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OCTOBER TERM, 1892.

a‘ ‘
may .sm .
CHIEF JUSTICE!

M... . ,>,

HON. MELVILLE W. FULLER.
ASSOCIATE}:
HON. STEPHEN J. FIELD.
HON. JOHN M. HARLAN.
HON. HORACE GRAY.
HON. SAMUEL BLATCHFORD.l
HON. LUCIUS Q. C. LAMAR.I
HON. DAVID J. BREWER.
HON. HENRY BILLINGS BROWN.
HON. GEORGE SHIRAS, JR.‘
HON. HOWELL E. JACKSON.‘

ATTORNEY GENERAL:

HON. WILLIAM H. H. MILLER.‘
HON. RICHARD OLNEY.‘

SOLICITOR GENERAL:

HON. CHARLES H. ALDRICH.
IDM July 7, 1898.
‘Died January 23. 1398.

'MP- Justicesmms was commissioned JuLV 28. 1892. to succeed Mr. Justice BRADLIYJHIO died .Tnnuary 29, 18”.
‘Mr- Justice JACREON was commissioned February 18. 1893. to succeed Mr. Justice LAMAR.

‘Hon- RICHABD Own was commissioned March 6, 1898. to succeed Hon. WILLIAM H. H. mun. resigned.
“185.0.

(iii)

ALLOTMEN'I‘ OF THE JUSTlCES
OF THE
(1) x:

SUPREME COURT OF THE UNITED STATES.
MARCH 13, 1893.

FIRST CIRCUIT.
Comprising Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, and Rhode Island.
JUSTICE HORACE GRAY, of Massachusetts. Appointed December 20, 1881, by Presi
dent Arthur.
SECOND CIRCUIT.
Comprising Connecticut, New York, and Vermont.
JUSTICE SAMUEL BLA'I‘CHFORD, of New York. Appointed March 27, 1882, by Presi

. -,-.
._

dent Arthur.‘
THIRD CIRCUIT.
Comprising Delaware, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania.

JUs'rIcH GEORGE SHIRAS, JR., of Pennsylvania.

Appointed July 26, 1892, by Presi

dent Harrison.
"IK“'

FOURTH CIRCUIT.
Comprising Maryland, North Carolina, South Carolina, Virginia, and West Virginia.
CHIEF JUSTICE MELVILLE W. FULLER, of Illinois.

Appointed July 20, 1888, by

President Cleveland.
FIFTH CIRCUIT.
Comprising Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi, and Terms.

JUsTICE HOWELL E. JACKSON, of Tennessee.

Appointed February 18, 1893, by

President Harrison.2
sIxTH CIRCUIT.
Comprising Kentucky, Michigan, Ohio, and Tennessee.

JUs'I'ICR HENRY BILLINGS BRO WN, of Michigan.

Appointed December 29, 1890, by

President Harrison.
SEVENTH CIRCUIT.
Comprising Illinois, Indiana, and Wisconsin.

CHIEF JUSTICE MELVILLE W. FULLER, of Illinois.

Appointed July 20, 1888, by

President Cleveland.a
EIGHTH CIRCUIT.
Comprising Arkansas, Colorado, Iowa, Kansas, Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, North
Dakota, South Dakota, and Wyoming.

JUSTICE DAVID J. BREWER, of Kansas.

Appointed December 18, 1889, by President

Harrison.
NINTH CIRCUIT.
Comprising California, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, Oregon, and Washington.

JUBTII‘CE STEPHEN J. FIELD, of California.

Appointed March 10, 1863, by President

incoln.

Imed July 7. 1898.
‘Justice Lucius Q. C. LAMAR. of Mississippi. formerly allotted to this circuit. died January 28. 1898.
Unstice JOHN M. HARLAN. 0! Kentucky. (appointed November 29. 1877. b President Hayes. and formerly

allottced to lthlle circuit, was absent during the grenter portion 0! the term as a 310mb or at tho Berin’g Bea Arbltl'lr
on

0mm BB 011.
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STOTESBURY et al. v. UNITED STATES.
(November 21, 1892.)

No. 30.
ln'rsimii. REVENUE—ILLEGAL TAXATION‘ —Powsn
or COMMISSIONER—FINAL DETERMINATION.
Rev: St. Q 3220, authorizes the commis
l_ioner of internal revenue, subject to regula
tions prescribed by the secretary of the treas
ury, on appeal to him, to refund all taxes cri'o
neously collected. Regulation 3 prescribed by
the secretary of the treasury requires the com
missioner, utter hearing an anneal, to make a

rmal certiﬁcate of _his decision, with the

District.

Clnlu'iants.

Amount.

1stPenu... Harris 4
Stotesbury
867,335 85
"
"
Harris.
Hoyle
k 00..
26,642 96

amount in writing which should be refunded;
regulation 4 requires the entry of the decision
in a dpcitet; regulation 5 requires a weekly
transmission of the list of awards, with the

vouchers, to the_first comptroller of the treas
111T. and regulation 7 re uires the transmission
of the case, with the evi ence in support of it,
the secretary_of the treasury, for his consid

Disposi~
tiou.

Allowed.

"

Reason of
Disposition.

Were not an
gar reﬁners
within the
deﬁnition of
section 75 of
"An act to
provide in
ternul reve
nus." etc..
a p p r ovcd
July 1. 1862.
as amended
by the act
a. p p r oved
Mai-ch 8.1808.

erution and advisement, before ﬁnal decision of
an appeal iuvolviu

over $250.

Held, that the

iEXililll)ililtl0|1 and a ownnce of a claim exceed
lllg $-_50 by the commissioner without com ly
mg with regulations 3, 4, and 5, and the on se
mellt-did not constitute a ﬁnal award b the
commissioner, which was binding on the goyvern

ment. 23 Ct. Cl. 285. aﬂirmed.
APlleiil from t h e court of claims.
'
ﬁrmed.

Af.

gtatement by Mr. Justice BREWER:
85 8:1 lDecember 19, 1870, the ﬁrm of Harris
on 0 esbury appealed to the commissioner

"I hereby certify that the foregoing claims for the re
funding of taxes erroneously assessed and paid have been
examined and allowed. and are transmitted to the score
tar! of the treasury for his consideration and advise
mont.
.4. I’LEASONTON. Commissioner." 5

' On August 8, 1871, Commissioner Pieason:

ton resigned, and on the next day J. W.
Douglass, having been duly appointed his
successor. entered upon the discharge of the
duties of the ollice.

On that day the secre

tary of the treasury sent to him this letter:

havl’g. Internal revenue taxes claimed to

“Treasury Department,
"Washington, D. 0., August 9. 1871.
“Sir: The inclosed refunding claims of

from Helen erroneously assessed and collected

Harris do Stotesbury and Harris, Heylo &

rejectedelli- This_claim was examined and
claim - and 7109106. thereof given to the

00.. transmitted by your predecessor to this
oiiice for approval, would seem to have been
passed by a reversal of the construction of the
law relative to sugar manufactures which ob
tained during the whole period of its exist
once.
“Under these circumstances. I deem it
proper to return them to you for re-exainina

52396111211 revenue for the refunding of $67.

was :1:-

1871 u

An application for u rehearing

e and sustained. On July 26,

clam; 19 commissioner, having examined the
m Ifslgned and transmitted to the secre
Y0 the treasury the following schedule:
v.13s.c._1

*

I
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and whether it was so or not is the question
presented to us for decision.
The law under which the commissioner
“GEO. S. BOUTWELL.
acted is found in section 3220. Rev. 817.:
“Secretary of the Treasury.
“The commissioner of internal revenue. sub
“Hon. J. W. Douglass, Coln‘r of Int. Rev
ject to regulations prescribed by the secretary
enue."
of the treasury. is authorized, on appeal to
And on the 9th of November, 1871. the him made, to remit, refund. and pay hack
commissioner indorsed on the claim these all taxes erroneously or illegally assessed or
words: “November 9, i871. ltejected on collected, all penalties collected without au
thority, and all taxes that appear to be un
rte-examination. J. W. Douglass, Commis
sioner,”—notice of‘ which action was duly justly assessed, or excessive in amount. or in
given to the claimants. On the wrapper or any manner wrongfully collected.” Regula
tions were prescribed by the secretary of the
jacket inclosing the papers in this claim ap
treasury, the only ones of importance in this
pear the following indorsements:
“(Office of Internal Revenue. Rec‘d Dec. case being the 30. 4th, 5th, and 7th, as lol
lows:
19, '70. Div. 1, sec. 3.)
“ (3) When the appeal has been fully heard
Coll’r not‘d Dec. 20, ’70. J. D. 3395.
and
examined, the commissioner of internal
Wrote claimants Nov. 13, '71. J. D.
revenue must put into the case a certiﬁcate
12. 21. ‘70.
of his decision or judgment, with the amount
(46) Claim for refunding taxes collected.
in writing which should be paid back.
Serial No. 18. No. of draft, -—-—. $67,
“ (4) A proper book or docket must. be caro
$55.85.
fully kept in the oﬂice of the commissioner
Harris 85 Stotesbury, claimant --.
of
internal revenue, in which should be en
PosL-ollice address, Philadelphia.

tion, declining to consider them unless again
submitted by your otiico. Respectfully yours,

Veriﬁed by—

W. J. POLLOCK,
Collector.

‘198

tered, under its proper date, the name of the

claimant, with the amount of the tax which
is the subject of appeal, and the ﬁnal decision

1 district of Penna.
‘Assessed upon sp. tax sugar reﬁners.
Basis of claim: Claims that they do not
reﬁne sugar.
Nov. 9, 1871, rejected on reexamination.

[Signed]

J. W. DOUGLASS.
Comm’r.

Examined and rejected Dec.19, 1870, by—
[Signed]
OHS. CHESLEY.
Allowed by commissioner, July 26. 1871.

[Signed]

A. PLEASONTON,
Commissioner."

No notice was given to the claimants of
the action of Commissioner Pleasonton, and
it does not appear that they were aware of it
until 1880, when, on being informed thereof,

they made application for the payment of the
money as having been duly allowed them by
such decision of Commissioner Pleasonton.
This application was denied, but the ques
tion of the liability of the government was
transmitted by the secretary of the treasurv
to the court of claims. A petition in that
court. was ﬁled in the name of Thomas 1’.
Stotesbury, sole surviving partner of Harris
8n Stotesbury, and afterwards, on his death,

the suit. was revived in the name of the pres
ent appellants. his executors. The decision
was in favor of the government, (23 Ct. Cl.
285,) from which decision the executors
brought this appeal.
Enoch Totten and Thomas \V. Neill, for
appellants. Asst. Atty. Gen. Cotton, for the
United States.
Mr.‘ Justice BREWER, after stating the
facts in the foregoing language. delivered the
opinion of the court.
The court of claims decided that the action
of Commissioner Pleasonton did not consti
into a final award binding the government;

of the said commissioner.
“ (5) When, from time to time, and as the
commissioner of internal revenue in the‘
course of his public duties shall complete his
examination and give his judgment on these
appeal cases, he will transmit a weekly list
of them to the ﬁrst comptroller of the treas
ury, together with all the vouchers upon
which, as evidence, he rests his decision, as
a matter of account, giving upon the list the
proper date, the name of the claimant, and
the amount found due each claimant."
“(7) Where the case of an appeal involves
an amount exceeding two hundred and lifty
dollars, and before it is ﬁnally decided, the
commissioner of internal revenue will trans
mit the case, with the evidence in support
of it, to the secretary of the treasury for his
consideration and advisement."
It is contended by appellants that. the duty o
of determining whether any, and, if so, how:

much, shall be returned tc'claimants, is cum-.
mitted by section 3220 to the commissioner;
that the secretary has no revising power: and
that the regulations which he may prescribe
are in respect to the manner of payment.
and cannot determine the procedure to be
followed by the commissioner in hearing and
deciding upon claims. It may be conceded
that the power of ﬁnal decision is vested in
the commissioner, and that there is no appeal

from him to the secretary of the treasury;
but without inconsistency the power of deci
sion may be vested in one person. and the

ordering of rules of procedure in another.
Indeed, in ordinary litigation the one is given
to the judiciary, while the other is largely
prescribed by the legislature. liere the au
thority to the secretary to prescribe regula
tionsis given in full and general terms, and
certainly it is a very reasonable regulation

E‘:Illli!
115.58
‘:21
ﬂijn‘ncl i:
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MOPHERSON n. BLACKER.
that the chief ﬁnancial oﬂlcer of the govern
ment shall be heard by the commissioner he
tore a ﬁnal decision is made.
Further, the original internal revenue act,
in which, by section 44, “the commissioner of
internal revenue. subject to regulations pre
scribed by the secretary of the treasury, ” was

Commissioner Pleasonton.

3
Therefore the

matter was one still pending until the action
of Commissioner Douglass, on November 9,
1871, rejecting the claim.
The decision of the court of claims was
right, and its judgment is allirmed. v

authorized topay back duties erroneously and
illeg-dly collected by the government, etc.,

was enacted on June 30, 1864. 13 St. pp.
223, 239. These regulations were prescribed
by the secretary of the treasury on January
12, 1866, and on July 13, 1866, the internal
revenue act was amended, (14 St. pp. 98,
111,) section 44 being amended by striking
out all after the enacting clause, and insert
lag in lieu thereof that which now appears
assection 8220 of the Revised Statutes. It
might well be held that congress, having
knowledge of the secretary's regulations of
January, 1866. by re-snacting in modified
form section 44 approved these regulations,
among them the seventh—the one in ques
tion. If that be so, of course there could
have been no ﬁnal action by the commission
or, but only a transmission of the matter to

tliie secretary for his consideration and ad
v ce.
But, if this be not so, and the regulation
be considered as in excess or the authority
vested in the secretary of the treasury, in
uthat it is an attempt to regulate the proce
dure before the commissioner, still it cannot
' be held that there was a ﬁnal'determination
by the commissioner. Whether these regu
lations were valid or invalid, the commis
lioner acted under them, and therefore the
meaning and scope of his action must be in
terpreted by them. The schedule purports
to be transmitted to the secretary for con
suieration and advisement, in accordance

with the regulations.

U. S. 1)
McPHERSON et ai. v. BLACKER,(146
Secretary

of State.
0 t b 17 1892.
( 0 girl 1:10
)
Surmms COURT—JURISDIC'HON—POMTICAL Ques
TlOXS—CONSTlTUTlONAL LAW—APPOINTMENT or
PRESIDENTIAL ELECTORS or CONGRESSIONAL
DISTRICTS—TIME or MEETING.
1. Whether or not Pub. Acts Mich. 1891,
No. 50, providing for the election of presiden
tlal electors by congressional districts instead
of by the people of the state at lar e, is repug
nant to ‘the constitution and laws 0 the United
States, 18 a. judicial, and not a political, ques
tion, which the supreme court has power to de
termine, the validity of the not having been sus
tamed by the Mic igan upreme court.
2. Such set does not violate Oonst. art. 2,
§ 1, which declares that “each state shall a
point, in such manner as the legislature may di
rect, a. number of electors equal to the whole
number of eastern and representatives to
which the state may be entitled in the con
gross," since, by the construction placed on the
constitution contemporaneously with and for
many years after its adoption, such constitution
al provision conferred on the state legislature
plenary power to prescribe the method of choos
lug electors, and did not requirethe state, in
appointing electors, to act as a. unit. 52 N.
.
Rep. 469, aﬂ‘irmed.
3. The fact that all the states gradually
adopted a uniform method of popular election
for presidential electors by general ticket, and
that such system has prevailed among the
states for many years, have not deprived the
legislature of any state of its power to adopt a
different method. 52 N. W. Reg. 469, aﬁirmed.

The certiﬁcate made

to the secretary repeats the statement. Read
in the light of the seventh regulation, it is
as though the commissioner said:

“I have

examined this claim, and think it should be
allowed, but before ﬁnal decision I await
your consideration and advisement.” Cer
hunly, it the commissioner was waiting for
such consideration and advisement. he was
not making or intending to make a ﬁnal de
culon.

Not only is this the plain import of

the language of the schedule, but the further

fact that the commissioner did not comply
with either the 3d, 4th, or 5th regulations
emphasizes the correctness of such construe
l°I_1-_ He made no formal certificate of his
deqlslon or judgment. with the amount in
Wl'iimg'which should be paid back; no entry

cause the original expectation of the framers ot
the constitution in res ect to the independence
of electors may be sni to have been frustrated
in practice.
_
5. The power of a. state to change llZS mode
of choosing presidential electors was not taken
away by the fourteenth and ﬁfteenth amend
ments, because of the additional_ rights and
guaranties therein secured to citizens In re
spect to voting at national elections, although
at the time of their adoption all the states chose
their ‘fégctotliis bydelections at large. 52 N. W.
ep . 6. The
‘ a provision
rrne .
of Pub. Acts Mich. 189],
No. 50, which conﬂicts with Act Cong. Feb. 3,
1887, in that it ﬁxes a. diﬁerent date for the
electors to meet and give their votes, ls separa
able from and does not. vitiate the whole act.
52 N. W. Rep. 469, aiﬁrmed.

1st lucludmg this award was ever trans
Inltted by him to the first comptroller of the
t‘Fairy: and the ﬁfth regulation surely is
mull" u1a competency of the secrelaryof the

In error to the supreme court; of the state
of Michigan. Affirmed.
Statement by Mr. Chief Justice FULLERzﬂ
' William McPherson. Jr., Jay A. Hubbell,‘
J. Henry
Carstens,
CharlesConrad
E. Hiscock,
Otto
Ihling,
Philip
T. Coigrove,
G. Swens
burg, Henry A. Haigh, James H. White,

tfleasullv- _'_1‘ho facts that he ignored those
edrflellmvlslons, and that he expressly adopt-

Fred. Slocum, Justus S. Stearns, John Mll
len, Julius '1‘. Hannah, and J. I-l._Con|stock

if adeclslon appears in any docket; and no

pr Izse‘vemh n‘gillation as the guide to his

ﬁled their petition and aﬁidavits 1n the sn

5 ‘ﬁe ‘"9, {Duke it perfectly clear that no
'14 determination was made or intended by

preme court of the state of Michigan on May
2. 1892. as nominees for Dresidontiai electors.
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against Robert R. Blacker, secretary of state
of Michigan, praying that the court declare
the act of the legislature, approved May 1,
1891, (Act. No. 50, Pub. Acts Mich. 1891,)
entitled "An act. to provide for the election
of electors of president and vice president. of
the United States. and to repeal all other acts
and parts of acts in conﬂict herewith," void
and of no eﬁect. and that a writ of man
damus be directed to be issued to the said‘
secretary of state, commanding him to cause

to be delivered to the sheriff of each county
in the state, between the 1st of July and the

lst of September. 1892, “a notice in writing
that at the next general electionin this state,

to be held on Tuesday, the 8th day of Novem
ber, 1892, there will be chosen (among other
oﬂicers to be named in said notice) as many
electors of president and vice president of the
United States as this state may be entitled to
elect senators and representatives in the con
gress."
The statute of Michigan (1 How. Ann. St.
Mich. §l47, c. 9, p. 133) provided: “The
secretary of the state shall, between the lst
day of July and the 1st day of September
preceding a general election. direct and cause
to be delivered to the sheriff of each county
in this state a notice in writing that, at the
next general election, there will be chosen as
many of the following oilicers as are‘ to be
elected at such general election, viz.: Agov
ernor, lieutenant governor, secretary of state,
state treasurer, auditor general. attorney gen
eral. superintendent of public instruction.
commissioner of state land ot’ﬁce, members of
the state board of education, electors of presi
dent and vice president of the United States,
and a representative in congress for the dis
trict to which each of such counties shall be
long.”
A rule to show cause having been issued,
the respondent, as'secretary of state, answer

ed the petition, and denied that he had re—
fused to give the notice thus required, but he

said “that it. has always been the custom in
the oiiice of the secretary of state, in giving
notices under said section 147, to state in the

notice the number of electors that should be
printed on the ticketin each voting precinct
in each county in this state, and following
such custom with reference to such notice,
it is the intention of this respondent in giving
notice under section 147 to state in said no
ties that there will be elected one presidential
elector at large and one district presidential
elector and two alternate presidential electors,
one for the elector at large and one for the
district presidential elector, in each voting
precinct, so that the election may be held un

der and in accordance with the provisions of
Act No. 50 of the Public Acts of the state of
Michigan of 1891.”
By an amended answer the respondent
claimed the some beneﬁt as if he had dc
marred.
Relntors relied in their petition upon vari
ous grounds as invalidating Act No. 50 of the
Public Acts of Michigan of 1891, and, among

them. that the act was void because in con
ﬂict with clause 2 of section 1 of article 2 of
the constitution of the United States, and
with the fourteenth amendment to that in
strument, and also in some of its provisions
in conllict. with the act. of congress of Feb
ruary 3, 1887, entitled "An act to ﬁx the day

for the meeting of the electors of president
and vice president. and to provide for and
regulate the counting of the votes for presi
dent and vice president, and the derision of
questions arising thereon." The supreme
court of Michigan unanimously held that
none of the objections urged against the valid
ity of the not were tenable; that it did not
conﬂict with clause 2, § 1, art. 2, of the con
stitution, or with the fourteenth amendment
thereof; and that the law was only inopera

tive so far as in conﬂict with the law of con
gress in a matter in reference to which con
gress had the right to legislate. Theopinion
of the court will be found reported, in ad
vance of the oﬂicial series, in 52 N. W. Rep.
469
Judgment was given, June 17, 1892, deny-Q,
ing the writ of'mandamus, whereupon a writ’
of error was allowed to this court.
.
The October term, 1892, commenced on
Monday, October 10th, and on Tuesday. Oc
tober 11th. the ﬁrst day upon which the ap'
plication could be made, a motion to advance
the case was submitted by counsel, granted at. once in view of the exigency disclosed
upon the face of the papers, and the cause‘
heard that. day. The attention of the court;
having been called to other provisions of the
election laws of Michigan than those sup~
posed to be immediately involved. (Act No.
190. Pub. Acts Mich. 1891, pp. 258. 263,) the
chief justice, on Monday, October 17th, an
nounced the conclusions of the court, and di
rected the entry of judgment atﬁrming the
judgment of the supreme court; of Michigan,
and ordering the mandate to issue at once,
it being stated that this was done because
immediate action under the state statutes
was apparently required and might be affected
by delay, but. it was added that the court
would thereafter ﬁle an opinion stating fully
the grounds of the decision.

Act No. 50 of the Public Acts of 1891 oi!
Michigan is as follows:
“An act to provide for the election of elect
ore of president and vice president of the
United States, and to repeal all other acts and
parts of acts in conﬂict herewith.
“Section 1. The people of the state of Mich
igan enact that, at. the general election next;
preceding the choice of president. and vice
president of the United States, there shall be
elected as many electors of president and vice
presidentas this state may be entitled to elect
of senators and representatives in congress in
the following manner, that is to say: There
shall be elected by the electors of the districts
hereinafter deﬁned one elector of president
and vice president of the United States in
each district, who shall be known and des
ignated on the ballot, respectively, as ' cash

MOPHERSON v. BLACKEB.
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on district elector of president and vice
president of the United States at large,’ and

1 western district elector of president and
vice president of the United States at large.’
lQThere shall also be elected, in like manner.

' two alternate electors of president and'vice
president, who shall be known and desig

“See. 4. The said electors of president and
vice president shall convene in the senate
chamber at the capital of the state at the hour
01.’ twelve o’clock at noon, on the ﬁrst Wednes
day of December immediately following their
election. and shall proceed to perform the

duties of such electors as required by the
nated on the ballot as ‘eastern district al
ternate elector of presidentand vice president constitution and the laws of the United
States.
The alternate electors shall also be
of the United States at large,’ and ' western
district alternate elector of president and vice in attendance, but shall take no part in the
president of the United States at largo;’ for proceedings, except as herein provided.
"Sec. 5. Each of said electors and alternate
which purpose the ﬁrst, second, sixth,
electors shall receive the sum of ﬁve dollars
seventh. eighth, and tenth congressional dis
tricts shall compose one district, to be known for each day’s attendance at the meetings of
as the 'Eastern Electoral District.’ and the the electors as above provided, and live cents
third, fourth, ﬁfth, ninth, eleventh, and per mile for the actual and necessary distance
twelfth congressional districts shall compose traveled each way in going to and returning
from said place of meeting, the same to be
the other district, to be known as the ' West
ern Electoral District.’ There shall also be paid by the state treasurer upon the allow
elected, by the electors in each congressional ance of the board of state auditors.
“Sec. 6. All acts and parts of acts in con
district into which the state is or shall be di
vided, one elector of president and vice presi~ ﬂict with the provisions of this act are hereby
repealed.”
Pub. Acts Mich. 1891. pp. 50.
dent, and one alternate elector of president
and vice president, the ballots for which shall 51.
Section 211 of Howell's Annotated Statutes
designate the number of the congressional
of Michigan (volume 1, c. 9, p. 14-5) reads:
district and the persons to be voted for there
“For the purpose of canvassing and ascer
in, as ‘district elector’ and ‘alternate dis
trict elector ' of president and vice president taining the votes given for electors of pres
ident and vice president of the United States,
ofthc United States, respectively.
“Sec. 2. The counting, canvassing, and the board of state canvassers shall meet on
the
Wednesday next after the third Monday
certifying of the votes cast for said electors
at large and their alternates, and said district of November, or on such other day before
electors and their alternates, shall be done as that time as the secretary of state shall pp
near as maybe in the same manner as is now point; and the powers, duties, and proceed
provided bylaw for the election of electors ings of said board, and of the secretary of
gt president and vice president of the United state, in sending for, examining, ascertain
ing, determining, certifying, and recording
‘tales.
the votes and results of the election of such
“Sec. 3. The secretary of state shall pre
pare three lists of the names of the electors electors, shall be in all respects, as near as
.
.
.
.
I‘
provided
in'relation
and the alternate electors. procure thereto may be, as herelnbefore
the signature of the governor, aﬂix the seal to sending for, examining, ascertaining, de
01' the state to the same, and deliver such termining, certifying, and recording the
certiﬁcates thus signed and sealed to one of votes and results of the election of state of
the electors. on or before the ﬁrst Wednesday ﬁcers.”
Section 240 of Howell’s Statutes. in force
of December next following said general elec—
tlon. In case of death, disability, refusal to prior to May 1, 1891. provided: “At the gen
act, or neglect to attend. by the hour of eral election next preceding the choice of
iwelt'e o‘clock at noon of said day, of either president and vice president of the United
States, there shall be elected by general ticket
of said electors at large, the duties of the 01.’
as many electors of president and vice presi
dent as this state may be entitled to elect of
orls at large. that is to say: The eastern (lis
trictallernate elector at large shall supply the senators and representatives in congress."
place of the eastern district elector at large,
The following are sections of article 8 of
and the western district alternate elector at the constitution of Michigan:
lilrge shall supply the place of the western
"Sec. 4. The secretary of state, state treas
district elector at large. In like case, the urer, and commissioner of the state land of
alternate congressional'distriet elector shall (ice shall constitute a board of state auditors,
to examine and adjust all claims against the
state, not otherwise provided for by general
law. They shall constitute a board of state
canvassers, to determine the result of all

elections for governor, lieutenant. governor,
and state oﬂicers, and of such other odicers

as shall by law be referred to them.
“Sec. 5. In case two or more persons have
an equal and the highestnumber of votes for
any otlice, as canvassed by the board of state
canvassers, the legislature in joint conven

tion shall choose one of said persons to ﬁll
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such ofllce. When the determination of the
board of state canvassers is contested. the
legislature in joint; convention shall decide
which person is elected." 1 How. Ann. St.
Mich. p. 57.
Reference was also made in argument to
the act of congress of February 3, 1887, to
ﬁx the day for the meeting of the electors of
president and vice president, and to provide
for and regulate the counting of the votes.
24 St. p. 373.
Henry M. Duﬂield, W. H. H. Miller, and
Fred A. Baker, for plaintitf in error. Otto
Kirchner, A. A. Ellis, and John \V. Champ

a lin, for defendant in error.

i‘ an. Chief Justice FULLER, after stating
the facts in the foregoing language. deliv
g: cred the opinion of the court.
' ‘The supreme court of Michigan held, in ef
fect, that. it the act in question were invalid,

in question as repugnant to such constitution
and laws, and its validity was sustained‘!

‘Boyd v. State.143 U. s. 135. 12 Sup. ccf.‘
Rep. 375. And it matters not that the judg
ment. to be reviewed may be rendered in a
proceeding for mandamus. Hartman v.
Greenhow, 102 U. S. 672.
As we concur with the state court, its
judgment has been ailiruied; if we had not,
its judgment would have been reversed. in
either event, the questions submitted are
ﬁnally and deﬁnitely disposed of by the judg
ment which we pronounce, and that judg
ment is carried into eiiect by the transmis
sion of our mandate to the state court.
The question of the validity of this act. as
presented to us by this record, is a. judicial
question, and we cannot decline the exercise
of our jurisdiction upon the inadmissible
suggestion that action might be taken by
political agencies in disregard of the judg
ment of the highest tribunal of the state. as
revised by our own.
On behalf of plaintiffs in error it is con
tended that the act is void because in conllict

the proper remedy had been sought. In
other words, if the court had been of opinion
that the act was void, the writ of mandamus
would have been awarded.
And having ruled all objections to the
validity of the act urged as arising under the
state constitution and laws adversely to the
plaintiifs in error. the court was compelled
to, and did, consider and dispose of the con
tention that the act was invalid because ro
puguunt to the constitution and laws of the
United States.
We are not authorized to revise the conclu
sions of the state court on these matters of
local law, and, those conclusions being ac
cepted. it follows that the decision of the
federal questions is to be regarded as neces
sary to the determination of the cause. De
Saussure v. Gaillard, 127 U. S. 216, 8 Sup.
Ct. Rep. 1053.
Inasmuch as, under section 709 of the Re~
vised Statutes of the United States, we have
jurisdiction by writ of error to re-examine
and reverse or utiirm the ﬁnal judgment in
any suit in the highest court of a state in
which a decision could be had, where the
validity of a statute of the state is drawn in
question on the ground that it is repugnant
to the constitution and laws of the United
States. and the decision is in favor of its
validity, we perceive no reason for holding
that this writ. was improvidently brought.
It is argued that the subject-matter of the
controversy is not of judicial cognizance, be
cause it is said that all questions connected
with the election of a presidential elector are
political in their nature; that the court has
no power finally to dispose of them; and that
its decision would be subject to review by
political oﬂicers and agencies, as the state
board of cnnvassers, the legislature in joint

convention, and the governor, or, ﬁnally, the

congress.
But the judicial power of the United States
extends to all cases in law or equity arising
under the constitution and laws of the
United States. and this is a case so arising,
since the validity of the state law was drawn

with (1) clause 2, § 1, art. 2, of the constitu
tion of the United States; (2) the fourteenth
and ﬁfteenth amendments to the constitution;

and (3) the act of congress, of February 3,
1887.
The second clause of section 1 of arlicle 2
of the constitution is in these words: “Each
state shall appoint, in such manner as the
legislature thereof may direct, a number of

electors. equal to the whole number of sen
ators and representatives to which the state
may be entitled in the congress; but no sen
ator or representative, or person holding an
oﬂice of trust or proﬁt under the United
States, shall be appointed an elector."
The manner of the appointment of electors
directed by the act of Michigan is the elec
tion of an elector and an alternate elector
in each of the twelve congressional districts
into which the state of Michigan is divided.
and of an elector and an alternate elector
at large in each of two districts delined by
the act. It. is insisted that it. was not; com
petent for the legislature to direct. this man
nor of appointment, because the state is to
appoint as a body politic and corporate, and
so must act as a. unit, and cannot delegate
the authority to subdivisions created for that:
purpose; and it is argued that the'appoint-'
ment of electors by districts is not an ap
pointment by the state, because all its citi
zens otherwise qualiﬁed are not permitted to
vote for all the presidential electors.
“A state, in the ordinary sense of the con
stitution,” said Chief Justice Chase, (Texas
v. White, 7 Wall. 700, 731,) “is a political

community of free citizens, occupying a ter
ritory of deﬁned boundaries, and organized
under a government sanctioned and limited
by a written constitution, and established by
the consent of the governed." The state
does not act. by its people in their collective
capacity. but through such political agencies
as are duly constituted and established. The
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legislative power is the supreme authority,
except as limited by the constitution of the

state. and the sovereignty of the people is ex
ercised through their representatives in the
legislature, unless by the fundamental law

wer is elsewhere reposed.

The constitu

tion of the United States frequently refers to
the state as a political community, and also

in terms to the people of the several states
and the citizens of each state. What is for
bid-lcn or required to be done by a state is
toi'hiiidcn or required of the legislative power
under state constitutions as they exist. The
clause under consideration does not read that
the people or the citizens shall appoint. but
that “each state shall;" and if the words, " in
such manner as the legislature thereof may
direct.” had been omitted, it would seem
that the legislative power of appointment
could not have been successfully questioned
in the absence of any provision in the state
constitution in that regard. Hence the inser
tion of those words. while operating as a
limitation upon the state in respect of any
attempt to circumscribe the legislative power,
cannot be held to operate as a limitation on
that power itself.
lithe legislature possesses plenary author
ity to direct the manner of appointment. and
might itself exercise the appointing power by
joint ballot or concurrence of the two houses.
or lli‘COf-lillg to such mode as designated, it
is (liilicult to perceive why, it the legislature
prescribes as a method ot'uppointment choice
by vote. it must necessarily be by general
ticket, and not. by districts. In other words.
gthe act of appointment is none the less the
' act ofthe stntein its entirety because'arrived
‘st by districts. for the act is the act of polit
ical agencies dnlynuthorizcd to speak fortha

Blair. and the combined result is the expres
Slull of the voice oi‘ the state, a result
reached by direction of the legislature, to

whom the whole subject is committed.
I
the ﬁrst paragraph of section 2. art. 1.
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lslatures, prior to 1842. in prescribing the
times, places. and manner oi’ holding elec
tions for representatives, had usually appor
tioned the state into districts. and assigned
to each a representative; and by act of con
gress of J une 25, 1842, (carried forward as
section 23 of the Revised Statutes.) it was
provided that, where a state was entitled to
more than one representative, the election
should be by districts. It. has never been

doubted that representatives in congress thus
chosen represented the entire people of the

statencting in their sovereign capacity.

By original clause 3. § 1. art. 2. and
by the twelfth amendment, which superseded

that clause, in case of afniiure in the election
of president by the people the house of rep
resentatives is to choose the president; and

“the vote shall be taken by states, the repro-Qj,
eentation irom'each state having one vote.“
The state acts as a unit. and its vote is given
as a unit, but. that vote is arrived at through
the votes of its representatives in congress
elected by districts.
The state also acts individually through
its electoral college. although, by reason of
the power of its legislature over the manner
of appointment, the vote of its electors may
be divided.
The constitution does not provide that the
appointment of electors shall be by popular
vote, nor that the electors shall be voted for

upon a general ticket. nor that the majority
of those who exercise the elective franchise
can alone choose the electors. it recognizes
that the people act through their representa
tives in the legislature, and leaves it to the

legislature exclusively to deﬁne the method
of eifecting the object.
The framers of the constitution employed
words in their natural sense; and, where
they are plain and clear, resort to collateral
aids to interpretation is unnecessary. and
cannot be indulged in to narrow or enlarge
the text; but. where there is ambiguity or

1i I! provided: “The house of representa

doubt, or where two views may well be en

tires shall be composed of members chosen
"90' second year by the people of the sev
eral states. and the electors in each state
shall have the quuliiicntions requisite for
electors of the most numerous branch of the

tertained, contemporaneous and subsequent
practical construction is entitled to the
greatest weight. Certainly, plaintid’s in
error cannot reasonably assert that the
clause of the constitution under considera
tion so plainly sustains their position as to
entitle them to object that contemporaneous
history and practical construction are not to
be allowed their legitimate force, and. con
ceding that their argument inspires a doubt
sutﬁcient to justify resort to the aide of in
terpretation thus aiforded, we are of opinion
that such doubt is thereby resolved against
them, the contemporaneous practical exposi
tion of the constitution being too strong and
obstinate to be shaken or controlled. Stuart
v. Laird. 1 Cranch, 299, 309.
It has been said that the word “appoint”
is not the most appropriate word to describe
the result of a popular election. Perhaps
not; but. it is snilicientiy comprehensive to
cover that mode, and was manifestly used as

slate legielnture;" and by the third pai'ap
lll'ilph. “'when vacancies happen in the rep
resentation from any state, the executive au

thority thereof shall issue writs of election

E0 1111 such vacancies." Section 4 reads:
Thfitlmeﬂ. places. and manner of holding
elections for senators and representatives

lsl'slliglilhllrescribed in each state by the legis
tim b ereoi’. but the congress may at any
8 y law make or alter such regulations,

excel" 118 to the places of choosing senators. ”
lAlthough it is thus declared that the peo
P9 of the several states shall choose the

gluambers of congress. (language which in
uigdttlile State of New 1(ork_ to insert a salvo
m r

0 power to divide into districts. in

esolutione of ratiﬁcation.) the state len
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conveying the broadest power of determina
tion. It was used in article 5 of the articles
of confederation, which provided that “dele
gggales shall be annually appointed in such
- manner as the legislature'of each state shall
direct;'’ and in the resolution of congress of
February 21, 1787, which declared it expedi
ent that “a convention of

delegates who

shall have been appointed by the several
states” should be held. The appointment
of delegates was, in fact, made by the legis
latures directly, but that involved no denial

of authority to direct some other mode. The
constitutional convention, by resolution of
September 17, 1787, expressed the opinion
that the congress should ﬁx a day “on which
electors should be appointed by the states
which shall have ratiﬁed the same," etc.,
and that. "after such publication. the electors
should be appointed, and the senators and
representatives elected. "
The journal of the convention discloses
that propositions that the president should be
elected by " the citizens of the United States. ”
or by the "people," or "by electors to be
chosen by the people of the several states,"
instead of by the congress, were voted down,
(Jour. Conv. 286, 288; 1 Elliot, Deb. 208,
262,) as was the proposition that the presi
dent should be “chosen by electors appointed
for that purpose by the legislatures of the
states," though at one time adopted, (Jour.
Conv. 190; 1 Elliot. Deb. 208, 211. 217;) and
a motion to postpone the consideration of
the choice “by the national legislature,” in
order to take up a resolution providing for
electors to be elected by the qualiﬁed voters
in districts, was negatived in committee of
the whole, (Jour. Conv. 92; 1 Elliot, Deb.
156.) Gerry proposed that the choice should
be made by the state executives; Hamilton,
that the election be by electors chosen by
electors chosen by the people; James Wilson
and Gouverneur Morris were strongly in
favor of popular vote; Ellsworth and Luther
Martin preferred the choice by electors elected
by the legislatures; and Roger Sherman, ap~
pointment by congress. The ﬁnal result
seems to have reconciled contrariety of views
by leaving it to the state legislatures to ap
point directly by joint ballot or concurrent
separate action, or through popular election
by districts or by general ticket, or as other
wise might be directed.
a Therefore, on reference to contemporane
Nous and subsequent action under the clause,
' we should expect to ﬁnd, as we do,'that vari
ous modes of choosing the electors were
pursued, as, by the legislature itself on
joint ballot; by the legislature through ncon
current vote of the two houses; by vote of
the people fora general ticket; by vote of the
people in districts; by choice partly by the
people voting in districts and partly by the
legislature; by choice by the legislature from
candidates voted for by the people in dis
tricts; and in other ways, as, notably, by
North Carolina in 1792, and Tennessee in

1796 and 1800. No question was raised as
to the power of the state to appoint in any
mode its legislature saw ﬁt to adopt, and
none that a single method, applicable with
out exception, must be pursued in the ab
sence of an amendment to the constitution.
The district system was largely considered
the most equitable, and Madison wrote that
it was that system which was contemplated
by the framers of the constitution, although
it was soon seen that its adoption by some
states might place them at adisadvantage by
a division of their strength, and that a uni
form rule was preferable.
At the ﬁrst presidential election, the ap—
pointrnent of electors was made by the legis
latures of Connecticut, Delaware, Georgia,

New Jersey, and South Carolina. Pennsyl
vania, by act of October 4, 1788. (Acts Pa.

1787-88, p. 513,) provided for the election
of electors on a general ticket. Virginia,
by act of November 17, 1788. was divided
into 12 separate districts, and an elector
elected in each district, while for the election
of congressmen the state was divided into
10 other districts. Laws Va. Oct. Sess.
1788, pp. 1, 2. In Massachusetts. the gen
eral court, by resolve of November 17, 1788.
divided the state into districts for the election
of representatives in congress, and provided

for their election, December 18, 1788. and that
at the same time the qualiﬁed inhabitants of
each district should give their votes for two
persons as candidates for an elector of presi
dent and vice president of the United States.
and, from the two persons in each district
having the greatest number of votes, the two
houses of the general court by joint ballot
should elect one as elector. and in the same
way should elect two electors at large. Mass:
Resolves 1788, p. 53. In Marylandnunder
act of December 22, 1788, electors were
elected on general ticket, ﬁve being residents
of the Western Shore, and three of the East~

ern Shore. Laws Md. 1788, c. 10. In New
Hampshire an act was passed November 12.
1788, (Laws N. H. 1789, p. 169,) providing
for the election of ﬁve electors by majority
popular vote, and in case of no choice that
the legislature should appoint out of so many
of the candidates as equaled double the num
ber of electors elected. There being no
choice, the appointment was made by the leg
islature. The senate would not agree to a
joint ballot, and the house was compelled,
that the vote of the state might not be lost,
to concur in the electors chosen by the sen
ate. The state of New York lost its vote
through a similar contest. The assembly
was willing to elect by joint ballot of the two
branches or to divide the electors with the
senate, but the senate would assent to noth
ing short of a complete negative upon the ac
tion of the assembly, and the time for elec
tion passed without an appointment. North
Carolina and Rhode Island had not then rati
ﬂed the constitution.
Fifteen states participated in the second
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presidential election, in nine of which elect
ors were chosen by the legislatures.
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for the district of Marc. Laws Tenn. 1794,

Mary

lend, (Laws Md. 1790, c. 16; Laws 1791, c.
62,) New Hampshire. (Laws N. H. 1792,

pp. 398, 401,) and Pennsylvania, (Laws Pa.
1792, p. 240,) elected their electors on a gen
eral ticket, and Virginia by districts. (Laws

Va. 1792, p. 87.) In Massachusetts the
general court. by resolution of June 30,
1792, divided the state into four districts, in
each of two of which ﬁve electors were
elected, and in each of the other two three
electors. Mass. Resolves, June, 1792. p. 25.
Under the apportionment of April 13, 1792.
North Carolina was entitled to ten members
of the house of representatives. The legis
lature was not in session, and did not meet
until November 15th, while under the act of

congress of March 1, 1792, (1 St. p. 239,)the
electors were to assemble on December 5th.
The legislature passed an act dividing the
state into four districts, and directing the

members of the legislature residing in each
district to meet on the 25th of November,
;and choose three electors. 2 Ired. N. C.
' Laws.1715-1800. c. 15 of 1792. At the same
session an act was passed dividing the state
into districts for the election of electors in
1726, and every four years thereatter. Id.
c. 6.
Sixteen states took part in the third presi
dential election, Tennessee having been ad
mitted June 1, 1796. In nine states the
electors were appointed by the legislatures,
and in Pennsylvania and New Hampshire by
popular vote for a general ticket. Virginia,
North Carolina, and Maryland elected by dis
tricts. The Maryland law of December 24,
1795. was entitled “An act to alter the mode
of electing electors," and provided for divid
ing the state into ten districts, each of which
districts should “elect and appoint one per
son, being a resident oi’ the said district, as
an elector.” Laws Md. 1795, c. 73. Mas
sachusetts adhered to the district system,
electing one elector in each congressional
district by a majority vote. It was provided
that,ii no one had a majority, the legislature
should make the appointment on joint ballot,
and the legislature also appointed two elect
are at large in the same manner. Mass. Re
solves, June, 1796, p. 12. In Tennessee an act
was passed August 8. 1796, which provided
for the election of three electors, "one in the

district of Washington, one in the district of

Emilio". and one in the district of Mere,”
and, “that the said electors may be elected
will}, as little trouble to the citizens as possi
f- _certain persons of the counties of
Washington, Sullivan, Green, and Hawkins

Were named in the act and appointed elect

°r8 to elect an elector for the district of
' certain other persons of the
B1
Knox, Jeiferson. Sevier, and
[mint were by name appointed to elect an
sector for the district of Hamilton; and
o‘efiiillll others of the counties of Davidson.

"Inner, and Tennessee to elect an elector

1803, p. 209; Acts 2d b'ess. 1st Gen. Assem.
Tenn. c. 4. Electors were chosen by the per
sons thus designated.
In the fourth presidential election, Vir
ginia, under the advice of Mr. Jefferson,
adopted the general ticket, at least “until
some uniform mode of choosing a president
and vice president of the United States shall:’
be prescribed by an'ainendment to the constiﬂ
tution.” Laws Va.1799-1800, p. 3. Massa
chusetts passed a resolution providing that
the electors of that state should be appointed
by joint ballot of the senate and house.
Mass. Resolves, June, 1800, p. 13. Pennsyl
vania appointed by the legislature. and, up
on a contest between the senate and house,
the latter was forced to yield to the senate in
agreeing to an arrangement which resulted
in dividing the vote of the electors. 26
Niles’ Reg. 17. Six states, however, chose
electors by popular vote, Rhode Island sup
plying the place of Pennsylvania, which had
theretoi’ore followed that course. Tennessee,
by act of October 26, 1799, designated per

sons by name to choose its three electors,
as under the act of 1796. Laws Tenn. 1794
1803, p. 211; Acts 2d Sess. 2d Gen. Assem.
Tenn. c. 46.
Without pursuing the subject further, it
is suﬂicient to observe that, while most of
the states adopted the general ticket system,
the district method obtained in Kentucky un
til 1824; in Tennessee and Maryland until

1832; in Indiana in 1824 and 1828; in Illi
nois in 1820 and 1824; and in Maine in 1820,
1824, and 1828. Massachusetts used the
general ticket system in 1804, (Mass. Re
solves, June. 1804, p. 19;) chose electors by
joint ballot of the legislature in 1808 and in

1816, (Mass. Resolves 1808, pp. 205, 207,
209; Mass. Resolves 1816, p. 233;) used the
district system again in 1812 and 1820,
(Mass. Resolves 1812, p. 94; Mass. Resolves
1820, p. 245;) and returned to the general
ticket system in 1824, (Mass. Resolves 1824,
p. 40.) In New York the electors were elect
ed in 1828 by districts, the district electors
choosing the electors at large. Rev. St. N.
Y. 1827, tit. 6, p. 24. The appointment of
electors by the legislature, instead of by pop
ular vote, was made use of by North Caro
lina. Vermont, and New Jersey in 1812.
In 1824 the electors were chosen by popu
lar vote, by districts, and by general ticket,
iri all the states excepting Delaware, Geor
gia, Louisiana, New York, South Carolina,
and Vermont. where they were still chosen
by the legislature. After 1832 electors were
chosen by general ticket in all the states ex
cepting South Carolina, where the legisla
ture chose them up to and including 1860.

Journals 1860, Senate, pp. 12, 13; Ilouseﬂ
11:15, 17. And this was the mode adopted‘
by Florida in 1868. (Laws 1868. p. 166,) and
by Colorado in 1876. as prescribed by section
19 of the schedule to the constitution of_the
state, which was admitted into the Union.
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August 1, 1876. (Gen. Laws 0010. 1877, pp.
79. 990.)1
Mr. Justice Story, in considering the sub
ject in his Commentaries on the Constitu
tion, and writing nearly 50 years after the
adoption of that instrument. after stating
that "in some states the legislatures have di
rectly chosen the electors by themselves; in
others, they have been chosen by the people
by a general ticket throughout the whole
state; and in others, by the people by elect
oral districts, ﬁxed by the legislature, a cer
tain number of electors being apportioned to
each district,"—adds: “No question has
ever arisen as to the constitutionality of
either mode, except that by a direct choice by
the legislature. But this, though often
doubted by able and ingenious minds, (3 El
liot, Deb. 100, 101,) has been ﬁrmly estab
lished in practice ever since the adoption of
the constitution, and does not now seem to
admit of controversy, even if a suitable tri
bunal existed to adjudicate upon it." And
he remarks that Hit has been thought desira
ble by many statesmen to have the constitu
tion amended so as to provide for a. uniform
mode of choice by the people." Story, Const.
(1st Ed.) § 1466.
Such an amendment was urged at the time
of the adoption of the twelfth amendment,
the suggestion being that all electors should
be chosen by popular vote, the states to be
divided for that purpose into districts. It
was brought up again in congress in Decem
ber, 1813. but the resolution for submitting
the amendment failed to be carried. The
'34 amendment was renewed in the house of
representatives in‘ December, 1816, and a
provision for the division of the states into
single districts for the choice of electors re
ceived a majority vote, but not two thirds.
Like amendments were offered in the senate
by Messrs. Sanford of New York, Dickerson
of New Jersey, and Macon of North Caro
lina. December 11, 1823. Senator Benton
introduced an amendment providing that
each legislature should divide its state into
electoral districts, and that the voters of each
district “should vote, in their own proper
persons.” for president and vice president,
but it was not acted upon. December 16
and December 24, 1823, amendments were
introduced in the senate by Messrs. Dicker
son, of New Jersey, and Van Bnren,of New
York, requiring the choice of electors to be
‘See Stanwood, Presidential Elections, (3d Ed.)
and Appleton, Presidential Counts, passim; 2 Le.
lor, I'Inc. Pol. Science. 68‘. 4 Hild. Hist. U. S. (Rev.
Ed.) 39, 882, 689' 5 Hild. Hist. U. B. 889, 531: 1

Schouler, Hist. . S. 72, 334; 2 Schouler, Hist. U
S._184' 8 Schonler, Hist. U. S. 313 489; 2 Adams,

Hist. tr. e. 201; 4 Adams, Hm. (I. s. ass; 6 Ad
ems, Hist. U. 5.409.413; 9 Adams, Hist. U. S. 139;
1 lidcMaster, Hist. People U. S. 525; 2 McMaster,
Hintv People U. S. 85, 509; 3 McMaster, Hist.
People U. S. 188. 189, 194, 317; 2 Scharf, Hist. Md.
54.7; 2 Bradt. Mass. 335; Life of Plumcr, 104; 3
Niles‘ Reg. 160; 5 Niles’ Reg. 372; ll Niles‘ Reg.
849; 10 Niles’ Reg. 45, 177, 409; 11 Niles’ Reg.

by districts; but these and others tailed of
adoption, although there was favorable action
in that direction by the senate in 1818,
1819, and 1622. December 22, 1823, an
amendment was introduced in the house by
Mr. McDuﬁie, of South Carolina, providing
that electors should be chosen by districts as
signed by the legislatures, but action was not
taken.‘-’ The subject was again brought for
ward in 1835. 1844, and subsequently. but
need not be further dwelt upon. except that
it may be added that, on the 28th of May,
1874, a report was made by Senator Morton,
chairman of the senate committee on privi
leges and elections, recommending an amend
ment dividing the states into electoral dis
tricts, and that the majority of the popular
vote of each district should give the candi
date one presidential vote, but this also failed
to obtain action. In this report it was said:
“The appointment of these electors is thus
placed absolutely and wholly with the legis
latures of the several states. They may be
chosen by the legislature, or the legislature
may provide that they shall be elected by the
people of the state at large, or in districts. as
are members of congress, which was the case
formerly in many states; and it is no doubt

competent for the legislature to authorize the“
governor, or the'supreme court of the state,~
or any other agent of its will, to appoint
these electors. This power is conferred upon
the legislatures of the states by the constitu
tion of the United States, and cannot be taken
from them or modiﬁed by their state consti
tutions any more than can their power to
elect senators of the United States. What
ever provisions may be made by statute. or
by the state constitution, to choose electors
by the people, there is no doubt of the right
of the legislature to resume the powerat any
time, for it can neither be taken away nor

abdicated.”

Senate Rep. 1st Sess. 43d Cong.

N o. 395.
From this review, in which we have been
assisted by the laborious research of counsel,

and which might have been greatly expand
ed, it is seen that from the formation of the
government until now the practical construc
tion of the clause has conceded plenary power
to the state legislatures in the matter of the
appointment of electors.

Even in the heated controversy of 1876-77
the electoral vote of Colorado cast by electors
chosen by the legislature passed unchallenged.
and our attention has not been drawn to any
previous attempt to submit to the courts the
determination of the constitutionality of state
action.
In short, the appointment and mode of ap
pointment of electors belong exclusively to
the states under the constitution of the Unit
ed States. They are, as remarked by Mr.
Justice Gray in its Green, 134 U. S. 377.
'1 Benton, Thirty Years‘ View, 37; 5 Benton,
Cong. Deb. 110, 677; 7Benton, Cong. Deb. 472-474,
600; 3 Niles‘ Reg. 240, 334; 11 Niles’ Reg. 258, 274,
293, 349; Annals Cong. (1812-13,) 847.
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879, 10 Sup. Ct. Rep. 586. “ no more officers
or agents of the United States than are the
members of the state legislatures when acting

as electors of federal senators. or the people
of the states when acting as the electors of

representatives in congress.” Congress is
empowered to determine the time of choos
ing the electors and the day on which they
are to give their votes. which is required to be
the same day throughout the United States;
but otherwise the power and jurisdiction of

the state is exclusive, with the exception of
the provisions as to the number of electors
and the ineligibility of certain persons, so
framed that congressional and federal inﬂu
ence might be excluded.
3 The question before us is not one of policy.
' but of power; andrwhile public opinion had
gradually brought all the states as matter of
fact to the pursuit of a uniform system of
popular election by general ticket, that fact

does not tend to weaken the force of contem
poraneousand long-continued previous prac
tice when and as different views of expedi
ency prevailed. The prescription of the writ
ten law cannot be overthrown because the
states have laterally exercised. in a particular
way. a power which they might have exer
cised in some other way.

The construction

to which we have referred has prevailed too
long and been too uniform to justify us in
interpreting the language of the constitution
as conveying any other meaning than that
heretofore ascribed. and it must be treated as
decisive.
it is argued that the district mode of choos
lug electors, while not obnoxious to consti
tutional objection, if the operation of the elect

oral system had conformed to its original
object and purpose, had become so in view of
the practical working of that system. Doubt
less it was supposed that the electors would
exercise a reasonable independence and fair
judgment in the selection of the chief execu
tive, but experience soon demonstrated that,

whether chosen by the legislatures or by pop
ular suffrage on general ticket or in districts.
they were so chosen simply to register the
willof the appointing power in respect of a
particular candidate. in relation, then, to
the independence of the electors, the original
expectation may be said to have been i'rus
traterl. Miller, Const. Law, 149; Rawle.

°°r18i-55:Siory,oonst. § 1473; Federalist,
Nﬂ

But we can perceive no reason for

holding that the power conﬁded to the states
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gans in the mode by which alone amendments
can be made.
a
‘Nor are we able to discover any conﬂict’
between this act and the fourteenth and tif
tecnth amendments to the constitution. The
fourteenth amendment provides:
“Section 1. All persons born or naturalized
in the United States. and subject. to thejuris
diction thereof, are citizens of the United
States and of the state wherein they reside.
No state shall make or enforce any law which
shall abridge the privileges or immunities of
citizens of the United States; nor shall any

state deprive any person of life, liberty. or
property \vithoutdue process of law, nor deny
to any person within its jurisdiction the equal
protection of the laws.
"Sec. 2. Representatives shall be appor
tioned among the several states according to
their respective n umbers. counting the whole
number of persons in each state. excluding
lndians not taxed. But when the right to
vote at any election for the choice of electors
for president and vice president of the United
States, representatives in congress. the exec
utive and judicial ollicers of a state, or the
members of the legislature thereof, is denied
to any of the male inhabitants of sncli state,
being twenty-one years of age, and citizens
of the United States,or in any way abridged.
except for participation in rebellion or other
crime, the basis of representation therein
shall be reduced in the proportion which the
number of such male citizens shall bear to the
whole number of male citizens twenty-one
years of age in such state.”
The ﬁrst section of the ﬁfteenth amend
ment reads: “The right of citizens of the
United States to vote shall not be denied or
abridged by the United States or by any state
on account of race, color, or previous condi
tion of servitude.”
In the Slaughterhouse Cases, 16 Wall. 36.
this court held that the ﬁrst clause of the
fourteenth amendment was primarily intend
ed to confer citizenship on the negro race;
and, secondly. to give deﬁnitions of citizen
ship of the United States. and citizenship of
the states; and it recognized the distinction
between citizenship of a state and citizenship
of the United States by those definitions;
that the privileges and immunities of citizens
of the states embrace generally those funda
mental civil rights for the security and ems-g
lishnient of which'organized society was in-'

doctrine that because the constitution has

stituted, and which remain. with certain
exceptions mentioned in the federal constitu
tion, under the care of the state governments;
while the privileges and immunities of citi
zens of the United States are those which
arise out of the nature and essential char

been found ‘in the march of time sutiicicnlly

acter of the national government, the provi

cmprfhensive to be applicable to conditions

cfiwd "{lihln it. and amended by judicial de

sions of its constitution, or its laws and trea
ties made in pursuance thereof; and that it
is the latter which are placed under the pro
tection of congress by the second clause of
the fourteenth amendment.

sien without action by the designated 0r

We decided in Minor v. Hsppersett, 21

by the constitution has ceased to exist be
cause the operation of the system has not

fully realized the hopes of those by whom it
was created.

Still loss can we recognize the

I10_t_with_iu the minds of its framers. and not

rinsing in their time, it may therefore be

{ruched from the subjects expressly em
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Wall. 162, that the right of suffrage was not
necessarily one of the privileges or immuni
ties of citizenship before the adoption of the
fourteenth amendment, and that that amend
ment does not add to these privileges and
immunities, but simply furnishes an addi
tional guaranty for the protection of such as
the citizen already has; that, at the time of

the adoption of that amendment, suffrage was
not coextensive with the citizenship of the
state, nor was it at the time of the adoption
of the constitution; and that neither the con
stitution nor the fourteenth amendment made
all citizens voters.
The ﬁfteenth amend ment exempted citizens
of the United States from discrimination in
the exercise of the elective franchise on ac
count of race, color. or previous condition of
servitude. The right to vote in the states
comes from the states, but the right of ex
emption from the prohibited discrimination
comes from the United States. The ﬁrst has
not been granted or secured by the constitu
tion of the United States, but the last has
been. U. S. v. Cruikshank, 92 U. S. 542;
U. S. v. Reese, Id. 214.
If, because it- happened, at the time of the
adoption of the fourteenth amendment, that

those who exercised the elective franchise in
the state of Michigan were entitled to vote for
all the presidential electors, this right was ren
dered permanent by that amendment, then the
second clause of article 2 has been so amended
that the states can no longer appoint in such
manner as the legislatures thereof may direct;
and yet no such result is indicated by the lan
guage used, nor are the amendments neces
sarily inconsistent with that clause. The
' ﬁrst'section of the fourteenth amendment
does not refer to the exercise of the elective
franchise, tho-ugh the second provides that
if the right to vote is denied or abridged to
any male inhabitant of the state having at
tained majority, and being a citizen of the
United States, then the basis of representa
tion to which each state is entitled in the
congress shall be proportionately reduced.
Whenever presidential electors are appointed
by popular election, then the right to vote
cannot be denied or abridged without invok
ing the penalty; and so of the right to vote
for representatives in congress, the execu
tive and judicial odicers of a state, or the
members of the legislature thereof. The
right to vote intended to be protected refers
to the right to vote as established by the
laws and constitution of the state. There is
no color for the contention that under the
amendments every male inhabitant of the
state, being a citizen of the United States.
has from the time of his majority a right to
vote for presidential electors.
The object of the fourteenth amendment
in respect of citizenship was to preserve
equality of rights and to prevent discrimina
tion as betwcenicitizens, but not to radical
ly change the whole theory of the relations
of the state and federal governments to each

other, and of both governments to the peo

ple. In re Kemmler, 136 U. S. 436, 10 Sup.
Ct. Rep. 930.
The inhibition that no state shall deprive
any person within its jurisdiction of the
equal protection of the laws was designed
to prevent any person or class of persons
from being singled out as a special subject
for discriminating and hostile legislation.
Milling Co. v. Pennsylvania, 125 U. S. 181,
188, 8 Sup. Ct. Rep. 737.

in Hayes v. Missouri, 120 U. S. 68, 71, 7
Sup. Ct. Rep. 350, Mr. Justice Field, speak
ing for the court, said: “The fourteenth
amendment to the constitution of the Unit
ed States does not prohibit legislation which
is limited either in the objects to which it
is directed or by the territory within which
it is to operate. It merely requires that all
persons subjected to such legislation shall
be treated alike. under like circumstances
and conditions, both in the privileges and in
the liabilities imposed. As we said in Bar
bier v. Connolly, speaking of the fourteenth
amendment: ' Class legislation, discriminat-i
ing against some'and favoring others, is prohibited; but legislation which, in carrying

out a public purpose. is limited in its appli
cation, if within the sphere of its operation
it sifects alike all persons similarly situated.
is not within the amendment.’ 113 U. S.
27, 32, 5 Sup. Ct. Rep. 357."
If presidential electors are appointed by
the legiSlitllll‘t’S, no discrimination is made;
if they are elected in districts where each
citizen has an equal right to vote, the same
as any other citizen has, no discrimination
is made. Unless the authority vested in the
legislatures by the second clause of section 1
of article 2 has been divested, and the state
has lost its power of appointment, except in
one manner, the position taken on behalf of
relators is untenable, and it is apparent that
neither of these amendments can be given
such effect.

The third clause of section 1 of article 2
of the constitution is: "The congress may
determine the time of choosing the electors,
and the day on which they shall give their
votes; which day shall be the same through
out the United States."

Under the act of congress of March 1.
1792, (1 St. p. 239, c. 8,) it was provided that
the electors should meet and give their votes
on the first Wednesday in December at such
place in each state as should be directed by
the legislature thereof, and by act of con

gress of January 23, 1845. (5 St. p. 72L)
that the electors should be appointed in each
state on the Tuesday next after the ﬁrst Mon
day in the month of November in the year
in which they were to be appointed: provid
ed, that each state might by law provide for
the ﬁlling of any vacancies in its college of
electors when such college meets to give its
electoral vote: and provided that when any
state shall have held an election for the pur
pose of choosing electors, and has failed to

.fl 107,13?"
'a‘irm Fllffiﬁ’l'la
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CINCINNATI SAFE 65 L. CO. v. GRAND RAPIDS SAFETY DEPOSIT CO.
make a choice on the day prescribed, then the
electors may be appointed on a subsequent
day. in such manner as the state may by law
provide. These provisions were carried for
ward into sections 131, 133, 134, and 135 of
the Revised Statutes, (Rev. St. tit. 3, c. 1,
22.
p . Byihe
act of congress of February3, 1887,
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of the United States. for want of power in
its enactment.
_The judgment of the supreme court of
Michigan must be aﬂ‘lrmed.
a
(146 U. s. 66)
HUBBARD, Collector of Customs, v. SOBY.

entitled "An act to ﬁx the day for the meet
(October 31, 1892.)

ing of the electors of president and vice
No. 1,094.
president," etc., (24 St. p. 373.) it was pro
SUPREME COURT—JDRISDICTION—REVENUE Cases.
:vided that the electors of each state should
In an action against a collector to re
'meet and give theirevotes on the second cover duties paid no writ of error will lie to the
supreme court w en the jud
out was entered
Monday in January next following their ap
pointment. The state law in question here and the writ sued out after ulv 1, 1891. Lou
Ow
Bew
v.
U.
.,
up.
or.
Rep.
517 144 U.
ﬁxes the ﬁrst Wednesday of December as the S. 47, and McLish v. ltotf. 12 Sup. Ct. Rep.
day for the meeting of the electors, as orig
118, 141 U. S. 661, followed.
iually designated by congress. In this re
In error to the circuit court of the United
spect it is in conﬂict with the act of congress, States for the district of Connecticut.
and must necessarily give way. But this
Action by Charles Soby against Charles C.
part of the act is not so inseparnbly connect
Hubbard, collector of customs. Judgment
ed, in substance, with the other parts as to for plaintiff. Defendantbrings error. Writ
work the destruction of the whole act. dismissed.
Striking out the day for the meeting, which
Edwin B. Smith and Lewis E. Stanton, for
had already been otherwise determined by
the act of congress, the act remains complete the motion. Asst. Atty. Gen. Maury, op
&
in itself. and capable of being carried out in [ posed.
accordance with the legislative intent. The
I
‘Mr.
Chief
Justice
FULLER
delivered
the:
state law yields only to the extent of the col l opinion of the court.
lision. Cooley, Const. Lim. *178; Com. v.
This was a suit brought October 9, 1890,
Kimball, 24 Pick. 359; Houston v. Moore, 5
in the circuit court of the United States for
Wheat. 1, 49. The construction to this ef
the district of Connecticut, to recover an al
feet by the state court is of persuasive force,
leged excess of duties upon imports exacted
if not of controlling weight.
! by plaintiff in error in his capacity of col
We do not think this result affected by the ,' lector of customs of the port of Hartford,
provision in Act No. 50 in relation to a tie
( prior to the going into effect of the act of
7 vote. Under the constitution of the state of
congress of June 10, 1890,v entitled “An act
Michigan, in case two or more persons have
to simplify the laws in relation to the collec
an equal and the highest number of votes
tion of the revenues." 26 St. p. 131. Judg
for any cities, as canvassed by the board of
ment was given for defendant in error, Feb
state canvassers, the legislature in joint con
vention chooses one of these persons to ﬁll the ruary 27, 1892, (49 Fed. Rep. 234,) and on
cities. This rule is recognized in this act, June 11, 1892, the pending writ of error was
which also makes it the duty of the governor sued out. The motion to dismiss the writ
in such case to convene the legislature in 1 must be sustained upon the authority of Lau
special session for the purpose of its applica I Ow Bew v. U. s., 144 U. s. 47, 12 Sup. or.
tion, immediately upon the determination by Rep. 517; McLisb v. Rolf, 141 U. S. 661, 12
f Sup. Ct. Rep. 118.
the board of state canvassers.
We entirely agree with the supreme court l Writ of error dismissed.
01' Michigan that it cannot be held, as matter

=

of law. that the legislature would not have
(146 U. s. 54)
provided for being convened in special ses ; CINCINNATI SAFE & LOCK CO. et al. v.
sion but for the provision relating to the | GRAND RAPIDS SAFETY DEPOSIT CO.
him- of the meeting of the electors contained

1“ the act, and are of opinion that that date

'

(October 31, 1392.)

No. 872.
maybe rejected, and the act be held to re
SUPREME COURT—JURISDICTION—WRIT OF ERROR.
main otherwise complete and valid.
In a case where federal jurisdiction _de
And as the state is fully empowered to ﬁll ,‘ pends on
the diverse citizenship of the 88.11195,
aJlyvacancy which may occur in its electoral a writ of error which we ﬁled after‘ uly 1,

0“ egt'. when it meets to give its electoral
Vote. wound nothing in the mode provided
Or anticipating such an exigency which op
. Bfﬂtes to invalidate the law.

1891, must be dismissed, notwithstanding that
it was allowed by the court, and a supcrsedeas
ﬁled and approved before that date. VVautOn
13S;
v. DeBrooks
Wolf, v.12Norris,
Sup. 11
Ct. How.
Rep. 204;
173, and
142 Credit
U.

ere-Peat that the main question arising

Co. v. Arkansas Cent. Ry. Co., 9 Sup. Ct. Rep.

0!‘ consideration is one of power, and not of

107, 128 U. S. 258,-followed.
In error to the circuit court of the United
States for the southern district of Ohio.
Action by the Grand Rapids Safety De
posit Company against the Cincinnati Safe it
Lock Company and others to recover damages

f

glitter conclusion than that the act of the leg
_ture of Michigan 01' May 1, 1891, is not
as in contravention of the constitution

*
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(or alleged fraud in the sale of a safety vault.
The only ground 0t federal jurisdiction was
the LliVl'l'SB citizenship of the parties. The
jury returned a verdict for plaintiff. A mo
tion for a new trial was denied, and judg- ,
ment entered on the verdict. 45 Fed. Rep. ‘
571. Defendants bring error. Writ dis-‘
.nissed.

J. F. Follett and T. H. Kelley, for plain
tiﬂ‘s in error. Chas. B. Wilby, for defendant
IBin error.

-” "Mr. Chief Justice FULLER delivered the

1n error to the circuit court of the United
States for the eastern district of Pennsylva
nia.
Action against Alfred Earnshaw to recover
duties alleged to be due on certain imports
of iron ore.

A demurrer to the answer was

sustained by the district court. 12 Fed. Rep.
263. Subsequently atrial was hail, and the
court directed a verdict for the United States.
A motion for judgment in favor of the de
fendant non obstante veredicto was over
ruled, and judgment entered on the verdict.
30 Fed. Rep. 672. On March 1, 1691, a de
murrer to new matter in the answer was

opinion of the court.
Judgment was rendered in this case by the sustained. 45 Fed. Rep. 782. The judg
circuit court of the United States for the ment was aﬁirmed by the circuit court, and
southern district of Ohio on April 25, 1891. the defendant brings error. Aﬁirmed.
Statement by Mr. Justice BROWN:
3
An entry was made of record. June 19, 1891,
‘This was an action by the United States
that the court “allows a writ of error to the
against
Earnshaw
in
the
district
court
for
supreme court of the United States, with stay
of execution, upon the ﬁling of a supersedeas duties upon 11 consignments of iron ore im
bond," as described, and such a bond was ported by him into the port of New York in
ﬁled and approved June 20, 1891. A petition 1882. At the entry of the different consign
for the allowance of the writ of error and an ments their values were declared, and to each
assignment of errors were ﬁled in the clerk's of these values the appraiser made an addi
oﬂlce of the circuit court. July 3. 1891, and tion.
From this appraisement Earnshaw ap
the writ of error bears taste and was ﬁled in
that otlice on that day, and a citation to the pealed, and demanded a reappraisenient. and
a day was ﬁxed for the hearing in June,
adverse party signed and served.
The motion to dismiss must be sustained 1883. Earnshaw, as well as the general ap
upon the authority of Wanton v. De Wolf, praiser and the merchant appraiser, attended
142 U. S. 138, 12 Sup. Ct. Rep. 173; Brooks upon that day, and the government asked
for a postponement. The proceeding was
v. Norris, 11 How. 204; Credit Co. v. Rail
adjourned, but the day was not named, and

way 00.. 128 U. S. 258, 9 Sup. Ct. Rep. 107,
and cases cited.
Writ of error dismissed.

Earnshaw was told that he would be noti
ﬁuil.

Upon March 19, 1884. —nine months after
the adjournment,—the defendant, who lived

(146 u. s. so)
EARNSHAW v. UNITED STATES.

in Philadelphia, was notilied by letter from
the general appraiser that the appraiseinent
would take place at his oiﬁce in New York at
noon on March 20th. At that time, how

(November 7, 1892.)
No. 4.
ever, defendant was in Cuba, and his brother,
CUSTOMS Du'rms — REAPPRAXSEMENT — Norton—
who was also his clerk, wrote the general
Discan'riox or APPllAlSERS.
appraiser in his name that he was out of the
1. An importer, having demanded a reap
country, and would not be back before the
praisement, attended on the day set. but, the
government not being ready, the hearing was
beginning of May, and asked a postponement
adjourned indeﬁnitely, with the understanding
of the hearing until that time. The appraiser
that the importer should be notiﬁed when a new
telegraphed in reply: “ Your cases adjourned
day wasﬁxed. About nine months later notice
was married at New York to the importer in
to Tuesday. March 25th, 12 in." On March
Philadelphia that the hearing would be held
31st, in the absence of Earnshaw, and with
the next day at noon. The importer was then
no one acting for him. the reappraiscmenta
in Cuba but the letter was received at his oﬂice
was made, and for the'diiference between the.
by his c erlr, who wrote, asking a ostponement.
1he appraiser then telegraphed t e clerk that
amount he had paid and the amount thus
the appraisement would take place on the ﬁfth
ascertained this action was brought.
succeedin day, but no attention was paid there
Upon the trial the defendant, having read
to, and t c appraisement was had soon after
the day ﬁxed, the importer being unrepresented.
the statute authorizing the demand for a re
Held that. in view of the fact that the importer
appraiseinent, read the following regulation
had left the country without making any pro
of the treasury department. to show that he
vision for_a hearing during his absence, the up
was entitled to notice to be present at the
praisers did not act unreasonably, and their de
cision must stand. 30 Fed. Rep. 672, nilirnied.
reappraiseinent that he might tender evi
2. The facts being undisputed, the reasona
dence:
bleness of the notice with respect to time was a
“Art. 466. On the receipt of this report
question of law for the court.
6. The board of appraisers is entitled to
the collector will select one discreet and ex
the beneﬁt of the_genorul rule that some pre— perienced merchant, a citizen of the United
sninption is to be indulged in favor of the pro—
states, familiar with the character and value
nety and legality of the action of inferior tri
unals, and that with respect to their methods of
of the goods in question, to be associated with
procedure they are vested with a certain discre—
an appraiser at large, it the attendance of
tron, which will_be respected by the courts except
such
oﬂicer be practicable, to examine and
in cases of manifest abuse thereof.

was”:
Hi;um
.u
in

EARNSHAW v. UNITED STATES.
appraise the same according to law.

Rev,

St. § 2930. * * * The appraiser at large
will benotilied of theappeal, of the time ﬁxed
for reappraiseiuent, and of the name of the
merchant appraiser. The importer will be

notiﬁed of the time and place, but not of the
name of the merchant selected to assist in the

appraiseineut.

4‘

*

*
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:
*The facts being undisputed, the reasons-9
bleness of the notice with respect to time was
a question of law for the court, and was
properly withdrawn from the consideration
of the jury. liill v. Hobart, 16 Me. 164;
Blackwell v. Fosters. 1 Metc. (Ky) 88; Sey
mour v. McCormick, 16 How. 480, 491; Luck~

The importer or
hart v. Ogden, 30 Cal. 547, 557; Holbrook v.

'his agent will be allowed to be present, and
to offer such explanations and statements as

may be pertinent to the case. "
The defendant relied solely upon the want
of proper notice of the reappraisemeut, and
asked the court to instruct the jury as fol
lows:
“(1) lfthe defendant attended on the day
appointed for the appraisement by the iner
chant appraiser, and the United States not
being ready to go on, the hearing was post
poned indeﬁnitely, the defendant was enti
tled to such reasonable notice of the time and
place of holding the appraisenient as would
enable him to attend.
“(2) If the United States failed to move
in the matter after the adjournment from
June, 1883, until March, 1884, and the de
fendant was then temporarily absent from
home, he was entitled to a reasonable time
to enable him to return and attend at the ap
pointuient.

“(6) 1f the United States insisted on pro
car-ding with the reappraisement in the ab
sence of the defendant, under the circum
stances, as shown

by the testimony, the

reappraisement is not a valid merchant's up
gpraiseiuent."

' ‘The judge declined to instruct as request
ed, and charged the jury that such notice was
gin-u to the defendant as is contemplated by
the regulations of the department and the
rules of law governing reappraiseinents;
that the reappraisement was valid; and that
the plaintiff was entitled to recover a verdict
for the amount of the claim, $1,611.20, with

interest. This was the amount claimed over
and above the amount paid, and for this
amount the jury returned a verdict, upon
which judgment was entered accordingly.

30 Fed. Rep. 672.
The circuit court allirmed this judgment
upon a writ of error, whereupon the defend
ant sued out a writ of error from this court.
ll. 0. McMui-trie. for plaintiff in error.
Asst. Atty. Gen. Maury. for the United

a es.
s“u

'Zllr._Justice BROWN, after stating the
acts inthe foregoing language. delivered
the opinion of the court.
_t is conceded in this case that the reap
praisi-ment was binding,

provided it
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propcrlycondncted. (Rev. St. § 2930; Rankin
llloyt, 4 flow. 327, 335; Bartlett v. Kane,

H low. 205. 272; Sampson v. Peaslce, 20
O\\’- 57]; Hilton v. Merritt, 110 U. S. 97,
milup. Ct. Rep. 518:) and the sole defense
no L upon the trial was that Earnshaw did
wh receive a reasonable notice of the time
on the reappraiseinent was to be made.

Burt, 22 Pick. 546; Insurance Co. v. Allen,
11 Mich. 501. By Rev. St. §§ 2899-2902.
provision is made for the appraisement of
imported merchandise under regulations pre
scribed in the succeeding sections; and by
section 2930, if the importer is dissatiﬁed

with such appraisement, he may give notice
to the collector, upon the receipt of which
the latter “shall select one discreet and ex~
pcrieuceil merchant, to be associated with

one of the general appraisers wherever prac
ticable, or two discreet and experienced mer
chants, citizens of the United States, familiar

with the character and value of the goods in
question, to examine and appraise the same,

agreeably totheforegoingprovisions; 1‘ * i
and the appraisement thus determined shall be
final. and be deemed to be the true value. and
the duties shall be levied thereon according
ly." No provision is expressly made by
statute for notice to the importer. but by ar
ticle 466 of the treasury regulations of i884
“the importer will be notiﬁed of the time

and place, but not of the name of the mer
chant selected to assist in the appraisemcnt."
The board of appraisers thus constituted is
vested with powers of a quasi judicial char
acter, and the appraisers are bound (section
2902) “by all reasonable ways and means in
his or their power to ascertain, estimate, and
appraise the true and actual market value
and wholesale price * * * of the mer
chandise at the time of exportation," etc.
No reason is perceived for excluding this
board of appraisers from the beneﬁt of the
general rule applicable to such oﬁicers that
some presumption is to be indulged in favor
of the propriety and legality of their action,
and that with respect to their methods of
procedure they are vested with a certain dis
cretion which will be respected by the courts,
except where such discretion has been mani
festly abused, and the board has proceeded in
a wanton disregard of justice or of the'rights
of the importer. ‘The general principle is»
too well settled to admit of doubt that. where
the action of an inferior tribunal is discre
tionary, its decision is ﬁnal.

Giles‘ Case,

Strange, 881; King v. Proprietors, 2 W. Bl.
708; Henderson v. Moore, 5 Cranch, 11; In
surance Co. v. Young, Id. 187; Same v.
Hodgsou, 6 Cranch, 20L)‘.
_
It was decided at an early dayin this court
that the refusal of an inferior court to con
tinue a case cannot be assigned as error,
(Woods v. Young. 4 Cranch. 237;) and yet
there are doubtless cases to be found which
hold that where, under the recognized prac
tice, a party makes a clear case for a continu
ance, it is an abuse of discretion to refuse it.
Thus, in Rose v. Stuyvesant, 8 Johns. 426,
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the judgment of a justice of the peace was re
versed, because he had refused an adjourn
ment of a case on account of a child of the
defendant being dangerously sick; and in
Hooker v. Rogers, 6 Cow. 577, the verdict
was set aside by the appellate court upon the
ground that the circuit judge refused to put
off the trial of the cause upon proof that a
material witness was conﬁned to his bed by
sickness, and unable to attend court. See,
also, Trustees v. Patchen, 8 Wend. 47; 0g
ﬂen v. Payne, 5 Cow. 15. So, in Frey v.
Vanlear, 1 Serg. & R. 435, where arbitrators
adjourned to a day certain, and did not meet

on that day, but met on a subsequent day, ex
amined the witnesses in the absence of the
opposite party, and without notice of the
meeting, and made an award, it was held
that their proceedings were irregular, and the
judgment was reversed. The question in all
these cases is whether, in respect either to the
notice of the trial, adjournments, allowance
of pleas, the reception of testimony, or other
incidental proceedings, the court has or has
not acted in the exercise of a sound and rea
sonable discretion. The subject is fully dis
cussed in People v. Superior Court, 5 Wood.
114.
The tribunal in this case was created as a
part of the machinery of the government for
the collection of duties upon imports, and,
while its proceedings partake of a semijudl
clal character, it is not reasonable to expect
gum in notifying the importer it should pro
‘ ceed with the technical accuracy'necessary to
charge a defendant with liability in a court of
law. The operations of the government in
the collection of its revenue ought not to be
embarrassed by requiring too strict an adher
ence to the forms and modes of proceeding
recognized in courts of law, so long as the
rights of its taxpayers are not wantonly sac
riﬁced. In this case notice was given to the
defendant by letter and telegram, but, as these
notices were actually received at his oﬁice. he
has no right to complain that they were not
served personally. Jones v. Marsh, 4 Term
R. 464; Johnston v. Robins, 3 Johns. 440;
Walker v. Sharpe, 103 Mass. 154; Clark v.
Keliher. 107 Mass. 406; Blish v. Harlow, 15

Gray, 316; Wade, Notice. § 640.
The ﬁrst day ﬁxed for the hearing was in
June, 1883, when the defendant and the ap.
praiscrs attended, but the government was
not ready to proceed, and the hearing was ad
journed indelinitely, with an understanding
that the defendant should be notiﬁed of the
day when the case would be again taken up.
Nine months elapsed without any action,

fore the beginning of May, “and I must,
therefore, ask you to be kind enough to post
pone the said reappraisement.” In reply to
this a telegram was sent, to the etfect that
the case was adjourned to March 25th. at
noon.—a postponement of ﬁve days from the
time originally ﬁxed. To this telegram no
attention was paid. and it appears that the

reappraisement was not held until the 31st,
nearly a week after the day fixed in the tele

gram.

On the 10th of May, when the de

fendant returned, he received a demand for
payment of the duties according to the reap
praisement.
The amount of business done by the de
fendant does not distinctly appear, but, con

sidering that this suit is brought to collect
the difference in duties upon 11 diﬁerent im-a
portations'of iron ore from a single foreign‘
port during the latter half of 1882, it is but
fair to infer that it was of considerable mag
nitude. Defendant knew, before leaving for
Cuba, that proceedings were pending for a
reappraisement of duties upon these cargoes,
and were liable to be called up in his absence.
Under such circumstances. the appraiser
might reasonably expect that he would leave
some one to represent him, or at least that

his clerk would act upon his notiﬁcation to

appear on the 25th, and ask for a further
postponement on the ground of the defend
ant’s continued absence, if the personal pres
ence of the latter were in fact important.
Had he done so, and his application been re
fused. a much stronger case would have been
presented by the defendant. He did not do
so, however. but neglected to appear, or to
request a further postponement, and prac
tically allowed the hearing to take place by
default. In view of the neglect of the de
fendant to make any provision for the case
being taken up in his absence, and of his
clerk to appear and ask for a further post
ponement of the hearing, we cannot say that

the appraisers acted unreasonably in proceed
ing ex parts, and imposing the additional du
ties, without awaiting the return of the de
fendant. Indeed, if a court of justice should
ﬁx a day for the trial of a case, though the

court were informed that a party could not
be present on that day, and the attorney of
the party refused to appear and demand a
further postponement, we should be unwill

ing to say that it would constitute such an
abuse of discretion as to vitiate the judgment.
There was no error in the ruling of the
court below, and the judgment is therefore

atlirmed.
==

when on March 18, 1884, the general ap

praiser at New York addressed a letter to
the defendant at Philadelphia. notifying him
that the reappraisement would take place at
his office on the 20th day of March, at noon.
Defendant at that time was in Cuba, but the
letter was received by his brother, a clerk in
his office, who wrote the appraiser in Earn
shaw‘s name that Mr. Earnshaw was out of
the country, and was not expected back be

(146 U. s. 11'!)
CITY OB‘ BELLAIRE v. BALTIMORE & O.
R. CO. et al.
(November 14, 1892.)

No. 38,
REMOVAL or Causes — SEPARABLB Cox'raovimsr
—Looar. Pasauoioa — Coxnanxnroy Pnocsnn
mos.
. 1. In a suit by a city to condemn land oc
copied by a. railroad corporation of another state
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"lessee of arailroad corporation of the same
“are, when the main issue is as to the right to
condemn, the controversy as to the foreign cor
poration is not separate, so as to give it a right
to remove the cause to federal court, although
the interests of the two defendants and their
separate awards of damages must be deter
mined incidentally.
_ _
2. Under the judiciary act of March 3,

1887, (24 St. at Large, 1). 552.) 5 2, Where preju
dice and local inﬂuence such as would prevent
a part from obtaining justice in a state court
are re ied on as [ground for removal to a feder

s1 circuit court, t ey inust be proved to the sat
isfaction of the circuit court.

In error to the circuit court of the United
States for the southern district of Ohio.
Petition by the city of Bellaire against the
Baltimore & Ohio Railroad Company and
the Central Ohio Railroad Company to con
demn certain land for a street. The Balti

to remand, upon this ground: “The Balti
more dz Ohio Railroad Company has in this
case a separate controversy, which is wholly
between itand the city of Bellaire, and which
can be frilly determined as between them.
This is the question of the value of the lease
hold interestof the Baltimore & Ohio Rail
road Company in the land which the city
seeks to appropriate. This interest is whol
ly apart from the interest of the Central
Ohio Railroad Company in the fee, and en
titles the Baltimore d’, Ohio Railroad Com
pany to a separate verdict."

The case was afterwards tried by a jury.
and a verdict returned upon which judgment
was rendered for the Baltimore & Ohio Rail
road Company. The cily of Bellai re sued out
this writ of error, assigning errors in the de
more & Ohio Railroad Company removed the nial of the motion to remand, and in sundry
cause to the federal circuit court. A motion
rulings and instructions at the trial.
by the plaintiﬁ to remand the cause to the
Under the act of congress in force at the
state court was denied, and verdict and judg
time of the removal of this case and of the
ment were given for the defendant. Plain
tiii brings error. Reversed, and the cause refusal to remand it, prejudice and local in
ﬂuence which would prevent the party re
remanded to the state court.
moving it from obtaining justice in the state
J. A. Gallaher, for plaintiff in error. John court must be proved to the satisfaction of
K. Cowen and Hugh L. Bond, Jr., for de
the circuit court of the United States. it its
fendants in error.
jurisdiction is to besuppurted on that ground.
Mr. Justice GRAY delivered the opinion
of the court.

Act March 3,1887. (2. 373, § 2, (24 St. p. 552;)
Ex purte Pennsylvania 00.. 187 U. S. 451, 11

Sup. Ct. Rep. 141; 1d., 187 U. S.457,11$np.

The original petition was ﬁled May 5, 1887,

in the court of common pleas for the county
of Belmont and state of Ohio, under sections
2233-2238 of the Revised Statutes of the
state, by the city of Bellaire, a municipal cor
poration of that state, against the Baltimore
JtOhio Railroad Company, a corporation of
Maryland, and the Central Ohio Railroad
Company, a corporation of Ohio, to condemn
and appropriate, for the purpose of opening
and extending a street across the railroad
tracks of the defendants. a strip of land about
60 feet wide and 160 feet long, of which. the
petition alleged, "said defendants claim to be
the owners, legal and equitable, " "but as to
the proportionate interest 01' each of said de
fendants this plalntiﬂ is not advised." No
tree of the petition was issued to and served
ngpon both defendants within the state of
I

l0.

' ‘After the return day, and before trial, the
case was removed into the circuit court of the
buried States for the southern district of
Ohio by the BaltimoredaOhio Railroad Com
Panl'. which alleged that this defendant was
In possession of the land in question under a
lease from its codefendant, and that there

was a controversy wholly between the plain
tiii and this defendant, and which could be
fully determined as between them; and fur
ther alleged, on the allidavit of its agent,
that from prejudice and local inﬂuence it

would not be able to obtain justice in the
0011115 of the state. The city of Bellaire
moved to remand the case to lhe state court.
U011 July 5, 1887, the circuit court of the
mted States, as appears by its decision and
order entered of record, overruled the motion

v.13s.c.—2

‘

Ct. Rep. 143; Fisk v. Henarie, 142 U. S. 459,
468. 12 Sup. Ct. Rep. 207.
In the case at bar the question of prejw,
dice and local inﬂuence appears not to have:
been insisted on or considered in the ‘circuit’
court. But that court refused to remand the
case, solely because in its opinion there \vasa
separable controversy between the petition
ing defendant and the original plaintiff.
In this the circuit court erred. The object
of the suit was to condemn and appropriate
to the public use a single lot of land, and not
(as in Union Pac. Ry. Co. v. City of Kansas.
115 U. S. 2, 22, 5 Sup. Ct. Rep. 1113, cited by
the defendant) several lots ofland, each ow ned
by a dilfcrent person. The cause of action
alleged, and consequently the subject-matter
of the controversy, was whether the whole

lot should be condemned; and that contro
versy was not the less a single and entire one
because the two defendants owned distinct
interests in the land. and might bo entitled
to separate awards of damages. Kohl v. U.

S., 91 U. S. 367, 377, 378. The ascertaining
of those interests, and the assessmentof those
damages, were but incidents to the principal
controversy, and did not make that contro
versy divisible, so that the right of either de
fendant could be fully determined by itself,
apart from the right of the other defendant,
and from the main issue between both de
fendants on the one side and the plaintiﬂi' on
the other. Safe-Deposit Co. v. Huntington,
117 U. S. 280, 6 Sup. Ct. Rep. 733; Graves
v. Corbin, 132 U. S. 571, 588. 10 Sup. Ct.
Rep. 196; Terrence v. Shedd, 144 U. S. 527,
12 Sup. Ct. Rep. 726, and other cases there
cited.
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The judgment of the circuit court, there
fore, must be reversed for want of jurisdic
tion. with costs against the Baltimore &
Ohio Railroad Company, and with directions
to award cosls against it in that court, and
to remand the case to the state court.
J udgment reversed accordingly.

in November. 1887, the latter court allowed
Emanuel Lehman, Meyer Lehman, Joseph
Goetcr, and John W. Durr, composing the:
lirn of LehmnnR'Durr & Co, and Ignatius.
l’ollak, doing business under the firm name

of l’ollnk &, (70., all citizens of New York
and Alabama, to make themselves parties de

fondant lo the suit. and they ﬁled pleas.
'l‘he pleas were to the effect that Crowell did
not unlawfully detain the property sued for,
(146 U. S. 42)
as alleged in the complaint: and that it was
VAN \VINKLE et ai. v. CROWELL et It].
not at the time of the commencement of the
(October 31, 1392.)
suit, and had not since been, and was not at
No. 23.
the time of putting in the pleas, the property
CHATTBL MORTGAGES — Vssnoit’s LXEN —COND!
of the plaintiffs, but of the defendants plead
TXUNAL SALE—WAIVER.
ing. The case was tried before a jury, which
1. The purchasers of certain machinery,
rendered a verdict for the defendants; and
after paying the ﬁrst installment on delivery ac
cording to the contract, which was a_mere order there was a judgment for them, with costs.
for goods, accepted without reservation of title, The plaintiffs have brought the case here by
executed a mortgage therenn for an old debt,
which mortgage was duly tiled. Thereafter the a writ of error.
The controversy was in fact one between
purchaser gave the seller, as security for the
the plaintiﬁ’s on the one part. and Lehman,
rest of the price. three notes, each with an ex_
press condition that title should not pass until
Durr & Co. and Pollnk & Co. on the other
payment in full had been made. Held, that title
part. Lehman, Durr dt 00. claimed the prop
passed on delivery, and the mortgngee’s title
erty under a mortgage executed to them, De
was good as against the seller claiming under
the notes, which could have no greater eiIect
cember 4, 1885. by Samuel S. Belser and
than a mortgagle in revestim: title.
2. Under ode Ala. 1876. § 2170, requiring
conveyances of personal ropcrty to be recorded
within three months, suc notes, if unrecorded,
would convey no titleI as against the holder of a
duly-recorded subsequent mortgage, without no—
tice of the notcholder‘s claim.
3. Where an action in detinue is brought
against a bailee and his two bailors, recovery
cannot be had against the bailee as a wrongful
possessor, unless the possession of both bailors
was wrongful.
4. In detinue by a seller of machinery to
recover the same from one in possession under
chattel mortgages given by the urchaser, plain
tiff cannot be permitted to testi y that the writ
ten contract of sale was qualiﬁed by an oral
guaranty, and that the machinery was not ac
cepted as fulﬁlling the same; especially as such
conditions were in favor of the purchaser, and
his act in giving the mortgages constituted a
waiver thereof.
5. The sellers of personal property brought
an action to enforce their lien, and thereafter
began an action of detinue. Held. that the

Langdon C. Parker, and their wives, tosecure

adebt of $30,000, with interest. and covering
1g acres of land in Bullock county. on which
was an oil mill, together with the machinery
therein. other land in Montgomery county,
and certain other personal property. Pollak
82. Co. claimed under a mortgage executed to
them January 2, 1886, to secure a debt of
$15,000, and covering land in Montgomery
county, the oil-mill land in Bullock county,
the improvements thereon and appurtenances
belonging thereto, and other personal prop
erty. At the time suit was brought against
Growell, the property in question was in his
possession as bailee of the moi‘lgaigees. The
property had been manufactured by the plain
tiﬂfs for Bclser 8t Parker under a written
contract signed by the latter. and accepted by
the former, in the terms set forth in the;

former action asserting title in the defendants,

margin.1

although it was dismissed by the plaintiffs with
out trial, barred the action of detinue.

the plaintiffs visited Belser & Parker. and
himself wrote the paper, which Belscr Sr
Parker signed and delivered to him. No
other agreement was made than the one con
tained in that paper.

In error to the cirruit court of the United
States for the middle district of Alabama.
Affirmed.
W. A. Gunter and John D. Roquemore,
for plaintiffs in error. H. O. Tompkins, for
defendants in error.
Mr. Justice BLATGHFORD delivered the

Opinion of the court.
This is an action of detinue. brought No
vember 8. 1886, in the circuit court of Bul
lock county, Ala., by E. Van Winkle and
W. W. Boyd. cop-artners as E. Van Winkle
8: Co., against Cnnty Crowcll, to recover cer
taln machinery belonging to and constitut
mg a cotton-seed oil mill.
The plaintiffs being citizens of Georgia,
and the defendant a citizen of Alabama, the

suit was removed by the latter into the cir
cuit court of the United States for the middle
district of Alabama.

After-its removal, and

At the date of the papeig'one of‘

1L. 0. Parker.
E. B. Gray.
8. S. Belser.
Parker, Gray and Belser, Dealers in General Mei‘
chandisc.
Mitchell’s Station, Aha, March 28, 1585.
Messrs. E. Van Winkle dt 00., Atlanta. Ga.—
Gents: You will please ship to us, at Mitchell’s
Station. Ala, the following oil-mill machinery, to
wit, for which we agree to pay you the sum of
twelve thousand five hundred dollars, ($12,500.00:)
One sot of oil-mill machinery complete, with ca‘
pacity to work thirty tons of cotton seed per day,
as follows:
4 hydraulic presses.
4 steam heaters.
2 hullers.
4 linters, feeders, and condensers.
_All line and center shaftiug, all steam and oil
pipes, all pulleys, hangers, etc.; one hydraulic
pump of six plungers, one oil pump, one cake
reaker 8: cake grinding mill, one sett 0t crushing
rollers, one sott of separating machinery, all eleva
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By that contract, the plaintiﬂs obliged

proper omce on the 3d of February. 1886.

themselves (1) to ship to Belsenb Parker the

within three months after its execution. On
the 2d of January, 1886. the date of the mort
gage to Pollak 8:. Co., llelser 6'. Parker owed
to I’ollak 5:, Cu. debts which were past due;

machinery named therein; (2) to pay the
freight thereon to Mitchell's

Station. the

place to which it was to be shipped; and (3)
to furnish the mechanics to erect the machin

and an agreement was then made for their

ery there. Belser & Parker, by the terms of
the contract, agreed (1) to furnish all rough
labor and the board of the men engaged in
the work, and (2) to pay $12,500 for the ma
chinery, namely, $3,000 on the receipt of the
bill of lading, $4,750 on November 1, 1885,
and 84,750 on March 1, 1886, with interest
at8 per cent. from the date of Starting the
mill.
There wasa great deal of delay in ship
ping the machinery, and much complaint on

extension. and new advances were made, the
whole amounting to $15,000. The mortgage
was duly recorded on February 4, 1886.

the part of Bl-lser &. Parker.

The building

Eln which the machinery was placed was
' erected by Belser'dr Parker after the contract
for the machinery was made. It was con
structed for the purpose of being used as a
cotton-seed oil mill. and the machinery fur
nished was such as was essential for only
such a mill. The machinery was manufac
tured by the plaintiffs at Atlanta. Ga., and
at various times was placed by them on rail
road cars at Atlanta, consigned to Belser 8:.
Parker at Mitchell's Station, Ala. During
the progress of the work, Belser 65 Parker
paidtothe plaintiffs $2,500 on their drafts
drawn according to the contract, and also

paid out for freight and other expenses,
which the plaintills had agreed to pay, sums
amounting to $500. The machinery was in
place so that the mill could be operated prior
to December 1, 1885; and Belser do Parker
commenced operating it in November. 1885.
There was some evidence that after Decem
her 10, 1885, the plaintiffs supplied some ad
ditional machinery, but the evidence did not
identify it, The land on which the building
stood in which the machinery was placed be
longed to Belser & Parker.
On December 4. 1885. the date of the mort

gage to Lehman, Durr & Co., Belser 80 Par
ker were indebted to that firm in debts which
were then due. They obtained from Leh
mllll. Durrdz. Co. an extension of those debts,
and also further advances, making a total in

debtedness of $30,000. for which the mort~
8830 was given. It was recorded in the
tors and conveyers, three seventy‘saw gins, with
feeders and condensers; two cotton presses, all
shaftmg for gins and presses, all pulleys com
llletez all belting but main belt for oil mill, belting
lor gmhouse not included—this to mean, in fact,
sllmachmeryand a purtenances necessary to opcr~
ate an oil mill an ginhouse of above-described
Emmy. It is agreed that you are to lay down
e macaly at Mitchell's Sta. and pay all freight

an: furnish the mechanics to erect the same; we
urnlsh all rough labor and board of men. We
“go to pay you for machinery as follows:
8,520.00 on receipt of bill of lading.
t d.l 0.00 (four thousand seven hundred and ﬁf
nidliitlrsl on the first day of November ensuing,
“In 6 amount, $4,750.00, ﬁrst day of March on
g',w1th interest at 8 per cent. from date of
5
In; mill.
0m respeot'y, 8w. &c.,

BnLsEn a PARKER.

On the 11th of December, 1885, one of the

plaintilTs visited Belser & Parker, and with
one of the latter inspected the mill. It was
agreed between them that certain additional
machinery should be provided, and other por
tions changed, but what portions does not
appear; and that the balance due for the ma
chinery should be settled by three notes,
dated December 11, 1885, and signed by Bel-S.
scr 85 Parker, one for'itl 500, with interest‘

at 8 per cent. per annum, due February 1,
1886; a second of like tenor, for $3,500, due
March 1. 1886; and a third tors-1,633.52. due
December 1, 1886. The ﬁrst one of the three
notes read as in the margin,1 and the others
corresponded mutatis mutandis.
3
'I‘he plaintiffs rely for a recovery of the‘
property on title claimed under the three
notes. All of the machinery, except a few
pieces, which were not pointed out by the
evidence, had been received and was in use
by Belser &, Parker prior to December 1,
1885; and no work of construction was done
after the latter date on the mill or the ma
chinery. Testimony was given by E. Van
Winkle, one of the plaintiffs, that they did
not turn over the machinery to Belser &
Parker (otherwise than by shipping it and
permitting Belser 85 Parker to operate it)
until upon the settlement made after such in
spection in December, 1885; and that Belser
dz Parker, prior to that time, did not accept
the machinery as a compliance with the con
tract, and then only accepted it conditionally
upon the plaintitfs supplying and changing
certain parts of the machinery. That testi
mony was admitted against the objection of
the defendants, and then on their motion was
excluded; and to the latler action of the

court the plaintiffs excepted.
The same witness lestiﬂod that the ma
chinery was manufactured under a guaranty,
and that the plaintiﬂfs permitted its operation
I$1,500.00.
Pike Road, Ala, Dec. 11th, 1835.
On or before the ﬁrst day of February, 1386, we
promise to pay to E. Van Winkle & Co. or order
ﬁfteen hundred & OO-lOOdoIlars, for value received,
with interest from date until paid at the rate of
eight per cent. per onnum, and also all costs of
collection. The beneﬁt of any and all homestead
or exemption laws is waived as to this note. The
above is for purchase money of one cotton-seed oil
mill machiner built at Mitchell's Station, All,
which E. Van
lnkle and Co. have this day a reed
to sell to Messrs. Belser and Parker, of Pike cad,
Ala‘, and it is the express condition of the deliv
ering of the said property that the title to the same
does not pass from in. Van Winkle& Co. until the
purchase money and interest is paid in fall.
In testimony whereof —— have hereunto set ——
hands and senL

y

BELSER & PARKER. [Seal-1

Pa able at ———
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by Belser 8:. Parker in order that it might be
fully tested. That testimony was objected
to when oﬁ'ered, but was admitted, and was
then excluded on motion of the defendants;
to which action of the court the plaintiffs ex

cepted.
it was also testiﬁed that, under the terms
of the contract for the machinery, the plain
titIs were to erect it, but the testimony, on
motion of the defendants, was excluded on

ﬁthe ground that the written contract was the
' evidence of what'the plaintiii‘s agreed to do.
To that ruling of the court the plaintiffs ex
cepted.
All that testimony, we think, was prop
erly excluded. E. Van Winkle testified that
he made no contract with Belser & Parker
except the one contained in the written order
from them which he accepted. That contract
contained no guaranty, except the implied
guaranty that the machinery should be rea
sonably ﬁt for the uses for which it was sold.
It contained an express direction to the plain
title to ship the machinery to Belser&l’arker
at Mitchell's Station, Ala., and an express

provision that the plaintiffs were to furnish
a. speciﬁed part of the force necessary to erect
the machinery. The plaintiffs were never in
possession of the mill.
The condition of the title to the machin
ery, on and prior to December 4, 1885, was a
conclusion of law, to be drawn from the un
disputed facts of the case: and the witness
could not testify to such legal conclusion.
The contract contained no stipulation that
Belser &. Parker were to be allowed to test
the machinery before accepting it. More
over, any provisions in regard to erecting or
testing the machinery would have been for
the beneﬁt of Belser 66 Parker, and could

have been waived by them.

They had a right

to accept it without testing it, and even be

fore its erection; and the plaintiffs had no
right to insist that it should not be accepted
until after those things had been done.
Whenever Belser & Parker did any act which
showed that they had waived those things
and accepted the machinery, the title to it

vested at once in them; and, as to innocent
purchasers, such as the mortgagees were, the
title could not be revested in the plaintiffs.
Belser 8a Parker manifested their acceptance
of the machinery by giving the mortgages,
after having used and operated it.
By the terms of the contract, one of the
payments was to be made by Belser & Parker
on their receipt from the plaintiffs of the bill
of hiding; and, under that provision, the
title passed to Belser & Parker as soon as
they received the machinery, if not before.

a By the transfer of the property by Belser &
I‘: Parker, by the mortgages, after they had re

celved it, the titie‘vested in the mortgagees.
The latter were bona ﬁde purchasers for
value. By the statute of Alabama, three
months were allowed for the recording of the

mortgages.

Code Ala. 1876, § 2166.

The

title to the machinery was in Belser 8a
Parker when the mortgages were executed.

The notes given December 11. 1885, con
ferred no title which related back to a prior
date. The most favorable construction that
could be given to them would be that they
constituted a mortgage executed on Decem
ber 11. 1885; and prior to that date the mort

gage to Lehman, Durr & Co. had been given.
if the plaintiffs could recover at all in this
suit, it must be against all of the defendants.
They could not recover against Croweil. be
cause he held as bailee of all the other de
fendants. If the title of Lehman, Durr 85
Co. was better than that of the plaintiffs,
Crowell did not detain the property wrong
fully; and the gist of the action was that he

wrongfully detained it at the time the suit
was brought.
If the notes of December 11, 1885, vested
any title in the plaintiffs, those notes were
never recorded, and there is no evidence that
Pollak & 00. had any notice of the claim of
the plaintiﬁs under those notes, at the time
Pollak 66 Co. took their mortgage. There
fore that mortgage divested whatever title
the plaintids may have had, as against Pollak
& Co. Under section 2170 of the Code of
Alabama of 1876, it was necessary that the
plaintiiis, so far as concerned any title
claimed by them under the notes of Decem
ber 11, 1885, should have recorded the notes
as a conveyance of personal property.
Moreover. it is shown that, prior to the
commencement of the present suit, the plain

title, in May, 1886, liled a mechanic's lien as
respected the machinery made under the con
tract of March 28, 1885, admitting a credit

for the $2,500 and the $500, and claiming a
lien under said contract and under the three
notes of December 11. 1885; that in JulyI
1886, they commenced a suit in a court of
the state of Alabama to enforce that lien;
and that that suit was dismissed by the plain
tiifs without a trial on the merits, before the
trial of the present suit was had. The asser
tion of that lien treated the property as the
property of Belser 80 Parker, and did so after:
the notes of'December 11, 1885, were taken.’
It was inconsistent with the existence in the
plaintiffs of a title to the property. It treated
the sale of the property to Belser & Parker as
unconditional. In Lehman v. Van Winliie,8
South. Rep. 870, the supreme court of Ala
bama held that by the suit to enforce the lien
Van Winkle 8t 00. made an election to treat
the title to the property as in Belser &
Parker, and that that election could not be

aﬁected by a subsequent attempt to obtain
the property by an action of detinue.

The

proceedings to enforce the lien were pending
when the present suit was brought, in No
vember. 1886.
On the whole case, we are of opinion that

the trial court acted correctly in instructing
the jury to ﬁnd for the defendants, if they
believed the evidence. Even if the plain
lifts were entitled to recover for any articles
furnished to Belser & Parker after Decem

her 4, 1885, the burden was upon them to
identify the articles which Belser & Parker

Katmai
15ml,icnsl.ﬂn,asuinela“n
'Iﬂl

VAN WINKLE o. CROWELL
received after that date; but no evidence of
such identiﬁcation was introduced.

The plaintiffs asked the court to give to
nthe jury eight several charges, which are
.."set forth in the margin,1 “but; the ccourt
severally refused to give each of said charges,
wand to each such refusal the plaintiffs duly
Ieoeitcepted. Each of said'charges was sepa.
rately asked and separately refused, and each
refusal separately excepted to by the plain
lCharges asked by the plaintiffs and refused:
“(1) That if the evidence shows that the com
plainants were the manufacturersof the machin
cry in question, that would constitute them the
owners until by some complete act of sale the
title passed to some other person. And there is
no complete act of sale .until there has been, be
tween the buyer and the seller, a full agreement
of their minds, on the part of the vendor to part
with his ownership of the property, and of the
vendee (or buyer) to accept and receive the prop
erty as a full compliance on the part of the seller
with his agreement. When this agreement of
the minds of, the buyer and the seller takes place
in any given instance is a question of intention, to
be determined by a consideration of the situation
and surroundings of the parties and the subject
matter of the contract, and the stipulations to be
observed and performed by the parties with re
spect thereto. The burden of showing satisfac
torily that the title has passed from the original
owner to a buyer rests upon the buyer, if he af
firms thatasale has taken place; and when the con
tract is for articles to be manufactured, or for arti
cles in existence at the date of the contract, with
or about which the seller, under the terms of the
contract, was to do somcthin g to put them in such
condition as he could insist upon an acceptance by
the buyer, or, as is commonly said, in a deliverable
state, the property does not pass from the vendor
to the vendee unless it is shown satisfactorily
that there was a speciﬁc intent of the parties that
it should do so contrary to the ordinary course of
business. The presumption is against such intent
under such circumstances, and must be shown by
the party assertin it
“(2) In a case 0 doubt, the construction which
the arties themselves have at upon a contract
is 0 great assistance in arriv ng at its true mean
ing. If the contract in this instance was for the
purchase of certain cotton-seed oil-mill machinery
as acomplete mill, which wasto be transported to
agiven place and to be put up by the vendor, or
for the putting up of which he was to do any

thlilg. such_as furnishing) mechanics, etc., and
which machinery was to e of a given capacity,
the presumption of law would be that the property
would not pass from the vendor until the latter
had completed the mill as a whole and the vendee
had unconditionally accepted it as a fulﬁllment of
the contract; and such acceptance must be notiﬁed
to the vendor. The doing of secret or fraudulent

acts by the vendee in transactions with third per
sons which might estop him from saying he was
got the owneras against the person with whom

1tffdealt would have no operation whatever against
8 vendor; and in this case the making of a

{Emitting-{B by Belser dc Parker to Lehman, Durr &
t.0. LilllllOt be regarded as of any force as evidence
Iioiih‘ow the necessary agreement of the minds of

- 11!) Winkle & Co. and Belser & Parker as to
anirtvtlllnquishment of the rightof property by one
0th 0 full acceptance of the property by the
meal‘ asacomphance of the contract; and, until
vend mutual agreement of the minds of the
mm 9'‘ 8nd vendee is shown, the property would
buvainhwitlr the vendor, notwithstanding the
Orb?!‘ ould in the mean time execute mortgages
casetzht absolute sales of the property. In such
pro 6 e vendee cannot alone elect to regard the

, p my as passing, and certainly not by any
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tiffs.” We think the court properly refused
to give those charges. The questions in
volved in them have been substantially con
sidered in what has been hereinbefore said,
and it is not necessary to make any further
remarks upon them. Judgment allirmed.
Mr. Justice SHIRAS was not a member of
the court when this case was argued, and
took no part in its decision.
secret or perhaps fraudulent act. The vendor
must also agree to the relinquishment of his right
of property, which right may be of importance to
the vendor to secure the performance of contem
poraneous acts to be done by the buyer, such as
making payments falling due before the contract
has been fully completed.
“(3) In the present instance, no ri ht of prop
erty passed to the vendees (Belser
Parker) at
the time of making the contract. The contract
itself contemplated certain things to be done by
both the buyer and the seller before any property
could pass under the contract to the buyer, and
the law is (unless a speciﬁc intent is shown to the
contrary by the party alleging it) that the prop
erty will not in such cases pass until each party
has done all that the contract requires to be done
before the property is in that condition in which
it may be tendered as a full compliance with the
contract, and there must be such a tender or de
livery of the property to the buyer and such full
acceptance by the buyer, and such acceptance and
tender cannot in either case be by secret acts.
The law contemplates notice to each party, and
the mutual assent of their minds to the act of re
linquishment of the property by the vendor and
its acquirement by the buyer.
“(4) The payment of installments prior to or
during the progress of the acts to be done by
either or both of the parties before the property is
in a deliverable state under the contract is not in
consistent with the retention of the property in
the vendor.
“(5) When machinery is to be put up on the
premises of the buyer, and is to be of a certain
quality or capacity under the terms of the con
tract, the possession and use of the machinery by
the buyer, with the consent of the seller, for the
purpose of testing its quality or capacity prior to
the full acceptance of the machinery as a com
pliance with the contract and the relinquishment
of the vendor's right of the property, is not incon
sistent with the property being with the vendor,
notwithstanding such possession. Neither party
would be estopped by such a possession.
“(6) That the jury are to determine under all
the evidence whose property the machinery in
uestion was, b mutual understanding of Belser
3:. Parker and i. Van Winkle & 00., up to the
11th of December, 1855, and if they find that up to
that time there was no mutual agreement or un
derstanding between them whereby it vested in
Belser & Parker, or that they (Belser & Parker)
refused to accept it as afulfillmentof the contract
up to that time, and only accepted it at that time,
and then gave the plaintiffs the notes in evidence,
the plaintiffs’ right is superior to that of Lehman,
Durr & Co., and to that of any of the defendants.
“(7) That the plaintiffs are entitled to recover

such property as was furnished after the 11th of
December, 1855.
'
_
_
“(8) That it is a question of intention of the
parties as to when the property in the machinery
passed to Belser &Parker, and the Jury are the
judges as to when they both intended that it
should pass, and if they believe that they did not
so mutually intend that it should pass until the

settlement and adjustment on the 11th of Decem
ber, 1885, the plaintiffs’ rights are superior to
those of Lehman, Durr 8r. Co. and to those of any
of the defendants. ”
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CROSS v. BURKE, Jail Warden.
(November 14, 1892.)
No. 1,105.
Surueun Coun'r — Jcaismc'rlox — Arr-m1. ruoM
Sui-mam: Cocu'r or Dis'rmcr or COLUMBIA 0N
HIHXBAS CORPUS—STARE Drclsis.
1. Act March 3, 1885, (23 St. at Large, p.
437. provides that an appeal from the circuit
to t e supreme court shall lie in cases where
the prisoner is alleged to be restrained of his
liberty in violation of the constitution or any

law or treaty of the United States.

23 St. at

less made so by statute. Holden v. Minno
sota, 137 U. S. 483, 495, 11 Sup. Ct. Rep.
143; Schwab v. Berggrcn, 143 U. S. 442,

451. 12 Sup. Ct. Rep. 525.

But it was in

sisted that in the District of Columbia the
time has been made a part of the sentence by

section 845 ol'the Revised Statutes of theI
District, which is in these words: “To en
able any person convicted by the judgment
of the court to apply for a writ of error, in
all cases when the judgment shall be death,

in the record, atiirmed the judgment rendered

or conﬁnement in the penitentiary, the court
shall, upon application of the party accused,
postpone the ﬁnal execution thereof to a rea
sonable time beyond the next term of the
court, not exceeding in any case thirty days
after the end of such term. " And it. was con
tended that the time ﬁxed by such a post
ponement is to be regarded as a time ﬁxed by
statute, and that the power of the court to
set a day for execution is thereby exhausted.
The supreme court of the District of Co
lumbia. speaking by James, J., held that
“the subject-matter dealt with in this pro
vision was not the powers of the court at all.
It; related simply to a right of the accused _in
a particular instance; that is, a right to a
postponement of the time of executing his
sentence in case he should apply for it in or
der to have a review of alleged error. With
the exception of this restriction in the mat
ter of ﬁxing a day for execution. the power
of the court was not made the subject of leg
islation, but was left as it had been at com
mon law. The whole eﬁect of the statute
was to declare that, in case of an application
for the purpose of obtaining a review on er
ror, the day of execution should not be setso
as to cut off the opportunity for review and

at the criminal term. (20 Wash. Law Rep.

possible reversah"

Large, p. 443, of the same date, provides that
no a peal shall lie from the su reme court of
the
istrict of Columbia, or 0 any teﬂ‘ltﬂlé’y,
unless the amount in controversy exceeds $ ,
000. Held, that habeas corpus proceedings are
civil cases, and under the latter act no a real
therein lies from such courts. Wales v.
hit

nci\',d5 Sup. Ct. Rep. 1050, 114 U. S. 564, over
I'll e

.

2. Rev. St. D. C. 5 846, giving the same
right of appeal from the supreme court of the
District as is “provided by law" for appeals
from circuit courts, does not render applicable
to that court the provisions of subsequent acts
regulating appeals from circuit courts.
3. ‘Where the question of jurisdiction does
not appear to have been contested in a pre
viously adjudicated case. the court is not bound
by the view expressed therein.

Appeal from the supreme court of the Dis
: trial; of Columbia. Appeal dismissed.
. -Statement by Mr. Chief Justice FULLER:
William D. Cross was found guilty for the
second time upon an indictment for murder
in the supreme court of the District of Co<
lumbia holding a criminal term, and son
tenced to death, the time of his execution be
ing ﬁxed for January 22, 1892. He prose
outed an appeal to the court in general term,

which, on January 12, 1892. ﬁnding no error
98,) and on January 21, 1892, a writ of error
from this court was allowed by the chief
justice of the supreme court. of the district,
citation was signed and servedI and the time
for ﬁling the record enlarged. On the same
day the execution of the sentence of death
was postponed until the 10th of June, 1892,
by order entered by the courtin general term.
That writ of error was dismissed May 16,

1892.

Cross v. U. S., 145 U. S. 571. 12 Sup.

Ct._1tep._842. May 28. 1892, Cross ﬁled his
petition in the supreme court of the District
of Columbia for a writ of habeas corpus,

which petition was heard in the ﬁrst instance
by that court in general term. The applica
tion wps denied June 4, 1892. and the peti

tion dismissed. 20 Wash. Law Rep. 389.
On June 8. 1892, the court in general term
allowed an appeal to this court.
0. Maurice Smith and Joseph Shellington,
for appellant. sol. Gen. Aldrich, for ap—
pellee.
Mr. Chief Justice FULLER. after stating
the facts in the foregoing language. delivered
the opinion of the court.
It was not denied in the supreme court of
the district that the time and place of execu
tion are not parts of a sentence of death un

that the power of the

court to set a day for execution was not ex
hausted by its ﬁrst exertion; and that. if the
time for execution had passed for any cause,

the court could make a new order.
We have held that this court has no juris
diction to grant a writ of error to review the
judgments of the supreme court of the Dis
trict in criminal cases, either under the ju

diciary act of March 3, 1891, (26 81.. p. 826,
c. 517,) or under the act of congress of Feb

ruary 6. 1889, (25 St. p. 655, c. 113,) or any
other. In re Heath, 144 U. S. 92. 12 Sup.
Ct. Rep. 615; Cross v. U. S., 145 U. S. 571.
12 Sup. Ct. Rep. 842. Have we jurisdiction
over the judgments of that court on habeas
corpus?

Under the fourteenth section of the ju
diciury act of 1789. (1 St. p. 73.) the courts:
of the United States, and either olE'the jus-'
tices of the supreme court, as well as the
judges of the district courts. had power to
grant writs of habeas corpus for the purpose
of an inquiry into the cause of commitment;
but this extended in no case to prisoners in
jail, unless in custody under or by color of
the authority of the United States, or com
mitted for trial before some court of the
United States. or necessary to be brought
into court to testify.

EJs1_e'2ruI1LmuA-.2‘_13'.A1‘“.

CROSS t‘. BURKE.
By the seventh section of the act of March

2, 1833, (4 St. p. 634,) the power was ex
tended to all cases of prisoners in jail or con
linement, when committed or conﬁned on or
by any authority or law for any act done or

omitted to be done in pursuance of a law of
the United States, or any order, process, or

decree of any judge or court thereof.
By the act of August 29. 1842. (5 St. p.
539,) the power was further extended to is

sue the writ when the prisoner, being a sub.
ject or citizen of a foreign state, and domi
ciled therein, "shall be committed or con.
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The Revised Statutes of the United States
and the Revised Statutes of the District of
Columbia were approved June 20, 1874.
Section 846 of the latter, which was taken
from section 11 of the act of March 3, 1663,
(c. 91, 12 St. p. 764.) is as follows: “Any
ﬁnal judgment, order, or decree of the su
preme court of the District may be re-exam
ined and reversed or aliirmed in the supreme
court of the United States upon writ of error
or appeal in the same cases, and in like inali

ner, as provided by law in reference to the
ﬁnal judgments. orders, or decrees of the

ﬁned or in custody under or by any author

ity or law. or process founded thereon. of the
United States. or of any one of them. for or
on account oi’ any act done or omitted under
any alleged right, title, authority, privilege,
protection, or exemption set up or ciaitned
under the commission or order or sanction of
any foreign state or sovereignty, the validity
and effect whereof depend upon the law of
nations, or under color thereof."
By the ﬁrst section of the act of February
5, 1867. (14 St. p. 385,) it was declared that
the courts of the United States, and tiie sev
eral justices and judges thereof. should have
power “to grant writs of habeas corpus in all
cases where any person may be restrained of
his or her liberty in violation of the consti
tution. or of any treaty or law of the United
States;" and it was provided that “from the
ﬁnal decision of any judge. justice, or court
inferior to the circuit court an appeal may
be taken to the circuit court- of the United
States for the district in which said cause is
heard, and from the judgment of said circuit
court to the supreme court of the United
States."
March 27, 1868, an act was passed (15 St.

Sp. 44) to the effect that "so much of the act
‘approved February ﬁve,‘ eighteen hundred
and sixtysseven, entitled ‘An act to amend

circuit courts of the United States." By act
of congress of March 3, 1885, (23 St. p. 4337,)
section 764 of the Revised Statutes was
amended in effect by striking out the words.
“the last clause of. " so that an appeal might
rliiestaken in all the cases described in section
6 .
It was to this act that Mr. Justice Miller
referred in Wales v. Whitney, 114 U. S. 56-1,
565, 5 Sup. Ct. Rep. 1050, as restoring "the
appellate jurisdiction of this court in haheas
corpus cases from decisions of the circuitS
courts. and that this necessarily included‘jw'
risdiction over similar judgments oi’ the su
preme court of the District of Columbia."

But the question of jurisdiction does not ap
pear to have been contested in Wales v.
Whitney, and, where this is so, the court
does not consider itself bound by the view

expressed. U. S. v. Sanges, 144 U. S. 310,
317, 12 Sup. Ct. Rep. 60S); U. S. v. More, 3
Oranch, 159. 172. We have pointed out in
Re Heath, 144 U. S. 92, 12 Sup. Ct. ltep.
615, that to give to this local legislation, ex
tending the appellate jurisdiction of this
court to the District of Columbia, aconstruc~
tion which would make it include all subse
quent legislation touching our jurisdiction
over circuit courts of the United States, is
quite inadmissible, (Kendall v. U. 8., 12 Pet.

“An act to establish the judicial courts .l'
the United States, " approved September
twenty-fourth, seventeen hundred and

524;) and that no reference was made in

{Eighty-nine’ as authorizes an appeal from the

proved on the same 3d of March, 1885, entitled

Judgment of the circuit court to the supreme
court of the United States. or the exercise 0!.’
any such jurisdiction by said supreme court
0!! appeals which have been or may hereafter

“An act regulating appeals from the supreme
court of the District of Columbia and the
supreme courts of the several territories,"

be taken, be, and the same is, hereby re

provided “that no appeal or writ of error
shall hereafter be allowed from any judg
ment ordecree in any suit at law or in equity
in the supreme court of the District of Co
lumbia, or in the supreme court of any of the
territories of the United States, unless the
matter in dispute. exclusive of costs. shall

peeled.” Ex parte McCardle, 6 Wall. 318;
1d‘. 7 Wall. 506; Ex parte Yerger, 8 Wall. 85.
hese various provisions were carried for
gglt'tllltlnto sections 751-766 of the Revised
es.
By section 763 it was provided that an ap

Wales v. Whitney to the act of congress ap

(23 St. p. 443.) The lirst section of this act

Deal to the circuit court might be taken from

exceed the sum of ﬁve thousand dollarsn’I

detlﬁions on haheas corpus (1) in the case of

and the second section, that the ﬁrst section
should not apply to any case “wherein is in
volved the validity of any patent or copy
right. or in which is drawn in question the

3P7 Pt'rson alleged to be restrained of his
‘I it)’ In violation of the constitution or of
lfllilyl‘llaw or treaty of the United States; (2)
eiﬂ 16 case of the subjects or citizens of for
by" States: as hereinbefore set forth. And
fioﬂtcllon {644m appeal to the supreme court
“mtg tdhe Clzctlll'. court was provided for, but

cl

e to the cases described in the last
miss of the preccdin g section.”

validity of a treaty or statute of or authority

exercised under the United States; but in all
such cases an appeal or writ of error may be
brought without regard to the sum or value
in dispute. ”
_
The act does not apply in either section to

any criminal case, (Farnsworth v. Montana.
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129 U. S. 104. 9 Sup. Ct. Rep. 253; U. S. v.

Sanges, 144 U. S. 310, 12 Sup. Ct. Rep. 609,)
but is applicable to all judgments or decrees
in suits at law or in equity in which there is
a pecuniary matter in dispute, and it inhibits
any appeal or writ of error therefrom, except
as stated. Clearly, the act of March 3, 1885,
amending section 764 of the ltevised Statutes,
in respect of circuit courts, cannot be held
to give a jurisdiction in respect of the su
gpreme court of the District denied by the act
- of‘March 8, 1885, relating to the latter court.
It is well settled that a proceeding in habeas
corpus is a civil, and not a criminal, pro
ceeding.

Farnsworth v. Montana, ubi su

at the same rate, was limited to duties imposed
by laws then existing, and does not apply to
subsequent tnriﬂ acts.
3. The prosecution of an up eal against
a ﬁrm instead of against the indivi uai partners
is a defect which may be cured by amendment
in the supreme court. Estis v. Trabue, 9 Sup.
Ct. Rep. 8, 128 U. S. 225, followed.

Appeal from the circuit court of the Unit
ed States for the southern district of New
York.

This was a proceeding to review a decision
of the board of general appraisers, aillrming
the action of the collectors in imposing cer
tain duties on gunstocks. The circuit court
reversed the judgment of the appraisers, and

pra; Ex parte Tom Tong, 108 U. S. 556, 2 sustained the claim of the importers, (45
Sup. Ct. Rep. 871: Kurtz v. Moﬁitt. 115 U. Fed. Rep. 349,) and the United States was
S. 487, 6 Sup. Ct. Rep. 148. The application thereupon allowed an appeal to this court.
here was brought by petitioner to assert the Ailirmed.
civil right of personal liberty against the re
Sol. Gen. Aldrich, for the United States.
spondent, who is holding him in custody as Albert Comstock, for appellees.
“
a criminal, and the inquiry is into his right
l1
‘Mr. Justice BLATCHFORD delivered the‘
to liberty notwithstanding his condemna
opinion
of
the
court.
tion.
On the 20th of October, 1890, the ﬁrm of
In order to give this court jurisdiction un
der the act of March 3, 1885, last referred to, Schoverling, Daly & Gales, composed of Au
the matter in dispute must be money, or gust Schoverling, Charles Daly, and Joseph
some right, the value of which in money can Gales, imported into the port of New York,
be calculated and ascertained, (Kurtz v. from Europe, articles described in the entry
Motlitt, ubi supra;) and as, in this case, the as “12 ﬁnished gunstocks, with locks and
matter in dispute has no money value, the mountings." The collector assessed a duty
upon them of $1.50 each, and, in addition
result is that no appeal lies.
thereto, 35 per cent. ad valorem, under para
It may also be noted that under the judi
ciary act of March 3. 1891, (26 St. p. 826,) graph 170 ot the act of October 1, 1890. c.
1244, (26 St. p. 579,) in Schedule C of that
appeals from decrees of circuit courts on ha
beas corpus can no longer be taken directly act, entitled “Metals and Manufactures o!
to this court in cases like that at bar, but Firearms:” "170. All double-barreled, sport
only in the classes mentioned in the ﬁfth ing, breech-loading shotguns, valued at not

section of that act.

Lsu Ow Bew v. U. S.,

144 U. S. 47. 12 Sup. Ct. Rep. 517; Horner

gégU. S., 143 U. S. 570, 12 Sup. Ct. Rep.
Appeal dismissed.
a:

more than six dollars each, one dollar and
ﬁfty cents each; valued at more than six dul

lars and not more than twelve dollars each,
[our dollars each; valued at more than twelve
dollars each, six dollars each; and in addition
thereto, on all the above, thirty-ﬁve per cen

No. 690.

tum ad viilorem. Single-barrel breech-load
ing shotguns, one dollar each and thirty-tive
per centum ad valorem. Revolving pistols
valued at not more than one dollar and ﬁfty
cents each, forty cents each; valued at more

Gus'rous Dunss—Cussiricnios — GUNBTOCKS—
APPEAL—AMENDMENTS.

than one dollar and ﬁfty cents, one dollar
each; and, in addition thereto, on all the

‘

above pistols. thirty-ﬁve per centum ad va
lorem." The importers, on November 15,
1890, ﬁled with the collector, under section
14 of the act of June 10, 1890, c. 407, (26 St.
p. 137,) a notice in writing, addressed to him,
objecting to the decision of the collector, and
stating their reasons for so doing. That no
tice in writing, called a “protest," claimed
that the articles were only parts of guns, and

.146 U. S. '16)

UNITED STATES v. SCHOVERLING at I].
(November 7, 1892.)

_1. Under the tariﬁ act of October 1, 1890

‘ﬁnished
stocks with locks and mountings"
are dutiabe at 45 per cent. ad vulorem, under
paragraph 215, as "manufactures, articles, or
wares not specially enumerated," "composed
wholly or input of iron, steel," etc., and the fact
that the ﬁnished gun barrels are imported sepa
rately by_ another ﬁrm, under an arrangement
with the importer of the stocks with intent that
they shall_ e brought together here, does not
render the importation dutiable at the higher rate
prescribed by paragraph 170 for all double-bar
reled, sporting, breech-loading shotguns, when it
does not appear that the stocks had ever formed
part of completed guns in Europe. 45 Fed. Re .
49, ailirme . Robertson v Gerdan, 10 Sup. t.
Rep. 119, 132 U. S. 454. followed. Falk v. Rob
ertson, 11 Sup. Ct. Rep. 41, 137 U. S. 225, dis
tmguishﬁd. J
29
ct providing
an.
, 1795,
(1 St. any
at Large,
411)‘.5 2,_
that where
article Ii)s.
ma e subject to duty, the arts thereof. when
Imported separately, shall e subject to duty

were dutiable at 45 per cent. ad valorem, un

der paragraph 215 of Schedule C of the act
of October 1, 1890. (page 582,) which reads
as follows: "215. Manufactures, articles, or
wares not specially enumerated or provided
for in this act, composed wholly or in part of
iron, steel, lead, copper, nickel, pewter, zinc,
gold, silver, platinum, aluminum, or any
other metal, and whether partly or wholly

UNITED STATES v. SCHOVERLING.
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manufactured, forty-ﬁve per centum ad vs.
olorcm." The protest stated that the articles
S'jn'question were simply parts or accompa

G

or,'signed by all three of its members, it is I‘
I
said that, if the importation was simply one
of gunstocks, without the gunbarrels re
niments intended for use in the manufacture quired to make a complete ﬁrearm, and the
of guns or muskets, were not guns or mus
case rested there. the articles could not be
kets. and could not be classed as such com
regarded as completed guns, so as to be du
pleted commodities.
tiable under paragraph 170; that the testi
Under section 14 of the act of June 10, mony of Daly disclosed the facts that the ﬁrm
1890, the collector, on the 16th of December,
of Schoverling, Daly & Gales had imported
1890, transmitted to the three general ap
the gunstocks in question, and had made an
praisers on duty at the port of New York agreement with another ﬁrm by which the
the invoice, entry, and protest. The assist
latter were to order the barrels. with the
ant appraiser had reported to the appraiser, mutual expectation that the stocks and bar
November 28. 1890, that the articles in ques
rels, after arriving at New York, were to be
tion were “gunstocks, with mountings com
put together so as to make complete guns;
plete, ready for attachment to the barrels,
that Schoverling was a member of both ﬁrms
which arrived by another shipment,” and thus colluding together; that such a mode of
that "the guustocks and barrels, when at
evading the payment of duties could not be
tached, make double-harreled breech-loading tolerated; and that the decision of the collect
shotguns, complete." The collector, in his or was aﬂirmed.
communication to the general appraisers, re
On the 6th of January, 1891, the import
{erred to the foregoing report of the assist
ers, under section 15 of the act of June 10,
ant appraiser, and stated that the merchan
dise was returned by the appraiser upon the 1890, applied to the circuit court of the
United States for the southern district of
invoice as “breech-loading shotguns,” in
voiced at a value not over $6 each, and that New York for a review of the questions of
law and fact involved in such decision of the
he had assessed duty on them, under para
board of general appraisers, by ﬁling in the
graph 170, at the rate of 35 per cent. ad va
oﬂice of the clerk of said court a statement
lorem and $1.50 each.
of the errors of law and fact complained of,
The board of general appraisers took the
testimony of Mr. Daly, one of the importing which were that the duty had been assessed
ﬁrm. on December 19, 1890, and it is set forth on the articles at $1.50 each and 35 per cent.
ad valorem, while it should have been as
in the margin.1 In its report to the collect
sessed, under paragraph 215. at 45 per cent.
1Protest. in the matter of importation of certain ad valorem, only. On the ﬁling of the appli
gunstocks by Messrs. Schoverling, Daly & Gales. cation. the circuit court made an order that
‘tatcment of Mr. Daly. Examined by Gen. App. the board of general appraisers return to the
bomerville: “Question. You are a member of the
ﬁrm oi’ Schoverllng,Daly&Galesi Answer. Yes, court the record and the evidence. with a cer
sir. Q. Where are on doing business? A. In tiﬁed statement of the facts involved and
New York. Q. This mportation, as I understand their decision thereon.
O
you, consists of this item marked ‘225 here,’ ﬁn
'On the 22d of January, 1891, the board of W
o
dﬂunstocks, with locks and mountings? A.
general
appraisers
ﬁled
in
the
court
their
re
at is it. Q. Shotguns! A. They are parts of
shotguns—parts o! reach-loading shotguns. Q.
turn, embodying the protest of November 15,
\Yhen 1d you make this order for this import-a’ 1890, the assistant appraiser’s report of No~
“Obi. A. I telegraphed for it a short time before
vcmber 28;‘1890, the collector’s communica
this invoice. Q. How many of these are there
here? A. Twelve of these ﬁnished gunstocks.
tion of December 16, 1890, the testimony of
Did you at the same time order the other parts of Daly, and the opinion and decision of.‘ the
these guns to be senti A. I did not. That is all
board. The case was argued before the cir
we received. We never received the barrels. Q.
cuit court, held by Judge Lacombe, which
on made no order for the barrels? A. No, sir.
(Reference made in the special report of the ap
entered an order, on March 20, 1891, revers
Pl'uiser to protests of Scboverling, Daly & Gales
against the assessment of duty at the rate of 85 ing and setting aside the decision of the col
lector and that of the board of general ap
per cent, etc.)
.
at we want to know is
whether the barrels of these
praisers, and adjudging that the merchandise
Znolhcr shipment, within your knowled e. A.
should have been classiﬁed and assessed with
G518 member of the ﬁrm of Schoverling~ aly & duty at the rate of 45 per cent. ad valorem,
cell. 95. I do not know it, because we have never re
under paragraph 215 of the act, as “manu
Alillgd any invoice. Q. Never made any order?
(It-h‘ lheir. Q. Have you any agreement with any factures, articles, or wares not specially enu
theer ﬁrm that they were to order the barrels of meratecl or provided for in this act, composed
e is guusi
. Yes; we have. Q. With the ex
* * * in part of iron or steel." _The
Pefhdtlolil on your art that they were to be put to
m or here? A. es, sir. Q. Have those other opinion of the circuit court is reported in 45
pxrtatlons been received by the other ﬁrms?
Fed. Rep. 349. It stated that there was no
what-good many of them, I guess, are in bond.
.
evidence that the articles were ever assembled
mm "as did you have an understandin of this
a re with? A. With A. Schoverling.
Is he or brought together with the gunbarrels on
Dairl-Ilttlrrlnyourhouse? A. Yes, sir; heisapart
the other side; that there was no ﬁnding to
SOY is ﬁrm of Schovcrling, Duly & Gales, and that effect by the appraisers; that, if there
o :nsaseparnte business. Mr. Tichenor. Q.
were such a ﬁnding of fact, the court would
plan); uAthmlr the trade generally adopted this
be constrained to reverse it, because there
a sum . I think they all have received goods in
with the‘ihggghozvt; but? impgrted thaw?! stocks
was no evidence in the’ record to support it;
‘
.
o
u othgr
in temwit
Parts
imported
by thege
parties.” teother that, for all that appeared, the gunstocks

might have been bought from one manufac

*
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tnrer, and the gunbarrels from another; that
the tariff act laid a duty upon “sporting,
breech-loading shotguns, ” and laid a separate
and different duty upon the parts of which
such shotguns were composed, as manufac

tures in whole or in part of metal; that it
could be fairly assumed that congress, by
that terminology, meant to allow importers
who chose to do so to bring in fragments of
a combination article by different shipments,
and then to employ domestic labor in putting
them together; that it might have been in
tended to induce importers to employ to that
extent the labor of this country, instead of
having the article combined abroad; that, un
der the language of the statute, there was
nothing in the shipment in question except
gunstocks

monnted,—articles

which

were

properly described in the act only by the
phrase “manufactures composed wholly or
in part of metal;” and that, therefore, they
3 should pay that duty, and no other.
'On March 20, 1891, the attorney general
of the United States. under section 15 of the
act of June 10, 1890, applied to the circuit
court for the allowance of an appeal to this
court from the decision and judgment of the
circuit court. On the same day the applica
tion was granted, the appeal was allowed,
and it has here been heard.
We are of opinion that the judgment of the
circuit court must be aﬁirmed. The conten
tion on the part of the United States is that
the transaction, as conducted, was a fraud

upon the statute. But the question was
solely as to the gunstocks. Sampson v.

Peaslee, 20 How. 571.

There is not in the

statute, in paragraph 170 or elsewhere, any
imposition of duty on parts of breech-loading
shotguns, except the provision in paragraph
215. There is no duty otherwise imposed
on materials for such guns.
In the act of October 1, 1890, in paragraph

41, applies to the present case. It nowhere
appears that these gunstocks had formed
part of completed guns in Europe. nor was
thequestion of the importation of the barrelsg
‘for the guns involved. In the present case,‘
the dntiable classiﬁcation of the gunstocks
imported must be ascertained by an exami
nation of them in the condition in which
they are imported. Worthington v. Rob
bins, 139 U. S. 337, 11 Sup. Ct. Rep. 581.
Reference is made by the counsel [or the
United States to the provision of section
2 of the act of January 29, 1795, (1 St. p.
411,) which reads as follows: “Where any
article is, by any law of the United States.
made subject to the payment of duties. the
parts thereof, when imported separately,
shall be subject to the payment of the same
rate of duties," as not having been repealed.
In 1 St. p. 411, opposite the act is the word
“[Obsolete.]” That provision is not em
bodied in the Revised Statutes. and we think
it was limited to the case of duties then im
posed bylaw, and did not apply to duties
imposed by subsequent tariff acts. Tariff
acts passed subsequently to the act of 1795
have provided that the duties theretol'ore
imposed by law on imported merchandise
should cease and determine. If the provi
sion of the act of 1795 had been still in force
when the tariff act of 1890 was enacted, it
would have been wholly unnecessary in the
latter act to impose a duty on parts of ar
ticles, as well as on the articles themselves. in
cases where it was deemed proper to impose
such duty upon parts.
This appeal was prosecuted as against the
ﬁrm, but this defect may be cured by amend
ment, and the motion to that effect is
granted. Estis v. Trabue, 128 U. S. 225, 9
Sup. Ct. Rep. 58.
Judgment aﬁirmed.
=1

154, a duty is imposed on “axles, or parts

thereof;” in paragraph 165, on “penknives
or pocketknives of all kinds, or parts there
of ;" in paragraph 185, on "wheels, or parts
thereof,” and “tires, or parts thereof;” and
in paragraph 210, on chronometers, “and
parts thereof.”

(145 U. S. 71)

UNITED STATES v. PERRY et a1.
(November 7, 1892.)

No. 794.
Cus'roius DWI!ES—CLASSIFICA'HOX—STAlXED
Grass Wrspows.

In the present case, the intent of the im

porters to put the gunstocks with barrels
separately imported, so as to make here com
pleted guns for sale, cannot affect the rate of
duty on the gunstocks as a. separate impor
tation. Merritt v. Welsh, 104 U. S. 694.
In Robertson v. Gordan, 132 U. S. 454, 10

Sup. Ct. Rep. 119. the statute had imposed a
duty on musical instruments, and had not
imposed the same duty on parts of musical
instruments; and it was held that pieces oi’.

ivory for the keys of pianos or organs, to be
used exclusively for such musical instru
ments, and made on purpose for such instru
ments, were not dutiable as musical instru

ments, but were liable to a less duty, as
manufactures of ivory.
We do not think the decision in Falk v.
Robertson, 137 U. S. 225, 11 Sup. Ct. Rep.

Under the tariff act of October 1, 1890,
stained-glass Windows containing representa
tions of saints and other Biblical subjects. and
imported in a fragmentary state for the use of a
convent are not exempt from duty, under para
graph (:77, as “paintings," specially imported
in good faith for the use of any society or insti
tution _estabiished for religious purposes, but
are dutiable at 45 per cent. ad valorem, under
paragraph 122, as "stained or painted window
glass and stained or painted glass windows,"
‘wholly or partly manufactured, and not spea
orally provided for in this act." 47 Fed. Rep.
110, reversed.

Appeal from the circuit court of the United
States for the southern district of New York.
Reversed.
Statement by Mr. Justice BROWN:
This case arose out of the importation of
certain stained-glass windows containing ef
ﬁgies of saints and other representations of

_’ﬂhiv

m2‘._vL(aau.m~_t-,rn=_iA1’-w

UNITED STATES v. PERRY.
Biblical subjects.

These windows were im

ported and entered November 24, 1890. as
"paintings" upon glass for the use of the
Convent of the Sacred Heart. located at Phil
adelphia. and consisted of pieces of variously

colored glass cut into irregular shapes. and
fastened together by strips of lead, and in
tended to be used for decorative purposes in

churches, and when so used are placed upon
the interior of the window frame, and are
backed by an outer window of ordinary white
glass. The outer window is necessaryI as such
paintings require for their proper exhibition
is transmitted light. These paintings had
been executed by artists of superior merit,
especially trained for the work, and repre
sented Biblical subjects and characters, such

as St. Agnes, St. Joseph teaching our Lord,
St. Mark the Evangelist. and St. Peter. and
other pictorial representations of like kind,
designed for religious instruction and edilica
tion. They did not come to this country in
scompleted state, but in fragments, to be
'l-‘fpnt together in the form of windows.
I IUpon these articles, the collector of! the
port levied and collected a duty of 45 per
cent. imposed by paragraph 122 of the tariff
act of October 1. 1890, (26 St. 573,) upon

“stained or painted window glass and stained
or painted glass windows,

*

‘1'

*

wholly

or partly manufactured, and not specially
provided for in this act. "
Against this classiﬁcation defendant duly
and seasonably protested. claiming the arti
cles were exempt from duty as “paintings
' ' * specially imported in good faith for
the asset any society orinstitution " * *
established for religious * * * purposes,
‘ * * and not intended for sale," under
paragraph 677. A hearing was had before
the board of general appraisers, who over
ruled the protest and affirmed the action of
the collector. Respondents thereupon ﬁled a
petition in the circuit court for the southern
district of New York, praying fora review
of the decision of the general appraisers, as
provided in section 15 of the act of June 10,

1890. (26 St. 138.) The circuit court re
versed the decision of the board of appraisers,
and held the paintings to be entitled to free
entry. In re Perry, 47 Fed. Rep. 110. From
this decision the United States appealed to
this court.
Asst. Atty. Gen. Maury, for the United
States. 01m. Currie. W. Wickham Smith.
and D. Ives Mackie. for appellee.
i\ir._Justice BROWN, after stating the
facts in the foregoing language, delivered
the opinion of the court.
It is ditiicult to ﬁx the proper classiﬁcation
of the importatiohs in question under the
attofOctober 1, 1890. without referring to
lhe‘prior acts upoii the same subject.

by the tariff act of March 3, 1883. (22 St.
497.) there was imposed adutyof 45 per cent.
Ppuu porcelain and Bohemian glass, cheni
lcilll glassware. painted glassware, stained

81m. and all other manufactures of glass
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" * ‘ not specially enumerated,” while-*1
“paintings, in oil or water eolors"'(Id. 518)
were subject to a duty of 30 per cent.: and
"paintings, drawings, and etchings specially
imported in good faith” for ieligious institu
tions (id. 520) were admitted free. Under
this and similar prior statutes. which did
not diﬂer materially in their language. it was
uniformly held by the treasury department
that the term “paintings” covered all works
of art produced by the process of painting,
irrespective of the material upon which the
paint was laid; and that paintings on glass,
which ranked as works of art, were dutiable
as paintings, and when imported for reli
gious institutions were entitled to alniission
free of duty. Like rulings were made with
respect to paintings on ivory, silk, leather,
and copper, having their chief value as
works of art. The term was also held to in
clude wall panels painted in oil and designed
for household decoration. A like view was
taken by this court in Arthur v. Jacoby, 103
U. S. 677, of pictures painted by hand upon
porcelain, where the porcelain ground “was
only used to obtain a. good surface on which
to paint, and was entirely obscured from
view when framed or set in any manner, and
formed no material part of the value of said
paintings on porcelain. and did not in itself
constitute an article of China ware, being
manufactured simply as a ground for the
painting, and not for any use independent of
the paintings."
In the mean time, however. the manufac
ture of stained glass began to be recognized
industry in this country. Strong protests
were sent to congress against these rulings
of the department, and demands were made

for the imposition of a duty upon stained
glass windows as such, to save the nascent
industry from being crushed out by foreign
competition. Accordingly. in the act of Oc
tober 1, 1890, we finda notable change in

phraseology and the introduction of a new
classiﬁcation. By paragraph 122 a duty of
45 per cent. is imposed upon "all stained or
painted window glass and stained or painted
glass windows, and hand, pocket. or table
mirrors, not exceeding" a certain size; while.
by paragraph 465. “paintings, in oil or water
colors,” are subject to a duty of only 15 per
cent. The former exemption of “paintings,
drawings, and etchings specially imported”:
for religious institutions is ‘continued in
paragraph 677, while in paragraph 757 a
similar exemption is extended to “worksot
art, the production of American artists resid
ing temporarily abroad, or other \VUl'ki of
art. including pictorial paintings on glass,
imported expressly for * * * Mylllvm"
porated religious society, "' * * except
stained or painted window glass. or stained
or painted glass windows."

it is insisted by the defendants that ‘the
painted glass windows in question. having
been executed by artists of superior merit,

specially trained for the work, should be re
garded as works of art, and still exempted
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from duty as "paintings," and that the pro
vision in paragraph 122, for "stained or
painted window glass and stained or painted
glass windows," applies only to such articles
as are the work of an artisan, the product of
handicraft, and not to memorial windows,
which attain to the rank of works of art,
Those who are familiar with the painted
windows of foreign cathedrals and churches
will indeed find it diﬁicult to deny them the
character of works of art; but they would

nevertheless be reluctant to put them in the
same category with the works of Raphael,
Rembrandt, Murillo, and other great masters
of the art of painting. While they are artis
tic in the sense of being beautiful, and re
quiring a high degree of artistic merit for
their production, they are ordinarily classi
ﬂed in foreign exhibits as among the decora
tive and industrial, rather than among the
ﬁne, arts. And in the catalogues of manu

facturers and dealers in stained glass. in
cluding the manufacturers of these very im
portations, no distinction is made between
these windows and other stained or painted
glass windows, which, by paragraph 757, are
specially excepted from the exemption of
pictorial paintings on glass.
For most practical purposes, works of art
may be divided into four classes:

(1) The fine arts, properly so called, in
tended solely for ornamental purposes, and
including paintings in oil and water, upon
canvas, plaster, or other material, and orig

inal statuary of marble, stone. or bronze.
{3 These are subject to a duty of 15 per cent.
'(2) Minor objects of art, intended also for
ornamental purposes, such as statuettes,
vases, plaques, drawings, etchings, and the
thousand and one articles which pass under
the general name of bric-a-brac, and are sus
ceptible of an indeﬁnite reproduction from
the original.
(3) Objects of art, which serve primarily
an ornamental, and incidentally a useful,

purpose, such as painted or stained-glass
windows, tapestry, paper hangings, etc.
(4) Objects primarily designed fora useful
purpose. but made ornamental to please the
eye and gratify the taste, such as ornamented
clocks, the higher grade of carpets, curtains.

gas ﬁxtures, and household and table furni
ture.
No special favor is extended by congress
to either of these classes except the ﬁrst,

which is alone recognized as belonging to the
domain of high art. It seems entirely clear
to us that, in paragraph 757, congress in
tended to distinguish between "pictorial
paintings on glass,” which subserve a purely
ornamental purpose, and stained or painted
glass windows. which also subserve a useful
purpose. and, moved doubtless by a desire to
encourage the new manufacture, determined
toimpose a duty of 45 per cent. upon the lat
ter, while the former were admitted free.
As new manufactures are developed, the
tendency of each tariff act is to nicer discrim
inations in favor of particular industries.

Thus, by acts previous to that of 1890, paint
ings upon glass and porcelain were distin
guished and taken out of the general cate
gory of manufactures of glass and porcelain,
and even of stained glass, while under that

act painted and stained glass windows are
distinguished and taken out of the general
designation of paintings upon glass. It the
question in this case rested solely upon the
language of paragraph 677, doubtless these
importations would be exempted as paintings
imported for religious purposes; but as, by
paragraph 757. pictorial paintings on glass,
a more speciﬁc designation, are again ex
cmpted, and stained glass windows are ex‘
cepted and taken out of this exemption. we
think the intent of congress must be gath
ered from the language of the latter para
graph rather than the former. Robertson v.
Glendenning. 132 U. S. 158, 10 Sup. Ct.
Rep. 44. Particularly is this so in view of:
the fact that, by'paragraph 122, a duty is
levied upon “stained or painted window glass
and stained or painted glass windows" eo
nomine. The use for which the importa
tious are made in each case is much the
same. The fact that these articles are ad
vertised and known to the trade as painted
or stained glass windows is an additional
reason for supposing that congress intended
to subject them to a duty.
The judgment of the circuit court must
therefore be reversed. and the case remanded
for further proceedings in conformity to this
opinion.
(146 U. s. 88)
FOSTER v. MANSFIELD, C. & L. M. R.
CO. et :11.
(November 14, 1892.)

No. 25.
Lscnss —Wrm'r COXSTlTUTES — RAILROAD Fons
CLOSURE.
1. On the foreclosure of a railroad mort
gage it is the duty of a stockholder who be
lieves he has any interest to protect to ac‘
quaint himself with the proceedings, and
after a delay of 10 years, during which many
of those engaged in the transactions have died,
he cannot maintain a. bill to set aside a fore
closure decrce alleged to have been procured by
the fraudulent withdrawal of the company’s
answer, when such answer in fact remains up
on the ﬁles, and sets forth certain matters
which disclose the alleged fraudulent trans
actions, and of which complainant, in order to
excuse his delay, alleges that he was ignorant
until a short time before bringing the suit. 36
Fed. Rep. 627, aﬂirmed.
2. In considering the question of laches by
a stockholder in bringing a bill to set aside an
alleged fraudulent decree foreclosing a railroad
mortgage, it is a strong circumstance against
complainant that he does not show that his inter
est n'ould receive any beneﬁt from the irrantiu
of the relief asked, for a court of equity wil
not do a vain thing, nor will it entertain a bill
merely to vindicate an abstract principle of
Justice, or to compel defendants to buy their
peace.

Appeal from the circuit court of the
gnited States for the northern district of
bio.

Suit by Charles Foster against the Mens

._ -;1._ .4_‘ ,._

FOSTER o. MANSFIELD. C. & L. M. R. CO.
ﬁeld, Goldwater & Lake Michigan Railroad
Company and others to open a decree foreclos

ingamortgage on the company’s property.
Demurreis to the original and amended bills

were sustained by the circuit court, and a
decree entered dismissing the bill. 36 Fed.
Rep. 627. Plaintiff appeals. Adirmed.
Statement by Mr. Justice BROWN:
‘This was a bill in equity by a stockholder
of the Mansﬁeld, Coldwater 65 Lake Michi
gan Railroad Company to open the foreclo
sure of a mortgage upon its road executed to
George W. Cass and Thomas A. Scott,
trustees, and to vacate the order of sale

and all proceedings thereunder upon the
ground of fraud and collusion, and for a re
ceiver and injunction.
The bill purported to be ﬁled for the bene
ﬁt of the plaintiff and all other stockholders
of the defendant company, and, after aver
ring a written request to the directors and
chief oﬂicers of the company to commence
this suit. and the neglect and refusal of such
directors so to do, set forth that the plaintiff

was, and had been since the transactions set
forth in the bill, the owner of 258 shares of
the capital stock of the defendant company;
gum the suit was not collusive; and that.
' until'within a few months prior to the ﬁling
of this bill, he was ignorant of the fraud
charged.
The bill further averred that in June,
1871. the Mansﬁeld. Goldwater 85 Lake
Michigan Railroad Company was incorpo
rated under the laws of Michigan and Ohio
for the construction of a line of road from
the city of Mansﬁeld, in Ohio, to the town of

Allegan, in Michigan, with an authorized
capital stock of $4,000,000. That it began
the construction of its road on such line,
and. in order to obtain the money necessary
for its completion and equipment, on Octo
her 1. 1871, executed a mortgage to George
W. Cass and Thomas A. Scott, trustees, in
the sum of $4,460,000. -That on July 20.
1871, the defendant, hereinafter designated
asthe "Goldwater Company,” entered into
a contract with the Pennsylvania Company,
also madeadefendant to this bill, by which
tllelatter bound itself to provide the neces
"'7 Iron. etc., and to equip and operate the
who'loline as a ﬁrst-class road. In consid
eration of these obligations, the Cold water
mpany agreed that its preferred stock
should be issued to the amount of the actual
exPenditures made by the Pennsylvania
Ompanyin doing the work aforesaid, said

Stock to be entitled to dividends equal to 7

Per cent. out of the net earnings of said
road, with the further agreement to deliver

“the Pennsylvania Company bonds to the

livered by said company to the value there?
of, and in full as each 10 miles of iron
should be laid, and the track put in running
condition. That afterwards, and on May 4,
1872, the Goldwater Company entered into
another

contract

with

the

Pennsylvania

Company, by which it delivered to the lat
ter all of its bonds of the par value, as above

stated, of $4,460,000. whereupon the Penn
sylvania Company, by its president. the said
Scott, agreed that, in consideration of the de
livery of such bonds before the iron was
laid, and the other conditions performed, the

Pennsylvania Company bound itself to takeﬁg4
care of and pay all'interest coupons which‘
might become due thereon prior to the com
pletion of said line of railway for tratﬁc, and
that for all interest so paid and not justly
chargeable thereto under the contract of July
20, 1871, the Pennsylvania Company should
be reimbursed out of the earnings of said
road. after the same should be completed in
sections under said contract, and begin to
make earnings on the respective sections.
The bill further averred that all of said
bonds remained in the possession and under
the control of the Pennsylvania Company
from the time of their delivery as agreed
until the sale of the railroad under the de
cree of the court. That on May 1. 1872, the
Pennsylvania Company wrongfully obtained
$1,500,000 of the common stock of the Cold
watcr Company, claiming to be entitled
thereto under the contract of July 20. 1871;
and that. after obtaining the same, it man
aged and controlled the aﬂairs of the Cold
water Company, and thereby secured a ma
jority of the members of its board of direct
ors, and absolutely influenced and controlled
all its corporate acts. That when it was
given said capital stock it had in no way
complied with its undertakings hereinbefore
mentioned, nor had it earned the same, nor
in any way‘ become entitled thereto, but, on
the contrary, had entirely failed to perform

upon its part its undertaking of July 20,
1871. That it ﬁnished no portion of said
road as therein provided, and in no way
earned an ownership in the bonds and capi
tal stock aforesaid. That on January 20,
1876, the

said Cass

and

Scott,

trustees,

ﬁled a bill for the foreclosure of the mort
gage, averring the insolvency of the Cold
water Company, and its failure to pay the_
interest on its bonds. That on April 17,‘
1876, the defendant company ﬁled its an
swer, denying each material allegation of
the bill, and setting up a full and complete
defense. That on January 3. 1877. the
Goldwater Company withdrew its appear

Ilmount of $20,000 per mile of track laid,

ance and answer, and on March Zlstsulfered

an common stock to an amount 55,000

an order pro coufesso to be entered against
it, in pursuance of which a decree of fore
closure and an order of sale was made. and
the property was sold August 8, 1877, to
Joseph Lesslcy, in trust for the Pennsyl
vania Company, for the sum of $500,000;
that all of the proceeds of such sale were up

greater than the whole amount of stock
Issued for all other purposes, said bonds and
tr
_
CassPennsylvania
and Scott.
CUB t 88s, for delivery
to the
Umpany. as fast as material should be de
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llplied to the payment of the bonds held by
0 the Pennsylvania'Company, and no portion
came to the Goldwater Company, or was ap—
plied to the payment of its debts or liabili
ties.
The gravamen of the bill was that at the
time of the execution of the mortgage the

of Smith. Layng, and Janes, employes of the
Pennsylvania Company, all of whom were
aided and abetted by Henry G. Lewis and
Joseph Fiske, two directors of said company,
also deceased, both of whom were directors
of the Goldwater, Marshall & Mackinaw [tail

road Company, to which company was to be
given, by Scott and Cass, the trustees, a large
was president of the Pennsylvania Company, portion of the property of the Cold water Com
and its chief executive oiiicer. That George pany, to induce them to favor the withdrawal
W. Cass, cotrustee, had full knowledge of the of their answer; that the withdrawal of said
relations of said Scott to the Pennsylvania defense was the fraudulent act of Scott and
Company, and of his aims and motives. and Brooks,aided and abetted by the directors con
spiring together to cheat the Goldwater Com—
conspired with him in forwarding the inter
pany, and to beneﬁt the Pennsylvania Com
ests of the Pennsylvania Company to the detri
ment of the Goldwater Company. That J. pany; that, in furtherance of such fraudulent
Twing Brooks, who was also made a defendant scheme, Joseph Lessley, an employs of the
to this bill, was a director of the Goldwater Pennsylvania Railroad Company, also made
Company, and was also general attorney for defendant,bid oi? the property, and in so doing
acted only as agent or trustee of the Pennsyl
the Pennsylvania Company, and legal coun
vania Company, which was the only real party
selor and adviser of Cass and Scott, and as
their solicitor brought the suit to foreclose in interest; that the Pennsylvania Company
the mortgage; and in all of their acts these organized the Northwestern Ohio Railway
parties were moved by, and acted wholly in, Company, which is now the nominal owner
the interest of the Pennsylvania Company, of so much of the road of the Goldwater Com
and in violation of their obligations to the pany as lies between Tiﬂin and Mansﬁeld. and
Goldwater Company. That Reuben F. Smith, that the Pennsylvania Company is operating
George W. Layng, and Frank Janos, who that part of said road as the nominal lessee
were also made defendants, were directors of of the Northwestern, which the bill averred
the Goldwater Company, and were also at the is but a branch of the Pennsylvania Company,
same time employee of the Pennsylvania and in their relations to the said road the two
Company, and were made directors of the corporations are identical; that in the opera
Cold water Company at the instigation of tion of that part of the said road the Pennsyl
Scott. for the sole purpose of carrying out the vania Company has accumulated large earn
ings, and has derived large revenue and re
plans and schemes of the Pennsylvania Com
pany. That Cass and Scott, as trustees, pros~ ceipts from sales, leases, and other sources
ecuted the foreclosure suit in the interest of from that portion of the Goldwater road be
the Pennsylvania Company, to destroy so tween Tiliin, Ohio, and Allegan, in Michigan;
much of the road of the Goldwater Company and that the'Pennsylvania Company is now.
operating, and will continue to operate, said
as lay west of Tiﬂin, in Ohio, and to sink and
road. and will dispose of and incumber its
destroy its stock; and that the interests of
said trustees and said Pennsylvania Company property, to the irreparable injury of the
and of the holders of said bonds were one and Goldwater Company, unless restrained, etc.
The bill further averred that until recently
identical. That, by the terms of the agree
neither the plaintiff nor any of those whom
ment of May 4, 1872, the Pennsylvania Com
pany was bound to pay the interest matured he represents had any knowledge of the con
upon the bonds, and the subsequently acorn. tract of May 4, 1872. by which the Pennsyl
ing interest thereon, until the completion of vania Company was bound to pay the inter
the road, under the agreement of July 20, eat as it accrued upon the bonds, and he be
lieves that such knowledge was purposely
1871; and that the allegations of the fore
closure bill that the interest upon the bonds kept from plaintiﬁ and the other stockhold
era, as well as from some of the directors of
was overdue and unpaid, and that the Cold
water Company was insolvent, were untrue, the Goldwater Company, by the Pennsylvania
and were known to be untrue by said trustees Company and by Scott and Brooks, for the
purpose of carrying out the fraud nlent scheme
ﬁend the defendant Brooks.
' ‘It was further averred that the existence of set forth; that at the time of the sale of such
the contract of May 4, 1872, was. at the time property. and the application of the proceeds
of the withdrawal of the appearance and of such sale to the payment of interest upon
answer of the Goldwater Company and the the bonds, the Pennsylvania Company was
entering of the decree, purposely concealed under obligation to pay such interest by the
from the court and from the stockholders of terms ofits contract of May 4, 1872, and there
the company, as a part of the conspiracy and was no liability on the part of the Goldwater
fraud; that the defense to the foreclosure suit Company to pay the same, all of which facts
was withdrawn in pursuance of the collusive were known to the Pennsylvania Company
action of the board of directors; that such to Scott and Cass, trustees, and to Brooke
withdrawal was solicited by Scott, in the in
and the other directors referred to, and that.
terest of the Pennsylvania Company, and so. they conspired to keep such knowledge from
cured by Brooks through the aid and support the plaintilf and from other stockholders.
said Thomas A. Scott, trustee thereunder,

FOSTER v. MANSFIELD, G. & L. M. R. CO.
The bill prayed that the decree of foreclo
sure and order of sale and all other proceed
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From this decree the plaintiff appealed to

this court.

‘

lngs be vacated; that the answer withdrawn

be reinstated; that the case be held for fur
ther hearing upon the issues joined by the
hill and answer in the foreclosure suit; that
the defendant Cass, then surviving trustee,
be required to account; that the Pennsylva
nia Company be held to have received the

John H.
Brooks, for

Doyle, for ap ellant.
p
appellces.

J. T.

‘Mr. Justice BROWN, after stating the‘:
g

facts in the foregoing language, delivered the
opinion of the court.
The bill in this case was dismissed in the
rents, issues, and proﬁts from all of said
railroad property in trust for the beneﬁt and court below upon the ground of inches, and
use of the Goldwater Company, and that a also for the want of equity. The propriety
receiver be appointed, and an injunction of this action is now before us for review.
As the alleged fraudulent sale of this road,
issued against the further selling, leasing, or
otherwise incumbering the property of the which constitutes the gravamen of the bill};
took
place August 28, 1877,'and the bill was‘
Goldwater Company during the pendency of
the suit. There were annexed as exhibits to not ﬁled until August 30, 1887, 10 years
thereafter, there is certainly a presumption
the bill the construction contract of July 20,
1871, the agreement of the Pennsylvania of laches, which it is incumbent upon the
Company of May 4, 1872, and a complete plaintiff to rebut. His reply is that he did
not discover the fraud until a few months
transcript of the proceedings in the foreclo
before the ﬁling of the bill. The allegation
sure suit.
of
the original bill in that particular is very
'Theanswer of the defendant the Cold water
Company to the bill of foreclosure in that general, namely, that "until within a few
siiitai'erred that the company was not legally months prior to the ﬁling of this bill be and
incorporated until January 6, 1873, and that those whom he represents were entirely ig
norant of each and all of the fraudulent pro
prior to that date it possessed no power or
authority to execute either the bonds or ceedings hereinafter set forth, and that this
mortgages, and denied that they were the bill of complaint was ﬁled in this court as
act of the corporation, or constituted any soon after the acts of fraud, hereinafter set
valid lien upon its property; that, while the forth, came to his knowledge, as he co.ild
company was created by the consolidation of satisfy himself of the truth thereof. * * *
And your orator had no knowledge of any of
a Michigan and an Ohio corporation by an
the fraudulent acts hereinliefore complained
agreement of April 13, 1871, no election of
directors of said consolidated company was of until very recently accidentally discov
ered." The amended bill is much more spe
held until January 6. 1873, and that, until
ciﬁc in its details, and avers that a certain
such election. the consolidated company did
supplemental
mortgage, which appears to
not succeed to the rights and franchises of
have been executed by the Goldwater Com
the original corporation, nor was its organi
pany, October 1, 1872, to the same parties as
zation perfect and complete until such elec
tion, nor did it have power to make contracts trustees, for the purpose of effecting the sale
and incur liabilities; that the agreement of and negotiation of its bonds, at the time of
July 20, 1871, was entered into with one its execution by the oﬂicers of the company
contained a full reference to the contract of
Willard S. Hickox, on behalf of the defend
ant. and that he subsequently entered into a May 4, 1872, the same having been inserted
for the purpose of giving to all the purchas
traﬂ‘lc contract with the Pennsylvania Com
Pony. assuming to act for the Cold water ers of bonds due notice regarding the obliga
ompany, and as president thereof. The tions of the Pennsylvania Company, but that
answer further set up the contract of May 4, after the execution of said supplemental
mortgage, and the same had come into the
1.872, and alleged that at the date of the de
possession of the officers of the Pennsylvania
lllleryof the bonds to the Pennsylvania Com
pany’ such company was not entitled to any Company, it was altered by striking out all
portion thereof; that “none of said bonds are reference to the interest contract of May 4,
held by bona ﬁde owners, but the pretended 1872, or by taking out of the mortgage the
holders and owners thereof have, and are page on which said reference was made, and
chargeable with, notice of all the matters substituting therefor another page, in which
herein set forth, and all of the equities of the said reference was omitted, and the mort
gage was recorded as so altered; that the
efendant arising therefron1;” that the Penn
plaintiff and the other stockholders. were
!ylvania Company had never earned the
stock fraudulently delivered to it, nor had it thereby kept from all knowledge of this con
"Ended itself to any interest on the bonds tract, and of the obligations of the Pennsyl
delivered as aforesaid. The other allegations vania Company, and were also ignorant of
of the answer were much the same as those the alteration of the supplemental mortgage
until after the ﬁling of the original bill. The
of the bill in the present case.
The bill was subsequently amended, and amended bill further avers that during all

39.11911“ demurrers were ﬁled both to the

this time the records of the railroad company

"lgmal and amended bills. and upon the hear
8 of said ilemiirrers the circuit court made
sdecree dismissing the bill. 36 Fed. Rep. 627.

were kept out of the reach of the stockhold-g
ers: that no meeting of stockholders was'ever'
called after that of January, 1874; no notice
was given for the election of directors: and
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certiﬁcates for a million and a half of stock,

that the knowledge of the contract of May 4.
1872, was purposely kept from the stock
holders, plaintiff believing that the decree
of foreclosure was final, and the company
hopelessly insolvent, and that there was no
advantage in keeping up the organization of
the company, and hence no annual meetings

and had assumed to manage and control the
affairs of the company.
The defense of want of knowledge on the
part of one charged with inches is one easily
made, easy to prove by his own oath, and
hard to disprove; and hence the tendency of
courts in recent years has been to hold the
were called or held, all of which was brought
plaintiff to a rigid compliance with the law,
about by the Pennsylvania Company as a
part of the scheme and conspiracy to obtain which demands, not only that he should
have been ignorant of the fraud, but that he
the property, and defraud the stockholders
should have used reasonable diligence to
of the Goldwater Company out of the same.
have informed himself of all the facts. Es
Plaintiff further alleged that some time dur
pecially is this the case where the party
ing the month of May, 1886, he was shown
a copy of the contract of May 4, 1872; that complaining is a resident of the neighbor
hood in which the fraud is alleged to have
until that time he neither knew nor had any
taken place, and the subject of such fraud is
means of knowing or suspecting the unlaw
ful proceedings alleged in the bill, or that a railroad with whose ownership and man
agement the public, and certainly the stock
there was or could be any lawful or valid de
holders, may be presumed to have some
fense to the foreclosure; that he began at
once a careful examination of all the facts, familiarity. The foreclosure of this road
but was greatly retarded by his inability to could not have taken place without actual
as well as legal knowledge of the fact by its
discover the records or papers of the com
pany, or to ﬁnd the original of this contract, stockholders, and if they believed they had
and did not ﬁnd them until within six any valuable interest to protect it was their
duty to have informed themselves by an in
months of the time of ﬁling the bill; that the
majority of the board of directors was made spection of the records of the court in which
the foreclosure was carried on of what was
up of the oilicers and employes of the Penn
being done. and to have taken steps to pro
sylvania Company, and, acting in this inter
est. kept from stockholders all menus of ob tect themselves, if they had reason to believe
their rights were being sacriﬁced by the di
taining information, and neglected to make
reports or call stockholders‘ meetings for the rectors. If a person be ignorant of his in-o
terest in a certain transaction, no negligencea
purpose of enabling them to obtain informa
is imputable to him for'failing to inform’
tion; and that, if the plaintiﬂ had known of
the existence of such contract, or any of the himself of his rights; but if he is aware of
matters in defense of the bill of foreclosure,
during the pendency of those proceedings,
he would have called the same to the atten
tion of the court.
Do these allegations exhibit such a state
of facts as acquits the plaintiff of the charge
of Inches‘? Taken literally, they show that
plaintiff had no knowledge of the contract
of May 4, 1872. until May, 1886; but it also
appears that in the original answer to the
foreclosure bill, which was ﬁled March 1,
1876, the substance of this contract was set
out, and the same allegations of fraud with
grespect to the conduct of the Pennsylvania
‘ Company up to that time were made in‘the
answer as are made in the plaintiff’s bill in
this case. This answer, though nominally
withdrawn by consent of the parties, does
not appear to have been actually taken from
the files; and, being a part of the records of
the court, the presumption is that it would
not be so taken away without leave of the
court. It is also certiﬁed here by the clerk
as a part of the record of the foreclosure
suit. Not only was the contract set forth
in this answer. but in the answer and cross
petition of Swan, Rose & 00., judgment
creditors of the road to the amount of $600,

000, which was ﬁled December 18, 1876. the
same contract was set forth, and the author
ity of Hickox, the president of the defend
ant company, to make such contract, was
denied; and it was averred that the Penn
sylvania Company had wrongfully obtained

his interest, and knows that proceedings are

pending, the result of which may be preju
dicial to such interests, he is bound to look

into such proceedings so far as to see that
no action is taken to his detriment. An ex
amination of the records in this case would
have apprised the plaintiff, not only of the
existence of the contract of May 4. 1872
but of the alleged fraudulent conduct of the
Pennsylvania Company thereunder, and of
the withdrawal of their answer by the di
rectors, which is now claimed to be decisive
proof of fraud. An inquiry of the directors,
two of whom had protested against the reso
lution to withdraw the answer. and were
within easy reach of the plaintiff. would
have disclosed all the material facts set
forth in plaintiff's bill, even to the reasons

assigned for withdrawing the answer. The
slightest effort on his part would have ap
prised him of the proceedings subsequent to
the sale; of the purchase of the road by

Lessley, the alleged employe of the Pennsyl
vania Company; of the subsequent organiza
tion

of

the

Northwestern

Ohio Railway

Company; and of the lease of the new rail
way company to the Pennsylvania Com
pany. Had he asked the leave of the court
to intervene for the protection of his inter
est, it would have undoubtedly acceded to
his request. Instead of this, he permits the
sale to take place, and the road to pass into
the hands of a new corporation, which has

operated it for 10 years without objection

k',;:-,5‘R|r_LZaHilE1J-BlZTHﬂLQu;EI

WARE a. GALVESTON CITY CO.
from the bondholders or creditors of.’ the
Coldwater Company. and without question
as to its title. In the mean time many of the
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its being done. A court of equity is nofg
called upon to do a vain thing.

It will not-i

entertain a bill simply to vindicate an'ab-'
witnesses, including both Cass and Scott,
trustees, whose alleged fraudulent betrayal
of their trust constitutes the gravamen of

this bill. are dead. as well as Lewis, the
president, and Fish and F. V. Smith. direct
ore, of the defendant company, one of whom
participated with Lewis in the meeting at
which the attorneys were instructed to with
draw their defense, and all opportunity of ex
planation from them is lost. It is evident
that the plaintiff in this suit has fallen far
short of that degree of diligence which. un
v-der the most recent decisions of this court,
--the law exacts in condonation of this long
' delay. Bailey v. Glover, 21 Wall. 342;‘Ham
mond v. Hopkins, 143 U. S. 224, 12 Sup.

Ct. Rep. 418; Hoyt v. Latham, 143 U. S.
553, 12 Sup. Ct. Rep. 568; Felix v. Patrick,
145 U. S. 317, 12 Sup. Ct. ltep. 862.
We are the more readily reconciled to this
conclusion from the fact that it does not ap
pear that, if this sale were set aside and held
for naught, the decree would redonnd to the
advantage of the plaintiff. The only allega
tion as to his interest is that he is the owner
and holder of 258 shares of the capital stock
of the company of the par value of $12,900.
It does not appear how much of its author
ized capital stock of’ 84,000,000 was actually
issued. though there is an allegation in the
bill that the Pennsylvania Company wrong
fully obtained $1,500,000 of the stock of
the Goldwater Company in addition to the
preferred stock, which the plaintiff averred

was to be issued for actual expenditures at
cash values made by this company. What
ever amount was issued, it is safe to infer

that plaintiff's interest was comparatively
very small. It‘ the decree were set aside,
and the case reinstated, as he demands, his

"Bills. as well as those of the other stock
holders. would be subordinate to those of
the bondholders, and probably. also, to those
of the Judgment creditors of the road. It is

laid on 75 miles of the road, and the road

completed for at least 47 miles, for which
the gennsylvania would be entitled to bonds
“It 5_0.000 per mile. and also that the com
pmy raised nothing towards the sinking
und which was provided for by the original

stract principle of Justice, or to compel the
defendants to buy their peace, and. if it
appear that the parties really in interest are
content that the decree shall stand, it should

not be set aside at the suit of one who could
troot possibly obtain a beneﬁt from such ac
ion.
In the view we have taken of this case
upon the question of laches it is unneces
sary to consider whether the plaintiff has
made such a case of fraud in the original
decree as justifies the interposition of a
court of equity.
The decree of the court dismissing the bill
is therefore affirmed.
=
(146 U. S. 102)

WARE et al. v. GALVESTON CITY 00.
(November 14, 1892.)
No. 28.
LACIIES—CANCELLATION or $100!; TRANSFERS.
_The heirs at law of a deceased owner of
in a Texas corporation were guilty of
and a bill in equity, ﬁled
y them
against the corporation in 1881, to cancel trans
fers of shares by he attorney in fact of de
ceased for fraud, a d to revive such shares in
eir names, was properly dismissed, where it
appeared that complainants lived in Alabama;
that their ancestor died there in 1841; that his
attorney in fact made the transfers in question
in 1842, and died in 1858; that agents of the
estate Went to Texas in the years 1843. 1
,
and 1858, and obtained full reports from the
corporation concerning the transfers; that the
executor went to Texas in 1844 and in 1854, but
neither saw deceased‘s attorney nor made in
quiries of the co oration; that he went again
in 1858, when hewearned of the liability of the
corporntion' that in administering the Texas
estate in 184-4 no rights were asserted against
the corporation; that all the heirs at law be
came of age before 1854; that the executor
died, and that an a cut of the executor-‘s estate
went to Texas in 1869, and raised the question
of the corporation's liability, but, being advised,
in 1873, by his attorneys, that no recovery could
be had against the company, the matter was
dropped until 1881.

Appeal from the circuitcourt of the United
States for the eastern district of Texas. Af
ﬁrmed.
Walter Gresham, for appellants. A. H.
Willie. for appellee.
‘108

‘Mr. Justice BLATCHFORD delivered the
opinion of the court.
This is a suit in equity, brought in the cir
cuit court of the United States for the east
ern district of Texas on March 18, 1881, by
Asenath A. Ware, the widow of Robert J.
Ware, and the daughter of David White;
£25019 amount adjudged to be due, to say David P. Lumpkin, the son of‘ Lucy S. Lump
wallintglof the Judgment creditors’ claims of kin. a deceased daughter of said David
when; threads-Co. In a case of this kind, White; Mary A. Holtzclaw, daughter of Mary
A. Cowles, a deceased daughter of said David
andi e Plaintiff seeks to annul a long
him mills’ decree. it is a circumstance against White, and James T. Holtzclaw, husband of
east at he does not show a probability, at the said Mary A. Holtzclaw; Thomas W.
r 018 personal advantage to himself by Cowles, son of said Mary A. Cowles; and
Daniel 0. White and Clement B. White, sons
"-13s.c._3

:"mtgage-

nder these circumstances, the

dfllflees could hardly fail to obtain another
91-1-86 of foreclosure for a large amount;
311112115 the road was hopelessly insolvent, it
‘blindly within the bounds of possibility
.it it should sell for more than enough to

*
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of J. Osborne White, a deceased son of the
said David White,—the plaintiffs being citi
lens of Alabama and Florida,—agaiust the
Galveston City Company, a Texas corpora
tion. The plaintiil's tiled the bill as heirs at
law of the said David White.
The bill set forth that on June 15, 1837,
one Michael B. Menard, of the first part, Rub
ert Triplett, Sterling Neblelt. and William 1".
Gray, of the second part, and Thomas Green,

Levi Jones, and William R. Johnson, of the
third part, entered into a written agreement,
which recited that Menard claimed title to a
league and labor of land, consisting of 4,605
acres. situated on the east end of Galveston
island, in the territory of the republic of
Texas; that, Triplett claiming on behalf of
himself and Neblett and Gray 640 acres of
land, part of said league and labor, articles
of agreement were entered into by Menard
and 'l‘riplett, bearing date April 11, 1837, by
which Menard agreed to relinquish to Trip
lett 640 acres out of said league and labor;

that Menard, by deed or act bearing date
April 18, 1837, conveyed the residue of said
a league and labor, after deducting the said 640
' acres, to Jones, to be sold and'disposed of by
him in the manner and for the purposes pre
scribed in the said act or deed; that Jones,

intending to execute the trust created by said
deed, had proposed to divide the premises
lnto 1,000 shares, for which certiﬁcates were
to be issued to the purc lasers, and in pur
suance thereof had actual y issued certiﬁcates
for 400 shares, of which it was believed many
shares had been sold; that Triplett, together
with Menard. by deed duly executed by them,
had conveyed the 640 acres to Green, Jones,
and Johnson, to be sold and disposed of in
the manner therein prescribed; that, after

further reciting that. it being the intention
of all the parties to lay off the league and la
hor of land into lots for the purpose of build
log a town thereon, it had been found most
beneﬁcial to the parties concerned that the
whole of said league and labor should be held
on joint account in the proportions therein
after speciﬁed, and should be under the con
trol and at the disposition of the same set of
trustees, acting upon one common plan in
regard to the whole, instead of being held
partly by Jones and partly by Green, Jones,
and Johnson, under different titles and plans,

it was witnessed that the parties thereto
covenanted and agreed with each other.
among other things. that the said league and
labor of land should be conveyed to Green,
Jones. and Johnson. as trustees and commis
sioners, to carry into effect the purposes of
the agreement; that the said league and labor
of land should be divided by the trustees into
1,000 shares, of which the 400 shares for

which certiﬁcates had been issued by Jones
should be regarded as 400 shares, and the
lawful holders of the said certiﬁcates should
be on the same footing and entitled to the
same rights with the holders of certiﬁcates
issued under said agreement of June 15,
1837, and upon surrendering their said cer

tlﬁcates new certiﬁcates in lieu thereof should
be issued by said trustees; that the remaining
600 shares should be sold by said trustees in
such manner as they should think expedient.
no share to be sold for a less sum than $1,500,
unless a majority of said trustees should be of
opinion that it would be expedient to reduce
the price; that a certiﬁcate, signed by at least,’
two of the trustees. should be issued to every-2
purchaser, who should have a right io‘de-'
mand a separate certiﬁcate for each share;

that the certiﬁcates should be transferable by
assignment in writing thereon, signed and
sealed by the holder, and acknowledged in
the presence of two witnesses before any jus
tice of the peace or notary public; that the
trustees. as soon as, In their opinion, a suf
ﬁcient number of shares had been sold, should
call a meeting of the shareholders at such
time and place as should be designated by
them. of which they should give sullicieni
and convenient notice to shareholders; that
the trustees should hold the title to the said
league and labor of land, subject to the or
ders of the shareholders, as adopted at their

general meetings, and the rules and regula
tions prescribed by them. and make all con
veyances which the shareholders might re
quire them to make, any two of them being
authorized to make conveyances and perform
all other acts; and that it was thereby further
witnessed that the parties thereto of the ﬁrst
and second parts, in consideration of the
premises thereto. and the further considera
tion of $10 to them in hand paid by the par
ties of the third part, did thereby sell and

convey unto Green, Jones. and Johnson.
their heirs and assigns, the said league and
labor, in trust to execute the agreements
thereinbefore set forth.
The bill further showed that Green, Jones.
and Johnson accepted the trust created by
said written instrument, and took upon
themselves its discharge, and in June, 1637,

having supplied themselves with 1,000 print
ed certiﬁcates, as the representatives of a

like number of shares, which certiﬁcates were
bound into ﬁve books of 200 certiﬁcates each.
designated as books “A," “B,” “G," "D,"
and “E," solicited subscriptions for shares;
that many persons became purchasers for
value and owners of shares therein, to whom
said trustees issued acertiricate of ownership
for each share so purchased; that on April

13, 1838, on due notice given by said trus
tees, the shareholders held a meeting in Gal
veston, Tex., and formally organized them
selves into a joint-stock company, under the
name of the Galveston City Company. by the
election of a president and four directors,
who were to constitute the board of direct-g
ors ot the company, and to whom was con-S
tided the care and control of'its property, with‘
power to pass ordinances and by-laws for its
government, appoint an agent. apply for a
charter of incorporation, require from said

trustees a deed for said league and labor of
land, so as to vest the legal title in the said
board of directors and their successors, lay
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ed the land into blocks and lets, make sales
thereof and convey title to the purchasers,

declare dividends of the proceeds of sales
among the stockholders, and otherwise man.

age and control the property
deem best for the interest of
but the bill alleged that said
the approval and consent of

as they might
the company;
trustees, with
the company,

continued to make sales of shares in its stock,

and as many as 1.000—the number desig
nated in said written articles—eventually
were disposed of, and certiﬁcates of owner
aship thereof issued by said trustees to per

stock, and to give due notice 01' such open
ing, and conferring the right on stockhold
ers, after such notice, to ﬁle and register the
certiﬁcates issued to them by the said trus
tees, and receive in lieu thereof certiﬁcates
under the seal of the company, stating the
number of shares to which the party was en

titled, which last certiﬁcate should not be
transferred, except on the regular books of
transfer of the company, and should be nec
essary ‘in every case to entitle the shareholder

IEsons entitled thereto.
' ‘The bill furtliersiiowed that David White,
hits of Mobile, Ala., in his lifetime, on No
vember 7, 1838, subscribed for and became
the owner and proprietor of 67 shares in the
capital stock of said company, in evidence of
which the said trustees appointed under the

instrument of June 15. 1837, issued and de
livered to him 67 certiﬁcates of ownership,
duly signed by two of them, to wit, 17 out
of Book A, numbered from 108 to 124, in
clusive, and 50 out of Book O, numbered
from] to 50, inclusive, each certiﬁcate be
ing in the form set forth in the margin.l
The bill further showed that on December

31,1838. at a regular meeting oi? the board
of directors of the company, an ordinance

was passed by it requiring its agent, as soon
as a charter could be procured, to open a

book for the registration and transfer of

the ﬁve persons who were then the directors
oi.’ the company, and their successors in otlice;
that on April 12, 1839, the said trustees, by
deed duly executed and recorded, conveyed
the said league and labor in fee to the said
directors, by virtue whereof the latter be
came seised and possessed of it in trust for
the stockholders of the company; that after

wards the said Galveston City Company was
incorporated under the same name by an act
oi.’ the congress of the republic of Texas, ap
proved February 5, 1841, and that said David
White was one of the original corporators
thereof.
08
‘The bill further showed that the directors F1
of the company laid oil‘ the said land into I
blocks and lots, and offered the same for
sale, and from time to time made sales and
conveyances of numerous parcels of it to
differentpersons, receiving in part considera
tion therefor $1,000,000 and upwards; that

there remains a large portion yet unsold, of
the value of $500,000 and upwards; that the
company adopted the policy of accepting from
its stockholders shares of stock in exchange
“By the terms of said deed, certiﬁcates of shares,
when issued, are to be assigned by lndorsement
under hand and seal, in the presence of two wit
;Sﬁeg, before any justice of the peace or notary
l .
l‘The trustees, any two of whom may act, are to
cslélsaagfeeting of the shareholders when deemed
G.

“In the‘proceediugs of the stockholders in gen
and meeting each share to be entitled to one vote,
“d D be represented in person or by proxy, and
I majority in interest to determine all questions
W ch may arise. The company may prescribe
such rules and regulations for its government and
management. and give such orders and directions
e trustees for the sale of lots or any other
as it may think promotive of the general

M “_Certiﬁcate oi’ Stock. Book —, No. —.
a E'hﬁs is to certify that we, Levi Jones, William
‘ ° 1180", and Thomas Green, trustees of the
y 0! Galveston, in consideration of
, do

55m, bargain, and sell to David White, his heirs
owe?’ gns, forever, one share, No. —. in the city
.5 '1 lesion, to he holden and enjoyed by him and

33.555!" ulion the terms prescribed in the deed
uardmﬁ date the 15th of June, D87. of M. B. Me

mm-F9b6'b'1r1n1en, Sterling Neblctt, and Wil
“ in aria: Gray, constituting us the trustees
the smcktﬁagreement entered into between us an
pm as I elders in said city, as set forth in the
u _n for subscription.
is“ ltness our hands this 7th day oi’ November,

“Zi‘lgglldigriifggﬁEN,
“Trustees.”

~

for its lands, and the directors, in a large

majority of the sales of lots by them, accepted
and received from the purchasers in payment
therefor, instead of a money consideration, a
surrender of shares in the capital stock of
said company, owned by said purchasers, in
all such instances canceling upon the books
of the company the shares thus surrendered;
that very many shares had been in that man
ner retired, until now there were not more
than 50 shares outstanding: that no dividend
of the cash proceeds arising from sales of
land had been declared among the stockhold
ers, although the same had always greatly
exceeded the expenses of the company, but
the proﬁts had been permitted to accumulate;
and that the market value of a share in the
capital stock of the company far exceeded
now the face value of such share, to wit,
$10,000 and upwards.
'
The bill further showed that on Apr:l_8,
1839, by an instrument in writing, White
appointed one Abner S. Lipscomb his attor
ney in fact, for him. among other things, to
transfer any or all of his Galveston stock. or
any interest he might have in the city of Gal~
veston; that White thereupon delivered to
Lipscomb,
for thatthat
purpose,
the said 67128541;
cer
tiﬁcutes
of stock;
on Decemberl3,

Lipscomb surrendered to the company

Q
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the certiﬁcates issued to White, namely, (‘Al'

liable to the plaintiffs forall the consequences

tiﬁcates numbered 33, 36, and 39, out or

thereof; and that the company held the stock
in trust for the plaintiffs.
The bill further charged that the truth of
the said matters would appear by the books,

Book 0, and with the consent of the com
pany, and by an entry on its books, but with
out authority, and in fraud of the rights of
White, transferred the 3 shares of stock rep
resented by the 3 certiﬁcates into his own
name. receiving from the company, in lieu
thereof, a certiﬁcate of ownership of said 3
shares, issued under its seal in his name;

G,that White died on December 10, 1841, leav
ilng Mary S. White, his wife, the plaintiﬂ
' Asenath A. Ware, his'daughter, and the ﬁve
plaintiffs who are his grandchildren, his only
heirs at law; that he was entitled at the time
of his death to aconsiderable personal estate,

and possessed of 24 shares in the stock of the
Galveston City Company, including the 3
shares so alleged to have been fraudulently
transferred by Lipscomb into his own name;
that 21 of said shares were, at the time of
said White's death, standing in his name on
the books of the company, and the certiﬁ

certiﬁcntes,writings, papers, and memornnda

relatingto said shares of stock, in the pos
session or power or‘ the company, if it would
discover and produce the same, which it re
fused to do, though frequently applied to for
that purpose.
The bill further charged that the company
and its agents and servants had always studi
ously concealed from the plaintiffs the said
matters relating to the stock of the said
White, and particularly the said illegal acts
of Lipscomb, and the company’s participa
tion therein, by withholding from the plain
tiﬁs all information in reference to said
stock, and refusing them access to its books
and papers; that the plaintiffs were in total
ignorance of said illegal acts of Lipscomb.
and their rights in the premises, until about

cates of ownership thereof so issued to him,

12 or 14 months next before the ﬁling of the

to wit, those numbered 108, 116, 118, 119,
120. 121. 122, and 124, out of Book A, and
those numbered 10, 12, 27, 28, 34, 42, 43,

bill; that the plaintiffs, except the said Ase

44, 45, 46, 47, 48. and 49, out of Book 0,

Alabama and Florida, at a distance of 800

were at that time in the possession or power
of said Lipscomb; that the personal estate of
which White died possessed was more than
sullicient, exclusive of the 24 shares of stock,
to pay his debts. and they had long since

miles and upwards from Galveston, where
Lipscomb resided, and where the said illegal

been paid; and that there was no administra

tion of his estate in Texas, nor any necessity
therefor.
The bill further showed that Mary S.White
died in 1853. without having disposed of the
right or interest she was entitled to as the
widow of David White in the said 24 shares
of stock, leaving her daughter, the said Ase
nath, and her said ﬁve grandchildren, her

only heirs at law her surviving; and that
they, as such, and as the only heirs at law of
David White, thereupon became entitled to
said shares of stock.
The bill further showed that Lipscomb,
after the death of said White, and with the
connivance of the company, and by an entry
on its books, but without authority, and in
fraud of the rights of the plaintiffs, trans
ferred the said 24 shares of stock to some
persons unknown; the company at the time
taking up and canceling the said certiﬁcates
of ownership thereof. and delivering to the
transferees new certiﬁcates under its seal in
their names, representing the shares to be
$1,000 each. That the company subsequent
ly procured the said 24 shares, and the cer

tiﬁcates corresponding thereto, to be surren
dered to it bythose to whom Lipscomb had so
transferred them, or by their assigns, at the
same time canceling said shares upon its
gbooks, thus retiring them;

and was now

lolalming the beneﬁt thereof. That the trans
' fer of said shares'hy Lipscomb, after the
death of White, was without warrant, and
void, and the company, in contemplation of
law, was a party to his said illegal acts, and

nath, were, at the time of the death of said
White, minors of tender age, and resided in

acts were committed; that the plaintiﬁs were

not apprised even of the fact that said White
had owned shares in the capital stock of the
company, until some years after his death;
that after they were so apprised, to wit. in
1869, and again on March 19, 1879, at Gal
veston, by one Thomas J.

Molton,

their

agent in that behalf, and at divers other
times and by other persons, they made appli
cation to the company, its agents and serv
ants, for information as to what disposition.
if any, had been made of the shares owned
by said White, and also for permission to ex
amine its books and papers, toascertain their
rights, but the company, on every such ap
plication, declined to disclose to the plaintiﬁs
any facts relating to said stock, and refused“

them access to its books and papers.
I
‘The bill further showed that Lipscomb‘
died in December, 1856, notoriously insol
vent, and without having accounted to the
plaintiﬁs, or any of them, for the 24 shares
of stock, or any interest therein; that the

plaintlﬁs had applied to the company to can
cel the alleged transfers of said 24 shares,
and the entries of such transfers in its books
and to revive said shares in the names of the
plalntitfs as the heirs at law of said White
and his widow,and to enter the names of the
plaintiti's in its books as the owners of said
stock, and to issue and deliver to them cer
tiﬁcates therefor, in the proper form. but
that it refused to comply with such requests.
The bill called for an answer, but not upon
oath, the beneﬁt whereof was expressly
waived. It prayed that the alleged transfer
of the 3 shares of stock by Lipscomb into his
own name from that of White, and the en

try thereof in the books of the company, and
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the delivery by it to Lipscomb of a certiﬁcate
of ownership of the 3 shares, might be de
clared to be a fraud upon White; that it might

be declared that the alleged transfers by Lips
comb of the 24 shares, after the death of
‘White, and the subsequent retirement or can.
cellation of said shares by the company, were
without lawful warrant, and void; that the

this’ cause of action was barred by such lapse
of time and laches, was stale and inequitable,
and ought not to be heard in a court of eq
uity.
The answer sets forth various denials of
material allegations in the bill, and various
alleged defenses thereto. It furthersets forth
that no person survives who was connected
with the business or administration of the
company, or who had any connection with
the stock. or could be reasonably presumed
to have any knowledge respecting the same.
The answer further says that the defend
ant pleads that suit on the matters alleged in
the bill had been forborne until all persons”
connected with the transactions to which it:
relatedfknowing particular facts and details
in regard to said stock, and the receipt and
appropriation of proceeds therefor, were dead;
and it pleads the laches, neglect, and delay
of the plaintiffs in bar of the suit, and alleges
that the same is stale and inequitable, and
ought not to be further heard or considered.
The answer further sets forth that by the

said 24 shares might be declared to be the
property of the estate of White, and the plain
iilis might be declared entitled to have the
same to their own use, and to share ratably
with the other stockholders of the company
in all accumulations of property by the com
Inny since the date of said illegal transfers;
that the company might be decreed to cancel
said transfers and the entries thereof in its
books, and to revive the said 24 shares, to
enter the names of the plaintiffs in its books
as the owners of the stock, and to issue and
deliver to the plaintiffs a certiﬁcate of own
ership for each of said 24 shares at the face
value of $1,000 each; that, if the revival of
said stock, and the transfer thereof on the
books of the company into the names of the
statute of limitation of suits in Texas, passed
plaintiffs, were impracticable, then the com
pany might be decreed to pay to the plaintiﬁ‘s in 1841, and ever since in force. all actions
for personal property must be commenced
{he market value thereof; and for general re
and sued within 2 years after the cause of ac
let.
a The answer of the defendant sets forth. by tion accrued, all actions of debt grounded
:way of demurrer for want of equit . that the upon any contract in writing must be corn
' cause of action of the plaintiﬂ’sfand of those menced and sued within 4years next after
under whom they claim, accrued more than the cause of such action or suit, and the long
35 years before the ﬁling of the bill; that no est period of limitation for suits or actions of
any kind was 10 years; that the plaintiffs’
reasonable or suﬂicient cause or excuse is al
leged why the suit was not earlier brought, cause of action, if any they ever had, accrued
01' why all the facts therein pretended to be more than 10 years and more than 35 years
known were not earlier discovered; that it before the ﬁling of the bill; that said statute
was not shown in the bill when or how any

had not failed to be operative against the

discovery of facts alleged not to have been

plaintiffs on account of any exception there
from, contained therein, within the princi:
ples of equity and good conscience restraip;

before known, or to have been concealed, was

made by the plaintiffs, nor any diligence to
ascertain the same, nor any excuse for the
want of such diligence, nor any statement as
to the course of proceedings, nor any facts

connected with the administration of the es
fates of David White or his widow in Ala
ms, or as to the knowledge or acts of the
legal representatives thereof in regard to the
alleged rights and claims which are the sub
]ect of this suit, nor to remove the presump

tions that all matters relating to the said
Stock, and on which the rights thereto were
dependent. were fully known to said repre

SFUWPWES; that the plaintiffs’ cause of ac
tion is barred by the law of limitations of
PW!’ and the lapse of more than 35 years
Zines the same accrued before this suit was
ronght; that the suit had been delayed such

gm!‘ lapse of time, and parties holding the
certiﬁcates of stock alleged to have been is
llli‘tl 1n renewal of those which belonged to

Wm had many years ago obtained full
‘ lie therefor rn the property of the com
ggilty, and the rights of third and innocent
IE eées» 38 the only holders of the present al
angd bﬂtock in the company, had intervened.

of

eel‘ Permitted to grow up and become
Brest value: and that, therefore, the plain

*
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ing the same.

It denies all concealment,

fraud, or wrong charged in the bill on the
part of the defendant, to prevent the running
of said statute, and denies that any diligence
had been shown or existed on the part of the
plaintiffs, or any excuse for the lack thereof,

to prevent the running of said statute; and
it pleads the same as a bar to the plaintiffs’
suit. It further answers that the great lapse
of time, rendering impossible correct knowl.
edge of facts at the present day, resulting '
from the death of all parties to the transac
tions, the laches of the plaintiffs, and the bona
ﬁde accrual of the large and valuable rights
of the other stockholders in the company,
render the bill a stale, inequitable, and un
conscientious demand, which ought not to be

heard in a court of equity; and the defend
ant pleads the same in bar and estoppel.
A replication was ﬁled to the answer, proofs
were taken, and the cause was heard. The
circuit court, in November, 1886. dismissed
the bill, with costs, and allowed an appeal to
this court by the plaintiffs. No written opin
ion was delivered. but it is stated in the brief
of the appellants that the circuit court heldq.
that the claim could not be prosecuted, by:
reason'of the laches of the plaintiffs. We’
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think there was good cause on that ground

for the dismissal of the bill, and the decree of

alleged, was transferred by Lipscomb after
the death of White. Thus, in 1858,—23 years
before this suit was brought,--the attention
of Ware was directed to the point of the lia
bility of the company for any transfers of
White's stock made by Lipscomb after

the circuit court must be allirmed.
David White died in December, 1841.
Whatever cause of action, if any, the plain
tiffs had, arose either then or in March, 1842. White‘s death. Then the whole matter ap
when Lipscomb assigned to one James Love
pears to have been dropped for 11 years, un
shares of the stock. It is contended for the
til 1869. At that time Ware had died, and
plaintiffs that the discovery on which their
his executor, with Mr. Mollon, went to Gal
suit was based was made only a short time
veston in the interest of Ware‘s estate and
before 1881; but an agent was sent to Texas
of his widow. and the question arose as to a
in 1843, expressly to obtain information. He
saw Lipscomb, and obtained from the ofﬁce claim for the stock against the company.
On June 17, 1873, the ﬁrm of Ballinger,
of the Galveston City Company, in J une, Jack dz Mott, of Galveston, lawyers at that
1843, a full report as to the persons who sur
time employed by the company. wrote to
rendered the original certiﬁcates and got re
Molton that very careful and thorough exam
newals. The report showed that the three
ination had satisﬁed them without doubt that
certiﬁcates embraced in this suit, numbered
the heirs of David White could not recover
33, 36, and 39, were renewed to Lipscomb.
against the company for stock improperly
it showed the fact of the renewal of 16 shares
transferred to others in the company's books.
to Love. There was information enough to
make it the duty of the agent to make further The matter was then dropped until 1881.

when a bargain was made with a land agent

inquiry.

In July, 1844, Robert J. Ware,

executor of David White, visited Texas for
the purpose of seeing Lipscomb, but did not
meet him. Then ensued the period from 1844
to 1854, when no diligence was shown by the
representative of White’s estate. In July,
1844, administration on the estate of White
was opened in Texas by W. B. Lipscomb, the
son of A. S. Lipscomb. He brought a suit
against Menard, claiming that the latter

owed White's estate over $14,000 and inter
eat, and that the claim was a lien on all the
property of the Galveston City Company.
Jones, the trustee, was made a party to the
suit, and an injunction was prayed against
all the operations of the company. This suit
was brought with the knowledge and privity

of Galveston, to employ counsel and bring a
suit, for a contingent interest of one half.
On all these facts the defense of lacln-s is
sustained, on the principles established by
this court in the cases of Stearns v. Page,

7 How. 819, 829; Moore v. Greene, 19 How.
69, 72; Beaubien v. Beaubien, 23 How. 190;

Badger v. Badger, 2 Wall. 87. 94; New :11
bany v. Burke, 11 Wall. 96, 107; Broderick‘s
Will, 21 Wall. 503, 519; Upton v. Tribilcoclr.g
91 U. S. 45; Sullivan v. Railroad Co., 94 U. 3.:
806, 811. 812; Godden'v. Kimmell, 99 U. S.
201; Wood v. Carpenter, 101 U. S. 135; Hoyt
v. Sprague. 103 U. S. 613; Lansdaie v.

Smith, 106 U. S. 391. 1 Sup. Ct. Rep. 350;
Philippi v. Philippe. 115 U. S. 151. 157. 5 Sup.
Ct. Rep. 1181; Speidel v. Henrici, 120 U. S.

of Wars, the executor; but the administra

tion in Texas did not assert any rights against
the company, such as are asserted in the pres
ent suit. Ware visited Texas again, and saw
Lipscomb, prior to 1854, and had an oppor
tunity to make inquiries of the company.
In 1854, one A. F. James. as agent of
David White’s estate, made inquiry at the
oﬁice of the company as to the rights and in
terest which White had in the company at
the time of his death. The books, records,
gand papers were all opened to his inspection,

,1and the agent of the company made out for
' him an’historical record of White’s stock.
At that time, no suspicion existed of a claim
against the company in the matter, and it
was supposed that the search was made as
the foundation of a liability on the part of
Lipscomb. Therefore there could have been
no purpose on the part of the company of any
concealment. The information contained in
the report of the company‘s agent was sutli
cient to put James upon inquiry.

377, 386, 387, 7 Sup. Ct. Rep. 610; Richards
v. Mackall, 124 U. S. 183, 187, 188, 8 Sup. Ct.
Rep. 437; Hanner v. Mouiton, 138 U. S. 486,
495, 11 Sup. Ct. Rep. 408; Underwood v.
Dugan, 139 U. S. 380. 383, 11 Sup. Ct. ilep.
618; Hammond v. Hopkins, 143 U. S. 224.
274, 12 Sup. Ct. Rep. 418.
Within the rules laid down in the cases
above cited, there are not in the bill sulﬁ
ciently distinct avcrments as to the time when
the alleged fraud was discovered, and what

the discovery was; nor does the bill or the
proof show that the delay was consistent with
the requisite diligence. On the evidence in

the record. the case stood in March, 1881,

when the bill was ﬁled, on no diﬁerent
ground from that on which it stood in 1858.
or that on which it stood from 1843. or, in
fact, from the date of White’s death. Molton
married a daughter‘ of the plaintiff Asenath
A.Ware, and granddaughter of David White.
He testilied that in the spring of 1869 he went
Ware went to Texas again in 1858. when to Texas as agent of the heirs of David White,
James, as his agent, made a further examina especially to examine carefully into the facts
tion. This was after A. S. Lipscomb had of the transfers of the shares of stock which
had belonged to White.
died. It appears that then, in 1858, the ques
Nor is there anything which takes any of
tion arose between Ware and James as to the
liability of the company to account to the the plaintiffs out of the operation of the stat
utes of limitations of Texas. so as to affect
heirs of White for the stock which, it was

lin;as:mnng-learn,’
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the question of laches. David White‘s widow
was a (ems sole from 1841 to 1858. The
plaintiff Lumpkin became of age in 1843. the
plaintiff Daniel 0. White in 1847. the plain
til'f Clement B. White in 1850. the plaintiff
Cowles in 1852, and the plaintiff Mary A.
Holtzclaw in 1854. Robert J. Ware died in

peal can be heard in the absence of Minor
and his wife, who were codefenlants with

him in the court below, and who have iaiinn
no appeal.
Undoubtedly the general rule is that all
the parties defendant, win-re the decree is a
joint
one, must join in the appeal. Owings
1867, and his widow, since that time, has
v. Kincannon, 7 Pet. 399; Mussina v. Cava
been a feme sole. The longest period of lim
itation for any cause of action in Texas is 10 zos, 6 Wall. 355.
In the present case, Hardcc. the appellant,
years.
complains that the decree below was wrong,
Decree affirmed.
as respects him, in two particulars: First,
=
in declaring that the deed. absolute in form,
(146 u. s. 179)
from Minor and wife to him, was mcrclj,v a
security; and, second, if‘ the deed were a
HARDEE et al. v. WILSON.
security only. in ﬁxing the amount of his
(November 21, 1892.)
debt at too small a sum. And as it was the
No. 34.
interest of Minor and wife to have their deed
APPEAL—JOINT DEGREE—PARTIES—DISMISSAL.
to Hordes held to be a security merely. and
An appeal by one of two codefendnnts
also to have the debt thereby secured found
from a joint decree against them will be dis
as
small as possible. particularly as the decree
missed, where the record does not show either
that e other defendant was notiﬁed in writing gave them a beneﬁcial interest in the pro~
to_ appear. or that he appeared and
ceeds of the sale of the land ordered by the
refused to join in the appeal.
decree, it was contended that it would be for
Appeal from the circuit court of the the interest of Minor and wife to have the
United States for the southern district of decree stand, and that hence Hardee might
prosecute his appeal alone.
Georgia. Dismissed.
At the same time it was said that. if this
Wm. D. Harden and C. N. West, for ap
were
not so. the Minors had disclaimer] any;
pellants. T. P. Ravenel and Rufus E. Lei
interest.
But the disclaimer was'nothing?
ter, for appellee.
more than that the Minors agreed with the
position
taken
by Hardee, which, however.
Mr.Juslice SHIRAS delivered the opinion
the circuit court held to be untenable. And
of the court.
It appears by this record that Benjamin J. it further appears that one matter in contro
versy in the court below was the validity of
Wilson filed in the superior court of Wash
ington county, in the state of Georgia, his the deed of trust declared by Minor in favor
hill of complaint against James M. Minor. of his wife. and which deed was declared by
Annie E. Minor. and John L. Hardee. and the decree in the court below to have been
given without consideration, and in fraud of
that the cause was subsequently removed in
tothe circuit court of the United States for Wilson and other creditors of Minor, and as
the southern district of Georgia. In his bill respects this feature of the decree it was the
right of Minor and wife to have taken an ap
the complainant charged that a certain con
veyance of land, made on the 18th day of peal. In the case of Masterson v. Herndon,
etiarch, 1876, by said James M. Minor to 10 Wall. 416, it was held that “it is the estab
Elnniself as trustee for his wife, Annie E. lished doctrine of this court that in cases at
law, where the judgment is joint, all the
‘Minor, and a certain‘other deed of convey
lines of the same lands. made on the 6th day parties against whom it is rendered mustjoin
of February, 1877, to John L. Hardee, were
without consideration, and with the inten

in the writ of error; and, in chancery cases.

all the parties against whom a joint decreeis
tion'of putting said lands beyond the reach rendered must join in the appeal, or they will
be dismissed. There are two reasons for
of lus creditors. and particularly with the in
tention to delay. hinder, and defraud him, this: (I) That the successful party may be
the said complainant. in the collection of‘ a at lib-rty to proceed in the enforccmentof
certain judgment in his favor against Minor, his judgment or decree against the parties
and pra 'ed that said deeds might be declared who do not desire to have it reviewed; (2
null and void as to his said demand.
that the appellate tribunal shall not be re
Answers were ﬁled to this bill by Hardee. quired to decide a second or third time the
and by Minor and his wife, and the case was same question on the same record. In the
80 proceeded with that, on the 12th day of case of Williams v. Bank, 11 Wheat. 414, the
member, 1887. a ﬁnal decree was entered court says that, where one of the parties re
et‘rll'lng. in effect. that the trust deed in fuses to join in a writ of error. it is wor
favor of Minor‘s wife was void, and that the thy of consideration whether the other may
@9841 to Hardee could only operate as a secu not have remedy by summons and severance;
llty for the payment of a certain sum of and in the case of Todd v. Daniel. lb Pet.
money found to be due Hardee on an account 521, it is said distinctly that. such is the
itated by a master.
proper course. This remedy is one. winch
From this decree Hardee has appealed, and has fallen into disuse in modern practice, and
9 question presents itself whether his ap is unfamiliar to the profession; butit was, as
we find from an examination of the booksI
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allowed generally, when more than one per

Rep. 1062. was a case where, a postmaster

and the sureties on his oﬂicial bond being
son was interested jointly in a cause of ac
sued jointly for a breach of the bond, he and
tion or other proceeding, and one of them re
fused to participate in the legal assertion of apart of the sureties appeared and defended.
the joint rights involved in the matter. In The suit was abated as to two of the sure
such case the other party issued a writ of ties, who had died, and the other sureties
summons by which the one who refused to made default, and judgment of default was
proceed was brought before the court, and, entered against them. On the trial a ver
if he still refused, an order or judgment of diet was rendered for the plaintiff, where
severance was made by the court, whereby upon judgment was entered against the prin
the party who wished to do so could sue cipal and all the sureties for the amount of
ualone. One of the eﬁects of this judgment the verdict. The sureties who appeared
‘Ewes to bar the party who refused to proceed sued out a writ of error to this judgment,
' from prosecuting the same right in another without joining the principal or the sureties
action, as the defendant could not be who had made default. The plaintiff in er
harassed by two separate actions on a joint ror moved to amend the writ of error by
obligation, or on account of the same cause adding the omitted parties as complainants
of action, it being joint in its nature. This in error, or for a severance of the parties,
remedy was applied to cases of writs of error and it was held that the motion must be de
when one of the plaintiffs refused to join in nied and the writ of error be dismissed. In
assigning errors, and in principle is no doubt Feibelman v. Packard, 108 U. S. 14. 1 Sup.
as applicable to cases where there is a refusal Ct. Rep. 138, a writ of error was sued out by
to join in obtaining a writ of error or in an one of two or more joint delendants, with
appeal. The appellant in this case seems to out a summons and severance or equivalent
have been conscious that something of the proceeding, and was therefore dismissed.
kind was necessary, for it is alleged in his
The state of facts shown by the record
petition to the circuit court for an appeal that brings the present case within the scope of
Maverick [the codefendant] refused to prose

the cases above cited, and it follows that the

cute the appeal with him. We do not at
tach importance to the technical mode of
proceeding called summons and severance.
We should have held this appeal good if it
had appeared in any way by the record that
Maverick had been notiﬁed in writing to ap
pear, and that he had failed to appear, or, if
appearing, had refused to join. But the
mere allegation of his refusal, in the petition
of appellant. does not prove this. We think
there should be a written notice, and due
service, or the record should show his ap
pearance and refusal, and that the court on
that ground granted an appeal to the party
who prayed for it, as to his own interest.
Such a proceeding would remove the objec
tions made in permitting one to appeal with
out joining the other, that is, it would en~
able the court below to execute its decree so
far as it could be executed on the party who
refused to join. and it would estop that party
from bringing another appeal for the same
matter. The latter point is one to which this

appeal must be dismissed.

court has always attached much importance,

and it has strictly adhered to the rule under
which this case must be dismissed, and also
to the general proposition that no decree can
be appealed from which is not ﬁnal, in the
sense of disposing of the whole matter in
controversy, so far as it has been possible to

adhere to it without hazarding the substan
tial rights of parties interested.”
In the case of Downing v. McCartney, re
ported in the appendix to 131 U. 5., at page
xcviii., where the decree below was joint
” against three complainants. and one only ap
‘Bpesled, and there was nothing in the record
' showing that the othel'complainants had no
tics of this appeal, or that they refused to
join in it, the appeal was therefore dismissed.

Mason v. U. 8., 136 U. S. 581, 10 Sup. Ct.

(146 U. S. 133)

COOK v. HART, Sheriff.
(November 21, 1892.)
No. 1,067.
Hsnnss Conros --DISCltETlON or Cmcurr Corn'r
—I.\"rsas'r.i'ra Exrnsniriox — Com'rr nus-wens
STATE AND FEDERAL Counrs.
Where a person who had been extradited
from Illinois for a violation of a “'isconsin
banking law sued out a, writ of hnbcus corpus
pending trial in a court of Wisconsin. on the

ground that his extradition was in violation of
the constitution and laws of United States, it
was discretionary with the circuit court to re
fuse to discharge him, since it was not on ur
gent case, involving either the authority and
operations of the general government, or the ob
ligntions of this country to or its relations with
foreign nations, and since state courts are,
equally with federal courts, charged with the
duty of protecting the accused in the enjoyment
of his rights under the constitution of the Unit
ed States. 49 Fed. Rep. 833, uliirmed. Ex
parte Royall, 6 Sup. Ct. Rep. 731, 117 U. S. M1.
followed.

Appeal from the circuit court of the Unit
ed States for the eastern district of Wiscon
sin. Atiirnied.
'
Statement by Mr. Justice BROWN:
§
‘This was an appeal from an order of the’
circuit court for the eastern district of Wis
consin discharging a writ of habeas corpus,
and remanding the petitioner. Charles E.
Cook, to the custody of the sheriff of Dodge
county, Wis. The facts of the case were
substantially as follows:

On March 9, 1891. the governor of Wis
consin made a requisition upon the governor
of Illinois for the apprehension and delivery
of Cook, who was charged with a violation

of section 4541 of the Laws of Wisconsin.
which provides that “any officer, director,

COOK o. HART.
o o ' manager. " ' ' 01' agent of
‘My bank, ‘I ‘I * or of any person, com
Ilpnny, or corporation, engaged in whole or in
:part in banking. brokerage, *
*
* ‘or
any person engaged in such business in

whole or in part, who shall accept or receive
on deposit, or for safe-keeping. or to loan,
from any person, any money

"

*

*

for

safe-keeping or forcollection, when he knows,
or has good reason to know, that such bank,

company, or corporation, or that such per
son, is unsafe or insolvent, shall be pun—

ished," etc. The atiidavits annexed to the
requisition tended to show that the petition
er. Cook. and one Frank Leake. in May,
1889, opened a banking cities at Juneau. in
the county of Dodge, styled the “Bank of
Juneau," and entered upon and engaged in
a general banking business, with a pretended
capital of $10,000, and continued in such

business. soliciting and receiving deposits up
to and including June 20. 1890, when the
bank closed its doors; that during all this
time Cook had the general supervision of the
business, and was the principal owner of the
bank, and all business was transacted by him
personally, or by his direction by one Rich
ardson, acting as his agent; that Cook fre
quently visited the bank, and well knew its
condition; that from January 6 to J one 20.
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habeas corpus from the circuit court of Cook
county to test the legality of his arrest. That
court, on June 6, 1891, decided that the ar

rest was legal, remanded Cook to the custody
of the sheriff. and he was thereupon delivered
to the defendant as executive agent. and
conveyed to Wisconsin, where he was exam
ined before the magistrate issuing the war
rant, and held to answer the charge. Dur
ing the September term of the circuit court
of that county an information was ﬁled
against him, charging him with the oii‘ense
set out in the original complaint. Upon his
application the trial was continued to the
term of said court beginning in February,
1892. He appeared, and was arraigned at
that term, pleaded not guilty, and the trial
was begun, when. and during the pendency
of such trial, Cook sued out a writ of habeas

corpus from the circuit court of the United
States, claiming that his extradition from Il

linois to Wisconsin was in violation of the
constitution and laws of the United States.
It was established upon the hearing. to the
satisfaction of the court below. that Cook for
some years prior to the 20th day of June,
1890, and for some years prior to his arrest

upon the warrant of the executive of Illinois,

had been, and still was, a resident of the city'
of Chicago; that he made occasional visits to

1890. Cook, by the inducements and pre

Wisconsin in connection with his banking

tenses held out by the bank, received depos
its from the citizens of that county to the
amount of $25,000; that this was done by
the express order and direction of Cook. and
such amount appeared upon the books of the
bank at the time it failed as due to its depos
itors; that Cook, while receiving these depos
its. drew out of the bank all of its pretended
capital stock, if any were ever put in. and

business at Juneau and elsewhere; that he
left Chicago on June 17, 1890, and went to‘
Hartford, in the county of Washington, state

also all the deposits, except the sum of $5.048
In money and securities, which was in the

bank at the time it closed; that on June 23,

1890, Cook and Lcake assigned their property
for the beneﬁt of their creditors; that on the
6th of January. 1890, and from that time on
ward,Cook knew, and had good reason to
know, that both he and Leaks and the bank
were each and all of them unsafe and insol
vent; that on June 20, 1890, at about 4
o clock ill the afternoon, the said Cook and

of Wisconsin, where he spent the whole of

the 18th day of June. proceeding thence to
Beaver Dam. in the county of Dodge, where
he was engaged during the whole of the 19th,.
day of June with business notconnected withQ

the Bank of Juneau; that early in the'mornJ
ing of June 20th he left Beaver Dam, and
made a continuous journey to Chicago, arriv
ing there at 2 o'clock in the afternoon; and
that he did not, on the occasion of that visit
to Wisconsin, visit or pass through the vil

legs of Juneau, and had not been there for
some three weeks prior to the closing of the
bank on June 20th. It was also conceded
at the hearing that the particular deposit by
Herman Booker, charged in the complaint
upon which the requisition proceedings were
had. was actually made at 4 o’clock in the

Leaks accepted and received adeposit in said
bank from one Herman Becker to the amount

afternoon of June 20th, and after the peti

of $175 in money; and that said deposit was

tioner’s arrival in Chicago.

:Tciﬁli'ed by direction and order of the said
:, k, he knowing that said bank was unsafe
and insolvent. There'was also annexed a

coll‘iﬂalnt setting forth substantially the
same film. and a warrant issued by a justice
2f the peace for Dodge county for the appro
lghtilult otCook. Upon the production of

Upon the hearing of the writ of habeas

corpus, the petitioner was remanded to the
custody of the defendant, (49 Fed. Rep. 833,)
and thereupon be appealed to this court.
Chas. H. Aldrich, for appellant. W. C.
Williams, for appellee.
g
H

‘8'5 reqnlﬁlllon. with the documents so at
wcheld. the governor of Illinois issued his
totllr‘rant for the arrest and delivery of Cook

mm 9 flefendam, as agent of the executive
w mm)’ of the state of Wisconsin. Cook
:18 arrested by the sherltf of Cook county,
“1; and on the same day, and while still in

custody of the sheriﬂ". procured a writ oi’

‘Mr. Justice BROWN, after stating the‘

facts in the foregoing language, delivered the
opinion of the court.
Petitioner claims his discharge upon the
ground that he is accused of having illegally
received a deposit in his bank at Juneau,
when in fact he had not been in Juneau
within three weeks before the deposit was
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received, and that, at the time it was re
ceived, which was about 4 o'clock in the aft
ernoon of June 20. 1890. he was in Illinois,
and had been in that state for more than two
hours before the deposit was received. He
had in fact left Beaver Dam, Wis., at an early
hour that day, and traveled continuously to
Chicago, notstopping at Juneau, and having
no actual knowledge of the illegal deposit
charged. Upon this state of facts petitioner
insists that his journey from Wisconsin to

Illinois was not a "fleeing from justice.”
within the meaning of article 4, § 2, of the
constitution; that it is essential to the juris
diction of the trial court that he should have
been a fugitive from justice; and hence that
Qthe circuit court of Dodge county was with—
H out authority to try him for the offense
' charged, and he should'therefore be relieved
from its custody upon this writ of habeas
corpus.
We regard this case as controlled in all its
essential features by those of Kerr v. Illinois,

119 U. S. 436, 7 Sup. Ct. Rep. 225, and Ma
hon v. Justice, 127 U. S. 700, 8 Sup. Ct. Rep.
1204. The former case arose upon a writ of
error to the supreme court of Illinois. The
petitioner had pleaded, in abatement to an
indictment for larceny in the criminal court
of Cook county, that he had been kidnapped
from the city of Lima, in Peru, forcibly
placed on board a vessel of the United States
in the harbor of Callao, carried to San Fran
cisco. and sent from there to Illinois upon a
requisition made upon the governor of Cali
fornia. Afterdisposing of the point that he
had not been deprived of his liberty without
“due process of law," the court intimated,

in reply to an objection that the petitioner
was not a fugitive from justice in the state
of California, that “when the governor of
one state voluntarily surrenders a fugitive
from the justice of another state to answer
for his alleged offenses, it is hardly a proper
subject of inquiry on the trial of the case to
examine into the details of the proceedings
by which the demand was made by the one
state, and the manner in which it was re
sponded to by the other.” The court fur
ther held that the petitioner had not acquired
by his residence in Peru a right of asylum

within the jurisdiction of the court which-q
has the right to try him for such an offense:
* * * ‘However this may be. the decision‘
of that question is as much within the prov
ince of the state rourt as a question of com

L.‘t.‘"tl“‘i.1t_3€:.!

mon law, or of the law of nations, of which

that court is bound to take notice, as it is of
the courts of the United States.”
The case of Mahon v. Justice. 127 U. S.
700, 8 Sup. Ct. Rep. 1204, arose upon an ap
plication of the governor of West Virginia
to the district court of the United States for
the district of Kentucky for the release of
Mahon upon a writ of habeas corpus, upon
the ground that he had been, while residing
in West Virginia, and in violation of her
laws, without warrant or other legal process.
arrested by a body of armed men from Ken
tucky, and, by force and against his will,
carried out of the state to answer to a charge
of murder in the state of Kentucky. As
stated in the opinion of the court, the gov
ernor “proceeded upon the theory that it was
the duty of the United States to secure the
inviolability of the territory of the state from
a lawless invasion of persons from other
states, and, when parties had been forcibly
taken from her territory and jurisdiction, to
afford the means of compelling their return."
This court held that. while the accused had
the right, while in West Virginia, of insist
ing that he should not be surrendered to the
governor of Kentucky, except in pursuance
of the acts of congress, and was entitled to
release from any arrest in that state not made
in accordance with them, yet that, as he had
been subsequently arrested in Kentucky un
der the writs issued under the indictments
against him, the question was not as to the
validity of the arrest in West Virginia, but
as to the legality of his detention in Ken
tucky. "The only question, therefore,” said
the court, “presented for our determination
is whether a person indicted for a felony in
one state, forcibly abducted from another
state and brought to the state where he was
indicted by parties acting without warrant
or authority of law, is entitled, under the
constitution or laws of the United States, to
release from detention under the indictment
by reason of such forcible and unlawful ab

there, a right to be free from molestation for
the crime committed in Illinois, or a right

duction.”

that he should only be removed thereto in
accordance with the provisions of the treaty
of extradition; and winds up the opinion by
observing that “the question of how far his

the conclusion that the‘ jurisdiction of the‘
court of the state in which the indictment
was found was not impaired by the manner
in which the accused was brought before it.

forcible seizure in another country, and trans
fer by violence, force, or fraud to this coun

try, could be made available to resist trial in
the state court for the offense now charged
upon him, is one which we do not feel called
upon to decide, for in that transaction we do
not see that the constitution or laws or trea
ties of the United States guaranty him any
protection. There are authorities of the
highest respectability which hold that such
forcible abduction is no snlﬁcient reason why
the party should not answer when brought

After afull review of all the prior“

authorities upon the point, the court came to:

“There is, indeed,” said the court, “an entire

concurrence of opinion as to the ground upon
which a release of the appellant in the pres
ent case is asked, namely, that his forcible
abduction from another state, and convey

ance within the jurisdiction of the court
holding him, is no objection to his detention
and trial for the offense charged. They all
proceed upon the obvious ground that the of
fender against the law of the state is not re
lieved from liability because of personal in
juries received from private parties, or be

‘ru._LI_'
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muse of indignities committed against an
other state. "
There was a vacancy in the ofiice of chief
justice at the time, and two members of the
court (Mr. Justice Bradley and Mr. Justice
Harlan) dissented upon the ground that the
constitution had provided a peaceful remedy
for the surrender of persons charged with
crime; that this clearly implied that there
should be no resort to force for this purpose;
that the cases upon which the court relied
had arisen where a criminal had been seized
in one country and forcibly taken to another
fox-trial, in the absence of any international

treaty of extradition; and that, as the appli
cation in that case was made by the gov
ernor of the state whose territory had been
lawlessly invaded, he was entitled to a redo‘
livery of the person charged.
These cases may be considered as estab
llshing two propositions: (1) That this court
will not interfere to relieve persons who have
been arrested and taken by violence from the
territory of one state to that of another,

where they are held under process legally is~

sued from the courts of the latter state; (2
that the question of the applicability of this
doctrine toa particular case is as much within
the province of a state court, as a question
of common law or of the law of nations, as
it is oi.’ the courts of the United States.
An attempt is made to distinguish the case
under consideration from the two above cit
ed, in the fact that those were cases of kid
gnspping by third parties, by means of which
..the accused were brought within the juris
‘dlction of the trial state,'and the state had

not acted, as here, under legal process. or
been in any way a party to the proceedings;
that they were cases of tort. for which the
injured parties could sue the tort feasors,

while in the case under consideration the ac
tion is under and by virtue of an act of con
gross. and hence the party can ask this court
to inquire whether the power thus invoked

was properly exercised. The distinction be
tween cases of kidnapping by the violence of
unauthorized persons without the semblance

of legal action, and those wherein the extra
dition is conducted under the forms of law,

rest to be legal, and remanded Cook to the
custody of the sheriﬁ’, by whom he was de
]ivereil to the defendant as executive agent

of the state of Wisconsin. Cook acquiesced
in this disposition of the case, and made no
attempt to obtain a review of the judgment
in asuperior court. Long after his arrival
in Wisconsin, however, and after the trial of

his case had begun, he made this application
to the circuit court of the United States for
thatdistrict upon the ground he had original
ly urged, namely. that he was not a fugitive
from justice. within the meaning of the con
stitution and laws of the United States.
That court decided against him, holding that
- he had been properly surrendered.
It is proper to observe in this connection
that, assuming the question of ﬂight to be
jurisdictional, if that question he raised be
fore the executive or the courts of the sur-v
rendering state, it is presented in a some-3
what diﬂ‘erent aspect after the accused’has'
been delivered over to the agent of the de~
mandiug state, and has actually entered the
territory of that state, and is held under the
process of its courls. The authorities above
cited. if applicable to cases of interstate ex
tradition, where the forms of law have been
observed, doubtless tend to support the theo
ry that the executive warrant has spent its
force when the accused has been delivered to
the demanding state; that it is too late for

him to objectevcu to jurisdictional defects in
his surrender; and that he is rightfully held
under the process of the demanding state.
In fact it is said by Mr. Justice Millerin Kerr
v. Illinois, 119 U. S. 441, 7 Sup. Ct. Rep. 225,
that “the case does not. stand where the par
ty is in court, and required to plead to an in
dictment, as it would have stood upon a writ
of habeas corpus in California.” Some rea
sons are, however, suggested for holding that,

if he were not in fact a fugitive from justice,
and entitled to be relieved upon that ground
by the courts of the surrendering state, he
ought not to be deprived of that right by a
forced deportation from its territory before
he could have an opportunity of suing out a
writ of habeas corpus. That question, how
ever, does not not necessarily arise in this
case, since the record before us shows that

he did sue out such writ before the criminal
hone which we do not deem it necessary to
consider at this time. We have no doubt
that the governor upon whom the demand is
{male must determine for himself, in the ﬁrst
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court of Cook county, and acquiesced in its

decision remanding him to the custody of the
otiicer.
As the defense in this case is claimed to be
instance, at least, whether the party charged jurisdictional, and, in any aspect, is equally
ism ractafugitive from justice, (Ex parts available in the state as in the federal courts,
we do not feel called upon at this time to
consider it, or to review the propriety of the
decision of the court below. We adhere to
he ual is a question proper to be determined the views expressed in Ex parte Royall, 117
Hz’ the courts of that state. A proceeding of U. S. 241, 6 Sup. Ct. Rep. 734, and Ex parte
at lild was undertaken in this case when Fonda, 117 U. S. 516, 6 Sup. Ct. Rep. 848,
that, where a person is in custody under pro
cess from a state court of original jurisdic
tion for an alleged offense against the_laws
of that state, and it is claimed that he 15 re
strained of his liberty in violation of the con
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stitntlon of the United States, the circuit
court of the United States has a discretion
whether it will discharge him in advance of
his trial in the court in which he is indicted,
although this discretion will be subordinated
to-any special circumstances requiring im
nmediate action. While the federal courts
ahave the power and may discharge the ac
’cused in ‘advance of his trial, if he is re
strained of his liberty in violation of the fed
eral constitution or laws, they are not bound

to exercise such power even after a state
court has ﬁnally acted upon the case, but
may, in their discretion, require the accused
to sue out his writ of error from the highest ‘
court of the state, or even from the supreme
court of the United States. As was said in
Robb v. Connolly, 111 U. S. 624, 637, 4 Sup.

when federal jurisdiction depends on diverse
citizenship. a corporation cannot be sued in a
state or istrict merely because it is doing bus
iness there, but suit can only be maintained in
the state of its incorporation or in the district
of plaintiff's residence. Shaw v. Mining (30,,
12 Sup. Ct. Rep. 935, 145 U. S. 444, followed.
2. Gen. Laws Tex. 1887, p. 116, requires a
foreign corporation, as a condition precedent to
doing business in the state, to ﬁle in the secre—
tary of state's ollice a resolution of its directors
authorizing service of process on its agents in
the state, and requesting the issuance of a per
wit to do business therein, with a stipulation
that such permit shall be subject to “each of
the provisions of this act." One of these pro
visions is that the permit shall be void if the
corporation removes any case from a state to a
federal court on the ground of nonresidence or
local prejudice. Held, that the act is void as
requiring a surrender of rights ecured by the
constitution and laws of the United States, and
the ﬁling of such a re nest by a foreign corpora
tion does not change ts residence so as to give
jurisdiction to a. federal court in a district of
the state where plaintilf does not reside.
3. Where the want of jurisdiction in a fed
eral court is apparent on the face of the peti
tion, it may be taken advantage of b demurrer.
4. Rev. St. Tex. 1879. arts. 124 -124~l. pro
viding that any appearance in behalf of defend
ant. though in terms limited to the purpose of
objecting to the jurisdiction, shall constitute
a waiver of objection to the jurisdiction on the
ground of nonresidence, are not rendered up li
cahle to the federal courts by Rev. St. U. . §
914. which requires the forms of procedure to
conform "as nearly as may be" to the state
practice; and such an appearance in a federal
court constitutes no waiver of the jurisdictional
question.

Ct. Rep. 544: “ Upon the state courts, equally
with the courts of the Union, rests the obli
gation to guard, enforce, and protect every
right granted or secured by the constitution
of the United States and the laws made in
pursuance thereof, whenever those rights are
involved in any suit or proceeding before
them." We are unable to see in this case
any such special circumstances as were sug
gested in the case of Ex parte Royall as ren
dering it proper for a federal court to inter
pose before the trial of the case in the state
court. While the power to issue writs of
habeas corpus to state courts which are pro
ceedlng in disregard of rights secured by the
In error to the circuit court of the United
constitution and laws of the United States States for the western district of Texas. Re
may exist, the practice of exercising such versed.
power before the question has been raised or
J. Hubley Ashton, for plaintiﬁ in error.
determined in the state court is one which
D. A. McKnight, for defendant in error.
‘203
ought not to be encouraged. The party
charged waives no defect of jurisdiction by
‘Mr.
Justice
GRAY
delivered
the
opinion
submitting to a trial of his case upon the
merits, and we think that comity demands of the court.
This was an action brought January 29.
that the state courts, under whose process he
1889. in the circuit court of the United States
is held, and which are, equally with the fed
eral courts, charged with the duty of pro for the western district of Texas, against the
tecting the accused in the enjoyment of his Southern Paciﬁc Company, by Elizabeth Jane
constitutional rights, should be appealed to in Danton, to recover damages to the amount of
the ﬁrst instance. Should such rights be de $4,970, for the death of her son, by the de
nied, his remedy in the federal court will re

fendant's negligence, near Paisano, in the

main unimpaired. So far from there being
special circumstances in this case to show
that the federal court ought to interfere. the
fact that. with ample opportunity to do so,
he did not apply for this writ until after the
jury had been sworn and his trial begun in
the state court, is of itself a special circum
stance to indicate that the federal court
should not interpose at this time.
The judgment of the court below refusing
the iischarge is therefore aﬁirmed.

county of Presidio. on January 31, 1888. The
petition alleged that "the plaintiff is a citi

(146 U. S. 202)
SOUTHERN PAC. CO. v. DENTON.
(November 21, 1892.)
No. 403.
Jumsmc-riox or Fsnauu. Couu'rs — Drs'rnrm' or
Resinaxca —- FOREIGN CORPORATIONS — SrA'ra
Pit/\Ljl'iCE.
1. Under the judiciary act of March 3,
1887. as corrected by the act of August 13, 1888,

zen of the state of Texas, and resides in the

county of Red River, in said state; that the
defendant is a corporation duly incorporated
under the laws of the state of Kentucky, is
a citizen of the state of Kentucky, and is and

at the institution of this suit was a resident
of El Paso county, in the state of Texas;” that
at the day aforesaid, and ever since, “ the de

fendant was and is engaged in the business
of running and propelling cars for the con
veyance of freight and passengers over the
line of railway extending eastwardly from
the city of El Paso. Tcx., into and through

the counties of El Paso and Presidio and the
city of San Antonio, all of the state of Texas;
that the defendant is now doing business as
aforesaid, and has an agent for the transac
tion of its business in the city and county of

El Paso. Tex., to wit, W. E. Jessup.”

The

Iluw-ngx'ua_.v-TEIPE.

SOUTHERN PAC. co. 0. DENTON.
Qunty of Red River is in the eastern district,
and the counties of El Paso and Presidio,
ls wellas the county of Bexar, in which is

the city of San Antonio. are in the western
district. of Texas. Act Feb. 24, 1879, c. 97,
§§ 2. 3, (20 St. p. 318.)
The defendant, by leave of court, ﬁled “an
answer or demurrer," “for the special pur
se. and no other, until the question herein
raised is decided, of objecting to the jurisdic
tion of this court," demurring and excepting
to the petition because, upon the allegations
above quoted, “it appears that this suit ought,

t5‘

the fact that the action is between citizens of
diﬂferent states, suit shall be brought only in
the district of the residence of either the
plaintiff or the defendant." 24 St. p. 552;

25 St. p. 434.

8

' This is a case “where the jurisdiction lea‘
founded only on the fact that the action is
between citizens of different states." The
question whether under that act the circuit
court of the United States for the western
district of Texas had jurisdiction of the case
is a question involving the jurisdiction of
that court, which this court is empowered,
if maintained at all in the state of Texas, to by the act of February 25. 1889, c. 236, to
be brought in the district of the residence oi‘ review by writ of error, although the judg
the plaintiﬂ, that is to say, in the castern ment below was for less than $5,000.
district of Texas; and the defendant prays
The allegations made in the petition, and
judgmentwhether this court has jurisdiction, admitted by the demurrer, bearing upon this
and it asks to be dismissed, with its costs; question, are that the plaintiff was a citizen
but, should the court overrule this demurrer of Texas, and resided in the eastern district
and exception, the defendant then asks time thereof. and that the defendant was a. corpo
sand leave to answer to the merits, though ration incorporated by the law of Kentucky
excepting to the action of the court in over
and a citizen of that state, and was a resident
of the western district of Texas, doing busi
ruling said demurrer. "
ness and having an agent in this district.‘
The court overruled the demurrer, and al
lowed a bill of exceptions tendered by the The necessary legal eifect of these allegatiom
defendant. which stated that the defendant is that the defendant was a corporation and
by the demurrer raised the question of the a citizen of Kentucky only, doing business in
jurisdiction of the court; “and that the court the western district of Texas; and conse
having inspected the same, as well as the qnently could not be compelled to answer to
pleadings of the plaintiff, and it appearing an action at law in a circuit court of the
therefrom that the plaintiff is alleged to be a United States, except either in the state of
Kentucky, in which it was incorporated, or
citizen of Texas, residing in Red River coun
by, in the eastern judicial district of said in the eastern district of Texas, in which the
state, and that the defendant is a corporation plaintiffI a citizen of Texas, resided. It has
created and existing under and by virtue of long been settled that an allegation that a
the laws of Kentucky, and is acitizen of that party is a “resident" does not show that he
state, but operating a line of railway, doing is a “citizen," within the meaning of the
judiciary acts; and to hold otherwise in this
business inI and having an agent on whom
case would be to construe the petition as al
process may be served in, the county and j u
dicial district in which this suit is pending, leging that the defendant was a citizen of
and the court, being of opinion that the facts‘ the same state with the plaintiff, and thus
alleged show this cause to be in the district utterly defeat the jurisdiction. The case is
of the residence of the defendant, and that it governed by the decision of this court at the
last term, by which it was adjudged that the
ought to take cognizance of the same, over
act of 1887, having taken away the alterna
ruled said demurrer."
The defendant, after its demurrer had been tive, permitted in the earlier acts, of suing a
overruled, answered to the merits, and a person in the district “in which he shall be
trial by jury was had, resulting in a verdict found," requires an action at law, the juris
and judgment for the plaintiff in the sum of diction of which is founded only upon its be
84,515. The defendant, on May 10, 1890, ing between citizens of different states, to be
sued out this writ of error on the question of brought in the state of which one is a citizen,
jurisdiction only, under the act of February and in the district therein of which he is an
?_5. 1889. c. 236, (25 St. p. 693.) The plain inhabitant and resident; and that a corpora
-|ﬂ has now moved to dismiss the writ of tion cannot, for this purpose, be considered
error or to aﬂirrn the judgment, and the mo a citizen or a resident of a state in which it
tion has been submitted on briefs under rules has not been incorporated. Shaw v. Mining
6(3 sup. Ct. Rep. vi.) and 32 (Id. xvi.) of 00., 145 U. S. 444, 449, 453, 12 Sup. Ct. Repg
this court.
935.
i‘
By the act of March 3, 1887, c. 373. § 1, ‘It may be assumed that the exemption
from being sued in any other district might
as corrected by the act of August 18, 188s’, 0.
be waived by the corporation, by appearing
t _6. no person shall be arrested in one dis
rict for trial in another in any civil action generally, or by answering to the merits‘of
‘fureacircuit or district court; and no civil the action, without ﬁrst objecting to the ju
gilt shall be brought before either of said risdiction. Railway Co. v. McBride, 141 U.
rurts against any person by any original S. 127, 11 Sup. Ct. Rep. 982; Railway 00.
ghgcess or proceeding in any other district v. Cox, 145 U. S. 593. 12 Sup. Ct. Rep. 905.
"ht-hat whereof he is an inhabitant; but,
But in the present case there was no such
era the jurisdiction is founded only on
waiver. The want of jurisdiction, being ap
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parent on the face of the petition, might be
taken advantage of by demurrer, and no plea
in abatement was necessary.

Coal Co. v.

Blatchford, 11 Wall. 172. The defendant
did lile ademurrer. for the special and single
purpose of objecting to the jurisdiction; and
it was only after that demurrer had been over
ruled. and the defendant had excepted to the
overruling thereof. that an answer to the
merits was liled. Neither thespecial appear
ance for the purpose of objecting to the juris—
diction, nor the answer to the merits after that
objection had been overruled, was a waiver of
the objection. The case is within the prin
ciple of Harkness v. Hyde, in which Mr.
Justice Field. speaking for this court, said:
“Illegality in a proceeding by which jurisdic
tion is to be obtained is in no case waived by

the appearance of the defendant for the pur
pose of calling the attention of the court to
such irregularity; nor is the objection waived
when being urged it is overruled, and the de
fendant is thereby compelled to answer. He
is not considered as abandoning his objection.
because he does not submit to further pro
ceedings without contestation. It is only
where he pleads to the merits in the ﬁrst in
stance, without insisting upon the illegality,
that the objection is deemed to be waived.”
38 U. S. 476. 479.
The case at bar is not affected by either of
the statutes of Texas on which the counsel
for the defendant in error relies.
He contends that the plaintiff in error had
consented to be sued in the western district
of Texas by doing business and appointing
an agent there under the statute of Texas of
1887, c. 128, requiring a foreign corporation,
desiring to transact business in the state, “to
ﬁle with the secretary of state a certiﬁed copy
hot its articles of incorporation, duly attested,
gaccompanied by a resolution of its board of
' directors or‘ stockholders. authorizing the
ﬁling thereof, and also authorizing service of
process to be made upon any of its odicers or
agents in this state engaged in transacting
its business. and requesting the issuance to
such corporation of a permit to transact busi
ness in this state, said application to contain
a stipulation that said permit shall be subject
to each of the provisions of this act.” one of
which was that any foreign corporation sued
in a court of the state, which should remove
the case into a court of the United States
held within the stale, "for the cause that
such corporation is a non resident of this
state or a resident of another state from that
of the adverse party, or of local prejudice
against such corporation, shall thereupon
forfeit and render null and void any permit
issued or granted to such corporation to
transact business in this state." Gen. Laws
Tex. 1887, pp. 116, 117.
But that statute requiring the corporation,
as a condition precedent to obtaining a per
mitto do business within the state, to sur

render a right and privilege secured to it by
the constitution and laws of the United
States, was unconstitutional and void, and

could give no validity or effect to any agree
ment or action of the corporation in obedi
ence to its provisions. Insurance Co. v.
Morse, 20 Wall. 445; Barron v. Burnside,

121 U. 5.186, 7 Sup. Ct. Rep. 931: Land 00.
v. Worslnnn, 76 Tex. 5.36. 13 S. W. ltep. 384.
Moreover. the supposed agreement of the
corporation went no further than to stipulate
that process might be served on any ollicer
or agent engaged in its business within the
state. It did not undertake to declare the
corporation to be a citizen of the state. not
(except by the vain attempt to prevent rep
movals into the national courts) to alter the
jurisdiction of any court as deﬁned by law.
The agreement, if valid, might snbjei-t the
corporation, after due service on its agent,
to the jurisdiction of any appropriate court
of the state. Insurance Co. v. French, 18
How. 404. It might likewise have subject
ed the corporation to the jurisdiction of a cir
cuit court of the United States held \\ilbin
the state, so long as the judiciary acts of the
United States allowed it to be sued in the
district in which it was found. Ex pal-tea,

Scbollenberger, 96 U. S. 359; Insurance 00.3
v.'\Voodworth, 111 U. S. 138, 4 Sup. Ct.‘

Rep. 364; In re Louisville Underwriters, 134
U. S. 488, 10 Sup. Ct. Rep. 587. But such an
agreement could not, since congress (as held
in Shaw v. Mining 00.. above cited) has
made citizenship of the state. with residence
in the district, the sole test of jurisdiction in
this class of cases. estop the corporation to
set up noncompliance with that test, when
sued in a circuit court of the United States.
It is further contended, on behalf of the

defendant in error, that the case is controlled
by those provisions of the statutes of Texas
which make an appearance in behalf of a de
fondant, although in terms limited to the
purpose of objecting to the jurisdiction of
the court, a waiver of immunity from the ju
risdiction by reason of nonresidence; and
which have been held by this court not to
violate the fourteenth amendment of the
constitution of the United States, forbidding

any state to deprive any person of life, liber
ty, or property without due process of law.
Rev. St. Tex. 1879, arts. 1241-4244: York

v. State, 73 Tex. 651, 11 S. W. Rep. 869;
nom. York v. Texas. 137 U. S. 15, 11 Sup. Ct.
Rep. 9; Kauffman v. Wootters, 138 U. S. 285,
11 Sup. Ct. Rep. 298; Railway Co. v. Whit

ley, 77 Tex. 126, 13 S. W. Rep. 853; Insur
ance Co. v. Hanna, 81 Tex. 487, 17 S. W.
Rep. 35.
But the question in this case is not of the
validity of those provisions as applied to ac
tions in the courts of the state, but whether

they can be held applicable to actions in the
courts of the United Slates. This depends
on the true construction of the act of con
gress, by which “the practice, pleadings, and
forms and modes of proceedingin civil causes,
other than equity and admiralty causes, in
the circuit and district courts, shall conform,
as near as may be, to the practice, pleadings,

and forms and modes of proceeding existing
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at the time in like causes in the courts of tee

no application to actions in the courts of the

ord of the state within which such circuit; or
district courts are held." Rev. St. § 914;
Act June 1, 1872. c- 255, § 5; 17 St. p. 197.

United States.

In one of the carliestcuses thatarose under

I

Judgment reversed, and case remanded,
with directions to render judgment for tho
defendant upon the demurrer to the petition.

this act. this court said: “The conformity is

required to be ‘as near as may lief—not as

=

near as may be possible, or as near as may
Q be practicable. This indeﬁniteness may have
(146 U. S. 153)
ROB! v. COLEHOUR et :11.
gbeen suggested by a purpose: it devolved
(November 7, 1892.)
' upon the judges to be affected the'duty of
construing and deciding, and gave them the
Nos. 987-990.
SUPREME Conn'r—Jvnisnio'riox—Enuon TO STATE
power to reject, as congress doubtless ex
COURT—FEDERAL
Qunsriox —Junun’s Cnxriri
pected they would do, any subordinate pro
CATB—BANKRUPTCY—ASMGNEE’S SALE.
vision in such state statutes which, in their
1. In a suit in a state court to set aside a
judgment, would unwisely incuniber the ad
dead from laintitf to defendant, and to have
ministration of the law, or tend to defeat the plaintiff dec ared the owner of the equity of re
demption in the lands, it appeared that defend
ends of justice, in their tribunals.” Rail

road 00. v. Horst, 93 U. S. 291, 300, 301.
Under this act, the circuit courts of the
United States follow the practice of the
couris of the state in regard to the form and
order of pleading, including the manner in
which objections may be taken to the juris
diction. and the question whether objections
to the jurisdiction and defenses on the merits
shall he pleaded successively or together.
Delaware County Com’rs v. Di ebold Safe 00.,
133 U. S. 473, 488. 10 Sup. Ct. Rep. 399;
Robcrts v. Lewis. 144 U. S. 653, 12 Sup. Ct.
Rep. 781. But the jurisdiction of the cir
cuit courts of the United States has been de
lined and limited by the acts of congress, and
can be neither restricted nor enlarged by the
statutes of a state. Toland v. Sprague, 12
Pet. 300, 328; Cowles v. Mercer Co., 7 Wall.
118; Railway Co. v. Wliitton, 13 Wall. 270,

286; Phelps v. Oaks, 117 U. S. 236, 239, 6
Slip. Ct. Rep. 714. And whenever congress
has legislated upon any matter of practice,
and prescribed a definite rule for the govern~
merit of its own courts, it is to that extent
exclusive of the legislation of the slate upon
the same matter. Ex parte Fisk. 113 U. S.

713. 721. 5 Sup. Ct. Rep. 724; Whitford v.
gégi'k 00-. 119 U. S. 522, 7 Sup. Ct. Rep.

ant, while holding the le 'iil title, was declared a
bankrupt. and conveye the lands to his as
signee, and that he again purchased the same at
the ussignee‘s sale. In his pleadings and roofs
defendant claimed that by this purchase e ac
quired the lands free from any rights plain
tiﬁ might have had therein before such sale.
The court held that defendant was a trustee for
pluintitf, and entered a decree accordingly,
which was ntﬁrmed by the state supreme court.
Held that, althou h it did not appear from the
opinions render-e
that either court forninlly
passed on any federal question, yet that the
necessary effect of the decree was to deny a
right claimed under the authority of the Unit
ed States, and the question as to the eﬂ’ect of
the bankruptcy sale was therefore reviewable

by the United States supreme court.
2. The certiﬁcate of the chief justice of a
state court, showing that a. right claimed under
the federal constitution, laws, or authority was
denied by the decision of that court, cannot of
itself give jurisdiction to the supreme court of
the United States on a writ of error. but it may
be considered for the purpose of rendering more
certain and speciﬁc a federal question which
was raised on the record in general and in
deﬁnite terms.
_
3. A person holding the legal title to lands,
but bound under a deed of trust to account to
third persons for speciﬁc interests therein, con
veyed the some to his assignee in bankruptcy.
No issues were framed or determined in the
bankruptcy court; as between the assignee and
such third persons, and at the assignce's sale
the bankrupt repurchased the lands. Held, that
the sale did not divest the interests of the third
ci'sons, but the bankrupt took the lands still
burdened with the trust.

_The acts of congress, prescribing in what
districts suits between citizens or corpora
In error to the supreme court of the state
lions of different states shall be brought,
manifest the intention of congress that such of Illinois. Motion to dismiss overruled,
and
judgment all‘irmed.
Q,
liiitsshall be broughtand tried in such a dis
Statement by Mr. Justice HARLAN:
'3
mci 0111.7. and that no person or corporation
‘The principal facts appearing upon the
shall be compelled to answer to such a. suit
in any other district. Congress cannot have present motion to dismiss these writs of error
intended that it should be within the power for want of jurisdiction in this court, or to
aﬂirm the decrees, are as follows:
ota state byits statutes to prevent a defend
By deed of date July 18, 1871. _Henry F.
anti sited in a circuit court of the United
‘files in a district in which congress has Clarke and others conveyed to William H.

galll ilint he shall not be compelled to answer,

Colehour certain lands in Cook county, 111.,

t420m obtaining a determination of that inat

embracing those here in dispute, subject to a

hl'ubl' that court in the ﬁrst instance, and

Palmer.
mortgage The
for sum
$4,000,
of $10,000
held by was
Marypaid in

at: 118 court on writ of error. To conform
s,‘ Bllcli statutes of a state would “unwisely

member the administration of the'law, " as
geltllns tend to defeat the ends of justice,”
comm national tribunals. ‘ The necessary
t usion is that the provisions referred to,

8 practice act of the state of Texas, have

cash, and the grantee executed his notes, ag
gregating $86,000, for the balance of the
purchase money; and, for the purpose of se
curing them, executed a deed conveying vthe
lands to V. C. Turner in trust. Willrain
Hnusbrough, Charles W. Colehour, Wesley
Morrill, and Francis M. Corby were inter
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ested in the proﬁts to be derived from their
sale. Hansbrough sold and assigned his in
terest to Charles W. Colehour and Edward
Roby, and Charles W. Colehour acquired the
interests of Corby and Morrill. Roby ex
ecuted to Hansbrough his notes for $4,400,
and subsequently paid them. The Colehours
and Roby made an arrangement for subdivid
ing and selling the property. That arrange

the terms of certain declarations of trust
which the grantor had previously made.
On the 30th of January, 1890, Charles W.
Colehour brought a suit in equity (the prin
cipal one of the above cases) in the circuit
court of Cook county, Ill., against Edward
Roby and William H. Colehour. For the
purposes of the present hearing it is only
necessary to state that the theory of the bill

ment was evidenced by a written declaration

was that Roby, by fraud, and in violation of

of trust made by William H. Colehour in Oc
tober, 1873, which Charles W. Colehour and
Edward Roby accepted, and by which it was
provided. among other things. that, after the
3 payment of all sums due on the notes secured
"on the land, and all moneys advanced for its
' development, Roby should be entitled to one
fourth, Charles W. Colehour to one half, and

his obligations as attorney for the plaintiff,
and the defendant William H. Colehour, had

William H. Colehour to one fourth, of the

net proﬁts. Subsequently, apart of the land
was subdivided and improved by grading
streets, making ditches, etc., and a part sold,

freed from the lien created by the deed of
trust given to Turner.
It may be here stated that another writing
was produced, bearing date August 16, 1873,
and purporting to be adeclaration of trust
with respect to this property.
Charles W. Colehour, September 22, 1876.
released and conveyed to William H. Cole
hour all his right, title. and interest in cer
tain lands, including those here in contro
versy; and subsequently, August 30, 1878.
ﬁled his petition in bankruptcy, showing
debts to the amountoi’ over $800,000. Hav
ing been adjudged a bankrupt, he conveyed
his property and interests of every kind, ac
cording to the course and practice of the
court, to an assignee in bankruptcy; and
thereafter—the answer of Ruby in the prin
cipal case alleges—“ said Charles W. Colehour
had no right or interest therein." The same
answer, referring to this petition in bank
ruptcy, further states:

“Said Charles W.

Colehour having in 1876, for a suﬁicieut and
valuable consideration, conveyed all his inter
est in and to said land and all claims thereon
to said William H. Colehour, and having no
interest in said land, or the proceeds thereof,
or in the title in said William H. Colehour,

acquired, at execution sales and otherwise,

the legal title to the lands in dispute. em
braced by the deed of trust of October. 1873;
and that, if not barred in equity by his acts
and conduct from claiming any interest in
them, he was entitled to only one quarter oi’
the net proﬁts after all debts and liens against
them were paid. The relief prayed was a
decree declaring a certain deed from W. H.
Colehour to Roby to be void, and that it be
set asideas a cloud upon the title of the plain
tiff and W. H. Colehour; that a receiver be

appointed, to whom should be conveyed the
titles claimed by the respective parties; that
the lands be sold, and the proceeds held sub
ject to the ﬁnal decree in the cause; that the
plaintiff and W. H. Colehour be decreed to be
the owners of the equity of redemption: and
that such other relief be given as was agree
able to equity.
The defendants answered the bill, and W.
H. Colehour ﬁled a cross bill for a decree es
tablishing the interests of the parties to be
one fourth in Roby and W. H. Colehour, each,
and one half in Charles W. Colehour.
In his answer to the original bill, which
stood as his answer to the cross bill, Roby
denied that he had acted in bad faith, or that
the relation of attorney and client existed be
tween him and the Colehours, or either of
them, at the time he purchased the lands in

dispute. Referring to the proceedings in
bankruptcy against him, his answer alleged

that after the 31st day of August, 1878.—the
date of the ﬁling of his petition in bank
ruptcy,—“to wit, on the 4th day of Febru
ary, A. D. 1882, the assignee in bankruptcy
of this defendant sold the assets of this de-,.

did not mention the same, or any part there.
fendant, including all his interest derivedﬁ
of, in his inventory ﬁled in said district court ‘under the said declarations of trust, unto‘
of the United States in such proceeding in this defendant, and duly assigned and con
bankruptcy; and said Charles W. Colehour veyed the same, including all interest in the
had not. at said date. to wit, on the 30th day said lands embraced in said declarations of
or August, 1878. any right, title, or interest trust from said William H. Colehour to this
in or to. or claim on, said lands, or any of the defendant, and said sale was duly approved
proceeds thereof."
and made absolute by the said district court;
Roby. August 31. 1878, ﬁled his petition in and from thencet’orward this defendant has
bankruptcy. Having been adjudged a bank
been the owner of said declaration of trust
rupt, he conveyed, September 7, 1878, all his from said William H. Colehour to this de
assets to his assignee, and afterwards, No fendant, and also of an undivided half ofthe
Vembel‘ 23. 1880, was discharged from all said declaration of trust from said William
debts and claims provable against his estate H. Colehour to William Hansbrough, and of
existing on the day his petition in bankruptcy all interests and claims arising under the
was ﬁled.
same, or either of them."
a On the 1st day of May, 1879. William H.
The court, while ncquittlng Roby of any
E Colehour executed to Charles W. Colehour a actual or intentional fraud, held that, con
' deed covering the lands in disputersubiect to nsmntlv with the relations existing between

ROBY o. COLEHOUR.
him and the Colehours, he could not, at the
timeof acquiring the titles under which he
claims, buy the lands, and hold them ad
versely to those jointly interested with him.

Judge Tuley. delivering the opinion of the
circuit court of Cook county, said: “The law
will hold Mr. Roby to be a trustee for the
Colehours—for C. W. Coleliour to the extent

of one half. and W. H. Colehour one quar
ter—of all the property so purchased by him
under or through such judgment proceed
ings; be, however, to be refunded the mon

49

Colehour the latter was divested oi’ all inter
est in and claims upon the lands in his pres
ent bill mentioned, or the proﬁts thereof, and
of all interest in common with W. H. Cole
hour, or either of them; and that he, Roby,
was by operation thereof exempted from all
claims of Charles W. Coleliour, and from his
suit on account of said land, and that the
necessary effect of such record and proceed
ings in bankruptcy was that he was not
chargeable to Charles W. Colehour; "but this
court,” the certiﬁcate of the chief justice
proceeds, “in considering the law and facts
of the cases, decided against the claims of
said Roby so pleaded. claimed. and insisted

eys which he has paid therefor. He cannot
hold the property, because he must be treated
as acquiring it while the relation of attorney
and client existed.”
A decree in accordance with these views on, and decided that such was not the legal;
was entered, appointing a receiver of the operation and elfect of such proceedings, and:
that Charles W. Colehoui‘had a right to sue.
property, requiring Roby. William H. Cole
hour, and Charles W. Colehour to convey to upon said instrument dated May 29, 1873,
him all the titles to the lands respectively [being a power of attorney from William H.
to Charles W. Colehour;] that said deed dated
acquired or held by them, etc.
May 1. 1879, was and is valid as against said
At the same time the court dismissed for
assignee in bankruptcy and against said
want of equity certain suits—three of the
suits mentioned in the title to this opinion— Robyas purchaser from said assignee. and
which Roby had instituted for the recovery gives said Charles W. Colehour the right to
of part of the lands under the titles which, defend the ﬁrst three above-entitled cases
against said Roby, and to prosecute the fourth
as stated, he had acquired by purchase at ex
ccut-ion sales and otherwise. These suits had against said Roby, and to claim and enforce
been previously consolidated with the suit all rights of partner. trustee, and cotenant
just above mentioned, brought by Charles against said assignee in bankruptcy of said
Roby and against said ltoby as purchaser
at W. Colehour.
5 Upon appeal to the supreme court of Illi from such assignee. ”
' nois, the decrees'of tiie circuit court of Cook
John M. Palmer, for plaintiff in error. H.
county were aliirined. 2.5 N. E. Rep. 777. S. Monroe and W. C. Goudy, for defendants
The several cases have been brought here for in error.
review upon writs of error. In the record is
a certificate of the chief justice of the su
Mr. Justice HARLAN, after stating the
preme court of Illinois, in which it was stated
facts in the foregoinglanguage, delivered the
that the court decided:
(I) That, in opposition to the contention opinion of the court.
Has this court jurisdiction to review the
of Ruby, the proceedings whereby he was ad
judged a bankrupt and discharged from his decree in these consolidated causes under the
obligations, etc., “did not operate in law or statute (Rev. St.§ 709) providing that “a.
equity to discharge said Roby from all his ﬁnal judgment or decree in any suit in the
obligations. liabilities, duties, and trusts with highest court of a state. where any title,
respect to and growing out of his interest in right, privilege, or immunity is claimed un_
der the constitution or any * * "‘ au
:gllllnlitllth and of his relations to said par
thority exercised under the United States,
es.
and
the decision is against the title, right.
(2) That Roby claimed and insisted that
under and by virtue of the provisions of the privilege, or immunity specially set up or
laws of the United States he, as purchaser claimed by either party under such constitu
from his assignee in bankruptcy, took such tion * ‘F * or authority, may be re—ex
amined and reversed or athrmed in the su
duties or obligations or connections existing, preme court upon a writ of error?”
This question is a close one. But, al
prior to his petition in bankruptcy, between
him and the Colehours, or either of them; though it does not appear from the opinion_ot
Mid that the above deed of May 1, 1879, was the couit of original jurisdiction or the opin
void, both as to his assignee in bankruptcy ion of the supreme court of Illinois that _ei
and to him as purchaser from such assignee, ther court formally passed upon any question
2nd passed no right to Charles W. Colehour: of a federal nature. the necessary eifect of
the decree was to determine, adversely to
hilt this court [the supreme court of Illi
11015] decided against all the said claims so Roby. the rights and immunities claimed by
made by said Roby, and also decided that him in the pleadings and proof under the pro
ceedings in bankruptcy, to which reference
‘W1 deed was and is valid against said as
"Biiee in bankruptcy, and against said liobv has been made. We must not be under
as Purchaser from such assignee. "
stood as holding that the certificate from the
(3.) That Roby insisted that by the pro chiefjustice of the latter court is, in itself,
ceedmgs in bankruptcy against Charles W. and without reference to the record. sutlicient
to confer jurisdiction upon this court to re
v.13s.o._4

‘
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examine the judgment below. Our jurisdic
tlon being invoked upon the ground that a
right or immunity, specially set up and
claimed under the constitution or authority
of the United States. has been denied by the
judgment sought to be reviewed. it must ap
: pear from the record of the case either that the
gright, so set up and claimed, was expressly
' denied, or that such was the'necessary effect
in law of the judgment. l’armelee v. Law
rence, 11 Wall. 36. 38; Brown v. Atwcll, 92
U. 8. 327. 329: Gross v. Mortgage 00., 108

such was brought, or that the conﬂicting in
terests of the parties were determined as be
tween them, or either of them. and Itoby’e

assignee in bankruptcy. Roby‘s claim is
that his purchase of the lands from his as
signee in bankruptcy. the legal title to which
was in him, of record. discharged him from
all obligation to recognize any claim, upon
the part of either of the Colehours, arising
out of the relations existing between them
and him prior to his bankruptcy. If. at the
time of ﬁling his petition in bankruptcy, he
U. 8. 477. 485, 2 sup. Ct. Rep. 940; Felix v. was bound by his relations to the Colehours,
although holding the legal title. to account
Scharnweber. 125 U. S. 54. 59, 8 Sup. Ct.
to them for their portions of the lands, as
Rep. 759. The present case may be held to
deﬁned in any previous declaration of trust
come within this rule. In view of the cer
to which he was a party, or to which he as
titicate by the chief justice of the state court,
sentcd. or by which he was bound, he was
the oﬂlce of which, as said in Parmelee v.

Lawrence. was, as respects the federal ques
tion. “to make more certain and speciﬁc
what is too general and indeﬁnite in the rec
ord," we are not disposed to construe the
pleadings so strictly as to hold that they did
not sudiciently set up and claim the federal
rights which that certiﬁcate states were
claimed by Roby. but were withheld, and
were intended to be withheld, from him by
the court.
While the motion to dismiss must, there
fore, be overruled, yet, as there was color for
it. we must inquire whether the questions on
which jurisdiction depends are such as, in
the language of our rule, (6.) not to need
further argument. We are of opinion that
they are of that class. When Charles W.
Colehour was adjudged a bankrupt he does
not appear to have held any interest in the
lands now in controversy. The answer of
Roby distinctly states that he, Charles W.
Colehour, in 1876, for a sutiicient and value

not discharged from that obligation by merely
purchasing the lands from his assignee in
bankruptcy. It does not appear that any is
sue was framed and determined in the bank
ruptcy court as between him or his assignee
and the Colehours. The conveyance to his
assignee passed to the latter only such inter
est as he in fact had, and when he bought
from the assignee he purchased only such as
he could rightfully have conveyed originally
to his assignee. 11’, before he went into
bankruptcy, the Colehours had any interest
in the lands which they could assert as be
tween themselves and him, he could not, by
simply purchasing it from his assignee. ac

ble consideration, conveyed all his interest to

W. H. Colehour, and had no interest in said
lands at the date of his petition in bankrupt
cy, ﬁled in 1878. The decree is evidently
based, so far as Charles W. Colehour is con
cerned. upon the deed to him by William H.
Colehour, executed in 1879, although the re
spective interests of the parties were estab
lished with reference to the declaration of
trust made in October, 1873. There is con
sequently no ground upon which to rest the
contention that Charles W. Colehour had any
interest or right in the lands that passed to
his assignee in bankruptcy.
Equally without force is the contention

that the adjudication of Roby to be a bank
rupt, followed by his conveyance to his as
signee in bankruptcy, and his purchase from
"such assignee. had any effect upon the rights

30f William H. Colehour or Charles W. Cole
' hour. The respective interests of'Roby and
the Colehours in the lands at the date of
Baby's. bankruptcy could have been deter
mined 1n a suit or proceeding to which they
and ltoby’s assignee in bankruptcy were par
ties, so that the purchaser at the assignee‘s
sale would have acquired a title discharged
from any claim upon them by either of the

Colehours. But it does not appear that any

quire an absolute title, freed

from

their

claim. We are of opinion that the proceed
ings in bankruptcy against Roby, and the
purchase from his assignee. did not defeat the
claims now asserted by the Colehours in these
lands. and which were recognized by the de
cree below.
Whether such relations in fact existed be
tween the Colehours and lioby as prevented
him. consistently with those relations, froma

purchasing the lands for himself,—-in other:
‘words, whether he was the attorney of the
Colehours when he acquired the legal title,—
or whether, upon principles of equity, Roby
should be deemed to have acquired the title
for them and himself, subject to the declara
tion of trust referred to in the pleadings and
decree, are not questions of a federal nature.
The decree below, in respect to those mat
ters, is not subject to re-examination by this
court. The federal questions having been
decided correctly, and those questions being
such as not to need any further argument
beyond that presented in the briefs of coun
sel, the decree in each of the cases must be
alllrmed.
It is so ordered.
(146 U. S. 140)

MATTOX v. UNITED STATES.
(November 14, 1892.)
No. 1,008.
Munnna — DYING DECLARATIONS — New Tm“.—
AFFIDAVITS or J URORB—AYPEAL.

1.'On a motion for a new trial in a murder
case, it was error to exclude the aﬂidavits 01
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at?“
1‘ jury,
ﬂint athat
balliﬂ
thisremarked,
was the third
In theperson
presence
de

out at that vlsit; that he regarded Mullen's
fendant had killed: and that a newspaper print
recovery as hopeless; that Mullen, being "per
ed after the jury retired was introduced into fectly conscious" and “in a normal condi
the jury room, and an article read therefronr to
tion as regards his mind. ” asked his opinion, N
the jury stating that defendant had been tried
for his life once before, that the evidence and the doctor said to him: “The chances:
against him was claimed to be very strong,
are all against you; I do not think'there is‘
that the argument of the prosecution was such
any show for you at all.’I The physician
that defendant's friends gave up all hope and
that the jury’s deliberations would pro i, ably further testilicd, without objection, that, af
not last over an hour.
_
_
ter he had informed Mullen as to his physical
2. On a motion for a new trial, Jurors may
testify as to any fact showing the existence of condition, he asked him as to who shot him,
and he replied “he didn’t have any knowl
an extraneous in ﬂuence, but they cannot give
9?] dence as to t he effect which such inﬂuence
edge of who shot him. I interrogated him
had on their minds, or as to the motives and about three times in regard to that-who did
inﬂuences generally which affected their delib

the shooting—and he didn’t know. "

era tions.

Coun

3. While the granting or refusing of a new sel for defendant, after a colloquy with the
trial is in the sound discretion of the federal court, propounded the following question:
courts. and not subject to review,
“Did or did not John Mullen, in your pres
tion for a new trial, the action 0 et, on ii. mo
thethe
court
in ence and at that time, say, in reply to a ques
meeting the nilidavits of jurors as to
exist
ence of an extra neous
_ inﬂuence
_
_
tion of Mrs. Hatch, ' 1 know your son, Clyde
is not within
that discretion, and is renewable on writ of Maitox, and he did not shoot; me; I saw the
error.
parties who shot me, and Clyde was not one
4. On a ‘trial for murder, when there is ad
of them?‘ ” This question was objected to
Inltted without objection, as a dying declara
tion, a statement _by deceased that
he did not
as incompetent, the objection sustained, and
know who shot him, it is error to exclude evi
defendant
excepted. Counsel also propounded
deuce of a further statement, made immediate
to Mrs. Hatch this question: “Did or did not
ly afterwards, that he saw the parties who shot
him, and that defendant was not among them.
John Mullen say to you, on the morning you

visited him, and after Dr. Graham had told
him that all the chances forlife were against
Reversed.
him, ‘I know Clyde Mnttox, your son, and he
V
is Statement by Mr. Chief Justice FULLER:
s
‘This was an indictment charging Clyde was not one of the parties who shot me?’ ”
This
was objected to on the ground of incom
Msttoir with the murder of one John Mullen,
about December 12. 1889, in that part of the petency, the objection sustained, and defend
Indian Territory made part of the United ant excepted.
In support of his motion for new trial, the
States judicial district of Kansas by section 2
of the act of con gress of January 6, 1883, (22 defendant offered the affidavits of two of the
jurors that the bailiﬂ' who had charge of the
St. p. 400, c. 13,) entitled “An act to pro
vide for holding a term of the district court jury in the case after the cause had been heard
and submitted, “and while they were deliber
of the United States at Wichita, Kansas, and
ating of their verdict," “in the presence and
for other purposes.”
hearing
of the jurors or a part of them, speak
Defendant pleaded not guilty, was put upon
ing of the case, said: ‘After you fellows get
his trial, 0c tober 5, 1891, and on the 8th
of that month was found guilty as charged, through with this case it will be tried again
down there. Thompson has poison in a bottle
the jury having retired on the 7th to con
that them fellows tried to give him.’ And at
sider of their verdict.
Motions for a new another time, in the presence and hearing of
trial and in arrest of judgment were sever
said jury or a part of them , referring to the dc
ally made and overruled, and Mattox sen
fendant, Clyde Muttox, said: ‘ This is the third
traced to death.
This writ of error was fellow he has killed.’ ” The aﬂidavit ofanotln.
thereupon sued out.
be evidence tended to show that Mullen or juror to the same effect, in respect of the
was shot in the evening between 8 and 9 remark of the bailill‘as to Thompson, was also
oclock, and that he died about 1 or 2 o‘clock offered, and, in addition, the atﬁdavits of
eight of the jurors, including the three just
ill the afternoon
of the next day; that three
shots were ﬁred and three wounds indicted; mentioned, “that after said cause had been
that neither of the wounds was necessarily submitted to the jury. and while the jury
were deliberating of their verdict, and before
fatal, bu t that the deceased died of pneumonia
producrd by one of them described as "in the they had agreed upon a verdict in the cnse,_a§
upper 1 uhe of the right lung, entering about certain newspaper printed and published "1:4
the city of‘Wichitn, Kan., known as ‘The
two or three inches above the right nipple,
Wichita Daily Eagle,’ of the date of Thurs
Passing through
the upper lobe of the right
lung. fracturing
day morning. October 8, 1891, was introduced
one end of the fourth rib, into the jury room; that said paper contained
Passing throu gh and lodging beneath the
sk in on the right side beneath the shoulder a comment upon the case under consideration
In error to the district court of the United

,, Slates for the district of Kansas.

made” The at tending physirinn, who was

by said jury, and that said comment upon said

after 9 o‘clock and remained
vimhe wounded
man until about 9 o‘clock
II] the morning
tween 8 and 9 . and visited him again be
o‘clock. testified that Mrs.
Hatch: the moth
er of Clyde Mnttox, was pres

case so under consideration by said jury was
read to the jury in their presence and hear

and a mu s

ing; that the comment so read to said jury is

found upon the ﬁfth page of said paper. and
in the third column of said page, and is as
follows:

m
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“' The Matter Case—The Jury Retired at

by writ of error, (Henderson v. Moore, 5

Noon Yesterday and is Still Out. The des
tiny of Clyde Mattox is now in the hands of
the twelve citizens of Kansas composing the
jury in this case. If he is not found guilty
oi‘ murder he will be a lucky man, for the
evidence against him was very strong, or, at
least, appeared to be to an outsider. The
case was given to the jury at noon yesterday,
and it was expected that their deliberations
would not last an hour before they would
return a verdict. The hour passed, and nine
more of them with it. and still a verdict was
not reached by 10:30 last night, when the
jury adjourned and went to their rooms at
the Carey.
001. Johnson, of Oklahoma
city, defended him. and made an excellent
speech in his behalf to the jury. Mr. Ady
also made a line speech, and one that was
full of argument and replete with the de
tails of the crime committed, as gathered
from the statements of witnesses.
The
lawyers who were present and the court
oﬂicers also agree that it was one of the best
and most logical speeches Mr. Ady ever
made in this court. It was so strong that
the friends of Mattox gave up all hope of
any result but conviction. Judge Riner’s
instructions to the jury were very clear and
impartial, and required nearly half an hour
for him to read them. When the jury ﬁled out,
Mattox seemed to be the most unconcerned
man in the room. His mother was very
pale. and her face indicated that she had but
very little hope. She is certainly deserving
of a good deal of credit. for she has stuck by
:her son, as only a mother can, through all
F,his trials and ditllculties, and this is not the
' ﬁrst one by any'means. for Clyde has been
tried for his life once before. He isa youth

Cranch, 11; Newcomb v. Wood, 97 U. S.
581;) but in the case at bar the district court
excluded the aflidavits, and, in passing upon
the motion, did not exercise any discretion

in respect of the matters stated therein.
Due exception was taken. and the question
of admissibility thereby preserved.
It will be perceived that the jurors did not
state what inﬂuence, if any, the communica
tion of the bailiff and the reading of the
newspaper had upon them, but conﬁned
their statements to what was said by the one
and read from the other.
In U. S. v. Reid, 12 How. 361, 366. affi
davits of two jurors were oifered in evidence
to establish the reading of a newspaper re

port of the evidence which had been givenm

in the case under trial, but both deposed that:
it had no inﬂuencc'on their verdict. Mr.
Cbief Justice Taney, delivering the opin
ion of the court, said: “The ﬁrst branch of
the second point presents the question wheth
er the ailidavits of jurors impeaching their
verdict ought to be received. It would per
haps hardly be safe to lay down any general
rule upon this subject. Unquestionably such
evidence ought always to be received with
great caution, but cases might arise in which
it would be impossible to refuse them with
out violating the plainest principles of jus
tice. It is, however, unnecessary to lay down
any rule in this case, or examine the deci
sions referred to in the argument; because
we are of opinion that the facts proved by
the jurors, if proved by unquestioned testi
mony, would be no ground for a new trial.
There was nothing in the newspapers cal
culated to influence their decision, and both
of them swear that these papers had not the
ful looking man of light build, a beardless slightest inﬂuence on their verdict.” The
face, and a nervous disposition. The crime opinion thus indicates that public policy,
which forbids the reception of the uﬂidavits,
for which he has just been tried is the kill
ing of a colored man in Oklahoma city over depositions, or sworn statements of jurors to
impeach their verdicts, may, in the interest
two years ago. Nobody saw him do the kill
ing, and the evidence against him is purely of justice, create an exception to its own rule,
circumstantial. but very strong. it is claimed while at the same time the necessity of great
caution in the use of such evidence is en
by those who heard all the testimony.'"
The bill of exceptions states that these affl
forced.
davits and a copy of the newspaper referred

There is, howevcr, a recognized distinction

to “were offered in open court by the defend
ant in support of his motion for a new trial,

between what may and what may not be es
tablished by the testimony of jurors to set
aside a verdict.
This distinction is thus put by Mr. Justice
Brewer, speaking for the supreme court
of Kansas in Perry v. Bailey, 12 Kan. 539,

and by the said district court excluded; to
which ruling the defendant, by his counsel.

then and there excepts and still excepts.”
And the defendant excepted to the overrul
ing of his motions for new trial and in arrest
of judgment.

545: “Public policy forbids that a malter

resting in the personal consciousness of one
juror should be received to overthrow the
verdict, because, being personal, it is not ac
Atty. Gen. Maury, for the United States.
cessible to other testimony. It gives to the
147
'
secret thought of one the power to disturb
Mr. Chief Justice FULLER, after stating the expressed conclusions of twelve. Its
tendency is to produce bad faith on the part
the facts in the foregoing language, deliv
of a minority; to induce an apparent acqui
ered the opinion of the court.
The allowance or refusal of a new trial escence with the purpose of subsequent dis
rests in the sound discretion of the court to sent; to induce tampering with individual
which the application is addressed, and the ]ili‘0I‘S subsequent to the verdict. But as to
result cannot be made the subject of review overt acts, they are accessible to the knowl
J. W. Johnson, for plnintiﬁ in error.

Asst.

§<"::31:
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edge of all the jurors. If one aiﬁrms mis
conduct, the remaining eleven can deny.
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solutely vitlate the verdict in all cases, with
out regard to whether any improper inﬂu
ences were actually exerted over the jury or
And in State v. Snyder. 20 Kan. 306,
‘eleven ‘jnay be heard. Under this view of not.
where the bailiff who had charge of the jury
the law. the afﬁdavits were properly received.
had been introduced and examined as a wit
They tended to prove something which did ness on behalf of the state, and had testi
not essentially inhere in the verdict—an
lied to material facts against the accused. his
overt act, open to the knowledge of all the
presence in the jury room during the delib
jury, and not alone within the personal cou
(eiragaions of thejury was held fatal to the ver
sciousncss of one.’I
10 .
The subject was much considered by Mr.
In Gainey v. People. 97 Ill. 270, the su
Justice Gray, then a member of the supreme
preme court of Illinois was of opinion that
judicial court of Massachusetts. in Wood the presence of a bailiff, in charge of a jury
ward v. Leavitt. 107 Mass. 453, where nu
in acapital case, in the jury room during a
merous authorities were referred to and ap
plied, and the conclusions announced “that, part of their deliberations, was a grave ir
onamotion for a new trial on the ground regularity and a breach of duty on the part
of bias on the part of one of the jurors. the of the olﬁcer, which would or would not vi
tiate the verdict, depending upon the circum
evidence of jurors. as to the motives and in
stances in each particular case; and the ap
ﬂuences which affected their deliberations,
plication
of the rule in State v. Snyder was
ls inadmissible either to impeach or to sup
approved, but the conclusion reached in Peo
port the verdict. But a juryman may tes
tify to any facts bearing upon the question ple v. Knapp was not fully sanctioned. The
of the existence of any extraneous inﬂuence. text-books refer to many cases in which the
action of the officer having a jury in charge,
although not as to how far that inﬂuence op
erated upon his mind. So a juryman may when prejudice might have resulted; or un
testify in denial or explanation of acts or authorized communications having a ten
declarations outside of the jury room, where dency to adverse inﬂuence; or the reading of
evidence of such acts has been given as newspapers containing imperfect reports of
ground for a new trial.” See. also, Ritchie the trial, or objectionable matter in the form
v. Holbrooke, 7 Serg. d: R. 458; Chews v. of editorial comments or otherwise,—liave
been held fatal to verdicts.
Driver, 1 N. J. Law, 166; Nelms v. State,
The jury in the case before us retired to
13 Smedes & M. 500; Hawkins v. New Or
leans. etc., 00.. 29 La. Ann. 134, 140; Whitney consider of their verdict on the 7th of Octo
v. Whitman. 5 Mass. 405; Hi): v. Drury, 5 ber, and had not agreed on the morning of
the 8th, when the newspaper article was read
Pick. 296.
We regard the rule thus laid down as to them. It is not open to reasonable doubt
that
the tendency of that article was injuri
conformable to right reason and sustained
by the weight of authority. These aﬂida ous to the defendant. Statements that the,
defendant had been tried for his life oncef‘
VIII! were within the rule. and. being mate
before;'that the evidence against him was.
rial, their exclusion constitutes reversible er
ror. Abrief examination will demonstrate claimed to be very strong by those who had
heard all the testimony; that the argument
their materiality.
It is vital in capital cases that the jury for the prosecution was such that the defend
ant‘s friends gave up all hope of any result
should pass upon the case free from ex
butconviction; and that it was expected that
ternal causes tending to disturb the exer
the
deliberations of the jury would not last
one of deliberate and unbiased judgment.
Nol‘ﬁfln any ground of suspicion that the an hour before they would return a verdict,
administration of justice has been interfered —could have no other tendency. Nor can it
with be tolerated. Hence. the separation be legitimately contended that the miscon
0‘ "I9 Jury in such a way as to expose them duct of the bailiff could have been otherwise
t0 tampering may be reason for a new trial, than prejudicial. Information that this was
,One cannot disturb the action of the twelve;
In is useless to tamper with one, for the

the third person Clyde Mattox had killed,

Epr contingent on
' ﬂlnpcring really took'place.

Whart. Crim.

Ill-$2 821’ 823. 824, and cases cited.
‘ rlvate communications. possibly prejudi
cliil. between jurors and third persons, or

coming from the olﬁcer in charge. precludes
any other conclusion. We should therefore
be compelled to reverse the judgment because
the affidavits were not received and consid
ered by the court, but another ground exists

upon which we must not only do this, but di
rect a new trial to be granted. _ _
Dying declarations are admissible on a
M‘ily forbidden. and invalidate the verdict,
unless their harmlessness is made to trial for murder, as to the fact of the homi
cide and the person by whom it was com
Indeed. it was held in Peo le v. Kna . mitted, in favor of the defendant as well as
42 Mich. 267. 3 N- W. Rep.p927, that {115,6 against him. 1 East, P. C. 353; Rex. v.
gleﬁence of an otlicer during the delibera Scaife, 1 Moody & R. 551; U. S. v. Taylor.
si‘ms °f the jury is such an irregular inva 4 Crunch, C. C. 338; Moore v. State, 12 Ala.
764; Com. v. Matthews, 89 Ky. 287, 12 S.
011013 the right of trial by jury as to ab
W. Rep. 333. But it must be shown by the

witncsses._or the oﬂicer in charge, are abso
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The question propounded was objected to on
party offering them in evidence that they
were made under a sense of impending
death. This ma)‘ be made to appear from
what the injured person said; or from the
nature and exicnt of the wounds inﬂicted
being obviously such that he must have felt
or known that he could not survive; as well
as from his conduct at the time and the

the sole ground of incompetency, and the
objection sustained. In this, as the case
stood, there was error. So long as the evi
dence was in the case as to what Mullen
said, defendant was entitled to refresh the
memory of the witness in a. proper manner,“
and bring out, it he could, what more, it:

communications, if any, made to him by his ‘anything,

medical advisers, if assented to or under
standingly acquiesced in by him.
The
length of time elapsing between the making
of the declaration and the death is one of
the elements to be considered, although, as
stated by Mr. Greenleaf. "it is the impres
sion of almost immediate dissolution, and
not the rapid succession of death. in point of
fact, that renders the testimony admissi
ble.” 1 Green]. Ev. (15th Ed.)
156, 157,
158; State v. \Vensell, 98 M0. 137. 11 S. W.
Rep. 614; Com. v. Haney, 127 Mass. 455;
uKehoe v. Com., 85 Pa. St. 127; Swisher v.

he said in that connection. It’
was not inconsistent with Mullen‘s statement
that he did not know the parties. for him also
to have said that he knew Mattox was not
one of them. His ignorance of who shot
him was not incompatible with knowledge of
who did not shoot him. We regard the er
ror thus committed as justifying the award
ing of a. new trial.
The judgmentis reversed, and the cause
remanded to the district court of the United
States for the district of Kansas, with a di

rection to grant a new trial.
I:

E Com., 26 Grat. 963; State v. Schmidt. 73 Iowa,
' 469, 35 N. W. Rep. 590.

In'Reg. v. Per

kins, 9 Car. &P. 395. the deceased received a
severe wound from a gun loaded with shot,

of which wound he died at 5 o‘clock the
next morning. On the evening of the day
on which he was wounded. he was told by a
surgeon that he could not recover. made no
reply. but appeared dejected. It was held by
all the judges of England that a declara
tion made by him at that time was receivable
in evidence on the trial ofa person for killing
him, as beingadeclaration in articulo mortis.
There the declaration was against the ac
cused. and obviously no more rigorous rule
should be applied when it is in his favor.
The point is to ascertain the state of the
mind at the time the declarations were made.
The admission of the testimony is justified
upon the ground of necessity, and in view of
the consideration that the certain expecta
tion of almost immediate death will remove
all temptation to falsehood and enforce as
strict adherence to the truth as the obliga
tion of an oath could impose. But the evi
dence must be received with the utmost
caution, and, if the circumstances do not

satisfactorily disclose that the awful and
solemn situation in which he is placed is
realized by the dying man because of the
hope of recovery, it ought to be rejected.
In this case the lapse of time was but a few
hours.

The wounds were three in number,

and one of them of great severity. The
patient was perfectly conscious, and asked
the attending physician his opinion, and was
told that the chances were all against him,
and that the physician thought there was no
“show for you [him] at all.” He was then
interrogated as to who did the shooting, and
he replied that he did not know. All this
was admitted without objection. Defend
ant‘s counsel then endeavored to elicit from
the witness whether, in addition to saving
that he did not know the parties who ‘shot
him, Mullen stated that he knew Clyde Mat
tox, and that it was not Clyde who did so.

(146 U. S. 162)

MORLEY v. LAKE SHORE & M. S. RY. CO.
(November 14, 1892.)
No. 1.
FEDERAL COURTS—FOLLOWING Sn'rs Decisions—
gsuouuon or Common -— Dos Puocass or
AW.
1. Code Civil Proc. § 1211, provides that a
judgment shall bear interest from the date of its
entry. Laws N. Y. 1879, c, 538, p. 598, § 1,
changing the rate of interest from 7 to 6 per
cent., contains a proviso that nothing therein shall
affect any prior contract. The New York court
of appeals ecided that a judgment for breach of
contract, obtained prior to the date when the lat

ter ‘act went into eﬁ'ect, bore 7 per cent. interest
until that date, and only 6 per cent. thereafter.
Held, that this decision was conclusive in the fed—
eral supreme court as to thc meaning of the New
York statute. O‘Bricn v. Young,
N Y
,
1and grouty v. Railway 00., 95 N. Y. 667, £01
owe .
2. Where a judgment is obtained on a con
tract which contains no provision for interest,
the allowance of interest on the judgment is a
matter within the legislative discretion of a
state. The judgment is not a contract, and a

law reducing the rate of interest thereon does
not impair the obligation of contracts. within
the mennin of the federal constitution. Mr.
Justice Har an, Mr. Justice Field, and Mr. Jus
ticc Brewer. dissenting.
3.A judgment of the highest court of a
state is not reviewnble in the supreme court of
the United States because it refuses to give ef
fect to a valid contract, or, in effect, impairs the
obligation of a. contract.
4. Where a state statute changes the rats
of interest thereafter to accrue on judgments
previously rendered, a citizen whose claims un
der the statute have been adjudicated by the
highest court of the state is not deprived of
property without due process of law, within the
meaning of the constitution. Mr. Justice Har

Ian, Mr. Justice Field, and Mr. Justice Brewer,
dissenting.

In error to the court of appeals of the
state of New York. Aﬁirmed.
W. F. Upson. Geo. Hoadly, and Lucien
Birdseye, for plaintiff in error. E. S. Ra
palloI for defendant in error.
163
‘Mr. Justice SHIRAS delivered the opin-'
ion of the court.

John S. Prouty, of the city and state 0!

581:!
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New York, was a holder and owner of cer

num from January 1, 1880, to May 21, 1881,
the time of such payment, and demanded
that the execution be returned satisfied. It
would seem that the reason for the refusal
to pay 7 per cent. interest after January 1,
1880, was the passage of the act of June 20,
1879. of the legislature of the state of’ New
York, changing the rate of interest upon the

taln preferred and gnarantied stock of the
Michigan Southern do Northern Indiana Rail
road Company. This stock was issued in
the city of New York. in the year 185?, and
the guarantied dividends and interest were
to be there paid. Subsequently, it being al
lsged that the said company was in arrears
of dividends and interest due Mr. l’routy as
loan or forbearance of’ any money, goods, or
holder and owner of its stock. on action was
things in action from 7 per cent. to 6 per
commenced by him in the supreme court of
cent. per annum, which act. upon January
the state of New York in and for the city
1,1880, began to take effect. The sheriff
and county of New York, special term, up
and plaintiff received the said sum on ac-n
on the equity side, to compel the said com
count, and demanded an additional amount:

pany speciﬁcally to perform its contract and
agreement with him. During the pendency
of the action, evidence was produced tend
ing to show that, after the commencement
of the same, the said company was, with va
rious other companies, merged or consolidat
ed into the Lake Shored: Michigan southern
Railway Company, the present defendant in
error. Upon this evidence the consolidated
company was permitted to be brought in as
defendant by supplemental complaint. 1n
pursuance of this complaint, after a trial at
special term. the supreme court, on motion.
decreed that the railroad company should
gspeciﬁcally pe rform all and every act and
- acts necessary and proper for‘the speciﬁc per
formance of the contract and agreement in
the ﬁndings and decisions of the special term
set forth. and made as therein stated, with
the plaintiff as holder and owner of the stock
in question, and to pay the plaintiff the
amount of the arrears as dividends, being
$27,426.67. with interest, the whole aggre
gating $53,184.88; and also decreed that im
mediately after serv ice of a copy of the judg
ment the company should declare and make
payable, and p ayout of any of the net earnings
of the company, the said sum of $53,184.88.
together with interest thereon from the en
try of said judgment; and that, in case of
failure within 80 days
after service of the

‘which would he the balance due upon com-'
puting the interest at the rate of 7 per cent.
per annum for the whole time. Thereupon
the railroad company, by its attorney, ob

tained a rule to show cause why the said
execution should not be returned fully satis
fled, or why the said judgment should not be
discharged, and marked satislicd of record.
or why the sheriff should not be forever- en
joined from making any levy or sale under
said execution.

This application was, at a

special term of the supreme court of New
York, denied. The general term of the
same court afterwards allirmed the denial of‘
this motion by the special term. 26 Hum
546. An appeal was then taken from the
said general term of the said supreme court
to the court of appeals, where the decision
of the supreme court was reversed, and that
court was ordered to grant the motion.

95

N. Y. 428. 667.
The complainant thereupon, by a writ of
error, brought the matter from the court of
appeals. which is the highest court having
jurisdiction thereof in the state of New York,
to this court.
In considering this case, we shall ﬁnd it
convenient to have before us certain sections
of the statutes of New York, namely:

Rev. St. pt. 2, c. 4, tit. 3, enacted Decem
to pay the said sum of $53,184.88 ber 4, 1827, and taking effect January 1,
and said interest , the plaintiff should have 1830, (1 Rev. St. 771:)
execution theref or against the defendant.
“Section 1. The rate of interest upon the
On appeal by the defendant from this decree loan or forbearance of any money, goods, or
the general term 0 f the supreme court, (1 things in action shall continue to be seven
Hun, 655.) and afterwards to the court of dollars upon one hundred dollars for one
appeals. (52 N
. Y. 363,) the decree was year, and after that rate for a greater or less
atlirmed, a: it] was
entered in the ollice of the sum, or for a longer or shorter time."
clerk of the county of New York on the 26th
Laws 1879. c. 538. p. 598. (an act to
day of J an nary. 1878.
The proceedings
in amend the title containing the section above
the action prior to this decree
do not appeal‘
quoted,
passed June 20 1879, and taking ef
mthe record before this
court, but such facts
fect January 1, 1880:)
as are not shown by the
record. and which
“Section 1. The rate of interest upon the
deserve to] 10 stated here, are gathered from
loan or forbearance of any money, goods, or
the briefs and d
ata therein cited. and seem things in action shall be six dollars upon one
to be undisputed.
jud gment

e directio as of the said decree not bein
complied w ith. on the 21st day of May, 1881,
an execution was du
of the decree, with ly
i issued for the amount
the defendant comp nterest, and thereupon

e said amount, witany paid to the sheriff
interest at the rate of
7pc: cent. per annumh up
to January 1, 1880,
Ind inter-es tat the rate
of 6 per cent. per an

hundred dollars for one year, and after thate

rate for a greater or less sum, or fora longer:
or shorter time; but‘nothiug herein contained
shall be so construed as to in any way affect
any contract or obligation made before the
passage of this act.
_
“Sec. 2. All acts or parts of acts incon
sistent with the provisions of this act are
hereby repealed.
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"See. 8. This act shall take effect on the
ﬁrst day of January, 1880." ~
Laws 1877, c. 417, pp. 468, 477. (An en
actment of June 2, 1876, taking effect Sep
tember 1, 1877.)
"Sec. 1211. A judgment for a sum of
money, rendered in a court of record or not
of record, or a judgment rendered in a court
of record directing the payment of money,
bears interest from the time when it is en
tered.”

The ﬁrst question we have to consider is
the eﬂect to be given to the saving clause
contained in the first section of the act of
June 20, 1879, which provides that nothing
therein contained shall be so construed as to
in any way affect any contract or obligation
made before the passage of that act. This
question is answered for us by the decision
of the court of appeals of New York in this
very case, holding that this saving clause is
not applicable in the case of a judgment like
the plaintiff's. In Louisiana v. Pilsbury, 105
U. 8., at page 294, this court, speaking by
Mr. Justice Field, says: “Whether such a
construction [by judicial decisions, upon a

clause of the state constitution] was a sound
one, is not an open question. * " ‘l The
exposition given by the highest tribunal of
the state must be taken as correct so far as
contracts made under the act are concerned.
* ' * The construction, so far as con
tract obligations incurred under it are con
cerned, constitutes a part of the law as much
as if embodied in it. So far does this doctrine
extend that when a statute of two states, ex
pressed in the same terms, is construed dif
ferently by the highest courts, they are treat
ed by us as different laws, each embodying
the particular construction of its own state,
b and enforced in accordance with it in all cases
“arising under it." “The rule of construc

constitute a, purely judicial error, involvi
noquestion of the validity of the law; whi
latter question alone is, by the plainest pos
sible terms of the constitution and judiciary
act, subject to investigation here. Assum
ing, then, that the statute in question was
correctly construed by the New York court,
our only inquiry must be as to the validity
of the statute itself, as construed by the state
court.

Did, then, the law that changed the

rate of interest thereafter to accrue on a sub
sisting judgment infringe a contract. within
the meaning of the constitution of the Unit
ed States?
Before we state the conclusions reached
by this court, the contention on behalf of the
plaintiff in error may be brieﬂy stated, as
follows:
The judgment was based on a contract,

which. as soon as it became a cause of action
by the failure of the defendant to comply
with its terms, began, under the then exist
ing law of the state, to draw interest at the

rate of 7 per cent. per annum, and, when
merged into judgment, was entitled to draw
interest at that rate until paid; that such
judgment was itself a contract in the constié
tutional sense; and that the'interest accru-'

ing and to accrue was as much a part of the
contract as the principal itself, and equally
within the protection of the constitution.
Interest on a principal sum may be stipu
lated for in the contract itself, either to run
from the date of the contract until it matures,
or until payment is made; and its payment
in such a case is as much a part of the obli~
gation of contract as the principal, and equal
ly within the protection of the constitution.
But if the contract itself does not provide for
interest, then, of course, interest does not

accrue during the running of the contract,
and whether, after maturity and a failure to
pay, interest shall accrue, depends wholly on

' tion adopted by the highest court of the'state

the law of the stateasdeelared by its statutes.

in construing their own constitution and one
of their own statutes in a case not involving
any question re-examinable in this court un
der the twenty-ﬁfth section of the judiciary

If the state declares that, in case of the

act, must be regarded as conclusive in this
court.” Provident Inst. v. Massachusetts, 6

Wall. 611, 630. “The construction given to
a statute of a state by the highest judicial
tribunal of such state is regarded as a part
of the statute, and is as binding upon the
courts of the United States as the text."

Leﬂlngwell v. Warren, 2 Black. 599, 603.
The meaning of a state statute, declared by
the highest court of a state, is conclusive up
on this court. Randall v. Brigham. 7 Wall.
523, 541. If, then, the law as enacted by
the legislature, and construed by the state

breach of a contract, interest shall accrue,
such interest is in the nature of damages,
and, as between the parties to the contract,
such interest will continue to run until pay
ment, or until the owner of the cause of ac
tion elects to merge it into judgment.
After the cause of action, whether a tort
or a broken contract, not itself prescribing

interest till payment, shall have been merged
into a judgment, whether interest shall ac
crue upon the judgment is a matter not of
contract between the parties, but of legisla
tive discretion, which is free, so far as the

constitution of the United States is con
cerned, to provide for interestas a penalty or
liquidated damages for the nonpayment of

judiciary, will be the law of the state, it fol

the judgment, or not to do so.

lows that, as to the proper construction of
the statute, and as to what should be regard
ed as among its terms, no federal question
could arise. The most that could be claimed
would be that, although the statute of the
state was unobjectionable, yet the state court
had erroneously construed it. This would

provision is made by statute, the owner of
the judgment is, of course, entitled to the
interest so prescribed until payment is re
ceived, or until the state shall, in the exercise
of its discretion, declare that such interest
shall be changed or cease to accrue. Should
the statutory damages for nonpayment of a

When such

r
(
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judgment be determined by a state, either in
‘contract’ is used in the constitution in its
whole or in part, the owner of a judgment
ordinary sense, as signifying the agreement
will be entitled to receive and have a vested
of two or more minds, for considerations
right in the damages which shall have ac
proceeding from one to the other, to do. or
Crued up to the date of the legislative change;
not to do, certain acts. Mutual assent to its
but after that time his rights as to interest
terms is of its very essence." Where the
as damages are,as when he ﬁrst obtained his
transaction is not based upon any assent of
judgment, just what the legislature chooses
parties, it cannot be said that any faith is
gto declare. He has no contract whatever on pledged with respect to it. and no case arises
‘the subject with the defendant in the judg
for the operation of the constitutional prohi
' mentrand his right is to receive, and the de
bition. Garrison v City of New York. 21
fendant’s obligation is to pay, as damages, Wall. 196, 203. It is true that in Louisiana
just what the state chooses to prescribe.
v. Mayor. etc., and in Garrison v City of
It is contended on behalf of the plaintiff in
New York, the causes of action merged in
error. as stated above, that the judgment is the judgments were not contract obligations,
itself a contract, and includes within the but in both those cases, as in this, the court
scope of its obligation the duty to pay inter
was dealing with the contention that the
wt thereon. As we have seen, it is doubtless judgments themselves were contracts proprio
the duty of the defendant to pay the interest
vigore.
that shall accrue on the judgment, if such
A large portion of the able argument in
interest be prescribed by statute; but such
behalf of the plaintitf in error was directed
duty is created by the statute, and not by the
to a discussion of the question how far the
agreement of the parties, and the judgment
legislature may change remedies on existing
is not itself a contract within the meaning of
contracts
without impairing their obligation
the constitutional provision invoked by the
in the constitutional sense, and our special
plaintiﬂ in error. The most important ele
attention was asked to the case of Gunn v.
ments of a contract are wanting. There is
no aggregatio mentium. The defendant Barry, 15 Wall. 610. That was a case where
has not voluntarily assented or promised to in this court held that. as respects a creditor
pay. “A judgment is in no sense a contract who had obtained by his judgment a lien on
or agreement between the parties." Wyman the land which aformer exemption secured
v. Mitchell, 1 Cow. 316, 321. In McCoun v. to him, while the new one destroyed it, the
Railroad Co.. 50 N. Y. 176, it was said that law creating the new exemption impaired the
"a statute liability wants all the elements of obligation of a contract. and was unconstitu
a contract, consideration and mutuality, as tional and void. The doctrine of that and
similar cases does not seem to be applicable
well as the assent of the party. Even a judg
to the present case. Much discussion has
ment founded upon a contract is no con
been had in many cases in this and other
tract." In Bidleson v. Whytel, 3 Burrows,
courts in theattempt to ﬁx deﬁnitely the line
1545. it was held by Lord Mansﬁeld, after
great deliberation. and after consultation between the alterations of the remedy which
are
deemed legitimate. and those which, un
with all the judges, that "a judgment is on
contract. nor can be considered in the light der the form of modifying the remedy, im
pair substantial rights; but, if we are right
of a contract; for judicium redditur in in
vitum.” To a scire facias on a judgment in our view of the nature of the present case,,..
entered in 13 Car. 11., the defendant for plea we are not called upon to review or consider:_
alleged that the contract upon which recovery those cases. If it be true, as we have'en~‘
was had was usurious, to which plea the deavored to show, that interest allowed for
plaintiﬂf demurred. saying that judgments nonpayment of judgments is in the nature
cannot be void upon such a ground. since by of statutory damages, and if the plaintiff in
the Judgment the original contract which is the present case has received all such dam
Bilpposed to be usurious is determined, and ages which accrued while his judgmentre
cited the case of Middleton v. Hall, Gouldsb. mnined unpaid, there is no change or with
123. and Cro. Eliz. 588; and according to this drawal of remedy. His right was to collect
the plea was ruled bad, and judgment given such damages as the state, in its discretion,
for the plaintiﬂ’. Rowe v. Bellaseys, 1 Sid. provided should be paid by defendants who
182 “_'1‘oa scire facias on a judgment by should fail to promptly payjudgments which
confession the defendant pleaded that the should be entered against them, and such
right has not been destroyed or interfered
warrant of attorney was given on an usuri
Eous contract; and upon demurrer it was held with by legislation. The discretion exercised
:that this was not within the statute 12 Anne, by the legislature in prescribing what, if
[0,t ,usuryr] Or to be got at'this way, for any, damages shall be paid by way of_com
"as Is no contract or assurance, a judgment pensation for delay in the pnymentiof jirdg.
be‘lfg redditum in invitum." Bush v. Gow nients, is based on reasons of public policy.
91" 2 strange. 1043. In Louisiana v. Mayor, and is altogether outside the sphere of pin.
'
_
9w, 199 u. s. 285, 288. 3 Sup. Ct. Rep. 211, vate contracts.
The weil-settlcd rule, that in a suit on this
"1 whlchit was contended on behalf of an
minerﬂﬁ judgment that it was a contract, New York judgment in another state the in
terest recoverable is that allowed by the lat
Sm \glthin the protection of the federal con
11 ion as such, it was said that “the term ter, points to the conclusion that such inter
est is in the nature of damages. and does not
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arise out of any contract between the par
ties; for, as is said by Chief Justice Marshall
in Ogden v. Saunders, 12 Wheat. 213, 343,
“if the law becomes a part of the contract,

change of place would not expunge the con
dition. A contract made in New York
would be the same in any other slate as in
New York. and would still retain the stipu
lrtion originally introduced into it.”
The further contention of the plaintiff in
suor, that he has been deprived of his prop
erty without due process of law, can be more
readily disposed of. If, as we have seen,
the plaintiff has actually received on account
of his judgment all that he is entitled to re
ceive, he cannot be said to have been de
prived of his property; and whether or not a
statutory change in the rate of interest there
after to accrue on the judgment can be re
garded as a deprivation of property. the ad
indication of the plaintiff’s claims by the
courts of his own state must be admitted to
be due process of law. Nor are we author
lzed by the judiciary act to review this judg
ment of the state court because this judg
ment refuses to give effect to a valid con
tract, or because such judgment, in its effect,
impairs the obligation of a contract. If we
sdid, every case decided in the state courts
‘would be brought here, when the party set
' ting up a'contract alleged that the court took
a different view of its obligation from that
which he held. Knox v. Bank, 12 Wall.
379, 383.

time of recovering the same until such amount
be paid.”
Execution was issued on the above judg
ment. and, by written indoisement upon it,
the sheriff was directed to collect thereon
$54,622.61,

(which

was

the

:l&ki:.H‘Il-~

aggregate

amount, principal and costs, adjudged in
favor of the plaintiff,) with interest at 7 perv:

cent. from the date of the judgment. Was‘;
‘it competent for the legislature, by the act‘
of 1879, which took effect January 1, 1880,
to reduce to 6 per cent. the interest collect
ible, after its passage, on the above judg

ment? I think it was not, and therefore

dissent from the opinion and judgment of
the court.
It may be conceded, for the purposes of
this case, that a judgment, into which is
merged a contract that does not itself pro
vide for interest, will bear interest as may
be prescribed by the statute in force when
the judgment is entered, whatever may have
been the rate of interest upon judgments at
the time such contract was made. But it
does not follow. when interest is given by a
judgment in conformity with the statutes in
force when it is rendered, that the right thus
acquired can be affected or taken away by
subsequent legislation. The dilliculty is not
met by saying that the allowance of interest
upon a judgment is wholly within legislative
discretion, and not a matter of agreement be
tween the part-ies. Rights may be acquired
by legislation that cannot be taken away by
The result of these views is that we ﬁnd subsequent enactments. When the judg
no error in the record, and that the judgment ment in question was rendered, the plaintiff
was entitled by statute to require the collec
of the New York court of appeals is accord
tion of interest upon the amount recovered
ingly aﬁirmed.
from the time of the recovery “until such
amount be paid ;" and that right was asserted
Mr. Justice HARLAN, dissenting.
In an action brought in the supreme court in the mode prescribed when the plaintilf, by
of New York by John S. Prouty against the his indorsement on the execution, required
Lake Shore & Michigan Southern Railway the sheriff to collect the amount adjudged,
Company and others to compel the speciﬁc with 7 per cent. interest till paid. Although
the contract upon which the judgment was
performance of a certain contract, it was ad
judged, January 26, 1878, that the company based did not, in terms, provide for interest
upon any judgment rendered for its specilic
pay the plaintiff out of its net earnings $53,
184.88, “together with interest thereon from performance, it was necessarily implied, in
the entry of said judgment." It was also such contract, that the party suing for a
adjudged that if the company. within a time breach of it, or suing to compel its speciﬁc
speciﬁed, failed to pay to the plaintiff the performance, should receive from the other
party the amount judicially ascertained to be
above principal sum “and such interest,"
the plaintiﬁ might have execution therefor due, with such interest, if any, as the law
against the defendant. Judgment was also allowed, and as the court legally awarded, at
entered in plaintift’s favor for $1,437.73 for the time judgment might be entered. In
deed, it is an implied condition of every
his costs and allowance in the action.
By the statutes of New York in force when agreement that the party failing to comply
this judgment was rendered 7 per cent. was with its terms shall be liable to the party in
the legal rate of interest. It was provided jured in such sum as the law will give him
,5
that “every judgment shall bear interest at the time the default is adjudged.
Mr. Justice Story says: “Express con-5‘,
from the time of perfecting the same;" that
is. "from the time when it is entered.” Laws tracts are where the'terms of the agreement‘
1844, c. 324; 1 Rev. St. N. Y. p. 771, pt. 2, are openly avowed and uttered at the time
c. 4, tit. 3; Laws 1877, c. 417, pp. 468, 477. of the making of it. Implied contracts are
such as reason and justice dictate from the
It was also provided that, “whenevera judg
ment shall be rendered, and execution shall
be issued thereon, it shall be lawful to direct,
upon such execution, the collection of inter

nature of the transaction, and which, there

est upon the amount recovered, from the

makes no distinction between the one class

fore, the law presumes that every man un
dertakes to perform.
The constitution

nun-“u
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of contracts and the other.

It, then, equally

embraces and applies to both. Indeed, as by
far the largest class of contracts in civil so

cietv, in the ordinary transactions of life, are

implied, there would be very little iilije-CI; in
securing the iuviolubility of express con
tracts if those which are implied might be
impaired by state legislation. The constitu

tion is not chargeable with such folly or in

consistency." 2 Const.§ 1377.

The prin

ciple was applied in Fisk v. Police Jury, 116
U. S. 131, 134, 6 Sup. Ct. Rep. 329, where
this court, speaking by Justice Miller, said:

quent statute, increasing or diminishing the
former rate of interest, will affect the
amount that can he collected under execution
upon such judgment.” The court said:
“The effect of a judgment is to fix the rights
of the parties thereto by the solemn adjudi

cation of a court having jurisdiction. How
those rights can be affected by any subse
quent legislation is not apparent. This con
tract of' the highest authority cannot be dis
turbed so long as it remains unexercised and
unsatisfied. Changing the rate of interest
does not affect existing contracts or debts
due prior to such enactment, whether they be
evidenced by statute, by judgment, or by
agreement of the parties." After referring
to several cases, the court proceeds: “It will
be seen that these cases are decided on the
principles above stated; that the parties’
rights are fixed by the judgment of the court.
and the judgment carries with it its inci
dents, equally determined, and all relating
to the date of its entry." It is of no conse
quence, in the present case. that the judg

"The vice of the argument of the supreme
court of Louisiana is in limiting the protect
ing power of the constitutional provision
against impairing the obligation of contracts
to express contracts. to speciﬁc agreements,
and in rejecting that much larger class in
which, one party having delivered property,
paid money, rendered service, or suffered
loss at the request of or for the use of an
other, the law completes the contract by im
plying an obligation on the part of the latter
toinake compensation. This obligation can
no more be impaired by a law of the state ment, although calling for interest on the
amount adjudged, did not specify the rate of
than that arising on a promissory note.”
interest. The statute then in force ilxcd the;
This principle was illustrated in another
case in this court. I allude to McCracken v. rate, and, as said in Amis v. Smith, 16 Pet‘;
Hayward, 2 How. 608, 613. The question 303, 311. interest upon‘a judgment, secured‘
there was as to the validity of a statute of by positive law, is “as much a part of the
Illinois, prohibiting property from being sold judgment as if expressed in it."
It seems to me that the law made it a part
on execution for less than two thirds of the
valuation made by appraisers, pursuant to of the contract upon which Prouty‘s judg
the directions contained in the law. That ment was founded that for any breach oi‘
statute was held to impair the obligation of it, or for any failure to perform it by tin
contracts made before its passage, and to be otlier party, he should be entitled to sue, and
to have judgment for such sum, whetln-r
inoperative upon executions issuing on judg
meats founded on such contracts. This principal or interest, as the law, at the time
ofjudgment,
entitled him to demand. Thi
court said: "The obligation of the contract
statute in question took away his right to
between the parties in this case was to per
receive a part of the amount which a. court.
form the promises and understandings con
tained therein. The right of the piaintiﬁ.’ having full jurisdiction of the subject-matter
uwas to damages for the breach thereof, to and of the parties, adjudged to be due him,
string suit mid obtain a. judgment, to take and therefore impaired the obligation of the
' out and prosecute an'execution against the contract.
If the statute in question is constitutional.
defendant till the judgment was satisﬁed,
pursuant to the existing laws of Illinois. then it was competent for the legislature,
not
simply to reduce the interest upon unsat
hese laws giving these rights were as per
fectly binding on the defendant, and as m ucli isﬁed judgments previously rendered. but to
part of the contract, as if they had been set take away the right to all interest after its
forth in its stipulations in the very words of passage. Indeed. I do not see why, under
the reasoning of the court, the legislature
the law relating to judgments and execu
tions. If the defendant had made such an might not, after the judgment was rendered.
have forbidden the collection of any interest
agreement as to authorize a sale of his prop
whatever upon lit. If it be said that the
Orly, which should beievied on by the sheriff,
for-such price as should be bid for it at a fair. right to interest at 7 per cent. had become
Public sale. on reasonable notice. it would established up to the passage of the last‘ act,
have conferred a right on the plaintiff which and could not be afIected by its provisions,
the constitution made inviolable; and it can with equal force it could be said that the
make no difference whether such right is right to interest from the entry of the judg
fr‘lncgel'fed by the terms or law of the con ment until the payment of the principal was
established by the judgment. Nor do I see

Lft case in point is Cox v. Marlatt, 36 N. J.
Id". 689.

The principal question there. as

Um] 1')’ the coui't, was “whether, after a
Judgment has been ohtained, which carries a
rel'tain rate of interest under the then exist
“8 law. a change of that law by a subse

‘

why, under the principles of the opinion, it

was not competent for the legislature to have
increased the rate of interest, and thus coin
pciied the defendant to pay more than it was

bound to pay when the judgment was ren
dered.
Look at the question in another aspect.
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ous assemblages. are property, in the sense
Suppose, by the law in force when a judg
ment is rendered, the plaintiﬁ is entitled to that they are capable of ownership, and may
have a pecuniary value." It, however, held
execution upon it. If the legislature subse
quently, for the purpose of favoring debtors, that the fourteenth amendment did not ap
ply to that case, for the reason that, as the
requires the return of all outstanding execu
judgments continued an existing liability
tions, and forbids any execution upon judg
ments or decrees for money to be issued for against the city, the relators could not be
12 months, when the law, at the date of the said to have been deprived of them. In that
case, Mr. Justice Bradley concurred in the
judgment. authorized an execution to be is
..sued in 10 days after judgment, could not judgment on a special ground, namely, “that
‘,1 such legislation, under the principles of the remedies against municipal bodies for dain
ages caused by mobs or other violators of law
' decision in this'case, be sustained as not im
pairing the obligations of contracts? Those unconnected with the municipal government
who would seek to sustain legislation of that are purely matters of legislative policy, de
character need only say that, as the right to pending on positive law, which may at any
execution uponajudgment for money was not time be repealed or modiﬁed, either before or
given by the agreement of the parties, but after the damage has occurred, and the re
by the statute regulating executions, it was peal of which causes the remedy to cease."
within legislative discretion to modify the But he also said: “An ordinary judgment 0!
law in force when the judgment was ren~ damages for a tort, rendered against the per
dered, in respect to the mode of enforcing son committing it, in favor of the person in
the judgment. I do not think that such an jured, stands upon a very different footing.
argument would be heeded. Yet I take Such a judgment is founded upon an abso
leave to say, with all respect for the opinions lute right, and is as much an article of prop
of others, that it ought to prevail in the case erty as anything else that a party owns; and
the legislature can no more violate it with—
supposed, it it be true, as is now held, that
out due process of law than it can any other
it is competent for the legislature, consist
property. To abrogate the remedy for en-‘
ently with the contract clause or the consti
tution, to declare that a party, adjudged by forcing it, and to give no other adequate
a court of competent jurisdiction, in a case remedy in its stead, is to deprive the owner
of his property, within the meaning of the
ex contractu, to pay a given sum. with in
fourteenth amendment. The remedy for en
terest, until paid, at the rate then established,
forcing a judgment is the life of a judgment,
shall not be required to perform that judg
just as much as the remedy for enforcing a
ment in all oi’ its parts, but may go acquit
ted by paying less interest than that so ﬁxed contract is the life of the contract. While
the original constitution protected only con
both by the existing law and by the judg
tracts from being impaired by state law, the
ment.
There is still another view of the case fourteenth amendment protects every species
which, in my opinion, is conclusive against of property alike, except such as in its nature
that taken by the court. It the rights of the and origin is subject to legislative control.
In my opinion. the right which a party has
parties as established by the judgment were
by a judgment for money—at least where the .
not protected by the clause of the constitu
cause of action is ex contractu—to collect the
tion forbidding the passage of state laws im
pairing the obligations of contracts, was not sum awarded thereby, with interest, until
paid, at the rate then established by law. is,
the right of Prouty to collect the sum, prin
a right of property, of which he cannot be de-l‘;
cipal and interest, awarded him by the judg
ment, a right of property, of which he could prived by mere legislative enactmeni'n'oven'
not be deprived by legislative enactment? to the extent of reducing the interest collect
Could the legislature have taken from him ible under such judgment.
I am authorized by Mr. Justice FIELD
the right to collect the principal sum found
and Mr. Justice BREWER to say that they
to be due from the railroad company? Clear
ly not, if any eﬁect whatever is to be given concur in this opinion.
to that clause of the fourteenth amendmentI
=1

declaring that no state shall deprive any per
son of property without due process of law.
But if the judgment, as respects the princi
pal sum, was property of which Prouty could
not be arbitrarily deprived, why is not the
interest which the judgment, in conformity
with law, awarded to him, equally propertv,
and entitled to like protection? In Louisiana
Ev. Mayor, etc., 109 U. S. 285, 289, 291, 3

:1 Sup. Ct. Rep. 211, it was held that a judg
ment against a mu nicipal'corporation for
damages caused by a mob was not within the
protection of the contract clause of the con
stitution. But the court conceded that such
judgments, “though founded upon claims to
indemnity for unlawful acts of mobs or riot

(146 U. S. 3%)

BENSON et ai. v. UNITED STATES.
(December 5, 1892.)

No. 1007.
MILITARY RESERVATION—J cmsmc'rrox — Munoz!
—Evronsos-Wirsnssss.
1. Laws Kan. 1875. p. 95, ceding to the
Unted States ex_clusive jurisdiction over the Ft.
Leavenworth military reservation, with certain
exceptions as to service of process and taxation

by state authorities, constituted a valid cession
of Jurisdiction, and, though made without any
request by the general government, yet, as it
conferred a beneﬁt, its acceptance is to be re
sumed. Railroad Co. v. Lowe, 5 Sn . Ct. EP

90o, 114 U. S. 525, and Railway

0. v. MO'

5'19
uai-suimIanLruB.-mEl:mqrJsl'n?m
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Glinn, 5 Sup. Ct. Rep. 1005, 114 U. S. 542, fol.
lowed.
1:. The action of the political departments of
the government in reserving the whole tract for
military purposes is conclusive upon the courts
as to the character of the occupation, and_they
cannot inquire, for the_purpose of determining
jurisdiction in a criminal case, Whether the
place of the crime was then in actual use for
milita
oses. for murder, defendant's wife
3%: uiiptrriul
testiﬁed for the government that certain sli s
and two letters were in defendant’s handwrit
ing, and that the letters were receiyed by her
through the mail. Befor. this testimony was
given, defendant's counsel requested the court
to advise the witness that, as defendnnt’s wife,
she need not testify unless she so desired, which
request was complied with. No other objection
was made. Afterwards, defendant, as a. wit
ness in his own behalf, testified that he wrote
the letters. Several other witnesses were then
examined, after which defendant moved to strike
out the wife's testimony as incompetent. Held
that. even it the right to object had not been
ﬁnally waived before the motion, it was no:
error to refuse the same, under the circumstan
eel.
4.Under a joint indictment in a federal
court, when a. severance and separate trials
have been ordered, one defendant even though
' case has not been disposed o , may testify
on behalf of the government on the trial of his
codefendant U. S. v. Reid, 12 How. 361, dis
tinguished.

States, and included within the limits of the
United States military reservation known as _

the ‘ Ft. Leavenworth Reservation,’ in saidifs
state. as declared from time to time‘by the;
president of the United States, saving, how
ever, to the said state the right to serve
civil or criminal process within said reserva
tion, in suits or prosecutions for or on ac
count of rights acquired, obligations in
curred, or crimes committed in suidsiate, but
outside of said cession and reservation; and
saving, further, to said state the right to
tax railroad, bridge, and other corporations,
their franchises and property, on said reser
vation." Laws Kan. 1875. p. 95. This act
was before this court for consideration in
two cases: Railroad Co. v. Lowe, 114 U. S.
525. 5 Sup. Ct. Rep. 995; Railway Co. v.
McGlinn. 114 U. S. 542, 5 Sup. Ct. Rep.
1005 It was held in those cases that the
act was a valid cession of jurisdiction to the
general government; and that, although it
did not appear that any application had been
made therefor by the United States, yet, as
it conferred a. beneﬁt, acceptance of the ces
sion was to be presumed. It was conceded
that article 1,§ 8, of the constitution was
not applicable, as there was not within the
terms of that section a purchase of the tract

In error to the circuit court of the United
States for the district of Kansas.
Joint indictment of C. A. Benson and by the consent of the legislature of the state;
Mary Rautzahn for murder. A severance but it, was decided that, while a state has no
power to cede away its territory to a foreign
and separate trials were ordered. Defend
country, yet it can transfer jurisdiction to
ant Benson was ﬁrst tried, and, being con
victed and sentenced to death. brings this the general government. In the opinion in
the ﬁrst case, on page 541, 114 U. 8.. and
writ oferror. Aﬁirmed.
page 1004, 5 Sup. Ct. Rep.. the court observed:
_A. L. Williams, LelandJ Webb, and Wm. “In their relation to the general government,
Dill, for plaintiff in error. Asst. Atty. Gen. the states of the Union stand in a. very dif
°,lBai-lrer, for the United States.
fercnt position from that which they iiold to
'82
foreign governments. Though the jurisdic
tion and authority of the general govern
'Mr. Justice BREWER delivered the opin
menu are essentially diiierent from those of
ion of the court.
the state, they are not those of a diiferent
_ln June, 1891, plaintiff in error was con
victed in the circuit court of the United country, and the two, the state and general
government,
may deal with each other in any
States for the district of Kansas of the crime
0i_murder, and sentenced to be hanged. The way they may deem best to carry out the pur
crime was charged to have been committed poses of the constitution. It is for the pro.
tection and interests of the states, their peo
on the Ft. Leavenworth military reserva
tion, in the district of Kansas, and the ﬁrst

ple and property, as well as for the protec

question presented for our consideration is

tion and interests of the people generally of

one of jurisdiction.

the United States, that forts, arsenals, and

The 1%. Leavenworth military reservation
is within the territorial boundaries of the
state of Kansas, as established by the act of

other buildings for public uses are construct.
ed within the states. As instrumentalities
for the execution of the powers of the gen
eral government, they are, as already said,
exempt from such control of the states as
would defeat or impair their use for those,‘

IdlIliBllOl], (12 St. p. 126;) and though then
the property of the government. and for a
_
theretotore withdrawn from the
public lands, as a military reservation, was
not excepted from the jurisdiction of the

{lewd-admitted state. But in 1875 his leg
islature (‘if the state of Kansas passed an act

git-med An act to cede jurisdiction to the
Loniteil States over the territory of the Ft.
fivenworth military reservation," the ﬁrst

purposes, and ii’. to their more eﬁ‘ective use, 3

a'cession of legislative authority and politi-e
cal jurisdiction by the state would be desir
able, we do not perceive any objection to its
grant by the legislature of the state.” And
in the opinion in the second case, on page
Rep,
546, 114
the U.prior
S., and
decision
pagewas
1006,
interpreted
5 Sup. in

new?“ of which is as follows: "That ex
elusive Jurisdiction be. and the same is
wefeigy. ceded to the United States over and

these words: " We also held that it is com
petent for the legislature of a state to cede
lihlu all the territory owned by the United | exclusive jurisdiction over places needed by

the general government in the‘ execution of
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its powers, the use of the places being, in
fact, as much for the people of the state as
for the people of the United States generally,
and such jurisdiction necessarily ending
when the places cease to be used for those
purposes."
It is contended by appellant’s counsel that,
within the scope of those decisions, jurisdic
tion passed to the general government only
over such portions of the reserve as are
actually used for military purposes, and
that the particular part of the reserve on
which the crime charged was committed was
used solely for farming purposes. But in
matters of that kind the courts follow the
action of the political department of the
government. The entire tract had been
legally reserved for military purposes. U.

S. v. Stone, 2 Wall. 525, 537.

The charac

ter and purposes of its occupation having
been oﬂicially and legally established by
that branch of the government which has
control over such matters, it is not open to
the courts, on a question of jurisdiction. to
inquire what may be the actual uses to
which any portion of the reserve is tempo
rarily put. There was therefore jurisdiction
in the circuit court, and the ﬁrst contention
of plaintiff in error must be overruled.
The second important question arises up
on the admission of the testimony of the
wife of the defendant. She was called by
the government, and testified, as to six slips,
and two letters, that they were in the hand

writing of the defendant, and that the let
ters were received by her through the mail.
This was all of her testimony. It was re
ceived without objection. Not only was
there no objection, but the court followed
the suggestions of the defendant’s counsel
in respect to its admission. The record
gshows that, when she was called as a wit
5’ ness, the defendant’s counsel stated: "The
womau'upon the stand is the wife of the
defendant. I desire that the court shall be
satisﬁed of that by proper inquiries in order
that the fact may be established, and then I
wish her to be advised that she cannot, ex
cspt with her own free will and voluntary
consent. be used as a witness against him.
She is his lawful wife." Thereupon some
colloquy took place between the court and
counsel, in which the latter, not in terms
consenting that she be sworn and examined
as a witness, yet making no objection there
to, insisted again and again that she be ad
vised that she need not testify unless she
desired to testify. Thereupon the court
ruled that she should be so advised, and did
in fact so advise her.
_ Again. the letters and slips, having been
identiﬁed by Mrs. Benson, were received in
evidence; and, being written in German, an
interpreter was called to translate them to
the jury. The defendant declared, while he
was translating. that he was doing so incor
rectly; and afterwards went upon the stand
as a witness in his own behalf, and gave
what he called a correct translation; and he

did not conﬁne himself to this, but went
further, and testified that he wrote the let
tcrs.
If this were all that appeared in the rec
ord, there would he no shadow of a question;
for, if a party does not object to testimony,
he cannot afterwards he heard to say that
there was error in receiving it. But after
Mrs. Benson had left the stand. and several
other witnesses had been examined. the de
fendant interposed a motion to strike out
her testimony on the ground that it was
incompetent; which motion was overruled,
and exception taken.
At common law, an objection to the com

petency of a witness on the ground of inter
est was required to be made before his ex
amination in chief, or, if his interest was
then not known, as soon as it was discov

ered.

1 Greenl. Ev.§ 421.

And the rule

was the same in criminal as in civil cases.
Rose. Crim. Ev.

124; Com. v. Green, 17

Mass. 538. Tested by that rule, the attempt
to get rid of the testimony of Mrs. Benson
by a motion, long after its admission, to
strike it from the record. was too late. The»
defendant, by not objecting to her testimonyg
at the time it was offeredfwaived the objeo-'

tion. But if that rigorous rule does not now
prevail, and a party has a right at any time,
by motion to strike out, to secure the re
moval from a case of objectionable and in
competent testimony, still we think no sub
stantial error can be adjudged in overruling
this motion; for here not only did the de
fondant not object to this testimony, but, on
the contrary. it was admitted in the way

suggested and insisted upon by his counsel.
The court accepted the suggestions of such
counsel, and gave the witness the advice
and directions urged. The testimony was in
reference to a subordinate matten—mers
identiﬁcation of certain papers. No objec
tion was raised until after the witness had left
the stand, and the trial had proceeded at some
length. and when, perhaps, witnesses by
whom the same fact could have been estab
lished were discharged, or when too late to
obtain other witnesses by whom it could
have been proved, and the defendant him
self, as a witness in his own behalf, testiiied

as to having written the letters. Under
these circumstances. we do not think there

was error in overruling this motion to strike
out.

The third principal point upon which de<
fondant relies is this:

Mary Rautzahn. the

daughter of the murdered woman, was joint

ly indicted with the defendant. A sever
ance was ordered by the court, and on this
trial of defendant his codefendant. Mary
Rautzahn, was called and examined as a wit
uses for the government, and this examina
tion was before any disposition of the case as
against her. Authorities on this question
are conflicting. The following sustain the
ruling of the circuit court: State v. Brien.
32 N. J. Law, 414; Noyes v. State, 41N- J

Law, 418; Noland v. State, 19 Ohio. 131:

BENSON 0. UNITED STATES.
Allen v. Stale, 10 Ohio St. 287; Jones v.
State. 1 Ga. 610; State v. Barrows, 76 Me.
401.

In this last case is quitea discussion

of the question by Peters, 0. J., and review
of the authorities. We quote from the opin
ion: “As a question simply at common law,
although there is a contradiction in the cases,
the preponderance ofauthority seems to favor
the admission of a codefendant, not on trial,

,,ss a witness, it called by the prosecution.
,‘EThere is very much less authority allowing
"him to besworn as a'witness for the defense.
Wln-ther the distinction be a sensible one or
not,ithus prevailed extensively. * * 1*
"Most of the authors on evidence evident_
ly adopt the view that the testimony is ad
missible when oﬂ'ered by the state. Al
though but little authority is adduced to sup
port their statements, and the doctrine is not
very clearly or positively stated in some in
stances. still such a general concurrence of
favorable expression has much weight upon
the question. It goes far to show the com
mon opinion and practice. Hawk. P. C. bk.

2, c. 46, § 90; 1 Halo, P.'C. 305; 2 Starkie.
Ev. 11; ltosc. Crim. Ev. (9th Ed.) 130, 140;
2 Russ. Crimes, 957. Mr. Wharton says:
‘An accomplice is a competent witness for
the prosecution, although his expectation of
pardon depends upon the defendant’s con
viction, and although he is a codefendant,

provided in the latter case his trial is severed
from that of the defendant against whom he

is oﬂered.’ Whart. Grim. Ev. (8th Ed.)§
439. Mr. Greenleaf states the same rule.
He says: lThe usual course is to leave out
of the indictment those who are to be called
as witnesses, but it makes no difference, as
totheadmissibility of an accomplice, whether
he is indicted or not, if he has not been put

on his trial at the same time with his com
panions in guilt.’ I Greenl. Ev. § 379.”
Referring to the English authorities, it has
there been held that at common law, and in

68

other out of the charge. And as the distinc
tion prevailed, whether founded on satis
factory reasons or not, it is sullicient to jus
tify us in holding that that case is not de
cisive of this. Further, the stress in that
case was not on this question. The defend
ant was indicted and tried in the circuit court
of the United States for the district of Vir
ginia. A statute had been passed in that
state in terms permitting a codefendant,
when not jointly tried, to testify in favor of
the one on trial, and that statute was in

voked as securing the competency of the wit
ness, and the question which was discussed
was whether the existing statute law of Vir
ginia controlled, and it was held that it did
not. and that the question was to be deter
mined by the common law as it stood in Vir
ginia at the date of the judiciary act of 1789.
It was assumed both in this court and in the
circuit court (3 Hughes, 509, 539, 540) that
by that law the codefendant was incompe
tent. It was not affirmed that ..uch was the
rule in the mother country or in the other
states of the Union. We do not feel our
selves, therefore, precluded by that case from
examining this question in the light of gen
eral authority and sound reason.
In this examination it is well to consider
upon what reasons the codefendant was ex
cluded. They were substantially two: First,
that he was interested; and, second, that he

was a party to the record. It is familiar
knowledge that the old common law careful
ly excluded from the witness stand parties to
the record, and those who were interested in
the result; and this rule extended to both
civil and criminal cases. Fear of perjury
was the reason for the rule. The exceptions
which were ingrafted upon it were only those
which sprang from the supposed necessities
of the case, and were carried no further than

such necessities demanded. So late as 1842
it was a question doubtful enough to be sent
dependently of any statute, when two per
sons jointly indicted are tried together, on certiﬁcate of division to this court wheth-g
neither is a competent witness; but that, if er the owner of goods stolen on the high seas:
was'a competent witness on the trial of the’
one is tried separately, the other is a com
party accused of the larceny, the statute pro
petent witness against him, because, as ob
served hy Mr. Justice Blackburn, “the wit— viding the punishment of the otl’ense enact
ness was a party to the record, but had not ing that the party convicted should be ﬁned
been given in charge to the same jury.” not exceeding fourfold the value of the prop
Reg. v. Payne, L. R. 1 Cr. Gas. 349, 354; erty stolen,-—the one moiety to he paid to
the owner and the other to the informer.
Wmsor v. Reg., L. R. 1 Q. B. 390
But it is said that this court has already And after a full discussion, in an opinion by
practically decided this question in the case Mr. Justice Story, it was resolved in favor of

0 UZS. v. Reid, 12 How. 361.

The precise

question in that case was as to the right of
the defendant to call his coilefendant, and
not that of the government to call the code

the competency of the witness.
Murphy, 16 Pet. 203.

U.

S.

v.

Pllbllo policy is also urged in favor of the ex

Nor were those named the only grounds
of exclusion from the witness stand. Con
viction of crime, want of religious belief.
and other matters were held sutiicient. In
deed, the theory of the common law was to
admit to the witness stand only those. pre
sumably holiest, appreciating the sanctity of
an oath, unaifected as a party by the result,
and free from any of the temptations of in

clusion of one defendant as a witness for his

lerest.

“defendant, for each would try to swear the

intelligence of jurors.

:fendant, and a distinction has been recog

ginlzed between the two cases. It is true that
t _° l'easpns'given for the exclusion of the
“:ltIWSS in one are largely the same as those
given for his exclusion in the other, to wit.

mete“. and being party to the record; but

The courts were afraid to trust the

But the last 50 years

have wrought a great change in these re

6‘
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Ipects, and today the tendency is to enlarge
the domain of competency, and to submit
to the jury for their consideration as to the
credibility of the witness those matters
which heretofore were ruled sufficient to
justify his exclusion. This change has been
wrought partially by legislation and partial
ly by judicial construction. By congress. in
July, 1864, (Rev. St. § 858,) it was enacted

that “in the courts oi’ the United States no
witness shall be excluded in any action on
account of color, or in any civil action be
cause he is a party to or interested in the
issue tried,” with a proviso as to actions by
and against executors, etc. And on March

that his own accusation of crime is written
on the same piece of paper, instead of on a
diiferent piece, with the charge against the
culprit whose trial is in progress. It is ob
vious such a rule could only stand, in any
system of rational law, on the basis of uni
form precedent and ancient usage. I have
discovered no such basis.” We think the
testimony of Mrs. Rautzahn was competent,
and there was no error in its admission.
These are the only important questions
presented by defendant. Two or three other
matters are suggested, and , indeed, only sug
gested. In respect to them it is suiﬁcient to

16, 1878, it also passed an act permitting

say that'either the rulings of the court were
not erroneous, or else no suliicient exceptions

the defendant in criminal cases to testify at
his own request. 20 St. p. 30. Under that
statute, if there had been no severance and
the two defendants had been tried jointly,

were taken to them.
The judgment of the circuit court is at
ﬁrmed.
=:

either would have been a competent wit
ness for the defendants, and though the tes
timony oi’ the one bore against the other,

it would none the less be competent. Com.
v. Brown, 130 Mass. 279. The statute in
terms places no limitation on the scope of
the testimony, for its language is “the per
son so charged shall at his own request,
r but not otherwise, be a competent witness.”

:eHis competency being thus established. the
' limits of examination are those which ap
ply to all other witnesses. Legislation of
similar import prevails in most of the states.
The spirit of this legislation has controlled
the decisions of the courts. and steadily,

one by one, the merely technical barriers
which excluded witnesses from the stand
have been removed, till now it is generally,
though perhaps not universally, true that
no one is excluded therefrom unless the lips
of the originally adverse party are closed
by death, or unless some one of those pecul
iarly conﬁdential relations, like that of hus
band and wife, forbids the breaking of si

(146 U. S. 227)

\VASHINGTON 6: G. R. CO. v. DISTRICT
01“ COLUMBIA et 8.1.
(November 21, 1892.)
No. 27.
Surname Coun-r—Arrsxr. anon Drs'rarc'r or C0
Luiusis—Jumsmc'rrorur. Amons'r.
‘.LUnder Act March 3, 1885, (23 St. at
Large, p. 443,) no appeal lies from a decree of
the supreme court of the District of Columbia
dismissing a bill to enjoin the municipal au
thorities of the district from attempting to en

force the collection of certain license meson
street cars on the ground that the not imposing
the tax has been repealed when the amount in
controversy is less t an $5,000.
2. The jurisdictional amount is to be deter
mined solely by the direct effect of the Jud:
ment, and its collateral effect in other suits be
tween the same parties cannot be considered;
and hence a general allegation that complain
not has refused to pay such license tax since
1876, and that the “amount which would proba
bly be computed and charged against the com
plaiunnt by the said municipal authorities would
reach nearly. if not quite, the sum of $5,200,"
was insuiﬁcient, when the amount of the tax

between 1876 and 1883 was not shown in any
way, and the number of cars in use was given
lence.
only for the years 1883 and 1884, during which
In the light of these authorities and this the
tax thereon, with the maximum penalties,
legislation of congress, there is less diﬂ‘lculty would not approximate the jurisdictional sum.
in disposing of this question. It interest
Appeal from the supreme court of the Dis
and being party to the record do not exclude
a defendant on trial from the witness stand, trict of Columbia.
In equity. Bill by the Washington &
upon what reasoning can a codefendant. not
on trial, he adjudged incompetent? The Georgetown Railroad Company to restrain
conviction or acquittal of the former does not the District of Columbia and the commis
determine the guilt or innocence of the latter, sioners thereof from attempting to enforce
and the judgment for or against the former the collection of certain license taxes on
will be no evidence on the subsequent trial street cars. A demurrer to the bill was sus
of the latter. Indeed, so far as actual legal tained by the supreme court of the District
in special term. This decree was aﬂirmed in
interest is concerned, it is a matter of ‘no
general term. 6 Mackey. 570. Complain
moment to the latter. While the codcl‘end
ant not on trial is a party to the record. yet arjt appeals. Appeal dismissed.
statement by Mr. Chief Justice FULLER:
he is only technically so. Confessedly, it
The Washington & Georgetown Railroad
separately indicted, he would be a competent
witness for the government; but a separate

Company ﬁled its bill in the supreme court

trial under a joint indictment makes in fact
as independent a proceeding as a trial on a
separate indictment. In view of this, very
pertinent is the observation of Chief Justice
Beasley in State v. Brien, supra: “The only
reason for the rejection of such a witness is

of the District of Columbia, on October 23,
1884. against the District of Columbia and
the commissioners of the District, alleging

that it was a corporation duly organized un
der the act of congress in that behalf; that
under the act of congress of February 21.

WASHINGTON 86 G. R. CO. 0. DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.
1371, entitled “An act to provide a govern
ment for the District of Columbia," (16 St.
p_419,) the legislative assembly of the Dis

trict passed an act, August 23, 1871. entitled
"An actirnposing a license on trades, busi

ness, and professions practiced or carried on
in the District of Columbia,” the twenty
sixth paragraph of the twenty-ﬁrst section of

which was in the words and ﬁgures follow
ing, to wit:

“The proprietors of hacks, cabs, and om
nibuses. and street cars, and other vehicles

for transporting passengers for hire, shall
pay annually as follows: Hacks and car
riages, ten dollars; one-horse cabs, six dol
lars; omnibuses, ten dollars; street cars. six
dollars; or other vehicles, capable of carrying

ten passengers or more at one time, ten dol
lars.”
And the fourth section (omitting a proviso)
was as follows:
"That every person liable for license tax,
who, failing to pay the same within thirty
days after the same has become due and pay
able, for such nsglectshall, in addition to the
license tax imposed. pay a ﬁne or penalty of
not less than live nor more than ﬁfty dollars,
and a like ﬁne or penalty for every subse
quent offense.” Laws Dist. Col. 187143,

6 pp. 87. 88, 97.
g The bill further averred that, in pursuance
- and execution'of the provisions of said act,
"the municipal authorities of the District of
Columbia have at various times harassed and
annoyed, and still continue to harass and au
noy, the otﬁcers and agents of the complain
ant in the discharge of their duties to the
complainant and in their efforts to comply
with the peremptory requirements of the
charter of the company; and unless the said
defendants shall be restrained by the injunc
tion of this court, they will probably continue
to annoy and harass the said ofﬁcers and

agents."
it was then alleged that at some time prior
to August 28, 1877, the commissioners of
the District presented to the police court an
Information alleging violation of the act or
ordinance, and seeking to have ﬁnes imposed
upon the company for failure to pay the
license tax. and the court adjudged the com

Plﬂllmut guilty, and imposed a ﬁne, from
Wlllch judgment an appeal was taken to the
criminal court of the District, where the in
formation was dismissed; that the judgment
of the criminal court was ﬁnal, and that no

appeal could be taken therefrom; that after

wards. and some time prior to April, 1882,
another information, with like charges and
allegations, was presented to the police court,
_“P0n winch a like judgment was rendered
and a like ﬁne imposed; that from this judg
ment also an appeal was taken to the crim

‘rm! cQIll't. and on April 4, 1882, the in
Omintlon was dismissed by the District au

thorlties.

8gsl‘he bill also stated that on September 20,
infoltm 1'? municipal authorities caused two
a lens to be presented to the police
v.13.s.o._5
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court, each containing like charges and she
gations as before, one of them being intend
ed to cover the period from July 1, 1883, to
July 1, 1884, and the other the period from
July 1, 1884, to September 20, 1884, each of
the informations complaining of the use by
complainant of about 100 street cars without
having paid license therefor; that these two
cases are now pending and undecided in the
police court, "but the said municipal au
thorities threaten to proceed to judgment.
and the complainant fears that said court
will again render judgment against it, and
impose burdensome and harassing ﬁnes uponO
it, and issue harassing and unlawful writs"
‘by way of execution of its judgment.” Copies
of the informations accompanied and were
made parts of the bill.
The bill charged the invalidity of the
license tax in question for various reasons
therein set forth, and, among others, upon
the ground of the repeal of the act of the
legislative assembly, so far as stock corpora
tions were concerned, by certain designated
acts of congress.
The bill then alleged "that the complain
ant is now and has been during the year 1884
running one hundred and six cars, (106,)
sixty-four (64) of which are two-horse and
forty-two (42) of which are one-horse cars.
The complainant has always insisted that
said tax was unlawful, and has refused to

pay it ever since July, 1876; and, if it shall
be held to be a lawful tax, the amount which

would probably be computed and charged
against the complainant by the said munici
pal authorities would reach nearly, if not
quite, the sum of ﬁfty-two hundred dollars,
besides interest, lines, and penalties.”
Com pluinant thereupon averred that. unless
the defendants were enjoined, irreparable in
jury to its business would result; that it was
without adequate remedy at law; and that,

inasmuch as the criminal court had decided
adversely to the municipal authorities,“com
plainant ought to be protected from multi
plicity of suits and harassing and annoying
writs."
The prayers were for .process, and for an
injunction "from prosecuting the said actions
in the said police court, or either of them,
and also from instituting any other like ac
tions for like purposes in said court, and also
from attempting in any manner, directly or
indirectly, to collect said license tax men
tioned and described in the said twenty-sixth
(26th) paragraph of section twenty-one (21)
of the said act of the legislative assembly of
the District of Columbia, approved August
23, 1871, and also from charging up or enter
tering upon the books of said municipal cor
poration against the complainant any sum
or sums on account of said license tax,” and
for general relief.
The defendants demurred, and on Novem
ber 23, 1886, the supreme court in special
term rendered judgment sustaining the de
murrer and dismissing the bill with costsxe

The demurrer'was decided by the special?
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term upon the merits, and the validity of the
tax sustained. On appeal to the supreme
court in general term. that court, without
considering the merits, aillrrned the decree
below dismissing the bill upon the ground
that it was brought for the purpose of
enjoining quasi criminal proceedings, and
hence was beyond the jurisdiction of a court
of equity. 6 Mackey, 570.
From this decree on appeal was allowed to
this court.
Enoch Tollen and Walter D. Davidge, for
appellant.
Geo. C. lIazelton and S. T.
Thomas, for appellees.

that fact does not appear in any aspect, and
that this appeal must be dismissed for want
of jurisdiction.
It is true that the bill states that com
plainant has refused to pay the license tax
since July, 1876, and that if it beheld to be
‘ a lawful tax “the amount which would prob
‘ ably be computed and charged against the
complainant by the said municipal authori
ties would reach nearly, if not quite, the sum
of ﬁfty-two hundred dollars, besides interest,

ﬁnes. and penalties;" but this avermi-nt,
taken with the other allegations, is entirely
insutlicient, for the number of the company's
cars is not shown except for the years 1883
and 1884, and the amount of the tax for the

Mr. Chief Justice FULLER, after stating preceding years is not disclosed in any other
manner. Nor is the averment of a probable
the facts in the foregoing language, do
computation and charge by the District
livered the opinion of the court.
oiﬁcials equivalent to a denial of other de
Both sections of the act of March 3, 1885,
regulating appeals from the supreme court ‘ fenses than illegality, to taxes in arrears,
of the District of Columbia, (23 St. p. 413, c. and a concession that if the tax be lawful
355.) apply to cases where there is a matter the company is liable in the sum stated.
The matter in dispute in its relation to
in dispute measurable by some sum or value
jurisdiction is the particular taxes attacked,
Farnsworth v. Montana, 129 E
in money.
U. S. 104, 112, 9 Sup. Ct. Rep. 253; Cross v. and unaccrued or unspeciﬁed taxes cannot
Burke, 13 Sup. Ct. Rep. 22. By that act be included, upon conjecture, to make up the
no appeal or writ of error can be allowed requisite amount.
The taxes for 1883 and 1884, and the max
from any judgment or decree in any suit at
law or in equity in the supreme court of the imum penalties of the prosecutions referred
to,
do not approach the jurisdictional sum,
District of Columbia, unless the matter in
dispute, exclusive of costs, shall exceed the and in this state of the record the appeal
cannot be retained.
'
sum of $5,000, except that where the case in
Appeal dismissed.
volves the validity of any patent or copy
right, or the validity of a treaty or statute of,
==:
or an authority exercised under, the United
(146 U. S. 240)
States, is drawn in question, jurisdiction
may be maintained irrespective of the THOMPSON et al. v. ST. NICHOLAS NAT.
amount of the sum or value in dispute.
BANK.
It was not suggested in argument that the
(November 28, 1892.)
present appeal falls within the exception.
No. 49.
Manifestly it does not, since the contention
that the provision for a license tax contained NATIONAL BANKS—PLEDGE—NEGOTIABLE Boxes—
CERTIFICATION
or Canons.
in the act of the legislative assembly was re
1. Plaintiﬁ’s testator deposited with a ﬁrm
pealed by implication by the acts of congress
of brokers certain bonds as margins for pur
referred to involved no question of legisla
chases of stocks, and the brokers, without his
tive power, but simply one of judicial con
knowledge, delivered them to n. bank under _a
stundin agreement, previously made, that, i!
structiun.
the bro ers became indebted to the bunk, it
It is well settled that our appellate juris
might at any time, in its discretion, sell any col
diction, when dependent upon the sum or lateral held by it to secure such debt. On the
value really in dispute between'the parties, day of the pledge, but not in pursuance of any
agreement made at the time of receiving the
is to be tested without regard to the col
the bank, on the faith of the bonds, ceb
lateral effect of the judgment in another suit bonds,
hired and subsequently paid certain checks
between the same or other parties. No mat
dra‘m'by the brokers. The bank took the
ter that it may appear that the judgment bonds in good faith, without notice of the tes
would be conclusive in a subsequent action, tator's title. Held, that the bonds were a valid
security for the debt created by the certiﬁed
it is the direct effect of the judgment that checks, potwithstanding that the certiﬁcation
can alone be considered. Security 00. v. was in violation of Rev. St. § 5208, which makes
Gay, 145 U. S. 123, 130, 12 Sup. Ct. Rep. 815; it unlawful for any national bank to certify BUY
unless the person drawing the same has
Clay Center v. Trust Co., 145 U. S. 224, 12 check
on_deposit suﬂicicnt money to meet it; and
Sup. Ct. Rep. 817; Gibson v. Shui‘eldt, 122
lrnntiﬁs could not recover the bonds without
rst paying the debt.
1 N. E. Rep. 57. M
U. S. 27, 7 Sup. Ct. Rep. 1066, and cases
ﬁrmed.
cited.
2. Rev. St. _§ 5208, which makes it unlaw
The inquiry at once arises in this case,
therefore, whether it appears from the record
that the matter in dispute, exclusive of costs,
exceeds the sum of $5,000; and, without con

ﬁning the scope of the bill to the prosecu
tions for penalties, we are of opinion that

ful for any national bank to certify any check
unless the drawer has on deposit money suﬂi

cient to meet the same, but declares that n
chcck so certiﬁed shall he a valid obligation
against _the bank, does not, as between the
parties, invalidate a pledge of bonds made by
the drawer of such checks to secure the indebt
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edness thereby created from him to the bank.
vhen title trrtgnlghcglcgg 11" been completed by
"me" ° °
'

The laintlﬂ' havln died, and his execu
tors nifving been subgstituted as plaintiffs.
the case was tried at acircuit of the supreme

In error to the court of appeals of the state
ol New York. Aﬁirmed.

court before a jury, which, under the direc
Lion of the court, found a verdict for the de

LewisSanders,forplaintiffsin error. Wm.

;flliei'l'llznoi
u" [and John A_ Tay 10‘.' fordefenw

fen‘mm"

The exceptions of the Plaintiffs,

stance
thetrial,
general
taken atatthe
wereterm
heardof inthe
thesupreme
first in

court, on a case made by the plaintiffs, con
Mr. Justice BLATCHFORD delivered the taining the exceptions. A motion foranew
trial
was made thereon before the general
opinion of the court.
This is an action brought by John B. term, and was denir-d, with an order that the
Thompson, in the supreme court of the state defendant have judgment against the plain
of New York, against the Saint Nicholas tiffs upon the verdict, with costs. Such
National Bank of New York, a national judgment was entered, the principal portion
banking association. The complaint alleged of the opinion of the general term being re
that on the 18th of April, 1874, the plaintiff ported in 47 Hun, 621. The plaintilfs then
was the owner of 73 mortgage bonds, of appealed to the court of appeals, which at‘
ﬁrmed the‘judgment. and remitted its own‘
$1,000 each, of the Jefferson, Madison & In
judgment to the supreme court, where a ﬁnal
dianapolis Railroad Company, and 20 mort
gage bonds of $1,000 each, of the Indianapo judgment was entered against the plaintiffs.
The opinion of the court of appeals is report
lis, Bloomington & Western Railroad Com
pany, of the value of $150,000; that on or ed in 113 N. Y. 325, 21 N. E. Rep. 57. The
plaintiffs have brought a writ of error.
about that date the defendant became wrong
The 93 bonds in question were all coupon
fully and illegally possessed of the bonds;
bonds,
payable to bearer. The testator of
and that, before the suit was brought, the
the
plaintiffs delivered them to Capron &
plaintiff demanded from the defendant the
possession of them, but the defendant refused Merriam, who were his brokers, as margin
for purchases of stock by them for his ac
todsliver up any portion thereof.
The answer of the defendant set up that count. Capron dz Merriam pledgl-d the bonds
It the time named in the complaint, and for to the defendant, they being its customers, as
i a long time before, Capron 80 Merriam, bank collateral security for the repayment of any
;ors and brokers in the city of New York, indebtedness which might exist at any time
‘ were'customers of, and regular depositors to it on their part. That pledge was made
under a written agreement, dated December
with, the defendant, and kept a large ac
count in its bank; that it was the custom of 2, 1873, and signed by Capron & Merriam,
which read as follows: "We hereby agree
Capron & Merriam to procure call loans. ad
vances, and discounts from the defendant, with the St. Nicholas National Bank of New
for the beneﬁt of themselves and also of their York. in the city of New York, that, in case
we shall become or be at any time indebted
customers, and they pledged to the defend
to said bank for money lent or paid to us or for
ant, as collateral security for such loans, ad
vances, and discounts, various bonds, stocks, our account or use, or for any overdraft, in
and commercial paper, under an agreement any sum or amount then due and payable,
on their part that in case they should be at the said bank may, in its discretion. sell at
anytime indebted to the defendant for money the brokers‘ board or at public auction or
lent or paid to them, or for their use, in any private sale, without advertising the same,
sum, the defendant might then sell, in its and without notice to us, all, any, and every
collateral securities, things in action, and
discretion, at the brokers’ board, public auc
tion, or private sale, without advertising and property held by said bank for securing the
payment of such debt, and apply the proceeds
without notice, any and all collateral securi
ties and property held by the defendant for to the payment of such indebtedness, the in
securing the payment of such debt, and ap

terest thereon, and the expenses of the sale,

holding ourselves responsible and liable for
the payment of any deﬁciency that shall re
main unpaid after such application." After
wards the defendant paid and advanced for
Capron & Merriam large sums of money on
the faith of the bonds and of such other so
curities as it held for their account. They
emjpt Cnpron & Merriam, and, the latter failed in business on April 20, 1874, owing
having failed to pay such loans on proper de
the defendant $71,920.17, for checks certified
lliﬂml. the defendant proceeded to sell and by it and outstanding. and for money paid
dlnpose of said securities, pursuant to such by it up to the close of business on April
agreement, and gave to Capl‘on & Merriam 18, 1874. On April 20, 1874, before the de
credit for the net proceeds thereof; and that fendant heard of such failure, it paid $210
there still remained due to the defendant, on more, making a total debt of $72,130.17,
account of such loans and advances, after which remained unpaid. No notice or claim
such credit, a large balance.
as to the ownership of the 93 bonds by the
testator of the plaintiffs came to the defend
bonds speciﬁed in the complaint were a part
of the securities so pledged by Capron So
erriam to the defendant; that the defend
ant, at the time of such transactions, did not
are any knowledge in respect to any person
interested in such loans or in said securities,
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3 out until May 5, 1874.

The bonds came into

a the possession of the defendant before it made
' the'certiﬁcations of checks for the account
of Capron & Merriam. which were made on

April 18. 1874; and the certiﬁcations were
made on the faith of the deposit of the bonds
and of the other securities which the defend
ant held for the account of Capron cf: Mer
riam. The defendant used its best etforts to
procure as largea price as possible for all the
securities which had been pledged to it by
Capron 80 Merriam, including the 93 bonds;
but, after crediting to Capron & Merriam the
entire proceeds of sales, there was a deﬁcien
cy on their debt to the defendant of about

$1,800. N1 payment on account of such de
ﬁciency, and no tender or offer of any kind
in respect to said bonds, was ever made to
the defendant by the testator of the plain
tiﬁs. This action was not commenced until
April 18, 1880. six years after the bonds
mine into the possession of the defendant.
At the trial the plaintiffs asked the court
to direct a verdict for them on the ground
that the contract of certiﬁcation of the checks
by the defendant was void, because it was
unlawful, being

in pursuance of the agreement with that
ﬁrm. the court of appeals remarked. in its
opinion, given by Ruger, C. J., that the
statute of the United States aﬁirmed the va
lidity of the contract of certiﬁcation, and ex
pressly provided the consequences which
should follow its violation; that the penalty
incurred was impliedly limited to a forfeiture:
of the bank’s charter and the winding up of its
aﬁiairs; that it was thus'clearly implied that’
no other consequences were intended to fol
low I. violation of the statute; and that it
would defeat the very policy of an act in
tended to promote the security and strength
of the national banking system if its provi
slons should be so construed as to inﬂict a
loss upon the banks, and a consequent im
pairment of their ﬁnancial responsibility.
The court then cited, to support that view.
Bank v. Matthews, 98 U. S. 621; Bank v.
Whitney, 103 U S. 99; and Bank v. Stew
art, 107 U S. 676, 2 Sup. Ct. Rep. 778.
The court of appeals further said that it
was of opinion that the statute in question
had no application to the question involved

a certiﬁcation of checks

drawn by Capron 81, Merriam when they had
no money on deposit to their credit with the
defendant, and the defendant could not hold
the 93 bonds as against such unlawful cer
tiﬁcation; and on the further ground that
t-the defendant did not take the bonds in the
:' ordinary course of business.
' ‘The federal question thus involved is the
only one which we can consider on this writ
of error. It arises under the act of March

in this suit, which concerned only the rela

tions between Capron 85 Merriam and the
defendant; that, by the deposit of the bonds,
the former secured the promise of the de
fendant to protect their checks of a certain

3, 1869, c. 135, (15 St. p. 335.) which was
the statute in force on April 18, 1874, and
read as follows: “It shall be unlawful for
any oﬁicer, clerk, or agent of any national
bank to certify any check drawn upon said
bank. unless the person or company drawing
said check shall have on deposit in said bank,
at the time such check is certified, an amount

of money equal to the amount speciﬁed in such
check, and any check so certiﬁed by duly au
thorized officers shall be a good and valid ob
ligation against such bank; and any oﬁicer,
clerk. or agent of any national bank violat
ing the provisions of this act shall subject
such bank to the liabilities and proceedings on
the part of the comptroller as provided for in
section ﬁfty of the national banking law,
approved June third, eighteen hundred and

sixty-four.” 13 St. 0. 106. p. 114. The
provisions of that section 50 were that the
comptroller of the currency might forthwith
appoint a receiver to wind up the affairs of
the banking association. The provisions of
the act of March 3. 1869, are now embodied
in section 5208 of the Revised Statutes.
in regard to the federal question involved,
namely, the certiﬁcation of checks by the de
fendant for Capron 86 Merriam without hav
ing on deposit an equivalent amount of mon
ey to meet them, and the contention that the
defendant did not become a bona ﬁde holder
of the bonds in virtue oi‘. payments made

day for a speciﬁed amount; that the certiﬁca

tion of the checks was entirely aside from
the agreement between Capron 80 Merriam
and the defendant, and was a contract be
tween the defendant and the anticipated
holders of the checks; that Capron 6t Merriam

had received the consideration of their pledge,
when the defendant agreed with them to
honor their checks, and

that would have

been equally effectual, between the parties.
without any certiﬁcation; that the certifica

tion was simply a promise to such persons as
might receive the checks that they should be
paid on presentation to the defendant, in ac
cordance with its previous agreement with
Capron 85 Merriam; that the legal eﬁ’ect ot
the agreement was that the defendant should
loan a certain amount to Capron & Mer—
riam, and would pay it out on their checks
to the persons holding such checks; that it
was entirely legal for the defendant to con
tract to pay Capron 8: Merriam‘s checks, and
it did not affect the legality of that transac.
tion that the defendant also represented to
third parties that it had made such an agree
ment and would pay such checks; that
Capron dz Merriam could not dispute their
liability for the amount paid out in pursu
ance of such agreement, nor could any other
party, standing in the shoes of Capron &@
Merriam; that the fact that the defendant}:
in connection with the agreement to ‘pay’
such checks, had also promised third parties
to pay them. could not invalidate the liabil
ity previously incurred, or impair the se—
curity which had previously been given to
the defendant upon a valid consideration:
that the fact of the certiﬁcation was entirely

immaterial in respect to the liability in

Burn
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curred by Oapron dz Merriam to the defend
ant; that there was no evidence impairin
the title to the bonds acquired by the defend

g!

the bonds to the defendant, he could not,
after receiving the defendant’s money, have
ant through the transfer of them to it by replevied the bonds; and, after possession of
Capron St Merriam; that the purpose for the bonds had been given by him to Capron
which the bonds were transferred by the do Merriam, and after they had been subse
testatorof the plaintiil’s to Capron & Merriam quently taken by the defendant in good faith,
contemplated their transfer and sale by the neither he nor his executors can set up the
latter to third persons; that the defendant statute to destroy the debt.
This construction of the statute in ques—
acquired a valid title to them by their trans
fer to it; that the transaction between tion is strengthened by the subsequentenact
Capron 8: Merriam and the defendant was in ment, on July 12, 1882, of section 13 of the
the ordinary course of business pursued by act of that date, c. 290, (22 St. p. 166,) making
the latter; that it received the bondsin good it a criminal offense in an oﬂicer, clerk, or
faith. for a valuable consideration, and agent of a national bank to violate the pro
within all the authorities this gave it a good visions of the act of March 3, 1869. This
title to the bond; that it was authorized to shows that congress onlyintended to impose,
deal with them for the purpose of effecting as penalties for overcertifying checks, :2 for
the object for which they were transferred feiture of the franchises of the bank, and a
punishment of the delinquent oﬂicer or clerk,
to it; that its right to hold the bonds con
tinued so long as any part of its debt against and did not intend to invalidate commercial
transactions
connected with forbidden cer
Capron it Merriam remained unpaid; that
the testator of the plaintiffs could at any tiﬁcations. As the defendant was bound to
time have established his equitable right to a make good the checks to the holders of them,
because the act of 1869 declares that the checks
return of the bonds, and could have pro
cured their surrender, by paying the amount shall be good and valid obligations against
for which they were pledged, but he refrained the defendant, it follows that Oapron 65 Men
from doing so, and impliedly denied any riam were bound to make good the amounts;
to the defendant. It necessarily results that-a
right in the defendant by demanding the un
conditional surrender of the bonds; and that the defendant, on paying the ciiecks,'was as"
he never became entitled to such surrender, much entitled to resort to the securities which
and of course was not authorized to recover Oapron & Merriam had put into its hands as
possession of them. We regard those views it would have been to apply money which
qhey might have deposited to meet the checks.
as sound, and as covering ‘this case.
Moreover. it has been held repeatedly by
The agreement of December 2, 1873, be
tween Capron & Merriam and the defendant. this court that where the provisions of the
did not call for any act violating the statute. national banking act prohibit certain acts by
There was nothing illegal in providing that banks or their oﬁicers, without imposing any
the securities which the bank might hold to penalty or forfeiture applicable to particular
secure the debt to it of Capron & Merriam transactions which have been executed. their
should be available to make good such debt. validity can be questioned only by the United
Tile statute does not declare void a contract States, and not by private parties. Bank v.
to secure a debt arising on the certiﬁcations Matthews, 98 U. S. 621; Bank v. Whitney,
103 U. S. 99; Bank v. Stewart, 107 U. S. 676,
s which it prohibits.
>
9 In addition to that, the statute expressly 2 Sup. Ct. Rep. 778.
The bonds in question came into the pos-_
provides that ascheck certiﬁed by a duly-au
session
of
the
defendant
before
it
certiﬁed
the
thorized oﬂicer of the bank, when the cus
checks. They were not pledged to it under
tumor has not on deposit an amount of mou
9!‘ tfi‘llai to the amount speciﬁed in the check any agreement or knowledge on its part. or.
certihed. shall nevertheless be a good and i’ fact, on the part of Capron & Merriam,
valid obligation against the bank; and there ' that subsequentcertiiications would be made.
is nothing in the statute which, expressly or The certiﬁcations were made after the pledge,
by 1mPhcation, prohibits the bank from tak
and created a debt of Capron & Merriam
to the defendant, which arose after the pledge.
"8 security for the protection of its stock
holders against the debt thus created. There The agreement of December 2, 1873, applied
Is "0 Prohibition against a contract by the and became operative simultaneously with the
bank for security for a debt which the stat certiﬁcations, but independently of them, as
lite contemplates as likely to come into exist
a legal proposition.
ence- illthough the unlawful act of the ofﬁcer
In Bank v. Townsend, (decided in March.
at the bank in certifying may aid in creating 1891,) 139 U. S. 67, 77, 11 Sup. Ct. Rep. 496,
after the present case was decided by the
1'16 debt. In order to adjudge a contract un
t‘Willi. as prohibited by a statute, the prohibi court of appeals of New York, this court ap'
.‘°u_ must be found in the statute. The sub proved the decision in Bank v. Whitney, 103
Jectlon 0f the bank to the penalty prescribed U. S. 99, and said that a disregard by a na
at the statute for its Violation cannot oper~ tional bank of the provisions of the act of
e 0 destmy the security for the debt cre congress forbidding it to take a mortgage to
by the forbidden certiﬁcation.
secure an indebtedness then existing, as well
the testator of the plaintiifs had pledged as future advances. could not be taken ad
vantage of by the debtor, but “only laid the
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ward L. Hedden, late collector of the port of?

Institution open to proceedings by the gov
ernment for exercising powers not conferred
by low."
Judgment aliirmed.
(146 U. S. 252)

TOPLlTZ et ul. v. HEDDEN, Collector.
(November 28, 1892.)

New ;York, to recover the sum of $6,896.06‘
as an excess of duties puid under protest by
the plaintitis on 24 importutions made into
the port of New York from Glasgow, in
Scotland, from J uly, 1585, to December, 1885,
both inclusive. '1 he suit was commenced in
the superior court of the city of New York,
in July, 1886, and removed by thedefendunt,

No. 45.

by certiorari, into the circuit court of the

Cus'ro‘ns Du'rrns—Acrroxs 'ro Rncovcn Pxrrras'rs
-— EVIDENCE — Drnso'rise Vsnmc'r — “Scorcn

United States for the southern district of
New York. At the trial before Judge Lu
comhe. and a jury, in January, 1888. the
court directed a verdict for the defendant,
which was rendered, and judgment was en
tered thereon against the plaintiﬁs in No

Cars. "
1. In an action to recover duties paid under
protest the inquiry was whether the goods were
dutiahle under Schedule K of the act of March
3, 1883. as “knit goods made on knitting
frames," as assessed by the collector, or under
Schedule N, as "bonnets, hats, and hoods for
men, women, and children," etc., as claimed by
the importers. One of the latter testified that
the goods were “Scotch bonnets" known and
sold in this country as such.
11 cross’exam
ination he testifies that he had before had a.
suit against the government, under the old
tariﬁ, and was then asked if the claim then was
that these oods were caps made on frames.
Held that t is question could not be excluded
on the ground that the record of the prior suit

was the best evidence of the claim, but that it
was competent for the purpose of impeachmg
the witness’ credibility.

2. The same witness was asked whether in
1882, when a bill was pending before congress
to exclude woolen goods from the provision for
oaps and other articles made on frames, his

ﬁrm addressed a letter to the member from
their district, protesting against the passa e of

the law._

Objection was made because 0 im

materialrty, because witness had no right to
state the contents of the letter, and because the

letter itself was the best evidence.

The objec

tion was overruled, the witness answered in the
aﬂirmative, and was then shown what purport
ed to be a copy of the letter, and was asked if

it was a copy.

Defendant objected, without

specifying any grounds. The ob'ection was
overruled, an exception taken, and
e copy was
then read in evidence. Held, that alaintiffs were
precluded_from contending that
e paper was
read in evidence without any proof that it was a
copy of the letter, for there was no exception
based on that ground.
3. It was proper to admit evidence that the
commercial designation of the article in ques
tion at the date of the act was “Scotch caps,"
and not “bonnets for men." for, if no such
term as “bonnets" was applicable to head cov~
ermgs for men, congress could not have intend
ed to apply the term to_ goods which were else
where speciﬁcally described as “goods made on
knitting frames.’
:1. The court having offered to submit to
the Jury the question whether the word "bon
net" had an well-known commercial meaning,

vember, 1888, to review which the plaintiffs

have brought a writ of error.

33 Fed. Rep.

617.
In the invoices of the articles imported,
they were described as “Scotch honnets,"
and in the entries thereon at the customhouse
they were in some described as “ worsted knit
bonnets," and in others as “worsted caps."
The collector assessed duties upon them as
“knit goods, made on knitting frames.” un
der the following provisions of "Schedule K
—-Wool and Woolens," of section 2502 of the
Revised Statutes, as enacted by section 6 of
the act of March 3, 1883, c. 121, (22 St. p.
509:) “Flannels, blankets, huts of wool, knit
goods, and all goods made on knitting frumes.
balmorsls, woolen and worsted yarns, and
all manufactures of every description, com
posed wholly or in part of worsted. the hair
of the alpaca goat or other animals. (except
such as are composed in part of wooL) not
specially enumerated or provided for in this
act, valued at not exceeding thirty cents per

such as we _ d cover the goods in question, and
the offer being declined by plaintiffs, a verdict
was properly directed for the United States;
for this was the only question which plaintiffs
could properly ask to have submitted.

In error to the circuit court of the United
States for the southern district of New York.
Aﬂirmed.
Edwin B. Smith, for plnintiﬂs in error.
Sol. Gen. Aldrich, for defendant in error.

Mr. Justice BLATCHFORD delivered the
opinion of the court.
This is an action at law, brought by Lipp
man Toplitz and Herman Schwarz, compos
ing the ﬁrm of L. Toplitz 80 Co., against Ed

pound, ten cents per pound; valued at above

thirty cents per pound, and not exceeding
forty cents per pound, twelve cents per
pound; valued at above forty cents per pound,
and not exceeding sixty cents per pound,
eighteen cents per pound; valued at above

sixty cents per pound, and not exceeding
eighty cents per pound, twenty-four cents
per pound,—and, in addition thereto, upon
all the above-named articles, thirty-live per

centum ad valorem: valued at above eighty
cents per pound, thirty-live cents per pound,
and, in addition thereto, forty per centum ad
valorem.” The goods were shown to be

e

made of wool, knitted on frames.

The plaintiffs duly protested against the?
assessment of more'than 30 per cent. ad’
valorem, claiming that the goods were duti
able under the following provision of “Sched
ule

N—Sundries,”

of

the

same

section.

(2502,) p. 511: “Bonnets, huts, and hoods
for men, women, and children, composed of
chip, grass, palm leaf, willow, or straw, or
any other vegetable substance, huir, whale
bone, or other material, not specially enumer
ated or provided for in this act, thirty per
centum ad valorem.” They contended that,
under that provision, the articles were “bon

nets for men.” The court, in directing the
verdict for the defendant, gave its reasons

TOPLITZ o.
for doing so. which are reported in 33 Fed.
Rep. 617. Various errors are assigned.
1. One of the plaintiffs, having been ex
amined as a witness for them. testified, on

cross-examination, that he had had a suit
against the government other than the one
on trial, under the old tariff; and he was
further asked, on cross-examination, "Was
the claim then that these goods are caps made

on frames?” To this question the plaintiffs
objected, on the ground that the record was
the best evidence of the claim. The court
overruled the objection. and the plaintiffs
duly excepted. The witness answered: "Yes,
lthink that is it. Similar goods were con
cerned in that."
The plaintiffs contend that the matter of a
claim regarding similar goods under the
different phraseology of an earlier tariff was
immaterial. We think that the question

IIEDDEN.
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both sides as a copy. and the bill of excep—
tions merely states that when the defendant
offered the copy in evidence the plaintiffs
objected, but no ground of objection is set
forth. The exception, therefore. is unavail
ing. Camden v. Doremus, 3 How. 515; U.
S. v. McMasters. 4 Wall. (580; Burton v.
Driggs. 20 Wall. 125; Evauston v. Gunu,_99
U. S. 660.
It appeared from the letter to Mr. Cox that
it was written when the tariff act of 1883
was pending before congress; that the letter
related to woolen knitted caps. worn by men:
and that it protested against the existing
duty on such articles, and against] any in
crease of duty upon them. It appears by the
record that Mr. Schwarz, one of the plain
tiffs, appeared before the tariff committee in
October, 1882, and made a statement with
regard to the duties on those articles, as ane

was a competent one, as affecting the credi

importer of “Scotch caps,” “ to speak in re-g

bility of the witness. He had testified in
this case, on his direct examination, that the
goods in question were Scotch bonnets, were
known in this country as "Scotch bonnets."
and sold as such, and that they were called
“bonnets" more frequently than “caps." It
was proper to show, on cross-examination of

gard to the tariff'on worsted and knitted‘
goods. " and stated that L. Toplitz 6:, Co. were

the witness. that he had made contradictory
statements, oral or written, on the subject;

and, it‘ he wished to appeal to the prior rec
ord, to refresh his recollection, he could call
for it. and do so. But the evidence, as
offered, was competent. irrespective of the
prior record.
2. The same witness was asked, on cross
eexamination. whether he remembered that in
. the summer of 1882. when a bill was pending
before congress to amend the statutes bytex~
eluding wool goods from the provision for
caps and other articles made on frames, his
ﬁrm addressed a letter to Hon. S. S. Cox, is
member of congress from the city of New
York, protesting against the passage of that
law. The plaintiffs objected to that question

asnrrmaterial. and because the witness had
no right to state the contents of the letter,

and because the letter itself would be the
evidence. The court overruled the ob
Iection. and the plaintiffs duly excepted. The
witness answered that his ﬁrm wrote such a
letter. He was then shown what purported
to be copy of that letter, and asked if it was

a copy.

This was objected to. on the ground

"Hit the original was not produced. but the

oblcctron was overruled, and the plaintiffs
duly eXﬂcpted. The defendant then offered
the copy in evidence, and the plaintiffs 0b

importers of “ worsted knitted caps,” which

were "classed as worsted and knitted goods. "
It also appeared that the sign over the plain
tifi‘s’plnce of business in New York city was
“Importers of Scotch Caps.”
3. The defendant called a witness, who
was asked on direct examination the follow
ing question: “Please state by what name,
on the 3d of March, 1883, or immediately
prior thereto, these goods were known in
trade and commerce." The plaintiffs ob~
jected to that question on the grounds—
First, that congress, in the enactment, did
not have reference to commercial designa
tion; and, second. that the time to which
the question referred should be stated more
definitely. The court overruled the objec
tions, and the plaintiffs excepted. The wit
ness answered, “Scotch caps." The follow
ing question was then put to him: "Please
state whether. on the 3d of March, 1883, or

immediately prior thereto, these goods were
known in trade and commerce as ‘bonncts
for men.”’ The plaintiffs objected to that
question as immaterial, and for the same
reason as before the objection was over
ruled, the plaintiffs exceptcd, and the wit
ness answered, “No, sir." The same course
of examination was pursued in regard to
several witnesses introduced by the defend
ant.
It is contended by the plaintiffs that the
phrase, “Bonnets, hats, and hoods for men,
women, and children,” is not a commercial

designation. but is only descriptive; and

Jffcled; but the court overruled the objec

the case of Barber v. Schell, 107 U. S. 617,

tion, and the plaintiffs duly excepted. The
copy was then read in evidence. and is set

621, 2 Sup. Ct. Rep. 801, is cited. But we '
think no error was committed in admitting
the testimonyI and that it was important to
ascertain the commercial name of the article
in question. If no such term as “bonnets,"
applicable to head coverings for men. was
known or used in this country in March,
1883. and if, even though known beforeI the
term was then obsolete, it would follow that
it could not have been intended to apply the

forth in the record.

will‘? Plaintiffs contend that the copy was
w
in evidence without any proof that it
ﬁx“ WPY- What was before said as to the

“'0 afllfl'lgnmontof error is applicable here
that‘ th

6 objection that there was no proof

hm or e mlli'has a copy is not taken in the
exceiltlons.

The copy was treated by
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term to goods which were speciﬁcally de
scribed elsewhere in the act as “goods made
on knltting frames.” If the commercial
designation of the artii-le gave it its proper
r. place in the classiﬁcation of the statute. re~
“N? sort to the common designation was unnec
" essary and improper. ‘Arthur v. Lahey. 96
U. S. 112. 118; Barber v. Schell, 107 U. S.
617, 623, 2 Sup. Ct. Rep. 301; Worthington
v. Abbott. 124 U. -‘. 434. 436, 8 Sup. Ct.
Rep. 562; Arthur‘s Ex’rs v. Butterileld. 125
U. S. 70, 75, 8 Sup. Ct. Rep. 714; Robert
son v. Salomon, 130 U. S. 412, 415, 9 Sup.
Ct. Rep. 559.
The evidence shows that the goods in
question were known commercially in the
United States as “caps,” and not as “bon
nets," and that “caps" was also the common
designation. It cannot be properly said that
the statute uses the phrase “bonnets for
men." The language is, "bonnets, hats,
and hoods for men, women, and children.
That expression is fully answered by the
words "hats for men."
The circuit court. in its opinion, said cor
rectly: “Words used in these tariff statutes,
when not technical, either as having a spe
cial sense by commercial usage, or as having
a scientiﬁc meaning different from the popu
lar meaning,—in other words, when they
are words of common speech,—are within
the judicial knowledge. and their interpreta

tion is a matter of law.”

The court held, on

the evidence set forth in the hill of exceptions,

that the word nbonnet" in the act of March
3. 1883, was not sulliciently broad to cover
the goods in question, unless it was made so
by having allixed to it at the time congress
passed the set some peculiar, 'technical. trade
meaning. which coupled it, in the minds of
the legislators, with those particular goods,

or goods similar to them; and that there was
no proof of that.
Moreover, at the close of the trial, both
parties asked for the direction of a verdict.
The court denied the plaintiffs’ motion. and
they duly excepted. They then asked the
court to submit the case to the jury, but the
court refused to do so; but it oﬁered, how
ever, to submit to the jury the sole question
whether, at the time of the passage of the
tariif act of March 3, 1883. the word "bon
not” had in this country a well-known tech
nical, commercial designation such as would

Sheriff.
(December 5, 1892.)

No. 1.074.
APPEAL - Jrmsmcrmx — Onum-rron or Cos
TRANS—RAILROAD UO.\lPASlES—TAXATlOS—EX
sur'rros.
1. By an not passed in 1834, the legislature
of North Carolina exempted a certain railroad,
thereby chartered, from taxation. Under an
act of 1891, certain of its branch lines were
taxed. In a suit to enjoin the collection of the
tax the state supreme court acknowledged the
obligation of the contract of exemption, but held
that the branches in question were not included
therein. Held, that the supreme court of the
United States had jurisdiction to review this
decision. Henderson Bridge Co. v. Henderson
City, 12 Sup. Ct. Rep. 114, 14.1 U. S. 679, and
Railway Co. v. Todd 00., 12 Sup. Ct. Rep. 281,
142 U. S. 232, distinguished.
2. Act N. 0. Jan. 3. 1834, incorporating the
\V. & ‘V. R. (10., provided in section 19 that
such road should be free from taxation. Sub
sequent sections authorizi-d the construction or
branches, and provided that all powers, rights,
and privileges conferred by preceding sections
in respect of the main road should extend therc~
to, in the laying out, construction use, and
preservation of said branches. Held, that the
privileges extended to the branches were limited
to the purposes enumerated, and did not exempt
the branch lines from taxation. 14 S. E. Rep.
652, nﬂirmed.

3. By a subseﬁlcnt act (2 Rev. St. N. 0.
pp. 334. 335) the
. & W. R. 00., which had
not been exempvtvfrom taxation, was absorbed
into the W. dz
. R. 00., its stockholders tak
ing W. 8.: W. stock in lieu of their own, and it
was provided that the property of the absorbed
rond should be held in the same manner as all
other property of the absorbing road. Hcla,
that the absorbed road was not exempt from
taxation. 14 S. E. Rep. 652, aihrmcd.
4.111 1869 a tax was imposed upon the
franchise and rolling stock of the W. & W. R.
Co., and on certain lots belonging to it in Halifax
county, where a part of the absorbed road was
situated. In a_smt to enjoin the collection there—
of by the sheriff of that county it was held by
the su reme court of the United States (Rail
road 0. v. Reid. 13 Y-Vall. 264) that the prop_er~
ty and franchise were exempt. The question
resented and determined, however, was
that t e terms of the charter exempting all the
company's property included not on y its rolling
stoc r and real estate, but its franchise also, an
the distinction between the main road and the
absorbed road was not advertcd to. Held that,
even if the latter question might have been liti
gated in that case, the decision therein was
neither an esm pel nor a controlling authority.
in tho present litigation, as the cause of action
was diiferent. 14 S. E. Rep. 652, nﬁirmed.

question alone, but asked leave of the court

In error to the supreme court of the state
of North Carolina. Affirmed.
3
‘Statement by Mr. Chief Justice FULLER“!
This was an action brought in the superL'

to go to the jury generally.

or court of Halifax county, N. 0., by the

cover goods of this kind. The plaintiffs dis
claimed any desire to go to the jury on that
The court re

fused such leave, and the plaintiffs excepted.
‘258

(146 U. S. 279)

WILMINGTON 8: W. R. CO. v. ALSBROOK,

Thereupon a verdict for the defendant was
directed, and the plaintiffs duly excepted.
It seems to us‘that this action of the court
was ‘correct, and that it oﬂered to submit to
the Jury the only question which the plain
tiffs could properly ask to have submitted.
_4. The other assignments of error are
either immaterial, or are covered by what
has been already said.
Judgment aihrmed.

Wilmington & Weldon Railroad Company,
to restrain the sheriff of that county from
collecting certain taxes assessed on so much
ofa branch road of the plaintiff known as
the “Scotland Neck Branch” as lay therein
and on that part of the plaintilf's road which
formerly constituted the Halifax & Weldon
Railroad. and the rolling stock used with
said roads. The plaintiﬁ was incorporated
under an act of the general assembly of
North Carolina, approved January 3, 1834,

WILMINGTON & W. B. CO. e. ALSBROOK.
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entitled “An act toincorporate the Wilming

"Sec. 22. That all the powers, rights, and

ton and Raleigh Railroad Company." 2
Rev. St. N. C. 1837. pp. 335, 347. By the
ﬁrst section of this act commissioners were
designated “for the purpose of receiving
subscriptions to an amount not exceeding

privileges conferred by the preceding sections
upon the said company, in respect to the
main road, and the lands through which it
may pass, are hereby declared to extend in
every respect to the said company, and the
president and directors thereof, in the laying
out, in the construction, and in the use and
preservation of said lateral or branch roads.
“Sec. 28. That it shall and may be lawful
for the said company to construct a branch
to the main road as aforesaid, under the re~
strictions aforesaid. so soon as the main road
has reached the point at which the branch
road is intended to be joined with the main
road; but they shall not. under any pretense
whatever, apply the funds of the company to
the construction of a lateral or branch road,
until the main road is completedI except they
be subscriptions speciﬁcally made for theN
branch or lateral road. ”
to
'“Sec. 25. That, where a branch or laterals‘
road to the main road is shorter than twenty
miles, no other person or company shall be
authorized and empowered to build a railroad‘
from any point near its termination, so as to

eight hundred thousand dollars. in shares of
one hundred dollars each, to constitute a
joint capital stock, for the purpose of effect
ing a communication by a railroad, from
some point within the town of Wilmington,
or in theimmediate neighborhood of the said
town, to the city of Raleigh, or in the imme

diate neighborhood of the said city, the route
of which road shall be determined on by the
company hereby incorporated.” The ﬁrst
20 sections of the act relate to the main line
thus described.
The nineteenth section is as follows:
"That it shall and may be lawful for the
said president and directors to determine
from time to time what installments shall be
paid on the stock subscribed; to purchase
with the funds of the company. and place
on the said railroad constructed by them, all
machines, wagons. vehicles, carriages, and
teams of any description whatsoever, which
may be deemed necessary and proper for the
purposes of transportation; and all the prop
erty purchased by the said president and di

intersect with this main road, in order to in~

jure this company."
Section 24 refers to the right to connect or
intersect with “said railroad or any of its

rectors, and that which may be given to the

branches," and these 5 sections, out of 88 in

company, and the works constructed under
the authority of this act, and all proﬁts ac
cruing on the said works, and the said prop
erty shall be vested in the respective share
holders of the company, and their successors
and msigns forever, in proportion to their

011, and to lead in such direction, and to such

all, relate to branch roads.
On December 15, 1835, an act of the general
assembly was approved. entitled "An act to
amend an not passed in the year one thou
sand eight hundred and thirty-three, entitled
‘An act to incorporate the Wilmington and
Raleigh Railroad Company.’ " 2 Rev. St. N.
C. pp. 347. 848. This act authorized the cap
ital stock of the company to be increased to
any sum not exceeding $1,500,000. and pro
vided “that the stockholders of said company
shall and may be at liberty to run the main
road from some point within or near the town
of Wilmington to some point in the city of
Raleigh, or in the immediate neighborhood
thereof, or from Wilmington, or near it, as
aforesaid, to some point at or near the River
Roanoke. in this state, at the election of said
stockholders, with the view of connecting

a point or points, as they may think best;

with the Petersburg and Norfolk railroads;"

1“111. in order that they may do so, the said

“that the said company may be at liberty to
lay off and construct any lateral road, under
the rules and regulations provided in the
aforesaid act, before or after they have corn
pleted the main railroad aforesaid?’ "that
it shall and may be lawful for the said com
pany to purchase, own, and possess steam
boats. and other vessels, to ply and sail from
the port of Wilmington to Charleston or else
where, and to take and receive for the use of
said company, over and besides the proﬁts
allowed in the said original act, such sums
of money or other property for freight, pas
sengers, or other accommodation on said
boats and vessels as they may be able to make
by contracts with their customers. and _ac
cording to such rates as they may from time
to time establish ;" and enlarged the time for

irrespective shares; and the shares shall be

N deemed personal property, and the property
' of said company; and the shares'therein shall
be exempt from any public charge or tax
whatsoever."

t The 21st, 22d, 23d, and 25th sections read
us:
“Sec. 21. That the stockholders, in gener
sl meeting, may, if they think ﬁt, resolve to
construct a branch or branches to the main
road. to be connected with the main road at
such point or points as they may determine

stockholders are fully authorized to cause
books to be opened for subscriptions to the
said lateral road or branch of the main road;
and the subscribers for stock shall be subject
to all the rules previously made by the com
pany, and become members of the company,
with this exception only, viz., that the stock

:ubscrrbed by them shall be faithfully and
l:Onestly applied to the construction of that
‘ranch of the road for which they subscribed
1th, butthe subscribers for the main road and
6 branches shall constitute but one com
ggnlli. and their rights of property and estate
v.3 bein common, and not separate: pro

1941, however, that the whole capital of
Bubscribed stock shall not exceed one million
of dollars.
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The complaint alleged that "in the ya!

commencing the road to three years from

1840 the plaintiff completed the construction

a January 1, 1886
At the session of 1833 of the general as
U
a sembly an act was'passed entitled “An act
o
to incorporate the Halifax and Weldon Rail
road Company." 2 Rev. St. N. C. pp. 325.
334. This act contained no exemption from
taxation, and was subject to be altered,
amended, or modiﬁed by future legislatures.
Under its provisions, the Halifax 80 Weldon
Railroad Company procured its right of way,
and laid out and constructed the rondbed and

of its main road from the town of Wilming
ton, through the town of Halifax, to the

town of Weldon. on the Roanoke river. in
said state, and thereby connected its main
line with the Portsmouth 85 Norfolk Rail

road from Weldon to Halifax, a distance of

some eight miles, and entirely in the county
of Halifax. The corporation had no rolling
stock, but permitted the Portsmouth Raii

road Company, during the year 1836, to run
its cars over its roadbed and track. In 1836
an act was passed entitled “An act empower
ing the Halifax & Weldon Railroad Company
to subscribe their stock to the Wilmington
6:. Raleigh Railroad Company.” 2 Rev. St.
N. C. pp. 334, 335. Pursuant to the provi
sions of this act, the Halifax & Weldon Rail

road Company and the Wilmington &. Raleigh
Railroad Company entered into an agreement,
February 14, 1837, which agreement was in
all respects executed and carried into effect
by those corporations. The act authorized
the stockholders of the Halifax Company to
subscribe its stock on the books of the Wil
mington Company. and sections 2 and 3 were
as follows:
“Sec. 2. Upon the subscription of the
stock held by the stockholders in the Halifax
and Weldon Railroad Company in the books of
the Wilmington and Raleigh Railroad Com
pany, all the property, real and personal,
owned and held by the Halifax and Weldon
Railroad Company shall vest in and be owned
and possessed by the Wilmington and Raleigh
Railroad Company aforesaid, and be owned
and held and possessed by the said company
in the same manner that all the other prop
erty, real and personal, which has been ac
quired by the said company is owned, held,
and possessed; and the road which may have
been built, or partly built, by the Halifax
and Weldon Railroad Company, shall thence

road, and has had the same in use or opera

tion ever since.” The defendant denied the
aver-ment as made, and said that the part of
the road between Halifax and Weldon was
built by the Halifax Company, under its
charter, and acquired by the plaintiff in 1837,
in pursuance of the act of 1836. The plain
tiff, in reply, averred that the Halifax road
was only partially completed, and that the
Halifax Company owned no rolling stock or
other property of any description except its
roadbed and right of way, and referred to the

agreement of February, 1837. Plaintiff al
so, for further reply, set up the proceedings
and judgment in an action commenced by
plaintiff in 1869 in the superior court of Hali
fax county against the sheriff of that coun
ty, to enjoin the sale of property for taxes,
partly assessed. as alleged, upon a portion of
the roadbed and right of way acquired from
the Halifax Company, and pleaded the same
as an estoppel. It appeared that the agree
ment between the two companies above re—
ferred to was not registered, as required by
the act of 1836, but that this was subsequent
ly done under an act approved February 5,
1875. it further appeared that after the ex
ecution of the agreement of February 14,
1837, the Halifax Company ceased to exer-u
cise any corporate acts, or maintain any cor-a
porate existence oi'organization, and its roadbed, track, and right of way passed under
the control of the Wilmington Company, and
has ever since been under its control, as a

forward be deemed, to all intents, as well

a

Hana=1.-;<L_|-urm:-_rs i.u-

criminal as civil, a part of the Wilmington
and Raleigh road.
“See. 3. So soon as the subscription here

siby authorized shall have been made, all the

' rights and privileges acquired'under the be
fore recited act of assembly, passed in the
year one thousand eight hundred and thirty
three, entitled ' An act to incorporate the
Halifax and Weldon Railroad Company,‘
shall cease, and the corporate existence of
said company be determined.”
The terms of the agreement between the
two companies were that the Wilmington
Company should receive the assets of the
Halifax Company, and payits debts, and the
stockholders in the Halifax Company should
be entitled to their respective number of
shares of stock in the Wilmington Com
pany.

part of its main line of road.

Another act

amending the charter was approved January
24, 1851. which authorized the capital stock
to be increased to $2,500,000, and the issue
of scrip to the extent of the increase.

By

the third section it was provided “that said
scrip shall represent shares in the capital
stock of said company as though the said
shares had been originally subscribed for by
the holders thereof; and the said holders of
the scrip thus issued under the provisions of
this act shall be members of the said corpo
ration, with the same privileges, rights, and
immunities, and subject to the same rules
and regulations, as the original stockholders

of said company."

By an not approved Feb

ruary 15, 1855, the name of the Wilmington

Ga Raleigh Railroad Company was changed
to the name of the Wilmington 80 Weldon
Railroad Company. At the session of 1867
of the general assembly an act was passed

amending the act incorporating the Wil
mington Company, which was duly accepted
by its stockholders. November 13, 1867.
This act provided for the opening of books
for subscriptions, to any amount deemed nec—
essary, but not to exceed $25,000 per mile.

for the construction of any branch to the
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main line, which stock was to be separate
and independent of the stock of the main

road. and to be applied exclusively to the
branch road for Which it was subscribed.
The case came on in the superior court be

land Neck branch was valid, and vacated the
preliminary restraining order against its col
lection. Both parties appealed to the supreme to

court, which held that the superior court liadg

fore Connor, J., who, from the pleadings,
aﬂidarits, and exhibits, made and ﬁled ﬁnd
ings, in substance as heretofore stated, and

furiher therein found that during the year
1882 the plaintiff began and completed a
branch road connecting with its main road
at a point near the town of Halifax, in
Halifax county. and running to the town
of Scotland Neck, in that county. which
branch was extended to the town of Green
ville, in Pitt count , during 1890, and
in 1891 to the town of Kinstou, in Lenoir
county; being in all a distance of 85 miles;

:that the branch road ran through the county
got Halifax for 23% miles. That it was not
‘shown that the said‘ branch was built pur
suant to the provisions of the original char
ter or amendments thereto. That the branch
road was operated and managed by the offi
cers oi’ the plaintiff company, and known as
the "Scotland Neck Branch of the Wilming
ton & Weldon Railroad. ” That, in addition
to the said Scotland Neck branch, the plain
tiff company owned and operated in the same
manner the following other branch roads in
the state: The Clinton & Warsaw branch. 13
miles in length; the Nashville or Spring
Hope branch. 18 miles in lenth; the Wilson
66 Fsyetteville branch. 73.6 miles in length;
the Tarboro branch, 17 miles in length; mak
inga total of 206.6 miles, the main road be
ing 162 miles in length. That the said
branch roads, except the Tarboro branch, had
been built within the past 10 years; and

ties.
A transcript of the proceedings and judg
ment roll in the case of Wilmington 6: Wel

versed the judgment of that court. Final
judgment having been afterwards entered in
the superior court in accordance with the
opinion and judgment of the supreme court,
the case was again taken by plaintiff to the
supreme court, and the judgment allirmed,
whereupon this writ of error was sued out.
The opinions of the supreme court, by Clark,
J., which discuss the questions involved in
all their aspects, will be found reported in
110 N. C. 137, 14 S. E. Rep. 652.
S. F. Phillips, Thos. N. Hill, F. D. McKen
ney, and Wm. H. Day, for plaintiff in error.

R. 0. Burton and Theo. 1i‘. Davidson, for
defendant in error.
:0
'Mi'. Chief Justice FULLER, after stating?a
the facts in the foregoing language, deliv
ered the opinion of the court.
The jurisdiction of this court is questioned
upon the ground that the decision of the su
preme court of North Carolina conceded the '
validity of the contract of exemption con—
tained in the act of 1834, but denied that
particular property was embraced by its
terms; and that, therefore. such decision did
not involve a federal question.
In arriving at its conclusions, however,
the state court gave effect to the revenuelaw
of 1891, and held that the contract did not
confer the right of exemption from its oper
ation. If it did, its obligation was impaired
by the subsequent law, and. as the inquiry
whether it did or not was necessarily directly
passed upon, we are of opinion that the writ
of error was properly allowed. New Orleans

‘The railroad commission of North Caro
ma, pursuant to the provisions of the
revenue act of1891 of that state, (Acts

U. S. 18, 38, 8 Sup. Ct. Rep. 741.

1891., c. 823,) assessed for taxation the

Henderson, 141 U. S. 679, 12 Sup. Ct. Rep.

portion of plaintiﬂi‘s main road and rolling
Stock from Halifax to Weldon, being the

114, and Railway Co. v. Todd 00.. 142 U. S.
282, 12 Sup. Ct. Rep. 281, cited by defendant
in error, as qualifying the rule upon this sub
J'ect.
In Bridge 00. v. City of Henderson, it was

portion acquired from the Halifax t‘oinpany,

and also that part bf the Scotland Neck

Water Works 00. v. Louisiana Sugar 00., 125

We do not regard Bridge 00. v. City of

branch in Halifax county, and directed the

commissioners of Halifax county to place
the same upon the tax list of the county for

held by the court of appeals of Kentucky that
the city of Henderson, under a certain city
ordinance accepted by the bridge company,
Commissioners, and taxes were levied by
had acquired a contract right to tax that part
them thereon accordingly. The tax list was of the bridge within the city limits in con
duly placed in the hands of the defendant, sideration of rights and privileges granted.’
the company by the ordinance, and, as “118:
‘interpretation justified the municipal .taxa- '

the yraulihil, which was done by the county

tion in question, and could not ‘be’revicwed

,“If-‘eh Halifax and Weldon was void, and en
igllltzd the defendant from enforcing its pay

Bll . but that the tax levied upon the Scot

‘

by us, we declined to maintain jurisdiction.
In Railway Co. v. Todd (30., certain lands
were considered by the state court as not
within the exemption claimed, under the rev

enue law existing at its date.

But in the case in hand the court passed
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upon the action oi’ the authorities in virtue
of a. legislative act approved more than 50
years after the making of the supposed con
tract, and explicitly upheld the law.
'.‘We are obliged. then, to consider the le

gality of this taxation in respect of the branch
road proper and of the road from Halifax to
Weldon.
The inquiry is limited to taxation on cor
porate property only, though the original ex
emption also covered the shares of the capital
stock in the hands of its shareholders. The
legislature recognized the distinction between
the one class and the other; and, if it were
conceded that all the shares should be treated
as exempt. as contended, in respect of which

we are called upon to express no opinion, yet
the entire property of the company might or
might not be exempt, in the light of all the

provisions of the charter with its amend
ments, and the terms of the authority under

the laying out, construction. repair, main
tenance, and operation of a railroad, includ
ing the power of eminent domain in the va
rious forms of its exercise; in short, the pos
itive rights or privileges, without which the
branch roads could not be constructed or suc
cessfully worked, but which did not in them
selves include immunity from taxation,—-a
privilege having no relation to the laying
out. construction, use, or preservation of the

"Lil an/Bari
g

road.

in Railroad Co. v. Commissioners. 103 U.
S. 1, the Annapolis St Elk Ridge Railroad
Company was “invested with all the rights
and powers necessary to the construction
and repair” of its railroad, and for that pur
pose was to “have and use all the powers
and privileges" and be subject to the obliga
tions contained in certain enumerated sec
tions of the charter of the Baltimore 6:. Ohio
Railroad Company. Among these sections
was one containing this provision: “And the
shares of the capital stock of the said com 296
pany shall be deemed and considered personal
estate. and shall be exempt'from the imposiu
tion of any tax or burthen by the states as
senting to this law.” It was held that ex
emption from taxation was not one of the
privileges of the Baltimore 80 Ohio Company,
which the new company was permitted “to
have and use," since the powers and privi
leges conferred were only such as were neces
sary to the construction, repair, and use of
the railroad. And Railroad Co. v. Gaines,

which it may have been acquired.
The applicable rule is too well settled to
require exposition or the citation of author
ity. The taxing power is essential to the ex
istence of government, and cannot be held to
have been relinquished in any instance, un
less the deliberate purpose of the state to that
effect clearly appears. The surrender of a
power so vital cannot be left to inference. or
conceded in the presence of doubt, and, when
the language used admits of reasonable con
tention, the conclusion is inevitable in favor
of the reservation of the power.
97 U. S. 697. and Morgan v. Louisiana, 93
By its charter the Wilmington 80 Raleigh
U. S. 217, where similar rulings were made,
Railroad Company, with a capital stock of
were cited and approved.
$800,000, was empowered to construct, re
The language of the section under consid
pair, and maintain a railroad from Wilming
eration requires the same construction, al
ton to Raleigh, and by its nineteenth section though the section relates to branch roads of
it was provided (the punctuation being cor
the same company, and not to the roads of
' rected) that “the'property of said company
diﬁ’erent companies. The facts that the
and the shares therein shall be exempt from
branches may be component parts of an or
any public charge or tax whatsoever.”
ganic whole; that “the subscribers for the
By section 21 branch roads were author
main road and the branches shall constitute
ized, the whole capital of subscribed stock
but one company. and their rights of prop—
not to exceed $1,000,000, and by section 22 it
erty and estate shall be in common, and not
was provided “that all the powers, rights,
separate,” (section 21.)—do not change the
and privileges conferred by the preceding sec
rule, for restrictive words cannot be wrested
tions upon the said company in respect to the
from their apparent meaning because used
main road, and the lands through which it
in the same charter. and with regard to the
may pass, are hereby declared to extend in
creation of certain parts of one system. if
every respect to the said company. and the
those subdivisions as authorized have a sepa
president and directors thereof, in the laying
rate physical existence. and constitute in
out, in the construction, and in the use and
themselves a certain class of property. If
preservation of said lateral or branch road.”
other companies had been chartered in the
So far from it plainly appearing from this
language employed in these sections, there
language that the exemption from taxation
was thereby extended to branch roads, it could be no question that their property
would be liable to taxation. and no reason is
seems to us entirely clear that the words used
perceived for treating these branches as dif
were words of limitation, and, in terms, con
ﬁned the powers, rights, and privileges ierently situated in this regard.
We cannot accede to the ingenious sug
granted to those relating to the laying out,
gestion of counsel that section 22 was
the construction, the repair, and the opera
simply a provision for extending to the
tion of the branches.
branches the previous provisions of the
The powers, rights, and privileges con
ferred by the preceding sections upon the charter as to eminent domain only. The
company in respect to the main road, and the powers, rights, and privileges were those per—
taining to the use, as well as the construc
lands through which it might pass, em
braced the rights and powers necessary for tion, of the branches; and if. a necessity ap

5,6
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peared to exist of specifically conferring upon
the company the power of eminent domain in
respect of its branch roads, because of the

character of the power, it is dillicult to see
why exemption from taxation should not
have been mentioned, for the same reason,

if it had been intended to extend that also
hto the branches. Nor by gtplay upon the
:word “extend" can the se ion be regarded
‘as an enlargcment'to the exclusion of re
striction. To extend the powers, rights, and
privileges of the company existing as to the
main road so as to comprehend the branches,
may, it is true, be said to have enlarged
their application, but only in the particulars
named, and as restricted by the enumera
tion.
We do not deny that exemption from tax
ation may be construed as included in the
word "privileges, " if there are other pro
visions removing all doubt of the intention
of the legislature in that respect, (Picard v.
Railroad C0,, 130 U. S. 637, 642, 9 Sup. Ct.

Rep. 640,) but we have none such here.

was simply licensed; and that under the acts
of 1834 and 1885 it was competent for the
company, at discretion and at any time, to
construct branches from any point on its
main road in any direction, and to any point,
within the state. None of the branch roads
were either commenced or linished within
the 12 years. The Tarhoro branch. it is said,
was built in 1860. and the others, according
to the ﬁndings, within 10 years prior to De
cember, 1891. We ﬁnd nothing in the rec
ord to indicate that, if the legislature in
tended to empower this company to tessellate
the state with branch roads, it was designed
that they should be exempted from the pay
ment of taxes. Whatever effect the accept
ance of the amendments and the delay in
building the branches may have had, it is
quite clear that their immunity from taxa
tion cannot be successfully asserted under the
circumstances.
It remains to examine the case as respects
the road from Halifax to Weldon.
Under the amendment of 1835, the Wil
mington Company was at liberty to run it!

And in this connection some further ob
servations may properly be made. As
main road from Wilmington to Raleigh, or
pointed out by the supreme court,
the from Wilmington “to ome point at or near.
charter, as originally granted, was for the
construction of a railroad from Wilmington the River Roanoke."
The supreme court held that Halifax was
to Raleigh, a distance of something over
the point on the Roanoke river which, by
100 miles, with a capital stock of $800,
election
of the company, was made the ter
000; and branches were authorized under the
sections referred to, interjected into the body minus ot‘ the main road as authorized, in
stead of Raleigh. This followed from the
of the act, the capital being, however, lim
fact that the company only built its road to
lied to $1,000,000. The act of 1835 author
ized a change of terminus “to some point at Halifax under its charter, and that Weldon
or near the River Roanoke. " and an increase was reached by the acquisition of the road of
the Halifax Company under the act of 1836,
of the capital stock to
$1,500,000,
and the passed for that purpose.
company was also empowered
to purchase,
The main road of the Wilmington Compa
own, and possess steamboats and other ves
sols, to ply from Wilmington to Charleston ny was exempt; but if the Halifax road, after
or elsewhere. The act of 1851 permitted an its transfer, be regarded as a branch or con~
increase of the capital stock to $2,500,000. necting road, and. at all events, as in law
hese acts contained no exemption of rop— not a part of the main road, then it was not
any from taxation, nor did the act of 1867. within the exemption of the charter. and the
which authorized the company to open taxation complained of was not illegal.
It’,
books for subscription to build branch roads must be borne in mind that the Halifax road
5'.
to the amount of $25,000 per mile, nor any was'constructed under an act of incorporaother amendatory act availed of by the com tion which did not withdraw the property of
any.
the Halifax Company from taxation. The
Under the act of 1835 the road was built legislature apparently did not consider it nec
to Halifax, 154 miles, and by the acquisition essary to hold out that inducement to the
of the Halifax & Weldon Railroad was ex
building of a line between Halifax and Wel
tended to Weldon, making a distance of 162 don, and when, for the beneﬁt of these rail
miles. The ﬁndings show over 200 miles in road companies, it authorized the transaction
branch roads. Doubtless these, or some of in question, it must be assumed to have done
them, might be treated as constituting parts this as a matter of favor, and not upon the
of the main line in fact, but under the char
consideration of beneﬁt to the public by the
tel. that term is applicable to the line from creation of what had already been brought
Illlnlngton to Halifax, or to Weldon, a con
into existence without any special release
;larizratmn involved in another aspect of the from common burdens.
.999

The act of 1836 was an act, as its title

By section 33 of the act of 1834, the com
?cticn of “the'main line from Wilmington
OlRalelgh within twelve years” was re
qmreil. but it is insisted that this limitation
all no application to the branches; that. as
t be main has, its construction was a du
i’- llt as to the branches. their construction

stated, “empowering the Halifax & Weldon
Railroad Company to subscribe their stock
to the Wilmington dz Raleigh Railroad Com
pany.” This was to be done upon such
terms as might be stipulated between the
two companies, and the terms agreed on
were the payment of the Halifax Company’s
debts, the transfer of its assets,and the issue
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cates of stock in the Macon Company. It
st certiﬁcates to its stockholders of their re
was held that the consolidation did not
spective number of shares in the Wilming
amount to a surrender of the existing char
ton Company. Upon that subscription be
ters of both companies, and the creation of a
ing effected, the not provided that “all the new company: that the purpose and effect of
property, real and personal, owned and held” the consolidation act were to provide fora
by the Halifax Company should become vest
merger of the Macon Company into the Cen
ed in and be owned and possessed by the tral Company, and to vest in the hitter the
Wilmington Company. and be “owned and rights and immunities of the former. butnot
held and possessed by the said company in to enlarge them; and that, as the Macon Com
the same manner that all the other property, pany held its franchises and property subject
real and personal. which has been acquired to taxation, the Central Company, succeed-i
by the said company, is owned, held, and ing to the ownership, held them alike sub-g
possessed;” and that the road of the Halifax
It was not doubted that'the Macon.
Company “shall tlienceforward be deemed. ject.
Company was intended to go out of existence,
to all intents. as well criminal as civil, a for, as said by the court through Mr. Justice
part of the Wilmington 85 Raleigh Railroad." Strong, provision was made for the surrender
The rights and privileges of the Halifax of all the shares of its capital stock, and
Company thereupon ceased, and its corporate without stockholders it could not exist. The
existence was determined. The legal iden
Central Company absorbed the Macon Com
tity of the Wilmington Company remained, pany, and it ceased to be, just as in the case
while that of the Halifax Company was de
at bar the merger was to result and did re
stroyed; and, although the transaction was sult in the determination of the corporate ex~
described by the legislature, in the act of
1875. as a consolidation, it amounted rather istence of the Halifax Company.

In Railroad Co. v. Wright, 116 U. S. 231,

to a merger or an amalgamation, and need
not be held to have resulted in the new corpo
ration. But it by no means follows that the
transfer of the road of the one company to
gthe other made it in law such an extension
v; of the main road of the latter as to bring it
' within the exemption'from taxation. which,
as we have seen, was conﬁned to the main

road alone. The main road built by the Wil
mington Company under its charter terminated at Halifax. The prolongation of the
line to Weldon was the result of acquisition
under another and different act, required to

6 Sup. Ct. Rep. 875, the question related to
the liability of the railroad company for taxes
on different parts of its road. The original
charter contained an exemption from taxa
tion, and as to two of the parts acquired or
built under subsequent legislation there was
areservat-ion of the right to tax. Athird
division was constructed under an amenda
tory act giving authority so to do, "under
‘ the rules and restrictions" originally pre
scribed, but containing nothing about taxa
tion. As the original charter was not the
source of power to build the division, it was

be passed in order to allow this to be done,

and not conferring any exemption. As al
ready indicated, if the construction of the
main road could be presumed to have been
partially induced by the promise of exemp
tion. no such presumption arose from the

mere legislative concession of authority to
obtain an existing road.
The property acquired was, indeed, to be
owned, held, and possessed by the Wilming
ton Company in the same manner as its other
property,—the real estate as in fee simple,
and the personalty as used and enjoyed; but
the way in which property is owned and
handled has no necessary relation to an ex

decided that the exemption therein contained
did not extend to the latter. Mr. Chief Jus
tice Waite. delivering the opinion of the court,
said: “In building this extension or branch
the company was placed ‘ under the rules and
restrictions ’ they were subjected to in build
ing the original road; but that did not neces
sarily imply an exemption of this line from
taxation to the same extent that the old road
was exempted. That exemption was only
for that road, and, as the amending act does
not in terms or by fair implication apply the
exemption to the additional road, which was
to be built under it, we must presume that
nothing of the kind was intended, and that

emption.

The branch roads are owned, held,

the state was left free to tax that road like
and possessed in the same manner as the
main road, but the extent of the exemption other property."
We concur with the state court in the con
is limited by the charter; and that limitation
clusions reached, as sustained by reason and
was neither explicitly nor by fair implication
removed by the language of the act of 1836. authority.
It appears from the record of the case of
Railroad Co. v. Georgia. 92 U. S. 665, is
Wilmington
8a
Weldon
Railroad Company
much in point. There the Central Company
and the Macon Company were authorized to v. John A. Reid that certain taxes were im
unite and consolidate their stocks and all posed in 1869 upon the franchise and rolling
stock of the Wilmington Company, and upon
their rights. privileges. immunities, proper
certain lots of land situated in the county Of
ty, and franchises, under the name and char
ter of the Central Company. and thereupon Halifax, forming part of the property of the“
the holders of the shares of the stock of the company, and necessary to be used in theg
soperation of its business; and that the defend"
ltlacon Company became entitled to receive a
like number of shares of stock in the Central

Company, upon surrendering their certiﬁ

ant, Reid, sheriff of the county, had seized
an engine and tender belonging to the plain

.IIn.Im.-.

UNITED STATES v. DUNNINGTON.
till.’ in the eﬁiort to collect the tax. A demand
was made on the county commissioners to
correct the tax list in the particular of the
levy against the franchise and rolling stock,
and subsequentlyacomplaint was filed by the
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Large, p. 83,) for an enlargement of the capitol
grounds, an appraisement was had, and the
value was deposited in court. These proceed
ings took place during the life of the fee~simple

company against the sheriff. the county com

missioners not being made parties, setting up
that neither the lots nor the franchise or roll
ing stock were liable to be taxed, because ex
empt under section 19 of the company’s
charter.

The facts being admitted, judg

ment was entered sustaining the exemption

11 ng upon him and his heirs, as well as upon
itlhe teliant during his life, under the conﬁsca
on so e.

claimed, and the sheriff was enjoined.

The case was then taken to the supreme
court of the state, where it was held that the
franchise was liable to taxation, and the or

derof the superior court was reversed. 64 N.
0. 226. To review this judgment a writ of
error was sued out from this court, and it
was thereon decided that a statute exempting
all the property of a railroad company from
taxation exempts not only the rolling stock
and real estate owned by it, and required by
the company for the successful prosecution
of its business, but its franchise also, and the
judgment of the supreme court was in turn
reversed. Railroad Co. v. Reid, 18 Wall.
264. These proceedings are relied on as an
estoppel, so far as the road from Halifax to
Weldon is concerned. or as controlling an
thorlty in the premises. We think they can
not he so regarded. The causes of action are
not identical, and the points or questions
actuallylitigated are not the same. The dis
tinction between the road from Halifax to
Weldon and the main road from Wilmington
to Halifax was not adverted to; and, even if
that question might have been raised, this
suit being upon a different cause of action,
the judgment in the former case'cannot oper

therewith, since the court was not the agent
of the government in such payment, and the
government was under no obligation to see that
the money was properly distributed.

Appeals from the court of claims. Re.
versed.
Statement by Mr. Justice BROWN:
This was a petition to recover from the
United States the sum of $12,644, the alleged
value of lot 3, square 688, in the city of
Washington, condemned for the enlarge
ment of the capitol grounds, The following
facts were found by the court of claims:

(1) Charles W. C. Dunnington, the an ‘339
cestor of the claimants,'was. on April 2,
18,32, and subsequently up to June 29, 1863,
seised or well entitled in fee simple of and to
lot No. 3, in square No. 688, on the plats of
the squares and lots of the city of Washing
1
, with the improvements, buildings,
rig hts, privileges, appurtenances, and heredit~

aments, containing 5,572 square feet. Said
Dunnington, the ancestor, died August 14,
1887. leaving as his sole heirs the claimants

ate as determining what might have been, in this case, as set out in their petition.
but was not, broughtin issue and passed upon.
(2) May 12, 1863, proceedings in rem, un
Cromwell v. County of Sac, 94 U S. 351; der the conﬁscation act of July 17, 1862, and
Nesbit v. Independent Dist., 144 U. S. 610, joint resolution of the same date, (12 St.
12 Sup. Ct. Rep. 746.
pp- 589, 627,) were begun by the defendants
It is quite evident that the former action in the supreme court of the District of Co
lumbia. to conﬁscate said lot as the property
was Simply availed of in order to obtain a de
ion as to the power to tax the main line, of Dunnington, who was in rebellion against
the
United States. Under these proceedings
and that no other point was controverted.
the lot was duly condemned as enemy’s prop
Judgment atlirmed.
erty, and exposed to public sale, at which
====I
A. It. Shepherd became the purchaser and
entered into possession.
ms t'. s. 338)
UNITED STATES v. DUNNINGTON et aL
(3 Under the act of May 8, 1872, (17 St.
p. 8 ,) proceedings were commenced in the
DUNNINGTON et al. v. UNITED STATES.
supreme court of the District of Columbia.
(December 5, 1892.)
at the instance of the defendant, for the ac
quisition of land to enlarge the grounds
Nos. 51, 52.
Cos‘ﬂscs'rrox Ac'r —Susssounw Connsmu'rxox around the capitol, in which eontempluted
—R|on-rs or Home.
enlargement said lot No. 3 was included.
8 1- Under the conﬁscation act of 1862, (12
June 11, 1872, the secretary of the interior
8. pp. 58% 627,) the estate forfeited informed the court that he was unable to
.
e
obtain the titles to said lands by mutual
' unless his_d1sability is removed. Wal
agreement with the owners. There-upon the
} "_~ ‘an Riswrck, 92 U. S. 202, modiﬁed; court appointed commissioners “to make a
133‘ WILL‘); v. Bosworth, 10 Sup. Ct. Rep. 231,
bf-“glililsmiﬂenkiiga v. Collard, 1;! Sup. just and equitable appraisement of the cash
value of the several interests of each and
_ V ._
._ .
.11 proved.
the :élgiggtllltuii,1:81:32‘!!!
fWashington,
said unfder every owner of the real estate and improve
was (17erea
er ments necessary to be taken for public use,
Widemned under Act oMay 8,’‘ 1872,
s; at

and make return to said court."
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October 16, 1872, said commissioners ﬁled

United States to recover the value of a lot of

their report, in which the cash value of said
lot No. B is appraised at $1.50 a square foot,
and the improvements thereon at $1,500.
They also report that said lot contained
5,572 square feet, thus making the whole
value of lot and improvements $9,858.
On the same day said appraisement was
approved and adopted by the court, and the
same was reported to the secretary of the
interior.
March 15, 1873, the court made the follow
,, ing order:

land, which had ﬁrst been conﬁscated as en
emy's property. and then condemned, in the
hands of the purchaser. for the use of the

‘

government and for the enlargement of the
capitol grounds.
If the case were the simple one assumed by
the claimants of a piece of private property
taken for the public use without compensa
tion to the owners, their right to recover its
value would be beyond question; but there
are other facts which put the case in a some
what different light. Under the conﬁsca

“whereas, it appears to the court that the

tion act of July 17, 1862, (12 St. p. 589,) the

owner or owners of each of said lots and parts
of lots have failed and neglected to demand
of the secretary of the interior the said ap
praised cash value of said lots and parts of
lots, respectively, for ﬁfteen days after the
appraisement thereof by this court, it is there
fore ordered that leave be, and is hereby,
granted to said relator to deposit the said
appraised values of said lots and parts of lots

lot had been seized as the property of a pub
lic enemy and sold to Shepherd. By these
proceedings the estate of Charles W. O. Dun
nington, the ancestor of the claimants, was
forfeited and vested in the purchaser. There

in this court, to the credit of the owners

thereof, respectively, subject to be drawn
therefrom only upon an order of this court
{or payment to the parties entitled; and it is
further ordered that upon the depositing of
the money by the relator as hereinbefore pro
vided. and notice thereof ﬁled with the clerk
of this court, possession of the property for
which said deposit is made may be taken by
‘the United States."

(4) March 31, 1873, in pursuance of the
above order, a certiﬁcate of deposit for the

amount oi’ said appraisement was iiled with
the court by the secretary of the interior.
Thereupon defendants took possession of

remained, however, the reversionary interest,

which upon his demise would become vested
in these heirs.
During his life, and on May 8, 1872, con
gress passed an act for the enlargement of
the capitol grounds, by taking in square No.
688, which included the lot in question. 17
St. pp. 61, 83. By section 7 it was made
"the duty of the secretary of the interior to
purchase, from the owner or owners thereof,

at such price, not exceeding its actual cash
value, as may be mutually agreed on, * "‘ "
such private property as may be necessary
for carrying this act into etfect." By section
8 it was directed “that if the secretary of the
interior shall not be able to agree with the
owner or owners * * " upon the price,
* ‘l‘ " it shall be his duty to make appli
cation to the supreme court of the District of

said lot, and the same is now embraced in

Columbia, which court is hereby authorized

the ornamental grounds about the capitol.
(5) April 3, 1873. upon the petition of the
heirs of Martin King. deceased, the appraised
value of said lot and improvements, amount

and required. upon such application. in such
mode, and under such rules and regulations,
as it may adopt, to make a just and equitable
appraisement of the cash value of the several
interests of each and every owner of the real

ing to $9,858, was, by order of the court,

paid to William F. Mattingly. attorney of

estate," etc.

record for said heirs.
Said King was the vendee. through several
intermediate conveyances, of said A. R.
Shepherd.

simple of all premises so appropriated “ " '
shall, upon payment to the owner or owners.
respectively, of the appraised value, or in cases
the said owner or owners refuse or neglects
for ‘ﬁfteen days after the appraisement'

(6) The cash value of said lot No. 3 on
August 14, 1887. was, at the rate of $2 a
square foot, $11,144; improvements, $1,500;
making together, $12,644.
Upon the foregoing ﬁnding of facts the

*

*

"

By section 9, "that the fee

to demand the same.

*

* *

upon depositing the said appraised value in
the said court to the credit of such owner or
owners, respectively, be vested in the United
the court decided, as a conclusion of law, States." Section 11 provided “that no delay
that the claimants were entitled to recover in making an assessmentof compensation. or
$9,858, for which judgment was entered. in taking possession, shall be occasioned by
24 Ctt. 01.404. Both parties appealed to this any doubt which may arise as to the owner
cour .
ship of the property, or any part thereof, or
Sol. Gen. Aldrich, for the United States. as to the interests of the respective owners.
but in such cases the court shall require ade
Chas. W. Homer and Geo. A. King, for Dun
posit or" the money allowed as compensation
nington and others.
for the whole property or the part in dispute
5?
In all cases. as soon as the United States
‘f ‘Mr. Justice BROWN, after stating the shall have paid the compensation assessed, 01‘
facts in the foregoing language. delivered the secured its payment. by a deposit of money
iopiuion of the court.
under the order of the court, possession of
' ‘This was a proceeding by the heirs at law the property may be taken.”
of a person formerly in rebellion against the
The secretary of the interior, being unable
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to agree with the owners upon a price. on
June 11, 1872, informed the court to that
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subject of’ the seizure, even during his life.
but it was his interest in the property, what
ever that interest might be, and if he had,
commissioners to make a just and equitable previously to his oﬂ’ense. mortgaged the land
sppraisement of the cash value of the sev
to a bona ﬁde mortgagee. the mortgage was
eral interests of each and every owner of the not divested, and the sale under the conﬁsca
real estate and improvements, etc. On Oc tion act passed the life estate subject to the
tober 16, 1872, the commissioners ﬁled their
charge.
report, appraising the property at $9,858.
The subject was considered at length in the
This appraisement was approved, and on case
of Wallach v. Van Riswick, 92 U. S.
March 15, 1873, the court made an order in
202, which was a bill for the redemption of
the terms of the act, reciting that the own
a deed of trust of property in Washington,
ers had neglected to demand of the secre
subsequently conﬁscated, given by Wallach,
tary of the interior the appraised cash values
a public enemy, to secure the payment of a
of said lots for 15 days after the appraise
ment thereof by the court, and directing promissory note. Wailach’s interest in the
property
was therefore an equity of redemp-h
that leave be granted to deposit the ap
praised values in court to the credit of the tion, which the purchaser at the conﬁscation§
owners. subject to be drawn therefrom only sale acquired and held with'the security of‘
upon the order of the court for payment to the deed of trust, which he had also purchased.
Wallach, having returned to Washington
the parties entitled, and that, upon the de
posit of the money and notice to the clerk, after the war, made adeed purporting to con
possession of the property might be taken by vey the lot in fee, with covenants of general
warranty, to Van Riswick, the purchaser at
the United States. In pursuance of this or
der the money was deposited, and the United the conﬁscation sale. The case stood in this
condition
until Wallach died. when his heirs,
States took possession of the lot, which is
now embraced within the ornamental claiming that, after the conﬁscation proceed
ings, nothing remained in him which could
grounds of the capitol. Three days there
after the entire appraised value of the lot, be the subject of sale or conveyance, ﬁled a
viz., $9,858, was paid to the heirs of Martin bill to redeem the deed of trust, which was
admitted to be still a. valid lien upon the
King, who had become vested, through sev
seral intermediate conveyances, with the title property. This court decided that the heirs
had a right to redeem, holding, in effect, that,
pacquired at the conﬁscation sale.
after the confiscation proceedings, the offend
'1. It is insisted by the claimants, in this
er had no interest in the thing conﬁscated
connection, that these proceedings in con
damnation were a nullity as to them; that which he could convey, or any power over it
from the time the estate was forfeited under which he could exercise in favor of another.
the conﬁscation act until August 14, 1887, It was thought that congress could not have
neither Charles W. C. Dunningtou nor his intended to leave in the enemy a vested inter
heirs retained any right, title, or interest in est in the property which he might sell, and
this property which could be asserted in a with the proceeds of which he might aid in
carrying on the waragainst the government;
court of law or equity; that neither of them
had any day in court in the condemnation and support was found for that conclusion
proceedings, nor was it in law possible for in the fact that the sixth section of the con
eﬂect, and applied for the appointment of

them in any way to intervene or assert any

ﬁscation act declared that all sales, transfers,

claim whatever. By the joint resolution ac
companying the conﬁscation act. (12 St. p.

or conveyances of any such property should
be null and void. The question whether the
fee remained in abeyance pending the life of

27.) no proceedings under such act could
be considered “to work a forfeiture of the
real estate of the oﬂender beyond his nat

the offender, or, if not, in whom it was vest
ed. though discussed, was not decided.

Ural life.” The status of the fee between

In Pike v. Wassell. 94 U. S. 711, the ques
tion arose whether the heirs of the person
whose estate had been conﬁscated could main
tain an action to require the purchaser to
keep down the taxes during the life of the of
fender. The defendants insisted that until
the death of the offender the children had no

the time the forfeiture took effect and the
termination of the life estate, by the death

of the oifender, when his heirs took title to

"l9 property, has been the subject of much
iscussion and of some conﬂict of opinion in
this court.
in the ﬁrst case that arose under this act,

(Blgelow v. Forrest, 9 Wall. 332),) Mr. J us
the Strong suggested anomalies presented by
the forfeiture of lands of which the offender

1w" Selsed in fee. during his life and no
011881‘. without any corruption of his herit

able blood, and declined to inquire how, in
5a?“ “case, descent could be cast upon his
tie" notwithstanding he had no seisin at the
£1166 of his death. In Day v. Micou, 18 Wall.

in i It was held that it was not the property
ﬁll of the oﬂfender which was made the
v.13s.o._6

interest in the property, and therefore could

not appear to protect the inheritance. It was
held to be true, as ageni-ral rule, that so long
as the ancestor lives the heirs have no inter
est in his estate; but, without undertuklng

to determine where the fee dwelt during the
life estate, it was held that the heirs had an
estate in expectancy. and, as there was no
one else to look after the interests of thesuc
cession, they might properly be permitted to
do whatever was necessary to protect it from
forfeiture or incumbrance. The case was
held a proper one for a court of equity to in
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2’ terfere and graut’proper relief. It is evident
from the language of the opinion in this case
that the necessity of having some one to rep
resent the fee and to protect the expectant
estate of theheirs was present to the mind of
the court. The question decided in “'allach
v. Van ltiswick was raised again in French v.
Wade, 102 U. S. 132, and the former case
was unequivocally affirmed.
The question what became of the fee was
also discussed in Railroad Co. v. Bosworth,
133 U.
92. 10 Sup. Ct. Rep. 231, and it
was intimated, as a logical consequence from
the decision in Shields v. Schiﬁ, 124 U. S.
351, 8 Sup. Ct. Rep. 510, that the heirs took
as heirs. and not by donation from the gov
ernment; "that, after the conﬁscation of the
property, the naked fee, * * * subject,
for the lifetime of the offender, to the in
terest or usufruct of the purchaser at the
conﬁscation sale, remained in the offender
himself; otherwise,” said Mr. Justice Brad
ley, “how could his heirs take it from him

by inheritance? But, by reason of his dis
ability to dispose of or touch it, or ail’ect it in
any manner whatsoever, it remained, as be
fore stated, a mere dead estate. or in a con
dition of suspended animation. We think
that this is, on the whole, the most reasona
ble view. There is no corruption of blood;
the offender can transmit by descent; his

too broadly stated in Wallach v. Van Ris
wick, that the effect of the conﬁscation was
to divest the owner of every \"esiigc of pro
prietary right over the property. and that the
sounder view is that inliinated in Railroad
Co. v. Bosworth and Jenkins v. Collard;
that the estate forfeited is the life estale of
the offender; and that the fee remains in

him, but without the power of alienating it
during his life, unless the disability be re
moved. The theory of the common law,
that the fee can never be in abeyance, but
must reside somewhere, though seemingly
somewhat fanciful, is founded uponaconsid
eration of good sense that there shall always
be some One in existence to represent it in
actions brought for its recovery, and to pro
tect the interest of the heirs. In treating of
this subject, Mr. Fearne, in his work on Con

tingent Remainders, (volume 2, § 60,) oh
serves “that, if a person limits a freehold in
terest in the land, by way of use or devise,
which he may do, though he could not do so
at the common law, to commence in futuro,
without making any disposition of the inter

mediate legal seisin

*

4‘

*

the legal

seisin, property, or ownership, except such
part thereof. if any, as is comprised within
a prior disposition of a vested interest. of
course remains in the grantor and his heirs.
or the heirsat law of the testator. until the
heirs take from him by descent; why, then, arrival of the period when. according to the
is it not most rational to conclude that the terms of the future limitation. it is appoint
dormant and suspended fee has continued in ed to reside in the person to whom such in
him?" It was further held in that case terest in futuro is limited." That the fee is
not forfeited by the conﬁscation is also the
that, if the disability of the offender be re
moved by a pardon or armistice, it restored logical deduction from the ruling in Shields,
him to the control of his property, so far as v. Schiff, 124 U. S. 351, 8 Sup. Ct. Rep. 510,:
the same had never been forfeited or never that the heirs'take by descent from the offender, and not by donation from the govern
become vested in another person.
In Jenkins v. Collard. 145 U. S. 546, 12 ment, inasmuch as. if there be no vestige of
the estate left in the ancestor, it would be
Sup. Ct. Rep. 868, the estate of a public ene
my was conﬁscated and sold. Subsequent impossible for them to take by descent from
to the sale he returned to Cincinnati, gave a him. This, too, disposes of the theory that
deed in fee simple with covenants of general the tee resides in the United States in trust
for the heirs.
warranty, and it was held that he and all per
A necessary inference from the position
sons claiming under him were thereby es
assumed by the claimants, that neither Dun
topped from asserting the title to the premi
ses, as againstthe grantee, or from conveying nington nor his heirs retained any interest
them to any other parties. It was further in the forfeited estate, nor any right to inter
held that no disposition was ever made by the vene in these proceedings, is that the govern
government of the reversion of the estate of ment can obtain no title by condemnation to
e,the offending party; that it must, therefore, conﬁscated property during the life of the of
gbs construed to have remained in him, but fender; that it can only condemn his life es
' without'power to alienate it during his life; tate in the hands of the purchaser; and that,
upon the termination of such estate, the
that the covenant of seisin in his deed es
topped him and his heirs from asserting title heirs can recover the property, or at least
to the premises against the grantee; and that compel the government to institute new pro
the disability. if any, which had rested upon ceedings for its condemnation. Such a con
him againstdisposing of the fee was removed struction would be intolerable. The march
by the proclamation of pardon and amnesty of public improvement cannot thus he stayed
by uncertainties, complications, or disputes
of December 25, 1868, and he stood, with ref
erence to that estate, precisely as though no regarding the title to property sought to be
conﬁscation proceedings had ever been had. condemned; and the language of section 8 of
“.The amnesty and pardon. in removing the the act of May 8, 1872, requiring the ap
fllsﬂhlliliy. if any. resting upon him, respect praisoment to be made of the several inter
ing that estate, enlarged his estate, the ben
ests of each and every owner of the real es
eﬁt of which inured equally to his grantee." tate, evidently contemplated an investiture
Upon the whole. we think the doctrine was of the entire title and of the interest of every
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owner. present and

prospective, in the

United States. We are therefore of opinion
that the condemnation in this case operated
upon the fee as well as upon the life estate,

and. as the presumption is that due and legal
notice was given of the proceedings, the ap

praisement was valid and binding upon Dun
nington and his heirs.

Assuming that, alter

the conﬁscation proceedings, he held only the
naked fee without the power of alienation,
the amnesty and pardon proclamation of the
president of December 25, 1868. before the
proceedings to condemn, removed his disa
bility in this particular, and restored to him
the right to make such use of the remainder
as he saw ﬁt.
2. A further question remains to be con
sidered with regard to the proceedings taken
after the payment of the money into court.
It is insisted by the claimants that it was the
,.duty of the United States, as plaintilfs in the
gcondemuation proceedings, to take proper
' steps for the payment of the sum ﬁxed by'the
appraisers to the persons entitled thereto, by
apportioning the sum between the tenants of
the life estate and the heirs of Dunninglon,
or by the investment of the entire amount in
interest-bearing securities, for the beneﬁt of

the tenants of the life estate, until its termi
nation. and for the ultimate delivery of the
sameto the heirs. It is a necessary deduc
tion from our conclusion upon the other
hranchof the case that the appraised value
of the property represents the whole fee. and
the interests, both present and prospective,
of every person concerned in the property,
and such are the authorities. Canal 00. v.
Archer. 9 Gill 80 J. 479, 525; Ross v. Adams,
28 N. J. Law, 160. The money, when do—
posited, becomes in law the property of the
party entitled to it, and subject to the dis
posalol’ the court. In re New York Cent.

8: H. R. R. Co.. 60 N. Y. 116; Commissioners
v. Todd, 112 I11. 379.
It is evident that the gist of the petition
ere’ complaint in this connection lies in the

order of the supreme court of the District of
Columbia of April 3, 1873, directing the pay
ment of the entire appraised value of the lot
to the heirs of Martin King, the vendee 0!

Shepherd, who had purchased the life estate
01 Dannington under the conﬁscation pro
ceedings. Neither Dunningtou, who is still

""118, nor his heirs, the present claimants,
Elmer to have intervened in the condemna
tion proceedings, or to have raised a ques
tionas to the propriety of this payment. The
Proctedlugs, however, appear to have been
carried on in strict conformity with the act,
which required the secretary of the interior.
‘@1186 he should be unable to purchase at
Pl’lYate sale. to apply to the court for an ap

States can be held responsible for it. The
courts of the United States are in no sense

agencies of the federal government, nor is
the latter liable for their errors or mistakes.
They are independent tribunals, created and \
‘supported. it is true, by the United States,-‘
but the government stands before them in no
other position than that of an ordinary liti
gant. If the federal government should pro~
ceed in a state court to condemn a piece of
land for a public building, under a similar
statute, and should pay the appraised value
into court, and the court should award the
money to the wrong party, it could not be
seriously claimed that the government should
pay it a second time. So, if a railway com
pany should proceed to condemn land in this

city for the purposes of a station, it would be
completely exonerated from all further obli
gation by the payment of the appraised value
to the depositary designated by the law under
which the proceedings were taken. What
was the United States to do. after the deposit
was made, to protect itself? It had dis
charged its entire liability by the payment
into court, and was not entitled to notice
even of the order for the distribution of the
money. If theattorney general had appeared,
it might have been charged that he was a
mere interloper, and that only the owners of

the land were interested in the distribution
of its proceeds. We are not without author
ity upon this subject. In a well-considered
case in New Jersey, (Crane v. City of Eliza
beth, 36 N. J. Eq. 339,) it was held that the
compensation ﬁxed for the taking of certain
land for streets was to include the value 0t
all the interests, and was to be paid to the
owner of the land it no other claimant inter
vened; and that. if in any case such owner
ought not to receive the whole, timely resort
must be had to the court of chancery, which
would see to the equitable distribution of the
fund. "The price to be paid,” said the
court, "by the city is to be the full value of
all rights which may be impaired for the
public beneﬁt, and this is to be ascertained
only after notice. not specially to individuals
who alone may appear to guard their claims,
but generally by the publicity which attends
the doings 01 the council. and by newspaper
advertisement, which will reach all alike, and

under which all may be protected. The ac
tion of the city authorities has thus the dis
tinctive quality of a proceeding in rem, an
taking, not of the rights of designated per-g

sons in the thing needed,'but of the thing

Pmsemellt; and. in case the owner neglected

itself, with a general monition to all persons
having claims in the thing.‘ When, by the
appraisement of the commissioners, the price
of the thing is ﬁxed, that price stands in
place of the thing appropriated, and repre
sents all interests acquired. * 4‘ * But

Rzdemand of him the appraised value within
3’ day!‘ to pay the same into court, sub
:gcttto being paid out to the persons entitled
1_- Assuming that the payment of the
entire amount to the heirs of King was a
mistake, it is ditlicult to see how the United

in equity, to receive the fund. the court 01
chancery will. at the instance of any inter
ested complainant, take charge of its proper
distribution. and so secure those particular
equities which the generality of the statute

if, in any special case, this owner ought not,
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has left without express protection." In the
case of Ileirs of John Van Vorst, 2 N. J.
Eq. 292, it was held that, when the amount

to be paid by a railroad company for land
taken was directed by the statute to be paid
into court for the use of the owner or own
ers, no notice to the company was necessary
of an application by the owners for an order
upon the clerk to pay over the money so de
posited. A like ruling was made in Has
well v. Railway Co., 23 Vt. 228, wherein the
court observed that the purpose of thestatute
was to give railroad companies a certain and
expeditious mode of relieving themselves
from any further responsibility in the matter,
by depositing the money according to the
order of the chancellor; and that the railroad

company, though cited by the claimant, was
not bound to appear, and that, having no in
terest in the matter, it had no right to appeal
the case. See, also, Railroad Co. v. Pruss

ing. 96 111.203: Bridge Co. v. Geise. 34 N. J.
Law, 268; and Cherokee Nation v. Southern
Kansas By. 00., 135 U. S. 641, 10 Sup. Ct. Rep.
965. We think the United States discharged
its entire duty to the owners of this properly
by the payment of the amount awarded by

meraz—a.
Ln
E
iQ!
a:-1.;t-n-i-Eire

3. The debtor’: death extinguished the au
thority he had given the attorney, who there
fore had no right to withdraw the draft from
administration in Massachusetts, and transfer
its proceeds to the District of Columbia for 8-11
cillary administration.
4. The title of the assignee accrued before
the recovery of judgment by the debtor on his
claim, and the transfer of the claim to the as
signce in insolvency, either by operation of law
or voluntary assignment, is not forbidden by
Rev. St. 45 3477, prohibiting the transfer of
claims against the United States. Railroad Co.

v. U. 5., 5 Sn . Ct. Re . 366 112 U. S. 733, dis

tinguished. 1 N. E.

p. 7&4, nﬂirmed.

5. The insolvency law of Massachusetts is

constitutional. and after the repeal _of the fed
eral bankruptcy act became operative without
re-ennctnient. 16 N. E. Rep. 734, aﬂirmed.

In error to the superior court of the state
of Massachusetts.
Action by Charles P. Goreley, assignee
in insolvency of Isaac H. Taylor, against
Benjamin F. Butler, to recover the amount
of a judgment in favor of the insolvent
rendered in the court of commissioners of
Alabama claims. A judgment was ren
dered for plaintiii', which was aﬁinned by
the supreme judicial court. 147 Mass. 8, 16
N. E. Rep. 73;. Defendant brings error.
Aﬂirmed.

the commissioners into court, and that, if

there were any error in the distribution of
the same, it is not chargeable to the govern
want.
We do not wish to be understood as bold
ing that there was necessarily an error in
paying the money to the heirs of King. That
question is not before us for consideration,

and we are not called upon to express an
opinion with regard to it.
up
The case is doubtless a hardship for the
l6
:2 claimants, but it would be a still greater
o

hardship if the government, without'fault
upon its part, were obliged to pay the value
of this lot asecond time.
The judgment of the court below must be

Benjamin F. Butler, for plaintiff in error.
Chas. Levi Woodbnry, Geo. E. Jacobs, and
W. H. H. Andrews, for defendant in error.

3
‘Mr. Justice BLATCHFORD delivered thei°
opinion of the court.
This is an action of contract, brought in
the superior court for Suffolk county, Mass,
by writ, dated October 20, 1886, returnable
on the ﬁrst Monday in November, 1886, by
Charles P. Goreley, assigneein insolvency of
the estate of Isaac H. Taylor, an insolvent

reversed, and the case remanded, with direc

debtor, against Benjamin F. Butler, to re
cover the sum of $5,874.15. and interest
thereon from April 6, 1885. The particulars

tions to dismiss the petition.

of the plaintilf’s demand, as set forth in the

No. 20.

writ, are to the purport and eﬂ'ect contained
in the agreed facts hereinafter set forth.
The defendant appeared in the suit, and ﬁled
an answer denying all the allegations in the
writ and declaration. A jury trial was
waived by a written agreement, and the par

Ixsonvanor—Vaunnr or MASSACHUSETTS Law—

;ies ﬁled the following statement of agreed

(146 U. S. 303)

BUTLER v. GORELEY.
(December 5, 1892.)

Cmm AGAINST Uni—res sures.
acts:
_ 1. The court of commissioners of Alabama
claims gave Judgment for a person who had
previously been declared an insolvent debtor un
dcr _the Massachusetts law. A draft in satis
faction of this Judgment, payable to the debt—
or s order was received in Boston by his attor
ney. A few days thereafter the debtor died in
testate, and the attorney received payment of
the draft, acting under power of attorney from

the widow, who _took out letters of administra
tion in the_1_)1strict of Columbia. All the par
ties were citizens of Massachusetts. Held, that
the debtor‘s_clnim and its proceeds were within
the Jurisdiction of Massachusetts, and the right
to them there vested in the assignee in insol
vency before the debtor‘s death.
2. Since the assi§ee demanded the draft
from the attorney
oston before the widow
applied for letters of administration in the Dis
mm. of Columbia, she had no right to the pro
needs as against the assignee.

“Isaac H. Taylor, of Boston, in said coun

ty, mentioned in the declaration, ﬁled his
voluntary petition in insolvency, in said
county, June 20. 1883. on which he was duly
adjudged an insolvent debtor, and his as

signee was appointed on the 20th day of July
in the same year, and his deed of assignment
was thereupon issued to him on the same
day, a copy of which is annexed and made a
part hereof. and is marked ‘ A.’ and the
plaintiif accepted the same, proceeded to the
discharge of his duties, and published due
noticeof his appointment in the Boston Post
in September, 1883, a newspaper published
at Boston, Mass.

“The second and third meetings of the
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creditors were duly held and due notice there—
of published in newspapers at said Boston, at
which claims were proved, but no discharge
was granted to the insolvent.

The schedule

of assets of said Taylor did not disclose the
claim hereinafter mentioned. Prior to said
insolvency said Isaac H. Taylor, on or about

“the 14th day of June, 1863, in or near latitude
223 degrees south, longitude 43 degrees west,
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records show, slnce the letters of administra
tion issued to her.
“That on April 4, 1885, said Sallie B.
Taylor executed a power of attorney, a copy
of which is annexed and made a parthereof,
and is marked ' C,’ to said Butler, the defend
ant, to indorse said draft and receive pay

ment thereon from the treasury of the Unit
ed States, and thereupon said Butler received
said sum of ﬁve thousand eight hundred and
seventy-four dollars and ﬁfteen cents; that
said Butler thereafterwards paid, before the

' was a passenger on board the bark'Good
Hope, which was captured and burned by
a tender of the Confederate cruiser Alabama
named the Georgia; and said Isaac H. Tay
lor, being a passenger lawfully on board said commencement of this suit, the attorneys’
bark Good Hope, an American vessel, by fees upon said draft, amounting to $1,087,
reason of said capture and burning of said and on the 26th day of July, 1886, he paid
the sum of one hundred and twenty-six dol
bark, became the loser of his personal effects,
expenses, and other losses, amounting in all, lars for undertaker's services, but without
the knowledge of the plaintiff.
as he claimed, to ﬁve thousand three hun
“It is further agreed that the acts passed
dred and ﬁfty dollars, with interest thereon.
“whereupon, after congress had passed an June 23, 1874, and June 5, 1882, made pro
not known as ‘An act in regard to Alabama vision for the payment of losses sutfered
claims,’ by which citizens of the United through certain cruisers called the ' inculpat
ed cruisers,’ among which were the Ala
States proving their losses should be indem
bama and her tenders, of which said Georgia
niiied out of the treasury of the United
States, from the proceeds of the money paid was one.
“That when said Sallie B. Taylor, the
to the United States by Great Britian under
the Geneva award appointed under the treaty widow, applied to said Butler to have said
money paid to her, he advised her that that
of Washington. which was then in the treas
ury of the United States, said Taylor ﬁled could not be done unless she took out ad
ministration
in the District of Columbia. and
his claim on the 13th day of January, 1883;
which claim was duly prosecuted and heard, she accompanied him to Washington. and
and was adjudicated in favor of Isaac H. there applied to the court for such letters of
Taylor by the court of commissioners of administration, and said Butler, the defend
ant, signed her bond as such administratrix,
Alabama claims, in the sum of three thou
sand seven hundred and eighty-ﬁve dollars she having no property in the District of
Columbia. and made an agreement with her
and twenty-ﬁve cents, actual loss and dam
age sustained by him, with interest thereon to retain the draft and the moneys received
thereon
as security for his becoming surety
at the rate of four per cent. per annum from
on said bond. Owing to the claim made in
June 14, 1863, to March 31. 1877, which in
terest amounted to the sum of two thousand this suit, said administration has not yet been
and ‘eighty-eight dollars and ninety cents, settled and concluded in said District, but
,.
making a total sum adjudicated to him of awaits the determination thereof.
“That demand was made upon the de-g
ﬁve thousand eight hundred and seventy
fendant for said draft‘by the plaintiff in per-'
i’our dollars and ﬁfteen cents. No other as
sets of value came to the hands of the plain

if as assignee aforesaid.

"That on the 20th of February, 1885. a
draft-issued from the treasury, a copy where
of, with the indorsements thereon, is hereto
annexed and made a part hereof, and is
marked ' B,’ payable to the order of Isaac H.

Taylor, for said sum, and was thereupon
duly mailed to the care of Benjamin F.
Butler, the defendant, E. J. Hadley and E.
.Barney, attorneys of record, at 16 Pem
berton square. Boston, which was received

son, at Boston, before the ﬁling of said pe

tition for administration by said Sallie B.
Taylor. and defendant was at the same time
notiﬁed by the plaintiff that he was assignee,
as aforesaid, of the estate of said Taylor,

and that as such assignee he was entitled
to the amount of said draft and the proceeds
thereon. The treaty of Washington, the
award of the arbitrators thereunder, and the
acts of congress of June 23, 1874, and June
5, 1882, the laws of Maryland as continued

in force by the laws of the District of Co
lumbia, and the laws of the District ofCo
llimbiu,
may be referred to and are made a
‘ 011 February 24, 1885, Isaac H. Taylor
dlBd at said Boston intestate. On March 31. part hereof.
'
Etllilwibalhe B. Taylor, of Duxbury, Mass,
“If the court ﬁnd that the plaintiff is en
5 eoiudow of said Isaac H. Taylor, upon her titled to recover, judgment shall be entered
Petltloirﬁled March 7, 1885, and on giving for the plaintiff for the sum of forty-six
wild with sureties, Was duly appointed by hundred and sixty-one and l5-100dollars, and
interest thereon from June 1, 1887; other
,9 probate court of the District of Colum
sfiiﬁdmlministratrix of the personal estate of wise plaintiff to become nonsuit.”
praisaiiaac H. Taylor. There has been no ap
The deed of assignment annexed to the
im_ 'Iwr has she as administratrix ﬁled agreed facts. and marked “A, " set forth that
inventory or done any act, so far as the Charles P. Goreley had been duly appointed
assignee in the case of Isaac II. Taylor, 1n

byntliein in due course of mail.
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claim was clearly within the general intent
solvent debtor, by the court of insolvency
of Pub. St. 0. 157, §§ 44-46, and the speciﬁc
of Suffolk county, and that the judge of that
court, by virtue of the authority vested in words, “rights of action for goods or estate,
him by the laws of Massachusetts, thereby real or personal."
The court refused to consider the question
conveyed and assigned to said assignee all
of the constitutionality of the state insolvent
the estate, real and personal, of Taylor, in
cluding all the property of which he was law. holding that the question was settled
possessed, or which he was interested in or affirmatively by the decision in Ogden v.
Saunders, 12 Wheat. 213, and the cases whicha
entitled to, on June 20, 1883, excepting prop
erty exempt from attachment, in trust for had followed it. The court further held thatg
the uses and purposes, with the powers, and the action could be maintained against'the'
subject to the conditions and limitations, defendant; that the plaintilT had no notice
set forth in said laws. The deed was exe of the proceeding instituted by Taylor in the
cuted by the judge of the court of insolvency court of commissioners of Alabama claims
until Taylor had got his judgment and a
on July 20. 1883.
The draft referred to in the agreed facts, draft for the amount was in the defendant’s
hands; that then the plaintiff demanded the
and marked “B,” was dated February 20,
1885, and was drawn by the treasurer of the draft, and was entitled to receive it; that the
United States on the assistant treasurer at fact that the defendant subsequently advised
the widow of Taylor to take out administra
Boston, Mass., payable to the order of Isaac
H. Taylor, for $5874.15, and was indorsed tion at Washington, that she did so, and that
on the back as follows: “Sallie B. Taylor, he signed her bond, with an agreement that
adm’x of Isaac H. Taylor, by her attorney in he should retain the draft as security, could
fact, Benj. F. Butler. Payable to Benj. F. not better his case; that the effect of the
Butler, attorney. Authority on ﬁle. J. R. judgment of the court of commissioners of
Garrison, Dep’ty First Comptroller." It was Alabama claims was to appropriate a fund
paid by the treasurer of the United States on to the claim. and to transfer the claim to
QApril 6, 1885, and was accompanied by a that fund, leaving the question of title open
power of attorney, marked"‘C,” dated April to subsequent litigation in the ordinary
courts; and that the statute did not leave the
4, 1885, executed by Sallie B. Taylor, ap
pointing Benjamin F. Butler her attorney to United States subject to be charged a second
time, notwithstanding a payment by the
indorse her name on said draft, and to re
ceive and receipt for the money. This United States to the wrong person, any more
power of attorney was duly acknowledged than, on the other hand, it made the decision
of the commissioners’ court conclusive as to
before a notary public of the county of Suf
the person entitled to the bounty of the
folk, Massachusetts, on April 4, 1885.
On November 15, 1887, the case was heard United States.
The assignments of error made in this
on the agreed facts, by the superior court,
which on that day entered a judgment for court by the defendant are as follows; “(1)
the plaintiff in the sum of $4,789.33. The That the state court, against the contention
defendant appealed to the supreme judicial of the defendant, held and declared that the
laws of insolvency of the state could and did
court of Massachusetts, which, on May 4,
1888, transmitted a rescript to the superior affect, assign, and transfer the claim of Isaac
court, directing its clerk to enter a judgment H. Taylor against the United States, being
for the plaintiff for $4,661.15, and interest in the form of an adjudication of the court of
thereon from June 1, 1887. The superior Alabama claims, as against his widow, his
court, on June 4, 1888, entered a judgment administratrix in the District of Columbia;
(2) that the state court decided, against the
in favor of the plaintiff against the defend
ant for $4,943.14 damages, and $34.41 costs. contention of the defendant, that the insol
The defendant has brought the case to this vent law of Massachusetts transferred the
property of said Isaac H. Taylor, to wit, a
court by a writ of error.
The opinion of the supreme judicial court claim against the United States. evidenced
of Massachusetts is reported in 147 Mass. 8, by an award of the court of commissioners
16 N. E. Rep. 734. That court held that, un_ of Alabama claims; (3) that the state court
der the insolvent law of the state, (Pub. St. decided, against the contention of the defend
ant, that the insolvent laws of Massachusetts,
0. 157, § 46,) which provided that “the as
signment shall vest in the assignee all the as enforced, took effect upon the person and
property of the debtor, real and personal, " the property of said Isaac H. Taylor, as a system
of bankruptcy, in contravention of the con
claim in question was “property;” that un
der the act of congress of June 5, 1882, c. stitution and laws of the United States."
We regard this case as controlled by the
195, (22 St. p. 98,) proceedings under which
had been begun by Taylor, on January 13, decision of this court in Williams v. Heard-e
1883, before his petition in insolvency was 140 U. S. 529. 11 Sup. Ct. Rep. 885. In that};
case. it‘ was held that the decisions and’
ﬁled on June 20. 1883, the claim was proper
ty which passed by the assignment; that awards of the court of commissioners of
there was no force in the objection that the Alabama claims, under the statutes of the
claim could not be assigned in insolvency United States, were conclusive as to the
amount to be paid on each claim adjudged
before it was allowed by the court of com
missioners of Alabama claims; and that the to be valid, but not as to the party entitled
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inrecelve it; and that a claim decided by that
court to be a valid claim against the United
States was property which passed to the as
slgnee of a bankrupt, under an assignment
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tainment of the amount due, and the issuing
of a warrant for the payment thereof. Such
transfers, assignments, and powers of attor
ney must recite the warrant for payment,

made prior to the decision of the commis

an-l must be acknowledged by the person

sioners‘ court.
Both parties to the present suit were citi
zens of Massachusetts. and Taylor, at the
time of his insolvency and to the time of his

thority to take acknowledgments of deeds. and

making them, before an olﬁcer having au
shall be certiﬁed by the oliicer; and it must

appear by the certiﬁcate that the oﬂicer, at
the time of the acknowledgment, read and
became his widow, resided at Duxbury, in fully explained the transfer, assignment, or
Massachusetts. The proceeds of Taylor's Warrant of attorney to the person acknowl
claim were in Massachusetts, in the shape edging the same."
of the draft of the treasurer of the United
As, to this point, the supreme judicial
States, dated February 20, 1885. It was
court of Massachusett 5 said that section 34 77
mailed that day to the defendant at Boston, did not apply to assignments
in bankruptcy,
and received there in due course of mail,
previous to the death of Taylor, and was although upon a voluntary petition, (Erwin v.
payable to Taylor's order by the assistant U. S.. 97 U. S. 392,) and, by parity of reasoning,
did not apply to assignments in insolvency.
treasurer of the United States at Boston;
death, resided at Boston.

His

wife, \v ho

Sections 44, 46, 51, c. 157, Pub. St. Mass,
and, alter the death of Taylor. the proceeds

read as follows: “Sec. 44. The judge shall,
by an instrument under his hand, assign and
convey to the assignee all the estate, real and
personal, of the debtor, except such as is by
law exempt from attachment. and all his
deeds, books, and papers relating thereto."
"Sec. 46. The assignment shall vest in the
assignee all the property of the debtor, real
and
personal, which he could have lawfully
v. Cunningham, 133 U. S. 107, 10 Sup. Ct.
sold, assigned, or conveyed, * * * all,‘
Rep. 269.
The plaintiff having demanded the draft debts due to the debtor or any person for his;
from the defendant at Boston, before Mrs. use, and all liens'and securities therefor, and'
Taylor applied for letters of administration all his rights of action for goods or estate,
in the District of Columbia, and then noti real or personal, and all his rights of redeem
ing such goods or estate." "Sec. 51. He
ﬂed him that the plaintiff vras assigneein in
solvency‘ of Taylor, and entitled to the pro [the assignee] shall have the like remedy to
recover
all the estate, debts, and effects in
ceeds of the draft, Mrs. Taylor had no right
to them as against the plaintiff, and the de his own name, as the debtor might have had
fendant became liable to the plaintiff for if no assignment had been made.” The su
preme judicial court said, in the present case,
them. The defendant had no right to with
that, if it should be suggested that, although
draw the draft from administration in Mas
sachusetts, and transfer its proceeds to the the claim was property of the insolvent, it
was not property which he could have law
District of Columbia for ancillary adminis
tration. On the death of Taylor, the attor fully assigned in person, and therefore was
neyship of the defendant for him became ex not within the words of the statute of the
~Unfit. The title of the plaintiff, as assignee state; the answer was that it was clearly
_ in insolvency, accrued before the recovery of within the general intent of sections 44, 46,
gllldgment by Taylor against the United and within the speciﬁc words, “rights of ac
' States in the court ot'commissioners of Ala tion for goods or estate, real or personal."
balms claims. and before the death of Taylor. Taylor's right vested before it was assigned
The defendant raises the point that, if there to the plaintiff, and the plaintiﬂ took it in
was any claim against the United States due the lifetime of Taylor.
In U. S. v. Gillis, 95 U. S. 407, 416, this
to Taylor at the time of the assignment in in
court, speaking of section 1 of the act of Feb
Wvellcyi such assignment of it was prohib
ited bysection 8-177 of the Revised Statutes ruary 26, 1853. c. 81.- (10 St. p. 170,) now
embodied in section 3477 of the Revised Stat
of the United States, which provides as fol
lows: “All transfers and assignments made utes, said that there might be assignable
°f=lny Claim upon the United States, or of claims against the United States, which
could be sued on in the court of claims, in
any part or share thereof, or interest there
"1- whether absolute or conditional. and the name of the assignec; and that “there
are devolntions of title by force of law, with
whatever may be the consideration therefor.
and all. powers of attorney, orders, or other out any act of parties, or involuntary assign
authorities for receiving payment of any ments compelled by law, which may have
_
such i-‘l'illm. or of any part or share thereof, been in view.”
In Erwin v. U. S.. 97 U. S. 392, 397, this
shall be absolutely null and void, unless they
court
said,
speaking
of
the
act
of
1853,
that
"a freely made and executed in the pres
it applied only to cases of voluntary assign
once of at least two attesting witnesses, aft
ment of demands against the government,
61’ the allowance of such a claim, the ascer
and also: "It does not embrace cases when
of the draft were in the hands of the defend
ant at Boston. Taylor‘s claim and its pro
ceeds became assets within the jurisdiction
of Massachusetts. and the right to them had
there vested in the plaintiiT before the death
of Taylor. No person had a right to take the
draft or its proceeds out of the jurisdiction
of that state, on the facts of this case. Cole
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there has been a transfer of title by operation
of law. The passing of claims to heirs, dev
isees, or assignees in bankruptcy are not
within the evil at which the statute aimed,
nor does the construction given by this court
deny to such parties a standing in the court

Ct. Rep. 269; Geiliuger v. Philippl, 133 U.
S. 246, 10 Sup. Ct. Rep. 266; Brown v. Smart,
145 U. S. 454, 12 Sup. Ct. Rep. 958.

Nor is there any force in the position take

en by the defendant, that it was necessary,
after the repeal in 1878 of the bankruptcy
act of 1867 and of the provisions of the Re
of claims."
vised Statutes of the United States in regard
In Goodman v. Niblack, 102 U. S. 556, the
to bankruptcy, that the insolvency statute of
act of 1853 was under consideration. A per
son had made an assignment, in 1860, for Massachusetts should have been re-enacted
order to become operative. In re Rahrer,
the beneﬁt of his creditors, which included in
all his rights, effects, credits, and property 140 U. S. 545, 11 Sup. Ct. Rep. 865. The
of every description; and this court held that repeal of the bankruptcy act of the United
States removed an obstacle to the operation
“the assignment, although it covered what
;ever might be due to him under a contract of the insolvency laws of the state, and did
- which he had wlth'the United States for the not render necessary their reenactment.
Judgment affirmed.
transportation of the mails in steam vessels,
was not within the prohibition of the act of
==_—-l
1853, nor in violation of public policy. It
(146 U. 5. 233)
said, (page 560:) “In what respect does the
IUNGE v. HEDDEN, Collector.
voluntary assignment for the beneﬁt of his
creditors, which is made by an insolvent
(November 28, 1892.)
debtor, of all his effects, which must, it it
No. 44.
be honest, include a claim against the gov
Cos-roars DUTlES—CLASSlFlCA'ﬂON—DEKTAL Rue
ernment, differ from the assignment which
BER—MBANISG 0F “An-riots."
1. “Dental rubber," although com osed of a
is made in bankruptcy? * * " We can
not believe that such a meritorious act as mixture of rubber with sulphur an colorin
matter, is dutiable as an “article composed 0
this comes within the evil which congress India rubber," at 25 er cent. ad valorem, un
sought to suppress by the act of 1853." See. der Act March 3, 1 ' Schedule N, 52502. 37
also, Wyman v. Halstead, 109 U. S. 654. 3 Fed. Rep. 197, atﬁrme .
_
2. The word “article." in this section, in
Sup. Ct. Rep. 417; Taylor v. Bemiss, 110 U. cludes
things partly or not at all manufacturedz

S. 42, 3 Sup. Ct. Rep. 441; Williams v.
gseard, 140 U. S. 529, 540, 11 Sup. Ct. Rep.
5.
In Bailey v. U. S., 109 U. S. 432, 438, 3
Sup. Ct. Rep. 272, the cases of Erwin v. U.

5. and Goodwin v. Niblack were cited as
showing that there might be assignments or

as well as those completely manufactured.
Fed. Rep. 197, affirmed.

In error to the circuit court of the United
States for the southern district of New York.
Action by Henry Junge against Edward
L. Hedden to recover duties paid under pro
test. A. verdict was directed {or defendant.

transfers of claims against the government,

37 Fed. Rep. 197. Plaintiif brings error.
such as, for instance, those passed upon in
those two cases, which were not forbidden
by the act of 1853.
In St. Paul 60 D. R. Co. v. U. S.. 112 U. S.

Ailirmed.
Statement by Mr. Chief Justice FULLER.

733, 736, 5 Sup. Ct. Rep. 366, this court cited

excess of duties exacted upon importations
of dental rubber into the port of New York

Erwin v. U. S., as holding that the assign
ment by operation 0! law to an assignee in
bankruptcy was not within the prohibition
of section 3477 of the Revised Statutes; and
also Goodman v. Niblack, as holding that a
voluntary assignment by an insolvent debtor,
for the beneﬁt of creditors, was valid to pass
title to a claim against the United States;
but it held that the case then before it was
within the prohibition of the statute. bucause
it involved a voluntary transfer by wayof
mortgage to secure a debt, ﬁnally completed

This was an action to recover an alleged

in 1885.
The duty was assessed under the paragraph

of Schedule N of section 2502 of the Revised
Statutes, as re-enacted by the act of March
3, 1883. which reads: “Articles composed
of India rubber, not specially enumerated or
provided for in this act, twenty-rive per

centum ad valorem.”

22 St. p. 513, c. 121

The substance of the protests is stated in

the record as follows: “Upon certain ' India
rubber in sheets,’ claiming said goods to be
entitled to free entry under the provisions in

and made absolute by a judicial sale.

As to the point made by the defendant,

the free list for ' lndia rubber’ crude. (Act

March 3, 1883;) or, second, if deemed not
that the insolvency law of Massachusetts was

unconstitutional, we think there is no force
in it, in view of the decisions of this court
on the subject. Sturges v. Crowninshield, 4
Wheat. 122; Ogden v. Saunders. 12 Wheat.
213; Boyle v. Zacharie, 6 Pet. 348; Cook v.
Moftat, 5 How. 295; Bank v. Horn, 17 How.
157; Baldwin v. Hale, 1 Wall. 223; Baldwin

., v. Bank, 1 Wall. 2341; Gilman v. Lockwood,
:14 Wall. 409; Grape v. Kelly, 16 Wall. 610;
- Cole v. Cunningham, 133 U. S.'10?, 10 Sup.

crude, it is nevertheless not a manufactured
.article of rubber’ in the meaning of the
law, but is entitled to free entry under the
proviso of section 2499 of said not as crude;

or, third, at no more than 20 per cent. ad val.,
as a partially manufactured, nonenuinernted

article under section 2513, Act March 3, 1883.
(see section 23, Act March 2, 1861. as to
rubber in sheets,) and not at 25 per cent. ad

val., as charged by you."

l-ﬁ‘_n-:1‘I-.'um‘EE=11W{_5‘.B-H'ﬁ§

r,ﬁ___

JUNGE o. HEDDEN.
The proviso of section 2499, and section
52513, thus referred to, are:

89
‘To place articles among those designat

ed as Ienumerated,’ it is not necessary that
they should be speciﬁcally mentioned. It
is suiiicient that they are designated in
any way to distinguish them from other
articles." And this language was quoted
with approval, as deﬁning the general
scope of the similitude clause in the cus
“Sec. 2513. There shall be levied, collected,
toms acts, in Mason v. Robertson, 139 U.
and paid on the importation of all raw or un
manufactured articles, not herein enumerated S. 624, 627, 11 Sup. Ct. Rep. 668, in which
or provided for, a duty oi‘ ten per centum ad it was held that hichromate of soda was sub
ject to the duty of 25 per centum ad valorem,
valorem; and all articles manufactured, in
imposed under the act oi‘ March 3, 1883, c.
whole or in part, not herein enumerated or
provided for, a duty of twenty per centum 12], upon “all chemical compounds and
salts, by whatever name known.” and not
ad valorem." 22 St. p. 523.
subject, by virtue of the similitude clause, to
Section 23 of the act of March 2, 1861, (12
St. p. 195,) the free list, contains this item: the duty of three cents per pound, imposed
“India rubber, in bottles, slabs, or sheets, on bichromate of potash.
If these importations should be held as
unmanufactured."
The paragraph of Schedule N of section enumerated, within the rule thus laid down,
then
sections 2499 and 2513 have no applica
2502 of the act of March 3, 1883, under which
tion; and this is no more than to inquire
the collector proceeded, is one of three, read
whether they came within the paragraph pre
ing as follows:
"India rubber fabrics. composed wholly or scribing the tax on “articles composed of
India rubber. ”
in part of India rubber, not specially enu
In common usage, “article" is applied to
merated or provided for in this act, thirty per
almost every separate substance or material,
centum ad valorem.
"Articles composed of India rubber, not whether as a member of a class, or as a par
specially enumerated or provided for in this ticular substance or commodity.
The learned circuit judge was of opinion
act, twenty-ﬁve per centum ad valorem.
"India rubber boots and shoes, twenty-ﬁve that the word “articles" was used in this
paragraph in a broad sense, and covered
per centum ad valorem.”
In the free list (section 2503) is to be found: equally things manufactured. things un
l‘India rubber, crude, and milk 0!.”
manufactured, and things partially manu
Upon the trial various exhibits of crude factured; and he sustained this view by
rubber, washed rubber, dental rubber, and reference to the use of the word elsewhere in
dental plates were put in evidence, and the the statute. Thus, in section 2500. relating
proofs established that these importations to reimportations, they are referred to as
were dental rubber, which was commercially “articles once exported, of the growth, prod
uct, or manufacture of the United Slates.”
so known, and ﬁt for dental purposes only.
It further appeared that dental rubber was Section 2502 commences: "There shall be
crude rubber put through a masticator, by levied, collected, and paid upon all articles
which it was torn up and shredded into a imported from foreign countries. and men
state of pulp, sulphur and coloring matter tioned in the schedules herein contained, the
added, and the mass rolled into sheets, cut rates of duty," etc. Section 2503 reads:
into proper sizes, and backed with linen, to “The following articles, when imported,
‘prevent the pieces from sticking together; shall be exempt from duty," and then fol-1:1
gum the heat of the mill, or masticator, was lows the free list, including"'articles imported for the use of the United States,” and
' not a vulcanizing heat,'but suﬂicient to ren
der the rubber elastic. The circuit court, “articles, the growth, produce, and manu
‘Lawmbe, J.,) refused to direct the jury to facture of the United States.” We agree
ﬁnd for the plaintiﬂ“, but, on the contrary, with the circuit court that the word must be
directed a verdict for the defendant. There taken comprehensively, and cannot be re
‘Verse verdict and judgment accordingly, and stricted to articles put in condition for ﬁnal
Plaintiff sued out this writ of error. The use, but embraces as well things manu
Opinion of Judge Lacombe will be found in factured only in part, or not at all.
But it is said that this dental rubberis not
37 Fed. Rep. 197.
“composed of India rubber,” within the in
Edwin B. Smith, for plaintiﬂ in error. tent and meaning of the statute, because of
gig? Atty. Gen. Maury, for defendant in the admixture of sulphur and coloring mat
I

"Provided, that nonenumerated articles,

similar in material and quality and texture
and the use to which they may be applied to
articles on the free list, and in the manufac—
ture of which no dutiable materials are used,
shall be free." 22 St. p. 491.

ter;
'28!

or, in

other

wholly so composed.

Eigcftlhief {:stice FULLER, after stating
n:
in
eoffore
ered the sopinion
the? oin
cougrit.lan g uag e, deliv

words, that it_ is

section 2504 of the Revised Statutes (Rev. st.
p. 477) contained the same paragraph 118 that
under consideration, except that it

In Arthur v. Butterﬁeld, 125 U. S. 70,

K6. 8 Sup. Ct.

Rep. 714, it was said by
11% Justice Field, sneaking for the court:

npt

The prior tariﬁ actin

read,

“articles composed wholly of India rubber."
The preceding paragraph related to “braces.
suspenders, webbing, or other fabrics,
composed wholly or in part of India rub
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her." The set of 1883 retained the words

Appeal from the circuit court of the Unit

“wholly or in part," as applied to fab
rics, but omitted the word “\vliolly"in con
nection with articles. It is not to be doubted
that this omission was advisedly made. The
manifest intention was that articles of India
rubber should not escape the prescribed tax
ation because of having been subjected to

ed States for the southern district of Ohio.
Bill by the Hamilton Gaslight &, Coke Com
pany to enjoin the city of Hamilton. Ohio.
from erecting and maintaining gas works.
A temporary injunction was dissolved, and
the bill dismissed. 37 Fed. Rep. 832. Com
plainant appeals. Atlirmed.
Statement by Mr. Justice HARLAN:
The Hamilton Gaslight 8a Coke Company;
invokes against a certain ordinance of the:
city of Hamilton, a municipal'corporation 01‘
Ohio. the protection of the clause of the con
stitution of the United States which forbids
the passage by a state of any law impairing
the obligation of contracts, as well as the
clause declaring that no state shall deprive
any person of property without due process
of law. By the ﬁnal judgment a temporary
injunction granted against the city was dis

treatment ﬁtting them for a particular use,

but not changing their essential character.
Such is the fact with the article in ques
tion. It has not lost its identity by achemical
change, and become a new and diﬁerent
species. It is not. crude rubber, nor milk of
rubber, nor isit a fabric of rubber; but it is
rubber rendered elastic and more attractive

by coloring.
Nor are we impressed with the argument
that, being rubber itself, it must be regarded
as a material, and not an article composed of
rubber, for its adaptation to dental purposes
has diﬂerentiated it commercially. Washing
and scouring wool do not make the result
ing wool a manufacture of wool; cleaning
and ginning cotton do not make the result—
ing cotton is manufacture of cotton; but sul

phur and coloring matter, when applied as
here, make the resulting rubber. while still

remaining rubber, an article of rubber, as
contradistinguished from rubber crude, or
rubber merely cleansed of impurities.
Judgment aﬂirmed.

(146 U. S. 258)

HAMILTON GASLIGHT & COKE CO. V.
CITY OF HAMILTON.
(November 21, 1892.)
No. 32.
OBLIGATION or CONTRACTS -- MUNICIPAL Unm
NANCE—GMT Gas WonKs—Powss. 'ro Auras on
Rare“. Cnlin'rsns.

_ 1. A claim that a municipal ordinance im
pairs the obligation of a. contract will not sus
tain the Jurisdiction of a federal court unless
the ordinance is authorized, or supposed to be
authorized, b a law of the state.

Re'v.

t. Ohio._§§ 2480, 2482, provide that

on the failure of a city gas company to extend
its lines, make connections, or perform certain

other duties, when required to do so by the inn
nicipnl authorities, the charter of such company
shall be forfeited, and the city he at liberty to
establish and maiptain gas works of its own.
_Section 2486 provides that any city, whenever
it may be deemed ex edient, may erect or pur
chase gas works.
cld, that a city can erect
gas works at pleasure, and without any failure
on thegmrt of the gas company already existing
to per orui the duties required by the statute.
State y. City of Hamilton, 23 N. E. Rep. ‘.735,
47 Ohio St. 52, followed. 37 Fed. Rep. 832
affirmed.
’
. .5. The grant of such power to a city by the
legislature does not impair the obligation of
contracts, within the meaning of the federal con
stitution, although the value of the existing com
pany s franchise_is diminished thereby.
4. Coast. Ohio, art. 1, § 2, and article 13. §§
1, 2, provide that corporations may be formed
under general laws and that all such laws may,
from time to time, be altered or repealed. Held.
that this reservation of power became a. part of
the charter of every co oration formed under
such general laws and t at such laws could be
{'elpetaled or amended at the pleasure of the leg
a are.

solved, and the bill dismissed.

37 Fed. ltcp.

832.
The appellant became a corporation on the

6th day or‘ July. 1855. under the general stat
ute of Ohio of May 1, 1852, providing for the
creation and regulation of incorporated com
panies. By the ﬁfty-third section of that
statute it was provided that any corporation
formed under it should have full powers. it a
gas company, to manufacture and sell and to
furnish such quantities of gas “as might be
required in the city. town. or village where
located, for public and private buildings, or
for other purposes." with authority to lay
pipes for conducting gas through the streets,
lands, alleys. and squares, in such city, town.
or village, “ with the consent of the munic
ipal authorities of said city, town, or village,
and under such reasonable regulations as they
may prescribe." The ﬁfty-fourth section
gave the municipal authorities power “to
contract withany such corporation for light~
ing * * * the streets. lands, squares,
and public places in any such city. town. or

village.” 1 Swan 80 0. pp. 271, 300; 50 Ohio
Laws, 274.
On the 11th of March, 1853, a supple,
mentary act was passed. authorizing the city
council to regulate, by ordinance, from time
to time, the price which gaslight or gaslight
and coke companies should charge for gas
furnished to citizens, or for public buildings,
streets, lanes. or alleys in such cities; and
providing that such companies should in no
event charge more than the price speciﬁed by
ordinance of the city council, and that the
city council might, by ordinance. regulate
and ﬁx the price for the rent of meters.
Other sections of the act were in these words:

“See. 31. That, if such companies shall at
any time hereafter be required by any city

council. as aforesaid, to lay pipes and light
any street or streets. and shall refuse or neg
lect for six months after being notiﬁed by
authority of such city council to lay pipes°
and light said streets, then, and in that caseﬁ’
‘such city council may lay pipes and erect
gas works for the supply of said streets. and
all other streets which are not already light‘

HAMILTON GASLIGHT & COKE CO. 0. CITY OF HAMILTON.
ed; and the said gas companies, gaslight and
coke companies, shall thereafter be forever
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a provision not; appearing in any previous
statute. and now constituting section 2486

precluded from using or occupying any of

of the Revised Statutes of Ohio. That sec
the streets not already furnished with gas tion is in these words:
pipi-s of such companies; and such city coun
"Sec. 2486. The council of any city or vil
cil may have the right to open any street for lage
shall have power. whenever it may be
the purpose of conveying gas as aforesaid.
deemed expedient and for the public good, to
Sec. 32. That a neglect to furnish gas to erect gas works at the expense of the corpo
the citizens or other consumers of gas. or to
ration, or to purchase any gas works already
any city, by such companies, in conformity to erected therein."
the preceding section of this act. and in ac
By an ordinance of the city of Hamilton.
cordance with the prices ﬁxed and established
passed July 9, 1855, the appellant was an
by ordinance of such city council, from time
thorized to place pipes in streets, lanes, al
to time, shall forfeit all rights of such com
leys, and public grounds to convey gas for
pany under the charter by which it has been
the use of the city and its inhabitants; the
established; and any such city council may
company to have “the exclusive privilege of
hereafter proceed to erect, or by ordinance
laying pipes for carrying gas in said city,
empower any person or persons to erect, gas
works for the supply of gas to such city and and of putting up pipes in dwellings in con
nection with the street pipes for the tel in of
its citizens, as fully as any gaslight or gas
light and coke company can now do, and as twenty years from the passage of this ordi
fuliyas if such companies had never been nance;” but not to charge for gas furnished
created.” Curwen St. 0. 1248, pp. 2153, the city or its inhabitants a price greater
than, during the period of the contract, was
2164. 2165; 51 Ohio Laws. 360.
usually charged in cities of similar size and
Another act was passed April 5, 1854, am
with like facilities for the making and fur
powering the city council to ﬁx from time to
nishing of gas. The company, from time to
time, by ordinance, the minimum price at
time, as required by the city, placed lamp
which it would require the company to fur
posts at the points indicated by resolutions
nish gas for any period not exceeding 10
passed by the council.
years; and providing that from and after the
Written contracts were made, from time“
assent of the company to such ordinance, by
written acceptance thereof, ﬁled in the clerk’s to time, between the parties, for lighting thca

city.

The first one was dated'April 10. 1862.

ofﬁce of the city, it should not be lawful for

the council to require the company to furnish
gas to the citizens, public buildings, public
grounds, or public lamps of the city at a less
price during the period of time agreed on, not
exceeding 10 years. That act, it was declared,
should not operate to impair or affect any
contract theretofore made between any city
and any gaslight or gaslight and coke com
pany. It was further provided: "Sec. 2.
That the city council of such city may, at
any time after the default mentioned in the
thirty-ﬁrst section of the act to which this is
supplementary, (chapter 1248. p. 2164,) by
ordinance permit such gas company to use
sand occupy the streets of such city for the
a purpose of lighting the same, and furnishing
' the gas tc‘the citizens and public buildings.
Sec. 3. That any temporary failure to fur
nish gas shall not operate as a forfeiture, un
der. the thirty-second section of the act to
which this is supplementary. unless such
failure shall be by neglect or misconduct of

Buch'gaslight or gaslight and coke company:
Provided, that such company shall, without
unnecessary delay, repair the injury, and
continue to supply such gas.” Curwen St.

The last one was dated July 16. 1883, and
expired, by its terms, January 1, 1889.
On the 2d day of January, 1889, the coun
cil passed a resolution reciting the termina
tion of the last contract, and declaring that
the city no longer desired the company to
furnish gas for lighting streets and public
places, and would not, after that date, pay
for any lighting furnished or attempted to be
furnished by the company, which was for
biddcn the use of the lamp posts and other
property of the city, and notiﬁed to remove
without delay any attachment or connection
thcretofore maintained with the city's lamp
posts and other property. The company,
having been served with a copy of this reso
lution. protested against the validity of this
action of the city. In a. written protest. ad
dressed to the council. it announced that its
gas mains, ﬁlled with gas, extended through
out all the streets, etc., as theretofore desig
nated and required by the city; “that all said
mains are connected with your lamp posts,
lamps, and the burners thereon. and are all

reudv and ﬁt for the purpose for which they
were constructed and connected, and that

this company is ready now and at all times

°- 1243. p- 2164; 52 Ohio Laws, 30.
hen the municipal laws of Ohio relating

1° 2H8 companies were revised and codiﬁed

to supply all the gas needed for the wants of
your city and its inhabitants, and will lur

111369, the above provisions were retained

nish the same upon notice from you.

)Hthout material alteration, and now appear

company owns the mains

Ill the ltevised Statutes of Ohio. 66 Ohio
gays. tit. “Mupicipal Code," 145, 149, 218,

such gas is furnished and distributed for

I . 3,§§c-415-42671
d"3. p. 63 etRev.
seq. St. Ohio, tit. 12.
But this revision and codification contained

This

through winch

said public and private lighting; you own

the lamp posts, lamps, and burners connect
ed therewith."
The city, January 4. 1889. passed an ordi
nance looking to the issuing (such issuing
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poration, or to purchase gas works already
being ﬁrst approved by the popular vote) of
bonds for the purpose of itself erecting works
to supply the city and its inhabitants with
gas.
The present suit was thereupon com
menced by the company. The relief asked
was a decree perpetually enjoining the city
from disconnecting its lamp posts from the
company’s mains, or from lighting the city
by any means or process other than that of
the plaintiﬁ‘s gas, as well as from issuing
bonds for the purpose of erecting gas works,
or for the purpose of providing gas works to
supply gaslight for the streets. lanes, alleys,
public buildings and places, and for private
consumers.
John F. Foilett and J. F. Neilan. for ap
pellant. Allen Andrews. Israel Williams,
H. L. Morey, Michael 0. Burns, and E. E.
Hull. for appellee.

erected therein; which section, the plaintiff

contends. if construed as conferring the au
thority claimed, impaired the obligation of
its contract previously made with the state
and the city.
What. then, we must inquire, is the scope
and effect of section 2486? This precise ques
tion has been determined by the supreme court
of Ohio in State v. City of Hamiltomé? Ohio
St. 52. 23 N. E. Rep. 935, which was an
action brought in the name of the state to de
termine whether the city had authority to
erect its own gas works. It was there con
tended. both by the attorney general and the
sections 2480 and 2482 of the Revised Stat
utes (which are the same as sections 31 and

.265

‘Mr. Justice HARLAN, after stating the
facts in the foregoing language, delivered
the opinion of the court.
The plaintiﬁf’s ﬁrst contention is that there
is no statute of Ohio authorizing any city, in
which there are already gas works in full and
complete operation, to erect gas works, or to
levy a tax for that purpose. If this were
conceded, we should feel obliged-the plain
tiff and defendant both being corporations of
Ohio—to reverse the judgment, and remand
the cause with directions to dismiss the suit
'£66
for want of jurisdiction in the circuit court.
The jurisdiction of that court'can be sus
tained only upon the theory that the suit is
one arising under the constitution of the Unit
ed States. But the suit would not be of that
character if regarded as one in which the
plaintiﬁ merely sought protection against
the violation of the alleged contract by an
ordinance to which the state has not, in any
form, given or attempted to give the force of
law. A municipal ordinance, not passed
under supposed legislative authority, cannot
oe regarded as a law or‘ the state, within the
meaning of the constitutional prohibition
against state laws impairing the obligations
of contracts.

-

Hamilton Gaslight 8:. Coke Company, that by
32 of the act of March 11, 1853) the legisla
ture speciﬁed the conditions under which the”
council might build gas works; that. in thee‘;
absence of those'conditions, the city was
without power to do what it proposed to do;
and that such an expression of the legisla
tive will excluded the right of the city to
erect gas works under any circumstances.
But the court said: “Those two sections
designate what refusal or neglect on the part
of gas companies to meet the requirements
of law would work a forfeiture of their rights
under their charter. and authorize the coun~
cil to lay pipes, and erect gas works, and ex
clude a gas company already in operation
from occupying any streets not already for
nished with gas pipes of such companies:
but such authority is very different from
the general power conferred upon the coun
cil by ection 2486 to construct gas works
without reference to the manner in which
the existing company may useits franchise."
“Section 2486," the court proceeds, .‘in plain
language gives the power to the council
either to erect gas works, or

to purchase

such works already erected. The authority
granted is not coupled with any conditions
or contingency, but is to be exercised when
the council may deem it expedient and for
the public good. The language is free from
ambiguity. The discretionary power would
hardly seem consistent with the limitation

Murray v. Charleston. 96 U.
songhtto be imposed, that the council can

15. 432, 440; Williams v. Bruﬁy. Id. 176,
build gas works only where there are no gas
183; Water Co. v. Easton, 121 U. S. 388,
works in the municipality, or where gas com
I192, 7 Sup. Ct. Rep. 916; New Orleans Wa
panies, already organized, refuse or neglect
ter Works v. Louisiana Sugar Co., 125 U. S.
to comply with the requirements of the law
18, 31, 38. 8 Sup. Ct. Rep. 741. A suit to
as to lighting or laying pipes, or neglect to
prevent the enforcement of such an ordi
nance would not, therefore, be one arising furnish gas to citizens. The interest of the
city may demand that a gas company estab
under the constitution of the United States.
We sustain the jurisdiction of the circuit lished and doing business, although comply
ing with all statutes and ordinances, should
court because it appears that the defendant
not continue to enjoy exclusive possession of
grounded its right to enact the ordinance in
the ﬁeld of operation.” Again: “In its
question, and to maintain and erect gas
works of its own, upon that section of the present form, section 2486 was passed many
Municipal Code of Ohio, adopted in 1869. years after the two sections which are repro

duced in section 2480 and section 2482. Be
(now section 2486 of the Revised Statutes.)

providing that the city council of any city or
village should have power, whenever it was

deemed expedient and for the public good,
to erect gas works at the expense of the cor

tween the earlier and later statutory provi
sions we discover no repugnancy, and the
canons of statutory construction do not re~

quire that either should prevail over the oth

:linL1)‘;

sm_r.=n.scru
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er. The authority given to municipalities
by the later section is distinct from and in
dependent of the power granted by the two
zantecedent sections."
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present case. The state of Maryland incor
porated a company with power to construct
a turnpike between Baltimore and Washing~
ton; and subsequently incorporated a railroad

5 Accepting, as We do. this decision of the

company, with authority to construct a rail

' highest court ol'the state as correctly inter

road between the same cities, the line 0!
which ran near to and parallel with the tu rn
pike. One of the questions in the case was
whether the last act impaired the obligation
of the contract with the turnpike company.
it appearing that the construction of the
railroad had rendered it impracticable for the
company, out of its diminished income, to
maintain the turnpike in proper order. This
court said: "The diﬂ‘iculty of the argument
in behalf of the turnpike company, and which
lies at the foundation of the defense. is that
there is no contract in the charter of the
turnpike company that prohibited the legis
lature from authorizing the construction of
the rival railroad. No exclusive privileges
had been conferred upon it, either in express
terms or by necessary implication; and hence,
whatever may have been the general injuri
ous eifects and consequences to the company
from the construction and operation of the
rival road, they are simply misfortunes
which may excite our sympathies, but are not
the subject of legal redress.” So, it may be
said, in the present case, neither the statutes
under which the plaintilf became a corpora
tion, nor in any contract it had with the city,
after January 1. 1889, was there any pro
vision that prevented the state from giving
the city authority to erect and maintain gas
works at its own expense, or that prevented
the city from executing the power granted
by the section of the Code of 1869 to which
we have referred.
This conclusion is required by other con
siderations. By the constitution of Ohio.
adopted in 1851, it was declared that “me
special privileges or immunities shall ever be};

preting the legislative will, and, therefore.
assuming that the legislature intended by
section 2486 to confer authority upon the

city of Hamilton to erect gas works at its
expense, whenever deemed by it expedient

or for the public good to do so, the next
contention of the plaintiﬁ is that such legis
lation is within the constitutional inhibition
of state laws impairing the obligations of
contracts. This view is inadmissible. The
statutes in force when the plaintiff became
a corporation did not compel the city to use
the gaslight furnished by the plaintiff. The
city was empowered to contract with the
company for lighting streets, lanes, squares,
and public places within its limits, but it
was under no legal obligation to make a con
tract of that character, although it could
regulate by ordinance the price to be charged
for gaslight supplied by the plaintiﬂ and
used by the city or its inhabitants. It may
be that the stockholders of the plaintiff sup
posed, at the time it became incorporated.
and when they made their original invest
ment, that the city would never do what evi
dently is contemplated by the ordinance of
1889. And it may be that the erection and
maintenance of gas works by the city at the
public expense, and in competition with the
plaintlﬂ, will ultimately impair. it not de
stroy, the value of the plaintiff’s works for
the purposes for which they were established.
But such considerations cannot control the
determination of the legal rights of the par
ties. As said by this court in Curtis v.
Whitney, 13 Wall. 68. 70:

"Nor does every

statute which aifects the value of a contract
impair its obligation. It is one of the con
tingencies to which parties look now in mak
ing a large class of contracts, that they may
be affected in many ways by state and na
tional legislation.” It’ parties wish to guard
against contingencies of that kind they must
do 80 by such clear and explicit language as
will take their contracts out of the estab~
lished rule that public grants, susceptible of
“reconstructions. must receive the one most
‘favorable to the public. Upon this ground
it was held in Stein v. Bienville Water Sup

PIYCOH 141 U. S. 67. 81. 11 Slip. Ct. Rep.
692. that "we are forbidden to hold that a
:Kl'iiut. under legislative authority, of an ex
a.clusive privilege, for a term of years, of sup
Pll'lng a'municipal corporation and its peo

Ple with water drawn by means of a system

granted,'that may not be altered, revoked, or‘

repealed by the general assembly;" that "the
general assembly shall pass no special act
conferring corporate powers:” and that “cor
porations may be formed under general laws,
but all such laws may. from time to time, be

altered or repealed."

Ccnst. Ohio. § 2. art.

1; sections 1, 2, art. 13. If the statute un
der which the plaintiﬁ became incorporated
be construed as giving it the exclusive priv
iiege, so long as it met the requirements of
law, of supplying gaslight to the city of
Hamilton and its inhabitants by means of
pipes laid in the public ways, there is no es
cape from the conclusion that such a grant,
as respects, at least, its exclusive character,

was subject to the power of the legislature,
reserved by the stateconstitution, of altering

of water works from a particular stream or
Flier, prevents the state from granting to
other persons the privilege of supplying, dur

or revoking it. This reservation of power to

mg the same period, the same corporation
and People with water drawn in like man
from a _diiierent stream or river."
w at was said in Turnpike Co. v. State, 3

every corporation formed under. the general
statute providing for the formation or corpo
rations. A legislative grant to a corporation
of special privileges, if not forbidden by tne

a - 210. 218. is quite applicable to the

constitution, may be a contract; but where

alter or revoke a grant of special privileges
necessarily became a part of the charter of
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2. On appeal in a. suit brought by the Unit
ed States to annul for fraud a potent issued
pursuant to an old Mexican agent, the record
contained a letter written by t e attorney gen
eral to one who was formerly clerk of the dis
trict court in which the cause was pending,
stating, in answer to inquiry, that the United
States would not pay the costs, because it had
no beneﬁcial interest in the litigation. and that
the same was instituted at the request of par
ties claiming a. beneﬁcial interest in the land,
with the understanding that they were to pay
costs. It did not appear that the letter was
oticred in evidence, or proved in any way, and
the court took no notice of it. Hold that, as
there was no proof of its genuineness, it could
stitution, must be held to have assented to have no weight on the appeal.
3. Even if conceded to be genuine, this let
such reservation. These views are support
ter does not deny that the United States is un
ed by the decisions of this court. In Green
der obligation to third parties in respect to the
wood v. Freight 00., 105 U. S. 13, 17, the relief invoked, which obligation is suiiicient
question was as to the scope and eﬂ’ect of a ground for maintaining a suit to set aside the
patent. U. S. v. Tim 0., 8 Sup. Ct. Rep. 850,
clause in a general statute of Massachusetts, 125
U. S. 273, and U. S. v. Beebe, 8 Sup. Ct.
providing that every act of incorporation Rep. 1083, 127 U. S. 338, followed.
4. Where a patent issued pursuant to an old
passed after a named day “shall be subject
Mexican grant is made according to a survey
to amendment, alteration, or repeal, at the which
is fraudulently extended so as to include
pleasure of the legislature.” This court, re
a town where the inhabitants hold possession by
ferring to that clause, said: “Such an act the indeﬁnite and unrecorded titles of dwellers
may be amended; that is, it may be changed in Mexican villages, the United States, in view
of the stipulation to respect existing rights con
by additions to its terms, or by qualiﬁcations tained in the treaty of cession, is under obliga
,1 of the same. It may be altered by the same tion to set aside the patent, even though the
‘,lpower, and it may be repealed. What is it, same expressly recites that it is not to aﬁcct
the claims of third persons; for the government
' may be'repealed? It is the act of incorpora
owes at least it moral obligation not to burden
tion. It is this organic law on which the cor
the equitable rights of the villagers by an ap
porate existence of the company depends, parentlyvadverse legal title.
I
5.
here one claiming under an old Mexi
which may be repealed, so that it shall cease can grant
has obtained a patent, which by s
to be a law; or the legislature may adopt the frau ulent extension of the survey is made to
milder course of amending the law in mat
include valuable mineral lands, the United
ters which need amendment, or altering it States has a. direct pecuniary interest, which
when it needs substantial change. All this will enable it to maintain a suit to set aside the
may be done at the pleasure of the legislature. patent.
6. In such a suit there can be no defense on
That body need give no reason for its action the ground of laches, for inches is not imputa

one of the conditions of the grant is that the

legislature may alter or revoke it, a law al
tering or revoking, or which has the etfect
to alter or revoke, the exclusive character of
such privileges, cannot be regarded as one
impairing the obligation of tiie contract,
whatever may be the motive of the legisla
ture, or however harshly such legislation
may operate, in the particular case, upon the
corporation or parties affected by it. The cor
poration, by accepting the grant subject to
the legislative power so reserved by the con

in the matter. The validity of such action
does not depend on the necessity for it, or on
the soundness of the reasons which prompt
ed it. " The words, “at the pleasure of the
legislature, " are not in the clauses of the con
stitution of Ohio, or in the statutes to which

we have referred. But the general reserva
tion of the power to alter, revoke, or repeal
a grant of special privileges necessarily im
plies that the power may be exerted at the
pleasure of the legislature.
We perceive no error in the record in re
spect to the federal question involved, and
the judgment must be aﬂirmed.
It is so ordered.

ble to_ the _United States when it has 9. direct
pecuniary interest in the subject of litigation.
_7.In a. suit in a territorial district court,
motions to suppress a deposition, and to strike
out certain parts of it, were made and overruled,
and no exception taken. The decree was in fo
vor_of the moving party, but on appeal to the
territorial supreme court, whither the entire
record was transferred, this was reversed, and
he thereupon appealed to the supreme court of

the United States. The record in the latter
court did not show that either motion was re
newed in the territorial supreme court, or that
i_inv action was there asked or taken before
Ju gment in respect to such deposition. Held,
that the Judgment could not be reversed on the

ground that‘ the evidence contained in the depo
sition was incompetent, and should have been

excluded.
_
‘8.
petition for rehearing was ﬁled in the
territorislsupreme court, one of the grounds as

(146 U. S. 120)

SAN PEDRO & CANON DEL AGUA CO. v.
UNlTED STATES.
(November 14, 1892.)
No. 7.
APPEAL rnmr TERBYI‘ORIAL SUPREME COURT—RE
vinw—Rnooim — Evinnson —- Suii' 'ro Vscs'rs
Lmn PATENT—WHEN MAINTAINABLE.
1._ On an
the su Itoreme
court 0
a territory
theappeal
reviewfrom
is limited
determining
whether_the Judgment or decree is supported by
the ﬁndings of fact made and certiﬁed by the
court‘ in pursuance of the act of A ril 7. 1874,
(18 St. at _Large_, p. 27,) and whet er there is
any ‘error in rulings, duly excepted to, on the
agpnsdsipng' reiecgon ofheylildence, and does not
2ports
on theo ﬁndings
egnes'oiiwe
of fact. erthe endence
'
‘up‘

signed being that the court based its decision
largely on theaucompetent evidence contained
in such deposition, "which defendant moved to
strike out and suppress before the ﬁnal henring'
as is shown .by_the record." The petition Wnl

denied, and in its opinion the court said in re‘
spect to this'ground that the oints made were
but a repetition 0f_those urger in the oral argu
ments and the briefs, and were fully met by
the prior ppiuion. Held, that the motion re

ferrednto in the assignment as "shown by the
record was the motion made in the district
court, and that the court's language in refer
ence to the assignment did not show that any
motion was made in the territorial supreme
court, or any ruling had thereon.
_
9 The act that the competency of the tes
timony_ was called in question by the petition f0!‘
rehearing, and that the petition was denied,
could not of itself constitute n suﬁicient objec
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don and exception to_the testimony to warrant
A review of the question.

Appeal from the supreme court of the ter
ritory of New Mexico.

Suit brought by the United States against
the San Pedro & Canon del Agna Company

in the district court of the ﬁrst judicial dis
trict of the territory of New Mexico to set

asideu patent for certain lands. A decree
was entered dismissing the bill, which was
reversed on appeal to the territorial supreme
court. and a rehearing was there applied for

,, and denied. See 17 Pac. Rep. 337.
ﬂant appeals.

Defend

Allirmed.

' 'Statement by Mr. Justice BREWER:

On February 12, 1844, Jose Seraﬁn Rami
rez, a citizen of the republic of Mexico, and
a resident of Santa Fe, in the department of
New Mexico, petitioned the governor of that
department for a grant of a tract of land
known as the “Canon del Agua,” together

with the conﬁrmation of the title to a mine
claimed as an inheritance from his grand
father. The material part of the petition is
as follows:
“I apply to your excellency in the name of
the donation laws of the 4th ofJanuary, 1813,
and 18th of August, 1824. and in the name
01.’ the Mexican nation, asking for a tract of
vacant land known as the ' Canon del Agua,’
near the placer of San Francisco, called
‘Placer del Tuerto,’ and distant from that
town about one league, more or less.
“The land I ask for is vacant, and without
owner. and I solicit it because I have no pos
session or property by which I can support

tion, and title of possession and property. as
expressed in the mining laws; and further
decrees that his excellency. the governor of
the department, in conformity with the
colonization laws, shall grant the tract of
land prayed for.
“Martinez, President.
“Thomas Oztiz, Secretary.
“Sante Fe, February 13, 184;. And in
answer to your petition I grant you then-act
asked for, and revalidation of the title to the
mine, which are inclosed herewith. God
and liberty.
Mariano Martinez.
“To Don Seraﬁn Ramirez, auditor of the
departmental treasury, Santa Fe.”
The same yearjuridical possession of the
tract was given, the description in the cer
tiﬁcate thereof being: “On the north, the
road of the Palo Amarillo; on the south, the

boundary of the Rancho San Pedro; on the
east, the spring of the Canon del Agua; on
the west, the highest summit of the little”

mountain of El Tuerto, adjoining the bound- 2
ary of the mine known'as ‘ Inherited Prop-‘
erty,’ from this date, according to the colo
nization laws of the republic.”
By the treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo, in

1848, (9 St. p. 922,) the territory of New
Mexico was transferred to the United States.
In 1859, Ramirez ﬁled with the surveyor gen
eral of New Mexico his petition, asking oﬂ‘i
cial recognition by this government of his
grant. The description in this petition was:
"The quantity of land claimed is ﬁve thou
sand varas square, making one Castilian
league, and bounded on the north by the
placer road that goes down to the yellow tim
her; on the south, the northern boundary of

the San Pedro grant; on the east, the spring
of the Canon del Agua; on the west, the
summit of the mountain of the mine known
as the property of your petitioner, as appears
by the original title deeds accompanying the
notice, numbered 1, 2, 8, 4, 5." A hearing
was had on this application on the 10th day
of January, 1860.

mine. to work it, and the land which it em-

The surveyor general re

ported in favor of the grant, and on June 12,
1866, congress passed the following act of
conﬁrmation:
“An act to conﬁrm the title of Jose Serap
ﬁn Ramirez to certain lands in New Mexico.
Be it enacted by the senate and house of rap
in
congress assembled,
thatStates
the grant
to Jose
resentatives
of the United
of America

"1688, which is about one league, for culti-

Scraunilamirez of the Canon del Agua. as

""0" and pasturing my animals, and for
grinding Ore and smelting metal.

approved by the surveyor general of New
Mexico January twenty, eighteen hundred

“

“Jose Seraﬁn Ramirez.
Santa Fe’ February
12. 1844-"
0 which petition the departmental 8-8"Tilly and the governor thus responded:
Departmental Assembly of New Mexico.
l1 Session of to~day the departmental as-

and sixty, and designated as number seventy
in
the transcript of private land claims in
New Mexico, transmitted to congress by the
secretary of the interior January eleven,
eighteen hundred and sixty-one, is hereby
conﬁrmed: provided, however, that this con

aempl-Y decrees that Don Seraﬁn Ramirez.

ﬁrmaiion shall only be construed as awrelin

auditor or the departmental treasury, and

quishment on the part of the United states,

the other heirs of Don Francisco Dias do
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and shall not aﬂ'eet the adverse rights of

{mdmos' deceased. have a right, as grand-

any person whatever.

cl'ldmh 1° the mine referred to in the peti-

1866. 14 St. p. 588."

Approved June 12,
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based. from which decree the defendant has
Q On August 9, 1866, a survey was made by
ii a deputy surveyor, under the direction of the appealed to this court.
George Houdly, for appellant. A. X. Par
' surveyor general of New'Mexico. This sur
vey, after approval by such surveyor general, ker, Asst. Atty. Gen., Warren, Ferguson &
was forwarded to the land department at Bruner, and Thomas Smith, for the United ‘180
Washington, and on July 1, 1875, a patent States.
was issued granting the land with bounda
‘Mr. Justice BREWER, after stating the
ries as established by this survey. The fol
facts in the foregoing language. delivered the
lowing is a plat of the property as surveyed
opinion of the court.
The supreme court of the territory, at the
and patented:
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request of the defendant, made and certiﬁed
a statement of the facts in the case. This
is in accordance with the act of April 7
1874. (18 St. p. 27,) which, in section 2,-8
after. and on September 15, 1881, this suit
section providing for the exercise of the ap
to was commenced by the United States in the pellate jurisdiction of this court over the
5.‘. district court of the ﬁrst judicial district of
judgments and decrees of territorial courts,—
‘ the territory of New Mexico, to set'aside the reads: “That on appeal, instead of the evi
patent and annul the title conveyed thereby, dence at large, a statement of the facts of
on the ground of fraud in the survey. An the case in the nature of a special verdict.

In 1866, Ramirez conveyed the property

to Cooley and others, from whom, in 1880,
it passed to the present defendant. There

answer was ﬁled, proofs were taken, and

the case went to ﬁnal hearing before the dis
trict court. By that court, on February 16.
1885, a decree was entered in favor of the de
tendant dismissing the bill. From such de
cree an appeal was taken to the supreme
court of the territory. which, on January 28,
1888, reversed the decision of the district
court, and entered a decree in favor of the
government. setting aside and annulling the
patent and the survey upon which it was

and also the rulings of the court on the ad
mission or rejection of evidence, when exceptw

ed to. shall be made and certiﬁed by the court
below, and transmitted to the supreme court.
together with the transcript of the proceeding!
and judgment or decree." Construing thi!
statute. it was held, in the case of Improve

ment Co. v. Bradbury, 132 U. S. 509, 514. 10
Sup. Ct. Rep. 177, that “the authority of this
court, on appeal from a territorial court, ll

SAN PEDRO & CANON DEL AGUA CO. 0.
UNITED STATES.
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limited to determining whether the court's
“ﬁndings of fact support its judgment or de
Ecree, and whether there is any error in rul
' jugs, duly excepted to, on the ‘admission or
rejection of evidence, and does not extend to a

consideration of the weight of evidence or its
sui'hciency to support the conclusions of the

court.

Stringfellow v. Gain. 99 U. S. 610;

Cannon v.Pralt, Id. 619; Neslin v. Wells, 104

U. S. 428; Hecht v. Boughton, 105 U. S. 235,
286; Gray v. Howe, 108 U.5. 12,1 Sup. Ct. Rep.

136; Eilers v. Boatman, 1'11 U. S. 356, 4Sup.

oﬂ'ered in evidence. Theoourt took no notice
of it. It was addressed, not to an otlicer of
the court or a counsel in the case, but to a
stranger. The clerk, by merely tiling such a
document, does not adjudicate that it is in
fact that which on its face it purports to be.
Again, even if it be regarded as the letter
of the attorney general, it does not contain
any such statement as precludes the govern
ment from maintaining this action. There
is nowhere an intimation that Attorney Gen
eral MacVeagh, the predecessor of the writer
of the letter, when commencing the suit, was
not acting in the utmost good faith, and in
the belief that the government had a pe

Ct. Rep. 432; Zeckendorf v. Johnson, 123 U.
S. 6l7, BSup. Ct. Rep. 261." Hence, notwith
standing the large volume of testimony taken
and used in the court below has been incor
porated into the record sent to us, we are not cuniary interest in the lands, or was under
an obligation to third parties, which it could
at liberty to review that testimony for the pur
pose of ascertaining whether the ﬁndings in protect only by setting aside this patent;
and,
while the letter declares that the United
the statement of facts are or are not in ac
cordance with the weight of the evidence. 1 States has no beneﬁcial interest in the con
This narrows materially the range of our in ; trorersy, it does not deny that the United
‘1 States is under obligation to other parties re
q any.
The ﬁrst proposition of the appellant is
I specting the relief invoked; and that, it is
that the United States has no interest in the 1 now settled. is sullicient for maintaining an
controversy, and did not in good faith in ] action to set aside a patent. U. S. v. '
stitute and prosecute this suit. This claim Co., 125 U. S. 273, 8 Sup. Ct. Rep. 850; U.
rests upon the fact that in the record is S. v. Beebe, 127 U. S. 338, 342, 8 Sup. Ct.
Rep. 1083.—in which latter case it was said:
found the following letter:
“And it may now be accepted as settled that
“Department of Justice, Washington, Oc
the United States can properly proceed by
tober 17,1883. F. W. Clancy, Esq., 1426 Gor
coran St., Washington, D. C.—Sir: To your 1 bill in equity to have a judicial decree of
inquiry whether the United States will pay the i nullity and an order of cancellation of a pat
ent issued in mistake or obtained by fraud
costs incurred in the case against the San Pe
dro and Canon del Agua Company, I answer where the government has a direct interest.”
or is under an obligation respecting the reliefﬁ
that the United States has no beneﬁcial inter
est in the proceeding. It was instituted at 5 invoked.” See,'also, U. S. v. Missouri, K.‘
the instance of parties who claimed a right to & '1‘. By. 00., 141 U. S. 358, 380, 12 Sup. Ct.
the possession of the lands. Upon their re ; Rep. 13.
But, chieﬂy, the statement made by the
quest special counsel were appointed by this I
epartment to commence and carry on the supreme court shows that in fact there were
suit, but they were not to be compensated parties to whom the United States was un
der obligation in respect to the reliefinvoked,
by the United States, and it was the under
and also that the government had a direct
standing of this department, as in other simi~
lar cases. that whatever costs and expenses I pecuniary interest in the relief sought. The
were incurred in the preparation and conduct application fora grant described a tract of
of the case should be paid by the parties on vacant land near the placcr of San Francisco,
called "Placer del Tuerto," and distant from
whose petition the proceedings were institut
that town about one league, more or less.
ed. I must decline, therefore. for the gov
I‘eminent, to pay said costs and expenses. or This town, with a varying population of a
few hundreds, perhaps thousands, of people,
Hulimt thereof. Very respectfully, Ben
,‘lqmln Harris Brewster, Attorney General.” was in existence before the application of Ra
Apparently the attention of the court he mirez for the grant. at the date of the am
<_>W was not called to this letter, nor any ac

nexation of New Mexico to this country, and

tion taken in reference to it. It simply
“Pile?! as a paper ﬁled by some

at the time of the survey and patent. The
inhabitants held their possessions by the in
deﬁnite and unrecorded titles of dwellers in
Mexican villages. By the treaty of cession,
as well as the general law in respect to the
acquisition of foreign territory. the United
States was bound to respect all existing

"1811s once, and by the clerk, of his own
moiwﬂnncorporated into the record.

Mr.

Cianc ,to whom the letter was addressed,
"5-5 up to January, 1883, the clerk of the
court ll] which the suit was

rights, and, among them, the rights and

or 1more are several reasons why the claim
an t P defendant in this respect cannot be
as: alued. In the ﬁrst place, we have no
i llrsnce that the letter is genuine. Such

does not prove itself. It was not
v.18s.o._7

titles of these inhabitants. Yet the survey
and patent included the town. It is true
that the act of conﬁrmation as well as‘the
patent recites that it is only a relinquish
ment on the part of the United States, and
is not to affect the adverse rights of any per
son, and it is very likely that the equitable
titles of the inhabitants could he established

so
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notwithstanding the patent; but the govern- United States to open the same to be pros
ment owed it to them not to burden their peeled, located, and developed as mineral”
equitable rights by an apparently adverse land, and deprives it of the revenue whichg
legal title, and, having been induced to do would'otlierwise accrue to it, from such set-'
so through the fraudulent acts of the put- tlement and development.”
entee and his associates, it is discharging
The United States has, therefore, a pecun
a moral obligation, at least, when it takes iary interest in maintaining this action,
steps to set aside such patent, and to relieve

that it may recover possession of these mines

them from the apparent cloud on their title. and seen re to itself the revenue naturally de
Furthcr, the statement of facts finds that— rivable therefrom.
“Outside of the boundary line of the said
This last matter is also a suﬂicient answer
Canon del Agua grant as granted to said to the second point made by the appellant,
Ramirez by the government of Mexico there and that is that the prosecution of this suit
was at the time when the supplemental bill is barred by laches, for it is well settled that
in this cause was filed a mining property of when the government has a direct pecuniary
great value, known as the ' Big Copper interest in the subject'matter of the litiga
Mine,’ yielding valuable quantities of both tion the defenses of stale claim and laches
copper and gold. There were also numerous cannot be set up as a bar. U. S. v. Oregon

other mines of the precious metals east of the

Cent. Military Road 00., 140 U. S. 599, 11

Canon del Agua spring.‘ These mines were

Sup. Ct. Rep. 988, and cases cited in the

and
uponStates,
a part of
publicthe
domain
the are
United
butthe
within
lines of
of
the said grant as fraudulently extended by

o The
inicn.
third point of appellant is that much
of the testimony of John B. Treadwell, and

Ramirez

the exhibits attached thereto, were incompe-‘

and

his

confederates

aforesaid.

The defendant, as shown by its answer to
the supplemental bill at the time of the ﬁling of the same, actually occupied and possessed said Big Copper mine. and was extracting ore therefrom, claiming the legal
right to do so as against the United States,
and was also in possession of the land upon
which said other mines were situated, and
also claiming the right to the same. The
defendant was not so in possession under the
mineral laws of the United States as a loeator, or claiming under or through any 10enter by virtue of such mininglaws, but was
in possession under and by means of the
said fraudulent survey, and was claiming
under the agricultural patent to Ramirez,

tent, and should have been excluded, and,
because they were not the decree of the su
preme court of the territory, ought to be re
versed. Mr. Treadwell was a special agent
and examiner of surveys for the land depart
ment. After this suit had been commenced,
he was directed by the land department to
proceed to the disputed territory, and make
an examination as to the survey. He did so.
l and, besides making surveys and takiugpho
tographic views, he also obtained 13 aﬂida
vits of witnesses, selected by himself, as to
boundaries, etc. When called as a witness.
he produced these affidavits as part of his
testimony, and gave his conclusions as to the
proper boundaries of the grant, based partly,

the action of the surveyor general thereon,

at least, upon the information obtained from

the conﬁrmation by congress, the survey
and patent thereunder, the lawful right to
hold said mines and extract therefrom the
precious metals for its own use, to the ex-

them. After his deposition containing these
matters had been ﬁled in the case, and before
the hearing in the district court, two motions
were made by the defeiidant,—one to strike

clusion of the United States therefrom, and

out the entire deposition, and the other to

in deﬁance of the mineral laws of the United
States, predicating such claim of right upon
mesue conveyances from parties holding
under and by virtue of said patent.
“The possession of the said mine by the
defendant as aforesaid, and the manner in
which the same is being worked and carried
on, is such as to prevent other mining pros-

suppress parts of it. Both were overruled.
and no exception taken. The district court.
as heretofore stated, found for the defendant,
and entered a decree dismissing the bill. An
appeal having been taken to the supreme
court of the territory, the entire record Wu!
transferred to that court. There, no new mo‘:
tion to strike out this deposition, or any part?‘

pectors from locating thereon or making any

of it, was presented, nor were the'two mo-'

claim or acquiring any title thereto by ioca-

tions made in the district court renewed in

tion

under the mining

the supreme court, or action asked of that

laws of the United States. and. if permitted
m Coﬂhnlle, would enable the defendant,
under claiin_of legal title, which does not

court thereon. Obviously the defendant. re
lying upon its success in the district court.
with this testimony in the case and before

exist, to continuously extract therefrom large

the court, did not deem the matter of sulﬁ

quantities of valuable precious metals, and

cient importance either to renew the motions

"1:15 greatly to lessen the value of said prop-

made in the district court or to ﬁle additional

or y, and to binder and delay the develop-

ones, and so let the case pass to the consider

ment thereof, and to prevent location there-

ation of the supreme court with all the testi

on and development under the mining laws
of the United ‘States. The claim of said de-

mony, including this deposition, unchal
lenged. But our inquiry is limited to the

fﬁlldaiit constitutes a cloud upon a title to

rulings of the supreme court of the territory"

the said mines and upon the right of the

It is its judgment which we are reviewing

and

development

um,gwnu>va cmies,agnw
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By the appeal the case was transferred as a
whole from the district court to the supreme
court. The rulings of the former court did
not bind or become those of the latter, either

as to the admission or rejection of testimony
or the decree to be entered. All the testi
mony taken and ﬁled in the one court was
spread before the other, and was apparently

proper for its consideration.

If the defend

ant had wished to narrow the examination

of that court to any portion of the testimony,
it should by appropriate motion to it have
challenged the supposed objectionable parts.
Counsel. appreciating this necessity of the
case, has endeavored to show that the su
prsme court did in fact rule on the admissibil
ity of this testimony, but we think his con
tention is not borne out by the record. Cer
tainly no new motion was ﬁled in the su
prsme court. or any entry made of a renewal
of the motions in the district court, or of a
decision thereon; and, if error is to be predi
catsd upon any ruling of the lower court. it
would seem that the ruling should ailirma
tively and distinctly appear. And in this
connection notice may well be taken of rule
18 of this court: “In all cases of equity
' ' i‘ heard in this court no objection
shall hereafter be allowed to be taken to the
admissibility of any deposition, deed. grant,
or other exhibit found in the record as evi
dence, unless objection was taken thereto in
the court below, and entered of record; but
the same shall otherwise be deemed to have
been admitted by consent. " 3 Sup. Ct.Rep. x.
Upon what grounds does counsel contend
that the supreme court did rule upon this
r-Inatterl’ In the order of the court refusing
Sths petition for rehearing is the following:

' '“The court * " * does now overrule
Inch petition, and refuses to grant the same,
for reasons set forth in an opinion by Chief
Justice Long."
This was the second reason assigned for
rehearing:
“(2) The court bases its conclusion as to
the location of said Sierra del Tuerto largely
upon ex parte aﬁidavits taken by one John
B. l‘readwell, without notice to any one, or
°PP°rtunity for cross-examination, improp
erly injected into the record of the court be
low afterall the proofs on both sides were
010586. which defendant moved to strike out
and suppress before the ﬁnal hearing, as is

shown by the record.”

and in the opinion is this statement.
The defendant has ﬁled a petition for re

hfmlng- assigning therein twelve reasons
2b,; the same should be granted. The
‘, §800Hd * ' * poinis made are but
‘‘ repelliildl] of those urged both in oral argu
énelntandnn the printed briefs, and already
"I yconsnlered and determined. They pre
sent no new consideration, and are fully met

byihe Opinion. "
But this does not show that any motion
line made in the supreme court, or any rul
Ilg had thereon. The second reason assigned

that the court based its conclusion upon

39

this improper testimony. It is true, refer
ence is made to a motion to suppress, but it
is only by way of description of the improper
matter, and the motion referred to is one
"shown by the record,” and the only such

motion is the one made in the district court.
The record shows none in the supreme court.
Again, it is insisted that the denial of the
rehearing (one of the grounds therefor being
that already stated) is in itself a suﬂicient
objection and exception to the testimony.
But when the petition for rehearing was
ﬁled, the case had been decided. A petition
for rehearing is no more signiﬁcant than a
motion for a new trial, which, as well set
tled, presents no question for review in this
court.

Further, it would be strange if a

case could be submitted on certain testi
mony and decided. and then the defeated
party could, by motion for a new trial or pe
tition for rehearing, compel the striking out.»
of a part of that testimony, and thus a retrial?

of the case. By not challenging'the objsc-'
tionable testimony until after the decision,
he waives his right to challenge it at all.
Again, after the decision the defendant
made application for a statement of the facts
of the case, and also the rulings of the court
on the admission and rejection of the evi
dence, to be transferred to this court, which

motion was consented to by the United
States, and a statement of facts prepared.
Thereafter the defendant moved to have in
cluded in such statement the testimony of
Treadwell, the rulings or the district court
on the motions, and also the rulings of the
supreme court upon said testimony, which
motion was denied, and, on complaint of the
defendant that the statement did not contain
any rulings of that court on the admission or
rejection of evidence, and especially with re
spect to the testimony of John B. Treadwell,
and the exhibits ﬁled therewith, the supreme
court said: "The motion for an additional
ﬁnding touching the admission of the depo
sition, map, and exhibits of John B. Tread

well has been considered. The appeal was
taken by the United States. There being no
cross appeal by the appellee. we decline to re
view the action of the court below, as that is
not before us on this appeal, and overrule
said motion, and decline any action upon it

for reasons stated."
Whatever may be thought of the reason

given by the supreme court, the fact'appears
from this language that present action only
was invoked, which was action after the de
cision; and, further, that such action was

only in reference to a review of the ruling
of the district court. Indeed, not only is the
silence of the record conclusive against any
motion in the supreme court to exclude the
testimony, or any action by that court in the
way of exclusion, but also the fair inference,
from all the matters presented by counsel, 1!.
that after the decision it was sought to get
from the supreme court only some review of
the ruling of the district court on the motion
to exclude the testimony.
We cannot re
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view the action of the district court, and no

action was taken by the supreme court prior
to the decision. The appellant can therefore
atake nothing by this contention.
:3 Again, it is insisted that upon the facts of
' the case the'appellaut is entitled to a rever
sal. But clearly this is untenable. The state‘
ment of facts is plain, to the effect that the
survey was inaccurate and obtained by fraud.
The force of this is not obviated by the fact

application for a patent for more than three
years. He testified that he had some doubt
about the durability and success of the inven—
tion; that in the spring of 1879 he discovered a
slight defect in the structure, which he thought
might lead to trouble. and that he was not cer

that Gritﬁn, the surveyor. was not found to

have been a party to the fraud.

The wrong

is the wrong of the patentee; and the fact,
if it be a fact, that he did not secure the

wrongful assistance of all the oﬁicers of the
government connected with the survey, does
not make his wrong any the less. It may
be, as Chief Justice Long intimates, that
Griﬂln, the surveyor. was innocent; that he
was misled by the misrepresentations and
fraudulent acts of others; but, if it be, as
found by this statement of facts, that the
survey was erroneous, that it and the pat
ent were obtained by fraud, and that the
patentee was a party to such fraud, that is
enough to sustain a decree setting aside the
survey and the patent, and leaving the de
fondant to whatever rights may exist under
the original conﬁrmation.
‘Finally, it is insisted that the defendant
was a bona ﬁde purchaser, but the ﬁndings
of fact do not warrant this conclusion. The
president of the company, and a large stock

a. patent within the two years; that the use was
not an experimental one; and that he had, there
fore, abandoned the invention to the public. 37
Fed. Rep. 673. affirmed. Elizabeth v. Pave~
mcnt Co., 97 U. S. 126, distinguished.

Appeal from the circuit court of the Unit
ed States for the southern district of New
York.
Bill by Henry Root against the Third Av
enue Railroad Company to restrain the in
fringement of letters patent. The circuit
court dismissed the bill, holding the patent
invalid, because of two years’ public use
prior to the application. 37 Fed. Rep. 673.
Complainant appeals. Affirmed.
F. R. Coudert, for appellant. Edmund
Wetmore and Herbert Knight, for appellee.

Mr. Justice 13LATCHFORD delivered the
opinion of the court.
‘
This is a suit in equity, brought July 12,

1886, in the circuit court of the United States
for the southern district of New York, by.‘

Henry Root against the Third Avenue Rail-E
‘road Company, founded on the alleged in-'
fringement of letters patent No. 262.126,

holder, togeiher with others interested, vis

ited the property before the purchase. They granted August 1. 1882. to the plaintiﬂ’. for
were warned of the adverse claims. They an “improvement in the construction of ca
examined the land, and could easily perceive ble railways,” on an application ﬁled Septem
the situation of some of the points named in
3, 1881.
the description, and also the presence, within herThe
speciﬁcation of the patent says: “My
the limits of the patent, of this town of invention relates to cable railways, and it
San Francisco. Indeed, it is distinctly stat
consists in the employment of a conneciing
ed in the ﬁndings that “ the said defendant, tie for the rails, and supports for the slot
through its said company, had notice, in fact, irons, by which both are rigidly supported
by the means aforesaid, of the adverse claim
to said grant, and, in addition thereto, infor

from the tie, and united to each other.

In

combination with this construction I employ
asuhstratum of concrete or equivalent ma
terial, which will set or solidify and unite
the whole into a continuous rigid structure,
no part of which is liable to be displaced from
its relation to the other, and also provide a
support for the roadway. Previous to my
and in them ﬁnding no error, the decree of
invention, all cable railways had been con
the supreme court of the territory is aﬁirmed. structed of iron ribs oi the form of the tube,
set at suitable intervals, to which the slot

mation suﬂ‘icient to put it on inquiry as to
the fraud alleged in the bill of complaint.”
Undoubtedly. upon the facts as found and
stated by the court, the defendant was not
entitled to hold as a bona ﬁde purchaser.
These are all the matters complained of.

:

iron or timber, as the case may be, was bolt
(145 U. S. 210)

ed, and the spaces between these ribs ﬁlled
with wood, to form a continuous tube. Out‘
side, and independent of this tube, the rails
were laid, supported on short ties or other
foundations. and were connected horizontal
ly with the iron ribs by short bolts or rods.
but were liable to settle by the undermining

BOOT v. THIRD AVE. R. CO.
(November
N0, 21,
39_ 1892.)

Pxrxx'rg so“, hwmmONS_ABANDONMENT_PUB_
no Usn.
The invention described in letters

at

tent No. 262,126, granted August 1, 1882? to
Henry Root, for an improvement in the con
structiou of cable railwa s, was devised by
him in the expectation 0 being em loyed as
engineer to construct a cable road.
e road
was in fact, constructed by him in that capacity.
and since April 9. 1878. has been in successful
operation for proﬁt, and was under his superin
tendence for several years, but he made no

of their foundation, without regard to the

i

tube or the other rail of the track. This
would frequently occur by the renewal of
the paving outside of the track, the intro
duction of house connections with the main
sewer, or other disturbances of the street.
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This settling would cause great inconven
ience, as the gripping apparatus, which is
carried by the rail through the medium of
the car or dummy, must travel in a ﬁxed

position in the tube, thus making a frequent
adjustmentof the rails to thetube necessary.
The space between the rails and sides of the
tube was ﬁlled with sand, which could not be
securely conﬁned, as the joints in the tube
were liable to open by settling. so as to re
quire a frequent relaying of the paving or
planking, and making the whole insecure.
and expensive to maintain. In my inven
tion the whole forms a single, rigid struc
ture."
The following are the drawings of the pat~
ent, Fig. 1 being a cross‘section and Fig. 2

in perspective view:
a

two nuts at one end for the adjustment of
the slot irons to or from each other during
construction, or other equivalent means may
E is the concrete, in which
the ties or frames are imbedded at suitable
distances to support the rails and slot irons,
which form the top of the tube. This con
crete forms a support for the ironwork, the
bottom and sides of the tube, and a founda
tion for the paving. I", which ﬁlls the space
between the rails and slot iron, thus forming
an even and durable roadway, which cannot
settle below the level of the rails or slot irons,
or cause a side pressure on the tube, as is the
case where the road way is supported on sand
or other independent foundation. As near
ly all the weight of the traﬁic is on the rails,
the tendency of the rails to go down is re
sisted by a deep girder, of which the bent
tie forms the top and this continuous mass
of concrete forms the bottom. I am aware
that concrete, as a material for foundations,
underground sewer , and conduits, has long
been well known, and that concrete, brick
work, or ironstone pipe might be used to

form the tube between the iron ribs of the
well-known construction without any par
ticular invention, as these materials are as
well known as wood; but it would be still
subjected to all the danger of.’ unequal sct
tlement, and the short tie and stringer of
wood require frequent renewal and adjust
ment to the level of the tube. It will be
seen that a distinguishing feature of my in
vention is the connecting of the rails in the
same structure as the slot ironsand the tube,

Eli-cued, or, if stringers are
fastened directly to the'ties.

so that all the parts are maintained in their
relative position, and whatever may occur to
alter the place of one will have no effect, un
less the change is suiiiclent to affect the
whole structure.” There are seven claims a
in the patent.
is.
'The answer sets up in defense a denial of’
the allegation of the bill that the alleged in
vention was not in public use or on sale for .
more than two years prior to the application
for the patent; and it alleges that the in ven
tion had been in public and proﬁtable use in
the United States for more than two years be
fore the date of the application. It also sets
up want of novelty and noninl’ringement.
There was a replication to the answer.
proofs were taken, and the case was brought
to a hearing before the circuit court, held by
Judge Wallace, and a decree was entered dis
missing the bill. From that decree the
plaintiE has appealed.
A
The opinion of the circuit court, found in
37 Fed. Rep. 673, passed upon a. single ques
tion. The invention was put into use on
the California street railroad, a cable road in

bend. suiliciently separated to
e~°*~‘11Il')"\§'idth for the tube. D are tie-rods,

the city of San Francisco. on April 9._18:1'8,
the road having been built by the plaintiff,
and put into regular operation at that time,

Sglliiccung said supports with the main ties

and, as constructed, having embodied in it

rinuunes, through the chairs. rails. 01”

the invention described in the patent. The
defendant contended that such use was a
public use of the patented invention more

ma pliers, as the case may be. The rods. D,
l’ a ﬁxed or may be screw bolts, having

than two years before the application, and
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been in regular and successful use as a street
that, therefore,the patent was invalid. The
plaintiff contended, and now contends, that
such use was an experimental use, and that
the application was ﬁled within two years
after the plaintiff became satisﬁed that his
invention was a practical success.
Section 4886 of the Revised Statutes, which
was in force when this patent was applied
for and issued, enacts that a patent may be
obtained when the invention has not been
“in public use or on sale for more than two
years prior to the application;” and section
4920 provides that it may he pleaded and
proved as a defense in a suit at law or in eq
uity on the patent that the invention “had
been in public use or on sale in this country
for more than two years before” the applica
tion, or had been abandoned to the public.
From the time the cable road mentioned
was put into operation, no change or modi
ﬁcation was made in its plan or its details.

railroad. carrying passengers for pay. The
plaintiff was superintendent of the road from
that time until the date of his application for
the patent, and afterwards until 1883.

In explanation of his delay in applying for,,
the patent. he testiﬁes that before he begana‘
the construction of the road one 'of the projectors expressed a doubt in regard to the
durability of such a structure, and a fear that
the jar of street traiiic, as well as that of the
cars, would in time loosen the ribs, and sep
arate them from the surrounding concrete,
and the structure would thus fail; that doubts

In the summer of 1876, between May and

the let of September, the plaintiff conceived

n the invention.

Early in that year certain

"i persons in California obtained a franchise for
' the'construction of a wire cable road on Cal
ifornia street, in

San Francisco, and the

plaintiﬁ was led to believe that he would be
called upon, as an engineer, to construct the
road. He immediately commenced studying
up the matter, to be prepared to recommend
a plan of construction, whenever called upon.
He testiﬁes that he deemed it necessary in a
cable road to get a smooth, even road way and
track, and the tube or tunnel way for the ca
ble and its carrying machinery strong enough
to resist any tendency towards the closing of
the slot, to provide for the grip shank, and
to make a structure as a whole so permanent
and durable as to stand the wear and jar of
heavy street traiiic, as well as of the car traf
tic which it was to carry; and that, for that

were expressed also by others: that, while

the plaintiﬁ believed that there was more
than an even chance of its proving a durable
and desirable structure, he still had some
doubt in his own mind, which was somewhat
increased by the doubts expressed to him by
others, in whom he had conﬁdence; that, as

causes which would contribute to the destruc
tion of the road, there were (1) the moving
of cars over a rail connected to ironwork
without the intervention of any wood; (2)
the street traﬂic of trucks and teams. to which
such a structure would necessarily be ex

posed: (3) the changes of temperature; and
(4) the effect of time, and the danger of water
following down the diﬁerent members of the
ironwork, and the rust separating them from
the concrete; and that there was no way of

determining these matters but by a trial in
a public street through a long period of time.
He was asked whether his own doubts as
to the durability of the structure were pres
ent at any time after the road was in opera
tion, and, it so, when, and by what they were
caused. He answered “Yes," and said that

during the spring of 1879 the road was ex
tended from Fillmore street to Central
avenue, by a wooden structure not nearly so
durable or costly as the original road; that,

purpose. he deemed it necessary to have a rib in preparing for the extension, he had occa
or yoke, with connections to the two rails sion to dig out and around, so as to expose
and the two slot irons, so as to connect them some of the old structure; that he saw therein
permanently, such yoke to be imbedded in some indication of the loosening of the yokes
and supported by a surrounding mass of con
in the concrete; and that he had some little
crete to form a support and foundation for fear at that time that some trouble might
the ribs or yokes, the bottom and sides of.‘ the arise in that respect. He further testities
cable tube or tunnel, and a foundation for that the reason he did not apply for the pat
the paving of the roadway. He says that he ent within two years from the time when he
explained this invention to several persons ﬁrst put the structure into use was that, if it
prior to September 2, 1876, and on that day proved weak or undesirable, he did not want
discussed the subject and explained the in
any patent; and he did not feel certain enough
vention in a general way at a meeting of the
that fact until the year 1881.
directors of the proposed road. Between of But
it does not appear that he expressed
that time and January 1, 1877, he made a his doubts to the projectors of the road. either
model containing two of the ribs, with an before its construction was commenced. or:
outside casing and cover. and had the space during its construction, or while he remaineda
between ﬁlled in with concrete, incasing the ‘its'superintendent after it was completed.’
skeleton ribs and forming “the shut section” or that he communicated to any one what he
of the completed track and tube.
noticed during the spring of 1879, or that bee
His invention was adopted by the project
entertained any fear arising therefrom.
ors of the railroad, and active work was com
' The circuit court truiysays, in its opinion
menced upon the structure in J uly. 1877. “Manifestly the complainant received a con
The road cost, with the equipment, $418,000, sideration for devising and consenting to then
and is about two miles in length, the road
use of an invention which was designed to
bed and tunnel construction having cost
be a'complete. permanent structure, which‘
about $225,000. From April 9, 1878, it has

1;.4g“_am=z_>gm-
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was to cost a large sum of money, and which
he knew would not meet the expectation of
those who had employed him, unless it should

prove to be in all respects a practically oper
ative and reasonablydurable one. If he had
enterlained any serious doubts of its adequacy

for the purpose for which it was intended, it
would seem that he would not have recom.
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and was placed by him there in order to
see the etfect upon it of heavily loaded
wagons, and of varied and constant use, and
also to ascertain its durability. and liability
to decay. It was shown that he was there
almost daily, examining it and its condition.
and that he often walked over it, striking it
with his cane. This court held that, if the
invention was in public use or on sale prior
to two years before the application for the
patent, that would be conclusive evidence of

mended it in view of the considerable sum it
was to cost. At all events, he did not treat
it as an experimental thing, but allowed it to
be appropriated as a complete and perfect in
vention, ﬁt to be used practically, and just as abandonment, and the patent would be void;
it was. until it should wear out, or until it but that the use of an invention by the in
should demonstrate its own imsuitableness. ventor, or by any other person under his
direction, by way of experiment, and in or
He turned it over to the owners without re
der to bring the invention to perfection,
serving any future control over it. and know
lug that, except as a subordinate, he would had never been regarded as a public use of
not be permitted to make any changes in it it; and it added: "The nature of a street
by way of experiment; and at the time he pavement is such that it cannot be experi
l'lﬂll no present expectation of making any mented upon satisfactorily except on a high
malarial changes in it. He never made or way, which is always public. When the
suggested a change in it after it went into subject of invention is a machine, it may
use, and never made an examination with a be tested and tried in a building, either with
view of seeing whether it was defective, or or without closed doors. In either case,
such use is not a public use, within the
could be improved in any particular. "
It is contended by the plaintitT that the meaning of the statute, so long as the in
ventor is engaged, in good faith. in testing
principles recognized by this court in Eliza
beth v. Pavement 00., 97 U. S. 126, estab its operation. He may see cause to alter it,
and improve it, or not. His experiments
lish the patentability of the plaintiff's inven
tion, notwithstanding its embodiment in the will reveal the fact whether any and what
alterations
may be necessary. If durability
California street railroad. But the circuit
court held that the proofs in the present case is one of the qualities to be attained, a long
period, perhaps years, may be necessary to
did not show a use of the invention substan
enable the inventor to discover whether his
tially for experiment, but showed such apub
he use of it as must defeat the patent. The purpose is accomplished; and though, during”
court further said that the facts were in all that period, he may not ﬁnd that anyg,‘
marked contrast with those in Elizabeth v. changes are necessary, yet‘he may be justly’
Pavement 00., because there the use was said to be using his machine only by way of
experiment; and no one would say that such
solely for experiment.
a use, pursued with a bona tide intent of
_ In Elizabeth v. Pavement 00., the orig
testing
the qiiallties of the machine, would
inal patent was granted in August, 1854.
The invention dated back as early as 1847 be a public use, within the meaning of the
statute. So long as he does not voluntarily
01‘1848. Nicholson, the inventor of the pave
ment in question in that case, ﬁled a caveat allow others to make it and use it, and so
1n the patent otiice in August, 1847, de long as it is not on sale for general use, he
scribing the invention. He constructed a keeps the invention under his own control,
Pavement, by way of experiment, in June and does not lose his title to a patent. It would
01' Jilly. 1848, in a street near Boston, which not be necessary, in such a case, that the
qWPDl'lsed all the peculiarities afterwards de machine should be put up and used only in
sscribed in his patent. the experiment be
lug successful. ‘The pavement so put down

the inveutor’s own shop or premises.

He

may have it put up and used in the premises
in Boston in 1848 was publicly used for a of another, and the use may inure to the
beneﬁt of the owner of the establishment.
Still. if used under the surveillance of the
inventor, and for the purpose of enabling
a public use, within the meaning of the stat
lite. This court, speaking by Mr. Justice him to test the machine, and ascertain
Bradley, said that it was perfectly clear from whether it will answer the purpose intended,
t e evidence that Nicholson did not intend and make such alterations and improvements
abandon his right to a patent, he having as experience demonstrates to be necessary,
led a caveat in August, 1847, and having it will still be a mere experimental use, and
constructed the pavement in Boston by way not a public use, within the meaning of the
of trpeument, for the purpose of testing its statute. Whilst the supposed machine is_in
qualities; that he was a stockholder in, and such experimental use, the public may be in
treasurenof, the corporation which owned cidentally deriving a beneﬁt from it. If it
9 road in Boston where the pavement was be a grist mill, or a carding machine, cus
an: gﬁwh. and which corporation received tomers from the surrounding country may
0
of Its use; and that the pavement was enjoy the use of‘ it by having their grain
onstructed by him at his own expense, made into ﬂour, or their wool into rolls, and
still it will not be in public use, within the
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oly to himself for a longer period than is al
meaning of the law. But it the inventor lowed by the policy of the law; but this can;
allows his machine to be used by other per
not be said with justice when the delay is oc
sons generally, either with or without com
casioned by a bona ﬁde effort to bring his in
pensation, orit it is, with his consent, put on vention to perfection, or to ascertain whether
sale for such use, then it will be in public it'will answer the purpose intended. His?
use and on public sale, within the meaning monopoly only continues for the allotted
of the law. It, now, we apply the same period, in any event; and it is the interest of
principles to this case, the analogy will be the public, as well as himself, that the inven
seen at once. Nicholson wished to experi
tion should be perfect, and properly tested,
ment on his pavement. He believed it to before a patent is granted for it. Any at
be a good thing, but he was not sure; and
tempt to use it for a. proﬁt, and not by way
the only mode in which he could test it was of experiment. fora longer period than two
to place a specimen of it in a public roadway. years before the application, would deprive
He did this at his own expense, and with the
the inventor of his right to a patent.”
consent of the owners of the road. Dura
We think that the present case does not
bility was one of the qualities to be attained. fall within the principles laid down in Eliza
He wanted to know whether his pavement beth v. Pavement Co. The plaintiff did not
would stand, and whether it would resist ﬁle a caveat. and there is no evidence that
decay. [is character for durability could not he did not intend to abandon his right to a
a be ascertained without its being subjected to patent. It does not appear that any part of
a use for a considerable time. He subjected it the structure was made at his own expense,
' to such use, in good'faith, for the simple or that he put it down in order to ascertain
purpose of ascertaining whether it was what its durability or its liability to decay, or that
he claimed it to be. Did he do anything what he says he noticed in the spring of 1879
more than the inventor of the supposed ma
led him to make any further examination in
chine might do in testing his invention? that respect, or to test further the [car which
The public had the incidental use of the he says he had at that time, or that what he
pavement, it is true; but was the invention then saw led him to think that the structure
in public use, within the meaning of the stat was weak or undesirable. It cannot be fair
ute? We think not. The proprietors of the ly said from the proofs that the plaintiff was
road alone used the invention, and used it at engaged in good faith. from the time the
Nicholson's request, by way of experiment. road was put into operation, in testing the
The only way in which they could use it was working of the structure he afterwards pat
by allowing the public to pass over the pave ented. He made no experiments with a
ment. Had the city of Boston. or other par
view to alterations, and we are of opinion,
ties, used the invention. by laying down the on the evidence, that suﬁicient time elapsed
pavement in other streets and places, with
Nicholson’s consent and allowance, then, in
deed, the invention itself would have been in
public use, within the meaning of the law;

but this was not the case. Nicholson did not
sell it, nor allow others to use it or sell it. He
did not let it go beyond his control. He did
nothing that indicated any intent to do so.
He kept it under his own eyes, and never for
amoment abandoned the intent to obtain a
patent for it. In this connection it is proper
to make another remark. It is not a public
knowledge of his invention that precludes
the inventor from obtaining a patent for it,
buta public use or sale of it. In England,
formerly, as well as under our patent act of
1793. if an inventor did not keep his inven

to test the durability of the structure, and
still permit him to apply for his patent with
in the two years. He did nothing and said
nothing which indicated that he was keeping
the invention under his own control.
In Manufacturing Co. v. Sprague. 123 U.
S. 249, 256, 257, 8 Sup. Ct. Rep. 122, it was
said, Mr. Justice Matthews speaking for the
court: “A use by the inventor. for the pur
pose of testing the machine. in order by ex
periment to devise additional means for per
fecting the success of its operation. is ad

tion secret, if a knowledge of it became pub

lic before his application for a patent, he
could not obtain one. To be patentable, an
invention must not have been known or used
before the application; but this has not been
the law oi‘. this country since the passage of
the act of 1836, and it has been very much

qualified in England. Lewis v. Marling, 10
Barn. 8a 0. 22. Therefore, if it were true
that during the whole period in which the
pavement was used the public knew how it
was constructed, it would make no difference
in the result. It is sometimes said that an
inventor acquires an undue advantage over
the public by delaying to take out a patent,
inasmuch as he thereby preserves the monop

missible; and where, as incident to such use.

the product of its operation is disposed of by
sale, such proﬁt from its use does not change 4
its character; but where the use is mainly

for the purposes of trade and proﬁt, and the
experiment is merely incidental to that, the”
principal, and not the incident, must give:
character to the use. The thing implied as
excepted out oil the prohibition of the statute
is a use which may be properly characterized
as substantially for purposes of experiment.
iVhere the substantial use is not for that pur
pose, but is otherwise public, and for more
than two years prior to the application, it
comes within the prohibition. The language
of section 4886 of the Revised Statutes is
that ‘any person who has invented or dis
covered any new and useful * * ‘F 1118
chine, * i‘ "‘ not in public use or on sale

for more than two years prior to his applies
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tion, ' * * may ' " * obtain a
patent therefor.’ A single sale to another
of such a machine as that shown to have
been in use by the complainant more than
two years prior to the date of hiseipplicaticn
would certainly have defeated his right to a
patent, and yet during that period in which
its use by another would have defeated his

right he himself used it for the same purpose
for which it would have been used by a pur
chaser. Whyshould the similar use byhim
sell’ not be counted as strongly against his
rights as the use by another, to whom he had
sold it, unless his use was substantially with
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it to another, to be used by the donee or

vendee. without limitation or restriction or
injunction of secrec '. and it is so used. such
use is public, within the meaning of the
statute, even though the use and knowledge
of the use may be conﬁned to one person."
Without examining any other of the de
fenses raised, we are of opinion that the bill
must be dismissed, for the reason stated by
the circuit court.
Decree atﬁrmed.
a

the motive and for the purpose. by further
(146 Jailer.
U. S. 314)
HALLINGER v. DAVIS, County
experiment. of completing the successful
operation of his invention?"
(November 28, 1892.)
In that case Elizabeth v. Pavement 00.,
No. 1.100.
supra, was cited with approval, and it was Dim Pnocnss on LAW—JURY TRIAL —F0l.LOWlNG
said. (page 264, 123 U. S., and page 130, 8
S'u'ra DECISIONS.
Sup. Ct. Rep.:) “In considering the evi
1. Crim. Proc. Act N. J. § 68, distinguishes
dence as to the alleged prior use for more two degrees of murder, and provides that upon a
than two years of an invention. which, if
established, will have the effect of invalidat

ing the patent, and where the defense is met
only by the allegation that the use was not a
public usein the sense of the statute, because

it is due rocess of law.
2.
ere there is no a pea] under state
laws, the decision of the
court, as to the
validity of a statute under the state constitution.
iSs binding upon the supreme court of the United
tstes.

established, should be full, unequivocal. and
Appeal from the circuit court of the Unit
convincing." The court came to the con~
clusion that the patentee unduly neglected ed States for the district of New Jersey. At
ﬁrmed.
and delayed to apply for his patent. and de
prived himself of the right thereto by the
B. F. Rice, for appellant. C. H. Winﬁeld,
public use of the machine in question, and for appellee.
that the proof fell far short of establishing
that the main purpose in view, in the use of
Mr. Justice SHIRAS delivered the opinion
the machine by the patentee, prior to his ap
of the court.
apllcation. was to perfect its mechanism, and
On the 30th day of May. A. D. 1892. the
:qiuiprove its operation.
appellant, Edward W. Hallinger, presented
50. too. in Hall \ MacNeale. 107 U. S. 90. a petition to the circuit court of the United
96. 97. 2 Sup. Ct. lisp. 73. it was contended States for the district of New Jersey. where- ,
that the use there involved was a use for ex
in, and in a copy of the record of the pro-5
periment; but the court answered that the ceedings in the court of oyer‘and terminer'
invention was complete, and was capable of and general jail delivery of the county of
producing the results sought to be accom
Hudson. state of New Jerseyyattnched to
plished; that theconstruction, arrangement. said petition as part thereof, the following
facts appear:
Hallinger, the appellant, was on the 14th
to the workmen who put it into the safes. day of April. 1891. indicted by the grand
which were the articles in question; that, al jury of Hudson county for the murder of one
though the mechanism was hidden from view Mary Hallinger. 0n the 14th day of April,
lifter the safes were completed, and it re 1891, he pleaded guilty; whereupon the court
‘llursd a destruction of them to bring it into ordered the said plea of guilty to be held in
vie_\v..that was no concealment of it, or use abeyance, subject to said defendant‘s consul_
It in secret; that it had no more conceal
tation with counsel, then assigned for the
meat t an was inseparable from any legiti
purpose of consultation concerning said plea.
mate ‘use of it; and that, as to the use being On the 17th day of April. A. D. 1891, the de
experimental, it was not shown that any at
fendant and his counsel again appeared and
emili was made to expose the mechanism, and insisted on said plea of guilty; whereupon
‘115 Prove whether or not it was eiﬁcient.
the said court continued said assignment of
336" Egbert v. Lippmann. 104 U. S. 333. counsel, and ordered said defendant to be
- the court remarked: "Whether the use present on Tuesday, April 28, 1891. at an ex
negglnvention 1s public or private does not amination to determine the degree of guilt
under said plea to be then and there had by
so“ :1“ 11) depend upon the number of per
ventoowhom i use is known. It‘ an in
said court. On the 28th day of April. 18?1,
I. having made his device, gives or sells the court, composed of Knapp and Lippin
cott, justices, in the presence of the defend
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law ;” and that any act of a state legislature

ant and his counsel, heard evidence concern
providing for the trial of felonies, otherwise
ing the degree of detendant’s guilt; and on than by a common-law jury, composed of 12
the 12th day of May, 1891, the court ad
men, would be unconstitutional and void.
judged the defendant guilty of murder in the
Upon the question of the right of one
ﬁrst degree, and committed him to the cus
charged with crime to waive a trial by jury,
tody of the jailer of Hudson county, to be and elect to be tried by the court. when there
conﬁned in the common jail of said county is a positive legislative enactment, giving
until Tuesday, the 30th day of June, A. D. the right so to do, and conferring power on
1891, on which day he was condemned to be the court to try the accused in such a case.
there are numerous decisions by state courts
hanged.
Article 1, § 7, of the constitution of the upholding the validity of such proceeding.
state of New Jersey, provides: "The right Dailey v. State, 4 Ohio St. 57; Dillingham
of a trial by jury shall remain inviolate, but v. State, 5 Ohio St. 280; People v. Noll. 20
the legislature may authorize the trial of civil Cal. 164; State v. Worden, 46 Conn. 3-19;
suits, when the matter in dispute does not

v. Albee, 61 N. H. 428.
exceed ﬁfty dollars, by a jury of six men.” State
It a recorded confession of every material
Section 68 of the criminal procedure act of averment of an indictment puts the confess
the state of New Jersey provides: “All niur
or upon the country, the institution of jury
der which shall be perpetrated by means of trial and the legal effect and nature of a
poison, or by lying in wait, or by any other plea of guilty have been very imperfectly un
kind of willful, deliberate, and premeditated derstood, not, only by the authors of the con
killing, or which shall be committed in per
stitution and their successors down to the
petrating or in attempting to perpetrate any present time, but also by all the generations
arson, rape, sodomy, robbery. or burglary,
of men who have lived under the common
shall be deemed murder in the ﬁrst degree; law. It is only necessary, in order to de
and all other kinds of murder shall be deemed termine whether the legislature transcended
murder of the second degree; and the jury, its power in the act, to inquire whether it is
,9 before whom any person indicted for murder prohibited by the constitution. The right
‘Q shall be tried, shall, if they ﬁnd such person of the accused to a trial was not aifected,
' guilty'thereof, designate by their verdict and we can therefore have no doubt that the
whether it be murder of the ﬁrst or second proceeding to ascertain the degree of the
degree; but, if such person shall be convict
crime where, in an indictment for murder,
ed on confession in open court, the court
the defendant enters a plea of guilty, is con
shall proceed, by examination of witnesses, stitutional and valid. Statutes of like or
to determine the degree of the crime. and similar import have been enacted in many of
give sentence accordingly.” In his said pe
the states, and have never been held uncon
tition the defendant alleged that said section
titutional. On the other hand, they have
68 of the criminal procedure act of New Jer
been repeatedly and uniformly held to be con
sey is in violation of the constitution of
the United States and of the state of New stitutional.

In Ohio, the statute is: "If the offense

Jersey, and that his sentence and detention

charged is murder, and the accused be con

are illegal. He also states that, by virtue of
the statutes and laws of the state of New
Jersey, no right of appeal in murder cases
exists. and he has no right to appeal to any
higher court in the state to review or annul
said illegal judgment and sentence.

victed by confession in open court, the court
shall examine the witnesses and determine
the degree of the crime, and pronounce sen
tence accordingly.” In Dailey v. State, 4

On the 30th day of May, 1892, this appli
cation for a writ of habeas corpus was by the
circuit court of the United States for the
a district of New Jersey refused.
- ' It is contended on behalf of the appellant
that the judgment and sentence of the court
of oyer and terminer of Hudson county, .
J ., whereby he is deprived of his liberty and
condemned to be hanged, are void, because
the act of criminal procedure of the state of
New Jersey, in pursuance of the provisions
of which such judgment and sentence were
rendered, is repugnant to the fourteenth
amendment of the constitution of the United
States, which is in these words: “Nor shall
any state deprive any person of life, liberty,
nor property without due process of law."
;; Such repugnancy is supposed to be found in
' the proposition that a verdict by a'jury is an
essential part in prosecutions for felonies,
without which the accused cannot be said to
have been condemned by “due process of

Ohio St. 57, the statute was held to be con-a

stitutional, and a sentence thereunder valid-8
' The statute of California in relation to this’
subject is in the identical language of the
statute of New Jersey. In People v. Noll,

20 Cal. 164, the defendant on arraignment
pleaded guilty. Thereupon witnesses were
examined to ascertain the degree of the crime.
The court found it to be murder in the first
degree, and sentenced him accordingly. One
of the errors assigned was that, after the plea
of guilty by the defendant, the court did not
call a jury to hear evidence and determine
the degree of guilt. The supreme court held:
“The proceeding to determine the degree of
the crime of murder after a plea of guilty is

not a trial.

No issue was joined upon which

there could be a trial. There is no provision
of the constitution which prevents a defend
ant from pleading guilty to the indictment

instead of having a trial by jury

If he elects

to plead guilty to the indictment, the provi
sion of the statute for determining the degree

HALLINGER 0. DAVIS.
of the guilt. for the purpose of ﬁxing the
punishment, does not deprive him of any

right of trial by jury. ”
In Connecticul. the act of 1874 provided
that in all prosecutions the party accused, if

he should so elect, might be tried by the
court instead of by the jury. and that, in
such cases, the court should have full power
to try the case and render judgment. In
State v. Worden, 46 Conn. 349. this statute
was held not to conflict with the provisions
of the state constitution, that every person
accused “shall have a speedy trial by an im
partial jury, and that the right of trial by
jury shall remain inviolate."
And. of course, the decision in the present
case, of the highest court of the state of New
Jersey having jurisdiction. that the statute
is constitutional and valid, suﬂiciently and
finally establishes that proposition. unless
the proceedings in the case did not constitute
“due process of law,” within the meaning of
the fourteenth amendment of the constitu
tion of the United States.
That phrase is found in both the ﬁfth and
the fourteenth amendments. In the ﬁfth
amendment the provision is onlya limitation
eof the power of the general government; it
ghas no application to the legislation of the
' several states. Barron 'v. Baltimore, 7 Pet.
243. But in the fourteenth amendment the
provision is extended in terms to the states.
The decisions already cited suiﬁciently show
that the state courts hold that trials had un
der the provisions of statutes authorizing
persons accused of felonies to waive a jury
trial, and to submit the degree of their guilt
to the determination of the courts. are “due
process of law." While these decisions are
not conclusive upon this court, yet they are

entitled to our respectful consideration.
The meaning and elfect of this clause have
already received the frequent attention of
this court. In Murray’s Lessee v. improve
ment 00.. 18 How. 272. the historical and
critical meaning of these words was ex
amined. The question involved was the
validity of an act of congress giving a sum
mary remedy, by a distress warrant, against

the property of an oﬂicial defaulter. It was
contended that such a proceeding was an in
fringement of the ﬁfth amendment, but this
court held that. “tested by the common and
statute law of England prior to the emigra
tion ofourancestors. and by theiaws of many
ofthe states at the time of the adoption of
this amendment, the proceedings authorized
by the act of congress cannot be denied to be
due process of law.”
in Walker v. Sauvinet, 92 U. S. 90. it was
held that a trial by jury in suits at common
In?» Pending in the state courts, is not a
Pl‘llvllege or immunity of national citizenship
which the states are forbidden by the four

ltenth amendment of the constitution of the
grnlted btatcs to abridge. The court, by
site, 0. J-_. said: "A state cannot deprive a
person of his property without due process of

"I but this does not necessarily imply that
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all trials in the state courts aifecting the prop
erty of persons must be by jury. This re
quirement of the constitution is met if the
trial is had according to the settled course
of judicial proceedings. Due process of law
is process due according to the law of the
land. This process in the states is regulated
by the law of the state."
In Davidson v. New Orleans, 96 U S. 97.

an assessment of certain real estate in New
Orleans for draining the swamps of that city-o
was re'sisted, and brought into this court byg

a writ of error to the supreme court of the’
state of Louisiana. In the opinion of the
court, delivered by Mr. Justice Miller, will

be found an elaborate discussion of this pro
vision as found in Magna Charta and in the
ﬁfth and fourteenth amendments to the con
stitution of the United States. The conclu
sion reached by the court was that “it is not
possible to hold that a party has, withoutdue
process of law, been deprived of his property.
when, as regards the issues aliecting it, he
has, by the laws of the state. a fair trial in a.
court of justice, according to the modes of
proceeding applicable to such a case.” Mr.
Justice Bradley. while concurring in the
judgment and in the general tenor of the rea
soning by which it was supported, criticised
the language of the court as “narrowing the
scope of inquiry as to what is due process of
law more than it should do.”
However, in the very next case in which
the court had occasion to consider the pro
vision in question. Mr. Justice Bradley was
himself the organ of the court in declaring
that "there is nothing in the constitution to
prevent any state from adopting any system
of laws or judicature it sees ﬁt for all or any
part of its territory. If the state of New
York. for example, should see ﬁt to adopt
the civil law and its method of procedure for
New York city and the surrounding counties,
and the common law and its method of pro
cedure for the rest of the state, there is noth
ing in the constitution of the United States
to prevent its doing so. This would not, of
itself, within the meaning of the fourteenth

amendment, be a denial to any person of the
equal protection of the laws. If every per
son residing or being in either portion of the
state should be accorded the equal protection
of the laws prevailing there. he could not
justly complain 01‘ a violation of the clause
referred to, for, as before said, it has respect
to persons and classes of persons. It means
that no person or class of persons shall be
denied the same protection of the laws which
is enjoyed by other persons or other classes
in the same place and under like circum
stances. The fourteenth amendment does
not profess to secure to all persons in the

United States the beneﬁt of the same lawsn
and the same remedies. Great diversities”
_
.
in these respects may exist in two states sep
arated only by an imaginary line. On one
side of this line there may be a right oftrial
by jury, and on the other side no such right.
Each state prescribes its own modes of ju
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dicial proceedings. ' * ‘I Where part of
a state is thickly settled, and another part

ﬁuous. The natural and obvious inference
is that, in the sense of the constitution,

has but few inhabitants, it may be desirable

‘due process of law’ was not meant or in

to have diﬁerent systems of judicature for
the two portions,——trial by jury in one, for
example, and not in the other. ‘1' * * 1t
would be an unfortunate restriction of the
powers of the state government if it could
not, in its discretion, provide for these vari-

tended to include, ex vi termini, the institu
tion and procedure of a grand jury in any
case. The conclusion is equally irresistible
that, when the same phrase was employed in
the fourteenth amendment to restrain the
action of the states, it was used in the same

one exigencies.”

sense and with no greater extent; and that,

Missouri v. Lewis,
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U. S. 22-31.
In Ex parte Wall, 107 “U. S. 265, 2 Sup.
Ct. Rep. 569, it was held that a proceeding,
whereby an attorney at law was stricken
from the roll for contempt, was within the
jurisdiction of the court of which he was a
member, and was not an invasion of the constitutional provision that no person shall be
deprived of life, liberty, or property without
due process of law, but that the proceeding
itself was due process of law. The dissent
of Mr. Justice Field in that case did not
impugn the view of the court as to what constituted due process of law, but was put,
upon the proposition that an attorney at law
cannot be summarily disbarred for anindictable offense not connected with his profcssional conduct.
One of the latest and most carefully considered expressions of this court is found in
the case of Hurtado v. California, 110 U. S.
516, 4Sup. Ct. Rep. 111, 292. The question

if in the adoption of that amendment it had
been part of its purpose to perpetuate the in
stitution of the grand jury in all the states,
it would have embodied, as did the ﬁfth
amendment, express declarations to that ef
fect. Due process of law in the latter refers
to that law of the land which derives its
authority from the legislative powers con
ferred upon congress by the constitution of
the United States, exercised within the
limits therein prescribed, and interpreted ac
cording to the principles ofthe common law.
In the fmll‘teemh amendment. by parity of
reason, it refers to the law of the land in
each state, which derives its authority from
the inherent and reserved powers of the
state, exerted within the limits of those
fundamental principles of liberty and justice
which lie at the base of all our civil and po
litical institutions, and the greatest security
for which resides in the right of the people
to make their own laws and alter them at

in the case was the validity of a provision in

their pleasure”

the constitution of the state of California,
authorizing prosecutions for felonies by information, after examination and commit-

opinion of Justice Bradley in Missouri v.
Lewis, above cited, is then quoted with ap e
proval.
g

ment by a magistrate, without indictment
by agrand jury.
In pursuance of that provision and of legislation in accordance with it, Hurtado was
charged in an information with the crime of
murder, and, without any investigation of
the cause by a grand jury, was tried, found
guilty, and condemned to death. From this
judgment an appeal was taken to the supreme court of California, which aﬁirmed the

judgment.

63 Cal. 288.

The passage from the

‘In the Case of Kemmler, reported in 136'
U. S. 436, 10 Sup. Ct. Rep. 930, a fruitless
effort was made to induce this court to hold
that a statute of the state of New York, pro<
viding that punishment of death should be
inﬂicted by an electrical apparatus, was void
under the fourteenth amendment. and it
was said: “The enactment of this statute
was in itself within the legitimate sphere of
the legislative power of the state, and in the

This court. in re-

observance of those general rules prescribed

viewing and affirming the judgment of the
asupreme court of California, said: “We are

by oursystems of jurisprudence; and the leg
islature of the state of New York determined

"to construe this phrase—due process of law

that it did not inflict cruel and unusual pun

' —in the fourteenth amendment’by the usus
loquendi of the constitution itself. The
same words are contained in the ﬁfth amendment. That article makes speciﬁc and express provision for perpetuating the institution of the grand jury, so far as relates to
prosecutions for the more aggravated crimes
under the laws of the United States. It de-

ishment, and its courts have sustained that
determination. We cannot perceive thatthe
state has thereby abridged the privileges or
immunities of the petitioner, er deprived
him of due process of law.‘
Applying the principles of these decisions
to the case before us. we are readily brought
to the conclusion that the appellant. in vol

clares that ' no person shall be held to answer
for a Capital 01‘ Otherwise infamous crime.

untarily availing himself of the provisions of
the statute and electing to plead guiltv. was

unlesson a presentment or indictment of a

deprived of no right or privilege within the

Erandlury- * * " For be deprived oflife,
liberty, or property without due process 0!
law.
According to_ a recognized canon of
interpretation. especlallyapplicable to formal
and solemninstruments of constitutional law.

protection of the fourteenth amendment.
The trial seems to have been conducted in
strict accordance with the forms prescribed
by the constitution and laws of the state,
and with special regard to the riuhts of the

we are forbidden to assume, without clear

accused

reason to the contrary, that any part of
this most important amendment is super-

from at once accepting his plea of guilty.
assigned him counsel, and twice adjourned‘

thereunder.

The

court‘ refrained
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for a period of several days, in order that
he might be fully advised of the truth,
force, and elfect of his plea of guilty.
Whatever may be thought of the wisdom of
departing, in capital cases, from time-hon
ored procedure, there is certainly nothing in
the present record to enable this court to
perceive that the rights of the appellant, so
far as the laws and constitution of the
United States are concerned. have been in
any wise infringed.
Other propositions are discussed in the
brief of the appellant’s counsel, but they
are either without legal foundation or sug
gest questions that are not subject to our
revision.
The judgment of the circuit court is af
ﬁrmed.
Mr. Justice HARLAN assents to the con
clusion, but does not agree in all the reason
lag of the opinion.
=

(146 u. s. 271)
In re CROSS.
(December 5, 1892.)

judgment of death or conﬁnement in the peni
tcnltiary is pronounced the court shall, on appli
cation of the condemned to enable him to apply
for a writ of error, postpone the ﬁnal execution
to a reasonable time beyond the next term of
the court, in no case exceeding 30 days. Held,

that this is not a limitation of the time of execu
tion, and when the judgment is aﬁirmcd on writ
of error the court should set another day for ex
caution, although the 30 days have passed.

Petition by William Douglass Cross for
writs of habeas corpus and certiorari. De
nied.
C. Maurice Smith and Joseph Shillington,
petitioner.

Iv for
b
N

' ‘Mr. Chief Justice FULLER delivered the
opinion of the court.
This is a petition for writs of habeas cor
pus and certiorarl. The matters set up will
be found suiﬁciently reported in Cross v.
Burke, 13 Sup. Ct. Rep. 22, and Cross v. U.

The

application to us is, in effect, the same as

that made to the supreme court of the Dis
trict 0t Columbia, whose judgment denying
the writ of habeas corpus was brought to this

court by appeal, upon the hearing of which
the merits were fully argued, although we

v'vere obliged to decline jurisdiction.

trict the time has been made a part of the

sentence by section 845, which provides that
when the judgment is death or conﬁnement
in the penitentiary the court shall on the ap
plication of the party condemned, to enable
him to apply for a writ of error. “postpone
the ﬁnal execution thereof to a reasonable
time beyond the next term of the court, not
exceeding in any case thirty days after the?
end of such term.”
‘The argument is that the time ﬁxed by‘u
such a postponement is to be regarded as a
time ﬁxed by statute, and that the power of
the court to set a day for execution is thereby
exhausted.
The supreme court of the District, upon
the prior application, held that this provision
related simply to the right of the accused to
a postponement of the day of executing his
sentence in case he should apply for it in
order to have a review of an alleged error,

No. 10.
Csmnur. Law—Wan‘ or Enaos-Pos'rrorm
Mam‘ or EXECUTION.
Rev. St. D. 0. § 8-15, provides that when

8-, 1:15 U. S. 571, 12 Sup. Ct. Rep. 842.

unlawfully kept and detained without due
process of law, and in violation of the con
stitution of the United States.
Conceding that the time of execution is
not part of the sentence of death unless made
so by statute, it is insisted that in the Dis

Peti

and that, with the exception of this restric
tion in the matter of ﬁxing a day for execu
tion, the power of the court was not made
the subject of legislation, but was left as it
had been at common law.
We concur with the views expressed by
that court, and in the conclusion reached,
that it the time for execution had passed, in
any case, the court could make a new order.
Unquestionably. congress did not intend
that the execution of a sentence should not
be carried out, if judgment were atlirmed on
writ of error, except where the appellate
court was able to announce a result within
the time allowed for the application for the
writ to be made. The postponements were
rendered necessary by reason of delays occa
sioned by the acts of the condemned in his
own interest, and the position that he there
by became entitled to be set at large cannot
be sustained. McElvaine v. Brush, 142 U. S.
155, 159, 12 Sup. Ct. Rep. 156; People v. Trez
za. 128 N. Y. 529, 536. 28 N. E. Rep. 533.
It may be admitted that section 1040 of the
Revised Statutes applies only to cases which
can be brought to this court; but, apart from
the fact that, as pointed out in Cross v. U.
S., ubi supra, the supreme court of the Dis

trict, whether sitting in general or in special
term, is still the supreme court, it is unnec
essary to consider the validity of the post
ponement, since section 845 of the Revised
Statutes of the District has not the effect
contended for. Without reference to the
state of case when a statute ﬁxes or limits
the time, the sentence of death remained in

tloner contends that the postponement of the
execution of the sentence of death pro
nounced against him, by virtue of an order
of the supreme court of the District in gen
eral term on January 21, 1892, and subse
force, and was sutticient authority for hold
guent postponements by that court in special ing the convict in conﬁnement after the day
‘ﬁﬂh._were without authority of law, and in ﬁxed had passed, when it became the duty
Itoldtloll of section 845 of the Revised Stat
of the court to assign, it there had been no:
“ es of the District, and that, therefore, he is other disposition of the case, a new time for“
‘execution. Rex v. Harris. 1 Ld. Raym. 482;‘
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of a court for their removal or for any restraint
Bex v. Rogers, 3 Burrows, 1809, 1812; Rex

v. Wyatt, Russ. & R. 230; Ex parte How
8rd. 17 N. H. 545; State v. Kitchens, 2 Hill,
(S. (1)612; Bland v. State, 2 ind. 608; Low
enlici-g v. People, 27 N. Y. 336; State v. Os
car, 13 La. Ann. 297; State v. Cardwell, 95

In their use. 33 Fed. Rep. 1730, aﬁirmed.
5. The railroad company did not. however,
acquire, by such reclamation, an absolute fee in
tho lauds i'cclniuicd. or any right of use, disposal,

or control, except for a right of way and for mil

N. (1.643; Ex parte Nixon, 2 S. C. 4.

The application for the writs must be de
nied.
:zl
(146
U. S. 387)
ILLINOIS
CENT.

R. CO. v. STATE OF IL
LINOIS et :11. CITY OF CHICAGO r. ILLI
NOIS CENT. R. CO. et al. STATE OF
ILLINOIS v. ILLINOIS CENT. R. Co. at al.

rights, as a riparian owner, to reclaim still fur
ilwi~ lands from the lake for its use. or for the
construction of piers, docks, and wharves in fur
thernnce
its business.
6. In of
respect
to the lots lying north of Ron
dolph street, in snid city, rind the lots in front of
Michigan avenue, all bordering on the lake, and
to which the company acquired the fee by pur
chase, it was vested with riparian rights. and
thereby became entitled to ﬁll up the shallow

(December 5, 1892.)

Nos. £19, 608, 609.
Coxs'ri'ru'riosiit. LAW—TIDE Lsxns -— Limos urt
nsn 'rns GREAT LAsss—Rimiiiltx Ricu'rs.

1.. The common-law doctrinc_ as to the do
minion, sovereignty, and ownership of lands un
der tide waters on the borders of the sea ap
plies equally to the lands beneath the navigab e
waters of the Great Lakes; and in this country
such dominion, sovereignty, and ownership
longs to the states, respectively, within whose
borders such lands are situated, subjcct always
to the right of congress to control the navigation
so far as may be necessary for the regulation of
foreign and interstate commerce.
. The title which a state holds to lands un
der vtide waters bordering on the sea or under the
navigable waters of the Great Lakes, lying with
in her limits, is different in character from the
title of the state to lands intended for sale, or
from that of the United States to the public
landswhich are open to prc-emption and sale. It
is a title held in trust for the people of the state,
that they may enjoy the navigation of the wa
ters, carry on commerce over them, and have
liberty of ﬁshing therein. free from obstruction
or_ interference by private parties, and it is not

whari-es, docks, and shps not extending beyond
the point of navigability. 33 Fed. Rep. 730. sf
ﬁrmed.
7. The fee in the streets, alleys, commons,
and public grounds, as exhibited on the run s of
SUIJClVlSlOD of fractional sections 10 and 15. yiiig

on the lake front of Chicago, is vested in _a
city, together with the riparian rights up ertain
ing thereto; and these rights were not 'vested
bv the fact that the Illinois Central Railroad oc
cupied the lands underlying the immediate front,
and filled them in for its right of way. under au
thority
the right
of to
a city
exercise
ordinance:
such riparian
and the
rights,
city still
subiect

to the terms of the ordinance and to.the author—
ity of the state to prescribe the lines beyond
which no structures may be extended, and also
subject to such supervision and control as the
United States may lawfulLv exercise.
Rep. 730, affirmed.

Appeals from the circuit court of the Unit
ed States for the northern district of Illinois.
Modiﬁed and allirmed.
B. F. Ayers and John N. Jowctt, for Illi

nois Cent. R. Co. John S. Miller and S. 8.
Gregory, for the City of Chicago.
Hunt, for the State of Illinois.

within the legislative power of the state to ab
dicute this trust by a grant whereby it surrenders
its property and general control over the lands of
an entire harbor, bay, scn, or lake. though it
may grant parcels thereof for the foundations of
wharves, piers, docks, and other structures in aid
of commerce, or arcels which, being occupied,
do not substanti y impair the public interest in
the waters remainipﬁ. Mr. Justice Shims, Mr.
Justice Gray and
. Justice Brown dissenting.
3. Act Ill. April 16, 1809, purporting to
grant to the Dlinois Central Railroad Company
all the right and title of the state to the sub
merged lands constituting the bed of Lake Mich
igan. for one mile from the shore opposite the
company's tracks and breakwater in the city of
Chicago, to be held in perpetuity without power
to alienate the fee, was in excess of the legisla
nro power of the state, and inoperative to alter-t,
modify, or‘in any respect control the sovereignty
and dominion of the state over such lands, or its
owiici'ship thcreof, _and was nnnullcd by the re
pooling act of April 15, 1873, which was valid
and elfective to t at extent. Mr. Justice Shiras,
Mi-._Just1ce Gray, and Mr. Justice Brown, dis

George
a

‘Mr. Justice FIELD delivered the opinion‘
of This
the court.
suit was commenced on the lst of
March, 1883, in a circuit court of Illinois, by
an information or bill in equity ﬁled by the
attorney general of the state. in the name 0
its people, against the Illinois Central Rail

senting.
‘ 4. The reclamation by the Illinois Central
Railroad Company from the waters of Lake
Michigan of a tract 200 feet wide. extending

road Company, a corporation created under

its laws, and against the city of Chicago.
The United States were also named as a party

defendant, but they never appeared in the
suit, and it was impossible to bring them in
as a party without. their consent. The alleged
grievances arose solely from the acts and
claims of the railroad company, but. the city
of Chicago was made a defendant because of

its interest in the subject of the litigation
The railroad company ﬁled its answer in the
state court at the ﬁrst. term after the com
mencement of the suit, and upon its petition
the case was removed to the circuit court of
the United States for the northern district Of

along the; front of the city of Chicago, and the

Illinois.

construction of its tracks, crossings, guards, ctc.,
and the erection of the breakwater on the east
thereof, and the necessary works for the protec
tion of the shore on the west, all as required by
the ordinance under which it was permitted to
enter the_ city, did not interfere with any useful

to the suit, and ﬁled its answer, admitting

In May following the city appear“

freedom in the use of the waters of the lake for

wards altered in various particulars. A“

commcrce,—foreign, interstate, or domestic—or
constitute such an encroachment upon the do
main of the state as to require the mterpositlon

amended information or bill was ﬁled by l'h'

all the allegations of fact in the bill. Asllb‘
sequent motion by the complainant to remand
the case to the state court. was denied.

Fed. Rep. 881.

The pleadings were site!‘
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attorney general, and the city ﬁled a cross
bill for aﬂlrmative relief against the state
and the company. The latter appeared to the
cross bill. and answered it, as did the attor
ney gcneral for the state. Each party has
prosecuted a separate appeal.
The object of the suit is to obtain a judicial
determination of the title of certain lands on
the east or lake front of the city of Chicago,

situated between the Chicago river and Six
teenth street, which have been reclaimed
from the waters of the lake, and are occupied
by the tracks, depots, warehouses, piers, and
otherstructures used by the railroad company
in its business, and also of the title claimed
by the company to the submerged lands. con
stituting the bed of the lake, lying east of its
tracks, within the corporate limits of the city,
‘for the distance of a mile, and between the
ﬁsouth line of the south pier near Chicago
' river. extended eastwardly, and a line’ ex

tended in the same direction from the south
line of lot 21 near the company's roundhouse
and machine shops. The determination of
the title of the company will involve a con
sideration of its right to construct, for its
own business, as well as for public conven
ience, wharves, piers, and docks in the bar

her.
We agree with the court below that, to a
clear understanding oi.’ the numerous ques
tions presented in this case, it was necessary
to trace the history of the title to the several
parcels of land claimed by the company; and

the court, in its elaborate opinion, (33 Fed.
llcp. 730,) for that purpose referred to the
legislation of the United States and of the
state. and to ordinances of the city and pro
ceedings thereunder, and stated, with great

minuteness of detail, every material provi
sion of law and every step taken. We have
with great care gone over the history detailed,

and are satisﬁed with its entire accuracy. It
would therefore serve no useful purpose to
repeat what is, in our opinion, clearly and
fully narrated. In what we may say of the
rights of the railroad company, of the state,
and ot the city, remaining after the legisla
tion and proceedings taken. we shall assume

the correctness of that history.
The state of Illinois was admitted into the

Union in 1818 on an equal footing with the
original states, in all respects. Such was
one of the conditions of the cession from Vir
ginia of the territory northwest of the Ohio

"Vet. out of which the state was formed.
but the equality prescribed would have ex
lﬂted if it had not been thus stipulated.
There can be no distinction between the sev

"a1 states of the Union in the character of
ulftjurisdiction. sovereignty, and dominion
“inch they may possess and exercise over

llefgons and subjects within their respective

“mils: The boundaries of the state were
Pmcrjlbed by congress and accepted by the
“316m its original constitution. They are
given in the bill. It is sulﬁcient for our pur
Eose to observe that they include within their
asters has all that portion of Lake Michi
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gan lying east of the mainland of the state
and the middle of the lake. south of latitude
42
30 minutes.
a
' Itdegrees
is the and
settled
law of this country that‘l
the ownership of and dominion and sover
eignty over lands covered by tide waters,

within the limits of the several states, belong
to the respective states within which they
are found, with the consequent right to use
or dispose of any portion thereof, when that
can be done without substantial impairment
of the interest of the public in the waters,
and subject always to the paramount right
of congress to control their navigation so far
as may be necessary for the regulation of
commerce with foreign nations and among
the states. This doctrine has been often an
nounced by this court, and is not questioned

by counsel of any of the parties. Pollard‘s
Lessee v. Hagan, 3 How. 212; Weber v.
Commissioners, 18 Wall. 57.
The same doctrine is in this country held
to be applicable to lands covered by fresh
water in the Great Lakes, over which is con
ducted an extended commerce with ditfercnt
states and foreign nations. These lakes pos
sess all the general characteristics of open
seas, except in the freshness of their waters,
and in the absence of the ebb and ﬂow of the
tide. In other respects they are inland seas,
and there is no reason or principle for the as
sertion of dominion and sovereignty over and
ownership by the state of lands covered by
tide waters that is not equally applicable to
its ownership of and dominion and sover
eignty over lands covered by the fresh waters
of these lakes. At one time the existence of
tide waters was deemed essential in deter
mining the admiralty jurisdiction of courts
in England. That doctrine is now repudiat
ed in this country as wholly inapplicable to
our condition. In England the ebband ﬂow
of the tide constitute the legal test of the
navigability of waters. There no waters are
navigable in fact, at least to any great extent.
which are not subject to the tide. There,
as said in the case of The Genesee Chief,

12 How. 443, 455, “' tide water,‘ and ' naviga'
ble water ’ are synonymous terms, and ' tide
water.’ with a few small and unimportant ex
ceptions, meant nothing more than public
rivers, as contradistinguished from private
ones;" and writers on the subject of admiralty

jurisdiction “took the ebb and ﬂow of the tide:
as the test. because it was a convenient one,@
and more easily determined'the character of‘
the river. Hence the established doctrine in
England, that the admiralty jurisdiction is
conﬁned to the ebb and ﬂow of the tide. _ In
other words, it is conﬁned to public naviga
ble waters.”
I
But in this country the case is different.
Some of our rivers are navigable for great
distances above the ﬂow of the tide,—indeed,
for hundreds of miles,-—by the largest ves

sels used in commerce.

As said in the case

cited: “There is certainly nothing in the ebb

and ﬂow of the tide that makes the waters
peculiarly suitable for admiralty jurisdiction,
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not anything in the absence of a tide that
renders it unﬁt. If it is a public. navigable
water, on which commerce is carried on be
tween diiferent states or nations, the reason

for the jurisdiction is precisely the same, and,
if a distinction is made on that account, it is
merely arbitrary, without any foundation in
reason, and, indeed, would seem to be incon

sistent with it."
The Great Lakes are not in any apprecia
ble respect affected by the tide, and yet on
their waters, as said above, alarge commerce
is carried on, exceeding in many instances
the entire commerce of states on the borders
of the sea. When the reason of the limita
tion of admiralty jurisdiction in England
was found inapplicable to the condition of
navigable waters in this country, the limita
tion and all its incidents were discarded. So
also. by the common law, the doctrine of the
dominion over and ownership by the crown
of lands within the realm under tide waters
is not founded upon the existence of the tide
over the lands, but upon the fact that the
waters

are navigable; "tide waters" and

"navigable waters," as already said. being
used assynonymous terms in England. The
public being interested in the use of such
waters. the possession by private individuals
of lands under them could not be permitted
except by license of the crown, which could
alone exercise such dominion over the wa
ters as would insure freedom in their use so
far as consistent with the public interest.
The doctrine is founded upon the necessity
of preserving to the public the use of naviga
ble waters from private interruption and
hencroacliment,—a reason as applicable to
e navigable fresh waters as to waters moved
' by the tide. We hold,'therefore, that the
same doctrine as to the dominion and sover
eignty over and ownership of lands under
the navigable waters of the Great Lakes ap~
plies which obtains at the common law as to

the dominion and sovereignty over and own
ership of lands under tide waters n the bor
ders of the sea. and that the lands are held
by the same right in the one case as in the
other, and subject to the same trusts and
limitations. Upon that theory we shall ex
amine how far such dominion. sovereignty,
and proprietary right have been encroachcd
upon by the railroad company, and how far
that company had at the time the assent of
the state to such encroachment, and also the
validity of the claim which the company as
serts, of a right to make further encroach
ments thereon by virtue of a grant from the
state in April, 1869.
The city of Chicago is situated upon the
southwestern shore of Lake Michigan, and

section 10; and in it the shipping arriving
from other ports of the lake and navigable
waters was moored or anchored, and along it
were docks and wharves. The growth of
the city in subsequent years, in population,
business, and commerce, required a larger
and more convenient harbor, and the United

States, in view of such expansion and growth,
commenced the construction of a system of
breakwaters and other harbor protections in
the waters of the lake in front of the frac
tional sections mentioned. In the prosecu
tion of this work there was constructed a
line of breakwaters or cribs of wood and
stone covering the front of the city between
the Chicago river and Twelfth street, with
openings in the piers orlines of cribs for the
entrance and departure of vessels; thus in
closing a large part 0" the lake for the uses
of shipping and commerce, and creating an
outer harbor for Chicago. It comprises an
space about one mile and one half in length:

from north to south, and'is of a width from’
east to west varying from 1,000 to 4,000 feet.
As commerce and shipping expand, the har
bor will be further extended towards the
south; and, as alleged by the amended bill,
it is expected that the necessities of commerce
will soon require its enlargement so as to in
clude a great part of the entire lake front of
the city. It is stated, and not denied, that
the authorities of the United States have in
a general way indicated a plan for the im
provement and use of the harbor which had
been inclosed as mentioned, by which a por
tion is devoted as a harbor of refuge, where
ships may ride at anchor with security and
within protecting walls, and another portion
of such inclosure, nearer the shore of the
lake, may be devoted to wharves and piers,
alongside of which ships may load and on
load, and upon which warehouses may be
constructed and other structures erected for
the convenience of lake commerce.
The case proceeds upon the theory and alle
gation that the defendant the Illinois Cen

tral Railroad Company has, without lawful
authority, encroached. and continues to en
croach, upon the domain of the state. and
its original ownership and control of the wa
ters of the harbor and of the lands there
under, upon a claim of rights acquired un
der a grant from the state and ordinance of
the city to enter the city and appropriate
land and water 200 feet wide, in order to
construct a track for a railway and to erect
thereon warehouses, piers, and other struc

territory, fractional

tures in front of the city. and upon a claim of
riparian rights acquired by virtue of owner
ship of lands originally bordering on the lake
in front of the city. it also proceeds against
the claim asserted by the railroad company

sections 10 and 15, in township 3) N., range
11 E. of the third P. M., bordering on the

of a grant by the state in 1869 of its right
and title to the submerged lands constituting

lake, which forms their eastern boundary.

the bed oi.’ Lake Michigan, lying east of the
tracks and breakwater of the company for
the distance of one mile, and between the
south line of the south pier extended east
wardly and a line extended in the same di

includes,

with

other

For a long time after the organization of the
city, its harbor was the Chicago river, a
small. narrow stream opening into the lake
near the center of the east and west line of
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rection from the southline of lot 21 south of
and near the machine shops and roundhouse

of the company, and of a right thereby to
econstruct at its pleasure,

in

the

harbor,

nwhm-ves, piers, and other works for its use.
0 ‘The state prays a decree establishing and

conﬁrming its title to the bed of Lake Michi
gen, and exclusive right to develop and im

prove the harbor of Chicago by the construc
tion of docks, wharves, piers, and other im

provements, against the claim of the railroad
company that it has an absolute title to such

submerged lands by the act of 1869, and the
right, subject only to the paramount author
ity of the United States in the regulation of
commerce, to ﬁll all the bed of the lake with
in the limits above stated, for the purpose of
its business, and the right, by the construc
tion and maintenance of wharves, docks, and

porated. It was invested generally with the
powers, privileges, immunities, and fran
chises of corporations, and speciﬁcally with
the power of acquiring by purchase or other
wise, and of holding and conveying, real and
personal estate which might be needl'ul to
carry into effect, fully, the purposes of the
act.
It was also authorized to survey, locate,
construct, and operate a railroad, with one
or more tracks or lines of rails. between the
points designated and the branches men
tioned; and it was declared that the company
should have a right of way upon, and might
appropriate to its sole use and control, for
the purposes contemplated, land not exceed

ing 200 feet in width throughout its entire

length, and might enter upon and take pos
session of and use any lands, streams, and
piers, to improve the shore of the lake for
materials of every kind, for the location of
the promotion generally of commerce and
depots and stopping stages, for the purpose
navigation. And the state, insisting that
of constructing bridges, dams, embankments,
the company has, without right, erected, and
proposes to continue to erect. wharves and engine houses, shops. and other buildings
piers upon its domain, asks that such alleged necessary for completing, maintaining, and
operating the read. All such lands, waters,
unlawful structures may be ordered to be re
moved, and the company be enjoined from materials, and privileges belonging to the
state were granted to the corporation for
erecting further structures of any kind.
that purpose; and it was provided that when
And ﬁrst as to lands in the harbor of (‘hi
owned by or belonging to any person, com
cago possessed and used by the railroad com
pany, or corporation, and they could not be
ggny under the act of congress of September
obtained by voluntary grant or release, the
. 1850, (9 St. p. 466, c. 61,) and the ordi
same might be taken and paid for by proceed
nance of the city of June 14. 1852. By that
lugs for condemnation, as prescribed by law.
act congress granted to the state of Illinoisa
It was also enacted that nothing in the act
right of way, not exceeding 100 feet in width,
should authorize the corporation to make a
on each side of its length, through the pub
lic lands, for the construction of a railroad location of its road within any city without
from the southern terminus of the Illinois & the consent of its common council. This con
Michigan Canal to a point at or near the sent was given by an ordinance of the com»
Junction of the Ohio and Mississippi rivers, mon council of Chicago,'adopted June 14,’
with a branch to Chicago, and another, via 1852. By its ﬁrst section it granted permis
sion to the company to lay down, construct,
the town of Galena, to a point opposite Du
buque, in the slate of Iowa, with the right to and maintain within the limits of the city,
and along the margin of the lake within and
take the necessary materials for its construc
tion; and to aid in the construction of the adjacent to the same, a railroad, with one or
more tracks, and to operate the same with
railroad and branches, by the same act it
granted to the state six alternate sections of locomotive engines and cars. under such
and, designated by even numbers, on each rules and regulations, with reference to speed
side of the road and branches, with the usual of trains, the receipt, safe-keeping, and de
reservation of any portion found to be sold livery of freight, and arrangements for the ac
by the United States, or to which the right commodation and conveyance of passengers,
0! pre-emption had attached at the time the notinconsistent with the public safety, as the
route of the road and branches was deﬁnitely company might from time to time establish,
ﬁxed. in which case provision was made for and to have the right of way and all powers
incident to and necessary therefor, in the
ethe selection or equivalent lands in contigu
manner and upon the following terms and
§ous sections.
‘The lands granted were made subject to conditions, namely: That the road should
enter
the city at or near the intersection of its
the disposition of the legislature of the state;
and it was declared that the railroad and its then southern boundary with Lake Michigan,
branches should be and remain a public high and follow the shore on or near the margin
Way for the use of the government of the of the lake northerly to the southern bounds
Unlted States, free from toll or other charge of the open space known as “Lake Park,"
agzlésthe transportation of their property or in front of canal section 15. and continue
northerly across the open space in front of
The act was formall acce ted b Y the le - that section to such grounds as the com
lslature of the state, yFebrgary 13'7. 185%, pany might acquire between the nortlrlrne

Laws 1851, pp. 192, 193.) A few days be—
01'9, and on the 10th of that month, the

01s Central Railroad Company was incor
v.13s.o.—8

oi’ Randolph street and the Chicago river,

in the Ft. Dearborn addition, upon which
grounds should be located the depot of the

railroad company within the city, and such
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any purpose whatever, occupy, use, or in
other buildings, slips, or apparatus as might trude upon the open ground known as ' Lake
be necessary and convenient for its business. Park,’ belonging to the city of Chicago, lying at
But it was understood that the city did not between Michigan avenue and the westerns
undertake to obtain for the company any ~or inner line before mentioned, except so far’
right of way, or other right, privilegeI or as the common council may consent. for the
easement, not then in its power to grant, or
convenience of said company, while con
to assume any liability or responsibility for structing or repairing the works in front of
the acts of the company. it also declared said ground;” and it was declared that the
that the company might enter upon and use company should “erect no buildings between
in perpetuity for its line of road, and other the north line of Randolph street and the
works necessary to protect the same from the
south side of the said Lake Park. nor occupy
lake, a width of 300 feet from the southern
nor use the works proposed to be constructed
boundary of the public ground near Twelfth between these points, except for the passage
street, to the northern line of Randolph street: of or for making up or distributing their
the inner or west line of the ground to be not trains, nor place upon any part of their works
less than 400 feet east from the west line oi! between said points any obstruction to the
Michigan avenue, and parallel thereto; and view of the lake from the shore, nor suffer
it was authorized to extend its works and ﬁll their locomotives, cars, or other articles to re
out into the lake to a point in the southern main upon their tracks, but only erect such
pier not less than 400 feet west from the then works as are proper for the construction or
‘442 east end of the same, thence parallel with
their necessary tracks, and protection of the
Michigan'avenue to the north side of Ban
dolph street extended; but it was stated that same."
The company was allowed 90 days to ac
the common council did not grant any right cept this ordinance, and it was provided that
or privilege beyond the limits above speciﬁed, upon such acceptance a contract embodying
nor beyond the line that might be actually
its provisions should be executed and deliv
occupied by the works of the company.
ered between the city and the company, and
By the ordinance the company was required that the rights and privileges conferred upon
to erect and maintain on the western or in
the company should depend upon the per
ner line of the ground pointed out for its formance on its part of the requirements
main tracks on the lake shore such suitable made. The ordinance was accepted and the
walls, fences, or other suﬂicient works as required agreement drawn and executed on
would prevent animals from straying upon
28th of March, 1853.
or obstructing its tracks, and secure persons theUnder
the authority of this ordinance the
and property from danger, and to construct railroad company located its tracks within
such suitable gates at proper places at the
the corporate limits of the city. Those run
ends of the streets, which were then or might
ning northward from Twelfth street were
thereafter be laid out, as required by the
laid upon piling in the waters of the lake.
common council, to aﬁord safe access to the
The shore line of the lake was at that time
lake; and provided that, in the case oi! the
at Park Row, about 400 feet from the west
construction of an outside harbor, streets
line of Michigan avenue, and at Randolph
might be laid out to approach the same in the
manner provided by law. The company was street, about 112g, feet. Since then the space
betweemthe shore line and the tracks of the
also required to erect and complete within
railroad company has been ﬁlled with earth
three years after it should have accepted the
under the direction of the city, and is now
ordinance, and forever thereafter maintain,

solid ground.
a continuous wall or structure of stone ma
After the tracks were constructed the com
sonry. pier work, or other suilicicnt material,
of regular and sightly appearance, and not to pany erected a breakwater east of its roadway
upon a line parallel with the west line of
exceed in height the general level of Michigan
Michigan avenue, and afterwards ﬁlled up
avenue, opposite thereto, from the north side
the space between the breakwater and its
of Randolph street to the southern bound of
Lake Park, at a distance of not more than tracks with earth and stone.
We do not deem it material, for the deter
300 feet east from and parallel with the west
mlnation of any questions presented in this
ern or inner line of the company, and con
case, to describe in detail the extensive works‘
tinue the works to the southern boundary of
of the railroad company under the permission:
the city, at such distance outside of the track
of the road as might be expedient, which givenfto locate its road within the city by the‘
structure and works should be of suﬂicient
strength and magnitude to protect the entire
front of the city, between the north line of
Randolph street and its southern boundary,
from further damage or injury from the ac
tion of the waters of Lake Michigan; and
that that part of the structure south of Lake

Park should be commenced and prosecuted
with reasonable dispatch after acceptance of
the ordinance. It was also enacted that the

company should “not in any manner, nor for

ordinance.

It is sutﬁcient to say that. when

this suit was commenced, it had reclaimed
from the waters of the lake a tract 200 feet
in width, for the whole distance allowed for
its entry within the city, and constructed
thereon the tracks needed for its railway.
with all the guards against danger in its ap
proach and crossings as speciﬁed in the ordi

nance, and erected the designated breakwalial
beyond its tracks on the east, and the neces
sary works [or the protection of the shore on

E
9-.
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the west.

Its works in no respect interfered
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interstate, or domestic.
They were con
structed under the authority of the law by

reclamation of the tract upon which the rail
road and the works in connection with it are
built. The construction of a pier or the ex
tension of any land into navigable waters for
a railroad or other purposes, by one not the

the requirement of the city. as a condition of

owner of lands on the shore, does not give

its consent that the company might locate

the builder of such pier or extension, whether
an individual or corporation, any riparian
rights. These rights are incident to riparian
ownership. They must with such owner

with any useful freedom in the use of the
waters of the lake for commcrce,_l‘oreign,

its road within its limits. and cannot be re

garded as such an encroachment upon the
domain of the state as to require the inter

position of the court for their removal or for
any restraint in their use.
The railroad company never acquired by
the reclamation from the waters of the lake
of the land upon which its tracks are laid, or
by the construction of the road and works
connected therewith, an absolute fee in the
tract reclaimed, with a consequent right to
dispose of the same to other parties, or to use
it for any other purpose than the one desig
nated,—the construction and operation of a

railroad thereon, with one or more tracks
and works in connection with the road or in
aid thereof. The act incorporating the com
pany only granted to it a right of way over
the public lands for its use and control, for
the purpose contemplated, which was to en
able it to survey, locate, and construct and
operate a railroad. All lands, waters. ma

terials, and privileges belonging to the state
were granted solely for that purpose. It did
not contemplate, much less authorize, any
diversion of the property to any other pur
pose. The use of it was restricted to the
purpose expressed. While the grant to it in
cluded waters of streams in the line of the
right of way belonging to the state, it was
accompanied with adeclaration that it should
not be so construed as to authorize the cor
:poration to interrupt the navigation of the
:streams. If the waters of the lake may be
deemed to be included in the'designatiou of
streams. then their use would be held equally
restricted. The prohibition upon the com
pany tomake a location of its road within

any city, without the consent of its common
council, necessarily empowered that body to

ship, and pass with the transfer of the land;

and the land must not only be contiguous to
the water, but in contact with it. Proxim
ity, without contact, is insuliicient. The
riparian right attaches to land on the border
of navigable water, without any declaration
to that effect from the former owner. and its
designation in a conveyance by him would

be surplusage.

See Gould, Waters, § 148,

and authorities there cited.
The riparian proprietor is entitled, among
other rights, as held in Yates v. Milwaukee,
10 Wall. 497, 504, to access to the navigable
part of the water on the front of which lies
his land, and for that purpose to make av
landing, wharf, or pier for his'own use or
for the use of the public, subject to such gen
eral rules and regulations as the legislature
may prescribe for the protection of the rights
of the public. In the case cited the court
held that this riparian right was property,
and valuable, and, though it must be enjoyed
in due subjection to the rights of the public, it
could not be arbitrarily or capriciously im
paired. It had been held in the previous
case of Dutton v. Strong, 1 Black, 23, 33,
that, whenever the water of the shore was
too shoal to be navigable, there was the same
necessity for wharves, piers. and landing
places as in the bays and arms of the sea;
that, where that necessity existed, it was dif
ficult to see any reason for denying to the
adjacent owner the right to supply it; but
that the right must be understood as termi
nating at the point of navigability, where the
necessity for such erections ordinarily ceased.
In this case it appears that fractional sec

prescribe the conditions of the entry, so far

tion 10, which was included within the city

at least as to designate the place where it
should be made. the character of the tracks
to be laid, and the protection and guards that
should be constructed to insure their safety.
Nor did the railroad company acquire, by the
mere construction of its road and other

limits bordering on the lake front. was, many
years before this suit was brought. divided,
under the authority of the United States, into
blocks and lots, and the lots sold. The pro
ceedings taken and the laws passed on the
subject for the sale of the lots are stated with
great particularity in the opinion of the court
below, but for our purpose it is suﬁicisnt to
mention that the lots laid out in fractional
section 10 belonging to the United States

wo'rkﬂi any rights as a riparian owner to re
claim still further lands from the waters of
the lake for its use, or the construction of
Piel's, docks. and wharves in the furtherance

of its business. The extent to which it could

were sold, and, either directly or from p'ur

reclaim the land under the waters was lim

chasers, the title to some of them fronting
on the lake north of Randolph street became

ited by the conditions of the ordinance, which
was simply for the construction of a railroad
0n atrack not to exceed a speciﬁed width,
and of works connected therewith.
We shall hereafter consider what rights

the company acquired as a riparian owner
from its acquisition of title to lands on the
Llliore of the lake. but at present we are speak

8 only or what rights it acquired from the

vested in the railroad company. and the com

pany, ﬁnding the lake in front of those lots
shallow, ﬁlled it in, and upon the reclaimed

land constructed slips, wharves, will Piers.
the last three piers in 1872-73. 1880. and
1881, which it claims to own and to have the
right to use in its business.
.
According to the law of riparian owner
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no
railroad company to the ownership of sub
ship which we have stated, this claim is well
founded, so far as the piers do not extend be

yond the point of navigability in the waters
of the lake. We are not fully satisﬁed that
such is the case, from the evidence which the
company has produced, and the fact is not
Nor does the court below ﬁnd
:- conceded.
_
3: that such navigable point had been establish
' ed by any public authority-or judicial deci

merged lands in the harbor, and the right
to construct such wharves, piers, docks, and
other works therein as it may deem proper
for its interest and business. The claim is
founded upon the third section of the act of

E’H
Plait
H'D'EI
as:
_g1;as:.=1r:-"‘:

the legislature of the state passed on the 16th

sion. or that it had any foundation, other

than the judgment of the railroad company.
The same position may be taken as to the
claim of the company to the pier and docks
erected in front of Michigan avenue between
the lines of Twelfth and Sixteenth streets ex
tended. The company had previously ac
quired the title to certain lots fronting on the
lake at that point, and, upon its claim of
riparian rights from that ownership, had
erected the structures in question. Its own
ership of them likewise depends upon the
question whether they are extended beyond
or are limited to the navigable point of the
waters of the lake, of which no satisfactory
evidence was offered.
Upon the land reclaimed by the railroad
company as riparian proprietor in front of
lots into which section 10 was divided, which
it had purchased, its passenger depot was
erected north of Randolph street; and to

of April, 1869, the material part of which is
as follows:
“Sec. 3. The right of the Illinois Central
Railroad Company under the grant from the
state in its charter, which said grant consti
tutes a part of the consideration for which
the said company pays to the state at least
seven per cent. of its gross earnings, and un
der and by virtue of its appropriation, occu
pancy, use, and control, and the riparian
ownership incident to such grant, appropri
ation, occupancy, use, and control, in and to
the lands submerged or otherwise lying east
of the said line running parallel with and
400 feet east of the west line of Michigan
avenue, in fractional sections ten and ﬁfteen,
township and range as aforesaid, is hereby
conﬁrmed; and all the right and title of the
state of Illinois in and to the submerged
lands constituting the bed of Lake Michigan.
and lying east of the tracks and breakwater
of the Illinois Central Railroad Company, for

facilitate its approach the common council,

by ordinance adopted September 10, 1855.
authorized it to curve its tracks westwardly
of the line ﬁxed by the ordinance of 1852, so
as to cross that line at a point not more than
200 feet south of. Randolph street, in accord
ance with a speciﬁed plan. This permission
was given upon the condition that the com
pany should lay out upon its own land, west
of and alongside its passenger house, a street
50 feet wide, extending from Water street to
Randolph street, and ﬁll the same up its en

tire length, within two years from the pass
sage of the ordinance. The company’s tracks
were curved as permitted, the street referred
to was opened, the required ﬁlling was done,
and the street has ever since been used by
the public. It being necessary that the rail
road company should have additional means
of approaching and using its station grounds
between Randolph street and the Chicago
river, the city, by another ordinance, adopted
September 15, 1856, granted it permission to
enter and use, in perpetuity, for its line of
railroad and other works necessary to protect
the same from the lake, the space between its
then breakwater and a line drawn from a
point thereon 700 feet south of the north line
mOf Randolph street extended, and running
Ithence on a straight line to the southeast
' corner of'its present breakwater, thence to
the river, and the space thus indicated the
railroad company occupied and continued to

a distance of one mile, and between the south

line of the south pier extended eastwardly
and a line extended eastward from the south
line of lot twenty-one, south of and near to
the roundhouse and machine shops of said
company, in the south division of the said
city of Chicago, are hereby granted in fee to
the said Illinois Central Railroad Company,
its successors and assigns: provided, how
ever, that the fee to said lands shall be held
by said company in perpetuity, and that the
said company shall not have power to grant.
sell, or convey the fee to the same, and that
all gross receipts from use, proﬁts, leases, or:
otherwise, of said lands, or the improve-e
ments ‘thereon, or that may hereafter be’

made thereon, shall form a part of the gross
proceeds, receipts, and income of the said

Illinois Central Railroad Company, upon
which said company shall forever pay into
the state treasury, semiannually, the per
centum provided for in its charter, in ac
cordance with the requirements of said char
ter: and provided, also, that nothing herein

contained shall authorize obstructions to the
Chicago harbor, or impair the public right of
navigation, nor shall this act be construed to
exempt the lllinois Central Railroad Com
pany, its lessees or assigns, from any act of
the general assembly which may be hereafter
passed, regulating the rates of wharfage and
dock-age to be charged in said harbor.”
The act of which this section is a part was
accepted by a resolution of the board of

hold pursuant to this ordinance; and we do

directors of the company at its odice in the

not perceive any valid objection to its con
tinued holding of the same for the purposes

city of New York, July 6, 1870. but the ac
ceptance was not communicated to the state

declared.—that is, as additional means of ap

until the 18th of November, 1870. A COPY
of the resolution was on that day forwarded

proaching and using its station grounds.
We proceed to consider the claim of the

to the secretary of state, and died and re
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corded by him in the records of his oﬂice.

title to the submerged lauds, giving it as
0n the 15th of April. 1873, the legislature of full and complete power to use and dispose
Illinois repealed the act. The questions of the same, except in the technical transfer
presented relate to the validity of the section of the fee, in any manner it may choose, as
cited, of the act, and the etl'ect of the repeal if they were uplands. in no respect covered
upon its operation.
or aﬁected by navigable waters, and not as
The section in question has two objects in a license to use the lands subject to revo
view: One was to conﬁrm certain alleged cation by the state. Treating it as such a
rights of the railroad company under the conveyance, its validity must be determined
grant from the state in its charter and under by the consideration whether the legislature
and "by virtue of its appropriation, occu
was competent to make a grant of the kinda-r
pancy, use, and control, and the riparian
The act, if valid and operative to the on:
ownership incident" thereto, in and to the tent claimed, placed'under the control of the‘
lands submerged or otherwise lying east of a railroad company nearly the whole of the
line parallel with and 400 feet east of the submerged lands of the harbor, subject only
west line of Michigan avenue, in fractional to the limitations thatitshould not authorize
sections 10 and 15. The other object was to obstructions to the harbor, or impair the
grant to the railroad company submerged public right of navigation, or exclude the
lands in the harbor.
legislature from regulating the rates of
The conﬁrmation made, whatever the wharfage or dockage to be charged. With
operation claimed for it in other respects, these limitations, the act put it in the power
cannot be invoked so as to extend the ri
of the company to delay indeﬁnitely the im
parian right which the company possessed provement of the harbor, or to construct as
from its ownership of lands in sections 10 many docks, piers, and wharves and other
and 15 on the shore of the lake. Whether works as it might choose, and at such posi
the piers or docks constructed by it after the tions in the harboras might suit its purposes,
e passage of the act of 1869 extend beyond the and permit any kind of business to be con
ﬁpoint of navigability in the waters of the ducted thereon, and to lease them out on its
' lake must be the subject of judicial'inquiry own terms for indeﬁnite periods. The inhi
upon the execution of this decree in the court bition against the technical transfer of the
below. If it be ascertained upon such in
fee of any portion of the submerged lands
quiry and determined that such piers and was of little consequence when it could make
decks do not extend beyond the point of a lease for any period, and renew it at its
practicable navigability, the claim of the rail
pleasure; and the inhibitions against author
road company to their title and possession izing obstructions to the harbor and impair
will be conﬁrmed; but if they or either of ing the public right of navigation placed no
them are found, on such inquiry, to extend
impediments upon the action of the railroad
beyond the point of such navigability, then
company which did not previously exist. A
the state will be entitled to a decree that
corporation created for one purpose, the con
they, or the one thus extended, be abated struction and operation of arailroad between
and removed to the extent shown, or for
designated points, is by the not converted
such other disposition of the extension as,
into a corporation to manage and practically
upon the application of the state and the
control the harbor of Chicago, not simply for
facts established, may be authorized by law.
its own purpose as a railroad corporation,
As to the grant of the submerged lands, but for its own proﬁt generally.
the act declares that all the right and title of
The circumstances attending the passage
the state in and to the submerged lands, con
of the act through the legislature were on
stltuting the bed of Lake Michigan, and ly
lug east of the tracks and breakwater of the the hearing the subject of much criticism.
As originally introduced, the purpose of
company for the distance of one mile, and
the act was to enable the city of Chicago to
between the south line of the south pier ex
enlarge its harbor, and to grant to it the title
tended eastwardly and a line extended east
wardly from the south line of lot 21, south and interest of the state to certain lands ad
jacent
to the shore of Lake Michigan, on the
of and near to the roundhouse and ma~
eastern front of the city, and place the bar
chine shops of the company, “are granted
bor under its control; giving it all the nec
ln fee to the railroad company, its succes
essary powers for its wise management.
‘QIB and assigns.” The grant is accompa
lllsd with a proviso that the fee of the lands But during the passage of the act-its pur
shall be held by the company in perpetuity, port was changed. Instead of providing for
and that it shall not have the power to grant, the cession of the submerged lands to the
city, it provided for a cession of them to the
sell, or convey the fee thereof. It also de
clares that nothing therein shall authorize railroad company. It was urged that the
title of the act was not changed to corre
Qbﬂtruclions to the harbor, or impair the pub
lic right of navigation, or be construed to spond with its changed purpose, and an ob
“wilt the company from any act regulat jection was taken to its validity on that ac
“lg the rates of wharfage and dockago to be count. But the majority of the court wares
of opinion that the evidence was insuﬂiclent‘,
chart-ed in the harbor.
Tins clause is treated by the counsel of the to show thatlhe requirement of the constl-'
wmpany as an absolute conveyance to it of tution ot the state, in its passage, was not
complied with.
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substantially impair the public interest in

The question, therefore, to be considered,
is whether the legislature was competent to
thus deprive the state of its ownership of the
submerged lands in the harbor of Chicago,
and of the consequent control of its waters;
or. in other words, whether the railroad cor
poration can hold the lands and control the
waters by the grant, against any future ex
ercise of power over them by the state.
That the state holds the title to the lands
under the navigable waters of Lake Michi

the lands and waters remaining. and a grant
of the whole property in which the public is
interested,that the language of the adjudged
cases can be reconciled. General language
sometimes found in opinions of the courts,
expressive of absolute ownership and control
by the state of lands under navigable waters,

irrespective of any trust as to their use and
disposition, must be read and construed with

ever the lands are subjected to use. But it
is a title different in character from that
which the stale holds in lands intended for
sale. It is different from the title which the
United States hold in the public lands which
are open to pre-emption and sale. It is a
title held in trust for the people of the state,
that they may enjoy the navigation of the
waters, carry on commerce over them, and

reference to the special facts of the particu
lar cases. A grant of all the lands under the
navigable waters of a state has never been
adjudged to be within the legislative power;
and any attempted grant of the kind would
be held, if not absolutely void on its face, as
subject to revocation. The state can no
more abdicate its trust over property in which
the whole people are interested, like naviga
ble waters and soils under them, so as to
leave them entirely under the use and con
trol of private parties, except in the instance
of parcels mentioned for the improvement of
the navigation and use of the waters, or
when parcels can be disposed of without im
pairment ot the public interest in what re

have liberty of ﬁshing therein, freed from

mains, than it can abdicate its police powers

an, within its limits. in the same manner

that the state holds title to soils under tide
water, by the common law, we have already

shown; and that title necessarily carries with
it control over the waters above them, when

the obstruction or interference of private in the administration of government and the
parties. The interest of the people in the preservation of the peace. In the adminis
navigation of the waters and in commerce tration of government the use of such powers
over them may be improved in many in
may for a limited period be delegated to I:
stances by the erection of wharves. docks, municipality or other body. but there always‘I
and piers therein, for which purpose the state remains with the state the right to'reroke'
may grant parcels of the submerged lands; those powers and exercise them in a more
and, so long as their disposition is made for direct manner, and one more conformable to
such purpose, no valid objections can be its wishes. So with trusts connected with
made to the grants. It is grants of parcels public property, or property of a special char
of lands under navigable waters that may acter, like lands under navigable waters;
aﬂord foundation for wharves, piers, docks,
they cannot be placed entirely beyond the
and other structures in aid of commerce, and
and control of the state.
grants of parcels which, being occupied, do direction
The harbor of Chicago is of immense value
not substantially impair the public interest to the people of the state of Illinois. in the
in the lands and waters remaining, that are facilities it aﬂords to its vast and constantly
chieﬂy considered and sustained-in the ad
increasing commerce: and the idea that its
judged cases as a valid exercise of legislative legislature can deprive the state of control
power consistently with the trust to the pub
over its bed and waters. and place the same
lic upon which such lands are held by the in the hands of a private corporation, created
state. But that is a very diﬁerent doctrine for a different purpose,-one limited to
“from the one which would sanction the abdi
transportation of passengers and freight be
'° cation or‘ the general control of the state over tween distant points and the city,—is a prop
' lands under the'navigable waters of an en

tire harbor or bay, or of a. sea or lake.

Such

abdication is not consistent with the exercise

of that trust which requires the government
of the state to preserve such waters for the
use of the public. The trust devolving upon
the state for the public, and which can only
be discharged by the management and con
trol of property in which the public has an
interest, cannot be relinquished by a transfer
of the property. The control of the state
for the purposes of the trust can never be
lost. except as to such parcels as are used in
promoting the interests of the public therein,
or can be disposed of without any substantial
impairment of the public interest in the
lands and waters remaining. It is only by
observing the distinction between a grant of
such parcels for the improvement of the pub
hc interest, or which when occupied do not

osltion that cannot be defended.
The area of the submerged lands proposed

to he ceded by the act in question to the rail
road company embraces something more than
1,000 acres, being, as stated by counsel, more
than three times the area of the outer har
bor, and not only including all of that bar
bor, but embracing adjoining submerg
lands, which will, in all probability, be here

after included in the harbor.

It is as large

as that embraced by all the merchandise
docks along the Thames at London; is much

larger than that included in the famous
docks and basins at Liverpool; is twice that

of the port of Marseilles. and nearly. if not
q uite, equal to the pier area along the water

front of the city of New York. And the ar
rivals and clearings of vessels at the port ex
ceed in number those of New York, and a1‘!

w‘lausn.a‘r
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equal to those of New York and Boston com

meat of the interest thus held, or when par-3

bined. Chicago has nearly 25 per cent. of
the lake carrying trade, as compared with

cels can be disposed of without detriment to'
the public interest in the lands and waters
remaining.
This follows necessarily from the public
character of the property, being held by the
whole people for purposes in which the whole

the arrivals and clearings of all the leading
ports of our great inland seas. In the year

ending June 30, 1886, the joint arrivals and
clearances of vessels at that port amounted
to 22,096, with a tonnage of over 7,000,000;
and in 1890 the tonnage of the vessels reached
nearly 9,000,000. As stated by counsel,
since the passage of the lake front act, in
.l869,the population of the city has increased

nearly 1,000,000 souls, and the increase of
ecommerce has kept pace with it. It is hard
Sly conceivable that the legislature can divest

' the state of the control-and management of
this harbor, and vest it absolutely in a pri
vate corporation. Surely an act of the legis
lature transferring the title to its submerged
lands and the power claimed by the railroad
company to a foreign state or nation would
be repudiated, without hesitation. as a gross
perversion of the trust over the property un
der which it is held. So would a similar
transfer to a corporation of another state.
It would not be listened to that the control
and management of the harbor of that great
city—a subject of concern to the whole peo
ple of the state—should thus be placed else
where than in the state itself. All the ob
jections which can be urged to such at
tempted transfer may be urged to a transfer
to a private corporation like the railroad
company in this case.
Any grant of the kind is necessarlly rev
ocable, and the exercise of the trust by
which the property was held by the state can
be resumed at any time. Undoubtedly there
may be expenses incurred 'n improvements
made under such a grant, which the state

ought to pay; but. be that as it may, the
power to resume the trust whenever the
state judges best is, we think, incontroverti
ble. The position advanced by the railroad
company in support of its claim to the own
ership of the submerged lands, and theright
to the erection of wharves, piers, and docks
at its pleasure, or for its business in the bar

bor of Chicago. would place every harbor in
lhe'country at the mercy of a majority of the
legislature of the state in which the harboris
situated.

We cannot, it is true, cite any authority
where a grant of this kind has been held in
valid. for we believe that no instance exists
where the harbor of a great city and its com
merce have been allowed to pass into the

control of any private corporation.

But the

decisions are numerous which declare that

such property is held by the state, by virtue
of its sovereignty, in trust for the public.
The ownership of the navigable waters of
the harbor, and of the lands under them, is
a subject of public concern to the whole peo

Ple of the state. The trust with which they
are held. therefore, is governmental, and can
not be alienated, except in those instances

mentwlled, of parcels used in the improve

people are interested.

As said by Chief Jua

tice Talley in Martin v. Waddell, 16 Fiat.
367. 410: "When the Revolution took place
the people of each state became themselves
sovereign, and in that character hold the ab
solute right to all their navigable waters, and
the soils under them. for their own common
use, subject only to the rights since surren
dered by the constitution to the general gov
ernment.” In Arnold v. Mundy, 6 N. J.

Law, 1, which is cited by this court in Mar
tin v. Waddell, 16 Pet. 418, and spoken of
by Chief Justice Taney as entitled to great
weight, and in which the decision was made
“with great deliberation and research," the
supreme court of New Jersey comments upon
the rights of the state in the bed of naviga
ble waters, and, after observing that the
power exercised by the state over the lands and
waters is nothing more than what is called
the “jus reginm,” the right of regulating,
improving, and securing them for the beneﬁt
of every individual citizen, adds: “The sov
ercign power itself, therefore, cannot, consist
ently with the principles of the law of nature
and the constitution of a well-ordered soci
ety. make a direct and absolute grant of the
waters of the state, divesting all the citizens
of their common right. It would be a griev
ance which never could be long borne by a
free people.” Necessarily must the control
of the waters of a state over all lands under
them pass when the lands are conveyed in
fee to private parties, and are by them sub
jected to use.
In the case of Stockton v. Railroad 00., 32
Fed. Rep. 9, which involved a consideration

by Mr. Justice Bradley, late of this court, of
the nature of the ownership by the state of
lands under the navigable waters of the
United States, he said:
“It is insisted that the property of the state
in lands under its navigable waters is pri
vate property, and comes strictly within the"
constitutional provision. It is signiﬁcantly:
asked,'can the United States take the state‘
house at Trenton, and the surrounding
grounds belonging to the state, and appro
priate them to the purposes of a railroad
depot, or to any other use of the general gov
ernment, without compensation?

We do not

apprehend that the decision of the present
case involves or requires a serious answer to
this question. The cases are clearly not par
allel. The character of the title or owner
ship by which the state holds the state house
is quite different from that by which it holds
the land under the navigable waters in~ and
around its territory. The information right
ly states that prior to the Revolution the
shore and lands under water of the naviua
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bis streams and waters of the province of
New Jersey belonged to the king of Great
Britain, as part oi! the jars. regalia of the
crown, and devolved to the state by right of
conquest. The information does not state,
however, what is equally true, that after the
conquest the said lands were held by the

state, as they were by the king, in trust for
the public uses of navigation and ﬁshery, and
the erection thereon of wharves, piers, light
houses, beacons, and other facilities of navi

gation and commerce. Being subject to this
trust, they were pubiicl juris; in other words,
they were held for the use of the people at
large. It is true that to utilize the ﬁsheries,
especially those of shell ﬁsh, it was necessary
to parcel them out to particular operators,
and employ the rent or consideration for the
beneﬁt of the whole people; but this did not
alter the character of the title. The land re
mained subject to all other public uses as
before, especially to those of navigation and
commerce, which are always paramount to
those of public ﬁsheries. It is also true that
portions of the submerged Shoals and ﬂats,
which really interfered with navigation, and
could better subserve the purposes of com~
merce by being ﬁlled up and reclaimed, were
disposed of to individuals for that purpose.
But neither did these dispositions of useless
parts affect the character of the title to the

‘Q68

soil can only be transferred subject to the
public trust. and general usage shows that
the public right has been excepted out ot the

grant of the soil.’

*

*

*

“The principle of the common law to which
we have adverted is founded upon the most
obvious principles of public policy. The sea
and navigable rivers are natural highways,
and any obstruction to the common right, or
exclusive appropriation of their use, is inju
rious to commerce, and, if permitted at the
will of the sovereign, would be very likely to
end in materially crippling, it not destroy
ing, it. The laws of most nations have sed
uiously guarded the public use of navigable
waters within their limits against infringe
ment, subjecting it only to such regulation
by the state, in the interest of the public, as
is deemed consistent with the preservation oh

the public right.”

remainder."
Many other cases might be cited where it
has been decided that the bed or soil of nav
igable waters is held by the people of the
state in their character as sovereign in trust
for public'uses for which they are adapted.
Martin v. Waddeil, 16 Pet. 367. 410; Pol
lard’s Lessee v. Hagan, 8 How. 212, 220;

McCready v. Virginia, 94 U. S. 391, 394.
In People v. Ferry (30., 68 N. Y. 71. 76,
the court of appeals of New York said:
“The title to lands under tide waters, with
in the realm of England, were by the com
mon law deemed to be vested in the king as
a public trust. to subserve and protect the
public right to use them as common high
ways for commerce, trade, and intercourse.
The king, by virtue of his proprietary inter
est. could grant the soil so that it should be
come private property, but his grant was
subject to the paramount right of public use
of navigable waters, which he could neither
destroy nor abridge. in every such grant
there was an implied reservation of the pub
lic right, and so far as it assumed to inter
(are with it, or to confer a right to impede

3

‘While the opinion of the New York court‘
contains some expressions which may require
explanation when detached from the particu
lar facts of that case, the general observations
we cite are just and pertinent.
The soil under navigable waters being held
by the people of the state in trust for the
common use and as a portion of their inherent
sovereignty, any act of legislation concern
ing their use affects the public welfare. It
is therefore appropriately within the exercise
of the police power of the state.

In Newton v. Commissioners, 100 U. S.
548. it appeared that by an not passed by the
legislature of Ohio in 1846 it was provided
that upon the fulﬁllment of certain conditions
by the proprietors or citizens of the town of
Canﬁeld the county seat should be perma
nently established in that town. Those
conditions having been complied with, the
county seat was established therein accord
ingiy. In 1874 the legislature passed an
act for the removal of the county seat to an
other town. Certain citizens of Canﬁeid
thereupon ﬁled their bill setting forth the
act of 1846, and claiming that the proceed
lngs constituted an executed contract, and
prayed for an injunction against the contem
plated removal. But the court refused the
injunction. holding that there could be no
contract and no irrepealabie law upon gov
ernmental subjects, observing that legisla

tive acts concerning public interests are nec
essariiy public laws; that every succeeding
legislature possesses the same jurisdiction
and power as its predecessor; that the latter

have the same power of repeal and modiﬁca
tion which the former had of enactment,—
neither more nor less; that all occupy in
this respect a footing of perfect equality;
waters, the grant was void. In his treatise that this is necessarily so, in the nature of
De J ure Maris (page 22) Lord Hale says: things; that it is vital to the public welfare
‘The jus privatum that is acquired by the that each one should be able at all times to
subject, either by patent or prescription, do whatever the varying circumstances and
must not prejudice the jus publicum, where
present exigencies attending the subject
with public rivers and the arms of the sen may require; and that a different result
are aﬁected to public use.’ And Mr. Justice
Best. in Blundeli v. Catterail, 5 Barn. 6:, Aid. would be fraught with evil.
As counsel observe, it this is true doctrine
268, in speaking of the subject, says: ‘The

or obstruct navigation, or to make an exclu
sive appropriation of the use of navigable
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as to the location of a county seat, it is ap

terested to some extent in the accomplish
parent that it must apply with greater force
ment of that result, and said:
to the control of the soils and beds of navi

égable waters in the great public harbors held
' by the people in trust foi‘their common use

"But if the state subsequently determined,
upon consideration of public policy, that this
great work should not be intrusied to any
railroad corporation, and that .a corporation
should not be the owner of even a qualiﬁed
fee in the soil underlthe navigable waters of

and of common right, as an incident to their
sovereignty. The legislature could not give
away nor sell the discretion of its successors
in respect to matters, the government of the. harbor, no provision of the national or
which, from the very nature of things, must state constitution forbade the general assem
vary with varying circumstances. The leg
bly of Illinois from giving eiIei-t by legisla
islation which may be needed one day for tion to this change of policy. It cannot be
the harbor may be different from the legis
claimed that the repeal of the act of 1869 took
lstion that may be required at another day
from the company a single right conferred
Every legislature must, at the time of its ex
upon it by its original charter. That act only
istence, exercise the power of the state in
granted additional powers and privileges, for
the execution of the trust devolved upon it.
which the railroad company paid nothing, al
We hold, therefore, that any attempted though, in consideration of the grant of such
cesslon of the ownership and control of the
additional powers and privileges. it agreed to
state in and over the submerged lands in
pay a certain per centum of the gross pro
Lake Michigan, by the act of April 16, 1869, ceeds, receipts, and incomes which it might
was inoperative to alTect, modify. or in any
derive either from the lands granted by the
respect to control the sovereignty and do
act, or from any improvements erected there
minion of the state over the lands, or its
on. But it was not absolutely bound, by
ownership thereof, and that any such at
anything contained in the act, to make use
tempted operation of the act was annulled
of the submerged lands for the purposes con
by the repealing act of April 15, 1873, which
templated by the legislature,—certainly not
to that extent was valid and effective.
within any given time,—and could not have
There can be no irrepealable contract in a
been called upon to pay such per centum un
conveyance of property by a grantor in dis
regard of a public trust, under which he was til after the lands were used and improved,
and income derived therefrom. The repeal
bound to hold and manage it.
of the act relieved the corporation from any
The legislation of the state in the lake obligation to pay the per centum referred to,
front act, purporting to grant the fee of the
because it had the effect to take from it the
submerged lands mentioned to the railroad
property from which alone the contemplated
company, was considered by the court be income could be derived. So that the effect
low, in view of the preceding measures
of the act of 1873 was only to remit the rail
taken for the improvement of the harbor,
road company to the exercise of the powers,
and because further improvement in the
privileges, and franchises granted in its orig
same direction was contemplated, as a mere
inal charter. and withdraw from it the addi
license to the company to prosecute such fur
ther improvement as an agency of the state, tional powers given by the act of 1869 for the“
accomplishment
of certain public objectsﬂ'g
and that to this end the state has placed certain
If the act in question‘ he treated as a mere.
of its resources at the command of the com
license to the company to make the improve
pany, with such an enlargement of, its pow
ers and privileges as enabled it to accomplish ment in the harbor contemplated as an agency
of the state, then we think the right to can
the objects in view; and the court below,
cel the agency and revoke its power is unques
after observing that the act might be as
sumed as investing the railroad company tionable.
It remains to consider the claim of the city
with the power, not given in its original
charter. oferectiug and maintaining wharves of Chicago to portions of the east water front,
docks. and piers in the interest of commerce, and how such claim, and the rights attached
to it, are interfered with by the railroad com
and beyond the necessities or legitimate pur
. claim of the city is to the ownership
Posesot' its own business as a railroad cor
p an
Tile

Pol'ﬂtlon. added that it was unable to per
celve why it was not competent for the

in fee of the streets, alleys, ways, commons,

and other public grounds on the east front
of the city bordering on the lake, as exhibited
; 01' the company, thereby restricting it to the on the maps showing the subdivision of frac
business for which it was incorporated, and tional sections 10 and 15, prepared under the
supervision and direction of United States of
to resume control of the resources and prop
ml’ which it had placed at the command of ﬁcers in the one case, and by the canal com
the company for the improvement of the missioners in the other, and duly recorded,
harbor. The court. treating the act as a li and the riparian rights attached to such olwn
cause to the company, also observed that it ership. By a statute of Illinois the making,
f‘his! deemed. best, when that act was passed, acknowledging. and recording of the plats

~38“. by subsequent legislation, to repeal

a sect and withdraw the additional powers

":11: plllhlllc interest, that the improvement
ar or should be effected by the in
strumentauty
Of a railroad corporation in

operated to vest the title to the streets, alleys,

ways, and commons, and other public grounds
designated on such plats, in the city, in trust

for the public uses to which they were appll
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cable. Trustees v. Havens. 11 Ill. 556; Chi

lands constituting the bed of Lake Michigan,

cago v. Ramsey, 87 Ill. 354.
Such property, besides other parcels. in
cluded the whole of that portion of fractional
section 15 which constitutes Michigan ave
nue. and that part of the fractional section
lying east of the west line of Michigan ave
nue, and that portion of fractional section 10
designated on one of the plats as “Public
Ground," which was always to remain open
and free from any buildings.
The estate. real and personal, held by the
trustees of the town of Chicago. was vested
in the city of Chicago by the act of March 4,
1837. It followed that when the lake front
act of 1869 was passed the fee was in the
city. subject to the public uses designated, of
all the portions of sections 10 and 15 partic
ularly described in the decree below. And
we agree with the court below that the fee
of the made or reclaimed ground between
Randolph street and Park row, embracing the
ground upon which rest the tracks and the
breakwater of the railroad company south of
Randolph street. was in the city. The fact
that the land which the city had a right to
ﬁll in and appropriate by virtue of its owner
ship of the grounds in front of the lake had
been ﬁlled in by the railroad company in the
construction of the tracks for its railroad and
for the breakwater on the shore west of it did
not deprive the city of its riparian rights.
The exercise of those rights was only subject
to the condition of the agreement with the
city under which the tracks and breakwater
were constructed by the railroad company,
and that was for a perpetual right of way over
the ground for its tracks of railway. and, nec
essarily, the continuance of the break water as
a protection of its works and the shore from
the violence of the lake. With this reserva
tion of the right of the railroad company to
its use of the tracts on ground reclaimed by
it and the continuance of the breakwater, the
city possesses the same right of riparian own
ership, and is at full liberty to exercise it,
which it ever did.
We also agree with the court below that
the city of Chicago, as riparian owner of the

which the third section of the act of April
16. 1869. purported to grant to the Illinois
Central Railroad Company, and that the act‘
of April 15, 1873, repealing the same, is valid:
and ellective'for the purpose of restoring to.
the state the same control. dominion. and
ownership of said lands that it had prior to
the passage of the act of April 16. 1869.
But the decree below. as it respects the
pier commenced in 1872, and the piers com
pleted in 1880 and 1881. marked 1, 2, and 3,
near Chicago river. and the pier and docks
between and in front of Twelfth and six
teenth streets, is Inodilied so as to direct the
court below to order such investigation to be
made as may enable it to determine whether
those piers erected by the company. by virtue
of its riparian proprietorship of lots formerly
constituting part of section 10. extend into
the lake beyond the point of practical navi
gability, having reference to the manner in
which commerce in 'vessels is conducted on
the lake, and if it be determined upon such
investigation that said piers, or any of them,
do not extend beyond such point, then that

grounds on its east or lake front of the city,

between the north line of Randolph street
and the north line of block 23. each of the
lines being produced to Lake Michigan, and
in virtue of authority conferred by its charter.
has the power to construct and keep in re
pair on the lake front, east of said premises,
within the lines mentioned. public landing
places, wharves, docks. and levees, subject,

however, in the execution of that power, to
the authority of the slate to prescribe the
lines beyond which piers. docks, wharves.
and other structures, other than those erected
by the general government. may not be ex
tended into the navigable waters of the harbor.
and to such supervision and control as the

bnlted States may rightfully exercise.
It follows from the views expressed, and it
is so declared and adjudged. that the state of
Xllmois is the owner in fee of the submerged

the title and possession of the railroad com

pany to such piers shall be aﬂirmed by the
court; but if it be ascertained and determined
that such piers, or any of them, do extend

beyond such navigable point. then the said
court shall direct the said pier or piers, to
the excess ascertained. to be abated and re
moved, or that other proceedings relating
thereto be taken on the application of the
state as may be authorized by law, and also
to order that similar proceedings be taken to
ascertain and determine whether or not the
pier and dock constructed by the railroad
company in front of the shore between
Twelfth and Sixteenth streets extend beyond

the point of navigability, and to aﬂirm the
title and possession of the company if they
do not; extend beyond such point. and, if they
do extend beyond such point, to order the
abatement and removal of the excess, or that

other proceedings relating thereto be taken
on application of the state as may be author
izcd by law. Except as modiﬁed in the par
ticulars mentioned, the decree in each of the
three cases on appeal must be affirmed. with
costs against the railroad company, and it is
so ordered.
The CHIEF JUSTICE, having been of
counsel in the court below, and Mr. Justice

BLATCHFORD, being a stockholder in the
Illinois Central Railroad Company, did not
take any part in the consideration or decision
of these cases.
_Mr. Justice SHIRAS, dissenting.
That the ownership of a state in the lands’
underlying its navigable waters is as com
plete, and its power to make them the sub
]ect of conveyance and grant is as full, as
such ownership and power to grant in the
case of the other public lands of the state.
I have supposed to be well settled.

ILLINOIS CENT. R. CO. 0. STATE OF ILLINOIS.
Thus it was said in Weber v. Commission

ors, 18 Wall.57, 65, that. “ upon the admission
of California into the Union upon equal foot
ing with the original states, absolute proper
ty in, and dominion and sovereignty over.

all soils under the tide waters within her
limits, passed to the state, with the conse
quent right to dispose of the title to any part
oisaid soils in such manner as she might deem
proper, subject only to the paramount right
of navigation over the waters. so far as such
navigation might be required by the neces
sities of commerce with foreign nations or
among the several states. the regulation of
which was vested in the general govern
ment."
In Hoboken v. Railroad 00., 124 U. S. 657,
8 Sup. Ct. Rep. 643,-a case in many respects
like the present.-—it was said: “Lands below
high-water mark on navigable waters are the
absolute property of the state. subject only
to the power conferred upon congress to reg

ulate foreign commerce and commerce be
tween the states, and they may be granted
by the state, either to the riparian proprietors
or to a stranger, as the state may see ﬁt;"
and accordinglyit was held "that the grant by
the state of New Jersey to the United Com
panies by the act of. March 31, 1869. was in
tended to secure, and does secure, to the re

spective grantees, the whole beneﬁcial inter
est in their respective properties, for their
exclusive use for the purposes expressed in
the grants."
In Stevens v. Railroad 00., 34 N. J. Law,
532, it was declared by the court of errors
and appeals of New Jersey that it was com
petent for the state to grant to a stranger
lands constituting the shore of a navigable
rlver under tide water below the tide-water
mark. to he occupied and used with structures
and improvements.

Langdon v. Mayor, etc.,93 N. Y. 129, 155,
a was a case in which it was said by the court
iol appeals of New York: “ From the earliest
' tunes in England the law has vested the'title
to, and the control over, the navigable waters
therein. in the crown and parliament. A
distinction was taken between the mere own
ership of the soil under water and the control
over it for public purposes. The ownership
of the soil. analogous to the ownership of dry
land. was regarded as jus privatum, and was
vested in the crown. But the right to use
and control both the land and water was

Will-led a jus publicum, and was vested in
Parliament. The crown could convey the
soil under water so as to give private rights

them". but the dominion and control over

the ‘Waters, in the interest of commerce and
navigation. for thebeneﬁt of all the subjects
oi’ the kingdom. could be exercised only by
parliament. In this country the state has
succeeded to all the rights of both crown and
parliament in the navigable waters and the
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tlplied from authorities both federal and
state.
_The state of Illinois. by her information or
bill of complaint in this case, alleges that “the
claims of the defendants are a great and irrep
arable injury to the state of Illinois as a pro
prietor and owner of the bed of the lake,
throwing doubts and clouds upon its title
thereto, and preventing an advantageous sale
or other disposition thereof;” and in the
prayer for relief the state asks that “its title
may be established and conﬁrmed; that the

claims made by the railroad company may be
declared to be unfounded; and that the state

of Illinois may be declared to have the sole
and exclusive right to develop the harbor of
Chicago by theconstrnction of ducks, wharves,
etc., and to dispose of such rights at its pleas
ure.”
Indeed, the logic of the state's case, as well
as her pleadings, attributes to the state CHUR
power to hold and dispose of, by grant or
lease, the lands in question; and her case is
put upon the alleged invalidity of the title of
the railroad company, arising out of the as
serted unconstitutionality of the act of 1869.
which act made the grant, by reason of cer
tain irregularities in its passage and title, or,

that ground failing, upon the right of the‘.
state to arbitrarily revoke the grant, as a8
‘mere license, and which right she claims to‘
have duly exercised by the passage of the act
of 1873.
The opinion of the majority, if I rightly ap
prehend it, likewise concedes that a state does
possess the power to grant the rights of prop
erty and possession in such lands to private
parties, but the power is stated to be in some
way restricted to “small parcels, or where
such parcels can be disposed of without detri
ment to the public interests in the lands and
waters remaining." But it is dillicult to see
how the validity of theexercise of the power,

if the power exists. can depend upon the size
of the parcel granted. or how, if it be possi
ble to imagine that the power is subject to
such a limitation, the present case would be
affected, as the grant in question, though

doubtless a large and valuable one, is. rela
tively to the remaining soil and waters, if
not insignificant, yet certainly, in view of
the purposes to be effected, not unreasonable.
It is matter of common knowledge that a
great railroad system, like that of the lili
nois Central Railroad Company, requires an
extensive and constantly increasing territory
for its terminal facilities.
It would seem to be plain that, if the state
of Illinois has the power, by her legislature,
to grant private rights and interests in par
cels of soil under her navigable waters, the

extent of such a grant, and its elfect upon
the public interests in the lands and waters
remaining, are matters of legislative discre
tion.

_

5°11 under them. and here the jus privatum

Assuming. then, that the state of Illinois

2133:1378 jus puhlicdin are both vested in the

possesses the power to confer by grant. “poll

the Illinois Central Railroad Company. PI‘I'

These citations might be indeﬁnitely mul

vate rights and property in the lands of the
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state underlying the waters of the lake, we
come to inquire whether she has exercised

20, 1850, (9 St. p. 466.) the right of way not

exceeding 200 feet in width through the pub
lic lands was granted to the state of Illinois
that power by a valid enactment, and, if so,
whether the grant so made has been legally for the construction of a railroad from the
southern terminus of the Illinois 8.’. Michigan
revoked.
Canal in that state (at La Salle) to Cairo, at
It was contended. on behalf of the state,
that the act of 1869, purporting to confer the conﬂuence of the Ohio and Mississippi
upon the railroad company certain rights in rivers, with a branch from that line to Chi
cago, and another, via the city of Galena, to
the lands in question, did not really so op
erate, because the record of proceedings in Dubuque, in the state of Iowa. A grant of
the senate does not show that the bill was public lands was also made to the state to
aid in the construction of the railroad and
greed three times during its passage, and be
,, cause the title of the bill does not suﬂiciently branches, which by the terms of the act were
' express the purpose of the'bill, both of which to "be and remain a public highway for the
use of the government of the United States,
are constitutional requisites to valid legisla
free from toll or other charge upon the trans
tion.
portation of any property or troops of the
It is unnecessary to discuss these objec
United States.” It was also provided that
tions in this opinion, because the court be
low held them untenable, and because the the United States mail should at all times be
opinion of the majority in this court adopts transported on the said railroad, under the
direction of the post-oﬂice department, at
the reasoning and conclusion of the court be
such price as the congress might by law di
low in this regard.
it was further contended, on behalf of the rect.
This act of congress was formally accept
state, that, even if the act of 1869 were a
valid exercise of legislative power, yet the ed by the legislature of the state February
17, 1851. Laws 1851, pp. 192. 193. Seven
grant thereby made did not vest in the rail
road company rights and franchises in the days before the acceptance—February 10,
1851~theIllinois Central Railroad Company
nature of private property, but merely con
ferred upon the company certain powers for was incorporated for the purpose of con
public purposes, which were taken and held structing, maintaining, and operating the
by the company as an agency of the state, railroad and branches contemplated in the
and which accordingly could be recalled by act of congress.
By the second section oi’ its charter the
the state whenever, in her wisdom, she
deemed it for the public interest to do so, company was authorized and empowered “to
survey, locate, construct, complete, alter,
without thereby infringing a contract exist
ing between her and the railroad company. maintain, and operate a railroad, with one
This is a question that must be decided by or more tracks or lines of rails, from the
the terms of the grant, read in the light of southern terminus of the Illinois & Michi
the nature of the power exercised, of the gan Canal to a point at the city of Cairo, with
a branch of the same to the city of Chicago.
character of the railroad company as a cor
poration createdto carry out public purposes, on Lake Michigan, and also a branch via the
and of the facts and circumstances disclosed city of Galena to a point on the Mississippi '
river opposite the town of Dubuque, in the
by the record.
state of Iowa."
It must be conceded, in limine, that in con
It was provided in the third section that
struing this grant the state is entitled to the
“the said corporation shall have right of way
beneﬁt of certain well-settled canons of con
struction that pertain to grants by the state upon, and may appropriate to its sole use and
control for the purposes contemplated herein.
to private persons or corporations, as, for in
land not exceeding two hundred feet in
stance, that, if there is any ambiguity or un
certainty in the act, that interpretation must width through its entire length; may enter:
be put upon it which is most favorable to upon and take possession of and use, all and;
the state; that the words of the grant, being ‘singular, any lands, streams, and materials‘
of every kind, for the location of depots and
attributable to the party procuring the legis
lation, are to receive a strict construction as stopping stages, for the purpose of constructs
against the grantee; and that, as the state ing bridges, dams, embankments, excava
acts for the public good, we should expect to tions, station grounds, spoil banks, turnouts.
ﬁnd the grant consistent with good morals engine houses, shops, and other buildings
and the general welfare of the state at large, necessary for the construction. completing,
altering, maintaining, preserving, and com
and of the particular community to be affect
plete operation of said road. All such lands,
These are large concessions, and of course,

in order to defeat the grant, they ought not
to be pushed beyond the bounds of reason,
so as to result in a strained and improbable
construction. Reasonable effect must be
given to the language employed, and the
s mapifest intent of the enactment must pre
., val .
' "By an act of congress approved September
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waters, materials, and privileges belonging

to the state are hereby granted to said corpo
ration for said purposes; but when owned or

belonging to any person, company, or corpo
ration, and cannot be obtained by voluntary

grant or release, the same may be taken and
paid for, if any damages are awarded. in the
manner provided in ‘An act to provide for a
general system of railroad incorporations,’

4

ILLINOIS CENT. R. CO. v. STATE OF ILLINOIS.
approved November 5, 1849,. and the ﬁnal
decision or award shall vest in the corpora
tion hereby created all the rights, franchises,
and immunities in said actcontemplated and
provided. "
The eighth section had the following pro
vision: “Nothing in this act contained shall

authorize said corporation to make a location
of their track within any city without the
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seven per cent. of its gross earnings, and un
der and by virtue of its appropriation, occu
pancy, use, and control, and the riparian
ownership incident to such grant, appropria
tion, occupancy, use, and control, in and to
the lands submerged or otherwise lying east
of the said line running parallel with and
four hundred feet east of the west line of

consent of the common council of said city."

Michigan avenue, in fractional sections ten

By the ﬁfteenth section the right of way
and all the lands granted to the state by the
act of congress before mentioned, and also
the right of way over and through lands
owned by the state, were ceded and granted
to the corporation for the “purpose of sur
veying, locating, constructing, completing,
altering, maintaining, and operating said
load and branches." There was a require
ment in this section (clause 3) that the rail
road should be built into the city of Chicago.
Bythe eighteenth section the company was

(10) and ﬁfteen, (15,) township and range as
aforesaid, is hereby conﬁrmed; and all the
right and title of the state of Illinois in and
to the submerged lands constituting the bed
of Lake Michigan, and Dying east of the
tracks and breakwater of the lllinois Central
Railroad Company for the distance of one
mile, and between the south line of the south"
pier extended eastwardly and a line extended‘;
eastward from the south line'of lot twenty-'
one, south of and near to the roundhouse
and machine shops of said company, in the
south division of the said city of Chicago, are
hereby granted, in fee, to the said Illinois
Central Railroad Company, its successors
and assigns: provided, however, that the
fee to said lands shall be held by said com

required, in consideration of the grants, priv
ileges, and franchises conferred, to pay into
the treasury of the state, on the ﬁrst Monday
of December and June of each year, 5 per
centum of the gross receipts of the road and
pany in perpetuity, and that the said com
branches for the six months then next pre
pany shall not have power to grant, sell, or
ceding,
convey
the foe to the same, and that all gross
The twenty-second section provided for

th e assessment of an annual tax for stateI receipts from use, proﬁts, leases. or other
purposes upon all the property and assets of
,, the corporation; and if this tax and the 5 per

wise of said land, or the improvements there
on, or that may hereafter be made thereon,

t'cent. charge upon the gross receipts should
' not amount to 7 per cent.’ot the total pro

shall form a part of the gross proceeds, re
ceipts, and income of the said Illinois Cen
tral Railroad Company, upon which said
company shall forever pay into the state
treasury, semiannually, the per centum pro
vided for in its charter, in accordance with
the requirements of said charter: and pro

Feeds, receipts, or income of the company,
it was required to pay the diﬁerence into the
state treasury, “so as to make the whole
amount paid equal at least to seven per cent.
of the gross receipts of said corporation."
Exemption was granted in that section from vided, also, that nothing herein contained
"all taxation of every kind, except as herein shall authorize obstructions to the Chicago
harbor, or impair the public right oi.‘ naviga
provided for."

The act of November 5, 1849, referred to
in the third section of the charter, provided
11 mode for condemning land required for

railroad uses, and contained an express pro
vision that upon the entry of judgment the
corporation “shall become seised in fee of all
the lands and real estate described during the
Continuance of the corporation." 2 Laws

1849, p. 27.
The consent of the common council to the
location of the railroad within the city of
Chicago was given by an ordinance passed

I

tion, nor shall this act be construed to exempt
the Illinois Central Railroad Company, its
lessees or assigns, from any act of the gen
eral assembly, which may be hereafter passed,
regulating the rates of wharfage and dockuge
to be charged in said harbor: and provided,
further, that any of the lands hereby granted
to the Illinois Central Railroad Company,
and the improvements now or which may
hereafter be on the same, which shall hereafter
be leased by said Illinois Central Railroad
Company to any person or corporation, or
which may hereafter be occupied by any per
son or corporation other than said Illinois
Central Railroad Company, shall not, during
the continuance of such leasehold estate or

June 14. 1852.
On the 16th of April, 1869, an act was
passed by the legislature of Illinois, entitled
An act ll] relation to a portion of the sub
merged lands and Lake Park grounds lying of such occupancy, be exempt from munic
ipal or other taxation.” Laws 1869, pp. 245
on and adjacent to the shore of Lake Michi
E‘a'}, on 11110 eastern frontage of the city of 248.
'Pmago- ' The third section of this act pro
By this act the right of the railroad com
"(ll‘lfd as follows:
pany to all the lands it had appropriated and
occupied.
lying cast of a line drawn parallel
inﬂict-[13. The right of the Illinois Central
‘We ‘in _C°lnpauy, under thegrant from the to and 400 feet east of the westline of Michi
gan avenue. in fractional sections 10 and 15,
my 11th‘! charter, which said grant consu
Bqpart of the consideration for which was con ﬁrmed; and a further grant was
> a and company pays to the state at least
made to the company of the submerged lands
lying east of its tracks and breakwater, with

I

l
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government in the control of harbors and

in the distance of one mile therefrom, be
tween the south line of the south pier ex
r, tended eastwardly and a line extended east

5,.‘ ward from the south line of lot 21.
‘What is the fair and natural import of the
language used?
So long as the act stands in force, there
seems to me to exist a contract whereby the
Illinois Central Company is to have and en
joy perpetual possession and control of the
lands in question, with the right to improve
the same

navigable waters.
The able and interesting statement, in the
opinion of the majority. of the rights of the
public in the navigable waters, and of the
limitation of the powers of the state to part
with its control over them, is not dissented
from. But its pertinency in the present dis
cussion is not clearly seen. It will be time
enough to invoke the doctrine of the inviola
bility of public rights when and if the rail
road company shall attempt to disregard

and take the rents, issues, and

proﬁts thereof, provided always that the them.
Should the state of Illinois see in the great
company shall not have the power to sell or and unforeseen growth of the city of Chicago
alien such lands, nor shall the company be and of the lake commerce reason to doubt
authorized to maintain obstructions to the the prudence of her legislature in entering
Chicago harbor, or to impair the public right
into the contract created by the passage and
of navigation; nor shall the company, its acceptance of the act of 1869, she can take
lessees or assigns, be exempted from any act the rights and property of the railroad com
of the general assembly which may be here
pany in these lands by a constitutional con
after passed, regulating the rates of wharf
demnation of them. So, freed from the shack
ago and dockage to be charged in said harbor, les of an undesirable contract, she can make,
and whereby, in consideration of the grant
as she expresses in her bill a desire to do, a
of these rights and privileges, it shall be the
“more advantageous sale or disposition to
duty of the company to pay, and the right of
other parties," without offense to the law of
the state to receive, 7 per cent. of the gross
receipts of the railroad company from "use, the land.
The doctrine that a state, by making a
proﬁts, leases, or otherwise, of said land, or
grant to a corporation of her own creation.
the improvements thereon, or that may be
subjects herself to the restraints of law judi
hereafter made thereon . "
cially interpreted, has been impugned by able
Should the railroad company attempt to political thinkers, who may perhaps ﬁnd i:
disregard the restraint on alienating the said
the decision of the court in the present case
lands, the state can, by judicial proceeding, some countenance of their views. But I am
enjoin such an act, or can treat it as a legal unable to suppose that there is any intention
ground of forfeiting the grant; or, if the
on the part of this court to depart from itle
railroad company fails or refuses to pay the
doctrine so often expressed.
S
per centum provided for, the state can on
'“ We have no knowledge of any authority‘
force such payment by suit at law, and pos
or principle which could support the doctrine
sibly by proceedings to forfeit the grant.
that a legislative grant is revocable in its
But, so long as the railroad company shall
own nature, and held only durante hens
fulﬁll its part of the agreement. so long is placito. Such a doctrine * " s is uh
the state of Illinois inhibited by the constitu
terly inconsistent with a. great and funda
tion of the United States from passing any
act impairing the obligation of the contract. mental principle of a republican government,
—the right of the citizens to the free enjoy
Donbtless there are limitations, both ex
press and implied, on the title to and control ment of their property legally acquired.
“A private corporation created by the leg
over these lands by the company. As we
islature may lose its franchises by a misuse!
have seen, the company is expressly forbidden
or nonuser of them, and they may be re
to obstruct Chicago harbor, or to impair the

sumed by the government under a judicial
public right of navigation.

So, from the

judgment upon a quo warranto to ascertain
nature of the railroad corporation and of its
and enforce the forfeiture. ' * * But
relation to the state and the public, the im
that the legislature can repeal statutes cre
provements put upon these lands by the com
ating private corporations, or conﬁrming to
pany must be consistent with their duties as
them property already acquired under the
common carriers, and must be calculated to
faith of previous laws, and by such repeal
promote the efficiency of the railroad in the
can vest the property of such corporations
receipt and shipment of freight from and by
exclusively in the state, or dispose of the
the lake. But these are incidents of the
same to such purposes as they may please,
grantI and do not operate to defeat it.
To prevent misapprehension, it may be without the consent or default of the corpo
rators, we are not prepared to admit; and we
well to say that it is not pretended, in this
view of the case, that the state can part, or think ourselves standing upon the principles
has parted, by contract, with her sovereign of natural justice, upon the fundamental
powers. The railroad company takes and laws of every free government, upon the
holds these lands subject at all times to the spirit and the letter of the constitution of the
same sovereign powers in the state as obtain
in the case of other owners of property. Nor
can the grant in this case be regarded as in
any way hostile to the powers of the general

United States, and upon the decisions of
most respectable judicial tribunals, in resist

ing such a doctrine."
Cranch, 43.

Terrett v. Taylor. 9

MCMULLEN v. UNITED STATES.
In Stone v. Mississippi, 101 U. S. 814.
Chiet’ Justice Waite. in delivering the opin-
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preceding that for opening the next succeed
ing term.

ion of the court. said: “It is now too late to

It is found by the court of claims (ﬁnding

contend that any contract which a state actuaily enters into, when granting a charter
to a private corporation. is not within the

2) that the appellant. as marshal. “attended
the circuit and district courts when in ses
sion. during the terms of said courts, nine

protection of the clause in the constitution of
the United States that prohibits states from
passing laws impairing theobligation of contracts. The doctrines of Trustees v. Wood-

hundred and ﬁve da_vs;” that those days were
charged by him in his account at $5 per
day; that the account, being veriﬁed. was
approved by the court as just, and in ac

ward, 4 Wheat. 518, announced by this court

more than sixty years ago, have become so
imbedded in the jurisprudence of the United
States as to make them, to all intents and
purposes. apart of the constitution itself."
The obvious conclusion from the foregoing
view of the case is that the act of 1873. as
an arbitrary act of revocation, not passed in
E the exercise of any reserved power, is void;
' that the'decree of the court below should be
reversed; and that that court should he directed to enter a decree dismissing the bill
of the state of Illinois and the cross bill of
the city of Chicago.
1am authorized to state that Mr. Justice
GRAY and Mr. Justice BROWN concur in
this dissent.

cordance with law, but its payment was re

fused at the treasury department; and that
appellant’s whole compensation, if the above
charges were added. would not have exceeded
in any one year the maximum of 66.000.
Finding 7 was in these words: "Claimant
has been paid in full at the rate of $5 per
day for every day whilst the circuit and dis-n
trict courts of the United States in the stateg
of Deluware'were sitting or in session, from’
and including October term, 1879, to and in
eluding June term, 1885. The 905 days re
ferred to in ﬁnding 2 were days occurring
between sessions of the courts.”
0. 0. Lancaster.. for appellant.
Asst.
Atty. Gen. Cotton, tor the United States.
Mr. Justice IIARLAN, after stating the
facts in the foregoing language, delivered the

(m u s_ 360)

Mc'nULLnN v. UNITED STATES.
(December 6' 1892')
N°- 55UNITED STATE! MAR!!!“ — F"! — ATTEND!"

um WHEN “I” “wow—“Paw” 0" AG‘
ooun'rs—Concwsivnnnss.
_ LA circuit or district court is “in session,"
within the meaning of Rev. St. 55 829, ﬁxing

the insrshai’s compensation for attending same
,“‘ 16 "1 59881011,’ only when It 15 0P9.n by
end a marshal is not entitled, under such see.
non, to be compensated at the rate of ﬁve dolin" P" day for each day of the term when the
2. The approval and allowance of ,1 mm‘.

iii-‘11's account by a circuit court. under Act

Opiaion 0H1", Colirlt-

b

d b H

b

scurity
of the
ﬁndings
fact. They second
eare
somew
1a emof nrrasse
we one states that appellant attended the circuit
and district courts, “when in session,” dur

in" the terms of those courts 905 days
°.
t u
n ’
d ’
while the seventh sta es _1at lose were ay’s
occurring

between sessions of the courts.

But we assume that the question intended
to be presented, and which was determined
below, involved the right of a marshal to
compensation at the rate of ﬁve dollars per
day for each day of a term, whether the court
was or was not actually in session or sitting
We understand the
words “between sessions of the courts" to
on each day so charged.

51°"
211 18751 ( 8 51 P- 333,) when
some of
pr§c1Lt3§‘l'i§r§i§§“§¥°ﬁﬁ.°1,Z-¥e
lﬂtv'm‘iwioggﬁ

imply
werewhen
intervening
days
tween that
those there
sessions
the court.
by he
its

ollicers.

own action. was not open, or did not sit, for

24 Ct. 01.

nﬂirmcd.

nited

Sm” " JOHFSI. 10.5"P- dli- Rep- 615, 134 U483.488, distinguishedAppeal from the court of claims.

S?" by Henry H- McMullen against the
Unlled States to recover fees for attending
com- The court of claims gave judgment
fOi' (lefendan . 24 Ct. Cl. 394. Plaintiff ap-

the transaction of business.
This question depends upon the construc
tion to be given to that clause of section 829

of the Revised Statutes. ﬁxing the compen
sation to be taxed and allowed to a. marshal
for different kinds 0: service, which pro
vides that he shall be allowed “for attend

pems' Amrmed-

ing the circuit and district courts, when both

Statement by Mr. Justice HARLANv
The appellant was United States marshal
for the district of Delaware from February

are in session, or either of them when only
one is in session, and for bringing in and
committing prisoners and witnesses during

1! 1330't0J111y24. 1885.

The terms of the

strict court for that district began on the
second Tuesdays in January, April. June,

the term. ﬁve dollars a day."

When the

court is open, by its order, for the‘trausac
tion of business, it is in session, within the

“nissptember in each year, and continued

meaning of this section. If the court, by us

until the Friday or the day precedinv that

own order, is closed for all purposes of busi

for Opt'nll'lg the next succeeding term. The
terms of the circuit court began on the third
liesdsys in June and October in each year,
"d continued until the Tuesday or the day

ness for an entire day. or for any given num-g
ber of days, it is not in session on that dams;
or'during those days, although the current
term has not expired. it is made by stat~
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ate the duty of the marshal of each district
“to attend the district and circuit courts
when sitting therein." Rev. St. § 787.
Within its meaning the court cannot be said
to be sitting on any day. when it is closed,
by its own order, during the whole of that
day. for purposes of business.
In support of his position appellant relies
upon the decision in United States v. Jones,
134 U. S. 483. 488. 10 Sup. Ct. Rep. 615.
where it was held that the approval of a
commissioner's account by a circuit court of
the United States, under the act of February

22, 1875, (18 St. p. 333,) regulating fees and
costs, was prima facie evidence of the cor
rectness of its items, and “in the absence of
clear and unequivocal proof of mistake on
the part of the court it should be conclusive.”
That case is not decisive of the present one,
because it appears that the circuit court, in
approving appellant's account, allowed him,
by mistake, for attending court upon days
when the court was not in session. Besides,
the above act, relating to the accounts of
various oﬂicers, including marshals, payable
out of the money of the United States, pro
vides that nothing contained in it shall be
deemed in any wise to diminish or affect the
right of revision of the accounts to which it
applies by the accounting oiliceis of the
treasury as exercised under the previous
laws in force. So that the allowance of the
appellant’s account by the court did not pre
clude all revision of it by the proper odi
cers, nor justify its payment where it ap
peared, as it does in this case. that such al

lowance was unauthorized by law
It results that the claim of the appellant
to be compensated at the rate of live dollars
per day for each day “between sessions of
the court” was properly disallowed. 24 Ct.
Cl. 394.
Judgment aﬂirmed.

(146 U. s. 363)
BALLOCH v. HOOPER et al.
(December 5, 1892.)

had a valid lien for its advances, and that the
former owner's only equity was an accounting
between the company and its agent, and the
right to redeem on payment of the balance
found due the company.

Appeal from the supreme court of the
District of Columbia.
Bill by Robert A. Ballocli against Frank
lin H. Hooper and the Massachusetts Mu
tual Life Insurance Company for iajunc~
tion, the appointment of a receiver, and an
accounting. The cause was heard on excep
tions to the auditor’s report, which excep
tions were overruled, and a decree passed
granting part of the relief asked. Com
plainant appealed to the general term, which
afﬁrmed the decree, (6 Mackey, 421.) and he
thereupon appealed to this court. Atllrmed.
S. S. Henkle, for appellant. Job Barnard
and J as. S. Edwards, for appellees.
Mr. Justice HARLAN delivered the opin
ion of the court.
The appellant, Balloch, became the owner,
by purchase in 1878, from J. Bradley Adams,
of certain lots on Sixteenth and S streets, in
the city of Washington, giving his notes for
the purchase money, and securing their pay~
ment by a deed of trust covering the whole
property. He placed upon record a subdi
vision of part of the property, making 14 lots

on the west side of Sixteenth street, 7 lots
(with a small strip) on the south side of
Swan street, and 6 lots on the north side of
8 street.
3
In order to obtain money {or the construe-3:
tion of houses'upon some of those lots,—14
on Sixteenth street and 6 on S street,—he
borrowed from the Massachusetts Mutual

Life Insurance Company the sum of $16,000.
executing therefor his eight promissory notes
of $2,000 each, bearing interest at 8 per cent.
until paid. Subsequently, he borrowed oth
er sums from the company, namely. $10,200.
for which he made his six promissory notes

of $1,700 each, bearing like interest, and
$9,000, for which he gave his four notes,
bearing like interest,—three for $2,000 each,
and one to!‘ $1.000 each.

To secure those

No. 21.
Evinexcs—AmiissioNs—Moir'roAons—Rnnimr
T103‘.
1. The owner of certain real property bor
rowed money for improvements thereon from an
insurance company, executing deeds of trust to
the company's agent as security. Thereafter, by
a deed absolute in form, be conveyed this and
certain other property to the agent. In a suit
by the former _owner against the agent and the
company, praying that they account as trustees,

the agent, in his answer, alleged that the abso
lute deed to himself was given for the urpose
of securing the company. Held, that t 's ad
mission was conclusive as between the agent
and the former owner.
.The agent took possession under the
deed absolute, and subsegiuently received from
the company advances su cient to complete the
improvements and pay otf all the iucnmbrunces,
includiiig the debt or the former owner to it
self.‘ I‘he company in good faith and without
negligence behevcd that the agent, as holder
of the legal title, was authorized to so raise and
secure such loans. Held, that the company

respective loans Balloch executed a deed of
trust upon particular lots in the above sub
division. These d eds of trust were several
ly executed June , 1879, October 11, 1879,
and February 17, 1880. William R. Hoop
er was the general agent of the compailyin
the city of Washington for the purpose of
“placing” life insurance and collecting pre
miums, and Balloch‘s negotiations with it
were through him. He was named in each
of the deeds as trustee.
It was agreed that one half of the sum
loaned should be paid to Balloch at the time
the notes and deed of trust were delivered;
that the company should pay otf the amount
due on the purchase from Adams. which
was secured by prior recorded deed of trust;
and that the balance should be paid to Bal
loch as he might need it in the work of con
structing the houses on the lots.

BALLOCH o. HOOPER.
In connection with these loans, Balloch
purchased from the company other houses,

under an agreement that the cash payments
thereon might; be retained by the company
out of the loans, and that he would give for
the balance of the price his promissory notes.
payable to the company’s order. and secured
by deeds of trust to Hooper as trustee. it

should also be stated that, when the above
loans were made, Balloch was indebted to the

company on other loans, secured by deeds of
trust on property on the corner of Q and
Thirteenth streets.
By deed absolute in form, dated February
25, 1880, and recorded February 27, 1880,
Bsllocli conveyed to Hooper all the property
purchased from Adams. except two lots on
lcSixteenth street, and all the property pur
gchased by him from the company at the time
' the above three loans were effected. the'con
sideration recited in the deed being " the
sum of ﬁve thousand dollars, previously ad
vanced, and one dollar in lawful money of
the United States." It is stated by the com
pany that at the time this deed was executed
the houses proposed to be erected by Balloch
on Sixteenth and S streets were in an incom
plete condition; that the taxes due when he
purchased from Adams, as well as the taxes
on the property purchased by him from the

company, were unpaid; that more than $5,000
was still due Adams; that the principal of
the notes given to the company was unpaid;
and that the property included in the deed to
Hooper was burdened with mechanics’ liens,
and otherwise.
Hooper took possession of the property so
conveyed to him, and undertook the comple-'
tion of the houses on Sixteenth and S streets.
But, with the means at his command, he
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The present suit against Hooper and thee
company was brought by Bslloch on the 7W3
of December, 1882. The theory‘of the bill‘
is that the company did not pay to Balloch,
at the times agreed upon, the one half of the

several loans of $16,000, $10,200, and $9,000.
nor the claim of Adams, nor the remainder
of the loans. but fraudulently withheld the
money, or a great portion of it, whereby Bal
ioch was seriously injured and embarrassed,
rendering it impossible for him to complete
the improvements of his lots. The bill
charges that the defendants paid upon the
loans only $14,725.15; that, when the deed
of February 25, 1880, was made. the defend
ants had in their possession, of his money,
$20,474.85, which they refused to pay him;
that defendants, knowing well the plaintiff’!
embarrassment, on account of their failure to
pay the amount due him, proposed to him
that, if he would conveyto Hooper the prop
erty covered by the deed to the latter, the
company would ﬁnish all the houses out of
the funds remaining in their hands belonging
to the plaintiff, sell them for the highest and
best price attainable, and, after reimbursing
themselves. divide the remainder. upon the
basis of three fourths to the plaintiff and one
fourth to the company; that the plaintiif's
embarrassed condition. the result of corriipt
and fraudulent conduct of the defendants,

compelled him to accept this proposition, and
that, accordingly, he made to Hooper the ab
solute deed of 1880. The bill also charges
that the defendants did not proceed immedi
ately to complete the houses according to their
agreement, but allowed them to stand for
two years; that most, if not all, the houses

Eurled by adeed of trust running to Frank H.
amlih, as trustee. and the company canceled

had been sold, but the defendants had failed
and refused to give any account thereof; and
that, upon a proper accounting. there was
due to the plaintiff as much as $40,000. The
relief asked was an injunction restraining the
defendants from selling the property or from
collecting rents therefrom; that a receiver be
appointed to take possession of the unsold
property and to collectrents; that thedefend
ants be required to account as trustees; and
that the plaintiff have a decree for the amount
found to be due him. The defendants sev
erally answered, putting in issue all the ma
terial allegations of the hill. The cause was
referred to the auditor to take and report an
account of all the transactions. A report,‘
was made, covering every possible view ofg
the case. Among the schedules'submitted'
by the auditor was one stating the account of
Hooper with the company. In this account
Hooper was charged with the amount of the
notes of Balloch, secured by the several deeds
of trust on the property which the latter gave,

_ ulloch s notes, discharged his indebtedness

(excluding a note for $1,800 secured on a lot

:1 1i’, and released the liens created by the

named.) with other disbursements for the
completion of the houses, for payment of

found it impossible to proceed without ob
taming ﬁnancial assistance. Accordingly.
in October, 1881. he informed the company
of Balloch’s deed to him of February 25.

1800, and of the exact condition of affairs
with respect to the property. But it appears
that the company was not, in fact, notiﬁed
until OctoberI 1881. of the transfer by deed
from Balloch to Hooper. It made an ar

rMhgement with Hooper to advance to him a
sum suﬁ‘icient to complete the proposed im
provements on the property, to pay off all
incumbrsnces. including Balloch’s notes and

indebtedness to it, and to discharge the liens

held by It; Hooper to give his note for the
amount so to be advanced, and to secure its
Pnilment by a deed of trust upon the property.
T I8 arrangement was carried out. Hooper
live his note to the company for $71,000, se

Inazrdiids of trust executed in its favor.
me to be! above arrangement. the houses

,8: th
81’

ctlr'npleted,‘ rented, and sold, un
9 direction of binith, who was to re

‘9 811d disburse the sums which the com

!” “"Eht advance to Hooper.
v.13s.o.-9

taxes, insurance, costs, and repairs, discharge
of liens, and other expenses, with interest on

those respective amounts, and he was credited
by the amounts received on sales of property,
rents, etc., with interest thereon; showing,
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with the company. Indeed, that arrange
ment was for the interest of Ballot-h, pro
vided the moneys advanced by the company
to Hooper were fairly used to liquidate the
existing indebtedness of Balloch, and to com
plete the construction of the houses accord
favor of the company, as against the claims
ing to his original plan.
of all the other parties to the cause, on cer
Balloch insists that the relations that sub
tain lots and the improvements thereon, being sisted between Hooper and Balloch forbade
the unsold property mentioned in the deed the former from taking title to the property.
from Hooper to Smith. subject to future ac
If that were true, as between them, it would
counting as to interest accruing to the com
not follow that the company, acting in good
pany on account thereof. and as to the re
faith, might not loan money to Hooper, and
ceipts and disbursements on the property take a lien upon the property to secure its
subsequent to September 1, 1886, and to a
repayment. As, upon the evidence, the com
credit thereon of $2,029.82, paid by the com
pany is not chargeable with bad faith in mak
pany to Smith for services rendered in dis
ing the arrangement it did with Hooper, all
bursing moneys expended in the construc
that Balloch could equitably demand was,
tion of buildings. The decree also allowed that which was awarded to him in the court?,
to Hooper $1,550.43, found by the auditor to below, namely.‘ an accounting with refer"
be due to him from Balloch, and made it a ence to the moneys advanced and expended
second and subordinate lien and incumbrance under the arrangement it made with llooper,
upon the property, and declared the deed of and a recognition of his right to redeem upon
February 25, 1880, as between Balloch and paying the balance found to be due, upon
such accounting. to the company. It is a
Hooper, to be null and void.
Upon appeal by Balloch to the general mistake to suppose that in so holding we dis
regard ihe rule that, “whenever the trustee
term this decree was ailirmed.
The court below correctly held that, so far had been guilty of a breach of the trust. and
as Hooper was concerned, the absolute deed has transferred the property, by sale or other
from Balloch of February 25, 1880, must be wise, to any third person, the cestui que
held to have been taken for the purpose of trust has the full right to follow such prop
better securing the indebtedness of the latter erty into the hands of such third person. un
to the company. This is placed beyond doubt less he stands in the predicament of a bona
by the statement in IIooper‘s answer, to the tide purchaser for a valuable consideration.
eﬁect that, shortly after the execution of the without notice.” Oliver v. Piatt, 3 How.
deed of trust for the loan of $9,000, “to wit, 333, 401. When Balloch put the absolute
mFebruary 25. 1880, the complainant, [Bal
title in Hooper he knew that the contemplat
% loch,] of his own volition. voluntarily trans
ed improvements could not be made without
' ferred and'conveyed to this defendant all the borrowing more money on the property, and
said property before included in the said sev
he must have expected that Hooper would
eral deeds of trust, together with certain obtain in that way the required funds; and
other lots described in the conveyance then there is not the slightest ground in the evi
made, which property was taken by this de dence for the charge that the company and
fendant for the purpose of better securing Hooper fraudulently combined for the pur
the said company in the ultimate realization pose of injuring Balloch. The company had
and collection of the moneys so as aforesaid no reason to suppose that the arrangement
loaned to the complainant.” This admission made with Hooper was in violation of any
is conclusive as between Hooper and Balloch, agreement or understanding that Balloch
and is not at all weakened by the somewhat had with him at the time of the conveyance
contradictory statements subsequently made of February 25. 1880. The company, upon
by the former in his deposition in the cause. every principle of equity. is entitled to a lien
But. as we have seen, the company had no upon such of the property embraced in the
knowledge of this absolute deed to llooper deed of trust to Smith as remained unsold.
until October, 1881, when it was informed to secure the payment of the balance due for
by him of the condition of the property upon the sums advanced by it. After a careful
which the three loans of $16,000. $10,200. scrutiny of the evidence, we find no ground
and $9,000 had been made. By the act of for questioning the accuracy of the account
Balloch in making and putting that deed up
ing below, or of the balance adjudged to be
on record. Hooper was enabled to represent due the company. The contention that more
himself as the owner of the property, and to was expended upon improvements than
make arrangements with the company for ought, in fairness, to have been expended.
money with which to complete its improve
is not sustained by such proof as would jus
ment. According to the weight of the evi
tify a reversal of the decree, in whatever
dence, the company in good faith believed. light the case is viewed. \Vhile there is
and was not negligent in believing, that some slight justification for this contention.
Hooper was authorized, as the holder of the we are of opinion that the conclusion reached
legal title of record, to raise money upon the by the auditor is sustained by the prepondcr'
property, and secure its payment by deed of ance of evidence. It is certain that the com
trust. Balloch, therefore, has no right to panyadvanced the moneys which are charged
complain of the arrangement made by l-Iooper

on that basis. a balance in favor of the com
pany of $52,097.37, as of September 1, 1886.
The exceptions were overruled, and a de
cree was passed declaring the above sum to
be a ﬁrst and prior lien and incumbrance in

G2:_ran_t1-.-51u

LLOYD 0. PRESTON.
in the accounting against the property: and
c it is equally certain that these moneys were,
gin fact, expended upon the property, or for

showing that the assi
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ed estate was insom

t to pay his debts irlmfull.
5. onipininants did not agree or under

" the beneﬁt of'Balloch. Even if it were as
sumed that the company was bound to see
that the moneys advanced under its agree
ment with Hooper were properly and reason
ably expended, the evidence does not show
that an extensive amount has been charged _they had no_kno\rledge of or complicity in the
illegal organization. Held, that they were not
in its favor or in favor of Hooper against estopped from alleging, as judgment creditors of
the property in question.
the company, that its capital stock was not ad~
We perceive no error in the decree, and it equatelig and actually paid up.
is ailirmed.
_ '6. indebtedness
_
. to
testified.
in regard
his
original
complainants,
thattothe
ciaimed,_ "after absorbing some $400,000 in cash
of margins on wheat " that he owed them a. bal
ance 0 over $200,
, which he disputed, but
ﬁnally compromised; and he proposed to show
that such claims arose out of dealings between
the parties _on the Chicago board of trade. Held,
that this did not establish that the claims arose
from a gambling transaction.

=

(146 u. s. 630)
LLOYD et al. v. PRESTON et al.
(December 19, 1892.)

No. 59.
STOCKHOLDERS’ LuiiiLi'rr ron. CORPORATE Dnn'rs
—PAYMENT or Sroca Sunscnir'rioxs —-Assios
uss'r ron Buseri'r or Casnirons —ESTOPPEL-—
GAMBLING TRANSACTIONS —Rnvii;w ox APPEAL
_-Hnnm.ess Enaon.
1. Defendant H. agreed with complain
ants. his creditors, to extend and improve
arailroiid owned by him; to organize a rail
way company, and transfer to it such rail

spective claims against him. In pursuance of
such agreement, 11., with others, organized a
railway corporation: he subscribing for a. large
number of shares. and the others, persons in his
ein oy, and acting under his direction and con
tro, subscribing for one share each. At a meet~
g held by theminimediately thereafter, a board

'LA defendant is not injured by striking
pertain allegations from his answer. and sustain
ing_a demurrer to his cross bill founded upon
similar allegations, where it appeared that the
court treated those allegations as before it, ap
plied the evidence to them, and held that they
were not sustained.

Appeal from the circuit court of the Unit
ed States for the southern district of Ohio.
In equity. Bill by Emma 0. Preston, as
executrix of Josiah W. Preston. and others,
against Harlan P. Lloyd, trustee of Edward
L. Harper, the said Edward L. Harper, and
others, to compel the payment ofstockholders'
subscriptions, and for application of the same
tojudgments recovered against the Cincin~
nati, Columbus & Hocking Valley Railway
Company.
Decree for complainants.
36
Fed. Rep. 54. Defendants Lloyd and Har
per appeal. Ailirmed.
,_.

Statement by Mr. Justice SHIRAS:
2
'On October 12, 1881, Edward L. Harper‘

53:01“, lflii'oin the. estate assigned by

. for ben

ditors was properly subjected to liabili

0n ii’ccount of the stock held for the beneﬁt 3
such! tﬂliatlien; . being the equitable owner of
to j; 0th, \rithin_the state statute applicable

usufcalliﬁvar 00'l1i1mnl05, providing that the term
at anhgLilgli‘Sthﬂhﬂtll apply to an equitable own
i
e s o
' l

the name of another.c appears on the books m
-

e decree was not objectionable in be

‘ﬁg 311'] the full amount claimed, as against both
st(30d m the person in whose. name such stock
we . e recotery being restricted to the uggre~
smpuut of complainants‘ judgments

cause.ﬂuor _was t e decree objectionable be<
sigma

owing interest after the date of the as—
eiit by 11., in the absence of anything

was the owner of what was then known as
the Columbus, Washington & Cincinnati
Railroad. a narrow-gauge road extending
from Allentown to New Burlington in the
state of Ohio. Prior to that time Harpei
had been engaged in the purchase and sale of
grain in the city of Chicago, IlL, through
. W. Preston & 00., W. E. Mclionry, Pres‘
ton 8a McIienry, and H. Eckert &; 00..
agents for W. E. McHem-y and Preston 6'
McHenry, and on account of such grain
transactions the said persons made claims
against Harper, which he disputed. By way
of settlement and compromise of these claims,
Harper entered into an agreement, October
12, 1881, with the said Preston & McHenry,
and their agents, which agreement. after

naming the parties thereto, and setting out
Harper’s ownership of the said railroad, pro
ceeds as follows:
"First. 'l‘hzit the said Harper shall cause
the gauge of said road to be changed to the
standard gauge. and shall extend the same“
from its present terminus at Allentown’:o
Ohio, on the‘Daytoi-i and Southwestern Rail"
road, to the town of Jeﬂ’ersonville, on tliiI

Southern Ohio R. 11., and make the connee
tion with the last-named road; also shall exv
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organized under the laws of the state of Ohio,
tend it from its present western terminus at
New Burlington to the present line of the
Little Miami Railroad, at or near the town
of Corwin, and make connection therewith.

under the name of the Cincinnati, Columbus
& Hocking Valley Railway Company. the said
Harper and ﬁve other persons being the in
corporatoi‘s. and the capital stock being ﬁxed
at $2,500,000, divided into 25,000 shares of
the par value of $100 each. Of this stock

“Second. And the said Harper agrees to
make said gauge and said extensions and
connections with said roads within four Harper subscribed for 2, 500 shares, at the par
months from the date of this contract.
value. and John L. l’fau, E. Snowden. J. H.
“Third. And the said Harper further Matthews, W. H. Harper, J. E. Gimperling,
agrees within the same period of four months D. P. Hyatt, and William C. Herrou, of the
to cause to be organized under the laws of state of Ohio, and George E. Clyiner, of the
Ohio a railway company, to be named the state of Kentucky, subscribed for one share
Cincinnati, Columbus and Hocking Valley each. After the subscriptions were made,
Railway Company, and to convey, or cause the stockholders met and elected a board of
to be conveyed and transferred, to said com~ seven directors, composed of all the stock
pany said railroad and extensions. and all the holders of the company, except E. L. Harper
privileges, appurtenances. and plant there
and W. C. Herron. Immediately upon their
unto belonging, an unincumbered title there
election, on December 18, 1881, the board of
for, except the mortgage bonds herein pro
directors met, all the members being present,
and chose oﬁicers and adopted by-laws. At
vided
for.
“Fourth.
And the said Harper further this meeting the following proposition was
agrees to cause said company to issue its made to the directors by the said Harper:
coupon bonds of one hundred, ﬁve hundred,
“I hereby propose to broaden the gauge of
and one thousand dollars each. payable in the road now owned by me to a standard
forty years, with interest at six per cent. gauge, and extend the same on the west to‘‘
per annum, payable semiannually, which near Corwin, on the Little Miami road, andg
shall be secured by a ﬁrst mortgage upon also'to extend the east end to J eiiersonvillea
the said railroad and its extensions and on the Springﬁeld Southern road. say about
the real and personal property and fran
thirty miles of railroad, and hereby agree to
chises of said company then owned or sell the same to your company for eighteen
thereafter acquired by it, said ﬁrst mortgage hundred thousand dollars of the par value 0! ~
bonds not to exceed in the aggregate an the securities of your company, as follows, ,'
amount equal to the rate of twenty thousand viz.: Six hundred thousand dollars of the ﬁrst
dollars per mile of the length of said road mortgage. forty years, six per cent. bonds,
and extensions; and said Harper likewise issued at the rate of twenty thousand dollars
agrees to cause said company to issue income per mile of constructed road; six hundred
bonds of one hundred, ﬁve hundred, and one thousand dollars of the income bonds, issued
thousand dollars each, payable in forty years, at the rate of twenty thousand dollars per‘
properly secured, which shall not exceed in mile of constructed road; and six hundred
the aggregate twenty thousand dollars per thousanddollars of the capital stock, including
mile, intcrest and principal of said bonds to
subscriptions already subscribed."
'
be made payable in New York city.
A motion to accept this proposition was‘
“Fifth. And the said Harper further carried by a unanimous vote of the directors.
agrees to deliver to the said other parties
At a meeting of the stockholders of the
“hereto, in payment of their respective claims,
company. held on January 2, 1881, all the
Qsaid ﬁrst mortgage bonds at the par value stockholders being present either in person
' thereof, as follows: ‘To the said J. W. Pres
or by proxy. the action of the directors in
ton 6:. Co.. seventy-ﬁve thousand ﬁve hundred accepting the above proposition was ratiﬁed
and thirty-four dollars. To the said W. E.
On June 20, 1882, a. called meeting of the
McHenry, twelve hundred and ﬁfty dollars. board of directors was held at the otlico of
To the said Preston 80 McHenry, one hundred the company, in Cincinnati, Ohio, at which i
and thirty-seven thousand and six hundred thedfollowing motion was unanimously car
and twenty-two dollars. To the said H.
:
Eckert 8a 00., agents for W. E. McHeury rie“Whereas.
the president, Mr. Gimperling,
and Preston & McHenry. ﬁve hundred dol
reports that E. L. Harper has complied with
lars, and likewise to deliver as a bonus at his contract made with the company for the
the par value thereof ﬁfty per centum of the construction of twenty‘eight miles of railroad
above amount respectively in said income from Ciaysville Junction to J eﬁersonville,
bonds. Said deliveries to be made within Ohio, and that the chief engineer, H. Phillips,
four months from the date hereof, at the has certiﬁed to the Union Trust 00., of New
Third National Bank of Cincinnati.
York, that the twenty-eight miles have been
“And the said Howard Eckert & 00., J. W. constructed in accordance with the terms of
Preston do 00., W. E. McHenry, and Preston the contract: Therefore, resolved, that the
& Mcllcnry, each for himself and themselves,
road be accepted from said E. L. Harper.
agree to accept said ﬁrst mortgage and in. and he be paid any balance in bonds, stock,
come bonds in full payment of the indebted
or money which may be due him on said con
ness of said Harper to each of them respec
tract, taking his receipt for the same."
tively.”
There appears to have been no other meet
On November 7, 1881, a corporation was
\
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mg of the directors or stockholders, except a
meeting of the directors, held on February
20, 1883, when B. D. Hyatt was elected pres
ident and general manager, and W. 0. Her
ron was elected a director, to ﬁll vacancies
‘caused by the resignation of J. E. Gimperling.
' ‘On February 11, 1882, Preston &: McHenry
and their agents gave to the said Harper a
receipt for $214,000 in ﬁrst mortgage bonds
and $107,200 in income bonds of the said
Cincinnati, Columbus 8c Hocking Valley Rail.
way Company, in full satisfaction of their
claims against him under the above agree

ment of October 12, 1881.
On June 5. 1885, Josiah W. Preston, Eu

gene H. Lahee, William E. McHenry, Charles
J. Gilbert, William T. Baker, Murray Nelsonl

which he disputed; and that a settlement and

compromise of this claim was eﬂ’ected by the
article of agreement of October 12, 1881.
above recited. The answer also sets out the
incorporation and organization of the said
company, and alleges that a proposition was
made to the company by Harper to convey
to it the narrow-gauge railroad property,
upon the terms speciﬁed in the said agree
ment, and that the said proposition was ac
cepted by the company, and bonds upon the
property issued to Harper; that at the time
Harper agreed to convey, and did convey,
said road to the company, and it agreed to is
sue to him said bonds and stock in full satis
faction

Abram Poole, Almore A. Kent, Selah Young.
Jr., and James S. Sherman, of the state of
Illinois, ﬁled their bill in equity in the circuit

court of the United States for the southern
district of Ohio, western division, against
the Cincinnati, Columbus dz Hocking Valley
Railroad Compan , E. L. Harper, John L.
Pfau, E. Snowden, J. H. Matthews, D. P.
Hyatt. W. H. Harper, W. C. Herron, Lewis
Seasongood, W. D. Lee, and John E. Gim

transaction; and that the company did not is
sue nor become liable on said bonds on which
said judgments were taken until June 2,
1882. Further answering, the defendant al
leges that, pursuant to said agreement, be
caused the company to execute and issue said
bonds to the Union Trust Company, of New

perling, of the state of Ohio, and George E.
Clymer, of the state of Kentucky. alleging
that in a previous action in the same court York, and made said bonds payable to bearer,
certain of.‘ the individual complainants, or and thereupon caused to he delivered to Pres
ton &: Co. and others said bonds called for in
certain of the complainants jointly, had re
covered judgments for divers amounts re
the above-stated contract, and that they, with
spectivelyagainst the said railway company; full knowledge of the ‘history of the said
that thereupon writs oi.l ﬁeri facias had been transaction, as above appears. accepted said
issued against the property of the company bonds, and received the same in full satisfac
and returned unsatisﬁed; and that, the com
tion of the said agreement; that said judg
pany having become insolvent, and having ments were rendered on said identical bonds
abandoned all action under its charter, noth
so issued to Preston 65 Co. and others; and
lug could be accomplished through it or its that no other stock of the company is owned,‘
oﬁicers by way of collecting unpaid stock or held by any person, not has any ever been;:
subscriptions, or other credits due to said subscribed, held, or owned by'any person or‘
corporation.
persons, except the said stock paid for by
The bill also alleges that no part of said Harper by the transfer of the said road to the
subscriptions for the capital stock of the com
company.
Pally by E. L. Harper and others has been
To the answer a formal replication was
ﬁled, which was afterwards withdrawn, and
an amended bill ﬁled by the complainants on
laws of the state of Ohio, and that the capital July 7, 1887, alleging that at the time the
stock of 82,500,000 was subscribed for as said proposition was submitted to the com
stated above. Also, that W. D. Lee, of the pany each one of the said directors was either
state of Ohio, became and is the holder of cer
in the employment and under the pay of
tam certiﬁcates representing 3, 000 shares, of Harper, or otherwise under his direction and
thepar value of $100 each, of the stock of the control; that the pretended acceptance by the
directors of the said proposition was in fact
the act of Harper, and was for the sole ‘pur
pose of enabling Harper and other subscribers
for the stock of the company, who are defend
ants in this cause, to escape their liability to
complainants herein, and to defraud and de
fortlie said stock, and that all of the aingunt
an
feat them and others in their rights as cred
“afici- the same is necessary to discharge itors of the corporation; and that such act
81h indebtedness of the corporation upon the was done without complainants‘ knowledge
Bicribiffeial judgment claims in the bill de
or consent. Also that the railroad property
transferred by Harper to the company was
erglljle afllﬂwer states the said Harper’s own— not worth one-ﬁftieth part of the amount of
somnpo the said narrow-gauge railroad; that said bonds issued by the company to H_arper
— Cl m was made by the said Preston do in pretended paymenttheret'or; that this fact
nd heir agents against Harper, was well known by Harper, and by said di

rectors and stockholders who voted on said
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deal in options in wheat in the market of the
reposition, and that in considering and act
city of Chicago, in which transaction there
ing on said proposition no regard whatever was no wheat actually owned or bought or
was paid by the directors or any stockholder sold. but that the transaction was only a
voting thereon to the actual value of the prop
betting on the future prices of wheat in said
erty so conveyed; but that, on the contrary, market, in which the said complainants wona
the directors and stockholders acted in this from Harper, between January 1. 1881, and?
behalf solely at the dictation of Harper, and October 1, 1881, an amount'of money aggre-'
in disregard of the rights and interests of the gating more than 5600.000. of which Harper
corporation, and for the purpose of shielding paid not less than $100,000; that the said
and protecting Harper and themselves from claim was for the pretended balance of said
their liability to complainants and others on winnings, and that said winnings formed
account of their subscriptions for said stock. the sole consideration for the transfer of the
This amended bill prays that the said agree
bonds of the said company to the complain
ment between Harper and the company and ants; and that the said judgments were
its directors may be set aside and declared to founded on said bonds so transferred, and
be void as against the rights of claimants as on no other consideration whatever. This
answer prays that all of said petitions oi
creditors oi the corporation.
To the amended bill Harper ﬁled an an
complainants be dismissed. In his cross
swer admitting that the said directors were bill the said trustee asks for a decree against
either employed by or related to him, but he Emma 0. Preston, executrix, William E.
denies that their acceptance of his said McHeni-y, and Eugene H. Lahee in the sum
proposition was the act of himself, and avers of $00,000, the amount alleged to have
gthat it was just what it purported to be,— been won by said complainants as aforesaid.
ethe action of the company. He alleges that
Complainants excepted to this answer for
' the object of the organization of the company its insuﬁiciency, and moved to strike out that
was well known to the complainants, and portion thereof referring to the character of
that they knew there was no money to be the grain transactions of Harper with Pres
paid on any subscription for the stock, and ton &. Co. and others prior to October 12,
that such subscription was a mere matter of 1881. To the cross bill complainants de~
form, adopted simply for the purpose of ore
ating an organization having power to issue mnrred.
The court granted said exceptions and
bonds; that Preston & Go. and others agreed motion, and sustained said demurrer, to
with Harper, at the time of the making of which action of the court the defendant
the said contract, that he should become the
Lloyd, trustee, excepted.
owner of all the stock of the company, as
A ﬁnal decree was entered in the cause in
well as the said bonds, as the consideration the said circuit court of the United States on
for the transfer to the company oi‘. the said ' March 15. 1889, providing for the recovery
narrow-gauge road, and that the said con
by complainants of the sum of $322,531.67
tract was made in pursuance of the wishes from E. L. Harper, being the aggregate
and understanding of Preston and others, ‘ amount of complainants’ said judgments on
and that it was not made with any fraudulent tered in the previous action, with interest,
purpose. All the allegations of the amended l and for the recovery of the same amount
bill not admitted are denied.
A replication from W. D. Lee.
By this decree judgment
to this answer was ﬁled July 30, 1887.
was also entered against all the other defend
On March 28, 1888, a. supplemental bill ants except George E. Glymer, who was not
was ﬁled by complainants, in which Emma found, and Lewis Seasongood, who was not
o. Preston appears as executrix of the estate shown to have been a stockholder of the
of J. W. Preston, deceased. This supple
company, for the amount of their respective

mental bill alleges that since the ﬁling of

up ointed and is now acting as the sole trus
tee of all the property so transferred. Com
plainants therefore pray that said Lloyd, trus
tee, may be made a party defendant in the
case, and be required to answer the premises
and show cause.

subscriptions.
The court further decreed that complain
ants are entitled to have the entire claim 0
said company against Harper, to wit, $300.
000, with interest from January 5, 1885. 31'
lowed as against said Lloyd, trustee, for the
purpose of securing to complainants their
full proportion of the value of the credit of
the company against Harper's estate, and to
have the total sum obtainable upon said
credit distributed between and paid to the:
complainants pro rata. 36 Fed. Rep. 54- o

On the same day, the said Harlan P. Llovd

‘Exceptions were taken by the defendants‘

the original bill and the amended bill E. L.
Harper became insolvent, and made an as

signment for the beneﬁt of his creditors,
under the insolvent laws of the stats of
Ohio, and that Harlan P. Lloyd was duly

ﬁled an answer and cross bill to the original E. L. Harper and H. 1’. Lloyd, trustee, to
bill, amended bill, and supplemental bill, each and every part of the ﬁndings. order,
and to intervening bills ﬁled by other claim
judgment. and decree oi’. the court, and said
ants. In this answer the said trustee al
defendants prayed an appeal, which was
leges that the only consideration on which
ranted.
the said claim or claims upon which the said
Upon this appeal the case is before this
agreement of October 12, 1881, was based,
was a gaming transaction in the form of a court.

LLOYD o. PRESTON.
H. P. Lloyd, for appellants. John W.
"Warrington and W. F. Boyd. for appellees.
Q

9 ‘Mr. Juslice SHIRAS, after stating the
facts in the foregoing language, delivered the
opinion of the court.

This was a bill ﬁled by judgment creditors
of the Cincinnati, Columbus .SzHocking Val
ley Railway Company to compel E. L. Har
per and others to pay their respective unpaid
subscriptionstothe capital stock of said com
pany. in order that the same might be applied
to the payment of complainants‘ judgments,
which remained unsatisﬁed after proceedings

at law.
The bars statement of the facts attending
the organization of the railway company fully
justilies the opinion of the court below "that
the entire organization was grossly framin
lent from ﬁrst to last. without a single honest
incident or redeeming feature. "
It having been found. on convincing evi
dence, that the overvaluation of the property
transferred to the railway company by Har
per. in pretended payment of the subscrip
tions to the capital stock, was so gross and
obvious as, in connection with the other facts

in thecase, toclenrly establish a case of fraud,
and to entitle bona ﬁde creditors to enforce
actual payment by the subscribers, it only
remains to consider the eﬁect of the defenses
set up.
The ﬁrst is set up by Harper himself, in
hisanswer to the bill of complaint; the other
by Lloyd, assignee for the beneﬁt of creditors

of Harper, and who ﬁled an answer, and
likewise a cross bill.
Harper's defense. beyond the allegation
that the stock subscriptions had been fully
paid up by a transfer of property to the rail
way company, consisted in the assertion that
Preston 6: Mcllenry were estopped from alleg
mg. as judgment creditors of the railway
company, that the capital stock was notade

quately and actually paid up. because they
were cognizant of the proceedings by which
the company was organized, and privy to the
arrangement whereby the property referred
to was taken in full payment of this stock;
and that the other complainants claimed un
der and through Preston & Mcl-Ienry, and
iwere therefore affected by their knowledge
821d complicity in the transaction.
issues were taken on this allegation of
Harper, and it was found by the court below
that Preston dc McHenry did not agree or un
derstand that the subscriptions to the capital
stock of the railway company, whose bonds
they agreed to take in payment of Harper's

indebtedness to them. were to be paid by the
sunple transfer of the property to the rail

way Wmpauy. but that they understood that
the ‘stockholders of the company were to be

al‘lblett to the liabilities imposed by the law
as Oh‘f" namely, full payment in money or
i deguivalent. and. in addition. 100 per cent.
n. md‘ml llilblllty. and that they were in no
“Ilia? chargeable with knowledge of or com
9 my in the company‘s illegal organization.
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An examination of the evidence contained
in the record satisﬁes us of the correctness
of this conclusion of the court below.
This brings us to a consideration of the
second ground of defense, which is the one
advanced by Lloyd, the assignee. He alleges
that the original indebtedness of Harper to
Preston (b McHenry, in payment of which
they took the bonds of the railway company,

arose out of gambling transactions in wheat
deals at the Chicago board of trade; and he
claimed. accordingly. that not only were the
bonds void in their hands, but likewise the
judgments obtained thereon against the rail
way company; and he l‘urtherclaimcd. in his
cross bill. the recovery oi’ a large sum of
money paid by Harper to Preston & Mcllenry,
on account of these alleged gambling trans
actions, before the settlement between the
parties which resulted in their taking the
railway bonds in payment of the balance due
them.
it was the opinion of the court below that
there was absolutely no testimony in support
of either the answer or the cross bill of the
assignee.
The only evidence disclosed by the record.
on this issue, appears at pages 46 and 47, and
we fully concur with the court below that
neither this evidence nor any offer of evi
dence made on behalf of the defense. if taken
to be true, established the case of a gambling
transaction.l
Complaint is made by the assignee oi’ theg
course of the court‘below in striking out of
his answer, on motion, the allegations per
taining to the supposed gambling transac
tions. and in sustaining the demurrer to his
cross bill.
This action of the court was probably
based on the view urged on behalf of the
complainants that Lloyd, as assignee, could
not be heard, in this suit, to impeach the
validity of the judgments obtained against
the railway company, by going into an in
‘The evidence given and oﬂered as to the nature
of the original transactions between defendants
Harper and Preston & McHcnry is stated in the
opinion of the court below as follows: “Harper
testiﬁcs that the parties claimed, ‘after absorbing
some four hundred thousand dollars in cash of
margins on wheat in Chicago,’ that he owed them
B balance of over two hundred thousand dollars,
which be disputed, but ﬁnally settled and com
promised. On the examination 0! Preston he was
asked by Harper's counsel whether the considera
tion claimed to have been received by Harper for
the bonds which he agreed to transfer to com
plainants did not grow out of dealings between
Harper and complainants on the Chicago board or
trade. To the question complainants’ counsel ob~
jected, and instructed the witness not to answer,
and he did not answer. He was not pressed, but
Harper’s counsel stated, as appears by therccord,
that he proposed to show that the contracting pur
tios had dealings on the Chicago board of trade;
that the books of the complainants would not show
the amount claimed; ‘that the entire transaction
was disputed and repudiated by Harper as fraud
ulent? that the claim was exaggerstcd- and that
it was in settlement of this ﬁctitious claim that be
compromised with complainants. This is all that
appears in testimony, or that \t was proposed to
show. "
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vestigation of the nature of the original
transaction out of which had arisen the in
debtedness oi’. Harper to Preston 8t McHenry,
and in a settlement of which the bonds had

Harper's assignment. It is claimed that, as
against the estate in the hands of the as
signee, interest ceased from the date ot the

been received by the latter.
But it does not appear to be necessary to
inquire into the reasons of the action of the
court below in this respect. nor to consider
whether the legal position implied in that ac
tion was sound, because, as we have seen,
and as the court below held, there was no
evidence admitted or oﬁiered which suliiced
to sustain the allegation that the transactions
between Harper and Preston 80 McHt-nry
were of a gambling character.
Hence, it those allegations had been per
mitted to stand in Lloyd’s answer, there was
no evidence to support them, and he was not
injured by the order of the court in striking
them out. But it is plain that the court
treated those allegations as before it, applied
the evidence to them, and held that they were
not sustained; so that, even if the course of

the court was somewhat irregular in strik
ing out the allegations, and in afterwards
passing upon them and the evidence offered
to support them, the defendants were not

assignment.
There is nothing before us to show that
there are not funds in the hands of the as
signee suﬁicient to pay Harper’s debts in
full, with interest to the date of payment;

and, as it does not appear that this matter
was brought to the attention of the court be
low when framing the decree, or at any time,

we do not feel disposed to disturb the de
cree.
Finding no error in the record, the decree
of the court below is aliirmed.
The CHIEF JUSTICE, not having heard
the argument, did not take part in the deci
sion of this case.
g

(146 U. s. 3701
LEWIS v. UNITED STATES.
(December 5, 1892.)
No. 1,018.
CRIMINAL LAW—SECRET CHALLENGES —Paasomr.
Pnasexon or PBlEONER.
LIn the trial of a capital case it is the
right of the accused to be confronted with the
panel of jurorshand to be present during the
challenges, and it is therefore reversible error
for a federal judge to direct secret challenges to
he made from separate Jury lists, each si e be
ing ignorant of the challenges the other has

thereby injured.
This view of the case renders it unneces
sary to consider the question whether Har
per, as the owner of the capital stock of the
railway company, was concluded by the judg
made. Mr. Justice Brewer and Mr. Justice
ments obtained by the complainants against Brown dissenting on the ground that the infer
the railway company, and whether he or his ences of fact on which the decision is base
assignee can go behind them, to disclose the were not justified by the record.
2. An objection to certain language used by
nature of the business transactions between the court in instructing the jury, urged on amo
tion_for a new trial, is not equivalent to an e!
Harper and Preston do McHenry.
fh‘ptlun taken at the trial, and presents no dim‘
There is an assignment of error to the de
cree wherein it subjects the estate of Har
tions for review.
In error to the circuit court of the United
per, in the hands of his assignee, to liability
on account of stock standing in the name of States for the western district of Arkansas.
. W. D. Lee. But the court below found from
the evidence that Lee‘ took and held this Reversed.
A. H. Garland and Hebe J. May, for plain
stock for the use and beneﬁt of Harper. and, tiﬁ in error. Asst. Atty. Gen. Parker, for
though served, be permitted the bill, with its
allegations to that eﬁect, to go unanswered. the United States.
8'11
The Ohio statute applicable to railway com
‘Mr. Justice SHIRAS delivered the opinion‘
panies provides that “the term ‘stockhold
ers ' shall apply not only to such persons as
of
the court.
This
was a writ of error sued out to review
appear by the books of the corporation to be
such, but to any equitable owner of stock, a judgment of the circuit court of the United
although the stock appears on the books in States for the western district of Arkansas.
imposing a sentence of death upon Alexander
the name of another."
It does not appear, therefore, that the court Lewis, plaintiﬁ in error, for the murder of
erred in holding the same measure of liabil
one Benjamin C. Tarver, at the Cherokee
ity to apply to Harper’s stock standing in the
in the by
Indian
_
name of Lee as to that standing in his own ' Nation,
It appears
the country.
record that on the trlal
of the case, and after the accused had pleaded
name. Nor does the objection that the de
cree was for an unnecessarily large amount, not guilty to the indictment, the court di
rected two lists of 37 qualiﬁed jurymen to be
thus forming a basis for an inequitable divi
sion of the proceeds of the assets oi.’ Harper’s made out by the clerk, one to be given to the
estate, appear to be well founded.
The district attorney, and one to the counsel f0_r
amount of the decree is not. as suggested by the defendant; and that the court further 61
the assignee, the joint and aggregate amount rected each side to proceed with its cha of the Harper and Lee stock, but is restricted lenges independent of the other, and withoﬂﬁ
to the aggregate amount of the judgments knowledge on the part of either as to what
challenges had been made by the other
owned by the complainants.
ljlrror is likewise assigned to the allowance
It further appears by the record that W
of interest on the judgments after the date of
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this method of proceeding in that regard the
defendant at the time excepted, but was re
quired to proceed to make his challenges;
that he challenged 20 persons from thelist of
87 persons from which he made his chal

lenges, but in doing so be challenged 3 jurors
a who were also challenged by the attorney for
a the government.
' ‘It further appears that the government, by

stage when anything may be done in the
prosecution by which he is to be affected."
Therenpon thejudginent was reversed. And
in the case of Dunn v. Com., 6 Pa. St. 384,
it was held that the record in a capital case

its district attorney. challenged from the list

01'87 persons 5 persons, 3 of whom were the Ball v. U. S., 140 U. S. 118, 11 Sup. Ct. Rep.
same persons challenged by the defendant, 761. is to the same eﬁ'ect.
In Hopt v. Utah, 110 U. S., at page 578.
and that this fact was made to appear from
the lists of jurors used by the government in 4 Sup. Ct. Rep., at page 204, it is said: “The
argument
in behalf of the government is
making its challenges and the defendant in
that the trial of the indictment began after
making his challenges.
and not before the jury was sworn; conse
To the happening of the fact that both par
quently that the defendant’s personal pres
ties challenged the same three jurors the de
fondant at the time objected. but the court once was not required at an earlier stage of
overruled the objection. and directed the jury
to be called from the said two lists impaneled
and sworn, to which the defendant at the in decisions construing particular statutes
in which the word ‘trial ’ is used. Without
time excepted.
stopping to distinguish those cases from the

tion, and perjury.
_A leading principle that pervades the en

tire law of criminal procedure is that. after
indictment found, nothing shall be done in
the absence of the prisoner. While this rule

itis‘not in the power of the prisoner. either
by himself or his counsel. to waive the right

he personally present during the trial.
It would be contrary to the dictates of hu

his defense with indulgence." Prino v, com"
8Pa. St. 103, per Gibson, 0, J. And it; ap.
DBMS to be well settled that, where the per.
Burial presence is necessary in point of law,
“I? record must show the fact. Thus in a
Vlrgllliﬂ case (Hooker v. Conn, 13 Grat. 763)
he court observed that the record showed
tha on two occasions during the trial the
Elmsolwr appeared by attorney, and that there
5W8 not log to show that he was personally
Eiesent in court on either day.'and added;

‘s is Probably the result of mere inad-

after the case is called for trial, which in
volve his substantial rights. The require
ment is, not that he must be personallypres
out at the trial by the jury, but ‘ at the trial.’
The Code. we have seen, prescribes grounds
for challenge by either party of jurors pro
posed; and provision is expressly made for
the ‘trial’ of such challenges, some by the
court, others by triers.

The prisoner is en~

titled to an impartial jury composed of per
sons not disqualiﬁed by statute, and his life
or liberty may depend upon the aid which,
by his personal presence, he may give to
counsel and to the court and triers in the se-,,,
lection of jurors. The necessities of the de-g;
tense mayonot be met by the presence of his’
counsel only. For every purpose, therefore,
involved in the requirement that the defend
ant shall be personally present at the trial
trial
commences
at leastisfrom
time when
where
the indictment
for the
a felony,
the
the work of impaneling the jury begins._”
And, further: “We are oi.‘ opinion that it
was not within the power of the accused or
his counsel to dispense with the statutory re
quirement as to his personal presence at the
trial. The argument to the contrary neces
sarily proceeds upon the ground that he alone
is concerned as to the mode by which he may
be deprived of his lifeor liberty, and that the
chief object of the prosecution is to punish

him for the crime charged.

But this is a

"Hence in milking up the record, yet this
20m must look only to the record as it is.

mistaken view as well of the relations which
the accused holds to the public as of the_end

1' "‘
is the right of any one, when
prosecuted °11 3 capital or criminal charge, to
efont‘wnted with the acciisers and witnessm‘ and it is within the scope of this right
at he ,be Present- not only when the ju

of human punishment. ' The natural life,’
says Blackstone, ' cannot legally be disposed
of or destroyed by any individual, neither by
the person himself, nor by any other of his
fellow crealures. merely upon their own au

"6 hearing his case, but at any Subsequent

thority.’

1 Bl. Comm. 183. The public has
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did not begin until after said call had been
made. We do not think that the record at
ﬁrmatively discloses that the prisoner and
the jury were brought face to face at the
time the challenges were made, but we think
that a fair reading of the record leads to the
opposite conclusion, and that the prisoner was
accused, much less by his mere failure, when
not brought face to face with the jury until;
on trial and in custody, to object to unau
after the challenges had been made and theg
thorized methods." So, too, in the case of selected'jurors were brought into the box to be’
Scbwab v. Berggren, 143 U. S. 442, 12 Sup. sworn. Thus reading the record, and holding.
Ct. Rep. 525, this language of the court in as we do, that making of challenges was an
Hopt v. Utah is cited and approved.
essential part of the trial, and that it was one
in the case of Dyson v. State of Mississippi,
of the substantial rights of the prisoner to be
26 Miss. 362, 383, it was said: “it is un
brought face to face with the jurors at the
doubtedly true that the record must ailirrna
time when the challenges were made, we are
tively show those indispensable facts without brought to the conclusion that the record
which the judgment would bevoid,—such as
discloses an error for which the judgment of
the organization of the court; its jurisdic
the court must be reversed.
tion of the subject-matter and of the parties;
The right of challenge comes from the com~
that a cause was made up for trial; that it mon law with the trial by jury itself, and
was submitted to a jury sworn to try it, (if has always been held essential to the fairness
it he a case proper for a jury;) that a verdict of trial byjury. As was said by Blackstone,
was rendered, and judgment awarded. Out and repeated by Mr. Justice Story: “In
of abundant tenderness for the right secured criminal cases, or at least in capital ones,
to the accused by our constitution to be con
there is, in favorem vitae, allowed to the
nfronted by the witnesses against him, and prisoner an arbitrary and capricious species
gm be heard by himself or counsel, our court of challenge to a certain number of jurors,
‘ has’gone a step further, and held that it must without showing any cause at all, which is
be shown by the record that the accused was called a ‘ peremptory challenge? a provision
present in court pending the trial. This is full of that tenderness and humanity to pris
upon the ground of the peculiar sacredness oners for which our English laws are justly
of this high constitutional right. It is also famous. This is grounded on two reasons:
true, as has been held by this court. ‘that
1) As every one must be sensible what
nothing can be presumed for or against a sudden impressions and unaccountable prej
record, except what appears substantially udices we are apt to conceive upon the bare
upon its face.'" Continuing, the court said: looks and gestures of another, and how nec
“This rule has reference to those indispensa
essary it is that a prisoner (when put to de
ble requisites necessary to the validity of the fend his life) should have a good opinion of
record as a judicial proceeding."
his jury, the want of which might totally
As already said, the record shows that at disconcert him, the law wills not that he
the trial of the case the court directed two should be tried by any one man against
lists of 37 qualiﬁed jurymen to be made out whom he has conceived a prejudice, even
by the clerk, and one to be given to the dis
without being able to assign a reason for
trict attorney and one to the counsel for the such his dislike. (2) Because, upon chal
defendant; and the court further directed lenges for cause shown, if the reason as
each side to proceed with its challenges, and signed prove insui’ﬁcieut to set aside the
without knowledge on the part of either as juror, perhaps the bare questioning his in
to what challenges had been made by the difference may sometimes provoke a resent‘
other. Although the record states that after ment; to prevent all ill consequences from
the challenges the 12 jurors who remained which, the prisoner is still at liberty, if he
were sworn, yet it clearly appears from the
pleases, peremptoriiy to set him aside.”
whole record, and the lists therein referred Bl. Comm. 353; U. S. v. Marchant, 4 Mason,
to, that after the challenges there remained.
160, 162. and 12 Wheat. 480,482. See, also,
not only 12, but 15, jurors, and that by the 00. Litt. 1561); Termes de la Ley, voc. Chal
mode adopted, which required the prisoner lenge, 2 Hawk, c. 43,
4; Reg. v. Frost, 9
to challenge by list, he exhausted some of his Car. 8:. P. 129. 137; Hartzell v. Com., 40 Pa
challenges by challenging jurors at the foot St. 462, 466; State v. Price. 10 Rich. Law.
of the list, and who were never reached to be
355. is no statute of the United States,.
sworn as jurors in the case. And the record 351.
There
does not disclose that at the time the chal
which prescribes the method of procedure 1115;,
lenges were made the jury had been called impaneling jurors in criminal'cases, and it is'
into the box, nor that they or the prisoner customary for the United States courts in
were present at the time the challenges were such cases to conform to the methods prer
made. It does, indeed, appear that the clerk scribed by the statutes of the states. In the
called the entire panel of the pctit jury, but
present instance the method prescribed by
it does not appear that, when the jury an
the statutes of Arkansas was not followed,
swered to said call, they were present so that nor does it appear that there exists any gen
they could be inspected by the prisoner, and eral rule on the subject in the circuit 00H"
it is evident that the process of challenging

an interest in his life and liberty. Neither
can be lawfully taken except in the mode
prescribed by law. That which the law
makes essential in proceedings involving the
deprivation of life or liberty cannot be dis
pensed with or affected by the consent of the

ghump. “
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of the western district of Arkansas. While
the court in the present instance did not exheed its jurisdiction in directing the impan-
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the juror from the court room into a differ
ent room, and tried the grounds of challenge
out of the presence as well of the court as

cling of the jury by a method diﬂ‘erent from

of the defendant and his counsel, and it was

that prescribed by the state statute, and
while we do not feel called upon to make
suggestions as to the proper practice to be
adopted by the circuit courts in impaneling

hold by this court that it was error which
vitiated the verdict and judgment to permit
the trial or challenges to take place without
the presence of the accused; and this, al

juries in criminal cases, yet obviously all
rules of practice must necessarily be adapted

though the accused failed to object to the
retirement of the triers from the court room,

to secure the rights of the accused; that is,

or to the trial of the several challenges in his

where there is no statute. the practice must

absence.

not conﬂict with or abridge the right as it

that the prisoner ob'ected and took due ex

exists at common law. In the trial of Jeremiab Braudretll. 32 Howell. St. Tr. 755. 771.

ception to the orders of the court directing
the method of taking challenges. It is true

The record in this case discloses

where a question arose as to the order 02
challenge of jurors in a capital case. it was
said by Mr. Justice Abbott: “Having at-

that no speciﬁc exception was taken by the '
prisoner, based on the stated fact that he was
called upon to challenge jurors not before

tended, I believe, more trials of this kind

him, but we think that the general exception

than any other of the judges, I would state taken to the action of the court in prescrib
that the uniform practice has been that the ing the method of procedure was sullicient.
juryman was presented to the prisoner or his
Another assignment averred error in the
counsel, that they might have a. view of his court in the selection of the jury, in that the
person. Then the oilicer of the court looked defendant was required to make his chal
ﬁrst to the counsel for the prisoner to know lenges without ﬁrst knowing what challenges
whether they wished to challenge him. the government’s attorney had made, and
He then turned to the counsel for the thus challenged three jurors who were also“
crown, to know whether they challenged challenged by the government, whereby hog‘a
him, and, if neither of them made any ob-

jcction, the oath was administere ." In
Townley’s Case, 18 Howell, St. Tr. 347, 348,
the prisoner‘s counsel moved that before any
juryman should be brought to the book the
whole panel might be called over once in the
prlsoner’s hearing, that he might take notice who did or who did not appear, which
theysaid would boa considerable help to him
in taking his challenges. This was done by
order of the court.
In the case of Lamb v. State, 36 Wis. 424,
Where it did not appear aﬂirmatively by the

was'deprived of three of his challenges, con-'

trary to law. This assignment of error is
ased on a speciﬁc exception taken at the time
by the prisoner, and in this respect it differs
from the case of Alexander v. U. S., 138 U.
S. 353, 11 Sup. Ct. Rep. 350, where the same
error was assigned, and was not considered by
this court because it had not been properly
excepted to at the trial. As we have already
said, we do not deem it our duty to prescribe
in this opinion rules to regulate the discre
tion of the circuit courts in the impaneling of
jurors in criminal cases. Perhaps the pref

record that the panel of jurors in respect to

erable course would be for the circuit courts

mtory challenge was present in' the view of the

to adopt the methods prescribed by the stat
utes of the states, because such methods are
familiar to the bar and the people of the
states. If, however, the circuit courts choose
to deal with such matters by rules of their

gprisoner, but where the members of the jury

' were called into the box ‘one at a time. and
either challenged or sworn, and to which
method the prisoner excepted, this was held
reversible error, and the court said: “We

own, we think it essential that such rules

cannot but agree with the learned counsel
for the plaintiff in error that this mode of
llnpaneling the jury largely impaired the
right of peremptory challenge, essential in
contemplation of law to the impartiality of
the trial; for it is, as Blackstone says. an ar

should be adapted to secure all the rights of
the accused. It does not appear in the pres
ent case that the prisoner made any demand
to challenge any of the jury beyond the
twenty allowed by the Revised Statutes. In
fact, it does not clearly appear which side
made the ﬁrst challenges. or that the defend
ant had not exhausted his challenges before
the government challenged the three jurors
in question. If it were a fact that the de

bitrary and capricious right, and it must be
exercised with full freedom, or it fails of its

full purpose. The mode adopted gave no 0p
portunlty for comparison and choice between
Jurors. and little opportunity for observance

fendant had made his twenty challenges be

of @011 JUI'OI‘. apparently essential to the ex

fore the government had challenged these

ercise of a right so visionary and fanciful."
_ In the case of Hopt v. Utah. already cited,
it was held that the trial by triers, appointed

three men, it is diflicult to see how his rights

Jule court, of challenges of proposed jurors
‘in felony cases, must be had in the presence
{Ewell of the court as of the accused, and
at such presence of the accused cannot be

msFenced with. In this case the triers took

were prejudiced by the action of the district
attorney; but we should hesitate to aﬁirm

this judgment upon a record giving us so lit
tle information as to the history of the trial

in these respects.

_

The only other error assigned which calls
for notice is the one objecting to the lan
guage used by the court when cautloning the
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above-entitled cause the court directed two

jury in respect to the testimony bearing on lists of 37 qualiﬁed jurymen to be made out
the defense of an alibi. Whether the lan
by the clerk, and one given to the district
guage of the learned judge went beyond the attorney and one to the counsel for the de
verge of propriety we are not called upon to fendant; and the court further directed each
consider, as no due exception was taken at side to proceed with its challenges independ
the trial, and no opportunity was, therefore, ent of the other, and without knowledge on
iven the court to modify the charge.
the part of either as to what challenges had
The objection to the language used. urged
been made by the other.
on the motion for a new trial, cannot be re
“To which method of proceeding in that
Ogarded as equivalent to an exception at the regard defendant at the time excepted, but
‘atrial. Because, however. of the error into
was required to proceed to make his chal
' which the'court fell, in directing secret chal
lenges, and he challenged 20 persons from
lenges to be made, and not in the presence the list of 37 persons, from which he made
of the prisoner and the jurors, the judgment his challenges, but in doing so be challenged
of the court below must be reversed, and the 3 jurors who were also challenged by the at
case remanded for a new trial.
torney for the government, to wit. James H.
Hamilton, Britton Upchurch, and James P.
Judgment reversed.
Mack. The government, by its district at
Mr. Justice BREWER, dissenting.
torney. challenged from the list of 37 jurors
I dissent from the opinion and judgment 5 persons. In making its challenges the
of the court in this case. Where the question same three persons as those challenged by
is as to the inferences to be drawn from a the defendant. to wit, James H. Hamilton,
record, it is well to have its very language Britton Upchurch, and James P. Mack. were
before us. The entire record bearing upon challenged by the government, as appears
the matters in controversy consists of a sin
from the lists of jurors used by the govern
gle journal entry and a portion of the bill of ment in making its challenges and the de
exceptions. The journal entry is as follows:
fendant in making his challenges.
'
“Tuesday Morning. October 20th, 1891.
“The 12 persons who were left of the panel
of 37, after both sides had made their respec
“glaption omlt‘ed.)
“ n this day come the United States of tive challenges, were the ones selected to try.
America, by Wm. H. H. Clayton, Esq., at
who did try, the case.
torney for the western district of Arkansas, and
“To the happening of the fact that both
and come the said defendant in custody of parties challenged the same three jurors, the
the marshal and by his attorneys, Mess. defendant at the time objected, but the court
Barnes 8:, Reed, and it appearing from the overruled the objection. and directed the jury
returns of the marshal that the said defend
to be called from the said two lists, impan
ant has been served with a duly-certiﬁed eled and sworn, to which the defendant eta
copy of the indictment in this cause, and a
time excepted."
g
full and complete list of the witnesses in this the
‘In addition, in the bill of exceptions are.
cause, and that he has also been served with found the two lists of jurors, given the one
a full and complete list of the petit jury, as to the government and the other to the de
selected and drawn by the jury commission
fondant. Upon this record the case turns.
era for the present term of this court, more We look to the journal entry for a recital of
than two entire days heretofore, and having the facts necessary to constitute a legal trial.
heretofore had hearing of said indictment, That recital may be in general terms, but still
and pleaded not guilty thereto, it is. on mo
should aﬂirmatively show everything essen
tion of the plaintiff by its attorney, ordered tial to a valid criminal trial. This journal en‘
that a jury come to try the issue joined, try clearly adirms the presence of the defend

whereupon the clerk called the entire panel

ant. The language is: “Come the said defend

of the petit jury, and, after challenge by both

ant in custody of the marshal." etc. Such
presence. having been once stated. will be
presumed to have continued through the en
tire day. unless the contrary is shown. It

laintili and defendant, the following were

selected for the trial of this cause:
“Geo. A. Bryant, John W. Clayborn. Hen
ry P. Dooly. James O. Eubanks. John A,
gFisher, Henry P. Floyd, Geo. W. Hobbs,
2: Hugh F. Mullen, Jno. D. McCleary. Obadiah
G.’ Richmond. Joseph Stafford, Henry 13.
Wheeler,-twelve good and lawful men of
the district aforesaid, duly selected, impun

never has been even suggested that the jour
nal should contain at the statement of each
separate proceeding of the day a fresh recital
of the personal presence of the defendant. In
.leffries v. 00m.. 12 Allen, 145. 154, it was
said: “Nor is it necessary that the recoid
should in direct terms state that the party

eled. and sworn to try the issue joined, and
a true verdict render according to the law was personally present at the time of the
and the evidence; and, after hearing a por
rendition of the verdict and during all the
tion of the evidence, and there not being previous proceedings of the trial. However
time to further progress in the trial of this necessary it may be that such should have
cause, they were put in charge of asworn been the fact, it is not necessary to recite ll?
bailiff of this court."
in the record. The record shows that he was
The recital in the bill of exceptions is in present at the arraignment, and present to
these words:
receive his sentence.” “When the record

“Be it remembered that on the trial of the
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shows that the defendant was in court at
the opening of the session the presumption
is that he continued in court during the en

tire day, and this presumption has been ex
tended to the whole trial." Whart. Grim.
Pl. dzPr. § 551 ; State v. Lewis, 69 Mo. 92; Kie

v. U. S., 27 Fed. Rep. 351; Cluverius v.
Com.. 8] Va. 787; Folden v. State, 13 Neb.
328, 14 N. W. Rep. 412; Irvin v. State. 19
Fla. 8722; People v. Sing Lum, 61 Cal. 538;

People v. Jung Qung Sing, 70 Cal. 469. 11
Pac. Rep. 755; Territory v. Yarberry, 2 N.
M. 391.

No claim, therefore. can be success

fully presented that anything transpiring on
that day took place in the absence of the de
fondant.
The same journal entry further recites
that "the clerk called the entire panel of the
petit jury, and. after challenge by both plain
etiﬂ‘ and defendant." the jury was selected.
:Where the general term is used, as here,

' “challenge," it means'all challenges. It is
used in its comprehensive sense. It is un
necessary to subdivide, and say, after "chal

lenge to the array," “challenges for cause, "
and "peremptory challenges;” the single
general word is suﬁicient. But this journal
entry does not stop with this. After naming
the jurors, and describing them as good and

lawful men. it adds, “duly selected, impan
eled, and sworn." Such will be found the
uniform formula of journal entries. In Kie
v. U. S., 27 Fed. Rep. 351, 357,—a case
taken on error to the circuit court,-—Judge

Deady observes: “The record simply states
in the usual way, when the case was called
for trial, a jury came, aand was duly impan
eled and sworn." Potsdamer v. State, 17
Fla. 895; Rash v. State, 61 Ala. 89.

In

Wharton’s Criminal Pleading and Practice (§
779a) the author says: “Thus, when the
record shows impaneling and swearing, it
wllibepresumed, in error, that the swearing
was in conformity with the law. and the im
paneling was regular.” It is hardly necessary
to refer to the familiar fact that in criminal,
as in civil. cases the presumption is in favor
of‘ the regularity of the proceedings in the
trial court, and that error must aﬂirmatively
appear. Pow. App. Proc. p. 326,
50;
\\ hart. Crim. Pl. & Pr. § 779a, and cases cited
in note.

I take it,’ therefore, that it is not
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only present the rulings of the court upon
some matter of law.—as upon the admissions
or exclusion of evidence.—and should contain:
only’so much of the testimony, or such astateJ'
ment of the proofs made oroffered, as may be
necessary to explain the bearing of the rul
ings upon the issues involved. " If he objects
to a speciﬁc portion of a charge, he should
state only that portion. Putting in the whole
charge is clearly against rule 4 of this court.
(3 Sup. Ct. Rep. v.,) and has been explicitly
condemned. United States v. Itindskopf,
105 U. S. 418. Indeed, the single function
ofa bill of exceptions is to bring upon the
record so much of the proceedings as will
disclose the precise question which the party
desires to have ruled upon, and when pre
pared by counsel and presented to the court,
if it states the facts truly, the judge ought
to sign it; and it is unnecessary for it to set
forth ailirmatively that there was no other
error in the proceedings, or to state all the

facts of the case, in order to disclose that
there was no other error. Bearing in mind
this, which is confessedly the scope and pur
pose of a bill of exceptions, I notice that in
this bill not a word is said about the absence
of the jurors from the box, the personal pres
ence or absence of the defendant, or whether
the defendant was brought face to face with
the jurors. If he had any fault to ﬁnd in re
spect to these matters, the facts in respect

thereto should have been explicitly stated.
That he made no claim of wrong therein is
evident from the fact that he does not men
tion them. Examining the language of the
bill of exceptions carefully. it states that two
lists were given,—one to plaintiff and one
to defendant: and the court directed them
to proceed with their challenges. each sep
arately of the other. and without knowl
edge of what challenges were being made
by the other. Then follows the exception,
“to which method of proceeding in that re
gard defendant at the time excepted.” I
respectfully submit that language could not
be used which makes clearer the fact that
the objection ran alone to the fact that each
party was required to make its challenges
independently of the other, and without
knowledge of what the other was doing.
It is not simply said, “to which method of
proceeding,” but. as if to limit carefully to

open to doubt that, if nothing was before us
except the journal entry, there would be no the particular matter, it says, “to which
error apparent in the proceedings in regard method of proceeding in that regard;” and“
at theclose of the recitals it is further statemig
to the jury,
How does the matter stand from the bill of "to the'happening of the fact that both par“
exc‘*Ptrons? A bill of exceptions is prepared ties challenged the same three jurors the de
by ‘he Party. and. being prepared by him, he fendant at the time objected.” This is all
maystate, and ought to state, only those facts which in any way tends to show that there
whlrh present the very question he desires to was anything wrong in the matter of chal
Pal-$8: If the objection is to aruling on the ad
lenges. or that anything took place in the ab
gssion of testimony, he should state only that sence of the defendant.
Itimony and enough of the case to show its
Again, if the defendant had taken no ex
re evancy. It would be absurd to require him centions to these proceedings. it is settled
w set out all the testimony, or to state in that this court would not inquire as to
whether there was error in them. In Alex
“21:8 that there was no objection to the bal
Wall- is: was said in Lincoln v. Claiiin, 7 ander v. U. S., 138 U. S. 353, 11 Sup. Ct.
‘ - 13-. 136: “A bill of exceptions should Rep. 350, a case coming from the same dis
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trict, the precise state of facts in respect to
the impaneling of the jury appeared, but
without any exceptions. The response made
by the court to the assignment of error was
in these words: “The decisive answer to this
assignment is that the attention of the court
does not seem to have been called to it until
after the conviction, when the defendant
made it a ground of his motion for a new
trial. It is the duty of counsel seasonably to
call the attention of the court to any error in
impaneling the jury, in admitting testimony,
or in any other proceeding during the trial, by
which his rights are prejudiced, and, in case

by both the government and defendant, the
latter was really deprived of three peremptory
challenges.
Now, if it should prove to be the case-as,

it seems to me, is not only possible, but prob
able-that the defendant was in fact present
in the court room during all the challenges;
that the entire panel of jurors was called into
the box before him; that in their presence he
was allowed and received all the challenges
for cause he desired to make; and that only

after a full inspection of the jury, and a
questioning of each one so far as was desired,
were the lists placed in the hands of the re
spective counsel for peremptory challenges,
of an adverse ruling, to note an exception."
-will not the ordinary citizen believe that
Of course, then, if the matters are not vital substantial justice would have been done if
to the trial, and may be waived by failure to this court had omitted to read into the record
object, as thus decided, clearly the defendant
something which is not expressly stated
can take advantage of nothing to which he therein, which defendant's counsel did not
does not except. Hence, supposing that after claim to have happened, and which did not
the foregoing recital in the bill of exceptions
|
fact happen?
there had appeared further recitals showing in So
far as respects the matter of contem-g
various irregularities in respect to the chal
poraneous ‘challenging, at common law. and‘
lenges, sudicient of themselves, if excepted generally where no order is prescribed by
‘to, to compel reversal, but with no following statute, the defendant is required to make all
exception, clearly, under the rule laid down his challenges before the government is called
in Alexander v. U. S., we should have been upon for any. In that aspect of the law,
compelled to ignore them. Surely. then. contemporaneous challenging works to the
when the exception runs to a speciﬁc matter, injury of the government, rather than to that
it cannot be broadened so as to extend to a of the defendant. Further, in the only case
matter which is confesscdly not stated, but in which the precise question has been pre
is only inferred as probable from what is sented, (State v. Hays, 23 M0. 287,) cited ap
stated. In short, when the journal entry,
provingly in Turpin v. State, 55 Md. 462.
which is of itself a part of the record, and the decision was in favor of the validity of
which is the court's statement of what took such manner of challenge. In view of the
place, recites the personal presence of the de
discretion which, in the absence of statute.
fondant, and the full exercise of the right of
is confessedly vested in the trial court as to
echallenge, in language which is the ordinary the manner of challenges, there was no error
'Q'Qformula of journal entries. and which has
' been uniformly regarded as'suiiicient to infer in this sufficient to justify a new trial.
from the bill of exceptions prepared by the
defendant, whose purpose is only to present
the facts bearing upon the particular error
alleged by him, and which only speciﬁes in
terms a single act to which exception is
taken, to wit, the fact that plaintiff and de
fendant were compelled to challenge pereinp~
torily, without knowledge of the other's chal
lenges, that any challenges took place in the
absence of the defendant, to hold that an
exception which is precise to a particular
matter can be broadened so as to include
other matters not speciﬁed, and thereupon
to set aside a judgment of guilty, solemnly
rendered, seems to me to overturn established
rules governing appellate proceedings, to de
stroy conﬁdence in courts, and to work great
wrong to the public.
Further than this, in the brief of counsel
for the defendant there is no claim that the
jury were not present in the box, face to face
with the defendant, when he was called upon
to make his challenges. The only points
they make in respect to the matter are that

I am authorized to say that Mr. Justice
BROWN also dissents.
(146 U. S. 4%)

LA COMPANIA BILBAINA DE NAVEGA
CION, DE BILBAO, v. SPANISH—AMERI
CAN LIGHT 8: POWER 00., Consolidated
(December 12, 1892.)

No. 66.
sHlPPmG—CHABTER PARTY—WAIVER.
_ _1.A charter party of a Spanish ship, c011
taining 21. clause that the ship should be ﬁtted

up, at the owner's expense, with oil tanks, W8}!
signed on behalf of the owner by a broker in
New York, who stated that he had no authority
to agree to this clause, and roposed that, if the
owner would not agree t ereto, the matter
should be compromised by cable. The London

brokers of the owner informed the New York
broker on December 315'; that the owner W0

not agree to this clause. On January 4th the
owner wrote the London broker to the same ef
feet, and a copy of the letter was forwarded, to

the New York broker of the charterer. With

Arkansas, nor in conformity with any rule
prescribed by congress; and that, by reason

out any further or direct communication, _9
owner sent the ship to Philadelphia, and dell“
ered_ her to the ehnrterer on February 15th
nothing further being said as to the (lispufed
clause. Held, that the owner waived his oblec‘
tions to the charter party. whether he intended

of the fact that three jurors were challenged

to do so or not, for to escape liability thereuudﬁ'

the mode of designating the jury was not

recognized by the statutes of the state of
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he should have made known distinctly that he
time shall be at the charterers' risk and ex
did not deliver the ship under the charter party
as signicd. 31 Fed. Rep. 492, aihrmed.
pense." “(18) Should steamer he em ployedé
2. The charter party could not be binding ‘in tropical waters during the
n on the chmterer in respect_to hire, and not
of said‘
charter party, steamer is to be term
docked,
and
binding on the owner as to hitting up the tanks,
for if theI minds of the parties failed to meet as
bottom cleaned and painted, it charterers
to any part of it. it was a nullity as to all parts.
think necessary, at least once in every six
31 Fed. Rep. 402, affirmed.
months. and payment of the hire to be sus
3. After one or two voyages, the tanks

were required for use, and the charterer notiﬁed
the owner that until this was done at the own
er‘s expense the hire would cease. The owner
ﬁnally ﬁtted up the tanks, under the supervision
of an engineer appointed by the charterer, ﬁrst
notifying the charterer that he would be held
liable for the expense. Held, that this was the
voluntary act of the owner, and the charterer
was not liable for such expense, nor for the rent
of the vessel during such ﬁtting, ince she was
not then in service. 31 Fed. Rep. 492, uﬂirmed.

see that. voyages are made with utmost dis

Appeal from the circuit court of the Unit

ed states for the southern district of New
York. Allirmed.
James Parker, for appellant.
gate, for appellee.
~4-

G. W. Win

Mr. Justice BLATCHFORD delivered the

Eopinion of the court.

pended until she is again in a proper state
for the service; chartercis to have the privi
lege of shipping petroleum in bulk in water
ballast tanks, which are to be ﬁtted for the
purpose at owners’ expense, satisfactory to
charterers, and have permission to appoint a
supercargo at their expense. who shall ac
company steamer, and be furnished free of
charge with ﬁrst-class accommodations, and
patch.”
The respondent appeared in the action, and
put; in its answer, denying that: the libelanl;
was entitled to recover any part of the
$5,520.97, admitting the payment of $1.500
and $3.300, and denying that it owed any
thing to the llbelnnt. It alleged that the
libclant never ﬁtted up the center water

' ‘This is a libel in personam, in admiralty,

ballast tank to carry oil in bulk, its use be

ﬁled in the district court; of the United States
for the southern district of New York by La
Compania Bilbaina deNavegacion, do Bilbao,
a corporation of Spain, as owner of the
Spanish steamship Marlo, against the Span
ish-American Light 6a Power Company, Gon
solidated, a corporation of the state of New
York, claiming to recover $5,520.97, with
interest from August 4, 1886; 81.800, with
interest from May 21, 1886; $3,300, with in
term from June 21, 1886; and $8.14. The
case is fully stated in the ﬁndings of fact
hereinafter set forth.

ing consequently lost to the respondent;
that the capacity of that tank was about 50,
000 gallons, and its loss reduced the value of
the vessel to the respondent $1,100 a month
from May 15, 1886, making a damage of
$10,084; that from February 21, 1886, to
August; 27, 1886, the date of the bringing of
the suit, was 188 days; that during that:
period the respondent was deprived of the
use of the vessel 42 days, leaving only 146
days for which hire was due; that such hire,
at the rate of £675 a month, amounted to

The claim is made on a charter party, a

copy of which is annexed to the libel.

It is

dated December 14. 1885, at the city of New

York, and purports to be made by the agent
of the owner of the steamship and by the
Spanish-American Company, and to let the

steamship to that company for 12 months.
The important clauses in it: are those num

bered ll, 12, and 18, which are as follows:
“(11) That; the charterers shall have the op
tion of continuing the charter for a further
period of twelve months, on giving notice
thereof to owners thirty days previous to
ﬁrst-named term, and to have the liberty of

$16,060; that on account. of such hire the re

spondent had paid altogether $15,137; that;
it was entitled to deduct from the moneys
due on the charter party $2,390 for the ex
pense to which it was put in procuring
barrels so to transport the oil, and for the
charges connected therewith, and the further
sum of $10,084 for the damages which it
would sustain by reason of the refusal of the
libel-ant to lit up the center tank to carry oil
in bulk; and that it; had ﬁled a cross libel to

deﬁciency of men or stores, breakdown of
vmachinery. or damage preventing the work
lllg ot the vessel for more than twenty-four
wor mg hours. the payment of hire shall
cease until she be again in an eiﬁcient state
to resume her service; and should she, in

recover from the libel-ant so much thereof as
exceeded the hire of the vessel claimed in the
libel.
The case was heard in the district court by
Judge Brown, and a decree was entered by
that court on June 21, 1887, for the recover-ye
by the libelant of $1,800, being the balance“:
of‘hire unpaid for the vessel for the month‘
beginning May 21, 1886. and for $117, in
terest thereon from May 21. 1886. and $95.
73, costs; the whole amounting to $2,012.78.
The opinion of Judge Brown is reported in

consequence, put into any other port other

31 Fed. Rep. 492. He took the view that

than that to which she is bound, the port
charges and pilotagcs at such port shall be
me by the steamer’s owners; but should
‘the vessel be driven into port or to anchor

the charter party signed by the broker of the
libelant did not constitutes legal contract,
binding upon either of the parties, because

luhletting the steamer, if required by them.

(12).That.iu the event of loss of time from

such broker, in signing it, exceeded his au

"ge by stress of weather, or from any accl

thority; that that fact was communicated at

deutto the cargo, such detention or loss of

the time to the broker of the respondent;

that: it was agreed between the brokers oi

r:
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the two parties that, if the clause relating
to the extension of time for 12 months, and
the clause requiring the vessel to ﬁt up the
oil tanks at the expense of the owner, were
objected to by the latter, the matter should
be settled by negotiation; that the respond
ent from the ﬁrst refused the charter unless
the vessel should ﬁt up the tanks at the ex

vessel, in everything except as to the dis
puted clauses; that neither party could found
any claim against the other upon the clauses
which the other always refused to accept, be

cause, in the face of such refusal, no agree
ment to those clauses could be implied; that

4-19"—
_Ir&

the libelant, therefore, could recover nothing
B*w"‘.!nl\au=-Mfnit-gr'm=gans'nrEwg

for its expenditure in ﬁtting up the tanks to
carry oil in bulk, nor could the respondent

pense of her owner; that that fact was stated

by its cross libel recover any damages, be
to libelant‘s broker at the time; that the
owner of the vessel subsequently refused to
conﬁrm these two clauses in the charter;
that notice of such refusal was given to the
respondent, and it never consented to waive
those two clauses; that no agreement as to
those two clauses was ever arrived at; that
the subsequent conduct of each party showed
that neither intended to recede from its po

cause the tanks were not ﬁtted up earlier;

that for the same reason the libelant could
not recover for any time of the vessel lost
while it was ﬁtting up the tanks; that it lost
nothing by that disallowance, because it did

not appear that any more time was required
to ﬁt up the tanks. when the work was actu
ally done, than would have been required
when the vessel was brought over to the re

sition; that, when the vessel arrived at Phil
spondent; that the evidence showed that,

adelphia, ready for the ﬁrst voyage, neither
party made any inquiry as to the disputed
clauses; that both parties assented to the use

of the vessel on the ﬁrst voyage, without any
deﬁnite agreement on the disputed points,
and without any settlement by negotiation;
that the respondent did not object, because
it was not ready to use the tanks; that, when
it was ready to use them, and required that

alter the employment of the vessel had be
gun, neither party was desirous of insisting
on its legal right to discontinue all further
service by reason of the failure of the parties
to come to an agreement upon the disputed,,
clauses; that the rights and liabilities of the:
parties'were founded, not at all upon the‘
written charter party, but wholly upon their
subsequent conduct in the actual use of the
vessel; that the charter party was applied by
implication to those acts, so far as it pro.
snmptively indicated the intention of both
parties, and no further; that there could be
no implied promise or obligation in contra
diction of the expressed refusal of either
party; that the result was that neither had
any claim upon the other for the damages
set forth by them, respectively; and that the
libel and the cross libel must be dismissed.
except as respected the hire, it any, unpaid
for the time of the actual use of the vessel

they should be ﬁtted up by the libelant in
pursuance of the terms of the charter party,
the libelant refused to do so; that the cargo
was then taken in barrels, under a stipula
tion that that might be done without preju
dicing the rights of either party, the respond
ent claiming damages for the extra expense;
and that subsequently the libelaut ﬁtted up
the tanks, claiming that the expense would
be at the charge of the respondent, while the
platter notiﬁed the libelant that it would not
Spay for any such expense.
' ‘The district court also held that, although
the charter party as a whole never became a by the respondent.
Both parties appealed to the circuit court.
contract binding upon either of the parties,
That court, held by Judge Lacombe, dis
it might be referred to as ﬁxing the rights of
missed the cross libel of the respondent,
each, in so far as it might be presumed to
without costs of the circuit court to either
have been adopted by both parties in their party, and decreed that the libelant recover
subsequent acts; that the respondent was
from the respondent the amount of damages
apprised of the verbal refusal of the owner
and costs decreed by the district court, viz.,
to agree to the two disputed clauses of the
$2,012.73, and $185.27 interest thereon, be
charter party; that, nevertheless, the vessel
came to the respondent, and was tendered to ing a total of $2,l98.
Judge Lacombe, in his opinion, said that
it by the owner, without any attempt to
there was nothing to add to the opinion of
settle the disputed points; that both parties
the
district judge; that the ﬁndings made by
consented to the ﬁrst voyage without any
the circuit court suﬁiciently showed upon
settlement of those dilferences; that as soon,
what theory the decision of Judge Brown
however, as any question was made between
the master and the respondent, after the ﬁrst was aﬁirmed; and that, as both sides had BP
pealed, no costs of the circuit court were
voyage, the original refusal of the owner
was made known to the respondent. and allowed to either party.
The circuit court ﬁled original ﬁndings of
neither party ever agreed to the demands of
the other party on the subject; and that the fact and conclusions of law on October 15.
vessel was employed without either side 1888, and on January 14, 1889, it ﬁled 9UP‘
plemental ﬁndings of fact. The original
yielding anything to the other as to the char
and supplemental ﬁndings of fact are as fol
ter party.
The court further held that, under that lows, the latter being inclosed in brackets:
_ "First. On December 19, 1885, the Span‘
state of things, the terms of the charter
party constituted the implied agreement of rah-American Light dol’ower Company. 00"‘
the parties in the actual use made of the solid-ated, by the signatures of its president

~-Al=m“,-_.mp_-‘.,
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and secretary. executed a charter party of the

S. S. Marzo, owned by La Compania. Bil
bainn do Navegacion, de Bilbao.
"Second. Said charter party contained
three clauses, as follows. viz.," then setting
forth clauses ll, 12, and 18.
“Third. The negotiations preliminary to

" ‘New York. December 19th. 1885.
" ' Spanish-American Light & Power Com
pany, chnrterers S. S. Marzo—Sirs: I have
signed charter party by authority con
tained in the cables received. Should the
two

clauses,

viz.,

‘privileges

of

twelve

months’ extension,’ and the ‘ﬁtting of bal
oducted by Henry P. Booth, acting as broker last tanks for petroleum at owners’ expense,’
Ql’or the said the Spanish-American Light & be not accepted by owners, it is understood
' Power'Company, and William W. Hurlbut, that the same may be arranged or compro
acting as broker for La. Companis. Bilbalna mised by mutual consent by cable.
“'Yours, truly,
W. W. Hurlbnt.‘
de Navegacion, de Bilbao, and was signed
"And on the following Monday inclosed
by said Hurlbut as agent for said last- named
three
copies
of
the
charter
party. with copy
company.
“Fourth. Prior to said signature Hurlbut; of said memorandum attached, and sent same
stated to Booth thathe had no authority from to Mr. Booth, the broker of the charterers,
his principals. the owners of the ship, to give with the following letter, viz.:
the option of the continuance set forth in
“'New York, December 21, 1885.
“'Messrs. James E. Ward & (Em—Dear
clause 11. or to agree to the insertion in
clause 18 of the words 'at owners’ expense,’ Sirs: I inelose three certiﬁed copies charter
or to agree, upon behalf of the owners, that party S. S. Marzo; also letter for charterers
they would pay any part of the expense of to accept, covering the two conditions in
ﬁtting water-ballast tanks for carrying oil in serted in charter party as understood on sign
bulk; [and that he would not sign the char mg same.
“' Yours, truly,
W. W. Hurlbut.’
ter party containing the said clause 11 and
“These were received by Booth.
said words ‘at owners’ expense’ until author
"That on the 11th January. 1886, Hurl
ized by the owners, his principals; that he,
Hurlbut, would cable for authority. or he but sent to Booth information that he
had
received a letter, dated December 31.
would sign the charter party with that clause
and those words therein upon the condition 1885. from the London brokers, as follows:
that the said clause and words were not ‘ Owners refused to give option continuation
to be binding upon the owners of the vessel which was asked them. We cabled you this.
until approved by the said owners; that Owners only gave liberty to carry petroleum
Booth thereupon agreed to said proposal in ballast tanks; they never agreed to “ﬁtted
at their own expense.” We are really sorry;
made by Hurlbut; that thereupon said char
ter party, containing said clause and words you put them in charter party'without au-F
thority.
Owners are certain to pitch into
‘at owners’ expense,’ was taken by Booth to
the otiice of the Spanish-American Light it; us;’ and that he had also received cable in~

the signing of said charter party were con

Power Company, and was there signed by its

formation that the steamship Marzo was

presidentand secretary and manager, and was
brought back to Hurlbut’s otﬁce by Booth.]
“Fifth. Thereupon said Hurlbut signed
the charter party, and wrote a memorandum
subject to the approval of the owners as to

about leaving Bilbao for the United States.
“That on January 4, 1886, the owners of
the steamship, (La Compania Bilbaina de
Navegacion, de Bilbao.) having received cop
ies of the charter party. wrote to Messrs.
Walker, Donald & Taylor, the London bro

those two clauses. He at that time again

kers, as follows, viz:

to the eﬂect that the charter party was signed

e memorandum should be sent with the
copies of the charter to be furnished to

:300th. as broker, for delivery to the char
erers.
“Sixth. Prior to the time of the signature

“' Bilbao. January 4th, 1886.
“ IDear Sirs: We are in receipt of your fa
vor of the 23d and 31st ulto. and the 1st inst.,
inclosing charter party for the Marzo S. S.
As we are completely ignorant of this time
charter business, being the ﬁrst time that
we ﬁx any one of our boats in this way. we

aforesaid Hurlbut had not in fact received

are not decided until we see clearly and ex

mm his principals any authority to bind

perience what there m- y be left to prolong
the T. C. for another twelve months. If we
see. and this will be soon seen, that things
go all right. etc., it is probable that we shall
agree to it. and even be disposed to ﬁx any

"1am to a contract containing these clauses.
Seventh. Upon being notiﬁed of the ac

tion 0f_Hurlbut in signing a charter party

containing these clauses, they refused to
grat'lfy his action in that regard.
other of our boats if you can then place her,
I Eighth. The authority of Booth, the but for the present we regret not tobe able to
charter-ere’ agent,'was limited to securing the agree tothe option of twelve months more, nor
QIXOODMOIJ of a charter containing these can we admit that the cost for ﬁtting the water
Sfﬂlltses. [Immediately after the signature ballast tanks for carrying oil (petroleum)
H be charter party, on December 19th, should be at steamer’s expense, as we only.
d urlbut made a clean copy of the memoran when accepting the terms of the charter, au
llm agreement, as follows. viz:
thorized the shipper to carry petroleum in
water-ballast tanks, even (? never) thinking
v.13s.c.~10
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that besides our yielding to that condition
they would ask us to spend money for it.
As for the supercargo, we agree to give him
a ﬁrst-cabin accommodation gratis on board,
but he shall have to pay to the steward of
the boat the food, as we do for the oﬂicers

and crew. Marzo is now here in dry dock,
and loads end of this week for Baltimore.
'“Yours, truly, Aznar y Astigarraga.’
“Indorsement on margin: ‘If delivery is
accepted Baltimore, to whom must boat be
delivered there? or whom Philadelphia or
New York? Please wire before steamer
leaves this port. As agreed, we suppose
payment shall be made'in London one month
gin advance.‘
e “That on January 9, 1886, said Walker,
' Donald St’Taylor transmitted a copy of said
letter to Hurlbut at New York, and the lat
ter, on January 18th, inclosed copy to Booth,

the broker for charterers.]
“Ninth. [That the steamship Marzo sailed
from Bilbao on January 15, 1886, for Phila
delphia, where she duly arrived, and on the
18th of February was tendered to the char
terers, who accepted her as in their service
under the charter from the date of February
21. 1886.
l‘That the charterers, after acceptance of
the vessel on February 21st, loaded and dis
patched her to Cuba and return to Philadel
phia, at which latter port she arrived about

“ ' New York. May 17th, 1886.
“ ' Messrs. Latasa & 00.. Agents for Own
ers of S. S. Marzo—Dear Sirs: Please take
notice that we are prepared to ship oil in
bulk, in the water-ballast tanks of the steam

ship Marzo, and that, according to the terms
of the charter party, same are to be ﬁtted
up for the purpose at owners‘ expense, satis
factory to us. Until said tanks are put in
the condition contemplated by said charter
party the payment of the hire of the vessel
ceases.
Yours, very truly,
“ ' It. A. C. Smith, Sec’y.‘
“And also informed Latasa &. Co. by an
other letter of the ‘ appointment of an engi
neer to supervise the ﬁtting of the tanks?
“ That the letter of May 17th, above recited,
was the very ﬁrst intimation given to the
owners, agents, brokers, or master of the
steamship by the charterers that thelatter had
not accepted the refusal of the owners to
conﬁrm the words ' at owners’ expense,’ in
serted in the charter party by Hurlbut with
out authority, as above recited.]
“Tenth. At the time of such delivery her
owners supposed that the company was re
ceiving her with the intention of ﬁtting up
the tanks at its expense, and the Spanish
American Company supposed that the own
ers were delivering her in accordance with
the terms of the charter party which it had

signed.
“Eleventh. Upon her receipt, and on or
about February 21, 1886, the Spanish-Amer
March 18, 1886.
“That upon her arrival at Philadelphia, ican Company loaded and dispatched her on
Smith, the manager of the charterers, went a voyage to Cuba. and returned to Philadel
over to Philadelphia, and for the ﬁrst time phia, at which latter port the vessel again
stated to the master of the vessel that it was arrived on or about March 18th. The Span
possible something would be required to be ish Company again loaded her. She pro
done towards ﬁtting the tanks for petroleum ceeded to Cuba, and thence to Boston, arriv
on the voyage next after the one for which
at the latter port early in May.
she was loading, to which the master replied iug“Twelfth.
Thereupon the Spanish Com
that he must be notiﬁed in time, because the pany notiﬁed the ship’s agents, Messrs. La
owners understood the ﬁtting of the tanks tasa &, 00., that it was prepared to ship oil
would be at the cost of the charterers, to in bulk, and should expect the steamer to be
which Smith replied, ' That will be arranged.’ put in proper condition as to tanks, etc., toe
“The vessel then for the second time pro
receive it.
‘
a
ceeded to Cuba, and loaded thence for Bos
mThirteenth. Discussion thereupon arose’
ton, arriving at the latter port early in May; between the ship's agents and the manager
that while the vessel was still in Boston the (Smith) of the Spanish Company, the latter
charterers wrote to the agents of the vessel demanding that the owners should ﬁt the
at New York as follows:
'
tanks at their expense. and the owners ex
“ .New York, May 13th, 1886.
pressing an entire willingness to ﬁt the tanks,
“ ' Messrs. Latasa 8:, Co., City—Gentlemen: but refusing to pay the expense, which cor
We learn from the captain of the Marlo that respondence resulted in the following agree
he will complete his discharge at Boston to
viz.:
day, and that he will reach here to-morrow. ment,
“ ‘ It is hereby mutually agreed by and be
'We beg to again call your attention to the fact tween the owners and the charterers 0f the
that we are now prepared to ship oil in bulk, steamship Marzo that the said vessel shall
and we shall expect the steamer to be put in proceed to load oil and coal for Havana,
proper condition to receive it this trip. We Cuba. pending the settlement of matters in
will_gladly give you all the assistance we dispute between said owners and charterers.
possibly can to hurry forward the work, for and that said loading shall not prejudice the
we do not wish the steamer to be unnecessa
claim of either party to said charter party
rily detained any more than you do.
Signed
“ ‘R. A. C. Smith, Sec’y
“ ' Yours, very truly, R. A. C. Smith,
05
‘ ‘New 'ork, May ‘26. 1886.’
t. m
“
'
Sec’y.’
“And
that
a
further arrangement will
9‘
s
And on May 17, 1886, again wrote as
made by which $1,500 was paid by the char
follows:
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terers on account of the vessel's hire that

Spanish Company has enjoyed, it should pay
a fair and reasonable rent.
"Fourteenth. Upon return of the vessel
“Sixth. The libel and cross libel should
to Philadelphia the Spanish Company again therefore be each dismissed, except as re
renewed the demand that the tanks should be spects the hire unpaid (eighteen hundred dol
ﬁtted by the owners at their expense, and re
lars, with interest from May 21. 1886) for
fusing to pay the hire until it was done, and the time of the actual use of the vessel by
the owners, through the ship’s agents, again the Spanish Company.
refused to pay the expense, but expressing
“Seventh. The decision of the district
an entire willingness to fit the tanks at the court is atiirined, without costs of this
expense of the Spanish Company. Much cor
court.”
respondence ensued, but ﬁnally the owners,
There were no further conclusions of law
after notifying tiie Spanish Company that pccumpanying the supplemental ﬁndings of
they would be held for the expense, to avoid
act.
had already fallen due.

further delay, proceeded to ﬁt the tanks un

der the supervision of the engineer appoint
ed by said company. The ﬁtting was com
pleted on July 30th, and on that day the
Spanish Company were notiﬁed that as soon
as the bills for the expense thereof were re
ceived they would he presented to it for pay
ment.

They were so presented a few days

later, amounting in the aggregate to the sum
of $5,520.97, but the said company refused
to pay the same, [or any portion of the hire
remaining unpaid. which hire amounts to
the further sum of $5,108.97. and have ever

:siuce refused to do so.]
‘i

5
The libelant has appealed to this court, but:
the respon-lent'has not appealed. The libel-"
ant contends in this court that it ought to
recover all the items claimed in its libel, and

not merely the $1,800, with interest from
May 21, 1886.

It is quite clear that the libelant could not,
in any event, recover from the respondent
any part of the expense of ﬁtting up the
tanks in the vessel to carry petroleum in
bulk. There was nothing in the acts of the
parties to throw on the respondent any obli
gation to ﬁt up the tanks. or to pay the ex
pense thereof, if‘the work should be done.

“Fifteenth. The sum of six hundred and
The respondent never promised to make or

' seventy-ﬁve pounds, ‘British sterling, per
calendar month, payable monthly in advance,
was a fair and reasonable consideration for
the use of said steamer during the time she
was actually used by the said Spanish Com
pany.
"Sixteenth. The said company has paid
the owners of the Marzo for the use of said
steamship at the said rate for said time dur
ing which she was so used, except the sum

to pay for any such alteration. On the con
trary, it always refused to recognize any
such liability on its part, and insisted it was
the duty exclusively of the libelant to pay
therefor. 1f the libel-ant chose to lit up the
tanks, that was a voluntary act on its part in
regard to work upon its own property, for
which it has no remedy against the respond
out.
It is contended. however, that, as the re

of eighteen hundred dollars, which was due

May 21. 1886, [but has not paid any hire for
the time employed in ﬁtting the tanks, viz..
from July 3 to August 3. 1886.]"
The conclusions of law accompanying the
original ﬁndings of the circuit court were as
follows:
"First. The charter party, signed Decem

ber 18. 1885. was not a valid contract, be
cause the agent of the owners had no author
liYItO agree to the disputed clauses, and his

action in signing a charter party with such
clauses contained in it was never ratiﬁed by
said owners.
"Second. The Spanish-American Com
pany never executed a charter party with
those clauses omitted, nor ever authorized

Buy one to execute such a charter party in
their behalf.
“Third. The owners of the steamer never
agreed with the Spanish Company that they

would fit up the tanks at their own ex
pense.

"Fourth. The Spanish Company never

spondent refused to retain or use the vessel
unless the tanks were ﬁtted up by the libel
ant, as provided in the charter party, an im
plied contract arose; and that, as the libelant
did such ﬁtting up, the respondent must
bear the expense. But it is found, in effect,
that the respondent always and constantly
refused to assume the expense, and insisted,
as the ground for the making of the altera
tions, that under the charter party it was the
duty of the libelant to make them. No du
ress by the respondent is alleged in the libel,
or shown.
The position of the libelant is that, al
though the charter party is a binding instru
ment on the respondent, so far as relates to
the hire of the vessel, it has no effect against

the libelant as to the provision contained in
clause 18, as to the ﬁtting up of the water
ballast tanks at the expense of the libelant,
in order to have petroleum shipped in bulk.
If the libelant seeks to enforce any part of
the charter party, it must rely on the instru

agreed with the owners that they would pay

ment as a whole; and it cannot ailirm the

f0r_the expense which might be incurred in

charter pariy for one purpose and repudiate
it for another. The respondent refused at
all times to enter into' an express contract
that it would pay for ﬁtting up the tanks,
and the charter party as executed indicated

ﬁﬂi'llllg up the tanks.
‘Fifth. For the actual use of the vessel,

whlcli. with the assent of the owners, the
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S
:the respondent's'lntention not to do so. On
the facts as found, no such contract can be
implied. The charter party never became a
binding contract.
The contention of the libelant is that the
instrument became binding on the parties,
with the exception of the particular clauses
referred to, if the libelant should dissent
from those clauses. Thus the same effect is
claimed as if the charter party had been re
turned to the persons who had signed it, and
the clauses referred to had been erased by

mutual consent. But if there is any part of
it in regard to which the minds of the par
ties have not met, the entire instrument is a

nullity as to all its clauses. Eliason v. Hen
shaw, 4 Wheat. 225; Insurance Company v.
Young's Adm’r, 23 Wall. 85; Tilley v.
County of Cook. 103 U. S. 155; Minneapolis
8t St. L. Ry. Co. v. Columbus Rolling-Mill
00., 119 U. S. 149. 151, 7 Sup. Ct. Rep. 168.
Nor did the delivery of the vessel to the
respondent, and her acceptance by the latter,

constitute a hiring of her under the charter
party as it would stand with the disputed
clauses omitted. The proposition of Hurl
but to the respondent on December 19, 1885.
was that if the libelant did not agree to the
two disputed clauses, those clauses should “be

arranged or compromised by mutual consent,
by cable." The libelant was apprised of that
proposition prior to December 31, 1885, as
on that day the London brokers of the libel

the libelant of the existing charter party,
and not an acceptance of the vessel by the
respondent with the omission from the char
ter party of the two clauses in question.
Drakely v. Gregg, 8 Wall. 242, 267.
The legal effect of the transaction was that
the libelant thus waived its former objections
to the charter party. whether it intended to do
so or not. It follows that the libelant can
not claim rent for the use of the vessel dur
ing the time she was undergoing alterations.
As the libelant was bound to pay the cost of
ﬁtting up the tanks, if it did the work, it

cannot recover the rent for the time during
which such work was being done. The loss
of the use of the vessel by the respondent
during the time the alterations were being
made was a part of the expense of ﬁtting up
the tanks, the eighteenth clause of the char

ter party meaning that the tanks were to be
ﬁtted at the expense of the libelant before
the delivery of the vessel under the charter
party. No interpretation of the charter
party can be allowed which would permit the
libelant to take its own time to ﬁt up the
tanks, and yet collect full rent from the re
spondent during the time that work was be—
ing done, and while the respondent was nec

essarily deprived of the use of the vessel.
Moreover, the respondent, insisting that
the libelant should lit up at its own expense
the water-ballast tanks, delivered the vessel
back to the libelant, which accepted her for

that purpose, and kept her for a month. This
necessarily stopped the running of the rentg
of that date. On January 4, 1886, the libel
under the charter party. The respondent‘,
ant wrote to Walker, Donald & Taylor the ‘can be liable to pay rent for the use of the‘
letter of that date, and the latter, on January vessel only while she was in its service. The
9, 1886, sent a copy of that letter to Hnrlbut libelant recovered all that it was entitled to
at New York, and he, on January 18. 1886, recover.
inclosed a copy of it to Booth, the broker for
Decree aﬂirmed, but without interest, and
the respondent. Without any direct com
with costs.
munication with the respondent, and with

ant. Walker, Donald & Taylor, wrote to
Hurlbut, the agent of the libelant, the letter

out receiving any communication from it,

the vessel was dispatched to Philadelphia,
and tendered to the respondent on February
18, 1886, not a word being said at the time to
the respondent as to the disputed clauses.
On these facts, the respondent had a right to
conclude that the dissent of the libelant from
the two disputed clauses was not insisted
mnpon.
S It was important to the respondent to
‘know promptly if the'charter party which
had been signed was binding, and it was the

duty of the libelant, before delivering the
vessel to the respondent. to have the latter
understand distinctly that the libelant did
not deliver her under the charter party which
had been signed. It is expressly found, in
the tenth original ﬁnding of fact. that the re
spondent, at the time the vessel was deliv
ered to it, supposed that the libelant was de
livering her in accordance with the terms of
the charter party which the respondent had
signed. Under these circumstances, the de
livery of the vessel to the respondent by her

master was, in legal eﬁect. the adoption by

(140 o. s. 499;
SCOTT et al. v. ARMSTRONG.

FARMERS’ & MERCHANTS’ STATE
BANK et a]. v. ARMSTRONG.
(Dec. 12, 1892.)
Nos. 53, 1,025.
Ns'rroxu. Banks —Ixsor.ve.vcr - Panrsnaxons—
FEDERAL Coun'rs-—For.nowmo S'rs'ra Piuic'rrcl.
_ LRev. St. 5Q 5234, 5%6, 5212, which n!
guire a pro rntn distribution of the assets of an
insolvent_ national bank and forbid preferences,
do_ not invalidate liens, equities, and r1 hts
arising prior to and not in contemplation o m
solvency.
‘
2. A promissory note was executed to a na

tional bank in consideration of the amount be
ing placed to the credit of the maker on the

books of the bank.

The maker thought, and

had good reason for thinking, that the bank

was solvent, but the managing otlicer of the
bank knew it to be insolvent. Before the_now
matured, the charter was forfeited for meal

vency and a receiver appointed.

undrawn balance shou

Held, that the

be allowed as an equi'

table set-0E to the note and such allowance il
not a "preference" forbidden by the nation

banking law. Rev. St. 55 5234, 5236, 5242. 36
Fed._Rep. (‘53, reversed.

3. Equitable defenses to an action at law
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In a federal court sitting in a state where such
defenses are Permitted are not authorized by
Re“ st" 5 914, providing that federal courts
shall follow state practice and procedure.

erred in sustaining the demurrers and in ren
ldering judgment against the defendants be
ow.
While the writ of error was pending a bill
In error to the circuit court of the United
in equity was ﬁled in the circuit court in be
States for the southern district of Ohio. Re
half of the Farmers’ Bank and Scott against
versed.
Armstrong, as receiver, praying for an in
On a certiﬁcate from the United States
junction against the judgment and for the
court of appeals for the sixth circuit.
enforcement of the set-off. Armstrong de
Statement by Mr. Chief Justice FULLER:
inurred, his demurrer was sustained, the bill
‘No. 53 was an action brought by David
dismissed, and an appeal taken to the circuit
Armstrong, receiver of the Fidelity National
court of appeals for the sixth circuit. That
Bank of Cincinnati, Ohio, against Levi Scott
and the Farmers’ 85 Merchants’ State Bank, court certiﬁed to this court for instructions
as to the proper decision seven questions, ac
in the circuit court of the United States for
companied by a brief statement of the con
he southern district of Ohio, upon a prom
tents
of the bill and proceedings thereon.
issory note for $10,000, dated at Cincinnati
The bill, as summarized by the court, re
on June 6, 1887, payable 90 days after date,
hearsed the facts set forth in the answers in
at said Fidelity Bank, with interest after nia
turity at the rate of 8 per cent. per annum, the suit at law somewhat more in detail, and
signed by Scott and indorsed by the Farmers’ among other things stated that “on the 20th
day of June, 1887, said Fidelity Bank was
Bank to the order of the Fidelity Bank.
The defendant Scott was the cashier of his closed by order of the bank examiner of the
codefendant, and pleaded that he signed the United States, and thereafter remained
closed;" that “on June 27, 1887, the comp
note for the accommodation of the banks un
der an agreement that he should not be looked troller of the currency of the United States,
to for its payment. The Farmers’ Bank having become satisﬁed that said Fidelity
made the same avernients as to Scott. and Bank was insolvent. appointed the appellee,
pleaded a set-off to the amount of $8,809.94 David Armstrong, receiver of said bank to
as arising on certain facts, in substance as wind up its affairs. as provided under the
follows: That the Fidelity Bank lent the authority given by the laws of the United
Farmers’ Bank the $10,000 at a discount at States in such case made and provided, and
the rate of 7 per cent. per annum, for 90 days, said receiver qualiﬁed and entered upon the
performance of his duties as such. On July
under an agreement that the money so bor
12. 1887. the charter of said Fidelity Bank
rowed, less the discount, should be placed to
the credit of the Farmers’ Bank on the books was forfeited and said banking association
of the Fidelity Bank; that the note in suit dissolved by decree of the circuit court of the
United States for the southern district of
was executed accordingly, dated and dis
counted on June 6. 1887, and the proceeds, Ohio;" and that “said Fidelity Bank was in
good credit at the time said discount was
89.819.17, were placed to the credit of the
made, and was then thought by said Scott
Farmers’ Bank upon the books of the Fidel
and
said State Bank, with good reason for so
ity Bank, to meet any checks or drafts of the
Farmers’ Bank. and to pay the note when it thinking, to be solvent, but was in fact in
became due; that afterwards, and before solvent, and known so to be by said Harper, ”
June 20th, the Farmers‘ Bank drew against its managing oﬂicer, with whom the trans-u
action had been had.
3
the deposit the sum of $1,009.23, and the bal
‘The recovery of the judgment and penden O
ance- $8,809.94, remained to the credit of the
defendant to meet the note, and was so to its

cy of the writ of error were also set forth,

and it was averred “that said Scott and said
State Bank were advised said circuit court
sitting as a. court of law had not jurisdiction
to entertain and adjudge upon the set-ofI
the receiver the sum of $1,190.06, the bal
pleaded
as aforesaid, and that relief should
time due on the note; and that the tender had
be sought in a court of equity.” The tender
since that time been kept good, and the men
was reiterated. and it was prayed, among
ey was now brought into court.
other things, “that the collection of thejudg
_ Demurrers to the pleas were sustained, and
Judgment was entered for the plaintiff for ment at law might be enjoined, and that the
set-off might be established and allowed."
80.83333, with interest and costs. The
_
Judgment. as provided by section 5419 of the The grounds of demurrer were:
“(1) That it appeared from‘ the bill that
Elievised Statutes of Ohio, contained a certifi
:,cate that the Farmers’ Bank was liable as the complainants were not entitled to the re
Principal and Scott as surety. ' The opinion lief sought.
“(2) That the complainants had an ade
gf iihe circuit court, by the district judge, will
“9 (lulld'lli 30 Fed. Rep. 63. and states that quate remedy at law for the relief sought,
which had been already adjudicated.”
is circuit Judge concurred in its conclusions
credit at the time the receiver was appointed;

that upon the maturity of the note, and be
fore suit was brought, defendant tendered to

“I being In accord with his opinion in Bun
9 ‘ '- A'mstmng. reported in 34 Fed. Rep.
8

The case being brought here by writ of
"01‘, it was assigned for error that the court

The case on certiﬁcate is No. 1,025. The
ﬁrst, second, and fourth questions are as fol
lows:
“(1) Where a national bank becomes in
solvent, and its assets pass into the hands of
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a receiver appointed by the comptroller of the

took the assets of the Fidelity Bank as a
mere trustee for creditors, and not for value

currency, can adebtor of the bank set off
and without notice, and, in the absence of

against his indebtedness the amount of a
claim he holds against the bank, supposing
the debt due from the bank to have been pay

able at the time of its suspension, but that
due to it to have been payable at a time subse
quent thereto?
“ (2) Has a circuit court of the United
States sitting in Ohio as a court of law juris
diction to entertain a defense of set-off as
against an action brought by a receiver ap
pointed by the comptroller of the currency to
wind up the affairs of a national bank doing
business in Ohio because of its insolvency,
upon a note held by said bank, which note
matured and became payable after the ap
pointmont of such receiver?"
“ 4) Where a national bank doing business
in Ohio in 1887 discounts a promissory note
with the understanding that the proceeds of
the discount are to remain on deposit with it
subject to the checks of the borrower, and

any balance of such deposit remaining un
drawn at the maturity of the note is to be

statute to the contrary, subject to all claims
and defenses that might have been interposed
as against the insolvent corporation before
the liens of the United States and of the gen
eral creditors attached.
The right to assert set-off at law is of stat
utory creation, but courts of equity from a
very early day were accustomed to grant re
lief in that regard independently as well as
in aid of statutes upon the subject.
In equity, relief was usually accorded, says
Mr. Justice Story, (Eq. Jur. § 1435,) “ where,
although there are mutual and independent
debts, yet there is a mutual credit between
the parties, founded at the time upon the ex
istence of some debts due by the crediting
party to the other. By ‘ mutual credit,‘ in
the sense in which the terms are here used,
we are to understand a knowledge on both
sides of an existing debt due to one party,
and a credit by the other party, founded on
and trusting to such debt, as a means of dis

applied as a credit thereon. and where at the

time such discount was made said bank was
- in fact insolvent, and known so to be by the
n oﬂicer through whom it acted in making such
' discount and agreement, but such bank was
then in good credit, and thought by the bor
rower to be solvent. with good reason for so
thinking, and where afterwards, the insol
vency of said bank becoming known to the
comptroller of the currency, that officer as
sumed charge of said bank, and afterwards.
in June, 1887, but before the maturity of the
note so discounted, appointed a receiver to

charging it.”
This deﬁnition is hardly broad enough to
cover all the cases where, as the learned
commentator concedes, there being a “con

nection between the demands, equity acts
upon it, and allows a set-off under particular

circumstances.”

Section 1434.

Courts of

equity frequently deviate from the strict rule
of mutuality when the justice of the particu
lar case requires it. and the ordinary rule is
that. where the mutual obligations have
grown out of the same transaction, insol
vency on the one hand justifies the set-off of
the debt due upon the other. Blount v.
Windley, 95 U. S. 173, 177.
In

close up the affairs of said bank, can such
borrower, by suit in equity against such re
In Carr v. Hamilton. 129 U. S. 252, 262.3
ceiver, compel a set-off of the balance of said 9 Sup.
or. Rep. 295, it was decided'that, when’
deposit account at the time of the suspension a life insurance company becomes insolvent
of said bank against the amount due upon and goes into liquidation, the amount due on
such note at its maturity?"
an endowment policy, payable in any event
The third, fifth, sixth. and seventh related at a ﬁxed time, may, in settling the com
to the effect of the judgment at law as a bar pany's affairs, be set off against the amount
to the bill in equity.
due on the mortgage deed from the holder of
“Tm. Worthington and J. W. Warrington, the policy to the company by way of compen
for plaintiffs in error.
John W. Herron, sation; and Mr. Justice Bradle . delivering
the opinion of the court, said: “We are in—
for defendant in error.
clined to the view that where the holder of a
e
life insurance policy borrows money of his
o

9 ‘Mr. Chief Justice FULLER, after stating

insurer, it will be presumed, prima facie. that

the facts in the foregoing language, delivered

he does so on the faith of theinsurance and in
the expectation of possibly meeting his own

the opinion of the court.

The Fidelity National Bank was closed by
3 order of the bank examiner June 20th, the
' receiver was appointed June 27th,°and the
charter of the bank was forfeited and the
bank dissolved by the decree of the circuit
court, July 12, 1887. Title to its assets was
necessarily thereby transferred to the re
ceiver. Bank v. Colby, 21 Wall. 609.
The note in controversy did not mature
until September 7. 1887. but the deposit to
the credit of the Farmers‘ Bank was due for
the purposes of suit upon the closing of the
Fidelity Bank. as under such circumstances
no demand was necessary. The receiver

obligation to the company by that of the
company to him, and that the case is one Of
mutual credits, and entitled to the privilege

of compensation or set-off whenever the m“
tual liquidation of the demands is judicially
decreed on the insolvency of the c0InpaHy-"

And the case of Scammon v. Kimball, 92 U
S. 362, was referred to, where it was held
that a bank, having insurance in a company
which was rendered insolvent by the Chica8°
lire of 1871, had a right to set off the amount
of his insurance on property consume

against money of the company in his hand‘
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on deposit, although the insurance was not

a debt due at the time of the insolvency.
Indeed, natural justice would seem to re
quire that where the transaction is such as
to raise the presumption of an agreement for

"All transfers of the notes, bonds, hills of
exchange, or other evidences of debt owing
to any national banking association, or of
deposits to its credit; all assignments of
mortgages. sureties on real estate, or of judg

a set-elf, it should be held that the equity
that this should be done is superior to any

ments or decrees in its favor; all deposits of

subsequent equity not arising out of a par.

its use, or for the use of anyof its shareliold-v:

chase for value without notice.

ers or creditors; and’all payments of money.
to either, made after the commission of an
act of insolvency, or in contemplation there
of. made with a view to prevent the applica
tion of its assets in the manner prescribed
by this chapter, or with a view to the pref
erence of one creditor to another, except in
payment of its circulating notes,—shall be

In the case at bar the credits between the

banks were reciprocal, and were parts of the
same transaction, in which each gave credit
to the other on the faith of the simultaneous
credit, and the principle applicable to mu
tual credits applied. It was. therefore, the
balance upon an adjustment of the accounts
which was the debt, and the Farmers’ Bank

money, bullion, or other valuable thing for:

utterly null and void; and no attachment,
had the right. as against the receiver of the

Fidelity Bank, although the note matured
after the suspension of that bank, to set off
the balance due upon its deposit account, un

less the provisions of the national banking
“law were to the contrary. Whether this
IEwas so or not is the question on which the
‘opinion of tlie*district judge turned, and
which was chieﬂy urged in argument upon
our attention.

Sections 5234, 5236, and 5242 are the sec
tions relied on. Section 5234 provides for
the appointment of a receiver by the comp
troller of the currency, and deﬁnes his duties
as follows:
"Such receiver, under the direction of the
comptroller,

shall

take

possession of the

books, records, and assets of every descrip
tion of such association, collect all debts,
dues, and claims belonging to it, and, upon
the order of a court of record of competent
jurisdiction, may sell or compound all bad
or doubtful debts, and. on a like order, may
sell all the real and personal property of
such association, on such terms as the court
shall direct; and may, if necessary to pay
the debts of such association, enforce the in
dividual liability of the stockholders.
Such
receiver shall pay over all money so made to
the treasurer of the United States, subject
to the order of the comptroller, and also
make report to the comptroller of all his acts
and proceedings."
Section 5236 provides:
“From time to time, after full provision
has been ﬁrst made for refunding to the
United States any deﬁciency in redeeming the
notes of such association, the comptroller
shall make a ratable dividend of the money
SO paid over to him by such receiver on all
Such claims as may have been proved to his
Satisfaction or adjudicated in a court of com
Petent jurisdiction, and, as the proceeds of
the assets of such association are paid over

till-11111. shall make further dividends on all
aims previously proved or adjudicated; and
the remainder of the proceeds. if any, shall
be paid over to the shareholders of such asso
c'ahfmi or their legal representatives, in pro

Ezlrglgn to the stock by them respectively
Section 5242 reads:

injunction, or execution shall be issued
against such association or its property be
fore ﬁnal judgment in any suit. action, or
proceeding in any state, county, or munici
pal court.”
The argument is that these sections by im
plication forbid this set‘olf, because they re
quire that after the redemption of the circu
lating notes has been fully provided for, the
assets shall he ratably distributed among the
creditors, and that no preferences given or
suffered. in contemplation of or after coin
mitting the act of insolvency, shall stand.
And it is insisted that the assets of the bank
existing at the time of the act of insolvency
include all its property, without regard to any
existing liens thereon or set-offs thereto.
We do not regard this position as tenable.
Undoubtedly any disposition by a national
bank. being insolvent or in contemplation of
insolvency, of its clioses in action, securities.

or other assets, made to prevent their appli
cation to the payment of its circulating notes,
or to prefer one creditor to another, is for
hidden; but liens, equities, or rights arising
by express agreement, or implied from the
nature of the dealings between the parties,
or by operation of law, prior to insolvency
and not in contemplation thereof, are not in
validated. The provisions of the act are not
directed against all liens, securities, pledges,
or equities, whereby one creditor may obtain
a greater payment than another, but against
those given or arising after or in contempla
tion of insolvency. Where a set-offisother
wise valid, it is not perceived how its al
lowance can be considered a preference, and
it is clear that it is only the balance, it any,
after the sct-olf is deducted, which can justly

be held to form part of the assets of the in
solvent. The requirement as to ratable div
idends is to make them from what belongs
to the bank, and that which at the time of
the insolvency belongs of right to the debtor,‘
,..
does not belong to the bank.
a

‘There is nothing new in this view of rata-'
ble distribution. As pointed out by counsel.
the bankruptcy act of 13 Eliz. cs7, contained
no provision in any way directing aset-oli
or the striking of a balance, and by its sec
ond section commissioners in bankruptcy
were to seize and appraise the lands, goods,
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money, and chattels of the bankrupt, to sell
the lands and chattels, “or otherwise to or
der the same for true satisfaction and pay
ment of the said creditors, that is to say, to
every of the said creditors a. portion, rate
and rate alike, according to the quantity of
his or their debts." 4 Statutes of the Realm,
pt. 1, 539. Yet, in the earliest reported de
cisions upon set-oiT, it was allowed under
this statute.

Anonymous, 1 Modern, 215,

Curson v. African 00., 1 Vern. 121; Chap
man v. Derby, 2 Vern. 117.
The succeeding statutes were but in recog
nition, in bankruptcy and otherwise, of the
practice in chancery in the settlement of
estates, and it may be said that in the distri

bution of the assets of.’ insolvents under vol
untary or statutory trusts for creditors the
set-elf of debts diie has been universally con
ceded. The equity of equality among cred
itors is either found inapplicable to such set
oﬂ's or yields to their superior equity.
We are dealing in this case with an equi
table set-011, but if on June 20th the note had
matured, and each party had a cause of ac
tion capable of enforcement by suit at once,
upon the argument for the receiver the legal
set-off would be destroyed just as elfectually
as it is contended the equitable set-oil is.
We cannot believe congress intended such a
result. or to destroy by implication any right
vested at the time of the suspension of a. na
tional bank.
The state of case where the claim sought
to be oiTset is acquired after the act of insol
vency is far otherwise, for the rights of the
parties become ﬁxed as of that time. and to
sustain such a transfer would defeat the object
of these provisions. The transaction must
necessarily be held to have been entered into
with the intention to produce its natural re
sult, the preventing of the application of the
insolvent‘s assets in the manner prescribed.
a Bank v. Taylor, 56 Pa. St. 14, Colt v. Brown,

5‘ 12 Gray, 233.
' ‘Our conclusion is that this set-oﬂ should
have been allowed. and this has heretofore
been so held in well-considered cases. Sny
der Sons’ 00. v. Armstrong, 37 Fed. Rep.
18; Yardley v. Clothier, 49 Fed. Rep. 337;

Armstrong v. Warner, 21 Wkly. Cin. Law
Bul. 136; 27 Wkly. Cin. Law Bul. 100.
The Ohio Code of Civil Procedure abolishes
the distinction between actions at law and
suits in equity, requires all actions (with
some exceptions) to be brought in the name
of the real party in interest, and permits
all

defenses, counter-claims, :ind

set-offs,

whether formerly known as legal or equita
ble, to he set up therein.

4971, 4993. 5071.

Rev. St. Ohio, $§

”

or district courts are held, in terms excludes
equity causes therefrom, and the jurispru
dence of the United States has always recog
nized the distinction between law and equity
as underthe constitution matter of substance,

as well as of form and procedure, and accord
ingly legal and equitable claims cannot be
blended together in one suit in the circuit
courts of the United States, nor are equitable
defenses permitted. Bennett v. Butterworth,
11 How. 669; Thompson v. Railroad 00s.,

6 Wall. 134; Scott v. Neely, 140 U. S. 106,
11 Sup. Ct. Rep. 712; Montejo v. Owen. 14
Blatchf. 324; La Mothe Manut’g Co. v. Na
tional Tube Works 00., 15 Blatchf. 432.
We are of opinion that the circuit court
had no power to grant the set-0E in question
in the suit at law.

Judgment, however, was

given in that case on the merits upon sus
taining the demurrer to the defense of equi
table set-off, and, as we think that the set-0E
should have been allowed, wedo not feel called

upon, having the judgment before us and
under our control for alﬁi'mance, reversal. or
modiﬁcation, to sustain it upon a jurisdic
tional ground not passed upon by the circuit
court.
We shall therefore reverse it without dis
cussing the question whether, it aiﬁrmed, in
would or would not be a bar to’relief in the.

suit in equity.

Butler v. Eaton, 141 U. S.

240, 11 Sup. Ct. Rep. 985; Ballard v. Sesrls,

130 U. S. 50, 9 Sup. Ct. Rep. 418.
It follows from what we have said that
the ﬁrst question certiﬁed from the United
States circuit court of appeals for the sixth
circuit must be answered in the ailirmative
and the second in the negative, and that the
other questions propounded require no reply.
Judgment in No. 53 reversed and cause
remanded to the circuit court with directions
for further proceedings in conformity with
this opinion.

In No. 1,025 the answers to the ﬁrst and
second questions above indicated will be cer
tiﬁed.
=
(146 U. S. F!!!)

UNITED STATES v. SOUTHERN PAC. R.
CO. et 111., (two cases.)
(December 12, 1892.)

Nos. 921, 922.
Pnnnio LANDS—FACING RAILROAD (insure—Ovu
LAPPINO Ron'rus—Fonrni'ruass.

1. By the m or July 27, 1866, s 3, (1,4 St
at Ifnr e. ‘p. 292.) organizing the Atlantic 5!
Paciﬁc ailroad (‘.ompnnyY congress, in the usu
nl terms, granted lands to it to aid in the con
struction of a transcontinental railroad.
)1

section 18 it authorized the Southern Paciﬁc

Section 914 of the Revised Statutes, in pro
viding that the practice, pleadings. and forms
and modes of proceeding in civil causes, in
the circuit and district courts. shall conform,
as near as may be, to the practice, pleadings,
and forms and modes of proceeding existing
at the time in like causes in the courts of

Railroad Company, a California corporation. P0
connect with such road near the California
boundary, for a road to San Francisco, and to
aid in the construction thereof declared that

record of the state within which such circuit

rated, grants of land were made to it, M111 "1
section 23 authority was also given to ‘11°

that company should have similar grants.“
land, subject to all the conditions and limita
tions of the grant to the former company. BY
tile act of March 3, 1871 (16 St. at Large. 0
543,) the Texas Paciﬁc ﬁailrond was incorpfl
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on from
Paciﬁc
Com any
to build
connect
lsnogu‘rhond
n certaih
point
on then. Colorado
river to San Francisco, ‘ with the same rights,
mum and privileges, and subJect to_the same
limitations. restrictions, and. conditions," as
were granted to it b ' the act incorporating the
Atlantic d: Paciﬁc ‘ompnny, provided that no
ri hrs of the latter company should be impaired.
ad, that on the ﬁling of the_mnp of deﬁnite
location by the Atlantic & Paciﬁc Company on
April 11, 1872. title to speciﬁc sections within its
grant limits became vested in it by relation as of
July 27, 1866, and, although the two routes
crossed each other, no right in any of these sec
tions at the point of intersection passed to the

than one year, "the United States may do any
and all acts which may be needful and neces
_ the speedy completion of the
thus, in eﬁect, declnriu that it might
use for that gurpose all the lands granted. 45
Fed. Rep. 59 , and 46 Fed Rep 683
'
_
reversed.
Mr._Justice
Field
and Mr.. Justice ‘,Gray,
dis
senting.

Southern Paciﬁc Company under the act of

Appeals from the circuit court of the
United States for the southern district of
California.
ciﬁc road. 45 Fed. Rep._596 and 46 Fed. Rep.
Bills by the United States against the
683, reversed. Mr. Justice ield and Mr. Jus
tioe Gray, dissenting.
Southern Paciﬁc Railroad Company and oth
2. The fact that the latter act, (March 3,
1871. in terms, bestowed u on the Southern ors to determine the adverse title to certain
Paci c Company the same rights, grants, and lands, and to restrain defendants from cut
privilescs as it received under the act of 1866,
ting timber thereon, or from hereafter set
did not operate to make the
nut relate back to ting up any claim of title thereto. Demurrers
that date, so as to present
e case of simulta~
to
the bills were overruled in the circuit court.
neous grants of the same lands to diifcrent com
ponies.
39 Fed. Rep. 132. A subsequent motion to
3. The Atlantic & Paciﬁc Company claimed
modify this order was denied, and a motion
that under its charter it was authorized to
for leave to ﬁle a second amended bill was
build a road from the Colorado river to the Pa
ciﬁc ocean, and thence along the coast to San
granted. 40 Fed. Rep. 611. On ﬁnal hear
1871, whether its road was deﬁnitely located be—
fore or after the location of the Atlantic & Pa

Francisco, and on April 11, 1872, it ﬁled maps
ing decrees were entered for defendant, and
of deﬁnite location thereof in four sections. The
the amended bills dismissed. 45 Fed. Rep.
ﬁrst point where the route touched the Paciﬁc
was at San Buenaventurn. but one of the sec
596, 46 Fed. Rep. 683. The United States
tiouol maps began at a point east of that place,
appealed. Reversed.
missed through the same, and thence to Sun
Statement by Mr. Justice BREWER:
‘E
_iguel Mission in the direction of San Fran
'On July 27, 1866. congress passed an act»
ciscq, so that San Buenaveutura was not the
terminus of any line of deﬁnite location from the
granting lands to aid in the construction of
Colorado westward. These maps, comprising the
a railroad from the states of Missouri and
whole route to_Sau Francisco, were at ﬁrst ap1
Arkansas to the Paciﬁc coast. 14 St. p. 292.
proved by the interior department, but the mat
ter was subsequently reexamined, and it was By the ﬁrst section a corporation to be known
_
at the company was only authorized to as the Atlantic & Paciﬁc Railroad Company
build to the Paciﬁc, and the ma 5 were there
was created, and authorized to construct and
}ijpon approved as far as San
uennventura.
dd, that the ﬁlm of the maps in sections was operate a road from a point near the town of
inipaterial, and t at the original ﬁling was Springﬁeld, in the state of Missouri. west

valid as to the route between the Colorado and
uenaventura.
_ I The map1 ﬁled in the oﬁice of the com

monomer of _t e general land oi‘n‘ce by the
prilwas
3, not
1871,
just
one month after _the grant to it,
a map

°f

the grant would

f
l b yte
h lverd
“hire
an of
0 the
cc,
"Pd by the further rom
fact sue
that the
minutes
du'ector’smeetihgs show that the line of deﬁ
lute location through the region in question was
any on April 10, 1874.

Idjllvd
.l to

_ its
_ ron_d according
nciﬁc Company
uld
to the having
condi

Tlllllys 0! the grant to it, congress, by the act of
1" l] 6. 1836, (24 St. at Large, p. 123,) declared

‘ ‘1

'50

wnrd through Albuquerque, “and thence
along the thirty-ﬁfth parallel of latitude, as
near as may be found most suitable for a
railway route, to the Colorado river. at such
point as may be selected by said company for
crossing; thence by the most practicable and
eligible route tothe Pacific.” The third sec
tion making the lillld grant is. so far as
touching any question in this case is con
cerned, as follows:
“Sec. 3. Tlnit there be, and hereby is,
granted to the Atlantic 80 Paciﬁc Railroad
Company, its successors and assigns. for the
purpose of aiding in the construction of said
railroad and telegraph line to the Paciﬁc
coast, and to secure the safe and speedy
transportation of the mails, troops. muni

restored to the

cm
.
Held, that the Southern Pu
to ghri'ant could not attach, upon this forfeiture,
d al
lapping routes: for
q '
_
for the beneﬁt
of
. 0 ~Q‘Ql‘nmcnt.
and itiwas
apparcngy
not ﬁll;
ngress, n passing t e acts 0

tions of war, and public stores over the route

of said line of railway and its branches. ev
ery alternate section of public land, not min
eral, designated by odd numbers, to ‘the
A u’ ‘ind 1871, that any lands granted to the nmountof twenty alternate sections per mile,
antic and Paciﬁc Company should go to the
on each side of said railroad line, as said
company may adopt, through the territories
f I 1
in case the former
flied to take ompany
elfect;_ for
in section 3 of the of the United States, and ten alternate sec
tions of land per mile on each side of said
railroad whenever it passes through anystate, a
_\\':is provided that, if
fa‘lglod to ho upon the route of any
and whenever, on the line thereof, the Unit-u
construction
was“the
aided
by a
land I'm-it fromse the
government,
amount
cd States have full title,'not reserved, sold.‘
granted, or otherwise appropriated. and free
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location from the Colorado river to the

from pre-emption or other claims or rights,
at the time the line of said read is designated
by a plat thereof ﬁled in the oﬁice of the com
missioner of the generalland oilice; and when
ever, prior to said time, any of said sections
or parts of sections shall have been granted,
sold, reserved, occupied by homestead settlers,

Paciﬁc ocean, which, on April 11, 1872, and
August 15, 1872, were accepted and approved
by the secretary of the interior. On July 6,
1886, congress passed this act of forfeiture:
“An act to forfeit the lands granted to the
Atlantic 8a Paciﬁc Railroad Company, etc.
Be it enacted by the senate and house of
or pre-empted, or otherwise disposed of, oth
representatives of the United States of
er lands shall be selected by said company in America in congress assembled, that all
lieu thereof, under the direction of the sec the lands, excepting the right of way, and
retary of the interior, in alternate sections, the right, power, and authority given to said
and designated by odd numbers, not more corporation to take from the public lands ad
than ten miles beyond the limits of said al
jacent to the line of said road material of
ternate sections, and not including the re
earth, stone, timber, and so forth, for the
served numbers: provided, that if said route

construction thereof, including all necessary

shall be found upon the line of any other grounds for station buildings, workshops,
railroad route, to aid in the construction of depots, machine shops. switches, side tracks,
which lands have been heretofore granted by turn tables, and water stations, heretofore
the United States. so far as the routes are granted to the Atlantic & Paciﬁc Railroad
upon the same general line, the amount of Company by an act entitled ' An act grant
land heretofore granted shall be deducted ing lands to aid in the construction of a rail
from the amount granted by this act.”
road and telegraph line from the states of
The eighteenth section was in these words: Missouri and Arkansas to the Paciﬁc coast,‘
"Sec. 18. That the Southern Paciﬁc Rail
approved July twenty-seventh, eighteen
road, a company incorporated under the laws hundred and sixty‘six. and subsequent acts
of the state of California, is hereby author
and joint resolutions of congress, which are
ized to connect with the said Atlantic 80 Pa
adjacent to and coterminous with the un-.,
ciﬁc Railroad, formed under this act, at such
completed portions of the main line of said};
point near the boundary line of the state of road, embraced within'both the granted and‘
California as they shall deem most suitable indemnity limits, as contemplated to be con
fora railroad line to San Francisco, and shall structed under and by the provisions of said
have a uniform gauge and r' te of freight or act of July twenty-seventh, eighteen hun
fare with said read, and in consideration dred and sixty-six, and acts and joint resolu
thereof, to aid in its construction, shall have
tions subsequent thereto and relating to the
similar grants of land, subject to all the con
construction of said road and telegraph, be,
ditions and limitations herein provided, and and the same are hereby, declared forfeited
shall be required to construct its road on the and restored to the public domain.” 24 St.
like regulations, as to time and manner, with
the Atlantic &, Paciﬁc Railroad, herein pro
p. On
123.April 3, 1871, just a month after the
passage of the act of March 3d, the defendant
vided for.”
On March 3, 1871, congress passed an act the Southern Paciﬁc Company ﬁled a map of
(16 St. p. 573) to incorporate the Texas Pa
its route from Tehachapa Pass, by way of
ciﬁc Railroad Company, and to aid in the con. Los Angeles, to the Texas Paciﬁc railroad,
struction of its road, the twenty-third section and proceeded to construct its road, and ﬁn
of which act reads:
ished the entire construction some time dur
"That, for the purpose of connecting the ing the year 1878. Its road crossed the line,
Texas Paciﬁc Railroad with the city of San as located, of the Atlantic & Paciﬁc Com
Francisco, the Southern Paciﬁc Railroad pany. The lands in controversy in these
a Company of California is hereby authorized cases are within the granted or place limits
$(subject to the laws of California) to con of both the Atlantic & Paciﬁc and the South
' struct a line of railroad from ‘a point at or
ern Paciﬁc Companies at the place where
near Tehachapa Pass, by way of Los Angeles, these lines cross. As the Atlantic & Paciﬁc
to the Texas Paciﬁc railroad at or near Colo
Company did not construct its line, and as
rado river, with the same rights, grants, and
its rights were subsequently forfeited by
privileges, and subject to the same limita
congress, and as the Southern Paciﬁc Com
tions, restrictions, and conditions, as were

pany did construct its line, the latter claimed

granted to said Southern Paciﬁc Railroad
Company of California by the act of July 27,
1866: provided, however, that this section
shall in no way affect or impair the rights,
present or prospective, of the Atlantic 8c Pa
ciﬁc Railroad Company, or any other railroad
company.”

that by virtue of its grant and the construc
tion of its road these lands became its prop~
erty. It was to test this claim of title, and
to restrain trespasses by the railroad com
pany, and those claiming under it, on the
lands, that these actions were brought in the
circuit court of the United States for the

UMP-r the act of July. 1866, the Atlantic southern district of California.

In that

80 Paciﬁc Company proceeded to construct a
part of its road, but did not work west of

the Colorado river, the east line of the state
of California. It did. however, ﬁle maps of
hat which it claimed to be its line of deﬁnite

court the decisions were in favor of the de
fendants, and decrees entered dismissing the
bills, from which decrees the government
brought its appeal to this court. See 39 Fed

-5'
E‘?

-_ r?1,
mv:_
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Rep. 132; 40 Fed. Rep.

611; 45 Fed. Rep.

attach to any speciﬁc sections until they

596; 46 Fed. Rep. 683.

were capable of

Asst. Atty. Gen. Maury and Jos. H. Call.
torappellant. Jas. 0. Carter, for appellees.

once identiﬁed the title attached to them as
of the date of the grant, except as to such

:1
e

identiﬁcation; but when

sections as were speciﬁcally reserved.

It is

in this sense that the grant is termed onein
prcesenti; that is to say. it is of that char
facts in the foregoing language, delivered acter as to all lands within the terms of the
the opinion of the court.
grant, and not reserved from it at the time
The question to be considered is not as to of the deﬁnite location of the route. This is
the validity of the grant to the Southern the construction given to similar grants
Paciﬁc Company, but only as to its extent. by this court. where the question has been
It maybe conceded that the company took Often considered; indeed. it is so well settled
title to lands generally along its line, from as to be no longer open to discussion.
Tehachapa Pass to its junction with the Schulenberg v. Harriman, 21 Wall. 44, 60;
Texas Paciﬁc; and the contention of the gov
Leavenworth. L. & G. R. Co. v. U. 5.. 92 U.
ernmentis here limited to those lands only S. 733; Missouri, K. &T. lty. Co. v. Kansas
which lie within the granted limits of both Pac. lty. Co.. 97 U. S. 491; Railroad Co. v.1
the Atlantic & Paciﬁc and the Southern Baldwin, 103 U. S. 426. The terms of pres-3
Paciﬁc Companies, at the crossing of their
entgrant are in some cases qualiﬁed by'other'
lines, as deﬁnitely located. As it appears
portions of the granting act, as in the case of
from the record that, at the time of the loca
tion of the former company’s line, so many Rice v. Railroad 00., 1 Black, 358; but un
less qualiﬁed they are to receive the interpre
of the tracts within these overlapping limits
tation mentioned."
had been taken up by pre-emption and home
In view of this late and clear declaration,
stead entries that the indemnity limits were
it
would be a waste of time to attempt a re
not large enough to supply its deﬁciency, it
examination
of the quesiions, or a restate
is obvious that the land to be affected by this
decision is of limited area in comparison ment of the reasons which have established
with the large body of lands covered by the these as the settled rules of law in respect to
land grants. and made it so that the old coin
grant to the Southern Paciﬁc.
mon-law rule as to the necessity of identiﬁ
The contention of the government is that
these lands were not included within the cation to a conveyance has not been control
ling in determining the scope and eﬂ’ect of a
grant to the Southern Paciﬁc. Such con
gtention implies no want of good faith on its congressional land grant. Yet reference
may
be had to the still later case of Bardon
ppart. it is not attempting to take back or
forfeit that which it has once'granted. it is v. Railroad Co.. 145 U. S- 535, 12 Sup. Ct.
only seeking, adii’lerence of opinion having Rep. 856, in which the doctrine that title
iirisen, an adjustment. a determination of passes by relation as of the date of the grant
the extent of its grant. Less than that was held to exclude from a grant land which
could not be expected. more than that could at. the date of the act was held under a home
stead claim, although the claim had been
not be asked of it.
Thegrants to both the Atlantic 62 Paciﬁc abandoned and the land restored to the public
and the Southern Paciﬁc Companies were domain before the ﬁling of the map of deﬁ
nite location. It may also not be amiss to
grants in praesenti. The languageis, “there
notice the case of Scliulenberg v. Hurriman,
be, and hereby is, granted." The construc
21
Wall. 44. In that case land had been
tion and effect of such words of grant have
often been considered by this court. In the granted to the state of Wisconsin to aid in
the construction of a railroad. The language
recent case of St. Paul & P. R. Co. v. North
of the grant was like that in this: "There
ern Pac. R. Co., 139 U. S. 1, 5, 11 Sup. Ct.
Rep. 389, air. Justice Field. speaking for the he, and is hereby, granted." A further pro‘
“PM-Sill!!! “As seen by the terms of the vision was that if the road be not completed
third section of the act, the grant is one in within 10 years “no further sales shall be
made, and the lands unsold shall revert to
presenti; that is, it purports to pass a pres
the United States." The railroad was not
ent title to the lands designated by alter
hate sections, subject to such exceptions completed within the time speciﬁed. There
and reservations as may arise from sale, after timber was cut and removed from these
lands, and the question for consideration was
giant, pre-einption. or other disposition pre
vious to the time the deﬁnite route of the as to the ownership of that timber. It was
held that the timber was the property of the
road is ﬁxed. The language of the statute
15- ‘tliat there be, and hereby is, granted’ to state; that by the grant title to~ the land
passed to the state upon the location of the
the company every alternate section of the
‘and! designated, which implies that the route; and that. though the road was not
limpei'tyitself is passed. not any special or completed within the time speciﬁed. and
united interest in it. "he words also import though there was the provision that the un
sold lands should revert, yet the title Still-1'8
atranster of a present title, not a promise to
iiiisfer one in the future. The route not mained in the state, held under a condition
‘9111! at the time determined. the grant was subsequent, and held until the government
ii the nature of a ﬂoat. and the title did not should take some steps to assert a forfeiture
Applying these well-settled rules to the

3° ‘Mr. Justice BREWER, after stating the
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cases at bar, there can be little diﬁiculty in
ie arriving at a conclusion. The grant to the

1’ Atlantic & Paciﬁc was made in 1866: to the
' Southern’Paciﬁc, in 1871. They were grants
in prrrsenti. When maps of deﬁnite loca
tion were ﬁled and approved, the grants sev
erally took effect by relation as of the dates
of the acts. The map of deﬁnite location of
the Atlantic & Paciﬁc Company's road along
the lands in controversy was ﬁled and ap

proved on April 11, 1872.

Then the spe

Atlantic & Paciﬁc, a fortiori with them it
takes nothing.
But it is urged by counsel for defendant
that no map of deﬁnite location of line be
tween the Colorado river and the Paciﬁc
ocean was ever ﬁled by the Atlantic & Pa
ciﬁc or approved by the secretary of the inte
rior. This contention is based upon these
facts: The Atlantic 6t Paciﬁc Company
claimed that under its charter it was author
ized to build a road from the Colorado river
to the Paciﬁc ocean, and thence along the

ciﬁc tracts were designated. and to them the
title of the Atlantic & Paciﬁc attached as of coast up to San Francisco; and it ﬁled maps
July 27, 1866. If anything in the land laws thereof in four sections. San Buenaventura
of the United States can be considered as was the point where the westward line ﬁrst
thoroughly settled by repeated decisions, it touched the Paciﬁc ocean. One of these maps
is this. It matters not when the map of was of that portion of the line extending
deﬁnite location of’ the Southern Paciﬁc was from the western boundary of Los Angeles
ﬁled and approved,--whether before or after county, a point east of San Buenaventura,
April 11, 1872; for when ﬁled the grant and through that place to San Miguel Mis
could take effect by relation only as of March sion, in the direction of San Francisco. In
3, 1871, and at that time. and for nearly ﬁve other words, San Buenaventura was not the
years theretofore, the title to these lands had terminus of any line of deﬁnite location from
been in the Atlantic dz. Paciﬁc. It matters the Colorado river westward, whether shown
not that the act of 1871 in terms purports to by one or more maps. but only an interme
bestow the same rights. grants, and privi
diate point on one sectional map. When the
leges as were granted to the Southern Paciﬁc four maps were ﬁled, and in 1872, the land
Railroad Company by the act of 1866. That department, holding that the Atlantic & Pa
merely deﬁnes the extent of the grant and ciﬁc Company was authorized to build, not
the character of the rights and privileges. only from the Colorado river directly to the
It does not operate to make the latter grant Paciﬁc ocean, but also thence north to San
take effect by relation as of the date of the Francisco. approved them as establishing the
prior grant, and thus subject the grants to line of deﬁnite location. Subsequently, and
the two companies to the rule controlling con
when Mr. Justice Lamar was secretary of
temporaneous grants, as established by St. the interior, the matter was re-examined.
Paul St S. C. R. Co. v. Winona 86 St. P. R. and it was properly held that under the act
Co., 112 U. S. 720, 5 Sup. Ct. Rep. 334. and of 1866 the grant to the Atlantic & Paciﬁc
Sioux City 85 St. P. R. Co. v. Chicago, M. & was exhausted when its line reached the Pa- St. P. By. 00.. 117 U. S. 406, 6 Sup. Ct.Rep. ciﬁc ocean. San Buenaventura was there-i
790. Even if congress had in terms ex
fore held to be’the western terminus, and’
pressed an intent to that eﬁect in n subse
the location of the line approved to that
quent act, it was not competent, by such leg
point. The fact that its line was located,
islation, to divest the rights already vested and maps ﬁled thereof in sections, is imma
in the Atlantic 6: Paciﬁc Company. So the terial. St. Paul 80 P. R. Co. v. Northern
case. in the best way of putting it for the de
Pac. R. 00.. 139 U. S. 1, 11 Sup. Ct. Rep.
fendant, is the case of two companies with 389. Indeed. all the transcontinental roads.
conﬂicting grants, each of whose line of def
it is believed, ﬁled their maps of route in
inite location has been approved by the land sections. So the question is whether the
department. Unquestionably, the grant old
ﬁling a map of deﬁnite location from the
er in date takes the land.
Colorado river through San Buenaventura to
Some stress seems to have been laid in the San Francisco, under a claim of right to con
court below on the proviso to the act of 1871. struct a road the entire distance, is good as
which reads: “Provided, however, that this a map of deﬁnite location from the Colorado
section shall in no way affect or impair the river to San Buenaventura, the latter point
n rights, present or prospective, of the Atlantic being the limit of the grant. We think. un
' 85 Pacilic ‘Railroad Company, or any other questionably, it is. Though a. party claims
railroad company." But the language of more than he is legally entitled to, his claim
this proviso is negative and restrictive, and ought not to be rejected for that to which he
not atilrmative and enlarging. It says. sub
has a right. The purpose of ﬁling a map 01
stantially, that nothing in the grant to the deﬁnite location is to enable the land depart
Southern Paciﬁc shall aﬁect or impair other ment to designate the lands passing under
grants. Surely the- declaration that this the grant; and, when a map of such a line

grant does not aﬂect some other grant does

is ﬁled, full information is given, and. so in!‘

not make this grant any larger than it would

as that line may legally extend, the law per
fects the title. It surely cannot be that a

have been without that declaration. It sim
ply prevents it from having any effect which,
but for the declaration. it might be supposed
to have on something else. If without those
words it could take nothing granted to the

company must determine at its peril the ex

tent to which its grant may go. or that 8

mistake in such determination works a for
feiture of all its rights to lands.

UNITED STATES v. SOUTHERN PAC. R. CO.
In this connection, reference may be had
to the contention of the Southern Paciﬁc
Company, that it ﬁled its map of deﬁnite lo

cation on April 3, 1871. more than a year be
fore the ﬁling of its map by the Atlantic 8.:
Paciﬁc Company; that therefore its title then
attached to these lands, the same as to any
other lands along its line; and that, if such ti
tie was displaced by any subsequent ﬁling of
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that "said Southern Paciﬁc Railroad Com
pany accepted said grant, and on April 8,
1871, did designate the line of its said road
by a plat thereof, which it on that day ﬁled;
in the oilice of the commissioner of the gen-g
eral land oﬁice, and did construct and com-'
plete said road in the manner and within the
time prescribed, except that it did not con

meet with the Texas and Paciﬁc Railroad,

the Atlantic &. Paciﬁc Company’s map, it was

and on April 3, 1871. the odd sections of pub
only conditio nally displaced—that is, dis
lic land for thirty miles in width on each side
placed on condition that the Atlantic & Pa
of said route, to which the United States had
ciﬁc Company should, by the ﬁnal comple
tion of its road, perfect its right thereto. full title, not reserved, sold, granted, appro
printed,
and free from all claims and rights,
But whatever title or right the Southern Pa
ciﬂc Compan y might acquire by a prior were by the department of the interior or
ﬁling of its map was absolutely displaced dered withdrawn from sale and entry, and
when the Atlantic 8; Paciﬁc Company’s map reserved.”
This allegation apparently refers by its
was ﬁled. Ii iy as it may accord with the
common-law notions of identiﬁcation of terms to the line of deﬁnite location, as pro
vided
for in section 3 of the act of July 27,
tracts as essential to a valid transfer of title,
I,it is fully settled that we are to construe these 1866, inasmuch as it uses the words of that
section, to wit. “at the time the line of said
acts of congress as laws as well
grants; road is designated by a plat thereof, ” and, if
' that'congress intends no scrambleas between
this were a. matter vital to the case, it might
companies for the grasping of titles by pri
ority of location, but that it is to be regarded be necessary to require that the bill be
asthough title passes as of the date of the amended to conform to the proof, though it
act, and to the company having priority of may be remarked that the allegations in the
grant; and therefore that in the eye of the last part of the clause quoted, in respect to
law it is now as though there never was a the withdrawal of lands, seem to indicate
period of time during which any title to these that the map of general route. rather than
lands was in the Southern Paciﬁc. As said that of deﬁnite location, was referred to.
The distinction between theline of deﬁnite
in the case of Missouri, K. & T. Ry. Co. v.
location and the general routeis well known.
Kansas P. Ry. Co., 97 U. S. 491. 497:
It was clearly pointed out in the case of
“It is alway‘s to be borne in mind, in con
struinga congressional grant, that the act Buttz v. Railroad 00., 119 U. S. 55, 7 Sup.
Ct. Rep. 100. The act under consideration
by which it is made is a law as well as a con
veyance, and that such eﬁect must be given in that case was that of July 2, 1864, (13 St.
to it as will carry out the intent of congress. p. 365,) making a grant to the Northern Pa
ciﬁc Railroad Company. The third section of
That intent should not be defeated by apply
ing to the grant the rules of the common law, that act, as the third of this, made the grant,
which are properly applicable only to trans~ and provided for the line of deﬁnite location.
Section 6 authorized the ﬁxing of the general
fers between private parties.
of such transfers it may he To the validity route, and its language in respect to that inat
admitted
that
ter is the same as that of section 6 of the actv
there must exist a
present power of identi
before us. It reads: “That the president
ﬁcation of the land,
and that, where no such of the United States shall cause the lands to
power exists, instruments with
words of be surveyed for forty miles in width on both
present grant are operative, if at all,
only as
sides of the entire line of said road, after the
contracts to convey.
But
the
rules
the general route shall be ﬁxed, and as fast as
common law must yield in this, as of
in all
may be required by the construction of said
other cases, to the legislative will."
So now, whatever may have been the dates railroad; and the odd sections ofland hereby
granted shall not be liable to sale or entry. ”
of ﬁling by
etc. Referring to this matter, it was said in
case stands
the opinion in that case, on pages 71 and 72,
119 U. S., and page 107, 7811p. Ct. Rep..
"The act of congress not only contemplates:
the ﬁling by the company, in the oilice of the?
pany.
commissioner
of’the general land oilice, of a‘
And whatever of plausibility there might
be in this s u
map showing the deﬁnite location of the line
gestion
of
counsel,
based
upon
the old
g
common-law rules in respect to the of its road, and limits the grant to such alter
effect of a lack
natc odd sections as have not at that time
of identiﬁcation upon at
tempted
_
conveyances between private parties, been reserved, sold, granted, or otherwlseap
it fails entirely because
propriated, and are free from pre-emption,
its map oi'deﬁnite lo
cation was not ﬁled
grant, or other claims or rights. but ‘it also
Company Until long by the Southern Paciﬁc contemplates a preliminary designation of
after the ﬁling by the the general route of the road, and the ex
Atlantic & Pa
the bills of co ciﬁc Company. It is true that clusion from sale, entry, or pre-emption of
mplaint in these cases alleged

the adjoining odd sections within forty m1les
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a point at or near Teliachapa Pass, by way of
on each side, until the deﬁnite location is Los Angeles, to the Texas Paciﬁc Railroad,
made. * * * The general route may be at or near the Colorado river, adopted by the
considered as ﬁxed when its general course said Southern Paciﬁc Railroad Company in
and direction are determined after an actual pursuance of the power and authority granted
examination of the country, or from a knowl
to said company by the 23d section of the act
edge of it, and is designated by a line on a of congress of the United States, entitled
map showing the general features of the ad
‘An act to incorporate the Texas Paciﬁc
jacent country, and the places through or by Railroad Company, and to aid in the con
which it will pass. The oiliccrs oi’ the land struction of its road, and for other purposes,‘
department are expected to exercise super
approved March 3, 1871, and in pursuance
vision over the matter so as to require good of the provisions of the act of July 27. 1866,
faith on the part of the company in designat
referred to in said 23d section. and for the
ing the general route, and not to accept an purpose of obtaining the beneﬁt of the pro
arbitrary and capricious selection of the line. visions of said acts of congress. Chas.
irrespective of the character oi.’ the country Crocker, President Southern Paciﬁc Rail
through which the road is to be constructed.
Company."
When the general route of the road is thus road
Not only that, but upon the ﬁling of the
ﬁxed in good faith, and information thereof map, and on April 21, 1871. the commis
given to the land department by ﬁling the sioner of the general land oﬁ'ice sent to the
map thereof with the commissioner of the receiver at Los Angeles a letter making a di-a
general land oﬁice or the secretary of the in
rection of withdrawal, in which he says, re-=
terior, the law withdraws from sale or pre
fer-ring to this matter: “The'company hav-'
emption the odd sections to the extent of ing ﬁled a diagram designating the general
forty miles on each side. The object of the route ofsaid road, I herewith transmit a map
law in this particular is plain. It is to pre
showing thereon the line of route. as also the
serve the land for the company to which. in 20 and 30 mile limits of the grant. to the
aid of the construction of the road, it is line of withdrawal for the Southern Paciﬁc
granted. Although the act does not require Railroad under the act of 1866, and you are
the oliicers of the land department to give hereby directed to withhold from sale or lo
notice to the local land oii‘icers ot the with
cation, pre~emption, or homestead entry, all
drawal of the odd sections from sale or pre
the odd-numbered sections falling within
emption, it has been the practice of the de
those limits.”
partment, in such cases, to formally with
Further, there is in evidence an exempli
ﬁcation of a diagram in the land oilice show
draw them."
As the act of July 27, 1866, the one before ing the limits of the grant to the Atlantic &
us, is in these respects exactly like that of Paciﬁc Company, with the intersecting lim
the one before the court in that case, it must its of the grant to the Southern Paciﬁc Com
be held that here, as there, congress provided pany. on which diagram appear two lines,—
for two separate matters,——one the ﬁxing of one traced in blue, and marked “Branch of
the general route, and the other the designa
the Southern Paciﬁc Railroad," and the oth
_tion of the line ot deﬁnite location; and an
er in red, somewhat divergent therefrom.
3 examination of the evidence shows that the marked “Southern Paciﬁc Railroad. Deﬁnite
| map which'was ﬁled on April 3, 1871, was Location." Still further, on the minutes of
simply one of general route, and therefore the proceedings of meetings of the directors
did not work a. designation of the tracts of of the Southern Paciﬁc road, held on April
land to which the Southern Paciﬁc‘s grant 10, September 8, and October 1, 1874, appear
attached. As the map was ﬁled within one resolutions similar in their character, but
month after the grant, it might be inferred having reference to diﬁerent parts of the
that there had not been suﬁicient time to ﬁx line between Tehachapa Pass and the Texas
the line of deﬁnite location, though of course
l-tailroad.
it would be possible. as counsel suggests, Paciﬁc
The one
passed at the meeting on April
that the company had surveyed the line in
1874, is in these words:
anticipation of the grant, and the matter of 10,“Resolved,
that the line of railroad as it
time
would
not be
decisive.
But turning
to has been surveyed and laid out on map
the map
itself,
a copy
of which
is in evi-

dence, we ﬁnd that this is the certiﬁcate

marked ‘ AA,’ and described as follows:

mans; thereon by the Southern Paciﬁc Com-

Commencing at a point in the northwest
quarter N. W.
of section 3, township

_ “ To Hon. C. Delano, secretary of the inte-

two (2) (north, range ﬁfteen’ ((15; west, San

rim‘, and Hon. Willis Drummond, commis-

Bernai'dino base and meridian, and running

singer of general land oiﬁce: Please to take

thence in a southeasterly direction [0 the city

1%01. ‘lie tlipt this map is ﬁled by the Southern

of Los Angeles, and thence in an easterly di

ufglollgc as?!“ Company. of California, in rection to a. point in the northeasteriy quartet‘
land om: 0 _ S commissioner of tlie'general

(N. E. 3;) of section twenty-seven. (‘27.) town

tor the

ie department of the interior,

ship one (1) south, range nine (9) west. Saii

red linepmrlpogetgf designating, by the heavy

Bcrnardino base and meridian, being map and

they

ereoii, the general route of

proﬁle oi’ section No. one, Southern Paciﬁc

"19 ° 1'8 road, as near as may be, from

Railroad and telegraph line authorized by the

3. in
f W“

.I’Eno
q2{u:i-s'.'K1:i'.s-.
a

m,4,:1:.l,_‘u:._a_‘

UNITED STATES o. SOUTHERN PAC. R. CO.
twenty-third section of the Texas Paciﬁc Rail
road act. approved March 3d, 1871,—hp, and
the same is hereby, adopted as the route of
"said railroad between the points named.
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had attached to a tract at the time of the

deﬁnite location of the railway company‘s
line, which homestead was afterwards aban
doned, the tract was simply restored to the
@[Signed] J. L. lVillcutt, Secty. ”
public domain, and did not pass to the rail
' ‘So only at these late days was the line of
deﬁnite location determined upon by the way company under its grant; that the grant
only
attached to lands which were the sub
company. Of course. therefore, the map
ﬁled April 3,1871, could not have been a ject of grant at the time; and that the com
map of that line, but it was. as it states, only pany had no interest in the question as to
of the general route, and there was then no what afterwards became of a tract which was
designation of lands to which the Southern not public land at the time its grant became
ﬁxed. On page 644, 113 U. S., and page 573.
,Paciﬁc Company's title could attach.
0n the other hand, the Atlantic do Paciﬁc 5 Sup. Ct. Rep., the court observed: “The
right
of the homestead having attached to the
Company did ﬁle its maps of deﬁnite loca
tion. This appears from the certiﬁcates land, it was excepted out of the grant, as
thereon. In the one covering the line along much as if in a deed it had been excluded
the lands in controversy, the chief engineer from the conveyance by mctcs and bounds."
of the company certiﬁes that E. N. Robinson The same doctrine was adirmed in Railroad
was a deputy engineer, and that the latter, Co. v. Whitney, 132 U. S. 857, 10 Sup. Ct.
Rep. 112; Land Co. v. Griffey, 143 U. S. 32,
“as shown by his ﬁeld notes, did actually sur
vcy and mark upon the ground, or cause to 12 Sup. Ct. Rep. 362; Bardon v. Railroad Co.,
be surveyed and marked upon the ground, 145 U. S. 535, 12 Sup. Ct. Rep. 856.
Neither can it fairly be said that it was
the line or route of the Atlantic & Paciﬁc
Railroad," etc., as delineated upon the map; the intent of congress that these lands should
and that his acts in the premises were duly pass conditionally to the Southern Paciﬁc
Company. Good faith must be imputed to
approved and accepted on behalf of the com
pany, by himself as chief engineer. And in congress. It cannot be supposed that con
the further odicial certiﬁcate of the company gress intended to give to the Southern Paciﬁc
it is stated that the "map shows the line or Company that which it had already given to
route of the said Atlantic 6: Paciﬁc Railroad the Atlantic & Paciﬁc Company. it knew
in thecounty, * * * being a part ofthe that it had granted lands to the Atlantic &
line or route of said railroad, as deﬁnitely Paciﬁc for a road to the Paciﬁc ocean, and
that that company was then engaged in con
ﬁxed in compliance with said acts of con
gress,” etc. These maps were received and structing its road. and proceeding with as
much rapidity as other Paciﬁc companies had
approved by the land department as maps of
deﬁnite location. It follows that in fact the done. Within little over a month from the
line of deﬁnite location of the Atlantic dz date of this grant to the Southern Paciﬁc
Company, and on April 20, 1871, it gave to
Paciﬁc was established, and maps thereof
ﬁled and approved, before any action in that the Atlantic 85 Paciﬁc Company authority to
issue
bonds secured by a mortgage on its
respect was taken by the Southern Paciﬁc
Company.

There never was a time, there

fore. at which the grant of the Southern Pa
ciﬁc could be said to have attached to these
lands: and the plausible argument based
ereon, made by counsel in behalf of the
Southern Paciﬁc Company, falls to the
ground.
Again, it is urged that, the grant to the

Atlantic & Paciﬁc having been forfeited,
there is nothing now in the way of the South
ern Paciﬁc s grant attaching to these lands;
that, in the interpretation of rights under
and grants, regard has always been had

by this court to the intention of congress;
at it was the intention of congress that
glllrse lands should pass to some company to
said in the construction of a railroad, either

ll]? Atlantic & Paciﬁc or the Southern Pa
'who; that they cannot now be applied to aid
in the construction of the former company’s

mild‘; and that, therefore, to carry into effect
l e ‘intent of congress, they should be applied
toI all(_ lI_1
' the construction
of the latter com
PM)‘ 8 line. We think this contention is er
roneous, both as to the law and the intent of

road. equipment, lands, franchises, privileg-n

cs. etc.

17 St. p. 19.

Congress, therefore"?

was expecting that the Atlantic'& Paciﬁc
Company would construct its road, and, with
this expectation, had no thought of giving to
the Southern Paciﬁc Company that which it

had already given to the Atlantic & Paciﬁc
Company.
Further, as indicating the intent of con

gress, reference may be had to the ﬁrst pro
viso to section 3 of the act of 1866, which,
by the terms of section 18 of that act and the
act of 1871, becomes one of the conditions of
the grant to the Southern Paciﬁc Company.
That proviso is: “Provided, that if said
route shall be found upon the line of any
other railroad route, to aid in the construc
tion of which lauds have been heretofore
granted by the United States, as far as the
routes are upon the same general line. the

amount of land heretofore granted shall be
deducted from the amount granted by this
act." That proviso may not be technically
and strictly applicable to this case, in that
a road crossing another may perhaps not be

cfmllfeﬂs- It was held in the case of Rail

said to be found upon the line of such other

stay Co. v. Dunmeyer, 113 U. S. 629, 5 Sup.
.Rep. 566, that where a homestead right

road. or to be upon the same general line.
yet the import of this proviso is clear. to the
eﬂ'ect that congress was not only not intend
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ing to give to one company that which it had
already given to another. but intended that
lands previously granted should be deﬁnitely
excepted from the later grant.
Not only that, but by section 9 of the orig
inal act it was provided “that if the Atlantic
80 Paciﬁc make any breach of the conditions
hereof, and allow the same to continue for
upwards of one year, then, in such case, at

any time hereafter, the United States may do
any and all acts and things which may be
needful and necessary to insure a speedy
completion of the said read."
In other
words. the intent of congress was that this
road to the Paciﬁc should be built; that if
there was any delay on the part of the At
lantic 8r, Paciﬁc Company it might itself take
all needful and necessary measures to accom
lish the building, and to that end, of course,
use all the lands it proposed to grant there‘
for. Can it be supposed that this purpose of
congress was forgotten, or that its intent was
changed, when it made the grant to the
Southern Paciﬁc. or that it had anything in
econtemplation other than that after the com

when the Atlantic 8: Paciﬁc Company's title

E

should fail.
Again, there can he no question, under the
authorities heretofore cited, that if the act of
forfeiture had not been passed by congress
the Atlantic 80 Paciﬁc could yet construct
its road, and that, constructing it. its title to
these lands would become perfect. No pow
er but that of congress could interfere with,_
this right of the Atlantic & Paciﬁc. No oneg
but'the grantor can raise the question of a‘
breach of a condition subsequent. Congress,
by the act of forfeiture of July 6, 1886, de
termined what should become of the lands
forfeited. It enacted that they be restored to
the public domain. The forfeiture was not
for the beneﬁt of the Southern Paciﬁc. It
was not to enlarge its grant as it stood prior
to the act of forfeiture. It had given to the
Southern Paciﬁc all that it had agreed to in
its original grant; and now, ﬁnding that the
Atlantic 8:. Paciﬁc was guilty of a. breach of
a condition subsequent, it elected to enforce
a forfeiture for that breach. and a forfeiture

'EEiFi
I.22!
5amum’,
ulh“t5;“anh'll4“u-E-‘..i.4_ﬂ:.'
n

for its own beneﬁt.
Our conclusions, therefore. are that a val
id and sutlicient map of deﬁnite location of
' the'appropriation of the lands along its line its route from the Colorado river to the Pa
to aid in that construction, the Southern Pa
ciﬁc ocean was ﬁled bythe Atlantic & Paciﬁc
ciﬁc Company might, if it saw ﬁt to build a Company. and approved by the secretary of
road from Tehachapa Pass to the Texas 86 the interior; that by such act the title to these
Paciﬁc Railroad, obtain the remainder of the lands passed, under the grant of 1866, to the
Atlantic St Paciﬁc Company. and remained
lands along that line?
Indeed. the intent of congress in all rail
held by it subject to a condition subsequent
road land grants, as has been understood and until the act of forfeiture of 1886; that by that
declared by this court again and again, is that act of forfeiture the title of the Atlantic 8t
such grant shall operate at a ﬁxed time, and Paciﬁc was retaken by the general govern
shall take only such lands as at that time are ment. and retaken for its own beneﬁt, and
public lands, and therefore grant-able by con
not that of the Southern Paciﬁc Company;

gpletion of the Atlantic Sc Paciﬁc road, and

gross, and is never to be taken as a ﬂoating

authority to appropriate all tracts within the
speciﬁed limits which at any subsequent time
may become public lands. The question is
asked. supposing the Atlantic dtPaciﬁc Com
pany had never located its line west of the
Colorado river. would not these lands have
passed to the Southern Paciﬁc Company under
its grant? Very likely that may be so. The
language of the Southern Paciﬁc Company's
grant is broad enough to include all lands
along its line, and, if the grant to the Atlantic
& Paciﬁc Company had never taken elIec-t, it
may be that there is nothing which would in
terfere with the passage of the title to the
Southern Paciﬁc Company.
But that is a matter of result from the
happening of something neither intended nor

expected.

While it may have been within

the knowledge of congress, as among the

possibilities, that result was not the purpose
ought to be accomplished by this legislation.

and that the latter company has no title of
any kind to these lands.
The decrees of the circuit court must be re
versed, and the cases remanded, with instruc

tions to enter decrees for the plaintilf for the
relief sought.
Mr. Justice FIELD, dissenting.
I am not able to agree with the court in lts

judgment in these cases, or in the reasons of
fered in its support.
The cases were fully and elaborately con

sidered by the circuit and district judges in

the court below.

46 Fed. Rep. 683. 692

Their opinions are not only able and convin
cing, but lead to conclusions which seem to
me consonant with justice and fair dealing.
To my sense of right, there is something 1'6-1

pugnant in any other conclusion, in view 0
the‘inducements held out by the government.
and the work done and the expenses incurred

by the railroad company.
Congress desired to connect by a railway
grants had been intended, itis to be expected the states on the Mississippi with the Paciﬁc
that such intention would have been clearly coast, and for that purpose, by the act 01
expressed. So when intent is to be consid
July 27, 1866, created a corporation known
ered, the question is whether congress in
as the Atlantic &. Paciﬁc Railroad Company
tended, the title having once vested in the and gave it a grant of lands to aid in the con
Atlantic &, Paciﬁc, that the Southern Paciﬁc struction of a railway between Springﬁeld, in
Company should stand waiting to take the the state of Missouri, and the Paciﬁc coast

If any other than the general rule as to land

.ands at some future time, however distant,

UNITED STATES v. SOUTHERN PAC. B. 00.
14 St. p. 292. The eighteenth section an
thorized the Southern Paciﬁc Railroad Com
pany, a corporation under the laws of Cali
fornia, to connect with the Atlantic & Paciﬁc
Railroad atsuch point near the boundary line
of California which it should deem most
suitable for a railroad line to San Francisco,

and in consideration thereof, and to aid in
its construction. gave

it grants

of lands

similar to those which the Atlantic 8a Paciﬁc
Railroad Company had received, and subject
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any portion of the road authorized to be con
structed by it in the state of California; and
for its failure in that respect congress. on
July 6, 1886. passed an act declaring a for
feiture of the land in that state. The pro
posed line of the Atlantic & Paciﬁc Railroad, ‘
which was never built. crosses the line of the
road of the Southern Paciﬁc Company, which
was built as stated.
The present suit is brought to cancel the
patents issued to the Southern Paciﬁc Com
pany. and, wherever there is any portion for
which a patent has not been issued, to annul
its alleged title.
The opinion of the majority of the court

to the same conditions and limitations.
0n the 3d of March, 1871, congress passed
an act to incorporate the Texas & Paciﬁc
Railroad Company, and to aid in the con
struction of its road; and, for the purpose of
connecting that road with the city of San
Francisco, it authorized, by its twenty-third
section, the Southern Paciﬁc Railroad Com
pany to construct a line of railroad from a
point at or near Tebachapa Pass, by way of the Atlantic St Paciﬁc Railroad Company,
Los Angeles, to the Texas Paciﬁc Railroad, though the road in aid of which it was
at or near the Colorado river, with the same granted was never constructed, and the grant
rights. grants. and privileges, and subject to was subsequently forfeited by the United:
the same limitations, as those contained in States, operated to divest the government of;
the grant by the act of July 27, 1866, with a ‘the fee of such lands so completely that the‘
proviso “that this section shall in no way grant to the Southern Paciﬁc Company to
build its road could in no way be carried out;
aﬂect or impair the rights, present or pro
spective. of the Atlantic & Paciﬁc Railroad that its action. although taken with the ap
Company, or any other railroad company.” proval of the oﬁficers of the government. and
0n the 3d of April following, one month only strictly in conformity with its grant, gave
after the passage of this act, the Southern nothing whatever to that company; and that
Paciﬁc Company designated the line of its the United States are for that reason author
road from Tehachapa Pass. by way of Los ized to ask for the cancellation of the patents
Angeles, to Ft. Yuma, on the Colorado river, and the surrender of the lands granted, nec,
on a map which it ﬁled on that day in the essarily carrying with them the railroad and
oﬂice of the commissioner of the general other works constructed by the company.
land oﬁice. Afterwards the Southern Paciﬁc And this is prayed in the face of the evident
was amalgamated or consolidated with other intention of congress that the Southern Pa
ewmpanies, the consolidated company being ciﬁc Company should have these identical
lands, so far as the government had the right
gmlled the Southern Paciﬁc Railroad Com
to grant them, as its reward in part for
-pany. It then proceeded to'build the rail
building the road.
road along the line designated from Te
liachapa Pass, by way of Los Angeles, to the
It is not denied ordoubted. as counsel well
‘lorado river, and completed the same observed, that the Southern Pacific Company
within the time required by the act of con
“promptly, completely, in good faith, and to
Breas- _ Its several sections were examined the satisfaction of every department of the
from time to time, and reported to the presi
government having any concern with the
dentot the United States. by commissioners matter, constructed and equipped its road,
aPpointed by him for that purpose; and the putit into operation, and placed in possession
of the government every facility and advan
tage sought by it in making the grants, and
has thus fully earned its entire reward; and
yet, in the face of all this, the government,

by these suits, seeks to wrest these lands from
the company, not because it wishes to apply
them to some purpose of its own to which
they had been devoted prior to the grant,_nor
because it needs them in order to enable it to '
fulﬁll some prior engagement with other par
ties, but simply in order to restore them to

bhe Atlantic & Paciﬁc Railroad Company iu sequentlyto this deﬁnite location of the
Ball :rn Paciﬁc Company, and nearly 8 yea!‘
m 8!‘ he construction of its rond had been

\ lmnenced, and on March 12, 1872, ﬁled in
:10: gﬂice of the secretary of the interior—
lml lie otilce of the commissioner of the gen

-

laud oﬁice—two maps of portions of the
v.13s.o.—11

the public domain, where they were at the
time of the grant, in order that it may deal
with them as its own absolute property. and
as it pleases.” The cases would thus seem
to be destitute of any substantial equity.
The opinion assumes that the grant to the
Atlantic & Pacific Company when its map of
deﬁnite location was ﬁled, though that was

after the concession to the Southern Paciﬁc
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Company, took effect and vested an absolute
title to the lands designated in the Atlantic
&Paciﬁc Company from its date, which could
not be affected by any subsequent events
which would make the concession to the
Southern Paciﬁc available. In support of
~that view it cites several decisions of the
s court'in which it has been held that similar
railroad grants were grants in praasenti, and
operated only upon lands at the time free from
exceptions stated, such as lands to which a pre

emption or homestead right has attached, or
have been reserved for special purposes, and
that lands thus excepted or reserved do not
fall under the operation of the grants if sub
sequently the cause of the original exception
or reservation has ceased, butremain as pub—
lic or ungranted lands.
Such grants have been treated as grants in
praasenti in determining controversies be
tween parties as to the date of their respec
tive titles under the grants, or against con
ﬂicting grants. They are grantsin przesenti,
so as to cut off all intervening claims except
such as are expressly named; and if the
work, in aid of which the grants are made,
is executed in accordance with their pro
visions, the title of the grantees will take ef
fect as of their date. except as to specially
reserved parcels. We do not disagree with
the majority of the court on this point. It
is true, also, that lands excepted or reserved
from such grants at their date are not sub
sequently brought under their operation if
the cause or purpose of their exception ceases.
They remain uugrautcd lands. Such was

the case of Bardon v. Railroad 00., 145
U. S. 535, 12 Sup. Ct. Rep. 856. But it
is evident that such exceptions and reserva
tions of one grant do not apply and control a
second grant, unless such second grant is
specially stated to be within them. When
the second grant in question in this case was
made, all the rights which the United States
had in the lands described therein passed to
the Southern Paciﬁc Company, subject only
to the rights specially reserved of the ﬁrst
grantee, and released of all restrictions upon
their use except as thus designated. Until
something was done under the ﬁrst grant
towards its execution, it was competent for
congress to give effect to other grants, and
to limit the extent of their subordination.
Neither grants in priesenti nor grants with
special exceptions or reservations have ever
been held, that I am aware of, to prohibit a
second grant of the same lands, subject to

w the condition that it shall not affect or irn
pair any rights ' under the elder grants.
There can be no circumstances under which
such second conditional grant may not be
made. Whether it will ever become opera
tive, and pass the title to the lands described,
will depend upon circumstances which can
not be stated with certainty in advance.
Many events may arise to defeat or limit the
operation of the ﬁrst grant. It may be for
feited, or portions of its lands may be slur.
rendered, and new legislation, taken in ex

ecutlon of the rr-served power to alter. amend,

or repeal the act making the grant. may
change the whole condition of the lands.
From these views it would seem that the
questions arising in this case should not be
diﬁicult of solution. Before anything was
done under the grant to the Atlantic& Pa
ciﬁc Railroad Company, even to indicate the
route of the road it would construct, author
ity was issued by the government to the
Southern Paciﬁc Company to build a road
north from a point at or near Tehachapa
Pass, by way of Les Angels-s, to the Texas dz
Paciﬁc Railroad, at or near the Colorado riv
er, with a proviso, however, that the author

ity thus given should not in any respect im
pair the rights, present or prospective, of the
Atlantic d’. Paciﬁc Railroad Company or of
any other railroad. Congress had power to
confer such authority and to make a grant
for its execution. Surely congress can make
a grant of lands which it owns or claims to
own at any time, if it annex a condition that

the grant shall not affect or impair the rights
of a previous grantee. It would, as it seems
to me, be an extravagant and utterly unwar
ranted assertion to say that congress, having
made a grant for a railroad to run in one di
rection, is thereby prohibited from making
another grant for a railroad to run in a dif

ferent direction. if a condition is annexed
that the second grant shall not affect or im
pair the rights of the ﬁrst grantee. The

questions, and the only questions, for consid
eration in such a case would be—First, what

are the rights thus reserved to which the
second grant is subordinate? and, second,
have they been affected or impaired by the
later grant? The previous grant to the At
lantic & Paciﬁc Railroad Company, madee
six years before, did not stand in the way of:

congress making the conditional'concession'
to the Southern Paciﬁc. if unlimited, it
would have affected the extent of the grant
to the ﬁrst company, but a limitation upon its
operation was placed by the proviso. N0
line of railroad had been then deﬁned 01‘
marked by the Atlantic &. Paciﬁc Railroad
Company. It might, so far as congress saw.
have selected a different route from the one
it did afterwards select. Congress waited
six years for that company to make a selec
tion before it made the concession to the
Southern Paciﬁc Company. The company
was not bound to wait indeﬁnitely for the
years to elapse before moving in the enter
prise it was to undertake, and to further
which congress had afforded assistance. The

condition attached to the concession was not

an exception from the grant of any land!
that the Atlantic 80 Paciﬁc Railroad Compa
ny might claim under its grant without per
forming its conditions. It merely rendered
the concession to the Southern Paciﬁc Com
pany subordinate and subject to any right!

that the Atlantic 82, Paciﬁc Company may
then have acquired or might thereafter 80'
quire under its grant, upon the performance
of its conditions. What, then. were tho"
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rights, present or prospective, which were
reserved to the Atlantic 8r Paciﬁc Company?
Plainly, they were the right to construct a

railroad and telegraph to the Paciﬁc coast,
from the Colorado river, by the most [rac

ticable route, with a right of way 200 feet
in width, and to use certain lands granted

are held to govern the conduct of individu

a s.
In my opinion the judgment oi’ the court
below should be atﬁrmed. and I am author
ized to state that Mr. Justice GRAY concurs
with me in this dissent.

for that purpose to aid in their construc
tion, and, when constructed, the right

to

%

operate the road and use the telegraph UNITED STATES ‘v. COLTON' MARBLE
(146 U. S. 615)
&
They were permissive rights, and not
LIME
CO.
et
a1.
compulsory. Have they been affected or
SAME v. SOUTHERN PAC. R. CO. ct a1.
impaired by the concession to the Southern
(December 12, 1892.)
Paciﬁc Company? In no respect Whatever.
They were affected and impaired by the com
Nos. 862, 863.
Punuo Lxsns — PACIFIC RAILROAD Gnu-rs—
pany’s failure to perform the conditions an
OVERLAPPINO ROUTES—INDEMNITY Layne.
nexed to its grant, and in no other way, un
_
The grant of lands to the Southern Pa.
til its forfeiture was declared. It never did c'iﬁc
Railroad Company, as expressed in sec
anything towards a compliance with its con
tion 23 of the act of March 3, 1871, (10 St. at
ditions except to ﬁle. in detached parts, what Large, p. 573,; was with the proviso that “this
it termed a map of the location of its road, section shall n no way affect or impair the
six years after the date of the grant and one rights, present or (prospective, of the Atlantic &
‘
or‘ any other com
year after the Southern Paciﬁc Company had
located its road, under its concession. and
‘commenced its construction. Its rights,
E whether present or prospective, were never
'invoked,'and in consequence nothing was
ever obtained in virtue of them. The build
Mr. Justice Field and Mr. .Tus;
ray, dissenting.
ingot another road in another direction by
the Southern Paciﬁc Company under its con
Appeals from the circuit court of the United
cession did not, therefore, aﬁ‘ect
States for the southern district of California,
any rights of the Atlantic 8: Paciﬁc, as none
These were two suits brought by the United
were ever claimed or exercised by it. Had States,—-in the one case against the Colton
the company performed the conditions of its Marble & Lime Company, 0. T. Dyer,
Archibald, and W. S. Wilson, and in the other

against the Southern Paciﬁc Railroad Com

of all the rights of the United States, free
from all restraints except as specially desig
hated, and the rights then reserved were

never subsequently atfccted or impaired by
the Southern Paciﬁc Company, and they were
lost entirely by the forfeiture of the grant.
9 case, ina nutshell, is this: The grant
to the Atlantic & Paciﬁc Railroad Company
was indeed prior in point of time and of

TIE-imam! the grant to the Southern Paciﬁc
Railroad Company was subordinate to the
pnorgrant. But, when the prior grant was
forfeited by the failure of the Atlantic 8:, Pa

t'lﬁc Railroad Company to perform its condi
llons. that grantfell oh‘, and the underlying

pany and others. Decrees were entered dis
missing the bills, and the United States ap
pealed. Reversed.
Statement by Mr. Justice BREWER:
These cases are similar in many respectr
to those of U. S. v. Railroad 00., 13 Sup.
Ct. Rep. 152, just decided. The lands in‘
volved are within the granted limits of the
Southern Paciﬁc Railroad Company and the
indemnity limits of the Atlantic 85 Paciﬁc
Railroad Company; and the contention on the
part of the government is that, because they
were within such indemnitylimits, they were
not of the lands granted, or intended to be
granted, to the Southern Paciﬁc Company.
In the ﬁrst, the defendants claim under the
Southern Paciﬁc Railroad Company, and are
charged to be committing trespasses upon
the lands, and the relief sought is, as in the
two prior cases, to quiet the title of the plain
tiff, and to restrain the trespasses. In the
second, a patent has been issued, and the
legal title conveyed to the railroad company,
and the relief sought is the cancellation of
that patent, and a decree establishing the
title of the government. In this case there
is a further contention on the part of the gov

th‘
of great importance, more so
an the value of the property, although that
runs into millions of dollars expended bv the , ernment, and that is that the lands weresub
mlmn.“ upon the encouragement of tlie'gov
judice at the time of the deﬁnite location of
that“; l- Butitisinﬁnitelymore important the Southern Paciﬁc Company’s road, inas
men!’ 8 iould be established that the govern
much as they were within the exterior bound
“ ‘and its cancers are bound by the same aries of a Mexican land grant known as
p “ﬁllies of Justice in their dealings which the~“Rancho San Jose, ” as those boundaries
were marked on the surface of the ground
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by one of two oﬁicial surveys, the accuracy

of neither of which had then been deter
mined. Decrees were entered below in favor
of the defendants, dismissing the bills, from
which decrees the government. has appealed
to this court. See 39 Fed. Rep. 132; 40 Fed.
Rep. 611; 45 Fed. Rep. 596; 46 Fed. Rep.
683.
Asst. Atty. Gen. Maury and Jos. H. Call,
for appellant. James C. Carter, G. Wiley
Wells, J. A. Anderson, and Geo. W. Mer
rill, for appellees.
Mr. Justice BREWER, after stating the
facts in the foregoing language, delivered
the opinion of the court.
The ordinary rule with respect to lands
within indemnity limits is that no title passes
until selection.

Where, as here, the deﬁ

ciency within the granted limits is so great
that all the indemnity lands will not make

a present or prospective right. As it could
have no eiTect upon the lands within the
granted limits, it must have been intended
to have some elfect upon those within the in
demnity limits, they being the only lands
upon which it could operate.
What were the prospective rights of the
Atiiinti0& Paciﬁc Company?

Of course, it

could not be known at the time of the pas
sage of the later act exactly where the lines of
the two companies would be located, and
where the point of crossing would he.
Neither could it then be known that there
would be any deﬁciency in the granted lands
at the point of crossing, or that if such de
ﬁciency existed it would require all the in
demnity lands to make good the loss. It»
might well be assumed that very likely the‘;
Atlantic &'Paciﬁc Company would be called’
upon to select from the indemnity lands a
portion suﬁicient to make good the deﬁ
ciency in the granted limits. That right of
selection was a prospective right, and, if it

good the loss, it has been held, in a contest
between two railroad companies, that no

formal selection was necessary to give them
to the one having the older grant, as against
the other company, (St. Paul it P. R. Co. v.

Northern Pac. R. Co., 139 U. S. 1, 11
Sup. Ct. Rep. 389;) and, if the Atlantic 85

was to be fully exercised, no adverse title

could be created to any lands within the in
demnity limits. Suppose, for instance, it i
should turn out that only half of the indem
nity lands were necessary to make good the
deﬁciency, and that one half of such lands
were well watered and valuable, while the

Paciﬁc Company had constructed its road. it
would be diﬁicult, in the light of that deci

remainder were arid and comparatively value—
less. Obviously, the right of selection would
sion, to avoid the conclusion that all the be seriously impaired if it were limited to
lands within the indemnity limits passed to only the arid and valueless tracts. In fact,
that company. But this case does not rest every withdrawal of lands from the aggre
\- upon that proposition. One thing which gate of those from which selection could be
'3 distinguishes the grant of 1871 to the South
made would more or less impair the value of
' ern Paciﬁc Railroad Company from niost,'it the right 0[ selection. The only way in
not all other, land grants is the proviso some
which force can be given to this proviso is
what considered in the opinion in the former to hold that the indemnity lands of the At
cases, and which reads: “Provided, however, lantic 85 Paciﬁc were exempted from the
that this section shall in no way aﬁect or grant to the Southern Paciﬁc; for, if not ex
impair the rights, present or prospective, of empted, the former company’s prospective
the Atlantic 8:. Paciﬁc Railroad Company. or right of selection would be to that extent im
any other railroad company.”
paired. It must be borne in mind that these
What is the signiﬁcance of this proviso? lands were in the granted limits of the South
Without it, certainly, the Southern Paciﬁc, ern Paciﬁc, and that they are not lands in
its grant being of later date, would be post respect to which that company would have a
poncd to the Atlantic 80 Paciﬁc; and, on the right of selection, and might defer the exer
ﬁling by each company of a map of deﬁnite cise of that right until such time as suited it.
location, the title to the lands within the Being within the granted limits of the
granted limits would vest in the Atlantic 80 Southern Paciﬁc, all its rights thereto vested
Paciﬁc Company, to the total and absolute at once, at the time of the ﬁling of the map
exclusion of all claims on the part of the of deﬁnite location, and were not and could
Southern Paciﬁc.
The proviso, therefore, not be added to after that time. Everything
was without signiﬁcance in respect to such it could have in those lands it had then, and
lands. it in no manner strengthened the at that time there was an existing prospec
title of the Atlantic & Paciﬁc,and took noth

ing away from the Southern Paciﬁc. Yet it
cannot be supposed that this proviso was
meaningless, and that congress intended
nothing by it. Carefully inserted, in a way
to distinguish this grant from ordinary later
and conﬂicting grants, it must be held that
congress meant by it to impose limitations
and restrictions different from those gener
ally imposed in such cases, and it in sub
stance declared that the Southern Paciﬁc
Company should not in any event take lands
to which any other company had at the time

tive right on the part of the Atlantic & P8
ciﬁc Company to make a selection. Th8‘
prospective right would be impaired by the
transfer of the title of a single tract to the

Southern Paciﬁc.

Hence it follows that the

title to none of these indemnity lands passed.
or could pass, to the Southern Paciﬁc Com‘

pany.
In this aspect of the case, it becomes 11H
necessary to inquire whether the lands de
scribed in the second case were sub judice 0!

not.

If they were sub judlce, they could not
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epsss to either company; and, it they were

0 not, the Atlantic &'Paciﬁc’s prospective
right of selection prevented the passing of
title to the Southern Paciﬁc.
The decrees in both cases will be reversed,
and the cases remanded, with instructions to
enter decrees in favor of the government for
the relief sought.

Mr. Justice FIELD. dissenting.

This is a suit in equity, brought in the
circuit court of the United States for the
southern district of New York on November
, 1888, by the National Tube Works Com
pany. a Massachusetts corporation, against
George William Baliou, a citizen of New
York.
The bill sets forth that the Wiley Con
struction Company was a corporation organ

In these cases I dissent from thejudgment ized in February, 1880, under the joint-stockuo
ofthe court, equallyas from that in the cases laws of Connecticut, and located in Hart-E
just decided. 13 Sup. Ct. Rep. 152. It is ford, in'that state. The bill is ﬁled on be-'
now held that not only the lands within the half of the plaintiﬂ and such other creditors
granted limits of the Atlantic & Paciﬁc Rail
of the Wiley Company as may come in and
road Company passed to that company. be
be made parties to the suit and contribute to
yond the power of congress to assign any the expenses thereof. It sets forth that the
portion of them for the construction of the capital stock of the Wiley Company was
Southern Paciﬁc Company, although no work
‘was done by the former corporation. and the
grant to it was forfeited, but the indemnity scribed for; that the defendant subscribed‘ '
lands, also. The objections urged to the and agreed to pay at par for 2,499 shares;
judgment in the other cases just decided pos~ that he had never paid in anything on ac
seas greater force in these cases, for indem
count of such subscription; that immediate
nity lands do not vest in any company until ly after the organization of the company it
they are selected. Even if the Atlantic 85 proceeded to carry on its business, and con;
Paciﬁc Railroad Company had built the road, tinued to do so until about July, 1883, the
it would have had no indemnity lands until defendant and the other subcribers to the
selection was made. Much less can it be held stock taking an active part in the manage
that title vested in that company before any ment, and acting as stockholders and direct
attempt was made to exhaust the lands with
ors of the company; that between May. 1880,
in the granted limits.
and August, 1882, the plaintiﬂf sold and de‘
I think thejudgment in these cases should livered to it merchandise at the agreed price
also beaﬂirmed, and Iam authorized to state of $78,955.49; that it had paid $40,789.51 on that Mr. Justice GRAY concurs with me in account thereof; that on March 10, 1883, the
this dissent.
Wiley Company, being then indebted to the:
plaintiff in $49,828.37, gave to the plaintiﬂ
%
its promissory note for that amount,'with
(146 U. s. 511)
NATIONAL TUBE WORKS CO. v. BALLOU. interest; that no part of the note had been
(December 19, 1892.)

paidnthat in October, 1886, in the superior‘
court for the county of Hartford, in the state

No. 70.
of Connecticut, the plaintilf recovered a
judgment on said note against the Wiley
Company for $52,041.51. damages and costs,
that company having been duly served withv
process, and having appeared in the ac
lzeu
of that state to enforce his
ility on
an
_
'_ lie,iainst
a cit
tion; that in June, 1887, the judgment was;
on appeal, atﬁrmed by the supreme court of ock
errors of Connecticut, and is still in force; that execution was issued outofsaid superior
court against the property of the Wiley Com
pauy to the sheriﬁ of Hartford county,
Appeal from the circuit court of the United wherein the principal oﬁice of said company
States for the southern district of New York. was situated, and had been returned unsatis
Sun by the National Tube Works Company ﬁed; that the Wiley Company had no fund
against George William Ballou for an ac or assets wherewith to pay the claim of the
Counting of the amount unpaid on a sub plaintlﬂ’, and that the whole of the $52,041.51
!cnphon by defendant to the stock of the was still due to it.
6}’ Construction Company, and to have
The prayer of the bill is that an account
ing be had of the amount unpaid on the stock
subscription of the defendant in the WIley
‘fmpany. A demurrer to the bill was sus
Company, and that he be decreed to pay so
éalned by'the circuit court. 42 Fed. Rep.
much of the balance found unpaid on hlt'g
49- Plaintiff appeals. Aﬁirmed.
subscription as will be sutﬁcient to pay such;
W. J. Curtis, for appellant.
debts of the Wiley Company as may be‘
Thomas Thacher. for appellee.
proved in this suit, including the said judg
ment in favor of the plaintiff. The Wiley
Mr. Justice BLATC
Company is not made a party to the suit.
opinion of the com- HFORD delivered the
There is not in the bill any statement that
the plaintiff has recovered any judgment
Onsnrron’s BILL—FOREIGN Junonss-r—Esroucs
nssr or S'rocKnoLnsR’s LIABILITY.
A creditor's bill, founded on a judgment
recovered in Connecticut against a _corporation
that state cannot be maintained In a United
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of New York against certain persons to en
force the liability of the latter as holders of
a number of shares of unpaid capital stock of
the corporation, without the corporation be—
ing madea party to the suit, and without
the plaintiifs being judgment creditors else
where than in Missouri; and the court held
that, the plaintiffs being merely creditors at
large, and not having exhausted their rem
edy at law in New York, and the Missouri
judgments not having in New York the force
of domestic judgments, except for the pur
pose of evidence, the bill would not lie.
The bill in the present case is defective in
that respect. lt alleges only the recovery of
a judgment against the corporation in Con
necticut, and the issuing and return there of
an execution unsatisfied. it does not allege
circuit court, and a decree was entered, dis
amissing the bill, with costs. The plaintiﬁ any judgment in New York, or any eﬁort to
obtain one, nor does it aver that it is impos
g has appealed to this court.
‘' ‘In his opinion in the case Judge Wallace sible to obtain one. It alleges merely that
states that he sustains the demurrer on the the corporation has no fund or assets where
with to pay the claim of the plaintiff.
authority of his decisions in Claﬂin v. Mc
Dermott, 20 Blatchf. 522. 12 Fed. Rep. 375,
Where it is sought by equitable process to
and Walser v. Seligman, 21 Blatchf. 130. 13 reach equitable interests of a debtor, the bill,
Fed. Rep. 415; that he feels free to say that unless otherwise provided by siatute, must
he doubts whether those cases did not adopt set forth ajudgment in the jurisdiction where
too technical a view of the right of a cred
the suit in equity is brought, the issuing of
itor whose judgment has been obtained an execution thereon, and its return unsatis
against his debtor at the place of the latter‘s ﬁed, or must make allegations showing that,l
it is impossible to obtain sucha judgment in:
domicile, and whose execution has been is
sued there and returned unsatisﬁed, to main
any'court within such jurisdiction. Taylor'
tain acreditor’s bill in a court of another v. Bowker, 111 U. S. 110, 4Sup. Ct. Rep.
state; and that he may be permitted to ex
397; Webster v. Clark, 25 Me. 313; Parish
press the hope that the present case may be v. Lewis, Freem. Ch. 299; Brinkerhoif v.
taken to this court for review.
Brown, 4 Johns. Ch. 671; Dunlevy v. Tall
In Clailin v. McDermoti, supra, it was madge. 32 N. Y. 457; Terry v. Anderson, 95
held that a creditor's bill, founded on a judg
U. S. 628; Smith v. Railroad 00.. 99 U. S.
ment recovered against adebior in a state 398. 401; Hawkins v. Glenn, 131 U. S. 319.
court in California, would not lie in acircuit 334, 9 Sup. Ct. Rep. 739; McLure v. Benceni.
court of the United States in New York, to 2 lred. Eq. 513. 519; Famed v. Harris, 11
set aside a fraudulent transfer of personal Smedes & M. 366, 371, 372; Patterson v.
property made by the debtor in California, Lynde, 112 Ill. 196.
by means of collusive judgments and sales
Decree affirmed.
under executions issued thereon, no judg
=
ment having been obtained or execution is
(146 U. s. 524)
etsued in such circuit court or in any state
iigcourt of New York. The case of Tarbell v.
ROYER v. COUPE et 9.1.
' Griggs, 3 Paige, 207, was cited as'authority,
(December 19, 1892.)
where the court of chancery of the state of
No. 82.
New York refused jurisdiction of acreditor‘s
bill ﬁled to obtain satisfaction of a. judgment Parnu'rs run INvnNrioNs~ExrENr or Cum
—REJECTION BY PATENT Orrrcn.
rendered in the circuit court of the United
The claim in letters patent No. 149,951.
States for the southern district of New York. ‘
issued April 21, 1874, to Herman Royer, is “the
and upon which an execution had been re
treatment of the prepared rawhide in the manner
turned unsatisﬁed. the judgment being treat
and for the purposes set forth." The treatment
ed as a foreign judgment. and as standing on described is removing the hair by u. sweating
drying, moistcning, and falling. and other
the same footing with the judgments of a process,
processes common in the treatment of hides, 1°‘
court of another state. The principle in
gether with the application of a certain mixture
voked was that the plaintiff’s remedy at law of tallow, wood tor, and resin, and a second full
had not been exhausted by the issuing and ing process. _ The speciﬁcation states that {11,9
return of an execution on a foreign judgment, patentee avoids the use of lime, acid, or alkali.
against the Connecticut corporation in any
court of the state of New York, or in any
court of the United States within the state
of New York. or issued an execution within
the state of New York to collect its claim
against the Wiley Company; nor does the
plaintiff allege in its bill any reason why it
has not done so, or why it cannot do so.
The defendant demurred to the bill. and
set forth as ground of demurrer that the
plaintiff did not by its bill make such a case
as entitled it in a court of equity to any dis
covery or relief touching any of the matters
contained in the bill, and also that it appeared
by the bill that the plaintiff was not entitled
to the discovery or relief prayed for. The
case was heard before Judge Wallace in the

and that the use of a preparation substantially
and McElinoyle v. Cohen, 13 Pet. 312, was

like that described is necessary to make the hide

referred to as authority.
In Walser v. Seligman, supra, creditors
and stockholders of acorporation organized
under the laws of Missouri and Kansas
brought a suit in equity in the circuit court
‘if the United States for the southern district

useful and durable for belting.

The rejection by

the pntent_oilice of claims covering only the full
ing operation and the use of the preserving m1!’
ture, for want of novelty was acquiesced in by
the patentec. Held, that the claim was to be 0011'
strued as covering the whole process, and will

not infringed by a process wherein the bail‘ W"
removed by lime. 38 Fed. Rep. 1.13, aﬁirmed
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Appeal from the circuit court of the United
States for the district of Massachusetts.
ﬁrmed.

Af

M. A. Wheaton, for appellant.
W. H. Thurston, for appellees.
Mr. Justice BLATCHFORD delivered the
opinion of the court.
a This is a suit in equity, brought in the cir
ncuitcourt of the United States for the dis
’trict of Massachusetts, by Herman* Royer
against William Coupe and Edwin A. Bur

gess, copartners under the name of William
Coupe & Co., founded on the infringement
of letters patent No. 149,954, granted April
21, 1874, to the plaintiff, as inventor, for an
"improvement in the modes of preparing
rawhide for belting," on an application ﬁled
December 31, 1872.
The speciﬁcation of the patent is as fol
lows: “After the removal of the hair from
the hide by means of sweating—a process
familiar to every tanner,—~the hide is dried
perfectly hard. Then it is inserted in water
for ten to ﬁfteen minutes,~long enough to
lose its extreme stiffness. In this condition
the process of falling is commenced. This
may be done in a machine constructed for

1868, under No. 77,920. Before the hide is
passed into the machine the second time it is
stuffed with a mixture of twenty parts

The wood tar prevents dogs, cats, mice.
vermin, etc., from attacking the hide, at the
same time causing the tallow to enter the
hide quickly and thoroughly. The resin gives
the belting a certain solidity and glossy ap
pearance, and assists also in preventing ani‘
male and vermin
from attacking the belting.
‘
are in all respects stronger, more lasting,
and cheaper than those made from common
leather."
The claim is as follows: "The treatment
of the prepared rawhide in the manner and
for the purposes set forth."
The bill of complaint is in the usual form.
The answer sets up want of novelty and
noninfringement.

It also avers that the pro

cess set forth in the patent is composed of a
series of steps, consisting of (l) the removal
of the hair from the hide by means of sweat
ing; (2) drying the hide perfectly hard; (3)
then softening the hide slightly by soaking
in water; (4) fulling the hide; (5) stuﬂing
the hide with 20 parts of tallow, 2 parts of
wood tar, and 1 part of resin; (6) fulling the
hide a second time; (7) repeated moisteiiings
with water; and (8) stretching and cutting
into belting. It avers that the supposed im
portance of the plaintiif‘s alleged invention
is the avoidance of the use of lime, acid, or

alkali in the treatment of the hides, and the
consequent avoidance of the use of any chem
ical agents to neutralize the action of such
tallow, two parts wood tar, and one part
resin. About two pounds of this mixture is lime, acid, or alkali; that the process employed
put one steer hide in a warm liquid state by the defendants is substantially different
with a brush. After the hide leaves the ma
from that of the patent; that the process of re
chine the second time, it is ready for the moving huir by sweating the hide was known
next operation. It is then moistened with and practiced long before the supposed inven
water four or ﬁve times during the day. tion of the plaintiff; that the process of fulling
The next day it is stretched and cut into hides is indispensable, and has been practiced
pieces suitable for belting. For purposes of ever sincethe art of tanning and curing hides
lacing the thinnest hides are selected; and,
was known; that the process of stuliing hides
with tallow and greasy substances, and with
various admixtures of resinous substances.
tallow, and other materials, had been known
from the earliest days of the art of manu
facturing leather: and that a patent was};
preparing hides. I avoid the use of lime, granted to the defendant William Coupe,”
acid,_and alkali; for. just to the amount a '(No. 182,106,) September 12, 1876, for an’
ide is impregnated with such substances, it improvement in process for the manufacture
suffers in its tensile strength and toughness; of rawhide. under which the defendants carry
aslow but constant dissolution is going on on their manufacture, and make a different
with hides so impregnated. If the effects product from that produced by the process of
the plaintiff's patent. Issue was Joined,
proofs were taken, and the circuit court on
the hide suﬂ'ers again in this process. The tered a decree in March, 1889, dismissing the
Power to resist abrasion, and the extreme
bill, with costs. The plaintiff has appealed
tensile strength for which pure rawhide is to this court.
_
9 ed, are irreparably lost, [I am aware that
The opinion of the circuit court is reported
hides and skins have been prepared by a full in 38 Fed. Rep. 113. it held that the process
lng 0r bending operation to render them pli
of the patent consisted of the series of eight
8 1e, but i is mode alone does not answer steps above set forth in the answer. _It con
{or the preparation of machine belts and lac
sidered the questions whether the claim was
g_- _ t is necessary to make use of a prepa
intended to cover all, or only a part, of the
ration substantially such as before described eight successive steps, and whether it meant
Tohrcnder the rawhide ﬁt for use and durable.] the method of preparing rawhide in the man
l e tallow has the effect of imparting a high ner set forth, or whether the words in the
egfee of elasticity, and keeps the moisture. claim, “prepared rawhide,” signiﬁed a hide
which had had been subjected to one or more
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of the eight steps, and the claim was limited
to the subsequent steps of the process. The
court went on to say that that inquiry was
important, because, if the claim covered all

in the speciﬁcation or the patent now in suit.
The speciﬁcation of No. 77,920 says: “The
nature of our invention is to provide an im
proved machine for converting rawhides into

leather, of that class which is used for belt
of the eight steps, the defendants did not in
fringe it, for the reason that they did not use ing, lacings, and other purposes, where it is
necessary to preserve the native strength and
the ﬁrst step of the process, namely, the re
moval of the hair from the hide by means of toughness without destroying or impairing
sweating; they making use, for that purpose, the natural ﬁbres or grain of the leather. In
of the liming process. which the plaintiff order to accomplish our object. we employ a
stated in his speciﬁcation must be avoided. machine mounted on a suitable frame, hav
The court held that the claim covered, and ing a vertical slotted shaft. to which is at
was intended to cover. the whole treatment tached, at its base, a beveled wheel between
described by the plnintiﬁ. and not a part- of two beveled pinions upon a horizontal shaft. 3
D
that treatment; that the claim meant the same ‘Around the vertical shaft is placed a row of o
as if it read “the method of preparing raw
vertical pins or rollers, held in place by upper
hide in the manner set fortlu" and that the and lower rings, one of which is ﬁrmly bolted
words “prepared rawhide" meant the ﬁnished to the frame. An iron weight or press is
product, and not the hides subjected to one employed for crowding the coil of bids
or more of the steps of the process described. down after it has received the forward and
The court then referred to the contents of back action around the shaft.” The speciﬁ
the ﬁle wrapper of the case in the patent cation describes the operation of the machine
oﬁice, as throwing light upon the real scope as being: That the end of the rawhide, after
of the patent.
it has been deprived of the hair, is introduced
The speciﬁcation, as originally ﬁled, con
in to aslot in the vertical shaft, and set screws
tained, in its descriptive part, substantially are turned against it, when motion is im
the same description as the patent when parted to the machine, and the hide is wound
issued; but the claim originally made was in tightly around the shaft; that when this is
these words: “ The use of a mixture of wood accomplished, and suﬁicient time has elapsed,
tar. resin, and tallow, applied to hides the shaft is slowly reversed by throwing a
gmade into leather by a mechanical process, second beveled pinion into gear, when the
-» substantially as and for the purpose herein hide commences to uncoil or double back from
set forth.” The application was rejected the shaft, which, with the folding back and
January 4,1873, on the ground that the com
pressing against vertical pins or rollers, pro
bination of ingredients set forth—that is, duces the desired result of stretching in one
wood tar, resin, and tallow—had been ap
way, and compressing, corru gating, or rough
plied to leather for similar purposes, as shown ing in the opposite direction. The speciﬁca
in a patent and a rejected application referred tion further says: "The hide so operated
to. On June 10, 1873, the speciﬁcation was upon is then treated with oil and tallow in
amended by inserting the two sentences the usual way.” The process of the machine
which are contained in brackets in the speciﬁ of patent No. 77,920 is called in the speciﬁ
cation as hereinbefore set forth, the claim cation oi’ No. 149,954 “the process of full
was erased. and the following two claims ing."
were inserted in its place: "First, the mode
In a communication from Royer’s attorney
herein speciﬁed of preparing rawhides for to the patent oﬁice, of October 9, 1873. it is
machine belts, lacing, or ropes by the falling stated that the material prepared according
or bending operation and the preserving to the plan of Boyer, set forth in his applica
mixture, substantially as set forth; second, tion for No. 149,954, is a superior article;
a belt or rope of rawhide prepared in the that the use of tallow and tar upon leather
manner and with the material speciﬁed, as a was old, but rawhide fulled was not leather;
new article of manufacture." The applica and that the materials named acted with the
tion was again rejected, June 16, 1873, in a rawhide very diﬂerently from what they did
communication from the patent oiiice, which with leather.
The same communication

stated that the only feature of novelty pre

erased the second claim introduced June 10.

sented which was not embracad in a patent

1873, namely: "Second, a belt or rope of
rawhide prepared in the manner and with the
materials speciﬁed, as a new article of manu

granted May 12, 1868. to Herman Royer and
Louis Boyer. No. 77,920, for an improved
machine for treating hides, was the addition
to the compound of tar and resin, as ingre
dients for preserving leather, and reference
was made to another prior patent, granted to
another person, as embracing such ingredi
cuts; and it was stated that the use of the
compound claimed by the plaintiff in the
manufacturing process would not leave adis
tinguishable feature in the article, when
placed upon the market.
The patent of May 12, 1868, thus referred
to. is the same patent of that date mentioned

facture."

In response to that letter, the pat

ent oﬁlce, on October 17, 1873, informed

Boyer that independently of the process set
forth in patent No. 77,920, “for which pro
tection has already been granted," a claim

for the treatment of rawhide in the manner
described in the speciﬁcation then pending
might receive favorable consideration. and O

that the body of the speciﬁcation should be 93B
amended’with the view of presenting a claim o
of the character referred to. On the 29th 0!
October, 1873, Boyer amended his speciﬁca

ROYEB. e. COUPE.
tion in certain particulars, erased the remain
ing claim, and inserted the claim contained

in the patent as issued.

On the 12th of So

vember,1873. in compliance with the sugges

tion of the patent oiﬁce, Boyer further amend
edhisspeciﬁcation, and the patent was issued:
the ﬁnal fee not having been paid until April
16, 1874.
The opinion of the circuit court states that
on June 10, 1873, as appeared by the ﬁle
wrapper and contents, the plaintiff sought to
limit his claim to amethod of preparing raw
hide for belting by the falling and bending
operation and the preserving mixture; that
that claim was rejected, and he acquiesced in
the decision; that the patent otlice intimated
that a claim for the treatment of rawhide in
the mode described in this patent might be
allowed; that the plaintiff accordingly amend
ed his speciﬁcation and claim in conformity
with that suggestion, and the patent was
consequently granted; that in view of the
prior state of the art the plaintiiif was not
entitled to a broad claim for a process which
should embrace only the falling and bending
operation, and the preserving mixture com
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by the circuit court are sound, and that the
decree must be aﬁirmed. The words in the
claim. “prepared rawhide," refer to the com
pleted article as prepared for ﬁnal use by the
treatment set forth in the speciﬁcation; and
the claim is one for the treatment or process
by which rawhide is put into the condition
resulting from the treatment it receives by
the entire process applied to it. After the
hair is removed from the hide by the process
of sweating. and it has afterwards lost its
stiffness by being inserted in water, it is

subjected to “the process of falling.” with a
mixture of tailow, wood tar, and resin ap
plied to it. The speciﬁcation states, in sub
stance, that Royer's mode of “preparing
hides" comprehends, as a part of such mode,
the sweating of the hides, because the speci
ﬁcation states that in such mode of ﬂprepar
ing hides" he avoids “the use of lime, acid,
or alkali.”

Therefore, the sweating must

these things, as applied to converting hides

necessarily be included as a part of the prep
aration “of the prepared rawhide" men
tioned in the claim, and therefore is a part of
“the treatment” claimed.
The plainiilf contends that the treatment
covered by the claim consists only in sub
jecting rawhide to a falling process, and at

into leather, were old; that it followed that

the same time, by the same mechanical ac

the only subject-matter of invention which
the plaintiﬂ could properly claim was the
whole process described in this patent, com

tion, working into it the studing composed

posed of tallow, tar, and resin, for both of

prising the diﬂferent steps therein set forth;

that the most that could be said of the plain
tlii‘s patent was that it was for an improved

of tar, resin, and tallow, and that he was the

ﬁrst to manufacture rawhides into a new
article of commerce, called “fulled rawhidef'g
‘If the plaintilf did make such an inven-'
tion, and was entitled to claim a patent for

process; that, in that view, it must be shown

it, he has failed to secure such a patent.

that thedefendants used all the different steps
of that process, or there could be no infringe
ment; that the defendants did not use the
sweating process, which was the ﬁrst step in
the plaintiif‘s treatment, and therefore did
not infringe; that the patent had been con
strued by Judge Drummond. in the circuit
court of the United States for the northern
district of Illinois, in Royer v. Manufactur

June 10, 1873, he put in a claim to the mode
of preparing rawhides by the falling opera~
tion and the preserving mixture. That claim
was rejected by the patent ofiice. and he with
drew it on October 29, 1873. Nor can he,
under the present patent, claim as a new ar
ticle of manufacture the rawhide thus pre
pared; for he made that claim on June 10,

ing 00., 20 Fed. Rep. 853, in which it was

October 9, 1878.

said: "If this is a valid patent for a process,

Teacilingthe result as is described in the
speclﬂwtlonm” that the court agreed with

It is well settled, by numerous cases in
this court, that under such circumstances a
patentee cannot successfully contend that his
patent shall be construed as if it still con
tained the claims which were so rejected and
withdrawn. Roemer v. Peddie, 132 U. S.
313. 817, 10 Sup. Ct. Rep. 98, and cases there
cited. The principle thus laid down is that
where a patentee, on the rejection of his ap

that conclusion; that, ii’ the contention of
the counsel for the plaintiii were correct,

plication, inserts in his speciﬁcation, in con
sequence, limitations and restrictions, for the

"lat the plaintiff had invented an entirely

purpose of obtaining his patent,‘ he cannot,

new process, which had revolutionized the
“It °f Preparing rawhide for belting and

after he has obtained it, claim thatlit shall be

gitmust belimitrd tothe precise, or, certainly,

psnhstantiahdescription which has been given
in the‘speciﬁcations; and in order to consti
this an infringement of that process a person
ninst be shown to have followed substan

"a"! the same process, the same mode of

On

1873; it was rejected, and he struck it out on

0dght to give that broad construction to the
patent which was justified in the case of a

construed as it would have been construed if
such limitations and restrictions were not
contained in it. See, also, Caster Co. v.
Spiegel, 133 U. S. 360, 368, 10 Sup. Ct. Rep.

“undatm Patent; but that when, as in this

409; Yale Lock Co. v. Berkshire Nat. Bank,

1189. all the substantial steps in the process

135 U. S. 342, 379. 10 Sup. Ct. Rep. 884;
Dobson v. Lees, 137 U. S. 258, 265, 11 Sup.
Ct. Rep. 71.
_
The present patent was under considera

°f"=' Purposes. it might be that the court

“96:1 °1d. the utmost that the plaintiﬂ was
used
to was protection against those who
w. in substance, his precise process.
8 are of opinion that the views set forth

tion in Boyer v. Belting 00., 40 Fed. Rep.
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158, in October, 1889, in the circuit court of
the United States for the eastern district of
Missouri, where Judge Thayer took the same
view of it that was taken by Judge Colt in
the present case, and held that the claim oi‘
the patent did not cover broadly the method
of making belting leather by stuﬂing the
rawhide, by means ofa falling machine, with
a mixture composed of tallow, wood tar. and

resin. and that as the defendants in that case
did not use the sweating process. but used the
liming process, they did not infringe. Judge
Thayer gave much force to the proceedings
in the patent ofiice, as showing that Boyer

modiﬁed his claim, which was so worded as
to cover the stuﬂing process with the pre
sgserving mixture, and put his claim into its
ﬁpresent form, solely in view of a communi
' cation from the patent oiiice to'the effect that
the whole method described by him oi’ mak
ing belting leather out of green hides might
be patentahie, thus indicating the extent of
the monopoly intended to be granted.
As the defendants in the present case do
not use the sweating process, but use the
liming process, it follows, under the proper
construction of the claim of the patent, that
they do not infringe.
Decree aﬂirmed.

(146 U. S. 536)

McGOURKEY v. TOLEDO & O. C. Ry. CO.
et 211.
(December 19, 1892.)
No. 35.
Jnnomss'rs —Fnnurv — RAILROAD Moa'roaoss—
PRIORITY—CAB Tnus'rs—Ac'rs or Dmeoroas.
LIn a suit to foreclose a. railway mort
gage an intcrvener claimed certain rolling
stock in possession of the receiver, alleging
that it had been leased by him to the mort
gagor, and, after sale of the property on fore
closure, n decrce_was made on the interven
tion, directing delivery of such rolling stock to
the intervcncr, and referring the case to a
master to determine its rental value while
used by the receiver, with other like matters,
and to determine all questions between the re—
ceiver and intervener
owing out of the use
and restoration of sai rolling stock. There—
after, by leave of the court, and without objec
tion, the purchaser at foreclosure answered the
intervener's_ petitions claiming that the title
to such rolling stock had passed by the foreclo
s‘ure sale.
. that the decree requiring de
livery of possession of the rolling stock was not
a. ﬁnal decree, so as to preclude the court from

dgterminmﬁ at_n subsequent term that the
title to sue rolling stock had passed to the pur
chaser on foreclosure.
2. Capitalists who had advanced money to
purchase railroads for the purpose of organ
mug a railroad company, and had received in
return a much larger amount in stock and
bonds of the company, proceeded to raise mon
ey for the equipment 0 the road by the issue
of certihcates to_subscribers to a car trust
the trustee of which made leases to the com1
pany of rolling stock, not then in existence,
for a term of years, at speciﬁed rentals, on
prompt payment of_ which the property was
to belong to the railroad company. The sub—
scribers to most, if not all, of the certiﬁcates
were directors of the company, who had com
plete control of the purchase of the rolling

stock. A large art of it was contracted for
in the name of t e road before the lenses were
made, and was paid for out of money of the rail
road company, with which the money realized
from the car-trust certiﬁcates was mixed
The amount of the certiﬁcates was much great
er than the estimated cost of the equipment,
and part of their proceeds was applied to
other purposes by the company. llt'hl that,
as against a mortgage upon the railroad and
its equipment, executed by the company be
fore such lenses, and including its after-ac
quired property, the transaction amounted to a
purchase by the company of the rolling stock,
and the lien of the mortgage attached to such
rolling stock: that the lien of such car-trust
certiﬁcates. if any, was postponed to the lieu
of the mortgage; and that the leases were, at
best, to be treated as subsequent mortgages.
Mr. Chief Justice Fuller and Mr. Justice
Brewer dissenting.

Appcal from the circuit court of the United
States for the northern district of Ohio.
In equity. Bill by the Central Trust Com
pany against the Ohio Central Railway Com
pany and others to foreclose a mortgage.
George J. McGourkey, trustee of the Ohio
Central Car Trust, intervened by petitions,
claiming certain rolling stock also claimed
by the Toledo dz Ohio Central Railway Com
pany, the purchaser at the foreclosure sale.

The petitions were dismissed. 36 Fed. Rep.
520. Petitioner appeals. Aﬂ‘irmed.
l
Statement by Mr. Justice BROWN:
3
‘These were two intervening petitions ﬁled‘
by McGourkey, as trustee for the holders of
certain car-trust certiﬁcates, to compel the
performance by the receiver of the defendant
railway company of the covenants of certain,”
leases made by the petitioner with said com-3
pany, or the delivery by the receiver to'the'
petitioner of a large amount of rolling stock
described in these leases, in order that the

same might be sold. and for an account and
payment of the rental value of such rolling
stock while in the custody of such receiver.
On January 7,

1884, the Central Trust

Company of New York ﬁled its bill in equity
in the circuit court of the United States for
the northern district of Ohio for the fore
closure of a certain mortgage for $3000.00‘),
for nonpayment of interest, the mortgage
covering not only the line of the railroad be
tween the terminal points, but the roll
ing stock, “together with all the engines,
cars, machinery, supplies, tools, and ﬁxtures
now or at any time hereafter held, owned, or
acquired by the said party of the ﬁrst part
for use in connection with its line of rail
road aforesaid.” There was also a covenant

for further assurance applicable to “all such
future-acquired depots, grounds, estates.
equipments, and property, as it may 118W
after from time to time purchase for use in
and upon said line of railroad, and intended
to be hereby conveyed.” Upon the ﬁling of
the bill the railroad company entered its ap
Deﬁance, waived a subpoena, and consented
to the appointment of a receiver; and up‘!!!

the same day John E. Martin was appointed
receiver, with the usual powers in such case!!

On April 2, 1884, the petitioner, GeorgeJ
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McGoui-key, intervened by leave of the court, I and retained upon each of the cars aforesaid.
and ﬁled two petitions. based upon three for the purpose of making the ownership:
car-trust leases. known as “Lease A," known, and, in the event of any such marksE'
“Lease B No. 1," and “Lease B No. 2.” or sign being ‘destroyed, the Ohio Central‘
The ﬁrst petition represented that the agree- Railroad Company will immediately restore
ment known as “Lease A" was entered into the same; and that such other things shall
on August 20, 1880, whereby the railroad be done as by thecounsel of said trustee shall
company agreed to hire from petitioner, as
trustee, 800 coal cars and 14 locomotives for
a period of 10 years from the date of their de
livery to the company; the company agree
ing to pay as rent $100,000 on their delivery,
and, in addition thereto, $40,000 per year,

with interest at the rate of 8 per cent. That,
in case of default in payment of rent, petition
or might, at his option, remove such loco
motives and cars, sell them at public or pri
vate sale, apply the proceeds to the payment
got any installment of rent and interest not

property mortgaged as composed of the rail
road between the speciﬁc termini, together
with the after-acquired property, in the lan
guage in which the same was described in
the
mortgage. The property was bid in by
ﬁthsretofore paid, for the whole term, whether
' such'installment was due or not, the surplus a committee of the bondholders, who, with
some of the stockholders, proceeded to reor
to be paid to the company; but, if the pro
ganize the road under the name of the Tole
ceeds should not be sufﬁcient to pay the ex
do 85 Ohio Central Railway Company, the
rent and interest, the company was to pay real defendant in this proceeding.
the petitioner the difference. That, under
On June 9, 1885. a decree was rendered
this agreement, he delivered 14 locomotives, upon the intervening petitions of McGour
key,
purporting to be after due proof of serv
marked “Ohio Central Car Trust,” numbered
ice of notice upon the Central Trust Com
17to 30, inclusive; also 800 coal cars, bear
ing the same marks. That the company de
pany. the Ohio Central Railroad. and the re
faulted in the payment of interest; and that ceiver. By this decree the receiver was or
petitioner demanded possession of the cars dered to deliver up to McGourkey the cars
and locomotives described in said Lease A
and locomotives, and was placed in posses
sion of the same, but they afterwards passed and said Leases B, at convenient points to be
designated by petitioner, being in all 2710
into the possession of the receiver, who re
comotives. 340 box cars, and 3,300 coal cars.
fused to deliver them up without the author
The equipment was delivered to McGourkey
ity of the court. There were other cove
in pursuance of this order, and was by him,
acute in the lease. a copy of which was an
after leases of portions to the Baltimore &
nexed to the petition as an exhibit, not neo
Ohio and the Toledo dz Ohio Central Railway
msary now to be mentioned.
The second intervening petition was based Companies, respectively, all sold at public
upon car-trust Leases B No. 1 and B No. 2, auction for the beneﬁt of his ﬁduciaries in
copies of which were attached to the petition December. 1885.
as exhibits. Lease B No. 1 bore date March
On August 14, 1886, the Toledo & Ohio
1.1881, and embraced 1.400 coal cars. Lease Central Railway Company, and on the 1st of
October, 1886, the Central Trust Company,
No. 2 bore date March 1, 1882. and em
braced 2,500 coal cars, including the 1.400 answered, under leave of the court, the inter
covered by Lease B No. 1; also 340 box cars vening petitions of McGonrke , averring that
and 13 locomotives. The two leases attached the locomotives and cars were sold and were
this petition were not substantially dif
paid for by the Ohio Central Railway Com
ferent from Lease A in their general provi
pany, and passed under and became subject
to its mortgage; that they were sold under
the decree of foreclosure, and duly conveyed
to the purchasing trustees, and thereby the,‘
lenses from McGourkey became inoperativeg
ot the said McGourkey with the said mak
and of no effectﬂbnt the purchasing trus-'

ers." Leases A and B No. 1 provided that
the railroad company might, for conven
191109. make the contract for the rolling stock
irectlywith the makers. Lease B No. 2 al
80 Pl‘OVldl-‘d that the railroad company might,
or convenience, "make the contracts for de

tees afterwards transferred all their right,

title, and interest in the same to the Toledo
& Ohio Central Railway Company; and that
the same are now the property of such com
pany. The answer closed with a prayer that
both said leases and agreements be declared
null and void; that McGourkey might be de
tives and cars, but so as in no way to affect creed to have no title or interest in said roll
the title of said party of the ﬁrst part to said ing stock; and that the railway company be
equipment." All the leases provided that at put in possession thereof. The answer_ 01
all times the name, number, and plate, or the railway company was much more speciﬁc
Siheflﬂ'igns of ownership of the said trustee, in its details. setting forth particularly how
the same had been purchased and paid for.
":101110 Central Car Trust.’ or the ini
Mo wit, '0. o. c. an,’ shall be aﬂixed
On June 7, 1887, the special master ﬁled
his report, to which exceptions were ﬁled by
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MoGourkey to the amount allowed; and by
_ the Toledo 8: Ohio Central Railway Company
and the receiver to the special ﬁndings of
facts, and also to the amount allowed.
The case subsequently came before the
.court upon exceptions to the report of the
special master. The court found against the
title of McGourkey to most: of the property,
and that, so far as he had established any
right to or lien upon the rolling stock, it ap
peared that he had already been paid there
for by the company and the receiver more
than he was entitled to, and his exceptions
were therefore overruled, and his petitions
dismissed. 36 Fed. Rep. 520. McGourkey
thereupon appealed to this court. The ma

terial facts are fully stated in the opinion of
.the court.
George Hoadly and Fisher A. Baker. for
‘appellant. Stevenson Burke, for appellees.
‘544

‘Mr. Justice BROWN, after stating the
facts in the foregoing language, delivered the
opinion of the court.
The controversy in this case turns princi
pally upon the t'ltle of the petitioner, Mo
Gourkey, to the rolling stock in question,
and upon the relative priorities of the hold
ers of the car-trust certiﬁcates, whom he rep
resents, and the purchasers of the railway,
who succeeded to the rights of the ﬁrst mort
gagees under the after-acquired property
clause of the mortgage.
1. We are confronted upon the threshold
of the case with the proposition that the de—
cree of June 9, 1885, ordering this property
to be turned over by the receiver to the peti
tioner, was a ﬁnal decree, which it was not
in the power of the court at a subsequent
term to disturb; and hence that the court
was estopped to render the decree of Febru
ary 4. 1889, from which this appeal was tak
en, at least in so far as it assumed to upset
“the title of McGourkey.

:

Probably no question of equity practice has

' been the'subject of more frequent discussion
in this court than the ﬁnality of decrees. It
has usually arisen upon appeals taken from
decrees claimed to be interlocutory, but it
has occasionally happened that the power of

the court to set aside such a decree at a sub
sequent term has been the subject of dis

pute. The cases, it must be conceded, are
not altogether harmonious. Upon the one
hand it is clear that a decree is ﬁnal, though
the case be referred to a master to execute
the decree by a sale of property or otherwise,

as in the case of the foreclosure of a mort
gage. Ray v. Law, 3 Cranch, 179; Whiting
v. Bank, 13 Pet. 6; Bronson v. Railway 00.,

2 Black, 524. If, however, the decree of fore
closure and sale leaves the amount due upon
the debt to be determined, and the property
to be sold ascertained and deﬁned, it is not
ﬁnal. Railroad Co. v. Swasey, 23 Wall. 405;
Grant v. Insurance 00., 106 U. S. 429, 1 Sup.
Ct Rep. 414. A like result follows if it
merely determines the validity of the mort

gage, and, without ordering a sale, directs the

case to stand continued for further decree
upon the coming in of the master‘s report.
Railway Co. v. Simmons, 123 U. S. 52, 8 Sup.
Ct. Rep. 58; Parsons v. Robinson, 122 U. S.
112, 7 Sup. Ct. Rep. 1153.
It is equally well settled that a decree in
admiralty detcrminhig the question of liabil~
ity for a collision or other tort, (The Palmyra,
10 Wheat. 502; Chace v. Vasquez, 11 Wheat.
429; Mordecai v. Lindsey, [The Mary Eddy,]
19 How. 199,) or in equity establishing the
validity of a patent and referring the case to
a. master to compute and report the damages,
is interlocutory merely, (Barnard v. Gibson,
7 How. 650; Humiston v. Stainthorp, 2
lVall. 106.)
It may be said in general that, if the court
make a decree ﬁxing the rights and liabilities
of the parties, and thereupon refer the case
to a master for a ministerial purpose only,
and no further proceedings in court are con
templated, the decree is ﬁnal; but, if it refer
the case to him as a. subordinate court, and
for a judicial purpose, as to state an accotmt
between the parties, upon which a further
decree is to be entered, the decree is not
ﬁnal.
Cralghead v. Wilson, 18 How. 199; 9

Beebe v. Russell, 19 How. ‘233.

‘i

D

'But, even if an account be ordered taken, a
if such accounting be not asked for in the
bill, and be ordered simply in execution of
the decree, and such decree be ﬁnal as to all
matters within the pleadings, it will still be
legarded as ﬁnal. Craighead v. Wilson, 18
How. 199; Iron Co. v. Meeker, 109 U. S. 180.
8 Sup. Ct. Rep. 111.
In the case under consideration the peti
tioner prayed for four distinct reliefs:
(1) That the receiver perform all the cove
nants of the lease, and pay all sums due, etc.
(2) Or that he be directed to deliver to pe
titioner the rolling stock, in order that the
same might be sold.
(3) That he be directed to ﬁle a statement
of the number of miles run, and of the sums
received for the use of such rolling stock.
(4) That it be referred to an examiner, to
take testimony and report the value of the

use of such rolling stock while in custody of
the receiver, and that the receiver be direct
ed to pay the amount justly due, etc.
The decree followed the general terms of
the petition by ordering the rolling stock

claimed to be delivered to lii'cGourkey, and
referring the case to a special master to de
termine the rental of the same while used
by the receiver; the value of the rolling
stock over and above the sums paid by the
receiver to the petitioner while the same was
in the custody of the receiver; the number
of miles run by the receiver; the money 1'9‘

ceived for the use of the same by other
roads; the loss, damage, and destruction to
the same while in the custody of the receiv'
er; and also to "determine and report upon all
questions and matters of difference between
said receiver and said McGourkey growing

out of the use and restoration of said 0111‘!
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and locomotives." It is claimed that, inas
much as the court granted the prayer of the
petitioner, and turned the property over to
him, it was a ﬁnal adjudication of his right
to the same, notwithstanding the reference to
a master for an accounting; and we are re

ferred to certain cases in this court as sus
|- taining this contention.

E In Forgay v. Conrad, 6 How. 201, the ob
' ject of the bill was‘to set aside sundry deeds
for lands and slaves, and for an account of
the rents and proﬁts of the property so con
veyed. The court entered a. decree declar
ing the deeds fraudulent and void, directing
the property to be delivered up to the com
plaiaant, directing one of the defendants to
pay him $11,000, and “that the complainant
do have execution for the several matters
aforesaid." The decree then directed that
the master take an account of the proﬁts.
"nder the peculiar circumstances of the case
he decree was held to be appealable,
~lthough, said Chief Justice Tansy, “undoubt
edly it is not ‘ﬁnal,’ in the strict technical

sense of that term." The opinion was placed
largely upon the ground that the decree not
only decided the title to the property in dis
pute, but awarded execution.
In the very next case,—Perkins v. Fourni
quet, 6 How. 206,-where the circuit court
decreed that complainants were entitled to
two seveuths of certain property, and re
ferred the matter to a master to take an ac
count of it, the decree was held not to be
ﬁnal. And again, in the next casc,—Pulliam
v. Christian, Id. 209,-—a decree setting aside
a deed by a bankrupt, directing the trustees
under the deed to deliver up to the assignee
all the property in their hands, and directing
an account to be taken of the proceeds of
sales previously made, was also held not to
be a ﬁnal decree. Indeed, the case of For
gﬂy v. Conrad has been generally treated as
an exceptional one, and, as was said in Craig
head v. Wilson, 18 How. 199, 202, as made
under the peculiar circumstances of that
@158, and to prevent a loss of the property,
which would have been disposed of beyond
the reach of an appellate court before a ﬁnal

decree adjusting the accounts could be en
tered. A somewhat similar
made of this case in Beebe
How. 283, 287, wherein it was
the fact that execution had

criticism was
v. Russell, 19
intimated that
been awarded

was the only ground upon which the ﬁnality
of the decree could be supported.

In Thomson v. Dean, 7 Wall. 342, the de
cree directed the defendant to transfer to

#319 Plaintiff certain shares of stock, and that
an account be taken as to the amount paid

and to he'pald for the same, and as to divi
dends accrued.

But this was held to be a

ﬁnal decree, upon the ground that it changed
the Pi'olleltv in the stock as absolutely and
“3 mmllleiely as could be done by execution
321d“dil‘iwree for sale. In this case the court

am!

“mil? approve of Forgay v. Conrad,
W811 the decree was put upon the ground
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that it decided ﬁnally the right to the prop
erty in contest.
In Iron 00. v. Meeker, 109 U. 8. 180, 3 Sup.
Ct. Rep. 111, a bill was ﬁled to set aside as
fraudulent the proceedings of a stockholders‘
meeting, and to have a. receiver appointed.
The decree adjudged that the proceedings of
the meeting were fraudulent: that a certain
lease, executed in accordance with the au
thorlty then given, was void; that a receiver
should be appointed, with power to continue
the business; and that an account be taken
of proﬁts realized from the use of the leased
property, and also of royalties upon certain
ores mined by the defendants. The court held
the decree to be ﬁnal, because the whole pur
pose of the stilt had been accomplished, and
the accounting ordered was only in aid of
the execution of the decree, and was not a.
part of the relief prayed for in the bill,
which contemplated nothing more than a.
rescission of the authority to execute the
lease, and a transfer of the management of
the company to a receiver. The language
of Mr. Justice McLean in Craighead v. Wil
son, 18 How. 201, was quoted to the eﬂ'ect

that the decree was ﬁnal on “all matters
within the pleadings," and nothing remained
to be done but to adjust accounts between
the parties growing out of the operations of
the defendants during the pendency of the
suit. The case was distinguished from suits
by patcntees in the fact that in such suits
the money recovery is part of the subject
matter of the suit. In this particular, too,
the case is clearly distinguishable from the
one now under consideration, inasmuch as
here the account which the special master
was directed to take was within the issue
made by the pleadings, and a part of the re
lief prayed for in the petition, the absence
of which was held by the court in the Win
throp Iron Case to establish the ﬁnality of

the decree.

,,

In Trust Co. v. Grant Locomotive Works;

135 ‘U. s. 207, 10 Sup. Ct. Rep. 736, certain.
decrees were set aside at a subsequent term
of the court of its own motion. The decrees
“determined the ownership of the locomo
tives and the right to their possession; that
they were essential to the operation of the
roads by the receiver, and should be pur
chased by him; that certain designated
amounts should be paid for the rentals and
the purchase price, which amounts were made
a charge upon the earnings, ' ° ' and that
the amounts should be paid by the receiver."
Apparently there was no reference at all to
a master for an accounting. and the decrees
were held to be ﬁnal. Obviously the case is
not decisive here.
Upon the other hand, in Beebe v. Russell.
19 How. 283, the court decreed that the de
fendants should execute certain conveyances,
and surrender possession, and then referred
it to a. master, to take an account of the
rents and proﬁts received by the defendants,
with directions as to how the account should
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be taken.

This decree was held not to be

ﬁnal; .\lr. Justice \Vayne remarking that it
might be so “if all the consequential direc
tions depending upon the result of the mas
ter‘s report are contained in the decree, so
that no further decree of the court will be
necessary, upon the conﬁrmation of the re
port, to give the parties the entire and full
benciitof the previous decision of the court;"
and that the decree is ﬁnal when ministerial
duties only are to be performed to ascertain
the sum due. Practically the same rulhig
was made in the next case of Farrelly v.

refunded; that the ownership of the cars be
decreed to be in the defendant. as purchaser
under the foreclosure sale; and that it be put
in possession thereof. A similar answer,
adopting the allegations of the other, was
ﬁled by the Central Trust Company on Octo<

her 1, 1886. If the former decree were ﬁnal.
these answers were impertinent, and should
have been stricken from the ﬁles. The spe

Woodfolk, Id. 288.
In the case of Iron Co. v. Martin, 132

cial master to whom the case was referred
stated in his report that the ﬁrst contention
related to the title to the property; that the
order of reference to him treated it as the
property of the trustee, McGourkey; and that,
in his opinion, the testimony failed to sustain‘
the claims of the purchaser. Testimony up-lg

U. S. 91, 10 Sup. Ct. Rep. 32, the bill was in
the nature of an action of trespass for remov
ing minerals from the plaintiff's land, and
prayed for an injunction restraining the de
fendant from the commission of further tres
passcs, and for an account of the quantity
and value of the ore taken. The court made
a decree perpetually enjoining the defendant
from enteling upon or removing minerals
from the land, and further ordering an ac
count, etc. This was held to be not a ﬁnal
decree, from which an appeal could be taken
‘0 this court, because it did not dispose of
the entire controversy between the parties.
This case is directly in point, and was re
ferred to with approval in Lodge v. Twell,

on the'question of title was taken by both'
parties to the proceeding. In the opinion of
the court, too, which was ﬁled September 3,
1888, it is stated to have been "conceded by
counsel for petitioner, McGourkcy, (and, as
this court thinks, properly so.) that complain
ant and the Toledo & Ohio Central Railway
Company are not estoppcd by anything that
has occurred during the progress of the fore
closure suit from setting up the claims they
insist upon in respect to said equipment."
36 Fed. Rep. 522. In short, it was only in
this court that the ﬁnality of this decree was
claimed. The decree entered in pursuance of
this opinion did not even assinne to vacate

the former decree, but treated the title to the

3 135 U. S. 232, 10 Sup. Ct. Rep. 745.
I

‘There are none of these cases which go to
the extent of holding a decree of this khid

ﬁnal. While it directed the surrender of the
rolling stock in question to the petitioner, it
did not purport to pass upon his title to the
same, and referred the case to a master, in
accordance with the prayer of the bill, to
take an account not only of the rents and
proﬁts and of damage to the rolling stock,
but of “all questions and matters of diifer
ence" between the receiver and the petition

property as distinct from the right of pos
session, found the issue joined in favor of the
trust company and the railway company’
overruled the exceptions of petitioner, set
aside the report of the special master, dis
allowed McGourkey’s claim, and dismissed
his petitions. \Ve lay no stress upon the fact

that the Toledo 8: Ohio Central Railway Com

er "growing out of the use and restoration of
the same.” This decree could not be said to
he a complete decision of the matters in con
troversy, or to leave ministerial duties only
to be performed. or to direct an accounting
merely as an incident to the relief prayed
for in the bill.
But, if the ﬁnality of this decree were only
a question of doubt, we think that, in view
of the manner in which it was treated by
the court below, that doubt should be re

solved in favor of the defendant.

The de

pany was not made a. party to the proceed
ings under the lilcGourkey petitions, since,
having purchased the property while those
proceedings were pending, at the foreclosure

sale, it was affected with notice of the litiga
tion.
2. Counsel for the receiver and the Toledo

8:. Ohio Central Railway Company, the real
defendant in this proceeding, take the posi
tion that the socalled “leases" of McGourkey,
under which he claims title to this rolling
stock, and compensation for its use, were 3
mere device on the part of the syndicate’
which organized and controlled the road, 10

keep the property covered by these leases
from

passing,

under the subsequently ac

cree was pronounced on J1me 9, 1885. On
August 14. 1886, the Toledo & Ohio Central
Railway Company, under leave of the court,
and without objection, ﬁled an answer, aver
ring the ownership of the rolling stock to

quired property clause of the mortgage, to
the trust company, and to reserve it for their

have been in the Ohio Central Railroad

rolling stock of their own, lease or purchase,

Company, and setting forth in detail the man
ner in which it had been purchased and paid
for, and, without praying in terms that the
former decree be set aside, asked that the
leases he rescinded and declared to be null
and void; that the money and evidences of
indebtedness received by the petitioner be

under the form of a conditional sale. Such

own use and emolument, or for the holders
of the car-trust certiﬁcates. Contracts by

which railways, insuﬁiclently equipped with

equipment from manufacturers, are not 0:

uncommon occurrence, and, when entered in
to bona ride for the beneﬁt of the road, have
been universally respected by the couriSS. v. New Orleans R. Co., 12 Wall. 362: F0?
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gulch v. Schall, 99 U. S. 235; Myer v. Car 00.,

‘ 102 U. S. 1.’lndeed, the business of manu
i'acturing rolling stock and loaning it to rail
ways which have not a suii‘icient capital to
purchase a proper equipment of their own,
has become a recognized industry. 11, how.
ever, such contracts are made by directors
of the road with themselves, or with others
with whom they stand in conﬁdential rela
tions, they are open to the suspicion which
ordinarily attaches to transactions between a
corporation and its directors; and, it they
appear to have been made, directly or indi
rectly, for their own beneﬁt, courts will re
fuse to give them eﬁfect. Drury v. Cross, 7
Wall. 209; Oil Co. v. Marbury, 91 U. S. 587;
Wardcil v. Railroad Co., 103 U. S. 051-058.
It is earnestly insisted by the petitioner in
this case that, if there were any fraud in this
transaction, it was perpetrated, not by him,
but by the syndicate upon the railroad com
pany. which they represented; and that, as
the latter has made no complaint, neither the
trust company, who took only the rights or
the mortgagor, the railroad company, nor the
Toledo & Ohio Railway Company, which suc
ceeded only to the rights of the trust com
pany, are in a position to take advantage of
this fraud; and that the Toledo & Ohio Rall
way Company acquired no higher, better, or
other title than that o! the parties to the
suit in which the foreclosure sale was made.
There is no doubt that, it this railway com
pany entered into a bona ﬁde contract with
liicGourkey to lease of him rolling stock
which legally or equitably belonged to him,
his title would not be divested by the deliv
ery oi.I the property to the railroad company.
The rolling stock would continue to be his
property, and he would be entitled to the
stipulated compensation for its use. It is al
so true that the future-acquired property
clause of a railway mortgage attaches only
to such property as the company owns, or
may thereafter acquire, subject to any liens
under which it comes into the possession of
the company. U. S. v. New Orleans R. 00.,
12 Wall. 362. Ii.’ however, the property,
though nominally leased by the railway com
aW111i’. was acquired under an arrangement
gwhlch amounted in law to a purchase by it,
' we know or no rule of law which will estop
the mortgagee or a purchaser at a foreclo
sure sale from insisting that the railway

thereby acquired the title to the property,
and that it had become subject to the lieu of
the m‘tl‘ttlilge; in other words, the mortgagee
is not bound by the construction put upon the
contract by the mortgagor. Indeed, it is not
the railway so much as the mortgagee whose

ﬁghts are 1"limited by a transaction of this
kind; and. it the latter cannot take advan
tage of its illegality, it is probable that no

‘me @159 would. since the railway is repre
Zeerilnted by directors who are charged with
‘mg ‘llﬂrtics to the scheme. It would be a
Wh- it

anomaly if the very parties against

011! the alleged device was directed were
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cstoppeti to take advantage of it by the acts
of a corporation represented and controlled
by directors who were themselves parties to
it. The gist of the complaint in this case is
that it is their property which the petitioner
is seeking to recover; that the title to it be
came vested in the railway company by its
purchase; and that they have legally suc
ceeded to the rights or the company.
The history of this case properly begins
with a contract made on December 3. 1879,
between a syndicate, known as the “$3,000,
000 Pool," through its committee, composed of
three prominent capitalists, and the ﬁrm of
Brown, Howard & 00., who were also meni
bers oi! the syndicate, wherein the ﬁrm
agreed to purchase two lines of railway, and
to organize a new company under the name
of the Ohio Central Railway Company, with
a capital stock of $4,000,000, which was to
be delivered to the syndicate, to proceed and
complete the road, and to purchase, at the
lowest cost, $500,000 worth of equipment, and
place it on the line, tree from liens or char
ges. They further agreed to procure the issue
of $3,000,000 of ﬁrst mortgage bonds, and al
so $3,000,000 of income bonds, secured by a
mortgage upon the same property, interior
only to the ﬁrst mortgage. These bonds were
placed in the Metropolitan National Bank of
New York, for delivery to the subscribers to
the 53.000000 pool represented by the syndi
cate, as their assessments were paid In con
sideration of this, the syndicate agreed to

pay the ﬁrm $3,000,000 in cash. Brown,§
Howard'& Co. proceeded to organize the.
company under this contract, received from
the syndicate the $3,000,000, and turned over
to them the $10,000,000 of stock and bonds,
which were distributed among the members
of the syndicate in proportion to their sub
scriptions to the pool. This ﬁrst mortgage
provided for was executed January 1, 1880,
and was signed by the president and secre
tary oi! the company. Brown, Howard &
00., however, never furnished the $560,000
of equipment provided for in their contract,
but, it seems, by subsequent agreement with
the pool or syndicate committee, they were
released from their obligation to furnish the
equipment, and, instead of it, were required
to make further expenditures on the railway
property, which were said to have exceeded
the $500,000, the ﬁrm accepting the notes of
the railway company for the excess.
On July 7, 1880, the president of the Ohio
Central Railroad Company, acting in his ca
pacity as president, ordered of the Brooks
Locomotive Works of Dunkirk ﬁve locomo
tives, to he delivered in December, 1880, and
January, 1881. On July 19th he ordered ﬁve
others, and on August 22d four others.
These were all ordered for the railroad com
pany. On August 20th the ﬁrst lease, known
as “Lease A," was executed between Mc
Gourkey and the railroad company. By this
instrument the railroad company agreed to
hire of the petitioner, as trustee, and he
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subscription certificates, and indorslng the

agreed to lease, 800 coal cars and 14 locomo
tives, for the period of 10 years from the
date of the delivery of the same to the com
pany; the company agreeing to pay him as
rent $100,000 on the delivery thereof, and,
in addition thereto, $40,000 per year, with in
terest thereon at 8 per cent. In case of de
fault in the payment of any installment of
interest, the lessor reserved the right of en
tering upon the premises of the company, re
moving any of the locomotives and cars, sell
ing them at public or private sale, and ap
plying the proceeds upon any and all install
ments of rent or interest thereon, not there
totore paid, for such cars, for the whole of
said term, whether said installments had
then fallen due or not; and, if there should

Gourkey was a mere ﬂgurehead.

Mr. hilt-g

chell. who attended to the detailspwas secreta-'
ry of the railroad company, and a clerk in the
Metropolitan National Bank. He had no
more than Mr. McGourkey to do with or
derlng the cars, but attended to the ﬁnances

of the trust. The names'ot the subscribers

prove a surplus after paying such rent, inter

to the trust were given to him by three per
sons, who were all directors of the ‘road.
They instructed him to make a subscription
certiﬁcate, which would be signed by the
bank as ﬁscal agent, certifying that the hold
ers would be entitled to so many thousand
dollars of car-trust certiﬁcates when the sev
eral installments were indorsed as paid in
full. The
subscription certiﬁcates were
signed by the cashier, or stamped by him as
paid, for the cashier. The money received

gest, and expenses, the same should be paid
' to the company, but, it there~should be any
deﬁcit, the company should be liable to pay
was credited to an account called the "Equip
the same upon demand. The company was
ment Accotmt ot the Ohio Central Railroad"
to keep the property in good repair, and keep
in the Metropolitan National Bank, and was
the name, number, and plate or other marks,
paid out to the president ot the road, who
to wit, “Ohio Central Car Trust," or “O. C.
had charge of buying the equipment, by
C. T.," ﬁxed and retained upon each of the
transferring it to the account of the Commer
cars and locomotives for the purpose of mak
cial National Bank of Cleveland. 01! which
ing the ownership publicly known; also to
he was also president; also by paying equip
keep all property insured against ﬁre, loss
ment notes issued by the equipment compa
payable to the trustee, and to replace any
ny, so called, which were indorsed individu
cars or locomotives lost by ﬁre. Schedule A,
ally by the president and one of the direct
referred to in the lease, was not actually an
ors. Mr. Mitchell further says: "When these
nexed until February 23, 1881. The 14 loco
installments were all paid on the subscrip
motives were ordered, as above stated. by
tion certiﬁcates, and a certiﬁcate from the
the president of the company, and marked
general manager of the road with a schedule
“Ohio Central 0. T.," and numbered from 17
of the numbers and marks of the equipment

to 30, inclusive. The 800 coal cars were also
under the several trusts which were on the
marked in the same manner.
Mr. liicGourkey, who, by this and two oth
er similar instruments, assumed to own and
to lease to the railroad company this large
amount of rolling stock, was not a manufac

turer or dealer in locomotives or cars. He
was not a resident of Ohio, nor engaged in
the railroad business, and, so tar as appears,
never saw the property, at least until after
it went into possession of the receiver, nor
knew oi! the contracts which were made for

road was returned to me, I turned them over
to Mr. McGourkeyI and he certiﬁed to the

car-trust certiﬁcates. These certiﬁcates I
turned over to the several subscribers, as ali
peared on my record, canceling their sub
scription certiﬁcates as they surrendered
them." It appears from the testimony of the
president that the men who furnished the
money to purchase this equipment were most
of them interested in the organization oi! the
company; that it was all paid in New York.

its pun-base. He was the cashier of the Met
ropolltan National Bank of New York, the
correspondent bank of the Commercial Na

except $50,000, which he subscribed himself:
that the contracts were all made by him, 01'
by his authority;

that the moneys were re

tional Bank of Cleveland, of which the presi
ceived from the Metropolitan National Bank,
dent of the railroad company was also presi
dent. He had very little knowledge as to the
origin of the car trusts which he represent
ed, and knew very little about the arrange—
ments which were made for paying in and

paying out the money.

El‘i'LHYaB'-AILPBH'

payments, he appears to have had nothing to
do with the transaction. In short, Mr. Mc-s

He says the under

standing was that he was to have little or no
trouble in regard to the details; “that B. G.
Mitchell, who is present here, and who is con
nected with the bank, was to take charge of
that part. ' ' ' I mentioned to him [the
president] that I was made trustee or this our
trust, and I was sorry. He said, ‘Mr. Mitchell
will attend to the details, and it will not give
you much trouble.‘ ” Beyond taking the re
ceipts tor the cars from the road, signing the

and credited upon the books of the Commer

cial National Bank to the Ohio Central Rail
road Company, without distinguishing these
moneys from others that were credited to the
same company;'and that no separate accounts
were kept with the car trusts. This account

was drawn upon from time to time for the
general purposes of the company, as well as
for the payment of the rolling stock covered

by the leases in question.
liir. Mitchell, who appears to have been
more familiar with these car-trust certiﬁ
cates than any one, except possibly the Pres‘
ident of the company, says that the sumo
persons who controlled the subscriptions 101‘

chﬂaz‘Inj'ruﬂLIn-Yl
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the ;3,000,000 pool, also, to a certain extent,
controlled the subscriptions for the equip
ment. "There were other subscribers, but
they controlled the matter." And, again:
“There were different subscribers for the
equipment to what there were for the
main line, although many of them were the

same." Again, in answer to the question

ence, according to a schedule subsequently
attached. By this instrument, petitioner as
sumed to lease certain coal cars for 13 years
from the date of the delivery of the cars to
the company; “said coal cars to be delivered
as per the contract of the said George J.
McGourkey with the said makers: and it is
understood that the said George J. McGour
key shall in no way be liable for any delay

who constituted the Ohio Central Car Trust,
he mentioned the names of several gentle
men, all of whom were directors, or connect
cars by the said makers; and the said rail
ed with the organization, of the road. Mr.
road company may, for convenience, make
Martin, himself a director, states: "I myself
the contract direct with said makers." There
held about in the neighborhood of $150,000.
was to be paid as rental $80,000 on the 1st
lllr. Lyman, A. A. Low & Bros, had I think,
day of September in each year for 10 years,
about the same amount, and Mr. Lyman
with interest at 8 per cent, at the Metropol
would naturally speak for his friend A. M.
itan National Bank, the said yearly install
White. I think he was in the pool for about
ments being evidenced by 800 obligations of
$150,000." It is true that another director
$1,000 each of the Ohio Central Railroad
states: “The names of the various subscrib
Company, maturing at different times, with
ers I do not recollect, but may say in a gen
hiterest coupons attached. There was a pro
eral way that they were a different class of
vision that, in a case of default in payment,
persons from those who subscribed to the
syndicate, or held the stock or bonds of the McGourkey should have the right to take
possession and remove all rolling stock and
Ohio Central Railway Company." But he
sell the same, “together with thirty thousandq,
does not seem to have had that acquaintance

shares of $100 each of the capital stock of :g
with the details of the transaction which the
the Ohio Central‘Coal Company, pledged by‘
other witnesses had, and his testimony is
said lessees as security for the performance
outweighed in that particular.
of said contract, and the payment of the prin
The car-trust associations were not corpo
rations or partnerships, nor legal entities of cipal and interest of the said rental certiﬁ
any description, but were simply car~trust cates, at public or private sale." There were
other provisions similar to those contained
certiﬁcates in the hands of various persons,
in Lease A, concerning the payment of the
who were represented by the petitioner, Mc
surplus to the railroad compan , its liability
Gourkey. The 14 locomotives included in
for any deﬁcit, and its obligation to ﬁx and
the schedule attached to the Lease A were
retain
upon each of the cars the words “Ohio
those which had been ordered by the presi
Central Car Trust,” or the initials, to wit, " .
dent of the railroad, before the organization
C. C. 'l‘.," for the purpose of making their
of the ﬁrst our trust, and were all delivered
ownership known, etc. There was a further
between December 20, 1880, and February
provision that, in case all payments were
:10. 1881, billed to the Ohio Central Railroad
promptly made, the coal cars should become
fCompanv, and paid for by drafts drawn by
the absolute property of the railroad compa
G. G. Hadley, general manager, ‘upon H. G.
E8118. assistant treasurer of the company, at ny, and the trustee should make conveyance
Cleveland 0f the 800 coal cars, 606 appear thereof on demand. The schedule, which
was not annexed to this lease until Decem
to have been purchased of the Lafayette Car
ber 9, 1881, covered 1,400 cars, 1,000 of
Works. and paid for by the railroad compa
which
were constructed under contracts made
ny- These 606 cars were mostly received
by Mr. Hadley, general manager of the
by the company during the fall of 1880. The
Ohio Central Railroad Company, with the
remaining 194 coal cars were constructed by
the Peninsular Car Works of Detroit, under Peninsular Car Works of Detroit, on Janua
ry 3, 1881, two months before the lease was
a contract made by Mr. Hadley, general su
executed. The manager of the Peninsular
ilei'lntendent, in the name of the Ohio Cen
trill Railroad Company; and they were paid
1'0!‘ by the railroad company by drafts drawn

by Mr- Andrews. the assistant treasurer at
Toledo. where the cars were turned over to
8 company. These locomotives and cars
were, by direction of Mr. Hadley, the general

manager, marked in large letters, "Ohio Cen
"all" Find in mail letters, "Ohio Central 0.

T" either placed upon a small plate, so as
c removed easily, or upon the end of the

the coal cars.
use B. No. 1 was executed March 1. 1881,
Iind is not substantially different from Lease
A111 its general provisions. Both provide for

‘3191131118 01 equipment not then in exist

“lilac—12

Car Works testliied that the contracts were
the result of personal conferences with some
of the railroad managers, in which it was
mentioned that these cars were for the car
trust association, and that directions were
given to stencil the cars in such manner as
to show that they belonged to the car~trust
association. Ten of these cars were delivered
to the company before the lease was execut
ed, and the residue after the date of the
lease. They all went into possession of the
railroad company between February 26th
and the early fall of 1881. They were paid
for by drafts drawn by the auditor of the
company upon H. P. Eells, assistant treas
urer, presumably out of the moneys trims
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but, if the holders of the said prior certiﬁ
cates failed or refused to make the change,
the railroad was only to issue $1,200,000 oi
certiﬁcates thereunder. If a. portion of the
Two hundred and ﬁfty of these cars were holders of the prior certiﬁcates elected to ex
built by the Michigan Car Company under a
change them for certiﬁcates issued thereun
contract made with the railroad company by
der, then, to such extent, the company would
correspondence during the month of Decem
issue certiﬁcates thereunder in addition to
ber, 1880, delivery to be made during the
said $1,200,000; it being the intent to main
omonths of April, May, and June, 1881. On
tain the aggregate of $1,800,000 in car-trust
EFebruary 1, 1381, Mr. Hadley, the general
certiﬁcates issued. The 1,100 cars mentioned
' manager, instructed the builders by'letter to in this lease, which were in addition to the
number the cars, and to letter them “Ohio
1,400 included in Lease B No. 1., were manu
Central" in large letters, and “Ohio Central
factured under a contract with the Peninsu
0. T." in small letters on side sill. They
lar Car Works of Detroit, dated October 22,
were to be delivered after the date of the
1881, and were to be delivered in Toledo dur
Lease B 1, and they were all paid for in the
ing the following winter. Subsequently to
same manner as the other 1,000 cars. The
the making of this contract, and on Novem
remaining 150 of these cars were built un
her 25th, it was modiﬁed by releasing the
der a contract of the railroad company with
railroad company, and substituting the Ohio
ferred from the equipment account in the
Metropolitan National Bank of New York to
the Commercial National Bank oi‘. Cleveland.

the Peninsular Car Works, entered into on
February 11, 1881, and were delivered in No
vember, 1881, after the execution of the
lease, and were paid for in the same manner.
While no instructions appear to have been
given as to numbering or lettering these cars,
the testimony indicates that the same policy
was pursued as before.

Lease B No. 2 was executed March 1,1882,
and covered 2,500 coal cars, including the
1,400 described in Lease B No. 1, 340 box
cars, and 13 locomotives, according to a

Central Car-Trust Association, Series B, in
its place. Provision was also made for pay
ment, at the option of the trust association,
in cash, on delivery of lots of 100 cars each,
or in the paper of the association, indorsed
by two directors of the road. This modiﬁ
cation of the agreement was signed by the
railroad company, by its president, and also
by iilcGourkey, as trustee, by D. P. Eciis.
These cars were paid for by notes of the

Ohio Central Car-Trust Association, Series
B, signed by G. G. Hadley, general manager.

schedule annexed to the lease, the date of

and indorsed by the same two directois. All

which is not given. The railroad agreed to
pay as rental therefor $180,000 on the 1st
day of March in each year from 1885 to 1894,
with interest thereon at 8 per cent. per an
num, payable semiannually on the 1st day
0t March and September during each and
every year during the term of 12 years, with
the same right to take possession and sell as
contained in the prior leases. The eighth
paragraph of this lease provided that the
railroad should “evidence by iithographed
certiﬁcates or obligations the several annual
payments for rentals hereunder due at the
time of the maturity of said payments, as
provided in this agreement, and having at
tached thereto interest coupons," eta, such
certiﬁcates or obligations to be delivered to
McGourkey pro rats as the rolling stool: was
delivered to the railroad. There was a fur
ther provision for the rolling stock bo
oomlng the absolute property of the railroad
upon the payment of the installments and
interest. it also recited that the Ohio Cen‘
tral Coal Company had executed cotempora

of these 1,100 cars were delivered before the
list of March, 1882,—the date of the lease,—
cxcept 110, which were delivered afterwards;

and 40 of the 340 box cars were delivered

lieollsly =1 mortgage 0! $1,000,000 upon its
coal property, as additional security for the
payment of the car-trust certiﬁcates provided

on January 26, 1882. These cars were thus
contracted to be built by the car-trust we
ciation, and. there seems to be no reason for

supposing that the railroad company paid
anything for their purchase.

Of the 13 engines, 8 were built by the
Brooks Locomotive Works of Dunkirk, N. 1,5
under like contracts as were made with ‘chef’,

Michigan Car Company and the‘Peuinsular'
Car Company. The locomotive works were
instructed to mark ﬁve of them, “Ohio Cen

tral Car Trust, Series B." Three more were
ordered on December 15, 1881, and on the
following day the president of the railroad
wrote the secretary of the company that he

had inadvertently given the order as presi
dent of the Ohio Central Railroad Company;
that the engines were for the Car Trust,
Ohio

Central Railroad,

Series B.

The re

maining 5 of the 13, and the locomotive “Bu
cyrus,” were built by the Ohio Central Rail
road Company in its shops at Bucyrus, 10‘

for, which was accepted for a down payment

the Ohio Central Car Trust, Series B, and
were paid for by moneys furnished by Mitch‘

upon said equipment. There was a further
,_,provision that suﬁicient of these car-trust

ell, and charged to the equipment fund of the
Ohio Central Railroad Company 11901! the

3 certiﬁcates to take up and replace the prior

books of the Metropolitan N.tional Bil-ilk

' car-trust certiﬁcates of the company, amount

The evidence sufficiently indicates that $11959
engines were built under the agreement with

ing to $600,000, were to be used by McGour
key, and the original oar-trust agreements
were to be canceled, and the equipment cov

ered thereby released, under this agreement;

the Ohio Central Carll‘rust Association, N°—
2, represented by McGourkey as trustee, W

v-_ku—.i_a=1$m- n=':-rai.m
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which the railroad company was to build
them at iis shops, and to identify them as be
longing to the our trust by proper labels, and.
were paid for out of money furnished by tho
car-trust certiﬁcates, represented by Mo
Gourkey.
The 340 box ears were delivered to the
railroad prior to June 7, 1882. Forty of
them appear to have been in the possession
of the company before the date of the lease
of March 1st. It does not appear from the
testimony how or from whom they were ac
quired by the railroad company, nor how,
nor out of what tund, they were to be paid

for.
In relation to this rolling stock, the presi
dent testiﬁes that the understanding was that
the railroad company expected to own this
equipment, when all the car-trust certiﬁcates
were paid as the company had agreed to
pay; that they had, therefore, a large inter
est in getting the best contracts they could
for the purchase of the equipment; that he
made all the contracts himself for such
equipment, or authorized Mr. Hadley to
make them, under the stipulation in the
leases that the railroad company might make
the contracts direct with the makers. it is
somewhat difficult to ee how the president
,would have acted as the agent of the car-trust

Eoertiﬂcate holders, or of McGourkey in mak
' ing the contracts for this'rolling stock, inas
much as the greater portion of these con
tracts were entered into before the associa
tions were formed, the leases executed, or
the certiﬁcates issued.

The facts of this case, then, brieﬂy stated
are as follows:

A syndicate of capitalists

known as the “$3,000,000 Pool" contracted
with Brown, Howard & Co. for the purchase
or certain hues of railroad for the purpose
of organizing the Ohio Central Railroad Com
pany. They raised $3,000,000 in cash, paid
it to Brown, Howard &, (30., and in return
received $4,000,000 in stock and $3,000,000
in ﬁrst mortgage bonds and $3,000,000 of in
come bonds, a total of $10,000,000 in stock
and securities, which were distributed among
the members of the syndicate according to
their subscriptions. In further considera
tion of the $3,000,000 in cash, Brown, How
11rd & Co. agreed to complete and organize
the road and furnish it with $560,000 of roll

lug stock. The latter provision was never
comlllied with, though it is said they expend

ed that amount for the beneﬁt of the road.
It does not satisfactorily appear what the
Iwhml value was of the $10,000,000 in stock
and securities turned over to the syndicate,

almough, in the opinion of the court below,
“is Bil-id that they were "at the date of
issuance, or very soon thereafter, worth in

‘11% market largely more by several millions
“"111 the sum of $3,000,000 paid out
therefor.” I! the law were compiled with,

‘119541000000 of stock should have been rep
resented by money or property to that
“mum, End, if the market value of this
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stock were merely nominal, it is probably
because little, if anything, was ever paid up
on it. and it was used merely as a method of
retaining control of the corporation. It is
safe to say that, if the stock had been actu
ally paid up in money or property, and the
money raised by the bonds had been applied
to the construction and equipment of the
road, these securities would have been worth
far more than the $3,000,000 that were paid
for them, and the device of borrowing money
upon car-trust certiﬁcates might not have
been necessary.
Evidently the syndicate
took this stock without recognition of any,,,
obligation imposed upon them by their sub-l?a
seriptions to the same, but'iooked upon it’
simply as a voting power in stockholders’
meetings, and as a means of retaining con
trol of the corporation. Finding that the
road was in need of further equipment, and
assuming that there was no other way of
providing the money for that purpose, they
proceeded to purchase rolling stock in the
name of the road, and to raise money by
certiﬁcates issued to subscribers of an equip
ment; fund. Had the directors of the road
made a bona tide arrangement with the man
ufacturers to lease a certain amount of roll
ing stock for their equipment of this road,
there could be no doubt of the propriety of
their action, though the arrangement had
contemplated an ultimate purchase by the
railroad.
The vice of this arrangement, however,
consisted in the fact that the directors were,
so far as it appears, the subscribers to most,
it not all, these certiﬁcates, and had complete
control of the purchase of the stock; and the
money realized from them, though kept in a
separate account in the Metropolitan Bank,
was mixed with the other moneys of the rail
road company on the books of the Commer
cial Bank at Cleveland; that the rolling stock
in question was purchased in the name of the
road largely before the leases were made,
and was paid for out of the money of the
road thus deposited with the Commercial
Bank; that, so far from it appearing that the
money raised upon these certiﬁcates went
solely to the purchase of this rolling stock, it
appears aﬁirmatively by the minutes of a di
rectors’ meeting held at New York, March
1, 1882, that the company was indebted to
the bank in the sum of $400,000, for a por
tion of which the president and one director
were indorsers,—an indebtedness created for
the purpose of raising money for equipment
and other purposes; that $1,200,000 of car
trust certiﬁcates were pledged to the bank
as security for this indebtedness, and that
the president and treasurer were authorized
to liquidate the some out of the said certiﬁ
cates and then‘ proceeds. How much of this
indebtedness was incurred for equipment pur
poses was left entirely uncertain.
It also appears that the testimony of one

of the directors that the estimated cost of
the equipment for which these $1,200,000 of
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contracts shall be given to it, in the proﬁts
of which they, as stockholders in the new
company, are to share, are so many unlawful
devices to enrich themselves to the detriment

A contract of this kind is clearly voidable
at the election of the corporation; and, when
such corporation is represented by the direct
ors against whom the imputation is made,
and the scheme was in reality directed
against the mortgagecs, and had for its very
object the impairment of their security by
the withdrawal of the property purchased
from the lieu of their mortgage, it would be
manifestly unjust to deny their competency
to impeach the transaction. The principle it
self would be of no value if the very party
whose rights were sacriﬁced were denied the
beneﬁt of it.
In ﬁne, we are of opinion that this transac
tion should be adjudged to be in law what
it appeared to be in fact,—a purchase by the
railway of the rolling stock in question,—and
that the device of the car-trust certiﬁcates
was inoperative either to vest the legal title
in McGourkey, or to prevent the lieu of the
mortgage from attaching to it upon its deliv
ery to the road. At the same time the hold
ers of these certiﬁcates, who stand in the
position of having advanced money towards
the equipment of the road, and particularly
those who purchased them for value before
maturity, are entitled to certain rights with
respect to the same which must be gauged in
a measure by a consideration of the so-called
“leases" themselves. The title to this prop
erty being, as we hold, in the railroad com
pany, obviously the petitioner is not entitled
to rent. His position is that of one who has
advanced money to a railroad company for!‘
the purchase of equipment, with the under-3
‘standing, which, though not raised directly
from the instruments themselves, may per
haps be implied from the nature of the trans
action, that he was to have a lien upon cer
tain rolling stock, to be thereafter designated
upon a schedule to be furnished by the rail
way company. As the lien upon this proper
ty, evidenced by these leases, was acquired
after the purchase of the property by
the railway, and the property to which it
was to attach was not designated until

of the stockholders and creditors of the origi

after it had passed into the possession of the

nal company, and will be condemned when
ever properly brought before the courts for
‘506
u
consideration." A somewhat similar case
was that of Railroad Co. v. Kelly, 77 111. 426,

company, and after the lien oi‘ the future-ao
quired property clause of the mortgage had

gcertiﬂcates were issued was but $850,000, and
' that the remaining $350,000 was to be ex
pended by the company at its pleasure.
The directors of this road were evidently
acting in two inconsistent capacities. As
directors, they were bound to watch and pro
tect the interests of the road, and obtain the
rolling stock upon the most advantageous

terms.

As holders of the car-trust ccrtlﬂ

cates, or representatives of such holders, it
was to their interest to lease the same at the
best possible rate, and to make sure that, as
directors, this rolling stock should never be
come their property, except at the highest
price. In other words, they were both buy
ers and sellers or lcssors and lessees of the
same property.
No principle of law is better settled than
that any arrangement by which directors of
a corporation become interested adversely to
such corporation in contracts with it, or or
ganize to take stock in companies or associa
tions for the purpose of entering into con
tracts with the corporation, or become par
ties to any undertaking to secure to them
selves a share in the proﬁts of any transac
tions to which the corporation is also a par
ty, will be looked upon with suspicion. A
leading case upon this subject is that of War
dell v. Railway 00., 103 U. S. 651. wherein a

committee of the board of directors of a rail
way company entered into a contract with
a coal company, the stock of which was
largely owned by directors of the railway
company. The contract was held to be a
fraud upon the latter. It was said by the
court in this case that "all arrangements, by
directors of a railway company, to secure an
undue advantage to themselves at its ex
pense, by the formation of a new company
as an auxiliary to the original one, with an
understanding that they, or some of them,

shall take stock in it, and then that valuable

in which it was held to be'unlawful for di
rectors

of

a

railroad company to become

members of a company with which they have
made a. contract to build and equip the road,

and that, in 811011 case, the stockholders
might, at their election, ratify the act, and in.
sist upon the proﬁts of the contract, or dis

attached to it, the lien of these certiﬁcates.
if any there be, should be postponed to that

of the bondholders.
If transactions such as this is claimed to
be could be sustained, there is nothing to pre
vent any syndicate of men, who obtain the
capital stock of a railway, from organizing
car-trust associations, and equipping the road

aﬂ‘lrm it in toto. See, also, Whelpdale v.
Gookson, 1 Vcs. Sr. 8; Drury v. Cross. 7
Vi'all. 299; York Buildings 00. v. Mackenzie,
3 Paton, 378: Hoffman Steam Coal Co. v,

with their own property, regardless of the
capital which they may have at their dis
posal, and holding it as against the mort~
gagees. Persons investing their money 11!
the bonds of railways in active operation do

Cumberland Coal 00., 16 Md. 456; Cumber.

so upon the theory that their security 0011'

land Coal Co. v. Sherman, 30 Barb. 553;
Railway Co. v. Blakie, 1 Macq. 461: People

and hence any arrangement by which the

v. Township Board, 11 liiich. 222; Railway
00. v. Dewey, 14 Mich. 477.

road is equipped with rolling stock belonging
to another corporation should be distinct’ ‘m'

sists largely in the rolling stock of the road.

-r u_ mr, nu-K.,
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equivocal, and above suspicion.

Much re

name is placed in this connection upon the
tact that the leases provided that the rail
my company might contract for the delivery
of this stock directly with the makers; that
the property should be marked or stenciled
in such manner as to indicate that it be
longed to the car-trust associations, and that
the mortgagces and the public were thereby
duly apprised of the fact that it was no prop
er part of the equipment of the railway.
Did the vice of these contracts lie in an at
tempted concealment of the actual facts, as
is frequently the case where preferences are
secretly reserved in assignments, there would
be much force in this suggestion; but if it in
heres in the very nature of the contract, if
there be a thread of covln running through
1ihe web and woof of the entire transaction,—
tiiin other words, if the purpose be unlawful,—
' it is not perceived that an ‘open avowal or
such purpose makes it the less unlawful. We
do not wish to be understood as saying that
the transaction hi question necessarily in
rolved actual fraud on the part of those par
ticipating in it. As before observed. con
tracts of this description, for the purpose of
leasing rolling stock, are by no means uncom
men, and it is not improbable that this syn
dicate may have taken it for granted that the
raising of money by car-trust certiﬁcates, is

sued to themselves, or to those in conﬁdential
relations with them, was but another mode
of amomplishing the same result. The law,
however, characterizes the transaction as a
constructive fraud upon the mortgagee.
We think the court below was correct in
holding that these leases, sofar as they are a
security at all, must be treated as mortgages.
Reading between the lines of these instru
ments, it is quite evident that no ordinary
letting of property for a ﬁxed rental was con

tempiated. but that the retention of title by
the lessor was intended as a mere security
for the payment of the purchase money.
Thus. by Lease A, there was to be a pay
ment of a gross sum of $100,000 upon the de
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ance of the contract The inconsistency of
these contracts with an ordinary lease be
comes the more apparent in the case of Lease

B No. 2, which covered 1,400 coal cars in-a
cluded in the former leases, and provided fora
the’taking up and replacing of the prior car-Q
trust certiﬁcates to the amount of $600,000,
and, in case of refusal to make the exchange,
for the issue of $1,200,000 of certiﬁcates,
which were to be used to pay a debt to the
bank to the amount of $400,000, and also to
pay a contemplated loan of $350,000 to aid the
railroad in developing its coal property and in
its general business, leaving only the remain
der to be applied to the purchase of the equip
ment. Instructlve cases upon the relative
rank of railway mortgages and instruments
of this description are Hervey v. Locomotive
Works, 93 U. _S. 664; Mureh v. Wright, 46 Ill.
488; Heryford v. Davis, 102 U. S. 235; Frank
v. Railway 00., 23 Fed. Rep. 123.
The court below held that the petitioner
had shown a superior right to three engines
included in the schedule to Lease B No. 2,
and, as no appeal was taken by the defendant
from this decree, of course it is not entitled
to complain of this ﬁnding in this court. The
court further found that, so far as the peti
tioner had established any right to or lien up
on the property in controversy, regarding him
as a mortgagee, it appeared that he had al
ready been pald by the company and the re
ceiver more than he was entitled to, and his
claims for further payments and additional
compensation were disallowed. We see no
reason to question this ﬁnding, and, as we are
of opinion that the court was correct in bold
ing the rights of petitioner subordinate to
those of the ﬁrst mortgage bondholders, its
decree dismissing the petition is therefore af
ﬁrmed.
The CHIEF

JUSTICE and

Mr. Justice

BREWER dissented.
m
(148 U. S. 476)

"Very oi the property, and an annual rental
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(1! 840.000, with interest at 8 per cent, with

(December 12, 1892.)
No. 40.
PATENTS son lsvss'noss—Isvss'rios—lxraisoe
mss'r — Camp's Amus'rssns CHAIR AND (JAR
RIAGE.
1. Claim 2 of letters patent No. £4,923,

a further provision that, if such payments
were Di‘Omptly made for the 10 years speci
ﬂed. the property should belong to the rail
road company without further conveyance.
In case of default, however, the lessor made
no Provision for resuming his title to the

Property, but merely for the resumption of
Possession for the purpose of sale, as in on
“11111117 foreclosure of a mortgage. All

these Provisions are inconsistent with the
13:; of an ordinary lease of personal prop
Lease B No. 1 contained similar provisions,

glut-{It a further stipulation that, in case of de
‘he "in Payment, the petitioner should have

30 00081112 to sell the property, together with
of‘ the sgares of $100 each of the capital stock
hio Central Coal Company, pledged

"1°11 lease as security for the perform

issued February 24. 1880, to Joseph W. Kenna
for a combined child's chair ‘and carriage, con
sisting of an ordinary chair pivoted at the lower
part of its front legs to the corresponding legs
of a standard havinpi four legs, and supported
at the rear by a bui attached to s crosspiece
by means of u. spring catch, is void for want of
invention, since practically all that the patentee
accomplished was to take the_Patten or Cin
chester chairs. (covered respectwely by patents
issued September 3, 1878,.and July 9, 1879,)
and apply to them the bail and catch of the
prior “l’earl chair." 32 Fed. Rep. 830, re
versed.
.
_
2. Assuming that the patent is valid in any

respect, it is entitled only to a. narrow construc—
tion, and is not infringed by a chair which ll
hinged instead of pivoted to the front stand
ards, and in which the bail is held in place by
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its own elasticity or by a button attached to the
frame of the seat, instead of by a spring catc .
82 Fed. Rep. 830, reversed.
Appeal from the circuit court of the United
States for the district of Massachusetts.
Bill by Daniel E. Thompson and others
against Phllander Derby and others for the
infringement of a patent. The circuit court
sustained the patent, found infringement, and
entered a ﬁnal decree for complainant. 32
Fed. Rep. 830.
Defendant appeals.
Re

assumed a horizontal position. The chair
then rested upon four wheels, L, attached to
crosspieces connecting the front and rear
legs, and the bail served as a push handle for
the carriage thus formed. By this adjust
ment, which is shown in the annexed draw
ings, the chair is converted into a wheel car
rings, on which the child may be pushed by
the aid of the ball from place to place.
The patentee says in his specification: “in
making these changes it is not necessary to

D'qlai’jﬂ-Exﬂ

remove the child from the chair, for instead
versed.
Statement by Mr. Justice BROWN.
This was a bill in equity for the in.fringe~
ment of letters patent No. 224,923, issued
February 24, 1880, to Joseph W. Kenna for
a new and useful improvement in a com
bined child's chair and carriage.

The invention related to an article of furni
ture which, by a simple adjustment of the
parts, may be converted from a child's high

of tilting the chair back, as shown in Fig. 2
of the drawings, it may be held in an upright
position, and the frame, A, tilted forward on
its front standard until it assumes the posi
tion shown in Fig. 3 of the drawings, and in
changing from the latter position to a chair
the supporting frame may be tilted upward
and backward into the position shown in Fig.
2 of the drawings, while at the same time the

‘77In
on
477
1!.
on

chair is held in an upright position by the at»
chair for use at a table to a child‘s carriage,
and vice versa, as may be desired, and more
particularly to the manner of connecting the
chair to its supporting frame, and supporting
hit thereon. 1t consisted practically of an or

:hlinary chair, B, with four legs, mounted
when used as a high chair upon a'stanclard,
A, also having four legs to correspond with
those of the chair. The front legs of the
chair were pivoted at their lower ends, D,
0,, upon the corresponding legs of the standard.
1‘; Upon the rear legs of the standard there were
I pivoted at their'iower ends the arms of a
bail, E, which turned up under the rear part
of the chair, and supported it by the aid of a
catch, F, fastened to a crosspiece or rod be
tween the two rear legs of the chair. When
used as a carriage, the ball was unfastened

ieudant.”
The claim relied upon in this suit was the
second, which was as follows: "(2) The
frame, A, in combination with the ball’ 11
chair frame. B, pivoted at its lower front
corners to the frame, A, and the yielding rest
or support, F, substantially as described."
The case was defended upon the ground of
want of novelty, and also of noninfringement

The court ordered a ﬁnal decree for the
plaintiff, (32 Fed. Rep. 830,) and the defend
ant was allowed an appeal to this court
A. von Briesen, for appellants. J. E. Mil!‘
nadier, for appeliees.
Mr. Justice BROWN, after stating the facts

in the foregoing language, delivered the Ohm‘:

from its catch, which allowed the rear of the
ion of the court.
chair to fall between the rear legs, a, of the
standard. The front legs, a’, of the standard

r

‘The ﬁrst assignment of error turns upon i116.
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validity of the second claim of the patent in
frame, A, of the plaintiff's patent, in combi-Q
question, which was for “the frame, A, in
combination with the bail, E, chair frame,
B, pivoted at its lower front corners to the
frame, A, and the yielding rest or support, F,
substantially as described." This claim is
practically for the combination of four ele
ments:
(1) A low chair, having the usual frame of
four legs;
(2) A supplemental frame, placed under the
chair to raise it, and arranged to fold out of
the way when the low chair is used;
(3) A ball, forming a part of the rear legs
of the supplemental frame: and
(4) A catch or fastening device which keeps
this bail in place when the chair is used as a
high chair.
If Mr. Kenna had been the ﬁrst to invent a
high chair which, by a simple mechanical ar
rangement, could be converted into a rolling
chair or carriage by the aid of a ball which
served alternately for the support of the high
chair and as a push handle for the rolling

ﬂhnir. his patent would doubtless be entitled
to a. liberal construction. Such a device is at
Once ingenious, useful, compact, and conven
lent. He was not, however, the ﬁrst in this

ﬁeld of invention The patent to Cauller of
April 23, 1878, exhibits a chair, the seat of
which was hinged to the upper end of four

legs, corresponding to the frame, A, of the
Plaintiff's patent, and provided with rollers
Secured to the lower part of the legs or
ltretchers between them, in combination

nation with a push handle or ball, and a chair:
seat'pivoted in front to the supplemental’
frame; but it did not contain a supporting
chair frame of four legs, nor the yielding
rest or support, F. While evidently a some
what crude device, it did contain two, if not
three, of the four elements of the plaintiff's
patent, though combined in a dilferent man

ner.

The Exhibit Pearl Chair, which, we agree
with the court below, antedates the Kenna
invention, also consisted of a chair seat
hinged to the front legs of a frame, corre~
spondtng to the Kenna frame, A, immediately
beneath the seat, while to the rear legs of
this frame was pivoted a ball, which served
to support the rear of the chair seat when
used as a high chair. and as a push handle
when used as a rolling chair. The wheels
were pivoted, as in the Cauller chair, to the
under side of the step and to the lower ends
of the front legs of the frame, A. There
was also a catch attached to the rear of the
chair seat, into which the bail ﬁtted when
turned up for use in supporting the high
chair. There are found in this chair all the
elements of the Kenna chair, except that the
chair is pivoted or hinged to the frame im
mediately beneath the seat, and hence both
this and the Caulier chair are less compact,
convenient, and slghtly than the Kenna de
vice. When used as a rolling chair, the chair
seat was thrust forward in front of the legs,
which projected in the rear and made the
carriage much less convenient to handle.
In the Patten patent of September 3, 1878,
however, the hinges, by means of which the
legs of the supplemental frame were turned
under, were placed some distance below the
seat, which had the eﬂ'eet, when used as a
rolling chair, of throwing the chair seat fur
ther backward and nearer to the ball. This
peculiarity is also found in the Chicliester pat
ent of July 8, 1879, which, while differing
widely from the Kenna patent in other re
spects, resembles it in the particular of hav

ing a complete chair instead of a mere chair
sent
Plaintiff is evidently not entitled to claim
the combination of the chair frame pivoted
to the supplemental frame, A, and the ball,
without the yielding support or rest, since
the latter is not only incorporated in his claim,
but a claim which he originally made for-g
“the supporting frame, A, in combinations

with rollers secured beneath the foot rest of
ihe chair. The rear legs were secured to the
"at by spring bolts immediately beneath the
Beat. which bolts, when withdrawn, permit ‘with the chair frame hinged thereto-at its’
lower front corners, and the movable sup
ted the front legs to turn and assume a par
t1llliy'hoi'izontal position, the chair falling and
resting in front on casters or wheels attached
to the under side of the step, and in the rear

“D011 We corresponding wheels journaled in
the bottom of the four legs. There was also
rswillglng push handle pivoted to the rear

935' but Performing no function except when
the device was used as a rolling chair. This
clMir contained a. frame corresponding to the

port, E, substantially as described," was re
jeoted by the patent oﬁice upon reference to
the Caulier patent, and Kenna acquiesced in
such rejection. It is, then, only in connec
tion with the yielding rest or support, F, that
he could possibly claim the combination of
the other three elements. But this rest or
support is also found in connection with a
chair seat, a standard of four legs, and a ball
in the Pearl chair, performing the same
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function of holding the bail in position, to
support the rear of the chair seat when not
in use as a rolling chair, but attached directly
to the chair seat instead of to a. rod connect
ing the two rear legs of the chair. Although
the Pearl chair is referred to in one of the
letters of the department, (December 12.
1879,) it was only as exhibited in the cata
iogue of Heywood Bros, the manufacturers
wherein the catch for the support of the ball
was not represented; but, appearing as it
does in the Pearl chair put in evidence, it is
diﬂicult to see why this chair does not con
tain practically all the elements of the Kenna
claim. It is true there is a difference in the
manner in which the combination is put to
gether, but the part wherein they differ most
widely, namely, the pivoting of the chair
frame at its lower front corners to the front
legs of the supplemental frame, is found
both in the Patten and prior Chichester pat
ents. What then, has Mr. Kenna done? He
has taken the Patten or Chichester chairs
bodily, pivoted as they are at the lower front
corners to the supplemental frame, and has
applied to them the bail and catch of the
Pearl chair, and has thereby made a chair
more-compact than the Pearl, but not more

patent, viz. the catch, F. has either been
abandoned altogether, or practically aban<
doned by substituting for it a. bail having an
elasticity suﬂiclent to hold it in place without

a catch, we think the introduction of this
catch into the prior combination is insuﬂl
cient to support the patent.
But, even conceding that the Kenna device
does involve a patentable novelty, we are all
of the opinion that his claim should receive
a narrow construction, and that, in this as
poet of the case, neither of the defendant's
chairs can be said to infringe. In these de
vices the frame, A, is not pivoted to the chair
frame, but is hinged to it in such a manner
that the chair cannot tip forward, and hence
the slotted bars (which, though not claimed,
are an essential feature of the Kenna device)
are unnecessary. Neither of the exhibits put
in evidence as the defendant's chair has the
yielding rest or support, F. it is true that,
by a. slight elasticity in the bail, it is made

to catch under the frame of the chair seat in
such manner as to obviate the necessity of a
rest or support. But the fact that the den

fendants have been able, by a skillful con-g
trivance, to dispense with ‘one of the ele-'

ments of the Kenna claim does not make the

device an infringement. In this case the
Pearl chair possessed the some feature of
perhaps more convenient in other respects.
elasticity in the ball, which is claimed to be
While the question is not altogether free
the mechanical equivalent of the yielding
from doubt, the majority of the court are not
rest or support. In the other exhibit a. but
disposed to accord to the changes made by
ton is used to hold the bail under the frame
Kenna the merit of invention. Though
of the seat; but as this button is not a
he may not in fact have known of these three
"yielding rest or support," or a "spring
chairs, but may have supposed that he was
inventing something valuable, we are bound catch," the charge of infringement as to this
in passing upon his device, to assume that he exhibit is not sustained.
The decree of the court below is therefore
had them all before him, and with that
e‘knowledge it seems to us that it required reversed, and the case remanded, with d1
Quothing more than the skill of an ordinary rections to dismiss the hill
' mechanic to adopt the most valuable features
5

so than the Patten and Chichester chairs, but

of each in the construction of a new chair.
Indeed, the result is rather an aggregation of
old elements than the production of a new

(146 U. S. 533)

CAMERON v. UNITED STATES.
(December 19, 1892.)

device. As a high chair the Kenna is not su
No. 42.
perior to the Pearl chair, and as a rolling APPEAL—JURISDICTIONAL Auous'r - UNLAW
chair it is no more compact, and apparently
ruL INCLOSUILE or PUBLIC LANDS-_
no more convenient, than the Patten and
1. In a proceeding brought by the Uniﬁed
States in a territorial court to abate a wire
Chichester chairs. It is pertinent to remark
fence under the act of February 25, 1885, (23
in this connection, as bearing upon the mer
St. at Large, p. 321,) which forbids ‘the 111'
its of this patent, that the invention de
closure of public lands by one having RP
scribed in it never seems to have gone into "claim or color of title," etc-, defendant _)ust1
use, perhaps owing to the fact that the chair ﬁed under a Mexican grant; and the 15511:!
was incumbered by a slotted bar, G, which therefore, was as to whether he had color
title.
The court rendered judgment for the
was necessary, when used as a high chair United States, which was aiiirmed by the teﬂ’i'
to prevent it from tilting forward on its piv
torial supreme court, and an appeal was taken
ots, and throwing the child out. Plaintiﬂ’s The only evidence as to the amount in (115'
pute consisted of the aiiidavits of certain per
chair, as constructed and put upon the mar
sons. and the ﬁnding of the chief justice ihil
ket, not only dispenses with the catch, F,
the property in controversy exceeded $5,000’
but locates the wheels upon the front legs 01.‘ but these evidently referred to the value of 6
land inclosed. Held. that the jurisdiction will
the supplemental frame, much as in the Can
to be determined by the value of the color 0
lier and Pearl chairs. As Kenna was con
title to the property, and, as there was {10
fessediy not the inventor of the three princi
evidence of its value, the appeal must be d18
pal elements of his chair, viz. the chair missed.
2. In such case the jurisdiction of the
frame, the frame, A, and the bail, either sep
court could not be sustained under section arately or in combination, and as the fourth
the act of March 3, 1885, providing that the
element, which is claimed to give life to his hunt of $5,000 shall not apply in any use
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which is drawn in question the validity of a
statute of or authority exercised under the
United States, since this refers to an authority
exercised or claimed in favorpf one of the par
ties to the cause. the validity of which was
put in issue on the trial of the case, and not
to the validity of the authority exercised by the
United States in removing the fence pursuant
to the judgment of the court.
Appeal from the supreme court of the ter
ritory of Arizona.
Action by the United States against Colin
Cameron to compel the abatement of a wire
fence, whereby it is alleged that certain pub
lic lands have been inclosed without right.
The trial court entered a judgment in favor
of the United States, which was afﬁrmed on
appeal to the supreme court of the territory.
See 21 Pac. Rep. 177. Defendant appeals.
Dismissed.
Statement by Mr. Justice BROWN:
This was a proceeding by the United States
to compel the defendant to abate a wire
fence, by which he was alleged to have in
closed a large tract of public lands belong
ing to the United States, and subject to en
try as agricultural lands, in violation of the
act of February 25, 1885, (23 St. p. 321,) to
prevent the unlawful occupancy of public
lands. The ﬁrst section of the act reads as
follows: “All lnclosures of any public lands
in any state or territory of the United States,
heretofore or to be hereafter made, erected,
or constructed by any person, ' " ' to

any of which land included within the in
closure the person ' ' ' making or con
trolling the lnciosure had no claim or color
of title made or acquired in good faith, or
an asserted right thereto by or under claim
made in good faith, with a view to entry
thereof at the proper land office under the

moved by‘ the defendant within five days

from date, and, if defendant fail to remove
said fence, that the same be destroyed by the
United States marshal, etc.
Defendant thereupon appealed to the su
preme court of the territory, by which the
judgment was aiﬁrmed. 21 Pac. Rep. 177.
Defendant was then allowed an appeal to
this court
itociiester Ford and Jas. 0. Carter, for ap
pellant.
Sol. Gen. Aldrich and Wm. H.
Barnes, for the United States.

Mr. Justice BROWN, after stating the facts
in the foregoing language, delivered the opin
ion of the court.
By the act of March 3, 18%, (23 St. p. 443,)
"no appeal or writ of error shall hereafter be
allowed from any Judgment or decree in any
suitatlaworinequity ' ' ' inthesu
preme court of any of the territories of the
United States, unless the matter in dispute,
exclusive of costs, shall exceed the sum of
five thousand dollars." The proceeding in
this case was a special one to compel they,
abatement and destruction of a wire fence"?
with which the defendant was alleged to'in-'
close 800 acres of the public lands of the

United States, without title or claim or color
of title thereto, acquired in good faith. De
fcndant's answer was a general denial of the
fact, and in an amended answer he set forth
the title claimed by him. The question at is
sue between the parties, then, was whether

the defendant had color of title to the lands

in question, acquired in good faith. Defend~
ant justiﬂed under a Mexican grant of "cm
tro sitios de tlerra para cria de ganado may
or,"
(literally, four places or parcels of land
general land laws of the United States at
for the raising of larger cattle;) and the case
the time any such inclosure was or shall be
turned largely upon the question whether,
made, are hereby declared to be unlawful,
under the laws, usages, and customs of the
and the maintenance, erection, construction,
or control of any such inclosure is hereby
country, and the local construction given to
these words, a. grant of four square leagues
forbidden and prohibited; and the assertion
or four leagues square was intended. The
:0! a. right to the exclusive use or occupancy
for any part of the public lands of the United court found for the United States, and held
that the defendant had no colorable title to
the four leagues square which he had fenced.
We are of the opinion that this case must
‘13?, or asserted right, as above speciﬁed, as
to mclosure, is likewise declared unlawful,
be dismissed for want of jurisdiction by this
and hereby prohibited."
court. The only evidence that it involves the
requisite jurisdictional amount consists of
he answer denied, in general terms, that
the defendant had iuclosed any of the public three aﬁidavits of persons who swear they
Ifmds without any title or claim or color 01' are acquainted with the property in dispute.
title acquired in good faith thereto, or with
and that the value of said property is more
out having made application to acquire the
than $5,000, and the ﬁnding of the chief jus
title thereto, etc. The answer was subse
lice, in his allowance of an appeal, that the
property in controversy in this action exceeds
in value this sum. This evidently refers to
Bflﬁon then pending before congress for the
the value of the land incloscd by the fence in
conﬁrmation of such grant. Upon the trial question. It is not, however, the value of the
property
in dispute in this case which is in
Ugltcgurt found the issue in favor of the
was 8 tStates, and decreed that the lnclosure volved. but the value of the color of title to
this property, which is hardly capable of pc
1
0 public land, and was therefore un
ﬁllel‘llll, and rendered a special judgment, in cuniary estimation; and, if it were, there is
‘
Guns of the act, that the fence be re
no evidence of such value in this case. Had

the defendant succeeded in the action, he
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Motion

to

dismiss

appeal.

Appeal

would not have established a title to the
property, but a color 01! title to it; and the
adjudication would have been ot no value to
him. except so far as to permit the fence to
stand. He could not have made it the basis
of an action of ejectnient or other proceed
ing to test his actual title to the premises in
question. Ii‘. the proceeding be considered as
one involving the value of the fence, only, it
is also suﬂicient to say there is no evidence

dismissed.
Geo. Hoadly and John C. F. Gardner, tor

Q
of such value.
' ' Nor can our Jurisdiction be sustained under
the second section of the act of March 3,

v'1.;‘—r s
b
a

the motion.

. Iuﬂ s u ts

‘Mr. Chief Justice FULLER. The motion to?
dismiss is granted, upon the authority of Rail
road Co. v. Thouron, 134 U. S. 45, 10 Sup. Ct.
Rep. 517; Gurnee v. Patrick 00., 137 U. S.
141, 11 Sup. Ct. Rep. 34; McLish v. Rod, 141
U. S. 661, 12 Sup. Ct. Rep. 118; Railroad Co.
v. Roberts, 141 U. S. 690, 12 Sup. Ct. Rep.

123'
$

1885, providing that the limit oi‘. $5,000 shall
not apply to any case "in which is drawn in
question the validity of a " * ' statute
of or an authority exercised under the Unit
ed States," since this refers to an authority

exercised or claimed in favor of one of the
parties to the cause, the validity of which
was put in issue on the trial of the case, and
not to the validity of an authority exercised
by the United States in removing the fence
pursuant to the judgment of the court. It
the latter were the true construction, then
every case in which the court issued an in
junction or an execution might be said to
involve the validity of a statute or an au
thority exercised under the United States,
since it is by virtue of such authority that
the marshal executes the writ. No question
is raised here as to the validity of a statute,
but merely as to the application of the stat

(146 U. 5. 620)

MEANS et al. v. BANK OF RANDALL.
(December 19, 1892.)

No. (3.
LIENS son Anvsscss —Dnar'r Sscnnsn in Him
or LADING — Coxsioson. AND Cossiesss —Rr
visw os APPEAL—HARHLESS Eamon.
1. Advances for the purchase of certain eat
tle were~ made by a bank on the agreement by
the parties to the sale that the bank should have
a lien therefor on the cattle until they should be
sold by eoiisignecs to whom they were to

ute to this case.
The appeal is therefore dismissed

shipped, and that a draft for the amount shonl
be drawn on the eonsirénees against the proceeds
of the sale by them.
ueh draft was made and
delivered to the bank, with a bill of lading for
four cur loads of the cattle, but no bill of ladlug
was issued for the two remaining ear loads, they
being shipped in the name of a third person to
enable him to procure a pass to accompany the
bank_'s agent in charge of the shipment._ r[he
eonsignees, before selling the cattle, bad notice of

the bank's advances and of the draft and bill of
ladin ,, and no money was paid nor any right re
linquished by them on account of the shipment.
Held, that the consignees could not apply the pro

ceeds of the sale to a prior debt of the con
signor to them. as against the bank's lien, which
was valid against them even as to the proc
(146 U. S. 355)

JOY et al. v. ADELBERT COLLEGE OF
WESTERN
RESERVE
UNIVERSYI‘Y
et al.
(February 6, 1892.)
No. 1014.
Aressusns ORDERS —-Kl-1.\iOVAL or CAUSES—Ril
n ‘
An order remanding a cause to the state
court from which it has been removed is not a
ﬁnal decree, and no appeal will lie therefrom to
the supreme court. Railroad Co. v. Thouron, 10
Sup. bt. Rep. 517, 13-l U. S. 45; Games v. Pat
rick 00., 11 Su . Ct. Rep. 34. 137 U. S. 141: Mr‘
Lish v. Rotf, 2 Sup. Ct. Rep. 118, 141 U. S.
661; Railroad Co. v. Roberts, 12 Sup. Ct. Rep.

of the two car loads not included in the bill of
hiding.. Refusal to postpone a trial because of ab
sence of a witness and illness of counsel is not

ground for reversal where no abuse of discretion
is shown, and it appears that the result was not
affected thereby.

In error to the circuit court of the United
States for the district of Kansas. Aiiirnied.
B. I‘. Waggoner, for plaintiffs in error.

Ed

ward H. Stiles and Chas. Blood Smith, for
defendant in error.

621.

‘Mr. Justice BLATCHFORD delivered the‘

123, 141 U. S. 690,-followed.
Appeal from the circuit court of the United

opinion of the court.

States for the northern district of Ohio.
Bill brought in a state court of Ohio by the

Kansas, by the Bank of Randall, a Kansllﬂ

Adelbert College of Western Reserve Univer
sity against the Toledo, Wabash & Western
Railway Company, the Wabash Railway
Company, the Wabash, St. Louis 8: Paciﬁc
Railway Company, and various individuals
as trustees under the mortgage bonds of such
companies, to have a lien declared upon the
property of defendant companies, and to sub
ject the same to payment ot certain equip
ment bonds. The cause, having been re
moved to the circuit court, was remanded for
want of jurisdiction, (47 Fed. Rep. 836,) and
from the order of remand this appeal was

This is an action brought in the district
court for the county of Cloud, in the state of
corporation, doing business at Randall. in
that state, against C. G. Means, W. W
lileans, and C. H. Means, eopartners as C. G
Means & Sons, to recover $6,700, $4 protest
fees, and $402 damages.

The suit was 11°‘

companied by an attachment, and, befm'e
answer, was removed by the defendants.
who were citizens of Missouri, into the cil"
cult court 01! the United States for the dis‘
trict
Kansas. petition ﬁled in the circuit
Theofamended

court at the United States set forth the £01

MEANS o. BANK OF RANDALL.
lowing cause .of action: On September 14,
1887, one Patterson was the owner of 98 cat
qtie, of the value of $6,700, which he agreed

gto sell to one Lyons, who applied to one
‘ Bramweli, the cashier and agent of the'plnin
till’, for a loan of $0,700, to pay for the cattle,
mitil he could ship them to Kansas City and
sell them. It was agreed by Patterson, Ly
ons, and the plaintiff that, if the plaintiff
would advance and pay to Patterson $6,600
and $100 for expenses, the plaintiff should
have a lien upon the cattle, and retain the
title to them, until the money was repaid;
that the cattle should be shipped by Lyons
as consignor, by way of the Missouri Paciﬁc
Railroad, to the defendants at Kansas City,
Mo.; and that four car loads of the cattle
were to be shipped in the name of Lyons as
consignor, and two car loads in the name of
one Guthrie as consignor. The defendants
were engaged at the time in buying and sell
ing live stock at Kansas City. In pursuance
of that agreement, Patterson sold and deliv
cred the 98 cattle to Lyons, and the plaintiff
paid to Patterson the $6,700. Lyons deliv
ered the cattle on board the ears of the rail
road company in the town of Randall, con
signed to the defendants at Kansas City, and
received from the railroad company one bill
of hiding, for four cars, by which that com
pzmy acknowledged the receipt of the cattle
from Lyons, and agreed to deliver them to
the defendants at Kansas City. This bill of
iading Lyons indorsed and delivered to the
plaintiff. No bill of lading was issued to
Guthrie. but, by agreement between the
agent of the railroad company, Lyons, and
the plnintiif, two cars were loaded each with
16 steers, and shipped to the defendants at
Kansas City, as consignees, and Guthrie as
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money to pay for the steers, and that Lyons
had drawn his draft on the defendants and
assigned it to the plaintiff. By those trans
actions the plaintiff became the owner of the
steers, and entitled to their proceeds. On
September 15, 1887, at 11 o'clock A. M., the
draft and bill of ladlng were presented to the
cashier of the defendants, at their oﬂice in
the Kansas City stock yards, and payment
demanded. The cashier, after examining the
draft, directed the bank messengers who
brought it to leave it at the Stock-Yards
Bank, promising to pay it if they would do
so. The draft was so deposited, and at 2:30
o'clock P. M. of the same day was presented
by the messengers of that bank to the defend
ants at their odice, payment was refused, and
the draft was protested for nonpayment.
When the draft and bill of lading were ﬁrst
presented to the defendants, the steers had
not been disposed of by them, and were being
received by them from the cars. For more
than 12 months before September 14, 1887,
Lyons had been engaged in shipping stock
to the defendants, and accustomed to draw
ing drafts in favor of the plaintiff and others
against such shipments, and transferring the
bills of hiding and cattle so shipped to the
parties holding such drafts on account of the
shipments. The defendants, before Septem
ber 15, 1887, were accustomed to and did
pay all such drafts, and had never refused
payment of any of the same. The defend
ants had not paid to the plaintiff any part of

the $6,700.
The defense set up in the answer to the
amended petition was that before the ship

ment of the cattle the defendants advanced
to Lyons more than $7,500, to be used by
him to buy cattle for them, with the agree‘

consignor. The four cars for which the bill

ment that the cattle, when purchased, shouldg

of hiding was issued in the name of Lyons
contained 66 steers in all. It was agreed by
the company, Lyons, and the plaintiff that
the plaintiff waived no title to the steers, or
to the money to be derived from their sale,
by permitting them to be shipped in the name
of Gutlu'ie; and that they should be delivered
10 the defendants with the other steers, and

be delivered by him to the defendants, to'be'
sold by them on account of such advances,
and that the cattle were to be delivered on
board of the cars at Randall, Kart; that the
cattle in question were delivered to the de
fendants at Randall on board of the cars;
that four cars thereof were consigned to the
defendants as per the bill of lading; that no
hill of lading was issued for the two cars
shipped by Guthrie; that all of the cattle, at
the time they were delivered to the defend
ants, were their property and in their posses
sion before the bill of lading was delivered
to the plaintiff; that Lyons and Guthrie ac
companied the cattle from Randall to Kan
sas City, and remained with them while in
transit; that when the cattle reached Kansas

‘he Proceeds be applied to the payment of
the $6,700. Thereupon Lyons drew his draft
on the defendants, dated September 14, 1887,

Whfreby he directed them to pay to his order
$6M», at sight, in Kansas City, which draft
he indorsed and delivered to the plaintiff.
Q'l'he 98 steers were transported by the rail
émdfollllmny to Kansas City, and to the
Block yards there, and on September 15, 1887,
at 9 o‘clock A. M., delivered to the defend
Bilis according to the contract set out in the

bill of hiding. The defendants received the

City the defendants took them from the cars
with the knowledge and authority of Lyons
and Guthrie, and with like knowledge and

Steers. sold them for accotmt of Lyons, con

authority sold the cattle, and applied the Pro

"med the proceeds to their own use and
beneﬁt, and refused to pay the plaintiff for
a“? Of them or render to it any account of

ceeds in payment of the amount so advanced
to Lyons; that the bill of hiding was never
indorsed to the plaintiff, and the latter had

3:;- At the time the steers were delivered

no right or authority, by virtue Of its corpo

L

e defendants, the latter were advised by

rate power, to receive the same, 01' time 311)‘

YOHS that the plaintiff had advanced the

title to it or the property represented by it?
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single shipment or billing of cattle, four of
that the defendants had no knowledge or no
the cars were to be billed as shipped by
tice that Lyons had drawn any draft on them
Lyons and the other two as shipped by Guth
until the cattle had been received and sold
rie. A bill of lading for the four ours was
by them, and the proceeds applied as afore—
issued by the company in the name or
said; that the draft was not drawn with the
Lyons; but as Guthrie had not yet arrived,
knowledge, consent, or authority of the de—
no bill of lading was issued to him for the
fendants, or any one of them; that as to the
two cars, but they were billed to him in his
two cars of cattle, no bill of lading was is
absence. Lyons transacted that part of the
sued by the railroad company, and no deliv
business with the agent of the railroad com
ery thereof, symbolic or otherwise, was made
pany, Bramwell being then at the bank. The
to the plaintiff; that the plaintiﬁ did not have
‘cattle were started on September 14, 1.887,?
possession of any of the cattle at any time;
and reached the Kansas City stock yards
and that the defendants had no notice that
about 9 o’clock A. iii. on September 15th.
the plaintiﬂ claimed to have any interest
After they were unloaded into the chutes of
therein or lien thereon.
the Stock-Yards Company, they were deliv
The case was tried before a jury, which
ered to the defendants, and between 2 and 3
was directed by the court to render a verdict
o'clock P. M. on September 15th were sold
for the plaintiff for $6,681.55. The defendants
by them to the Armour Packing Company
objected and excepted to such direction. and
for $6,133.
prayed the court to submit instructions to the
At the time of the arrangement for the
jury on the pleadings and evidence, which
advance of the purchase money by the plain
prayer the court refused, and to such refusal
tiff, it was agreed that a draft for the amount
the defendants excepted. The verdict was advanced should be drawn by Lyons against
“rendered accordingly, and a judgment was
the shipment on the defendants, to be accept
gentered thereon in favor of the plaintid
ed by them and paid out of the proceeds of
I against the defendants for $6,681.55. The'de
the sale of the cattle. The draft was drawn
fendants made a motion for a new trial,
and was indorsed and delivered by Lyons to
which was denied; and then the court signed
the plaintiff, together with the bill of lading
a bill of exceptions containing all the evi
which had been issued for the four car loads.
dence offered or received on the trial. The
On September 14, 1887, the plaintift forward
defendants then sued out from this court a
ed this draft, with the bill of lading attached
writ of error.
to it, to the Bank of Commerce, its corre
The evidence shows the following state of
spondent at Kansas City, for collection. It
facts: Patterson owned the 98 head of cat
was received by that bank early on the fol
tle, which Lyons desired to buy, but he did
lowing morning, and was given to its mes
not have the means. Lyons, in company
senger for presentation and collection at the
with Patterson, applied to Bramwell, the
oﬁlce of the defendants, which was in the
cashier and agent of the plaintiff, to borrow
Live—Stock Exchange Building, at the stock
from it $6,700 to pay for the cattle and the
yards. Between 10 and 11 o'clock A. M. oi
expense of their shipment, until they could
the same day, and more than three hours be
be sold at Kansas City. The plaintiff, after
fore the defendants sold the cattle, the drnﬁ
its cashier had examined the cattle and be
and bill of lading were presented by the mea
come satisﬁed that they would be sufficient
scnger at the counter of the defendants, to
security, agreed to pay the purchase price of
their agent in charge of their oflice, W110.
them to Patterson, on the express condition
after examining those papers, returned them
that the plaintiff should have a lien upon. and
to the messenger and told him to leave them
a pledge of, the cattle as its security for mak
at the Stock-Yards Bank, this being the cus
ing the advance, until they were shipped to
tom at the stock yards with respect to draft!
and sold by the consignee at Kansas City.
which the messengers of other banks failed
To that end it was agreed that delivery of the

to collect on presentation.

Between 2 and 3

cattle should be made by Patterson to the
plaintiff, which was done, and that the plain

o'clock P. M. of the same day the draft W88
presented by the collector of the Stock-Yards

tiff should have the title to, and right of pos
session of, the cattle until they were sold by
the consignee and the plaintiff was reim
bursed from the proceeds Patterson, at the
request and as the representative of the
plaintiﬂ, was to go with the cattle to Kansas
City. The defendants’ ﬁrm was selected as
the consignee to receive and sell the cattle,
which were shipped accordingly, on Septem
ber 14, 1887, in six cars of the Missouri Pa
oiiic Railroad Company, accompanied by Pat
terson, Lyons, and Guthrie. Guthrie desired
to get a pass to Kansas City, and Lyons had
arranged with him to go with the cattle. As,
under the rules of the railroad company, only
two persons could get passes on account of a

Bank at the otllce of the defendants for pa!
ment; and betwen 3 and 4 o'clock P. M. 0!
that day it was presented by the cashier of
that bank, and formally protested by him 101‘

nonpayment.

The defendants converted the

proceeds of the sale of the cattle to their own

use. and refused to pay the draft, giving as
their reason for so doing that Lyons was ill
debted to them on an old account, and that
they had a right to apply those proceed!a
c
thereon.
‘There was no dispute about the foregoing’

facts. In addition, Patterson and Lyons W5‘
tilled that on the morning of September 15,
1887, the day when the cattle reached K1111!“

MEANS o. BANK OF RANDALL.
City. one of the defendants was notiﬁed per
sonally that the plaintiﬂ had paid for the cat

tie, and that a draft therefor had been drawn
on the defendants and delivered to the plain
tiiI. No money was paid by the defendants,
and the only justification attempted by them
was their claim of a right to apply the pro
ceeds of the cattle on their old account against
Lyons.
It is very clear that the furnishing by the
plaintiff of the purchase money for the cattle,
on the faith of the agreement by Lyons that
they and their proceeds would be security for
the amount, and that a draft would be drawn
therefor on the consignee against the cattle,

with the further agreement that a bill of lad
ing was to be obtained and turned over to the
plaintiff, constituted a lien upon and a pledge
of all the cattle, so far as the defendants
were concerned, they having acquired no
new rights, and not having changed their po
sition in any essential respect, on account of
the transaction, even though the bill of lndlng
issued did not by its terms include the two
car loads shipped in the name of Guthrie.

As to the four car loads named in the bill
of lading, that instrument represented the
cattle; and the transfer of the ownership as
well as of the right of possession was made
us effectually by the transfer of the bill as it
could have been by a physical delivery of the
cattle. Conard v. Insurance 00., 1 Pet. 386,
445; Dows v. Bank, 91 U. S. 618.
When the bill of lading was transferred and
delivered as collateral security, the rights of
the pledgee under it were the same as those
of an actual purchaser. so far as the exercise
of those rights was necessary to protect the
holder. Halsey v. Warden, 25 Kan. 12S;
Emery v. Bank, 25 Ohio St. 360; Dows v.
Bank. 91 U. S. 618; Bank v. Homeyer, 45 M0.
145; Bank v. Dearborn, 115 Mass. 219; Bank
v. Jones, 4 N. Y. 497; Holmes v. Bank, 87 Pa.
St. 525.
t A bank which makes advances on a bill of

‘glading has a lien, to the extent of the ad
' vnnces. on the property in the hands-of the

comKnee, and can recover from him the pro
coeds of the property consigned, even though

the consli-Illor be indebted to the consignee on
general account; and the consignee cannot
nPm‘oprlate the property or its proceeds to

his own use in payment of a prior debt.
Canard v. Insurance Co.. 1 Pet. 386; Gibson v.

Stevens, 8 How. 334; 3 Pars. Cont. 487.
As to the two car loads shipped or billed in
the name of Guthrie, for which no bill of lad
1111; was iued, Guthrie had no interest in

them, and the shipment in his name was
WWI)‘ to procure for him a pass from the
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no conﬂict of testimony on this subject.
There was a verbal mortgage or pledge of all
the cattle to the plaintiff as security for its
advance. Patterson delivered all the cattle
to the plaintiff, and, at its request and as its
agent, he was placed in charge of and ac
companied the shipment. Guthrie, if repre
senting any one, represented Patterson, and,
through him, the plaintllf. Patterson ar
ranged wlth Guthrie that the latter should go.
As the verbal mortgage or pledge included
all the cattle, and was accompanied by a de
livery, it was good, at least as against the
defendants, irrespective of any question of
notice. The defendants were chosen as fac
tors, they having before acted for the same
parties in similar transactions, where drafts
had been drawn on them against the ship
ments. They did not advance any money on
account of this shipment, they parted with no
interest. relinquished no legal right, and stood
in no better position to dispute the validity of
the mortgage or pledge than did Lyons him
self’. It was perfectly valid as against Lyons,
and he could not have been heard to dis

pute it.
But the defendants had notice that thea
draft had been drawn by Lyons against theg
cattle, and had been indorsed to'the plaintiff.‘
and this was soon after the arrival of the cat
tie at Kansas City, and several hours before
they were sold. The draft was presented for
payment, accompanied by the bill of lading.
at the colmter in the oilice of the defendants,
and to their agent in sole charge there, be
tween 10 and 11 o'clock A. M. of the day on
which the cattle arrived; and the sale of the
cattle to the Armour Packing Company was
not made until between 2 and 3 o'clock P. hi.
on that day. Therefore the defendants had
legal notice of the existence and presentation
of the draft and the bill of lading between
three and four hours before they sold the
cattle and received the proceeds. They can
not occupy the position of innocent purchas
ers of the cattle.
The question resulting from the facts of
the case was purely a. question of law. and
the verdict for the plaintiﬂ was properly div
rected. If the question had been submitted
to the jury, and they had found a verdict for
the defendants, it would have been the duty
of the court to set it aside.
In addition, the evidence shows that one of
the defendants had explicit notice from Pat
terson and Lyons, shortly after the cattle ar
rived at Kansas City, that the plaintiff had
advanced the money to pay for them, and
that the draft was out against the defendants

DIM!“ "f the cattle in those two cats to the

therefor.
The foregoing views are supported by the
following cases: Bank v. Porter, 73 Cal.
430, 11 Pac. Rep. 693, and 15 Pac. Rep. 53:
Darlington v. Chamberlain, 120 111. 585. 12 N.
E. Rep. 78; Bates v. Wiggin, 37 Kan. 44, 14
Pac. Rep. 442; Morrow v. Turney, 35 Ala

iiTintiff, to secure its advance, and on the
11111 of it the advance was made. There is

13].
It is contended by the defendants that the

railroad Company. What took place between
Lyons and the cashier of the plaintiff. at the
"we when the draft and the bill of ladlng
gem df‘livered to the plaintiff, amounted, as
like two car loads, to a verbal mortgage or
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circuit court erred in denying their motion for
a postponement of the trial of the cause,
based on the absence of a witness named
Wells, and the illness of Mr. Waggener, one
of their counsel.
But the testimony sought to be given by
Wells was immaterial and incompetent. The
question of the postponement of a trial is one
ordinarily addressed to the sound discretion
of the trial court, and in the present case no
abuse of that discretion is Shown. The de
fendants really had no defense to the suit;
and the bill of exceptions shows that all
which they could. under any circumstances,
cmake out of their attempted defense, was
gavailed of.
‘The bill of exceptions shows that the only
position taken by the defendants at the close
of the evidence was a prayer to the court "to
submit instructions to the jury upon the
pleadings and evidence."
No speciﬁc in
structions were prayed for, and no request
was made to direct a verdict for the defend
nuts. The defendants contented themselves
with objecting and excepting to the direction
of a verdict for the plaintitfs, and to the re
fusal of the court generally to submit instruc
tions to the jury.
Judgment aﬂirmed.

ture to provide for the appointment of a com
mission to locate harbor lines, and declares
that the state shall never give, sell, or lease to
any private person or corporation the lands be
tween any harbor line and the line of ordinary
high tide, and within not less than 50 feet nor
more than 600 feet of such harbor line, as
the commission shall determine. and that such
area shall be forever reserved for landings,
wharves, etc. Held, that the mere location of
harbor lines by the state commission so as to
include a long-established wharf would not de
prive the owner thereof of his property with—
out due process of law, for he would still retain
whatever rights he ever had in such wharf
and the land upon which it stands.
In error to the supreme court of the state
of Washington.
Petition by Henry L. Yesler in a state
court of Washington for a writ of prohibi
tion to restrain the state board of harbor line
commissioners, composed of W. F. Presser,
Eugene Sempie, H. F. Garretson, Frank Rich
ards, and D. C. Guernsey, from locating har
bor lines so as to include petitioner‘s wharf.
The writ was granted by the trial court, but,
on appeal to the supreme court of the state,
the judgment was reversed. 27 Pac. Rep.
550. Petitioner appeals. Dismissed.
Statement by Mr. Chief Justice FULLER:
On October 28, 1890, the affidavit of J. D.
Iiowman, the attorney in fact of H. L. Yes
ler, was ﬁled in the superior court of King
county, state of Washington, stating:

==:

(146 U. S. 646)

YESLER v. BOARD OF HARBOR LINE
COM'RS et al.

"That said H. L. Yesler has lived in the
city of Seattle upwards of thirty years; that
he is now, and has been for thirty years last
past, the owner of the following described
property, to wit, the property commonly

(December 19, 1892.)

known as ‘Yesler’s Wharf and Deck’ and the

No. 912.

upland abutting on the shore upon which
said wharf and dock were constructed; that
said property abuts upon the shores of Elli
ott hay; that more than thirty years ago said
Yesler, in aid of commerce and navigation.

Surname Cousr—Joaisnic'riox—Arrasn mom
STATE Couu'r.
1.1a a proceeding to restrain the estab
lishment of harbor lines on the shores of Elli
ott buy, at the city of Seattle, Wash., the
petitioner averred that. he was, and had been
for 30 years last post, the owner of the prop
erty commonly known as "Yesler’s Wharf and
Deck," and the upland abutting on the shore
of Elliott bay upon which said wharf and dock
were constructed. At the hearing, it was stated
that petitioner was the original patentee of
the United States under the donation act of
September 27, 1850, (9 St. at Large, p. 406,)
but this fact was not averred in the petition.
Held that, whatever might be inferred from the
foregoing allegation as to the character and
source of petitioner’s title, the allegation did
not_ sufficiently claim any title, right, privilege,
or immunity under the constitution or a statute
of or authority exercised under the United
States, the denial whereof by a state supreme
court would be reviewable by the supreme

court of the United States.
2. The establishment of harbor lines by
a state commission, even if made in violation
of section 7 of the act of September 19, 1890,
(26 _St. at: Large, pp. 426, 454,) would not be
a _YlUlB.i’.l0l1 of any right of a riparian owner
arising under this statute, so that the refusal

by a state court ‘to prohibit the establishment
giuséllfﬁll ohiiid‘bgr lines, as suitthof the riparian
of ' tléeTUhnited
, c u
e States.
reviewe in
e an9 reme court

.

e constitution of Washin ton, art. 17.

asserts the title of the state to {The beds and

shores_of all navigable waters up to the line
of ordinary high water, with a reservation of
vested rights. Article 15 requires the legisla

caused to be constructed in front of and t0
the westward of said premises, and extend
ing into Elliott bay, 8. wharf and dock, at,
large expense, to wit, at the expense of one;
hundred'thousand dollars; that said Yesler.’
at large expense, for many years prior to

June 6, 1889, maintained and kept up said
wharf and docks in aid of commerce and
navigation; that the ﬁre which occurred 011
the 6th day of Jime, 1889, and which de

stroyed the city of Seattle, destroyed Said
wharves and decks; that immediately there

after said Yesler caused said wharves and
decks to be rebuilt, at large expense, to Wit
at the expense of ﬁfty-six thousand dollars,
and has ever since maintained said wharveﬂ
and docks, and now maintains the same;

that said wharves and docks are necessary
aids to commerce and navigation, and 11"
largely used and have been largely used in
building up and promoting the commerce 0t
the city of Seattle and of the state of Wash
ington.

l‘That under and by virtue of the act 01
the legislature of the state of Washington
approved March 26, 1890, and entitled ‘An

nLuM%:i€§€%E
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act for the appraising and disposing of the
tide and shore lands belonging to the state of
Washington,’ aﬁlant is entitled, as aﬂiant be
lieves, to the privilege of purchasing the space

thereof in the oﬂflce of the clerk of the city

of Seattle."
An alternative writ having been issued, de~
fendants appeared and moved to quash. The
upon which the improvements were made
cause was heard upon the motion, the mo
by him as aforesaid upon the shore in front
tion denied, and judgment rendered that the
or the upland. Aﬁiant further says that
writ be made absolute, “and that this court
under and by virtue of the act of the legisla
does hereby command said respondents, and
ture of die state of Washington approved
each of them, absolutely and ﬁnally, that
March 28, 1800. entitled ‘An act to create a
they, and each of them, desist and re
board of harbor line commissioners,‘ pre
frain from any future proceedings in locating,
scribing their duties and compensation, the
establishing, and extending the harbor lines
governor of the state appointed as such com
mentioned and referred to in the atﬁdavit of
mlssioners W. F. Prosser, Eugene Semple,
J. D. Lowuiau, made and ﬁled herein on 00
H. F. Garretson, Frank Richards, and D. C.
tober 28, 1800, and in said alternative writ
Guernsey; that the members of said harbor
issued thereon, over, across, and in front of;
line commission have duly qualiﬁed as such
and entered upon the discharge of their du ‘the premises of said relator herein, H. L
Yesler, mentioned in said alternative writ,
ties as such commission, and are about to
to wit, the premises commonly known as
take ﬁnal action in the location and estab
‘Yesier's Wharf and Dock‘ and the upland
lishing of the harbor lines within the limits
abutting on the shore of Elliott bay upon
of the city of Seattle; that, as aﬂiant is in
which said wharf and dock were constructed,
formed and believes. said commission pro
and through the buildings thereon upon the
pose and are about to locate and establish
shore of Elliott bay and in the harbor of the
such harbor lines in such a way as to include
city of Seattle, in said King county, or in
within such harbor hues a large part of the
such
a. manner as to embrace and include
improvements of aﬂiant hereinbefore men
tioned; that the extension of the harbor said premises and improvements, or any part
thereof, within the harbor lines of said city
hues over said improvements is an attempt
of Seattle, until compensation shall be ascer
mtll the part of the said harbor line commis
tained and paid as required by law to said re
gsion to exercise unauthorized power and to
lator, H. L. Yesler, for the taking or dama
' do an act which is not within the'Jurisdiction
of the said harbor line commission; that said ring of his said property and improvements
harbor line commission has not authority or thereby."
An appeal was prosecuted to the supreme
jurisdiction under the laws of the state of
court of the state of Washington, the judg
Washington, as afﬁant is advised and be
ment reversed, and the petition dismissed.
lieves, to embrace or include within the bar
bor lines to be located and established in The court held that, as against the state, a.
littoral
owner, simply as such owner, could
treat 01' the city of Seattle the wharves,
(locks, or other improvements made therein; assert no valuable rights below the line of
that after the ﬁre of June 6, 1889, the said ordinary high tide, (Eisenbach v. Hatﬁeld,
26 Pac. Rep. 533;) that Yesler had no right
Yesler rebuilt, at large expense, as aforesaid,
to the land in coniroversy, and, at the most,
the wharves and docks above mentioned. and
tlid so upon the faith of protection afforded the only vested right he had was in the wharf
constructed thereon; that, even though he
to said Yesler by the act of legislature ap
proved March 26. 1890, above mentioned; had a right to be compensated for his Im
that, it the harbor line commission aforesaid provements, that would not enable him to
are not prevented by a writ of prohibition prevent the establishment of harbor lines;
from this honorable court from extending that it could not be said that simply including
the so-calied ‘harbor lines‘ over the wharves the land under the wharf within the harbor
and (locks of said Ycsler, the said commis lines was such a taking or damaging of the
ﬁioll will so extend said lines, and thus de wharf as would entitle its owner to compen
time said Yesler of the use and beneﬁt of sation; and that it did not follow from such
hlsisaid wharves and decks, without compen
including within the harbor lines that the
moon or due process of law, and cloud his state had interfered or ever would interfere
title to the same in such a manner as greatly with his ownership or possession of the
to 'embarrass and hinder the plaintiff in the wharf. The court was also of opinion that
legitimate use of‘his said property."
Yesler’s title was not of a nature to be cloud
Depouent therefore prayed for a writ of ed, and, even if it were, that the proceedings
Prohibition, directed to the said harbor line complained 01' could constitute no cloud
mmmiss'lollers, to prohibit and restrain them, thereon; and, further, that, as to the legisla
and each of them, “from extending. locating. tion of congress upon the subject of naviga
or establishing rhe harbor lines in front of tion and harbor lines, the state legislation
tPe't‘ltl' of Seattle or in the harbor of the was not opposed thereto; and, besides, that
01ft.‘ of Seattle over the wharves and docks the United States was the only party that
2mm: Said H. L. Yesler, or any part thereof, could interfere in such case. It was also held
""11 ﬁling the plat thereof in the office that the writ of prohibition should only be
the Secretary of state, or the duplicate granted in a clear case, and when no other
remedy was available, and that it was not
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c
gsatisﬂed that the ordinary proceedings in
" law or equity would'not completely protect
petitioner's rights. State v. Prosser, 27 Pac.

Rep. 550.
A writ of error from this court was there—
upon allowed.
The state of Washington was admitted into
the Union November 11, 1889, having a con
stitution containing the following provisions:

“Article 15. Harbors and Tide Waters.
Section 1. The legislature shah provide for
the appointment of a commission whose duty
it shall be to locate and establish harbor
lilies in the navigable waters of all harbors,
estuaries, bays, and inlets of this state,
wherever such navigable waters lie within or
in front of the corporate limits of any city,
or within one mile thereof upon either side.
The state shall never give, sell, or lease to
any private person, corporation, or associa
tion any rights whatever in the waters be
yond such harbor lines, nor shall any of the
area lying between any harbor line and the
line of ordinary high tide, and within not less
than ﬁfty feet nor more than six hundred
feet of such harbor line, (as the commission
shall determine.) be sold or granted by the
state, nor its rights to control the same re
linquished. but such area shah be forever
reserved for landings, wharves, streets, and
other conveniences of navigation and com~
meroe. Sec. 2. The legislature shall provide
general laws for the leasing of the right to
build and maintain wharves, docks, and other
structures, upon the areas mentioned in sec
tion 1 of this article, but no lease shall be
made for any term longer than thirty years,
or the legislature may provide by general
laws for the building and maintaining upon
such area wharves, docks, and other struc
tures. Sec. 3. Municipal corporations shall
have the right to extend their streets over
intervening tide lands to and across the area
reserved as herein provided."
“Article 17. Tide Lands. Section 1. The
state of Washington asserts its ownership to
the beds and shores of all navigable waters in
the state up to and including the line of ordi
,-nary high tide in waters where the tide ebbs
Eand ﬂows, and up to and including the line
' of ordinary high water within‘the banks of
all navigable rivers and lakes: provided, that
this section shall not be construed so as to de
bar any person from asserting his claim to
vested rights in the courts of the state. See.

' ' ' Sec. 2. All laws now in force in the
territory of Washington, which are not re
pugnant to this constitution, shall remain in
force until they expire by their own limita
tion, or are altered or repealed by the legis
lature: provided. that this section shall not
be so construed as to validate any act of the
legislature of \Vashington territory granting
shore or tide lands to any person, company,
or any municipal or private corporation."
By a territorial law (Laws Wash. '1‘. 1854,
p. 357) it was provided that any person own
ing land adjoining any navigable waters or
water course within or bordering upon the
territory might erect upon his own land any
wharf or wharves, and might extend them
so far into said waters or water courses as
the convenience of shipping might require;
and that whenever any person should be de
sirous of erecting upon his own land any
wharf at the terminus of any highway, or at
any accustomed landing place, he might ap
ply to the county commissioners of the prop
er county, who, if they should be satisﬁed
that the public convenience required the

wharf, might authorize the same to be erect
ed and kept up for any length of time, not
exceeding 20 years.
On March 26, 1890, an act of the legislature“

of the state for the appraising and dlsposal'g
of the tide and shore lands’belonging to the
state was approved, the eleventh section of
which provided: “The owner or owners of
any lands abutting or fronting upon or bound

ed by the shore of the Paciﬁc ocean, or of
any bay, harbor, sound, inlet, lake, or water
course, shall have the right for sixty days fol
lowing the ﬁling of the ﬁnal appraisal of the
tide lands to purchase all or any part of the

tide lands in front of the lands so owned:
provided, that if valuable improvements in
actual use for commerce, trade, or business
have been made upon said tide lands by any
person, association, or corporation, the owner
or owners of such improvements shall have
the exclusive right to purchase the land so

improved for the period aforesaid." 1 Hill.
St. 758.
On March 28, 1890, an act was passed by
the legislature of Washington, entitled “All
act to create a board of harbor line commis
sioners, prescribing their duties and compen

sation." By the ﬁrst section the board of
harbor line commissioners was created. to
consist of ﬁve disinterested persons, to be all‘

2. The state of Washington disclaims all title

pointed by the governor, and the third 59°‘

in and claim to all tide, swamp, and over
ﬂowed lands patented by the United States:

tion is as follows:

provided, the same is not impeached for
fraud."
"Article 27. Schedule. In order that no in

line commissioners shall be to locate and es

convenience may arise by reason of a change

"his state, wherever such navigable waters

from a territorial to a state government. it is
hereby declared and ordained as follows;
Section 1. No existing ﬂghtg' e a o com

lie within or in front of the corporate limits

"acts, or claims shah be affected by a change

in the form of government, but all shall con
tinue as if no such change had taken place.

"Sec. 3. The duties of the said harbor
tabiish harbor lines in the navigable Willie"
of all harbors, estuaries, bays, and inlets Of

01 any city or within one mile thereof upon
either side, and to perform all other duﬂeﬂ
provided and prescribed in article fifteen of

the constitution of the state of Washington’
and all such other duties as the law 1118)‘ 9"‘
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scribe; and wherever and whenever said
board of harbor line commissioners shall have
established the lines as herein provided, in
any of the navigable waters of the harbors,
cstuaries, bays, and inlets of this state, they
shall ﬁle the plat thereof in the oiiice of the
secretary of state, and a duplicate thereof in
the office of the clerk of the city or town
where harbor lines shall have been located;
and from and after the ﬁling of said plat, the
harbor lines established as therein and there
on designated and displayed shall be, and the
same are declared to be, the harbor line of
that portion of the navigable waters of this
‘053

state." 1 Hill, St. 736.
‘The defendants in error were duly appoint
ed harbor line commissioners under this act,
and qualiﬁed and entered upon the discharge
of their duties as such. They caused a sur
vey to be made of the harbor of the city of
Seattle, and located a harbor line along the
entire harbor front and in front of the area
occupied by Yesler with his wharf, and
caused a plat to be made of the harbor front
of the city, upon which was plainly marked
the harbor line so located by them, together
with the location of all improvements. it is
stated by counsel that they also determined
the width of the strip which the constitution
reserved from sale, and caused a line to be
marked on the plat indicating the inner line
of this area.
'i‘hos. R. Shepard and A. H. Garland, for
plaintiff in error. W. C. Jones, for defend
ants in error.
Mr. Chief Justice FULLER, after stating
ihe facts in the foregoing language, delivered
the opinion of the court
The averment in relator's petition is that
"he is now, and has been for 30 years last
Past. the owner of the following described

Property. to wit, the property commonly
known as 'Yesler’s Wharf and Dock‘ and the
upland abutting on the shore upon which said

wharf and dock were constructed." It is said
in argument that he is an original patentee
0! the United States, under the "Donation
2A0?‘ of September 27, 1850, (9 St. p. 496, c.
p 76,) of a tract of about 160 acres of land, en

' mm‘ by him in 1852, embracing all the'up
land mentioned in the petition, and bounded
W the west by the meander line of Elliott

buy? but this is not so stated in the petition,
and, whatever might be inferred as to the
character and source of his ownership, it can

not reasonably be held that reiator by this

“Manon sDecivtlly set up or claimed a title.
ﬁght: Drivilege, or immunity under the
constitution. or a statute of, or authority ex

ﬁrmed under, the United States in this be
nignl
other words, the ground of our Ju
b- tlotion cannot be rested upon the denial
“it _ e State court of a right claimed by plain

ﬂerm "For, in respect to his ownership, un
thatlm act of congress. But it is contended
the contemplated action of the harbor

Y.13S.0.—13
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line commissioners would be in violation of
the provisions of the fourteenth amendment,
as amounting to u. deprivation of property
without due process of law; and also that it
would be in conﬂict with the act of congress
entitled “An act making appropriations for
the construction, repair, and preservation of
certain public works on rivers and harbors,
and for other purposes," approved September

19, 1890, (26 St. pp. 426, 43, c. 907.)
Section 7 of that act declares that it shall
not be lawful to build any wharf, pier, dol
phin, boom, dam, wier, breakwater, bulk
head. Jetty, or structure of any kind outside
of established harbor hues, or in any naviga
ble waters of the United States where no
harbor lines are or may be established, with
out the permission of the secretary of war,
in any port, roadstead, haven, harbor, naviga
ble river, or other waters of the United
States, in such manner as shall obstruct or
impair navigation, commerce, or anchorage
in said waters; and by section 12 in amend
ment of section 12 of the river and bar
bor act of August 11, 188%, the socie
tary of war was authorized to cause har
bor lines to be established when essential to
the preservation and protection of harbors,
beyond which no piers, wharves, bulkheads,
or other works should be extended or de
posits made, except under such regulations
as might be prescribed from time to time by
him. Penalties are denounced for the viola,
tion of either of these sections. We do not
understand that any conﬂict of jtn-isdiction
over the regulation of the'harbor of Seattle
will be precipitated by what the defendants
propose to do, or that relator could sustain
his invocation of judicial interference on such
a theory. If the location and establishment
of harbor lines by these commissioners is ac
tually in violation of the laws of the United
States, their vindication may properly be left
to the general government. It is obvious that
the decision of the state court in this regard
was not against any title or right of rclator
arising under a statute of the United States.
This brings us to consider whether the con
templated proceedings would deprive Yesler
of his property without due process of law.
The contention seems to be that a. part of his
improvements are included in the strip which
the constitution of Washington forbids the
state from selling. or granting, or relinquish
ing its rights over, and that, therefore, the lo
cation and establishment of the harbor lines
as proposed would amount to a taking of his
property without compensation. The harbor
line is the line beyond which wharves and
other structures cannot be extended, and a
map is exhibited by counsel which shows an
inner line, delineating the inner boundary of
the strip referred to. This inner line, which
is 600 feet dismnt from the harbor line, hop
pens to cross the outer end of relator’s wharf,
but the harbor line is several hundred feet

away.
By the sixteenth section of article 1 of the
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constitution of Washington no private prop
erty can be taken or damaged for public use
without Just compensation. The similar lim
itation upon the power of the general govern
ment, expressed in the ﬁfth amendment, is to
be read with the fourteenth amendment, pro
hibiting the states from depriving any person
of property without due process of law, and
from denying to any person within their ju
risdiction the equal protection of the laws.
The amendment undoubtedly forbids any ar
bitrary deprit ation of life, liberty, or proper
ty, and secures equal protection to all \mder
like circumstances in the enjoyment of their
rights. Assuming our jurisdiction to revise
the judgment of a state tribunal upholding a
law authorizing the taking of private prop
city without compensation to be‘unquestion
able, (Kaukauna Water Power Co. v. Green
Bay, etc., 00., 142 U. S. 254, 269, 12 Sup.
Ct. Rep. 173,) we cannot accede to the po
sition that the action of the harbor line com
missioners in locating the harbor line and
ﬁling the plat would take any of rela
tor's property, or so injurlously adect it
as to come within the constitutional inhi<
bition. The ﬁling of maps 01.’ deﬁnite loca
tion, in the exercise of the power of eminent
domain, furnishes no analogy. The design of
the state law is to prohibit the encroachment
by private individuals and corporations on
navigable waters, and to secure a uniform
water front; and it does not appear from re
lator's application that the defendants have
threatened in any manner to disturb him in
his possession, nor that that which is pro
posed to be done tends to produce that effect.
Whatever his rights, they remained the same
after as before, and the proceedings, as the
supreme court said, could not operate to con
stitute a cloud upon them from the stand
point of relator himself, for, if nothing fur
ther could lawfully be done in the absence
of legislation for his protection. that was ap
parent. The consequences which he depre
cated were too remote to form the basis of
decision. Whatever private rights or prop
erty he has by virtue of the territorial act of

1854 or of the state act of 1890. whatever his
right of access to navigable waters or to con
struct a wharf from his own land, we do 110!
see that he would be deprived of any of them
by the action he has sought to prohibit. It
may be true that the width of the reserved
strip as delineated on the map brings the in‘

within not less than 50 nor more than 000
feet of the harbor line, is reserved. under the,

state constitution. Whether the end of re?
lator‘s'wharf is within that area, and the con-'
sequent effect, the record does not call upon
us to consider.
It may properly be added that the decision
of the supreme court indicates that, in its
opinion, relator was not entitled to the writ
of prohibition, because he had other reme
dies of which he might have availed himself.
This was a ground broad enough to sustain
the Judgment, irrespective of the decision of
any federal question, if such arose; but we
have considered the case in the other aspect,
as the ruling of the supreme court in this re
gard is perhaps not suiiiciently deﬁnite for
us justly to decline jurisdiction upon that
ground.
Our conclusion is that no federal question
was so raised upon this record as to justify
our interposition, and therefore the writ of
error is dismissed.

(14? U. S. 51')

ALBUQUERQUE NAT. BAXli Y. PEREA.

Sheriﬁ and Ex Oﬂiclo Collector, ct ill
(January 3 1893.)
No. 710.
NATIONAL BANKS - TAXATXON—INJUNCTION.
1. Under the law of New Mexico, which re
quires property to be assessed at its cash value,
property of a national bank was so assessed.
ut on appeal to the board of equalization the
assessment was reduced to 85 per cent. of the
full value. Held, that the mere fact that other

property was assessed at 70 per cent. of_ its val
ue, not through any design or systematiccﬁori
on the part of the assessors, would not Justify
an injunction to restrain the collection of the
tax. 25 Pac. Rep. 776. aiﬁrmed.

2. Before a court of equity will grant an in
junction to restrain the collection of a tax_on
the ground of excessive valuation and discrim

iuntion, the part of the tax which is undoubted
ly due must be paid or tendered.
TTG, ailirnicd.

25 Pac. Rep

Appeal from the supreme court of the ter
ritory of New Mexico.
In equity. Suit by the Albuquerque Na
tional Bank against Jose L. Perea. sheriff and
ex oﬂicio collector of the county or Bernaiiilo.
N. AL, and CliiTord L. Jackson, district anor

ney of said county. brought in the district
court of said county, to restrain defendant!
from collecting certain taxes. The bill was

dismissed, and the judgment thereon was Bf

ner line across the outer end of reiator's

ﬂrmed by the supreme court of the territory.

wharf, in respect of which. as if it were the
harbor line, he complains that his right under
the act of March 26. 1890, to purchase the
ground occupied by his improvements, would
he interfered with; but the construction or

25 Pac. Rep. 776.

that act is for the state court to determine,

second judicial district of the territory M
New Mexico to restrain the defendant. Bhel“

and the averments of the aﬂidarit and alter
native writ make no issue upon it, as aifected
by the constitutional provision. The com
missioners are to locate and establish harbor
lines, whereupon the area between the har

bor line and the line of ordinary high tide,

Complainant appeals. A1

ﬁrmed.
Statement by Mr. Justice BREWER:

On November 3, 1888. appellant. as P111111‘
tilt. ﬁled its bill in the district court of the

il’f and ex otiicio collector of Bernaiilio 001111‘

ii‘, from the collection of the regular teﬂ‘l'
tol'iﬂl. county, and city taxes assessed and
levied upon its property for the year 1893
The ground upon which the injunction W“
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sought was. generally speaking, inequality
maud discrimination in the assessment. The

' bill'ullegcd that the plaintiff made a return
of its property for taxation to the assessor,
protesting at the time that its property
should not be assessed at any greater rate
than other property; that, disregarding the
protest, the assessor assessed the property at
its par and full value; that thereupon it ap
pealed to the board of equalization, which re
duced the assessment to 85 per cent.; “that all
other property in the county and territory is
not assessed at near so high a valuation upon
its actual value;” and that the average valua
tion of such other property does not exceed
70 per cent. of its actual value. At ﬁrst
there were also allegations to the eﬁect that
the assessor and board of equalization sys
tematically discriminated in the valuation and
assessment of complainant's property and
other property in the territory, but they were
voluntarily stricken out by the plaintiﬂ. It
further alleged “that the amount of its taxes
upon the assessment as made by the board of
equalization is the sum of $2,189, and that
the amount of the assessment which your
orator should justly pay for its said property,
if lawfully, equitably, and justly assessed,
would be the sum of $1,532.30, which said
sum your orator brings into court, and here.L
i-y tenders and offers to pay to the said de

fendant Jose L. Perea, ex oﬂlcio collector of
Said county of Bernalillo."
Subsequently, and on November 29, 1889,
it ﬁled a supplemental bill, the purpose of

which was to restrain the collection of the
taxes for the year 1889. That bill, on its
face, failed to allege the amount of taxes
levied upon the property of the plaintiff for

that year; though by reference to one of the
exhibits attached—the assessment roll for
the couuty,—it appears that it was $3,713.76.
There was an allegation that the amount ad
mitted in the original bill to be justly due for
follow these averments, which are all there
are, in respect to an admission of an amount
due, payment, or tender:

"And your orator further alleges that, hav
1115 Paid 1111 the taxes for which it was liable
for the year 1888, it now comes into court
Fluid offers to pay all the taxes which can

iilsﬂy and'iawi’ully be assessed against it, and
for which it may be justly and lawfully liable
for the year 1889, and now tenders the same

into court. ' r '

"And your orator further alleges that the
said assessment and said tax roll are so made
out that it is impossible to separate the prop
my upon which your orator is justly and

“fully taxed, and the taxes upon which are
Just and lawfully levied, from the balance of
6 taxes assessed against your orator; but
Whatever sum

The demurrer to these bills, original and
supplemental, was sustained by the district
court, and the bills dismissed, and on appeal
to the supreme court of the territory this de
cree was aiﬁrmed. From the decision of the
supreme court of the territory, complainant
has brought this appeal.
W. B. Chliders, for appellant.
L. Bartlett, for uppellees.

Edward

Air. Justice BREWER, after stating the
facts in the foregoing language, delivered the
opinion of the court.
The decree dismissing the original and sup
plemental bills must be sustained. As to the
tax of 1888, the case stands upon the allega
tion that plaintiff's property was originally
assessed at its full value, while other prop
erty was assessed 70 per cent. thereof; that
it appealed to the board of equalization for

a reduction; and that such tribunal reduced
the valuation, but only to 85 instead of 70 per

cent. It would seem that the mere state
ment of this was suﬂficient. The law of New
Mexico requires property to be assessed at its
cash value.
Cont’essedly, this plaintiff's
property was assessed at 15 per cent. below
that value. Surely, upon the mere fact that
other property happened to be assessed at
30 per cent. below the value, when this did
not come from any design or systematic ef
fort on the part of the county oillcials, and°

when the plaintiﬂ has had a hearing as to'thee
correct valuation, on appeal before the board
of equalization, the proper tribunal for re

view, it cannot be that it can come into a
court of equity for an injunction, or have
that decision of the board of equalization re
viewed in this collateral way. Stanley v
Supervisors, 121 U. S. 535, 7 Sup. Ct. Rep

1234.
With respect to the taxes of 1889, there
was no payment or tender of payment of any
amount Plaintiff seeks to avoid the neces
sity therefor by alleging that it is impossible
to separate the legal from the illegal por
tions of the taxes—an allegation which is

manifestly untrue, in view of the fact that it
had no diiiiculty in making the separation in
the taxes of 1888. the assessment for which
was made in a similar way, and in view of

the further fact that it must have known
what property it had which was subject to
taxation as well as its value, and therefore
the rate of taxation being ﬁxed by law, it
could, of course, have known what amount
was undoubtedly due. The rule in respect to
this matter is perfectly well settled in this

court.

In State Railroad Tax Cases, 92 U. S.

575, 616. it was fully considered. In that case
it was said by Mr. Justice Miller, speaking for
the court: “It is a proﬁtable thing for cor
porations or individuals whose taxes are very
large to obtain a. preliminary injunction as to
all their taxes, contest the case through sev
eral years‘ litigation, and, when in the end it
is found that but a small part of the tax
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should be permanently enjoined, submit to
pay the balance. This is not equity. It is in
direct violation of the ﬁrst principles of equi
ty jurisdiction. It is not sufficient to say in
the bill that they are ready and willing to
pay whatever may be found due. They
must ﬁrst pay what is conceded to be due, or
what can be seen to be due on the face of
the bill, or be shown by affidavits, whether
conceded or not, before the preliminary in
junction shonld be granted. The state is not
to be thus tied up as to that of which there is
no contest, by lumping it with that which is
really contested. if the proper oﬂicer re
fuses to receive a part of the tax, it must be
tendered, and tendered without the condi
tion annexed of a receipt in full of all the
taxes assessed." Many other cases to like

ﬂed that he had several times oﬁered to pay the
secretary, who refused to receive the money;
and the secretary testified that he refused the
oﬁer under the direction of the president, but
the president, being called by plaintiff, denied
that he had ever given such instructions. The
testimony being closed, counsel for both parties
conceded that there was no question for the

Jury, each moved for the direction of a verdict
in his favor, and defendant's motion was grant
ed Held, that defendant might well be re
arded as having abandoned the defense, in so
‘or as it depended upon this evidence, and as
having taken the position that plaintiff’s evi
dence did not make out a case
i
5. The president of a corporation has no
authority to deplete the coffers of the company
by instructing the treasurer to refuse to re
ceive payment of stock subscriptions when ten
dered. Bank v. Dunn, 6 Pet. 51, followed.

effect might be cited.

The decree will be aﬁirmed.
¢

(146 U. S. 689)

POTTS v. WALLACE.

In error to the circuit court of the United
States for the eastern district of New York.
Action by the assignee of an insolvent cor
poration against a stockholder therein to re
cover for unpaid stock. The circuit court di
rected a verdict for plaintiff, but subsequent—
ly granted a motion for a new trial. See 32
Fed. Rep. 272. Another trial being had, I.
verdict was directed for defendant, and judg
ment entered thereon. Plaintiﬂ appeals. Ro

(December 12, 1892.)
versed.
No. 41.
Conrorwrious — ASSIGNMENT son Bsssri'r or
Ciinni'roits — STOCKHOLDER’S LlABILi'l‘Y — Dn

Statement by Mr. Justice SHIRAS:
This was an action brought originally in the,
New York supreme court, and afterwards:

removed into the circiiit'court of the United'
IENSES.

States for the eastern district of New York,
L An insolvent corporation. by resolution of
its directois, authorized its president to make a by Henry Potts, Jr., as assignee of the Ches
deed of assignment of all the corporate prop
ter Tube & Iron Company, plaintiff, against
city without preferences. A few days later 2.
passed by the directors and William H. Wallace.
resolution
was
stockholders, directing the president to execute
The Chester Tube 8: Iron Company was 8
a mortgage to one of the directors, and also as
corporation of Pennsylvania, duly incorpo
sign to him a leasehold and other groperty, as
rated under the provisions of an act of as
security for money advanced, and t en to make
the assignment according to the original res
sembly of that state, approved April 29, 1874.
The president, however, afterwards
entitled “An act to provide for the incorpo
olution.
made the assignment without executing these
ration and regulation of certain corporations"
Thereafter the directors passed a
securities. repudiating the assignment, and de
for the purpose of the manufacture of iron
resolution
claring it a fraud upon the stockholders; but no
or steel, or of any article of commerce made
effort was made to prevent the assignment from
from them. The place where the businem of
.

taking effect, and no notice was given to the

assignee of this attempt of the directors to have
one of their number preferred, and the as
signee was allowed to proceed in the execu
tion of his trust. Hqlcl, that a stockholder who
was sued by the assignee for the amount due
on his stock could not set up as a defense the
abortive attempt to prefer the director.
2. In Pennsylvania. the _assignee of an in
solvent corporation may maintain an action at
law to recover the amount due on a stock sub
scription, when it appears that the debts of the
concern exceed its _entire assets, including the
unpaid stock; and in such case no assessment
is necessary to support the suit. Bank v. Gil
lespie, 9 Atl. Rep. 73, 115 Pa. St. 56}. followed.
5.A subscriber for stock in a corporation
oﬁered, while the company was solvent, to pay
for this stock, but the company refused to re
ceive the money or to issue the stock to him.
The stockholder. however, took no action to ab
_
from his subscription contract,
solve himself
but continued active in the coin any’s business
embarrassed.
until it became insolvent an
Held, that the offer and its refusal constituted
no defense to an action by the nssignee of the
corporation to recover on the subscri tion.
4. In an action _by the assignee o a corpora
tion to recover unpaid corporate stock, defendant
set up that he had offered to pay for his stock. but
that the corporate oihcers had refused to receive
payment or to issue the stock, and, as against
the nrima fade case made by the plaintiﬁ. testi

the corporation was to be transacted was
Chester. Delaware county, in the state of

Pennsylvania, and the

capital stock wll

ﬁxed at $100,000, divided into 2,000 shares of
the par value of $50 each. The whole amount

of the capital stock was subscribed for by
the defendant, William H. Wallace, and six
other persons, who had associated themselves
together for the purpose of forming the 001‘
poration. The charter or agreement of aw)

elation was dated the 13th day of December

1877, and letters patent were issued by “"3
governor of Pennsylvania on the 5th day 0‘

January, 1878. The charter was signed by
the associates, and William S. McManuS, All‘
gustus B. Wood, William H. Wallace. PM
rick Reilly, and John Shotweli were named
therein as directors for the ﬁrst year

In and by this charter the defendant, will‘
lace, subscribed roi- 300 shares of the stock.
and he continued to hold his position as d!‘
rector of the company imtil the 6th day of

July, 1980. when, at a meeting of the board
then holden, he resigned, his resignation W“

.:1w;-aIn!lfgﬂRr.i"n‘E
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lcccptcd, and on the 14th day oi’ July, 1880, I stltuted as plaintiﬂ! in the place of Henry
one F. C. Shotweli was elected to take his Potts, Jr., deceased.
place.

There was no meeting 01' the board

On the 22d day of June, 1883, on the peti

or directors from January 21. 1880, to July 6,

tion of Henry W. Potts, assignee, the said ac

1880.
At a meeting of the board on August 3,
1880, the following resolution was adopted:
"Whereas it has become apparent that, in
order to enable this company to meet its lia
bilities, some indulgence on the part of its
‘creditors is necessary, therefore, resolved,

tion was removed to the circuit court of the

sthat the president is authorized to negotiate

York, and at the May term, 1888, came on to
be tried before the Honorable E. Henry La
combe, circuit judge, and a Jury, and resulted
in a. verdict for the detendant on the 9th day
of May, 1888.
On February 5, 1889, judgment was entered
on the verdict in favor of the defendant and
against the plaintiﬂ, and on the 5th day oi’
April, 1889, a. writ of error was allowed, and
the cause was brought thereby into the su
preme court oi’ the United States.
The record discloses, in addition to the fore
going facts, that the defendant’s answer ad
mitted that he had subscribed for 300 shares
of stock, had not paid anything on account
of the same, and that demand for payment
had been made on him by the plaintiﬂ! as as
signee.
To meet the prime. i'acie case thus made
out against him, the defendant put in evi
dence proceedings of the stockholders on Au
gust 12th, and of the board of directors on Au
gust 20th. At these meetings the president
and treasurer were directed to execute and

"or and eiIect au'extension of the claim
against the company upon such terms as he
may deem most likely to make it meet its in
debtedness; and in the event of his failure to
accomplish such extension, the president is
authorized to execute, under the corporate
seal, with his attestation, a deed 01' general
assignment for all the estate and property of
the company for the beneﬁt oi‘ its creditors
pro rata and without preference."
0n the 14th day of September, 1880, a
deed, purporting to be a deed of assignment
by the Chester Tube & Iron Company, by its
president. William S. McMauus, under its
seal, was executed to Henry Potts, Jr., and
was recorded the same day in the recorder’s
oilice of Delaware county, Pa. This deed
purported to convey and transfer to Henry
Potts. Jr., as assignee, all the property and
deliver to A. B. Wood, trustee, a bond and
(state of the company of every description,
in trust to sell and dispose of the same, and
mortgage 01.‘ the company for $11,200, to se
cure money advanced by him, as trustee for
to collect all the claims of the company, con
duct all the steps necessary for the purpose John E. and Mary D. Browning, for the use
of the company, and also to assign to A. B.
of converting the assets into cash, and to di
ride the same without preference among the Wood all the company's interest in the lease
creditors of the corporation, with the further hold, machinery, and ﬁxtures of the company,
provision that, should there be any surplus in payment of $12,260 due Wood for money
after paying the debts, the same should be re
advanced by him individually for the use of
the company. The resolutions of the stock
turned to the corporation.
in pursuance of the provisions of the holders and of the directors at these meetings
Prlmsyivania statutes, regulating such as
directed the president that, after the mort
Blgnments, Henry Potts, Jr., on October 20, gage and assignment to A. B. Wood were
1880, executed his bond, conditioned for the executed and delivered, he should execute
faithful performance of his duties as as
the deed of general assignment provided for
ﬂlgllee, in the penalty 01' $191,000, which bond by the resolution of August 3, 1880.
was approved by the court of common plea
The defendant likewise put in evidence.
Delaware county. Henry Potts, Jr., as under objection by the plaintiff, the proceed-g
iumed the trust, and proceeded with the ex
ings of a meeting of the directors held ‘om
Motion of the same so far as to ﬁle an ac
September 16, 1880, wherein resolutions were
°°i111h which account was conﬁrmed by the passed declaring the act 01' the president in
court of Delaware county. 0n the 5th oi.‘ executing and delivering the deed or assign
“"1011, 1882, a petition was ﬁled in said ment to have been void and without authori
mm’ alleging the death of Henry Potts, Jr., ty, and in fraud of the rights of the compa
Mid on the same day an order was made ap
ny, and contrary to the will of the directors

I'Olnﬂnz Henry w. Potts as assignee to an

and stockholders. These resolutions further

the vacancy occasioned by the death of Hen
ri‘ Potts. Jr., and directing him to give a

provided that the said pretended assignment
should be repudiated, that notice of this ac
tion should be given to Henry Potts, Jr., and
that the president should be and was removed
from oiiice, and D. F. Houston elected to take
his place.

bond, with sureties, in the sum of $44,000,
and Bach bond was ﬁled on March 6, 1882;
and on December 16. 1882, the supreme court

New York, countv of Kings, in which the

is?“ brought by Henry Potts, J'r., against

The defendant likewise offered evidence

Edeiegefendilnt Wallace was still pending, or
the chthat Henry W. Potts, as assignee of

tending to show that several times during
the year 1879 and early in 1880, when the at
i‘airs of the company were in an apparently
prosperous condition, he oﬂ'ered to pay to the

ester Tube & Iron Company, be sub
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that, by reason of proceedings at the stock
treasurer of the company the amount of his
subscription, $15,000, and demanded his stock;
that the treasurer, acting, as he testified, un
der directions of the president, refused to
accept the money and to deliver the stock.
The defendant likewise proved his resigna

holders‘ meeting held on August 12th, and at
a meeting of the board of directors on August
20th, the authority of the president, granted
by the resolution of August 3d, was modified,
or made conditional on certain other acts

that he was to do.
At the stockholders‘ meeting a resolution
was passed directing the president, directors.
the defendant had put in the foregoing
and oﬂicers of the company to execute a
evidence, the plaintiﬂ called W. S. Mc
bond and mortgage to secure A. B. Wood,
Manus, the president, who testiﬁed that he
one of the directors, for certain trust moneys
had never refused to accept defendant's sub
he had advanced to the company, and also
scription money or to deliver the stock, and
to make an assignment to said Wood of the
that he gave no instructions to the treasurer
.easehoid and ﬁxtures of the company, in
to refuse defendant's payment or to refuse I payment of moneys alleged to have been ad
to deliver his stock. He also testified that vanced by him for the use of the company.
he continued to consult with the defendant
The resolution of the board of directors of
about the affairs of the company down until
August 3d, authorizing the president to make
a deed of assignment for the beneﬁt of cred
July,
The 1880.
record further shows that, on the
itors was laid before the stockholders, and,
closing of the testimony, it was conceded
upon motion, was approved and ratiﬁed; and
by the counsel for the plaintiff and the de
the president was authorized to execute a
fendant, respectively, that there was no ques
general assignment after the mortgage and
tion of fact to be submitted to the jury; that
assignment of lease to A. B. Wood should
thereupon the counsel for the plaintiff re
be duly executed and delivered.
quested the court to direct the jury to ﬁnd
At a meeting of the board held on August
a verdict for the plaintiff, which request was
20, 1880, the action of the stockholders in
denied, and this ruling was excepted to: that
directing the execution of a mortgage and
the court, on motion of defendant‘s counsel,
assignment of the lease to A. B. Wood wasch
directed a verdict in favor of the defendant;
reported, and was, by a resolution, approvedg
and that the plaintiff's counsel duly excepted
‘It would seem that the mortgage and as-'
to the ruling in that behalf. The jury, under
signment of lease to Wood were never exe

tion as director on July 6, 1880.

The record further discloses that, after

the direction of the court, found a verdict
for the defendant.

cuted, and that the president on September
14, 1880, executed and delivered the deed of

Sidney Ward, for plnintiﬁ! in error.
B. F. Tracy, for defendant in error.

assignment to Potts.
As already stated, this action of the pres

ident in making the deed of assignment.
7
(*ill

‘Mr. Justice SHIRAS, after stating the
facts in the foregoing language, delivered
the opinion of the court.
The assignments in error are 10 in number,
but they present substantially but one ques
tion, dill the court err, in view of all the

evidence. in directing the jury to ﬁnd a
verdict for the defendant?
‘There were no ﬁndings of fact by the
court or jury, and no charge or opinion of
the court is shown by the record. We are
therefore left to draw the materials upon
which we are to revise the judgment of the
court below from the various oders of evi
dence and exceptions thereto, read in the
light afforded by the respective briefs and
arguments of counsel.

without the mortgage and assignment to
Wood having been executed, was sought to
be repudiated by the board at a meeting held
on September 16, 1880.

Whether the proposition to secure Wood.
one of the directors of an insolvent com
pany, by a mortgage covering ailthe property
of the company, would have been valid as
against the other creditors of the company.

is more than doubtful. However that um?
be, the record does not show that any Step‘
were ever taken to prevent the assignment
to Potts from taking effect. There is H0

evidence that Potts was ever notiﬁed of the
action of the directors attempting to make
the deed of general assignment subject to 5
prior mortgage and assignment in favor of

Wood; nor does it appear that any 9mm

Taken in logical order, the ﬁrst ground of

was made in the court having jurisdiction 0!

defense is found in the position that the as
signment to Potts for the beneﬁt of creditors
was invalid; and the want of validity is
supposed to he found in the fact that, in exe
outing the deed of assignment, the president
did not follow certain instructions and con
ditions imposed upon him by the board. Un
doubtedly. the act of the president in exe
cutmg and delivering the deed of assignment
was fully warranted by the resolution of
the board of August 3, 1880, but it is claimed

the subject to set aside the deed to Poll!!
On the contrary, it appears that the assign“

was suffered to proceed in the execution of
his duties as assignee by ﬁling his bond and
inventory and an account, and, upon the
death of Henry Potts, .Tr., no objection Wu!

made on behalf of Wood or the company m
resist the appointment of a successor.

The proposition that Wallace, when 081‘
upon by the assignee to pay for his Biockv
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could take refuge in the abortive attempt of
VI
e
iion.“There is not even an apparent con-'0'
the directors to prefer one of their own
ﬂict
between
the
case
referred
to
and
the
number, seems to us to be altogther in
later cases of Lane's Appeal, 105 Pa. St. 49,
admissible.
Another ground of defense urged was that and Bell's Appeal, in the same volume at
the plaintiff had mistaken his remedy; that page 88. Those were creditors’ bills, ﬁled
the proceeding to enforce the liability of against insolvent corporations, to compel the
Wallace should have been by a bill in payment by the stockholders of their unpaid
subscriptions, and it was held that in such
equity.
cases there must be an account taken of the
We might dismiss this position by the ob
scrvation that it does not appear to have amount of debts, assets, and unpaid capital,
and a decree for an assessment of the
been taken by the defendant in his answer,
or to have been brought to the attention of amount due by each stockholder. The rea
son of this is plain. Upon the insolvency of
the court at the trial.
As, however, for other reasons, the case a corporation a stockholderis liable for only
has to go back for another trial, it may be so much of his Impaid subscription as may
Qwell for us to brieﬂy consider the merits of
Ethe suggestion.
o 'ltis undoubtedly true that, in Pennsylvania,
in the ease of an insolvent corporation, its
assets, including impaid capital stock, con~ ascertain, in an orderly manner, the extent
of the stockholders’ liability before proceed
stitute a trust fund, and that such fund can
ings are commenced to enforce it. But the
not be appropriated by individual creditors,
by means of attachments or executions di
rected against particular assets, but should
be distributed, on equitable principles, among
v. Trust 00., supra, an asessment is not
ihe creditors at large.
essential. The assignee may sue at once,
Accordingly it was ruled by the supreme
court of Pennsylvania in Lane's Apppeal, 105 for all is required."
At the trial in the present case (see page
Pa. St. 49, and in Beli’s Appeal, 115 Pa. St.
27 of the record) the counsel for the defend
88, 8 Atl. Rep. 177, cases cited by defend
ant‘s counsel, that a bill in equity is a proper ant consented to take the statement of the
remedy whereby to subject the property of company’s clerk, without contradicting it,
an insolvent corporation to the claims of that the assets of the company appeared to

be $250,000, and the liabilities $270,000 to
its creditors.
$275,000.
It was not necessary, therefore,
Some general expressions were used in
to
have a preliminary assessment against
those opinions, cited in the brief of defend
Wallace,
as
the jury could have found, un
aut's counsel, which seem to countenance
der the concession of his counsel, that the ‘
the proposition that the only remedy in each
entire amount of his unpaid stock was neo
case is by a bill in equity, but an examina
(v-ssary to meet the indebtedness of the cor
tion of the facts of the cases, and of the
poration.
We understand the concession to
reasoning of the opinions, clearly shows that
mean that the debts exceeded the assets,
what the court meant was that the pro
including the unpaid subscriptions of the de
cccding must, in some form, be a remedy
fendant and the other stockholders. If we
for all, and not for some, of the creditors,—
are wrong in this, the defendant can show
thnt the remedy must be coextensive with
the facts, and invoke, if he be so advised,
the nature of the property as a trust fund.
That this is the proper reading of those the doctrine of Bank v. Gillespie, if, indeed,
that doctrine will avail him.
cases is shown by the later case of Bank v.
Gillespie, 115 Pa. St. 564, 9 Atl. Rep. 73.
We are now brought to the last and
That was the case of a suit brought by an most substantial ground urged by the de
tense; the one on which, we may conjecture,
ﬂﬁ‘ilgnce of an insolvent bank for the hen
slit of creditors against a subscriber for that the court below chieﬂy relied in direct-a
Block remaining unpaid, and the supreme
ing the jury to ﬁnd'thelr verdict for the de‘
fendant. It is thus expressed in the brief of
0011", per Paxson, O. J., said:
"There being no assessment in evidence, the defendant‘s counsel:
the learned judge left it to the jury to ﬁnd
"All duties and obligations imposed upon
Whether the whole of the unpaid subscrip
the defendant by his subscription were fully
tion was required to pay the debts of the discharged and canceled by the refusal on the
company. We see no error in this. If the part of the company, while it continued sol
‘mimid subscriptions were required to pay vent, to receive the payment and perform
ille creditors, no assessment was necessary,
ance tendered."
I
under the authority of Yeager v. Trust 00..
It may be readily conceded that if the evi

14
. Notes Gas. 296. It was there said
a!" ‘the uncontradlcted evidence shows that
“0:125 necessary to collect the whole of the
u

aubscl'iliiion in order to pay the sums

a the depositors of this insolvent corpora

dence in the case disclosed that the defend
ant's odor of payment and performance was
refused by the company while solvent, and

that the defendant availed himself of such
refusal, and declared himself oﬂ from his
contract of subscription, the defendant was
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Wall. 610, it was held that the relations of a.
thereby exonerated from the obligation of his
subscription, and that his liability to pay
would not be revived by the subsequent in
solvency of the company and by the demands

stockholder to the corporation, and to the

public who deal with the latter, are such as
to require good faith and fair dealing in any
transaction between him and the corpora
tion, of which he is part owner and con
of the assignee.
The record discloses a very different state
troller, which may injuriously affect the
rights of creditors or of the general public,
ofThe
facts.
defendant was himself one of the origi
and a rigid scrutiny will be made into all
nal corporators, and was, by the articles of
such transactions in the interest of creditors;
association, made one of the directors of the
and that it was not competent for the insol
company. This position he continued to oc
vent company to make a valid agreement
cupy until July 6, 1880, which date, accord
with a stockholder to exonerate him from his
lug to the uncontradicted evidence, was sub
liability. In other words, the doctrine laid
sequent to the actual insolvency of the com
down was that the governing oﬁicers of a
corporation cannot, by agreement, or other
pany.
John Shotweil testiﬁed that he was treas
transaction with the stockholder, release the
urer and secretary of the company from the
latter from his obligation to pay, to the prej
time of its organization to its failure; that be
udice of its creditors, except by fair and hon
ascertained that the company was in embar
est dealing and for a valuable consideration.‘
rassed circumstances in the spring of 1880;
In Hawley v. Upton, 102 U. S. 314, it wasf,
that he had a habit of going to the defend
said. per ‘Waite, O. 1., that l‘it cannot be‘
ant's ofﬁce and talking with him about the
doubted that one who has become bound as
company's atfairs; that the company's notes
a subscriber to the capital stock of a corpo
went to protest in August. The resolution of
ration must pay his subscription if required
the board to make the assignment for the
to meet the obligations of the corporation.
beneﬁt of creditors was adopted on August
A certiﬁcate in his favor for the stock is not
3, 1880. Certainly, up until July 6, 1880,
Wallace indicated no intention to withdraw
himself from the company. On the contra
ry, he continued, from time to time, to d<.~
clare his readiness to pay his subscription,
and to stand on his rights as a. stockholder.

necessary to make him a subscriber.

All

that needs to be done, so far as creditors are
concerned, is that the subscriber shall have
bound himself to become a contributor to the
fund which the capital stock represents. if
such an obligation exists, the courts can en

He himself testiﬂed that he learned that the

force the contribution when required. He

company was in trouble in June, 1880; that
the president consulted with him in regard
“to the company's affairs after that; that these

cannot be discharged from the obligation he

has assumed until the contribution has been
actually paid, or the obligation in some law

Econsultations continued down to two or three
ful way extinguished."
' months before the ﬁnal collapse; that defend
In Burke v. Smith, 16 Wall. 394, it was
ant's firm continued to be agents of the com
l said, per Strong, J.: “It has been settled by
pany up to the time of its failure; and that
very numerous decisions that the directors of
what he was seeing the president about was
a company are incompetent to release an
business connected with the company, the
original subscriber to its capital stock, or to
selling of goods and collecting of accounts
make any arrangement with him by which
due, etc.; and that, so long as he considered
the stock good, he was ready to take it one
play for it.
Even, therefore, if the company had, while
solvent, refused to receive payment and to

issue a certiﬁcate of

the company, its creditors, or the state shall
lose the beneﬁt of his subscription. Every
such arrangement is regarded in equity, not
merely as ultra vires, but as a fraud upon

other stockholders, upon the public, and “P011

stock, the evidence

shows that the defendant did not elect to
declare himself absolved from his contract,
but stood upon his rights, as a stockholder
and director, until the company’ affairs had

become involved in embarrassment. It was
then too late for the defendant to change his
position. If on August 3, 1880, the day on
which the directors resolved to make an as
slgnment, the affairs of the company had
been prosperous and its stock valuable. Wal
lace was still in a position to demand his
stock and to compel payment to himself of

my dividends that might be declared.
So that, even if the company and the de
fendant had then agreed that the latter should
then be exonerated from his liability to the
company, such an agreement would have
been void as against the creditors of the in
solvent company. In Sawyer v. Kong, 17

the creditors of the company.”

In Upton v. Tribileock, 91 U. S. 45, it will
held that “the original holder of stock in 8
corporation is liable for unpaid installment!
of stock without an express promise to Dill"
them; and a contract between a corporation.
or its agents and him, limiting his llahilit.v

therefor, is void both as to the creditors of

the company and its assignee in bankruptcy!’
It requires no argument to show that if 8
company cannot. by agreement in any form‘

when in insolvent circumstances. release i110

obligation of a subscriber to its stock. much
loss can it attain the same end by declmmg
to accept payment of his subscription; and it
is equally obvious that, even if such re

is made when the company is supposed in be

prosperous, yet if the stockholder declines t“
acquiesce in such refusal, and persist! in
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maintaining his position as a. stockholder and
director until Insolvency has supervened, it

20l

or accepts the beneﬁt of his act, they will
be bound by it; but the general rule is that
the president cannot act or contract for the
corporation, except in the course of his usual
duties.

lals then too late for him to claim the beneﬁt
so! the company's refusal
- ‘We have thus far dealt with this aspect of
the case as if the company had, in point of
tact, refused to accept the defendant’ sub
scription money and to recognize him as a
stockholder; but an examination of the rec
ord shows that there was no uch refusal by
the company. either before or after it became

tion by giving up its securities or releasing
claims in its favor.
In the present instance there is no evidence

Insolvent

whatever of ratiﬁcation by the directors of

The defendant's witnesses, consisting of
Bhotweli, the treasurer, of William Bispham,
a partner of the defendant, and of the de
fendant himself, testiried that several times
during the year 1879 and the early part of

appear that they knew anything about it,
and it is plain that the company received no

beneﬁt from it.
Upon the facts disclosed by the record, we
erred in instructing the jury to ﬁnd for the
defendant, and in entering judgment on the
verdict.
The judgment is reversed, with directions to
grant a new trial, and for further proceed
ings in conformity with this opinion.
%

(147 U. 8. 133)

FISHER et ai. v. SHROPSHIRE at 1L
that there was no question of fact to be sub
mitted to the jury, and requested the court
to give peremptory instructions to the jury,
the court accordingly directed the jury
to find for the defendant.
As the pluintiif had clearly made out a.

No. 54.
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prime facie case before the defendant went
into his evidence, and as the defendant did

1. The doctrine 01' a vendor’s lien arising
by irgplication exists 5n the state of Iowa.

(January 8, 1893.)

force such lien. Section 2628 provides that
when a petition has been ﬁled aﬂ'ec '
r

3. Waiver of a vendor’s lien cannot be in

able on his indorsement does not bind the
112k; that it is not the duty of the cashier

ferred
frominstance,
the merenor
fact
thatthe
thelapse
parties
may
in
the ﬁrst
from
of more
not have contemplated the assertion of the hen

2 Preﬂident to make such contracts, nor

l": they the Dower to bind the bank, ex

‘I,1; I“ the discharge of their ordinary du

ence of the

en.

‘

it is ﬁne that u the acts of the president
mlglatified by the corporation, or if the cor
.

°R Permits 3 general course of conduct.

suit

to

enforce

a

vendor’s

hen,

brought in a state court against the vendee as
sole defendant, was removed by him to the fed

eral court on the ground of diverse citizenship,
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after he had conveyed the land to a citizen of
the same state as the complainants. Held, that
such grantee, although a proper arty, was
not an indispensable party, under *qmty Rule
47 and that defendant's motion to (118111155 the
suit because he was not joined was properly
overruled; it further appearing that such_ gran
tea was aware of the pendency of the suit, tes
tiﬁed therein, and had opportunity to intervene
without ousting the jurisdiction.
5. In a suit to establish and enforce a ven
dor's lien, and for an accounting, the vcndee
should be credited with advances to the ven
dor‘s husband, who had charge of the land,

land constituting the homestead tract dated
March 20, 1878, and expressing a considera

tion of $1,000.
May 1, 1878, Mrs. Shropshire and her hus
band executed to Lyle a quitclaim deed of
the entire tract, the consideration named
being 814,250. May 1, 1879, Lyle purchased,
and took an assignment of, the German Sav
lugs Bank mortgage. Mr. and Mrs. Shrop
shire continued in the possession of all the
lands deeded to Lyle until January 1, 1881,
made for the beneﬁt of both husband and_ wife, when the property was surrendered to him,
and he and those claiming under him have
and for the beneﬁt of the land, where it up
continued in possession from thence hitherto.
The original bill in this case was ﬁled by
Mrs. Shropshire, February 26, 1883, in the
the vendor should not be credited with a distinct
district court of Jasper county, Iowa, in
individual indebtedness of the husband. 31 Fed.
which county the lands were situated, against
Rep. 694, modiﬁed.
John Lyle as sole defendant. On March 1,
Appeal from the circuit court of the United
1883, Lyle conveyed the lands to his grand
States for the southern district of Iowa.
son, George Lyle, and he took possession on
In equity. liill by Loretta Shropshire and
the next day. The cause was then removed
Alexander 0. Shropshire against John Fisher
to the circuit court of the United States for
and William Lyle, executors, and Esther
the southern district of Iowa, on September
Lyle, sole devisce of John Lyle, deceased, to
14, 1883, on the application of John Lyle, up
establish and enforce a vendor's lien, and for
on the ground that he was a citizen of the
an accounting. Decree for complainants.
state of lllinois, and the plaintiff, Mrs. Shrop
31 Fed. Rep. 694. Reversed and remanded.
shire, was a citizen of Iowa. The bill was
with direction to enter a. decree for complain
amended January 15, 1886, by making A. O.
.,.ants for a less amount.
Shropshire, the husband, a party complain

E,

Statement by Mr. Chief Justice FULLER:

ant, and on August 27th of that year, the bill

' ‘in 1876 Mrs. Loretta Shropshire owned in
was further amended. The bill, as amended,
her own right 540 acres of land in Iowa, de
in substance alleged that the advancement
rived from the estate of a. former husband,
by John Lyle of $4,250 was a loan; that the
40 acres of which constituted her home
quitclaim deeds of Rhinehart, Mrs. Shrop
stead. May 1, 1877, she borrowed from the
shire, and her husband were intended sim
German Savings Bank of Davenport, Iowa,
ply as mortgages to secure the amount of the
$10,000 for 3 years. with interest at the rate
loan; that upon that loan and the German
of 10 per cent. per annum, payable semian
Savings Bank mortgage various payments,
nualiy, and she and her husband, Alexander
had been made; that John Lyle, being the:
0. Shropshire, executed a mortgage on the
holder of the'quitclaim deeds and the savings"
540 acres. Judgments were rendered against
bank mortgage, bought the lands in question
her for various sums, and her brother, Alex
of Mrs. Shropshire at the price of $42.50 per
ander Rhinehart, became her surety upon a.
acre, and took possession of the same about
bond for a stay of execution. The stay hav
January 1, 1881; and that there was a ial‘ge
ing expired, all the real estate of Mrs. Shrop
amount of the purchase price still due, which
shire, except her homestead, was held for
defendant had neglected and refused to pay
sale, subject to the prior mortgage of the
The bill prayed that an account be taken of
bank.
the amoimt due complainants, that the de
The statute of Iowa provides that "in no
fendant be decreed to pay the balance 11119
action where the defendant has ‘ * '
upon the purchase price of the land, and that
stayed execution on the judgment shall he
a vendor’s lien be established therefor, and
be entitled to redeem." McClain, Ann. Code,
for general relief.
§ 4331. in February, 1878, Mrs. Shropshire
applied for assistance to John Lyle, and it
was arranged between her brothers. Alex

wander K. and Jehu Rhine-hart, and herself,
'j that J ehu Rhiuchart should bid in ‘the prop
' crty at the sheriff‘s sale, and, if she'succeed
ed in raising the amount of the judgment,

The defendant answered under oath, deny
ing all the material averments of the bill.
and insisting upon the deeds as absolute con

veyances, and alleged that in 1882 he sold.
and in 1883 conveyed, the lands in question
to one George Lyle, and that the deed W35

delivered and recorded before this suit was

that he should deed the land to her or to
whomsoever she might direct. Lyle thereup
on advanced to Mrs. Shropshire $4,250, and
Jehu Rhinehart executed to him a quitolaim
deed, dated March 28, 1878, for 500 acres of
the land purchased at the sheriff's sale, for
the expressed consideration of $4,250, and
Mrs. Shropshire and her husband executed to
Lyle a. quitclaim deed for the 40 acres of

brought. Defendant also averted that Mrs.
Shropshire was largely indebted to him, and

that upon a ﬁnal settlement, January 27.
1880, a. balance of $7,900 had been found due
to him from her. He further declared it to
be wholly false, and without color of truth.
that he purchased the farm from Mrs. ShroP'
shire January 1, 1881, at $42.50 per acre. or

>5era
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at any other sum or price, and that the al
leged sale was "without any basis of fact
whatever."
Defendant also moved the court to dismiss
the bill for defect of parties, in that George
Lyle had not been made a party defendant,
which motion was overruled.
An interlocutory decree was entered No
vember 11, 1886, determining that the deeds
from the complainants to the defendant were
mortgages, and that on or about January 1,
1881, defendant John Lyle had agreed to
take the lands and pay therefor $21,600. A
special master was appointed to take and
state all the accounts between the parties,
and in December, 1886, he ﬁled his report,
showing a balance due Mrs. Shropshire upon
the purchase of the land in the sum of $7,
807.31, or, in another view, of $2, 028.51, with
interest from January 1, 1881. The accounts
thus stated in the alternative were arrived at
by charging Lyle with the $21,600, and cred
biting him with an alleged individual indebted

ﬁnes of Mrs. Shropshire, as well as the joint
' indebtedness of husband and wife,'amount
ing together to $18,687.13, and deducting $1,
894.44 payments, leaving $7,807.31; but the
master reported that it the court should be
of opinion that certain sums, which he enu
merated and described as "individual indebt
edness" of A. C. Shropshire, amounting in
the aggregate to $5,778.80, should also be
deducted, then the balance due was but $2,

028.51.
May 28, 1887, a ﬁnal decree was entered,
conﬁrming the master‘s report, and decree

iug the payment of the sum of $10,810.46,
with interest at 6 per cent. from that date,
establishing a vendor’s lien against all the
lands above referred to, and directing a. sale
on default of payment. From this decree the
pending appeal was prosecuted. The opinion
8;‘.the circuit court is reported in 31 Fed. Rep.

A. H. McVey, for appellants. Jas. G. Day
‘and Wm. Phillips, for appeliees.

s

7 ‘Mr. Chief Justice FULLER, after stating
:tho facts in the foregoing language, delivered
:ithe opinion of the court:

No complaint is made of the interlocutory
decree adjudging the deeds to be mortgages,
and that John Lyle, on or about January 1,
1881, agreed to pay for the lands the sum of

$21,000.
The errors assigned question the action of

the court in overruling exceptions to the
masters report in respect of various particu
lnrs forming the basis of the amount found

due. and to the ﬁnding that there was no set
tlement between the parties January 27, 1880;

approving the report as a whole; in ﬁnd
int; that anything was due; in holding that
Iclolllillﬁlnants were entitled to a vendor's
911, in decreelng a sale; and in refusing to
require Geor e L l
the mon-

8

ye to be made a party to

The deed of Rliinehart to John Lyle was
dated March 28, 1878, and those of Mr. and
Mrs. Shropshire, March 20, 1878, and May 1,
1878, respectively. The mortgage of the
German Savings Bank was assigned to Lyle,
May 2, 1879. The purchase by Lyle for $21.
600 was made on or about January 1, 1881.
This, therefore, is not the ease of a convey
ance presently made in consideration of the
promise to pay the stipulated price, but of a
sale of the equity of redemption, and the
bill is, in eifect, one to enforce payment of
the difference between the total purchase
price and the amount which it would have
been necessary for the vendors to pay in or

der to redeem from the mortgages, if they
had not sold.
The transaction took the shape of a pur
chase for a speciﬁed sum to be paid within a
reasonable time, as no time for payment was
deﬁnitely ﬁxed, and presumably as soon as
the indebtedness to the vendee could be as
certalned and applied. The decree is for the
balance of the purchase money alone, al
though under the circumstances an account
ing was necessary in arriving at that balance.
The courts of the United States enforce
grantors’ and vendors’ liens it in harmony
with the jurisprudence of the state in which
the action is brought, and the principle upon
which such a lien rests has been held to be
that one who gets the estate of another onghto
not, in conscience, to be allowed to keep it:
without paying the consideration. ‘Chilton
v. Braiden‘s Adm'x, 2 Black, 458; Story, Eq.

Jur. § 1219.
Although there is some contrariety of ex
pression, the doctrine of a vendor’s lien aris
ing by implication seems to have been gen
erally recognized in the state of Iowa.
In Porter v. City of Dubuque, 20 Iowa, 440,
the supreme court said:
“The right to a lien in favor of a vendor
upon the real estate sold to a vendee is not
based upon contract, nor is it properly an
equitable mortgage; neither can it be regard
ed as a. trust resulting to the vendor by rea
son of the vendee holding the estate with the
purchase money unpaid. It is a simple eq
uity raised and administered by courts of
chancel-y. It is not measured by any ﬁxed
rules, nor does it depend upon any particu
lar fact or facts. Each case rests upon its
own peculiar circumstances, and the vendor's
lien is given or denied according to its right
fulness and equity, in the judgment of the
court, upon the facts developed in the par
ticular case." It was stated, however, that
whether the doctrine should obtain in Iowa
might be regarded as still an open question,
although it had been declared in Pierson v.
David, 1 Iowa, 23, that the lien was ﬁrmly
established. This case is cited with approba
tion in Johnson v. McGrew, 42 Iowa, 560,
but it is added that, Whatever might be the
view of the question under the general doc
trines of equity, there could be no doubt re
specting it under the provisions of the stat
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conveyance, mortgage, or other instrument
duly acknowledged and recorded, or unless,‘
3671 and 3672 of the iowa Revision of 1860,
such conveyance by the vendee is made after:
which were sections 2094 and 2095 of the
suit brought by'the vendor, his executor or
Code of 1831. These sections provided that
assigns, to enforce such lien." McClain, Ann.
the vendor of real estate, when all or part
Code 1588, p. 776, § 3111.
of the purchase money remained unpaid aft
Under this section it has been decided that,
er the (lay ﬁxed for the payment, might ﬁle
after the execution of a conveyance by the
his petition asking the court to require the
vendee, the lien ceases to exist, even though
purchaser to perform his contract or to fore
the grantee knew that the purchase money
close and sell his interest in the property,
had not been paid. This is because the gran
and than the vendee should in such case, for
tee has the right to assume that a vendor's
the purpose of foreclosure, be treated as a
lien as against him is waived, (Cutler v. Am
mortgagor of the property purchased, and his
mon, 65 Iowa, 283, 21 N. W. Rep. 604; Prou
rights be foreclosed in a similar manner.
t_v v. Clark. 73 Iowa, 55, 34 N. W. Rep. 614;
And it was held that the sections applied as
Rotch v. Hussey, 52 Iowa, 694, 3 N. W. Rep.
well where a deed had been made as where 727;) a presumption which cannot be in
dulged in where suit to enforce such lien is
ﬂit had not.

ate; and reference is then made to sections

3

In McDole v. Purdy, 23 Iowa, 277, a ven

' dor’s lien was'ailowed and enforced for a de
ﬁciency in value of lands taken in exchange,
on account of the false representations of the
other party; and to the same purport see
Brown v. Byam, 65 Iowa, 374, 21 N. W. Rep.

684.
In Hui! v. Olmstead, 67 Iowa, 598, 25 N.
W. Rep. 784, the plaintiff conveyed to the
defendant in consideration of a partial cash
payment and a promise by defendant to exe
cute 9. mortgage back to secure the payment
of the balance of the purchase money, unless
he should sooner convey to plaintiff a good
title to certain other lands in payment of the
balance. Defendant did not convey the oth
er lands, but he executed a mortgage, and
had it placed on record, dilfering in its terms,
however, from the one agreed on. The plain
tiff did not accept the mortgage, and it was
acid that he had a vendor's lien on the land

pending.
It is argued that the second branch of the

section should be construed to mean that no
vendor's lien shall be recognized or enforced
after a conveyance, not only unless the lien
is reserved, but also unless the conveyance
is made after suit brought. It appears to us
that this would disregard both language and
obvious intention, and that where the con
veyance is after suit brought the grantee
takes subject to the maintenance of the lien.

Section 2628 of the Code provides: “When
a petition has been ﬁled aﬂccting real estate,
the action is pending, so as to charge third
persons with notice of its pendency, and
while pending no interest can be acquired by
third persons in the subject-matter thereof,
as against the plaintriﬁ‘s title, if the real es
tate affected be situated in the county where
the petition is tiled." 2 McClain, Ann. Code.

conveyed to the defendzmt.
In Devin v. Eagleson, 79 Iowa, 269, 44 N.
W. Rep. 545, where land had been purchased
and partly paid for, and had passed into the
possession of the purchaser under an agree
ment that he would as soon as possible exe
cute a mortgage thereon to the vendor to se
cure the residue of the purchase money, and
the mortgage was prepared, but not execut
ed, it was decided that the vendor had a
lien, according t0 the terms of the prepared
mortgage, for the residue of the purchase
price, and that the agreement to execute the
mortgage was excepted from the statute of
frauds by section 3665 of the Code. In that
case, the language above given from Porter
v. City of Dubuque, as to the character of a
vendor’s lien, was quoted, though it was stat
ed that plaintiff's lien was not such a lien,
but one based upon a. contract which a court
of equity would enforce.

Sections 2094 and 2095 of the Code of 1851
were carried forward into the Code of 1873,
but changed to cases where the vendor had
“given a bond or other writing to convey,"
and section 1940 was enacted, which provid
ed: "No vendor's lien for unpaid purchase
money shall be recognized or enforced in any

court of law or equity after a conveyance by
the vendee, unless such lien is reserved by

p. The
1037,circuit
§ 3834.court held that, as the petition
in this case was ﬁled February 26, 1883. in
the county wherein the land was situated.
and as the conveyance to George Lyle was
made March 1, 1883, that conveyance did not
affect the rights and equities of complain
ants; that it was the ﬁling of the petition.
and not service of notice, that created notice
to third parties of the pendency of the action:

and that, even though there was a verbal
contract in regard to the alleged purchase by
George Lyle, made in December, 1882, 5'9‘;

that did not defeat a vendor's lien under sec
tion 1940 of the Code. These conclusions We
understand to be in accord with the decisions
of the supreme court of Iowa. Noyes v. Kra
mer, 54 Iowa, 22, 6 N. W. Rep. 123; Haveriy 3

v. Alcott, 57 Iowa, 171, 10 N. W. Rep. 326.;
‘It is said that this cannot be so, because’

the effect of lis pendens is merely to 61W
constructive notice to any purchaser after
the ﬁling of the petition, and that, if actual
notice would not protect the vendor's lien

then, a fortiori, a constructive notice would

not. But the notice given by ﬁling the pea’
tion is notice of the assertion of the lien. and
not merely of the fact that the purchase

money has not been paid. The reservation
of the lien by recorded instrument, or ltﬂ ll‘

mn'iertn“SHQELﬁE hQI-il
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sertion by suit for its enforcement, alike
fore the bill was ﬁled. The evidence of
avoid the objection that it is a secret lien,
and prevent the acquisition of superior equi
t[ by third parties.

Appellants further insist that no suit can

George Lyle and his grandfather is in many
particulars directly in conﬂict. George testi
ﬁed that he made

be held to be "brought," under section 1940,
although the petition be previously ﬁled, un
paidof in
cash;
that he traded for it 640 acres
land
in
til the delivery of the process notice to the
Union
county,
Iowa,
at
$30
per
acre,
and
sherlﬁf, with intent that it be served immedi
$3,8001n cash. This would be $23,000. He
ately, and that this (or this and service) alone
also said that he gave a note of $1,600 for
constitutes the commencement of the action,
the stock on the place. John testiﬁed that
(Code, §§ 2599, 2532;) that the ﬁrst publica
George turned over to him, on the purchase
tion of notice of suit in this case was not un
price,
sale notes to the amount of about $4,
til March 22, 1&3, and the publication was
not completed until April 12, 1883, (sections 000, and gave his note for $6,000, and that
a half section in Union county was part of
2619, 2620;) and that hence the conveyance
the consideration, and was to be deeded as
to George Lyle had priority.
Section 2532
relates simply to the bar of the statute of he might direct; that the agreed price for
the 320 acres was $8,000. The deed for this
limitations, and section 2599 to the general
land conveyed 320 acres for the expressed
rule in respect of the manner of commen
consideration oi.’ $8,000, and bore date Sep
cing actions; but, as already said, it is the
tember 20, 1883. Payments made after this
ﬁling of the petition, and not the delivery
bill
was tiled were made by George Lyle in
or service of process, that creates notice to
his own wrong, so far as complainants’
third parties of the pendency of the action,
rights were concerned; and, treating the doo
and prevents them from acquiring an inter
trine that all the purchase money must be:
est in the subject-matter thereof as against
~paid before notice of a prior lien, in orderi'lq
the lien so asserted.
that a subsequent purchaser may be protect
Undoubtedly, a lien of the character we
ed, as so far qualiﬁed that protection may
are considering may be defeated if the gran
be accorded for the amount actually paid be
tor or vendor do any act manifesting an in
tention not to rely on the land for security; fore notice, (Kitterldge v. Chapman, 36 Iowa,
348,) it is quite apparent that George Lyle
but this must be an act substantially incon
sistent with the continued existence of the was not deprived against his will of that
protection
by the relief awarded.
lien, and cannot be inferred from the mere
The motion to dismiss the suit for defect
tact that the parties may not have contem
plated the assertion of the lien in the ﬁrst of parties was properly overruled. By Eq
instance. We ﬁnd no suﬁicient evidence of uity Rule 47 it is provided that in all cases
where it shall appear to the court that per
a waiver here, and we do not regard the
sons who might otherwise be deemed neces
lapse of time between the surrender of pos
Besslon in January, 1881, upon the purchase sary or proper parties to the suit cannot be
being made, and the ﬁling of the bill in made parties, by reason of their being out of
the Jurisdiction of the court, or incapable
February, 1888, as justifying a conclusion to
that edect The position is also taken that otherwise of being made parties, or because
their Joinder would oust the jurisdiction as
the remedy at law must ﬁrst be exhausted
to the parties before it, the court may, in
or shown not to exist before a bill in equity
will be ﬁled to enforce such a lien. But our its discretion, proceed in the cause without
making such persons parties, and in such case
attention has been called to no decision by
the decree shall be without prejudice to the
the courts of Iowa laying down that rule,
11111 although we are aware that it obtains rights of the absent parties. When this bill
was ﬁled the conveyance to George Lyle had
in some Jurisdictions, and under some cir
cumstances, it is inapplicable here, and need not been made. What rights may have ac
crued to him prior to that date are not 111- ,
:0; be discussed as an independent proposi
o .
tected by the decree. The suit was removed
into the circuit court of the United States
We are of opinion, in view of all the facts
Ind circumstances disclosed by the record,
by the defendant John Lyle; and, having
Ind 01 the concession that the deeds were done that, he then contended that the court
“1011211898, and that John Lyle agreed on had no jurisdiction, because George Lyle was
J-muﬂl'y 1, 1881, to pay the Shropshires an indispensable party defendant, and he was
521.600 for the land, subject, of course, to a citizen of the same state as complainants.
the reduction of that amount by the indebt
We do not think this will do. If George
edllcss of the Shropshires to him, complain
Lyle, who was fully aware of the pendency
lnis were entitled to maintain a lien upon
of the suit, and gave his testimony therein,
desired to set up equities which he claimed
9 Property for the balance due them,
arose from the payment of part of the pur
econveanceto G\r
Li
1
not in itself destioy.
w ge y e co“ d
chase price of the property before the suit
In this connection
was brought, he might, as pointed out by the
‘when that George it should be observed, circuit court, have intervened in the cause,
Lyle had not paid the
“tire alleged
for the protection of his rights, without oust»
consideration for the land be
ing the jurisdiction. This he (lid not do, and
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we are not prepared to hold the circuit court
should be deprived of jurisdiction at the sug
gestion of the party who ‘voluntarily in
voked
it.
Undoubtedly,
George Lyle would have
been a proper party to the proceeding, but
we do not regard the case as one in which

Qghis interest in the subject-matter and in the
:relief sought was so bound up with John
' Lyle that his legal presence as a'party was
an absolute necessity, without which the
court could not proceed. Bank v. Campbell,

note of $1,000 of Augustus and Alexander 0,
Shropshire, with interest from December 1,
1877, to January 1, 1881, amounting to $327.
83, which should be excluded as individual
indebtedness of A. G. Shropshire, and not
properly chargeable in this account. All equi
table considerations are open in such a suit,
and we think that the equities require that
John Lyle should receive an additional credit
of $4,450.07. The balance due upon the ac
count statcd, corrected in this particular,

14This
Wall.brings
87, 95.us to the examination of the
matters complained of in regard to the mas
ter's report. The rule in relation to the ﬁnd
ings and conclusions of a master, concurred
in by the circuit court, is that they are to
be taken as presumptively correct, and un
less some obvious error has intervened in the
application of the law, or some serious or im

Emican‘:
;
ir-‘@i1 3,

would be $3,356.34.
The decree is reversed, and the cause re
manded, with a. direction to enter a decree
for the amount of $3,356.34, with interest
,_,

from January 1, 1881.
==l
r.€15rn _:y.;_-,;
(147 U. S, 118)

ANKENEY et al. v. HANNON et al.
(January 3, 1893.)

No. 91.

portant mistake has been made in the consid

Counrs—Fontowmo Sure DEClSlONS -M.unnso
eration of the evidence, the decree should be
Woman — CHARGE 0N Saran/ers ESTATE -LlL'
permitted to stand. Crawford v. Neal, 144
BlLl'l‘l' or Puoeenrv Sunsequns'rtv Acqumro.
U. S. 555, 596. 12 Sup. Ct. Rep. 759; Furrer
1. “'here a commission to dispose of part of
the business on the docket of the supreme court
v. Ferris, 145 U. S. 132, 12 Sup. Ct. Rep. 821.
of
a
state is appointed under an amendment of
We have carefully examined the evidence,
the state constitution giving the commission, in
and are satisﬁed that the ﬁndings of the mas
regard to such business, like jurisdiction and
ter (including that rejecting the alleged set
power as may be vested in the court, its
tlement in January, 1880) ought not to be sion on a question properly presented to it in l
judicial proceeding is entitled, in the supreme
disturbed, under a. proper application of the court of the United States, to like consideration
rule just stated, except in one particular, in and weight as a decision upon the same ques on
respect of which we hold a serious and im
by the supreme court of the state.
2. Thr- provisions of Rev. St. Ohio, 55 3108
portant error has been committed. The re
3111, as existing in 1880, in regard to contract!
port of the master states certain items,
by married women, whether considered bg
amounting to $5,778.80, as the “individual
themselves or in connection with sections 499 |
{319, which relate to the remedy merely, do not
indebtedness" of A. C. Shropshire to John
enlarge the capacity of married women to in 0
Lyle on January 1, 1881, including interest.
contracts. except in the instances speciﬁc
In the summary of the account stated be
mentioned, and therefore confer no power
charge an after-acquired separate estate.
tween the parties, the report puts the bal
3 Ohio St. 147, followed.
ance due in the alternative. If the $5,778.80 v. Earl,
3. A married woman, having no power, in
were rejected as a credit in Lyle’s favor, the
Ohio, to contract in reference to her separate el
balance found was $7,807.31. and. if it were tate previous to its existence, her promissoﬂ
note, charging her separate estate with the pay
allowed, the balance was $2,028.51. The cir
ment thereof, cannot be enforced in eq
cult court entered a. decree for a larger
against a separate estate acquired by her subse
amount, with interest thereon. \Ve cannot
quent to the execution of the note.
concur in this conclusion. Lyle's advances

were made for the beneﬁt of both the Shrop
shlres. The husband had charge of the farm,
and the stock that was procured from time to
time and placed upon it through the business
transacted with Lyle was for the beneﬁt of
both. Lyle gave credit to the farm and its
operations, and not to A. O. Shropshire, as
contradistiuguished from his wife. Some
of the credits allowed to the Shropshires in
the $4,894.44 appear to have been realized
out of items thrown into the alleged indi
vidual indebtedness of A. C. Shropshire. The
course of dealing between the parties, their
correspondence, the whole evidence taken to
gether, seem to us wholly inconsistent with

“the idea that Lyle was trusting A. O. Shrop
:Sllll‘e to the extent indicated, and looked to
. him for repayment, or that Shropshire and

Appeal from the circuit court of the United
States for the southern district of Ohio.
In equity. Suit by Joseph A. Ankeney and
'illiam R. Ankeney against Clara M. Him
non and Joseph E. Hannon to charge the sell‘
arate estate of the defendant Clara M. Him‘
non with the payment of certain promissory
notes. Bill dismissed on general demurrer
Complainants appeal.

Aﬁirmed.

A. B. Cummins, for appellants. L Mil!‘
well and Wm. M. Ramsey, for appellees
Mr. Justice FIELD delivered the opinion of
the court.

This is a suit in equity to charge the sePﬂ'
rate estate of a married woman with the Pill"

ment of certain notes of which her husbimd

The indebtedness

is one of the makers, such estate having been
acquired subsequently to their execution. It

W118 joint, and not several. There is, how
ever, included in this amount of $5,778.80 n.

arises out of the following facts: On the 25m

his wife so understood.

anew:

h:
'l:
B'
i’!!-

miifi':
:vfa:n,Ng.t-‘HMt,m.e

AN KENEY 9. HANNON.
of March, 1880, Joseph E. Hannon, Clara M.
Hannon, and William H. liannon executed
their three promissory notes, aggregating
$14,960.31, dated at Xenia, Ohio, and payable
to the order of Joseph E. Hannon, one of the
makers. They were subsequently transferred
to the complainants before maturity for a
valuable consideration. Clara M. Hannon is
the wife of Joseph E. Hannon, and at the
time the notes were signed she possessed a
small separate estate; and in each of the
notes she inserted the following provision:
"Mrs. Clara M. Hannon signs this note with
the intention of charging her separate estate,
both real and personal." As appeals from
the statement of counsel, :1 general demurrer
was ﬁled to the orlghial bill, and in disposing
of it the court expressed an opinion that the
complainants could charge the separate es
into in existence when the notes were given,
but intimated that the after-acquired property
could not be thus charged. The separate es
into existing at the time of the execution of
the notes was of small value, and the com
plainants desired to present the question of
the liability of the after-acquired estate of the
wife for the payment of the notes. They
stherefore amended their bill so as to show
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to contract to the same extent and in the
same manner as if they were unmarried.

Amendatory sections Rev.

St. 3108-3111.

abilities. except with respect to certain statu

And in March, 1887, it was further provided
that “a husband or wife may enter into any
engagement or transaction with the other, or
with any other person, which either might, if
unmarried, subject, in transactions between
themselves, to the general rules which control
the actions of persons occupying conﬁdential
relations with each other." But at the time
the notes in question were signed by Mrs.
Hannon the rights and liabilities of married
women in Ohio, so far as they differed from
the doctrine of the common law, were de
termined by the following sections of the
Revised Statutes, which embodied the provi
sions of the not known as the “Keys Act,"
passed in April, 1881. These sections are as
follows:
“Sec. 3108. An estate or interest, legal or
equitable, in real property belonging to a
woman at her marriage, or which may have
come to her during coverture, by conveyance,
gift, devise, or inheritance, or by purchase
with her separate means or money, shall, to
gether with all rents and issues thereof, be
and remain her separate property, and under
her control; and she may, in her own name,
during (‘overture, make contracts for labor
and materials for improving, repairing, and
cultivating the same, and also lease the same
for any period not exceeding three years.
This section shall not affect the estate by the
curtesy of a husband in the real property of
his wife after her decease; but during the life
of such wife, or any heir of her body, such
estate shall not be taken by any process of
law for the payment of his debts, or be con
veyed or incumbered by him, unless she join
therein with him in the manner prescribed by
law in regard to her own estate.
“Sec. 3109. The personal property, includ
ing rights in action belonging to a woman at
her marriage, or coming to her during cover
ture, by gift, bequest, or inheritance, or byé
purchase with her separate money or means,’
or due as the wages of her separate labor, or
growing out of any violation of her personal
rights, shah, together with all income, in
crease, and proﬁt thereof, be and remain her
separate property and under her sole control;
and shall not be liable to be taken by any
process of law for the debts of her husband.
This section shall not affect the title of a hus
band to personal property reduced to his
possession with the express assent of his
wife; but personal property shall not be
deemed to have been reduced to possession
by the husband by his use. occupancy, care,
or protection thereof, but the same shall re
main her separate property, unless, by the
terms of said assent, full authority is given

tm'y contracts, and had power to charge their

by the wife to the husband to sell, incumber,

Sellfll‘aie estates only in accordance with the

or otherwise dispose of the same for his own

:that Mrs. Hannon was not, at its filing, or
' thereafter, possessed of any'of the property
which she owned at the time of the execu
tion of the notes, but that she had subsequent
iy acquired by inheritance from the estate of
her father, who died in 1882, property of the
value of more than $200,000. The amended
bill also alleged that Clara iii. Hannon signed
the notes with the intention to bind her sepa
rate estate, whether then in possession or
thereafter acquired. To the bill as thus
amended 11 general demurrer was also ﬁled
and sustained by the court, and a decree en
tered that the bill be dismissed. From this
decree the appeal is taken.
The case thus presents the single question

whether the separate estate of the wife, Mrs.
Clara M. Hannon. acquired by her by inherit
ance from her father, in 1882, is chargeable
with the payment of the notes described, exe
ﬂt'uted, and delivered by her and others in

fjliarch, 1880.
' ‘At common law. a married woman is dis
abled from executing any promissory notes,
either alone or in conjunction with her hus—

band. A note or other contract signed by
both is the obligation of the husband alone;
ﬁnd, in the absence of legislation, a separate
Pilate to her can only be created by convey
lmcfi, devise, or contract, and remedies
against such estate can be enforced only in

‘teillllty- At the time Mrs. Hannon signed
:tihe notes in controversy, married women in
Ohio were subject‘to their common-law dis

_ ‘irdmal'y rules of equity.

Subsequently, in

$34, the laws of Ohio were amended, au
"111112 married women, during coverture,

use and beneilt.
“Sec. 3110.

The separate property of the

wife shall be liable to be taken for any ludg“
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of the constitution adopted to dispose of such
ment rendered in an action against husband
and wife upon a cause existing against her at
their marriage, or for a tort committed by
her during coverture, or upon a contract
made by her concerning her separate proper
ty, as provided in section 3108.
“See. 3111. A married woman, whose hus~
band deserts her, or from intemperance or
other cause becomes incapacitated, or neg
lects to provide for his family, may, in her
own name, make contracts for her own labor,
and the labor of her minor children, and in
her own name sue for and collect her own
or their earnings; and she may ﬁle a. petition
against her husband, in the court of common
pleas of the county in which she resides, al
leging such desertion, incapacity, or neglect,
and, upon proof thereof, the court may enter
a judgment vesting her with the rights, privi
leges, and liabilities of a feme sole, as to ao
quiring, possessing, and disposing of proper
ty, real and personal, making contracts. and
being liable thereon, and suing and being
sued in her own name: but after such judg
ment the husband shall not be liable upon
any contract so made by her in her own
name, or for any tort thereafter committed
by her."

Sections 4906 and 5319 should also be quot
ed, as they are supposed by the appellants to
have some bearing upon the questions pre
.120

sented.

‘Section 4996 is as follows: "A married

‘ELE -H.

part of the business on the docket of the su
preme court as should by arrangement be

tween the commission and the court be
transferred to the commission. The amend

UJIaHi55-2!
51':
PTl‘A-WE5‘:'E5-K:'

ment declares that the commission shah have
like jurisdiction and power in respect to such
business as may be vested in the court. A
decision of the commission upon a question
properly presented to it in a judicial proceed
ing is therefore entitled to the like considera
tion and weight as a decision upon the same
question by the court itself, and is equally au 127
thoritntive.
‘The case cited, among other things, ad-u
judges and declares (1) that by the provisions
of law quoted the wife is authorized to make
contracts in her own name for labor and ma
terials for improving, repairing, and cultivat
ing her separate estate as deﬁned by them,
and for leasing the same for a term not ex
ceeding three years, and that upon such con
tracts the wife is liable to an action at law
and to a judgment and execution as a feme
sole, but that all her other engagements,
debts, or obligations are void at common law.
the same as before the adoption of the pro
visions mentioued; (2) that by those provi
sions the marital rights of the husband were
divested as to the wife's general estate, and
the wife was invested with the control of the
same, and could bind it not only by the con
tracts which she was authorized to make in
her own name, but to the same extent as she
could charge her separate estate in equity be
fore the provisions were adopted; (3) that the
power of a court of equity to charge the sepa

woman cannot prosecute or defend by next
friend, but her husband must join with her,
unless the action concerns her separate prop
erty, is upon her written obligation, concerns
business in which she is a partner, is brought
to set aside a deed or will, or to collect a
legacy, or is between her and her husband."
Section 5319 is as follows: “When a mar
ried woman sues or is sued alone, like pro
ceedings shall be had, and judgment may be
rendered and enforced, as if she were unmar
ried. and her separate property and estate
shall be liable for the judgment against her,
but she shall be entitled to the beneﬁt of all
exemptions to heads of families."
These last two sections originally were
parts of an act passed in 1874.
It has been held by the supreme court of
Ohio that the legislation contained in these
provisions, considered either by itself or in
connection with the act of March 30, 1874,
the provisions of which are embraced in sec
tions 4996 and 5319 of the Revised Statutes,
does not enlarge the capacity of married wo
men to make contracts except in the instan
ees speciﬁcally mentioned. The case of Levi
v. Earl, reported in 30 Ohio St. 147, maintains
this position, after an elaborate analysis and
consideration of the legislation on the pew
em and disabilities of married women in the
state. ‘That case was decided, it is true, by
the supreme court commission of Ohio, and
not by the supreme court of the state,
but that commission was appointed by the
governor of the state, under an amendment

rate estate of a, married woman as existing
and exercised before those provisions were
adopted still existed not only as to such sepa
rate property, but also as to her separate

property as deﬁned by those provisions, ex
cept as to such contracts as she was author
ized to make in her own name, upon which a
remedy at law was given by the statute.
It has also been held by the supreme court

of Ohio that sections 4996 and 5319 of the
Revised Statutes, which embody the provi

sions of the act of March 30, 1874, were in
tended simply as an amendment to the Code
of Civil Procedure, and did not affect or en
large the rights or liabilities of married wo

men. but related merely to the remedy
Jenz v. Gugei, 26 Ohio St. 527;

Allison Y

l’orter, 29 Ohio St. 136; Avery v. Van Sickle.
35 Ohio St. 270.
The powers and liabilities of married W0
men not being affected in any particulars ex
cept those mentioned by the legislation of

Ohio previous to the execution of the note!
in controveisy, the defendant Mrs. Hamwn

did not charge her subsequently acquired 89
tate at law for their payment when 5119
signed them in connection with her husband.
Even if, under the legislation in question. 811
would, by the decision in Williams v. Ui'm'a

ston, 35 01110 St. ‘296, which is 58111 to'qunllfy'
in some respects the decisions in L8“ '

1'
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.Zarl, have charged at law her se parate estate
existing at the time of the execution of the
absence of the express statement
in them that she intended thus to charge it,
there is nothing in the legislative provisions
adopted which enlarges her power at law to
charge any future-acquired estate.
The ques
tion, then, remains to be considered whether
her after-acquired estate is chargeable in
equity. That is to be determined by the or
dinary rails of equity, and we think it is
clear that the contracts of married women
are not chargeable in equity upon their sub
sequeniiy acquired estates.
The separate estate of a married woman,
as we have stated, is, in the absence of legis
lation on the subject, created by conveyance,
devise, or contract Its creation gives to her
the beneﬁcial use of the property, which oth
erwise would not be brought under her con
trol. As to such property, she is regarded in
equity as a feme sole, and it was therefore
formerly be] d that her general engagements.
though not personally binding upon her, could

be enforced against the property. This doc
trlne, however, has been modiﬁed in modern
times. It is now held that to charge her
separate estate with her engagement it must

have been made with an intention on her
part to create a charge upon such estate;

that is, with reference to the property, either
for its improvement, or for her benefit upon
its credit. There has been much divergency

of opinion and some conﬂict, both in the
courts of England and of this country, as to
what is necessary to establish such intention
on the part of the wife to charge her separate
estate for ber contract. It is conceded that
there must have been an intention on her
part to eﬂ’ec t such a charge, otherwise her
engagement will not have that effect.
The numerous decisions in the high court of
Chancery of England have shown this diver
Belmy and conﬂict in a marked degree. Lord
Thai-low placed the right of the wife to

note.

Murray v. Barlee, 3 Mylne & K. 209.
The reasoning of Lord Brougham to estab
llsh his views was afterwards met and re
Jected by Lord Cottenham. Owens v. Dick
enson, 1 Craig & P. 48.
The court of appeals of New York in the
case of Yale v. Dederer, 22 N. Y. 450, consid
ered very fully the evidence which would be
required to charge the separate estate of the
wife upon her contract, and in its examina
tion reviewed the various decisions of the
English court of chancery, pointing out their
many differences and conﬂicts, and placed its
decision upon this ground: that such estate
could not be charged by contract unless the
intention to charge it was stated in the con
tract itself, or the consideration was one going
to the direct beneﬁt of the estate. In that
case a married woman
note as a surety for her husband, and it was
such estate, that such intention did not take
effect, as it was not expressed in the contract
itself.

In the case of Willard v. Eastham, 15
Gray, 328, the same question was elaborately
considered by the supreme judicial court of
Massachusetts. In that case a debt was con
tracted by a married woman for the accomo
dation of another person, without considera
tion received by her, and it was held that the
contract could not be enforced in equity
against her separate estate unless made a

charge upon it by an express ‘instrument?

and the court concludes, after a full consider
ation of the subject, by observing that the
whole doctrine of the liability of a married
woman‘ separate estate to discharge her
general engagements rests upon grounds
which are artiﬁcial, and which depend upon
implications too subtle and reﬁned; and that
"the true limitations upon the authority of a
court of equity in relation to the subject are
stated with great clearness and precision in
so the property upon her right as owner the elaborate and well-reasoned opinions of
to dispose of it without other authority. the court of appeals of New York in the case
Hulms v. Tenant, 1 Brown, Ch. 16; Fettiplace of Yale v. Dederer,” which we have cited,
and says: "Our conclusion is that when by
cv. Gorges, 3 Brown,
On. 8. But this theory the contract the debt is made expressly a
{was afterwards rejected by Lord Loughbor
charge
upon the separate estate, or is express
""811, who denied the ‘liability of a married
woman's sepa rate estate for her general parol ly contracted upon its credit, or when the
ellt'ilgements, and explained the previous consideration goes to the beneﬁt of such es
fate or to enhance its value, then equity will
cases upon the
ground that the securities decree that it shall be paid from such estate
which the wife had
or its income, to the extent to which the pow
Poiutments of her
separate property. Duke er of disposal by the married woman may go.
of, Bolton v. Williams.
2 Ves. Jr. 138.
But where she is a mere surety, or makes the
PM doctrin
9 proceeded upon the assump
tion that the
contract for the accommodation of another,
wife's separate estate was not
liable for her
without consideration received by her, the
for such as w general engagements, but only contract being void at law, equity will not en
ere speciﬁcally charged in writ
force
it against her estate, unless an express
1.118 upon it. This theory Lord Brougham re
instrument makes the debt a charge up
that there was no valid dis
on it."
een a written security, which
a married woman was incapable of execut
We concur in these views as to the limits
tion on the authority of a court of equity in
g, and a promise by pure], and that mere
Darol engagement of the wife was equally ef
relation to the subject. In this case the

fective t
0 create a charge as her bond or

v.13s.o-~14

amended bill avers that the defendant Mrs.
Hannon executed the notes in question with
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the intention of charging her after-acquired
property; but, inasmuch as her contract is in
writing, the averment can be regarded only
as the pleader‘s conclusion, which must be
determined by the application oi‘. the law to
the undertaking itself. There is nothing in
the written agreement which makes any ref

apply to separate estate coming into exist
ence after the promise which it is sought to

enforce."
c,
It is true that in that case, (Pike v. Fitzgibﬁ
b011,) as stated'by Lord Justice James. it did‘
not appear that the appellant had. since the
date of her engagement, acquired any prop
erty settled to her separate use, and had not
asked by the appeal to vary the judgment as
regards subsequently acquired property. “it
is therefore sutlicient," said the lord justice,
“to state, as a warning in any future case,
that the only separate property which can be
reached is the separate property, or the resi
due of the separate property, that a married
woman had at the time of contracting the
engagements which it is sought to enforce."
But in King v. Lucas. 23 Ch. Div. 712, in the
court of appeal, the question whether the
engagements of a married woman could be
charged upon her subsequently acquired es
tate was actually involved, and the decision
in Pike v. Fitzgibbon was held conclusive.

erence to an after-acquired estate.
In Pike v. Fitzgibbon, 17 Ch. Div. 454, the
question as to the power of a married woman
to bind her subsequently acquired estate
was considered. In that case Lord Justice
James said: "Another point also has been
raised, of which we must dispose, and which
has arisen, as it seems to me, from a misap
prehension of some of the cases. It is said
that a married woman having separate estate
"has not merely a power of contracting a debt
Eto be paid out of that separate estate, but,
' having a Qparate estate, has acquired a sort
of equitable status of capacity to contract
debts, not in respect only oi’ that separate es
(ate. but in respect of any separate estate
Said Cotton, L. J.: “With respect to her
which she may thereafter in any way ac
separate estate, she is treated as a teme sole.
quire. It is contended that because equity
but it has been decided that it must be sepa
enables her, having estate settled to her sepa
rate estate which belonged to her at the time
rate use, to charge that estate, and to con
of the making of the contract, and is still re
tract debts payable out of it, therefore she is
maining at the time when the contract is en
released altogether in the contemplation ot
forced, and judgment obtained. in Pike v.
equity from the disability of coverture, and is
Fitzgibbon it was held by a learned judge
enabled in a court of equity to contract debts
that all separate property could be charged
to be paid and satisﬁed out of any estate set
which belonged to the married woman at the
tied to her separate use, which she may aft
time when the contract was enforced, but
erwards acquire, or, to carry the argument to
that was held to be erroneous by the court of
its logical consequences, out of any property
appeal, and the rule was la'd down that the
which may afterwards come to her. In my
contract could be enforced only against the
opinion, there is no authority for that conten
separate estate existing at the date of the
tion, which appears to arise entirely from a
contract.
In the present case, therefore.
misapprehension of the case of Picard v.
there is no question as to any principle; the
Hine. L. R. 5 Ch. App. 274, and one or two
only question is whether certain property
other cases which follow it, in which this point
was the separate property 0! the lady when
was never suggested. ‘ ' ' I desire to
she made the contract."
have it disthictiy understood as my opinion
In view of the considerations stated and the
and the opinion of my colleagues, and there
decisions mentioned, and numerous others
fore as the decision or this court, that in any
which might be (ited, we are 0! opinion that
future ease the proper inquiry to be inserted
in Ohio the separate property of a married
is. what was the separate estate which the
woman could not be charged in equity by
married woman had at the time of contract
contracts executed previous to its existence.
ing the debt or engagement? and whether
for the obvious reason that, in reference to
that separate estate or any part of it still re
such property, the contracts could not be
mains capable of being reached by the judg
made. The after-acquired estate was not at
ment and execution of the court. That is all
the time available in a court of equity to
that the court can apply in payment 01! the
meet the contracts, for at their date it had
debt." Lord Justice Brett, in his concurring
no existence.
opinion, said: "The decisions appear to me
The English Married Woman‘s Property»
to come to this: that certain promises (I use
Act of 1882 provided that "every contraclﬂ
the word ‘promises’ in order to show that in
entered into by a married woman'shall be’
my opinion they are not contracts) made by a
deemed to be a contract entered into by he!‘
married woman, and acted upon by the per
with respect to and to bind her separate
sons to whom they are made, on the faith of
property, unless the contrary be shown."
the fact known to them of her being pos
And in section 1, subsec. 4, it was declared
sessed at the time of a separate estate, will
that “every contract entered into by a
be enforced against such separate estate as
married woman with respect to and to bind
she was possessed of at that time. or so much
her separate property shall bind not only the
or it as remains at the time of judgment re
separate property which she is possessed 0
covered, whether such judgment be recov
or entitled to at the date of contract, but also
ered during or after the cessation of the cov
all separate property which she may there‘
erture. That proposition so stated does not

ALEXANDRE o. MACllA N.
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utter amnlrc." And yet in Deakin v. Lnkin.
R0 Ch. Div. 169. it was held that this act did
not enable a married woman who had no ex
isting separate property to bind by a con
tract separate property afterwards acquired,
and Pearson, J., said: “In my opinion, ac
cording to the true construction of the act,
the contract which is to bind separate prop
erty must be entered into at :1. time when the
married woman has existing separate prop
erty. it she has such property, her contract
will bind it. If she afterwards commits a
breach of the contract. and proceedings are
taken against her for the breach of contract,
any separate property which she has ac
quired since the date 01' the contract, and
which she has at the time when judgment is
recovered against her, will be liable for the
breach of contract. But the act does not
enable her, by means of a contract entered
into at a time when she has no existing sep
arate property, to bind any possible contin
gent separate property."

It follows that the decree must be at
i‘lrmed, and it is so ordered.
=

(147 U. 8. 72)

ALEXANDRE et al. v. MACHAN ct :11.
(January 3, 1893.)

N0. 61.
Anmasvrv— Rsvxsw on Ares“. — uoxchuslvn
Mass or Fmnmos or TRIAL Counr — Excur
TlOh'S—COLLXSION —CHANGE or Coons: IN Ex

below. and are not to the ﬁndings thcmsclrel,
l.re impertlnent.
'
. in a case of collision between a. steam
s_h1p_ahd u barqne, at night and in a fog, the
circuit court found, on conﬂicting evidence. that
on that night the wind was strong from the S.
\V. or the S. S. W.‘ that the course of the
hsrque was about N. E, and that of the steam
er about S.
. 1/3 W., the steamer going
about 11 knots an hour, and the barque about
4 knots an hour; that each kept her respective

barque's port side; that, immediately after, they
saw her masthead light and then her
can
light, whereupon the mate told the whee man
to port the wheel; that the wheelman had hard
]v got the wheel over when the steamer struck
the barque; and that during the time the steam
er was running under her hard astarhoard wheel
she chanced her course to the eastward three or
four points: and the barque, after she luEed,
changed her course one or two points by the
time the vessels came together. Held that, as
it could not be said that the ﬁndings were not
supported by the testimony, the conclusion of
law on such ﬁndings that "the barque’s change
of course was an error in extremis" would be af
ﬁrmed on appeal to the supreme court, though
the ﬁndings were inconsistent with the theories
of both parties. 35 Fed. Rep. 604, affirmed.
Appeal from circuit court of the United
States for the southern district of New York.
Aﬁirmed.
Statement by Mr. Justice BROWN.
{2

‘This was a libel by the owners of the Brit-"

'rnnms.
41.Act Feb. 16. 1875, (18 St. p. 315.) "to

ish barque Helen against the American

facilitate the disposition of cases in the supreme

steamship City or New York for a collision,

court," is to be construed as settling the follow

which occurred on the evening of June 28,

mr propositions: That the ﬁndings by the court
below are conclusive, and have practically the
same effect as the special verdict of a
that a bill_of exceptions cannot be used to bring

1879, oil! the New Jersey coast between
Barncgat and Absecon, and resulted in the
sinking oi.’ the Helen, and the total loss of the
vessel and carg . The district court roimd
both vessels to have been in fault, and de
seated by a bill of exceptions prepared as in an creed an apportionment of damages. 15 Fed.
lchon at law; that the lower court is bound to
Rep. 624. Both parties appealed to the cir
ﬁnd only the ultimate facts: that the supreme
cuit court, by which the decree of the dis
court will not take notice of a refusal to ﬁnd in
oriental facts, which only amount to evidence
trict court was reversed, the City of New
frcm which an ultimate fact is obtained: and that, York found to have been solely in fault, and
where the court below refuses to make a ﬁnding
a
ﬁnal decree entered for the libelants for
I! to the existence of a material fact which has
been estabhshed by nncontradicted evidence, $60,223.12, including costs. 85 Fed. Rep.
or where it ﬁnds a fact not supported by evi
dence, and on 9803121011 is taken, the question 604. From this decree the owners or the
steamship appealed to this court. The fol
may be brought to e supreme court for review
lowing facts and conclusions of law were
in th2st‘pvgrticular.
.
are the evidence was conﬂictin as to
found by the circuit court:
whether the wind was S. W. or S. S. W.gat the
“ (1) The British ba'rque Helen, an iron ves
b o of s collision between a steamer and a
sci or 282 tons register, while on a voyage
‘gone I ﬁnding that "the wind was blowing
m e southwest or the south southwest" is
from Havana to New York city, loaded with
I clent exact.
sugar, was sunk by collision with the steam
3. A ar(}u_e bound for New York from Ha
_"°% and In ling with s free wind, was sunk. ship Clty of New York, June 28, 1879, about
ill a collision with a steamer off the New Jerse
10:50 P. M. The captain and three of the
Boast. between Absecon and Barnecnt. Hal ,
that the court below was warranted in ﬁnding seamen ot the burque were drowned when
the
vessel sank.
Elf, ‘he course of the barque was “about N.
. i. _on the ground that the usual course of ves
“(2) The collision took place at a point 01!
98 In that vicinity, bound to and from the same
the coast 01! New Jersey, 6% miles from
golﬁng, and sailing with a free wind, is N. E. or
shore, in 10 fathoms of water, 12% miles
W6 M by A -, and s. deviation from such course
mulion not be presumed without some controlling
from Barnegat lighthouse, and 9% miles from
Tucker's Beach lighthouse.
4‘ ExceDtions which are de
"The City of New York was a wooden
°°llltmchon
,
to be given to ﬁndings
pendent
of theoncourt
the
steamship, 242 feet long and 1,715 tons reg
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her headway could not be stopped in time to
avoid a collision, and the steamer struck
the barque on the barque's port side, her
stem striking just forward of the barque’s
mizzen rigging, with such force that she pene
trated the barque a. distance of ﬁve feet, and
the harque sank almost instantly.
“ The whistle of the steamer ﬁrst hcartl by
{S mile.
" (3) 0n the night in question the wind was
those in charge of the barque indicated to
' blowing strong-from the southwest or the
them that the vessels were quite near to
south southwest. About half an hour pre
each other. They thought the steamer was
ceding the collision the night became foggy;
approaching bearing aheam on the barque‘s
so much so that vessels could not discover
port side. Immediately after they saw her
one another at a distance of one—eighth of a
masthead light and then her green light,
mile. During this time, and until within
whereupon the mate told the wheelsman to
about three or four minutes before the col
port the wheel, and called to those below to
lision, the vessels had been approaching each
save themselves. The man at the wheel
other, the course of the steamer being about
had hardly got the wheel over when the
S. by W. 1/1 W., and the course of the barque
steamer struck the barque. During the time
being about N. E. The steamship was going
the steamer was running under her hard
about 11 knots an hour, which was all the
astarboard wheel she changed her course to
speed she could make against the wind. The
the eastward three or four points, and the
barque was going about 4 knots an hour. and
harque, after she luffed, changed her course
each vessel kept her respective course until
one or two points by the time the vessels
she heard the fog signal of the other.
"(4) During the half hour preceding the came together.”
The sixth ﬁnding relates only to the dam
collision three seamen were on the deck of
ages, and is immaterial.
the barqne besides the mate, one seainan be
“ Conclusions of law: (1) The steamer was
hig at the wheel and two on the lookout for
guilty of fault in violating the twenty-ﬁrst
ward, alternately blowing the fog horn, and
rule, because she did not slacken her speed
the barque's lights were properly set and
when she heard the fog signals of the barqne.
burning. During the same time the naviga
and also because she did not go at a moderate
tion of the steamer was in charge of her sec
speed when in a fog, and also because she
ond mate, her Quartermaster was at the
changed her course and kept on at great
wheel, her engine was in charge of a compe
speed after she heard the barque’s fog horn
tent engineer, she had a lookout on the for
before seeing her. (2) The barque’s change
ward deck, and her regulation lights were
of course was an error in extremis."
properly set and burning. The lookout on
each vessel was vigilant. Each vessel ob
R. D. Benedict, for appellants. G. A.
served ‘he proper fog signals. The steamer
Black, for appellees.
maintained her full speed against the wind
a
until her engines were reversed, just before
ister, having a left-handed propeller, and was
bound on a voyage from New York to Ha
vana. Her full speed was about 12 knots an
hour, and when going at full speed her head
way could not be stopped by reversing her
engines within a distance of an eighth of a

‘Mr. Justice BROWN, after stating the‘:
she struck the barque.
“(5) Before either vessel discovered the
other those in charge of each heard the fog
signals of the other. At about two minutes
prior to the collision those in charge of the
steamer ﬁrst heard the fog horn of the
barqne, and from the apparent direction of
the sound thought she was one point of! the

steamer's starboard bow.

opinion of the court.

Notwithstanding the ruling of this court in
The Abbotsford, 98 U. S. 440, that the ﬁnd
ing of facts by the circuit court is conclusive.

and that the only rulings that can be re‘
viewed by this court are those made upon
questions of law, but few collision cases have

Immediately upon

hearing the fog horn the mate ordered the
wheel of the steamer put to starboard and

hard astarboard.

facts in the foregoing language, delivered the

The order was promptly

executed, and the steamer proceeded on un
der full speed until those in charge discovered
the sails of the harque. The steamer had
run under hard astarboard helm at least a
minute before the barque was seen. Those
in charge of the steamer then discovered that

the bﬂl‘qlle's course was eastward, across the
nsteamer’s how. The steamer then sounded
0 successive whistles of alarm, and those in

charge saw the barque luﬂing to the star
board. Thereupon the mate immediately or
dered the steamer's engines reversed and her

Wheel Ported, and this order was promptly

been brought to this court since the act of
February 16, 1875, (18 St. p. 315,) took effect,
in which an eiIort has not been made, under
one guise or another, to obtain a review of

the ﬁndings of the circuit judge upon the tes
timony. If it were the duty of the court to

review the testimony upon every ﬁnding of
fact to which the defeated party chose to
take an exception, and inquire whether such

testimony authorized the ﬁnding, the title of
the act “ To facilitate the disposition 01
cases“ was a misnomer, and the act itself
might better never have been passed
this case iGiexceptions were taken 110 the
ﬁndings of the court; 21 speciﬁcations of 91‘
ror are embodied in the seventeenth excell

executed, but she was then close to the

tion to the opinion of the court, which was in

barque, probably not to exceed 150 foot, and

corporated in the bill of exceptions; and the"

L B‘I RlEYi-Haﬁn'egr ai‘lﬁ
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are also 35 exceptions to the refusal of the
com-t to ﬁnd the facts and law as requested

iradioted testimony, and the case was re
manded for a further ﬁnding in regard to
by the claimants.
this point.
In constiuing the act of 1875 the following
This case, then, must turn upon the ques
propositions may be regarded as settled:
tion whether the circuit court found any
(1) That the facts found by the court below facts which were wholly unsupported by tes
are conclusive; that the bill of exceptions
timony, or refused to ﬁnd any fact material
cannot be used to bring up the evidence for
to the issue, when such fact was proven by
a review of these ﬁndings; that the only rul
uncontradicted evidence.
ings upon which we are authorized to pass
The undisputed facts are that the night was
are such as might be presented by a bill of
foggy, and that the barque was bound from“
exceptions prepared as in actions at law;
Havana to New York upon'a northerly and
and that the ﬁndings have practically the
easterly course, and was sailing free under a.
same etfect as the special verdict of a Jury.
strong southerly wind. The steamship was
The Abbotsford, 98 U. S. 440; The Clara, 102
bound from New York to Havana upon a
U. S. ‘.300; The Benefactor, Id. 214; The An
course S. by W. 1,6 W.. and was proceeding
nie Lindsley. 104 U. S. 185; Collins v. Riley,
at her usual full speed, which was from 10
Id. 322; Sun Mut. Ins. Co. v. Ocean Ins. Co.,
to 11 knots an hour. Each was making the
107 U. S. 485, 1 Sup. Ct. Rep. 582; Watts v. fog signals required by law, which were
Camors. 115 U. S. 353, 6 Sup. Ct. Rep. 91;
heard upon each vessel before the other ves
The Maggie J. Smith, 123 U. S. 349, 8 Sup.
sel came in sight. About two minutes prior
(it Rep. 159; The Gazelle, 128 U. S. 474, 9
to the collision the oﬁicers in charge of the
Sup. Ct. Rep. 139.
steamer ﬁrst heard the fog horn of the
(2) That it is only the ultimate facts which
{the court is bound to ﬁnd; and that this barque, and. from the apparent direction of
the sound, thought she was one point off the
' court will not take notice of a retusal‘to ﬁnd
stcamer's starboard bow. Immediately upon
the mere incidental facts, which only amount
hearing the fog horn the mate ordered the
to evidence from which the ultimate fact is
wheel of the steamer to starboard and hard
to be obtained. The Francis Wright, 105
astarboard. The order was promptly exe
U. S. 381; Insurance Co. v. Allen, 121 U. S.
cuted, and after the steamer had run at full
67, 71, 7 Sup. Ct. Rep. 821; The John H.
speed under her hard astarboard helm about
Pearson, 121 U. S. 469, 7 Sup. Ct. Rep. 1008.
a minute, the sails of the barque were dis
(3) If the court below neglects or refuses to
covered crossing the steamer‘s bows to the
make a ﬁnding one way or the other as to
eastward. The steamer immediately blew
the existence of a material fact, which has
several alarm whistles, and the oﬂicer of the
been established by uncontradicted evidence,
deck saw the barque luﬂing to starboard.
or if it ﬁnds such a fact when not supported
The
steamer‘s engines were thereupon imme
by any evidence whatever, and an exception
diately reversed, and her wheel ported; but;
be taken, the question may be brought up
being then close to the barque, her headway
for review in that particular. In the one
could not be stopped in time to avoid a col
case the refusal to ﬁnd would be equivalent
lision, and she struck the barque upon her
to ﬁnding that the fact was immaterial: and,
in the other. that there was some evidence port side between the main and mizzen rig
to prove what is found, when in truth there ging, with such force that she penetrated the
was none. Both of these are questions of barque a distance of ﬁve feet, and sank he!
almost immediately. The captain and three
18W. and proper subjects for review in an ap
pellate court. The Francis Wright, 105 U. of the crew were drowned.
1. Appellants’ ﬁrst exception is to the third
S. 381, 387; The E. A. Pucker, 140 U. S. 360,
ﬁnding of fact, that “the wind was blowing
11 Sun. (it. Rep. 794.
In the case of The Francis Wright the court from the southwest or the south southwest,"

held that the bill of exceptions ought to show
the grounds relied on to sustain the objec
tions. so that it might appear that the court
below was properly informed as to the point
to be decided, and that the facts sought to

he 111cm'Dorated were conclusively proven by
imcontradicted

evidence;

and,

if

the

ex

Oention were as to facts found, it should be
stated that it was because there was no evi

because it does not ﬁnd the direction in which
the wind was blowing, and because the direc
tion of the wind was neither S. W. nor S. S.

W., but S. There was some conﬂict of testi
mony upon this point between the crews of
the respective vessels and the observers at
the signal stations and lighthouses between
Sandy Hook and Cape May; but, as the dis
trict judge was also of the opinion that the

dence "° liuDport them, and then so much of

wind was somewhere from S. W. to S. S. W.,

the testimony as was necessary to establish

it is impossible for us to say that there was
no testimony to support this ﬁnding. If it
were impossible to ascertain deﬁnitely from
the testimony whether it was from the S. W:
or S. S. W., there was clearly no'obligation'
to ﬁnd the exact point from which it was
blowing. As observed by the district judge.
this ﬁnding "conﬁrms the previous conclusion

8 ground of complaint. which might under
Home circumstances include the whole, should

be incorporated in the bill of exceptions. in
9 E- A. Packerv 140 U. S. 360, 11 Sup. Gt.
8
94. the circuit court refused to ﬁnd a
"Paciﬁc fact which this court thought to be
lateriai, and to have been proven by \mcon

that the barque. up to the time of the 00111
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sion, had been sailing on a northeast course,
since that would bring such a wind about a
point on her starboard quarter, as all her wit‘

barque's port side. Immediately after, they
saw her masthead light and then her green
light, whereupon the mate told the wheels
man to port the wheel, and called to those

nesses testify."

below to save themselves. The man at the

2. The ﬁnding that the vessels could not dis
cover one another at a distance of one—eighth
of a. mile is substantially conﬁrmed by all the
testimony and by the opinion of the district
judge, who makes a similar statement three
or four times in his opinion.
3. Appellants also except to the ﬁnding
that the course of the barque was “about N.
E.," instead of about N. E. by N. 1,‘; N.; but

wheel had hardly got the wheel over when
the steamer struck the barque. During the
time the steamer was running under her hard
astarboard wheel she changed her course to
the eastward three or four points, and the
barque, after he luﬁed, changed her course
one or two points by the time the vessels

as the vessel had a free wind, and the usual
course at this point between Absecon and
Barnegat on the New Jersey coast. where
the collision occurred, was N. E. or N. E. by
N. for vessels bound to New York from Cape
Heniopen, a departure from that course will
not be presumed, in the absence of some con
trolling reason. Indeed, the probability that
a steamer or a vessel sailing with a free wind
will pursue the course customarily pursued
in that vicinity, by vessels bound from and
to the same port, is so strong that a devia
tion from that course without apparent cause
will not be considered as established without
1 clear preponderance of testimony. The dis
trict Judge also found that the general course
of the vessel was N. E. until her wheel was
put to port, just before the collision. Ex
ception was also taken to the ﬁnding that
“the steamship was going about eleven
knots an hour." As the appellants claim in
their brief she was making 11 knots an hour,
and both courts agree in this opinion, it is
dlﬁicult to see why an exception was taken

came together."
In this connection the allegation of the
original libel was that "the wind at the time
was W. S. W., and the said barque was head
ing E. by N. IA N., running free, and going

at the rate of about three knots an hour.
' ' ' That when the said steamer was
close upon the said barque, and the impend
ing collision inevitable, and in the effort to
escape the same, order was given to port the
barque‘s helm, which order was obeyed, but
did not alter the course of said barque more
than a point, and in a direction away from
the said approaching steamer." The answer
denied "that such order was given when the
collision was inevitable, or that it did not al
ter the course of the barque more than I
point, or that such alteration was in a direc
tion away from the approaching steamer;"

to this ﬁnding.
4. The fourth, ﬁfth, and seventh exceptions
are dependent upon the construction to be
given to the several ﬁndings made by the
court, and are not to the ﬁndings themselves,
and hence are impertlnent. The sixth excep
tion is unimportant.
5. The remaining 10 exceptions to the ﬁnd
ings of fact are taken to the several clauses

got the last paragraph of the ﬁfth ﬁnding.
" There were also 21 speciﬁcations of'objections
to the opinion 01! the circuit court, embodied
in a single exception—the seventeenth; and

35 exceptions to the refusal of the court to
ﬁnd the facts and conclusions of law as re
quested by the claimants. But the substance
of all these objections to the ﬁndings and
opinion of the circuit court turn upon those
contained in the paragraph above cited, which
indicate that the change of course made by
‘.he barque just prior to the collision was an
error in extremls, for which the barque was

and averred “that at about 10 o'clock and 505
minutes the’ second mate in the pilot house‘
heard the blast of a. fog horn about a. point
or so on the starboard bow of the steamer.
whereupon he ordered the wheel of said
steamer to be put hard astarboard, which or
der was obeyed. and was the proper order,

and would have been eﬂicicnt for the avoid
ing of the collision but for the change 0!
course on the part of the barque, hereafter
spoken of. ' ' ' That when, or almost

immediately after, the helm of the said
steamer was starboarded, the helm of said
barque was ported, and her head began in
come up towards the course of the said
steamship; that said change of course of
said barque was at once seen and reported
by the lookout on the steamer, and seen by

her second mate in the pilot house, and that
as soon as such change was seen, and when

the head of the steamer had been changed
about a point under her starboard helm. he‘
helm was put hard sport, and her engine will

stopped and reversed. ' ' ' And the“
respondents allege that the said bai'qile
changed her course under her port Wheel

four or ﬁve points before the collision, and

that at the time of the collision she was head
ing about east and said steamer was heading
about 8. or S. by W., and that such chant!a
differed. and upon which the stress of the of course on the part of the barque carried
case was laid. The ﬁnding in question was her across the bow of the said steamship.
as follows: “The whistle of the steamer ﬁrst which had taken the proper measure/8 m
'1911111 by those in charge of the barque indi avoid her, and but for the said change °t
cated to them that the vessels were quite course on the part of said barque would hava
near to each other. They thought the steam. succeeded in doing so."

not responsible. This was the point upon
which the circuit and district courts chieﬂy

or was approaching bearing abeam on the

The case was tried upon these allegamn'l

1::
.cau:m.4r--._
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and the district judge found that all the wit
nesses agreed that. at the time of the colli
sion, the barque “was heading about E. or E.
by N., or about four points to the eastward
of the usual course for vessels bound for

points, so that the course appeared by
barque's compasses to be Efby N. 1,1; N." To‘
this amended libel an answer was ﬁled, and
the case went to trial in the circuit court.
The circuit court was of opinion that it the
New York;" that the testimony of the mate
barque changed her course four or ﬁve points
and wheelsman of the barque, who were the
to the starboard, as claimed by the steamship,
oﬂiceis of the deck, that her course prior to
such change could not have been made when
the collision was E. by N. 1,5 N., was untrue
the vessels were within two or three hundred
and wholly irreconcilable with the admitted
feet of each other: that. it it could be demon
facts, and with the other accredited testimo
strated that, at the time o! the‘ collision, the
ny; and. intercntially, at least, that their
barque was headed about east, and that her
testimony was fabricated for the purpose of
course previous to the change was N. E., the
demonstrating that the change of course
argument for the steamer would be convin
from E. by N. 1,5; N. to E. or E. by N. (from
(ring: but that this could not be demonstrated
half a point to a point and a half) was so
unless the testimony of the wheelsman of the
:slight that it must have been made in ex
steamer, who gave the course on which the
' tremis,'while, ii’ the course of the barque had
steamer was headed when the barque‘s
been N. E., the change would have been from
change oi.‘ course took place, and also when the
three to four points. The district court found
collision took place, was accepted as correct.
the course to have been N. E.; that this
“It is highly improbable," said the court,
course was continued until the helm was
“that in the excitement and confusion of the
ported; and that the “change of three to
moment the helmsman of the steamer looked
four points was too great, and was com
at his compass so carefully as to accurately
menced too early and too far on? from the
note the steauier‘s course when he was or
steamer to be regarded as a change in ex
dered to put his wheel hard aport. and again
tremis, and, as this change of course evident
when the collision took place. Equally im
ly contributed to the collision the barque
probable is his testimony that while the
must also be held chargeable with fault.” A
steamer was under a. hard astarboard helm
decree was thereupon rendered apportioning
her course was only changed about three
the damages, and both parties appealed to
quarters of a point, although she was run‘
the circuit court.
ning at full speed for a minute under that
Pending that appeal, the libel was amend
helm, and, that while she was under her helm
vd by averring that “the wind at the time
hard aport at the time she was reversing her
appeared to be by said barque‘ compasses
engines, her course was changed a point and
W. S. W., and the said barque was heading,
three quarters to starboard."
as it appeared by said compasses, E. by N. 1,5
The court conceded that the mate of the
X. running free, and going at the rate of
about three knots an hour. ' ' ' That the barque, who was the only witness who at
tempted to give her course by the compass,
said barque was an iron vessel, and had a list
was not entitled to any credit, but that the
to starboard, and her compasses were af
testimony of the wheelsman, the lookout, and
fected by those facts, and she had a devia
the engineer of the steamer so strongly con
tion card on board, by means or which cor
ﬁrmed by the testimony at the witnesses tor
rections in the readings of said compasses
the
barque, to the effect that her change of
were made, which said deviation card was
lost with said vessel, and, the master being course was not made unﬂl the vessels were
drowned, libelants were unable to more so so close together that a collision was una—
Hllmtely state the said deviation than that it voidable, that it was not necessary to devote
any time to the attempt to ascertain what
was between one and three points on dilIer
the course of the barque was previously to
ent courses."
the time this change was made. "All the
Exceptions were ﬁled to this libel for in
deﬂniteness and insutliciency, and a. second witnesses for the steamer agree that the
harque’s change of course took place under
amended libel was ﬁled, averring “that the
their observation. and that the steamer
Wind at the time appeared to be, by said
sounded
an alarm of successive blasts of her;
ifﬂrque's compasses, W. S. W. Libelants be
Iievo that the true direction of the wind was steam whistle and ‘reversed her engines.“
5: W-I that the compasses 01' the barque in The court evidently was not satisﬁed with
dicated it to be W. S. W. for the reasons the testimony that the barquo was headed
east, or nearly so, at the moment of impact,
ilcrelnaner stated. The said barque was
and gave weight to the tesn'mony of a diver
“ending, as it appeared by said compasses,
who visited the wreck a few days after the
h. by N. 1/9 N.. and libelants believe her true
heading was N. E. 1/2 E., and that the said collision, and testified that she was lying at
“ending appeared to be u. by N. 1,5 N., by the bottom of the ocean headed about N. N.
E. on a line parallel with the shore. It
‘Find bﬂl‘qllc's compasses. for the reasons here
thought this testimony more persuasive in
"lifter stated." The previous allegation with
ﬁxing
her heading approximately than the
Egan-‘l to deviation was repeated with the ad
colu‘ectnral opinions of witnesses formed in
dition that “libelants believe that, such devia
ti°11 on It true N. E. 1,5 E. course was two the excitement and confusion of the moment,
who thought she was headed about east. In

mag
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short, it came to the conclusion that the
change of course which brought the two ves
sels together was made by the steamer,
while running a minute under her hard nstar
board helm, rather than by the barque, and
that, upon this assumption, it the course of
the barque were changed only one or two
points, the vessels would have come together
at the angle shown in the diagrams of the
witnesses upon both sides. It was evidently
at the opinion that the testimony that the
barque was headed east. or nearly so, at the
moment of collision, indicating, as it did, a
change or course of three or four points, was
outweighed by the testimony oi! the witness
es that, whatever change of course was made,
tt-ok place when the vessels were in plain
sight of each other, and so close together
that a collision was unavoidable.
Upon the ﬁndings of the circuit court there
can be no question of the gross negligence of
the steamship. She was not only not run
ning at the moderate speed required by rule
21. but she failed to take the proper precau
tions when the proximity of the sailing vessel
became known to her. Upon hearing the fog
horn of the barque only one point on her
starboard how, the otiicer in charge should
at once have checked her speed, and, it the
sound indicated that the approaching vessel
was near, should have stopped or reversed
until the sound was deﬁnitely located, or the
vessels came in sight of each other. Indeed,
upon the testimony in this case, it is open to
doubt whether, it the engine had been at
once stopped, the steamer would have come
to a standstill before she had crossed the
course of the barque. There is no such cer
igtainty of the exact position of a horn blown

‘ in a tog as will Justify a steamer in‘speculat
ing upon the probability of avoiding it by a
change of the helm, without taking the addi
tional precaution of stopping until its location
is deﬁnitely ascertained. The Hypodame, 6

Wall. 216; The Kirby Hall, 8 Prob. Div. 71;
The Sea Gull, 23 Wall. 165, 177; The Ceto,
8 Asp. 479, 14 App. Gas. 670.
So tar as the case of the barque is con
cerned, there was evidently testimony to sup
port the ﬁndings of the circuit court, and it
these ﬁndings are consistent, and justify its
conclusion of law that the barque's change
of course was an error in extremis, we cannot
do otherwise than aﬁirm the decree. In view
of the recklessness with which the steamer
was navigated that evening, it is no more
than just that the evidence or contributory
negligence on the part of the sailing vessel
should be clear and convincing. Where fault
on the part of one vessel is established by
uncontradicted testimony, and such tault is,
of itself, sufficient to account for the disaster,
it is not enough for such vessel to raise a
doubt with regard to the management of the
other vessel. There is some presumption at
least adverse to its claim, and any reasona.
bio doubt with regard to the propriety of
the conduct or such other vessel should be

resolved in its tavor. Taking the ﬁnding or
the circuit court, that the course or the
barque was about N. E., in connection with
the fact that after she iuﬂed she changed
her course but one or two points by the time
the vessels came together, it is evident
that that court did not agree with the dis
trict court that she was headed E. or E. by

N. at the time of the collision. Nor is this
.naﬂlga-newsolr

ﬁnding inconsistent with his further ﬁnding
that when the barque was ﬁrst seen the oﬂl
cers of the steamer discovered that her
course was eastward, since that may be con
strued as any point east of north. The evi
dent gist of the steamer's complaint is the
refusal of the circuit court to ﬁnd the head
ing of the barque at the moment of collision.
Had it found such course to be E. or E. by
N., as the answer averred, and as much ot
the testimony indicated, it would necessarily
follow that she must have changed her course
from three to four points under her hard
aport helm,—a change scarcely consistent

with an error in extremis. But the testimo-g

'5

ny upon this‘point was that of the mate and‘
the wheelsman of the barque, and is a mere
inference from their thoroughly discredited
testimony that the course 0! the barque was
E. by N. 1A‘ N., and that she swung only a
point to starboard. Having once found that
this was not the course of the barque, and
that such course was N. 13., this testimony
falls to the ground.
The testimony of the
mate and wheelsman of the steamer, that the
barque was heading E. by N. or E. by N. ‘A
N. at the moment of collision, was evidently
nothing but a mere guess. Indeed, it is very
improbable that. in the excitement and con
sternation occasioned by the immediate pres
ence of such a peril. the wheelsman oi! either
vessel would stop to look at the compass or
notice the bearing, even of his own vessel,
much less that of the other. While the tes
timony of the diver, that her heading after
she sunk was N. N. 1]., may not have been
entitled to great weight, it was a circum
stance tending to support the theory that
she was not heading E. by N. It is evident

I I-rem

that if her general course were N. 13., and
her helm were put hard aport, as all agree it
was, she could not have been heading N. N.
E. at the time of the collision. It is evident

that the circuit court was dissatisﬁed with all
the testimony upon the suhJect of the
barque's heading at the time of the collision.
and rested its conclusion upon the ﬁnding
that, during the time the steamer was run
ning under her hard astarboard wheel, she
changed her course to the eastward two or
three points, and the barque, after she luﬂed.

changed her course but one or two 90111“
by the time the vessels came together. Tak

en in connection with the further ﬁnding that

the mate told the wheelsman to port the
wheel after he saw the masthead light and

the green light of the steamer, it justiﬁed ‘211°
conclusion that this order was given in 91'
tremis.

-|l1-ru.am1L:E
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The court evidently thought that more sat
isfactory evidence of the heading of the two
vessels at the time of the collision was de
rived from the fact that the steamer, while
nmning at 11 miles an hour, put her helm
hard :lstarboard from one to two minutes
prior to the collision. At this rate of speed

it is by no means improbable that she swung
Ethree or four points before the collision took
‘place, while the other testimony left-it at
least doubtful whether the barque swung
more than one. This inference is strength
ened by the fact that the steamer-‘s screw
was left-handed. and that a reversal of the
engine would have a tendency to throw her
head still more rapidly to port. Evidently
the order to port the steamer was given
when the vessels were so near together that
it could have had but slight effect upon her

course.

.

Upon the whole, it ls impossible for us to
say that these ﬁndings, while inconsistent
with the theory of both parties. were not
supported by the testimony, or that they did
not Justify the conclusion that the change of
course of the barque was made in extremis.
The decree of the court below is therefore
ailirmed.

(141 U. s. 47)
MONROE CATTLE CO. v. BECKER.
(January 3, 1893.)
No. 87.
TEXAS Scnooi. Lune —Arrucs-rross 10 Pm
(‘.i'lASE-FORPBlTURES—EVIDENCB.
1. Under the Texas statutes relating to the
sale of school lands (Acts July 8, 1879, and.

April _6, 1881) the surveyor of the county. after
recon-ing and recording in due form an applica
flODVtO purchase lands, cannot entertain another
application to purchase the same lands until the
expiration of 90 days; and the failure of the ap—
phcant during that period to make his ﬁrst pay—
ment, and to present to the surveyor the certiﬁ
rate of the commissioner of the general land of
iice, works a forfeiture of the application, and
in_that event the surveyor may thereafter enter
tam a new application.
2. When the niuetieth day falls on Sunday,
and default is made by the applicant, the lands
He again open for sale on the Monday folloning,
and not on the_preceding Saturday.
6. An applicant who makes an application in
the name 0 a third person cannot, after the ap
iihtntion has been ﬁled and recorded by the sur
‘filer, abandon the same, and make a new ap

p when
the names of other parties before
he expiration of the 90 da .
th 4' A Dersonmade a series of applications for
no Rflme lands ill the names of diﬂ'erent parties
a “1118 each application to lapse for want of
Pﬂzvdlpcnt within the 90 days, and thereafter im
gi "Rely ﬁling a new application, thus keeping
ﬁe lands from market beyond the statutory
mmii- ~Flu-ally he made a new application before
we expiration of the last 90 days, and a patent
.51: 1ssuerl‘ihereon. Held that, as against an

meme claimant, a purchaser of this title was
timined ironi_setting up that the prior applica
purlcal were ﬁctitious, and left the land open for
m illgggdnpon the application for which the pat
mch5- The title acquired under the patent in
8 8:988 was attacked by a bill charging that
“will? of applications, whereby the land was

9

from market, were ﬁctitious, and made
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solely for that purpose. The bill having re
quired an answer under oath, the defendant de~
med the fraudulent purposes and designs
charged, and the person who ﬁled the applica—
tions testified that the parties in whose names
the respective n plications were made were liv
lng persons, an that he made the applications
for the bona ﬁde purpose of procuring the lands
for them. Hvlrl that, in the absence of any eon
tradictory testimony, the charges of the bill must
be regarded as not sustained.
Appeal from the circuit court of the United
States for the northern district of Texas.
Bill by the Monroe Cattle Company against
A. W. Becker to enjoin an action at law for
the recovery of certain school lands, and for
the cancellation of defendant's patent there.L

for.

The circuit court dismissed the bill,

and defendant appealed.

Reversed.

Statement by Mr. Justice BROWN:

3

‘This was a bill in equity to enjoin an action
at law for the recovery of the possession of
11 sections of school lands in Shaekleford
county, Tex., and for the cancellation and an
nulment of certain patents for the same is
sued to the defendant, Becker.
By an act of the legislature of Texas of
July 8, 1879, as amended by a subsequent act
of April 6, 1881, provision was made for the
sale of lands set apart for ihO beneﬁt of the
school fund, and for a method of bringing
such lands into the market. This method is
described in sections 6-8 of the amended not,
and sections 9, 10, and 15 of the original act,
and is substantially as follows:
(1) The purchaser applies to the surveyor
of the county in which the land is situated,
describing the land he proposes to purchase.
which must not exceed seven sections, and
pays the surveyor one dollar.
(2) The surveyor records the application in
a book kept for the purpose, and indorses
such application, “Recorded," giving the
date, page, and volume of the record, signs
his name thereto, and delivers the application
to the proposed purchaser.
(3) The purchaser immediately forwards
the application to the state treasurer, togeth
or with one twentieth of the appraised value
of the land.
(4) The treasurer enters a credit in his
books for the amount received, giving a de
scription of the land, and then issues his re
ceipt for the money, and forwards it, with
the application, to the commissioner of the
general land oﬂice.
(5) The commissioner of the general land
oﬂice ﬁles the application and receipt in his:
oiiice, and issues his own recelpt'in lieu there-'
of, setting forth the amount paid to the treas
urer, and the quantity and valuation of the
land applied for.
(6) This certiﬁcate or receipt authorizes the
surveyor to survey the land embraced in the
original application.
(7) The surveyor is then required to enter
the same on his books as sold, and is forbid
den to entertain another application for such
land until notiﬁed of the forfeiture.
(8) The applicant is required to make his
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cobs were delivered to the state treasurer,

ﬁrst payment of
as the case may
and present the
of the general

one twentieth, or the whole,
be, of the value of the land,
receipt of the commissioner
land office to the surveyor

and ﬁrst payments were made on each of the
sections applied for in his name. The appli
cations of Malinda Fisher were also delivered
to the state treasurer, the date of which does
within {)0 days from the date of the record not exactly appear, but the ﬁrst payments
of his application, and, if he fail to do this,
were also made upon these applications he
the land is again treated as for sale, and the
tore January 18th. The treasurer received
sury eyor is authorized to receive applications
the applications and ﬁrst payments of Jacobs
and Fisher, made the proper entries in his
for its purchase.
(9) No person can renew his ﬁle, nor ﬁle on books, issued his receipts for the money. and
the same land more than once in 12 months,
forwarded the receipts and applications to
nor can he renew his ﬁle in the name of any
the commissioner of the general land otiice.
other person. All applications for the pur
The commissioner received and ﬁled the ap
chase of lands are required to be made in the
plications and receipts, made the proper en
real name of the person intending to be the
tries upon his books, and delivered his cer
tiﬁcates in lieu of said receipts, all within less
actual purchaser thereof.
(10) Upon the receipt of the application by
than 90 days from the original applications
the surveyor, the purchaser is required to ex
of November 25th.
ecute his promissory note payable to the gov
On January 18th, a few days after the ap
ernor, for the balance of the appraised value
plications ot Jacobs and Fisher, but less than
of the land, which note is forwarded to the
90 days after his last application of Novem
commissioner of the general land othce, and
ber 25th, Rhomberg presented his applica
registered in a book, and then delivered to
tions duly indorsed to the state treasurer,
the treasurer of the state to be ﬁled in his and tendered to him the ﬁrst payments re
quired by the act to be made upon each on
oﬁice.
Under the provisions of these acts no one
the'll sections. The treasurer refused to re.
person could purchase more than seven sec
('OiVO such applications. or to accept the mon
ey, giving as his reason for such refusal that
tions of land.
On November 25, 1882, one J. A. Rhomberg,
previous payments had been made upon these
(whose Chrstian name does not appear,) a sections in the names of Jacobs and Fisher.
resident of Iowa, but engaged in the con
Rhomberg did not abandon these applica
structlon and operation ot a railroad in
tions, but continued to press them, and made
Texas, made application for the purchase of
repeated tenders to the state treasurer, who,
seven sections of the land in question on be
after several refusals, ﬁnally, on February
half of Maggie L. Rhomberg, and also made
17, 1885. received the applications, accepted
application for the remaining four sections
the ﬁrst payments, made all the entries re
on behalf or one Frank Robinson, and ﬁled
quired by law regarding the same, issued his
the same with the surveyor o! the county
receipts for the payments, and forwarded the
pursuant to these acts. The surveyor re—
applications, with the receipts, to the com
ceived and recorded the applications, in
missioner of the general land otllce. The
dorsed them as recorded, and returned them,
commissioner of the general land oﬂice ruled
cduly indorsed, to Rhomberg, who was acting
at ﬁrst that ﬁrst payments could not be re
is as agent of both of these applicants,
ceived from two different applicants for the
’ ‘Prior to this time, however, and as early
some sections, but ﬁnally withdrew this rul
as February 28th of the same year, Rhom
ing, and accepted the tender made by Rhom
berg had made application for the same land
berg on February 17, 1885.
in the names of different persons; had allowed
these applications to lapse by the nonpay
ment or the twentieth of their value within
90 days; and on the 29th and 30th of May
had made other applications in the names of
other persons, and had also allowed these to
lapse by nonpayment; and again, on the 28th
of August had made other applications in still
other names, and in this way had kept the
lands out of the market, until November
25th, when he made the ﬁnal applications
above stated.
Before any further action was taken upon
the last applications, and on January 2, 1833,
one F. B. Jacobs, and on January 8th, one
Malinda Fisher, ﬁled their applications with
the surveyor for the purchase of the same
lands. The surveyor recorded these appli

The title of Maggie L. Rhomberg and Frank
Robinson became subsequently vested by in
termediate conveyances in the defendant,
Becker, who, in May and June, 1886, made
full and ﬁnal payments to the state treasurer

of the purchase money, and letters patent»
were subsequently, and in the years 1886 and
1887, issued to him by the proper oﬂicers 0f
the state of Texas for the whole 11 sections
On March 12, 1883, Jacobs and Fisher con
veyed the sections for which they had ill)

plied to the Monroe Cattle Company, which
inclosed the land in controversy in its D85‘
tut-es, used and occupied the same, and paid

taxes thereon, but made no further eﬁort ‘0
perfect its claim to the land, nor made any
further payments of purchase money. either

of such record, and returned them duly in

of principal or of interest, although, under
the acts of 1879 and 1881, payments of inter"
est were required to be made on or before

dorsed to the applicants.

the 1st day of March of each year up‘!!! a"

cations, indorsed upon them a memorandum

on January 9th these applications of 1a.
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purchases of school lands, the appraised value
of which had not been fully paid.
On February 14, 1887, the defendant, Beck
or, began an action of ejectment against the
Monroe Cattle Company, and on February 1,
1888, the latter ﬁled this bill to restrain
Becker from further prosecuting his action at
glaw, to remove the cloud upon its title to the
' land, and for the cancellation or the patents
granted to the defendant. Upon a hearing
on the pleadings and proofs the court entered
a decree dismissing the bill, and the plaintilf
appealed to this court.
A H. Garland and Heber J. May, for ap
pellant W. D. Williams, for appellee.

Mr. Justice BROWN, after stating the facts
in the foregoing language, delivered the opin
ion of the court.
This case involves the construction of the
statutes of Texas with regard to the purchase
of school lands, and depends upon the ques
tion whether, during the 90 days allowed to
the proposed purchaser to make his ﬁrst
payment, it is competent for the surveyor to
receive another application for the same
land, or rather to permit a person, who had
theretofore ﬁled applications for two parties,
to treat such applications as withdrawn and
abandoned, and to make other applications in
the name of diti'erent persons within the 90
days.
No one can examine critically the provi
sions or the statutes in question without noti
cing the solicitude of the legislature to pre
vent a monopoly of these lands by capitalists,
or their withdrawal from the market by ﬁcti
tious applications. To secure a measurably
(qéial allotment to each purchaser it was pro
vi ed:

(1) That no one should purchase more than
three sections within ﬁve miles of the center
of any county, or upon any water front, nor
more than seven sections in any case.

iii. Robinson and Frank Robinson, and that
they were each of them bona ﬁde living per
sons, three of them living in Iowa, and one
in Chiwig ; that Margaretta Rhomberg was
his sistcr-in-iaw; that he was only distantly 1'
rclated'to the husband 0! Maggie L. Rhomberg, and that he was not related to either of

the Robinsons; that he was not interested in

tel-ed to lillise, and on the ninetieth day there

any or the purchases himself; that be consid
ered investments in Texas school lands good,
and made his views known to many 01' his
relatives and friends, and advised them to
buy; that, as he was making his headquar
ters in Texas, many of them conﬁded their
interests to him; that he looked after them
without demanding or expecting any pay for
his services; and that the persons for whom
he acted fin'nished the money to pay for the
lands. He admitted making several appli
cations to purchase the lands in question,
and that these were abandoned without mak
ing the ﬁrst payments; that the different ap
plications were not renewals, but were for
different persons; and that they were not in‘
tended to keep other persons from purchas

we“ namely, May 29th, he made applica

ing the lands. In short, that the applications

(2) That he should make his ﬁrst payment
within 90 days or his application.

(3) That applications should be made in the
real name of the actual purchaser.

(4) That no one should renew his applica
tion nor ﬁle on the same land more than once
in 12 months.

(5) That no one should renew his ﬁle in the
ﬂame of another.

a

namely, August 28th, he applied for the some
sections, except section 66, in the name of
Margaretta Ilhomberg and F. M. Robinson.
He also seems to have intended that these
should lapse, but, as the ninetieth day (No
vember 26th) fell on Sunday, he wrote his
attorneys on the 22d: “The old ﬂle expires
on Sunday next. You will therefore prob
ably have to reﬂle on Saturday." A new ap
plication was therefore made on Saturday,
November 25th, in the name of Maggie L.
Rhomberg and Frank Robinson. In this con~
nection the bill charged that Rhoinberg made
these applications in the names 01' other per
sons, who did not intend to be actual pur
chasers, for his own use and beneﬁt, in order
to acquire more than he was permitted to
purchase directly from the state; that be fur
ther determined, in violation of the provision
against renewing ﬁles in the names of other
persons, to take advantage of the 90-day
limit, to allow the applications to be forfeit
ed, and to make new applications in the
names of other persons. not intending to be
actual purchasers, and thus to hold the lands
for a longer period than was permitted by
the law; and, for the time being, to avoid the
payment of any part of the purchase money
and of the taxes, which would be assessed
after the ﬁrst payments had been made.
An answer under oath being required, the
defendant denied the fraudulent purposes
and designs charged against Rhomberg in
the bill. and in his testimony Rhomberg
swore that Margaretta and Maggie L. Rhom
berg were different persons, as were also F.

this case there were circumstances cal

Fculated to arouse suspicion in the conduct of.

both Parties. Upon the one hand, ‘Rhom
bel'g made application on February 28. 1882,

for the purchase of these 11 sections in the
"limes of F. Becker, S. L. Rhomberg, and
Conrad Becker. These applications were suf

11011 for seven sections of the same lands in

were made bona ﬁde for the beneﬁt of th(‘

the'imme of J. M. Beechem. and on the fol
‘iihlllg day for four sections in the name of

applicanm, and that he had no personal inter
est in any of them. As there was no testi

A - .I'hompson. These applications were al
80 suffered to lapse, and 92 days thereafter,

the only witness examined on the subject, the

mony contradictory of this. Rhomberg being
charges of fraud must be regarded as not
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sustained, if, Indeed, the answer be not suﬂl
cient for that purpose without other testi
mony. Hughes v. Blake, 6 Wheat. 453;

Vigel v. Hopp, 104 U. S. 441; Beals v. Rail‘
road 00., 133 U. S. 290, 10 Sup. Ct. Rep. 314.
Upon the other hand, the answer charges
that one H. 0. Jacobs was county surveyor
and J. L. Fisher was county judge of Shackle—
ford county; that they were partners as real
estate agents, transacting business under the

words "shall not entertain another applica
tion” refer to the surveyor, and not to the
commissioner. As more than 90 days had
elapsed from May 29th and 30th, the appli
cations of August 28th are admitted to have
been regular, and no other application could
have been lawfully entertained within 90
days thereafter. As the ninetieth day fell
on Sunday, the lands were not open to an
other application until Monday; the generals

name of Jacobs & Fisher; that the F. B. Ja
cobs who made application in January was
a. brother of H. 0. Jacobs, and postmaster at
Albany, the county seat of Shackleford coun
ty, and that Malinda Fisher, who applied for

the remainder of the lands, was the wife of
one John A. Fisher, deputy surveyor of the

county, and brother of the other member of
the ﬁrm of Jacobs & Fisher; that they en
tered into a conspiracy to levy a contribution
upon all the purchasers of school lands in
the county, and to control the same for their
own beneﬁt; that the ﬁrm of Jacobs 8'. Fisher
wrote letters to Rhomberg soliciting his busi
igness, promising to sell his lands at an ad
" vance,'and offered to make ﬁles of applica
tions, promising special favors and. attention
to all who should employ them. It seems
that Rhomberg did employ them in this con
nection, and had some correspondence with
them. As these charges were made upon in
formation and belief only, and as there is no
evidence to support them, except the simi
larity of names, they must also be treated as

L'r1
zstvalcrvi-Ew'Hf

rule being that,'when an act is to be per-'
formed within a certain number of days, and
the last day falls on Sunday, the person
charged with the performance of the act has
the following day to comply with his obliga
tion. End. Inter-p. St. 5 393; Salter v. Burt.

2O Wend. 203; Hammond v. Insurance 00., 10
Gray, 306. The defendant claims that, while
the not prohibited the entertaining of a sec
ond application in less than 90 days from the
prior application, Rhomberg in fact had the
right to withdraw and abandon the applica
tion and make another at any time within
the 90 days. As no record exists of its aban

donment, and no allusion is made to it in
Rhomherg’s letter of November 22d, such
abandonment can only be presumed from the
fact that the new application was made
November 25th. There is nothing, however,
to distinguish this from the prior applications
in that particular. A construction of the set.
too, which would permit such an abandon
ment would defeat the very object of the
legislature, which was to fix a time within
which no other application should be enter
tained, so that parties desiring to purchase
the land would be apprised of the day when
it would be open to an application. Such
persons, however, could never know when an
application would be abandoned, and such
proceedings would permit an applicant, by a
simple change of name of the person he rep
resents, to keep the lands out of the market
for an indeﬁnite period. It is true that in
Martin v. Brown, 62 Tex. 469, it was held

not sustained.
The case resolves itself, then, into the sim
ple question whether the surveyor was an
thorized to receive the applications of No
vember 25th, and whether the plaintiff is in
in a position to take advantage of his failure
of jurisdiction in this particular. The lan
guage of the act is somewhat ambiguous,
but: the intent of the legislature that no appli
cation shall be entertained within the 90 days
is entirely clear. It provides that the state
that a fictitious application to purchase would
treasurer “shall then issue his receipt for ‘not have the effect of preventing another
said amount and forward it, with the above
person from applying before the expiration
uamed application. to the commissioner of
of the 90 days, but it certainly does not lie
the general land otﬁce, who shall ﬁle said ap
in the mouth of the defendant to claim that
plication and receipt in his oilice, and issue
iihomberg‘s ﬁrst application was ﬁctitious.
his receipt in lieu thereof, " ' ' which
since his whole case depends upon the Pro‘
certiﬁcate shall authorize the ' s * gur
priety and legality of his action. In Martin
veyor to survey the land ' ' ' and enter
v. Brown the demurrer admitted that the
the same on his books as sold, and shall not
ﬁrst application was ﬁctitious, and made by
entertain another application to purchase
an agent for his own beneﬁt, for the purpose
said land until notiﬁed of the forfeiture as
of withholding the lands from the market
hereinafter speciﬁed."
Grammatically, the
In this case the defendant claims, and prove“
words “shall not entertain " refer to the com
by the testimony of Rhomberg, that the all‘
missioncr of the land otﬁce; but the proviso
plication was made by him in good faith fol‘
that, "should the applicant fail to make his the beneﬁt of the applicants, and not for his
ﬁrst payment ' ' ‘ and present the certif
icate of the commissioner of the general land own.
During the 90 days allowed by law for the?\_
oﬂice to the surveyor or his deputy within ﬁrst rnyment'the land is in the position or
ninety days from the date of the record of reserved lands under railroad grant acts.
his application, then. and in that case, the The grant does not attach to them if at the
said lands shall be again for sale. and the time they are pre-empted or otherwise Segre‘
surveyor shall be authorized to receive ap
gated from the public lands. This prlndlll'

plications for the same," indicates that the

*M‘s’l,“
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is established by a large number of cases in
this court. Wilcox v. Jackson, 13 Pet. 498;
Leavenworth, etc., R.‘ Co. v. U. S., 92 U. S.
733; Railway Co. v. Dunineyer, 113 U. S.
629, 5 Sup. Ct. Rep. 566; Railroad Co. v.
Whitney, 132 U. S. 357, 10 Sup. Ct. Rep. 112;
Bardon v. Railway 00., 145 U. S. 535, 12 Sup.
(it. Rep. 856; U. S. v. Southern Pac. Ry. (30.,
146 U. S. —, 13 Sup. Ct. Rep. 152.
Defendant's position that the subsequent
issuing of a patent put an end to the equi
table rights of the appellant cannot be sus
tained, either under the decisions of this
court or that of the supreme court of Texas.
In the case of Garland v. Wynn, 20 How. 6,
the general rule was stated to be "that,
where several parties set up conﬂicting claims
to property, with which a special tribunal
may deal, as between one party and the gov
ernment. regardless of the rights of others,
the latter may come into the ordinary courts
of justice, and litigate their conﬂicting
claims." To the same eﬂect are Cunning
ham v. Ashley, 14 How. 377; Lytle v. Ar
kansas, 22 How. 193, 203; Berthold v. Mc
Donald, Id. 834; Lindsey v. Hawes, 2 Black,
554; Shepley v. Cowan, 91 U. S. 330; Bohali
v. Dilla, 114 U. S. 47, 5 Sup. Ct. Rep. 792;

Sturr v. Beck, 133 U. S. 541, 550, 10 Sup. Ct.
Rep. 350. In the case of Stark v. Starrs, 6
Wall. 402, 419, these cases are said to be
“only applications of the well-established
doctrine that, where one party has acquired
the legal title to property to which another
has a better right. a court of equity will con
vert him into a‘ trustee of the true owner, and
compel him to convey the legal title." And
in Silver v. Ladd, 7 Wall. 219, it was held
that the proper relief was not the annulment
and cancellation of the patent wrongfully is
sued, but was one founded upon the theory
that the title which had passed from the
United States to the defendant lnured in

t‘illllty t0 the benefit of the plaintiﬁ, and that
the decree should compel him to convey to

the plaintiff. or to have such conveyance
made in his name by a commissioner appoint
mcd by the court for that purpose. See, also,
pJohnson v. Towsley, 13 Wall. 72. It seems

that this is also the law of Texas.

Todd v.

fgsher. 2e Tex. 230; Mitchell v. Bass. id.
M6; League v. Regan, 5t) Tex. 427; Sher
wood v. Fleming, 25 'l‘ex. Supp. 408, 427;

Wright r. Hawkins, 28 Tex. 452.
“is no defense that plaintiff has not com
Dlled with the law as to making the ﬁnal pay
ments. it appears that Jacobs and Fisher
executed their obligations, as required by the
act, for the balance of the appraised value.
11nd that such obligations as have matured

have been discharged and paid 01!, as well
88 ihe matured interest thereon. In any
"Elli, the defendant is in no position to claim

“ forfeiture on this ground. Canales v. Pc
23? 6.) Tex. 291, 69 Tex. 676, 7 S. W. Rep.

m'l‘he act of the legislature of Texas ap

“Wd AD111 14, 1883, for the appointment of
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a land board to investigate all purchases of
state school lands held under the acts of
1879 and 1881, cuts no ﬁgure in this case.
Such an not could operate only as between
the state and the purchaser. It would be be
yond the competency of the legislature to
affect the vested rights of the plaintiff as
between him and the defendant by the pas
sage of the act in question.
Section 66 was not included in the appli
cations of August 28th, but was included in
one of those of November 25th, and there
fore, as to this section, the defendant has
shown the better right.
Defendant was impleaded by the name of
A W. Becker. Initials are no legal part of
a name, the authorities holding the full
Christian name to be essential. Wilson v.
Shannon, 6 Ark. 196; Norris v. Graves, 4
Strob. 32; Seely v. Boon, 1 N. J’. Law. 188;
Chappell v. Proctor, Harp. 49; Kinnersley v.
Knott. T C. B. 980; Turner v. Fitt, 3 C. B.
701; Oakley v. Pegler, (Neb.) 46 N. \V. Rep.
920; Knox v. Starks, 4 Minn. 20, (Gil. 7;’
Kenyon v. Semon. (Minn) 45 N. W. Rep. 10:
Rcggs v. Welhnan, 82 Ala. 391, 2 South. Rep.

877; Nash v. Collier, 5 Dow]. & L. 341; Few
lass v. Abbott, 28 Mich. 270. This loose
method of pleading is not one to be com
rnendetl, but, as no advantage was taken of
it in the court below, it will not be consid
ered here.
3
‘The decree of the circuit court, except as to‘
section 66, is therefore reversed. and the
case remanded for further proceedings in
conformity with this opinion.

(us U. s. 51;)
BRINKERHOFF et al. v. ALOE.
(December 12, 1892.)

No. 85.
Pxrss'rs roa INVEXTiOXS—AN'l‘lUlPATlON—RECTAL
SPECULA—COMBXXATION—ISVENTXOX.
1. The ﬁrst claim of letters patent No. 224,
991. issued March 2, 1880, to A. W. Brinker
hoﬂf for an improvement in "rectal 'specula,"
consisting in a slide extending the entire length
of the tube. is void, in view of the pr|or_art;
and the fact that the slide of the patent_rs of
metal. while former slides were of glass. is im
material, since the material of which the slide
is composed was not claimed as an essential
feature of the device. 3| Fed. Rep. 2, at
ﬁrmed.
'
2. The third claim of the patent, covering
an “incline" in cylindrical tubular specula, hav~
im: slotted sides and closed ends, such_ incline
being for the purpose of preventing injury by
impaction against pile tumors, enlarged glands,
etc., in un'thrlrawing the instrument. was _an~
ticipated by prior devices, wherein the inchne,
though not so pronounced as ill. the patent,
seems to hiIVGIEfEPCSEIlHHYh answered the pur
top. claim
L. ai'rmet.
_
p ose.3. 37
TheFed.
second
of the patent‘ which
covers the “incline," in combination with the
tube, slot, and slide, is void for want of inven
tion, as the combination produced no new re~
suit from the joint and co-o crating action of
the old elements. 37 Fed. tep. 92, aihrmed.
Appeal from the circuit court of the United

States for the eastern district of Missouri.
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Suit by Milford H. Brinkerhoff and Willie
C. Brinlaerhoff, executors of Alexander W.
Brinlierhoff, deceased, against Albert S.
Aloe, for infringement of a patent. The cir
cuit court held that the patent was void for
want of invention, and because of anticipa
tion by prior devices, and dismissed the bill.

37 Fed. Rep. 92.

Complainants appealed.

Aﬁirined.
The case is stated in the opinion delivered
below by THAYER, 31, which is here given

in u'i‘his
full: is a bill to restrain the infringement

Warren B. Outcn, Dr. Charles Bernays, and
Dr. Charles E. Michel, as well as the teen
mony of William Grady and Herman Speck
ler, satisﬁes me that rectal speculums closed
at one end, having a slot in the side extending
the full length of the chamber, and ﬁtted
with a slide, had been used by the medical
fraternity in this country before the date of
the alleged invention. While it is true that
defendant has not produced any of the spec
ula that were so in use, and has only pro
duced a model of one made in his own shop

since this suit was ﬁled, known as the ‘Reed

Speculum,‘ yet I consider this fact not sunl
of letters patent No. 224,991, granted to
cient in itself to overcome the positive state
AlOXiLDdOl‘ W. Brinkerhoﬂ, under date of
ments of intelligent and entirely disinterest
March 2, 1880, for an improvement in ‘rectal ed witnesses, who had occasion to know the
specuia.‘ The patentee, in his speciﬁcation,
fact whereof they speak, that specuia with
thus describes his invention: ‘My speculum
slotted sides ﬁtted with slides were in use,
is made of metal, and plated in the usual
and to some extent were on sale, in this coun
manner, to secure a bright interior and
try prior to the date of the alleged invention
smooth surface. In shape it is conical, and
in July, 1878. The Reed instrument, and
has one side slotted through its entire length
possibly all the instruments of which the wit
of chamber. Into such slot is closely ﬁtted
nesses above named have spoken, had glass
a movable slide, having upon its rear end a
slides. instead of metal; but that fact is not
handle for actuating it. On the side of the
important, as the material of which the slide
tube opposite the slide is another handle, by
is composed is not claimed as an essential
which to hold the tube when in use. Around
feature of the device. But, even if the
the large end of the tube is a ﬂange or lip,
foregoing view is erroneous, lam furthermore
f ' ' and in the forward end of the cham
of the opinion that the ﬁrst claim of the pat
her is an incline, made necessary in specula
ent was anticipated by ‘Segala's Tri-Valve
having closed ends, ' “ ' to prevent the Vaginal Speculum,’ which was produced on
impaction of pile tumors, enlarged glands, or the hearing, and was shown to have been in
surplus membrane in the end of the chamber, use in this country since 1860; also by the
:md thereby enable the operator to withdraw
‘catheter’ which was produced on the trial.
the instrument with safety and ease.’ 0f
and shown to have been on sale in this coun
the nature of his invention the patentee says: try since 1874. The uses for which both of
‘My invention consists in the use of a slide the instruments last referred to were de—
extending through the length of one side of
signed are analogous to that in which coin
the tube, and an incline inside of the forward
plainant employs his instrument. Both in
or small end of the chamber. extending from
struments are tubular; each has a slot in the
the bottom of the chamber upward and for
side extending the full length of the chamber
ward to the under side of the slide when in titted with a metal slide, which is intended to
place, to prevent injury to the membrane
be wholly or partially withdrawn (the same
while withdrawing the instrument,’ etc. The as the slide in the rectal speculum) when the
claims made in the speciﬁcation are as fol
operator has occasion to examine or treat the
lows: ‘(1) A slide in the side of a speculum,
particular organs for the treatment of which
extending through its whole length, and used these instruments were constructed. In view
substantially as herein described. (2) The
of the slides shown in Segala‘s vaginal specu
incline in the front end of the chamber, in
lum, and in the catheter, and the use made
combination with the tube, slot, and slide,
of the same, it must be held that there is
substantially as and for the purposes herein
nothing novel in the slide in complainant's
set forth. (2) In cylindrical tubular specula
patent. He has, in this particular matter,
having a slotted side and closed end to pre
merely appropriated a device long known and
vent the entrance of faeces, the incline in the
used in surgical instruments ﬁtted for the ex
front end of the chamber, extending upward
amination of certain interior membranes or
from the bottom and forward to under side
cavities of the body, for the improvement of
of slide, substantially as described, and for
another instrument adapted to the treatment
the purposes herein set forth.’
of other interior membranes. Hilton's rectal
“1. It is clear that the ﬁrst claim of this
speculum, an instrument said to have been in
patent. covering ‘a slide in the side of a.
use in England as early as 1870, also clearly
speculum extending through its whole length,’
anticipates the ﬁrst claim of complainant's
cannot be sustained. indeed. it is not seri
patent, and probably the second and third
ously contended by complainant's counsel
claims. If Hilton's speculum, as contended.
that the device covered by that claim is
was described in a. printed publication lll
novel. I shall not go into the details of the
England as early as 1876, that fact also in
evidence, therefore, on this branch of the

case, but will content myself with the gen
eral statement that the testimony of Dr.

validates the ﬁrst claim of the patent under
consideration, and most likely the second 81141
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third claims. The original printed publica
also shows an incline in the forward or closed
tion relied upon, said to have been published
end, in all respects like that in complainant’s
in London as early as 1876, was not produced
instrument; but the testimony in the case
at the hearing before the master, but in lieu
luaves it somewhat doubtful whether the ‘in
thereof a volume entitled ‘Rest & Pain,’ pub
cline’ in Squire's speculum was placed there
lished in New York in 1879, which purports
in shortly before or shortly after complainant
to be a reprint of the earlier English publi
claims to have invented it. For that reason
cation, was produced. Some testimony was
the patent is not affected by the evidence of
offered to the effect that application had
fered by defendant in relation to the Squire's
been made to the English publishers, and to
instrument.
other booksellers in London and in this coun
" 3. In view of what has been said it appears
try. for a copy of the original publication,
that plaintiff's right to relief depends on the
and that they reported the work to be out of
second claim for the ‘incline, ' ' ' in
print. All of the testimony, however, tend
combination with the tube, slot, and slide.‘
ing to show that a. book entitled ‘Best &
This claim is attacked on two grounds:
Pain’ was published in London in 1876. and
First, that the combination, as a whole, was
that the work reprinted in this country in
anticipated by Dr. Hodgen when he caused
1879 is an accurate copy thereof, is of the na
an incline in the form of a mirror to be set
ture of hearsay; and as objection was duly
permanently in the forward end of the old
taken to the testimony when it was produced
‘Reed Speculum,’ about the year 1876; and,
before the master, and was insisted upon at
second,
that the combination is devoid of in
the trial, the objection must be sustained, no
vention and patentable novelty. I shall con
matter how persuasive the inference may be
cede that the evidence as to what Dr. Hod
that there was a foreign publication which
gen caused to be done with the Reed specu
described Hilton's speculum. The latter in
lum 12 or 13 years since is, under the circum
strument is accordingly ignored as an antici
stances, not of that certain and convincing
pation of complainant's invention.
character which ought to be required to over
"2. The third claim of the patent is a claim
turn the claims of a duly-issued patent. The
for the ‘incline’ in cylindrical tubular spec
second objection to the claim, however, is
ula having a slotted side and closed end.
more formidable. The Reed speculum, be
The particular device attempted to be cov
fore alluded to, show ‘the tube, slot, and
ered by this claim was anticipated, in my
slide’
combined in a manner that does not
opinion, by a rectal speculum produced by
Dr. Mudd, and shown to the satisfaction of diifer essentially from the form in which the
same elements are combined in complain
the court to have been purchased at an in
ant‘s combination. To these three elements
strument store, and to have been in use in
the patentee added a fourth,—the ‘incline in
this country before the date of complainant's
the front end of the chamber,‘—but the ‘in
invention. The instrument in question is
cline,’ as before stated, was itself an old do»
tubular. It is conical in form. has a. slotted
vice, which had been used in specula such
side, a closed end. and, what is of more im
as was produced by Dr. Mudd. Further
Dortance, an incline at the closed end, ex
more.
it was used in the old instruments for
tending from the bottom of the chamber up
the same purpose that complainant professes
ward and forward to the end of the slot. It
to have invented it; that is to say, to avoid
is true thatthe angle made by the incline
injuring protruding membranes when the
with the axis of the tube in the latter instru
speculum was withdrawn. Even it com
ment approaches more nearly to a right an
plainant had been the ﬁrst to use the incline
gle than the incline in complainant’s specu
in tubular specula having closed ends, the de
lum; nevertheless there is a pronounced ‘in
cline? and, moreover, Dr. Mudd testifies vice was a very obvious one, scarcely rising
to the dignity of an invention, considering
that one Purpose of the ‘incline’ is to pro
the function it performed, as is well illus
teet the mucous membrane from injury when
tratcd by the accoimt which the patentee
the Speculum is withdrawn. It should be fur
gives of the manner in which the idea was
ther observed that complainant's speciﬁcation
does not make the angle at which the incline conceived. He states that he ﬁrst construct
is set in his speculum an essential feature of
ed his speculum as shown in the speciﬁcation,
with a tube, slot, and slide, but without an
the device. As described in his speciﬁcation,
incline. When he made the ﬁrst trial of the
‘he utility of the incline consists in prevent
instrument he discovered the risk of injuring
mg the ‘impaction of pile tumors,’ etc., and
such membranes as happened to protrude
“1 enabling the operator to withdraw the in
Btrument without injury to the membranes.
ihrough the slot, as others had discovered
This 13 Precisely the fimctlon of the incline who made the Mudd instrument. Thereupon
be employed a‘ jeweler to solder a small piece
1“ the F-Deeulum produced by Dr. Mudd, and
apparently it was set at an angle which ef
of metal in the forward end of the chamber,
fectual? accomplished that purpose. At all
so as to form an incline, and subsequently
gems, n°_ complaint appears to have been amended his speciﬁcation by adding the third
claim, which is substantially a claim for tho
thg‘gethilgamst that speculum on the ground
incline as an independent device. But, re
8 incline failed to accomplish the pur
gardless
of the obvious nature of the im
‘me had In view. The Squire's speculum
provement made by adding the incline, the
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court of appeals of Maryland, which decided
court is of the opinion that the combination
against the plaintiff's claim upon the ground
that the New York judgment was for a penalty
so formed was not patentnble, because no
under the New York statute, and therefore
new result or effect was produced by the
could not be enforced in Maryland. Two of
united action of the old elements. To sus
the judges dissented upon the ground that this
tain a patent on a combination of old devices,
decision failed to give the New York judgment
full faith and credit, as required by the con
it is well settled that a new result must be
stitution of the United States (article 4, § 1)
obtained, which is due to the joint and co
and Rev. St. § 905. Held, that. this decision in
operating action of all the old elements. Ei
volved the determination of a federal question,
and was reviewable lay the supreme court of
ther this must be accomplished, or a new ma
r. Chief Justice Fuller,
chine of distinct character and function the United States.
dissenting.
must be constructed. Pickering v. McCul
2. The essential nature and real foundation
of a cause of action are not changed by recover
lough, 104 U. S. 310; Hailes v. Van Wormer,
ing judgment upon it: and the technical rules
20 Wall. 353; Double—Pointed Tack Co. v.
which regard the original claim as merged in
Two Rivers Manuf'g 00., 9 B155. 258, 3 Fed.
the judgment, and the judgment as implying a
Rep. 26; Machine Co. v. Young, 1-l Blatchf.
promise by the defendant to pay it, do not pre
clude the courts of another state, when the
~16. If several old devices are so put to
judgment is sought to be enforced therein, from
gether as to produce even a. better machine
ascertaining whether the claim is really of such
or instrument than was formerly in use, but
a nature as those courts are authorized to en
force. Wisconsin v. Pelican Ins. 00., 8 Sup.
each of the old devices does what it had
Ct. Repl. 1370, 127 U. S. 265, followed.
Q
formerly done in the instrument or machine
3. ‘he words "penal" and “penalty,"_ in
from which it was borrowed, and in the old
their strict and primary sense, denote a punish
ment, whether corporal or pecuniary, imposed
way, without uniting with other old devices
and enforced by the state for a crime or offense
to perform any joint function, it seems that
against its laws, and “penal laws,” strictly and
the combination is not patentable. Hailes v.
properly. are those imposing punishment for an
offense committed against the state, which the
Van Wormer, supra; Reckendorfer v. Faber,
executive of the state has the power to pardon:
92 U. S. 347. In the present case the incline,
and the expression does not include statutes
when placed in combination with the ‘ tube.
ghich give a private action against the wrong
slot, and slide,’ acted precisely as it did when
oer.4. The question whether a statute of one
placed in the forward end of a slotted tube
state. which in some aspects may be ca
not provided with a slide. Its action was in
penal, is a penal law in the international sense.
no sense modiﬁed by the new relation in
so that it cannot be enforced in the courts of
another state, depends upon the question wheth
which it was placed, nor did it, in unison
er its purpose is to punish an offense against
with the other elements of the combination.

the public justice of the state, or to afford a

produce a distinctively new result.

In ac

private remedy to the person injured by the

cordance with these views the bill is dis
missed."
I. G. Smith, for appellants.

Geo. H. Knight,

for appellee.
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Chief

Justice

FULLER.

wrongful
act.N. Y. 1875, c. 611, §§ 21, 37, mak
I
5. Laws
ing the oﬂicers of a corporation liable for its
dents in case they make any false certiﬁcateor
report, and also, in the case of limited liability
companies, rendering the stockholders liable to
the full amount of the stock held by them, re
spectively, for all debts contracted hy_the com

Having

pany before the whole amount of enpitalstock

reached the same conclusions as those ex
pressed in the opinion of the circuit court, re
ported in 37 Fed. Rep. 92, we direct the de

_ as been paid in, is not a penal statute, in the
international sense; so that a judgment recov
ered thereunder cannot be enforced in another
state, and the decision of a court of another
state that the judgment is not enforceable there
in is a failure to give such judgment the
faith and credit required by the constitution of
the United States (article 4. 5 11 and b_ RW

cree to be aﬂirmed.
g

(146 U. s. can
UNTINGTON v. ATTRTLL.

_St. § 905.

Mr. Chief Justice ‘uller,

issent

mg.
(December 12, 1892.)

In error to the court of appeals of the state

No. 33.
of Maryland. Reversed.
Scrmms Conn-r — Jomsmcrxos—"Psxit. Laws"
John K. Cowen. E. J. D. Cross and H- L
—CONBT!TUTIONAL Law.
Bond, for plaintiff in error.
S. T. Wallis
L Plaintiff recovered a judgment in a. court
and
Wm. A. Fisher, for defendant in error. a
of New York against defendant upon his per
sonal liabihty as a director and stockholder in a
New York corporation, under the New York
' Mr. Justice GRAY delivered the opinion of‘
statute, (Laws_1875, c. 611, §§ 21. 37;) the
grounds of liability being that defendant, as a
the court.
director, made and ﬁled a false certiﬁcate that
This was a bill in equity, ﬁled March 2L
the stock was fully paid in. (in which case the
1888. in the circuit court of Baltimore city.
statute makes him personally liable for all the
by Collls P. Huntington, a resident of New
debts contracted by the corporation while he
was an oﬂlcer thereof,) and that the debt was
Yorlr, against the Equitable Gaslight Com
incurred before the stock was fully paid, (in
pany of Baltimore, a corporation of MRI‘?
which case defendant, as a stockholder, was ha
land, and against Henry Y. Attrlll, his Wife
ble to the amount of his stock.) Plaintiff
thereafter brought a bill in a state court of
and three daughters, all residents of 011113531
Maryland to set aside an alleged fraudulent
to set aside a transfer of stock in that com
transfer of property by defendant, and to
pany made by him for their benefit and 11‘
charge‘ the same with the payment of the New
Eork Judgment. This case was taken to the

nJ ras:lQ-1a.L‘Q_l.L4j:Kv’.l"14*-d_H
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fraud of his creditors, and to charge that
stock with the payment of a judgment re
covered by the plaintiff against him in the
state of New York. upon his liability as a
director in a New York corporation, under
the statute of New York of 1875, (chapter
611,) the material provisions of which are
copied in the margin.‘
The bill alleged that on June 15, 1886, the
plaintiff recovered, in the supreme court of
the state of New York,inanaction brought

a‘ by him against Attrill on March 21, 1883, a.
iludgment for the sum of $100,240, which had
not been piid, secured, or satisfied, and that
the cause of action on which that judgment
was recovered was as follows: On February
29, 1880, the Rockaway Beach Improvement
Company, Limited, of which Attrill was an
lncorporator and a director, became a corpo
ration under the law of New York, with a
capital stock of $700,000. On June 15, 1880,
the plaintiff lent that company the sum of
$100,000, to be repaid on demand. On Feb
ruary 26, 1880, Attrill was elected one of
the directors of the company, and accepted
the oﬁice, and continued to act as a director
until after January 29, 1881. On June 30,
1880, Attrlll, as a director of the company,
signed and made oath to, and caused to be
recorded, as required by the law of New
York, a certiﬁcate, which he knew to be
false, stating that the whole of the capital
stock of the corporation had been paid in,
whereas in truth no part had been paid in,
and by making such false certiﬁcate became
liable, by the law of New York, for all the
debts of the company contracted before Jan

‘Sec. 21._lf any certiﬁcate or report made, or
DllbliC notice

'ven, by the oﬁcers of any such

col'imrauon, s all be false in any material rcp
i'gsentation, all the oﬂicers who shall have
Illlled the same shall be jointly and severally
habie for all the debts of the corporation con

trscted while they are ofﬁcers thereof.
Sec.37. In limited liability companies, all
the stockholders shall be severally individuallyl
liable to the creditors of the company in whic
they are stockholders to an amount equal to
the amount of stock held by them, respective

ly, for all debts and contracts made by such
com any, until the_ whole amount of capital

iied and limited by such company has
paid in, and a certiﬁcate thereof has been
Ellie ‘and recorded as hereinafter prescribed.
ed
__The capital stock of every such limit
“! liability company shall be Jmid in, one half
thereof within one year, an the other half
rereof within two years, from the incorpora
blgn 0_f said com any, or such corporation shall
co dlssolved.
he‘ directors of every such
Mummy. within thirty days after the payment

ilhe last installment of the capital stock
make a certiﬁcate stating the amount of
esﬁﬂllitul so paid in, which certiﬁcate shall

majgped and sworn to by the

resident and a

in gm)’ of the directors; and t ey shall, with

e smd thirty days, record the same in the
t, 5: Oi‘htlie secretary of state, and of the coun

“ _lch_the_priuci a] business oﬂice of such
“filtration is smmm _

em

he dissolution, for any cause what

.hui 0 In corporation created as aforesaid,
‘mart ta e away or lm air an remedy given

hm ‘glitch corporation, ts stoc holders or of
‘m m1!"muggy

iabilities incurred previous to

v .13s.o._15
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nary 29, 1881, including its debt to the plain
tiff. On March 8, 1882, by proceedings in a
court of New York, the corporation was de
clared to be insolvent, and to have been so
since July, 1880, and was dissolved. A duly
exempliﬁed copy of the record of that judg
ment was annexed to and made part of the
bill,
The bill also alleged that “at the time of
its dissolution, as aforesaid, the said com
pany was indebted to the plnintiﬂ! and to
other creditors to an amount far in excess of
its assets; that by the law of the state of
New York all the stockholders of the com
pany were liable to pay all its debts, each to
the amount of the stock held by him. and
the defendant, Henry Y. Attrill, was liable
at said date, and on April 14, 1882, as such
stockholder, to the amount of $340,000. the
amount of stock held by him, and was on
both said dates also severally and directly
liable. as a director, having signed the false
report above mentioned, for all the debts of
said company contracted between February
26, 1880, and January 29, 1881, which debts
aggregate more than the whole value of the

property owned by said Attrill."
g
‘The bill further alleged that Attrill was in .
March. 1882, and had ever since remained,
individually liable in a large amount over
and above the debts for which he was liable
as a stockholder and director in the compa
ny, and that he was insolvent, and had se
creted and concealed all his property for the
purpose of defrauding his creditors.
The bill then alleged that in April, 1882,
Attrill acquired a large amount of stock in
the Equitable Gaslight Company of Balti
more, and forthwith transferred into his own
name, as trustee for his wife, 1,000 shares of
such stock, and, as trustee for each of his
three daughters. 250 shares of the same,
without valuable consideration, and with in
tent to delay, hinder, and defraud his credit
ore, and especially with the intent to delay,
binder, and defraud this plaintiff of his lawful
suits, damages, debts, and demands against
Attrill, arising out of the cause of action on
which the aforesaid judgment was recovered,
and out of the plaintiff's claim against him as
a stockholder; that the plaintiff in June, 1880,
and ever since, was domiciled and resident
in the state of New York, and that from Feb
ruary, 1880, to December 6. 1884, Attrlll was
domiciled and resident in that state, and that
his transfers of stock in the gas company
were made in the city of New York, where
the principal office of the company then was,
and where all its transfers of stock were
made; and that those transfers were, by the
laws of New York, as well as by those of
Maryland, fraudulent and void as against the
creditors of Attrill, including the creditors of
the Rockaway Company, and were fraudu
lent and void as against the plaintiff.
The bill further, by distinct allegations,
averted that those transfers, unless set aside
and annulled by a court of equity, would do

826
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"essential nature and real foundation" the

prive the plaintiﬂ! of all his rights and inter
oath of every sort therein, to which he was

entitled as a creditor of Attrili at the time
when those fraudulent transfers were made,
and “that the said fraudulent transfers were
wholly without legal consideration, were
fraudulent and void, and should be set aside
by a court of equity."
The bill prayed that the transfer of shares
in the gas company be declared fraudulent
and void, and executed for the* purpose of
defrauding the plaintiff out of his claim as
existing creditor; that the certiﬁcates of
those shares in the name of Attrili as trustee
be ordered to be brought into court and can
celed; and that the shares "be decreed to be
subject to the claim of this plaintiff on the
judgment aforesaid," and to be sold by a
trustee appointed by the court, and new cer
tiﬁcates issued by the gas company to the

on the grounds that it could not attach to
him as a stockholder, because he had not
been sued, as required by the New York stat
ute, within two years after the plaintiﬂ’s
debt became due, nor as a director, because
“the judgment against Attriii for having
made the false report certainly merges all

purchasers, and for further relief.
One of the daughters demurrcd to the bill
because it showed that the plaintiff's claim
was for the recovery of a penalty against
Attrlll arising under a statute of the state of
New York, and because it did not state a case
which entitled the plaintiif to any relief in a
court of equity in the state of Maryland.
By a stipulation of counsel, ﬁled in the
cause, it was agreed that, for the purposes of
the demurrer, the bill should be treated as
embodying the New York statute of June 21,
1375; and that the Rockaway Beach im
provement Company, Limited, was incorpo
rated under the provisions of that statute.
The circuit court of Baltimore city over
ruled the demurrer. On appeal to the court
of appeals of the state of Maryland, the or

tier was reversed, and the bill dismissed.
hid. 191, 16 Atl. Rep. 651.

i M‘HML'lP-T'L‘E FI M

same as the original cause of action, and
therefore a suit could not be maintained upon
such a judgment beyond the limits of the
state in which it was rendered. Pages 193
198. 70 l\Id., and pages 653, 634, 16 Ail. Rep.
The court then took up the clause of the
bill. above quoted, in which it was sought to
charge Attrill as originally liable under the
statute of New York, both as a stockholder
and as a director, and, observing that “this
liability is asserted to exist independently of
the judgment," summarily disposed of it, up

right of action against him on this account,"
but that, if he was liable at the times and on
the groimds " mentioned in this clause of the
bill," this liability was barred by the statute
of limitations of Maryland. Pages 198, 199.
70 Md, and page 654, 16 Atl. Rep.
Having thus decided against the plaintiff‘a
claim under his judgment, upon the single

ground that it was for a penalty under the
statute of New York, and therefore could not
be enforced in Maryland, and against any
original liability under the statute, for vai
rious reasons, the opinion concluded: "Upon
the whole, it appears to us that the complain
ant has no cause of action which he can main

tain in this state."

70

The ground most prominently brought for
ward and most fully discussed in the opinion
of the majority of the court, delivered by
Judge Bryan, was that the liability imposed
by section 21 of the statute of New York up
on oﬂicers of a corporation, making a false
certiﬁcate of its condition, was for all its
debts, without inquiring whether a creditor

Page 199, 70 lild., and

page 654, 16 Atl. Rep.
Judge Stone, with whom Judge liicSherry
C( ncurred, dissented from the opinion of the
majority of the court, upon the ground that
it did not give due effect to the act of con
gress passed in pursuance of the constitution
of the United States. and providing that the
records of judgments rendered by a court
of any state shall have such faith and credit

had been deceived and induced by deception

given to them in every court within the
United States as they have by law or usage
in the courts of the state whence they are

taken. Act May 26, 1790, 0.11, (1 St. p. 122;:
Rev. St.'§ 905.) He began his opinion by?

to lend his money or to give credit, or wheth.
saying: “ I look upon the principal point as 3
er he had incurred loss to any extent by the federal question, and am governed in my
inability of the corporation to pay, and with
views more by my understruiding of the do
out limiting the recovery to the amount of
cisions of the supreme court of the United
loss sustained, and was intended as a pun
States than by the decisions of the state
ishment for doing any of the forbidden acts,
courts." And he concluded thus: "I think
and was. therefore, in view of the decisions
the supreme court, in 127 U. S. 265, 8 Sup- Ct'
in that state and in Maryland, a penalty
Rep. 1370, meant to conﬁne the operation 0!
which could not be enforced in the state of
the rule that no country will execute the
Maryland; and that the judgment obtained in
penal laws of another to such laws as are
‘New York for this penalty, while it "merged
properly classed as criminal. It is not very
gthe original cause of action so that a suit
("my to give any brief deﬁnition of a criminal
,, cannot be again maintained upon it," and " is

' also conclusive evidence of its existence in the
form and under the circumstances stated in

‘119 pleadings," yet did not change the nature

law. It may perhaps be enough to say ﬁlm‘
in general, all breaches of duty that confer
no rights upon an individual or person, and

of the transaction, but. within the decision of

which the state alone can take cognizance of
are in their nature criminal, and that all such

this court in Wisconsin v. Insurance 00., 127

come within the rule.

U- 5- 265. 8 Sup. Ct. Rep. 1370. was in its

But laws which
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while imposing a duty. at the same time con
fer a right upon the citizens to claim damages
for its nonperi’ormance, are not criminal. If
all the laws of the latter description are held
penal, in the sense of criminal, that clause
in the constitution which relates to records
and judgments is of comparatively little
value. There is a large and constantly in
creasing number of cases that may in one
sense be termed penal, but can in no sense be
classed as criminal. Examples of these may
be found in suits for damages for negligence
in calming death, for double damages for the
injury to stock where railroads have neglect
ed the state laws for fencing in their tracks,
and the liability of officers of corporations
for the debts of the company by reason of
their neglect of a plain duty imposed by stat
ute. I caimot think that Judgments on such
:laims are not within the protection given by
the constitution of the United States. I

therefore think the order in this case should
he utiirmed." Pages 200-205, 70 Md., and
pages 654-656, 16 Atl. Rep.
A writ of error was sued out by the plain
tm‘. and allowed by the chief justice of the
court of appeals of Maryland, upon the
ground “that the said court of appeals is the
highest court of law or equity in the state of

307, 311; Crapo v. Kelly,
Dupassenr v. Rochereau, 16 Wall. 610, 619;

21 Wall. 130, 134;
ion Slaughter-House Co., 120 U. S. 141, 146,
147, 7 Sup. Ct. Rep. 472; Cole v. Cunning
ham, 133 U. S. 107, 10 Sup. Ct. Rep. 269;
Carpenter v. Strange, 141 U. S. 87, 108, 11
Sup. Ct. Rep. 960.
In order to determine this question, it will
be necessary, in the ﬁrst place, to consider
the true scope and meaning of the funda
mental maxim of international law stated by
Chief Justice Marshall in the fewest possible
words: "The courts of no country execute
the penal laws of another." The Antelope,
10 Wheat. 66, 123. In interpreting this max
im, there is danger of being misled by the dif
ferent shades of meaning allowed to the
word “ penal" in our language.
h
In the municipal law of England and Amen-gi
ica, the Words '“penaP’ and "penalty " have

been used in various senses.

Strictly and

primarily. they denote punishment, whether
corporal or pecuniary, imposed and enforced
by the state for a crime or offense against
its laws. U. S. v. Reisinger, 128 U. S. 398,
402, 9 Sup. Ct. Rep. 99; U. S. v. Chouteau, 10?
U. S. 603, 611. But they are also commonly
Maryland, in which a decision in the said suit used as including any extraordinary liability
to which the law subjects a wrongdoer in fa
could be had; that in said suit a right and
vor of the person wronged, not limited to the
privilege are claimed under the constitution
damages suffered. They are so elastic in
‘and statutes of the United States, and the de
Scision is against the right and privilege set up meaning as even to be familiarly applied to
' and claimed by your petitioner-‘under said cases of private contracts, wholly independ
ent of statutes, as when we speak of the
constitution and statutes; and that in said
"penal sum " or "penalty" of a bond. In the
luit there is drawn in question the validity of
words
of Chief Justice Marshall: “In gen
a statute 01‘. and an authority exercised un
eral, a sum of money in gross, to be paid for
der, the United States, and the decision is
the nonperformanee of an agreement, is con
against the validity of such statute and of
sidered as a penalty, the legal operation of
such authority."
which is to cover the damages which the
It thus appears that the Judgment recov
ered in New York was made the foremost party in whose favor the stipulation is made
may have sustained from the breach of con~
B'rollud of the bill, was fully discussed and
distinct-ii‘ passed upon by the majority of the tract by the opposite party." Tayloe v. Sand»
court of appeals of Maryland, and was the iford, 7 Wheat. 13, 17.
Penal laws, strictly and properly, are
01113‘ Subject of the dissenting opinion; and
that the court, without considering whether those imposing punishment for an offense
committed against the state, and which, by
the validity of the transfers impeached as
fraudulent was to be governed by the law of
the English and American constitutions, tb~
New York or by the law of Maryland, and executive of the state has the power to par
don. Statutes giving a private action against
Without a suggestion that those transfers ai
lf‘ged to have been made by Attrill with in
the wrangdoer are sometimes spoken of as
tent to delay, hinder, and defraud all his penal in their nature, but in lsuch cases it has
(‘Mlitors were not voidable by subsequent as been pointed out that neither the liability
Well as by existing creditors, or that they imposed nor the remedy given is strictly
(‘ﬂuid not be avoided by the plaintiff, claiming penal.
under the Judgment recovered by him against
The action of an owner of property against
Attrlll after those transfers were made, de
the hundred to recover damages caused by a

mob was said by Justices Willes and Buller to
because
the judg
ld, as the court held,
been recovered
another state, in an action for a penalty.
we 8 question whether due faith and credit
dull; thereby denied to the judgment ren
of Wm; another state is a federal question,
Wm '1 this court has jurisdiction on this
of error. Green v. Van Buskirk, 5 Wall.

be "penal against the hundred, but certainly
remedial as to the suiIerer." Hyde v. Cogan,
2 Doug. 699, 705, '106. A statute giving thr
right to recover back money lost at gaming
and, if the loser does not sue within a certaii
time, authorizing a qui tam action to be
brought by any other person for threefold
the amount, has been held to be remedial as
to the loser, though penal as regards the suit
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by a common informer.

Bones v. Booth, 2

W. B1. 1226; Brandon v. Pate, 2 H. B1. 308;
mGrace v. McElroy, 1 Allen. 563; Read v.

8 Stewart, 129 Mass. 407, 410; Cole v. Groves.
‘ 134 Mass. 471. As said’by Mr. Justice Ash

Grey, as reported by Sir William Blackstone:
“ Crimes are in their nature local, and the ju

risdiction of crimes is local.

And so as to the

hurst in the king's bench, and repeated by
Mr. Justice Wilde in the supreme judicial

rights of real property, the subject being
ﬁxed and immovable. But personal injuries
are of a transitory nature, and sequuntur
forum rel." Rafael v. Verelst, 2 W. B1. 1055,

court of Massachusetts, "it has been held

1058.

Crimes and offenses against the laws of
in many instances that, where a statute
gives accumulative damages to the party any state can only be deﬁned, prosecuted.
grieved, it is not a penal acﬂon." Woodgate and pardoned by the sovereign authority of
that state; and the authorities, legislative,
v. Kuatchbull, 2 Term R. 148, 154; Read v.
executive, or judicial, of other states take no
Chelmsford, 16 Pick. 128, 132. Thus a stat
ute giving to a tenant, ousted without notice, action uith regard to them, except by way of
double the yearly value of the premises extradition, to surrender offenders to the
against the landlord, has been held to be state whose laws they have violated, and
“not like a penal law, where a punishment whose peace they have broken.
Proceedings in rem to determine the title
is imposed for a crime," but “rather as a
to land must necessarily be brought in the
remedial than a penal law," because “ the act
indeed does give a penalty, but it is to the state within whose borders the land is sit
party grieved." Lake v. Smith, 1 Bos. 8: uated, and whose courts and oﬂicers alone
P. (N. R.) 174, 179, 180, 181; \Vilkinson v. can put the party in possession. Whether
actions to recover pecuniary damages for
Colley, 5 Burrows, 2694, 2698. So in an ac
tion given by statute to a. traveler injured trespasses to real estate, “of which the
through a defect in a highway, for double causes," as observed by Mr. Westlake, (Priv.
damages against the town, it was held un
Int. Law, [3d Ed.] p. 213,) “could not have oc
necessary to aver that the facts constituted curred elsewhere than where they did occur,"
an offense, or to conclude against the form of are purely local, or may be brought abroad,
the statute, because, as Chief Justice Shaw depends upon the question whether they are
said: “ The action is purely remedial, and viewed as relating to the real estate, or only
has none of the characteristics of a penal as allot-ding a. personal remedy. By the com
prosecution. All damages for neglect or mon law of England, adopted in most of the
breach of duty operate to a certain extent as states of the Union, such actions are regarded
punishment; but the distinction is that it is as local, and can be brought only where the
prosecuted for the purpose of punishment, land is situated. Doulson v. Matthews, 4
and to deter others from offending in like Term R. 503; McKenna v. Fisk, 1 How. 241,
2-18.
But in some states and countries they
manner. Here the plaintiff sets out the lla
hility of the town to repair, and an injury to are regarded as transitory, like other personal
himself "from a failure to perform that duty. actions; and whether an action for trespass
The law gives him enhanced damages; but to land in one state can be brought in an
still they are recoverable to his own use, and other state depends on the view which the;
in form and substance the suit calls for in latter state takes of the'nature of the action.
demnity." Reed v. Northiield, 13 Pick. 94, For instance, Chief Justice Marshall held that
100, 1.01.
an action could not be maintained in Virginiav

The test whether a law is penal, in the

by whose law it was local, for a trespass to

strict and primary sense, is whether the
wrong sought to be redressed is a wrong to
the public or a wrong to the individual, ac
cording to the familiar classiﬁcation of Black
stone: “Wrongs are divisible into two sorts
or species: private wrongs and public wrongs.
The former are an infringement or privation
of the private or civil rights belonging to m.
dividuais, considered as individuals, and are
thereupon frequently termed ‘civil injuries?
the latter are a breach and violation of public

land in New Orleans. Livingston v. Jeffer
son, 1 Brock. 203. On the other hand, an 11C"
tion for a trespass to land in lllinois, where
the rule of the common law prevailed. will‘
maintained in Louisiana; Chief Justice EusﬂS
saying: “The present action is, under our
laws, :1 personal action, and is not distin

8rights and duties, which affect the whole
a community, considered as a community, and
' are distinguished by the harsher appellation

of

‘crimes

and

misdemeanors.’"

3

B1,

guished from any ordinary civil action as t0
the place or tribunal in which it may be
brought." Holmes v. Barclay, 4 La. Ann. 63.
And in a very recent English case, in which
the judges diﬂered in opinion upon the dim‘
tion whether, since local venue has been abol
ished in England, an action can be main
tained there for a trespass to land in a for

Comm. 2.
Laws have no force of themselves beyond
the Jurisdiction of the state which enacts
them. and can have extraterritorlal effect

eign country. all agreed that this question d9

only by the Comity of other states.

ell, as N. Y. 258; Allin v. Lumber 00., 150

The gen

pended on the law of England. Comriillm"
de Mocambique v. British South Africa 00-.
[1392] 2 Q. B. 358. See, also, Cragin v. Lov

eral rules of international comity upon this
subject were well summed up, before the

Mass. 560, 23 N. E. Rep. 581.

American Revolution, by Chief Justice De

jury to the person or to movable proper‘?

in order to maintain an action for an 111'
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some courts have held that the wrong must

be one which would be actionable by the
law of the place where the redress is sought,

the Judgment now and here sued on, was in
the strictest sense a penal statute, imposing a

as well as by the law of the place where the
wrong was done. See, for example, The

Halley, L. R. 2 P. C. 193, 204; Phillips v.
Eyre. L. R. 6 Q. B. 1, 28, 29; The M. Mox

ham, 1 Prob. Div. 107, 111; Wooden v. Rall
road (10., 126 N. Y. 10, 26 N. E. Rep. 1050:
Ash v. Railroad 00., 72 Md. 144, 19 At]. Rep.
643. But such is not the law ofthiscourt.
By our law, a private action may be main
tained in one state, if not contrary to its
own policy, for such a wrong done in another,
and actionable there, although a like wrong
would not be actionable in the state where
the suit is brought. Smith v. Condry, 1 How.
28; The China, 7 Wall. 53, 64; The Scotland,

105 U. S. 24, 29; Dennlck v. Railroad 00.,
103 U. S. 11; Railway Co. v. Cox, 145 U. S.
693, 12 Sup. Ct. Rep. 905.
Upon the question what are to be consid
ered penal laws of one country,
within the in

year. The cause of action was not any pri
vote injury, but solely the misuse committed
against the state by violating her law. The
prosecution
the name of the state, and
the whole penalty, when recovered, would
accrue to the state." Page 299, m1 U. 8..“

and page 1378, 8 Sup. Ct. Rep.

ternational rule which forbids such laws to be
pcnforced in any other country,
so much reli
' snce'was placed by each party in argument
upon the opinion of this court in Wisconsin v.
insurance 00., 127 U. S. 265, 8 Sup. Ct. Rep.
1370, that it will be convenient to quote from
that opinion the principal propositions there
uiﬂrrued:
“The rule that the courts of no country ex
ecute the penal laws of another applies, not
only to prosecutions
and sentences for crimes
and misdemeanors,
but to all suits in favor of
the state for the recovery of pecuniary pen
allies for any violation of statutes for the
protection of its revenue, or other municipal
laws, and to all Judgments for such penal
ties." Page 290, 127 U. S., and page 1374, 8
Sup. Ct. Rep.
"The application of the rule to the courts

oi‘ the several states and of the United States
is not affected by the provisions of the con
siitution and of the act of congress, by which

the judgments of
courts
to have such faith the
and credit

of any state are
given to them in
ﬁery court within the United States as they

have by law or usage in the state in which
they were rendered."
and page 1375, 8 Sup. Ct.Page
Rep.291, 127 U. S.,
"The essential nature and real foundation
01' a cause of action are not changed by re

violation of its municipal law.
Upon similar grounds, the courts of a state
cannot be compelled to take Jurisdiction of a
suit to recover a like penalty for a viola
tion of a law of the United States. Martin
v. Hunter, 1 Wheat. 304, 380, 337; U. S. v.
Lathrop, 17 Johns. 4, 265; Delaiield v. llli
nois, 2 Hill, 159, 169; Jackson v. Rose, 2 Va.

Gas. 84; Ely v. Peck. 7 Conn. 239; Davison v.
Champiin, 1d. 244; Haney v. Sharp, 1 Dana,
442; State v. Pike, 15 N. H. 83, 85; Ward v.
Jenkins, 10 Metc. (Mass) 583, 587; 1 Kent,
Comm. 402-404. The only ground ever sug—
gested for maintaining such suits in a state
court is that the laws of the United States
are, in eiIect. laws of each state. Clnﬂin v.

Houseman. 93 U. S. 130, 137; Platt, J., in U.
S. v. Lathrop, 17 Johns. 22; Ordway v. Bank,
47 Md. 217. But in Ciaﬂin v. Houseman the
point adjudged was that an assignee under
the bankrupt law of the United States could

assert in a state court the title vested in him
by the assignment in bankruptcy; and Mr.
Justice Bradley, who delivered the opinion in
that case, said the year before, when sitting
in the circuit court, and speaking of a prose
cution in a court of the state of Georgia for
perjury committed in that state in testifying
before a commissioner of the circuit court of

covering judgment upon it; and the technical

the United States: “ It would be a manifest

88, which regard the original claim as
merged in the

incongruity for one sovereignty to punish a
person for an on'ense committed against the
laws of another sovereignty." Ex parte
Bridges, 2 Woods, 428, 430. See, also, Lo
ney's Case, 134 U. S. 372, 10 Sup. Ct. Rep.

lmulyln Q‘

Judgment, and the Judgment as
a promise by the defendant to pay

it. do not preclude a court,
to which aaction,
Judg
meut ls presented for affirmative
(While it cannot go behind
the judgment for
a pu
into the validity of

Pages 292,
8 Sup. Ct.
e statute of Wisconsin, under which

U- 5-, and page 1375,

terooo vered in one of her own courts

'5

‘Such were the grounds upon which it was“
adjudged in that case that this court, under
the provision of the constitution giving it
original jurisdiction of actions between a
state and citizens of another state, had no
Jurisdiction of an action by a state upon :1
Judgment recovered by it in one oi.’ its own

Beyond doubt (except in cases removed '
from a state court in obedience to an express
act of congress. in order to protect rights un
der the constitution and laws of the United
states) a circuit court of the United States”

cannot entertain Jurisdiction of a suit in be»;
half of the state, or of the people thereof,'to~
recover a penalty imposed by way of punish

ment for a violation of a statute of the state;
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“ the courts of the United States," as ob

court of the United States held in the state

served by Mr. Justice Catron, delivering a
judgment of this court, “having no power to
execute the penal laws of the individual
states." Gwin r. Brecdlove, 2 How. 20, 36,
37; Gwiu v. Barton, 6 How. 7; Iowa v. Chl
cago, B. 6; Q. R. 00., 37 Fed. Rep. 497;
Ferguson v. Ross, 38 Fed. Rep. 161; Texas v.
Day Land 8.; Cattle 00., 11 Fed Rep. 228;
Dey v. Chicago, M. & St. P. By. (10., 45 Fed.
Rep. 82.
For the purposes of extraterritorlal juris~
diction, it may well be that actions by a com
mon informer, called, as Blackstone says,
“ ‘popular actions,‘ because they are given to
the people in general," to recover a penalty
imposed by statute for an offense against the
law, and which may be barred by a pardon
granted before action brought, may stand on
the same ground as suits brought for such
a penalty in the name of the state or of its
oﬂicers, because they are equally brought to
enforce the criminal law of the state. 3 Bl.
00mm. 161, 162; 2 Bl. Comm. 437, 438;
Adams v. Woods, 2 Crunch, 336; Gwin v.
Breedlove, above cited; U. S. v. Connor, 138
U. S. 61, 66, 11 Sup. Ct. Rep. 229; Bryant v.
Ela, Smith, (N. H.) 396. And personal dis
abilities imposed by the law of a state, as an
incident or consequence of a judicial sentence
or decree, by way of punishment of an of
fender, and not for the beneﬁt of any other
person,—such as attainder, or infamy, or in‘
competency of a convict to testify, or dis
qualification of the guilty party to a cause of
divorce for adultery to marry again,—aro
doubtless strictly penal, and therefore have
no extraterritorial operation. Story, Conﬂ.
Law, §§ 91, 92; Dicey, Dom. 162; Folliott v.
Ogden, 1 H. Bl. 123, and 3 Term R. 726;

of New York, by an administrator of the de
ceased, appointed in that state.
Mr. Justice Miller, in delivering judgment.
said: “It can scarcely be contended that the
act belongs to the class of criminal laws
which can only be enforced by the courts of
the state where the oﬂense was coinmlitcd;
for it is, though a statutory remedy, a civil
action to recover damages for a civil injury.
It is, indeed, a right dependent solely on tho
statute of the state; but when the act is done
for which the law says the person shall be
liable, and the action by which the remedy is
to be enforced is a personal and not a real
action, and is of that character which the law
recognizes as transitory and not local, we
cannot see why the defendant may not be
held liable in any court to whose jurisdiction
he can be subjected by personal process or
by voluntary appearance, as was the case
here. It is diﬂicult to understand how the
nature of the remedy, or the jurisdiction of
the courts to enforce it, is in any manner de

Logan v. U. S., 144 U. S. 263, 303. 12 Sup.
Ct. Rep. 617; Dickson v. Dickson, 1 Yerg.
110; Ponsford v. Johnson, 2 Blatchf. 51;
Com. v. Lane, 113 Mass. 458, 471; Van Voor
his v. Brintnali, 86 N. Y. 18, 28, 29.
The question whether a statute of one state,
which in some aspects may be called penal, is
a penal law, in the international sense, so
that it cannot be enforced in the courts of
another state, depends upon the question
whether its purpose is to’ punish an offense
against the public justice of the state. or to
afford a private remedy to a person injured
by the wrongful act. There could be no bet

pendent on the question whether it is a stat
utory right or a common-law right. Wher
ever, by either the common law or the stat
ute law of a. state, a right of action has be
come ﬁxed, and a legal liability incurred, that
liability may be enforced, and the right of
action pursued, in any court which has juris
diction of such matters, and can obtain juris
diction of the parties." 103 U. S. 17, 18.
That decision is important as establishing:

two points: (1) The court considered "crhn-S
inal laws," that is to say, 1mvs'punishing'
crimes, as constituting the whole class of po
nal laws which cannot be enforced extrater
rltorially. (2) A statute of a state, manifest
ly intended to protect life, and to impose a
new and extraordinary civil liability upon
those causing death, by subjecting them to

a private action for the pecuniary damage!
thereby resulting to the family of the de
ceased, might be enforced in a circuit court

of the United States held in another state.
without regard to the question whether a
similar liability would have attached for a
similar cause in that state. The decision was

approved and followed at the last term in

Railway Co. v. Cox, 145 U. s. 593, 605. 12
Sup. Ct. Rep. 905, where the chief justice,
speaking for the whole court, after alluding
to cases recognizing the rule where the laws

ter illustration of this than the decision of

of both jurisdictions are similar, said: "The

this court in Dennick v. Railroad 00., 103

question, however, is one of general Law, 11nd

U. S. 11.

we regard it as settled in Dennlck v. R4111

in that case it was held that, by virtue of
a. statute of New Jersey making a person or
- corporation. whose wrongful act, neglect, or
default should cause the death of any person,
liable to an action by his administrator, for
the beneﬁt of his widow and next of kin, to
recover damages for the pecuniary injury re
sulting to them from his death, such an ac,
tion, where the neglect and the death took
place in New Jersey, might, upon general
principles of law, be maintained in a circuit

road 00."

That decision has been also followed 111 the
courts of several states. Herrick v. Railway
(10., 31 Minn. 11, 16 N. W. Rep. 413; Chica
20. etc, R. Co. v. Doyle, 60 Miss. 971;

Knight v. Railroad 00., 103 Pa. St. 250: Mor
ris v. Railway Co., 65 Iowa, 727, 23 N- W’

Rep. 143; Railway Co. v. Lewis, 24. Ncb- 848'
40 N. W. Rep. 401; Higgins v. Railroad Co.’
155 Mass. 176, 29 N. E. Rep. 534.

In the case last cited, a statute of 001111609‘
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iout having provided that all actions for in

juries to the person, including those resulting
instantaneously or otherwise in death, should

survive, and that for an injury resulting in
death from negligence the executor or ad
ministrator of the deceased might maintain
an action to recover damages not exceeding
$5,000, to be distributed among his widow and
heirs in certain proportions, it was held that
such an action was not a penal action, and
might be maintained under that statute in
Massachusetts by an administrator, appoint
ed there, of a. citizen thereof, who had been
instantly killed in Connecticut by the negli
gence of a railroad corporation: and the gen
eral principles applicable to the case were
carefully stated as follows: “These princi
ples require that, in cases of other than penal
actions, the foreign law, if not contrary to
our public policy, or to abstract justice or
spare morals, or calculated to injure the state
I or its citizens, shall'be recognized and en
forced here, if we have Jurisdiction of all
necessary parties, and if we can see that,
consistently with our own forms of proce—

dure and law of trials, we can do substantial
justice between the parties. If the foreign
law is a penal statute, or if it oifends our
own policy, or is repugnant to justice or to
good morals, or is calculated to injure this
state or its citizens, or if we have not juris
diction of parties who must be brought in to
enable us to give a satisfactory remedy, or
if, under our forms of procedure, an action
here cannot give a substantial remedy, we
are at liberty to decline jurisdiction." 155

Mass. 180, 29 N. E. Rep. 535.
The provision of the statute of New York
now in question, making the oﬂicers of a cor
poration. who sign and record a false certiﬁ
cate of the amount of its capital stock, liable
for all its debts, is in no sense a criminal or
quasi criminal law. The statute, while it en
ables persons complying with its provisions
to do business as a corporation, without be

1113 subject to the liability of general part
Hers, takes pains to secure and maintain a
proper corporate fund for the payment of
the corporate debts. With this aim, it
makes the stockholders individually liable

burdensome liability on the oﬂicers for their
wrongful act, it may well be considered pe~
nal, in the sense that it should be strictly

a suit is not to administer a punishment im-III

posed upon an offender against'the state, but?
simply to enforce a. private right secured un
der its laws to an individual. We can see no
just ground, on principle, for holding such a
statute to be a penal law, in the sense that it
cannot be enforced in a foreign state or coun
The decisions of the court of appeals of
New York, so far as they have been brought
to our notice, fall short of holding that the
liability imposed upon the oﬂlcers of the cor
poration by such statutes is a punishment or
penalty which cannot be enforced in another
state.

In Garrison v. Howe, the court held that
the statute was so far penal that it must be
construed strictly, and therefore the oﬂlcers

existing during a default in making the re
port required by the statute; and Chief Jus
tice Denio, in delivering judgment, said: "If
the statute were simply a remedial one, it
might be said that the plaintiff's case was
within its equity; for the general object of
the law doubtless was, beside enforcing the
duty of making reports for the beneﬁt of all
concerned, to enable parties proposing to
deal with the corporation to see whether
they could safely do so." “But the provision
is highly penal, and the rules of law do not
permit us to extend it by construction to
cases not fairly within the language." 17 N.

Y. 458, 465, 466.
In Jones v. Barlow, it was accordingly held
that oiilcers were only liable for debts actu
ally dne, and for which a. present right of ac
tion exists against the corporation; and the

court said: "Although the obligation is whol

Place of a corporate fund, until that fund

ly statutory, and adjudged to be a penalty,
it is in substance, as it is in form, a remedy
for the collection of the corporate debts. The
act is penal as against the defaulting trustees,
but is remedial in favor of creditors. The
liability of defaulting trustees is measured
by the obligation of the company, and a dis
charge of the obligations of the company, or
a release of the debt, bars the action against

has been duly created; and the individual

the trustees." 62 N. Y. 202. 205, 206.

liability 01' the officers takes the place of the

The other cases in that court, cited in the
court of appeals of Maryland in the present
case. adjudged only the following points:

oiﬂcers liable for any false and material rep
resentation in that certiﬁcate.

The individ

Hﬂl liability of the stockholders takes the

d, in case their statement that it has been

Within the meaning of a statute of limitat-m
gmbt them from liability, they are made lla

tions applicable to private actions only, the

19 directly to every creditor of the company.

action against an'otiicer is not "upon a lin

who by reason of their wrongful acts has not

billty created by statute, other than a penal
ty or forfeiture," which would be barred in
six years, but is barred in three years as "an
action upon a statute for a penalty or for
feiture where action is given to the party m

3,18 security, for the payment of his debt out
the corporate property, on which he had

'

t t° 1'91?- As the statute imposes a
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Hun, 48; Iron 00. v. Pierce, 4 Bias. 827: Brei
grieved," because the provisions in question,
said the court, "impose a penalty, or a liabil
ity in that nature." Bank v. Bliss, 35 N. Y.
412, 417. A count against a mason as an 0th
cer for not ﬁling a report cannot be joined
with one against him as a stockholder for
debts contracted before a report is ﬂied, that
being “an action on contract" Wiles v. Sny
dam, 64 N. Y. 173, 176. The action against
an otticcr is an action ex delicto, and there—
fore does not survive against his personal
representatives. Stokes v. Sn'ckney, 96 N.

tung v. Lindauer, 37 Mich. 217, 230; Gregory
v. Bank, 3 0010. 332. But whether that is
so, or whether, within the decision of this
court in Hawthorne v. Oalef, 2 Wall. 10, 23,
such a repeal so affects the security which the
creditor had when his debt was contracted
as to impair the obligation of his contract
with the corporation, is aside from the ques
tion now before us.

Y.In323.
a later case than any of these, the court,

It is true that the courts of some states, in
cluding Maryland, have declined to enforce a
similar liability imposed by the statute of an
other state. But in each of those cases it ap
pears to have been assumed to be a suiilcient
ground for that conclusion that the liability
was not founded in contract. but was in the
nature of a penalty imposed by statute; and
no reasons were given for considering the
statute a penal law, in the strict, primary,

in aiﬁrming the very judgment now sued on,
and adjudging the statute of 1875 to be con
stitutional and valid, said that “while liabil
ity, within the provision in question, is in
some sense penal in its character, it may
have been intended for the protection of
and international sense. Derrickson v. Smith,
creditors of corporations created pursuant to
27 N. J. Law, 166; Halsey v. McLean, 12 Al
that statute." Huntington v. Attrill, 118 N.
len, 438; Bank v. Price, 33 Md. 487.
Y. 365, 378, 23 N. E. Rep. 54-1. And where
It is also true that in Engine 00. v. Hub
such an action against an oilicer went to
bard, 101 U. S. 188, 192, Mr. Justice Cllﬂord
judgment before the death of either party,
referred to those cases by way of argument
it was decided that .‘the original wrong was
But in that case, as well as in Chase v. Curtis.
merged in the judgment, and that then be
113 U. S. 452, 5 Sup. Ct. Rep. 554, the only
came property, with all the attributes of a
point adjudged was that such statutes were:
judgment in an action ex contractu," and that
so far penal that they must be construedg
if, after a reversal of judgment for the plain
‘strictly; and in both cases jurisdiction was'.
tiff, both parties died, the plaintii'it’s repre
assumed by the circuit court of the United
sentatives might maintain an appeal from
States, and not doubted by this court, which
the judgment of reversal, and have the
could hardly have been if the statute had
defendant's representatives summoned in.
been deemed penal, within the maxim of in
Carr v. ltisohcr, 119 N. Y. 117, 124, 23 N. E.
ternational law. In Flash v. Conn, 109 U. S.
371, 3 Sup. Ct. Rep. 263, the liability sought
Rep. 296.

We do not refer to these decisions as evi

to be enforced under the statute of New

dence in this case of the law of New York,

York was the liability of a stockholder aris
ing upon contract; and no question was pre

because in the courts of Maryland that law
could only be proved as a. fact, and was
hardly open to proof on the demurrer, and,
if not proved in those courts, could not be
taken judicial notice of by this court on this
writ of error. Hanley v. Donoghue, 116 U.
S. 1, 6 Sup. Ct. Rep. 242; Chicago & A. R.
Co. v. Wiggins Ferry 00., 119 U. S. 615, 7
‘079

Sup. Ct. Rep. 398; Wernwag v. Pawling, 5
Gill & J. 500, 508; Coates v. Mackey, 56'Md,
416, 419. Nor, for reasons to be stated pres
ently, could those decisions, in any view, be
regarded as concluding the courts of Mary
land, or this court, upon the question wheth
or this statute is a penal law, in the interna
tional sense. But they are entitled to great
consideration, because made by a court of
high authority. construing the terms of a
statute with which it was peculiarly famil
iar; and it is satisfactory to ﬁnd no adjudica
tion of that court inconsistent with the view
which we take of the liability in question.

That court and some others, indeed, have
held that the liability of oillcers under such
a statute is so far in the nature of a penalty
that the creditors of the corporation have no
vested right therein, which cannot be taken
away by a repeal of the statute before judg
ment in an action brought thereon. Manu

mctlll‘ing Co- v. Beecher, 97 N. Y. 651, 26

sented as to the nature of the liability of of
ﬂcers.

But in Hornor v. Henning, 93 U. S. 228.
this court declined to consider a similar lia
bility of oﬂ‘icers of a corporation in the Dis

trict of Columbia as a penalty.

See, a180,

Neal v. iiioultrie, 12 Ga. 104; Cady v. San
ford, 53 Vt. 632, 639, 640; Nickerson v

Wheeler, 118 Mass. 295, 298; Post v. Baill'Owli
00., 144 Mass. 341, 345, 11 N. E. Rep. 540;
Woolverton v. Taylor, 132 ill. 197, 23 N. E.
Rep. 1007; Mar. Corp. (2d Ed.) i908.
The case of Railway Co. v. Humes, 115 U
S. 513, 6 Sup. Ct. Rep. 110, on which the de
fendant much relied, related only to the au
thority of the legislature of a state to compel

railroad corporations neglecting to provide
fences and cattle guards on the lines of their
roads to pay double damages to the owner!

of cattle injured by reason of the neglect?
and no question of the jurisdiction of the
courts of another state to maintain an action
for such damages was involved in the 0888'

suggested by counsel, or in the mind of the
court.

The true limits of the international rule are
well stated in the decision of the judicial com‘
mittee of the privy council of England, 11W‘
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an appeal from Canada, in an action brought
by the present plaintiff against Attrili in the
province of Ontario upon the judgment to en
force which the present suit was brought.
The Canadian judges, having in evidence be
fore them some of the cases in the court of
appeals of New York, above referred to, as
well as the testimony of a well-known lawyer
of New York that such statutes were, and
had been held by that court to be, strictly
penal and punitive, differed in opinion upon
the question whether the statute of New
York was a penal law, which could not be en
forced in another country, as well as upon
the question whether the view taken by ‘the
courts of New York should be conclusive up
on foreign courts, and ﬁnally gave judgment
for the defendant. Huntington v. Attrill, 17
Ont. 245, and 18 Ont. App. 136.
In the privy council, Lord Watson, speak
ing for Lord Chancellor Halsbury and other
judges, as well as for himself, delivered an
opinion in favor of reversing the judgment
below, and entering a decree for the appel
iant, upon the ground that the action "was
not, in the sense of international law, penal,
or, in other words, an action on behalf of the
government or community of the state of
New York for punishment of an offense
against their municipal law." The fact that
that opinion has not been found in any series
of Reports readily accessible in this country,
but only in 8 Law '1‘. R. 3&1, affords special
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the state whose law had been infringed.
All the provisions of municipal statutes [or
the regulation of trade and trading com
panies were presumably enacted in the inter
est and for the benefit of the community at
large; and persons who violated those pro
visions were, in a certain sense, offenders
against the state law, as well as against indi
viduals who might be injured by their mis
conduct. But foreign tribunals did not re
gard those violations of statute law as of
fenses against the state, unless their vindica
llOll rested with the state itself, or with the
community which it represented. Penalties
might be attached to them, but that circum
stance would not bring them within the rule,
except in cases where those penalties were
recoverable at the instance of the state, or of
an oilicL-il duly authorized to prosecute on its
behalf, or of a, member of the public in the
character of a. common informer. An action
by the latter was regarded as an actio popu
larls, pursued, not in his individual interest,

but in the interest of the whole community."
He had already, in an earlier part of the
opinion, observed: “Their lordships could not
assent to the proposition that, in considering
vihether the present action was penal in such
sense as to oust their jurisdiction, the courts
of Ontario were bound to pay absolute defer
ence to any interpretation which might have
been put upon the statute of 1875 in the state
of New York. They had to construe and

reasons for quoting some passages.

apply an international rule, which was a mat

“The rule" of international law, said Lord
Watson, "had its foundation in the well
recognizcd principle that crimes, including in
that term all breaches of public law punish
able by pecuniary mulct or otherwise, at the
instance of the state government, or of some
line representing the public, were local in
this sense,—that they were only cognizable
and punishable in the country where they
were committed. Accordingly no proceed
ing. even in the shape of a civil salt, which
had for its object the enforcement by the
State. whether directly or indirectly, of pan
ishment imposed for- such breaches by the lex

ter of law entirely within the cognizance of
the foreign court whose jurisdiction was in‘
voked. Judlcial decisions in the state where
the cause of action arose were not precedents
which must be followed, although the res.
soning upon which they were founded must
always receive careful consideration and
might be conclusive. The court appealed to
must determine for itself, in the ﬁrst place,
the substance of the right sought to be en
forced; and. in the second place, whether its
enforcement would, either directly or indi
rectly, involve the execution of the penal law
of another state. Were any other principle
to guide its decision, a court might ﬁnd itself
in the position of giving effect in one case,”
and denying effect in another, to suits of the?
same character, in consequence’of the causes'
of action having arisen in different countries,
or in the predicament of being constrained to
give eﬂ'ect to laws which were, in its own
judgment, strictly penal.“
In this view, that the question is not one of
local, but of international, law, we fully con
cur. The test is not by what name the stat
ute is called by the legislature or the courts
of the state in which it was passed, but
whether it appears, to the tribunal which is
called upon to enforce it, to be. in its essen
tial character and effect, a. punishment of an
offense against the public. or a grant of a civil
right to a private person.
In this country, the question of interna

10d, ought to be admitted in the courts of
all)’ other country. In its ordinary accepta
twi-i, the word ‘penal’ might embrace penal
ties for infractions of general law, which did
not constitute offenses against the state; it
might. for many legal purposes, be applied

mm Perfect propriety to penalties created
by “millet; and it, therefore, when taken by

“5611, failed to mark that distinction between
fgilvzlrhts and criminal wrongs which was
TY essence of the international rule."

Aft-01' observing that, in the opinion of the
ludiclal committee, the ﬁrst passage above

‘1139*? ‘from Wisconsin v. Pelican Ins. 00.,

d
" an

265. 290. 8 Sup. 0:. Rep. 1370, " (lis
9 Proper test for ascertaining wheth

M the ‘165105 was penal, within the meaning
in to :09, headded: "A proceeding, in or
mmb me within the scope of the rule.

e 111 the nature of a suit in'favor of

tional law must be determined in the ﬁrst in
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stance by the court, state or national, in
which the suit is brought. If the suit is
brought in a circuit court of the United
States, it is one of those questions of general
jurisprudence which that court must decide
for itself, uncontrolled by local decisions.
Burgess v. Sellgman, 107 U. S. 20, 33, 2 Sup.
Ct. Rep. 10; Railway Co. v. Cox, 145 U. S.
593. 605, 12 Sup. Ct. Rep. 905, above cited.
If a suit on the original liability under the
statute of one state is brought in a court
of another state, the constitution and laws of
the United States have not authorized its de
cision upon such a‘ question to be reviewed
by this court. Insurance Co. v. Hendren, 92
U. S. 286; Both v. Ehman, 107 U. S. 319, 2
Sup. Ct. Rep. 312. But if the original lia
bility has passed into Judgment in one state,
the courts of another state, when asked to
enforce it, are bound by the constitution and
laws of the United States to give full faith
and credit to that judgment; and, if they do
not, their decision, as said at the outset of
this opinion, may be reviewed and reversed
by this court on writ of error. The essen
tinl nature and real foundation of a cause of
action, indeed, are not changed by recover
lng judgment upon it. This was directly ad
judged in Wisconsin v. Pelican Ins. 00., above
cited. The difference is only in the appellate

jurisdiction of this court in the one case or
in the other.
If a suit to enforce a judgment rendered in
one state, and which has not changed the es
sential nature of the liability, is brought in
the courts of another state, this court, in or
der to determine, on writ of error. whether
the highest court of the latter state has given

full faith and credit to the judgment,°must
determine for itself whether the original
cause of action is penal. in the international
sense. The case, in this regard, is analogous
to one arising under the clause. of the consti
tution which forbids a state to pass any law
impairing the obligation of contracts, in
which, if the highest court of a state decides
nothing but the original construction and ob
ligation of a contract. this court has no juris
diction to review its decision; but if the
stateicourt gives effect to a subsequent law,
which is impugned as impairing the obliga
tion of a contract, this court has power, in
order to determine whether any contract has
been impaired, to decide for itself what the

true construction of the contract is.

New

Orleans Water-Works Co. v. Louisiana Sugar

Reﬁning 00., 125 U. S. 18, 38, 8 Sup. Ct. Rep.
741. So if the state court, in an action to
enforce the original liability under the law
of another state, passes upon the nature of
that liability, and nothing else, this court can
not review its decision; but if the state court

declines to give full faith and credit to a
judgment of another state, because of its
opinion as to the nature of the cause of ac
tion on which the judgment was recovered,

must decide for itself the nature of the orig
inal liability.
Whether the court of appeals of Maryland
gave full faith and credit to the judgment
recovered by this plaintiff in New York de
pends upon the true construction of the pro

visions of the constitution of the act of con
gress upon that subject.
The provision of the constitution is as fol
lows: “Full faith and credit shall be given
in each state to the public acts, records, and
judicial proceedings of every other state;
and the congress may, by general laws, pre—
scribe the luanncr in which such acts, rec
ords, and proceedings shall be proved, and
the effect thereof." Article 4, § 1.

This clause of the constitution, like the less
perfect provision on the subject in the ar
ticles of confederation, as observed by Mr.
Justice Story, “was intended to give the
same conclusive effect to judgments of all
the states, so as to promote luiiformity, as
well as certainty, in the rule among them",

and had three distinct objects: First, to de?
clare, and‘by its own force establish, that’
full faith and credit should be given to the
judgments of every other state; second, to
authorize congress to prescribe the manner
of authenticating them; and. third, to an
thorize congress to prescribe their effect when
so authenticated. Story, Const. §§ 1307, 1308.
Congress, in the exercise of the power so
conferred, besides prescribing the manner in
which the records and judicial proceedings
of any state may be authenticated, has de
ﬁned the effect thereof, by enacting that “the
said records and judicial proceedings, so an
ihenticated, shall have such faith and credit
given to them in every court within the Unit
ed States as they have by law or usage in the
courts of the state from which they are
taken." Rev. St. 5 905, re-enacting act of

May 26, 1790, c. 11, (1 St. p. 122.)
These provisions of the constitution and
laws of the United States are necessarily to
be read in the light of some established prin
eiples, which they were not intended to over

throw. They give no effect to judgments of
a court which had no jurisdiction of the sub
ject-matter or of the parties. D’Arcy V
Ketchum, 11 How. 165; Thompson v. Whit’
man, 18 Wall. 457. And they confer no new

jurisdiction on the courts of any state, and
therefore do not authorize them to take 111'
I’lsdiction of a suit or prosecution of such it
penal nature that it cannot, on settled ruleﬂ
of public and international law, be enter
tained by the judiciary of any other state

than that in which the penalty was incurred
Wlsconsin v. Pelican Ins. 00., above cited.

Nor do these provisions put the judgment‘
of other states upon the footing of domestic
judgments to be enforced by execution; but

they leave the manner in which they may be
enforced to the law of the state in which

this court, in determining whether full faith

they are sued on. pleaded, or offered in 0"‘
deuce. McElmoyle v. Cohen, 13 Pet. 312»

and credit have been given to that judgment,

325.

0

But, when duly pleaded and proved in

H UNTINGTON v'li A‘TTIiiILI); ‘ ‘I T .
a court of that state, they have the effect of
being, not merely pxima facie evidence, but
conclusive proof, of the rights thereby ad
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gi'orce and eﬂ’ect, in this respect, which they

stock in April, 1882, with intent to hinder.
delay, and defraud the plaintiii’ of his lawful
suits, debts, and demands in respect of a lla
bility of Attrill to him as a stockholder and

' had in the state in which they ‘were ren

as a director of the Rockaway Company,

Qjudicated; and a refusal to give them the

which accrued in 1880, upon the statute of
New York, under which that company was
organized. An action upon this liability,
either as stockholder or director, was barred
by the statute of limitations of Maryland,
and so the Maryland court held. The judg
ment recovered in New York in 1886 by
Huntington against Attrlll upon the alleged
liability as a director was, however, referred
to and made part of the bill, and in this judg
960.
ment that cause of action had been merged;
The judgment rendered by a court of the
and it was averred that the transfer was
state of New York, now in question, is not
impugned for any want of jurisdiction in that fraudulent as to the indebtedness arising "out
of the cause of action on which the judgment
court. The statute under which that judg
herelnbefore recited has been recovered,"
ment was recovered was not, for the reasons
which was set forth in detail.
already stated at length, a penal law, in the
The New York statute was made part of
international sense. The faith and credit,
the
pleading, and admitted as a fact by the
force and reﬂect, which that judgment had by
demurrer;
and, while the Maryland court
law and usage in New York was to be con
clusive evidence of a. direct civil liability from held that the judgment was conclusive evi
dence of its existence in the form and under
the individual defendant to the individual
the circumstances stated in the pleadings, it
plaintiff for a certain sum of money, and a
regarded it as not changing the character of
debt of record, on which an action would
the liability upon which it was based. The
lie, as on any other civil judgment inter
record established the relation of debtor and
partes. The court of appeals of Maryland,
creditor at the time stated, and the amount
therefore, in deciding this case against the
and fact of the indebtedness, but nothing
plaintiﬂ', upon the ground that the judgment
further.
was not one which it was bound in any man
As plaintiil' had no judgment in Maryland,
her to enforce, denied to the judgment the
full faith, credit, and effect to which it was and had not sought to recover one, the plead
er, in order to make out the alleged fraud as
entitled under the constitution and laws of
perpetrated in 1882, went into the original
the United States.
Judgment reversed, and‘case remanded to cause of action at large, and invited the at
the court of appeals of the state of Maryland tention of the court to its nature. The ques
tion at once arose whether the courts of
for further proceedings not inconsistent with
Maryland were constrained to enforce such
the opinion of this court.
a cause of action, although record evidence
dered, denies to the party a right secured to
him by the constitution and laws of the
United States. Christmas v. Rusell, 5 Wall.
‘:90; Green v. "an Buskirk, Id. 307, and 7
\ValL 139; Insurance Co. v. Harris, 97 U. S.
331, 336; Crescent City Live-Stock Co. v.
Butchers’ Union Slaughter-House 00., 120 U.
S. 141, 146. 147, 7 Sup. CL Rep. 472; Carpen
ter v. Strange, 141 U. S. 87, 11 Sup. Ct. Rep.

Mr. Justice LAMAR and Mr. Justice SHI—
RAS, not having heard the argument, took

no part in the decision of this case.
Mr. Chief Justice FULLER, dissenting.

This suit was not an action at law to re
cover judgment in Maryland upon the judg
ment in New York. nor was it an ordinary
creditors‘ bill brought by a creditor to reach
equitable assets. The judgment and execu

ﬂon had no extraterritorial force, and Hun
tlllil'ion was a judgment creditor in New York
only. It was the bill of a‘ creditor at large
in ct aside an alleged fraudulent transfer,
Judgment not being essential under the stat
Ute of Maryland in that behalf. It could not
have been sustained at all but for that act,
sand it did not assume to proceed upon the

etheol'y that the transfer was invalid because
other state could not be made executory in
Maryland, either at law or in equity.
The ground of relief in this case was the
Attrill had transferred certain

of its maintenance in New York existed in
the form of a judgment there. The court A
held that the liability was not one arising up-g
on contract, but one imposed'upon Attrill as.
a wrongdoer; that under the statute no in
quiry was to be made whether the creditor
had been deceived and induced by deception
to lend his money or to give credit, or wheth
or he had incurred loss to any extent by the
inability of the corporation to pay, nor was
the recovery limited to the amount of the
loss sustained; that all that it was necessary
to show was that the not had been commit
ted, and thereupon any creditor was entitled

to recover the full amount of his debt. See
Torbett v. Eaton, 113 N. Y. 623, 20 N. E.

Rep. 876; Id., 49 Hun, 209, 1 N. Y. Supp.
614; Huntington v. Attrlll, 118 N. Y. 365, 23
N. E. Rep. 544. Hence the court concluded
that the liability was in the nature of a pen~
city, within the rule theretoi'ore laid down by

the courts of New York, (Bank v. Bliss, 35
N. Y. 412; Wiles v. Suydam, 64 N. Y. 173;

Stokes v. Stickney, 96 N. Y. 323; 011889 V
Curtis, 113 U. S. 452, 5 Sup. Ct. Rep. 554;
Flash v. Conn, 109 U. S. 371, 8 Sup. Ct. Rep.
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263,) and by the courts of Maryland, (Bank v.

ing an action on the notes against the indorser
who was not a party to the original suit. 12

Price, 33 Md. 487; Norris v. \Vrenschall, 34
Md. 492.) Its enforcement was therefore de

E. Rep. 706, 106 N. Y. 186. afﬁrmed.

clined, and the bill dismissed.
It was for the Maryland court to determine
Whether such enforcement would either di
rectly or indirectly involve the execution of
the penal laws of another state; and, al
though it might have been mistaken in the
conclusion arrived at, such error does not give
this court jurisdiction to review its Judgment.
State courts do not adJudicate in the matter
of the enforceability of statutory delicts at

of New York.

EIfF‘E- EIZHYL‘JER F§1¢ QHJ€W$E R

In error to the supreme court of the state

their peril.
In my opinion, the Maryland court gave all
the force and elfect to the Judgment in ques
tion to which it was entitled. The plead
ings were necessarily conﬁned to the equities
arising out of the original cause of action,

and full faith and credit were accorded to
the judgment as matter of evidence.

Action by the Jelferson County National
Bank against John C. Streeter upon pr0mls~
sory notes. Judgment for plaintiff. 12 N. E.
Rep. 706. 106 N. Y. 186. Defendant brings
error. Aﬂirmed.
Statement by Mr. Justice SHIRAS:
2
'On each of the dates, January 21 and Feb~~
ruary 7, and February 12, 1877, at the city of
Watertown, Jeiferson county, N. Y., Henry V.

Cadweli, James C. Cadweli, and Lewis A.
Cadwell, copartners doing business as such

under the ﬁrm name of H. V. Cadwell & 00..
executed their promissory note, payable one
month from date, to the order of H. V. Cad
weli & Co. at the Jeiferson County National
Bank of Watertown, N. Y., the ﬁrst two notes

Its

effect as such could not render it incompetent
for the state court to decide for itself the
question which was raised upon the record.
As there presented, it was for that court to
say whether the obligation on Attrill to pay
the sum for which the judgment was given
was an obligation which the Maryland court
was bound to recognize as proper foundation
e for relief in equity in respect of the transfer

%" of'IApril.
1882.
think that

no federal question was in
volved, and that the writ of error ought to be

being for the sum of $1,000 each, and the third
for $750. Each of said notes was lndorsed
by the ﬁrm in their ﬁrm name, and by John

C. Streeter as accommodation indorser, and
passed into the possession of the bank, the
defendant in error.
The notes, at their maturity, were present
ed for payment where the some were pays
bie, and payment thereof demanded, which
was refused; whereupon the notes were du
ly protested for nonpayment, and notice of
such demand. refusal, and protest, in each

dlimissad.

instance thereot. was then and there duly
given to each of said indorsers.

#3

On or about the 16th day of March, 1877,

the bank commenced an action on the three
(147 U. S. 36)

STREETEB v. JEFFERSON COUNTY NAT.
BANK.
(January 3, 1803.)
No. 81.
Bummer—Panrnasxcas—Nsoo'rraaan Iss'rau
HINTS—DISCHARGE or Isnonsan.
A judgment and execution against the
makers of promissory notes were set aside in s.
‘ suit by the makers’ assignee in bankruptcy, as
constituting an unlawful preference, within the
purview of the bankrupt law; the attorneys who
procured the judgment having been the makers’
attorneys, and aware of their insolvent condition,
and of their desire that the holder should be pre
ferred. At the commencement of the assignee‘s
suit the sheriﬂ hsvmg custody of the goods seik
ed on execution was, with consent of the judg
ment creditor, ap ointed receiver, and sold the
goods, and paid
e proceeds into court by its
order to await the result of the suit, and the pro
ceeds were ﬁnally turned over to the assignee.
Held, that the transaction amounted to a surren
der of the preference under Rev. St. E 5084, pro
viding that any person, having received any pref
erence contrary to the bankru t law, shall not
prove the claim for which suc preference was
ven without ﬁrst surrendering to the assignee
all beneﬁt or advantage received by him under
such preference; that the action of the holder of
the notes in procuring ‘such judgment, and issu
ing such‘ex‘ecuhon, did not amount to actual
fraud, within the meaning of section 5021, as
amended in 1874:, providing that, in cases of ac
tusi fraud on the part of the creditor, he shall
not
of his claim;
allowedand
to prove
that the
for more
holderthan
of the
a mtiring
'e

notes in the supreme court of the state of
New York against Henry V. Cadwell, James

C. Cad well, and Lewis A. Cadwell, and such
proceedings were had therein that the plain

tiff, the said bank, recovered a judgment
against the makers of the said notes for the
full amount thereof. In this action the plain
tii! in error, John C. Streeter, was impleaded
as a defendant. but no service was made on
him, and he did not appear. On the same

day an execution on the judgment was issued
and delivered to the sherlﬂ of Jeﬂlclson coun
ty, who by virtue thereof levied upon the
property of the defendants to an amount suf
ficient to satisfy the execution.
0n the day the said levy was made. 8 W3

tition in bankruptcy'was ﬁled in the district‘
court of the United States for the northern

district of New York against the said Henry
V. Cadweil, James C. Cndwoll, and Lewis
A. Cadwell, upon which petition the Said

Cadwells were, on May 1, 1877, udjudsvd
hankrupts. and an assignee of their property

was appointed. By order of the court the
sale, by virtue of the said execution, of the
property so levied upon was enjoined. 11nd
the sheriff was appointed receiver of the 69"

tate of the said bankrupts, and directed to

sell the property levied upon by him. and de'
posit the proceeds of such sale in the deposit“
ry of the said court, subject to the further

was not precluded by these acts from maintain

-—. aﬁ-:.jw zrim“xp.Jia-rsu.za
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order of the court; which sale was made,
and the proceeds so deposited. The order
also directed that the lien of the judgment
creditors, if there should be such lien, should
follow and attach to the moneys arising from
the said sale.
In November, 1877, John C. Brown, the

assignee, ﬁled his bill in equity in the said
district court of the United States, charging
that the said bank, being a creditor of the
said Henry V. Cadwcll, James O. Cadwell,
and Lewis A. Cadwell, and having reason to

believe that they, the

aid Cadwells, were

insolvent, did, with the assent, connivance,
and procurement of the said Oadwells, and
knowing that a fraud on the act of congress
of March 2, 1867, and acts supplementary
to and amendatory thereof, was intended,
commenced an action in the supreme court
of the state of New York against the said
Cadwelis in which action the said bank ob
tained judgment as aforesaid upon the said
notes against the makers thereof. This bill
avers that before the tiling thereof the as
signee demanded of the defendant, the said
bank, that it surrender its preference and
all claims derived from the judgment to the
property of the said Cadweils, and all liens
it claimed to have by virtue of the said judg
ment and execution, which the bank refused,
and persisted in refusing, to do. The bill al
leged that said judgment and execution were
void as against the assignee by reason of
these acts, and prayed that the said judg
ments be decreed to be in fraud of the said
bankruptcy laws of the United States, and
void as against the plaintiff and creditors of

gthe insolvents aforesaid.
' ‘The answer to this bill admits the refusal
of the said bank to surrender its said prefer
once and liens, but denies that it had knowl
edge of the insolvency of the said Cadwells

the said sale by said receiver belonged to the

said assignee.
The defendant, the said bank, took an ap
peal from this judgment and decree to the
the United States for the
northern district of New York, where the ac
tion of the said district court was affirmed,
and Judgment of aﬂirmation entered in the

said circuit court on March 15, 1881. Subse
quently, upon an order of the said court, the
money so deposited as aforesaid was paid to
the said assignee.

In September, 1881, the Jefferson County
National Bank brought an action in the su
preme court of the state of New York against

John C. Streeter, as indorser on the said
notes, for the respective
averring in its complaint the protest for non
payment of the said notes, and notice there
of duly given to the said indorser, and alleg
ing liability on the part of the said indorser
for their payment. The defendant, Streeter,
in his answer to aid complaint, alleges that:

by reason'of a fraudulent
arrangement be:
tween the bank and the makers of the said

United States, precluded itself from all right
or claim against the property of the makers
of the said notes, and that all rights and
remedies on the part of the bank and of
himself, the said Streeter, were thereby lost;
and that the defendant was thereby dis
charged from all liability to the plaintiff as

indorser of said notes.
'
This case came for trial in the said su
preme court of New York, and, a jury being
waived, was tried by the court, and judg
ment given for the plaintitf; the court hold
ing that the bank is not precluded from male
ing a claim against the property of the mak
ers of the said notes, or from proving its
claim against them as bankrupts, and that
the defendant, Streeter, has not been dis
charged from liability as indorser on said

notes.
The court being of opinion, from the evi
deuce before it, that the said bankrupts, in
contemplation of insolvency,

h

to assist their employer, the said bank

An appeal from this judgment was taken
to the court of appeals of the state of New
York, which aﬂirmed the order of the said
supreme court. On remittitur, entered June
8. 1887. the judgment of the said supreme
court of appeals was made the order of the
said supreme court of New York. 12 N. E.
Rep. 706.
Thoronpon the said John 0. Streeter, de
fendant in the said action, sued out his writ
of error, bringing the case before this court.

5 01116 be charged with all the knowledge
{lgslessed by the said attorneys. The court
1 erefore rendered a decree in the cause ad

Watson M. Rogers, for plaintiff in error.
John Lansing, for defendant in error.

T‘Qd
judgment and execution
, 1 as against the complainant, the said as
'
that the money which arose from

in the foregoing language, delivered the opin

‘Mr. Justice SHIRAS, after stating the facts:9:
ion of the court.
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John C. Streeter, the plaintiﬂ in error, con
tends that the record discloses, as matter of
fact, that the Jefferson County National
$Bank, being the holder of certain promissory

' notes'niade by the firm of H. V. Cadweli &
00., entered into a collusive arrangement
with said ﬁrm, who were insolvent at the
time, and who were shortly afterwards ad
judged bankrnpts, whereby the bank was,
by procuring judgment on said notes, to ob
tain an illegal preference over other credit
ors of the ﬁrm; that by reason of this collu
sive arrangement the bank disabled itself
from proving its claim on these notes against
the estate of the bankrupts, and thereby dis
charged Streeter, who was an accommoda
tion indorser, from liability to the bank.
The assignee in bankruptcy brought an ac
tion in the district court of the United States
for the northern district of New York to test
the validity of the bank's judgment, and it
was adjudged by that court that the judg
ments were void as against the assignee, and,
on appeal, this judgment was affirmed by the

to believe that the debtor was insolvent, and
knew that a fraud on this act was intended;
and such person, if a creditor, shall not, in
cases of actual fraud on his part, be allowed
to prove for more than a moiety of his debt,
and this limitation on the proof of debts shall
apply to cases of voluntary as well as in
voluntary bankruptcy."
It is contended on behalf of the plaintiff in
error that the bank did not, within the mean
ing of the law, surrender its preference, and
hence could not prove its claim, and timt
the case was one of “actual fraud" on the
part of the bank, which could not, therefore.
in any event prove for more than a moiety
of its debt.
To sustain the contention that the bank did
not surrender its preference, it is urged that
the bank did not at once, on demand of the
assignee, turn over the goods levied on, but
litigated the matter with the assignee in both
the district and circuit courts, and that the
proceeds of the executions were not relin
quishcd until ﬁnal judgment was entered

circuit court.
The case will be found reported as Brown
v. Bank, 19 Blatchf. 315, 9 Fed. Rep. 258.
An examination of that case discloses that
the judgment in favor of the bank was held
an illegal preference, within the purview of
the bankrupt law, because the attorneys em
ployed to represent the bank in bringing the
suit and obtaining the judgment had been
the attorneys of H. V. Cadwell & 00., and.
as such, had obtained knowledge of their in
solvent condition. and of their desire that
the bank should obtain a preference.
The question that was presented to the
New York supreme court and the New York
court of appeals was whether the fraud ini
puted to the bank, arising from the knowl
edge of its attorneys of the insolvent condi
tion of H. V. Cadweli & Co. at the time the
judgments were obtained, was such a case

against the bank.
it was the opinion of the state court that
as the sheriff, having custody of the goods
seized on execution, was, with the consent
of the bank's attorneys, appointed special re
ccivcr, and was ordered to sell the goods and
pay the proceeds into court, to await the re

sult of the litigation between the bank and
the assignee in bankruptcy, and that as the
proceeds were ﬁnally turned over to the as
signee. and thus became subject to distribu

tion as bankruptcy assets, the transaction:
amounted‘ to a surrender under section 5084!

of fraud as to disable the bank from proving

in so holding, we think the state court was

right.
As the bank did not, at any time, receive
any money or property from the insolvent

ﬁrm, but pursued only a lawful remedy in a
lawful manner, it was not under any legal
obligation to abandon its executions, and to
turn over their fruits to the assignee imme
dlateiy upon demand. We do not perceive

its claim in bankruptcy, and thus to effect a
discharge of Streeter as indorser.
The provision of section 5084 of the Re

that the course of the bank, in resisting the
claim of the assignee by setting up a defenie.

vised Statutes of the United States is as fol

topped itself from proving its claim after the

lows:

assignee had prevailed in his suit.

“Any person who, since the 2d day of
March. 1867, has accepted any preference,

Shaving reasonable cause to believe that the
' same was made or given‘by the debtor con
trary to any provisions of the act of March
2, 1867, c. 176, to establish a uniform system
of bankruptcy, or to any provisions of this
title, shall not prove the debt or claim on ac
count of which the preference is made or

is subject to just criticism, or thereby 99

The endeavor of the bank to maintain “5
executions would, if successful, have been for
the beneﬁt of the indorser, who would, 1'1
that event, have been the last to complﬂini
and it is certainly not apparent why the i!!

dorser should be discharged from his liability
by the effort of the bank to legally collect “
debt
his exoneration.
Theindecision
of the state court, that the

given. nor shall he receive any dividend there

facts did not make out a case of actual fraud

from, until he shall ﬁrst surrender to the

assignee all property. money, beneﬁt, or ad

on the part of the bank, so as to deprive it
of a right to prove for more than a moiety

vantage received by him under such prefer

of its debt, and thus relieve the indorsel' of

ence."

liability, in whole or in part, seems to be

Section 50211 as amended in 1874, is as fol
lows:

"Provided, that the person receiving such
payment or conveyance had reasonable cause

well founded in reason. There was no new
al knowledge by the bank or its oiiicers that
the insolvent ﬁrm had done anythin8 W113i’
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over to facilitate the procurement _ of the
judgments. There was no giving and acceptlug or any security. There was no ﬁnding in
the district court of the United States 01! ac—
tual fraud.
Tbo state court cites with approval the case
of in re Rlorden, 14 N. B. R. 332, in which
it was held by Mr. Justice Blatchi‘ord, then
sitting as district judge, “that a mere fraud

stream, and constitutes the boundary be-.
tween the two states; and the controversy
between them is as to the position of the line
hetween its banks or shores which separates
the Jurisdiction of the two states for the pur
pose of taxation and other purposes of gov
eminent.
The complainant, the state of Iowa, con
tends that for taxation, and for all other pur

on the bankrupt law, by the acceptance of a
preference, was not,'in itself. actual fraud;

poses, the boundary line is the middle of the
main body of the river, taking the middle

and, commenting on'this decision, the court
said: "Such conclusion seems Just and reasonable. The bringing of an action by a creditor in the ordinary mode of procedure in the
state courts, and procuring a judgment, may
he, as in this case, constructive fraud, for
which the lien will be set aside. But even
that will depend upon the further fact that
:bankrupt proceedings shall be instituted with"in the‘limited time provided by law. If such
proceedings are not so begun, the lien would
be valid and eﬂectual. How, then, can it be
construed to he actual fraud to pursue a isgal remedy which may be eﬂicatious, and
especially when no action 01' the bankrupt
debtor gives the creditor the obnoxious pret-

line between its banks or shores without re
giil'd to the "steamboat channel," as it is
termed, or deepest part of the stream, and
that, to determine the banks or shares, the
measurements must be taken when the water
is in its natural or ordinary stage, neither
swollen by ﬂoods nor shrunk by droughts. ‘
On the other hand, the defendant, the state
oi’ lllinois, claims that, for taxation and all
other purposes, its jurisdiction extends to the
middle of “the steamboat channel" of the
river, wherever that may be, whether on its
east or west hank,—the channel upon which
commerce on the river by steamboats or
other vessels is usually conducted, and which
for that reason is sometimes designated as

srence?"

"the channel of commerce."

It follows that, as the bank was not pre
cluded from proving its claim, Streeter, the
indorser, could, by paying and lifting the
notes, have participated in the distribution
at the bankrupt estate, and hence has failed
to show any defense to the suit of the bank.
The Judgment of the court below is there-

The state of Iowa in its bill alleges that
prior to and at the time of the treaty be
tween England, France, and Spain, in 1763,
(3 Jenkinson's Collection of Treaties, p. 177,)
the territory now comprising the state 0!
Iowa was under the dominion of France, and
the territory now comprising the state of

lore aﬂlrmed.

Illinois was under the dominion or Great
==

(m U‘ s‘ 1)

Britain, and that, by the treaty named, the
boundary
lineriver
between
the was
British
middle of the
Mississippi
made and
the

.
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(January 3'1893')

French possessions in North America,

Britain
andthethe
United
States,
whichGreat
was
That by
treaty
of Paris
between

No. 5.
Bommlmas arr-wuss STATES—MISSISSIPPI Rivas.

concluded September 3, 1783, (Id. p. £10, art.
2, and 8 St. p. 80,) the territory compr/sing

Th e expressions, “middle of the Miss“.
Iinlpi river" and “lilo center of the main chan-

Statesfand that by the purchase of Louisiana

Emﬂfnmggtf'eg" ashilsfd hrespectﬂvelfy lil‘ll. m.“

from France, under the treaty 01' 1803, (8 St.

the state of Illinois passed to the United“

on écousil'imwgewadfnittteg itifweaage viii’: p. 208,) the territory comprising the mate of
"1d _“Hgl<idie of the main channel of the Missis-

m" "Yerv" as used in the enabling wt! of
Mlssoun' and Iowa’ an being descriptive of ‘11°
bounds-Hes of those states, are synonymous

10W: passed to the United States.

That the boundary between the territory
.om risin the states of IllillOll and Iowa
c

p

g

'

terms, and mean the middle of the main Hui.

remained the middle of the rive: Mississippi,

lmbie channel, or channel most used. and not
Signrgédgle of the great bed of the stream, so

as fixed by the treaty of 1763.
That by the act oi.‘ congresi. of April 18,

y the bank' °f the ﬁve"

1818, known as the “Act Enabling the Peo

Oﬂginm suit brought by the State Of Iowa

ple of Illinois to Form a State Constitution,"

lgninst the state of lllinois to determine the

(3 st. p. 428,) the northern and western

boundary

boundaries oi.’ Illinois were deﬁned as fol

line

between

them,

810118

the

wum of the Mississippi river.

lows: Starting in the middle of Lake Michi

Dgsizn 1:;- Stone’ Atty' Gen" and James 0'
George Hunt’ Atty‘

ﬁtes,
"thence
west to 42
thedegrees
middle and
of the
Mis~
an at
north latitude
30 min
sissippl river, and thence down along the
middle of that river to its conﬂuence with

v
Mr- Justice FIELD delivered the opinion
‘f the court‘

the Ohio river;" and that the constitutions 0!
Illinois oi.‘ 1818, 1848, and 1870 deﬁned the
boundaries in the same way.

’[ dcompmmmt'
I or erendam'
i‘ .

The Mississippi river ﬂows between the
"mm of Iowa and Illinois.

It is a navigable

And the bill further alleges that the state 0!
Illinois and its several municipalities border
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ing on the Mississippi rlver claim the right
to assess and do assess and tax, as in Illinois,
all bridges and other structures in the river
from the Illinois shore to the middle of the
steamboat channel, or channel of the river
usually traversed by steam and other crafts
in carrying the commerce of the river,
whether such channel is east or west of the
middle of the main body or arm of the river,
and that they thus assess and tax, as in that

state, the bridge of the Keokuk & Hamilton
Bridge Company across the river from Keo
kuk, Iowa, to Island No. 4, in Hancock coun
ty, 111., from the west shore of the island
westward 2,462 feet to the east end of the
draw of the bridge, and to a point not over

580 feet east from the Iowa shore of the
river and 941 feet west of the middle of the
main arm or body of the river at that point.

That the steamboat channel, or channel of

bridge, is a corporation of both of said states.
consolidated, and complains of such double

r}...
.edtu-irnwg-Uu ma hrng513, ?

taxation.
That litigation is now pending over such
taxation, and is liable at any time to arise
over the taxation of any of the other bridges
across the river between the said states, now
nine in number.
To the end, therefore, that the line be
tween the states may be deﬁnitely ﬁxed by
the only court having jurisdiction to do so.
the complainant prays that this court will
take jurisdiction of this bill, and that the
state of Illinois be summoned and'requested?
to answer it, waiving such answer being on
oath, and that upon the ﬁnal hearing this
court will deﬁnitely settle the boundary be
tween the states at the said several bridges.
To this bill the state of Illinois appeared
by its attorney general and ﬁled its answer,
which denied that the boundary line between

the river where boats ordinarily run in car
rying the commerce of the river, varies from
side to side of the river, sometimes being
next to the Illinois shore and then next to
the Iowa shore, and at most points in the
river shifting from place to place as the
sands of its bed are changed by the current
on of the water; that at the point of the Keo

the states of Iowa and Illinois is the middle
of the Mississippi river, and insisted that it is
the middle of the steamboat channel, or
channel commonly used by boats in carrying

' kuk & Hamilton bridge, mentioned.‘ the river

the commerce of the river, whether east or
west of the middle of the river. It admitted
that the state and its municipalities claimed
the right to tax and did tax bridges and other

structures in the river to the middle of the

bed is rock, and not subject to much change:
steamboat channel or channel of commerce.
that at that point, were it not for the bridge.
whether such channel was east or west of
the middle of the steamboat channel would
the middle of the main body or arm of the
be. and was before the bridge was erected,
river, and did assess and tax the Keokuk
fully 300 feet east of the east end of the
8: Hamilton bridge to its draw, and west
draw in the bridge, or 880 feet from the Iowa
of the middle of the main body or arm of the
shore of the river and 2,162 feet from the
river; and that the steamboat channel or
shore of the river in Illinois on Island No. 4;
channel of commerce is ﬁrst near one shore,
that at places in the river there are two or
and then near the other, and at other places
more channels equally accessible and useful
nearly across the river. But it denied the
for navigation by steamboats and other crafts
right of the state of Iowa to tax the bridges
carrying the commerce of the river; and
mentioned crossing the Mississippi rlver to
that at the Keokuk & Hamilton bridge the
any point east of the middle of the steam
channel used by steamboats is partly arti
boat channel, or channel of commerce of that
ﬁcial, constructed by excavation of rock from
river.
the river bed to facilitate the approach to the
To the answer a replication was ﬁled by
lock of the United States canal immediately

the state of Iowa.
north of the bridge.

At the time of ﬁling its answer the state

That the state of Iowa claims the right to

of Illinois ﬁled also its cross bill, in which it

tax all bridges across the river to the middle

alleges that there exist nine bridges across

thereof, and does tax the Keokuk & Hamil

the Mississippi rlver between the states. the
most southern of which is the Keokuk &
Hamilton Railroad bridge, and the moat
northern the Dunlleth 8: Dubuque Bridge

ton bridge to its middle between the east and
west, abutments thereof,—-that is, the west

approach and abutment, 200 feet, and 1,096
feet of the bridge proper,-—thereby treating,
for convenience of taxation, the middle of
the bridge between abutments as the middle
of the river at that point, but which is in

fact 225 feet less than one half the distance
across the main arm or body of the river at
that point.

That the state of Illinois and its municipali

Company's railroad bridge.
That for the purposes of taxation the state

of Illinois and its municipalities claim the
right to assess and tax the respective bridges
to the middle of the channel of commerce 0!‘
steamboat channeL—that is, the channel Wu’
ally used by steamboats and other or!!!“
navigating the river; and that on the Part of

ties assess and tax, as in that state, 716 feet
of the bridge actually assessed and taxed in

the state of Iowa and its municipalities it it‘

Iowa, and 225 feet of the bridge, in addition
thereto, located in Iowa, but not taxed in

sess and tax to the middle of the main "in
or body of the river, regardless of where the

that state.
That the Keokuk 8: Hamilton Bridge Com

channel of commerce or steamboat 0111111191

pany, owner of the Keokuk & Hamilton

may be.

claimed that each state has the right to 5’

':,h|'5;l~‘|: l=b.,£_[Emli‘~.'E‘
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9 ‘That the supreme court of Iowa, in the
case of Dunlieth & D. B. Co. v. County of
Dubuque, 55 Iowa, 558, 8 N. W. Rep. 443,
held that the authorities in Iowa have the

right to tax such structures to the middle
of the main arm or body of the stream, and
no further, though at the point where such
structure is situated the channel or part of
the river followed by steamboat men in navi

gating the river is tar east of the middle of
such maln body of the stream.
That, following the dec'mion in that case,

the authorities in Iowa assess and tax such
structures to the middle of the main body of
the river.
That at the point of the location of the
Keokuk & Hamilton bridge the main body of
the river, before the construction of the
bridge, was between the Iowa shore at Keo
kuk, Lee county, Iowa1 and the west shore of
Island No. 4, located in the city of Hamilton,

Hancock county, 11]., a breadth of about 3,
042 feet: that in constructing the bridge a
solid approach is extended from the shore nt

Keokulr into the river 200 feet, and from the
shore on Island No. 4, in Illinois, about 700
feet, and the main body of the river con
ﬁned between the abutments to the bridge
2,192 feet apart, and the bridge consist of
the east and west abutments, 11 piers, a
draw next to the west or Iowa abutment of
380 feet, and 10 spans, together 1,812 feet.
That the middle of the steamboat channel,
or that part of the river usually traversed by
steamboat men in navigating the river, is at
or near the east end of the draw or pivot

sDan, about 380 feet from the west abutment
and 1,812 feet from the east abutment.
That the assessor in Illinois, in assessing
the bridge, values the bridge to'the east end
of the draw, and assesses the same against

that part of the bridge in Illinois, and the au
thorities in Iowa value and assess the bridge
to the middle thereof, 1,096 feet east from
the west abutment, as in the state of Iowa;

that thereby 716 feet of the bridge are valued

over the assessment of any other of the
bridges.
_To the end, therefore, that the boundary

line between the states of Illinois and Iowa
at said several bridges may be deﬁned and
Settled, the state of Illinois prays that the

State of Iowa be made defendant to this

cross M11, and required to answer it, and that

“mi 10ml. to which points the respective
221:‘?! may til-x. To this cross bill the defend
;h i the state of Iowa, answered, admitting
7 {Existence of nine bridges across the Mis
Bljtﬂlpili river, where it forms the boundary

Well the states of Illinois and Iowa, and
v.13s.c._16

that the state 0! Illinois and its several
municipalities bordering upon the river claim
lhe right to tax said bridges from the Illinois
shore of the river to the middle of the chan
nel of commerce or steamboat channel, and
that the state of Iowa and its municipalities
bordering on the river claim the right to tax,
and do tax, the several bridges to the middle
of the main arm or body of the river, regard
less of where the channel of commerce or
steamboat channel—that is, that part of the
river- usually traversed by steam or other
vessels carrying the commerce of the river
—~may be. It therefore prays that upon the
ﬁnal hearing the boundary lines between the
two states may be established, to which the
respective states may tax.
By setting down the case for hearing on
the bill. answer, and replication, without tak
ing any testimony, and on the cross bill and
the answer to it, all the facts alleged in the
answer to the original bill, as well as those
alleged in the cross bill and not denied in the
answer, are thereby admitted.
When a navigable river constitutes the
boundary between two independent states,
the line deﬁning the point at which the Juris
diction of the two separates is well estab

lished to be the middle of the main channel
of the stream. The interest of each state in
the navigation of the river admits of no other
line. The preservation by each of its equal
right in the navigation of the stream is the”

subject of paramount interest.

It ‘is there‘v

fore laid down in all the recognized treatises
on international law, of modern times, that
the middle of the channel of the stream
marks the true boundary between the ad
joining states up to which each state will on
its side exercise jurisdiction.
In interna
tional law, therefore, and by the usage of
European nations, the term “middle of the
stream," as applied to a navigable river, is
the same as the middle of the channel of
such stream, and in that sense the terms are
used in the treaty of peace between Great
Britain, France, and Spain, concluded at
Paris in 1763. By the language, “a line
drawn along the middle of the river Missis
sippi from its source to the river Iberville,"
as there used, is meant along the middle of
the channel of the river Mississippi. Thus
Wheaten, in his Elements of International
Law, (8th Ed. § 192,) says:
"Where a navigable river forms the bound
any of conterminous states. the middle of
the channel, or thaiweg, is generally taken
as the line of separation between the two
states, the presumption of law being that the
right of navigation is common to both; but
this presumption may be destroyed by actual

proof of prior occupancy and long undis

tut-bed possession, giving to one of the ripari
an proprietors the exclusive title to the entire

river."
And in section 202, while thus stating the
role as to the boundary line of the Mississippi
river being the middle of the channel, states

m
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that the channel is remarkably winding,
“crossing and reorossing perpetually from
one side to the other of the general bed of
the river."
Mr. Greasy, in his First Platform on Inter
nadonal Law, expresses the same doctrine.

the contrary is shown by long occupancy or
agreement of the parties. It a river changes
its bed, the line through the old channel con
tinues; but the equitable right to the free:
‘use oi‘. the stream seems to belong, as beforeh
to the state whose territory the river has tor

snken."
He says:
“It has been stated that, where a navi
gable river separates neighboring states, the
thalweg, or middle of the navigable channel,
forms the line of separation. Formerly a
line drawn along the middle of the water,
the medium, ﬁlum aquae, was regarded as
the boundary line, and still will be regarded
prima facie as the boundary line, except as
to those parts of the river as to which it can
be proved that the vessels which navigate
those parts keep their course habitually along

Section 58.

The middle of the channel of a navigable
river between independent states is taken as
the true boundary line, from the obvious
reason that the right of navigation is pre
sumed to be common to both, in the absence
of a special convention between the neigh
boring states, or ‘long use of a different line
equivalent to such a convention.

some'channel dilierent from the medium
iilum. When this is the case, the middle 0!
the channel of traiﬁc is now considered to be
the line of demarkation." Page 223.
Mr. Greasy also refers to the language
of Dr. Twiss on the same subject, who ob
serves that " Grotius and Vattel speak of the
middle of the river as the line of demurkation
between two jurisdictions, but that modern
publicists and statesmen prefer the more ac
curate and more equitable boundary of the
navigable mid-channel.
If there be more
than one channel of a river, the deepest chan
nel is regarded as the navigable mid-channel
tor the purpose of territorial dcmarkation;
and the boundary line will be the line drawn
along the surface of the stream correspond
ing to the line of deepest depression of its
bed. The islands on either side of the mid
channel are regarded as appendages to either
‘bank; and, it they have once been taken pos
session 01 by the nation to whose bank they
are appendant, a change in the mid-channel
ot the river will not operate to deprive the
nation of its possession, although the water
frontier line will follow the change of the

Phiiiimore, in- his Commentaries on Inter
national Law, in the chapter upon "Acquisi
tions," speaks of decisions upon the law or
property as incident to neighborhood proceed
in; upon the principle that “midchanneh'
is the line of demarkation between the neigh
bors. Volume 1, 239.
The reason and necessity of the rule of in
ternational law as to the mid-channel being
the true boundary line of a navigable river
separating independent states may not be as
cogent in this country, where neighboring
states are under the same general govern
ment, as in Europe, yet the same rule will be
held to obtain unless changed by statute or
usage of so great a length of time as to have

mid-channel."

acquired the force of law.

As we, have stated, in international law
and by the usage of European nations, the
terms "middle of the stream" and "mid
channel" of a navigable river are synony
mous and interchangeably used. The enub~

ling act of April 18, 1818, (3 St. 0. 67, p. 428,)
under which Illinois adopted a constitution
and became a state and was admitted into

the Union, made the middle of the Mississippi
river the western boundary of the state, The

enabling act or March 6, 1820, (3 St. 0. 22,5
2, p. 545,) under which Missouri became a
state and was admitted into the Unlom
made the middle of the main channel of the

Halleck, in his Treatise on International
Mississippi river the eastern boundary, so far
Law, is to the same effect. He says:
as its boundary was conterminous with the
“Where the river not only separates the
western boundary of Illinois. The enabling
conterminous states, but also their territorial
act of August 6, 1846, (0 St. p. 56,) under
jurisdictions, the thalweg, or middle channel,
which Wisconsin adopted a constitution and
form the line of separation through the bays
became a state and was admitted into the
and estuaries through which the Waters of
Union, gives the western boundary of that
the river ﬂow into the sea. As a general
state, after reaching the river St. Croix as
rule, this line rims through the middle of the
follows: “Thence down the main channel of
1
deepest channel, although it may divide the
said river to the Mississippi, thence down-1
river and its estuaries into two very unequal
the
center
of
the
main'channel
of
that"
(M15?
parts. But the deeper channel may be less
sissippi) “river to the northwest corner 01
suited or totally unﬁt for the purposes of
the state of Illinois." The northwest corner
navigation, in which case the dividing line
of the state of Illinois must therefore be ill
would be in the middle of the one which is
the middle of the main channel of the rlfei‘
best suited and ordinarily used for that ob
which forms a portion of its western bound
ﬂeet." Volume 1, c. 6, § 23.
iil'y- It is very evident that these terms,
Woolsey, in his International Law, repeats
“middle of the Mississippi river," and “mid
the same doctrine, and says:
die of the main channel or the inssissirpl

" Where a navigable river forms the bound
ary between two states, both are presumed
to have free use of it, and the dividing line

will run in the middle of the channel, unless

river," and “the center ot the main channel
at that river," as thus used, are synonymous
It is not at all likely that the congress ot the
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United States intended that those terms, as
applied to the Mississippi river separating
Illinois and Iowa, should have a ditferent
meaning when applied to the Mississippi
river separating Illinois from Missouri, or a
ditterent meaning when used as descriptive
of a portion of the western boundary of Wis
consin. They were evidently used as signi
tying the same thing,

The question involved in this case has been
elaborately considered, both by the supreme
court of Iowa and the supreme court of 1111
nois, in cases relating to the assessment and
taxation of bridges crossing the Mississippi
river, as to the point to which the jurisdiction
of each state for taxation extends. and they
differed in their conclusions. in Dunlicth &
D. B. 00. v. County of Dubuque, 55 Iowa,
558, 56-1, 8 N. W. Rep. 443, the supreme court
of Iowa. after observing that the act of con
gress admitting Iowa into the Union, and
the constitution of Iowa. in its preamble, de
clare that the eastern boundary of the state
shall be “the middle of the main channel of
Mississippi river," proceeds to inquire what
line is understood by those words, "middle
of the main channel." The defendant main
tained that the deep water of the stream
used in the navigation of the river was
meant, while the plaintiff insisted that the

words described the bed in which the stream
of the river ﬂows; that is, the bed over which

the water ﬂows from bank to bank.

The

court thought that the words, when applied
to rivers generally, without the purpose of
describing their currents or navigable char
acters, always bore the latter signiﬁcation,
observing that this was their primary mean
aing. and was of opinion that they were used
7 in that sense in the act of congress admitting
the state into the'Union, and in the consti
tution of Iowa. In support of this view the
court referred to the changing character of

the currents of the river followed by ves
8e18, caused by the shifting nature of the sand
bars found in the river. “ The course of navi
ration," it said, “ which follows what boat
mcn call the ‘channel,I is extremely sinuous.
will ofwn changing, and is unknown except
to experienced navigators. On the other

hand. the bed of the main river, designated
by the word ‘channel,’ used in its primary
581189. is the great body of water ﬂowing
down the stream.

It is broad, and well de

ﬁned by islands or the main shore.

It can

not be possible that congress and the people
of the state, in describing its boundary, used

the word ‘channel’ to describe the sinuous,

“bsmlre. and changing line of navigation.
rather than the broad and distinctly deﬁned
bed of the main river. The center of this
liver-bed channel may be readily determined.
While the center of the navigable channel

'i'ften could not be known with certainty.
'lhe ﬁrst is a tit boundary line of a state.
The set-mud cannot be."
In Buttenuth v. Bridge 00., 123 111. 535,

17 N. E. Rep. 439, the supreme court of Illi
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nois reached a. diiIerent conclusion after an
elaborate consideration of the same question.
That was a case where an alleged overesti
mate was made of a bridge crossing the
Mississippi river at St Louis; and the ques
tion discussed was, how far did the jurisdic
tion of Illinois extend over the river? After
observing that when a river is a boundary
between states, as is the Mississippi between
Illinois and Missouri. it is the main—the
permanent—river
which
constitutes
the
boundary, and not that part which ﬂows in
seasons of high water and is dry at others,
the court proceeds, treating the Mississippi
river as a common boundary between the
states of Illinois and Missouri, to inquire the
meaning of the term, “ middle of the Missis
sippi river,” used in the enabling act of con
gress and in the constitution, deﬁning the
boundaries of the state of lllinois. It an
swers the inquiry by observing that the word
"channel" is used as indicating “the space
within which ships can and usually do pass,"
and says: "It is apprehended it is in this:
sense the expressions ‘mlddie'of the river,"
‘middle of the main channel,’ ‘mid-channel,’
‘middle thread of the channel,‘ are used
in enabling acts of congress and in state con
stitutions establishing state boundaries. It
is the free navigation of the river—when
such river constitutes a common boimdnry,
that part on which boats can and do pass.
sometimes called ‘nature's pathway'-—that
states demand shah be secured to them.
When a river, navigable in fact, is taken or
agreed upon as the boundary between two
nations or states, the utility of the main chan
nel, or, what is the same thing, the navigable
part of the river, is too great to admit a sup
position that either state intended to surren
der to the state or nation occupying the op
posite shore the whole of the principal chan
nel or highway for vessels, and thus debar its
own vessels the right of passing to and fro
for purposes of defense or commerce. That

would be to surrender all, or at least the
most valuable part, of such river boundary,
for the purposes of commerce or other pur
poses deemed of great value, to independent
states or nations."
The opinions in both of these cases are
able, and present in the strongest terms the
different views as to the line of jurisdiction
between neighboring states, separated by a
navigable stream; but we are of opinion that
the controlling consideration in this matter
is that which preserves to each state equality
in the right of navigation in the river. We
therefore hold, in accordance with this view,
that the true line in navigable rivers between

the states of the Union which separates the
jurisdiction of one from the other is the mid
dle of the main channel of the river. Thus
the jurisdiction of each state extends to the
thread of the stream, that is, to the “mid

channel," and, if there be several channels.

to the middle of the principal 011°» °'- Tame"
the one usually followed.
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0n the 24th of May, 1875, Edward Bernler
It is therefore ordered, adjudged, and de
clared that the boundary line betwcn the

made a homestead entry on the lands in con
troversy under the provisions of the home

state of Iowa and the state of Illinois is the
stead law of the United States. At the time
middle of the main navigable channel of the
Mississippi river; and, as the counsel of the

he was a. widower, his wife having died in

two states both desire that this boundary line

April, 1872. He occupied the premises as a
homestead uniil his death, June 17, 1876. He

be established at the places where the sev
eral bridges mentioned in the pleadings—nine

Ein number—cross the Mississippi river, it is
‘further ordered that a commission be ap
pointed to ascertain and designate at said
places the bourdary line between the two
states, such commission, consisting of three
competent persons, to be named by the court
upon suggestion of counsel, and be required
to make the proper examination, and to de
iineate on maps prepared for that purpose
the true line as determined by this court, and
report the same to the court for its further

left 10 children surviving him, 5 of whom
were at the time over 21 years of age, and
they are the complainants in this case; and
5 were at the time under 21 years of age, and
they, with one John H. Goff, who acquired,
in 1e05, by a quitclaim deed, the interest of
one of them, are the defendants. One of the
defendants and minor heirs, Joseph Bernier,,

before suit, conveyed his interest to his sis-l;
ter and 'codefendant, and ﬁled a disclaimer.I

action.
a

She, representing both his and her own share,
was willing to divide the property on the ba
sis claimed by the complainants, and has per
mitted a decree to pass against her by de

fault. In October, 1876, some months after
the death of Edward Bernier, Samuel F. Ber

(147 U. S. 242)

BERNIER et al. v. BERNIER. et ai
(January 16, 1893.)

No. 102.
Pcnuc LANDS—-HOMESTIZAD Ex'rmes—Ps'rss'r 'ro
Houcsrmmm’s Hams.
Rev. St. §§ 2291,2292, providing for the is
suance of certiﬁcates and patents of homestead
lands to the heirs of the homestcnder. the for
mer naming the “heirs" generally, and the latter
referring to “minor heirs" only, must to con
strued so as to stand together, and, so con
strued, the latter applies only when there are
minor heirs alone, and the former when there
are adult heirs, or adult and minor hairs; and
a patent issued to minor heirs, when there are
also adult heirs, will inure to the beneﬁt of all
alike, and the minors will be compelled to con
vey the proper shares to the adults. 40 N. ‘.V.

Rep. 50. reversed.
In error to the supreme court of the state
of Michigan.
Suit in equity in the circuit court of Chip
pewa county. Mich. brought by Calixte D.
Bernier, George E. Bernier, Louis G. Bernier,
Samuel F. Bernier, and William Bernier
against Edward Bernier, Matilda Bernier
Endriss, and John H. Goff, to have a trust
declared in a homestead right, a patent for

which had issued to some of the defendants
as minor heirs; complainants being heirs of
full age at the death of the homesteader.
The trial court entered a decree for com

nier, one of the adult heirs, on behalf of all
the 10 heirs, made the required proof for
commuting the homestead entry, paid the
minimum price for the land, and received a
certiﬁcate entitling him to a patent therefor.
This certiﬁcate was never canceled, nor was
any proceeding taken for its cancellation, nor
was any notice given of a contest respecting
it, nor was any irregularity in its issue al
leged. The only proof of occupation and im
provement was made by Samuel F. Bernier,
and the only sums paid for the land were ad
vanced by him, on behalf of all the heirs.
But, notwithstanding these facts, some time
in April, 1877, a second certiﬁcate was issued

to the minor heirs of Edward Bernier, which
was made upon the commutation proofs pre
sented by Samuel F. Bernier, as above stat
ed, and on the 25th of the same month a

patent was issued to them. The bill alleges
that this was issued to them by mistake;
that it should have been issued to the heir!
of Edward Bernier, and that it was issued to
the minors without the knowledge, consent.
or procurement of the complainants, and in

violation of their legal and equitable rights
in the premises, and that by its terms the
title in fee simple of the premises is in them;

but it claims that they hold the same subiect
to the rights of the complainants therein.

plainants, but on an appeal to the supreme

The bill further alleges that all the step!

court of the state this decree was reversed,
to change the ﬁling on the lands from a pre
and the bill ordered dismissed. See 40 N. W.
emption claim to a homestead entry. and 1“
Rep. 50. From that decision, complainants
commuting the homestead entry and securing
bring error to this court. Reversed.
a patent for the lands. were taken through an
Statement by Mr. Justice FIELD:
attorney at law, who was acting for the 8810
This is a. suit in equity to determine the re
Edward Bernier’s heirs; that when he re
spective rights of the adult and minor heirs
ceived the patent he supposed the same 111-“
of Edward Bernier, at the time of his death,
to those heirs, and, without examining it or
to certain real property in Michigan, held by discovering his mistake, he placed the same
him under a homestead entry, and to compel on record, and the mistake was only recently
the conveyance from the minor heirs, and the
discovered; that, for many years previous to
defendant who has acquired an interest from
such discovery, all the heirs, including the
one of them, of an undivided half of the
minors, treated the lands as their joint PTO?‘
premises, to the complainants. It arises out
l erty, but that since the discovery of the 11115
of the following facts:

ris~e.n-=mal,.
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' lake, and only since, the'minor heirs pretend
to claim that they are the sole and only heirs,
and that the complainants have no interest,
right, or title in the lands, which claim and
pretense, the complainants charge, are a
fraud upon their rights, and work a manifest
wrong and injury to them. Hence the insti
tution of this suit.
The circuit court in Michigan which heard

the case decided in favor of the complain
ants, and adjudged that the defendants exe
cute, acknowledge, and deliver to them a suf
ticient deed or deeds to convey and vest in
each one an undivided tenth part of the lands
and premises. On appeal, the supreme court
of the state reversed the decree, and ordered
the bill to be dismissed. 40 N. W. Rep. 50.

From the latter decree, the case is brought
by writ of error to this court.
I. 0. Donnelly, for plaintiffs in error.

.1’. H.

Golf, for defendants in error.
Mr. Justice FIELD, after stating the case,
delivered the opinion of the court.
It would seem that the patent to the minor
heirs was issued without the knowledge or
consent of any of the heirs, and that their at
tention was ﬁrst brought to it when the de
fendant Golf obtained the interest of one of
the defendants, in 1886. The property was
always treated as a part of the estate of Ed
ward Bernier, deceased. It was assessed as
such from his death until 1885; and George
E. Bernier, one of the heirs, took charge of
the whole estate, including the land in contro
versy, paid taxes thereon, and took care of
the minors. He remained in possession of
the premises in controversy until this suit
was brought. All the parties, of course,
claim through a common source; and the
question for decision is whether all the heirs
of the deceased took this land jointly, and
are equally entitled to it, or whether the

whole of the land went to the minor heirs of
the deceased. And this question depends for
its solution upon the construction given to

Ellie provisions of the homestead act, con
Elmined in sections 2291 and 2292 of the Re
'Ylsod’Sh-itutes of the United States, which

“body the provisions of the act of con
w'rss, on that subject, of May 20, 1862, and
of subsequent acts which have any bearing
"hon the question. After providing for the

"I"! of lands, which, under other provisions
of law, might be afterwards commuted into

‘1 homesmﬂd, section 2291 declares that "no
certiﬁcate, however, shall be given, or pat
Ont issued therefor, until the expiration of

ﬁve years from the date of such entry: and
if at the expiration of such time, or at any
ﬂmewithiu two years thereafter, the person
making such entry; or, if he be dead, his wid
0W? 0r. in case of her death, his heirs or dev

“lee; 01‘. in case of a widow making such en
, her heirs or devisee, in case of her death,

glpmves by two credible witnesses that he,
9' °l' they have resided upon or cultivated

the same for the term of ﬁve years immedi
ately succeeding the time of ﬁling the aiiida
vit, and makes atiidavit that no part of such
land has been alienated, except as provided
in section 2288, and that he, she, or they
will bear true allegiance to the government

of the United States, then, in such case, he,
she, or they, if at that time citizens oi’ the

United States, shall be entitled to a patent,
as in other cases provided by law." Section
2292 provides that “in case of the death of
both father and mother, leaving an infant
child or children under twenty-one years of
age, the right and fee shah inure to the ben
eﬁt of such infant child or children; and the
executor, administrator, or guardian may, at
any time within two years after the death
of the surviving parent, and in accordance
with the laws of the state in which such
children, for the time being, have their domi
cile, sell the land for the beneﬁt of such in
fants, but for no other purpose; and the pur
chaser shall acquire the absolute title by the
purchase, and be entitled to a patent from
the United States on the payment of the of
iice fees and sum of money above speciﬁed."
The contention of the complainants is that
under section 2291 the whole premises which
the deceased, Edward Bernler, died claiming
as his homestead, upon the completion of the
proofs required, passed equally to the 10 chil
dren, as his heirs. On the other hand, it is

insisted by the defendants that, undei'section
2292, when the father and mother both died,
the fee of the land inured to the minor chil
dren, to the exclusion of those who had at
tained their majority, and that they alone
were entitled to the certiﬁcate and patent.
We are of opinion that the construction
claimed by the complainants is the true one.
Section 2291 provides that the certiﬁcate and
patent, in case of the death of father and
mother, shall, upon the proofs required be
ing made, be issued to the heirs of the de
ceased party making the entry,—a provision
which embraces children that are minors, as
well as adults. Section 2292, in providing
only for minor heirs, must be construed, not
as repealing the provisions of section 2291,
but as in harmony with them, and as only
intended to give the fee of the land to the
minor children exclusively when there are no
other heirs. This construction will give ef
feet to both sections; and it is a general
rule, without exception, in construing stat
utes, that effect must be given to all their
provisions, if such a construction is consist
eat with the general purposes of the act, and
the provisions are not necessarily conﬂicting.
All acts of the legislature should be so con
strued, if practicable, that one section will
not defeat or destroy another, but explain
and support it. When a provision admits of
more than one construction, that one will be
adopted which best serves to carry out the
purposes of the act. The object of the sec
tions in question was, as well observed by
counsel. to provide the method of completing
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the homestead claim, and obtaining a patent

therefor, and not to establish a line of de
scent or rules of distribution of the deceased
entry man's estate. They point out the con

(14? U. S. u)
MORRISON v. DISTRICT COURT OF
UNITED STATES FOR SOUTHERN
DISTRICT OF NEW YORK et al.
(No. 9, Original.)

ditions on which the homestead claim may
be perfected and a patent obtained, and these
conditions differ with the different positions

SAME v. DISTlilCT COURT OF UNITED

in which the family of the deceased entry
man is left upon his death. If there are
adults as well as minor heirs, the conditions
under which such claim will be perfected and
patent issued are different from the condi
tions required where there are only minor
heirs, and both parents are deceased. In the
one case the proof is to extend to that of res
n-ldence upon the property, or its cultivation
ﬁlter the term oi! ﬁve years, and show that no
' part of the land has bcen'alienated except in
the instances speciﬁed, and the applicant’s
citizenship and loyalty to the government of
the United States; but in the other case,
where there are no adult heirs, and only
minor heirs. and both parents are deceased,
the requirements exacted in the ﬁrst case are
omitted, and a sale of the land within two
years after the death of the surviving parent
is authorized for the beneﬁt of the iniants.
The fact of their being infant children, and
the death of their parents, is all that is re
quired to establish their right and title to
the premises, and to a patent.
Section 2292 was, in our judgment, only in
tended to give to infant children the beneﬁt
oi! the homestead entry, and to relieve them,
because of their infancy, from the necessity

STATES

FOR

DISTRICT

OF

MASSA

CHUSETTS et al.
(No. 8, Original.)
(January 3, 1593.)
Mnsmnus — Wnrr or Paonuamox — DlB'l‘RlO'i‘
Couu'r—Anmmimr JURISDICTlON—COLLISION—
LiMlTA'l‘lON or LlABlLl'l‘Y -—S'l‘iPULATlON -— Ar
rnusnmns'r.
l. The owners of a steamship which had
collidedwith and sunk a steam yacht instituted
proceedings in the district court for Massachu
setts for limitation of liability in accordance
with Rev. St. 45 4284, and. an order issued rc
straining the prosecution of suits by damage
claimants “except in these proceedings." There~
after the master of the steam yacht libeled the
steamship company and the steamship in the
district court of the southern district of New
York, which court dismissed the libel as “up
properly ﬁled." Held, that the libel was dis
missed after a hearing on the merits, and
the supreme court would not by mandamus
direct the district court to vacate the order oi
dismissal, to reinstate the cause, and to proc
on the libel, since the decision of the lower
court could not be controlled by mandamus, nor
could mandamus be used as a writ of error.
2. Mandamus should not be granted in
such a case, since the libelant had a remedy,
by direct appeal to the supreme court on the

question of jurisdiction under act of Mar_ch~3.

1891, c. 517, § 5. (26 St. p. 821,) it the Jlll'll'
diction of the district court was in issue in
that court, or by appeal to the circuit ‘coin-tot
appeals, under section 6, it such Jurisdiction

of proving the conditions required when there
are only adults, or adults and minors, men
tioned in the previous section, and to allow
a sale of the land within a prescribed period

for their beneﬁt.
We are of opinion, therefore, that the fight
to the premises in controversy, covered by
the homestead entry, vested in all the heirs

was 3.
not
in issue.
_ _ _
“There
a district court has'junsdlction
of the premises, a writ of prohibition will not
be issued to restrain it from proceeding in tin
exercise of such jurisdiction.
_ _
4. A district court has jurisdiction.
under
admiralty rule 57, of proceedings by libel and
petition for limitation of liability by the owl!"

of a steamship which has collided with and
sunk a steam yacht, where such proceeding!
are instituted while the steamship is in tho

district, and subject to control of the court fol‘

of Edward Bernler at his death,—the adult

the purposes of the case, as ﬁrovided ill a
as well as the minor heirs,-—and that the sub
miralty rules 54, (11 Sag. Ct. ep. m, 137 U
S. 711,) and 55 and 56, (1 Wall. xiii.) and befli"
sequent patent issued to the latter should
the steamship is iibeled for damages 1 the
have been issued to them all jointly, or a.
collision or suit is commenced against the
separate patent should have been issued for
_
_ _ _5. In order to sustain the proceeding
f“
an undivided tenth to each heir. The minor owner.
heirs holding under the patent issued, and the hmitlng liability, it is not necessary that the
owner and captain of the steam yacht, W110
defendant Goff, who received a quitclalm
were damaged by the collision, should be he!‘
for an interest from one of them, should,
sonally served with notice within the district.
or that the steamship should be taken all
therefore, be required to execute proper con
veyances to the complainants, so as to trans. held by the court until the owner or cap ll 0
steam yacht appears in the cause.
fer to them an undivided half interest in the the
_ '6. The district court does not lose in?!‘
whole, or to each complainant an undivided dlctlpﬂ by allowing the steamship. after Elvin!
a stipulation for her value under admiralty “11°
tenth interest in such lands. This is in con
54, to go into another district in the ordmm'y
tormity with the well-settled law that
course of her business. since the proceeding
where a patent tor land is issued, by mistake,
limit liability is an equitable action, and 11
inadvertence, or other cause, to parties not
one against the vessel and her freight;
i- The ﬁling of the libel and petition by {119
entitled to it, they will be declared trustees of
owner of the steamship, with the oﬁer to 81"
the true owner, and decreed to convey the
a stipulation, confers Jurisdiction on the 0°“
which no subsequent irregularity of ln'oced‘ua
liltée to him. Stark v. Starrs, 6 Wall. 4.02,
can
' _ take
8. In away.
proceedinris
The decree of the supreme court of Michi
gan must therefore be reversed, and the
cause remanded to that court for further pro
ceedings not inconsistent with this opinion.

.
for the limitation Q5 1m‘

blhty under admiraty rule 54, prior notice t°
damage creditors of an appraisement is n
necessary, and an ex parte apprmsemeﬂl
not void.
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9. The makin of an ex parte appralsement
and the taking 0 a stipulation thereon under
admiralty rule 54 are at most irregularities
which the district court can correct, since the
stipulation stands in place of the vessel and her

or the Alva, and their negligence in anchoring
where they did; that the Alva was claimed
to be worth over $250,000. which was greatly
in excess of the value of the Dimock and the
freight, and the court can stayfurther proceed
latter‘s freight then pending—that being less
ings, deny all relief, and dismiss the libel and
petition on failure of the owner to comply with
than $150,000; that the petitioner denied and
an order to give a. new stipulation on a. further
contested its liability and that or‘ the Dimock
appruisement.
for any loss or damage suitered by the Alva
10. The giving by the owner of a stipulation
for the value of his interest in a vessel and her
or her owner, or by any persons on board 0t
freight under admiralty rule 54, without a her, but feared that suits or libcls might be
'udicial determination of such value after a.
brought against the petitioner or the Dimock,
caring of the persons interested, is equivalent
and damages be claimed in excess of the
to a "transfer" of his interest in the vessel and
her freight to a trustee for the beneﬁt of claim
value of the'Dimock and her freight then
ants, under Rev. St. § 4285.
pending; that the petitioner claimed the ben~
elitot the limitation of liability provided for
Petition by Henry Morrison for a writ of
mandamus to the district court of the United in sections 4283, 4284, c. 6, tit. 48, of the Re
vised Statutes ot the United States; and
States for the southern district of New York
that, it‘ the court decided that any damage
and the Honorable Addison Brown, Judge of
the said court. to vacate an order (52 Fed.
was occasioned by the negligence of the Dini
ock, or those in charge of her, for which the
Rep. 598) dismissing a libel by Morrison
against the Metropolitan Steamship Com~
Dimock was liable, the petitioner claimed
that its liability as her owner should be lim
puny, the H. F. Dimock, William K. Van
derbilt, and others. to reinstate the cause,
ited to the value of the vessel and her freight
and to proceed on the libel. Denied.
pending at the time of the collision.
Petition by Henry Morrison for a writ of
The prayer of the libel and petition was
prohibition to restrain the district court of
(1) that the court would cause due appraiseL
the United States for the district of Massa
ment to be had of the value of the Dimock
chnsetts and the Honorable Thomas L. Nel
on the 24th 0! July, 1892, and of her freight
son, Judge of the said court, from proceeding then pending, and would make an order for
further upon a libel and petition ﬁled in that the giving of a stipulation, with securities,
court by the Metropolitan Steamship Com
for the payment of the same into court when
may for limitation of liability for collision.
ever lt should be ordered; (2) that the court
Denied.
would issue a monition against all persons
claiming damages for loss occasioned by said
Elihu Root, Harrington Putnam. and Saml.
collision, citing them to appear before the
B. Clarke, for petitioner on both petitions.
court and make due proof of their respective
R D. Benedict, for respondents in No. 8,
claims before a day to be named in the moni
original. John Lowell, John Lowell, Jr., and
tion; (3) that the court would designate a
:JELD. Sohler, for respondents in No. 9, orig
commissioner, before whom such claims
should be presented in pursuance of the
m‘l.
monition, to make report thereof to the
H.
i
"‘Mr.- Justice BLATCHFORD delivered the court; and that the petitioner might be at

opinion of the court.

liberty to contest its liability and the liability

or the Dimock for all such loss, independently
of the limitation of liability claimed; (4) that
the court would make an order restraining
all persons from prosecuting suits against
the
petitioner and the Dimock, except before
by William K. Vanderbilt, of the city of New
such commissioner, and in the proceeding
York. and the freight steamship H. F. Dim
°°k, running regularly between Boston and thus instituted; and that it, upon the coming
in of the report or the commissioner and its
the city oi! New York, and belonging to the
conﬁrmation, it should appear that the peti
Metropolitan Steamship Company, a Massa
chllsett-s corporation. The collision occurred tioner and the Dimock were not liable for
during a thick fog, and, as a consequence of such loss, it might be so decreed; (5) that, it
the court should decree that any person or
it, the Alva sank.
0a the 16th of August, 1892, the steamship persons were entitled to maintain claims
against the petitioner or the Dimock on ac
company ﬁled a libel and petition in the
count of any loss by the collision, it would
district court of the United States for the dis
also decree that the liability of the petitioner
mat of Massachusetts against Vanderbilt, as
should in no event exceed the value of the
Owner of the Alva, in a case of limitation of
linblilty. civil and maritime. n set forth the Dimock and her freight pending at the time
of
the collision, and that the petitioner and
Particulars of the collision and the sinking
of the Alva, denied that there was any want the vessel should be forever exempt from all
., 0n the 24th oi’ July, 1892, between 8 and 9
o'clock A. M., a collision took place between
,Ihe steam yacht Alva1 at anchor on Nan
tucket shoals, in Vineyard sound, and owned

‘if ("111's on the part of the Dimock, and

further liabilities in the premises; that theg

averted that the collision, and the damage 00
fdsioned thereby, were caused by the care

moneys secured to be paid‘into court, after’
paying costs and expenses. should be divided
pro rate. among the several claimants in pro‘
portion to the amount of their respective

BBSne-ss and incompetence of those in charge
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bilt and all persons claiming damages for any
loss occasioned by said collision to appear be
fore the court, at Boston, on or before No
vembcr 25, 1892, and make due proof of their
respective claims in the premises; to serve a
copy of the monition on Vanderbilt, if he
and (6) for other relief.
On the 25th of August, 1892, the libel and should be found within that district; to give
petition was amended by adding an averment further notice by advertising the same in a
that, at the time it was ﬁled, the Dimock was, speciﬁed newspaper published at Boston at
and ever since has been, lying in the port of least 60 days before such return day, and to
Boston, and within the admiralty jurisdiction post a copy of the notice at the courthouse
in Boston. The marshal made return on Sep
and process of the district court.
tember 2, 1892, that he had advertised the
On the 16th of August, 1892, the district
monition three times—on August 19th and
court for Massachusetts issued a warrant to
26th, and September 2d—in the designated
the marshal of the district, directing him to
newspaper, had posted a copy of it in the
cause the Dimock and her pending freight
courthouse at Boston on August 19th, and on
to be appraised on oath by three appraisers
the same day had given a further notice to
named in the warrant, to be duly sworn.
Vanderbilt, by mailing to him an attested
The appraisers made oath before the clerk
copy of the monition, by registered letter, to
of the court that they would appraise the
vessel and her pending freight according to his house at Newport.
On the 17th of August, 1892, the district
their best skill and Judgment. 0n the 17th of
August, 1892, the three appraisers reported court also made an order enjoining Vander
bilt and all persons claiming damages for
to the court that, after a. strict examination
any loss arising out of the matters and acts
and careful inquiry, they estimated and ap
alleged in said libel and petition from prose
praised the Dimock at $80,000, and her
cuting any suit or suits against the libeliint
freight pending at the time of the collision at
or petitioner, as owner of the Dimock, or
$2,395.33.
On the latter day the court made an order against that vessel, in respect to any claim or
setting forth thatq whereas it appeared that claims arising out of said collision, "except
“due appraisement” had been had of the in these proceedings." On the 20th of Au
gust, 1892, a deputy of the United States mar
amount or value of the interest of the peti
shal for the district of Massachusetts mailedé‘}
tioner in the Dimock and her pending freight
an attested copy of such'restraining order to
at the time alleged in the petition, and the
ltoot 8: Clarke, attorneys for Vanderbilt, at

claims: and that in the mean time, and until
the ﬁnal judgment of the court, it would
make an order restraining the further prose
cution of any suits against the petitioner or
the Dliuoelr in respect of any such claims;

value thereof had been found to be as stated

in the report, and ordering that the peti
tioner give proper stipulation, with sureties,
for the payment into court of the sums

New York.
On the 30th of September. 1892, Henry
Morrison, who was the master of the Alva.

named, whenever the same should be ordered.

and on board of her at the time of the col

0n the same day a stipulation was ﬁled,
signed by the petitioner and by two sureties,
each of whom justiiied in the sum of $200,
000, Which stipulation stated that the peti
tioner and the two sureties, “submitting
themselves to the jurisdiction of this court,"
bound themselves, their heirs, executors, and
administrators, jointly and severally, in the

lision, ﬁled a libel in the district court of the

5mm of $2,395.33, unto William K. Vander
' bilt. owner of the Alva, and all other persons
claiming damages in the proceedings; that
the petitioner should abide by all orders and
decrees, interlocutory or ﬁnal, of the court.
and should pay the amount of its ﬁnal decree,
and all sums that the petitioner should be or
dered to pay by such iinal decree, whether
in the district court or any appellate court;
and that, unless it should do so, the signers
consented that execution should issue against
them, their heirs, executors, and administra
tors, jointly and severally, and their lands,
goods, and chattels, wherever found, to the
value of the sum above mentioned, without
further notice or delay.
On the same day, the district court issued
a. monition to the marshal. commanding him
to give notice to Vanderbilt. and to all per
sons concerned, of the ﬁling of the libel or
petition, and of its substance; to cite Vander

United States for the southern district of
New York against the Metropolitan Steam
ship Company, the Dhnock, Vanderbilt, and
all persons claiming damages against that
company or the Dimock by reason of said col

lision, in a cause civil and maritime, of 11P
poi'tionment of limited liability, pursuant to

section 4284 of the Revised Statutes. The
libel set forth the particulars of the col~
lision, and averred that it was not caused by
any neglect or fault of the llbelant, or of any
of the persons on board of and having charge

of the Alva, but was wholly due to the fault
of those in charge of the Dlmock, in seven

speciﬁed particulars.

It averred that by we

collision the Alva and the personal effects of
Vanderbilt on board of her were totally lost;

that Vanderbilt had sold the wreck at imbilo
auction for $3,500; that immediately prior to
the collision the yacht was of the value, at

least, 01' $300,000, and the personal effects 0!
Vanderbilt so lost were of the value of more
than $5,000; that Vanderbilt had notiﬁed the
steamship company that he would hold it re
sponsible for the loss and damage so suffered

by him; that at the time of the collision the
libeliint had on board of the Alva personal
effects of his own, of which a list was given
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amounting in value to over $1,300, which
were wholly lost; that divers other persons
had suffered losses and destruction of prop
erty on board of the Alva by such collision;
that all of such loss and damage was with
out the privlty or knowledge of the steam
ship company, and by law its liability did not
exceed the value of its interest in the Dimook
and her freight then pending; that the whole
value of the Dimock, and her freight for

the voyage she was making, was not sufficient
to make compensation to the persons who
suffered loss by such collision, and they were
by law entitled to receive compensation from
the owner of the Dimock only in proportion

to their respective losses: that the value of
ﬁthe Dimock at the time of the collision, and
‘at the termination of the'voyage she was
then making, exceeded $200,000, and her
freight then pending exceeded $2,300; that
the amount to be apportioned among the sev
oral persons who so suﬂered loss by such
collision exceeded $202,300; that the Dlinock
had not been libeled or arrested in any court
to answer for such loss, and her owner had
not theretofore been sued in that behalf; and
that the Dimock was then within the south
ern district of New York, and subject to the
control of the court for the purposes of the
proceeding.
The prayer of the libel was that the court
would proceed to establish the loss suffered
in the premises by all persons who might
make any claim of liability therefor against
the Dlmock or her owner, and would proceed
in due course to ascertain the value of the
Dimock and her freight then pending, and
the proportionate amount of compensation
for said matters which the libelant was en—
titled to receive from the owner of the Dim
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the steamship company have such other or
further relief as might be'just. The motion
of the steamship company to that eﬂect was
heard on the papers mentioned, on additional
aﬂldavlts on behalf of that company, on a
copy of the record of the district court in

Massachusetts, and on affidavits on the part
of the libelant; and on the 7th of October,
1.892, the district court, held by Judge Brown,
made an order directing that the process is
sued on Morrison's libel be vacated; that the
service thereof on the steamship company
be set aside; that the Dimock be released
and set free from the attachment; and that
the libel be dismissed. The order further
said: “This order is made upon the grounds
and for the reasons stated in the opinion ﬁled
this day, to which reference is hereby made
as a part hereof."
In the opinion of Judge Brown, so referred
to, (The H. F. Dlmock, 52 Fed. Rep. 598,) it
was held that Morrison had notice, before
his libel was ﬁled, of the proceedings in the

district court in Massachusetts, and of the in

district court of the United States for the
:im‘lern district of New Yorlr made an order

junction order issued by that court on August
17, 1892. The opinion considered the conten
tion of Morrison that the district court in
Massachusetts never acquired jurisdiction or
authority to issue the restraining order, on
the grounds that the Dlmoclt had never been
arrested by or surrendered to that court, nor
had any stipulation been given for her proper
value, as a substitution for her, under rule
54, 11 Sup. Ct. Rep. iv., of this court in admi
ralty, and because the appralsement proceed
ing was ex parte, and without any notice of
it, or of the application for it, having been
given, or attempted to be given, to Vander
bilt or any other creditor; and because the
appraisement was for less than one half of
the value of the vessel, and that, therefore,
the appralsement was not a "due appraise
ment," within rule 54. The district court in
New York held that the original ex parte ap
praisement and stipulation were not a ﬁnal
ity, incapable of subsequent inquiry or cor
rection by the court on due application; that
ii’. was competent for the district court in
Massachusetts to order a reappraiscment and
further security, upon application by any
creditor, showing that the previous appraise
ment was mistaken and inadequate, and that
the duty of the appraisers had been per?‘
formed inadequately; that the matter'feii'
within the domain of practice, to be regulat
ed by that district court, in the absence of
any express rule of this court, as the interests
of justice seemed to demand; that, as rule
54 of this court did not in terms require any
notice to creditors of the original appraise
ment and stipulation, the district court was
not prepared to hold that the “due appraise
ment" provided for by that rule might not
he, in the ﬁrst instance, an ex parte one, to

or Morrison to show cause why his libel

be supplemented thereafter, if unsatisfacto—

Ock. and to decree the payment thereof
against either the Dirnock or her owner, or
both. as might be lawful and proper, and for
further relief; that process might issue

against the Dimock, and she be condemned
and sold to pay said damages; and that the

steamship Company, Vanderbilt, and all per
sons claiming to have suffered loss by such
collision, might be cited in due form to ap
Dear and answer, and to prove their claims

in that behalf.
iinder process duly issued on that libel, the
Dunock was attached by the marshal on Sep—

tember 30, 1802, in the southern district of
New York. and on the 1st of October, 1892,

in that district, process of monition was duly
served by him on the steamship company;
and on the same day proctors for Vanderbilt

211111: entered their appearance for him in the
0n the 1st of October, 1892, on an aﬁldavit,
lnd on all the pleadings and proceedings, the

zgiiuld not be dismissed as to the Dimock and
s 0 steamship company, and the process is

“ed aihiinst the Dimock be set aside, and

ry, by further inquiry on the application Of
a creditor; that the want of notice did not
constitute a jurisdictional defect in the ap
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supra.’ In the present case, it is claimed by

praisement and stipulation, so as to render
void the order for a motion and other subse
quent steps in the cause, including the injunc
tion against all other suits, provided for by
rule 54; that the prior proceeding in the dis
trict court in Massachusetts was valid, and
the libel of Morrison \vas improperly filed:
and that it should be dismissed.

0n the 17th of October, 1892, Morrison pre

sns s sng

Morrison that the jurisdiction of the district
court in New York was in issue before that

court. It so, the remedy of Morrison was by
an appeal from the district court directly to
this court. on the question of jurisdiction,
under section 5 of the act or March 3, 1891, c.
517, (26 St. p. 827.) It the question of the ju
risdiction of the district court was not in issue
before that court, then the remedy of Morri
son, as against the order of the district court
dismissing his libel, was by an appeal to the
circuit court of appeals for the second circuit,

sented to this court a petition for a’ writ of
mandamus directing the district court for the
southern district or New York, and Judge
Brown, notwtbstandng the matters contained
under section 6 of the same not.
in the moving aﬂidavits before that court,
For the foregoing reasons, the prayer 0!
and notwithstanding the proceedings in the
the petition for a mandamus in No. 8. orig
district court of the United States in Massa
inal, must be denied.
chusetts, to vacate the order of October 7,
in No. 9, original, the question involved is
1802, and to reinstate Morrison's libel, and
as to the validity of the proceedings in the
proceed thereon according to law. Accompa
district court for Massachusetts. Morrison
nying the pt-tition are copies of all the papers
applies to this court for a writ of prohibition
in the suit oi’. Morrison and of all the papers
to the district court for Massachusetts from
constituting the record in the suit in the dis
proceeding further upon the libel and peti
trict cotu't in Massachusetts. Judge Brown
tion ﬁled in that court by the Metropolitan
has made return to the order to show Cause,
Steamship Company. The district judge has;
and. the case has been orally argued here by
made a. return ‘to the order to show cause,'
the cotmsei for both parties, and full briefs
issued on the petition for prohibition, setting
have been submitted to this court.
forth in full the proceedings before recited,
The district court in New York disposed of and stating that due appraisement was made
the question before it on the merits, and dis
of the Dimoci; and her freight, "according to
missed the libel. Although, in its opinion,
the usual course and practice of the said dis
the court said that Morrison's libel was “im
trict court in such cases, by three persons
properly tiled," yet the court did not refuse known to me to be persons oi‘ integrity, and
jm'isdiction of that libel. On the contrary, oi‘. skill and experience in such matters; and
it said that the proceeding by Morrison to such appraisemcnt was duly made and re
limit liability was in accordance with the
provisions of section 4284 of the Revised turned."
It is urged for Morrison that, in the libel
Statutes. What it did was to hold that the
and petition ﬁled by the Metropolitan Steam
ﬁlibel must be dismissed on the ground that
ship Company in the district court for has
' there was a'valid defense to it in the prior
sachusetm, the company did not ask for the
proceedings instituted in the district court for
appointment of a trustee, or convey, or oi
Massachusetts, which court had full jurisdic
fer to convey, its interest in the Dimock and
tion of the cause. What it said was that
her pending freight to a trustee. pursuant
Morrison's libel was improperly filed, because
to section 4285 of the Revised Statutes of
it was ﬁled in violation of a valid restraining
the United States; that it did not allege. in
order, issued on the 17th of August, 1892, by
its original libel and petition, that the vessel

the district court for Massachusetts.
The district court in New York having dis

missed the libel out of court, on a hearing of
the case on the merits, we are now asked to
direct it to vacate its order of dismissal, and
to reinstate the cause, and to proceed upon
the libel. This is, in etlfect, asking us to di
rect the district court to decide in a particu
iar way the matter heard before it, which is
never the oiilce of a mandamus. Ex parte
Morgan, 114 U. S. 174, 5 Sup. Ct. Rep. 825;
Ex parte Brown, 116 U. S. 401, 6 Sup. Ct.

was within the district of Massachusetts. not‘
pray any process against her, nor in any way
surrender her to the custody of the said dis‘

trict court; that it did not offer, in case the
court should adjudge the company to be lia

ble to any extent for the collision, to pay “1°
value of the vessel and freight into court for
distribution; that it did not allege that an)‘

person except Vanderbilt suﬁered loss by U19
collision; that the order issued by the district
court in Massachusetts, on August 17, 1892.
was not a mere temporary restraining order.

Rep. 387.

to last only until a hearing could be had, but

Moreover, the present attempt is one to
use a mandamus as a writ of error, which
cannot be done. Ex parte Railway 00., 103
U. S. 794. 796; Ex parte Baltimore 8; O. R.

was an absolute injunction, which contain

00., 108 U. S. 566. 2 Sup. Ct. Rep. 876; Ex
parte Pennsylvania 00., 137 U. S. 451, 453, 11
Sup. Ct. Rep. 141.
In addition to this, a mandamus is never
granted where the party asking it has an.

tunity to be heard, given to any person in
terested adversely to the steamship company?
that the amendment to the libel was not

"be! X‘emedy- Ex parte Pennsylvania 00.,

no provision for a. hearing of the damat;e
claimants on the matter thereof, and did not

purport to be made on notice and an oplm"

made until August 27, 1892; that the Dim
ock was never attached by any process 19'

esasnsnﬁ s
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sued out of the district court for Massachu.
rlsdiction or that company; that he acquired
a right also to recover damages to some ex
tent against the vessel in any district court
peared by aﬂidavit that, after the libel in
which could obtain Jurisdiction in rear against
Massachusetts was amended, and before
her; that his right against the vessel is not
Morrison's libel was ﬁled in the southern dis
a right of action merely, but is a jus in re,
trict of New York, the Dimock departed
and a property interest in her, of which he
{mm the district of Massachusetts, and was
cannot be deprived without due process of
no longer in that district, or subject to the
law; that the limited liability act did not
control of the court for that district, or with
take away or affect any such rights ex pro
ﬁin the reach of the process of that court, such prio vigore, as an exercise of the legislative
‘departure being without any'obligation to
power of the United States, but left such
return the vessel into that district, and with
rights to be limited and qualiﬁed Judicially
out any leave or that court obtained or
by the courts; that utter the collision, and
sought: that the only thing left within the
before the company ﬁled its libel in Massa
Massachusetts district to be divided among
chusetts, Morrison, by virtue of that statute,
damage claimants, and subject to be disposed
had a right to prosecute an apportionment
oi.’ by the decree of the court for that district
suit in any district court which could acquire
in the proceeding there pending. was the stip
jurisdiction in rem of the Dirnock and in per
ulation so given; that no notice of the ap
sonam of her owner and of all known dam
praisement proceedings, or of the stipulation
age claimants, and the further right to have
proceedings, or of the injunction proceedings,
any such court adjudicate upon the questions
was required by the court to be given to any
(1) whether the company and the Dirnock
damage claimant, and neither Morrison nor
were liable to any extent,-—that is to say.
any other damage claimant had in fact any
whether the collision was caused by fault on
notice thereof, or any opportunity to be
the part of the Dinroch; (2) if so, how much
heard thereon; that neither Morrison nor
was the value of the company's interest in
Vanderbilt nor any damage claimant had
the Dirnock and her freight for the voyage?
been served personally with process in the
(3) whether the aggregate losses of all the
Massachusetts district, or had entered any
damage suiferers exceeded that value; and
appearance in the Massachusetts court; that
(4) it they did, how, or in what proportions,
Vanderbilt had received a copy of the moni
the amount 01‘ that value ought to be divided
tion and or the injunction order, but not within
the district of Massachusetts, and not until among the suiferers; and that the only ways
in which the Massachusetts proceedings could
after August 17, 1892; and that Morrison had
have aifected such statutory right of Morri
not been served with any paper in the Mas
son were (1) by destroying his personal ca
aachusetts proceedings, either within or with
pacity to sue; (2) by releasing the company
out the Massachusetts district.
It is further contended that Morrison and and the Dimock from liability to be sued:
and
(3) by conferring upon the court in Mas
Vanderbilt have been deprived of their reru
edy against the Diurock and her owners, and sachusetts exclusive jurisdiction to determine
those four questions, which were presented
are conﬁned to a proceeding to obtain a
alike by the company’s libel and by Morri
time of the amount mentioned in the stipula
“on; that no court has power to give relief son's libel.
It is contended also that the “due process
beyond a share in that amount, because the
of law" guarantied to every person by arti
Dlmock departed from the jurisdiction of the
district court for Massachusetts, and her cle 5 of the amendments to the constitution
owners never submitted themselves to the of the United States implies, with reference
t0 proceedings under the judicial power 013
Jurisdiction of that court by any offer to pﬂy

setts, and that court never took her into its
custody or assumed control of her; that it ap

any sum in excess of that amormt; that that
result had been accomplished by a proceeding
Wholly ex parte, without actual or construc
tive notice, and without any opportunity for
a hearing on the part of Morrison. or Vander

but‘ 01' any other person adversely interest
9d; that the appraisement, stipulation, and

Injuncﬂml Proceedings in the Massachusetts
Court, having been taken without any notice

°l‘ Opportunity to be heard given to the dam
age suiiercrs, were wholly without effect up

“n the rights 01‘ the latter, and did not de
astroy Morrison's capacity to sac, and did not
:1 discharge the steamship company or the Dim
Ock from liability to be'sued; that Morrison

acquired by the collision a right to recover
ranges to some extent against the compa

zly owning the Diluock. personally, in any
islrlct court which could obtain personal ju

the United States,'notice of some kind, and“
opportrmity to be heard, not only as u requi
site, but as a prerequisite; that the rights of
the damage claimants had never been sub
mitted or subjected in any form to the Mas
sachusetts court; that proceedings in court,
of which the persons whose rights purported
to be aﬁected thereby had no actual or con
structive notice, and in which they had no
opportunity to be heard, were ineffective,
and were not judicial proceedings; that it
could not be said that an opportunity to be
heard would necessarily, and as matter of
law, have been of no advantage to the dam
age claimants, for they might have convinced
the court (1) that the appraisement ought to
have been made on sworn testimony, with
an opportunity to both sides to produce and
cross-examine witnesses; or (2) that the ex~
perts selected were not competent or were
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vessel in the southern district of New York
not impartial; or (3) that the appraisers’ re
port ought to have been rejected, because it
did not show the plans on which they pro
ceeded, or as of what time the value of the
Dimocl; was taken, or because the appraisers
did not personally examine her; or (4) that
the stipulation should have been broad enough
to cover not merely what the appraisers es
timated to be the value of the company's in

terest in the Dlmock and her freight, but al
so what the damage claimants asserted the
value of such interest to be, so that if, on
ﬁnal hearing, the issue tendered in the com
pany's libel and petition as to such value was

had been taken away or suspended by the pro
ceeding in Massachusetts, it must be for some
other reason than (1) that the court in Massa
chusetts had adjudicated that damage claim
ants ought to be enjoined from proceeding in
any other court; or (2) that such claimants
had been incapacitated or rendered personally
incompetent to she; or (3) that the company
and the Dhnock had been released and dis
charged from liability to be sued; and that
the only other way in which Morrison's right
to proceed in New York could have been

affected was that the jurisdiction of the court

in Massachusetts over the subject-matter had
somehow become exclusive, so that Morrison
the court would have some means of com
could proceed against the company and the
pelling the company to pay the adjudicated
value into court for distribution; or (5) that vessel only in that forum.
It is also contended that the court in Mas-g
the surcties on the stipulation were insuﬂ‘l
sachusetts was not'competent to adjudicate‘
rient; or (6) the court might have been con
the quesh'on whether or not the collision was
vinced that, for the reasons above stated, no
caused by fault on the part of the Dimock,
injunction ought to issue, or else only on con
because it did not acquire personal jurisdic
dltion that the company bound itself, with
tion of one or more of the damage claimants
sureties, to pay into court the value of its ves
or jurisdiction in rem of the Dimock; that
sel and freight, as ﬁnally adjudicated; or
the fund represented by the stipulation had
that the rights of the parties could be more
not been judicially substituted for the Dim
conveniently and justly determined by per
ock, and she had not been discharged from
mitting the damage claimants to assert their
liability for the collision; that, as she still
claims in their own way, and allowing the
remained liable for it, nothing but possemion
steamship company to set up the apportion
and control of her would authorize any court
ment proceedings as a plea, or that no in
to pronounce a judgment in rem as to her lia
junction ought to issue until the value of the
bility; that the court in Massachusetts had
vessel and freight had been adjudicated, and
never actually assumed possession and con
{,‘pnid into court, or secured to be paid.
trol of her by the oﬂlcers of the court, by
' ‘It is further urged that the proceedings in
seizure or otherwise, or jurisdiction of her;
Massachusetts were not, as matter of law,
that, whatever jurisdiction that court ac
equivalent to a transfer of the Dimock and
quired of her by her having been within the
her freight by the company to a trustee un

determined in favor of the damage claimants,

district when the company's libel and petition
der section 4285 of the Revised Statutes; that
was ﬁled, was lost, and all the rights of the
they were very far from being an equivalent
in fact; that there is nothing in the statute
which authorizes the owner of a vessel, at
his option, either to transfer his interest in

the vessel and freight to a trustee, or to pay
into court the value thereof as determined
by an ex parte appralsement, or which de
clares that it shall be a suﬂicient compliance

with the statute on the part of the owner if
he pays or secures to be paid into court the
value so appraised, or which provides that
after such payment all suits and proceedings
against the owner shall cease; and that the
act leaves the creation of a substitute in lieu
of a transfer to a. trustee, to a court which
proceeds judicially.

It is further contended that the rights of
the damage claimants against the company

and the Dlmock, arising out of the collision,

remained precisely as they were before the

company arising therefrom were abandoned.
by the company’s having taken the Dimock
before the return day of the monltion, out
of the district, to the port of New York, with
out leave of the court or procuring any re
lease or discharge of her, or entering into
any obligation to bring her back; that the

court in Massachusetts never acquired Del"
sonal jurisdiction over Morrison or any other
damage claimant; that, there having been no

voluntary appearance of any damage claim
ant, servlce of process within the Massachu
setts district was essential; and that no pro
cess had been served on Morrison or Vander

bilt within that district.
It is further contended that the court 11!
Massachusetts did not acquire jurisdiction to
determine any of the other questions Dre‘
sented by the two libels; that what the

company ﬁled its libel and petition in Massa

steamship company ought to have done W115

chusetts; that those rights were never trans

to make in its libel an unconditional oifer,
substantially in the terms of the statute' to

timed hm“ ‘119 company and the vessel to
the fund represented by the stipulation; that
said fund cannot be regarded as the fund to
be apportioned among the damage claimants.
us it had never been adjudicated or judicially
established to be such;

pay into court for partition among the dam

age sutferers whatever the court should de

termine was the value of the company's m‘
terest in the Dimock and her freight; ﬂu“
the only offer which could be implied from

that if Morrison's

ﬁght to proceed against the company and the

the libel was one to pay or secure to be Pam
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the amount at which the court might cause
the value of the vessel and her freight to be
duly appraised; that such offer was iusuﬁi
cient, because it did not mean the amount

Qwhich the court should adjudicate, after
‘hearing the parties adversely'interested, to
be such value; that, such offer of the com
pany having been complied with to the ex

pressed satisfaction of the court, no power
was left to that court to compel the compa

ny to pay anything more than the appraised
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Morrison or Vanderbilt should have been
personally served with notice thereof within
the district of Massachusetts, or that the
Dimock should have been taken and held by
the court. The decisions of this court have
established the power of congress to pass the
statute, and of the courts of admiralty ju
risdiction to enforce it; and its enforcement
would be impracticable under the restric
tions which Morrison seeks to impose. Nor
wich Co. v. Wright, 13 Wall. 104; The Bene
factor, 103 U. S. 239; Providence & N. Y. S.

amount, even if the court should ﬁnd, on the
proofs, that the value of the Dimock and her
S. Co. v. Hill Manuf'g 00., 109 U. S. 578, 3
freight was greater; that, as the vessel had
been taken out of the Massachusetts district,
there was nothing left within the reach or
land, 118 U. S. 507, 6 Sup. Ct. Rep. 1174;
control of the Massachusetts court, except
Butler v. Steamship 00., 130 U. S. 527, 9 Sup.
the stipulation for an amount which Morri
Ct.
Rep. 612.
son and Vanderbilt allege was less than one
(3) The ﬁling of the libel and petition of
half the true amount; and that, even if they
the steamship company, with the oﬁer to
should appear in the Massachusetts court,
give a stipulation, conferred Jurisdiction up
and establish by proof that the liability of the
n the court, and no subsequent irregularity
company was not less than $200,000, that
in procedure could take away such Jurisdic
court could do nothing against the will of the
tion.
company.
(4) Although some prior notice 01' the hold
We are of opinion that none of the views
ing of the appraisement might very well have
above stated are sufficient to show that this
been
served upon Vanderbilt, even if he was
is a proper case for a writ of prohibition.
out of the jurisdiction of the Massachusetts
The only question involved is that of the in
court, he having been named in the libel and
lisdiction of the district court of Massachu
petition as a respondent, yet the appraise
setts. Ex parte Gordon. 104 U. S. 5L5; Ex
ment ex parte was not void, because rule 54
parte Ferry 00., Id. 519; Ex parte Slay
too 105 U. S. 451; Smith v. Whitney, 116 U. does not require prior notice of the appraise
ment to be given to any one, and only re
S. 167, 6 Sup. Ct. Rep. 570; Ex parte Gar
nett, 141 U. S. 1, 11 Sup. Ct. Rep. 840; Ex quires a monition to he issued after a stipula
tion has been given or a transfer has been
parte Cooper, 143 U. S. 472, 49.5, 12 Sup. Ct.
made to a trustee.
Rep. 453.
(5) The making of the appraisernent ex
Under rule 57 in admiralty, prescribed by
this court, (130 U. S. 705, 9 Sup. Ct. Rep. iii.,) parte, and the taking of the stipulation there
upon,
were at most an irregularity which the
the Dimock not having been libeled to answer
for the loss resulting from the collision, and district court could correct. The Thales, 3
Ben. 327, 330, 10 Biatchf. 203; The Benefac
no Suit therefor having been commenced
tor, 103 U. S. 239, 247.
The stipulation
against her owner, the proceedings were in
stands in the place of the vessel and her
Etitutcd lawfully in the district court in Mas
sachusetts, that being the district in which freight, leaving to the court its usual power
the vessel was at the time the proceedings to act, on proper application, in respect tog
giving a. new or further ‘stipulation. The’
Wanata, 95 U. S. 600, 611; U. S. v. Ames, 99
Purposes of the case, as provided by rule 54, U. S. 35. 30: The City of Norwich, 1.18 U. S.
(137 U. S. 711, 11 Sup. Ct. Rep. iv.,) and rules
468, 489. 6 Sup. Ct. Rep. 1150. The district

55and 56, (13 Wall. xiii.)
_As to the contention that, in order to re
imn jurisdiction, the Massachusetts court
should have kept possession of the Dimock

court for Massachusetts has the whole matter

U'lct court in'Massachusetts lost such Juris-

within its control. for the steamship com
pany, by its libel and petition, has submitted
itself to the jin'isdiction of that court; and.
if it should fail to comply with a future or
der of that court in respect to giving a new
or further stipulation, on a further appraise
ment, that court could stay its further pro~
libel
and petition
r-eedings,
deny it all relief, and dismiss its
Section 4285 of the Revised Shitutes pro

dlction as it had acquired, there are several
ciellt answers:
Th‘! proceeding to limit liability is not

vides that it shall be deemed a suﬂicient com
pliance on the part of the owner of a vessel
with the requirements of the statute relating

illltil Morrison or Vanderbilt,

or both of

after the stipulation had been given, the dis-

in who against the vessel and her freight,

to his liability for loss, 11 he shall transfer

Imam when they are surrendered to a trus-

his interest in the vessel and freight for the

69? blltisanequitahle action.

(2) It was not necessary, in order to susthe Proceeding for limiting liability, that

beneﬁt of the claimants to a trustee, and

that, after 811011 transfer, all claims and pro‘
ceedings against the owner shall cease.

Rule
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(147 U. S. 30)

54 of the rules in admiralty prescribed by

100 U. S. 578, 000, 3 Sup. Ct. Rep. 379, 617,
in which it said: “The operation of the act
in this behalf cannot be regarded as conﬁned
to cases of actual ‘transfer,’ (which is merely
allowed as a suﬂlcient compliance with the
law» but must be regarded, when we con
sider its reason and equity and the whole
~liscope of its provisions, as extending to cases

Fed. 3.’
Rsip.he204,
nﬁirmed.
_
pledgee
of such bonds, with
so
tbority from the railroad to sell them. though
he would be protected to the amount of his mi
vances, to secure which the bonds were pledged.
is not such a bona ﬁde holder as to entitle his
transferee to recover upon the bonds.

' in which what is'requlred and done is tanta
mount to such transfer; as, where the value
of the owners’ interest is paid into court, or
secured by stipulation, and placed under its
control, for the beneﬁt of the parties inter

4. Such a transferee took up the loan mzula
by the ﬁrst pledgee, and stood in the same 0s}
tion. Subsequently he sold the bonds. pal his
loan out of the proceeds, and credited the l'llll
road company with the balance. He never took
title himself. Held. that he was not a bona ﬁde
holder, so as to entitle his transferee to recover

ested." To the same effect, see The City of
Norwich, 118 U. S. 468, 502, 6 Sup. Ct. Rep.
1150.
In fact. it is stated in the brief for Morri
son that his counsel do not doubt that the op
eration of the limited liability not cannot be
regarded as conﬁned to cases of actual trans
fer to a trustee, but must be regarded as ex
tending to cases in which what is done is tan
tamount to such transfer; as, when the value
of the owner‘s interest is paid into court, or
secured by stipulation, and placed under its
control for the beneﬁt of the parties inter
ested. But what they contend for is that
the value of such interest cannot be regarded
as paid into court, or secured by stipulation,
until such value has been judicially ascer
tained, after a hearing of the persons inter.
csted, and that only such a judicial ascertain
ment is equivalent to a transfer of the vessel
and. her freight to a trustee.

As the district court for Massachusetts has
jurisdiction in the premises, we will not pro
hibit it from proceeding in the exercise of
such jurisdiction. A writ of prohibition will
be issued only in case of a want of jurisdic
lion either of the parties or of the subject

matter of the proceeding. Ex parte Fassett,
142 U. S. 479, 486, 12 Sup. Ct. Rep. 295.

The foregoing views suiiicieutly dispose of

‘he points urged in behalf of the writ. Both
writs denied.

i‘:
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this court provides that when a libel or peti
(January 3, 1893.)
tion is ﬁled in the proper district court, as
No. 79.
provided by rule 57, claiming a limitation of
RAILROAD Coiumslns -— MUXlCil'AL Am Bosps—
liability, and praying proper relief in that be
CANCELLATiON—FEDERAL Coimrs —- FoLLowis'o
half, the court, having caused due appraise
STATE Drcisloss.
ment to be had, shall make an order for the
1. A judgment of the supreme court of New
York, holding certain town bonds in aid of a
payment of the amount into court, or for the
railroad invalid as between the railroad and
giving of a stipulation, with sureties, to pay
the town, can be avoided in a federal court, in
the same into court whenever ordered, or, if
a collateral proceeding by the town to cancel
the owner so elects, make an order, without
the bonds, only by showing a total lack of juris
such apprajsement, for the transfer by the
diction in the state court.
2.A county jud e, assuming to act under
owner of his interest in the vessel and freight
Act N. Y. May 18. .869, permitting municipal
to a trustee to be appointed by the court, and,
corporations to aid in the construction of rail
roads, rendered a judgment appointing commis
upon compliance with such order, issue a
sioners to execute bonds of a town. The bonds
monition notifying all persons claiming dam
were accordingly executed and delivered to the
ages to make proof of their claims, and also
railroad company, but before delivery a writ of
certiorari issued from the supreme court to re—
make an order restraining the further prose—
view the judgment, which was afterwards re
cution of all suits against the owner in re
versed. Held, in an action against a transferee
of the bonds to compel their surrender for can
spect of any such claims.
The validity of the provision for a stipula
cellation, that defindant had the burden of
showing that he. or some one under whom he
tion has been upheld by this court in Provi
claimed, was a boua ﬁde holder for value. '
dence & N. Y. S. S. Co. v. Hill Manuf‘g Co.,

on the
bonds.
5. The
next holder who appeared was one
5., a resident of New Orleans. It was not
shown how he became possessed of the bonds‘,
nor was any effort made to secure his deposi
tion. The sale by the second pledgee was at
an enormous discount, and this bolder had
failed to recover in a suit on overdue coupons.
Ereviously brought. Held, that. he was not a
ona ﬁde holder, so as to entitle his transferee
to recover on the bonds in a subsequent suit.
38 Fed. Rep. 204, atﬁrmed.
6. The next. holder, 13., a resident of Texas.
appeared from the testimony to have gone
through the form of buying the bonds from S-.

swing a check for $50000 therefor. the par
value of the bonds being $75,000, besides $-G.
000 dishonored coupons. The check was pro‘
duccd, not by the drnwee, but by the bank on
which it was drawn, ﬁve or six years after the
transaction. and the payee named therein WM

James .T. 8., instead of John J. S. from W110!"
the bonds were purchased. B. did not. look at
the bonds, cor notice whether they were slime
(r sealed, nor make any inquiries as to the re
sponsibility of the town, the circumstances 0
t e issue. or the title of the seller. He made
the purchase on the recommendation of 8
friend in_ New York, and testified that he was
at the time uncertain as to whether the D0?‘

chase was made on his own account or for his
friend. Held, that he was not. a bona ﬁde
holder, so as to entitle his transferee to recover

on the bonds. 38 Fed. Rep. 204, aii'lrmed
7. One L. claimed to have purchased the
bonds from B. He gave a careless] worded
and inaccurate receipt, did not loo
at the
bonds, nor make any inquiries about them. i)‘
was thereafter informed by his attorneys 1“
New York of some dilllculty concerning them
and learned from the seller that the latter had
a suit pending about some of the coupons. '
nevertheless, without further inquiry, and with

ont any complaint that he was mis ed by we

b:
.a.
HI:.n<a.‘mE,
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seller, transferred the consideration for the
bonds. Held, that he had notice at least be
fore consnmmating the sale, and that such no
tice was equivalent to notice before the sale
and barred his recovery upon the bonds. 3S
Fed. Rep. 204, ai‘ﬁrmed.
Appeal from the Circuit Court of the Unit
ed States for the Northern District of New

York.
Suit by the town of Lansing against John
T. Lytle, brought in the supreme court of the

state of New York, for cancellation of certain
bonds. The defendant removed the cause to
the circuit court of the United States, and
ﬁled a cross bill. Decree for complainant.
38 Fed. Rep. 204. Defendant appeals. Af
iirmed.
Statement by Mr. Justice BROWN.
This was an appeal from a decree requiring
the appellant to surrender for cancellation
TS bonds, of $1,000 each, purporting to have
been executed by the town of Lansing, and
dismissing a cross bill ﬁled by Lytle to com
pel the payment of the overdue coupons at
tached to such bonds.
By an act of the legislature of New York,
passed in 1860, it was provided that when
ever a majority of the taxpayers of any mu
nicipal corporation, owning or representing a
majority 01' the taxable property, should
make application to the county judge, stating
their desire that'such corporation should is
sue its bonds to an amount not exceeding 20
per cent. of the taxable property, and invest
the same in the stock or bonds of such rail
road company as might be named in the peti
tion, it became the duty of such county judge
to order a notice of such petition to be pub
lished, and to take proof as to the number of
taxpayers joining in the petition, and the
amount of taxable property represented by
the petitioners. In pursuance of this act,
in December, 1870, petitions of certain ta'x
Dﬂycrs of the town of Lansing were pre
rented to the county judge of Tompkins
coimty, who caused the proper notice to be
published, proceeded to take proofs, and on
March 20, 1871, adjudged and determined
that the petition was duly signed by a ma

lol'ity of the taxpayers of the town of Lan
91118; that the petitioners represented a ma
lol'ity of the taxable property; that the sum
01' $75000, mentioned in the petition, did not
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and adjudged that all the proceedings in re

lation to the issuing of these bonds should
be reversed. annulled, and held for naught.
for the reasons that the Cayuga Lake Rail
road Company was not a legal corporation;
that the articles of association failed to state
the name of each county through or into
which the road was intended to be made;
that no valid charter was produced before
the county judge; that the petition did not
direct whether the money was to be invested
in stock or bonds; and that it was not shown
that a majority of the taxpayers had signed
the petition. People v. Van Valkcnburgh, 63
Barb. 105.
~ In some way—though exactly how did not?
clearly appear—the railroad company induced
the commissioners to issue and deliver to
them these bonds, for which they received
a certiﬁcate for an equivalent amount of rall
road stock. The allegation of the bill in this
connection was that the officers of the rail
road company fraudulently, and by false pre
tenses, procured the commissioners to de
liver the bonds, by representing and inducing

them to believe that their action would not in
any way injure or affect the town, and also
by presenting to them an undertaking of the
company to indemnify and save them harm
less from the consequences of their act. It
was further alleged that the stock of the com
pany received in exchange for these bonds
was of no value, that the company had
ceased to do business, and was insolvent.
and that the town was ready to deliver up
the stock in exchange for the cancellation of

the bonds.
It appears that these heads, when delivered
to the railroad company, were pledged by it
to Leonard, Sheldon & Foster, a banking
ﬁrm in New York city, as collateral security
for a loan of $50,000 to the railroad company;
that this loan was afterwards transferred to
Elliott, Collins & Co, bankers at Philadel
phia, to whom the bonds were also turned
over as collateral; that this latter company
also had authority from the railroad company
to sell them for the company at the price of

from 70 to 80 cents on the dollar; and that

Property of the town; and that all the require
ments of law respecting the issuing of town
bonds to the amount of $75,000, and for the
investment of the same in the stock or bonds,

in February, 1873, the ﬁrm sold them, de
ducted from the proceeds the amount of
their loan, and left a balance of $4,745.83 to
the credit of the railroad company. It did
not appear to whom Elliott, Collins & Co.
sold the bonds, but subsequently an action
was brought in the United States circuit
court against the town upon these bonds by

o1‘ both. of the “ Cayuga Lake Railroad Com
imll’," had been fully complied with. He

one John J. Stewart, in which action a ver
dict was rendercd on December 19, 1878, for

‘herellhon appointed three trechoiders and

the defendant. The judgment in favor of the
town was afterwards, and on June 30, 1882,
atﬁrmed by this court. Stewart v. Lansing,

exceed 20 Del‘ cent. of the whole taxable

“lxllflyehl of said town as commissioners,
“hose duty it would be to execute such
bimdﬂ. and to discharge all such other duties
"8 should be required of them as such com
moans. On March 27, 1871, a writ of
to 0:11 was sued out of the supreme court
18759 cw these proceedings, and in May,

' ‘be general term of such court ordered

104 U. S, 505.

In February, 1882, the bonds

appear to have been sold by Stewart to one
Brackeurldge, who afterwards. and in May,
1884, sold them to Lytle, the plaintiff in this“
suit, for an interest in a ranch.
o
‘This action was begun by the town of Lon '
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sing in the supreme court of the state of New
York in May, 1887, for the purpose of ob
taining the annulment and cancellation of the
bonds, compelling the defendant, Lytle, to
deliver them up for cancellation, and also
enjoining him from transferring them pend

ing the suit. Lytle removed the action to the
circuit court of the United States, and ﬁled a
cross bill to compel the payment of the
bonds. In March, 1889, the court rendered a
decree in favor of the town of Lansing, (38
Fed. Rep. 204,) from which Lytle took an ap
peal to this court.

T. G. Shearman and E. P. Wheeler, for
appellant.

000 to the railroad company. They also re
ceived them with power and instruction from
the company to sell them. It is suﬂicient to
say, in this connection, that this ﬁrm never
purchased the bonds, that they continued
to be the property of the railroad company

Zéfiti'izfl
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while in their hands, and that while, doubt
less, they would have been protected as hona

tide holders to the amount of their advances.
they never took title to the bonds, and when
they transferred them to Elliott, Collins 8;
00., and received from them the amount of
their advances, they transferred them as the
property of the railroad company, and their
interest in them from that time wholly

H. i’. Howland, for appellee.

ceased.
2. Elliott, Collins & Co. took up the loan of
the prior ﬁrm upon the written order of the
Mr. Justice BROWN, after stating the
treasurer of the company, and stood in the
facts in the foregoing language, delivered the
same position they had occupied. They sub
opinion of the court.
sequently sold the bonds for the railroad
As the bonds in this case, though good upon
company for $54,337.50, paid their loan to the
their face, were undoubtedly void as between
amount of $49,591.67, and credited the com
the railroad company and the town of Lan
pany with a balance of $4,745.83. It does
sing, it is incumbent upon the defendant,
not appear to whom they sold them, but it
Lytle, to show that he, or some one through
does appear that they never took title to
whom he obtained title to them, was a bona
themselves. It is signiﬁcant, in this connec
tide purchaser for a valuable consideration.

tion, that in the suit of Stewart v. Lansing
Orleans v. Platt, 99 U. S. 676.

Mr. Elliott, the senior member of the ﬁrm,

The judgment of the supreme court of the
state of New York, holding these bonds to be
invalid, must be respected by this court. not
only because it passed upon the validity of
acts done in alleged pursuance of a statute,
but because in a collateral proceeding of this
kind its binding effect could only be avoided
by showing a total lack of jurisdiction on the
part of the court. When these bonds were
before this court in the case of Stewart v.
Lansing, 104 U. S. 505, it was held that the
judgment of the supreme court reversing
and annuiiing the order of the county judge
invalidated them, that it they had not been
delivered before, they could not be after
wards, and that the judgment of reversal
was equivalent between those parties to a
refusal by the county judge to make the orig

stated: “ We did not sell the bonds at all.
' ' ' They were negotiated by Mr. Dela
ﬁeld [the treasurer of the company] either‘

‘éuml order. It was further held am, the ac
' tual illegality of the'paper being established,
it was incumbent upon the plaintiff to show
that he occupied the position of a bona ﬁde
holder before he could recover. In such a
case, however, the plaintiff fulﬁlls all the re
quirements of the law by showing that either
he, or some person through whom he derives
title, was a bona tide purchaser for value
without notice. Commissioners v. Bolles, 94
U. S. 10%; Montclair v. Ramsdell, 107 U. S.
147, 2 Sup. Ct. Rep. 391; Scotland 00. v. Hill,

a
personally or by letter."
'3. John J. Stewart appears as the next‘
holder of these bonds.

There is no evidence

whatever to show how Stewart, who lived in

New Orleans, became possessed of them, or
even that he paid value for them, or that he

took them without notice of their original
invalidity.

It does appear, however, that a

suit against the town was brought in his
name to recover the amount of certain over
due coupons, that judgment went for the de
fondant. and that such judgment was at
ilrmcd by this court in Stewart v. Lansing,
104 U. S. 505. It was held by this court in

that case that it was clearly shown that. al
though Elliott, Collins & Co. “parted with"
the bonds, they did not sell them, nor was
the sale negotiated by the ﬁrm, and that the
bonds only passed through their hands “P011
terms which had been agreed upon by others;
that Stewart, the plaintiff, was not known to

any of the witnesses examined; that no one
had ever seen him; and that the sale, if 11°‘
tually made, was at an enormous discount
Under these circumstances, it was held t1!!!t
there was no such evidence of bona tide

ownership in the plaintiff as would require

132 U. S. 107, 10 Sup. Ct. Rep. 26.
We proceed to examine the title of the
several holders of these bonds from the time

they were delivered to the railroad company,
which, of course, was not a bona ﬂde holder,
to the time they came into possession of the
plaintiff.

the case to be submitted to the jury
The only additional testimony in this 64159
with regard to the ownership of Stewart
tends to show that he was an actual Person‘
well known in New Orleans, and living there
Although he appears to have been living

These

when the testimony was taken, no EEO"
seems to have been made to secure his depo'

were New York bankers, to whom the bonds
were pledged as security for a loan of $50,

sition. There is nothing tending *0 5m“

1- Leonm‘d,

Sheldon

&

Foster.
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that he was a. bona ﬁde purchaser for value.
4. George W. Brackenridge, president of
the National Bank of San Antonio, Tex...
claims to have purchased these bonds of John
J. Stewart, giving him therefor a check for

account, or for his own.

“At the dme I

bought them I did not know whether it was
for my account, or whether he wanted some:
interest in'them."
Stillman assured him the‘
$50,000 on the Louisiana National Bank. It bonds were perfectly good, but would not say
positively
whether
he
should keep them for
is somewhat singular that this check was pay
his own account or not. He says he wanted
able to and indorsed by James J. Stewart,
a deﬁnite undersmnding on the subject, but
and no explanation is given why, if the sale
does not seem to have secured it. He subse
were made by John, the consideration was
paid to James. Nor was the check produced quently put them in the hands of attorneys
by the witness himself, but by the cashier in New York to whom he had been recom
mended by Stillman.
of the bank upon which it was drawn. In
The substance of this testimony is that Mr.
the ordinary course of business, checks are
Brackenridge went through the form of pur
returned by the bank to the drawer; but in
chasing these bonds of Stewart, and gave
this case the check was produced by the bank
him a check for $50,000 for them;
ﬁve or six years after it was drawn. Mr.
testimony leaves but little doubt that the pur
' Brackenridge says there was no -special
chase was a mere form, and was made upon
agreement for the purchase of the bonds;
the advice of Stillman, and in pursuance of
that he understood they were for sale, and
had been notiﬁed that he could purchase
It
is incredible that a man should purchase
them; that at the time he gave the check the
bonds were delivered to him in Stewart's this large amount of bonds for half their face
value without looking at them, or even noti
oiilce, in New Orleans; that the conversation
cing whether they were signed or sealed, with
with Stewart made very little impression up_
on him at the time; and that he had not the out making any inquiries with regard to the
responsibility of the town, or the circum
slightest idea that the bonds were invalid,
stances under which the bonds were issued,
and believed “they were like some San An
the nonpayment of the overdue coupons, or
touio bonds that were held void in the state
the title of the person—to him an entire
courts, but when sued on in the federal courts
stranger—through whom he purchased them.
they were declared legal and valid." He
His subsequently taking them to New York,
further stated that he had dealt heavily in
and
asking Stillman whether he purchased
Texas bonds, but had never bought any mu
them for his (Stillman's) account, or on his
nicipnl bonds from other states until he
own, indicates very clearly that this was nev
bought these, and that he was not acquainted
er intended as a bona ﬁde investment by
in Tompkins county before he purchased
Brackenridge. If the bonds were valid at all,
them. He was not able to state even the
he must have known they were worth very
year he bought them of Stewart. He swears
he did not open the package in which they nearly, if not quite, their face value; and the
very fact that bonds to this large amount
were delivered to him, even after he had re
were oifered for sale at this large discount, at
turned with them to San Antonio, and that
a place 2,000 miles from where they were is
he supposes the coupons were attached to
the bonds. He subsequently cut off some of sued, was of itself a circumstance calculated
to
arouse suspicion of their validity in the
the coupons, and two actions appear to have
mind of any person of ordinary intelligence.
been brought by him upon them. Upon his
examination in one of these prior cases he
5. John T. Lytle, the plaintiff. Lytle pur
stated that he purchased them upon the rec
chased the bonds of Breckenridge. He is,
ommendation of Mr. Stillman, of New York,
and has been since 1860, a stock raiser in
Medina county, Tex., and prior to May,
1884, had acquired a tract of 40,000 acres of
land on the Frio river, where he pastured
some 2,500 cattle. The tract was worth $4
per acre, and he owned a half interest with
one McDaniel. He had been intimately ac
@188; that his correspondence with Stillman quainted with Breckenridge since 1871, and, g
was by letters, which he was unable to pro
in a conversation in 1884, agreed to sell'him'
dime; that he gave $50,000 for the $75,000 of one third of his interest in the Frlo property
bonds, with $26000 oi’ dishonored coupons at
for these $75,000 of bonds. He made no in
Ohed; and that he thought he was buying quiry with regard to the bonds, but was told
I bond that was perfectly good in the federal by Mr. Breckenridge that they were good.
will'ts. but that recovery in the state courts The bonds were delivered to him at the San
5W1‘! be doubtful. Upon this examination Antonio National Bank, and Lytle gave him a
receipt for the one~third interest in the prop
lsasigted that he left the bonds in the Louisi
erty. This was six or eight weeks after the
took tIllltlonal Bank for several months; then
agreement was made. He cut of! the July
‘I
9111 out personally. carried them to
.ew York, took them to Mr. Stillman, who coupons in time for presentation for payment,
‘:51tll'lecommended him to buy them, to know and the January coupons as they became due,
B1‘ he bought them for his (Stillman's) and sent them to the attorneys in New York
v.135.c.-17

to whom Mr. Stillman had recommended Mr.
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Brackenridge. This was the last time he
saw the bonds. The Frio property was sub
sequently conveyed to the San Antonio Ranch
Company. It does not appear upon what
day the deed was made, but, as the company
was not organized or chartered until January
29, 1885, it must be presumed that it was not
before that time. One third of the stock in
this company was issued to Mr. Bracken
ridge. who was made president. Bracken
rldge, he says, retained no interest in the

bonds.
Upon cross-examination he says the bar
gain was consummated at the ﬁrst interview;
that 10 or 15 days thereafter he gave
Brackenridge a receipt for the bonds in pay
ment for the one-third interest in the ranch,
and they were then transferred to his credit,
thotgh not actually produced. Upon the
same day, and some two or three hours there
after, he saw the bonds for the ﬁrst time.
There were coupons upon them, but none

that were matured.

He gave them to the

cashier, and told him to take care of them for
him, and he has not seen them since he cut
oft the coupons for transmission to his attor
aeys. In the summer or fall of 1881i he re
ceived a letter from his attorneys, informing
him of some diﬂiiculty with regard to the
bonds, when Mr. Brackenridge told him he
and a suit pending about the coupons. He
says he ﬁrst learned that the town claimed to

have a. defense to these bonds at the time he
out of! the coupons, which was about six
weeks or two months after the bonds were
delivered to him by Brackenridge. He fur
ther states that Brackcnridge had an interest
with him in another ranch, or rather cattle,
gworth $180,000, the title to which stood in
' the name of Lytle & 00., a’partnership. The
Fi'io ranch cost Lytle and McDaniel $66,000,
and was deeded to the San Antonio Ranch
Company, a corporation with a capital stock
of $500,000, of which Breckenridge took one
third, less $60,000, which was taken out in the
matter of the purchase of the property that
belonged to Lytle and McDaniel before the
formation of this company, in which Bracken
l'ldge had no interest.
Mr. Brackenridge swears that he wanted
an interest in the Erie ranch, as it was one
of the best in the country, and told plaintiff
it would be better for him to take a third in.

terest, and oifered to give him these bonds;
that he considered them good, and worth as
much as the property- He ﬁnally accepted
the DI‘OPOSWOIL He gave practically the
same account of what took place at the time

ranch company, which was valued at $500,

000.
in view of the fact that a prior suit was
brought upon coupons of these bonds, which
was unsuccessful, and that an etTort has un
doubtedly been made by some one who is or
was interested in them to get them into the
hands of a bona tide purchaser, it is natural
that their alleged ownership should be looked
upon with some suspicion, and the circum
stances under which they came into the hands
of the present holder should be critically ex
amined, and all the testimony upon the sub
ject of his bona tides carefully scanned. it
is certainly an unusual proceeding for a stock
farmer to trade the bulk of his property for
bonds about which he knows nothing, and
which he does not take the trouble to look
at, upon the bare assurance of his vendor
that they are good, though such vendor be
his own banker, with whom he had been on
intimate terms for years. According to his
story, the sale was merely an oii'hand affair,
not preceded by any of the negotiations;
which usually'accompany purchases of large"
amounts of land; the whole thing being a
mere suggestion on the part of Brackenridgc
that he would like an interest in the ranch,
and an instant acceptance of the proposition
by Lytle. In his own words: "He said he
had so many bonds. He said he had $70,000
of bonds that he would give me for a third
interest in my ranch,——in the Frio ranch. He
said the bonds were good. I told him all
right; I would sell him the third interest. He
said ‘all right; consider it a trade.’ That was
all that was said."
It is signiﬁcant of the carelessness with
which the trade was conducted that a receipt
was given for "county bOll( " as “part Dai

ment for a one-third interest in our Frio
ranch and stock, located on the Frio river,"

and was signed by “Lytle and lticDaniels."
when the bonds were not county bonds. the
payment was in full, the sale did not include

the stock, and the transaction was with Lytlc
alone. After he had cut the coupons 0d, he
returned the bonds to the bank, where be
supposed they remained ever since. though

at the time he was sworn in New York they
were produced by his attorneys, and identi
tied by him.

Granting that all these peculiarities may be
explained by the conﬁdence which an inel
perienced farmer might repose in a friend of

long standing, his own testimony shows that
in the latter part of the summer or in the fﬂ"

that the plaintiff did; that the property was

oi‘ 1881 he heard from his attorneys in New
York that there was some diﬂiculty about

subsequently turned over to the San Antonio
Ranch company, in which he received stock

over with Mr. Brackenridge, who told him

to the amount of $60,000.

that ho had a suit pending about some 0! the

His testimonv

also indicates that, prior to the purchase oi!

the F110 property. he had a third interest in
cattle worth $180,000, having assisted Lytic
and McDaniel to purchase the same by a

the bonds, and that he then talked the matter

coupons.

And, again, he says:

“We have

talked the matter over, as I have said, at 4"‘
fereut times.

me."

I expect he explained it all to

While he does not state fully ‘he

contribution of 560.000. These cattle, as well
as the Erie ranch, made up the capital of the

Scope of his information, he was undoubtedli'
dDDrlsed ot the fact that the town claimed a
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defense to the bonds, and that a suit upon
the coupons was being contested.
It is singular as matter of fact, and fatal
to a recovery as matter of law, that the
plaintilf did not act upon the information
thus received, and at once repudiate the
transaction, and refuse to consummate the
sale by a deed of the property to the ranch

aoompany. Instead of that, he seems to have
‘received the announcement with the utmost

those who buy such securities from litigating
parties, with actual notice of a suit, do so at
must abide the result the
same as the parties from whom they got their
title. Under the circumstances, it was bad
faith or willful ignorance, under the rule laid

down in Goodman v. Simonds, 20 How. 343,
and Murray v. Lardner, 2 Wall. 110, to for
bear making further inquiries. N0 rule of
law protects a purchaser who willfully closes

unconcern, as if it were a matter in which he
his ears to information, or refuses to make in
had no interest, and, ome time subsequent
quiry when circumstances of grave suspicion
to the 28th of January following, he made a
imperatively
demand it.
deed of the property to the ranch company.
Upon the whole, it is
He made no complaint of having been misled
the
by Brackenrldge, although no court, under
the circumstances, would have enforced the
made in good faith, but were merely ﬁcti
contract of May 24, 1884, even it it were valid
lions, and that their real ownership is still in
under the statute of frauds.
As early as 1823 it was held by this court some one, who is aﬂ’ected with notice of
in Wormley v. Wormley, 8 Wheat. 421, 449,
to be "a settled rule in equity that a pur
chaser without notice, to be entitled to protec
tion, must not only he so at the time of the a bona tide purchaser.
The Judgment of the court below is there
contract of conveyance, but at the time of
the payment of the purchase money." Such fore affirmed.
is undoubtedly the law. Swayze v. Burke,
I;
12 Pet 11; Tourvilie v. Naish, 3 P. Wms.

1406; Paul v. Fulton, 25 M0. 156; Dugan v.
Vattier, 3 Blackf. 245; Patten v. Moore, 32
N. H. 382; Blanchard v. Tyler, 12 Mich. 339;

Palmer v. Williams, 24 Mich. 328; Jackson

(146
MITCHELL v. NEW YORK, L.
E. U.
6': s.W.513;
B.
CO
(December 12, 1892.)

No. 71.
v. Oadwell, 1 Cow. 622. It is insisted, how
CAnarsRs—lmuar 'ro 'lnnsmssrn—Nsoucsscs.
ever, that this principle has no application to
Plalntiif’s intestate, without permissi
the purchase of negotiable instruments like
'
'
climbed upon a co
the bonds in question. We know of no such
placing himself
distinction, however, and in the case of Dres
a car, with his feet hanging
etween
that
and
the
adjoining
car.
'
ser v. Construction (30., 93 U. S. 92, the rule
position he was thrown between the cars by
was expressly applied to a purchaser of nego
a sudden jerk, and received injuries from
which he died. Held, that the railroad com
tiable paper. In that case the plaintlﬂ.’ pur
pany was not liable in damages.
(‘hﬂsed the notes in controversy, and paid
In error to the circuit court of the United
as part of the consideration, before no
tire of any fraud in the contract; and it was
States for the southern district of New York.
held that if, after receiving notice of the
Action by John Mitchell, as administrator
fraud. he paid the balance due upon the of Lawrence Mitchell, his deceased son.
notes. he was only protected pro tanto,—that
against the New York, Lake Erie & Western
Railroad Company, to recover damages for
18, to the amount paid before he received no
Ucé; citing Weaver v. Barden, 49 N. Y. 286: causing the death of the said Lawrence
Crandall v. Vickery, 45 Barb. 156; Allalre v. Mitchell through the alleged negligence of de
Hartshorne, 21 N. J’. Law, 065.
fondant and its servants. The accident oc
While the notice received by the plaintiff curred about half past 9 o'clock in the even
may not have gone to the extent of informing
ing of November 15, 1887. The plnintlif’s
him of the particular facts showing the in
son. a lad about 16 years old, with his brother
and several others, was returning to Jersey
the town ‘was contesting its liability, and that City from the country. A train of coal cars
Brackeundge himself was in litigation with
was standing at the entrance of the Bergen
tunnel, and the boys climbed upon it, intend
ing to ride through the tunnel, (which is
about a mile long.) into Jersey City. Each
boy was upon a different car, sitting on the
coal. Plainiiif's son sat on top, at the end of
the car, his feet hanging down over between
the cars. The boys were not ordered to gel
oil! of the train, although the evidence tended
to show that at least one of them was seen by
a. brakcman of the company. As the train
approached First street there was a sudden
jerk, and plaintiff's son was seen to fall down
between the cars He was found lying along
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the side of the track, with one leg off, and
died two days afterwards from the effect of
the injury. There was evidence tending to
show that it was a frequent occurrence for
people to ride through this tunnel on coal
trains, without objection from the company's
servants. Upon these facts the court di
rected a verdict for the defendant, saying:

“I think it cannot be maintained, on the evi
dence in this case, that the railroad company
was under a carrier's obligation towards the
deceased, as a passenger. It only owed him
the duty of exercising ordinary care, which
every person must exercise, not to inﬂict un
necessary hljury upon another. In this case
there is no evidence of negligence whatever.
If the deceased had been a passenger, to
wards whom the obligation of a. carrier is al
most that of an insurer,-—that is, the obliga

tion to take the utmost care of which human

judgment," from which an ap eai will lie to
the supreme court of the United‘ States.

&NEHHHJ;
Fi1n‘:skFz3ir?-§—fEu'il§Ee-ﬂ*iE‘

In error to the court of appeals of the state
of Kentucky.
Action in the circuit court of Marion coun
ty, Ky., by John Q. Brown, assignee for the
benefit of creditors of Lafayette Baxter and
E. B. Baxter, joining with him his asssign
ors, against the Marion National Bank of
Lebanon, Ky., to recover certain payments
of usuriou interest. The assignee had pre
v-iously instituted a suit in equity in the same
court for the settlement of his trust, and for
distribution of the assets among creditors, in
which the defendant had presented and ﬁled
the notes mentioned for payment. These two
cases were consolidated below. The notes
on which the usury was paid bore interest at
7 per cent, the legal rate in Kentucky being
6 per cent, and had been many times re
newed, accrued interest being added to the
principal. The judgment was, in substance.
for twice the amount of $297.25, made up of
the following recited sums paid as interest
on two notes within two years prior to the

skill and intelligence is capable,—you might
say that, from the circumstances of the in
jury, there was a presumption of negligence.
Here there was a sudden jerk of the train,
which we all know is a very common occur
rence with trains of this kind, and the de
ceased fell 01!. He had put himself where
he was exposed to just that hazard. I don't
think there is any case of negligence on the
part of the defendant, and I think. in the
case of a young man of sixteen or seventeen
years old,-a bright, intelligent young fel
low like the deceased,-you cannot apply to
the facts here any different rule of obliga
tion or of contributory negligence than would
be applied towards an adult. You cannot
term him an infant of tender years, and I see
no possible theory upon which you can re

institution of the ﬁrst-mentioned action at a
greater rate than 6 per cent... to wit: On a
note for $-l.500. $160 paid November 1, 1889,
and $107 paid May 4, 1890. and on a note for
$650, $15 paid January 24, 1890, and $15 Sep
tember 30, 1800. it was at the same time
further adjudged that the entire interest
carried by the several notes ﬁled should be
forfeited, and that only the principal was
payable out of the trust estate. The judg
ment was at the time excepted to by plain
tiff, because—First, $160.25, interest paid

cover.
"I will direct a verdict for the defendant,
on the groimd that there is not suﬂicient evi
dence to justify a recovery upon the case, as
it stands. There is not sufficient evidence of
negligence on the part of the defendant, and

the evidence proves concurring negligence on
the part of the deceased."
Hermon H. Shook. for plaintiff in error.
Charles Steele and William D. Guthrie, for

April 29, 1889, on the note for $4,500. Wit!
not included; second, only interest on the
several notes was adjudged forfeited, where
as, all that had accrued previous to the re
spective dates of, and included in the amounts

of, them should have been. On these grounds
plaintiff appealed to the court of appeal!
of the state.

The defendant also, by a cross

appeal, sought a reversal on the ground that
it was entitled to interest at 6 per cent. from
the date of the judgment, and that the judg
ment failed to provide therefor. In the 6011rt
of appeals an opinion was delivered. (18 s‘

:defendant in error.

to
' ‘THE CHIEF JUSTICE. A verdict for the

W. Rep. 635,) in w hich, among other things
it was said: “Although there were four notes.

defendant was directed in this case on the
ground that there was not sufficient evidence
to justify a recovery. We concur in that

upon each of which a greater rate of interﬁit

view. and therefore amrm the judgment.

was rendered for that charged by and Paid
to appellee on two only; but as no excepmn
was taken, nor any complaint is now will"

Judgment aﬁirmed.

than allowed in this state, which is 6 P91‘
cent, is alleged to have been paid, judgment

of the apparent omission, we must 115mm"

there is no error on that account. We think’
tl-ili U. S. 619)

howevenappellantis entitled to judgment for

BROWN v. MARION NAT. BANK OF LEB
ANON.

twice the amount of $160.25 paid April 29'

(December 19, 1892.)
No. 1,123.
APPEAL—Fix“. Jnneynm'r.
A judgment_of the highest court of a
state. reversing a judgment on appeal aiﬁrm
ing it on a cross appeal, and remanding the
cause for further proceedings, is not a "ﬁnal

1889. on the note for $4,500, in addition to
the sun's recited; for the action appears "0

have been commenced April 25, 1891. ‘vii-hm
two years after the payment, and it is 91'

pressly admitted in the answer of ﬂiiiieuee'
But the other exception seems to us not we

"sie“u‘r.1ea.s.
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of the section quoted, [Rem St. U. S. 5 5198,]
taking, receiving, or charging by a national
bank, in this state, a rate of interest greater
than 6 per cent, is to be deemed a forfeiture
of the entire interest which an existing note,
hill, or other evidence of debt carries with

it, or which has been agreed to be paid there
on; not such interest as may have been car
ried with or agreed to be paid on a note al
ready canceled, either by payment or by re
newal, whereby what was before interest has
become interest-bearing principal." “By the
Judgment, appellee was authorized to prove
and present against the estate held by appel

lant in trust the demands of which the notes
in question are evidence, and to receive pro
rats the amount thereof, less interest. Such
demands, when evidenced by judgment there
for, or, what is equivalent, when reported to
court and allowed. of course, bear interest,

duct was wanton and oppressive. where it is

not shown that he was known to the company to
_be an unsuitable person, or that it participated
in, approved, or ratiﬁed his treatment of the pas

senger.
in error to the circuit court of the United
States for the northern district of Illinois.

way Company to recover damages for unlaw
ful arrest of plaintiﬁ’, while a passenger, by
Verdict and judgment for plaintiﬂ. Defend
nnt brings error. Reversed.
Statement by Mr. Justice GRAY:
This was an action of trespass on the case.
brought October 19, 1886, in the circuit court

of the United States for the northern districtN
of iilinols,

‘against the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern:

but not before; and, as the judgment in this
case is not inconsistent with such view, it
must be aﬂirmed on cross appeal, but, for
the reason indicated, reversed on the appeal,
and remanded for further proceedings." The
court of appeals therefore entered the follow
ing Judgment: “It is therefore considered that
said Judgment be reversed on the original ap~
peal. and aiﬂrmed on the cross appeal, and
cause remanded for further proceedings con
the opinion herein, which is or
dered to be certiﬁed to said court." From
this judgment the plaintiff sued out a writ of

error to this court. Writ dismissed.

the defendant's servants.

The declaration alleged, and the evidence
introduced at the trial tended to prove, the
following facts: The plaintiff was a physi
cian. The defendant was engaged in operat
ing a railroad, and conducting the business
of a. common carrier of passengers and
freight, through Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, and
other states. On October 12, 1886, the plain

titI, his wife, and a number of other persons
were passengers, holding excursion tickets,
on a regular passenger train of the defend

ant's railroad, from Norwalk, in Ohio. to
'1‘. L. Burneit and H. M. Lane, (Rives &
Spalding, on the brief,) for plnintid in error.
cW. J’. Lisle, for defendant in error.

' ‘THE CHIEF JUSTICE. The writ of error
is dismissed, upon the authority of Meagher
r. Manufactm-ing 00., 145 U. S. 608, 12 Sup.
Ct Rep. 876; Rice v. Sanger, 144 U. S. 197,
12 Sup. Ct. Rep. 664; Johnson v. Keith, 117

U. S. 109, 6 Sup. Ct. Rep. 669.
%

on U. s. 101)

(,‘hicago, in Illinois. During the journey the
plaintiff purchased of several passengers
their return tickets, which had nothing on
them to show that they were not transfera
bic. The conductor of the train, learning
this, and knowing that the piaintiif had been
guilty of no offense for which he was liable
to arrest. telegraphed for a police ofﬁcer, an
employs of the defendant, who boarded the
train as it approached Chicago. The con
ductor thereupon, in a. loud and angry voice,
pointed out the plaintiff to the oﬁicer, and

ordered his arrest; and the oﬂicer, by direc

tion of the conductor. and without any war
rant or authority of law, seized the plaintiff,
TICE.
and rudely searched him for weapons, in the
(January 3, 1893,)
presence of the other passengers, hurried him
into another car, and there sat down by him
No. 58.
cum"!!! — WRONGFUL Auna's'r or Psssssosa ——
as a watch, and refused to tell him the cause
.Igiggnvs Duuoss — Fonnowiso Sum-a Dacr
of his arrest, or to let him speak to his wife.
While the plaintiff was being removed into
mm l-The question whether a railroad corpora
the other car, the conductor, for the purpose
‘he iﬁan be charged with punitive damages for
Manes , Wanton, and oppressive conduct of a
of disgraclug and humiliating him with his fel
W h ctor of one of its trains towards a passen
low passengers, openly declared that he was
iuﬂ~ aguestion. not of ‘local law, but of general
under arrest, and sneeringly said to the plain
Eupggru once, upon which the judgment of the
Saleem; court of the United States, in the ab
tit’f's wife, “Where's your doctor now?" On
“ not0 express statute regulating the subject,
arrival at Chicago, the conductor refused to
controlled y decisions of state courts.
let the plaintlﬂ assist his wife with her par‘
lInﬂwa- t<;_1'_Wrol:gful arrest of a passenger on a
cels in leaving the train, or to give her the
my i: am_
e conductor, the railroad c01n~
tion‘) I"not he. le to punitive damages. in addi
check for their trunk; and. in the prescnce
Sengpr f 0h_ wages as wilipcmfiensate the pas
of the passengers and others, ordered him to
ty ou'mor ls out ay and lllJlll'E'i' feelings, mere
be taken to the station house, and he was
9 Eround that the condnctor’s illegal cou
forcibly taken there, and detained until the
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conductor arrived; and, knowing that the

have, the law says, something in the way of
smart money; something as punishment for

plaintiff had been guilty of no offense, en
against him of disorder

the oppressive use of power.”
The jury returned a verdict for the plalntiﬂ

ntered a. false charge

sly conduct, upon which he gave bail and was
on appearing before
' released, and of which,
for trial on the next
a justice of the peace
day, and no one appearing to prosecute him,
he was ﬁnally discharged.
The declaration alleged that all these acts
were done by the defendant’s agents in the
line of their employment, and that the de
fendant was legally responsible therefor; and
that the plaintiff had been thereby put to
expense, and greatly injured in mind, body,

in the sum of $10,000. The defendant moved
for a. new trial, for error in law, and for ex
cessive damages. The plaintiff thereupon, by
leave of court, remitted the sum of $4,000,
and asked that judgment be entered for $6,

000. The court then denied the motion for
a new trial, and gave judgment for the plain
tilf for $6,000. The defendant sued out this

writ of error.

and reputation.
At the trial, and before the introduction of
any evidence, the defendant, by its counsel,
admitted "that the arrest of the plaintiff was
wrongful, and that he was entitled to recover
actual damages therefon" but afterwards
excepted to each of the following instructions

Geo. C. Greene, for plaintiff in error. W.
A. Foster, for defendant in error.
106

‘Mr. Justice GRAY, after stating the case’
as above, delivered the opinion of the court.
The only exceptions taken to the instruc
tions at the trial, which have been argued in
this court, are to those on the subject of puni

given by the circuit judge to the jury:
"If you believe the statements which have
been made by the plaintiff and the witnesses
who testified in his behalf, (and they are not

tive damages.
The single question presented for our de

cision, therefore, is whether a railroad cor

denied.) then he is entitled to a verdict which
will fully compensate him for the injuries
which he sustained, and in compensating him
you are authorized to go beyond the amount
that he has actually expended in employing
counsel; you may go beyond the actual out
lay in money which he has made. He was
arrested publicly, without a. warrant, and

poration can be charged with punitive or ex
emplary damages for the illegal, wanton, and
oppressive conduct of a conductor of one of

without cause; and. if such conduct as has
been detailed before you occurred, such as
the remark that was addressed by the con
ductor to the wife in the plaintiff's presence,
in compensating him you have a right to con
sider the humiliation of feeling to which he
was thus publicly subjected. If the com
pany, without reason, by its 1mlawful and op
pressive not, subjected him to this public hu
miliation, and thereby outraged his feelings,
he is entitled to compensation for that inju
17 and mental anguish."
"I am not able to give you
which you can determine that;
mind, it is strictly on the line
tion. The plaintiff is entitled

LilB:H,I€"‘EI.T!Q'RLAYIE_!BK’ZPF‘LITE

its trains towards a passenger.
This question, like others aﬂeciing the lia
bility of a. railroad corporation as a common
carrier of goods or passengers,-—such as its
right to contract for exemption from respon'
sibility for its own negligence, or its liability
beyond its own line, or its liability to one of
its servants for the act of another person in

its employment,—is a question, not of local
law,

but

of

general

jurisprudence,

upon

which this court, in the absence of express
statute regulating the subject, will exercise
its own judgment, uncontrolled by the de
cisions of the courts of the several states

any rule by
but, bear in
of compensa
to compensa

rion in money for humiliation of feeling and
spirit, as well as the actual outlay which he
has made in and about this suit."
"And, further, after agreeing upon the
v
aamount which will fairly compensate the
' plaintiff for his outlay and injured'feclings,
you may add something by way of punitive
damages against the defendant, which is
sometimes called ‘smart money,‘ if you are

Railroad Co. v. Lockwood, 17 \Vall. 357, 368;
Liverpool & G. W. Steam Co. v. Phenix Ins

Co., 129 U. S. 307, 443, S) Sup. Ct. Rep. 469;
Myrick v. Railroad 00., 107 U. S. 102, 109, 1
Sup. Ct. Rep. 425; Hough v. Railway 00-, 100
U.The
S. 213,
226.distinct suggestion of the d00
most
trine of exemplary or punitive damages in
England before the American Revolution is
to be found in the remarks of Chief Justice
Pratt (afterwards Lord Camden) in one of
the actions against the king‘s messengers I01‘
trespass and imprisonment, under gene

warrants of the secretary of state, in wliidh
the plaintiff’s counsel having asserted. and
the defendant's counsel having denied. the
right. to recover “exemplary damages," the

satisﬁed that the conductor's conduct was ille

chief justice instructed the jury as followSf

gal, (and it was illegal) wanton, and oppress

ive. How much that shall be the court can
not tell you. You must act as reasonable

"l have formerly delivered it as my opinion“
on another occasion, and I still contiuue'of'
the same mind. that a jury have it in their

men,

power to give damages for more than the

and

not indulge

vindictive

feelings

towards the defendant."
“if a. public corporation, like an individual,
acts oppressively, wantonly, abuses power.
and a citizen in that way is injured, the citi
zen, in addition to strict compensation, may

injury received. Damages are designed. not
only as a satisfaction to the injured P9130111

but likewise as a. punishment to the mum
to deter from any such proceeding for the ﬁl'
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ture, and as a proof of the detestation oi‘ the

jury to the action itself.“ Wilkes v. Wood,
LoiIt, 1, 18, 19, 19 Howell, St. T. 1153, 1167,
See, also, Huckle v. Money, 2 Wiis. 205, 207;
Sayer, Dam. 218. 221. The recovery of dam
ages, beyond compensation for the injury re
ceived, by way of punishing the guilty, and
as an example to deter others from offending
in like manner, is here clearly recognized.
In this court the doctrine is well settled
that in actions of tort the jury, in addition to
the sum awarded by way of compensation
for the plaintiff’s injury, may award exem
piary, punitive, or vindictive damages, some
times called “smart money," if the defend
not has acted wantonly, or oppressively, or
with such malice as implies a spirit of this
chief or criminal indifference to civil oblige:
tions; but such guilty intention on the part
of the defendant is required in order to
charge him with exemplary or punitive dam
ages. The Amlable Nancy, 3 Wheat. 546.
558, 559; Day v. Woodworth, 13 How. 363,
2571; Railroad Co. v. Quigley, 21 How. 202,
213, 214; Railway Co. v. Arms, 91 U. S. 459,
403, 495; Railway Co. v. Humcs, 115 U. S.
512, 521, 6 Sup. Ct. Rep. 110; Barry v. Ed

munds, 116 U. S. 550, 562, 563, 6 Sup. Ct.
Rep. 501; Railway Co. v. Harris, 122 U. S.
591, 609. 610, 7 Sup. Ct. Rep. 1286; Railway
Co. v. Beckwith, 129 U. S. 26, 36, 9 Sup. Ct.

Rep. 207.
Exemplary or punitive damages, being
awarded, not by way of compensation to the
suil'erer, but by way of punishment of the
oii’ender, and as a warning to others, can
only be awarded against one who has partici
Dllied in the offense. A principal, therefore,

though of course liable to make compen
sation for injuries done by his agent within
the scope of his employment, cannot be held
liable for exemplary or punitive damages,
gmel'ely by reason of wanton, oppressive, or
:1111111010118 intent on the part of the agent.

This is clearly shown by the'judgment of this
court in the case of The Amiable Nancy, 3

Wheat. 546,
in that case, upon a libel in admiralty by
the owner, master, supercargo, and crew of
eutral vessel against the owners of an
American privateer, for illegally and wanton

]? seizing and plundering the neutral vessel
and maltreating her oﬁicers and crew, Mr.
Justice Story, speaking for the court, in 1818.

l-‘iid down the general rule as to the liability

shape of exemplary damages, the proper pun
ishment which belongs to such lawless mis

conduct. But it is to be considered that this
is a suit against the owners of the privateer,
upon whom the law has, from motives of pol
icy, devolved a responsibility for the conduct
of the oﬂicers and crew employed by them,
and yet, from the nature of the service, they
can scarcely ever be able to secure to them
selves an adequate indemnity in cases of loss.
They are innocent of the demerit of this
transaction, having neither directed it, nor
countenanced it, nor participated in it in the
slightest degree. Under such circumstances,

wrongs sustained by the libelants, but they
are not bound to the extent of vindictive
damages." 3 Wheat. 558, 559.
>1

The rule thus laid

ages by way of compensation or remunera
tion for expenses incurred, or injuries or loss
es sustained, by the misconduct of the other
party. Manufacturing Co. v. Fiske, 2‘Mason,

119, 121. In Keene v. Lizardl,
Judge Martin said: “It is true, juries some
times very properly give what is called ‘smart
money.’ They are often warranted in giving
vindictive damages as a punishment indicted
for outrageous conduct; but this is only jus
tifiable in an action against the wrongdoer,
and not against persons who, on account of
their relation to the oiTender, are only conse
quentialiy liable for his acts, as the princi

pal is responsible for the acts of his factor or
agent." To the same effect are The State
Rights, Crabbe, 42, 47, 48; The Golden Gate,
McAll. 104; Wardrobe v. Stage 00., 7 Cal.
118; Boulard v, Calhoun. 13 La. Ann. 445;
Detroit Daily Post Co. v. McArthur, 16 Mich.

447; Grand v. "an Vleck, 69 111.478, 481; Beck
er v. Dupree, 75 11]. 167; Rosenkraus v. Bar
ker, 115 Ill. 331, 3 N. E. Rep. 93; Kirksey v.
Jones, 7 Ala. 622, 620; Pollock v. Gantt, 69
Ala. 373, 379; Eviston v. Cramer, 57 Wis.
570. 15 N. W. Rep. 760; Haines v. Schultz,
50 N. J’. Law, 481, 14 At]. Rep. 488; McCarthy
v. De . 'mit, 99 Pa. St. 63, 72; Clark v. New
Bam, 1 Exch. 131, 140; Clissold v. Machell,

26 U. C. Q. B. 422.

require that a just compensation should he
ﬁnds to the unoti’ending neutrals for all the
Juries and losses actually sustained by

The rule has the same application to cor
porations as to individuals. This court has
often. in cases of this class, as well as in
other cases, aﬂirmed the doctrine that for
acts done by the agents of a corporation, in
the course of its business and of ﬂieir em
ployment, the corporation is responsible in

the same manner and to the same extent as;
an individual is responsible under similar
circumstances. Railroad Co. v. Quigley, 21
How. 202, 210; Bank v. Graham, 100 U. S.

699, 702; Salt Lake City v. Holliater, 118 U.
S. 256, 261, 0 Sup. Ct. Rep. 1055; Railway
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00. v. Harris, 122 U. S. 597, 608, 7 Sup. Ct.
Rep.
1286.
A corporation
is doubtless liable, like an
individual, to make compensation for any
tort committed by an agent in the course of
his employment, although the act is done
wantoniy and recklessly, or against the ex

pres orders 0! the principal. Railroad Co.
v. Derby, 14 How. 468; Steamboat Co. v.
Brockett, 121 U. S. 637, 7 Sup. Ct. Rep. 1039;
allows v. Newmarch, 12 Allen, 49; Ramsden

:v. Railroad (10., 104 Mass. 117. A corpora
' tion may even he held liable-for a libel, or a

fas esasezaqgﬁea

which the authorities are not agreed: and,
where it has been held that he can, it is ad
mitted to be an anomaly in the criminal law.
Com. v. Morgan. 107 Mass. 199, 20%; Reg. v.

Holbrook, 3 Q. B. Div. 60, 63, 64, 70, 4 Q. B.
Div. 42. 51, 60.
No doubt, a corporation, like a natural per
son, may be held liable in exemplary or puni
tive damages tor the act of an agent within
the scope of his employment, provided the
criminal intent, necessary to warrant the im
position oi! such damages, is brought home to
the corporation. Railroad Co. v. Quigley,
Railway Co. v. Arms, and Railway Co. v.
Harris, above cited; Caldwell v. Steamboat
Co., 47 N. Y. 282; Bell v. Railway 00., 10 G.

malicious prosecution, by its agent within the
scope oi’. his employment; and the malice
necessary to support either action, it proved
B. (N. S.) 287, 4 Law T. (N. S.) 293.
in the agent, may be imputed to the corpora
Independently of this. in the case of a cor
tion. Railroad Co. v. Quigley, 21 How. 202,
poration, as of an individual, it any wanton
211; Salt Lake City v. Hollister, 118 U. S.
ness or mischief on the part of the agent,
256, 262, 6 Sup. Ct. Rep. 1055; Reed v. Bank, acting within the scope of his employment,
L30 Mass. 443, 445, and cases cited; Krule
causes additional injury to the plaintiff in
vitz v. Railroad 00., 140 Mass. 573, 5 N. E.
body or mind, the principal is, of course, lia
Rep. 500; McDermott v. Journal, 43 N. J’.
ble to make compensation for the whole in
Law, 438, and 44 N. J. Law, 430; Bank v.
Jury suffered Kennon v. Gilmer, 131 U. S.
Owston, 4 App. Gas. 270. But, as well ob
22, 9 Sup. Ct. Rep. 696; Meagher v. Driscoli,
served by Mr. Justice Field, new chief jus
99 Mass. 281, 285; Smith v. Holcomb, 1d. 552;
tice of Massachusetts: “The logical diilieulty Hawes v. Knowles, 114 Mass. 518; Campbell
of imputing the actual malice or fraud 0)‘. an
Car 00., 42 Fed. Rep. 484.
agent to his principal is perhaps less when v. In
the case at bar, the defendant’s counsel
the principal is a person than when it is a
having admitted in open court “that the ar
still the foundation of the impu
rest of the plaintiff was wrongful, and that
corporation;
tation is not that it is inferred that the prin
he was entitled to recover actual damages
cipal actually participated in the malice or therefor.“ the jury were rightly instructed
fraud, but, the not having been done for his that he was entitled to a verdict which would
beneﬁt by his agent acting within the scope
i'ully compensate him for the injuries sus
ot his employment in his business, it is just
tained, and that in compensating him the
that he should be held responsible for it in,
jury were authorized to go beyond his 011i
damages." Lothrop v. Adams, 133 Mass. 471
lay in and about this suit, and to consider
Though the principal is liable to make com
pensation for a libel published or a malicious
prosecution instituted by his agent, he is not
liable to be punished by exemplary damages
for an intent in which he did not participate.
in Detroit Daily Post Co. v. McArthur, in

480, 481.

ﬂgnumn dgﬁlj_hi‘gLa3ﬁghniﬁl.naﬁ

A ._.-.—4n.,a‘

the humiliation and outrage to which he had

been subjected by arresting him publicly
without warrant and without cause, and by
the conduct oi! the conductor, such as his t9
mark to the plaintiff's wife.

5

But the court, going beyond this, distinctly:
instructed the‘jury that, “after agreeing upon‘

Eviston v. Cramer, and in Haines v. Schultz,f
above cited, it was held that the publisher 0
a newspaper, when sued for a libel published

the amount which will fully compensate the
plaintiff for his outlay and injured tceiinss."

therein by one of his reporters without his
knowledge, was liable for compensatory dam
ages only, and not for punitive damages, un
less be approved or ratiﬁed the publication;
and in Haines v. Schultz the supreme court of
New Jersey said of punitive damages: “The
right to award them rests primarily upon the

tive damages against the defendant. which i8
sometimes called ‘smart money,'" if they
were "satisﬁed that the conductor’s conduot

single ground—wrongful motive."

"It is the

wrongful personal intention to injure that
calls forth the penalty. To this wrongful in
tent knowledge is an essential prerequisite."
"Absence 0t all proof bearing on the essen
tial question, to wit, defendant’s motive, can
: not be permitted to take the place of evi
ﬂdence, without leading to a most dangerous
e—
' extension of the doctrine‘ respondeat sup p.

rior. '

50 N. J. Law, 484, 485. 14 Atl. Re

488. Whether a principal can be criminally
prosecuted for a. libel published by his agent
without his participation is a question on

they might “add something by way of puni

was illegal, wanton, and oppressive."

The jury were thus told, in the plainesi
terms, that the corporation was responsible in

punitive damages for wantonness and 0119195’
sion on the part of the conductor, although
not actually participated in by the corpora’
tion. This ruling appears to us to be 1110011‘
sistent with the principles above stated. im
SllDDOYU-id by any decision of this court, and
opposed to the preponderance ot weli'collﬁld'
cred
precedents.
In Railroad
Co. v. Derby, which was an no
tion by a passenger against a railroad 00F‘

poration tor a personal injury sum“
through the negligence of its servants. the

jury were instructed that “the damages

LAKE SHORE & M. B. BY. CO. v. PRENTICE.
any were recoverable, are to be conﬁned to

the direct and immediate consequences of the
injury sustained?‘ and no exception was
taken to this instruction. 14 How. 470, 471.
In Railroad Co. v. Quigicy, which was an
action against a railroad corporation for a
libel published by its agents, the jury re
turned a verdict for the plaintlif under an in
struction that "they are not restricted in giv
ing damages to the actual positive injury
sustained by the plaintiff, but may give such
exemplary damages, if any, as in their opin
ion are called for and jnstitled, in view of all
the circumstances in this case, to render
reparation to the piaintiif, and act as an ade
quate punishment to the defendant." This
court set aside the verdict, because the in
struction given to the jury did not accurately

deﬁne the measure of the defendant's liabil
ity; and, speaking by Mr. Justice Campbell,
stated the rules applicable to the case in these
words: “For acts done by the agents of the
corporation, either in contractu or in delicto,
in the course of its business and of their em
ployment, the corporation is responsible, as
an individual is responsible under similar cir
CllIiiStzlliOGS." “Whenever the injury com
plained of has been inﬂicted maliciously or
waatonly, and with circumstances of'con
tumely or indignity, the jury are not limited
to the ascertainment of a simple compensa
tion for the wrong committed against the ag
grieved person. But the malice spoken of in
this rule is not merely the doing of an un
lawful or injurious act. The word implies

that the act complained of was conceived
in the sph'it of mischief, or criminal indiﬂer
once to civil obligations. Nothing of this

kind can be imputed to these defendants."
21 How. 210, 213, 214.
In Railway Co. v. Arms, which was an ac
tion against a railroad corporation, by a pas
longer injured in a collision caused by the
negligence of the servants of the corporation,

the jury were instructed thus: "If you ﬁnd
that the accident was caused by the gross

negligence of the defendant's servants con
trolling the train, you may give the piaintiﬂ!
punitive or exemplary damages." This court,

speaking by Mr. Justice Davis, and approving
and BDillylng the rule of exemplary damages,
l8 stated in Quigiey's Case, held that this
was a misdirection, and that the failure of
the employee to use the care that was re

iiuired to avoid the accident, "whether called
gross‘ or ‘ordinary’ negligence, did not an

mome the 11113‘ to visit the company with
ml"Rises beyond the limit of compensation

Y" the llliury actually inﬂicted. To do this,
here must have been some willful miscon

luct, or that entire want of care which would

‘use the presumption of a conscious indiifer.
@109 to consequences.

Nothing of this kind

2“ be inllJuted to the persons in charge of
8 train; and the court, therefore, misdi

“M "19 Jury." 91 u. s. 495.
In Railway Co. v. Harris, the railroad com
my, as the record showed, by an armed
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force of several hundred men, acting as its
agents and employee, and organized and com
manded by its vice president and assistant
general manager, attacked with deadly weap
ons the agents and employes of another com
pany in possession of a railroad, and forcibly
drove them out, and in so doing ﬁred upon
and injured one of them, who thereupon
brought an action against the corporation,
and recovered a verdict and judgment under
an instruction that the jury “were not lim-:
ited to compensatory damages. but could give"
0
punitive or exemplary damages, if it'was
found that the defendant acted with had in
tent, and in pursuance of an unlawful pur
pose to forcibly take possession of the rail
way occupied by the other company, and in
so doing shot the plaintiff." This court,
speaking by Mr. Justice Harlan, quoted and
approved the rules laid down in Quigley's
Case, and aﬂlrmed the judgment, not because
any evil intent on the part of the agents of
the defendant corporation could of itself
make the corporation responsible for exem
plary or punitive damages, but upon the sin
gle ground that the evidence clearly showed
that the corporation, by its governing oﬂlcers,
participated in and directed all that was
planned and done. 12 U. S. 610, 7 Sup. Ct.
Rep. 1286.
The president and general manager, or, in
his absence, the vice president in his place,
actually wielding the whole executive power
of the corporation, may well be treated as so
for representing the corporation and identi
tied with it that any wanton, malicious, or
oppressive intent of his, in doing wrongful
acts in behalf of the corporation to the in
jury of others, may be treated as the intent
of the corporation itself; but the conductor
of a train, or other subordinate agent or serve
ant of a railroad corporation, occupies a very
diiferent position, and is no more identiﬁed
with his principal, so as to ah'ect the latter
with his own unlawful and criminal intent,
than any agent or servant standing in a cor
responding relation to natural persons carry
ing on a manufactory, a mine, or a house of
trade or commerce.
The law applicable to this case has been
found nowhere better stated than by Mr.
Justice Brayton, afterwards chief justice of
Rhode Island, in the earliest reported case
of the kind, in which a passenger sued a rail
road corporation for his wrongful expulsion
from a train by the conductor, and recovered
a verdict, but excepted to an instruction to
the jury that "punitive or vindictive dam
ages, or smart money. were not to be allowed
as against the principal, unless the principal
participated in the Wrongful act of the agent,
expressly or impliedly, by his conduct an
thorizing it or approving it, either before or
after it was committed." This instruction”
was held to be right, for the following tea-z
sons: “in cases where'punitive or exemplary‘
damages have been assessed. it has been
done, upon evidence of such willfuin, reck
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lessness, or wickedness, on the part of the
party at fault, as amounted to criminality,
which for the good of society and warning
to the individual, ought to be punished. if
in such cases, or in any case of a civil nature,
it is the policy of the law to visit upon the
otfender such exemplary damages as will
operate as punishment, and teach the lesson
of caution to prevent a repetition of criminal
ity, yet we do not see how such damages can
be allowed, where the principal is prosecuted
for the tortious act of his servant, unless
there is proof in the cause to implicate the
principal and make him particeps criminis of
his agent's act. No man should be punished
for that of which he is not guilty." “Where
the proof does not implicate the principal,
and, however wicked the servant may have
been, the principal neither expressly nor im
phediy authorizes or ratiﬁes the act, and the
criminality of it is as much against him as
against any other member of society, we
think it is quite enough that he shall be liable
in compensatory damages for the injury sus
tained in consequence of the wrongful act of
a person acting as his servant." Hagan v.
Railroad Co., 3 R. I. 88, 91.
The like view was expressed by the court
of appeals of New York, in an action brought
against a railroad corporation by a passenger
for injuries suifered by the neglect of a
switchman, who was intoxicated at the time
of the accident. It was held that evidence
that the switchman was a man of intem
perate habits, which was known to the agent
of the company having the power to employ
and discharge him and other subordinates,
was competent to support a claim for ex
emplary damages, but that a direction to the
jury in general terms that in awarding dam
ages they might add to full compensation for
the injury “such sum for exemplary damages
as the case calls for, depending in a. great
measure, of course, upon the conduct of the
defendant," entitled the defendant to a. new

trial; and Chief Justice Church, delivering
the unanimous judgment of the court, stated
the rule as follows: “For injuries by the
negligence of a servant while engaged in the
I11!‘

of his habits is clearly brought home to the
company, or to a superintending agent au~
thorlzed to employ and discharge him, and in
jury occurs by reason of such habits. the
company may and ought to be amenable
to the severest rule of damages; but i am not
aware of any principle which permits 0. Jury
to award exemplary damages in a case which
does not come up to this standard, or to
graduate the amount of such damages by
their views of the propriety of the conduct of
the defendant, unless such conduct is of the
character before speciﬁed."
Cieghorn v.
Railroad 00., 56 N. Y. 44, 47, 48.
Similar decisions, denying upon like groimds
the liability of railroad companies and other
corporations, sought to be charged with puni
tive damages for the wanton or oppressive
acts of their agents or servants, not pardo
ipated in or ratiﬁed by the corporation,
have been made by the courts of New Jersey,
Pennsylvania. Delaware, Michigan, Wiscon
sin, California, Louisiana, Alabama, Texas,
and West Virginia.
It must be admitted that there is a wide
divergence in the decisions of the state courts
upon this question, and that corporations
have been held liable for such damages un
der similar circumstances in New Hamp
shire, in Maine, and in many of the western
and southern states. But of the three lead

ing cases on that side of the question. Hop-g
kins v. Railroad (30., 36 N. H. i), can hardly:
be recouciled'with the later decisions in Far
v. Parker, 53 N. H. 342, and Blxby v. Dunlap.
56 N. H. 456; and in Goddard v. Railway 00.,
57 Maine, 202, 228, and Railway Co. v. Dunn,
19 Ohio St. 162, 590, there were strong dis
senting opinions. In many, if not most, of the
other cases, either corporations were put
upon different grounds in this respect from
other principals, or else the distinction be
tween imputing to the corporation such
wrongful act and intent as would render it
liable to make compensation to the person
injured, and imputing to the corporation the
intent necessary to be established in order
to subject it to exemplary damages by way of

punishment, was overlooked or disregarded

business of the'master, within the scope of his

Most of the cases on both sides of the queﬂ

employment, the latter is liable for compen
satory damages; but for such negligence,
however gross or culpable, he is not liable to
be punished in punitive damages unless he
is also chargeable with gross misconduct.
Such misconduct may be established by show
ing that the act of the servant was author

tion, not speciﬁcally cited above, are collected
in 1 Sedg. Dam. (8th Ed.) 5 380.
In the case at bar, the plaintiff does not ap

pear to have contended at the trial, 01' t°
have introduced any evidence tending to
show, that the conductor was known to the
defendant to be an unsuitable person in any

ized or ratiﬁed, or that the master employed

respect, or that the defendant in any W8!

n1‘ retained the servant, knowing that he was
incompetent, or, from bad habits, unﬁt for
llle position he occupied. Something more
than ordinary negligence is requisite; it must
he reckless, and of a criminal nature, and
clearly established. Corporations may incur
this liability as well as private persons. If a
railroad company, for instance, knowingly
and wantonly employs a drunken engineer
or switchman, or retains one after knowledge

participated in, approved, or ratiﬁed his treat
ment of the plalntiﬁ; nor did the instructions

given to the jury require them to be satisﬁed
of any such fact before awarding punitive

damages; but the only fact which they were
required to ﬁnd, in order to support a 01111111
for punitive damages against the corpora‘

tion. was that the conductor‘s illegal couch-10t
was wanton and oppressive.

For this error

us we cannot know how much of the vcrdict
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was intended by ‘the jury as a compensation
for the plaintiff's injury, and how much by
Way of punishing the corporation for an m‘
tpnt in which it had 110 part, the Judgment

issue of_county bonds in aid of s railroad, are
P"! b'mlmll‘ "P011 {1 fedeljﬂl 001!" 80 as to require
fore such decisions were rendered and a roved
by two thirds of those actually v'oting, lljilzeing a

must be revel-ed, and the case remanded to
the circuit court, with directions to set aside

less number than two thirds of the reg‘stered

the verdict, and to Order a new trig-L

road, where the question involved is under which
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KNOX COUNTY v. NINTH LAT.
BANK OF
CITY OF NEW YORK

non 8.
ofUnder
the county
Gen. court.
St. Mo. 1866, c. 63, Q 17, an
issue of bonds in aid of a railroad pursuant to

(January 3 y 1893 -)

a vote_wherein_merely
of the
railroad
is
designated, is valid,the
theroute
county
authorities

No. 78.
Rumzom Counmes—Momorrn. Ain—Fsnaau.
Coun'rs—FoLLowmo S'rs'rn DECISIONS.
1. The question whether certain county
bonds in aid of a railroad were issued under authority oi‘ Acts Mo. 1865, p. 86, § 13, and therefore payable only by levy of the tax thereby authorized to a limited amount each year, or under
Gen. St. Mo. 1866, c. 63. § 17, in which case
they would be payable without restriction as
they fail due, is properly determinable in a suit
On the bonds, and one to be ﬁnally settled by the
‘udg'ment. therein. Harshman v. Knox Co., 7
up. Ct. Rep. 1171, 122 U. S. 306, followed.
2. A recital on the face of county bonds that
they are “issued under and pursuant to order oi‘
a county court ' ' ' for subscription to
the stock of-the M. 8; M. R. R. 00., as author~
by an act ' ' ' entitled ‘An act to in—
corporate the M. & M. R. R. 00., approved Feb.
20,1865,“ although it may estop the county in
favor of the bondholder, is not conclusive in favor of the county, and the boudholder may introdnce evidence to prove that the bonds were is-

med under authority of another statute.

87

Fed. Rep. 75, aﬂirmed.
a 3.%hcounty courfbﬂiln an Ol‘dlfﬂ' for anbcledc-

having the right to select the particular corpora
lamp
Rebe_ 75,
Commisqionmi
v_ Thad’!
"Oil to
the aging“;
l'(‘(‘l ienr of
the subscri )tiou.
'
er‘ 94
s. 631; Scipio v_ Wright, 101 U_ g.
665,-followed.
S). Coast. Mo. adopted July 4, 1865. art. 11, Q
14, provided that the legislature should not au
thorize any county to loan its credit in aid of an
corporation uulcss two thirds of the qualiﬁed
voters should assent, and a general law to carry
out this provision was enacted. Prior to the
adoption of the constitution a special act had an
thorized county courts to loan the credit of coun
ties in aid of a certain railroad without the
assent of the voters, and in 1867 the state an
reme court decided in State v. Macon County
ourt, 41 M0. 453, that this rior act was not re
peaicd by the constitution.
fore this decision,
the question being a doubtful one. a county court
had ordered an e ection, and issued bonds in aid
of a railroad pursuant to a two-thirds vote of tho
people asseuting thereto, but the bonds bore on
their face a recital that they were issued under
anthority of the special act. Held, that the bond
holder had a right to treat the bonds as if issued

under authority of the general act, and was enti
tied to all the remedies given thereby.
Rep. 75, afﬁrmed.

on on equestion o
eissue 0 county on s
in d of a railroad. directed that notice of the

37 Fed.

mu]
In error to the cl

t court of the United

election be given through a certain newspaper
i'or ﬁve weeks. The period between the date of
the orderl February 6th, and the date of the
electio March 12th, exciudin the former and

States for the eastern district of Missouri.
Action by the Ninth National Bank of the
city of New York against Knox county, in

hdudig'g Ehe latter day, accogding to the rule

the state of Missouri, to recover upon certain

prescribed in Gen. St. Mo. 1866, p. 84, § 6, lack.

county bonds and coupons.

Verdictandjudg

0d one day of ﬁve full weeks but the notice was

ment for plaintiﬁr. New trial denied. 37Fed.

not prescribed by statute.

R

chi, that the order

ould be construed so as to mak
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ossible a

d ection, L e. as requiring ad’vertlpsemeut’ in
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75
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statement by Mr- Justice BREWER:
On February 20, 1865, the legislature of the

9 Votes can‘

state of Missouri passed an act to incorporate

bruised by the proper oiﬁcers, and an order made

the Missouri & Mississippi Railroad company.

Nrdanoe with the terms of the order for the

89$. Acts 1865, p. 86.

election. Held, that it might be presumed that
Primer notices of the election were given, under

the route of said road, reads:
,.

Section 7, prescribing

act is necessary to the legality of a subsequent

9 e that where the performance of a prior
823mg"; “dale Mtge!‘ carries gig! 1} 11 Drcsump-

sec’ 7' said. board of glrectors shankha"?
locate, and construct a railroad from the town

0
u no per ormance o t e ormer.
Natl.5.wilei‘e'iilt
a mu
‘ on (minty bonds in mqlof
._

h
ty of Macon, |n the
state
of Missouri,
of Macon.
in t e through
coun the town of Edina,

WW5 they were issued, their validity being
mlmltted. it is unnecessary to 1'0" every BePfl-

in the county of KHOX, in said state, and
thence to or near the northeast corner ot

full power and authority 0 survey, mar out,

me mp wh‘ch “hem” m’ t 1"’ "q‘ﬁ'ed in said state, in the direction or Keokuk, in
alntiﬂ? contends.

Any

Iowa, or Alexandria. Missouri."

co‘mpetent end-ewe’
0f the3111county
may“Pd
be
am8 from
the facts

By
section
it wasbeprovided:
"Sec.
13. It13shall
lawful for the corpo

ltatuta the county groceedgi
lourle' Edam“ ° the Supreme court of Mis-

ratc authorities of any city 0!‘ town, the coun
ty court of any county desiring so to do, to

c- 63 “5) tllaie ‘igﬁtmtmgder Gen". st- M°~ 1866'

subscribe to the capital stock of said comps‘

ed voters iisigcegwgv‘ioﬂiéhdiefghidtiﬁ

ny, and they may issue bonds therefor and levy
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a. tax to pay the same, not to exceed one
twentieth of one per cent. upon assessed
value of taxable property for each year."
Chapter 63 of the General Statutes of Mia
souri of 1866 is a. general statute in reference
to railroad companies. Section 17 of that
chapter is as follows:

“Sec. 17. It shall be lawful for the county
court of any county, the council of any city,
or the trustees of any incorporated town, to
take stock for such county, city, or town in,
or loan the credit thereof to, any railroad
company duly organized under this or any
other law of the state: provided, that two
thirds of the qualiﬁed voters of such county,
city, or town, at a regular or special election
to be held therein, shall assent to such sub
scription."

Gen.

St.

Mo.

1866, p.

338;

1

Wag. St. 1870, p. 305.

On October 1, 1867, and on February 1,
1868. the county of Knox issued $100,000 in
10-year bonds to the Missouri & Mississippi
Railroad Company. The body of the bond is

thoi'ity conferred upon the county court of
Knox county by the thirteenth section of the
act incorporating the Missouri & Mississippi
Railroad Company, and expressly denied that
they were “issued to said Missouri & Missis
sippi Railroad Company in payment of said
subscription in compliance with a vote of the
people of said county, as alleged in said peti
tion." Upon these pleadings the case went
to trial before a jury, which resulted in a ver
dict and judgment on March 7, 1888, in favor
of the plaintiff for the amount due on the
bonds and coupons, and an adjudication “that
the bonds and coupons sued upon by plaintltt
were duly issued by the defendant county
under and by authority of order of the coun
ty court for that purpose, and under and by
authority of a special election of the qualiﬁed
voters of said county, duly ordered and held
in said county for that purpose, at which;
‘more than two thirds of such qualiﬁed voters‘
voting at said election voted for the sub
scription of stock and issue of said bonds and
coupons, as charged in plaintiff's petition;
and, further, said bonds and coupons, together
with the subscription aforesaid, were duly au

in these words:
“Know all men by these presents, the coun
ty of Knox. state 01’. Missouri, acknowledges
itself indebted to the Missouri and Mississippi
Railroad Company (organized by an act of the
general assembly of the state of Missouri)
or bearer, in the sum of $500.00, which said
sum the said county promises to pay at the

thorized by a vote of the qualiﬁed voters of
said county, taken according to the laws of

National Bank of Commerce in the city of

the state of Missouri."

To reverse which

judgment the county sued out this writ of

error.
Itobt. G. Mitchell and B. B. Dysart, for
plaintiff in error. John B. Henderson, for

New York, " ‘ ' with interest at 7 per
cent. per annum, which interest shall be pay
defendant in error.
a'ble annually on presentation of the coupon
“hereto annexed at said National Bank of
Mr. Justice BREWER, after stating the
G Commerce in the city of New York; this bond
facts in the foregoing language, delivered the
0
being issued under and pursuant to order of
opinion of the court.
the county court of Knox county, for sub
No question arises in this case as to the
scription to the stock of the Missouri and
amount of the judgment, or as to the vaiidiio’
Mississippi Railroad Company, as authorized
of the bonds as obligations of Knox county.
by an act of the general assembly of the
The answer in terms admitted the indebted
State of Missouri, entitled ‘An act to incor
ness, and the only question which was liti
porate the Missouri and Mississippi Railroad
gated was whether the bonds were issued
solely under and by virtue of section 13 ot
Company,‘ approved February 20, 1865.”
On June 14, 1884, the defendant in error,
the act incorporating the Missouri & MisSiS'
claiming to be the owner of certain of these sippi Railroad Company, or were suilllm"ted
bonds, brought suit in the circuit court of the by a vote of the people under the genw

United States for the eastern district of Mis
souri. 1n the petition it was alleged that
“all of said bonds and coupons were author
ized, issued, and negotiated by said defend
ant county under and by authority of orders
of the county court of said county, duly en.
tered on the records of said court, and under
and by the authority of a special election of

railroad law. The difference between the
two consists in this: If the bonds were issued
under the general statute, and in pursuance
of the vote of the people, they are payable

without restriction as they fall due, and man—
damus will lie to compel a levy suﬁlcient i0

pay the judgment; if issued only under 59°‘

tion 13 of the Missouri & Mississippi 1W1‘

the qualiﬁed voters of said Knox county, duly

road Company act, a special levy of not ex

ordered and held under and

ceeding one twentieth of 1 per cent. of the
assessed valuation for each year is all that
can be enforced. U. S. v. County of M11001!»

according to

the laws of Missouri, in said county. on the
12th day of March, 1867, at which election
ﬁve hundred and ten votes were duly and
legally cast in favor of making the subscrip

don to the said company, and of issuing there
for the bonds herein described, and only
ninety-eight votes were cast against the said
subscription and issue of bonds."

99That
U. S.this
582.was a matter properly determin

able in a suit on the bonds, and one to be
ﬁnally settled by the judgment therein, is
clear from the case of Harshman v. Knox CO»

The en.

swer admitted the issue of the bonds, but ai
leged that they were issued under the au

122 U. S. 306, 7 Sup. Ct. Rep. 1171.

While the bonds on their face recite that
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so,” are “issued under and pursuant to order
' of the county court of Knoxscounty for sub
scription to the stock of the Missouri &
Misissippi Railroad Company, as authorized
by an act of the general assembly of the
state of Missouri, entitled ‘An act to incor
porate the Missouri and Mississippi Railroad
Company,’ approved February 20, 1865," and
while such a recital may be invoked by the
holder of the bonds as an estoppel against the
county, it is not conclusive in its favor as to
the act under which the bonds were in fact
issued. Commissioners v. January, 94 U. S.
202. The questions, therefore, to be consid
cred are those which arise in respect to the
admission of testimony, its sufiiciency, and
the instructions of the court. in reference

to the former, it may be remarked that sev
eral witnesses were called, among them two
whowere couutyjudges at the time the bonds
were issued; that all were asked as to the
talk which took place at the time the bonds
were issued, and the county judges as to
which not they relied upon in the issue of
the bonds, and what they thought and intend
ed in the matter. It is unnecessary to ex
press an opinion as to the competency of this
testimony, for no exceptions were taken to
that which was oﬁ’ered by the plaintiff, and
of course the defendant cannot allege error
in the admission oi.’ that which it oﬁfered
The record evidence consisted, among other

things, of these matters: An order of the
county court of Knox county, on February
6, 1867, upon a. petition therefor, directing
a special election to be held on the question
of subscribing $100,000 to the stock of a rail
road company constructing a road through
Knox county, (no particular company was
mentioned in the order, and three diiIerent

lines of road were described, one of them
similar to that named in the charter of the
Missouri & Mississippi Railroad Company;)
a record of the canvass of the votes at such
election, showing 510 votes for and 98 votes
against the subscription; and an order of
the county court of May 13, 1867, authorizing

ihe presiding justice of the court to subscribe
111 the name of the county of Knox for $100,

000 of the capital stock of the Missouri &
Mississippi Railroad Company. The terms of
this subscription, as prescribed in this order.
_\\'cre the same as those in the order for an

péi-lcction, to wit, that the bonds should be used
(or \‘vork'actually done on the road within
the limits of Knox county. The plaintitf also

lsﬁito 1875, inclusive, which ranged from 30
"1 10 cents on the $100, until the year 1875,
when it was only 5 cents, or one twentieth

of} per cent. It was admitted that in May,
I 14, a decision of the supreme court of the
Edie of Missouri was announced. (State v.

‘-h°"l'llli;e, 56 M0. 126,) by which the power

ff county courts to levy taxes for the pay
ment of bonds issued to the Missouri & Mis

sissippi Railroad Company was limited to
one twentieth of 1 per cent, as prescribed in
section 13 of its charter, and that the order

on the $100, was on the 1st day of June set
aside, and a levy of 5 cents ordered. There
was also oﬁ’ered in evidence a certiﬁed copy
of certain leaves of the bond register of Knox
county, showing a statement of the bonded
debt outstanding January 1, 1874, on which
is a minute that $100,000 of the bonds issued
to the Missouri & Mississippi Railroad Com
pany were “ordered by an election held 12th
of March, 1867;" also a statement of the
ﬁnancial condition of the ,county, published
in a county newspaper by order of the county
court, in which was a. substantially similar

statement.
Upon this we notice two or three of the
principal points made by counsel for plaintiiT
in error. The order for the election directed
that notice thereof "be given through the
Missouri Watchman for ﬁve weeks, and by
printed handbiiis, publicly exposed through
out the county." It also named the second
Monday in March as the day for the election.

No evidence was offered of any printed hand
bills, or of the publication of notice in the
Missouri Watchman. It is insisted that, in
the absence of evidence, there can be no pre
sumption that notice was given either by
handbiils or in the newspaper; and, secondly.
that between the date of the order (February
6th) and the date of the election (March
12th) it was not possible to make the pre—
scribed publication, because, excluding the‘;

day of the order’and including the day of the v’
election, there would be only thirty-four days,
or one day lacking the ﬁve full weeks, The
statutes of Missouri at that time in force pro
vided, in accordance with the general rule in
respect to such matters, that "the time within
which an act is to be done shall be com
puted by excluding the ﬁrst day and including
the last." Gen. St. Mo. 1866, p. 84, § 6. But
the notice required for this election was not
prescribed by statute. It was ﬁxed by order
of the county court, and, there being but
thirty-four days between the day of the or
der and that named for the election, it must
be presumed that what was intended was not
a publication for ﬁve full weeks of seven
days each, but a publication in each of the
ﬁve weeks, which could easily be made in
the thirty-four days. It cannot be suppoed
that the county court directed a notice which
it was impossible to give, or that it was put
ting the people to the annoyance and the
county to the expense of an election which
was necessarily void by reason of an inability
to comply with the terms of the order. The
order must be construed so as to make pos
sible a valid election, and that is accomplished
by construing it, and in a. reasonable way, as
requiring advertisement in ﬁve successive
weekly issues of the paper named.
Again, the election was held, the votes cast
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at that election were canvassed by the proper
oﬂicers, and an order made by the county
court for a subscription in accordance with
the terms of the order for the election. From
these facts it may be presumed that proper
notices of the election were given, for it is
a rule of very general application that, where
an act is done which can be done legally
only after the performance of some prior act,
proof of the latter carries with it a presump
tion of the due performance of the prior act.
In Bank v. Dandridge, 12 Wheat. 04, 70, it
was said: “The same presumptions are, we
think, applicable to corporations. Persons
acting publicly as omcers of the corporation
are to be presumed rightfully in oilice. Acts
done by the corporation which presuppose the
existence of other acts to make them legally
operative are presumptive proofs of the lat
gter. ' ' ' If oﬂicers of the corporation
' openly exercise a power'which presupposes
a delegated authority for the purpose, and
other corporate acts show that the corpora
tion must have contemplated the legal exist
ence of such authority, the acts of such oﬂ‘l
cers will be deemed rightful, and the delegat
ed authority will be presumed. ' ' ‘ In
short, we think that the acts of artiﬁcial per
lons afford the same presumptions as the
.cts of natural persons. Each affords pre
-.umptions. from acts done. of what must
have preceded them, as matters of right or
matters of duty."
But, further, the validity of the bonds is
admitted by the answer, and therefore it is
unnecessary to prove every separate step
which otherwise might be required in order
to show the legality of this issue. The in
quiry here is, under what act and by what
authority the county court issued them; and
in determining that question any statement
on the records of the county may be compe
rent evidence, and from all the acts and cir
cumstances it is to be determined under
which act the county was proceeding. Sup
pose the bonds contained no recitals. but sim
ply an acknowledgment of indebtedness, and
in a suit on them their validity was admitted,

that the bonds admitted to be valid were in
fact issued under the other statute.
This brings us to notice a point made in
reference to the instructions. There was tee;
tiniony tending to prove that a'registration?
had been made of the qualiﬁed voters of the
county, and that it showed over 1,000 such
voters. The vote cast at the election was,
for the subscription, 510, and against, 98; that
is, more than two thirds of those who actu
ally voted assented to the subscription, but
not two thirds of the qualiﬁed voters, as
shown by the registration. Several decisions
of the supreme court of Missouri are cited,
the latest being that of State v. Harris, 96
Mo. 29, 8 S. W. Rep. 794, in which that court
has held that two thirds of those actually
voting is not sufficient, and that it must ap
pear that two thirds of the qualiﬁed voters,
as ascertained by the registration, assented
to the subscription; and it is said that this
court follows the settled construction placed
upon its statutes by the supreme court of a
state. This question has been thoroughly
discussed in this court, and ‘.t is unnecessary
to enter into any re-examination of it. These
decisions were made after the issue of the
bonds, and cannot be deemed controlling.

Gas Co. v. Johnston, 95 U. S. 360; Daviess
Co. v. Huidekoper, 98 U. S. 98; Douglass v.
Pike 00., 101 U. S. 677; Carroll Co. v. Smith,
111 U. S. 556, 4 Sup. Ct. Rep. 539.

Another matter is this:

It will be remem

bered that the court permitted the plaintiff

to otter in evidence the tax levies for several
years after the issue of the bonds; 8- will‘
of the entries made on the bond register of
the county in 1874, showing the bonded in
debtcdness of the county; and a ﬁnancial

statement of the county, published by direc
tion of the county court. It also instructed
the jury that they might consider these mat

ters in determining what was the intent of
the county court in issuing the bonds; "that
is to say, whether they intended to act e!
clusively under the railroad charter, or under
authority conferred by a popular vote, or un

der both powers." It was not said by the

and there were two statutes, under either of

court that these matters created an eswpilel

which the bonds might have been issued, a
single entry on the records of the county
might be sufficient, in the absence of all other
testimony. to support a ﬁnding that the bonds
were issued under one, rather than the
other, statute. All that can be said from the
omission to introduce in evidence a full recit

upon the county, or concluded it as to the

al of all the steps necessary to make a per.

kind, the whole conduct of the county. bomi

feet proceeding under the general statute is

question, but simply that they were matter!

to be considered. It is a familiar rule that
the interpretation given to a contract by the
Parties themselves is competent, and often

times very weighty, evidence in determlnlnx
its meaning and force.

So in a matter of ﬂllla

before,‘at the time, and after the issue 0"

that such omission detracts from the force of

the bonds, may be shown to aid in determin

the testimony from the records and proceed.

ing under what statute and by what authori
t!’ the county proceeded in the issue of thetie

lugs “Omani; produced. In this respect it
will be noticed that there is a marked differ
ence between an omission to prove one step

in a prescribed course of proceeding and ev

bonds. Chicago v. Sheldon, 9 Wall. 50. 54;
Steinbach v. Stewart, 11 Wall. 566, 576; 0“
ml 00. v. Hill, 15 Wall. 94; Merriam r. U

idence that such step was not taken, for, 11

s, 101 U. s. 431, 2 Sup. or. Rep. 536; U- 5

it were established that one essential step in
a course of proceeding required by one stat
uta was not taken, it might well be held

{i Gibbons, 109 U. S. 200, 3 Sup. Ct R61!
7.
Asl'lin. it is urged that the order for the
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election was invalid, inasmuch as no corpo
ration was named as the proposed recipient
of the subscription; but it has been held to
the contrary, and that it is sufficient if the
route is designated, leaving to the county au
thorities the selection of the particular cor
poration to be the recipient of the subscrip

tion. Commissioners v. Thayer, 94 U. S. 631;
Scipio v. Wright, 101 U. S. 665.
Another matter requires notice, and it is
of great signiﬁcance: The constitution of the
state of Missouri, adopted July 4, 1865, arti

cle 11, s 14, provided that “the general as
sembly shall not authorize any county, city,
or town to become a stockholder in, or to
loan its credit to, any company, association,
or corporation, unless two thirds of the qual
liied voters of such county, city, or town, at
a regular or special electionI to be held there
in, shall assent thereto." At the October
term, 1867, of the supreme court of Missouri,
the case of State v. Macon County Court, 41
M0. 453, was decided, in which it was held

These are the substantial matters involved
in this litigation. We ﬁnd no error in the
proceedings of the circuit court, and its Judg

ment is aiﬁrmed.
%

U. S. 165)
NOBLE et al. v. UNION RIVER(‘147
LOGGING
R. CO.
(January 9, 1893.)
No. 1,157.
Exncu'rrvn DEPAliTllll-jNTS—IXJL'XCTION’ AND Max
Wr-ms — Punuo Lsuns — RAILROAD Rionr or
.n'.

a. mere ministerial duty, or is without power to
act at all.
_2. The secretary of the interior has no au
thority to ennui the action
'

that the constitution had no retroactive ef
i'ect upon statutes passed before its adoption,
and that, therefore, under the Missouri &
Mississippi Railroad Company act, passed
February 20, 1865,—a few months before the
adoption of the constltution,—there was pow
er in the county authorities to subscribe with
out the assent of the voters, It may well be
believed, as asserted by counsel for defend
out in error, that, until that decision was an
nounced, the understanding that the prohi
bition in the constitution superseded all unex
ecuted authority given by prior charters was
so general that no county court would have

dared to subscribe stock and issue bonds
m'ihont the assent of two thirds of the qual

authority to determine,
is not subject to collateral attack.
3. The grant of a. right of wu under the
said statute is a grant in raesentl, which be
came vested on the identi cation of the lands
by the location of the road and the approval
thereof by the secretary; and the attempt of
the present secretary to annnl the a proval was
an attempt to deprive the companyo its proper
ty without due process of law, was entirely
without authority, and the secretary was there
fore subject to an injunction.

Appeal from the supreme court of the Dis
trict of Columbia. Aﬂirmed.
Statement by Mr. Justice BROWN:
E:held, before the decision in the Macon County
This was a bill in equity by the Union
.,Court Case, and it is diﬁicult to believe that
' the county court did not issue'these bonds in River Logging railroad Company to enjoin
l'diance upon the authority given them by the the secretary of the interior and the commis
sioner of the general land oﬁice from execut
vote of the people, in pursuance of the gen
oral laws of the state, although referring on ing a certain order revoking the approval of
the face of the bonds to the Missouri & Mis
the plaintiff's maps for a right of way over
Sissiiiiil Railroad Company act, which spe the public lands, and also from molesting
clﬁlly authorized the company to receive, and plaintiif in the enjoyment of such right of
"18 counties through which it ran to make, way secured to it under an act of congress.
The bill averred, in substance, that the
lubscl'liitions. It is very likely that the coun
ti’ court had in mind the special act creating Union River Logging Railroad Company was
organized March 20, 1883, under chapter 185
Mississippi Railroad Compa
of the Territorial Code or Washington, au
11!. as well as the general law, and the vote
the people under it. and that it meant to thorizing the formation of "corporations for
PXel'clsc all the authority conferred by both.
' ' ' the purpose of building, equipping,
It is enough for this case that the vote of the and running railroads," etc. The articles de
people authorizing this issue of bonds was clared the business and objects of the cor
given, and that the county court acted in re
poration to be “the building, equipping,
"mce thereon, for by assent, through their running, maintaining, and operating of a rail
road for the transportation of saw logs, piles,
and other timber, and wood and lumber, and
to charge and receive compensation and tolls
therefor, ‘ ' ' from
tide water in
Blppl Railroad Company act might Lynch's cove, at the head of Hood's canal.
all
the payment of these in said Mason county, and running thence in
a general northeasterly direction, by the
most practicable route, a distance of about
liied voters. This subscription was made,
some of the bonds issued, as well as the vote
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was not such a railroad company as was

ten miles, more or less," etc. The capital
éstocl; of the company being subscribed, the
' company proceeded by degrees to construct
and equip a road extending from tide water
in Lynch's cove, about four miles along the
line above mentioned, to transport saw logs
and other lumber and timber. On August
17, 1888, amended articles of incorporation
were ﬁled, “to construct and equip a railroad
and telegraph line” over a much longer
route, with branches, and "to maintain and
operate said railroad and branches, and carry
freight and passengers thereon, and receive
toils therefor." Also “to engage and carry
on a general logging business, and provide
for the cutting, hauling, transportation, buy
ing, owning, acquiring, and selling of all
kinds of logs, plies, poles, lumber, and tim

contemplated by the act of congress, deemed
it their duty to vacate and annul the action
of Mr. Vilas, then secretary of the interior,
approving plaintiﬁ‘s maps of deﬁnite loca
tion, and to that end caused the notice com
plained of in the bill to be served. They fur
ther claimed it to be their duty to revoke and
annul the action of the former secretary of
the interior as having been made improvi
dently, and on false suggestions, and without
authority under the statute.
Upon a bearing upon the bill, answer, and
accompanying exhibits, the court ordered a
decree for the plaintiff, and an injunction as
prayed for in the bilL Defendants appealed
to this court.
Asst. Atty. Gen. Maury, for appellants.
Fredric D. McKenney and Saml. F. Phillips,

her."
In the spring of 1889, plaintiff proceeded
Q
for appellee.
i
to extend its line of road for three miles be
It
yond the point to which it had previously ex
‘Mr. Justice BROWN, after stating the facts‘
tended it. It located at intervals a better
in the foregoing language, delivered the opin
line of road; made and ballasted a new road
of the court.
bcd of standard gauge; and substituted steel ion
This case involves not only the power 01,,
rails and another locomotive in place of
this court to enjoin the head of a depart-‘,1
those rails and equipments which had been
ment, but the power of a secretary of'the'
suﬁicient for its limited purposes, as speciﬁed
interior to annul the action of his predecessor,
in the original articles. In January, 1885), the
when such action operates to give effect to a
company desiring to avail itself of an act of
grant of public lands to a railroad corpora
congress of March 3, 1875, (18 St. p. 482,)
tion.
granting to railroads a right of way through
1. With regard to the Judicial power in
the public lands of the United States, filed
cases of this kind, it was held by this court
with the register of the land oﬂice at Seattle
as early as 1803, in the great case of Mar
a copy of its articles of incorporation, a copy
bury v. Madison, 1 Crunch, 137, that there

of the territorial law under which the com

was a distinction between acts involving the

pany was organized, and the other docu
ments required by the act, together with a
map showing the termini of the read, its
length, and its route through the public lands
according to the public surveys. These pa
pers were transmitted to the commissioner
of the land oiilce, and by him to the secreta
ry of the interior, by whom they were ap
proved in writing. and ordered to be tiled.
They were accordingly ﬁled at once, and the

exercise of judgment or discretion and those
which are purely ministerial; that, with re
spect to the former, there exists, and can ex
ist, no power to control the executive discnr
tion, however erroneous its exercise may
seem to have been; but with respect to min‘
isterial duties, an act or refusal to act is, 0i‘

plaintitf notiﬁed thereof.
On June 13, 1800, a copy of an order by
the appellant, successor in office to the sec
retury of the interior by whom the maps were
approved, was served upon the plaintiff.
requiring it to show cause why said approval

“should not be revoked and annulled.
‘f, This was followed by an order of the act
‘ ing secretary of'the interior, annuiling and
canceling such maps, and directing the com.
mlssioner of the land oiiice to carry out the
order.
The answer admitted all the allegations of
fact in the hill, and averred that it became
known to the defendants that the plaintiff
was not engaged in the business of a. common

carrier of passengers and freight at the time
of its application, but in the transportation
of logs for the private use and beneﬁt of the

several persons composing the said company,
Mid that, being advised that a railroad com
pany carrying on a merely private business

may become, the subject of review by the
courts.

The principle of this case was all‘

piled in Kendall v. U. 8., 12 Pet. 524, and
the action of the circuit court sustained in I
proceeding where it had commanded the
postmaster general to credit the relator with
a certain sum awarded to him by the solicit
or of the treasury under an act of congress

authorizing the latter to adjust the claim, t1!!!
being regarded as purely a ministerial duty
In Decatur v. Paulding. 14 Pet. 497, :1 mm!‘
damus was refused upon the same principle
to compel the secretary of the navy to allow

to the widow of Commodore Decaturacertﬂiﬂ
pension and arrcarages. indeed, the reports
of this court abound with authorities to The
same effect. Kendall v. Stokes, 3 How. 87;
Brashear v. Mason, 6 How. 92; Reeside v
Walker,

11

How.
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Whitelcy, 4 Wall. 522; U. S. v. Seaman. 17
How. 31: U. S. v. Guthrie, Id. 284; U
v. Commissioner, 5 Wall. 563; Galmrii '
Thompson. 7 Wall. 347; Secretary v. McGui

rahan, o WalL 298; U. s. v. Schurz, 102 U

NOBLE 0. UNION RIVER LOGGING R. CO.
S, 373; Butterwortll v. Hoe, 112 U. S. 50, 5
Sup. Ct. Rep. 25; U. S. v. Black, 128 U. S.

40, 9 Sup. Ct. Rep. 12. In all these cases the
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the proceedings, and without which the act
of the court is a. mere nullity; such, for ex

distinction between Judicial and ministerial
acts is commented upon and enforced.
action, (D’Arcy v. Ketchum, 11 How. 165;
We have no doubt the principle of these
Webster v. Reid, Id. 437; Harris v. Harde
decisions applies to a case wherein it is con
man, 14 How. 334; Pennoyer v. Neif, 95 U.
tended that the act of the head of a depart
S. 714; Borden v. Fitch. 15 Johns. 141;) the
“ment, under any view that could be taken
seizure and possession of the res within the
:of the facts that were laid before him, was
bailiwick
in a proceeding in rem, (Rose v.
' ultra vires, and beyond the'scope of his au
Himely, 4 Cranch, 241; Thompson v. Whit
thority. If he has no power at all to do the
man, 18 Wall. 457;) a publication in strict
act complained of. he is as much subject to
an injunction as he would be to a mandamus accordance with the statute, where the prop
erty of an absent defendant is sought to be
if he refused to do an act which the law
charged, (Galpin v. Page, 18 Wall. 350;
plainly required him to do. As observed by
Mr. Justice Bradley in Board v. McComb, 92 Guaranty Trust & Safe-Deposit Co. v. Green
Cove Springs & M. It. 00., 139 U. S. 137, 11
U. S. 531, 541: "But it has been well settled
that when a plain, otiicial duty, requiring no
exercise of discretion, is to be performed,
son, or, in a case where there is an executor
and performance is refused, any person who
capable of acting, (Grii'lith v. Frazier, 8
will sustain personal injury by such refusal
Cranch, 9,) or condemns as lawful prize a
may have n mandamus to compel its per
vessel that was never captured, (Rose v.
formance; and when such duty is threatened
Hiuieiy. 4 Crunch, 241, 261),) or a court-mar
to be violated by some positive oilicial act,
tlal proceeds and sentences :1 person not in
any person who will sustain personal injury
the military or naval service, (Wise v. With
thereby, for which adequate compensation
UPS, 3 Cranch, 331,) or the land department
cannot be had at law, may have an injunc
issues a patent for land which has already
tion to prevent it. In such cases the writs of
been reserved or granted to another person,
mandamus and injunction are somewhat cor
—the not is not voidable merely, but void.
relative to each other.”
in
these and similar cases the action of the
2. At the time the documents required by
court or officer fails for want of Jurisdiction
the act of 1875 were laid before Mr. Vilas,
over the person or subject-matter. The pro
then secretary of the interior, it became his
ceeding is a nullity, and its invalidity may be
duty to examine them, and to determine,
shown in a. collateral proceeding.
among other things, whether the railroad au
There is, however, another class of facts
thorized by the articles of incorporation was
which are termed "quasi jurisdictional,"
such a one as was contemplated by the act
which are necessary to be alleged and proved
of congress. Upon being satisﬁed of this
fact. and that all the other requirements of in order to set the machinery of the law
in motion, but which, when properly al
the act had been observed, he was author
leged. and established to the satisfaction of
ized to approve the profile of the road, and
the
court, cannot be attacked collaterally.
to cause such approval to be noted upon the
plats hi the land oﬁlce for the district where With respect to these facts, the ﬁnding of
such land was located. When this was done, the court is as conclusively presumed to be
correct as its ﬁnding with respect to any oth
the granting section of the act became oper
er matter in issue between the parties. Ex
ntive, and rested in the railroad company a
right of way through the public lands to the amples of these are the allegations and proof
of the requisite diversity of citizenship. or
extent of 100 feet on each side of the central
line of the road. Frasher v. O’Connor, 115 the amount in controversy in a federal court,
which. when found by such court, cannot be:
L. S. 102. 5 Sup. Ct. Rep. 1141.
questioned collaterally, (Des'liioines Nav. &
The position of the defendants in this con
R. Co. v. Iowa Homestead (10., 123 U. S. 552,
heciion is that the existence of a railroad,
with the duties and liabilities of a common 8 Sup. Ct. Rep. 217; In re Sawyer, 124 U. S.
carrier of freight and passengers, was a ju
200, 220, 8 Sup. Ct. Rep. 482;) the existence
usdlctlonai fact, without which the secretary
and amount of the debt of a petitioning debt,
had no power to act, and that in this case he
or in an involuntary bankruptcy, (Michacls
v. Post, 21 Wall. 898; Betts v. Bagley, 12
was imposed upon by the fraudulent repre
sentations of the plaintiff, and that it was
Pick. 572;) the fact that there is insufficient
cOliiiietent for his successor to revoke the ap
personal property to pay the debts of a de
pmvﬂi thus obtained; in other words, that cedent, when application is made to sell his
the prorci‘diiis's were a nullity, and that his
real estate, (Comstock v. Crawford, 3 Wall.
Egan‘ of Jurisdiction to approve the map may 396; Grignon's Lessee v. Astor, 2 How. 319;
Florentine v. Barton, 2 Wall. 210;) the fact
7 .9 M "D as a defense to this suit.
alga? m"! that. in every proceeding of a ju that one of the heirs of an estate had reached
his
majority. when the not provided that the
which nature. there are one or more facts

‘en
are strictly jurisdictional, the exist
“ °t which is necessary to the validity of
v.13s.c.~18

estate should not be sold if all the heirs were
minors, (Thompson v. Tolmie, 2 Pet. 157;)
and others of a kindred nature, where the
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want ot Jurisdiction does not go to the sub
ject-matter or the parties, but to a prelimina
ry fact necessary to be proven to authorize
the court to act. Other cases of this descrip—
tion are: Hudson v. Guestier, 6 Cranch, 281;
Ex parte Watkins, 3 Pet. 103; U. S. v. Ar
redondo, 6 Pet. 691, 709; Dyckruan v. City of
New York, 5 N. Y. 434; Jackson v. Crawfoids,
l2 Wend. 533; Jackson v. Robinson, 4 Wood.
436; Fisher v. Bassett, 9 Leigh, 119, 131;
Wright v. Douglass, 10 Barb. 97, 111. In this
class of cases, if the allegation be properly
made, and the jurisdiction be found by the
court, such ﬁnding is conclusive and binding in
every collateral proceeding; and, even if the
court be imposed upon by false testimony, its
ﬁnding can only be impeached in a proceeding
instituted directly for that purpose. Simms v.
Slaoum, 3 Crunch. 300.
This distinction has been taken in a large
number of cases in this court, in which the
validity of land patents has been attacked
collaterally, and it has always been held that
the existence of lands subject to be patented
was the only necessary prerequisite to a.
valid patent. In the one class of cases it is
held that, it the land attempted to be patent
ed had been reserved, or was at the time no

pdrt of the public domain, the land depart
ment had no jurisdiction over it, and no pow
or or authority to dispose of it. In such cases
its action in certifying the lands under a rail
road grant, or in issuing a patent, is not
lamerely irregular, but absolutely void,and may
,‘1 be shown to be so in any collateral proceed
' lag. Polk’s Lessee v. WendelL'Q Crunch, 87:

Patterson v. Winn, 11 Wheat. 380; Jackson
v. Lawton, 10 Johns. 23; Minter v Crommelin,
18 How. 87; Reiehart v. Felps, 6 Wall. 160;
Railway Co. v. Dnnmeyer, 113 U. S. (329, 5
Sup. Ct. Rep. 566; U. S. v. Southern Pac. By.

00., 146 U. S. 570, 18 Sup. Ct. Rep. 152.

conveyed were not in fact swamp and over
ﬂowed lands, although his jurisdiction ex

tended only to lands of that class. Other 11
lustrations of this principle are found in
Johnson v. Towsley, 13 Wall. 72; Moore v.
Robbins, 96 U. S. 530; Steel v. Smeiting, etc.,
00., 106 U. S. 447, 1 Sup. Ct. Rep. 38!); Quinby
v. Gonlan, 104 U. S. 420; Vance v. Burbank.
101 U. S. 51-1; Hoofnagle v. Anderson, 7
Wheat. 212; Ehrhardt v. Hogaboom, 115 U.

S. 67. 5 Sup. Ct. Rep. 1157. In Moore v. Rob
bins, 96 U. S. 530, it was said directly that it
is a part of the daily business of oiiicers of
the land department to decide when a party
has by purchase, by pre-emption, or by any
other recognized mode, established a right to
receive from the government a title to any
part of the public domain. This decision is
subject to an appeal to the secretary of the
interior, it taken in time; "but, if no such
appeal be taken, and the patent, issued undera
the'seal of the United States and signed by:
the president, is delivered to and accepted
by the party, the title of the government
passes with this delivery. With the title
passes away all the authority of control of
the executive department over the land, and
over the title which it has conveyed. ' ' '
The functions of that department necessarily
cease when the title has passed from the gov
ernment."

We think the case under consideration falls
within this latter class. The lands over
which the right of way was granted were
public lands, subject to the operation of the
statute; and the question whether the plain
titt was entitled to the beneﬁt of the grant
was one which it was competent for the
secretary of the interior to decide, and, when
decided, and his approval was noted upon

the plats, the ﬁrst section of the act vested
the right of way in the railroad company

Upon the other hand, if the patent be for
lands which the land department had author
iiy to convey, but it was imposed upon, or
was induced by false representations to issue
a patent, the ﬁnding of the department upon
such facts cannot. be collaterally impeached,
and the patent can only be avoided by pro
ceedings taken for that purpose. As was said
in smelting. etc., 00. v. Kemp, 104 U. S. (336,
04-0: "in that respect they [the otﬁcers of the
land department] exercise a judicial function,
and therefore it has been held in various in
stances by this court that their judgment as
to matters of fact, properly determinable by
them, is conclusive when brought to notice
in a. collateral proceeding. Their judgment
in such cases is, like that of other special
tribunals upon matters within their exclu.

The language of that section is "that the
right of way through the public lands of the

sive jurisdiction, unassailable, except by a di

233, 5 Sup. Ct. Rep. 836.

rect proceeding for its correction or annul
ment." In French v. Fyan, 93 U. S. 169, it

the approval of the secretary of the interior,
however, by his successor in oﬂice, was an at

was held that the action of the secretary of

tempt to deprive the plaintitt of its property

the interior identifying swamp lands, making

without due process of law, and was, there‘
fore, void. As was said by Mr. Justice Grier
in U. S. v. Stone, 2 Wall. 525, 535: "0116

lists thereof, and issuing patents therefor,
could not be impeached in an action at law
by 51mm"! that the lands which the patent

United States is hereby granted to any rail
road company duly organized under the laws
of any state or territory,” etc. The uniform

rule of this court has been that such an act
was a grant in praesenti of lands to be there

after identiﬁed.

Railway Co. v. Ailing, 99 U’

S. 463. The railroad company became at
once vested with a right of property in time
lands, of which they can only be deprived hi‘
a proceeding taken directly for that purpose

If it were made to appear that the right of
way had been obtained by fraud, a bill would
doubtless he by the United States for the

cancellation and annulment of an approval
thus obtained. Moffat v. U. S., 112 U. S. 24.
5 Sup. Ct. Rep. 10; U. S. v. Minor, 114 U. S

A revocation of

oﬂ‘lcer of the land office is not compel?em t'
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cancel or annul the act of his predecessor.
That is a judicial act, and requires the Judg
ment of a court." Moore v. Robbins, 96 U.
p-S. 580. The case of U. S. v. Schurz, 102 U.

:8. 378, is full authority for the position as—
' sumed by the plaintiff in the case at bar. ‘In
this case the relator had been adjudged to be
entitled to 160 acres of the public lands;
the patent had been regularly signed, sealed,
counterslgned, and recorded; and it was held
that a mandamus to the secretary of the in
terior to deliver the patent to the relator
should be granted. It was said in this case
by Mr. Justice Miller: “Whenever this takes
place, [that is, when a patent is duly exe
cuted,] the land has ceased to be the land of
the government, or, to speak in technical lan
guage, title has passed from the government,
and the power of these oiﬁcers to deal with it
has also passed away."
It was not competent for the secretary of
the interior thus to revoke the action of his
predecessor, and the decree of the court be

low must therefore be affirmed.
=

(147 U. S. 177)

MILES v. CONNECTICUT MUT. LIFE INS.
CO.
(January 9, 1893.)

' This is an action at law, brought by Sarah“,.,
G. Miles against the Connecticut Mutual Life
Insurance Company, in the court of common
pleas No. 3 for the county of Philadelphia,
state of Pennsylvania, and removed by the
defendant, :1 Connecticut corporation, into

the circuit court of the United States for the
eastern district of Pennsylvania.
The suit was brought to recover $5,000,
with interest, on a policy 01' insurance issued
by the defendant on June 20, 1877. The
policy set forth that, in consideration of the
representations and declarations made to the
corporation in the application for the insur
ance, and the annual premium of $140.20,
to be paid to it on or before June 20th in ev
ery year. it insured the life of John S. Miles
(the insured) for the term of his natural life,
in the sum of $5,000, for the sole use and hen-1;,
edit of Sarah’G. Miles, (the assured.) the wife‘
of the insured. It was provided in the policy
that. if any premium thereon, subsequent to
the ﬁrst. was not paid when due, “then this
policy shall cease and determine."
All of the premiums paid on the policy were
paid by John S. Miles with his own money.
The policy was made at his instance. It re
mained continuously in his possession, and

during the entire time it was in force his wife

No. 92.
Liu Issunsson —Suaunxmm rm: Pam-up POL
wr—Foarnrruan non NoNPAYMu-s'r or PREMIUM.
A policy of insurance payable to the wife
0! the insured provided that failure to pay any
Premium subsequent to the ﬁrst should forfeit
thodpolicy, and also provided for the issuing of a
D111 -u policy, after ayment of two or more
annua premiums.
ter payment for eight
years, and before the next premium became due,

the insured, without. the knowledge of the bene
ﬁclary, informed the company of ii! inability to
any further premiums, and requested a paid-up
ohcy. but, at the company's suggestion, he re—
eased a portion of the amount insured, surren
tiered the policy, and received in its stead a poli
cyfor a less amount. having, as a prerequisite,
delivered to the company a receipt and release as
_ the amount of reduction, purporting to be
Signed by his wife, but in reality forged by him.
A year later, on his statement of inability to pay
quest, that policy was surrendered, and a paid-up
D0110! issued in lieu thereof, on delivery by him
to the com any of a similar forged receipt and
release. I eld, that there wa nothing in these
(Ii-B to excuse a failure to pay the premiums on
olicy, or

;
nrner v. Insurance 00., 8
_
- Ins. Law
0 N.J.Y.223:
266;Pilcher
Hight v.
v. Insur
ance
Co., 10
Insur

2332 ((12%. i3 IEALYADQJ. 322%9s0hl51t29l11115'11‘ v. iggurs
‘, _
_..
.Mr. . Justice
‘upp. Brown
7,
un,
,—
dlsllllgmshcd.
dissenting.
In error to the circuit court of the United
Slates for the eastern district of Pennsylva
11in- Aﬂirmed.
7 R P. White, for plaintiﬂ' in error.
danson, for defendant in error.

Mr. Justice BLATCHFORD delivered the‘?
opinion of the court.

Hunn

had nothing to do with it.
The sixth condition in the policy, being
one of the express conditions and agreements
upon which it was issued and accepted, was
as follows: “(6) That if, after the payment
of two or more annual premiums upon this
policy, the same shall cease and determine
by default in the payment of any subsequent
premium when due, then this company will
grant a paid-up policy, payable as above,
for such amount as the then present value of
this policy will purchase, as a single premium:
provided, that this policy shall be transmitted
to and received by this company, and appli
cation made for such paid-up policy, during
the lifetime of the said insured, and within
one year after default in the payment of pre

mium hereon shall ﬁrst be made."
In June, 1886, John S. Miles called at the
oﬁice of the company in Philadelphia, where
all the preceding premiums had been paid,
and said that he was unable to pay the pre
mium then coming due, and on that account
desired to give up the policy for $5,000, and
take a paid-up policy under the sixth condi
tion above set forth. He was told by the
company the disadvantages of doing so, and
was advised by it that a plan more beneﬁcial
would be to have so much of the $5,000 re

leased as would enable him, with the sum
allowed by the company for such release, to
pay what would be due as a premium on the
remaining sum under the policy. The clerk
of the company calculated the amount, and,
ﬁnding that it $700 were released, an allow
ance would be made by the company of $82.
39, which was very nearly what would then
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"(1) That, if the company united with the
agent, and accepted the surrender of the pol
icy in suit from him when he had no author
' procured from the company the’requislte pa
ity to make such surrender, and did this with
pers for the signature of his wife, and after
out notice to or knowledge of the plaintiff,
wards delivered such papers to the company,
they cannot complain of the nonpayment of
with her name, purporting to be signed to a
premium after such surrender and accept
receipt, dated June 20, 1886, for $82.39, “as a
ance." To that point the court answered:
full consideration and satisfaction for all “The futile attempt to surrender the policy
claims and demands" on account of $700 of
(and the transaction referred to was noth
the amount of the $5,000 policy, “released,
ing more in legal contemplation) had no ef
quitclaimed, surrendered, and discharged to
i'ect whatever on the rights or obligations of
said company;" the $82.39 “having been ap
either party. The defendants were not re
plied as follows: In part payment of 1880
quired to notify the plaintiff of the trans
premium on the remaining $4,300 of said pol
action, but they were fully justiﬁed in believ
icy." Thereupon Mr. Miles received from the
ing, by the conduct and representations of
company its policy for $4,300 upon his life for
her agent and husband in presenting the pa
his wife's beneﬁt. That policy was executed
per, which purported to be signed by her,
and dated June 28, 1886, and stipulated for an
that she knew of and authorized the transac
annual premium of $120.57. It bore the
tion. There is nothing in what is stated in
same number as the $5,000 policy.
the point suﬂicient to excuse her failure to
In June, 1887, Mr. Miles again visited the
pay the premium when it became due."
oﬂice of the company at Philadelphia, and
The plaintlﬂ! also asked the court to charge
said that he could not pay the premium on
the jury: “(2) If the surrender was made
the $4,300 policy, and insisted upon taking
without authority. it was a wrongful act on
out a paid-up policy, though again advised by
the part of both the company and the agent,
the defendant against doing so. He was
and the nonpayment of the premium is not a
given the requisite receipt to procure the sig
bar to the recovery." The court disaﬂirmea
nature of his wife to it, and returned it to the
that point.
company with what purported to be her sig
The plalntiﬂ also asked the court to charge
nature. This receipt was dated June 20,
the jury: “(3) The jury are the sole judges
1887, and set forth that she had received from
of the credibility of the statement of the
the company $583.24 “as a full consideration
witnesses as to what took place at the time
and satisfaction for all claims and demands"
of the surrender.“ To that point the court
on account of policy No. 145,756, “released,
answered: “It is true, as a general proposi
quitclaimed, surrendered, and discharged to
tion, that the jury are the judges of the credi
said company. said amount having been ap
bility of the witnesses, but the jury are not,‘
plied as follows: In payment of a premium
at liberty to disbelieye the witnesses without:
on a participating paid-up policy" for $1,195.
ﬁnding something in their’ conduct or state’
Mr. Miles received from the company, on
ments, or in other evidence in the cause,
July 9. 1887, a policy of that date for $1,105,
tending to discredit them, and such finding.
on his life, payable to his wife.
under the circumstances, would be unjusﬂﬂ'
Mrs. Miles testiﬁed that her name on both
able. Furthermore, if these witnesses were
receipts had been written by her husband,
disbelieved and disregarded, the result would
without her assent; but it also appeared that
not be varied. No conclusion that would
her name to the application for the $5,000
justify the nonpayment of the premiums
policy was written by him. and that in his
would be permissible under the evidence.
dealings with two other insurance companies
even in the absence of their testimony."
he had signed her name.
The plalntiif also asked the court to charge
Mr. Miles died in February, 188‘1. of pul
the jury: “(4) if the company accepted the
monary consumption, and his wife testiﬁed
surrender without taking due steps to 85
that a year before his death he was in very certain whether Mrs. Miles had authorized it,
‘poor health. He was able, however, to nt
this was such negligence as amounts to evi

Hhr-lEP1:174
'LQlTKr'.fHFilZz-‘?ﬁKi'EuvZ‘'ri.ﬁjE

Obe due as premium on the $4,300 remaining,

Ellir. Miles decided to adopt that course.

He

Etend to his business affairs within three

dence of collusion." The court disaﬁil‘med

' months of his death, and there‘ was no evi
dence that in June, 1886. he was otherwise
than in good health.

that point.

In the aﬂidavit of defense put in by the
defendant in the state court there were set
forth the issuing of the policy for $4,300 and
of the policy for $1,195. the discharge of the
company from all liability on the policies for
$5,000 and $4,300, and the fact that no pre

mlum had been paid on the $5,000 policy after
June 28. 1886. The defendant pleaded non
assumpsit.
The case was tried before Judge Butler
and a jury, in April, 1880. At the trial. the
plaintitf asked the court to charge the Jury:

The court, in respect to the defense that the
$5,000 policy was annulled by surrender
charged the jury that that defense was nﬂi
sustained; that the policy was not annulled?

and that the transaction between the plain‘
tiff‘s husband, who was her agent, and the
defendant. respecting it, was not authorized
by the plaintiff, and therefore had no oﬂeci
on her rights or obligations under the con‘
tract.
As to the defense that the premiums due on

the $5,000 policy were not paid, the 0mm
charged the Jury that that defense was sus

-a,¢|.-unm‘-|u"1;.masi
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mined, and was fatal to the plaintiff's claim;
action between the defendant and Mr. Miles,
and the court further charged the jury as fol~
but it further held that. although the surren
ﬂows: “The premiums, the payment of which
der was void, the policy was forfeited, be
was necessary to keep the policy alive, were
cause no premium was paid on it after the
not paid, and nothing has been shown, in
attempted surrender.
the judgment of the court, which excuses or
It is contended that the court erred in not
tends to excuse the failure to pay them.
Whether the failure resulted from the agent‘s charging the jury in accordance with the
plaintiff's requests numbered 1, 2, 3, and 4;
inability to pay or his unwillingness to pay is
that it erred also in making the charges to;
unimportant. He did not pay, and the prin
which
the'pialntiﬁ excepted, as before statedfi'
cipal must bear the consequences of his fail
are. It was her duty to have the payments that the defendant, having been guilty of a
wrongful act in canceling the $5,000 policy,
made, and, failing in this, she cannot recover."
The court also charged the jury as follows: and having thus declared its intention not to
be bound by such policy, cannot take advan
"As i have already charged you, gentlemen,
tage of a failure on the part of the plaintiff
there is nothing here to Justify a failure to
pay the premiums, and, in consequence of to make a tender of a premium which, by its
that failure, the plaintitf cannot recover, and own act, it gave notice it would not receive;
that, as Mr. Miles was the messenger of his
your verdict must be for the defendant."
wife to pay the premiums on the $5,000 pol
The plaintiff excepted to the direction to
icy,
the defendant, when it dealt with him
ﬁnd a verdict for the defendant; to the re
“fused of the court to aﬁirm the plaintiff's in another character, and for another pur
pose, made him its agent, and acted upon his
Epoints 1, 2, 3, and 4; to the answer to each
report at its peril; that the declaration by the
' of those pointsrand to the instruction of the
defendant that the $5,000 policy was at an
court that, as the evidence showed that the
end, before there had been any default on the
premiums were not paid, and nothing had
been shown to excuse such nonpayment, the part of the plaintiif, was a distinct breach of
contract, for which it thereupon became lia
plaintiff could not recover.
The plaintiff moved the court for a new bio, and from which it can take no advan
tage;
that the defendant put into the hands
trial, which was denied. the court holding
that, as the papers purporting to be signed of Mr. Miles the means by which he could
by the plaintiff were forged, the act of the evade the performance of his duty, and it
cannot now set up as a. defense his failure
defendant in accepting the attempted surren
to perform that duty; that the $5,000 policy
der of the $5,000 policy was procured by
was canceled before the day when the pre
fraud, and was no more binding on it than
mium was due on it in 1886 had ended, so
the husband's dishonest act was binding on
that the plaintiff was in no default when the
the plaintiif; that there was no justification
defendant annulled its contract; that the
in the evidence for the position that the act
plaintiff is entitled to the presumption that,
of the defendant seduced the husband from
his duty as her agent, and created an interest if the defendant had not canceled the $5,000
or motive in him hostile to its discharge, or policy, Mr. Miles would either have paid the
premium himself or would have notiﬁed the
for the contention that, if the company had
plaintiiI of his inability to do so, and she
not allowed the husband to do what he did,
would have paid it; that there was nothing
he would have paid the premium on the $5,
000 policy, or would have informed his wife in the transaction but the act of the defend
that he had not done so; that the defendant ant in unlawfully annulling the $5,000 policy;
was not required to notify the plaintiff of the that the case, therefore, is the ordinary one
‘situation; that it believed, and was justified of the rescission of a contract by one party,
in believing, that she knewall about it; that relieving the other party from performance
she could justly demand no more than that or tender of performance; and that the plain
the transaction (of the surrender) should be tin? was entitled to go to the Jury upon the
question whether the action of the defendant
in accepting a surrender of the $5,000 policy
was by the faithiessness of her agent and her was in good faith.
Own failure to supervise his acts, and without
The plaintiff relies on three cases in par
all)" fault of the defendant; that the cases ticular. namely: Insurance Co. v. Smith, 4-!
“Red by the plaintiff did not rule this case; Ohio St. 156, 5 N. E. Rep. 417; Whitehead v.
that Whitehead v. Insurance 00., 102 N. Y. insurance 00., 102 N. Y. 143, 6 N. E. Rep.
267; and Garner v. Insurance 00., 110 N. Y.
143, 6 N. E. Rep. 267, was readily distinguish
able; and that, if it were identical, it could
266, 18 N. E. Rep. 130. But we think those
not be followed, because it would not be a cases are distinguishable from the one be
sound exposition of the law. The jury hav
fore us.
IQ
1113 found a verdict for the defendant, a judg
In Insurance Co. v. Smith, a policy hadﬁ

"lﬂfli for it was entered thereon, and the

been'issued by the company upon the life of‘

plaintiff has brought the case here by a writ
of error.

Smith, in favor of his wife. She was enti
tled, by the policy, to participate in the prof
its. a portion of which, in the form of divi
dends, was to be applied each year to reduce
the premium. It had been the uniform prac

The circuit court held that the $5,000 policy
W18 not surrendered or canceled by the trans

2'78
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Ace of the company to give timely notice
of the amount of premium, the amount of
dividends, and the balance to be paid in cash.
The company neglected to give such notice,
although having knowledge of the residence
of the wife, and by reason thereof a premium
was not paid at the time speciﬁed in the pol
icy. It was held that the company could not
set up the failure to pay the premium as a
defense to a recovery upon the policy, al
though by the terms thereof it was to befor
feited in case of failure to pay a premium on
any of the dates stipulated therein. The
company had uniformly sent such notices to
the husband, and he had made payment of
the premiums from year to year; but it ap
peared that the company was informed by
the husband that he and his wife had sep
arated, she having commenced a. proceeding
against him for alimony, and that he was de
sirous of having the policy changed, and
made payable to his estate; and it was held
that after that the company was not justified
in treating him as her agent for the purpose
either of receiving notice for her of the
amount of premium, the amount of dividends,
and the balance payable in cash, or of mak
ing a surrender of the policy. It was further
held that, under those circumstances, an at
tempt by the husband, without the knowl
edge of the wife, to surrender the policy to
the company, was inoperative, and the rights
of the wife were not thereby impaired. It
was manifestly held in that case that the
wife was entitled to know what amount of
premium was due, and when it was due, and
that a notice thereof to the husband was not
suﬂicient, because the company knew that
the husband was not acting as agent for the
wife, but in hostility to her interests, and
against her. Moreover. in that case it does
not appear that the husband informed the
company that he could not pay the premium,
whcreas'ln the present case Mr. Miles did so
inform the defendant, before attempting any
asurrender.

pear that the father was able to pay the pre
miums on the two policies, but he did not in
form the company that he was not able. In
the present case Mr. Miles informed the de
fendant that he was not able to pay the pre
mium, and that statement was not discredit
ed at the trial. In view of the distinction be
tween the two cases, we do not feel called
upon to express an opinion as to the sound
ness of the decision in the New York case.

In Garner v. Insurance (30., the insured was
a father, who was made by the policy trustee
for the beneﬁciaries, who were his children.
A premium fell due on September 24th. it
was not paid; and four days later the father
surrendered the policy, and received a new
one for the beneﬁt of his second wife, who
was not the mother of the beneﬁciaries in the
ﬁrst policy. The new policy was for the
same amount as the ﬁrst one, and stipulated
for the payment of a like annual premium.
In a suit by the children upon the ﬁrst pol
icy, the defense was taken that it was deter
mined by the failure to pay the premium;
but the court held that the new policy was
only a continuation or renewal of the one sur
rendered, and that, therefore, the company
waived any failure to pay the premium due
September 24th. It is manifest that the de
cision in that case has no application to the,‘

case before us.
2
‘The case of Hight v. Insurance 00., 10 lav
Law J’. 223, cited by the plaintiff, was a case
where the company deliberately violated its
contract, by refusing to accept a note in part
payment of the premium, as it had done be

fore, in accordance with the terms of the pol
icy, and by requiring the payment of the full
premium in cash. In Piicher v. Insurance
Co., 33 La. Ann. 322, also cited by the plain
tiff, the company, for the purpose of defeat
ing the right of the beneﬁciary, became a

party to an agreement by which the policy
lapsed. The case of Schneider v. Insurance
00., 52 Hun, 130, 4 N. Y. Supp. 797, was de
cided on the authority of Whitehead v. In

S In Whitehead v. Insurance 00., a husband surance 00.. before referred to.
' insured ‘his life for the beneﬁt of his wife,
upon three policies, the money being payable,
in the event of the death of the wife, to her
children. She died before the husband, and
be, without the knowledge of the children,
surrendered the policies to the company, and
received the surrender value of them. At
the time of the surrender, the premium upon
one of the policies was past due, while the
other two policies were in full force. suit

In the present case, the husband went to

the otllce of the defendant, when the pre
mium was coming due in 1886, and stated to

it his inability to pay that premimn, before he

oﬂ‘cred to surrender the $5,000 policy. or "19
defendant agreed to accept the same.

There

is nothing to show that the defendant coll
nlved at the nonpayment of the premium

or that Mr. Miles had been furnished with or
had money to pay it.

The circuit court was

being brought by the children upon the three
policies, the court held that there could be no
recovery on the policy on which the premium

cuse the failure to pay the premiums; and it

was due and unpaid, but that upon the other

is entirely manifest that Mr. Miles assured

two policies there should be a recovery, on
the ground that, by Canceling the policies,

the defendant that he could not pay the ill?‘

correct in charging the jury that nothing had
been shown which excused or tended to ex

mium before he offered to surrender the $0.'

the company placed itself in a position of giv

000 policy, or the defendant accepted a re‘

ing no notice of premiums due. and that. if

lease of it.

such notice had been given, it might have re
sulted in payment. In that case the amount

induced Mr. Miles to abandon his Purpose of

of the Premium was ﬁxed.

It does not ap

In June, 1886, the defendant

taking a paid-up policy, and in 1887 urged
him in vain not to take one. The law iml)osed
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no duty on the defendant to inquire into the
ability of the plaintiiI to procure money to

pay the premiums. It had a right to rely on
the statement of Mr. Miles, who, in that re
spect, under the circumstances of the case,
was acting within his authority. It had a
right to rely upon the assurance of Mr. Miles
that he could not pay the premium in 1886.
and upon the fact that he did not pay it; and
it afterwards acted upon that statement, by
inducing him not to take up a paid-up policy,
and by giving him a. reduced policy in ex
change for the $5,000 policy. It acted with
mentire good faith, and with good sense and

Ekindness and justice.
‘ ‘We see no error in the action of the circuit
court, and its judgment is aﬂirmed.

agreement of surrender the insurance com‘
puny did an act the tendency and purpose of
which was to prevent future payments by
the parties interested, and the company could
not defend upon a default to which its own
wrongful not contributed, and but for which
a lapse might not have occurred. It is true
that it did not appear directly in that case
that the insured stated that he was unable
to pay the premium, but it does not appear
that he was able to pay it, and it is safe to
infer that he was not, or he would not have
taicen a policy for a reduced amount. In nel
ther case was there an actual forfeiture by
reason of nonpayment of premium before the
new arrangement was entered into, though in
both cases a forfeiture was probable.
The other authorities cited, though not di
rectly in point, all indicate that, where the
original policy is surrendered without an
thorlty. and a new one taken out, there can
be no forfeiture of the original policy for non
payment of the premiums, so long as the new
policy is outstanding.
Insurance Co. v.
Smith, 4-1 Ohio St. 156, 5 N. E. Rep. 417;
Garner v. Insurance Co., liU N. Y. 266, 18 N.
E. Rep. 130; Piicher v. Insurance 00., 33 La

Mr. Justice BROWN, dissenting.
I am compelled to dissent from the opinion
of the court in this case. I think the com
pany is estopped by its own not to set up the
nonpayment of the premium as a defense.
At the time the original policy was surren
dered and the new ones taken out, there had
been no failure to pay the premiums as they
became due. The surrender was made with
out the authority or knowledge of the plain
Ann. 322; Schneider v. Insurance 00., 52
tilf, and it is admitted that it was not bind
ing upon her, but it was made by one who did Hun, 130, 4 N. Y. Supp. 797.
Inasmuch as no cases are cited of a con
have authority to pay her premiums upon the
trary purport, it seems to me that these au
original policy, and was accepted by the com
thorities settle a. principle of law which ought
pany, and, for the time being, the reduced
not now to be disturbed.
policies were treated as the only contracts
between the parties. In such case the plain
=
tiii was at liberty to ratify the act of her
agent or to repudiate it. She took the latter
(147 U. S. 149)
UNITED STATES ex rel. TRASK v. WAN
course, and brought suit upon the original
AMAKER, Postmaster General.
policy.
Under these circumstances, she
Ought not to be prejudiced by the fact that
(January 3, 1893.)

the agent whom she had authorized to pay
(No. 1,232.)
the premiums betrayed his trust, and at
SUPREME Coon'r—Arrmns rnou Drs'rmc'r 011 Co
LUMBlA—ALLOWASCH—JURISDICTIONAL Amousr.
tempted to cancel her contract, unless she in
1. Rev. St. §706, and Rev. St. D. C. §84T.
some way adopted or conﬁrmed his act. So
providing for the allowance of a penis and
far as the surrender was concerned, the de
writs of error by the justices of t e supreme
fendant dealt with the insured at its peril,
court of the United States under special cir~
cumstances. are no longer in force. 20 St. at
and was bound to ascertain whether his act
Large. p. 320: 23 St. at Large p. 443. Rail
was authorized or not, and is in no position
-road Co. v. Grant, 98 U. S. 39 Q; Dennison v.
'0 claim that the plaintiﬂ! should have paid
Alexander. 103 U. S. 522; Cross v. Burke, 13
the premium upon the original policy when it
Sup. Ct. Rep. 22. 146 U. S. 82.—followed.
2. On appeal from the supreme court of
had itself treated it as canceled. having
the District of Columbia in mandamus to com
elected to treat the original contract as at an peel
the postmaster general to readjust a post
end, it is estopped now to claim that the
master's salary, the jurisdictional amount must
Plaintiff had not performed it. “It is a prin
be determined by the amount in controversy iii
the
particular proceeding and not by the col
“Die of law that he who prevents a thing
lateral eifect of the decision upon claims by
from being done shall not avail himself of other
postmasters. Mortgage Co. v. Gay, 12
the nonperi‘ormance which he has himself oc Sup. Ct. Rep. 815, 145 U. _S. 123. and wash:
ington 8: G. it. ()0. v. Uistrlct of Columbia, ld
msioned" 3 Add. Cont. 798.
Sup. Ct. Rep. 64, 146 U. S. 227, followed.
In error to the supreme court of the Dis

tlllguishnbie in principle from this, and is a.
“low-id enunciation of the law upon the point

invﬂvli'ed-

In that case the court of appeals

70f hew York held that, where a policy in full
force was surrendered by the husband,'with
‘will the assent of the assured, the subsequent

a “T9 to Day the accruing premiums did not
"We Warrant a forfeiture; that by the

trict of Columbia.
Petition by Elizabeth Trask for a writ of
mandamus to John Wanamaker, postmaster
general of the United Suites. The writ was
denied, and a writ of error was taken to this
court. Dismissed.

The relator's case, as stated by the coun
below, was as follows:
"She became postmaster at Emporia, Kan

T
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the post-oﬂice department for credit in the
ass, on October 1, 1864, and so continued to
and including June 30, 1870. During the
whole of the biennial term ending June 30,
1866, the returns of the oihce paid to the
United States amounted to $1,567.98; the
commissions on which, under the act of
April 22, 1851, if allowed. would have amount
ed to $863.99. The salary allowed for the
seven quarters of this period during which
the roiator was postmaster was $580. Dur
ing the biennial term ending June 30, 1868,
the returns of the oilloe amounted to $2,
230.73, besides $73 box rents, commissions
upon which, under the said not of 1854,

if allowed, would amount to $1,270.37, while
relator was paid a salary for the same period
of $800. For the biennial term ending June
30, 1870, the returns of the ofhce amounted
to $6,312.53, besides $230 box rents, upon
which commissions, under said act of 1854, if
allowed, would amount to $3,139.33, while
the rclator was paid the salary for the same

relator's account the amount found due upon
said statement, and concludes with the fol
lowing prayer:
“ ‘The reiator therefore prays that a writ of
mandamus may issue from this honorable
court, addressed to John Wanamaker, post
master general, commanding him to report to
the auditor of the treasury for the post-oﬂlce
department that, upon an examination of
the relator‘s quarterly returns as postmaster
at Emporia, Kan, during her terms of serv
ice between October 1, 1864, and June 30,
1870, and a recomputation of her salary as
required by section 8 of the act of June 12,

1866, and the act of March 3, 1883, it is found
that the additional salary $2,206.19 is due
her, for which she is entitled to be credlte(i
in her account.’ "
Harvey

Spalding, for

plaintiff

in

error.

Maury, Asst. Atty. Gen., for defendant in
error.

2
74

biennial term of $1,580.
"The petitioner thereupon claims that it be
came the duty of the postmaster general, un

der section 8 of the act of June 12, 1860, to
readjust said salary at the end of each bien
nial term, because the same was ten per cent.
less than it would have been in commissions
under said act of 1854, and to allow the dif
ference between the salary paid and said

‘Mr. Chief Justice FULLER delivered the‘
opinion of the court.
The reiator applied for the writ of error
herein to one of the justices of this court by
a petition, setting up the alleged errors relied
on, and stating that the questions of law in
volved “concern the interest of more than
one thousand persons, ex-postmasters, who
reside in many different states and territories,
and are in like case with herself, and who
have presented claims for lnse relief before
the postmaster general, and that all of such

commissions.
“The relator further sets forth that on June
9, 1883, and February 17, 1881, the postmas
ters general of those dates issued orders in
which they construed the statutes relating to claims amount to more than one hundred
readjustment of salaries; that they caused to thousand dollars;" and praying that the writ
be entered upon the forms described in those be allowed “under section 706 of the Re
orders the sum of $1,567.98 as the amount vised Statutes." The order was thereupon
of the postal receipts at the relator‘s post of
granted.
Upon an almost identical petition a writ of
lice during the biennial term ending June 30,
1866, and the salary of said oﬂice for the error was allowed in U. S. v. Vilas. 124 U. S.
86, 8 Sup. Ct. Rep. 422, but no question as w
whole of the said term, computed on the
the pecuniary amount involved in its relation
basis of the act of 1854, as $863.99, and the
to jurisdiction, or as to the repeal of section
relntor‘s proportion thereof for seven quar
706, was suggested by counsel or consideredo
ters of that term as $755.99; that they caused
to be entered on said forms the sum of $2,
by
the court.
2
‘Sections 706 of the Revised Statutes of the‘
230.73 as the amount of relator‘s postal re
United States and 847 of the Revised Stat
ceipts for the biennial term ending June 30,

utes of the District of Columbia, which pro‘
1868, and the sum of $1,270.37 as relator‘s
salary for the same term; and the sum of
$6,312.53 as the amount of reiator's postal re
ceipts for the biennial term ending June 30,
1870, and the sum of $3,139.83 as the salary
of the relator for the same term; also that the
postmaster general prepared and transmitted
to the committtee on post oﬂlces and post

roads :1. statement of the total amount of the
reiaior's readjusted salary, due and unpaid

vided for the allowance of appeals and writs
of error by the justices of this court under
special circumstances, are no longer in mm
Act Feb. 25, 1879, c. 99, (20 St. p. 320;) Rail

road 00. v. Grant, 98 U. S. 398: Dennison ‘1

Alexander, 103 U. s. 522; Act March 3.1851
c. 355, (23 St. p. 443;) Cross v. Burke, 146 U
S. 82, 87, 13 Sup. Ct. Rep. 22.
The sum in dispute on this record, exciush‘B

of costs, is more than $1.000 and less than
for the whole time between October 1, 1864,
$5,000. It is well settled that our appellate 1"‘
and June 30, 1870, showing the amount so risdiction. when dependent upon the sum °r
due the relator to be $2,175.57, but after
value really in dispute between the parties. l!
wards withdrew that statement, and an error
to he tested without regard to the collate
therein was corrected, and an entry was
effect of the judgment in another suit be‘
made, showing the correct amount due the
tween the same or other parties. It is the d!"
reiator to be $2,206.19.
rect effect of the judgment that can alnnc b0
"The reiator states that the postmaster gen
considered. Mortgage Co. v. Guy. 145 U’ s‘
eral has refused to report to the auditor for

3x“A,‘a~“-49l.4.,4.
,1,
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123, 12 Sup. Ct. Rep. 815; Washington & G.

R. Co. v. District of Columbia, 146 U. S. 227,
13 Sup. Ct. Rep. 64.
This case does not come within either of
the sections of the act of March 3, 1885, regu
lating appeals and writs of error from the su
preme court of the District of Columbia, and
the writ of error must therefore be dis

the schedule attached to the petition for lim
itation of liability. She denied that the barge
was fully manned and equipped and was sear
worthy, or that the injury was due to inevit
able accident, occurring without the privity
or knowledge of the owners; and denied
that the barge was a seagoing vessel. or that

missed.
(146 U. S. 35'!)

Ex parte ENGLES.

(December 5, 1892.)
War: or PRommrrox—Amnmurr JURISDICTION.

Grove, Long Island, thus giving rise to claims
for damages for personal injuries and for death
by negligence. In re Fassett, 12 Sup. Ct. Rep.

295, 142 U. S. 479, followed.

that the present petitioner had moved the
district court to dismiss the proceedings for
want of jurisdiction, and that such motion
l
was overruled, and it was ordered that the
cause proceed.

l
l

R. J. Moses, for petitioner.
‘350

‘ THE CHIEF JUSTICE.

Leave to ﬁle a

petition for a writ of prohibition is denied
upon the authority of In re Fassett, 142 U.
S. 4721484, 12 Sup. Ct. Rep. 295, and cases
there cited.

Petition by Elizabeth Englcs for a writ of
prohibition commanding the judge of the dis
trict court of the United States for the east
ern district of New York to proceed no fur
ther in the matter of the petition by the
U. S. 354)
CHICAGO & N. W. RY. CO. v. (146
OSBORNE.
Myers Excursion & Navigation Company, as
owners of the barge Republic, for a limita
SAME v. JUNOD et a].
tion of liability, and requiring him to dismiss
(December 5, 1892.)
the said proceedings. To the petition for
Nos. 1,238, 1,239.
the writ there were annexed as exhibits the
Swarm: Counr —JU|usDlc'rioN —
Csn'rmnsm 1'0
Cmcurr COURT or Al'PBALS—FlNAL
petition ﬁled in the district court for a limita
Junonax'r.

tion or liability, and also an answer thereto,
ﬁled by the present petitioner. The petition
for a limitation of liability averred that the
petitioner, being a corporation organized un

der the laws of New Jersey, was owner of
the barge Republic, and on the 12th day of
August, 1891, chartered the same to one

George Kemna for

ﬁnal, and the supreme court is therefore with
out jurisdiction to revise it. McLislr v. Bolt, 12

Sup. Ct. Rep. 118, 141 U. S.

:lilce v

Sanger, 12 Sup. Ct. Rep. 664‘. 14-1 U. S. 197,
Meaglicr v. Manufacturing (20., 12 Sup. CL
Rep. 876, 145 U. S. ‘Suit—followed.
Petitions by John Osborne and by H. A.

charter the barge was taken in tow by a
steamboat, and proceeded to Cold Spring
Grove With the excursion party on board;
that about the time for leaving on the return
mp a storm came up, and the barge was
overturned by a sudden squall; that 13 per
Rons were killed and many others injured;
that several suits had been brought in the
State courts of New York for the personal in
iurles thus sustained, and to recover for the

Junod and R. Y. Culbertson for writs oi’ cer
tlorari to the circuit court of appeals for the
eighth circuit, commanding that court to
cerﬁiy to the supreme court the records of
its proceedings in the causes entitled The
Chicago & Northwestern Railway Company,
Piaintilt in Error, against John Osborne,
Defendant in Error, and Chicago 8: North
western Railway Company, Plalntiif in El
ror, against H. A. Junod and R. Y. Culbert~
son, Defendants in error. Writs denied.
The suits below were brought by the peti
tioners against the railroad company to re
cover damages for a violation of the “long
and short haul" clause of the interstate com~
merce law, (Act Feb. 4, 1887; 24 St. at Large,
p. 379, § 4,) and judgments were recovered
by them in each case. See 48 Fed. Rep. 49,
and 47 Fed. Rep. 290, for the charges to the
juries in these cases, respectively. From
these judgments the defendant appealed to
the circuit court of appeals. where the two
cases were heard together and the judgments
were “reversed, and the case remanded to!
further proceedings." 52 Fed. Rep. 912.
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C. O. Nourse, for petitioners.

W. C. Goody,

b opposed.

to
JUSTICE.
The petitions
a:
' for
‘THE
CHIEF
writs of certlorari to the circuit court of
appeals for the eighth circuit are denied.
McLish v. Rolf, 141 U. S. 661, 12 Sup. Ct.
Rep. 118; Rice v. Sanger, 144 U. S. 19?, 12
Sup. Ct. Rep. 664; lileagher v. Manufacturing

treasurer of each private corporation doing
business in the state, "upon the payment oi
any interest on any scrip, bond, or certiﬁcate
of indebtedness issued by said corporation, to
assess the tax imposed and provided for state
purposes upon the nominal value of each and
every said evidence of debt," deduct the same
from the interest paid, and turn it into the

00., 145 U. S. 608, 12 Sup. Ct. Rep. 876.
g

state treasury.
The trial court rendered judgment in favor
of plaintiff for the full amount of interest
claimed, and in so doing atlirmed the follow
ing point, which substantially presents the
questions now at issue:

(147 U. S. 14'!)
JENNINGS v. GOAL RIDGE IMP. &
COAL CO.
(January 3, 1893.)

No. 08.
Conan-rumour. Lsw— TAXATION — Dun Pnocass
-Dtscamisnios.
The Pennsylvania statute (Act June 30,
1885, 5 4) requiring the treasurer of each pri
vate corporation doing business in the state,
upon the payment of interest on any bond, etc..
issued by such corporation, to assess the state
tax of 3 mills upon the "nominal value" of such
evidence of debt, deduct the some from the in
terest paid, and turn it into the state treasury,
is not in contmvention of the fourteenth
amendment to the constitution of the United
States. as taking property without due. pro
cess of law, or as providing for an unjust dis
crimination in favor of persons owning bonds of
foreign corporations, which by the general
laws of the state are taxed at their actual vai
ue. 17 Atl. Rep. 986, aﬂirmed. Railroad Co.
v. Pennsylvania, 10 Sup. Ct. Rep. 533, 13& U.
S. 232, followed.
in error to the supreme court of the state
of Pennsylvania. Aﬁlrmed.
Action by W. W. lennlngs, in the court of
common pleas of Northumberinnd county,
Pa., against the Coal Ridge Improvement &
Coal Company, to recover $600, as 6 months’
interest due on $20,000 of its bonds held by
him. This interest was due December 1,

“By the ﬁrst section of the act of 1885, all
bonds, mortgages, etc., owned by residents of
Pennsylvania, are made taxable at three mills
upon their actual value. Under the general
laws of the commonwealth, all such property
is to be assessed at its actual value, with no
tice to the owner, and the right of appeal to
the county commissioners, whose action is, in
turn, reviewed by the state board of revenue
commissioners, except as to bonds and mort
gages issued by corporations created by or
doing business in Pennsylvania, which are.
by the provisions of the fourth section of
the said act, drawn out from the general
plan of assessment, and required to be as
sessed arbitrarily at their nominal or par
value. By reason of the discrimination thus
made between the assessment of mortgages
issued by corporations of the state of Penn
sylvania and those issued by individuals and
foreign corporations, and by reason of the ar
bitrary assessment of bonds and mortgage!
issued by Pennsylvania corporations. whose
actual value is less than their nominal oi‘
par value, as in the case of plaintiff. at the
same price as other bonds issued by Pennsyl
vania corporations, whose actual value is

much greater than their nominal or par val
ue, the said iourth section is in conﬂict with

1887; and, on demand made therefor, the

section 1 or article 14 of the amendments to

company sent to Mr. Jennings a certiﬁcate
of deposit of $570, being the amount or 6
months’ interest due December 1st, less $30
for 6 months‘ taxes at 3 mills per annum,
which was deducted under the provisions of
the fourth section of the act of June 30,
1885. Mr. Jennings returned the certiﬁcate,

the constitution of the United States, which

declining to allow the reduction or 3 mills

in its jurisdiction the equal protection of i116

provides that ‘no state shall make or enforce

any law which shall abridge the privileges
or immunities of citizens of the United
States, nor shall any state deprive any Pei"

son of life, liberty, or property without due
process of law, nor deny to any person with

tax, and claiming that the bonds were not
laws.~
worth more than 75 cents on the dollar of
The " defendant took the ease to the Ill‘
their par value, and that it was unjust to re
prcme court of the state, which reversed i110
quire him to pay a tax on them at their par
ruling below, and accordingly reduced the
value, but would consent to a reduction upon
judgment to $570. See 17 Ail, Rep. 936.121
the taxes, based upon a (air valuation of the
Pa. St. 397. To review this judgment. PM"
bonds. The treasurer of the company held
tiit sued out a writ of error from this court
that the oiiiccrs ot the company had no dis
iii. E. Olmsted. for plaintiff in error. 8. P
cretion in the matter, under the requirements
118
Woiverton, for defendant in error.
of the net of June 30, 1885, and, as the state
claimed the tax upon the nominal or par vai
ue ot the bonds, declined to pay more that
nilirmed. on the authority of Railroad CO- '
$570. In thus deducting the tax, the treas
Pennsylvania, an n. s. 232, 10 sur- 0‘
urer was acting under the fourth section of
said act, which makes it the duty or the . itep 533.
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(147 U. S. 209)

DE LA VEBGNE REFRIGEBATIXG MACH.
CO. v. FEATHERSTONE et a1.
(January 9, 1893.)
No. 1,009.
PATENTS son Isvnxrross —V/rr.rnrrr — Issosxcs
r0 ixvss'roa AFTER Des'rn —- AMExmrnx-r or
Arrucxrrox.
1. Where a patent is issued after the in
ventor's death upon an application by him, the
grant being to the inventor, his "heirs or as
signs," according to the language of Rev. St.
4884, such grant must be construed as running
to the inventor, “or his heirs or assigns," and is
reﬂective to vest title in his legal representative,
whether he be administrator, executor, or as
lignee. 45) Fed. Rep. 916, reversed.
2. An inventor entered into a contract with
a_third person, whereby the latter was to fur

certifying several questions or propositions
of law upon which it desired the instruction
of this court for their proper decision. These
]questions or propositions of law are as fol

ows:
"I. On October 29, 1875, James Boyle, of
Houston, Texas, having made an invention
in refrigerating machines, executed an appli
cation for a patent therefor in due form, and
veriﬁed by the proper oath, and appointed
Alexander & Mason his attorneys to prose
Gate the same, which application was ﬁled in

the patent oﬁz‘rce November 24, 1875.
III
"Thereafter, and on the '37th day of N01‘:

vember 1875, and while said application was‘
still pending in the patent oﬁice, James Boyle
died, leaving him surviving a. widow and four
and thereafter the third person entered into an children.
agreement with his widow, who was acting as
“Thereafter the said application was pros
administrator de son tort, whereby the former
cuted by the said attorneys under the direc
was to prosecute the application, and to have a
tion of Thomas L. Rankin, who had been ap
sole interest in the patent after a certain sum
had been realized by the widow from the proﬁts
pointed temporary administrator of the es
made on the machine. Thereafter such third tate of James Boyle, deceased, March 9, 1876.
person received temporary letters of administra
and who obtained the said patent, and paid
tion upon the estate of the inventor. and, while
all the patent oiilce and solicitors‘ fees there
acting thereunder, the patent was issued in the
name of the inventor, his “heirs or
for. The patent issued March 21, 1876, and
ﬁeld, that such third person
the grantees therein expressed were ‘James
title to the patent, and the fact that there was
Boyle, his heirs or assigns.’
“On these facts the instruction of the court
of any question as to the rights of third parties.
is desired upon the question:
Rep. 916, reversed.
“(1) Whether the grant to James Boyle,
his heirs or assigns, was void because of the
death of Boyle before the patent was issued.
or whether such grant was valid on the
meat being within the scope of the original oath
and description, and by way of limitation of the ground that it should be construed in the al
arms.
ternative as a gmnt to James Boyle or his
heirs or assigns, the words 'hcirs or assigns’
0n a certiﬁcate from the United States cir
including a grantee or grantees in being ca
Quuit court of appeals for the seventh circuit.
pable of taking the patent, and the grant in
‘i ‘Statement by Mr. Chief Justice FULLER:
uring
to his or their beneﬁt.
' This was a bill in equity, charging appellees
"II. Prior to the aforesaid application of
with infringement of letters patent of the
United States No. 175,020, issued to "James James Boyle for a patent he made a. contract
Boyle, his heirs or assigns," March 21, 1876, with said Thomas L. Rankin, by which Ran
kin agreed to advance money to apply for
for an improvement in gas-liquefying pumps.
_'l'ire hill set forth, among other things, a and obtain the patent, and Boyle agreed to
lull history of the proceedings before the assign to Rankin one-half interest in the in
vention and patent.
patent oﬂice, and alleged that, shortly after
“On December 2, 1875, after the death of
filing his application for the patent. James
Boyle died, and that thereafter his adminis James Boyle, and while the application for
trator, who was also an assignee of a half the patent was pending in the patent oﬂice,
interest, prosecuted the application, paid the Rankin made an agreement with Theresa
ﬁnal fee, and took out the patent, it being Boyle, the widow of James Boyle, then act
issued in the name of “James Boyle, his heirs ing as executrix de son tort, in the words and
ﬁgures following:
or assigns,"
“ ‘Houston, Texas, December 2, 1875. Ar
Appellees demurred generally to the bill,
ticle of agreement between T. L. Rankin
11nd. the cause having been heard by the cir
and Mrs. James Boyle. T. L. Rankin, of the
mut court thereon, a decision was announced
sustaining appellees' demurrer, on the ground
ﬁrst part, agrees to complete the ice machine“
‘hilt. Boyle having previously died, there was commenced by himself and James Boyle, andq'j‘1
“0 grantee in being capable of taking at the to‘provide for Mrs. Boyle while said machine
“me the patent was issued, and hence that is under construction, until next spring, say
the Patent never had any validity. The opin
May ﬁrst: and also to press the application
gllé will be found reported in 49 Fed. Rep. for patents on the part of said machine
claimed by James Boyle, and, in case said ma
“IA 'lccree was thereupon entered dismissing chine is a success, and said patents are ob
tained,
is to use his best efforts to introduce
9 bill for want of equity, and complailmllt
appealed to the circuit court of appeals for
the so me. and to divide with Mrs. Boyle the
1116 seventh circuit, which entered an Order proﬁts of said business until she shall have
received ﬁve thousand dollars for her share
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after which Mrs. James Boyle agrees to re
lease any further interest in said patents to
be obtained and the machines then in use,
and from this date agrees that the said T. L.
Rankin shall operate and control any inter
est James Boyle had pertaining to ice ma
chines, together with his interest in the
Arctic Ice Company. Stock to vote, proxy
of same. '1‘. L. Rankin. Theresa Boyle.

Witness: W. T. Scott.’

"Sec. 4884. Every patent shall contain a
short title or description of the invention or
discovery, correctly indicating its nature and
design, and a grant to the patentee, his heirs
or assigns, for the term of seventeen years,
of the exclusive right to make, use, and venti
the invention or discovery throughout the
United States, and the territories thereof,
referring to the speciﬁcation for the particu
lars thereof. A copy of the speciﬁcation and
drawings shall be annexed to the patent, and

'LIEZHFE~H.‘HF“¢YTE.KW

"After the grant of the patent as above

stated, and on the 18th day of July, 1876, l be a. part thereof.”
the issue of temporary letters of administra
tion to Rankin were superseded by the ap
pointment of the said Theresa Boyle as per
manent administratrix. She thereafter ﬁled
an inventory of her husband's estate, in
which she included the patent in question as
held and owned jointly with Thomas L. Ran
kin.
"Neither Theresa Boyle, nor her children,
nor Thomas L. Rankin ever repudiated the
proceedings whereby said patent was ob
tained, but enjoyed the beneﬁcial ownership
thereof, and sold their interests therein for

“Sec. 4886. Any person who has invented
or discovered any new and useful art, ma
chine, manufacture, or composition of matter,
or any new and useful improvement thereof,
not known or used by others in this country,
and not patented or described in any printed
publication in this or any foreign country,‘
before his invention or discovery thereon;
and not in'public use or on sale for more‘
than two years prior to his application, unless
the same is proved to have been abandoned,
may, upon payment of the fees required by
law, and other due proceedings had, obtain

Hui-(Zia:

a patent therefor."
“Sec. 4895. Patents may be granted and is
sued or reissued to the assignee of the ln
is desired as to the following questions:
ventor or discoverer; but the assignment
"(2) Whether the above-quoted instrument
must ﬁrst be entered of record in the we
should. under the above facts, be construed
cut ofiice. And in all cases of an appllca-'
as an assignment to Thomas L. Rankin.
tion by an assignee for the issue of a pat
“(3) Whether the patent should be con
ent the application shall be made and the
strued as a grant to Thomas L. Rankin as
speciﬁcation sworn to by the inventor or dis
covcrcr; and in all cases of an application
assiguee.
“(~i) Whether, under the
above-recited
for a reissue of any patent the application
facts, the patent should be held to be ob
must be made and a corrected speciﬁcation
tained by the authority of Theresa Boyle as
signed by the inventor or discoverer, if he is
E administratrix, as well as of Thomas L. Ban
living, unless the patent was issued and the
the eighth day Of ,
9; kin.
' ' "III. During the proceedings in the patent assignment made before
July, eighteen hundred and seventy.
oﬂice, and after the death of James Boyle,
"Sec. 4896. When any person, having made
the speciﬁcation originally ﬁled with said ap
any new invention or discovery for which a
piicatlon for a patent was amended within
patent might have been granted, dies before
the scope of the original oath and the inven
a. patent is granted, the right of applying for
tion described in said original speciﬁcation,
and obtaining the patent shall devolve on
and by way of limitation of the claims, but
his executor or administrator, in trust for the
without the ﬁling of any new oath or power
heirs at law of the deceased, in case he shall
a valuable consideration.

“On these facts the instruction of the court

of attorney.
“(5) Did such amendment render the pat

have died intestate; or, if he shall have left
a. will, disposing of the same, then in trust

ent void?
“(6) Is the patent void because no oath was
ﬁled after Boyle’s death?
“It also appearing that the cause of action
below was disposed of upon a demurrer ﬁled
to appellant's bill and exhibits, which de
murrer the court below sustained, and dis
missed the bill, and no witnesses being exam
ined in said cause, it is further ordered that
the record as printed in this cause he also
certiﬁed up as a. full statement of facts upon
which the questions and propositions stated
for the instruction desired from the supreme
court of the United States are based; and the
clerk of this court is hereby directed to
transmit to the clerk of the supreme court
of the United States a. certiﬁed copy of said
record, together with this certiﬁcate.”
Sections 4884, 4886. 4895. and 4896 of the
Revised Statutes are as follows:

for his devisees, in as full manner, and on the

same terms and conditions, as the same might
have been claimed or enjoyed by him in his
lifetime; and when the application is made
by such legal representatives the oath 01‘
aﬂirmation required to be made shall he 50

varied in form that it can be made by them."

Ephraim Banning, Thos. A. Banning, and
Edmund Wetmore, (Charles H. Aldrich, 0t
counseL) for appellant. L. L. Bond and G
E. Pickard, for appellees.

‘20

'Mr. Chief Justice FULLER, after among‘
the facts in the foregoing language, delivered
the opinion of the court.

The grant was to “James Boyle, his hell‘!
or assigns,” and in this followed the language

of section 488i of the Revised Statutes- But‘
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although Boyle made the application, he was
dead at the time the patent issued, and it
was therefore held by the circuit court that
the patent was utterly void for want of a
grantee.

The reasoning of the court was that all the
rights and remedies of inventors to the ex
elusive property in their inventions come
from the statute, and that, under sections

4886, 4895, and 4896, only three classes of

must be of frequent occurrence.
and that this may happen when neither the
office nor the inventor's solicitors are aware
of the death. The reﬂection is a natural one
that congress, which, in framing the provi
sions of the patent laws, must be presumed to
have had these possible occurrences in mind,

persons are recognized to whom a patent for
an invention can issue, namely: The inventor
himself; the assignee of the inventor, when
the assignment is made before the issue of
the patent; and the executor or administra

under such circumstances should be invali
dated by the death of the inventor.
What, then, was the intention of congress"

tor of the inventor, if he dies before the pat

in providing for a. grant to the “patentee, hisﬂ

did not contemplate that all patents issued

heirs or assigns?” Must it be'construed as‘
ent is granted. That a patent for an inven
merely a personal grant to the individual,
tion is a grant for the exclusive privilege of
making, using, and vending, and authorizing or may his personal representatives be treat
others to make, use, and vend, an invention; ed as grantees?
“The words ‘heirs’ and rheirs of his body,’ "
and that, just as the term was originally used
says Mr. Williams, “are quite inapplicable to
in England to describe written instruments
emanating from the king, sealed with the
the heir, as heir, has noth
great seal, whereby lands, honors. or fran
personal property of his
ancestor.
Such
property
has nothing heredi—
chises were conferred upon individuals, so it
tary
in
its
nature,
but
simply belongs to its
is used in this country as descriptive of an
owner for the time being. Hence a gift of
instrument whereby some exclusive right is
personal property to A. simply, without more,
granted by the sovereign power to' the person
is suﬂicient to vest in him the absolute inter
named therein. Hence, continued the court,
est. Whilst, under the very same words, he
,.,a patent for an invention is a grant, and must
would acquire a life interest only in real es
,‘Ihave a greater and a grantee. It must grant
tate, he will become absolutely entitled to
' the franchise'or monopoly to a person named,
personal property." Pers. Pr. 297.
and who is capable of taking; and in this re
The privileges granted by letters patent are
sptet a patent does not differ from a patent
plainly an instance of an incorporenl kind of
or deed for lands. And as a deed to a person
personal
property, which, as personalty, in
not then living and his heirs would be void,
the absence of context to the contrary, would
since, the word “heirs” being one of limita
tion, and not of purchase, there is no person I go to the executor or administrator in trust
for the next of kin. Williams, Ex’rs, p. 817;
to take under it, so a patent for an invention
Schouler, Ex‘rs, § 200; Williams, Pers. Pr.
to a dead man is wholly inoperative, and
271; Patterson v. Kentucky, 97 U. S. 501;
such must be the construction of a patent is
Millar v. Taylor, 4 Burrows, 2303; Shaw Re
sued under section 4884 to the patentee, his
heirs or assigns, when the patentee thus lief Valve 00. v. New Bedford, 19 Fed. Rep.
753.
named is dead at the (late of the grant.
The rule in Shelley’s Case was that when
The conclusion reached rests upon the as
mimption that the form of grant speciﬁed in an estate of freehold is limited to a person
for life. and the same instrument contains a
only be pursued when the
Inventor is living, and that the intention of limitation, either mediate or immediate, to
congress was that the personal representa
his heirs, or the heirs of his body, the word
tives of the inventor could not be treated as
"heirs" is a. word of limitation, and the gran
tee takes the whole estate, either in fee tall
grantees under that section.
or fee simple. This is a rule of law, and not
We are to remember that it is to be as
Burned that James Boyle had made a useful a rule of construction. Evans v. Evans.
invention, and taken all the necessary steps
[1892,] 2 Ch. 173, 184, 188. It applies to noth
ing but real estate, and, if resorted to in con
to secure the beneilts to be derived there
from. and that, in view of the policy of the
nection with personal estate, it is only by
Government to encourage genius and pro—
way of analogy, and as a rule of construc
mote the progress of the useful arts, by se
tion, in order to promote the intention.
We do not perceive any sound reaon for
"1111118 to the inventor a. fair and reasonable
l"m‘unel‘lllion, a liberal construction in favor holding that the word “heirs" in a patent for
of those who claim under him must be adopt
an invention should be regarded as a deﬁni
ed 111 the solution of the principal question tion of the extent of the patentee‘s own in
are as,
terest in the patent. There is nothing tech~
It is also to
be observed that under the nleal in the word as used. It indicates per
Practice of the
sons who are to have the beneﬁt in the event
time necessaru patent otiice a considerable
of death, but the absolute character of the
R11 invention is y eiapses after a patent for interest of the patentee is not attributable tog
allowed before it actually is
31198; that the applicants often reside at a it. The words in the statute, “the patenteo 5‘
his heirs or assigns,” whether construed’r
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cording to the rules of grammar or to the
evident intent of congress, mean “the pat
entee or his heirs or assigns." They compre
bend the legal representatives, asslgnees in
law and assignees in tact, and the phrase
ology raises no limitation in the sense of the
strict common-law rule applied to realty.
It is said that ii the word “heirs" were not
used in the grant, the patent would end with
the life of the patentoe, and would have no
descendible or inheritable quality; but we
are not persuaded that this would be so, any
more than that the omission of the word
from any transfer of personal property would
have that effect. The exercise of the right
vested is not, in its nature, dependent upon
the continued existence oi! the person whose
merit earned the reward. The statute has
long been that “the patentee" may obtain
an extension in certain cases, without adding
that his executors or administrators may do

this, (Act 1836, § 18, 5 St. pp. 117, 124; Act
1870, § 63, 16 St. p. 208; Rev. St. 5 4924;)

out is personal property, and, as such, goes to
the executor or administrator, in trust tor the
next oi kin, it would appear that this result
would follow where the grant is to the pat
entee, his heirs or assigns.
Sections 4895 and 4896 cover cases where
the application is made by the legal repro
sentntives or assignees; but where the appli
cation is made by the inventor, and he dies,
a. grant in the terms stated apparently ao
complishes all the objects aimed at by both
these sections.
Section 1 of the act of 1790 provided for s
grant to "the petitioner or petitioners, his,
her, or their heirs, administrators, or as
signs," (1 St. pp. 109, 110;) and the act 0!
Feb. 21, 1793, was in the same language, (1
St. pp. 318, 321.) Section 5 of the act of
1336 reads that the patent should, "in its
terms, grant to the applicant or applicants.
his or their heirs, administrators, executors,
or assigns." etc. 5 St. pp. 117, 118. The
statute ot 1870 required the patent to contain
“a grant to the patentee, his heirs or assigns,"
(16 St. pp. 198, 201,) which is carried forward
into section 4884 of the Revised Statutes.
As remarked by Judge Lowell in Show Re
liet Valve 00. v. New Bedtord, ubi supra,
the omission ot the word "executors," prior
to 1836, did not aﬂect the title of the execu

yet it was decided that an executor or admin
istrator can obtain an extension, (Wilson v.
Rousseau, 4 How. (H63 and that the extended
term is assignable, although not expressly so
provided, (Pavement Co. v. Jenkins, 14 Wall.
452; Railroad Co. v. Trimble, 10 “'all. 367;)
and so, that a patent issued to an inventor, tors; nor did the omission of “administrators
after an assignment of his entire interest has and executors" from the act of 1870 make
been entered of record, immediately and by any difference. "The law was not changed
operation of law inures to the beneﬁt of his by i " Taking the sections together, that
assignee, (Gayier v. Wilder, 10 How. 477.)
legislative intent seems to have been that cg‘,
It the patent hail issued to Boyle when liv
grant to the patentee, his‘ heirs or assigns.’
ing, although an assignment of his entire in
should vest title in the executor or adminis—
terest had been recorded before, the patent
trator, where the death occurred pending the
would have inurcd to the beneﬁt of the as
application. 11 there be no executor or ad
signee; and it is diﬂlcult to see why, it Boyle
ministrator, or letters of such are not record
died prior to the issue of the patent, and
ed, still the general form of grant prescribed
after he had made the application and as
in section 4834 is applicable, and the patent
signed his interest, the assignee should lose
may run to “the patentee, his heirs or as
the beneﬁt of the assignment because 0! the
signs." The statute does not make it im
death.
Under section 4896. when the inventor dies
before the patent is granted, the right oi‘ ape
plying for and obtaining the patent devolves
upon his executor or administrator, in trust
ztor his heirs at law or legatees; and doubt
ahas been suggested as to the applicability of

' the section when the death transpires‘ after
the application has been ﬁled, but the rulings
and practice of the patent oiiice are to the
eiitect that in the latter contingency no new
application need be made, or new ice be paid,
but the executor or administrator may tile
his letters, and the case be disposed of us it
the applicant had not died. Rice v. Burt,
Dec. Com. Pat. 1879, p. 291; Ex parte Smith,

perative that the patent shall issue in the
name ot the executor or administrator, the
grant under section 4984 being suiiicient in
vest title in the patentee‘s legal representa
tive, whether he be administrator, executor.
or assignee. lt there are adverse claims of

heirs and legatees, they may be left to be
determined by the courts in whose jurisdlv
tion they arise. rather than by the patent of
ﬂce. It is enough it it is found that the Dam“
is proper to be granted, and it is so granted
to the personal representatives of the de
ceased.
Sections

4895 and 4896 designate who
should make the oath in case of death 01' I!‘
Signment; but where the application has been

Id. 1888, p. 24.

made in the lifetime of the inventor» and re‘

Neither this section nor section 4895, pro
viding that patents may be granted and is

mains, in eﬂect, unchanged, there is no neces

sued or reissued to the assignee of the in.
ventor or discoverer, prescribe any form of
grant, which is alone to be found in section
1884.

The statute does not require the pat

sity tor a new application or oath, except. of
course, in the case of a reissue; and, K15 “'9
have seen, a grant to the patentee, his 119“!
or assigns, sutiiciently designates in whom the

title to the patent shall vest in case of “9

91“ i0 185119, under section 4896, to the execu
tor or administrator; and, inasmuch as a, pat

sigument or death.
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gauge of the statute admits of a construc
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that prior to Boyle's application he had made‘,
a
contract
Rankin,should
by which
it was"
agreed
‘that with
the latter
advance
the’

ates the settled policy of the government in
favor oi‘ inventors, our judgment is that that
and Boyle should assign to Rankin a one~half
construction should be adopted, and that the
interest; in the invention and patent; and
statute should be read in the alternative, and
that
on December 2, 1875, Rankin made an
the grant be treated as made to the patentee
agreement with Theresa Boyle, the widow of
or his heirs or assigns. This conclusion is
supported by the practice advisedly adopted James Boyle, "then acting as exccutrlx de
son tort,” by virtue of which Rankin was to
in the land oﬂlce (another branch of the ex
acquire the right to the whole patent. Under
ecutive department known as that of the in
the statutes of Texas a temporary adminis
terlor) of using disjunctive terms for the pur
trator possesses the rights and powers of a
pose of preventing the defeat of grants by
the death of the original grantee. In Hogan general administrator so far as expressly con
v. Page, 2 Wall. 605, the court, speaking iidcd to him by the order of appointment. 1
Sayles' Civil St. Tex. p. 584.
through Mr. Justice Nelson, said:
The failure to record the title papers in the
a "A diﬂiculty had occurred at the land oﬂice,
got an early day, in respect to the form of patent olﬁce, it appearing that the adminis
trator and equitable owner in part obtained
' patent certiﬁcates and of‘ patents, arising
the patent, cannot, in the view we take of
out of applications to have them issued in the
the case, make the patent void. The iden
name of the assignee, or present claimant,
tity of the grantee might be determined by
thereby imposing upon the oﬂﬂce the burden
extrinsic testimony. If the grant be con
of inquiring into the derivative title present
strued as made directly to the heirs, execu—
ed by the applicant. This diiﬁculty also ex
tors, adinhiistrators, or assigns of Boyle,
isted in respect to the boards of commis
there can be no doubt as to its validity, even
sioners under the acts of congress for the set
though,
when the patent issued, it was not
tlement of French and Spanish claims. The
result seems to have been, after consulting made to appear who they were.
The case of Engleton Manuf’g Co. v. West,
the attorney general, that the commissioner
of the land oﬂice recommended a formula. Bradley & Carey Manuf'g 00., 111 U. S. 490,
4 Sup. Ct. Rep. 593, is cited to the proposi
that has since been very generally observed,
tion that, where the inventor dies, a patent
namely, the issuing of the patent certiﬁcate,
is invalid when not issued upon the applica
and even the patent, to the original grantee,
tion and oath of his personal representative;
or his legal representatives; and the same
but in that case the application was so
has been adopted by the several boards of
amended. after the inventors death, that it
commissioners. This formula, ‘or his legal
representatives,’ embrace representatives of was equivalent to a. new application; yet
none such had been made, nor had the ad
the original grantee in the land, by contract,
mlnistratrix made the oath rendered neces
such as assignees or grantees, as well as by
sary
under such circumstances. In the case
operation of law, and leaves the question
at bar the application remained in substance
0Den to inquiry in a court of justice as to the
unchanged, and no new application or oath
Party to whom the certiﬁcate, patent, or con
was essential to jurisdiction.
ﬁrmation should inure."
We ought, perhaps, to add that, lnour
And see Carpenter v. Runnels, 19 Wall.
opinion, the patent would not be absolutely
138; Bowman v. Long. 89 Ill. 19: Warnecke
void even if the objections taken by appel
V._Leinbca, 71 111. 91; Ready v. Kearsley, 14
Mich- 2535; Railroad & Banking 00. v. Bryan, lces were better founded than we hold they
are. If the proceedings in the patent oﬂico
8 Siuedcs &: M. 234.
may be considered as analogous to the con
‘ The action spoken of by Mr. Justice Nelson
dition of a pending suit at law upon the death
was evidently taken in order to prevent hard
of the plaintiff, the great weight of author
Rhips occurring under the old form of land
ity in this country is to the eifect that. where
L'I'ﬂnts. as indicated in Galloway v. Finley, 12

Pet- 26-1, and other cases; but no such action

the court has acquired jurisdiction of the sub

“"18 Considered necessary in reference to in
'
patents, although the same reason

ject-mattcr and the person during the life-m
time of a party, a judgment for or against rig
dead man is not wholly’void, or open to col-'
lateral attack. It is very rarely that pro
ceedlngs are wholly void and without force
or etfect as to all persons and for all pur
poses, and therefore incapable of being or
being made otherwise; and we are entirely
clear that this patent cannot be treated as
falling within that class.
The record shows, as we have said, the ex
istence of a contract between Rankin and
Boyle, by which the former was to advance
the money to apply for and obtain the patent
for a half interest, and that Rankin carried

might have existed if the same form had orig

lnﬂlly been prescribed.
It appears from the certiﬁcate that James
Boyle died on November 27, 1875, and that
the application was thereafter prosecuted by
the attorneys who had been previously ap

pmmihi by him for that purpose,
direction of Thomas L. Rankin, who had been

appointed temDorary administrator of Boyle’s
estate March 9. 1876. and who obtained the

Baltic“, {md Paid all the patent-office and
80 cltors fees therefor.

It is also stated
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out the contract on his part. The agree
ment between Rankin and the widow, then
acting as having a colorabie right to adminis
ter, is also set out, under which Mrs. Boyle
agreed that, as soon as she should receive
$5,000 in the way speciﬁed, she would “re
lease any further interest in said patents to
be obtained and the machines then in use."
Rankin was appointed temporary adminis

have been granted on an application made
and sworn to by the administratrix. The
speciﬁcation, as issued, bears the signature
of Eagleton, and not of the adininistratrtv;
and it is suﬂiciently shown that the patent
was granted on the application and oath of
Eagleton, and for an invention which he

trator March 9, 1876, and on July 18, 1876.
the temporary letters of administration issued
to Rankin "were superseded by the appohit
ment of the said Theresa Boyle as perma
nent admlnistratrix. She thereafter ﬁled an
inventory of her husband’s estate, in which
she included the patent in question as held
and owned jointly with Thomas L. Rankin.
Neither Theresa Boyle, nor her children, nor
Thomas L. Rankin ever repudiated the pro
ceedings whereby said patent was obtained,
but enjoyed the beneﬁcial ownership thereof,
and sold their interest therein for a valuable
consideration."
When Mrs. Boyle took out the letters of ad
ministration. her prior acts, presumably, up
on this record, beneﬁcial to the estate, and
certainly not such as appellees have any
right to complain of, should be viewed in the
same light as though she had been made ad
mlnistratrix upon the death of her husband;
and upon the facts stated, without discussing
the particular nature of the instrument of

never made."
In the case at bar there was not only no
ampliﬁcation of the original application by
the amendment, but it was within the scope
of the original speciﬁcation, and a limitation
and narrowing of the original claim, so that
it was the identical invention sworn to by
Boyle; and there was no more reason for
requiring a new oath from his administratrlx
than there would have been for requiring it
from Boyle himself. The attorneys who had
acted for Boyle continued to act under
Rankin's direction, and. although it is not
shown that their authority was conferred in
wri1ing, by a power of attorney executed and
ﬁled in accordance with the rules of the of‘
iice, that is not a fatal objection, since thegg
attorneys had authorlty'in fact, and their‘
acts were subsequently ratiﬁed by Rankin

December 2, 1875, we conclude that Rankin
acquired under the two contracts the equi
table title to the patent; and the circum
stance that there was no record evidence of
the transaction in the patent oiﬁce made no
diﬁerence, in the absence of question as to
ethe rights of third parties. The patent,

and by Mrs. Boyle.
We are of opinion that the grant was not
void because of the death ot Boyle before the
patent was issued, and that it should be con
strued in the alternative as a grant to James
Boyle, or his heirs or assigns. which would in
clude a grantee or grantees in being capable
of taking the patent, and to whose beneﬁt
the grant would inure; that the patent
should be construed as a grant to Thomas L.
Rankin as assignee, and held to have been ob

tained by the authority of Mrs. Boyle as ad
ministratrix, as well as of Rankin; and
that the amendment did not render the pair

aiherefore, inured to his beneﬁt. Hartshorn
' v. Day, 19 How. 211; Day v.'llubber 00., 20
How. 216; Gayler v. Wilder, 10 How. 477.
Boyle made the oath to the application
ﬁled in his lifetime in accordance with section

ent absolutely void, nor did the fact that 110
oath was ﬁled after Boyle's death.
These conclusions answer the questions pro

pounded, and will be certiﬁed accordingly

4892 of the Revised Statutes, and the certiﬁ
====

cate states that after his death "the speciﬁ
cation originally ﬁled with said application
for a patent was amended within the scope of
the original oath and the hivention described
in said original speciﬁcation, and by way of

(147 U. S. 150)

HOLMES et al. v. GOLDSMITH et :1.
(January 9, 1893.)

No. 93.
limitation of the claims. but without the ﬁl
ing of any new oath or power of attorney."

In Eagleton Manuf'g Co. v. West, Bradley &
(.iarey Mnnuf'g 00., 111 U. S. 490. 498, 499,
-.i Sup. Ct. Rep. 593, 597, before referred to.
the patent was held invalid because the au
thority given to Eagleton‘s attorneys ended
at his death, and the patent was granted up
on amendments made by the attorneys with
out any new oath by the admlnistratrix.
And Mr. Justice Blatchford, speaking for the
court, said that the tile wrapper showed
"beyond doubt that there was no suggestion,
in the speciﬁcation signed and sworn to by
Eagieton. of the invention described in the
amendment!‘ and that “in view of the entire
change in the speciﬁcation. as to the inven
tion described, the patent, to be valid, should

Cmeurr Cover-Jamsinc'nos—Divrnss Crrlzrr
snir—Ae'rlos nv Ixnonssn or Acconhovll'l‘lo?‘
Nﬂ'l‘E—PAROL EVIDENCE - Res Gnsui —Pli0°l’
or Haxowmrmo sr Courimsos — HARMLEss
Ennou.
1. Under Act Aug. 13, 1888

(25 St- in

Large, 1), 434,) restricting the jurisdiction 9f 0"‘
cult. and district courts over suits by assignees
to cases where such suit might have been Prose‘
outed if no assignment or transfer had been made’
the circuit court has jurisdiction of an action 0n

a promissory note, by the indorsee ﬂglms_t_me
maker thereof, although the payee is a citizen
of the same state as the maker, where it ill)‘

pears that the note was made for the accommo
dation of the payee, and that he is, in legal ef‘
feet, a maker or original prouiisor, andjherr
fore did not, by his indorsement, assign, 0'
transfer any right of action held by him again“

the accommodation maker. 36 Fed. RGP- 484'
nﬁirnied.
2. To

sustain the jurisdiction or the M"

MlD:EQHUF§SiE YKE.5 :1
EH}:

v.m:A51‘a.“=. ~.

.—M~qnumn
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in such a case parol evidence showing the real
relations of the parties, notwithstanding the
terms of the note, is admissible, as it does not
vary the contract. 36 Fed. Rep. 484, affirmed.
3. Where the execution of an accommoda
tion note is put in issue in an action thereon
by the indorsee against the makers, testimony
M.
as to the relations between the makers and the Phipps."
nominal payee, and as to the use to which the
On the day of its date, W. F. Owens in
latter wanted to put the money borrowed on
dorsed the note, waived, in writing, demand,
the note. is admissible.
4. Where the nominal payee of an accom
notice, and protest, delivered the note, so in
modation note has died before trial of an action
dorsed, to the agent of the plaintiffs, and re- thereon by the indorsee against the makers, tes
ceived
the sum of $10,000.
.2‘
timony of a witness as to letters and conversa
tions between him and such payee prior to the
‘The complaint alleged that the transaction!‘
making of the note, tending to show the rela
was a loan by plaintiﬂ’s to W. F. Owens;
tions of the parties and the circumstances in
which the note was made, is admissible as part that the defendants executed the note for the
acccommodation of Owens, to enable him to
of the res gestae.
.
5. Where the execution of a note sued on
procure the loan thereon; and that Owens
ls put in issue in the circuit court, the introduc
was in fact a maker of said note to the plain
tion of papers, not otherwise competent, for the
tiifs, and never himself had any cause of ac
purpose of enabling the jury to make a com
parison of handwriting, is warranted by a state tion thereon against the defendants.
statute, (1 Hill's Ann. Laws Or. § 765,) which
To this complaint the defendants demurrecl
provides that "evidence respecting the hand
writing may also be given by comparison, made on the ground that it did not bring the case
within the jurisdiction of the circuit court,
by a witness skilled in such matters, or the jury
th writings admitted or treated as genuine and did not state facts suﬂicient to constitute
by the party against whom the evidence is of
a cause of action.
fered.
Upon argument this demurrer was over
6. Where, on a question of the genuineness
of the signatures of makers of a note, a witness
ruled. 36 Fed. Rep. 484.
testiﬁes to his acquaintance with the handwrit
The defendants answered, denying the exe
ing of one or more of the makers, and to his
cution of the note and knowledge of the
belief of the genuineness of the signatures of
the parties, with whose handwriting he was
other facts alleged in the complaint. At
familiar, the question whether he would act on
the trial a verdict was given in favor of the
the signatures attached to the note, if they
plaintiffs for the amount of the note, with
came to him in an ordinary business transac
tion, is allowable. to show the strength and
interest from date; and on June 19, 1889,
value of the witness’ opinions.
judgment was entered on the verdict, in fa
T. On a question of the genuineness of the
vor of the plaintiffs and against the defend
lignatures o makers of an accommodation
ants, for the amount of the note, with inter
note. testimony of an expert that the ordinary
handwriting of the nominal payee, as shown in
est, and with costs and disbursements.
letters, was such as to convince him that the
A writ of error was duly sued out and si
Payee could not successfully imitate signatures
lowed, and the case brought into this court@
of others, and that the ayee could have imi
hated the handwriting opone of the witnesses for review.
as easily as that of one of the makers of the
10
‘The complaint alleges the ownership in the:
note, though possibly irrelevant, is unimpor
plaintiffs of a chose in action; as to the char
mm, and its admission is not ground for re
versa...
ncter, a promissory note; as to amount, ten
thousand dollars; as to parties, the plaintiffs,
In error to the circuit court of the United
citizens
of the state of New York, and the de
States for the district of Oregon. Affirmed.
fendants, citizens of the state of Oregon; thus
J. H. lllitchell, for plaintiffs in error. L.
bringing the case within the jurisdiction of a

B. Cox, for defendants in error.
‘Mr. Justice SHIRAS delivered the opinion
of the court.
This was an action brought by L. Gold
Imith and Max Goldsmith, doing business as

ililllzrgns1:: the state of Oregon, as makers of
m o ry note, in the words and ﬁgures
ronwlng:

circuit court of the United States, as deﬁned
in the constitution.
By the demurrer to the complaint the de
fendants invoked the provision of the act of
August 13, 1888, (25 St. p. 434,) which is as
follows:
“Nor shall any circuit or district court have
cognizance of any suit, except upon foreign
bills of exchange, to recover the contents of
any promissory note or other chose in no
tion in favor of any assignee or of any subsoil;

quent holder, if such'instrument be payable."
“310,000.
-

Portland, Oregon, Aug. 9, 1886.

months after date, without grace, we, or

vb?! of 118. promise to pay to the order of
-

. Owens ten thousand dollars, for value

g‘itemd- with interest from date at the rate
E11 per cent. per annum until paid, princi

heill‘lld interest payable in U. S. gold coin, at
‘1m hational Bank of Portland, Oregon;
v-13s.c.~19

to bearer, ' ' * unless such suit might
have been prosecuted in such court to recover
the said contents if no assignment or transfer

had been made.“
Upon the face of the complaint, the Juris
diction of the circuit court was duly made to
appear, so far as the requisitions of the con
stitution apply. But it has been held, in a
series of cases beginning with Turner v.
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Bank, 4: Dali. 8, that it is competent for con
grass, in creating a circuit court and prescrlb
ing the extent of its jurisdiction. to withhold
jurisdiction in the case of a particular contro

versy.
In pursuance of this view it has been fre
quently held by this court that, in an action
in a circuit court 01‘ the United States by an
assignee of a chose in action, the record
must aﬂirmatively show, by apt allegations,
that the assignor could have maintained the
action. Thus, Mr. Justice Strong, in deliver
ing the opinion of the court in the case of
Morgan's Ex'r v. Gay, 19 Wall. 81, 83, said:

“in Turner v. Bank, 4 Dali. 8, it was dis
tinctly ruled that, when an action upon a
promissory note is brought in a federal court
by an indorser against the maker, the citizen
ship of not only the parties to the suit, but
also of the payee and hidorser, must be

averred in the record to be such as to give
the court jurisdiction."

In Sheldon v. Sill, 8 How. 441, 448, it was
contended, in favor of the jurisdiction of the
circuit court, that the provision in the judi
ciary act of 1789, inhibiting a suit by an as
signee of a chose in action, in cases where
the assignor could not have sued, if no assign
ment had been made, was invalid, because
it attempted to deprive the courts of the
United States of the judicial power with
which the constitution had invested them;
out this court, speaking through Mr. Justice
Grier, said:
"The eleventh section of the judiciary act,
which deﬁnes the Jurisdiction of the circuit
courts, restrains them from taking ‘cog
nizance of any suit to recover the contents
of any promissory note. or other chose in ac
tion, in favor of an assignee. unless a suit
might have been prosecuted in such court to
recover the contents if no assignment had
‘been made, except in cases of foreign bills or
n exchange,’
'0' ""l'he third article of the constitution de~
dates that ‘the judicial power of the United
States shall be vested in one supreme court
and such inferior courts as the congress may
from time to time ordain and establish.‘ The
second section of the same article enumerates
the cases and controversies of which the judi
cial power shall have cognizance, and, among
others, it speciﬁes ‘controversies between cit
izens of different states.’
“It has been alleged that this restriction
of the judiciary act, with regard to asslgnees
of choses in action, is in conﬂict with this

provision of the constitution, and therefore
void.

"it must be admitted that if the constitu
tion had ordained and established the inferior

courts. and distributed to them their re
spective Powers, they could not be restricted
or divested by congress. But, as it has made

diclal powers not given to the supreme court
or that congress, having the power to estab
lish the courts, must deﬁne their respective
jurisdictions. The ﬁrst of these inferences
has never been asserted, and could not be de
fended with any show of reason, and, if not,
the latter would seem to follow as a neces
sary consequence; and it would seem to fol
low, also, that, having a right to prescribe,
congress may withhold, from any court of its
creation, jurisdiction of any of the enumerat
cd controversies. Courts created by statute
can have no jurisdiction but such as the stat
ute confers. No one of them can assert a
just claim to jurisdiction exclusively con
ferred on another, or withheld from all. The
constitution has deﬁned the limits of the judi
cial power of the United States, but has not
prescribed how much of it shall be exercised
by the circuit court. Consequently, the stat
ute which does prescribe the limits of their
jurisdiction cannot be in conﬂict with the
constitution, unless it confers powers not can
merated therein."
This doctrine has remained unchallenged.

and has been assumed for law in numerous
cases, which it is unnecessary to cite; and a
similar provision has been inserted in the vai
rious'acts deﬁning the jurisdiction of the citcuit courts, including, as we have seen, the
act of August 13. 1888, under which the pres
ent action was brought.
Nor are we asked by the defendant in er
ror to disregard those cases, but he contends
that, consistently with their doctrine and the
provision of the judiciary act, he can main
taln his action by alleging and proving that
the nominal lndorser was not really such,
but that the note was made by the makers
for his accommodaﬁon and as his sureties;
that he was, in legal effect, a maker of the
note; that he received the proceeds of the
loan effected through the note, and had no

right of action against the nominal makers of
the note; and hence that he cannot be re“
garded as an assignor of a right of action
against the makers, within the true meaning
of the judiciary act.
The learned judge who tried the case be
low adopted the view that where 1t 1s nec
essary, to maintain the jurisdiction of the 011"

cuit court in an action on a promissory note‘
to show that the plaintilf, who appears to be
an indorsee or assignee, is in point of fact the
payee or the note, it may be done, and theft

fore overruled the demurrer.

Against this view of the case, the plaintiff‘!
in error urge two propositions: First. that 1‘
was not competent for the holders of the
note to show, by allegation and evidence’
that the relation of the parties to the new, 1“

must result—either that each interior court

makers and payees, was otherwise than a“
it appeared to be in the phraseoiogy 0f the
note itself; and, second, that, assuming the
plaintiffs’ evidence to truly present the fact!
of the case. yet the plaintiffs were not than‘

‘rented by congress must exercise all the ju~

by relieved from the operation of thﬂi P”

M such distribution, one of two consequences
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vision of the law which forbids asslgnees
from maintaining actions to recover the con
tents of promissory notes. To sustain their
ﬁrst objection, plaintiffs in error cite nu
merous cases going to show that pnrol evi
dence is not admissible to vary the contract
of lndorseinent, or the agreement of the par

ties as ﬁxed under the law by the fact of in
dorsement.
Certainly, as against a third party who has
become, in good faith, the holder of a prom
issory note, a defendant, whether a maker or
Oan indorser, will not be permitted to escape
Efrem the legal import of his formal contract
oby an offer of parol'evidence. But, as be

tween themselves, it has always been held
that evidence showing the reai relation of
the parties is admissible, because it does not

change or vary the contract, but shows what
it really was. The defendants’ engagement,
as to amount and date and place of payment,
and every other circumstance connected with
it, is left by the evidence just what it appears
to be on the face of the note.
In Brooks v. Thacher, 52 Vt. 559, where
there was a question as to whether a party
to a note was principal or surety, Redﬁeld,
J., said: “But the real relation of the par
ties to a written instrument, whether as prin
clpal or sureties, may always be shown by
pin-oi evidence."

Harris v. Brooks, 21 Pick. 195, 197, was a.
suit wherein one of two makers of a note
was permitted to show that, though a joint
maker in form, he was, in fact, surety for

the other maker, and had been released by
an agreement of the holder that he would
look to the principal; and Shaw. 0. 1., said:
“The fact of such relation, and notice of it
to the holder, may, we think, he proved by

extrinsic evidence.

It is not to affect the

terms of the contract, but to prove a col
lateral fact and rebut a presumption."
It, then, it was satisfactorily shown that

Owens, the nominal indorser, was really the
party for whose use the note was made, and
that the plaintiﬂ‘s below were the ﬁrst and
only holders of the note for value, the next
question is whether, upon that state of facts,

{hey were prevented, by the terms of the
Judiciary act, from maintaining an action in

the circuit court.

_It 15 quite plain that the plaintiﬁ's‘ action
‘1111 ‘not offend the pirit and purpose of this
Section of the act. The purpose of the re
striction as to suits by assignees was to pre
\"elit the making of assignments of choses in

“won for the purpose of giving jurisdiction
to the federal court.
Bank V. \l'ister, 2 Pet. 318, was the case

‘>1 a suit in a circuit court of the United
‘Sims by a holder of a. bank bill payable to
llldlvidlials or bearer, concerning which indi
“dmlls there was no averment of citizenship,

as? which. therefore, may have been pay
1“ 8I111 the ﬁrst instance, to parties not com

‘Eetellt to sue in the courts of the United
states. But the court held: “This is a ques

tion which has been considered and disposed
of in our previous decisions. This court has
unifomily held that a note payable to bearer
is payable to anybody, and not affected by
the disabilities of the nominal payee."
In Bushnell v. Kennedy, 9 Wall. 387, 391,
Chief Justice Chase, in delivering the opinion
of the court, said: “It may be observed that
the denial of jurisdiction of suits by asslgnees
has never been taken in an absolutely literal
sense. It has been held that suits upon
notes payable to a particular individual or to
bearer may be maintained by the holder,
without any allegation of citizenship of the
original payee, though it is not to be doubted
that the holder’s title to the note could only
be derived through transfer or assignment.

So, too, it has been decided, where the as
signment was by will, that the restriction is
not applicable to the representative of the

decedent.

And it has also been determined

that the assignee of a chose in action may
maintain a suit in the circuit court to recover
possession of the speciﬁc thing, or damages
for its wrongful caption or detention, though
the court would have no jurisdiction of the
suit if brought by the assignors."
We do not overlook the fact that, since
the foregoing cases were determined, con
gress has, in the more recent judiciary acts,
still further restricted the jurisdiction of the
circuit courts by including in the prohibltory
clause the case of promissory notes payable
to bearer.
But the reasoning remains applicable, in so
far as they hold that the language of the
statute is to be interpreted by the purpose
to be eil’ected and the mischief to be pre
vented.
We think that the jurisdiction of the cir
cuit court, in the case before us, was prop
erly put by the court below upon the proposi~
tion that the true meaning of the restriction
in question was not disturbed by permitting
the plaintiffs to show that, notwithstanding
the terms of the note, the payee was really a
maker or original promisor, and did not, by
his indorsemeut, assign or transfer any right
of action held by him against the accommo
dation makers.
The jurisdiction of the court having been@

established, and‘an issue having been madei,"
as to the execution of the note, several ques
tions arose during the progress of the trial,
which are brought up for our consideration
by bills of exceptions.
The 2d, 3d, 4th, and 5th assignments allege
error in the action of the court in permitting
one H. Abraham to testify as to What were

the relations between the defendants and W.
Ii‘. Owens, and as to what Owens wanted to
do with the money he borrowed on the note

in suit.
It was not claimed by the plaintiffs that
the evidence objected to was needed to
create an obligation on the part of the de
fendants to pay the note. That obligation
arose directly from the terms of the note.
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and, if the execution of the note had not been
denied, the testimony of Abraham would not
have been necessary.
But in view of the nature of the contro‘
vexsy before the jury, putting in issue the
execution of the note sued on, we agree with
the trial court in regarding the evidence as
admissible. While each one of the facts so
elicited was, when regarded singly, of small
importance, yet, taken together, they were
worthy of consideration; and we do not per
oeive that any rule of evidence was violated
in submitting them to the jury.
It is argued that there was error in admit
ting statements by the witness Abraham as
to the contents of the letters that had passed
between him and Owens, without producing
the letters, or accounting for their absence.
But the record does not disclose that any
speciﬁc objection was made to the evidence
for that reason, though objection was made
generally to the admission of any conver
action between the witness and Owens, which
was not had in the presence oi’ the defend
ants, as incompetent and irrelevant. But the
force of this is broken by the observation
that what passed between the witness and
Owens, whether in conversation or in letters,
was of matters that happened prior to the
making of the note, and was admitted only
to show the relations of the parties, and the
circumstances in which the note was made.
In view of the fact, disclosed by the record,

of the death of Owens before the trial, and
"the consequent necessity of resorting to cir
Scumstantial evidence, we think the rules on
' this'subject were not unduly relaxed in per
mitting a full disclosure of the res gestae.
There are several additional assignments
of error, which involve the action of the
court in admitting evidence bearing on the
question of the execution of the note in suit.
So far as such assignments present the
vexed subject of the introduction into a
cause of papers, not otherwise competent,
for the purpose of enabling the jury to make
a comparison of handwriting, we are relieved
from discussion by the existence of an Ore—
gon statute which provides that “evidence
respecting the handwriting may also be giv
en by a comparison, made by a. witness

skilled in such matters, or the Jury, with
writings admitted or treated as genuine by
the party against whom the evidence is of
fered." 1 Hlll’s Ann. Laws Or. 5 765. We
regard this statute as constituting the law of
the case, and as warranting the action of the
court in the particulars complained of.
The seventh assignment avers error in per
mitting several witnesses to testify as to
whether they would act upon the signatures
of the defendants attached to the note sued

011 11 they came to them in an ordinary busi.
ness transaction. Such a. question, standing
alone, might be objectionable, but the record
discloses that each of these witnesses had
testiiied to his acquaintance with the hand.

writing of one or more of the defendants,
and to his belief of the genuineness of the
signatures of the parties with whose hand
writing he was acquainted; and, as a means
of showing the strength and value of the
witness’ opinions, the question put was allow
able.
We have more diihculty in disposing of the
errors assigned in the 9th, 10th, 11th, and
12th speciﬁcations. Two letters of Owens,
the nominal payee of the note, who was not a
party to the suit, were admitted in evidence;
and Edward Failing, an expert witness, was
asked to state whether, judging from the let,
ters produced, he believed that Owens could
have forged the names upon the note in dis
pute so as to correspond so nearly with the
names upon the comparison papers. Certain
stub certiﬁcates were admitted in evidence,
and George W. Jones testified that his nameé
thereon written was hls'signature; and there»
upon the expert was asked whether or not,
in his opinion, the name of Jones, so writtai,
would be an easier name to counterfeit than
that of M. B. Holmes. That the ordinary
handwriting of Owens, as shown in his let
ters, was such as to convince an expert that
he was not able to successfully imitate the
signatures of other persons, may have been

entitled to some weight. That Owens could.
in the opinion of the expert, have as readily
counterfelted the handwriting of Jones as
that of the defendant Holmes, seems to, be
fanciful, and entitled to little or no weight
If these oiTers had been rejected by I116
court, such rejection could not have been suc
cessfully assigned as error. Still, we cannot
perceive that the case of the defendants was

injured by the admission of this triﬂing evl'
dence.

As has been frequently said, great

cumstantial
latitude is allowed
evidence,inthe
the
aidreception
of which of
is con
stantiy required; and therefore, where di
rect evidence of the fact is wanting, the more
the Jury can see of the surrounding facts and

circumstances the more correct their judg
ment is likely to be.

“The competency of a

collateral fact to be used as the basis of legit
imate argument is not to be determined by
the concluslveness of the inferences it may
afford in reference to the litigated fact. It
is enough if these may tend, even in a slight
degree. to elucidate the inquiry, or to assist.

though remotely, to a. determination probably

founded in truth." Stevenson v. Stewart. 11
Pa. St. 307.
The modern tendency, both of leglslllﬁon

and of the decision of courts, is to give “5
wide a scope as possible to the investigation
of facts. Courts of error are especially un'

willing to reverse cases because unhnimrt‘mt
and possibly irrelevant testimony 11111)‘ have
crept in, unless there is reason to think that
practical injustice has been thereby causeii
These observations seem to sui‘iicientl;r d1!‘

Dose of the errors assigned, and the jlldlrmen'
of the court below is accordingly aﬂlrmed
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such excess shall be deducted from the gross;

ILLINOIS CENT. R. CO. v. CITY OF DECATUR.

proceeds or income ‘heroin required to be?‘
paid bv said corporation to the state, and the

(January 9, 1893.)

Bald corpolation is hereby exempted from all

No_ 56_
Rumour ConrAsIss — Exmrr'rmiv rxon Taxa
'r|ox~Srr,ciAi. Asszssmsw'rs
1 Under Act Ill. Feb. 10. 1851, §22, which
exempts the Illinois Central Railroad Company
incorporated by the act, Hfrom all taxation of
every kind, except as herein provided for,"
the company shall be paid into the state treas
ury, and applied to tie payment of state in
dcbtedness, the exemption does not extend to a
special tax to defray the cost of grading and
paving a treet, assessed on land forming a
part of the company's right of wa , on the
around that the propertv is enhance in value
by the im rovement. 1 N. E. Re . 315, at‘
ﬁrmed.
cGee v. Mathis, 4 Wall. 43, distin
guished.
2. Such_charge is not within_the exemption

taxation, of every kind, except as herein pro
vided for. The revenue arising from said
taxation, and the said ﬁve per cent. of gross
or total proceeds, receipts, or income afore
said, shall be paid into the state treasury. in
money, and applied to the payment of inter
est-paying state indebtedness, until the ex
tinction thereof: provided, in case the ﬁve
per cent. provided to be paid into the state
treasury, and the state taxes to be paid by
the corporation, do not amount to seven per

of said corporation.”
tion recognized by Coast. Ill. 1870, art. 9, § 9,
giving corporate authorities power “to make lo
cal - improvements by special assessment, or by
special taxation of contiguous properly. or oth
erwise," since the tax is for the cost of a local
~

'
In error to the supreme court of the state

of lllinois.
Proceedings by the city of Decatur, 111., to
assess a special tax for the cost of grading
and paving a street in said city on conﬁgu
ous property, including land forming part of
the right of way of the Illinios Central Rail
road Company. Judgment of the county
court conﬁrming the assesment was afﬁrmed
by the supreme court 01 the state. 18 N. E.
Rep. 815. The railroad company brings er
ror. Aillrmed.
Statement by Mr. Justice BREWER:
On February 10, 1851, an act was passed
by the general assembly or lllinois incorpo<
rating the lllinois Central Railroad Compa
Hi‘. By it the company was made the bene
ﬁciary ot the land grant from congress to the
state, of September 20, 1850, (9 St. p. 466.)
The twenty-second section was in these

words:
“390. 22. The lands selected under said not
of congress, and hereby authorized to be con
veyed. Shall be exempt from all taxation un
der the laws or this state until sold and con
veyed by said corporation or trustees; and
0 other stock, property. and eﬂ‘ects of said

By section 27 it was provided that "this
act shall be deemed a public not, and shall

and places whatsoever."
In 1887, proceedings were bad in the
comity court of Macon county to defray the
cost of grading and paving a certain street
in the city of Decatur. Under those proceed
ings two separate parcels 01.‘ land belonging
to the Illinois Central Railroad Company, and
forming part of its right of way, were as
sessed to the amount of $262.70. The com
pany objected to this assessment on the
ground that by its charter it was exempted
from all taxation, of every kind. except as
therein provided for, and that there was no
provision permitting such an assessment. This
objection was overruled, and a Judgment en
tered by the county court against the two
parcels of land. Exception was taken, and
an appeal allowed to the supreme court of
the state. In that court the ruling or the
county court was sustained, and the judg
ment aﬂirmed, and the case is now brought
here for review by writ of error.
B. F. Ayer, for plaintiff in error. E. S.
McDonald and Hugh Crea, for defendant in

error.
h
a
‘Mr. Justice BREWER, after stating the?
facts in the foregoing language, delivered the
opinion of the court.

The single question in this case is whether

iris belonging to said company shall be listed

this special tax for a local improvement is
within the exemption from mxatlon granted
to the railroad company by section 22 of the -

W the president, secretary, or other proper

act of 1851.

08X‘, with the auditor of state, and an an
mal tax for state purposes shall be assessed

'3' the auditor upon all the property and as

?’ of "817 flame. kind, and description, be
méé’llllil to said corporation. Whenever the
Jr 3 ei‘led for state purposes shall exceed

99 fourths of one per centum per annum,

Between taxes—or "general taxes," as they
are sometimes called, by way of distinction,
which are the exactions placed upon the citi
zen for the support of the government, paid
to the state as a state, the consideration of
which is protection by the state—and special
taxes or special assessments, which are im
posed upon property within a limited area

- e—Jﬂng-g-f
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as regards a contemplated expenditure of

for the payment for a. local improvement,
supposed to enhance the value of all property
within that area, there is a broad and clear
line of distinction, although both of them are
properly called taxes, and the proceedings
for their collection are by the same oﬂicers,

public funds; and, in addition to the general

and by substantially similar methods.

gpropcr, or general taxes, proceed upon the
Z‘ theory that the existence‘of government is a
necessity; that it cannot continue without
means to pay its expenses; that for those
means it has the right to compel all citizens
and property within its limits to contribute;
and that for such contribution it renders no
return or special beneﬁt to any property, but
only secures to the citizen that general bene
ﬁt which results from protection to his per
son and property, and the promotion of those
various schemes which have for their object
the welfare or all. “The public revenues are
a portion that each subject gives 01 his prop
erty in order to secure or enjoy the remain
der." 13 Montesq. Sp. Laws, 0. 1; Associa
tion v. Topeka, 20 Wall. 655, 66d; Opinions
of Judges, 58 Me. 591; Hanson v. Vernon, 27

levy, they demand that special contributions,
in consideration of the special beneﬁt, shall
be made by the persons receiving it. The jus
tice of demanding the special contribution
is supposed to be evident in the fact that the
persons who are to make it, while they are
made to bear the cost of a public work, are
at the same time to suffer no pecuniary loss
thereby; their property being increased in
value by the expenditure to an amount at
least equal to the sum they are required to
pay. This is the idea that underlies all these
levies. As in the case oi? all other taxation,
it may sometimes happen that the expendi
ture will fail to realize the expectation on
which the levy is made, and it may thus ap
pear that a special assessment has been laid
when justice would have required the levy
o! a general tax; but the liability of a prin
ciple to erroneous or defective application
cannot demonstrate the unsoundness of the
principle itself, and that which supports spe

cial assessments is believed to be ﬁrmly based

Iowa, 28, 47; Judd v. Driver, 1 Kan. 455, 462;
Association v. Wood, 39 Pa. St. 73, 82; Bank
v. Hines, 3 Ohio St. 1, 10.

On the other hand, special assessments or

special taxes proceed upon the theory that,
when a local improvement enhances the val
ue of neighboring property, that property
should pay for the improvement. In Wright

v. Boston, 9 (lush. 233, 241, Chiet Justice
Shaw said: “When certain persons are so
placed as to have a common interest among
themselves, but in common with the rest oi!
the community, laws may justly be made,
providing that, under suitable and equitable
regulations. those wmmon interests shall be
so managed that those who enjoy the bene
ﬁts shall equally bear the burden." In Me
Gonigle v. Allegheny City, 44 Pa. St. 118, 121,
is this declaration: "All these municipal tax
es for improvement of streets rest, for their
ﬁnal reason. upon the enhancement of pri
vate properties." In Litchﬁeld v. Vernon. 41
N. Y. 123, 133, it was stated that the princi
ple is "that the territory subjected thereto

would

be

beneﬁted

by

the

work

in reason and justice."
These distinctions have been recognized and
stated by the courts of almost every state in
the Union, and a collection of the cases may
be found in any of the leading text-books on
taxation. Founded on this distinction is a
rule of very general acceptance—that an ex
emption from taxation is to be taken as an
exemption simply from the burden of ordi
nary taxes, taxes proper, and does not relieve
from the obligation to pay special assess
ments. Thus, in an early case, (In re Mayor,
etc., oi! New York, 11 Johns. 77, 80,) under a
statute which provided that no church or

place of public worship “should be taxed by
any law of this state," the court observed:
“The word ‘taxes’ means burdens, charges, oro
impositions put or set upon poisons or proper-g
ty for public uses,'and this is the deﬁnition.

and

which Lord Coke gives of the word ‘millage,’
(2 Inst. 532;) and Lord Holt, in Brewster v

Kldgeil, Garth. 438, gives the same deﬁni
tion, in substance, of the word ‘tax.’ The
legislature intended by that exemption
to relieve religious and literary institutions
from these public burdens, and the same

change in question." In Cooley on Taxation
(page 416) the matter is thus discussed by the
author: "Special assessments are a peculiar
species of taxation, standing apart from the
general burdens imposed for state and munic
ipal purposes, and governed by principles
that do not apply generally. The general

exemption was extended to the real estate
or any minister, not exceeding in vfilm

levy of taxes is understood to exact contribu
gtions in return for the general beneﬁts of
. government, and it promises'nothing to the

public benevolence. why should not the real

persons taxed beyond what may be anticipat

ed. from an administration of the laws for
individual protection and the general public
good. Special assessments, on the other

portion as it is beneﬁted? There is no incon
venience or hardship in it, and the maxim 01:
law that ‘qui sentit commodum debet Semi?”
onus‘ is perfectly consistent with the inter‘

hand, are made upon the assumption that a

ests and dictates of science and relii'lml"

portion of the community is to be especially
and peculiarly beneﬁted, in the enhancement
oi‘. the value or property peculiarly situated

in cases where the language granting the 91'

ﬁfteen hundred dollars. But to pay for the
opening of a street, in a ratio to the ‘beneﬁt
or advantage‘ derived from it, is no burden.
It is no talliage or tax, within the meaning

of the exemption, and has no claim upon the
estate or a minister, as well as of other 1191"
sons, pay for such an improvement, in PM

This rule of exemption has been applied
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eruption has been broad and comprehensive.
Thus in Baltimore v. Cemetery, 7 Md. 517,
the exemption was from “any tax or public,
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Egcgjon‘t'J the young, which it is a part of

prosperity increased; churches and charitable.
institutions, because they tend to a better or
der of society. 01' it may be that a sum, in
gross or annual installments, is received in
lieu of taxes But in every case there is the
implied fact of some consideration passing
for the grant of exemption. But those con
siderations, as a rule, pass to the public gen
erally, and do not work the enhancement of“
the value of any particular area of propertya
So, when the‘consideration is received by the.
public as a. whole, the exemption should be.
and is, of that which otherwise would pass
to such public, to wit, general taxes.
Another matter is this: In a general way,
it may be said that the probable amount of
future taxes can be estimated. While, of
course, no mathematical certainty exists, yet
there is a reasonable uniformity in the ex
penses of the government; so that there can
be, in advance, an approximation of what is
given when an exemption from taxation is
granted, if only taxes proper are within the
grant. But, when you enter the domain of
special assemments, there is no basis for es
timating in advance what may be the amount
of such assessments. Who can tell what the
growth of the population will be in the vicin
ity of the exempted property? Will there
be only a httle village, or a, large city? Will
the local improvements which the business
interests of that vicinity demand be triﬂing
in amount, or very large? What may be the
improvements which the necessities of the
case demand? Nothing can be more indefi
nite and uncertain than these matters; and it
is not to he expected that the legislature
would grant an exemption of such unknown
magnitude, with no corresponding return of
consideration therefor.
And, again, as special assessments proceed
upon the theory that the property charged
therewith is enhanced in value by the im
provement, the enhancement of value being
the consideration for the charge, upon what
principles of Justice can one tract within the
area of the property enhanced in value he
released from sharing the expense of such
improvement‘! Is there any way in which it
returns to the balance of the property within
that area any equivalent for a release from a
share in the burden? Whatever may be the
supposed consideration to the public for an
exemption from general taxation, does it re
turn to the property within the area any
larger equivalent with the improvement than
without it? If it confers a. henetit upon the
public, whether the general public or that
near at hand—a beneﬁt which justifies an

bound attes duty to furnish. The state is

exemption from taxation,—does it confer any

and a l°nilrovide highways for its citizens,

additional benefit upon the limited area by”
reason of sharing in the enhanced valneg

imposition whatever," and it was held not to
relieve from the obligation to pay for the

paving of the street in front. In Cemetery
v. Buﬁfalo, 46 N. Y. 506, the exemption was
from “all public taxes, rates, and assess
ments,” and it was held not to discharge from
liability for a paving assessment. A like rule
was held in Paterson v. Society, 24 N. J.
Law, 385, where the exemption was from
"taxes, charges, and impositions." And in
Bridgeport v. Railroad 00., 36 Conn. 255, the
railroad company was held liable for a street
assessment, although it paid a sum of money
to the state which, by its charter, was to be

“in lieu of all other taxes."
Indeed, the rule has been so frequently en
forced that, as a general proposition, it may
be considered as thoroughly established in
this country. It is unnecessary to refer to
the cases generally. It may be well, how
ever, to notice those from Illinois. In Trus
itees v. City of Chicago. 12 111. 403, (decided
ge‘ln the lower court at May term, 1849, and be
0fore the'passage of the act creating the con
tract relied upon, and by the supreme court
at the June term, 1851,) the exemption was
"from taxation of every description by and

under the laws of this state," and it was held
that that did not include an assessment made
to defray the expense of opening a street.
it was observed: "In our opinion, the exemp
tion must be held to apply only to taxes lev
led for state, local, and municipal purposes.
A tax is imposed for some general or public
oblect. ' ' ' The assessment in question
has none of the distinctive features of a tax.
it is imposed for a special purpose, and not
for a general or public object." See. also,
Chicago v. Colby, 20 111. 614; Peoria v. Kid

der. 2t; lil. 351; Pleasant v. Kost, 29 111. 490,
494; Illinois Cent. R. Co. v. Commissioners of
Drainage Dist, 129 11]. 417. 21 N. E. Rep. 925.
Nor is this a mere arbitrary distinction creat
cd by the courts, but one resting on strong
mid obvious reasons. A grant of exemption is
never to be considered as a mere gratuity,—
a simple gift from the legislature. No such
Intent to throw away the revenues of the

state, or to create arbitrary discriminations
between the holders of property, can be ini

imted. A consideration is presumed to exist.
The recipient of the exemption may be sup

iwsed to be doing part of the work which the
state would otherwise be under obligations
to do. A college or an academy furnishes

um

rt} road company, in part, discharges
‘lbllghtion. Or the recipient may be do

pelilﬂ work which adds to the material pros
pmtli' 0r elevates the moral character of the
bmiloii-ﬂ Mannfactories have been exempted,

mmﬂeqy ‘is the belief that thereby large in
" ‘
ll be created, and the material

springing 'from the improvement? Obviously‘
not. The local improvement has no relation
to or effect upon that which the exempted
property gives to the public as consideration

for its exemption. Hence there is manifest
inequity in relieving it from a share of the
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cost of the improvement. 80, when the rule
is laid down that the exemption from taxa
tion only applies to taxes proper, it is not a
mere arbitrary rule, but one founded upon
principles of natural justice.
But it is said that it is within the compe
tency of the legislature, having full control
over the matter of general taxation and spe
cial assessments, to exempt any particular
property from the burden of both, and that
it is not the province of the courts. when
such entire exemption has been made, to at
tempt to limit or qualify it upon their own
ideas of natural justice. Thus, in the case of
College v. Boston. 101i Mass. 470, an assess
ment for altering a street was held within
the language of the college charter exempt
ing the property “from all civil impositions,
taxes, and rate." See, also, the following
authorities: Brightman v. Kh-ner, 22 Wis.
54; Southern R. Co. v. Mayor, etc., 38 Miss.
334; State v. City of Newark, 27 N. J. Law,
185; City of Erie v. First Universalist Church.
105 Pa. St 278; Olive Cemetery 00. v. City
of PhiLadelphia, 93 Pa. St. 129; City of Rich

mond v. Richmond & D. R. 00., 21 Grat. 604.
This is undoubtedly true. So we turn to the
language employed in granting this exemp
tion to see what the legislature intended;
and we notice that by the charter certain
sums are to be paid into the state treasury,
in money, and applied to the payment of in
terest-paying state indebtedness until the ex
tinction thereof, and it is in consideration of
this payment that the corporation is exempt
ed from all taxation of every kind. Inas
much as the payment by the corporation is
to be always made into the state treasury,
and for a time to be applied only to a single
state purpose, a very plausible argument
might be made to the effect that all that was
intended to be granted was an exemption
from state taxes. leaving the property, like
other property, still subject to municipal tax—

,9, ation

“taxation? which has under such circum
stances received almost a. uniform construc
tion, the terms of the agreement between the
state and corporation excluded special assess
ments, and included only those matters which
are the ordinary equivalent of state intuition.
But, again, it is urged that, whatever may
be the rule obtaining in the courts of the
states. this court has given a broader and
more extended meaning to clauses exempting
from taxation; and the case of McGee v.

Mathis, 4 Wall. 143, is cited.

But the case

does not warrant the contention.

The facts

in that case were these: In 1850 the United
States granted to the state of Arkansas all
the swamp and overﬂowed government lands
within its limits on condition that the pro
ceeds of the lands, or the lands themselves,
should be applied, as far as possible, for re
claiming them by means of levees and drains.
The state accepted the grant, and by an act
of the legislature, in 1851, provided for the
sale of the lands. In the fourteenth section
of this act it was provided that “to en
courage. by all just means, the progress and
the completing of the reclaiming such landsv
by offering inducements to purchasers and
contractors to take up said lands, all said

swamp and overﬂowed lands shall be ex’n
empt from taxation for the term of tenO
yenrs,'or until they shall be reclaimed" In
1855 this section was repealed, but prior
thereto McGee had become the owner of cer
tain of these lands lying in Chieot county.

In 1857 an act of the legislature, local in its
nature. provided for the making of levees
and drains in Chicot county, and authorized

a special tax to meet the cost. This special
tax was assessed upon the unreclaimed
swamp lands of McGee, as well as other
lands. and the question was whether this spe
cial tax impaired the contract of exemption
provided by the fourteenth section of the act

of 1851, and it was held that it did. The

That question, however, is not before

argument is thus stated by the chief justice.

311s; and it has been held by the supreme
' court of lllinois, in'Neustadt v. Railroad 00.,
31 ill. -iS4,—and properly so, in view of the
provision in section 27 that the act “shall be
favorably construed for all purposes therein
expressed and declared,"—that the charter
exemption extends to all general municipal
taxation.
But can any intent be derived from the
language of these exempting clauses to in.
clude within them special assessments? 0b
viously not; for out of the state treasury sel
dom, if ever, is money appropriated for mere
i_v local improvements. The rule is to charge
them upon the property in the vicinity; and
when the transaction between the parties,

in delivering the opinion of the court, on Page

the state and the corporation, contemplates

supposed to be more than adequate, derived

the payment into the state treasury of a sum

from the "cry lands exempted, and the 9-"

in lieu of taxation. it must be held to con

emption is for ten years, or until reclaimed
and is oiferetl as an inducement to take iii)

template a release only as to such charges as
would ordinarily ﬁnd their way into the state
treasury for legislative appropriation so

that. independently of the use of the word

157:

"It was strenuously urged for the at“

fendant that the exemption contemplated by
the statute was exemption from general tax

ation, and not from special taxation for local
improvements beneﬁting the land, such 115
the making of levees, and many authorities
were cited in support of this view. The ar
gument would have great force if the Pm

vision for exemption had been contained in a

general tax law, or in a law in framing which
the legislature might reasonably be supl)oscd

to have in view general taxation only. But
the provision under consideration is found ill
a law providing for the construction of levees

and drains, and devoting to that obJect funds

the lands, and thus furnish those fund5- 1‘
is impossible to say that this exemption was

not from taxation for the purpose of malt-1118
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these levees and drains, as well as from taxa

tion in general. Any other construction
would ascribe to the legislature an intention
to take the whole land for the purpose of the
improvement, and then to load it with taxa

tion for the same object in the hands of pur
chasers, whom it had led to expect exemption
from all taxation, at least until the land

should be reclaimed."
In other words, the general rule which we
have been considering was recognized, but its
applicability was denied by the court, and
‘,properly so. In order to create a fund to
greclalm these lands from overﬂow, the state
'sold them exempted‘from taxation. To turn
around, after such sale, and charge the cost
of reclamation upon the same lands, would
.nllify the purpose for which they were sold.
it is precisely as though the state had sold
a body of lands for the speciﬁc purpose of
mising funds to build a state house, and
then, after the sale and receipt of the money,
had turned around, and charged the cost of
building such state house upon the very lands
sold. By the sale the land was once appro
priated to a given purpose, and could not be
burdened a second time for the same pur
pose. It would be practically a second ap
propriation, which nulliﬁed that created by
the sale. There is nothing in this case, there
fore, which announces a. doctrine in conﬂict
with that we have been considering, and
which has been recognized in all the states.
But, ﬁnally, it is urged that, if this exemp
tion does not include special assessments,
the constitution of Illinois of 1870 recognizes
a distinction between special taxes and spe
clal asessments, and that in this case the
charges are special taxes, rather than special

assessments, and therefore to be included
within the exemption of the charter. Sec
tion 2 of article 9 of the constitution of 1848,

which was in force at the time of the charter
of the railroad company, is as follows: “The
general assembly shall provide for levying a
tax by valuation, so that every person or
corporation shall pay a tax in proportion to

his or her property." Section 5 of the same
article contained this as to local taxation:
“The corporate authorities of counties, town

ships. school districts, cities, towns, and vii
lages may be vested with power to assess and
collect taxes for corporate purposes; such
taxes to be uniform in respect to persons and
property within the Jurisdiction of the body

Imposing the same;“ while in section 11 of
article 13 was the ordinary provision that no

property should be taken or applied to public
“89 without just compensation. And under
. that constitution it was ruled. in the case of

Sin‘ of Chicago v. Lill'lled, 34 Ill. 203, that
all assessment for improvements made on

:9 basis of the frontage of lots upon the
Bag? to be improved is invalid, containing
r“

er the element of equality nor uniform

Y' ‘1 assessed under the taxing powers,'and
:‘fllmlly invalid if in the exercise of the right
emblem! domain, no compensation being
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provided." In quite an elaborate opinion the
court held, substantially, that special assess
ments could only be imposed in proportion to
the beneﬁts actually received by the prop
erty upon which they were charged, and that.
in the absence of an ascertainment of such
special beneﬁts, the expense must be borne
by the entire property of the city. This de
cision was reaﬁlrmed in City of Ottawa v.
Spencer, 40 111. 211. Subsequently, and in
1870, a new constitution was adopted, sec
tion 9 of article 9 of which is as follows:
“The general assembly may vest the corpo
rate authorities of cities, towns, and villages
with power to make local improvements by
special assessment, or by special taxation of
contiguous property, or otherwise. For all
corporate purposes, all municipal corpora
tions may be vested with authority to assess
and collect taxes; but such taxes shall be
uniform in respect to persons and property
within the jurisdiction of the body imposing
the same." And this came before the su
preme court in the case of White v. People,
94 III. 604, and it was held that the city coun
cil had power to charge the cost of a side
walk upon the lots touching it, in proportion
to their frontage thereon; that whether or
not the special tax exceeded the actual ben
eﬁt to the lots taxed was not material; that
it may be supposed to be based upon a pre
sumed equivalent; and that, where the prop
er authorities determine the frontage to be
the proper measure of beneﬁts, this deter
mination could be neither disputed nor dls~,
proved,—and the cases in 34 and 40 Illinois,
supra, were held to be inapplicable. This
decision has been reafllrmed in Craw v.
Tolono, 96 Ill. 255; Enos v. City of Spring
ﬁeld, 113 Ill. 65; City of Sterling v. Galt, 117
Ill. 11, 7 N. E. Rep. 471; City of Springﬁeld

v. Green, 120 111. 269, 11 N. E. Rep. 261.
But the difference between the two consti
tutions is simply in the mode of ascertaining
the beneﬁts, and does not change the essen
tial fact that a. charge like the one here in
controversy is for the cost of a local improve
ment, and is charged upon the contiguous

property, upon the theory that it is beneﬁted
thereby. This is the interpretation put upon:
the matter by'the supreme court of Illinoisﬁ
In White v. People, 94 Ill. 604, 613, it was
said: "Whether or not the special tax ex
ceeds the actual beneﬁt to the lot is not ma
terial. It may be supposed to be based on a
presumed equivalent. The city council have
determined the frontage to be the proper
measure of probable beneﬁts. That is gen
erally considered as a very reasonable meas
ure of beneﬁts in the case of such an improve
ment.” So, also, in Craw v. Tolono, 96 Ill.
255. it is said: “Special taxation, as spoken
of in our constitution, is based upon the sup
posed beneﬁt to the conﬂguous property, and
diﬂers from special assessments only in the
mode of ascertaining the beneﬁts.
In the
case of special taxation, the imposition of the
tax by the corporate authorities is of itself a
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determination that the beneﬁts to the con
tiguous property will be as great as the bur
den of the expense of the improvement, and
that such beneﬁts will be so nearly limited,
or conﬁned in their effect, to contiguous prop
erty, that no serious injustice will be done by
imposing the whole expense upon such prop
erty." And in City of Sterling v. Gait. 11?
ill. 11, 7 N. E. Rep. 471, in which the differ
ence between special assessment and special
taxation was noticed, it was held that the
whole of the burden in case of special tax
ation was imposed upon the contiguous prop
erty, upon the hypothesis that the beneﬁts

the ‘cars belonging to his employer are not. thus
equipped; for a railroad company is not guilty
of negligence in receiving into its yards and
passing over its lines cars different from those
owned by itself.
Appeal from the circuit court of the United
States for the northern district of Ohio. Af

firmed.
Statement by Mr. Justice BREWER:
On April 29, 1887, appellant entered into
the employ of the defendant, the receiver of
the Wabash, St. Louis & Paciﬁc Railway
Company, as a switchinan in the yards of the
will be equal to the burden.
company at Toledo, Ohio. He continued in
We do not suppose that the company had
such employ until the 11th of July, 1887, on‘,
by its charter any contract with the state
which day, in attempting to couple two»
that the matter of special beneﬁt resulting
from a local improvement should be ascer ‘freight cars, his arm was caught between the.
deadwoods and crushed. Thereafter he ﬁled
tained and determined only in the then ex
isting way. There was nothing in the terms his petition of intervention in the circuit court
of the United States for the northern district
of that contract to prevent the state from
of Ohio, the court which had appointed Mc
committing the ﬁnal determination of the
Nulta receiver, and in which the foreclosure
question of beneﬁts to the city council, rather
proceedings were still pending. At first his
than leaving the matter of ascertainment to
intervening petition was referred to a mate
a jury; and whether the charges are called
ier, but afterwards, on his motion, the order
"special taxes" or “special assessments,” and
of reference was set aside, and a jury called
by whatever tribunal or by whatever mode
and impaneled. The testimony having all
the question of beneﬁts may be determined,
been received, the court left to the jury the
the fact remains that the charges are for a
single question of the amount of damages
local improvement. and cast upon the contig
which the intervener should recover, if enti
nous property, upon the assumption that it has
tied to recover anything, and the jury in re
received a beneﬁt from such improvement,
sponse thereto found that his damages were
the charge. The
#5 which beneﬁt justifies
$10,000. The court, however, on an exam
l charges here are not taxes'proper, are not
contributions to the state or to the city for ination of the testimony, held that no cause
the purpose of enablhlg either to carry on its
general administration of aﬁairs, but are
charges only, and specially, for the cost for a
local improvement supposed to have resulted
in an enhancement of the value of the rail
road company's property. It is not in lieu
of such charges that the company pays an
nually the stipulated per cent. of its gross

of action was made out against the receiver,

revenues bite the state treasury.
\Ve see no error in the rulings of the su
preme court of Illinois, and its judgment is

affirmed.
Mr. Justice BLATCHFORD took no part in
the decision of this case.
:2

set aside the verdict of the jury, and dis
missed the petition; from which decision the

lnterrcner brought his appeal to this court.
J. K. Hamilton. for appellant. Wells H.
Blodgett, {or appellee.
4°0.

' Mr. Justice BREWER, after stating the
facts in the foregoing language, delivered the
opinion of the court.

So far as the mere matter of procedure 1!
concerned, there was obviously no error
The intervention was a. proceeding in a coil"
of equity, and that court may direct a verdict
by a jury upon any single fact, or upon

the matters in dispute. But such verdict is
not binding upon the judgment of the court;

it is advisory simply, and the court may 419‘
(m U. s. 238)
KOHN v. McNULTA.
(January 16. 1893.)

regard it entirely, or adopt it either parﬁﬂlli'
or in toto. Barton v. Barbour, 104 U. S- 1251

2 Daniell, on. r1. & Pr. (5th na.) 1148. and

No. 105.
Eqnrrr Pnlc'ricn —INTERVE.\‘TION — Mus-rs“ Aim
Ssnvsx'r—Nnouonscs.
1. Upon an intervention in railway fore
closure proceedings to recover damages against
the receiver for personal injuries to an em
loye, the_court' has authority to send to a
lury the single issue as to the amount of the
damages, in case there is any liability, and a
verdict, when returned, is merely advisory
and the court _may thereafter set the same
asnleé and dismiss the intervening petition.
.A railroad switchman, who has been em

ployed as such in a switchyard for more than

cases cited in note. Improvement 00. V
Bradbury, 132 U. S. 509, 516, 10 Sup. Ct. REP
177,
179,respect
and cases
cited.
With
to the
merits

of the case. the
decision of the court was also clearly correct
The intervener was 26 years of age'

9

been working as a blacksmith for about 511

years before entering into the employ of the
defendant. He had been engai;ed in this
work of coupling cars in the company's PM

D. M. OSBORNE dz CO. v.
MISSOURI PAC. RY. CO.
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:for over two months before the accident, and
Q'was'thercfore familiar with the tracks and
condition of the yard, and not inexperienced
in the business. He claims that the Wabash
freight cars, which constituted by far the
larger number of cars which passed through
that yard, had none of those deadwoods or
bumpers; but, inasmuch as he had in fact
seen and coupled cars like the ones that
caused the accident, and that more than once,
and as the deadwoods were obvious to any
one attempting to make the coupling, and the
danger from them apparent, it must he held

that it was one of the risks which he assumed
in entering upon the service. A railroad com
pany is guilty of no negligence in receiving
into its yards, and passing over its line, cars,
freight or passenger, different from those it
itself owns and uses. Baldwin v. Railroad
00., 50 Iowa, 680; Railway Co. v. Flanigan,

77 1]]. 365; Railroad Co. v. Smithson, 45 Mich.
212, 7 N. W. Rep. 791; Hathaway v. Railroad
(10., 51 Mich. 253, 16 N. W. Rep. 634; Thomas
v. Railway 00., (Mo. Sup.) 18 S. W. Rep.

This was a suit by D. M. Osborne 8: 00.
against the Missouri Paciﬁc Railway Com
pany for an injunction to restrain the laying
and operating of a railroad in a public street.
Exceptions and demurrer to the answer were
overruled. 35 Fed. Rep.
was then ﬁled, and on ﬁnal hearing the bill
was dismissed, without prejudice to an ac
tion at law. 37 Fed. Rep. 830. Plaintiff
brings error. Aﬂlrmed.
Statement by Mr. Chief Justice FULLER:
This was a bill ﬁled by D. M. Osborne &
00., a corporation of the state of New York,

hi the circuit court of the United States for
the eastern district 01' Missouri, against the
Missouri Paciﬁc Railway Compan , February
16, 1857, alleging that the defendant was
about to construct a. track along Grstiot
street, in the city of St. Louis, from its main
tracks near Twenty-Third street to the prop
erty of the St. Louis Wire Mill Company,
near the corner of Twenty-First street, in
front of a building on Gratiot and Twenty

Seeond streets, owned and occupied by com

980
It is not pretended that these cars were out
of repair, or in a defective condition, but
simply that they were constructed differently
from the Wabash cars, in that they had
double deadwoods or bumpers oi’ unusual
length, to protect the drawbars. But all
this was obvious to even a passing glance,
and the risk which there was in coupling
such cars was apparent. It required no spe

plainant. and of a vacant lot adjoining this
building, which was also owned by complain
ant, and on which it intended to erect a build
ing similar to the one then occupied by it;
and that the track would be a permanent ob
struction, and was to be laid for the private
use and gain of the wire mill. It was fur

ther averrcd that Gratiot street was but 24

feet in width from curb to curb; that when@
the proposed building was completed ‘accord-3"
olal skill or knowledge to detect it. The in
ing to the original plan there would be no
tervener was no boy, placed by the employer
entrance to the same on any street but
in a position of undisclosed danger, but a
Gratiot
street; that by reason of the railroad
mature man, doing the ordinary work which
tracks, and the operation of the same, com
he had engaged to do, and whose risks in
plainant and the public would be prevented
this respect were obvious to any one. Under
from using the street as allowed by law;
those circumstances, he assumed the risk of
that travel would be diverted and turned
such an accident as this, and no negligence
away; that it would be impossible for a
can be imputed to the employer. Tattle v.
wagon and team to remain on Gratiot street
Railway 00., 122 U. S. 189, 7 Sup. Ct. Rep.
in front of complainant's property, while cars
1166; Ladd v. Railroad 00., 119 Mass. 412.
were being moved or might be standing on
The decision of the circuit court was right,
the same, and that it woidd not be safe to
and it is nilirmed.
use the street by teams and wagons; “to the
great, unasccrtainable, and irreparable darn
age of your orator‘s business.” It was also
(147 U. S. 248)
D. M. OSBORNE & CO. v. MISSOURI PAC. alleged that the noise, smoke, and danger
from ﬁre, and from the shaking and vibra
RY. CO.
tion of complainant's buildings, caused and
(January 16, 1893.)
occasioned by the passage of cars and loco
motives ln front of complainant's premises.
No. 95.
Emma" Domm—Pusnxc S'rnners—Rion'rs or
would render them less desirable and valu
ARM-‘rise OwNEns—Iwuxc'riox.
able as a place of business to complainant;
In Missouri,
that all the damage threatened to he done
complainant was irreparable in its nature,
15“
property for public use, but not for any
‘a acssment when property is merely damaged,
and it could not be fully compensated there—
11 not talren, an injunction will not issue on
for in an action at law; and that the con
th: govnmsninlintt of uni abutting owner to
struction and operation of the railroad track
_
lc ion an o erntion of a railroad in
R P“ 10 street, the feep
‘
would reduce the market value of the prop
W en access to
erty, and damage the same in a sum in excess
mislydohstructed, not the
of
$30,000.
I. beecreased,
'
m“
remitted and i‘n such caselacomplainant

The prayer for relief was that the defend
s$900111 from the circuit court oi‘ the United

tea for the eastern district of Misourl.

nnt “be restrained and enjoined from com
meucing or carrying out the proposed con
struction of any railroad track or switch. or
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entered, from which an appeal was ptogecut.
from taking possession of said Graiiot street
ed to this court. The opinion is reported 111,,
for said purpose, or from using said Gratlot
37 Fed. Rep. 830.
g
street to the exclusion of your orator and the
' Section 21 of article 2 of the Missouri Con-'
public, and for all such other and further re—
stitution of 1 75 provides “that private prop
lief as may be necessary and proper."
erty shall not be taken or damaged for public
On October 8. 1387, the defendant filed its
use without just compensation. Such com
amended answer, speciﬁcally denying the al
pensaﬂon shall be ascertained by :1 Jury or
legations of complainant's bill, and averred
board of commissioners of not less than three
that the track was laid, before the ﬁling of
freeholders, in such manner as may be pre
the bill, in pursuance and by authority of an
scribed by law; and until the same shall be
ordinance of the city of St. Louis, approved
paid to the owner, or into court for the
February 18, 1887, which ordinance was set
owner, the property shall not be disturbed, or
out in full in the answer. Exceptions and de
the proprietary rights of the owner therein
murrer were ﬁled by the complainant to this
divested. The fee of land taken for railroad
answer, and overruled. The opinion of the
tracks without the consent of the owner
circuit court thereon will be found in 35 Fed.
thereof shall remain in such owner, subject
Rep. 84. The court held, upon the plead
to the use for which it is when."
ings as they stood, that the complainant

Section 765 of the Revised Statutes of Mis
0should be left to its remedy at law.
. ‘A replication was then ﬁled, and the cause
came on for hearing January 31, 1889. It
was stipulated that the track was laid March
20. 1881', some days after the bill was filed.
Evidence was given on behalf of the com
plainant tending to show that the existence
of the mllroad track on Gratlot street less
ened the value of complainant's property.
The court declined to go into the question of
the amount of the damages, and counsel for
complainant disclalmed asking in this pro
ceeding that the court should ascertain the
amount and direct its payment.
The ordinance of the city council author
' izing the construction of the track provided
that the privilege of using it should be ex
tended to other railroads by connecting their

souri of 1879. being one of the sections of
article 2 of chapter 21, relating to railroad
companies, reads: “Every corporation formed
under this article shall, in addition to the
powers hereinbefore conferred, have power
" ' ’ to construct its road across, along,
or upon any stream of water, water course.
street, highway, plank road, turnpike. or
canal which the route of its road shall in
tersect or touch; but the company shall re

store the stream, water course, street, high

tracks with the switch, and. that the track
might be used to transport cars to and from
the property of any other person or company
owning property on Gratiot street, and desir
ing such connection, if mimicipnl authority
and power were granted for the laying and

operation of spur tracks thereto.
There was no evidence that the track was

constructed in any other than the ordinary
manner upon the surface of the street, with
out change of grade or other disturbance, but
it did not appear to have been laid for the
full distance in the center of the street, but
inclined to the north, and made a curved line
at the west boundary of complainant’s prem
ises. There was no evidence of improper or
unskiliful construction or operation of the
railroad, and there was evidence that, before
and after the construction, complainant used
continuously. for receiving goods, the Twen
ty-Second street entrance to its building.
it was also shown that the track was used
by the defendant in a reasonable and proper
manner, and at reasonable hours; and there
was a conﬂict of testimony as to whether the
value of complainant's property had been en
hanced or lessened by reason of the con
struction of the track. The court directed
the bill to be dismissed without prejudice to
complainants right to sue at law for the
damages which it claimed to have suffered,
and a decree to that effect was accordingly

way, plank road, and turnpike
sected or touched to its former
such state as not unnecessarily
paired its usefulness. Nothing

thus inter
state, or to
to have illi
herein con

tained shah be construed to authorize the
‘ ' ' construction of any railroad not al
ready located in, upon, or across any street
in a city or road of any county, without the
assent of the corporate authorities of said
city, or the county court of such county."
By subdivision 1]. of section H17 of the Re
vised Statutes of 1879, in article 2 of chapter

89, in relation to cities, towns, and villﬂgeiﬁ
it is provided that cities shall have “5010
power and authority to grant to persons or
corporations the right to construct railways

in the city, subject to the right to amendv
alter, or repeal any such grant, in whole or in

part"
I’. R. Fletcraft and .‘I. E. McKeighan, 101‘

appellant.

John F. Dillon and Winslow &

Pierce, for appellee.
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‘Mr. Chief Justice FULLER, after mum:
the facts in the foregoing language, delivered
the opinion of the court.
We assume upon this record that the com

plainant was an abutting owner merely’ "lid
that the fee of the street was in the munic
ipallty for the public, or in the public; that
the construction of the tracks was duly ﬂu‘
thorized; that they were laid with due 08“!

and skill, and in strict accordance with the
authority granted; and that the road W115

properly operated. And the terms of the 01'"
dinancc were such in relation to Other per‘
sons and companies than the mill company’

D. M. OSBORNE rt CO. v.
MISSOURI PAC. RY. CO.
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and to other milroads than this, that it is not
open to the objection that it empowered a
construction exclusively for private use,
The contention of complainant is that it

was entitled, under section 21, article 2, of
the state constitution, to compensation for
Ellie damage it alleged it had sustained, and
i‘ that the'company should have been enjoined
from the operation of its road, because such
compensation had not been paid.
In Chicago v. Taylor, 125 U. S. 161, 8 Sup.
Ct. Rep. 820, which was an action in tres
pass on the case, the provision of the con
stitution of the state of Illinois, adopted in
1870, that "private property shall not be
taken or damaged for public use without just
compensation," came under consideration in
this court, and it was ruled, in concurrence
with the interpretation placed upon that lan
guage by the supreme court of the state, that
a recovery might be had wherever private
property had sustained a ubstantial injury
from the making and use of an improvement
that was public in its character, whether the
damage was the direct result of a physical
invasion of the thing owned, or of the injuri
ous disturbance of its user and enjoyment, as

in a diminution of its market value.

The

same conclusion was reached in Rigney v.
City of Chicago, 102 111. 64, where, among
other things, it was said: “In all cases, to
warrant a recovery, it must appear there has
been some direct physical disturbance oi‘ a
right, either public or private, which the plain
tid enjoys in connection with his property.

her term, 1885, of the supreme court, the
court holding that when the public acquires
a street in a city, either by condemnation,
grant, or dedication, it may be applied to all

and subversive of
abutting landowner
erection and maintenance of defendant's
poles were a proper use of the street:
it seemed that the owner of adjoining premis
es could not claim compensation for damages
resulting from such use; and in no event
would compensation be allowed for specula
live or contingent damages, although recov
ery could be had for injuries resulting from
the unskillful and

work. And it was observed in the prevailing
opinion that "railroads operated by steam
are permissible, because such

as not being inconsistent with
unrestricted use."
The court was not unanimous, and it is
said by counsel that the dissenting opinion is

the better law, and that the allusion to rail
roads in streets

20 S. W. Rep.
1892,) the precise question was passed upon.
This was a suit to enjoin the defendant from
and which gives to it an additional value, and laying a track and operating a railroad later
ally along Main street, in the city of St. Louis,
that by reason of such disturbance he has sus
tained a special damage with respect to his
in front of plaintltt's property, until compen
sation for damage thereto should be ascer
propeity in excess of that sustained by the
tained and paid. A preliminary injunction.
public generally.” Many decisions under sim
which was granted at the commencement of
ilar constitutional provisions are to the same
the suit, was dissolved, and the road had;
effect. Reading v. Althonse, 93 Pa. St. 400;
Railroad Co. v. Vance, 115 Pa. St. 325, 8 Atl.
been built and was in use when the cause
RE‘D- 764; Auman v. Railroad Co., 133 Pa. St.
was tried. The petition charged'that the‘
plaintiff owned an entire block fronting'bn
93, 20 Ad. Rep. 1059; Railroad Co. v. William
Main street, and had thereon a two-story
8011. 45 Ark. 429; Railroad v. Witherow, 8:!
Ala- 195. 3 South. Rep, %; Gottschalk v. Rail
and basement factory. erected for the special
and 00., 14 Neb. 550, 16 N. W. Rep. 475. purpose, and adapted by its construction for
and 17 N. W. Rep. 120; Spencer v. Railroad
use as a planing mill, sash, door, and box
factory, and was used as such; that the
(30-. 23 W. Va. 406.
It is insisted, however, that the settled
building fronted on Main street, and was so
litle of decision of the highest tribunal of constructed that the only front that was
adapted for receiving and shipping lumber
lieu of a steam railroad track in the ordinary
from the street was the Main street front;
way upon the streets of a municipality is a
that the defendant threatened and was about
legitimate use of the s 'eet, and does not im
to occupy the street by laying and operating
lWI-ie a new burden or servitude, and that the
by steam a railway with double tracks, there
ﬁlm“? which owners of abutting property by permanently obstructing the street, and
5''"“-" time!‘ by reason of such construction not leaving space between the tracks and
the building sufficient to permit of the stand
a nature
"Qmiif‘msation is demandable
underfor
thewhich
con
ing of wagons and other vehicles without
stitutional Provision in question.
constant danger oi.’ collision with engines and
“115111141: Bldg. Ass’n v. Bell Telephone 00., cars passing to and fro over the tracks, and
wholly
destroying the use of the street as a
a“ 0- ~08. a bill for an injunction was ﬁled
" a,“ abutting landowner to restrain the thoroughfare. The damage to the property
as charged consisted of the prevention of the
free ingress and egress to and from the street,
noise and smoke, damage from tires, shaking
and vibration of the building; all caused by
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the passage of engines and cars over the
street in proximity to the premises.
The court was satisﬁed that the plaintiff's
property had been depreciated somewhat in
value by reason of the construction and oper—
ation of the railroad, and the inquiry was
whether the damages thus inﬂicted were
such as were contemplated by section 21 of
article 2 of the state constitution. It was not
claimed by plaintiff that there was any phys
ical injury done to its property, or that its
possession was disturbed; and it was shown

commercial business, along a street, is sub
jecting the street to a public use not content
plated in a general grant or dedication.
Whatever the rule may be elsewhere, this
court has been uniform in holding that such
a. use is not a. perversion of the highway from
its original purposes. Lackiand v. Railroad
00., 31 M0. 180; Porter v. Railway Co., 33
M0. 128; Cross v. Railway 00., 77 Me. 321-,
Julia bldg. Ass’n Case, supra; Smith v. Rail-e

way, 98'Mo. m, 11 s. w. Rep. 250; Kansas?
City, St. J. 8; C. B. R. Co. v. St. Joseph '1‘.

R. 00., 97 Mo. 469, 10 S. W. Rep. m;

that the street was dedicated without restric

Rude v. City of St. Louis, 93 M0. 414, 6 S.
tion to general use as a highway; that the
W, Rep. 257. ' ' ‘ It appears from the
defendant was authorized by the charter and evidence that the only substantial damage
ordinance of the city to lay its tracks along
which was special to plaintiff and not com
the street, and to operate thereon: and that
mon to the public, shown by it, consisted in
the track was laid on the established grade the interference with its free access from the
of the street, and constructed in a careful street to its factory; the obstruction of the
and skillful manner, and in strict compliance
hght and air across the open street; smoke,
with the requirements of the ordinance. It
cinders, and dust from engine and cars;
was conceded by the court that every owner
noise and jarring of the ground,-all caused
of a lot abutting on a public street, besides
by the movement of trains. These may
the ownership of the property itself, had cause damage to, and depreciation of, the
‘ rights appurtenant thereto, which formed a
value of the property, but the damage re
\ﬁpart of the estate, among which might be
sults from a legitimate use of the street, and
' named an easement for the free'admission of which might have been anticipated by plain
night and pure air, and the right of ingress tii‘f as a probable use when it bought its prop
1nd egress to and from the property; that
erty and erected its improvements." And it
the interest of the lot owner in the adjacent
was concluded that, while for any damages
street was a peculiar interest, which neither - that might be caused by the unlawful or neg
the local nor the general public could pretend ligent maintenance of the tracks in the street.
to claim; a private right in the nature of an
or by negligent use of engines or movement
incorporeal hereditament legally attached to
of trains, defendant would be liable in an ao
the contiguous ground; an incidental title to
ﬂon to recover them, plaintiff had shown no
certain facilities and franchises which was in ground for injunction. This decision, al
the nature of property, and which could no
though rendered some years after the enﬂ'i'
more be appropriated against the owner's
of the decree under review, must be re
will than any tangible property of which he garded as an authoritative exposition of the
might be the owner. And it was held that previous judgments of that court upon the
depriving the owner of these incorporeal
subject.
hereditaments by interfering with their full same
As a
general rule, this court follows the
enjoyment in the appropriation of the street decisions of the highest tribunals of a state.
to a new and different public use than that upon the construction of its constitution and
originally contemplated would undoubtedly laws, if they do not conﬂict with or imi)tur
be a damage within the constitutional pro
the eﬁieacy of some provision of the federal
vision; but the court was of opinion that the constitution, or of a federal statute; but we
laying of a railroad track in the street, on are not required to express an opinion as i0
grade, and operating the road in the usual the applicability of that rule in this case, as
manner, was not applying the street to a the decree must be aﬂirmed on other
new public use which required the payment
of compensation for damage to the property; grounds.
Whenever the power of eminent domain
that when land is dedicated generally, and is about to be exercised without compliance
without restrictions, or condemned for a pub
with the conditions upon which the authorit.v
lic street in a town or city, the owner of the for its exercise depends, courts of equity are
abutting lots who secures the beneﬁt of the not curious in analyzing the ground! i190“
street, and persons also who purchase and
which they rest their interposition.
improve property tliereon,hold their property
Equitable jurisdiction may be invoked in
rights subject to all the uses to which the
view of the inadequacy of the legal remedy
street could be lawfully subjected by the pub
where the injury is destructive or of i! 001"

lic; lmd- after quoting with approval from the
majority opinion in Julia Bldg. Ass'n v. Bell

tinuous character, or irreparable in its 33'
ture; and the appropriation of private PM"

Telephone 00., the court said: “There has

9&1? to public use, under color of law, {1%

been great diversity of opinion among the
courm of this country as to whether, though

in fact without authority, is such an invaswllg
ot'private rights as may be assmucd t0 '

under Proper legislative authority, laying a
track on the established grade, and operating

a steam railroad thereon, in the transaction of

essentially irremediahle, if, indeed, relief
may not be awarded ex debito justitiae.

CITY OF NEW ORLEAXS 0.
PAIN E.
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But where there is no direct taking of
the estate itself, in whole or in part, and the

jury might ﬁnd that no damage had been

injury complained of is the inﬂiction of dam

sustained, or that it was inconsiderable; and

age in respect to the complete enjoyment

thereof, a court of equity must be satisﬁed
that the threatened damage is substantial,
and the remedy at law in fact inadequate,

that there was no proceeding which defend
ant could take to obtain an assessment of
damages, if any, while the complainant had
an adequate and simple remedy by an action
at law.
The prayer was for an unconditional in
junction, and, although this was coupled
with a prayer for general relief, a. decree
different from that speciﬁcally prayed ‘could
hardly have been awarded under the gen
eral prayer, as the averments of the bill
were not introduced for that purpose, and
besides, the complainant explicitly disclalmed

before restraint will be laid upon the prog
ress of a public work; and if the case made
discloses only a legal right to recover dam
ages, rather than to demand compensation,
the court will decline to interfere.
In McElroy v. Kansas City, 21 Fed. Rep.
257, which was an application for an in
junction to restrain the grading of a street
in front of the complainant's lot, Mr. Justice
Brewer, then circuit judge, considered imder upon the hearing any desire for the ascer
what circumstances a chancellor could grant tainment of damages in this proceeding.
The statutes of Missouri provided for the
such relief. It was ruled ﬂint, if the injury
assessment of compensation for the taking
which the complainant would sustain from
of property for public use, but not for such
the act sought to be enjoined could be fully
and easily compensated at law, while, on assessment where property was merely dam
the other hand, the defendant would suder aged, and complainant occupied the posliitlon
of seeking by an absolute injunction to com
great damage, and especially if the public
pel the defendant to pay such amount as ac~
would suffer large inconvenience, if the con
templated not were restrained, the injunction
should be refused, and the complainant re
a. case where compensation
mitted to his action for damages. If the de
as such was de
mandable, the defendant,
fendant had an ultimate right to do the act
by ﬁling a cross
bill,
could
have
obtained
an
order such as
sought to be restrained, but only upon some
condition precedent, and compliance with the was entered in McElroy v. Kansas City, but
it is useless to indulge in speculation in this
condition was within the power of the de
regard.
fondant, the injunction would almost uni
We are satisﬁed that complainant was not
versally be granted until the condition was
entitled to the relief prayed, and the decree
complied with; but if the means of comply
of
the circuit court is accordingly aﬂirmed.
ing with the condition were not at defend
ant's command, then the court would ad
=
iust its order so as to give complainant the

substantial beneﬁt of the condition, while
(147 U. B. 261)
not restraining defendant from the exercise
of its ultimate rights. Inasmuch as, while

CITY or NEW ORILEANS v. rams, n»
nty United States Surveyor.

the statutes of Missouri provided for the as
(January 16, 1893.)
sessment of damages resulting from the tak
ing of property for public use, there

No. 1,154.

tion was granted, with leave to the defend
:slit to apply for the appointment of a board

Posmo LANDS—SURVEYS—AUTBORITY or Luna
Orrics'.
A surveyor acting under special instruc
tions, based upon an opinion of the secretary
of the interior surveyed an old French grant,
and reported
0 same to the surveyor eneral.
Protests were ﬁled against the survey; at the
surveyor general approved the same, and for}
warded it, together with the protests and evi

30! commissioners to ascertain and report the
‘dllmages which complainant wouid'sustain,
“D011 payment of which the injunction would
be vacated.

Assuming, as the circuit court did, and as
we prefer to do in disposing of the case upon
this record, that, if the complainant had sus~
mined damages, it had a cause of action, we
nevertheless entirely agree that the bill was

Properly dismissed.
Evidence was adduced of the extent and
lilliu'acter of the alleged damage, although
the circuit court did not undertake to so into
the question of amount, and the result was
that the court concluded that the use of the
track ha not seriously obstructed, and

market or rental value of the

prom-‘rt!’ Was, in any event, small; that a

dence, to the commissioner of the general land
oﬂice. The latter accepted the survey in part,
but reserved the remainder for further consid
eration, meantime directing the surveyor 'en
eral to withhold the ﬁling of the triplicate p ats
from the local land oilice. The matter was
then referred to the secretary of the Interior,
who held that the survey did not comply with
the decision of his predecessor. ‘and directed a
new survey. Held, that the action of_ the sur
veyor general and the commissioner did not ex
haust the authority of the land department, but
that the matter was still lawfully pending
therein, and the courts, therefore. had no au
thority to enjoin the obliteration of the old sim
vey, or the making of the new one. 2
G. A.
516, 61 Fed. Rep. 833, 2 U. S. App. 330, sf
ﬁrmed.
Appeal from the circuit court 01' appeals
for the ﬁfth circuit.
Suit in equity by the city of New Orleans
against Ruﬂin B. Paine, deputy surveyor gen‘
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oral of the United States for the state of
Louisiana, to enjoin the obliteration of an
old survey, and the making of a new one. di
rected by the secretary of the interior. In
the circuit court an injunction was denied,
and a temporary restraining order dissolved.
49 Fed. Rep. 12. Complainant appealed to
the circuit court of appeals, where the dc
cree was affirmed. 51 Fed. Rep. 833, 2 C.
C. A. 516. Oomplainant thereupon appealed

to this court. Aﬂirmed.
Statement by Mr. Justice BROWN:
This was a bill in equity ﬁled in the circuit

court for the eastern district of Louisiana by
the city of New Orleans, suing as reslduary
legatee under the will of John McDonough,
deceased, against the deputy surveyor gen~
era] of the United States for the state of
Louisiana, to enjoin him from surveying and
locating a new back line or rear boundary of
a French grant, and from dividing into sec
tions lands alleged to belong to the plaintiff
north of, and contiguous to, such new back
line.
The grant in question was made April 3,
1769, by the proper authorities of the prov
ince of Louisiana, then an appanage of the
French crown. to Pierre Delille Dupard. and
was described as "30 arpents of front to the
river, upon the whole depth which shall be
found unto Lake Muurepas, of the land
where heretofore were two villages of the
Goliupissus savages," etc. Upon the acquisi
tion of the territory of Louisiana by the Unit
ed States, under the treaty of 1803, the
greater part of this grant was conﬁrmed to
John McDonough, Jr., & 00., and was de
scribed by the board of land commissioners
as having “thirty-two arpents front on the
Mississippi river, with a depth as far as the
Lake Maurcpas, with side lines diverging as
they extended into the interior,“ etc. Mc
Donough, having purchased the interest of
his partner, devised his portion of the grant.
e‘upon certain charitable uses, to the city of
gNew Orleans and Baltimore, and, upon parti
' tion made‘ between the said devisees, the
lands described in the bill fell to the plaintiif.
In due course the government surveyed and
ﬁxed the front and side lines of the grant,
but it seems that neither of these lines
touched Lake Maurepas, nor was it included
between them. When, in 1885, the state of
Louisiana, claiming adversely to the city of
New Orleans under the swamp-land grant of
March 2, 1849, (9 St. p. 352,) raised the ques
tion before the general land oﬂice as to what
depth the claims were entitled, the surveyor

general of Louisiana. to whom the matter
had been referred, decided that the grant
should extend to Lake Maurepas and the
Amite river, by extending its lower side line
back to said water boundary. On appeal to
the commissioner of the general land oil'lce,
the decision of the surveyor general was at
iirmcd: but, on further appeal to the secre
iary of the interior, Mr. Lamar, he decided,
on January 6, 1888, that the depth of the

grant should be determined by a straight line
drawn through the center of the grant from
the front to the rear, terminating at the
point of intersection of a line drawn at right
angles thereto, so as to touch the lowest
point of the southern shore of Lake Man.

repas.
The matter was referred to the surveyor
general of Louisiana, who directed the de
fendant, Paine, as deputy surveyor, to exam
ine carefully the southern shore line of Lake
Maurepas, and if entirely satisﬁed, from re
liable evidence, that there had been a change
in said shore line since the grant was made,

in 1769, he was to run the line according to
such location, and not according to its then
location. These instructions were approved
by the commissioner of the general land of
ﬁcc under date of March 4, 1890. The de
fendant. the deputy surveyor, proceeded un
der these instructions, and satisﬁed himself
that the southern shore line of Lake liiaurc
pus had, for an indeﬁnite time, been a mov
ing line, slowly extending itself south and
southwest; but as to where the shore line
was in 1769, he could form no deﬁnite con
clusion. "'llie only thing which seemed cer
min is that it was a long way from where it
now is, and in ﬁxing upon the distance:
' ' ‘ l have tried to adopt a location:
which would probably give the'ciaims all the.
depth they are entitled to, without extending
them so far as some of the evidence would
require." The bill averred that this survey
was approved by the surveyor general. and
was forwarded to the commissioner of the
general land oﬂice, "and thereupon, and in
due oﬂicial course, the said surveys of the
said R. B. Paine were duly paid for by the
United States, including his said survey and

location of said back line of said Dupard
grant."
This survey seems, however, never to have

been formally approved, and on May 14, 18911
Mr. Chandler, then acting secretary of the

interior. wrote to the commissioner of the
general land oﬂice, saying that he found
nothing in the decision of the department of
January 6, 1888, to indicate that it was the
intention of the secretary to authorize an in
vestigation as to whether the shore of the

lake had been changed since 1769, but. 0"
the contrary. it seemed to be clearly inlll'
(sited that the southern shore of the lake, “9

it now exists, should be ﬁxed absolutely ‘"1
the starting point, and determine the back
line of the said grant. “You will instruct the
surveyor general accordingly." In Durslmnc“
of this, the commissioner of the general land
oliice instructed the surveyor general to ell
ter into a new contract with some compete!“

deputy for the establishment of the back line
from the southern shore of the lake as it now
exists, and thereupon a. new contract was 9"‘

tei'cd into with the defendant, Paine. for “
resurvcy upon the basis of such instruction!
Thereupon plalntiﬂ ﬁled this bill to 6130"‘
such resurvey.

CITY OF NEW ORLEANS v. PAINE.
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A restraining order was issued upon the

ﬁling of the bill, and a day ﬁxed for the hear
ing of the motion for an injunction. A de
murrer being ﬁled to the bill, the case was
brought to a hearing upon bill and demurrer,
and a. decree mtered denying the injunction
and dismissing the bill. 49 Fed. Rep. 12.
From this decree an appeal was taken and
allowed to the circuit court of appeals, by
which court the decree of the circuit court
was aiiirzned, and an appeal allowed to this
court. 2 U. S. App. 330, 2 C. O. A. 516, 51

locating this line, were found to be satisfac
tory by the commissioner of the general land
oiﬁce, who also approved his contract with

act upon these instructions, and to locate the
e as near as he could ascertain the south

Fed. Rep. 833.
The only record evidence upon this subject
J. L. Bradford, for appellant.
Gen. Maury, for appellee.

Asst. Atty.

consists of three letters: One from the com
missioner of the land otlice to the surveyor

8
3' ‘Mr. Justice BROWN, after stating the facts
in the foregoing language, delivered the opin
ion of the court.
This case turns upon the power of the
court to enjoin the action of an oﬂicer of the
land department in relocating the boundaries
of a land grant; and an injunction is de
manded upon the theory that a former sur

vey progresses, I hereby accept the survey,
as far as herein considered; and as the sev
eral points of objection to the acceptance of

survey had thereby become vested.
in Noble v, Railroad 00., 13 Sup. Ct. Rep.
271, (decided at the prrsent term.) we had

Occasion to examine the question as to when

local land oiiice until you are further ad

vised in regard thereto." The second letteris
from the acting secretary of the interior to
the commissioner of the general land oﬂiee,
that could be taken, such action was beyond under date of May 14, 1891, in which, speak
the scope of his authority. If he were en
ing of the decision of Mr. Lamar, the former
secretary of the interior, he says: “I ﬁnd
nothing in this decision to indicate that it
was the intention of the secretary to author
ize an investigation as to whether the shore
" Hpheilred that the only remedy of the plain of the lake had been changed since 1769,
tiﬂ was to enjoin the ‘secretary of the inte
but, on the contrary, it seems to be clearly
nor from revoking his approval of a certain
indicated that the southern shore of the lake,
as it now exists, should be ﬁxed absolutely
as the starting point to determine the back
line of said grant. You will instruct the sur
veyor general accordingly." This letter does
not indicate, as contended, a reversal of
the action of Mr. Lamar, his predecessor in=
oﬂice, but merely that he put a diﬂ'erent ‘interpretation upon his decision from that of
the surveyor general, under whose instruc
tions the defendant had acted. The last
letter was written by the acting commis
sioner of the land oﬂ'ice to the surveyor
general, May 21, 1891, and states that "this
line was run by Deputy Surveyor Ruﬂin B.
Paine, under his contract No. 1, dated No
vember 11, 1889, under instructions of your
Lamar, then secretary of the interior, predecessor, and was accepted by this otﬁce
l ich instructions, in his opinion, authorized
to the extent of payment for the work, it
ta to direct the defendant, Paine, to ascer
having been done in accordance with his in
Eenigt do shore line of Lake Maurepas as it structions; but the plats were withheld from
‘ms 9 in 1169, the date of the grant; and ﬁling, awaiting the decision of the depart
‘instructions to defendant, which were ment as to the correctness of the instructions,
most careful and explicit as to the method of in view of the original decision of the de
partment in this case, dated January 6,
v.13s.c.~20
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1888. It is unnecessary to enter into the
details of the instructions issued by your
predecessor, or of the work performed by
his deputy in pursuance thereof, as they
form a part of the ﬁles of your oil‘lce, and
you are no doubt familiar with them. It is
suﬂlclent to state that the inciosed decision
directs that the southern shore of the lake,
as it ndw exists, shall be ﬁxed absolutely as
the starting point to determine the back line
of the aforesaid claims. This necessitates
the rejection of the survey executed by
Paine as to the establishing of this line, and
you will enter into a new contract with some
competent deputy for its establishment as

to have been subject to a revision by the
secretary. Obviously, the decision of the
surveyor general, approving the act of his
deputy, was not a. ﬁnality, since the papers

were torwarded by him to the commissioner
of the land oﬂice, and by him to the secre
tary of the interior for ﬁnal approval. So long
as there was a superior oﬁicer, whose approv
al was contemplated by law or the regulations
of the department. no approval by a subordi
nate oﬂ'lcer would operate as a ﬁnality. in
this particular the case is readily distinguish
able from that of U. S. v. Stone, 2 Wall 52",
in which the secretary of the interior at,
tempted to anuul the action of hlspredeces
sor in issuing certain land patents, by re
voking them. It is not at all improbable.
that the proper location of the back line 0!
this grant may hereafter become the sub
ject of judicial inquiry; but at present,
while the matter is still pending before the
land department, and the officers are bring
ing to bear upon it their own judgment andg

now directed by the department."
It is quite evident from this correspondence
that the ﬁrst survey was never formally ap
proved by the secretary of the interior or
the commissioner of the land otlice, and that
no title ever vested in the plaintiff to the
lands included in this survey, though de
fendant, having obeyed his instructions, was,
discretion,‘ we have no right to interfere?
of course, entitled to his pay. If the depart
with their action by injunction. This case is
ment was not satisﬁed with this survey,
within that large number cited in Noble v.
there was no rule or law standing in the way
Railroad 00., in which it was held that the
of its ordering another. Until the matter is judicial power will not interpose by man
closed by ﬁnal action, the proceedings of an damus or injunction to limit or direct the ac
oﬂicer of a department are as much open tion of departmental oﬂicers in respect to
to review or reversal by himself or his suc
pending matters within their jurisdiction
cessor as are the interlocutory decrees of a
and
control.
court open to review upon the ﬁnal hearing.
The decree of the court of appeals, ail-inn
Fourinquet v. Perkins, 16 How. 82. Thus, in
ing the decree of the circuit court, dismissing
Gaines v. Thompson, 7 Wall. 347, 352, it the plaintiff's bill, is therefore aﬂirined.
was held that the action of the secretary of
rthe interior directing the commissioner of
g
cthe land oﬂlce to cancel an entry of land was
(147 U. S. 396)
'within' the exclusive control of the depart
HARMON v. CITY OF CHICAGO.
ment, and that the court had no jurisdiction
or authority to interfere with the exercise
(January 23, 1893.)
of this power by injunction.
In delivering
No. 1.022.
sﬂlPPlNG—PUBHC Raoou'rioss -—U:n'rnn Burl
the opinion of the court, Mr. Justice Miller
LICENSE—POWER or CITY To Become Lions!!
stated the general doctrine to be “that an
_1. Steam tugs engaged in the business of
oﬂicer to whom public duties are conﬁded by
towing vessels from the Chicago river into B
law is not subject to the control of the courts harbor and lake, and in bringing vessels from
the lake into the river, are engaged in interstI-ip
in the exercise of the judgment and discre
and foreign commerce, and if they possess all
tion which the law reposes in him as a part
cense to enga e in the coast'in'i an
of his oﬂlcial functions.
Certain powers and
trade, under 1 ev. St. § 4321,
ey cannot 0
compelled to pay any further license fee to tllB
duties are conﬁded to those oﬂicers, and to
them alone; and however the courts may, in city of Chicago, and a city ordinance rennin"!
the same is void. Gibbons v. 0 den, 9 Wheel
ascertaining the rights of parties in suits 210; Foster v. Davenport
2 ow. w; Hm
properly before them, pass upon the legality
Moran v. New Orleans, 5 Sup. Ct. Rep. 38, 112
of their acts arter the matter has once
U. S.2. 69,-followed.
The exnction of such a license fee 01!”
passed beyond their control, there exists no
not be supported upon the ground that. the CM
power in the courts, by any of its processes,
of Chicago had from time to time exile" ed
money in deepening the Chicago river for an"
to act upon the oiiicer, so as to interfere
igation purposes, when the ordinance 609! “°
with the exercise of that judgment, while
profess to require the license fee on In! I“
the matter is properly before him for ac
ground, and no suggestion is ma e that all‘
special beneﬁt has arisen, or can arise, in We
tion."
The case under consideration is not unlike tugs, by such deepening of the river.
-

Rep. 732, reversed. Huse v. Glover, 7 SHD- 0}

that of Stotesbury v. U. S., 146 U. S. 196,

Rep. 313, 119 U. S. 543, and Sands v. Imlimle‘

13 S‘IP— Ct- RQD- L (decided at the present

meat 00., 8 Sup. Ct. Rep. 113, 123 U. 518$

term.) in which a decision by the commis
In error to the supreme court of the 8mm
sioner of internal revenue, authorizing the re distinguished.
funding of certain taxes, which was reported
of
Illinois.in the circuit court of Cool’. Comm
to the secretary of the treasury for his con
Action
sideration and advisement, was held by the m, by William Harmon against the div
court not to have been a ﬁnal decision, but

HARMON o. CiTY OF CHICAGO.
Chicago, to recover moneys paid to it, under
protest, as license fees for the use of tugs in
navigating the Chicago river. 1n the trial
court judgment was rendered for defendant,
which was aiiirmed by the appellate com-t of
the state for the proper district. 37 Ill. App.
496. An appeal being then taken to the
supreme court of the state, the Judgment

was at ﬁrst reversed, (see 26 N. E. Rep.
697,) but a. rehearing was subsequently
granted, and after reargmnent the judgment
of the appellate court was affirmed, (see 29
N. E. Rep. 732.) From this Judgment a writ
of error was taken to this court. Reversed.
Statement by Mr. Justice FIELD:
This was an action against the city of Chi
cago, Hi, to recover the sum of $300 paid by
the plaintiff on compulsion, and under protest,
for licenses for 12 steam tugs, of which he
was the manager and owner. The action was
commenced in the circuit court of Cook
county, 111., and was tried by the court
without the intervention of a Jury, by stipu
lation of parties. At the trial the plaintiiTs
'put in evidence the following agreed state
ément of facts:
' -“it is hereby stipulated and agreed that
for the purposes of determining the right of
the defendant to require of the plaintiff a
license, and to impose and collect a ﬁne or
license fee therefor, under an ordinance of
the said defendant hereinafter set forth, the
following are the ultimate facts under which
the said license was required, and the line
or license fee imposed and collected, viz.:
That on the 26th day of September, 1888,
the said plaintiif was the owner and manager
of the following steam tugs, viz.: Tom
Brown, F. S. Butler, J. H. Buckley, 0. W.
Parker, Bob Teed, A. B. Ward, W. H. Wolf,
Crawford, G. B. McClellan, Mary McLane,
Success, and Wahbun. That said tugs, and
each of them, were of twenty tons burden,
and upwards, and were on the said date, and
for long time prior thereto had been, en
rolled and licensed for the coasting trade,
in pursuance of, and under the provisions of,

title 50 of the Revised Statutes of the United
States, to which reference is hereby made,
and which are made a part hereof.

That

Prior to the date aforesaid, and on the 5th
day of March, 1883, the conunon council of
said city of Chicago, acting under the power
Supposed to be vested in it by chapter 24 of
the Revised Statutes of the state of Illinois,
and under which the said city was at said
time incorporated, passed and enacted an

Ordinance regulating the navigation of steam
“1&8 and other vessels on Chicago river and
Lake Michigan, and the waters tributary

thereto, requiring that the owner thereof
take out a license therefor, and imposing up
011
a ﬁne or penalty for failing so to do,

which said ordinance is in the words and

ﬁgures following:
_“ ‘Be it ordained by the city council of the

city of Chicago:
" ‘Section 1. No person or persons shall keep,
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use, or let for hire any tug or steam barge
or towboat, for towing vessels or craft in the
Chicago river, its branches or slips connect
ing therewith, without ﬁrst obtalnlnga license
therefor in the manner and way hereinafter
mentioned.
“Sec. 2. All applications for such license
shall be made to the mayor, and upon pay
ment of twenty-ﬁve ($25) dollars to the city
collector a license shall be issued for the,»
period of one year by the city clerk for suchg
tug or steam barge or‘towboat, and it shall‘
be the duty of the city clerk to keep a. regis
ter of the name of the person to whom such
license is granted or transferred, the day
when issued or transferred, the number of
the license, and the name and description of
the tug so licensed.
“ ‘Sec. 3. Every tug or steam barge or tow
boat shall have the number of the license
and the name of the owner marked on both
sides of such tug or steam barge or towboat,
in plain, legible ﬁgures and letters.
" ‘Sec. 4. Any individual or person violating
any provisions of this ordinance shall be sub
Ject to a line of not less than ﬁve dollars ($5)
nor more than ﬁfty dollars ($50) for each
oﬂfense.

“'Sec. 5. This ordinance shall be in force
from and after its passage.’
"That said steam tugs were enrolled and
licensed in the manner and for the purpose
aforesaid by the United States authorities
in and at the northern district of Illinois, in
which the said defendant, the said city of
Chicago, is situated, and were on the 26th
day of September, 1888, and for a long time
prior thereto had been engaged, in the coast
ing and foreign trade, and in commerce and
navigation, namely, in towing vessels en
gaged in interstate commerce into and out
of the Chicago river and harbor from and to
said Lake Michigan, and, in pursuance of the
conduct of the said trade, were navigating
the said Chicago river and the waters of
Lake Michigan, and the tributaries thereto,
which said river is from time to time deep‘
sued for navigation purposes by dredging,
under the direction and at the expense of
said city of Chicago.
“That on the said day the said city collector
of the said city of Chicago, the defendant
herein, notiﬁed the said plalntiif to apply for
and take out a license in pursuance of the
requirements of the said ordinance for each
of said steam tugs, and to pay therefor the
sum of twenty-ﬁve dollars for each ot' said tugs,
or the sum of three hundred dollars in the ag
gregate. That the said plaintiff thereupon

notiﬁed the said collector that the said steam
tugs, and each of them, were licensed for the
coasting trade, in pursuance of, and in ac-g
cordance with, the requirements of the laws”
of the said Unlted'States, and were engaged’
in said trade on the said Chicago river and
said Lake Michigan, and the waters tributary
thereto, in the manner as aforesaid, and
thereupon claimed to the said collector that
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the said ordinance was invalid, and that the
said city of Chicago had no power or authority
to require the said plaintiff to take out a.
license in pursuance of the requirements of
the said ordinance, or to pay the said fee,
whereupon the said collector of the said de
fendant caused the said plaintiﬂ! to he ar
rested upon a warrant issued for that pur
pose, and that while the said plaintiil was
under arrest he paid the said license fee,
under protest. and took out the license, as
required by the said ordinance, and as de
manded of him by the said collector, which
said license was thereupon issued to him.
“That the amount of the fees so as afore
said paid to the said collector for the said
defendant was the sum of three hundred
dollars. That the said sum was paid by the
said collector into the treasury of the said de
fendant, the said city of Chicago; and that
the questions which arise on the foregoing
state of facts are as follows, viz;
"(1) Whether or not the said defendant can
require the plaintiff to take out the license,
and collect therefor the fees provided for
in the ordinance aforesaid.
"(2) Whether there was vested in the de
fendant the power to require of the plaintii!
the license and fee provided for in the ordi
nance aforesaid, and in the manner shown by
the foregoing state of facts.
"(3) Whether the said ordinance under
which said license was required. and the said
fee was hnposed and collected, is legal and
binding upon the plaintiff.
“(4) Whether the plaintiff is not entitled to
judgment for the amount of fees so paid by
him as aforesaid.
"it is hereby further stipulated that the
said facts may be presented to the court and
tried under the pleadings as they now stand,
and that an order may be entered in said suit
submitting the same to the l-lonorahle Rich
ard S. Tuthiil for trial without the interven
tion of a jury, and that either party shall
chave the right to appeal from the decision
3 and final judgment of the court herein in the

5 same manner and to the sani-r‘extent as they
would have if the same case had been tried
in the usual and ordinary way."
And there was also introduced in evidence
on behalf of the defendant in error an ordi
nance of the city council of the city of Cm.

euro, in the words and ﬁrures as follows:
“Section 1. The inhabitants of all that dis
trict of country hi the county of Cook and
state of Illinois contained within the 11mm;

and boundaries hereinafter prescribed shall
he a. body politic, under the name and style

of the city of Chicago; and by that name sue

diction of the city of Chicago shall embrace

and hiclude within the same all of township
thirty-nine north, range fourteen cast of the
third principal meridian, and all of sections
thirty-one, thirty-two, thirty-three, and frac
tional section thirty-four, in township forty
north, range fourteen east of the third prin
cipal meridian. together with so much of the
waters and bed of Lake Michia'un as lies
within one mile of the shore thereof, and
east of the territory’ aforesaid.
“Sec. 3. All that portion of the aforesaid
territory lying north of the center of the main
Chicago river, and cast of the center of the
north branch of said river, shall constitute
the north division of said city; all that por
tion of the aforesaid territory lying south of
the center of the main Chicago river, and
south and east of the center of the south
branch of said river and of the lllinois &
Michigan canal, shall constitute the south dl
vision of said city; and all that portion of the
aforesaid territory lying west of the center
of the north and south branches of said river
and of the Illinois a Michigan Canal shall
constitute the west division of said city."
On the trial of the case the issues were
found for the defendant. 'i'hereupon an ap
peal was taken to the appellate court for the

ﬁrst district of the state of Illinois; and
there, without argument, the judtnncnt was"

affirmed, (37 Ill. App. 496,) and then an rip-3
peal was'takcn by the plaintiff to the su-'
preme court of the state. Upon a hearing
before that court the judgment of the court

below was reversed, (26 N. E. Rep. 697.) and
the ordinance of the city declared to be in
valid; but upon a petition a rehearing was
granted, and the case was rearg'ued. After
such reargument the Judgment previously
rendered by the court was set aside, and the
judgment of the appellate court was aﬂirmed.
20 N. E. Rep. 732. The plaintiff thereupon
brought the case to this court upon a writ of

error.
D. J. Schuyler and C. E. Kramer, for plain
tiif in error.

John S. Miller, for defendant in

error.
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‘Mr. Justice FIELD, after stating the facts.
delivered the opinion of the court.
The question presented for determination in

the validity of the ordinance of the city Of
Chicago exacting a license from the piainill!
for the privilege of navigating the Chicago

river and its branches by tucbmrts owned and
controlled by him. The Chicago river in l
navigable stream, and its waters connect

and be sued, complain and defend, in any

with the harbor of Chicago, and the vessel!
navigating the river and harbor have acres!

court; make and use a common seal, and al

by them to Lake Michicuu, and the still-98

tel‘ at Pleasure; and take and hold, purchase,

bordering on the lake and connecting 13k“

lease, and convey such real and personal or
mixed estate as the purposes of the corpora.

and rivers. The tugs in question, from the
owner of which the license fees were 01'

“05 may require, within or without the lim
its aforesaid.
“See. 2. The

corporate

limits

and

Juris

acted, were enrolled and licensed in i110
@0118“!!! trade of ihe United States, under
the provisions of the Revised Statutes PW‘

HARMON v. CITY 01" CHICAGO.
mﬂbing the conditions of such license and
enrollment. The license is in the form conmined in section 4321 of the Revised Statutes,
in title 50, lmder the head of "The Regulations of Vessels in Domestic Commerce." It
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strue these words otherwise than as enti
tling the ships or vessels described to carry on
the coasting trade would be, we think, to
disregard the apparent intent of the act."
The business in which the tags of the plain

declares that William Harmon, managing

tiﬁ were engaged is similar to that of the ves

owner, of Chicago, having given bond that

sels mentioned in Foster v. Davenport, 22

the steam tug (naming it and her tonnage)
shall not be employed in any trade while this

How. 244. In that case a steamboat was cm
pioyed as a. lighter and towboat in waters

license shall continue in force, whereby the in the state of Alabama. It was therefore
revenue of the United States shall be de- insisted that she was engaged exclusively in
fraudcd, and having also sworn that this domestic trade and commerce, and conse
iicensc shall not be used for any other vessel quently the case could be distinguished from
nor for any other employment than therein the preceding one of Sinnot v. Davenport, id.
speciﬁed, the license is thereby granted for 227, argued with it, in which a. law of Ala
such steam tug (naming it) to be employed
bznna, passed in 1854, requiring the ownerss
in carrying on the coasting. and foreign trade of steamboats navigating'the waters of the'a
for one year from the date thereof. The state, before leaving the port of Mobile, to
license is given by the collector of customs ﬁle a statement, in writing, in the oﬂice of
of the district,
under
his hand
seal.
the probate
judge
setting
vlicenses
for the
several
tugs and
were
in The
this
forth
the name
of of
theMobile
vessel,county,
the name
of
form, differing from each other only in the
name of the tug licensed, and its tonnage.
The licenses confer a right upon the owner
of the steam tugs to navigate with them the
rivers and the waters of the United States
for one year, which includes the river and
harbor of Chicago, Lake Michigan, and connecting rivers and lakes. It appears from
the record that at the time the license fees
in controversy were exacted these tugs were
l,actually engaged in the coasting and foreign
gtrade, and in towing vessels engaged in inter'state'commerce from Lake Michiganvto the

the owner or owners, his or their place or
places of residence, and the interest each had
in the vessel, was held to be in conﬂict with
the act of congress passed in February, 1793,
so far as the state law was brought to bear
upon a vessel which had taken out a license,
and was duly enrolled under the act of con
gress for carrying on the coasting trade. But
Mr. Justice Nelson, speaking for the court, re
plicd as follows: “It is quite apparent, from
the facts admitted in the case, that this
steamboat was employed in aid of vessels
engaged in the foreign or coastwise trade

Chicago river and its branches, and in tow-

and commerce of the United States, either in

ing vessels similarly engaged from the river
into the lake.
ln Gibbons v. Ogden, 9 Wheat. 210, this
court held that vessels enrolled and licensed
pulsuant to the laws of the United States, as
these tugs were, had conferred upon them as

the delivery of their cargoes, or in towing
the vessels themselves to the port of Mobile.
The character of the navigation and business
in which it was employed cannot be dis
tinguished from that in which the vessels it
towed or unloaded were engaged. The light

full and complete authority to carry on this

ering or towing was but the prolongation of

trade as it was in the power of congress to

the voyage of the vessels, assisted to their

“infer-

port of destination. The case. therefore, is

The language of the court in that case. re“Peeling the ﬁrst section of the not then un-

not distinguishable in principle from the one
above referred to."

der consideration, is equally applicable to the

In the present case a. neglect or refusal

illovisions of section 4311 of title 50 of the

of the owner of the tugs to pay the license

lioncd in Gibbons v. Ogden is substantially
illesame as the above section 4311; and, re

k‘mlv; to the privileges conferred by it, the
fonrt said: “These privileges cannot be sepa
‘ﬂted from the trade, and cannot be enjoyed,

required by the ordinance subjects him to
the imposition of a ﬁne. His only alterna
tive is to pay the ﬁne, or the use of his tugs
in their regular business will be stopped. Of
course the ordinance, if constitutional and
operative, has the cli’cct to restrain the use
of the vessels in the legitimate commerce for
which they were expressly licensed by the
United States. It would be a burden and re
straint upon that commerce, which is author
ized by the United States, and over which

congress has control. No state can interfere

ngnolmng'umess it convey the I'lghtto which
,

with it or put obstructions upon it, without
coming in conﬂict with the supreme authority
of congress. The requirement that every
steam tug, barge, or towboat towing vessels
branches,
shall
have
a license
from
theorcity
or
craft, for
hire,
in the
Chicago
river
its

he “M1936 is attached, and in the exercise

of Chicago, is equivalent to declaring that

fwhich its whole value consists. To con- 1 such vessels shall not enjoy the prlvilesel
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{3' conferred by the United States except upon
' the conditions imposed by the'city. This or
dinance is, therefore, plainly and paipably in
conﬂict with the exclusive power of congress
to regulate commerce, interstate and foreign.
The stezun tags are not conﬁned to any one
particular locality, but may carry on the
trade for which they are licensed in any of
the ports and navigable rivers of the United
States. They may pass from the river and
harbor of Chicago to any port on Lake Mich
igan, or other lakes and rivers connected
therewith. As justly observed by counsel,
the citizen of any of the states bordering on
the lakes, who, with his tugboat, also en
rolled and licensed for the coasting trade,
may wish to tow his or his neighbor’s vessel,
must, according to the ordinance, before he
can tow it into Chicago river or any of its
branches, obtain a license from the city of
Chicago to do so. The license of the United
States would be insuﬁiclent to give him free
access to those waters.
In Moran v. New Orleans, 112 U. S. 69,
74, 5 Sup. Ct. Rep. 38, a law of Louisiana
authorized the city of New Orleans to levy
and collect a. license upon all persons pursu
ing any trade, profession, or calling, and to
provide for its collection, and the council of‘
that city passed an ordinance to establish
the rate of licenses for professions, callings,
and other business for the year 1880, and,
among others, provided that every member
of a ﬁrm or company, other agency, person,
or corporation, owning and running towboats
to and from the Gulf of Mexico, should pay
a license fee of $500. The owner of two
steam propellers, measuring over 100 tons,
duly enrolled and licensed at the port of’ New
Orleans, under the law of the United States,
for the coasting trade, employed them as tug
boats in taking vessels from the sea up the
river to New Orleans, and from that port to
the sea. The city of New Orleans brought
an action against hhu to recover the license
under the ordinance, and obtained a‘ judg
ment in its favor, which on appeal was at
lirmed by the supreme court of the state.
Being brought to this court, the judgment
was reversed, with directions to the court be
low to dismiss the action of the city. In de
gelding the case this court, speaking by Mr.

‘Justice Matthews, said of the license exacted:
' "It is a charge explicitly made as‘ the price

is entitled under, and which he derives from,
the constitution and laws of the United States.
The Louisiana statute declares expressly that,
if he refuses or neglects to pay the license
tax imposed upon him for using his boats in
this way, he shall not be permitted to act
under, and avail himself of, the license grant
ed by the United States, but may be enjoined
from so doing by judicial process. The con
ﬂict between the two authorities is direct
and express. What the one declares may be
done without the tax, the other declares shall
not be done except upon payment of the tax.
In such an opposition the only question is,
which is the superior authority? And, re
duced to that, it furnishes its own answer."
In the light of these decisions—and many
others to the same effect might be cited,—
there can be no question as to the invalidity
of the ordinance under consideration, unless
its validity can be found in the alleged ex
penditures of the city of Chicago in deepen
ing and improving the river. It is upon such
alleged ground that the court below sustained
the judgment, and upheld the validity of the
ordinance, and it is upon that ground that
it is sought to support the judgment in this
court.

The decisions of this court in Huse v. Glor
er, 119 U. S. 543, 7 Sup. Ct. Rep. 313, and in

Sands v. Improvement 00., 123 U. S. m 3
Sup. Ct Rep. 113. are particularly referred
to and relied upon. The attempt is made to
assimilate the present case to those cases
from the fact that it is conceded that the
Chicago river is from time to time deepened

for navigation purposes by dredging, under,

the direction and at the expense of the city-2
The license fee‘provided for in the ordinance’
of the city is treated as in the nature of atoll
or compensation for the expenses of deepen
ing the river. But the plain answer to this
position is that the license fee is not exacted

upon any such ground, nor is any suggestion
made that any special beneﬁt has arisen. 01‘
can
legedarise,
deepening
to the of
tugs
theinriver.
question,
The by
license
the 18
not exacted as a toll or compensation for any

speciﬁc improvement of the river of which
the steam barges or tugs have the beneﬁt,
but is exacted for the keeping, use, or lettiu!
to hire of any steam tug or barge or tow b0!1t
for towing vessels or craft in the Chicago
river, its branches, or slips connected there‘

of the privilege of navigating the Mississippi
river, between New Orleans and the Gulf,
in the coastwise trade, as the condition on
which the state of Louisiana consents that

with. The business of the steam barge 0‘
tow boat is to aid the movement of vessel!
in the river and its branches and ediﬁce“

the boats of the plaintiff in error may be

such vessels are engaged.

employed by him according to the tel-ms of
the license granted under the authority of
congress. The sole occupation sought to be

As said by this court in Foster v. Dawn‘
Port, 22 How. 244, from which We have till-0"‘
ed above, the character of the navigation

i1“Elected to the tax is that of using and en

and business in which the steam burl-'65.or
tugboats are employed cannot be (115911‘
guished from that in which the vessels towed

joying the license of the United States to
employ these particular vessels in the coast.

waters; that is, to aid the commerce in which

lng trade; and the state thus seeks to burden

are engaged.

with an exaction, ﬁxed at its own pleasure,
the very right to which the plaintiff in error

543. 7 Sup. or. Rep. 313, the legislature of 111*‘

In Huse v. Glover, 119 U- s

nois had, by various acts, adopted measure‘

"U"P..=»:.n4-‘,.4\»L.-~_-, n._ =-. —ai“;ZQ§ ﬁ?§g
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for improving the navigation of the Illinois
artiﬁcial facilities constructed, not as an im
river, including the construction of a lock
post upon the navigation of the stream. The
and dam at two places on the river, and for
provision of the clause that the navigable
that purpose created a board of canal com
streams should be highways, without any
missioners, and invested them with authority
tax, impost, or duty, has reference to their
to superintend the construction of the locks
navigation
in their natural state. It did not,‘
and canals, to control and manage them after
contemplate that such
their construction, and to prescribe reason
navigation might not;
be improved by artiﬁcial means, by'the re-'
able rates of toll for the passage of vessels
moval of obstructions, or by the making of
through the looks. The works were con
dams for deepening the waters, or by turning
structed at an expense of several hundred
into the rivers waters from other streams to
thousand dollars, which was borne principal
increase their depth. For outlays caused by
ly by the state, although the United States
bore a part of it, suﬁicient to testify to their such works the state may exact reasonable
tolls. They are like charges for the use of
consent and approval of the work; and the
wharves and docks constructed to facilitate
commissioners prescribed rates of toll for
the
landing of persons and freight, and the
the passage of vessels through the locks, the
taliing them on board, or for the repair of
rates being ﬁxed per ton according to the
vessels.
tonnage measurement of the vessels and the
"The state is interested in the domestic as
amount of freight carried. Certain parties
engaged in the ice trade, and employing
several vessels in transporting ice on the
Qi'lver, and thence by the Mississippi and other
growth, it has full power. it is only when,
gnavigable streams to St. Louis and other
in the judgment of congress, its action is
'southern markets, all of which vessels were
deemed to encroach upon the navigation of
licensed and registered under the act of con
the river as a means of interstate and foreign
gress, ﬁled a bill alleging that prior to the
commerce,
that that body may interfere, and
construction of the dams the complainants
control
or supersede it. If, in the opinion of
were able to navigate the river without in
the state, greater beneﬁt would result to her
terruption, except such as was incident to the
commerce by the improvements made than
ordinary use of the channel in its natural
by leaving the river in its natural state,—aud
state; that said dams were an impediment to
on that point the state must necessarily de
the free navigation of the river; that for the
termine for itself,—it may authorize them, al
construction 01.’ the locks they were charged
though increased inconvenience and expense
and paid duties upon the tonnage measure
may thereby result to the business of indi
ment of their steamboats, and other vessels,
viduals. The private inconvenience must
amounting to about $5,000; and that similar
yield to the public good.”
charges would be made upon subsequent
We adhere to the doctrine thus declared.
shipments. And the bill alleged that the im
It was not new when stated in the case men~
position of the toils and tonnage duties was
tioned. It had been often announced, though.
in violation of article 4 of the ordinance for
perhaps, not with as much fullness. That
the government of the territory of the United
case dili’ers essentially from the one before
States northwest of the Ohio river, passed
July 13, 1787, which provides “that the navi
us. It pointed out distinctly the nature of
the improvement. The beneﬁt which it ex
gable waters leading into the Mississippi and
St. Lawrence, and the carrying places be
tended to vessels was readily perceptible,
tween the same, shall be a common highway,
and no principle was violated, and no control
and forever free, as well to the inhabitants
of congress over commerce, interstate or
of the territory as to citizens of the United
foreign, was impaired thereby. Congress, by
slates, and those of any other state that may its contribution to the work, had assented to
be admitted into the confederacy, without any it. The navigation of the river was improved
tax, lmpost, or duty ﬂaerefor," and of the and facilitated, and those thus beneﬁted were
ardcle of the constitution prohibiting the im
required to pay a reasonable foil for the in
Position of a tonnage duty by any state with
creased facilities afforded. Nothing of this
out the consent of congress. The bill there—
kind is mentioned for consideration in the
ordinance of Chicago. The license fee is a
that the canal commissioners,
tax for the use of navigable waters, not a.
acting under them, might be
restrained from exacting any tonnage duties
charge by way of compensation for any
or other charges for the passage of their
speciﬁc improvement. The grant to the city
Bwamboais or barges,
under which the ordinance was passed is aa
general one to all municipalities of the state;
Waters navigable in ‘themselves in a state,
and connecting with other navigable waters
so as to form a. waterway to other states or
foreign nations, cannot be obstructed or im
peded so as to impair, defeat, or place any
burden upon a right to their navigation
‘The emotion of tolls for passage
granted by congress. Such right the defend
through
0 looks is as compensation for the use of ants had, from the fact that their steam
barges and towboats were enrolled and
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licensed, as stated, under the laws of the
United States. .
The case of Sands v. Improvement 00., 123

U. S. 288, 8 Sup. Ct. Rep. 113, does not have
any bearing upon the case under considera
tion. The Manistee river is wholly Mthiu
the state of Michigan, and its improvement
consisted in the removal of obstacles to the
ﬂoating of logs and lumber down the stream,
principally by the cutting of new channels at
different points, and conﬁning the waters
at other points by embankments. The statute
under which the improvement company was
organized contained various provisions to se
cure a careful consideration of the improve
ments proposed, and of their alleged benefit
to the public, and, if adopted, their proper

which the hide is drawn, a stretcher ‘bar with
doubly-inclined faces, which stretches the hide
laterally at the same time that it is being
stretched longitudinally, and a revolving roller
upon which the hide is wound, is not infringed
by a machine which has no stretcher bar inter
posed between the friction beam and the roller,
and in which the hide is stretched longitudi~
nally and laterally by separate and independent
operations. 16 ed. Rep. 673, reversed.
2. The use on defendants’ table or friction
beam of outward spreading grooves, which

construction, and also for the establishment
of tolls to be charged for their use. When
the case came before this court it was held
that the internal commerce of a state—that is,
the commerce which is wholly conﬁned with

in its limits—is as much under its control as
foreign or interstate commerce is under the
control of the general government, and to
encourage the growth of that commerce, and

erved merely to

revent the hide from wrin

kling laterally w is being drawn over the
same is not the equivalent of the doubly-in
clined stretcher bar of the patent.
3. The third claim of the patent is for the
"improvement in the method of stretching
hides, which consists in dragging the hide over
a stretcher, and also over a friction table or
beam, by_meaus of a revolving roller, to which

the hide is secured, as described, whereby, as
the hide is passed over the table or beam, e
thicker
ortions of the hide are detained or
made to ng by pressure up lied to such thicker
portions, to increase at suc points the friction
etween the hide and the table, substantially
as speciﬁed.” Held, that this claim is merely for
the exclusive right of using the machine of the
ﬁrst claim, and cannot be infringed except by
infringing that claim.
Appeal from the 6mm“ court of the United
states for the district of Rhode Island‘ Rab

render it‘. safe, states might provide for the
removal
harbors, of
and
obstructions
deepen their
from
channels,
their rivers
and and
improve them in other Ways’ and levy a gem

versed.

eral tax or toll upon those who use the im
provements, to meet their cost, provided the
free navigation of the waters, as permitted
by the laws of the United States, was not im
paired, and provided any system for the im
provement of their navigation, instituted by
the general government, was not defeated.
N0 legislation of congress was, by the. statute
of Michigan, in that case interfered with, nor
any right conferred, under the legislation of
congress, in the navigation of the river by
licensed or enrolled vessels, impaired, de
nfeated, or burdened in any respect It was
gthe improvement of a river wholly within the
I state, and therefore, ‘until congress took
action on the subject, wholly under the con
trol of the authorities of the state. County
of Mobile v. Kimball, 102 U. S. 691, 699;
Escanaba, etc, Co. v. City of Chicago, 107

Oil-“59911 Browne and Willie!‘ 3- Vincent *0!‘
appellants.

W. H. Thurston, for appellees.

Mr. Justice BLATCHFORD delivered the
opinion of the court.
This is a suit in equity, brought Janunry ll.

1881, in the circuit court of the United States
for the district of Rhode Island, by William,‘
Coupe and Edwin A. Burgess against George‘;
'Weatherhead, John E. Thompson, and Wil"
liam G. Evans, copartners as Weatherhead,
Thompson 8: Co., for the alleged infringement
of letters patent of the United States No.
213,323, granted March 18. 1879, on an appli

U. S. 678, 2 Sup. Ct. Rep. 185.
It follows from the views expressed that the
judgment of the supreme court of lllinois
should have been for the plaintiff below, the
plaintiff in error here. Its judgment will
therefore be reversed, and the cause re
manded '00 that court for further proceedings
not inconsistent with this opinion.

(14'! U. S. 322)

WEATHERHEAD et al. v. COUPE et

cation ﬁled January 24, 1879. to the said Wil
liam Coupe, for an improvement in hide
stretching machines.

The bill of complaint

alleges that the defendants, from July 17'
1879, have made, used. and sold hidestretch
ing machines containing the invention de

scribed in the patent. The answer sets up in
defense want of novelty and noninfringe
ment. A replication was ﬁled, proofs were
taken, and the case was brought to a hearing
before the court, held by Judge Lowell, the“
circuit Judge, and Judge Colt, then district

judge; and on the 20th of April. 13331 the
opinion of the court (16 Fed. Rep. 673) “'99

delivered by Judge Lowell. sustaining 111°
patent, and holding that the first and “11rd
claims of it had been infringed.
On the 1st of May, 1883, an interlocutory
decree for an injunction and account was ell
tered.
The master ﬁled his report on Jan

(January 16, 1893.)

nary 7, 1888, exceptions were ﬁled to it by

No. 104.
Pnnxrs r0“ INVEXTIUNS — Isrnlxossmx-r—Cos
STlllTC'l‘lUN or CLAIMS — HlDE-STIGETCUISG Mn
cnlses.
1. Letters patent No. 213 323 issued March
'18, 1879, upon the application. of \Villinm
Coupe, for an ‘improvement in hide-stretching
machines, consisting of a friction beam over

the defendants. and they made a motion *9

dismiss the bill. The master found that the
amount of gains and proﬁts to be accouutvd

for by the defendants was $15,412.82- The
court, held by Judgc Colt, ﬁled its opinion of

the motion and the exceptions November 19'

WEATHEBHEAD v. COUPE.
1888. 37 Fed. Rep. 16. It overruled the mo
tion and the exceptions, and on
entered a decree in favor of the
$15,412.82, with interest from
1888, and the costs of the suit.

May 6, 1889,
plaintiffs for
February 1.
The defend

ants have appealed to this court. The only
question contested here is that of infringe
ment.
The speciﬁcation of the patent is as follows:
“The invention hereinafter described re
iates generally to an improved method or
stretching and reducing to a uniform thick
nose the hides of animals previous to said
hides being manufactured into dressed leath
er, or what is known as ‘rawhide? and it
particularly relates to a combination of
mechanism which, accompanied by certain
hand manipulation, will accomplish the de
qsired result of stretching and reducing the

ghides, as above mentioned.
' '“As is well known, all hides vary consider
ably in thickness at different points, and
when taken from the liquor vats in which
they have been immersed to remove the hair,
etc.. they are found to be soft, ﬂabby, wrin
kled, and fullod. Owing, therefore, to this
condition of the hides, it is necessary, before
they are dressed and ﬁnished for the market,
that they be stretched throughout to remove
the wrinkles and fullness, and also to reduce
these parts which are thicker that other por
tlons, so that, as far as possible, the hides
shall be uniform in thickness.
“My invention consists in a combination of
mechanical devices which are capable of pro
ducing, in connection with hand manipulation.
the desirable results of thoroughly stretching
the hides, and rendering them of even thick
ness in all parts, the said devices comprising,
in the main. a friction table or beam, over
which the hides are dragged, a stretcher bar
of suitable form for stretching the hides
transversely, and a slowly-revolving roller,
to which the edge of each hide is secured,
and around which it is wound after being
drawn over the table or beam and the stretch
er bar.
“Referring to the drawings, Fig. 1 repre
seats a front elevation of my improved ma

chine. Fig. 2 shows the same in central ver

also

n."n
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tical transverse section, and Fig. 3 represents
the stretcher bar in perspective.
“As particularly shown in Fig. 1 of the
drawing, my improved machine consists of
the following devices: A pair of standards,
as at A, A’, in which is mounted a shaft, as
at B, to which power is applied. Upon one
end of this shaft is a pinion, as at 0, arranged
to mesh with a gear, as at D, loosely mount
ed on one end of a roller, as at E. The inner
side of this gear, D, is provided with a clutch
face or pin. as at d, for engagement with a.
clutch, as at F, splined [spliced'i] to the roller,
E, and furnished with a shipping handle, as
at G, so arranged as to be convenient of ac
cess to the operating attendant The remain
in: parts of the machine consist of a narrow
table or breastbeam, as at H, which is mount
ed in mortises, as at a, in the standards, A,
A’, and a stretcher bar, as at K, likewisea
mounted in tnortises, as at a’. and having itsg
two'working faces doubly inclined, as at k, k’,'
v Fig. 3. Both the breastbeam, H, and stretch
, er bar, K, are so arranged as to be easily in
serted in their respective mortlses, where they
are conﬁned in proper longitudinal position by
the standard, A’, at one end, and a button, as
at L, at the other end. The said beam and
bar are capable also of lateral movement, to
enable them to be moved backward to give
room for a larger hide being wound upon the
rollers, and also to facilitate their entire re
moval from the machine after the hide has
been stretched, and is to be removed to give
place for another.
“The methods of treating the hides and
the operation of the mechanism above de
scribed are substantially as follows: A hide
.as it comes from the vat, wrinkled and fulled,
and with its various parts of unequal thick
ness, is placed over the table or hreastbeain,

H, and one of its ends carried under the a
stretcher
by the clamp,
bar, K,
e,'the
and other
secured
end
to hanging
the roller,
free;
in front of the machine, as shown in Fig. 2.
The operator now connects the roller, E. to
the continuously revolving gear, D, by means
of the handle, G, and clutch, it‘, and the roll
er, E. slowly revolves, winding the hide
around its surface, and drawing the said hide
over the friction table or beam, H,and around
the stretcher bar, K. When any part of the
hide whose thickness should be reduced, or
whose wrinkled or fuiled-up portion is to be
smoothed out, passes over the table or beam,
H, the operator, who stands in front of said
beam, applies pressure by hand to the proper
portions, thereby increasing the friction be
tween the under surface of the hide and the
surface of the bar, H, and causing the onward
movement of such portions of the hide to be
retarded. The portions thus pressed upon,
therefore, are more severely stretched than
other parts of the hide, and by proper manip~
ulation by the attendant its thickness is ren
dered uniform, and it passes to the stretching
bar, K, in a smooth condition. having been
longitudinally stretched upon the beam, H.
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“In passing over the bar, K, the hide is
transversely stretched by the doubly-inclined

sides, k, k’, from which it passes onward to
the roller, E, winding about the said roller

uniformly and smoothly.

The machine is

now stopped, the hide removed, another se
cured to the roller, E, and the operations

"The specification describes a table or beam,
over which the hide is to pass, and which is
breast high, in order that the workmen may
conveniently use it. Then the hide passes
over a bar or stretcher, which is somewhat
arched or crowned, in order to stretch the
hide transversely. It then goes to a roller,
to which it is clamped, and over which it is

above described are repeated.
slowly
“The wound.
workman accelerates or retards the
"From the foregoing description my im
passage of the hide by lifting it up or press
proved machine will be readily understood;
and it will be seen that my improvement in ing it down, and in this way the thicker parts
the mechanical
agencies
the method of stretching
hides results
from \ Secure a greater longitudinal pull from the,
roller than do the thinner parts, and the bang
the
combination
of
mentioned, coupled with the manipulation of by its shape, tends to'stretch the hide laterally.
the hide as it passes over the friction table or as it passes from the table to the roller. The
table and the bar have a lateral yield or ad
beam, at which time it is smoothed from

wrinkles, and reduced toauniform thickness.

justment to accommodate hides of different

The patent has three claims, in these words:

"(1) The combination of a friction table or
beam, over which the hide is drawn, a stretch
er, substantially as described, and a revolving

sizes.
"The ﬁrst claim is for the combination of
the table, the stretcher, and the roller; the

second for the lateral yield in the table and

roller, to which the hide is secured and around

stretcher; the third for ‘the improvement
which it is wound as the hide is drawn over \ in the method of stretching hides, which con
the hide over a stretcher.
the friction beam and stretcher, substantially
in dragging
and also
over a friction table or beam, by
(2) The combination of a re i sists
has
set forth.
means of a revolving roller, to which the hide
ﬁlvolving
roller, to which the hide is secur
and around 'which it is wound, a laterally is secured, as described, whereby, as the hide
o
is passed over the table or beam, the thicker
yielding stretcher and a laterally yielding
portions of the hide are detained or made to
friction table or beam, substantially as de
lag by pressure applied to such thicker por
scribed. (3) The improvement in the method
tions, to increase at such points the friction
of stretching hides, which consists in drag
between the hide and the table, substantially
ging the hide over a stretcher, and also over
a friction table or beam, by means of a. re
speciﬁed.‘
was a machine for stretching leather
volving roller, to which the hide is secured. as“There
as described, whereby, as the hide is passed for belts well known to the patentee and to
some others in the trade, which was made by
over the table or beam, the thicker portions
modifying a splitting machine. Mr. Coupe
of the hide are detained or made to lag by
pressure applied to such thicker portions, to_ did not, in fact, make his improvement upon
increase at such points the friction between this stretcher, but it is much more like his
machine than anything else which preced
ghee! hide and the table, substantially as speci
The master states correctly in his report
that Coupe. being engaged in the manufac
ture of rawhide leather, was experimenting on
methods of stretching it, and ﬁnally perfect

ed“This
it.
old machine was used upon hard

ed the method and invented the machine for
which he obtained the patent; that the de
fendant Weatherhead, contemplating for the

ﬁrst time the manufacture of rawhide leather
in the fall of 1879, desiring to have a stretch

tanned leather to adapt it to be made into

belts for machinery, for which purpose it
must be stretched with great power, eighteen
or twenty thousand pounds to the square
inch, in order to take out. of it all possibility
of further stretching. This was done by pm
ing the leather through a trough which was

brought up against the stretcher bar with the

ing machine, and hearing that Coupe had in
force we have mentioned. Since the plain‘
tii‘fs’ method and machine have become
vented one, and having seen Goupe's patent.
known, Mr. Davis, an amomplishedworker
applied to him. on January 5, 1880, for a
in leather, has tried with some success an ell
license to use it, or for the sale of one of the
lﬂl‘ged copy of the old belt-leather stretcher
machines; that Weatherhead, not being able
to do the work of the plaintiffs‘ machine
to effect that object, got up a machine of his
He is obliged to use a greater number of men
own, which Coupe notiﬁed him was an in
or boys to tend the machine and prevent i119
fringemeut on the patent; and that, the de
fendants persisting in using their machine. pressure from ruining the hide, which, of it‘
notwithstanding such notice, the present suit self, tends to prove that the machines are no!

alike; and we have no doubt that, if the Plain’
was begun.
Judge Lowell, in his opinion, says that raw
hidc leather is a hide which has been stripped
of its hair, and softened, and brought to a
state in which it is very soft, ﬂabby, and much

wrinkled, but has not been tanned.
proceeds:

He then

titt’s' devices are considered an improveilwn

upon this old machine, they embody *1 P

entable improvement. They omit the mean‘:
for producing the pressure, and add a “If”?
not useful in the old machine, but which, it
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the new machine, enables the workmen to ex
ert suﬁicient pressure.
“The defendants at one time used a ma
chine which closely resembles that of the
plaintiil’s. At present they have one which
works with a trough and bar, like the old belt
stretcher, with the addition of a table over
which the leather passes, and which enables
the workmen to spread out and manipulate

the hide.

Upon the edge of this table is a.

piece of metal with grooves spreading out~
ward, and these grooves have a tendency to
stretch the hide laterally, or at least to pre
vent it from wrinkling; that is, to keep it to
its lateral stretch, which seems to be much
the same thing. The slot and bar are so
placed in relation to each other that :1 hide is
not squeezed between them, as in the old belt
stretcher; but, in the legitimate attempt to
avoid infringement of the plaintiffs’ invention,
which the defendants intended to copy as far
as they lawfully might, because they had
failed to come to terms with the plaintiffs for
a license, they now put into the trough a
piece of board, supported at either end upon
blocks, about one third the width of the
trough. The operation of the machine, as
thus modiﬁed, is known only to the defend
ants themselves, and Mr. Weather-head testi
ﬂes that it exerts a pressure upon the hide,
how great in pounds we do not know. We
understand him to say that, by passing the
hide through the machine several times, all
parts come sooner or later under the board,
and thus substantially all the stretching is

done by its aid.
"Infringement of the plaintiffs‘ ﬁrst claim is
not escaped by the use of this piece of board,

for, although it causes the defendants‘ ma
chine to approach more nearly the old belt
stretcher, still the operation must remain to
some extent at least like that of the patent.

The manipulation with the table and grooves
must enable the operator to use all the ele
ments of the ﬁrst claim upon two thirds of
the width of the hide each time it passes
through the machine, and it depends alto
gather on the thickness and stability of the
board whether the whole operation is or is
not Copied. The very presence of this remov

aahle board is evidence that the old machine
Flslnot satisfactory for the new use.
‘The argument that a machine must be an
tomatic in order to be patentable is not sound.
A piano is not automatic, nor is any tool or

Llgilement intended for use by hand; but im
vements in any such tool used in an art or

lmill-‘dry are patcntable.
“la the second claim the combination is
limited to a laterally yielding stretcher and a

laterally yielding friction table or beam. As
‘"1? bill‘, however, in the defendants’ ma
chine is ﬁxed and the other has a. motion up

"“Al‘ilmdowll. We ﬁnd no infringement of this
"The third claim appears to be for the ex

elusive right of using the machine referred to
in the ﬁrst claim, and, as the defendants have
used such a machine, they have infringed the
third claim, and we do not at present see
how it could be infringed otherwise than by
infringing the ﬁrst claim."
In the testimony and the proceedings be
fore the master, the consideration of the
case seems to have gone solely upon the ma
chine which Judge Lowell in his opinion
states was used by the defendants "at pres
ent," and that machine is the only one con
sidered by the defendants in their brief and
their oral argument. The report of the mas
ter is based upon the use by the defendants
of “their machine" for stretching hides, from
January, 1880, to April, 1883, and he speaks
in his report of but a single machine, and
calls it “their infringing machine." The $15,
412.82, reported by the master as gains and
proﬁts, is made up of three items, viz.: $3,
669.72, as the saving in the cost of stretching
and manipulating the hides; $4,403.66, for
the increased area of hide secured; and $7,
339.44, as the increased value of the hides by
reason of their improved condition. But
the master makes no distinction as to how
much of each of those items was due to the
machine used at one time by the defendants,
which, Judge Lowell states in his opinion,

closely resembled that of the plaintiffs, and
how much to the machine which the defend
ants used subsequently.
The plaintjﬂ's contend that the defendants
at ﬁrst built and used a machine as near
like 11 Coupe machine as possible, construct
ing it with two bars, one of which was bent"

or curved; that that machine was com-g
menced in December,’1879, and completed in‘
January, 1880; that in the latter month, on
application by the defendants, Coupe declin
ed to sell them one of his machines, and they
then proceeded to complete their machine;
that after August, 1880, the defendants in
formed Coupe that they had reconstructed

their machine so as to take it outside of his
patent; that Coupe, on examining it, notiﬁed
the defendants that it was still an infringe
ment; that they again reconstructed it; and

that, as so reconstructed, it is the machine
which they continue to use.

It is claimed

that that machine is an infringement of claim
1; that the use of it is an infringement of
claim 3; and that it is the machine of which
Judge Lowell speaks in his opinion as the
machine used "at present" by the defend
nuts.
on the whole case, we think the inquiry
must be conﬁned to that machine; and we
are of opinion that claims 1 and 3, rightly
construed, do not appear to have been in
fringed, and that the decree of the circuit
court must be reversed.
The machine spoken of by Judge Lowell in
his opinion as one well known to Coupe, and
to some others in the trade, prior to the
making of the invention by Coupe, was
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imown in the art as the “dog machine." In
that machine there were two dogs or clamps,
corrugated on their inner side so as to hold
the leather against slipping. The hide being
grasped at two opposite parts of its edge by
the two dogs, the latter were then pulled
apart, and the hide was stretched in the line
between the two parts to which the dogs
were clamped. The machine was then
thrown out of gear, the dogs were taken oil!
from the hide and applied to it in another
place, and the process was so continued until
the hide was considered to be suiliciently
stretched.
The diﬂlculty with that apparatus was that
by it the stretch which it gave to one place it
took out of another, and consequently the
hide was not thoroughly stretched, being
stretched always lengthwise, but not cross
wise, and contracting towards the center
line of pull between the dogs. Thus, when
the hide was grasped at two other extreme
points and pulled, the stretch ﬁrst given was

ing both stretches, says: "The machine is
now stopped, the hide removed, another
secured to the roller, E, and the operations
above described are repeated."
In the old "dog" machine, the hide was
stretched ﬁrst in one direction, and then
taken out and grasped at another place,
and stretched in a. direction transverse to
the ﬁrst. The transverse stretching in the
Coupe machine has the eﬂect to preserve
the result of the longitudinal stretching, and
to stretch the hide completely in a single”
passage of it through the machine.
2
*The ﬁrst claim of the patent is for the
combinatlon of a. friction table or beam,
over which the hide is drawn, a stretcher,
substantially as described. and a revolving
roller, to which the hide is secured, and
around which it is wound as it is drawn
over the friction beam and stretcher. This
is a claim to mechanism.
The third claim is a claim to an improve
ment in the method of stretching hides,
which consists in dragging the hide over a

“taken out again.

stretcher and also over a friction table or

‘,2

beam, by means of a revolving roller to
winch the hide is secured, as described,
whereby, as the hide is passed over the
table or beam, the thicker portions of the
hide are detained or made to lag. by pres

In the operation of the machine of the

' Coupe patent the ‘hide is stretched longi
tudinally and transversely at the same time,
instead of, as in the dog machine, stretching

it ﬁrst in one direction, across the hide, and
then, by a subsequent operation, stretching
it in another direction, transversely to the
ﬁrst direction. This transverse stretching
in the Coupe machine is produced by the
doubly-inclined working faces, k, k‘ of the
stretcher bar, K. The stretcher bar, K, be
ing highest in the center, because its sides or
working faces are doubly inclined, causes
that part of the hide which passes over
its highest point to maize a longer circuit in
passing from the table or breastbeam, H,
to the roller, E, than do the other parts,
and thereby that part is stretched somewhat
more than the other parts, and the hide
has a. tendency to spread laterally towards
the ends of the stretcher bar where there is
a. shorter line of passage, and thereby it
is stretched transreisely to the longitudinal
line of movement of the hide towards the

sure applied to such thicker portions to
increase at such points the friction between
the hide and the table. The "pressure"
mentioned in the third claim is the pressure

roller,‘ E. This tendency is assisted by the
use of the hands of the operator in pressing
downward upon the hide.

Thus, the hide has

a lateral stretch given to it simultaneously

applied by the hands of the operator to the
hide as it passes over the friction table or
beam.
It was correctly held by the circuit court

that the third claim is for the exclusive
right of using the machine referred to in the

ﬁrst claim, and that it cannot be infringed
otherwise than by infringing the ﬁrst claim
If the defendants have used the combina
tion of the mechanism covered by the ﬁrst
claim they have infringed it, and have also

thereby used the method covered by the
third
claim. the third claim is not conﬁned
Although
to a passage of the hide through the ma
chine only once, where such single 138851186

does not produce a perfect result, it is man!
fest from the speciﬁcation that the ‘158.01
the combination covered by the ﬁrst claim

with its longitudinal stretch, while it is
drawn through the machine by the roller, E.

is intended and expected to produce com

The pull of that roller against the resisting

simultaneously, by a single passage through
the machine. Such stretching action, trims‘

pressure of the hands of the operator gives
the longitudinal stretching, and the same
pull gives the transverse stretching, owing
to the joint action of the pressure of the
operator‘s hands and the form of the
stretcher bar. K, with its doubly-inclined
working faces.

According to the speciﬁcation of the patent,
'1 Single passage of u. hide through the
machine is supposed to give it suﬁiclent
Stretching transversely as well as longi
mdinally; for the speciﬁcation, alter describ

plete longitudinal and transverse stretching

verse as well as longitudinal, may not be’
in a. given instance, suﬂiciently severeI and
a second application of the machine to the

same hide may be required; but in both
cases the transverse stretc 'ng will take
place simultaneously with the longltudnml
stretching.

The defendants do not so 1159

their
In machine.
the ﬁrst

claim

<
of the patent mg

stretcher bar, K, is'interposed between ‘11"
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friction table or beam, H, and the revolving
roller E. Therefore, to infringe the ﬁrst or
the third claim, there must be used a stretch
er bar substantially such as described in the
speciﬁcation, of such form as will give a
transverse stretch to the hide simultaneously
with the giving of the longitudinal stretch.
In the defendants‘ machine there is no
stretcher bar, K, or its equivalent, for
transverse stretching, and the transverse
stretching is not done simultaneously with
the longitudinal stretching. On the contrary,
in the defendants‘ method the hide is grasped
at two opposite portions of its edge, and
stretched on that line. It is then taken
out, grasped between two other opposite
portions of its edge, and stretched on that
line transversely to the ﬁrst line. It is thus
stretched by the consecutive method oper
ated by the old dog machine. That method
is excluded by the Coupe specification.
In the defendants‘ machine the line of
tension runs in different directions at differ
ent times. Strains in it are imparted suc
cessively and not simultaneously.
The
theory of the Coupe speciﬁcation is that,
unless the hide is stretched transversely
while it is stretched longitudinally, the
stretch put into it when it is stretched in one
direction will be wholly or partially taken
out when it is stretched in another direc
tion.
It is contended. however, that in the use

of the defendants’ machine a transverse
stretching is produced simultaneously, and
by a device substantially like the doubly
inclined stretcher bar, K, of the patent. It
is for the plaintiffs to establish that the
defendants use substantially the doubly
iaclined stretcher bar, K. The mere smooth
ing out of wrinkles, and the stretching of
the body of the leather so as to reduce it
permanently" to an equal thickness through

out. are two separate and distinct things. The
operation of the doubiylnciined stretcher
bill‘. K. is not that of merely smoothing out

wrinkles in the hide.

The

circuit

court

seemed to be of the opinion that the out
ward Spreading grooves on the edge of the
table in the defendants’ machine had a tend
9110!’ “to stretch the hide laterally, or at
:ieast to prevent it from wrinkling, that is,
:to keep it to its lateral stretch, which seems

to be much the same thing." The'machine
of the defendants has divergent grooves or
serrations formed on the surface of the

friction table. We are of opinion that it is
not a sound conclusion that the corrugations

ml the friction beam in the defendants‘

machine Perform the oﬂice of Coupe‘s
mtfm" bill‘. K, interposed between the
friction beam and the roller, H. While it
In true that the corrugations prevent the

“1:6an?!“ wrinkling. yet, as there is not in
It is “9 t‘lltldauts machine any lateral stretch,
me (20 rue that such corrugations keep the

menu

its lateral stretch. There is no
stretch which is kept from going
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back by such corrugations. Any oﬂlce of
the corrugations to keep a. lateral stretch
from going back would be unnecessary in
the defendants’ machine, because the hide
is to be taken out and reattached at new
points, and stretched longitudinally in the
very direction in which the previous trans
verse stretching, if it existed, would have
been performed.
It is shown by the evidence that the hide
does not, in the defendants‘ machine, enter
the grooves or serrations to any appreciable
extent; that they are not deep enough to
have any such effect; that there is no indi
cation on the upper surface of the hide that
its lower surface enters into the serrations;
that there is no indication that the under
surface of the hide is not supported by a
smooth bar or table; and that this is
shown by the fact that the upper surface of
the hide appears smooth where it lies over
the grooves or serrations. It is not shown
by the evidence for the plaintiffs that the
grooves are not too shallow to have any
effect in giving lateral movement to the
hide, or that the hide would not show on the
upper surface whether the under surface
was engaged in the grooves, or that there

was any appearance on the upper surface
indicating any such engagement.
lrrcspectivcly of this, the combination of
the first claim of the patent is one in which
the stretcher bar is interposed between the
friction table or beam and the roller. In the
defendants‘ machine, the organization is
different.
We are of opinion that the ﬁrst claim
is not infringed, because the defendants do
not have the stretcher bar, K, or any sub
stitute for it, performing the same operations:

They'get their transverse stretch by taking?
out the hide and grasping it at new points,
and stretching it between those points. The
corrugations only keep the hide from wrin
kliug,-—an operation which the patent says
is performed before the stretcher bar acts
upon the hide. It does not appear that, as
the defendants’ machine is used, there is
any lateral stretching of the hide simul
taneously with its longitudinal stretching.
The corrugations are not combined with the
friction beam and the roller, as the convex
stretcher bar of the patent is; for that is.
interposed between the friction beam and the
roller, and the description in the speciﬁca
tion is that the hide, after being longitudi
nally stretched on the friction beam passes
to and is stretched transversely by the
stretcher bar; whereas, in the defendants‘
machine, the corrugations are integral
with the friction beam. It would not be
practicable to make the convex stretcher
bar of the patent integral with the friction
beam.
The
speciﬁcation
describes
the
stretcher bar as having a lateral movement
relatively to the friction beam; and this ex
cludes the idea of the stretcher bar being
integral with the friction beam.
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The defendants do not stretch the hide
longitudinally and transversely at the same
time. but only stretch it longitudinally in
diiferent successive directions across the

oﬂicers, and county government, and repeal
ing laws on these subjects,‘ approved March
24, A. D. 1877; and it is hereby certiﬁed that
all the provisions of said act have been fully
complied with by the proper oiiicers in the is
suing of this bond."

hide.
The third claim is not infringed, because

One defense was that the bonds were ille

the described method of operation of the
combination of the ﬁrst claim is not perform

gal and void because they increased the in
debtedness of the county to an amount in ex
cos of the limit prescribed by article 11, 5 6,
Coast. 0010., which is copied in the margin.‘
On March 24, 1877, the legislature of Colo
redo passed an not entitled "An act concern
ing counties, county oﬂicers, and county gov-N
ernment, and repealing laws on these subg:

ed by the defendants.
rl‘he decree of the circuit court is reversed,
and the case is remanded to that court

with a direction to dismiss the bill, with
costs.
g

jects,"'(Gen. Laws 1877, p. 218,) the material.‘
provisions of which are also copied in then
(147 U. S. 230)

SUTLIFF v. BOARD OF COUNTY COM’RS
OF LAIQ‘] COUNTY.
(January 9, 1893.)
No. 1,085.
Coss-ri'rnrrosu. Law—Conan Bosos—Vnim'n.
l. Const. Colo. art. 11, § 6, forbids a county,
imder any circumstance , to issue bonds beyon
a certain amount, an limits the right to issue
bonds, without a previous vote of the qualiﬁed
electors of the county. to halt such amount. Gen.
Laws 1877, p. 218. 5 30, provides that the board
of county commissioners of each county sh
make out semiannual statements showing the
debt owed by the county, payments thereon, and
rate of interest, and shall cause such statements
to be entered on their records, open to the in
spection of the public at all times. Lake county
being already indebted beyond the constitutiona
hmit, issued bonds containing a recital that the
issue was by virtue of a vote of the qu '
voters of the county, in compliance with the gen
eral statute. Held, that a purchaser of the bonds
for value, and before maturity, was charged with
the duty of examining the county record of in
debtedness in order to ascertain whether the
bonds2. were
lawfully
The recital
in issued.
the bonds did not estop the

margin.‘

ii

‘The circuit court gave Judgment for the‘
defendant, (47 Fed. ltep. 106;) and the plain
tiﬂ took the case by writ of error to the cir~
cuit court of appeals for the eighth circuit.
before which the following facts were made

to appear: At and before the issue and sale
of said bonds, the county was in fact in
debted to an amount greater than that per
mitted by the limitation contained in the con
if

‘No county shall contract any debt by loan in
any form, except for the purpose of erecting
necessary public buildings, making or repairing
public roads and bridges; and such indebtedness
contracted in any one year shall not exceed the
rates upon the taxable property in such county
following. to wit: Counties in which the as
sessed valuation of taxable property shall exceed
ﬁve millions of dollars, one dollar and ﬁftycents

on_each thousand dollars thereof: counties in
which such valuation shall be less than five mil
lions of dollars, three dollars on each thousand
dollars thereof. And the aggregate amount of
indebtedness of any county for all purposes, ,9!’
elusive of debts contracted before the adoption

of this constitution, shall not at any time ex
bonds were issued in violation of the constitu
tion. and were therefore void. Dixon Co. v. Field,
4 Sup. Ct. Rep. 315, 111 U. S.
, and Lake
Co. v. Graham, 9 Sup. Ct. Rep. 654, 130 U. S.
674, followed. Chai‘fee Co. v. Potter. 12 Sup.
Ct. Rep. ‘216, 142 U. S. 355, distinguished.
On a certiﬁcate from the United States cir
cuit court of appeals for the eighth circuit.
Statement by Mr. Justice GRAY:
‘1 This was an action brought in the circuit

ceed twice the amount above herein limited, un
less when, in manner provided by law. the am‘
tion of incurring such debt shall. at a general
election, he submitted to such of the quail
electors of such county as in the year last pre
ceding such election shall have paid a tax upon

property assessed to them in such county, an
a minority of those voting thereon shall vote in

favor of incurring the debt; but. the bonds. If
any be issued therefor, shall not run less

ten years, and the aggregate amount of debt 8°
contracted shall not at any time exceed twice ibe

Steam-t of the United States 101‘ the district of

rate _upon the valuation last. herein mentioned‘

' Colorado, by a citizen of'Gonnecticut, against

provided, that this section shall not will! F°
counties having a valuation of less than one mil

the county of Lake, a municipal corporation
of Colorado, upon coupons for interest of 6
bonds for $500 each, part of a series of 10
bonds issued by the county on July 1, 1881,
payable to bearer in 20 years, and redeem
able at the pleasure of the county after 10

lion
dollars.
‘Sec.
21. When the county commissioners of
any county shall deem it necessary to create all

indebtedness for the purpose of erecting neces
sary public buildings, making or repairing D“
be roads or bridges, they may, by an 0 6119"‘
tered of record, specifying the amount team

years, and containing this recital:

and the object for which such debt. is created.

"This bond is one of a series of ﬁve thou
sand dollars, which the board of county
commissioners of said county have issued for
the purpose of constructing roads and bridges,

submit the question to a vote of the Dimple
a general election; and they shall cause to‘)!

by virtue of, and in compliance with, a vote
of a majority of the qualiﬁed voters of said
county, at an election duly held on the 7th

day of October, A. D. 1879, and under and by
"Ville of, and in compliance with, an act of
the generai assembly of the state of Colorado
mtitled ‘an act concerning counties, county

posted a notice of such order, in some conﬂlllml'
ous place in each voting precinct in the com)”;
for at least thirty days preceding the_elect10“
and all persons voting on that question shall
vote by separate ballot, whereon is Place
8
Words, "For county indebtedness,” or “A Jim
county indehtedness,"—-such ballots to be BBQ"
it_ed in a box provided by the county 90mm”
sioners for that purpose; and no person Fill
vote on the question of indebtedness uulesﬂ i1‘

shall have the necessary qualiﬁcations

"

SUTLIFF 0. BOARD OF CUUNTY COM‘RS.
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Ititution and statute of Colorado, above cited;
and therefore, as a matter of fact, the issue and imued under the provisions of said not of
of said series of bonds, and the issue 01' each March 24, 1877, charged with the duty of ex
amining the record of indebtedness provided
one thereof, created an indebtedness on the
for in said
part or the county in excess of the constitu
tion and statutory limitation applicable to
said county at the date of the issue of said
bonds. The plaintiil.’ bought six 01' said series did not increase the indebtedness of the coun
of bonds. paying full value therefor, relying ty beyond the constitutional limit?
upon the recitals in the bonds contained, and
without making any examination into the
facts that might appear upon the records of
the county, and without any actual knowl
edge oi‘ the facts, other than such knowledge
with which he might be held chargeable from
the statements in the bonds and the constitu
county could legally incur, under the provi
tion and statutes 01' Colorado.
Upon the case, as above stated, the circuit sions of the constitutional limitation already
cited?"
court of appeals certiﬁed to this court the fol
lowing questions and propositions of law:
J. R. McClure, for plaintiff in error. H. B
"(1) In view ot the provisions of the not oi.’ J'ohnson, for defendant in error.
the legislature of Colorado, approved March
Mr. Justice GRAY, after stating the case
24, 1877, providing tor the making of a public
record oi‘ the indebtedness and ﬁnancial con
as above, delivered the opinion of the court.
dition of the several counties in said state.
The constitution as well as the statute of
was the said John Sutliﬁf, plaintiit herein,
Colorado absolutely forbade a county to issue
when about to purchase the bonds sued on,
bonds, under any circumstances. to such an
amount as would make the aggregate amount
elector, as provided by law. and shall
or the indebtedness oi.’ the county more than
paid
I
upon property assessed to himhaye
in such
six dollars on each thousand ii‘ the assessed
county for the year immediately preceding; and
valuation
of the taxable property in the coun
if. upon_canvnssing the vote. (which shall be can
vassed ill the same manner as the vote for coun
ty was more than ﬁve millions 01' dollars, or
oihcers.) it shall appear that a majority of twelve dollars if such valuation was less than
the votes cast are for county indebtedness,
live and more than one million. and limited
_
the county commissioners shall be author
ized to contract the debt in the name of the
the right to issue bonds, without a previous
county: provided, that the aggregate amount
vote oi! the qualiﬁed electors of the county,
ofindebtedness of any county, exclusive of debts
to hall‘ 01.’ such rates.
contracted prior to July 1, 1876, in which the
assessed valuation of property shall exceed one
The statute, moreover, required the county
lmlhon of dollars for all purposes, shall not be
commissioners, in submitting the question to
In escess of the following ratio, to “it: Coun
a vote of the electors, to enter of record an
order specifying the amount required, and
the object of the debt, and also made it their
W
the assessed valuation of property shall be
duty to publish, and to cause to be entered
less than ﬁve millions and exceed one million of
glellilerﬂr. twelve dollars on each thousand dollars on their records, open to the inspection of
0.
the public at all times, semiannual statements
wire]? 30. It shall be the duty of the board of exhibiting, in detail, the debts, expenditures,
and receipts of the county for the preceding

six months, and striking the balance so as to
show the amount or any deﬁcit, and the bal
ance in the treasury.

n
It is stated in the certiﬁcate upon which:
this case comes’before us that, at the time or‘
ree conspicuous places in said county
he courthouse
and
'"9h statement shall show
the amountdoor;
of debt

the issue of the bonds in question, the de
fendant county was in tact indebted beyond
the constitutional and statutory limit, and the
5
a what the debt consists,
issue of each bond, therefore, created a debt
in excess or that limit, and that the plaintltt
bought the bonds upon the i'aith ot the re
lgﬁm in; months, in which shall be shown from citals therein, and without making any ex
oihcer and on what account any money amination into the facts appearing on the rec
_ .een recei
indmdlmla
amilled, and the amounts, and to what
ords of the county.
5
Upon these facts, in the light of the pre
vious decisions 01' this court, it is clear that
lance in
e‘treaeury, if nag; and the
the plaintiﬂ', although a purchaser for value
1 in addition to eing pub
and before maturity of the bonds, was
so be entered
charged with the duty of examining the rec
0rd of indebtedness provided for in the stat
mlltimrpose only,
9 Inspect-ion of the public at all times.
ute of Colorado, in order to ascertain whether
the bonds increased the indebtedness of the
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the county. In determining the limit or
county beyond the constitutional limit, and
power, there were necessarily two factors,
the amount of the bonds to be issued, and the
that tho recitals in the bonds did not estop
the county to prove by the records of the as
amount of the assessed value of the property
for purposes of taxation. The amount of
sessment and the indebtedness that the bonds
the bonds issued was known. it is stated in
were issued in violation of the constitution.
the recital itself. It was $87 .000. The hold
In those cases in which this court has held
er of each bond was apprised of that fact
a municipal corporation to be estopped by re
The amount of the messed value of the tax
oitals in its bonds to assert that they were
able property in the county is not stated; but,
issued in excess of the limit imposed by the
ex vi termini, it was ascertainable in one way
constitution or statutes of the state, the stat
only, and that was by reference to the as
utos, as construed by the court, left it to the
sessment itself, a public record equally ac
oﬂlcers issuing the bonds to determine wheth
cessible to all intending purchasers of bonds,
or the facts existed which constituted the
as well as to the county oﬂicers. This being
statutory or constitutional condition preced
known, the ratio between the two amounts
out. and did not require those facts to be
was ﬁxed by an arithmetical calculation. No
made a matter of public record Marcy v.
recital involving the amount of the assessed»
Oswego Tp., 92 U. S. 637; Humboldt 'l‘p. v.
taxable valuation of the property to be taxed"
Long, Id. 642; Dixon Co. v. Field, 111 U. S.
for the payment of'the bonds can take the‘
83, 4 Sup. Ct. Rep. 315; Lake Co. v. Graham,
place of the assessment itself; for it is the
130 U. S. 674, 682, 9 Sup. Ct. Rep. 654; Chat
tee Co. v. Potter, 142 U. S. 355, 363, 12 Sup. amount, as ﬁxed by reference to that record,
that is made by the constitution the standard
Ct.But
Rep.
for measuring the limit of the municipal pow
if 210.
the statute expressly requires those
er. Nothing in the way of inquiry, ascertain
facts to be made a matter of public record,
ment, or determination as to that fact is sub
open to the inspection of every one, there
mitted to the county oﬂlcers. They are
can be no implication that it was intended to
bound. it is true, to learn from the assess
leave that matter to be determined and con
ment what the limit upon their authority is,
cluded, contrary to the facts so recorded. by

the oﬂicers charged with the duty of issuing
the
bonds.
Accordingly,
in Dixon Co. v. Field. above
cited, which arose under an article of the
constitution of Nebraska limiting the power
wot a county to issue bonds to 10 per cent. of

"the assessed valuation of the county, it was
' adjudged that a county issuing‘bonds, each

5 1sass
.4esE9Be5Eg3-5ai k5h

_L,1';
i!gill’?

u:

as a necessary preliminary in the exercise
of their functions, and the performance of
their duty; but the information is for them

selves alone.

have it from the same source, and for them
selves. The fact, as it is recorded in the as
sessment itself, is extrinsic, and proves itseli
by inspection, and concludes all determina

reciting that it. was one of a series of $87,000
issued under and by virtue of this article of

tions that contradict it."

the constitution and the statutes of Nebraska

Ct.That
Rep.decision
320.
and the grounds upon which

upon the subject, was not estopped to show
by the assessed valuation on the books of
public record of the county that the bonds
were in excess 01! the constitutional limit; and
Mr. Justice Matthews, delivering the unani
mous judgment of the court, fully stated the

it rests were approved and atiirmed in Lake

grounds of the decision, which sutliciently ap

111 U. S. 95, 4 Sill»

Co. v. Graham and Chafiee Co. v. Potter,
above cited, each of which arose under 1110
article of the constitution of Colorado now
in question. but under a different statute.
which did not require the amount of indebted
ness of the county to he stated on its records.
In Lake Co. v. Graham, each bond showed

pear by the following extracts:
“if the fact necessary to the existence of on its face the whole amount of bonds issued
and the recorded valuation of proper"?
the authority was by law to be ascertained,
showed that amount to be in excess of the
not oﬂicially by the oﬁlcer charged with the
constitutional limit; and for this reason, mi
execution of the power, but by reference to
well as because the bonds contained no rc
some express and deﬁnite record of a public
cital upon that point, the county was held not
character, then the true meaning of the law
would be that the authority to act at all de
to be estopped to plead that limit. 130 U.
pended
upon the
actual
objective
existence
of
the requisite
fact,
as shown
by the
record, 682, 683, 9 Sup, Ct Rep, 654-, In Chalice (3°

and not upon its ascertainment and determi-

nﬂﬂo“ by "my one; and the Consequence

v. Potter, on the other hand, the bonds 60“

tained an express recital that the total
amount of the issue did not exceed the cm}

would necessarily follow that all persons
claiming under the exercise of such a power
might be put to the proof of the fact made a
any recitals
thelawfulness,
instrument."
111 U. S. 93,
condition
ofinits
notwithstanding

4§;1p.:3t.R.ep.320.

55f’
3&L[7“
is:1“aI_.i53545_

All the world besides must

stitutional limit, and am not Show on the"
face the amount of the issue, and the counti'

records showed only the valuation of PM"
arty, so that, as observed by Mr. Justice
Lamar, in delivering judgment: "The pm"

11 t is present case there was no power at

chaser might even know—indeed, it: mill’ be
admitted that he would be required to know

all conferred to issue bonds in excess of an
amount equal to ten per cent. upon the as
sessed valuation of the taxable property in

—the assessed valuation of the taxable Prop‘

MW of the county; and yet he could not as‘

M“‘ ~iv,iL.--3.5'_-_-
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certain by reference to one of the bonds and
the assessment roll whether the county had
exceeded its power, under the constitution,
g in the premises." 142 U. S. 863, 12 Sup. Ct.

53 Rep. 216.
' ‘The case at bar does not fall within Chairee

32]

Appeal from the court or claims.
Petition by John L. Smihlucyer and Paul
J. Pelz against the United States to recover
for services as architects. The court of

Co. v. Potter, and‘ cannot be distinguished in

principle from Dixon Co. v. Field or from
Lake Co. v. Graham. The only difference
worthy of notice is that in each of these
cases the single fact required to be shown by
the public record was the valuation of the
property 01.’ the county, whereas here two
facts are to be so shown,—the valuation of
the property, and the amount of the county
debt. But, as both these facts are equally
required by the statute to be entered on the
public records of the county, they are both
facts of which all the world is bound to take
notice, and as to which, therefore, the county
cannot be concluded by any recitals in the

John Paul Jones, Reese H. Voorhees, and
James Coleman, for appellants.
Aldrich, for the United States.

SoL Gen.

.,.
‘Mr. Justice BLATCEFORD delivered the?
opinion at the court.
This is a suit brought against the United
States inthe courtotciaims byJohn L. Smith

bonds.
It follows that the ﬁrst question certiﬁed
must be answered in the affirmative, and the
second in the negative. Ordered accordingly.
a.

(147 U. B. 842)
BMITHMEYER et al. v. UNITED STATES.
(January 23, 1893.)
No. 645.
Cotmr or CLAius—Jumsnic’rxox—CoNonsssronu.
Lmmzr BUILDING—CLAIMS Br Aacnrrsc'r.
1. By an appropriation act assed October
2, 1888, (25 St: at Large, p. 5-3.) the control
the congressional library building was given
to'ihe chief of engineers of the army, and all

accepted by the latter, which therentternsed.
and is using, the same in the construction of
said library building; that it will cost, when
completed, $7,000,000; that the customary

said building, and the reasonable value 01

such service so rendered by them, is 2% per

detennined by the secretary of the interior, to
paid out of the sums heretofore or hereby
Ipproprlated." Held, that this did not exclude
e court of claims from the jurisdiction over
the architect's claim which it had before the
passage of the. act but merely gave the archi
its} an‘ ndditionni method of adjusting the
claim without suit, if he so desired.
.An architect devoted several years to
the preparation of plans for the construction of

not constitute a contract, but on]
lecti'lsgatures
and might yhave
been the
re
_
, intention,
’
_
declared
d 11 ed by either party without liability at any
me before {319 architect entered upon the per
1‘(

is

cent. upon the cost of the buil‘ling; and that
there is now due to the claimants 3 per cent.
on the cost of said building, namely, $210,000.

_The usual general traverse was put in by
the United States. The court of claims heard
evidence, and ﬁled ﬁndings of fact, and a ter

wards additional ﬁndings of fact, all of which
are set forth in the margin,‘ with a conclu
]Original Findings of Fact.
1. The claimants, John L. Smithmeysr and Paul
.‘I'. Pelz, were at the times hereinafter mentioned
copartners doing business as architects in the city
of Washington.
2. From the car 1378 until the 15th April, 1886,
the claimants evo'oed their time as architects in
the making 0! plans and drawings for a building
for the library of congress. They acted under the
direction and at the request of the commissions
and committees of congress mentioned in the fol
lowing acts of congress, viz.: The commission
created by the sundry civil appropriation not,
March 3, 1873, (17 St. pp. 510, 513;) the Joint com

ac June 23, 1874, (18 St. pp. 204, 226,) and t eleg~
islgtivo appropriation act, August 15, 1876, (19 8t.
pp. 143, 168;) the commission on the enlarged so
commodation for the iibrar of congress, (Act
April 8, 1878, 20 St. p. 85;) t 9 joint select com
mittee on additional accommodation for the librélarby
of congress, organized under the Act June 8, l
,
(21 St. p. 165;) deﬁciency not, March 8, 1881, (21
St. pp. 41¢», 424;) and the Act April 15, 1886, (24
8t. p. 12.
8. Under the Act 8d Maroh,1878, providing [or
"a plan for a new library building for a library of
congress " the commission appointed thereunder
published and issued the following prospectus or

SMl'l
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1'
‘Q tion
o

I

in)

of law that, upon the'ﬁndings, the claim

eants were entitled to recover $48,000: and it
‘1' entered a judgment in their favor for that
M
amount, from'which the claimants have ap
pealed to this court. The opinion of the court
h
'3' of claims was delivered by Judge Nott, and is
2'!
‘ :eported in 25 Ct. 01. 481, but the additional
r. ﬁndings of fact are not there set forth.
‘c ‘The claimants complain that, instead of be
Q
-.~ ing allowed $210,000, they were allowed only
:o $48,000. The United States‘has not appeiled,
but says that, if the question of jurisdiction
5
r: raised in the court of claims, and appearing
l‘

.

considered, is decid'd :‘.(1\'EI‘S ly to th= Unltol
States, it i< content t‘. at the judgment >il0'lld
be
‘The
aflirmed.
question of the jurisdiction of the co rt},

on of all protease
arts that the chic]

its army may deem'noce.»
that shall

order,

of claims in this case arises on certain prod-ii
sions of Act Oct. 2.1888, c. 1061), 2.3 St. pp ‘
505, 523,) entitled “An not making appropnn-_
tions for sundry civil expenses of the govern-i5

ment'for the ﬁscal year ending June thirtieth}?
eighteen hundred anl eighty-nine, and for
other purposes,” referred to in ﬁnding 7,,
which
'“For read
the as
building
follows:for the library of con-i

on the face of the'record, and hereinafter

gress, as herein provided for, and for each

invitation to architects: “Washington, August,
1873. To Architects: In accordance with the pro
visions of an act of congress approved March 8,
1873, the undersigned hereby invite architectural
ing plans) for a new building for the library of
congress,to be drawn in accordance with limits
and conditions which will be furnished to appli
cants. The sum of ﬁfteen hundred dollars will be
paid for such design as may be adjudged the best
by the commission, one thousand dollars for the
second best, and ﬁve hundred dollars to the third
best; to be paid on the 31st of December, 1873.
The plans must be submitted on or before the lst
day of November next, and addressed (prepaid)

of an elevation, framed and colored, and a pencil
study of the front elevation. In general arrange
ment it corresponded with the gothic design, which
largely increased the capacity of the building over
the premium plan,with the exception that the ﬁrst
and second stories were interchanged. In all de
signs previous to this one the building consisted
of a basement, a very tall ﬁrst story, and a sub
ordinate second story. At the time these plans
were prepared, instead of the Capitol Hill site,
originally contemplated for the erection of the li
brary, the committee considered Judiciary Square
as a possible site, and, at the request of the com
mittee, claimants prepared two cross sections of
Judiciary Square with the proposed building locat

to the Librarian of Congress, Washington, D. C.

ed, showing grades, sewers, etc.

Commission: Chairman of the Joint Committee
on the Library; Chairman of the Senate Commit
tee on Public Buildings and Grounds; Librarian of
Congress.”
4. During the ensuing 13 years—that is to say,

were delivered to the said committee.
(6) Claimants next prepared, at the request of
the joint committee on the library,a design for said
building in the Romanesque style of architecture,
with perspective elevations; that being a cheaper
style of architecture, and permitting the use of
coarser material than the gothic. There were three
drawings in all in this set of plans, and they were
submitted to the said committee.
_
(7) About 1870, claimants, at the request of said
committee, prepared a design in the German re
naissance style of architecture. with ﬁnished per

plans or sketches (not including details or work-

purpose connected‘

laddalhrs
appropriation, and all :
one node, and all sums a
heretofore made
and be expended under
aspiration of the chief of
any, who shall have Lht

signal of all said work,
his! it all persons connect
3mgperspertives and tr
sea plans were also wrﬂt

maul were adopted bl‘ ll
ipseébj that body nuthorizint

lli'l rengrcsionnl library. but
its
that at Italian renaissal
nnliobytlieolaimants, undl
thaznilleeas aforesaid, was v
stelitlle request of the so
In), two new desi us we
in thesame sly e of an
to than These exteri

'cinaettan those submitted
cottages in the interior of
invented to atiect only the

These plans
of perspectives. These

between L arch 18, 1873, and April 15, 1886—the

claimants prepared for and submitted to different
committees and commissions 01' congress the fol

lowing sets of plans and designs for a library
building, to wit:
(1) In reply to the foregoing prospectus, the
claimants submitted a plan for a library building
in the Italian renaissance style of architecture, to
said commission. Said building, by the terms of
the prospectus, was to be 270 by 340 feet. These
plans consisted of one perspective, one front ele
vation, one side elevation, one ﬁrst-story plan, one
second-story plan, and one section. They were ac
cepted by said commission in December, 1873, and
claimants were awarded the ﬁrst prize for ex
cellence of design, and were paid therefor a pre
mium of $1,500. In that competition there were ‘.33
competitors, and prizes for ﬁrst, second, and third
best plans, respectively, of $1,500, $1,000, and $500.
(2) Shortly afterwards claimants, at the request
of the chairman and members of the committee
on the library, submitted a new design as a modi
ﬁcation of the above-mentioned design, making a
change of elevation, and some changes of ground
plan. This design consisted of a colored perspec
two, a front elevation, a portion of ﬁrst-story plan,
pndlzla part of the second-story plan; ﬁve drawings
11 a .
(3) About 1875, at the request of Senator Howe
chairman of the joint committee on the librarv'

spective and eight other drawings, consisting of
front, rear, and side elevations, and a full set of

plans of the different. stories, together with a sec
tion howing the halls and reading room, all of
whi were fully developed. The study of the read
ing room was an entirely new and original design‘
and is the idea carried out in the plans ﬁnally
adopted by the act of congress of A ril 15. list)‘
and as set forth in the report of the c ief of gllgl'
neers of the army,mont~ioned in the sundry clvilaqi
of March 2, 1859, (25 St. pp. 030, 966,) as “Exblbli
D.” There were also many changes in this set of
plans, to wit, in the ground plans, and showing
higher development and greater elaboratioaol
original ideas, and progress both in construction
and ii ht effect.
(8) n 1850 claimants prepared full general draw
ings for a building in the Italian renaissance style
of architecture, embodying all the improvements
which had been made by the claimants since _1573
In this set of plans there were ﬁnished drawings
numbering 40. These drawings consisted of 8
colored perspective,with a full set of ground Plans‘

claimants prepared a plan for a new library build.
ingan the gothlc style of architecture, upon an
entirely new basis. This plan was for a building
463_fcet 11% inches by 1583 feet 0 inches, and the
series of drawings consisted of seven different
sketches, but four of which were submitted to the

elevations,
and sections, drawn on a large‘
working scale one eighth of an inch to the foot and

committee.

congress of A ril 15, 1856, aforesaid, and the?’

(4) {Stud gothic plans were acceptable to the said

one fourth of an inch to the foot, showing the com
plete arrangements of the building.

These Plans

with exterior modiﬁed as set forth in paragropi1
(10) below, are the plans adopted by act 01

committee,but at the session of congress following,

were readopte
cited. These

at the'request of Senator Howe, chairman of said
committee, claimants made modiﬁcations of the

though prepared) by the claimants’ ﬁrm, were

232313311.- deségpls for said gothic building, ﬁve in

mitg’ee. 9 an

see were submitted
'
' com to his

( _) About
the re nest
of Senator
H
chairman
of 1877,
said at
committge,
claimants
prepgfeed

by the act of March 2, 1369» 8P0“
lans, drawings, and designs»
re‘

are in consequence of a request made to - L
‘mithmeyer, individually, by the joint select coin
mittee on additional accommodations for the 11
brary of congress under the act 8th J 11119, 1330' as
more fully set forth in ﬁnding 12.
t
.

(9) In 1882, at the request of the said committee‘
plans for a new library building in the French
renaissance style of architecture. These consisted

claimants redesigned and revised the gothic Phil?’

above referred to in paragraphs (3) and t4) onb"

meta the color etiect of l
ancient in the elevation.

inns and carefully consider
an‘; architectural effect of th
Mauls, inthe year 1574,
as architects, and ‘
devotedthemselves aln

‘tip-"pardon oi the plans ab

Ill-insane of the commenc
5.5281101 regained their pri
the ﬁrm, llr. Smit
(hunt
aill? Liver
' ‘
QM}.ISbnlldidgs
Baltimore.
Vienna, Berlin. Dl‘t
“a it We requester the s:
an 7°iiih8‘purp0se of ohtai:
to .he architecture

To hot the world
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urpose connected'therewith, in
ost of all professional and other
tices that the chief of engine-~12;

' may deem‘nccessiny for the
all specially order, ﬁve hunli-ed
tars.
opriation, and all approp lations
de, and all sums available from
IS heretofore made for this pur
o expended under the direction
ion of the chief of engini-ers of
‘ho shall have the control and
of all said work, and the im
all persons connected therewith.
g perspectives and front elevations.
lans were also turned over to the
were adopted by the senate in a
that body authorizing the construc
'essional library, but which failed in
of Italian renaissance plans, re
»y the claimants, under instructions
.ee as aforesaid, was very severe and
the request of the said committee,
two new designs were prepared by
in the same style of architecture. and
them. These exterior plans were
ten those submitted in 1880. They
;es in the interior of the building,
ided to affect only the exterior, and
perspectives. These pers ectives
the color effect of using iﬁ'erent
trial in the elevation. They are on
ind carefully considered with refer
:hitectural effect of the building.
:s, in the ear 1874. gave up their
ass as architects, and from that time
evoted themselves almost exclusive
iration of the plans above described,
time of the commencement of this
not regained their private business.
of the ﬁrm, Mr. Smithmeyer, trav
his country and in Europe, visiting
ry buildings in New York, Phila
)1], Baltimore, Liverpool, London,
5, Vienna, Berlin, Dresden,Leipsic,
it the request of the said joint select
the purpose of obtaining informa
'.to the architecture of the great
;s of the world.
gress, by the Act 15th April, 1886,
ms prepared by the claimants in
tissanee style of architecture, as set
‘eceding ﬁndings, the commission
was organized, and the work of
ie library building under and in
;h the said plans so furnished by
50 adopted by congress was com
ionth of October, 1886.
action of the commission the foun
'or the rotunda and center building,
toms and corner pavilions of the
r the plan so adopted by congress,
excavation and drainage system
iiding has been completed. Some
of cut granite for the cellar walls

so small quantities of terra cotta
igs, and broken stone for concrete,
‘ed on the premises. Only about
of the granite, however, had been
d for. A partial outﬁt of derricks,
ts. and other mechanical appli
ollected, mainly by transfer from
adding tor the state, war, and
s, and a number of contracts were
lance with the provisions of the
,October 2. 1888, (25 St. pp. 50.’),
chief of engineers, on October 3,
ie superintendence of the new
it the requirements of said act
of said building to s'iqwicooi
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And all contracts for the construction of said
building, or any part thereof, shall be made
by the chief of egineers of the army. and so
much of the act entitled ‘An act authorizing
the construction of a building for the accom
modation of the congrtssionil library,’ ap
proved April ﬁfteenth, eighteen hundred and
eighty-six. as requires the construcli in of
said building substantially according to the
plan snbi'iiitted to the joint select coinniittie
on additional accommodations for the library
of congress, by John L. Smithmeyer, and so
much of the ﬁrst section as provides for a
commission, together with the eighth section
Gen. Casey so far changed the plans adopted by
the act of April 15, 1886, as to reduce the cost
within this prescribed limit, by cutting out the
curtains connecting the wings with the central
pavilion, and abutting the wings immediately
thereupon, thus eliminating the courts formed by
said curtains, and the storage ma azines contained
therein, in this way decreasing t e size of the pro
posed building and the amount of material re
quired in its construction.
The plans so submitted are the plans marked
“A” in the report of the chief of engineers, and
are the identical plans submitted by John L.
Smithmeyer and adopted by congress by the act
of April 15, 1886, with certain parts omitted as
aforesaid.
2) Plans D, mentioned in said act of March 2,
1889, are the identical lans which congress had
formerly adopted by t e above-mentioned act of
April 15, 1886, with certain interior parts of the

building for book magazines omitted, which omit
ted parts are shown in the drawings appended to
the said report of the chief of engineers.
8. At the time when the Actl5th April, 1886, (24
St. p. 12,) authorized the construction of a library
building “substantially according to the plans
submitted to the joint select committee on addi
tional accommodations for the library of congress
by John L. Smithmeyer, in the Italian renaissance

style of architecture, with such modiﬁcations as
may be found necessary or advantageous without
materially increasing the cost of the building, "no
speciﬁcations ﬁxing or designating the material of
the building had been adopted, and until such
speciﬁcations were adopted, or the kind of material
was in some way determined, it was impossible to
ﬁx, except approximately, the amount of the esti
mated or anticipated cost of the building to be
constructed.
The ﬁrst estimate of the cost of the building
authorized by the Act April 15, 1886, made by

anv oﬂicer or agent of the government, was made

by'the chief of engineers of the army in his re
port to the speaker of the house of representa
tives, hearing date December 1, 1888; that. is_ to
sav, after the duty of constructing the building

he'd been devolved upon him by the Act m October,
1888, (25 St. pp. 505, 523.) In his report he submit
ted to congress an “estimate of cost of the original
plan modiﬁed," which “estimate” amounted to
$6,003,140.
_ _
This original plan “modihed" was the plan ‘of
the claimants at opted by the Act April 10, 1886,
and the modiﬁcation consisted in omitting about.
one sixth of the ﬁnished interior, though retaining
the external walls of the huilding'as originally
designed by the claimants. The portion so omitted
would cost. it built according to the original plan,
about $1,000,000 in addition to the estimate of ad,

003,l-t0 made by the chief of engineers for the
modiﬁed plan. This modiﬁed plan, to cost $6,003,
140, was designated in the report to congress a’
“Plan D, " and is the same plan adopted and air
thorized by the Act 2d March, 1889, (25 bt. pp
939, 906.)
_
But in 1884, while the claimants’ plans were std.‘
under consideration in congress, the claiman
Smithme‘ver had prepared a paper entitled ‘.“cs
cription of the plans for a new building fin ‘H

SMI'l
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of said act, be, and the same are hereby, re
pealed, and the duties of said commission un
der said not are hereby devolve-l upon the
chief of engineers of the army, who shall an
nually report to congress at the commence
ment of each session a detailed statement of
all the proceedings under the provisions of
this act; and hereafter, until otherwise or
dered by congress, no work shall be don‘ in
the construction of said library except such
as is herein provided for, and all contracts
for work or materials not necessary for the
execution of the work contemplated herein
are hereby rescinded. And all loss or dam
age occasioned thereby or arising under said
contracts, together with the value of the plan

for a library building'subinitted to the joint::

congressional library, ” which was “ordered to be
rinted for the information of the members of the
ease, April 8, 1884. " The plans referred to in this
document were the same plans then before con
ress,subsequently designated as the “ Plan of John
i. Smithmeyer” in the act of 1886, after which the
building is now being constructed; and it was an
accurate description of the said plan as then ex
isting. It concluded with the following para
g ra
“The: approximate estimate of the cost of com
pleting this structure, made from the drawings
on hand this date—i. e. the plan adopted by the
committee-in the Italian renaissance style of ar
chitecture, in stone and iron, will be $3.262,600,
and the cost of completing such portions of the in
side for occupation as will accomodate one million
of books will be $2,328,600.”
9. The usual and customary schedule of charges
and the professional practice of architects, as pre
scribed by the American Institute of Architects,

prescribed by the foregoing schedule of the Ameri
can Institute.
10. The plans prepared and submitted by the
claimants, and accepted and so used by the gov
ernment in the construction of the building, con
sisted of “preliminary sketches and general draw
ings, ” within the meaning of the classiﬁcation in
the schedule of the American Institute of Archi
tects, and were so complete and perfect that any
competent architect could take them and con
struct the contemplated buildin
from them,
without the assistance or advice 0 the claimants.
For such preliminary studies and general draw
lugs the rate of remuneration prescribed in the
sc edule set forth in the preceding ﬁndingis, with
speciﬁcations added, 2% per cent. upon the cost or
pro osed cost of the work, but, inasmuch as the
kin of material and the style of ﬁnish for the
library building had never been ﬁxed upon by
congress or by any oﬁiccr or agent of the ov

(chartered under the laws of the state of New

the claimants.
They consequently were unable to furnish the
speciﬁcations, and were relieved from the duty
and labor of preparing them. The court ﬁnds
$3,300 to be the reasonable value of the service of
preparing speciﬁcations for this building from
which the claimants were so relieved; that is to
say, if the claimants are entitled to recover a
commission of 2% per cent. on the cost or pro
posed cost of the building, the sum of $3.800 l‘epl‘e'
sents the amount which may be deducted for
speciﬁcations, which they were ready and willing
to furnish, but which they did not, in fact, furnish,
to the defendants.
_
11. On the 1st of October, 1886, the commission
created by the act of 15th April, 1866, appointed

York, and of which both claimants are members,)
the Western Association of Architects, and other
architectural societies, including the District of
Columbia, and by the profession generally, ﬁxes
the rates of compensation and rules governing the
same as follows:
“For full professional services, (including su
pervkisiom) 5 per centum upon the cost of the
wor .
The charge for partial service is as follows:
_

_

_

Per cent.

Preliminary studies . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Preliminary studies, general drawings, and

speciﬁcations. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2%
Preliminary studies, general drawings, speci
ﬁcations, and details.. . . . .. . .............. . .

3%

“For works that cost less than 810.000, or for
monumental and decorative work and ‘designs for

furniture,a special rate in excess of the above.
An additional charge to be made for alterations or
additions in contracts or plans, which will be

valued in proportion to the additional time and
services employed. Necessary traveling expenses
to be paid by the client. The architect’s payments

are successively due as his work is completed in
the order _of the above classiﬁcations.

Until an

actual estimate is received, the charges are based
upon the proposed cost of the works, and the pay
ments are received as installments of the entire
fee, which is based upon the actual cost.”
These are the rates and rules established by the
custom and usage of the profession, and are never
deviated from by architects in good standing, ex
cept under exceptional circumstances, and then
on y by a special and express contract.
The plans under which the building for the li
brary of congress is being constructed are de
signed and intended for a monumental building
within the meaning of the paragraph of the fore:
going schedule which prescribes additional rates
for such plans.
In a number of cases the executive branch of the
government has employed architects at the rates

select committee on additional accommo
dations for the library of congress by John
L Smithmeyer in the Italian renaissance
style of architecture, may be adjusted and
determined by the secretary of the interior,
to be paid out of the sums heretofore or
hereby appropriated: provided that, be
fore any further contracts are let for the
construction of said building, general plans
for the entire construction thereof shall
be prepared by or under the direction of
the chief of engineers of the army, which
plans shall be subject to the inspection and
approval of the secretary of war and the sec
retary of the interior: and provided, further,

ernment, no speciﬁcations were ever prepare by

the claimant John L. Bmitbmeyer architect of the
library building, and ﬁxed his compensation at
$5,000 per annum. On the 13th November, 1856i
the commission also appointed the claimant Pall

J. Pelz principal draughtsman, and ﬁxed his com
pensation at $3,000 er annum. The appointments
were in writing.
r. Smithmeyer continued in
the service of the defendants as architect of the
library building until October 3, 1888, when he was

removed by the chief of engineers. Mr. P812 18
still employed. The claimants, at the time of 86
cepting such appointments, did not notify either

congress or the commission that they intended W
charge according to the schedule of the institute

for the plans furnished, nor did they so now!
congress or the commission before the work began

on the building under the act of 1886, but; had Dre‘
viously notiﬁed the chairman of the joint select
ctlimmittee that they intended to charge for the
p ans.

During the preceding 12 years—that 18. 5W1
from October, 1874, to April 15, 1886—the claiin
ants had given substantially their whole timfl ‘0
the service of the committees and coinmlf'lsion5

having charge of the subject of a library building.
as is more particularly set forth in ﬁnding 4; a“
had also furnished the necessary draﬂghmmen
and clerks and oﬁice room.

It has been shown

that the cost of draughtsmen, clerks, and Omce

is total cost of said hull
with? million dollars. ex
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um] cost of said building shall not
“shall;” that the secretary oi? the interior
1r million dollars, exclusive of ap—
was thus constituted a special tribunal to
iS heretofore made."
adjust and determine the equitable right 01'
icular provision referred to is that
Mr. Smithmeyer for the value 01.‘ his plan;
m damage occasioned thereby, or
that the secretary of the interior never had
der said contracts, together with
an opportunity to make payment for the
of the plan for a library building
plan, as, according to ﬁnding 14, the claim
to the joint select committee on
ants did not submit any demand to him for
accommodations for the library of
an adjustment and determination under the
' John L. Smitlnneyer, in the Ital
act oi.‘ October 2, 1888; and that neither the
:ance style of architecture, may
court of claims nor this court has any juris
. and determined by the secretary
diction in the premises. It is contended that
rlor, to be paid out of the sums
the act referred the claim to the secretary
)r hereby appropriated."
of the interior as a special tribunal, with ex
ended for the United States that
clusive power, not only to make an award,
‘may," in such provision, means
but also to pay its amount.

\
y about 50 per cent. oi’ the gross re
architect’s business, and that the
and speciﬁcations in the oiﬂce of the
architect oi’ the treasury is about 2%
the cost of the building; but it has
vn what were the expenditures of
during the lByearsabove mentioned,
‘.hat their oﬂice rent was $600 per an
it they ordinarily employed a num
; and draughtsmen, whose compen
ively ranged from $2 a day to $10 a

your consideration other eligible sites that may
occur to you. If a. new building should be decided
should be not less than four hundred and ﬁfty
(450) feet in length and three hundred (300) feet
in width; that it should be constructed of ma
terial as durable as the two wings of the capitol;
and that the interior should he brick._iron, or

desire of the committee that you consult with the Y
librarian of congress. It is proper in this connec
tion to call your attention especially to that part of
section 1 which looks to the improvement of the
‘legislative halls,’ ‘ the convenience of communi
cation between them,’ ‘their better ventilation,
light, and exposure to the open air.’ That subject
you will consider in connection, however, with the
primary purpose oi’ this le islation,-which is to
provide a structure (or the etter accommodation
of the library of congress, and for its future wants.
1e Joint Select Committee on Addi
The committee earnestly hope that you and your
iodations for the Library of Con
associates
will be able to meet at an early day, and
:ton, D. 0., June 17, 1880. John L.
proceed with the duties pointed out in this‘act.
lsq., Washington, D. C.—Sir: The
They
hope
to receive a preliminary report from
imittee contemplated by the act oi’
you, if possible. as early as the lat of October-next,
ved June 8, 1880, (a copy of which
and
it
is
their
expectation that they will have such
inclosed,) being duly organized,
reports from you as will enable them to report to
me to notify you that you have
congress
upon
its meeting in December next. The
5 one of the ‘three ersons of suit—
committee have designated Mr. Edward Clark,
attainments ’ provi ed for in said
architect
of
the
capitol, to act as chairman of the
the questions therein named. In
nmunication to you, the committee board when in consultation. Very respectfully
yours,
&c.,
D.
W.
Voorhees, Chairman. ”
)ur attention to the provisions of
After receiving such appointment, the claimant
relating to the examination of the
Smithmeyer
entered
upon and performed the du
. This examination will be made
vith your associates, Mr. Edward ties therein indicated, both with regard to the
adaptation
oi.’
the
capitol
to the purposes of a li- ‘
oi’ the capitol, and Mr. Alexander
brar and with regard to a separate uilding. In
Lon. It is not deemed neccssar
the
ischarge
of
t
ese
duties
he produced, at the
out your duty in connection wit
request of the joint select committee, in 1880, a
of said act, except to call your at
plan
or
plans
for
the
alteration
and enlargement
;t sentence of the same. You will
of the capitol, and a lan for a. building to be
vision is there made for acompar
erected
on
Judiciary
quare,
and
likewise the
n and estimate of the advantages
accommodations connected with plan or plans described in ﬁnding 4, subd. 8, for
a
separate
building.
The
latter
plan
or plans had
is erection of a separate building
inscribed upon them the name of Smithmeyer &
The object of the act is to em
Pelz,
the
claimants‘
ﬁrm
name,
and
were
reputed
‘sons of suitable skill and attain
bJect ofarchitccture to determine by the ﬁrm, and at its cost, but were delivered to
the
committee
by
the
claimant
Smithmeyer,
and
'acticable and beneﬁcial’ to pro
:commodations for the library in the plan so delivered was the same adopted by and
referred
to
in
the
Act
15th
April,
1856,
as
“the
plan
‘he capitol building, or whether it
o elsewhere and erect a separate submitted to the joint select committee on addi
and your associates ﬁnd adverse tional accommodations for the library of’ congress
:vullding on the (present capitol, by John L. Smithmeyer. " It was reported to
so desire you, an each of you, to congress by the committee on the 14th January,
ac‘lﬁcations, and estimates for a 1881, restudiod, and greatly im roved by the claim
ants, and was afterwards mo iﬁed at the request
:hgible point in the city, discon
of the committee, as set forth in paragraph (10) of
capitol. In doing this the com
ﬁnding
4.
‘
so that whatis known as ‘Judi
No express contract or agreement_was entered
also the ground east of the pres
into
by
the
committee
and
the
claimant_bmith
d, be taken into consideration;
{these points the committee do meyer, determining his compensation for his serv
understood as excluding from ices generally, or for preparing these speciﬁc
plans; neither was any contract whatever entered

ltely after the enactment oi’ the act of
80, thejointselect committee therein
:1 Edward Clark, Alexander R. Esty,
int John L. Smithmeyer as the three
ms contemplated by that act to de
ler it was practicable and beneﬁcial
itional library space in the capitol,
to erect a separate building. The
pointment was in the following
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But this right of action accrued in 1886,
and the court of claims from that time had
tull jurisdiction over it, under its general
jurisdiction. The act of October 2, 1888, did
' not'repeal, either expressly or by implication,
the general jurisdictional not of the court or
claims, to the extent of this case. The pur
port of the act of 1888 seems to have been
to provide a. method of adjusting the claim,
it the claimants so desired, without a suit.
The claimants had a. right to the additional

method, but they could also waive its beneﬁt.
The general jurisdiction of the court or
claims, and the additional method of adjust
ment, can both of them well stand together.
De Groot v. U. S., 5 Wall. 410, 432; Gordon
v. U. S., 7 Wall. 188; Henderson's Tobacco,
11 Wall. 652; Shutte v. Thompson, 15 Wall.

into between the committee and the ﬁrm of Smith
meyer A: Pelz.
13. The following statement sets forth all the
syments made by the defendants to the claimants
n and about the matter of preparing plans _for a.
building for a. congressional library, including a
plan for the extension of the capitol. With the
exception of the ﬁrst item 0! $1,500, all the pay
ments were made to Smithmeyer alone, for his in
dividuul services, under the provisions of the act
of June 8, 1880.

been, and still is, in process of construction accord
ing to the plan designated b the Act 15th April,
1856. modiﬁed by the Act 2d arch, 1889, ssis more
fully set forth in the preceding ﬁndings.
16. The court ﬁnds the fair and reasonable value
of the claimants’ services in preparing the plans
delivered to the joint. select committee and report
ed to congress on the 14th of Jnnuary, 1881, end
which are now being used by the government in the
construction 01’ a library building, tobe ($48,000)
forty-eight thousand dollars.

Statement of Payments.
From the $5,000 appro riation of March 3, 1873,
“fora plan for e new bu iding fore library 0! con
gress," (17 St. p. 518:)
On December 29, 1878, “for one set oi‘ de
signs for s new building for the library
01' congress, the amount of the ﬁrst.
$1,500 00
premium".........
.
From the ep ropristiou of $8,000, made
by the act of one 8, 1880, (21 St. p. 165,)
and the not 0! March 8, 1881, (Id. 424,) to
be expended by the joint select commit
tee created by said not of June 8, 12580,
for the purpose thereinmentioned:
On August 10, 1880, “for services ren
dered the joint select committee to pro
vide additional accommodations for
the library of congress".. . ..
. .. ..
On October 23, 1880, “for serv
ren
dered and drawings submitted" for
said committee . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . ..
on _- -,
, “for droughts of plans,
etc., for library building" . . . . . . . . . . . ..
On February 26, 1881, “for ground plans,

60000
50000
80200

elevations, and perspective drawings

of the capitol building, as illustrating
the preliminary report on the subject
oi’ extending it". . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
On March 30, 1881, for “ professional serv
ices rendered" .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
On November 2, 1881, for “labor on plans,
sections, etc. ”. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. ..
On Febr’uary 2S, 1882, for “scrvic s ren
er
,. .... ..
... .. .
On June 29, 1582, for “p
.
a1 serv
ices rendered, i. e. estimates, draw—
ings, etc., etc. " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
On August 23, 1882, for “professional
services up to date" . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . ..

650 00
650 00
500 00

todmn of British Museum",......‘.,. ..
Totalasabove................

Additional Findings of Fact.
1. From the passage 0! the not of 15th April,
1886, until October 1, 1886, neither of the claimants
were in any way in the employ of the defendants.
At this time the claimant Smithme er was em
Eloyed. The following letter shows t e extent of
is employment:
Washington, D. 0., April 19, 1587. John L.
Smithmeyer, Esq.—Denr Sir: At a meeting 01 the
commission held on Friday, October 1, 1886, you
were appointed architect oi’ the building for the
accommodation of [the library oﬂ] congress, ate
compensation of $5,000 per annum. Res ectfully,
L. Q. C. Lamar, Sect. of the Interior and ‘hsirmun
Cong. Library Commission. "
Subsequently, and on the 13th day of November.
1386, the commission employed the claimant Pelz
as principal draughtsmen of the building, and
agreed to pay him $3,000 per annum.
The claimants were not employed as a ﬁrm, and
neither had any interest in the employment 0! the
other, or in the services to be rendered by theoth
er, or in the compensation to be paid forsuoh serv
ices. Their employment related solely to service
to be rendered by them in the future construction
of the building, and no other.
2, Subsequently to the act of April 15, 1866. the
defendants paid for the services of drnugbtslnen,
computers. modelers, and experts of every kind.
and also all expense for stationery, instruments,
clerk hire, oi‘ﬁce rent, fuel, gas, and all other nec
essary expense which might be connected with In
nrchitcct‘s oﬁice, and none of such service or ex
genes was paid by claimants or either of them.
I'om April, 1586, to the 30th oi April. 1583. the
commissioners paid for such expense the sum of

800 00
955 00

40 so
$7.397 88

14. The
claimants
not. interior,
snbmittegnﬁilg like;
mend
to the
secretaryhave
of the
provisions of the act of October 2, 1868 above
cited, forndjustment and determinntion' n'orhnve
they: or either of them, made any clnim‘to the ex
ocutive department in regard to any matter al
leged 1n their petition looking to the payment of
the fees or compensation demanded in this suit.
15. Since October, 1886, the library building has

3. The acceptance of the sslariesby Smithmeyer
and by Pelz were the only acts, as far as appears.
done by them, or either oi’ them, or agreements.
express or implied, between them and the defend
unts or the commissioners, relative to their com
pensation as architects, either for preparing “5
plans or superintending the work.
4. In determining the value of claimnnts'serv
ices in preparing the piansnccepted by the defend
ants, and adopted by them, and used by them 11!
the construction of the library building, no allow
once has been made for service rendered after i118
14th day of January, 1881, in restudying and 1m
proving such plans, or in preparing the new 9

slgns for the exterior of said building, as set forth
ll] paragraph (10) of ﬁnding 4, and in the lnBi'Pl‘m'
graph
ﬁnding
12.
5. Inofﬁxing
$48,000

as the fnir and ressonﬂble

value of claimants’ services in prcpm‘lng 5”‘
plans, accepted and ado ted by the doleudﬂm. 11°
allowance has been me e for the expenses 0

erchitect’s otlice.
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limitation on the part
girls! the value or their
sushi not to be estimu
zone at quantum moruit,
on: be paid according it
new by the general 11311;,"
a ‘pinion throughout thc
i whence, the mun or c

759; Chew Heong v. U. 8., 112 U. S. 536, 5
Sup. Ct. Rep. 255; U. S. v. Great Falls

400 00

On January ‘.30, 1883, for“scrvices ren.

dered as professional expert" . . . . . ..
On January 4, less, for “drawings, pho
togmphs, copies of plans, and books
purchased from C. Pulmen, Esq. cus

151; Bechtel v. U. S., 101 U. S. 507; Camp
bell v. U S., 107 U. S. 407, 2 Sup. Ct. Rep.

ﬁt r. ilnnunn, 147 U.
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Co., 112 U. S. 645, 5 Sup. Ct. Rep.
i. v. Harmon, 147 U. S. —, infra.

ing under the act of April 15, 1886, although
they had previously notiﬁed the chairman of
atention on the part of the claim
the Joint select committee that they intended
at the value of their plans or serv
to charge for plans.
it not to be estimated according
The acceptance by the claimants or employ
e of quantum meruit, but that they
ment at an agreed compensation per annum,
be paid according to the rates es
before either party had acted on the faith
by the general usage of the archi
of a diﬁerent unders tanding, leaves no room for
cssion throughout the United States.
implying any other contract or usage. There
idcnce, the court of claims, by ﬁnd
was an express contract by which the claim
und the fair and reasonable value
ants, as architects, were under the duty of
vices of the claimants, in prepar
lans delivered to the joint select furnishing plans at the agreed compensation.
In the opinion given by the court of claims
reported to congress on January
it is stated that the court was of opinion that
and which are now used by the
the acts of the parties indicated that the serv
t in the construction of the library

ices ot the claimants should be estimated
a be $48,000. This was a ﬁnding
lencc. The evidence is not before
thout it, we are asked, on ﬁnding
to work done in connection with
h were not adopted, to reverse
.‘llﬁ of the court of claims as to
able value of the plans which

according to the rule of quantum meruit,
and not according to the schedule of charges:

of the American Institute of Architects; that;

instead of a. percentage, the United ‘States.
elected to give, and the claimants consented
to take, two annual salaries amounting to
ed, and for which alone the right $8,000 a year, as an equivalent for such per
centage; that, as the claimants thus departed
1tion exists.
s from the ﬁndings of the court from the general rule 01' architects, of meas
uring their compensation by the customary
at no contract, express or implied,
fees of their profession, and did so without
i into with the claimants, or ei
any express agreement or reservation as to
1, by any commission, committee,
iicer empowered to adopt plans, the preceding part of their service, the court
was of the opinion that such part should be
architects, or to enter upon the
estimated according to the same rule, which
of the building, until Act April
the parties had themselves adopted; and that,
50, (24 St. p. 12,) referred to in
taking those facts of mutual acquiescence as
vas passed, which adopted the
elements for computing damages, bearing in
lthmeyer. The act did not con
mind that a period of about six years existed
itract, but only declared the in
between October, 1874, when the claimants
e legislature. It might have been
began to give their entire time to what may
any subsequent time before the
be termed the evolution of their plans, and
inged their position and entered
January 14, 1881, when the plans were sub
formance of the proposed work,
mitted to congress, and remembering also
er party becoming liable to the

' v. County of Cook. 103 U. S.
From 1873 to 1886 the serv
rIaimants were of an advisory
compensation, and were such
re mentioned in the statement
in ﬁnding 13 as "professional
ﬁnding 11, the commission cre
lct of April 15, 1886, (24 St. 1).

il Smitlnneyer, on October 1,
rchitect of the library building,
ition of $5,000 per annum; and
13, 1886, it also appointed the
to be principal draughtsman,
tion of $3,000 per aunum; both
being in writing. Mr. Smith

that one of the claimants had received from
the government, for other professional serv
ices connected with the library, the sum or
$4,600, the coiu't found as the value of per
fecting the design and preparing the plans a.
like equivalent of six years’ service at $8,—
000 a. year, and ﬁxed the damages at $48,000.
This we consider a. proper and reasonable
decision.
Judgment aﬂil‘med.
m

(147 U. s. 268)
UNITED STATES v. HARMON.
(January 16, 1893.)

ed in the service of the United

No. 649.

1itect ot the building, until Oc
a period of over two years.
found in ﬁnding 11 that the
the time of accepting those

Cums mums-r rm: UNITED Srnss—Mmsnans’
FiaEs—MiLEAoE—Sauvmo WRITE—TRANSPORTA
nox or Pmsoxans.

did not notify congress or the
it they intended to charge ac

schedule or the American In
itecls for the plans tm'nished;
o notify congress or the com
the work began on the build

1. The disaliowance by the ﬁrst comptroller
of the treasury of a mnrshal's account for‘ fees
is not such a rejection or adverse report by a
court, de artment, or commission, under the
proviso o 24 St. at Large, p. 500,
1, cl. _1, as
to prevent a circuit court from taking JllTiSdit>
tion of a suit for the claim. 43 ll ed. Rep. 500,
“32%;: the ﬁrst circuit the marshal is en

titled. under Rev. St. 5 829, cl. 3, to a fee of two
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dollars for distributing venlres to the constables,
according to the long-established practice in that
circuit. 43 Fed. Rep. 560, aﬂirmed. _
3. A marshal is entitled to be reimbursed
for money paid with the ap roval of the attor
ney general, to whom Rev. t. § 368, gives gen
eral supervisory power over the accounts of
the court oﬂicers; the avment having been
made on a requisition o _the district attorney
for blanks necessary for his use. 43 Fed. Rep.
560, aﬁirme .
4.Under Rev. St. 5 829, cl. 24, when the
court adjourns over one or more days, the mar
shal may return home, and charge travel for
going to attend the term at the day to which it
is adjourned and he may also charge travel for
going to each special term. 43 Fed. Rep. 560,
aﬂirmed.
5. Under Rev. St. § 829, cl. 18, a marshal
may charge two dollars a day for expenses in
endeavoring to make an arrest when the serv
ices charged for were actually rendered, and
the disbursements actually made.
6.Undcr Rev. St. § 829, cl. 25,_where a
marshal serves several precepts (not in behalf
of the same person) against diﬁerent persons,
for different causes, he is entitled to full travel
on each, though they are all served on the same
trip, 43 Fed. Rep. 560, affirmed.
7. Act Cong. Feb. 22, 1875, c. 95, 5 7, does
not preclude a marshal from charging full mile
age on each of two or more writs served at the
same time and place on different persons, but
applies only to cases in which there is no actual
travel, as where a writ was sent through the
mail to be served by a deputy near the place of
service. 43 Fed. Rep. 560, aﬁirmed.
8. The hire of hacks to transport prisoners
to and from court being agreed to have been
in accordance with the usual practice, and to
have alwa s before been allowed, it will be pre
sumed to ave been re uired by the court, for
the prompt dispatch of usiness, and a. marshal
should be reimbursed for money so spent. 43
Fed. Rep. 560, aiﬁrmed.
9. A circuit court, under the discretion giv
en by 24 St. at Large, p. 508, § 15, on a petition
by the marshal to recover fees and ex enses
against the United States, awarded
59.15
costs, “considering the frivolous and vexatious
nature of the objections taken." On appeal the
items of costs were not ob'ected to, and did not
appear in the record.
old, that the costs
must be assumed to have been taxed in accord
ance with the statute, which says that costs
shall include only what was actually incurred
for witnesses and fees paid to the clerk.

presented to the district court, proved to its

Em u intervening day.

satisfaction by his oath, approved by it, for

ﬁwﬂre dnlysr

warded to the ﬁrst auditor of the treasury

,M m remaining sum

and by him to the ﬁrst comptroller, and dis
allowed by the latter; the items of the same
being set forth in detail in schedules annexed
to the petition.
The United States, by a plea in the nature
of nonassumpslt, put in issue the plaintiffs
right to recover. The suit, under the require
ment of section 2 of the act of 1887, was tried
by the court without a jury.
There was ﬁled the following admission in
writing, signed by the district attorney of the
United States: “In the above-entitled cause,
it is admitted, on behalf of respondent, that
the services charged in the petition and sched
ules were actually rendered; that the dis
bursements charged were actually made ill
lawful money; and that the sums charged as
paid to witnesses were actually, and in every
instance, paid upon orders issued in due form,
either by court or a commissioner of the cir
cuit court, in the respective cases."
a
The case, as now presented before us, in’:

ran: on! m we?“ .21

rolves only items'nnmbered 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, until‘

At Law. Action by Charles B. Harmon
against the United States to recover certain
fees and disbursements due the plaintiff as
United States marshal. Judgment was given
for plaintiff. 43 Fed. Rep. 560. Defendant
appeals. Aﬂirmed.
Sol. Gen. Aldrich and Felix Brannlgan, for
the United States.
. M. Rand, for appeiieo.

‘Mr. Justice BLATCHFORD delivered the
opinion of the court.
This is a suit brought in the circuit court of
the United States for the district of Maine,
February 7, 1890, by Charles B. Harmon
against the United States, under the act of
March 3. 1887, c. 359, (24 St. p. 505,) to recov

will toms of the ‘1mm
gasket»! the dimer coil
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courts 0i’ Spec-L
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mini travel on each ;
Lrrfinm, via:
inipn'iii In U. S. i‘. It
:1 are snbpoem from
‘sinshdistxici, at Grant

ishiii‘
9, discussed in the opinion of the circuit court
There was ﬁled, before the hearing, an
"agreed statements of facts," signed by the
attorneys for both parties, the only parts of
which that it is important to recite being as
follows:
“First. As to jurisdiction:

“That, of the total amount claimed by peti
tioner, items amounting to $140.32 were disal
lowed by the ﬁrst comptroller prior to March

3, 1887.
"Second. As to the items claimed:
"That they are correctly classiﬁed and set

forth in the abstract of schedules annexed to
brief of petitioner.
“Third. As to the several classes of claims:"

“2. Distributing venires, marshal’s fees, Slsﬁ'
“That, if the marshal is entitled to a fee of
$2 for each venire distributed to the several

Appeal from the circuit court of the United

States for the district of Maine.

I

constables, he is entitled to the amount
claimed; but it is claimed by respondent that
said amount was erroneously charged in the

marshal’s accoimt as mileage, and was for
that reason disallowed by the comptroller

“3. Paid for blanks for United States attor
ney, $14.
"That upon requisition of the United States
attorney, approved by the attorney generalY

this amount was paid by the marshal for
blank indictments and informations for the
necessary use of the United States attorney

That a similar charge has since been allowed
by the comptroller.

"4. Marshal’s travel to attend court,$156'50'
"That, of the amount claimed, $113-80 is
for travel to attend regular terms of the cir
cuit and district courts, and that one travel’

er $1,770.60 as fees and disbursements of Har

$1.80, has beeuallowed and paid to the mar‘

mon while marshal of the United States for
that district, from March 9, 1886, to October
1, 1888, which were included in his account

shal for travel at each of said terms.
“That said $118.80 is charged for travel on

days when said courts were held by Bdlwm'

‘astounded by comptroller
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n intervening day, and were not

icuiive days.
remaining sum of $37.80 is
travel to attend 21 special courts

rms ot the district court.

That

)t the district court shows that
ial courts or special terms were
res endeavoring to arrest, $4.
charge for two days at $2 was
y the ﬁrst comptroller solely be

imed it was not charged in the
nt.
to serve precepts, $237.60.
ome instances the officer had in
.- service several precepts against
rsons for different causes, and
r of two or more of such precepts
of one trip, making but one trav
rst remote point of service, but
i travel on each precept. The
rn, viz.:
ril 24. In U. S. v. Jeffrey Gerroir,
've subpoena from circuit court,
‘s district, at Cranberry Isle, 314

,
led by comptroller because the

:avel was from Portland to Cran
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those items of the claim, amounting to M4".- _
32, which were disallowed by the ﬁrst comp
troller before March 3, 1887. By section 2 of
the act of that date, the circurt and district
courts of the United States are vested
with concurrent Jurisdiction (within certain
limits as to amount) of all matters which, or
section 1 of the act, "the court of claims shall
have jurisdiction to hear and determine," in
cluding "all claims founded upon the constitu
tion of the United States or any law of con
gress, except for pensions, or upon any regu
lation of an executive department, or upon
any contract, expressed or implied, with the
government of the United States, or for dam
ages, liquidated or unliquldated, in cases not
sounding in tort, in respect of which claims
the party would be entitled to redress against
the United States, either in a court of law,
equity, or admiralty, it the United States were
suable: provided, however, that nothing in
this section shall be construed as giving to ei
ther of the courts herein mentioned jurisdic
tion to hear and determine claims growing
out of the late civil war, and commonly known
as ‘war claims,‘ or to hear and determine oth
er claims which have heretofore been reject
ed, or reported on adversely, by any court,
department, or commission authorized to hear
and determine the same."
The question is whether claims disallowed

say 206 miles. It travel, as
)t to be allowed, then this charge
206 miles, $12.36. That in serv
it of removal, (in every instance
listrlct,) or warrant to commit,
has charged travel, while the
laims that, transportation of oni
ner being allowed, no travel can

1887, were claims which, under section 1 of
the act of that date, had been, prior to its
passage, “rejected or reported on adversely
by any court, department, or commission au

irting

thorized to hear and determine the same."
It is contended for the United States that

prisoners

to

and

from

amount was actually paid for
accordance with the usual prac
: the charge had always before
The comptroller claims that
was excessive, and the use of
saw."
» to the allegations in the peti
narshal duly rendered his ae
id, and that the same were duly
he court, and approved and for

accounting oﬂicer of the treas
H

s tried before Mr. Justice Gray
t, Circuit Judge, and the opin
irt was given by Mr. Justice
l. Rep. 560. The court found

:ier for the whole of his claim
1d rendered judgment in his ta
2 and $59.15 costs.
it also, in
2ctiou 7 of the act of 1887, spe

the facts of the case to be as
I! agreed. The United States,
ths, ﬁled a petition alleging er
ng an appeal, which was al

restlon in the cars: is whether
thad jurisdiction to pass upon

by the ﬁrst comptroller prior to March 3,

except where congress, by special law, em
powers some court or executive oﬂlcer tohear
and determine a claim against the United
States, the accormting oﬂicers of the treas
ui'y department alone have the power to hear
and determine it; that, under section 236 o!

the Revised Statutes, "all claimsand demands,°°
whether by the United States or against»

them, and all'accounts whatever in which
the United States are concerned, either as
debtors or as creditors, shall be settled and
adjusted in the department 01.’ the treasury;"
that, as to marshals’ accounts, their settle
ment and adjustment belong to the ﬁrst an
ditor and the ﬁrst comptroller alone, under
sections 269 and 277 of the Revised Statutes;
that, prior to the act of 1887, the only reme

dies existing in favor of marshals, as against
the action of the accounting ofiiccrs, were, in
proper cases, by set-off in the circuit or dis
trict courts, or by suits in the court of claims;
that prior to the establishment of the court
of claims the settlement and adjustment of
accounts by the accounting oﬂicers of the
treasury department, and their ﬁnal action on
claims and accounts, were regarded by all the
departments of the government as a ﬁnal de
termination, adjustment, and adjudication of
the claims and accounts so passed upon; that
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its, 11 ct 0' m and
in respect to hearing such claims the account
lng oﬂ‘icers constituted the "department"
which heard and determined them; that their
powers came within the very terms of the act

of 1887; that the act of 1887 cannot be con
strued so as to apply only to claims determined
by courts and special tribunals; that, when the
accounting oﬁicers of the United status set.
tie accounts and claims, they are authorized
to hear and determine them, and to reject or
report adversely such claims or items as. in
their judgment, should be disallowed; and.
therefore, that the claims so reported are re
Jected by a. department authorized to hear
and determine them, within the meaning of
the act of 1887.

But we concur with the views of the cir
cuit court on this point. which, in its opinion
delivered by Mr. Justice Gray, are expressed
as follows:
“Upon the question whether a. disallowance
of an account by the ﬁrst comptroller of the
treasury is within the latter part of this pro—
viso, there has been a diversity of judicial
opinion. The circuit court for the eastern
district of Missouri held that it was, and its
decision was followed by the district court in
this district, as well as in the eastern district
of Missouri. Bliss v. U. 8.. 34 Fed. Rep. 781:
q Rand v. U. S.. 36 Fed. Rep. 671; Preston v.
a U. S., 37 Fed. Rep. 417. But the opposite
I view har'sincc been maintained, on fuller con
sideration, by the district court in Connecti
cut, in Georgia, and in Illinois. Stanton v. U.
3., Id. 252; Erwin v. U. 8., Id. 470; Hoyne v.
U. S.. 38 Fed. Rep. 542.
“The earlier decisions are based upon sec
tion 269 of the Revised Statutes, by which it
is made the duty of the ﬁrst comptroller ‘to
superintend the adjustment and preservation
of the public accounts subject to his revision,’
and upon section 191, which is as tollows:
‘The balances which may from time to time
be stated by the auditor, and certiﬁed to the
heads of departments by the commissioner
of customs or the comptroilers of the treas
ury. upon the settlement of public accounts,
shall not be subject to be changed or modi
tied by the heads of departments, but 5119,11
be conclusive upon the executive branch of
the government, and be subject to revision
only by congress or the proper courts. The
head of the proper department, before sign
ing a. warrant for any balance certiﬁed to him
by a. comptroller, may, however, submit to
such comptroller any facts, in his judgment,
aﬂectlng the correctness of such balance;
but the decision of the comptroller thereon

March 3, 1817, c. 45, § 8, (3 St. p. 367;) March
3, 1849, c. 108, § 12. (9 St. p. 396.)
“Section 191 is a reenactment of the act of
March 30, 1868, c. 36, (15 St. p. 54.) Before
that act it was settled by a series of opinions
of successive attorney generals that the ac
tion of the comptroller or of the commission
er of customs was subject to the revision of
heads of departments. See opinion of Attor
ney General Stanbery, of September 15. 1866,
and earlier opinions therein referred to. 12
Op. Atty. Gen.
The action of accounting
oﬁ‘lcers of an executive department was never

Ems-once as applied
as an as applied to it
i on and district court

again any court depnrtn
,1‘ The words must be i
on insurer in the snnn

:grir; ill adjudication, on
mine parties in the an
nrmni The proviso

nation shall be oonsiru
when the question was brought before a com-t5

of justice. Acts'lilarch 3, 1797, c. 20, (1 St‘
p. 512;) May 15, 1820, c. 107, § 4, (3 St. p.
595;) Rev. St. § 3636; U. S. v. Jones, 8 Pet.
375, 384; U. S. v. Bank of Metropolis, 15

Pet. 377, 401; 1 Op. Atty. Gen. 624; 5 0p.
Attys. Gen. 650.
"The sole purpose and effect of the act
of 1868 were to regulate the business of the
executive departments; to deﬁne the compar
ative powers of the comptrollers or the com
missioner of customs on the one hand, and
of the heads of departments on the other, in
the performance of their executive and min
isterial duties; and to make the decision of a
comptroller or of the commissioner of cus
toms ﬁnal and conclusive, so far as the ex
ecutive department was concerned, but not
to affect the powers of the legislature or 0!
the judiciary. 13 Op. Attys. Gen. 5; 14 Up.
Attys. Gen. 65; 15 Op. Attys. Gen. 192. 596.
626; Delaware R. Steamboat Co. v. U. Sn

5 Ct. 01. 55.
"The not itself, after providing that the

more courts named in
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changed or modiﬁed by the heads of depart
ments, but shall be ‘conclusive upon the ex
ecutive branch of the government,’ adds, in
equally unequivocal terms, ‘and be subject to
revision only by congress or the propel‘
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hereinbefore provided.’ Act March 30, 18631
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"The judgments of the court of claims, and
"I
0f the supreme court on appeal from its (18‘

cisions, accord with this view, and unlﬂil'mly

shall be ﬁnal and conclusive, as hereinbefore

treat the action of the accounting officers =15

not conclusive in a suit between the United

adjustment and preservation of public ac

Chorpenning v. U. 8., 11 Ct. Cl. 625, and 9‘
U. S. 397, 399; Pittsburgh Sav. Bank v. U. 8.:
16 Ct. 01. 335. 351, 352, and 104 U. S. 728's
734; Wallace ‘v. U. S., 20 Ct. Cl. 273, ﬁnd
116 U. S. 398, 6 Sup. Ct. Rep. 408; Sounders

Acts Sept- 2. 1789. c- 12. 5 3. (1 st. p. 66;)

amloitheact oil

considered as a conclusive determination‘,

provided.‘
"The clause of section 269. as to the gener
si duty of the comptroller to superintend the
coimts subject to his revision, is a re-enact
ment of a provision of earlier acts, reaching
back to the foundation of the government.

an Rep 467.
aimrds ‘hear and dett

States and the individual. McElrath v- U
S.. 12 Ct. 01. 201, and 102 U. s. 426, 441;

Worden: um
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1 Ct. Cl. 408, and L0 U. S. 126, 7

tion 829, cl. 3,) and with the settled course of
decision in this circuit. U. S. v. Cogswell, 3

ep. 467.

on 1 of the act of March 3, 1887, c.

881

i

Sum. 2041; U. S. v. Smith, 1 Woodb. & M.

urds ‘hear and determine’ are used i 184; U. S. v. Richardson, 28 Fed. Rep. 61,
,—once as applied to the court of i 73-” In the case last cited the mode of sum
i moning jurors in the ﬁrst circuit is fully ex
ice as applied to that court and to
and district courts, and again as l plained. As to this item 2, all that the coun
sel for the United States says is that the ﬁnd
‘any court, department, or commis
ing as to it is not of fact, but is a more con
se words must be taken to be used
clusion of law, and therefore is error. We do
stance in the same sense, and as
not perceive that there is any error.
ill adjudication, conclusive as be
Item 3 is as follows: "Paid for blanks for
parties, in the nature of a judg
vard. The proviso that nothing in United States attorney, $14." As to this item
a shall be construed as giving to 3 the agreed statement of facts says: “That
upon requisition of the United States attor
ie courts named in the act jurisdic
r and determine any claims ‘which ney, approved by the attorney general, this
otore been rejected, or reported on amoimt was paid by the marshal for blank
indictments and informations for the necea
by any court, department, or com
thorized to hear and determine the ry use of the United States attorney. That
it be limited to a rejection of a a similar charge has since been allowed by
the comptroller." As to this item 3 the cor
an adverse report thereon, by a
irtment, or commission, which de
cuit court says: "The sums paid by the mar
he rights of the parties, such as
shal, upon the requisition of the district at
111 by the secretary of the treasury
tomey, approved by the attorney general, for
blank indictments and lnformations for the
mi; of expenses under the captured
oned property acts, as in U. S. v.
necessary use of the district attorney, having
lZ-i U. S. 236, 8 Sup. Ct. Rep. 446,
been paid by the marshal, with the approval
:ision of an international commis
of the attorney general, exercising the gen
eral supervisory power conferred by Rev. St.
Meade v. U. 8., 9 Wall. 691.
2r, the court of claims, even before § 368, the marshal is entitled to be repaid
those sums." All that the counsel for the
c of the act of 1887, had jurisdic
United States says in regard to item 3 is that
lms under an act of congress or
intract, and could, therefore, hear
the item is payable only out of the earnings
of the district attorney, and is a part of his
nine claims for legal salaries or
hell v. U. S., 18 Ct. Cl. 281, and oﬂice expenses, and that the marshal cannot
be allowed credit for that item, because‘?
46, 3 Sup. Ct. Rep. 151; Adams v.
there'is no law authorizing or making appro
t. Cl. 115; U. S. v. McDonald. 128
priation
for such blanks. We think that item
\ Sup. Ct. Rep. 117; U. S. v. Jones,
3 is allowable.
, 16, 9 Sup. Ct. Rep. 669.
Item 4 is as follows: "Marshal's travel to
not believe that the act of 1887.
\act to provide for the bringing of attend court, $156.60." As to this item 4 the
agreed statement of facts says: "Of the
it the government of the United
amoimt claimed, $118.80 is for travel to at
l the manifest scope and purpose
tend regular terms of the circuit and district
re to extend the liability of the
to be sued, was intended to take courts; and one travel, $1.80, has been al
lowed and paid to the marshal for travel at
isdiction already existing, and to
each of said terms. That said $118.80 is
decisions of accounting oﬂicers
' and effect which they never had charged for travel on days when said courts
were held by adjournment over an interven
ing day, and were not held on consecutive
is follows: “Distributing venlres,
aes, $186." As to this item the days. That the remaining sum of $37.80 is
il'llﬁllt of facts says"‘that, if the charged for travel to attend twenty-one spe

entitled to a fee of $2 for each
hated to the several constables.

clal courts or special terms of the district
court. That the docket of the district court

d to the amount claimed, but it

shows that said twenty-one special courts or

>y respondent that said amount
isly charged in the marshnl's ac

special termh were duly held." As to this
item 4 the circuit court says: "By Rev. St.

leage, and was for that reason

§ 829, cl. 24, the marshal is to be allowed ‘for
traveling from his residence to the place of

\y the comptroller.” As to this
lrcuit court, in its opinion, says:
rict, the jurors being drawn by
l accordance with the laws of
fees paid by the marshal to the
r their services, as well as Q1051.

iin for his own services, in dis
lres, are in accordance with the
s of the Revised Statutes, (see

holding court, to attend a term thereof, ten
cents a mile, for going only.’ This allowance
is not expressly, or by any reasonable impli

cation, restricted to a single travel at each
term, but extends to every time when he may
be expected to travel from his home to at
tend a term of court. It the court sits for
any number of days in succession, he should
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continue in attendance, and is entitled to only

Cranberry Isle, 314 miles, $18.84,'—is suspend.
ed by comptroller because the only actual
travel was from Portland to Cranberry Isle.
say 206 miles. If travel, as charged, is not to
be allowed, then this charge should be for
206 miles, $12.36. That in serving a warrant

one travel. But, if the court is adJourned
over one or more intervening days. he is not
obliged to remain, at his own expense, at the
place of holding court, but may return to his
home, and charge travel for going anew to at
of removal, (in every instance within this dis‘:
tend the term at the day to which it is ad
trict,) or warrant to commit, the marshal has“
;lourned. His right to charge travel for
going to each special court or special term is, ‘charged travel, while the comptroller claims‘
that, transportation of oﬂicer and prisoner
if possible, still clearer, and is scarcely con
being allowed, no travel can be charged" In
tested." The counsel for the United States
regard to item 6 the circuit court says: “The
says that this item is for mileage of the mar
general rule prescribed by Rev. St. § 829, cl.
shal for traveling more than once from his
residence to attend a term of court, and is
25, allows the marshal ‘for travel, in going
for travel caused by temporary adjournments
only, to serve any process, warrant, attach
of the court for a. day or two during a term
ment, or other writ, including writs of sub
thereof, the marshal preferring to go home,
poena in civil or criminal cases, six cents a
rather than to remain, at his own expense,
mile, to be computed from the place where
at the place of holding the court; that a fair
the process is returned to the place of serv
areading of section 829 of the Revised Statutes ice.’ The explanatory or restrictive provi
Eforblds more than one mileage for going to
sions as to the cases of two persons served
' attend a term of court; ‘that it allows the with the same precept, and of more than two
marshal, "for traveling from his residence to
writs in behalf of the same party, against the
the place of holding court, to attend a term
same person, emphasize the general rule, and
thereof, ten cents a mile, for going, only,"
conﬁrm its application to several precepts
and does not say that he shall have such
against diiIerent persons for different causes,
mileage for each time he travels from his
although served at the same time. This
place of residence to the place of holding
clause of the fee bill, which allows for travel
court, during a term thereof. No suggestion
in going only, as a. compensation for actual
is made on behalf of the United States that
travel in both going and returning, is wholly
independent of, and unaffected by, the dis
‘if item 4 is legal the amount allowed is unrea
sonable. We think that the item was proper
ia'nct clause allowing fees for transportation
of oﬂicer and prisoner only while the oﬂlcer
ly allowed.
Item 5 reads as follows: “Expenses endeav
has the prisoner in custody, and without any
oring to arrest, $4." As to this item 5 the
regard to any additional distance which he
agreed statement of facts says “that this
may be obliged to travel out and back in serv
charge for two days at $2 was disallowed by
ing the warrant of arrest or removal. The
the ﬁrst comptroller solely because he claimed
United States rely on the act of February 22,
it was not charged in the proper account."
1875, c. 95, § 7, which, after providing that
As to item 5 the circuit court says: “The all accounts of attorneys, marshals, and
charge for expenses in endeavor-ing to make
clerks for mileage and expenses shall be au
an arrest was no more than the statute per
dited, allowed, and paid as if the act of June
mits to be allowed. Rev. St. § 829, cl. 18."
16, 1874, c. 285, had not been passed, further
As to this item 5 the counsel for the United
provides that ‘no such oﬁlcer or person Bllﬂll
States says that the ﬁnding is defective; that
become entitled to any allowance for mileage
it is not shown that the expenses amounted
or travel not actually and necessarily P91"

to $2 a day: and that the fee bill allows nec

formed under the provisions of existing llm'

essary expenses only, and not exceeding two
dollars a day. We think the item is covered
by the admission that the services charged in
the petition were actually rendered, and that
the disbursements charged were actually
‘made in lawful money. This four dollars is
for “expenses."
Item 6 is as follows: "Trav to serve pre
cepts, $237.60." In regard to item 6 the

18 St. p. 334. We concur in the opinion of
Attorney General Devens that this last Pm

agreed statement of facts says: “That in
some instances the oﬁloer had in his hands
for service several precepts against diiferent
persons, for different causes, and made serv
ice of two or more of such precepts in the

vision, which manifestly includes marshal!
does not deny a marshal full travel on two 0i‘

more writs in his hands at the same time
and served at the same place on dlllerenl

persons, inasmuch as his travel is actual and
necessary to serve each and every of those
writs, but that ‘that provision was intended

to apply to cases in which no actual travel
is performed in serving process, as, for in
stance, where the writ is sent through the‘

mail to be served by a deputy at or near ﬁle?
place of service.’ 16 ‘Op. Attys. Gen. 1601'

‘muse 0t 0119 111D; making but one travel

169. It follows that by the statute of 187“

to the most remote point of service, but
charging full travel on each precept The
following item, viz.: ‘1886, April 24. In U, s_
v. Jeffrey Gerroir, travel to serve subpoena
from circuit court, Massachusetts district, at

the travel to be allowed to the marshal fol‘
serving at Cranberry Isle a subpoena from the

circuit court for the district of Massachu
setts must be limited to his actual travel with
in his district from Portland to Oranbel'l'l

.
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1 cannot include the constructive trav

The circuit court, under the discretion given

Boston to Portland, amounting to
ad that the marshal is entitled to re
ie rest of the sums charged for travel

' precepts." In regard to item 6 the

to it by section 15 of the act of 1887, (24 St.
p. 508,) awarded to the plaintiff $59.15 costs,
“considering the frivolous and vexatious na
ture of the objections taken to the greater

for the United States says that the
Dart" of his claim. The items of costs al
for travel fee on more than one writ,
lowed are not objected'to, and do not ap
s being served on dlderent persons,
pear in the record sent up. It must be as
ent causes, in the course of one trip,
sumed that the costs were taxed in accord
the same question is involved in No.
ance with the statute, which says that the
S. v. Fletcher.) 13 Sup. Ct. Rep.
costs “shall include only what is actually in
10 counsel for the United States in curred for witnesses, and for summoning the
in No. 783, relies on the same pro
same, and fees paid to the clerk of the court."
the act of February 22, 1875, c. 95,
Judgment aﬁirmed.
'51:. p. 334,) which, recited above, re
) clerks, marshals, etc., provides that
a
officer or person shall become en
any allowance for mileage or travel
(147 U. S. 413)
iiy and necessarily performed under DOYLE v. UNION PAC. BY. 00., (two cases.)
sions of existing law." But we think
(January 23, 1893.)

of Attorney General Devens in his
I October 10, 1878, (16 0p. Attys.
169,) cited and quoted in the opinion
cult court in the present case, is the
iew on the subject, and that the
properly allowed,
s as follows: “Transporting prison

Nos. 100,-10L
LANDLORD AND Tamar—Warm Bau'rxox Exis-rs
—Dascsnous PREMISES—TRIAL—INBTRUCTIONS.
'
Where a railroad company leases to an
individual a house situated near its railroad
traclfi under an agreement that the lessee shall

d from court, $78." In regard to
e agreed statement of facts says:
amount was actually paid for hack
:cordance with the usual practice,
he charge had always before been
The comptroller claims that the

as excessive, and the use of hacks
'y." In regard to item 9 the cir
says: “The hire of hacks to trans
1ers to and from court is agreed

sen in accordance with the usual
ad to have always before been al
. must be presumed to have been
' the court for the prompt dispatch
s." The counsel for the United
us that it is contrary to law to al

em, and that the service is covered

company's duty in respect to the leased prem
isel, is merely that of landlord and tenant.
2. Under the rule that there is no implied
warranty on the part of a landlord that the
demised house is safe or reasonably ﬁt for 00
cupation, a railroad company which lets a house
situated upon a mountain side where snowslidel
sometimes occur is not bound to notifv the
lessee of the danger therefrom, although the
company has knowledge thereof, and the lessee
has not, and has never before lived in a region
where snowslides occur; and in the absence of
any deceit or misrepresentation the company is
not liable for personal injuries to the lessee, or
for the death of members of her family, occa
sioned by the destruction of the house by a
snowslide.

3.It is not reversible error for a federal
judge to express to the 'nry his opinion on the

facts, if the rules of aw_ are correctly laid
dlem fee of ﬁve dollars for attend
and bringing in and'committing

down, and the jury are given to understand
that they are not bound by such opinion.

1d witnesses. But the ﬁve dollars
wan to the marshal for his attend

States for the district of Colorado.

t must be presumed that the hack
ecessary for the prompt dispatch
and for preventing the escape of
We think the item was properly
nd that there is no clear and un
'001' of mistake, as against the ap
he circuit court, within the prin
swn in U. S. v. Jones, 134 U. S.
Sup. Ct. Rep. 615.
:ontended by the counsel for the

In error to the circuit court of the United
These were two actions brought by Marcella
Doyle against the Union Paciﬁc Railway (‘om
pany, one of them being for personal injiries
to herself, and the other to recover for the
death of her children; such injuries and death
being caused by a snowsiide which destroyed
the house in which she was living, and which
she had leased from the defendant company.
There were verdict and judgment for defend
ant, and plaintltI appeals. Aﬂirmed.

as that the circuit court erred in
T. M. Patterson, for plaintiff in error.
x judgment in favor of the plain

'>4.12, in the absence of a ﬁnding
meat of that sum would not ex
:imum compensation of the plain
1 States marshal, and the proper

his oiilce. But we think that is
lch still remains open for adjust
treasury department.

J'ohn Ii‘. Dillon and Harry Hubbard, for de
fendant in error.
q
r‘

‘Mr. Justice saunas delivered the opinion?
of the court.
In the early part of November, A. D. 1883,
Marcella Doyle, a widow with a family of
six children, agreed with the Union Padno
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Railway Company to occupy the company's
section house situated on the line of the rail
road at or near Woodstock, in the county of
Chaﬂee and state of Colorado, and to board
at said section house such section hands and
other employes of the company as it should
desire at the rate of $4.50 per week, to be
paid by the persons so to be boarded, and the
company agreed to aid her in collecting her
pay for such board by retaining the same for

her out of the wages of the employes 50 1°
be boarded.
Mrs. Doyle moved with her children into
the section house, and continued in the dis
charge of her duties as boarding housekeeper
until the 10th day of March, A. D. 188i, when
a snowslide overwhelmed the section house,
injured Mrs. Doyle, and crushed to death the
six children residing with hot‘.
Subsequently, Marcella Doyle brought, in
the circuit court of the United States for the
district of Colorado, two actions against the
Union Paciﬁc Railway Company,—one for her
personal injuries; the other for damages suf
fered by her in the 10m of her children,-—and
which latter action was based on a statute of
the state of Colorado.
The actions resulted in verdicts and Judg
ments in favor of the defendant company,
and the cases have been brought to this court
by writs of error. As the cases turn up
on the same facts and principles of law, they
can be disposed of together.
The record discloses that the facts of the
ease, as claimed by the respective parties.
and certain admissions by the. defend'nt
company, were stated in a bill of exceptions,
and upon which instructions by the court
were given which are made the subject of
the assignments of error.
The bill of exceptions was as follows:
415
“Be it remembered that on the trial of the

do, where said children were killed. That
said children were all killed while in said sec
tion house, on the 10th day of March, A. D_
1884, by a snowslide, which then and there oc
curred from the mountain side above said sec
tion house. That said section house was built
and used by the defendant as and for a sec
tion house and a place at which the section
hands of the defendant who should work on
said section could board and lodge.
“That on or about the 5th day of Novem
ber, A. D. 1883, at the instance and request of

the defendant, and for the mutual beneﬁt of
herself and the defendant, the plaintiff un
dertook and agreed with the defendant to
keep for it, during its will and pleasure, its
section house situated at or near Woodstock,
on the line of its railroad, in the count)‘ of
Chaﬂee and state of Colorado. That by the
said agreement between her and the d-fend
out the plnintiﬂ was to provide and furnish
board at said section house for such section
hands and other employes of the defendant
as it should desire, at the rate of four ands

one-half dollars per week, to be poll by the:
persons so'furnirhed with such board; but‘
the defendant was to aid and assist the plain
tiﬁ in collecting her pay for such board by
stopping and retaining the same for her out

of the wages of those so furnished with such
board. That plalntlﬁ thereupon, to wit. 011
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1! the attention of the

the said 5th day of November, A. D. 1883v
moved into said section house with her fam

“I main of still i

“Y, and entered upon th) discharge of her

“

duties as the keeper thereof, and remained
there in the discharge of such duties until

‘Jilin, at or about the li

him was ollled

the occurrence of the suowsllde, on the 10th

'imbum» bl‘ one of tin‘
fl“ ‘mint who uses

of March, A. D. 1884.

lite til min mﬂmi

That the defendant

did not at any time notify or apprise the
Plaintiff or either of her said children. or

he: mm m Andrew

cause her or either of them to be notiﬁed or
apprised, of the danger of a snowslide or

m’ ‘will Where and

cause. at the ‘November term, A. I). 1886, of

snowsiides or of the liability of a snowsllde

“'1 “with That a

the said circuit court, the defendant admit,
ted, and such admissions were necaivel in
evidence before the jury:
“That the plaintiff was at the several times
named in the complaint a widow and the
mother of the said Martin Doyle, Andrew
Doyle, Christopher Doyle, Catharine Doyle,
Marcella Doyle, and Maggie Doyle, mentioned
and named in the complaint as the children
of the plaintiff, and as having each and "11

or snowslides at such place where said section
house then was, or in that locality. And the
plaintiff, further to maintain the issues on 1191‘

been killed by a snowsllde at Woodstock in

snowslides, and dangerous on that account
That the sides of the mountain at the him!v

the month of March, A. D. 1884.
"That. her husband and the father of said

children had died previously to their death.

part, introduced evidence tending to 5m“
that said section house was a one-story from
building, and was constructed in 1882. about

the time that said railroad was ﬁrst operated

the me ill!

1 m iilﬂdren were 11

Em "me the said
11;“ neither of
“ oi l!liar-d1
:‘slld ganglia
stile

this liromlnl
“Emilia side there “.3

in that section of the country; was sltuﬂwd

many '° thirty it
in the mountains, near the base of a high and

steep mountain, and in a. place subiect w

‘h‘ ﬂiidownmmew
yuglier after leaving ,
an‘ “other drav

MM‘ "1% section

of which was the house in question Wm

unmarried and had no child nor children,

marked by the tracks of former snow-Slide!
but only those familiar with snowslldes and
their effects would know what they 11PM"
That the defendant was aware of said danger

and had each lived with their said mother,

at and before the time it engaged the lllllm'

making their home with her, up to the time
of their death; and were each then living

with the plaintiff, aiding and assisting her 1;

tiff to keep its said section house. That the
plaintiff and her said children had never b6
fore resided in a region of country subiect m‘

""1 about mil-kins a living, and m and about

snowslides, and had no knowledge of snow

her duties and labors in the keeping of the
section house of the defendant at Woodstock,
in the county of Chatfee and state of Colora.

slides or of their indications, or of the dim‘_
gers incident thereto, and was not aware 01'
the particular danger in question. That the"

That each of said children was of the age
and sex stated in the complaint; was each

rd

1;?"

form] ﬁll!) dr

‘mm m the Section l1
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rominence or "hip on this mountain
ui. ten or twelve hundred feet above
>n house. which cut off a view of the
i side above said hip from the sec
:e or its immediate vicinity. That
id hip there was a large d'pr2ssi0'1
an the mountain side extending from
to the summit, into which great

between the section house and the said hip
on the mountain, (which hip is termed a
‘projection of rocks‘ by some of the wit- '
nesses,) and passes on to the eastward of
Woodstock a considerable distance, where it
turns, and, forming a kind oi.‘ horseshoe
shape, runs back again past Woodstock,
but between the sectionvhouse and said hip,— '

i of snow fell and diifted during the

the section house being below and distant"
from this lower track about two hundred and ,

ason of each year, thus’teniing to
iowslides of danger to persons in
on house or its vicinity. 'lhat this
'as not apparent ever to a person
uowledgc of snowslides and their
thout a view or examination of this
side above said hip. That the alti
‘liii section house was about 10,200

point of altitude where they cross this line

of the summit of said mountain

from-the section house to the hip on the‘

thirty, feet; and the two tracks forming this‘

horseshoenre both between ‘the section house )
and said hip,_,and on- a. direct line from‘thc ,

section house‘up to the hip. The two tracks"
are about ﬁve hundred feet apart, the upper

track .belut; . about, seventy feet higher in

v000 feet. That the snowfall there
in the winter season of each year,
depressions on the mountain side
i with snow by drifting. That the

mountain side above.
That there was a
water tank on the upper side of the lower
track ﬁfty or sixty feet to the westward
of the section house, which water tank was
of March 10, 1884, which killed injured by the snowslide of February, 1883.
iiidren, proceeded from this dep es
“That the snowslide of March 10, 1884,
> said hip. That a snowslide of less
spread out as it descended the mountain, so
1, and of less scope and extent, oc
that where it passed over the lower railroad
erc in February, 1883, in the szmev
track its space in width was six or seven
‘ from the same source. which hundred feet, and the section house was not
within about two hundred feet of far from the center of said snowslide track.
a house, and of which the defend
"That the contour of this mountain, be
iowledge at the time thereof.
ginning at the section house and ascending
.0 attention of the superintendent
the mountain, is about as follows, to wit:
Istruction of said railroad and 03
Above the section house it slopes slowly to
a house was called to the fact of the ﬁrst railroad track; then there is a rock
\r, at or about the time said section shde; then there is a bench above that, and
built, by one of the civil engineers
on the same level of the upper railroad track,
fendant who assisted in locating
and above that a. steep gorge, and on each
said railroad.
side of said gorge there is a thin belt of tim
1' said son Andrew Doyle was an
ber, and between these belts of timber and
the defendant—a section hand on along the gorge there is a space from three
section where said section house to four hundred feet in width of nothing but
d—at the time he was so killed rock, with a very steep slope, and above this
owslide.
That the plaintiff and
slope some very steep rocks, (the hip on the
children were in said section
mountain side) and above this hip is a large
he time the said children were basin or depression extending on up the
that neither of said children
mountain side three or four thousand feete
a of said danger before the said
long to the summit of the mountain, which;
if March 10, 1884, occurred.
has an elevation or'altitudc of about 11,500‘
'ough this prominence or hip on feet, the mountain side above the hip being
[in side there was a chasm or
very steep, having a slope of more than thir
twenty to thirty feet wide, which
ty-three degrees, and from the hip down there

in down to the section house, but
ier after leaving the hip.
'i‘hat
raw another draw united about
tween the section house and the
id formed one draw from their
on to the section house.
mountain is a part of the range

1s known as the

‘Continental

ich divides the waters of the
‘In those of the Paciﬁc. At this

Woodstock station the course of
u is nearly east'and west. This
ses this mountain by means of
led ‘Alpine Tunnel,’ which is to
‘d of a line north of Woodstock,
is this mountain at a heavy
the side thereof, about midway

is quite a precipitous piece of rock, not per
pendicular, but quite steep, and after or be
low that the slope is at an angle of about
twenty-ﬁve degrees. In the basin above the
hip there is no timber, and in and about the
section house there is a space of eight or
nine hundred feet square on which there is
no timber except three or four trees.

“That the timber on the mountain side was
sparse and scattered. That only a few trees
were carried down by the snowslide. That

snowslides do not always follow beaten
tracks made by former snowslides on the
same mountain side, but frequently depart

therefrom. That the snowsllde of March 10
1884, separated into broken fragments or di

visions before reaching the base of the moun

886
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tain, one of which struck the section house,

of construction of said railroad was not
called by any one to the fact of there being
resulting in the injuries complained of.
“That the winter of 1883~84 was severer, any danger from snowslldes at the place
where said section house was built, but that
and the snow fell some deeper, than the win
the conversation or notice referred to was in
ter previous thereto, and that it snowed heav
ily and continuously from about the 1st of regard to a place a. mile or more further up
March to the 10th of March, 1884, and the Quartz creek; that the said Andrew Doyle
trains had ceased to run on account of the had been an employe of the defendant as a
snow. That ordinarily in the winter season section hand, but had quit work some days
the snow was from ﬁve to seven feet deep before on account of the road being block
in said locality in places where it did not adcd by snow, and all attempts to open it
drift, and after it had settled compactly. having been abandoned, and for ten days or
That it drifted greatly, ﬁlling up basins and more before the snowslide no work whatever
depressions on the mountain sides.
That was being done by defendant on said road form
there were rockslides and existing evidences ‘a distance of several miles each way from:.
of former snowslides on this mountain side said Woodstock; that said prominence or hip
on the mountain side mentioned by the wit
above said section house.
"That the snowslide of February, 1883, de
nesses tended to protect said section house
posited snow and debris on the upper track and its immediate locality from snowslides;
of the railroad above said section house from that there was no chasm or draw immediate
twenty to twenty-five feet deep; and for a ly above said section house, and that what
considerable space of time from then, during ever formation of that kind there was on said
the remainder of that winter and the follow
mountain was a. distance of two hundred feet
ing spring, the said railroad was not operated or more north of said section house; that said
on account of the snow.
section house was broken down by said snow
"And the defendant, to maintain the issues siide of March 10, 188-1, by a preading out
on its part, introduced evidence tending to of the snow as it came down the mountain,
prove that said section house was built be and that said ection house was on the south
§low the said tracks and behind, and protected crly side of said snowslide; that the gorge re
' by a'thlck growth of timber above and be
ferred to is simply an opening a few feet
tween said section house and the mountain; wide in the ridge of rock referred to as the
that there were no marks or tracks of former
‘hip’ or ‘prominence;' that a short distance
snowslides directly above or in the vicinity above said prominence the general timber
of said section house; that the defendant was line of the country is reached, above which
not aware of any danger from suowslidcs at no timber occurs; that there was a consider‘
the place where the section house was built, able amount of timber between said section
but, on the contrary, that the otiicers of the house and the ﬁrst railroad track, and a thick
company had carefully examined the locality growth of large timber immediately above
where the same was built, and the contour the ﬁrst railroad track, extending up some
of the mountains above the same to the sum
distance towards the second track of the loop,
mit of the range, and that said section house and some scattering timber above the upper
was built at that place because the otﬁcers of track; that there are no rockslides or existing
the company thought that it was — safe evidences of former snowslides on the moun
place, and could not be endangered by snow
tain sides immediately above said section
siides, which were apt to occur in that part house.
of the country; that the prominence or hip
"And the foregoing was all the evidence in
spoken of was a protection against snow
the case."
slides which might occur on the mountain
To the answers of the court to the prayer!
sides above said section house; that an exam
for instructions, and to the charge, the Pm"
ination of the ground, timber, and rocks in
till’ has ﬁled l3 assignments of error.
the vicinity of where the house was built,
The twelfth assignment alleges that “tllt
and above, on the mountain side, showed
circuit court erred in charging the i111‘! Bub
that there had not been a sncwslide there for
stantially to the effect that they must and fol
at least two hundred years; that the snow
the defendant;" and in the brief of the plain
slide of March 10, 1884, was caused by a
tiff in error it is asserted that the answers
storm of unprecedented severity and dura
of the court to the several requests for in
tion, and that the same came down through
structions were in effect diretions to the 111i’!
the timber above said house, breaking down
to ﬁnd for the defend-mt.
and carrying with it standing trees, from
Although, in point of fact. the court did 110t

bushes up to trees two feet in diameter; that

give the jury peremptory instructions to ﬁnd

the snowslide mentioned as occurring in Feb_
rnary, 1883, came down a considerable dis

for the defendant, but left the casts to them

tance to the north of where the one came

found verdicts for the p'aiutiff, yet the valid

on instructions under which they might 1111i‘e

down in 1884, and that the snowslide in 1883
ity of the pla‘ntiif’s exceptions to the court's
did no damage except to cover up a short
treatment of the cases may be conveniently!‘
distance of the railroad track, and break in
tested by assuming, for the prcﬂeni, that meg
some boards of the house under the water ‘Charge and instructions legally amounted t0‘

tank; that the attention of the superintendent

:1 direction to ﬁnd for the defendant. II 8-“

“anfnﬂzlw‘cuﬁlfzc-ﬁ<nm
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examination of the facts and of the principles
of law involved warrants us in concluding
that the court would have been justified in

so doing, it will not be necessary to consider
each and every assignment of error, nor to
minutely scan isolated expressions used by
the court.

The ﬁrst question to be determined is, Wh‘lt
was the relation between the plaintiii’ and the
railway company? Was Mrs. Doyle a servant
or employs of the company, aiding in the
transaction of its business and subject to its
directions, or was she a tenant at will hold
ing the premises by an occupation during
the will of the company? The facts averred
by the plalntilf show that the company was
not interested, in a legal sense, in the manage
ment of the boarding house; did notreceive the
board moneydlay the expenses, take the prof
its, or suffer the losses. The company could
notcall upon her for any account, nor could she
demand payment from the company for any
services rendered by her in carrying on the
boarding house. The fact that the company
agreed to aid her in collecting what might
be due to her from time to time by the board
ers, by withholding moneys out of the wages
payable to them by the railroad company.
did not convert Mrs. Doyle into a servant of
the company, or change her relation to the
company as a tenant at will of the company's
house. Such an arrangement might equally
have been made if Mrs. Doyle had been the

owner of the house. The court below was
not in error in holding that the relation of

the parties was that of landlord and tenant.
If, then, such was the relation of the par
ties, upon what principle can a liability for

the damages occasioned by the snowslide be
put upon the company? There was neither
allegation nor proof of fraud, misrepresenta

tion, or deceit on the part of the defendant
company as to the condition of the premises.
Indeed, it was not even pretended that the
catastrophe was in any way occasioned by

the landlord that the house is reasonably fit
for occupation; much less does it imply a
warranty that no accident should befall the

tenant from external forces, such as storms,
tornadoes, earthquakes, or snowslidrs.

The

law is thus stated in a well-known work on
Landlord and Tenant:
"There is no implied warranty, on the let
ting of a house, that it is safe, well built, or

reasonably fit for habitation; or of land, that
it is suitable for cultivation, or for any other
purpose for which it was let; and where a
person hired a. house and garden for a term
of years, to be used for a dwelling house,
but subsequently abandoned it as unﬁt for
habitation, in consequence of its being in
fested with vermin and other nuisances,
which he was not aware of when he ttok
the lease, the principle was laid down. after
an elaborate review of all the cases where a
contrary doctrine seemed to have prevailed,
that there is no implied contract on a demise
of real estate that it shall be fit for the pur
poses for which it was let. Consequently an
abandonment of the premises under til‘ se cir
cumstances forms no defense to an action for
rent; and in all cases where a tenant has been
allowed, upon suggestions of this kind, to
withdraw from the tenancy, and refuse the
payment of rent, there will be found to have
been a fraudulent misrepresentation or con
cealment as to the state of the premises
which were the subject of the letting. or else
the premises proved to be uninhabitablo by
some wrongful act or default of the landlord
himself. The lessor is not, however, always§
bound to disclose the state of the‘premisesi

to the intended lessee, unless he knows that
the house is really unﬁt for habitation. and

that the lessee does not know it, and is in
ﬂuenced by his belief of the soundness of the
house in agreeing to take it; for the conduct
of the lessor may, in this respect, amount to
a. deceit practiced upon the lessee." Tayl.

Landl. & Ten. 5 382.

the condition of the house.
a It was, indeed, alleged that the section

Shouse was built near the base of a high and
steep mountain, and in a place subject'to
Sncwslides, and dangerous on that account;
that the company was aware of said danger;

that the plaintiff and her children had never

The principles applicable to the present
case have been well stated in the recent
case of Bowe v. Hunking, 135 Mass. 380.
The syllabus states the case and decision as
follows:
"A tenant cannot maintain an action
against his landlord for an injury caused by

before resided in a region of country sub

iect to snowslides, and had no knowledge of

falling upon a stair in the tenement, the

mowslides or of their indications, or of the

tread of which has been sawed out and left
unsupported by a. previous tenant, there hav
ing been full opportunity to examine the stair
at the time of hiring, and no warranty of the
ﬁtness of the tenement having been given by
the landlord; the only evidence of knowledge

dangers incident thereto; and that the com
iii-ill’ did not at any time notify or apprise the

plaintiff or her children of the danger of
snowslides or of the liability of snowslides at

"Q11 Place where said section then was, or
in that locality; and upon this alleged state
01 facts it was contended that the jury had
‘ l'lght to ﬁnd that the railway company was
guilty of carelessness or disregard of duty

towards the Plaintiff such as to make it lin
ble in these actions

on the part of the landlord being that he
knew the stair had been sawed out, that he
tried it, and it bore his weight, and he
thought it would hear anybody's weight."
The judge directed a. verdict for defendants,
and the supreme court sustained this ruling.

I‘ "I however. well settled am the law

Field, J., giving the opinion of the coil-rt, Bil-id,

does not imply any warranty on the part of

a e 383:is no implied warranty in the let"
(p‘g‘hene

v.13s.c.—22
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tlngof an unfurnished house or tenement that
it is reasonably ﬁt for use, [citing cases] The
tenant takes an estate in the premises hired,
and persons who occupy by his permission,
or as members of his family, cannot be con
sidercd as occupying by the invitation of the
landlord, so as to create a greater liability
on the part of the landlord to them than to
the tenant. The tenant is in possession, and
he determines who shall occupy or enter his
premises, [citing cases]
“In the case at bar there was no express
or implied warranty, and no actual fraud or
misrepresentation. if the action can be main
stained it must be on the ground that it was
a the duty of the defendants to inform the ten
' ant of the defect in the ‘staircase. This duty
if it exists, does not arise from the contract
between the parties, but from the relation
between them, and is imposed by law. if such
a duty is imposed by law, it would seem that
there is no distinction as a ground of liability
between an intentional and an unintentional
neglect to perform it; but in such a. case as
this is there can be no such duty without
knowledge of the defect. There is no evidence
of any such knowledge, except on the part

of G. D. Hunking, and the other defendants
cannot in any event be held liable, unless his
knowledge can be imputed to them, as the
knowledge of their agent in letting the prom

lses. The evidence is insuﬂlcient to warrant
the jury in finding that C. D. Hunking inten
donally concealed the defect from the ten
ant; and the action, if it can be maintained,
must proceed upon the ground of neglect to
perform a duty which the law imposed upon
the defendants.
“A tenant is a purchaser of an estate in the
land or building hired; and Kcates v. Earl of
Cadogan, 10 C. B. 591. states the general rule
that no action lies by a tenant against a land’
lord on account of the condition of the prem
lses hired, in the absence of an express war
ranty or of active deceit. See, also, Robbins
v. Jones, 15 C. B. (N. S.) 240. This is a gen
eral rule of caveat emptor. In the absence
of any warranty, express or implied, the buy
er takes the risk of quality upon himself.
Hlght v. Bacon, 126 Mass. 10; Ward v.
Hobbs, 3 Q. B. Div. 150; Howard v. Emerson,
110 Mass. 320. This rule does not apply to
cases of fraud."
This rule of caveat emptor has been applied
also in many other cases, some of which we
now refer to.

Keates v. Earl of Cadogan, above cited, was
an action on the case.

The declaration stated

in substance that the defendant knew that
the house was in such a ruinous and danger
ous state as to be dangerous to enter, oo
cupy, or dwell in, and was likely to fall
and thereby do damage to persons and prop:
erty therein; that the plaintiff was without
any knowledge, notice, or information what
ever that the said house was in said state or
condition; that the defendant let the house
to plalntiﬂ withrut giving plaintiff any no

tics of the condition of the house; and'ilml‘,’
plaintiff entered, and his wife and goods and
business were injured. Defendant demurred
to the declaration, and the court unani
mously sustained the demurrer. Jervis, C.
J., giving the opinion, said, (page 600:)
"It is not contended that there was any
warranty that the house was ﬁt for immedi
ate occupation; but it is said that, because
the defendant knows it is in a ruinous state,
and does nothing to inform the plaintllf of
that fact, therefore the action is maintain
able. It is consistent with the state of things
disclosed in the declaration that, tho \li-feu-l
ant knowing the state of things, the plaintiff
may have come to him and said, ‘Will you
lease that house to me?‘ and the defendant
may have answered, ‘Yes, I will.’ It is not
contended by the plaintiff that any misrep<
resentation was made, nor is it alleged that
the plaintiff was acting on the impression
produced by the conduct of the defendant as

to the state of the house, or that he was
not to make investigations before he began
to reside in it. I think, therefore, that the
defendant is entitled to our judgment there
being no obligation on the defendant to say
anything about the state of the house, and
no allegation of deceit~ It is an ordinﬂ-fl’
case of letting."
The rule of caveat emptor was also applied
in the recent case of Woods v. Cotton 00..
134 Mass 357. Defendant was owner of a
tenement house ﬁtted for four families, and
plaintiii‘ was tenant at will, or wife of tenant

at will. There were three stone steps lead
ing down from the yard to the street, on
which ice and snow had accumulated, and 011
which plalntiﬂ slipped and received the in
jury complained of. There was evideim

tending to prove that at the time plalnﬁﬂ
was injured she was in the exercise of due
care. The jury viewed the premises. Plain
tiﬂ contended that the steps were of such
material, and constructed in such manner.
that they occasioned the accumulation of
snow and ice thereon hnproperly, and that
the defendant's omission to place a rail 011
either side, or to take other reasonable mess
ures to prevent one from falling. was 8110b

negligence as would render the defendant lla
bie; but the trial court held there was no evi
dence to go to the jury, and directed a ver
dict for defendant, and the supreme court

sustained this ruling. Field, J., giving "16
opinion, says, (page 359:)
“There may be cases in which the landlord?

is liable to the tenant for injuries received:
from secret defects which are'known to U!
landlord and are concealed from the telmmv
but this case discloses no such defects in the

steps.

'

'

'

[Page 361.]

The ice and

snow were the proximate cause of the injury‘

"The exceptions state that no railing had
ever been placed on either side of the steps,
that the jury viewed the premises, and that

it was contended ‘that the steps were of such
material, and constructed in such mill-“ell
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that they occasioned the accumulation of ice
and snow thereon improperly.’
The steps
were of rough-split, unhewn granite, and the
‘structure of the steps remained unchanged
from the time of the plaintiff's ﬁrst occu

puncy of the tenement to the time she re
ceived her injury.‘ The defendant was under
no obligation to change the original construc
tion of the steps for the beneﬁt of the
tenant."

Hazlett v. Powell, 30 Pa. St. 293, was an
.lE'IFE H-E ’FI Y“?

‘Jar
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action of replevin, in which an apportionment
of rent was claimed by the tenant of an hotel,
on the ground that he had been partially
evicted by the act of an adjoining owner in
building so that the tenant's light and air
from one side of his hotel were shut off or
obstructed, and, as a result, that the hotel
was rendered pro tanto unﬁt for the purpose
for which it was intended to be used. There
was an oﬂ‘er to prove certain facts, (page
294,) which the court states as follows, (page
297:)
"But the rejected proposition also con
tained an offer to prove that the lessor knew
at the time of executing the lease that the ad
Joining owner intended building on his lot,
—at what time is not offered to be shown,—
and did not communicate this information to
the lessees. We think he was not bound to do
so, and that, if the evidence had been re
ceived, it would have furnished no evidence
of fraud on the part of the lessor, or become
the foundation in equity for relief of the les
sees. The substance of the complaint regard
ed something that the lessor was no more
presumed to know than the lessees. It was
nothing which concerned the title of the les
sor, or the title he was about to pass to the
lcees. It was a collateral fact,—somethiug
only within the knowledge and determination
anoi‘ a stranger to both parties; and, if material
#to either, I can see no obligation resting on

' cither side to furnish'to the other the infor
mation. It was not alleged that the lessor
made any representations on the subject, or
that there was any concealment of the in
formation; or that any relation of trust and
conﬁdence existed between the parties; or
that the lessees were misled by his silence,
and entered into the contract under the be

lief that the vacant lot would not be oc
cupied; or that they were in a position in
which they could not by diligence have ascer
tamed the fact for themselves, and that they
were not legally bound to take notice of the

Probability that the ground would be occupied
buildings, and inquire for themselves.

obligation to disclose facts known by one par
fy to the other, is where there is some espe
cial trust and conﬁdence reposed, such as
where the contracting party is at a distance
from the object of negotiation, when he
necessarily relies on full disclosure; or where,
being present, the buyer put the seller on
good faith by agreeing to deal only on his
representations. In all these and kindred
cases there must be no false representations
nor purposed concealments; all must be truly
stated and fully disclosed. ‘The vendor and
vendee,’ says Atkinson on Marketable Titles,
134, ‘in the absence of special circumstances,
are to be considered as acting at arm's
length. ivhen the means of information as to
the facts and circumstances affecting the
value of the subject of sale are equally ac
cessible to both parties, and neither of them
does anything to impose on the other, the
disclosure of any superior knowledge which
one party may have over the other is not req
uisite to the validity of the contract.’ Id.
illustrative of this is the celebrated case of
Laidlaw v. Organ, 2 Wheat. 178. The par
ties had been negotiating for the purchase of
a quantity of tobacco. The buyer got privatea

information of the conclusion of peace withﬁ,‘
Great Britain, and called very early’in the’
morning following the receipt of it on the
holders of the tobacco, and, ascertaining that
they had received no intelligence of peace,
purchased it at a great proﬁt. The contract
was contested for fraud and concealment.
Chief Justice Marshall delivered the opinion
of the court, to the effect that the buyer was
not bound to commiuiicate intelligence of ex
trinsic circumstances which might inﬂuence
the price, though it were exclusively in his pos
session. And Chief Justice Gibson, in Kint
zing v. McElrath, 5 Pa. St. 467, in comment
ing on this decision, says: ‘It would be diﬁi
cult to circumscribe the contrary doctrine
within proper limits, where the means of in
telligence are equally accessible to both par
ties.’ See also. Hershey v. Keembortz, 6 Pa.
St. 129. W’hen the information is derived from
strangers to the parties negotiating. and not
affecting the quality or title of the thing
negotiated for, it is not such as the opposite
party can call for. We see no error in the re
jection of the evidence on account of this
part of the proposition, as there was no moral
or legal obligation for the lessor to disclose
any information he had on the subject of the
intended improvement of the adjoining lot.

It was not in the line of his title. It was

iiiect to concealment, is that mere silence in

derived from a stranger; it might be true or
false; and the lessees could have got it by in
quiry, as well as the lessor.
"It is well settled that there is no implied
warranty that the premises are ﬁt for the
purposes for which they are rented, [citing

l'f‘gard to a material fact which there is no

authorities] nor that they shall continue so,

ihese were elements to be shown to consti

“"9 fraud, and make the testimony available.
“ ‘The general rule, both in law and equity,’

says story on Contracts, (section 516,) ‘in re

li'gai obligation to disclose will not avoid a.

if there be no default on the part of the land

"Ommcti although it operates as an injury to

1 rd."

the Party from whom it is concealed.’ But
the relation, generally, which raises the legal

der, 120 U. S. 712, 7 Sup. Ct. Rep. 962, Mr.

0In the recent case of Viterbo v. Friedlan~
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Justice Gray, who delivered the opinion of
the court, said, in contrasting the doctrines of
the common and civil law: “By that law
(the common law, unlike the civil law) the
lessor is under no implied covenant 1.0 re
pair, or even that the premises shall be lit
for the purpose for which they are leased."
The plaintiff's evidence failed wholly to
show that there was any special and secret
danger from snowslides which was known
only to the railway company, and which
§could not have been ascertained by the
' plaintiﬁ. It was, indeed, allegcdi-that “the
section house was in a place of danger from
snowslides;" but this was plainly the danger
that impended over any house placed, as
this one necessarily was, on a. mountain
side in a country subject to heavy falls of
snow. The danger referred to was that in
cident to the region and the climate, and, in
the eye of the law, as well known to the
plaintiff as to the defendant
On a careful reading of the plaintiff’s evi
dence we are unable to see that the jury
could have been permitted to ﬁnd any
positive act of negligence on the part of the
railroad company, or any omission by it to
disclose to the plaintiff any fact which it was
the company’s duty to disclose.
If, then, the plaintilf's case, as it appeared
in her evidence, would not have justiﬁed a
verdict on the ground of negligence or a
fraudulent suppression of facts, and as the
determination of the nature of the relation
between the parties, as that of landlord
and tenant, was clearly the function of the
court, there would, in our opinion, have
been no error it the court had really given a
peremptory instruction to the jury to ﬁnd for
the defendant.
However, the record dLscloses that the
court permitted the cases to go to the jury. It
Is true that the remarks made by the Judge
must have indicated to the jury that his own
view was against the plaintiﬂ'f’s right to re
cover; but it has often been held by this
court that it is not a reversible error in the
judge to express his own opinion of the
facts. it the rules of law are correctly laid
down, and if the jury are given to under
stand that thcy are not bound by such opin
ion. Baltimore & P. R. Co. v. Baptist
Church, 137 U. S. 568, 11 Sup. Ct. Rep. 185;
Simmons v. U. S., 142 U. S. 148, 12 Sup. Ct.
Rep. 171.
It is not necessary for us to review in de
tail the criticisms made in the several in
structions, for, as we have seen, even if
such instructions had amounted, in a legal
effect, to a direction to ﬁnd for the de
fendant, no error would have been com
mitted.

it is obvious that these views or the case of
Marcella Doyle, claiming for her personal

reason of any invitation, express or implied,
from the railway company; and hence they
assumed a like risk, and are entitled to no
other legal measure of redress.
No error being disclosed by these records,
the judgment of the court below is in each
case atlirmed.

(147 U. S. 375)

COOKE et ai. v. AVERY.
(January 23, 1893.)
No. 72.
Conn'rs —Bn.1.s or Exosrrrons — Jnrusmc'nor—
Fnonrul. QUESTION — Junomnx'r Linus—Tass
PASS 'ro Tar Trru: — Coumnsrrv Pnoraizrr—
DAMAGES—COSTS.
1. Under Rev. St. 5 953. requiring bills of
exceptions to be authenticated by the judge of
the trial court, or by the presiding judge thereof,
if more'than one judge sat at the trial, the nu
thentication of a bill of exceptions from the cir
cuit court by the district judge raises a prcsump
tion that he alone sat at the trial, although the
placita shows that both the circuit judge and
circuit justice were also present at the opening
of court. prior to the trial.
2. Under Rev. St. § 916, (Act .Tune 1, 1872,)
giving similar remedies, by execution or other
wise, to enforce judgments at law in the federal
courts as are now provided by the laws of the
state in similar cases, and authorizing the court,
by general rules, to adopt subsequent state leg
islation upon the same subject, the remedies or
federal judgments are such as were provided by
the state laws in force when the act was passed.
or rc-enacted into the Revised Statutes, or by
subsequent laws of the state, which have been

adopted by rules of the federal courts. _
3. While, under this section and section Q67,
judgments recovered in federal courts were hens
in all cases where they were such by the laws of
the states, these sections did not recognize ﬁlly
right in the states to regulate the operation of
federal judgments; and, in a case where the laws
of the state respecting the liens of Judgments
were changed after the enactment of these gec

tious into the Revised Statutes, the illiﬁtm
whether a judgment thereafter recovered 111 11
federal court constituted a lien upon_laud WM
one which depended upon a construction of the
iécderal laws and
051 court,daitid was there
ore a. uestion o
e er
juris ic ion.

4. ‘ﬁnder Rev. St. Tex. arts. 53153-3155, ith

quiring the ﬁling of abstracts of Judgments in 1!
prescribed form in the clerk's oiﬁce of the coun

ty court, in order to make such Judgments 5
lien upon real estate, the entry in suchuun lb‘
stract of the names of plaintiffs ‘as Pee"
Mansur & 00.," without giving their radii-159"}
names in full, was not such a material omission
as to be fatal to the lien.

5. In the statutory action of trespass to if!
title, as existing in Texas, it is unnecessary f0‘
platnn'ﬁi to deraign title beyond a. comm"
source, and he may prove a common sourctb-v

introducing certiﬁed copies of defendants hilt
deeds; and defendant cannot question the W, '
ity of his grantor's title when he does not claim
under a, paramount title. It is no defense. the.”
fore, to show an outstanding title emﬂfmillig
from the common source before either plamtlﬁ!
or defendant's title emanated therefrom

6. In an action of trespass to if; tide “PM:
the
(2) for
Texas
allowance
laws, defendant
of value pleaded
of improvements.
( ) not
( t
title outstanding in a third person. _Helllv t1‘:

g.glnjuries, are equally applicable to her suit,

the plea of the general issue was waived by l 9
special plea of outstanding title. an!‘ a!“ -e:

2, Under the statute, for the loss of her children.

i'endant, therefore, could not (prove M191“)?

The latter must be regarded as having
entered under their mother's title, and not by

Jovner v. ohnson, (Tex. Sup.) 19 S. W. 39F
522, followed.

self, or dis rare the title relie upon by Plain“

sorlqi
liner
Illiﬂdsi
item
whiz

‘scre n's?
“"19.
T‘

COOKE v. AVERY.
7. The fact that defendant, in his plea of a
claim for improvements, alleged that _he puru
chased the property in good faith. believing that
the same was the homestead of the vendor, and
not subject to any judgment lien, (plaintiff
claiming title pursuant to a sale under a Judg
ment lion,) did not give defendant any right to
prove the existence of the homestead for the pur
pose of invalidating plaintiff's title.
8.0a the question of the right to com en
cation for improvements, it having appeare at
the trial that defendant had not received his
deed or paid the consideration for the lands one
year or more before the commencement of the
suit, as re aired by the statute, he offered to

prove that e was in ossession'undena verbal
contract to convey, an that he immediately en
tered upon possession, and commenced the crec
tion of improvements, in good faith, and before

he knew of any judgment_lren._ Held, that the
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and ﬁled a plea to the Jurisdiction of the
court, to the edect that the land had been
conveyed to plnlnu'ﬁ? by citizens of Texas on
November 25, 1886, without consideration,
and for the purpose of conferring jurisdic
tion; and on the some day, not waiving his
plea to the jurisdiction, he answered: (1) Not
guilty. (2) That he purchased the land in
controversy from J’. H. Payne, under whom
the plaintiff claimed, “in actual ignorance of
any lien upon said land, and in the belief
that said tract of land was the homestead of
said J. H. Payne, and that no creditor of
said Payne could acquire a judgment lien
thereon. That this defendant, for more than
twelve months before the commencement of
this suit, had actual adverse possession of
said land in controversy, and that during
said period defendant made upon said land
permanent and valuable improvements, in
good faith, as follows: [The alleged improve
ments were enumerated, and the total value

court properly excluded this evidence, as it did
not appear from the oﬂfer that any of the im
provements were made before the date of the
deed, or exactly when, except that it was before
defendant obtained actual knowledge of the lien.
9. In Texas there is a prima facie pre
sumption that property acquired after marriage
is community property; and therefore, in an ac
tion of trespass to try title, brought against a
husband and wife and their mortgagee. in re
stated to be $11,900.] That said tract of
spect to lands so acquired, the decision being in
land, without said improvements. is of the
plaintiff's favor, it was proper to enter judg
value of $2,000, and by said improvements
ment against all the defendants for the recovery
of title and possession. The mortgagee, how
the same is enhanced in value by the cost or
ever, was properly omitted in the recovery of
value, aforesaid, of said improvements. De~
damages, and it was error to enter a personal
fendant prays for the value of said improve
judgment against the wife for damages for use
ments, if plaintiff recovers said land," etc.
"U
on and for costs, in the absence of
special circumstances justifying the subjection
On February 11, 1889, plaintitf ﬁled his
of her separate estate to such liability.
amended original petition, which further al
leged
that; plaintiff and the defendants de
In error to the circuit court of the United
States for the northern district of Texas. rived dtle from one .T. H. Payne as a. com~
mon source; that defendants deraigned title
eailirmetl in part, and reversed in part.
§I_Statemcnt by Mr. Chief Justice FULLER: through a. certain deed executed by Payne
This was an action of trespass to try title and his wife January 2, 1886, while the plain
titf claimed title under an execution sale
to a tract of land in Hunt county, Tex.,
upon a judgment recovered against Payne
January 17, 1882, in case No. 198, in the cir
cuit court of the United States for the north
Daily, in the circuit court of the United States ern district of Texas, at Dallas, in favor of
John Deere, Charles H. Deere, Stephen H.
for the northern district of Texas, the plain—
Velie, Alvah Mansur, and L. H. Tibbetts,
tiﬂ alleging that he was a citizen of the state
of North Carolina; that the defendants Cooke partners under the ﬁrm name of Deere, Man
sur & 00., for the sum of $717.93 and costs of
were citizens of the state of Texas; and that
suit, all the proceedings upon and in refer
the mortgage company was an alien corpo
ence to which were fully set forth. Plaintiﬂ!
ration, and a subject of Great Britain.
The petition averred that on the 25th of further alleged that by reason of certain laws
of the United States and rules of the circuit
November, 1886, plaintiff was lawfully selsed
and entitled to the possession of the land in court of the United States for the northern’)
district of Texas, which were speciﬁcally re-;;
ferred ‘to, the judgment was a lien upon the~
property from the date of its rendition, or
became such on the date the abstract thereof
was recorded and indexed in Hunt county,
Besscd him thereof, and still unlawfully with
February 9, 1882, (as set out) and continued
hold the same.
The mortgage company demurred, and also to be :1 lien up to the date of the sale by the
marshal, by reason whereof plaintin? had a
pleaded that on January 1, 1886, the defend
superior title to the property, but that de
imts Cooke, who were at that time in posses
sion of the land and seised of good title in fendants denied that the judgment was ever
fee simple, and had the right to convey the a valid lien on the property under said laws
and rules; and this constituted the control
ling question in the case, upon the correct
{:mmley made by the company to the Cookes. decision of which plalntiif's title depended.
Plaintiff therefore averred that this suit
f'l'lle other defendants answered to the merits,
arose under the laws of the United States
and subsequently, on'February 13, 1888, de
fondant J. H. Cooke withdrew his answer, and the rules of the circuit court, and that

E ee ‘5

the circuit court at the institution of the suit
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had, and still has, jurisdiction thereof, with
out regard to the citizenship of the parties
thereto.
On June 8, 1889, the defendants Cooke
demurred to that part of the amended
original petition treating of jurisdiction, and
further pleaded “that, if they are not the
owners of the land in controversy, the
title thereto is outstanding in one Y. D.
Harrington, to whom it was conveyed by
said J. H. Payne before the lien under
which plaintiff claims attached; and de
fendants deny all the averments of said pe

evidence a certiﬁed copy of an abstract of
the judgment in case No. 198, and a certiﬁed
copy of the index of the abstract from the
records of I'Illlll', county. The certiﬁcate of
the clerk of the county court of that county
stated that said certiﬁed copies were true
copies of the abstract recorded in the Judg
ment Record Book No. 1, p. 47, of Hunt
county, and of the index, both direct and re
verse, referring to said page 47 of said
Judgment Record Book, as appeared from
the index in his ofﬁce. The certiﬁed copy of
the abstract was as follows:
“Circuit court of the United States for the
northern district of Texas, at Dallas.
“1, A. J. Houston, clerk of the circuit
court of the United States for the northern:

tition."
On the same day plaintiff demurred and ex
cepted generally and specially to defendants’
plea to the jurisdiction, and denied its al
district of Texas, at Dallas, do hereby:
legations, and also replied to defendant J.
H. Cooke's original answer by general and ‘certify that in said court, on Tuesday, Jan-'
nary
17th, 1882, the plaintiffs recovered a
special demurrers or exceptions, and a
judgment against the defendant for the sum
general denial.
of $717.93, of which the sum of $682.13
The cause came on for trial June 8, 1889,
shall draw interest from said date at ten per
and, the court having heard and disposed of
cent. per annum, and the balance, $35.80,
the several demurrers and exceptions, the
shall draw interest at eight per cent. per
trial was proceeded with.
annum, together with the costs by plaintiffs
The plaintiiI hitroduced in evidence a
incurred; all of which said judgment and
judgment of the circuit court rendered
costs is yet due and unpaid by the defendant
January 17, 1882, in favor of John Deere,
in case No. 198, and styled Deere, Mansur &
Charles H. Deere, Stephen H. Velie, Alvah
Company, Plaintiffs, vs. J. H. Payne, De
Mansur, and L. H. Tibbetts, against J. H.
fendant; all of which appears from the
Payne, in cause No. 198, for the sum of
records of said court now in my office.
$717.93, of which the sum of $682.13 was
“In testimony whereof, I hereunto set my
directed to draw interest at the rate of 10
hand, and aﬂix the seal of said court, at
aper cent. per annnm, and the sum of $35.80
Dallas, Texas, this 6th day of February. A.
Eat the rate of 8 per cent. per annum, and for
D. 1882, and of the independence of the
' costs; and also a. general index of all'prdg
ments rendered in the court, which showed,
United States the 106th year.
[Seal of U. S. circuit court, at Dallas. TeX-l
under the proper letter, that the judgment
"A. J. Houston,
in favor of Deere, Mansur & Co. against J.
“Clerk of said Court.
H. Payne was entered in Minute Book No.
1, p. 534; also an execution issued on the
“Filed for record Feb‘y 9th, 1382, 11‘ 10
o'clock A. M. Recorded same day and hour
judgment March 3, 1882, returned, “No
“A. Cameron,
property found," and an execution issued
‘'00. Clerk, Himt 00., Texas."
August 11, 1886, \mder which the land in con
The
certiﬁed
copy
of
the direct and reverse
troversy was levied on by the marshal,
August 12, and sold by him September 7,
index was as follows:
“Direct Index to Judgment Record, Hunt
1886, to Charles C. Cobb and John M. Avery;
also the marshal's deed to said Cobb and
County, Texas.
Avery, made pursuant to the levy and sale,
“Piaintiﬂs’ name: Deere, Mansur 81 00.
and dated September 7, 1%6. PlaintiCE also
“Defendant's name: J. H. Payne.
introduced the papers in case No. 198, in
“Page of judgment record: 4?.
“Reverse Index to Judgment Record, H1111t
cluding the original petition, which petition
was indorscd: “in circuit court of United
County, Texas.

States. No. 198. Deere, Mausnr & Com
pany vs. J. H. Payne,”—which indol'senient
was also on all the other papers in the cause;
and the citation which was duly served on
Payne, notifying him to answer the suit in
case “No. 198, of Deere, Mansur & Com
lYa-IJY, a ﬁrm composed of John Deere,
Charles 11. Deere, Stephen H. Velie, Alvah
Mansur, and L. H. Tibbetts, against J. H.

"Plaintiffs' name: Deere, Mansnr & 00
"Defendant's name: J. H. Payne.
“Page of judgment record: 47.”
The defendants objected to the introduc
tion of the abstract because it did not

correctly give the names of the plaintiffs in;
‘he Judgment, and did not show the anioimls

still due thereon, ‘as required by law} and.
to the index, because it did not give plain"

Paine, defendant." The petition showed

lids’ names. But the objection was over

that the suit was brought on a promissory
note which was attached as an exhibit, and

ruled, and the abstract and index admitted
and defendants Cooke excepted.

was dated April 16. 1880, executed by J. H.

Plaintiff then introduced a deed from

Payne. and payable to the order of Deere,
Mansur 8; 00. Plaintiff further oﬂered in

Cobb and Avery to plaintiﬂ! dated November

25. 1886, and also, “for the pnlposc of prod“!
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faith:
with
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,1 common source of title, and for no other
purpose," a certiﬁed copy of the deed from

Payne and wife to defendant J. H. Cooke,

a in:

dated January 2, 1886. It further appeared
that the mortgage company claimed under a

inihli

deed of trust of the same date, executed by

Mitt
limit:

Payne and wife to Simpson, as trustee, to
secure a loan of money. and that Payne de
rived title through a deed from Crabtree and
wife to him. dated August 16, 1867, and duly
acknowledged and recorded in April, 1868.
Two rules of the circuit court for the north
ern district of Texas were then put in, to
wit, rule No. 1, adopted by that court at
Dallas. April 2. 1880, as follows, viz.: “Rule
1. The modes of proceedings prescribed by the
laws of Texas, when they do not conﬂict with
the laws of the United States or a rule of the
supreme court of the United States or of
this court, are adopted."
And also nrle No. 1, adopted by the court
at Dallas July 26, 1881, which is as follows,
viz.: “Rule 1. All laws and rules of proced
um and practice prescribed by the legisla
ture of the state of Texas, as they now exist,
or as they may be changed and amended
from time to time, when the same do not
conﬂict with the law of the United States,
or a rule of the supreme court of the United
States or of this court, are hereby adopted
as the rule of practice in this court; and all
suits, by attachments, sequestration, or oth
erwise, brought in this court, shall conform
to the laws of the state of Texas in force at
the time such suit is brought: provided the
same does not conﬂict with a law of the
United States, or a rule of the supreme court

47 iii

iii
nth

of the United States or of this court."
It was agreed that Y. D. Harrington, as
signee, fully administered the trust created
by Payne's deed of assignment, hereinafter
mentioned, prior to July 1, 1881, and made
ﬁnal report of his proceedings thereunder to
athe proper court, and was discharged by said
ncourt prior to July 1, 1881, and ever since

' that date had ceased to act as such
trustee. it was also agreed that, ever since
the date of the assignment, Payne and Cooke,
claiming under Payne, had consecutively held
peaceable and adverse possession of the land
in controversy in this suit, cultivating, using,
or enjoying the same, and paying taxes
thereon, and claiming under a deed or deeds

duly registered; the deed to Payne antedat
1118 the deed of assignment, and that to
Cooke, in evidence. It was further agreed

the laws of Texas, as they existed in 1873,
governed the lieu of the judgment, and that
the lien was invalid thereunder because exe
cutions had not been issued on such judg‘
ment each‘ year since its rendition, and that
this was defendants‘ only contention on that
trial in regard to the invalidity of said lien,
while it was, on the other hand, insisted by
plaintiff that the judgment lien was gov
erned by the statute of Texas of 1879, under
section 916 and the rules. The motion to
dismiss was overruled, and the defendants

Cooke excepted.
Tirercupou defendants Cooke oiIered in
evidence a general deed of assignment, un
der the law of Texas in that behalf, for the
beneﬁt of his creditors, from Payne to Har
rington, dated October 16, 1880, which pur
ported to convey to Harrington, for the hem
ciit of such of Payne's creditors only as
would accept its provisions, all Payne's prop
erty, real and personal, not exempt, but did
not mention the land in controversy speciﬁc
ally, either in its body or in the inventory
and exhibits attached. It provided for the
disposition of the assigned property, and the
rendition of the surplus to Payne, after pay-,5
ing the expenses and the creditors in full. .1,’
The admission ‘of this assignment was ob;
jected to by plaintiff, the objection sustained,
and defendants excepted.
Defendants Cooke oﬂ’cred in evidence the
original deed made by Payne and wife to
Cooke, dated January 2, 1886, which was ob
jected to on the grotnid that defendants,
having specially pleaded an outstanding title
as a defense, could not prove title in them
selves, which objection was sustained by the
court, the deed excluded, and defendants ex
cepted. Defendants then offered the original
deed from Payne to Cooke, under the plea
that they had placed valuable and perma
nent improvements on the land, and had had
adverse possession for more than 12 months
before the commencement of the suit, and
in that connection otfered to prove that In
October, 1885, defendant J. H. Cooke had by
paroi agreed with Payne upon terms of pur
chase, but no consideration was paid Payne
until the date of the deed, and that, imme
diately upon making the agreement, Payne
delivered to Cooke exclusive possession of
the premises, and Cooke entered upon such
possession, holding adversely and in good
faith, and commenced the erection of im

provements thereon which enhanced the val
that the assignee, Y. D. Harrington, never

"mde any claim of title to the land by virtue
of the deed of assignment or otherwise.
Plaintiff having closed, defendants Cooke

ue of the land in controversy. The evidence
was excluded, and exception taken.
Defendants Cooke then oiIered to prove

that from January 1, 1882, until the sale by
moved that the cause be dismissed for want
him, Payne was the head of a family con

°_f Jurisdiction. It was admitted that juris

diction could not be maintained on the

sisting of wife and children, and that the

land was claimed and used by him as his
ground of the citizenship of the parties, and

that 11lion a former trial of the cause defend
ants‘ counsel contended that, by a proper
00ll-Siil'uctiou of section 916 of the Revised

statutes, and the rules of the circuit court,

homestead. The court sustained objection
thereto, and defendants excepted.
Upon the conclusion of the evidence, the

court instructed the Jlll'y *0 return a verdict
for the plaintiff for the land. and for tho
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value of the rents and proﬁts thereof from
November 25, 1886, to the date of the trial,
to which instruction defendants excepted.
Thereupon a verdict for piaintiﬂ was re
turned, with damages, and judgment entered
by the court for the recovery from the de
fendants of the title and possession of the
premises in question, together with the ﬁx
tures and permanent improvements thereon
and appurtenant thereto, and that plaintiﬂ
qhave a writ of possession; and it was far

ﬁther adjudged that plalntiiI recover of de
' fendants'Cooke the sum found by the Jury
as damages. together with costs.
The mortgage company declining to Join in
the prosecution of the writ of error, an order
of severance was entered, and this writ of
error brought accordingly.
M. L. Crawford, for plaintiffs in error.
John M. Avery, for defendant in error.

Mr. Chief Justice FULLER, after stating
the facts in the foregoing language, delivered
the opinion of the court.
The placlta shows that the circuit court
met at Dallas, in the northern district of
Texas, on May 20, 1889, the United States
district Judge presiding, but that when the
court assembled on June 8, 1889. pursuant
to adjournment, the circuit Justice, the cir
cuit judge, and the district Judge were all
present. The bill of exceptions is signed by
the district Judge, and as it does not appear
that the other judges were present at the
trial, which ensued after the meeting of the
court, we amume that it was had before the
district Judge alone.
Section 953 of the Revised Statutes pro
vides for the authentication of bills of ex
ception by the judge of the court in which
the cause was tried, or by the presiding judge
thereof, it more than one Judge sat on the
trial of the cause; and therefore, if this trial
had taken place before the circuit Justice
and one of the other Judges, or before the

circuit and district Judges, the bill of excep

ry that the construction either of the constlm.
tion, or some law or treaty. should be directly
involved in order to give Jurisdiction, although

for the purpose of the review of the Judg
ments of state courts, under section 709 of
the Revised Statutes, it would be enough if
the right in question came from a commis
sion held or authority exercised under the

United States.
Section 916 of the Revised Statutes is as
follows: “The party recovering 9, Judgment
in any common-law cause in any circuit or
district court shall be entitled to similar rem
edies upon the same, by execution or other
wise, to reach the property of the Judgment
debtor, as are now provided in like causes
by the laws of the state in which such court
is held, or by any such laws hereinafter en
acted which may be adopted by geneml rules
of such circuit or district court; and such
courts may, from time to time, by general
rules, adopt such state laws as may hereafter
be in force in such state in relation to reme
dies upon Judgments, as aforesaid, by execu
tion or otherwise."
This section was taken from the act of
congress of June 1, 1872, entitled "An act to
further the administration of Justice," (17 St
p. 196, c. 255,) and was re-enacted in the Re
vised Statutes, which took eﬂect as of De

cember 1, 1873. The remedies upon Judg
ments under the section are such remedies as
were provided by the laws of the state in
force when it was passed or re-enacted, or
by subsequent laws of the state adopted by
the courts of the United States in the man
nor provided for under that section. La

master v. Keeler, 123 U. S. 376, 8 Silil- CL
Rep. 197.
On the former trial of this case the de
fendant contended that. under a proper con

struction of section 916 and the rules of thea
circuit court, the laws of Texas in force in:

1873'governed the Judgment lien under which'»
plaintiff claimed title, and that by those laws

the lien was lost because execution had not
been issued each year prior to the issue of

tions would, of course, have been signed by
the circuit Justice or circuit Judge, as the
case might be. The motion to strike out the
bill of exceptions upon the ground that it
must be held that the Judges who were pres
ent at the opening of the court were present
on the trial is therefore overruled.
Whether a suit is one that arises under the
constitution or laws of the United States is
gdetermined by the questions involved. If
from them it appears that some title, right,
I
.
privi1cge.'or nnmunity on which the recovery

that on which the land was sold, while plain
tii‘f contended that the statutes of Texas en
acted in 1879 governed the lien. and under

depends will be defeated by one construction

ﬁrst trial defendants relied on the decision
of a federal question to defeat the acﬂom
such a concession of the existence of a fed

of the constitution or a law of the United
States, or sustained by the opposite construc
tion, then the case is one arising under the
constitution or laws of the United States.
Osborn v. Bank, 9 Wheat. 738; Starin v. City
of New York, 115 U. S. 248, 257, 6 Sup. Ct. Rep.
28. In Carson v. Dunham, 121 U. S. 421, 7 Sup.

Ct. Rep. 1030, it was ruled that it was necessa

them the lien was not lost by failure to issue
the execution each year.
It is now insisted by defendants that the

latter is the true view, and hence it is said
that there is no real and substantial contra
versy arising under the laws of the United
States.

Clearly, the right of a piaintiiI to 5116

cannot depend upon the defense which a de
fendant may choose to set up, and as on the

eral ingredient in the cause might fairly be
held to bind them when they subseiillenﬂy
abandon it, and seek to oust the Jurisdicﬂ0n
upon the ground that there could be no r9411
dispute as to the applicable law.
By section 34 of the judiciary act of 1789.

wild
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(1 at p. 92,) carried forward into section 721

courts sat, in the same manner, and to the
or the Revised Statutes, it was provided that
the laws 0! the several states, except where
the constitution, treaties, or laws of the
United States might otherwise require or
provide, should be regarded as rules or de
cls'lou in trials at common law in the courts
of the United States in cases where they
applied.

Section 2 of the act of September 29, 1789.
(1 St p. 93,) provided that the forms of writs
and executions and modes of process in the
circuit and district courts in suim at common
law should be the same in each state, respec
tively, as in the supreme courts oi! the same;

and by the act of May a, 1702, (1 st. p. 275,)
these forms and modes of proceeding as then
in use in the courts or the United States, un
der the act of 1789, were permanently con
tinued, but it was declared that they were
subject to such alterations and additions as
the said courts should, respectively, in their
discretion, deem expedient, or to such regula
tions as the supreme court oi.’ the United

States should from time to time think proper,
i-by rule, to prescribe to any circuit or district

gcourt concerning the same. This delegation
‘of power has been repeatedly held to be‘per

same extent, and under the same conditions,
only, as it rendered by the state courts. 25

St. p. 357, o. 729.
As we have seen, section 916 became opera
tive as such December 1, 1873. The statute
of Texas in force at that date provided that
ﬁnal judgments rendered by any court of reo
ord of the state should be a lien on all them
real estate of the judgment debtor situated inw
the county where the'judgment was rendered 9
from the date 01' the Judgment, and upon all
his real estate situated in any other county
from the time when a transcript of the judg
ment was iiled for record in such other coun
ty. as provided, and that the lien should cease
and become inoperative it execution were not
issued upon the judgment within one year
from the ﬁrst date upon which the exgcntion
could by law be issued thereon. 2 PnsclL
Ann. Dig. art. 7005.
The supreme court of Texas decided that
under this law a judgment ceased to be a lien,
for want of diligence, unless execution issued
on it each year after it was rendered. Bas
sett v. Proetzel, 53 Tex. 569; Barron v.
Thompson, 54 Tex. 235; Anthony v. Taylor,

68 Tex. 403, 4 S. W. Rep. 531.
tectly constitutional, and that the power to
alter and add to the process or modes of pro
ceeding in a suit embraced the whole progress
of such suit, and every transaction in it, from
its commencement to its termination, and un
til the Judgment should be satisﬁed. Way
man v. Soutliard, 10 Wheat. 1; Beers v.
Haughton, 9 Pet 329, 359. The process act

of May 19, 1828, (4 St. p. 278: Rev. St. § 913,)
made similar provision, and declared that it

should be in the power or the courts so far to
alter ﬁnal process therein as to conIorm the
same to any change made by the state legis

latures for the state courts.

Bl’ section 967, taken from the fourth sec
tion of the act of July 4, 1840, (5 St. pp. 392.
393, c. 43,) the judgments and decrees ren

dered in a circuit or district court within any
state cease to be liens on real estate in the
same manner and at like periods as the judg
meats and decrees of the courts of such state

wise by law to be liens thereon.
Under this legislation. judgments recovered
in the tedeml courts were undoubtedly lion;

111 all cases where they were such by the
laws of the states. Baker v. Morton. 12 Wall.
150, 158: Ward v. Chamberlain, 2 Black, 430;

Maﬁslngili v. Downs, 7 How. 760.

But no

l'lght in the states to regulate the operation or

federal judgments was thereby recognized,

In this case the judgment was rendered
January 17, 1882, and execution issued there
on March 3, 1882, and no other. so tar as ap
peared, until August 11, 1886; and it the lieu
of the judgment depended on the law of Tex
as as existing December 1, 1873, and the de
cisions or the supreme court 0! Texas were
followed, the lien would have been lost by the
failure to issue execution on it each year. By
the Revised Statutes of Texas, passed in 1879,
different provisions were made in relation to
judgment liens. By articles 3153 and 3154 it
was provided that each clerk of the county
court should keep in his oﬂice a "judgment
record,” in which he should record all nb
stracfs of judgments illed for record an! au
thentlcated as required, and deliver to the
judgment plnintiii‘s abstracts oi‘ such ju‘ ments duly certiiied. Article 3153 was as
follows: “The abstract providei for in the
preceding article shall show (1) the names of
the plaintiﬂ and ot the defendant in such
judgment; (2) the number of the suit in which
the judgment was rcn-iered; (3) the date
when such judgment was rendered; (4) the
amount for which the same was rendered.
and the amount still due upon the same; (5)
the rate of interest, ii any is speciﬁed in the
judgment."

111d the lien oi.‘ such judgments depended up

By article 3157 the clerk was required to

°11 the acts of congress and the rules of ihe

ﬁle and immediately record the abstract pro
vided for in the preceding ill'ﬂClBS,lIl ‘he judg
ment record, noting therein the day and hours,

Iedel'ﬂl courts. There was no law 01' con
5988. however, prior to August 1, 1888, which

expressly gave a lien to the judgments of the

of the record, and entering it at the sailing

courts of the United States, or regulated the
same; but on that day an act- was approved
which made such judgments liens on proper

time upon the-‘index. Article 3158 was as tol-'
lows: “The index to such judgment record
shall be alphabetical, and shall show the
name of each plaintiff and of each defendant
in the judgment, and the number 01 the page

W throughout the State in which the federal
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of the book upon which the abstract is re
corded." By article 3159 any judgment re
corded and indexed as provided should, from
the date of such record and index, operate as
a lien upon the debtor's real estate, which
lien, by article 3160, was to continue for 10
years from that date, unless the plaintiff
failed to have execution issued within 12
months after the rendition of the judgment.
Article 3163 made provision for reeord‘ng and
indexing, in the same manner, abstracts of
judgments rendered in the United States
courts. 2 Sayles‘ Civil St. (Tex) p. 93, tit. 61,

c. 1.
To what extent, it at all, these articles
were adopted by the rules of the circuit
court, and whether or not the lien could
only be originated by compliance with the
requisition as to the record and index of the
abstract, was for the circuit court to de
termine, in the ﬁrst instance. Judgments,
by the common law, were not liens upon
real estate, but the lien arose from the power
to issue a writ of eleglt. given by the statute
of Westminster, (13 Edw. I. c. 18.) Morsell
v. Bank, 91 U. S. 357, 360; Massingill v.
Downs, 7 How. 765; Shrew v. Jones, 2
McLean, 80. It is argued that the writ of
elegit, and the lien resulting from the right
to extend the land, never obtained under the
laws of Texas, while on the other hand it
is said that under the laws of congress this
judgment was a lien throughout the juris
diction of the circuit court, from the date
it was rendered, without any abstract being
recorded and indexed by a state oiiicer.
In Massingill v. Downs, where the state
statute made the judgment a lien upon the
land oi.’ the debtor in the county wherein
it was recovered, and required the judgment
to be recorded in other counties in order to
extend the lien on land therein, it was ruled
that a judgment in the circuit court was a
lien on the debtor’s land in the district
without such record; or, in other words, that
ethe remedy for the enforcement of the judg
fgnent was coextensive with the process of
‘ the court. In‘U. S. v. Scott, 3 Woods, 334,
it was held by Mr. Justice Bradley, holding
the circuit court for the western district of
Texas, (June term, 1878,) that a judgment
of that court was a lien on dei'endant’s lands
throughout the district, without being re—
corded in the several counties where they
lay.
The argument is, however, that as by
section 914 the practice, pleadings, and
i'orma and modes of proceeding in the circuit
and district courts are required to conform
to those of the state courts, the rule or the
circuit court of April, 1880, adopting the
“modes of proceeding prescribed by the laws
of Texas," canuot refer to the modes of

Proceeding of that section, and must be

originate, except in strict accordance with the
law of Texas of 1879. The view taken by the
circuit court rendered a solution of this
question immaterial, but the inquiry is sig
niﬁcant, in its relation to jurisdiction.
It is unnecessary to pursue this branch of
the case further. Plaintiif is to be regarded
as the purchaser at the sale, and the
validity of his purchase turned upon the
existence of a lien, which he asserted, and
the defendants denied. The disposition of
this issue depended upon the laws of the
United States and the rules of the circuit
court, and their construction and application
were directly involved. We are of opinion
that jurisdiction, as resting on the subject
matter, was properly invoked.
Passing to the merits, we ﬁnd that the
rulings of the circuit court in reference to
plaintiﬁ’s title were not based on any ground
independent of the state statute of 1879,
but assumed its applicability. The object of
the provision for recording abstracts ot
judgments, and indexing the same, was to
apprise subsequent parties—as, for instance,
intending purchasers—0f the existence and
character of the judgments, it a reasonable
amount of care and intelligence were exer'
cised. The abstract in this instance gave
the judgment debtor's name; the number of
the suit in which the judgment was rendered;
its date; the amount; the rate 0! interest;,,

that the whole amount was still due and nag
paid; and the name ot‘the plaintitls as‘
"Deere, Mansur 8.: Co." In all these particu

lars it was in accordance with article 3155.
except that it did not give the individual

names of the plaintiﬂs, although in giving the
ﬁrm name it gave the surname of the plaintiil
ﬁrst in order. The index gave the defend
ant’s name, and the number of the page 0t
the book upon which the abstract was re
corded, and the plaintiffs’ name as Deere’
Mansur 8: 00.,
and this both direct

ly and in the reverse order.

The only

ground on which this abstract and index
could be held insuﬂicieut was that the mum?8

of the plaintiffs were not given in full in
either abstract or index. Was this omission
fatal to the lien? The circuit court did not
think so, and we concur in that view.
In \Villis v. Smith, 66 Tex. 31, 17 S. W1

Rep. 247, the supreme court of that state
said:

"The object of the statute is not to in

cumber the registry with full informal-loll,
but to excite inquiry, and indicate the source
of full information."

It appears to us that the source of full in
formation was so indicated in this instance
that no reasonably prudent or cautious in
quirer could go astray.

In Putnam v. Wheeler, 65 Tex. 522, the
petition stated the names of the plaintiffs to
be Royal '1‘. Wheeler and Harry W. Rhodes‘

construed to mean laws prescribing remedies
uDon judgments subsequent to the enactment

copartneis as lawyers, but without giving

of section 916. Hence, that no lien could

scribed

the style of the ﬁrm, and the citation de

the

plaintiffs as “Wheeler and
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Rhodes." This was held suﬂicient, and the

same grantor, unless, indeed, they claiinvd

supreme court said:

under a paramount title, which they had ac“,

“Giving the ﬁrm name

of the plasmids was not Burn defect in the quired or connected themselves with. Thigh
citation as required the reversal of the jndgment,"

was so ruled in Cox v. Hart, 145 U. S.‘376, 12"
Sup. Ct. Rep. 962, where the decisions of the

Article 2281 of the Revised Statutes of
Texas, prescribing the requisites of an execution, states that it shall. among other things,

supreme court of Texas bearing on the point
are fully cited.
excluded.

correctly describe the judgment. stating the

The assignment was properly

Defendants had pleaded (1) not guilty; (2)

court wherein, and the time when, rendered,

for allowance of value of improvements; {3)

‘a ‘

the mines of the parties, the amount actually

title outstanding in Harrington.

"Wilt
M?!
iliiisi

due thereon, and the rate of interest.
In
Smith v. Chonault. 48 Tex. 455. the title of
the judgment was “A. T. Chenault & Co. vs.

oﬂered the original deed from Payne to
Cooke, dated January 2, 1886, which was ob
Jccted to on the ground “that, said defendants

having specially pleaded an outstanding title,

Defendants

visa

Smith and Young,” and the judgment or-

was

dered that the plaintlil's recover of the de-

in!

sfendants. but the names of neither plaintiifs
gnor defendants were given, while the execu-

selves." This objection was sustained, and
the deed excluded. Defendants also odered

‘tion recited that “whereas, A. T.‘ Chcnault
and John O. bicGhee ' ' ' recovered a
judgment against Elial M. Smith and Hugh
F‘. Young;" and the court held that the execucution suﬂiciently described the parties to
the Judgment.
in Hays v. Yarborough, 21 Tex. 487, the
Judgment described the plaintiffs as "Yarborough and Ferguson," and it was held to be a
suﬂicient description. These decisions are in
harmony with the conclusion of the circuit
court, and have not been overruled or disafﬁrmed, so far as we are informed.
Since this writ of error was pending the supreme court of Texas has, indeed, hold in Gin
00. v. Oliver, 78 Tex. 182, 14 S. W. Rep. 451,
that where the index failed to give the indiVidilai names of the defendants in a judg-

to prove that from January 1, 1882, until
the sale to Cooke, Payne was the head of
9. family, and that the land was claimed
and used by him as his homestead, and was
therefore not subject to the judgment lien,
execution, levy, and sale through which plain
tiff claimed. The same objection was made
to this evidence and sustained.
The rule seems to be well settled that in
this statutory action, if the defendant plrads
his title specially, he waives the general is
sue, and is conﬁned to the defense thus spe
cially pleaded. In Joyner v. Johnson, 19 S.
W. Rep. 522, the supreme court of Texas
said: "The principle which imderlies this doc
trinc is that when a. party, either plaintiff or
defendant, in an action of trespass to try
title, pleads his title specially, he gives his

'etaal
uni
tilt
in:
ind!
,rrt
im
to!
cal
on
an
its;
c1
11'.
51:
mi
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the defendants could not prove title in them

ment, but only the ﬁrm name, it was fatally

adversary notice that he Pests 1118 @1189 upon

defective; and to the same etfect is Pierce v.
Wlmberly, 78 Tex. 187, 14 S. \V. Rep. 454, although in the latter case the full names of the
Plaintiffs were not given in the index. The
court referred to Nye v. Moody, 70 Tex. 434,
88. W. Rep. 606, but in that case the abstract
"1' the Judgment had not been indexed at all.
The distinction in importance between giving

the title so pleaded, and it is to be presumed
that he relies upon no other." Shields v.
Hunt, 45 Tex. 424; Custard v. Musgrove, 47
Tex. 217; Railroad Co. v. Whitaker, 68 Tex,
630, 5 S. W. Rep. 448. Apart from this, as
we have held that the lien of the judgment
was valid, the exclusion of the deei was im
material. As to the suggcstion in relation

u

the individual names of the defendants and

to the homestead, this was an affirmative do

I
11
i

those of the plalntiffsis obvious.
Both parties claimed title from J. H. Payne
Is a common source, and defendants offered

tense, and could not be made under the
pleadings as they stood. The plaintiif was
not required to oiIer in chief any proof as to

,

the‘ assignment to Harrington to prove ouiBtanding title without showing, or attempt

the homestead, in respect of which. indeed.

1113 to show, any connection of their titlc with

he had been given no notice that it would be
relied on; and the evidence offered by defend
ants was not in rebuttal of piaintiﬂ"s proof,
but to establish an independent ground for
invalidating the lien. No such defense Wiisqn

. . x‘_

his The action was the statutory action of
trespass to try title, (2 Sayles’ Civil St. [TexJ
tit. 96. c. 1, arts. 4784-4812,) and was not
made otherwise, or the issues changed, by the
avcrments of the amended petition intro
duced for the purpose of maintaining thc ju

risdiction. Under article 4802 it was not
necessary for the plaintiff to dcraign title be
road a common source, and proof of a com
mon sonrco might be made by plaintiff by
Wl'tlﬁcd copies of the deeds showing defend
oats‘ chain or claim of title emanating from

Such common source.

Defendants could not

question the validity of their grantor‘s title
it the time of the conveyance to them. in I.

contest with plaintiff, claiming ‘ride!’ the

specially pleaded, while the general lssuc 11mg
‘been waived. The reference to the home‘
stead in the plea for the allowance of improve
ments had relation to that subject only, and
could not be resorted to for any other pur

pose.
The provisions of the statutes of Texas on
the subject of the allowance for improve
ments in actions of trespass to try title are
contained in articles 4813-4821, inclusive,
(2 Sayles' Civil St. [Tex.] p. 639,) and are set
forth at length, and considered, in Cox v.

Hart, 145 U. S. 376. 390.12 Sup. Ct. Rep.
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962. It must be alleged in the pleadings that
the defendant and those under whom he
claims have had adverse possession, in good
faith, of the premises in controversy, for at
least one year next before the commence
ment of the suit, and that he and those under
whom he claims have made permanent and
valuable improvements on the land sued for
during the time they have had such posses
sion. It is clear that the defendants Cooke
were not in possession for 12 months before
the commencement of the suit, under any
written evidence of title; for their deed was
dated January 2, 1886, and the suit was com
menced December 24th of that year; but they
proposed to prove that they were in posses
sion prior to the execution of the deed, under
a verbal contract to convey, although they ad
mitted that the consideration was not paid
until the date of the deed. The evidence
offered was to the effect that Cooke, after
making his bargain with Payne, "imme
diately” entered upon possession, and "com
znenced" the erection of improvements, and
that he erected improvements of large value
upon the land, in good faith, after the com
mencement of his possession, and before he
knew of any judgment lien. There is a
lack of deﬂniteness in this on'er, which, under
the circumstances, probably did not commend
it to the circuit court; for it did not appear
therefrom that any of the improvements
were made before the date of the deed, or
exactly when, except that it was before

Cooke obtained actual knowledge of the
judgment lien.

over. no evidence was oﬁered to prove the
value of the land without regard to the im.

provements, an essential condition to the

=-amn.itvzlm_.=,unet:Msra_u<=.-sawum_

application of the statute.
Cox v. Hart,
supra. When and how far the remedy for
valuable improvements may be sought in the
courts of the United States, otherwise than in
equity, we do not consider.
Judgment was correctly entered against
all the defendants for the recovery of the
title and possession of the land, and, as the
mortgage company
was only interested
through the deed of trust to Simpson, it
was properly omitted in the recovery of dam

ages.
It is conceded that the defendant M. E.
Cooke was the wife of her codefendant .l.
H. Cooke. The claim under the deed from
Payne must be presumed to have been in
community; it being the settled law of
Texas that property purchased after the
marriage is prima facie such, whether the
conveyance be in the name of the husband
or of the wife, or in their joint names.
Veramendi v. Hutchins, 48 Tex. 550; Cooke
v. Bremond, 27 Tex. 460; Mitchell v. liarr,
26 Tex. 330. But it does not follow that tip
general personal judgment, in damages forg
use and occupation, under',rhe statute, and forv
costs, could be rendered against Mrs. Cooke.
The record disclosed nothing to justify the
subjection of her separate estate to such a
liability, and there was error in the judgment
in this particular.
Linn v. Willis, 1 Posey,
Unrep. Gas. 158; Garner v. Butcher, Id. 430;
Haynes v. Stovall, 23 Tex. 625; Menard v.

In Elam v. Parkhiil, 60 Tex. 581, it is said:

Sydnor, 29 Tex. 257. This does not involve

"To entitle a. party to a recovery for the
value of improvements, it is essential that
he be a possessor in good faith. ' * '
While title is not essential upon which to

the disturbance of the verdict, or a reversal
of the judgment in any other respect.
The judgment will therefore be aillrmed,
except as to the recovery of damages and
costs against M. E. Cooke; and that part
thereof will be reversed as to her, with costs,
and the cause remanded, with a direction

“predicate a claim for the value of improve
3 ments, it is necessary that the party should
' enter and~claim under color of title; that
is, the party must claim under an apparent
title, which he in good faith believes to be
the real title to the land." So in Morriil v.
Bartlett, 58 Tex. 644, it was held that “a

to the circuit court to order the judgment
to be modiﬁed so as to conform to the con
clusion above announced.

Ordered accordingly.

claim under the statute, by a defendant sued
t'or land, that he had made permanent and
raluable improvements thereon, cannot be
regarded when there is no evidence that he
ever paid anything for the land, or received
a deed therefor, and when he was informed
of the controversy which jeopardized his
possession before improving the land."
Many decisions of the supreme court of
Texas to the same eifect are cited by
counsel.
House v. Stone, 64 Tex. 685;
Hatchett v. Conner, 30 Tex. 104; Powell v.

(147 U. S- 370)

WALTER et ai. v. NORTHEASTERN R. 00.
(January 23, 1893.)

No. 1,206.
Cmoul'r Conn'rs —JURISDlCTlONAL Auouxr—HOW
Darnmnssn.
_

In a suit by a railroad compan}7 against
the treasurers of a number of counties thronlh
“111011 the railroad runs, to enjoin the eoleetmﬂ

Davis, 19 Tex. 380; Armstrong v. Oppen

of taxes, the jurisdictional amount calmqt .
made up by taking the sum of the amounts ill
respect to which the several treasurers are

heimer, (Tex. Sup.) 19 S. \V. Rep. 520.
We are satisﬁed that the defendants were

sought to be enjoined; but the jurisdiction as to

chill‘geable with notice of the judgment
lien, and did not, as against the plaintiff,
occupy the position of adverse possessors
under a claim of title, made in good faith,
prior to the deed of January 2, 1886. More

amount in controversy between him and the nul
road company.

each treasurer must be determined by

,9

Appeal from the circuit court of the Unit"‘1
States for the district of South Carolina. Re‘
versed.

WALTEB. o. NORTHEASTERN R. CO.
I52:

low
a
1 i-h

smltement by

Justice l3tROWN:

849

the matter in controversy with each or the“

This was a D1
in equl y ﬁled by the defendants was lessthan$2,000; and. se"ond.r~
Northeastern Railroad Company or South ‘because the plaintiff had a complete and ode-9
cal-011111 against the treasurer anl sheifi‘ of quate remedy at law.

Charlestou._Berkeiey, Williamsburg, and Flor-

With regard to the amount in controversy,

,1 “f

ence counties, through which thv piaultiffs

it is averred in the bill that the plaintid‘ re

Whii

mad passes, to enjoin them from issuing exe

turned, as required by law, its real and per

0111110113 against 01‘ 59131118 the property 01' the

5011111 property for taxation atu "valuation oi.‘

“1'53

plaintiﬂ, for the purpose of colecting; a tax

the same according to and under the uniform

‘WI
[Mi

based upon an assmsment alleged to be unconstitutional and void

rules and methods of valuation adopted for
the taxation or similar real and personal

"We
iiiiﬁhi
liih

The substance of the bill was that the
constitution of the state provided for a uulform and equal rate of assessment and iaxa-

property," and tendered to the county treas
urers of the several counties the amounts
due for taxes upon such valuation as re

iiiiii
i l
will

tion; that real estate is assessed for ml‘ltbn
once in ﬁve years at a uniform rate of from
50 to 60 per cent. of its actual value; that
personal property ls assessed every year at

turned, such amounts aggregating over $18
000, and in addition thereto tendered to the
county treasurer of Charleston county $313‘.
87, for the expenses of the railway commis

itei
in:

the same rate, or less; that this rate has be
come a uniform rule, and was accepted and

81011, but that the defendants refused to re.
Ceive the some unless plaintiﬂiwould also pay

liillil
m5!

acted upon by the assessing oﬂicers and
bonds of the state; that plaintlﬂ returned

the taxes claimed to be due in excess of the
amount so tendered, which were as follows:

no

its property at a valuation of from so to 65

In Charleston county, $177.67; in Berkeley

in

per cent. or its actual value; and that the

county, $1,511.16:

no
ilu

:state board of equalization for railroads nrhietrarily assessed the property of this company

$1,332.50; and in Florence county, $571.33,—
making the total amount claimed $3,592.66.

on;
in!

‘u a mnch’higher rate, although prior to the
year 1891 it had accepted and acted upon a

It was further alleged that of these taxes
4% mills were levied for state purposes, 2

in Williamsburg county,

all

uniform rule of assessment; but that at its

mills for school purposes, and from 1% mills

on

meeting in 1891 it abandoned the rule th ~reto-

to 5% mills.in the different counties. for coun

m
a“
45‘
PM
a;
5,
in

fore accepted, and assem railroal pr perty
ty and all other purposes. It appears, then,
at a mte exceedlng its actual value, and in
that. while the total amount involved in this
some m doubled and trebled the previous
litigation is $3,592.66. there is no claim made
rate, with intent to cast upon it a greater by the county ireasuier of either county
proportion of taxation, although no change
which ls not less than $2.000, and that, of the
was made in the assessment of other real and ‘entire claim of $35‘ 2,615, the state taxes rep
personal property; that the plaintiff, in comresent but $1,473.38. The residue is assessed

m

1110a with the other railroads of the state,
tendered in payment of its taxes the amount

by the county commissioners, and is never

5"
is
m
{I

due under the levy estimated upozi the value
of its property as thcretofore assessed, under
the rule prevailing in that state, anrl set
forthiu its sworn return. and brought this bill
to enjoin the taking possixssion of or srlllng

paid into the BYE-YB "Bil-sill‘! fit all- In Short.
the amount in dispute in each county is not
only less than $2,000, but is compounded of a
siabe. school, and county tax, most of which
is collected and paid out by the county au

for school and local purposes, is disbursed

5
a

iii: property under a tax execution to collect
the excess.

thorities for local purposes.
Under these circumstances, it is eniirely

Defendants demurred to this bill upon the
grounds (1) that the court had no jurisdiction,

by reason of the insuﬂicient amount in con
tl'ovei‘sy; (2) that the plaintiff had a com
piete and adequate remedy at law; (3) for
want of equit . The case was heard upon
demurrer, and a decree was rendered

overruling the demurrer, and cnjolnini,r the
collection or the taxes. See Railroad Co. v.
Blake,49 Fed. Rep.904. Dcfen ‘ants “Drilled
'0 this court under the fifth section of the
court of appeals act of 1891.

Samuel Lord and Ira B. Jones. for appel
hints. W. Hugh Fltzesimons and Henry A.
M. Smith, for appellee.

Mr. Justice BROWN, after stating the facts
the foregoing language, delivered the opin

ion of the court
Objection was taken to the jurisdiction of
a court below upon the grounds-First, that

clear that, had these taxes been paid under
protest, and the pialntii! had sought to recov
er them back, it would have been obliged to
bring separate actions in each county. As
the amount recoverable from each county
would be different, no joint judgment could
possibly be rendered. So, had a bill for in ,,
junction been ﬁled in a state court, and ting
practice had permitted, as in’ some states, a"
chancery subpoena to be served in any county
of the state, these defendants could not have
been joined in one bill, but a separate b'li
would have had to be ﬁled in each county.
Is the plaintiff cnlitied to join them all in a
single suit in a federal court, and sustain the
Jurisdiction by reason of the fact that the to
tal amount involved exceeds $2,000? We
think not. It is well settled in this court that
when two or more piaintiifs, having several
interests, unite, for the convenience or litiga
tion, in a. single suit, it can only be su<tained
in the court of original Jurisdictionl or on up
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pool in this court, as to those whose claims
exceed the jurisdictional amount, and that,
when two or more defendants are sued by
the same plalntiif in one suit, the test 01‘ juris
diction is the joint or several character of
the liability to the plaintiiI. This was the
distinct ruling of this court in Seaver v. Blge
lows. 5 Wall. 208; Russell v. Stansell, 105 U.
S. 303; Trust Co. v. Waterman, 106 U. S. 265,
1 Sup. Ct. Rep. 131; Hawley v. Fairbanks,
103 U. S. 543, 2 Sup. Ct. Rep. 8&6: Stewart
v. Dunham, 115 U. S. 61, 5 Sup. Ct. Rep. 1103;

Gibson v. Shuifeldt~ 122 U. S. 27, 7 Sup. Ct.
Rep. 1066; Clay v. Field, 138 U. S. 46*, 11
Sup. Ct. Rep. 419.
As illustrative of the rule as applied to
cases or joint defendants, it was held in Strat
ton v. Jarvis, 8 Pet. 4, that where a libel for
salvage was ﬁled against several packages oi.’
merchandise, and a decree was rendered
against each consignment for an amount not
suﬂlcient in itself to authorize an appeal by
any one claimant, the appeal of each claimant
must be trmted as a separate one, and, the
amount in each case being insuﬂlcient. this
court had no jurisdiction of the appeal of any
claimant. A similar ruling was made in
Spear v. Place, 11 How. 522. In Paving Co.
v. Mulford, 100 U. S. 147, a bill, ﬁled against
two defendants, alleging that each held cer
tiﬁcates of indebtedness belonging to the plain
tiff, was dismissed on ﬁnal hearing, and plain
tiff appealed; and it was held that as the re
covery, if any, must be against the defendants
severally, and as the amount claimed from
each did not exceed the requisite sum, this
court had no jurisdiction. In Schwed v.

a single policy of insurance written by four
diﬂerent companies, and the decier was
against each company severally for its sepa
rate obligation.
In short. the rule applicable to several plain
tiﬂfs having separate claims, that each must
repiment an amount suiilcient to give the
court jurisdiction, is equally applicable to
several liabilities or diﬂerent defendants to
the same plaintlﬁt. The disposition we have
made of this question renders it unnecessary
to consider the others.
Upon the whole, we are of opinion that ihi;
bill ought not to have been sustained, and the
decree of the court must therefore be re
versed, and the case remanded, with directions
to dismiss the bill for want 01! jurisdiction.

(147 U. S. 314)

KEELS et al. v. CENTRAL R. 00. OF
SOUTH CAROLINA.
(January 23. 1893.)

No. 1,207.
A peal from the circuit court for the district
of ‘outh Carolina. Reversed.
Samuel Lord and Ira B.Alonhtis, for appellants.
.T. T. Barron and Henry
. Smith, for IV‘,
pellee.
:
.1

Mr. Justice BROWN. As the‘ facts of this’
case are substantial] the same as the one'nut
decided, (13 Sup.
t. Rep. 348,) the decision
must be the same.
The decree of the court below will therefore
be reversed. and the case remanded, with dtrec
tions to dismiss the bill.
===n
(147 U. S. 360)

Smith, 106 U. S. 188. 1 Sup. Ct. Rep. 221. cer
etztln creditors recovered separate judgments
“against a. debtor, amounting in the uggreg ite

' to more than'$5,000, but none of which ex
ceeded that sum, and ﬁled a bill against him
and a, preferred creditor to subject to the
payment of their Judgment goods which had
been seized upon a prior judgment, in which
they succeeded, and defendant appealed.
The appeal was dismissed: the court holding
that. it the decree were several as to the cred
ltors, it was equally so as to their adversaries.
“The theory is that. although the proceeding
is in form but one suit, its legal effect is the
sameasthough separate suits had been begun
on each of the separate causes of action."
So in Henderson v. Wadsworth, 115 U. S.
264. 6 Sup. Ct. Itep. 40. it was held that where
a suit was brought against several heirs to en
force their liability for the payment of a note
on which their ancestor was bound, and sepa
rate judgments were rendered against each
for his proportionate share, this court had in
risdiction in error only over such judgments
as exceeded $5,000; and again, in Ex parie
Phoenix Ins. 00., 117 U. S. 367, 6 Sup. Ct,
Rep. 772. that distinct decrees against differ

GLENN v. GARTH et :1.
(January 23, 1893.)
No. 1,160.
Surname Courrr—Jt:nisnic-rlox—Arrnns no!
Sn'rs Cons'rs.
Where the highest court of a state, in de
termining the etfect of a statute of another
state. does not question its validity, but merely
determines its construction, there is no ground
for reviewing the cause in the supreme court 0!
the United States, on the theory that the con“
failed to give such statute the full faith and
credit which it was entitled to in the state
where it was enacted, and thus denied to the de
feated party a right claimed under the 00515"

tution or laws of the United States; especially
when the construction adopted is not inconsist

out with the construction placed upon the stat
me by the courts of the state in which it was
enacted.
In error to the supreme court of the state
of New York. Writ dismissed.
Burton N. Harrison and John Howard, for
plaintiff in error. Wm. C. Clapton, Robe!’t

Lewis Harrison, and Jolm R. Annoy, for d‘“
fendants in error.

Mr. Chief Justice FULLER delivered the

which. there were distinct liabilities, could not
be joined to give this court jurisdiction on ap

opinion or the court.
#
This was an action commenced October N:
1886, in the supreme court; of the cityfcmm"
ty, and state of New York, by John Glemh

veal.

as trustee, against David J. Garth. Robert A’

ent parties on a. single cause of action, in

In that: case the suit was brought upon

GLENN o. GARTH.
"it

Lancaster, and Samuel J. Harrison, impleaded
with others, to recover the amount of two
assessments made by the courts of the state

of Virginia upon the stock and stockholders
of the National Express & Transportation
Company, a corporation of that state.

The defendants denied that they had at any
who

time become the holders or owners of shares
of the capital stock of the corporation by as
sigmncht and transfer from the original
subscriber or subscribers for said shares,

or otherwise, and denied that they at any

{Hi

LM

time became and were received and accepted
by the corporation as stockholders in and
members thereof for the number of shares
alleged, or any shares whatsoever.
The record of the judicial proceedings of
the courts of Virginia. put in evidence es
tablished the basis of plaintiffs right to re
cover against the stockholders of the com
pany for the assessments in question, and
evidence was adduced on both sides bearing
on the question of the liability of defendants
as stockholders.
The trial court directed a verdict for the
piainn'ﬁ', and, on motion of defendants‘ coun
sel, ordered their exceptions to be heard in
the ﬁrst instance at the general term, and
that Judgment be suspended inthe mean time.
At the general term defendants moved on
their exceptions for a new trial, and the
supreme court sustained the exceptions, set

aside the verdict, and granted a new trial.
From this order the plaintiff appealed to
the court of appeals, giving the stipulation
exacted by the New York statute in that be
half, that if the order granting a. new trial
should be atlinned there should be judgment
absolute against him. The court of appeals

aﬁirmed the order appealed from, with judg
[D

anmv-.x1r;e.e?\n'-ié i‘6l

ment absolute against the plaintiff. The re
mitiitur and record were sent down to the
supreme court, with directions to enter the
judgment and to proceed according to law,
whereupon the supreme court directed the
judgment of the court of appeals to be made
“the judgment of that court, with costs to be

gﬂ-djusbed, and that defendants have execu
' tion. The costs were adjusted, and’Judgment
therefor entered, May 10, 1892. Application
was made in the court of appeals for a re
argument, which was refused in due course.
Awrit of error from this court to the supreme
Court of New York was then allowed, and
now comes before us on motion to dismiss,
The opinion of the supreme court in gen
eral term is given in the record, though
not reported, as appears in 60 Hun. 584,

15 N. Y. Supp. 202. The case is therein
stated in substance as follows: Defend
ants Harrison, Garth, and Lancaster were
engaged in the business of bankers, and
brokers in stocks, bonds, and securities,

in New York, under the ﬁrm name of Har
“5°11. Garth & 00. They had a customer
med Flcklin, who desired to purchase
shares of the National Express & Transpor
tation Company upon a. margin. Garth
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agreed to carry the shares for Ficklin,
that is, to pay for them as Ficklin pur
chased them, upon receipt of a suﬂicicnt
margin to secure the ﬁrm against loss. This
stock was not listed upon the New York
Stock Exchange, but
Ficklin informed
Garth that he could pick the shares up at
Baltimore and other places. Some time aft
er the making of this arrangement several
lots of the shares were purchased, presum
ably on Ficklin's orders, through McKim 8:
00., brokers in Baltimore, and, in accord
ance with Garth‘s promise to carry them,
Harrison, Garth & Co. settled the account
of McKim & Co. for what they had dis
bursed in the transaction. The certiﬁcates
of stock were sent on from Baltimore by Mo
Kim & Co. to Harrison, Garth & 00., as se
curity for the advances thus made by the
ﬁrm to Ficklin. The invariable custom in
such cases is for the seller to deliver the
certiﬁcates to the broker, with a blank as
sigmnent and power of attorney to transfer
on the books of the company indorsed
thereon. Such a thing as placing stock in
the name of the ﬁlm, when thus acting as
brokers, had never once occurred in all its
business life. Instead of following the cus
tom, and forwarding the ordinary and
proper documents, McKim 8.: 00. had the
shares transferred on the books of the com
pany into the name of Harrison, Garth &.
(30., and it was the certiﬁcates naming the
ﬁrm as the owners of the shares which were”
sent on to defendants. This act of McKim 8::
Co. was not only contrary to'precedent, but’
as a matter of fact entirely unauthorized.
The moment Garth observed the forms of
the certiﬁcates, he repudiated the transfer
to his ﬁrm, and endeavored to effect a
retransfer. He knew that the stock was
assessable, and liability might result from
the acceptance of the certiﬁcates made out
in the name of his ﬁrm, but at the same time
he could not prudently return the certiﬁcates
to the company and demand their cancella
tion, for the reason that the ﬁrm had ad
vanced their money upon the security of
the shares. He notiﬁed Ficklin, and re
quired him to have the stock taken up and
transferred from the ﬁrm’s name. He also
returned the certiﬁcates to McKim & Co.
with instructions to have them sold, and
transferred from the name of the ﬁrm.
There was no delay or hesimtion; disaﬂirm
ance followed at once upon notice of the un
authorized act. Some attempt was made
upon the trial to prove that Harrison,
Garth & Co. dealt directly with McKim &
(30., but the evidence was insufficient even
to amount to a conﬂict on that point.
The court ruled that no person could be
made a stockholder without his knowledge
or consent: that there is nothing in any stat
ute which makes the books of a company in
controvertible evidence on that head; that the

actual fact may always be inquired into.
and, if it be shown that. the transferee upon
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the books never consented to accept the
shares, the transfer to .‘11m is simply null
and void; that these defendants had not by
any neglect or default brought themselves
within any just principle of estoppel; and up
on a careful review of all the evidence ad
duced upon the trial the court found “that
the defendants never became stockholders of
the corporation represented by the plaintiff,
and consequently are not responsible for the
unpaid assessments sought to be recovered in
this action."
The opinion of the court of appeals is re
ported in 133 N. Y. 18, 30 N. E. Rep. 649, and
31 N. E. Rep. 344. The case was fully con
sidered and discussed, and the same conclu
sions arrived at. Among other things, the
learned judge who delivered the opinion of
the court said: “But it is further claimed
*that under the statutes of Virginia. as ex

,‘Zpounded by their courts, the transfer upon the
' books of the‘ company is conclusive upon
the defendants, and makes them stockhold
ers, at least as to creditors. irrespective of
the circumstances of the registry. It is ob
vious that any enactment which enabled a
wrongdoer to load upon a stranger the
heavy responsibilities of a stockholder with
out his knowledge or assent would be an out
rage upon the rights of the individual not to
be expected.
The statutes of Virginia ac
complish no such wrong, but operate reason
ably within certain welldeﬂned limits. We
are referred to the Code of 1860, c, 57, 5 7.
That remilates the rights of the assignor of
stock, appearing as owner upon the corporate
books, relatively to his assignee, who does
not so appear, and to the creditors of and sub
sequent purchasers from the former, and
vests the title in the assignee, not, let it be
observed, for all purposes, but ‘so far as may
be necessary to effect the purpose of the sale,
pledge, or other disposition,’ and subject to
the provisions of the 25th section. That is
in these words: ‘A person in whose name
shares of stock stand on the books of the
company shall be deemed the owner thereof
as regards the company.’ The plain meaning
is that the corporation which has acknowl
edged the ownership, and accepted its evi
dence and admitted it upon its records, shall
not be at liberty to dispute it. Its meaning
is not that it shall be conclusive against the
alleged stockholder. Indeed, in Vunderwer
ken v. Glenn, 85 Va. 9, 6 S. E. Rep. 808, the
court state the rule to be that the record up
on the corporate books is prima facie evi
dence of the ownership, and after examining
all the cases referred to I ﬁnd none which
venture any further."
And in the opinion upon the motion for re

argument it was further said: “Of course,
the question discussed is vital to the contro
versy. Under the law, both of this state and of
Virginia, one may be, as we said in the for.

porations, (chapter 40, 5 16,) and that of 1850
as to railroads, recognized that a person may
hold shares as collateral without being liable
to assessment; and it rests upon the obvious
ground that the pledgor, in whose name the=
stock is registered,- remains the general owner, notwithstanding the pledge, and the com
pany cannot treat him otherwise, nor practi
cally claim that both piedgor and pledges
are at the same time stockholders of the
same stock.
The pledgor remains liable;
the pledgee never becomes so. The statute of
Virginia. (Code 1860, c. 57, § 25) makes those,
and only those, stockholders, ‘as it respects
the company,’ whose names are registered
on its books as such; and that enactment,
thus requiring an acceptance and recognition
of the stockholder by the corporation, shows
that it is a contract relation which is contem
plated, and involves an actual assent on both
sides. The seeming intimation ventured on
behalf of the appellant that the effect of that
act is to make one conclusively a stockholder
whose name was registered, whether he
knew and asented or not, is too plainly un
endurable to require serious discussion. No

one can be made a stockholder without his
consent, express or implied, and so there is
no view of the subject which can dispense
with proof of that assent by the defendants
as a. vital and necessary element of the plain-b
tiif‘s case."
a

'We are unable to discover any suiiiclentc
ground upon which to rest Jurisdiction of this
writ of error. The requirement of sectionl

of article 4 of the constitution, that "full
faith and credit shall be given in each state
to the public acts, records, and judicial pro
ceedings of every other state," is referred to
by counsel, as also section 905 of the Revised
Statutes, which provides for the authentica

tion of the acts of the legislature, and of the
records and judicial proceedings of the
courts, of any state or territory, and con

cludes: “And the said records and judicial
proceedings so authenticated shall have such

faith and credit given to them in every court
within the United States as they have by law
or usage in the courts of the state from

which they are taken." And it is contended
that the New York courts did not give to the

statutes and jurisprudence of Virginia. and m
the judicial proceedings in Virginia, the fallh.

credit, and effect that they had by law and
usage at home. As to judicial proceedings!
the action of the Virginia courts was in 110
manner questioned by the decision under con

sideration. There was no judgment against
the defendants in personam in Virginia’ and
their liability as stockholders was not de
termined by the decrees which had Passed
there against the company; nor were the Ya‘
lidity and effect of the statutes of Virginm

denied, although, so far as relied 011, the"
proper construction and operation were con

mer opinion, a holder of stock without being,
sidered by the court of appeals.
In the full sense of the term, a ‘stockholder.’
Dar statute of 1848 as to manufacur'mg cor.

Our attention has been called t0 11° cm

in which it has been held by the hishe"
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‘tribunal of Virginia that the statutes re

gterred to (Code Va. 1860, cc. 56, 57; Code
| 1373, c. 57) ‘were intended to be conclusive
ot the liability of a party, who had never
subsciibed for stock or been a transferee
thereoi' in fact, because of the presence of
his name upon the books of the company
without his consent or assent thereto.

In Vanderwerken v. Glenn, 85 "a. 14, 6 S.

erlng the opinion of the court, after stating
that “in order to give this court jurisdiction

and decided by it," for the obvious reason
that “the party is
_
case before this court. because a state court
has refused to him a right to which he is en

titled under the constitution or laws of the
E. Rep. 806, the decision was, as stated by
United States, but it he omits to claim it in
the court of appeals, that the appearance
of the name or the party, sought to be
charged, on the company's books as a stock
a writ of error to this court, when, for any
holder, was prima tacie evidence of his be
thing that appears in the record, the judg
ing such, and this was conceded by the New
ment oi.‘ the state court might have been in
York court. It is said that that was a mere
his favor it its attention had been drawn
common-law, legal presumption, and had
to the question," goes on to say that “it ap
nothing to do “with the statutory rights and
pears
that the decision turned upon the con
obligations of actual dealers in the stock
struction (not the validity) of the act 01!
whose names appeared upon the books as
Mississippi of 1840, and upon a question of
holders oi.’ the stock with their knowledge
and without dissent on their part, so far as
prescription claimed by the
the company and its creditors were con
cerned;" and that the New York court "went ing is said in relation to the constitutionality
or validity 01.‘ this act of Mississippi, and the
oi! upon the common-law rule oi.’ evidence
It! to the appearance of stock upon the stock opinion of the court clearly shows that no
books in respect of strangers, and utterly such question was raised or decided." The
writ oi.’ error was theretore dismissed for
ignored and rejected the constitutional credit
want of jurisdiction. It does not seem to
and effect due to the said statutes of Vir
slain in respect of persons actually dealing
in such stock, and whose names appeared up
on the books or the company as holders and
owners or stock in the ordinary and regular
course of its business as conducted under
those statutes." But this involves in large
part a consideration oi‘ the case upon the
merits, and begs the question whether upon
the facts these defendants occupied the posi

have occurred to the chief justice that the
writ could be maintained upon the ground

of a denial of hill faith and credit to the
Mississippi statute by the construction given
by the Louisiana court.
This record may be searched in vain for
any proof that, as matter or fact, the public
acts of Virginia had, by law or usage in Vir
ginia, any other effect than was given them

in New York; nor can the contention ott

tion plaintiff ascribes to them.
It’ we were to assume jurisdiction of this
case it is evident that the question submitted
would be, not whether the decision of the
New York court was against a right specially
let up and claimed under the constitution of

the United States, or necessarily arising, but
Whether in that decision error intervened in
the construction of the statutes of Virginia.
1!- el'el'y time the courts of a state put a
construction upon the statutes of another

"ate, this court may be required to deter
mine whether that construction was or was

counsel, that the’Virginia statutes should be?
construed according to their views, be treat
ed as the equivalent of the express assertion
of a right arising under the constitution or

laws of the United States.
dismissed.

Writ of error

=

(147 U. S. 631)

HAMBLIN v. W’ESTERN LAND 00.
(February 6, 1893.)

No. 1,042.
not correct, upon the ground that, it it were

concluded that the construction was incor
PM. it would follow that the state courts

Susanna Conn'r—Jomsnic-rios -Pcsuo Lenno—
GRANTS in Am or Rumours.
1. The supreme court has no jurisdiction of
a writ of error to review the Judgments of
state courts unlms a real, and not a ﬁctitious,

“1"” (‘mini-(l?! ii”
or a statute and the validity of a statute has

“Wily been adverted to by this court.
"Dad 00. v. Hopkins, 130 U. S. 210, 9

51n-(gt Rep. 503, and cases cited.

In Bank

. v. M

i'poration of Mississippi under the laws of
t state.

Mr. Chief Justice Taney, deliv

V-138.C.—23

\I

01

v

Hartupee,
‘
n .
A ew
rcans
.
\Vaterworks 00., 12 Sup. Ct. Rep. 112, 1-12 U.
S. 79. followed.
.
_
2. Where the location of a railroad but:i
whether vaiid or not, is approved by the la
oiﬁce, land withdrawn to satisfy a grant, as
determined by such location, is not thereafter
open to entry under the preemption or
homestead laws: and a person attempging to
make a homestead entry t
n canno ques
tion the legal title of the railroad. \Volcott v.
Des Moines 00., 5 Wall. 681' Wolsey v. Chap

man, 101 U. s. 155; Bullard v. Railroad 00..
7 Su . Ct. Rep. 1149, 122 U. S. 167; U. S. v.
Des Rioines etc., 00., 12 Sup. Ct. Rep. 308, 142

U. s. 510, followed.
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3. Where the legal title to certain land
has been in controversy between two railroads,
each claiming under a land grant, a. third party,
who has attempted to make a homestead entry
on the land after the location of the two lines
of railroad has been approved by the land oiﬁce
and the land withdrawn from sale, cannot gues
tion the force and effect of a decree determining
thodsconuoversy in favor of one of the rail
roa .
'
In error to the supreme court of the state
of Iowa"
Petition by the Western Land Company
against Howard M. Hamblin in the district
court of O'Brien county, lowa, to recover pos
session of certain land. Judgment for plain
tiff. Defendant appealed to the supreme court
of Iowa, which aﬂirmed the judgment. 44 N.
W. Rep. 807. Defendant brings error. Af
ﬁrmed.
Statement by Mr. Justice BREWER:
This case is submitted on a motion to dis
miss or atﬁrm. The facts are these: Defend
nut in error, the Western Land Company, on
August 24-, 1887, ﬁled its petition in the dis
trict court of O‘Brlen county, Iowa, to re
cover from the defendant, I'Iamblin, now
plaintiff in error, the possession of the N. E.
1/4, of section 1, township 95 N., range
41 W., ﬁfth P. M. Defendant appeared
d answered. A trial was had, and on April
‘ , 1888, judgment was rendered in favor of
the plaintiff, the iVcstern Land Company,
for the possession of the property. From
this judgment Hamblin appalled to the su
preme court of the state, which on February
10, 1890, aﬁirmed the judgment of the dis
trict court. Thercupon Hamblin sued out a
writ of error from this court.
The land company's record title consisted
of a patent from the United States to the
state of Iowa, dated (Time 17, 1873, convey
ing the land to the state for the use and ben
etlt of the Sioux City & St. Paul Railroad
Company; a decree of the circuit court of
a the United States for the southern district
got Iowa, of May 18, 1882, (Chicago, M. & St.
' P. Ry. Co. v.'Sioux City & St. P. R. Co., 10

Fed. Rep. 435,) modiﬁed on May 21, 1886, in
pursuance of a mandate from this court,
(Sioux City & St. P. R. Co. v. Chicago, M. &
St. P. By. 00., 117 U. S. 406, 6 Sup. Ct. Rep.
790,) by which the title 01' this land was ad
judged held by the state in trust for the Chi
cago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railroad Com
pany; a patent from the state of Iowa. to

the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railroad
Company, of date September 27, 1886; and
a warranty deed from the latter company to

the Western Land Company, of date May
26, 1886.
Hamblin’s claim to the land rests upon the
fact that in February, 1884, nearly 11 years
after the issue of the patent, he took posses
sion and made application to enter it under
the homestead laws of the United States.

This aliplicatiou apparently failed, and he
made a second application in September,
1885. He built a house upon the land, and

made other improvements, and has residco
on it since March, 1884. It does not appeal
that the land department ever recognized
any right in him to enter the land; so that
his only claim is based upon the fact 0! oc
cupation, made, as he says, with a. view to
entering it as a homestead
Wm. L. Joy, for plaintiff in error. John S.
Monk, for defendant in error.

Mr. Justice BREWER, after stating the
facts in the foregoing language, delivered the
opinion of the court.
It is doubtful whether there is a federal
question in this case. A real, and not a tic
titious, federal question is essential to the
jurisdiction of this court over the judgments
of state courts. Millinger v. Hartupee,6
Wall. 258; New Orleans v. Waterworks 00.,
142 U. S. 79, 87, 12 Sup. Ct. Rep. 142. In the
latter case it was said that “the bare aver
mcnt of a federal question is not in all cases
suflicient. It must not be wholly without
foundation. There must be at least color oi
ground for such averment, otherwise :1 fed
eral question might be set up in almost any

case, and the jurisdiction of this court in,1
voked simply for the purpose of delay.”
3
‘Now, in ordinary cases, it would not be
doubted that a party entering upon vacant

land, the title to which had been conveyed
from the general government by patent to
an individual, could not create a federal
question, such as to give this court jurisdic
tion over the judgment of the highest court
of the state, by simply averring that such
possession was taken with a view of enter

1118 the land under the homestead laws of
the United States, and that he went through

the form of making application to the local
land otﬁce for permission to make such entry;
for if he could, as is suggested in the foretol

ing quotation from 142 U. S., B Sup- Ci

nch-1 almost any case in ejectment could be
taken from the supreme court of a state to

this. In order that such claim of the party
in pomession may raise a genuine federal
question, there must be some reason to bi“

lieve that the apparent legal title tnmsferred
by the patent from the United States “515

wrongfully conveyed, and that the real ﬂu?
in fact remains in the government; and
whether there be such shadow upon the I‘?

gal title of the land company that the deniﬂl
of Hamblin's right to enter the land 83 a
homestead presents a genuine, rather than B
ﬁctitious, federal question is a. doubtful will‘
ter. We must therefore investigate. 110i

merely the instruments by which the legal
title passed to the land company, but the

legislation and proceedings claimed to Em
authority therefor.

On May 12, 1864, congress passed all “Ft
granting lands to the state of Iowa to aid "1
the construction of two railroads. 13 St. P
72. So much of the ﬁrst section as is mate‘

rial for the question here involved is as fol‘
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lows: “That there be, and is hereby, granted
to the state 0! Iowa, for the purpose of aid

come within the 10-mlle limit of the location
of 1869. In other words, so far as it could,

ing in the construction of a railroad from

the land department set aside the location
made in 1864, and approved and adopted
that made in 1869. The land in controversy
is within 10 miles of the line of the licGreg
or Company's line as located in 1869, but is
west of the terminus of the McGre-gor Com
pauy‘s line as located in 1864, and therefore
not within the place or indemnity limits as
determined by that location. It is also with
in the indemnity limits of the Sioux City
Company‘s line. It appears from the recitals
in the patent to the state in 1373 that the
land in controversy was selected as indemni
ty land for the Sioux City Company, and was
patented to the state for the use and beneﬁt
of that company. With reference to the sub
sequent proceedings, it is suﬂicient to say
that the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Rail
road Company succeeded, under legislation

Sioux City, in said state, to the south line of
the state of Minnesota, at such point as the
said state of. Iowa may select between the

Big Sioux and the west fork of the Des
)ioines river; also to said state for the use
and beneﬁt of the McGrcgor Western Rail
road Company, for the purpose of aiding in
the construction of a railroad from a point

at or near the foot of Main street, South Mc
\sGl‘EEOi‘, in said state, in e. westerly direction,
Shy the most practicable route, on or near the

‘forty-third parallel of north'latitude, until
it shall intersect the said road running from
Sioux City to the Minnesota state line, in the
county of O‘Brien, in aid state." It will be

noticed that the road of the McGregor Com
pany was to proceed westerly, on or near
the forty-third parallel, to an intersection
with the Sioux City road, in the county of
O'Brien. On August 30, 1864, that company
ﬁled in the general land oﬁice a map of the
deﬁnite location of its line. This line extend
ed westwardiy to a point in section 19, town
ship 95, range 40, in O‘Brlen county, where it
was then expected that a junction would be
formed with the Sioux City road. In July,
1867, the Sioux City Company ﬁled its map
of deﬁnite location. Both of these maps
were approved. The line of the Sioux City
Company ran through the northwest corner
0! O'Brien county, and the western terminus
of the iiicGregor Company's line, as located.
was about 9 miles south and 12 miles east of
the point at which the Sioux City line en
tered O'Brien county on the west. The Mc
Gregor line did not, therefore, intersect with
the Sioux City line in O'Brien county, nor
come nearer to it than 17 or 18 miles. It will
he noticed that, under the statute, the Sioux
City line was not to be located so as to inter
Sect with the liicGrcgor line, but the latter
was to proceed in a. westerly direction, and
intersect the Sioux City line. In other words,
the Sioux City Company had the primary
right of location, the McGregor Company the
subordinate, and the latter company was to
locate its line in a westerly direction, so as to
Connect with the Sioux City line wherever
located in O'Brien county. So, although the

McGrcgor Company's map of deﬁnite loca

of the state of Iowa, to the rights oi! the Me
Gregor Company, and constructed its road
on nearly the line of 1869, and so as to inter
sect with the Sioux City road; that the liti
gation in the circuit court was between the
Sioux City Company and the Milwaukee
Company; that the outcome of that litigation
was an adjudication of the rights of the Mil
waukee Company to this land; and that. in
pursuance of that litigation, the legal title
thereto was conveyed by the state to the Mil
waukee Company.
Now, the contention of plaintiff in error is
that, after the approval by the land depart‘
ment of the map of deﬁnite location ﬁled in
1864 by the McGrcgor Company, the powers
or that company in respect to a location were
exhausted, and as authority therefor refer
ence is made to the cases of Van Wyck v.
Knevals, 106 U. S. 360, 366, 1 Sup. Ct. Rep.
336, and Walden v. Knevals, 114 U. S. 373,
5 Sup. Ct. Rep. 808. In the former of these
cases this court said: “But when a route is
adopted by the company, and a map desig
nating it is ﬁled with the secretary of the in
terior, and accepted by that oliicer, the route
is established. It is, in the language of the
act, ‘deﬁnitely ﬁxed,’ and cannot be the sub
Ject of future change, so as to attect the
grant, except upon legislative consent." Con
gress never having assented to a change,'ii
is claimed that the only valid location was

UQH was approved when ﬁled, yet, after the

that in 1864, and that the land in controver

ﬁling and approval of the map of deﬁnite
iomtion ot the Sioux City Company’s line,
"10 location made by the McGrcgor Com

lie land department as the true line of defi
"te location. On March 15, 1870, and May

sy, not being cotermlnous with the line as
then established, never came within the
terms or the grant, but remained absolutely
the property of the government, notwith
standing the error ot the ministerial otlicers
oi the government in executing a patent to
the state. It may be observed in reply, ﬁrst,
that in all the cases in which this question
of the ﬁnality of a location has been before

“11810- the local land otiices were instructed

this court, the line as located contormed to

W the commissioner of the general land of

and satisﬁed all the terms of the granting
act, and the decision was that such a line,
having been once deﬁnitely located, could
not be changed; while in the case at bar the

iifilly was questioned as not in conformity
with the terms 0! the act; and on September

2- 1869, a new map of deﬁnite location was

med. and this has since been recognized by

M ‘0 recognize this as the true line, and to
more to the public domain such lands're

med “Den the location in 1864 as did not
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line as located in 1864 did not satisfy the
terms of the act, because it failed to inter
sect in O'Brien county with that of the Sioux
City Company. Of course, until the line of
the Sioux City Company was deﬁnitely lo—
catcd, it was impossible for the McGregor
Company to determine where it could inter
sect with it, and it may be that the line of
1864 was justly considered as only a tempo
rary and provisional one; so, at least, it
seems to have been regarded by the land de
partment, and we are not prepared to say
that its decision was not correct.
But it is unnecessary to decide, and we do
not rest the case upon, this quesiion. It is
referred to as perhaps throwing such a shad
ow upon the record title of the land company
as to justify us in holding that a real, and
not ﬁctitious, federal question was presented,
for on other grounds the ruling of the su
preme court of Iowa was unquestionably cor
rect. In the ﬁrst place, whether the loca
tion of the line in 1869 was of any validity
or not, it was in fact accepted by the land
department; and by the letters of March 15
and May 11, 1870, the land in controversy
was, with others, withdrawn to satisfy the
grant as determined by that location, and
such a reservation by the interior depart
ment, it is well settled, operates to withdraw
the land from entry under the preemption

or homestead laws. Wolcott v. Des liolnes
Co., 5 Wall. 681; Wolsey v. Chapman, 101
U. S. 755; Ballard v. Railroad 00., 122 U. S.
..187, 7 Sup. Ct. Rep. 1149; U. S. v. Dell
ghioines, etc., 00., 142 U. S. 510, 12 Sup. Ct.
' Rep. 308. As, therefore, the'iand was so sit
uated that Hamblln could not make a valid
homestead entry, it follows that he is not in
a position to question the conveyance of the
legal title by the patent from the govern
ment.

But, further, the land was within the in
demnity limits of the Sioux City road. It
was therefore land which might be selected
by that company to supply any deﬁciency in
the granted lands, and the patent from the
United States shows that it was so selected,
and it was patented to the state for the use
and beneﬁt of that Company. There is noth
ing in the record to show that such selection
was not properly made, or that the land was
not rightfully conveyed to the state for the
beneﬁt of that company, unless it be the de
cree of the circuit court; and that decree, if
conclusive in this litigation, establishes the
validity of the line located in 1869, and the
rights of the Milwaukee Company to the
land by virtue of the grant and that location.
Of course, Hamblin is in no position to insist
upon any rights of the Sioux City Company,
and the case stands thus: The patent to the
state for the use and beneﬁt of the Sioux
City Company was valid, unless the location
in 1869 oi’ the McGregor Company’s line was
Vii-lid. If the latter was valid, then the pat
ent should have been issued to the state for
thv beneﬁt of the Milwaukee Company. The

question of right as between the two rail
road companies has been settled by judicial
decision, and Hamblin is in no position to
question the force and eifect of that dedsiou.
The judgment of the supreme court of Iowa
was unquestionably right. Atlirmed.

(147 'C. S. 337)

LUXTON v. NORTH RIVER BRIDGE 00.
(January 16, 1893.)

No. 1,106.
Emixaxr DOMAIN — CONDEMNATION or FEDERAL
Couin' — STATE Piuic'rics — APPEAL — FlNAL
J uoeiuss'r.
1. In the act of July 11, 1890, (26 St. at
Large, p. 268, which incorporates the North
River Bridge ompany, gives it power to con
demn lands, and provides that the compensation
therefor shall be ascertained according to the
laws of the state in which they are situated, the
provision of section 4, that the coudenmshou
proceedings in the federal circuit court shall cou
form "as nearly as may be to the rsctice in the
courts of the state," must, like
v. St. i914,
relating to practice and pleadings in actions at
law, be construed to be an adoption. of the state
laws only when they are consistent with the fed
enil legislation, and therefore a circuit court
should not follow the provisions of the lflew Jen
soy statutes requiring the condemnation oom
missiouers appointed by the court to ﬁle the re
port of their assessment in the county clerk‘:
otﬁce, but the same should be ﬁled in the clerk‘!
oﬁice of the circuit court; and, if a trial by i117
should be had by way of appeal, as allow by
the state statutes, such trial must likewise be
had in the circuit court.
2. The New Jersey practice, whereby the
action of the state courts in appointing condem
uation commissioners, as well as the award
damages
reviewed made
by theby
state
the supreme
commissioners,
court onmay
certio
rari, is also inapplicable to condemnation pro

ceedings in the federal circuit court; and such
proceedings can only be reviewed by a writ of
error taken from a hnal judgment.
3. In such a proceediu , the case through‘
out, from the application gor the appointment
of commissioners until the entry of Judguicnl
upon their award or upon the verdict of a July
assessing damages in case of appeal, rcmauis in
the circuit court of the United States, and un
der its supervision and control; and therefore l
mere order appointing the commissioners is no!
a_ﬁnal judgment from which a writ of gl‘l’Pl'

will lie, since it neither vests in the pililllilﬂ
title in the land to be taken, nor adjudicatlcs the
right of the owner to damages.

\Vheeimll

Belmont Bridge Co. v. Wheeling Bi'idL’e 0?"
1_1
Ct. Rep. 301, 138 U. S. 287, 1119'
tinguis ed.

In error to the circuit court of the United
States for the district of New Jersey. “1'11
dismissed.

Gilbert Collins, for plaiutiﬂ in error. JO
seph D. Beale, for defendant in error.
Mr. Justice GRAY delivered the opinion 0!
the court

This is a. writ of error to reverse an Order

made by the circuit court of the United
States for the district of New Jersey 011 the
petition of the North River Bridge Companyv
appointing commissioners to assess damages
for the appropriation and condemnation of

land of the plaintiff in error in the city °t
Hoboken, coimty of Hudson, and state 0t
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New Jersey, for the approaches to a bridge

By the general railroad law of New Jer Q
93
across the North or Hudson river between
sey, any railroad'corporatlon, which cannot a
the states of New York and New Jersey,
agree with the owner of land required for
under the act of congress of July 11, 1890,
the construction 01' its road, is to present an
c. 669, (26 St. p. 268,) entitled “An act to in
application, containing a description of the
corporate the North River Bridge Company,
land, to a justice of the supreme court of
and to authorize the construction of a bridge
the state for the appointment of three dis
and approaches at New York city, across
interested, impartial, and judicious freehold
lhe Hudson river, to regulate commerce in
ers, residents in the county in which the
and over such bridge between the states of
land lies, to examine and appraise the land,
New York and New Jersey, and to establish
and to assess the damages. The commis
such bridge a military and post road," the
sioners so appointed are to make a report
constitutionality of which, as authorizing
in writing of their assessment, and to ﬁle it,
‘such appropriation and condemnation, is de
together with the description of the land, in
gated by the plaintiff in error.
the clerk's oiﬁce of the county, to remain oi‘
' ‘At the threshold of the case lies the in
record therein. Either party aggrieved by
quiry whether the order of the circuit court
the decision of the commissioners may ap
appointing commissioners to assess damages
peal to the circuit court for the county, and
for the taking by the petitioner of the re
there have the damages ascertained by the
spondent’s land is a ﬁnal judgment upon
verdict of a jury, upon which judgment is
which a writ of error will lie. This depends
to be entered; and the report so recorded,
upon the terms and effect oi.‘ the act of in
with proof of payment or tender by the cor
corporation of the petitioner by the congress
poration oi‘ the damages messed by the
of the United States, taken in connection
commissioners, or found by the jury on ap
with the general railroad law of the state
peal from their decision, is to be plenary
of New Jersey.
evidence of the company's right to the land.
By section 4 of the act incorporating the
Laws N. J. 1873, §§ 12, 13, c. 413, pp. 94, 95;
petitioner, congress has enacted that the
Rev. St. 1877, pp. 928, 929.
compensation for property, real or personal,
The description and report, so ﬁled and re
appropriated and condemned under the act,
corded, have been declared by the supreme
shall “be ascertained according to the laws
court of the state to be equivalent to a deed
of the state within which the same is lo
cated;" that, “in case any litigation arises
out oi.‘ the construction, use, or operation of
said bridge or approaches thereto and rail
roads thereon, or for the condemnation or
the appropriation of property in connection
therewith, under this act, the cause so aris
ing shall be heard and tried before the cir
cuit court of the United States for the judi
rial district hi which the bridge or one of
the approaches is located?’ and that “appli
cations for condemnation or appropriation

Of Property shall he made in the circuit
court of the United States for the district
in which such property is situated, upon the
liciition of said company, and the hearing
and trial of all other proceedings thereon
Shall conform as nearly as may be to the
practice in the courts of the state in which

such district is situated in the case of con
dclnnation or appropriation of property for
railroads." 26 St. pp. 269, 270.

This direction that the proceedings in the
circuit court of the United States shall “con
rm as nearly as may be to the practice in
the courts of the state" must, of course, like

the corresponding direction as to practice,
lllcadin
and procedure, in section 914 of
the Revised Statutes, give way whenever to
adopt the state practice would be inconsist
cut with the terms, defeat the purpose, or

lmpﬂil' the effect of any legislation of con
gress- Railroad Co. v. Horst, 93 U. S. 291;

U teguray Ore & Iron 00., Petitioner, 123
- 3- ‘>44, 9 Sup. Ct. Rep. 150; Southern Pac.
00. v. Benton 1
Rep.“, 46 U. S. 202, 13 Sup. Ct.

from the owner. Hetﬂeid v. Railroad 00.,
29 N. J. Law, 571, 57-1;

Taylor v. Railroad

00., 38 N. J. Law, 28.
By the practice in the courts of New Jer
sey, either the appointment of commission
ers or their award of damages may be re
viewed by the supreme court of the state
on writ of certiorari. Matters affecting the
validity or the regularity of their appoint
ment may be considered on certiorari to
the justice appointing them, after the order
of appointment, and before they have acted;
and questions of law nﬂ'ecting the power or
the action of the commissioners may be de
termined on certiorari to them, after their
award has been ﬁled and not appealed from.
Morris & Essex R. Co. v. Hudson T. R. 00.,
38 N. J. Law, 548; Lehigh "alley R. Co. v.9

Dover & R. n. 00., 43 N. J. Law, 5%; can“
tral R. Co. v. Hudson Terminal Ry. Go.,'46
N. J. Law, 289;

De Camp v. Railroad 00.,

47 N. J. Law, 43, 518, 4 Atl. Rep. 318.
There are reasons why a writ of certiorari
to review the appointment oi.’ the commis
sioners before they have acted may be al
lowed in the courts of New Jersey, under
the law of the state, which can have no ap
plication to proceedings in the circuit court

of the United States under the act of con
gress. The appointment of commissioners
imder the state practice is made by a jus
tice of the supreme court of the state as a
judge and not as a court, and is the ﬁrst
and last step to be taken by him.
The
award of the commissioners is not to be re
turned to him or to that court, but to the
oﬂice of the clerk of the county in which
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the land lies, and is subject to appeal to a

distinct tribunaL—the circuit court of the
county. Besides, the supreme court of New
Jersey has power to issue writs of certiorari,
according to the course of the common law:
and a writ of certiorari to quash proceedings
before a special tribunal for want of juris
diction, or to bring them up to be com
pleted, may issue at any stage of the pro
ceedlngs, diﬂiering in this respect from a
writ of error. Hoxsey v. Paterson, 39 N. J.
Law, 489; Mowery v. Camden, 49 N. J. Law,

106, 6 Ad. Rep. 438.

554; Bank v. Whitney, 121 U. S. 284, 7
Sup. Ct. Rep. 897; Iron Co. v. Martin, 132
U. S. 91, 10 Sup. Ct. Rep. 32; McGourkey v.
Railway 00., 146 U. S. 536, 13 Sup. Ct. Rep.

170.
As by the proceedings in the circuit court
oi’. the United States, in the case at bar,

neither the title of the corporation in the
land to be taken, nor the right of the owner
to damages for taking it, would be adjudi

cated or established before the return of
the award of the commissioners, it neces
sarily follows, under the acts of congress
and the decisions of this court, that the or
der appointing commissioners was interlocu

But under the act of congress the applica
tion for the appointment of commissioners,
and the order appointing them, are required
tory only. and that this writ of error was
to be made, not to and by a judge sitting at prematurely sued out, and must be dis
chambers, but “in the circuit court of the
missed for want of jurisdiction.
United States." The award of the commis
The case of Wheeling & Belmont Bridge
sioners so appointed must be ﬁled and re— v. Wheeling Bridge, cited by the plaintifi in
corded omewherc, in order to preserve the error, is distinguishable from the present
case. Jurisdiction of a writ of error to the
proof of the rights of both parties under it.
To infer that it should be ﬁled and recorded ‘supreme court of appeals of West Virginia.
in the oﬂice of the clerk of the county in which aﬂirming an order appointing commissioners
the land’ lies would be most incongruous, under a somewhat similar statute, was there
for that would either subject an award of entertained by this court solely because that
order had been held by the highest court of
commissioners appointed by a court of the
the state to be an adjudication of the right
United States to appeal and review in a
to condemn the land, and to be a final judg
court of the state, or else require an award
recorded in the clerk's oiﬁee of a court of ment, on which a writ of error would lie.
and could therefore hardly be considered in
the state to be reviewed in the circuit court
any other light by this court in the exercise
of the United States. The provisions of the
of its jurisdiction to review the decisions of
statute of the state in this particular being
the highest court of the state upon a federal
I"inapplicable, and the act of congress contain
ging no special direction on the subject, the
question. 138 U. S. 287, 290, 11 Sup. Ct
Rep. 301. To have held otherwise might
' only reasonable conclusion is that the re
have wholly defeated the appellate jurisdic
port of the commissioners appointed by the
circuit court of the United States must be
tion of this court under the constitution and
laws of the United States; for, if the highest
retm'ned to the court which appointed them,
court of the state held the order appointing
be made matter of record therein, and be
commissioners to be ﬁnal and conclusive un
subject to be conﬁrmed or set aside by that
court. Boston & W. R. Corp. v. Western It. less appealed from, and the validity of the
Oorp., 14 Gray, 253, 258. And if a trial by
condemnation not to be open on 5 subse
jury should be had by way of appeal from
quent appeal from the award of damages‘
it is diﬁicult to see how this court could
the assessment of the commissioners, it must
have reached the question of the validity Of
likewise be in the same court. The case
throughout, from the application of the cor
the condemnation, except by writ of ell-'01‘
to the order appointing commissioners. That
poration for the appointment of commission
ers to assess damages to the owner of the
case, therefore, affords no precedent or rea
son for sustaining this writ of error to the
land proposed to be taken until judgment
upon the award of the commissioners or
circuit court of the United States.
upon the verdict of a jury, assessing those
Writ of error dismissed for want of N115‘
damages, remains in the circuit court of the
diction.
United States, and under its supervision and
control.
The action of that court in this case, as in
(147 U. S. 467)
other cases on the common-law side, is not
CLEMENT et ai. v. FIELD et li
reviewabie by this court by writ of cer
(January 30, 1893.)
tiorari, (U. S. v. Young, 9& U. S. 258,) but

only by writ of error, which does not lie

No. 111.

until after ﬁnal judgment, disposing of the
whole case, and adjudicating all the rights,
whether of title or of damages, involved in

Rue JUDiCATA—KEPLEVIN—SET-OFF
breach of warranties in the sale of a mill, it RP‘

the litigation. The case is not to be sent up

peared that defendants had fonneriy hrought an
action of replevin against the plaiutiifs, to I‘?

in fragments by successive writs of error.
Act Sept. 24, 1789, c. 20, 5 22, 1 St, p, 84;

Rev. St 5 691; Rutherford v. Fisher, 4 Dali.
22; Holcombe v. McKuslck, 20 How. 552,

1. In an action to recover damages for

cover possession of the mill, on the ground 0
breach of conditions in the chattel mortgage

given as security for the deferred panel"?
‘that in such action the present plainhﬁs hi
introduced evidence of damages for the breach“

CLEMENT v. FIELD.
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of warranty constituting the basis of the pres
ent suit; that the court had instructed the jury
that such alleged damages might be set 0E
against the deferred payments. and that if the
damages e uuled or exceeded the amount of the
notes still no the verdict should be for defend
snts. It further appeared that at that time the
amount of the deferred tpayments was $1,350,

'liiil'lc;

and Lllilt the jury found or the plaintiffs in rc

will

plevin for $1,151.20. thus indicating that they
had allowed the difference as a set-off by way
of damages Held, that the replevin suit was a
complete bar to the pending suit for damages.
2.1m ' nsus unliquiduted damages due for

but:
iihln

breach of warranties in the sale of a_ machine
i’viui

ah
‘1am
Iiudr
um
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may be set off in favor of defendant in an ac
tion of replevin brought by the seller on the
ground of alleged breach of conditions in the
chattel mortgage given to secure the deferred
payments, since the plaintiff's claim in such case
is really founded on contract, though the action.
in form, is for a tort. Gardner v. Risher, 10
Pac. Rep. 584. 35 Kim. 93, followed. Kennett
v. Ficel‘rfl, 21 Puc. Rep. 93, 41 Kim. 211, distm
guis h
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In error to the circuit court of the
United States for the district of Kansas.
Action by Clement Eustis 8:. 00. against J.
A. Field & Co. to recover damages for
alleged breach of warranties in a contract
of sale of a sugar mill. The case was
tried by the court without a jury, and judg
ment was rendered for defendants on the
ground that a prior suit in replevin brought
by defendants against the complainants con
stituted a complete bar to the present suit.
A motion for a new trial having been denied,
plaintiffs sued out this
writ of error.

Aﬂirmed.
.... wm-eau sﬁri-Tiﬁku-E?

Statement by Mr. Justice SHIRAS:
This action was commenced in the district
court of Rice county, Kan, August 10,
1585, by the plnintiﬂ's in error, and in the
following month, after the pleadings were

filed, was removed into the circuit court of
the United States for the district of Kansas.
The essential uverments of the petition are

that on or before J1me 22, 1883, W. P. Clem
911i, M. B. Clement, and Charles Eustis,
partners doing business under the ﬁrm
name of Clement, Eustis & Co., were engaged
in raising sorghum cane, and manufacturing
sugar and molasses therefrom, in Rice coun

“LR-£111., and that J. A. Field and Alexander
SMcGee, of St. Louis, Mo., partners doing
‘business under the ﬁrm name of J. A. Field
& Co., were engaged in making cane mills;
that on or about that date Clement, Eustis 8:
(30., the pluintiﬁ‘s, employed J. A. Field &
(30-. the defendants, to make for them a
certain kind of cane mill, to be delivered on
board the cars in St. Louis on or before Au

gust 1, 1883, and agreed to pay for the some
the sum of $1,850,—$500 cash in hand, $500
on November 1, 1883, and $850 on November
1- 1
,—with interest at 6 per cent. per an
mlm 0n the second deferred payment from

the said

date

of

shipment;

and that

promissory notes were given by the plaintiffs
for the deferred payments, secured

by a

chattel mortgage on the mill. The plaintiffs
urerred that the defendants warranted the
mill to be as good, and to be capable of do

ing as much work, and ‘is good work, as any
mill made, and promised, in case of its
failure to operate as warranted, to replace
it, at their own expense, with a. mill that
would so operate, or refund the purchase
alone’; that the mill proved not to be as
warranted; that the defendants failed.
neglected, and refused to perform their con
tract regarding the said warranty; and that

the mill was not delivered on board the cars
in St. Louis until August 15, 1883, by reason
of which delay, as well as by the said
breach of warranty, the plaintiffs were dc~
prived of proﬁts which they should have
realized, and were compelled to incur certain
expenses, whereby they sustained damages
which they sought in the action to recover.
The answer denied generally the averments
of the petition,
and
contained several
special defenses, one of which was, that on
October 2, 1884, the said defendants brought
an action against the said plaintiffs in the
circuit court of the United States for the
district of Kansas, to recover possession of
the said mill, alleging that they were en
titled thereto by reason of an alleged breach

of the conditions of said chattel mortgage,
and that their interest in the mill amounted
to the value of the said promissory notes,
with interest, or $1,450; that the plaintiffs
riled an answer to that pclitio , alleging
that the defendants had no interest in the
mill, and that nothing was due on account
of the notes, for the reason that the mill wasa
not shipped on August 1, 1883, and that it?
did not prove to be'as warranted, whereby‘
the defendants became liable to the plain~
tiﬁ's for damages in a sum greater than the
amount of the notes and interest; and
asking that the alleged damages might be set w
011 against the notes and interest, and that
the plaintiffs might have judgment for such
balance over the amount of the defendants’

claim.
The answer nvcrred that the action of re
plevin was tried upon its merits before the
court and Jury; that the jury found that the
defendants were entitled to possession of the
mill, and that the value of their interest

therein was $1,151.20; that, in accordance
with the verdict, judgment was duly entered;
and that by reason thereof the plaintiffs had
had a former recovery against the defendants
upon the cause of action sci: out in the peti
tion to which the answer is addressed.
The reply of the plaintiffs admitted that
the defendants brought the action of
rcplcvin, and that the pluintiﬂ's appeared
therein, and sought to have judgment for
their damages sustained by reason of the said
breach of contract
and warranty, but
averred that they were not permitted by
the court to make such defense to the action,
and that their damages were not thcrcin
adjudicated
The case came on for trial December 7.1887,

in the said circuit court of the United States.
and, a jury being waived, was tried by the
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court The defendants produced for the in
spection of the court the record in the re
plevin action, and offered other evidence,
which, in the opinion of the court, showed
that the property sought to be recovered
in that action was the same
property
mentioned in the petition in the present case;
that the notes and chattel mortgage in the
action of rcplevin were the same notes and
mortgage described in the said petition; that
the claims for damages in that action were
based upon the same grounds as the causes
of action set out in the said petition; that the
replevin action was tried upon its merits,
and submitted to a jury upon the evidence
and the instructions of the court, and de
termined as stated in the answer in the pres
ent suit; that the defendants in that action
( plaintiffs in this case in the court below)
Eintroduced evidence tending to establish
0 their said claim for damiges; and that'none
of the evidence offered in support of such
claim for damages was ruled out by the
court, or excluded from the jury.
The court thereupon decided that the
plaintiffs had had a former recovery against
the defendants upon the cause of action set
up and tried in the replevin proceedings;
that the proceedings and judgment therein
constituted a complete bar to the plaintiﬂs'
cause of action herein; and gave judgment
for the defendants.
The plaintiffs then moved for a new trial.
This motion was overruled, whereupon they
brought the case before this court upon a
writ of error.

A. P. Jetmore, for plalntiﬁs in error. 8.

plevin, Clement, Eusiis & 00. pleaded anti
by reason of delay in'dellvering the mill;
and of its failure to come up to the terms of
the warranty, they had been damaged in
an amount largely in excess of the unpaid
purchase money.

The issue thus raised was submitted to the
jury, with the following instructions:
“The defendants‘ damages would be, if
entitled to damages, the whole of the cane
lost by the delay caused by plaintiffs‘ fault,
and failure of the mill to work up to its ca
pacity, and also the loss of juice, during that
time, caused by the fault of the mill, in not
properly pressing it from the cane, and any
expenses incurred in repairs.
"And should you ﬁnd damages for defend
ants, and that such damages equaled or ex
ceeded the entire debt due on the mill. then
you will ﬁnd for the defendants.
“If you ﬁnd damages, but they do not
equal plaintiifs' debt, then you will ﬁnd for
plaintiffs, and state the value of plaintiffs’
interest in the mill, which would be their
debt and interest, less the damwes"
Under these instructions the jury found for

the plaintiﬂs, and assessed the value of the
plaintiffs‘ special interest in the property at

the sum of $1,151.20.
As the amount of plaintiffs’ unpaid pur
chase money at the time of the trial was

$1,350. with interest, it is obvious that the
jury allowed the defendants, as a setcﬂ,
damages in an amount of between $200 and

$300.
Subsequently Clement, Eustis 8: Co. brought

the action which is now before us, clniminil
damages, in a. large sum of money, arising

N. Taylor, for defendants in error.
.472

‘Mr. Justice SHIRAS, after stating the
facts in the foregoing language, delivered
the opinion of the court.
This was an action to recover damages
for an alleged breach of warranty, and we
are called upon to consider the legal effect
of a plea to the action setting up a former
recovery by the plaintiﬁs.

The transaction out of which the contro
versy arose was a sale by J. A. Field & 00.,
defendants in error, to Clement, Eusu's &
00., plaintiifs in error, of a cane mill, for the
sum of $1,850, whereof $500 was payable in
cash, and the rest in notes secured by a
chattel mortgage on the mill. One of the
terms of the sale was a warranty by the
vendors that the mill would do as good work
as any other mill for a similar purpose, and
:lgmld be of good material and workman

p.
Payment of the notes not having been

made, J. A. Field 8: Co. brought an action
of replevin, under the provisions of the chat
tel mortgage, to recover possession of the
mill, or, in default of recovering actual pos
sessioato recover a money judgment for the
unpaid purchase money, amounting to $1,

350, with interest. To the declaration in re

out of an alleged delay in the delivery of
the mill, and by reason of an alleged
breach of the warranty that the mill would
do its work as well as any other mill, M111
be of good material and workmanship.
To this action J. A. Field & 00., the 11%
fendants therein, pleaded a former recovery
by Clement, Eustis & Co., in that, in the
previous suit in replevin, they had set UP

the same claims for damages asserted in ﬁle
present action, and had been allowed credit

for them by the jury in ﬁnding their verdict

’lhe parties waived a jury, and agreed,
that the action might be tried by the court- I;

'Thereupon J. A. Field & 00.. w 811ml?’
their plea of a former recovery, put in en

dence the record of the suit in replcvin. The

court was of opinion that the record of
the proceedings in the replevin suit sustained

defendants’ plea of a former recovery, 41nd
was a complete bar to the plaintiffs’ cause
of action in the present case, and entered

Judgment accordingly in defendants‘ mim
It is claimed in this court that the court be‘

low erred in its judgment sustaining the plea of
a former recovery, because the record 111 the
replevin suit shows that the question of dﬂlll'
ages for breach of contract and of warm“?

Was withdrawn from the jury by the court
except to prevent a recovery therein

SHOEMAKER v. UNITED STATES.
We do not so read the record.

On the con

trary, it plainly appears that the court in
“meted the jury that they were at liberty to
ﬁnd damages in defendants‘ favor, and to set
oi! the amount of such damages against the
plaintiffs’ debt. It is true that the court told
the jury that, should they find damages for

defendants equaling or exceeding the entire
debt due on the mill, they should then ﬁnd

for the defendants.

This instruction may

have been understood to mean that if defend
ants’ damages exceeded the amount of plain
dﬂs' claim the jury could not go further,

and find a verdict in defendants’ favor for the
amount of such excess; and in such an event
it may be that, so far as defendants’ dam~
ages exceeded the plaintiffs’ debt, the de
fendants would not have been precluded from
maintaining a subsequent action for such ex

cess.
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irreconcilable. They were both suits in re
plevin, but in the earlier case the plaintiff's
cause of action originated in the provisions
of a chattel mortgage, and the suit in replevin
was resorted to in pursuance of one of those
provisions, and was regarded by the court
as in substance founded on contract. The
later case was founded on a wrongful taking
by the defendant of property of the plaintiff,
and was therefore, in substance as well as
form, an action ex delicto.
The replevin suit pleaded in answer in the
present case was substantially a proceeding
in enforcement of contract provisions, and
therefore within the decision in Gardner v.
Risher, 35 Kan. 93, 10 Pac. Rep. 584.
Moreover the record shows that in point
of fact the defendants did plead a set-oi! in
the replevin suit, and had the beneﬁt of such:
a plea, and it seems to us that they cannot e

But the jury's verdict shows that, while ‘now be heard to say that the plea was not‘
allowable in such a. case. There is high au
they allowed damages in defendants’ favor,
thority for saying that, as that question was
they found such damages to have been far
a
subject of judicial inquiry in the action of
less than the amount of plaintiffs‘ debt; and
replevin, it would not be open elsewhere.
accordingly, if the defendants were bound
even in behalf of the plaintiffs in replevin.
by that ﬁnding of the jury, there was no ex
against whose contention the sot-off was al
cess of damages on which they could base a.
lowed. Bartlett v. Kidder, 14 Gray, 450;
subsequent suit.
Merriam v. Woodcock, 104 Mass. 326.
In Burnett v. Smith, 4 Gray, 50, it was
Much less can the defendants in the re
ruled that, in an action to recover damages
plevin suit, at whose instance and in whose
for a false representation as to the value of
favor the setroff was allowed, be permitted
certain corporation stock, it was competent
afterwards to escape from the eﬂect of a
for the plaintiff to avail himself of such false
judicial inquiry invoked by themselves. The
representation in reduction of damages in
use of a so-calied action of replevin as a
nthe action on the note given for the stock.
mode of enforcing provisions of a contract
2 Another objection urged to the judgment of
in
writing seems scarcely consistent with the
' the court below'is that the action in replevin
nature and purpose of that form of action,
was an action founded upon tort, and not up
on contract; that a set-off can, under the
as understood and enforced in England and
the older states of this Union; but, as the
Code of Kansas, only he pleaded in an action
founded on contract; and that hence the de
supreme court of Kansas, in the case already
fendauts in the replevin suit in question could
cited, has approved of such a proceeding, and
not legally plead a set-oi! of the damages
has likewise held that it is competent for a.
caused by the breach of warranty.
defendant in replevin to set up as a. defense
unllquidated damages arising out of a breach
The supreme court of Kansas disposed of
this contention in Gardner v. Risher, 35 Kan. by the plaintiff of the contract, and as the
93, 10 Pac. Rep. 584, which, like the present, plaintiffs in error in the present case them
selves resorted to such a. defense, and ob
was a case wherein the plaintiff sought, by a
tained its beneﬁts, it was not error in the
writ of replevin, to enforce the provisions of
circuit court of the United States for tile
a chattel mortgage, and the defendant set off
district
of Kansas to hold that the plaintiffs
against the notes secured by the mortgage
09min damages incurred by reason of in error were precluded by the verdict and
judgment in the replevin suit.
breaches of a contract. The court held that,
The judgment of the circuit court is af
is the plaintiff‘s claim was really founded on

mm“. the defendant could, notwithstand

ﬁrmed.

ngihat the form of the action was replevin,

W811 himself, by way of set-off, of damages
"ﬁlmed by the failure of the other party to

(m U. S. 232)
SHOEMAKER et al. v. UNITED STATES,

:cihattel mortgage to comply with his con
on Petition of the Commission to Select the
Land for the Rock Creek Park.
_The later case of Kennett v. Fickel, 41
(January 16, 1893.)
\811- 211. 21 Pac, Rep. 93, is cited on behalf

tDhl-illtiifs in error as holding that a set-oil.’
1mm be pleaded as a defense in an action
'replei'ill, because such an action is founded
9°11 the tort or wrong of the defendant.
“1 not “D011 contract. An examination of

‘e56 “W cases satisﬁes us that they are not

No. 1,197.
Ennxsxr DOSXMN —Puocsnons--Conrsass-nort—
MEASURE or DAMAGES—MRUNG Rronrs 1N 'mn
Dis-ruler or COLUMBlA.
1. Land taken in a city for public parks

and s uares

udvautu eous to the

uhlic for

recreation, health, or ﬁusmess, is tagen for s
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public use, and the power of eminent domain

extends
_
2.Athereto.
question whether the use for. which
private property is authorized by the legislature

to be taken is in fact a public use is one for
the courts to determine, but the extent to which
roperty shall be taken for such use rests whol
y in the legislative discretion, provided that
just corn ensation is made for all so taken.
3.
e United States, by virtue of the com
atitutional grant of power to exercise over the
District of Columbia "exclusive legislation in
all cases whatsoever," (article 1, § 8, el._ 17,) pos
sesses, not only political, but municipal, au
thority over the District. and therefore has au
thority to condemn lands lying within the Dis
trict for a public park.
4. Nor was the power thus granted in any
way limited by the provision in the Maryland
act of cessiou (Act Md. 1791, c. 45) that noth
ing in that act should be so construed as to

vest in the United States any right of property
in the soil so as to affect the right of individuals
therein "otherwise than the same shall or may
be transferred by such individuals to the Unit
ed States." Chesapeake & O. 0. Co. v. Union
Bank of Georgetown, 4 Crancli C. C. 75, ap
proved.

5. Act Sept. 27. 1890. (26 St. at Large. 11
492.) authorizing the establishment of a public
park in the District of Columbia, rpvided that
the chief of engineers of the
nited States
army, and the engineer commissioner of the
District of Columbia, with three citizens ap
pointed by the president, should be a park coni
mission. Held, that the act was constitutional,
and not an attempt by congress to exercise the
appointing power, since its effect was merely
to lay upon the two engineers, being oﬂicers
already appointed, new duties germane to their
oﬁices.
6. The not further provided for condemn
ing land for such park if the owners thereof
and the park commissioners could not agree
upon the price, and in such case the value
ﬁxed by appraisers was to he submitted to the
president of the United States, and. if by him
lglsll‘oved as reasonable, was to be binding.
ed that the_act _was constitutional, and did
not impose a judicial function upon the presi
dent whose duty wiis merely to decide whether
the United States would take the land at the
appraised value, and not to decide whether
such value was reasonable, as respects the
property owner.
7. Ike act appropriated a ﬁxed sum to ay
all expenses of the park commission, inclu ing
the cost of lands taken. Held, that this was
merely a limitation of the amount to be ex

pended by the government, and could not be
construed as a direction to the appraisers ap—
pointed by the court to keep within any given
hmit in valuing any particular piece of prop—
erty, and that the act, since it did not arbi
trarily ﬁx the value of the property taken was

constitutional.

’

8. The act further provided for the assess
ment of a proportional part of the cost upon
property specially beneﬁted by the improve
ment, but in the condemnation proceedings
held thereunder no special request as to the
legal effect of this provision was made to the
trial court, and there was no speciﬁc assign~
ment of error as to it, nor was any person ac

tually assessed for s

cial beneﬁts a party to

the writ of error.

aid, that the court was

not called upon to consider the constitutionality
of SllfhlIlll‘Ovlsloll.
._."1e court refused to administer to th
appraisers an oath to ﬁx the value of the land:
to be taken upon the whole evidence, guided
by the rules of_law furnished by the court,
but instead administered an oath to faithfully
and impartially appraise the value to the best
of their skill and Judgment. The statute did
not prescribe any form for the oath. Held
that this was a rightful exercise of the court‘d
discretion, and that the oath actually admin

istered did not leave the appraisers at liberty
to make their appraisement at their discretion,
without regard to the evidence.

_10. An 'lllﬂtl‘llcijoﬂ by the court to the ap
praisers, directin them to rely, not merely up
on the evidence rought before them, but also
upon their own powers of judgment and obser
vation, was proper.
11. A further instruction to ﬁx the value at
thc'lands to be taken at their market price for
residence, agriculture, or other purposes, but
excluding speculative values based upon the an
ticipated elfect of the condemnation proceedings
was a proper one. Kerr v. Cominissionerad
Sup. Ct. Rep. 801, 117 U. S. 379, followed.
12. \Vliere the report of appraisers in con
demnation proceedings under the right of mi
n_eut domain contains no gross error in valua
tion, showing prejudice or corruption, a court
will not correct such report, especially where
the evidence is conﬂicting; nor are the ap
praisers bound by the opinions of experts, or by
the apparent weight of evidence, but may give
their own conclusions.
13. The third section of the act of 1890.
for establishing a park in the District of Co
lumbia, provided that the park commissioners
should cause to be made a map of the park,
showing the location, quality, and character of
each parcel of land to be taken, which map
should be ﬁled in the public records of the
District, and that from and after the date of
ﬁling said map the lands embraced in the
park should be held as condemned for ablie
use, and the title thereof vested in the nited
States, subject to the payment of just compen
sation. The commissioners made and ﬁled the
map, but it was found that the compensation
for the lands included therein would exceed the
authorized expenditure, and thereupon they des
ignated a smaller area upon the map, as to
which condemnation proceedings were bad
Hcld, that such proceedings for the reduced

area were valid, since the map did not bind
the commissioners to take all the parts included
in it.
14. The owners of land taken for the park.
who received the rents and proﬁts therefrom

during the time occupied in ﬁxing the manual
of compensation, should not he allowed inter~
cst on the valuation of their land from the dated
ﬁling the map, for the inconveniences to w I
they were subject during the time so occu red
are presumed to have been considered an
lowed for in ﬁxing the amount of the comllw‘
sation.
15. The grant by the English crown to tlw
lord proprietor of Maryland conveyed all D11“
cious metals in the province, subject to a rem
of one ﬁfth of all the gold and silver or_e "If"!
found. A grant by the lord proprietor Ill 11
did not reserve the right to precious metal!‘

but. a new grant in 1772 of the same Property
did reserve such right. Held, that the BE“
grant necessarily involved the surrender of the
original title, and therefore the grantee under

the patent of 1772 had no right after such data
to the precious metals which might be follﬂ
within
the1780
limitsthe
of his
grant.
16.1n
state
of Maryland conﬁs
cated all the proprietor‘s interests in the Prov‘
ince, and the reserved rent of one ﬁfth of, 9
ores passed to the state by the Revolution

The proprietary grant of 1772 was to ti"
grantees, as tenants in common, the estat;
of one of whom was conﬁscated as pruperlig
a British subject, and was thereafter. In 1'?“

conveyed by the state without rm? Yeserl'auml
of mines. Held, that such conveyance did a‘:
purport to transfer anything else than, 8

property conﬁscated,

and that all Drama?

metals therein remained the property 0‘

a

state.
17.111 1791 Maryland ceded to the 11111;.ed
States territory for the District of Golum 11*

and in 1303 the holder under the new" °
1772 and the grant of 1792 took B ream“,
patent from the state of Mmlnndl whe

SHOEMAKER v. UNITED STATES; '
,here was no reservation of mines: such patent
:eiu upon a warrant of resurvey issued May
12, ﬁSOOw-nine months before congress assumed

diction, in 1801, and therefore that the grantee
could take no title whatever from Maryland
under the patent of 1803, and that the right to
all mines in such property was vested in the
United States.
18. The state of Maryland could
out no
title to lands within _the District of nlumbia
the laws of Maryland until congress should pro—
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"Sec. 3. That the said commission shall
cause to be made an accurate map of said
Rock Creek park, showing the location, quan
tity, and character of each parcel of private

ed in the public records of the District of
Columbia, and from and after the date of ﬁl
ing said map the several tracts and parcels

States, subject to the payment 0!.’ just com
pensation, to be determined by said commis
sion, and approved by the president of the

United States: provided, that such compen

sation be accepted by the owner or owners of
the several parcels of land.
continue the land laws of Maryland as to pub
“That if the said commision shall be un
li_c lands owned by the state within that ter
ntory.
able, by agreement with the respective own
crs,
to purchase all of the land so selected
In error to the supreme court of the Dis
and condemned, within thirty days after
trict of Columbia
such condemnation, at the price approved by
Proceeding on behalf of the United States
the president 01' the United States, it shall,
for the condemnation of certain lands for the
at the expiration of such period of thirty
purpose of establishing a park known as
days, make application to the supreme court
"Rock Creek Park," in the District of Colum
of the District of Columbia, by petition, at a
bla. By a ﬁnal judgment of the court below
the title was declared to be vested in the general or special term, for an assessment of
the value of such land as it has been unable
United States, and from that decree certain
to purchase.
of the property holders bring error.
Af
eﬁl'llled.
“Said petition shall contain a particular de
scription of the property selected and con
2 Statement by Mr. Justice SI‘IIRAS:
demned, with the name of the owner or own
' ‘Under the title of “An act authorizing the
ers thereof, if known, and their- residences,
establishing of a public park in the District
of Columbia," an act of congress was ap
so far as the same may be ascerlained, to
proved on September 27, 1890, (26 St. p. 492.)
gether with a copy of the recorded map of
directing that a tract oi.‘ land lying on both
the park; and the said court is hereby au
sides of Rock creek, and within certain limits
thorized and required, upon such application,
named in the act, be secured as therelunfter
without delay to notify the owners and
Ret out, and be perpetually dedicated and set
occupants of the land, if known, by per
apart as a public park or pleasure ground for
sonal service, and, if unknown, by serv
the beneﬁt and enjoyment of the people of
ice by publication, and to ascertain and
the United States. The act provides that the
assess the value of the land so selected
whole tract to be selected and condemned
and condemned, by appointing three com
Rlmll not exceed 2,000 acres, and that, the petent and disinterested commissioners to
cost thereof shall not be in excess of a cer
appraise the value or values
thereof,
tain amount appropriated.
and to return the appraiscment to the
It is provided that the chief of engineers court; and when the value or values of such
0f_ the United States army, the engineer com
land are thus ascertained, and the president
mlssloner of the District of Columbia. and of the United States shall decide the same
to be reasonable, said value or values shall be
paid to the owner or owners, and the Unit

ed States shall be deemed to have a valid
shall have power always to act) to elect the
land for the said park, of the quantity and
Within the limits prescribed, and to have the
Same surveyed by the nssLstant to the said en

L'lneer commissioner of the District of Colum
bia in charge of public highways.
9 means to be employed in the ascertain

ment of the value of the lands to be selected,
‘111

e acquirement of ownership and

Possession thereof by the United States, are

PmHd-‘d for in sections 3, 4, and 5 of the
“0f. which are as follows:

title to said land; and ii’, in any case, the
owner or owners of any portion of said land
shall refuse or neglect, after the appraise—
ment of the cash value of said lands and im
provements, to demand or receive the same
from said court, upon depositing the ap
praised value in said court to the credit of
such owner or owners, respectively, the fee
simple shall in like manner be vested in the

United States.
4. That said court may direct the”
time and manner in which the possession ol'QJ
the property condemned shall be taken or’
delivered, and may, if necessary, enforce any
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mission."
It is made the further duty of the com
mission, when they have ascertained the
amount required to be paid for the land,
and for expenses, to assess the same upon
the lands, lots, and blocks, situated in said
district, specially beneﬁted by reason of the
location and improvement of said park, in
proportion to such beneﬁts to said property;
and it is provided that, if the commission

200,000 is appropriated out of any money
in the treasury not otherwise appropriated,
one half of which, as well as one half of any
sum annually appropriated and expended for
the maintenance and improvement of the
park, is made a charge upon the revenues of
the District of Columbia.
The act ﬁnally provides that the public
park authorized and established thereby
shall be under the joint control of the com
missioners of said District and the chief of
engineers of the United States army; and it
is made their duty, as soon as practicable.
to render the park ﬁt for the purposes of its
establishment, and to make and publish such
regulations as they deem necessary or prop
er for the care and management of the same.
On May 20, 1891, the commission ap
pointed under the provisions of the not ﬁled
a petition in the supreme court of the Dis
trict of Columbia, setting out therein that
they had caused a map to be made of the
lands selected by them for the park, show
ing the location, quantity, and character of
each tract or parcel of property to be taken
therefor, and that they had ﬁled and re
corded the map in the public records of said
District on April 16, 1891. The petitioners

shall ﬁnd that the beneﬁts are not equal to

stated that immediately upon the ﬁling of

the cost and expenses of the land obtained
for the park, they shall assess each tract
specially beneﬁted to the extent of the bene
ﬁt thereto. If the proceeds of the mess
ment exceed the cost of the park, the ex
cess is to be used in its improvement, if
such excess shall not exceed the amount
of $10,000; any part above that amount
to be refunded ratably, The commission
shall give due notice of the time and
place of their meeting for the purpose of
making such assessment for beneﬁts, and all
persons interested may appear and be heard.
This assessment being duly made, it becomes
the duty of the commission to apply to the
supreme court of the District of Columbia
to have it conﬁrmed. The court is given
power, after notice duly given to all parties
in interest, to hear and determine all matters
connected with said assessment, and to re
vise, correct, amend, and conﬁrm the same,
in whole or in part, or order a new assess
ment in whole or in part, with or without
further notice, or on sueh'notice as it shall
prescribe. The act also prescribes the mode
in which payment of the assessment for ben
eﬁis shall be made after it is conﬁrmed, and
provides for the enforcement of such pay
ment in the manner employed in the District
tor the collection of delinquent taxes. All
Payments under said assessment shall be
made to the treasurer of the United States,
and all money so collected may be paid by
the treasurer, on the order of the commis
sion, to any persons entitled thereto as com
pensation for land or services.

the map they made to each of the owners of
said tracts of land an offer to purchase his
property at a deﬁnite sum ﬁxed by the com
mission and approved by the president of the,n

order or issue any process for giving posses
sion.
“Sec. 5. That no delay in making an as
sessment of compensation, or in taking posses
sion, shall be occasioned by any doubt which
may arise as to the ownership of the prop
erty, or any part thereof, or as to the inter
ests of the respective owners. In such cases
the court shall require a deposit of the mon
ey allowed as compensation for the whole
property, or the part in dispute. In all cases,
as soon as the said commission shall have
paid the compensation asseised, or secured
its payment by a deposit of money under
the order of the court, possession of the
property may be taken.
All proceedings
hereunder shall be in the name of the United
States of America, and managed by the com

To pay the expenses of inquh-y, survey, as
swment, cost of lands taken, and all other
expenses incidental thereto, the sum of $1,

United States, and that they had not beeni',‘
able, within the time limited for such’pur'
pose, to purchase, by agreement with the

owners, any of the lands, except 5 of the 84
tracts selected; and the petitioners thereﬂJl't

prayed the court for the appointment of
three competent and disinterested comm!!!‘
sioners to appraise the land so selected, and

to return the appralsement to the court
The court directed that the petition be ﬁled
in general term, and ordered that the W‘
sons named as respondents to the Damon’

and all others interested, or claiming to be
interested, in the land described, or in all!
part thereof, as occupants or otherwise' air

pear in court on or before June 15. 1391'
and show cause why the prayer of the Dell‘

tion should not be granted, and why the
court should not proceed at that time as
directed by the act of congress. The 0011"
further directed that a copy of this order be

served upon such of the named l‘espimdems
as should be found in said District at least

seven days before June 15, 1891. and that a
copy thereof be duly published in the Perl’
odical press of the District

After the petition was ﬁled- Pleroe slim‘,
maker, one of the respondents thereto, died‘
and, his death being suggested to the will“
Louis P. Shoemaker, lvrancis D. Shoemaker
Abigail C. Newman, and Clara A. Newfmn'
heirs at law and devisees of the said P19roe
Shoemaker, deceased, were on June 2, 1991*
made parﬂw respondent in his 91309
stead.

SHOEMAKER v. UNITED STATES.
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The said Louis P. Shoemaker and Francis
D. Shoemaker, executors of the last will

‘1! "J I
2 rpm

and testament of the said Pierce Shoemaker,
deceased, appeared in court June 15, 1891,
and moved that the petition be dismissed.
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motion

was

based

upon

various

meaning of the constitution; that no relin
quishment of the federal power of eminent
domain ‘can be deduced from the legislation:
relating to the acquisition of said territoryg
from the state of Maryland~by the United‘

States; and that the United States could not
grounds, each one of which impeached the
have bound itself by any such condition,
constitutionality of the said act, and the va
even though distinctly set forth in the act
iidity of proceedings under it. These grounds
were, in substance, that two members of the of ccssion U. S. v. Cooper, 19 Wash. Law
Rep. 466.
commission were appointed by congress,
The said respondents thereupon asked
and not by any executive oﬂioer or court;
leave to ﬁle a demurrer to the petition. This
that the act provides that the president shall
being refused, they prayed in open court the
perform a judicial function in participating
in the appraisement of the several tracts of allowance of a. writ of error, returnable to
this court, to review the judgment of the
lands to be selected for the park, and in ad
judlcating upon awards respecting the same; general term overruling the motion to dis
miss the petition. This application was de
that the approval or disapproval of the said
nicd because that judgment was interlocu
appraisement is left to the president, who is
§
tory. Application was then made to one of
1
N
o

virtually a party to the condemnation pro
ceedings, and not left to an'impartial judi

the justices of this court, and he denied it.

cial tribunal to decide upon the question of
just compensation for the property; that the
amount to be paid for the property is limited
to a ﬁxed sum, regardless of its adequacy as
just compensation therefor; that congress,
by the act, attempts to exercise the right of
eminent domain within the District of Co
lumbia for purposes foreign to the needs and
requirements of its exclusive power therein;
and that such exercise is in violation of its
compact made with the state of Maryland
upon the cession of territory thereof to the
United States, that nothing contained in the
act of cession passed by the assembly of

Maryland. should “be so construed to vest in
the United States any right of property in
the soil, as to affect the right of individuals
therein, otherwise than the same shall or
may be transferred by such individuals to

the United States.”
This motion was denied, the court being of
opinion that it is not unconstitutional for the
legislature to intrust the performance of par
ticular duties to ofﬂcials already charged
with duties of the same general description,
and that, besides, as the majority of the
commission is empowered by the law to act
in all cases, the three civilian members
might legally discharge the duties of the
commission, independently of the two army
oflicers, it the appointment of the latter was

"@glﬂar; that no judicial power is devolved
upon the president by the act, he being only
vested with authority either to acquiesce in
the judgment of the assessors, or to decline
on behalf of the United States to accept the

Property. and having no power to take the
property in disregard of their assessment;

thilt the limitation by the act of the amount
to be paid for said lands is not unconstitu

The court of the District of Columbia then
made an order appointing three citizens of
the District, whom it adjudged to be compe
tent and disinterested, to appraise the values
of the land selected for the park, with direc
tions to return the appraisement into court,
and to perform all other duties imposed up
on them by the act of congress.
The said respondents, who are the present
plaintiffs in error, then presented to the
court of the District 11 form of oath which
they prayed might be administered to said
appraisers, and also certain instructions
which they prayed the court to give them.
The court refused to administer the oath,
and to give the instructions, proposed by
plainﬁifs in error, and a diﬂ’erent oath was
administered, and different instructions giv
en to said appraisers by the court Excep.
tions to this action of the court were ﬁled by
plaintilTs in error August 1, 1891.
The said appraisers entered upon the dis
charge of their duties. At the hearing before
them evidence was offered by the plaintiffs
in error for the purpose of sustaining cer
tain allegations of the existence of gold in
paying quantities in the tract of land shown
on the map as tract No. 39. This evidence
having been received by the appraisers. the

United States moved the court to strike it
from the record. This motion was sustained,
and the appraisers were directed not to con
sider that evidence in making up their"l
award. The court held that, if any deposits?‘

of gold exist in said land, they are the'property of the United States; that the state of
Maryland was the owner of all mines of
gold or other precious minerals within its
borders, by virtue of its conﬁscation of the
property of the lord proprietary in 1780, who

ti011111, as the appraisers are bound, as com

had never parted with his title, held under

petent and disinterested commissioners, to
return what they believe is the Just value of

his charter from Charles I., to such mines;
and that the legislature of the state of Mary
land, by its act of cession, transferred its in

the Dfolwltics, regardless of any restriction
the act as to the cost thereof;

that the

Cml'demnation of land for a public park is a.

“mug of Property for public uses within the

terest in any possible gold mines in the ceded
territory to the United States. During the
argument upon that motion the plaintiffs in
error showed the court that any resurvey
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patent granted by the state of Maryland in
1803, under which the plaintiﬁ's in error imme
diateiy claim title, there is no reservation of
mines, and contended that as this patent was
based upon a warrant of resurvey dated
May 12, 1800. nine months before congress
assumed jurisdiction in the District of Co
lumbia, the grantee under it acquired an
equitable title to the land patented by virtue
of that warrant. The court held that under
the law of Maryland no equitable title could
be created until the return of the certiﬁcate
01‘ survey to the land oiﬁce, and that, as the
patent does not mow that such certiﬁcate
was returned to the oﬁice, and as the party
obtaining the warrant had, under the law,
two years in which to have the certiﬁcate
returned, the presumption would be that it
was not returned until after 1801, and that,
therefore, the grantee could take no title
whatever under the patent until its issue in
1803, and, further, that the state of Mary
land could grant no title to lands within the
ceded territory after the act of cession in
1791, and that the proviso therein with ref
erence to the continuance of the jurisdiction
of the laws of Maryland over persons and
property in the ceded territory until congress
should provide for the government thereof
applied only to laws affecting private rights,
and did not continue the operation of the
land laws of Maryland as to public lands
owned by the state within that territory.
The plaintiffs in error then applied to the
appraisers, November, 1891, for permission
to offer newly—discovered evidence relating to
“the ownership of the alleged gold deposits,
ﬁto the end that they might move the court

’ in general terrn,'upon the strength of such
evidence, to rescind the order directing the
appraisers to strike out of the record the
evidence relating to the existence of gold in
the property, and requested the appraisers
to submit their application to the court, in
general term, for further instructions. This
application was submitted to the court; and
the plaintiils in error, on December 4, 1891,
moved that the appraisers be instructed to
receive the additional evidence touching the
ownership oi! the alleged gold deposits in

to two persons as tenants in common; that
the estate 01' one of these persons was con
ﬁscated as property of a British subject, and
was afterwards, in 1792, conveyed by the
state to the mediate grantor of the plainiiits
in error, without any reservation of said
mines. The court was of opinion that the
acceptance of a new grant from the lord
proprietary, such as that described, neces
sarily involved the surrender of the original
title, and therefore the patent of 1772 was
original as to all the land it purported to
grant or conﬁrm, and that the conveyance
made by the state in 1792 did not purport
to convey anything else than the property
confiscated, which was held subject to the
reservation aforesaid, and that such convey
ance made after 1791 could not be operative.
On December 19, 1891, the appraisers Sill)
rnittcd their report, and a. copy of the pro
ccedings before them, to the court, and the

court ordered that the report, together withn
the testimony and exhibits, be ﬁled.
a
“The plaintiffs in error ﬁled their exceptions;
to this report January 4, 1802, said excep
tions being based upon the grounds, among
others, that the act of congrem is unconsti
tutional, and all proceedings based thereon
void; that the aggregate of the values, found
by the assessors, of the lands included in the
park, is in excess of the appropriation made
by congress; that the actual values of the
lands are largely in excess of the values ilxed
by the appraisers; that the commissioners.
in appraising the values of the property,
disregarded certain parts of the evidence in
respect thereto; that the attorney represent
ing the government did not produce wit
nesses to impartially testify touching the
value of said lands, but on the contrary

placed a list of prices ﬁxed by said park
commission in the hands of divers persons
proposed to be used as witneses, for the
purpose of attocting their judgment as to
values, and to guide them in reaching values

to correspond with those thus furnished
them.

The plaintiiIs in error contended that 111to
the present not should be read the Sundry
civil

appropriation

act

of

August,

1390'

said tract No. 39, which motion was over
ruled. The new evidence tended to Show

wherein it is provided that the valuation bi‘

that certain lands which the court had held
to be subject to a reservation oi! "l'Qygﬂ
mines" in a patent granted by the lord 1m}

lands to be purchased for the government

prietm'y in 1772 were covered in part by a,
Patent Hmnted by 111111 ill 1760, which did not
contain such reservation. The plaintiffs in

after its passage, in all cases of the taking

error therefore contended that, though the

patent of 1772 was original as to part of the
lands described therein, it was, with refer
ence to the lands granted in 1760, which

appraiser's to be appointed by the court, of
printing oiﬁce, shall be conﬁrmed by the

court—said appropriation not providing mat
of property in said District for public 11595’
“5 hrovisions respecting such condemnation
and appmisernent shall operate—and 0°11‘

tended that under said appropriation act the
court should review the evidence and PW‘
cecdings before the appraisers appointed in

the present instance, and decide whether the

lands include the said tract No. 39, a patent
of conﬁrmation only, and as such did not

values ﬁxed by them aﬂ’orded just 601111101153‘

create a new estate. but simply recognized or
l'ea-fﬂrmcd the former one. The new evi.

tion for the property taken.
These exceptions were overruled, and the

deuce further tended to show that the gum

report conﬁrmed. The constitutional (11195’
tions involved having been already Passed

we under mos‘? Patents conveyed his estate

‘ SLIOEMAKER v. UNl'l‘ED STATES.
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riwq-i,_QErlF.-EeIw=E.Zw‘uEinriupon, the court decided, in overruling said

exceptions, that the restriction in the act as
to the cost of the lands is not a restriction
upon the duty of the court to conﬁrm the apf
praiseencnt, but a restriction upon the gov
crmnent's ﬁnally securing the land, since it

qemnot be discovered whether or not the
amine is in excess of the appropriation until
' the court has'discharged its duty of assess
ing the land; that as the evidence before the
appraisers was conﬂicting, and the result sim
ply an estimate based upon a comparison of
the opposing opinions of witnesses, it cannot
be said that the verdict was contrary to the
evidence; that, as to the objection that lists
at values ﬁxed by the park commission were
furnished to witnesses, an expert witness has
a right to qualify himself by comparing his
views with those of others, and to enlighten
his judgment by any means which conduce
to the formation of a reliable opinion, as,
after all, he simply gives an opinion; that as
a general rule the court has no right to re
view an appraisement simply because of er
ror of judgment, if such has been manifested,
on the part of the appraisers, as to value,
and the said sundry civil appropriations act
does not modify the rule; and that under
said appropriations act the court must con
ﬁrm the appraisement, as a matter of course,
if the appraisers have discharged their duty,
and if there is no legal ground for setting

their report aside.
The park commission, in consideration of

the limitation in the act with the respect to
the amount to be paid for the lands, and the
diﬂiculties resulting from an appraisement
of values, which, when added to the amount
paid for tracts purchased and for expenses,
would exceed the appropriation, on March
11, 1892, submitted for the inspection of the
president a copy of the map, showing by red

lines thereon the boundaries of a reduced
area within the limits of the lands ﬁrst se
lected, formed by the omission of certain
tracts originally included. A letter of the
Dark commissioner anticipating these diﬂl
cultles has been referred to the attorney
general; and in his opinion thereon, dated

ADi‘il 10, 1891, he states that, if the assessed
value of the land in the court proceedings
exceeds the appropriation, the commission
may exercise its discretion to pay for the
land they regard as most desirable.
In conformity with this interpretatlon of
the not, the park commission reduced the
area of the land proposed to be taken to

Within the limits indicated by red lines on
the said map, and having shown to the presi
dent the cost of the lands within the reduced
if“. together with all expenses, requested
02:;

him to decide the values appraised to be rea
Sonable. In'response to this, by his letter
to the park commission dated April 13, 1892,
the president states his decision that the
Values ﬁxed by the appraiser-s appointed by
me supreme court of said District under the
act are reasonable.

The park commission then ﬁled a petition
in said court April 19, 1892, presenting the
decision of the president, and showing that
each and all the owners of said parcels, the
assessed values of which had been so decided
to be reasonable, had failed and neglected to
demand or receive from the court those
values, and that said owners claimed inter
est on their respective assessments from the
date of the ﬁling of the said original map.
The petitioners therefore prayed the court
to pass an order authorizing them to pay

into court the assessed values of all of said
parcels of real estate.
On May 2, 1802, the said respondents, now
plaintiﬂs in error, moved to dismiss the peti
tion on the grounds, among others, that the
assessment of only a part of the lands shown
on the map as originally prepared had been
acted upon by the president; that no pro
oeedings had been instituted on the basis of
the reduced area, nor any map ﬁled other
than the original map; that the park com
mission, having selected lands for the park,
and tiled a map thereot, had no power to re
duce the area of the lands; and that, for
about a half mile along said Rock creek,
lands taken for the park lie upon only one
side thereof, whereas said not provides that
the park is to lie on both sides of said creek.
The court denied the motion, interpreting
the act to express an absolute intent that
there shall be a park on Rock creek, and to
give authority to the park commission, after
making their original selection of lands for
the park, to amend their work by abandon
ing such parcels as they were not authorized
by the appropriation to purchase. The oper
ation of the order denying this motion was
suspended, however, so far as it might affect
the property of the plaintiffs in error, until
the further order of the court.
The plaintiffs in error then presented to
the court an answer to the petition, setting
up the same grounds of objection thereto as
urged by them in their motion to dismiss theg;
‘last-named petition, and requested that the‘
answer might be ﬁled. The court, ﬁnding no
point presented in the answer not already
passed upon, denied the request to have the
same tiled, and ordered, May 24, 1892, that
the United States pay forthwith into the reg
istry of the court the values, without inter
est thereon, appralsed by the appraising com
missioners theretofore appointed by the
court, including the values of the property
of plaintiffs in error.
Upon motion of the park commission the
court, on July 13, 1892, granted an order to
show cause why the title in fee simple to the
property of plaintiffs in error should not be
declared by the court to be vested in the
United States. The plaintiffs in error ﬁled
an answer to this rule, reserving therein all
the objections thcretofore taken by them
during the progress of the said proceedings.
The court overruled the objections, and or
dercd and decreed, July 16, 1892, that the
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feesimpie title to each and all of the tracts
of land represented by plaintiffs in error is
vested in the United States, and that the
owners of said tracts forthwith deliver up
possession of their respective holdings to the
park commission, or its executive oflicer.
On July 19, 1892, upon application of the
United States, a special auditor was appoint
ed to ascertain and report to the court the
names of the persons respectively entitled
to the appraised values of the tracts of lands
selected for said park, claimed by the plain
tiﬂfs in error, and to report separately upon
each tract or road within the boundaries

thereof.
Thereupon plaintiﬂs in error sued out a
writ of error to bring this ﬁnal judgment
and the record in the condemnation proceed
lugs before this court for review.
In addition to the alleged errors above in
dicated, the plaintiiTs in error now say—
First, that the United States had no right,
after ﬁling the ﬁrst map of the land selected,
to abandon the taking of any part of the
land condemned; and, secondly, that the as
sessment for beneﬁts provided for by the act
of congress is beyond the power of the gov
ernment, and that, therefore, the act is void.

Opinions Delivered in the Supreme Court
of the District.‘
The following is the opinion delivered in
the supreme court of the District on the
motion to dismiss the petition for condemna
tion. This opinion was preceded by a. state
ment of facts, which it is unncccsary to re
produce, except as to the grounds of the mo
tion. These grounds were as follows:
“(1) Because the said commission—the pe
titioners above named—have no legal exist»

ence, and are without authority to act in the
premises. because two members thereof, to
wit. Thomas Lincoln Casey, under the desig
nation of ‘Chief of Engineers, United States
Army,’ and Henry M. Roberts, under the
designation of the ‘Engineer Commissioner
of the District of Columbia,’ assume to act
by virtue of the pretended appointment of
the congress of the United States, without
the intervention, co-operation, or action of

the president of the United States, or of any
court, or of any executive oiﬁcer of the Unit,
ed States, thereunto law-fully authorized.
“(2) Because, in and by said act, the con
gross have devolved on the president of the
United States, as such, the performance or
the essentially judicial function of particl
patlng in the appraisement and of adjudicat
ing upon the awards to be made by the com
missioners of appralscment in respect of the
several parcels or tracts of land designed to
be appropriated for the public use designat

ed by said act.
“(3) Because, under the constitution and
law, for the purpose of ascertaining what is
a just compensation for said property, the
respondent is entitled to have the judgment

of an impartial and disinterested judicial
tribunal1 whereas the said not or congres de
volves upon the president of the United
States, as such, the right to participate in
determining what is a. just compensation,
and to review and approve or disapprove the
award; the president, as chief executive of
the United States, being not disinterested,
but virtually a party to the suit.
“(4) Because, in and by said not, the con
gress have assumed to control the action of
the commissioners designated to appraise the
value of the property to be condemned and
to restrict the rights of the respondent. by
limiting the amount which shall be allowed
in the aggregate for the payment of property
embraced within the limits designated as a
public park.
“(5) Because, in and by said act, the con
gross have undertaken to acquire the prop
erty within the prescribed limits of the pro
posed Rock Creek park without the consent
of the owners, and upon a compensation lim
itcd therein to a. ﬁxed sum, to wit, to the
sum of $1,200,000, regardless of the nde
quacy of said sum to fulﬁll the constitutional
requirement of being a. just compensation
therefor.
“(6) Because, in and by said act, the con
gress attempt to exercise the right of emi
nent domain within the District of Columbia
for purposes foreign, manifestly, to the
needs and requirements of its exclusive legis
lation therein, and in violation of the solemn
compact and agreement in that behalf made
upon the oession of said District by and be
tween the United States, the state of Mary

land, and the citizens of the ceded terri
tory, which is set forth and exhibited by the
reciprocal legislation of the state of Mary
land in 1788, and the second section of the act
of the legislative assembly of that state inNe

vember, 1791, by the act of congress of 1119

United States approved July 16. 1790. and
by the proclamation of the president or the

United States, issued in pursuance and ap
proval of said legislation, to wit, on the 24th
day or January, 1791."
(July 8, 1891.)
"Mr. Justice HAGNER. it is propertocoit
sider ﬁrst the last objection of the series
which denies entirely to the general govern‘

ment the power to condemn property for
public uses within the District oi? Columbia.

Since. if this position is well taken, it will
render unnecessary the examination of any

other of the constitutional diiiiculties relied
on by the respondents. This objection is
based upon an alleged reservation by the

state of Maryland, in the act oi.‘ 1791, c 45.
§ 2v of any authority to exercise the rlt’llt 1?‘
eminent domain by the United States with!"

the District of Columbia. It needs 110 cm’
tlon of authority to show that the right to
take private property for public uses in e"
ercise of the right of eminent domain, be
longs inherently to every nation justly

1The following opinions were not in the statement of Mr. Justice SHIRAS.
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in case of necessity, to the right or’ disposing
of all the wealth of the country; that this
authority belongs to every state in the Union;
that it existed in the general govern
ment; independently of, and before the adop
tion of, the ﬁfth amendment of the consti
tution, which only imposed a. limitation upon
its exercise; and that, in the language of
the supreme court, in Cherokee Nation v.

Southern Kan. By. 00., 135 U. S. 641, 10 Sup.
ml:
min!

be the
"limit
Wail»

Ct. Rep. 965, ‘all lands held by private own
ers everywhere within the geographical lim
its of the United States, are held subject to
the authority of the general government to
take them for such objects as are germane
to the execution of the powers granted to it,

tiel

provided they are not taken without just

‘fit!

compensation being made to the owner.‘
In this declaration of the universal powers
oi.‘ the government, there is no foot of land,

it]

lea
sill
itlt

from the Atlantic to the further-most limits

The

exercise of the right of eminent domain by
a. sovereign cannot be the creation of grant
or compact. It inheres in the existence of
an independent government, and comes into
being eo instanti with its establishment, and
continues as long as the government endures.
The United States did not derive the right
to exercise it in Louisiana from France, or
in Florida from Spain, or in California from
Mexico, or in Alaska from Russia. The right
was coeval with its proprietorship as sov
ereign. And the United States could no
more have abandoned the exercise of this

right within the District of Columbia. than it
could have bound itself not to declare war
or levy taxes without the assent of the legis
lature of Maryland. But in our opinion no
such reilnqulshment of power can be de
duced from the legislation referred to. As
soon as the promulgation of the constitution
had disclosed the requirements of the United

or the Aleutian islands, which is excepted.
States as to the territory for the seat of
But, it the contention now under considera
government, the state of Maryland, by chap
tion be correct, this District, the seat of gov
ter 46 of 1788, required its representatives in
ernment and center of the power whose pul
congress to cede to the congress of the Unit,
sations are felt to its remotest frontiers, is
ed
States any district in the state, not ex
alone exempt from its inﬂuence. It would
seeding ten miles square, which congress
result that it the government, in anticipa
might ﬁx upon and accept for that purpose.
tion of war, believed it expedient or neces
The contest respecting the location of the
sary to the public welfare to possess itself
required territory was acrimonious and pro
of an advantageous strategic point within
longed, and it was not until July, 1790, that
this territory, placed by the constitution un
congress accepted portions of the lands ten
der its exclusive jurisdiction, and fortify it,
dered by Maryland and Virginia, making to
in advance of the threatened danger, the
gether the ten miles square. After the ex
avarice or disloyalty of the owner could ab
act boundaries selected had been ascertained
solutely prevent its acquisition. Of course
and promulgated by the president, on the
Maryland now can have no such right in the
21st of December, 1790, Maryland passed an
ceded territory, and hence the private prop
not giving authority to condemn lands in the
erty here would be held by a tenure differ
coded territory, if necessary, for the erection
eat and superior to that known, probably, in
of
the public buildings By proclamation of
any civilized country.

President Washington, an amendment was
"In support 01.‘ a proposition lending to

ernmeut would have consented to take pos
session of the District when ceded by Mary
land, hampered by any such condition, is in
credible. There were too many offers of
territory from different states for its seat
of government; to render it important for the
wi.l‘uq-i“

After the congress had been besieged by a

mob of soldiers in Philadelphia, it became
convinced

that

the

seat

of

government

The dlﬂ'erent
states
at once became competitors
for the estab
llﬁlnnent of the capital within their borders,
and in 1783 Maryland offered Annapolis to
“1° congress of the confederation,

accom

mulled by the pledge of a large sum of mon
93' 1'01‘ public buildings; and from that time

made in the former survey, and thereupon
the principal proprietors of the Maryland
portion of the territory executed an agree
ment by which they undertook to convey
their lands to the president, or to such per
son as he might select, in trust for the use
or the city; and these conveyances were ex
ecuted to Messrs. Beall and Gantt, the se
looted trustees. It then became requisite
that Maryland should recognize the speciﬁc
appropriation of the reduced amount or its
territory in lieu of its former oﬂen oi.’ the
entire ten miles square; and for this and
other purposes connected with the new ter
ritory the act of 1791, c. 45, was passed De
ccrnber 19, 1791. The ﬁrst section recited
the proclamations; the conveyances to Beall
and Gantt as trustees; that some of the pro
prietors in the villages of Carrollsburg and
Hamburg. as well as some of the proprietors
of other lands, had not, from imbcciiity and

iwns most anxious to secure the location
within its own territory.

other causes. come to my ﬂgl‘eementi but

“Nor could the United States have bound

to the terms recited, the president had di
rected a. city to be laid out, with boundaries

\'.13s.c.—24

that, as a great proportion of all had agree‘?
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designated in the act, etc; and it was there

pealed the former law of 1790, which for

upon enacted, in section 2, ‘that all that part
of said territory, called “Columbia," which
lies within the limits of this state, shall be,
and the same is hereby acknowledged to be.
forever ceded and relinquished to the con
gress and government of the United States,
in full and absolute right and exclusive ju
risdiction, as well of soil as of persons resid
ing or to reside thereon, pursuant to the

two years had authorized the condemnation
of lands for public buildings. it is true the
machinery to be used for this condemnation
was that of the state, as the United States
had not yet organized the local government
in the new territory; but the United States,
in making condemnations, may use any prop
er agencies, whether of the several States,
or uch as may be devised by itself for the
purpose. It is inconceivable that the state
of Maryland, while specially providing in
the act of 1791 for the condemnation of
property in the District, as it had previously
done by the act of 1790, should have intro
duced the proviso referred to, with the pur
pose of withholding from the general govern
ment the power to do that which every
independent nation must enjoy as undeni
ably as it possesses the right to coin mon
ey or build ships of war. This act of lTJi
was recognized in supplementary acts passed
in 1792 and 1793.

tenor and effect of the‘ eighth section of the
ﬁrst article of the constitution of govern
ment of the United States.’ Nothing more
explicit could be desired, unless an enu
meratlon of the rights ceded was to be at
tempted.
“But it is argued that the following proviso
eﬂectively contains the limitation contended
for: ‘Provided, that nothing herein contained
shall be so construed to vest in the United
States any right of property in the soil, so as
to affect the rights of individuals therein,
otherwise than the same shell or may be
transferred by such individuals to the United
States.’ But it is clear the power to exer-'
else the right of eminent domain within the
District could not be dependent for its cre
ation or consummation upon the words of the
act; for as it was an inseparable incidmt
of independent sovereignty, proprio vigorc,
it was already applicable to this territory,
even while it remained a part of Maryland,
as it was to all the other lands within the
bounds of the Union. Such a power would
not, therefore, be included as one of those
‘therein contained‘ in the statute of 1791, e.
~15. But the words in the proviso, doubt
less, were considered necessary, and were in
serted only to protect private rights or prop
erty in such proprietors as had ‘not come to
any agreement,’ because, as the act had al
ready recognized, the agreement had not
been signed by all, but only ‘by a very great,
proportion of the landholders,’ and that this

"We have been referred to the case at
Chesapeake & O. C. 00. v. Union Bank, 4
Cranch, 57, as recognizing in some way
the construction of the proviso contended
for. It; is true Mr. Key, who was of coun
sel in the case, presented this contention,
but it is equally true that the judges who
sat in the ease unanimously overruled it.
The argument of counsel, however eminent,
can scarcely prevail over the decision of

the court. Canal Co. v. Key, 3 Crunch, C. 0-.
600, contains the report of a similar appeal

for a condemnation in behalf of the canal
company of Mr. Key’s own land, in which
no such point was made. The contention,
repeated in the present case, that constitu

tional rights formerly possessed by M1117
land, unless expressly enumerated, did not
pass by the cession, is answered by the de

cision in Alexandria Canal 00. v. City of
Georgetown, 12 Pet. 94, where it was held

action of the majority had induced the presi

that the bottom of the Potomac, thollgh

dent to lay out the city without waiting for
the assent of the others The right of the
minority to refuse the terms offered by the
authorities was thus properly recognized and
secured. But this was very far from a pur

not mentioned in the act of cession, passed

pose to declare that, in case those owners

of Maryland. in U. s. v. Manufacturing C°~~

should not assent to the terms proposed, the
United States should not exercise the sov
ereign right of condemning the property for
the public use.
"If the question otherwise admitted of any
doubt, that would be removed by a consider
ation of the twenty-fourth section of the
same act, which authorized the commission
ers referred to in the act to issue a process,

21 Md. 11!). cites this case with approbation,

directed to the sheriti of Prince George’s

ized the construction of the canal, Wiill Pow‘

county. to summon live freeholders to value
the land of such persons as still refused to
accept the terms agreed to by the other pro.
prictors, and declared that upon payment
of such valuation the said lands should be
vested in the commissioners for the use of
the city; and the last section of the act re

er to

to the United States, without express grant.

so as to entitle it to allow to the canal com
pany the privilege of building its piers 111
the bed of the river. The court of appeals

thus evincing the adoption by the Marylmld
courts of the principles of the decision.

"But the very Chesapeake & Ohio 0111131
Cases demonstrate that more than sixty
years ago the government regarded “501!

as entitled to exercise, and did exercise. the
right within the District. The Charm"
granted by Virginia and Maryland author
condemn

requisite

land

8101-15 “5

route; but its arrival at tide water depended
upon the assent of congress, which was

granted by the statute in 1825, mm!‘
without an express authorization ihefem
to the company to make condemnaﬂonﬁ A

large number of condemnation proceeding!
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the acquisition by the canal of the parcels
of land within the District required for its
purposes. The proceedings could only have
been prosecuted under the authority of the
United States; and the government could
not have empowered the canal company to
conduct such proceedings in its own name,
unless it possessed the power itself, since
it could not communicate to the company
an authority not possessed by the govern
ment. The power given by congress, from
time totorailroad
time, to
the District
0! Columbia
vand
companies
to make
condem
nations in their respective names, is equally
evincive of the understanding of congress
that the power resided in the United States.
The power has also repeatedly been exer
cised in this District, in the name of the
United States, without question. Thus in
1858 (11 St. p. 263) condemnation proceed
lugs were authorized to acquire lands with
in the District for the Washington aque
duct and numerous awards were made by
juries in that year, and conﬁrmed by the cirv
cult court, in cases instituted in the name
of the United States, and no objections were
interposed by counsel upon the ground now
referred to. Under an act of 1872, c. 140,
(17 St. p. 83,) condemnations have twice been
made in the name of the United States,
to enlarge the grounds of the capitol, by
commissioners appointed by this com —
the last in 1878. The same statute was in
vokcd in 1857 to acquire the north embank
ment of the aqueduct bridge in Georgetown,
in the name of the United States, under the
act of that year. 24 St. p. 85. These acts
of congress are referred to as evidence of
contemporaneous legislative construction by
the government, and acquiescence in their
enforcement by all defendants, for so long

a period that their correctness should on
ly be questioned upon cogent
State v. Mayhew, 2 Gill, 497.

necessity.

"More recent instances of the exercise of
this power in the name of the United States
are shown in the act of 1886, (24 St. p. 13,)
authorizing a condemnation by :1 Jury of
seven of land for the congressional library;
in the act authorizing the secretary of the
treasury to purchase or acquire by condem
nation, as this court should direct, additional
ground for the bureau of engraving and

printing, (25 St. p. 511;) in the act of 1890,
June 25, (l Sess. 51 Cong.) authorizing the
Secretary of the treasury to acquire by
condemnation a square of ground in the city
for the purposes of a city post oﬂ’ice, by com
uussioners appointed by this court; and in

the w of August 30, 1890, (1 Sosa. 51 Cong.
4113-) authorizing the board therein named
t0 acquire by condemnation additional lands
for the use of

the

government
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ercise in this jurisdiction is more amply al
lowed and justified by statute and practice
of the government than this, the constitu
tional existence of which has been so posi
tively challenged. We have been thus at
what may appear to be needless pains to
examine the objection, because, if well
founded, it was high time it should be speed
‘y acknowledged, that timely constitutional
measures might be adopted to rescue the es
sential rights of the government in this
asserted derelict territory from so exception
al a condition. Fortunately we are entirely
satisﬁed the contention is wholly unfounded.
The language of Chief Justice Crunch in

Canal 00. v. Key. 3 Cranch, O. C. 605, is so

well expressed and forcible that it deserves
to be recalled in any discussion of this sub
ject in this tribunal:
“ ‘The public right is as much common
right as individual right. This public right
is not a power exercised merely because the
sovereign power cannot be controlled, and
therefore in derogation of common right,
but it is a constitutional power, primarily
assented to by the people themselves, in their
original primitive sovereignty, not applica
ble to any particular individual, but ex
tending equally to all, and creating a lien
upon all property, into whose hands soever
it may come. The contemplated canal is
intended to be a great highway, and no man
can be ignorant that he holds his lands al
ways subject to the right of the public to
make a highway through it whenever the
great interests of the nation or of the state
may require it.’
"2. It is next objected that the law is un
constitutional because congress thereby des
ignated the chief of engineers of the army and
the engineer commissioner of the District,
as members of the commission appointed by
the law to select land for the park, and to
perform various duties with respect to that
function, whereas it is insisted the presi
dent, and not congress, has the sole right to
appoint oﬂicers to discharge such duties. In
the consideration of this and the other ob
jections made to the constitutionality of the
law before us, we have had in mind the im
portance of the inquiry; the caution with
which even the supreme court approaches
such objections, to be heard only by a full
bench; and its refusal, in any but a clear
case, by sustaining them, to impute to the
legislature an infraction of the constitution.
Justice Story, in pointing out the true mean
ing of the principle of the separation oi? the
powers of the government, (which is not
declared in the federal constitution in direct
words, as in most of the state constitutions,
but is enjoined, practically. by assignment
of the different powers to the three depart
ments,) declares: ‘We are to understand this
rather in a limited sense. it is not mount

on?ce-tlll'illlgh three commissioners to be ap
Pmnted by this court. Indeed, it is dlﬂicult

to aﬂirm that they must be kept Wholly and

to ﬁnd a power of government whose ex

entirely separate and distinct, and have no
common link of communication or depend
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ence, the one upon the other, in the slight
est degree. The true meaning is that the
whole power of one of these departments
should not be exercised by the same hands
which possess the whole power of either
of the other departments, and that such exer
cise oi the whole would subvert the prin
ciples of a free constitution.’ 2 Story, Gonst.

5.5.
"Such an entire separation is never found
in practice under any constitution, how
ever posltlvely it may he commanded. The
executive, in approving laws, is really aet
ing as a part of the legislature, and the
president and the legislature constantly de
cide many questions judicial in their char
acter. The legislative and judicial branches
of the government have the right to make
appointments to many oﬂlces. Indeed, the
power of appointment to office is not a func
tion so intrinsically executive that it neces
sarily belongs to that department, although
its nature is executive, whether it be ex
ercised by a court or by the legislature or
the president. Baltimore v. State, 15 Md.
455.
Judge
Cooley
(Const.
him.
115)

makes this comment on the subject before
us: ‘The authority that makes the laws has
large discretion in determining the means
through which they shall be executed, and
the performance of many duties which they
may provide for by law they may refer
either to the chief executive of the state,
or, at their option, to any other executive
or ministerial oﬂicer, or even to a person
specially named for the duty.’
“In conformity with this principle, con
gress has, in the most marked instances, in
a multitude of statutes. specially intrusted
the performance of particular duties to ofﬁ
cials already charged with duties of the
same general description. The most impor
tant of these instances are those aii'ecting

the act of August 30, 1890, the secretary
of the treasury, the public printer, and the
architect of the capitol are empowered to
take measures to acquire additional lands
for the government printing oﬂice; and simi

lar provisions might be indeﬁnitely cited.
The duties required of these two army oili
ccrs in this law are in no degree foreign to
their usual and appropriate sphere. Surely
they are more germane to the functions of
the chief of engineers than the control of
electrical lines; and to those of the engineer
member of the board of District commis
sioners, than the granting of liquor licenses,
the regulation of hackney coaches, or the
appointment of policemen. If the duties of
the park commission are really of the mul
tiform and inconsistent character represent
ed in the argument, it is diﬂlcult to imagine
how one set of men could be found ahic,
constitutionally or mentally, to perform them
all. If these army oﬁieers are now serving
as members of the park commission at the
seat of government, it must be assumed they
are so acting with the assent and under
the orders of their commanding otiicer, the
president, who must be aware of their
present occupation. Besides, as the major
ity of the board is empowered by the law
to act in all cases, the three civilian mem
bers might legally discharge the duties oi
the commission, independently of the two
army oﬂicers, if their appointment were ir
regular.
"3. It is next objected that the statute is
invalid because by it the president is intrusi
ed with certain duties connected with the
proceedings to acquire the park. It is in
slsted, ﬁrst, that these duties are judicial in

their character, and cannot properly be 119'
volved upon the executive; and. next. that
his co-operation in the proceedings In the
manner provided destroys their essential

the judiciary. Among them are the early

character of impartiality.

act of 1802, which directed the justices of
the supreme court to sit in the circuit courts,
and the recent law of March 3, 1891, which
authorizes the justices of the supreme court,
and the existing circuit judges, to sit in the
newly-established circuit courts of appeals
with the district judges and the newly-creat
ed circuit judges. It would be endless to
refer to the cases at hand in which this has
been done. By various provisions of the
Revised Statutes of the United states and of
the District, the chief of engineers is intrast

doubt the proceedings to condemn lands in

There can be 110

exercise of the right of eminent domain are
quasi judicial in character, and have been

held as included within the designation of
trials at law. But we do not see that the
statute cnjoins upon the president. or allow!

him, to participate at all in those trials. The
ﬁrst duty devolved upon him by the law 15
the appointment of the park commission,—

a fiuiction which is not obnoxious to either
branch Of this objection. In the ﬁrst and
second paragraphs of the third section this

ed with a variety of dutles,—among them,

commission is authorized to negotiate for

the charge of the public buildings and
grounds in the District of Columbia; of the

the purchase of the lands, by agreement with

Washington aqueduct; of the electrical ap

ing of the map. at a price to be aplml'ed
by the president. As this provision aPDllPS

paratus

of the rooms

in

the

capitol; of

5mm respecting the obstruction of streets,
etc. In the recent legislation of congress
the requirement that particular oﬂlcials shall

perform designated duties is frequently re
lleilfed; as in 25 St p. 523, the chief of

the owners, within thirty days after the ill‘
entirely to a purchase by agreement. and
the defendants all refused to sell, 1'5 for“
as to them may be considered as exhausted‘
and the provision as obsolete, and it 04111110‘:
posihly operate to their disadvantage- In

enguieers is required to take charge of the

the concluding paragraph of the third 800'

construction of the congressionil library. By

tion, authority is given to this 001111 1°’ we
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appointment of three commissioners of ap
pralsement, to ascertain and assess the value
of the lands, and return the appraisement to
the court. When this duty has been per

formed by the commissioners of appraise
ment the ‘quasi judicial proceeding‘ or ‘trial’
is at an end; and nothing more remains to
be done by those commissioners with refer
ence to that particular ﬁnding. Up to that

point the president has nothing whatever to
do with the proceeding, and he has neither
the right nor the opportunity to interfere in

any degree with the action of the commis
sioneis in making their valuation. It is only
after this quasi judicial act has been accom

plished by the assessors that the president's

Ell‘.

function comes into activity. That duty is
thus deﬁned in the law: ‘And when the
values of such lands are thus ascertained, and
the president of the United States shall de
cide the same to be reasonable, said value
or values shall be paid to the owner.‘ is
this duty thus devolved upon the president,
in the sense of the constitution, judicial? We
have seen it does not derive such quality
from any connection with the deliberations
of the jury, since with those he has absolute
ly no more to do than the treasurer who has
to pay the amount of their valuation. What
he is thus empowered by the statute to per
form is precisely what every corporation in
stituting condemnation proceedings has a
right to do, irrespective of statute, after the
jury has returned the award, it it shall de
cide the valuation is not reasonable; namely,
to decline to take the property at. alL This
is perfectly well-settled law, and it scarcely
needs the citation of authorities. Railroad
Co. v. Nesbit, 16 How. 396; Steuart v. Mayor
of Baltimore, 7 Md. 516; Graft v. Mayor of

Baltimore, 10 Md. 552. The condemnation,
until the acceptance of the award and pay
ment or the money, is merely tentative; and
the right of abandonment is subject only to
the duty of reparation to the property owner
tor any damage occasioned him by the insti
tution ot the proceedings.
"This undoubted right would not be at all
impaired it the existence of its right on the
part of a corporation to refuse to take the
particular property should happen to be de
clared in the act authorizing the condemna
tion. The acknowledgment in the act of 8.
plain rlght could not destroy it. The same
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the discharge of the duty assigned. The le
guilty and propriety of such a provision in
the law are well explained by the supreme
court in the case of Garrison v. City of New
York, 21 Wall. 204, where an award against
the city for property taken for public use
had been set aside by the court under the
authority of a special statute authorizing a.
rescission of a former order of approval,
and a reexamination or the award. Mr.
Justice Field there said: ‘The proceeding to
ascertain the beneﬁts or losses which will ac
crue to the owner of property when taken
for public use, and thus the compensation
to be made to him, is in the nature of an in
quest on the part of the state, and is neces
sarily under her control. It is her duty to
see that the estimates made are just, not.
merely to the individual whose property is
taken, but to the public which is to pay for
it. And she can, to that end, vacate or an
thorizc the vacation of any inquest taken by
her direction to ascertain particular facts for
her guidance, where this proceeding has
been irregularly or fraudulently conducted,
or in which error has intervened, and order
a new inquest: provided, such methods of
procedure be observed as will secure a. fair
hearing from parties interested in the prop
erty.’ “Nor do we perceive how this power
of the state can be aﬂected by the fact that
she makes the ﬁnding of the commissioners
upon the inquest subject to the approval ct.’
one of her courts. That is but one of the
modes which she may adopt to prevent er
ror and imposition in the proceedings.‘
"The president is given by the act no power
to take the property against the verdict of
the assessors. He is only vested with the
authority either to acquiesce in their judg
ment, or to decline to accept the property.
The latter course, certainly, should not be
disapproved of by such of the proprietors as
really object to the taking of their land for
the park. Such authority has been constant
ly given to the president by congress, with
out any suspicion that it was in such wise
judicial, that the executive could not consti
tutionaily execute it. The acts of Maryland
and Virginia, and of congress, about the close

of the last century, committed to the presi

t° await the award; and congress, doubt

dent many duties connected with the loca
tion and acquisition of the District of Co
iumbia, and the building regulations or the
new city, which were much more obnoxious
to such a charge, but they were performed
without criticism by the courts. After es~
tablishing the boundaries of the District, the
president changed them by proclamation 50
as to embrace territory below the mouth ot
the eastern branch. The plans for laying out
the lands were declared to be such ‘as the
president should approve;' the public appro<
priations for parks were designated by him;

lass, thought it wisest to devolve this duty

and most of the building regulations in Iowa

“P011 this high oﬂicial, whose position, in

here

it8011. would seem to furnish a guaranty of
perfect impartiality and of independence in

Washington.

right of abandonment resides in the United
States in the present case; and that right,
also, cannot be affected by the provision in
the act authorizing the United States to ex
ercise it by declining to take the property

"111085 the president shall decide that the
valuation is reasonable. Where the United
States is the promoter of the condemnatiop,
it must act by an agent in deciding whether

to-day

were

promulgated

by

Gen.

Repeatedly provisions of law

in statutes have been suspended because of
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discretionary powers given by acts of con
gress to the president to suspend their oper
ation, if he should think the public interest
required such action. Such were the cases
under the Mexican and American joint com
mission. By subsequent statute it was de
clared that if the president should be of
opinion that the honor of the United States,
the principles of public law, or considerations
of justice and equity, required that the
awards made by that joint commission in
the Cases of Well and La Abra 00. should
be reopened, he was authorized to withhold
payment of those awards. His course in
concluding to do so was approved by the su
preme court in Freiinghuysen v. Key, 110
U. S. 63, 3 Sup. Ct. Rep. 462, notwithstand
ing the contention that it was in inexcusable
contempt of international awards; and it
was further declared by the court that the
president would have had the right to act
as he did in the absence of a statute. The
question came up again in U. S. v. Blaine, 11
Sup. Ct. Rep. 607, (not yet reported) where

the same doctrine was announced. 1n U. S.
in Chandler, 2 Monkey, 527, this court justi
ﬁed the secretary, under the orders of the
president, in refusing to expend $200,000 to
purchase land at Chiriqui for a. naval station,
under an act of congress authorizing him to
establish stations and depots for coal at the
Isthmus of Panama. Under the recent tariff
and copyright acts, discretionary powers
were committed to the president which
might equally be called judicial, in that their
performance involved the exercise of judg
ment and grave discretion. The presidents
have approved and disapproved, as they saw
fit, from the beginning of the government,
the sentences of courts-martial, thus directly
exercising what would have been properly
called Judicial power, if exercised by a. re
viewing court Since the argument of this
case the president has. by proclamation, de

clared that the United States has accepted
the property in this city condemned for a
city post oﬂiee under a provision of the act

of June, 1890, similar in terms to‘ the lan
guage of the act before us. A similar re
quirement appears in the act of August 30,
1890, authorizing the acquisition of land for
the use of the government printing oﬂice;
and the provisions of that act are made ap
plicable to all future proceedings for taking
property for public use in this District.
"4. The constitutionality of the law is as
sailed, ﬁnally, upon the ground that the
amount of compensation to be paid for the
land needed for the park is therein limited

to $200,000. the Sum appropriated by the
act. It is argued that this provision is an
admonition. if not a command, given in ad
vance to the appraisers, that it would be un
lawful for them to assess the aggregate cost

‘it a larger amount than that named in the
statute, and that they will not be considered

ford an answer to these positions. The
court is authorized and required to ascertain
and assess the value of the land ‘by appoint
ing three competent and disinterested com
missioners to appraise the value or values
thereof, and to return the appraiseurent to
the court.’ The duty required of the up
praisers is to appraise the value of the land,
and to return to the court an appraiseurent
not diﬂ'ering from their belief of its value,
but in accordance with that belief. If they
believe the aggregate value exceeds the
amount named in the act, how can they es
cape the obligation to say so? If the law
limited the expense to $10,000,000, would
the appraisers be justified in valuing the
land up to the entire amount merely because
that limit was named in the law? Or if the
sum named was $10,000, could it be supposed
they would conform their valuation to what
they plainly saw was an inadequate sum?
“We do not agree to the suggestion of de
fendant‘s counsel that the entire appraise
ment and award must. be a unit. On the
contrary, the adjudication of the value of
each property must be separate. Whether
the amount of the separate appraisement of
the reasonable values of the several proper
ties may exceed or may fall short of the
sum appropriated, the appraisers must equal
ly return what they believe is their just
value, as competent and disinterested oom
missioners are bound to do. The idea sug
gested, that the $1,200,000 will be inserted
in the precept issued to them as the limit of
their ﬁnding, is altogether imaginary. The
citation from Cooley (page 563) adduced to
show that the legislature cannot ﬁx the
amount of the valuation in advance, has no
application to a. case like the present In the
Bridge Co. v. Warren, 11 Pet. 571, relied on
by Cooley for the statement, Justice McLean
declared that the provision in the charter of
the new bridge company requiring it to pay
a deﬁnite sum per annum to the old com
pany as compensation for the injury to its
property was an inadmissible mode of at
taining the end designed, because, 88 ex‘
pressed by him, ‘by this provision it appears

the legislature has undertaken to do What 3
Jury of the county only could constitutionally
do,—assess the amount of compensation to

which the complainants are entitled.’ The
same reason is given for the use of a similar

expression in Pennsylvania R. Co. v. Balli
more & O. R. 00., 60 Md. 269. There the leg
islature authorized any railroad to use ﬁve
miles or less of the track of any other rail
road, upon making compensation for its use
at a rate per mile ﬁxed in the statute itself

It was in reference to this exaction the court

‘said:

‘The legislature, in exercising the

right of eminent domain, cannot, in the 111W
itself, fix the compensation to be paid $11611
compensation, in case of disagreement be'
tween the parties, must, in this state, be

as “Wing found a just compensation if it
exceeds that sum.

The words of the act af

awarded by a jury.’ But in the case at bill‘
the statute appoints a. tribunal of three 00111‘
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at

missioners, the acknowledged legal equiva
lent of a jury in condemnation proceedings,
and by that commission alone is the just
compensation to be appraised.
“That the naming of a ﬁxed sum in the act
can operate as a limitation to prevent con~
gress from increasing it, it it should think
proper, is of course incorrect, and not justi
ﬁed by the course of congress in other cases.
By the act of 1886, c. 50, (24 St. p. 13,) a
large sum was appropriated to acquire land
for the congressional library building. The
awards for the land found by the jury over
ran that sum, and a subsequent appropria
tion was made to complete the payment.
By the act of 1888, c 1069, a designated
sum was appropriated for the purchase
of land for the use of the bureau of
engraving and printing. It was represent
ed to congress that the award would proba
biy exceed that amount, and at the last ses
sion, by chapter 542, a further sum was ap
propriated for the purpose. We, of course,
have no thought of intimating any likelihood
that such excess of valuation may occur. or
that the appraisers can lose sight of the
double responsibility that must weigh upon
them with equal weight,—the duty to protect
the people among whom they live from ex
cessive emotions—and the equal duty to al
low to the owners a just value for their
lands‘ We have only spoken thus to show
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for this attempt to save the community from
such dangers. The objections being all
overruled, the court will proceed to act, as
requested by the petition."
The following is the opinion delivered in
the supreme court of the District on the mo—
tion to strike out the evidence relating to the
existence of gold mines in certain of theg
tracts in question:
O

:

(November 17, 1891.)
'“Mr. Justice COX.

We have had underiv°

consideration the motion made in this mat
ter by the petitioners, and that motion is that
the court strike out all the evidence intro
duced by the defendants Shoemaker and
Truesdell relating to the existence of gold
mines in tracts 39 and 42 on the map ﬁled
by said petitioners, on the ground that, if any
gold mines exist therein, the title thereto is
in the United States. In order to solve this
question, we are compelled to go somewhat
into the history of titles in Maryland. All
land titles in the District are derived pri
marlly from Maryland. We all know that
the history of the title to real estate in
Maryland commenced with the charter to
Caecilius Calvert, Lord Baltimore, by Charles
I., in the eighth year of his reign. That char
tcr deﬁnes the limits of the province of
Maryland, and grants and conﬁrms unto the
that the act has not left the landowners in said Caecilius Calvert, baron of Baltimore,
the helpless predicament stated. That the his heirs and assigns, the lands and waters
included within those limits, and goes on to
government is bound to make just compen
say: ‘And moreover all veins, mines, and
sation for whatever it shall take from the in
dividual is undoubted; and in the words quarries, as well opened as hidden, already
of the supreme court in Great Falls Manut'g found or that shall be found within the re
gion, islands, or limits aforesaid of gold, sil
Co. v. Attorney General, 124 U. S. 596, 8 Sup.
ver, gems, and precious stones. and any oth
Ct. Rep. 631: ‘It is to be assumed that the
er whatsoever, whether they be of stones or
United States is incapable of bad faith, and
metals or of any other thing or matter what
that congress will promptly make the nec
essary appropriations whenever the amount soever.’ They were granted to him, his heirs
of compensation has been ascertained in the and assigns, forever, ‘to hold of us, our heirs
mode prescribed.’ We believe the citizen and successors, kings of England, as of our
may well conﬁde in the ultimate Justice of castle of Windsor, in our county of Berks,
his government,—the most generous. as it is in free and common socage, by fealty only
the happiest and the most powerful, on the for all services, and not in capite knlght's
service, yielding therefor unto us, our heirs
earth.
and successors, two Indian arrows of those
"5. The further objection was presented by
parts, to be delivered at the said castle of
the answer, though not argued at length,
Windsor every year, on Tuesday in Easter?
that the appropriation of these lands for the
week, and also the arm part of all gold and;
purposes of a public park was not a ‘public
silver ore, which shall happen from time tom

1188.’ in the sense of the constitution. It must
be conceded that in a. case like the present
the legislature isthe competent Judge to de
aide this point. Upon all the authorities, it is

also well settled that the condemnation of
land for the purpose of a park is within the
principle. If no other ground existed for its
exercise, We think the duty of the government

to obtain control of the entire course of Rock
creek. within the boundaries of the District,

to Prevent its waters from being polluted by
the offal of slaughterhouses and of disgust

hlg factories, bringing their abominations in
to the midst of the city to poison and infect
“19 ‘111', would afford sutﬁcient justiﬁcation

'5

time to be found within the aforesaid limitsﬁg
'“The right to mines of gold and silver was’
considered one of the jam regalia under the
common law of England. In this country we
have no jura regalia. Whoever owns the
land owns everything contained in it, includ
ing mines, unless they be expressly reserved,
and the same law is applicable to a transfer
by the federal government. This matter of
the ownership of mines was discussed in the
case of Moore v. Smaw, 17 Cal. 199, where
the court, in its opinion as delivered by the
chief justice, says:
‘In the great case oi.‘
Reg. v. Earl of Northumberland, 1 Plow.
310, which was argued before the barons of
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the exchequer and all the justices of Eng
land, it was held, by their unanimous judg
ment, l‘that by the law all mines of gold and

silver within the realm, whether they be in
the hands of the queen or of the subjects,
belong to the queen, by prerogatives, with
the liberty to dig and carry away the ores
thereof, and with other such incidents there~
to as are necessary to be used for the getting
of the ore;" and also "that a mine royal, ei
ther of base metal containing gold or silver,
or of pure gold and silver only, may, by the
grant of the king, be severed from the crown,
and be granted to another, for it is not an in
cident inseparable to the crown, but may be
severed from it by apt and precise words."
This case was decided in 1568, during the
reign of Queen Elizabeth, and continues until
this day an authoritative exposition of the
doctrine of the common law. It is conclu
sive to the point that the right to the mines
was not regarded by that law as an incident
of sovereignty, but was regarded as a personal
prerogative of the king, which could be alienat
ed at his pleasure.’ The title to mines in Mary
land was vested by the charter in the ‘lord
proprietary,’ as he was called, subject only
to a royalty of one ﬁfth part of them in fa
vor of the crown. In an exposition by Kilty
of ‘original titles as derived from the propri
etary government, and more recently from
the state of Maryland,’ called the ‘Landhold
er‘s Assistant,’ and which has been referred
to by counsel on both sides in the argument
as a work of authority, it appears that the
proprietary formulated from time to time
rules and regulations for the disposition of
his land, called ‘conditions of plantations, in
structions, etc.’ These ‘conditions of planta
tions, instructions,’ ete.,became matter of rec
0rd, and, so far as extant among the public rec
ords of the state in the year 1808, are print
ed in the work referred to, which was issued
in that year, and were originally carried into

effect by some one or other of his lordship's
agents and chief officers in the province,
such as his ‘lieutenant generaL'his ‘chief gov
ernor,’ his ‘lieutenant governor,’ and later by
the governor and council, and others charged
9
g with the management of land affairs. Three
gsteps were necessary for transferring the ti
atle from the proprietary to the individual

gseeking the patent. The ﬁrst was a warrant
' issued by the'proper oﬂicer, and which was
the authority to the surveyor of the county
to survey and lay off the particular quantity
of land; the next step was the returning by

the surveyor of his certiﬁcate of survey;
and the third step was the issue of the pat
ent. In the course of time another form of
warrant came to be issued, called the ‘war
rant of resurvey.’ Parties having several con.
tlguous tracts by patent from the land oﬂice
procured from it a. warrant of resurvey, au
thorizing the surveyor to resurvey those

inlets, the grounds assigned for which were
the uncertainty of existing bounds, and the
desire of the parties to connect several ad

joining tracts in one survey. At ﬁrst the
privilege of taking in adjoining vacancy over
and above the quantities originally granted
did not attach to this kind of warrants, but
this subsequently became the main object of
these resurvcys. On resurveys lands includ
ed in elder surveys were excluded, and al
lowance made for the deﬁciency, either in
contiguous vacancy or elsewhere. 0n the
other hand, where land had been included in
surveys beyond the quantity to which the

party was entitled, the excess, denominated
‘surplus land,’ was claimed by the proprie
tary; and, as this surplusage was more com
mon than vacancy, it gave rise to numbers
of warrants, sometimes demanded by par
ties when they found that the excess of their
grants could not be concealed, and on other
occasions issued by direction of the govern
ment where information of surplusage was
obtained. In 1735 it was determined to
grant warrants to the ﬁrst discovercrs, en
abling them to make resurvcys on the lands
of other pelsons, and to become purchasers
of the surplusage found therein.
“All the patents that were issued by the
proprietary contained an exception of royal
mines, and we understand those terms to
mean mines of gold and silver; and the con
sequence, was that they did not pass by
these grants, but remained in the proprie
tary, as his separate property. Notwith
standing the common-law maxim as to the
ownership of property, ‘cuJus est solum. ejus
est usque ad caelum,’ there may be two sep
arate owners of the same land. A man my
own the surface of the ground, and under
neath the surface may be owned by another
person; so that, as the patent issued with
that reservation, the proprietary remained
the owner of the mines. The present own
ers of the land, deriving title by meme
conveyances from the patents, claim that

they are entitled to the mines; but, as the
patentee did not take the mines of gold and
silver, I do not see how the last owner has
acquired title thereto.
There can be no
question here of adverse possession, or title
by adverse possession, in the position taken
by the claimants to these mines. The then

Proprietary was divested of his title by the
American Revolution. When the Revolution
broke out, the British subjects left this coun

try,—perhaps for their country's good; Imd

the effect of the Revolution, I might 58%.
with regard to the royalty that had been 1'9;
served by the king, was to transfer it to the:
state, and the property of the proprietaryg

was conﬁscated by an act passed by the“
state in 1780, c.'45, of the session of ﬂlﬂi'
year.

When you contrast this act of conﬁs

cation with the act passed by the congress

of the United States during the late Civil
W111‘, it will be seen that the latter act sulr
Jected the property of those in hostility ‘0
the government to seizure and condemnation

by ludicial proceedings and sale, and direct
ed that the proceeds of the sale should be
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paid into the treasury of the United States.

If any property was seized, and such legal

REFI' fEH if H—i 'ﬂ"

proceedings were not taken, the title never
was passed, but remained in the owner. The
act of Maryland is much stricter in its terms.
“After a long recital of grievances commit
ted by England, the act of Maryland de
olares: ‘And it is hereby enacted and de
clared that all property within this state,
debts only excepted, belonging to British
subjects, shall be seized, and is hereby conﬁs
cated to the use of this state.‘ In section 7,
on the assumption that the title was at once
vested in the state by the preceding enact
ments, the act goes on, and directs that cer
tain property, being certain iron works,
lands, and stock therein mentioned, ‘shall be,
and are hereby, appropriated and set apart
as a fund for making good and sinking cer

tain bills of credit which had been emitted

in»

._ow-I'a.H~-a§€i‘;5ﬁ:i$5

by the state.‘ The act further enacted ‘that
all British property conﬁscated in virtue of
this act, and not thereby appropriated for the
redemption of the bills of credit lately emit
ted by this state, and for the payment of
debts, shall be subject to the disposal of the
general assembly.‘ To remove any doubt of
the meaning of the law, in chapter 49 of the
same session, it is enacted that certain com
mimioners shall be appointed, ‘for the pur
pose of preserving all British property seized
and conﬁscated by the act of the present ses
sion,’ just before referred to, ‘and that the
said commissioners shall be, and are hereby
declared to be, in the full and actual scisin
and possession of all British property seized
and conﬁscated by the said act, without any
oiilce found, entry, or other act to be done,
and the said commissioners shall and may,
as soon as may be, appoint proper persons,
in all cases that they may think necessary,
to enter into and take possession of any part
of the said property,‘ etc. This was a com
plete divesting, at once, of the title to the
Property owned by British subjects, and

vesting it in the state, or in the commission
ers to represent the state. Chapter 51 of the
same session goes on, and appropriates the
runners owned by the late lord proprietary
in several counties to certain purposes; and

it provides ‘that this state will forever war
rant and secure to the purchasers and their
heirs any British property sold in pursuance
of this act. and will protect them in the

Dcaceable possession thereof.’ This was fol
lowed by another act, relating to forfeited
estates and sales of reversional'y rights,
su'here they were estates tail. There was an
:other act in relation to claims against for

felted Property by individuals, and section 2
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and it is not necessary to refer to them infur
ther detail. Itis suﬁicient to say that it was the
effort of the state to appropriate everything
—every species of property—that belonged
to British subjects; and of course that would
include mines, as well as anything else. Cer
tain grace was given to the owners of the
property. They were allowed a certain time
in which to come forward and swear fealty to
the state and in that way save their property.
“During the argument an inquiry was made
whether the state of Maryland had ever
made any reservation, in her patents issued
since the Revolution, of mines ltLlLl quarries,
or whether its legislation was silent on that
subject, from which it might be inferred
that she never intended to conﬁscate that
species of property. A partial answer to
that inquiry, at least, is found in chapter 20
of the act of 1783, relating to the sale of
conﬁscated property, by which it is enacted
‘that in all sales of the said lands there shall
be a reservation of one ﬁfth part of all mines
of gold or silver found thereon to this state,
which reservation shall be expressed in the

deeds for the said lands.’ That showed that
the subject of the ownership of mines was
brought to the attention of the legislature,
and that the state assumed itself to be the
owner of the mines, as well as of the surface
of the land, and hence assumed that grant
ing it would pass the mines, unless there wan
a reservation; and so the state reserved one
ﬁfth in all mines that might be found on
this conﬁscated property. Now, it is true
that there is no mention in the legislation of
the state in regard to mines or mineral
lands, except in connection with the sale of
the property, and the only object of any leg
islatlon would be directed towards a sale oi
the property: and it would have been use
less to direct any sale of mines in the slate
at that time, which would account for the
absence of - legislation on that subject. it
was not suspected at that time that any
mines existed in the state. If there had been
any idea that there were mines existing,

there is no room for doubt at all, in view of
the spirit manifested in this legislation in the
series of acts running nearly twenty years,
that the state would have been prompt in
declaring as forfeited the interests of Brit
ish subjects therein. It appears that nothing
was ever done by the state that amounted
to a relinquishment of any rights that were
vested in it by conﬁscation. If there were
any mines, however, they were the property
of the state, by another act of the state,

which act assumes that the state was the
owner of the same by reason of the action

:0! the latter act provided for the conﬁsca

taken, which I have before referred to.

5mm of the Property of British subjects which

the case that I have heretofore cited (Moore§

may be in the possession of others without
any proper claim upon them. All of which

v. Smaw) there was no hesitation at all upon“
the part of the justice, in delivering the;

shows the scope of the conﬁscation, and that
"lose acts were intended to reach every piece

9‘ Property that belonged to British subjects.
l‘llls intent runs all through them, in fact,

mg

opinion of the court,'in holding that] ‘at the.
date of the cession of California to the Unit
ed States, no minerals of gold or silver had
been discovered in the land embraced by tho
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grant to the Fernandez or by the grant to
Alavrada, and of course no proceedings had
been taken by which any‘ individual interest
in them was acquired from the government.
They constituted, therefore, at that time, the
property of the Mexican nation, and by the
ccssion passed, with all other property of
Mexico within the limits of California, to the
United States.‘ Under the common law of
England, there was an implied reservation
of mines of gold and silver. Looking at the
terms of the cession under the act of 1791,
we will ﬁnd that they are much stronger
than those employed in the act of cession of
property in California to the United States,
because they contained absolute words of
eession, while the other does not. The lan
guage is ‘that all that part of the said terri
tory called "Golumbia" which lies within the
limits of this state shall be, and the same is
hereby, acknowledged to be forever ceded
and relinquished to the congress and govern
ment of the United States, in full and abso
lute right, and exclusive jurisdiction,- as well
as of soil as of persons residing or to reside
thereon, pursuant to the tenor and effect of
the eighth section of the ﬁrst article of the
constitution of the government of the United
States.’ These words, of course. are to be
taken distributively. Congress and the gov
ernment were given the full and absolute
right over persons, and they are given the
full and absolute right to the soil, and exclu
sive jurisdiction over both person and soil.
It is rather diﬂicult to see how they could
be more speciﬁc in conveying whatever rights
the state had in the land and soil. The state,
of course, could only transfer to the United
States the interest which it had; and to make
the matter as clear as possible and remove
doubt, a proviso was added: ‘That nothing
herein contained shall be so construed to vest

land, within the District, passed by the cee
sion, and that the legislature. by its act of
cession, transferred all interests in any possi

ble gold mines in this District to the United
States.
“But a patent was introduced at the argu
ment, of a. later date, from the state of
Maryland to Robert Peter, under whom
these present owners claim title, and that
patent has no reservation of any gold or sil
ver mines; and it was claimed that, for this
reason, whatever interest the state formerly
had in these mines passed by this patent
That patent was dated in 1803. It will he

remembered that the congress of the United
States assumed formal jurisdiction over this
District, and provides for its government, by
the act of February 27, 1801, three years be
fore the date of this patent~ The state of
Maryland, of course, could not convey land
that had already been ceded to the United
States. But this paper suggests certain seri
ous inquiries. The patent was a resurvey
patent based upon a warrant dated the 12th
day of May, 1800, which was nine months
before the actual assumption of jurisdiction
here by congress; and the ﬁrst inquiry is
whether that did or did not give the parties
equitable title, being prior to the time that
the land was actually taken possession of
under the cession by the congress of the
United States. That inquiry suggests one or
two questions. The ﬁrst is: Under the law
of Maryland, did the land laws remain in
force in that part of the territory ceded
until the removal of the seat of government;
and, if so, did the issuing of this wammt
give an inchoate title—an equitable title
which would prevail against the subsequent
acquisition of the same legal title by the

United States? The letter of the law seems
to be that in all cases of resurveys no equi

in the United Staes any right or property in

table title is created until the certiﬁcate of

the soil, so as to affect the rights of individ
uals therein.’ In other words, the state did
not undertake to grant away the rights of in.
dividuals, but did undertake to give to the
United States all her rights, both as to soil
and persons who resided in the part of the
state ceded. The state relinquished all rights
which she had, and at the same time provid
ed that the United States should not have
any right in the soil that would aﬂect the
rights of individuals. The history that I have
given of this property excludes all idea that
the law did vest in the individuals the right
to the mines. Nobody can doubt that the
public domain passed to congress, and that
it has always acted upon that assumption in

survey is returned to the land oillce.

Upon

the issuing of the warrants of resurvey the
party had two years, under the law, within

which to have the survey returned, and P“!
the fees.

It seems to me that no equitable

charge could be laid against this property bi‘
reason of the issuing of the Warrant of N
survey. The patent does not say that that
survey was returned to the surveyor‘s oiiice.

The warrant was not issued until 1800, and
the patent was not issued until 1803' mm
the presumption would therefore be that the
certiﬁcate of survey was not returned uniil
after 1801; so that there is nothing Him

the face of this patent which would Justify

us in saying that there could be an equitable

granting patents to vacant land that it has

title acquired through the warrant.

sold;

that the fight of the state to any mines on

"There is a still more important question‘
and that is whether the state of Maryland

ethe land separate from it also passed, by this
Egrant of the territory ‘in full and absolute
“right, and exclusive jurisdiction, as well or
gsoil as of persons residing or to reside there
" on.‘ We cannot escape from the conclusion
that all public property of the state of Mary

act of 1791. ceding this property to the Um!’
ed States, there is this proviso: ‘That the
jurisdiction of the laws of this state over
the persons and property of individuals W

and we can see no reason to doubt

at that period could convey n-ny 15mm

legal or equitable, in the property- In the
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o siding within the limits of the cession afore
gsaid shall not cease or determine until con—
:gress shall by law provide for the govern
nment thereof, under their jurisdiction, in
' manner'provided by the article of the consti
tution before recited.’ Now this continues
in force the jurisdiction of the laws of the
state of Maryland over the persons and
property of individuals residing therein. To
make that applicable to the present case, it
would be necessary to have extended it to
the property held by the state, but it seems
to me that that extended no further than to
say that the laws that affected private rights
should continue in force until proper pro
vision was made by congress. See what the
consequence would be if another construc
tion had been given to it. The state of
Maryland extended to the Virginia shore;
and suppose that after this cession, and be
fore 1801, the state of Maryland had under
taken to cede to the state of Virginia the

tofore passed by this court directing the com
missioners to disregard the evidence as me
the deposits of gold in two of the tracts;
numbered 39 and 42, the former being the“
property of Shoemaker, and the latter that;

of Truesdell. ‘It will be remembered that’

whole proceedings null and void, for want

the conclusion announced by the court was
founded upon a patent which was introduced
on the part of the government, and dated in
1772, from the proprietor to one White, by
which the royal mines—that is, the mines of
gold and silver—were expressly reserved to
the proprietor, and our argument was that
they were derived through conﬁscation by
the state and on behalf of the United States
through the cesslon of 1791, and, if such gold
deposits existed there, they were the prop
erty of the United States. The present mo
tion is based upon additional evidence said
to have been discovered since the ﬁrst order.
“The ﬁrst patent granted to White affect
ing the premises was on a resurvey in 1760,
in which the land was granted without any
reservation of royal mines, and it is supposed
that those claiming under White were al
lowed to refer their title back to the ﬁrst
muniments of title, and that it is not aﬂect
ed or vacated by the subsequent patent of
1772, in which there was an express reserva
tion of all royal mines. As to the character
of the tenure of land in this country since
the Revolution, it has been said that it has
become allodiai. That is all true, but it
must be remembered that at the date of the
commencement of these tenures all land in
Maryland was held as essentially feudal. In
the ﬁrst place, the charter of Lord Baltimore
conveyed to him this land, not to be held by
knlght's service. but by fealty, and a certain
proportion of the precious metals that might
be discovered on the land was reserved;
and, if Lord Baltimore granted this land in
fee simple afterwards, the grantee held. not
of the crown, but of him—the lord proprieL
tor. In this charter it is expressly stated
that, notwithstanding the statutes of quia
emptores, Lord Baltimore was authorized to
create minor court barons, and grant patents
to lands to be held in fee simple, but upon
the rendition of such services, customs, and
rents as he should think proper. to be laid
by him, and not by the crown, and in all

0! jurisdiction in the chancellor to give the

these patents issued by him in fee simple

relief asked for.
"Upon the whole case, therefore, we are of

there was that reservation and fcalty. at
least generally, in place of any other service.
so that relation, as to the tenure by which
the land was holden, existed all through be
tween the lord proprietor and his grantees,
just as it did under the feudal system.

whole bed or bottom of the Potomac river,
from its source to its month, including that
part in the District of Columbia. Doubtless
congres could have had something to say
about it after the cession had been made.
We are satisﬁed, therefore, that the proviso
does not continue in operation the land laws
of the state of Maryland, and consequently
no title could be derived at the date of this
survey and patent, or at the date when the
warrant upon which it was based was taken
out. We are satisﬁed that the proviso does
not continue in operation the land laws of
the state of Maryland as to the public lands

owned by the state within the said District,
and that consequently no title to such lands
could be obtained by patent from the state
after the act of 1791.
“At a much later time a citizen of Mary

land who owned a. tract of land in this Dis
trict died, making a will disposing of his
land. and appointing an executor, and, the
executor having declined to act. the chan
cellor appointed a. trustee to carry out the
trusts of the will, and the title was declared
vested in that trustee. and a sale directed to

be made; and the proceedings were in ac
cordance with the law of Maryland.

But

this court had no hesitation in declaring the

"1° 0billion that. if there are any deposits of
gold in this ground, they are the property of
t110 United States This motion upon the
Part of the government is granted"
The opinion of the supreme court of the
District on the motion to rescind the order

"Now, to go back to the common law. A
lessee for life or years could surrender his

directing the commissioners to disregard the

estate, and tolie a new estate from the rever
sioner. Not only could that be done by the

evidence relating to the existence of gold de

tenant, but the acceptance of a new estate

Wilts was as follows:
(December 14. 1891.)

"Mr. Justice COX. In this matter a mo
iion has been made to rescind the order here

by the grantee was itself a surrender of the

old one, and that. upon the principle that the
two could not consistently stand together.
and the acceptance of the latter one neces
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sarily involved a surrender of the ﬁrst. For
instance, it a. lessee for years should take a.
olease tor his own life, or that of another

‘51mm, the acceptance of the latter would
: necessarily be a. surrender of the ﬁrst; or it
-4 a lessee for forty years accept one for twen
f“ ty-ﬁve years, or if a lessee'for lite accept a
lease for years—say a. lease for twenty
years—the acceptance of the one would in
volve a surrender of the other. Upon the
question of what shall be considered in law a
surrender of lands it is said in Sheppard's
Touchstone, (page 302, Ed. of 1826, with
notes by Atherlyz) ‘II lessee for life or years
take a new lease of him in reversion of the
same thing in particular contained in the
former lease for life or years, this a sur
render in law of the ﬁrst lease, (14 Hen.
VIII. 0. 15; Wrotesley v. Adams, 1 Plow.

194;

Abbot of Westminster v. Cierke, 1

Dyer, 28; Case of Church Wardens, 10 Coke,
67;) as, if lessee, for his own life or anoth
er's life, in possession or reversion, take a
new lease for years, or a lessee for forty
years takes a. new lease for ﬁfty years the

ﬁrst lease in both these cases is surrendered.
And this rule holdeth, albeit the second lease
be for a less time than the ﬁrst, as it lessee
for life accept a lease for years, or lessee for
twenty years accept a. lease for two years.
Perk, § 617; Ive's Case, 5 Coke, 11; Fitz.
Sur. 3; Co. Litt. p. 218, b; 37 Hen. VI. c. 17.
And albeit the second loose be avoidable, as
being made upon condition; as if lessee for
twenty years take a new lease for twenty
years, upon condition that, if such a thing
happen, the second lease shall be void, and
the thing do after happen, in this case both
these leases are become void; as where the

lessor doth grant the reversion to the lessee

wife, and then take a new lease to himseii

in his own name; and albeit the ﬁrst lease
be to begin presently, and the second he to
begin at a day to come, or e converse; and
albeit there be a mean estate between, as it
the land he let to A. for years, and after let
to B. for years, to begin after the ﬁrst term,
and the assignee of A. doth take a new lease.
Wrottesiey v. Adams, 2 Dyer, 178, Pasch. 40
e1; Co. Litt, p. 238; Sir Moyie Finch's Case,
6 Coke, 69; Lampet‘s Case, 10 Coke, 5311.;
Case of Church Wardens, Id. 67; Ive‘s Case,
5 Coke, 11; Corbet‘s Case, 3 Dyer, 280a;
Woodhouse‘s Case, 1 Dyer, 93b; note, 2
Dyer, 112. So, it one demise land for ten
years to one, and, after, demise it for ten
years to another, to begin at Michaehnas,
and, after the ﬁrst lessee, accept a new lease,
in all these cases there is a surrender in law
of the ﬁrst leases. Herreyong and God-2

dard’s Case, 1 Dyer, 46a; Wiscot's Case, 2:
Coke, 60. And it there be two lessees tort,
life or years, and one or them take a. new;
lease for'years, this is a surrender of his‘
moiety. Whereby it doth appear that a sur
render in law may be made of some estates
which cannot be surrendered by a surrender
in fait; for “fortior est dispositlo legis
quam hominis." And hence it is that a cor
poration aggregate may take a surrender in
law without deed, although it cannot make
an express surrender without deed. Sir
Moyle Finch's Case, 6 Coke, 69; Case of
Church Wardens, 10 Coke, 67.
“Now, technically, there was no surrender

of such a thing as a ree‘simple estate at com
mon law. The owner of the estate might re
convey to his grantor or the latter’s legal
successor, and take a new title. There may

have been some particular object in doing

upon condition, and, after, the condition is

that, though, of course, he is supposed to

broken.

have taken the whole title in the ﬁrst in

Whitley v. Gough, 2 Dyer, 140,

141. Or it the second lease be made by ten
ant entail, or the like; as, if a man made a,
lease for years of land, and then made a.
feoﬁfment to another of the land, and then
take back an estate to him and his wife of
the land, and then make a new lease to the
lessee for ten years, this is a surrender in

law oi.‘ the ﬁrst lease; but, if the second
lease be merely void, then it is otherwise.
Cardinal v. Sackiord, 3 Dyer, 272; Wrottes
ley v. Adams, 2 Dyer, 177, 178; Knight’g

C358, 5 Coke, 54, 55, Kellw. 70. And there
fore, 11 the 193501‘ (10, by words of covenant
only. promise to his lessee that he shall have

stance. I do not know that there are any
examples of this since the days of the Sax

ens surrendering their estates to William the
Conqueror, and taking them back again i111

der the conditions of feudal tenure imposed
by him.

Still such a thing could be done as

the owner of a fee simple granting back his
title, and taking a new grant, it there W85
any object in doing it. Under the rules DYO'

mulgated by the proprietary of Mﬂ-Wlimi
that very thing was permitted; that is. the

practice of surrendering the original grant
in tee simple, and taking a new title from

the lord proprietor. Under these rules i119

a new lease, and do never actually make it,

owner of two contiguous estates who might

this is no surrender in law. Whitley v.
‘3011811, 2 Dyer, 140, 141. And this rule, as
it Seems. holdeth also, albeit the second

desire to have them resurveyed migllt 5m"

lease be to the lessee and a. stronger, or to
the lessee and his wife; and albeit the sec
ond lease be by word only, and the ﬁrst

lease be by deed, if so be the thing granted

render them, and take a. new title for the
two consolidated into one, or the owner 0!

one estate might surrender his gl‘ﬂlltv and
take a. new one and ot the contiguous "3'
cont land as a new entirety. The rules al)0_V°
referred to expressly provided that special

lease be in another‘s right, as if the husband

warrants might be issued to resurvey “W
or more contiguous tracts for the 99180“
owning the same, and to lay them Ollt i”

have a lease for years in the right of ms

one entire tract.

by the lease be such a. thing as may pass by

word willlout Writing; and albeit the second
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“The third section of the instructions is
sued by the proprietary May 5, 1684, to cer
tain persons whom he, by commission 0!
mt
, appointed a land council, and by
which their powers and authority were de
ﬁned, reads as follows: ‘To any person or
persons haveing two or three or more tracts
of land contiguous or adjoining one to the
other, you may (upon suit made) grant spe
cial warrant to resurvey and lay out the
same into one entire tract, with liberty of
takeing in or adding thereunto what waste
land shall be found contiguous, and grant
patient for the same upon such conditions
and tearms as you shall seem meete and rea
sonable, the person sueing for the same sur
rendering up the several former grants there
of to our chancellor or chancellols for the
time being to be vacated upon record.’ Now,
here is an express provision that the gran
tee of the fee simple might surrender his
title to the lord proprietor, and take a new
title, and for the same reason that at com
mon law prevailed in reference to leases for
life and for years; but in that case the provi- '
Eslon was not necessary, because, when a new

glease was made, it necessarily involved a
msurrender of the original title,—the original
geession. Every one of these grants was a

‘grant of the entire thing, foi‘the whole prop
ii!

at!
III

erty right; and, when one grant was sur
rendered, a new grant was taken for addi
iional land. The second grant was made
upon an entire resurvey of the land. The
two estates were diderent, and the party
could not hold both esmtes. They were not
consistent, and that is the result in this very
case. Here, in the ﬁrst place, in 1760, was
a patent for six hundred and eighty-one
acres granted upon a warrant of resurvey.
Upon a resurvey of said patent, in 1772, it

Was discovered that the land embraced in
it was covered in part by patents of several
prior patentees; that it contained portions
of several older grants, which had been im
properly included in it, by the lines oi? one
of which older grants it was divided into
two distinct and unconnected parts.
The
surveyor thereupon, in his return of the re
survey, included the one of said parts near
eat the beginning, which contained one hun~
fired and ﬁfteen acres, to which he added

tllil‘ty-slx acres of contiguous vacancy, mak
111: in all one hundred and ﬁfty-one acres,
and for this the patent of 1772 was granted.

The patent for the rest of the land is not

under the patent of 1760 and that of 1772.
The original entry of six hundred and eighty
one acres has disappeared entirely, and that
land is now held under two diiferent patents.
Any acceptance of a. new lease, providing
diii’erent terms of rental, and for a ditlercnt
period, involves the surrender of the old
lease; and so acceptance of a new grant
from the lord proprietor, embracing part of
that which was formerly held under the old
grant, necessarily involved a surrender of
the original title. The requirement that the
original patentee shall formally surrender
the title to be affected by the new grant has
never been rescinded, as far as we are ad
vised. In point of fact, however, the prac
tice has fallen into disuse. It appears from
Mr. Kilty‘s statement that the practice was
simply to enter on this certiﬁcate of resur
vey an order for the patent to be surren
dered, but ﬁnally the practice of surrender
ing the old certiﬁcate or patent seems to
have been abandoned entirely. Now, there
were two very good reasons for that—First,
it was not necessary because of the very
fact that an acceptance of a new title incon
sistent with the former operated as a sur
render of the former; and, next, because of
the doubt that seems to have been raised of
the effect of the claims in the matter of pri
ority of some other individual who might in
the interim between the old and the new 3
patent have obtained a patent covering theg
same land, and as between several parties;
holding under different patents the one whoa‘;i
held the old title would be regarded as‘ red
taining whatever interest he acquired under
it for the purpose of preserving priorities;
but that is altogether a different question
from the relation of the tenant and the old
proprietor, and, as between them, it seems
to be very plain that the acceptance of a
new title or a. new grant was conceded to
supersede the old title, and therefore we
think that the new title must tand. There
has been something also presented to us to
aﬂfect our judgment in that particular.
“As another item of evidence it seems that
James White originally conveyed his estate to

Robert Peter and Adam Stewart, as tenants
in common.

By an act of the assembly of

Maryland the property of all British subjects
was conﬁscated, and under that act Adam
Stewart’s was conﬁscated, and certain com
missioners were appointed to take charge of

but we may assume

the conﬁscated property, and dispose 01' it

that there were two several patents issued,

Adam Stewart‘s interest in this property
was sold by these commissioners. I do not

Produced before us:

one of which embraced this land, and, of
course, it is held under the conditions im

lmed by the grant. It won't do to say that

that part of the land embraced in this patent
of one hundred and ﬁfty-one acres is held

remember the date of the sale, but that is
quite immaterial; somewhere about 1785.
Afterwards, in 1792, the chancellor made a.
conveyance of the property which Adam
Stewart had thus forfeited to Robert Peter.

by the title acquired in 1760, because it is
held 88 a part of a new and entire tract,
""1 “Don different terms, and for a. different

contained no reservation of the mines, and

rental, and therefore there is an inconsist

it is claimed that this last deed from the

“11W in his claiming to hold the land both

commissioners to Robert Peter of the inter
est of Stewart vested in Peter all interest in

The deed from the state to Robert Peter

882
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whatever mines might be on the property.
An inspection of that instrument will show
that it purports to do nothing of the sort.
The deed recites that about two hundred
and ﬁfty acres of land, which it does not lo
cate anywhere, (the property of Adam Stew
art) were wnﬁsca'ted, and sold to Robert
Peter, and the deed professes to convey the
property of Adam Stewart, and nothing else.
The property that Adam Stewart had was
an undivided moiety in the land, and nothing
more; and the deed from the chancellor
does not on its face purport to convey any
thing else than exactly the property that
was owned by Adam Stewart in conjunction
with Robert Peter. The construction of the
deed, therefore. does not bear out the claim
on the part of the present holders. If it did,
however, the result would have to be the
same, because the deed from the state was
not made until 1792, after the cession of the
District to the United States; and the ces
sion passed to the United States all the pub
lic domain within the limits of the District,—
that is, that part of it that had been a part
of the state of lilaryland—becausc it is said
that all of the territory ‘is hereby acknowl
edged to be forever ceded and relinquished
to the congress and government of the Unit
ed States in full and absolute right and ex
clusive jurisdiction, as well of soil as of per
sons residing or to reside thereon.’ If this
does not convey all the territory to the Unit—
ed States, then the United States never did
acquire it, because that is the only cession
by which a conveyance was made of the
title to this property to the United States,
and its title to it depends upon this cession,

{and nothing else. All this property in the
EDistrict that had formerly belonged to Mary
;land was ceded by this act in 1791, and, that
Qhaving been done, the state of Maryland
' could'not thereafter have vested in any one
the title to any part of the property. We
do not find anything, however, in the circum
stances referred to which affects this case.
“A point was made in argument which had
not been made before, and not founded upon
any new facts in reference to the character
of these proceedings before the chancellor
upon the application for a repatent. Robert
Peter had a resurvey patent in 1803 signed
by the chancellor, and founded upon a war
rant of resurvey issued in 1800, about six 01
eight months before congress had passed its

suits now pending in any of the courts oi
the commonwealth of Virginia or of the
state of Maryland, where the defendant re
sides, or has property within the District of
Columbia, it shall be lawful for the plaintiff
in such cases, upon ﬁling an exemplitication
of the record and proceedings in such suit
with the clerk of the court of the county
where the defendant resides or his property
may be found, to sue out writs of execution
thereon returnable to the said court, which
shah he proceeded on in the same manner
as if the judgment or decree had originally
been obtained in said court.’ Now, this at»
plies only to contests between private par
ties in which execution may issue, and does
not provide for a proceeding in which the
state may be a party. The language is ex
clusively applicable to private parties.
“We think, therefore, upon the whole, that
none of the new considerations which have
been presented to us shake our former con
clusion, and the motion to rescind the order
is overruled. What I have said applies to
the Shoemaker tract with more force than

to the Truesdell tract, because that is ad
mitted to be a new grant, or, at least, taken
under the patent in 1772, and not derived
from a patent in 1760 at all."
The following is the opinion of the supreme
court of the District overruling the excep
tions to the commissioners‘ report:
(February B, 1892.)

"Mr. Justice COX.

We have had under

consideration the exceptions that have been
ﬁled to the conﬁrming of the report of the
commissioners appointed to appraise the land
selected for Rock Creek park. The act under
which these proceedings were instituted is
dated September 27, 1890. it has defects in
it which may embarrass its execution, and

give rise to questions in the future, but We
will settle the exceptions, as we are only
called upon to do that now. It seems to us

that our duty, as marked out in the act. is
sufficiently plain and simple. The ﬁrst sec
tion of the act provides that a. mint of land.

the limits of which are described in general
terms. shall be secured as hereinafter set

out, and be perpetually dedicated and Bet
apart as a public park, pleasure ground. etc
It has a. proviso as to the quantity of land’

and the cost to be incurred.

There are foul‘

111W Hamming Jurisdiction over the District,

steps to be taken in the process of securing

and we held that that could not pass title
to land in the District; but it is claimed that
the proceeding before the chancellor, as a
judge of the land court, was in its nature a,

the land by certain commissioners. The con‘r
mission is composed of the chief engineer of

judicial proceeding, and that all such pro
oeedings. and the result of them, are saved

the United States army, the engineer commis
sioner of the District of Colmnbia, and m

by the act of congress which assumed juris.

Krvss- All that it says is this: ‘That in all

citizens to be appointed by the president
The next step is described in the third sec
tion: ‘That said commission shall cause to be
made an accurate map of said Rock Creek

cases where judgments or decrees have been
obtained, or hereafter shall be obtained, on

park. showing the location, quantity, and
character of each parcel of privatelpl‘ollerty

diction over this District. That is entirely
a. misconception, we think, of the act of con.

the land, which are ordained by the body of
the statute. The ﬁrst one is the selection of
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to be taken for said purpose, with the names
of the respective owners described thereon.

which map shah be ﬁled and recorded among

it;

the public records of the District of Colum
bin, and from and after the date of the ﬁling
of said map the several tracts or parcels of
land embraced in said Rock Creek park shall
be held to be condemned for public uses, and
the title thereof vested in the United States,
subject to the payment of just compensation,
to be determined as hereinafter provided.’
0! course this condemnation—this transfer 01'
title-is conditional; it is conditioned upon
the payment of just compensation. The next
step consists in the valuation or the ascer
taining of the value of the land to be select
ed. That is to be done in one of two ways.
11.‘ it can be done by agreement with the
owners, that is the process. II it cannot,
then the court is directed to assess and as
certain the value in the manner that I will
speak of presently. The last step is the
payment of money, and it is provided that,
‘when the said value or values shall be paid
to the owner or owners, the United States
shall be deemed to have a valid title to said
land.‘ The not had already provided that
upon the ﬁling of the map the title should be

held vested in the United States. but, as I
said, that was a conditional transfer of title.
Upon the payment oi! value, then the United
States was to have a valid title to the land;
in other words, then, for the first time, the
coudeumaiion is absolute and complete, and
the title Ls transferred absolutely to the
United States. As to the land about which
the commission failed to agree with the own
ers. we are now at the third step in the pro
cess of its acquisition by the United States;
and here it becomes important to ascertain
exactly what the duty of the court in the

premises is declared to be.

The land which

is embraced in the map recorded is the land
which is condemned conditionally. Then it
is provided that it the said commission shah
be unable, by agreement with the respective
owners, to purchase the land so selected and
condemned within thirty days, it shall be the
duty of said commission to make application
to the supreme court of the District, on peti
tion for an appraisement of the values of
such land as it has been unable to purchase,
—that is, such land as has been conditionally

taken—which is the land embraced in this
recorded plat. The petition shall contain a
Piu'ﬂcular description, etc, and the said
court is authorized and required, upon said
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pointing three competent and disinterested
commissioners to appraise the value thereof.
As I said, the court has no discretion. It
is the duty of the court to ascertain the value
of the land embraced in the recorded map
which is selected and condemned.
It the
court should decline to discharge that duty,

the commission would be entitled to a man
damus to compel it. The court has to ap
point three competent and disinterested com
missioners to appraise the value or values
thereof. Now, it is conceded that, in the ex
ercise of the right of eminent domain by the
United States, the owner of the property is
not entitled as a constitutional right to a
trial by jury, because the ascertaining the
value by inquest was due process of law be
fore the constitution was adopted, and it has
been recognized as such since. It cannot be
said that there is any universal or well-es
tablished system of rules governing the pro
ceedings of condemnation by inquest; but in
this country it is subject to some rules. It
is a universal rule that this proceeding shall
in some form or other be subject to judicial
supervision, so that the constitutional rights
of the citizens shall not be infringed; that
is, he shall have a. hearing, and his property
shall be fairly estimated, and not taken from
him without adequate compensation being
paid to him. The practice is different in dif
ferent states. In some states, as, for exam
ple, Wisconsin, Montana, and, perhaps, else
where, atter appraisers have acted, the
owner has the right to appeal to the court
from the appraisement made, and have the
question of value regularly tried by the
court and a common-law jury; and such
trials are governed by the ordinary rules
that are applied to other trials by jury. In
some states, as in Missouri, there is a. gen
eral power given to the courts to review the
ﬁndings by appraisers; but: everywhere it is
recognized that a. certain control is to be ex‘
ercised over the proceedings by appraise
ment by the court. It‘, for example, it ap
pears that the jury, in making up their esti
mates, have disregarded the provisions of a
statute, and taken into consideration things
which the statute forbade them to consider,
or vice versa, the court would set aside the
ﬁnding. Again, it it appears that in up

praising any particular parcel the appraisers
or the jury, as the case might be, have made
a plain mistake or fact, or a. plain misap

plication of the fundamental principles or
law, or a. mistake in calculation, or, ﬁnally,

application, and without delay, to notify the

11 they have been governed by prejudice or

owners and occupants, if known by personal
service, and to ascertain and assess the value

partiallty, the court would set it aside For
instance, in one case, where a railroad com
puny was the party seeking condemnation, it

0! the land so elected and condemned.
Now, it will be observed that the court has

appeared that the jury of inquest had valued

110 discretion in the matter at all. It is by
the act directed to ascertain and assess the
value of the land. The means by which the
0mm is to do it is also provided for. The
court is to ascertain and assess the value of

a fraction or a tract of land at more than
the whole tract was clearly Worth; it W98
set aside as evidence of pari-‘lallty 11nd Prel

“19 land so selected and condemned by ap

asessment.

udice.

“Now, the court is bound to complete U113
II it sets aside one appraise
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in: case submitted to them. Then they are
ment, it must go on with another, until an
sworn to ﬁnd a verdict according to the evi.
unobjectionable one is made, and then the
dence,--not from their knowledge, but ac
assessment is complete. There are two acts
cording to the evidence. The present law
bearing upon this subject, viz. the present
provides for a board of competent appraisers.
act, and one passed in August, 1890, relating
They are selected with special reference to
to the printing oﬂ‘ice. If the present act
their ﬁtness to judge and determine the
alone is to govern, then the rule would be
values, and they are instructed to appraise,
that the appraisers are to appraise the prop
—not to ﬁnd a. fact according to the evi
erty, and return the appraisement to the
dence, but to exercise their own judglllerit.
court, and that ends the process of assess
They are directed to view the premises, and
ment. The appraiselnent returned to the
the duty imposed is more than what is gen
court would be a. conclusive ﬁnding of value;
eraily asked of a jury.
but before this act was passed there was en
acted the sundry civil appropriation act of
"The observations of Judge Ira Harris,
August, 1890, which provided, among other
which are reported in Railroad Co. v. Lee,
things, for the purchase of additional land
13 Barb. p. 169, on this question, are very
pertinent That was an appeal from an up
for the printing otlice; and that provide
praisement and report of commissioners. He
that the commissioners appointed to ap
says: ‘I think it is quite obvious that the re
praise, after being duly sworn for the proper
view is not to be had upon the same prin~
performance of their duties, are to examine
cipies by which the court is guarded in re
the premises, and also such persons in inter
viewing the proceedings of a judicial tri
est as might appear before them. and return
bunal. Any technical departure from estab
their appraisement of value, and, when such
lished rules in the admission or rejection of
report shall be conﬁrmed by the court, then
evidence cannot be allowed to aﬁfcct the ap
the president, if he shall deem the public in
praisenlent unless it appears that such error
terest require, shall cause payment to be
has injuriously affected the party appealing.
made, etc. It further enacts that hereafter,
The commissioners are not, like other tri
in all cases of taking property in the District
bunals, to be governed exclusively by evi
for public uses, whether herein or heretofore
dence. They are required to view the prem
or hereafter authorized, the foregoing pro
ises, as well as to hear the proof and allege
visions, as respects the application oi‘ the
tions of the parties. The one duty is not lea
proper officer to the supreme court of the
District of Columbia, and the proceedings imperative or important than the other. The
commissioners are selected with a cautious
therein, shall be as in the foregoing pro
regard for their ﬁtness to judge, after quali
visions declared.
fying themselves, in the manner prescribed.
"It is claimed that the act of August, 1890,
should be read into this act. The only eﬂect of the compensation which ought justly to be
of that is to make the conﬁrmation 0! the re
made for the land to be taken. If the court.
upon appeal, are satisﬁed that they have not
port of the appraisers necessary; also to
erred in the principles upon which they have
complete the oﬂlcial and judicial appraise
ment. It makes only this diﬂerence. If the
made their appraisal, no other error will 1)»!
suﬂlcient to send the report back for review.’
present act alone governed, then the value
The judge then refers to the testimony of
of the property has been determined by the
certain witnesses, and their opinion of the
report of the appraisers, and it is conclusive
value of the land in dispute. He then says:
as to value; but, if the act of August, 1890,
‘These opinions constitute the chief part of
is to apply. then, when the appraiselnent is
the testimony taken. Such testimony, 111
returned, and no objection is made, or it ap
though admissible, is not entitled to great
pears that they have done their duty, it then
weight. Indeed, it is a departure from the
becomes the duty of the court to conﬁrm it.
general rule of evidence to receive it at all
Now, then, the court has to complete this
"The whole history of this kind of evi
assessment by conﬁrming it. It must con.
dence," says a distinguished judge. "shows
ﬁrm it as a. matter of course, if the up
pl'alsers have discharged their duty, and if
that it is separated from incompetency by 1!
there is no legal ground for setting it aside, Very thin partition." In re Pearl Street,
I have stated, in a general way. example of
cases in which a court will set aside an ap
praisement made by a. board of appraisers or
a jury of inquest, as the case might be. Sub.
ject to those general observations, 1 think
the rule may be stated that the court will not
review the ﬁndings of a. board of appraisers

19 Wend, 651, per Cowen, J. The will‘
ions of witnesses, at the best, are in be
received as persuasive evidence, and never
controlling. The verdict of a jury is deter

mined by the testimony submitted to their
consideration. It is therefore the suhi'ect °t
review.

It may be presented to the 9°11‘

is this important difference between a trial

sideration of the court upon paper; but it is
not so in relation to the proceedings of “lose

jury and a. board of appraisels selected for
that Purpose: The jury is selected by being

commissioners of appraisal. The will‘ ﬁrst
thing they are required to do is to view the

drawn from a. box among a large number of
names, and is not selected with reference to
any special ﬁtness to determine the particu.

premises.

simply upon evidence as to value.

There

Thus their own senses are mild‘?

to testify. The information thus acquired “
is impossible to bring before a court of 1"
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The commissioners, too, are selected

with reference to their general knowledge
qualifying them to judge completely upon

the matters submitted to them.

Unlike a

quire any particular notice. Two or three of
them are mere variations of the same gen
eral propositions; and when we sii't them
down, and get at the essence, they are really
only three or four in number. In some of
them the question made is embraced in two
or more propositions. The ﬁrst one that I
will notice, based on alleged misconduct on
the part of the commissioners in including in
the park an amount of land the value of
which, as shown by the appraisers in their
report, is largely in excess of the appropria
tion by congress. That is not an exception

jury, they are restricted to no particular
species of evidence, or any particular sources
of information. They may collect informa
tion in all the ways which a. prudent man
usually taires to satisfy his own mind con—
cerning matters of a like kind where his own
interests are involved in the inquiry. They
may seek light from other minds, that they
may be the better able to arrive at just con
clusions; but, at the last, they must be gov
based upon any misconduct of the commis
erned by their own judgment. That; judg
sioners to appraise, but it is based upon the
ment is not to be controlled or outweighed
alleged excess of authority on the part of the
by the opinions of any number of witnesses.
commissioners of selection. This objection
The commissioners have no right to take
amounts simply to this: That this court has
such opinions, nor, indeed, any other evi
no right to appraise the land because after
denceas to the basis of their appraisal, with
the appraisement is made, and, by and
out exercising their own judgment They
through it, it is ascertained that the land is
are to hear all the proofs and allegations
more than the commission to select had a
of the parties, as well as to view the prem
right
to talre. In other words, the court has
ises, as a means of enlightening their judg
no right to discharge its duty because, after
ment; and, having done all, they are then to
the duty is discharged, certain facts are dis
determine, in the tree and uncontrolled exer
covered which is really a contradiction. The
cise of the Judgment, thus enlightened and
question naturally arises, how is it to be
thus informed, what award will best dis<
known that those lands are worth more
pense equal justice to all the parties. When
than the law has provided for until the up
original Jurisdiction is to be exercised in this
praisement is completed? The restriction as
manner, it is impossible, from the very
to cost is not a restriction upon the duty of
nature of the case, that there should be any
the court to appraise the land, but it is a.
thing like regular judicial review.’ The
restriction upon the provision for se
same general principle is stated in Mills on
the land, which is only consummated by the
Eminent Domain, (section 246:) ‘An appel
payment
of the money. The law is that the
late court will not interfere with the report
land shall be secured, provided that the total
of commissioners to correct the amount of
cost shall not exceed the money in the act
damages except in cases of gross error, show
appropriated But it cannot be discovered
ing prejudice or corruption. The commis
whether or not the value is in excess of the
sioners cannot ﬁnd a greater amount of dam
ages than is claimed by the owner. The ‘appropriation until the court has discharged
its duty by officially assesmng the land. We
commissioners hear the evidence, and fre
think, therefore, that the objection in ques
quently make their principal evidence out of
tion does not go to the appraisement.
a view of the premises, and this evidence
“The next exception is: The commissioners
cannot be carried up so as to correct the re
have disregarded the evidence. That is ex
port as being against the weight of evidence.
pressed in three propositions—Fourth, be
Hence, for an error in the judgment of the
cause the land 01' the respondent is of the
commissioners in arriving at the amount of
actual value in excess of that found by the
damages there can be no correction, espe
commissioners; ﬁfth, because the report as
daily where the evidence is conﬂicting. The
to
the value is contrary to the evidence;
commissioners are not bound by the opinions
sixth, because the commissioners, in apprais
0‘ experts or by the apparent weight of evi
ing the value of the land, disregarded the
dence, but may give their own conclusions.‘
“NOW, as I have stated, the duty of the evidence, and found the value, regardlem oi.’
the testimony, at less than the actual value.
Court is to see that a valid appraisement is

"lade- An apprnisement has been made and
returned, and, unless some aﬂirmative
be continued. The owners have, through
counsel. appeared, and ﬁled a large number
°t exceiltions, some of which are urged, and

In other words, the objection is that the ﬁnd
ing of the appraisers is contrary to the evi~
dence,—not contrary to the weight of the
evidence, but contrary to the evidence,—and
that raises the very question which I have in
part discussed, viz. whether the court can

One or two of the exceptions

review the ﬁnding of the appraisers 1111011 the

have raised constitutional questions that

evidence as to value. I have already stated
that, as a general rule, we are satisﬁed that

Home not.

have heretofore been passed upon by the

the court has no right to review an appraise

15 different exceptions were ﬁled, but a. num
m‘ of them have not been insisted upon at

he argument. I do not think the latter re
v.13s.c._25

ment and set it aside because of error of judg
ment on the part of the appraisers as to val

ue. But another diﬂicuity arises here. Sup

pose the court has the right to do that;
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when is a verdict or ﬁnding said to be against
(no evidence? Suppose that four or ﬁve wit
neses testify to an actual occurrence of
which they are eyewitnesses; they are not
contradicted; there is no reason for disbe
iieving them; and yet the verdict finds the
very opposite of the fact to which they testi

fy. In that case it could be said that the
verdict was against the evidence. But that
was not the character of the evidence of
fared in this case, which consistsfor the

most part merely of opinions by so-calied
‘experts.’ Now, nothing can be made plainer
than that even an ordinary trial jury, and,
still more, selected appraisers, have a right
to discount such testimony as this, and to
give it just such weight as they think it de
serves. The supreme court have expressed
themselves upon this subject in the case of
Railway Co. v. Warren, 137 U. S. 348, 11
Sup. Ct. Rep. 96: ‘In respect to such value
the opinions of witnesses familiar with the
territory and its surroundings are competent.
At best, evidence of value is largely a mat
ter of opinion, especially as to real estate.
fine, in large cities, where articles of per
sonal property are subject to frequent sales,
and where market quotations are daily pub
lished, the value of such personal property
can ordinarily be determined with accuracy;

but even there, where real estate in lots is
frequently sold, where prices are generally
known, where the possibility of rental and
the circumstances affecting values are readi
ly ascertainable, common expen'cnce dis
closes that witnesses, the most competent,
often widely differ as to the value of any
particular lot; and there is no ﬁxed or cer
tain standard by which the real value can be
ascertained. The jury is compelled to reach
its conclusions by comparison of various esti
mates. Much more is this true when the ef
fort is to ascertain the value of real estate
in the country, where sales are few. and
where the elements which enter into and de
termine the value are so varied in charac
ter.’

“I can conceive that, even in a case of this
sort, a ﬁnding may be against the evidence.
Suppose that the appraisement here largely
exceeded the highest claim of the owners,
or, on the other hand, had fallen far below
the admission of value by the government, in

such case it would be against the evidence.

based upon a comparison of the opposing
opinions. It cannot be said that the result
was contrary to the evidence.
“I will, for a. moment, refer to an aﬂidavit
that was ﬁled by Mr. Jones, one of the par
ties in interest, to the elIect that in conversa
tion with Mr. Seuiferle, one of the commie
sioners, the latter said ‘that they did not re
gard the evidence, but followed their own
opinions. Now, we cannot go into a collater
al inquiry about that. There has also been
taken the aﬂidavit of Mr. Seullerle, which
contradicts Mr. Jones, and that is an end of
this matter. But apart from that, we could
only understand the aﬂidavit, showing for
'the misunderstandings of a casual COllVel’Sﬂ
tion, as amounting to no more than evidence;
that the commissioners did not feel bound by
the evidence of other people, but had a right
to exercise their own independent judgment
That is just what they had right to do; and,
giving the affidavit the weight that we think
it is entitled to, it does not prove any mis
conduct on the part of the commissioners.
or that they did anything not strictly within
their power and duty.
“Another ground of exception is miscon
duct on the part of counsel representing the
government. This is found expressedinthree
or four different propositions, as follows:
‘Because of the misconduct of the petitioner.
the United States, in proceedings in this case
prejudicial to said respondent, in this: tint.
under the constitution of the United States.
the respondent is entitled to have a just com
pensation for the premises proposed to be
taken, and to have the testimony of impar
tial and unprejudiced witnesses with refer

ence to said value, and that the said petition
or disregarded the constitutional right of
these respondents to have such impartial i98
timony, and procured and produced before
said commission the testimony of witness?

who were not impartial, as the petitionPl
knew. The petitioner disregarded such can
stitutional right of this respondent, in this‘
to wit: (a) By the provisions of said act of
congress the commission appointed to desiE'

nate the lands to be embraced in said Park
were required to determine the value of the
lands so designated. (b) The said commis
Sioners embraced in said park nineteen b1111

dred and eighty acres of land, the Price‘ t°
be paid by them for said land reins 111ml?“
by the act of congress to the sum of one mil

But here the appraiser's ﬁgures fall between

the two estimates—the witnesses’ on behalf

lion two hundred thousand dollars, including

of the government on the one hand, and

the expenses of condemnation. (c) The Sam

those on behalf of the owners on the other.

commissioners, having designated the 511m

The owners say that it is contrary to the

nineteen hundred and eighty acres of him
then proceeded, as required by said act, i0

evidence. They mean. of course, that it is
contrary to their evidence, but it is not con
trury to the whole evidence. it is supported
by evidence on the part of the government
..in a certain sense; that is to say, the evi
dence on each side supports the ﬁnding as
aEalnst the contention on the other side.
The. evidence before the appraisers was con
ﬂictmg, and the result is simply an estimate

ﬁx values, and did ﬁx values thereon ill!"
were grossly inadequate, and which were It“

fused by said respondents because 0‘ mfi‘b‘
gross inadequacy. (d) That, upon 119mm!’
before said commissioners to appraise my
value of said lands, under the petition ill this

case, the said petitioner am not proceed ‘°
procure the testimony of witnesses w 1m?”
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tially testify touching the values of said
lands. but, on the contrary, placed a list of
prices so fixed by said commissioners as

aforesaid in the hands of divers persons pro
posed to be used as witnesses to testify in
respect of said values, for the purpose of
affecting the Judgment of said persons as
to values, and to guide them in reach
ing the values to correspond with the val
ues that had been thus ﬁxed by said com
mlssioners, and by the said commissioners
furnished to them. (e) Because said petition
er, after the ﬁling of said petition and the
appointment of said commissioners to assess
the values, proceeded to make purchases of
divers tracts of land which had been em
braced within the proposed limits of said
park, and the prices at which said purchases
had been made were communicated to the
said proposed witnesses with the purpose
and view herelnbefore avcrred, and, having
thus communicated to the said proposed wit
nesses the said prices aforesaid, the said \vit
nesses met and consulted together, and sub
stantially agreed upon the prices that they
would testify to, (and said proposed witnesses
were afterwards called upon to testify,) and
did testify to prices grossly inadequate, and
substantially corresponding with the prices
which had been ﬁxed by said commissioners,
and which they had substantially agreed up
on between themselves, which testimony was
received and considered by said commission
era’ In other words, it amounts to this:
That the attorney representing the govern
ment had communicated with their wit
nesscs; that the three witnesses who were
called upon on the part of the government
looked at the lands, went over them, com
lmred notes, and reached a conclusion as to
value before they were put upon the stand
to testify. Now, this testimony was exactly
of the same character as the other testimony.
it was merely the opinion of these alleged
experts. i do not know of any limit as to
the right of an expert wllmess to qualify him
Self to testify by making notes, and compar
lng his views with others. After all. he sim
ply gives his opinion. It seems to me that he

has a right to enlighten his Judgment by any
means which conduce to the formation of a

reliable opinion. Suppose that a motion were
made to set aside a verdict of a trial Jury;

I10W would it sound to allege, as a ground for
ll. that the plaintiff's expert witnesses had
put their heads together and compared notes

before they went on the stand, and especially
how, if that fact had been brought out on
Ross-examination by the adverse party, and

18d been fully discussed as going to the crud

bllliy 0f the witness? it would be a very
lovel idea. This is certainly not a. sufficient
*ilectlon to the ﬁnding of the appraisers.
‘These are substantially all the grounds

{Objection which are set out in the excep
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ment uainst the United States for the entire
lmount of the nppraiscment, and in violation
of the limitation as to amount stated in the
act under which the proceedings were insti
tuted. In any course of judicial decision
with which we are familiar in this latitude
it has never been suggested that an appraise
ment of land taken for a state or the United
States or a municipality or a private corpo
ration amounts to 0. Judgment against the
parties seeking to have it conﬁrmed. On the
contrary, it has been held that the parties
seeking the confirmation have a right to
abandon the ground which has been selected,
as, for instance, by a railroad company, and
seek another location. That right certainly
existed in Maryland, from which state our
jurisprudence is derived. In the state of
New York there is a statute which gives the
owner a. right of an action immediately upon
the condemnation; but even there it was held
that the condemnation might be set aside by
statute. The general rule on this subJect is
stated in Lewis on Eminent Domain, (section
656,) under the head of ‘The Right to Aban
don after the Proceedings are Complete:'
‘The weight of authority, undoubtedly, is
that, in the absence of statutory provisions
on the question, the effect of the proceedings
in condemnation is simply to ﬁx the price at
which the party condemning can take the
property sought, and that, even after con
ﬁrmation or Judgment, the purpose of taking
the property may be abandoned without in
curring any liability to pay the damages
awarded.’ If there could be any doubt upon
that point, it is removed by the provision of
this statute that the condemnation shall not
be complete until the president approves of
the prices, and by the limitation as to cost.
As to the fact of conﬁrming this appraise
ment, acting as an absolute Judgment against
the United States, I will say that this court
has no power, under any circumstances, to
render a judgment against the United States.
“We have gone through, then, with all the
exceptions, and do not ilnd that they are
sufficient to Justify us in setting aside the re
port of the appraisers, and we shall there
fore conﬁrm it.
“In regard to the claim of Mrs. Carpenter,
represented by Mr. Robinson, there are two
alternative appralsements. We do not now
decide which one of the appraisements to
adopt, and that will have to be settled by
further evidence."
On the motion to dismiss the petition ﬁled
by the commissioners April 11), 1892, praying
for an order authorizing them to pay into
court the assessed values of the various par
cels of land, the opinion of the supreme court

of the District was as follows:
(May 9, 1892.)
"Mr. Justice JAMES. It is conceded by

hat further. and maintained that to confirm

the commissioners that this statute must be
regarded as a ﬁnality. and that no step

'1' aDlM‘iilscmcnt would be to enter a Judg~

can be taken either by themselves or by the

PIIS- At the argument counsel went sonic
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court or by the president, the validity or
eifect of which must depend upon further
legislation. If it is not practicable and law
ful to secure a park on Rock creek without
doing some act which is not authorized by
the statute, then the requisition of a park is
not authorized at all. It is insisted, on the
part of the owners of some of the parcels
which the commissioners now propose to
take, that this legal impossibility has now
been ascertained, and that their authority
and that of this court to proceed further
in the premises has come to an end.
“We understand the argument to be sub
stantially as follows: It was the intent of
the legislature that the land shown on the
recorded map was the thing to be taken.
The authority to take applied, therefore, to
that land, and to neither more nor less. But
the taking of that land is subject to a condi
tion that it shall be obtainable for $1,200,000.
As it has been conclusively ascertained, in
pursuance of the statute, that the only tak
ing authorized at all is now impossible, there

propriated for the accomplishment of that
purpose, shall actually be secured, and in
tends, also, that the provisions of this stat
ute shall operate as the means of accom
plishing that end. We think the procases
of interpretation and construction alike sup
port this conclusion.
“The ﬁrst section of the act provides
‘that a tract of land lying on both sides of

Rock creek, ‘ ' * of a width not less at
any point than six hundred feet, nor more
than
twelve hundred feet, including the
bed of the creek, of which not less than two
hundred feet shall be on either side of said
creek, south of Broad Branch road and Bing
den Mill road, and of such greater width
north of said roads as the commissioners
designated in this act may select, shall be se
cured, as hereinafter set out, and be per
petually dedicated and set apart as a public
park and pleasure ground for the beneﬁt
and enjoyment of the people of the United
States, to be known by the name of "Rock
Creek Park:" provided, however, that the

whole tract so to be selected and condemned
can be no taking.
“These propositions rest upon the theory
that this statute shows, not a general intent
that a park should be established, but only
a particular intent that a certain designated
tract of land should be taken for a park,
provided it could be had for a certain price;
and this construction of intent is based upon
the contention that the recorded map was
intended by the legislature to be, in ef
fect, its own designation of the tract to be
taken, so that the statute is mandatory to the
effect that precisely the quantity of land
shown on the recorded man must be taken
as an entirety. This we understand to be
a fair statement of the method by which
the conclusion is reached that, if all the
land exhibited on the recorded map cannot
be had for the price limited by the statute,
then nothing further can be done in the mat
ter of a park. It is observable that some
of the provisions of this act are inartiﬁcial
ly expressed, but, when all of them are con
sidered together, as, of course, they must be,
the intent of the statute is unmismlmble_
We are of opinion that it expresses—First,
an absolute intent that there shall be a park
on Rock creek; second, that this park, thus
absolutely provided for, shall not exceed a
certain size, nor cost more than a certain

under the provisions of this act shall not

exceed two thousand acres, nor the total
cost thereof exceed the amount of money
herein appropriated.’ The appropriation re—
ferred to is made in the following words of

the sixth section: ‘To pay the expenses of
inquiry, survey, assessment, cost of lands
taken, and all other necessary expenses in
cidental thereto, the sum of one million two

hundred thousand dollars, or so much thereof
115 may be necessary, is hereby appropriated,‘
etc. It may be added that the title of this
act is ‘An act authorizing the establishing

of a public park in the District of Columbia’
We suppose it would be impossible to e!
press more distinctly an absolute intent that

a park should be established. Unless the ab
soluteness of the authority given bi’ the
broad language of this ﬁrst section is exhie'f's'
1y limited, and is expressly or necessarily
made to be wholly a contingent or condi'
tional authority by some subsequent provi

sion, it must be held to be the ﬁxed and con
trolling intention of congress thilt some‘

where within the limitations of area ﬁnd
cost a park may be secured by the commit
sioners.

“It is contended on the part of some 0!
the owners that this authority to Hike land
and to establish a park is reduced to a con

sum. We are further of opinion that the
subsequent provisions of this act, notably
the provisions relating to the recorded map,
were intended to be in furtherance of the in.

ditional authority by the operation 011119
third section, which relates to the map

showing the parcels of land to be ‘liken’

tent that a park should actually be secured,

and providing that on the ﬁling of that "131’
those parcels should be held ‘condemned’ to

though within restrictions as to size and

be taken. It is insisted that the aesigmﬂ“

cost, and were not placed there with the in
tent that they should upon any contingency

which the commissioners were authorized t°

operate to defeat the undertaking entirely.
In other words, we are of opinion that the
only fair and reasonable construction of this
act is that it intends that a park not exceed

make must be regarded, when made, M K
they had been originally designated in the
not itself. This contention involves, “9
think, a confusion of principles. It i5 we
that an act done by one to whom author“!'

ing two thousand acres in area, and not cost.

to do it has been delegated has the same

“18 more than the sum which Congress up.
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validity as if done by the party who dele—
gates the authority, and that, on this prin
dple, a taking of private property for pub

lic use by one who is authorized by the leg
lslatul'c to select and take land is as law
ml as if the legislature had taken it, and
that, in this sense, the taking is to be regard
ed as done by the legislature; but the con
ELTWﬂ
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tention in this case is to the effect that,
while discretion to elect between several
courses was given by the legislature, we
are to hold that when the discretion has
been exercised, and the election has been
made, the particular choice made was one
which the agent was originally commanded
to make. It ls only on that theory that this
statute can be supposed to say to the com
missioners: ‘It is our intent that you shall
take only the following speciﬁed tract of
lands, and you are authorized to take that
tract only in case you can get it for a cer
tain price.’
"We know of no principle on which an ac~
compllshed selection which the commission
ers had uncontrolled discretion to make can
by this sort of relation be constructively
put into the statute as an original provision
to the eil'ect that they had no discretion, but
had only authority to do a particular thing;
that is to say, authority in this case to ob
tain a tract made up of all the parcels shown
on this map, and to obtain neither more nor

less. it is diﬁicult to understand how the
Qw'awﬁi-éfi'i .

—;_".-_-'-\"il

very exercise of discretionary power should
work a limitation of the original authority.
Another ground of objection is that the se
lection shown by the recorded map consti
tutes, at all events, a case of exhausted
power; that the commissioners have deﬁned
and ‘locatedI once for all a park site, and
now have no further power of selection or al
teraiion of that location. If this were a.
correct conclusion, we should have before
us a specimen of legislation without parallel.
The statute authorizes considerable expend
itures out of the appropriation to be made
before it can be ascertained that the whole
of the lands shown on the map cannot be
had for the money appropriated. Many
months must inevitably be—as in fact, they
have been—consumed in ascertaining the
values of these parcels; and yet it is contended
ihnt. if it should appear by the appraisement,
after all these expenditures out of the ap

Dropriation, especially after some of the
lands had been purchased and paid for, that
the commissioners had placed on the record
ed map more lands than the appropriation

would Day for, it was the intent of the leg
lslature that thereupon the authority of the
commissioners should end, and the whole

undertaking should come to naught. Is this
11 reasonable construction of the statute?

The second section provides for ‘a commis~
sion to select the land for said park, of the

quantity and within the limits aforesaid;'
namely. within the limits of two thousand
acres, and twelve hundred thousand dollars
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of cost. Is it to be supposed that this gen
eral power of selection was intended to be
exhausted by one selection, if it should ap
pear that the selection ﬁrst made could not
be wholly carried out by purchase? Au
thority to select the land for a park was
given in order that there might be a park,
and in order that the lands selected should
be suitable for that purpose. It was given
in order that an important end might be

achieved. Would it be reasonable to hold
that authority to reach this end was ex
hausted by one elTort to reach it? No such
rule of exhausted power is applied by the
courts even to a ﬁrst location of a rail
road line if the second location does not
amount to an attempt to construct a road

that has not been authorized; but, if it had
been actually so applied, we should hold that
this theory of exhausted power was not ap
plicable to this statute. Rules of construc
tion are sometimes spoken of as if there
were actual rules of law by which the mean
ing and intent of statutes are to be ascer
talned, but there are no such restrictions
upon construction. The intent of this statute
can be gathered from its own provisions,
and from its special purposes; and we ﬁnd
nothing in these provisions or purposes
which indicates that the authority of these
commissioners is limited to a. single exercise
of discretion. It was from the beginning
in contemplation of this act that they might
ﬁnd when their selections came to be ap
praised that they could not obtain all of the
selected lands for the amount of the appro
priation. We hold that it was therefore in
contemplation of this act that in order that
they might accomplish the general intent of
the statute, which it was their business to
subserve, they should have authority to
amend their work by abandoning such par
cels as they were not authorized by the up
propriation to purchase. We think the se
lection which they now present to us, with
the approval of the president, conforms
strictly to the intention of the act."
S. Shellabarger, J’. M. Wilson, and T. A.
Lambert, for plaintiifs in error. R. Ross Per
ry, C. 0. Cole, and Hugh T. Taggart, for de
fendant in error.
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‘Mr. Justice SHIRAS, after stating the.
facts in the foregoing language, delivered

the opinion of the court.
In the memory of men now living, a propo
sition to take private property, without the
consent of its owner, for a public park, and
to assess a proportionate part of the cost
upon real estate beneﬁted thereby, would
have been regarded as a novel exercise of
legislative power.
It is true that, in the case of many of the
older cities and towns, there were commons
or public grounds, but the purpose of these
was not to provide places for exercise and
recreation. but places on which the owners
of domestic animals might pasture them in
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common, and they were generally laid out as
a part of the original plan of the town or
city.
It is said, in Johnson's Cyclopaedia, that

the Central park of New York was the ﬁrst
place deliberately provided for the inhabit
ants of any city or town in the United States
for exclusive use as a pleasure ground for
rest and exercise in the open air. However
that may be, there is now scarcely a city of
any considerable size in the entire country
that does not have, or has not projected,
such parks.
The validity of the legislative acts erecting
such parks, and providing for their cost, has
been uniformly upheld. It will be suﬂlcient
to cite a few of the cases. Commissioners

v. Armstrong, 45 N. Y. 234; In re Commis
sioners Central Park, 63 Barb. 282; Owners
of Ground v. Mayor of Albany, 15 Wend.
374; Holt v. Somervllle, 127 Mass. 408; Fos
ter v. Commissioners, 131 Mass. 225, 133
Mass. 321; County Court v. Griswold, 58 M0.
175; Cook v. Commissioners, 61 111. 115;
Kerr v. Commissioners, 117 U. S. 379, 6 Sup.
Ct. Rep. 801. In these and many other cases
it was, either directly or in effect, held that
land taken in a city for public parks and
squares, by authority of law, whether ad
@vantageous to the public for recreation,

:health, or business, is taken for a public use.
0 ‘In the case cited from the Missouri Be—
ports, where the legislature had authorized
the appropriation of land for a public park

for the beneﬁt of the inhabitants of St. Louis
county, situated in the eastern portion of the
county, near to and outside of the corporate

limits of the city of St. Louis, it was held

We are not called upon, by the duties or
this investigation, to consider whether the
alleged restriction on the power of eminent
domain in the general government, when ex
ercised within the territory of a state, does
really exist, or the extent of such restriction,
for we are here dealing with an exercise or
the power within the District of Columbia,
over whose territory the United States pos
sess not merely the political authority that
belongs to them as respects the states of the
Union, but likewise the power “to exercise
exclusive legislation in all cases whatsoever
over such District." Const. U. S. art 1, § 8,
cl. 17. It is contended that, notwithstanding:
this apparently unlimited grant of power-g
over ‘the District, conferred in the con-.
stitution itself, there was a limitation on
the legislative power of the general gov
ernment contained in the so-called “act of
cession" by the state of Maryland, (Act
1791, c. 45,) a. proviso to which is in
the words following: “Provided, that noth
ing herein contained shall be so construed
to vest in the United States any right of
property in the soil as to aiiect the rights
of individuals therein, otherwise than the
same shall or may be transferred by such

individuals to the United States." It is said
that the acceptance by the United States of
the grant constituted a contract between

Maryland and the United States, whereby,
in view of the foregoing language, the land
owner was to be protected against any exer
else by the general government of the sov

erelgn power of eminent domain It is suﬁl
cient to say that the history of the transm
tion clearly shows that the language used in

that this was a public use, notwithstanding
the fact that it would be chieﬂy beneﬁcial to

the Maryland act referred to such persons

the inhabitants of the city, and that the act

tain agreement by which the principal prrr

was not unconstitutional.
The adjudicated cases likewise establish

prietors of the Maryland portion of the tel‘
ritory undertook to convey lands for the use
of the new city, and their individual right!

the proposition that, while the courts have
power to determine whether the use for
which private property is authorized by the
legislature to be taken is in fact a public use,
yet, if this question is decided in the aiﬁrma
tive, the judicial function is exhausted; that
the extent to which such property shall be
talren for such use rests wholly in the leg-15.
lativo discretion, subject only to the restraint
that Just compensation must be made.
A distinction, however, is attempted in be
half of the plaintiffs in error between the
constitutional powers of a state and those of
the United States, in respect to the exercise
of the power of eminent domain, and this
distinction is supposed to be found in a re

striction of such power in the United States

as had not joined in the execution of a cer

were thus thought to be secured The Dl‘°'
vision had no reference to the power of emi

nent domain, which belonged to the Ulllwd
States as the grantee in the act of cemkm
This position, contended for by the plain
tiﬁts in error, was raised in the case of Chess

peake & 0. Canal Co. v. Union Bank Of

Georgetown, in the circuit court of the Unit
ed States for the District of Columbiﬂ. and
Cranch. O. J., said: “The eighth objection is
11111112 by the Maryland act of cession t0 the
United States of this part of the District’ of
Columbia, (Act 1791, c. 45, § 2,) congress 15
restrained from affecting the rights of indi
viduals to the soil, otherwise than 88 the
same should be transferred to the United

to purposes of political administration; that
it must be limited in its exercise to such ob.
jects as fall within the delegated and ex

States by such individuals; and it is 0011'

premed enumerated powers conferred by

c'tlitomhouses, courthouses, forts, dockyards,

for public use, and that the right of sover
eighty, which Maryland exercised. W” “M
transferred. We think it is a suﬂlcient 1111'
swer to this objection to say that the United

e

States do not, by this acquisition or by 01°

the constitution upon the United States, such

as are exempliﬁed by the case of post offices,

tended that this prohibits the United sum
from taking private property in this District
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gclrarter to the Chesapeake & Ohio Canal
'Company,'ciaim any right of property in the
soil. They only claim to exercise the power,
which belongs ‘to every sovereign, to appro

priate. upon just compensation, private prop
erty to the making of a. highway, whenever
the public good requires it." 4 Cranch, C. C.

75, 80.
But this contention can scarcely have been
seriously made in view of the explicit lan

guage of the Maryland act in its second sec
tion “that all that part of said territory
called ‘Columbia,’ which lies within the limits
of this state, shall be, and the same is here
by, acknowledged to be forever ceded and
relinquished to the congress and government
of the United States, in full and absolute
right and exclusive jurisdiction, as well of
soil as of persons residing or to reside there
on, pursuant to the tenor and effect of the
eighth section of the ﬁrst article of the con
stitution of government of the United
States." lilattingly v. District of Columbia,
97 U. S. 687, 690; Gibbons v. District of Co

lumbia, 116 U. S. 404, 6 Sup. Ct. Rep. 4.7.
Proceeding upon the conclusion that the
United States possess full and unlimited ju
rlsdiction, both of a political and municipal
nature, over the District of Columbia, we
come to n. consideration of certain objections,

taken in the court below and urged here, to
tho validity of the statute itself, and to the
proceedings under it.
There are several features that are pointed
to as invalidating the act. The ﬁrst is found
in the provision appointing two members of
the park commission, and the argument is
that, while congress may create an oﬁice, it
cannot appoint the oﬁicer; that: the oiiicer
can only be appointed by the president, with
the approval of the senate; and that the
not itself deﬁnes these park commissioners to
be “public officers," because it; prescribes
that three of them are to be civilians, to be
nominated by the president; and conﬁrmed by
the senate. This, it is said, is equivalent to
a declaration by congress that the three so

sent to the senate are “otlicers,“ because the
constitution provides only for the nomina
tion of officers to be sent to the senate for
conﬁrmation; and that it hence follows that
‘the other two are likewise oﬂicers, whose

Eﬂllpoiutmcnt should have been made by the
I president and conﬁrmed by'the senate, As,
however, the two persons whose eligibility
is questioned were at the time of the passage

of the act and of their action under it otll
i‘él's of the United States who had been
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without thereby rendering it necessary that
the incumbent should be again nominated
and appointed.
It is true that it may be sometimes diﬂicult
to say whether a given duty, devolved by
statute upon a named oiiicer, has regard to
the civil or military service of the United
States. Wales v. \Vhltney, 114 U. S. 564,

569, 5 Sup. Ct. Rep. 1050; Smith v. Whitney,
116 U. S. 167, 179, 181, 6 Sup. Ct. Rep. 570.
But, in the present case, the duty which the
military officers in question were called upon
to perform cannot fairly be said to have
been dissimilar to, or outside of the sphere
of, their otliicial duties.
The second objection made to the validity
of the act is because of certain functions to
be performed by the president, which the ob~
Jection characterizes as judicial, and hence
beyond his legal powers, and as incompatible
with his oilicial duties. The duties pre
scribed to the president are the appointment
of members of the park commission; the ap
proval 0f the price to be given for lands
where an agreement has been had between
the owners and the commission; and, if an
agreement is not made, and a value is put
upon lands by appraisers appointed under
the act, the decision whether such value is
reasonable. The appointment of the com
mission is plainly an executive duty, and the
approval of the value or price, whether ﬁxed
by agreement or appraisal, cannot be said
to be a judicial not What the president de

cides is not whether the value is reasonable
as respects the property owner, but reason
able as regards the United States. Similar
provisions were contalned in the act of June,
1800, condemning land for a city post oﬂicep

and in the act of August so, lseoxaumom?
ing the acquisition of land for the use of the
government printing otiice. The president
has nothing to do with ﬁxing the price; but,
after that has been done, by agreement or
by appraisers, he must decide whether the
United States will take the land upon such
terms, or, in other words, whether such
value is reasonable.
The validity of the law is further chal
lenged because the aggregate amormt to be
expended in the purchase of land for the
park is limited to the amount of $1,200,000.
It is said that this is equivalent to condemn
ing the lands and ﬁxing their value by arbi
trary enactment But a glance at the act
shows that the property holders are not af
fected by the limitation. The value of the

lands is to be agreed upon, or, in the ab

theretofore appointed by the president, and
conﬁrmed by the senate, we do not think

sence of agreement, is to be found by ap

will. because additional duties, germane to
the otllces already held by them, were de

intention expressed by congress not to go be
yond a certain aggregate expenditure cannot

volved upon them by the act, it was neces
w'l’ that they should be again appointed by

be deemed a direction to the appraisers to
keep within any given limit in valuing any

the president and conﬁrmed by the senate.

particular piece of property- It 15 “Pt ‘111'
usual for congress, in making appropriation!

It cannot be doubted, and it: has frequently
been the case, that congress may increase

we power and duties of an existing otﬁce

praisers to be appointed by the (‘DUEL

The

for the erection of public buildings, includ
ing the purchase of sites. T0 111M110 “ Bum
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beyond which expenditures shall not be
made. but nobody ever thought that such a
limitation had anything to do with what the
owners of property should have a right to re
ceive in case proceedings to condemn had to
be resorted to.
A further objection is made to the validity
of the act by reason of the sixth section,
which provides for the assessment of bene
ﬁts resulting from “the location and improve
ment of said park" upon lands so especially
beneﬁted.
The cases heretofore cited to show that the
erection of parks in cities is a. public use, in
a constitutional sense, were, most of them,
cases in which it was likewise held that it is
competent for the legislature, in providing
for the cost of such parks, to assess a pro
portionate part of the cost upon property
specially beneﬁted; and we need not repeat
the citations.
No special request, on the subject of the
legal effect of the provision in respect to spe
cial beneﬁts, seems to have been made to
a,bthe court below, and there is no speciﬁc as
gsignment of error as to it; nor does it appear

0' that any person having'property actually as
sessed for special beneﬁts is a party as plain
tlif in error. We are therefore relieved from
any extended consideration of this feature of
the act.
Certain questions arose during the trial of
the case below which are brought to our at
tention by bills of exception. One of these
was as to the form of the oath administered
to the appraisers. The defendants asked the
court to administer an oath to "appraise the
value of the respective interests of all per
sons concerned in the land within the Rock

Creek park upon the whole evidence, guided
by the rules of law as furnished by this

court in instructing the commission. We
shall brieﬂy consider this objection. The in
struction given was as follows: “The com
missioners are instructed that they shall re
ceive no evidence tending to prove the prices
actually paid on sales of property similar to
that included in said park, and so situated as
to adjoin it or to be within its immediate
vicinity, when such sales have taken place
since the passage of the act of congress of
the 27th of September, 1890, authorizingsaid
park; but any recent bona iide sales, made
before the passage of said act, of lots similar-5
ly situated and adapted tossimilar uses, or?

recent bona. ﬁde contracts made before the
passage of said act, with landowners, for oth
er lands in the vicinity similarly situated,
may be considered by the commissioners,
looking at all the circumstances of these
sales or contracts in the determination of the
ultimate question of value."
A further instruction was given in the fol
lowlng terms: "The commissioners are fur
ther instructed that they shall be governedin
their inquiry in making their valuations by the
following considerations: What are the lands

within the park limits now worth in cash.
or in terms equivalent to cash, in the mar

ket, if a market now exists for such lands?
What would any one needing lands for real
dence, agriculture, or any other purpose pay
for them in cash? They are not at liberty
to place a value upon these lands upon the
basis of what one might be willing to
buy them on time for purely speculative pur
poses; nor can they consider the value given
them by the establishing the park; and they

are to make their valuation without consid
eration of the fact that a speciﬁc amount of
money is appropriated by the act of congress
of 27th September, 1890."

court” This the court declined to do, and

The instructions asked for by the plaintiff!

prescribed an oath to “faithfully, justly, and
impartially appraise the value or values of
said parcels of land, and of the respective in
terests therein, to the best of their skill and
judgment."
As the statute did not prescribe any form

in error were as follows: "The commission

for the oath, we do not perceive that the
court exercised its discretion wrongfully in

ers shall estimate each parcel of land at its
market value, and are instructed that the
market value of the land includes its value
for any use to which it may be put. and an
the uses to which it is adapted, and not
merely the condition in which it is at the
present time, and the use to which it is now

prescribing the form of oath that was used.

applied by the owner; ' ' ' that if. by

The purpose of the defendants, in asking for
the imposition of an oath in the form pre
sented by them, would appear to have been

natural

to restrain the appraisers from being inﬂu
enced by their own inspection of the lands,

and to restrict them to the evidence or esti
mates that should be adduced before them.
Whether this be so or not, the oath actually
administered did not, as we understand it,
leave the appraisers “at liberty at their dis

cretion to disregard the evidence altogether,
and to make their appraisement without re
gard to the evidence," but their duty was to
view the lands, hear the evidence, and ﬁx
the values.
Complaint is made, in another exception,
of instructions given and refused by the

reason of its location, its surroundings, "5
advantages, its artiﬁcial imlmw

ment, or its intrinsic character, it is peculiar

ly adapted to some particular user-e- 8- t°
the use of a public park,-—all the clrcumsilm'
ces which make up this adaptability may be
shown. and the fact of such adaptation 11111!"

be taken into consideration in estimating the
compensation."

The theory of appraisement askeil for bl’
the plaintiifs in error differed from the one

adopted by the court chieﬂy in two pﬂrﬂc‘l'
lars—First, it treats the case as if it We”
one before an ordinary jury, whose action “a

determined by the evidence adduced; and‘;
second, that the evidence might have-refer‘

ence to and include any supposed 01' spew‘
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lative value given to the property taken by
reason of the act of congress creating the
park project. Whereas the court regarded
the functions of the appraisers as including
their own judgment and inspection of the
lands taken, as well as a consideration of
the evidence adduced by the parties
We approve of the instructions given by
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damages there can be no correction, especial

ly where the evidence is conﬂicting. Com
mlssioners are not bound by the opinions
of experts or by the apparent weight of ev
idence, but may give their own conclusions."
A number of exceptions were ﬁled to the

the court in both of these particulars.
The scope of action of the board of com
missioners was plainly, by the terms of the

act and the nature of the inquiry, not re
stricted to a mere consideration of the evi
dence and allegations of the parties, but in
cluded the exercise of those powers of Judg
ment and observation which led to their
selection as ﬁt persons for such a position.

While the board should be allowed a wide
ﬁeld in which to extend their investigation,
yet it has never been held that they can go
outside of the immediate duty before them,
viz. to appraise the tracts of land proposed to

trial, and the action of the court in st
out the testimony ou'ered to show such value,

be taken, by receiving evidence of conjectur
ai or speculative values, based upon the an
ticipated eifect of the proceedings under

which the condemnation is had. Kerr v.
Commissioners, 117 U. S. 380, 6 Sup. Ct.
Rep. 801.
In connection with this part of the subject,
we may appropriately consider the objection
made to the action of the court below in
declining to review and pass upon the evi
dence that had been produced before the
commissioners.

If, as we have said, the court below was
right in refusing to restrict the commission
ers to a mere consideration of the evidence
adduced, then it would seem to follow that
the court could not be legitimately asked,
in the absence of any exceptions based upon
charges of fraud, corruption, or plain mis
take on the part of the appraisers, to go

into a consideration of the evidence. The
court cannot bring into review before it the
various sources and grounds of Judgment
upon which the appraisers have proceeded.

The attempt to do so would transfer the
function of ﬁnding the values of the lands
from the appraisers to the court. Such a.

as by the grant of Charles I. to Lord Bal
timore, "all veins, mines, and quarries, as
well opened as hidden, already found, or that
shall be found, within the regions, islands,
or limits aforesaid, of gold, silver, gems, and
precious stones," passed to the grantee, he
yielding unto the king, his heirs and succes
sors, “the oneﬂfth part of all gold and silver
ore which shall happen, from time to time,
to be found;" and as the conﬁscation of the.‘
proprietary's title in 1780 vested the same:

in the State of'Maryland; and as also the?’
royalty of one ﬁfth part of the gold and sil
ver reserved to the king had also become,
by the Revolution, vested in the state—con
sequently the United States succeeded to the
state's title by the act of cession of 1791.
The discussion by the court below was so
elaborate and careful that no useful purpose
would be served by entering minutely into
the subject in this opinion. It is suﬁiclcnt
to say that our examination of the evidence
contained in the record fails to disclose any

error in the ruling of the court below re
gthe objection as made.

0 ‘The rule on this subject is so well settled
'it we shall content ourselves with repeat
an apt quotation from Mills on Eminent

Domain, (§ 246,) made in the opinion of
a court

below:

"An

appellate

court

will not interfere with the report of com
ouers to correct the amount of dam
ages except in cases of gross error, show

1118 Prejudice or corruption. The commis

enee. for an error in the judgment of com
missioners in arriving at the amount of

specting the ownership of a supposed gold
mine in tract 39, and we adopt its opinion
as presenting a full and satisfactory treat-m
ment of the question.
g

‘The twelfth and thirteenth assignments 91-;
lege error in the court's action in conﬁrmingg
the report of the commiwoners'of appraise~~
ment as to a portion of the land embracedo
in the map of the proposed park, leaving’?
other portions of that land 'unacted upon.
We understand this objection to refer to the"
course of the park commissioners in scour-u
ing the ﬁnal action‘of the president upon a?
portion only of the lands described in the
map as originally ﬁled; and the contention;
is that the ‘map was a ﬁnality, so ‘hat, if it
turned out that the sum prescribed by the
act of congress would not suﬂioe to pay for
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s all'the tracts mentioned in the map, or if,
sfor any other reason, the commissioners
a should exclude from their ﬁnal selection'any

ﬁtract originally included in the map, the
g-whole proceeding would be vitiated, and the
' purpose of the act defeated. We'are unable

: to see the force of this‘ view.

The function

got the map was not to ﬁnally commit the
' oommissioneis to taklng'all the parts includ
k_ed in it, but was to facilitate their proceed
Qlngs in dealing with the owners. Congress
' could not have'meant that the validity of
mthe whole scheme should depend upon the
accuracy with which the commission should
'deﬁne'ln advance the several tracts with
Qwhose owners negotiations were to be had.

issues, and proﬁts during the time occupied
in ﬁxing the amount to which he was en
titled, and the inconveniences to which he
was subjected by the delay are presumed to
be considered and allowed for in ﬁxing the
amount of the compensation. Such is the
rule laid down in cases or the highest au
thority.
Reed v. Railroad 00., 105 Mass
303; Kidder v. Oxford, 116 Mass. 165; llam
ersley v Mayor, 56 N. Y. 533; Norris v. Phil;
delphia, 70 Pa. St. 332; Chicago v. Pahner.
93 111. 125; Phillips v. Commissioners, 110

git seems to us that it was a sufficient and
;reasonable compliance with the law if the
gmap, as ﬁnally acted upon by the president,
0 showed the location, quantity,'and character
of the parcels of land to be taken, with the
names of their owners.
The ﬁfteenth and sixteenth assignments,
which complain of the course of the court in
adopting and acting upon the decision of the
president of the United States, approving
the appraised values of part only of the land
selected for the Rock Creek park, present
the same contention in another form, viz.
that the court and commissioners were con
cluded by the enumeration of tracts con
tained in the map when ﬁrst prepared, and
'lill

tourteenth

assignment

These various contentious and objections
did not escape the attention of the court
below, but were disposed of, as they arose
in the proceedings, in opinions of great re
ord. We
search
andhave
ability,
brieﬂy
which
reviewed‘
appear them
in thehere,‘
not to add to what was so well expressed in
those opinions, but to show that the ques
tions so zealously and ably pressed upon
us have not been disregarded.
Our conclusion is that we ﬁnd, in the legis
lation creating the park and in the proceed
lngs wider it, no infringement of the con
stitutional or legal rights of the plaintids in
error, and the judgment of the court below is
accordingly aiﬁrmed.
=
(147 U. S. 49°)

THORINGTON v. CITY COUNCIL OF
MONTGOMERY.

call for no further remarks.
The

Ill. 626, 10 N. E. Rep. $0.

charges

the

court with error in‘refusing to allow interest
on the amounts assessed as the values for
lands selected for the Rock Creek park.
The argmnent shows that the interest
claimed was for the time that elapsed be
tween the initiation of the proceedings and
the payment of the money into court. The

vice of this contention is in the assumption
that the lands were actually condemned and
withdrawn from the possession of their
owners by the mere ﬁling of the map. In

terest accrues either by agreement or the
debtor to allow it for the use of money, or
in the nature of damages, by reason of the
failure of the debtor to pay the principal
when due. Of course, neither ground for
such a. demand can be found in the present
case. No agreement to pay the interest de
manded is pointed to, and no failure to pay
the amount assessed took place. That
amount was not ﬁxed and ascertained till
the conﬁrmation of the report Then some
or those entitled to the assessments accepted
their money; the plaintiffs in error declined
to accept, and the amoimts assessed in their

favor were paid into court, which must be
deemed equivalent to payment.
It is true that, by the institution of pro—
ceedings to condemn, the possession and en
joyment by the owner are to some extent in
terfered with. He can put no permanent
improvements on the land, nor sell it, except
subject to the condemnation proceedings.
But the owner was in receipt or the rents,

(February 6, 1893.)

No. 1,080.
Surname Coun'r—Jcmsmcrlox -- Arrears troll
S'rn'n COURTS—FEDERAL QUESTION.
In a. suit in the chancel-y court of Ala
bama to enjoin a city from selling certain lots
for taxes, a motion was made to compel the city
to produce in court certain depositions, one of
which contained com laiuunt's testimony, on 1“
ease this could not Be legally done, that com
plainant be given reasonable opportunlty to 95'
tahlish said testimony. The record failed (,0
show that this motion was called to the court!
attention, but at a subsequent term the time
was submitted. When the argument had been
nearly completed, an application was made to
set aside the submission, in order that the mo’
tion might be considered. The chancellor ruled
that the deposition of complainant had been
taken improperly, and that, in view of the fat!
that there had been ample time dlll‘illg the
years the cause was pending to procure the
depositions of the witnesses, and the further
fact that the submission was made without

any application for a continuance to get the.“
depositions, the motion to set aside the submis
sion should he denied. On an appeal to the ill‘

preme court of the state it was held that (119
refusal of the chancellor to set. aside the Sub'd

mission was a matter within his discrehom U)
could not be reviewed. Held. that thesedccls'
ions called in question no rights of phuntlff 011'
der either the ﬁfth or fourteenth amendment?l

to the constitution of the United States, ‘in
that no federal question was passed “P011 m’
necessarily involved, so as to give the supreme
court jurisdiction of a writ of error.
In error to the supreme court of the 5mm
of Alabama.

Bill in equity in the Chancery court "t

Montgomery county, Ala, by Sallie G- T1101‘

THORINGTON v. CITY COUNCIL OF MONTGOMERY.
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Ington against'the city council of Montgom
ery to enjoin the sale of certain lots for
taxes. A decree was entered dismissing the
bill, which was aﬁirmed on appeal to the
state supreme court. See 10 South. Rep.

634. Plaintiff brings error. Writ dismissed.
H. C. Semple and W. Hallett Phillips, for
the motion. J. M. Chilton, opposed.
H

a

7 Mr. Chief Justice FULLER delivered the

.6.
ill!
ll

.r,:

k:

all!
1!

under a duly-issued commission in that be
half, read in her behalf on the trial of the
said cause, and the decision was against her
right and claim to be so heard, a manifest
error hath happened,” etc.
The ﬁfth amendment operates exclusively
in restriction of federal power, and has no
application to the states, but in the brief for

opinion of the court
The opinion of the supreme court of Ala
hama in this case is given in the record, and
spect of the provision, “Nor shall any state
reported in 10 South. Rep. 634, and refers
deprive any person of life, liberty, or proper
to Winter v. City Council, 79 Ala. 481; Thor
ty without due process of law, nor deny to
iugton v. City Council, 8:2 Ala. 591, 2 South.
any person within its jurisdiction the equal
Rep. 513; and Id., 88 Ala. 548, 7 South. Rep.
protection of the laws.” The controversy
363. It appears that a decree was rendered
seems to have been as to the good faith of
in favor of the city of Montgomery and
the transaction by which the title to the
against Mary E. Winter and othcls by the
property was transferred to Mrs. Thoring
chancery court at Montgomery in August,
ton at the tax sale, it being contended by the
1884, for taxes due for previous years on six
city that the purchase was a more device to
lots of land in the city, and a sale directed
evade
the indebtedness for taxes, and that
if the amount were not paid, which decree
the property was siill chargeable with such
was affirmed December 10, 1885; that in Ge
indebtedness. This was the conclusion of
toher, 1885, certain of the lots were ordered
the chancery court, and its Judgment was at
to be sold for delinquent taxes for the year
1884; and that in November, 1885. three of firmed by the supreme court. We ﬁnd from
the lots were sold under the decree, and the record, the opinion of the supreme court,
bought in in the name of Mrs. Thorington, and the decision of the chancellor, that at
the April term, 1890, of the chancery court
Mrs. Winter's daughter, and the taxes for
a motion and aﬂldavit on behalf of plaintiff
1884, interest, charges, and costs were paid.
were ﬁled April 14, 1890, for an order to?
On January 25, 1886, Mrs. Thorington ﬁled a
bill in the chancery court seeking to enjoin the ‘compel the city to produce in court certain’
testimony alleged to have been taken by re
sale of the three lots, with the others, by the
spondent, “or, if that may not be consistent
city, to satisfy the total sum of unpaid taxes
ly and legally done, that reasonable opportu
nity be given complainant to further justify
her case herein by allowing complainant rea
sonable opportunity to establish the said tes
timony so taken for use in complainant's be
half in this cause." The cause was not tried
at that term, nor did it appear that any ac
tion was taken on the motion, or that the at
tention of the court was called to it. The
case was submitted to the chancellor, Octo

ii
ill

ber 15, 1890. at the October term, and on 0c
tober 16, when the argument had been near

a
i:

E‘;
a
[i

5.
5

ll
1
i
|
I.
l

der article 5 of the amended constitution of
the United States, to have the testimony of
her, the said Sallie G., which had been taken

by the supreme court, to which judgment
writ of error was sued out.

We cannot ﬁnd that any federal question
was raised in the proceedings in the chan
cel'y court. The only error assigned in the
supreme court was that "the court below
erred in rendering the final decree made by
it smissing appellant's bill, and in overrul

"15' Objections to testimony." It is stated in

the Writ of error that in the cause "between
Sallie G. Thorington, appellant, and the city
cﬂlmcll of Montgomery, appellee, wherein

was drawn in question appellant's right, un

ly completed, an application was made that
the submission be set aside, in order that
the motion made at the last term 01‘ the
court might be considered. It was stated by
the chancellor that at a former time counsel
had asked the coin-t to instruct the commis
sioner to return a deposition he had taken
to him, and the commission to the court, as
having been improperly issued, and that the
chancellor instructed the commissioner to

take whatever action as to the deposition he
might choose, but in no event to permit ei
ther party to the suit to examine it. The
chancellor held that the deposition was taken
improperly, and that it was the right of com
plainant’s counsel to ask the court that it
should not be subjected to the scrutiny of
defendant's counsel, but that if it were then
before the court it could not be used for any

purpose unless in the mean time the deposi
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tion 01 the witness had been subsequently
taken, and the former deposition should be
altered to contradict any of the statements
made in the latter. The chancellor added:
"It cannot be disputed that it any one de
sired to take action in the matter to get the
deposition of either of these witnesses there
has been ample time to have done so. The
submission in this cause was made without
any application for a continuance in order to
get the deposition of these witnesses, one of
whom is the complainant The complainant
has never taken any steps during the time
this case has been continued from year to
year to get her own or her mother's deposi
tion in the case. Under these circumstances,
‘the motion to set aside the submission on

thenlieu
became
subject
to the A. ofmort
In
the
thereof
took precedence
theg%.e'mort‘
gage.
4. A foreclosure sale of the new lines under
the B. mortgage, or the sale of part thereot
under 2 Judgment, would not affect the rights

gthat ground is denied."
0 ‘As to this matter, the supreme court held
that there was nothing which the court could
review, that no ruling was shown to have
been had or asked on the motion in April,
1890, although the cause was continued, and
that the application made October 16, 1890,
was addressed to the court's discretion, and
could not: be revised.
This decision upon a matter of practice un
der the state procedure did not draw in ques—
tion any right complainant had under the
constitution or laws of the United States.
It aﬂords no basis for the contention that
her right to be heard in her own behali.‘ was
denied, and we are of opinion that not only
was no federal question brought to the atten
tion of the state courts, but that none such

necessarily arose or was decided. Writ of
error dismissed.

of the A. mortgsgees; they not having been
parties to either suit.
Mr. Justice Field and Mr. Justice Brewer,
dissenting.
Appeal from the circuit court 01' the United
States for the southern district of New York.
In equity. Bill by the Boston Safe-Deposit
& Trust Company, as trustee under a mom
gage, against the United Lines Telegraph
Company, Edward S. Stokes, and others, to
obtain possession 01‘. certain telegraph lines
Decree for complainant. 36 Fed. Rep. N

Defendants Stokes and the United Lines
Telegraph Company appeal.

Aﬂirmed.

R. G. Ingersoli, for appellants. Wm. G.
Wilson and Hamilton Wallis, tor appeliee.

Mr Justice BLATCHFORD delivered the
opinion of the court.
On the 28th of August, 1883, a written
agreement was made between the American
Rapid
Telegraph
Company, (hereinafter
called the Rapid Company,) a Connecticut
corporation, and the Bankers’ 8.: Merchants‘
Telegraph Company, (hereinaiter called the
Bankers‘ Company,) a New York corpora
tion. It recited that the Rapid Company was
desirous 01.’ extending its telegraph system so"

as to connect Buffalo, N. ‘2., by a northerlyf
route, with Chicago, 111.; PittsburghR-Paﬁ
v'la Columbus, Ohio, Indianapolis and 'i‘erte
Hante, Ind., with St. Louis, Mo; Columbus
Ohio, with Cincinnati, Ohio, and Louisville.

=

K174 and Terre Haute, Ind., with Chicago.
BL; and that the Bankers‘ Company was m

(14'! U. S. 481)

UNITED LINES TEL. 00. et al. v. BOSTON
SAFE-DEPOSIT & TRUST 00.

a position to contract tor, and cause the con‘
struction or procurement, by purchase 0'

(January 30. 1803.)
No. 106.
Oonrosa'rioss—Cox-rmors— Umss VIBES—CON
BOLIDATION — Monrosens 0N Arrsa-Acquman
Pnoran'rr—Pmom'rr.
LTwo telegraph companies, A. and B.,
made a written agreement whereby B. was to
build and_equip certain lines, and connect them
with the lines of A. A. was to issue and deliv
er to B. its bonds secured by a mortgage on all

otherwise, of portions or all of said 111199

its property, including the lines contracted for.
On the next day B. agreed with the stockhold
ers of A. to exchange these A. bonds for A.
stock in equal amounts. The bonds were is
sued and exchang
as agreed; B. thereby get
nng control of
., electing its own oflieers to
the_ofﬁces of A., and managing the two com
aiues as one concern. The new lines were
\nlt in part by _B., and connected with the A.
system; B. raising the money therefor by is
suing its own bonds secured by a mortgage cov
ermg after-acquired property. This mortgage
was not recorded until after the recording of
the
mortgage. B. was a New York cor

:ggtiﬁke ﬁeld, that theh agrefements, and the
_
ill pursuance
ﬁreszm'rgenect
to B.

ereo , were not ultra

The agreement then provided as follows:
(1) The Bankers’ Company agreed to con

struct or acquire, and to deliver to the Rapid

Company, a tour-wire telegraph line connect
ing the before-mentioned points, and 10 iii"
erage not less than 35 poles, 30 feet lone ‘0

the mile, with two No. 6 and two No-B
gauge galvanized extra BB wires them“?
to procure all rights of way; to fit ill) "-“d

furnish all oﬂlces;

and to 001111Jlete the

whole within one year from the above date
(2) The Rapid Company agreed to Issue
and deliver to the Bankers‘ Company, as
soon as might be, $3,000,000 par value 0!
ﬁrst mortgage gold bonds, with ooupﬁﬂs 1"‘
tached for 6 per cent. interest from Marc!‘
L 188410 September 1, 1893, payable ‘elm’
annually; the bonds to be secured by. '
mortgage dated September 1, 1883. wienng

all the franchises and property, 1110mm
patents, ot the Rapid Company. "a! now

‘.
ereis:
was
in thes e agreements
conhétri‘hto
or nothin
good nEor-als.

owned by it, or hereafter to be acquired by

.
e sA., 0and
connecting
the lines
of
their usethe
as new
part lin
ofeaygl.

it, including the lines and property “’
constructed or acquired under the WOVEN“

system, was a suﬁicient delivery of them by B
\o A., under the contract; and the new lines

01 this contract."

UNITED LINES TEL. CO. v. BOSTON SAFE-DEPOSIT &; TRUST CO(3) The ﬂoating debt of the Rapid Com
pany, as a conﬁdential obligation, having
preference as to lien and payment before the
mid $3,000,000 of bonds, was to he reduced
by the appropriation of the assets of the
Rapid Company thereto; and the balance
then remaining unpaid, not exceeding $100,
000, was assumed by the Bankers’ Company.
(4) Any difference regarding the interpre
tation or fulfillment of the agreement should
be submitted to the decision and determina
tion of Frederic H. May, whose decision
should be ﬁnal, and binding on both com
panics.
On the 29th of August, 1883, a written
nagreement was made between the Bankers‘

8973

v
It turned its attention to the Bankers"Com-'
pany, which, though having only a line from
New York to Washington city, was doing
a good business, and had in it men of means.
It was supposed by both companies that each
had something of advantage to oifer to the
other. Accordingly the agreement of August
28, 1883, was made, to connect Buifalo with
Chicago, Pittsburgh with St. Louis, Terre
Haute with Chicago, and Cincinnati with

Louisville.
The agreements of August 28 and 29,1883,
were forthwith acted upon. The mortgage
of the Rapid Company to secure the $3,000,
000 of bonds was made September 15,

1883, to the Boston Safe-Deposit &: Trust

:ICompany and George S. Bullens, of‘Boston,
Mass, holding for himself and others a ma,
jority in amount of the capital stock of the
Rapid Company. That agreement referred
to and recited the terms of the agreement
of August 28, 1883, before mentioned; that
the Bankers’ Company was desirous of ex
changing the whoie or a large portion of the
$3,000,000 of bonds for the capital stock of
the Rapid Company; and that Bullens, act~
ing for himself and associates, was willing
to make such exchange. It then provided as
follows: (1) The Bankers‘ Company obligat
ed itself, as soon as it received the $3,000,000
of bonds of the Rapid Company, under the
agreement of August 28, 1883, to depomt the

same forthwith in the hands of Bullens, as

in.

trustee, and, under a letter of instructions
to him, to hold them for exchange, dollar for
dollar, with himself or others, for the stock
of the Rapid Company; said stock, as soon
as received by the trustee, to the extent of
51 per cent, to be handed over at once to
the Bankers’ Company; the balance of such
stock, so received in exchange for bonds, or
the balance of the bonds, if any, not ex
changed. was to be held by Bullens, as true
tee, lmtii the completion of the lines of tele

graph agreed to be built by the Bankers‘
Company under the agreement of August 28,
1883, and until the payment; of the ﬂoating

debt of the Rapid Company, and then hand—
ed over to the Bankers’ Company; and the
letter was to authorize Bullens to continue
the exchange of bonds for stock up to, but
not beyond, 60 days from August 29, 1883.

(2) Bullens agreed to deliver to himself, as
trustee, for the purpose of exchanging for
the bonds, not later than 10 days from Au
gust 29, 1883, at least 51 per cent. of the
total stock of the Rapid Company then out
Standing,

Company, a Massachusetts
corporation,
(hereinafter called the Boston Company,) as
trustee, and by its terms covered all the
property of the Rapid Company, as incor
porated by Massachusetts, Connecticut, New
York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Maryland
and Ohio, or which might thereafter be ac‘
quired by those corporations, together with
the lines of telegraph intended to be con
structed or acquired for the Rapid Company,
so as to connect BuiTalo with Chicago, Pitts
burgh with St. Louis, Columbus with Cin—
clnnati, and Louisville and Terre Haute with
Chicago, and all property then owned or
thereafter acquired for use in connection
with said lines or property, or any of them.
The $3,000,000 of bonds were issued to the
Bankers’ Company, and it transferred them
at once to Bullens. Bullens exchanged them
for the stock of the Rapid Company, so far
as the holders of such stock elected to make
the exchange, and transferred the 51 per
cent. of the stock to the Bankers‘ Company,
retaining the remainder of the exchanged
stock and all the unexchanged bonds. The
Bankers’ Company entered at once upon
the performance of its part of the agreement
of August 28, 1883, made a contract with
telegraph constructors to build the new lines,
and sent out men to locate those lines, under
the supervision of Frederic H. May, who
was the general manager of the Rapid Com

pany.
All
when
cially
from

went on smoothly until May, 1884,
the Bankers’ Company became ﬁnan
embarrassed. At that date the line
Cleveland to Chicago had been sub

stantially completed. The line between Free-g
port, Ohio, and Hammond, on‘the state line:
between Indiana and Illinois, had been built

1883, it had constructed and equipped lines
from Boston, Mass, to Cleveland, Ohio, and

by contract with Baldwin & Miller. The
line between Cleveland and Frecport, Ohio,
was built by a contractor named Farm
Worth; and the line between Hammond and
Chicago was built by employes of the Bank
ers’ Company, without the intervention of
any contractor. The four wires called for

Washington city; but, although its receipts

by the agreement of August 28, 1883, were

from business then exceeded its outlay for

connected through the different parts above
mentioned, and the line was inspected,
and found to be complete. The line ran in
to the city of Cleveland over the poles which

The Rapid Company had been formed
for the construction and operation of a sys
tem of telegraph lines. By the summer of

Wmﬂns expenses, it folmd that it needed
extensions to Chicago, Cincinnati, St. Louis,

and Louisville, and the intermediate points.
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carried out or that city the line of the Rapid
Company to Pittsburgh and the east, and
the two lines met, and were connected by
the same switchboard, in the Cleveland
oﬂice. In June, 1884, returns were made to
New York of the business done by the oﬂices
between Cleveland and Chicago. The four
wires
above
mentioned
were working
through to New York, and so continued to
do, with the exception of a brief interval
in August, 1884, down to December 30, 1887,
when the suit now before us was com
menced.
In July, 1884, the line between Pittsburgh
and Terre Haute was nearly completed, but
there were gaps in it in various places, and
it had not been connected with the Rapid
Company's system at Pittsburgh. The work
upon it. so far as it had progressed, had been
done by Baldwin & Miller, before mentioned,
who stopped work in July or August, 1881.
Between the date of the agreement of
August 28, M83, and the month of July, 1884,
the Bankers’ Company or its stockholders ac
quired a majority in the board of directors
of the Rapid Company, and elected or ap‘
pointed the oﬂicers and managers 0! the
Bankers‘ Company to the corresponding po
sitions in the Rapid Company. Thus the
same men controlled the corporate machin
ery and property of both companies.
A
practical union of the two properties was
expected to result from the complete per
formance of the agreement of August 28,
1883; and hence the Bankers’ Company pro
ceeded to string additional wires over a large
part of the original lines of the Rapid Com
épany, the receipts of the business of both
e‘>companies went into a common treasury,
' and their operating'expcnses were paid from
the same source. A considerable sum, also,
was spent in the repair and improvement
of the original lines of the Rapid Company.
The mortgage by the Rapid Company for
$3,000,000 was recorded in Ohio between

October 12, and December 22, 1883.
On November 24, 1883, the Bankers‘ Com
pany, as a New York corporation, and as a
New Jersey corporation, and as a Pennsyl
vania corporation, and as a. Maryland corpo.
ration, executed a mortgage to the Farmers’
Loan & Trust Company, a New York corpo.
ration, as trustee, to secure $10,000,000 of

bonds of the Bankers’ Company, and convey.
ins all its property, including its “stocks or
other companies,” and “situate within the

months. On March 23, 1885, the Elston
Company, trustee under
the $3,000,000
mortgage, ﬁled a. bill in the circuit court oi
the United States for the district of Con.
necticut for the foreclosure of that illOl'i'

gage.
One Austin G. Day having recovered :1
judgment in the supreme court of New York
against the Bankers‘ Company, sequesn-ation
proceedings followed; and on September 23,
1884, Richard S. Newcombe and James G.
Smith were appointed by that court receiv
ers of the Bankers’ Company in New York.
Those receivers were permitted to asmme
possession and control of the entire property
of the Rapid Company, including the new
line between Cleveland and Chicago, which
was then in full operation as a part of the
Rapid Company's system, and they were per
mitted to do so without any remonsmuice
from the oﬁicers of the Rapid Company;
those oﬂicers being in fact the otliccrs of the
Bankers‘ Company, and wholly in its interh
est. Smith, one of the receivers, was assists

ant general ‘manager of the Bankers‘ Com-F
pany, and also assistant general manager of
the Rapid Company.

In the foreclosure suit in Connecticut the
Boston Company applied for the appoint
ment of a receiver of the Rapid Compzmy‘s
property. 'l‘hat application was opposed by
the receivers of the Banker's‘ Company, and
by Edward S. Stokes, as the holder of re
ceivers' certiﬁcates issued by them, and also
by the Rapid Company, represented by the
same oiﬁcers who had suﬁered those receiv
ers to take possession and control of the
property of the Rapid Company. In spite
of this opposition the Connecticut court. ap
pointed Edward Harlan receiver of the prop
erty of the Rapid Company, and his receiv
ership was extended‘over the whole prop
erty of that company by the courts of the
other jurisdictions through which that proir
erty mn. Ncwcombe and Smith were suc
cccded as receivers by one James B. Butler,
and he by John G. Ii‘ar'nsworth, who was ap

pointed May 1, 1885, in an action brought by
the Farmers‘ Loan & Trust Company to
foreclose the $10,000,000 mortgage made hi

the Banker's’ Company. In the latter suit.
a foreclosure sale was had July 31, 13851
and Stokes bid the sum of $500,000 for the
property or the Bankers‘ Company- By his
direction that sale was completed by a con‘

veyance of the property to the United Link‘!

states of New York, New Jersey, Pennsyl.

Telegraph Company, a New York corpora

vania, and Maryland. the District of Colum.
D111, and Within any other state or territory

tion; the deed of the referee being dated

of the United States," then owned, or which
might be thereafter acquired.

Default was made in the payment of the
interest coupons which became duc Septem_

August 10, 1385, and acknowledged and FE‘
corded November 14-16, 1885.
The suit now before us was brouis’ht in ‘he

circuit court of the United States for the
southern district of New York, December 50'

ber 15, 1884, on the $3,000,000 of bonds of

1837' by the Boston Company 1115011115t me

the Rapid Company. By the terms of me

Bankers’ Company, the United Lines Com

Rapid Company's mortgage, however, no

pany, Newcombe, Smith, Butler, Farnswvr'l"

proceedings for foreclosiu'e could be begun
until the default had continued for six

necticut corporation.

Stokes, and the Rapid Company. as 9' Con’
It is founded on 31°
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tact that then: were conﬂicting claims to the_
title to the property covered by the terms of
the $3,000,000 mortgage, and is brought in
aid of the original suit in Connecticut, to de
termine those claims, and ascertain what
property was included in the mortgage. It
membraces issues as to the right and title of
ﬁthc Rapid Company, and of the phu'ntiﬂ, as

_v.s‘\lI1’u-'Ef=wl'v-Z='VEUP'E;I

trol of the Rapid Company by acquiring all
or a majority of the stock of the latter; that
the stockholders of the Rapid Company, as
an inducement to their consent, were to re
ceive for their stock, dollar for dollar, the
bonds of the Rapid Company secured by a
mortgage which was to cover, not only all
‘trustee under‘ the $3,000,000 mortgage, to the property then owned by the company,
but also the new lines which the Bankers’
(1) those ot' the original lines of the Rapid
Company was to construct and deliver under
Company called “reconstructed lines,” which
the agreement; that the new line 01' tele
were in some measure repaired and rebuilt
graph which was built by the Bankers‘ Com
after the agreement of August 28, 1883;
pany, connecting the system of the Rapid
(2) the "strung wires," being wires strung
Company at Cleveland with Chicago, was
upon the lines of the Rapid Company after
built
upon rights of way secured in the name
the‘ date of that agreement; and (3) the
of the Bankers‘ Company, or of subordinate
"western lines," or lines described in that
corporations of which that company was the
agreement and built thereaﬁer, so far as
owner, and through which it acted; that Mr.
they were built.
May, who represented the Rapid Company,
After issue was joined in the present suit,
was requested by the oi'licers of the Bankers"
proofs were taken, and the case was heard
Company to supervise the selection of the
before Judge Wallace. His opinion was de
route, and did so; that, while the line was
livered September 17, 1888, (36 Fed. Rep.
in process of construction, it was understood
288,) and a. ﬁnal decree was entered April 4,
by those who represented the two companies
1389, adjudglng that (1) as to the reconstruct
that it was being built to form a part of the
ed lines, they remained the property of the
line which was to be a connected system be
Rapid Company; (2) as to the strung wires,
tween the Rapid Company at Buffalo, by a
they belonged to the Bankers’ Company;
northerly
route, and Chicago; that the por
and (3) as to the western lines, the plaintiff
tion of the new line which was to extend
having abandoned its claim to the unﬁnished
from Cleveland to Buﬂalo by a northerly route
southerly line between Pittsburgh and In
was not commenced; that the new line from
dianapolis, and insisted only that it was en
Chicago to Cleveland was inspected and ac~
titled to the northerly line between Cleve
cepted by the Bankers’ Company, and was
land and Chicago, (because that line was
connected with the Rapid Company's system
built and completed for the Rapid Company
at Cleveland—the wires running into the of
under the agreement or August 28, 1883, and
ﬁce of the Rapid Company there; that as
was subject to the Rapid Company's mort
early as July, 1884, the line was used as an
gage) the court so held. It is only this
adjunct or the Rapid Company's system;
last point of the decision, affecting the line
that there was no formal transfer or deliv
between Cleveland and Chicago, that is now
cry or that line by the Bankers’ Company to
under review, and the only appellants are
the Rapid Company; that detached portions
the United Lines Company and Stokes.
of
the lines from Pittsburgh to St. Louis, by
The United Lines Company claims the
way of Indianapolis and Terre Haute. and
Property in question under its purchase on
the decree of toreclosm'e ot the $10,000,000 from Cleveland to Chicago, by way of Cin-e
clnnati, Indianapolis, and Terre Haute, were
mortgage of the Bankers’ Company, and as
built,'but they were not completed prior to.
Sorts that im title is paramount to that of
the appointment of a. receiver of the Bank
the plaintiff.
ers’ Company; and that the question of the
The answer 01' Stokes in the suit is a. joint
lieu of the $3,000,000 mortgage on those un
answer with the United Lines Company, and
completed lines was not involved.
alleges that part of the property in contro
As to the question of the validity or
versy was sold on 8. Judgment of the court
0! common pleas of Cuyahoga county. Ohio, the $3,000,000 mortgage of the Rapid
Company, the circuit court held that there
and that Stokes became the purchaser of it
was nothing immoral or dishonest in the
at that sale. The opinion of Judge Wallace
transaction, on the part of that company or
Says that as it appears that that sale was set
its stockholders; that there was nothing in
aside and vacated as void, by an appellate
the proof to show that those in control or
the Bankers’ Company were not acting in
good faith towards the tockholders of the
Rapid Company, their own company, or the
public, or that there was any plan or pur
pose on their part except to promote and
The circuit court said. in view 01' the two consummate the legitimate business scheme ct
ilygreemcnts of August, 1883, and of the tes
merging the two companies. and building up

“many, that it was the understanding on the
part or all concerned that the Bunkers’ Com
Pim)’ was to acquire the property and con

an extensive telegraph business, by extend
ing and consolidating the existing systems;
that there was no reason to doubt that the
promoters would have carried out their on
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terprlse honestly, and that their expectations
would have been measurably realized, if the
Bankers’ Company had not become financial
ly crippled at an early stage; that the proofs
do not show that the parties to the August
agreements, either those who represented the
one company or the other, had any fraudu
lent design upon the public to be carried out
by means of the mortgage; that when the
August agreements were made the Bankers‘
Company had in its treasury, or available,
about $1,000,000, and was supposed by those
who represented the Rapid Company to be
ﬁnancially able to carry out its undertaking;
that the case is destitute of evidence to jus
tify the assumption that those who repre
sented the Rapid Company supposed that the
agreement of the Bankers’ Company was to
be carried out at the expense of third per
sons, much less by defrauding third persons;
that the fact that the Bankers‘ Company
used the bonds secured by its $10,000,000
mortgage to obtain the means for building the
new line was not inconsistent with the good
faith of the ofﬂcers of that company; that
at all events the bondholders represented by
the plaintiff were not shown to have been
v‘implicated in any fraudulent scheme; that
‘{the organic law of the corporations permit
\- ted them to do what'was provided for by the
August agreements, and there was no ground
upon which to assail the $3,000,000 mortgage
as ultra vires; that the Rapid Company did
not assert any objection to that mortgage;
that those who were stockholders of the
Rapid Company, and became its bondhold

e'rs, did not allege, and the Bankers‘ Com
pany, after receiving the bonds and exchan
glng them for stock, could not be heard to al
lege, want of consideration, or a fraudulent
consideration, or that the acts of the Bank
ers‘ Company in acquiring and transferring
the bonds were without legal validity, while

it retained the stock which it received as the
fruits of the transaction, nor could it be per
mitted to assert that the August agreements
were ultra vires, while retaining the fruits
thereof; that it was equally clear that the
bondholders of the $10,000,000 mortgage,
who became creditors of the Bankers’ Com
pany after all those transactions took place,

could not be heard to impeach the considera
tion of the plaintiff's mortgage; and that the
question as to the rights of the parties to the
property in controversy was merely whether
it was covered by the lien of the mortgage,
or equitably belonged to the plaintiff. and
whether the rights of the plaintiff therein
were paramount to those acquired under the
$10,000,000 mortgage.
The circuit court further held that there
was no satisfactory reason why the lieu of
the $3,000,000 mortgage should not include
the "reconstructed lines;" that that mort
gage was duly recorded before the $10,000,
000 mortgage of the Bankers’ Company was
recorded, and no question arose under the
registry act as to the priority of lieu of the

respective mortgages; that if it should be
conceded that the money of the Bankers‘
Company exclusively was used in the im
provements and reconstruction of those
lines, and the improved value of the prop
erty represented nothing except what was
put into it by the Bankers‘ Company, there
was nothing to distinguish the case from
the ordinary one where a mortgagor or his
vendee of the mortgaged property makes rc
pairs and improvements of a permanent
character; that such improvements as become
a part of the realty always inure to the se
curlty of the mortgagee; but that the “strange:

wires" did not come'under the operation of:
that rule, as they did not lose their character
as personalty.
The circuit court further held that the line
from Cleveland to Chicago was constructed
to connect Buﬂalo by a northerly route with
Chicago, pursuant to the agreement of Au
gust %, 1883, and was the same property de
scribed in and conveyed by the $3,000,000
mortgage, as “intended to be shortly con
structed or acquired” for the Rapid Com
pany; that the circumstance that there was
no formal delivery or transfer of that prop
erty to the Rapid Company by the Bankers’
Company was not material; that, as soon as
it was acquired by the Bankers‘ Company,
it became, in equity, the property of the
Rapid Company; that it was competent for
the latter to mortgage the lines which were
not in eodstence at the date of the mortgage.
but which, by the agreement of the Bankers’
Company, were to be built or acquired there
after, and were, by the terms of the mort»
gage, to inure to the security of the bond
holders; that such a mortgage, although in
effectual as a. conveyance in praesenti, took
effect as an equitable transfer, and attached
to the after-acquired property as soon as

the title of the mortgagor accrued; that this
case was exceptional only because it pi'tL
seated a question of priority between two

mortgages of after-acquired property; that
upon the principle that, as between equal
equities, priority of time will prevail, the
lieu of the $3,000,000 mortgage was Bil-“1'

mount to that of the $10,000,000 11101181189
subsequently created; that much stress had
been laid upon the circumstance that the

line in question was paid for in bonds of the

$10,000,000 mortgage, or with the proceeds
of such bonds, but that such fact was Of 110
legal signiﬁcance; and that those W1l°

bought the bonds of the $10,000.000 mon‘
gage had no higher claim for consideration

than the bondholders under the $900,000
mortgage, who parted with their property
upon the promise that this line should stand
as security for the payment of their bonds

The circuit court further held that "19
United Lines Company did not occupy we
position of a bona ﬁde purchaser of ‘119
property; that full notice of the equities and:
claims of the plaintiﬂ was given to it before:

it purchased the property al'the foreclosum
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$19; that it acquired the rights of the bond
and Stokes, and Farnsworth, receiver. On a
hearing of the exceptions the court modiﬁed
nothing more; that as to the suggestion that
the description reported by the special mas
receivers’ certiﬁcates were created pursuant
ter, and the form of decree settled by him,
to orders of the courts. in suits brought in
conﬁrmed his report, subject to certain speci
state courts in New York and Ohio, in which
ﬁed amendments, and on April 4, 1889, en
receivers of the property of the Bankers’
tered the ﬁnal decree, before mentioned. in
Company were appointed, which certiﬁcate
favor of the plaintiff, from which the United
were declared by the orders to be ﬁrst liens
Lines Company and Stokes have appealed.
on all the property of that company, and as
It is contended for the appellants that—
to the contention that the lien of the $3,
(1) Under the agreements of August, 1883,
000,000 mortgage could not have precedence
no bonds of the Rapid Company were to be
of those certiﬁcates, it was to be said that,
delivered to the Bankers’ Company. The
as the plalntiﬂ was not a party to those

holders under the $10,000,000 mortgage, and

M:

suits, the orders by which the certiﬁcates

iitM

were created were nugatory as an adjudica
tion upon the equities of the plaintiff; that
no Judgment in those suits could bind the

plaintiff by a declaration that the certiﬁcates
should outrank its equitable lien; that a pur
chaser of such certiﬁcates would not acquire
a lien prior to the $3,000,000 mortgage upon
the property included in it when it was re
corded, or upon the acccssorlnl improve
meats and additions: that it was not clear
that a purchaser without notice, and for
value, would not obtain a paramount lien
upon the western lines, assuming that the
certiﬁcates were authorized by a competent
court having possession of the property. by
its receivers, at the time; that those ques
tions were not properly before the court,

and could not be considered under the issues
made by the pleadings;

that the defendants

did not assert in their answer that they were
bona ﬁde purchasers of such certiﬁcates, but
the United Lines Company set up title under

the foreclosure of the $10,000,000 mortgage,
and Stokes founded his claim upon the sale

by the Ohio court, which sale had been set
aside; that it was no obstacle to the relief
prayed by the bill that the real estate sought
to be subjected to the decree was in another
state; that it suﬂiced that the court had in
risdiction of the persons of the defendants,
and could compel them to observe its decree;
and that there ought to be a decree for the

bonds were intended for the stockholders of
the Rapid Company and for no one else.
The delivery made was simply colorable;
the persons receiving them apparently for
the Bankers’ Company really received them
for the purpose of handing them over to
Bullens, the trustee, that they might be ex
changed for the stock of the Rapid Company,
and the Bankers‘ Company never received
one of those bonds.
(2) The Bankers’ Company, as a matter of
law, had no right to build the western lines
for the Rapid Company, or any lines except
for itself, and no right, in any event, to build
lines for another company, by using the pro
ceeds of its own bonds in constructing such
lines, leaving the holders of its bonds with
out any security.
(3) If the Bankers’ Company in fact tried
to build the western lines for the Rapid Com
pany with money raised by the sale of the
bonds of the Bankers’ Company, and intend-l,
ed to turn such lines over to the Rapid Com-F’,
pany, leaving its own ‘bondholders without"
any security, the transaction was fraudulent,
and the Rapid Company was a party to the
fraud.
(4) The evidence showed that the Rapid

Company knew that the Bankers‘ Company
had no money of its own with which to build
the western lines, and that the money for
such construction was being raised by the

sale of the Bankers’ Company's bonds, and

- ‘= ‘nsain":ﬁ

Plahitlﬂ, conformable to the foregoing con
illusions, with reference to a master, it ncces
"117, to ascertain what property was to be

also knew that the purchasers of those bonds
had been informed by the Bankers’ Company
that the bonds had been secured by a dced

elhcluded in the description of the "recon
Fltructed lines" in the decree.

of trust to the Farmers’ Loan it; Trust Com
pany on all the lines which the Bankers‘

‘After the delivery of the opinion, the Unit

Company then had, and on all which it might
thereafter build; and the Rapid Company,
so knowing, and having kept secret its agree
merits of August, 1883, was estopped from
claiming any part of said lines as its proper
ty, or as having been built for it.
(5) The western lines, as a matter of fact,
never were completed by the contractors for
the Bankers‘ Company, and never were in
fact delivered to that company before the
appointment of the receivers in the foreclo
sure suit against it; so that it was never in

ed Lines Company and Stokes moved for a
l'eargument on certain questions; but the mo
tion was denied, and an order was made 0c

tobel‘ 26, 1888, referring it to a special mas
lei‘ to ascertain what property was to be in
chided in the description of the property to

be awarded to the plaintiti' by the decree,
Ind also to settle the decree. The special
mister, after hearing the parties, made a re
Port on January 18, 1880, determining the

Property to be so included, and settling the
form of the decree, and reporting to the
001111 the evidence taken before him. The
plﬂintilf excepted to the report, as also did
the defendants the United Lines Company
v.13s.o.—26

a position to deliver the lines to any other
company, even it rhe contract for such dellv'
ery had been honest and valid.
(6) The lines were never delivered by the
Bankers’ Company, and were never received
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by the Rapid Company. No settlement was
had between the companies. The Bankers‘
Company was never in a position to deliver
the lines, never having had possession of
them. The lines were put in possession of
the receivers appointed in suits commenced
by the contractors. Afterwards they came
into the possession of the receivers appointed
in the foreclosure suit, and those receivers
were authorized to issue $130,000 in certiﬁ
cates, and secure the same by a deed of
trust to the Farmers’ Loan 8: Trust Com

pany.
(7) The Bankers‘ Company having failed to
pay the amount due to contractors for con
struction and material, and receivers’ certiﬁ
cates having been issued, the property came
into the possession of the receivers 01! the
Bankers‘ Company, and was never in the
possession of the Rapid Company or of its
greceiver.
2 (8) Afterwards, it being impossible to ﬁnish
' the lines, and‘to keep them in repair from
the earnings, the deed of trust made to se
cure the receivers‘ certiﬁcates was foreclosed.
The receiver of the Rapid Company, duly ap
pointed by the circuit courts of the United

States in Connecticut, New York, and Ohio,
became a party to said action; and in that
action a decree was entered that the prop
erty be sold for the payment of the receiv
ers' certiﬁcates.
(9) The receiver of the Rapid Company,
having been a party in the foreclosure suit

in Ohio, was bound by the decision in that
case. The ownership of the lines now in dis
pute, from Cleveland to Chicago, was set
tied in that suit by a court of competent ju
risdiction, in a case where all the necessary
parties were either plaintiffs or defendants,
and such decision was ﬁnal and binding upon
all.
(10) The court below was misled, and sup
posed that the suit in Ohio had been decided
upon the merits against the appellants in this
case, or had been dismissed.
(11) The decree herein should be reversed,
and the property restored.
But we are of opinion that the line from
Cleveland to Chicago became the property
of the Rapid Company, and was subject to
the mortgage made by that company. That
result was contemplated in the agreement

of August 23, 1833, and in the mortgage of
September 15, 1883. The $3,000,000 of bonds
issued under that mortgage were delivered
to the treasurer of the Bankers’ Company

such an exchange. Those who took the
bonds from the Bankers‘ Company, under

the circumstances, were authorized to ex
pect that the company would perform its
agreement, which was to give added secu
rity for the bonds, and they had a right to
to
_,
rely on such performance.

‘The line from Cleveland to Chicago was:
completed in compliance with the agree
ment, and was intended to be pro tanto a
performance thereof. No further delivery of
that line was practicable or requisite than
that which was made by connecting it with
the system of the Rapid Company, and using
it as a part of that system. The same oiﬁ
cers represented both companies, and both
companies had the same general manager.
His duty to his two principals, namely, the
trust on the one side to deliver, and on the
other to receive, the property, was suﬂlcient
to effectuate the necessary delivery from the
Bankers’ Company to the Rapid Company.
There is no ground for assaiiing the good
faith of the agreement of August 28, 1883.
it was entered into with perfect good faith
on the part of the Rapid Company, and with
every appearance of good faith on the part
of the Bankers’ Company. It violated no
principle of law, and no rule of good morals;
and, if it had been fully carried out, it is
probable that both parties would have re
ailzed from it the beneﬁts which they antici
pated.
Nor is there any force in the objection
that the agreement was ultra vires on the
part of the Bankers‘ Company. The statutes

of New York authorized and justiﬁed it.
The general power of a corporation to hold
property in states other than the one which
incorporated it, in the absence of statutory

prohibition in such states, is ﬁrmly estab
lished. The Bankers‘ Company received the
beneﬁt of the August agreement, throng11

which alone it acquired control of the Rapid
Company. It enjoyed that control, took all
the receipts of the Rapid Company's bus

ness, proﬁted by the good will which that
company had acquired, and thus obtained B

beneﬁt from the August agreement which is
beyond its power to restore; and the bond

holders of the Bankers’ Company, who are.
simply its creditors, and became such aim
the August agreement was made, are bound
by the agreement made by it within the
scope of its corporate powers.

on March 3, 1884. It was deliberately agreed

It seems quite clear that the eqlﬂiies or
the plaintiff and of the bondholders of the
Rapid Company are superior to those of them

between the two companies that the new

bondholders of the Bankers’ Company- Thee

lines in the west were to be built, were to ‘after-acquired property of the Rapid Com‘:
belong to the Rapid Company, and were to Dally, described in its mortgage, became Sui?
be Part of the security for the Rapid Corn ject to such mortgage as fast as it W118 w
PBILY's bonds.

The force of that agreement

was not impaired by the fact that the Bank
ers’ Company had made the further agree

ment of August 29, 1883, to exchange those
bonds to!‘ Stock, so far as the stockholders
of the Rapid Company might elect to make

quired. Dunham v. Railway 00., 1 “'“11
254; Railroad Co. v. Cowdrey, 11 Wall- 459
The equities of the two appellants are no
greater than those of the bondholders of the
Bankers‘ Company. It is well settled ﬁlm
a sale of real estate under judicial pillow‘

BARNETT n. KINNEY
tags concludes no one who is not a party to
those proceedings.

Neither the Rapid Com

puny nor the plaintiff was a party to the
suit for the foreclosure of the mortgage or
the Bunkers‘ Company. Therefore whatever
title either of them had to the property

which was attempted to be sold in that fore~
closure suit remained unaffected by the suit.

-v—- _.-n.t-K

The same fact is true of the attempted sale
in the Ohio proceeding, set up in the answer.
Neither the Rapid Company nor the plaintiﬂ!
was a party to that proceeding, and the at
tempted sale under it did not bar or impair
their rights. Moreover, it is quite clear on
the proofs that both of the appellants had
notice of the title of the Rapid Company and

the plaintiff. It is therefore unimportant to
give special consideration to the Ohio pro
ceeding, or to any claim based by Stokes up
on it; and the fact is immaterial whether
the sale \mder that proceeding was set aside,
or whether the order setting it aside was
subsequently reversed. There was nothing
in the Ohio proceeding which could divest
or impair the lieu of the Rapid Company’s
mortgage, or the rights of the plaintiff as
trustee for the Rapid Company's bondhold

ers.
For these reasons we are of opinion that
the circuit court did not err in deciding that
the western lines came under the mortgage
of the Rapid Company, and ought to pass
under the foreclosure of that mortgage.
We have considered all the points made
by the appellants, and are of opinion that
there is nothing substantial in them, and we
have remarked upon them as fully as seems
to be necessary.

Decree aﬂirrned.
Mr. Justice FIELD and l\ir.Justlce BREW

ER dissented.

(147 U. S. 476)

BARNETT v. KINNEY, Sheriff.
(February 6, 1893.)

idaho T. §§ 5875-5932,) forbidding preferences
in favor of any creditor, refer only to domestic
insolvents, and an assignment for the beneﬁt of

creditors with preferences made in Utah, and
valid there, is good in Idaho, in respect to cer
tam personal property there situated, as against
the claims of a dtizen of Minnesota. 23 Pan.
"it 9:22. reversed. Green v. Van Buskirk, 5

Wall. 507. '7 Wall. 139, distinguished.
Bank, 13 N. _E. Rep. 806 122 I11. 551. and

Frank v. Bobbitt, 29 N. n. hep. 209, 155 Mass.
112. approved.
‘Appeal from the supreme court of the ter
ntory of Idaho.

At Law. Action of replevin in the district
Court of Alturas county, Idaho '11, by Josiah

Barnett, ussignee in bankruptcy of M. H.

Human. against Patrick H. Kinney, Sheriff.
Judlament was given for plaintiﬂ, but this
by the

territorial

court. 23 Pac. Rep. 922. Plaintiii‘. appeals.
Reversed.
b
Statement by Mr. Chiet' Justice FULLERzQ
‘This was an action of replevin commenced‘
in the district court of Alturas county, terri
tory of Idaho, on December 12, 1887, by Josi
ah Burnett against P. H. Kinney, to recover
the possession of certain goods and chattels
mentioned in the complaint and for damages
and costs. The case was submitted to the
court for trial, :1 Jury having been expressly
waived, upon an agreed statement of facts,
and the court made its ﬁndings of fact as fol
lows: That on November 23, 1887, M. H.
Lipman was a citizen of the United States
and of the territory of Utah, residing and do
ing business at Salt Lake City, and was pos
sessed and the owner of real and personal
property in Utah, and of certain personal
property at Hailey, in Alturas county, Idaho,
and that he was indebted to divers persons.
(none of whom were then, or at the time of
trial, citizens, residents, and inhabitants of
Idaho,) and was insolvent, and on that day
duly made, executed, and delivered to Bar
nett, as his assignee, a deed of assignment in
writing, which was accepted by Barnett, who
assumed the execution thereof; that. by the
assignment, Lipman sold, transferred, as
signed, and delivered to Barnett all his prop
erty, real and personal, wherever found, in
trust, to take possession and convert the
same into cash, and pay the necessary ex
penscs. and then his creditors, according to
cermin classes named in the assignment,
preferences being made thereby in favor of
certain creditors, as against others, all being
designated by classes; that on November 25,
1887, Barnett, as assignee, took actual pos~
session of the personal property situated in
Idaho, and on November 26th, and before
the property was taken by Kinney, ﬁled the
assignment for record in the proper oilice in
Alturas county; and that Kinney had actual
knowledge and notice in the premises. It
was further found that the assignment "was

and is valid by the laws of the territory of

No. 415.
Cosme’: or Laws-Assmximx'rs m INSOLVENCY
—Panr|a|tn.\'cns.
The insolvency laws of Idaho, (Rev. St.

was reversed
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supreme

Utah;" that Lipman was indebted to the St.
Paul Knitting Works, a corporation organized;
and‘existing antler the laws of the state ot
.'\iinnesota, the liability having been incurred
by him as a citizen, resident, and inhabitant
01' Utah, and in the transaction of his busi
ness there; that on November 26. 1837, and
while Barnett was in actual possession, Kin
ney, who was sheriff ot Alturas coimty, un

der a writ of attachment in favor of that cor
poration and against Llpman, took posses
sion of the property; and that thereupon this
action ot'. replevin was commenced and the
possession of the property delivered to Bar
nett, who had sold the same and retained the
proceeds subject to the ﬁnal disposition of
the action. It was further found that prior
to the taking of the property from Barnett
by Kinney under the writ of attachment,
and after the assignment had been recorded,
Kinney, as sheriil', had taken it from Bar
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nett's possession, under a writ of attachment

issued at the suit of a ﬁrm located in Nebras

yielded when the policy of the state when
the property was located had prescribed a

in). against Lipman, and it had been retaken
from Kinney in an action of claim and de
livery brought by Burnett against him, which
action was still pending. It was also found
that the goods had been shipped from Lip
man's store in Utah in September, 1887, to Al
turus county; and that Lipman, from Septem
ber, 1887, up to the time of making the assign
ment, had been doing business in Idaho in
the running of a branch store at Hailey, in
Alturas county; and that at the time of
bringing this action defendant was wrongful
ly detaining the property from the possession

of plaintiff.
The court found as conclusions of law that

different rule of transfer from that of the
domicile of the owner; that this assignment
was contrary to the statutes and the settled
policy of Idaho, in that it provided for pref~
erences; that the fact that the assignee had
taken and was in possession of the property
could not adect the result; and that the dis
tinction between a voluntary and an involun
tary assignment was entitled to no considera
tion.
Undoubtedly there is some conﬂict of au
thority on the question as to how far the
transfer of personal property by assign
ment or sale, lawfully made in the country

of the domicile of the owner, will be held

to be valid in the courts of another country.
the assignment, a copy of which was an
where the property is situated, and a dif
nexed to the ﬁnding of facts, was a good
and valid instrument, and conveyed title to ferent local rule prevails.
We had occasion to consider this subject;
the property in question; and that the plain
somewhat in Colew. Cunningham, 133 U}
tiff, at the time of bringing the action and
S. 107, 129, 10 Sup. Ct. Rep. 209, and it was
the trial, was entitled to the possession of
there said: "Great contrarlety of state
the property, and to judgment therefor, and
decision exists upon this general topic,
for nominal damages and costs. Judgment
and it may be fairly stated that, as between
having been entered, an appeal was prose
citizens of the state of the forum, and the
cuted to the supreme court of the territory,
assignee appointed under the laws of an
by which it was reversed, and the cause re
other state, the claim of the former will
manded to the district court, with instruc
be held superior to that of the latter by
tions to enter judgment for the defendant.
the courts of the former; while, as be
The record shows that the case had been
tween the assignee and citizens of his own
tried in the district court before the then
state and the state of the debtor, the laws
Q chief justice of the territory, and that a
h
of such state will ordinarily be applied in
Q‘ change had taken place in that oiﬁce*when
o
the state of the litigation, unless forbid‘
the hearing was had on appeal. Of the three
den by, or inconsistent with, the laws Ol‘
members composing the supreme court, one
policy of the latter. Again, although, in
was for reversal and another for aﬂirmance,
some of the states, the fact that the as
while the chief justice had been of counsel
signee claims under a decree of a court or
between the same parties in a case in the
by virtue of the law of the state of the
same district court, but "with a different at
domicile of the debtor and the attaching
taching creditor;" and he stated that he had
creditor, and not under a conveyance hi
not participated in the discussion of the case,
the insolvent, is regarded as immaterial.
but, his associates having reached opposite
yet, in most, the distinction between in
conclusions, the disagreeable duty rested up
voluntary transfers of property, such “5
on him “of breaking the deadlock," which he
work by operation of law, as foreign bank
did by concurring in the ophiion for reversal.
rupt and insolvent laws, and a voluntary
The majority opinion is to be found in 23
conveyance is recognized. The reason fill‘
Pac. Rep. 922, and the dissent in 24 Pac.
the distinction is that a voluntary trims‘
Rep. 624. The case was brought by appeal
fer, if valid where made, ought generally
to this court.
W. H. H. Miller and C. S. Varian. for at»

C
m
'i'
I

to be valid everywhere, being the exercise
of the personal right of the owner to disc

pellant. Wm. Stone Abert and Jno. W.

pose of his own, while an assignment by

Warner, for appellee.

operation of law has no legal operation out

of the state in which the law was Passed
Thls is a reason which applies to citizens
‘Mr. Chief Justice FULLER, after stating
the facts in the foregoing language, deliv
ered the opinion of the court.
The supreme court of the territory held
that a. nonresident could not make an as
signment, with preferences, of personal prop
erty situated in Idaho, that would be valid
as against a. nonresident attaching creditor,
the latter being entitled to the same rights
as a citizen of Idaho; that the recognition
by one state of the laws of another state
goterning the transfer of property rested
on the principle of comity, which always

of the actual situs of the property when
that is elsewhere than at the domicile 0f
the insolvent, and the controversy 11118 Chief‘
1y been as to whether property so situated

can pass even by a voluntary convei'lmce
W8 have here a voluntary transfer of 1115
property by a citizen of Utah for the pay‘

ment of his debts, with preferences. which
transfer was valid in Utah, where Ill-‘159'

and was consummated by the delivery 01
the property in Idaho, where it was 5mm‘

ed, and then taken on an attachment 1"

BARNETT o. KINNEY.

M181 is;

favor of a creditor not a resident or citi
zen of Idaho. Was there anything in the
statutes or established policy of Idaho in
validating such transfer?
Title 12 of part 3 oi’ the Revised Statutes
of the Territory of Idaho, entitled “Of pro

W358:
lieu!

geeedings in insolvency," (Rev. St. §§ 5875

tht‘ii

,“5932,) provided that "no'asslgnment of any

lube
in m

insolvent debtor, otherwise than as provid
ed in this title, is legal or binding on cred
ltors;" that creditors should share pro rata,
“without priority or preference whatever;”
for the discharge of the insolvent debtor
upon compliance with the provisions of the
title, by application for such discharge by
petition to the district court of the county
in which he had resided for six months next
preceding, with schedule and inventory on
nexed, giving a true statement of debts and
liabilities, and a description of all the in
solvent‘s estate, including his homestead,
if any, and all property exempt by law
from execution. The act applied to corpo
rations and partnerships, and declared that,
if the partners resided in different counties,
that court in which the petition was ﬁrst

h‘liil
how's:

by s
that

villa
has:
an

ﬁled should

retain

jurisdiction over the

case. Nothingis clearer from its various pro
visions than that the statute had reference
only to domestic insolvents. As pointed out
by Judge Berry in his dissenting opinion,
the ﬁrst section of the 58 upon this sub
ject, in providing that "every insolvent debt
or may upon compliance with the provi
sinus of this title, be discharged from his
debts and liabilities," demonstrates this.
The legislature of Idaho certainly did not
attempt to discharge citizens of other ju

risdictions from their liabilities, nor intend
a5‘
FE

that personal property in Idaho, belonging
to citizens of other states or territories,
could not be applied to the payment of their

debts unless they acquired a six months’
[i5

s!
v35$

a
I‘.
u
<- .“‘\ 1-\‘G12En5'_“\§

residence in some county of Idaho, and
went through its insolvency court.
The instrument in controversy did not pur
port to be executed under any statute, but
was an ordinary common-law assignment,
with preferences, and as such was not, in

itself, illegal. Jewell v. Knight, 123 U. S.
426, 434, 8 Sup. Ct. Rep. 193.

And it was

found as a fact that it was valid under
the laws of Utah. While the statute of
Idaho prescribed
pro
rata distribution,
without preference, in assignments under

the statute, it did not otherwise deal with
the disposition of his property by a debtor,

n01‘ prohibit preferences between nonresi
dent dcbtors and creditors through an as

sis'ilment valid by the laws of the debtor's
gdomlcile.

No Just rule required the courts

‘of Idaho, at the instance of a citizen of an
’other state,

to

adjudgc

a'transfer, valid

at common law and by the law of the
place where it was made, to be invalid, be
cause preferring

creditors

elsewhere,

and

therefore in contravention of the Idaho
Statute and the public policy therein indi
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cated in respect of its own citizens, proceed
ing thereunder. The law of the situs was
not incompatible with the law of the domi
clle.
In Halstead v. Straus, 32 Fed. Rep. 279,
which was an action in New Jersey, involv
ing an attachment there by a New York cred
itor as against the voluntary assignee of a
New York ﬁrm, the property in dispute be
ing an indebtedness of one Straus, a resident
of New Jersey, to the ﬁrm, Mr. Justice Brad

ley remarked: “It is true that the statute
of New Jersey declares that assignments in
trust for the beneﬁt of creditors shall be for
their equal beneﬁt, in proportion to their sev
eral demands, and that all preferences shall
be deemed fraudulent and void; but this law
applies only to New Jersey asignments, and
not to those made in other states, which af
fect property or creditors in New Jersey.
It has been distinctly held by the courts of
New Jersey that a voluntary assignment
made by a nonresident debtor, which is valid
by the law of the place where made, cannot
be impeached in New Jersey, with regard
to property situated there, by nonresident
debtors. Bentley v. Whittemore, 19 N. J.
Eq. 462; Moore v. Bonnell, 31 N. J. Law,

90. The execution of foreign assignments in
New Jersey will be enforced by its courts
as a matter of comity, except when it would
injure its own citizens; then it will not. If
Deering, Milliken & Co. were a New Jersey
ﬁrm, they could successfully resist the exe—
cution of the assignment in this case. But
they are not; they are a New York ﬁrm.
New York is their business residence and
domicile. The mere fact that one of the
partners resides in New Jersey cannot alter
the case. The New Jersey courts, in carry
ing out the policy of its statute for the pro
tection of its citizens, by refusing to carry
into eﬁect a valid foreign assignment, will
be governed by reasonable rules of general
jurisprudence; and it seems to me that to
refuse validity to the assignment in the pres
ent case would be unreasonable and uncalled
for."
45!

‘In May v. Bank, 122 111. 551, 13 N. E. Rep.
806, the supreme court of Illinois held that
the provision in the statute of that state
prohibiting all preferences in assignments by
debtors applied only to those made in the
state, and not to those made in other states;
that the statute concerned only domestic as
signments and domestic creditors; and the
court, in reference to the contention that, if
not against the terms, the assignment was
against the policy of the statute, said: "An
assignment giving preferences, though made
without the state, might, as against credit
ors residing in this state, with some reason,
be claimed to be invalid, as being against
the policy of the statute in respect of do
mestic creditors; that it was the policy of
the law that there should be an equal dis
trlbutlon in respect to them. But, as the
statute has no application to assignments
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made without the state, we cannot see that
there is any policy of the law which can be
said to exist with respect to such assign
monts, or with respect to foreign creditors,
and why nonresidents are not left free to
execute voluntary :wsignments, with or with
out preferences, among foreign creditors, as
they may see ﬁt, so long as domestic credit
ors are not affected thereby, without objec
tion lying to such assignments that they are
against the policy at our law. The statute
was not made for the regulation of foreign
assignments, or for the distribution, under
such assignments, of a debtor's property
among foreign creditors."
In Frank v. Bobbitt, 155 Mass. 112, 29 N.
E. Rep. 209, a voluntary assignment made
in North Carolina, and valid there, was held
valid and enforced in Massachusetts, as
against a subsequent attaching creditor of
the asslgnors, resident in still another state,
and not a party to the assignment. The su
preme judicial court observed that the as
signment was a voluntary, and not a statu
tory, one; that the attaching creditors were
not resident in Massachusetts; that at com
mon law, in that state, an assignment for
the beneﬁt of creditors which created pret
erences was not void for that reason; and
that there was no statute which rendered
invalid such an assignment when made by
parties living in another state, and affecting
‘485
property in Massachusetts; citing Train v.
Kendall, 137 Mass. 360. ‘Referring to the gen
eral rule that a. contract, valid by the law of
the place where made, would be regarded
as valid elsewhere, and stating that "it is not
necessary to inquire whether this rule rests
JXi the comity which prevails between differ
ent states and countries, or is a recognition
at the general right which every one has to
dispose of his property or to contract con
.m-nlng it as he chooses,” the court said that
-.he only qualiﬁcation annexed to voluntary
assignments made by debtors living in an
other state had been “that this court would

not sustain them it to do so would be preju
dicial to the interests of our own citizens,
or opposed to public policy;" and added;
"As to the claim of the plalntitrs that they
should stand as well as if they were citizens
of this state, it may be said, in the ﬁrst
place, that the qmiiltication attached to for
eign assignments is in favor of our own citi
zens 118 Such. and, in the next place, that the
asslgmnent being valid by the law oi! the
place where it was made, and not adverse

to the interests of our citizens, nor opposed

to Public Policy. no cause appears for pro
nouncing it invalid." And 509, among nu.
merous cases to the same effect, Butler v_

We do regard our decision in Green v. l'nn
Buskirk, 5 Wall. 307, 7 Wall. 139, as to the
contrary. That case was fully considered in
Colo v. Cunningham. supra. and need not be
reexamined. The controversy was between
two creditors of the owner of personally in
Illinois, one of them having obtained judg
ment in a suit in which the property was at
tached, and the other claiming under a chat
tel mortgage. By the Illinois statute such
a mortgage was void as against third per
sons, unless acknowledged and recorded as
provided, or unless the property was deliv
ered to and remained with the mortgagee;
and the mortgage in that case was not so so
knowledged and recorded, nor had posses
sicn been taken. All parties were citizens?)

of New York, but that fact was not~consid-g
ered suﬁicient to overcome the distinctively
politic and coercive law of Illinois.
In our judgment the Idaho statute was
inapplicable, and the assignment was in con
travention of no settled policy 0t that terri
tory. It was valid at common law, and valid
in Utah, and, the assignee having taken pos
session betore the attachment imued, the
district court was right in the conclusions or
law at which it arrived.
The judgment is reversed, and the cause
remanded to the supreme court of the state
of Idaho for further proceedings not incon~
sistent with this opinion.
Judgment re
versed.
==
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ARNOLD, CONSTABLE & 00. v. UNITED
STATES.
(February 6, 1893.)

No. 825.
CUSTOMS Dt'rlas—Cnissiricnios — Unonncrorn
lNG—COXSTRUCTION or LAWS.

1. Under the. tariff act of October 1. H390.
knit woolen undershirts, drawers, and hostel‘!

are dutiable as “woolen wearing apparel.’ ‘P1’
der section 1, par. 396, and not as “knit fubncﬂ
made on frames." under paragraph 392
Fed. R'ieg. 510, aﬂirmed.
2.
0 words "wearing apparel," as 8911"‘
ally used in statutes, refer not merely to 8 lie-P‘
son's cuter clothing. as indicated by some dic
tionary deﬁnitions, but cover all articles usual
ly worm—dress in generaL—and include under
clothing.

As used in tariff legislation, the ford!
"clothing and articles of wearing apparel ."S
more speciﬁc than “cloths and knit fabrics.
since out of cloths and knit fabrics clothing
and wearing apparel are made; the latter b0
111i: included in the former, while the former
are not included in the latter.
4. In construing the tariﬁ act of October
1, 1890, the court will, in a. proper case. as 11"
aid to interpretation, consider the fact that till‘
general idea of the statute is that of protection
to American manufactures, and this idea: sug

Ilests that an article which has been sablected

Wendell, 537 Mich. 62, 23 N. W. Rep. 460;
Receiver v. First Nat. Bank, 34 N. J. Eq.
450; Egbert v. Baker, 58 Conn. 319, 20 Au.
Rep. 466; Chafee v. Bank, 71 Me. 514; ()ck.

to an additional process of manufacture is 5“
Ject to a higher, rather than an equal or lOWZY'
rate of duty.

"man “~ Cross, 54 N. Y. 29; Weider v. Mad
dox, 66 Tex. 372, 1 S. W. Rep. 168; Thurs

"clothing, ready made, wearing apparel ,,
every description," etc., "except knit 859°“!

ton v. Rosenﬁeld, 42 M0. 474.

and ‘that in the act of 1890, par. 396, this .5‘

5. The am that in the tlu'iﬁ m of March
3. 1883. a certain duty was imposed 111w“

ception was stricken out, is very persuasn‘l

ARNOLD, CONSTABLE & CO. '0. UNITED STATES.
that congress intended that no articles of wear
ing apparel should be excepted from the duty
rescrihcd in that section because they were
Bnit goods.
6. While the expressions “knit goods" and
"knit fabrics" are frequently used interchange
ably, it would seem that the former more up
propriately describes manufactured articles,
while the latter refers more especially to man
ufnctul‘ed material as piece goods, and this dis
tinction is recognized in the trade.
Appeal from the circuit court of the United
States for the southern district of New York.
Ailirmed.
Statement by Mr. Justice BREWER:
The appellants imported into the port of
New York, by the steamship Alaska. several
cases containing knit woolen under-shirts,
drawers, and hosiery. The collector assessed
duty on them, under paragraph 396, § 1, or
the tariff act of October 1, 1890, (26 St. p.
597,) as “woolen wearing apparel." The a'p
pellants protested, claiming that the articles
were dutlable only under paragraph 392 of
the some not, as “knit fabrics made on
frames.“ On this protest, the board of gen
eral appraisers, reversing the decision of the
collector, held that the merchandise should
have been classiﬁed as contended by the hu
porters, under paragraph 392, and not under
paragraph 396. 'l‘hereupon the collector
“made application to the United States cir
gouit court for the outhern district of New
- York'for a review of the matter. Additional
testimony was taken, as authorized by the
statute, and on hearing that court reversed
the decision of the board of general apprais
ers, and sustained the ruling of the collector.
46 Fed. Rep. 510. From this decision appel
lants appealed to this court. Paragraphs 396
and 392 are as follows:
"396. On clothing, ready made, and articles
of wearing apparel of every description,
made up or manufactured, wholly or in part,
not specially provided for in this act, felts
not woven, and not specially provided for in
this act, and plushes and other pile fabrics,
all the foregoing, composed wholly or in
part of wool, worsted, the hair of the camel,
goat, alpaca, or other animals, the duty per
pound shall be four and one half times the

duty imposed by this not on a pound of un
Washed wool 01! the ﬁrst class, and in addi
tion thereto sixty per centum ad valorem."
“392. On woolen or worsted cloths, shawls,

knit fabrics, and all fabrics made on knitting
machines or frames, and all manufactures

of "913' description made wholly or in part
a! wool, worsted, the hair of the camel,
Wat» allJaca, or other animals, not specially
Provided for in this not, valued at not more

tllil‘ty cents per pound, the duty per
Pound shall be three times the duty imposed

by this act on a pound of unwashed wool oi
the ﬁrst class, and in addition thereto forty
Del‘ centum ad valorem; valued at more

than thirty and not more than forty cents
Del‘ P011110, the duty per pound shall be three
and one half limes the duty imposed by
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this act on a pound of unwashed wool of
the ﬁrst class, and in addition thereto forty
per centum ad valorern; valued at above
forty cents per pound, the duty per pound
shall be four times the duty imposed by this
act on a pound of unwashed wool of the ﬁrst
class, and in addition thereto ﬁfty per centum

ad valorem."
W. B. Conghtry and Stephen G. Clarke, for
appellants. Asst. Att . Gen. Maury, for the
United States.

‘Mr. Justice BRE‘VER, after stating the"
facts in the foregoing language, delivered
the opinion of the court.
The question in this case is whether knit
woolen shirts, drawers, and hosiery come
within the enumeration oi‘ “clothing, ready
made, and articles of wearing apparel of or’
cry description, made up or manuiactured
wholly or in part * ' ' of wool," as pro
vided in paragraph 396, or of “knit fabrics,
and all fabrics made on knitting machines or
frames, and all manufactures of every de
scription, made wholly or in part of wool."
as found in paragraph 392. in the original
brief ﬁled by counsel for appellants it is con
coded that either enumeration, in the ab~
sence of the other, might cover these goods,
though in the reply brief it is contended that
in no proper sense of the term are the appel
lants‘ lmportations wearing apparel; and in
support thereof deﬁnitions are quoted from
several dictionaries, in which the word “ap
parel" is deﬁned as “external clothing," “ex
ternal habiliments or array," and “a person's
outer clothing." As against this, counsel for
the government also refers us to dictionaries
in which the term “wearing apparel" is de
ﬁned as “garments worn or made for wear~
ing; dress in general;” and the noun “wear
ing," as "that which one wears; clothes;
garments." But it is unnecessary to search
or compare the dictionaries. The term
‘Wearing apparel" is not an uncommon one
in statutes, and is used in an inclusive sense,
as embracing all articles which are ordinarily
worn,—dress in general. Indeed, this very
tatute, (paragraph 752,) in respect to ur
ticles exempt from duty, names "wearing ap—
parel and other personal eil'ects (not mer
chandise) of persons arriving in the United
States." Obviously, the term is here used as
covering all articles of dress, while "perso‘nal
effects" refer to other matters of personal
baggage not used as clothing. And it can
not be believed that a person coming into
the United States is permitted to bring in
his outer clothing free from duty, while his
under-clothing is subject to duty, and seizure
for the nonpayv-ent thereof. So in exemp
t
tion statutes is frequently found the termg
“wearing apparel.”
Thus for'instance, in.
the General Statutes of Kansas. (page 888,
c. 38, § 4,) is this description of exempt prop
erty: "First, the wearing apparel of the
debtor." And in the late bankruptcy net
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"the wearing apparel of the bankrupt." is ex
oepted from the operation of the assign
ment. Rev. St. 5 5045. No one would sup
pose that under such statutes a man's pan
taloons and shoes were exempt, while his
drawers and socks were not. Not only is
that the general sense in which the term is
used in statutes, but also the very form of
the language here used indicates an intent
to compass within the enumeration every ar
ticle which is ordinarily worn or recognized
as an article of dress. The language is:
"Clothing, ready made, and articles of wear
ing apparel of every description." The words
"clothing, ready made," would include coats,
pants, vests, and overcoats, at least; and the
sweeping term added thereafter, "articles of
wearing apparel of every description," was
obviously meant to reach out and include

everything that one wears.

We think that

the concession made by appellants’ counsel in
their principal brief is beyond question.
Each paragraph, as will be noticed, con
tains the words “not specially provided for in
this act;" and the contention of appellants
is that the enumeration in paragraph 392 is
more speciﬁc, and that, therefore, it should
control, referring in this connection to $010
mon v. Arthur, 102 U. S. 208, 212, and Hart
ranft v. Meyer, 135 U. S. 237, 10 Sup. Ct.

wearing apparel, and they are manufactured
material, rather than manufactured articles.
But the articles embraced within the terms
“clothing" and “wearing apparel" are put in
a class by themselves, and separated from
the other articles named in the paragraph by
the expression "not specially provided for in
this act;" and it may well be that congress
thought
that the manufacture of felts,
plushes, etc., required so much more labor
than that of cloth and knit fabrics as to jus
tify subjecting them to the higher duty of
manufactured articles, like clothing and
wearing apparel.
But more signiﬁcant is the change made in
the provisions of the tariff of 1890 from those
in that of March 3, 1883. A paragraph of
that tariff act (22 St. p. 509) is as follows:
"Clothing, ready made, and wearing appar
el of every description, not speciﬁcally enu
merated or provided for in this act, and bai
moral skirts, and skirting, and goods of simi
lar description, or used for like purposes,
composed wholly or in part of wool, worsted,
the hair of the alpaca, goat, or other ani
mals, made up or manufactured wholly or in
part by the tailor, seamstress, or manufactur
er, except knit goods, forty cents per pound,
and in addition thereto thirty-ﬁve per centum
ad valorem."

Rep. 751. But we think that the reverse is

Knit goods, it will be perceived, are ex-g

true, and that the description in 396 is more
of a special enumeration than that in 392.
Clothing and articles of wearing apparel are
more speciﬁc than cloths and knit fabrics.
Out of cloths and knit fabrics clothing and
wearing apparel are made. The latter are
included within the former, while the former

cepted from the~ description of “clothing!
ready made, and wearing apparel of every

are not included within the latter. So if the
decisive matter was the more special enu
meration, we think 396 would be preferred;
and in this connection may be noticed the
relative rate of duty, which is higher for the
articles in 396 than for those in 392. The
idea which runs through this statute is well

known to be that of protection to our mann
m facturcs. As the duty prescribed by 396
g exceeds that prescribed by 392, it suggests

- that the articles named in'396 have been sub
jected to an additional process. which is to
be protected by an increase of duty; and so
it is that paragraph 392 is apparently in
tended to provide the duty for what may be
considered “piece goods," manufactured ma
terial, while that part of paragraph 396
which we have been considering, and which
stands, as it were, correlated to paragraph
392, does not refer to manufactured material,
but that material carried by an additional
process of manufacturing into the condition
of manufactured articles. It is true that we
ﬁnd shawls named with cloths and fabrics
in paragraph 392, and they are manufactured
articles, yet they closely resemble manufac~
tured material, and are little more than piece
goods cut into sizes suitable for use. It is
also true that paragraph 396 names felts,
plushes, etc., in addition to clothing and

description." In Brown v. Maryland. 12
Wheat. 419, 438, Chief Justice Marshall rec
ognized as “a rule of interpretation, to which
all assent, that the exception of a particular
thing from general words proves that, in the
opinion of the lawglver, the thing excepted
would be within the general clause had the

exception not been made." Applying will
rule, it follows that but for the exception

the general description of “clothing, ready
made, and wearing apparel" would include
knit goods; and when, by the legislation 0!
1890, this exception was stricken out, it Is
very persuasive that congress understood
and intended that no articles of wearing ill)
parel should be excepted from the enumera
tion of paragraph 396, because they were
knit goods or fabrics.

And, again, there is some signiﬁcance ill
the substitution of the term "knit fabrics’
in the act of 1890 for “knit goods" in that of

1883; for, while they are frequently We"
changeable, it would seem as though "knit
goods" more appropriately described manu
factured articles, while “knit fabrics" 11*
ferred more especially to manufactured 11m‘

teriaL—piece goods. Thus in the subseqlwllt
description, in paragraph 396, are those

Words’ "Dlushes and other pile fabrics.” 0b
viously they refer to manufactured material

rather than manufactured articles. And in
this connection it is well to notice that, 11°
cording to the testimony, there are good’

known to the trade which are piece goods’
and which are fabrics made on knitting m9"
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chines or frames. One witness, John D. Ash
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weli, manager of the Norfolk & New Bruns
wick Hosiery Company, a company dealing
in tmdcrshirts, drawers, and hosiery, and who
had been connected with that company for
eighteen years, testified that he had never
heard such articles called “knit fabrics," say

ing: "I never had a man ask me for knit fab
rics in our line of business, that I know of.
Had he written to me for knit fabrics, i
should have told him that we did not have
them, that we did not sell them, and sent
him to parties who did make them.” The
change of the term, therefore, strengthens
the conclusion deduced from other considera
tions.
Our conclusion, therefore, is that there was
no error in the decision of the circuit court,
and it is aﬂfirmed.
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charge, defendant sued out a writ of habeas
corpus from the circuit court of the southern
district of New York, but, after a hearing,
the writ was dismissed, and the prisoner re
custody of the marshal.
an appeal was taken
to the supreme court, where the Judg
ment was afﬂrmed. See 12 Sup. Ct. Rep.
522, 143 U. S. 570. Subsequently defendant
was tried and convicted under the indict
ment, and from the judgment of conviction
he sued out a writ of error from the circuit
court of appeals, by which court the ques
tions involved were certiﬁed to this court.
Alfred Taylor, F. S. Parker, and Herman
Aaron, for plaintiﬂ.’ in error. Asst. Atty.
Gen. Maury, for the United States.

Mr. Justice BLATCHFORD delivered the
opinion of the court.
This is an indictment found May 16, 1892,

(147 n. s. 449)
HORNER v. UNITED STATES.

in the circuit court of the United States for
the southern district of New York, founded

(January 30, 1893.)

on section 3894 of the Revised Statutes, as
amended by Act Sept. 19, 1890, c. 908, (26
St. p. 465.) The section, as so amended,
reads as follows: “No letter, postal card, or
ssued onds, each of which was for 100 ﬂorins circular concerning any lottery, so-cnlled ‘giftg
concert,"or other similar enterpr‘me oiferingz'
prizes dependent upon lot or chance, or con
cernlng schemes devised for the purpose of
any day certain, but the date of payment was
obtaining money or property under false pre
to be determined by drawings, whereby it was
tenses, and no list of the drawings at any
determined which series was to be redeemed,
and the amount to be paid for each bond. For
lottery or similar scheme, and no lottery
the ﬁrst ten years there were to be ﬁve draw
ticket or part thereof, and no check, draft,
_ gs a year; for the next ten years, four draw
lngs_a year; for the third ten years, three bill, money, postal note, or money order for
drawings a year; and thereafter, up to and in
the purchase of any ticket, tickets, or part
cluding the ﬁfty-ﬁfth year, there were to be
thereof, or of any share or any chance in
two drawings a year, at the end of which time
any such lottery or gift enterprise, shall be
all the bonds were to be aid. Under this plan
the smallest amount to e paid for any bond
carried in the mail, or delivered at or through
thus selected for redemption during the ﬁrst
any post olﬁce or branch thereof, or by any
year was 135 golden, during the second year
letter carrier; nor shall any newspaper, cir
gulden, during the third year 145 gulden,
and so on increasing ﬁve gulden each year until
cular, pamphlet, or publication of any kind
e amount reached two hundred gniden, which
containing any advertisement of any lottery,
amount then remained stationary until all were
or gift enterprise of any kind offering prizes
redeemed.
addition to this there were cer
dependent upon lot or chance, or containing
tam bonds to be paid in each year for which
liljge sums were to be given, ranging from
any list of prizes awarded at the drawings of
200,000 gulden to 400 guiden. and these bonds
any such lottery or gift enterprise, whether
were also to be determined by chance at the
said list is of any part or of all of the draw
drama 5. Held, that the scheme of these bonds
5 an enterprise offering prizes dependent upon
ing, be carried in the mail, or delivered by
lot ornchance," and was in the nature of ":1
any postmaster or letter carrier. Any per
tier; or so-cnlled "gift concert,” within the
son who shall knowingly deposit or cause to
111911111112‘ of Rev. St. § 3894, as amended by the
act of beptember 19, 1
, (26 St. p. 465;) and
be deposited, or who shall knowingly send or
u person_who sends through the mails a cause to be sent, anything to be conveyed
"11‘ In‘ containing an announcement of the
or delivered by mail in violation of this sec
med at_ a certain drawing, and a
tion, or who shall knowingly cause to be de
livered by mail anything herein forbidden to
be carried by mail, shall be deemed guilty of
a misdemeanor, and, on conviction, shall be
0n a certiﬁcate from the United States cir
punished by a fine of not more than five
chit court of appeals for the second circuit.
indictment of Edward H. Hornet for send
hundred dollars, or by imprisonment for not
more
than one year, or by both such ﬁne and
through the mails a circular containing a
of prizes awarded at the drawing Of a imprisonment, for each oﬂense. Any person
lottery in violation of Rev. St. 5 3394' as violating any of the provisions of this section
ﬂqmcnded by the act of September 19, 1890, may he proceeded against by information or
No. 1,247.
LOTTBBIES—WHAT nun—P081‘ OFFICE—MAILING
Lo'r'rnur Cmcvuns.
On February 11, 1864, the Austrian
ovcrnment, to raise a loan of 40,000,000 ﬂorins,

(.6 St. p. 465.) After his arrest upon the

indictment, and tried and punished, either in
the district at which the unlawful publica
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tion was mailed, or to which it is carried by .contains the same language as the ﬁrst count?
except that it alleges that Horner deposited
mail for delivery according to the direction
the circular in the post ofﬁce.
i
thereon, or at which it is caused to be deliv
‘The defendant pleaded not guilty, WEI‘:
ered by mail to the person to whom it is ad

tried, convicted of the charges contained ing
dressed."
Section 3894, as originally enacted in 1874,
was an embodiment of section 149 of the act
of June 8, 1872, c. 335, (17 St. p. 302,) and
reads as follows:
"Sec. 3894. No letter or circular concerning
illegal lotteries, so‘called ‘gift concerts,’ or
other similar enterprises, offering prizes, or
concerning schemes devised and intended to
"II deceive and defraud the public for the pur
pose of‘obtaining money under false pre
tenses, shall be carried in the mail. Any per
son who shall knowingly deposit or send any
thing to be conveyed by mail in violation of
this ‘section shall be punishable by a ﬁne of
not more than ﬁve hundred dollars nor less
than one hundred dollars, with costs of pros
ecution." By Act July 12, 1876, c. 186, § 2,
(19 St. p. 90,) section 3894 was amended by
striking out the word "illega ."
The present indictment contains two
counts. The ﬁrst count alleges that Edward
H. Horner, on December 29, 1891, did unlaw
fully and knowingly cause to be deposited in
the post office at the city of New York, in
the southern district of New York. a certain
circular to be conveyed and delivered by
mail, “which said circular, in the contents

thereof, hereinafter set forth, concerned a
lottery, and which was then and there ad
dressed to Joseph Ehrman, 70 Dearborn
street, Chicago, Illinois, and was inclosed in
an envelope, with postage thereon prepaid,
and carried by mail, and which said circular
contained, among other things, the following,
to wit," as is set forth in the margin, with

the rest of said count.‘ The second count
l“Banking House ofsE. 1:1. Horner, No. 88 Wall
treat.
“New York, December 27, 1890.
“110th redemption, December lst, 1890, at Wien.
The following 26 series were called in:
Sa“a.

m
271
:so
401

431
AR’!
403
684
s15
r
as

Se- No' Fl.
Se- M"
.
‘No. Fl.
w.5. l1 tie.
W.S. |i rie.

00
70
22
05
31

54
72
00
0
14
so
04
70
82
as
01
Si

20,000
400
1.000
400
400

‘11300
1
11102
11970
1

400 ‘
10.000
400
400
400
400
400
400
400
400
400
400

24
40
10
10
no

70

sass rs
2412 as
i
74
1
be
2453 :10
‘2:120 72
82
2501 44
01
2000 a
‘
18

1
24,400 12000 as
400 1.
84
400 ‘aass z
2,000
10
400
48

5.000
400
400
400
400 \
400
400‘
400
400
1.000
400
2.000 |

l.
FW?

the indictment, and sentenced, 0th May 24,-‘
1892, to pay a ﬁne of $100. A bill of ex
ceptions was made, which states that it was
admitted on the record, by the counsel for
both parties, that the bond in question in
the case represented 100 ﬂorins, and was
one of a series of bonds aggregating 40,000,
000 gulden state loan, and that the bonds,
of which the one offered in evidence was
one, all represented loans made to the em
pire of Austria, and were issued for the
purpose of raising revenue for the govern
ment, in order to defray governmental or
penses, and carry on general state affairs.
After the prosecution had rested, the com
sel for the defendant moved the court to
direct the jury to acquit, on the following
grounds: (1) The defendant is not shown by
the evidence to have committed any oilense
against any statute law of the United States
or against the common law. (2) The circu
lar, with causing the mailing whereof the
defendant is charged in this prosecution,
is not a matter prohibited under section
389-1 of the Revised Statutes. (3) Said cir
cular does not concern or relate to a lottery,
so'caiied “gift concert," or similar enter
prise oifering prizes depending upon lot 01'
chance, or concerning schemes devised for
obtaining money or property under false
pretenses, nor does the same concern or
relate to a lottery or similar scheme, or a

lottery ticket, or part thereof. (4) That the
bond or bonds mentioned in said circular
which have been proved herein are not a
lottery, so-called “gift concert," or similar
letter of the redemption of their bonds, can cash
the respective amounts at my ot‘ﬂce. "

_

_

That the said words and ﬁgures of the said cir
cular relate to and concern certain so-calied bonds
issued by the empire of Austria, and state 011
which of said socalled bonds payments were 1°
be made, and the amount thereof, a translation 0!
the face of one of such bonds, so called, being I8
follows, to wit:

“Series 921.

l00 Fiorins.

Number in

400
400
400
400
so 000

“Premium Bonds.
“One hundred ﬂorins, Austrian standardhﬂl
share of the loan of forty million ﬂorins, Austria“
standard, made according to the law of lioveinbel‘

as

‘400

0195 44
so
3:08 14
52
3488 as
9085 as
51
serial 4
14
so

5000
'400
5,400
400
400
400
400
400
400
400
400

which the amount resulting according to the 9191
of redemption will be paid to the bearer by “19
Universal State Loan Treasury.
“Vienna, February ll, i864.
“ [Signed]
Joseph Rudde

I‘All other bonds contained in the above twenty
six
series
not:1.specially
deemed
“Ian
200. mentioned therein ‘me" w
‘aggymentt on and after March 1, 1891.
e nex report of redemption will be ublish
inuthe second half of the month of January, 189%?
Customers who have been notiﬁed by special

17, 1863, (Law Journal of the Empire, lie. 93,) 1m‘

“lmperial Royal Minister Counselor
“ [Coat of Arms]
Piener,
,
"Imperial Royal Minister of Justice. i

“For the Board for Controlling the Stem 11°11'19
“ Signed
“ Signed

Collerdo Mannsieldi.
Wintersiein.

“For the imperial Royal Universal State 11°“
Treasury:
“ Signed
Winter.
”
“ Signed
Schimkowsky
Each of said so-called bonds having “lion it” “a:

a series number and a number in the Bone?"
amount of indebtedness which each of said

this!
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T illi-i
can“
orig;
W11.
slut]:
meal:
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ii a‘:

lien
rut:
flier:
irons
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enterprise oﬂerlng prizes depending upon lot
ticket, or part thereof; \3) that the bond or
or chance, or concerning schemes devised
bonds mentioned in said circular and proved
for the purpose of obtaining money or prop
erty under false pretenses, nor are the same upon the trial are government bonds issued
by the empire of Austria, and not within
a. lottery or similar scheme, or lottery ticket,
or part thereof. (5) That the bond or bonds the language, meaning, or purview of the
statute with a violation of which the said
mentioned in the indictment, and proved up
on the trial herein, are government bonds Edward II. Rumor has been charged herein;
issued by the empire of Austria, and not (4) that the court erred in not directing the
within the language, meaning, or purview of Jury to acquit the defendant upon the trial
the statute for any violation of which the hereof; (5) that said court erred in not dis
said Edward H. Homer, the defendant, has missing the prosecution herein.
The circuit court of appeals, on the 31st
been charged herein. The counsel for the
defendant also moved that the prosecution of October, 1892, pursuant to section 6 of
the act of March 3, 1801, c. 517, (26 St. p.
be dismissed on the same grounds several
ly as above enumerated. The court denied 828,) certiﬁed to this court the following
each of those motions, and the counsel for questions or propositions of law, concerning
which it desired the instructions of this court
the defendant took, and was duly allowed
for its proper decision: “(1) Do the bonds
1
gexceptions to such denial.
mentioned and described in the ﬁrst and sec
3‘ ‘On the 14th of July, 1892, a writ of er
ror from the United States circuit court of ond counts of the indictment herein repre
sent
a ‘lottery or similar scheme,‘ within the
appeals for the second circuit, to review the
judgment of the circuit court, was allowed meaning of section thirty-eight hundred and
and sued out. In the circuit court of up ninety-four of the Revised Statutes of the
peels it was assigned for error (1) that the United States? (2) Is the circular described
matters charged in the indictment and and set forth in the ﬁrst and second counts
proved upon the trial do not constitute a of the indictment herein a. ‘drcular concern
crime by the common law or under any ing any lottery, so-called “gift concert," or
statute of the United States; (2) that the other similar enterprise offering prizes de
circular with mailing or causing the mailing pendent upon lot or chance,‘ within the
whereof the defendant is charged herein meaning of section thirty-eight hundred and
ninety~four of the Revised Statutes of the
does not concern or relate to a lottery, so
called “gift concert,” or similar enterprise United States? (3) Does the circular men
offering prizes depending upon lot or chance, tioned and set forth in the ﬁrst and second
counts of the indictment herein constitute
or concerning schemes devised for the pur
pose of obtaining money or property under

false pretenses, nor does the same relate to
a lottery or similar scheme, or a. lottery

a ‘list of the drawings at any lottery or sim-g
ilar scheme,"within the meaning of section?‘
thirty~eight hundred and ninety-four of the

Revised Statutes of the United States?"
called bonds purports to evidence being one hun
dred ﬂorins, the plan of drawing set forth on the
back of each of said so~called bonds, showing that
up lo April, 1874, there were to take place ﬁve
men's should be made, and the amounts of such

payments, and that thereafter, and until the end
e nineteenth year after the date of the issue
of the so-called bonds, four drawings per year

said plan, to be paid on certain so-called bonds to
be determined by such drawings, to wit:
On one bond..
. .. 250,000 guidcn
On one bond.. .
25,000 gulden
On one bond.
15,000 golden
8: 312x513‘
00 golden... laggg gi‘ﬁdgn
on 3 bonds: each at 2:000....
golden",
gulden
.. 1 6,000
.
d n
on 6 bonds, each at ]_000 gulden,_ ,
6,000 gulden
on 15 bonds, each a; .500 gu1den....
7.500 guldcu
On 80 bonds, each at 400 gulden.. ..

ﬁfty-ﬁfth year after the date of issue of such so
called bonds, two drawings per year were to take
place for the same purpose, at the end of which
“'““

12,000 golden

And during subsequent periods other provision
being made for such large amounts, all of said so
called bonds being1 in the some form as said copy
translation, and aving the same drawing and
redemption plan indorsed upon them, and being
identical in ‘all respects, except that. the series
numbers and the number thereof vary as to each
so-cnlled bond, all of the drawings heretofore re_
ferred to by which, ﬁrst, are determined the se
ries of the so-called bonds to be paid 'or redeemed
in each year, and, second, are determined the par
ticular bonds in the series whose holders shall be
entitled to the larger sums aforesaid, the numbers
of which are drawn from the wheel, being con
ducted in such a way as that the determination of
the numbers, both forredem tion and for amounts,
is whollv by lot or chance, I. e holder of each so

called bond having an equal chance with the hold
enominations of money of the same value. . Un—
vgé We Bald plan other large amounts hoin pro

uibed to be paid on certain of the so-called

onds

8 determined by the drawings, thus during the

“t Feel‘ the following sums being, according to

er of every other so-called bond, ﬁrst, in securing
an early payment of his so~called bond, and, sec
ond, in securing as a. so-calledpayment for his so
called bond the very large prizes to which refer-,
once has been harcinabova made, the result in
each case, as before alleged, being dependent
wholly on lot or chance.
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It is contended on behalf of Hornet that
it is not a. proper test to apply to the govern
ment bonds in question whether or not they
have an element of chance in them; that
the test ought to be whether they are a
“lottery or similar scheme;" that they are
not a "lottery or similar scheme;” and that
all the questions certiﬁed should be an—
swered in the negative.
It is urged that all the bonds are to be re
deemed within 55 years from the date of
their issue; that during the ﬁrst year the
Austrian government agrees to pay, as the
minimum amount for any bond redeemed,
135 gulden; during the second year, 140 gul
den; during the third year, 145 gulden; and
so on, increasing 5 g'ulden in amount. each
year, until the minimum amount to be paid
by the government on each bond redeemed
is 200 gulden; that the primal object is only
to raise money to carry on the government;
that the money received by the government
upon the bonds is not used as a fund out of
which to pay prizes or to repay the loan;
that the money for such purposes is raised
by taxation and the usual means of raising
revenue; that the bonds were issued in 1864,
many years prior to the enactment of the
original statute of the United States, which
was passed in 1872; and that, as the gov
ernment loan in question has for its primary
object a. loan, it is not transformed into a lot
tery because it has attached, as a Subsidiary
feature, an element which is like that of a
lottery, in the distribution by lot or chance of
certain larger premiums or awards.
But we are of opinion that the scheme in
question falls within the inhibition of section
3894, as amended. The denunciation of that
section is no longer against sending by mail a
circular concerning an “ills-gill“ lottery, but
is against mailing a “circular concerning any
lottery, so-called ‘giftconcert,’ or other sim
ilnr enterprise oﬂering prizes dependent upon
lot or chance.“
Each "premium bond" states that the 100
i_tlorins is a “share of the loan of forty million
3 ﬂOi'inS," for which will be paid to the bearer
I “the amount resulting according to the'plan
of redemption." This plan of redemption
is set forth on the back of each bond, and by
it each bond belongs to a. distinct series, the
number of which is on the face of the bond,
together with the number of the bond in

that series. Thus, the bond set out in the
ﬁrst count is No. 60 of series 921. The bonds
do not purport to be payable on a certain

day, but in order to determine what bonds
are to be paid, and at what time, and what
amount is to be paid on each of them re
spectively, it is stated on the back of the
bonds (which are dated February 11, 1864)
that until April, 1874, there are to be ﬁve
drawings a year, on certain dates, to deter
mine on which of the bonds payments are
to be made, and the amounts of such pay
ments; that thereafter, and until the end of
the nineteenth year from the date of the

issue of the bonds, four drawings a year are
to take place at stated dates, for the same
purpose; that thereafter, to and including
the thirty-ﬁrst year, three drawings a year
are to take place at certain dates; and that
thereafter, to and including the ﬁfty-ﬁfth
year after the date of the issue, two drawms
a. year are to take place for the same purpose,
at the end of which time all of the bonds
are to be paid. According to such plan,
the smallest amount to be paid for any bond
selected for payment during the ﬁrst year
after issue is 135 gulden; during the second
year, 140 gulden; during the third year, 145
guldm; and so on, increasing in amount
ﬁve gulden each year, until the amount
reaches 200 gulden, which amount then re
mains ﬁxed as the minimum sum to be paid
for any bond the payment of which shall be
determined by such drawings.
Under the plan, other and larger amounts
are provided to be paid on cermin of the
bonds, to be determined by the drawings.
namely, during the ﬁrst year, on one bond,
250,000 golden; on one, 25,000 gulden; on
one, 15,000 gulden; on one, 10,000 g'uldcn; on
each of two bonds, 5,000 guldeu; on eacli of
three, 2,000 gulden; on each of six, 1,000

gulden; on each of ﬁfteen, 500 gulden; and
on each of thirty. 400 gulden.
The ﬁrst count further alleges that during
subsequent periods other provision is made
for such larger amounts; that all of the

bonds are in the same form, have the some:
drawing’and redemption plan indorsed upon‘;I

them, and are identical in all respects, except
that the series number and the numbel
thereof vary as to each bond; and that all

of the drawings, by which are determined'
ﬁrst, the series of the bonds to be paid or
redeemed in each year, and, second, the par

ticular bonds in the series whose holder5
shall be entitled to the larger sums, “i110
numbers of which are drawn from the

wheel," are conducted in such a way that
the determination of the numbers, both for
redemption and for the larger amounts. "'19
wholly by lot or chance," the holder of eiwh
bond having an equal chance with the holder

of every other bond, in securing- 51'5"’ ‘m
early payment of his bond, and, second, as a

payment for his bond the very large lime!
to which reference is above made, the result
in each case "being dependent wholly 011101?
or chance." The circular set forth in the in‘
dictment contains a. list of the drawings or
the scheme.
In the Century Dictionary, under the W°Ard

"lottery,” is the following deﬁnition: ‘A
scheme for raising money by selling 0111mm

to share in a distribution of prizes; 111°“
Speciﬁcally, a scheme for the distﬂbllﬁon °t
prizes by chance among persons Dm'chns’mg

tickets, the correspondingly numbered slips,
or lots, representing prizes or blanks, being
drawn from a wheel on a day previously i111‘

nounced in connection with the Scheme of.
intended prizes. In law the term ‘10W!
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lib
embraces all schemes for the distribution of
prizes by chance, such as policy playing, gii't
exhibitions, prize concerts, rallies at fairs,
etc, and includes various forms of gambling.
Most of the governments of the continent
of Europe have at diitelent periods raised
money for public purposes by means of lot

he
in:

air
its
E_ﬁ-i§E-Ha:rEaﬂ‘-:éa'ﬁ u-I'Eg

teries, and a small sum was raised in America

‘_,at

during the Revolution by a lottery authorized
by the continental congress. Both state and
private lotteries have been forbidden by law
in Great Britain and in nearly all of the
United States—Louisiana and Kentucky be
ing the two notable exceptions." Under that

deﬁnition, the circular in question had refer
ence to a lottery.
In Webster’s Dicﬂonary “letter-y" is de
alined as "a distribution of prizes by lot or
achance."
: ‘Lu Worcester's Dictionary it is deﬁned as
"a distribution of prizes and blanks by
chance; a game of hazard, in which small
sums are ventured tor the chance of obtain
ing a larger value, either in money or in
other articles;” and it is there said that dur
ing the eighteenth century the English g0v~
eminent constantly availed itself of this
means to raise money for various public
works.
In the Imperial Dictionary the word is
deﬁned thus: “Allotment or distribution of
anything by fate or chance; a procedure or
scheme for the distribution of prizes by lot;
the drawing of lots. In general, lotteries
consist of a certain number of tickets drawn
at the same time, some of which entitle the
holders to prizes, while the rest are blanks.

the transaction embodied in the bond in
question is a “similar enterprise” to lotteries
and gift concerts.

In U. s. v. Zeisler, 30 Fed. Rep. 499, meg
circuit’ court of the United States for the
northern district of Illinois, held by Judge
Blodgett, referring to certain bonds issued
by the city of Vienna, in Austria, under a
scheme in substance like that embodied in

the bonds now before us, decided that circu
lars concerning the drawings thereunder
were within the inhibition of section 3894.
Judge Blodgett, in his opinion in the case,
mid, (pages 500, 501:) “If these drawings
determined only the time when these bonds
would be paid, I should say that the mere
determining of that time by lot or drawing

in order to make an inducement for people
to buy their bonds, holds out large prizes to
be drawn by chance or determined by lot
in the manner in which prizes are usually
determined in even an honestly conducted
lottery, it seems to me it comes clearly and
distinctly within the inhibiting clause of the
statute under which this indictment is found.
The mere reading of one of these bonds.
and the drawing plan annexed to it, which

is put in evidence, shows that it was the in

tention to stimulate the sale of the bonds
by these large prizes, which were to be de
termined at every drawing. and which every
holder of a bond had the chance of obtain
ing; and hence it seems to me that the
purpose of the scheme was not only to de
This species of gaming has been resorted to termine by lot when the bonds should be
at diﬂ'erent periods by most of the European paid, but also to determine certain extraor
governments, as a means at raising money dinary chances to the holders of the for
tunate numbers drawn. The mere fact that
for public purposes.”
Although the transaction in question was these bonds are authorized by the law of
an attempt by Austria to obtain a loan of a foreign country, and sanctioned by the
money to be put into her treasury, it is quite policy of such country, does not, as it seems
evident that she undertook to assist her to me, in the least degree affect the question
in this case. In Governors of the Almshousc,
etc., v. American Art Union, 7 N. Y. 228, a
‘lottery’ was deﬁned to be ‘a' scheme for the
distribution of prizes by chance;‘ and the
same deﬁnition is given in Thomas v. People,
The
59 I11.bonds
160, in
andquestion
Dunn v.certainly
People. 40
involved
Ill.
a

one of the bonds purchases a chance in a

Mtel'y, 01', Within the language of the stat
ﬁle. an "enterprise offering prizes dependent
Upon lot or chance."

destroy the existence or effect or the latter.
I

t 18 called in the statute a "so-Called
gift concert’ " has in it an element 0!‘ cer

mlllty and also an element of chance, and

lottery, within the meaning of the cases I
have cited, and many more to the same ef
fect might also be quoted. The circular sent
through the mail was intended to induce
persons to purchase and deal in these bonds
with the hope of becoming the lucky winners§
of some'ot the high prizes to be distributed.
at each drawing; and the fact that the pur
chasers of the bonds were, by the drawing
plan, to get back their principal, and, in the
ag rregate, what is equivalent to a very
small rate of interest upon that principal,
does not, as it seems to me, change the char
acter of the transaction, or relieve it from
the characteristic features of a lottery; that
is, that high prizes, out 01.‘ all due proportion
to the amount or money paid for a. bond,
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were to be drawn for, and distributed by
chance among the holders of these bonds,
in the same manner as the prizes are deter
mined in an ordinary lottery."
1n Ballock v. State, 73 Md. 1, 20 Atl. Rep.
184, the court of appeals of Maryland held
that the selling of the Austrian bonds in
question was a violation of the antilottery
law of that state. The Maryland Code (arti
cle 27, § 172) provided against the drawing of
any lottery, or the selling of any lottery tick
et, in the state; section 173 provided that all
devices and contrivunces designed to evade
the provisions or section 172 should be
deemed offenses against it; section 174 pro
vided a punishment for oh'ending against any
of the provisions of section 172 and section
173; section 183 provided that the preceding
sections should apply to all lotteries, wheth
er authorized by any other state, district, or
territory, or by any foreign country, and that
the prohibition of sale of any lottery ticket
or other device in the nature thereof should
apply to lotteries drawn out of Maryland as
well as those drawn within it; and section
184 provided that the courts should construe
the foregoing provisions relating to lotteries
liberally, and should adjudge all tickets,
parts of tickets, certiﬁcates, or any other de
vice whatsoever, by which money or any
other thing was to be paid or delivered on
the happening or any event or contingency
in the nature of a lottery, to be lottery tick
ets. Bullock was indicted and convicted for
violating those provisions by selling Austrian
government bonds substantially like the
bonds in question here. The court of appeals
said, (page 8, 73 Md., and page 186, 20
Atl. Rep.:) "It is true that Austrian gov
ornment bonds are vcndible, and ought to be
treated as other articles of commerce, as a

rule;

but when these

bonds are coupled
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with conditions and stipulations which change
their character‘ from simple government
bonds for the payment of a certain sum of
money to a species of lottery ticket which
falls under the condemnation 01.‘ our statutes,
it must be classed as its conditions character
ize it, and then it is not vcndlble under our
law, and it does not violate constitutional
provision or treaty stipulation to so hold."
The court further remarked that it had been
vigorously argued that, because the money
ventured must all come back, with interest,

so that there could be no ﬁnal loss, it could
not be a lottery, and added:

“At some up.

not be sold this is not a species of gambling,
and that it does not tend in any degree to
promote a gambling spirit, and a love of
making gain through the chance of dice,
cards, wheel, or other method of settling a
contingency. It certainly cannot be said that
it is not in ‘the nature of a lottery,‘ and that
it has no tendency to create desire for other
and more pernicious modes of gaming. Our
statute does not justify a court, expressly di
rected to so construe the law as to prevent
every possible evasion, whether designedly
or accidentally adopted, in deciding a thing
is not a lottery simply because there can be
no loss, when there may be very large con
tingent gains, or because it lacks some ele
ment of a lottery according to some particu
lar dictionnry's deﬁnition of one, when it has
all the other elements, with all the pernicious
tendencies, which the state is seeking to pre
vent.”

In Long v. State, 74 Md. 565, 572, 22 Atl.
Rep. 4, it was said to be a valid exercise of
power in a state to protect the morals and
advance the welfare of the people by pro~
hibiting every scheme and device bearing
any semblance to lottery or gambling.
In Cohens v. Virginia, 6 Wheat. 264, 441,1t,
was held that, where an act of congress em-‘ii'l
powered the corporation of the'city of Washington to authorize the drawing of lotteries
for certain purposes, it could not force the
sale of the tickets in Virginia, where such
sale was prohibited by law. That case is a
strong authority in favor of the view that.
although lottery tickets are authorized by
one government, such validity cannot author
ize their sale within the territory of another
government, which forbids such sale. That
is the case now before us.
As to what have been held to be lottery
tickets by the courts of the several states.
reference may be made to Com. v. Chubb, in
the general court of Virginia, 5 Rand. (Va)
715; Dunn v. People, 40 111. 465, where it was
held that the character of the transaction
would not be changed by assuming that the
ticket represented an article of merchandise
intrinsically worth the amount which thr

holder would be obliged to pay, and tilllt, if
every ticket in any ordinary lottery repre‘

sented a. prize or some value. yet. if “1°59
prizes were of unequal values, the scheme of

distribution would still remain a lottery;
Thomas v. People, 59 111. 160, where a ticket
was a. receipt for money in payment for the

certain period, determined by the revolution

delivery of a copy of an engraving, and m"

of a wheel of fortune, the purchaser of a

admission to certain concerts and lectures’
for which it was sold, and vmoney was to be
distributed in presents amounting to a cer
tain number to the purchasers of cngmvillgsv

bond does get his money repaid; but we do
not think this deprives the thing of its evil

tendency. or robs it of its lottery semblance
and features The inducement for investing
in such bonds is offered 0! getting some

‘bonus,’ large and small, in the future, soon
or late, according to the chances of the
wheel's disclosures. The investment may
run one year or it may run thirty years, ac.

and it was held that that was a scheme for
the distribution of prizes by chance, and con
stituted a lottery, it being apparent that some
of the purchasers would fail to receive t1

Prize, and that, even it the ticket to the con
certs and lectures and the engraving were 1"‘

“01111112; to the decision 01! the wheel. It can

trlnsicnlly worth the price paid, the scheme
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would still be a lottery; Chavannah v. State,
49 Ala. 896, where it was held that the ven
turing of a small sum of money for the
chance of obtaining a. greater sum was a lot
tery; Com. v. Sheriff, 10 Phila. 203, where it
was said that whatever amounted to the dis
tribution of prizes by chance was a lottery,
no matter how ingeniously the object of it

might be concealed;

Holoman v. State, 2

Tex. App. 610, where it was held that selling
boxes of candy at 50 cents each, each box
‘being represented to contain a prize of mon
° ey or jewelry, the purchaser selecting his box

| in ignorance of its contents, was a'device in
the nature of a lottery; State v. Lumsden,
89 N. C. 572, where a like device was held

to be a lottery; and Com. v. Wright, 137
Mass. 250.
Cases in England are to the same cﬂect.
In Reg. v. Harris, 10 Cox, Crim. Gas. 352, it
was held that a lottery in which tickets
were drawn by subscribers of a shilling,

which entitled them at all events to what
‘i
ii
i
i:
“Hg—luvs

purported to be of the value of a. shilling,
and also to the chance of a greater value
than a shilling, was an illegal lottery, within
the statute. In Sykes v. Beadon, 11 Ch.
Div. 170, 190, there were holders of cer
tiiicates, who subscribed money to be invest
ed in funds which were to be divided among
them by lot, and divided unequally,—-that is,
those who got the beneﬁt of the drawings
got a bond bearing interest and a bonus,
which gave them dilferent advantages from
the persons whose certiﬁcates were not
drawn; and it depended upon chance who
got the greater or the lesser advantage.
The scheme was held to be a subscription
by a number of persons to a fund for
the purpose of dividing that fund among
them by chance. and unequally; and Sir
George Jessel, master of the rolls, char
acterized the scheme as a lottery. In Tay
lor v. Smetten, 11 Q. B. Div. 207, packets
were sold, each containing a pound of tea,
at so much a packet. In each packet was a.
coupon entitling the purchaser to a prize,
and that fact was stated publicly by the
seller before the sale, but the purchasers did
not know until after the sale what prizes they
were entitled to, and the prizes varied in

character and value. The tea. was good,
and worth the money paid for it.

It was
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in any portion of any illegal lottery, may
sue for and recover double the sum of mon
ey and double the value of any goods or
things in action which he may have paid or
delivered in consideration of such purchase,
with double costs of suit." Kohn sued to
recover double the amount paid by him to
Koehler for a bond issued by the authority
of the government of Austria, like the bonds
now in question before us, and which the
court of appeals stated "purported on its
face to be a share or interest in and to a
certain illegal lottery."
The constitution of New York of 1846, in
article 1, § 10, provided as follows: "Nor
shall any lottery hereafter be authorized, or
any sale of lottery tickets allowed, within
this state." By section 22 of part 1, c. 20,
tit. 8, art. 4, of the Revised Statutes of New
York, a penalty was provided against a
person who should set up or propose any
money to be distributed by lot or chance
to any person who should have paid or con
tracted to pay any valuable consideration
for the chance of obtaining such money; by
section 24 all contracts made or executed
for the payment of any money in considera
tion of a chance in a distribution of money
should be void; and by section 26 “every lot
tery, game, or device of chance, in the na
ture of a lottery, by whatever name it may
be called, other than such as have been an
thorized by law, shall be deemed unlawful,
and a common and public nuisance.”
At the special term of the supreme court
the defendant had a judgment in his favor,
which was reversed by an order of the gen

eral term. 21 H'un, 466. The court of ap
peals reversed the order of the general
term and aﬂirmed the judgment of the
special term. In its opinion, the court of up
pcals said that the purpose of the Austrian
government in issuing the bonds was to obtain
money for its own use; that the provision by
which, upon a certain contingency, the hold
er of the bond might receive an additional
sum, was no doubt an inducement held out
for the purpose of obtaining money on the
same, but it did not constitute the main
feature and the substance of the transaction
between the government and the purchaser
of the bond; and that‘ it could not be held,
upon any sound theory, that the privilege 0:8

held that the transaction constituted a lot

obtaining by lot or'chance a larger sum?

tery, within the meaning of the statute.
The only case of importance to the contrary

than the principal, interest, and premium,
which the holder was sure to get in any
event, imparted to the loan the character,
object, and accompaniments of a. mere lot
tery scheme, in violation of the constitution

is that of Kohn v. Koehler, 96 N. Y. 362.
That was an action brought in the supreme
court of New
York by Kohn
against
Koehler, under section 32 of part 1, c. 20,

tit. 8, art. 4, of the Revised Statutes of New

York. which provided that "any person who
5111111 purchase any share, interest, ticket, cer
tiﬁcate of any share or interest, or part of
8 ticket, or any paper or instrument pur

gilol‘lini; to be a ticket or share or interest
‘will any ticket, or purporting to be a certiﬁ
rate of any share or interest in any-ticket. or

and laws of the state of New York. Judge
Finch dissented.
It is to be noted that the New York stat
ute under which the action referred to was
brought was aimed against a share or inter
est in an "illegal" lottery. The act of con
gress of June 8, 1872, new section 3894 of
the Revised Statutes, as originally enacted,
condemning only “iliegal" lotteries. was
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amended by the act of September 19, 1890,
so as to cover “any lottery, so-called ‘gift
concert,‘ or other similar enterprise oil'cring
prizes dependent upon lot or chance." As
the New York statute contained the word
“illega1," it may be that the court of ap
penis gave force to the view that the Aus
trinn loan was a legal lottery, from the fact
that it dwelt so largely on the idea that the
bonds were issued by the Austrian govern
ment, in accordance with its laws, for the
purpose of obtaining a loan of money, in
connection with the further facts stated
by it that like bonds had been issued by sev
eral governments of other countries, and
that the bond in question was an evidence
of debt, and a public security of a foreign
government, exposed for sale in the same
manner as other securities upon which men
ey is loaned. It by no means follows that
the court of appeals would have made a
like decision on a statute with language in
it like that of section 389-1.
The case of Ex parte Shobert, 70 Cal. 632, 11
Pac. Rep. 786. merely followed the ruling
in Kohn v. Koehler, supra.
The question whether the transaction cov
ered by this indictment was an ottense
against section 3894 was sought to be raised
in the case of Homer v. U. 8., No. 2, 143 U.
S. 570, 12 Sup. Ct. Rep. 522, which was be
fore us prior to the ﬁnding of this indict
ment, on an appeal from an order of the
circuit court dismissing a. writ of habcas
corpus sued out on the commitment of Hor
ner by a commissioner oi! the court, to
await the action of the grand jury. The
point was raised here, on the appeal. that
the Austrian bond scheme was not a lottery;
but this court said (page 577, 143 U. S., and
page 524, 12 Sup. Ct. Rep.) that that ques
.467
tion was properly triable by the circuit
court, it'nn indictment should be found, and
that it was not proper for this court on the
appeal, or for the circuit court on the writ
of habeas corpus. to determine the question
as to whether the scheme was a lottery.
We have now considered that question, and
are clearly of opinion that section 3894
applies to the transaction.
The three questions certiﬁed must each of
them be answered in the aﬂirmatlve, and it
is so ordered.
==

(147 U. S. 500)

BCHUNK V. MOLINE, MILBURN 8: STOD—
DARD CO.
{February 6, 1893.)
No. 1,153.

circuit court had jurisdiction. McLish v. Roi!
12 Sup. Ct. Rep. 118, 111 U. S. 661, followed.
2.A federal circuit court has jurisdiction
of a suit on certain notes aggregating over
$2_,OOO, brought in good faith by a. plaintiff, re
lying on a state statute which allows a creditor
to bring an action on claims not due when the
debtor intends fraud, Cobhey, Consol. St. Neb.
1891,
1003,) aithoug the amount of the notes

siren
due is less than $2,
. Bowman v.
Railway Co., 6 Su . Ct. Re . 192, 115 U. S. 611.
distinguished. Ga nes v.
nentes, 92 U. S.
10, and Upton v. McLaughlin, 105 U. S. 640,
followed.
3. The fact that there is a. good defense ap
parent on the face of the plaintiff's pleading.
to a part of the amount in controversy, and that
the rest is less than $2,000. does not out I
federal circuit court of jurisdiction.
4. Oobbey, Consol. St. Neb. 1891, p. 1003,
5 237, gives a creditor the right of attachment
against the property of a debtor for a. claim be
fore it is due when the debtor intends trnud
Held, that a federal circuit court, under Rev
St. § 915, has jurisdiction to determine whether
a plsintiii is entitled to an attachment on such
a claim.
5. Where there in error in the decision oi
the circuit court in such a case, a wiit of error
should issue. not from the supreme court, but
from the circuit court of a penis, under Act

March 3. 1891. (26 St. p. 826.?
M1‘. Justice Field, dissenting.
In error to the circuit court of the United

States for the district of Nebraska. Aﬂirnied.
Statement by Mr. Justice BREWER:
On the 14th of November, 1891, defendant
in error commenced a suit against B. .L

Schiink, in the circuit court of the United
States (or the district of Nebraska, on several
notes, some of which. amounting to $530.09.
were past due, while the others, amountiilll
to $1,661.04, were not then due. The prayer
of the petition was in these words:
“Wherefore the piaintiﬂ prays judgment
against the said defendant for the said sum
of $530.09, with interest thereon from the re
spective dates of the notes which are no\\‘
past due, together with the further sum of

$1,004.04. which will become due and pnyﬂiile
the 1st and 8th days of December, 1891, will!

interest thereon from the respective dam
of said promissory notes. and the plainﬂﬂ
prays that it recover a judgment for all 0!‘
its costs paid out and expended inthisactiomg

and‘ plalntitt further prays for a Judgment
against said defendant for all reasonable
costs of collection of the above-mentioned
indebtedness, and for a judgment, inclildlilll

plaintiff's attorneys’ fees, in the sum 01$?”
Under the provisions or the state statutes
an attachment was issued against the MODE-ii‘

ty of the defendant. The section anthonr
ing this is in these words:

"Sec. 231. A creditor may bring 1111 am“
on a claim before it is due, and have an at
tachment against the property of the debtor.

in the following cases: First. Where
Burnriin Connr—Jumsmc'rios - Cmcurr Conn-r
—JURISDICTIO\'AL
AMOUNT — Suri ON C was
.
soiDon.
LUnder the ndiciary act of March
18!?1._(¥0 St.
_ii.) in a suit where r1336
jurisdiction of. e circuit court depends on di
verse citizenship. the only question that can be
considered by_ the supreme court on writ 0!
nor to the circuit court is whether or not the

debt’

or has sold, conveyed, or otherwise 615905

of his property, with the fraudulent intent t0
cheat or defraud his creditors, or to hinder
or delay them in the collection of their debts

Second. Where he is about to make such Bale
conveyance, or disposition of his lJl'Ollemi

with such fraudulent intent. Third. when

SCHUNK v. MOLINE. MILBURN & STODDARD 00.
41?
he is about to remove his property, or a ma
terial part. thereof, with the intent or to the
effect of cheating or defrauding his creditors,
or of hindering and delaying them in the col
lection of their debts." Cobbey, Consol. St.

1891, p. 1003.
Subsequent sections prescribe the proceed
lugs to be pursued, the regularity of which in
this case is not challenged. A demurrer to
the petition, on the ground, among others,
that no cause of action was stated, was over
ruled, a motion to discharge the attachment
denied, and judgrnint rendered on May 21.
1892, for the sum of $2,34 (.50, together with
$100 as an attorney's fee. To reverse this

judgment the defendant below, as plaintiff
in error, has sued out a writ of error from
this court.

W. J. Lamb and Ricketts & Wilson, for
plaintid in error. John L. Webster, for de
la fendant in error.

e

5 ‘Mr. Justice BREWER, after stating the
facts in the foregoing language, delivered the
opinion of the court.

i_-.‘ =-wﬁré:i~at=?s.Er'-:sai% z-jﬁ-é

In this case the only question that can be
considered is, under section 5 of the court of

It matters not that, by the showing in the
petition, part of this sum was not yet due.

Plnintiﬂ insisted that it had a righti to re
cover all.
That was its claim, and the
claim was disputed by the defendant. Sup
pose there were no statute in Nebraska like
that referred to, and the plaintiff ﬁled a. petri
tion exactly like the one before us, excepting

that no attachment was asked for, and the
in dispute
be the amount claimed in the petition?
Al
though there might be a perfect defense to
the suit for at least the amount not yet due,
yet the fact of a defense, and a. good defense,
too, would not affect the question as to what
was the amount in dispute. Suppose an ac
tion were brought on a non-negotiable note
for $2,500, the consideration for which was
fully stated in the petition, and which was
a sale of lottery tickets, or any other matter
distinctly prohibited by statute, can there be
a. doubt that the circuit court would haven

jurisdiction?

There would be presented :13

claim to recover the $2,500;

and,‘ whether‘

that claim was sustainable or not, that would

appeals act of March 3, 1891, (26 at. p. 826,)
that of the jurisdiction of the circuit court.

McLish v. Ruff, 141 U. S. 661, 12 Sup. Ct.
Rep. 118.
The errors assigned are—First, in overrul
ing the demurrer; second, in holding that the
court had jurisdiction to seize and sequester
the property to secure the payment of a debt
not yet due; third, in holding that it had ju

risdiction to issue an attachment upon a de
mand not yet due; and, fourth, in allowing an
attorney's fee. Of course, the latter matter
presents no question of jurisdiction.
‘ With respect to the other assignments, are
e plaintiﬂ was a. corporation created by and a

Fcitizen of the state of Ohio, and ‘the defend
Int a citizen of Nebraska,

The jurisdiction

of the circuit court was, therefore, invoked
0n the ground of diverse citizenship. By the
act of March 3, 1887, (24 St. p. 552,) as cor
rected by the act of August 13, 1888, (25 St.

D- 433,) jurisdiction is given to the circuit
courts over controversies “between citizens

of different states, in which the matter in di
pute exceeds" the sum or value of $2,000.
The claim of the plaintii! was to recover

$2,194.13 and interest. The right to recover
this, 01' any part thereof, was challenged by
the demurrer.
InGalues v. Fuentes, 92 U. S. 10. this court
laid: "A controversy was involved, in the
lease of the statute, whenever any property
or claim of the parties capable of pecuniary

mlmation was the subject of litigation, and
‘"1! presented by the pleadings for judicial
determination." Hilton v. Dickinson, 108 U.

5 165, 2 Sup. Ct. Rep. 424.
within the letter of the statute there was,
erem‘e- a controversy between citizens of
dllierent states, in which the matter in dis

though apparent on the face of the petition,
does not diminish the amount that is claimed,
nor determine what is the matter in dispute;
for who can say in advance that that defense
will be presented by the defendant, or, it
presented, sustained by the court? We do
not mean that a claim, evidently ﬁctitious,
and alleged simply to create a jurisdictional
amount, is sufficient to give jurisdiction. In
Bowman v. Railway 00., 115 U. S. 611, 6 Sup.
Ct. Rep. 192, the damages as originally stnt
ed in the declaration were $1,200. By
amendment they were raised to $10,000; but
it: being evident that the increase was simply
to give this court jurisdiction on error, and
not because there was really a claim for any
such damages, the case was dismissed for
want of jurisdiction The authorities on

this question are collected in the opinion of
Chief Justice Waite; and it may be laid
down as a. general proposition that no mere
pretense as to the amount in dispute will

avail to create jurisdiction.

But here there

was no pretense. The plaintiff in evident
good faith, and relying upon the express lan
guage of a. statute, asserted a right to re

cover for $2,000; and that its claim was not
merely specious is shown by the fact that
after a contest it did recover a judgment

for the full amount that it claimed.

A case

much in point is that of Upton v. McLaugh
lin, 105 U. S. 640, 644. That was a suit
brought by an assignee in bankruptcy more
than two years after the cause of action ac
crued, and it was claimed that the trial court
had no jurisdiction, because of a provision
of section 5057 of the Revised Statutes of
the United States, that “no suit, either at
law or in equity, shall be maintainable in
any court between an assignee in bankruptcy
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plaintiff was entitled to this extraordinary

and a person claiming an adverse interest,
touching any property or rights of property
transferable to or vested in such assignee,
unless brought within two years from the
time when the cause of action accrued for or
against such assignce.” But it was held that
the court did have jurisdiction, and this,
notwithstanding sections 55 and 57 of the
:Code of Civil Procedure of Wyoming, the
c territory in which that litigation took place,
9 authorizcd'a. defendant to dcmur to the peti
tlon when it appeared upon its face either
that the court had no jurisdiction, or that
the petition did not state facts sufficient to

ment; or other process, against the property~
of the defendant, which are now provided by
the laws of the state in which such court is
hold for the courts thereof; and such cir
cuit or district courts may, from time to
time, by general rules, adopt such state laws

1

constitute a. cause of action, and also pro-

as may be in force 111 the states Where they

‘
'~'

relief. If it be conceded that it erred in
granting such relief, it would be simply a
matter of error, and not one of jurisdiction.
But was it error? Section 915, Rev. St,
provides that, “in common-law causes in the
circuit
be entitled
and district
to similar
courts,
remedies,
the plaintiff
by attach
shall

1
‘

‘
‘

vided that these objections were not waived

are held in relation to attachments and other

by not taltlng them by either demurrer or an-

Dmciﬁi Provided- ﬂmt Similar preliminary

5

sweu:

affidavits or proofs, and similar security, as

h‘

Speaking for the court, Mr, Justice

Blatchford said: “It is contended that a pe-

required by such State laws, shall be ﬁrsttur-

F

tition which shows upon its face that the

111511911 by the l'ifl-I‘ty seeking 511m ﬁtment

is

cause of action is barred by a. statute of

01‘ other remedl"

"E

limitation is a petition which does not state

It is suﬂicient to say that this Section of the

facts suﬂicient to constitute a cause of ac
tion; and that that objection, though not
taken by demurrer or answer, may be taken
statutory
at
criyany
be time.
construed
provisions
But as
wereferred
allowing
are of opinion
tothe
cannot;
defense
that
propthe
of

statute makes it clear that a question was
presented worthy at least of the considera
tion of the circuit court, and whose deter
sufﬁcient
mination,
Uuquesﬂonably,
toeven
oust though
the
thecourt
circuit
erroneous,
of 0°11"
Jurisdiction.
had
wasjuﬂs'
not

I"

a bar by a statute of limimlion to be raised
for the ﬁrst time in an appellate court, even
though the petition might have been de.

diction; and if the defendant sought to have
any matter of error considered, it should
have taken the case to the circuit court of

4i
a
1*‘

marred to as showing on its face that the

appeals Judgment oﬂ‘lrmed-

cause of action is so barred, and thus as not
stating
although
of action."
facts
there
Insuﬁicient
other
was words,
a toperfect
constitute
it was
defense
held
a cause
that
up-

of

’'
7*“

Mr‘ Justice FIELD dissents‘

‘I

court
parenthad
upon
jurisdiction,
the face of1. the
e. the
petition,
right yet
to hear
the

STA\LEY
‘
at a!‘ v‘ SCI“ ALBY
(“7 ct
U‘ 81'
s‘ m
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and determine; and further, in that case,

that
gested
thefor
defense
the first
was not
time
available
in the when
appellate
sug-
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court so here the circuit com-t had inns
diction. because the amount claimed was
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claim was not yet due, still the court had ]u_
risdiction,—-the right to hear and determine
whether this matter constituted a good de-

the sovereign. Mr. Justice Field. dissenans§Vi?y'4g_fph gcgévzgveﬁed- Baxter "- Sm"
2. when, alslziit against the sovereign is not

:
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fense to 111w part of the amount claimed.
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But it is said that the pi ,untiff,
in'a. federal
court, cannot avail himself of the right given
by a state statute to attach for a claim not

re
wi prevent
e running
t' B in
of ress
limitations
in its tfavor,
as a 0suit_ would

the we of an individual,
3- Although the United State! ,9" "Q!
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tion to issue the attachment in this case.
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e, as canned, that the cum“
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court was
sousted of all jurisdiction. It would be sim
0 ply an instance in ‘which a court having ju
risdiction gave to a. party greater relief than
he was entitled to. Surely, the court, the
matter in dispute being over $2,000, and
therefore a. controversy within its jurisdic
taon, has a right to hear and determine, in
the exercise of jurisdiction, whether the

‘

S. W. Rep. 264, reversed.
_ _ . .
w
5. The supreme court has Jurisdiction )Phes'
view on writ of error the decision of thciu'e
state court having jnrisdictiou, when 1_t5_ or
judgment or decree is adverse to_the Validity“!
an authority alleged to be exercised under

United States.

In error to the supreme court of i119 5m“
of Texas.

Reversed.

STANLEY o. SCIIWALBY.
Statement by Mr. Chief Justice FULLER:
This was an ‘action of trespass to try title,
brought February 23, 1889, in the district
court of Bexar county, Tcx., against David
S. Stanley and three other defendants, by
Mary U. Schwalby, whose husband, J. A.
Schwalby, was afterwards made a party
plaintiff, to recover a. certain parcel or lot
of land in the city of San Antonio. Mrs.
Schwaihy claimed title to one third of the
lot as one of the three heirs of her father,
Duncan B. McMillan, deceased, and subse
quentiy one Joseph Spence, Jr., intervened,
and asserted title to one third of the lot
through a conveyance made to him by Dun
mn W. McMillan, another of said heirs.
Judgment of possession of the whole lot was
prayed, upon an averment that defendants
§entered without right or title.
0 ‘The land in question was part of a military
reservation of the United States, and was
used and occupied as a. military post, and
David S. Stanley and his codefendants were
otlicers of the army of the United States,
holding and occupying the land under au
thority of the United States. They pleaded
not guilty, and speciahy that they held law
ful possession of the property as oﬂicers and
agents of the United States, which had had
title and right of possession, under convey
ance duly recorded, since the year 1875, as
innocent purchasers for value without no
tice; and also the 3-year, the 5-year, and the
loyear statutes of limitation of Texas, and
a claim for allowance for permanent and
valuable improvements.
The United States district attorney ap
peared for the United States, acting, as he
alleged, "by and through instructions from
the attorney general of the United States,"
and joined on behalf of the United States in
the pleas of the other defendants.
The district court being of opinion that the
United States could not set up the statute
of limitations, whether for 3, 5, or 10 years,
or otherwise, the pleas of the United States

lotthat effect were ordered to be stricken
on

On the trial evidence was adduced on both
sides bearing upon the title and the pur
chase of the property by the United States
and the value of the improvements. It ap—
peared that one Dignowity was the common
source of title, and had executed a statutory
Warranty deed of the lot in controversy to

Duncan B. McMillan, dated and acknowl
Pdge‘l May 9, 1860, but not recorded until

Remember so, 1sso: that McMillan, then a
widower, died February 5, 1865, leaving
hree children him surviving, of whom plain

in Mary U. was born September 11, 1848,
ind married I. H. Schwalby January

18,

‘371; and Duncan W. was born November
> 1850. and conveyed to Joseph Spence. Jr.,
he intervener, March 26. 1889, by deed ac
uowledged that day and ﬁled for record

larch 29, 1889.
Dlznowlty died in April, 1875, testate, and
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by the terms of his will, which was duly
probated that month, his property passed to
his widow, who, on May 1, 1875, in her own;

right, and as independent executr'm of hers
husband's will, released and'quitclaimed to‘
the city of San Antonio all her right. title,
illlii interest in the lot in question, “known
as the ‘McMillan Lot,‘ " with covenant of war
ranty against any poison claiming by, under,
or through Dlgnowity or his estate. The
city of San Antonio conveyed this and three
other lots by warranty deed, dated June 16.
1315, and recorded October 21, 1875, to the

United States for military purposes.
Gen. Stanley testiﬂed that he was a briga
dicr general of the United States army, that
his codefendants were oﬂiccrs of the same,
and that they took and held possession as
such oﬂlceis.

It was contended that the evidence tended
to show that the city and the United States
took with notice of a previous sale to Me
Millan; that McMillan had never paid ﬁle
purchase price in full; that the unrecorded

deed was never delivered to McMillan, but
held in escrow; and that Dignowity paid
the taxes on the lot from 1860 to 1875.
The district court gave judgment in favor
of the plaintiﬂfs Schwalby and Spence, that
each had title to one third of the lot, and for
the possession of the whole, and also in fa
vor of the United States for $1,521 for the
improvements; that being the ditference be

tween the value thereof and the amount
found due from the United States for the
use and occupation of the premises. Both
parties excepted to the iudgment, and per
fected an appeal therefrom. The supreme
court of Texas reversed the judgment, and
rendered judgment dismissing the action as
to the United States, that plaintiffs recover
from the defendants, Stanley and others,
possession of the lot in question, and the
sum of $00, being the value of the use and
occupation of said land, together with costs;
to review which judgment this writ of error
was sued out. The opinion is reported, in

advance of the oﬂieial series, in 19 S. W.
Rep. 264.
Asst. Atty. Gen. Maury, for plaintiffs in
error. A. H. Garland, for defendants in er

ror.

a

‘Mr. Chief Justice FULLER, lifter stating?
the facts in the foregoing language, deliv
ered the opinion of the court

In The Siren, 7 Wall. 152, Mr. Justice
Field, who spoke for the court. in advert
ing to the familiar rule of the common law
that the sovereign cannot be sued in his
own courts without his consent. and the
ground upon which the rule rested, said:
"This doctrine of the common law is equal
ly applicable to the supreme authority of
the nation. the United States. They can
not be subjected to legal proceedings at law
or in equity without their consent; and who
ever institutes such proceedings must bring
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his case within the authority of some set
of congress. Such is the language of this
court in U. S. v. Clarke, 8 Pet. 444. The
same exemption from judicial process ex
tends to the property of the United States,
and for the same reasons. As justly ob
served by the learned judge who tried this
case. there is no distinction between suits
against the government directly and suits
against its property."
If, then, this suit had been directly against
1he United States, or the property of the

United States, it could not have been main
tained; and it is only upon the proposition
that it was brought, not against the United
States, but against the oﬂicers of the United
States as individuals, although holding pos
session of the property under their authori
ty, and as belonging to them, that it pro
ceeded to judgment. The district attorney
of the United States, acting, as he alleged,
“by and through instructions from the at
torney general of the United States," ﬁled
certain pleas on behalf of the United States,
among others, of limitation and for allow
ance for valuable improvements. No ques
tion seems to have arisen in the state dis
trict court as to the authority of the dis
trict attorney to do this. The court ruled
that the United States could not plead the
statutes of limitation, and therefore struck
those pleas out, but sustained the plea
claiming an allowance for improvements,
and rendered judgment in favor of the
United States for the value thereof. The su
preme court of Texas held that, as the in
structions of the attorney general were not
found in the record, and no net of congress
empowering him to make the United States
n a party, either plaintiff or defendant, to an
Hactlon in a state court was referred to, the
' United States could not be regarded as'a.
party, and therefore reversed the judgment
below, and rendered judgment dismissing
the United States from the case. The er
ror assigned to this action of the supreme
court has not been pressed by counsel for
the government, and we are not called upon
to express any opinion upon it. We should
remark, however, that from a very early

period it has been held that even where the
United States is not made technically a par
ty under the authority of an act of con
gress, yet, where the property of the gov
ernment is concerned. it is proper for the
attorney for the United States to intervene
by way of suggestion, and in such case, if
the suit be not stayed altogether, the court
will adjust its judgment according to the
rights disclosed on the part of the government
thus intervening. Such was the leading case
of The Exchange, 7 Crunch. 116, 147, where
the public armed vessel of a foreign sov
ercign having been libeled in a. court of ad
miralty by citizens of the United States to
whom she had belonged, and from whom
she had been forcibly taken in a foreign
port by his order, the district attorney ﬁled

a suggestion stating the facts, and, the cir~
cuit court having entered a decree for libel
nnts disregarding the suggestion, this court,
upon an appeal taken by the attorney of the
United States, reversed the decree and dis
missed the libel, and Mr. Chief Justice
Marshall, in delivering the opinion of the
court, said: “There seems to be a necessi
ty for admitting that the fact might be dis
closed to the court by the suggestion of the

attorney for the United States."
Probably the instructions here were that
the district attorney should make defense
for Gen. Stanley and his fellow officers,
and, in addition, he thought it wise to bring

the rights of the United States to the atten
tion of the

court by

application in their

name.
The argument for the plaintiffs in error is
conﬁned to the disposition of the pleas set
ting up the statutes of limitation, in respect
of which the decision did not turn upon the
question whether on the facts the bar was
or was not complete, but upon the view
that, although, as between individuals, a per
fect defense might have been made out, it
could not be availed of by or under the

United States.

‘

f,

' By the Texas statute relied on it was pro-I3
vided that every suit to recover real estate
"as against any person in peaceable and 11d
versc possession thereof under title or color

of title shall be instituted within three
years next after the cause of action shall
have accrued, and not afterwards." “Title"
was deﬁned to mean a regular chain of trans
fer from or under the sovereignty of the
soil, and “color of title" to mean a consecu
tive chain of such transfer down to the W

son in possession, without being regular; 8!
if one or more of the munlments were 110!
registered, or not duly registered.
“Peace
able possession” was described as “811011 I!

is continuous, and not interrupted by ad‘
verse suit to recover the estate," and "ad
verse possession" was deﬁned as "an acunl
and visible appropriation of the land, com

menced and continued under a claim of
right inconsistent with and hostile to the

claim of another." The statute also Prom‘
ed that ﬁve years’ peacenble and adverse
possession of real estate, “cultivating. 1151115’:

or enjoying the same, and paying mm
thereon, if any, and claiming under a deed
or deeds duly registered," should be a bf"?

and that ten years‘ like peaceablc and ad‘
verse possession, with cultivation, "59' 0'
enjoyment, should have a like result; and
also that, whenever in any case the “no”
of a person for the recovery of real 85mm
was barred, the person having 511011 Pence“

able and adverse possession should "be 13°12
to have full title, precluding all claim*1 ‘
Sﬂl'les’ Civil St. (Tex.) p. 109, tit. 62.114
The supreme court of Texas was of Oplilldll‘

that the bar of the statute could not be inter‘

posed by or undcr the United States, will!“

the United States are not bound by W“
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statutes, as well as because no action could
be brought against the United States.
The rule that the United States are not
bound, and the reason for it, are thus given

in U. S. v. Nashville Ry. Co., 118 U. S. 120,
125, 6 Sup. Ct. Rep. 1006: “It is settled be
yond doubt or controversy, upon the founda
tion of the great principle of public policy,
applicable to all governments alike, which
forbids that the public interests should he
prejudiced by the negligence of the oﬂicers
-or agents to whose care they are conﬁded,
‘.0 that the United States, asserting rights'vest
ed in them as a sovereign government, are
not bound by any statute of limitations, un
less congress has clearly manifested its inten
tion that they should be so bound." And this
doctrine was declared by the court in U. S.

v. lnsley, 130 U. S. 263, 266, 9 Sup. Ct. Rep.
485, to be "applicable with equal force, not
only to the question of the statute of limita
tions in a suit of law, but also to the ques
tion of inches in a suit in equity."
To the same effect, Mr. Justice Story, in U.

S. v. Hoar, 2 Mason, 311, said: "The true
reason, indeed, why the law has determined
that there can be no negligence or laches im
puted to the crown, and therefore no delay
should bur its right, (though sometimes as:
serted to be because the king is always bus
ied for the public good, and therefore has
not leisure to assert his right within the
times limited to subjects—1 Bl. Comm. 247,)
is to be found in the great public policy of
preserving the public rights, revenues, and
property from injury and loss by the negli
gence of public ofﬁcers. And though this is
sometimes called a ‘prerogative right,’ it is
in fact nothing more than a. reservation or
exception, introduced for the public beneﬁt,
and equally applicable to all governments.

' ‘ ' But, independently of any doctrine
founded on the notion of prerogative, the
same construction of statutes of this sort

ought to prevail, founded upon the legisla
ﬁve intention. Where the government is not
expressly or by necessary implication includ

government, and that so much of the royal
prerogative as belonged to the king in his ca
pacity of pal-ens patriae, or universal trustee,
enters as much into our political state as it
does into the principles of the British consti‘
tution.
The general rule is stated in Chitty on
the
Law of the Prerogatives of
the
Crown, 282, clearly to be “that, though
the king may avail himself of the pro
visions of any acts of parliament, he is
not bound by such as do not particularly
and expressly mention him; for it is agreed
in all our-books that the king shall take ben
eﬁt of any act, although he be not named.”
Case of a Fine, 7 Coke, 32a; Magdalen Col
lege Case, 11 Coke, 68b; Queen & Buckberd’s
Case, 1 Leon. 150; 1 Bl. Comm. 262.
We think there is nothing to the contrary
in Rustomjee v. Queen, 1 Q. B. Div. 487,
where, by a treaty between the queen of
England and the emperor of China, the em—
peror had paid to the British government a
sum of money on account of debts due to
British subjects from certain Chinese mer
chants, who had become insolvent, and it
was held that a petition of right would not
lie by one of the British merchants to obtain
payment of a sum of money alleged to be

due to him from one of the Chinese mer
chants, and that the statute of limitations
did not apply to a petition of right. The po~
litlcai trust with which her majesty was
charged in respect of her own subjects af
forded no basis for the prosecution in a court
of a claim as against a debtor or trustee, and,
of course, limitation had no application. .In
deed, the form of proceeding by petition of
right, even as simpliﬁed and regulated by 23
& 24 Vict. c. 34, is so far variant from pro
ceedings between subject and subject as to
give adjudications thereunder but slight, if
any, bearing upon the question under discus
sion. Tobin v. Queen, 14 C. B. (N. S.) 505.

It was in view of the ancient rule and its

derivation that the supreme court of Wis
811. it ought to be clear, from the nature of conshl, in Baxter v. State, 10 Wis. 454, held
that while the statute cannot be set up as a“
the mischiefs to be redressed or the language
defense to an action by the government, this 3
"led, that ﬁle government itself was in con
temiJlation of the legislature, before a court rule, being founded upon'the public good and»
the protection and preservation of the public
of law will be authorized to put such an in
terDretatiou upon any statute. In general, interest, instead of furnishing any support
for
the position that as a defendant the state
acts of the legislature are meant to regulate
could not have the beneﬁt of the statute,
and direct the acts and rights of citizens, and
in most cases the reasoning applicable to would fully sustain the opposite conclusion.
And so in People v. Gilbert, 18 Johns. 227,
them applies with very different, and often
it was pointed out by way of illustration that
“Hilary. force to the government itself."
But, as observed by Mr. Justice Strong, the same rule of construction applied to the
delivering the opinion of the court in Savings statute concerning costs which the state may
Bank v. . s., 19 Wall. 227, 239, while the recover, though not obliged to pay them. be
king is not bound by any act of parliament cause not included in the general terms of
smile?! he be named therein by special and the statute.
It is obvious that the ground of’ the exemp
cpﬂl'tlt'ular words, he may take the beneﬁt of
tion of governments from statutory bars or
' ‘my Particular act though-‘not named; and
8 adds that the rule thus settled as to the the consequences of laches has no existence
British crown is equally applicable to this in the instance of individuals, and we think

the proposition cannot be maintained that be
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cause a government is not bound by statutes
of limitation, therefore the citizen cannot be
bound as between himself and the govern
ment.
Of course, the United States were not
bound by the laws of the state, yet the word
“person" in the statute would include them
as a body politic and corporate. Sayles' Civil
St. art. 3140; Martin v. State, 24 Tex. 68.
This brings us to consider the objection
that the United States cannot obtain or be
protected in title through adverse posses
sion, unless an action would lie against them
for the recovery of the property. It by no

means follows that because an action could
not be brought in a. court of justice, there
fore possession might not be regarded as ad
verse, so as to ripen into title. In the case
of a government, protest against the occu
pancy and application for redress in the
proper quarter would seem to be quite as
potential in destroying the presumption of the
right to possession, or of the abandonment of
his claim by another, when an action cannot
be brought. as the action itself when it can.
In Comegys v. Vasse, 1 Pet. 193, 216, quoted
from and applied by Mr. Justice Lamar in
Williams v. Heard, 140 U. S. 529, 543, 11
Sup. Ct. Rep. 885, it was remarked by Mr.
Justice Story: “It is not universally, though
it may ordinarily be one test of right, that it
- may be enforced in a court of justice.

Claims and debts due from a sovereign are
m not ordinarily capable of being so enforced.
n Neither the king of Great Britain nor the

9 government of the United States is suable in
the ordinary courts of justice for debts due
by either. Yet who will doubt that such
debts are rights?" However, the very insti
tution of this suit shows, as the fact is, that
these claimants could have brought such an
action as this at any time between the date
when the United States took possession and
the ﬁling of this petition.
As stated by Mr. Justice Miller in Cunning

jurlous to another in regard to person or
property, in which his defense is that he has
acted under the orders of the government.
In these cases he is not sued as an oilicer
of the government, but as an individual, and
the court is not ousted of jurisdiction because
he asserts the authority of such oﬂicer. To
make out that defense he must show that his
authority was sufficient in law to protect
him. In this class is included U. S. v. Lee,
106 U. S. 196, 1 Sup. Ct. Rep. 240, where the
action of ejectment was held to be in its es
sential character an action of trespass, with
the power in the court to restore the posses
sion to the plaintiif as part of the judgment,
and the defendants Strong and Kaufman, be
ing sued individually as trespassers, set up
their authority as oﬂicers of the United
States, which this court held to be unlawful

and therefore insuflicient as a defense.

2

‘In such a case the validity of an authority?
exercised under the United States is drawn
in question, and, where the ﬁnal judgment
or decree in the highest court of a state in
which a decision could be had is against its
validity, jurisdiction exists in this court to re
view that decision on writ of error.
The case before us is an action of trespass
to try title, brought against oiﬁceis of the
United States, exercising an authority under
the United States in holding possession of
the property in controversy. Laying out of
view the intervention by the district attor
ney of the United States in the direction of

milking the United States a party, and con
sidering the ease in its relation to the do
fenses interposed by Gen. Stanley and his
fellow oﬂicers, we are unable to perceive
why the statutory bar, if complete, could not
be availed of. Although not bound by stat
utes of limitation, the United States, as We
have seen, were entitled to take the beneﬁt
of them, and, inasmuch as an action could
have been brought at any time after ad

verse possession was taken, against the

ham v. Railroad 00., 109 U. S. 446, 451, 3

agents of the government through when

Sup. Ct. Rep. 292, 609, it may be accepted as
unquestioned that neither the United States

that was done, and by whom it was retained,
the objection cannot be raised against the!“
that the statute could not run because of in

nor a state can be sued as defendant in any
court in this country without their consent,
except in the limited class of cases in which
a state may be made a party in this court

by virtue of the original jurisdiction con
ferred

by

the

constitution.

Accordingly,

whenever it can be clearly seen that a state
is an indispensable party to enable a court,
according to the rules which govern its proce
dure, to grant the relief sought, it will refuse
to take jurisdiction. But in the desire to do
that justice, which in many cases the courts
can see will be defeated by an extreme ex.

tension 0! this Principle, they have in some

ability to sue. Il‘he alleged trespass was
committed by the defendants as the servﬂllls

of the United States, and by their command;
yet, if they showed the requisite poweﬁslon
in themselves as individuals, though 111 ml
for the United States, under whose authoriliv
they were acting, the defense was made 011'»

Agents when treated as principals may rel-v
upon the protection of the statute.

Ware V

Galveston City 00., 111 U. s. 110, 4 Sup-<1L
Rep. 337.
In any view, they were not mere tres

pnssers, and, if subject to suit during the

instances gone a long way in holding the state
not to be a necessary party, though its inter.

statutory period of peaceabie and adverse

(‘Isis may be more or less affected by the de

tion, be found guilty of an unlawful with‘
holding from the original owner. The mm
which must be the gist of the action in Old"!

cision. Among these cases are those where
an individual is sued in tort for some act in

possession, they could not, after its eXilll'a'
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to render it maintainable against the oﬂicers
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whereof the party shall have been duly con
victed, shall exist in the United States, or
be predicated of them under such circum
any place subject to their jurisdiction."
In the amended answer ﬁled by the de
stances.
We refrain from any consideration of the
fendants they pleaded not guilty, and al
goose upon its merits, but, for the reasons in
leged that they had lawful possession of the
.'°dicatcd, reverse the judgment, ‘and remand property as onicers and agents of the United
States, which had title and right of posses
the cause for further proceedings not incon
sion since 1875 under conveyance duly ro
sistent with this opinion.
corded, and that they were innocent pur~
Mr. Justice FIELD, dissenting.
ChZiSGl‘S for a valuable consideration, without
I am unable to agree with the majority of notice of any outstanding title. They also
the court in the judgment rendered in this
pleaded specially the 3-years, the 5~ycars,
case, or in the reasons upon which it is
and the 10»years statutes of limitations, and
founded. The action is styled one of tres
set up a claim for allowance for permanent
pass to try title. It is, in fact, the form
and valuable improvements.
adopted in Texas to determine the title to
I fully agree with the court that, if this
real property in controversy, and the princi
action had been brought directly against the
ples governing ejcctmcnts govern their dis
United States, it could not be sustained, for
position. It was commenced in a district it is among the axioms of the law that the
court of the state of Texas, in the county government, state or national, is not amena
of Bexar.
ble to civil process at the suit of a private
The petition, the ﬁrst pleading in the ac
citizen, except upon its consent to submit to
tion, alleges that Mary U. Schwalby, who‘ such jurisdiction. Any judgment rendered
is herein joined by her husband, was, on the
in proceedings not voluntarily assented to
1st of February. 1889, lawfully seised of
would necessarily be void, whether the judg
certain described premises in the county of
ment be rendered for money or speciﬁc
Bexar, holding the same in fee simple. and
property. It may be doubted whether the
entitled to the possession thereof; that after
appearance in this case of the United States
wards, on the 2d of February, the defend
by a district attorney, without further evi
ants unlawfully entered upon the premises,
dence of their assent to the process, is surn
and dispossessed her therefrom, and with
clcnt. The answer of the United States that
hold ihem from her, setting out a descrip
they appear by the district attorney, under
tion of the premises in full. The petition
instructions of the attorney general of the
concludes with a prayer that the plaintiff
United States, the supreme court of Texas
may have judgment for the recovery and held to be insuﬂicicnt, as the instructions of
possession of the premises and for costs.
that otﬁcer did not appear in the record,
and thcre_was no not of congress authorizing
The premises were a part of a military
reservation of the United States in Texas,
him to make the United States a party to
the action in the state court. That court,
and were occupied as a military post. The
therefore, reversed the judgment of the low
defendant David S. Stanley and his code
iendants were oﬁlcers of the army of the
er court, and dismissed the action so far asg
it was agalnst'the United States. It also},D
United States,andnssuch were in possession
held that the United States could not plead
of and held the land, and, answering for him
the statute of limitations. In this decision
self antlthem,he says that as individuals they
I think that court was clearly right, and, al
do not claim, and have no title to, the land
though this court does not expressly approve
in controversy, but claim that they are law
fully in possession thereof as otiiccrs and that. doctrine, it would seem from its lan
guage that it might be implied that the Unit
agents of the United States, and that the
ed States could plead the statute. From any
United States “holds in herself" complete
title to the property in controversy, and that
such implication I emphatically dissent. The
whole theory upon which statutes of limita<
the defendant, as an ofﬁcer of the United
tion are founded, whether for the repose of
States in possession, enters a. plea of not
guilty to the trespasses and allegations litigation, or upon presumption of perform
once, from lapse of time, of the obligations
charged in the petition.
,,, ‘The designation thus given to the United alleged, or from other causes, is that during
of the United States as individuals, could not

ghtates as “herself‘ in a pleading drawn by
0 one of their attorneys is open to‘criticism,
‘18 in the constitution, both before and since
the Civil War, the United States have al
Ways been designated in the plural; thus,

“rude 3, i 3. declares that “treason against
the United States shall consist only in levy

1118 war against them, or in adhering to their
enemies, giving them aid and comfort;" and

article 13. adopted since the Civil War, de
dlll‘ss that “neither slavery nor involuntary
Semtude. except as a punishment for crime.

the period prescribed by the statute the
party has had full right, without legal hin
drance. to prosecute his demand against the
party invoking the bar of the statute, and
has failed to do so. As justly observed by
the court below, “it would be contrary to
reason to hold that it was the intention of
the lawmaking power that a right should
be barred by failure to bring an action with
in a prescribed time, when, at the same
time, the right to bring the action was de

nied."
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Now, no such bar can be pleaded by the
United States, for the reason that no action
can be instituted against them without their
express consent. They can have no occasion
to plead such a statute, because they can al
ways insist upon their immunity from judi
cial process. If they assent to the action,
they, of course, do not wish the beneﬁt of
such a statute.
The cases where the government, state or
national, without being named, may invoke
the beneﬁt of a law passed for private par
ties, applies to a very different class of cases
from the one before us. A speciﬁed time for
presenting claims against the government
may be prescribed by statute, but we may
look in vain for cases like the one before us,
in which the government, not being suable
during the time prescribed by statute, may
lnterpose the lapse of time as a bar to an ac
tion whenever it is subsequently permitted.
But it is admitted that in cases where oili
cers of the army, or agents of the govern
ment, state or national, are in possession of
real property, holding it for either of them,
they cannot, in an action for its recovery, re
" ly upon their agency or official character un
- der the government as a justification of'their
possession, without showing a title in the
government. They must show in that way
their right to the possession under that title.

back beyond the claim of the plaintiff, he can
do so; but, if he relies upon the statute, he

must show adverse possession of the property
In himself for the period prescribed. 'l‘o ren
der his possession adverse it must be accom
paniod by a claim of title or ownership in
himself as against the whole world. It must
be exclusive and continuous, and not refera
ble to any other claimant. If the defendant ad
mits that any other person, or that the govern
ment, has the title or owns the property at
any time within the period of prescription.
his adverse possession, on which alone he can
rely, fails, and his claim of right to the prop
erty is defeated This doctrine is sustained

by the whole current of authorities in the_
English and American courts, as will be seenzi
by reference to the'treatlse on the statute oili
limitations by Angeli, and also to the one by
Buswell, under the chapters on “Adverse
Possession," where the adjudged cases are
cited. See, also, Sedg. & W. 'l‘r. Tit. Land,
§§ 729-740; and Doswell v. De La Lanza, 20
How. 29; Melvin v. Proprietors, 5 Metc.
(Mass) 15; Ward v. Bartholomew, 6 Pick,
409; and Adams v. Burke, 3 Sawy. 420.
The statute of Texas prescribing the linu
tations of actions for the recovery of real
property is not materially diﬂ‘erent, except in
the periods designate-d, from the statutes oi‘
limitations of other states. It provides that

The case of U. S. v. Lee, 106 U. S. 196, 1 Sup.

every suit to recover real estate, “as against

Ct. Rep. 240, is suﬂicient authority on this
point. Referring to that case, in Re Ayers,

any person in peaceable and adverse posses

123 U. S. 453, 501, 8 Sup. Ct. Rep. 164, this

be instituted within three years next after

court said: "In that case the plaintiffs had
been wrongfully dispossessed of their real es
tate by defendants, claiming to act under the
authority of the United States. That authori
ty could exist only as it was conferred by
law, and, as they were unable to show any
lawful authority under the United States, it
was held that there was nothing to prevent
the judgment of the court against them as in
dividuals for the individual wrong and tres
pass.” See, also, Cunningham v. Railroad

00., 109 U. S. 446, 452, 3 Sup. Ct. Rep. 292,
609. Establishing the title of the govern
ment, and thus showing their own possession
under the government to be rightful, the ac
tion will be defeated. But the oﬂicers or
agents cannot plead the statute of limitations
in their own behalf if they hold under the
United States, and in maintaining a different
doctrine there is, in my opinion, a plain error
in the decision of ihe court. The action of
ejectment or of trespass to try title neces

Barﬂy implies the wrongful possession of the

sion thereof under title or color of title, shall
the cause of action shall have accrued, and
not afterwards."

“Peaceable possession” is

described as “such as is continuous, and not
interrupted by adverse suit to recover the
estate." “Adverse possession" is deﬁned a8

being "an actual and visible appropriation of
the land, commenced and continued under I
claim of right inconsistent with and 1105519
to the claim of another."

If the defendants cannot show title in the
party under whom they hold. or in them
selves, they are trespassers against the roll

owner, whether they claim under the EOYEP"

ment or a private party; and the doom”
that if they hold under the government, ﬂit‘

title to which is not etablished, they we 1”
allowed to set up adverse possession in them
selves, or, in other words, to plead the Bill“

nte of limitations, when they expressly m5"
avow any claim or title to the property] "Po"
the assertion of which alone such adverse

possession can be maintained or the statute
made available, is, in my Judgment. in Con'

defendant. He can only defeat that position
by showing title or ownership in the party
under whom he holds or in himself. But how

diet with well-settled principles. and the

can he show title or ownership in himself?
If he has a title by deed, which he can trace

ants. by their own admissions, are not 111 3
position to set up any such defense‘

whole course of judicial decisions in England
and in every state of the Union The defend

UNITED STATES v. PITMAN.
(147 U. S. 669)

UNITED STATES v. PITMAN.
(March 6, 1893.)
No. 699.
Cnssxs or Comer—Fuss l-‘Oit ATTENDANCE.
Under Rev. St. 5 S28, allowing the clerk
of the federal courts “ﬁve dollars a day for
his attendance on the court while actually in
session." the clerk is entitled to the fee, not
only when the judge is present in person, but
when in obedience to his written order, under
Rev. St. §§ 583, 672, the court is adjourned by
the marshal or clerk, the journal being ﬁrst
0 nod, and the other oﬂlcers being present.
4 Fed. Rep. 159, atiirmed.
‘uHsE—i‘fiE -iﬁebiuszl;.~sn_- =‘:iH-“=‘ ¢_ =-

Appeal from the district court of the United
States for the district of Rhode Island. Af
ﬁrmed.
Statement by Mr. Justice BROWN:
This was a petition for per diem fees as
clerk of the circuit and district courts of the
United States for the district of Rhode
Island. Petitioner claimed for 108 days‘ at
tendance, under Rev. St. §§ 672, 583, and
averred that, notwithstanding the rendition
of the services claimed, and the approval of
his account by the court, and notwithstand
ing that the marshal, the crier, and one of the
bailiiis had received pay for attendance upon
a portion of the days enumerated in his pe
tition, to which fact the attention of the ﬁrst
comptroller was called, the accounting officer
of the treasury declined to allow the same.
With respect to certain of the days the court
found that they "were days on which sessions
of the said circuit court were appointed to be
hoiden by the presiding judge thereof, and

that the said Pitman attended on said days
at the time and place of holding said court,
accordingly, and that no judge was present
to preside at said court on said days, and that
said court on said days was adjourned by and
pursuant to a written order signed by one
or the Judges of said court, and directed
alternatively to the marshal, and, in his ab
sence, to the clerk, to a day and time ﬁxed
and limited in said order;" and that certain
other days "were days on which sessions,

mencement of any regular, adjourned, or
special term, the court may be adjourned by
the marshal, by virtue of a written order di
rected to him by the judge, to the next regu
lar term, or to any earlier day, as the order
may direct;" and with section 672, which con
tains a similar provision with regard to the
absence of the judges of a circuit court. The
practice in the district of Rhode Island is
stated in the opinion of the court below to be

“that the courts shall meet at the time ﬁxed
by law, and transact such business as may
then appear, and thereafter shall hold by suc
cessive adjournments and appointments at
short intervals a substantially continuous
session until the next succeeding day for the
commcncemcnt of a regular term. During
the continuance of these sessions the judges
have attended in court here whenever their
engagements did not take them elsewhere,
and on the occasion of their absence, or ex
pected absence, for a time which might be
deﬁnitely ﬁxed, or which was indeterminate
by reason of the doubtful exigencies of busi
ness elsewhere, they have sometimes, as in
this case, made provision for adjournments
according to the terms of sections 583 and

67 .”
Whether this practice he conducive to the
convenient dispatch of business or not is a
question for the judge to determine. After
the term of a court has been regularly opened
upon the day provided by law, the question
how long it shall remain open, to what day
it shall be adjourned, and whether and how

often it shall be opened for incidental busi-L'
ness after'the regular business of the term?
has been concluded, is a matter which rests
in the discretion of the presiding judge. It is
presumed that he will act in this particular

in what he conceives to be the interest of the

judge thercoff' and that otherwise the facts

public, and that he will put the government
to no unnecessary expense. It is clearly the
duty of the oﬂicers of the court to be present
at the adjourned day, and to obey the
written order of the judge with respect to
any further adjournment; and there is no
reason why they should not receive their per
diems therefor as it the judge were actually
present. It was held by this court in the case

were the same as in the former case.

of McMullen r. U. S., 146 US. 360, 13 Sup.

terms, and sittings of the said district court
were appointed to be holden by the presiding
Upon

this state of facts the court entered a judg
ment for the petitioner in the sum of $495,

(45 Fed. Rep. 159,) and the United States ap
4'4‘H-—_-.4-
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' ‘Sol. Gen. Aldrich, for appellant.

Ct. Rep. 127, that when the court is open, by
its order, for the transaction of business, it
is in session, within the meaning of this sec

tion, “but that, if the court, by its own order,
Henry

Pltmlmv in pro. per.
Mr. Justice BROWN, after stating the facts
in the foregoing language, delivered the opin
10a of the court.
This case depends upon the construction to

be given to Rev. St. § 828, wherein there is
allowed to the clerk “ﬁve dollars a day for

his attendance on the court while actually in

59581011," taken in connection with section 583,
Which provides that, “if the judge of any dis
trict court is unable to attend at the com—

is closed for all purposes of business for an
entire day, or for any given number of days,
it is not in session on that day, or during
those days, although the current term has
not expired."
We think the court should be deemed “ac
tually in session,” within the meaning of the
law, not only when the judge is present in
person, but when, in obedience to an order oi
the judge directing its adjournment to a c»
tain day, the oiiicers are present upon that
day, and the journal is opened by the clerk,
and the court is adjourned to another day by
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further direction of the judge. That this was
the construction placed upon these sections
by congress is evident by the civil appropria
tion act of March 3, 1887, (24 St. pp. 509, 541,)
which provided as follows: “Nor shall any
part of any money appropriated be used in
payment of a per diem compensation to any
attorney, clerk, or marshal for attendance
in court, except for days when the court is
open by the judge for business, or business is
actually transacted in court, and when they

attend under sections 583, 584, 671, 672, and
2013 of the Revised Statutes, which fact shall
be certiﬁed in the approval of their accounts."
Attendance upon the days when the court

i1 is opened under the provisions of these‘ num
?bered sections is put‘by congress'upon the
same footing as it the judge were actually
present and business were actually trans
acted. The restriction of per diems to this
when the court is actually in session was
probably intended to be construed and ex
plained in connection with section 831, which
provides that no per diem or other allowance
shall be made for attendance at rule days.
There was no obligation on the part of
plaintiff to prove that the district court was
not in session on the days allowed for attend
ance at the place of holding the circu t
court; or that the circuit court was not in ss
sion on the days allowed for attendance at the
place of holding the district court. The ﬁnd
ings of fact, however, show that the plaintiif
is entitled to but 98 days’ attendance, instead
of 99, and the judgment should therefore be
reduced $5.
This deduction being made, the judgment of
the court below is affirmed

ing the bill was dismissed, but at the follow
ing term of court a rehearing was granted,
and thereafter a decree was rendered in
favor of complainant, quieting his title. 36
Fed. Rep. 478. Defendant appeals. Ai
ﬁrmed.
Statement by Mr. Justice FIELD:
This is a suit in equity, commenced in June,
1885, in the circuit court of the United
States for the District of Nebraska, to quiet
the title of the complainant to certain reala
property'described in the ‘Jill as the 8.15.1,“
of s ction No. 31, township No. 3 N., of mngeS
1a., of’ the sixth P. M., in Nuckolls county,
state of Nebraska, to which the defendant, a.
citizen of that state, claims some adverse
interest and title. The bill alleges that the
complainant is a citizen of New York, and
that at the commencement of the suit, and
for a long time prior thereto, he was the
owner in fee simple, and entitled to the
possession, of the described premises. His
chain of title is as follows:
(1) A patent of the land in controversy.
and of other land, from the United
States, dated November 1, 1871, issued to
George L. Blttinger, and recorded in Nuck
olls county, December 31, 1883.
(2) A deed hearing date on the 22d of

MOELLE v. SHERWOOD.
(March 6, 1893.)
No. 103.
EQUITY _. REHEMHxlis—ESTOPPEL—DEEDS—DE
SGltll’Ti'lN—BONA Fins PURCHASERS.
1. As a general thing the jurisdiction of a
court over its decrees terminates with the close

wife to L. P. Dosh, of Scott county, Iowa,

reciting a. consideration of $100, by which

I, r‘

they sold, conveyed, and quitclaimed all their
“right, title, and interest in and to" the
premises in controversy. This deed was re

9”u§w5ﬂ

corded September 19, 1882.
(3) A warranty deed, dated October 27.

1332, of the premises, by L. P. Dosh and his

This deed was recorded November 20, 1882
(4) A warranty deed of the premises,
dated June 30, 1883, by J’. R. Dosh and 1118
wife to the complainant, James K. 0. Sher

wood,reclting a consideration of $1,300- This
deed was recorded April 24, 1885.
The bill alleges that the complainant pm‘

chased the premises in question—that l8, "19

of the term at which they are rendered, but by

southeast quarter of section 31 of thetounshlp

Equity Rule 88 an exception is made where no
:Innenl lies to the supreme court of the United
States.
_
2. Where a motion is made in the federal
courts for leave to file a petition for a rehear
ing, and the allegations of the insniiiciency of
the amount involved to allow an appeal are con—
ceded as true by the opposite party, the motion
is properly granted, and such party cannot be
allowed to show afterwards that the amount
involved was suﬂicient to allow an appeal.
3. A change in the description contained in
a deed, after it is delivered and recorded, does
not convey the newly-described property. This
can only be accomplished by a new conveyance.
4. A grantee in a uitclaim deed is
' not pre
eluded from showing imself a hona ﬁde pur
chaser. 36 Fed. Rep. 478, aﬂirmed.

named—at their full value, in the reﬁll"

Appeal from the circuit court of the Unit
ed States from the district of Nebraska.
In Equity. Suit by James K. O. Sherwood
against Theodore J. Moelle to quiet title to
certain real estate. Upon the original hear

J’IEY-‘H'EY E' F

August. 1882. executed by Blttinger and his

wife to J. R. Dosh, of Guthrie county.
Iowa, reciting a consideration of $1,513.
(148 U. S. 21)

“eagernes

course of business, but that the defendant
claims that, by some secret and unrecol‘dt?d
deed from Bittinger, he has acquired 11 8'1‘
perior title to the premises, which claim 80
affects the title of the complainant as to ren
der its sale or disposition impossible, and d15
turbs him in his right of possession, but of
the nature of the claim, except as above

stated, he is ignorant. He therefore Plays

that the defendant may disclose the 113mm,,
of his estate, interest, and claim in "19's

‘premises, that the title of the complainant
therein may be quieted, and that the defend
ant may be decreed to have no estate or 111'

terest therein, and be enjoined from assert‘
ing any.

The defendant, in his answer, denies that

the complainant has any estate in or title '9

MOELLE v. SHERWOOD.
the premises, and sets up that on the 23d day

£27

case. and was to the effect that, before pur

of June, 1870. George L. Bittinger, the pat
entee of the United States, and his wife, by
a warranty deed, conveyed the premises for
a valuable consideration to one Guthrie

chasing the property, he examined an abstract
of title to it, and found a regular chain of
conveyances from the United States to J. R.
Dosh; that he also found, from the records
Probyne; that such deed was recorded Au I of certain tax sales, a regular chain of convey
gust 20, 1833; that on the 24th day of Au
ances from the grantee of the tax deed to
gust, 1883, Probync and wife, for a valuable
the same party; that no other instrument af
consideration, by a warranty deed, conveyed fecting the title appeared of record; and that
the premises to the defendant; and that the he was satisﬁed that the title was perfect
same was recorded August %, 1883.
He then had the land examined, and it was
The defendant also, by leave of the court, reported to him to be a fair quantity of wild
ﬁled a cross bill in which he alleges that at prairie, lying vacant and unoccupied, and nev
the commencement of the suit, and a long er had been occupied, and he paid $1,800 cash
time prior thereto, he was the owner in fee for the property. In answer to a. question, he
simple and in possession of the premises in stated that, at the time, he believed he was
controversy, and that his ownership of the getting a good title, and had no idea that any
estate rests upon the following munlments of such controversy as now exists would arise.
title, namely, the patent mentioned from the The land was unoccupied, the price of the
United States of the described premises to land a reasonable one, and he believed that
Blttihger, dated November 1, 1871; the war
he was getting a vuluauie piece of property,
mnty deed of the premises by Blttinger and
with a. perfect title, for a fair consideration.
wife to Guthrie Probyne, dated June 23,
The case was heard at the January term of
1870, and the warranty deed of Probyne and
the circuit court, 1888, and on the 9th of
wife to the defendant, Theodore J. Moelle. March, which was in the same term, a decree
The cross bill also refers to an alleged tax
was rendered, dismissing the bill. At the fol
deed of the premises by the treasurer of lowing tcrm of the court, on the 18th of May,
Nuckolls county, Neb., to one Ferdinand
the complainant made a motion for leave to
Faust, and a quitclaim from him to L. P.
ﬁle a petition for a rehearing, representing
Dosh; but no notice is taken of the tax to the court that at the hearing of the cause, a
deed, as it is conceded to be invalid. The
and'when the decree was rendered, it was.
prayer in the cross bill is that the title of
believed by him that the property in contro
the complainant, the defendant in the orig
versy was of suﬂicient value to give jurisdic
inal bill, may be adjudged perfect and tion to the supreme court of the United
valid.
States, and that an appeal would lie from the
decree, but that since then he had become
The answer to the cross bill sets up the
assured that no appeal would lie, by reason
various conveyances under which the com
Dlainant in the original suit claimed title to of the fact that the premises in dispute were
in value less than $5,000. The petition was
the premises, and, while admitting that the
accompanied by the aﬁidavit of one of the
alleged deed to Probyne from Bittinger and
solicitors of the complainant that the allega
wife, dated June 23, 1870, of the land in con
troversy, was placed on record August 20, tions were made after careful investigation,
1383, it charges that no such deed of the and believed to be true. 0n the 29th of Oc
premises was ever signed, acknowledged, or tober, which was during the May term, the
delivered by the grantors named, but avers cause was submitted with the petition for a
rehearing, and both were decided on the
:‘that the deed signed, acknowledged, and de
I livered by them to'him on the day designated same day, and a decree rendered in favor of
the complainant, quieting his title as prayed.
conveyed different property from the prem
ises embraced in the deed, recorded August 36 Fed. Rep. 478. From that decree the pres
20. 183, being part of a diiTerent quarter ent appeal is taken.

Section of the township, viz. the southwest
quarter of section 32, and not the southeast
quarter of section 31, and was recorded June

3, 1871, with this different description. It al

leges that subsequent to the record the deed
was changed so as to read, “the southeast
quarter of section thirty-one," instead of the
Southwest quarter of section 32. and in such

iil'gansed condition was recorded August 20,
The depositions taken in the case estab

lished the alteration made in the deed to
Probi'lle as set forth in the answer to the
cross bill. It is to be observed, also, that the
date of the execution of the alleged deed to

mm by the patentce is more than a year prior
t0 the issue of the patent.

The testimony of

the complainant, Sherwood, was taken in the

N. S. Harwood and J. H. Ames for appel
lant.

C. S. Montgomery, for appellee.

a
‘Mr. Justice FIELD, after stating the facts?
in the foregoing language, delivered the opin
ion of the court.
The appellant asks for a reversal of the de
cree below on two grounds——First. that the
petition for a rehearing was allowed, and a
rehearing had, after the aojournment of the
court for the term in which the original de
cree was rendered; and, second, that. the de
cree, as ﬁnally rendered, was agahlst the set
tied law, as to the eﬂect of the quitclaim
deed through which the complainant claims.
As a general thing, the jurisdiction of a
court over itmdecrees terminates with the
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it should have been reexecnted, reacknowi
close of the term at which they were ren
edged, and redellvercd. In other words, a
dered. An exception to this doctrine is al
lowed by the 88th rule in equity, in cases new conveyance should have been made.
But if the deed as altered in its descrip
where no appeal lies from the decree to
the supreme court of the United States. It tion of the property conveyed be deemed
valid as between the parties from the
was on that ground that the motion was
time of the alteration, though not reexe
made for leave to ﬁle the petition for a. re
outed, it could not take effect and be in
hearing in this case, and the allegations of the
force, as to subsequent purchasers, Without
insufficiency of the amount involved, as the
reason that no appeal from the decree would notice, whose deeds were already recorded
but as to them, by the statute of Nebraska,
lie, does not appear to have been controvert
it was void. The statute of that state upon
ed by the defendant, but to have been con
,,
ceded as true. The petition was therefore the subject is as follows:
~“All deeds, mortgages, and other instrn-i‘
properly allowed; and, the case being sub
ments of writing which are required to be
mitted with such petition, there was no error
recorded shall take effect and be in force
in the court considering its merits on the
legal propositions presented. Although the from and after the time of delivering the
appellant has, by afiidavits since ﬂied, shown same to the register of deeds for record, and
that the amount involved exceeds the sum of not before, as to all creditors and subsequent
$5,000, it is too late for him, on that account, purchasers in good faith without notice; and
all such deeds, mortgages. and other instru
to object to the rehearing granted. His con
ments shall be adjudged void as to all such
cession, upon which the petition was heard,
cannot now be recalled. He should have creditors and subsequent purchasers without
notice,
whose deeds, mortgages, and other
shown that the land in controversy was suﬂ‘i
instruments shall be ﬁrst recorded: Pro
cient at the time the motion was argued, in
vided, that such deeds. mortgages, or instru
stead of conceding its insuiﬁclency, as al
ments shall be valid between the parties"
leged.
O! the merits of the decree rendered in fiefrrtion 16, c. 73. Comp. St. Neb. 1891, p.
'27

favor of the'complainant, and sustaining his
title, we have no doubt. His title is traced
directly from the patentee of the United
States, by various intermediate conveyances.
The quitclaim by him to Dosh, bearing date
on the 22d of August, 1882, was executed
while the title still remained in him. The
deed to Probyne, hearing date, as it would
seem, prior to the issue of the patent, and on
which the defendant relies, does not cover
the premises in controversy, but only prop
erty situated in a different section of the
township. Even if it be conceded that the
parties intended that the conveyance should
embrace the premises in controversy, they
did not carry out their intention, and in its
original condition the deed was placed on
record, and there allowed to remain, giving
notice to all parties interested in section 31
of township No. 3 that the conveyance to
Probyne of June 23, 1870, did not aﬁect
them. The change in the description of the
property, made after the delivery of the
deed to the grantee, and its record in the
register's oﬂice of the county, did not give
operation and force to the deed, with the
changed description, as a conveyance of the
premises in controversy. An alteration in the

description of property embraced in adeed,
so as to make the instrument cover property
different from that originally embraced,
whether or not it destroys the validity of
the instrument as a conveyance of the prop

erty Originally described, certainly does not
give it validity as a conveyance of the
Property of which the new description is

inserted. The old execution and acknowl
edgment are not continued in existence as

to the new property- To give effect to the
deed as one of the newly-described property,

The form of the quitclaim to Dosh on the
22d of August, 1882, did not, therefore, pre
vent the passing of the title of Bittinger to

the grantee. Until then the title was in
him. The deed previously executed to Pro
byne, if eﬂectual for any purpose when i!
was altered without re-execution, was in
operative, as against the grantee in the quit
claim, by force of the above statute.
The doctrine expressed in many cases, that

the grantee in a quitclaim deed cannot be
treated as a bone. tlde purchaser does not

seem to rest upon any sound principle- It
is asserted upon the assumption that the

form of the instrument,—-that the grant"
merely releases to the grantee his 611111111
whatever it may be, without any Warmly
of its value, or only passes whatever interest
he may have at the time,—-indicates that

there may be other and outstanding claims
or interests which may possibly attect the fl
tie of the property; and therefore it is said
that the grantee, in accepting a convel’ﬂn”
of that kind, cannot be a bona tide Dill‘

chaser, and entitled to protection =15 511d“

and that he is in fact thus notiﬁed by “P
grantor that there may be some defect in his
title, and he must take it at his risk- This
assumption we do not think justiiied by the
language of such deeds or the genera] opm'

ion of conveyancers. There may be many
reasons why the holder of property may w
fuse to accompany his conveyance °! 1
with an express warranty of the 8011"‘11‘958
of its title, or its freedom from the claims of
others, or to execute a conveyallce in such,
form as to imply a warranty of any m i‘
even when the title is knOWH'tO be PM?“
He may hold the property only ‘5 a Mime‘
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or in a. corporate or oﬂldal character, and
be unwilling, for that reason, to assume any

personal responsibility as to its title or free

~_-q“_=.-wnr_-usza:vral"

ed only as guaranties against future con
tlngencies. The character of bona ﬁde pur
chaser must depend upon attending circum
stances or proof as to the transaction, and
does not arise, as often, though, we think,
inadvertently, said, either from the form of
the conveyance, or the presence or the ab
' sence
of any
accompanying
warranty.
Whether the grantee is to be treated as tak
ing a mere speculative chance in the proper
ty, or a clear title, must depend upon the
character of the title of the grantor when he
made the conveyance; and the opportunities
afforded the grantee of ascertaining this fact,
and the diligence with which he has pros
ecuted them, will, besides the payment of a
reasonable consideration, determine the bona
ﬁde nature of the transaction on his part.
In the present case, every available means
of ascertaining the character of the title
acquired, both at the time of his own pur
chase and at the time the purchase of his
predecesssors in interest were made, were

dom from liens, or he may be unwilling to
do so from notions peculiar to himself; and
the purchaser may be unable to secure a
conveyance of the property desired in any
other form than one of quitclaim, or of a
simple transfer of the grantor’s Interest. It
would be unreasonable to hold that, for his
inability to ecure any other form of convey
once, he should be denied the position and
character of a bona ﬁde purchaser, however
free, in fact, his conduct in the purchase
may have been from any imputation of the
want of good faith. In many parts of the
country a quitclaim, or a simple conveyance
of the grantor’s interest, is the common form
in which the transfer of real estate is made.
A deed in that form is in such cases as ef
fectual to divest and transfer a complete
title as any other form of conveyance.
There is in this cotmtry no diﬂerence, in
their efficacy and operative force, between I
conveyances in the form of release and quit- ‘1' pursued by the complainant. When he looked
claim, and those in the form of grant, bar i at the records of the county where the prop
gain, and sale. If the grantor, in either case, ' erty was situated, he saw that the only deed
executed by the patentee, the original source
at the time of the execution of his deed, pos
sesses any claim to orlnterest in the property, of title, was for property other than the
it passes to the grantee. In the one case,— premises in controversy. No more specu
latlve investment in the chance of obtaining
that of bargain and sale,—he impliedly as
serts the possession of a claim to or interest a good title could, therefore, properly be im
puted
to him.
in the property; for it is the property it
Decree aﬂirmcd.
self which he sells and undertakes to con
vey. In the other case, that of quitclnim,
the grantor aﬂirms nothing as to the owner
ship, and 1mdertakes only a release of any
(141 u. s. 538)
claim to or interest in the premises which
FLEITAS v. RICHARDSON.
he may possess, without asserting the owner
(March 6, 1893.)
ship of either. If in either case the grantee
No. 29.
takes the deed with notice of an outstanding
APPEAL—FINAL J UDOMENT—FORECLOSURE—STATE
conveyance of the premises from the gran
PRAo'rms—Equrrr Jumsmcrms.
tor, or of the execution by him of obligations
1. Under Code Pr. La. arts. 63, 98, 732—
to make such conveyance of the premises, 734, an act of mortgage passed before a notary
public in the presence of two witnesses, with
or to create a lien thereon, he takes the prop
an acknowledgment and identiﬁcation of the
erty subject to the operation of such out
debt thereby secured, imports a confession of
standing conveyance and obligation, and can
judgment, upon which the creditor_1s entitled
not claim protection against them as a bona to exccutory ‘process, and to obtain, without
tide purchaser. But in either case, if the previous citation to the debtor, an order for
the seizure and sale of the mortgaged property
grantee takes the deed without notice of for the payment of the debt. By article 7_35
oSuch outstanding conveyance or obligation the clerk is required to give the debtor notice
:grespecting the property, or notice of facts of this order a speciﬁed time before the sale,
and the debtor is entitled to have the sale
which? followed up, would lend to a knowl
suspended for certain causes enumerated in

edge of such outstanding conveyance or
equity. he is entitled to protection as abona

articles 738, 739. Hold, that this order of scl

ﬂde purchaser upon showing that the con
sideration stipulated has been paid, and that
such consideration was a fair price for the
claim or interest designated. The mere fact

zure and sale is not a ﬁnal judgment or decree,
and hence no appeal will lie to the supreme
court of the United States from such an order
made by the circuit court, nlthou h, _under
Code Pr. nrts. 565, 566, such an or er m the
state courts is subject to appeal. Levy v.

that in either case the conveyance is unac

Lalley, 17 Wall. 14, distinguished.

companied by any warranty of title, and
agilinst incumbrances or liens, does not raise
a presumption of the want of bona tides on

2.A proceeding under _these statutes.
though in summary form, is ill the nnture_of
a bill in equity, and belongs on the equity side
of the court.

the part of the purchaser in the transaction.
Covenants of warranty do not constitute any
operative part of the instrument in transfer
ring the title. That passes independently of
“mm They are separate contracts, intend

Fitzpatrick 15 Pet. 167, followed.

Marin v.

Appeal from the circuit court of the United

States for the eastern district of Louisiana.
Dismissed.
Statement by Mr. Justice GRAY:
This was a bill in equity, ﬁled June 29,
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1888, in the circuit court of the United States
for the eastern district of Louisiana, by Gil
bcrt M. Richardson, a citizen of New York,

against Francis B. Fieitas, a citizen of Louis
Lana1 and residing in that district, for a
seizure and sale of mortgaged lands in the
parish of St. Bernard, in that district, under
executory process, in accordance with the
provlions of the Louisiana Code of Practice,
a the material parts of which are copied in the
‘9 margin.‘
- ‘The bill alleged that the defendant, on Jan
nary 28, 1884, executed and delivered to the

VplalntiiI ﬂve promissory notes, for $12,600
each, payable to the plaintiﬂ's order on Jan

iuary 1st, in 1885, 1886, 1887, 1888, and 1889,
Prespectively, with interesi'at the yearly rate
of 8 per cent, and on the same day, by an
thentic act of mortgage, passed before a no
iary public in the presence of two witnesses,
(a copy of which was annexed to the bill,)
mortgaged the lands in question to secure the
payment of these notes, which were duly
paraphed by the notary, ne varietur, to iden
tify them with the act of mortgage, and
that the last two notes, (copies of which, with
the paraph of the notary thereon, were also
annexed to the bill,) and interest since July 1,
1887, had not been paid; that Shattuek &
HotIman, a commercial ﬁrm named in the
mortgage, had no interest in these notes, and
the plaintii! believed they had no interest in
‘Article 63. When the hypothecated

roperty

is in the hand of the debtor, and _w en the
creditor, besides his hynothecary right, has
against his debtor a title importing a confession
of judgment, he shall be entitled to have the
bypothecated property seized immediately, and
sold. for the payment of his debt, including the
capital, the interest. and the costs, pursuant to
the ruizs provided hereafter for exeeutory pro
ceedings.
Article 98. The proceedings are ordinary
when citation takes place, and all the delays
and forms 01' law are observed. They are ex
ecutory when seizure is obtained against the
property of the debtor, without previous cita
tion. in virtue of an act or title importing con
Zession of judgment, or in other cases provided
by law.
Article 732. Executory process can only be
resorted to in the ~following cases:
(1) \Vhen the creditor's right arises from an
act importing a confession of judgment. and
which contains a privilege or mortgage in his
favor.
(2) “'hen the creditor demands the execu
tion of a Judgment which has been rendered bv
a, tribunal of this state, different from that
within whose Jurisdiction the execution is
sought.

The Proceeding by provisional seizure (at.
tachment) or in rem resembles in some sort
the executpry_process, but should not be con
:oiilinded with it, as they are subject to ditferent
es.
Article
An act
said toofim
or a $10131fession
of 733.
judgment,
in ismatters
pgiviltegc
mortgage. which it is passed before a notary
public. _<\r other oiiicer fulﬁlling the same func.
tions, in the presence of two witnesses and

the debtor has declared or acknowledged the
debt for which he s'lves the privilege or mort
Base.
734an
_ Article
. When
itor isagriiggtssilisi;
i
‘siren
of such
act,. hethe
maycred‘
proceed

the act of mortgage:
and that, under
these notes and the mortgage, there was past
due, and owing to the plaintiff, the sums of
$27,216, with interest since January 1, 1838,
on $25,200 thereof, at the rate of 8 per cent,
and on $2,016 thereof, at the rate of 5 per

ccnt.
The copy of the act of mortgage, annexed
to the bill, showed that it was made to secure
the payment of the notes to the plaintiif, and
also to secure the payment to Shattuck &
Hoifman of advances made by them to the
defendant under a written agreement be
tween them and him of the same date, not
exceeding the amount of his debt to the plain
tiiT, and authorized the mortgages, in case
any of the debts thereby secured should not
be paid at maturity, to cause the mortgaged
property "to be seized and sold under exec
utory process, without appraisement, to the
highest bidder, for cash, hereby confessing
judgment in favor of said mortgagees, and of
such person or persons as may be the holder
or holders of said promissory notes, and all
assigns of said Shattuck & Hoffman, for the
full amount thereof, capital and interest, to
gether with all costs, charges, and expenses
whatsoever," and further provided that, in
the event of a foreclosure of the mortgage
and sale of the premises, “then out of the
proceeds of said sale the said indebtedness to
said Gilbert M. Richardson, whether held by
J'ect to the privilege or mortgage to
mind
and sold on a aim is petition, and without 1
previous citation o the debtor.
_

Article 735. in obtaining this order of sei
zure, it shall suffice to give three days’ noticeto
the debtor, counting from that on which the
notice is given, if he resides on the spot, add
ing a day for every twenty miles between the
place of his residence and the residence of the
Judge to whom the petition has been presented.
Article 738. The debtor against whom this

order of seizure shall have been rendered ml!
obtain an injunction to suspend the sale, if. b!
fore the time of sale. he ﬁles in the court is!“
lllg the order his opposition, in writing. uileg'
ing some of the reasons contained in the fol
lowing article, and of which he shall swear to
the truth.

Article 739. The debtor can only arrest thB
sale of the thing thus eized, by alleging somt
of the following reasons to wit:
_

(1) That he has paid the debt for which he a

sued;
l (2) That he has been remitted by the cred
0i‘:

(3) That it has been extinguished by "5"‘
action. novation,
(4) That time
paying the debt.
not mentioned in

or some other legal manner;
has been granted to lum for
although this circumstance b0
the contract;
_

(5) That the act containing the privilege 0'
mortgage is forged;

.

(6) That it was obtained by fraud, "016mm
fear, or some other unlawful means;

(7) That he has a liquidated account to Plead
in compensation to the debt claimed;
(8) And, ﬁnally, that the action f_or_the r960’
cry of the debt is barred by prescﬂiiilfm

, Article 740. When the judge 1311"" ‘m in'
Junction, on the allegation under oath of a"!
of the reasons mentioned in the preceding a!‘

tlcle, he shall require no surety rom the “9'
fendant, but he shall pronounce summarily 0"

the merits of his opposition, if the 9131mm ''
ebtor or his heirs by causing the property sub
quires it.
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said G. M. Richardson or his assigns, shall be
to make return of his vproceedings to the
paid by priority over said indebtedness due,
court.
or to become due, to said Shattuck & Hod
On November 24th the plalntiﬂf moved to
_‘ man, or their successors and assigns.“
strike the defendant's motion from the ﬁles,
a Upon the ﬁling of the bill, on June 29, 1888,
as not being allowed by the rules of the court
P the couri'made the following order: “Let a.
or by the laws of Louisiana; and the court de
writ of seizure and sale issue herein, as
nied the motion to quash, as well as the mo
prayed for, and according to law, to satisfy
tion to strike from the ﬁles, but granted the
complainant’s demands, as set forth in the
appeal, upon the defendant giving bond in
foregoing bill and petition. Let the mar
an amount to be ﬁxed by the court, and re
shal seize and take into his possession, accord
ferred the case to a master to report the
ing to law, the property described in the fore
facts, to enable the court to determine that
going pctition, and then let the sale of this
amount.
property be stayed till the further orders of
On the return'of the master's report, the
this court."
court, on December 7, 1888, made the follow
On June 30, 1888, the clerk of the court is
ing order: “This cause came on to be heard,
sued to the defendant, and the marshal
and was argued by counsel, whereupon the
served upon him, a notice, in these terms:
court, on consideration thereof, and further
“Take notice that payment is demanded of
reconsidering the whole matter with refer
you, within three days from the service here
ence to the order or decree awarding exec
of, of the amount speciﬁed in the writ of
utory process herein, and the defendant's
seizure and sale granted on the bill of com
applications for appeal therefrom, doth now
plaint herein, a copy of which accompanies
order that so much of the order of June 29,
this notice, with interest and costs; and in de
1888, awarding exccutory process herein, as
fault of payment within that delay the prop~
directs the marshal to stay the sale of the
erty referred to in said bill of complaint will
property directed to be scized till the further
be seized and sold, according to law, subject
orders of the court, be stricken out, and that
to the order on said bill. A further delay of
all orders made subsequently to the date of
one day for every twenty miles distance from
the defendant's application for an appeal, on
your domicile to this city, at which place this
June 30, 1888, except the order of reference
court is held, is allowed you by law."
to the master to report the facts upon which
On the same day the defendant, appearing
the amount of bond could be determined and
for that purpose only, prayed for, and was re
ﬁxed, be revoked, and that an appeal, to
fused, an appeal or writ of error from that
operate as a supcrsedeas, be allowed to said
order to this court.
defendant nunc pro tune as of said 30th day
At the next term of the circuit court, on
of June, 1888, according to his petition then
November 19, 1888, the defendant, appearing
presented, on his giving bond as required by
for the purpose of the motion only, moved
law, with good and solvent surety, in the sum
that all the orders and proceedings in the
of one thousand dollars. And it is further
case be quashed and set aside for want of
ordered that the marshal, on the ﬁling of such
Jurisdiction, and also because, if the circuit
bond,
release from seizure the property he
court had authority, under any circumstances,
to issue executory process, no case was made has seized herein, and that the exceptions to
in the bill for issuing it, for want of authentic
evidence, inasmuch as the mortgage appeared
upon its face to have been made to include a
Private agreement between the defendant
11nd Shattuck & Hoﬂfman, (a. copy of which,
veriﬁed by his oath, was annexed to the mo

tion.) and also “making known unto the court

the order of reference be overruled."
52
‘On the same day the defendant gave bond},a
accordingly to prosecute his appeal to this
court "from the decree rendered on June 29,

1888."
J’. R. Beckwith. for appellant.
Semmes, for appellee.

Thos. J.

that he will make no other and further ap
pearance or pleading herein, at all times be

lleving the proceeding void in law, and this
court without jurisdiction over the same,"

‘111d praying that, if the court should refuse to

Mr. Justice GRAY, after stating the facts
in the foregoing language, delivered the opin
ion of the court.

quash the proceedings, he might be allowed

At October term, 1888, this court denied a

"311 apilml to this court from the order of

motion to dismiss or aﬂirm, submitted on
briefs under rule 6. But on fuller considera
tion of the case, and in the light of the oral
arguments of counsel, we are constrained,
although the question is not free from diffi
culty, to hold that this court has no jurisdic
tion, because ‘the order appealed from is not
a ﬁnal judgment or decree.

gseizure and sale.

' ‘On November 22d a writ was issued to the

marshal, commanding him to seize and take
Into his Possession, according to law, the
Property described in the mortgage, and to

sell it to satisfy the plaintiff's demands as set
{will in the bill, and repeated in the writ;
said sale to be for cash, without appraise
ment, and said sale to he stayed until the

further orders of the court, under its order
dated June 29, 1888. on the bill herein," and

By the Louisiana Code of Practice, an act
of mortgage. passed before a notary public
in the presence of two witnesses, with an
acknowledgment and identiﬁcation of the
debt thereby secured, imports a confession of
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Sudgment, upon which the creditor is entitled
to executory process, and to obtain, without
previous citation to the debtor, an order for
the seizure and sale of the mortgaged prop
erty for the payment of the debt. Articles

Wall. 14. And the proceeding, though in
summary form, is in the nature of a bill in
equity for the foreclosure of a. mortgage,
and clearly belongs on the equity side of
that court. Brewster v. Wakeﬁeld, 22 How.

63, 98, 732-734. But the clerk of the court is

118, 123; Walker v. Dreville, 12 Wall. 440;?

required to give notice of this order to the ‘Marin v. Lalley, 17 Wall. 14; Improvement:3
00. v. Bradbury, 132 U. S. 509, 515, 10 Sup.
debtor 3 days before the sale, adding a day
Ct. Rep. 177.
for every 20 miles between the place of his
The debtor being entitled to notice and
residence and the place where the court is
hearing before an actual sale of the property,
held. Article 735. If such notice is not given
it would seem, upon principle, that the order
to the debtor, the proceeding is erroneous.
for a. sale must be considered as interlocu
Saillard v. White, 14 La. 84; Hart v. Pike, 29
tory, only, and not the ﬁnal decree in the
La. Ann. 262. The debtor may obtain an in
case,—at least when the debtor does, within
junction to suspend the sale, if before the
the time allowed by the Code, come in, and
time of sale he ﬂies in the court his opposi
contest the validity of the proceedings. Me
tion, in writing, under oath, alleging that the
Gourkey v. Railway 00., 140 U. S. 536, 545,
debt has been paid or remitted or extin
547, 549, 13 Sup. Ct. Rep. 170, and cases
guished, or that the time of payment has
there cited.
been extended, or that the act of mortgage
gis forged, or obtained by fraud, violence, or
By the decisions of the supreme court of
Louisiana, indeed, such an order, “exhaust
' other unlawful means, or that he has a'iiqni
ing the power of the court quoad the applica
dated account to plead in compensation, or
tion," although its execution may he stayed
that the action for the debt is barred by pre
on the opposition of the debtor, is subject
scription. Articles 738, 739.
to appeal, under the practice in that state
The provisions of that Code, making the
Code Pr. La. arts. 565, 566; Harrod v.
acknowledgment of the debt and mortgage,
Voorhics,
16 La. 254; Mitchell v. Logan. 34
in solemn form, before a. notary public, con
La. Ann. 998, 1003; Ralston v. Mortgage 00..
elusive evidence, upon which, Without previ
37 La. Ann. 193. But the practice of the de
ous notice to the debtor, the creditor may
cisions of the state in this respect cannot
obtain an order for the seizure and sale of
control the appellate jurisdiction of this
the mortgaged lands to satisfy his debt, bear
court from the circuit court of the United
some analogy to proceedings (never denied
States, as deﬁned by act of congress. Rev
to be due process of law) which were well
St. § 091; Luxton v. Bridge 00., 147 U. S.
known where the common law prevailed, be

fore the adoption of the constitution of the

337, 341, 13 Sup. Ct. Rep. 356.

United States, such as the recognlzances
called "statute merchant" and “statute
staple," in England, and similar recogni
uances in Massachusetts, taken before a court
or magistrate, and upon which, when re
corded, execution might issue without previ
ous notice to the debtor, and be levied upon
his lands or goods. 2 Bl. Comm. 160, 341,

Upon the question whether the order of
seizure and sale was a. ﬁnal Judgment, the
case of Levy v. Fitzpatrick, above cited, is
much in point, and was fully discussed in
the opinion delivered by Mr. Justice licKiu
ley, who was peculiarly familiar with the
law of Louisiana. In that case, a writ oi

341; Bac. Abr. "Execution," B; The King v.

made without previous notice to the debtors,
was dismissed for want of jurisdiction; and

Giles, 8 Price, 293, 316, 351; St. Mass. 1782,
c. 21; Albee v. Ward, 8 Mass. 79, 84; Rev. St.
c. 118; Gen. St. c. 152; Pub. St. c. 193.
In Louisiana, however, the act before the
notary, as well as the order for seizure and
sale, includes no lands but those described
in the mortgage; and, although the creditor
may obtain that order without previous no—

error to reverse the order of seizure and sale.

Mr. Justice McKinley, spell-kills for ‘119
whole court, said:
"Had this proceeding taken place before I

judge of competent authority in Loulslllmv
the debtors might have appealed from the
order of the judge to the supreme court Or
that state; and that court might, according

tice to the debtor, the sale cannot take place

to the laws of Louisiana, having examined 8nd

until the debtor has had notice and oppor
tunity to inter-pose objections.
This proceeding, therefore, is a civil suit
inter partes. which, where the parties are
citizens of ditferent states, is within the Ju~
risdiction conferred by congress on the cir~
cult court of the United States. _ Act Sept. 24,

decided upon the errors which have been
assigned here. But there is a. marked Midi

radical difference between the Jurisdiction
of the courm of Louisiana and'those of ﬁle‘

United States. By the former, no regﬂl'd ‘5
paid to the citizenship of the parties; ﬁnd 1“
such a. case as this no process is necessary to

1789, 0. 20,5 11, (1 St. p. 79; Rev. St. 5 739;)

bring the debtors before the court- The?"

Act March 3, 1875, c. 137, § 1, (18 St. p. 470;)

having

signed

and

acknowledged the m1

Act March 3, 1887, c. 373, 5 1, (24 St. p. 552;)

thentic act, according to the forms 01 ‘119

Act Aug. 13, 1888, c. 866, (25 St. p. 434;)
Tolaad v. Sprague, 12 Pet. 300; Levy v.

law of Louisiana, are, for all the Purposes
of obtaining executor-y process, presumed l°
be before the judge. Code Pr. La arts. :33.

Fitzpatrick, 15 Pet. 167: Chaﬂee v. Hav.
ward. 20 How. 208, 215; Marin v, Laney, i7

734. An appeal will lie to the supreme 00"“
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of Louisiana from any interlocutory or in
cidental order, made in the progress of the
cause, which might produce irreparable in

circuit court. The point that the case, though
coming from the state of Louisiana, where
the distinction between common law and

jury. State v. Lewis, 9 Mart. La. 301, 302;

equity is not preserved, yet, being essentially
a suit in equity in the circuit court of the
United States, should have been brought to
this court by appeal, and not by writ of error,
was not considered or noticed, and had not
then been decided, although it is now well
settled. McCollum v. Eager, 2 How. 61;
Walker v. Dreville, 12 Wall. 440; Marin v.

Broussard v. Trahan, 4 Mart. La, 48!); Gurlie
v. Coquet, 3 Mart. (N. S.) 408; Scghers v.
Antheman, 1 Mart. (N. S.) 73; v State v. Pitot,

12 Mart. La. 485.”
But, as the judge went on to say, “the ju
risdiction of the courts of the United States
is limited by law, and can only be exer
cised in speciﬁed cases." He then observed
that by the judiciary act of 1789, c. 20, § 11,

giving the circuit court of the United States
original jurisdiction of suits at common law
or in equity between citizens of diiferent
states, no Judgment could be rendered by a
circuit court against any defendant not
served with process, unless be waived the ne
cessity of service by entering his appearance

in the suit, and that, by section 22 of the

E_tuc=“e~n‘=eaﬂaﬂ

same act, only ﬁnal judgments of the circuit
court could be reviewed by this court on
writ of error, and added: "It is obvious that
the debtors were not before the judge in
this case, by the service of process or by
voluntary appearance, when he granted the
executory process. In that aspect of the
case, then, the order could not be regarded
as a. ﬁnal judgment, within the meaning of
the twenty-secondsecﬁon of thestatute. But
was the order a ﬁnal judgment, according
to the laws of Louisiana? The fact of its
being subject to appeal does not prove that
it was, as has already been shown. Nor
could it per so give to the execution of the
process, ordered by the judge, the dignity
of a judidal sale. Unless at least three days‘
previous notice were given to the debtors,
gthe sale would be utterly void. Grant v.
gwslden, 6 La. 623, 631. This proves that
' some other act was'necessary on the part of

the plaintitfs to entitle them to the fruits of
their judgment by confession; and in that
act is involved the merits of the whole case,

because, upon that notice, the debtors had
a right to come into court and ﬁle their pe

tition, which is technically called an ‘opposi
tion,’ and set up as matter of defense every

thing that could be assigned for error here,
and pray for an injunction to stay the execu

Laliey, 17 Wall. 14.
In Marin v. Laliey, above cited, the order
of seizure and sale was made by the circuit
court on March 28, 1872. The defendants
afterwards came in, ﬁled various objections,
oppositions, and answers, and prayed that the
proceedings might be quashed. The court on
June 3d ordered that “the objections and an
swers of the defendants to the order of
seizure and sale be overruled;" and the de
fendants on June 13th appealed, as appears
on referring to the record, from “the order
for executory process, entered herein on the

28th day of March, 1872, and made ﬁnal on:
the 3d day of June, 1872, by'judgment of this.“
honorable court." The appeal taken by the

defendants in that case, and which this court
refused to dismiss on motion, was not an ap
peal from the original order of March 28th,
but from that order as made ﬁnal by the
judgment of June 3d, and was therefore an
appeal from that judgment, It was of this
ﬁnal order, made after notice to, and opposi
tion by, the defendants, that Chief Justice
Chase, in delivering judgment, said: “It is,
in substance, a decree of foreclosure and sale,
which has repeatedly been held to be a ﬁnal
decree." "If there were any doubt as to the
ﬁnality of the original order, there can be
none that it became ﬁnal when the answer
and objections were overruled. That order
seems to have been made contradictorlly with
the debtors. Their opposition was overruled,
and their property decreed to be seized and
sold to pay their debts." And he distinguished
Levy v. Fitzpatrick, above cited, on the
ground that the order there held not to be a.
ﬁnal judgment was “the original order, with
out the three-days’ notice, and without any
act on the part of the debtors." 17 Wall. 17,

18.
an answer to the petition coming in, the
Whole merits of the case between the parties,

including the necessary questions of jurisdic
tion, might have been tried, and tlnal judg

ment rendered. Code

.

From thi view of the case, we think the
W191‘ granting executory process cannot be
I'Bgarded as anything more than a judgment
To such a judgment a writ of error

The present case appeals to us to be gov
erned by Levy v. Fitzpatrick, and to be like
wise distinguishable from Marin v. Lalley.
The original order of the circuit court for a
seizure and sale was made June 29, 1888, and
directed the marshal to seize the property,

but to stay the sale until the further orders
of the court. On June 30th a notice, together
with a copy of the bill and order, was issued
by the clerk, and served on the defendant;

would not lie. The writ of error in this case
3:815 therefore be dismissed." 15 Pet. 170

and the defendant, appearing specially for

The single ground of that decision, as ap
Pears by these extracts from the opinion, was
that there had been no ﬁnal judgment in the

the purpose, prayed for an appeal from that
order, which was denied. These were all the
proceedings which took place at the ﬁrst
term.

v-13s.o._28

At the next term the defendant, on Novem
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her 19th, again appearing specially, moved to
quash the proceedings, and, if that should be
refused, renewed his prayer for an appeal
from the order of June 29th. The writ of
seizure and sale was not issued to the mar
shal until November 22d, and directed that
the sale should be stayed until the further

qorders of the court, under its former order.

5' On November 24th the court denied'the mo
tion to quash, and granted the appeal, upon
the defendant giving bond in an amount to be
determined. On December 7th the court, re
considering the whole matter with reference
to the order of June 29th, and to the defend
ant‘s application of June 30th for an appeal
from that order, ordered that so much of that
order as directed the marshal to stay the sale
until the further orders of the court he
stricken out, and that an appeal, to operate
as a. supersedeas, be allowed to the defendant
nuc pro tune as of Jone 30, 1888, on his giv
ing bond in the sum of $1,000. The defendant
gave bond accordingly to prosecute his appeal
“from the decree rendered on June 20, 1888."
It thus clearly appears that the only appeal
claimed by the defendant was from the
original order of seizure and sale, of June 29,
1888, made before notice to the defendant,
and was allowed, as of June 30th, upon the
application which he had then made, as soon
as he had notice of that order, and that no
appeal was, in terms or by implication,
claimed, applied for, allowed, or taken, from

the order of December 7th, which was the
ﬁnal order of the circuit court in this case.
It necessarily follows that the order ap

pealed from was not a ﬁnal decree, and that
the appeal must be dismissed for want of
jurisdiction.
We are the more ready to accept this con
clusion because we have no doubt that if,
upon this record, the appeal could be treated
as having been taken from the ﬁnal decree
of December 7th, no reason is shown for re
versing the judgment of the circuit court.
The only objections taken below to the order
and proceedings, as appears by the motion to
quash, were that the circuit court had no
jurisdiction, and that there was no authentic

(in u. sv 66h
UNITED STATES v. FLETCHER.
(March 6, 1893.)
No. 783.
Uxi'rsn Sun-:5 MAltSllALS—FEES.
1. Under Rev. St. 13‘ 790, which allows a
United States‘marshal to execute all such
writs as may be in his hands at the time of
the expiration of his term, the fees for execut
ing such writs properly belong to him; but if,
for the convenience of making up accounts, he
relinquishes them to his successor. the latter
may charge them nlp in his accounts.
2. The marsha of the district in which a
criminal is arrested may deputize the marshal
of the district where the crime was committed
to execute the warrant of removal, and may re
linquish to him the fees therefor; and. in that
event, the latter is entitled to have the same
allowed. 45 Fed. Rep. 213. aiiirmed.
3. Where a claim for fees as marshal is
presented to the department for allowance,
and the department, in the exercise of its dia
eretion, suspends action upon them until prop
er vouchers are furnished. or other reasonabe
requirements are complied with, the courts
should not assume jurisdiction until ﬁnal action
is taken or is deferred for an unreasonable
time. City of New Orleans v. Paine, 13 Sup.
Ct. Rep.I 303, 147 U. S. 261, followed.
4. uder Rev. St. 5 829, allowing the mar—
shals six cents a. mile for traveling to serve
process, with a proviso that, "where more than
two writs of any kind required to be served ill
behalf of the same party or the same person
might be served at the same time, the marshal
shall be entitled to compensation for travel on
only two of such writs," such marshal is en
titled to mileage for each writ he serves when
on different persons, although he only makes
one trip. U. S. v. Harmon, 13 Sup. Ct. Rep.
327, 147 U. S. 268, approved. 45 Fed. Rep.
213, aiﬁrmed.
5A0! Feb. 22, 1875. prohibiting an al
lowanee for mileage or travel not actually 0i’
necessarily performed, only refers to cases
where process is sent by mail to a. deputy to
be served at a place remote from the oﬂloe
whence the process issues.
Appeal from the circuit court of the United
States for the eastern district of Arkansas
Reversed.

This was an action to recover certain fees
alleged to be due the plaintiff as marshal 0f

the United States for the eastern district of
Arkansas. The court below directed judg
ment to be entered in his favor for $3,069.16.
(45 Fed. Rep. 213,) and the United States ap—

evidence of the debt to Shattuck 8.: Hoffman,
pealed.
secured by the same mortgage as the notes
to the plaintiff. But that the circuit court,
sitting in equity, had jurisdiction of the case,

Wm. W. Dudley, L. T. Mlchener, and R. R

has been already shown; and. there being

Mcllahon, for appellee.

authentic evidence of the plaintiff's debt,
the want of like evidence of the separate and

distinct debt to Shattuck & Hoffman, which
by the express terms of the mortgage, was
subordinate to the debt to the plaintiff, is
immaterial. Chambliss v. Atchison, 2 Lu.
P: Ann. 488, 491; Renshaw v. Richards, 30 La.
- Ann. 398;‘Dejean v. Hebert, 31 La. Ann. 729;
Soniat v. Miles, 32 La. Ann. 164.
Appeal dismissed for want of jurisdiction.

0

Sol. Gen. Aldrich, for the United State‘!

Mr. Justice BROWN delivered the 0P“11011 05
of the court.
9
‘A part only of the items in controversy 11"‘
included in the assignments of error. Those
to which objection was made in this court 9"
as follows:

1. Expenses incurred by a deputy of the
plaintiff's predecessor while endeaVOl'iﬂZ to
arrest persons for offenses against the United
States, $16.

Mr. Justice SHIRAS, not having been a
member of the court when this case was
argued, took no part in its decision.

This item was disallowed by the compmuer
“D011 the ground that the same was due W

the former marshal, and that the plaintiff “35

UNITED STATES v. FLETCHER.
not authorized to pay expenses Incurred by
his predecessor. As a general rule, this is
entirely true. but it appears in this case that
the writs were issued before the plainiiti‘
qualiﬁed for oﬂice, but were not returned un
til after he had qualiﬁed. and that, by an ar

rangement between the outgoing and incom»
raE'Zs‘RwFlai’eé-iF‘Hﬂ-lhaiWfw‘-airlThi‘?faiv

ing marshal, the latter was to have the fees
earned upon all writs in the hands of the
deputies of the former at the date the ofiicc
changed hands. It further appeared that the
outgoing marshal made no claim to those
fees. Properly speaking, the outgoing mar
shal was entitled to these fees, under Rev.
St. i 790, which allows him to execute all
such precepts as may be in his hands at the
time of his removal or the expiration of his
term. But it‘, for the convenience of making
up accounts, the outgoing marshal is content
to relinquish his right to these fees, we see
nothing but a technical objection in the way
of the incoming marshal charging them up
in his accounts. Did the outgoing marshal
claim these fees as a. debt justly due him, a
different question would arise, but. in view
of his rellnqulshment of them, we think
they should have been allowed to his suc
cessor, the plainﬂir.
2. An item of $1,804.73, for travel and
other fees in pursuing into other judicial dis
trlcts, and there arresting, persons charged
with crime in the eastern district of Arkan
ass, and bringing the persons so arrested into
the latter district, was disallowed by the
comptroller upon the ground that the mar
shal had no authority to arrest a prisoner in
any district but his own.
it appears, however, that where arrests
were so made the marshals of the foreign
districts deputized the plaintiif or his deputy
eto execute the orders of removal to the east
gern district of Arkansas, and relinquished i.u

. favor of the plaintiff all'claim against the

‘5'2.

United States for the mileage or fees so ac
crued. It appears to have been the custom
for the marshals of this district to pursue
fugitives from justice into other districts, to
procure a deputation from the marshals of
such other districts, and in such cases it was
The practice of the treasury department up
to 1875 to allow the mileage and other fees
to the pursuing marshal, when the marshals
of the foreign districts relinquished their

claims for the same in his favor. When a
Derson is arrested in one district for an of
fcnse alleged to have been committed in an
other, Rev. St. § 1014, requires the judge of

the district within which he is arrested to
execute a. warrant to the marshal for his re
moval to the district where the trial is to be

had. No good reason is perceived why the
marshal of that district may not deputizc the
lllfllshal of the district within which the
(‘time was committed, or his deputy, to exe
cute such warrant of removal, and relinquish
to him his legal fees therefor.
Under such circumstances, we think the
latter may properly charge these fees in his
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own account to the government, and that
they should be allowed to him.
3. Expenses incurred to the amount of
$130.50 in endcavoring to arrest in his own
district persons charged with crime therein.
The sum did not exceed the rate of $2 per
day, the maximum amount allowed by law,
and was not disallowed by the accounting
oiiiccrs in the settlement of his accounts, but
was merely suspended for an itemized stato
nrcnt of the expenses.
Objection was made to this item upon the
ground that the accormt was still in process
or set lemtnt in the department, and had not
been ﬁrmly 1a 5 d upon or disallowed. Rev.
St. § 82!), allows to a marshal "for expenses
while employed in endeavoring to arrest,
undp-r process, any person charged with or
convicted of a crime, the sum actually 03
pended, not to exceed two dollars a. day.“
Tire ﬁnding of the court was that the ser
vices had been performed, and that the ex
perrcs equaled the amount charged, and
sometimes exceeded the two dollars a day
allowed lzy law. The comptroller, however,”
had a right to require items of these expen-g
ses to be furnished. The'smalinrss of the“
amount allowable under the statute does not
affect the principle, 11111058 at least a. showing
be made that it is impossible to furnish the
particulars.
With regard to the power of the court to
allow these items pending the settlement ot
the marshal‘s account by the otiicers or the
treasury department, Rev. St. 5 951, provides
that, "in suits brought by the Un‘tcd States
against individuals, no claim for a. credit
shall be admitted upon trial, except such as
appear to have been presented to the ac
counting oﬂicers of the treasury for their ex
amination. and to have been by them dis
allowed, in whole or in part, " etc. This was,
prior to the establishment of the court or
claims, the only method provided by law
for obtaining a. judicial allowance of claims
against the government. It is true that it:
was held by this court, under the court of
claims act, in Clyde v. U. S., 13 Wall. 38, that
a rule of that court. requiring parties to
present their claims to an executive depart
ment before suing, was unauthorized and void,
the court hofdin'; that this was a jurisdic—
tional requirement, which congress alone had
the power to establish, and, infercntially at;
least, that no action of the executve depart
ment was required before suit could be be
gim in that court under the act establishing
it.
This was also the ruling in U. S. v.
Knox, 128 U. S. 230, 234, 9 Sup. Ct. Rep. 63,
which was a suit in the court of claims by a
commissioner of the circuit court for fees.
in delivering the opinion of the court, Mr.
Justice Miller remarked:_ "We understand
the court to have decided, [in Clyde v. U. S.,]
in substance, that the action of the auditing

department, either in allowing or rejecting
such a, claim, was not an essential prerequisi e
to the jurisdiction of the court of claims to
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hear it" But i! such claims are presented
to the department for allowance, and the de
partment, in the exercise of its discretion,
suspends action upon them until proper
vouchers are furnished, or other reasonable
requirements are complied with, the courts
should not assume jurisdiction until ﬁnal ac
tion is taken. So long as the claim is pend
ing and awaiting ﬁnal determination in the
department, courts should not be called upon
3 to interfere; at least unless it ignores such
2’ claim, or fails to pass upon it within a'rea
sonable time. This was the rule applied by
this court with respect to a pcnding survey
of lands in City of New Orleans v. Paine,

147 U. S. 261, 13 Sup. Ct. Rep. 303.
4. The last assignment of error relates to
a. claim of $1,565.16, for more than one mile
age on the service of two or more writs
against different persons for different causes,
when the service was made in the course of
one trip; nn'i also for milrage on more than
one writ where more than one writ was
served at the same time and pl‘ice upon dif
ferent persons. Rev. St. § 829, allows six
cents a mile for traveling in the service of
process, with a. proviso that, "when more
than two writs of any kind required to be
served in behalf of the same party on the same
person might be served at the same time,
the marshal shall be entitled to compensa
tion for travel on only two of such writs."
There is here a. clear implicut'on that there
is no restriction upon the right of the mar
shill to charge mileage upon as many writs
as he may have in his hands where the writs
are against diti'erent persons.
The proviso in the act of Fel‘ruary 22.
1875, § 7, (18 St. p. 334,) that no person shall
be entitled to an "allowance for mileage or
travel not actually and necessarily performi
ed," evidently refers to cases whore pro
cess is sent by mail to a deputy to be served
at a place remote from the omce whcnrc the
process has issued. The rcasons for this :11
lowance, however, are fully statel in U, s,
v. Harmon. 147 U. S. 268, 13 Sup. Ct Rep.
327, and this item is allowed upon the au
thority of that case.
This disposes of all the qiestioas raised
by the assignments of error, and the judg
ment of the court below is therefore re
versed, and the case remanded, with instruc
tions to enter a new judgment in conformity
with this opinion.

for ‘:going to serve" the warrant of commit
men

2. A departmental construction 0! a stat
ute will not be followed by the courts, when it
is clearly erroneous.
Appeal from the court of claims.
Action by John R. Tanner, United States
marshal, against the United States, to re
cover mileage fees. From a judgment to:
plaintiff, the United States appeals. lie

versed.
Statement by Mr. Justice BROWN:
This was a. petition to recover for services,
as marshal of the United States for the
southern district of Illinois, in executing cer
taln warrants of commitment oi‘. prisoners to
the penitentiary at Chester, Ill. The claims
were for travel fees in the service of the
warrants, and were disallowed by the comp‘
trolier upon the ground that a claim for mile;
age had’already been allowed tor, as "trans?
portaiilon" for the deputies who executed
the writs. The ﬁfth ﬁnding of fact was that
“prior to or about the lst of October, 1885,
it had been the usual practice of United
States marshals to charge mileage in their
accounts for going to serve writs of commit

ment within their respective districts, six
cents a mile, in addition to ten cents a mile,
each, for transportation of themselves or dep
uties, prisoners, and guards; and such
charge, when made, had been allowed by
the accounting othccrs of the treasury until
the date named, when the practice was
changed, and such mileage was thereaiter

not allowed."
Upon this state of facts the court found,
as a conclusion of law, that petitioner was

entitled to recover the sum of $128.16. 25
Ct. Cl. 68.

The United States appealed.

Sol. Gen. Aldrich, for the United States
Geo. A. King, for appellee.

Mr. Justice BROWN, after stating i116
facts in the foregoing language, delivered
the opinion of the court.
This is a claim by a marshal for travelfeeﬁ
in serving warrants of commitment to 8

penitentiary. The claim is made under that
clause of Rev. St. § 829, which allows "for
travel, in going only, to serve any Dmcessi
warrant, attachment, or other writ, including
writs of subpoena in civil or criminal cases
six cents a mile, to be computed from i111‘

place where the process is returned to the
place of service, or, when more than one Per‘
son is served therewith, to the place of serv

(147 U. s. 661)

ice which is most remote, adding thereto

UNITED STATES v. TANNER.
(March 6, 1893.)
No. 335.
Uiurnn Srnrs liliusuins ——Frss—Tsxnm Cum
nui. 'ro Pzm'raNTuur—Coxsraucriox or STAT

the extra travel which is necessary to 591“
it on the others." An allowance had already
been made to petitioner under another clause
of section 829, “for transporting criminals‘

UTES.

ten cents a. mile for himself, and for each

prisoner and necessary guard." The effect

1. When a marshal takes a criminal to
penitentiary, the_onlv mileage he can charge i:
that prescribed in
ev. St. § 829, “for trans
porting Cl'lmlllllls! ten cents a mile for himself
and for each prisoner and necessary guard.‘
and he cannot also charge six cents per mile as

of the allowance would be to give the ma"
shal 16 cents per mile for his own travel to!

going from the place where the court 18 held
to the penitentiary.

UNITED STATES '0. JONES.
‘The delivery of a warrant of commitment
to a warden of a penitentiary is in no sense
a service of a. process, warrant, attachment,
or other writ, within the meaning of the
clause ﬁrst above cited. The word "pro
cess,” as used in that clause, evidently refers
to process for bringing persons or property
within the jurisdiction of the court, and not
to warrants of commitment, by virtue of
which criminals are transported from the

court to the place of commitment. This is
evident, not only from the inclusion of "writs
of subpoena in criminal or civil cases," but
from the provisloh that, "where more than
one person is served therewith," travel is
allowed “to the place of service which is
most remote, adding thereto the extra travel
which is necessary to serve it on the others.”

If a warrant of commitment can be said to be
served at all upon any person, it is upon the
criminal himself, who is transported by au
thority of such process, rather than upon the
jailer, with whom it is simply deposited, and
the fees of the marshal therefor are manifest
ly covered by the allowance for the travel of
himself, his prisoners, and guards. Not only
does the transportation of a prisoner imply
a travel in company with him, but section
829 expressly allows a fee of ﬁfty cents for
"every commitment " ‘ ' of a prisoner,"
which implies the deposit of a. warrant of
commitment with the jailer. In ‘some juris
dictions the prisoner is committed and held
under a certiﬁed copy of the sentence, and
no commitment at all is used.
This question was not involved in the de

it.‘

cision of this court, or of the court below, in
the case of U. S. v. Harmon, 147 U. S. 268,
13 Sup. Ct Rep. 327, 43 Fed. Rep. 560.
If it were a question of doubt, the con
struction given to this clause prior to Octo
ber, 1885, might be decisive; but, as it is
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department, with the accounts, but not for af
ﬁxing seals thereto, unles the department re—
quires the copy to be so authenticated.
3. The clerk is entitled to fees for copies
of orders for marshals to pay supervisors of
electron, as such orders are clearly within the
act of February 2 , 1875, making an order ncc~
essary before any account in favor of court oﬂi
cers is Paid; and, even though such orders are
not wit nn the statute, if the court assumed to
make them, and the clerk enters them, he is
entitled to his fees therefor.
4. The clerk is entitled to fees for ﬁling
marshals’ accounts current, but not for ﬁling
vouchers to such accounts, as under the act
of 1875?: the vouchers are deemed a. part of the
accoun .
'5. The said clerk is entitled to fees for
makrngﬁnal records in criminal cases. These
records include the indictment and other plead
rugs, the processes, journal entries, and the
order of commitment.
6.A judgment against the United States
for fees alleged to be due a clerk of court can
not be reversed on the ground that the record

fails to show that the amount of the judgment,
together with the amount already paid the
clerk, would not increase his emoluments be
yond the maximum allowed by law. This is a
matter to be determined by the de artment
when the whole account is stated and) settled.
. S. v. Harmon, 13 Sup. Ct. Rep. 327, 147
U. S. 268, followed.
Appeal from the district court for the

southern district of Alabama. Reversedﬁ
‘This was an action for fees alleged to be?
due the petitioner, Jones, for services ren
dered by him as clerk of the district court
for the southern district of Alabama, the
items of which were set out in a. bill of par
ticulars annexed to his petition. Judgment
having been rendered in favor of the peti
tioner for $292.35, (39 Fed. Rep. 410,) the
United States appealed to this court.
Sol. Gen. Aldrich and Felix Brannegan,
for the United States. Wm. W. Dudley, L.

T. Michener. and Richard R. McMahon, for
appeilee.

dear to us that this construction was er

-_-=n-:us*;\
QEJLEIL

roneous, we think it is not too late to over
rule it. U. S. v. Graham, 110 U. S. 219, 3
Sup. Ct Rep. 582; Swift Co. v. U. S., 105 U.

S. 601. It is only in cases of doubt that the
construction given to an act by the depart
ment charged with the duty of enforcing it

becomes material.
The Judgment of the court below must,
therefore, be reversed,
dismiss the petition.

with directions

to

=
-Uw vn-w Qvr a

[147 u. s. 672)
UNITED STATES v. JONES.
(March 6, 1893.)
No. 312.
CLBIIRS m' COURT—FEES.

1. The clerk of the federal district court
is entitled to fees for entering orders approving
marshals’ accounts, and such fees are not "ud
dltiomil gay,” within the meaning of Rev. St.
5 1I65. l‘lt are distinctly allowed by section

8, as foho fees. U.
v. Van Duzee, 11 Sup.
Ct. Reii758, 140 U. S. 169.
2. e is also entitled to fees for certifying
c‘lilies of such orders to be forwarded to the

Mr. Justice BROWN delivered the opinion
of the court.
The government assigns as error in this
case the allowance of certain items—
(1) For entering orders of the court ap
proving marshals' accounts, making copies
thereof, and attaching certiﬁcates under seal
to such copies.
(2) For copies of orders for marshals to
pay supervisors of election.
(3) For ﬁling marshals’ accounts current,
with vouchers thereto attached.
(4) For making ﬁnal records, recording
bonds and commitments.
1. Charges for entering orders approving
marshals’ accounts were allowed in the case

of U. S. v. Van Duzee, 140 U. S. 169, 171,
11 Sup. Ct. Rep. 758, and we have seen no
reason to change the opinion there ex
pressed. The labor of preparing one’s own
accounts for services or fees is a mere in
cident to the rendition of the service, and
is universally assumed by the creditor as
his own burden; but the approval of the:
account of another'stands upon a dlﬂerentf

i38
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footing, and, if performed at the request
of the government, or under a statute re~
quiring it to be performed for the protec—
tion of the government, there is no reason
why the clerk should not receive such fees
therefor as he receives for analogous serv
ices in other matters.
We are referred to Rev. St § 1765, as
expressly inhibiting compensation for such
services. This section provides that l‘no of
llcer in any branch of the public service, or
any other person whose salary, pay, or emol
uments are ﬁxed by law or regulations, shall
receive any additional pay, extra allowance,
or compensation in any form whatever
' ° ° for any other service or duty what
ever, unless the same is authorized by law,"
etc. It is suﬂicient to observe of this that
the service charged by the clerk in entering
these orders is strictly in the line of his duty
as clerk; that his per folio fees for such
orders are expressly allowed by section &8,
and are not "additional pay, extra allow
once, or compensation in any form what
ever."
The clerk is also entitled to charge for
certifying copies of such orders, to be for
warded to the department, with the ac
counts, but not for seals aﬂlxed to such
copies, unless, as was held in Van Duzee's
Case, (page 174, 140 U. 8., and page 760. 11
Sup. Ct. Rep.,) the treasury department
required the copy of such order tobeauthen
ticated, not only by the signature of the
clerk, but under seal. The charge for seals
does not seem to have been allowed.
2. The charge for copies of orders for
marshals to pay supervisors of election is
objected to on the groimd that there is no
law authorizing courts to issue orders to
the marshal to pay supervisors of election
or special deputies. The act of February
22, 1875, (18 St. p. 333,) does require, how
ever, that “before ' ' ' any account pay
able out of the money of the United States

shall be allowed ' ' ' in favor of clerks,
marshals, or district attorneys, the party
claiming such account shall render the same
' ' ' to a United States circuit or dis
trict court, ' ' ' and the court shall
thereupon cause to be entered of record an
order approving or disapproving the ne
count," etc. The account,‘ in question is

Eciearly within this section.

Supposing it,

Fhowever, to be a question of doubt,‘if the
court assumed jurisdiction to make such
order, and the clerk obeyed it by entering
it upon the Journal, he is entitled to his fee
therefor, irrespective of the necessity for
such order being made. in fact, he would
be guilty of contempt in refusing to make
such entry. The government cannot, in this
collateral proceeding, attack the power of
the court to make this order.
3. The charges for ﬁling marshals’ ac

°°ums current. with vouchers attached there~
to, were objected to upon the ground mm

the ﬁling of each voucher separately m
not only unnecessary but improper, since
vouchers belong to and are part of the ac
count to which they pertain. The act of
1875, above cited, requires the accounts and
vouchers of marshals and other judicial of
ficers to be made in duplicate, one copy of
which must be forwarded by the clerk to
the accounting oﬂlcers of the treasury, and
the other is to be retained in his oﬂice. 0i
course he is entitled to his fee for ﬁling
this account, but not for ﬁling the vouchers
which are usually attached to the account,
or, if not physically attached to it. an
deemed to be a part of it, and as constitut
ing, with the account, one paper. The clerk
would be as much entitled to a separate fee
for recording each coupon attached to a
bond as for recording each voucher to an
account as a separate paper.
4. The items for making ﬁnal records, re
cording bonds and commitments. The court
below held it to be the duty of the clerk to
record, after the determination of any pros
ecution, all the proceedings of the court re
lating thereto. This record includes the ln
dictment and other pleadings, the processes,
journal entries, and we think it also includes
the order of commitment, which, as held by
the court below, is an important part of
the proceedings in a criminal case. and
should be made a matter of record, where.
by the rules or practice of the court. a
record of criminal cases is made up. As
the court held the remainder of the charges
included in these items, for the recording of
bail bonds and justiﬂcation of sureties. to
be no part of the proceedings of the court.
and their entry upon the record as unauthori
ized and unnecessary,’and as no appeal was.
taken by the petitioner, we are not called
upon to express an opinion with regani to
them.

5. The judgment is further claimed to be
erroneous upon the ground that it does not
appear that the amount of the judgment.
together with the compensation already paid

to petitioner as clerk of the court. would
not

increase

his

emoluments beyond the

limits prescribed by law for his oﬂlce. Th1!
objection, however, does not apply 10 W
particular item, but is a matter to be con
sidered by the oiiicers of the department
when the whole account is stated and set
tled. If the maximum compensation 1188

already been allowed and paid, perhails 1‘
might be matter of defense to he pleaded
and proven by the government; but we are
clearly of the opinion that it cannot be

raised in this manner, and so bold in the
case of U. S. v. Harmon, 147 U. S. 268. 13

Sup. Ct. Rep. 327, decided at the New“
term.

The judgment of the court below is the"
fore reversed, and the case remandedlwll-h
directions to reduce the judgment in 0011'
formity with this opinion.

UNITED STATES 1:. KING.
(“7 U. S. 576)

imposed on him by law, and he is not entitled
to any fee or compensation for services as clerk
in selecting juries in connection with the jury
commissioners. U. S. v. Saunders, 7 Sup. Ct.
Rep. 467, 120 U. S. 126 applied.

2. Under Rev. St. $5 624, 626, 839, 796,
the clerk is entitled to charge a per diem fee
for attendance upon court by one of his. depu
ties; and, where simultaneous sessions are held
in separate divisions of the district, he is en
titled to fees for personal attendance at one
and attendance by deputy at the other. Sec
tion 831, declaring that only one fee shall be
charged when the circuit and district court sit
at the same time, should be construed to mean
when they sit at the same time and place.
3. Proceedings for the removal of a pris
oner from one district to another for trial are
not "a cause," within the meaning of Rev. St.
5828, and the clerk is not entitled to fees for
ocketin and indexing the same.
4.T e clerk of a federal court is entitled
under Rev. St. 5 828, to fees for entering or
ders approving the accounts of marshals and
other oiiicers. U. S. v. Jones, 13 Sup. Ct. Rep.
llowed.
5. The practice which obtains in the south
ern district of Georgia of making separate re
ports to the court of the amount of fees due
mm the United States to witnesses and jurors,
and obtaining separate orders for the payment
of each claim, is unnecessary, burdensome. and
oppressive, and the clerk is not entitled to fees
for making such reports, or for ﬁling the orders
made thereon.

8. The clerk of a federal court is not en

titled to fees for drawing more than one recog
nlmnce in a criminal case, unless it appears
that the witnesses could not conveniently have
recognized together.
‘7. The proceedings before the committing
magistrate properly constitute no art of the
ﬁnal record in a criminal case, an hence the
clerk of a federal court is not entitled to any
fee for copying therein the papers sent up by the
commissioner.
:HEEZ':

Appeal from

the

district

court

of

the

United States for the southern district of

._—-un-=z\
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17, 1892. and has continued to hold that oﬂlco

UNITED STATES v. KING.
(March 6, 1893.)
No. 628.
Cranks or COURT—Fans—EXTBL WORK.
1. Rev. St. § 1765, precludes a clerk of the
United States court from claiming any compen
sation for extra work germane to his oiiice

_

,

Georgia. Reversed.
This was a petition by H. H. King, whose
Christian name is not given, to recover oer
iain tees as clerk of the circuit court or the

United Stata tor the southern district of
Georgia. To his petition was annexed a
schedule of 23 items, running through tour

years of service. which had been disallowed
by the accounting oﬂlcers ot the treasury,
amounting in the aggregate to $595.65. The
case was tried upon an agreed statement oi!

lﬂcis. and a judgment rendered against the
United States for $586.15 and costs. See Er
“in v. U. 8., 37 Fed. Rep. 470. The United
States appealed.
80L Gen. Aldrich, for the United States.
. 0. Lancaster, for appclice.

‘Mr. Justice BROWN delivered the opinion
of the court.

The agreed statement of facts shows that
Petitioner was appointed clerk on March

until the present time; that his accounts were
duly presented and approved by the court;
that the accounting oﬂicers disallowed some
or the items charged; that the claimant made
up an account for these dlsnliowances from
the date of his appointment, including there
in similar items for services rendered, whit-ht‘?
had not been included in his accounts,- be?
cause of adverse rulings upon the legality of
the charges. This account was presented and
sworn to in open court for the purpose 0t
bringing this suit. The several items, the al
lowance of which is assigned by the govern
ment as error, will be considered in their or
der.
1. Per diem charges of ﬁve dollars for serv
ices as clerk in ‘selecting juries in connection
with the jury commissioner are objected to,
upon the ground that no compensation is pro
vided by law for such services.
_
Prior to 1879, juries to serve in the courts
of the United States were, under Rev. St. 5
800, designated by ballot, lot, or otherwise.
according to the mode of forming such juries
practiced in the several states, and the courts
were authorized to adopt rules conforming
the method of designating and impaneling
Juries to the laws and usages of the state.
By the act of June 30. 1879, however, (21 St.
1). 43,) a new system was inaugurated, and it
was provided, in substance, that the names
of not less than 300 persons should be placed
in the jury box by the clerk of the court,
and a commissioner to be appointed by the
judge, who should be of opposite politics to
the clerk, and that the clerk and commis
sioner should each place one name in the box
alternately, without reference to party at
tiliations. The clerk was not by this statute
made a jury commissioner, but a new duty
was imposed upon him as clerk, and no pro
vision was made for his compensation. That
congress has the right to impose additional
duties upon a public oiﬁcer without addition
a] compensation is not denied, but it is in
sisted that under the sundry civil appropri

ation bill of March 3, 1885, (23 St. pp. 478,
511,) and under subsequent appropriation
bills, a provision for “compensation for jury
commissioners, ﬁve dollars per day, not ex
ceeding three days for any one term oi!
court," should be equitably held to include the
clerk, who performs the same duties as a
jury commissioner. As the clerk is not a jury

commissioner eo nomine, it is dlﬂicult to see
how he could be paid out of an appropriation
for jury commissioners, or how these appro
priation bills enlarge his rights, and, unless
he is entitled to extra compensation as clerkﬁ
for these duties, there’ would seem to be no?
appropriation from which he could be paid.
While the duties of the clerk are similar to
those of the commissioner, there is nothing
in the language to indicate that the clerk did
not act as clerk in performing such duties, or

that he became ex oﬂicio a jury commis
sioner.
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The question of compensation for extra serv
ices has been the subject of considerable
discussion in this court, and of some legisla
tion by congress. The ordinary rule, in the
absence of legislation, is that, if the statute
increases the duties of an oiiicer by the ad
dition of other duties germane to his otllce,
he must perform them without extra compen
sation; but if he is employed to render serv
ices in an independent employment, not in
cidental to his oﬂicial duties, he may recover
for such services Mechem, Pub. Off. 5 862,
863. Acting upon this principle, it was held
by this court in 1833 that, in an action
brought by the United States against a pub
lic oﬂicer, the court might allow, by way of
oﬂ'set, an equitable claim for the disburse
ment of public moneys and other services
rendered to the government under orders of
the head of a department, though there were
no not of congress providing for the case. U.
S. v. McDaniel, 7 Pet. 1; U. S. v. Ripley, Id.
18; U. S. v. Fillebrown, Id. 28. See, also,
Gratiot v. U. 8., 15 Pet. 336, 4 How. 80.
Apparently, in consequence of these de
cisions, congress, on March 3, 1839, passed an
act (5 St. p. 349) which, as amended August

23, 1842, (5 St. pp. 508, 510,) provided “that
no oﬂicer in any branch of the public service,
or any other person whose salary, pay, or
emoluments is or are ﬁxed by law or regula
tions, shall receive any additional pay, extra
allowance, or compensation, in any form
whatever, for the disbursement of public
money, or for any other service or duty
whatsoever, unless the same shall be author
ized by law, and the appropriation therefor
explicitly set forth that it is for such addi
tional pay, extra. allowance, or compensa
tion." This provision was subsequently car
ried into the Revised Statutes, (section 1765.)

Of this statute it was said by this court in
Hoyt v. U. S., 10 How. 109, 141:

trict, and beyond the limits to which his dn.
ties extended. See, also, U. S. v. Brindle,
110 U. S. 688. 4 Sup. Ct. Rep. 180.

Further construing this statute, it was held
in U. S. v. Shoemaker, 7 Wall. 338, that a col

lector of customs was not entitled to oiiset,
in a suit against him by the United States,
compensation for disbursements made ior
building a customhouse and marine hospital
at the port where he was collector. See, also,

Hall v. U. 8., 91 U. S. 559, wherein items for
set-oi! for extra services and expenses were

excluded; and Badeau v. U. S., 130 U. S. 439,
9 Sup. Ct. Rep. 579, in which a retired army
oﬂ'icer accepting pay under an appointment
in the consular service was held to be pre
eluded from receiving salary as an oiﬁcer in
the army.
In U. S. v. Saunders, 120 U. S. 126, 7 Sup.
Ct. Rep. 467, it was held that this act had no
application to two distinct places, oﬁ'lces, or
employments, each with its own duties and
compensation, but both held by one person at
the same time. In delivering the opinion of
the court in this case, Mr. Justice Miller ob
served that “the purpose of this legislation
was to prevent a person holding an oﬂice or
appointment, for which the law provides a
deﬁnite compensation by way of salary or;

otherwise, which'ls intended to cover all the?
services which, as such oilicer, he may be
called upon to render, from receiving extra.
compensation, additional allowances, or pa)‘
for other services which may be required if
him either by act of congress or by order of

the head of his department, or, in any other
mode, added to or connected with the regu
lnr duties of the place which he holds."

We think that the construction given to
this section in these cases is conclusive
against the claim of the clerk for per diem

services in the drawing of juries, or for such

“It cuts up

services as are not taxable, as orders, certiﬁ

by the roots these claims by public oﬂicers

cates, or the like, under section 828, ﬁxing the

for extra'compensation, on the ground of ex
trn services. There is no discretion left in
any oﬁicer or tribunal to moire the allowance,

compensation of clerks.

unless it is authorized by some law of con
gress. The prohibition is general, and ap
plies to all public ofiicers, or quasi public of
ﬂccrs, who have a fixed compensation." This
language was somewhat limited by Chief Jus
tice Taney in Converse v. U. 8., 21 How. 463,
471, wherein he say of these provisions:
"They can by no fair interpretation be held
to embrace an employment which has no
allinity or connection, either in its character
or by law or usage, with the line of his of
iicial duty, and where thc service to be per

formed is of a different character and for a

These services are

not rendered in a distinct capacity as 1111'!
commissioner, but are incidental and germane
to his regular duties as clerk.
2. An item for attendance on the circuit

court at Macon by deputy for several llili"s
was disallowed by the comptroller, upon the

ground that the clerk had been allowed =1
per diem for his personal attendance 111101‘
the court at Savannah upon the same an!‘
the comptroller holding that the clerk was en

titled to but one per diem for any one day.
although the court might be in seslon at two

or more places, and the clerk be represented

at one of those places by a deputy- BY Re"
St. § 624, the circuit court is authorized if)

different place, and the amount of compensa
tion regulated by law.” An allowance was
made by the court in this case (three of its
members dissenting) to a collector of cus
toms as commission for the purchase of sup
plies for the lighthouse service throughout
the United States, so far as such purchases
were made for lighthouses outside of his (115.

appoint deputies of the clerk upon his ailllll‘
cation, and provision is made by sections 626
and 839 for compensation to such deputies to
be paid by the clerk, and allowed in the same

manner as other expenses of his oiﬁce are

paid and allowed. By section 796 the legal
responsibility of the clerk for the acts of his
deputy is recognized. Under such dl‘cum‘

UNITED STATES 0. KING.
wees, when the law provides expressly tor
the appointment of a deputy, and authorizes
the clerk to pay his compensation as a part of
his oiiice expenses, there can be no question

that his acts as such deputy should be recog
nized as the acts of the clerk himself, and
that the clerk is entitled to like tees for the

performance of such acts. It would not be
claimed that the clerk would not be entitled
to his fee for clerical services in entering or
dare. etc, performed by his deputy. No valid
distinction can be made in this particular be
tween such charges and the ordinary per

oiiicers, they are one court or two. It is
suilicicnt for the purpose of this case to hold
that the sessions are separate, and that the

jurors and witnesses as are paid off dut-inga',

clerk is entitled to charge for his own attend

the term. One order is'then made to pay?
all persons whose names are on the roll, and
the expense of a separate order in erch case
is thereby avoided. In the southern distri t
of Georgia the practice seems to have been
for each witness or juror, as he was dis’
charged, to appear separately or in small
numbers before the clerk, who administered
the oath, for which he charged 10 cents:
drew a report, for which he charged 30
cents; entered an order on the minutes, 30
cents; ﬁled copy of the same, 10 cents; made
a copy of the same to accompany the mar
shai's accounts, 20 cents; and annexed his

9 ‘Among the fees provided for the clerk by
section 828 are ﬁve dollars a day for his at
tendance upon the court "while actually in
session," with a qualiﬁcation contained in sec

tion 831 that, ‘when the circuit and district
courts sit at the same time, no greater per
diem or other allowance shall be made to any
such oﬂlcer than for an attendance on one
court.” As the circuit and district courts are
ordinarily held together at the same time and
place by the district judge, sitting both as
judge of the district and of the circuit court,
and cases in both courts are disposed of in
diiierently, and without reference to the court
in which they are pending, the obvious pur
pose of this proviso was to limit the otﬂcials
to a single per diem for attendance upon both
courts. Where, however, the two courts are
held in different places, or, as in this case, in
diiIerent divisions of the same judicial dis
trict, upon the same day, or where a court is
held by the regular district judge at one

place, and a different branch or division of
the same court is held at another place by
the circuit judge or a district judge desig
nated under the statute for that purpose, the
reason of the rule does not apply. In such a
case a separate staff of oﬂicers is necessary
for each place, and equitably each is entitled

to fees for attendance. We think the last
Clause oi.’ section 831 should be limited to
cases where the court sits not only at the

same time, but at the same place. It is rm
<_q- nan-'._-,EI

cided.)
5. Item 13 is for making reports of the
amount of fees due by the United States to
jurors and witnesses for traveling and at
tendance, and for ﬁling orders of the court
to pay the same. The practice in the south
ern district of Georgia. with regnri to the
payment of fees due by the United States to
witnesses and jurors is stated by the court
below to be as follows. (Erwin v. U. S., 37
Fed. Rep. 470, 483:) "Whrn a case has been
disposed of, and the witnesses are discharged
by the district attorney from further attend
ance, they report to the clerk's oﬂlce. The
clerk then ascertains the exact amount due
them for attendance and mileage, by ex
amination of their subpoenas, questioning
them as to the place from which they have
traveled, and comparing their statements
with a table of distances kept in his oﬁice
for that purpose, and the witness is sworn
on a jurat drawn on his subpoena ticket to
the correctness of his claim. it any doubt
tul question arises, it is referred to the pre
siding judge for his decision. The days at
tended, mileage, and amounts due the re
spective witue ses are then entered on a re
port. which is signed by the cler-.., and sub
mitted to the court for its approval." Ii‘ the
court adjudge the report correct. he indorses
upon it an order for the payment of the wit.
nesses and jurors. The only criticism to be
made upon this practice is in rcquirins sep
arate orders to be made in each (use.
The practice in most district; allows the
witness or juror to appear bet: r: the clerk,
make oath to his mileage and attendance,
and receive a ticket or memorandum of the
amount due him, which he prrsents to me
marshal, who takes his receipt upon a large
roll opened for the signature of all such

:diem charges for attendance.

“*Eﬂrﬁ sues a
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dictment, information, or commitment of the
commissioner before whom he has been ex
amined, and ordinarily no evidence is re
quired except as to the identity of the ac
cused, when the judge issues a warrant for
his removal, and no papers are required to
be ﬁled with the clerk.
4. Items 10 and 11, for entering orders ap
proving the accounts of marshals and other
oﬂicers, are alowed upon the authority or
U. S. v. Jones, 13 Sup. Ct. Rep. 437, (just de

necessary to decide whether, when the dis
trict consists of two divisions, and courts are
held in both divisions by the same judge and

lines at one place, and for that of his deputy
It another.

3. The eighth item relates to the case oi
one Clayton, who was removed under Rev.

Bt- i 1014. by order of the judge to the
northern district of Georgia for trial.

No ob

Jection is made to the particulars of this
lte111, except to the charge for docketing and
indexing, which cannot be allowed, as the
pmceedllli; is not a. "cause," within the mean

“1118 of section 828. providing for docket fees.
:The application to the judge is a summary

"no, 8nd accompanied by a copy of the ‘in
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the brief of the attorney general, and the
certiﬁcate thereto, 15 cents.
The clerk's
judgment of the court below will th'raiore
charges thus aggregated $1.15 for the PM"
be reversed, and the case remanded, nirh
ment of a witness, whose fees may not have
directions to reduce the judgment in con
exceeded $1.50, or of a single juror, whose
formity with this opinion.
fees may not have exceeded $2. Any prac
tice which puts the government to such an
=
expense is burdensome, vexatious, and op
pressive. In the present case a separate re
port seems to have been made, and a sep
(147 U. S. \lSll
UNITED STATES v. PAYNE.
arate order issued, whenever a juror or wit
ness was discharged, or a. small number were
(March 6, 1893.)
discharged together; and the item contains
No. 673.
charges for drnwim 332 reports, at 30 cents
CLnnss or Cous'r—Fsss.
each, and ﬁling $58 orders, at 10 cents each;
1. A clerk of 0. federal court claimed a fee
the comptroller allowing the items for enter
of three dollars for making docket entries un
ing the orders, and making copies of the
der Rev. St. § 828, which allows that sum for
same for the marshal. In view of the petty
making such entry “on the trial or argument
character of these claims, if the clerk be of it cause where issue is joined and testimony
competent, it would seem that the practice given." The record showed that issue was
joined and testimony given. Hold, that he was
usually pursued would sutiicicntly protect the
entitled to the fee, although the record failed
to show that the testimony was given on the
government, and would render unnecessary
"trial or argument."
_
a scheme which seems to have been skill
2. \Vhile a writ of alias ﬁ. fu._is ordinarily
fully devised for the multiplication of fees.
issued upon a simple pruecipe, it is competent
for the district attorney to apply to the court
This charge must be disallowed.
for an order therefor, and, if such order it!
6. Item 18 is for drawing three recogni
made, the clerk is bound to enter it, and is en
zances in a single criminal case, and was dis
titled to a fee therefor, whether or not such
allowed by the comptroller, upon the ground
order was necessary.
,
'
3. The clerk of a federal court is entitled
that one recognizance for all the witnesses
to a fee for enterin a recognizance_takeu in
would have been suﬂicient. We agree with
open court; but w ere the recognizance is
this conclusion, and. the item will therefore
taken out of court, by a separate instrument.
he is only entitled to a fee for drawing and
he disallowed, unless it be made to appear
that the witnesses could not conveniently have ﬁling the same, and not for entering it on the
record.
‘
recognized together.
4.A scire fncias upon a recognizance is
7. Item 17 is for entering upon the ﬁnal
an original action, and is therefore "a cause,
record the proceedings before the committing within the meaning of Rev. ‘St. § 828, allowuiE
fees for docket entries and indexes upon the
magistrate, namely, atiidavit; warrant of or
trial of a cause: but an indictment which hM
rest; marshul’s return; and ﬁnding of the
been ignored by the grand jury is not a cause.
and such fees cannot be allowed thereon. I
commissioner of probable cause of defend
5. The clerk of a federal court is entitled
ant's guilt, upon which the information is
to fees for entering orders approving the he
unfounded; commitment to jail in default of
counts of oﬁieers of the court, and for ﬁling
duplicate accounts, butnot for ﬁling vouched.
‘ bond; recognirance, where given, and justi
S. v. Jones, 13 Sup. Ct. Rep. 437,_ followed
iication of surety; and waiver of homestead
6. The clerk of a federal court is not eu
exemption, where it is waived; petition and
titled to fees for attendance on a district court
order for subpoenas on part of defendant at
with the jury commissioner in drn‘wms Juror-‘h
U. s. v. King, 13 Sup. Ct. Rep. 459. followed
the expense of the government; commitment
under sentence; and marshal’s return,—
Appeal from the court of claims. Be
$60.75.
versed.
While we held in the case of U. S. v. Van
This was a petition for fees by the Clerk
Duzee, 140 U. S. 169, 170, par. 1, 11 Sup. Ct.
of the district and circuit courts of the
Rep. 758, that the clerk was entitled to :1 fee
United States for the western district of
for ﬁling papers sent up by the commissioner,
North Carolina. The petition averred that
they evidently form no part of the record in
the accounts had been duly presented I0
the circuit court, and the clerk is not entitled
the accounting oﬂiccrs of the treasury, and
to a fee for entering mem.
The record
payment thereof refused, although such ac
proper begins with the indictment or infor
counts had been duly presented and KP
mation, and ends with the sentence and com
proved by the court in accordance with law
mitment. The procerdlngs lzefore a commis—
The court found the facts in favor of U18
sinner are principally for the information of
petitioner, and directed judgment in his be
the district attorney. In U. S. v. Van Duzee,
half for $538.50, and the United States RP‘
140 U. S. 169, 176, par. 9, 11 Sup. Ct. Rep.
pealed. As the court found a large number
758, the clerk was allowed to recover for so
of items in favor of the petitioner, the “1'
much of the record as included the order
lowance of which is not now dlsimledt 1‘
of the commissioner binding me party to ap

pear before the grand jury, on account of
a rule of the court in that case requiring this
order to appear in the ﬁnal record.
This disposes of all the questions raised in

is unnecessary to set forth the ﬁnding 1"
full.
Sol. Gen. Aldrich, for the United Sta!“
0. 0. Lancaster, for appellee.
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of the court.
The assignments of error in this case re
late to several petty items claimed to have
been illegally allowed by the court below.
1. For making dockets and indexes, tax
ing costs, etc., in various suits, upon man
ufacturers‘ bonds under the internal reve
nue law, where issue was joined and tes
mtimony given, for which petitioner claimed
. three dollars in each case. Rev. St.'§ 828,
allows a fee of three dollars "for making
dockets and indexes, issuing venlre, taxing
costs, and all other services. on the trial
or argument of a cause where issue is
joined and testimony given;" and two do]
iars for similar services “in a cause where
issue is joined, but no testimony is given;"
and one dollar “in a cause which is dis
missed or discontinued, or where judgment
or decree is made or rendered without is
sue." Objection is made to the taxation of
three dollars in this case upon the ground
that it does not appear that the testimony
was given "on the trial or argument" of
the cause. If the allowance depended upon
the ﬁrst clause alone, it might be claimed
with reason that it would be no hardship
upon a public oﬂlcenwho is entirely familiar
with the statute, to bring himself within its
terms, and to make it clearly appear that
the services were rendered on the trial or
argument of the cause: but, as the second
clause is limited to cases where issue has
been joined, but no testimony is given, and
as. in this case, the issue was joined and
testimony was given, we think it a reason
able inference that it was the intention of
congress to allow three dollars in such case,
or that it may be assumed that the testi
mony was given upon the trial or argument
of the case, as required by the ﬁrst clause.
This item should therefore be allowed.
2. For entering orders of court for alias
ﬂ. fa, and for venditioni exponas, one folio
each. While a writ of alias ii fa. is ordinar
ily issued upon a simple praecipe, it is per
tectiy competent for the district attorney to

both. A deduction should therefore be made
from this item.
4. For making docket entries and indexes
in cases of sci. 1a.. and other proceedings.
Where issue was joined, but no testimony
given. This item was disallowed upon the
ground that docket fees were only taxable

in "causes,” and that a scire facias is not
“a cause" within the meaning of the section.
While a scire facias to revive a judgment
is merely a continuation of the original suit,
(Frierson v. Harris, 94 Amer. Dec. 223,
notes,) a scire facias upon a recognizance,

or to annul a patent, or for other similar
purposes, is as much an original cause as
an action of debt upon a. recognizzmce, or a
bill in equity to annul a patent. Winder
v. Caldwell, 14 How. 434, 443; U. S. v.

Stone, 2 Wall. 525, 535.

'

5. Items 8 and 9 are for entering orders
approving the accounts of oﬂlcers of the
court, ﬁling duplicate accounts and vouch
ers. All of these are allowable, under U. S.
v. Jones, 13 Sup. Ct. Rep. 437, (Just decided.)
except the fees for ﬁling vouchers, which
should be disallowed.
6. Per diem fee for attendance on the dis
trict court with the jury commissioner in
drawing jurors is disallowed upon the au
thority of U. S. v. King, 13 Sup. Ct. Rep.

439, (just decided.)

.

7. For entering separate orders of court
excusing jurors, entering orders of court to
issue subpoenas, entering order for alias
capias. As these orders appear to have
been made by the court, and the fees for
entering them allowed by the court, the
charges must be sustained.
8. Item 15, for making dockets and index
ing, where no indictment is found, but the
same is ignored by the grand jury, should
be disallowed. “A cause" in a criminal
case is begun by ﬁling an indictment which
has been found, but not by one which has
been ignored.
9. Item 20, for drawing recognizances of
defendants, is allowed upon the authority

apply to the court for an order for that

of U. S. v. Barber, 140 U. S. 164, 166, par.‘

purpose, and, if such an order be made,

3, 11 Sup. Ct. Rep. 749.
g
‘This disposes of all the items involved.
upon this appeal, and the judgment of the
court below is therefore reversed, and the
case remanded, with instructions to reduce
the judgment in conformity with this

the clerk is clearly bound to enter it, and
is entitled to his fee therefor, whether such
order be necessary or not, or, indeed,

Whether the court had any right to enter
it or not. The propriety of such an order
cannot be tested upon the application of
the clerk for his fee for entering it.

_3. For making record entries of recog
lilzances of defendants, and

entering and

ﬁling said recognizances. Recognizances
may be taken either in open court, in which
Case a record entry of the fact is made upon

‘119 journal. or by a separate instrument,
Blsued and acknowledged before a proper

oii‘icer. In the one case the clerk is entitled
to a fee'i'rir making the entry, and in the
other for drawing and ﬁling the recogni

mnci‘, (U- S. v. Barber, 140 U. S. 164, 166,

opinion.

z:
'
(141 U. s. 685)
UNITED STATES v. ERWIN.
(March 6, 1893.)
No. 1,194.
DiS'l‘RIC’I‘ Arroussrs—Fmzs—Psu DIR“.
A United States district attorney is en
titled to charge a per diem for services before
a United States commissioner _upon the same
day that he is allowed a. per diem for attend
once upon the court.
Appeal from court of claims. Aﬂirmed.
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This was a petition by the district attorney
of the United Suites tor the southern dis
trict of Georgia for services rendered'in con
ducting examinations of persons charged with
crime beiore United States commissioners
upon the same days that attendance upon
the circuit or district courts was charged.
The court found as a. conclusion of law that
the plaintiff was entitled to recover, and.
awarded Judgment in his favor for $215. The
United States appealed.
Sol. Gen. Aldrich and Felix Brannignn. for

the United States. William W. Dudley, L. '1'.
liiichener, and it. It. McMahon, for appellee.

Mr. Justice BROWN delivered the opinion
of the court.
This case depends upon the single question
whether a district attorney is entitled to
charge a per diem for services before a
United States commissioner upon the same
day that he is allowed a per diem for attend
ance upon the court.
By Rev. St. i 824, he is allowed ﬁve dollars
“for each day of his necessary attendance in
a court of the United States on the business
oi! the United States, when the court is held
at the place of his abode, ' ' ' and for
his attendance when the court is held else~
were $5 for eadi day of the term," and also,
"for examination by a district atwmey before
I judge or commissioner of persons charged
with crime, $5 a day for the time necessarily
employed." There is certainly no necessary
incompatibility between these two clauses.
In neither case is it required that he spend the
entire day in attendance. II hisattendance
before the court be necessary, he is entitled
to his per diem, though it may only be neces
sary to remain a few minutes; and it he at
tend before a United States commissioner,
and the case be disposed of without requiring
his presence the entire day, there is no rea
son why he is not as much entitled to his fees
as the commissioner. U. S. v. Jones, 134 U.
B. 483, 10 Sup. Ct. Rep. 615. In neither event
can he draw more than $5, though he be en
gaged tor the entire day, unless a case be in
.887
some manner ﬁnally disposed of by the court,
when ‘he becomes entitled, under another

held in U. S.V. Jones, 13 Sup. Ct. Rep. 431th"
this statute should be limited to circuit and
district courts sitting not only at the same
time, but at the same place; and that, where
the circuit court was sitting at one place in
the district, and the district court at another,
the clerk was entitled to his per diem in the
one case and his deputy to a per diem in the
other. The relative importance of the serv
ice rendered by the district attorney in
court and before a commissioner is of no slg‘
uiiivance. In the one case the per diem is for
attendance, though no service be rendered;
in the other there must be an examination
conducted or a proceeding taken incidental
thereto, as was held in U. S. v. Jones, last
above cited.
The judgment oi! the court below is there
fore aﬁirmed.
(147 U. S. 591)

NEW YORK, L. E. & W. R. CO. V. ESTILU
at Bl.
(March 6, 1893.)

No. 127.
Vanna—Armor: AGAINST Fonnms Conroamos
mvs-Srocx Emmi ENTB—NEGLIGENCE-DAMAGEI
-—lsrnans'r.

1. The fact that a foreign railroad com
pany has a business oﬂice in _a certain count!
in Missouri does not make it a resident of
that county, or of the state, and hence doe!
not remove it from the operation of ‘Rev. St.
Mo. 1879, § 3481, subd. 4, which provides that
a suit against a nonresident defendant, insti
tuted by summons under section 3489, an
4, may he brought in any county of the suite.
Stone r. Insurance (10., TS M0. 655, followed.
41 Fed. Rep. 849, afﬁrmed.
_
2. Plaintiffs imported cattle for breedllii
purposes, and, in the course of their transpor'
tation by a. railroad company. they were so in
jurcd in a collision due to its negligence that
many of them, which were_w1th calf, aborted

In an action for the resulting damages, lam‘
tiffs offered the testimony of the harder w 0 ac

companied the cattle from oversea that the
ocean voyage, and subsequent shipment by
rail. would not cause them to abort, u ell
some unusual accident happened _to them.
Held, that the testimony was sdnnssible.
d
3. Instructions that the carrier was howl
to deliver the cattle at their destination ill a;
cod order as it received them, and_tlmt 1

t failed so to do it must pay the difference
between their value in such condition and their

value in the condition in which they were actu
ally delivered, are not misleading, when the

clause of the section, to an additional fee of

ﬂow are told in the same ‘charge that

from $5 to $50.
It is insisted, however, that Rev. St. 5 831,
prohibiting a double per diem or other allow
ance for attendance "when the circuit and
district courts sit at the same time," should
be construed as indicating that congress in
tended to legislate against double per diems
in all cases, and that it should be extended
to cases like this, where the per diem is
claimed for services before a commissioner
on the same day that it is allowed for attend
nnce upon the court. Upon the contrary, we
think it clear that congress did not intend to
forbid a double per diem in such cases, and
that the maxim l‘expressio unius est exclusio

carrier is liable only for inJuries directly mice‘
able to its negligence.
_
h
‘LlVhere both parties at the tr1al_ nil’;
accepted the value of the cattle at their \16
tlmate destination as the basis upon which n_

a

llterius” should apply. Indeed, we have just

allowing a double assignment 0
the animals that died.

dllmnges are to be computed, defendant to‘!
not contend on appeal that the true basis
of damages was the value of the cattlfe It.
they were delivered at the termmns 0 I
read.
_
dit

5. The measure of damages hem the

b

ference between the market value 0 the i151?
mals, as sound as when received by _ ,e .n
fondant, and their value in the condition“;
which it delivered them. evidence that. a
they reached their destination, some died. 136

others aborted, is admissible, as shown“;
extent to which they had been mJured at “
time of delivery, and is not ob ectwnahle
damage‘

NEW YORK, L. E. & W. R. CO. v. ESTILL.
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6.It is not necessary to show that the
carrier had notice that the cattle were with

'llil

calf, in order to charge it with the damages
resulting from abortions produced by its neg
ligeuce, where there is nothing to show that
any special or unusual care was re uisite by
reason of their being pregnant. 41 led. Rep.
849, followed.
7.As to such of the animals as lost their
calves prematurely. the amount of plaintiffs‘
damages is the ditference between their mar
ket value. had they reached their destination in
calf, and their market value after losing their
calves. 41 Fed. Rep. 8-19, ath'rmed.
8. Rev. St. Mo. 1879. § 2126, provides that
"the jury, on the trial of any isue, or on any
iuquisition of damages, may, if they shall think
tit, give damages in the nature of interest, over
and above the value of the goods at the time
of the conversion or seizure." Section 2723 al
lows interest on moneys due on written con
tracts, on accounts, and sundry other money
demands. Held’, that interest is not allowable
in an action against a carrier for injuries to
goods, caused by its negligence in transporta
tion. ‘11 Fed. Rep. 84 , modiﬁed. hiuies v.

Lil:

cases, followed.

Railroad 00.. 85 M0. 611, and other Missouri
In error to the ‘circuit court of the United
States for the western district of Missouri.
Judgments modiﬁed.
Garland Pollard and Percy Werner, for

plaintiff in error. W. M. Williams and John
gtlosgrove, for defendants in error.
I'.‘

' ‘Mr. Justice BLATCHFORD delivered the

w.u_-E -Qdie<ﬁw’l'éi I

opinion of the court.
This is a single writ of error, involving two
suits, each of which was brought in the cir
cuit court of Saline county, in the state of
Missouri.
The ﬁrst suit was commenced November
21, 1883, by Wallace Estili, Hugh W. Elliott,
and William R. Estiil, against the New York,
Lake Erie & Western Railroad Company.
The petition set forth that the plaintiffs were
the owners of 70 head of polled Angus or

Aberdeen cattle, imported from Scotland, and
of the value of $35,000; that the cattle were
intended for the Missouri market, and the de
fendant had full knowledge of their value,
and the purposes for which they were in

tended; that the defendant operated a rail
road through the states of New York and

Ohio, and was a common carrier of live stock
and other freights over the line of its railroad
in those States; that on or about September

12. 1883, the plaintiffs delivered to the de
fendant, as such common carrier, to be trans
ported over its line of railway, the 70 head

of cattle, and the defendant received them
as such common carrier, well knowing their
L'baracter, and the importance of transporting
them with care and reasonable dispatch; that
on the receipt of them the defendant under
took and became boimd to transport them

$3191.?’ over its railway, and to deliver them
at the terminus thereof within a. reasonable
time; that the plaintiffs paid the usual
freight and charges for transporting the cat

tle; that the defendant failed to transport
them with reasonable dispatch and safety,

but. about September 16, 1883, at Nankin,
01110. negligently run its train of cars, on

which the cattle were being transported, into
another train of cars, and by reason thereof
broke a large number of the cars in which the
cattle were, threw the cattle violently against
the cars and each other, and greatly jarred,
bruised, maimed, and injured them; that 55
of the cattle were cows in calf at the time of
the accident, and about 20 of them had since
the accident, and in consequence thereof, pre
maturely lost their calves; that the cattle
were detained at the place of the accident

for about 36 hours after it occurred, without;

sultabie'food, water, or attention, and in?
consequence were greatly reduced in value
and damaged; that in consequence of the in
juries received by the cattle the plaintiffs
had been put to great trouble and expense in
caring for them, and the value of the cattle
had been greatly reduced; and that by rea
son of the premises the plaintiffs had sus
tained damages in $12,000, for which sum,
and cosm of suit, they asked judgment.
The other suit was commenced November
27, 1883, by Leverett Leonard, Charles E.
Leonard, William H. Leonard, and Able]
Leonard, against the same defendant, for a
like cause of action. The petition contained
substantially the same averments as that in
the Estill suit. except that it was founded on
damage to 306 head of imported polled Angus
or Aberdeen and Galloway cattle, alleged to
be of the value of $200,000. It averred that
the defendant negligently ran the two trains,
or sections of a train, upon which the cattle
were being carried, into and against each
other, so that about 16 of the cars. in which
the cattle were at the time, were broken to
pieces, and demolished, and 7 of the cattle
were killed, or so badly injured that they
were rendered worthless; and that about
250 of the cattle were cows in calf, and about
60 of them, since the accident, and in conse
quence thereof, had prematurely lost their
calves. Damages in the sum of $50,000 were
alleged, and judgment was asked for that
sum and costs of suit.
In each of the two cases a writ of attach
ment was issued by the court to the sheriff of
Saline county, and to the sheriff of the city
of St. Louis, against the property of the de
fendnnt, each of which attachments con
tained also a direction that the sheriff sum
mon the defendant to appear in the court on
a day speciﬁed to answer the petition. The
sheriﬁ' of the city of St. Louis made return
on each of the writs issued to him, that he
had executed it in the city of St. Louis on
January 7, 1884, by delivering a. copy of the
writ and petition to one W. E. Conner, city
passenger agent of the defendant, “who was

in its business office, and had charge thereof. at
the time of said service," and that “the presi
dent or any other chief officer of said de
fendant could not be found in the city of SL2

Louis at the time of said service."

i:

' On the 11th of February, 1884, the defend-'
ant ﬁled in the state court, in each of the

two cases, a petition for the removal thereof
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to the circuit court of the United States for
the western division of the western district
of Missouri. Each petition stated that the
defendant appeared “only for the purpose of
making this appiicatlom" that it was a cor
poration of the state of New York; and that
the plaintiffs were at the commencement of
the suit, and still are, citizens of the state of
Mimouri. A proper bond was given in each
case. and the state court approved the bond,
granted the application, and made an order
removing the cause.
A transcript of the record in each case was
duly ﬁled in the circuit court of the United
States. The defendant then made a motion
in that court, which was heard before Mr.
Justice Brewer, then circuit judge, to quash
the writ of summons issued to the sheriff of
the city of St. Louis, and the return of that
oﬂicer thereon, (which motion stated that
the defendant appeared specially, and only
for the purpose of making it.) on the ground
that the writ and return were void, and con
ferred no jurisdiction over the defendant, be
cause, (1) being a foreign corporation, operat
ing a. railroad in New York and Ohio, which
did not terminate opposite any point in Mis
souri, it could not be brought into the courts
of Missouri by writ of summons; (2) the cause
of action sued on did not accrue in Saline
county. where the suit was brought, and the
business oﬂice of the defendant at the time of
the alleged service was not in that county,
but in the city of St. Louis; and (3) the
record failed to show that at the time of
the service, or at any time, the defendant
was engaged in business in Missouri. The
circuit court overruled the motion, and de
fendant excepted to its order and decision,
and the court signed and sealed :1. bill of ex
(‘Options setting forlh those facts.
The defendant ‘then ﬁled an answer in each
case denying all the allegations of the peti
tion. A stipulation was then made and ﬁled,

the sum of $11,880, making the total (im
ages assessed $55,880.
The defendant ﬁled a motion for a new
trial, entitled in both cases, setting forth as
the grounds thereof (1) that the court gave
improper instructions to the jury; (2) that it
refused proper instructions asked by the de
fendant; (3) that it admitted improper and
incompetent evidence; (4) that it made im
proper rulings on the evidence offered by thr
plaintift‘s; (5) that it excluded proper and
competent evidence offered by the defend
ant; (6) that the verdict was against the law
and evidence; (7) that the damages were ex
cessive; and (8) that the court erred in
overruling the defendant's motion to quash
the service of the summons in the cases. The
motion for a new trial was heard before
Judge Thayer, Judge Philips sitting with
him; and on the 19th of November, 1888,
each of the judges ﬁled an opinion denying
the motion. 41 Fed. Rep. 849, 853. On the
20th of November, 1888, an order was en
tered in the Estill case, overruling the mo
tion for a new trial, and entering judgment
in favor of the plaintiffs for $11,112.50, with
interest at the rate of 6 per cent. per annnm
from the date of the verdict, May 1, 1888,
on the $11,112.50, until the same should be
paid, and for costs. On the same day an or
der was entered in the Leonard suit, stating
that the plaintiffs had voluntarily remitted

entitled in both suits, that they might be

by a stipulation entitled in both suits, and

transferred for trial to the eastern division
of the western district of Missouri, and
placed on the docket for trial at the next
2 term of the court for that division; that no
Fquestion should'be raised as to the jurisdic
tion of the court to which the cases were to
be transferred, at Jefferson City, M0,, which

dated November 20, 1888, that one bill of
exceptions, covering all matters that arose

from the amount of their verdict $5.880, 50;
as to reduce the verdict to $50.000.'(i119'3
amount claimed in the petition) overruling
the motion for a new trial, and entering a
judgment in favor of the plalntiﬂs for $50,
000, being the damages assessed by the jury
less the amount so remitted, and awarding
to the plaintiffs interest at 6 per cent. per

annum from the date of the verdict, May 1.
1888. on the $50,000 until the same shall be
paid, and for costs and charges.

it was then stipulated between the Dimm

on ﬂ1e trial of the two causes, might answl’l'
for both; that the bill of exceptions, signed

by Judges Thayer and Philips, might be In‘

the latter court should be waived.
Both cases were duly tried at Jefferson
City in April, 1888, before Judge Thayer, the

corporated in the record. and used in this
court as the bill of exceptions in either or
both of the cases, without objections from
either party; that one writ of error and 0m‘
citation should be suﬂiclent; and that one
supersedeas bond might be given to cover
both cases.
There is one bond, reciting both
judgments, and referring to a sinl-lXe Wm of
error to reverse both judgments, and ii 5111‘

could not be raised to the jurisdiction of the
circuit court of the United States for the
western division of the western district; and
that no question as to the jurisdiction of

district judge for the eastern district of Mis

gle cimtion. There is only one citation, Bd

smlﬂ- “m1 the same Jury. in the Estill case

dressed to the plaintiffs in the two Judq;

the jury foimd the issues for the plaintiffs,
and assessed their damages at $8,750, and
allowed interest in the sum of $2,362.50,

meats, but referring to “the jlldgme“L
There is only one writ of error, but it refer‘!
to the two suits by name. The certiﬁcate 0!
the clerk of the court below refers t0 the
transcript as a transcript of the record and

making the total damages assessed $11,112.50.
In the Leonard case the jury found the
issues for the plaintiffs. and assessed their

“wages at $44,000. and allowed interest in

Proceedings in both of the cases.

The assignment of errors is entitled in Don‘

NEW YORK, L. E. Jr 'W. R. CO. v. ESTILL.
cases, and alleges as error (1) that the circuit
court erred in overruling the motion of the
defendant to set aside the return of the
sheriff on the original writs issued in the
causes, and to quash those writs; (2) that it
erred in admitting improper and incompe
tent evidence offered by the plaintiffs; (3)
that it erred in excluding proper and compe

tent evidence offered by the defendant; (4)
@-uF.:-'."l‘'l~§<;
‘:55!
.Ie‘1,‘:

that the verdict was unsustalned by the evi
dence; (5) that the court erred in charging
the jury; (6) that it erred in refusing to
charge the Jury as requested by the defend
ant; and (7) that it erred in rendering judg
ments upon the verdicts in favor of the
plaintiffs.
The circuit court (Judge Thayer) charged
:the jury of
as the
is set
forthenclosed
in the margin;
the
I.“lportions
charge
in'brackets,
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:
‘ The defendant asked the court to instruct?
the jury as follows:

"(1) The jury are in-o

structed that plaintiffs are only ‘entitled to?
recover in this case such damages as they,_,
have shown, by the preponderance oi‘ the%
evidence, were the natural'and proximate‘

c0n=equ1nce of the acts compla‘ncd of in the.‘
petition, and that they are not entitled to=
recover any damages'which could have been’
avoided or prevented by the plaintiffs, by the:
exercise on their part of reasonable and?
proper care and‘ prudence. (2) The jury are‘
further instructed that before they can allow
the plaintiffs damages on account of abor
tions, as claimed in the petition, they must
be satisﬁed by a. preponderance of the evi
dence that the abortions, if any. were caused;

‘directly by the alleged coilision.

(3) If the?

and numbered from 1 to 10, being the parts
to which, separately, the defendant duly ex
cepted.‘

Jury are satisﬁed by a preponderance of the
evidence that the cows or heifers mentioned
in the petition were with call? at the time of
the collision alleged in the petition, and that

‘In these cases there is no controversy over
the fact that the respective plaintilfs delivered
to the defendant certain cattle, to be by it
transported over its railroad, and delivered at
the terminus of its line to plaintiffs. or to some
connecting carrier. Estill and Elliott appear
to have delivered to the defendant 67 head of
cattle. and Leonard Bros. appear to have de
livered about 306 head of cattle.
. Having received the cattle for the pur
pose of transportation. the defendant was bound
to deliver the respective herds of cattle at the
terminus of its line in as good condition as it
received the same] The complaint made is
that defendant did not deliver the property in
question, at the terminus of its line, in the
condition that it received the same, and dam—
ages are claimed by the respective plaintiifs
on that account.
_ It is practically admitted, and you may take
It as a conceded fact, that while these two
herds of cattle were in defendant's custody,
and in transit to their destination, a collision
occurred at Nankin, Ohio, between two freight
trains of the defendant, in which the cattle
were being transported.
ow, the main and
a_bout_the only question you will have to con
sider is the nature and extent of the injuries,
If any, that were sustained by the cattle im
mcdiately in consequence of the collision.

collision occurred, either killed, or very badly
hurt. and were never delivered at the point of
destination, or at the end of defendant’s line.
If you ﬁnd such to be the fact, you will allow
Leonard Bros" for these seven (7) head, their
market value, as shown by the evidence, at
the point of destination, in Saline county, at
the time they should have arrived]
The other damages claimed by Leonard Bros.
may be conveniently divided into three classes.
[4. In the ﬁrst place, it is contended by Leon
ard Bros. that some of the cattle in question
died after they reached the point of destination,
of injuries received in the collision at Nankin.
Ohio. Abiel Leonard claims that 3 Galloway
bulls died from such cause on his place. Wil
liam H. Leonard claims that 3 heifers died
from such cause on his farm, and Leverett
Leonard says that 7 heifers died on his place
after their arrival. Now, if the evidence in
the case satisﬁes you that any of the cattle
did die, as stated by these witnesses, and that
their death was the direct result of injuries
sustained by the collision, then ou will allow
Leonard Bros. the market va_ ue in Saline
county, as shown by the testimony, of the
cattle that so died.]
[5. In the second place, it is claimed by Leon

“lien you have settled those questions you
_Will have practically decided the case; and it
19 to be hoped that you will give these questions
a careful and fair consideration, and decide

i e same according to the evidence, and rules
liii’mluw which I will now state for your guid
e.
The law is that a common carrier, like the
defendant, must pay the market value, at the
Point of destination, of all ro erty intrusted
it for transportation, wiic , through its
fault, is lost or destroyed, and is not deliv
ered: [2. The law, also, is that if a carrier
1receives property for transportation, and de
lvers it at the end of its route, but through its
Inuit it is damaged, and it fails to deliver it

in the same condition as when received, it must
my the difference between the value of the
Property inits damaged condition, at the point
destination. and what the value of the
,l‘onertyj would have been at that place if de
ivered in the same condition as when it was
Yet‘elved for transportation. These are the
general rules of law which must be applied in
t e assessment of the damages in the two cases
now on tnaL]
7[3. The testimony tends to show that seven

)head of Leonard Bros.’ cattle (5 heifers and
oils) were left at Nankin, Qhio, where the

ard Bros. that some of the other cattle received
injuries of various kinds by the collision, which
‘
not terminate fatally, but nevertheless
lessened the market value of the cattle so in
jured. The class of injuries to which I now
refer are strains. bruises, etc.,_ which some _of
the cattle are said to have received. The lain
tiﬂ’s themselves, and Dr. Glover and
udge
Sparks, have spoken of about 4§ head, alto
gether, that are said to have received such in
juries, includiug, no doubt, the 13 head that
are said to have died. Dr. Glover and Judge
Sparks say that they found 25 or 30 head of
injured cows and heifers, and 5 or 6 injured
bulls. The plaintiffs themselves make the

number of injured bulls somewhat greater.
Abiel Leonard says he had 5 lllJLll'ed bulls in

his portion of the herd. W._H. Leonard says
he had 5 injured bulls in his herd. Leverett
Leonard says that he had two bulls broken

down in the back and lions, and 8 others that
were unserviceable for a year or more.

You

will recall their evidence on_ this branch of
the case. I call your attention to this testi
mony for the purpose of saying that you should
weigh it carefully, and determine how many
cattle. if any, received injuries by the collision

of the character last described, and to what
extent. if any, such injuries lessened their mar
ket value.
_
It you are satisﬁed by the evidence that any
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some of them aborted their calves in conse
quence of Injuries received in said collision,
and that ordinary care and prudence re
q'iirezl that such aborting cow or cows should
be separated from the other pretnant cows
of pl :intill's, and that this was not done, but
such aborted cow or cows was or were al
lowed to be and remain with the other preg
naiit cows, by reason of which such other
pregnant cows, or some of them, aborted

their calves, by contagion or sympathy, they
should not allow damages for or on account
of abortions thus caued by contaaion or
sympathy.
(4) If the Jury ﬁnd that the
plaintiffs‘ cows aborted their calves after the
alleged collision, and that some of said abn
tions were caused by said collision, and that
some were the result of poison, fat'gue,hrnt,

of the cattle received injuries, such as strains,
bruises, etc., which rendered them less_valua
ble in the market at the point of destination
than they would have been but for such inju

tion of the herd was taken to Kansas City; and
two afterwards,—making 11 or 12 in all. With
reference ‘to these two kinds or species of in
illll'lgs claimed to have been sustained by the
‘Stlll and Elliott cattle, I instruct you, as
fore. that if the evidence shows to your satis
faction that any of the animals sustained such
injuries, as the immediate result of the col
lision, and that the injuries so sustained les

ries, then you may allow Leonard Bros, on
that account, such reasonable sum as will, in
your judgment, under all the evidence, make
good such depreciation in value]
[6. In the third place, it is claimed that
certain cows and heifers that were with calf
at the time of the collision, in consequence of
the collision, lost their calves, and damages are
claimed on that account. There is evidence
tending to show that about 94 or 95 head of
the Leonard Bros. cows lost their calves after
the collision. Abiel Leonard says that 20 head
lost their calves on his place; \Vm. H. Leon
ard says that 27 head lost their calves on his
lace; and Leverett Leonard says that 43
g ead lost their calves on his farm. ‘Vith refer—
& ence to this matter, I will say that if Leonard
o Bros.‘huve satisﬁed you, by the evidence, that
any cows or heifers that were with calf
when the collision occurred, as the direct re
sult of that collision, lost their calves, and that
such premature castin of their calves made
the animals less valna le in the market than
they would have been but for such less, then
they are entitled to recover the amount of the
depreciation in value of any of the animals
that so lost their calves.] In this connection I
instruct you, however, that the burden is on
them to show, not only that the cattle sus
tained injuries, but to furnish the evidence
as to the result of such injuries, and evidence
that will enable you to assess the damages
with reasonable accuracy. Inasmuch as the
cattle came into their possession shortly after
the collision, and they thereafter had the cus
tody of the cattle, the rule should be strictly
enforced, requiring them to show by satisfacto
ry evidence the nature of the injuries received,
the result of the injuries, and to what extent
the market value was thereby impaired.
What I. have said about the assessment of
damages in the case of Leonard Bros. applies
equally well in the case of Estill and Elliott.
This difference is to be noted in the two cases,
however: None of the Estill and Elliott cat
tle appear to have been killed in the collision,
or.to have subsequently died from injuries
claimed to have been received in the collision.
iron will have no claim of that kind to con
sidcr in the Estill and Elliott case. In this
case _there is evidence tending to show speciﬁc
IDJUIIPB. sustained by three bulls, one of which
was injured in the testicles, and two in the
hackvor loins. W. Ifl. Marshall and Benjamin

1}. _i\ance. who claim to have examined the
lzSlIlll and Elliott cattle on their arrival, de
scribe injuries to three bulls said to have been

hurt ill the hack. laws, or testicles. They also
say. generally that from 10 to 15 cows and

exhaustion, or any cause other than the coll
sion, and the Jury are unable to determine

sened the market value of the stock so injured
at the point of destination, then you will be authorized to allow Estill and Elliott such rea
sonable sum as in your opinion, under the evi
dence, will make good the depreciation in the
value of any _of t e animals that you ﬁnd to
have been injured either by strains, bruises",
etc. or by losing their calves]
.
‘Now, gentlemen, on the other side of this?
case, you have testimon of Mr. Baldwin, Mr.
McCullough, and Mr.
eagan, who clulmlto
have examined the stock of Estill and Elliott
and Leonard Bros. on the 27th and 28th days
of September. 1883, (11 and 12 days after the
collision, with a. view of ascertaining the ill

Juries t e stock had received. I will direct
your attention to the salient points of their tes

timony: Mr. Baldwin says that, among “19
Estill and Elliott cattle, he found, in a lot of
49 cows and calves, one or two a little lame.
In another lot, consisting of two bulls and one
heifer, he found the heifer had a sore foot, and
the bulls were a little stili and that one other
heifer was pointed out as having lost her calf.
McCullough s testimony with reference to the
same herd is to the effect that he found one

bull a little stiﬁ, one (1) cow very stiff, "W
other bulls, (one in a stable and one in all“
ture) both a little stiff, and one heifer with a
sore foot.

In relation to the Leonard cattle. lllr. Bald
win says he found 3 stiﬁ or lame heifers in h
herd of 35 animals; one cow :1 little Bllﬁ_lll a
herd of 29 cows, and three that were said I"
have lost their calves; one heifer, also, that
was said to have lost her calf; one lame ‘00W
in a herd of 30 animals; one other cow In B
herd of 32 animals that was said to have 10!!
her calf; one bull in a herd of 17, lame in the
fore leg: two other bulls in a herd of ‘(9) 81"‘

mals, slightly lnjured,-one lame or stiff, ﬁnd
one with slight ﬂesh wound: one other by“
with hoofs swollen, and wound in left 1111111
leg. Mr. McGnllough's testimony as to the
same herd (that is, with reference to the Leoir

ard cattle) is to the following effect. namely’

that he found 3 fooisore heifers (one yew We)
iii a herd of 35 animals; 3 heifers said to have
lost their calves in a herd of 29 head; 210mg

bulls in a herd of 5 animals,—0ne footsol‘ey an
one said to be not ﬁt to serve cm"; 1 “"1111?

cows in a herd of 26 cows and calves; 1 b u
noticeably lame in a herd of 17 balls; 1 bar
witha slight wound in his thigh; and one 0t

heifers were u very bad condition, and that
one cow had lost an eye. The plaintiffs them
selves have given some testimony as to the
condition of their herd on arrival at Estill's.
I call your attention to their testimony and

er with a

ask you to consider it carefully.

[7. In the Estill and Elliott case, there is

that none of the Injuries, in their Judgmelilé
were serious, or liable to produce Del‘ln'me

also evidence tending to show that 5 of lilstill's
and Elliott’s cows aborted their calves before
they reached Estill's: that 4 or 5 aborted their

disability.
have
From a. summary of the evidence, a! I the

'

"lives Drier to October 26. 1883, when a por

light ﬂesh wound.

_

All three of these witnesses say that the "It
juries to the two herds were not greater ‘it
different than might be expected to Yes“
from an ordinary long railroad journey- “"t

noted it, gentlemen, the testimony for.
plaintiﬁs tends to show that about 48 M11111
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from the evidence which cows, and how
many, aborted in consequence of the colli
slon, and which from Ollltl' CﬂllSfS, they
should not al ow damages on account of abor
tion from any cause. (5) The court instructs
the jury that the burden is not upon the de
fendiints to account for the abortions
amongst cows and heifers of plalntii'l's, if
there were such abortions, but upon the

plaintiffs to prove and establish by a pre

3;
=5
irirﬁ
:wng:-is.1. ."

in Leonard Bros.’ herd, (18 bulls and about
30 cows,) after their arrival in Saline county,
showed visible evidence of having been injured
in the collision, whilst according to the evi
dence for defendant, there were only 10 uni
mals (5 bulls and 5 cows and heifers) which
bore any visible marks of having been hurt.
In the Estill and Elliott case it appears from
the plaintiffs’ testimony that 3 bulls, and from
10 to 15 cows, sustained injuries,—the injury
to the bulls being of a serious character,—
whilst, according to the testimony of defend
ant's witnesses, only 4 animals (3 bulls and one
cow) bore any evidences of injuries. In the
foregoing summary, you will understand that
I do not include cows or heifers that are said
to have lost their calves. 1 refer only to ani
mals that are said to have shown outward
a‘ s of injury.
8. In the light of the testimony. both for
the liiintiffs and defendant, to which I have
allu ed, and in the light of any other testi
mony in the case which you may recall, and
bearing in mind that the burden of proof is on
the pliiintitf to show that the cattle in question
received injuries, and the extent and result of
such injuries, you will have to determine the
following important questions of fact, namely:
How many cattle in each herd were in
ured. in any manner, in consequence of the
oolhsion, to such extent as to lessen their mar
ket value at the point of destination’! (2i
How many of Leonard Bros.’ cattle were killed
or badly injured, and left at Nankin, Ohio, in
consequence of the collision, and what would
have been the value of such cattle in Saline
county, at the time they should have arrived,

if they had been delivered in the condition in
which the defendant received them? (3) How
many of Leonard Bros.’ cattle. if any, died of
linuries received by the collision after they had
been delivered to Leonard Bros, and what
was the reasonable market value in Saline
wiluty of those cattle. if they had arrived un

i11Jured?_

How many animals in each herd

lost their calves as the direct result of the
collision, and to what extent did such loss of
their calves lessen their market value at the
Point of destination‘! (5) What number of
rattle in each herd, besides those that are said
to have died or lost calves, were otherwise in
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ponderance of the evidence that .such abor
tions were caused by the collision alleged in
the petition, and it, upon all the evidence, the
jury are not convinced that such abortions
were caused by the injury. they shoull not
allow damages for such abortions, although
they may not be able to determine from the
evidence what the real cause of such abor
tions was. (6) The court instructs the jury
that, unless the defendant knew that some
company is not responsible for the loss so oo
casioned.
There is also some testimony tending to
show that when one or more cows in a herd
give birth to calves prematurely, or‘ abort, as
the saying is, other cows in the same herd,
unless separated from the cows that have
aborted, are liable to cast their calves, through
sympathy or contagion, although they have
‘themselves received no physical injury. This
is a matter that requires your attention. If
it be true, and you so ﬁnd, that cows will abort
through sympathy or by contagion, then it
was the plaintiﬂs duty, if they could have
done so, to have separated cows that had
aborted from other pregnant cows, and to have
done ‘so with reasonable and ordinary diligence;
and if plaintiffs fade! to exercise reasonable
and ordinary diligence and caution in that re
, and any cows_lost their calves in conse
guence of such negligence, then the defendant
is not liable for such losses, as they were not
the immediate and direct result of the collision,
but the result of plaintiffs’ neglect.
I will also say that defendant cannot be
held liable for losses occasioned by premature
birth of calves, or by the death of stock, if
such births or deaths were the result of over
feeding, or the result of change of climate, or
fatigue or heat, or of a long voyage on the
ocean or by rail, or of all such causes com
bined. In other words, gentlemen, the defend
nut is only liable for such premature births
and deaths as are shown by the testimony to
have been directly occasioned by injuries sus
tained in the collision. [9. The question as to
what causes led some of the animals in the
two herds to lose their calves, or to die. after
arrival, is a question which you may ﬁnd some
diﬂiculty in solving, as, in the nature of things,

these are questions that do not admit of solu
tion by positive or direct proof.
will only say
that you must apply your best Judgment and
you: experience to the solution of these ques
tions, giving to all the testimony, including
that of the experts such weight as you think It
fairly deserves] if, upon a fair consideration
of the subject. you deem the evidence insuﬂi

cient to establish what was the cause ‘of the
abortions, then it will be your duty to disallow
the plaintiffs‘ claims for damages on that tio

lm'eil by the collision, by strains, bruises, etc..

count. If the evidence establishes to your sat

so as to materially lessen their market value,
iiud what was the amount of such de reciation
.n value?] To arrive at a just and intelligent
verdict in these cases, you will have to deter
inine‘from the testimony each of the foregoing

isfaction that some of the abortions were the
direct result of the collision, but leaves you un
decided as to the cause of other abortions, then
you should allow damages for such asyou are
satisﬁed were the result of the collision,_and
disallow the plaintiffs‘ claims as to the residue.
[10. \Vhen you have assessed the damages
in each case, you may compute interest on the

questions.
IThere are one or two other matters to which
will refer brieﬂy. There is testimony in tho
also tendin to show that in the last days of

dnglm, 1

_, some of Leonard Bros.’ cat

‘,(imd possibly some few of Emu and Elli
?tts cattle) found some Paris green, and ate
t, at Concord, Mass. The proof tends to show

,i 5 head of Leonard Bros.’ cattle died of
2131:1011 at Concord, and that about 30 other an
Y

I were made such by it, and were treated.
on will understand, of course, that if any of

damages in each case at six (6) per cent. per
iinnum from the time suit was_brought—oii
November 2lst, 1883, in the Estill case, and
November 27, 1883, in the Leonard case—to
this date. I will further direct you to state in
your verdict the amount of interest which you
award in each case]
_
In conclusion, I ask you to give the cases a

careful and unbiased consideration.

Consider

an hard Bros. cattle that are said to have died

the evidence in behalf of both parties in the

'91’ therreached Saline county, or if any of

same spirit of fairness that you would have'it

lo; claws in either ‘herd that are said to have
M t eir calves, died or lost calves in conse
m“ "I eating Paris green, then the railroad
v.l3s.c.—29

considered if you were yourselves personally in
terested, as plaintiﬁs or defendants, in the rec
sult of the suit.
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oi’ the cattle ot the plaintiffs were cows or
heifers in calf, piatntiﬂs are not entitled to
recover for ahortions, although they may
have been caused by the wreck, as in that
event damages on account of abortion could
not have been in the contemplation of the
defendant at the time the cattle were re
nceivcd.”
S The bill of e1‘ :eptions states that the court
' refused to give‘to the jury instruction 6, and
that the defendant excepted to the action of
the court in refusing that instruction. it is
to be inferred that the court gave to the jury
the other ﬁve instructions asked for.
The case made by the evidence is, in sub
stance, as follows: The plaintiffs bought in
Scotland a large number of high-bred cattle,
and imported them to this country for 8.119
for breeding purposes. Some were bulls, but
the majority were heifers which were'in calf
at the time of the oollls'on. The cattle were
shipped from Liverpool to Boston. the
ocean trip occupying 12 days. They reached
Boston in good condition, and were kept for
a. while at Waltham, and then removed to
Concord. While at Concord some of the
Leonard cattle ate some Paris green, and 5
of them died from its effects. About 30
others were ail’ected more or less by the
poison, but after two days they were turned
out with the rest of the cattle as having fully
recovered. The Estili cattle did not have ac
cess to the poison, and were in a. separate
lot from the Leonard cattle, which did. Tho
cattle remained in Concord two or three
Weeks after the Paris green was eaten, and
were then shipped to Missouri in good order
and condition.
0n the journey, in Ohio,
during the transportation over the railroad of
the defendant, the train carrying the cattle
was divided, and run in two sections On
reaching Nankin, Ohio, the ﬁrst section was
put on one side, on a switch, anl stopped;
and the second section ran int» it. Several
of the cars were almost demolished by the
collision; some were thrown from the track:
and nine or ten of them were so badly dam
aged that the cattle in them had to be trans
ferred to other cars. By the collision, some
of the cattle were knocked dawn. the ropes
by which some of them were tied were
broken, and some were lying down, with
others standing upon them, when they were

found, after the collision. Some were knock
ed against others, and against the cars, and

the shock of the collision was very great.
The cattle were detained about 30 hours
without suitable food or water. The colli.
sion occurred on a Sunday, between 4 and 5

ber of abo:tlons, and the character of other
injuries, are summarized by the court in its
charge to the jury.
The evidence for the plaintiffs further
showed that an ordinary railrord journey
would not have caused the abortions, and
that the aborting cattle were fed in the same
way as those which did not abort The
plaintiffs also in'roduced some expert testi
mony to show that the abortions were the
result of the coil sion. 'lhe testimony for the
plalntiiTs further showcd that a. row which
had once lost her calf prematurely was an
uncertain breeder, and could not he sold in
the market for a breeder, but was worth
only what she would bring as beef; that the
heifers were worth, in calf, $400 or $500 in
the Missouri ntarket, in the fa] of 1883; but
that a heller which had prematurely lost her
calf would not be worth more than $25 or
$35,—the price for beef. The evidence also
stated in detail the injuries to others of the
cattle, and the nature thereof.
The defendant gave evidence tending in
show that, where one cow in a herd aborted,
others would do likewise, through sympathy
or contagion. and that the abortrd cow
ought to be separated from the herd. This
fact of abortion through sympathy or can
tagion was controverted by other witnessts.
The plaintitfs showed that the cattle were
cared for in the best manner possible. The

defendant offered testimony as to the Gail-19
that were injured, and the extent of their

injuries, and also examined some expem
who stated that the abortions
been caused by the wreck.

might not have

1. The ﬁrst point urged for a reversal of
the judgments is that the circuit court erred
in overruling the defendant's motion to (1118811

the writs issued by the state court to the
sheriff of the city of St. Louis, and the 1'9
turns of that sheriif thereon. It is contended

that the fact that the defendant, at the time
of the alleged services, had a business oilicer
in St. Louis, at which oiﬁce the writs were;
served on its city passenger agcnt,‘who lud
charge oi’ such ofﬁce at the time of the serv~
ice, prevented it from being a nonresident oi
Missouri, within the meaning of the siatum
of that state regulating the subject 01.111115‘
diction and the service of process.
Writs of attachment were sued out in the
smes, but no property was levied 0B, and
hence the suits stand as if they had been in
stltuted by summons alone. It has been held
by the courts of Mimourl that a. nonresident

go‘clock A. M., and the train did not start

corporation, which has a business otllce and
an agent in the state, is amenable to the l“
risdictlon of its courts. McNlchol v. liellm'dng

' West again until the'ncxt day. The cattle
were greatly bruised and injured, and the

Agency. 74 M0. 457. In that case it was held
that service of a summons upon a. nonrcSl~

day after the collision the heifers began to

dent corporation, having an oiﬁce or 4191115

abort. or prematurely cast their calves. Five

business in Missouri, in the manner provided

of them lost their calves while on the cars,

by the fourth subdivision of section 3439‘
Rev. St. 1879, has the effect of personal serv
ice. and gives the court jurisdiction to enter

in the next two or three days; and from
day to day. during the next several weeks,
abortions occurred among them. The mm].

a general judgment, and that the legislamm

A
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had power to pass an act authorizing the
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service of legal process upon any nonresident
corporation having an office or doing business
within the state, by leaving the same with an

agent of the corporation within the state

:pagw-i
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and authorizing the rendition of a general
Judgment upon such service.
Said section 3489 provides that a summons
shall be executed, except as otherwise pro
vided by law, in any one of six different
methods speciﬁed in the section, the fourth of
which reads as follows: "Or, fourth, where
defendant is a corporation or joint-stock com
pany organized under the laws of any other
state or country, and having an oﬂice or do
ing business in this state, by delivering a
copy of the writ and petition to any otiicer or
agent of such corporation or company, in
charge of any oiiice or place of business, or,
if it have no office or place of business, then
to any otiicer, agent, or employe in any coun
ty where such service may be obtained."

in the case cited the court held that the
eifect of the enactment, in 1870, of the fourth
subdivision of section 3489 was to make all
:1..

foreign corporations having an oiﬁce and do
ing business in Missouri, or an agent or em
ploye there, suabie in precisely the same
mmanner as any other defendant, by the deliv
gery of a copy of the writ and petition, and
' that it must be presumed'that the legislature
intended that the ordinary consequences

should attend such service. See, also, Insur
ance Co. v. French, 18 How. 404; Railroad
Co. v. Harris, 12 Wall. 65; Paciﬁc Co. v. Den

ton, 146 U. S. 202, 207, 13 Sup. Ct. Rep. 44;
Gibbs v. Insurance 00., 63 N. Y. 114; 2 Mor.

Corp. § 977. The principle applicable under
such circumstances is that, if the corporation
does business in the state, it will be presumed

to have assented to the statute, and will be
bound accordingly.
it is contended for the defendant, however,
that. as its oiiice was in St. Louis, it was a
resident of that city, and that, under the
statute of Missouri fixing the place of bring
lng suits, it could be sued only in a court of
that city. But we are of the opinion that
under the statutes of Missouri the circuit
court of Saline county had jurisdiction of the
present suits, although the agent and busi

ncss office of the defendant were in St. Louis,
and not in Saline county; that the service in

St- Louis of the summons issued by the cir
cult court of Saline county was valid;

and

that the defendant was within the provisions
of the Missouri statute which made nonresi
dents suable in any county of the state.

It is provided by section 3481 of the Re

vised Statutes of Missouri of 1879 that suits
instituted by summons shall, except as other

“180 provided by law, be brought in ﬁve

:Dedﬂed ways, the fourth of which is that,
when all the defendants are nonresidents of
‘119 state, suits may be brought in any
Emmy" Farusworth v. Railroad Co., 20 Mo.
I5; Stone v. Insurance 00., 78 M0. 655;
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Swallow v. Duncan, 18 Mo. App. 622; insur
ance Co. v. Reisinger, 43 Mo. App. 571. The
defendant, by establishing its business oﬂilce
in Missouri, subjected itself to suit in such of
the courts of the state as had jurisdiction
conferred upon them, and was suable in any
county in the state.
if, under section 3481, suit may be brought
against nonresidents in any county, regard
less of the county in which the defendants
may be found, it follows necessarily that the
court in which the suit is brought may send
its summons to the county in which service‘a
can be obtained upon such nonresidentsg
‘Otherwise, if the summons could be issued
only to the county wherein the court is held,
suit could only be brought in the county
where the defendant ‘could be found, which
was the provision of section 5 of article 1 of
the Revised Statutes of 1845, (page 805,)
which provision was abrogated by section 1
of article 4 of the session acts of 1849, (page
'70,) providing that if all the defendants were
nonresidents of Missouri, and an action would
lie against them, it might be brought in any
county, which latter provision was contin

ued in section 3481 of the Revised Statutes of
1879. This construction has been held by the
courts of Missouri. Stone v. Insurance 00.,
78 M0. 655; Insurance Co. v. Reisinger, 43
Mo. App. 571. The city of St. Louis is
placed by the statutes of Missouri on the
same footing as a county.
It is further contended by the defendant
that it was a. res'dent of the city of St. Louis,
within the meaning of section 3481. But th supreme court of Missouri has held that a
foreign corporation doing business in th:
state is a nonresident, and under section
3481 is suable in any county. Stone v. In
surance 00., 78 M0. 665, 668. It is suggested
that in that instance the defendant was a.
foreign insurance corporation, and its (use
was provided for by section 6013, which re

quires foreign insurance companies doing
business in Missouri to appoint an agent upon
whom service can be made in suits against
the companies, and expressly authorizes such
suits to be brought in any county, and that
what was said in that case about seciion 3181
was mer.ly obiter dictum. hut sexton 001-;
does not provide as to where suits may in
brought against foreign insurance companies
It merely requires them to appoint an agent
upon whom service may be made, and leaves
the place of instituting suits t1 be detarmin
ed by the general law, and regulates only the
manner of strvice. Hence it was necessary,
in the case of Stone v. Insurance 00., for the
court to determine, as it did. whether a for
eign corporation doing business in Missouri
was to be sued as a residint or as a. nonresi
dent. under section 3481; and it was held
that such a corporation was a. nonresident,
within the meaning of section 3481. Scctior
0013 in no manner interferes with scciim

3481.
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views of Judge Philips were in accord with
his own.
We conclude, therefore, that the defendant
was a. nonresident of Missouri; that the suits
were properly brought against it in Saline
county, under section 3481; and that service
of
process was properly made, under sub
In Fnrnsworth v. Railroad 00., 29 Mo. 75,
division 4 of section 3489.
and in Swallow v. Duncan, 18 Mo. App. 622,
It is insisted by the p‘alntitIs that the de
foreign corporations were treated as within
fendant waived any objection to the service
the statutory provisions relating to nonresi
of the summons by appearing in the state
dents. This court will adopt the construc
court, and ﬁling petitions for the removal of
tion placed upon the statutes of Missouri by
the causes into the federal court. Each of
the courts of that state.
the petitions for removal states that the de
The ruling of tire supreme court of Mis
fendant appears "only for the purpose of
sour‘l, that corporations cxeated by other
making this application," and the motion
states do not become residents of Mis=ourl
made in the federal court to quash the writ
by engaging in business in that state, agrees
of summons and the sheriff's return states
with the rulings of the federal courts. Ex
that the defendant appears specially, and
parte Schollenberger, 96 U. S. 369; Myers
only for the purpose of making that motion
v. Murray, 43 Fed. Rep. 695.
The plaintiﬂfs cite in support of their view
In the cases of Farnsworth v. Railroad
the cases of West v. Aurora City, 6 Wall.
00., 29 Mo. 75; Robb v. Railroad 00., 47 M0.
540; and Middough v. Railroad 00., 51 Mo. 139; Bushnell v. Kennedy, 9 Wall. 387; and
Sayles v. Insurance 00., 2 Curt. 212.
520,-there is no‘hlng which miliiates against
The opposing view is that the removal
the foregoing views, or which holds that cor
statute provides that after removal the came
porations created by other states become res
shall proceed in the federal court in the same
idents of Missouri by engaging in business
manner as if it had been originally com

‘It is quite apparent from the case of In
surance Co. v. Relsluger, 43 Mo. App. 571,
that the case of Stone v. Insurance Co. was
regarded as holding that, as the defendant in
that case was a nonresident, suit might have
been brought against it in any county.

in Missouri.
Not only did Mr. Justice Brewer overrule
the motion to quash the writ of summons
and the return of service by the shcriﬂ, but
Judge Philips, in his opinion on the motion
for a. new trial, (41 Fed. Rep. 853,) held that
a. foreign corporation having an oﬁice in Mis
court was to be treated, under the statute,
as a. nonresident defendant; that the pro_
visions of subdivision 4 of section 3481 ap
plied; and that, therefore, the suit could be
brought in any county.
He sairl that the
provisions of the statute invoked by the de
fendant must refer, and must be limited, to
domestic corporations; and he quoted a re
work made by the court in Stone v. Insur
once 00., 78 M0. 655, 658, that "the defend
ant, being a nonresident of the state, was

subject to suit in any county in this state,
(Rev. St. 5 3481,) and could be personally
served in the manner pointed out by the sec
Htion under consideration;" that is, section

menced there.

To this it is replied that the exception to v
jurisdiction is a personal privilege of the de
fendant, and may be waived; that the con-a
struction contended for would enable the;
nonresident'defendant to remove the suit
into the federal court, and then, by there
moving to dismiss it, defeat the jurisdiction
of both courts; that the defendant is not in
the federal court against its consent, but is
there by its voluntary action, in view of the
necessary statement in the petition for the

removal that the suit is properly brought
against it and is pending; that, as the state
court had jurisdiction of the subject—matter.

it is too late for the defendant, 81091‘ illliiem"
in: to the merits, to raise an objection to
personal jurisdiction; that, although the lie

titions for removal state that the defendant
appeared only for the purpose of making the
application for removal. it could not make
such applicanon without admitting, neces

5 6013.
' ‘Judge Philips remarked, also, that there
could be no question but that, if the suit had
remained in the state court. and the defend
ant, after moving to supprsss the sheriif's
return, had pleaded and gone to trial on the
merits, the defective service wouli have

sariiy, that the suit was properly pending;

and that, therefore, the special illlliem'lmoe
reserved nothing, and amounted to nothing
We do not ﬁnd it necessary to decide this
point, after holding that the circuit court of
Saline county acquired jurisdiction. There

been Waived. citing Kronslri v. Railway 00.,

are different decisions on the question It‘

77 M0. 362, and Scovill v. Glasner. 79 M0.

ferred to in the circuit courts of the United

454, 455, and adding that where a party had
thus removed the cause into the federal court,

states. In Construction Co. v. Simon, 53 Ftti
Rep. 1. it was held, in the sixth circuit, that

tried it on its merits, had one new trial, and

a defendant who removes a cause to a feder

had again tried it on the merits, in its own
approved jurisdiction, it would be triﬂing
with the administration of justice to allow it

a1 court will not there be allowed to say that
he was not properly brought before the Sim

‘0 escape Judgment on the ground that it

fore applying for removal.

had never been in court. Judg \ Thayer, in his

hand, in the second circuit, in Bentllf v. Fl

court, when he failed to raise our point be
0n the other

°Plni°nr (41 Fed- Ren- 849.) stated am the nance Corp, 44 Fed. Rep. 667, it was 1181
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citing several cases, that a defendant could
have a. suit of which the state court acquired

no jurisdiction dismixed on that ground, even
after it had been removed by the defendant
to the federal court.
2. During the trial, on the examination, as
a witness for the plaintiﬂs, of John Cunning
him, who came with the cattle from Scot
land to the United States, and accompanied
them on the railroad journey, he was asked:
"Judging from your experience as a shipper
of this class and blood of cattle from Scot
land to this country, would the trip across
the ocean, and detention in quarantine, and

shipment by rail to Missouri, cause cows to
prematurely lose their calves or abort them,

if no unusual accident had occurred

to

Ithein?" The defendant‘ objected to that
question, claiming that, under the circum
stances, it was not liable for abortions, and
was liable for nothing except injuries to the
animals; that damage from abortions was too
remote; that it was something that the dc
fendant could not anticipate or know any
thing about; that it was not alleged in the
petitions; and that, so far, there was no proof
that the defendant knew that the cattle were
in calf. The court, after hearing the argu
ment, ruled as follows: "My opinion is that
if a railroad company receives a cow or any
other animal for transportation that is with
calf, and such animal is of greater value at
the point of destination by virtue of her
being in such condition than she would other
wise be, and in the course of the journey,
through the fault of the carrier, the animal
receives an injury that is the direct and inl
mediate cause of her losing her calf, that is
an item of damage that is recoverable from
the carrier. It stands upon the same footing
as an ordinary physical injury to the animal.
Of course there may be some dltﬁculty on
it’
_‘ -—_-<ur.<“rz"ﬁ

both sides in proving or disproving the fact
allt‘ged that a particular injury sustained led
to the loss of calves, but the fact that there
is diﬂiculty in making the proof don't alter

the rule of law. The difﬁculty is one of fact,
and not a diiﬁculty in the law. I shall allow
3'0‘! to proceed on both sides, and try that

issue of fact." The defendant then asked
Whether such ruling was without regard to

the knowledge of the carrier. The court re
“1 don't think that has anything to do
with it. The carrier had a right to make any

inquiry it saw ﬁt, before it received the prop
my, as to the condition the cows were in,
ilild to make its arrangements accordingly.

110 inquiries were made, and the cattle
were received, the rule stated applies." The
defendant excepted to such ruling of the

will‘; The witness answered to the ques

tion. "It would certainly not." Like rulings
were made, under the objection and excep

“011 of the defendant, in regard to other
questions of the same character.

We are of opinion that the evidence re
ferred to was properly admitted, and that the
“We mung of the court thereon was cor

rect. Some remarks on the subject will be
made further on.
a
' The defendant objects to those parts of the
O
charge of the court which are marked in
brackets 1 and 2; but it is not proper to select
detached sentences in the charge and predi
an objection. They must be
read in connection with the whole charge,
and for that reason we have set it forth in
full. The court correctly told the jury that
the defendant was liable only for the dam
ages directly traceable to its negligence.
There was nothing in the two sentences com
plalned of which could have misled the jury.
Railway Co. v. Whitton, 13 Wall. 270.
As to paragraph 3 in brackets, it is con
tcnded by the defendant that the court
should have directed the jury that the value
of the cattle when delivered at the western
terminus of the railroad of the defendant, in
Ohio, and not their value at the ﬁnal destina
tion of the cattle, in Saline county and How~

and county, Mo., should be the basis on which
the damages; but it does not ap
pear that any such claim was made in the
court below. Both parties introduced their
evidence and tried the cases on the theory

that the value of the cattle in Saline and
Howard counties was the proper basis for
ﬁxing the damages. No objection was made
by the defendant to the evidence of value at
the point of ﬁnal destination. but it appears
to have been conceded that it was proper to
base the damages on the value of the cattle
at that point Evidence was introduced on
the part of the plaintiffs, without objection,

as to what the market value of the cattle
would have been in the markets of Missouri.
if they had arrived there in good order and
condition. Various objections were made by
the defendant to items in the evidence, but
no objection was made on the ground that the
testimony was not conlined to the value of
the animals at the terminus of the defend
ant's railroad; and the court said: “Inas
much as the damage complained of consisted,
in part, in the fact that certain of these
cattle lost illeir calves, it appears to me to be

competent to show what the difference in
value was in the fall of 1883, when these
cattle arrived in Saline or Howard county.
between an animal that was then
with calf, ,,

and liable to have a calf within the next twog
or three months, and one‘that had aborted’
its calf.” The counsel for the defendant then
said: “I concede that, unless it appears they
have the power to prove its value exactly."
Both parties introduced their evidence on
that theory, and no question was raised about
it; and it does not appear anywhere that the
defendant objected to that mode of trying

the cause. Neither side oﬂered any evidence
as to the value of the cattle at the terminus
of the defendant’s railroad. The defendant
introduced its own evidence on that basis.

and asked one of its witnesses what, in his
opinion, was the value of the cattle on Es

till’s farm or at Kansas City, assuming that
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they were in good order, and asked another
what he would say was a fair price for the
cattle per head, where they were, (i. e. on
Leonard's farm, in Missouri) or at Kansas
City, assuming them to be in good condition,
and recovered from the effects of the trip.
The opinions on the motion for a new trial
do not show that any such question as is now
made was then presented. The jury were
authorized to infer from the evidence that
the defendant knew that the cattle were to
be transportal to Missouri, and were in
tended for the market there.
' It is further contended for the defendant
that, if the proper measure of damages is
the diiference between the market value of
the cattle, in the condition in which they
would have arrived, but for the negligence
of the defendant, and the condition in which
they did arrive, that value must be ﬁxed
as of the time when the cattle ﬁrst reached
their destination, and the plaintiffs could
not show that subsequently some of the cat
tie died. It is further contended that two
rules for a recovery by the plaintiffs were
adopted: First, the ditference between the
two market values of all the cattle. in the
condition in which they arrived; and, sec

end, in addition thereto, the value of those
that subsequently died.

The market value of the cattle at their des
tinatlon would depend upon their condition
when they reached it. Proof that the deaths
subsequently resulted from injuries the cat
tle had received in the collision would sim
ply show their real condition when they
reached their destination. It would not es
stablish any new injury or any additional
' damage. The‘plaintitfs were permitted to
prove that some of the cattle had been so
badly injured at the time of their delivery
that they subsequently died from the effect
of such injury. and therefore were of no
value when delivered. There was, as to
those animals, no double assessment of dam

ages.
The charge of the court clearly pointed
out the (liiferent items of damage. There
is nothing in the record to show that the
jury, under the charge, assessed the dam
ages on the view that the value of the ani
mals was depreciated, and afterwards al
lowed for the same animals on the ground
that they became totally worthless. The ev
idence in question tended to show the con
dition and value of the cattle when they
reached their destination. Judge Philips, in

1115 091111011, (41 Fed. Rep. 853, 856,) said:
“The rule as to the measure of damages

effect of the collision. The only known limit
to the inquiry up to the trial is whether or
not the subsequent development in the con
dition of the animal is traceable directly to
the injury inﬂicted by the cal‘rier,"—citing
Kain v. Railroad 00., 29 Mo. App. 53, 61,
62, and Sorenson v. Railroad 00., 36 Fed.
Rep. 166, 167. To the same effect are Rail
way 00. v. Edwards, (Tex. Sup.) 14 S. W.
Rep. 607, and Railroad Co. v. Rosenberg,
31 Ill. App. 47. See, also, Wilcox v. Plum
mer, 4 Pet. 172.
The circuit court required the witnesses
for the plaintiifs to describe the speciﬁc
injuries to particular cattle, so that it might
be seen that such injuries resulted from the
collision, and also permitted both parties to
show the condition of the animals after
their arrival at their destination, in order to
show how badly they were hurt by the col
iision.
The measure of damages was properly
stated by the court in its charge to the jury.
The difference between the market value oi\_
the cattle in the condition in which they,‘
would have~arrived but for the negligence:
of the defendant, and their market value in
the condition in which, by reason of such
negligence, they did arrive, constituted the
proper rule of damages.
Mobile & M. Ry.
Co. v. J'urey, 111 U. S. 584. 4 Sup. Ct.
Rep. 566; Smith v. Griffith, 3 Hill, “ ; Still"

gess v. Bissell, 46 N. Y. 462; Cutting v. Hall
way 00., 13 Allen, 381: McCune v. Railroad

Co., 52 lowa, 600, 3 N. W. Rep. 615; Ball
way 00. v. Fagan, 72 Tex. 127, 9 S. W. Rep.

749; Railway Co. v. Edwards, (Tex. Sup-l
14 S. W. Rep. 607; Hutch. Carr. (2d Ed.)
155 221, 770a
It was not material whether the plalntilis
intended to keep the cattle upon their farms.
for breeding purposes, or to sell them upon
the market. The depreciation in value of
the cattle was the same in either case.
It was claimed by the plaintiﬂfs that many

of the cattle were heifers, which were bred
in Scotland, and were in calf when im
ported, and that a number of them l-ll'enm‘

tul‘ely cast their calves in consequence of
the collision, and that the value of 111050
heifers was thereby greatly depreciated. The
court instructed the jury that the burden

was upon the plaintiffs to show that Such
abortions were the direct result of the 001‘
lision. The question was passed “Don P7

the jury, and found in favor of the Plain‘
tiffs; and we cannot review their verdict
upon the weight of the evidence. The bill of
exceptions states that it contains all the "i"

permits the plﬂintiﬁ, up to the time of trial,

dence offered in the case on either side. and

to show the condition of the injured animal,
merely as a means of ascertaining the re.

there was sutﬁcient evidence to sustain the

sult of the injury inﬂicted, so as to better
enable the jury to ﬁx the damages at the

ﬁnding of the jury. Zeller v. Eckert.4 H9“
239; Express Co. v. Ware, 20 Wall. 543;

Lancaster v. Collins, 115 U. s. 222. 6 Sui"

did subsequently abort, this is proof only of

Ct. Rep. 33; Railway Co. v. Ohle, 117 U- 5
123, 6 Sup. Ct. Rep. 632.

the extent of the injury inﬂicted; as much
I0 as if they had subsequently died from the

Show that the defendant had notice’ =1‘ in"

time and place of delivery.

If the cows

It was not necessary for the phllnliﬂs w

J
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time of the shipment, that the heifers were
in calf, in order to render it liable for the dc

preclaiion in their market value, in conse
quence of the abortions which were caused
by its negligence. it was not claimed by
the plaintiffs that, on account 01.’ the
heifers being with calf, any special care was
necessary in transporting them; and the
wsuiis were not brought on account of the ab
;sencc of any such special care. In Hart v.

' Railroad (10., 112 U. $3331, 340, 5 Sup. Ct.
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from point to point in the west, and sold.
The suggested rule was therefore imprac
ticable ‘of application.
The circuit court refused to instruct the

jury that, unless the defendant knew that
some of the cattle shipped by the plaintiffs
were cows or heifers in calf, the plaintiifs
were not entitled to recover for abortions,
although causcd by the collision, as. without
such knowledge, damages on account of

abortions could not have been in contempla
Q-Fﬁzﬂﬁr
Hie:

Rep. 151, it was said by this court: “As a gen
eral rule, and in the absence of fraud and
imposition, a common carrier is answerable
for the loss of a. package of goods, though
he is ignorant of its contents, and though
its contents are ever so valuable, if he does
not make a. special acceptance. This is rea
sonable, because he can always guard him
self by a special acceptance, or by insisting
on being informed of the nature and value of
the articles before receiving them." See,
also, Railroad Co. v. Fraloff, 100 U. S. 24;
Baldwin v. Steamship 00., H N. Y. 125; Mc

tion of the defendant at the time it received
the cattle Exception was made to such re
fusal; but we have already remarked suffi
ciently on the proposition involved.
3. The circuit court further instructed the
jury that, when they had assessed the dam
ages in each case, they might compute in
terest thereon at 6 per cent. per annum,
from the time suit was brought in each case,
respectively; and the jury was directed to
state in its verdict the amount of interest
which it awarded in each case. In the Es

Gune v. Railroad 00., 52 Iowa, 600, 3 N. W.

till case it awarded in its verdict, as inter
wt, $2,362.50; and in the Leonard case, $11,

Rep. 615; Stewart v. Ripon, 38 Wis. 584; 3

Suth. Dam. 191.
The circuit court gave the correct rule of
damages as to the heifers which lost their
calves. 11', through the negligence of the de—
feudnnt, the heifers lost their calves, the dif
fcrenco between their market value, if they
had arrived in calf, and their market value
after losing their calves, constituted the
amount of the plaintiffs’ damages. Railway
Co. v. Fagan, 72 Tex. 127, 9 S. W. Rep. 749;
McCune v. Railroad 00., 52 Iowa, 600, 3
N. W. Rep. 615.
There is no ground for applying a special
rule to this case, or for holding that the
plaintiifs ought to have traced each animal,
and to have shown the amount received
for it when sold. The circuit court correctly
held that it was competent for the plain
tiffs to show what the difference in value was

in the fall of 1883. when the cattle arrived
in Saline or Howard

county,

between

a

heifer that was then with calf, and liable to
have a. calf soon, and one that had lost her
calf.
The plaintiffs may have received on the

sale of the cattle more or less than their
market value.

The defendant might have

brought out evidence as to what the animals
were old for by the plaintiffs, to contra
dict the evidence as to their market value;

but the plaintiffs could not bind the defend
ant by the prices for which the animals were
sold. The impracticability of adopting such

8- li'ule as is insisted upon by the defendant is
Pointed out in the opinions rendered on the
motion for a new trial. Many of the cows were

k'FDt for months after their arrival in Mis
esourl.

Some of them were traded for ponies,

‘sand the ponies were sold at a. loss. Others
were sold'with a. warranty that they would
become breeders. and were afterwards taken

back by the plaintlifs. Some were shipped

880. The defendant excepted to that part of
the charge which related to interest, and
which is paragraph 10 contained in brackets
in the margin. The defendant calls atten
tion to the fact that interest was not claimed
in the petitions, and that sections 2126 and
2723 of the Revised Statutes of Missouri of
1879 do not, nor does any other statute of
that state, authorize the recovery of interest
in a suit for injury to property caused by
negligence, and that the supreme court of
Missouri has repeatedly so held. Section
2126 provides as follows: "The jury, on the
trial of any issue, or on any inquisition of
damages, may, if they shall think ﬁt, give
damages, in the nature of interest, over and
above the value of the goods at the time
of the conversion or seizure." Section 2728
allows interest on moneys due on written
contracts, on accounts, and sundry other
money demands.
In Kenney v. Railroad 00., 63 Mo. 99, in
1876, the question arose whether, in a case
of the loss of property set on ﬁre by au
locomotive engine on a railroad, the ‘jury?
were authorized to allow to the plaintiff,
in addition to the value of the property
destroyed, damages by way of interest on
its value, not exceeding 6 per cent. The
court said that it was not apprised of any
statutory provision which allowed a. jury to
give interest for such damages; that there
was no such provision in the statute concern
ing interest; and that section 7 of the act
concerning damages, which allowed interest
in cases of the unlawful conversion of prop

erty by the party sued, would not, in terms
or by analogous reasoning, embrace a case
where no beneﬁt could possibly have no
crued to the defendant by the negligence
which occasioned the destruction of the prop

erty. The judgment was reversed because
of the allowance of interest.
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In Marshall v. Schrlcker, 63 M0. 308, in
1876, it was held that, in actions ex dellcto,
based upon the simple negligence of a party
to whom no pecuniary beneﬁt could accrue
by reason of the injury thereby inﬂicted,

interest was not allowable.
The same ruling was made in Atkinson v.

Railroad 00., 63 M0. 367, in 1876.
In Meyers v. Railroad 00., 64 M0. 542, in
1877, which was an action for damages for
the killing of a heifer through the negligence
of a railroad company, the court held, clung
two of the cases in 63 Mo., and Judge Norton
delivering its opinion, that the jury could not
allow interest on the damages from the time
they accrued.
But, in 1878, in Dunn v. Railroad 00., 68
M0. 268, in an action to recover damages
against a carrier for negligence in transport
ing live stock, the court below having in
structed the jury to allow interest on the
damages at the rate of 6 per cent. from the
institution of the suit until the verdict, the
supreme court, Judge Norton delivering the
opinion, held that the instruction was proper,
citing the case of Gray v. Packet 00., 64 Mo.
47, 50, in which, in a case to recover damages
for negligence by a common carrier in trans
porting an animal, the court below had di
‘rected the jury to add 6 per cent. interest
gfrom the time the animal was shipped to the
' damages found, and the judgment ' was
aﬂirmed, he himself delivering the opinion,
and saying that it was a general rule that,
when goods were not delivered by a common
carrier according to contract, the measure of
damages was the value of the goods, with
interest from the day when they should have
been delivered, less the freight, if unpaid.

No allusion was made in either case to the
cases in 63 M0. or to section 2126.
In De Steiger v. Railroad 00., 73 Mo. 33, in
1880, while Judge Norton was still a member
of the court, it was held, in a suit for the
destruction of hay by ﬁre escaping from the
defendant's locomotive through its negligence,
that interest was not allowable in cases of
that character, citing the three cases in 63

Mo. and the case in 64 Mo. above referred to.
In Wade v. Railroad 00., 78 M0. 362, in
1883, reference was made to the two cases to
that effect in 64 Mo. and 73 Mo, and it was
said that interest was not allowable in actions
for negligence.
In Kimes v. Railroad 00., 85 M0. 611, in
1885, which was an action against a railroad
company for damages for negligence in kill
ing a horse and breaking a wagon by a train
of cars at a public road crossing, the court
below had instructed the jury to allow 6 per
cent. interest on the damages. The supreme
court of Missouri, delivering its opinion by
Judge Norton, held that the interest was not
allowable, referring to the case in 73 Mo.;
but, as the plaintiif remitted the amount of

the interest. the judgment was aﬂirmed, ex
cept as to the amount remitted.
In State v. Harrington, 44 Mo. App. 297,

l: was held, referring to the cases above cited
from 63, 64, and 73 Mo., that where an action
ex delicto is based upon the simple negligence
of the defendant, to whom no beneﬁt had an

erued or could accrue by reason of the injury
or wrong, interest was not allowable.
It may not, perhaps, be possible to reconcile

with one another all of the foregoing cases;
but, on the whole, we regard it as an estab
lished rule of the supreme court of Missouri,
in the construction oi.’ the state statutes, that‘:
the jury is'not warranted in allowing interest?
in a. case like the present from the time suit
was brought. When property is wrongfully
injured or destroyed, it is supposed that the
wrongdoer derives no beneﬁt.
The defendant cites the case of Shockley v.
Fischer, 21 Mo. App. 551, as holding that in
terest is not allowable when it is not claimed
in the petition.
It is well settled as a general rule that the
measure of damages in the case of a common
carrier is the value of the goods intrusted to
it for transportation, with interest from the
time when they ought to have been delivered.
Railway 00. v. Jurey, 111 U. S. 584, 4 Sup.
Ct. Rep. 566; Gray v. Packet 00., 61 lilo.

47; Dunn v. Railroad 00., 68 M0. 268; Hutch.
Carr. (2d Ed.) §771; 1 Suth. Dam. 629. But
when the matter appears to have been regu
lated by statute in the state, and the statute

has been interpreted by its highest court
the regulation of the statute will be followed
in the courts of the United States.
We have considered all the questions
raised by the defendant, and do not think it
necessary to discuss them further.
The judgment in the Estill case is aiﬁrmed
as to the $8,750 damages; but it is not a!
ﬁrmed as to the amount of interest, or any

part thereof, awarded by the verdict or jndg'
ment. That judgment is modified as to such
interest, and the case is remanded to the
court below, with a direction to enter a judg

ment for the plalntltfs for $8,750. being the
damages assessed by the jury. with interest
on such judgment from the time it shall be
entered until it shall be paid, and for the
costs and charges of the plaintiffs in the 611‘
cuit court.

The judgment in the Leonard case is 8!‘
ﬁrmed as to the $44,000 damages; but it isnot
nﬂlrmcd as to the amount of interest, or lull’

part thereof, awarded by the verdict or 11102
ment. The judgment is modiﬁed as to such
interest, ﬁnd the case is remanded to the com‘!

below, with a direction to enter a Judgment
for the plaintiffs for $44,000, being the dam}:
ages assessed by the jury, with interest on?

such judgment from the time it shall be 911'
tered until it shall be paid, and for the 005?
and charges of the plalntiﬂs in the circuit
court.

_

The costs of this court of the Plaintiffs 1“
error and the defendant in error shall be
paid, one half of them by the Plﬂmtms m

error, and the other half by the defendant 1"
error.
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ASTIAZARAN ct al. v. SANTA RITA LAND
8: MIN. CO' et a].
(March 6, 1893.)

No. 43.
Msxrcm Lsxn GRANTS—J umsnrc-rrox or Conn-rs.
Acts July 22. 1854, c. 1073, § 8, (10 St.
. 309,) and July 15, 1870, c. 292, _(16 St. p.
£04,) reserving to congress ﬁnal action in the
adjustment and continuation of claims under
grants from the Mexican government of land
'11 New Mexico and Arizona upon the report
and recommendation of the surveyor general,
preclude the ordinary courts of justice from en
pertaining suits to determine the validity of
such grants pending the ﬁnal action of congress
upon such a report. 20 Pac. Rep. 189, atlirmed.
Appeal from the supreme court of the
territory of Arizona.
Suit in a district court of the territory of
Arizona by Dolores G. Astiazaran, Jesus A.
de Oceguera,
Francisco
Oceguera,
and
others against the Santa. Rita Land & Min
ing Company and the New Meadco & Ari
zona Railroad Company to quiet title to
land. Judgment for defendants aﬂirmed by
the supreme court of the territory. 20 Pac.
Rep. 189. Plaintiﬁs appeal. Alﬁrmed.
Rochester Ford, for appellants.
A. T.
Brlt'ton and A. B. Browne, for appellees.
Mr. Justice GRAY delivered the opinion of
the court
This was a complaint ﬁled June 25, 1887,
in a district court of the territory of Arizona,
and county of Pima, by Dolores G. Astiaza
ran and others against the Santa Rita Land
& Mining Company and the New Mexico &
Arizona Railroad Company to quiet the

The district court gave judgment for the
defendants, which was aﬂirmed by the su

pooled to this court.
By article 8 01' the treaty of Guadalupe
Hidalgo and article 5 of the Gadsden treaty
the property of Mexicans within the terri
tory ceded by Mexico to the United States
was to be “inviolably respected," and they
and their heirs and grantees were
with respect to it guaranties equally ample
as if the same belonged to citizens of the

United States."

9 St. pp. 929, 930; 10 St.

p. 1035.
Undoubtedly private rights of property
Within the ceded territory were not affected
by the change of sovereignty and jurisdic
tion, and were entitled to protection, whether
the party had the full and absolute owner
ship of the land, or merely an equitable in
terest therein, which required some further
act of the government to vest in him a per—
fect title. But the duty of providing the
mode of securing these rights and of fulﬁll
ing the obligations imposed upon the United
States by the treaties belonged to the polit
ical department of the government; and
congress might either itself discharge thata
duty, or delegate it ‘to the Judicial depart?
ment.
De la Croix v. Chamberlain, 12
Wheat. 599, 601, 602; Chouteau v. Eckhart,
2 How. 344, 374; Tameling v. Freehold 00.,
93 U. S. 644, 661; Botiller v. Dominguez,

130 U. S. 238, 9 Sup. Ct. Rep. 525.
For the adjustment and conﬁrmation of
claims under grants from the Mezdcan gov

plaintiffs’ title in three tracts of land known

ernment of land in New Mexico, and in Ari

as ranches "Tumacacori," "Calabasas," and
“Huevavl," granted by the Mexican govern
:llllsiit to Francisco Alejandro Aguilar in

zona, which was formerly a. part of it, con
gress had not, when this case was decided
below, established a Judicial tribunal, as it
had done in California, and as it has since

The plaintiffs claimed title as or under the
Shells of Aguilar. The defendants claimed

done in New Mexico and Arizona by the act
of March 3, 1891, c. 539, (26 St. p. 854.)

olmder alleged conveyances from'Agullar to

But congress reserved to itself the deter
mination of such claims, and enacted that
from Gaudara to Charles P. Sykes in 1877,
the surveyor general for the territory, un
from Sykes of an undivided interest to
der the instructions of the secretary of the
01m Curry in 1878, and from Sykes and interior, should ascertain the origin, nature,
Curry, on December 18, 1879, of the whole character, and extent of all such claims, and
interest to the Calabasas Land & Mining for this purpose might issue notices, sum
Company. whose title had since vested in mon witnesses, administer oaths, and do all
the defendants.
other necessary acts, and should make a full
report on such claims, with his decision as
On June 9, 1861-, Gandara presented a
petition to the surveyor general for the ter
to the validity or invalidity of each under
ritory Of Arizona for a survey of the lands,
the laws, usages, and customs of the coun
in order that the title might be reported on
try before its cession to the United States;
11ml conﬁrmed, in accordance with the treaty and that his report should be laid before
of Guadalupe Hidalgo of 1848 and the Gads
congress for such action thereon as might
den treaty of 1853 and the laws of the
be deemed just and proper, with a view to
Unimd States.
conﬁrm bona ﬁde grants, and to give full
On December 15, 1879, Curry and Sykes
eilfect to the treaty of 1848 between the Unit
presented a similar petition to the surveyor
ed States and Mexico. Acts July 22, 1854,

Manuel Marin Gandara in 1856 and 1869,

genera-1, who on January 7, 1880, made a re

“U011 upon this

recomrncnding a conﬁrma
Congress never took ﬁnal
recommendation.

v.18s.o._29}

c. 103, 5 8, (10 St. p. 309;) July 15, 1870, c.
292, (16 St. p. 304.)
In Tameling v. Freehold 00., above cited,

it was therefore held that the action of con
gress, conﬁrming, as recommended by the
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In this case congress has constituted itself‘

surveyor general for the territory, a private
land claim in New Mexico, was conclusive
evidence of the ciaimant‘s title, and not sub
ject to judicial review; and Mr. Justice
Davis, in delivering the opinion of the court,
said: “No Jurisdiction over such claims in
New Mexico was conferred upon the courts;
but the surveyor general, in the exercise of
the authority with which he was invested,
decides them in the ﬁrst instance. The ﬁnal
action on each claim, reserved to congress,
is, of course, conclusive. and therefore not
00 subject to review in this or any other forum.
U
' It is‘obviously not the duty of this court to
sit in judgment upon either the recital of
matters of fact by the surveyor general, or
his decision declaring the validity of the
grant. They are embodied in his report,
which was laid before congress for its con

the tribunal to'ﬁnally determine. upon the?
report and recommendation of the surveyor
general, whether the claim is valid or in
valid. The petition to the surveyor general
is the commencement of proceedings which
necessarily involve the validity of the grant
from the Mexican government under which
the petitioners claim title; the proceedings
are pending until congress has acted, and
while they are pendhig the question of the
title of the petitioners cannot be contested
in the ordinary courts of justice.
Upon this short ground, without consider
ing any other question, the judgment of the
supreme court of the territory of Arizona is
affirmed.
Mr. Justice BREWER concurred in the re

sideration and action." 93 U. S. 662. See,
also, Maxwell Land Grant Case, 121 U. S.

sult.

325, 366, 7 Sup. Ct. Rep. 1015, and 122 U. S.
(148 U. s. 11)
365, 371, 7 Sup. Ct. Rep. 1271.
UNITED STATES v. CALIFORNIA & 0.
The action of congress, when taken, being
LAND 00.
conclusive upon the merits of the claim, it
(March 6, 1893.)
necessarily follows that the judiciary can
not act upon the matter while it is pending
No. 1.073.
before congress; for, if congress should de
Pnnnro LANDS—ROAD GRANTS—RONA Fins Pun
cide the same way as the court. the judg
CUASERS.
1. Certain lands were donated to the state
ment of the court would be nugatory, and,
of
Oregon
in
aid
of
the construction of 11 Wilson
if congress should decide the other way, its
road, which were to be patented to the suit/e
decision would control.
or its grantees upon the certiﬁcates of the 20"
ernor that speciﬁed portions of the road had
There is nothing in Pinkerton v. Lerloux,
been completed. An act was afterwards passed.
129 U. S. 346, 9 Sup. Ct. Rep. 399, cited by
providing that suits in equity should be brouslit
the appellant, inconsistent with this con
on behalf of the United States for the forfei
clusion. The point there decided was that
ture of such grants, which recited in its in‘?
amble
that the road had not been construct
the report of the surveyor general, not acted
as required, and that certiﬁcates of completion
on by congress. was no evidence to support
had been fraudulently obtained from they)"
ejectment upon a grant from the Mexican
ernor. These allegations were embodied in 8
bill, to which a grantee by mesne conveyance!
government, known as the “Nolan Grant;"
was made defendant; and this defendant ﬁled
and Mr. Justice Bradley, in delivering judg
two pleas,—one alleging that the road had beet;
ment, said: "The surveyor general's report
completed, and that the certiﬁcates them
were not procured by fraud: and the other that
is no evidence of title or right to pos
defendant was a bonu. ﬁtle purchaser. Htb I
session. His duties were prescribed by the
that it was not error to strike out the lSSllbthE
act of July 22, 1854, before referred to. and
allegations of the ﬁrst plea, and to conﬁne e
consisted merely in making inquiries and re
inquiry to the hona ﬁdcs of defendants with
chase; for that plea, if true, was a comm"
porting to congress for its action. It con
gross conﬁrmed a title reported favorably
bar to
thesupport
suit.
, _
2. In
of this plea each of the 1B
by him, it became a valid title; if not, not."
(lividnal purchasers composing defendant asso
And he guardedly added: "This case seems
ciation testiﬁed that he had no knowledge 0‘
any defects in the title when the land was pm‘
to have been very perfunctorily tried and
chased; that nothing of the sort was 61! , t
discussed. There is a question which may
by their agent whom they sent to inveshs‘lo
be entitled to much consideratlon,—whether
the matter; and that they had rocurell In
Opinion as to the title from re utab elattorntyli
the Nolan title has any validity at all with
who pronounced it valid. '1‘ e certiﬁcate!)
out conﬁrmation by congress. The act of
the governor, in whom was reposed discretion
July 22, 1854, before referred to, seems to
to determine when the road was Completed ‘1
accordance with the terms of the Kraut, gm
imply that this was necessary.“ 129 U. S.
shown to be regular. and in proper form. f e
351, 352, 355, 9 Sup. Ct. Rep. 401, 402.
that this was sufficient to sustain the de 9115.
The case is one of those, jurisdiction of
of bona. ﬁde purchase. even though the B119 8
which has been committed to a particular
tions of the bill that the road company, “11 e
which defendant claimed, had procured w‘
tribunal, and which cannot, therefore, at
regisite certiﬁcates by fraud, were not der"
least while proceedings are pending before
1 . 3.A
C. A.deed
330, declared
49 Fed. that
Rep. 496,
‘did
that tribunal, be taken up and decided by
the
to!
any other. Johnson v. Towsley, 13 WalL
thereby “alien, release, grant. bargain, SEE-)1“
“"1"?”
t0
the
grantee.
his
heirs
and
fig-“51$;
72; Smelting Co. v. Kemp, 104 U. S. 636;
the “undivided one half of all and singﬂlm' m
Steel v. Smelting 00., 106 U. S. 447, 1 Sup.
lands lying and being in the state of Oreiote
granted or intended to be granted to ‘the Shin"
Ct. Rep. 389; City of New Orleans v. Paine

141 U. s. 261, 13 Sup. Ct. Rep. 303.

'

of Oregon by the act of congress. ' '

t° ‘‘
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and to hold. all and singular, the lands and
premises hereby conve 'ed," and "all the right,
title, and interest" of t e grantor therein. Held.
that this was not a quitclnim deed, but a deed
of bargain and sale.
0. O. A. 330, 49 Fed.
Rep. 496. ailirmed.
_
_
4. The receipt of a quitclaim deed does not
of itself prevent the grantee from showing that
he is a bona ﬁrle purchaser. Moellc v. Sher
wood. 13 Sup. Ct. Rep. 426, 148 U. S. —, fol
lowed.
5. Assuming, however, that the receipt of
n quitclnirn deed precludes the grantee from
showing himself a bona ﬁde purchaser. this
rule does not extend to one who holds directly
by deed of bargain and sale. but has a quit
claim in his chain of title; and, as the rule is
a highly technical one, it will not he applied to
such a case even though the grantor in the
deed of bargain and sale is a mere agent—the
conduit through which the title is passed—and
the real transaction is with his principal, who
conveys to him by quitclaim.
Appeal from the United States circuit court
of appeals for the ninth circuit. Atﬁrmed.
Statement by Mr. Justice BREWER:
On July 2, 1864, congress passed an act
granting lands to the state of Oregon to aid
in the construction of a. military road from
Eugene City to the eastern boundary of the
state. 13 St. p. 355. A proviso to the ﬁrst
Mad granting section was “that the lands
-hereby granted shall be ‘exclusively applied
in the construction of said road, and shall be
disposed of only as the work progresses; and
the same shall be applied to no other purpose
whatever." The third and fourth sections
read:
"Sec. 3. And be it further enacted, that said
road shall be constructed with such width,
m'aduaﬁon, and bridges as to permit or its
regular use as a wagon road, and in such
other special manner as the state of Oregon
may prescribe.

"Sec. 4. And be it further enacted, that the
lands hereby granted to said state shall be
disposed of only in the following manner,
that is to say: That a quantity of land, not
exceeding thirty sections, for said road may
be sold; and when the governor of said state
shall certify to the secretary or the interior

that any ten continuous miles 01.’ said road
are completed, then another quantity of land
hereby granted, not to exceed thirty sections,
may be sold, and so from time to time until
said road is completed; and it said road is
lot completed within ﬁve years, no further
sales shall be made, and the land remaining
unsold shall revert to the United States.”

On October 2-1, 1864, the legislature of Ore
gun in its turn granted these lands to the
Oregon Central Military Road Company, for

the Purpose of aiding it in constructing the
road.

Laws Or. 186-1, p. 36.

On June 18,

1374, congress enacted:
"Chap. 305. An act to authorize the issu
ﬂnce of patents for lands granted to the state
0! Oregon in certain cases.
"Whereas, certain lands have heretofore,
by acts of congress, been granted to the state

of Ql'cgon to aid in the construction of certain
military wagon roads in said state, and there
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exists no law providing for the issuing of
formal patents for said lands: Therefore,
“Be it enacted by the senate and house of
representatives or the United States of Amer
ica in congress assembled, that in all cases
when the roads in aid of the construction of
which said lands were granted are shown by
the certiﬁcate of the governor of the state of
Oregon, as in saiu acts provided, to have
been constructed and completed, patents for
said lands shall issue in due form to the states
of Oregon as fast as the ‘same shall, underi.a
said grants, be selected and certiﬁed, unless
the state of Oregon shall by public act have
transferred its interests in said lands to any
corporation or corporations, in which case
the patents shall issue from the general land
oilice to such corporation or corporations up
on their payment of the necessary expenses
thereof: provided, that this shall not be con
strued to revive any land grant already ex
pired, nor to create any new rights of any
kind except to provide for issuing patents for
lands to which the state is already entitled."

18 St. p. 80.

On March 2, 18%, congress passed an act
(25 St. p. 850) entitled “An act providing in
certain cases for the forfeiture of wagon
road grants in the state of Oregon,” which
commenced with this recital:
“Whereas, the United States have hereto
fore made various grants of public lands to
aid in the construction of.’ different wagon
roads in the state of Oregon, and upon the
condition that such roads should be com
pleted within prescribed times; and whereas,
said grants were transferred by said state to
sundry corporations, who were authorized by
the state to construct such wagon roads, and
to receive therefor the grants of lands thus
made; and whereas, the department of the
interior certiﬁed portions of said lands to the
state of Oregon upon the theory that said
roads had been completed as required by
the granting acts of congress, and upon the
certiﬁcate of the governor of the state of
Oregon as to such completion; and where
as, the legislature of the state of Or
egon has memorialized congress, and there
in alleged that certain of said wagon roads,
in whole or in part, were not so completed,
and that to the extent of the lands con-uni
nous with unconstructed portions the certiﬁ
cations thereof by the department of the in
terior were 1mauthorized and illegal: There
fore,"—and directed the attorney general of
the United States within six months to insti
tute suits in the circuit court of the United
States for the district of Oregon against all
ﬁrms, persons, or corporations claiming to;
own or have an interest in lands'granted to
the state of Oregon by certain enumerated
acts of congress—among others, the act
above referred to, of July 2, 1864,—“to de
termine the questions of the reasonable and
proper completion of said roads in accord
ance with the terms of the granting acts,
either in whole or in part, the legal ed’ccl
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of the several certiﬁcates of the governors
of the state of Oregon of the comple
tion of said roads, and the right of re
sumption of such granted lands by the
United States, and to obtain judgments,
which the court is hereby authorized to ren
der, declaring forfeited to the United States
all of such lands as are coterminous with the
part or parts of either of said wagon roads
which were not constructed in accordance
with the requirements of the granting acts,
and setting aside patents which have issued
for any such lands, saving and preserving
the rights of all bona ﬁde purchasers of
either of said grants, or of any portion of
said grants, for a valuable consideration if any
such there be. Said suit or suits shall be
tried and adjudicated in like manner and by
the same principles and rules of jurispru
dence as other suits in equity are therein
tried. with right to writ of error or appeal
by either or any party as in other cases."
In pursuance of this act, on August 30,

1889, a bill was ﬁled in the circuit court of
the United State for the district of Oregon
against the Oregon Central Military Road
Company, the California & Oregon Land
Company, and certain named individuals.
The bill, it may be said in a general way,
charged that the road was not in fact con

structed;

that certiﬁcates of construction

were fraudulently obtained from the gov
ernors of the state; that, in pursuance of
such false certiﬁcations, a large number of
tracts had been certiﬁed or patented to the
state of Oregon for the beneﬁt of the Oregon
Central Military Road Company; that there
after these lands were conveyed to certain of
the individuals named as defendants, and by
them ﬁnally to the California & Oregon

Land Company; and, further, that these par
ties received the deeds with full knowledge
of the fact that the road was not construct
ed as required by the act. and that the cer
tiﬂcates were i'aise, and fraudulently ob

gtained. To this bill, on October 24, 1889, the
‘California 6: Oregon Land Company ﬁled
two pleas and an answer in support thereof.
The case was set down for hearing on the
pleas, and on February 18, 1898, they
were sustained, and the bill dismissed. From
such decree of dismissal the United States

appealed to this court. On May 25, 1891,
the decision of the circuit court was re
versed, (140 U. S. 599, 11 Sup. Ct. Rep.
988,) and the case remanded for further pro

ceedlngs- The Opinion of this court was an~
Bounced by Mr. Justice Blatchford, and in
that opinion will be found a. full history of
all the matters affecting the litigation up to
that time. The conclusion reached was that
the circuit court erred in not permitting the
United States to reply to the pleas, and in

0nd plea and dismissing the bill of coin
plaint, as to the defendant, the Calitornhit
Oregon Land Company. From this decree
an appeal was taken to the circuit court of
appeals, by which court, on March 10, 1892,
that decree was aﬂirmcd, (7 U. 8. App. 128,2

0. C. A. 419, 51 Fed. Rep. 629,) and from this
decree of aiﬁrmance the United States up
pen! to this court.
Asst. Atty. Gen. Parker, for the United
States. John F. Dillon, A. T. Britton, and .t
B. Browne, for California & Oregon Land
Co. Jas. K. Kelly, for Danes Military Road
Co.
I‘

‘Mr. Justice BREWER, after stating the?
facts in the foregoing language, delivered the
opinion of the court.
The burden of complaint in :his case is

that the circuit court erred in restricting
the scope of the inquiry. The government
sought to introduce testimony to show that
the road was never in fact constructed, as
required by the act of congress; and also
that the certiﬁcates of the governors. made
as provided by section 4 of the act of 1864.
were obtained by fraud and misrepresents‘
tion, as averred in the bill. But all of this
testimony was excluded, and the inquiry 11m‘
ited to the single question whether the
land company was a bona ﬁde purchaser.
The ﬁrst plea of the land company recited

the fact that three several certiﬁcates had
been issued by governors of the state of
Oregon, to the effect that the road had been

completed as required by the act of con
gress, and added "that each of said several
certificates was made honestly and lngood
faith, and without any fraudulent intent or
procurement or false representation by any
person whomsoever." But upon appliczitlol1

to the circuit court this clause in the P1?“
was stricken out, leaving it to contain simllll
an averment of the certiﬁcates of the 80V‘
ernors; and, as these had been set out at

length in the bill, there was no issue of in“
presented by this plea. The other plea. was:

that the land company was a'purchﬂsel‘ in’
good faith, and to that question, as hcrem'
fore stated, the inquiry was restricted

There was no error in this ruling- The de'
cision of this court, as reported in 140 U
S. 599, 11 Sup. Ct. Rep. 988, was that"ll1°
decree of the circuit court, so far as l! dis‘
misses the bill, must be reversed. 81d “*9
case be remanded to that court with a dim‘

tion to allow the plaintiffs in reply *0 "m
loin issue on the pleas," and the mm?”
which was sent to the circuit court recited
this direction. That decision was the 18"
of this case for the subsequent proceedings
in that court. There was no adludicﬂﬂ‘m mm

ell-mm

the pleas were insuiﬁcient in 111W; 01‘ the
contrary, the plain implication of the 0pm‘
ion was that they were suiiiclent. ﬁnd the

court, issue was joined on the pleas, testi
molly taken. and on December 7, 1891, a

for inquiry was as to their truthfulness

decree was again entered sustaining the 39°.

There was no adjudication of insuﬂiclench

managing the bill absolutely. After the
mandate had

been

ﬁled

in

the

question which was remanded to that °°“
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and no rehearing ordered on that question.
If the government was not satisﬁed with the
decision, it should have called our attention
to it, and have sought a modiﬁcation or en
largement of the decree. The circuit court
properly construed it, and proceeded in
obedience thereto to permit the government

to join issue on the pleas, and to entertain
an inquiry as to their truthfulness, and that
was the only matter open for inquiry.
Indeed, that would have been the rule if
there had been no decision of this court,
and if, in the ﬁrst instance, issue had been

Joined on the pleas. It is true that the stat

it“
as:

his
as

ute directed that these suits be brought “to
determine the questions of the seasonable
and proper completion of said roads," and
“the legal effect of the several certiﬁcates of
the governors;" and upon that counsel for
the government insists that its mandate was
that there should be full inquiry as to these
matters;
but that statute also provided

Mltf. Eq. Pl. (4th Ed.) 14, 219, 295;

~16]
Story,

Eq. Pl. §§ 649, 652. The plaintiﬂ! may eithelI
set down the plea for argument, or ﬁle a.
replication to it- If he sets down the plea
for argument, he thereby admits the truth
of all the facts stated in the plea, and merely
denies their suﬁiciency in point of law to
prevent his recovery. If, on the other hand,
he replies to the plea, joining issue upon the
facts averred in it, and so puts the defend
ant to the trouble and expense of proving
his plea, he thereby, according to the Eng
lish chancery practice, admits that, if the
particular facts stated in the plea are true,
they are suﬂiclent in law to bar his recovery;
and, if they are proved to be true, the bill
must be dismissed, without reference to the
equity arising from any other facts statedg

in the bill. Mitf.'Eq. Pl. 302, 303; Story,
Eq. Pl. 5 697. That practice in this partic
ular has been twice recognized by this court.

Hughes v. Blake, 6 Wheat. 453, 472; Rhode
“that said suit or suits shall be tried and
adjudicated in like manner and by the same
principles and rules of Jurisprudence as
other suits in equity are therein tried;" and
the unquestionable right of a defendant in
an equity suit is to let the facts averred in
the bill go unchallenged, and by plea set up
some special matter which, it established
and suﬂiclent, will defeat any recovery.
gEven if it were within the competency of
Icongress to compel every'party named as
defendant to a suit in equity brought by it
to bear all the expenses and submit to all
the delay of a prolonged inquiry into the
truth of the facts averred in the bill, it is
obvious from the language we have quoted

from the statute that congress did not in
tend to deprive any party of the rights ordi
narily vested in defendants in suits in
equity. If the sole purpose were to ascer

tain by Judicial investigation whether the
roads were in fact completed as required,
that purpose could have been accomplished
by making defendants only the original
parties—the wrongdoers. If other parties
than they were made defendants, as is the
fact here, such parties, within the terms of
the statute, had the right by plea to set up
My special matter which, as to them, con
stituted a full defense;
and as between
Such parties and the government the in

Island v. Massachusetts, 14 Pet. 210, 257."
And again: “In a. case so heard, decided

by this court in 1808, Chief Justice Marshall
said: ‘In this case the merits of the claim
cannot be examined. The only questions be
fore this court are upon the suﬂiciency of
the plea to bar the action, and the suiﬁ
ciency of the testimony to support the plea as
pleaded.’
Stead’s Ex‘rs v. 00urse,40ranch,
403, 413. In a. case before the house of lords a
year afterwards, Lord Redesdale ‘observed
that a plea was a. special answer to a bill,
diﬂerlng in this from an answer in the com
mon form, as it demanded the judgment of
the court, in the ﬁrst instance, whether the
special matter urged by it did not debar the
plainiiif from his title to that answer which
the bill required. If a plea were allowed,
nothing remained in issue between the
parties, so far as the plea extended, but the
truth of the matter pleaded.’ ‘Upon a plea
allowed, nothing is in issue between the
parties but the matter pleaded, and the
avermenis added to support the plea.‘ ‘Upon
argument of a plea, every fact stated inthe
bill, and not denied by answer in support of
.the plea, must be when for true.’ Roche

v. Morgell, 2 Sch. & L. 721, 725-727.”
The right, therefore, of this defendant, the

California & Oregon Land Company, to avail
itself of a plea, cannot be doubted; and the

qllil'y, by settled rules of equity, was then
limited to such matter.
In Farley v. Kittson, 120 U. S. 303, 314,

315. 316, 7 Sup. Ct. Rep. 634, the nature
1nd functions of a plea. were fully discussed.
It was said: "But the proper oﬂlce of a

Plea is not like an answer, to meet all the
allegatious of the bill: nor like a. demur
Fer. admitting those allegations, to deny the

equity of the bill; but it is to present
some distinct fact, which of itself creates a
bar to the suit, or to the part to which the

plea aFillies, and thus to avoid the necessity

plea which it made in this case—that of a D0—
na ﬁde purchaser—4s one favored in the law.
in the act directing these suits was a clause,
“saving and preserving the rights of all bona
ﬁde purchasers of either of said grants, or of
any portion of said grants, for a. valuable con
sideration, if any such there be." In Story's
Equity Jurisprudence (section 411) the author
says: "Indeed, purchasers of this sort [bona
ﬁde purchasers] are so much favored in equity
that it may be stated to be a doctrine now
generally established that a bona ﬁde pur

"'5 milking the discovery asked for, and the

chaser for a valuable consideration, without

expense of going into the evidence at large.

notice of any defect in his title at the time 0!’
his purchase, may lawfully buy in any statute,
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:mortgage, or other incumbrance upon the
0 same estate for his protection. If he can'de—
fend himself by any of them at law, his ad
versary will have no help in equity to set
these incumbrances aside; for equity will
not disarm such a purchaser, but will act
upon the wise policy of the common law,
to protect and quiet lawful possessions, and
strengthen such titles." And the reason of
this is given in Boon v. Chiles, 10 Pet. 177,
210, as follows: "This leads to the reason for
protecting an innocent purchaser, holding the
legal title, against one who has the prior
equity. A court of equity can act only on
the conscience of a party. If he has done
nothing that taints it, no demand can attach
upon it, so as to give any jurisdiction. Strong
as a plaintiif‘s equity may be. it can in no
case be stronger than that of a purchaser
who has put himself in peril by purchasing a
title, and paying a valuable consideration,
without notice of any defect in it, or adverse
claim to it." See, also, Lea v. Copper 00.. 21
How. 497, 498; Croxall v. Shererd, 5 Wall.

268.
In U. S. v. Burlington & M. R. R. 00., 98
U. S. 334, 342, it was said: “It [the United
States] certainly could not insist upon a can
cellation of the patents so as to at'fect inno
cent purchasers under the patentees." And
again, in Colorado Coal & Iron 00. v. U. S., 123

U. S. 307, 313, 8 Sup. Ct. Rep. 131: "It is
fully established by the evidence that there
were in fact no actual settlements and im—
provements on any of the lands, as falsely
set out in the aﬂidavits in support of the pre
emption claims and in the certiﬁcates issued
thereon.
This undoubtedly constituted a
fraud upon the United States, sutiicicnt, in
equity, as against the parties perpetrating it,
or those claiming under them with notice of
it, to justify the cancellation of the patents
issued to them. But it is not such a fraud as
prevents the passing of the legal title by the
patents. It follows that to a bill in equity
to cancel the patents upon these grounds
alone the defense of a bona tide purchaser
for value without notice is perfect."

The land company, therefore, had a right to
set up a special plea, and the plea which it
did set up—that of a bona ﬁde purchaser——
was suﬁiclent, if true. And this brings us to

was paid, and paid in cash, the several pur
chasers each contributing his respective pro
portion. Since the purchase they have ex
pended in the care of the property, including
taxes, $140,000, while their receipts for sales
and rentals amount to only about $23,000.
More than half of the parties interested in the
purchase died before the taking of testimony
in this suit The survivors were all called as
witnesses, and each for himself testiﬂed, as
strongly as language can express it, that his
purchase was made in good faith; that he
had no knowledge of any defect in the title,
or of anything wrong in the actions of the
military road company, or of any failure on
its part to fully construct the road. There
was no opposing testimony; and, if the ques
tion be one simply of fact, there can he no
doubt that these parties were bona tide pur~
Chasers within the rule laid down in 2 Pom.
Eq. Jur. § 745, to wit: “The essential ele
ments which constitute a bona tide purchase
are, therefore, three: a valuable considera
tion, the absence of notice, and presence at
good faith." Indeed, counsel for the govern
ment does not seriously dispute that this is
the necessary conclusion from the testimony.
in this connection it is worthy of notice that
the purchasers, when their attention was
called to the fact that this property was for
sale, sent an agent to Oregon, to examine
into the matter. While such agent is dead.
and what he ascertained is, therefore, not
affirmatively shown, yet it does appear that
to the survivors, at least, of the purchasers,
he brought no intimation or suggestion of any

defect in the title of the land. On the con
trary, an abstract of title was presented to:
themfshowing the certiﬁcates of the governers of the completion of the work, together
with an opinion from the ﬁrm of Mitchell 5:
Dolph, two of the leading lawyers in the
state of Oregon, that the title of the road
company was perfect.
Further, the signiﬁcance of the certiﬁcates
of the governors, as an independent matter
in this inquiry, must not be overlooked.

Under the decision in Land Co. v. Couri
l'ight, 21 Wall. 310, the title to the ﬁrst 30
sections did not depend on the comllletion
of the road, and with respect to the residue

of the land the fourth section of the act of

mm inquiry as to whether this plea was sus

186% gave to the governor of the state the

' mined by tlie’testimony. The purchase was
made by a party of gentlemen living in Cali
fornla, in the spring and fall of 1874, the
ﬁrst purchase being of an undivided one half,
and the second of the remaining moiety. Ten
persons were named as grantees in the ﬁrst
deed, and 11 in the second, some of whom
were also grantees in the ﬁrst. The title re

power to determine when it should be
fully earned; for it reads that “when the
governor of said state shall certify to the

mained thus distributed among these several
individuals until 1877, when, for convenience
in the care and sale of the property, they an
united in a conveyance of their respective

secretary of the interior that any contin

uous ten miles of said road are complcmdi
then another quantity of land hereby grant
ed, not to exceed thirty sections, may be

sold. and so from time to time until 5815
road

is

completed." And

because there

was no express provision for the issue of
formal patents, the act of 1874, which took

effect intermediate

the first and second

interests to the California & Oregon Land

deeds from the road company, provided that

Company, of which they were the stockhold.

when the roads were “shown by the certiﬁ

era. The price for these lands~$200,0t)o_

cate of the governor of the state of Oreﬂimi
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as in said acts provided, to have been con
structcd and completed, patents for said
lands shall issue in due form to the state"
or its grantee. Now, it is familiar law that
when jurisdiction is delegated to any officer

recur

or tribunal, his or its determination is con

r in
re all a
ll lsji
P-‘S It in‘
'iill; t
it ill hi

itii'mii'
my his
at‘. 3

iii it»;

elusive. Thus in the case of U. S. v. Ar
redondo, 6 Pet. 691, 729, this court said:

"It is a universal principle

that, where

power or Jurisdiction is delegated to any
public oﬂlcer or tribunal over a. subject

mattcr, and its exercise is conﬁded to his
‘or their discretion, the acts so done are bind
ing and valid as to the subject-matter; and
individual rights will not be disturbed col<
laterally for anything done in the exercise
‘of that discretion within the authority and
power conferred. The only questions which
can arise between an individual claiming a
right under the acts done and the public, or
any person denying its validity, are power
in the ofi'lcer and fraud in the party. All
other questions are settled by the decision
:made or the act done by the tribunal or of
' iicer, whether'executive, (Marbury v. Madl
son, 1 Crunch, 170, 171,) legislative, (McCul
loeh v. State, 4 Wheat. 423; Satterlec v.
)iatthewson, 2 Pet. 412; Bank v. Billings, 4
Pet. 563,) judicial, (Perkins v. Fairﬁeld, 11
Mass. 227; McPherson v. Cuniiif. 11 Serg. &
R. 429, adopted in Thompson v. Tolmie, 2
Pet. 167, 168,) or special, (Rogers v. Brad
shaw, 20 Johns. 739, 740; Shand v. Hen
deison, 2 Dow, 521,
etc.,) unless an
appeal is provided for, or other revision,
by some appellate or supervisory tribu
ml, is prescribed by law." See, also,
the following cases: Foley v. Harrison. 15
How. 433, 448; Johnson v. Towsley, 13 Wall.
72, 83; smelting Co. v. Kemp, 104 U. S. 636,
640; Shepley v. Cowan, 91 U. S. 330, 340;
Moore v. Robbins, 96 U. S. 530, 535; Quinby
v. Conian, 104 U. S. 420, 426; Steel v. Re

ﬁning Co., 106 U. S. 447, 450, 1 Sup. Ct. Rep.

a
if
ﬂy.
a
a
3
I

i.

_.. —\-wr‘_—

389; Lee v. Johnson, 116 U. S. 48, 51, 6 Sup.
‘Ct. Rep. 249; Wright v. Roscberry, 121 U.
S. 488, 509, 7 Sup. Ct. Rep. 985.
It is true that the bill alleges that those
certiﬁcates were procured by the road com
Dany by and through the false and fraudu
lent representations of its oﬂicers, agents,

etc., and also true that the averment ill the
ﬁrst plea that the certiﬁcates were made
honestly and in good faith was stricken out,
and testimony offered to show the way in
which the certiﬁcates were obtained was re
iected. Therefore,as the inquiry is now pre
sented, it must be in the light of the uncon—
tested allegation that the certiﬁcates were
obtained through the fraudulent acts of the
road company. It may be that, in view of

this situation of affairs, the road company
Could not avail itself of such determina

tion! by the governors as decisive of its title,
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time they are signiﬁcant with respect to
that element of good faith which consists
in diligence. The testimony shows that the
purchasers knew of nothing wrong in re
spect to the title, or the proceedings of the
road company, or any oﬂiclnls connected
with the transfer of title. They knew that
determination of the question as to the com
pletion of the road was committed by the
statute to the governor of the state. They saw
his adjudication upon that question, and it
maywell beheld that theytook all the active
measures which, under the circumstances,
they could be required to take when they

ascertained that the authorized oﬂlcial, and:
that oﬂicial the chief executive ‘of the
state, the grantee named in the congressional
act, had oﬂiclally determined that the road
was completed, there being nothing in any
of the circumstances surrounding the parties
to suggest a. suspicion of wrong. Can it
be that they must be adjudged derelict in
diligence because they did not make a
personal examination of the road, and de
termine for themselves whether it was in
its entire length completed so as to satisfy
all of the terms of the grant? If a patent
from the government he presented, surely
a purchaser from the patentee is not dere
lict, and does not fall in such diligence and
care as are required to make him a. bona.
ﬁde purchaser, because he relies upon the
determination made by the land officers of
the government in executing the patent,
and does not institute a. personal inquiry
into all the anterior transactions upon which
the patent rested.
As against those evidences and conclusions
of good faith but a single proposition is
raised, one upon which the dissenting judge
in the circuit court of appeals rested his
opinion, and that is the proposition that the
conveyances from the road company were
only quitelaim deeds, and that a purchaser
holding under such a deed cannot be a bona
ﬁde purchaser, and in support of this propo
sition reference is made to the following
cases in this court: Oliver v. Piatt, 3 How.
410; Van Rensselaer v. Kearney, 11 How.

297; May v. Le Claire, 11 Wall. 217, 232;
Villa v. Rodriguez, 12 Wall. 323, 339; Dick
erson v. Colgrove, 100 U. S. 578; Baker v.
Humphrey, 101 U. S. 494; Hanrick v. Pat

rick, 119 U. S. 156, 7 Sup. Ct. Rep. 147. The
argument, brieﬂy stated, is that he who will
give only a quitelaim deed in efi‘ect notiﬁes

his vendee that there is some defect in his
title, and the latter, taking with such notice,
takes at his peril. It must he confessed that
there are expressions in the opinions in the
cases referred to which go to the full length

of this proposition. Thus in Baker v. Hum
phrey, 101 U. S 494, 499, Mr. Justice

and it may also be that the purchasers are

Swayne,

likewise precluded from claiming that these

court, uses this language: “Neither of them

determinations are in and of themselves
conclusive in their favor; but at the same

in delivering the opinion of the

was in any sense a bona ﬁde purchaser.

No

one taking a quitelaim deed can stand in
that relation." Yet it may be remarked that
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gm none of these cases was it necessary to
' go to the full extent of ‘denying absolutely
that a party taking a quitclaim deed could
be a bona fide purchaser; and in the later
case of McDonald v. Belding, 145 U. S. 492,
12 Sup. Ct. Rep. 892, it was held, in a case
coming from Arkansas, and in harmony with
the rulings oi' the supreme court of that
state, that while ordinarily a person holding
under a quitclalm deed may be presumed to
have had knowledge of imperfections in
his vendor's title, yet that the rule was not
universal, and that one might become a
bona tide purchaser for value although hold
ing under a deed of that kind; and in that
case the grantee so holding was protected
as a bona ﬁde purchaser; while in the case
of Moelle v. Sherwood, (just decided,) 148
U. S. —-, 13 Sup. Ct. Rep. 426, the general
question was examined, and it was held
that the receipt of a quitclaim deed does
not of itself prevent a party from becoming
a hona ﬂde holder, and the expressions to
the contrary in previous opinions were dis
tinctly disafﬁrmed.
But, further, and even if the doctrine were
now recognized to be as heretofore stated,
this fact would take the case out from the
reach of the rule. The title passed from the
road company to the purchasers by four con
veyances; two from the road company to
one Pengra, its agent and superintendent, and
two from Pengra to the purchasers. Now,
the deeds from Pengra are not quitclaims.
They do not purport to be merely releases of
his right, title, and interest, but are strictly
deeds of bargain and sale. The granting
clause is in these words: "The said parties
of the ﬁrst part have allened, released, grant
ed, bargained, sold, and by these presents
they do alien, release, grant, bargain, sell,
and convey, unto the said parties of the
second part, their heirs and assigns, in pro.
portions hereaiter speciﬁed, the equal undi
vided one half (1%,) of all and singular the
lands lying and being in the state of Oregon,
granted or intended to be granted to the
state of Oregon by act of congress," etc. And
the habendum is: "To have and to hold, all
and singular, the lands and premises hereby
conveyed, to wit, said undivided one half of

all the above-described grant of lands, listed
and to be listed, and all the right, title, and

limitation, because the rule is obviously, at
the best, arbitrary and technical; for a party
who receives a quitclaim deed may act in
the utmost good faith, and in fact be ignorant
of any defect in the title, and this, although
he has made the most complete and painstak
ing investigaﬂon, and only takes the quit
claim deed because the grantor, for expressed
and satisfactory reasons, declines to give a
warranty. It would be unfortunate, in view

of the fact that in so many chains of title
there are found quitclaim deeds, to extend a
purely arbitrary rule so as to make the fact
of such a deed notice of any prior defect in
the title.
It may be said that the real transaction
was between the road company and the pur
chasers; that the agent and superintendent
of the road company was merely a gobe
tween,—a conduit through which the tith
passed from the road company to the pur
chasers; and that the spirit, it not the letter,
of the rule requires that the form of convey
ance used by the road company should be
controlling as to the the bona ﬁdes of the
purchasers. But as it is, wherever enforced,
a merely technical and arbitrary rule, justice
requires that it should not be carried beyond
its express terms, nor used to disprove the
good faith, which, in this case, all the other
testimony shows in fact existed in the pur
chasers. And in this respect it is well to
consider the obvious reason for the unwilling
ness of the road company to itself execute a
warranty deed. The original act of 1864 said
nothing about patents. It simply granted the
lands to the state, and authorized their sale;
and only after the arrangement had been

made for the purchase of one half of theses
lands, and the'conveyances made therefor,
was the act of 1874 passed, providing in term!
for patents. The claim of the road company
was that their title was a perfect legal title.

even without a patent; and yet, there bell!
a. doubt in respect thereto,—~a doubt which

was solved only by the act of 1874.-it was
not strange that it preferred to quitclaim its
interest in the granted lands, rather than
to formally convey them by a warranty °t

the legal title. But it is not to be infel'lvd
therefrom as a matter of law that the road

company in any way doubted its full equil/able
title, or that, by the fact of a quitclaim, it

interest 0t the Party Of the ﬁrst part therein."

notiﬁed the purchasers of any other matter

h Such a deed is clearly something more than
:‘one of'quitcluim and release. It is a deed of

than this omission in the statute. 0n the con
trary, the plain import of the language “Se-d
in the conveyance from the road company

bargain and sale, and will convey an after
acquired title. Such is the ruling of the su
preme court of Oregon. Taggart v. Risley, 4
Or. 235. Now, even in those courts in which
the rule was announced that one who takes
under a qultclaim deed cannot be a bona tide
purchaser, it was sometimes limited to the
grantee in such a deed, and not extended to
those cases in which a quitciaim was only a
prior conveyance in the chain of title, (Snow
den v. Tyler, 21 Neb. 199, 81 N. \V. Rep.
661:) and this is certainly a most reasonable

to Pendra was that it intended to convey

the lands which it had received under the
grant, and to which it believed it then had 8
full equitable, if not legal, title. Our con
clusions, therefore, are that the decision 0!

the circuit court and the court of appeal5 ‘"15
correct.

Before closing this opinion, we think it
Proper to notice one matter, which, though 0f

no signiﬁcance in determining the 1081\1 rights
of the parties, may throw light “9°11 a“
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transaction, and perhaps relieve the original
donee oi‘ the grant by the state—the road
company—from the imputation of wrong cast

upon it by the tiling of this bill. The grant
was made in 1864, and the last certiﬁcate of

511?
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the governor of Oregon was dated the 12th
oi! January, 1870. The memorial of the leg
islature of the state of Oregon was adopted
in 1885,—-that memorial which induced the act
of congress and this litigation. In other
words, the state of Oregon and its citizens,
including those living along this road, re
mained silent for 15 years after its alleged
completion. The terms of the original grant
were limited to the construction of the road,
and imposed no duty of thereafter keeping it
in good condition. Having earned the grant
by constructing the road. it may well be that
the road company took no further interest
in it, and an ordinary wagon road, uneared
for during 15 years, particularly that part of
it which runs through mountainous country,
gwould be almost completely destroyed by the
. action 01' the elements; and so it may be that
those who in 1884 and 1885 investigated the
matter found little semblance of a road, and
hence concluded, though erroneously. that
none was ever constructed, and from this the
complaint, the memorial, and the litigation
proceeded; and this is consistent with the
tact that the road company fully discharged
its duty, and fairly earned the lands. 0!
course, this is a mere suggestion; but it has
the probabilities in its favor, and relieves all
parties from condemnation. But, whether
this be true or not, tor the reasons we
have heretofore stated our conclusion is clear
that the title of the purchasers and the land
company is beyond challenge.
The decree is aﬂirmed.
=

(148 us. 49)
UNITED STATES v. DALLES MILITARY
ROAD CO. et al.
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UNITED STATES v. McCANDLESS.
(March 6, 1893.)
No. 900.
CLBRKS or Collar—Fuss.
1. The same person may hold the oﬁice of
clerk of the United States district and circuit
courts and also commissioner of the circuit
court, and is entitled to the per diem fee or
tive_dollu.rs for attendance on court when in
session, and also "for hearing and deciding on
criminal charges" as commissioner, although
goth functions were discharged on the same
ay.
2. The clerk of a. federal court is not enti

tied to docket fees in cases where the

and

Jury have ignored the indictment. U.
v.
Payne, 13 Sup. Ct. Rep. 4422, followed.
3. Docket fees cannot be taxed until the
case is ﬁnally disposed of, and no such fee can
be allowed where the jury disagrees, unless it
appears that the case has terminated.
claim by a clerk for “miscellaneous
fees. entering orders of court, making copies,
certiﬁcates, and seals" is objectionable as being
too_general: for, while the clerk is undoubtedly
entitled to fees for entering the orders of court,
he is not entitled to fees for making copies.
certiﬁcates, and seals, unless they are required
by law or the practice of the department.
5. A clerk s claim for fees for issuing com
mitmcnts to jail in addition to copy of the order
of removal is too general, and cannot be al
lowed unless it appears that the writ was not
issued to bring a prisoner into court, or for re
manding him from the court, for in such cases
commitments are declared to be unnecessary by

Rev. St. 5 1030.
Appeal from the court of claims. Re
versed.
Statement by Mr. Justice BROWN:
This was a petition by the clerk of the
district court tor the western district of
Pennsylvania for payment of certain fees

which had been disallowed in the settlement
of his accounts by the officers of the treas
ury. Petitioner averred the approval of his
accounts by the court, and that his whole
compensation. it said fees were paid, would
not exceed the maximum compensation of
$3,500. The court directed a judgment to
be entered in his favor for $171.15, and the
United States appealed.

(March 6, 1893.)

No. 1.159.

Sol. Gen. Aldrich, for the United States.
0. C. Lancaster, for nppellee.

Appeal from the United States circuit court
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°t ﬂppeals for the ninth circuit.
In e uity. Bill by the United States against
the Dales Military Road Company and others
to forfeit a land grant. The United States
lDlJeals from a deuee of the circuit court of an

Deﬂlt} (2 O. C. A. 419, 51 Fed. Rep. 629) at
g'gnlniﬁ a decree of the circuit court dismissing

For other opinions rendered in the course of
this hti'nuon, see 40 Fed. Rep. 114; 41 FM
Rep. 49 ; 140 U. S. 599, 11 Sup. Ct. Rep. 988.

Asst. Atty. Gen. Parker. for the United
States. John F. Dillon, A. T. Britten, and A.
B. Browne, for California & Oregon Laud C0.
Jas K. Kelly, for Dalles Military Road Co.

13REWER. Circuit Justice. The questions in
' “tease “I? sllbsmntiﬂlly the same as those
in l\o. 1,013.—U. S. v. California & Oregon

d C0" 13 Sup- Ct. Re . 458. It is unneces

stmry’ therefore. to state t e facts in detail, and
'5 Buﬂmem ‘0 say that the same decree of
uce will be entered.

v.13s.o.-30

'Mr- Justice BROWN, after stating the
t'acts in the foregoing language, delivered
the opinion of the court.
Objection was made to the following
items, which will be considered in their
order:
1. Sixteen days’ attendance on court when
in session, at ﬁve dollars per day, not al
lowed because same days were charged and
allowed in his accounts as a commissioner
of the circuit court “for healing and decid
ing on criminal charges." In the Case of
Erwin, 13 Sup. Ct. Rep. 443, (Just decided,)
we held that a district attorney was entitled
to his per diem for services before a com
missioner, notwithstanding he was allowed a
per diem for his attendance upon the court
on the same day. The reasons for double
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allowance in this case are much stronger titled in the fees charged. At the same time,
we think he should make it appear in theg
than in the Case of Erwin, since the com
missioner acted in a double capacity—First, ‘rendition of his accounts that the commit‘
ment was made in a case where it was nec
as clerk of the court; and, second, as a com
essary.
missioner of the circuit court. There is no
6. An item for entering orders of court
incompatibility between thee ofilces, and, as
congress has never legislated against their approving accounts of oﬂicers, and copies of
certiﬁcates and seals, is controlled by the
being held by the same person, the practice
opinion of this court in the case of U. S. v.
has obtained in most of the districts of ap
Van Duzee, 140 U. S. 169, 171, par. 3.
pointing the clerk a commissioner. It was
11 Sup. Ct. Rep. 758; U. S. v. Jones. 13 Sup.
held by this court in the case of U. S. v.
‘Ct Rep. 437; U. S. v. King. 13 Sup. Ct. Rep.
Saunders, 120 U. S. 126, 7 Sup. Ct. Rep. 467,
439.
that sections 1763, 1764, and 1765 had no
The judgment of the court below is there
application to the case of two distinct ot
ﬁces, places, or employmcnts, each with its fore reversed, and the case is remanded for
own compensation and duties, held by one further proceedings in conformity with this
person at the same time. We think that opinion.
within the rule laid down in that case there
gis no legal objection to the same person hold

- ing the'oﬂlce or clerk and commissioner, and

(147 U. S. Gil)
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that the person so holding them is entitled
to the fees and emoluments of both.
2. Docket fees in cases where the grand
jury returned, "Not true bill." This item is
disallowed, upon the authority of U. S. v.
Payne, 18 Sup. Ct. Rep. 442, (just decided.)

(March 6, 1893.)
No. 107.
FEDERAL Coun'rs — FOLLOWING Su'ra Dscisioxa
—Ru.\'sise or Sm'ro'rs or LlMl'i‘A’l‘iOSS— SEE/
PENSION nr Assssci: OR DEATH—PLEADlXG.

3. Docket tees in cases where trial was had.

1. The settled construction by the highest
court of a. state of the state statute of haun

verdict and sentence, or jury failed to agree,
and case was continued. We think that
a docket tee is not taxable until the case
is ﬁnally disposed of. In the three clauses
of section 828, allowing docket fees, the
words “taxing costs and all other services"
are used, indicating that it is not to be al
lowed until the costs are taxed, and the case
is ﬁnally disposed of. It does not appear
in this item that the cases in which the jury
disagreed had reached that point where costs
are taxed, or where the cause had been
terminated. This item must, therefore, be
reduced by rejecting cases in which the jury

disagreed.
4. Miscellaneous fees, entering orders of
court, making copies, certiﬁcates, and seals.
This item was properly objected to as too
general. While the clerk is undoubtedly en~
iltled to his fees for entering orders 01' court,
he is not entitled to fees for making copies,
certiﬁcates, and seals, unless such copies,
certiﬁcates, and seals are required by law
or the practice of the department.
5. The sixth item is for issuing commit
ments to jail, in addition to copy of order of
removal. This item is also objectionable on
account of its indeﬁniteness. By Rev. St. 5
1030. “no writ is necessary to bring into
court any prisoner or person in custody. or
for remanding him from the court into cus
tody, but the same shall be done on the or
der of the court or district attorney, for
which no fees shall be charged by the clerk
or marshal." Before this item can be al
lowed, we think it should be made to appear
that the commitments were issued in cases
not falling within the above section, and
hence that they were a proper charge under
the circumstance of each particular case. It

is entirely possible that the clerk may be en

tions will be recognized as a rule of decision

by the United States supreme court, and the
duty of the court to follow such construction is
not affected by the adoption of a different con
struction of a similar statute in another state.
2. Under Comp. Laws Kan. c. 80,
.
which provides that if, when a cause of action
accrues against a person, Hhe be out of the
state," the period limited for the commencement

of the action shall not begin to run ‘until he

comes into the state," and if, after the cause 0}
action accrues, “he do art from the state.

"the time of his absence’ shall not be computed
as part of the geriod within which the action
must

be broug t, the statute of limitations

does not run in favor of a debtor while he is
personally absent from the state, notwithsiandg
ing that he continued to have a usual place 0
residence in the state, where service of a Sum];

mons could be made on him, in accordance wll
section 64 of the same chapter.

Bailway

~

v. Cook, 22 Pac. Rep. 988, 43 Isau. 83. f0
lowed.

_
3. The allegation in a. pleading‘that
i116

defendant was absent from the state for [110?‘
than ﬁve years" cannot be treated as deﬁnite!
describing a longer period than ﬁve year! 811
one day.
t
4. [he operation of the Kansas statuteat;
limitations is suspended after the death_0f the

debtor for the 50 days, only, (13111113 “'lllch a
creditor, under Comp. Laws,
0. 31. 5 d:
could not apply for the appointment of an}!
miuistrator, or, at most, for a reasonable no:
after the expiration of the 50 days. Bsife
man v. Charlott, 26 Pac. Rep. 1001, 46 an
480, followed.
_
_
,
for

5. Delay by the creditor m uppli‘lllgthu
appointment of an administrator until more air
5 months and 20 days have passed after the n
piration of such 50 days is unreasonable, Wthe
there is no suggestion of ignorance 0
death of the debtor, or other excuse.

In error to the circuit court of the United
States for the district of Kansas. Reversed
Statement by Mr. Justice GRAY!

This was an action brought February 13'
1886, in a court 01! the state of Kansﬂsv by

Elbridge

G. Blunt, a citizen of minds’

against Bauserman, a citizen of Kansas, 5nd
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administrator of James G. Blunt, deceased,
upon a promissory note for $3,204.34, made
by James G. Blunt at Chicago. 111., July 1,
1875, and payable to Elbridge G. Blunt in 1

The evidence at the trial tended to prove
the following facts: The plaintiif and James
G. Blunt were brothers. The note sued on
day after date, with interest annually at the was given at its date, in Chicago, in settle
ment
for work previously done by the plain
rate of 10 per cent
tiff for the maker; and the maker, a few
The petition, after setting forth the mak
days afterwards, left Chicago, and went to;
ing of the note at the time and place afore
Washington, in the District of Columbia, and;
said, alleged that James G. Blunt, at the
between that‘time and his death was absent’
time of making the note, and for a long
from the state of Kansas more than ﬁve
time before and after, was a citizen and
years, but during all this time, and for many
resident of Kansas, and died intestate in
years before, kept and maintained his usual
July, 1881, leaving property in that state;
place of residence and home in Kansas,
that no administrator of his estate was ap
open and occupied by his wife and children,
pointed until the defendant was appointed
and
at which service of a summons might
administrator, on December 14, 1885; that
have been made on him. He died intestate
James G. Blunt, after the making of the
July 25, 1881, and the defendant was duly
note, and before his death, was absent from
appointed and qualiﬁed as his administrator
and out of the state of Kansas, as well as
the state of Illinois, “for more than ﬁve by a probate court in Kansas on December
years;" and that no part of the note, or of
the interest thereon, had been paid, except
$100 paid December 1, 1875, and indorsed on
the note.
0 -The defendant demurred to the petition,
and assigned for cause of demurrer “that
said petition does not state facts sufficient
to constitute a cause of action in favor of
the plaintiff and against this defendant, and
that it appears by the said petition that the
alleged cause of action therein stated is
barred by the statute of limitations."

On March 13, 1886, the case was removed
by the defendant into the circuit court of
the United States, in which, on June 10,
1886, as appeared by its record, the follow
ing proceedings were had: "Demurrer here
in came on to be heard, and was argued by
counsel, on consideration whereof the court
doth overrule said demurrer; to which rul

ing and decision of the court said defendant
duly excepts. It is ordered by the court
that the defendant have sixty days from this
date to ﬁle answer."
On June 23, 1886, the defendant ﬁled an
answer setting up the statute of limitations,
and alleging that the debtor, from the mak

14, 1885.
The plaintiff relied on the following sec
tions of chapter 80 of the Compiled Laws

of Kansas of 1879 and 1885:
“See. 18. Civil actions, other than for
the recovery of real property, can only be
brought within the following period after
the cause of action shall have accrued, and
not afterwards: First. Within ﬁve years:
An action upon any agreement, contract, or
promise in writing."
“Sec. 21. If, when a cause of action
accrues against a person, he be out of the
state, or has absconded or concealed himself,
the period limited for the commencement
of the action shall not begin to run until he
comes into the state, or while he is so ab
sconded or concealed; and if, after the cause
of action accrues, he departs from the state,
or abscond or conceal himself, the time of
his absence or concealment shall not be com
puted as any part of the period within which
the action must be brought."

The defendant, to maintain the issues on

aggregating the full period of ﬁve years,

his part, relied upon the following section of
the same chapter:
"Sec. 64. The service shall be by deliver
ing a copy of the summons to the defend
ant personally, or by leaving one at his usual
place of residence, at any time before the
return day."
Also upon the following section of chapter
37 of those laws:
"Sec. 12. Administration of the estate of
an intestate shall be granted to some one
or more of the persons hereinafter men
tioned, and they shall be respectively enti~
tied thereto in the following order, to wit:
“First. His widow, or next of kin, or both,
as the court may think proper; and if they
do not voluntarily either take or renounce:
the
administration
within thirty daysg

and that this action was commenced within

after the'death of the intestate, they shall,‘

one year after the appointment of an ad
minlstrator of his estate. The parties after
wards in writing, waived a trial by jury,

if resident within the county, upon ap
plication of any one interested, be cited by
the court or judge for that purpose.
“Second. If the persons so entitled to ad
ministration are incompetent or evidently
unsuitable for the discharge of the trust,

ing of the note until his death, had his home
and usual place of residence, where his fam

i1!’ lived, and where process on him might
have been served, in the city of Leaven
worth, and state of Kansas, and that his
absence from the state was only temporary,
and with the intention of returning to that
home and residence. The plaintiff ﬁled a

replication denying all the allegations of the
answer, except as admitted in the petition,
and alleging that the debtor, after the ma
fllrlty of the note, and before his death,
Was out of the state of Kansas, and poison

ally absent therefrom, for

paces of time

and agreed that the action might be tried
by the court,
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or if they neglect for twenty days after
service of said citation, without any suf
ficient cause, to take administration of the
estate, the court shall commit it to one or
more of the principal creditors, if there be
any competent and willing to undertake the
trust.
"Third. If there be no such creditors, and
the court is satisﬁed that the estate exceeds
the value of one hundred dollars, the court
shall commit administration to such other
persons as it shall deem proper.”
Thereupon the court, on November 26,
1888, “being of opinion that the personal
absence of the debtor from the state of
Kansas, notwithstanding his residence in the

state, where service of a summons could be
made on him, was suﬂicient to prevent the
bar of the statute of limitations, and that
the statute of limitations was suspended
from the debtor's death until the appoint
ment of his administrator," found and ad
judged that the plaintiff recover of the de
fendant the sum of $7,396.02, with interest
at the yearly rate of 10 per cent. from that
date, and allowed a bill of exceptions to
that opinion and ﬁnding.
The defendant sued out this writ of error,
and assigned as errors—First, that the peti
tion and the matters therein contained were
insuﬂlcient for the plaintiff to maintain his
action; second, that by the record it ap
peared that the ﬁndings and judgment were
given for the plaintiff, whereas, by law,
they ought to have been given for the de—
fendant.
J. H. Gilpatrick and Frank Hagerman, for
plaintiff in error. S. Shellabarger and J. M.
Wilson, for defendant in error.
'05‘!

‘Mr. Justice GRAY, after stating the facts

either upon the defendant personally, or by
leaving a copy at his usual place of res
idence, and further provide that administra'
tion of the estate of an intestate may be
granted as follows: First, to his widow or
next of kin; second, if they do not apply,

or are unsuitable, to one or more of his cred
itors; and, third, if there
competent and willing to
such other persons as the
proper. Comp. Laws Kan.

are no creditors
undertake it, to
court shall deem
c. 37, 5 12; 1d. 0.

80, § 64.
The two principal questions presented by
the record and argued by counsel are—First.
whether the statute of limitations began and
continued to run during the personal absence
of the debtor from the tate, retaining a
usual place of residence therein, where a
summons upon i" ‘i might be served; second,
whether the running of the statute was sus
pended after the death of the debtor un
til the appointment of an administrator of
his estate, more than 4 years and 4 months

afterwards, although the plaintiff, as a cred-g
itor of the deceased-could, at the end of 50!
days from his death, have applied to have
an administrator appointed.
Both these questions appear by the bill
of exceptions to have been treated as arising
upon the evidence at the trial, and to have
been ruled upon in entering ﬁnal judgment
The ﬁrst one certainly was; and, if the sec
end was not unequivocally raised at that
stage of the case, it was clearly presented
by the demurrer to the petition, inasmuch
as, by the practice in Kansas, the defense of

the statute of limitations. when all the req
uisite facts appear on the face of the peli
tion, may be taken advantage of by demur
rer. Zane v. Zane, 5 Kan. 134; Bartlett "
Bullene, 23 Kan. 606, 613; Bank v. Lowery,

93 U. S. 72. The defendant having answered

in the foregoing language, delivered the Opin

over by leave and order of the court, reset"

ion of the court.
This is an action on a promissory note.
The defense is the statute of limitations.
The note was payable July 2, 1875. The
debtor died in July, 1881. An administrator
of his estate was appointed and qualiﬁed
December 14, 1885. The action was brought
February 13, 1886.

ing his objection to the overruling of the de

By the statute of limitations of Kansas,
an action upon any agreement, contract, or
promise in writing must be brought within
ﬁve years after the cause of action accrues;
but it is provided that "if, when a cause of
action accrues against a person, he be out
of the state,“ “the period limited for the
commencement of the action shall not be
gin to run until he comes into the state,”
“and if, after the cause of action accrues,
he depart from the state,” “the time of his
absence" “shall not be computed as any part
of the period within which the action must
be brought." Comp. Laws Kan. c. 80, §5

18, 21.
The statutes of Kansas also provide that
a summons in a civil action may be served

murrer, the question whether the demurrer

was rightly overruled is open on this will

of error, sued out after ﬁnal judgment
against him. Teal v. Walker, 111 U. 5-142.
4 Sup. Ct. Rep. 420; Southern Pac 001'
Denton, 146 U. S. 202, 13 Sup. Ct. Rep. 44
Both questions depend upon the local 15"
of Kansas. By a provision inserted in the

ﬁrst judiciary act of the United States, and
continued in force ever since, congl‘t‘ﬂs 11”‘

enacted that “the laws of the several Shiites

except where the constitution, treaties’ or
statutes of the United States otherwise 11*

quire or provide, shall be regarded as rules
of decision in trials at common law in ‘119
courts of the United States, in cases wllei'e

they apply." Act Sept. 24, 1789, 6- 20v 5 34'

(1 St. p. 92; Rev. Si; g 721.) No 11H“ "t
the several states have been more Ste-id‘

fastly or more often recognized by
mm‘
from the beginning, as rules of decisiﬂil 1”
the courts of the United States, than statutes
of limitations of actions, real and Personal’

as enacted by the legislature of a Slater ‘"1
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as construed by its highest court.
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v, Mein, 4 Crunch, 415, 419, 420; Shelby v.
Guy, 11 Wheat. 361, 367; Bell v. Morrison,
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1 Pet. 351, 360; Henderson v. Griﬂin, 5 Pet.
151; Green v. Neal, 6 Pet. 291, 297-300; Mc
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Mills v. Scott, 99 U. S. 25, 28; Moores v.
Bank, 104 U. S. 625;
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Bank v. Eldred, 130

U. S. 693, 696, 9 Sup. Ct. Rep. 690; Penﬁeld
v. Railroad 00., 134 U. S. 351, 10 Sup. Ct.

tan

Rep. 566; Barney v. 0elrichs, 138 U. S. 529,
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maize
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r it:
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11 Sup. Ct. Rep. 414.
In Patton v. Easton, 1 Wheat. 476, 482,
and again in Powell v. Harman, 2 Pet. 241,
this court had construed a Tennessee statute
of limitations of real actions in accordance
with decisions of the supreme court of the
state, made since the ﬁrst of those cases was
certiﬁed up to this court, and supposed to

isii.

have settled the construction of the statute.

iiiili
ah.

Yet in Green v. Neal, 6 Pet. 291, a judg
ment of the circuit court of the United
States, which had held itself bound by those
cases in this court, was reversed because
of more recent decisions of the state court,
establishing the opposite construction.

4_w -W maQF%E UE E § é
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in Pease v. Peck, 18 How. 595, it was be
cause the statute of limitations of Michigan.
as published by authority of the legislature,
and acted on by the people for 30 years,
contained an exemption or “beyond seas,"

that this court declined to treat those words
as not part of the act, although it was shown
that they were not in the original manuscript
preserved in the public archives, and that
they had, therefore, been recently adjudged
by the supreme court of the state to be no
part of the act. The question there was not
of the construction of the text of the stat
ute, but what the true text was; and we are
not now required to consider whether that

decision can be reconciled with later cases,
in which this court has held that an act of
the legislature of a state, which has been

held by its highest court not to be a statute
of the state, because not duly enacted, can
not be held by the courts of the United

States, upon the same evidence, to be a law
0! the state. South Ottawa v. Perkins, 94
U- S. 260; Post v. Supervisors, 105 U. S.
667. See, also, Norton v. Shelby 00., 118
U. S. 425. 440, 6 Sup. Ct. Rep. 1121.

In Leﬁingweu v. Warren, 2 Black, 599,
603, Mr. Justice Swayne, speaking for the

rule 01' decision under the thirty~tourth sec
tion 01‘ the judicial act of 1789. The con
struction given to a. statute or a. state by the
highest judicial tribunal of such state is re
garded as a part of the statute, and is as
binding upon the courts of the United States
as the text. It the highest judicial tribunal
of a state adopt new views as to the prop
er construction of such a statute, and re
verse its former decisions, this court will
follow the latest settled adjudications."
In Levy v. Stewart, 11 Wall. 244, which
arose in Louisiana, the question was not of
the construction of the terms of a statute of
limitations, but of an implied exception, by
reason of the eﬁect of the state of war ex
isting during the Rebellion, while the courts
of the states held by the rebels were closed
to the citizens of the rest of the Union; and
this court declined to be bound by decisions
01' the courts of Louisiana restricting such
effect, because they were inconsistent with
its own earlier decisions in Hanger v. Ab
bott, 6 Wall. 532, and The Proctector, 9 Wall.
657, which had dealt with that question as
one of public and international law, upon
which this court is never obliged to accept
the opinion 01' the state courts. Huntington
v. Attrill, 146 U. S. 657, 683, 13 Sup. Ct. Rep.

224.
In Tioga R. Co. v. Blossburg & C. R. 00., 20
Wall. 137, 143, this court, following the deci
sions of the court of appeals of New York, held
that a foreign corporation could not avail it
self oi.’ the statute of limitations of that state;
and Mr. Justice Bradley, in delivering judg
ment, said: “These decisions upon the con
struction of the statute are binding upon us.
whatever we may think of their soundness
on general principles."
In Amy v. Dubuque, 98 U. S. 470, 471, Mr.
Justice Harlan, summing up the result 0! the
previous decisions in the very words of some
of them, said that “it is not to be questioned
that laws limiting the time of bringing suit“
constitute a. part of the lex tori of every?
country. They are laws for ‘administering
justice,—one of the most sacred and import
ant of sovereign rights,"—and that it is as
little to be questioned that “the courts of the
United States, in the absence of legislation
upon the subject by congress, recognize the
statutes of limitations of the several states,
and give them the same construction and
eifect which are given by the local tri
bunals.’
Upon the question how far a saving clause
as to married women in a statute of limita
tions is affected by a subsequent statute of

a ences to earlier decisions, the following prop

the state enlarging the rights of married
women, this court, in two comparatively re

?osiuons; '“The courts of the United States,

cent cases, has come to differing conclusions

In the absence of legislation upon the sub
Ject by congress, recognize the statutes of
limitations of the several states, and give
them the same construction and effect which
"9 Riven by the local tribunals. They are a

by following in each case a single decision
made by the highest court or the state since
the case was brought to this court from the
circuit court of the United States. Kibbe v.

gum", laid down, and supported by refer

Ditto, 93 U. S. 674; Moores v. Bank, 104 U
S. 625.
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In Kibbe v. Ditto, which arose in Illinois,
the course of decision in the highest court of
the state was shown to be as follows: In
Emerson v. Clayton, 32 Ill. 493, in which the
statute of limitations was not in question,
the decision was that a. married woman
might maintain replevin for her chattels
without joining her husband, because, as the
court said, the subsequent statute, which
gave her the right of sole control over her
separate property, "necessarily confers the
power to do whatever is necessary to the
eiTectual assertion and maintenance of that
right." But in Rose v. Sanderson, 38 Ill.
247, and in Cole v. Van Riper, 44 Ill. 58, it
was decided that the married woman‘s act
did not affect an estate by the curtesy vested
in a husband at the time of its passage; and
it was directly adjudged in Morrison v. Nor
man, 47 Ill. 477, and again distinctly assert
ed in Noble v. McFarland, 51 Ill. 226, that
as to real estate in which the husband had a
tenancy by the curtesy, the statute of limita
tions did not run against the wife until after
his death. Such was the state of the law in
Illinois when the circuit court of the United
States, in Kibbe v. Ditto, held that the stat
ute of limitations ran against the wife in the
husband's lifetime; and its judgment was
aﬂirmed by this court solely because of a
gsubsequent decision of the supreme court of
. Illinois in Costner v. Walrod, (since‘reported
in 83 Ill. 171,) reviewing and modifying or
overruling the earlier cases in that state, and
which, this court said, Uestablishes a rule
of property in Illinois, which binds the courts
of the United States, and presents an in
superable bar." 93 U. S. 680.
In Moores v. Bank, which arose in Ohio, a
judgment of the circuit court of the United
States, holding, in accordance with a previ
ous decision of the superior court of Cincin
nati, that the saving clause in favor of mar
ried women in the statute of limitations of
Ohio was repealed by a subsequent statute
authorizing a married woman to sue alone
in actions concerning her separate property,
was reversed by this court, without any dis
cussion of the merits of the question, because
a subsequent decision of the supreme court
of the state, holding that the statute of lim
itations did not, at the least, begin to run
against a married woman until after the
passage of the later statute, should be fol
lowed by this court. 104 U. S. 629.
What, then, are the decisions of the su

statute are: "If he be out of the state,"
“until he comes into the state," “if he depart
from the state,“ and “the time of his ab
sence." When this case was before the dr
cuit court, it was clearly settled by a uni
form series of decisions of the supreme court
of Kansas, extending over a period of 20
years, that the words of the statute were to
have their natural meaning, and that per
sonal absence of the debtor, even if he re
tainerl a. residence within the state at which
process against him might be served, was
sutticient to take the case out of the statute.

Lane v. Bank, 6 Kan. 74; Hoggett v. Emer
son, 8 Kan. 2G2; Morrell v. Ingle, 23 Km:
32; Conlon v. Lanphear,'37 Kan. 431,15?
Pac. Iiep. 600. The later decisions of that
court recognize the same rule. Railway Co.
v. Cook, 43 Kan. 83, 22 Pac. Rep. 988; Bans
erman v. Chariott, 46 Kan. 480, 482, 26
Pac. Rep. 1051.
The supreme court of the adjoining state
of Nebraska, indeed, as the plaintid in error
has pointed out, has held a precisely similar

provision of its own statute of limitations not
to include the case of a debtor temporarily
absent from the state, and having a usual
place of residence therein, at which asum
mons to him might be served. Neb. Code
Civil Proc. 5 20; Blodgctt v. Utley, 4 Neil.
25; Forbes v. Thomas, 22 Neb. 541, 35 N.
W. Rep. 411. But what may be the law of
Nebraska is immaterial.
The case at bar is
governed by the law of Kansas, and the duty
of this court to follow, as a rule of dedsion.
the settled construction by the highest court

of Kansas of a statute of that state is not
affected by the adoption of a different con~
struciion of a. similar statute in Nebraska or
in any other state. Shelby v. Guy, 11 Wheat
361, 367; Chrlsty v. Pridgeon, 4 Wall. 196.

203; Union Bank of Chicago v. Kansas City
Bank, 136 U. S. 223, 235, 10 Sup. Ct. Rep. 1013.
It was therefore rightly held by the cir

cuit court that the statute of limitations
did not run while the debtor was personally
absent from the state, notwithstanding till"
he continued to have a usual place of resi
dence in the state, where service of a slim
mons could be made on him.

The question whether the statute of lim
itations ceased to run from the death of the
debtor until the appointment of his admin

lstrator, four years and more than four
months afterwards, requires

more consid

preme court of Kansas upon the two ques

eration.
In the absence of express statute or con

tions presented by this record?

trolling

Upon the question relating to the debtor's
personal absence from the state in his life
time, it is to be observed that the saving
clause of the statute speaks only of where
the debtor is, and does not (like the statute

adjudication to the contrary. two

general rules are well settled: (1) when
the statute of limitations has once beg‘1n m
run,

its operation is not suspended by 0

subsequent disability to sue. Walden v
Gratz, 1 Wheat. 292; Mercer v. Selden, 1

of New York, which governed Penﬂeld v.
Railroad (30-, 134 U. s. 351, 10 Sup. Ct. Rep.

How. 37; Harris v. McGovern, 99 U. S- 161;
McDonald v. Hovey, 110 U. s. 619, 4 Sui"

566, and Barney v. Oelrichs, 138 U. S. 529,

Ct. Rep. 142.

11 Sup- Ct‘ Rep. 414) use the words “reside”

cannot be postponed by the failure 0f the
creditor to avail himself of any means with‘

or “residence.”

The words of the Kansas

(2) The bar of the statutf»
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in his power to prosecute or to preserve his
nclaim. Richards v. Insurance 00., 8 Crunch,
984; Biuun v. Sauerwein, 10 ‘Wall. 218;
U. S. v. Wiley, 11 Wall. 508, 513, 514; Kirby
v. Railroad, 120 U. S. 130, 140, 7 Sup. Ct.

Rep. 430; Amy v. Watertown, 130 U. S.
320, 325, 9 Sup. Ct. Rep. 537.
But the supreme court of Kansas has al
ways held that the death of the debtor sus
pends the operation of the statute of limita
tions. Toby v. Allen, 3 Kan. 309; Hanson
v. Towle, 19 Kan. 273; Nelson v. Herkel, 30
Kan. 456, 2 Pac. Rep. 110. In each of those
cases it was said that the operation of the
statute was suspended until an administrator
had been appointed; and they were evidently
the foundation of the ruling of the circuit
court in this case. that the statute of lim
iintions was suspended from the debtor's
death until the appointment of his adminis~
trator.
But those cases, when examined, do not
disclose any intention to decide or to intimate
that the operation of the statute of limita
tions would be suspended during a longer

time between the death of the debtor and
the appointment of an administrator than
would be suflicient to enable the creditor to
have an administrator appointed. In Toby v.

Allen, and in Hanson v. Towle, there is
nothing to show that an administrator was
not appointed as soon as possible after the
debtor's death. And in Nelson v. Herkei, al
though it appears in the statement of the
case that four years and nearly nine months
had elapsed between the debtor's death and
the administrator's appointment, that fact
does not appear to have been urged by
counsel, or regarded by the court, which
treated the case as governed by its previous
decisions
The cases of Green v. Goble, 7 Kan. 207;

among others to the statement of Mr. Jus
tice Bradley, speaking for this court, in
Amy v. Watertown, above cited, that, “when
a party knows that he has a cause of action,
itis his own faultif hedoes not avail himself
of those means which the law provides for
prosecuting his claim, or instituting such
proceedings as the law regards suiﬁcient to
preserve it;" and to the decisions in Atchi
son, T. & S. F. R. Co. v. Burlingame Tp.
36 Kan. 628, 633, 14 Pac. Rep. 271, and
in Rork v. Douglas 00., 46 Kan. 175, 181,
26 Pac. Rep. 391, as establishing that “a
person cannot prevent the operation of the
statute of limitations by delay in taking ac
tion incumbent upon him;" and that "to
permit a long and indeﬁnite postponement
would tend to defeat the purpose of the
statutes of limitation, which are statutes of
repose, founded on sound policy, and which
should be so construed as to advance the
policy they were designed to promote."
“Fol
lowing these decisions,"the chief justice con
cluded that the plaintiif’s claim was barred
by the statute, and said: “The reasonable
time within which a creditor, having a claim
against a decedent, and wishing to estab
lish the same against his estate, should
make application for administration, would
be, under the statute, ﬁfty days after the
decease of the intestate, or at least within a
reasonable time after the expiration of fifty
days. But a creditor cannot, as in this case,
postpone the appointment for months and
years, and then recover upon his claim. It
be can do so for several months or several
years, he can do so for any indeﬁnite length
of time, and then resort to administration,

and establish his claim. This is not in ac
cord with the policy of the statutes, nor
with our prior decisions.”
Bauserman v.
Charlott, 46 Kan. 480, 483-486, 26 Pac. Rep.

Carney v. Havens, 23 Kan. 82; and Mills v.
Mills, 43 Kan. 699, 23 Pac. Rep. 944,
cited at the argument of the present case,
related to the death of the creditor, not of
the debtor, and have no important bearing on

this case.
Since the Judgment of the circuit court in
the case at bar, the supreme court of Kan
Baa. upon careful and elaborate examination
of the question, has held that an action by
another creditor against this defendant was

barred by the statute, because the plaintitr
@had unreasonably delayed to apply for the
:lDDointment of an administrator. Chief Jus
‘ tice'Horion, (who had delivered the opinion
in Nelson v. Herkel,) after referring to the
cases, mentioned above, as holding that the
“death of the debtor operates to suspend the
Statute." added: "But this court has never

831d. when the question was properly pre
wlted. that the creditor can indeﬁnitely pro

10118 the time of limitation by his own omis
sion or refusal to act, or that the death of
the debtor operates to suspend the statute
of limitations indeﬁnitely."
He then re

ierred

to a number

of

authorities, and

1051.
g
‘That decision was evidently deliberately?
considered and carefully stated, with the
purpose of ﬁnally putting at rest a question
on which some doubt had existed. It is
supported by satisfactory reasons, and is in
accord with well-settled principles, and there

is no previous adjudication of that: court to
the contrary. In every point of view, there
fore, it should be accepted by this court as
conclusively settling that the operation of
the statute of limitations of Kansas is sus
pended after the death of the debtor tor
the 50 days, only, during which the cred

itor could not apply for the appointment of
an administrator, or, at most, for a reason
able time after the expiration of the 50
days.
It remains only to apply the rule thus
established to the facts of this case, as al
leged in the petition and admitted by the
demurrer.
Taking the statement of those
facts as strongly as possible in favor of the
plaintiff, the time which elapsed from the
maturity of the note, on July 2, 1875, to the
commencement of this action, on February
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13, 1886, was 10 years, 7 months, and 11
days. The allegation that the debtor, be
fore his death, was absent from the state
"for more than ﬁve years," cannot be treat
ed as definitely describing a longer period
than 5 years and 1 day; and, after deduct
ing that period, there remain 5 years, 7
months, and 10 days, from which, if we de
duct the 5 years period of limitation, as well
as the 50 days next after the debtor's death,
during which the creditor could not have
applied for administration, there still remain
5 months and 20 days.
It is argued for the plaintiff that this was
not more than a reasonable time within
which he might have applied for the ap
pointment of an administrator after the ex
piration of the 50 days from the death.
To this there are two answers: First, the
plaintiff did not so apply within that time,
nor was any administrator appointed until

sofas, chairs, _etc. Such springs were made of
hard-drawn wire, coiled and forced to a proper
shape: but in coiling the metal was unavoids.
bly weakened, the outer portion being stretched,
and the inner
rtion crushed. The invention
consisted in so jecting the spring to “spring.
temper heat," which is about 600° F., by means
of which a comElete homogeneity in the metal
was produced, t ercby increasing its durability
and power of resistance. The same process,
however, had been long before used in the
manufacture of “wire bells" for clocks, and in
the manufacture of hair balance springs for
marine clocks; the object being in the one case
to give tone to the bell,.and in the other to in
crease the elasticity and durability of the spring.
Held, that this use constituted an anticipation,
notwithstanding that the purpose of the process
was different from the purposes of the prior use,
and that experts in the tempering of steel were
surprised by the results produced by the patent
ed process. 31 Fed. Rep. 344, reversed.

almost four years afterwards;

W. Bakewell, Thos. W. Bakewell, andJohn
K. Haliock, for appellant. W. C. Witter and
W. H. Kenyon, for appellees.
i

and it is

hard to see how any reasonable time to en
able the plaintid to have an administrator
appointed can be computed in his favor
when he has taken no steps whatever to

,_,that end.

Second, if a reasonable time for

gthat purpose, although the plaintiff did not
' avail himself of it, can be'computed in his
favor, and the case be treated as if the time
during which he might have applied, but
did not apply, for the appointment of an
administrator, was 5 months and 20 days,
only, yet his delay for that time, being more
than thrice the period of 50 days next after
the debtor’s death, which was allowed for
the next of kin to obtain administration,
was, upon the facts appearing by this rec
ord, and without any suggestion that the
plaintim was ignorant of his brother's death,
clearly 1mreasonable, and could not prevent
or postpone the running of the statute of
limitations.
The defendant below, the plaintiff in error
here, is therefore entitled to judgment upon
his demurrer to the petition, unless the cir
cuit court shall see ﬁt to allow an amend
ment to the plaintiff's allegations so as to

aver more deﬁnitely the length of time dur
ing which the debtor was absent from the
state after the maturity of the note, and
before his death.
Judgment reversed, and case remanded
to the circuit court for further proceed
ings in conformity with this opinion.
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Appeal

from

the

circuit

court

of the

United States for the western district of
Pennsylvania.

Revelsed.
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Mr. Justice BLATCHFORD delivered the?
opinion of the court.
This is a suit in equity, brought March 14,
1885, in the circuit court of the United States
for the western district of Pennsylvania, by
Alanson Gary and Edward A. Much against
the Lovell Manufacturing Company, Limit

ed, an association under the laws of the state
of Pennsylvania, to recover for the alleged
infringement of letters patent No. 116,2‘
granted to Aianson Cary Jtme 27, 1871, for

an hnprovement in modes of tempering
springs.
The speciﬁcation of the patent is as fol
lows: "Be it known that I, Alanson Cary.

of city, county, and state of New York, have
invented a new and useful improvement in
furniture springs, and I do hereby declare
that the following is a full, clear, and exact
description thereof, which will enable others
skilled in the art to make and use the same

This invention relates

to

spiral

8011255’

usually made in a conical form, of steel wire.

and extensively used in upholstering 50f”
and chairs and for bed bottoms, em. and
consists in subjecting the spring to a temper‘
ing process after it has been completed in
the usual manner, whereby its strength, elas
ticity, and durability are greatly increased.

The ordinary furniture spring is made 01
hard-drawn wire, coiled and forced to ‘be

proper shape, and when this is done the
(147 U. S. 623)

Spring is considered ﬁnished, without llﬂvlllll

LOVELL MANUF’G 00., Limited, v. CARY
et 111.
(March 6, 1893.)

been subjected to any tempering Pmf’ss
other than what is incidental to the dmWmg
of the wire.

To give them a ﬁnished Illr

No. 110.

pearance, however, copper or other material

PATENTS roR INVENTIONS—ANTICIPATION—FURNI
Tuna Srnmos.
Letters
No. 116,266
r.
June 2_7,
1871,_ patent
to Alanscn
Gary forwere
an lgllilrxgi'eg

is frequently applied by suitable means. The

ment in furniture springs. The improvement
related to spiral springs usually made in a con
ical form of steel wire, and used in upholstering

degree of elasticity is given the wire thereby'?

metal being greatly condensed and hzu'delled
in the process of drawing the wire. 11 500d;

‘but in bending or coiling the wire into in?
proper shape the metal is unavoidably weal‘

LOVELL MANUF‘G CO. v. CARY.
Q‘iﬁE l:dii
ir ‘Il-i JEUH I

ened, the outer portion of the wire coil is
drawn or stretched, while the inner portion
is crushed or shortened. When straight bars
or wire is subjected to the bending process,
the stretching or drawing of the outer and

crushing of the inner portions are inevitable

25

F!
i -F'riégi i‘éli

results. This greatly reduces the elasticity,
strength, and durability of the spring. Be
ing a manufacturer of furniture springs, and
aware of this diiliculty, I have tried many
experiments with a view of restoring the
wire, after being bent or formed into springs,
to its normal condition. This, I have discov
ered, can be done by subjecting the spring to
a degree of heat known as ‘spring-temper
heat,’ which is about 600°, more or less, and
that a subjection to this temperature for
about eight minutes is suﬂ‘lclent to produce
the result desired. This temperature I have
found to be sufilclent to so far relax or pro
duce a complete homogeneity of the metal
of the spring as to add from twenty to thirty
per cent. to the value of the spring conse
quent on its increased powers of resistance.
'i'hus treated the spring will hear much
heavier pressure, and its strength and elas
iicity are much less impaired than the ordi‘
nary spring after longcontlnued use. For
carrying out and putting in practice my dis
covery, I have invented a tempering oven, for
which I have an application for letters pat
ent now pending."
The claim is as follows: “The method of
tempering furniture or other coiled springs,
substantially as hereinbefore described."
The answer set up various defenses, and
among them want of novelty and noninfringe
meat. It averred that the process set forth
in the speciﬁcation of the patent was merely
a method of increasing the elasticity of steel,
applicable not only to furniture springs and
other coiled springs, but also springs and
other articles made of steel, whether coiled,
bent, twisted, or straight; that the same was
old, well-known, and in common use or prac
tice for many years prior to the alleged in

vention by Gary, and for more than two
Years before he ﬁled his application for the

ellatent; that said process or method had
gbeen so practiced on coiled springs, un
'coiled'springs, hard-drawn steel wire, and
other articles of steel in various forms,

to!‘ the purpose of increasing their elastici
ti’; and that the patent

was therefore

void. It also set forth the names of many
persons to whom the process described in

i119 Patent, whether considered as a restor
111! Process or as a tempering process merely,

was known, and by whom it was practiced,
Prior to the alleged invention thereof by

Gary; and it averred that by reason of such
prior knowledge and use the patent was void.

It also averred that it was a common prac

ﬂce to subject furniture springs and other coil
Billings. made of hard-drawn steel wire, to
600 of heat, more or less,in the proce of fin
Fmng such Springs; that the same was prac
ticed long prior to the alleged invention by
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Gary, by sundry persons, whose names were
given in the answer; that there was not, at
the time of the grant of the patent or of the
alleged invention by Gary, any patentable
novelty in the process described and claimed
in the patent, or in the application of the pro
cess to the tempering of coiled springs for
furniture, and that the patent was therefore
void. It also set up various United States and
English patents, and various printed publi~
cations, in which the alleged invention of
Cary was said to have been described prior to
the making of his alleged discovery and prior
to his application for the patent. A replica
tion was ﬁled to the answer, and proofs were
taken.
Prior to the filing of the bill in this suit,
the patent had been sustained by a decision
made by Judge Wheeler on February 7, 1885,
in the circuit court of the United States for
the southern district of New York, in Cary v.
Wold, 24 Fed. Rep. 139. On the basis of that
decision a. preliminary injunction was granted
in the present suit by Judge Acheson on June
12, 1885. 24 Fed. Rep. 141. in Gary V.
Spring Bed 00., in the circuit court for the
district of New Jersey, on July 28, 1885, in a
suit on the same patent, Judge Nixon, foi
iowing Judge Wheeler and Judge Acheson,
granted a preliminary injunction. 27 Fed.
Rep. 299. On January 6, 1886, (26 Fed. Rep.
38,) Judge Nixon dissolved the injunction in
the New Jersey suit, on the presentation ofh
new aﬂidaviis relating to the novelty of theg
invention, and on February 2,'1886, the pro-0
liminary injunction in the present suit was
suspended on the giving by the defendant of
a. bond.
After the proofs were taken in the present
suit, it was brought to a ﬁnal hearing before
Judges McKennan and Acheson, and they
sustained the patent, following Judge Wheel
er‘s decision. Their opinions are reported in

31 Fed. Rep. 344, 347. On August 3, 1887,
the court entered an interlocutory decree,
holding the patent to be valid and to have
been infringed,awarding to the plaintilfs a re
covery of proﬁts and damages, wiﬂi costs,
referring it to a master to take the account
of proﬁts and damages, and granting a per
petual injunction. The master reported six
cents damages and costs in favor of the plain
tiifs. The plaintiifs excepted to his report,
and the court, on a. hearing of the exceptions,
entered a ﬁnal decree, on February 16, 1889,
awarding to the plalntiifs a recovery of $8,
745.34, and costs. The opinion of the court
on the exceptions is found in 37 Fed. Rep. 654.
The defendant has appealed to this court.
The invention claimed, as appears from the
speciﬁcation, is a. method of restoring steel
wire which has been mechanically strained,
by subjecting it to a temperature of 600",
more or less, whereby its disturbed and dis
arrunged molecules are allowed to assume

their normal relation. The claim limits the
method to its application to “furniture or
other coiled springs;" but it appears from
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the evidence that the process, as applied to
those springs, is in no respect different, in
method or effect, from the same process
when applied to any mechanically strained
wire, or to steel made in straight pieces or
strips, or otherwise. The claim covers broad

ly the described method of tempering applied
to any coiled springs, as well as coiled springs
for furniture, and, if the evidence shows
that, prior to Gary's invention, the method
had been used for the restoration of any
springs of strained steel, or other articles of
strained steel having the resiliency which is
a well-known property of steel, the claim is
substantially anticipated. Particularly if the
method claimed had been used by others to
restore articles of coiled spring steel, even
no though they were not used for furniture
g springs, the claim is anticipated.
' s In the testimony for the plaintiffs it appears
to be contended that, in order to establish the
charge of infringement, the patent is to be
construed so as to cover the restoring of
strained steel springs by the application of
any temperature, less than a red heat, which
will produce in the metal a blue color. If
that be true, the patent must be so construed
also in comparing it with the prior state of
the art, Mr. Brevoort, an expert for the plain
tiﬂs, says that if a coiled spring is attempted
to be used, without further treatment, for a
furniture spring, the wire will take a set,
and lose its resilient properties, and its use
fulness will be lost. He adds: “To cure this
defect the spring must be tempered, as it is
called in the trade, and the way of doing
this upon such springs constitutes the process
of the Cary patent. The process described
in the patent gives to the spring apparently
the same qualities as would be imparted to
steel by tempering; but I do not know that
the process is really one of tempering, strictly
so called, although it produces like results."
The date of Cary‘s alleged invention is De
cember, 1870, and the question is, what was
the state of the art at that date? Mr. Bre
voort explains “the ordinary tempering pro
cess" as follows: “Steel is ordinarily temper
ed substantially in the following way: The
steel is ﬁrst best heated to a. cherry red. It
is then suddenly cooled. either in water or oil.

it is then in a very brittle and exceedingly
hard condition, and is extremely liable to be
warped or bent during the hardening, as well
as during the heating. The next step is to
reheat the article carefully and gradually,
and watch the appearance of a bright portion
of the surface of the article, when certain
colors will be noticed, following one another
in succession; ﬁrst, a very light yellow, then
a deeper yellow, shading into purple, then a
deeper purple, until ﬁnally the purple merges

into blueﬁand lastly a blue color; yellow,

for example, when the yellow just begins to
shade into the purple, the proper degree of
hardness for a penlmlfe has been reached:
and theei'urther drawing of the temper is?
stopped. Thus, if a spring is to be made, the
temper is drawn until a. blue color shows
when the further drawing of the temper is
stopped. The above is an outline of the ordi
nary temperlng process as I have known it
for the last twenty years." The metal is par
tially restored to its original condition by
heating it to a. blue heat it.‘ the condition of
spring temper is desired, or to a. red heat it
it is wished to have a. perfect restoration of
the metal. In making wire the metal is
rolled into the form of a rod, which is drawn
when cold, through successively smaller holes
in a drawplate. It is thus gradually reduced
in diameter, and the effect of the strain is to
compact it, and make it very hard, increasing
its elasticity up to a certain point, and ﬁnally
weakening the material. For many years, in
drawing wire to small sizes it has been the
practice to heat it to a red heat between suc
cessive drawings, and thus to completely re
store it, rendering it less brittle, and prevent
ing the fracture of it by the strain of the
drawing process. At the conclusion of the
drawing operation, when the wire has passed
through the dies several times, and is hard
ened and elastic, the wire is called “hard
drawn," and in that state it comes to the

,2

hands of the makers of furniture springs. It

Ii

is shown by the evidence to have been well
known in the art that wire weakened and
strained by drawing could be completely re

stored to its original soft state by healing 1!
to a red heat, and gradually cooling it, P"

ducillg thus, by the operation of annealing.
the opposite of the "hard-drawn wire." of
which Gary speaks in his speciﬁcation It
was also known that if such strained and
weakened hard-drawn wire was heated to 8
temperature less than red heat, but suﬂlclent
to blue it, a partial process of restoration

would be eifected, which would add strengﬂl
and elasticity to the wire, and ﬁt it for mali
ing springs and corset steels.

The defend

ant's witnesses Roberts and Booth state that
Prior to the date of Gary's alleged invention

they practiced this method of blulnl; hm
drawn wire, so as to increase its strength and
elasticity. The testimony shows the Prior “5°
of the Cary process applied to wire to edect
the same results, and to correct the same un'
desirable consequences of mechanical will“

which are described in the Cary speciﬁcs,
tion.

‘The two principal matters relied on by me‘
defendant to show the invalidity of the pawn‘
are (1) the prior use of what are called the
New England wire clock bells; and (3| the

Purple. and blue being the three prominent

blued hairsprlngs. It is clearly shown iii’ the
witnesses for the defendant that. P110’ w

colors. The colors indicate diiferent degrees
of hardness in the steel, and act as guides,
telling when the proper degree of temper has

Cﬂl'y’s alleged invention, wire clock bells mid
haiisprings had been subjected to heat in 1119
manner described in the Cary speclﬁcﬂﬂ‘m'

been reached for any desired article. Thus,

and with the same bluing eﬂect. The area!
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ment to which the articles were subjected was
in all respects the same in the prior use as in
the patented process. The only contention of
the plaintiffs is that the purpose of the prior
use was not the same, and that the results, so
far as they were those of the ‘patent, were ac
cidontal.
Higgins, a witness for the defendant, thus
describes the way in which wire clock bells
were made prior to Gary's alleged invention.
He says that “the untempered steel wire was
taken from the hank, and straightened by ma
chinery, cut of! at the proper length, and then
tumbled in sawdust to clean the oil from it.
Then the brass collet was driven onto one
end, a small cell of silver was put on for the
purpose of brazing the steel and brass to
gether, then borax and water were put on,
and they were brazed together, and then were
tumbled in sawdust to clean of! the borax,
and then was wound on a. wooden block, then
turned by a pair of plyers to the proper shape,
then was blued and oiled and then they were
ready for use." He also says that the method
of “bluing" was this: "They were put in
piles of a hundred each, and then spread onto
a sheet~iron pan, and then put into an oven,
and there kept until the heat blued them, and
then taken out and oiled ready for use; they
were cooled in the air;" that the object of the
Winding was to put them into a "bell" form;
that the eiIect of the winding was to make the
vibration—to give them the sound; that the
bluing stiffened them, and gave them the
tone; and that the bell, when struck by a
clock hammer, before blueing had no sound,
while after bluing it had a good tone.
Horton, a witness for the defendant on the
same subject, says that he used to make bells
of untempered steel wire, although some of it

and that he had known since 1866 that the
tendency of the spring to keep its shape.
and to restore itself to its proper shape when
the coils were drawn apart or pressed to
gether, was increased by the bluing process,
Gardner testifies that he knew that heating
of strained bell steel stiﬂened it, making it
stronger and more elastic, and that he would
have known that the process of blue'heaiing
steel wire in the form of furniture springs
would have increased its stiffness and elastic
ity in a. measure.
As to the hairsprings, they ar used in

marine clocks to control the haanee, andg
are steel springs, made of steel wire-rolled?
down. Hubbell, a witness for the defendant,
made them as early as 1848. He describes
the way in which they were made by him
in 1848 as follows: “The ﬁrst process was

taking the wire in the coil, and passing it

gives testimony to the same effect, and says
that the coiling of the wire, to give it the
shape of a “bell," weakens the spring, and
Causes it to lose its elasticity, while subject

between two steel rolls to a required thick
ness. They were cut up to the proper lengths,
fastened to a hub, wound on a disc, and
wound down solid. We wound them down
according to the tension of the wire, so that
when they were let loose the outside coils
were of about or nearly the right diameter.
The next process was twisting them into a
snail of a required form, and bluing them. I
blued them on an iron placed over a ﬁre.
They were then removed from the snail.
All the inequalities were remedied by bend
ing and twisting by a pair of plyers into the
proper shape. They were then ready for
use." He says that he used steel wire, un
tempered; that the object of bluing the
spring after it had been so wound was to
equalize the density,—the elasticity; that the
bluing process had that eiTect; and that he
had repeatedly tested blucd hairspriugs and
unblued hairsprings, to compare their elastic‘
ity with each other, and that the blued
spring would sustain double the tension or

inll it to heat makes it more springy and

strain that the unblued one would. without

elastic.
Thomas, a witness for the defendant. states
that he had known the wire clock bells for

bending.
Wright, a witness for the defendant, de
scribes the use of the same process by him
on hairsprings for seven years following
1848, and says that the steel wire was un
tempercd, just as it came from the wire
maker, and that the bluing increased its

I
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side, and weakened the wire, and that the
bluing process restored it, and gave it more
elasticity.
Broomhead, a witness for the defendant,
states that as early as about 1863 he saw
hard'drawn steel wire used in the manufac
ture of clock bells.
Higgins also testifies that he discovered,
as early as 1806, that the bluing process
made the steel stiffer than it was before,

“was drawn harder than others; that some of
git was hard-drawn steel wire, and that the oh
I iect of'heating the coiled wire was to make it
sound, and to stiﬂen it. He also describes the
manufacture by him, during the 10 or 12 years
Succeeding 1846, of wire clock bells of a. spiral
form, not helical, which were blued in the
same way, and for the same purpose.

Andrews, a witness for the defendant,

40 years, that they were made from hard,
untenipered steel wire, straightened, out into

lengths. then wound on a form, and subject
ed to the bluing process to make the spring,

and that there was no spring to the wire
until it was blued.
Warner, a witness for the defendant, states
that the wire was steel wire, used just as

"i was drawn, that the ceiling of the wire
upon a blink, to give it the form of a wire
bell, stretched the outside and upset the in

elasticity.
_
Testimony to the same eﬂect was given
by the witness W. B. Barnes, who said that
the steel wire was hard-drawn and untem'
pered. and that the bluing had the effect
of keeping the spring near the shape of the
snail, and also giving it temper or elasticity.
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Hendrick, another witness for the defend
ant, testified to the same eﬂect.
It is contended for the plaintiffs that the
bell-making process was for a different pur
pose from that contemplated by Gary in his
speciﬁcation; that the results were not anal
ogous; and that, therefore, the patent was
not anticipated. But we are of opinion that
in the Cary process and the bell-making
process the operations are precisely the
same. In both the operator is dealing with
wire which is strained by being bent past
the elastic limit, and is deadened thereby.
The wire is blued by subjecting it to a.
degree of heat suﬁicient for the purpose,
and is then allowed to cool. The result in
both cases is the same, namely, the restora
tion, stiffening, and equalizing of the wire,
and the only difference isln the use to which
the resulting article is put. In both the wire
is made stiffer and more springlike, these
qualities being utilized, in one case in a fur
niture spring, and in the other in a clock
bell. Cary observed that, in winding fur
niture springs, the wire, already weakened
by the drawing process, was still further
strained and deadened, so as to impair the
quality of the spring. The question was how
to equalize and stiffen the mechanically
strained steel wire. The same problem had
been solved by the clock-bell makers, and the
solution of the problem was merely the use
of the knowledge possessed by those skilled
in the art. The wire used in making the
clock bells was also harddrawn wire; but
it does not appear that the process of the pat
cnt acts differently, when applied to strained
hard-drawn wire, from what it would if ap
plied to strained wire that was not hard
drawn.
The difference contended for by the plain~
tiﬂs between the process of bluing wire
clocks bells and the process of bluing fur
niture springs, in that one deals with spiral
articles and the other with articles of a

helical form, is not a. difference in the pro
cess,butis at most a difference in the articles
to which the process is applied. If the strain
ing of furniture springs is peculiarly ag
gravated because of their shape, the differ.
ence is merely one of degree, not of kind.
Moreover, the Cary claim describes the
process as applicable to the manufacture
of furniture springs “or other coiled springs."

was applied to such springs what is called

in the record the old process of tempering.
Bnt, in the first place, these witnesses were
not manufacturers of furniture springs;
and, in the second place, the reason why the
old process of tempering is not used on fur
niture springs is that their upright shape,
like an hourglass or the half of an hourglass,
precludes them from being heated to a red
heat without their sagging and becoming dis
torted. The clocksprings can be laid ﬂat
upon a support, so as not to sag while heated,
and there is no reason, in regard to them, for
changing the old process of tempering for an»
other. In addition, even some of the plain
titfs' witnesses admitted, on cross-examina
tion, that they knew that the treatment of
the wire bells stiffened the steel, and allowed
its molecules to return to their proper rela
tions, and that they would have expected
the application of the bluing process to fur
niture springs to increase their elasticity to
some extent. But it does not amount to in
vention to discover that an old process is
better in its results, when applied to a new
working, than would have been expected;
the difference between its prior working and
the new working being only one of degree.
and not one of kind. It has been often held
that the mere fact that one who uses a pat
ented process ﬁnds it applicable to more ex
tended use than has been perceived by the
patentee is not a defense to a. charge of in
fringement It follows necessarily that the
public cannot be deprived of an old process
because some one has discovered that it is
capable of producing a better result. or has
a wider range of use than was before
known.
In Smith v. Nichols, 21 Wall. 112. it was
held that a mere carrying forward. or new or
more extended application, of the orig'mﬂl
thought; a change only in form, proportions.
or degree; the substitution of equivalents;

doing substantially the same thing in the
same way, by substantially the same means.
with better rcsults,—-was not such invention:

as would sustain a patent; and in Roberts ‘ g

Ryer, 91 U. s. 150, it was held mm‘n was no
new invention to use an old machine for a
new purpose, and that the inventor of a ma‘

chine was entitled to the beneﬁt of all the
uses to which it could be put, 11° mam‘
whether he had conceived the idea of theuse

A coiled wire bell, although not a furniture

or not.

spring, is a coiled spring; and it appears

It is contended, as against the win! [1911*
that the evidence does not show the applica'

from

the

evidence that any

wire

drawn

through dies, although not coiled, is, when

mitted that the plaintiffs show that'sundry

tion of the patented process to an article de
signed to be used as a spring. But the clock
halmprlngs are quite as truly 89111185 35 the
furniture springs, for they require the exer
cise and use of the resiliency of tempered
steel. Both are subjected to the same

witnesses would not have known that the

strains in coiling; both, for the same renwm'

heated to a blue color, stlﬂened, and its
elasticity increased.

In rebuttal of the defendant's evidence as
to wire clock bells and hall-springs, it 15 ad.

bluiﬂg process was applicable to the treat

need restoration; and in both the uppllqlﬂm‘

ment of such heavy material as furniture

of a. blue heat produces the same desirable

Billings. and that it was not used in temper
ins clock springs of wide, ﬂat steel, but there

results.

Within the rule mm down by this court "I
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Hollister v. Manufacturing 00.,113 U. s. 59,

process, and the use made of the article
5 Sup. Ct. Rep. 717, there was nothing more
than mechanical skill in arriving at the al after it is subjected to the process does not
affect the nature of the process itself. As
leged invention, in view of the state of the
a process, there is nothing new in the sub
m Cary says, in his specification, that
jcct-matter of the claim. The claim does
"in bending or coiling the wire into the
not cover an improvement in furniture
proper shape the metal is unavoidably weak
springs or other coiled springs, as a new
ened;“ that “this greatly reduces the elas
article of manufacture; and the “coiled
ticity, strength. and durability of the spring;"
springs,” to which, by the claim, the method
that “being a manufacturer of furniture
of tempering is to be applied, include all
springs, and aware of this diﬂiculty," he had
such springs, irrespective of the use to
made many experiments with a view to re
which they are to be applied. The method
storing the wire, after being bent or formed
or process claimed is substantially the old
into springs, to its normal condition, and that
method of restoring mechanically strained
he had discovered that that could be done
steel.
"by subjecting the spring to a degree of heat
The present case is covered by cases of
known as ‘spring-temper heat,‘ which is
Vinton v. Hamilton, 104 U. S. 485; Stow v.
about 600'’, more or less, and that a subjec
Chicago, Id. 547; Locomotive Truck Case,
tion to this temperature for about eight min
110 U. S. 490, 4 Sup. Ct. Rep. 220; Blake
utes is suﬂicient to produce the result de
v. San Francisco, 113 U. S. 679, 5 Sup.
sired."
Ct. Rep. 692; Thompson v. Boisselier, 114
It is contended, however, by the plaintiffs
U. S. 1, 5 Sup. Ct. Rep. IOQ; Miller v.
that the application of the former processes is
Force, 116 U. S. 22, 6 Sup. Ct. Rep. 204;
contradicted by the fact that no one had used
Dreyfus v. Searle, 124 U. S. 60. 8 Sup. Ct. I.
them for the manufacture of furniture
r:
Rep. 390; Brown v. ‘District of Columbia, U
springs, and that, as soon as Cary’s process
o
130 U. S. 87, 9 Sup. Ct. Rep. 437; Aron v.
was made known the art of making furniture
Railway Co., 132 U. S. 84, 10 Sup. Ct. Rep.
springs was revolutionized. But it was said
24; Watson v. Railway 00., 132 U. S. 161,
by this court in McClain v. Ortmayer, 141 U.
10 Sup. Ct. Rep. 45; Marchand v. Ernken,
S. 419, 428, 12 Sup. Ct. Rep. 76: "That the
132 U. S. 195, 10 Sup. Ct. Rep. 65; Royer
extent to which a patented device has gone
v. Roth, 132 U. S. 201, 10 Sup. Ct. Rep. 58;

into use is an unsafe criterion even of its ac
Hill v. Wooster, 132 U. S. 693, 701, 10 Sup.
tual utility is evident from the fact that the
general introduction of manufactured articles
is as often effected by extensive and judicious

:ldvertising, activity in putting the goods upon

‘.i'
Tq-.‘=.—!=aus:i%§-t i

Ct. Rep.
10 Sup.
National
Ct. Rep.

228; Burt v. Evory, 133 U. S. 349,
Ct. Rep. 394; Howe Mach. Co. v.
Needle Co., 134 U. S. 388, 10 Sup.
570; Florsheim v. Schilling, 137 U.

9the'market, and large commissions to deal
S. 64, 11 Sup. Ct. Rep. 20; Roller Mill Co.
ers, as by the intrinsic merit of the articles
v. Walker, 138 U. S. 124, 11 Sup. Ct. Rep.
themselves;” and (page 429, 141 U. S., and
page 79, 12 Sup. Ct. Rep.) that while, "in a 292; Ansonia Brass & Copper Co. v. Elec
trical Supply 00., 144 U. S. 11, 12 Sup. Ct.
doubtful ease, the fact that a patented arti
Rep. 601; Ryan v. Hard, 149 U. S. 241, 12
cle had gone into general use is evidence of
Ct. Rep. 919. The principle dcducible
its utility, it is not conclusive even of that, I,Sup.
from those cases is that it is not a patent—
much less of its patentable novelty."
able invention to apply old and weil~known
In the present case it appears that it was
devices and processes to new uses in other
not until a short time before 1870 that furni
ture springs began to be commonly made of and analogous arts. The decision inAnsonia.

steel wire. It was not until 1868, when the

Brass & Copper 00. v. Electrical Supply Co.,

general introduction of Bessemer steel and
open hearth steel aﬂorded a cheap substitute

supra,lsvery pertinent In the opinion in that
case the cases were reviewed which estab
lished (1) that the application of an old

1°!‘ iron, that the use of steel became general
in the art in question.

It was then natural

process or machine to a similar or analogous

that there should be introduced into that art

subject, with no change in the manner of

methods of treatment which were well known

application, and no result substantially dis

"8 amilled in allied arts. The method of the

tinct in its nature, will not sustain a patent,

Patent. already in use, thus occurred to

even if the new form of result had not be

Gary; but he was appropriating a method

surprise that the process in question was ap

fore been contemplated; and (2) that, on
the other hand, if an old device or process
be put to a new use, which is not analogous
to the old one, and the adaptation of the old
process to the new use is of such a char
acter as to require the exercise of the in
ventive faculty to produce it, such new use
will not be denied the merit of patenta~

plicable to furniture springs.

bility.

which was common property. When steel
was adopted for the ﬁrst time in any art, it
W118 natural that existing methods of treating

ltshouid be applied to its new use in the giv
an art. The case is merely one of a double
1189- Nor is it of force that experts expressed

Was not the ﬁrst to discover the pro

068s described in his speciﬁcation for the
restoration of steel.

He claims

only the

In the case of Cary v. Wolff, 24 Fed. Rep.
139, Judge Wheeler remarked that the dis
covery of Cary was that the application of
heat would restore the lost strength and
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elasticity of the wire, consequent on the dis
placement of its particles;that the applica
tion of heat for that purpose was not
known until it was applied to that kind of
springs in their peculiarly weakened state;
that the discovery was of a new application
of an old process, which produced a new
and highly useful result; that wire bells for
clocks were made to have sonorous proper
ties by the same process in kind, but for a
different purpose and with a diil'erent re~
suit; that what seemed to be the nearest to
it was the method of shaping and spacing
the coils of hair balance springs for marine
:clocks, by coiling the wire into a mold of
?t.he required shape, called a “snail,"'and sub
jecting it to heat while there in place, to
make it retain its shape, but there was no
displacement of the particles of which the
wire was composed by distortion, and the
process was not a restoration of any lost qual
ity, but a mere shaping of the wire into the
article desired; that the discovery of that
effect of restoration by Gary's mode was
new; that experts called by the defendants
admitted that they had not believed the re

sult would be produced until they saw the
process tried in connection with that litiga
tion; and that such production of a new and
useful result, although by a new application
of an old process, was patentable,—citing
Crane v. Price, 1 Webster, Pat. Gas. 393;

Smith v. Goodyear 00., 93 U. S. 486; and
Loom Co. v. Higgins, 105 U. S. 580.
In the present case, in the opinion of
Judge Acheson granting the preliminary in
junction, (2* Fed. Rep. 141,) the court cited
and followed the decision of Judge Wheeler.
In the opinion of Judge Nixon in Gary V.
Spring Bed 00., 27 Fed. Rep. 299, he stated
that in ordering the preliminary injunction,
he had followed the decision of Judge
Wheeler; and that is shown also by his
opinion granting such injunction. 27 Fed.
Rep. 299.
In the opinion of Judge Acheson in the
present case, on ﬁnal hearing, (31 Fed. Rep.
34-1,) concurred in by Judge liicKcnnan, (31
Fed. Rep. 347,) it is stated that the process
of the patent is based on the tact that the
evils resulting from the distortion of hard
drawn steel wire, in the ordinary operation
of coiling it into springs for furniture, can
be removed by a single application ot heat,
as set forth in the speciﬁcation, so as to re.

the Cary process was new and paientable:
although previously, in the'mnnufacture 01'?
wire bells for clocks, heat had been applied
to them for the purpose of giving them the
desired sound and tone. and hair balance
springs for marine clocks were subjected to
heat while coiled in grooves of a metallic
plate, for the purpose oi’ permanently set
ting the coils in proper relation to each
other. The opinion of Judge Acheson fur
ther said that, after giving to the subject
matter an independent investigation, the
court saw no reason to doubt the correct
ness of Judge Wheeler's conclusions, and
added: ‘The purpose, object, and result of
the application of heat in the practice of
the Cary invention are so entirely dliferent
from those aimed at and attained by the
application of heat in the manufacture oi
wire clock bells, hair balance springs for
marine clocks, and the other shown in
stances of its prior use, that we do not hesi
tate to adopt the conclusion of Judge
Wheeler upon this branch of the case."
But we are of opinion that the same prin
ciple set forth in the patent was developed
in the manufacture of the wire bells for
clocks and of the hair balance springs, that
there was no patentable invention in apply
ing that principle to the springs mentioned
in the speciﬁcation, and that the case is
merely one of a double use.
It results that the decree of the circuit
court must be reversed, and the case be re
manded to that court, with a direction to
dismiss the bill, with costs.
Mr. Justice BREWER did not sit in this
case, or take any part in its decision

(147 U. 8. 591i

UNITED STATES v. HALL.
(March 6, 1893.)
No. 459.
Usrren Sn'rns Conmssloxsns—Frss.
1. Act Gong. Aug. 4. 1886, making *1" ll"
propriation to supply deﬁciencies in the will“
prmtions for the ﬁscal year ending June 30
1856, and, among other things, for fees oi 09m
Inissioners, and providing that the commission
ers should receive no docket fees, did not mere
ly except payment of such fees out of the I16

Dl‘Opriaiion, but abolished them altpgether-

'

s. v. Ewing, 11 Sup. Ct. Rep. 145. 140 U- 3
1E, 147, followed.

_

f

suit in a greatly improved spring; that fur.

2.A commissioner of a circuit court 0
the_United States can only charge one fee for

niture springs so treated came into lxnn1e~
diate and very general use on their introduc

by the accused and his sureties, unless it up;
Pears that it was necessary to take Sella?‘Ite a‘

tion into the market, largely superscding

springs not subjected to that treatment;
and that experts and others practically fa

taking an acknowledgment in a criminal 9"“
kuowlellgments. U. S. v. Ewing, 11 billi
Rep- 743, 140 U. S. 142, 147, followed.

Appeal from the district court of the U11"

miliar\\\'itli the treatment and behavior of
steel were greatly surprised at the result

ed States for the northern district of 0m

emected by the patented process, it being
contrary to all their previous conception

Reversed.

and experience-

The opinion then cites and

Statement by Mr. Justice BROWN;
This was an action by a commissioner of
the circuit court of the United States fol‘

quotes from the Opinion of Judge Vi’heeler,
the northern district of Ohio for docket 1808'
\nd states that the latter opinion held that

and for fees for taking the acknowiedl;ment

UNITED STATES v. TAYLOR.
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of sureties upon recognizances. The court
rendered a judgment in favor of’ the peti
tioner for $336.75, and the United States ap
pealed.

Sol. Gen. Aldrich. for the United States.

5. The clerk is also entitled to fees for serv—
ices actually and _
'
ndguient record to be made.
.
. v. Van
logzeeie, 11 Sup. Ct. Rep. 75!), 140 U. S. 169, foi

0. C. Lancaster, for uppellee.

6. The. best deﬁnition of a common-law rec
0rd in a criminal case under the American prac

1'?
21bit

. _ ;w=u~ri:enr?ﬁ‘$l?i:ﬁ'

Mr. Justice BROWN, after stating the facts
in the foregoing language, delivered the opin
ion of the court.
This case involves but two items:
(1) The charge for docket fees must be
disallowed upon the authority of U. S. v.

tice is as follows: "The record should consist
of the indictment properly indorsed, as found
by the grand Jur , the arraignment of the ac
cused, his plea, t
of the traverse
j
verdict, and the Judgment of the

Ewing, 140 U. S. 142, 14?, par. 7, 11 Sup. Ct.
Rep. 743.
u (2) The claim for acknowledgments is
§based upon the allegation of the petition that
' the plaintiif “took and certiﬁed '103 acknowl
edgments of sureties on recognizances of de~
fendants in prosecutions brought by the Unit
ed States, for each of which acknowledg~
inents plaintiﬂ' was entitled by the statutes
of the United States to receive the sum of
twenty-ﬁve cents." This item must also be
reduced to a fee of 25 cents for taking a
single acknowledgment in each case, since
it was held in the case of U. S. v. Ewing,
above cited, (page 146, par. 2, 140 U. S., and
page 743, 11 Sup. Ct. Rep.,) that the taking
of an acknowledgment in a criminal cause
by the accused and his sureties is a single
act, for which only one fee can be charged.
If, for any reason, it was necessary to take
them separately, that fact should have been
made to appear. The burden of proof was
upon the plaintiff.
The judgment of the court must, therefore,
be reversed, and the case remanded, with in
structions to reduce the judgment in con
tormity with this opinion.
:
(147 U. S. 695)

UNITED STATES v. TAYLOR.
(March 6, 1893.)
No. 795.
CLERKS or COUllT—FliES—FXXAL RECORD.
1. The clerk of a federal court can charge
but one fee for taking the acknowledgment of
a defendant in a criminal case and his sureties,
unless it be made to appear that it was nec

essary to take themrseparately.
, reversed.

45 Fed. Rep.

. S. v. Ewing, 11 Sup. Ct.

Rep. 740. 140 U. S. 142, followed.
-. The clerk is entitled to fees for copies
of orders directing the marshal to pay wit
nesses and Jlll‘Ol‘B, and for certiﬁcates thereto,

It not for seals to the copies. 45 Fed. Rep.
1, modiﬁed.
. S. v. Van Duzee, 11 Sup.
Ct. Rep. 459, 140 U. S. 169, followed.
m. 3. The clerk is not entitled to a fee for
,lng orders from the district attorney dischar

gill: Wl'tnesses from attendance. Under Rev.
t
l 1615 proper that the district attorney
ot‘ﬁcially inform the clerk of the dis
[1 arse of a. witness. but the discharge should
0! be ﬁled. 45 Fed. Rep. 531, reversed.

Io 4’ I_‘he clerk is entitled to a fee of 10 cents
1‘ lldllillllstcring the oath to witnesses respect
5 mr mileage and attendance, but not for

Preserving the aﬂida '
the court‘

vit as a part of the records

7._The comptroller of the treasury cannot
prescribe the length of capiases or bonds, or
limit the clerk in his charge to a certain num
ber of folius. Such matters are to be deter
mined by the practice of the court.
In error to the circuit court of the United
States for the eastern district of Tennessee.
Reversed.
Statement by Mr. Justice BROWN:
This was a petition by the clerk of the cir
cuit court of the United States for the east
ern district of Tennessee for fees earned be-q,
tween July 1, 1887, and December 23, 18.89%
wliich‘had been disallowed in the settlement‘
of the accounts rendered by him to the treas
ury department. The court directed judg
ment to be entered in his favor for $1,066,
(45 Fed. Rep. 531;)and the United States ap
pealed.

Sol. Gen. Aldrich. for the United States.
Geo. A. King, for nppellee.

Mr. Justice BROWN, after stating the
fa cts in the foregoing language, delivered the
opinion of the court.
The government objected to the allowance
by the court below of the following items:
(1) For taking acknowledgments in crim
inal cases of defendants and their sureties
to appeal bonds. It appears by the petition
that these acknowledgments were taken
jointly, and under the case of U. S. v. Ewing,
140 U. S. 142, 146, par. 2, 11 Sup. Ct. Rep.
743, but one fee can be allowed for taking
the acknowledgment of a defendant and his
sureties, at least unless it be made to ap
pear that it was necessary to take them sep
arately. See, also, U. S. v. Hall, 13 Sup. Ct.
Rep. 478.
(2) For certiﬁcates of the clerk and seals
to copies of orders of the court directing the
marshal to pay witnesses and jurors. Char
ges for copies of orders and certiﬁcates
thereto are allowable, but the charge for
seals is disallowed upon the authority of U.
S. v. Van Duzee, 140 U. S. 169, 174, par. 6,
11 Sup. Ct. Rep. 759.
(3) Filing orders from the district attorney
discharging witnesses from attendance, at
10 cent each, $119.80. By Rev. St. 5 877,
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“witnesses who are required to attend any
term of a circuit or district court on the
part of the United States shall be sub
poenaed to attend to testify generally on
their behalf, and not to depart the court
without leave thereof, or of the district at
torney." While it is proper that the clerk
should be informed oﬁlcially by the district at
torney of the discharge of witnesses, it is diﬂi
cult to see why the discharge should be ﬁled.
It is a piece of information for the clerk
'607
upon which he acts in computing the
amount due the witnesses for mileage and at
tendance, and when this is done the dis
charge is functus othcio. It has accom
plished all that it was ever required to do.
is not needed as a voucher, and no advan
tage is gained by cumbering the ﬁles of the
court with it. The magnitude of this incum
brance may be judged by the fact that the
clerk charges for ﬁling in less than 2% years
1,198 of these discharges, (243 were ﬁled in
a single term,) at a useless expense of $119.
80. In U. S. v. King, 13 Sup. Ct. Rep. 439,
the clerk's charges for the payment of a wit
ness aggregated $1.15, not including the aili
davit of the witness, or this item for ﬁling
the discharge. If these be added, it is made
to cost the government $1.40 in clerk's fees
to pay ad a witness,-—a tax out of all propor
tion to the service rendered, or to the usual
amount of the witness's compensation. This
practice of multiplying fees for the simple
service of paying a witness compensation,
which may not exceed the amount of a sin
gle day's attendance, should not be permit
ted, and the item in question will be disal
lou ed.
(4) There is an additional claim in items
12 and 16 of $95.85 for afﬁdavits of wit
nesses as to their mileage and attendance.
The clerk is entitled to a fee of 10 cents
for administering the oath to witnesses re
pccting their mileage and attendance, but
there is no reason for preserving the am.
davit as a part of the records of the court.
This item should be reduced accordingly. It
is but just to say that no charge is made for
ﬁling these aiﬁdavits.
(5) Item 9 includes charges for papers en

‘095

such by inserting it therein. In several 01'
the states the matters properly incorporated
in judgment rolls are enumerated by statute.
Code Civil Proc. N. Y. 5 1237; Code Wlai
191; Code Civil Proc. Cal. 5 670.
In Mandeville v. Perry, 6 Call, 78, the
court of appeals of Virginia, in answering
the question “what this court will consider
as constituting the record of which it is to
take notice in cases of common law," says:
“I answer, the writ for the purpose of
amending by, it necessary; the whole plead
ings between the parties. Papers of which
a profert is made, or oyer demanded; and
such as have been specially submitted to the
consideration of the court by a bill of excep
tions, a demurrer to evidence, or a special
verdict, or are inseparabLv connected with
some paper or evidence so referred to.
Those, with the several proceedings at the
rules or in court, until the rendition of the
judgment, constitute the record in any com
mon-law suits, and are to be noticed by the
court, and no others." Mr. Chltty, in his
work upon Criminal Law, says (1 Chltty,
Grim. Law, p. 720) that “the record in case
of felony states the session of oyer and ter
miner, the commission of the judges, the
presentment by the oath of the grand jurymen
by name, the indictment, the award of the
capias or process to bring in the oﬂfendei',
the delivery 01.‘ the indictment into court.
the arraignment, the plea, the issue, the
award of the jury process, the verdict. the
asking the prisoner why sentence should not
be passed on him, and judgment of death
passed by the judges." Perhaps the most
satisfactory deﬁnition of a common-law reo

0rd in a criminal case under the Ameriwl
practice is found in McKinney v. People’!
111. 552, wherein it is said: “In a criminal
case, after the caption, stating the time and
place of holding the court, the record should
consist of the indictment, properly iudorsed,
as found by the grand jury; the armlgﬂ'

ment of the accused, his plea, the 11119111191‘
ing of the traverse jury, their verdict,:
and the judgment of the court. This, in gen‘;
eral, is all ‘that the record need state." And'

in Dyson v. State, 26 Miss. 362, it is stated

tered by the clerk upon the ﬁnal record or

that “the

the cases, and disallowed by thecomptroiier
as forming no proper part of the judgment
record, and unnecessarily burdensome to the
government. When the practice of a par.
ticular state or district requires a judg.

those indispensable facts Without which the
judgment would be void, such as the 0mm‘

record must aﬂlrmatively Show

ization of the court; its jurisdiction of the

subject-matter and of the parties; that the
cause was made up for trial; that it will

submitted to a jury sworn to try it, at ‘t

ment record to be made up in each case, or
course the clerk is entitled to his fees for

be a case proper for a jury» that a verdict

services actually and necessarily performed

was rendered, and judgment awarded.”

m that cmmecﬂon» (U- S. v. Van Duzee, 140

Mr. Freeman, in his work upon .ludgmemsi

U. S. 169, 176, par. 9, 11 Sup. Ct. Rep. 759;)
but as to what shall be incorporated in such

(section 79,) thus summarizes from the 31"

record there is no settled practice and some
diversity of opinion.

thoriﬁes “the matters which are not (“111955
made so by bill of exceptions, 01‘ by 60°59“?
or by order of the court) matters of lewd‘

‘A record is substantially awritten history of

namely: “Matters of evidence, Wrmen or

the proceedings from the beginning to the

end of the 0889, but nothing which is not

oral, including note, bond, or mortgage ﬁled’
in the case, and upon which suit is broughtt‘

Properly matter or record can be made

an agreed statement of facts, not in will“ °
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special verdict; all motions, including motions
to quash the writ, to amend the pleadings,
for extensions of time, for continuanccs of
bonds, for prosecution, for bills of particulars;

pleas stricken from the ﬁles; notices of mo‘
tlons; aﬂidavits of claimants; bonds for trial
of rights of property; aiiidavits in relation to

conduct of jurors; all affidavits taken during
the progress of the cause; memorandum of
costs; power of attorney to confess the judg
ment, and aﬂldavit in relation to the death of
the maker thereof; report of judge of pro

1:
24:!

ll

p
‘.S
‘I!
9.1
i
'12
E
n_._ wl;="—I-_‘.

held, in Suydam v. Williamson, 20 How. 427,
that the evidence and the exceptions thereto
constitute no part of the record, unless in
corporated in a bill of exceptions, signed and
sealed by the presiding judge. See, also,
Pomeroy v. Bank, 1 Wall. 592.
We have already held, in U. S. v. King, 13
Sup. Ct. Rep. 439, that, in the absence of
a rule requiring them to be incorporated, the
proceedings before a commissioner form no
part of the record, and we think the same
rule applies to aﬁidavits, (England v. Geb

ceedings at the trial; reasons for his opinion

hardt, 112 U. S. 502, 5 Sup. Ct. Rep. 287,) ,4

in rendering judgment or in deciding applica
tion for a new trial; rulings of the court
upon the admission of evidence; the instruc
tions to the jury; statement of facts made by
the judge for the purpose of taking the ad
vice of the appellate court; and the ruling of
the court upon an application to strike out a
portion of the pleadings."
The extent to which a judgment record
should go in its recital of the proceedings de
pends largely upon the purpose for which it is
to he used. If it is designed for use in the re
view by the appellate court of the rulings of
the court below, upon the introduction of tes
timony, or of the validity of the charge to
the jury, it must contain in a bill of excep
tions so much of the testimony or charge as
Isis necessary to a clear understanding of the
.questions involved. But if,'upon the other
hand, it be designed only for the purpose of
preserving a record of the conviction in per
petuam rel memorlam, little more is neces
sary than to set forth the process and return
thereto, the pleadings, journal entries, ver
dict, and judgment. All the authorities agree
that, in a criminal case, it should show what
the prisoner is charged with; that the court
had jurisdiction of the case; that the defend
ant was duly convicted; and the sentence.
It may be said, in general, that anything
which is not necessary to support the valid
ity of the judgment is, presumptively, at
least, no part of the record, however mate
rial it may have been in the progress of the
case. It is entirely clear that it is unneces
sary to set forth matters merely incidental to

warrants, subpoenas, capiases, except the one°
upon which the arrest was made, butsthato
the other charges included in item 9, includ
ing the bonds taken after indictment, captions
of term, and days upon which journal
entries were made, were properly allowed,
We are also of the opinion that the comp
troller cannot prescribe the length of capiases

the charge, and which had no immediate
bearing upon the result of the case, or of the
validity of the judgment. Thus, in Inglee v.
Coolidge, 2 Wheat. 363, it was held by this
court that the report of the judge who tried

the case at nisi prius, containing a statement
of the facts, is not to be considered a part of
the record. It was formerly held that, even

in writs of error to a state court, the opinion
of the court below was not a part of the rec
ord, (Williams v. Norris, 12 Wheat. 117, 119;

Rector v. Ashley. 6 WaiL 142; Gibson v.
Chouteau, 8 Wall. 314;) but the inconvenience
of this rule became so great that it was sub
sequently changed, (Murdock v. City of Mem

D1115, 20 Wall. 590;) and ﬁnally the eighth
rule of this court was so modiﬁed, in 1873, as

to l‘ellliire a copy of the opinion to he incorpo
rated in the transcript. This court has also
v.13s.o._31

or bonds, or limit the clerk to a. certain num
her of folios. This is a matter to be deter
mined by the practice of the court.
This disposes of all the questions raised
upon the assignment of errors, and the
judgment of the court below is therefore re
versed, and the case remanded for further
proceedings in conformity with this opinion.

(H8 U. S. 71)

LEHNEN v. DICKSON.
(March 6, 1893.)
No. 125.
SUPREME COURT—REVIEW or Cases 1N Fauna“.
Coun'rs— Frsnmos nr Coun'r wi'ruou'r JURY—
Foucinns ENTRY AND Dn'rnnsn — Errzc'r or
APPEAL AND Buransnnsns Born).
1. In an action for unlawful detainer. tried
by the court without a jury, a general ﬁnding
that defendant is guilty in manner and form as
charged with ﬁndings as to the amount of
plaintiff s damages, and the value of the rents
and proﬁts, where there is no special ﬁnding
of facts or agreed statement of facts, has, by
Rev. St. §§ 648, 649, the same eifect as the
verdict of a jury, precludes the supreme. court
from examining the testimony, and limits its
inquiry to the sufhciency of the complaint and
the rulings preserved on questions of law aris
ing on the trial.
_
2. Under Rev. St. § 7(_)0,_ allowing a. review
of the rulings of a. court sitting without a Jury,

and a determination as to_ whether facts spe
ciﬁcally found sup rt the Judgment, in the ab
sence of special ndings, there can be _no lil
quiry as to whether the facts were suihcient to
sustain the conclusion.
_
_
3. More recital of the testimony in the

opinion of the trial court or in the bill of ex
ceptions is not such a s ecial ﬁnding of facts;
neither do the words, ' ., District Judge, after
stating the facts as above.'_‘ following a state
ment preliminary to the opinion proper, consti
tute such statement a ﬁnding of facts by the
judge.
_
‘ _
4. Evidence of the invalidity of a lease un
der which defendant claims in an action of_un
lawful detainer does not involve an inquiry into
the merits of the title. prohibited by .2 Rev. bt.
Mo. 1889, § 5111, but is a proof of right under a
derivative title, within section 5126, allowing
roof of such rights. 37 Fed. Rep. 319, ai
med.
‘
5. Where a tenant, after the expiration of
his original term, claims a right to hold the
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remises under a subsequent lease by his land
ord to a third person. and such lease, for de
fecta in its inception. has been decreed_void, to
the tenant's knowledge, before he acquired any
claim thereunder, the facts that an appeal is
pending from such decree, and that a super
sedeas bond has been given thereon, do not im
art any validity to such lease, that may make
it available to the tenant as a defense to an
action of unlawful detainer. 37 Fed. Rep. 319,
affirmed.
_
6. Good faith of a tenant in holding over
is not a defense to an action against him for
unlawful detainer under the ‘Missouri statutes,
as, by Rev. St. Mo. 5 5102. the complainant is
not com elled to make further proof of the de
tainer t ion that he was lawfully possessed of
the premises, and that defendant unlawfully
detained the same.
In error to the circuit court of the United
States for the eastern district of Missouri.
Action by Newton Dickson against David
Lehnen for an unlawful detalncr. Judgment
for defendant. 37 Fed. Rep. 319. Plaintiff
'72 brings error. Aﬂirmed.

‘Statement by Mr. Justlce BREWER:
On February 6, 1886, defendant in error
commenced an action of unlawful detainer,
before a. justice of the peace in Montgomery
county, M0. The complaint charged an un
lawful dotention by the defendant, since Jan
uary 2, 1886, of a tract of land of 800 acres,
situated in that county. By certiorari, under
the provisions of the state statute, the case
was removed to the circuit court of Montgom
ery county, and thereafter, upon application
of the defendant, on the ground of diverse
citizenship. from that court to the circuit court
of the United States for the eastern district of
Missouri. There the case was tried, without
the intervention of a jury, and on January 30,
1889, a judgment was entered in favor of the
plaintiff for the restitution of the premises,
for double damages, amounting to $5,940,
and for $220 per month, double rent, from
and after the entry of judgment. The
opinion of Judge Thayer is found in 37 Fed.
Rep. 31:). To reverse such judgment, the
defendant sued out a writ of error from this

court.
D. P. Dyer, for plaintitf in error. James
0. Broadhead, for defendant in error.

and the rulings. if any he prcscrvml. on our-s.
tions of law arising during the trial. Sections
648 and 649 of the Revised Statutes. while
committing generally the trial of issues of
fact to a jury, authorize parties to waive a
jury and submit such trial to the court, add
ing that “the ﬁnding of the court upon the
facts, which may be either general or special.
shall have the same effect as the verdict ota
jury." But the verdict of a jury settles all
questions of fact. As said by Mr. Justice;“;
Blatchford in‘Lancnster v. Collins. 115 U.
S. 222, 225, 6 Sup. Ct. Rep. 33: “This court
cannot review the weight of the evidence,
and can look into it only to see whether there
was error in not directing a verdict for the
plaintiﬂ? on the question of variance, or be
cause there was no evidence to sustain the
verdict I‘GIltlOi‘Pt ." The ﬁnding of the court,
to have the some effect, must be equally con
clusive, and equally remove from examina
tion in this court the testimony given on the
trial. Insurance Co. v. Folsom, 18 Wnllﬁl';
Cooper v. Omohundro, 19 WalL 65. Further.
section 700 provides that “when an issue of
fact in any civil cause in a circuit court is tried
and determined by the court without the in
tcrveution of a jury. according to section six
hundred and forty-nine, the rulings of the
court in the progress of the trial of the
cause, if excepted to at the time, and duly
presented by a bill of exceptions, may be re
viewed by the supreme court upon a writ of
error or upon appeal; and, when the ﬁnding
is special, the review may extend to the suﬂi‘
ciency of the facts found to support the judg
ment." Under that, the rulings of the court
in the trial, if properly preserved, can be It‘
viewed here, and we may also determine

whether the facts as specially found suiilwl't
the judgment; but if there be no special lind
lngs, there can be no inquiry as to whether
the judgment is thus supported. We must no
ccpt the general finding as conclusive upon
all matters of fact, precisely as the verdict

of a jury. Martinton v. Fairbanks, 113 U
S. (370, 5 Sup. Ct. Rep. 321.
It is true if there be an agreed statement
of facts submitted to the trial court and W

on which its judgment is founded, Sllch
Mr. Justice BREWER, after stating the
facts in the foregoing language, delivered the
opinion of the court.
The ﬁrst matter to be considered is whether
the record is in such shape as to present any

question for determination.

The case was

tried by the court without a jury, and the
journal entry shows simply a general ﬁnding
that the defendant is guilty in manner and
form as charged in the complaint, the amount
of damages sustained by the pl:1iutiff,aud the
value of the monthly rents and proﬁts, and
thereon the judgment for restitution of
the premises, double damages, and don
ble rent. There is no special ﬁnding of
facts, and no agreed statement of facts. Ob~
vlously, therefore, inquiry in this court must
be limited to the suﬁiciency of the complaint

agreed statement will be taken as the 911mm’

lent of a special ﬁnding of facts. Supervisors
v. Kennlcott, 103 U. S. 554. Doubtlem. 815°‘
cases may arise in which, without a formal

special ﬁnding of facts, there is presented l1
ruling of the court, which is distinctly 9- ml‘
ing upon a matter of law, and in no 111mm"
a determination of facts, or of inferences

from facts, in which this court ought to and
will review the ruling.

ThusiuInsuranCe

‘

v. Tweed, 7 Wall. 44,wherc on the argumelftm
this court counsel agreed that certain radii-115

of fact made by the trial court in its 091"’
ion, or “reasons for judgment." as it “as!
called, were the facts in the case, and!

‘mlght be acceptcd as facts found by ‘11°’
court, it was held that, as they could have

made such agreement in the court below, 11

LEIINEN '0. DICKSON.

‘e
sHw'—h..videw‘
ﬁgs
aI-iﬁ
arg—er‘-.J1n~H,.‘5;1:.”

would be accepted and acted upon here, and
the facts thus assented to would be regarded
as the facts found or agreed to upon which
the judgment was based; and upon an exam
ination it was further held that they did not
support the judgment, and it was reversed.
But still, as was ruled in Flanders v. Tweed,

9 Wall. 425, this court is disposed to hold

4S3
decree of the circuit court ordering and ad

Judging that the lease made by Farnsworth
to Sam A. Kempinski be canceled, set aside,
and held for naught, which decree, on review
by the supreme court of the state, was aiiirm
cd. To the admission of this testimony the
defendant objected on the ground that it was

parties to a reasonably strict conformity to
the provisions of the statute prescribing the
proceedings in the case of a trial by the court
without a jury; and no mere recital of the
testimony, whether in the opinion of the court
or in a bill of exceptions, can be deemed a
special ﬁnding of facts within its scope. Nor
ris v. Jackson, 9 Wall. 125. See, also, the

the provision of this chapter."

case of Alexandre v. Machan, 147 U. S. 72,

5 2443; 2 Rev. St. 1889, § 5111.

13 Sup. Ct. Rep. 211, in which the rule, as
applicable to suits in admiralty, was reviewed,
and similar conclusions were reached.
Beyond the ordinary matters of the recond,
which, for the reasons above stated, present
no matter for consideration here, there was
duly prepared and allowed a bill of excep

tions, which recites all the testimony given at
the trial, certain requests for declarations of

and

immaterial,

upon this section of the forcible entry and
detaincr statute:
"The merits of the title

Rev. St. 1879,

But, if the lease is competent evidence to

defeat the landlord's right of recovery, testi~
mony tending to show that that lease is of no
validity ought surely to be competent in re
buttal; and it has been held in Missouri that
the tenant may defeat an action for unlawful
detalner, brought by the landlord after the ex
piration of the lease, by proof that the tide,
since the execution of the lease, has passed
away from the landlord to some other party

law, and the action of the court thereon, the
to whom the tenant has attorned. Thus, in
opinion ﬁled in deciding the case, the motion
Pentz v. Kuester, 41 M0. 447, 449, the court
for a new trial, and the opinion on the over
ruled
that "though the tenant could not dis
ruling of such motion. By this bill of excep
pute the title of the landlord, nor set up a
tions, one ruling, in respect to the admission
paramount title or an adverse possession;
of testimony, is clearly preserved. In order
to fully understand the question, a brief re ‘against eithe r the grantor or grantee, nor the:_
ﬁlial of the transactions as shown by the testi
court inquire into the matter of title in gen
eral, it was still competent for the defendant,
mony is necessary.
under the smtute, to show that the plaintiff's
On September 24, 1877, Edwin H. Farns~
title and right of possession had been trans
Worth, the owner of the premises, made a
ferred to himself since the demise." The same
written lease thereof to Thomas R. Suuuners,
doctrine was atllrmed in Gunn v. Sinclair, 52
for a term of eight years, commencing Janu
M0. 327; Kingman v. Abington, 56 Mo. 46;
my 1, 1878, and ending January 1, 1886. The
Higgins v. Turner, 61 M0. 249, Not only are
lessee transferred this lease, with the ap
these decisions in point, but, turning to the
proval of the lessor, to Godfrey Lehnen, the
father of the defendant. The defendant took forcible entry and detalner statute, we ﬁnd,
after
sections giving to heirs, devisecs, grin
Possession during the running of this lease,
with the consent of his father.
Farnsworth tees, assigns, executors, and administrators
the same remedies as the ancestor, devisor,
died on April 27, 1879, having devised this
property to his only child, the Wife of the
grantor, ussiguor, or intestate was entitled to
§i>iaintiit The lease having expired the 1st of by virtue of the statute, this section: "livi
' January. 1886. on the 23d of‘January, in that dence for proof of rights under derivative
titles, provided for by this chapter, shall be
F91". Plulntiﬁ’ served notice upon the defend
ant that he demanded the possession of the
admissible in actions instituted imuer this
chapter." Rev. St 1879, § 2457; 2 Rev. St
Premises, and on the 6th of February the suit
was brought. The defendant, to justify his
1889, § 5123. In other words, these various
holding over the 1st of January, 1886, intro
persons can, in an action of unlawful detain
filmed in evidence what purported to be a er, oifer evidence to establish their derivative
titles from the original lessor. On the same
00D)‘ of a lease made by Farnsworth, April 7,
principle, these decisions referred to permit.
1:979. 20 days before his death, to Sarah A.
I\eluilillski, for a term of 10 years, commenc
the tenant who has attorned to parties claim

"léf January 1, 1886, and a lease from Kcmpin

ing such a derivative title to introduce evi

5k! in the defendant Lehnen and his father,
dated October 15, 1885, for a term of 14
mom-11$, ﬂlso commencing January 1, 1886. In
l'ebumli. plaintiff offered a certliied copy of
the record of a suit commenced in the circuit

dence of the transfer and attornment to de
feat an action brought by the original land
lord; and, surely, if he may offer testimony
to prove a transfer of title away from the
landlord, the latter may introduce testimony
to show that the alleged transfer was of no
validity, a mere pretense. Suppose, after the
execution of a lease, the landlord dies, and
at the termination of the lease his only son
and heir at law should bring an action of

court of Montgomery county, Mo., by Barbara

k$8011 and Newton Dickson, her husband,
‘133111815 Sarah A. Kempinski and A. Kempin

hei‘ husband, in which suit there was 0.
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recital of the material testimony in the case,
unlawful detainer, and the tenant in defense
Norris v. Jackson, 9 Wall. 125.
should introduce what purported to be awill
But even if we waive all these objections,
made by the landlord, devising the real estate
and take this statement as intended for and
to some third party, and the record of the
equivalent to special ﬁndings of facts, or
proper court probating that will, together
regard the declaration of law asked by the
with an attornment to such devisee; within
defendant—that the court declares the law
the cases cited, such testimony would be
to be that under the evidence the plaintiff
competent. Would it not also be clearly com
is not entitled to recover—as bringing prop
petent for the heir, in rebuttal, to Introduce
erly before us the question whether there
a. ﬁnal decree from a competent court, in a
was any evidence to sustain the general find
suit between himself and the devisee, ad
ing for the plaintiff, and thus enter into an
judging that will a forgery, and setting aside
examination of the testimony, still we see
its probate?
None of this testimony im
no error in the conclusion of the court based
Epeaches the lease, or challenges any rights
thereon. The decree of the state circuit
' oreated'by or under it It is simply “evi
court, affirmed, as it was, by the supreme
dence for proof of rights under a derivative
court, conclusively establishes the nullity of
title,"—evidence which, in terms, is author
the lease from Farnsworth to Kcmpinski, at
ized by the section last quoted. There was
least as between the plaintiff and Kem
no error in admitting this testimony.
pinski. It will be noticed from the allega
To obviate the objection that there is no
tions in the complaint that the lease was
finding of facts or agreed statement thereof,
not set aside and canceled by reason of
counsel for plaintiff in error insist that there
anything transpiring since its execution The
is really no dispute as to the facts, no con
defects existed in the inception of the in
ﬂict in the testimony as to any substantial
strument,-—defects which rendered it void
question, the only difference being as to a
from the begimiing, and which, when pre
subordinate and unimportant matter, and
sented to the court, compelled an adjudica
that, therefore, it is the same as though the
tion of its invalidity. The charge in the
facts had been agreed upon or found. Fur
complaint was “that the said Farriswortli.
ther, they suggest that in the opinion deliv
at the time of the execution of said agree
ered by the trial judge there is a narration
ment, was not capable of entering into said
of the facts we have heretofore recited,
contract
or any contract, and was incapable
together with others, and then this state
of
transacting his ordinary business or man
ment preliminary to the discussion of the
aglng his property by reason of weaknes
legal questions: “Thayer, District Judge,
and imbecility of mind produced by dis‘
after stating the facts as above," and claim
ease and old age; and that defendant, A.
that such statement is equivalent to a ﬁnd
Kemnlnski, fraudulently took advantage of
ing of the facts as previously recited.
the imbecility and helpless mental condition
But the burden of the statute is not
of said Farnsu‘orth, and induced and pro
thrown off simply because the witnesses do
cured him to execute the said lease to ml
not contradict each other, and there is no
[the said Kempinslri’s] wife."
conﬂict in the testimony. It may be an easy
And the conclusion of the supreme court
thing in one case for this court, when the
was that the lease was “either the Product
testimony consists simply of deeds, mort
of
a mind incapable of comprehending “5
gages, or other written instruments, to make
force and meaning, or of a weak one im
a satisfactory ﬁnding of the facts; and in
posed upon.” It is true the last alternative
another it may be diﬂlcult, when the tes
stated by the court suggests an instrumellt
timony is largely in parol, and the witnesses
only voidable; but in view of the charge 111
directly contradict each other. But the rule
the complaint, and the testimony its dis‘
of the statute is of universal application.
closed in the opinion of the supreme will»
It is not relaxed in one case because of the
it cannot be held that there was any 9"“
ease in determining the facts, or rigorously
in the conclusion reached by Judge Thal’fiv:
enforced in another because of the diﬂiculty
that thc"‘lease in question never was a vii-116'
in such determination. The duty of ﬁnding
instrument."
Being in itself invalid-41 nullity
the facts is placed upon the trial court.
from the beginning,—it could not be a foun
We have no authority to examine the tea.
dation for a right in Lehnen, the defendant.
timony in any case, and from it make a.
as against his landlord. Nor can it be held
ﬁnding of the ultimate facts. Neither in
that. because the decree in the circuit 00'1"
this case can that be said to be wholly an
was appealed to the supreme court. and ‘1
inconsequential matter upon which the wit
supersedeas bond given, pending “ch W
nesses differ. It may not be of controlling
penl, the lease to Kempinski had force 11113
importance; yet it bears largely on the ques

tion of the good faith of Leimen in taking

vitality. Whatever effect the appeal ‘m

the lease from Kemplnski.

supersedeas may have had upon the decree'
they
ment. did
Though
not give
in form
validity
a lease,
to a void
the “131%

With reference

t° the language of Judge Thayer, it is ob
vious that no such signiﬁcance as is claimed
:Ecan be given to the words "after stating

' the facts as above.” Reading the [ll'lOI'Stnte—
ment, it would seem to be only a succinct

was in fact no contract. That was its con‘
dltlon before the suit was begun. and the”
never has been a time when it had 1111! m”
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md force. The decree did not create, it
only established, the fact of its invalidity;
and the aﬂlrmance of the decree reached
back to the very inception of the instru
ment, and was a ﬁnal adjudication thatfrom
the ﬁrst it was not binding.
Neither can the contention of the plaintiff
in error be sustained, that he was holding
over under the bona ﬁde belief that he had
a right to do so, and, therefore, that such
holding over was not “\villful," within the
meaning of the statute, for there is no ﬁnd

ing or suggestion in the opinion of the trial
court to the eifect that Lehnen was acting in
good faith in what he did. 0n the contrary,
the testimony tends to show that he was
cognizant of the fraud perpetrated by Kem
pinski, for he was a witness on the trial

in the state circuit court, and that he know
ingly took the lease with the view of as

itv

.<‘ -;.“—-nu\E-lf="'s;_“i"
tail-3

listing in the accomplishment of the intend‘
ed wrong. Certainly, in the absence of a
‘inding to the contrary, we should not feel
warranted, from an examination of the tes
tlmony, in coming to the conclusion that
the acts of Lehnen, the defendant, were char
acterized by good faith; nor are we satis
tied that good faith would take the case out
of the scope of the Missouri statute; for by
section 2433, Rev. St. 1879. and section 5102,
2 Rev. St. 1889, it is provided that “the com
plainant shall not be compelled to make
further proof of the forcible entry or de
tainer than that he was lawfully possessed of
the premises, and that the defendant un
lawfully entered into and detained or un
uﬁlawfully detained the same;" and that would
oleem to'be the legislative interpretation of
what was meant by “willfully holding over."
It is unnecessary to comment further upon
the testimony. We see nothing in it justl
fying us in holding that the circuit court
erred in its conclusions, and, therefore, the

printe public property of a state or municipal
ity, but that, like any other franchise, it was to
e exercised in subordination to public and pri
vate rights, and therefore was no ground of ob
I
'
' '
by a municipal cor’
poratlon of a reasonable charge for the use of
its streets by the erection of telegraph poles.
_
' . A municipal corporation has the right to
impose a reasonable charge upon a telegraph
company doing interstate business as compen
sation for the space occupied in its streets by
the telegraph poles; but the reasonableness of

any charge thus ﬁxed is a matter for judicial
invest: anon.

4. u an action at law tried by the court
without :1 Jury upon an agreed statement of
certain facts, which, though not technically
such an agreed statement as is equivalent to a
special ﬁnding, is yet suﬂicient to put the court
u possession of the material facts, a ruling,
at the close of the trial, delaying a motion for
judgment in favor of lainti , presents a ques
tion of law reviewabe in the supreme court;

and it is_ immaterial that there was also some
oral testimony, when it appears from the opin—

ion of ‘the trial court that its ruling was on a
proposition of law not at all affected by the
testimony, and which, in its judgment, was de
cisive of the case.
5. While it is true that in cases tried to
the court without a jury, when all the facts are
speciﬁcally found or agreed to, the supreme
court of the United States may, in reversing,
direct what judgment shall be entered, yet,
when the agreed statement is defective, or
when for any reason justice seems to require
it, the court may simply reverse, and direct a
new trial.
'

Mr. Justice Brown, dissenting.
ln error to the circuit court of the United
States for the eastern district of Missouri.
Action commenced in the circuit court of Q

the city of St. Louis, M0., by the city of St,
Louis against the Western Union Telegraph
Company, to recover the sum of $22,635 as .
a tax or rental for the use of the city streets
by the erection of telegraph poles. The cause
was removed to the United States circuit
court for the eastern district of Missouri,
and was tried by the court, without a jury.
Judgment was entered for defendant, (39
judgment is aiﬁrzned.
Fed. Rep. 59,) and plnintiﬂ' brings error.
Reversed.
__.——=
Statement by Mr. Justice BREWER:
at
(148 U. Si 92)
- On February 25, 1881, the city of St. Louls~
CITY OF ST. LOUIS v. WESTERN UNION passed an ordinance, known as "Ordinance
TEL. CO.‘
No. 11,604," authorizing any telegraph or tel
ephone company duly incorporated accord
(March 6, 1893.)
ing to law, doing business or desiring to do
No. 94.
business in the city of St Louis, to set its
Illinois“. Conronnioxs — Tsxa'rrox or Tau:
umirs Counxlss — Ix'rnns'rs'rn Consumes -— poles, pins, abutments, wires, and other ﬁx
Wsir or Ennon—Rnvsnssn
tures along and across any of the public
roads, streets, and alleys of the city, subject
1.An ordinance compelling a telegraph
“Pliny to pay ﬁve dollars per annum for ev
to certain prescribed regulations. Sections
"l; pole within the city "for the-privilege of
6, 8, and 9 read as follows:
a charge in the_ nature of a. rental. and is not
“Sec. 6. Every telegraph or telephone
I Privilege or. licene tax, which would be in
company doing business in this city shall
Vhul as applied to a. corporation doing inter
keep on deposit with the treasurer the
itlteqbusiness. 39 Fed. ltep. 5i), reversed.
sum of ﬁfty dollars, subject to the order of
-. Act .luly 24-, 1866, 5; 1, gave to any telcL
Willi! company organized under state laws the
the street commissioner, to be used by him
of: t to construct, maintain, and operate lines
in restoring any sidewalk, gutter, street, or
0] telegraph along any military or post roads of
alley pavement displaced or injured in the
a 9 United btutes, then or thereafter declared
Inch by not of congress. Rev. St. § 3964, de
erection, alteration. or removal of any pole
: ares. that all letter-carrier routes established in
of such company, when said company refuses
h? m or town are post roads. Hclll, that this
or fails to make such restoration to the sat
Hub se gave no unrestricted right to appro
isfaction
of such commissioner. Any com
XF°Y opinion on rehearing, see 13 Sup. Ct. Rep.
990.
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pany failing to maize such deposit within
thh'ty days after the passage of this ordi
nance, or within ﬁve days after commen
cing business, if a new company, or which
shall fall to make good the amount when
any portion of it has been expended as here
in provided, within ﬁve days after notice so
to do has been ent by the street commis
sioner, shall be deemed guilty of a misde
meanor and punished as hereinafter pro

vided."
“Sec. 8. Any company erecting poles un
der the provision of this ordinance shall,
before obtaining a permit therefor from the
board of public improvements, ﬁle an agree
ment in the oﬂice of the city register per
mitting the city of St. Louis to occupy and
use the top cross arm of any pole erected, or
which is now erected, i'or the use of said
city for telegraph purposes free of charge.
“Sec. 9. Nothing contained in this or
dinance shall be so construed as to in any
manner aifect the right of the city in the
future to prescribe any other mode of con
ducting such wires over or under its
thoroughfares."

On March 22, 1884, another ordinance,
known as “Ordinance No. 12,733." was
passed. This ordinance was entitled “An
zordinance to amend ordinance number 11,
~ 604," etc, and'amended that ordinance by
adding certain sections, of which section 11
reads as follows:
"Sec. 11. From and after the ﬁrst day of
July, 1884, all telegraph and telephone com
panies which are not by ordinance taxed on
their gross income for city purposes shall
pay to the city of St. Louis, for the privilege
of using the streets, alleys, and public places
thereof, the sum of live dollars per annum
for each and every telegraph or telephone
pole erected or used by them in the streets,
alleys, and public places in said city."
This section continued in force, and was
incorporated into and became a part of an
ordinance of the city, entitled “An ordinance
in revision of the ordinances of the city of
St. Louis, and to establish new ordinance
provisions for the government of said city,”
approved April 12, 1887, and numbered 14,
000, the section being in said revised ordi
nance known as "section 671 of article 8 of
chapter 15."
The Western Union Telegraph Company
being one of the companies designated in
section 671, not taued on its gross income for
city purposes, and failing to pay the sum of
ﬁve dollars per annum for each telegraph
pole, as required by said section, on April
7, 1888, there was ﬁled in the oﬂice of the
clerk of the circuit court of the city of St.

Louis 3 Petition. setting forth these various
Ordinances. alleging that the telegraph com

pany had during the three years last past
held, Owned. and used in the streets and

moved by the telegraph company to the
United States circuit court for the eastern

district of Missouri, and on February 16,
1889, an amended answer was ﬁled by the
company, admitting its use of the streets
of the city of St. Louis as charged, and that
it was not taxed on its gross income for city
purposes, but denying the validity of the
said ordinance, and the authority of the city
to pass it. It also set up as defenses that it
was a corporation chartered, created, and
organized under the laws of the state of New
York; that it owned, controlled, and used
lines of telegraph in various parts of the

United States, whlch'connected with in lines
in the city of St. Louis; that on the 5th of

June, 1867, it duly ﬁled with the postmaster
general of the United States a written ac
ceptance of the restrictions and obiiga’dons
required by law under and in accordance
with the act of congress of the United States,
approved July 24, 1866, entitled "An act to
aid in the construction of telegraph lines
and to secure to the government the use of
the same for postal, military, and other pur
poses,” and that it had ever since been sub
Ject to and compiled with the terms of such
act; that the streets and public places of the
city of St. Louis were established post roads
of the United States, under and in pursuance
of the laws of the United States, and of the
authorized rules and regulations of the
otiicers and departments of the United States.
made, passed, and adopted in pursuance of

said laws: that it has constructed, operated,
and maintained its lines of telegraph in the
city of St. Louis under and by virtue of the
authority of said acts of congress; that while
the city of St. Louis claims compensation
from the defendant in the sum of ﬁve dollars
per annum on account of each and every
telegraph pole in the streets, alleys, and Pub

lic places in the city, yet in fact the said
sum so assessed and sought to be recovered

from it is a. privilege or license tax for ille
Privilege of carrying on its business in till‘
city of St. Louis; and that its assessment
and attempted enforcement and collection
are in violation of article 1, 5 8, pars. 3. l.
of the constitution of the United States.

The defendant also alleged that it ind
complied with all the terms of ordinance M

11504; and, further, that during the time
set forth in the petition all its property with‘
in the city of St. Louis was assessed in
pursuance of law for the purl)ose of m“
tion by the state and city, and that it hall

paid all taxes levied thereon; and. in“
further, that the ordinance set forth imp’Osed
upon defendant a burden and tax additional
to the taxes regularly assessed upon the
property of defendant, without 11115’ cm“
Sponding or special advantage to the defend

ant; and that, in so far as it attempted to
exact ﬁve dollars per annum for each 9019'.

Public Places of the city of St Louis 1,509

it was unreasonable, unjust, Opin‘essive' “Pd?

teleéimph poles, and praying to recover the

void.

sum of $22,635 therefor.

out a jury, and on June 17, 1889, a Judsmeui

This suit was re.

The case was tried by the court'wlth

4
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was entered in favor of the defendant, the
court holding that the burden imposed was
a tax, and imposed in such form that it could
only be regarded as a privilege or license tax,
which the city had no authority to impose.
39 Fed. Rep. 59. To reverse such judgment,
the city sued out a writ of error from this

.- _4=;:ur.nw‘-Q<‘L'T

for the use of property belonging to the
ciiy,—that which may properly be called
rental. “A taxis a demand of sovereignty; a
toll is a demand of proprietorship." State
Freight Tax Case, 15 Wall. 232, 278. If, in
stead of occupying the streets and public
places with its telegraph poles, the company
court.
should do what it may rightfully do, pur
\v. 0. Marshall. for plaintiff in error.
chase ground in the various blocks from pri
Eleneious Smith, John 11‘. Dillon, and Rush
vate individuals, and to such ground remove
'i‘aggart, for defendant in error.
its poles, the section would no longer have
any application to it.
ceives something which it may use as revenue
Mr. Justice BREWER, after stating the
does not: determine the character of the
facts in the foregoing language, delivered the
charge or make it a tax. The revenues of a
opinion 01' the court.
mimlcipality may come from rentals as legiti
At the threshold of the case we are met
mately and as properly as from taxes. Sup
with the objection that there are no special
posing the city of St. Louis should find its
ﬁndings of fact, and that, therefore, our in
city hall too small for its purposes. or too far
quiry is limited to questions arising upon the
removed from the center of business, and
pleadings, or upon rulings made by the court
should purchase or bi‘ d another more satis
during the progress of the trial. We have
factory in this respect; it would not there
had occasion in a recent case, coming from
after he forced to let the old remain vacant
the same court, to consider to what extent
or to immediately sell it, but might derive
our inquiry may go in a case tried by the
revenue by renting its various rooms. Would
court without a jury, in which there are no
an ordinance ﬁxing the price at which those
special ﬁndings 01' facts, and it is, therefore,
rooms could be occupied be in any sense one»
unnecessary to consider that question at
imposing a tax? Nor is the character ot'the?
length. Lehnen v. Dickson, 148 U. S. —, 13
charge changed by reason of the fact that it
Sup. Ct. Rep. 481.
is not imposed upon such telegraph compa
It is enough to say that in this case there
nies as by ordinance are taxed on their gross
was, as appears by the bill of exceptions,
income for city purposes. In the illustration
an application at the close of the trial for a
just made in respect to a city hall, suppose
declaration of law, that the plaintiff was en
that the city, in its ordinance ﬁxing a. price
tilled to judgment for the sum claimed, which
for the use of rooms, should permit persons
instruction was refused, and exception taken;
who pay a certain amount of taxes to occupy
and this, as was held in Norris v. Jackson, 9
a portion oi.‘ the building free of rent; that
Wall. 125, presents a question of law for our
consideration. Further, there was, as also would not make the charge upon others for
their use of rooms a tax. Whatever the rea
appears in the bill of exceptions, an agree
sons may have been for exempting certain
ment as to certain fact , which. though not
classes of companies from this charge, such
technically such an agreed statement as is
exemption does not change the character of
the equivalent of a special ﬁnding of facts,
the charge, or make that a tax which would
'éyei enables us to approach the consideration
' 0! the declaration of law with a certainty as otherwise be a matter of rental. Whether
the city has power to collect rental for the
to thefacts upon which it was based. It is true
use of streets and public places, or whether,
that, in addition to these agreed facts, there
was some oral testimony, but as it appears if it has, the charge as here made is excess
from the opinion of the court that it made a ive, are questions entirely distinct. That this
distinct ruling upon a proposition of law not is not a tax upon the property of the corpora
tion, or upon im business, or for the privilege
at all aﬁected by the oral testimony, and
of doing business, is thus disclosed by the
Which in its judgment was decisive of the
very terms of the section. The city has at
case, we cannot avoid an inquiry into the
tempted to make the telegraph company pay
matter thus determined. We, therefore, pass
for
appropriating to its own and sole use a
to a consideration of such questions as are
part of the streets and public places of the
distinctly presented and clearly involved.
city. It is seeking to collect rent. While we
And, ﬁrst, with reference to the ruling that
think that the circuit court erred in its con
this charge was a privilege or license tax.
To determine this question, we must refer to clusions as to the character of this charge, it
the language of the ordinance itself, and by does not follow therefrom that the judgment
that we ﬁnd that the charge is imposed for should be reversed, and a Judgment entered
in favor of the city. Other questions are pre
the privilege of using the streets, alleys, and
public places, and is graduated by the amount sented which compel examination.
Has the city a right to charge this defend
0_I such use. Clearly, this is no privilege or
license tax. The amount to be paid is not ant for the use of its streets and public
places? And here, ﬁrst, it may be well to
graduated by the amount of the business, nor
consider the nature of the use which is made
is it a sum ﬁxed for the privilege of doing

business. It is more in the nature of a charge

by the defendant of the streets. and the
general power of the Public to exact com‘
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pensation for the use of streets and roads.

control of its streets, and in this respect rcp

The use which the defendant makes of the
streets is an exclusive and permanent one,
and not one temporary, shifting, and in com
mon with the general public. The ordinary
traveler, whether on foot or in a vehicle,
passes to and fro along the streets, and its
use and occupation thereof are temporary
and shifting. The space he occupies one mo
ment he abandons the next to be occupied by
any other traveler. This use is common to all
'99 members of the public, and it is a use open
equally to citizens'of other states with those
of the state in which the street is situate.
But the use made by the telegraph com
pany is, in respect to so much of the space
as it occupies with its polcs, permanent and
exclusive. It as effectually and permanently
dlsposscsscs the general public as if it had
destroyed that amount of ground. Whatever
beneﬁt the public may receive in the way of
transportation of messages, that space is,
so tar as respects its actual use for purposes
of a highway and personal travel, wholly
lost to the public. By suﬂicient multiplica
tion of telegraph and telephone companies
the whole space of the highway might be
occupied, and that which was designed for
general use for purposes of travel entirely
appropriated to the separate use of compa
ales and for the transportation of messages.
We do not mean to be understood as ques
tionlng the right of municipalities to permit
such occupation of the streets by telegraph
and telephone companies; nor is there in
volved here the question whether such use
is a new servitude or burden placed upon the
easement, entitling the adjacent lot owners
to additional compensation. All that we de—
sire or need to notice is the fact that this
use is an absolute, permanent, and exclusive
appropriation of that space in the streets
which is occupied by the telegraph poles.
To that extent it is a use diiferent in kind
and extent from that enjoyed by the general
public. Now, when there is this permanent
and exclusive appropriation of a part of the
highway, is there in the nature of things any
thing to inhibit the public from exacting
rental for the space thus occupied? Obvi
ously not. Suppose a municipality permits
one to occupy space in a public park, for the

rcsents the public in relation thereto.
It is claimed, however, by defendant, am
under the act of congress of July 24, 1866,
and by virtue of its written acceptance of
the provisions, restrictions, and obligations
imposed by that act, it has a right to occupy
the streets of St. Louis with its telegraph
poles. The ﬁrst section of that act contains
the supposed grant of power. It reads:
"That any telegraph company now organized,
or which may hereafter be organized under
the laws of any state in this Union, shall
have the right to construct, maintain, and
operate lines of telegraph through and over
any portion of the public domain of the
United States, over and along any of the
military or post roads of the United States
which have been or may hereafter be de
clared such by act of congress, and over,
under, or across the navigable streams or
waters of the United States: provided, that
such lines of telegraph shall be so construct~
ed and maintained as not to obstruct the nav
igation of such streams and waters, or in
terfere with the ordinary travel on such mil
itary or post roads." By section 3904, Rev.
St. U. S.:
“The following are established
post roads: ' " ' All letter-carrier routes
established in any city or town for the col
lcction and delivery of mail matter." And
the streets of St. Louis are such “lettercar
rier routes." So, also, by the act of March

erection of a booth in which to sell fruit

tion, would authorize it to enter upon '11”

and other articles; who would question the
right of the city to charge for the use of the
ground thus occupied, or call such charge a
tax, or anything else except rental? So, in
like manner. while permission to a. tele
graph company to occupy the streets is not

private property of an individual, and ﬂDliW'
priate it without compensation. No mailer

technically a lease, and does not in terms
create the relation of landlord and tenant,

yet it 15 the giving of the exclusive use of
real estate. for which the giver has a right
‘100

to exact compensation. which is in the
nature of rental. We do not understand it

to be'questioned by counsel for the defend
nut that, under the constitution and laws of

Mlssoun', the city of St. Louis has the full

1, 1884, (23 St. p. 3:) “All public roads and
highways, while kept up and maintained as
such, are hereby declared to be post routes"
It is a misconception, however, to suppose

that the franchise or privilege granted by the
act of 1866 carries with it the unrestricted
right to appropriate the public property of a

state. It is like any other franchise, to D0
exercised in subordination to public as to
private rights. While a grant from one gov‘
ernment may supersede and abridge fum

chises and rights held at the will 0! its
grantor, it cannot abridge am’ PK‘ODF-‘Tii'
rights of a public character created by iheg
authority of another sovereignty. N0 0116,,
would suppose that a'tranchise from the fed-o,

eral government to a corporation, 81MB °Y
national,

to construct interstate roads 0i‘

lines of travel, transportation, or communica

how broad and comprehensive might be "he
terms in which the franchise was gmnmi
it would be confessedly subordinate to ill9

right or the individual not to be deprived °’
his property without just compensation And
the principle is the same when, under we
grant of a franchise from the national 20V
Bl'nment. a corporation assumes to 911m
upon property of a public nature belonging t°

a state. It would not be claimed. for 1115mm‘
that under a franchise from congress m 001"
struct and operate an interstate railroad the
grantee thereof could enter upon the sum‘
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house grounds of the state, and construct its
depot there, without paying the value of the
property thus appropriated.
Although the
stateholise grounds be property devoted to
public uses, it is property devoted to the pub
lic uses of the state, and property whose
ownership and control is in the state, and it
is not within the competency of the national
govermnent to dispossess the state of such
control and use, or appropriate the same to
its own beneﬁt, or the beneﬁt of any of its
corporations or grantees, without suitable

speaking for the court, used this language:

puny owed no obedience to the laws of the
state into which it thus entered, and was
under no obligation to pay its fair proportion
of the taxes necessary to its support."
If it is, as there held, simply a permissive
statute, and nothing in it which implies that
the permission to extend its lines along roads
not built or owned by the United States
carries with it any exemption from the ordi
nary burdens of taxation, it may also be
aﬂlrmed that it carries with it no exemption
from the ordinary bin-dens which may be
cast upon those who would appropriate to
their exclusive use any portion of the public
highways.
a
Again, it is said that by ordinance No. 11,-3
60-i the city-‘contracted with defendant to.
permit the erection of these poles in consid
eration of the right of the city to occupy and
use the top cross arm of any pole for its
own telegraph purposes, free of charge; and
in support of that proposition the case of
New Orleans v. Great Southern Tel. & Tel.
00., 40 La. Ann. 41, 3 South. Rep. 533, is cited.
But in that case it appeared that the tele
phone company had set its poles and con
structed its lines under and by virtue of the
grant made by the ordinance, and hence the
conditions named therein were held part of
the contract between the city and the tele
phone company, which the former was not
at liberty to disregard.
As stated in the
opinion, (page 45, 40 La. Ann, and page 535.
3 South. Rep. :) "Obviously, upon the clearest
considerations of law and justice, the grant
of authority to defendant, when accepted and
acted upon, became an irrevocable contract,
and the city is powerless to set it aside, or
to interpolate new and more onerous con
siderations thereln. Such has been the well
recognized doctrine of the authorities since
the Dartmouth College Case, 4 Wheat. 518."
The same principle controlled the cases of
Com. v. New Bedford Bridge, 2 Gray, 339;
Kansas City v. Corrigan, 86 Mo. 67; Chicago

"T1115. however, is merely a permissive stat

v. Sheldon, 9 Wall. 50.

lite, and there is no expression in it which
implies that this permission to extend its
lines along roads not built or owned by the
United States, or over and under navigable
streams, or over bridges not built or owned
by the federal government, carries with it
any exemption from the ordinary burdens of

But the diﬂicuity of the application of that
doctrine in this case is that there is nothing
to show that a single pole was erected under
or by virtue of ordinance No. 11,604. The
only statement in the agreed facts is that
they were erected prior to July 1, 1884. If
we turn to the oral testimony, there is
nothing tending to show that any were
erected after the 25th of February. 1881, the
date of the passage of ordinance No. 11,604.
Oh the contrary, that testimony shows that
the company had been engaged in the tele
graph business in the city of St. Louis for 15
years or more prior to 1881.
There is
nothing, either, in the agreed facts, as to the
use of the top cross arm of any poles by the
city of St. Louis, and the testimony tends to
show that they were so used prior to 1881.
Whatever, therefore, of estoppel might
arise if anything had been done by the tel

compensation to the state. This rule extends

anr£<EG li ~=i P-;:aie :§nre=

to streets and highways: they are the public
property of the state. While for purposes of
towel and common use they are open to the
citizens of every state alike, and no state can
by its legislation deprive the citizens of
another state of such common use, yet when
an appropriation of any part of this public
property to an exclusive use is sought,
whether by a citizen or corporation of the
same or another state, or a corporation of
the national government, it is within the com
petency of the state, representing the sover
eignty of that local public, to exact for its
beneﬁt compensation for this exclusive appro
priation. It matters not for what that ex
clusive appropriation is taken, whether for
steam railroads or street railroads, telegraphs
or telephones, the state may, if it chooses,
oexact from the party or corporation given

ﬁnch exclusive use pecuniary compensation to
' the general‘ public for being deprived of the
common use of the portion thus appropriated.
This is not the ﬁrst time that an eiIort has
been made to withdraw corporate property
from state control, under and by virtue of this
act of congress. in. W. U. Tel. Co. v. Attorney
General, 125 U. S. 530, 8 Sup. Ct. Rep. 961, the
telegraph company set up that act as a de
fense against state taxation, but the defense
was overruled. Mr. Justice Miller, on page

543' 125 U. 5., and page 963, 8 Sup. Ct. Rep,
‘13!.2'5-r—~a

.- 9,.
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taxation. While the state could not interfere

by ‘my speciﬁc statute to prevent a corpora
tion from placing its lines along these post

mild-8. or stop the use of them after they
were Placed there, nevertheless the company

receiving the beneﬁt of the laws of the state
for the protection of its property and its
“gill! is liable to be taxed upon its real or

90501131 Property as any other person would
M It never could have been intended by

the congress of the United States, in con
“"1118 upon a corporation of one state the
[tummy to enter the territory of any other
:iate and erect its poles and lines therein,
0 establish the proposition that such a com

egraph company

under the ordinance to

change its position, as the case now stands
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§none can be invoked, and all that can be
- said of the ordinance is that, ln'its appli
cation to the facts as they appear, there is
simply a temporary matter of street regu_
lation, and one subject to change at the
pleasure of the city. It is unnecessary, how
ever, to consider these matters at length,
for on a new trial the facts in respect
thereto can be more fully developed. It is
true that in cases tried by the court, where
all the facts are speciﬁcally found or agreed
to, it is within the power of this court, in
reversing, to direct the judgment which shall
be entered upon such ﬁndings. At the same
time, if for any reasons justice seems to re
quire it, the court may simply reverse, and
direct a new trial. Indeed, this has been
done, \mder special circumstances, in cases
where there were no ﬁndings of facts or
agreed statement, or where that which was
presented was obviously defective. Graham
v. Bayne, 18 How. 60; Flanders v. 'l‘wecd,

9 Wall. 425.
Another matter is discussed by counsel
which calls for attention, and that is the
proposition that the ordinance charging ﬁve
dollars a. pole per annum is luireasonabie,
unjust, and excessive. Among other cases
cited in support of that proposition is Phil
adelphia v. W. U. Tel. 00., 40 Fed. Rep.

615, in which an ordinance similar in its
terms was held unreasonable and void by
the circuit court of the United States for
the eastern district of Pennsylvania. We
think that question, like the last, may be
passed for further investigation on the sub
sequent trial. Prima facie, an ordinance like
that is reasonable. The court cannot assume
that such a charge is excessive, and so ex
cessive as to make the ordinance unrea
sonable and void: for, as applied in certain
cases, a like charge for so much appropri
ation of the streets may be reasonable. If,
Within a few blocks of Wall street, New
York, the telegraph company should place
on the public streets 1,500 of its large tele
graph poles, it would seem as though no

court could declare that ﬁve dollars a pole
was an excessive annual rental for the
gl‘OlllJd so exclusively appropriated? while,
on the other hand, a charge for a like num
ber of poles in a small village, where space
is abundant and land of little value, would
lgbe manifestly unreasonable, and might be
550 excessive as to be void. Indeed, it may

' be observed. in‘ the line of the thoughts
heretofore expressed, that this charge is one
in the nature of rental; that the occupation
by this interstate commerce company of the
streets cannot be denied by the city; that

not apparent upon the face of the 0rd!‘
nance, but existing only in the actual state
of affairs in the city.
We think that this is all that need be sad
in reference to the case as it now stands.
For the reasons given, the judgment is re
"ersed, and the case remanded for a new
trial.
Mr. Justice BROWN, dissenting.
The tax in this case cannot be considered,
and does not purport to be a tax upon the
property of the defendant. The gross dis
parity of the tax to the value of such proper
ty is of itself suiﬁcient evidence of this factthe total valuation of all of defendant's prop
erty in the city of St. Louis in 1884, as lived
by the state board of equalization, being
but $17,064.63, while the tax of $5 upon 1.509
poles amounted to $7,545, or more than 44
per cent. of the entire value of the property.
if it be treated as a tax upon the tran
chise, then it is clearly invalid, within the
numerous decisions of this court, which deny
the right of a state or municipality to im
pose a burden upon telegraph and other com
panies engaged in interstate commerce for
the exercise of their franchises. Leloup r.
Mobile, 127 U. S. 640, 8 Sup. Ct. Rep. 1380;
Robbins v. Taxing Dist., 120 U. S. 489, 7 Sup.
Ct. Rep. 592; Moran v. New Orleans, 112
U. S. 69, 5 Sup. Ct. Rep. 38; Harmon v.
City of Chicago, 147 U. S. -—, 13 Sup. Ct.
Rep. 306: W. U. Tel. 00. v. Alabama State
Board of Assessment, 132 U. S. 472. 10 Sull

Ct. Rep. 161; Express Co. v. Seibert, 142 U
S. 339, 12 Sup. Ct. Rep. 250.
If this tax be sustainable at all, it must‘
be upon the theory adopted by the court thatB
the municipality has the right to'tax the (501111
puny for the use of its streets. While I have
no doubt of its right to impose a reasonable
in for such use, the tax must be such I15
to appear to have been laid bona tide for
that purpose. It seems to me, however, thtli
the imposition of a tax of $5 upon ever)’
pole erected by the company throughout the
entire municipality is so excessive as to in

dicate that it was imposed with a ditierent
object. In the city of St. Louis alone the in!

amounts, as above stated, to $7,545» A 51m‘
liar tax in the city of Philadelphia amounted

to $16,000, while the facts Show that, at the
most, only $3,500 per year was I‘eilu11‘e‘_1 to
cover every expenditure the city was obliged
to make upon this account. Phiiadelilili'J
v. w. U. Tel. 00., 40 Fed. Rep. 615. A 11ke

tax imposed by every city throilg11 Wh‘d‘
the

defendant

company

carries it!

would result practically in the destruction?!

all that it can insist upon is, in this respect,
reasonable compensation for the space inthe
streets thus exclusively appropriated: and it
follows in the nature of things that it does
not lie exciusively'in its power to determine

its business.

what is reasonable rental.

be open in the courts, and it is an inquiry

that all the territory within the boundarie:
of our cities is not densely populate‘? ﬂu

which

Such cities include large areas but (1111111!

The inquiry must

must depend largely

upon matters

While, as stated in the 09111‘

ion of the court, $5 per pole would not be
excessive if laid upon poles in the most thick'

ly-settled business section of the city, “1°
court will take judicial notice of the In“

MAY 1:. TENNEY.
habited; and that a tax which might be
quite reasonable

it imposed upon

a few

poles would be grossly oppressive it imposed
upon every pole within the city.

In my

opinion the tax in question is unreasonable

a.
:u

cj~22:
miter?
'iq éit ﬁ'fliwas

and excessive upon its face, and should not
be upheld. The fact that it was nominally
imposed for the privilege or using the
streets is not conclusive as to the actual in
tent of the legislative body. As was said by
this court in the Passenger Cases, 7 How.
293, 4.58: "It is a just and well-settled doc‘
trine established by this court that a state
cannot do that indirectly which she is for
hidden by the constitution to do directly. If
she cannot levy a duty or tax from the mas
ter or owner of a vessel engaged in com
merce graduated on the tonnage or admeas
urement of a vessel, she cannot cifcct the
same purpose by merely changing the ratio,
and graduating it on the number of masts,
or of mariners, the size and power or the
steam engine, or the number of passengers
which she carries. We have to deal with
things, and we cannot change them by
gehanging their names."

:‘ ‘The tax in question seems to me to indi
cate upon its face that it was not imposed
‘oona ﬂde for the privilege of using the
streets, but was intended either as a tax
upon the franchise of the company, or for
the purpose of driving its wires beneath the
ground. While the latter object may be a.
perfectly legitimate one, I consider it a mis
use of the taxing power to seek to accom
plish it in this way. I am therefore con
strained to dissent from the opinion 01' the
court.

(H8 U. s. 60)
MAY et al. v. TENNEY.
(March 6. 1893.)
No. 99.
Fromm. Covers—Sure Srnn'rss AS Rows or
Dscisios—Assiosnsxrs rol: BENEFIT or Onon
l'l‘OBB—PItEI'EItENCES.
LA decision of the highest court of a
state as to the construction and effect of a
statute of the state regulating assignments for

ihe_ben_eﬁt of creditors is of controlling an

,ﬂml'll‘y in the courts of the United States; it
Is immaterial that a similar statute is con
strued differently in another state. Union Bank
lcago v. Kansas City Bank, 10 Sup. Ct.

Rep. 1013, 136 U. S. 223, followed.
_ 2. The maker of certain notes executed a
Written instrument, in form a chattel mort
Bilge, to the indorscrs of the notes, conveying

$0

em a stoch of goods and ﬁxtures described

in it, which recited that the notes were all due,
and that the indorsers had assumed the pay
llrllellt thereof to the holder, and provided that
is iudorsers should sell such stock and ﬁx
Iilll'es. and out of the_proceeds pay the amount
:19 on the_notes, with interest and costs of
3 8. rendering any surplus to the maker; and
y a clause providing for a defeasance on pa -

PM", by the maker to the indorsers, of said
-lm0unt due and expenses or the balance due
6mm. the goods unsold were to he delivered

1 he maker.

Held, that the instrument was

in: attel mortgage, securing preferred bona

creditors, valid under the laws of Colo
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rado, and was not a general assignment for the
beneﬁt of creditors, within Laws f‘olo. 1885,
p. 435, (Mllls‘ Ann. St. p. 4525,) authorizing such
assignments 0t all a. debtor's pro )erty, but pro
vidiug section 3) that no such rleed of assign
ment is all be valid unless in terms for the
beneﬁt of all his creditors, and (section 18) that
nothing in the act shall invalidate any convey
once or mortgage by the debtor, before the as
signment, made in good faith, for a valid and
valuable consideration. \Vhite v. Cotzhausen,
9 _Sup. Ct. Rep. 309, 129 U. S. 329, distin
guished.
Appeal from the circuit court or the United

States for the district of Colorado.
Suit by Daniel K. Tenney, as trustee for
certain creditors of Samuel Rich, against
David May and Adolph Hirsch, for an ac
counting by them for the value of certain
property received by them from said Rich.
Decree tor complainant. Defendants appeal.
Reversed.
Statement by Mr. Justice BREWER:
On March 24, 1887, Samuel Rich, a cloth
irg merchant of Leadvilie, 0010., executed
to the appellants, May and Hirsch, an in
strument conveying certain personal prop
erty, which instrument was called a “chattel
mortgage," and was duly acknowledged and
recorded. The instrument sets forth, in sep
arate paragraphs, nine notes to the Car
bonate Bank of Leadville, the payment of
eight of which were indorscd or guarantied
by May or Hirsch, severally. On the ﬁrst
note neither May’s nor Hirsch‘s name ap
pears. After this description, which is full
and speciﬁc as to each note, the instrument
goes on further to recite:
"And whereas, said notes are all now due,,.,

and, except as'herelnbefore stated, unpaidf,’
and whereas, the said Samuel Rich is legally
liable to pay the whole amount due on said
notes, and is unable to pay the same or any
part thereof; and whereas, the said the

Carbonate Bank

of

Leadville, Colorado,

threatens to commence suit by attachment
against the said Samuel Rich on the note
ﬁrst hereinbefore mentioned, and to attach
the property hereinafter mentioned of the
said Samuel Rich; and whereas, the said
A. Hirsch and David May have assumed
the payment of said note, and have become
liable and responsible therefor to said bank;
and whereas, the said David May and A.
Hirsch are legally liable and responsible for
the amount due on the residue 01' said notes,
each for a certain portion thereof, and have
agreed to take up and pay the some: Now.
therefore, in consideration of the premises,
and in consideration of the sum of one
dollar ($1.00) to the said Samuel Rich in
hand paid by the said David May and A.
Hirsch, the receipt whereof is hereby ac
knowledged, the same Samuel Rich has
granted, bargained, and sold, and by these
presents does grant, bargain, and sell. unto
the said David May and A. Hirsch, all that
certain stock of men's, boys‘, and children’s
clothing, hats, caps, and gents’ furnishing
goods, being and contained in that certain
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storeroom, in the city of Leadvllle, county
of Lake and state of Colorado, known as
‘No. 313 Harrison Avenue,‘ together with
all and singular the show cases, counters,
shelving, chandeliers, and all other property
of every kind in said room pertaining to the
business of the said Samuel Rich, which
said stock of goods is the property of the
said Samuel Rich, and now in his possession
in said place; to have and to hold all and
singular the said goods and chattels unto
the said David May and A. Hirsch, their
heirs, administrators, and assigns, forever.”
And then, after a. covenant of title, it
adds:
"The said David May and A. Hirsch shall
take the immediate possession of all of said
goods and chattels and of the said room in
which they are contained as aforesaid, and
shall proceed to sell and dispose of the same
with reasonable diligence at
private or
Qpublic sale, as they may deem best, and
' out of'the proceeds of such sale of said
goods and chattels pay: (1) The amount
due on said notes, with the interest there
on, and the costs and expenses of such
sale; (2) rendering the surplus, if any,
to the said
Samuel
Rich, his
execu
tors, administrators, or assigns: provided,
however, that if the said Samuel Rich shall,
at any time before a suﬂicient quantity of said
goods and chattels shall be so sold to realize
a sum sufhcient to pay said amount due and
‘said expenses, pay to the said David May
and A. Hirsch, or their assigns, the amount
due on said notes or the balance which may
be due thereon after deducting the net
amount realized from such sale, then these
presents shah be void, and the residue of
said goods remaining unsold shall be deliv
ered to the said Samuel Rich, and possession
thereof restored to him. In witness whereof
the said Samuel Rich has hereunto set his
hand and seal, this twenty-fourth day of

March, A. D. 1887. [Signed] Sam.
[Seal.]" '

Rich.

HI'n-a557553
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Rich, and the amounts due to them. Upon
the report of the master a ﬁnal decree wu
entered—
"That the chattel mortgage mentioned his

the defendants'answer herein, given by the?
said Rich to the said May & Hirsch on
March 24, 1887, is in legal eii'ect an assign
ment for the beneﬁt of the creditors of the
defendant Rich; that the defendants May &
Hirsch took the property conveyed by said
mortgage as the asslgnees or trustees of
the said defendant Rich, and as such as
signees or trustees of the said Rich shall
account to the said creditors for the value at
said property as determined and found by
the said master in chancery.”
And then, after an adjudication of the
amounts due to the various creditors of iiich,
there followed:
“It is further ordered, adjudged, and
decreed that the value of the property trans
ferred, as aforesaid, on March 24, A. D.
1887, by the said Rich to the said May &
Hirsch, and for which the said May &Hlrscii
are answerable and responsible as assigneer
for the beneﬁt of the creditors of the said
Rich by virtue of the said transfer, is tire
sum of $31,387, which sum of $31,387 the
said defendants May & Hirsch are hereby
ordered to distribute and pay to the parties
in interest herein in the following propor
tions, to wit."
And the distribution and payment ordered

are to the various creditors in proportion
to the amounts thus adjudged due to them
From this decree, May and Hirsch have
appealed to this court.

0. S. Thomas, for appellants. D. K. ‘fennel
and Chas. H. Aldrich, for appellee.

Mr. Justice BREWER, after stating the
facts in the foregoing language, delivered the
opinion of the court.

The principal question in this cuse it
whether the conveyance from Rich to iii)‘
and Hirsch was, in legal eiIect, :1 Beam!

The grantees in this conveyance took pos
sesion of the property, and, after a very
brief attempt to sell it at retail, sold it in
bulk to one Joseph Sboenberg for $20,100.
A portion of this, $2,113, they were compelled
to pay in satisfaction of a claim for goods
wrongfully taken possession of and sold.
The amount of the indebtedness of Rich to
the bank, assumed by May and Hirsch, was
about $18,400, including interest. It was
admitted on the trial that this sum was
owing by Rich to them. The appeilee,
Tenney, is a trustee for several creditors of
Samuel Rich, in whose behalf he obtained
Judgment on April 25, 1887, for the sum of

$13,665. Upon a hearing before the circuit
court, this instrument was adjudged, in 61.
feet, an assignment for the beneﬁt of cred
“01's; and an accounting was ordered before
a master as to the value of the property re
ceived by May and Hirsch under it, as well
as the names of the various creditors of

assignment or only a chattel mortgage’ The

circuit court held it to be the former, follow‘
ing in this a series of decisions under the;
statutes of Missouri, commencing With'MB-i'ﬂn'

v. Hausman, 14 Fed. Rep. 160. (in will"?
Judge Krekel ruled that “a debtor in Missouri‘

under its legislation and adjudications there
on, may, though he be insolvent at the timer
prefer one or more of his creditors by 59w‘

ing them; but he cannot do it by 11" 1”“
ment conveying the whole of his property t‘;

a"!

Day one or more creditors. Instruments-0,.

I‘;
A-'='
H
if
J'AFIJ
if"
I“

the latter class will be construed 118 mum“
within the assignment laws, and as for t1;
beneﬁt of all creditors. whether named m
the assignment or not,") and continued’ _

“Dahlman v. Jacobs, 16 Fed. Rep- ‘114? M‘,
log v. Richardson, 19 Fed. Rep. 70; Cl-lppbv'
Dittman, 21 Fed. Rep. 15; Perry v. 005395:

Id. 737; Kerbs v. Ewing, 22 Il‘ed- Rep‘

'

Freund v. Yaegerman, 26 Fed. Rep. 312127

MAY '0. TENNEY.
Fed. Rep. 248; State v. Morse, 27 Fed. Rep.

261." Since the decision of this case by the
QIL‘EJQEFE
171:5“;
B"!

circuit court, and in Union Bank of Chicago
v. Kansas City Bank, 136 U. S. 223, 10 Sup.
ct Rep. 1013, the several cases in Missouri,
above referred to, were reviewed and

disapproved. That case, however, cannot be
cited as decisive of this, for the matter of

assignment is one of local law. As was said

liiii
tit

in the opinion then delivered, and with a
view of distinguishing between it and White
v. Cotzhauseu, 129 U. S. 329, 9 Sup. Ct. Rep.
309, in which a seemingly diﬂereut conclusion
had been reached under the statutes of
Illinois: "The question of the construction
and effect of a statute of a state, regulating
assignments for the beneﬁt of creditors, is
a question upon which the decisions of the
highest court of the state, establishing a rule
of property, are of controlling authority in
the courts of the United States. Brashear v.
West, 7 Pet. 608, 615; Allen v. Massey, 17
Wall. 351; Loyd v. Fulton, 91 U. S. 4-79, 485;
Sumner v. Hicks, 2 Black, 532, 534; Jaﬁray

v. McGehee, 107 U. S. 361. 365, 2 Sup. Ct.
Rep. 367; Peters v. Bain, 133 U. S. 670, 686,
10 Sup. Ct. Rep. 354; Randolph's Ex'r v.

Quidnick Co., 135 U. S. 457, 10 Sup. Ct. Rep.
655. The decision in White v. Cotzhausen,
129 U. S. 329, 9 Sup. Ct. Rep. 309, construing

a similar statute of Illinois in accordance with

Eli“
.,_¢_‘e-wav-.E'lih':-_?Q'Z“L

the decisions of the supreme court of that
state as understood by this court, has there
fore no bearing upon the case at bar. The
fact that similar statutes are allowed differ
ent effects in different states is immaterial.
As observed by Mr. Jimtice Field, speaking
sfor this court: ‘The interpretation within the
‘jurisdiction of one state becomes a part of
the law of that state, as much so as if in
corporated into the body of it by the legis
lature. If, therefore, ditferent interpreta~
tious are given in different states to a similar
local law, that law, in effect, becomes by the
interpretation, so far as it is a rule for our
action, a different law in one state from what
it is in the other.’ Christy v. Pridgeon, 4
Wall. 196, 203. See, also, Detroit v. Osborne,
135 U. S. 492, 10 Sup. Ct. Rep. 1012."
We must, therefore, examine the statutes
and decisions of Colorado. Before doing that,
it may be well, however, to consider how the
instrument would be regarded at common law.
and independently of any local statute or de
cision. And, ﬁrst, it does not purport to be
a transfer of all the grantor’s property, but
only of a certain described stock of goods, to

gether with the show cases and store ﬁxings
used in connection with that stock. On the
face, therefore, there is no general assign
ment or general conveyance, but only a spe

ciﬁc conveyance

of

particular

property.

Whether the grantor was in fact possessed
of other property, and to what extent, may
not be certain from the testimony. When
the case was ﬁrst submitted for decision the
matter had not been a subject of investiga

"on, and the court said, in its opinion:
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“The question was not asked directly of any
witness put upon the stand, either on the part
of complainants or of defendants. Counsel
seem to have ignored that as a question in
the case." And the interlocutory order which
after argument was entered gave to the par
ties “time to take further testimony before
the master of this court, or any notary pub
lie, on the question as to whether the chattel
mortgage mentioned in the complainant's bill
covered all or substantially all of the prop
erty of Rich, at the time of the execution of
said mortgage." From the testimony taken
under this order it would seem probable that
he had other property, though of small val
ue,—a few hundred dollars or such a matter.
Again, the form of the instrument is un
questionably that of a mortgage. It is
called in the acknowledgment a. “chattel
mortgage." The complainant, in his bill,
constantly speaks of it as a. “mortgage," and:

the burden of his complaint is that it'was void?
because fraudulently entered into, the facts
claimed to show the fraud being speciﬁcally
stated. It is true there is in the bill a claim
that it be adjudged an assignment, but the lan
guage of the averments in this respect shows
that the claim was only that the legal effect
of an assignment should be imputed to that
which was in form a chattel mortgage, for
after asserting the insolvency of Rich, it al
leges—
“That it became and was necessary for him
to suspend payment of his indebtedness.
being insolvent, and thereupon it was his
duty to have made an assignment for the
equal beneﬁt of his creditors, and so he
proposed to the defendants May and Hirsch.
but by reason of their persuasions and
promises aforesaid he gave the chattel mort
gage aforesaid instead; that said chattel
mortgage was a full and complete disposi

tion of all the property of the said defend
ant Rich in view of the insolvency, which
was well known to the mortgagees.

"And your orator claims and insists that
the said mortgage constitutes in law an as
signmeut for the beneﬁt of creditors, giving
preference to the claims of the mortgagees,
and that the some, being preferential, is
void as to your orator and all other of the
creditors of Samuel Ric ."
And in the order of the court, heretofore
referred to, the instrument was described as
“the chattel mortgage mentioned in the com
plainant‘s bill.” Obviously it was the un
derstandiug and the concession that this was
in form a mortgage, and the effort was to
prove that it covered all the property of
Rich, in order to bring the case within the
rule stated by Judge Krekel in Martin v.
Hausman, supra.
Not only that. the conveyance is for the
sole beneﬁt of the grantees named in it,

May and Hirsch. No other creditor is to
receive any beneﬁt therefrom. But an as
signment contemplates the intervention of a
trustee. “A voluntary assignment for the
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creditors implies a trust, and con
the Intervention of a trustee. As
directly to creditors, and not upon
not voluntary assignments for the
creditors." Burrlll, Assignm. (5th
u'i‘he transfer by a creditor of all

sisted of but a single section, which pro.
vided that, "whenever any person or corpora
tion shall hereafter make an assignment of

his property does not of itself make what is
\- termed a ‘general assignment,’ but it must
I also be conveyed to trustees, to be held by
them in trust for other creditors." Id. § 122.
Counsel urge that May and Hirsch were in
fact trustees, the real creditor being the Car
bonate Bank, because, as appears on the face
of the paper, May and Hirsch had not at the
time paid the bank, and had only assumed
Rich's indebtedness to it. But this instru
ment proceeds upon the assumption that the
burden of this indebtedness to the bank was
transferred from Rich, the grantor, to May
and Hirsch, the grantees, parties who were
solvent, and whose assumption of liability
was accepted by the bank, and the con
veyance was to them, and for their protec
tion and beneﬁt. Out of the proceeds of
sales they were to pay these notes and in
terest, and return the surplus to Rich. No
other creditors were in terms interested in
this conveyance; and, further, the defea
sance clause provided for payment, not to the
Carbonate Bank, but to May and Hirsch or
their assigns. The conveyance was not for
the beneﬁt of the Carbonate Bank, but for
that of Hay and Hirsch, who had assumed
Rich's liabilities to that bank. Suppose, the
day after this instrument had been executed,
May and Hirsch had been paid by Rich the
full amount due on these notes to the Car
bonate Bank, can it be doubted that all
rights under this conveyance would have
been discharged? Could the Carbonate Bank
have held May and Hirsch responsible for a
breach of trust in surrendering the property
under those circumstances to ltich? It is sug
gested by the circuit court, in its opinion,
that there was no future day of payment
named in the instrument, and that the
mortgagees were to take possession and sell
at once; but, as the debts for the securing
of which this conveyance was made were
then due, the naming of a future day of
payment was not to be expected, and might
have suggested a suspicion as to the bona
ﬁdes of the transaction, and the duty of im
mediate sale cast by this instrument upon the
grantees was the duty cast upon chattel mort
gagecs. Within accepted deﬁnitions and set
tied rules of construction, this instrument
was, in form at least, that which the par
ties, the counsel, and the court called it,-—a
chattel mortgage.
3 Is there anything in the statutes or de.

lowed this clause: “All the residue of the

- cisions of Colorado‘ which transforms the

this state, shall vest in the assignee the “no

beneﬁt of
templates
signments
trust, are
beneﬁt of
Ed.) § 3.

his or its estate for the beneﬁt of creditors,"
the assignee should be required to pay cer
taln speciﬁed debts in full; and then fol
proceeds of such estate shall be distributed
ratably among all other creditors, and any
preference of one creditor over another, ex
cept as above allowed, shall be entirely null
and void, anything in the deed of assignment
to the contrary notm'thstanding." A case
under that statute came before the supreme
court, (Campbell v. Iron Co., 9 Colo. 60, 10
Pac. Rep. 248,) and it was held that the word
“estate" meant all the debtor's property,
and hence that the statute was designed to
cover general assignments; and in the opln~
ion pronounced by Mr. Justice Helm it was
said:
“A. fundamental principle underlying this
subject is that, so long as the debtor retains
dominion over his property, in the absence
of statute and fraud, he may do with it ashe
pleases. He may transfer the whole of his
estate in payment or in security of a single
bona. ﬁde debt. He may assign, mortgage, or
otherwise incumber his estate, or a part
thereof, in favor of some of his creditors. ex
cluding the rest; or he make an assignment

for the beneﬁt of all his creditors, and
therein give preferences to a. selected few.
It is only when, either by a general assign
ment or otherwise, the debtor has parted

with the dominion over his property that in
the absence of statute or fraud, the foregoing
privilege is forfeited. To hold that debtors
may not give preferences among their bona
ﬂde creditors, so long as they control their
property, would greatly embarrass the trans
action of nearly all kinds of business. Some

of the authorities go so far as to say will Elle“
a rule would prevent the carrying on of
business altogether."

The statute of 1881 was superseded bi" "1mg
of 1885, which'was that in force at the timer
of these transactions. This statute may be
found in the laws of 1885, p. 43, and in the
ﬁrst volume of Mills‘ Annotated Statutes, p,

453. The only portions of that statute having
any bearing on the matters here in 001181}
versy are sections 1 and 8 and the last half
of section 18, which are as follows:
“Any person may make a general assimi

ment of all his property, for the beneﬁt of
his creditors, by deed, duly acknowledgeil
which, when ﬁled for record in the oﬂioe 0’
the clerk and recorder of the county tvllem
the assignor resides, or, if a lwlll'esldem"
where his principal place of business 182111

character or denies validity to such an in

strument, securing and intended to secure

to all the property, real and personal, of “9°
asslgnor, in trust, for the use and beneﬁt of

only one of many creditors? In 1881 there
such creditors."
“"13 passed by the legislature of Colorado

(Laws 1331, p. 35) an act to regulate assign
ments for the beneﬁt of creditors.

It con

“No such deed of general assis'muent of
property by an insolvent, or in oontemillfltlon
of insolvency for the beneﬁt of cream“
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sin-111 be valid, unless by its terms it be made
tor the beneﬁt of all his creditors, in propor
tion to the amount of their respective
claims."
“r ‘s’ ' But nothing in this act contained
shall invalidate any conveyance or mortgage
of property, real or personal, by the debtor
before the assignment, made in good faith,
for a valid and valuable consideration."

This statute, so far as we are advised, has

a:-V.I
1'?‘
2'9“

and brought to Leadvllie, transfer them to
May and Hirsch. So far as this charge is
concerned, we agree with the circuit court
that it is not established by the testimony.
Rich evidently would like to convey that idea,
and yet he does not directly testify to it; and
May and Hirsch clearly deny it. Obviously
there was no conspiracy between the parties,
and all talk between them was omy to the
eiTeet that, if Rich should succeed in buying
what he talked of buying, May and Ilirsch
would help him to carry the burden. He
largely failed in that; and they, when he be,‘

not been before the supreme court of Colora
do for construction, at least not for any ques
tion involved in this case. The ﬁrst section,
it will be perceived, gives permission to make
came pressed by the bank, ‘simply took?
a general assignment. There is no compul
measures for their own protection. It being
sion. There is neither in terms nor by im
conceded, as it is, that the debts from Rich
plication any duty cast upon an insolvent to
to May and Hirsch were bona tide, the trans
dispose of his property by a general assign
action amounted to this, and this only: that
ment, or anything which prevents him from
the debtor used his property to prefer certain
paying or securing one creditor in preference
bona ﬁde creditors. This the laws of 0010
to others. On the contrary, the last half of
rado allowed, and therefore it cannot be
section 18 plainly recognizes the right of a
avoided at the instance of the unpreferred
debtor to prefer by payment or security;
creditors.
and, in the light of this statute, the quota
The decree of the circuit court is reversed.
tion which we have made from the supreme
and the case remanded, with instructions to
court of Colorado becomes pertinent, which
dismiss the bill.
clearly aﬂirms the right of a debtor to do
=
with his property as he pleases, except as in
gterms restrained by statute; and a. statute
'which simply permits a debtor to'make a
(147atU.I].S. 560)
FLEITAS v. RICHARDSON
certain disposition of his property works no
destruction of his otherwise unrestrained
(March 6, 1893.)
dominion over it.
No. 148.
And, further, when we look at section 3 we
BAXKliUP'l‘CY—PROVABLE Cums — WlFE'S CLAIM
ﬁnd that, when a conveyance is made which
run PAKAPHERNAL PROPERTY.
is a general assignment, it is void unless by
1. A husband's debt to his wife for para
hernal property (created by the Louisiana
its terms it is made for the beneﬁt of all cred
‘ode) is provable, under Rev. St. § 5067,
itors. The rule thus declared is not that the
against the husband in bankruptcy,
preferences fail and the assignment stands,
therefore extinguished by his discharge.
but that the assignment itself fails unless it
husband, after obtaining a. discharge
in bankruptcy, acquired lands, and mortgaged
be in terms free from preferences. So, if
them
to
a
third person. Thereafter his wife,
this conveyance were in form unquestion
though her claim had been extinguished by the
ably a general assignment, as it contemplated
discharge, brought suit against her husband in
a state court for a separation of property, had
the payment only of May and Hirsch, it was
a legal mortgage declared upon the lands as of
notoniy not for the beneﬁt of all creditors, but
the date of the recording of the marriage con
avowedly for the beneﬁt of these two, and it
traet. and sold the same in satisfaction there
of. The husband did not set u his discharge
would therefore have to be adjudged a void
in
bankruptcy as a defense.
aid, that these
instrument, and could not be upheld under
proceedings did not aii'ect the title of the
that rule. which prevails in some jurisdic
mortgagee, who could thereafter foreclose, and
tions, of in such cases upholding the convey
could set up the discharge to show that the
wife's claim was extinguished.
mice and avoiding the preferences. So it fol

lows that either this is a chattel mortgage
given as security to two creditors for their

Appeal from the circuit court of the United
States for the eastern district of Louisiana.

debisr—a transaction in no manner forbidden

Alﬁrmed.

by the statutes of Colorado,—or, if it be a
general assignment, then it was an assign

J. R. Beckwith, for appellant.
Semmcs, for appellees.

Thos. J.

ment with preferences, which preferences by
those statutes avoid the conveyance.
We

°f the complaint was that this conveyance

Mr. Justice GRAY delivered the opinion of
the court.
This was a bill in equity, died December 30,
1887, by Mary Corinne Warren Fleitas, au
thorized by her husband, Francis B. Fleitas,

was fraudulent and void because, as alleged,
made in pursuance of a conspiracy between

both citizens of Louisiana, against Gilbert M.
Richardson, a citizen of New York, Albert R.

molly May. and Hirsch;

Shattuck and Francis B. HolIman, citizens of
Massachusetts, and partners under the name
of Shattuck 6; Hoﬂ'man, and others, in the
district court of the parish of Orleans, and

think. therefore, the circuit court erred in
the conclusions which it reached, so far at

least as this aspect of the case is concerned.
As we have heretofore noticed, the bm'den

a conspiracy by

which Rich was to go east and buy goods,
Ind. when those goods‘ had been purchased
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state of Louisiana, to remove a cloud on her
title to lands in the parish of St. Bernard, in
that district, which she claimed under a judgment and sale on execution upon a legal mortgage from her husband, and to restrain the

denying all her allegations, except the mar.
riage and the marriage contract; and on
September 10, 1887, she recovered judgment
against him, dissolving the community of m.
qucts and gains, deoreeing a separation of

abovenamed defendants from seizing and

property between them, and ordering am

selling the lands under a conventional mort-

the sum of $20,000, held by him as her par

gage from him.

aphcrnul property, be returned to her, and

The case was duly removed by said defendants into the circuit court of the United
.., States upon the grounds that there was a
iﬂj separable controversy between them and the
' plaintiff, and that the suit involved a question under the bankrupt law of the United
States as to the effect of the husband's discharge in bankruptcy upon the plaintiff's
claim and mortgage.
In that court a. supplemental bill, answers,
(setting up, among other defenses, the husband's discharge in bankruptcy,) and replications were ﬁled, and on May 31, 1889, the
case was heard upon pleadings and proofs,
by which the material facts appeared to be
as follows:
The plaintiﬂf was married to Francis B.
Fieitas on February 6, 1868. Before the marriage, and on the same day, they and her
parents signed a marriage contract before a
notary public, and in the presence of two
witnesses, which provided that there should
be a community of acquets and gains between the husband and wife, in accordance
with the provisions of Rev. Civil Code
La.; and by which her parents declared
that, in consideration of her intended marrlage, they thereby made to her a donation of
$20,000 in money; and Fleitas acknowledged
that he had received that sum, and declared
that “he has taken charge of said amoimt

be recognized as secured by legal mortgage
on all his lands in that parish, to take rank
and effect from September 27, 1870. Execu
tion was issued on this judgment, under which
the sheriif levied on the lands in question,
and on November 10,1887,sold and conveyed
them to the plalntitf.
On June 29, 1888, Richardson instituted ex
ecutory proceedings upon the mortgage of
January 28, 1884, for the seizure and sale of
the lands, as set forth in the next preceding
case, the record of which was made part of
the record in this case.
In the present case the circuit court dis
missed the bib and the supplemental bill up
on the ground that the husband's discharge
in bankruptcy barred the plaintitl"s claim.
and defeated any mortgage or lien in her
favor. 39 Fed. Rep. 129. The plaintiff up
peaied to this court.
The law of Louisiana as to the rights of
married women, which must have a control
ling inﬂuence on the decision of this case.
differs widely from the common law, and l
statement of some of its principal rules 0:111
not well be avoided.
By the law of Louisiana, poisons contract
ing marriage may, by antenuptial contractbe
fore a notary public, and in the presence oia
two witnesses, make such agreements as:
they’please (not affecting the legal order of.

for account of his said future wife, and for
which he holds himself and remains liable to
her according to law," and “by mutual consent it is hereby agreed that all the property

dcscents) concerning the title and enjoyment
of their property, and of donations made to
them by third persons in consideration of the
marriage, Rev. Civil Code, arts. 2325, (2305.)

of the future wife, now owned by her, or
which may be hereafter acquired by her with
funds unto her belonging. shall be and remain

2328, (2308,) 2329, (2309,) 2331, (2311,) and the
partnership or community of acquets and
gains exists between them by operation of 111W,

her paraphernal property.” This contract was
duly recorded on September 27, 1870, in the
parish of St. Bernard.

unless otherwise stipulated in the contract.
Articles 2332, (2312,) 2399, (2369.)
The separate property of the wife is that

Frauds 3- F181m. 011 April 25, 1877, ob-

whieh she “brings into the marriage, or 110

tained a discharge in bankruptcy in the dis—
trict court of the United States for the eastern district of Louisiana, under proceedings
commenced April 26, 1876, and afterwards,
and before 1884, purchased the lands in quesU011, and 0n_.ianuary 2S, 1884, mortgaged

quires during the marriage by inheritance of
by donation made to her particularly," and
"is divided mm dung and ext-mama], Dotai
property is that which the wife brings to the
husband to assist him in bearing the expense’
of the marriage establishment. Exmldoml

them by notarlal act, duly recorded, to secure

property, otherwise called ‘paraphernnl limp‘

debts of his to Richardson, and to slimmer
*- Hoiimﬂn-

erty,’ is that which forms no part of “1"
dowry." Articles 2334, (2314,) 2335, (2315)

on September 3' 1887' the Plaintiff ﬁled

“The wife has a legal mortgage on the Drop‘

a. petition in the district court of the parish

erty of her husban ” for the restitution 0r

giaSiténB‘eé-nard against her husband for sep-

reinvestment of the doml property or down}

shot mongagezlileralylvhlindl for a recognition of

and “for the restitution and reinvestmcggliz)

. niiegln

1M‘ Pm'ﬁvhemnl property? Article

that mg
claims

um 11

S-lm-lds “1 th‘" Parish’
9 W115 ﬂlgoly in debt, and

on the same a 15 -

‘

91 fights and

"-7 he ﬁled an answer.

11

(3287.) The marriage contract, out of W111C
ed in the parish where the husbands D 11)‘.

crty is. Article 3340; Rev. St. La- § 235
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Such a mortgage is not required, like ordinary mortgages, to be reiuscrlbed every 10
years. Rev. Civil Code, art. 3369, (3333.) It at~
taches to any lands acquired by the husband
during coverture, and while his liability to
the wife continues to exist. Johnson v. Pils“gr, 4 Rob. (11.1.) 71, 76.
As a general rule, contracts of sale between
husband and wife are prohibited; but one of
the exceptions to this rule is that he may
transfer property to her in settlement or
claims arising out of her separate property.
Rev. Civil Code, art. 2446, (2421.)
The wife has no estate of dovver in the

v. Thompson, 39 La. Ann. 377, 1 South. Rep.
913.
When there is a community of acquets and
gains, the fruits and income of the wife's
paralphernal property administered by the
husband belongto the conjugal partnership org
‘community. Rev. Civil Code,arts. 2386, (2363,)‘.:
2402, (2371.) The hus'band may appropriate
such fruits and income to his own use.
Wimbish v. Gray, 10 Rob. (La.) 46; Miiten
berger v. Keys, 25 La. Ann. 287. He is not
liable to her for neglecting to collect them.
Wallace v. McCullough, 20 La. Ann. 301. Nor
is he liable for interest on the debt to his

lands of her husband, nor any right corre-

wite, except after she has obtained judgment

spending or equivalent to dower at common
law. The decision in Porter v. Lazear, 109

against him.
Burns v. Thompson, 39 La.
Ann. 377, 1 South. Rep. 913.

in

U. B. 84, 3 Sup. Ct. Rep. 58, therefore, has

in

no application to this case.

The debt of the husband to the wife is so
like an ordinary debt that it may be seized

iii

5 The 11811111‘? or the husband to the Wife

and sold on execution against her, (Hawes v.

or
ill:
it
in
1‘;
w

otor her separate ‘property received by him
under the marriage contract is in the nature
of a debt secured by mortgage 0! his lands,
and may be enforced by her by direct suit
against him.
Although the wife cannot maintain an
notion, in relation either to her dotal or to
her pnmphernal property, against a. third

Bryan, 10 La. 136;) and in proceedings in
insolvency in inviinm against the husband
under a statute of the state she may prove
and vote upon her paraphernai claim, even it
she has not renounced the community of.
acquets and gains, (Pianters’ Bank v. La
nusse, 10 Mart. [La.] 690, and 12 Mart. [La.]
157.)

{:1

13918011, 11111085 authorized by 1161' husband. or.

m
m
m
73
,5;
3

i! he fails to do it, by a Judge, yet she may,
with the authorization of the court in which
she brings the action, sue her husband “for
the separation of property, or for the restitution and enjoyment of.’ her paraphernal
property." Code Pr. arts. 105—108. The object of the provision requiring the wife to

ment or separation of property, and an exe
cution thereon had been partly satisﬁed, the
husband went into bankruptcy, and obtained
a discharge, the supreme court of Louisiana
held that her debt was barred, and could not
be enforced against property subsequently
acquired by him; and said that it must "re

at;
;

obtain the authorization of the court is to
protect the husband against vexatious and

gard the balance of the debt due by the hus
band to his wife as extinguished by the dis

3
is
a‘
H

unadvised family suits, and the want of such
authorization is waived if the husband accepts service without taking the objection.
Le Blane v. Dubrocu, 6 La. Ann. 360; Splvey

charge in bankruptcy, and that consequently
she had no longer a right to issue an exe
cution; that any property acquired by him
afterwards was free from any claim on her

(3

v. Wilson, 31 La. Ann. 653.

part; and that, in truth, the community had

5
5,
,1

The wife may, at any time during the
marriage, sue the husband for a separation of
Property, “when the disorder of his affairs

ceased to exist.” Ailing v. Egan, 11 Rob.
(La.) 244, 245.
Such being the nature of the liability of

c

Where, after a. wife had recovered a judg

induces her to believe that his estate may not

the husband to the wife for her paraphernai

he sutlicient to meet her rights and claims."

property under the law of Louisiana. it was

:
I

Rev. Civil Code,art. 2425, (2399.) Consequently
a transterofpropertymr a confession of judg-

clearly provable by her against him as a debt
under the bankrupt act of the United States.

I
I,

ment, by an insolvent husband to his wile,
in settlement oi! her claims, is good against

Rev. St. § 5067; In re Blgelow, 3 Ben. 198;
In re Blandln, 1 Low. 543: In re Jones, 6

|

bl! creditors. Lehman v. Levy, 30 La. Ann.

Biss. 68,78.

,

745, 750; Levi v. Morgan, 33 La. Ann. 532;

,

Thompson v. Freeman, 34 La. Ann. 992.

elements of a trust, certainly not of such 0.

Besides the power which the wife has to
me her husband for a separation of property
when the disorder of his mail-5 endangers
her rights, she has the absolute right, at any
time, and at 119;- own discretion, without
Pegﬂrd to the condition of the husband's

technical trust as to make it a ﬁduciary debt,
within the meaning of that act; and that:
consequently it was barred by his discharge%
in bankruptcy. Rev. St."§§ 5117, 5119; Honnequin v.Clews.111U. $670.4 Sup. Ct. Rep.
576; Upshur v. Brisroe, 138 U. S. 365, 11 Sup.

It is equally clear that it has none of the

alialrs, to resume the sole possession and

Ct. Rep- 313

administration of her paraphernal pmperty,
and to maintain a suit against him for that
Durpose. Rev. Civil Code, arts. 2384, (2361,)

The remaining question is whether the ap
peliees can avail themselves of that dis
charge. The dates bearing upon this ques

23%,(2361) 2387, (2364,) 2391, (2368;) Brooks

tion are as follows: The marriage contract,

v'w188111t0n,14 La.Ann. 676; Joly v. Weber,

out of which the plnintlﬂf‘s mortgage U080.

35 La- Ann. 806, 809, and ms cited; Bums

was made in 1868, and recorded in 1870. The

V-138.C.—32
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husband's discharge in bankruptcy was ob

tained in 1877 from all debts due at the com
mencement of proceedings in 1876, including
his liability to his wife. She had, as yet, no
mortgage on these lands, because they were
not his property. After this he purchased the
lands, and in 1884 mortgaged them to the
appeilees. In 1887 the wife sued the bus
band, and obtained a judgment for a. separa
tion of property, declaring a. mortgage in her
tavor as of the date of the recording of the
marriage contract; and upon that judgment
took out execution, under which the sheriff
levied upon the lands, and sold them to her.
Under these circumstances, by the law of
Louisiana1 the debt 01! the husband to the
wife was extinguished by his discharge in
bankruptcy; and thereupon her mortgage,
which was but a security for that debt, dis
appeared with it, and could not attach to
these lands upon his subsequently purchasing
them; and the appeilees, claiming as his
creditors under the mortgage from him to
them, were entitled to et up his discharge in
bankruptcy against any lien claimed by her
upon the lands. Rev. Civil Code, arts. 3278.

(3245,) 3285, (3252,) 3466, (3429;)

Ailing v.

Egan, 11 Rob. (La.) 244; Upshur v. Briscoe,

37 La. Ann. 138, 153, 138 U. S. 365, 3T9, 11
Sup. Ct. Rep. 313; Lartiict v. Hogan, 1 La.
Ann. 330; New Orleans Canal, etc., Co. v.
Recorder 01! Mortgages, 27 La. Ann. 291;
Klotz v. Macready, 44 La. Ann. 166, 10

South. Rep. 706.
Neither the omission of the husband to
plead his discharge in ‘bankruptcy’ in his
wife's suit against him nor the judgment re~
covered by her in that suit can affect the
title of the appeilecs (who were not parties
to that suit) under the previous mortgage to
them.
Judgment atllrmed.

Mr. Justice SI-lIRAS. not having been a

the supreme court is not controlled by the de
cisions of the highest courts of the state or of
the circuit or district courts of the United
States.
On certiﬁcate from the United States cir
cuit court of appeals for the seventh circuit
Statement by Mr. Justice GRAY:
N
‘This was a. certiﬁcate from the circuit court |
of appeals for the seventh circuit, under the

act of March 3, 1891, c. 517, § 6, (26 St 828,)
of a question upon which it desired the in
struction of this court in an admiralty appcaL
The case, as stated in the certiﬁcate, was as
follows:
On August 15, 1891, under a writ of ven
ditioni exponas from the district court of the

United States for the northern district of I]
linois, in admiralty, the propeller J. E. Ruin
bell was sold by the marshal for the sum of
$1,850, and the proceeds were paid into the
registry of the court.
On August 21, 1891, F. August Reich and
August Reich, partners under the name oi
F. A. Reich 8: Son, former owners or the

vessel, who had sold and delivered her to
Michael O. Hayes on April 23, 1891, tiled a
petition against those proceeds, claiming the
sum of $3,000 and interest. due upon notes
given to them by Hayes for the purchase
money, and secured by mortgage of the vest
sel, executed by Hayes to them on the day
or the sale, and recorded on the same day
in the oﬁice of the collector of customs of the
port of Chicago, the residence of the owner.
and the home port of the vessel, under sec
tion 4192 of the Revised Statutes of the Unit
ed States. In that mortgage it was pro
vided that if at any time there should be my
default ot payment, or it the mortgagee!

should deem themselves in danger oi! los
ing any part of the debt by delaying its col
lection until the time limited for its payment,
or if the mortgagor should suiier the vessel to

run in debt beyond the sum of $150’ the
mortgagees might immediately take posses‘

member of the court when this case was
argued, took no part in its decision.

sion of the vessel, and, after 10 days’ notice
to the mortgagor, sell her to satisfy the m0"
gage debt. The petition of the mortgagee8
alleged that each of these contingencies had

(148 U. S. 1)
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happened.
On September 16, 1891, George C. Finney

(March 6, 1893.)

and others ﬁled a petition against said Pm",
ceeds for sums due to the petitioners‘sevel'"

No. 1,117.

ally. and amounting in all to $1,108.56. for
MAIUTIME LIE-N8 uxnnu STATE STA'HLTES —Mmrr
mar. or VESSEL— PillOltlTY or Recess—Fox.
ship chandler's supplies, engineer’s 5119mm
LOWiXG Dsrisioxs or Sn'ra Coon-rs.
groceries, provisions, fuel, lumber, and 1°‘
1. A claim arising under a mortgage of a ‘ pairs, bought for and furnished to the vessel
vessel is not superior to a lien under‘ Rev. St.
at the port of Chicago since the recording °t
UL 1874, c. 12, s 1, for supplies and necessaries
the mortgage, and used for the beneﬁt of the
tojhc vessel in her home port in the state of
gigging, éllvié'ilmlgll thggdwere furnished after the
vessel, and alleged to have been reasoimble
s recor
in conformity
'
'
*
St.
§ 4192.
with
Rev.

and
also proper
for theto sum
be furnished
of $220, due
and done‘.
to Patrick

. pon
question
priorit
mortgage
of aavessel
and of
a lien
givleu between
by a stat:
statute for supplies and re airs in her home
p0_rt,_the determination of w ich depends upon
principles of general jurisprudence and the con
struction of an act of con css, and which

arises in the courts of the

nited States exer

(using the admiralty and maritime jurisdiction
exclusively vested in them by the constitution,

Bowe, one of these petitioners, for sei'i'ices
as master of the vessel since the recording‘)?
the mortgage; “for which supplies, l'eililmi

and services" (the certiﬁcate stated) "the"
nasal lien upon the said vessel under the law‘
of the State of Illinois."

THE J. E. RUMBELL.
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The district court found and adjudged that
the sums claimed in each petition were due
to the petitioners respectively; that in the
distribution of the proceeds the claim 01‘ the
mortgagees, Reich & Son, should have prl~
ority over that of the other petitioners, Fin

ungﬁr-‘tpr

known to the common law, and is peculiar
to the process of courts of admiralty. The
foreign and other attachments of property inS
‘the state courts, though by analogy loosely‘
termed ‘proceedings in rem,’ are evidently not
ney and others; and that the entiryproceeds within the category." “These principles will
he found stated, and fully vindicated by
of the sale of the vessel, amounting (after
authority, in the cases of The Young Mechan
payment of seamen's wages and preferred
ic,
2 Curt. 401, and The Kiersage, Id. 421."
claims for towage and salvage) to $1,105.59,
Both the decisions of Mr. Justice Curtis,
should be paid to the mortgagees.
thus referred to, depended on a statute of
Finney and others appealed to the circuit
Maine, giving in general terms a lien upon a
court of appeals, which certiﬁed to this court
vessel for labor performed or materials tur
the following question: “Whether a claim
nished in her construction or repair, without
arising upon a vessel mortgage is to be pre
undertaking to ﬁx the comparative prece~
ferred to the claim for supplies and neces
dence of such liens.
saries furnished to a vessel in its home port
In The Young Mechanic, after elaborate
in the state of Illinois subsequently to the
discussion of the nature of such a lien, it
date of the recording of the mortgage."
was held to be a jus in re,—a right of prop
0. E. Kremer, tor Finney and others.
ertyln the thing itself,—oxisting independent
Chas. E. Pope, for Reich and others.
ly of possession; “an appropriation made by
the law of a particular thing as security for
a debt or claim; the law creating an incum
brnnce thereon, and vesting in the creditor
in the foregoing language, delivered the opin
what we term a special property in the thing,
ion of the court.
which subsists from the moment when the
By the admiralty law, maritime liens or
privileges for necessary advances made or debt or claim arises, and accompanies the
supplies furnished to keep a vessel ﬁt for sea thing even into the hands of a purchaser."
“Though tacitly created by the law, and to
take precedence 01.‘ all prior claims upon her,
be executed only by the aid of a court 01.‘
unless for seamen’s wages or salvage. It is
justice, and resulting in a judicial sale, it is
upon this ground, that such advances or sup
plies, made or furnished in good faith to the as really a property in the thing, as the right
of
aplcdgee, or the lien or a bailee for work,"
master in a foreign port, are preferred to a
prior mortgage, or to a forfeiture to the and is not “only a privilege to arrest the ves~
United States for a precedent violation of the sel for the debt, which, otitsclf, constitutesno
navigation laws. The St. Jngo de Cuba, 9 incumbrance on the vessel, and becomes
such only by virtue of an actual attach
Wheat. 409, no; The Emily Souder, 17 Wall.

6‘ ‘Mr. Justice GRAY, ami- stating the mm

666, 872.
In The St. Jago de Cuba, Mr. Justice John

ment." 2 Curt 406, 410, 412.

80D. in delivering judgment, and speaking

that the lien for labor and materials in the

of the lien of material men and other im
plied liens under maritime contracts, said:

home port had precedence over a prior mort
gag ; and, after observing that, as he had

“The whole object of giving admiralty pro
cess and priority of payment to privileged
creditors is to furnish wings and legs to"
the vessel “to get back for the beneﬁt of all
concerned; that is, to complete her voyage."

held in The Young Mechanic, this lien “was,

In The Kiersage, Mr. Justice Curtis held

in substance, a tacit hypothecaﬂon of the ver
sel, as security for the debt," “:1. jus in re.
constituting an incumbrance on the property
by operation of law," he added: “And there
can be no doubt that it takes eﬂ’ect wholly
"In every case the last lien given will su
irrespective of the state of the title to the
DEI'Sede the preceding. The last bottomry
vessel. Whether the vessel belongs to one
bond will ride over all that precede it, and
or more persons—whether the title has been
an abandonment to a. salvor will supersede
so divided that one is a special and another
every prior claim. The vessel must get on.
a general owner,—and however it may be
This is the consideration which controls ev
incumbered, the law gives the lien on the:
ery other; and not only the vessel, but even
the cargo, is sub modo subjected to this he thing. The mortgagees can have'no claim’
to be preferred over the lienholder because
emits" 9 Wheat. 416.
In the Yankee Blade, 19 How. 82, 89, 90, of their priority in time, for their interest
A; Justice Grier, speaking for this court, in the vessel is as much subject to the stat
ute lien as the interest of any other party.
sa :
'
It is not in the power of the owner by his
adopted from the civil law, and imports a
voluntary act to withdraw any part of the
tacit hypothecation of the subject of it. It
'8 11 111s in re, without actual possession, or title from the operation of the lien. If he
could,
he might altogether defeat it." 2 Curt.
any light of possession. It accompanies the

Property into the hands of a bona ﬁde pur
chaser. It can be executed and divested
only by a proceeding in rem. This sort of
Dmceedlng against personal property is un

422, 423.
It was assumed in each of those cases that
a lien given by the local law for building a
ship stood on the same ground as a lien un
der the same law for repairing her. It has
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since been decided, and is now settled, that
a contract for building a ship, being a. con
tract made on land and to be performed
on land, is not a maritime contract, and that
a lien to secure it, given by local statute,
is not a. maritime lien, and camiot, there
fore, be enforced in admiralty. The Jeifer
son, 20 How. 393; The Capitol, 22 How. 129;
Edwards v. Elliott, 21 ‘Vail. 532. That fact,
however, does not atfect the strength of the
reasoning or the justness of the conclusions
of Mr. Justice Curtis as regards liens for re
pairs and supplies, and, in relation to such
liens, his view has been generally accepted
in the admiralty courts of the United States.
“A mariu‘me lien, unlike a lien at common
law, may,“ said Mr. Justice Field, speaking
for this court, “exist without possession of
the thing upon which it is asserted, either
actual or constructive. It confers, however,
upon its holder such a right in the thing that
he may subject it to condemnation and sale
to satisfy his claim for damages." “The only
object of the proceedings in rem is to make
this right, where it exists, avallable,—to
carry it into eﬁcct. It subscrves no other
purpose." The Rock Island Bridge, 6 Wall.
213, 215. And in The Lottawanna, Ml‘. Jus
tice Bradley, speaking of a lien given by a
statute of Louisiana for repairs and sup
piics, said: “A lien is a right of property,
and not a mere matter of procedure." 21

Wall. 558, 579.
In the admiralty and maritime law of the

United States, as declared and established
by the decisions of this court, the following
propositions are no longer doubtful:
‘9: First. For necessary repairs or supplies fur
- nished to a. vessel'in a foreign port a lien is
given by the general maritime law, following
the civil law, and may be enforced in admiral
ty. The General Smlth.4Wheat. 438,443; The
St. Jago de Cuba, 9 Wheat. 40!), 417; The
Virgin, 8 Pet. 538, 550; The Laura, 19 How.
22; The Grapeshot, 9 Wall. 129; The Lulu,
10 Wall. 192; The Kalorama, Id. 204.
Second. For repairs or supplies in the
home port of the vessel no lien exists or can
be enforced in admiralty, under the general
law, independently of local statute. The Gen
eral Smith, and The St. Jago de Cuba, above
cited; The Lottawanna, 21 Wall. 558; The

the exclusive jurisdiction of the courts 01
the United States sitting in admiralty. The
Moses Taylor, 4 Wall. 411; The Blue, H.555;
The Belfast, 7 Wall. 624; The lottawnnm,
21 Wall. 558, 580; Johnson v. Elevator 00,,
119 U. S. 388, 397, 7 Sup. Ct Rep. 254.

The frmdamental reasons on which these
proposi ons rest may be summed up thus:
The admiralty and maritime jurisdiction in

conferred on the courts of the United States
by the constitution, and cannot be enlargui
or restricted by the legislation of a state.
No state legislation, therefore, can bring with.
in the admiralty jurisdiction of the national
courts a. subject not maritime in its nature
But when a. right, maritime in its namreand
to be enforced by process in the nature otad.
miralty process, has been given by the stat
ute of a state, the admiralty courts of the

United States have jurisdiction, and exclu
sive jurisdiction, to enforce that right ac;

cording to their’ own rules of procedure?‘
See, in addition to the cases above cited,
The Orleans, 11 Pet. 175, 184; Ex parte
McNiel, 13 WalL 236, 243; The Corsair, 145

U. S. 335, 347, 12 Sup. Ct. Rep. 949.
The settled rules of jurisdiction and prac
tice on this subject were stated by lir.
Justice Bradley in The Lottawanna as fol
lows: “So long as congress does not inter
pose to regulate the subject, the rights oi
material men furnishing necessaries to a tee
sel in her home port may be regulated in
each state by state legislation. State laws.
it is true, cannot exclude the contract for
furnishing such necessaries from the domain
of admiralty jurisdiction, for it is a maritime
contract, and they cannot alter the limits 0!

that jurisdiction;

nor can they confer ll

upon the state courts, so as to enable them
to proceed in rem for the enforcement oi
liens created by such state laws, for it is ex‘
clusively conferred upon the district court!
of the United States. They can only author
ize the enforcement thereof by common-law
remedies, or such remedies as are equiv-'1'

lent thereto.

But the district courts of the

United States, having jurisdiction of the con

tract as a maritime one, may enforce lien!
given for its security, even when created iii’
the state laws." 21 Wall. 530.

By the Revised Statutes of Illinois of

Edith, 94 U. S. 518.

1874, (chapter 12, § 1,) every sailing vessel

Third. Whenever the statute of a. state
gives a lien, to be enforced by process in rem
against the vessel, for repairs or supplies in
her home port, this lien, being similar to the
lien arising in a. foreign port under the gen
eral law, is in the nature of a. maritime lien,
and therefore may be enforced in admiralty
in the courts of the United States.
The

steamboat, or other water craft of above ﬁve

tons burden, used or intended to he used
in navigating the waters of the state, 0?
used in trade and commerce between p0!!!

and places within the state. 01' having her
home port in the state, “shall be Sub
Ject to a lien thereon" for all debts contract‘
ed by her owner or master on account

Planter. 7 P0‘; 324; The St. Lawrence, 1

supplies and provisions furnished for 11"

Black, 522: The Lottawanna, 21 Wall. 558,
579, 580; rule 12 in admiralty, as amended

use, or of work done or services rendered

in 1872. 13 Wall. xiv.

on board of her “by any scaman. master‘
or other employe thereof," or "of work 00119

Fourth. This lien, in the nature of a mari
time lienI and to be enforced by process in

or materials furnished by mechanics, trades

the nature of admiralty process, is within

pairing, ﬁtting, furnishing, or equipplﬂﬂ “d'

men, or others in or about the building. Ye‘

THE J. E. BUMB ELL.
craft." and also for sums due for wharfage,
towage, or the like. or upon contracts of
aifreightrnent, and damages for injuries to
persons or property. By sections 3, 4, the
lien may be enforced by a petition ﬁled in a
court of record in the county where the ves
vsel is found, within ﬁve years, but cannot

The enforced “as against‘or to the prejudice
of any other creditor or subsequent incum
branccr or bona tide purchaser," unless the

petition is ﬁled within nine months after the

\su‘-J~:=Fi"zﬂ?lﬁi-"<HT1Ci.-HEﬂ.al‘-gué

debt accrues or becomes due. By sections
5-8, upon the ﬁling of the petition and of a.
bond from the petitioner to the owner of
the vessel to prosecute the suit with effect,
or, in case of failure to do so, to pay all
costs and damages caused to the owner or
other persons interested in the vessel by the
wrongful suing out of the attachment, a
writ of attachment is to issue to the sheriﬂ
to seize and keep the vessel. By sections
10, ll, notice is to be given to the owners
in person. and by publication to all other
persons interested, and they may intervene
to protect their interests. By sections 15-17
the vessel may be delivered up to the owner,
or to any other person interested, upon his
giving bond, or making a deposit of money.
By section 19 the owner and other claimants
are to ﬁle answers. By sections 21-27, upon
judgment for the petitioner, the vessel, if
remaining in custody, is to be sold by the
sheriff, and the proceeds (deducting certain
costs) are to be applied, ﬁrst, to the wages
‘due to seamen, including the master, for
certain periods, and then to all other claims,
tiled before the distribution, on which judg
ment has been rendered in favor of the
claimant, and to any balance due to seamen;
and any remnant is to be applied—First, to_

all other liens enforceable under the statute
before distribution; second, to all mortgages
or other incumbrances of the vessel by the
owner, “in proportion to the interest they
cover and priority;" third, to judgments at
law or decrees in chanccry against the
owner: and any surplus to the owner.
It thus appears that for all supplies or
provisions furnished for the use of a vessel.
or for work done and materials furnished

in repairing her, in her

home

port, the

statute gives a lien upon the vessel, to be
enforced by proceedings in rem, analogous
to such proceedings in admiralty.
In the present case, the district court has
found and adjudged that the sums claimed

by the appellants for supplies. repairs, and
services were due to them; and the circuit
court of appeals has stated in its certiﬁcate
IBthat for these supplies, repairs, and services
~thero was a lien upon the vessel under the
' laws of the state of Illinois, and has certiﬁed

‘'0 this court the single question “whether a
elm-m "151118 upon a vessel mortgage is to be
Preferred to the claim for supplies and neces
saries furnished to a vessel in its home port

in ﬁle suite of Illinois subsequently to the
date of the recording of the mortgage."
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It must be assumed, therefore, for the pur
pose of deciding this question, that all the
claims of the appellants for supplies and re
pairs were contracted under such circum
stances that a lien upon the vessel for their
payment existed under the statute of Illinois,
and hould be enforced in admiralty by the
courts of the United States against the pro
ceeds of the vessel, unless the mortgagees
are entitled to priority in the distribution.
An ordinary mortgage of a vessel, whether
made to secure the purchase money upon the
sale thereof or to raise money for general
purposes, is not a maritime contract. A court
of admiralty, therefore, has no jurisdiction
of a libel to foreclose it, or to assert either‘v
title or right of possession under it. The John
Jay, 17 How. 399; The Eclipse, 135 U. 8.
599, 608, 10 Sup. Ct. Rep. 873. But it has ju
risdiction, after a vessel has ‘been sold by its
order, and the proceeds have been paid into
the registry, to pass upon the claim of the
mortgagee, as of any other person, to the
fund, and to determine the priority of the
various claims, upon petitions such as were
ﬁled by the mortgagees and the material men

in this case.

The Globe, 3 How. 568, 573;

The Angelique, 19 How. 230; The Lottawan

na, 21 Wall. 558, 582, 583: rule 43 in admi
ralty.
The appellees rely on section 4102 of the
Revised Statutes of the United States,
which substantially reenacts the act of
July 29, 1850, c. 27, 5 1, (9 St. 440,) and is
as follows: "No bill of sale, mortgage, hy
pothecatlon, or conveyance of any vessel or
part of any vessel of the United States shall
be valid against any person other than the
grantor or mortgagor, his heirs and devisees,
and persons having actual notice thereof, un
less such bill of sale, mortgage, hypothecai
tion, or conveyance is recorded in the otlice

of the collector of the customs where such
vessel is registered or enrolled. The lien by
hottomry on any vessel created during here
voyage by a loan of money or'materials nee.
essary to repair or enable her to prosecute a
voyage shall not, however, lose its priority,
or be in any way aifected by the provisions
of this section."
The appellees contend that no lien created
by the legislature of a state can override a
prior mortgage recorded under this act of

congress.
But that enactment is a. mere registry not,
intended to prevent mortgages and other con
veyances of vessels from having any effect
(which they might have had before) against
persons other than the grantor or mortgagor,
and those claiming under him, or having ao

tual notice thereof, unless recorded as there
in provided. Bank v. Smith. 7 Wall. 646;
Aldrich v. Aeina 00., 8 Wall 491. It mani
fests no intention to confer upon the mort
gagee any new right, or to make the mort
gage a maritime contract, or the lien created

thereby a maritime lien, 01‘ 111 My Way to 111
terfere with maritime contracts or liens, or
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with the jurisdiction and procedure in ad
miralty. The only mention of any other lien
on the vessel is of.a bottomry bond, in the
latter part of the section, originally inserted
in the form of a proviso, and with the obvi
ous purpose of precluding the possibility of
construing such a bond to be- an hypotheca
tion, within the meaning of the previous
clause, and therefore required to be record
ed. And, as was well observed in The Wil
liam T. Graves, 14 Blatchf. 189, 195, by Judge
Johnson: "I! this proviso be construed to
mean that such a. lien only is out of the pur
view of the statute, and that all other liens
are postponed to that of a mortgagee, then
the claims or saivors, and all those having
other strictly maritime liens, would be thus
postponed, to the subversion of the whole
principle upon which etlicacy is given to such
claims, and the overthrow of the best-settled
and most salutary principles of the maritime
law. Indeed, any principle upon which this
statute can be expounded to give such a
priority to a recorded mortgage would also
extend to bills of sale and other conveyances
recorded under the same law, and thus prac
tically overthrow the whole scheme of mari
time law upon the subject of maritime liens."
:- In The Lottawanna, the mortgage was pre
I ferred to the'clalm of the material men in
the home port only because the latter had
not recorded their lien as required by the
law of the state to make it valid; and it was
clearly implied in the opinion of the court. de
iivered by Mr. Justice Bradley, as well as
distinctly asserted in the dissenting opinion
of Mr. Justice Clifford, that their lien, it valid,
would take precedence oi’ the mortgage. 21
Wall. 578, 579, 582, 608. And, as already
stated at the outset of this opinion, the same
rule was laid down in the opinion oi.‘ Mr. Jus
tice Curtis in The Kiel-sage, 2 Curt. 421, ap
proved by this court in The Yankee Blade, 19
How. 82.
The appeilees rely on a line of cases in the

courts of the United Suites held in Illinois,
beginning with a decision of Judge Drum
mond in 1869, and upon similar cases in the
supreme court of the state, as establishing,
as a rule 01! property, that a mortgage takes
precedence ot a lien for supplies afterwards
furnished to a vessel in her home port under
the statute of Illinois. The Grace Green.

court from the duty of exercising its own

judgment. Liverpool & G. W. Steam Co. v.
Phcnix Ins. (30., 129 U. S. 397, 443, 9 Sup,
Ct. Rep. 469; Andrews v. Hovey, 124 U. s,
694, 717, 8 Sup. Ct. Rep. 676
Moreover, the rule preferring the lien for
repairs or supplies in a home port to a prior
mortgage was recognized, even in the sev
enth circuit, by Judge Dyer, in the district
court of the United States for the eastern
district of Wisconsin, in 1874, in The J. A.
Travis, 7 Chi. Leg. N. 275: and it appears to
prevail in every other judicial circuit of the
United States.
ii
‘It has been upheld in the ﬁrst circuit, by:
Mr. Justice Curtis, in The Kiersage, (1855,)
2 Curt. 421, already cited, and by Judge
Lowell in The Island City, (1869,) 1 Low.
375, 379; in the second circuit, by Judge
Wallace, and by Judge Johnson on appeal,
in The William T. Graves, (1876,) 8 Ben
568, and (1877,) 14 Blatcht. 189; in the third
circuit, by Judge McCandiess, and by Mr.
Justice Grier on appeal, in The Collier,
(1861,) 2 Pittsb. R. 304, 318, 320, and by
Judge Acheson in The Venture, (1885,) 28
Fed. Rep. 285: and in the fourth circuit, by
Judge Hughes, in The Raleigh, (1876,) 2
Hughes, 44, and by Judge Seymour in Clyde
v. Transportation Co., (1888,) 36 Fed. Rep.
501. In The Marcella. Ann, (1887,) 34 Fed.
Rep. 142, Judge Bond gave priority to the
mortgage, because the statute of Maryland
expressly so provided.
In the ﬁfth circuit, Mr. Justice Woods, then
circuit judge, While admitting that the lien
ot a mortgage duly recorded was interior
to all strictly maritime liens, yet held that it
was superior to any subsequent lien for sup
piles inthe home port, given by the legislation
of a. state. The John T. Moore, (1877,) 3

Woods, 61; The Bradish Johnson, (1878.) Id
582. His ruling was followed by Judge Hill.
who had previously decided otherwise in The

Emma, (1876,) 3 Cent. Law J. 235: and, with
much doubt of its soundness, by Judge Par

dee. The Josephine Spimgler, (1881,) 9 Fed
Rep. 773, and 11 Fed. Rep. 440; The D9
Smet, (1881,) 10 Fed. Rep. 483. But 111 8
very recent case, Mr. Justice Lamar, 119°“
full consideration, and with the concurrence

of Judge Pardee, overruled those declslo"
in a clear and convincing opinion. The Mad

wood, (1869,) 2 Biss. 131; The Skylark, (1870,)
rid, (1889,) 40 Fed. Rep. 677.
id. 251; The Kate Hinchman, (1875,) 6
Biss. 367. and (1876,) 7 Biss. 238; The Great
West No. 2 v. Oberndorf, (1870,) 57 Ill. 168;

The Hilton v. Miller, (1871,) 62 Ill. 230.
But the question in controversy depends
upon principles of general jurisprudence, and
upon the true construction of an act of con

In the sixth circuit, Judge Sherman, 5"’
ing in bankruptcy, held that a. mortgage
must be preferred to a. subsequent lien fol‘
supplies under a state statute. Scott's 085e,

(1869,) 1 Abb. (U. s.) 336. But the opposite
rule has since been recognized as clearly

established in admiralty in that circuit by
gress, and arises in the courts of the United
States exercising the admiralty and mari
time jurisdiction exclusivoly vested in them

decisions of Judge \Vithcy in The St. Joseph
(1869,) Brown, Adm. 202, and The A1109

by the constitution. Upon such a question,

Getty, (1877,) 2 Flip. 18; of Judge Hammond

neither the decisions of the highest court of

in The Illinois, (1879,) 2 Flip. 383, 433; of mi

B “cite. nor those of the circuit and district ‘Justice Brown, then district judge. in The Cm"

"um 01 the United States, can relieve this

of Towns, (1880,) 3 Fed. Rep. 170: of Julia.

Swing in The Guiding star. (1881.) 9 1M
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Rep. 521, and of Mr. Justice Matthews and
Judge Baxter in the same case on appeal,

order of payment between them being de
terminable upon its own principles." 18

(1883.) 18 Fed. Rep. 263, 269.

Fed. Rep. 268.

The decisions in the eighth circuit, by
Judge Thaycr in The Wyoming, (1888,) 35
Fed. Rep. 548, and in the ninth circuit, by
Judge Hoffman in The Harrison, (1870,) 1
Sawy. 353, and The Hiawatha, (1878,) 5
Sawy. 160, and by Judge Deady in The Can
ada, (1881,) 7 Sawy. 173, are to the same ef

It is unnecessary, however, in this case,
to dwell upon that consideration, inasmuch
as the lien in question is given precedence
over mortgages by the express terms of the
statute of Illinois, as well as by the princi
ples of the maritime law and the practice
in admiralty.
The decisions in the privy council of En,
land in The Two Ellens, L. R. 4 P. C. 161,
and The Rio Tinto, L. R. 9 App. Gas. 356, cit
ed by the appellees, in which the claims of
prior mortgagees were preferred to claims
of material men in the home port, cannot
affect our conclusion. Those decisions pro~
ceeded upon the ground that the material
men had no jns in re, because there was.
by the law of England, no maritime lien for
supplies, and because the acts of parliament
were construed as having given no lien for
them until the arrest of the ship by admiral
ty process. The essential difference, in its
very nature, between the right of material
men in a court of admiralty under the law
and statutes of England as judicially de
clared and expounded, and their right, by
virtue of a local statute giving a maritime
lien and 9. ins in re, as recognized in our
own jurisprudence, is yet more clearly
brought out in a. later case, in which thL‘v-t
court of appeal and the house of'lords held?‘
that, even for supplies furnished in an Eng
llsh port to a foreign vessel. there was no
lien, but a mere right to seize her upon pro
cess in admiralty. The Heinrich Bjorn, 10
Prob. Div. 44, and L. R. 11 App. Gas. 270.
No question as to the lien of the master,
or as to the comparative rank of various
maritime liens inter sese, is presented by
this case, in which the only question certified
by the circuit court of appeals, or within
our jurisdiction to consider, as the case
stands, is whether a claim arising under a
mortgage of the vessel is to be preferred to
the claim for supplies and necessaries fur
nished in her home port in the state of Illi
nois since the mortgage was recorded. This
question must, for the reasons above stated,

fect.
According to the great preponderance of
American authority, therefore, as well as
upon settled principles, the lien created by
the statute of a state for repairs or supplies
furnished to a vessel in her home port has
the like precedence over a prior mortgage
that is accorded to a lien for repairs or sup
plies in a foreign port under the general
maritime law as recognized and adopted in
the United States. Each rests upon the fur
nishing of supplies to the ship on the credit
of the ship herself, to preserve her existence
and secure her usefulness for the beneﬁt
of all having any title or interest in her.
Each creates a jus in re, a right of property
in the vessel, existing independently of pos
session, and arising as soon as the contract
is made, and before the institution of Judicial
proceedings to enforce it. The contract in
each case is maritime, and the lien which
the law gives to secure it is maritime in in;
nature, and is enforced in admiralty by rea
son of its maritime nature only. The mort
gage, on the other hand, is not a maritime
contract. and constitutes no maritime lien,
and the mortgagee can only share in the
proceeds in the registry after all maritime
hens have been satisﬁed.
it would seem to follow that any priority
given by the statute of a state, or by deci
sions at common law or in equity, is imma
terial; and that the admiralty courts of the
United States. enforcing the lien because it
is maritime in its nature, arising upon a
maritime contract, must give it the rank to
which it Ls entitled by the principles of the
amaritime and admiralty law.
' 'As was forcibly said by Mr. Justice Mat
thews in The Guiding Star, above cited: “In
enforcing the statutory lien in maritime
causes, admiralty courts do not adopt the
statute itself, or the construction placed upon
it by courts of common law or of equity,
when they apply it. Everything required by

he answered in the negative.
2:

(147 U. s. as?)
HAYES v. PRATT et LL
(March 6, 1893.)
No. 19.

the statute as a condition on which the lien
arises and vests must, of course, be regarded

bi’ courts of admiralty, for they can only
act in enforcing a lien when the statute has,
according to its terms, conferred it; but be
Yoad that the statute, as such, does not fur
nish the rule for governing the decision of
the cause in admiralty as between Conﬂicting
claims and liens. The maritime law treats
the lien. because conferred upon a. maritime
contract by the statute, as if it had been
conferred by itself, and consequently upon

Wraps —Cn.\nrrint.a Tiwsrs -—Exscu'roas Ayn
Tiwsrl-zus—Fonmon EXECUTORS—CONSTITUTXOX
AL Law.
1. A testator provided In his Wilithat all
the residue of his pro erty, after paying lega
cies and debts, should e_used ‘for_the purpose
of founding and supporting, or uniting in the
support of any institution that may be then
founded. to filﬂelfilsh adretrieiat and da (1310218 to;

"

or a

an

in rm an

e er_v|_n

$331211 mechanics." Held, that the validity
of the trust was undoubted, notwithstanding
the same footing as all maritime liens; the , that the trustees might appropriate the fun
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to arli1 institution established after the tcstator's
dcat
2. Where executors are required to found
a charitable institution, and to appropriate the
income of the trust property to maintain th 0
same, and are authorized to sell and conve y
and invest the proceeds of the trust property,
the trust cannotdpass to an administrator with
the will annexe of one of the executors, at
least while any of the original executors are
living, and have not declined the trust.
An executor appointed in another state
may, by the ex ress terms of the New Jersey
statute, (Acts 1 79, p. 28,) sue as such in that
state, without obtaining an appointment there,
upon ﬁling the record of his appointment as
required by said statute.
4. An executor charged with the adminis

tration of a charitable trust brought suit, to
gether with the beneﬁciary, a corporation of
which he was treasurer, to recover money du e
the trust estate. Held, that he should have
sued alone, but, as no objection was made in
the court below, the judgment might be amend
ed so as to allow him to recover as executor,
instead of as treasurer of the beneﬁciary cor
poration.

5.A testator, leaving property in._Penn
lvania, New Jersey, and elsewhere, directed
e a plication thereof to a charitable purposesi
and c urged his executors, one of whom 1V
in New Jersey, with the execution of the trust.
The other executor founded a charitable insti
tution in Philadelphia, with the rest of tcs
tator's property, but the New Jersey execu
tor took no steps to apply the New Jersey prop
srty to the trust. After his death an admin
lstrator with the will annexed, appointed in
New Jersey, sold testator's New Jersey lands,
and, although the surviving executor claimed
the proceeds, he turned them over to a charita
ble institution in that state, taking an indemni
ty DOIill. Held, that such administrator was
not authorized to execute the trust, that the
sale was without authority, and that he was
liable to account for the proceeds to the sur
viving executor.

No state has the power to pass a statute
which will impair the general
uity 'urisdic
tion of the circuit court of the
nit
States
to administer, as between citizens of diiferent
states, the assets of a deceased person, withi ll

its Jurisdiction.
7. It is the duty of each trustee, and of
the court, to carry out the trust, and a trus
tee cannot relieve.himself of this duty b
agreement with his cotrustee to only 100
after certain parts of trust property.

i

Appeal from the circuit court of the Unit
ed States for the district of New Jersey.
3111 in equity by Dundas T. Pratt, execu
tor of George Hayes, deceased, and th e
Hayes Mechanics’ Home, against Henry

I

a citizen of New Jersey, administrator of
George Hayes, for an account of property
of the deceased received by him, amounting
to more than $5,000, and for payment there
of to either of the plaintiffs, as the court
might direct
The case was duly removed. upon the de
fendant's petition, into the circuit court of
the United States for the district of New
Jersey, and was there, after an answer and
a. general replication had been ﬁled, heard
upon pleadings and proofs, by which it up
peared to be as follows:
George Hayes was a Jeweler, was born in
Newark, in the state of New Jersey, in 1815,
and there lived until 1847, when he removed
to Philadelphia, and became interested in,
and identiﬁed with, the mechanics of that
city, and resided and did business there
until June 1, 1857, when he died, leaving a
dwelling house and personal estate in Phila
delphia, real estate in Michigan, and on in
tcrest in real estate in Newark, (on which he
had lived and carried on his business before
his removal to Philadelphia,) and a will,
dated June 16, 1855, duly executed and pair
lished according to the laws of Pennsylvania
and of New Jersey, by which, after payment
of debts and legacies, he provided as fol
lows:
“Item. As to the rest, residue, and re
malnder of my estate, both real and person
:11, and of every nature and kind whatsoever,
I give, devise, and bequeath the same to my

executors hereinafter named, their heirs, ex
ecutors, and administrators forever in trust
to realize the same in the manner deemed by
them the most advisable, and keep the some
invested in such manner as they, in their
discretion, may deem most advantageous.
and to appropriate and use the income or
principal thereof for the purpose of found-3
ing and supporting, or uniting'in the support‘
of any institution that may be then founded.
to furnish a retreat and home for disabled
or aged and inﬁrm and deserving Amerlwl

mechanics.
“Item. To better enable my said executors
to carry out and perfect my intentions ‘15
expressed in the last foregoing item, I an

Hayes, administrator with the will annexed

thorlze and empower them to sell all or an)‘

of George Hayes, deceased, for an account

of the property of the deceased received b~V

of my real estate, either at public or private
sale, either for cash or part cash, and re

him, and for payment thereof. Judgment
for plaintiiis. Defendant appeals. Amend
ed and aﬁirmed.

serving ground rent or taking mortgage m
the purchase money, as the case may be
without any liability of the purchaser or

13 ' Statement by Mr. Justice GRAY:

I‘his was a bill in equity ﬁled August 11,
1884, in the court of chancel-y of the state of
New Jersey, by Dundas T. Pratt, a citizen
of Pennsylvania, describing himself as usuc
ceeding executor of the last will and testa
ment of George Hayes, late of the city and
county of Philadelphia, in the state of Penn
sylvania, deceased," and by the Hayes Mc
chanics' Home, a corporation organized un
der the laws of Pennsylvania. and estab
lished at Philadelphia, against Henry Hayes,

purchasers thereof as to the application 01‘
misapplication of the purchase or considera
tion moneys.

"Lastly, I nominate, constitute, and 119'
point my brother, Jubez W. Hayes. and my
friend, Dr. Lewis E. Wells. (and, in the event

of the death of either or both of them, 111°“
I appoint, ﬁrst, Dundas Pratt, and, 119“ my

brother-inlaw, Horace H. Nichols, to supply
vacancy.) to be the executors of this’ my
will."

Dundas Pratt, named in the Wm’ WM

HAYES o. PRATT.
Dundas T. Pratt, one oi.’ the original plain
tii'fs and present appellees. It does not ap
pear that Nichols ever did anything in re
gard to this trust.
Lewis E. Wells resided in Philadelphia,
and proved the will, and was appointed and

qualiﬁed as executor thereof in the or
phans’ court of Philadelphia, on June 20,
1857, and, with the knowledge of Jabez W.
Hayes, took care of the property in Penn
sylvania and in Michigan.
Jabez W. Hayes resided in Newark, and
proved the will, and was appointed and
qualiﬁed as executor thereof in the or

phails' court of Essex county, in New Jer
sey, on August 4, 1857, and, with the knowl
edge of Wells, took care of the property in

New Jersey.
On June 21, 1858, Wells and Pratt, to
gether with Ferdinand J. Dreer, the former

partner of the testator, and other citizens
of Pennsylvania, were duly incorporated,
under the general laws of Pennsylvania, as
the Hayes Mechanics’ Home, with the ob
ject of “the founding and providing 0! a re
treat and home for disabled, aged, or inﬁrm

cand deserving American mechanics."

Dreer

‘gwas president, and Pratt secretary, of the
‘corporation, from the beginning, and Wells
was treasurer of the corporation from its
organization until 1873, when he was re
moved, and another treasurer chosen, and
Pratt afterwards became treasurer.
On March 16, 1861, the legislature of Penn
sylrania, at the instance of Wells, as acting
executor, passed an act reciting that the
Hayes Mechanics‘ Home had been incorpo
rated, as aforesaid, “tor the purpose of
founding a home for disabled, aged, or in
ﬁrm and deserving American mechanics,
and with the intention or carrying into eﬂect
the charitable objects provided for by the
last will and testament of George Hayes,
deceased, late of the city of Philadelphia,"
ratifying and conﬁrming its charter, and
empowering it to take and hold the property
devised and bequeathed by George Hayes,
as aforesaid. Laws Pa. 1861, No. 117, p. 132.
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$11,500 received from other persons) to
$92,000. The building was actually begun a
few months after the ﬁling of this bill.
Wells died in 1876, never having done any
thing about the real estate in New Jersey,
although he knew of its existence.
There was in the city of Newark an insti
tuticn called the “Hospital of St. Barnabas,"
incorporated by an act of the legislature
of New Jersey of February 13, 1867, c. 32, ,4
which provided that the object of the cor-3
poration should be “the care,'nurture, and’
maintenance of sick, inﬁrm, aged, and indi
gent persons, and of orphan, half orphan,
and destitute children, the providing for
their temporal and spiritual welfare, and
the procuring or erecting a suitable building
or buildings," and that its members and trus
tees should be members of the Protestant
Episcopal Church, and the moral and re
ligious instruction of the inmates should be
in conformity with the doctrine, discipline,
and worship of that church. N. J. Acts 0!
1867, p. 51. Its by-laws and rules provided
that patients in a condition to be discharged,
or whose disease was incurable, should not
remain ill the hospital, and that all persons

able to pay for their maintenance should
do so.
Jabez W. Hayes often told his sons that
he intended to devote the principal and in
come of the testator’s property in Newark
to the support of this hospital, and in 1810.
and again in 1876, obtained the opinion n:
counsel that under the provisions of the will
of George Hayes the executors would be
authorized, in their discretion, to provide a
permanent bed in this hospital for disabled
or aged and inﬁrm and deserving American
mechanics. But he took no other steps in
that direction, and died in January, 1882,
without having rendered any account ot his
administration.
On December 12. 1882, the orphans‘ court
01.’ the county of Essex and state of New
Jersey posed an order reciting the probate
of the will 01! George Hayes in that court,
and that "Jabez W. Hayes, after having

Wells paid all the testator's debts and leg

taken upon himself the execution of said

acies, and in 1864 settled in the orphans‘
court 01! Philadelphia the account of his ad

will in this state, has departed this lit-e, that
due notice has been given of this application

ministration of the property in Pennsylvania,
and paid to the Hayes Mechanics’ Home
the balance of the personal estate in his

to Dundas Pratt, the only other sul'viying
executor named in the will, and to all other

hands, amounting to $13,789, and also, in
obedience to an order of that court, (upon

the petition of the corporation, stating that
Settlement and payment, the provision of the
will, the charter of the corporation, and the
act of the legislature,) conveyed to that cor
Doration the land in Pennsylvania, valued by
all examiner of that court at $12,000, and the

land in Michigan, valued at $17,000. The

parties in interest;" and appohltlng “Henry
Hayes administrator of, all and singular, the
goods, chattels, and credits of the said George
Hayes, deceased, in the state of New Jersey,
lett unadministered by Jabez W. Hayes, dc
ceased, who is duly authorized to administer
the same agreeably to said will."
Before this appointment, and after Pratt
had received notice or the application there
for, a correspondence took place between

mm and Henry Hayes, in which Pratt, while 2%
Property so received, and the proceeds of
IO
sales thereof. were afterwards invested so 'acquiescing in the appointment, insisted that’
that besides paying $10,000 in 1859 for a the testator’s interest in the land in New
Jersey (the existence of which had become
tract ot 16 acres of land as a. site for a build

“18' they amounted in May, 1884, (including

known to him only since the death of Julie:
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W. Hayes) should go to the Hayes Mechan
ics' Home, and Henry Hayes expressed a.
Wish that it should be applied, as his father
had hoped, to a bed for mechanics in the
hospital at Newark. On June 25, 1883,
Henry Hayes, in answer to a letter from
Pratt about the sale of this interest of the
testator, wrote to him that he would not,
of course, make any disposition of the mon
ey but a legal one, and that he would not
dispose of it in any way without giving Pratt
an opportimity to show that the Hayes Me
chanics' Home was the only institution en

The circuit court "ordered, adjudged, and
decreed that the respondent, Henry Hayes,
administrator of the estate of George Hayes
in the state of New Jersey, pay to the com
plainant Dundas T. Pratt, treasurer of the
Hayes Mechanics’ Home, a corporation or
the state of Pennsylvania, and for and in
behalf of said corporation, the sum of $5,153.
27, with interest from January 10, 188},
being the balance in his hands, as adminis
trator aforesaid, on settlement of his account
in the orphans’ court of Essex county, N. J."
with costs.

titled to it.

A. Q. Keasbey, for appellant John R. Em
ery, for appellees.
Q

Henry Hayes soon afterwards sold this
property, and received money from the sale,
and from previous income thereof; and in
October, 1884, made an otter to the Hospital
of St. Barnabas, which that corporation ac
cepted, to appropriate to its use the greater
part of this money, and on January 8, 1884,
settled his account in said orphans‘ court,
showing a balance in his hands of $5,153.27,
and declined to pay it to Pratt, as executor
of George Hayes, or as treasurer of the
Hayes Mechanics’ Home, and in March, 1884,
without any order of court, and without
Pratt's knowledge or consent, paid this bal
ance to the Hospital of St. Barnabas, inform
ing it of Pratt's claim, and taking from it
a bond of indemnity, secured by a mort
gage on real estate; and the board of trus
tees of that corporation, on March 17, 1884,
“resolved that the Hospital of St. Barnabas
consents to receive said fund, and it here
by agrees to use such fund solely for the
purpose of furnishing a retreat and home
for disabled or aged and inﬁrm and deserv
ing American mechanics, in accordance with

the will of the late George Hayes,” and, on
July 1, 1885. having meanwhile completed
a. new hospital building, “resolved that a
suitable part of the building be ﬁtted up
with two beds, to be devoted especially to
the purposes mentioned by the testator, and
that a tablet be placed upon the walls as an
eaindication of these uses, and a. memorial of
gthe donor of the fund."
0' ‘On May 10, 1884. in the orphans’ court
of Philadelphia, (as appeared by an exempli
tied copy of the record of the appointment,
ﬁled with the bill in this case,) “Jabez W.
Hayes and Lewis E. Wells, two of the ex
ecutors named in said will, being dead, let
ters testamentary were duly granted unto
Dundas 'l‘. Pratt, surviving executon" and
Pratt was duly qualiﬁed “as the succeeding
executor of the foregoing last will and tes
tument of George Hayes, deceased." At that
time there was no estate of the testator
which had not been duly administered, ex
cept so far as the property in New Jersey
could be so considered; and Pratt testiﬁed
that his only object in being appointed was
to sue for and recover that property; that
he supposed that the Hayes Mechanics’ Home
could itself pursue that fund, but was ad—
vised that he, as executor, should claim it.

5

‘Mr. Justice GRAY, after stating the facts?
in the foregoing language, delivered the opin‘
ion of the court.
n
George Hayes, ‘by his will, devised and be
queathed the residue of his estate, real and
personal, to his executors in trust to sell and
invest at their discretion, “and to appropri

ate and use the principal or income thereof;
for the purpose ot'founding and supporting}
or uniting in the support of any institution
that may be then foimded, to furnish a re
treat and home for disabled or aged and in
ﬁrm and deserving American mechanics."
The ‘primary, if not the only, intention of

the testator, evidently, was that his b00115’
should go to a single institution, “a retreat

and home for disabled or aged and inﬁrm and
deserving American mechanics," either by
founding, as well as supporting, a new insn~
tution. or by aiding in the support of one
founded by others. The validity of the chali
table trust is undoubted, notwithstanding
that the trustees might appropriate the film!

to an institution established after the testa
tor‘s death. Jones v. Habeisham, 107 U. S
174, 191, 2 Sup. Ct. Rep. 336; Curran‘s AP‘

peal, 4 Penny. 331; Taylor v. College, 34 N
J. Eq. 101.

The execution of this trust was commiiiﬁd
by the testator to the executors named the
wilt—ﬁrst to Jabez W. Hayes and Lewis E
Wells, and, next, in the event of the death 01
either or both of these, to Dundas Pratt and
Horace H. Nichols, successively. 8010118 “I

any one of the four is living, and 11118 Home‘
clined the office of executor, or been shown

to 'be unsuitable, no other person can execute

the trust. And it is doubtful, in say the 18”“
whether the trust is not such a personal 0011‘

ﬁdence reposed by the testator in the Perms
named that it would in no event pass t0 1“

administrator with the will annexed, b“
must, if all those named in the will should

die before full performance of the trust’ be
executed by a trustee specially appointed 1"}

the purpose. Ingle v. Jones, 9 Wall- 436' 49"
498.
Of the two executors ﬁrst named, Jabﬂ w -

Hayes, being a citizen of New Jersey‘ ‘"1

Lewis in Wells, a citizen of Pennsylvm
each proved the will, and took out letters l”
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mental? 111 11'! 0WD state, and assumed the
care and management oi.‘ the property in that

tribe in New Jersey to the maintenance of a
free bed in the Hospital of St. Barnabas, un

state, and Wells also took control of the property in Michigan. But such an arrangement,
however convenient, cannot aﬁcct the duty

der the charter and rules of that institution,

of either or both of the executors, or of the
scourt, to see that the trust is carried out ac
5 cording to the testator’s intention.

' ‘The testator was born, and for many years
Both the original executors being dead. and
lived in New Jersey, but his domicile at the
Pratt, the successor next named in the will,
time of his death and for 10 years before,
having been appointed sole executor in their
was in Pennsylvania. A small part only oi‘
stead, he is the only person authorized to exe
his property was in New Jersey, and the
cute the charitable trust or the testator, so
greater part was in Pennsylvania and Michi
far as anything remains to be done with re
gun. The Hayes Mechanics’ Home was in
gard to it.
corporated within 13 months after his death
It was objected that Pratt, as executor ap
by his partner, by Wells, his Pennsylvania ex
pointed in Pennsylvania, could not sue in
ecutor, by Pratt, now ms executor, and by
other citizens of Pennsylvania, under the
laws of that state, for the purpose of found
answered by the statute of New Jersey or
ing and supporting "a retreat and home for
disabled, aged, or inﬁrm and deserving Amer
1879, a 16, which enacts that “any executor
or administrator, by virtue of letters obtain
ican mechanics," as contemplated in his will.

Wells settled his account as executor in the
proper court of Pennsylvania, and paid over
the balance of personal property in his hands
to the Hayes Mechanics’ Home, and also, by
order of that court, conveyed to that corpo

ration the lands in Pennsylvania and in
Michigan; and the validity of the payment
and conveyance has not been hnpugned. In

short, the whole of the residue of the testa
tor's property, real and pcisonal, except the
comparatively small amount now in contro
versy, has been appropriated, with the ap
proval oi’ the legislature and of the courts of

his domicile, in a manner to carry out his
charitable intent in accordance with the let
tor and spirit of his will.
Jabez W. Hayes, the executor appointed in
New Jersey, died in January, 1882, having
done nothing towards carrying out the charl
tahie intent of the Iestator, beyond obtaining
the advice of counsel that the executors (not
that he alone) might lawfully appropriate the
Property in New Jersey to the support of the

Hospital of St. Barnabas, in Newark.
After his death, Henry Hayes was appoint

ed by the orphans‘ court in New Jersey to
be administrator of the nnadministered
“goods, chattels, and credits" of George
Hayes in New Jersey. As already indicated,
it is dltiicult to see how

this

appointment

title to the real estate in New Jersey, it cer-

tailllr did not authorize him to undertake the

brought an exempliﬁed copy of the record of
his or their appointment."~—which has been
done in this case. Acts N. J. 1879, p. 28;
Lawrence v. Nelson, 143 U. S. 215, 12 Sup.
Ct. Rep. 440.
It was further objected that since the
orphans’ court had been vested by the stat
ute of New Jersey 01' 1872, c. 340, with the
power, upon allowing the accounts of execu
tors, or or administrators with the will an
nexcd, to order distribution of the residue in
accordance with the will, application should
have been made to that court. Acts N. J. a
1872, p. 47. But the statutes of the state con-:
ferring jurisdiction upon ‘the orphans’ court?
do not even affect the jurisdiction of the
court 01 chancery of New Jersey over the
settlement of estates. Frey v. Demarest, 16
N. J. Eq. 236; Coddington v. Blspham, 36 N.
J. Eq. 224, 574; Houston v. Levy's Ex‘r, 44

N. J. Eq. 6, 13 A121. Rep. 671. Certainly, no
such statutes can defeat or impair the gen
eral equity jurisdiction of the circuit court of
the United States to administer, as between
citizens of different states, the assets of a de
ceased person within its jurisdiction. Green's
Adm'x v. Creighton, 23 How. 90; Payne v.
U. S. 215,
12 SupRBD- 440 v. Nelson, 143
Hook,
7 Wall.
425;Ct-Lawrence

The defendant, as administrator with the

Performance of the charitable trust created

will annexed or George Hayes, having re

by the Will, so‘long as Pratt, one of the alterllliive executors and trustees therein named,

ceived money from the income and sale of
his real estate, and settled his account there

'l'lls still alive, had never declined the trust,

for in the court which appointed him, and

"Id had not even known, until recently, of
he Existence of any estate of the testatoi'

having, without any order of court, and with
out right, and with notice of Pratts claim,

'Ot already disposed of according to his will.
Morcover, to apply the fund received by
lie defendant from the sale of the real es-

paid the money to the Hospital 01’ 81- Bill'
nabas, til-king from that cm‘pomﬁon ‘1 bond
of indemnity, was rightly held liable "1 11°‘
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count for it, with interest from the date when
he so settled his account, after having deter

the possession of lots 3 and 4, in block E, in

Pratt, being the executor appointed in the
state of the testator’s domicile, and the trus
tee charged with the administration of the
charitable trust, is the only person entitled
to maintain this suit. The joinder of the
Hayes Mechanics’ Home as a plaintiff was
unnecessary, and perhaps improper; ‘but not
having been objected to, by demurrer or 0th
erwisc, in the court below, it affords no
ground for refusing relief. The decree of
,_ the circuit court is irregular, in that it directs
‘,gpayment to be made to Pratt as treasurer
' of the Hayes‘Mechanics' Home, instead of
to him as executor, and is therefore to be
amended in that particular, and, so amended,
atﬁrmed.

the town of Portland.
The action was originally brought against
B. Campbell, the party in possession, who,
having answered that he was in possession as
the tenant of Ida J. Hanthorn, the latter was
substituted for him as defendant
It is alleged in the complaint that the
plaintiff is the owner of the premises. and
that the defendant wrongfully withholds
from him the possession thereof.
The answer contains a. denial of the allega
tions of the complaint, and a plea of title in
the defendant, with a right to the possession,
and the replication denies the plea.
The defendant claims the premises under a
deed of August 28, 1878, from W. W. Chap
man and Margaret R, his wife, the latter be
ing the patentee of the United States, under
the donation act of 1850, of a. tract of land
including said block E. The plaintiff claims
under two deeds, one from ex-Sheriﬂ Sears
of July 29, and the other from Sheriff Jordan
01' July 30, 1886, each purporting to be made
In pursuance of a sale of the property for
taxes by the former on June 30, 1884.
By a. stipulation ﬁled in the cause it is ad
mitted that the defendant was the owner in
fee of the ‘premises at the time of the assess

Mr. Justice SHIRAS, not having been a
member of the court when this case was
argued, took no part in its decision.

that she is still such owner, unless such sale
and the conveyance thereon had the effect to
pass the title to the purchaser thcreat, and

mined so to pay it.
There being no one in New Jersey having
any right to or claim upon this fund, and no
special reason being shown for administer
ing it in New Jersey, it should, upon familiar
principles, be transmitted to the executor ap
pointed at the testator's domicile, for dis
tribution. Wilkins v. Eilett, 9 Wall. 740, 742;
Harvey v. Richards, 1 Mason, 381, 412, 413;
Normand’s Adm’r v. Grognard, 17 N. J. Eq.

425, 428.

ment and sale of the same for taxes, and

=

(J'ks U. S. 172;
MARX v. HANTHORN.
(March 6, 1893.)
No. 123
‘lax SALEB—NOTICE—VALlDiTY—IMPAIRMENT or
Vrzs'rsn Rronrs.
1. Notice to the owner of the sale of prop
erty for delinquent taxes is essential to the
validity of the proceedings, and the legislature
has no power to declare the tax deed conclusive
evidence of such notice; and hence Act Or.
Feb. 21, 1887, (2 Hill’s Ann. l'mws, . 1309,)
which makes such deed only prima tgcie evi.
deuce of the regularity of all proceedings in
the matter, cannot be held to impair any vested
ri hts acquired under_ Gen. Laws. Or. (Ed.
1 74,) p. 764, § 90, which' precluded attaclzs on
tax deeds for failure to give notice of the sale.
30 Fed. Rep. 579, aﬂirmed.
_2. There is a failure to give the notice so
required when land belonging to “Ida J. Han
thorn" is placed on the delinquent tax list as
the groperty 0f "Ida J. Hawthorn," and is sold
as t e pro erty of uHawthorm" for the names
are not r em sonans. 30 Fed. Rep. 579, af
ﬁrmed

In error to the circuit court of the United
States for the district of Oregon.
Ejcctrnentby Emil Marx against Ida. J. Han
thorn. The case was tried to the court, with
out a jury, and judgment was given for de
Efendant. 30 Fed. Rep. 579. Plaintiff brings
“error. Aﬁirmed.
' ‘Statement by Mr. Justice SmRAS:
This action was brought by the plaintiff, a
vsubject of the emperor of Germany, against
the defendant, a citizen of Oregon, to recover

that the property is worth $6,000.
I
The case was tried by the court without:

the intervention'of :1 Jury, and on the trial
the proceedings, constituting the assessment.
levy of taxes, and the sale of the property
and the conveyance thereon, were received
in evidence, subject to objection for want of
competency and materiality. From these it

appears that on August 27, 1883. the Diem‘
ises were listed by the assessor of lllultno
mah county, on the assessment roll thereof.

for taxation in that year as the property
of Ida. J. Hanthorn, and valued at $2.200;

that on October 17, 1883, the entry on the
assessment roll concerning said property w“
transcribed onto the tax roll of said county
by the clerk thereof, and on the same day
the taxes for school, state, and county Pm"
poses, amounting to $34.32, were levied 0“

said property, and extended on said till You
by the county court of said county, and the
sherlﬁ thereof commanded, by a warrant 111'

dorsed thereon, signed by the county clerk
and sealed with the seal of said courtv w

collect said taxes by demanding payment °f

the same, and making sale of the 80°55 an‘!
chattels of the persons charged therewith’
that the sheriff, George 0. Sears. *0 Whom
said warrant was directed, having returned
that the m1 levied on said property W “1"
paid and delinquent, the latter was. 011 AP“:

22, 1884, entered on the delin‘l“ent a“ to}
of said county by the clerk thereof :15 ‘11"
property of Ida. J. Hawthorn, and a warm"
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indoised thereon, signed by said clerk, and
sealed with the seal of said county, com
manding said sheriff to levy on the goods of

the delinquent taxpayer, ﬁnd. in default
thereof, on the real property mentioned in
said tax list, or suﬂlcieni: thereof to satisfy
said taxes. charges, and expenses; that aft
erwards said sheriff returned that he received
said delinquent in! list and warrant on
April 22, 1884, and in pursuance thereof,
and in default of personal property, he lev
ied on said lots 3 and 4, and advertised and

sold the same on June 18, 1884. as the prop
erty of Ida J. Hawthorn, to J. E. Bennett,
for $37.51, the amount of said delinquent tax,
and costs and expenses thereon; that on July
2.‘), 1886, George 0. Sears, as cx-sheriff of
said Muimomah county, executed and deliv
“ered to said Bennett a deed for the prem
=ises, in which the proceedings concerning the
' assessment of said property,'the levy of the
taxes thereon, the nonpayment and delin
quency of the same, and the sale of the prop
erty therefor, were substantially recited, ex
cept that it does not thereby appear that the
premises were entered on the delinquent tax
list or advertised or sold as the property of
Ida J. Hawthorn, but as that of lda F‘. Han
thorn; and that on July 30, 1886, Thomas A.
Jordan, as sherld of said Multnomah county,
by A. W. Wltherell, deputy, executed and
delivered to said Bennett a deed of the
premises, containing the same recitals as the
one from Sears. Each deed was acknowl
edged on the day of its execution, and after
wards admitted to record. The original Jor
dim deed was put in evidence, and also a cer
tiﬁed copy of the record; but the execution
of the original was not otherwise proved,
and it is contended that the acknowledgment;
is not legal, and that therefore it cannot be
read in evidence without direct proof of its
execution
On July 31, 1886, Bennett and his wife,
Alvira F., in consideration of $500. as recited
in the deed, quitclaimed the premises to the
plaintiff.
The statute of the state of Oregon in rela
tion to the validity and effect of tax deeds
Provides as follows:
"Sec. 90. After expiration of two years
from the date of such certiﬁcate, if no re
demption shall have been made, the sheriff
Shall execute to the purchaser, his heirs or

"818118, a deed of conveyance, reciting or
stating a description of the property sold,
the amount bid, the year in which the tax
“as levied, that the tax was unpaid at the

time of the sale, and that no redemption has
been made; and such decd shall operate to
convey a. legal and equitable title to the pur

‘msel‘, sold in fee simple to the grantee
named in the deed; and, upon the delivery of
Inch deed, all the proceedings required 0!‘
directed by law, in relation to the levy,

assessment, and collection of the taxes, and
the Sale of the property, shall be presumed
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regular, and to have been had and done in
accordance with law; and such deed shall
be prima facie evidence of title in the grantee,
and such presumption and such prima facie
shall not be disputed or avoided except by
9
proof of either (1) fraud in the assessment l.
,
or collection of the tax; ‘(2) payment of the I
tax before sale or redemption after the sale;
(3) that the payment or redemption was pre
rented by the fraud of the purchaser; (4)
that the property was sold for taxes for
which the owner of the property at the time
of the sale was not liable, and that no part
of the tax was levied or assessed upon the
property sold."
"Sec. 93. All sales made for delinquent
taxes ' ' ' must be made as is otherwise
made in selling real estate upon an execution,
at the courthouse door, between the hours of
ten o'clock A. M. and four P. M., in the day
time; and notice of such sale shall be given
in some public newspaper, published in the
county where the property is situated, or, in
cnse no paper is published in the county.
then in the paper published nearest the place
of sale, and in general circulation in the
county, by advertisement for four consecu
tive weeks before such sale, describing accu
rately the lots or land to be sold, and tha:
they are to be sold for taxes due thereon."

Gen. Laws Or. (Ed. 1874,) p. 707.
On March 23, 1887, the defendant, Ida J.
Hanihorn, commenced a suit in equity in the
circuit court of the United States against
E. Marx, the plaintiff in this suit, for the
purpose of determining his claim to the
premises, alleging that the tax deed under
which the plaintiff claims title to the same
was void, for certain reasons, and brought
into court and tendered him the sum of
$50.60 in payment of what was due him
thereon.
On February 21. 1887, after the present
Case had been submitted to the court below
for decision, the legislature of Oregon
amended said section 90 of the tax law so as
to make a tax deed only prima facie evidence
of title in the grantee, and requiring the
party claiming to be the owner, as against

the holder of the tax title, to tender and pay
into court, with his answer, the amount of

the taxes for which the land was sold, with
interest thereon at the rate of 20 per cent.
per annum from the sale to the date of deed,
together with any taxes the purchaser may
have paid, with interest thereon, for the
beneﬁt of the holder of the tax deed, his
heirs or assigns, in case the same should be h
I‘
held invalid.
,a
‘The court below found and adjudged that Q
the alleged tax sale was illegal and void;
that the plaintiff was not entitled to recover;
that the defendant was the owner of the
premises, and entitled to the possession there
of, (30 Fed. Rep. 579;) and from this judg
ment the plaintiff brought his writ of error
to this court.
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John H. Mitchell, John M. Gearln, and
.las. Hamilton Lewis, for plalntlll in error.

At the trial the plainiilf, the holder of ﬂu
tax deed, was given the beneﬁt of this log.

los N. Dolph, for defendant in error.

islation, as his deed was treated as making

0%
I‘ -Mr_

Justlce

SHIRAS.

after stating

the

out a prima facie right to recover, and the
evidenceupon which the questions lntliecan

facts in the foregoing language, delivered the

“rose W115 Dht hl hi’ the defendant-

opinion or the court.

i Itthwﬂsy mdteegtlcehtemllednlliy the piltllntliil

‘ '

1

there
mustlands
be exf‘L,
rcss
statute
anthorityAsfor
sailing
taxes,
nhsyas
such

h
e that
0011!‘the irregularities
0 0W. an
'ewtse
u t of
is
court,
or
disregard

'

sale is in the nature of an ex parte proceeding, there must be, in order to make out a
valid title, a substantial compliance with the
provisions of the law authorizing the sale.
A statutory power, to he validly executed,

law which, hl the Opinion 0! that Court- in
validated the tax sale- had to do with ihh
healing! which the act of 1865 protector
from inquiry, and in respect to \Yhlk'h it
made the tax deed absolute evidence; and

'
3'
‘
'

must be executed according to the statutory

that. therefore, the subsequent legislation

directions. It is no doubt true that there
inayl be provisions in tax laws that are made

dechll'hlt; the elfeet 0f the "IX deed, “8 e"
dglgsat tolhe gig-‘reg’ Dtli'lmﬂ Illtele. will: uhlt‘iih

n tie interest of the public, and which do

S

01111 {"1

he 60 Ve 50 ‘"93

Elihu

uot concern the taxpayer; and a failure to
punctillously observe them may furnish hiin
with no just ground of complaint. But the

tiﬂ? was (‘Ollee‘l'hedt he having received 11h
deéd before the enactment of the liltigl‘ 131W
011118 of high authority have he
i"

well-established rule is, as above stated,
that observance of every safeguard to the

mere rules of evidence do not form part at
contractsentered into while they are in force.

owner created by the statute is impcratively
necessary. 50, too, it is the rule, when not
modiﬁed by statute, that the bul'then of

and that it is Competent for the legislature
tO- from time to time, ehhhge the 111195 0‘
evidence, and to make such change ﬂnrlim

proof is on the holder or a tax deed to main-

ble to existing causes of action Rich h

min his title by aﬂirmatively showing that ; Flanders. 39 N. H. 304; Howard V- Mei"
the provisions of the law have been complied 1 64 N. Y. 262; Kendall v. inhabitants of
with.
' Kingston, 5 Mass. 524; Com. v. Williams.
We do not perceive that these general rules
6 Gray, 1; Goshen v. Richmond, 4 Allen,
have been materially modiﬁed by the statutes
453h
of Oregon, to which our attention has been
"It must be evident that a right to are
called. It is true that, as to certain prelim~ one's controversies determined by existing
inary and directory conditions of tax sales,
rules of evidence is not a vested right. These
theloll'eis’on statute, dated December 18, 1865,
rules pertain to the remedies which 2:11:18“:
an e ted as section 90 of the general laws,
provides for its citizens, and gene
y.
declatrles that, upon delivery of a tax deed,
legal contemplation, they neither enter into

“all

9 Proceedings required or directed b

latlvl' 11:1 relation to the levy, assessment, ants;

and constitute a part of any contract, nor
can be regarded as being of the essence oi“

co 9“ on of the L'l-Xee, and the sale of the

any right which a party may seek to Bil-n

Property, 5111111 be presumed regular, and to

force.

have been had and done in accordance with
MW; and Such deed shall be Driina facie evi-

they must therefore at all times be subject
to modiﬁcation and control by the legish"

dcilce of title in the grantee, and such presnmption and such prima facle shall not be

ture; and the changes which are enacted
may lawfully be made applicable to exist

‘imputed 01' "0mm. except by proof ot

ing causes of action, even in those states in

Like other rules atTecting thc'rcmedi':

either (1) fraud in the assessment or coiled

which

“0'1 of the mi (2) payment of the tax be~
tore sale, or redemption after sale: (3) that

Cooley, Const. Lim. (Ed. 1878) 457.
But as the court below held that. 1! ml“

the Payment 0!‘ redemption was prevented

sotar as the legislature had the power to and

"Y ‘be fraud °1 the Purchaser: (4) that the

did make the tax deed conclusive cvideue

property was sold for taxes for which the
owner or the property at the time of the

01! title, the legislature had no Peweh “5
against a purclmgel- under that law, to make

Essie wuslnot liable. and that 110 part of the

the deed, by a subsequent enactment. Prim“

P; a" ‘,v,“ ened 01' assessed “Den the Property

facie only, it is not necessary for this court

sold‘

But. by the "melldﬁml’i' act of Feb-

retrospective laws are forbidden.’

to consider whether we can adopt that new

“If? 21'_1337, (2 Ellis Ann. Laws, Ed.
lx'l'énlgallfétttﬂx gl'oz'smn respecting the

ot the question.
The court held that, even it the act of

as to read ‘Is to“

could not constitutionally nvaiLa-s against at

re- e‘cd was changed so

‘

or such dce‘d an 081:5‘ _U_p°n the delivery

plahitln, to change the evidential eticc “Id

or directed bl] l'iw i‘2 pli‘wiedmgs required

the tax deed’ yet that the not of 186020111

,wsossment’ and ‘mu “are a‘ on to the levy,
the sale of the m ecton of the taxes, and

not operate to prevent the defendant‘11 or
showing that she had no notice, “cm v

793111111‘, and such dig] ys’hflllllalllmbe presumed

constructive, 0f the tax sale. Forster -

evidence or ﬂue m m

Forster, 129 Mass. 559.

_‘
e grantee.

"Puma tacle

The view of the court was that notice

01

1
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the sale was an essential part of the pro
15:11

a
i:
.
it
z,krsneﬁ'sin-wznl' ﬁﬂ-l {P

mg 01' the Oregon statutes regulating judi
the power to make the tax deed conclusive cial sales and sales for taxes is that the name
evidence of the fact; that there must be an of the owner or the lands to be sold shall ap
pear in the notice of sale; and the court was
opportunity given for investigation and trial;
further or the opinion that to give notice that
and that the legislature cannot, under the
the property of Ida. J. Hawthorn was to be
pretense of prescribing rules of evidence,
preclude a party from making proof of his sold was not only not notice that the prop
erty 01' Ida J. Hanthorn was to be sold, but
right by arbitrarily and unreasonably declar
was actually misleading, and that such want
ing that, on some particular circumstance
01.‘ notice or misleading notice vitiated the
being shown by the other party, the contro
sale.
versy is closed by a conclusive presumption
It is contended, on behalf of the plaintln,
in favor of the latter.
that the statute does not require that the no
Without going at length into the discus
tice should name the owner or name him cor
sion of a subject so often considered, we
i'ectly; that it is suﬂlcient to correctly tie-92
think the conclusion reached by the courts
Scribe'the property which is to be sold; and
generally may be stated as follows: "It is
that, at any rate, the notice in the present
competent for the legislature to declare that
case was suﬁiieient within the meaning of the
a tax deed shall be prima facle evidence not
rule of idem sonans.
only of the regularity of the sale, but of all
We agree with the court below in thinking
prior proceedings, and of title in the pur
that the rcasonalble meaning of the statutes
chaser, but that the legislature cannot de
regulating notices and sales of property for
prive one of his property by making his ad
taxes is that such notice and advertisement
versary’s claim to it, whatever that claim
should
give the correct names of those whose
may be, conclusive of its own validity; and
property is to be sold. While the statutes do
it cannot, therefore, make the tax deed con
not in terms say that the names of the own
clusive evidence of the holder's title to the
ers should be published, yet such would seem
land."
(0
to be the fair presumption, and the present
w Mr. Cooley sums up his examination of the
case shows that such was the construction
:cases on this'subjeet in the following state
adopted by the oﬂicials, as they did name,
ment: “That a tax deed can be made con
though incorrectly, an owner in the notice
clusive evidence of title in the grantee we
These questions have been determined, so
think is more than doubtful. The attempt
far as the laws and constitution of Oregon
is a plain violation of the great principle of
are concerned, by a recent decision of the su
Magna, Charta, which has been incorporated
preme court of that state in the case or
in our bill of rights, and, if successful, would
Strode v. Washer. 17 Or. 50, 16 Pac. Rep. 9261
in many cases deprive the citizen of his
In that case it is held that, in an action to
property by proceedings absolutely without
determine the title to land claimed under
warrant of law or of Justice. It is not in
a tax deed, evidence can be received to show
the power of any American legislature to
that the assessment claimed to have been
deprive one of his property by making his
made was void, in that the property in dis
adversary’s claim to it, whatever that claim
pute had been assessed with other property
may be, conclusive of its own validity. It
not owned by the defendants, and the value
cannot, therefore, make the tax deed con
ceedings; that the legislature did not have

clusive evidence of the holder's title to the
land, or of the possible jurisdictional facts
which would make out title. But the legis
lature might doubtless make the deed con
clusive evidence of ' ' ‘ everything ex
00in the essentials." Cooley, Tax’n, (Ed.

of all ﬁxed at a gross sum, and that it was
error to exclude such evidence, even under a
statute making a tax deed evidence of the

regularity of an assessment; and it was fur
ther held that the amendment 01' 1887, chan

ging thatfeature of the act of 1865 which made
a tax deed conclusive evidence of.‘ the regu
larity of the levy, assessment, collection of
taxes, and sale of the property, did not im
iers put in evidence by the defendant, going
pair the obligation of contracts as to pinto overthrow the prima facie presumptions
chases
made prior to the amendment, but
created by the tax deed. There were two.
simply changed the rule of evidence.
The land in question was admitted to belong
This decision was not made till after the
to Ida J. Hanthorn. and that fact was found
trial of the present case in the circuit court
by the court below; but on the delinquent
of the United States; but, in the absence of
in roll the property is alleged to belong to
any previous decision by the supreme court of
his J. Hawthorn. and it further appears by
Oregon to the contrary, we regard it as a.
the retina of the sheriff that the property
conclusive construction of the meaning and
W11! advertised and sold as the property of
eﬁ'ect 01’ the state statutes in question. We
Ida J. Hawthorn.
also concur with the court below in thinking
It was the opinion of the court below that
that, by no reasonable application of the rule
due and reasonable notice of the sale of prop
of idem sonans, can the name of Ida J. Haw
9"? fora delinquent tax is necessary for they
validity or such sale, and that the fair mean thorn be deemed equivalent to that of Ida J,
Hanthorn.

1886,) 521.
This bringsus to a consideration of the mat
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‘Another particular in which it is claimed on
behalf of the defendant there was a. disre
gard of law invalidating the sale is found in
the assessment of the two lots 3 and 4, in
block E, as one parcel. The statute pre
scribes that the assessor shall set down in the
assessment, in separate columns, "a descrip
tion of each tract or parcel of land to be
taxed, specifying, under separate heads, the
township, etc, or, it divided into lots and
blocks, then the number of the lot and block;"
and the contention is that grouping the lots
and ﬂﬂng the valuation in a gross sum was
not a valid assessment. Such a question was
considered by the supreme court of Oregon
in the case of Strode v. Washer, heretofore
cited. There an assessment was held to be a.
nullity, which included several lots of land
belonging to different owners in one valua
tion; and the court said: "What the effect
would be where the lots so assessed all be
long to the same party, we express no opin
ion.”
The effect of this irregularity does not seem
to have been considered by the court below,
and in view of the expression of the supreme
court of the state just quoted, withholding
any opinion as to the effect of this defective
mode of assessment, we do not feel disposed
to base our decision upon it.
As, however, we thins that the court below
did not err in permitting the defendant to
impugn the tax title by showing that the
name of the owner was wrongly given in the
delinquent tax roll. and in the notice and
publication, and in holding that the sale was
thereby invalidated, it follows that its judg
ment should be aﬂirmed.
Mr. Justice BREWER did not Sit in this
case, nor take any part in its decision.
:1

delivering the following per curiam opinion:
"Motion granted for the reason that the
testimony taken on deposition in this court
was available to iibelaut on the trial in the
district court, witness and books being both
present there; that it does not appear that
he was prevented from presenting such testi
mony except by his own choice; that he was
as well informed as to its materiality under
the issues when he closed his case as he is
now, and was expressly notiﬁed by respond
ent’s motion to dismiss that the latter con
tended libelant‘s proof as to the amount of
labor performed was insuﬁiclent."

Geo. A. Black, for petitioner. (briaiorigi
nally ﬁled in the circuit court of appeals in
opposition to motion to suppress further
proofs, and now attached to the petition.)
This motion is based upon the statement
that the libclant was examined as a .witness
in the district court, and his counsel, the
other witness, was present at the trial in the
district court.
The transcript oi’ record
shows that the district judge ordered the

counsel to examine the books of the llbelnnt
out or court, or at least out of the presence
of the district judge. The further proof!
show that this was done. and with what
result. Counsel for the libelant does llOi
base his right to talte these further proofs
alone on this circumstance. He claims in
absolute and unqualiﬁed right to examine
any witnesses on this appeal, and without
any leave 01' any court: and, in order that
the llbelant's position may be fully under
stood, a review is here presented of the laws
governing admiralty trials on appeal.

By the judiciary act of 1789, c. 20, i 30, (1
St. at Large, p. 89,) it was provided: “And
in the trial of any cause of admiralty 0r

maritime jurisdiction in a district courtv i119
decree in which may be appealed from, 11

either party shall suggest to and Satisfy 91?
(147 U. S. 486)

In re HA“ KINS.
(January 30, 1893.)
SUPREME COL‘RT—JUIilSDlCTiON—BIANDAMUS 1‘0
Ciuonrr Coua'r or APPEALS.
The ‘supreme court of the United States
has no jurisdictlon to issue a writ of man
damus to the circuit court of appeals to coin
pel it to receive and consider new proofs in an

admiralty appeal_m_a cause which is within
the legitimate Jurisdiction of that court.
Application in behalt of John I‘. Hawkins
for leave to ﬁle a petition for a writ of man
damus to the circuit court of appeals for
the second circuit, and the judges thereof,
commanding them to receive and duly con
sider certain depositions or further proofs
taken by petitioner on appeal in the case of
John P. Hawkins, libelant and appellce,
against the yacht Lurline, (William B. Whet
more, claimant and appellant.) The deposi
ﬁons in question were stricken out on the
motion of the appellant, the circuit court

court that probably it will not be in his
power to produce the witnesses there testifi
illg before the circuit court should an appeal
be had, and shall move that their testimony
be taken down in writing, it shall be M

done by the clerk of the court, and. 11 an
appeal he had, such testimony may be “ed

on the trial of the same, if it shall appear to
the satisfaction of the court which shall "7
the appeal that the witnesses are then dead

or gone out ot the United States, 0!‘ w “
greater distance than as aforesaid from the
place where the court is sitting, or that. by
reason at age, sickness, bodily iatluniti'v °i

imprisonment they are unable to ti‘ﬂi'el and
appear at court; but not otherwise."

It is clear from the above eltl‘ﬂct that m
an appeal in admiralty the personal attend
ance of all the witnesses in the dram
court was required, and was not excuM-d
except under very special circumﬁmnce“

Pursuant to the provisions of this Bmmw'
the supreme court made the rule now know‘
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.5 “Rule 50" of its admiralty rules at Decem
ber term, 1851, (see 13 How. vi.,) which
reads as follows:
"when oral evidence shall be taken down
by the clerk of the district court pursuant to
the above-mentioned section of the act of
congress, and shah be transmitted to the
circuit court, the same may be used in evi
dence on the appeal, saving to each party the
right to take the deposition of the same wit
messes, or either of them, if he Should so
elect"

The apparent conﬂict between this rule

. -r“nuI'.W’u!-:H;I:E?i:<l
L11
il‘liﬁ

and the above act, which excused the attend
anoe of the witnesses in the circuit court
on an appeal in admiralty only under the
very special circumstances mentioned, is
reconciled by reference to the provisions of
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420.
Instead of taking proofs in the cause in
the courts below, and there thoroughly trying
it, much of the evidence could safely be
omitted, relying on the new evidence in this
court. There is no hardship upon the parties
in guarding against the abuse with great care
and strictness, as they have two opportuni
ties to procure the attendance and examina
tion of the witnesses before they come here
on appeal:
First, before the district court,
and again before the circuit."
The Mabey was again before the supreme
court on an application for a commission to
take the testimony of certain witnesses
named, (13 Wall. 739;) and at page 741 Clif
ford, J., said: "Commissions for such a pur
pose cannot be allowed, as of course, under

the twelfth rule, as it would afford an induce—

chapter 188 of the act of the 23d of August,

ment to parties to keep back their testimony

1842, 5 6, (5 St. at Large, p. 518,) which con
ferred upon the supreme court power "to
prescribe and regulate and alter the forms
of writs and other processes to be used in the
district and circuit courts of the United
States, and the forms and modes of framing
and tiling libels, bills, answers, and other
proceedings and pleadings in suits at com
mon law or in admiralty and equity pending
In the said courts, and also the forms and
modes of taking and obtaining evidence,"
etc. Under this authority the supreme
court, at December term, 1844, promulgated
46 admiralty rules, (see 3 How. iii.,) and
rules 47 and 48, (originally 48 and 49,) at
December term, 1850, (see 10 How. v.,) and
rules 49 and 50, (originally 50 and 51,) at
December term, 1851, (see 13 How. vi.)
So

in the subordinate courts, and the eﬁfect

the law and rule remained until the enact
ment of the United States Revised Statutes
in 1872, when by section 861 it was provided:

“The mode of proof in trial of actions at
common law shall be by oral testimony
and examination of witnesses in open court,
except as hereinafter provided," (1. e. having
reference to examinations on commissions
or do bene esse.)
Section 862: “The mode of proof in causes
of equity and of admiralty and maritime ju
risdiction shall be according to rules now
or hereafter prescribed by the supreme
court, except as herein specially provided,"
6- e. proof by deposition or on commission.)

In the case of Blease v. Garlington, 92 U.
8. 1, the supreme court held that the act of

would he to convert this court into a court
of original jurisdiction.
Admonished to
that effect by the prior decision of this court,
the parties have ﬁled with the present appli
cation an nﬂidavit as a compliance with that
requirement. Unsettled as the practice was
prior to that decision, the parties are right
in supposing that this court would entertain a
second application in the same case."
The
court thereupon shows that the party asking
for the commission agreed that they would
not introduce any testimony in the case, and
that they did not introduce any in the dis
trict court, and did not appeal from the de
cree, and the motion was therefore denied.
AN ADMIRALTY APPEAL IS A NEW TRIAL.
The Charles Morgan, 115 U. S. '75, 5 Sup.
Ct. Rep. 1172: "In The Lucille, 19 Wall. '74,
it was decided that an appeal in admiralty

from the district to the circuit court has the
eiTect to supersede and vacate the decree
from which it was taken. A new trial com
pleteiy and entirely new, with other testi
mony and other pleadings, if necessary, or
if asked for, is contemplated; a trial in
which the Judgment of the court below is
regarded as though it had never been ren-I

dered." The Hesper, 122 U. 8., 236, 7 Sup.
Ct. Rep. 1177; Id., 18 Fed. Rep. 696. And
so this court construed the jurisdiction given
to it by the act of March 3, 1891, c. 517,

1739, in relation to the oral examination of

(Supp. to Rev. St. 501.) Pettie v. Tow-Boat
00., 49 Fed. Rep. 468, 1 C. C. A. 314; The
Havilah, 48 Fed. Rep. 684, 1 0. C. A. 77.

Witnesses in open court under section 30, c.

See, also, The State of California, 49 Fed.

20. was not expressly repealed until the
adoption of the Revised Statutes, 5 862.

Rep. 172, 1 C. 0. A. 224.

Such being the condition of the law, the
supreme court, in December term, 1870,
Passed upon the case of The Mabey, 10 Wall.

419, in which Judge Nelson said:
"No excuse is shown in the papers on
which the motion is founded why the wit
iltﬁses named and proposed to be examined

Were not examined in some one of the courts

below before the hearing there. ' ' ' Page
v.l3s.o.—33

In The Morning Star, 14 Fed. Rep. 866,
Judge Drummond says: “The general rule
is that when an appeal is taken from a de
cree in admiralty it suspends the decree of
the district court, and the case proceeds de

novo in the circuit court. The llbelant is,
as he was in the district court, the actor in
the case. He still has the aﬂlrmative, and
must make out the allegations of his libel.
"'Itisalsoamatterofevery-dsy
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practice for additional evidence to be taken
on both sides in the circuit courts, and that
testimony may entirely change the case as
it stood before the district court. It is
true that one of the circuit judges of this
circuit, in the case of The Satmdcrs, 23 Fed.
Rep. 303, suppressed the evidence of wit
nesses who had been examined in the dis
trict court, but it is obvious that in doing so
he overlooked the provisions of the statutes
above quoted, and of rule 50 of the ad
miralty rules of the supreme court.
In the case of The Stonlngton, 25 Fed.
Rep. 622, Blatchi'ord, J., (then a. judge of
the supreme court,) said: "As to those two,
[l. e. two witnesses examined in the district
court,] the ruling in The Saunders must be
applied so long as it stands unreversed by
the supreme court."
HOW AN ADMIRALTY SUIT IS TO BE TRIED
By what is called the “Short Practice
Act," chapter 21, 1789, (1 St. at Large, p.
93,) it was provided, (section 2:) “And the
forms and modes of proceedings in courts of
equity and of admiralty and maritime juris
diction shall be according to the course of
the civil law." By chapter 36 of 1792 (1
St. at Large, p. 276) it was provided, (sec
tion 2:) “That the forms of writs, execu
tions, and other process, except their style,
and the forms and modes of proceedings in
suits, ' ' ' in those of equity and in
those 01' admiralty and maritime jurisdic
tion [shall be] according to the principles,
rules, and usages which belong to courts 01!
equity and admiralty, respectively. as con
tradlstinguished from courts of common law,
subject, however, to such alterations and ad
ditions as the said courts, respectively, in
their discretion, deem expedient, or to such
regulations as the supreme court of the
United States shall think proper, from time
to time, by rule to prescribe to any circuit
or district court concerning the same.”
This provision has been incorporated into
section 913 of the Revised Statutes in this
form: "The forms of mesne processes, and
the forms and modes of proceedings in suits
of equity and admiralty and maritime juris
diction in the circuit and district court, shall
be according to the principles, rules, and
usages which belong to courts of equity and
admiralty, respectively, except when it is
otherwise provided by statute,"
In The Francis Wright, 105 U. S. 384, the
court was considering the constitutionality
of the act of 1875, limiting the review in the
supreme court to the law. and said: "Un
doubtedly, l1 congress should give an appeal
in admiralty cases, and say no more, the
facts, as well as the law, would be subject
to review and retrial. “ ' ' The con
stitution prohibits a retrial of facts in suite
at common law where one trial has been
had by a. jury, (Amend. art. 7;) but in suits
in equity or in admiralty congress is left

free to make such exceptions and rcgula

tions in respect to retrials as on the whole
may seem best."
Has the act or March 3, 1891, which ere
ates this court, repealed any of the previ
sions of the Revised Statutes, or given thh
court power to repeal them, or to change
the practice in respect to the competency
of witnesses and modes of giving evidence
on admiralty appeals?
It is self-evident that a very substantial
right has been taken from the suitor in an
admiralty court (and for the purposes of the
appeal in admiralty this court of appeals is
an admiralty court) if he has been deprived
of his right to examine his witnesses, and to
have a trial de novo, completely de novo,
on his appeal, because, as to certain of the
witnesses whom he wishes to examine, the}:
may happen to have been called by him,
and examined as to some matters in the dis
trict court, or called by his adversary, and
examined as to some matters in the district
court.
By its ruling and decision in Insurance Co.
v. The Venezuela, 52 Fed. Rep. 873, this
court suppressed the depositions of Mr. Dai
las, a witness called by the libelant lien-ht
in a suit brought by him against the Vcnc
zuela, to which suit the Insurance Company
of North America was not, in any sense, a
party, because the district judge had seen
ﬁt, in his discretion, to order those two suit!

to be tried together. The practice adopted
turns an admiralty appeal into a motion tor
a new trial, and destroys the distinction be

tween common law and admiralty. so point
edly made by the statute and recognized
and enforced by the decisions of the at

preme court, (The Charles Morgan. 115 U- S
75, 5 Sup. Ct. Rep. 1172,) and which is fol
lowed in all the other circuits, and which
has existed since the act of 1789. and W88
then only a declaration of the law existing
for ages. If this court should say that 110
colored person should be examined as n wit
ness in an admiralty appeal, or that no Del"
son who had any interest in the event of the

suit should

be qualiﬁed as a witness. it

Would repeal section 858 of the Revised Stil

utes, and it would have just as much rill!t
to do so as to say that the libeiant should
not re-examine any witness he saw lit W
on his appeal.

It will be remembered that

there is no provision of law for the iukifii
down oi! testimony given orally inthe district
court, unless, under rule 50 of the supreme

court rules, it shall be taken down by the
clerk, for the reason stated in section 30'
0- 20. 0t 1789. It will be remembered thﬁi
an exception to the exclusion of evidence

by the district judge is unnvaillng 0“ ‘"1
admiralty appeal, which is a new trial. in‘:
not a review of what the district Judge d!‘
or ruled. Unless authority can be found‘:
the act creating this court for doing .501

had no authority to make the Bdm'mm
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rules promulgated by it to take effect Jul;
1, 1892; and the only color of authority
which can be found is section 2 of that act,
in the words: “Such courts shall prescribe
the form and style of its seal, and the form
of writs and other process and procedure,
as may be conformable to the exercise of its
jurisdiction as shall be conferred by law.
‘ s ' The court shall have power to es
tablish all rules and regulations for the con

duct of the business of the court within its
jurisdiction as conferred by law." Section
11: "And all provisions of law now in force
regulating the methods and system of re
view through appeals or writs of error shall
regulate the methods and system of appeals
and writs of error provided for in this act
in respect of the circuit court of appeals."
Unless in the words “ ‘procedure' as may
be conformable to the exercise of its juris
diction" there lies hidden away a gift of
power, this court is powerless to do what it
has done, and before examining what is in
tended‘ by the word "procedure" it may be
well to suggest that a repeal by implication

is never favored and never admitted when
the former can stand with the new act.
Chew Heong v. U. S., 112 U. S. 536, 5 Sup.
Ct Rep. 255; Chicago, M. & St. P. Ry. Co.

v. U, S., 127 U. S. 406, 8 Sup. Ct. Rep. 1194.
What is included in the term “procedure,"

as used in the act of 1891?
In section 914 of the Revised Statutes, in

whether there is anything in section 914
which applies to the subject of evidence of
witnesses, either as to its character or compe
tency or the mode of taking it. The expres
sion, ‘practice, pleadings, and forms and
modes of proceeding,‘ is well satisﬁed without
including in it the subject of evidence. At
all events, it cannot be regarded as covering
matters connected with the subject of the ev
idence of witnesses, which are regulated by
speciﬁc provisions of law found in the same
title of the same statute."
In Ex parte Fish, 113 U. S. 713, 5 Sup. Ct.
Rep. 724, the supreme court held that, where
the action had been commenced in the state
court, and an order had been granted for ex‘
amination before trial, and the examination
commenced, pending which the suit was re

moved to the circuit court, the latter tribunal
had no power to continue the examination.
Mr. Justice Miller says, (page 720, 113 U. S,
and page 727, 5 Sup. Ct. Rep.:) “The case be—
fore us is eminently one of evidence and pr 4
cedure. The object of the order is to procure
evidence to be used on the trial of the case,
and this object is eﬂ'ected by a. proceeding
peculiar to the courts of New York, resting

alone on a statute of that state;" and the
court reversed the order of the circuit court,
which allowed the examination as justified by
section i)1~i-,—as a "mode of procedure."
In Railroad Co. v. Horst, 93 U. S. 291, the
court, reathrming Nudd v. Burrows, held that
the provisions of a state law requiring the
jury to answer special interrogatories, in ad
dition to their general verdict, are not with
in the intent and meaning of section 914. and

which the practice, etc., in circuit and district
courts in common-law actions is made to
conform to the practice in the state courts,
the words used are, “the practice, pleadings,
and forms and mode of proceeding." The
words "practice" and “forms and modes of also that a motion for a new trial is not a
mere matter of proceeding or practice, and
proceeding," as here used, would seem to be
synonymous with “procedure” as used in
therefore not within the meaning of the sec
the act of 1891.
tion.
In Nudd v. Burrows, 91 U. S. 426, the rea
In re Chateaugay Ore & Iron 00., 128 U.
sons for and object of the provisions of sec
S. 544, 553, 9 Sup. Ct. Rep. 150: “We are of
tion 914 are described as follows: “The pur
opinion that the practice and rules of the
Dose of the provision is apparent upon its state court do not apply to proceedings in
face. No analysis is necessary to reach it. the circuit court, taken for the purpose of
It was to bring about uniformity in the law
reviewing in this court a judgment of the
of procedure in the federal and state courts circuit court, and that such rules and prac
of the same locality." The United States tice. embracing the preparation, perfecting,
llldgc below commented on the evidence, and settling, and signing of a bill of exceptions
it was claimed that, as the state practice pro
are not within the ‘practice, pleadings, and
hibited this, it was error to do so. The court forms and modes of proceeding‘ in the cir
Bil-id, (page 442:) “The personal conduct and cuit court, which are required by section 914
administration of the judge in the discharge
of the Revised Statutes to conform." Page
of his separate functions is, in our judgment,
554, 128 U. S., and page 153, 9 Sup. Ct. Rep.
neither practice, pleading, nor a form nor "The object of section 914 was to assimilate
mode of proceeding, within the meaning of
the form and manner in which the parties
those terms as found in the context."
the
preparation
for the
trial and
01' suits
in the
should
present their
claims
defense
in
111 Beardsley v. Littell, 14 Blatchf. 102, federal courts to those prevailing in the courtn

Judge Blatchford decided that in an action

of the state"

it law in the federal court a defendant canlot before trial he examined as a witness for
)lnlntifi’ out or court, although such examina{01113 provided for by the statute of New
‘"1! in suits in the courts of that state. He

Sage v. Tauszky, (U- S- Clr- CL Dist
Ohio, Dec. 1877,) 6 Cent. Law J. 7, held that
section 914 has no application to the manner
of taking depositions in federal courts. It
was claimed that section 914 modiﬁed or re

"Ys “page 105; “It may well be doubted

penled sections 863-865. Swing, 1.; "It is
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a settled rule of law that a. more ancient

court had decided (Insurance Co. v. Vene

statute will not be repealed by a more mod
ern one unless the latter expressly negatives
the former, or unless the provisions of the
two statutes are manifestly repugnant." "It
will be observed that this latter act does
not, in terms, repeal the former acts upon
this subject, nor does it in terms provide
when, or the mode in which, a deposition
shall be taken. It is only, therefore, by the
construction which shall be given to the gen
eral terms ‘practice, pleadings, and forms
and modes of proceeding’ that we are to de
termine whether, when, and how a deposition
may be taken, as provided for by this latter
statute." “The supreme court of the United
States, in Nudd v. Burrows, 91 U. S. 426, held
that these terms did not include the manner
in which the judge, in the trial of a. cause,
should instruct the jury, or what papers
should go to the jury; and the decision was
reaﬂirmed in Railroad Co. v. Horst, 93 U. S.
291. In the recent case of Beardsley v.

zueia) that such rules did not apply to ap
peals taken before they were promulgated,
they have no application to the present case,
and the motion should be denied.

Littell, 4 Cent. Law J. 270, 14 Blatchf. 102,
decided in the United States circuit court,
southern district of New York, by Judges John
son and Blatchford, it is said by the court:
‘It may well be doubted whether there is
anything in this act which applies to the sub

Ject of the evidence of witnesses, either as
to lts'character, competency, or the method
of taking it.’ And in our own administration
of the law we have always held that it did
not embrace the mode of examination of wit
nesses upon the stand, and have ruled in ac
cordance with the doctrine of Railroad Co.
v. Stimpson, 14 Pet 461, and Houghton v.
Jones, 1 Wall. 702, that the cross-examination
of a witness must. be conﬁned to the facts
and circumstances stated in his direct exam
instion, which is in direct opposition to the
doctrine of the supreme court of this state
as announced in Legg v. Drake, 1 Ohio St.

286."
References to English authorities on admi

ralty procedure are always misleading un

Geo. A. Black, for petitioner, ( in supporloi
application in addition to brief annexed to pc
tition.)
Mandamus is the proper remedy. The dr
cnit court of appeals suppressed depositions
taken as "further proofs" on an admiralty
appeal. Their right to do so is denied. it
they had no legal power to do it, and have
exceeded their jurisdiction, the remedy by
mandamus is proper, and the only one the
petitioner can invoke.

in re Washington & G. R. 00., 140 U. S. 95.
11 Sup. Ct. Rep. 673, Blatchford, .T.: "The
amount was, therefore, too small to be the
subject of a writ of error from this court
The only relief which the railroad company
could obtain in the premises was, therefore,
by a writ of mandamus. A mandamus will
lie to correct such an error [an entry of a dc
crce, on a mandate of the supreme court, in
eluding interest where no interest had been
given] where there is no other adequate rem
edy, and where there is no discretion to be
exercised by the inferior court.”
This remedy was given to compel the allowv
anoe of an appeal in Ex parte Jordan, 94 U.

S. 248; Ex parte Railroad Co., 95 U. 8.231
In Virginia v. Rives, 100 U. S. 323. the
court said:

"Section 688 of the Revised Stu

ulcs provides that the supreme court Shilll
have power to issue ' ' ‘ writs of amn
darnus in cases warranted by the principles

and usages of law to any courts appoinwi
under the authority of the United Sims‘
' ' ‘ Its use has been very much ex
tended in modern times. Now it may be said

to be an established remedy to oblige 111!crlor
courts and magistrates to do that justice
which they are in duty, and by virtue of their
office, bound to do. ' ’ ' One of its Pt

less the jealousy which prcvcntcd the expan
sion of the admiralty court, and strangled its
jurisdiction and stunted its growth, and gave
the common-law courts such complete power
ovcrit in England, is constantly borne in mind.
Whatever may have been their practice in

collar and more common uses is to restrrun lil
ferlor courts, and to keep them within their

regard to examination of witnesses on appeal

the writ of mandamus would be the Proper
remedy to compel them to do so, and if the
statute and the admiralty rules of this mm
which are referred to in the printed brie! 1111'

can have little bearing in determining what

should be done in this country, where from
1798 to 1842 the right and necessity of call
ing the witnesses in a trial of an appeal in the

lawful houn

."

If the circuit court of appeals had refused
to receive the depositions of the “itnesso
named because they were persons of color,

nexed to the petition herein, have Ellen a"

circuit court was regulated by statute, and

right to take further proofs in an ﬂdmlmm;

remained unaltered until rules 40 and 50

appeal Of any witnesses, the circuit 60"“ °

were adopted by the supreme court in 1851,

appeals had no right to suppress such tesﬂ'

and remains unaltered to-day, unless section
862 o! the Revised Statutes and the rules of

mony
amlnedbecause
in the district
such witnesses
court. Ashadpointed
been

‘he s\llireme court are deemed repealed.

in that brief, there is no statutory method 0

“"r

Lil-Bill’. Inasmuch as the appeal in the pres

recording the testimony of witnesses (EX-‘1111'

ent case was taken in April, 1802, and the
admiralty rules of this court were not
promulgated until July, 1892, and this

ined in the district court; and although 111 ill“
southern district of New York the 9mm5
usually agree to the employment of B 5"?‘
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1th:

pographer and the taxation of the expense
thereof, there is no power to compel them
to do so.
When Judge Blatchford said in the case of
The Stonington, 25 Fed. Rep. 622, (extracted
from at page 6 of the brief submitted by the

This court, in The Ariadne, 13 Wall, 479,
(while it exercised a full appellate Jurisdiction
in admiralty appeals, and there was a retrial
hut:
of the case before it,) reversed both the dis
trict and circuit courts on the facts, and said:
“The right of appeal to this court is a sub
petitioner to the circuit court of appeals an
stantial right, and not a shadow. It involves
nexed to his petition,) that the ruling in The
examination, thought, and judgment. Where
Saunders must be applied “so long as it
our convictions are clear, and differ from
stands unreversed by the supreme court," he
those of the learned Judges below, we may
gave a clear intimation to the circuit judges
not abdicate the performance of the duty
that such ruling was not proper, and a full
which the law imposes upon us by declining
opportunity to the circuit court of appeals
to give our own Judicial effect."
was presented in this case to correct the
The circuit court Judges have followed a
errors of The Saunders.
With this brief is submitted a brief of the line ofauthorlties originating in, and conﬁned,
with a. single exception, (The Gov. F. T. Nich
members of the admiralty bar practicing in
olls, 44 Fed. Rep. 303,) to, the second circuit;
the southern district of New York, and who,
and, before referring to them, counsel desires
as amici curiae, favor a consideration of the
to state this proposition: In the state of New
matter involved in this petition, by this
York, by statute, a second trial in an action
coun.
of ejectment is a. matter of right. Code Proc.
The action of the circuit court of appeals
ﬂm-HPXHIQ'P,
N. Y. § 1525. On appeal from a Justice's Judg
seems to have been based on the theory that
ment a new trial is also a matter of right.
the trial of an appeal in admiralty is not a
"new" trial in the fullest sense of that word, Code, § 3068. If witnesses who were exam
but is some sort of a new trial, which is not ined on the ﬁrst trial happen to be dead, their
testimony is competent on the second trial.
a new trial for some purposes of the case.
Such conclusion is in direct conﬂict with the N. Y. Code Proc. § 830.
Would it be sound law for a Judge trying
decisions of this court in The Charles Mor
gun, 1.15 U. S. 75, 5 Sup. Ct. Rep. 1172, an ejectment suit for the second time, or an
appeal from a Justice's judgment, to allow
where, in interpreting the decision of the
proof of what the verdict was on the ﬁrst
court in The Lucille, 19 Wall. 74, it said: "in
trial, and then to instruct the Jury that, the
The Lucille it was decided that an appeal in
ﬁrst Jury having seen the witnesses, and be
admiralty is a new trial, completely and en
lieved or disbelicved those who are dead,
tively new, with other testimony and other
whose testimony is read to the second Jury,
pleadings, if necessary, or if asked for, a
trial in which the decision of the district court they must, as matter of law, or may, as
is regarded as though it had never been ren— matter of discretion, give weight to that cir
cumstance in ﬁnding their verdict on the
dered." Although in Pettie v. Towboat 00.,
49 Fed. Rep. 468, 1 O. 0. A. 314, in speaking second trial? If such proposition of law is
sound, then the circuit court of appeals and
of the trial of an admiralty appeal, the cir
the circuit Judges of the second circuit have
cuit court of appeals for the second circuit
administered sound law. If it is not, plainly
5113's: “We are not reviewing, as an appel
lllte court, a. question of discretion, but are they have erred; and, in considering this
question, the circumstances that while the
hearing an appeal which is a new trial,"—
law gives the right of an admiralty appeal,
yet they have shown their tendency and dis
and (down to the adoption of rule 49 of the
position to treat the admiralty appeal as a
admiralty rule of this court in 1851) required
motion for a new trial, and have given weight
the production of all the witnesses in court
and virtue to the views of the district Judge
on the trial of such appeal, that rule which
on the trial in the district court as if they
deprived the parties of the privilege of pro
were reviewing, and not retry—ing, the case,
ducing their witnesses before the appellate
Especially so in the consideration they have
given to the opinion the district judge has court, and required their depositions to be
taken instead, does not add any such penalty
expressed as to the credibility of the wit
as has been imposed by the circuit Judges.
Hesses who happened to appear before him.
The
origin of the position taken by the cir
11} The Express, (not yet oiﬁcially reported,
demded by the United States circuit court of ouit Judges seems to have been the case of
Morse v. Cool 00., 36 Fed. Rep. 832. This
appeals for the second circuit on the 4th day
was a decision made by Hon. E. Henry La
of October, 1892,) 52 Fed. Rep. 890, Wallace,
combe very shortly after his appointment to
-. Says: “Nevertheless, the learned district

Judge before whom the cause was tried in

the circuit bench, (to which he came from the

e court below found in substance," etc.
conclusions in these particulars cannot

position of corporation counsel of the city of
New York, without any experience in admi
ralty practice,) and was followed by the de
cision of the same judge in the case of The
William H. Vanderbilt, 37 Fed. Rep. 117, a
doctrine again followed in the case of The
Thomas Melville, Id. 272, 'by the same Judge,
and again adopted by him in the case of The

safely be disturbed by this court, as they in
volve doubtful questions of fact upon which

the testimony is quite conﬂicting, and depend—
1R8 1111011 the credibility of the witnesses who
Were examined in his presence."
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Sammie, Id. 908, and same doctrine was
again followed by the same judge in The
Excelsior, 40 Fed. Rep. 271. In The Sara
toga, 40 Fed. Rep. 509, Judge Wallace also
adopted the same principle. In the case of
The Ludvig Holberg, 43 Fed. Rep. 117, Judge
Lacombe went to the extreme length of say
ing that because some of the witnesses had
been seen by the district judge, he would
aiilrm his decree. He says: "Some of the
witnesses who testified on this branch of the
case were examined by the district; judge.
His decision, therefore, is aﬁirmed."
It is apparent that the circuit court of ap
penis in the second circuit is straying far
away from the principles of the admiralty
and maritime jurisdiction in reference to the
trial of admiralty appeals, and the present
case presents a favorable opportunity for
this court to correct their errors.

Banan- or AmrcI CURIAE 0N PETITION FOR
.MANDAMUS
The undersigned, advocates in admiralty,
practicing as such in the second circuit, ap
pear as amici curiae in the above proceeding,
and respectfully show to this court:
That from the foundation of the judicial
system of the United States until within a
few years back, under the practice on ap
peal in admiralty cases from the district to
the circuit courts, the appellant had the
right to take new testimony to be used on
his appeal, when he had in his petition of
appeal stated that he desired to have his
appeal heard on new evidence. That such
right to take new testimony on appeal was
according to the ancient practice of the ad
miralty. and was recognized by the supreme
court. which made mics regulating the mode
in which such new testimony should be tak
en, which rules have never been repealed
by the supreme court. That the statute cre
sting the new circuit court of appeals mere
ly provided for a review of decrees of the
district court by appeal, which, of course,
in admiralty cases, must be an admiralty ap
peal, which has always been held to be a
new trial.
That the circuit court of appeals in the sec

ond circuit soon after its organization ap
pointed a committee of the bar to propose
rules for the practice of the court in ad
miralty cases; and that the said committee
recommended the court for adoption, among
others, rules governing the practice to be
followed in taking such new testimony,
which rules were as follows:
Rule 1: “If the appellant desire to make
new pleadings or take new evidence on
the appeal, his notice of appeal must so state.
If the notice does not so state, the appeal
shall be heard on the pleadings and evi
dence in the district court, unless the ap
pellate court on motion otherwise order."
(This rule is, in substance, rule 119 of the
circuit court rules of said district. See The
Montana, 22 Fed. Rep. 732.)

Rule 9: “The appellee may move thh
court, if he have cause therefor, that new
allegations or proofs should not be oiierellor
new relief prayed on the appeal. But such

motion must be made within ten days aiter
gweamr—as:e

the service of the pleadings in this court
or after notice of the new proofs proposed."
(This rule was, in substance, rule 130 oi.‘
the circuit court rules of this district)

Rule 10:

“Additional testimony on up

peal may be taken by the appellant at any
time within thirty days after the apostles
are ﬂled,and the appellee may take his prooi
within twenty days after the appellant's
new proofs are so taken. This period may
be extended by consent of parties, or by a_

judge of the court upon motion."

m

5

‘That the said circuit court of appeals did:
not adopt the rules so recommended, but

instead thereof adopted the following rules:
“Rule 1. The appeal shall be heard on
the pleadings and evidence in the district
court unless the appellate court on motion
otherwise order."
“Rule 7. Upon suﬂicient cause shown,tiiis
court, or any judge thereof, may allow
either appellant or appellee to make new
allegations or pray different relief, or in
terpose a new defense or take new proofs.
Application for such leave must be made
within ﬁfteen days after the ﬁling of the
apostles, and upon at least four days’ no
ﬂee to the adverse party.
“Rule 8. If leave be given to take new
testimony, the same may be taken and ﬁled
Within thirty days after the entry of the
order granting such leave, and the adverse
party may take and ﬁle coimter testimony

within twenty days after such ﬁling"
That the effect of these rules is that the

right to take new testimony on 1199031‘
which the parties to an admiralty suit in“?
always had, has been taken away. 11nd 1°‘

it has been substituted a right to apply to a
judge of the circuit court of appeals for
permission to take new testimony, which he
may grant or refuse, at his discretion

That in the case of Hawkins v. The L“!

line the circuit court of appeals has ordered
certain depositions which had been taken 10

be used on the trial of the appeal to be “it
pressed.
That the undersigned have read the brief:,

of the advocate‘for the appeuee in answer‘
to the motion made to suppress such deimi'
tions, and that said brief seems to them it)
show that the right of the beneﬁt of new

testimony on the trial of an ﬁppenl 1“ ad’
miralty has been given by statute and “1°
rules of the supreme court.

That, 1: such statutory right existed

It

does not eem to be within the Proper scope
of the power of the circuit court of 1191)‘?

to take it away by a rule governing its own
practice.

We therefore request that the Willem:

court will examine mm the quesﬂon' *1"
will determine whether, in admiralty 5P‘

J?a}:1a;
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penis, the parties have the right to offer
upon the trial of the appeal such evidence

(whether new evidence or evidence taken in

: 'in-=1-. _-—

EWH'EI‘L‘
Fl

the district court) as they shall see ﬁt, or
whether the taking of new evidence is a
mere privilege, to be granted or not by the
judge of the circuit court of appeals, in his
discretion.
And that the supreme court, it it shall
determine that the parties have such a right,
may take such measures, by a mandamus or
otherwise, as shall secure such right.
Respectfully submitted,
Robert D. Benedict,
of Benedict & Benedict,
Wilhelmus Mynderse,
ot the ﬁrm of Butler, Stillman 8: Hubbard,
54 Wall St, New York.
Geo. Bethune Adams,
of Wilcox, Adams & Green, 69 Wall St,
New York.

Wm. W. Goodrich,

3g2nu3-s2f7vr-1s—F?u “?—Vlrs'-1H %

of Goodrich, Deady & Goodrich
Joseph F. Mosher,
of Carpenter & Mosher, 62 Wall St., N. Y.
Everett P. Wheeler,
of Wheeler, Cortis 8: Godkin.
Harrington Putnam,
ot the ﬁrm of Wing, Shoudy & Putnam.
Sidney Chubb,
Henry Galbraith Ward,
0! Robinson, Biddle & Ward.
William D. Guthrie,
of Seward, Guthrie & Morawetz.
David Wilicox,
of Bristow, Peet & Opdyke.
Frank D. Sturges,

of the ﬁrm 0! Owen, Gray & Sturges.
Wm. G. Choate,
ot the ﬁrm of Shipman,Larocque&0hoate,
Wm. D. Shipman,
of Shipman, Larocque & Choate.
'
Wm. G. Wilson,

of Wilson 8: Wallis.
Henry T. Wing,
of Wing, Shoudy & Putnam.

J. Langdon Ward,
01.‘ North, Ward & Wagstatf.
Mark Ash,
of Alexander 8: Ash.
James J’. Mackiin,

of Stewart & Macklin.
F. R. Coudert,

of Coudert Brothers.
Treadwell Cleveland,
0! Evarts, Choate & Beaman.
Lorenzo Ullo,

0t Ullo, Ruebsamen &. Cochran.
Lewis Cass Ledyard,
of Carter & Ledyard.
Wm. Allen Butler,

0! Butler. Stillman & Hubbard.
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damus is not the proper remedy to review
their decision.
Ex parte Whitney, 13 Pet. 40!, was a case
where a bill in equity was pending in the
circuit court of Louisiana, and the judzc of
such court had disregarded the rules of the

circuit court of the United States in cases
in chancery prescribed and ordered by the
supreme court of the United States, and had
ordered the proceedings to be in conformity
with the rules of the courts of Louisiana.
By such determination of said judge the
proceeding on the bill in equity was sus
pended and prevented. The complainant
then made this application for a man
damus to the circuit court to compel the
court to proceed in the cause according to
the rules of practice prescribed to the
courts of equity of the United States, etc.
Mr. Justice Story, rendering the opinion,
said, at page 408: "That it is the duty of

the circuit court to proceed in this suit ac
cording to the rules prescribed by the
supreme court for proceedings in equity
causes ‘ ' " can admit of no doubt.
That the proceedings of the district judge,
and the orders made by him in the cause
which are complained of, are not in conform
ity with those rules and with chancery
practice, can admit of as little doubt. But
the question before us is not as to the regu
larity and propriety of those proceedings.
but whether the case before us is one in
which a mandamus ought to issue; and we
are of the opinion that it is not such a case.
The district judge is proceeding in the cause,
however irregular that proceeding may be
deemed; and the appropriate redress, it any.
is to be obtained by an appeal after the ﬁnal
decree shall be had in the cause. A writ
of mandamus is not the proper remedy for
any orders which may be made in a cause by
a judge in the exercise of his authority, al
though they may seem to bear harshly or
oppressively upon the party."

in Ex parte Burtis, 103 U. S. %8, Mr.
Chief Justice Waite, in rendering the opinion
of the court, said: "This is a petition for a
mandamus requiring the district judge for
the eastern district or New York to compel
one Eliza M. Shepherd to obey the command
of a subpoena duces tecum. ' ’ ' From
the petition it appears that the judge has al
ready acted on the identical showing made
to us, and for reasons assigned in writing
denied a motion for an attachment against

the person named for refusing to obey the
subpoena. A writ of mandamus may be
used to compel an interior tribunal to act on
a matter within its jurisdiction, but not to
control its dicretion while acting, (Ex parte
Railway 00., 101 U. S. 711,) nor reverse its

decisions when made, (Ex parte Fliers“,
John Murray Mitchell, for respondent.

94 U. S. 348.) Both these rules are elemen

The order made by the judges of the cir

tary, and are fatal to this application.

Cult court of appeals, suppressing the further
Proofs, was a judicial act within the scope of

tIii-ill‘ jurisdiction and discretion, and a man

The

district judge took jurisdiction of the mat
ter, as it was his duty to do, heard the par
ties, and decided adversely to the claim 0!
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the petitioner. In this he may have done
wrong, and the reasons he has assigned may
not be such as will bear the test of judicial
criticism; but we cannot by mandamus com
pel him to undo what he has thus done in
the exercise of his legitimate jurisdiction.
He was asked to punish a person for con
tempt in disobeying the process of the court.

decision. Ex parte Fllppen, 94 U. S. 350,

He decided not to do so. This action of his

but his recording is in legal effect the act of
the court, and subject to its judicial con
trol. The clerk records the judgments of the
court, but does not thereby render the judg
ments. If there is error in the judgment as
rendered, it cannot be corrected by man
damus, but resort must be had to a writ of
error or an appeal. Ex parte Loring, 94 U.
S. 418; Ex parte Perry, 102 U. S. 183. ' ' ‘
Here the plaintiffs, believing that the judg
ment as recorded did not conform to the
ﬁnding, moved the court to amend it in that
particular. This motion the court enter
tained, but, being of the opinion that the
judgment had been correctly recorded, re
fused the amendment which was asked. in
this the court acted judicially, and its judg
ment on the motion can 10 more be re
viewed by mandamus that that which was
originally entered in the cause." See, also.
Ex parte Parker, 120 U. S. 737, 7 Sup. (it.
Rep. 767; In re Sherman, 124 U. S. 364.8
Sup. Ct. Rep. 505; In re Burdett, 127 U. S.
771, 8 Sup. Ct. Rep. 1394; Ex parte Se

is beyond

the reach of

a writ of man

damus.”
Ex parte Schwab, 98 U. S. 240, was a
case where the circuit court, after due no
tice, had granted a preliminary injunction
from prosecuting an action pending in a
state court, and an application was made
for an order to show cause why a mandamus
should not issue, commanding and enjoining
\he district court for the eastern district of
Michigan to vacate and set aside such in
junction. Mr. Chief Justice Waite, in ren
dering the opinion, said, at page ‘.141: “Man
damus cannot be issued to perform the office
of an appeal or writ of error. Ex parte
Loring, 94 U. S. 418; Ex parte Flippen, Id.
350. The circuit court had jurisdiction of
the action and of the parties for the pur
pose of trying the title of the assignee to
the goods. The injunction was granted in
the course of the administration of the
cause. ' ' ' When the application was
made for the allowance of the injunction it
became the duty of the court to determine
whether the case was one in which that
power could be exercised. The question
arose in the regular progress of the cause,
and, it decided wrong, an error was com
mitted, which, like other errors, may be cor
rected on appeal after ﬁnal decree below.
' ' ' Being satisﬁed by the petitioner's
own showing that the error, if any, in the
court below cannot be corrected by man
damus, we deny the motion for an order to
show cause." Ex parte Taylor, 14 How.
3; Ex parte Many, Id. 24; U. S. v. Law
rence, 3 Dali. 42; Insurance Co. v. Wilson's
Heirs, 8 Pet. 291; Ex parte Hoyt, 13 Pet.
279; Ex parte Whitney, Id. 404; Ex parte
Newman, 14 Wall. 152.
Ex parte Morgan, 114 U. S. 174, 5 Sup.

Ex parte Railway 00.. 101 U. S. 720; Ex

parte Burtis, 103 U. S. 238. Here a judg
ment has been rendered and entered of rec
ord by the circuit court in a suit within its
jurisdiction. The judgment is the act of the

court. It is recorded ordinarily by the
clerk as the ministerial oﬂicer of the court,

combe, 19 How. 9; In re Washington 3; Q
R. 00.. 140 U. S. 91, 11 Sup. Ct. Rep. 673;
High,Extr. Rem. § 156; Shortt, Inform. 9295.
wherein are cited: Ex parte Smyth. 3AdoL
& E. 722; Ex parte Morgan, 2 Chit. ‘250;

Rex v. Monmouthshire, 7 Dowl. & R. 334'
4Bzu'n. 8:0. 844; Rex v.West Riding, 1 Ado]. is

503; cf. Reg. v. Manor of 016 Hall.10 Add
8: E. 248; cf. Rex v. West Riding, 7 Term R
467.

See, also, Reg. v. Lords Commission“

Of the Treasury, 10 Adol. & E. 179, 374;
Reg. v. Manor of Old Hall, Id. 248.

The further proofs or depositions of the
witnesses taken by the appellee were pmir
erly suppressed.

It appears by the aﬂldavits in oplmsmo11
to this motion for a. mandamus that no i“!
ther proof was or has been taken 011 behalf

of the appellant to be used on his appeal

Ct. Rep. 825, was a case Where the plaintiff
in the suit below, believing that the judg
ment as recorded did not conform to the
ﬁndings, moved the court to amend it in
that particular. The court heard and de
nied the motion. An application for a man
damus was then made to require the judges
of the court to amend the judgment so as to
conform to the complaint in said cause and
to the ﬁndings or verdict of the court ren
dered upon the trial of said cause. Mr. Chief
Justice Waite, in rendering the opinion, said
at page 175, 114 U. S., and page 825, 5 Sup.
Ct. Rep: “It is an elementary rule that a.
writ of mandamus may be used to require
an interior court to decide a matter within'
its ‘jurisdiction and pending before it for
judicial determination, but not to control the

It also appears by the record and hmdiwm

submitted herewith that one of the Dames

whose deposition was taken as further limitsl
on appeal herein was the libelant 111 the

action brought in the district court, ﬂ-lld that
he was examined at length at the mall and

cross-examined, and that he W88 513° w
called and examined again on his own bemdf‘
It also appears that the claimant made mo
tions to dismiss the libel at the close 0! the
trial on the ground that there was no 0001'
Detent proof of the amount of the Bertie;

rendered and materials furnished as Chill“

in the libel. That during the trial the claim‘
ant made the same objections thereto. an

that the libelant was fully advised at dc‘:
trial of the action of the position Wm
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claimant took. It also appears that the
lcarned counsel for the petitioner in this ap
plication, who was also proctor and counsel
for the libelant at the trial in the district
court, was present at such trial, and his dep
osition, which was taken as further proofs
herein, was simply for the purpose of chan

ging the printed record as made to circuit
court of appeals. It also appears by the
second and opposing atiidavit that this
testimony should have and could have

been offered below

as to all the mat

ters which were attempted to be introduced

in such further proofs, and nothing but
gross carelessness or ignorance could have
caused the omission of such. It will also
appear that an attempt was made by claim
ant to dismiss the appellant's appeal on the
ground of nonprinting of papers, and after
the cause had been ordered on the calendar
upon such motion, and set down for argu
ment, and also after the printed record of
appeal had been served upon the libelant's
counsel, and after the brief of claimant's
counsel had been served upon him. That it
was not until after all this was done that
an attempt was made on petitioner's behalf
to take further proofs. In view of these
facts, we most respectfully submit that the
learned judges of the circuit court of ap
peals most properly granted the application
to suppress the testimony.
We think it hardly necessary to cite any
authorities upon this case beyond the very
able and elaborate opinion of Mr. Justice

Wallace in the case of Insurance Co. v. The
Venezuela, 52 Fed. Rep. 873. The following
are to the same etfect:
The Saunders, (Cir. 0t. S. D. N. Y. 1885,
opinion per Wallace, J’.,) 23 Fed. Rep. 303,
was a case where the appellee moved to
suppress the depositions of witnesses taken
by appellant in the circuit (appellate) court
on the ground that the witnesses were pres
cat at the hearing below at the instance of

appellant, but were not then examined. It

libelant.
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Claimants

appeal

from

decree,

their petition stating that they seek a new
decision on proofs formerly offered, and on
other proofs to be introduced in the circuit
court, etc. Each claimant had the deposi
tion of certain witnesses taken on the ap
peal. Before their examination was begun
the libelant entered on the record an objec
tion to the taking of any testimony on the
part of claimants, on the ground that they
had taken no testimony in the court below,
although these same witnesses were then
present or procurable. It appeared from the
record that two of these witnesses had been
present at the trial in the district court.
Their depositions were excluded, on the au
thority of The Saimders, 23 Fed. Rep. 303.
Nothing was shown as to whether the other
witnesses examined had been present at the
trial or not. The depositions of these wit
nesses were admitted.
In The Mabey, 10 WaiL 419, claimant
appealed from decree for libelant, and
moved before the supreme court for a com

mission to take further evidence to be used
in the court on the hearing. His movingaﬂi
davlts set forth that certain witnesses were
material and necessary ones, without whom
the appellant could not safely proceed to
trial, as he was advised by counsel, etc. The
court denied the motion, saying that some
satisfactory excuse should have been shown
for failure to examine witnesses in the court

below; such as that the evidence was dis
covered when too late to procure their ex
amination, or that the witnesses had been
subpoenaed and failed to appear, and could
not be reached by attachment, etc. See,

also, 13 Wall. 738.
Singlehurst v. La

Compibgnie Generale

Transatlantique, 50 Fed. Rep. 104, 1 C. C. A.
487, is the latest decision on this subject by the
circuit court of appeals, having been decided
January 18, 1892. Mr. Justice Lacombc,

writing the opinion, says: “This is a mo~

Jurisdiction." Citing The Mabey, 10 Wall.
419; Ii, 13 Wall. 738; The Boston, 1 Sumn.

tion to suppress certain testimony taken in
this court by the libelant and appellants
in an admiralty suit, after appeal from the
district court under the forty~ninth rule in
admiralty. All of the witnesses whose tes
timony is the subject of this motion were
accessible to the appellants, and could have
been called by them, at the trial in the dis
trict court. They are the counsel for the
appellee; two of the clerks in the oiﬁce of
the appellee; two persons in the employ of
appellants, who were present at the trial;
the agent of the appellant. who was also
present at the trial; and the chief engineer
of the appellee's steamer, who was exam

331? Collin v. Jenkins, 3 Story, 120; Taylor

ined at the trial. Another item of testimony

V- Hm'wood, 1 Tancy, 438; Farrell v. Camp
bell. 7 Blatchf. 158.
The Stonington and The Wm. H. Payne,

is a protest made by the master of the said
steamer, a copy of which was in the hands

was insisted that the party should not be
allowed to produce upon appeal testimony
which he had deliberately withheld in the
court below. Wallace, J., says: “Although
appellate courts in admiralty treat an ap
Deal as a new trial, and exercise great lib~

el‘ﬂllty in permitting new proofs and new
pleadings in furtherance of Justice, they are
not constrained by any arbitrary rules
which require them to receive testimony
which ought to have been produced, but
was not produced, in the court of original

£01m Ct. E. D. N. Y. 1885, per Blatchford, J.,)
--5 Fed. Rep. 621, was a case where at the

trial libelant produced two witnesses. The
claimants put in no testimony.

Decree for

of proctor and counsel of the libelant be
fore the trial in the district court. It is con
ceded that up to the time this motion was
argued no reason was shown, or attempted
to be shown, either on the record or other
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wise, why these supposed matters of evi
dence were not produced at the trial in the
court below. No new allegations or amend
ments have been made in the pleadings.
Appellate courts in admiralty treat an ap
peal as a new trial, in which new pleadings
and new proofs are permitted in further
ance of justice. But it is not a matter of
course to allow parties who have withheld
evidence available to them in the district
court to present such evidence on appeal.
Such was declared to be the law of this
circuit in The Saunders, 23 Fed. Rep. 303,
and The Stonington and The Wm. H. Payne,
25 Fed. Rep. 621. It is unnecessary to add
anything to the discussion of this question
in the case of The Saunders. The decision
therein seems to be in entire accord with the
authorities, and, when objection is raised,
the party offering the new evidence should
show some good reason, if any, why it was

taining evidence, of obtaining discoveries, of

proceeding to obtain relief, of drawing up,
entering, and enrolling decrees, and of pro
ceeding before trustees appointed by the
court, and generally to regulate the whole
practice to be used in suits in equity or ad
miralty by the circuit and district courts."
Section 918 of the Revised Statutes of the
United States provides as follows: “The
several circuit and district courts may, from
time to time, and in any manner not incon~
sistent with any law of the United States, or
with any rule prescribed by the supreme
court under the preceding section, make
rules and orders directing the returning oi
writs and processes, the ﬁling of pleadings,
the taking of rules, the entering and making
up of judgments by default, and other um!
ters in vacation, and otherwise regulate
their own practice as may be necessary or
convenient for the advancement of justice.
and the prevention of delays in proceed‘

not produced before."
It was within the proper scope of the
power of the circuit court of appeals to
make the rules promulgated to take eii'ect
July 1, 1892, so far as they affect the pro
cedure in taking new proofs on appeal in
admiralty cases.
The learned counsel for the petitioner, as
will appear by his brief, in support of peti
tion for mandamus, on page 5, has thought
it necessary to criticise the judicial decision
and determination of one of the learned
judges of the circuit court of appeals, a
lawyer who has occupied one of the most
important legal positions in the city of New
York, and who, as a lawyer and as corpora
tion counsel, and as a judge of the circuit
court and of the circuit court of appeals of
the United States, has always sustained the
highest respect, esteem, and approval of
the whole bar of the city of New York.
Though the application is primarily made
for a. mandamus to reverse a certain order
suppressing testimony, and which, of course,
would only affect the respondent in this
case, the learned counsel for petitioner has
gone intentionally out of his way in this
application, not only to assaii the rules pass
ed by the circuit court of appeals, but to as
sail personally the honorable judges or a
judge thereof. It is for this reason that we
have entered intoadiscussion of this point,
and for this reason alone, as we believe that
the consideration of the legality of the rules
of the circuit court of appeals are not involved
in this application. This last fact is admitted
by the learned counsel for the libelant in
this motion, as he claims such rules have
no application to this case.
Section 917 of the Revised Statutes of the
United States provides as follows: “The
supreme court shall have power to pre

ings."
Section 862 of the Revised Statutes of the
United States provides as follows: “The
mode of proof in causes of equity and or
admiralty and maritime jurisdiction shall
be according to rules now or hereafter prc
scribed by the supreme court, except as
herein specially provided."
The petitioner, and also the learned amici
curae, who have thought at to submit the
brief on the petitioner‘s application herein
in regard to the rules which the circuit court
of appeals for the second circuit have adopt
ed, (though these rules are not in any Wise
involved in the application before this

court,) have taken the position that the
taking of further proof or testimony on an
appeal from the district court to tile drculi
court, or from the district court to The
circuit court of appeals, as is new PM

vided in admiralty cases, was a right w
which they were entitled as a matter of
course, and that the testimony of 1111i‘ “lt'

nesses, and of whatever nature, mil;ht be
taken, and that, having been so taken, it must
be received and accepted in evidence by

the court on such appeal, and ‘dim the”
was no discretionary power in the 110136’

late court as to what the nature of thii fur‘
ther testimony should be, or what witnesses
should be examined.
The learned counsel for the petitioner belt

in virtually admits that a long line of d '
sions of the circuit court and ot the dim“
court of appeals since it has been oi'gfimliil

and of the supreme court of the United 3mm‘
(upon whose rules the circuit court 0f 5P‘
peals are modeled,) have been cntircly 9"

roneous, and that the judges of such 001111‘
have erred from the mysterious and some‘
what undeﬁned rule of practice or Procedur‘:

scribe. from time to time, and in any man
ner not inconsistent with any law of the
United States, the forms of writ and other

in the admiralty courts, and have 501110“:

process, the modes of framing and ﬁling

brief in which the leading members of

Proceedings and pleadings, of taking and ob.

revolutionized them, and conformedf-hem, G

the present age and progress or civilizationq

Though the learned counsel has submlitedth'.
i
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admiralty bar of the second circuit have
joined, any authority or law showing that
the right to take further proof or testimony
on an appeal from the district court to the
circuit court, or from the district court to
the circuit court of appeals, is a matter of
right in any and all cases. The right to take
such further proof or testimony on such an

appeal is not granted by the Revised Stat
utes of the United States; neither is it
granted by the supreme court in the rules
prescribed by it for admiralty cases.
Section 913 of the Revised Statutes of the
United States prescribes as follows: “The
form of mcsne process, and the forms and
modes of proceeding in suits of equity and
of admiralty and maritime jurisdiction in

the circuit court and district courts, shall be

in‘
.e
,5“ ;
2a
to
i ii
Am‘um

Quiet->51
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according to the principles, rules, and usages
which belongs to courts of equity and of ad
miralty, respectively, except when it is other
wise provided by statute, or by rules of
court made in pursuance thereof; but the
same shall be subject to alteration and
addition by the said courts, respectively, and
to regulation by the supreme court, by rules
prescribed, from time to time, to any cir
cuit or district court, not inconsistent with
the laws of the United States."
Section 698 of the Revised Statutes of the
United States provides, upon appeals to the
supreme court, that in admiralty and prize
cases new evidence may be received.
Subdivision 2 of rule 12 of the supreme
court provides as follows, (3 Sup. Ct. Rep.
ix.:) “In all cases of admiralty and mari
time jurisdiction, where new evidence shall
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pending, or one of the judges thereof, shall,
upon motion, allow a. commission to issue to
take such depositions upon written inter
rogatories and cross interrogatories. When
such deposition shall be taken by oral exam
ination, a notiﬁcation from the magistrate
before whom it is to be taken, or from the
clerk of the court in which such appeal shall
be pending, to the adverse party to be
present at the taking of the same, and to
put interrogatories, if he think ﬂt, shall be

being notiﬁed, not less than twenty~four
hours, and, in addition thereto, one day, Sun~
days exclusive, for every twenty miles trav
e1: provided, that the court in which such
appeal may be pending, or either of the
judges thereof, may, upon motion, increase or

diminish the length of notice above re

quired."
By a careful reading of the foregoing cita
tions it will appear that the only statutory
authority for allowing new evidence to be
received on appeal as a. matter of right is
that conferred by section 698 of the Revised
Statutes, which refers only to the supreme
court of the United States. Rule 12 of the
supreme court simply applies to that court,
and provides that in all cases of admiralty
jurisdiction, where new evidence shall be
admissible, it shall be taken in the manner
prescribed by such rule. Rule 49 of the
admiralty rules of the supreme court simply
provides that further proofs taken in the
circuit court upon an admiralty appeal shall
be admissible in this court, the evidence or be taken in the manner therein prescribed;
that is to say, such further proofs as shall
testimony of witnesses shall be taken under
be admissible. By reference to section 913
a commission to be issued from this court, or
of the Revised Statutes of the United States
from any circuit court of the United States,
it appears that a provision is made for pr under the direction of any judge thereof;
ceedings in admiralty where other provision
and no such commission shall issue but upon
is not made by statutes or by rule of court,
interrogatories to be ﬁled by the party ap
and that by such section it is provided that
plying for the commission and notice to the
the principal (rules) and usages which belong
opposite party or his agent or attorney, ac
to courts of admiralty shall govern where no
companied with a copy of the interrogato~
other provision is made.
rles so ﬁled, to tile cross interrogatories
It thus appears that the only authority for
Within 20 days from the service of such
taking this further proof on appeal from the
district court to the circuit court or to the cir
cuit court of appeals is based upon the
former principles, rules, and usages of ad
miralty. Mr. Justice Story in the case of The
Rule 49 of the rule of practice for the
courts of the United States in admiralty Boston, in 1 Sumn. p. 328, says, at page 331:
and maritime jurisdiction on the instance
"For it is the well-known usage of admiralty
side of the court in pursuance of the act of courts, even after an appeal, in ﬁt cases, in
the 23d of August, 1842, c. 188, provides as their discretion, to allow either party to ﬁle
follows: “Further proof taken in a circuit new allegations and proofs; ‘non allegata
(‘curt upon an admiralty appeal shall be by allegare et non probata probare.’ There is
deposition taken before some commissioner a restriction too often forgotten in practice,
—‘modo non obstet pubiicatio testium,’—the
effect of which is to exclude new testimony
to the old articles, where any has been
the thirtieth section of the act 01' congress of already offered, and to conﬁne it to the new
the 24th of September, 1789. upon an oral articles, or to those of which no proof was
examination and cross-examination, unless formerly given. This restriction is founded
the court in which such appeal shall be upon the same principles as the chanccry
practice not to admit, after the publication
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of the testimony, any new proofs, and was
probably derived from a common source,—
the civil law." Citing 1 Browne, Civ. &
Adm. Law, p. 449; 2 Browne, Civ. 8.: Adm.

It thus appears that even under the forma
principles, rules, and usages of admiraitr
not
the taking
a matter
of further
of right,proof
but on
wasappeal
simply a

practice which had grown up by common
Law, p. 436.
usage from the court allowing the respective
In 1 Browne, Civ. 8; Adm. Law, the follow
ing appears: “It remains to he observed that parties to take such proofs, in ﬁt cases, as
the court should deem advisable. It was
the proceedings in causes of appeals from
occasioned by reason of the peculiar circum
grievances are similar to those in appeals
from deﬁnitive sentence, as to contestation stances surrounding the witnesses in causes
pending in such courts; it being almost im
of suit, conclusion, and other judiciary and
possible to have present at the trial the
ordinary acts, and, if the principal or orig
inal cause he plenary or summary, so will various witnesses who might be material
also be the cause of appeal, save only that all and necessary for the respective parties,
the proceedings before the court of delegates owing to the witnesses being seafaring men,
sailing at diilerent times from port to
are summary. There is, however, one re
port, and seldom remaining long in the
markable exception to this similarity of pro
place
where the trial usually took place.
ceedings in appeals from gravamina and
from deﬁnitive sentence, which is that in By reference to section 30, 1 U. S. St. at
the former the party is not allowed ‘non Large, at page 88, it will appear that this
reasoning is substantiated by provisions
allegata allegare‘ and ‘non probata probare.‘
made in such section. By such it was pro
This rule is the converse of that followed
vided that witnesses who might not be
on appeals to the house of lords, and Mr.
Justice Blackstone has observed that it is a able to be present in the appellate court in
cases when an appeal could be taken might
practice unknown to our law, (though con
stantly followed in the spiritual courts) have their testimony taken by the modes
provided in such section. This, of COUN.
when a superior court is reviewing the sen
tence of an inferior, to examine the justice gave the parties appealing a full knowledge
of what testimony their adversaries pus
of the former decree by evidence never pro
duced below. This remarkable rule that in sessed, and was an essential element in de
appeals from deﬁnitive sentence either party termining whether an appeal should be
taken by either.
may, ‘non allegata allegare‘ and ‘non pro
If, then, the taldng of these further
bata probare,‘ is foimd in the Code, lib. 7,
tit. 63, 4, and in the Clementines, lib. 2, tit. proof on appeal in admiralty court is 110i
8, c. 2. It is in both places restrained to new one of absolute right, but is one which the
judges of the appellate court have a dis
articles, ‘novi artieull ex veteribus penden
cretiouary power to allow or refuse, the ill)
tes,‘ and ‘ex illis orientes,’ and ‘ad causam
pellate courts necessarily have the DW"
pertinentes.’ 0n the same article exhibited
to provide rules for the procedure, or in
below, to which proof was adduced, or their
what cases such testimony may be taken
direct contraries, no new evidence can be
The act of March 3, 1891, by which the
produced; but on those exhibited below, but
United States court of appeals was estab
not proved, there may; and so to new arti
lished, by ection 2 of such act. 811W sud‘
cles which may be exhibited, if they are not
court the following power: "Such 60m‘!
upon perfectly new matter, arise from the
shall prescribe the form and SW19 of
former, and spring out of them, and are re
its seal and the form of writs and other
lated to the cause. The rule of ‘non alle
process and procedure as may be con
gata. allegandi, non probata probandi,’ hath
formable to the exercise of its Jul'lsdlcﬂou
also this tack to it: ‘modo non ohstet publi
as shall be conferred by law. ' ' ' The
catio testium.’ The new allegation or proof,
court shall have power to establish 1111 rules
therefore, must be something which should
and regulations for the conducﬂng of ‘he
be suggested or occasioned by the evidence
courts within its jurisdiction, as conferred
already published, though it should spring
by law."
out of the proceedings below."
The rule of which the petitioner here 00m‘
In 2 Browne, Civ. & Adm. Law, 430,
plains is rule 7 of the rules of ail-id cw"
the following appears: “Another remarkable

distinction

between appeals

from grlev.

promulgated by the United States elm"
court of appeals for the second cil‘cll1t °l1

ance and those from deﬁnitive sentence is
that in
the former
the appellant
is
allowed to produce new evidence, un
der certain restrictions, ‘non illlegata a1.

lcgare' and ‘non probata probare,’ ‘modo

July

1,

1892,

which provides as folio“?

“Upon suﬂicient information Show", ‘1"
court, or any judge thereof’ M “not

either appellant or appellee to make “°‘_
allegations, or pray different relief, 0i‘ met;

non obstet publicatio testium;' and the
proofs are conﬁned ' novis artlculls ex veter

"Jlls Dendentibus, ad causam pertinentibus,‘

whereas the aDllcal from a grievance must
be supported by Showing the proceedings of
the court, and from the very acts of the

judge."

pose a new defense, or take new mode
Application for such leave must be "15“
within
and upon
15 days
at least
after four
the ﬁling
days‘ofHome
the aims
to
adverse parties."

Prior to this rule, a rule in force 111

we
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circuit court 01' the same division was as fol
lows; "Rule 130 of rules of appeals of the
rules of the circuit court of the United
States for‘ the southern district of New
York: If the appellee shall have any cause
to show why new allegations or proofs
should not be oﬂfered or new relief prayed
on the appeal, he shall give four days’ no
tice thereof, and serve a copy of the aﬂldavit
containing the cause intended to be shown,

and such cause shall be shown within the
two ﬁrst days of the term; otherwise the
appeal shall be allowed according to its
term."
As to the right of the court to make such
last above mentioned rule we have never

heard any question. In fact the rule which
the petitioner claims in his brief at page 2
of the brief of the amici curiae was recom
mended by the committee of the bar for adop
tion as arule for practice of the circuit court
of appeals in the second circuit was almost
identically the same. 'i‘hat rule and the rule
last above mentioned are simply a converse
of the rule now in force by the circuit court
oi‘ appeals. In other words, the old rule

-_u. ‘._tcuni; ui‘§'iay§.
Eiii
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have taken it, and whether it should be ad

mitted in evidence. See rule 21 of the cir
cuit court of the northern, southern, and
eastern districts, promulgated May, 1885;
also rule 25, to same eiTect; rule 130 of rules

1884.
We think that no other conclusion can he
arrived at than that the new rule which has
been adopted by the circuit court of appeals
for the second circuit is most beneﬁcial in
all respects, and a vast improvement over
the old proceeding in matters of this char
acter. In fact it is almost identical with
that of the supreme court, (rule 12.) The
learned counsel for the petitioner, in his
brief on this motion for the suppression of
the testimony, entered into a long discussion
as to the meaning of the word “procedure‘”
as used in the act of 1891, and argued that
the term “procedure,” as used in the act of
1891, is to be taken as synonymous with
the phrases, “practice," “pleadings," and
“£orms," and “mode of proceeding," as used

in section 914 of the Revised Statutes of flu‘

United States, and endeavors to show on the
throws the initiative and the burden of authority of certain cases cited by him that
the phrase used in section 914 of the Revised
proof upon the party who objected to the
Statutes excludes rules of evidence and rules
taking of further proofs by the other party,
as
to the modes of taking evidence, and he
and compelled him to satisfy the court why
concludes that the circuit court of appeals
such further proofs should not be taken;
has no power to make rules as to the mode
and then it was in the discretion of the
of taking evidence such as the seventh rule
court to refuse or allow such depositions to
adopted by the said circuit court of appeals
be taken.
The word "procedure” has been deﬁned by
The new rule as promulgated by the cir
Anderson, in his Dictionary of Law as follows:
cuit court of appeals, on the other hand,
“Procedure. The body of rules. whether of
throws the initiative and the burden of proof
practice or pleadings, whereby rights are ef
upon the party who desires to take such tes
fectuated through the successful application
timony to satisfy the court that it is a
of proper remedies. Opposed to the sum of the
proper case, and then it is in the discretion
legal principles which constitute the sub
of the court to grant or refuse such motion.
The difference between these two rules in stance of the law, and also distinguished
from
the law of evidence. The term is so
their result seems to us to be practically
broad that it is seldom employed as a word
nothing. By the present rules the circuit
of art; it including whatever is embraced by
court of appeals have adopted a practice
the three technical terms, ‘pleadings,’ ‘evi
which is more speedy and less expensive
dence,‘ and ‘practice;‘ ‘practice’ here mean
than the old practice of moving to suppress.
ing those legal rules which direct the course
Before any labor or expense is incurred in
of proceeding to bring parties into court,
procuring the testimony, the court must, in
and the course of the court after they are
its discretion, determine whether such
brought in; and ‘evidence’ meaning those
Proof can be offered.
rules of law whereby we determine what
In the present case before us it will ap
testimony is to be admitted and what reject
hear that under the old rules, under which
ed in each case, and what is the weight to be
this testimony was taken, the petitioner was
given to the testimony admitted."
entitled to take this testimony, as far as
The cases cited by counsel for petitioner do
the mere taking of it was concerned, and
not hear him out, even assuming that the
that he did take it, though the taking of the
phrase
used in section 914, and the terms used
same was objected to speciﬁcally by the
in the act of March 3, 1891, are synonymous.
respondent at the time such testimony was
taken; that the petitioner was obliged to None of them really hold that the phrase
“practice, pleadings, and forms and modes
incur the expense of a stenographer, and to
of proceeding" in section 914, Rev. St. U. S.,
have such proofs printed; and that then the
excludes rules as to the methods of taking
l‘eiiimmlent was compelled to make a motion
evidence and similar matters
It is also to
to suppress the testimony to bring the mat
t9!‘ Properly before the court. Then it be be borne in mind in examining these cases
that in the main the subjects of evidence and
came the duty of the court, in its judicial
discretion, to say whether, although this tes
of the modes of taking evidence were cov

mmnl’ had been taken, the petitioner should

ered by United States statutes already in
force in 1872, when the provision found in
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section 914 of the Revised Statutes tool; et
tect, and that for that reason section 914
could seldom apply to these subjects. More
over, section 914 prescribes conformity to
state procedural law only “as near as may
be,” and United States courts have regarded
this phrase as widening their discretion to
hold that certain matters that might coin~
monly be understood to fall under the terms
"practice" and “procedure" would neverthe
less not fall within the terms of section 914.
In Ex parte Fisk, 113 U. S. 713, 5 Sup. Ct.
Rep. 724, section 914 is held to be inapplica
ble, on the ground that as to the particular
point in question provision is made by United
States statutes, and that the state statute is
thus overridden. The court appear to con
sider the point in question (whether a party
might be examined as a witness by his ad
versary before trial) as falling within the lan
guage of section 914, (see page 720, 113 U.
S., and page 727, 5 Sup. Ct. Rep.) but go on
to point out that such section does not apply,
for the reason just mentioned.
The decision in Beardsley v. Littell, 14
Blatchf. 102, rests upon the same ground.
that express United States statutes apply to
the case, and so prevail over the state prac‘
tice.
In Nudd v. Burrows, 91 U. S. 426; Railroad
.10. v. Horst, 93 U. S. 291; and Chateaugay
Ore & Iron 00., Petitioner, 128 U. S. 544,
0 Sup. Ct. Rep. 150,-the matters respective‘
ly in question are held not to fall within the
terms of section 914, not on the ground that
they are provisions as to the taking of evi
dence, but, in the ﬁrst case, because the pro
visions of the state law were deemed “to
fetter the judge in the personal discharge of
his accustomed duties,and in the other cases
for somewhat similar reasons; and therefore
were not deemed to come within the inten
tion and object of section 914, as conceived
by the court. The court say, in the case
last mentioned, at page 554, 128 U. S., and
page 153, 9 Sup. Ct. Rep.: “The object of
section 914 was to assimilate the form and
manner in which the parties should present
their claims and defense in the preparation
for the trial of suits in the federal courts to
those prevailing in the courts of the state."
Similar views of the object of the statute
are expressed in the other cases cited. It is
thus seen that the courts have construed the
above-quoted phrase in section 9141a 21 some
what narrow sense, in view of the special
purpose of the statute, and the state of
things it was intended to remedy.

The Innslmce by which. in the act of March
3, 1891, establishing the United States circuit
courts of appeals. these courts are empow
ered to provide for their own practice, is to
be construed with reference to the purposes
and intention of the act. The act provides,
(section 2:) "Such court shall prescribe the

form and style of its seal, and the form of
writs and other process and procedure as
may be conformable to the exercise of its ju

risdlction as shall be conferred by law." Also,
(section ‘.2, emlc)

“The court shall have pow

er to establish all rules and regulations for
the conduct of the business of the coun
within its jurisdiction as conferred bylaw."
Thus the act employs a variety of terms
and expressions, including the general term
“procedure;" and the lutcndon appears to
be to center upon the court all that power
to regulate its whole practice and procedure,
in the broad sense of those terms. that is
usually exercised by courts, and (more par
ticularly) all power of this kind that has been
exercised by the circuit and district courts ot
the United States. So much power, at least,
must be deemed to be given by the act to the
new appellate courts, unless the language of
the statute be clear and unmistakable to the
contrary.
Section 917 of the Revised Statutes empow
ers the supreme court to regulate “the whole
practice" to be used in equity and admiralty
by the circuit and district courts. And by
section 918 of the Revised Statutes, and also
by admiralty rule 46 the circuit and distiict
courts are authorized generally to regulate
their own “practice," (subject to United
States statutes and to the rules prescribed by
the supreme court under section 917.) As to
what was intended by the language of these
sections and of rule 46, and particularly by the
term “practice,” used therein, the practical
construction which has always been given to
them by the courts acting under them should
have great weight It will be seen by refer
ence to the admiralty rules, and also to the
rules of the separate circuit and district
courts. that various provisions as to the meth
ods of taking evidence and similar points were
made thereby. That along and uninterrupted
practice under a statute is regarded as good
evidence of its construction is a familiar doc
trtne McKeen v. Delancy‘s Lessee, 5 Crunch.

22. Rules as to the method of taking evi
dence and the time when evidence shall be
taken are not so much rules of evidence as oi
practice.

It is not to be supposed that con

gross, by the act of March 3. 1891. llltendcd
to confer upon the new appellate courts its
power in the making of rules than has alwili'S

been deemed under statutes employing 1”‘
guage substantially similar to belong to the
inferior courts.

In Bryant v. Lcyland, (Cir. Ct. D- Mﬂsf'

1ss1. per Lowell, c. .1.) 6 Fed Rer- m
which was an action at law, a motion W88
made that defendants be required to answer
certain interrogatories ﬁled in the clerk's oi

ﬁcc. in accordance with the practice of the
state. The court says: “Speaking generally
the method of obtaining evidence to be used

at a trial would be a part of the practice and
modes of proceeding ot the courts. It is 50

understood by congress, which gives the $1‘
Dreme court power to prescribe such mod‘?

of obtaining evidence and discover)‘ “5 1‘
may see tit, not inconsistent with any 9mm‘
Rev. St. 5 917. This provision seems i0 W

-*:i‘-.ir’‘;ia'lrv:h“;i.
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to weaken very much the argument so ably
presented by Judge Dyer in Easton v. Hod
ges, 7 Biss. 324, that the legislation of con

grass is intended to cover the whole subject
of evidence, and to exclude it from the do
main of practice altogether. ' ' ' The
practice not of 1872, § 5, (17 St. p.197,) pro

vided that nothing in that act should alter
the rules oi.’ evidence under the laws of the
United States. In re~enacting this section,
this proviso has been dropped, and is not to
be found anywhere in the Revised Statutes.

The reason for omitting it may be assumed
to be that the rules of evidence are no part
of the practice or forms or modes of proceed
ing, as they certainly are not in general,
though the mode of obtaining evidence is."
But besides the question whether this is a
question of practice or procedure, the au
thority vested in the circuit and district courts
in cases of admiralty, by section 913 of the
Revised Statutes, was based upon the prin
ciples, rules, and usages which belonged to
the admiralty court, except as where other
wise prescribed by the rules of the supreme
court; and, as we have previously shown,
the supreme court has not prescribed, nor
has the statute prescribed, in what cases
this testimony shall be taken, and therefore
the determination of we rig... to take this
testimony, and in what cases it shall be
taken, lies within the discretion of the judge
of that court, according to the principles,
rules, and usages of the admiralty courts.
There can be no question that there may

original jurisdiction, from which no appeal
could lie. On this point we therefore most
respectfully submit to this honorable court
that the circuit court oi.’ appeals for the
second circuit was fully empowered to make
rule 7, and the subsequent ones relating
thereto.

It is the well-wtablished rule of law that
on an appeal in admiralty to the circuit
court involving questions of fact depending
upon conﬂicting testimony, the decision of the
district judge, who has had the opportlmlty
of seeing the witnesses and judging from
their appearance, should not be reversed, un
less it clearly appears that the decision was
against the weight of evidence. The Ludvig
Holberg, 43 Fed. Rep. 117; The Excelsior, 40
Fed. Rep. 271; The Saratoga, Id. 509; Wil

liam H. Vanderbilt, 37 Fed. Rep. 116, 118;
Duncan v. The Gov. F. T. Nlcholls, (Cir. Ct.
E. D. La., decided in 1890,) 44 Fed. Rep. 302;
Mentz v. The Sammy, 44 Fed. Rep. 624;
Levy v. The Thomas Melville, 37 Fed. Rep.
271, 272; The Sammie, ~57 Fed. Rep. 907,
908; Morse v. Coal 00., 36 Fed. Rep. 831,
SS2; Gulmaluis' Appeal, (Cir. Ct. E. D. Pa.,
1886.) 28 Fed. Rep. 528; The Sampson, (S.

D. N. Y. 1857,) 4 Blatchf. 28; The Florida,
4 Blatcht. 470, 471; The Sunswick, 5 Blatcht.
280, 281; The Grafton, (Cir. Ct. S. D. N. Y.,
Oct. 1846,) 1 Blatchf. 173, 178.
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‘THE CHIEF JUSTICE. This is an appli

cation on behalf of John P. Hawkins for
leave to ﬁle a petition for a writ of manda
mus to the circuit court of appeals for the
rules may be established by a long line of
second circuit and to the judges thereof, oom
decisions and practice to the same force and
manding them to receive and duly consider
eiIect as if they were formally promulgated
certain depositions or further proofs taken
by the court; and the court having the
by petitioner on appeal in an action pending
power to determine by principles, rules, and
in that court, wherein he is the libelant and
usages of admiralty in what cases this testi
appellee. The depositions in question were
mony shah be taken, must surely have the
suppressed by the court on motion and for
power to promulgate it by written rules.
reasons
given.
Moreover, under the not creating the present
We cannot, by mandamus, review the judi
circuit court of appeals, in cases of admi
ciai action thus had in the exercise of legiti
l'aity they become appellate courhs of ﬁnal
mate jurisdiction. In re Morrison, 147 U. S.
jurisdiction. From such courts there is no
14, 13 Sup. Ct. Rep. 246;
Ex parte
right of appeal or Writ of error or review by
Morgan, 114 U. S. 174, 5 Sup. Ct. Rep. 825;
the supreme court. In this way they differ
Ex parte Burtis, 103 U. S. 288; Ex parte
from the former Jurisdiction of the circuit
Schwab, 98 U. S. 240.
courts. The circuit courts, though of ap
Leave to ﬁle the petition is denied.
pellate jurisdiction, were merely intermediate
courts, and an appeal might be taken to the
=
Supreme court. It therefore must impress
itself upon this most honorable court most

be written rules and oral rules, and that

strollsly that it is contrary to all justice and
equity to hold that these circuit courts of
appeals, whose decisions within their juris
diction are ﬁnal, should still be treated, in
the contemplation of the act 01.‘ March 3,
1891, as simply intermediate courts of alppel

lute jiuisdiction. It would be simply holding
that the circuit court of appeals assumes orig
mﬂ-i Jurisdiction in admiralty cases, and that
the aDDcal therein is to be tried do novo, as
there had been no trial below.

It would

thus be resolving those courts into courts of

(147 U. S. 525)

In re HABERMAN MANUF’G 00.
(February 6, 1893.)
APPEAL— Surcnssonas — CIRCUIT (Sonar or AP~
rests—Maximum.

1. Upon an appeal to the circuit court of
appeals under section 7 of the judiciary act of

March 3, 1891, from an interlocutory decree
granting or continuing an injunction, defendant

is not entitled to a supersedeas as a. matter of
rightI and it is within the discretion of the
circuit court to grant or refuse the same. La
lance & Grosjean Mannf’g
v. Habcrmann
Mauuf’g ($0., 53 Fed. Reﬁ. 37:), approved. So

cieto v. Blount, 51 Fed.

ep. 610, disapproved.
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2. The supreme court of the United States

has no jurisdiction to control by mandamus the
discretion of the circuit court in granting or re
fusing a supersedeas upon an appeal to the cu.‘
cuit court of appeals from an interlocutory or
der granting or continuing an injunction.
Application by the Haberman Manufactur
ing Company for leave to ﬁle a petition for
a writ of mandamus to the judges of the cir
cuit court of the United States for the
southern district of New York, commanding
them to allow a supersedeas on an appeal
from an interlocutory decree for an injunc
tion against the infringement of a. patent, in
the case of the Lalance & Grosjean Man
ufacturing Company against the Habermann
Manufacturing Company. See 53 Fed. Rep.
375, and also 53 Fed. Rep. 380; the latter
being a report of the decision of the circuit
court refusing to grant the supersedeas.
Application denied.
W. H. Kenyon and C.
petitioner.

E. Mitchell, for

Mr. Justice BLATCHFORD delivered the
opinion of the court.
On the 5th of January, 1893, an interlocuto
ry decree was made on ﬁnal hearing in a suit
in equity in the circuit court of the United

States for the southern district of

New

York, brought against the Haberrnan Man
ufacturing Company for the infringement of
a patent for improvements in the manu
facture of enameled iron ware. The decree
held that the patent was valid, and had
been infringed by the defendant, and award
ed a recovery of proﬁts and damages, to
be ascertained on a reference to a master,
and also a perpetual injunction. The de
fendant perfected an appeal to the circuit
court of appeals for the second circuit from
such interlocutory decree, and on the 20th
of January, 1893, applied to the circuit court
for a. stay of proceedings in that court pend
ing the appeal, including a stay of the in
junction, and for the acceptance and ap
proval of a supersedeas bond for that pur
pose, which bond, in any amount satisfacto
ry to the court, it oHered to ﬁle. But the
court denied the application. The defend
ant now applies to this court for leave to
ﬁle a petition that a writ of mandamus
issue to the judges of the circuit court com
mending them to approve and direct the
ﬁling of a. supersedeas bond in such amount
a as that court shall ﬁx, to supersede the in
g junction, and to enter an order vacating,
. suspending, or supcrseding the injunction,
which was issued on January 5, 1893, and
a subsequently served.
P ‘.It is contended for the petitioner that it
is entitled. as a matter of right, to a super
sedeas of the injunction pending the appeal,
and that the circuit court had no discretion
to refuse it. As authority for this alleged

right, reference is made to section 7 of the
act of March 3, 1891, c. 517, (26 St p. 828,)
which provides "that where, upon u. hear
ing in equity in a district court or in an ex
isting circuit court, an injunction shall be
granted or continued by an interlocutory
order or decree in a cause in which an ap
peal from a. ﬁnal decree may be taken
under the provisions of this act to the cir
cuit court of appeals, an appeal may be
taken from such interlocutory order or de
cree granting or continuing such injunction
to the circuit court of appeals: provided,
that the appeal must be taken within thirty
days from the entry of such order or decree.
and it shall take precedence in the appel
late court; and the proceedings in other
respects in the court below shall not be
stayed unless otherwise ordered by that

court during the pendency of said appeail'S
‘It is clear that this is a case in which the,“
appeal was properly taken, and within the
time limited: and it is contended for the
petitioner that under section 7 it has an
absolute right to a superscdeas of lhe in
jlmction pending the appeal on the ﬁling
of a bond satisfactory to the circuit court
Reference is made to the case of Societe v.
Blolult, 51 Fed. Rep. 610, in the circuit
court for the southern district of Ohio,
where, a supersedeas having been allowed,
on granting a like appeal a motion to
vacate the superscdeas was denied, the
court (Jackson, J.) saying that under section
7 there was no discretion in the court or

judge allowing the same to deny or refuse
the appellant a supersedeas.
The argument made is that the use. in

section 7, of the words "in other respects,"
implies that there must be a stay as to lilo
operation of an injunction, while the 0111i"
discretion given is as to ordering a stay "in
other respects" than as to the injunction
But there is no express provision that the
operation of the injunction must he stayed

The matter is rested wholly on implication
The defendant is sought to be protected by
requiring him to take an appeal within 30
days, and by giving precedence to the 61150
in the appellate court; and discretion 15
given to the circuit court to proceed or 110!

on the interlocutory decree pending “1° up‘

peal. where a plaintiff has an adl'udlcaﬂm‘
that he is entitled to an injunction, 11“ has
rights which carmot be abridged or s‘ayed
by language which is not more clear and
unambiguous than that contained in section

7. The matter may be made clear by 1%"
islatlon. As it stands, the circuit c-Jurt hflfl
a discretion to grant or refuse asllilerf'id'ias'
and its discretion, as we have umfurully

held, (Ex parte Hawkins, 13 sup’ Ct ml"
512, and cases there cited.) cannot be "91"
trolled by a writ of mandamus- Apphwlw“
denied.

UNITED STATES v. ALEXANDER.
‘IZEQIFE‘ Wﬁ-ﬂnEz-Tbrtz rzc

(as u. s. we)
UNITED sTATEs v. ALEXANDER et ll.
(March 6, 1893.)
N0. 552.
Eimns'r DOHAlN—CONSTILGCTlON or Turner.—
DRAnnxo or WELLS—DAMAGES.
LA claim for damages by reason of the
drainin
and destruction of a well located
about
feet from the right of way, and
not embraced in the lands taken, is within

Act July 15, 1882 (22 St. p. 168) § 1, authoriz
ing the construction of a tunnel to supply the
city of Washington with water, and providing
that any person who by reason of the construc
tion shall be directly injured in any property
right may glesent a claim for_damages to the
court of
ms. Manufacturing Co. v. At
tnrney General 8 Sup. Ct. Rep. 631, 124 U.
531, 596, fo lowed.

2. The doctrine that the draining and de~
struction ot‘ a well by an adjoining owner of
land exercising his right to dig therein is dam
num absqne injnria, where the well is not sup
plied by a distinct vein of water has no ap
lication where such draining and destruction
s caused by the construction of a tunnel for
the water supply of a city, under authority of
an act of congress, over land in which a right
of way only is acquired, and the set provides
a remedy for such an injury.
3i

Appeal from the court of claims.
Petition by Finelia M. Alexander and
Sophia L. Little to the court of claims for
damages against the United States by reason
of the construction of the Washington water
tunnel, under Act Cong. July, 1882, (22 St.
p. 168.) Judgment for petitioners. 25 Ct.
Cl. 87, 329. The United States appeal. Af
ﬁrmed.
Asst. Atty. Gen. Cotton, for the United
States. Job Barnard and Geo. A. King, for
appellee.

‘-r €tq'“I.Eia“'\"l-\@!TE‘=

Mr. Justice SHIRAS delivered the opinion
of the court.
The facts of this case, as found by the
court of claims, (25 Ct. 01. 87, 329,) are as
follows:
Since February 28, 1880, the appellees
have been the owners of a tract of land in
the District of Columbia, known as lot 11 of
original lot 2 of the subdivision made by
the heirs of John Little of parts of tracts
called “James Parks" and "Mt. Pleasant,“
and containing about eight acres. On the
21st day of August, 1883, the said ground
was improved by a dwelling house and other
buildings, and a valuable well of water,
necessary to supply water for family use
and other purposes, the said property be
ing occupied by the owners as a dwelling.
On that day proceedings were begun by

the publication of a notice, under the act
of congress of July 15, 1882, to increase the
water supply of the city of Washington, (22
st- D- 168,) to condemn a right of way for a
tunnel in the neighborhood of this ground,

and the government afterwards constructed
5811611 tunnel by blasting and digging at a
‘depth of 150 to 170 feet below the surface
in the immedlatc‘nelghborhood of said prop
erty. and about 500 feet distant from the
laid well.
v.13s.o._34
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The well had been used for many years
before the construction of the timnel. There
was no direct evidence as to the etfect of
the tunnel on the well, but during the pro
cess of construction and blasting, about 150
yards from the premises, the well become
dry, and it has so remained. It does not
appear that there was any other cause
alfecting the well.
By reason of the
construction of the tunnel, as the court
of claims ﬁnds, the well was drained and de
stroyed, to the damage of the owners in
the sum of $1,500, no portion of which has
been paid or tendered by the government.

This well, at the time of its destruction,
was 60 feet deep, and it does not appear
that it was supplied by a distinct vein of
water running into it. The tunnel is im
pervious to water, and water from the out
side does not soak into it.
The land on
which the well is located is not embraced
in the map and survey of lands to be taken
under the act of congress.
Upon these facts the court below adjudged
that the plaintiffs, the owners of said land.
were entitled to recover the sum of $1,500,
and judgment was entered for that amount.
Whether, under the constitutional provi
sions of the United States and of the several
states, which declare that private property
shall not be taken for public use without
just compensation, it is necessary that prop
erty should be absolutely taken, in the nar
rowest sense of that word, to bring the case
within the protection of the provision, is a
question that has often arisen, and upon
which there has not been entire uniformity
of decision.
“There may be," aid this court, in the
case of Pumpelly v. Green Bay 00., 13 Wall.
166, syllabus, "such serious interruption to
the common and necessary use of property
as will be equivalent to a taking, within the
meaning of the constitution." “The cases
which hold that remote and consequential
injury to private property by reason of au
thorized public improvements is not taking:
such property for public use have'many of
them gone to the utmost limit of that prin
ciple, and some beyond it, though the prin
ciple is a sound one in its proper application
to many injuries so originating."
We do not ﬁnd it necessary to consider on
which side of the line thus suggested the
present case would fall, for we agree with

the court below in thinking that in the act
of congress under which this public work
was done are found provisions giving an
express
remedy for property damaged,
though not actually taken. The ﬁrst section
of the act is in the following terms:
"That the secretary of war shall cause to

be made a survey and map of the land neces
sary to extend the Washington aqueduct
from its present eastern terminus to the high
ground north of Washington near Sixth street
extended, and of the land necessary for a
reservoir at that point, the capacity of which
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shall not be less than three hundred mlllon
gallons; and a like survey and map of the
land necessary for a dam across the Potomac
river at the Great Falls, including the land
now occupied by the dam, and the land re
puired for the extension of said dam across
Conn’s island to and upon the Virginia shore;
and when surveys and maps shall have been
made the secretary of war and the attorney
general of the United States shall proceed to
acquire to and for the United States the out
standing title, if any, to said land and water
rights, and the land on which the gatehouse

at Great Falls stands by4:ondcmnation.
“And in obtaining title to the right of way
for the extension of said aqueduct, the secre—
tary of war and attorney general may, in
their discretion, secure title to a strip suita
ble for an avenue over such part of said aque
duct extended as they think proper:
pro
vided, that at least one half in value of such
right of way shall be donated or dedicated
by the owners to that public use: and pro
vided, further, that, if it shall be necessary
to resort to condemnation, the proceedings
shall be as follows:
“When the map and survey are completed,
the attorney general shall proceed to ascer
tain the owners or claimants of the prem
ises embraced in the survey, and shall cause
to'be published, for the space of thirty days,
in one or more of the daily newspapers pub
lished in the District of Columbia, 2!. descrip
tion of the entire tract or tracts of land em‘
braced in the survey, with a notice that the
same has been taken for the uses mentioned
in this act, and notifying all claimants to
any portion of said premises to ﬁle, within its
period of publication, in the department of
Justice, :3. description of the tract or parcel
claimed, and a statement of its value as esti
mated by the claimant. On application of
the attorney general, the chief justice of the
supreme court of the District of Columbia
shall appoint three persons, not in the em
ploy of the government or related to the
claimants, to act as appraisers, whose duty
it shall be, upon receiving from the attorney
general a description of any tract or parcel,
the ownership of which is claimed separately,
to fairly and justly value the same and report
such valuation to the attorney general, who

thereupon Shall, upon being satisﬁed as to
the title to the same, cause to be offered to the
owner or owners the amount ﬁxed by the ap

praisers as the value thereof; and if the offer
be accepted, then, upon the execution of a
deed to the United States in form satisfactory
to the attorney general, the secretary of war
shall pay the amount to such owner or own
ers from the appropriation made therefor in
this not
“In making the valuation the appraisers
shall only consider the present value of the

land, without reference to its value for the
uses for which it is taken under the provi
sions of this act.
"The appraisers shall each receive for their

services ﬁve dollars for each day's actual
service in making the said appralsements.
"Any person or corporation having any es
tate or interest in any of the lands embraced
in said survey and map, who shall for any
reason not have been tendered payment
therefor as above provided, or who shall have
declined to accept the amount tendered there
for, and any person who, by reason of the
taking of said land, or by the construction
of the works hereinafter directed to be con
structed, shall be directly injured in any,
property right, may, at any time within one:
year from~the publication of notice by the:
attorney general as above provided, ﬁle a
petition in the court of claims of the United
States setting forth his right or title, and the
amount claimed by him as damages for the
property taken or injury sustained; and the
said court shall hear and adjudicate such
claims in the same manner as other claims
against the United States are now by law til
rccted to be heard and adjudicated therein:
provided, that the court shah make such
special rules in respect to such cases as shall
secure their hearing and adjudication with
the least possible delay.
“Judgments in favor of such claimants shall
be paid as other judgments of said court are
now directed to be paid; and any claimant to
Whom a tender shall have been made as here
inbefore authorized, and who shall have de
clined to accept the same, shall, unless he re
cover an amount greater than that so tell
dered, be taxed “ith the entire cost of the
proceeding. All claims for value or damages
on account of ownership of any interest in
said premises, or on account of injury to rt
property right by the construction of said
works, shall, unless a petition for the recov
ery thereof be ﬁled within one year from the

date of the ﬁrst publication of notice by the
attorney general as above directed, be for
ever barred:
provided, that owners or
claimants laboring under any of the disabil

ities deﬁned in the statute of limitations of

the District of Columbia may ﬁle a Drum"
at any time within one year from the removal
of the disability.
“Upon the publication of the notice asabove

directed, the secretary of war may take D0it
sessions of the premises embraced in the sur
vey and map, and proceed with the construc

tions herein authorized; and upon Payment
beng made therefor, or, Without paymenh
upon the expiration of the times above lim
ited without the ﬁling of a petition. 811 “be”

lute title to the premises shall vest in the
United States
By a subsequent act, approved “PM”
26, 1885, (23 St. p. 332,) the time for ﬁlmg Pi”

titions in the court of claims was extended
for one year from the passage of the act‘
that is, to February 26, 1886.
3'

It is contended on behalf of the United:
States that the ‘legislature intended in re‘

strict the right to sue exclusively t° the par‘
ties holding land within the limits of the 5m"
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vey, and that hence the court of claims erred

in

in recognizing the claim for damages to lands
not embraced in the survey. We are unable
to adopt this View of the meaning of the stat
ute.
0n the contrary, we think the plain meaning
and intent of the legislature were to provide
for the case of those whose lands or property
rights were directly injured by the construc
tion of the work proposed to be done, as well
as for the case of those injured by the taking

a:
i (I

in
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not to the case of property injured or de
strayed; but it follows not that the omission
may not be supplied by ordinary legislation."
Finally, an argument in favor of the gov
ernment is based upon the ﬁnding of the
court below, that it does not appear that the
well was supplied “by a distinct vein of water
running into it;" and the leading case of Ac
ton v. Blundell, 12 Mees. & W. 324, and cog
nate cases, are cited.

This seems to us so clear as

The doctrine of those cases substantially

to require no elucidation. This very point,
arlslngunder the act in question, was decided
by this court in Manufacturing Co. v. Attor
ney General, 124 U. S. 581, 596, 8 Sup. Ct.
Rep. 631, where it was said: "While con
gress supposed that a survey and map could
be made with such accuracy as to embrace
all the land necessary, under any circum
stances, for the purposes indicated in the act
of 1882, and while provision is made where
by the owners of lands, covered by such sur
vey and map, um obtain just compensation,
the act also opens the court of claims to
every person who, by the construction of the
works in question, has been injiu'ed in any
property right. provided that, within a given
time, such person ﬁle his petition in that
court, setting forth his right or title, and the
amount claimed by him as damages."
Again, it is claimed for the government
that, even if the statute be read to apply to
the case of property not embraced in the sur
vey, yet the case of a destruction of a well is
not a. “direct injury," within the contempla
tion of the statute.

is that
and apply all that is there found to his own
purposes at his free will and pleasure; and
that if, in the exercise of such right, he in—
tercepts or drains of! the water collected
from underground springs in his neighbor’s
well, this inconvenience to his neighbor falls
Within the description of damnum absque in
juria, which cannot become the ground of an
action.
We recognize this as sound doctrine in the
ordinary case of a question between adjoin

of their lands.

It is dlﬂlcult to see the force of this conten
tion. An adequate supply of water for
household and other purposes has always
been regarded as an essential incident to a
dwelling house. A never-failing well or
spring of water adds greatly to the market
value as well as to the comfort of such prop
erty. How important and indispensable is a.
supply of water is seen in the very work in
question, whose object is, as declared by the
statute, to increase the Water supply of the
city of Washington

It cannot be denied that a. well of water is
Droperty'recognlzed by the law, any injury
to which is redresslble by law. To pollute or

foul the water of a well is an actionable in
Jlll'y- Bull v. Nye, 99 Mass. 582.
We see no reason why we should disregard
the ﬁnding of the court below, that “by real
Son of the construction of said tunnel the

Said well of water was drained and de
st4‘03’911," and we regard such a ﬁnding as
proof that the owners of the property suf
tered a direct injury, within the meaning of

the remedial provisions of the statute.

we I‘9811111 the remedial features of this
Statute as coming within the suggestion of

chief Justice Gibson, in the noted case of
()Connor v. Httsburgh, 18 Pa. St. 187, 190:
“The constitutional provision for the case of

ing owners of land. But in a case like the
present, where the injury complained of is
inﬂicted by the construction of a public work
under authority of a statute, over land upon
which the public authority has acquired a
right of way only, and where the statute it
self provides a remedy for such injury, the
law has been held to be otherwise in cases
whose reasoning demands our assent.

A Massachusetts statute

provided

thatg

“every railroad'corporation shall be liable to;I

pay all damages that shall be occasioned by
laying out and making and maintaining their
road, or by taking any land or materials."
Construing that statute, in the case of Parker
v. Railroad Co., 3 Cush. 107, 114, the su
preme judicial court said:
“And so in regard to the well. The claim
for damages on this ground does not depend
on the relative rights 01' owners of’ land,
each of whom has a right to make a proper
use of his own estate, and sinking a well up
on it is such proper use; and if the water,
by its natural current. ﬂows from one to the
other, and a loss ensues, it is damnum absque
injuria. But the respondents did not own
land; they only acquired a special right to
and usufruct in it, upon the condition of pay
ing all damages which might be thereby oe
casioned to others."
in the quite recent case of Trowbridge v.
Inhabitants, 144 Mass. 139,‘ another statute
was under consideration by the same court,
similar in every respect to the act of congress
now under consideration. The case of Par
ker v. Railroad Co. was fully recognized, and
its authority followed. We quote as follows
from the opinion:
"The question presented is whether a town

which lawfully takes land and constructs a
common sewer therein, whereby a well upon
land not taken, and not adjoining limd taken.

is made (ll'l', the well being fed by Water

private Property taken for public use extends
'10 N. E. Rep. 796.
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percolating through the soil, may be liable to
pay damages therefor to the owner of the
land in which the well is situated.
“The respondent is liable for ‘damages oc
casioned by the laying, making, or maintain
lng the sewer. Pub. St. c. 50, § 3. The
provision in the railroad act is similar:
‘Damages occasioned by laying out, making,
and maintaining its road.’ Pub. St. 0. 112, 5
95. The provision in regard to public ways
is: ‘If damage is sustained by any persons
in their property by the laying out,’ etc.
Pub. St. c. 49, §§ 14, 68. Section 16, which
also applies to sewers, provides that, in esti
mating the damage, ‘regard shall be had to
all the damages done to the party, whether
by taking his property or injuring it in any
manner.’
Under these provisions damages
; can be recovered for injuring land not taken,
:‘and'not abutting upon land taken. Dodge v.
Commissioners, 3 Metc. (Mass) 380; Par
ker v. Railroad 00., 3 Cash. 107; Marsden v.
Cambridge, 114 Mass. 490.
"The respondent contends that it had the
right of an owner of the land taken to
make excavations in it, and thereby drain its
neighbor's well; that its act, without the
authority and protection of the statute, was
lawful, and invaded no right of the peti
tioner and gave her no right of action;
and that. in accordance with the decisions
in England, the statute should be construed
to intend only damages whiz-h, but for the
protection or the statute, could be recovered
by action. See New River Co. v. Johnson, 2
El. & El. 435; Board v. McCarthy, L. R. 7
H. L. 243. But the respondent does not
stand, in this respect, in the position of a pur
chaser of the land, taking the rights of its
grantor. It is not the absolute owner of the
land, but it took and holds the right to oc
cupy the land for certain purposes, and to do
upon it certain acts authorized by the statute.
In exercising its rights, the town acts, not
under the title of the owner, but by virtue
of the authority given by the statute, and
under the obligation imposed by the statute
to pay all damages occasioned thereby. The
petitioner had a right to collect and keep the
water in her well; and depriving her of it,
so as to injure her land, was a damage to
her. It is no answer that other landowners
had the same right in respect to their lands,
and that, if the petitioner’s damages had
been in consequence ot the exercise of those
rights in his land by a landowner, she could
not have recovered damages from him. The
respondents rights in the land, and its au
thority to do the act which caused the dam~
age, are given by the same statute which

gives a remedy to the petitioner to recover
the damages.

by changing the grade of a highway and by:
draining a well. It is not suggested‘ um:
either would be a cause of action at common

law.

Chief Justice Shaw says that the main

question in the case is ‘whether a party my.
ing land with buildings thereon, lying near

the track of a railroad, but not crossed by
it, can recover compensation for incidental
damages caused to his land, by the construe
tion oi! the railroad and the structures inci
dent to and connected with it.’ After dis
cussing the question, he says: ‘We are of
opinion, therefore, that a party who sue
talns an actual and real damage, capable oi
being pointed out, described, and appreciated,
may sue a complaint for compensation for
such damage.‘ In regard to the well he
says: ‘The claim for damages on this ground
does not depend on the relative rights of
owners of land, each of whom has a right to
make a proper use of his own estate, and
sinking a well upon it is such proper use;
and if the water, by its natural current, ﬂows
from one to the other, and a loss ensues, it
is damnum absque injurla But the respond
ents did not own land; they only acquired
a special right to and usuiruct in it, upon
the condition of paying all damages which
might be thereby occasioned to others'"
in Wheatley v. Baugh, 25 Pa. St. 528,533.

the case of Parker v. Railroad Co. is cited
with approval.
We also regard our own case of Manufac
turing Co. v. Attorney General. abmc cited.
as. in effect, construing the statute as appli
cable to a claim like the present one.
Upon the whole, we are of opinion thattho

judgment oi.‘ the court of claims is sustain
able on principle and authority, and it ll
accordingly aﬂirmed.
:

(148 U. S. 1"]

UNITED STATES v. TRUESDELL.
(March 6, 1893.)
No. 467.
EMXXEXT DOMAIN—CONSTRUCTION or TUNSIIF
DRAINAGE or WELLS—DAMAGES.

The doctrine that the draining and lie
struction of a. well by an adjoining on???‘
land exercising his right to dig therein 0‘
damnum absque injuria, where the well is I! o
supplied by a distinct vein_o_f water, in? “11°
application where such draining and dcs r 8]
tion is caused by the construction of a tunnw
for the water supply of a city, underdﬂin

thority of an act of con ress, over land a
which a right of way only is acquired, an
act provides a remedy for such an millil

ADIJOQI from the court of claims.
Petition by George Truesdell to the Coil"

of claims for damages against the Unm‘d
States by reason or the construction at the
Washington water tunnel, under Act Coni

“The Precise question presented here was

July 15, 1882, 22 St. p. 168. Judgment tor

decided, in regard to a railroad, in Parker v.
Railroad 00., ubi supra. In that case, dam‘
ages were alleged to have been occasioned
in the construction of a railroad, to land not

petitioner. The United States appeal. Af'

Within or adjoining the location of the road.

ﬁrmed.
d
Asst. Atty. Gen. Cotton, for the Unite

States. Job Barnard and Geo. A. King, m‘
Honellee.
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Mr. Justice SHIRAS delivered the opinion
of the court.

the United States for the southern district of 5

Ohio,'against David Armstrong, receiver of
the Fidelity National Bank of Cincinnati, the
claims to recover damages for the loss of
purpose of which bill was to charge the de
a well occasioned by the construction of an fendant, as trustee of the plaintiif, for $17,
extension of the Washington aqueduct, and
460.32, certain funds in his possession. To
for compensation for a right of way across
this bill of complaint the defendant duly ap
land of the complainant taken for the pur
peared and answered. After the taking of
pose of constructing a tunnel, by virtue of testimony, the case was submitted on plead
an act of congress of July 15, 1882, entitled
lugs and proofs, and on the 8th of June, 1889.
"An act to increase the water supply of the a decree was entered in favor of the plaintiﬂ’,
city of Washington, and for other pur
directing the defendant to pay to it the sum
poses." 22 St. p. 168.
of $7,209.59, which he was adjudged to hold
So far as the recovery of the plainﬂi! 'be
as trustee, and also whatever sums he might
low was based on the claim for compensa
thereafter receive from the receiver of the
tion for land actually taken, the United
Fifth National Bank of St. Louis, Mo., as
States do not, in this appeal, complain. But
dividends upon the sum of $1,577.89, the
they contend that the injury caused by the amount of paper transmitted to that bank
destruction oi.’ the well was damnum absque
for collection. From this decree both par
inJuria. The liability of the United States,
ties appealed to this court. The opinion of
under the statute, by virtue of which the
the circuit court was delivered by Jackson,
work in question was done and the damages
Circuit Judge, and will be found in 39 Fed.
occasioned, has been declared in the opinion
Rep. 684.
of this court in the case. Just decided, of
The transactions between the two banks
U. S. v. Alexander, 13 Sup. Ct. Rep. 529,
originated in the following letter, sent by
where the facts were similar, and we do not
the Fidelity National Bank to the plaintiff:
need to repeat what is therein said.
“U. S. Depository.
The judgment of the court below is ac
"The Fidelity National Bank.
cordingly atiirmed.
"Capital, $1,000,000.

This suit was brought in the court of

“Briggs Swift, president; E. L. Harper, vice
president; Ammi Baldwin, cashier; Ben
jamin E. Hopkins, ass't cashier.

(148 U. S. 50)

COMMERCIAL NAT. BANK v. ARM
STRONG.
ARMSTRONG v. COMMERCIAL NAT.
BANK.
(March 6, 1893.)

Nos. 76. 77
Bamrs urn Basxmo—Cotnuc'rloas—In
SOLVENCY.

A Cincinnati bank wrote to a Philadel
phia bank: "Will collect at par all points west
of Pennsylvania, and remit the 1st, 11th, and

21st of each month." The latter accepted this
proposition, and thereafter, from time to time,
orwarded paper indorsed "For collection."
Business was carried on under this arrangement
for several months, when the Cincinnati bank

failed havin in its hands, or in the hands of
Its snimgent sake the proceeds of paper thus
forwarded. Held, that the relation between the
links was that of principal and agent until
the collection of the paper and the receipt of

the money by the Cincinnati bank, after which
time the relation was that of debtor and cred

“or: and hence that the receiver of the Cin
clnnati bank could not be charged, as trustee,

ﬁll any moneys which were collected, and
passed into its general funds, before the fail
are, or which before that time were collected

by_sub_agents, and credited to it on a debt
Winch it owed them. but that he could be so
charged with moneys collected by a subagent
before the failure, and afterwards aid to the
receiver. 39 Fed. Rep. 684, aﬂirmed).

Appeals from the circuit court of the
United States for the southern district of

“Cincinnati, 2, 12. 1887.
"Com'l Nat. B'k, Phiiada., Pa.—Gentlemen:
Enclosed herewith we hand you our last
statement, showing us to be the second bank
in Ohio. in deposits, in the tenth month of
our existence. We should be pleased to serve
you, and trust you will ﬁnd it to your ad
vantage to accept one of the following prop
osiiions:
“No. 1. We will collect all items at par,
and allow 2% per cent. interest on daily bal
ances, calculated monthly. We will remit
any balance you have above $2,000 in New
York draft, as you direct. or ship currency
at your cost for expressage.
“No. 2. Will collect at par all points west
of Pennsylvania, and remit the 1st, 11th,
and 21st of each month.
g
'“No. 3. We will collect at par Ohio, In-'
diana, and Kentucky items, and remit bal
ance every Monday by draft on New York.
“We do not charge for exchange on proposi
tions No. 1, 2, and 3.

“No. 4. Will collect Cincinnati items and
remit daily at 40 cents per thousand, or 20
cents for $500 or less.
“National hanks not in a reserve city can
count all they have with us as reserve.
"Your early reply will oblige, respectfully
yours,

E. L. Harper, V. P."

To this letter the plaintiit replied on Feb
Ohio. Aﬁirmed.
Statement by Mr. Justice BREWER:

0n the 23d of November, 1887, the Com
mercial National Bank of Pennsylvania ﬁled

its bill of complaint in the circuit court of

ruary 18th, accepting proposition No. 2; and
thereafter. from time to time, forwarded
paper for collection. The Fidelity Bank
caused to be made and sent to the plaintiff
a rubber stamp for use in indorslng paper
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thus forwarded. This stamp read as fol
We agree with the circuit Judge that the
relation created between the banks as to un'
lows:
"Pay Fidelity National Bank of Cincinnati,
collected paper was that of principal and
agent, and that the mere fact that asubagent
0., or order. for collection for Commercial
of the Fidelity Bank had oolieetcd the money
Bank of Philadelphia, Pa. E. P. Graham,
due on such paper was not a mingling of
Cashier."
those collections with the general funds of
Business was carried on between the two
the Fidelity, and did not operate to relieve
banks under this arrangement until June 20,
them from the trust obligation created by
1887, when the Fidelity Bank failed, having
the agency of the Fidelity, or create any diﬂi
in its hands, or in the hands of other banks
culty in specifically tracing them. As to such
to which the same had been sent by it for
paper, the transaction may be described thus:
collection, proceeds of paper forwarded by
The plaintiff handed it to the Fidelity. The
piaintiif after June 4th amounting to $16,
Fidelity handed it to a subagent. The sub
851.92. The only correspondence which took
agent collected it, and held the speciﬁc
place during this time between the parties,
which can be considered as throwing any
money in hand to be delivered to the Fidel
ity. Then the failure of the Fidelity came,
light upon the arrangement between them,
and the speciﬁc money was handed to its
was a letter from the plaintiif of May 25th,
receiver. That money never became a part
as follows: “We don't wish to complain,
of the general funds of the Fidelity. It was
but would like to understand why your re
not applied by the subagent in reducing the
mittance to us of May 21 only included items
indebtedness of the Fidelity to it, but itwas
sent you up to May 14, and received by you
held as a sum collected, to rbe paid over to
on the 16th. We have to explain these
things to our depositors, and wish to act in
the Fidelity, or to whomsoever might be en
telligently on the subject?’ and a reply in
titled to it. The Fidelity received the paper
as agent, and the indorsement "for collection“
these words:
"We collect at par, and in
was notice that its possession was that of
clude in our remittances everything collected
agent, and not of owner.
In Sweeny v
'53 to date."
Easter, 1 Wall. 166, 173, in which there was
‘The conclusions of the circuit judge were
an indorseinent "for collection," Mr. Justice
that the relation between the two banks was
that of principal and agcrt.—a relation which
Miller said: “The words ‘for collection’ evi
continued. not only while the paper was held
dently had a meaning. That meaning was in~
tended to limit the eiIect which would have
by the Fidelity Bank, but after the moneys
had been collected thereon; but that, in order been given to the indorsement without them,
and warned the party that1 contrary to the
to enforce a trust in favor of the plaintiff as
to any of the moneys so collected, they must
purpose of a general or blank indorsement:
be speciﬁcally traceable, and that it was not ‘this was not intended to transfer the owner-I
suﬂicient to show that by collection they had
ship of the note or its proceeds." And in
passed into the general funds of the bank.
White v. Bank, 102 U. S. 658, 661.
This paper had substantially all passed into where the indorsement was "for account"
the hands of other banks, to whom it had
the same justice, speaking of the indorse
ment, said: “It does not purport to transfer
been sent by the Fidelity Bank, as its sub
agents, and the circuit judge held that if the the title of the paper, or the ownership 0!
Fidelity was indebted to these local banksI
the money when received.” The lllﬂlnﬂﬂ'
subagents. and the collections, when made, then, as principal, could unquestionably have
were entered in their books as a credit to controlled the paper at any time before it!
such indebtedness, they must be considered payment, and this control extended in Such
as reduced to possession, and as having time as the money was received by its “89113
passed into the general funds of the Fidel
the Fidelity. Bank v. Hubbell, 117 N. 1384.
ity; but that, on the other hand, if the 22 N. E. Rep. 1031;
Manufactm‘ers' Nui
Fidelity was not indebted to the subagent Bank v. Continental Bank, 148 Mass. 553, 20
banks, and the Collections remained in their N. E. Rep. 193; Frceinan’s Nat. Bank \'- Nil"
hands to be subsequently remitted to the Fi
tional Tube Works, 151 Mass. 413, 24N. E
delity, and in fact were paid to the receiver Rep. 779; Armstrong v. Bank, (Ky.)14 S. W
after his appointment, they were speciﬁcally Rep. 411; First Nat. Bank of Crown Point
traceable, and were therefore subject to the V- First Nat. Bank of Richmond, 761m
trust created by the relationship between
561.
In those cases the suitﬂ were
the two banks, and payment thereof could against subagent banks. It is ‘6119 mm
be enforced out of the funds in the hands of
in most of them the collection W115 made
the receiver.
by the subagent after the avowed Willie?“
Edward Colston. Judson Harmon, and
George Hoadiy, Jr., for Commercial Bank.
John W. Herron, for Armstrong.

of the agent, but that fact we cannot think

is decisive. If, before the subugent Pam
with the money, or credits it upon
111'

debtedness of the agent bank to it. the W1‘

E'

*Mr. Justice BREWER, after stating the
facts in the foregoing language, delivered the
opin‘on of the court.

vency of the latter is disclosed, it Ought not
to place the funds which it has collected. and
which it knows belong to a third Wm" ‘B
the hands of that insolvent agent or IT!

in
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asslgnee; and, on the other hand, such in
ties, and must be so adjudged, according to
solvent agent has no equity in claiming that
the ordinary custom of banking, that these
this money, which it has not yet received,
collections were not to be placed on special
and which belongs to its principal, should be
deposit, and held until the day for remitting:
transferred to, and mixed with, its general
The very fact thatecollections were to be.‘0
funds in the hands of its assignee for the
made at par shows that the compensation
beneﬁt of its general creditors, and to the
for the troulble and expense of collection was
exclusion of the principal for whom it was
understood to be the temporary deposit of
collected. Whether It be said that such funds
the funds thus collected, and the temporary
are speciﬁcally traceable in the possession of
use thereof by the Fidelity. The case of
the subagent, or that the agent has never rc
Marine Bank v. Fulton Bank, 2 Wall. 252,
(luced those funds to possession, or put itself is in point, though it may be conceded that
in a position where it could rightfully claim
the facts in that tending to show the relation
that it has changed the relation of agent to
of debtor and creditor are more signiﬁcant
that of debtor, the result is the same. The
than those here. In the spring of 1861 the
Fidelity received this paper as agent. At the
Fulton Bank of New York sent two notes for
time of its insolvency, when its right to con
collection to the Marine Bank of Chicago.
tinue in business ceased, it had not fully per
There being some trouble about currency, the
formed in duties as agent and collector. It
Fulton Bank requested the Marine Bank to
Shad not received the moneys collected by its
hold the avails of the collection subject to
'subagcnt. They'were traceable as separate
‘order, and advise amount credited. After
and speciﬁc funds, and therefore the plalntiit
wards the Marine Bank sought to pay in the
was entitled to have them paid out of the as
currency which it had received on the collec
sets in the hands of the receiver. for, when
tion. then largely depreciated, but its claim
he collected them from these sub-agents, he
in this respect was denied; Mr. Justice Mil
was, in fact, collecting them as the agent of
ler, speaking for the court, saying:
“The
the principal. No mere bookkeeping between
truth, undoubtedly, is that both parties un
the Fidelity and its subagents could change
derstood that, when the money was collected,
the actual status of the parties, or destroy
plaintiff was to have credit with the defend
rights which arise out of the real facts of the
ant for the amount of the collection. and that
transaction.
defendant would use the money in its busi
We also agree with the circuit court, in its
ness. Thus the defendant was guilty of no
conclusions as to those moneys collected by
Wrong in using the money, because it had be
subagents to whom the Fidelity was in debt,
come its own. It was used by the bank in
and which collections had been credited by
the same manner that it used the money de
the subagents upon the debts of the Fidelity
posited with it that day Iby city customers.
to them before its insolvency was disclosed;
and the relation between the two banks was
for there the moneys had practically passed
the same as that between the Chicago bank
into the hands of the Fidelity. The collec
and its city depositors. It would be a waste of
tion had been fully completed. It was not a
argument to attempt to prove that this was
mere matter of bookkeeping between the Fi
a debtor and creditor relation. All deposits
dellty and its agents. It was the same as
made with bankers may be divided into two
though the money had actually reached the
classes, namely, those in which the bank be
vaults of the Fidelity. It was a completed
comes bailee of the depositor, the title to the
transaction between it and its subagents, and
thing deposited remaining with the latter;
nothing was left but the settlement between
and that other kind of deposit of money pe
the Fidelity and the principal—the plaintiff.
cuhar to banking business, in which the de
The conclusions of the circuit court were
positor, for his own convenience, parts with
based upon the idea that these collections
the title to his money, and loans it to the
could not be traced, because they had passed
into the general fund of the bank. We think, banker, and the latter, in consideration of
the loan of the money, and the right to use
however, a more satisfactory reason is found
it for his own proﬁt, agrees to refund the
in the fact that by the terms of the arrange
same amount, or any part thereof, on de
ment between the plaintiff and the Fidelity
mand. The case before us is not of the for
the relation 01' debtor and creditor was cre
mer class. It must 'be of the latter."
ated when the collections were fully made.
That reasoning is applicable here. Bearingc
The agreement was to collect at par, and re
mit the 1st, 11th, and 21st of each month.

Collections intermediate those dates were, by
the custom of banks. and the evident under
Standing of the parties, to be mingled with
the general funds of the Fidelity, and used in
its business. The fact that the intervals be
tween the dates for remitting were brief is
immaterial. The principle is the same as if
the Fidelity was to remit only once every six
months. It was the contemplation of the par

in mind the‘custom of banks, it cannot be?
that the parties understood that the collec
tions made by the Fidelity during the inter
vals between the days of remitting were to
be made special deposits, but, on the con
trary, it is clear that they intended that the
moneys thus received should pass into the
general funds of the bank, and be used by
it as other funds, and that, when the day for
remitting came, the remittance should be
made out of such general funds.
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The conclusions, therefore, reached by the
circuit court, were correct, and the judgment
is aﬂ’li'mcd.
:

(148 U. S. 107)
COMMON WEALTH 0F VIRGINIA v.

Petition for writ of mandamus. Granted.
Statement by Mr. Justice GRAY:
This was a petition by the commonwealth
of Virginia to this court for a writ of mim
damus to the Honorable John Paul, district
judge of the United States for the western
district of Virginia, and holding the circuit

PAUL, District Judge.

court of the United States for um district m§

(March 6, 1893.)

command him to remand'to the county (30ml:
of Smyth county, in Virginia, an indictment
against Joseph H. Cari—loo for the murder
of James M. Nelson, found by the grand jury
of the county, and by them returned into the
county court, and of which the circuit court
of the United States had assumed jurisdic
tion; and also to command him to restore
the body of Carrico to W. D. Wilmore, the
jailer of the county, from whose custody
he had been taken upon a writ of habcas
corpus issued by said judge.
Annexed to the petition was a copy of the
record of the district court of the United
States in the proceedings for habeas corpus.
as well as a copy of the record of the circuit
court of the United States in the proceed
lags concerning the indictment.

No. 7.
REMOVAL or Pnosacu'rioss AGAINST REVENUE
Orrwans—“Conmnsounss’r” or Puosiicu'rios
-—REQUlEllTES—MANDAMUS.
1. Under Rev. St. 5 6473, relating to the re
moval of prosecutions commenced in the state
courts against federal revenue ofﬁcers, at prose
cation is not "commenced," so as to be remov
able. when the oﬂicer is merely held under a
warrant of arrest for preliminag examination
before a magistrate. Georgia v. art, 4 Woods,
513; Georgia v. Bolton, 11 Fed. Rep. 217;
North Carolina v. Kirkpatrick, 42 Fed. Rep.

689, overruled.

_

_ _ _

2. In the western district of Virginia, where
the federal judge is judgehoth of the districtand
circuit court, and both courts are held at the same
time and place, and have the same clerk, a deputy
United States marshal arrested for murder on a
warrant from a justice of the peace, before _his
preliminary examination before such justice,
ﬁled in the district court a petition addressed

to the judge of the circuit court, alleging his
arrest, that he was then conﬁned in Jail
“awaiting trial before said justice u on the
said charge of murder," and that the kil ing was
done in self-defense, while acting under the
revenue laws. The petition prayed a removal
into the circuit court, and for a writ. of habeas
corpus cum causa. The federal judge there~
upon made an order entitled in the district court,
awardin a writ of habeas corpus in common
form.
ending an adjournment of the hearing
thereon, the state grand jury for the proper
county found an indictment against the peti
tioncr for murder, which was exhibited to the
federal court by an amendment to the jailer‘s
return. After the hearing an order was en
tered in the district court, simply requiring
the petitioner to be recognized for his appear
ance before the federal circuit court "to answer
the indictment found against him by a grand
jury of the county court of Smyth county. Vir
ginia.” Held, that these proceedin s were not

in compliance with Rev. St. § 64 , which re
quires the petition in such a case, to be ﬁled
with the clerk of the circuit court, and a writ
of certiorari or habeas corpus cum causa is
sued by him to be served on the state court.
3. The prosecution which was commenced

in the state court, after the ﬁling of the Peta
tion, by the ﬁndin of an indictment, was not
removed by the or er holding the petitioner to
trial in the federal court; for, in cases of re
moval under this section, the jurisdiction of

the federal court depends entirely on the state
ments made in the veriﬁed petition.
4. The removal of a state prosecution
against a. federal revenue oﬂicer under Rev.
st, 5 6-1.3.~ is not accomplished until the state
court receives notice from the clerk of the fed
eral court of the petition ﬁled in his office.

5-“11911 II- _fed_ernl circuit court has unlaw

The record of the district court set forth
the following proceedings: On December
18, 1891, in vacation, Carrico presented to
Judge Paul a petition addressed to him in
“judge of the United States circuit court.“
alleging “that on December 12, 1891, one
Kirk, a justice of the peace of Smyth county,
Va., issued his warrant in the name of the
commonwealth of Virginia, addressed to Cou
stable Scott of the said county, commanding

him to arrest your petitioner, and bring hi!
body before said justice, for willfully, pi-e
medltatedly, and of malice aforetliought.
killing and murdering one James M. Nelson.

in the said county of Smyth, on December
11, 1891; and upon said warrant the said
constable Scott did arrest your petitioner.
late on Saturday evening, December 12.
1891, and delivered him to W. D. Wilmorc.

the jailer of Smyth county. Va; and you!‘

petitioner is now conﬁned in the 1'1“ 0:
Smyth county, at Marion, awaiting a W1

before said justice upon the said charge of
murder." The petition further allel;ed that
no murder was committed, but that tht‘v M11‘
ing was done by the petitioner in 561M“
fense, in the performance of his duty 11? 1‘
deputy of the marshal of the district. acting
by and under the authority of the internal
revenue laws of the United States. and_‘“
attempting to arrest Nelson while ViOldilllB

those laws, by having in his possession. 11nd
selling, illicit ardent spirits. “In view ‘of

fully talgen jurisdiction of a prosecution com
menced in a state court against a federal reve
nue oilicer, the supreme court of the United

these facts, under section 643 01' we be“?
vised Statutes of the United States." the Pt

States will award a.writ of mandamus directing

tltlon prayed that "said' cause may be)?‘
moved from the jurisdiction of the said hid»

Zlgenejudge of the circuit court to remand the
6. The action of a district judge discharg

11:2. on habeas corpus. a person held under state
Process to answer for acts done in pursuance
of a law of the United States, though review
ableuso-n appeal, cannot be controlled by man

justice of the peace of said county 01' Silva?’
and from the county court of sold count»

the
to the
western
circuit district
court ofofthe
Virginia,
United 1°‘
Smell
ma‘
that a writ of habeas corpus cum mus“
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might be awarded, and a duplicate thereof
delivered to the clerk or the county court,
and that by virtue thereof the marshal of
the district, or one of his deputies, might
take the body of the petitioner into his custo
ﬂy, to be dealt with in the cause according to
law, and according to the order of the cir
cuit court, or of a judge thereof in vacation;

your jail and custody, that he may be ex
amined for the said oifense by the county
court of the sald county, and him there
safely keep until he
by due course of law. Given under my hand
and seal this, the 14th day of December,

1891.

John .1’. Kirk, J. P."

The prisoner was thereupon admitted to
ball, with sureties for his appearance, on
that a copy of the record and proceedings
January 8, 1892, and the case was continued
before said justice and by sald constable"
to that day, and again to January 9th, when
might be brought into the circuit court The
the jailer was permitted by the court to
petition was veriﬁed by the oath of the peti
amend his return by adding Exhibit B,
tioner, taken before a United States commis
therein referred to, which was a transcript
sioner on December 12th; and annexed to it
of an indictment against Carrico for the mur
was a. certiﬁcate of counsel of the same date,
in the form required by said section of the der of Nelson, returned into the county court
by a grand jury of the county on December
statutes
21st, and of an order made the same day by
Upon that petition, and on the same day,
that court, directing that Carrico, who had
Judge Paul made an order entitled “In the
been removed to the jail of another county
district court of the United States for the
for safekeeping, be conveyed by the sheriﬂ
western district of Virginia, in vacation,"
to the jail of Smyth county, that he might

and, “upon the removal of said prosecution,

On December 19th, that petition was ﬁled,
and the order granting the writ of habeas
corpus recorded, in the clerk's office of the
district court, and the writ was issued ac
cordingiy, tested by Judge Paul, as judge of
the district court, and under its seal.

1m
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On December 22d, the writ of babeas cor
pus, as appeared by the marshal's return
thereon, was executed by delivering copies
thereof to the jailer and to the clerk of the

county court
On December 23d, at a special term of the
district court, held at Abingdon, the jailer
brought in the body of Carrico, and returned
that the causes of his detention were a war
rantotcommitment, a copy of which. marked
"Exhibit A," was annexed to and made part
thereof. "and the proceedings of the county
court of Smyth and commonwealth of Vir

the district court of the United States as
ﬁled in that court on May 17, 1892.

The case was continued from January 9th:
to January 12th, ‘when the district court;‘
held by Judge Paul, made the following
order:

"In this cause, the court having heard
the testimony introduced on behalf of the
petitioner, as well as that introduced on
behalf of the respondent, W. D. Wilrnore,
sherlif of Smyth county, Va., and the argu
ments of counsel for the petitioner and re
spondent, and it appearing to the court that
the petitioner is in custody for an act drum
in pursuance of a law of the UUHZC'] Stare-s,

and is held in custody, contrary to law, by

the jailer of Smyth county, Va., and that
he has a right to have removed into the cir.
eBinia, marked ‘Exhibit B,’ and made part cuit court of the United States for the west
ern district of Virginia the prosecution pend
:aud parcel of this return."
ing against him in the county court of
' ‘The only exhibit annexed to the jaller's
Smyth county, Va., it is therefore ordered
return was marked “Exhibit A," and was as
that the petitioner be recognized in the sum
follows:
of one thousand dollars for his appearance
“Virg'mia, Smyth county, to wit: To Wil
ﬁlm Scott, constable of said county, and to before the circuit court for this district on
the ﬁrst day of the next regular term there
the keeper of the jail of said county:
of, to answer the indictment found against
see are to command you, the said con
him by a grand jury of the county court of
Smyth county, Va." Thereupon Carrico en
tered into a recognizance accordingly. The
record set forth the testimony introduced at
that hearing, as well as the opinion then do
la a justice of the said county, on the livered, and published in 51 Fed. Rep. 196.
On May 14, 1892, the jailer moved the
Oath of R. W. Nelson, with a felony by
him committed, in this: that the said district court to amend its order of January
3059M! H. Carrico, on the 11th day of 12th so as to allow him an appeal to this
court, and to certify that the question of the
December, 1891, in the said county, feloni
°l181y and of his malice did kill and murder jurisdiction of the district court to hear and
determine the writ of habeas corpus in the
one James M. Nelson; and you, the said
manner it did was alone involved and to be
kmiller of the said jail, are hereby required
reviewed. The motion was granted upon
W receive the said Joseph H. Carrico into
the grounds that the order of January 12th,
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taking the petitioner from the custody of
the respondent, and holding him to answer
to the indictment in the United States court,
was a ﬁnal order, from which the respond
ent might appeal to this court, as if it had
been an order for the absolute discharge of
the prisoner fromhis custody, and that the
writ of habeas corpus was not merely ancil
lary to the petition for the removal, under
section 643 of the Revised Statutes, of the
prosecution of Carrico by the state of Vir
ginia, but was a distinct and different pro
sceeding, in a different court, and under a

‘.“different statute, and'was not issued by the
clerk, as provided in that section, but by
the district judge, and on December 18,
1891, “whereas," the judge said, “the peti
tion for removal, as shown by record evi
dence used in the discussion of this motion,
was not ﬁled in the clerk's office of the cir
cuit court until December 19, 1891." His
opinion on this motion is in the record, and
is published in 51 Fed. Rep. 200. The ap
peal from the order of January 12th does
not appear to have been prosecuted.
The copy of the record of the circuit COl'il'l'.
of the United States, annexed to the peti
tion for a mandamus, was of the proceed
ings at the regular May term, 1892, of that
court, at Abingdon, held by Judge Paul, in
the case entitled “Commonwealth of Vir
ginia vs. Joseph H. Carrico. indictment for
murder from Smyth county court,"—and be
gun, under date of Saturday, May 14th, with
the following memorandum:
"Be it remembered that heretofore the
said Joseph H. Carrico presented a petition
for the removal of the case aforesaid, and
herein charging him with the murder of
James M. Nelson, from the county court of
Smyth county, Va., to the circuit court of
the United States for the western district
of Virginia, at Abingdon, Va., (and for a
writ of habeas corpus.) to the judge of the
district court of the United States for the
western district of Virginia; and upon re

turn of W. D. Wilmore, jailer of Smyth
county, Va., and upon the hearing of the
evidence and arguments of counsel, an or—
der was entered in the said district court of
the United States for the western district
of Virginia on January 12, 1892, removing
the said prosecution of the commonwealth
of Virginia vs. Joseph H. Carrlco into the

circuit court of the United States for the
western district of Virginia. in the fourth
circuit, at Ablngdon, Va., for further pro
ceedings and trial; and said indictment,
with the indorsements thereon, is in the
words and ﬁgures following, viz.”

Then followed a copy of the indictment,

oner appeared, as required by his rei‘ogni.
zance, was arraigned upon the indictment,

pleaded not guilty, was tried by a jury, and
on Monday, May 16th, fotmd guilty of volun.
tary manslaughter, and that on May 17th
the court, upon his motion, set aside the ver
dict, and granted a new trial, continued the
case to the next term, and admitted him to
bail upon his own recognizance.
Upon motion of the commonwealth of Vir
ginia on the first day of this term, and before
any further proceedings were bad in the dr
cuit court, this court gave leave to ﬁle the
petition for a mandamus, and granted a rule
to Judge Paul to show cause why a writ of
mandamus should not issue as prayed for.
The judge, in his return to the rule. re
ferred to the petition for removal and for a
writ of habeas corpus, and the proceedings
concerning the habeas corpus and those upon
the indictment, as appearing in the copies of
records annexed to the petition for a man
damus, set forth the grounds of his action,
substantially, as in his opinions above men
t‘loned, and speciﬁcally stated that the writ
of habeas corpus was issued, not under sec
tion 643 of the Revised Statutes, but under
section 753, which authorizes the writ when
a prisoner “is in custody for an act done or
omitted in pursuance of a law of the United
States."
it was alleged in the petition for a man
damus, and in the brief for the petitioner,
and was not denied in the judge's return or
in the brief of his counsel that, when the

case of the indictment was called for trial
in the circuit court of the United States. I1
motion was made by the commonwealth of
Virginia to remand the case to the county
court because the circuit court had no juris
diction over the crime charged in the indict
ment, and because the removal of the prose
cutlon from the county court was not author’
ized by law, but was contrary to the consti

tution and laws of Virginia, and to the consti
tutlon and laws of the United States, and
that this motion was denied by the circuit
court.
R. Taylor Scott, for the Commonwealth»
Asst. Atty. Gen. Maury, for respondent.
:

‘Mr. Justice GRAY, after stating the lam:
in the foregoing language, delivered the
Opinion of the court.
The prosecution and punishment of crime!
and offenses committed against one of the
states of the Union appropriately belong to
the courts and authorities of the state. and

can be interfered with by the circuit court 01
the United States so far only as congress
order to maintain the supremacy of the con

with the indorsement "A true bill,” by the
foreman of the grand jury, and also indorsed
as "a transcript from the record," by the
clerk of the county court. The record of the

Stitution and laws of the United States, I135
0X1>ressly authorized either a removal of the

ﬁclrcult court further showed that on May
:14th the attorney general of Virginia and'the

prisoner by writ of habeas corpus issued by
that court, 01‘ by a judge thereof. Tennessee

emu-“Y attorney came in, and that the pris

v- Davis, 100 U. s. 257; Virginia v. Rives,

prosecution into the circuit court of the

United States for trial, or a discharge 0"“
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Id 313;
Davis v. South Carolina, 107
U. S. 597, 2 Sup. Ct. Rep. 636; In re Neagle,
185 U. S. 1. 10 Sup. Ct. Rep. 658; Hunting
ton v. Attrili, 146 U. S. 657, 672, 673, 13 Sup.
Ct. Rep. 224.
In the case at bar, Joseph H. Carrico, hav
ing been arrested under a. Warrant from a
justice of the peace of the county of Smyth
on a charge of murder, was discharged by
the district judge, on writ of habeas corpus,
from the commitment under state process;
and having afterwards been indicted by the
grand jury of the county for that oifense,
and committed by order of the county court
for trial upon the indictment, the prosecution
against him was assumed to have been re

of which shall be delivered to the clerk of

the state court, or left at his oiﬁce, by the

marshaif' “and thereupon it shall be the
duty of the state court to stay all further
E‘
5.9
proceedings in the cause, and the suit or
prosecution, upon delivery of such process,
or leaving the ame as aforesaid, shall be
held to be removed to the cirruit court, and
any further proceedings, trial, or judgment
therein in the state court shall be void."
The removal of the case out of the jurisdic
tion of the state court, and into the exclusive
jurisdiction of the circuit court of the United
Lili‘ilﬁ;
States, takes place, without any order of the
circuit court, as soon as the state court, by:
moved into the circuit court of the United the service upon it or'upon its clerk of the.
appropriate process, whether certiorari or
States for trial, and was there tried.
habeas corpus cum causa, has notice of the
The state of Virginia, by petition for a writ
ﬁling of the petition in the circuit court. But
of mandamus, questions the validity both of
it is only after such formal notice has been
the removal and of the discharge, and it will
given that the jurisdiction is transferred from
be convenient to consider the two separately,
the state court to the national court. The
beginning with the removal.
proceedings under this section diil’er from
it is contended by the respondent that the
those under section 641, in which the petition
prosecution was rightly removed into the
for removal is required to be ﬁled in the
circuit court of the United States under sec
state court, and is of itself notice to that
tion 643 of the Revised Statutes, (the consti~
court, and therefore, “upon the ﬁling of such
tutionality of which was aﬂirmed in Tennes
see v. Davis and in Davis v. South Carolina, petition, all further proceedings in the state
‘above cited,) authorizing the removal into court shall cease," and if the petition shows
:the circuit court of the United States for a suﬂicient ground for removal, the case is,
in legal effect, removed. Virginia v. Rives.
0 trial of "any'civii suit or criminal prosecu
100 U. S. 313, 316. But under either section
tion" "commenced in any court of a state
the jurisdiction of the state court is not taken
against any oﬂicer appointed under, or acting
away
until it has notice, in one form or other,
by authority of, any revenue law of the
of the petition for removaL—under section
United States, now or hereafter enacted, or
641, by the petition ﬁled in that court; under
against any person acting under or by au
section 643, by notice from the clerk of the
thority of any such oiiiccr, on account of any
circuit
court of the petition there ﬁled.
act done under color of his oﬂice, or of any
The records of the district court and of
such law, or on account of any right, title,
the circuit court, copies of which are annexed
or authority claimed by such officer or other
to the petition for a mandamus, present a
person under any such law."
curious and complicated condition of things,
it is important, therefore, to consider
whether the conditions of that section have in which some of the confusion may be ow

been complied with.
By that section, it is only when the suit or
Prosecution has been “commenced in any
court of a state,” and "at any time before
the trial or ﬁnal hearing thereof," that it

"may be removed for trial into the circuit
court" "upon the petition of such defendant
to said circuit court, and in the following
manner:" The petition must set forth the
nature of the suit or prosecution, and be
veriﬁed by aiﬁdavit, and supported by certiﬁ
cate of counsel. It “shall be presented to
the said circuit court, if in session, or, if it

be not, to the clerk thereof, at his oﬂice, and
shall be ﬁled in said otﬁce." "The cause
Shall thereupon be entered on the docket of
the circuit court, and shall proceed as a cause

Originally commenced in that court." The
clerk of the circuit court is required, when the

@1188 is commenced in the state court other

ing to the facts that not only is the district
judge a Judge of either court, but that in
the western district of Virginia both courts
are held at the some times and places, and

have the same clerk. Rev. St. §§ 572, 609,
622, 658; Act Sept. 25, 1890, c. 922, (26 St.
p. 474.)
The petition for removal, praying also for
a writ of habeas corpus cum causa. was evi
dently framed under section 6&3 of the Re
vised Statutes, and was addressed to the
district judge as "judge of the United States
circuit court;" and it is said in his opinion,
delivered on allowing an appeal to this Cmll'i.
from his order of January 12th upon the
habeas corpus, that “the petition for removal,
as shown by record evidence used in the
discussion of this motion, was not ﬁled in the
clerk's otiice of the circuit court until De
cember 19, 1891." 51 Fed. Rep. 202.

Wise than by capias, to issue a writ of cer

But that record evidence, all Of which 18

ﬂorari to the state court for the record; and,
when it is commenced by capias, to “issue a

in the record now before Us, shows only that:

Writ of habeas corpus cum causa, a duplicate

the district court on that day. beini; the Same
day on which the order granting the Writ of

the petition was ﬁled in the clerk‘s'othce of g‘
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habeas corpus was recorded in, and the writ
issued from, that oiﬁce. Indeed, the very
ground assigned by the judge in his opinion,
just referred to, for allowing an appeal from
his order on the habeas corpus, was that the
writ of habeas corpus issued by him was not
ancillary to the petition for a removal, nor
issued by the clerk of the circuit court, as
provided in that section. His return to this
petition for a mandamus expressly states
that it was not issued under section 643, but
under section 753; and the memorandum,
inserted at the beginning of the record of the
proceedings in the circuit court on the indict
ment describes that order as an order of the
district court, removing the prosecution of
the commonwealth of Virginia against Car
rico into the circuit court.
The single petition, addressed to Judge Paul
as Judge of the circuit court, and praying for a
removal of the cause into that court, and for
a writ of habeas corpus cum causa to com
plete the removal, (which, so far as appears
on the records of either court, was the only
petition, either for a removal or for a habeas
corpus,) appears to have been treated by the
Judge as it it had been, or had included, two
separate petitions,—the one, a petition for an
ordinary writ ot habeas corpus, under section
753, which might be granted by the district
court or district judge; the other, apetition
for a removal of the cause, under section
643, which could only be addressed to and
ﬁled in the'circnit court.
If the petition for removal had been duly

ﬁled in the circuit court of the United States,
and a writ of habeas corpus cum causa had
been duly issued by the clerk of that court,
and served on the clerk of the county court,
no order of removal would have been neces
sary. 1f the petition was not so died, and
neither such a writ of habeas corpus, nor a
writ of certiorari to bring in the record, was
so issued and served, no order, even of the
circuit court, for the removal of the cause,
could have any effect. In any aspect,
the district court had no authority to order
the prosecution to be removed into the cir
‘118 cuit court.
' The inference appears to be inevitable
that the only foundation of the exercise of
Jurisdiction by the circuit court over this
indictment was a petition ﬁled in the dis
trict court, and orders made and recorded
in that court, and that no petition for re
moval was ever ﬁled in the clerk's oﬂlce of
the circuit court, and no writ of certiorari
or habeas corpus cum causa was ever issued
by the clerk, as clerk of that court, and
served on the state court, as required by
section 643 of the Revised Statutes, in order
to take away the jurisdiction of the state
court.
But there is a more serious objection to
the exercise of jurisdiction by the circuit
court of the United States over the in
dictment found in the state court.
By the law of Virginia, murder or other

felony must be prosecuted by indictment
found in the county court; and a justice or
the peace, upon a previous complaint, on
do no more than to examine whether there
is good cause for believing that the ac
cused is guilty, and to commit him for trial
before the court having jurisdiction of the

offense. Uode Va. 1887, §§ 3990, 3955-3071,
4016.
The petition for removal, which was sworn
to on December 12, 1891, alleged that Kirk,
a. justice of the peace of Smyth county, had
that day issued his warrant to a constabia
to arrest the petitioner, and bring him be
fore the justice, on a charge of the murder
of Nelson, and that the petitioner had been
arrested by the constable on that warrant,
and was now conﬁned in the county jail, as
the petition alleged, "awaiting a trial before
said justice upon the said charge of mur
der," which can only mean an examhmiion
before the justice with a view to a commit‘
ment to await the action of the grand jury,
and prayed that "said cause" might be re
moved from the jurisdiction of the justice
and of the county court into the circuit court
of the United States for trial, and, "upon
the removal of said prosecution, that a copy
of the record and proceedings before said
justice and by said constable" might be
brought into the circuit court.
When that petition was signed and sworn’

to, there had been no proceedings, excel”:
before the justice of the peace and by‘ihﬂ
constable. There was no case pending in
the county court, and the justice had not
even committed the prisoner to await the
action of that court; and no indictment was
found, or other action taken, in the county

court, until alter the petition had been tiled
in the federal court.

By the terms or section 643, it is only after
"any civil suit or criminal prosecution ‘9
commenced in any court of a state." an?’
"before the trial or ﬁnal hearing thereoL
that it can "be removed for trinl into the
circuit court next to be hoiden in the dis

trict where the same is pending," and “5111111
proceed as a cause originally commenced iii
that court."

Proceedings before a magistrate i0 00m‘
mit a person to jail, or to hold him to bail,
in order to secure his appearance to answer

for a crime or oti'ense which the altruism“
has no jurisdiction himself to try. Dem’
the court in which he may be PTO-seemed
and tried, are but preliminary to ﬁle Pm”
eution, and are no more a commencement
of the prosecution than is an arrest by 31‘

oﬂicer without a warrant, for a felony 00""
mitted in his presence.

We are aware that under this section the
Opposite view has prevailed in some 0119“
in the circuit courts. Georgia v. P011";

Woods. 513;‘ Georgia v. Bolton, 11 Fed;

Rep. 217; North Carolina v. Kirkpatrick‘ 4‘
q
'3 Fed. Rep. 117.
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Fed. Rep. 689. But the only authorities
there cited which aiford any color for that
conclusion were English decisions that the
preliminary arrest upon the warrant of a

justice 01‘ the peace took a case out of the
statute of limitations, deﬁning the time after

the commission of the oifense within which
"the prosecution shall be commenced." Rex
v. Willace, 1 East, P. C. 186; The Queen v.
Brooks, 1 Denison, Cr. Gas. 217, 2 Car. & K.
402. The question whether the government
has taken such action as will stop the run
ning of a statute of limitations is quite differ
entfrom the question when a prosecution can
be deemed to be commenced, within the
meaning of the acts of congress authorizing
removals from the state courts into the

courts of the United States for trial.
a A grand jury, whether of the state or of
:the United States, is lmpancled and sworn
ato inquire into and present oiifenses'agalnst
that government only under whose author
ity it is summoned. Story, Const. § 1784.
The grand jury summoned and impaneled
under the authority of a state is the only ap
propriate body to inquire into any oifense
against the state, and to ﬁnd or to ignore
an indictment therefor. The duty of the
grand jury attending a court 01' the United
States is limited to inquiring into and pre
seating oﬂfenses against the laws of the
United States, and its proper advisers, in
matters of law, are the court and the at
tomey of the United States.

In a criminal case removed from the state
court into the circuit court of the United
States after indictment found, the circuit
court of the United States tries the case
upon the accusation presented by a grand
Jury of the state, and framed with the as

sistance of the law oflicers of the state.
Tennessee v. Davis, 100 U. S. 257, 271.
But, if a person arrested to await the ﬁnd
ing of an indictment may remove the case

before an indictment is found, the accusa
tion is not framed and presented by the of
ilcers and the grand Jury of the state whose
criminal law has been violated, but by the
oﬂicers and grand jury of another govern

ment, and the circuit court of the United
States has not only to try the defendant,
but also to charge its own grand jury as to

the accusation against him on behalf of the
state; and this, too, in a case in which the

Very ground of removal into the circuit
court is the defendant's suggestion that he
needs the protection of the constitution and
laws or the United States against the prose

cution by the state.
We cannot believe that such was the in
tention of congress in the statutes enacted
to secure a fair and impartial trial between

the State. seeking to vindicate its public
Justice, on the one hand, and a defendant

the acts of congress, the defendant is ade
quately protected against danger of unlawful
oppression from the courts or authorities of
the state 'by the right to remove it into the H
circuit court of the UDJLBd States as soon as H
a prosecution has been commencedoagainst:
him, and by the right to apply to any court
or judge of the United States for a writ of
habeas corpus, under sections 751-753, when
ever he “is in custody for an not done or
omitted in pursuance of a law or the United
States."
The true rule on this subject, as it appears
to us, was forcibly and accurately expressed
by Mr. Justice Grier in a case removed from
the court of quarter sessions of Bucks coun
ty, in the state of Pennsylvania, before in
dictment found, into the circuit court of the

United States for the eastern district of
Pennsylvania under Act Cong. March 3,
1863, c. 81, § 5, (12 St. p. 756,) since incorpo
rated in section 641 of the Revised Statutes,
and which, though differing from the statute
now in question in requiring the petition for
removal to be originally ﬁled in the state
court, yet, in substantial accord with this
statute, provides that “if any suit or prosecu
tion, civil or criminal, has been or shall be
commenced in any state court against any
officer, civil or military, or against any other
person," for any such act as is therein de
scribed. done by virtue or under color of au
thority of the United States, the defendant
may ﬁle a petition “for the removal of the
cause for trial at the next circuit court of the
United States to be holden in the district
where the suit is pending." Mr. Justice
Grier, after quoting these words, ordered the
case to be remanded to the state court, for
the following reasons: “The petition of the
defendants brings their case fully within the
provisions of this section, but the removal is
premature. The prosecution has not been
commenced in the state court. A warrant
has been issued by a justice of the peace,
and the defendants have been arrested pre
paratory to the commencement of aprosecu
tion in the state court, but the attorney for
the commonwealth has not sent a bill to the
grand jury. We do not know, therefore,
whether the commonwealth of’ Pennsylvania
intends to prosecute the defendants for the
alleged offense, or whether the grand jury
will ﬁnd a bill, Without which the prosecu

tion cannot be said to be ‘commenced in the
state court.’ The act contemplates the re
moval of a prosecution ‘pending,’ that a ‘trial’
may be had in the circuit court. If the attor- e,
ney of the United States were required to:
send a'blll of indictment before a grand jury r
of the United States court for a breach of

the peace of the state, it would present a
truly anomalous proceeding. Yet without it

claiming the protection of the constitution

there would be no case to try in the circuit

:3? laws of the
er.

court. If a bill of indictment had been
found in the state court, it would have DR‘
sented such a case, but; until this is (10119

United

States, on the

. In my case falling within the purview of

there is no case pending in the court of Bucks
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county which can be removed to this court
for trial." Com. v. Artman, 3 Grant, Gas.

436, 5 Phila. 304.
It appealing upon the face of the petition

for removal, as well as by the copies of rec»
ords laid before this com't. that no prosecu
tion had been commenced in the state court,
within the meaning of section 643 of the Re
vised Statutes, when the petition for removal
was drawn up and sworn to, nor even when
it was ﬁled in the federal court, the prosecu
tion subsequently commenced by the present
ment of an indictment in the state court was
never lawfully removed into the circuit court
of the United States; for, in all cases of re
moval from the state courts, the jurisdiction
of the circuit court of the United States rests
and depends upon the statements made in the
petition for removal, and veriﬁed by the oath
of the petitioner. Virginia v. Rives, 100 U. S.
313, 316; Crehore v. Railway 00., 131 U. S.
240, 9 Sup. Ct. Rep. 692; Graves v. Corbin,

132 U. S. 571, 590, 10 Sup. Ct. Rep. 196.
The result is that the circuit court of the
United States has, without authority of law.
assumed jurisdiction of an indictment found
in the courts of the state of Virginia for a
crime against the laws of the state, and that
the state is entitled to have the prosecution
remanded to its courts to be there dealt with
according to law. For aught that appears on
this record, the state is not bound to com
mence or to carry on the prosecution in the
courts of another government, but is entitled
to resume its own rightful jurisdiction and
authority, and to try the offender in its own
courts. 11.‘ the case should be allowed to pro
need in the circuit court of the United States.
and should ﬁnally result in an acquittal of
the change, in whole or in part, the state
“could not have a writ of error to review the
t: judgment. U. S. v. Sanges, 144 U. S. 310, 12
0 Sup. Ct. Rep. 609. ‘A stronger case for is
suing a. writ of mandamus can hardly be im
agined. The writ may be directed to the
judge who has unlawfully assumed jurisdic
tion of the prosecution, and no previous mo
tion to him to remand the case was neces
sary. The case is governed in every particu
lar by Virginia. v. Rives, 100 U. S. 313, 316,

323, 324.
If any delay on the part of the state, in a
case of this kind, could justify a denial of the
writ of mandamus, no unreasonable delay is

here shown. So far as appears by the copies
of records submitted to us by both parties,

judge set aside the verdict, continued the
case to October term, 1802, of the circuit
court, and admitted the accused to ball on
his own recognizance. On the ﬁrst day of the
present term of this court, and before any
further proceedings in the circuit court the
state applied to this court for leave to ﬁle the
petition for a mandamus.
The necessary conclusion is that the state
of Virginia. is entitled to a writ of mandamus
to compel the respondent to remand the in
dictment and prosecution against Carrico to
the county court in which the indictment was
found.
The matter of the discharge of the prisoner
by the district judge upon the writ of habeas
corpus may be more brieﬂy disposed of. ii
that writ had been a writ of habcas corpus
cum causa issued by the clerk of the circuit
court as ancillary to a removal of the prose
cution into that court, under section 613, the
remanding of the cause would carry with it
the right to the custody of the prisoner. But
being, as appears by the records annexed to
the petition for a mandamus, as well as by
the return to the rule to show cause, an ordi~
nary writ of habeas corpus, issued by the dis-g
trict judge upon the ground'that the prisoner:
was in custody for an not done in pursuance
of a. law of the United States, the question
whether good cause was shown for his dis
charge was to be judicially determined by the

Judge, in the exercise of the jurisdiction
vested in him by sections 751-753 of the Re

vised Statutes.

His determination mighl

have been reviewed, on the facts as well as
the law, by appeal. Rev. St. §§ 763-766;

Acts March 3, 1885, c. 353, (23 St. p. 4370
Acts March 3, 1891, c. 517, §§ 5, 6, (26 St pp
@7, 828;) In re Neagie, 135 U. S. 1. 10 Sull
Ct. Rep. 658; Horner v. U. S., 143 U. S. 570.
576, 12 Sup. Ct. Rep. 522. But it cannot be
reviewed or controlled by writ of mandamus.

Ex parte Schwab, 98 U. S. 240; EX Pam
Perry, 102 U. S. 183; Ex parte liiorgan. 114
U. S. 174, 5 Sup. Ct. Rep. 825; In re Moni
son, 147 U. S. 14, 26, 13 Sup. Ct. Rep. 246.

It follows that, as to the discharge on the
writ of habeas corpus, no order can pI‘OIIPFLY
be made upon this petition, but that, for
the reasons above stated, there must be a
writ of mandamus to remand the indict
ment and prosecution of the commonwealﬂl
of Virginia against Joseph H. Carrico t0 the
county court of Smyth county.

the circuit court of the United States ﬁrst
tool; Jurisdiction of the indictment on Satur.

day, May 14, 1892. It is alleged by the peg.
honor, and not denied by the respondent, (“1.
though the fact does not appear of record,)

that on that day a motion to remand the case
to the state court was made ‘by the state’ and

(as u. s. on
PETTIBONE et al. v. UNITED STATES’

(March 6, 1893.)
No. 1,241.

denied by the circuit court. The accused
was found guilty of voluntary manslaughter

COXSPIKACY—INDICTMENT—OFFENSE AGAINST
Uxirrn Srnss—Imru'rnn is'rnN'r.
‘ed
1. An injunction issued out of the Udliiits

on Monday, May Iota-the very day on which

States circuit court, restraining defe“ ‘mm
from endeavor-ing, by force or fraud, i0 Promo‘,

Ocfobi‘i‘ ml‘m. 1891, of this court was ﬁnally
B'difhn'ned. On uli‘, next day the district

11. certain master to discharge his servnnlil-1a,“

the servants to quit the employment °
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master.

Defendants were thereafter indicted,

The indictment alleged that on May 28,
to obstruct the administration of justice in the
1892, suit was commenced in the United
federal courts. The indictment charged that
States circuit court for the district of Idaho,
defendants conspired to use force and fraud to
wherein the Bunker Hill & Sullivan Mining
break up the relation between the master and
& Concentrating Company was complainant,
servants aforesaid, and did so do, pending the
existence of such injunction; and, as a legal
and the Miners‘ Union of Wardner and
conclusion from this allegation, it stated that
others were defendants; that a writ of in
they conspired to obstruct the administration of
Junction was duly and regularly issued there
justice, by the violation of the injunction. The
act charged was an offense against the laws of
in by the court, directed to plaintiﬂfs in
the state but not against those of the United
error and many others as defendants, which
States.
eld, that the indictment was fatally
writ
of injunction was set out in full in the
defective, in failing to aver, in terms, that the
indictment, and ordered as follows:
object of the conspiracy was to obstruct the ad
ministration of justice in the federal courts,
“In the mean time, and until the further
and to aver that defendants were served with
order of this court herein, the said defend
process, or in any manner notiﬁed of the issue
ants, and each of them, their alders, attor
of the writ. Mr. Justice Brewer and Mr. Jus
tice Brown, dissenting.
neys, oﬂicers, agents, servants, and employes,
2.1a such case the rule that ignorance of be, and they are hereby, severally restrained
penal laws is no defense to an indictment for
and enjoined from in any manner interfering
their violation has no application, for the intent
to obstruct the administration of justice can
with the complainant herein in any of its
only be resent when there is knowledge that
work in and upon or about its said mining
‘ustice s being administered. Mr. Justice
claims, to wit, the Bunker Hill, the Sulli
rewer and Mr. Justice Brown, dissenting.
van, and the Small Hopes Lode mining
8. The intent to obstruct the administra
tion of justice could not be imputed from the
claims, mentioned in the complaint herein,
intent to commit the unlawful act of compelling
or
in any part thereof, and from in any
the master to discharge his servants, and the
manner,
by force or threats or otherwise,
servants to leave the service of their master,
for the unintended wrong was not a natural
making any attempts to intimidate any em
and probable consequence of the intended
ploye of the complainant herein, or from at
wrongful act. The doctrine of imputed intent
tempting to prevent, by any force or intimi
was especially inapplicable, because the intend
ed wrongful act was not an offense against the dation, any employe of the said complainant
United States, but against a separate sover
eignti'r-the state of Idaho. In re Coy, 8 Sup. from proceeding to work for the said com
plainant, in a peaceful, quiet, and lawful
Ct. Rep. 1263, 127 U. S. 731, distinguished.
lilr. Justice Brewer and Mr. Justice Brown, manner, in and upon any part of the afore
dissenting.
said mines or mining claims, or in or upon
ln error to the district court of the United any works of the said complainant therein
or thereabouts, or at all, and that they, the
States for the district of Idaho.
said parties aforesaid, be, and they are here
Indictment against George A. Pettibone,
by, further enjoined from intimidating or
John Murphy, Michael L. Devine, and 0. Sin
clalr. Defendants were convicted, and sued threatening, or by any force, threats, or any
intimidation
trying to prevent any employe
out a writ of error. Reversed.
Statement by Mr. Chief Justice FULLER: of the complainant herein from working in

under Rev. St. §§ 5399. 5440. for conspiring

Qwl'f-E EH“!

- nsiqﬂ>d-FI:rsm

Plaintiﬂ‘s in error were indicted under sec

or upon the aforesaid mines mentioned mg

tions 5399 and 5440 of the Revised Statutes

the complaint herein, or at the’mills of',‘
complainant, or in or upon any mining or
other property of complainant, or from pre
venting any one from entering the service
of the complainant herein, or in any unlawful
manner interfering with the business of said
complainant in employing persons to work
upon its said property, or from going upon
any part of the said complainant's property
without permission from the complainant or
its agents or employes so to do, or in any
manner entering upon the works of the com
plainant, or within the buildings of the com
plainant without its consent or the consent
of its managers, agents, or employes, and
reference is hereby had to the bill of com
plaint herein, to which your attention is here
by directcd, until the further order of this
court, or the judge thereof; and the foregoing
restraining order is also directed against the
agents, servants, aiders, abettors, members.
and associates of the defendants, or either
of them."
The indictment thereupon averred that the
defendanm. on July 11, 1892, and while the
writ of injunction was in full force and ef
fect, "at Shoshone county, within the north

of the United States—the latter as amended
by the act of May 17, 1879, (21 St. p. 4, c. 8,)—
which are as follows:

"Sec. 5399. Every person who corruptly,
or by threats or force, endeavors to inﬂuence,

intimidate, or impede any witness or officer
in any court of the United States, in the dis
charge of his duty, or corruptly, or by threats
or force, obstructs or impedes, or endeavors
to obstruct or impede, the due administra
tion of justice therein, shall be punished by a
line of not more than ﬁve hundred dollars, or
‘Dbl’ imprisonment not more than three

:moaths, or both."
0 "Sec. 5440. If two or more persons con
Iplre either to commit any offense against the

United States, or to defraud the United
States, in any manner or for any purpose,

and one or more of such parties do any act
to eifect the object of the conspiracy, all the
Parties to such conspiracy shall be liable to

l penalty of not more than ten thousand dol
his, or to imprisonment for not more than

two years, or to both ﬁne and imprisonment,
in the discretion of the court."
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cm division of the district of Idaho aforesaid,
did unlawfully, corruptly, fraudulently, and
feloniously conspire, combine, confederate,
and agree together to commit an offense
against the United States as follows, to wit,"
said defendants did, then and there, “unlaw
fully, corruptly, fraudulently, and felonious
ly conspire, combine, confederate, and agree
together to intimidate, by force and threats
of violence, the employee of the said Bunker
Hill & Sullivan Mining & Concentrating
Company, then working in and upon the
mines of the said company, and within and
around the mill and other buildings of the
said company in said Shoshone county, said
mines, mill, and other buildings of said COlll
pany being then and there the mines, mill,
and other buildings mentioned and described
in said writ of injunction, with the intent
then and thereby on the part of the said"
defendants (naming them) “to compel the
employes of the said Bunker Hill & Sullivan
Mining & Concentrating Company to aban
don their work in and upon the mines, mill,
and other buildings of the said mining com
gpany last mentioned?’ that the defendants

2‘ “did ‘then and there further \mlawfully,
fraudulently, corruptly, and feloniously con
spire, combine, confederate, and agree to
gether to intimidate, by force and threats of
violence, the oiiicers and agents of the said
Bunker Hill & Sullivan Mining & Concen
trating Company, with the intent then and
there and thereby, by means of said force
and threats of violence, to compel the officers
and agents of said mining company to dis
charge and dismiss from the employ of the
said mining company all employes (other
than such persons as were members of what
is called the ‘Miners’ Union’) who were work
ing either upon or within the mines of the
said company and in the said company's mill
and other buildings, which said last-mention
ed mines, mill, and other buildings are the
mines, mill, and other buildings mentioned
and described in the aforesaid writ of in
junction issued out of the said United States
circuit court."
The indictment further averred that on
July 12, 1892, the defendants, while the writ
of injunction was in full force and effect,
and the suit in which the writ issued was
still pending and undetermined, “in aid of,
and in furtherance of, and for the pin'pose
of effecting the object of, the said unlawful
and malicious combination and conspiracy,
formed and entered into as aforesaid, and
for the purpose and object aforesaid, did on

the said 12th day of July, 1892, at the county
and state aforesaid, unlawfully, fraudulently,
corrnptly, willfully, and feloniously, by force

and violence and threats of violence, intimi
date and compel the employes of the 5am

pany, to cease and abandon work in and
upon the mines, and within and around the
mill, property, and other buildings of said
company, said mines, mill, and other build
ings of said company being then and time
the same mines, mill, property, and buildings
mentioned and described in said writ of in
junction, and said employcs being then and
there in the employ of said company, and
did then and there, unlawfully, corruptly,
fraudulently, willfully, and feloniousiy, com-E
pel~and force the said employes, by the mi‘
tlmidation and violence and threats of no
lence aforesaid, to abandon and leave and
cease their said employment under said com
pany, and their work in and upon the mines,
mill, and other buildings of the said mining
company lost mentioned." And the defend
ants did, by intimidation and violence, and
threats of force and violence, intimidate and
compel the officers and agents of said Bun
ker Hill Company, against their will and
consent, to discharge and dismiss from the
service and employment of the company all
its employes, other than such persons as
were members of what was called the “illn
ers' Union," who were then working in and
upon the property of the company.
"And so the grand Jurors aforesaid, upon
their oaths aforesaid, do charge and say that
the said" defendants (naming them) "at the
said Shoshone county, within the said north

ern division of the district of Idaho, did,
on the 11th day of July, 1892, unlawfully.
willfully, fraudulently, and feloniously con
spire, combine, confederate, and agree IO
gether to commit an offense against the

United States, to wit, to corruptly, and by
force and threats, obstruct and hnpede the
due administration of justice in the aim‘tL
said United States circuit court for the ninth
judicial circuit, district of Idaho, and did
thereafter, on the 12th day of July, 1891., in
pursuance of said unlawful and malicious
combination and conspiracy, unlawfully’ will‘
fully, and feloniously, in the manner and

form aforesaid, corruptly, and by 1°?“ and
threats of violence, obstruct. and impede in"
due administration of justice in the aforesaid

United States circuit court. All of which is
contrary to the form, force, and eifect oi
the United States statutes in such (58595

made and provided, and against the D9ace
and dignity of the United States."

Motions to quash and demurrers were ﬁled

and overruled, and, after verdict. moiifms 1”
arrest were made and denied. Plaintiffs 111
error were convicted and sentenced to im
prisonment in the Detroit house of correc:

tion,—George A. Pettibone, for 2 3'9‘ '

John Murphy, for 15 months; and M‘ I"
Devine and C. Sinclair, for 18 months Pach
This writ of error was thereupon allowed‘

Bunker Hill & Sullivan Mining & Coneentmt

1113 Company. then and there working, in

Walter H. Smith and P. Ready. for 911""

and upon the mines of the said company, and

tift's in error. Atty. Gen. Miller and Guns‘

within and around the mill, property, and

W. Russell, Asst. Atty. Gen-, for the Uni‘

other buildings, all the property of said com
States.
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gun. Chief Justice FULLER, after stating

impede any witness or oﬁicer in any court of

and clearly stated in the indictment, whiieif
the criminality of the oii‘ense consists in the
agreement to accomplish a purpose, not in'
itself criminal or unlawful, by criminal or
unlawful means, the means must be set out.

the United States in the discharge of his

This indictment does not, in terms, aver

the facts in the foregoing language, delivered
the opinion of the court.
Under section 5309, any person who cor

ruptiy endeavors to inﬂuence, intimidate, or

that it was the purpose of the conspiracy
to violate the injunction referred to, or to im
struct or impede, the due administration of node or obstruct the due administration of
Justice in the circuit court; but it states, as
justice therein, is punishable by a ﬁne of
a legal conclusion from the previous allega
not more than $500, or by imprisonment not
tions,
that the defendants conspired so to ob
more than three months, or both; and under
struct and impede.
It had previously
section 5440, if two or more persons conspire
averred that the defendants conspired, by
to commit an offense against, or defraud,
intimidation, to compel the otiicers of the
the United States, and one or more of them
mining company to discharge their employes,
do any act to eﬂ’ect the object of the con
and the employes to leave the service of the
spiracy, all the parties are liable to a ﬁne of
company,—a conspiracy which was not an
not more than $10,000, or to imprisonment
offense against the United States, though it
for not more than two years, or to both.
was against the state. Rev. St. Idaho, 5
The confederacy to commit the offense is the
6541. The injunction was also set out, and
gist of the criminality under this section,
it
was alleged that the defendants did in
although, to complete it, some act to eﬂect
timidate and compel the employes to abun
the object of the conspiracy is needed.
don work; but the indictment nowhere made
U. S. v. Hirsch, 100 U. S. 33.
the direct charge that the purpose of the con
This is a conviction for conspiracy, cor
spiracy was to violate the injunction, or to
ruptly, and by threats and force, to obstruct
interfere with proceedings in the circuit‘,
the due administration of justice in the cir
court.
cuit court of the United States for the dis
o
‘The combination to commit an otfense'N
trict of Idaho, and the combination of minds
for the unlawful purpose, and the overt act against the United States was averred to
consist in a conspiracy against the state,
in eifectuation of that purpose, must ap—
and the completed act to have been in pur
pear charged in the indictment.
suance of such conspiracy; but the pleader
The general rule in reference to an indict
carefully avoided the direct averment that
ment is that all the material facts and cir
the purpose of the confederation was the in
cumstances embraced in the deﬁnition of the
terruption of the course of justice in the
odense must be stated, and that, if any es
United States court.
sential element of the crime is omitted, such
Nor did the indictment charge that the de
omission cannot be supplied by intendment
fendants were ever served with process, or
or implication. The charge must be made
otherwise brought into court, or that they
directly, and not inferentially, or by way of
duty, or corruptly, or by threats or force,
obstructs or impedes, or endeavors to ob

U. S. v. Hess, 124 U. S. 486, 8 Sup.

were ever in any manner notiﬁed of the is

Ct. Rep. 571. And in U. S. v. Britton, 108
U. S. 199, 2 Sup. Ct. Rep. 531, it was held,

sue of the writ, or of the pendency of any
proceedings in the circuit court.
That this omission was advisedly made is
apparent from the statement in the bill of
exceptions that there was no evidence given
on the trial showing, or tending to show,

recital.

‘in an indictment for conspiracy,‘ under sec
tion 54-10, Rev. St., that the conspiracy
must be sufficiently charged, and cannot be
aided by averments of acts done by one or
more of the conspirators in furtherance of

that the writ of injunction mentioned and

the Object of the conspiracy.

set forth in the indictment was served upon

The courts of the United States have no
Jurisdiction over offenses not made punish
able by the constitution, laws, or treaties of
the United States, but they resort to the

they, or either of them, had any notice or
knowledge of the issue thereof.

common law for the deﬁnition of terms by
which offenses are designated.

A conspiracy is suﬂiciently described as a
combination of two or more persons, by con
certed action, to accomplish a. criminal or
unlawful purpose, or some purpose not in

"Bel! criminal or unlawful, by criminal or
unlawful means, and the rule is accepted,

118 laid down by Chief Justice Shaw in Com.
v. Hunt, 4 Metc (Mass) 111, that, when the

criminality of a conspiracy consists in an
unlawful agreement of two or more persons

It‘) compass or promote some criminal or il

egal Purpose, that purpose must be fully
v.13s.o.—35

the defendants, or either of them, or that

It was said in U. S. v. Carll, 105 U. S. 611,
612, by Mr. Justice Gray, delivering the opin
ion of the court: “In an indictment upon a
statute, it is not suﬁ‘lcient to set forth the
offense in the words of the statute, unless
those words, of themselves, fully, directly,
and expressly, without any uncertainty or
ambiguity, set forth all the elements neces
sary to constitute the oﬂense intended to be
punished; and the fact that the statute in
question, read in the light of the common
law, and of other statutes on the like mat
ter, enables the court to infer the intent of
the legislature, does not dispense with the
necessity of alleging in the indictment all the
facts necessary to bring the case within that
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intent.” That was the case of an indict~
ment for passing a forged obligation of the
United States, and it was held that, by omit
ting the allegation that the defendant knew
the instrument which he uttered to be
forged, it had failed to charge him with any
crime.
The construction that applies to the ﬁrst
branch of section 5399 must be applied to the
nsecond, and if it were essential that the per

ﬁson accused should know that the witness or
' oﬂicer was a witness or oiiiecrfin order to con
viction of the charge of inﬂuencing, intimi
dating, or impeding such witness or oﬂicer in
the discharge of his duty, so it must be nec
essary for the accused to have knowledge or
notice or information of the pendency of pro
ceedings in the United States court, or the
progress of the administration of justice
therein, before he can be found guilty of ob
structing or impeding, or endeavoring to ob
struct or impede, the same.
In U. S. v. Blttinger, 15 Am. Law Reg. (N.
S.) 49, it was held that a person is a witness,
under section 5399 of the Revised Statutes,
who is designated as such, either by the issue
of a subpoena, or by the indorsement of his
name on the complaint, but that, before any
one could be said to have endeavored to cor
ruptiy inﬂuence a witness under that section,
he must have known that the witness had
been properly designated as such. U. S. v.
Kee, 39 Fed. Rep. 603.
in U. S. v. Keen. 5 Mason, 453, it was ruled
by Mr. Justice Story and Judge Davis that it
was no defense to an indictment for forcibly
obstructing or impeding an oﬂicer of the cus
toms, in the discharge of his duty, that the
object of the party was personal chastise
ment, and not to obstruct or impede the of
ﬂcer in the discharge of his duty, if he knew
the oﬂicer to be so engaged.
in cases of that sort it is the oﬁicial charac
ter that creates the offense, and the scienter
is necessary.
King v. Osmer, 5 East, 304;
King v. Everett. 8 Barn. & (J. 114; State v.
Carpenter, 54 Vt. 551; State v. Burt, 25 Vt.
373; State v. Maioney, 12 R. I. 251; State v,
Downer, 8 Vt. 429; Com. v. Israel, 4 Leigh,
675; Yates v. People, 32 N. Y. 509; Com. v.
Kirby, 2 Cush. 577; State v. Hilton, 26 M0.
199; State v. Smith, 11 Or. 205, 8 Pac. Rep.

343; Horan v. State, 7 Tex. App. 183; Duncan
V- State. 7 Humpli. 148; State v. Hailey, 2
Strob. 73; State v. Beasom, 40 N. H. 367.
This is so whenever knowledge is an essen
tial ingredient of the oifense and not implied
in the statement of the not itself. \Vhart.

aGrim. Pl. & Pr. 5 164.

tinctly state and charge that a legal process,
warrant, etc., was issued by a court oi the
United States, and was in the hands of some
oﬁficer 6f the United States for service, who
had authority to serve the same, and that,
after such process was in the hands of the ot
ﬁeer for service, some one knowingly and
willfully obstructed, resisted, or opposed him
in serving, or attempting to execute, the
same. And in U. S. v. Stoweli, 2 Cart. 15;,
it was decided that an nvermcnt that the war
rant resisted was issued by a commissioner
was not good, but the facts constituting the
due issue must be recited, and the absence oi
an averment that the commissioner who is
sued the warrant was thereto authorized
could not be aided by referring to the court
records. U. S. v. Wilcox, 4 Blatchf. 391.
It seems clear that an indictment against
a person for corruptly, or by threats or force,
endeavoring to inﬂuence, intimidate, or iii)
pcde a witness or oﬂlcer in a court of the
United States in the discharge of his duty.
must charge knowledge or notice, or set 0111
facts that show knowledge or notice, on the
part of the accused that the witness or oi
!icer was such; and the reason is no less
strong for holding that a person is not
sufficiently charged with obstructing or in
peding the due administration of justice in a
court unless it appears that he knew or had
notice that justice was being administered in

such court

Section 5399 is a reprodnciiou of

section 2 of the act of congress of March 2.
1831, c. 99, (4 St. p. 487,) “declaratory of the

law concerning contempts of court," tliolli'll
proceeding by indictment is not exclusive it
the offense of obstructing justice be commit

tcd under such circumstances as to hrin: if
within the power of the court, under section
725. Savin, Petitioner, 131 U. S. 267, 9 Sup. CL

Rep. 699. In matters of contempt, persons?"
not held liable for the breach of a restrailllllé',
order or injunction unless they know or have:
notice, or are chargeable with‘knowlediif 01"
notice, that the writ has been issued 01‘ the
order entered, or at least that application is

to be made; but without service of Dl'i‘w'
or knowledge or notice or information of the
pendency of proceedings, a violation cannot

be made out.

2 Daniell, Ch. Pr. (4th Amer.

no.) 1684; 2 High, inj. (3d Ed.) ti 1421v 1451;
Winslow v. Nayson, 113 Mass. 411.

Undoubtedly it is a condition of Dem‘l I“.
that ignorance of them constitutes no defense
to an indictment for their violation. but ill!"

rule has no application here. The "95"“
tion of the due administration of justicein uni
court oi.‘ the United States, corrllpﬂi 01' b!

who

threats or force, is indeed made criminal’ but

‘ knowingly and'wiiifully obstructs. resists, or

such obstruction can only arise when M155“

5.

Under

section

5398,

every

person

Opposes any oiﬁcer of the United States, in

is being administered.

Unless that fact 6'

Serving, 01‘ attempting to serve or execute,

ists the statutory oifense cannot be cowl:

111! mesne process or warrant, or any rule of,

or order of. any court of the United States,

ted, and while, with knowledge or some0
that fact, the intent to oifend accompanies

may be Imprisoned and ﬁned.

obstructive action, without such lilloliledg";

It was held

‘n U- S‘ v- Tinklernugh. a Biatcht’. 425, that

or notice the evil intent is lacking-

Im indictment under this section must dis.

enough that the thing is done which

It“.
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mtute forbids, provided the situation invokes

that

the protection of the law, and the accused

son against whom he bore malice, and with
no intent to injure or kill the individual who
was actually struck by the shot, he cannot

ls chargeable with knowledge or notice of
the situation; but not otherwise.
be held excused because he did not intend to
It is insisted. however, that the evil intent
lair:
kill that particular person, and had no malice
is to be found, not in the intent to vio
lar;
against him. There the result naturally fol
late the United States statute, but in the
W fit‘
lowed from the act done, and it must be
intent to commit an unlawful act, in the do
n as
presumed to have been in the contemplation
ing 01' which justice was in fact obstructed,
ill in
of the party. And so, as the persons ac
and that, therefore, the intent to proceed in
min:
cused in Coy's Case desired and intended to
the obstruction of justice must be supplied by
a an:
interfere with the election returns, and pur
a ﬁction of law. But the speciﬁc intent to
violate the statute must exist to Justify a poscd to falsify them, the
‘his
which exposed and subjected the evidences?‘
conviction, and, this being so, the doctrine
star.
concerning the votes for congressman‘to the
that there may be a transfer of intent in re
h'r E
opportunity for their falsiﬁcation, or to the
gard to crimes ﬂowing from general malev
iglri
danger of such changes or forgerlcs as might
olence has no applicability. 1 Bish. Crlm.
affect that election, dispensed with the ne
Law, § 335. It is true that, if the act in ques
cessit'y 01' an averment or proof that there
tion is a natural and probable consequence
was a speciﬁc intent or design to inﬂuence
of an intended wrongful act, then the unin
the congressional election.
tended wrong may derive its character from
Nor is this all. The unlawful act which
the wrong that was intended; DUI, if the un
the defendants are charged with conspiring to
intended wrong was not a natural and prob
commit was not an offense against the United
able consequence of the intended wrongful
set, then this artiﬁcial character cannot be States, so that, if the defendants were held
guilty of a conspiracy to violate the injunc
ascribed to it, as a basis of guilty intent. The
tion, or interfere with proceedings about
I,element is wanting through which such qual
which they knew nothing, such conviction
°o'ity might be imparted.
would have to rest upon a conspiracy to
' ‘In re Coy, 127 U. S. 731, 8 Sup. Ct. Rep.
commit an act unlawful in another jurlsdic~
1263. illustrates this distinction, There the
tion, and in itself a separate and distinct
acts of congress and the statutes of Indiana
oﬂ'ense therein.
made it a criminal offense for an inspect
While offenses exclusively against the
or of elections, or other election oflicer
states are exclusively cognlzable in the state
to whom was committed the safe-keeping
Emeritus-iv
courts, and oii’enses exclusively against the
and delivery to the board of canvassers of
United States are exclusively cognizable in
the poll books, tally sheets, and certiﬁcates
the federal courts, it is also settled that the
of the votes, to fail to perform this duty of
same act or series of acts may constitute an
sate-keeping and delivery; and it was held
oiiense equally against the United State
that in an indictment in a United States court
and the state, subjecting the guilty party
for a conspiracy to induce those otiicers to
to punishment under the laws of each gov
omit such duty, in order that the documents
nw-ewn -Ri 'i 'i
ernment. Gross v. North Carolina. 132 U.
mentioned might come to the hands of im
S. 131, 139, 10 Sup. Ct. Rep. 47. But here
Dl'oper persons, who tampered with and falsi
we
have two offenses, in the character of
tied the returns at an election which includ
which there is no identity; and, to convict
ed a member of congress, it was not neces
defendants of a conspiracy to obstruct and
sary to allege or prove that it was the in
impede the due administration of justice in a
tention of the conspirators to affect the elec
United States court because they were guil
tion of the member of congress who was
ty of a conspiracy to commit an act unlaw
voted for at that place, the returns of which
ful as against the state, the evil intent pre
were in the same poll books, tally sheets,
and certiﬁcates with those for state ofilcers, sumed to exist in the latter case must be lin
and that the danger which might arise from puted to them, although ignorance in fact of
the pendency of the proceedings would have
the exposure of the papers to the chance of
otherwise constituted a defense, and the in
falsiﬁcation or other tampering was not re
tent related to a crime against the state.
moved because the purpose of the conspira
The power of the United States court was
tors was to violate the returns as to state
not invoked to prohibit or to punish the
otlieers, and not the retin'ns as to the mem
perpetration of a crime against the state.
ber of congress.
The injunction rested on the jm-isdiction to
The general evil intent in tampering with
restrain the inﬂiction of injury upon the
the poll lists, tally sheets, and certiﬁcates
complainant. The criminal character of the
Was included in the charge, and it was held
interference
may
have
contributed
to
that it was not necessary to show that that
Intent was speciﬁcally aimed at the returns strengthen the grounds of the application,
but could not and did not form its basis.
a
of the vote for congressman. This was sup
(or as
are i

ported by the analogy of the example that
Where a man is charged with a homicide
committed by maliciously shooting into a
crowd for the purpose of killing some per

The defendants could neither be indicted-'1
nor convicted of a‘crime against the state
in the circuit court, but their offense against:
the United States consisted entirely in the

violation of the statute of the United States
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by corruptly, or by threats or force, im
peding or obstructing the due administration
of justice. If they were not guilty of that,
they could not be convicted; and neither the
indictment nor the case can be helped out
by reference to the alleged crime against
the state, and the defendants be punished
for the latter under the guise of a proceed
ing to punish them for an offense which they
did not commit.
The judgment is reversed, and the cause
remanded, with instructions to quash the in
dictment and discharge the defendants.
Mr. Justice BREWER, dissenting.
l dissent from the opinion and judgment
in this case. The burden of the decision is,
as I understand it, that the indictment is
fatally defective because it does not allege
that the defendants knew of the injunction,
and, also, that the conspiracy was to ob
struct the administration of justice in the
federal court. In other words, the defend
ants cannot be convicted of obstructing the
administration of justice in the federal court
because they did not know that justice was
being there administered, and that, as they

did not combine with the intent of obstruct
ing the administration of justice, no such in
tent can,'in law, be imputed to them. I in
sist that the true rule is that, where parties
combine in an unlawful undertaking—and
by that I mean an undertaking unlawful in
and of itself, and not one simply forbidden
by statute; one which is malum in se, as
distinguished from malum prohibituni,—they
are amenable to the bar of criminal justice
for every violation of law they in fact com
mit, whether such violation is intended or
not.
Take the familiar illustration: Parties com
blue to break into a house and commit bur
glary. \Vlrile engaged in the commission of

“that offense, resistance being made, one of
a the party kills the owner of the house. Can
- there be a doubt that'they are all guilty of
murder, although murder was not the pur
pose of the combination, and was not in the
thought of any but the single wrongdoer? In
other words, they who did not intend murder,
who did not know that murder was in fact
being committed, are ruled to be chargeable
with the intent to commit murder, and to be
guilty of that offense, because they were en
gaged at the time in an unlawful undertak
ing, and the murder was committed in carry
ing that undertaking into execution. In 1
Hale, P. O. 441, it is said, quoting from Dal
ton, (page 241:) "If divers persons come in
one company to do any unlawful thing, as
to kill, rob, or beat a man, or to commit a
riot, or to do any other trespass, and one of
them, in doing thereof, kill a man, this shall
be adjudged murder in them all that are pres
ent of that party abetting him, and consent
ing to the act, or ready to aid him, although
they did but look on." Also, in 1 East, P. O.
257; "Where divers persons resolve gener

ally to resist all opposers in the commission
of any breach of the peace, and to execute
it with violence, or in such a manner as nntur
ally tends to raise tumults and atfmys, as
by committing a violent dissclsin with great
numbers, or going to beat a man or rob a
park, or standing in opposition to the
sheriff’s posse, ' ' ' they must, at their

peril, abide the event of their actions." In
Weston v. Com. 111 Pa. St. 2511 2 Atl. Rep.
191, it was held that if several persons are,
with ﬁrearms, holding a forcible possession of
lands claimed by others, all are guilty of a
murder committed by any one of them
therein. In Williams v. State, 81 Ala. 1,1
South. Rep. 170, it appeared that several per
sons conspired to invade a man's household,
and went to it with deadly arms to attack
and beat him, and in carrying out this pur
pose one of the party got into a difficulty
with the owner, and killed him, and the
others were held guilty of murder, although
they did not mean it. So, in State v. McCa
hill, 72 Iowa, 111, 80 N. W. Rep. 553, and 33
N. W. Rep. 599,-a case in some respects
like this—it appeared that certain persons
combined to drive employes from premises,
and in carrying out this conspiracy commit

ted a. murder, and it was held that the rest.
who did not intend it, were guilty. In that
case, on page 117, 72 Iowa, and page 555, 30,‘
N. W. Rep, the court thus stated the lam;

“But-where there is a conspiracy to mom-5
plish an unlawful purpose, [as the forcible
driving out of the new miners was] and the
means are not speciﬁcally agreed upon 0‘
understood, each conspirator becomes respon

sible for the means used by any 000011511111‘
tor in the accomplishment of the purpose in

which they are all at the time engageti" see’
also, Hamilton v. People, 113 Ill. 34; Staph‘
ens v. State, 42 Ohio St. 150; State v. Allen.
~17 Conn. 121.

Applying these authorities to this we, “I
while these defendants were thus forclbli'

driving the employes of the mining companies
away from their work, one of them had shot

and killed a resisting employe, would not an
single
be guilty
party of
hadmurder,
a thought
although
of murder
onlyin 1118
heart? Of course, I do not mean to claim

that if a number are engaged 111 8 5mg“
unlawful under-taking, and one of them Blelis

aside and commits an entirely independent
crime, all are responsible for that; “an
insist that if all are engaged in an 1111M‘
ful undertaking, and while so engﬂgedv and
in carrying out that undertaking, one com‘
mits an additional offense, not within F119

actual thought and intent of his Wong?”
tors, all are guilty of that additional oﬂcﬂfiei
And, in like manner, where parties comp‘;

and combine to do an unlawful "0'1 and
carrying that unlawful purpose mm ﬂew‘

tion they do in fact violate a statute, Of “hose
terms they may be ignorant, and ﬂlcretow
one which they did not intend to violate, ‘hey
are, in law, guilty of its violation, and “my

TAYLOR 0. BROWN.
be punished accordingly. The law, under
those circumstances, imputes to the wrong
doer the intent to violate every law which he
does in fact violate. So, as these parties are

guilty or this most unlawful act, this gross
SE -‘35 5

EJ Z I'EIBQKH-Iﬂi-ri' -g

breach of the peace, this act which in and of
itself was a ﬂagrant wrong against the rights
of individuals, both employers and elnployes,
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cognizance of the state courts." It seems
2?‘!
eme that in this opinion the court indorses the.
views expressed by Mr. Justice Field in that
dissent, and then repudiated by a. majority or
the court.
I am authorized to say that Mr. Justice
BROWN agrees with me in this dissent.

they should be chargeable with the intent
to commit every violation of law which they
did in fact commit. And, when parties stop
injunctlve process, they impede the adminis
tration of Justice.
a But it is said ﬂint this ‘breach of the peace
wwns a. disturbance of only the peace of the
5‘state of Idaho, and that this unlawful‘ag
gresslon was simply a. violation of the stat
utes of that state, and involved, in and of
itself, no infraction of federal law; that, be

fore a conviction can be sustained. it must
be alleged and proved that there was an in
tent to violate the federal law; and that an
intent of wrong against one sovereignty can
not be imputed to one who commits a wrong
against another sovereignty. The converse of
that has already been settled by this court
in the case of In re Coy, 127 U. S. 731, 8 Sup.
Ct. Rep. 1263. That was an indictment for
a conspiracy, and the conspiracy charged
was to induce, aid, counsel, procure, and ad
vise certain election otiicers of the state of
Indiana to unlawfully neglect and omit to
perform the duties of the election laws of
that shite. The indictment, it is true, de
scribed the election as one at which a con
gressman was to be elected, but did not
chaige any intent or conspiracy to do any
thing affecting the election of such congress
man; and the point—and the main point—
presented was that the indictment contahied
no averment of an intent and purpose of the
defendants to affect in any manner the cloc
tion of a member of congress, or to inﬂuence
the returns relating to that oﬂice, but this
court held that the objection was not well

taken. Mr. Justice Field alone dissented from
the opinion in that case, holding that, as it is
insisted here, there should be a speciﬁc charge
of a conspiracy to do something aifecia'ng
the election of the federal oﬁlcer. I quote
this from his opinion: “The indictment in
this case charges a conspiracy to induce cer

min election oﬂicers appointed under the
laws of Indiana. to commit a crime against

(147 U. S. 640)

TAYLOR et al. v. BRO‘VN at ill.

(March 6, 1893.)
No. 112.
Imarsxs — HOMESTEAD Laws — RESTRICTION ox
ALiBNATlON—COMPUTATION or TIME.

1. The act of March 3 1875, § 15, allows
Indians born in the United States, and aban
doning their tribal relations, to have the ben
eﬁt of the homestead act, provided that the title
to lands acquired by any Indian shall be and re
main inalienable for ﬁve years from the date
of the patent. Held‘, that the computation of
time should include the day of the issue of the
gates;
N. W. Rep. 525, 5 Dak. 335, si
in
2. The limitation u n the Indiun’s power
of alienation is valid; or, while the power of
alienation is incident to an estate in fee simple,
a restriction for a reasonable time is valid, es
pecially when the grant is to a member of a
race which is in a. state of pupilage.
Appeal from the upreme court of the tier
ritory of Dakota. Aﬂlrmed.
Statement by Mr. Chief Justice FULLER:
This was an action commenced by Taylor
and Bidwell against Brown and Young, im
pleaded with others, in the district court of
the fourth Judicial district of the territory of
Dakota, within and for the county of Moody,
July 17, 1885, and in which an amended com
plaint was served March 1, 1886. The
prayer of the complaint was that certain
deeds should be adjudged and declared
clouds on the plaintiffs‘ alleged title to 160
acres of land therein described, and be de
creed null and void, and of no effect, and
that the plaintiffs should be decreed to be the
legal owners of the property. Young and
Brown were the only parties served. They
answered separately, requested separate ﬁnd
ings in their favor, and the court found
separately as to and against each of them,
whereupon each moved for a new trial, and
their motions being overruled, and judgment
being entered against them, took separate
appeals to the supreme court of the terri

tory.

the United States, the crime being the alleged

The cause was tried by the district court

omission by them to perform certain duties

upon the admissions in the pleadings and

Imposed by the laws of that state respecting

the evidence adduced, and thereupon the
court found, in brief, that on June 15, 1880,

elections. But it contains no allegation that
the alleged conspiracy was to affect the elec
tion of a member of congrws, which, as said

above, appears to me to be essential to bring
the oifensc within the jurisdiction of the
court. if the conspiracy was to affect the
election of a state oﬂicer, no offense was com
mittcd, co'rmizable in the district court of

a patent issued to one Thomas K. West for
the 160 acres in question, and was duly re
corded October 7, 1881. That on January 25,
1881, the patentee and his wife conveyed to
defendant Young 40 acres of the tract, for
valuable consideration, the receipt of which...
was acknowledged, and that Young entered;
into actual possession of the 40 acres on~that'

‘he United States. If it had any other object
than to affect the election of a. member of

date, and had ever since occupied, used, and

“0119958, it was a matter exclusively for the

cultivated the land, using and claiming the
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same in his own right adversely to all the
world, and especially as against the plaintiffs,
and had erected and made valuable, perma
nent improvements thereon.
That on August 13, 1881, West conveyed to
his wife 80 acres of the tract by deed bearing
that date, acknowledging the receipt of a
valuable consideration, and recorded October
7, 1881. That on August 15, 1881, Mrs. ‘Vest
conveyed to defendant Brown the 80 acres in
consideration of the sum of $300 paid to her
on that date. That Brown entered into ac
tuai possession of the 80 acres August 15,
1881, claiming it in his own right and title
thereto under the deed to him, and occu
pied, used, and cultivated the land, using and
claiming the same in his own right from that
date adversely.
That on June 15, 1885, by deed recorded
that day, West and his wife conveyed the
whole 160 acres to Young, for a valuable con
sideration, the receipt of which was ac
knowledged, and on the last-mentioned date
Young entered into actual possession of the
premises, claiming them in his own right and

title thereto, and that since that date Young
occupied and used the land, and had been in
actual possession of the whole of it, using
and claiming the same adversely.
That West and his wife on June 17, 1885,
and from August 15, 1881, were not in the
actual possession, or otherwise, of either the
40 or the 80 acres. That West and his wife,
on .hme 17, 1885, conveyed the land to C. E.
'l‘hayer, who on June 19th conveyed the 120
acres to the plaintiffs. That neither said
'l‘imyer nor his wife were on June 19th, or at
any other time prior to or since that date,
and at the time of the delivery of the deed
to the plaintitfs, in actual possession of the
40 acres, nor were they in actual possession
of any part of the said tract.
That Thomas K. West was a Sioux Indian
who had arrived at the age of 21 years, and
who had abandoned his tribal relations, and
a made satisfactory proof of such abandonment
g by taking an oath of allegiance to the United
' States‘ government, and who was entitled,
under sections 15 and 16 of chapter 131 of
the Laws of the United States, passed

full notice that West was an lililiiill, as
previously found.
The court stated the following condu
sions of law:

“(1) That the land described in said patent
was absolutely inalienable prior to the 16th
day of June, 1885. That the deeds from
Thomas K. West to Timothy Young. of Jan
uary 25, 1881,.luue 15, 1885,and from Thomas
K. West to Sophia West, of August 13, 1881,
and from Sophia West to Alfred Brown, of
August 15, 1881, are null and void.
“(2) That the deed from Thomas K. West
and Sophia West to C. E. Thayer on the 17th
day of June, 1885, and the deed from C. E.
Thayer and wife to S. S. Taylor and S. A.
Bldwell, are good and valid conveyances, and
conveyed the title of said premises to the
said plaintiffs.
"(3) That the plaintiffs, S. S. Taylor and 8
A. Bidwell, are the owners of said prem
ises."
The supreme court of the territory is
versed the judgment of the district court,
and remanded the cause, with directions to
dismiss the plaintiffs‘ complaint. The opin

ion will he found in 5 Dak. 335, 40 N- W
Rep. 525.
S. S. Burdett, for appellants.
Gamble, for appellees.

Robt. .l.
=1

‘Mr. Chief Justice FULLER, after stating?
the facts in the foregoing language, delivered
the opinion of the court:
By section 15 of the act of March 3, 1875,
(18 St. p. 402, c. 131,) any Indian born in the
United States, who was the head of a tame

ily, or who had arrived at the age 0121
years, and who had abandoned, or might
thereafter abandon, his tribal relations. was.
on making satisfactory proof of such aban
donment, entitled to the beneﬁts of the act
entitled "An act to secure homestcads to :w—

tual settlers on the public domain," apliml'ed

May 20, 1862, and acts amendatory thereoﬂ
"provided, however, that the title to lands

acquired by any Indian by virtue hereof
shall not be subject to alienation or incum
brance, either by voluntary conveyance, or

the judgment, decree, or order of am" 60"“

March 3, 1875, entitled “An act making up.

and shall be and remain inalienable, for 1

propriations to supply deﬁciencies in the ap—
propriations for ﬁscal years ending June 30,
1875, and prior years, and for other pur
poses,” to enter a homestead under the laws
of the United States, and had entered said
land under said laws, and duly proved up on
the same, and received the patent referred

period of ﬁve years from the date 0! the

0.

patent issued therefor."
_
By section 16, in all cases in which Indians
had theretofore entered public land under 1116
homestead law, and proceeded in accordance

with the regulations of the land ot‘ﬁce. i119
conditions prescribed by law having been
complied with, the entries so allowed We"

That the deeds to Young, Alfred Brown,

conﬁrmed, and patents directed to is?”

M16 Sophia West, were made within ﬁve

thereon, "subject, however, to the resins

years from the date of the patent to West
by the United States. That the adverse

tions and limitations contained in the 51'
teenth section of this act in regard to 1111911‘
ation and incumbrance."

possession of Brown and Young was entirely
founded on conveyances that were absolutely

“"11 1111d Void. and that the possession of
Brown and Young of the premises, and the
improvements made thereon, were made with

West came within the sixteenth section,“d
obtained his patent accordlngly-

ch

The question, upon the disposition of Wm
the decision of the supreme court of the m‘
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moi-y was based, and which we are ﬁrst to

seas t-fJsﬁ-uh‘i é

consider, arises upon the proper construc
tion of the proviso to the ﬁfteenth section.
The restraint on alienation was to continue
for a period of ﬁve years. Was it the in
tention that the computation of time should
include the day of the issue of the patent?
If so, the deed of June 15, 1885, was not

invalid, and the decree must be affirmed.
In Matthews v. Zane, 7 Wheat 164, 211, Mr.
Chief Justice Marshall remarked that it was

‘the known rule “that a. statute for the com

gmencement of which no time is ﬁxed com
' mences'from its date;" and in Arnold v. U.

8., 9 Granch, 104, 120, in which it was held
that a statute providing that it should take

effect "from and after the passing of this
act” took effect immediately, Mr. Justice
Story said that “it is a general rule that,
when the computation is to be made from an

act done, the day on which the act is done
is to be included."
But this cannot be said to be a universal
rule, either in England or this country. Webb

v. Fairmaner, 3 Mees. & W. 473; Robinson
v. Waddington, 13 Adel. & E. (N. S.) 753;
Sheets v. Selden's Lessee, 2 Wall. 177; Cal

vert v. Williams, 34 Md. 672; Parkinson v.
Brandenburg, 35 Minn. 294, 28 N. W. Rep. 919;

Bemis v. Leonard, 118 Mass. 502, where
many cases are referred to and considered.
In Hatter v. Ash, 1 Ld. Raym. 84, it was
argued that the words “from the date,"
when used to pass an interest, included the
day, aliter, when used by way of computa
tion in matters of account, and Powell,senior
justice, was of this opinion, but the other
justices expressed none.

The distinction indicated was recognized
by the supreme court of Pennsylvania in
Lysle v. Williams, 15 Scrg. & R. 135, where
a scire faelas was issued on the 22d of July,
1823, upon a bond dated the 22d of July,
1818, and payable in ﬁve years from the date,
and the court held that, as upon the execu
ﬂon of the bond an immediate interest pass
ed to the plalntlﬂ, the ﬁrst day should be
included in the five years, and that the scire
iacias was properly issued.

While it is desirable that there should
be a ﬁxed and certain rule upon this subject,

it must be conceded that the rule which ex

In Griﬂith v. Bogert, 18 How. 158, 163, the
law of Missouri allowed the lands of a de
ceased debtor to be sold under execution,
but prohibited it from being done until after
the expiration of 18 months from I110 date
of the letters of administration upon his es
tate. The case involved a sale which took
place on the 1st of May, 1821, the letters of
administration being dated November 1, 1819;
and it was held that the sale was valid, as
the terminus a quo should be included. Mr.
Justice Grier, speaking for the court, di
cussed the vexed question of the inclusion
or exclusion of the 'termlnus a quo with great
vigor, and said: "It would be tedious and
unproﬁtable to attempt a review of the wry
numerous modern decisions, or to lay down
any rules applicable to all cases. Every
case must depend on its own circumstances.
Where the construction of the language of a

stroy, any bona ﬁde transaction or title.
The intention and policy of the enactment
should be sought for and carried out.” And,
reasoning upon the case in hand, he added:
“The object of the legislature was to give
a stay of execution for eighteen months, in
order that the administrator might have an
opportunity of collecting the assets of the
deceased, and applying them to the dis
charge of his debts. The day on which the
letters issue may be used for this purpose
as etfectually as any other in the year. The
rights of the creditor to execution are re
strained by the act for the benefit of the

debtor's estate. The administrator has had
the number of days allowed to him by the
statute to collect his assets and pay the debts.
The construction which would exclude the
day of the date is invoked, not to avoid a
forfeiture or conﬁrm a title, but to destroy
one, obtained by a purchaser in good faith
under the sanction of a public judicial sale."
And see Dutcher v. Wright, 94 U. Q. 553.
It may also be observed that, as to the
general doctrine that the law does not allow
of fractions of a day, it is settled that, when
substantial justice requires it, courts may as;
certain the'preclse time when a statute is.
approved or an act done. Louisville v. Bank,

eludes the terminus a quo is not absolute,
but that it may be included when necessary

104 U. S. 469.

to give etfect to the obvious intention.

an estate in fee simple, but a. condition in

was the view entertained by Lord

Mansﬁeld, who ruled in Pugh v. Duke of
Leeds, Cowp. 714, that “the sense of the
word ‘from’ must always depend upon the
context and subject-matter, whether it shall

be construed inclusive or exclusive of the ter
minus a quo."

,, In Lester v. Garland, 15 Yes. 248, it was

The power of free alienation is incident to
a. grant preventing alienation to a. limited
extent, or for a certain and reasonable time,
may be valid, and the grantee forfeit his
estate by violating it, (1 Prest, Est. 477;) and
while such a result does not ensue in transae~
tions with members of a race of people
treated as in a state of pupilage, and entitled
to special protection, (Pickering v. Lomax,

Ehem by Sir William Grant that, in comput

145 U. S. 310, 12 Sup. Ct. Rep. 860: Felix

'1118 time from an act or event, noegeneral

v. Patrick, 145 U. S. 330, 12 Sup. Ct. Rep.
862,) yet the proviso in question may fairly
be held to have been adopted in view of
general principles. If, when the patent is
sued, June 15, 1880, West could have con

1‘ﬁle of inclusion or exclusion should he laid

down; that it depended on the reason of
the thing, according to the circumstances.
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veyed, but for a speciﬁc restriction taking
eﬁect at the same moment, then that date
should be included in the period of ﬁve
years prescribed.
The proviso is that the
title shall not be subject to alienation in the
various ways described, and shall be and re
main inalienable, for a period of ﬁve years
from the date of the patent Possibly the
language is susceptible of being construed to
mean that the land should be inalienable
on the day of the issue of the patent, and for
ﬁve years after that date,-two periods of
time; but we are of opinion that the more
natural and the true construction is that
only one period is referred to, and that the
day the patent issued hould not be excluded.
The limitation on alienation was to be and
to remain; that is to say, the land was to
be on the ﬁrst day not subject to alienation,
and so to remain until the ﬁve years had
expired.
The protection of the Indian
against the improvident disposition of his
property was fully attained, in the judgment
of congress, by fixing the period of ﬁve
years, and no reason is perceived why any
more than that time should be assumed to
have been within the legislative contempla
tion.
The power to alienate came with the
patent, and the restriction for the period
named was carefully drawn to operate eo
instant-i; that is, to commence, in its en_
tirety, coincidently with the possession of the

power.
The decree of the supreme court of the
territory is afﬁrmed, and the mandate will
issue to the supreme court of South Dakota
for further proceedings in conformitv to
law.

arrears of pay, on the ground of the illegality
of his dismissal from the service.
3. TVherc a. court martial has jurisdiction
error in_ its exercise cannot be reviewed in a

proceeding by an army oﬂicer, sentenced by
such court to be dismissed the service, to re
cover arrears of pay, on the ground that he
never was dismissed in fact, by reason of the

failure of the president of the United State:
to approve the sentence.
Appeals from the court of claims.
Petition in the court of claims by Bird L.

Fletcher against the United States to re
cover arrears of pay as a retired oi‘licer oi
the army. A portion of the claim was al
lowed. 26 Ct. CL 541. Both parties appeal
Reversed.
Statement by Mr. Chief Justice FULLER:
‘The claimant ﬁled an amended petition in
the court of claims, December 16, 1890, as a
substitute for his original petition ﬁled De
cember 11, 1889, seeking to recover from the
United States a certain amount of money as
arrears of pay alleged to be due him as can
tain on the retired list of the army, to which
the government ﬁled a general traverse De
cember 22, 1890. Thereupon due proceed
ings were bad, and the court on June 8,1891,
found, in substance, the following facts:
Bird L. Fletcher, the claimant. was on De
cember 27, 1859, enlisted as a private in the
general mounted service of the United States
army. After successive promotions, by which
he became corporal and second lieutenantv

he was brevetted ﬁrst lieutenant on Mai‘
10, 1863, for gallant and meritorious service

in the cavalry action at Franklin. Tenn 11°

=

was made ﬁrst lieutenant on October 12.
1864, in which rank he served until Aug"!t
25, 1867, when he was promoted captain‘

UNITED STATES v. FLETCHER.

On June 19, 1868, he was placed on the re
tlred list of the army, by order of Gen
Grant, upon the ﬁnding of a board of exam

FLETCHER v. UNITED STATES.
(March 6, 1893.)

ination that he was incapacitated for active

Nos. 918, 919.

suit of sickness and exposure incident to the

(148 u. s. so

'

on the trial, will not be held on their face in.
capable of sustaining the charge, upon review
of proceed ings by an army otlicer claiming

Coun'r MAn'riAL—Ari'novsi. or Si-ix'rsscu nr 'rss
PRESIDENT—COLLATEMAL ATTACK.
1. Article 65 Articles of ‘Var, (Act A ril
10,1806; 2 St. p. 367,) provides that “no sentciice
of a court martial shall be carried into execu
tion
‘ " until after the whole proceed
ings shall have been transmitted to the sec
retary of war. to be laid before the president
of the United States for his conﬁrmation or

disapproval.

Hold, that an indorsement by

the secretary of war_upon the record of such
proceedings. that, "in conformity with the
sixty-ﬁfth of the rules and articles of war, the
proceedings of the general court martial in
the foregoing case have been forwarded to the
secretary of war for the action of the presi
dent. The proceedings, ﬁndings, and sentence
are approved, and the sentence will be (1uly
executed. —is presumptively a personal ap
proval by the president; for it is not necessary
that such aggrovai shall be evidenced by his

own hand. '

Ct. 01. 541, reversed. U. S. v.

service, and that his incapacity was the it

service. The order retiring him dim-led
that his name be placed upon the list 01”‘
tired oﬂlcers of the class provided for by

the act of congress of August 3. 186111"
which the disability results from long-“d
faithful service, or from some injury 1nd‘
dent thereto.

A court martial was held in Philadciphlﬂi
Pa, July 10, 1872, before which Fiewlier
was brought for trial upon a charge 010°!"
duct unbecoming an oﬁicer and a gentle
man, and upon this charge, which was 511i‘

Ported by the averments of six speciﬁcations‘
he was tried. He was not represented by
counsel on the trial, but conducted his case
in person, and to the charge and all the
speciﬁcations pleaded not guilty

The speciﬁcations related to the incurring

Page, 11 Sup. Ct. Rep. 219, 137 U. S. 673 fol—
lowed. Runkle v.
S., 7 Sup. Ct. Rep. 1141,

and nonpayment of certain indebtedness. 1111

122 .

Fletcher was found guilty of all of mm’

S. 5:13, c_xplained and distinguished.

Z.Spec_iﬁcations of a charge. tried by a
court martial, not ObJOCIEd to for insiiiﬁciency

some parts of the ﬁrst, second. and ﬁnk er

UNITED STATES 'v. FLETCHER.
cepmd, and guilty of the charge, and sea
ltenced to be dismissed the service.

ment for the claimant for $9,654.

' ‘The proceedings, ﬁndings, and sentence of

01. 541.
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26 Ct.

From this judgment both parties appealed.
the court martial were transmitted to the
secretary of war, who wrote upon the record
Asst. Atty. Gen. Parker, for the United
the following order:
States. George A. King, for Fletcher.
“War Department, July 24th, 1872.
"In conformity with the 65th of the Rules
Mr. Chief Justice FULLER, after stat
and Articles of War, the proceedings of the
ing the facts in the foregoing language, de
general court martial in the foregoing case
livered the opinion of the court.
have been forwarded to the secretary of
war for the action of the president.
The claimant's suit was for arrears of pay
claimed to be due him as a retired oﬂilcer of
"The proceedings, ﬁndings, and sentence
the army of the United States, accruing from
are approved, and the sentence will be duly
December 1, 1883, to November 30, 1890, at
executed.
the rate of $2,100 per annum, and amounting ‘
“Wm. W. Beiknap, Secretary of War."
to the sum of $14,700. This claim was met
From the date of this order, July 24, 1872,
by
a ﬁnding and sentence of a court martial,
Fletcher received no pay as an oiﬂcer of the

held on the 10th of July, 1872, in the city of

army.
He did not dispute at the war department
the validity of the dismissal, in pursuance of
the sentence of the court martial, for the
period of nearly 16 years, but did promptly
petition congress for redress, and urge his
restoration to the retired list; and he made
application for pay to the accounting oﬂlcers
of the treasury after March 1, 1888. His
complaint stated that March 27, 1888, he ad
d a petition to the president of the
United States, and this resulted in a report of
the judge advocate general to the secretary
of war, April 17, 1888, that, in accordance
with Runkle v. U. S., 122 U. S. 543, 7 Sup.
Ct. Rep. 1141, there was no evidence that
the proceedings in Fletcher’s case had been
laid before or approved by the president,

iii!
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Philadelphia, whereby Fletcher was found
guilty of “conduct unbecoming an oﬂicer and
a. gentleman," and sentenced to be dismissed

the service.
By article 65 of the act of April 10, 1806,
(2 St. pp. 359, 367,) establishing rules and

lied into execution until after the whole pro
ceedings shall have been laid before'thei,3
otiicer ordering the same, or the officer com
manding the troops for the time being;
neither
shall in
any
sentence
a. general
court
martial,
time
of peace,ofextending
to
the loss of life, or the dismission of a com
missioned oﬂlcer, or which shall, either in
time of peace or war, respect a general of

mid that the case was still subject to the

deer, be carried into execution until after

president's action.

the whole proceedings shall have been trans

The secretary

of war

is

mitted to the secretary of war to be laid be

i!

fore the president of the United States for his
conﬁrmation or disapproval and orders in
the case.” And article 83 reads thus: “Any
commissioned oﬁicer convicted before a gen—
eral court martial of conduct unbecoming
an oﬂicer and a gentleman shall be dismissed
the service."
These articles and the provisions of the act
of May 29, 1830, (4 St. p. 417,) amending the

|i

‘i

report that Fletcher was still undoubtedly
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an oﬂlcer of the army, and recommending
that the sentence be approved. On July 5,
, the president made an order approving

ii

the proceedings, ﬁndings, and sentence of
the court martial.
his amended petition in the court of
s. the claimant alleged that the proceed

I!

The court of claims held that the said
charge and speciﬁcations stated an oﬂiense

until acted upon by the president on July 5.

1

. Tile court therefore allowed the claim

ant all pay claimed by him, except such as
was barred by the statute of limitations. up to

the date of the last order approving the sen
tence of the court martial, and gave Judg

sixty-ﬁfth article, were carried forward into
articles 72 and 106 of section 1342 of the Re
vised Statutes.
Upon the record of the proceedings, ﬁnd
ings, and sentence of the court martial
which tried Capt. Fletcher, the secretary
of war indorsed that: “In conformity with
the 65th of the rules and articles of war,
the proceedings of the general court martial
in the foregoing case have been forwarded
to the secretary of war for the action of
the president. The proceedings, ﬁndings.
and sentence are approved, and the sen
tence will be duly executed."
Was this order void, on the ground that
it does not appear that the president persom
ally approved the proceedings and directed
the execution of the sentence?
By the first section of the act of August
7, 1789, (1 St. p. 49,) establishing an execui
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tive department, to be denominated the
“Department of War," now in substance
section 216 of the Revised Statutes, the sec
retary of war is to perform and execute such
duties as shall be enjoined on, or intrusted
to, him by the president, relative to the land
or naval forces, or to such other matters
respecting military or naval affairs as the
president shall assign to the department,
and to conduct the business of the depart
ment in such manner as the president shall
from time to time order or instruct. And
% we have held that while the action required
- of the president in respeci'of the proceedings
and sentences of courts martial is judicial,
yet that such action need not be evidenced
under his own hand.
Under article 65, the proceedings of this
court martial were not forwarded to the sec
retary of war for individual action by him,
but to enable him to lay them before the
president, so that the latter might take ac
tion as prescribed. There is nothing to in
dicate that the secretary of war assumed to
conﬁrm or disapprove, or issue orders in the
case, and as his indorsement showed that he
was proceeding under that article, and that
ho had received the record for the purpose
of being acted on by the president, the ap
proval and the direction for the execution of
the sentence were manifestly the acts of the
president. The presumption is that the sec
retary and the president performed the du
ties devolved upon them respectively, and
it would be unreasonable to construe the
secretary's indorsernent as meaning that he
had received the proceedings for the action
of the president in conformity with article
65, and had approved them himself, and or
dered execution of the sentence in contra
vention of the article.

sion follows that the action taken was the
action of the president.
The views of the judge advocate general,
and the action of the secretary in 1888 upon
a reference of the subject in answer to the
petition of Capt. Fletcher, presented to the
president, March 2Tth of that year, were in
duced by the case of Runkle v. U. S., 122
U. S. 543, 7 Sup. Ct. Rep. 1141, and the
present decision of the court of claims was
based upon it. Reference to the report oi
that case shows that the circumstances were
so exceptional as to render it hardly a safe
precedent in any other.
It appeared therein that the proceedings,

ﬁndings, and sentence of the court martial
were transmitted to the secretary of war,
who on January 16, 1873, wrote upon the
record an order approving the proceedings,
with certain exceptions, and the ﬁndings
and sentence, together with the further
statement that, in view of the unanimous
recommendation by the members of the
court that the accused should receive execu
tive clemency, and other facts, the president
was pleased to remit all of the sentence
except so much as directed cashiering; iillii
that thereupon the secretary issued a gen
eral order announcing the sentence, as thus
modiﬁed. It further appeared that there
after, and on the same day, Maj. Runkie
presented to President Grant a petition in
sisting that the proceedings had not been
approved by him as required by law; ‘111"
the conviction was unjust; that the record
was insuiiiclcnt to warrant the issuing of the
order, and asking its revocation and annul
ment; whereupon, in pursuance of the PP‘

tition, the record of the oﬂicial action then.L
tofore had was, by direction of the pres
dent, referred to the Judge advocate gen‘

As we said in U. S. v. Page, 137 U. S.

eral for review and report; that this NW?

673, 678, 680, 11 Sup. Ct. Rep. 219: “U11.
doubtedly the action required of the presi
dent under this article is judicial action. He
decides personally, and the judgment is his
own personal judgment, and not an ofﬂcml
act presumptively his. But that judgment
need not be attested by his sign manual in
order to be effectual." There the indorse
ment read that the proceedings had been
forwarded to the secretary of war, and by
him submitted to the president; and we in

was subsequently made, and with the lien‘
tion was found by President Hayes await

ing further and final action thereon, and
bcing taken up by him as unﬁnished lim
approved,
ness, the conviction
and the order
and ofsentence
Januarywere
16.13%’
revoked.

This court was of opinion that the Order

was capable of division into two Separate
Plum—One relating to the approval of the
proceedings and sentence, and the other 0);

‘lulled! "By What process of reasoning can

the‘ executive clemency which was invoked'

the conclusion be justiiled that, although

and exercised;

"19% Proceedings were laid before the pres
ident for his conﬁrmation or disapproval;

stances, which are recapitulated, it could
not be said that it positively and distinctly
appeared that the proceedings had ever in

yet the ﬁndings and sentence were approved

and that under the circum

by some one else, who had no authority to

fact been approved or conﬁrmed bi’ the

not in the Premises?" While in the case in
hand it is not said that the proceedings

president as required by the articles of war,
The facts that there was no reference ill

were submitted to the president, it is stated

article 65 in the secretary's indorsemellldi

"1:"- may had been forwarded to the secre

that the objection that President Grant 11“

tary of war for the action of the president,

not personally examined and approved 0

and as that is followed by an approval and

the Proceedings was taken and urged “9°:

the direction of the execution of the sen
otem'e, which approval and sentence could

the promulgation of the sentence; and!

.“only-ernanate from the president, the conclu~

he entertained the objection, thereby "3°

President Grant himself immediately ill]:0

ROGET v. UNITED STATES.
ognizing the contention,-—seemed to make it

a matter of argument whether he had per
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Appeal from the court
ﬁrmed.

of

claims.

vAf
.

sonally acted in the premises.

if it had been atlirmatively stated that the

ns-azerufiﬂiaz ri

proceedings were submitted, perhaps the
action of President Grant in the matter of
the application might have been ascribed
to some other ground than doubt as to his
examination of the proceedings; but as the
record stood, this court apparently thought
that the presumptions conﬂicted, and, there
fore, felt constrained to the conclusion an
nounced.
We regard the certiﬁcate of the secretary
in this case, in 1872, as a suﬁicient authen
tication of the judgment of the president,
and perceive no ground upon which the or
der of that date can be treated as null and
void for want of the required approval.
It is insisted, however, on behalf of the
claimant that the court martial had no ju
risdlctlon to try and convict Capt. Fletcher,
because the charge and speciﬁcations stated
no oﬂense whatever, “within any rules and
articles of war, or known to the military

law and custom of the United States." We
do not feel called upon to set forth the spec
iﬁcations on which the court martial acted.
They related to the incurring by the accused
of certain indebtedness and the nonpayment
thereof, and while it is argued that the non
payment of debts does not justify convic
tion of conduct unbecoming an ofﬁcer and
a gentleman, we think that the speciﬁcations
went further than that, and contained the
gelement that the circumstances under which
'the debts were contracted and not'paid
were such as to render the claimant ame
nable to the charge. The evidence is not
before us in any form, nor are there ﬁndings
of fact in respect to the conduct and be
havior forming the subject of inquiry. The
Speciﬁcations were not objected to for lnsuﬁi
clency, and cannot properly be held to be,
on their face, incapable of sustaining the
charge. As the court martial had Jurisdic
tion, errors in its exercise, if any, cannot
be reviewed in this proceeding. Dynes v.
Hoover, 20 How. 65; Keyes v. U. S., 109

U- S. 336, 3 Sup. Ct. Rep. 202;

Smith v.

Whitney, 116 U. S. 167, 6 Sup. Ct. Rep. 570.

The judgment is reversed, and the cause
remanded, with a direction to dismiss the
petition.

(148 u. s. 161)
ROGET v. UNITED STATES.
(March 6, 1893.)
No. 80.
Nrvn. Orricsns~itsrmrnrsr—l,oxcsvrrr PAY.
i
An oﬁieer in the navy, who was retired
Ii the ﬁrst ﬁve years of service from a. rank

""ll;_1<mgev1ty pay, but who was continued
on active duty until he had passed into his
Second ﬁve years of service. is not entitled,

:‘lnder the act of March 3. 1883, to 11 greater
.{lte of hay after active service ceased than
'0 per centum of the pay of the grade or rank
which
Id
on
01- he
165.h (:1mg:6218
time of retirement. 24

Robert B. Lines and John Paul Jones, for
appellant. Attorney General Miller, for the
United States.
Mr. Justice SHIRAS delivered the opinion
of the court.
This is an appeal from a judgment of the
court of claims, ﬁnding in favor of the United
States, and dismissing the petition of the
claimant, Eugenia A. Roget, executrix of Ed
ward A. Roget, deceased. Edward A. Roget
was a professor of mathematics in the United
States navy, having been commissioned July
8, 1864, to rank from May 21, 1864. On Au
gust 1st of that year, being then 62 years of
age, he was placed upon the retired list, in
accordance with the act of congress approved
December 21, 1861, (12 St. p. 329,) which con
tains the following provisions:
"That whenever the name of any naval
oﬂicer now in service, or who may hereafter
be in the service, of the United States, shall
have been borne on the naval register forty‘m
ﬁve years, or shall be of the age of sixty-two:
years, he shall be‘ retired from active service.’
and his name entered on the retired list of
oﬂicers of the grade to which he belonged at
the time of such retirement.
“Sec. 2. And be it further enacted that the
president of the United States he, and he is
hereby, authorized to assign any oﬁiccr who
may be retired under the preceding section of
this act to shore duty, and such oﬂicer thus
assigned shall receive the full shore pay of
his grade while so employed."

“Sec. 5. And be it further enacted that all
officers retired under the provisions of this
act shall receive the retired pay of their re
speciive grades as fixed by law."
Under the same act he was continued on
active duty until June 30, 1873.
On July 15, 1870, a naval appropriation act
was approved, (16 St. p. 331,) the third sec
tion of which contains, among other pro
visions, the following:
“That from and after the thirtieth day of
June, eighteen hundred and seventy, the an
nual pay of the oilicers of the navy on the
active list shall be as follows:
i

l

O

t

i

Q

0

Q

“Professors of mathematics and civil en‘
glneers, during the ﬁrst ﬁve years after date
of appointment, when on duty, two thousand
four hundred dollars; on leave or waiting
orders, one thousand ﬁve hundred dollars;
during the second ﬁve years after such date,
when on duty, two thousand seven hundred
dollars; on leave or waiting orders, one
thousand eight hundred dollars; during the
third ﬁve years after such date, when on
duty, three thousand dollars; on leave or
waiting orders, two thousand one hundred
dollars; after ﬁfteen years from such date,
when on duty, three thousand ﬁve hundred
dollars; on leave or waiting orders, two
thousand six hundred dollars."
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While performing active service, Prof. Ro
get received the full shore pay of his grade,
including the increase after ﬁve years’ serv
ice at the rate so provided for. On Jime 30,
1873, he was relieved from active service,
in accordance with the naval appropriation
act of March 3, 1873, (17 St. p. 547,) which
:provides, in the ﬁrst section, “that no oﬂiicer
0 on’ the retired list of the navy shall be em
ployed on active duty except in time of war."
The same section of that act contains the

est grade having graduated pay, held by such

following provision:
"That those ofﬁcers on the retired list, and
those hereafter retired, who were, or who
may be, retired after forty years‘ service,
or on attaining the age of sixty-two years,
in conformity with section one of the act of
December, eighteen hundred and sixty—one,
and its amendments, dated June twenty-ﬁfth,
eighteen hundred and sixty-four, or those who
were or may be retired from incapacity re
sulting from long and faithful service, from
wounds or injiu'ies received in the line of duty,
from sickness or exposure therein, shall, after
the passage of this not, be entitled to seventy
ﬂve per centum of the present sea pay of the
grade or rank which they held at the time of
their retirement."
From the time Prof. Roget was relieved
from duty until November 9, 1887, when he
died, he was paid at the rate of $1,800 a

oﬂicer since last entering the service: provid
ed, that nothing in this clause shall be so con
strued as to authorize any change in the date,
of commission or in the relative rank of such
oﬂicers: provided, further, that nothing herein
contained shall be so construed as to give any
additional pay to any such oﬁicer during the
time of his service in the volunteer army or
navy."
Prior to the approval of the act containing
the foregoing provisions, there had been three
statutes operating to affect the pay of pro
fessors of mathematics retired at the age at
62 years, namely, the said acts of 1861,1870.
and 1873. The ﬁrst gave authority for the
assignment of any retired oﬂicer to shore
duty, and provided that such oﬂicer, thus as
signed, should receive the full shore pay of
his grade while so employed; the second pro
vided for longevity pay for oﬂicers on the
active list, including professors of mathemat
ics; and the third ﬁxed the pay of oiiicexsso
retired at 75 per centurn of the sea pay oi
the grade or rank which they held at the
time of their retirement. The precise eilect
of these acts may be readily seen by abrlet
examination of certain terms employed in
them. By the act of March 3, 1835, (4'St. p.
756,) professors of mathematics were regard
ed as being subject to sea duty; the language
used in ﬁxing their pay being as follow

year.

“When attached to vessels for sea. service,

It was contended by the claimant that an
der the naval appropriation act, approved

or in a yard, twelve hundred dollars." The?

are so regarded, also, by the act of Auguii
March 3, 1883, (22 St. p. 472,) her testator
31, 1842, (5 St‘ p. 576,) which provides mi’
should have been credited with the time of
his active service, from May 21, 1864, to
March 3, 1873, and should have received the

difference between the pay of a. retired pro
fessor of mathematics, who has been retired
within his ﬁrst ﬁve years of service, and the
‘pay of such oﬂicer who has been retired with
in his second ﬁve years. or $225 per annum,
from July 1, 1873, to the date of his death,
being 14 years and 122 days. She therefore
asked for a. judgment against the United

the lieutenants of seagoing and receiving WS

sels;" and by the act of August 3, 1848, i 12,,
(9 St. p. 272,) providing that they “shall Pei“:
form such duties as'may be assigned them’

by order of the secretary of the navy- !“ “19
naval school, the observatory, and on board

ships of war, in instructing the midsliiiimen

of the navy, or otherwise." Though the a“

of June 1, 1860, § 3, (12 St. pp. 23. 27,) ‘1t
ciares that “no service shall be regarded as

States in the sum of $3,200. The court of
claims, in dismissing the petition, decided that

sea; service but such as shall be performed at

"an officer in the navy, who was retired in the
ﬁrst ﬁve years of service from a rank having
longevity pay, but who was continued on ac

in vessels employed by authority or 1r,“
the same statute, as well as others, in in“!

tive due’ until he had passed into his second
ﬁve years of service, is not entitled, under the
act of March 3, 1883, to a greater rate of pay
after active service ceased than seventy-ﬁve
per centum of the pay of the grade or rank
owhich he held at the time of retirement."

:24 Ct. Cl. 165.
o

they '‘shall be entitled to live and mess wiiil

'

‘The portion ‘of the act of March 3, 1883,
relied upon by the claimant, is as follows:
“And all officers of the navy shall be cred
ited with the actual time they may have
served as oiiicers or enlisted men in the reg
ular or volunteer army or navy, or both,

sea, under the orders of a department, “fl,
the pay of professors of mathematics, PW‘

vided for but one rate of pay for such 0mm)‘
while on duty. It may therefore be consid'
ered that a; professor of mathematics, it"

signed after his retirement to shore din-T:

would be entitled to the highest r11! 01 I“:
grade while so employed. which would be 31
well his sea pay as his snore pay. The gm ‘

of an oﬂicer in the navy is his oﬂiclal 5m,”
by which are regulated his Dowem' dune"

and pay. His pay may be further 8mg“);
by his time of service within a grade’ e‘ n.

in fact rendered within the gmde- M “3m
structively performed therein through ‘8m

and shall receive all the beneﬁts of such
actual service, in all respects. in the same
manner as if all said service had been con.
tinuous, and in the regular navy, in the low.

force of statutes. That the oﬂice 0f Pf“:
of mathematics is a grade is recogml 3x‘)

the act of April 17, 1866, i 7. (14 S'- P

WASHINGTON 85 G. R. CO. v. TOBRENER.
WM
me my;
Milli

which provides, "that hereafter no vacancy

cars but to stop when th

in the grade of professor of mathematics 1;]

to. alight, and not to start ethe
car untilishe
has
passenger
about

the navy shall be ﬁned",

ahgﬁéfad‘llhe burden of proof as to contributory

been

The Operation of the statutes of 1361. 1870,

iiimm
him“
laiiiip

and 1873, in the case of Prof. Roget, was to
give him pay, during the time he performed
active service, as though he were on the
aciive list, Including the longevity Increase
provided fol‘ by the act of 1870, and, after
his active service ended, to give him 75 per
cent. 01.’ the sea pay (which was also, in his
case, the shore pay) provided for by the act
of 1873, attached to the grade which he held
at the time of his retirement. This being un
questionably the legal eirect of the acts approved prior to 1883' the single quesﬁon 1m
volved is whether, under the act of March
3d of that year, he was entitled to have ac
tive service credited in regulating his pay as a
retired oiﬂcer after his active service ceased.
Ever since the retired list of the navy \m.
:mtablished, the pay 01.’ a retired oﬂicer, as

‘that:
aims:
hens

Mail
can

mail!
.'i

am
new

ohm
5dr
iyiiil
tea:

- such, has been ﬁxed by statute at a'cermin
per centum of the active service pay of the
grade held by such oﬁicer at the time of his
reiirement.
His active service pay at that
time has always been taken as the basis in
ascertaining his future pay, and we are un
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negligence is upon defendant, and remains upon
him during the trial; but he may avail himsel
of any evidence given by plaintiff, and the evi

_ 4.1f n. conductor of a street car negligently

'

_
_ ' _
_
5. In an action for personal injuries,plain

evidence justiﬁcs a ﬁnding that such damages
will inevitably and necessarily result.
6. In the District of Columbia, the com
mon-luw rule that judgments do not, in gen
eral, bear interest, still prevails as to judg—
inents in an action of tort, except as to
judgments in justices‘ courts, which are lim
ited to cases involving not over $100.
7. Rev. St. § 966, allowing interest on

sell

able to discover in the act in question any

state in which the court is held. has no appli
cation to the District of Columbia.
8: Rev. St. D. C. § 29, prescribing the rate
%nd_:ime
of interelst
pnljudgmgntsi
is
Y 1 5 terms
(‘KC “slvey
9°“ n9‘ rendered,
t". 11mm.“

E‘
m!

design to modify this persistent rule-

cases
of actions
foundedand
on is
torts.
founded
on contracts.
not app licable in

Hi4
sail

xiii

gill
ill
ish’

1._9,-1:“‘more?um-nia€~§&’éi%§i

It would appear, not only that congress has
manifested no intention by the act or 1833
to change the laws governing the pay of re
tired oiﬁceis, but that it has, in at least one
instance, shown the contrary purpose. By
a provision in the ﬁfth section of the act of
July 15, 1870, no oﬂicer promoted upon the
retired list "shall, in consequence of such pro
motion, be entitled to any increase of pay."
It can hardly be the intention oi’ counsel to
assume that the amount of pay in question in
this case should be calculated as though Prof.
Roget was retired in 1873, instead of in 1864.
The retirement of an oﬂicer is a proceeding
that can only take place 111 a prescribed man.

of the District of Columbia, prescribing the
method of entering the verdict, do not support
the view that judgments in tort bear interest,
nor do the rules of the sugreme court of the
United States support sue a view, as they
are rovidcd solely for that court.
.VVhcre the
only error {Illetugiosunié
in a, judgment
is
tlfietililllowunce
of intereséttgn
there-i

Her’ and It is not pretended that such pm‘
ceedlng Occurred, with reference to that 0f-

not necegsariiy reverse,‘ but will aﬂirm, if
0 ,
e Si] reme 0011112 0
E
111 e
8. 95 W1
at the same term there is ﬁled therein a. cer

ﬂccr, more than once,

The court of claims was right in dismissing
the petition of the claimant, and the judg.
meat or that court is aﬂirmed.

9. Rev. St. D. O. §§ 713-717, being acts
to amend the usury laws of the District of
Bio“, and did not milk

the past.
10. Rev. St. D. 0. § 1007, allowing interest
on justices’ judgments, does not allow interest
on judgments in tort exceeding $100.
ch
1 and 67 of the supreme court

tiﬁed copy of a remittitur of interest ﬁled in

the cw": behw'
In error to the supreme court or the D15
trict of Columbia.
Statement by Mr. Chief Justice FULLER:

=
(147 U. S. 571)

WASHINGTON & G. R. CO. at al. v, To.
BRI'NER_

(March 6, 1893.)
No_ 116‘
B'mun'r RAILWAYS—IXJURIES 'ro PASSENGER—COX
rnmu'ronr Neouuascs — BURDEN’ or Psoor—
uuousx'rs-ArrniL—Dccismx.

u

This was an action brought by John H.
Harmon to recover damages for a personal

1- Where the evidence of contributory neg

gencc is not of such a conclusive character as
would warrant the court in setting aside a
verdict, the uestion of contribute
ne li ence
should be le t to the juryry
g g

injury to him through the negligence 01' the
railroad company.

The supreme court of the

' District, in special term, rendered judgment
on the verdict of the jui , on December 1,
1887, tor $6,500; and this judgment was at’
ﬁrmed by the court in general term on June"
12, 1889, and judgment rendered against the}:
railroad company and itsesurety on appcal'
for the amount of the judgment oi.’ the court
in special term, with interest thereon from

my ‘to milk“ duty °f '1 street railroad cvm-

December
1, 1887,
when
it was
entered this
be
low,
until paid,
with
costs.
To review

and, in doin‘gysofaﬁg 8:1‘; ‘tighggvﬂiepgﬁgnggr

judgment this writ of error was_brought.

""“veuiellt means of entering and leaving the

The case is reported in 18 D. O. 200.
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The evidence is comprehensively given by
James, J., delivering the opinion, as follows:
“The plaintiif testiﬂed, in his own behalf,
that on the evening of the 28th of April,
1882, at about 9 o'clock, he took passage in
one of the defendant's cars on Pennsylvania
avenue to go to his home, on Nineteenth
street; that he took his seat about two thirds
of the distance from the rear platform; that
at or near Nineteenth street he signaled to
the conductor to let him on’; that the con
ductor was then inside the car, ﬁguring up
his accounts under the light; that upon re
ceiving the signal the conductor rang the
bell, and the car began to slow up, and, as
he supposed, was about stopping; that there
were not many passengers inside, but the plat
form was crowded; that he made his way
through the crowd on the platform, and
down onto the step, which was occupied by
a man and a boy, who held onto the railings
on each end of the steps; that the car was
at that time almost at a smndstili; that he
could neither swing off nor get back; that
just as he had gotten on the step the bell was
l'illlg, and the car started, and he was there
by thrown off onto the pavement, and in
jured. He further tated that the conduct
or did not go out to the platform to assist
him to get oil’. On cross-examination he said
that, at the time of his attempting to get off,
there were only six or eight passengers in
side of the car, while the platform was so
crowded that the man and boy referred to
had to stand upon the step.
“On the part of the defendant the con
doctor testiiied that the plaintiff was in the
habit of riding on defendant's cars, and of
getting off while the car was in motion; that,
when the plaintiff signaled on the night in
question, he (the conductor) rang the bell, and
the car began to slow; that he was then
standing on the rear platform; that he and
n a. small boy were the only persons then on
the platform; that the plaintiff,"wlthout
waiting for the car to stop after so signaling

E

negligent act of the conductor or driver, and

that the plaintiff was thereby, and \n'ihont
any negligence on his part, thrown from the

car and injured, then he is entitled to to
cover."
“If the jury believe from the evidence that
the conductor, at the request of the plain
tili', rang the bell to stop the car for plain‘
tiff to get on’, and that thereupon the car
slowed, and the plaintiff went out on the
platform, and, while the car was moving
very slowly, stepped down on the step of
the car to be in readiness to step off when
the car should fully stop, and that, instead
of stopping fully, the car moved suddenly
forward, in consequence of the negligent act
of the conductor or driver, and he was
thereby thrown off and injured, it would
be for the jury to say, under all the iilt'iS
and circumstances of the case, shown in
evidence, whether the conduct of the plain
tiff caused or contributed to his injury; and
if they further believe that the plainliﬂ did,

under the circumstances, what an ordinarily
prudent man would have done, then he was
not guilty of contributory negligenceand
would be entitled to recover."
“If the jury ilnd for the piaintiiI, they will9
ﬁnd for him such an amount of damages as:
will fully compensate him for the'suilerills'
of mind and body inﬂicted upon him by his
injury, for the personal inconvenience, the
loss of time, and the expenses of cure that
naturally and proximately resulted from the
injury he suffered; and, if they ﬁnd that the
injuries sustained by the plaintiff are perma
nent, they will also ﬁnd for him such data
ages as will fully compensate him for the
suffering of mind and body, the personal in‘
convenience, and the loss of time tlmt‘he
will suffer in the future. In determining
this, as to the future, they will consider

plaintiff's bodily vigor and age, as shown by
the evidence adduced."
The defendant prayed the court to instruct
the jury as follows:

the conductor, immediately went out on the

“The burden of proof is upon the 9131mm

rear platform, and stepped down upon the
step, at the same time holding onto the iron
railing on the car, and while the car was
still in motion, and moving at a slow rate
of peed,—nearly at a standstilL—the plaintiff
stepped off, and after he had let go of the car,
he (the conductor) pulled the bell to go on
again, and, as the plaintiff turned, he fell;
' ' ' that he did not ring the bell for the
car to start until after the plaintiff had
stepped on the street, and let go of the car.‘ "
Upon the trial the court gave the following
instructions, requested on behalf of the plain
titf:
"If the jury believe from the evidence that
the conductor, at the request of the plaintiff,
rang the bell to stop the car for him to get
on‘, and that the car thereupon slowed, and
that while plaintiff was waiting for the car
to stop, and before it had fully stopped, the
car started suddenly forward, through the

to satisfy the jury that he sustained the in

jury which is the subject of this action bi‘
reason of the negligence of the defendant

and without contributory negiii;ence 0" his
part.“

But the court refused to give the instill“
tion as prayed, and modiﬁed it bi‘ smkmg
out the words, "and without contributor!‘

negligence on his part,” and Save it “5
modiﬁed.

Defendant asked the court to give the 1°"
lowing instruction:

“If the jury shall ﬁnd that the uniform
was crowded, and that the plaintiii 111115e

his way through the crowd, and Bot down
from the platform, and onto the step be“
and stood on the step without any New
of support, with a person on each side in‘

a crowd behind, and whilst the Plainuﬂ M’
so standing a sudden movement of ill? or"

caused the plaintiﬁ‘! to fall from ﬁle step
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onto the pavement, whereby he received the
injury alleged, then it will be for the jury
to determine from the evidence whether or
not the plaintiff is chargeable with contrib
utory negligence through such acts; and, if
the jury shall ﬁnd that he i so chargeable,
then the plaintiff is not entitled to the ver

diet."
But the court refused to give the same
without modiﬁcation, and modiﬁed it by in
set-ting after the word “chargeable," in the
last line of the instruction, the following:
“And that such negligence contributed to the

lniura"
Defendant also asked the court to give

Eseveral instructions, which need not be re
'.°peated, and which were refused'or modiﬁed,

1!
‘it!
‘I"TIIii
I!‘

and, among others, this, omitting the words
in brackets:
“It was not the duty of the conductor of
the street car from which the plaintiff was
injured to exercise any physical control over
the piahltiﬁ’ in getting off the car, and if
the jury shall find from the evidence that
when the conductor rang the bell to stop
the car, and when the plaintiff passed out
of the car upon the platform and upon the
step, the conductor was standing on the in
side of the car, and that the platform was
crowded with passengers, and that a boy
was on the step next to the car, and a man
was also on the other end of the step, in
such a position as to prevent the plaintiff
from supporting himself by either of the
railings at the time the plaintiff stepped
down upon the step, and that the car was
in motion. and that while so on the step
the plaintiff was thrown oh? the car by a
sudden jerk or start of the car, caused by
the ringing of the hell or otherwise, then it
will be for the jury to determine whether
or not the plaintiff is chargeable with con
trlbutory negligence [by such acts] and if the
jury shall ﬁnd that he is so chargeable, [and
that said negligence contributed to the accl

.tient,] the verdict must be for the defend
ant."
But the court refused to give this instruc
tion without modiﬁcation, and modiﬁed it by
the insertion of the words given above in
brackets.
At defendant's request the court gave the
following instructions:
“First. If from the evidence the jury shall
find that the injury would not have occurred
1! the plaintiff had waited until the car
stopped, and that the injury was caused by
the plaintiff attempting to get off the car
whilst in motion, then the plaintiff contrib
uted to the injury, and is not entitled to re

cover.
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accident would not have happened, the plain

tiff cannot recover, and the verdict must be:
for the defendant."
:;
‘The court also charged the jury as follows:'
"This case suggests four theories as to the
cause of this accident which is complained of
under the declarations, and as many proposi
tions of law applicable to them. How far
there is suﬂicieut evidence in the case, or any
evidence, to support any one of these theo
ries, I shall leave to you. In the ﬁrst place,
the testimony on the part of the defendant is
to the effect that the plaintiff had descended
from the car in safety, and that he stepped
and fell, from some cause not attributable to
the conduct of the defendant, but from some
unforeseen accident. If you ﬁnd that to be
the case, it is perfectly apparent that there is
no ground of action at all. There is evidence
in the case directly to that effect, which is to
be construed by you, and weighed, in connec
tion with all the other evidence before you.
If the plaintiff undertook, after requesting
the conductor to stop the car, to descend
from the car while it was still in motion,
however slowly it might be going, that is an
not involving, necessarily, some imprudence,
—so I take it; and, if that act was the cause
of his falling, it; would amount, in my judg
ment, to contributory negligence, and would
defeat his action. If you are satisﬁed that it
was an act of carelesness on his part to
come out on the crowded platform, and step
down on the step while it was already oc
cupied by other people, so that he had to
stand between them, and had no means of
supporting himself, and in consequence of
that alone he fell from the car, without any
other cause,—I say, if you are satisﬁed that
was- an act of carelessness on his part, and
that it was the direct cause of his falling off
the can—that would also amount to contribu
tory negligence, which would defeat his right
to recover. Fourthly, if you are satisﬁed that
while he was upon the step, even though it
might have been imprudent in him to go
there, and yet, if the conductor had allowed
the car to stop, he would have alighted in
safety, and no accident would have happened,

but that, instead of so doing, the conductor
either negligently failed to observe whether
or not he had alighted, or, seeing him there,
neglected to wait until he had alighted, and“
gave the signal to go on, and in consequence};

of that a sudden jerk of‘the car took place,~
and that threw him down, and was the im
mediate cause of his falling, and that the ac
cident would not have happened but for that
fact, then I hold that the company is re
sponsi‘ble."
Exceptions were duly taken by the defend

"Second. If the jury shall be satisﬁed from
the evidence that the plaintiff himself so
far contributed to the accident by his own

ants.

negligence. or want of ordinary care and
caution, that but for such negligence or want

plaintiffs in error. W. A. Cook, L. H. Pike,
0. 0. Cole, and W. L. Cole, for defendant in

91 Ordinary care and caution on his part the

error.

Enoch 'i‘ottcn and W. D. Davldge, for

O
W
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‘Mr. Chief Justice FULLER, after stating

plaintiff's evidence the defendant could have

the facts in the foregoing language, deliv
ered the opinion of the court.
It is contended that it was error to leave
the question of contributory negligence to the
jury. We do not think so. This was not a
case where the facts were undisputed, and
where but one reasonable inference could be
drawn from them. The court was not
obliged, in the exercise of a sound judicial dis
cretlon, to set aside the verdict because the
evidence of contributory negligence was of
such conclusive character that it could not
be sustained. Railroad Co. v. Converse, 139

no beneﬁt from it, nor that the fact could
only be made effectual by a prepondcnmw
of evidence, coming exclusively from the
party on whom rested the burden of proof.
It is not improbable that the charge was so
given by the court from an apprehension that
the jury might without it be misled to believe
that it was incumbent on the plaintiff to show
aﬂirmatively the absence of such negligence
on his part, and that if there was no proof,
or insuﬁicient proof, on the subject, there
was a. fatal defect in his case. It was there
fore eminently proper to say upon whom the
burden of proof rested; and this was done
without in any wise neutralizing the effect of
the testimony the plaintiff had given, if there
were any, bearing on the point adversely to
him."
The defendant did not attempt to have the
case taken away from the jury at the conclu
sion of plaintiff's evidence, and, if it had, we
do not think a motion to that effect could
have been sustained. As a mere matter of
law, the burden as to contributory negligence
remained the same, under the circumstances,

U. S. 469, 11 Sup. Ct. Rep. 569.
It was the duty of the defendant to safely
carry and deliver the passenger, and, in so
doing, not only to provide safe and con
venient means of entering and leaving the
cars, but to stop when the passenger was
about to alight, and not to start the car un
til he had alighted. There was a. conﬂict of
evidence as to the condition of the platform,
the position of the plaintiﬂ, and the circum
stances surrounding the accident. It is con
ceded that to be upon the platform, or even
upon the step, might not be negligence in all
cases, and certainly not negligence in law;
out it is insisted that the plaintiff was volun
tarily riding upon the step of the car, when
moving, without any means of support, and
that this, in the absence of justification or
excuse, would necessarily be negligence. The
diﬂiculty is that this position assumes a con
dition of affairs which is controverted upon
the case made.
It is further argued that, while the general
rule is that the burden of proof as to con
tributory negligence is upon the defendant,
that rule was not applicable, because the‘pre
sumption that the plaintiff was not in fault
was overcome by plaintiff's own evidence,
and, therefore, that the court should have in
structed the jury that the burden of proof
was not only upon the plaintiif to satisfy the
jury that he sustained the injury by reason
of the negligence of the defendant, but also
that this was without contributory negligence
on his part. Testing this contention by the
“evidence of the plaintiff alone, without ad

Emitting that this should be done where the
' defendant has gone into evidence, and the
ruling he asks must be given, in view of all
the testimony, the precise question was de

cided in Railroad Co. v. Horst, 93 U. S. 291,
298, adversely to defendant's position. In
that case the defendant adduced no evidence,
and it was contended that plaintiﬁ’s evidence

Showed that the accident resulted from his
negligence, and that, therefore, the trial court

and it would have been error if the court had
given the instruction as requested.
It is urged with particular earnesmtss that
the fourth branch of the charge was objec
tlonable in stating that, even though plaintiff
was negligent in being upon the step hetom
the car had stopped, yet if they were sails“

ﬁed that the accident would not have 1111i}:
peucd if the conductor had allowed ‘the can
to stop, but that instead of so doing the con
ductor either negligently failed to observe
whether he had alighted or not, or, seeing

him there, neglected to wait until he had
alighted, and gave the signal to go on. and in
consequence of that a sudden jerk of the cm’

took place, which threw him down- ﬂlld was
the immediate cause of the injury, and an“
the accident would not have happened but for
that fact, then the plaintiff could NOW"

The argument is that the rule applied in the
instruction is that which obtains where the
plaintiff's negligence exposes him to the risk of
injury, and the defendant omits, after becom

ing aware of plaintiff's danger, to use ordi
nary care and diligence to avert the 60W‘
qucnces; and it is said that whether a dc

fendant is negligent or not, in failing to aim‘

his conduct to a condition of things caused by
the negligence of the plaintiff, depends W0“
whether the defendant had time and 0111")"\
tunity to ascertain and avoid the lIJJui'F- mul'
way 00. v. State, 29 Md. 420, and Railway
Co. v. State, 31 Md. 357, with other like cases’

are cited to the point that the exception “’

erred in charging that “the burden of proving

the general rule as to contributory negligence

contributor-Y negligence rests on the defend

is not otherwise applicable. The language °f

lint. and it will not avail the defendant unless

Judge Alvey, in the latter case, is (illowd “5
follows: "It must appear, either that theflf‘

it has been established by a preponderance

of evidence." This court held the instruction

fendant might, ‘by a proper deg!‘ee M ca‘imn‘

correct, and said: "The court did not say that

have avoided the consequences of the in)

it such negligence were established by the

party's neglect, or that the latter could not’

WASHINGTON & G. R. CO. v. TOBRIINEB.
by ordinary care, have avoided the come
quences of the defendant's negligence. This,
however, implies time for the one party to
become aware of the conduct and situation of
the other, for neither could be required to
anticipate the other's negligence. But, where
there is a concurrence of negligence of both
in the production of injury to one of the par
ties, the causes are cornmlngled, and are re
garded as equally proximate to the result pro
duced, and therefore not susceptible of ap
portionment." But, as explained by Judge
James in the opinion in this case, the omis
slon to which the instruction refers was not
the omission to observe that a. person had
placed himself in danger of being hurt by the

defendant, whereby the latter was called up

ill

iii

mon to exercise care to avert that consequence,
0 but it was the omission to'observe whether
the passenger whom the defendant was set
ting down had actually allghtcd. The duty
resting upon the defendant was to deliver its
passenger, and that involved the duty of ob
serving whether he had actually alighted be
fore the car was started again. If the con
ductor failed to attend to that duty, and did
not give the passenger time enough to get off
before the car started, it was necessarily this
neglect of duty that did the mischief. It was
not a duty due to a person solely because he
was in danger of being hurt, but a duty owed
to a person whom the defendant had under
taken to deliver, and who was entitled to be
delivered safely by being allowed to alight
without danger. Viewed in this light, the in
struction was unobjectionable. If the con—
ductor negligently failed to observe whether
plalntiﬂ had alighted, or, knowing that he
had not, negligently started the car too soon,
and in consequence of that a sudden jerk of
the car took place, and threw him down, and
was the immediate cause of his falling, and
the accident would not have happened but
for that fact, we think it clear that such neg
ligence as might be imputed to the plaintilf

1'1 b01115; upon the step at all could not, under
the circumstances supposed, be properly held
to have been contributory negligence. To
hold so would be to determine that a carrier
could defend his own negligence in the par
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suggested four theories as to the cause of the

accident, and whether there was sufficient
or any-evidence to support any one of these
theories, he hould leave to the jury. He
meant, of course, that the jury should con
sider the case from all the points of view
presented, and exclude such of the conten
tions as were unsupported by the evidence.
We see no ground upon which the defendant
can complain of this. We cannot ﬁnd, upon
exploring the evidence,—all of which is given
in the record—that it reasonably tended to
show that the plaintiff was injured in getting
off the car while it was in motion. The plain
tiff denied it, and the conductor said that it
was safe for the plaintitf to get off, and that
he got 01!. Yet the court permitted the jury
to pas upon the case as if the proofs raised
an actual controversy upon the point. Per
haps such an inference might have been
drawn, as plaintitf's claim was that he was
about to get otf; but, taking the opening pas
sage of the charge in connection with what
followed, we think that the defendant can
not complain that it was improperly deprived
of the judgment of the court, and that there
by the door was open to mere conjecture on
the part of the jury, to its injury.
Another error assigned is that the instruc
tion in relation to damages was objectionable
in permitting an award for the future effects
of the injury; but there was evidence which
justified a iindng that future damages would
inevitably and necessarily result, and, this
being so, there was no error in the instruc
tion upon that subject.

It appears to us that this case was care
fully tried, and properly left to the jury.

and that no error warranting the reversal
of the judgment was committed.
It is further urged that the court, in gen
eral term, erred in rendering a judgment for
interest against the defendant and its surety,
notwithstanding the judgment of the special
term bore no interest. The question is
whether, by the law of the District of Co
lumbia, a judgment in an action of tort car

ries interest. In McDade v. Railroad 00.,

plaintiff had not been there, he would not

5 Mackey, 144, this subject was considered
by the supreme court of the District, and the
court concluded that such judgments did bear
interest, Hag-nor. J., delivering an elaborate

have been hurt. It may be said that he placed
himself where he was in risk of falling off,
but that was a risk he could not have antici
Dﬂted as the result of a sudden start before
he had got Oil‘. because he had a right to as

at common'law, judgments, whatever the
cause of action, did not bear interest. Per
kins v. Fourniquet, 14 How. 328. This was
so in Maryland at: the time of the ces

sume that the car would actually stop to 1114

sion of the District, with perhaps some ex

low him to get off, and if it had, as it should

ceptions, not embracing judgments in actions
of tort. Hammond v. Hammond, 2 Bland,
370; Railway Co. v. Sewell, 137 Md. 443. To
change the common law in the District after

ticulars named upon the ground that, if the

have done, upon the hypothesis of the in

struction. no accident would have happened.
Under the terms of the instruction the injury
ensued directly from the defendant's negli

591166, and that was its proximate cause.

Coasting Co. v. Tolson, 139 U. s. 551, 558, 11
sun. Ct Rep. 653.

opinion to that eifect It is conceded that,

the cession, of course, required an act of
congress.
By the act of June 24, 1812, (2 St. p. 756,

c. 100, 5 6; Rev. St. D. C §829,) it was pro

The learned judge who tried the case, in

vided as follows: “Upon all Judgments Pen‘

“Pm-‘Bing its various aspects, stated that it

dered on the common-law side of the circuit.

v.i3s.o.-36
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court of said District, in actions founded on

and section made it lawful, in all contracts

contracts, interest at the rate of six per
centum per annum shall be awarded on the
principal sum due until the judgment shall
be satisﬁed; and the amount which is to
bear interest, and the time from which it is
to be paid, shall be ascertained by the ver
dict of the jury sworn in the cause."
By its terms this provision was conﬁned ex
clusively to actions founded on contracts.
As appears from Newson v. Douglass, 7
Har. & J. 417; Karthaus v. Owings, 2 Gill
8: J. 430; Railway Co. v. Sewell, 37 Md. 443;
and many other cases,——only some causes
of action carried interest at common law, in
Maryland, as matter of right; its allowance
otherwise being left to the jury, to be do
cided according to the equities of the trans
action, and, with few exceptions in cases of
contract, no judgment in any form carried
interest. This law applied the remedy, but
it declared that, while interest was to be al
lowed on the principal sum due, the amount
which was to bear interest, and time from

thereafter to be made, for the parties (0
agree, in writing, for ten per centum per an
num, or any less sum, of interest on money
loaned or in any manner due and owing.
The other sections related to the penalty tor
contracting to receive a greater rate, the re
covery back of unlawful interest so received,
and to the etfect of the law upon the an
tional banking act. 16 St. p. 91. These sec

which the interest was to rim should be as
certained by the verdict of the jury. In
terest was not to be awarded upon a judg
ment for the aggregate of principal and in
terest, but interest was recoverable upon the
principal sum due from the date ascertained
as directed.
The eighth section of the act of August
23, 1842, (5 St. pp. 516, 518, c. 188,) provided
"that, on all judgments in civil cases here

:after recovered in the circuit or district
:gcourts of the United States, interest shall

‘-‘be allowed, and may be levied by'the mar
shal, under process of execution issued there
on, in all cases where, by the law of the
state in which such circuit or district courts
shall be held, interest may be levied under
process of execution on judgments recovered
in the courts of such state, to be calculated
from the date of the judgment, and at such
rate per annum as is allowed by law on judg
ments recovered in the courts of such state."
This was carried forward into section 966
of the Revised Statutes. The purpose of
this act was to bring about uniformity be
tween the tribunals of the United States
and of the states upon the subject of inter
est, and the supreme court of the District
of Columbia is neither within its terms nor
its object. It is wholly inapplicable. What
ever the law of the District of Columbia is
upon the subject of interest controls of

course.

tions constitute sections 713—717 of the lie
vised Statutes of the District
This act related, as its title correctly atm
ed, to the usury laws of the District, and
the rate of interest at six per cent. was to
continue, except as provided by the subse
quent section, penalty being denounced for
contracting, in writing, for a greater rate
than 10, or verbally for a greater rate than

6, per cent. Judgments and decrees, as well,‘
as the loan or forbearance of money, goods:
or things in action, are referred to, but the‘
act does not say that they shall bear interest
in the future, if they did not in the past
0n the contrary, that which had been was to
continue, and the changes wrought by the
statute were only in the rate and the conse
quences of transgression. There is nothing
to indicate a legislative intention to declare
that all judgments and decrees should there
afterwards bear interest by virtue of the stat
lite, or to make any change in that respect.
Such a view disregards the language of the
act, which conﬁnes the exception to exist
ing law to the enumeration of the succeed
ing sections. Judgments bore interest in
actions founded on contracts as provided hi‘

the act of 1812, the award of interest being
based upon the verdict and to be collected
on the principal sum. Judgments in tort

did not bear interest. The rule could, in
deed, be altered or repealed by conglw

but the statute to that effect should he pin!!!
and unambiguous, or the repugnant? be‘
tween the old law and the new incapable of
being reasonably overcome. We are unable
to conclude that this act of 1870 comes with

in the settled rules of construction in this
regard.

By section 997 of the Revised Statutes oi
the District, justices of the peace have 111115‘
diction where the amount claimed for dell!
or damages arising out of contracts or dam
ages for injuries to persons or property (1°95

not exceed $100, and, by section 1007.!“
tices' judgments bear interest from their date
until paid or satisﬁed; but it does not follow

On the 22d of April, 1870, an act was ap.

that, because congress intended to ullo\v_ln'

Droved- entitled "An act to amend the usury
laws of the District of Columbia," the ﬁrst

terest upon judgments in tort not cxcwlmg
$100, therefore all judgments in tort bear

section of which read: “That the rate of in

interest.

terest “Don judgments or decrees, and upon
the loan or forbearance of any money, goods,

rules of the supreme court of the D1§mcL

or things in action. shall continue to be six

which are, and have been. Since 13w’ as

Reference was made at the bar to certain

dollars upon one hundred dollars, for one
follows:

year. and after that rate for a greater or
less sum. or for a longer or shorter time,
“Capt as hereinafter provided." The sec

_

“(51) A general verdict for the 111mm
shall be recorded thus: ‘The jury’ on the.“

oath, say they ﬁnd the issue more“! “1

WASHINGTON & G. R. CO. v. TOBRINER.
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isvor of the plaintiﬂ, and that the money
payable to him by the defendant by reason of
the premises, is the sum of $—, besides
costs.’ It‘ the action be founded on contract.
the record of the verdict shall proceed, ‘with
unlawful interest from the
day of
,
m 13—, besides costs.’
9 "'If the verdict be for the defendant, then,
‘The jury, on their oath, say they ﬁnd for
the defendant,’ unless, upon set-oi? pleaded,
a balance is found due the defendant; and
then the record of the verdict shall proceed,
‘and that the money payable to him by the
plaintiff by reason of the premises. is the
sum of S
, with interest from the
(lay of
, 18—, besides costs.‘
"If there be several counts in the declara
tion, and the juiy ﬁnd for the plaintiff on
some, and for the defendant on the rest, the
verdict shall be entered thus: ‘The jury, on
their oath say, they find for the plaintiff on
the (
) issues, and that the money pay
able to him by the defendant, by reason
thereof, is the sum of $
, [with interest
from the
day of
, 18—,] besides
costs; and for the defendant on the (
)
issues.’ "
"(67) Whatever the cause of action may
be, if the judgment be for the recovery of
money, it shall be awarded generally without
any distinction of debt from damages, thus:
‘It is considered that the plaintiff recover
against the defendant $
, [with interest
as aforesaid] being the money payable by
him to the plaintiff by reason of the prom
ises, and $— for his costs of suit, and

that he have execution thereof."'
These rules are in conformity with the act
of 1812. The jury ﬁnd the principal sum,
and the time from which interest on tho
contract shall be given. In an action of tort
the jury include interest, if given at all, in
the damages assessed. The form of the judg
ment prescribed follows the verdict, discrim
inates between contract and tort, and recog
nizes that the judgments that carry interest
do so by reason of the verdict to that effect.
We think no support to the view that judg
meats in tort bear interest by force of law
can be derived from these rules.
Nor is the contention sustained by refer
ence to the rules of this court.
By the
twenty-third section of the judiciary act of

1789, now section 1010 of the Reviscd Stat
utes, it was declared: “Where, upon
writ of error, the supreme or a circuit
ashali aiiirm a judgment or decree, they
gadl'udge or decree to the respondent in

such
court
shall
error
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dered; and the same rule is applied to de—
crees for the payment of money, unless oth
erwise ordered by this court. Rule 23. But
the question of interest is solely for the court
to determine, as the act of 1812 did not re
peal the twenty-third section of the judiciary
act. Boyce v. Grundy, 9 Pet 2755; Mitchell
v. Harmony, 13 How. 115, 149; Perkins v.
Fournlquet, 14 How. 328, 331; In re Wash
ington & G. R. 00., 140 U. S. 91, 11 Sup.

Ct. Rep. 673.
We are of opinion that error was commit
ted in the judgment of aﬂirmance in respect
of the allowance of interest.

In Keller v. Ashf'ord, 133 U. S. 610, 10 Sup.
Ct. Rep. 494, which was a. case of contract,
the matter in dispute in the District supreme
court in general term was, with interest
accrued before the aiiirmance, largely in ex
cess of the amount necessary to give juris
diction to this court. A motion was made to
dismiss, which was overruled; and Mr. Jus
tice Gray, delivering the opinion of the court,
pointed out that the promissory note sued
on, by its express terms, bore interest at the
rate of 8 per cent. yearly from its date until
paid, and that, computing interest accord
ingly, the sum in dispute was much more
than the jurisdictional amount; and as to
Railroad Co. v. Trook, 100 U. S. 112, and

District of Columbia v. Gannon, 130 U. S.
2:17, 9 Sup. Ct. Rep. 508, (which involved
judgments rendered in cases in tort,) cited in
support of the motion, he remarked that the
judgment in special term for damages for an
action sounding in tort “bore no interest.
either by the general law, or by the judgment
of aiiirmancc in general term." In each of
the cases referred to the judgment of aﬂirm
ance was only for the amount which the sum
or value of the matter in dispute had to ex
cecd in order to give us jurisdiction. Had
the original judgments carried interest by
force of law, jurisdiction would have at
tached. Association v. Miles, 137 U. S. 689,:
11 Sup. Ct. Rep. 234.’ But, as the question
was not fully discussed, we have thought it
proper to reconsider it in the light afforded
by the opinion of the supreme court of the
District in McDade‘s Case.
While, however, we are of opinion that
there was error in this particular in the judg
ment of aiﬁrmance, we are not constrained
to reverse it, if the interest be remitted.
Bank v. Ashley, 2 Pet 327; Construction Co.
v. Seymour, 91 U. S. 646, 656; Gilmer v.
Kennon, 131 U. S. 22, 29, 9 Sup. Ct. Rep.
696. In Bank v. Ashley, the remittltur was

‘lust damages for his delay,’ and single or
double costs, at their discretion." And by

ﬁled in this court. In Construction Co. v.

various rules or this court, promulgated
from time to time, this jurisdiction has been
regulated. Thus, in cases of aﬁirmance, where
the writ is for mere delay, 10 per cent. dam
ages may be awarded, in addition to interest,
and interest is given at the same rate that
similar judgments bear interest in the courts

court below, and a certiﬁed copy thereof
filed here. If the defendant in error shall,

01 the state where the judgment was ren

Seymour, the remlttitur was ﬁled

in

the

within a reasonable time during the present
term of this court, produce and ﬁle a certi

ﬂed copy of the remittitur of the interest in
the supreme court of the District, the judg

ment, less the interest, will be aﬂirmed; but’
if this is not done, it will be reversed. In
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either event the costs must be paid by de

tendant in error.
Mr. Justice BREWER did not hear the ar
gument, and took no part in the decision.
=

(148 U. 5. 148)

STATE OF INDIANA v. UNITED STATES.
(March 13, 1893.)
No. 1,162.
PUBLIC LANDS—APPLICATION or Pnocarns TO
MAKING ROADS—CLAIMS or STATES.
1. Under the act of March 3, 18:57, provid
ing for a settlement between the United States
and the several states of the accounts growing
out of the sale of public lands, and requiring
the account to be stated on the same5principies
prescribed in the act of March 2, 18.). , relating
to a settlement with the state of_Alabama, the
United States is under no obligation to account
to the state of Indiana for the 2 per cent. of
the net proceeds of sales in that state, which
the United States was to apply to the making
of a road "leading to the said state;" for in
the case of Indiana the 2 per cent., and much.
more, was expended for that purpose, while in
the case of Alabama the government did not
apply the money to the purpose designated,
but expressly relinquished the same to the
state, to be by her expended for certain public
Improvements.
2. Under the provision that the money
should be applied to making a road “leading to
the said state," congress was at liberty to ap
ply it on any part of the road. and hence it
was 1mmatena what part of the entire sums
expended on the road was properly chargeable
to the states of Ohio, Illinois, and Missouri, un
der the similar provisions in the acts providing
for their admission.
Appeal from the court of claims. Al'
ﬁrmed.
Statement by Mr. Justice GRAY:
This was a petition ﬁled in the court of
claims on October 23, 1889, by the state of
Indiana, against the United States, to re
cover the sum of $412,184.97, alleged to be

due to the state of Indiana out of moneys

cable without the consent of congress, that
all lands sold by congress should be exempt
from taxation under authority of the state
for ﬁve years after sale. 2 St. p. 175. By
the act of March 3, 1803, c. 21, 5 2, it was
enacted that 3 per cent. 01.‘ these proceeds
should be paid from time to time, to the
state, to be applied to the laying out, open
ing, and making roads within it. 2 Si. p.
226.
By the act of March 29, 1806, c. 19, for
building a road from Cumberland in Mary

land to the state of Ohio, (since known as
the “Cumberland" or "National" road,) and
by subsequent acts passed before the ad
mission of the state of Indiana into the
Union, congress appropriated for the build
ing of that road various stuns amounting to
$710,000, to be reimbursed out of the 2 per
cent. fund. 2 St. pp. 357, 555, 661, 730, 829;
3 St. pp. 206, 282. The expenses upon the
road during that period largely exceeded the
moneys credited to that fund.
The act of April 19, 1816, c. 57, for the
admission of the state of Indiana into the
Union, likewise provided that 5 per cent
of the net proceeds of the sale by congrcss
of lands in the state should be reserved for
the making of public roads and canals, oi
which three ﬁfths should be applied to those
objects by the state, and two ﬁfths “to the
making of a road or roads leading to the
said state, under the direction of congress."
3 St. p. 290. And by the act of April 11.
1818, c. 49, the secretary of the treasury
was directed to pay the 3 per cent. from
time to time, to the state 0! Indiana. 3

St. p. 424.
Similar provisions were contained in the

acts for the admission into the Union of
Mississippi, in 1817; of Illinois, in 1818; Or
Alabama, in 1819, and of Missouri, in 1320

3 St. pp. 348, 428, 489, 545.
By the act of May 15, 1820, e. 123, 0008"‘55

received by the United States from sales of

directed the road

public lands in that state. The court of
claims dismissed the petition. 28 Ct. 01. —.

Cumberland to Wheeling, in the stateoi

The petitioner appealed to this court. The
facts found by the court of claims, and the
material provisions of the statutes bearing
upon the claim of the petitioner, were as
follows:

In the act of April 30, 1802, c. 40, for the
admission of the state of Ohio into the Union,
one of the propositions uttered by congress,
and accepted by the state. was that one
twentieth part of the net proceeds of lands
within the state, afterwards sold by congress,
should “be applied to the laying out and
making public roads leading from the navi
gable waters empting into the Atlantic, to
the Ohio, to the said state, and through the
same, such roads to be laid out under the
authority of congress, with the consent of the
several states through which the road shall
apass?’ and it was provided that the propo
,‘.sitions so offered were on condition that the
'state~shouid provide, by ordinance irrevo

Virginia:

to be continued from

provided, however, "that nothing

in this act contained, or that shall be 110110
in pursuance thereof, shall be deemed or

construed to imply any obligation on the Dmé
ot the United States to make, or to defray:
the expense ot'making, the road hereby ﬂu‘

thorized to be laid out, or of any PM‘
thereof."

3 St. p. 604.

In 1822 the road had been ﬁnished from
Cumberland to Wheeling. In the Same
year, an act ordering the erecting 0! i011‘
gates and the imposition of tolls on the road

was passed by both houses or congressv b‘“
was vetoed by President Monroe.

A continuance of the road was laid out‘
graded, bridged, and made a highway from

the Ohio river, opposite Wheeling, t° m?
seat of government of the state of Missourié

and upon it was transported the EOYemmen
mail, and it was opened and used by '15
public.

But this was not accomplished “nus

after toiigates had been erected and w
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Imposed upon it by the states of Ohio and
Virginia, as authorized by the acts of con
gross of March 2, 1831, c. 97, and March
2, 1833, c. 79. 4 St. pp. 483, 655. By suc
cessive acts, passed from 1829 to 1856 in
elusive, and collected in the opinion of the
court of claims, congress surrendered the
road, as fast as completed, to the states
through which it ran.
By the act of September 4, 1841, c. 16,
5 16, the 2 per cent. of the net proceeds of
lands sold by the United States in the state
of Mississippi, and reserved by former acts
for the making of a road or roads leading
to that state, was relinquished to the state
of Mississippi, to be applied to the making
of a railroad from Brandon, in that state
to the boundary line of Alabama; and by
section 17 the like fund was relinquished to
the state of Alabama, to be applied to the
construction of certain lines of internal im~
provements in that state. 5 St. pp. 457,
By the act of March 2, 1855, c. 139, en

titled "An act to settle certain accounts be
tween the United States and the state of
Alabama," it was enacted “that the com
missioner of the general land office he, and
he is hereby, required to state an account
between the United States and the state
of Alabama, for the purpose of ascertain
ing what sum or sums of money are due
to said state, heretofore unsettled, under‘
the sixth section of the act of March 2, 1819,
for the admission of Alabama into the Un
,,ion, and that he be required to include in

Bsaid account the several reservations under
‘the various‘ treaties with the Chickasaw,
Choctaw, and Greek Indians within the lim
its of Alabama, and allow and pay to the
said state ﬁve per centum thereon, as in
case of other sales." 10 St. p. 630.

The act of March 3, 1857, c. 104, entitled
"An act to settle certain accounts between
.the United States and the state of Missis
sippi and other states," required the com
missioner of the general land oﬂice, by sec

tion 1, "to state an account between the
United States and the state of Mississippi,
for the purpose of ascertaining what sum
or sums of money are due to said state,
heretofore unsettled, on account of the pub
lic lands in said state, and upon the same

principles of allowance and settlement as
prescribed in the" act of March 2, 1855, c.
139. and to include in like manner the reser
rations under Indian treaties, and further
Provided, in section 2, that “the said com

missioner shall also state an account be
tween the United States and each of the
other states upon the same principles, and

EllR111 allow and pay to each state such
amount as shall thus be found due, estimat

1113 all lands and permanent reservations at
one dollar and twenty-ﬁve cents per acre."

11 St. p. 200.
On December 4, 1872, the commissioner of
"18 general land oﬁice stated an account be

1 tween the United States and the state of
Indiana, in which he found that, by accounts
referred to, there appeared to be due to the
state the following sums:

Balance due December 31, 1856,
on account of 3 per cent. fund. . .3
4712
Amount of 2 per cent. on net pro~
ceeds of sales of public lands from
December 1, 18 6, to December
31, 1856, (the expenses incident
to sales since that date being in
excess of the gross receipts)... . 413,568 61

Amount of 5 per cent. on the cash
value, at $1.25 per acre. of lands
within permanent Indian reserva
0115 ."u....----..-.-.'-..-

6.333 73
$419,949 46:

‘The commissioner also referred to a table’
of the acts of congress making appropriations
for the construction of the Cumberland road,
which showed that the sums appropriated
from 1818 to 1837, under acts requiring them
to be reimbursed out of the 2 per cent. re
served for the laying out and making roads
in the states of Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois,
amounted to $2,502,900.45, and that the ad
ditional sums appropriated from 1825 to 1836,
under acts requiring them to be reimbursed
out of the two per cent. reserved for laying
out and making roads in those three states
and Missouri, amounted to $1,555,000. The
commissioner then stated that it would there
by be seen that the proportion of the sums
from time to time appropriated for the con

struction of the Cumberland road, which, by
law, were to be replaced in the treasury
out of the 5 per cent. accruing in Ohio, In
diana, Illinois, and Missouri, would more
than absorb the entire amount of the 2 per
cent. which had accrued upon the sales of
lands in Indiana, and that, therefore, in the
absence of special legislation upon the sub
ject, nothing would appear to be at present
payable to the state of Indiana, except the
sums of $47.12 on the 3 per cent. account,
and $6,333.73 for Indian reservations.
On January 25, 1873, the comptroller of the
treasury certiﬁed the balance, consisting of
those two sums, and amounting to $6,380.85,

to be due to the state of Indiana. On Feb
ruary 10, 1873, the secretary of the treasury,
under the authority given him by the act of
March 30, 1868, c. 36, (15 St. p. 54,) referred
the account to the comptroller for re-exam
ination, and he thereupon vacated the former
certiﬁcate. On February 5, 1874, the comp
troller reaﬂirnied the former decision and

certiﬁcate, as to the sum of $6,380.85, but
reserved for future consideration the ques
tion as to the further claim made by the
state. This amount of $6,380.85 was paid to
the state, but was not accepted by it as a
ﬁnal settlement of its demands.
It did not appear, either from that account
or from the evidence in the case, what part
of the expenditures upon the National road.‘,
was properly chargeable to “making a road:
‘to the said state," or what proportion of.
such expenditures for making a road to the
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state of Indiana was properly chargeable to
the states of Ohio, Illinois, and Missouri.
On October 17, 1889, the state of Indiana.
made a formal demand upon the commis
sioner of the general land oﬁlce to state an
account between the United States and the
state of Indiana in accordance with the act
of March 3, 1857. But no further account
than that above mentioned has been stated
by the commissioner of the general land of

islation upon the subject, nothing was my,
able to the state of Indiana on account or

lice.

statement in the ﬁndings of fact that it dill

Wm. E. Earle, for the State of Indiana.
Asst. Atty. Gen. Parker, for the United
States.
Mr. Justice GRAY, after stating the facts

in the foregoing language, delivered the opin
ion of the court.
By each of the acts of congress succelvely
admitting the states of Ohio, Indiana, Illi
nois and Missouri into the Union, congress
agreed that 5 per cent. of the net proceeds
of public lands within the state, sold by con
gress, should be applied to the making of a
road or roads leading to the State; and by
those and other acts it was provided that, of
this 5 per cent. fund, 3 per cent. should be
disbursed by the states. and two per cent.
by the United States. The general purpose
was to promote the construction of a national
highway connecting the new states in the in
terior with the old states on the Atlantic sea
board.
In the act for the admission of Indiana,
the original obligation assumed by congress
in this respect did not deﬁne the termini of
the road or roads to be built, or bind con
gress to complete any road, or require the
2 per cent. of the proceeds of the sales of
lands in Indiana to be expended within the
state; but the only obligation was to apply
this 2 per cent. fund "to the making of a road
or roads leading to the said state, under the
direction of congress." It was for congress
~11 to decide on what part of the road leading to

B lndiana this fund should be expended; and
‘ congress had the right to'treat the road as a
whole, constructed for the beneﬁt of all the
states through which it passed.
It is unnecessary to determine whether this
obligation was in the nature of a contract.
only, or whether it can be considered as in
any sense constituting a trust; because, in
either aspect, the contract has been per.
formed, or the trust executed, by applying
the fund in question to the making of a road
"leading to the said state" of Indiana.
It appears by the statement of the account
between the United States and the state of
Indiana by the commissioner of the general
land otllcc (which there is nothing in the ease

this fund.
Congress having a general authority to ap
ply this fund to any part of the road leading
to the state of Indiana, the presumption in
that this authority was honestly and fairly
exercised, and there is nothing whatever in
the record which has any tendency to rebut
this presumption. Such being the case. the
not appear, from that account or otherwise,
what part of the expenditures upon the road
was properly chargeable to “making a road
to the said state," or what proportion of such
expenditures for making a road to the state
of Indiana was properly chargeable to the
states of Ohio, Illinois, and Missouri, is whole
ly immaterial; and it was so treated by both
parties at the argument.
As appears by the deﬁnition of the peti
tioner’s position at the beginning of the brief
of its counsel, the failure of the United
States to build the National road was not
made the foundation of the claim, but "was
only suggested in argument as a motive, by
way of incidental explanation" of the act of
March 3, 1857, c. 104, § 2, upon which he re
lied, and under which he contended that "it
was immaterial what moneys had been ex

pended by the government toward the con
struction of the National turnpike." The de
cision of the raise, therefore, turns upon the
interpretation and effect of this act
The argument for the appellant is based
upon the following enactments: By the act
of September 4, 1841, c. 16, 55 16, 17, the
United States relinquished to the states of

Alabama and Mississippi the 2 per cent. fund;
accruing from sales of lands in those states-E
By the act of March 2, 1855, c. 139, the-com"
missioner of the general land otllce was re

quired to state an account between the
United States and the state of Alabama
"i'or the purpose of ascertaining what sum or
sums of money are due to said state, here
tofore unsettled," under the act of 1819.
admitting that state into the Union. and to
include in that account the reservations un

der treaties with Indians within the iimlis
of Alabama, "and allow and pay to the said
state ﬁve per centum thereon, as in case Of

other sales." By the act of March 3, 1357
c. 104, § 1, the commissioner was required
to state an account between the United
States and the state of Mississippi "upon ‘119
same principles of allowance and settlement

as prescribed in" the act of 1855; imd- by
section 2 of the act of 1857, "Bald comm”
sioner shall also state an account between

the United States and each of the 071191‘

states upon the same principles. 11nd 5m“

to control) that the sums appropriated to

allow and pay to each state such amount as

the construction of the Cumberland road
leading to the state of Indiana greatly ex.
ceeded the whole amount of the 2 per cent,
fund from sales of lands in the state, and

and permanent reservations at one dollar and

mat. therefore, in the absence of special leg.

the act of 1857 the account between in‘

shall thus be found due, estimating 1111 lands
twenty-ﬁve cents per acre."
It is argued for the appellant that. a” by‘

hi
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United States and the other states is to be

ta

settled “upon ‘the same principles" as pre
scribed in that act with relation to Mississip~
pi, and in the act of 1855 with relation to
Alabama, and as by the act of 1841 the 2
per cent. fund had been relinquished to Ala
bama and to Mississippi, therefore the pay
ment to the state of the whole 2 per cent.
is one of the principles on which the account
with each or the other states is to be settled.
But the premises relied on do not support
the conclusion. Neither the act of 1857 nor

ethe act of 1855 refers to the act of 1841.
ﬁ'i‘he act of 1857 requires the account with

‘u -n vtl 'aﬂ'n,

which is authorized by the regulations of the
department, and required by the postmaster.
Appeal from
ﬁrmed.

the

court of claims.

A!

Atty. Gen. Miller and H. M. Foote. Asst.
Atty. Gen, for the United States. Charles
King, George A. King, and William B. King,
for appellee.
.
'

‘Mr Justice BLATCHFORD delivered the:2}

opinion of the court.
,
This is a suit brought in the court of claims
by Aaron S. Post against the United States,
' each'state to be settled on “the same prin
by an original petition ﬁled March 26. 1891.
ciples of allowance and settlement as pre
A traverse of the petition was ﬁled May 23,
scribed" in the act 01' 1855. The principles
0t allowance and settlement prescribed in
1891, and an amended petition January 11,
the act of 1855 are that the account with
1892. ‘In the latter it is set forth that the
claimant was, from May 24, 1888, to Decem
Alabama be stated “for the purpose of ascer
ber
31, 1889, a letter carrier in the post oiiice
taining what sum or sums of money are due
to said state, heretofore unsettled.” under at the city of Salt Lake City, in the terri~
the act for its admission into the Union, and tory of Utah, of the class entitled to a salary
of $850 a year; that during that period he
including 5 per cent. on the Indian reserva
was, from time to time, actually and neces
dons within the state, “as in case of other
sarily employed, in excess of eight hours a
sales." The principles of settlement are that
day, in the performance of the duties as
the United States shall be charged with the
signed to him as such carrier, aggregating
sums due, treating Indian reservations as
an excess of a peciﬁed number of hours;
sales. They may not be limited to Indian
that by the act of congress of May 24, 1888,
reservations, and may well include any un
c. 308, (25 St. p. 157,) entitled "An act to
paid balance of the 3 per cent. ftmd which
limit the hours that letter carriers in cities
congress had agreed should be disbursed by
shall be employed per day," he became en
the states, as well as any part of the 2 per
titled to extra pay for all the time during
cent. i'und which had not been applied by
which
he was so employed in excess of
the United States to the making 0! a road
eight hours a day; and that he had applied
or roads according to their original obliga
to the post-oﬂ‘lce department for payment of
tion. But there is nothing in any of the acts
the same, and it had not been paid; and he
upon the subject which warrants the infer
claimed judgment for a speciﬁed amount
ence that congress intended that, because
the United States held themselves to be and costs. A traverse oi! the amended pe
tition was ﬁled February 21, 1892. Eight
liable to Alabama and to Mississippi for the
other cases were before the court of claims,"
2 per cent. fund which they had never ap
and tried at the same time, with'petitions in
plied as they had agreed, they should there
the
same form, and
claiming various
fore be liable to the other states for the like
amounts; the claimants serving for various
2 per cent. fund which had been fully ap
periods, and their classes and salaries being
propriated and expended in accordance with
various.
their obligations to those states.
The court of claims found that Post was
These views being conclusive against the
a letter carrier at the post oﬂlce at Salt Lake
rlght or the state of Indiana to recover any
City,
between May 24, 1888, and December
thing in this case, it is unnecessary to con
21, 1889, of the second class, at a salary or
sider the other questions discussed in the
$850 a year. The other ﬁndings were as
C‘Pinion oi’ the court of claims, and argued
follows:
In this court.
“(2) During their aforesaid term oi.’ serv
Judgment aﬂlrmed.
ice said claimants were actualiy employed
in the performance of their duties more than
=
eight hours a day, the excess over such
(148 U. s. 124]
eight hours being shown in the following
UNITED STATES v. POST.
ﬁnding:
“(3) The manner. time, and nature of their
(March 13, 1893.)
employment was generally as follows:
No. 1,061.
"They were required to report for duty
Pos'r OFFICE—LETTER CAIHUEBS — Conrssssrxox
at the post oﬂice at 7 A. M. From 7 to 7:30
roa EXTRA Wosx.
they were employed within the post oﬂlce,
Under the letter carriers’ eight-hour law
(Act May 24, 1888, 25 St. at Large, p. 157) a in the distribution of mail matter; that is
letter carrier is entitled to extra pay for work
to say, in taking letters and papers from
ill excess of eight hours, whether such excess is
newly-arrived pouches, assorting them. and
smalnyed m duties strictly ertaining to carry
placing
them in the boxes for box and gen
"12 letters, or in other worE in the post oiﬁce,
eral delivery.
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fully informed as to their responsibilities and
“Frvm 7:30 to 8 they were severally en
duties.‘ ' '
gaged in arranging their own mail matter
“ '3. To frequently visit the stations, and see
for carrier delivery by streets and numbers;
that the regulations are there observed and
and where the residence of a person was not
proper order and discipline maintained.
expressed in the direction of a letter, and
" '4. To issue all necessary orders and in
was not known or remembered, in looking
structions necessary to carry out the regula
it up in the directory.
dons and promote the eﬂiciency of the serv
"From 8 to 11 they were occupied on their
ice.
routes, in delivering and collecting mail mat
“ ‘5. To reprimand the carriers for irregular
ter.
"From 11 to 11:30 they were engaged with
ities, or report them for removal to the super
intendent of free delivery, as the nature aim
in the post-oﬂlce building, in making returns
of persons not found, and other things con
the offense may require. See section 642. N
"' ‘Sec. 642. Reprimand, Suspension and Re:
nected with their route delivery.
moval. The due performance of their duty
"From 11:30 to 1 they were employed
within the post oﬂice, in the general distribu
by carriers, and the observance of law, regu
lations, and orders prescribed for their con
tion of mail matter.
duct, will be enforced by reprimand ior
"From 1 to 2 they were absent, and off
slight offenses; by suspension, with loss of
duty.
"From 2 to 3:30 they were again employed
pay, for more serious ones, not, however, to
exceed thirty days; and by suspension and
on the post-oﬁice work of distributing gener
recommendations for removal for grave oi
al mail matter.
fenses, or persistent disregard of the rules
“From 3:30 to 4 they were severally en
gaged in arranging their own mail matter
herein prescribed, or of the orders of the
for delivery.
postmaster not inconsistent herewith. In all
other cases of recommendation for removal,
“From 4 to 6 they were again occupied
on their routes, in delivering and collecting
carriers should not be suspended, but posi
‘127
mail matter, and in making their returns.
masters should await the action of the de
partment.’
'“From 6 to 7 they were again absent and
"All the following are under the subtitle
oil duty.
"From 7 to 8 they were again employed
‘General Duties of Carrleisz‘
“
‘Sec. 647. Duties Generally. Carriers
on the post-oﬂice work of distributing gen
shall be employed in the delivery and coiiee
eral mail matter.
tion of mail matter, and during the intervals
“The above statement represents an or
between their trips may be employed in the
dinary or average day's employment.
The
post oﬂlce in such manner as the postmaster
time of going out and the time of being out
may direct, but not as clerks.
on the routes in fact varied with the size of
“ ‘The delivery and collection by them must
the mail, as did the time of their being re
be frequently tested, at irregular intervals.
lieved from duty at night. But their report
ing for duty at 7 in the morning, at 2 in
to determine their eiiiciency.
“ ‘Sec. 648. Delivery of matter. The malls
the afternoon, and at 7 in the evening was
must
be assorted and the carriers started on
constant.
their
ﬁrst daily tiip as early as practici
"The above statement does not apply to
ble.
They must proceed to their routes
Sundays. On Sundays the carriers made no
deliveries.
They were employed, however,
with expedition, and by the most direct will"
A schedule of tho order of delivery of each
in the oilice; but the time of employment did
route shoun. he made in a legible hand. by
not exceed eight hours.
During the time
covered by this claim there were 9 carriers names of streets and numbers of houses. and
the mail delivered according to such sched
and 3 clerks employed in said post otiice.
ule. Mail matter directed to box numbed
"(4) The carriers, by one of their number,
remonstrated against the performance of
must be delivered through the bores. M1111
work not connected with their duties as car
matter addressed to street and number must
riers. The postmaster, however, held that
be delivered by carriers unless otherwise di
‘under the regulations the postmaster could
rected. Mail matter addressed neither t0 3
use them in that service.’ He therefore re
box-holder nor to a street and number must
quired them to perform it.
be delivered by carrier, if its address’!!!
"(5) During the time embraced within the

known, or can be ascertained from the cit-l

present claims the following regulations of
the post-ottice department were in force, all
under the general title, ‘Free~Delivery Serv

directory; otherwise, at the general delivti'y

106,’ (Postal Laws and Regulations, 1887, pp.

of mail to the persons for whom it is intend

259, 261, 266, 268, 269:)
" ‘Sec. 6%. Postmasters to Supervise Car

ed, or to some one known to them ii’ I”

" ‘Sec. 64!). Care in Delivery of Mail.
rlers will exercise great care in the delliﬂ'l'

authorized to receive it. They will. in cm

of doubt, make respectful inquiry with med
their carrier service, and are specially en_ view to ascertain the owner. Failing in ‘mi
Joined
‘they will return the mail to the once. ab"
rier

Service.

Postmasters

will

supervise

" ‘1. To see that superintendents, carriers,
and Clerks connected with this service are

disposed of as the postmaster may direct“
“ ‘Sec. 651. Directory to be Used to ASH-l“
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min Addresses. Where a directory is pub
lished, it must be used, when necessary, to
ascertain the address of persons to whom
letters are directed, and it should also be used
in the case of transient newspapers, and other
matter of the third and fourth classes, where
the error in or omission of street address is evi

dentiy the result of ignorance or inadvert
ence; but when circulars, printed postal
cards, or other matter, except letters, shall
arrive at any post oﬂice in large quantities,
apparently all sent by the same person or
ﬁrm, and from which the street addresses
have been purposely omitted, the directory
need not be used to supply such omission,
and all of such circulars, etc, which cannot
readily be delivered through boxes or by car
riers, shall be sent to the general delivery to

rier service, and that the claimant, to bring
himself within its provisions, must show, not
only that he has performed more than eight
hours of service in a day, but also that such
eight hours of service related exclusively to
the free distribution and collection of mail
matter, and that the extra service for which
he daims compensation was of the same
character.
In this connection reference is made to sec
tions 1764 and 1765 of the Revised Statutes
Section 1764 provides as follows: “No allow
ance or compensation shall be made to any
oﬂicer or clerk by reason of the discharge of
duties which belong to any other oﬂicer or
clerk in the same or any other department;

await call.’
"(6) In the case of Aaron S. Post,
ant, between the 24th day of May,
the 31st day of December, 1889,
ployed, by order of the postmaster,
of eight hours a day, as follows:

the claim
1888, and
was em
in excess

"Before 7 A. M., the regular hour when
the carriers reported for duty, he arrived at
the oiiice, and opened the eastern mail, which
came at about 5 in the morning, in order to
prepare the same for the southern mail. This
was done so that it would not have to lie
over twenty-four hours. The time thus em
ployed was two hundred and forty-six and
onehaif hours.
"During intervals between 7 A. M., when
carriers reported for duty, and 6 P. M., when

their work as carriers ended, he was em
ployed in the oﬂice, in opening the mail,
stamping it, and distributing the same, as
hereinbefore stated, in excess of eight hours,
nine hundred and eighty'six hours.
_=—"_E‘1":I 1“E‘B§

"After his last trip and his returns as car~
rier were made,—i. c. after 7 P. M.,—he was
employed on the post—office work, of distrib
uting general mail matter in the oﬂice, four
hundred ninety~three hours."

On such ﬁndings of fact, the court found,
as a conclusion of law, that Post was entitled
gtO recover for 1,725 1-2 hours of extra work,

Eamounting, at the rate of 29.1 cents per hour,
' to $502.12..The opinion of the court in the

required
per
form, unless expressly authorized
bytolaw.”
Section 1765 provides as follows: "No oﬂicer
in any branch of the public service, or any
other person whose salary, pay, or emolu
ments are ﬁxed by law or regulation, shall
receive any additional pay, extra allowance,
or compensation, in any form whatever, for
the disbursement of public money, or for any
other service or duty whatever, unless the
same is authorized by law, and the appro~
priation therefor explicitly states that it is
for such additional pay, extra allowance, or
compensation."
Referring to section 647 of the Postal Lawsé
and Regulations of‘1887, which were in force
during the time embraced within the claim in
question, under the head of “Free~Deiivery
Service," (and which section 647 is set forth
in ﬁnding 5 of the court of ciaims,) under
the subtitle “General Duties of Carriers,“ it
providing as follows: “Carriers shall be em
ployed in the delivery and collection of mail
matter, and, during the intervals between
their trips, may be employed in the post oﬂice
in such manner as the postmaster may direct,
but not as cierks,"—it is contended for the
United States that the duties of letter cnr
riers are a necessary incident to the creation
of the free—delivery service; that the stat
ute necessarily deﬁnes their services to be a

distribution and collection of mail, and such
that of Post, is found

in 27 Ct. Cl. 244. A judgment was entered
in favor of Post on March 10, 1892, for

$50212, from which judgment the United
States appealed to this court.
The act of May 24, 1888, reads as follows:
"That hereafter eight hours shall constitute

a day’s work for letter carriers in cities or
postal

districts

connected

therewith,

for

ii'hich they shall receive the same pay as is
now Paid for a day’s work of a greater num
ber of hours. If any letter carrier is em
plol'ed a greater number of hours per day

than eight, he shall be paid extra for the

“1119111 Proportion to the salary now fixed
by law.”
The contention of the United States is that
the statute has reference only to letter car

other duties as are necessarily incident there
to, such as receiving the mail allotted to them
by clerks in the post oilice, arranging it for
distribution, and making a. proper disposition
of it, when not delivered, upon their return
to the post office; and that any other service
which a carrier may perform is not contem
plated by the act of May 24, 1888, and is an

extra service, within the meaning of sections
1764 and 1765 of the Revised Statutes, pay
mcnt for which is not authorized ‘by law.
For the claimant it is contended that, un
der section 647 of the regulations of the de
partment, as set forth in ﬁnding 5 of the
court of claims, the extra service for which
the claim is made was an employment of the
letter carrier, not only in the delivery and col
lection of mail matter, but also in the post
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oﬂice, during the intervals between his hips,

also for all work'done in the post oﬁlce, in nu‘

in such manner as the postmaster directed.

ceiving and arranging the letters of their
routes; (2) that as to the distribution of mail

but not as a clerk.
It is not stated in the ﬁndings that the
claimant was so employed as a clerk, nor
does it appear what the duties 01' a clerk in
the post oﬂice in question were, but merely
that, during the time covered by the claim,
there were nine carriers and three clerks em
ployed in that post oiﬁcc. It is also found.
by ﬁnding 4, that the carriers remonstrated
against the performance of work not con
nected with their duties as carriers, but that
the postmaster held that, under the regula
tions, he could use them in that service, and
‘‘therefore required them to perform it. This,
sin view of the provision of section 647 of the
‘regulations, is substantially a ﬁnding that
they were not employed as clerks.
The whole contention on the part of the
United States amounts to this: That the
court of claims has substantially found that
none of the extra work for which compensa
tion is claimed was incident to the general
duties of the claimant as a. letter carrier, and
that the statute in regard to extra service re
lates exclusively to that which is connected
with the general duties of the claimant as a
letter carrier, and not to compensation for
extra service, when he is not employed for
eight hours a day in the performance of his
general duties as a letter carrier.
The statute of 1888 provides that eight
hours shall constitute a day’s work “for letter
carriers" in cities or postal districts con
nected therewith. It does not state what
duties the letter carriers shall perform dur
ing uch day‘s work, but merely that they
shall receive for such day's work of eight
hours the same pay that was then paid for
a day's work of a greater number of hours.
It further provides that, if a letter carrier is

matter for the boxes and general delivery,
as found in ﬁnding 3, during the times in
tervening between one trip and another in
the same day, the regulations of the depart
ment set forth in ﬁnding 5 could properly be
construed as permitting such services; and
(3) that as to the services of the same char
actcr rendered after the termination of the
last trip for the day of the carrier in deliver
ing and collecting mail matter, they were
services fairly within the power of the post
master to prescribe.
We are of opinion that, in respect of all
such services, the letter carrier, if employed
therein a greater number of hours than eight
per day, was entitled to be paid extra To
hold otherwise would be to say that the car
rier was employed contrary to the regula
tions of the department, when it clearly an
pears that he was employed in accordance
with such regulations. The statute was
manifestly one for the beneﬁt of the carriers

and it does not lie in the mouth of the goo
ernment to contend that the employment in
question was not extra service, and to be
paid for as such, when it appears that the

United States, in accordance with the regula
tions of the postoﬁice department, actually
employed the letter carriers the extra num
ber of hours per day, and it is not found that
they were so employed as clerks. The p05!
master was the agent of the United States to
direct the employment, and, if the letter car
rlers had not obeyed the orders of the p08!
master, they could have been dismissed
They did not lose their legal rights under the
statute by obeying such orders.

Judgment aﬂirmed.
Mr. Justice JACKSON took no part in i110

employed a greater number of hours per day
than eight, he shall be paid extra for such
greater number of hours in proportion to the
salary ﬁxed by law for his compensation.
This extra pay is given to him by the stat
ute, distinctly, for his being employed a
greater number of hours per day than eight.
The statute does not say how he must be em
ployed, or of what such employment is to
consist. It is necessary only that he should
be a letter carrier, and be lawfully employed
in work that is not inconsistent with his gen
eral business under his employment as a let
ter carrier. The employment authorized by
section 647 of the regulations is deﬁned to

decision of this case.
=:

Pos'r

(as u. s. 180
UNITED STATES v. earns.
(March 13,1893.)
No. 1,060.
Orrlcs—Ln'r'rsu Caumsas -- Courni'wlol‘
ron Ex-rna Worm.

Under the letter carriers’ eight‘hom' I‘;
(Act May 24, 1888 the government cannot !
oif against a claim or extra hours’ work on 091"

tain days a deﬁcit of hours occurrlnt' beams:

the carrier worked less than eight mu" °
Sundays and legal holidays.

manner as the postmaster may direct, during

Appeal from the court of claims Aﬂirme‘L
Sol. Gen. Aldrich, for the United Srw'e‘

the intervals between the carrier‘s trips in

Charles King, George a King, and “111mm

be ‘1!! employment in the post oﬁice in such

delivering and collecting mail matter, pro

vided that he be not employed in the post
oﬂice as a clerk therein.

B. King, for appellee.

Mr. Justice BLATOHFORD delivered the

The 0011" of claims, in its opinion, arrived
at the following conclusions: (1) That ‘the
letter carriers were entitled to recover, not

Opinion of the court.

only for all work done by them on the street,

the court of claims May 27. 1891. semi!

in delivering and collecting mail matter, but

forth that from May 24, 1888, ‘0 My 3‘

in this case, Frank Gates ﬁled a pet-“W m

;, Jz*: ?5t iﬁf‘€ §5 §g
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1888, he was a letter carrier in the post of
ﬁce at the city of New York, of the class
entitled to a salary of $1,000 a year; that
during that period he was, from time to time,
actually and necessarily employed in excess
of eight hours a day, in the performance of
the duties assigned to him as such carrier,
aggregating a speciﬁed excess; that by the

act of May 24, 1888, (set forth in case No.

,. _.Qn: ;. r1H‘n§

1,061, U. S. v. Post, 13 Sup. Ct. Rep. 567,
Just decided,) he became entitled to extra
pay for all the time during which he was
so employed in excess of eight hours a day;
that he had applied to the post-office depart
ment for payment, and it had not been paid;
and that he claimed judgment for a. speci
tied amount, besides costs. A traverse of the
petition was ﬁled July 14, 1891, and the case
was heard by the court of claims, which,

on the evidence, found the facts to be as
3 follows:

3" "(1) The claimant was, during the months
of May, June, and July, 1888, a letter car
rler of the ﬁrst class, salary $1,000 a year,
in the city of New York, in the state of New
York.
“(2) From May 24, 1888, to July 31, 1888,
he was actually and necessarily employed,

ruary 19, 1891, has directed postmastcrs ‘to
determine the time a letter carrier may have:

as follows:
" ‘Ascertaln the aggregate hours worked dur
ing the month. Multiply the number of days
worked during the month by eight, and sub—
tract the product thus obtained from the ag—
gregate number of hours worked, and the
remainder will be the extra time for which
the carrier is entitled to pay at the following
rates:
\\
Second

Third
ton rland
h

Average

ary. quarter.
_ \

quarter.

quarters.

quarter.

$600 20% cents
per hour.
800 27% cents
per hour.
850 211%, cents
per hour.
1.000’ 84% cents
per hour.

20% cents
per hour.
27% cents
per hour.
29% cents
per hour.
84% cents
per hour.

Snl-

First

20% cents
per hour.
27% cents
per hour.
28% cents
per hour.
iii cents
per hour.

20% cents
per hour.
'% cents
per hour.
295-24cunts
per hour.
34% cents
per hour.

\\

“ ‘The time necessarily consumed in the per
formance oi‘ the service between "Report for
duty" and “End oi‘ duty" is the “actual time"
to be allowed, and the interim between do
in the performance of his duties, more than liveries is the carrier's own time, and cannot
eight hours a day, the excess over such eight
in any case be charged against the United
hours being as follows:
States.’
“The carrier's eight-hour law declares ‘that
Hrs.
Mar. 1888..
16 Min
53
hereafter eight hours shall constitute a day's
Juuelbua
78
58
July, 1558
work,’ but it allows compensation to continue
........-......... 69
18
in the form of an annual salary, and re
Total
quires no deduction to be made if the duties
165
9
of the day do not extend through the pre~
“He has received no extra pay for the ex
scribed time. It also declares that. ‘if any
(3888.
letter carrier is employed a greater number
"(3) For the said period of time, claimant
of hours per day than eight, he shall be paid
performed only ﬁfteen hours of service on
extra for the same.‘ To sustain the interpre
the ten Sundays, and four hours and thirty
tation given to the act by the department,
minutes on Decoration day, and the same
it will be necessary to read in it, by construc
time on the 4th day of July."
tion, the words ‘on an average,’ 1. e. if any
On such ﬁndings of fact the court found,
letter carrier is employed on an average a
as a conclusion of law, that Gates was enti
tled to recover for the 165 hours and 9
greater number of hours per day than eight,
he shall be paid extra for the same. This
minutes of extra work performed by him,
the
court is not at liberty to do. The carrier
without being required to deduct therefrom
the deﬁcit of less than 8 hours a day is entitled to eight hours‘ work, and to his
worked on Sundays and holidays, as shown
pay if work is not furnished to him. For any
by ﬁnding 3, amounting, at 34.2 cents per excess on any day he is entitled to extra
hour, to $56.48; and for that amount a judg
pay. The only setsoii' that can be maintained
ment was entered for him, to review which
is when he is absent from duty without
leave. The department is at liberty to keep;
the United States has appealed.
a carrier employed eight hours~evcry day!‘
In the opinion oi‘ the court of claims, re
but not to give him a deﬁcit of work one day
Ported in 27 Ct. Cl. 244, 259, it is stated
and an excess another.”
that No. 1,061, U. S. v. Post, 13 Sup. Ct. Rep.
In the brief of the solicitor general in the
067, (lust declded,) embraced, with a single
excelltion, all the questions presented by the
present case, it is stated that in his opinion
the decision of the court of claims was cor
besides
many more
questions, and that1,060,
No. 1,060
presented
one
rect; that he is prevented from dismissing
question which was not presented in the oth
the appeal only by the fact that another
department of the government has differed
91‘ case. That question is stated in the opin
ion as follows: “On week days the carriers
from that view, and declines to follow it
were emllloycd more than eight hours, but until the question is decided authoritatively
011 Sundays less, and the deﬁcit of the latter by this court; and that justice ‘[0 the letter
nearly equals the excess of the former. The carriers seems, therefore, to require that the
imi-Oﬂice department, by its circular Feb
case be submitted to this court for its deter
mination, which he does without argument.
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The conclusions which we have reached in
No. 1,061 cover the same questions aris
ing in this case which are presented in that;
and, as the appellant does not challenge the
decision of the court of claims as to the ques
tion presented in this case which is not pre
sented in No. 1,061, it is suﬁicient to say
that we concur with the views of that court,
above stated, as to that question.
Judgment nﬂlrined.
Mr. Justice JACKSON took no part in the
decision or this case.

sentence or death for murder, imposcd by
the supreme court of the District. Denied.
The ground of the application was, in sub
stance, that the petitioner had been denied
the right, gnarantied by the constitution oi
the United States, of a trial by an imparthl
jury. This charge was founded upon the al
legation that the prisoner exhausted his pet
emptory challenges, and that his challenges
for cause were overruled by the court in the
case of certain jurors, after examination on
their voir dire, and that such jurors sat at
the trial. The examination of such jurors
was set out in full in the petition.
Jeremiah M. Wilson, Wiliam F. Mattingly,
and A. A. Hoehling, Jr., for petitioner.
3

(148 U. s. 157)
In re SCHNEIDER.
(March 14, 1893.)
Surname Counr -— J URlSDICTiON 1N CRIMLNAL
CASES—ERROR TO Snriums Conn'r or DISTRICT
or COLUMBIA.
The supreme court of the United States
has no jurisdiction to review on writ of error a
jud ment of the supreme court of the District
of (Eiolnmbia in general terms aﬂirniing a judg
ment of the trial court sentencing a prisoner to
death for murder. Cross v. U. S., 12 Sup. Ct.
Rep. 842, 145 U. S. 571, followed.
Petition on behalf of Howard J. Schneider
tor the allowance of a writ of error to the
supreme court of the District of Columbia,
to review a judgment of that court affirm
ing a. judgment of the trial court convicting
said Schneider of murder, and imposing sen
tence of death. Denied.
Jeremiah M. Wilson, William F. Matting
ly, and A. A. Hoehling, Jr., for petitioner.
‘182

‘Mr. Chief Justice FULLER. The applica
tion for a writ of error or appeal is denied
upon the authority of Cross v. Burke, 146

U. S. 82, 13 Sup. Ct. Rep. 22; In re Heath,
144 U. S. 92, 12 Sup. Ct. Rep. 615; In re
Cross, 146 U. S. 271, 13 Sup. Ct. Rep. 109;

Cross v. U. S., 145 U. S. 571, 12 Sup. Ct.
Rep. 842. See, also, Railroad Co. v. Grant,
98 U. S. 398; Dennison v. Alexander, 103 U.

S. 522; U. S. v. Wanamaker, 147 U. S. 149,
13 Sup. Ct. Rep. 279.
:1

I1

' Mr. Chief Justice FULLER. Leave to tile‘
petition for writs of habeas corpus and cer
tiorarl is denied. The ground of the appli
cation does not go to the jurisdiction or au
thority ot the supreme court of the District,
and mere error cannot be reviewed in this
proceeding. Ex parte Parks, 93 U. S. 18;
Ex parte Bigelow, 113 U. S. 328, 5 Sup. Ct
Rep. 542; Ex parte Wilson, 114 U. S 417, 5
Sup. Ct. Rep. 935; Nielsen, Petitioner, 131 U.

S. 176, 9 Sup. Ct. Rep. 672.

(148 U. 5. ill)

PASSAVANT et a]. v. UNITED STATES.
(March 20, 1893.)
No. 1,118.
Cus'roiis DUTIES—VALUATION—BOARD or Gianni
AL Arr-iuisims—Review—Surname Count
JURISDICTION.
.
1. Under the customs administrative act of
June 10, 1890, (26 St. at Large, p_. 1.31,) a fed
eral circuit court has no jurisdiction to renew
i1 decision of the board of general appraisers
upon a question involving merely the valuation,
and not the classiﬁcation or rate of
0“
iimporlted merchandise. 50 Fed. Rep. 1
-

rmo< .
2. It was within the competencyof c911
gress to provide by the customs Edmllllsu'ﬂtallve

act of June 10, 1890, 26 St. at Large‘ l)‘ 1 i
that the decision of t e board of g‘encral an.
praisers should be ﬁnal as to the dutiable i’ ii
ation of merchandise.
.

3. iVhen the valuation of imported 1m‘

Dmisers,
chandise, exceeds
as ﬁxedbybymore
the than
board10ofper
genera
cent. of
(148 U. s. 162)
In re SCHNEIDER.
(March 14, 1893.)
HABEAS Conrus—Wnns ISSUED—ERROR in
CRIMINAL TRIALS.
The fact that, in a capital case, the pris
oner exhausted his peremptory challenges, and
the court overruled his challenges for cause, so
that, as he avers, he was deprived of a trial by
an impartial Jury‘, as guarantied by the consti

union of theUmted States, is not a matter
affecting the Jurisdiction of the trial court, but
is m_ere_matter of error, and hence is no ground
for issuing a writ of habeus corpus.
Application on behalf of Howard J.
Schneider tor leave to ﬁle a petition for
writs of habeas corpus and certiorarl to re
lease him from the custody 01‘. Jerome B.
Burke, warden of the jail of the District
of Columbia, by whom he was held under

value declared in the entry, it is tli_e_duli’_ e
the collector, under the customs administiziill

act of June 10, 1890, 5 7, (26 St. at L-irsliivl:
131,) as matter of mere computation to he
an additional sum equal to 2 per cent. t by
total appraised value for each 1 per celi-lue

which the appraised exceeds the declared Vlaené
4. Such additional duty is a legal mm m
to the decision of the board of general all?r of
81's, and where the importer has full noticueJ e
the proceedings before the board. "Pd ‘ PM
Opportunity to be heard on the question 0 net
market value of the goods, the levy and 00 .
tion of the additional duty is not s

of Property without due process
the importer subjected btoha izieimlty
no ice or opportunity to

e

ear .

5. Under the judiciaig2 act of lllarcgoi
1891, (26 St. at Large, p. _7,) pnjlppea app“.
a decree of a circuit court dismissing "1 bwd
cation for a review of the decision of_ 9 {m
of general appriisers as to the vnliiitwzhg cu’

Ported melflhillldlsﬂ as provided for "1
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toms administrative act of June 10, 1890, (26
under paragraph 458 of the tariff act of Oc
tober 1, 1890; and, in addition thereto, a
further sum equal to 2 per cent. of the total
Appeal from the circuit court of the Unit
appraised value for each 1 per cent. that
ed States for the southern district of New
such appraised value exceeded the value de
York.
clared in the entry, under and by virtue of
Proceeding by Passavant & Co. to review
section 7 of said act of June 10, 1890, which
a decision of the board of general appraisers
provides and directs that “if the appraiscd
value of any article of imported merchan
sustaining the action of the collector of the
dise shall exceed by more than ten per
port of New York in hiring the valuation of
centum the value declared in the entry,
certain imported merchandise A motion to
there shall be levied, collected, and paid, in
dismiss the application for a review was
addition to the duties imposed by law on
granted. 50 Fed. Rep. 788. The importers
such merchandise, :1 further sum equal to
appeal. Aﬁlrmed.
two per centum of the total appraised value
Edwin B. Smith, for appellants. Ast
for each one per centum that such appraised
Atty. Gen. Parker, for the United States.
value exceeds the value declared in the en
Mr. Justice JACKSON delivered the opln‘ my: and the additional duties shall only-r
apply to‘ the particular article or articles in‘
ion of the court.
each invoice which are undervalued.”
The principal question presented by the
The importers duly served upon the col
record in this case is whether, under the cus
toms administratlve act of June 10, 1890, lector a protest against his appraisement
of duty for any and all excess above 50 per
(26 St. at Large, p. 131,) the circuit courts of
the United States have any jurisdiction to cent. ad valorem, and upon any greater
value than the declared or entered value, for
entertain an appeal by importers from a de
the alleged reasons that no legal reappraise
cision of the board of general appraisers as
ment had been made; that the board of ap
to the dutiable value of imported merchan
dise; in other words, whether the circuit praisers had declined to receive or enter
taln evidence oﬂ‘ered by them as to the
courts of the United State have, under the
true market value of the merchandise; that
nprovisions of said act, any authority or ju
arisdiction, on the application of dissatisﬁed the board had determined matters upon es
timates or values furnished by agents of the
‘importers, to review and'reverse a decision
treasury; that evidence of persons who were
of a board of general appraisers, ascertain
not experts, and had no personal knowledge
lng and ﬁxing the dutiablc value of imported
of the value of gloves in the markets of
goods, when such board has acted in pursu
France, had been taken and acted on; that
ance of law, and without fraud, or other
misconduct, from which bad faith could be the importers were given no opportunity to
controvert evidence against them; that the
implied.
The material facts of the case on which original invoice was correct; that the duties
should not be assessed upon any greater
this question arises are the following: In
amount, and that the action of the board
November, 1890, and July, 1891, the appel
lants. Passavant & 00., imported into New was in all respects illegal. The collector
York from France gloves of different classes duly transmitted this protest, with the pa
pers in the case, to the board of general ap
or grades, which were entered by the im
praisers, who adhered to the increased val
Porters at certain valuations. The collector
uation, atlirmcd the action of the collector,
of the port of New York, under the author
and held that the decision of the board as
lty conferred by section 10 of said adminis
to
such valuation was ﬁnal and conclusive
trative act, caused the imported goods to be
Blipraised, and upon such appraisal their under section 13 of said not of June 10, 1890,
and could not be impeached or reviewed up
value was advanced or increased by the ap
on protest. Thereupon, and within due
praiser to an amount exceeding by more than
10 per cent the value thereof as declared by time, the importers ﬁled their application
in the United States circuit court for the
the importers upon entry. The importers
Ping dissatisﬁed with this advanced valua southern district of New York for a review
of the case, and a reversal of the decision of
YJOH. a reappraisement was made by one of
the board of appraisers and the action of
the general appraisers, and on further on
lemon by the importers to this valuation, the collector in assessing the duties on the
basis of the increased valuation placed upon
the matter was cut to the board of general
llilllrnisers, under and in accordance with the the imported merchandise, and in imposing
provisions of section 13 of the customs ad~ the additional duty as provided by section 7,
above referred to.
tive act. This board, after due no
ﬂﬂe and examination of the question submit
The petitioners, in their application, set
led, Sustained the increased valuation of the forth and complained of many alleged errors
merchandise. Thereupon the collector of
of law and fact on the part of the board of
the port levied and assessed upon the im general appraisers, which need not be spe~
clally
noticed, as they were manifestly not
pmed Hoods a duty of 50 per cent. ad valo
"illl, that being the rate of duty on the gloves
well founded, and have been abandoned. The
board of general appraisers, in pursuance of
St. at Large, p. 131,) the supreme court can
consider only the question of the jurisdiction of
the circuit court.
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the usual order in such cases, returned to the
:circuit court the record and evidence taken
g'by them, together with'a certiﬁed statement

of the facts involved in the case, and their
decision thereon, etc. From this return it
appeared that the proceedings as to the ap
praisement of the merchandise and the de
termination of their dutiabie value were in
all respects regular; that the board of ap
praisers duly examined and decided the case
after ﬁxing a day and giving reasonable
notice thereof to the importers, who were
allowed the opportunity to introduce evi
dence, and to be heard on the matter submit
ted. It is stated in the opinion of the board,
which forms part of said return, that "the
appellants were served with reasonable no
tice of these several hearings after a day
ﬁxed therefor. and were cited to appear be

fore this board, and otter evidence to sustain
the contentions of fact alleged as the
grounds of their protest. This they failed to
do, and the board accordingly adjudges all
of said issues against them as confessedly un
true. The decision of the collector in each
case is aﬁiirmed."
Upon the record as thus presented the as
sistant United States attorney moved the
court to dismiss the application or appeal for
want of jurisdiction to entertain the same.
This motion was sustained, and the circuit
court thereupon certiﬁed to this court. under
the ﬁfth ection of the act of March 3, 1891,
(26 St. at Large, p. 827,) the question whether
said court had any jurisdiction to enter upon,
hear, and decide the issues sought to be
raised by the allegations of the petition,
which are specially set out in the certiﬁcate,
but need not be here enumerated, as they
are embraced in the two general claims or
propositions. hereinafter stated, which are
relied on by appellants before this court.
In addition to the certiﬁcation of the
question of jurisdiction, the circuit court,
upon dismissing the petition allowed the im
porters an appealfrom the ordcrorjudgment
of dismissal, which was taken. But this ap
peal, although general in form, does not and
could not bring up for review anything more
than the question of jurisdiction certiﬁed by
the lower court. An ordinary appeal from a
final judgment of the circuit court lies, since
the act of March 3, 1891, to the court of ap
peals, and not to this court. Hubbard v.

value of the imported goods was not greater
than the value mentioned in the invoice and
declared in the entry, and that the ad‘
vanced appraisement was, therefore, erroue

ous, and also that the merchandise was not
liable for any additional or penal duty such
as the collector levied and imposed thereon
under section 7 of the act of June 10, 1890,
by reason of the advanced or increased vai
uation placed upon the same by the up
praiscrs.
Can a complaint of this character he enter
tained and considered by the circuit courts of
the United States in a case like the present,
where the board of general appraisers has.
upon the appeal of the importers, ascer
tained and decided that the imported arti
cle actually possesses a. value greater than
that stated in the invoice or entry? Can the
decision of the board on the question of the
dutiable value of the merchandise be re
viewed by the courts under the provisions oi
section 15 of the customs administrative m?
This is the real question presented, and we
are clearly of the opinion that no such juris
diction is conferred by this statute, or any
other provision of law. it is provided by
section 15 of the act "that if the owner, in
porter, consignee, or agent of any imported

merchandise, or the collector, or the score
tary of the treasury, shall be dissatisﬁed with
the decision of the board of general apprais
ers, as provided for in section 14 of this act.
as to the construction of the law and the
facts respecting the classiﬁcation of such
merchandise, and the rate of duty imposed

thereon under such classiﬁcation. they- or
either of them, may, within thirty days
next after such decision, and not afterwards:
apply to the circuit court of the Uniiedu

States within the district in which'the mat"
ter arises for a review of the questions of

law and fact involved in such decision."
It was said by Mr. Justice Biatcliioiili
speaking for the court in Ex parte Fasseii.

142 U. s. 419-437, 12 Sup. 0:. Ben ‘19% '1'“
“the appeal provided for in section 15 [of
said act] brings up for review in court on}?
the decision of the board of general ailillms‘
ers as to the construction of the law, and 1118

facts respecting the classiﬁcation of import‘
ed merchandise, and the rate of duty imposed
thereon under such classiﬁcation. It does

not bring up for review the quesﬂim m

Soby, 146 U. S.'56, 13 Sup. Ct. Rep. 13. The

whether an article is imported mei'clmlldLie

certiﬁcate and the appeal, therefore, pre
sent substantially the same question, and
need not, for that reason, be separately con

or not. nor, under section 15. is the "m"

sidered. It is not claimed or alleged in either
the protests made by the importers as to the

tainrnent of um fact such a decision is 1’
provided for. The decision of the collector
from which appeals are provided to!‘ by

appraisement of the merchandise or in their

section 14 are only decisions as to ‘i110 “"8
and amount‘ of duties charged upon 1min‘?

application to the circuit court to review and

ed merchandise, and decisions as to dumb“

reverse the decision of the board of general
appraisers, that there was any wrongful

costs and charges, and decisions as’?! fees
and exactions of whatever character.

‘

The appeal to the court in the Diesel‘t c"?

or erroneous classiﬁcation of the gloves, or
llllllroper rate of duty levied thereon, under

seeks to review no such decisions 115 are, u?“

the tariff net of October 1, 1890; but the
substantial complaint is that the dutiable

enumerated as falling within its Jill'lsdmglg
under said sections. 0n the contrary’
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decision of the board of general appraisers
sought to be reviewed and corrected by this

application to the court relates to the re
appraisement of the imported goods. By

ment of the question as to the market value
of imported articles, without allowing an ap
peal to the courts to review the decision
reached. If dissatisﬁed importers, after ex
hausting the remedies provided by the stat
ute to ascertain and determine the fair duti
able value of imported merchandise, could
apply to the courts to have a review of that
subject, the prompt and regular collection of
the government's revenues would be serious-,—

section 18 of the act the decision of the board
on that matter is declared to "be ﬁnal and
conclusive as to the dutlable value of such
merchandise against all parties interested
therein." On such valuation the collector,
or the person acting as such, is required to
ascertain, ﬁx, and liquidate the rate and
ly obstructed and interfered with. The?!
amount of duties to be paid on such mer
statute authorizes no*such proceeding, and’
chandise and the dutiable costs and charges
the circuit court can exercise no such Jurls
thereon according to law.
diction.
It was certainly competent for congress to
The appraised value of the merchandise
create this board of general appraisers, call
having been conclusively ascertained in the
ed "legislative referees" in an early case in
manner
provided by law, and being found to
this court, (Rankin v. Hoyt, 4 How. 335,)
and not only invest them with authority to exceed by more than 10 per centum the
value declared in the entry, the collector,
examine and decide upon the valuation of
as a matter of mere computation, under the
imported goods, when that question was
direction and authority of section 7 of said
properly submitted to them, but to declare
act, properly levied and collected, in ad
that their decision “shall be ﬁnal and con
dition to the ad vuiorem duty imposed by
dusive as to the duﬂable value of such mer
law on such merchandise, :1 further sum
echandise against all parties interested there
equal to 2 per centum of the total appraised
m"
F ‘In Hilton v. Merritt, 110 U. S. 97, 3 Sup. value for each 1 per centum that such ap
Ct. Rep. 548, it was held that the valuation
of merchandise made by the customs officers,
under the statutes, for the purpose of levy
ing duties thereon, was conclusive on the
importer, in the absence of fraud on the
part of the officers. In this case several
sections of the Revised Statutes of the
United States relating to customs duties were
referred to, among them being section 2930,
which prescribed the method of appraising
imported merchandise, and provided that
"the appraisement thus determined shall be

ﬁnal and deemed to be the true value, and
the duties shall be levied thereon accord
ingly.” Under that provision this court held
-_‘»u.:-=\_IZ’G-'=‘L'€Wﬁ$‘?1

that the valuation of imported merchandise
made by the designated oﬁicials or apprais
ers was, in the absence of fraud on the part
Of such appraisers, conclusive on the im
porter. The same rule was reasserted in

the recent case of Earnshaw v. U. S., 146
U. S. 60, 13 Sup. Ct. Rep. 14, in which it
was held that a reappraisement of imported
merchandise under the provisions of section

2930. Rev. St, when properly conducted, was
binding. The earlier decisions of this court
cited and referred to in Hilton v. Merritt
and Earnshaw v. U. S. establish the same
general rule.

The provisions of the customs

administrative act of June 10, 1890, as to
the ﬁnality and conclusiveness of the de
cision of the board of general appraisers as

to the valuation of imported merchandise,
When that question has been regularly sub
mitted to and examined by them, is ex
pressed in clearer and more emphatic terms

than in former statutes. The language is o
exillicit as to leave no room for construction.
the tariff legislation of the government,

praised value exceeded the value declared
in the entry.
Section 7 of said act is substantially simi
lar to section 8 of the act of congress passed
on the 30th of July, 1846, (9 St. at Large,
pp. 42, 43,) which declared that, if the ap
praised value of imports which have actually
been purchased should exceed by 10 per
centum or more the value declared on the
entry, then, in addition to the duties imposed
by law on the same, there should be levied,
collected, and paid a duty of 20 per centum
ad valorem on such appraised value. In
Sampson v. Peaslee, 20 How. 571, that pro
vision was sustained and enforced, except as
to so much of the additional duty of 20 per
centum as was levied upon the charges and
commissions. The court there say that the
ruling of the lower court, in conﬁning the
additional duty to the appraised value of
the imports, was the correct interpretation
of the section.
As stated by Mr. Justice Campbell, speak
ing for the court, in Bartlett v. Kane, 16

How. 274, such additional duties "are the
compensation for a violated law, and are de~
signed to operate as checks and restraints
upon fraud." They are designed to discour
age undervaluatiou upon imported merchan
disc, and to prevent etforts to escape the
legal rates of duty. It is wholly immaterial
whether they are called "additional duties"
or "penalties." Congress had the power to
impose them under either designation or
character. When the dutiable value of the

merchandise is finally ascertained to be in
excess of the value declared in the entry by
more than 10 per centum, this extra duw ora

penalty attaches, and the collector is direcbg:
ed'and required to levy and collect the~
same in addition to the ad valorem duty lJl'O
vided by law. The importers in this case
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cannot be heard to complain of this addi
tional duty or penalty, which was a. legal
incident to the ﬁnding of a. dutiable value
in excess of the entry value to the extent
provided by the statute. They had full no—
tice of the proceedings before the board of
general appraisers upon their appeal to said
board, and ample opportunity to be heard
on the question of the market value of the
imported goods. It cannot, therefore, be
properly said that they have been subjected
to penalties without notice or an oppor
tunity to be heard, or been deprived of their
property without due process of law.
The judgment of the circuit court dismiss
ing the importers’ appeal to that court for
want of jurisdiction must, therefore, be af
ﬁrmed.
=

(148 U. s. 142)
ROSENTHAL v. COATES.
(March 13, 1893.)
No. 3.
REMOVAL or CAUSES—SEPARADLB Coxrnovsnsr
-—TlMs or Rnnov/ln.
LAn assignee brought suit in the state
court to disincumber a fund in his possession
of alleged liens, and each defendant set up a.
separate defense, and asked payment out of the
fund. The trial court decided against the as
signee, who appealed; but, pending the appeal,
paid all the defendants but one. but did not dis
miss them from his suit. The appellate court
reversed the judgment of the lower court. and
remanded the case for further proceedings.
Held, there was no separable controversy be
tween the nssignee and the defendant not paid,
Wlttlilll the meaning of the removal of causes
ac s.

_
2. Under the act of March 3, 1875, govern
lng removals of suits from the state to the fed
eral courts, it is necessary to ﬁle a petition for
the removal in the state court before or at the
term at which said cause could be ﬁrst tried.
3.
removal for local prejudice, under
Rev. St. § 639. could only be had where all the
parties to the suit on one side were citizens of
different SSIKBS fnénlb thosé Oih the other. Jef
erson v.
river,
‘up. t.
e . 729 117
.

s. 272, followed.

p

’

U

_ 4. If a party ha good ground to remove a
slut from a. state to a federal court, he must
not experiment on his case in the state court,
and, upon an adverse decision, then transfer to
the federal court.

Appeal from the circuit court of the United

York city to secure payment from the Metro

polltan Bank out of the funds in its hands,
but the decision of Mr. Justice Blatchford,
then judge of the circuit court of the United
States for the southern district- of New
York, into which court the case had been
removed, was adverse to his right to npprc
priate any portion of that fund to the pay
ment of his draft. Rosenthal v. Bank, 17
Blatchf. 318. It would seem from the opin
ion thst the case proceeded no further than
to sustain a demurrer to the bill. with leave
to the plaintiff to move on notice, etc., for an
amendment.
What orders, if any, were
entered thereafter in that case are not dis
closed by this record.
‘On June 23, 1881, Coates, as assignee of the
Muslin Bank. filed in the circuit court oi
Jackson county, Mo., a petition, in which he
set forth the failure of the bank; the amign
ment; his acceptance of the trust; the
amount of the deposit in the Metropolitan
Bank to the credit of the Mastin Bank at the
time of the failure, which deposit had sub
sequently passed into his hands; the fact that
various drafts had been drawn by the latter

on the former bank prior to the failure. which
drafts were outstanding
that the holders of these
right to have that fund
cially to the payment of

and unpaid; and
drafts claimed the
appropriated spe
their drafts. The

holders of the drafts were made parties de
fendant, and the prayer was, substantially.
that their rights in this fund be determined;
to which petition Rosenthai, among other (it
fendants, answered. He admitted the charge
made in the petition that a decree advent‘

to his claim of payment out of that fund lh’ld
been rendered in the circuit court 01010
United States for the southern district of
New York, but, nevertheless, claimed the lien‘

eﬂt of a different line of decisions obminlﬂf.’
at that time in the trial courts of Miami!"
This case came on regularly for hearing "1
the state trial court. and a decree was there
entered directing Coates, the assignee. t0 Dill‘

all the other holders of drafts in r1111 011* of
that fund, it being conceded to he snﬂicitm
in amount, but denying Rosenthal any right

therein, by reason of the prior adllldlcaﬂ‘)‘l
in

New York city.

From such decree

Coates and Rosenthnl both appealed; (mm
,, States for the western district of Missouri.
:Aﬁirnled.

' ‘Statement by Mr. Justice BREWER:
On August 3, 1878, the Mastin Bank of
Kansas City failed. and also executed a deed
of general assignment to Kersey Coates for
the beneﬁt of all creditors. Coates accepted
and administered the trust, At the time of
the failure the Mastin Bank had on deposit
in the Metropolitan Bank of New York a
large Sillll,—$50,000 and oven—that bank be
ing its New York correspondent.
It had,
prior to August 3d, and in the regular course
of business, drawn and sold drafts on the
Metropolitan Bank to different parties. One
of the parties holding such drafts was Rosen
thai, the appellant. He brought suit in New

however, gave no supersedeas bond. when
the case reached the supreme court. the ques‘

tion involved having been recently “1mg
fore presented in another case. and deem
adversely to the right of the holders of time
drafts to payment out of such fund. in
court simply entered an order revel?

ing the decree of the circuit court. and n“
mending the case for further Primed“:
No special notice seemsto have been Wit“ :1

the
adverse
fact to
that
Rosenthal,
the decree
and,
of in
theaccordilﬂoe
triﬂl 0mm “in
the conclusions of the supreme court. 511°
have been nﬂirmed. When the 0859 ‘em;
to the circuit court, and before it was reﬂtm

for further hearing, Coates had paid *1‘

:rmp
mm
51M:
mm

o
1V RE SANBORN.
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g
.
rather holders of‘drui‘ts. Thereupon Rosen- Rep. 75. Nor did any defendant create a
mm ﬁled a petition for removal to the cir- separable controvers , by simply petitioning
euit court of the United States for the westem district of Missoru'l, he being a citizen of

in his answer for payment out of that frmd.
The appellant relies on the case of Yulce v.

1m,

New York and Coates a citizen of Missouri.

Vose, 99 U. S. 539.

‘mm
mm,

This petition for removal was ﬁled on Febl'um 10, 1885. The record having been trans-

was a. separable controversy, and one in fact
separated by the decision of the court of ap

mm
“M

mitted to the federal court, a motion was
made to remand, and, on October 25, 1886,

pools of the state of New York The case of
Brooks v. Clark, 119 U. S. 502, 7 Sup. Ct. Rep.

Hm

it was sustained, and from this order rcmand-

301, is more in point.

But in that case there

See, also, Shainwald v.

M1

ing the case to the state court Rosenthal has

Lewis, 108 U. S. 158, 2 Sup. Ct. Rep. 385;

m“

appealed to this court.

Torrance v. Shedd, 144 U. S. 527, 12 Sup. Ct.

HM,
"ll
MI

Q R Dean and Gem Homily’ for aDDeL
lant. T. A. Frank Jones, for nssignee of
Mastin Bank.

they have received the amounts due on their

Mr. Justice BREWER, after stating the
facts in the foregoing language, delivered the
opinion of the court.
The motion to remand was properly sus

Rep. 726. The other defendants, although

drafts, are not necessarily eliminated from
this suit. Payments were made by Coates
pending an appeal, under a mistaken notion
of the law. He may be entitled to a decree

this special fund, and then, perhaps, pursue
some remedy to recover what he has erro
neously paid. It is unnecessary to speculate
act of 1875, because the application was not
made before or at the term at which said what may be done. It is enough that they
are still parties to the record, against whom
cause could be ﬁrst tried. The case had been
once tried in the circuit court, and thereafter some relief may be had, and that there is no
reversed on appeal by the supreme court of separable controversy between the assignee
and any defendant.
the state.
Further, to sustain this removal would cer
Neither could it be removed on the ground
of local prejudice, which is one of the grounds
tainly violate the spirit of the removal acts.
which do not contemplate that a party may
set forth in the petition for removal, because
such removal can be had only where all the experiment on his case in the state court, and,
upon
an adverse decision, then transfer ii
parties to the suit on one side are citizens of

tained

No removal could be had under the

a different state from those on the other.
Jeiferson v. Driver, 117 U. S. 2'72, 6 Sup. Ct.
Rep. 729. Here, several of the defendants
were citizens of Missourl,—the same state

that Coates was a citizen of. Neither did the
payment by Coates to the other defendants

tween Coates, the assignee, and Rosenthal, or

any other holder of a draft, but a single con
troversy between him and all the defendants.

to the federal court.

Here, Rosenthal has

gone through the state trial and appellate
courts, and his rights have been ﬁnally de-m
(hired by the supreme court of the state;:
and though, as yet, no formal'decree has been
entered in the trial court, it is none the less
true that he ha experimented with the state
courts and been beaten, and now seeks a
different forum. Jifkins v. Sweetzer, 102 U.

S. 177.
The order to remand is aﬂirmed.

Looking back of the form to the substance,
_

F
I

it will be seen to have been one between all

the creditors of the Mastin Bank as av body,
r. til-TS, and the defendants as another body;
:aml the question was whether this fund
' Should'be applied solely to the payment of

:,

emgy among an of the former‘ Whether the

the claims of the latter, or distributed gen
\

I
d
[i

l

i
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represented by Coates, the assignee, as plain

‘
1

In re SANBORN.
(March 20, 1893.)
No. 11.
APPBALABLE JUDOMENTS —Courrr or Cums—Irr
nux Cums AND CONTRACTS.
mits 1.hTillie
to a department
lfindings o;
on flazit
any “claims
and lconcluslions
or matter"
of
law w ic t e court 0 c a ms ma es an trans

" ‘"15
Buﬂicient
pay therefore,
all of the imma.
draft
holders
in full
or nottowas,
terinl,
It was not enough to pay all the credis’? 12d they collectively, and as represent

referred to consent,
it by such
department
will the
claimant's
under
the rovrsions
of
section 12 of the act of March 3, 887, (1 Supp.
Rev. St. [2d Ed.] 559,) is advisory only, and is,
therefore, not a. judgment wlncdn is subjecé n;

easﬂlg'nee, Coates, were the real arll‘ 111Yinterest
on the other side The suit ‘gas
emGot, one by the assrg'nee
.
' t0 dislncumber'

review in the supreme court un er section
0
that
“ct2. An
interior
asking
the application
governmenttotothe
retain,
outdepartment,
of moneys

and tgmd in his possession of alleged liens.

e fact that each defendant had 11 sep:ergitiaﬁgensetto ans claim did not create 8'
-

in“ 0. PH“

t0 9 .“e

9 “mm-'1 P

e

i.

“8 ‘° “1'' 8a“ De“ o;use:
at. 255.2113, harmonise: 12
the act of March 3 1887, (1 S'upp. Rev. 8:.

Ct. Rep.

571 58d 1 '

dueb and Indtrlan tlribe, at cegtjalln $128332catllsvgietg
ing in a de artnient involvrlnghcontroill’erted
the Indians, may be conrdered a matter pend

gton' 117 U. S' 280' 6 8115'

mves v‘ Corbin’ 132 U‘

'

P"lief!
' I 1 Adm'r,
0 311D‘132
0t-U.RBIJ.
196; Young vS. 267, 10 Sup. Ct.
V-13s.c.~37

2d Edg 559,) but _it is not a ‘Slut against the
nited

tates, wrthrn the meaning of section 9,

which allows appeals to the supreme court.
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3. Rev. St. §§ 2103-2105, prescribing the
form and substance of contracts between _In
dians and a cuts or attorneys respecting claims
against the nited States, and making the ap
proval of the secretary of the interior necessary,
are only intended to protect the Indians from
improvident contracts, and do not‘ create a
legal obligation on the part of the United States
to see that the Indians perform their part of
the contracts.
Petition by John B. Sanborn for a writ of
mandamus to the chief justice and judges of
the court of claims, commanding them to
allow an appeal to the supreme court. De
nied.
Charles King, George A. King, and William
B. King, for petitioner.
Asst. Atty. Gen.
Maury, for respondent.
Mr. Justice SHIRAS delivered the opinion
of the court.
A claim of John B. Sanborn, presented in
V.‘
El
N the department of the interior, for certain
' fees under a contract with Slsseton‘and Wah
peton Indians, of 10 per cent. of the amount
appropriated for said Indians by section 27
01' the Indian appropriation act of March 3,
1891, (26 St. p. 989,) was referred by the sec
retary of that department, with the consent
of the claimant, to the court of claims, in pur

suance of section 12 of the act of March 3,
1887, (1 Supp. Rev. St. [2d Ed.] 561.) That
court having concluded that Sanborn was
not entitled to recover, and having reported
its ﬁndings of fact and conclusions of law to
the department, Sanborn, on the 6th day of
.July. 1892, asked for the allowance of an up
coal to the supreme court of the United
States. This application, being made in a va
cation of the court of claims, was heard and
denied by the chief justice, but was renewed
and argued before all the judges on Novem
oer 2, 1892, and was denied by the court,
which adopted the opinion of the chief jus
rice previously ﬂied upon the motion before
him.
Thereupon Sanhorn tiled in this court his pe
iiiion praying that a writ of mandamus be
allowed to the chief justice and judges of
the court of claims, commanding them to al
low his appeal as prayed for.
The question for us to answer is whether,
where a claim or matter is pending in one
of the executive departments which involves
controverted questions of fact or law, and the
head of such department, with the consent
of the claimant, has transmitted the claim,
with the vouchers, papers, proofs, and docu
ments pertaining thereto, to the court of
claims, and that court has reported its ﬁnd
ings of fact and law to the department by
which it was transmitted, the claimant has
a right by appeal to bring the action of that
court before us for review.
The petitioner does not complain of any il
legality on the part of the court below in
dealing with his claim. He concedes that
the action of that court had been invoked
with his consent. What he complains of is

the refusal of the court to allow his appeal,

and we learn from the opinion of the com
that its refusal to allow the appeal was not
put upon any irregularity or defect in the
claim, or in the application for the allowance;
of an appeal, but upon its view that the'proi‘
ceedings before it were not the subject of op
peal to this court.
We must ﬁnd an answer to the question
thus put to us by a construction of the act
of March 3, ‘1837, road in the light oi the
previous legislation establishing the court oi
claims, and regulating the subject of appeals
from its judgments to this court
This subject came for the ﬁrst time belon
this court in the case of Gordon r. U. 8.‘:
Wall. 561, wherein it was held that, as the
law then stood, no appeal would lie from tho
court of claims to this court. The reasons
for this conclusion are stated in the opinion
of Chief Justice Taney, reported in the up
pendix to 117 U. S. 697, and interesting as
his last judicial utterance. Brieﬂy suited.
the court held that, as the so-called "Judg
ments“ of the court of claims were not oh
ligatory upon congress or upon the executive
department of the government, but were
merely opinions, which might be acted upon
or disregarded by congress or the depart
ments, and which this court had no power
to compel the court below to execute. such
judgments could not be deemed an exeroisr
of judicial power, and could not, therefore
be revised by this court.
A similar question arose in this court as
early as 179-1, in the case of U. S. v. Todd.
an abstract of which case appears in a note
by Chief Justice Taney t0 the later case of

the U. S. v. Ferreira, 13 How. 52, and W110“L
in it was held that an act of congress‘.
fol-ring powers on the judges of the circuit

court to pass upon the rights of aliiillcdmF
to be placed upon the pension lists, and WK‘

port their ﬁndings to the secretary of W’
who had the right to revise such ﬁndings
was not an act conferring judicial power. and
was, therefore, unconstitutional.

The case of U. S. v. Ferrell-a was that of
an appeal from the district court of the
United States for the district of Florida. T11c
judge of that court had acted in pursuanco of

certain acts of congress, directing the Jud?"
to receive, examine, and adjust claims torti

losses sutfered by Spaniards by relwon‘ﬂ their
operations of the American army tu‘iloddﬂ~~

It was decided that the Judge‘s declsw“ “35
not the judgment of the court, but a mi;
award, with a power to review it confer ‘I

upon the secretary of the treasuryv and 111:0
from such an award no appeal could 11‘?
this court.
_
r we
Afterwards, and perhaps In view 0am

conclusion reached by this court

new

cases, on March 17. 1866. (14 St’ I" 9'20 e
gress passed an act giving 11" “Ppual Cour,
supreme court from judgments of n1? D5 of
of claims, and repealing those Drillis‘imm

the act of Mai-cu 3, 1503, which Pi“

IN RE SANBORN.
subjected the judgments

court to the reexamination and revision of
the departments, and since that time no
doubt has been entertained that the supreme
court can exercise jurisdiction on appeal
from ﬁnal judgments of the court of claims.
U. S. v. Allre, 6 Wall. 573; Same v. O’Grady,
22 Wall. 641.

Express provision for such appeals was
trade by section 707 of the Revised Statutes,
as follows: “An appeal to the supreme

court shall be allowed on behalf of the
United States from all judgments of the
court of claims adverse to the United States,
and on behalf of the plaintiff in any case
where the amount in controversy exceeds

three thousand dollars, or where his claim
is forfeited to the United States by the
Judgment of said court."
Additions were made to the statutory law
on this subject by the act of March 3, 1887,
(1 Sup. Rev. St. [2d Ed] 559,) the ninth sec
tion of which is as follows: “That the plain
tiﬁ’ or the United States, in any suit brought
under the provisions of this act, shall have
the same rights of appeal or writ of error

.
m.
n

served tn the statutes of the United States in
that behalf made, and upon the limitations

and conditions therein contained." The rel’
erence here is to the 707th section of theﬁ

Revised Statuteauwhich, as already saidﬁ‘
provides for an “appeal to the supreme court

on behalf of the United States from all

the conditions and limitations therein con

the United States, and on behalf of the

tained. The modes of procedure in claiming
and perfecting an appeal or writ of error
shall conform in all respects and as near
as may be to the statutes and rules of the
court governing appeals and writs of error

plaintiﬂ' in any case where the amount in
controversy exceeds three thousand dollars."

\‘erted questions of fact or law, the head of

se

HD:

“sE E
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vouchers, papers, proofs, and documents per

tInning thereto, to said court of claims, and
the same shall be there proceeded in under
811611 rules as the court shall adopt. When
O

O

e:1
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OO i
8

U.‘

ED0

_

?
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transmitted."
_YVlth these statutory provisions and dc
clslons of the supreme court before it, the
court below held that a ﬁnding of fact and

13W made, at the request of a head of a dc
Dﬂl'tment, with the consent of the claimant,
and transmitted to Such department, is not a

"(lament within the meaning of the 9th
section of the act of March 3, 1887, or of

the 707th section of the Revised Statutes,
and is
court.

not, therefore, appcalablc

to this

Such a ﬁnding is not made obligatory on
the department to which it is reported,
certainly not so in terms, and not so, as we
t

tered. This seems to be clear from the
terms used: l‘The plaintiﬂ.’ or the United
States, in any suit brought under the provi~
sions of this act, shall have the same rights
of appeal or writ of error as are now re~

judgments of the court of claims adverse to

*7E!

,

ment or by congress.
It is therefore within the scope of the de
cision in Gordon v. U. S. The provisions
providing for appeals in the ninth section
of the act of 1887 have reference to cases
under the prior sections of the act, which
treat of cases or suits brought against the
United States, whether in
e district courts,
circuit courts, or court of claims, and where
in ﬁnal judgments or decrees shall be en

United States in that case made, and upon

, - or matter may be pending in any of-the ex
wutlve departments which involves contro

’

court is not enforceable by any process of
execution issuing from the court, not is it

as are now reserved in the statutes of the

a:
in like causes.”
(1 Q The twelfth section of the statute is in
_“Wei-smear‘ éathe following words: “That when any claim

.
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of the supreme

, by any necessary

implication.

We

regard the hmction of the court of claims
11} surh a case as ancillary and advisory 01115’
lbs ﬁnding or conclusion reached by that

In the case before us there was, as held by

Moreover. there was really no suit to which
the United States were parties. The claim
ant did not pretend that the government
owed him anything for property sold or
services rendered. His elTort was to get
the department of the interior, which was
paying money over to Indians under trea
ties, to withhold from them an agreed per
centage thereof for services rendered by him
to the Indians. While such a claim may be
rightfully regarded as a matter pending in
one 01‘ the executive departments, which
involves controverted questions of fact 0|
law, within the meaning of the twelfth ser

tion of the act of 1887, we are unable to re
gard it as a suit brought against the United
States within the contemplation of the nintl
section of that act. It is true that by sev~
oral statutes which appear in a compendious
fcrm in sections 2103, 2104, and 2105 of the
Revised Statutes, the form and substance of
contracts between Indians and agents or attor
neys for services to be performcdin reference
to claims by such Indians against the United
States, are prescribed, and the approval of
such contracts by the secretary of the in
terior and the Indian commissioner is made
necessary. But such enactments, intended
to protect the Indians from improvident and
unconscionable contracts, by no means cre
ate a legal obligation on the part of the
United States to see that the Indians per
form their part of such contracts.

Section 2104 provides that “the secretary
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of the interior and commissioner of Indian

held by the state; that said bond was worth

affairs shall determine whether, in their
judgment, such contract or agreement has
been complied with or fulﬁlled; if so, the
same may be paid, and, if not, it shall be
paid in proportion to the services rendered

less in his hands; that the defendant is

under the contract."
Such a claim may be, as already said, a

matter pending ln'the department of the in
terlor, within the meaning of
section of the act of 1887, but
not a. suit against the United
respect to which an appeal is

the twelfth
it is plainly
States with
provided for

by the ninth section.

The application for a writ of mandamus
must therefore be denied.
=

fused to repay the purchase price. he
prayed for a judgment rescinding the ssh

of the bond, and that the defendant be Con
demned to take back the same, and return
the amount paid therefor.
Defendant, in his supplemental answer,
denied that he was ever the holder of the
bond, or that he had ever sold the same to
the plaintiff; and averred that he had never
purchased or acquired any such bond that
was not acquired in good faith, in open mar
ket, before maturity, in the due and regular
course of trade, as commercial paper; and
that any law of the state of Louisiana sup
posed to affect or alter the contract con
tained in the consolidated bonds of the state,
issued under the act of 1874, was repugnant

(148 U. S. 137)

to the constitution of the United States.
BIER v. McGEHEE.

(March 13, 1893.)
No. 1,254.
Uons'rrrurrorur. LAW—OBLIGATION or Com-users
—Faonn.\1. Qvns'rrox.
Const. La. 1879, art. 233, declared the
consolidated bonds of the state held by the
state for the Agricultural and Mechanical Col—
lege and the Louisiana Seminary fund, to be
null and void. The state treasurer thereafter
fraudulently reissued and put such bonds in
circulation. Held, that there was no contract
between a subsequent purchaser and the state,
the obli ation of which was impaired by article
233, an that a suit by such purchaser against
the seller to rescind the sale involved no federal

question.
In error to the court of appeals for the
parish of Orleans, state of Louisiana. Writ
dismissed.
Statement by Mr. Justice BROWN:
‘This was a motion to dismiss a writ of er
ror upon the ground that no federal question
was involved.
Suit was beglm by a petition ﬁled by Me
Gehee in the civil district court of the parish
of Orleans, December 10, 1889, setting forth
that in May, 1888, petitioner had purchased
of defendant, Bier, a certain state bond num
bered 788, “denominated and represented to
be a consolidated bond of the state of Louisi
arm," for the sum of $1,000, issued January
1, 1874, under authority of Act No. 3 of the
state legislature of 1874; that, after the
purchase of said bond and payment therefor,
it was claimed by the state of Louisiana,
through the attorney general, as its property,
and that it had been stolen by one Burke
from the state treasurer, and the return
of said bond, with $60 received in payment
of the coupons attached thereto, was de
manded by the attorney general. The pe
titioner further averred that the bond was
purchased by him under the full belief that
Bier was the lawful owner thereof, but that
he was not at the time of the sale by him, or
since, the owner thereof, and that he
had good reason to believe and so charged
that the bond was then the lawful property
of the state of Louisiana, and part of the
Agricultural and Mechanical College fund

Upon the trial it was proved, and not doa
nied by Bier, that he had purchased the:
bond after the adoption of the'constitution oi.
the state in 1879. The state treasurers re
port of ‘(*9 was put in evidence to show
that th;
ate was the owner of the bond at
that tir...__ The court decreed that the sale
of the bond be rescinded, and that the de
fondant, Bier, be compelled to take back the
bond, with the coupons attached, and the
sum of $60, received for the coupons paid in
error, etc. Defendant appealed to the com

of appeals of the parish of Orleans, which
aﬁirrned the Judgment, and thereupon be
sued out a writ of error from this court

which defendant in error, McGehee, moved
to dismiss.

F. L. Richardson, for the motion ii L
Lazarus, opposed.
Mr. Justice BROWN, after stating the M15

in the foregoing language, delivered the 09m‘
ion of the court.

Plaintiff in error invokes the jurisdiction
of this court upon the ground that article
233 of the constitution of the state of Louis

ana, which declared that the consolidated
bonds of the state, held for the Asi'lcﬂlml'id
and Mechanical College and the Mill-‘lam
Seminary fund, were null and void, “1'5

repugnant to section 10, art. 1, 0f the?”
stitution of the United States. limb-mm
states from passing laws impairing the
obligation of contracts.

dM

The article in question declares the :1
due by the state to the Agricultural and ‘t:

chanical fund to be $182,313.03, being *
proceeds of the sales of lands and land 5mg
granted by the United States to the B of
for the use of a college for the beneﬁt m

agriculture and the mechanical arts; ﬂirts"

that said amounts shall be placed mud,
credit of said fund on the books of me it ‘he
tor and treasurer as a perpetual 101111? a“; per
state shall pay an annual interest of m

cent. on said amount from January 11 can‘
for the use of said college; and that the

BIER o. MCGEHEE.
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solidated bonds of the state, then held by the
state for the use or said fund, were to be
null and void after January 1, 1880, “and the
igeueral assembly shall never malre any pro
' vision for their payment, and’they shall be

destroyed in such manner as the general

wholly inapplicable to these bonds, which
never were issued and put in circulation
by the state; that there was no equitable es~
toppel against the state, from the fact that
the general assembly failed to have the bond
destroyed, as required by the constitution,

assembly may direct.”

That the constitution of a state is a "law"

Iaesie r‘slLti‘sh E- es'i es
~=~s.i-.':

of the state, within the meaning of the con
stitution of the United States, prohibiting
states from passing laws impairing the obli
gation of contracts, is not denied, and the
plaintiff in error assumed the position that
It is beyond the power of the state to annul
or cancel bonds outstanding and presum

ably in the hands of bona ﬁde purchasers.
If Bier had been a holder for value of this
bond when the constitution of 1879 was

and that the negligence of the general as
sembly, the crime of the state treasurer, and
the erroneous payment of said coupons, could
not singly or operating together give validity
to the bonds whose nullity had been declared,
and whose destruction had been ordered.
The court further held that what the plaintiff
covenanted to purchase, and what defend
ants covenanted to sell, was a legal bond of
the state; that there was an implied warran
ty on their part that the bond belonged to
them, and that it was a. genuine legally out
standing and negotiable bond of the state;
that what the plaintiﬂ’ received was a bond
of no validity; and that "for this error 01.’

adopted, it would evidently be beyond the
power of the state, by not of the legislature,
or by an amendment to its constitution, to
nullify such bond in his hands; but if, when
the constitutional amendment was adopted,
the bond was still in the possession of the
state, there was then no contract with Bier
fact and of law as well regarding the essen
upon which such amendment could operate,
tial quality of the bond sold, and without
and hence no contract subject to impairment.
which piaintiﬂ' would not have purchased
City of New Orleans v. New Orleans Water
it, the contract may be rescinded."
works 00., 142 U. S. 79, 12 Sup. Ct. Rep. 142.
It is quite evident from this statement that
There was no objection to the state declaring
there was no federal question involved in the
bonds still in its possession to be null and
case. The only such question which could pos
void. The amendment was practii-ally an
sibly have arisen related to the power of the
inhibition against issuing bonds of the state
state to annul by constitutional amendment
for a certain purpose.
The court found that there was no material its own obligations; but that could only be
raised upon the theory that the obligation
ditl’erence between the facts of this case and
had been put in circulation, and that there
those of a prior case against the same defend
was a contract on the part of the state to
ant, arising from the purchase of another of
the same issue of bonds; and, in its opinion pay the holders. If the bonds were still in
possession of the state, (and the court found
in such prior case, (Aycock v. Lee,) the court
that they were,) there was no contract tot!
of appeals of Orleans held that it would
be
impaired. The real questions involved:
take judicial notice of the fact that the
bonds, while in the possession of one Burke,

then treasurer of the state, had become and
were null and void by the operation and ef

feet of article 233 of the constitution; and
that Burke, having fraudulently reissued and
put such bonds in circulation, absconded from
the state, and became and still was a fugi

were whether the bonds which‘ had been.
stolen by the former treasurer were valid ob
ligations of the state in the hands of McGe
llee, the plaintiff; and, secondly, whether
the defendant, Bier, was liable for money
received by him upon a consideration which
had failed.

tive from justice. The court further found

In the case of Sage v. Board, 144 U. S.

that defendants received from the plaintiff

647, 650, 12 Sup. Ct. Rep. 755, it was said by
this court, speaking of this same issue of
bonds, that the supreme court of Louisiana

$913.75 for a paper represented to be a can
soiidated bond of the state, which the state
had declared to be null and void, and which

had decided “that the governor, as the chief

Was the lawful property of the state, and

executive oﬂicer oi.’ the state, had no power

when he purchased; and that'said bond was

dispose of them, except in the precise man
ner and for the distinct purpose pointed out
by the law; and that any act of his in con

whatever to deal with those bonds, or to

vnlueless in his hands. The court further
found that these bonds were never put in
circulation by the state, but, that, while
ey were held by the state in trust for the
Ilse oi the Agrlcultural and Mechanical Col

lege fund, they were annulled by the consti
tuiion m’ 1879, and their destruction ordered;

travention of its provisions in that regard
would be void, and could not confer on any
person or holder of the bonds :1 right to re
cover them, or to enforce their liquidation or
payment." This decision was held not to
have raised a federal question, and the writ

of error was dismissed.
that from
innocent
holders
were entitled to made
exemption
inquiry
into
the equities between the original parties was

It is true that article 233 did not identify

the bonds beyond describing them as “the
consolidated bonds of the state for the use of
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the said fund," (Agricultural and Mechan
lcal;) but the treasurer, in whose possession
they were, could not fail to know what bonds
were intended; and whether such bonds,
subsequently stolen by him and put in cir
culation, were, though not identiﬁed as be
longing to this fund, valid obligations of the
state, in the hands of innocent holders, was
not a federal question.
The writ oi! error will therefore be dis
missed.

(148 U. S. 245)

HUME v. BOWIE.
(‘March 20, 1893.)
No. 1,107.
EXCEPTIONS, Bus. or - SETTLEMENT — DEATH or
Jonas -Nr.w Tnui. — SUPREME. COURT—JURIS
DiC'I'iON—APPEAi-ABL-F. ORDERS.

L Where a term of the circuit court of the
District of Columbia has been extended in
deﬁnitely for the nrpose of settling a bill of

exceptions, and t e attorneys are unable to

dict was rendered May 25, 1888, in favor
of the defendant. During the trial various ex
cepiions were reserved to the rulings and
instructions of the court, which were duly
noted at the time by the presiding justice
upon his minutes. A motion for new trial
was made and overruled June 2, 1888, and
an appeal to the general term was thereupon
tnken, and a. bond on appeal duly executed
and approved.
The record discloses that on January 3,
1888, the court in general term entered on
order directing that, in addition to the circuit
court to be held by Mr. Justice Hagoer on
the fourth Monday of January. 1888, a sec’
ond circuit court should be held at the some
time by Mr. Justice Merrick, the court to
be held by Mr. Justice Hagner to be known
as “Division No. 1," and the court to be
held by Mr. Justice Merrick to be known
as “Division No. 2." On April 27, 1888, the
court in general term ordered that the cir
cuit courts then being held in divisions Nos,

agree upon it, and the judge dies before settling
it, the supreme court of the district, in general
term, has authority to grant a new trial, pur
sunnt to rule 64 of that court. which provides

for new trials when the judge is unable to set
tie the bill of exceptions.
An order by the general term of the su
preme court of the District of Columbia. grant
ing a new trial, in a case in which it has power
to grant the same. is not a ﬁnal judgment re
viewable on writ of error in the supreme court
of the United States.
3. Rule 2 of the supreme court of the Dis
trict of _Coiumbia provides that the May term
of the circuit court shall not extend beyond the

second Saturday in Juiy.

Rule 62 provides

that the bill of exceptions must be settled be
fore the close of the term, which may be pro
longed by adjournment in order to prepare it.

Held, that for this pur ose the May term could
be extended indeﬁnitey up to and beyond the
beginning of the succeeding term.

1 and 2 should be continued further by the;
same justices through the May term'thereot'

This case was tried in the circuit court. di
vision No. 2, by Mr. Justice Merrick; verdict
returned May 25th; motion (or new trial
overruled June 2d; appeal prayed June 5th:
bond approved June 12th. On July 14, 1888.
an order was entered by that justice pro.

viding that "the May term of the circuit
court, division number two. is hereby entered
as extended, that the bill of exceptions not
yet ﬁled may be settled, to wit: [Here follow
names of cases, including this easel" 0n
the same day, in division No. 1, the court
ordered “the term of this court extended‘tor
the purpose of settling bills of exception‘
and case in the following cases: [Cases

named;] and thereupon the May term all
In error to the supreme court of the Dis
trict of Columbia.
Action in the circuit court of the District
of Columbia by William B. Bowie against
Frank Hume on a contract of indorsement.

journed

without

day,

except

as

ﬂiJOW

stated."

On January 24, 1889, an order was entered
by the general term, assigning the 1115tices
to serve for the year 1889, as follows‘

Upon the death of plaintiff, Anne H. Bowie,
executrix, was substituted as party plaintiﬂ.
Upon her death, Richmond Irving Bowie,
administrator de bonis non, with the will
annexed, was substituted.
Verdict for de
fendant. Plaintiff took an appeal to the su

“First, for the general term, Justices Hornet
James, and Merrick; second, for the circuit

court, Chief Justice Blnghaln; third, for the
equity court and orphans’ court. Justice co‘;
fourth, for the district court, Justice James;
ﬁfth, for the criminal court, Justice limit

preme court, general term, but the justice
who had heard the cause died without set
tling the bill 01! exceptions. Thereupon plain
tiff moved in the circuit court to set aside
the verdict and for a new trial. By agree
ment this motion was heard in the general
term, and was there granted.
Defendant

gomery."

April 8, 1889, the death of William
Bowie was suggested, and Anne E. Boil-“I
executrix, was substituted as party 913mm‘
and, on April 23d, she ﬁled her motion to set

aside the verdict and judgment. and to giant
:1 new trial, "because the bill or excephone

brings error.

Heard on motion to disiniss

the writ of error for want of jurisdiction.
Granted.
Statement by Mr. Chief Justice FULLER:
This was an action brought by William B.
Bowie in the supreme court of the District
of Columbia against Frank Hume, as in
dorser upon a promissory note. The defend
ant pleaded to the declaration; issue was

Joined; and on the trial of the cause a ver

containing the exceptions reserved 011 the
trial of the cause cannot be settled, Slgm‘di
and sealed as required by law. the lwicih‘is
this court, who presided at the trial 01888

cause. (in division No. 2, May mm, 1m‘
of this court,) having departed this lite will‘
out having settled or signed and Sealed t 9
same."
Due notice

01 this motion was Elven' and
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it was ﬁnally called up on June 8, 1889, be

fore Chief Justice Bingham, holding a special
term and circuit court, and “at the request
of both parties, by their respective attorneys,
was directed to be heard in the general
term in the ﬁrst instance.” Subsequently the
death of Anne H. Bowie was suggested, and
Richard Irving Bowie, as administrator de
bbonis non, with the will annexed, substi

‘' tuted.
5‘ ~The motion in question was heard upon
certain certiﬁcates and aﬂidavits, which are
set forth in a bill of exceptions taken upon

the disposition of the motion. It appeared
that the bill of exceptions preserved on the
trial was prepared by counsel for plaintiff,
and submitted to counsel for defendant, but
that they could not settle it by agreement,
and that, before it was considered by the
justice who presided at the trial, the latter
became ill, and afterwards, on February 6,
1889, died, leaving it unsettled.
On April 26, 1892, the motion was sustained
by the general term, the judgment and ver
dict set aside, and a new trial granted. From

this order a writ of error was sued out.
The following are sections of the Revised

Statutes of the District of Columbia:
“Sec. 770. The supreme court, in general
term, shall adopt such rules as it may think
proper to regulate the time and manner of
making appeals from the special term to the
general term; and may prescribe the terms
and conditions upon which such appeals may
be made, and may also establish such other
rules as it may deem necessary for regulating
the practice of the court, and from time to
time revise and alter such rules. It may also
determine by rule what motions shall be
heard at a special term, as nonenumcratcd
motions, and what motions shall be heard at
a general term in the ﬁrst instance."
"Sec 803. If, upon the trial of a cause,
an exception be taken, it may be reduced to
writing at the time, or it may be entered on
the minutes of the justice, and afterwards
settled in such manner as may be provided by

the rules of the court, and then stated in
writing in a case or bill of exceptions, with so
much of the evidence as may be material to

for judgment on a special verdict or a verdict
taken subject to the opinion of the court,
shall be heard, in the ﬁrst instance, at a. gen
eml term."
Among the rules of the supreme court of
the District of Columbia are these:
“(2) The terms of the court shall be as fol
lows: Of the general term, on the 4th Mon
day of January; 4th Monday of April; 1st
Monday of October. Of the circuit court, on
the 4th Monday of January; 2d Monday of

May, which term shall not continue beyond
the 2d Saturday in July, except to ﬁnish a
pending trial; 3d Monday of October. Of the
'
'
the 1st Monday of June; 1st
Monday of December. 0f the criminal court,
on the 1st Monday of March; 3d Monday of
June; 1st Monday of December. 0f the spe
cial terms, on
all be no term of court."

"(54) Motions for new trial may be ground
ed on errors of law in the rulings of the jus
tice presiding at the trial.
“First. The motion may be made upon the
bills of exception, in which case it must be
ﬁled in the circuit court, but shall be heard
in the general term in the ﬁrst instance.
"Second. The Justice who tried the cause
may, in his discretion, before any bills of ex
ceptions are prepared, entertain a motion to
set aside the verdict for errors of law found
ed on the exceptions reserved during the trial

must be settled in the usual manner."
“(61) If a party desires to present for re
view in the general term the rulings 01- in.

structions of the presiding justice for alleged
errors of law, he must, at the trial and beforea
verdict, except to such rulings or instruetionshiI
and he may at the time‘of mking exception‘
writing in a formal bill
of exceptions, or the justice may enter the ex
ception upon his minutes, and proceed with
the trial, and afterwards settle the bill of
exceptions.
“(62) The bill of exceptions must be settled

the questions to be raised, but such case or before the close of the term, which may be
bill of exceptions need not be sealed or: prolonged by adjournment in order to pre
pare it.
aliilled
“Sec. 804. The Justice who tries the cause
may, in his discretion, entertain a motion,

to be made on his minutes, to set aside
a verdict and grant a new trial upon excep

tions, or for insufficient evidence, or for ex
cessive damages; but such motion shall be
made at the same term at which the trial
was had.

“Sec. 805. When such motion is made and
heard upon the minutes, an appeal to the
general term may be taken from the decision,

in which case a bill of exceptions or case
51181] be settled in the usual manner.
“Sec. 806. A motion for a new trial on a
ell-Be or bill of exceptions, and an application

“(63) Every bill of exceptions shall be
drawn up by the counsel of the party tender
ing it and submitted to the counsel on the
other side; and, where the bill of exceptions
is not settled before the jury retires, the
counsel tendering the bill of exceptions shall
give notice in writing to the counsel on the
other side of the time at which it is proposed
that the bill of exceptions shall be settled, and
shall also, at least three days, Sundays ex
clusive, before the time designated on such

notice, submit to the counsel on the other
side the bill of exceptions so proposed to be
settled; and, if they cannot agree, it shall be
settled by the Justice who presided at the
trial, and in that case the justice shall be at

t
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tended by the counsel on both sides, as he
may direct.
"(64) In case the judge is unable to settle
the bill of exceptions, and counsel cannot
settle it by agreement, a. new trial shall be
granted."
Enoch Totten, tor the motion. W. D. Dav
e‘idge and S. T. Thomas, opposed.
l0

2‘ ‘Mr. Chief Justice FULLER, alter stating
the facts in the foregoing language, delivered
the opinion of the coprt.
This case comes before us on a motion to
dismiss the writ of error for want of juris
dciion, upon the ground that the judgment
brought here by the writ is not a ﬁnal judg
ment. Baker v. White, 92 U. S. 176; Rice v.
Sanger, 144 U. S. 197, 12 Sup. Ct. Rep. (364;
Brown v. Baxter, 146 U. S. 619, 13 Sup. Ct.
Rep. 260. The question involved is one of
power; for, if the court had power to make
the order when it was made, then it was not
a ﬁnal judgment, as it merely vacated the
former judgment for the purpose of a new
trial upon the merits or the original action.
It the court had no jurisdiction over that
judgment, the order would be an order in a
anew proceeding, and in that view ﬁnal and

5 revlewable.
' ‘The rule is unquestionably correctly laid
down in Muller v. Ehlers, 91 U. S. 249, that
when judgment has been rendered, and the
term expires, a bill of exceptions cannot be
allowed, signed, and ﬁled as of the date of
the trial, in the absence of. any special cir
cumstances in the case, and without the con
sent of parties or any previous order of court;
but it is always allowable, it the exceptions
be seasonnlbly taken and reserved, that they
may be drawn out and signed by the judge
afterwards, and the time within which this
may be done must depend upon the rules and
‘practice of the court and the judicial discre
tion of the presiding judge. Dredge v. For
syth, 2 Black, 563; Chateaugay Ore & Iron
00., Petitioner, 128 U. S. 544, 9 Sup. Ct. Rep.

Wilson, 8 Pet. 291, 303: Borrowscale v. Bos
worth. 98 Mass. 34, 37; People v. Judge of
Superior Court, 41 Mich. 726, 49 N. W. Rep.

925; State v. Weiskittle, 61 Md. 4B; Benet’: v,
Steamboat Co., 16 C. B. 25); Newton v. Boodle,
3 C. B. 795; Nind v. Arthur, 7 Dowl. t
L. 252;) and here the rule is so prescribed.
The rules also provided that the terms of
court might be prolonged by adjournment tor
the purpose of settling bills of exceptions,
and an order was accordingly entered prolong
ing the term at which this judgment was,
rendered, for the purpose of doing that ing
this case. This was equivalent to'the prao'
tice in many jurisdictions of entering an
order granting additional time, after the ex
piration of the term, in which to settle such
bills The provision as to the prolongation oi
the term for the particular purpose is a mere
difference in phraseology, and not of the sub
stance, and the question as to the close of the
term in other respects is quite immaterial.
It is argued that as rule 2, ﬁxing the terms
of the circuit court, provides that the May
term shall not continue beyond the second
Saturday in July, except to ﬁnish a pending
trial, the order extending the term under rule
62, for the special purpose of settling bills
of exceptions‘, beyond the limit ﬁxed by rule 2,
could not extend such term beyond the con
mencement ot the succeeding term, which
was in this instance the third Monday of 00
tober, 1888. The May term, it is said, must
necessarily have come to an end, either by
the act of the justice who held it or by
operation or law through the eiilux of time

and the commencement of the succeeding
term. But we are of opinion that undo‘
these rules the term may be continued in
deﬁnitely by order of court, so far as the SH

tlement of bills of exceptions is concemed~
and concur in the views or the supreme court

or the district expressed in Jones r. B311
road 00., 18 D. 0. 426, where it was held that

rule 62 was valid, and that, while it would be
more proper to specify the time to whichlﬂle

term might be extended under the WWW“
of that rule, yet an omission to do so did Mi

150.
The supreme court of the district had
power to prescribe rules upon the subject,
and had done so. Under those rules, when
ever the judge was unable to settle the bill
of exceptions, and counsel could not settle it
by agreement, a. new trial followed as mat
ter of course. It, therefore, in this case, the
bill of exceptions was open to be settled at
the time of the granting of the new trial,
the power to grant the latter existed It the
bill were settled, the court, in general term,
could hear the case, and, it reversible error
were found, could set aside the judgment;

and» it the bill could not be settled, the judg

invalidate the order.

It is to be remembered that the Supreme

court of the district sitting at special ‘em
and the supreme court sitting in general term

is still the supreme court; that the judgmem
of the general term setting aside a “mic
and judgment at law, and ordering 9' new
trial, is equivalent to reminding the 081150 m

the special term for a new trial; that an a?
peal from the special to the general mm 5
simply a step in the progress of the W15:

during its pendency in the court; and m“
though the judges may dlﬂier, the album-11‘;
mains the same. Railroad Co. v. M0075 V

U. s. 573, 7 Sup. Ct. Rep. 1334; Owl-ibis

ment was necessarily so far in ilerl as to be

Buscelltible of being vacated under the rule.

Webb, 134 U. s. 62, 10 Sup. Ct- BQP» f‘oé

Ordinarily Where a party. without laches on

Some other judge must act on a mom“ b‘
new trial by reason or inability creates, a‘,
death,‘and, while this order was ellteriudm
a. term subsequent to that at which “181 '

his Dart. loses the beneﬁt of his exceptions
through the death or illness of the judge, a,
new trial will be granted, (Insurance Co. v.

JOHNSTON 0. STANDARD MIN. 00.
ment was rendered, it was entered in a. mat
ter kept within the control of the court by
the order 01' prolongation. Mr. Justice Mer
rick, it living, might have settled the bill of
exceptions in the case in April, 1889, at the
time the motion under consideration was
made; and inasmuch as, because of his de
cease, the bill of exceptions could not be set

‘1585
Appeal from the circuit court of the United
States for the district of Colorado.

Aﬂirmed.

Statement by Mr. Justice BROWN:
This was a bill in equity to establish the
ownership of the plaintiff in one fourth or a

mining claim known as the “J. C. Johnston
Lode,"

tied by him, and counsel could not settle it by
agreement, rule 64 applied. At all events, the
court had power to carry that conclusion into
elect, and, this being so, the order that it
entered awarding a new trial was not a. ﬁnal
judgment
The distinction between Phillips v. Negley,

E_.~ze-.~\s:.s=rie'-u.=HELE

117 U. S. 665, 6 Sup. Ct. Rep. 901, and this
case is that there a verdict and Judgment had
been taken against the defendant, and no
motion was made or proceeding had at that
term for the purpose and with the view 01‘
setting aside the Judgment. The litigation
was at an end upon the adjournment oi! the
term, and the successful party discharged

from further attendance.
The result is that the writ of error must be
dismissed.

0hatiield, and other defendants, was subse

Standard Mining Company, as a suit involv
ing a separate controversy between itself and
the plaintiff, Johnston.
The bill averred, in substance, that on Sep
tember 14, 1880, plaintlﬁ, being then the
owner and in possession or an undivided hair
of the J. 0. Johnston lode mining claim, sit
uated in the Roaring Fork mining district,
Pitkin county, 0010., executed a certain title
bond, whereby he agreed to sell and convey to

the defendant Chatﬁeld an undivided one
fourth interest in such mining claim, with oth

§

(148 U. S. 360)
JOHNSTON v. STANDARD MIN. CO.

er property, for aconsideration ot$1,200; that
on October 12, 1880, plaintiff executed to

Chatﬂeld a deed of his entire interest in such"
mining claim for a nominal consideration 013

(March 27, 1893.)
No. 183.
LAcuss—Wnn CONSTITUTES—WAIVER.
1. On October 12, 1880, plaintiff conveyed
A quarter interest in a mining claim pursuant
to a written contract. which the vendee agreed
to record. and w icli stated that the vendee
have suit instituted to vest title in him

dee conveyed the property to a. co

was originally ﬁled in the state court against
the Standard Mining Company, Isaac W.

oration in

which he was interested. Of thesergacts plain
_

ad notice, or knowledge suﬂicient to put
11] on inquiry. The corporation, or its suc
celsor, obtained a patent for the claim in Feb
!’
iaintiﬂ’ obtained knowl
rua ,
. August 1. 1885. he
ﬁled a bill to compel a reconveyance and ac
“
but the suit was not prosecuted with
diligence. and about a year later was dismissed
or want of jurisdiction. August 19, 188
Btfcond suit was ﬁled, which was afterwards
slmssed because of defective summons. 00—

$1,200; that his interest at the time‘ was an'
undivided hall, and that such conveyance
was in pursuance of said bond as to a one
fourth interest covered by said bond, and, as
to the remaining one-fourth interest, such con~
veyance was in trust that Chatﬂeld, with
Charles I. Thomson and Daniel Sayre, who
were his legal advisers, and who were also
made defendants, would defend Johnston's
title to this claim against another, known as
the “smuggler Claim No. 2," with which these
parties represented to him that it was in con
ﬂict, and would perfect plaintid's title to the
J. O. Johnston claim by obtaining a. patent
therefor, and would thereupon convey to
plaintii! an undivided one-eighth interest in
the property, tree and clear of all costs
and expenses of the patent proceedings, and

oi’ the threatened litigation with the Smug~

gler No. 2 claim, and oi.’ all charges, incum
brances, and assessments, and would hold the
887,
the
present
suit
was
ﬁled.
In
E {Dean time the property was developed, and
remaining one eighth of said title for Thom
son & Sayre as compensation for their legal
services, and for the costs of litigation; “but
pgisrotnaignorant'lof plfailntig’s (gaim. 11214, that it was expressly agreed and understood that,
l was
i yo no es arrin t esult. it said services should not be necessary, and
89 Fed. Rep. 554, affirmed.
g
hould not be performed, said Thomson &
mere institution
of a suit does notf
Sayre should receive nothing, and that the
of itself, erelieve
a p
0
inches, and if he fail to prosecute it with dill
said remaining one eighth should be recon
uce the consequences are the same as if it
veyed to plaintiff."
never been instituted.
The bill further averred that, upon the so
llcitation of these parties, plaiutiﬂ' was in
by an
lll '1 certain contingency, waives his right to a duced to employ Thomson 8: Sayre upon
these terms, and thereupon executed the
_
t0 the the
formation
of
deed to Chatﬂeld of all his interest in the
‘ Wmoration
to take an develop
property.
claim, and in pursuance of sad: agreement a
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contract, in writing, was drawn up, and
signed by Chatiield and plaintiff. whereby
the former agreed, upon perfecting the title
to the claim, to convey to plaintiff an undi
vided one eighth free and clear of all ex
penscs and of the proposed litigation; that
plaintiﬁ‘ did not retain a copy of this con
tract, but that the same was left in the pos
session of Thomson & Sayre, who promised
to have the same recorded, but failed to do

so.
The bill further averred that on December
14, 1880, Chatiield conveyed to the Fulton
Mining Company, also made a defendant, all
his interest in such claim; that such con
veyance was made before the incorporation
of the Fulton Mining Company, and, there
afore, that it acquired no title by said con
gveyance; that the incorporators of said Ful
' ton liIining'Company were the defendants
in this suit, including Chatfield, Thomson,
and Sayre, and the same defendants were all
directors of such company for the ﬁrst year
of its existence, and that all of them had,
before such conveyance by Chatﬂeld to the
company, full knowledge and actual notice of
the uses and trusts upon which Chatﬁeld held
plaintiif's title as aforesaid; that in February,
1881, the Fulton Mining Company made ap
plication for letters patent for the J. C.
Johnston mining claim, and that letters pat
ent were issued to said mining company,
hearing date February 21, 1884, but that
plaintiﬂ did not learn of the issuance of said
patent until February, 1885; that, upon learn
ing of the same, plaintiff immediately made
demand upon Chatﬂcld, individually and as
manager of the Fulton Mining Company, for
a conveyance of his interest in the property
according to plaintiﬂ's contract with Chat
tield, which demand was refused.
The bill further charged that from time to
time, after the execution of his contract with
Chatﬁeld, and until he learned of the issu
ance of the letters patent to the Fulton Min
ing Company, be frequently inquired of Chat
field as to the progress that was being
made to perfect the title to the J. C. John
ston claim, and that Chatﬁeld always an
swered such inquiries, that the patent had
not been received, but that application
had been made therefor, and that everything
would be all right; that he had implicit
conﬁdence in said Chatiield, and, knowing
also that the issuance of United States pat
ents for mining claims was usually attended
with long delays, plaintiff never suspected
that anything was wrong until he learned
of the issuance of the patent, and until his
demand was refused, as aforesaid. It was

in May, 1881; that a demurrer to the com
plaint was ﬁled on July 20, and no further
proceedings were taken until December 1&5

1882, when the cause was dismissed by stipu~§
lation of'the parties, but that such proceed‘
ings were taken without the knowledge or
consent of the plnintiif; that such suit was
without foundation or merit; and that said
Thomson 8; Sayre caused the same to be
brought only that they might appear to de
fend the same, and thereby apparently per
form the services for which they were to
receive one-eighth share of said Johnston
claim. Plaintiff further averred that he
did not discover the fraud practiced upon
him by the said Thomson 8: Sayre until
April, 1885. when he was informed of the
same by his attorney, who, at his request
investigated and reported the facts in rela
tion thereto.
The bill further averred that the Fulmn
Mining Company conveyed the claim to one
William J. Anderson, who was made a de
fondant, by deed dated July 5, 1&6, for a
consideration of $125,000. and that Anderson
attempted to convey the same to the Stand
ard Mining Company, now the sole defend
ant, by deed dnted June 17, 1887, for a con
sideration of $2,500,000, but that all of said
parties had full knowledge and actual notice
of the plaintiff's interest in the property.
and the trusts upon which Chatiieid took
title thereto, and that such conveyances were
fraudulent and void as to plaintiff, and made
with special intent to defraud and hinder
him.

He further averred that the several defend
ants had mined large quantities of ore from

the claim, and prayed that he be adjudged
to be the owner of one fourth of such claim;
that the defendant be decreed to execute a

deed of the same to him, and be required
to account to him for the proceeds of theorei

and, in case such relief could not 119
granted, for a personal judgment mini!
Chatﬁeld for the value of an undivided one

eighth of such mine, and against Thomson ‘
Sayre for the value of another one elglluli

and for an accounting from them personally
for the ores mined.

The Standard Mining Company ﬂied "5 w
swer to this bill in the federal court. and
upon the issue formed between the Wm“
testimony was taken, the case heard by "1'
district judge. and on March 1, 1359‘ "m 1"‘
terlocutory decree entered substantially 1“

accordance with the prayer of the bill. ‘mat
an accounting ordered. The defendant 111*!

mediately applied for'a rehearing. 11nd m
case was reheard without reference ‘0 m’

further charged that no hona lide suit or pro

grounds relied upon in the petition for";

ceedlng was ever brought or threatened by
the claimants of Smuggler No. 2 claim, as
was represented by Chatﬁeld, Thomson, and

hearing, which did not raise the quesﬂ‘m 0

Sayre; that The only such suit ever brought
by any claimants of smuggler No. 2 was be

gun in the circuit court of the United States

inches; and the case was again taken under

advisement, when the court delivered 8 5:‘
and opinion, dismissing the bilirlwn :'

ground of inches. 'i‘hereupon Plmmm ﬂu.
a. petition for a rehearing upon mm W
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ﬂon, which was denied by the court without
argument Plaintiff thereupon appealed to
this court.
Hugh Butler and Geo. S. Boutwell, for up
pellant. Chas. S. Thomas, for appellee.

~.;an";e:"‘

Mr. Justice BROWN,after stating the facts
in the foregoing language, delivered the opin
ion of the court.
The bill was dismissed in the court below
upon the ground of laches, and the correct
ness of its ruling in that particular is the
ﬁrst question presented for our considera

tion.
The gist of the plaintiff's bill is the al
leged fraud of Chstﬁeld in failing to carry
out his contract of October 12, 1880, where
in he agreed that, in the event of succeeding
in certain legal proceedings to be instituted
by him for vesting the legal title to the
Johnston claim in the plaintiff, he would con
vey to plaintiff an undivided one-eighth in
terest in the lode, free and clear of all ex
penses incidental to the litigation; plaintiff,
upon his part, agreeing to pay an undivided
one eighth of the expenses which should
accrue in the developing and opening of
.the lode. The lode in question had been lo
cated on the preceding 4th of August by
Johnston, as owner of one half; Joseph W.
Adair, as owner of one fourth; and George
A. Crlttenden, as owner of the remaining
fourth. It seems there was a conﬂict be
tween this and another mining claim, known
as “Smuggler No. 2," and the agreement with
Chatﬁeld was made for the purpose of con
testing thi claim.
a It also appeared that plaintiff was one of

gtha parties who had located the smuggler
No. 2 claim;

that, early in the year'1880,

plaintlif had entered into what is known
as a “grulrstalre” contract with one Ache
son, individually and as agent and attorney

in fact of Edward Dunscomb and James E.
Seaver, whereby plaintiff agreed to locate
mining claims on behalf of himself and these
parties, in consideration of which they agreed
m furnish all the supplies and pay all the ex
Denses which should be required in pros
pectiug, locating, and developing such mining
claims; that, in pursuance of such agree
ment, plaintilf found indications of a. silver
bearlng lode on Smuggler- mountain, in the

Roaring Fork mining district, and on April
15, 1880, located Smuggler No. 2 mining
claim upon

this

vein;

that

such location

“'38 made in the Joint names of plalntift,
Owner of one fourth, and the wives of Duns
comb and Seaver, each claiming three eighths;
that after such location, and before the dis
Covery 01.‘ any vein within the limits of the

smuggler claim, the other parties abandoned
such claim, failed to furnish the necessary
sllDillles and money to the plaintiff, who con

within the limits of said Smuggler claim a
vein or lode, and thereupon duly located
the same as the J. C. Johnston lode mining
claim, for the use of himself, Crittenden,
and Adair, as above stated; that, upon learn
ing of such discovery and location, Acheson,
Dunscomb, and Scaver negotiated with Grit
tenden and Adair for the purchase of their
interests in the Johnston claim, and on Au
gust 10, 1880, purchased the same for $1,000;
that at the same time they negotiated with
plaintiff, and agreed to purchase his one
Iourth interest, but failed to do so.
Plaintiff further contended that these facts
respecting the location of the two claims,
and the negotiations with Acheson, Duns
comb, and Seaver, were known to Chatﬁeld,
Thomson, and Sayre, who still insisted that
there were certain parties who, as grantees
of Dunscomb and Seaver, claimed title under
the smuggler location adversely to plaintiff’s
interest in the Johnston claim, and that legal
proceedings had already been, or were about
to be, commenced to enforce said claimsh,
that Chatﬁeld, Thomson, and Sayre repreg
sented that it was desirable’ to perfect the’
title of the Johnston claim by obtaining a
patent therefor, and to this end they had se
cured, or would secure, a conveyance from
the owners of the other half of the Johnston
claim. They further represented to him
that, for the better management of the prop
erty, they proposed to organize a stock com
pany, and to that end they had secured the

other half interest in the Johnston claim;
and that the defendants were then associ
ated together, and had agreed to organize
a stock company for that punpose, and that
the Fulton Mining Company was shortly
thereafter incorporated by them. These con
ﬂicting claims with regard to the ownership
of the property within the limits of these
two claims was evidently the foundation
of the agreement of October 12, 1880, where
by Chatiicld agreed to clear up the title
to the property, and to convey one eighth
to the plaintlﬂf.

Most of the testimony

was directed to

the relative merits of the smuggler No. 2 and
the J. O. Johnston locations, apparently upon

the assumption by the defendant that the
plaintitf was bound to prove that the own

ers of the Johnston lode had the better title.
Plaintiff, however, contends that the con
tract of October 12, 1880, and the other con~
veyances made about the same time, when
read in the light of the surrounding circum
stances, are conclusive evidence of the fol
lowing: Flrst, that the interest actually pur
chased by Chatﬁeld in the Johnston mine
was a quarter interest, and that the remain
ing fourth of Johnston's interest in the
property, which he deeded to Chatﬁcld, was
in trust; second, that this fourth interest

tinued to develop and work the ground on

was the interest referred to in the contnrct

his own account and at his own expense;

as being claimed adversely to Chatﬁeld by

that on August 4, 1sso, plaintiff discovered

certain persons; third, that the defendants
Thomson & Sayre were employed to insti
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rate the "legal proceedings" mentioned in
the contract, and were to receive as a con
tingent fee for their services in that behalf
an eighth of the Johnston mine, in case those
proceedings were successful; fourth, that
in such case Johnston was to receive the re
maining eighth of this contested quarter;
ﬁfth, that the "legal proceedings" mentioned
contemplated and included an application for
letters patent, and the acquisition of the
bgovernment title, as well as a suit of some

3 kind.
' ‘Upon the basis of the ﬁfth and last propo
sltion above stated the plaintiff contends
that it would follow that a cause of action
did not accrue to him until a patent had
been issued by the government, which did
not take place until July, 1884, and that as
plaintiff was not informed of this fact un
til some time in 1885, and as he ﬁled his
first bill against Chatﬁeld in the United
States court on August 1, 1885, he insists
that he fuiillled all the requirements of
the law with respect to diligence, and that
the defense of laches is not sustained. We
think this position, however, is founded up
on a somewhat strained interpretation of
the contract in question. It provides that
“in the event of the party of the ﬁrst part
[Chatﬁeld] prevailing and succeeding in cer
tain legal proceedings about to be instituted
and commenced by the party of the ﬁrst
part for the vesting of the legal title in
the party of the first part, against persons
who claim adversely to him an interest in
the following described property, ' ° '
that the party of the first part, upon so ac
quit-ing the title, legal and equitable, to the
said mine, by means of the legal proceed
ings so about to be commenced, doth here
by covenant and agree to and with the said
party of the second part [Johnston] to con

vey to the said party of the second part

were to perform in and about the "legal
proceedings" mentioned in the contract, and
he further testiﬂes that those services were
never performed. This is all that Chatﬁeld
appears to have done at this time in the
performance of his contract Whether, ii
suit had been begun and prosecuted to a
successful termination, a bill would have
lain before the patent was issued, it is not
necessary to decide, since it is clear that
the failure of Chatﬁeld to institute legal
proceedings within a reasonable time was a
breach of his contract, and entitled plaintiff
to treat it as at an end.
There were also signiﬁcant facts occurring
thereafter which should have put plaintiii
upon inquiry. and stimulated him to activi
ty in asserting his rights. As he was one of
the original locators, both of the Smngzler
No. 2 and the Johnston claims, he must
have known that, in any controversy be
tween them, he would have been an impor
tant witness; and the very fact that he was
not called upon indicated that the suit was
not being prosecuted, and strengthened the
inference, derivable from all the testimony,
that the claim was not then considered of
sutiicient value to warrant the institu
tion of a suit. That he was accessible as a
witness is evident from his own testimony
that he was in Thomson & Sayre‘s olilce in
1881, and was working at that time for
Chatdeld on a subcontract. The incorpora
tion of the Fulton Mining Company in 1880.
and the conveyance by Chatﬁeld, Oritten
den, and Adair of the entire property to tilt
mining company by deeds put upon record.
were wholly inconsistent with the spirit. ii
not with the letter, of the contract, and
were circumstances calculated to arouse sun
piclon, since they divested Chatﬂeld of his
interest in the mine, disabled him from in
stituting legal proceedings in his own name.

and put the ownership of the mine in the
an undivided one-eighth interest in and to
the said abovedescribed lode, which shall
be free and clear from all expense incl
dental to the litigation incident to said con

shape of capital stock, which was liable at
any time to pass into the hands of pin"

chasers who might be entirely lgllol‘imt 0!
the plaintiff's interest.

It is but just, how

templated suit.“ A compliance with this

ever, to say in this connection that Plum”
contract on Chatﬂeld’s part evidently re

quired the commencement within a reasona
ble time, and the diligent prosecution of,
a suit for the establishment of his title to
the property, since the question of adverse
claims could not be determined by the mere
application for a patent without the insti
tution of a suit, or the compromise of these
conﬂicting claims. That this was the con
struction put upon it by OhatﬂeId himself
is evident from the fact that, three days
after this contract was made, he executed
a. qultclaim deed to Thomson & Sayre of
an undivided one-eighth interest in the J’01111
ston lode for a nominal consideration of
$500. It is admitted, however, that no mon
gcy consideration was paid for this convey
a: ante, and Chattleid testiﬁes that the actual
consideration for this deed to 'l‘homson'&
Sayre was the legal services which they

seems to have been apprised of the it“

that these parties were about to associate
themselves together in forming a stock 0011*,
pany, and that the advantages of such a;

‘corporation were urged upon him. and in"
his ﬁrst bill he averred that it was under
stood that the company would convey and

transfer to him stock in such company m
the amount of his interest in the lode. and
that Chatﬁeld would hold his interest ill
trust for the plaintiff until his title to the

location had been established. 1: he use"
ed to the formation of the corporauoﬂ- “'1

to the transfer of the mine to if. he do“?!
Waived his right to reclaim an interest 11!

the mine itself. It is also a circumstance
Proper to be considered, as hearing “P011 u“;
equities of this defense, that at the time 0

the institution of this suit a large WP“

JOHNSTON 0. STANDARD MIN. 00.
non, if not a majority, of the stock in this
company had passed into the hands of par
1'?‘. €EB' : l-M i$5r?lfﬂ€

ehasers who had not been connected with
the formation of the company, and were en

ﬂrely ignorant of the Johnston-Chatﬁeld
contract.
In May, 1881, plaintiﬂ went to the ottice of
Thomson & Sayre, in Leadviile, asked how

the case was, and was informed that it was
compromised. He then told them he would
like to take the papers and copy them. They

gave them to him. He took them, and looked

-_ nw- m-un -DEQ-f;i'EL-_'Ui

them over; went down to have them copied,
but found it would cost too much, and did
not have it done. These papers were the con
tracts between Chatﬁeld and himself, Crit

tenden, Adair, and himself, and the orig
inal grubstake contract between Dunscomb,
Seaver, and himself. He must then have
been informed of the fact that the contract
of October 12, 1880, had not been recorded,
although Thomson & Sayre promised him it
should be. In 1882 it seems that he spoke
to Chattield, and said that he thought he
ought to be entitled to his interest in the
property; that they should have gone on
and contested the case; to which Chatﬁcld
replied that they had found that there was
"no shadow of a ghost to maintain his case."
Even then he did not set.
It was not until April, 1885, more than a
year after the Fulton Mining Company had
obtained a patent to the property, that he
made a formal demand upon Ohatﬂeld, and
on August 1, 1885, ﬁled his ﬁrst bill in the cir

cuit court of the United States to establish
ohis title to a quarter interest in the lode.

QThis suit does not seem to have been prose
‘cuted with'much diligence, since it was al
lowed to linger for nearly a year, and was
then dismissed, apparently, for a want of
jurisdiction appearing upon the face of the

bill. It has been frequently held that the
mere institution of a suit does not, of itself,
relieve a person from the charge of inches,
and that if he fail in the diligent prosecution
of the action the consequences are the same
as though no action had been begun. Hawes

v- Orr, 10 Bush, 437; Erhman v. Kendrick, 1
Mete. (Ky.) 149; Watson v. Wilson, 2 Dana,
406; Ferrier v. Buzick, 6 Iowa, 258; Bybee
v. Summers, 4 Or. 361.
Oh the 19th of August, 1886, a second suit
was brought in the state court, which, after
some delay, caused in part by the death of

the Dlaintitf's counsel, was dismissed because
of a defective summons under the state prao

ce.
While there is no direct or positive testi

molly that plaintiff had knowledge of what
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tiﬁ! is chargeable with such knowledge as he
might have obtained upon inquiry, provided
the facts already known by him were such as
to put upon a man of ordinary intelligence
the duty of inquiry. This principle was ap
plied at the present term of this court in
Foster v. Railway 00., 146 U. S. 88, 13 Sup.
Ct. Rep. 28. to a case where a stockholder in
a railway company sought to set aside a. sale
of the road which had taken place 10 years
before, when the facts upon which he relied
to vacate the sale were of record, and within
easy reach. See, also, Wood v. Carpenter,
101 U. S. 135, 141; Kennedy v. Green, 3
Mylne & K. 722; Buckner v. Calcote, 28 Miss.
432; Cole v. MeGlathry, 9 Me. 131; McKown
v. Whitmore, 31 Me. 448.
The duty of inquiry was all the more
peremptory, in this case, from the fact that
the property of itself was of uncertain char
aeter, and was liable, as is most mining prop
erty, to suddenly develop an enormous in
crease in value. This is actually what took
place in this case. A property which, in Oc
tober, 1880, plaintii! sold to Chatﬁeld upon

the basis of $4,800 for'the whole mine is
charged in a bill ﬁled October 21, 1887, to be
worth $1,000,000, exclusive of its accumu
lated proﬁts. Under such circumstances,
where property has been developed by the
courage and energy and at the expense of
the defendants, courts will look with dis
favor upon the claims of those who have lain
idle while awaidng the results of this doL
velopment, and will require, not only clear
proof of fraud, but prompt assertion of
plaintiff's rights. Felix v. Patrick, 145 U.
S. 317, 334, 12 Sup. Ct. Rep. 862; Hoyt v.

Latham, 143 U. S. 553, 567, 12 Sup. Ct Rep.
568; Hammond v. Hopkins, 143 U. S. 224,
12 Sup. Ct. Rep. 418; Great West Min. 00.
v. Woodmas of Alston Min. 00., 14 0010. 90,
23 Pae. Rep. 908.
The language of Mr. Justice Miller in Oil
Co. v. Marbury, 91 U. S. 587, 592, with re
gard to the ﬂuctuating value of oil wells, is

equally applicable to mining lodes: “Prop
erty worth thousands to-day is worth nothing
to-morrow; and that which to-day would sell
for a thousand dollars, at its fair value, may
by the natural changes of a week, or the
energy and courage of desperate enterprise,

in the same time be made to yield that much
every day. The injustice, therefore, is obvi
one, of permitting one holding the right to

assert an ownership in such property to vol
untarily await the event, and then decide,
when the danger which is over has been at
the risk of another, to come in and share the
proﬁt."

was taking place with respect to the title or

We think it is clear that the plaintiff did

develoDment of the property, the circum
Imnces were such as to put him upon in
qull'y; and the law is well settled that where
":0 question of inches is in issue the plain

not make use of that diligence which the cir
cumstances of the case called for, and the de
cree of the court below, dismissing his bill, is

therefore aﬂirmed.
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HOHORST v. HAMBURG—AMERICAN
PACKET 00.
(March 27, 1893.)
No. 1%.
APPEALS—FlSAL Deccan—Surname Coon-r.
A decree dismissing a bill in equity as
to one of several defendants sought to be Joint
iy charged is not a ﬁnal decree from which an
appeal may be taken to the supreme court.
Appeal from the circuit court of the Unit
ed States for the southern district of New
York. Dismissed.
S. S. Clark, for appellant.
monds, for appellee.

Walter D‘ Ed

Mr. Chief Justice FULLER delivered the
opinion of the court.
This was a bill ﬁled by Friedrich Hohorst.
a. citizen of the state of New York, “against
the Hamburg-American Packet Company,
a corporation organized and existing under
the laws of the kingdom of Hanover, em
‘263 pire of Germany, and doing business in the
city of New York; Henry R. Kunhardt,
Sr., ‘Henry R. Kunhardt, Jr., George H.
Diehl, citizens of the United States. and res‘
idents of the state of New York; and
Arend Behrens and William Kocster, citi
zens of the United States and residents of
the state of New Jersey,"—for infringement
of patent, in the circuit court of the United
States for the southern district of New
York, September 15, 1888. September 17th
the subpoena was served on Henry R.
Kunhardt, Sr., as a defendant, and as gen
eral agent of the Hamburg Company.

November 5, 1888, a general appearance
for all the defendants was ﬁled, and on De
cember 18, 1888, a demurrer on behalf of
the packet company, assigning as grounds
that the causes of action against the several
defendants were distinct and uncomiected,
and hence that the bill was multifarious,
and for want of equity. A motion was made
by complainant December 24th to amend,
and on January T. 1889, a. motion by defend
ant to dismiss. On January 28, 1889, leave
to amend was granted, and the motion to
dismiss denied, and on February 2, 1889,
the amendments were made. These consist

ed in the insertion of the word “jointly" in
the allegation of the defendants‘ infringe
ment, and also of the following allegation:
"Your orator further states that all of the
defendants above named are inhabitants
of the city and county of New York; that
the
defendant
the
Hamburg-American

Packet company 11118 its principal business
oﬂice in this country, located in the city
and county of New York; that the defend
ants Henry R. Kunhardt, Sn, Henry It,

Kumml‘dt, JR. George H. Dlehl, Arend
391119118, and William Koester are, and dur

ing the time of the infringements above set
‘01111 were. copartners under the ﬁrm name
of Kunhardt & 00., and as such copartnerg
are and were the agents and managers of

the business of the Hamburg-American
Packet Company in this country, and have
their principal business oﬂice as such local,
ed in the city and county of New York, and
that the said infringements were committal
in the prosecution of such business, and .11]

the defendants have co'operatcd and pal
ticipated in all the said acts and infringe
ments."
‘
On February 16, 1889, defendant lhuni,
burg Company served'noiice of ﬁnal bearing‘
upon the bill of complaint and demurrer,
and on February 21st a notice was given
of a motion that the appearance entered
on behalf of the Hamburg Company be
changed from a general appearance into a
special appearance, and the service of sub
poena made upon that defendant beset
aside, and the bill of complaint dismissed as
against the company, because of lack of in
risdiction of the court over its person.
In April, 1889, an order was granted that
unless complainant withdrew his amended
complaint as to the defendant company.
and stipulated to go to trial as to said de
fondant on the original bill of complaint,
the notice of appearance should be, and was
thereby, amended into a special appearance.
and the service of the subpoena set aside,
and the bill of complaint dismissed as
against said company. 38 Fed. Rep. 273.
On April 11, 1889, the notice of appear
ance was amended accordingly, subpoenaset
aside, and the bill of complaint dismimed
as against the company; whereupon com
plainant appealed to this court.
So far as appears from the record, the
suit is still pending and undetermined as
against the codefendants of the company.
We are of opinion, therefore, that this air
peril cannot be maintained, because the do
cree rendered in favor of the company Wis
not a ﬁnal decree.

1n U. s. v. Girault, 11 How. 22, 32. whlch
was a writ of error to review a judiilnem
rendered by the circuit court of the United
States in Mississippi in favor of some of the

defendants only, in an action on a bond. 101"‘
ing the suit undlsposed of as agﬂlnst one ‘1*
fendant, this court would not reverse '1}?
judgment according to the practice in Mli‘

sissippi, but dismissed the writ of error; {1115
Mr. Justice Nelson, delivering the Olllmoll
said: “The practice in this court. in C11?”

the judgment or decree is not ﬁnal, 15 t° ‘hi’
miss the writ of error or appeal 101' “am
of jurisdiction, and remand it to 111: coll"
below to be further proceeded ill

3m‘

cnlfe's Case, 11 Coke, 38, was cited‘ “hm
it was held that a record of the 60mm}:
pleas
bench could
before
notthe
be whole
removedmatter
into the
W115 2f

termined in the common pleas, as n “a;
entire, and could not be in both 00mm’:
the same time; and also Peet \'- MQGN"
21 Wend. 667, wherein Mr. Justice M150";

then chief justice of New York. declared ‘11;,
a case could not be sent up in fragments '
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l succession of writs of error. Again, in
Holcombe v. McKusick, 20 How. 552, it was
said: "It is the settled principle of this
court, and the same in the king's bench in

England, that the writ will not lie until the
whole of the matters in controversy in the

suit below are disposed of. The writ itself

‘xi

n
H H E E 'E-HEP'

is conditional, and does not authorize the
court below to send up the case, unless all
the matters between the parties to the rec
ord have been determined."
The same rule is applicable to an appeal
in admiralty, (Dayton v. U. S.. 131 U. S.
Append. lxxx.,) and in equity, (Frow v. De
la Vega, 15 Wall. 552, 554.) In the latter
case it was held that a ﬁnal decree on the
merits cannot be made separately against
one of several defendants upon a joint
charge against all, where the case is still
pending as to the others. It is true that

for writ of mandamus to the judges of tho
circuit court to command them to take ju
risdiction against the company upon the bill.
The ground on which our jurisdiction was
invoked was the inadequacy of any other
remedy, and it was argued that, as the cause
could proceed as to the other defendants,
no ﬁnal judgment could be entered upon the
order of the circuit court, and no appeal
taken therefrom.
Under the circumstances this appeal must
be dismissed for want of Jurisdiction, and it

is so ordered.
=

(148 U. S. 255)

PENNSYLVANIA CO. v. BENDEIL
(March 20,‘ 1893.)

No. 1,142.

Rnuovu. or CAusns-Divnnss Crrrzsxsmr—
Puocnnonn—Arrnan.
cree pro confesso against one of several de~
1. Under the removal acts, an allegation
feudants, and a ﬁnal decree had been made
showing diverse "residence" is not equivalent
to an allegation of diverse “citizenship,” and is
absolute against him, whereupon the court
insulﬁcient to show federal jurisdiction.
proceeded to try the issues made by the an
2. Under the act of 1887, (24 St. at Large,
swers of the other defendants, and dismissed
11. 552, § 2,)
complainant's bill; but this attitude of the
mere entry _m n federal court ﬁnding the eti
tion, aﬂidavit, and bond for removal suﬂicient.
case illustrated and required the application
The proper procedure is to obtain an order of
of the general rule.
removal from the federal court, ﬁle that order
In Withenbury v. U. S., 5 Wall. 819, it was In the state court, and take a transcript there
from‘Y and ﬁle it in the federal court.
decided that where a decree in a prize cause
8.
state appellate court is not required
disposed of the whole matter in dispute upon
on a writ of error, to examine a transcript of
a claim ﬁled by particular parties, which
the record of a federal circuit court, which was
was ﬁnal as to them and their rights. and
no part of the record in the trial court, for the
ﬁnal also, so far as the claimants and their purpose of showing that the cause was in fact
removed to the federal court before the trial.
rights were concerned, as to the United
Ix'anouso v. Martin, 15 How. 198, distin-,
States, it was ﬁnal; while in Montgomery
guished.
v. Anderson, 21 How. 386, where the district
in error to the supreme court of the state
court of the United States sitting in admi
of Ohio.
ralty decreed that a sum of money was due,
On motion to dismiss the writ of error.
but the amount to be paid was dependent
Granted.
upon other claims that might be established,
250
Statement by Mr. Justice BREWER:
it was held that such a decree was not ﬁnal.

there a default had been entered with a de~

‘On September 12, 1887, the defendant in’
.6 There are cases in equity in which a de
§cree, disposing of every ground of conten
‘tion between the parties except as to‘the
ascertainment of an amount in a. matter
separable from the other subjects of contro
versy. and relating only to some of the dc
fcudauts, may be treated as ﬁnal, though
retained for the determination of such sev

erable matter. Hill v. Railroad 00., 140 U.
S. 52, 11 Sup. Ct. Rep. 690. But this case
presents no such aspect Complainant in
Sisted, by his amended bill, that the al

lcged liability was joint, and that "all the de
fendants have co-operated and participated
in all the said acts and infringements."

In Ex parte Shaw, 145 U. S. 444, 12

Sun. Ct. Rep. 935, a bill was ﬁled against
the mining company and others in the cir

cuit court of the United States for the
Bouthern district of New York, and serv
ice of subpoena was made upon the secretary
of the company. The company appeared spe

daily, and moved for an order to set aside
the service, which was granted. whereupon

Wmiilaluant applied to this court by petition

error ﬁled his petition in the court of'corn
mon pleas of Holmes county, Ohio, to recover
from the defendant, the Pennsylvania Com
pany, the sum of $10,000. On October 3d
the defendant answered. On March 2, 1888,
it ﬁled a petition for removal to the United
States circuit court for the northern dis-trim
of Ohio. On March 24th a motion was made
to strike this petition from the ﬁles, which
on March 27th was sustained. At the May
term, 1888, a trial was had, ‘both parties ap
pearlng. A verdict was returned by the jury
for $6,000, upon which judgment was duly
entered. Thereafter a petition in error was
ﬁled in the circuit court of Holmes county to
reverse such judgment. To this petition in
error were attached two transcripts. one of
the record in the court of common pleas, and
the other of a certain journal entry of the
circuit court 01' the United States for the
northern district: of Ohio. This journal entry
was as follows:
"George S. Bender, Administrator. vs. The
Pennsylvania Company.
Law.
Tuesday,
March 6, 1888. This day came on to be
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heard the petition of the defendant for an
order for the removal of this case from the
court of common pleas of Hohnes county,
Ohio, and, it appearing to the court that the
defendant has ﬁled in this court its petition,

bond, and aiiidavit under the 2d section of
the act of congress of March 3, 1887, en
titled ‘An act to determine the jurisdiction
of circuit courts of the United States and to
regulate the removal of causes from state
courts, and for other purposes,‘ &c., from
which it appears to the court that said sﬁi
davit is in compliance with said 2d section
of said not of congress, and that said bond
is sufiiclent and satisfactory, and that said
defendant, by its petition, afiidavit, and bond,

has shown that it is entitled

to remove

cause to this court."
In that court a motion was made to strike
the petition in error from the ﬁles, which
l-motion was sustained. Thereupon the de

§fem1ant ﬁled its petition in error in the su
' preme'conrt of the state to reverse this rui
ing. On May 17, 1892, that court sustained
the ruling of the circuit court, and aﬁlrmcd
the Judgment to reverse which judgment of
aﬂlrmance plaintiff in error sued out a writ
of error from thisgcourt. The case is now
submitted on a motion to dismiss.
L. R, Crltchﬁeld, for the motion.

Lucien

L. Gilbert and J. R. Carey, opposed.
Mr. Justice BREWER, after stating the
facts in the foregoing language, delivered the
opinion of the court.

demurrer to a petition makes a judgment!

Such an order is simply an adjudication of:
the right of the plaintiff to a‘judgmcnt Up.‘
on it alone execution cannot issue. There
must be a. judgment, or, in other words, an
order based upon the determination of the
right A mere ﬁnding that the party is en
titled to a removal is no order, and does not

of itself work the removaL
There is a diﬂerence between the act of
1887 and earlier statutes in respect to the
provisions for removals. Thus, in the act
immediately prion—that of 1875,-the [up
ceedings were these: The party desiring to
remove ﬁled in the state court his petition
and bond, which, being done, the act pro
vided that “it shall then be the duty of the
state court to accept said petition and bond,
and proceed no further in uch suit,“ and
also that upon the ﬁling of the copy of the
record in the circuit court of the United
States "the cause shall then proceed in the
same manner as if had been originally oom
menced in the said circuit court." Under
that statute the proceedings were had in the
state court—proceedings, therefore, of which
it had knowledge; and the speciﬁc provision
was that upon the ﬁling of a. suﬁlcient pe
tltion and bond the state court should accept
them, and proceed no further. No adjudica
tion by the state court of the suﬁiciency of
the petition and bond was essential, no fail
ure of such adjudication prevented a. remov

al, and yet the state court had a 118mm
examine and see whether the petition and
bond wore suﬁicient. As said in Removal

So far as the record of the case in the

Cases, 100 U. S. 457, 474, "we fully recoi

court of common pleas is concerned, there is
obviously no error, and no semblance of a
federal question. The petition there ﬁled for
removal was manifestly defective. It simply
alleged that the plaintiff was a resident of
the state of Ohio, and did not show his citi
zenship. In the petition in error ﬁled in the
circuit court no complaint was made of the
order of the court of common pleas, striking
out this ‘petition for removal. Looking, there
fore, only at the record of the court of com
mon pleas, as it was presented to the circuit

nize the principle heretofore asserted in

court, there was but one thing that it could
do, and that was to afﬁrm the judgment
The contention, however, of the plaintii!

in error, is that the order made in the United
States court prior to the trial in the common
pleas operated, by virtue of the act of con
cross of March 3, 1887, to oust the common
pleas court jurisdiction, and remove the case
to the federal court, and that, therefore, the
subsequent proceedings of trial and judgment
were comm non judice and void.
But no order of removal was made by the
federal court. The journal entry, which is
certiﬁed by the clerk to be the entire entry,
is simply a ﬁnding that the application for
removal is suﬁicient, and such as entitles the
defendant to remove the cause to the federal
court. But such ﬁnding does not remove the
case, any more than an order overruling a

many cases, that the state court is not i?
quired to let go its jurisdiction until a case
is made which upon its face shows that the
petitioner can remove the cause, as a mailer
of right."

The act of 1887 (volume 24, p. 552, i z) ‘5'
tnblishes a dltferent procedure, as followsi

"Any defendant * ' ' may rem“ Such
suit into the circuit court of the United
States, for the proper district, ' ' ' when
it shall be made to appear to said claim!
court that, from prejudice or local influence,

he will not be able to obtain justice in 511631
state court." There is no speciﬁc dedﬁia'
tion when proceedings in the state 0011"

shall stop. The right to a removal is at‘:

termined ‘by the federal court, and we“?
mined upon'evidence satisfactory to it. When

it is satisﬁed that the conditions exist the
defendant may remove. How? The limp"
way is for him to obtain an order from the

federal court for the removal. ﬁle that ordvr
in the state court, and take from it 1: H1111‘

script, and ﬁle it in the federal court. It
may be said that these steps are not in
terms, prescribed by the statute. Th11t is

true; and also true that no speciﬁc Prowl“0
is named. The language, simply. is that 8;;
defendant may remove when he has saiisﬂ t

the federal court of the existence of suﬁiclml
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prejudice. The statute being silent, the gen

eral rules in respect to the transfer of cases
from one court to another must obtain.

If

the order of one court is to stay the action
of another, the latter is entitled to notice. If
a case is to pass from one court to another,
this is done by ﬁling a transcript of the rec
crd of the one in the other. Virginia v. Paul,
148 U. S. -—, 13 Sup. Ct. Rep. 536. Such
orders and transfers are generally in appel
late proceedings, yet something of the same
kind is appropriate and necemary, in the or
derly administration of affairs, to transfer,
by order of the federal court, a case from
the state court to itself. Certainly this stat
ute does not abolish the law of comity which
controls the relations of the courts of two
sovereignties exercising jurisdiction within

the same territorial limits, nor does it abro
gate the duty of counsel to seasonably ad
vise the courts of which they are counsel of
any matter which, if known, would prevent
an erroneous exercise oi‘ jurisdiction. At any
rate, it these exact steps are not requisite,
something equivalent thereto is. If there had

transcript of those proceedings was sent to
the appellate court; but that court, holding
that they were not, under the statutes of
New York, technically a part of the record,
refused to consider them, and aﬂirmed the
judgment. On a writ of error from this court
the judgment was reversed, and it was held
that although those matters were not techni
cally a part of the record according to the
statutes of New York, yet that the act of
congress granting the right of removal was
binding upon all the courts 01' the states, and
that, if the proceedings were sufficient under
that statute for removal, it was the duty of
the appellate court to disregard the state
limitation, and inspect the removal proceed
lngs. In its opinion, on page 208, this court
said:
“But it is objected that this is a writ of
error k) the superior court, and that by the

local law of New York that court could not-r
consider this error in the proceedings of the?

‘court 01.‘ common pleas, because it did not‘
appear upon the record, which, according to
the law of the state, consisted only of the
declaration, the evidence of its service, the
entry of the appearance of the defendant,
State of Ohio of 1890 contain these sections: the rule to plead, and the judgment for want
of a plea, and the assessment of damages,
"Sec. 6709. A Judgment rendered, or ﬁnal
and that these proceedings, under the act of
order made, by the common pleas court,
congress, not being part of this technical
may be reversed, vacated. or modiﬁed by the
record, no error could be assigned upon them
circuit court for errors appearing on the rec
in the superior court. This appears to have
0rd.
been the ground upon which the superior
"Sec. 6710. A judgment rendered, or ﬁnal
court rested its decision. That it was cor
order made, by the circuit court, any court
rect, according to the common and statute
Qof common pleas, probate court, or the su
gilerior court of any city or county, may be law of the state of New York, may be con
ceded. But the act of congress which con
'reversed'vacated, or modiﬁed by the su
fcrred on the defendant the privilege 01.‘ re
preme court, on petition in error, for errors
moval, and pointed out the mode in which
appearing on the record."
it was to be claimed, is a law binding upon
And these provisions are in accord with
all the courts of that state; and it that act
the general rule in reference to the scope of

been more attention paid to these matters in

removal proceedings, there would have been
less imitation prevailing in state tribunals at
nmovals.
But. again, the Revised Statutes of the

Inquiry in a reviewing court. Now, the rec
0rd of the common pleas court dlclosed no
order of removal, no steps essential thereto.
Obviously, upon that record, as heretofore

5316, the circuit court could do nothing but
aﬂlrm the judgment. The record of another
court was presented and invoked to compel

a decision that there was error in the pro
ceedings oi' the common pleas court; and in

support or this contention the case of Kan
01156 v. Martin. 15 How. 198, is cited.

In

that case it appeared that a suit was com
menced in the court of common pleas for

the city and county of New York. The de
fendant ﬁled a petition and bond for removal.

The court of common pleas denied his peti~
‘1011, and proceeded to try the case. Judg
ment having been rendered against him, he
took the case to an appellate state court.

The record which was sent up did not in
clude the removal proceedings; they being
matters which the statutes of New York state

did not authorize to be incorporated into, and
v.13s.c._38

both rendered the judgment of the court of
common pleas erroneous, and, in effect, gave
the defendant a right to assign that error,
though the proceeding did not appear on the
technical record, then by force of that act
oi! congress the superior court was bound to
disregard the technical objection, and inspect
these proceedings."

But all that that case decided was that
when the statute of the state fails to make
certain proceedings had in the trial court a
part of the record for review in the appellate
court, a law of congress which gives a spe
ciﬁc effect to those proceedings, if suﬁicient
in form, compels an examination of them in
the appellate court, in order that it may be
there determined whether the trial court im
properly refused to give the due eﬂect to
them. Or, to state it in other words, the act
of congress broadens the technical rule of

the state statute so as to include in the
record other proceedings actually had in the
trial court. But that case does not decide
that an appellate and reviewing court must
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examine other than the proceedings of the
court whose Judgment is sought to be re
viewed. See upon this question the case
of Goodenough Horseshoe Manuf’g Co. v.
Rhode Island Horseshoe Co., decided by this
court in 1877, and reported in 24 Lawy. Co

op. Ed. 368.
The motion to dismiss must be sustained.

==
(148 U. S. 266)

COLUMBUS WATCH CO. et ai. v. ROB
BINS et al.
(March 27, 1893.)

No. 1,242.
Cmcurr Couar or APPEALS—CERTIFICATE 10 Su
rasns Couar—Rsquns'r r01: Iss'raucrlos—Sur
rxcisscr.
A certiﬁcate of the circuit court of ap
peals which asserts that, as its judgment “dif
fers from that of a co-ordinate court, the in
struction of the supreme court is requested
upon the question," is essentially defective,
since it neither speciﬁcally sets forth the ques
tion to be answered nor statcs that instruction
is gesired for the proper decision of such ques

lO .
On a certiﬁcate from the United States
circuit court of appeals for the sixth circuit.
In equity. Bill by Royal E. Robbins and
Thomas M. Avery, trustees, against the Co
lumbus Watch Company, David Green, and
William J. Savage, for infringement of a.
patent. The circuit court, after a. ﬁnal hear
ing, entered the usual interlocutory decree,
sustaining the validity of the patent, declar
ing infringement, directing an injunction per
petual in form, and referring the cause to a
master to take an account of damages and
proﬁts. 50 Fed. Rep. 545. From this inter
locutory decree an appeal was taken to the
circuit court of appeals under section 7 of
the judiciary act of March 3, 1891. In that
court the parties united in an application re
questing the court to hear and ﬁnally de
termine the merits of the controversy re~
lating to the validity of the patent, and for
the infringement of the same. That court
held, however, that, on an appeal under
section 7, its power was limited to dctermln~
ing the question whether the injunction was
providently granted in the exercise of a,
legal discretion, and that it could have no
jurisdiction to render a decision on the
other questions, even at the request of.’ both
parties. See 52 Fed. Rep. 337. But in view
of the fact that a dlderent conclusion had
apparently bccn reached by the circuit
court of appeals for the ﬁfth circuit in Jones
Co. v. Munger Manufg Co., 50 Fed. Rep.
785, 1 C. C. A. 668, it certiﬁed the question
to the supreme court. Certiﬁcate dismissed.

James Watson and M. D. Lcggett, for 51p.

vellum-s

Lysandcr Hill, Geo. s. Pl'illdle,

sand Frederick P. Fish, for appellees.

The record in this case consists of the fol,
lowing certiﬁcate, signed on the 10th day
of October, 1802, by the judges then holding
the circuit court of appeals for thc sixth
circuit:
"This cause comes before this court by an
appeal from the decree of the circuit court
of the United States for the eastern (il
vision of the southern district of Ohio,
sustaining the letters patent of the ap
pellees, and declaring that the appellants
have infringed said letters patent, and di
recting the issue of a perpetual injunction,
and ordering the statement or an account
of proﬁts and damages.
“The transcript presented to this court
shows that the appeal was taken lmmedir
ateiy from said decree, before accounting
was had.
Both parties desired that this
court should give a full hearing on the merits
of said decree, so far as relate to the validl
ty of the patent and infringement, and
should enter a ﬁnal decree in this court
thereon, the parties agreeing between them
selves to suspend accounting until the dc;
cision of this court can be had. This courts
however,~cannot ﬁnd that they have, under’
the seventh section of the act creating
United States circuit appellate courts, juris‘
diction to grant such a hearing and enter
such a ﬁnal decree as is asked, because

said decree of the circuit court is only in
interlocutory decree. and presents on appcal.
under section 7, only the question whether
the decree for an injunction, interlocutory
in fact, however ﬁnal in form, was in
providently granted in the legal discretion

of the court, and involves only incidentally
the question of the validity of the pntcnl

and the infringement complained of- The
circuit court of appeals for the ﬁfth circuit
under similar circumstances, after iistcuinil
to adverse argument, in Jones 00. v. M11118?’

Manuf‘g 00., 50 Fed. Rep. 785, 1 C

‘L

668, held that said section 7 gave 111115?“
tion to the court. on agreement of parties.
to render a ﬁnal decree on the merits of
the validity and infringement of the Dale!"

involved. As the Judgment of this court
differs from that of a coordinate court we
instruction of the supreme court is respect
fully requested upon the question.

"It is therefore ordered that a copy he”
of, certiﬁed under the seal of the 00m‘ b”
transmitted to the clerk of the Supreme
court of the United States."

By section 6 of the judiciary act of March
3, 1891, establishing circuit courts Offlp'

peals, (20 St. p. 826, c. 511,) it is provided
that the judgments

or decrees of in“;

courts shall be ﬁnal in certain euumefilt
classes of cases, and, among them in

t

cascs arising under the patent laws, but in‘;
in such cases the circuit court 0f 1199631‘;
may certify to “the supreme court of c

United States any questions or Proposiﬂ"i‘l‘]'_
N

' ‘Mr. Chief Justice FULLER delivered the
opinion or the court.

of law concerning which it desires The

‘struction of that court for its Prop" (
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E
cision. And thereupon the supreme court
may either give its instruction on the ques
tions and propositions certiﬁed to it, which
shall be binding upon the circuit court of
appeals in such case, or it may require that
the whole record and cause may be sent

up to it for its consideration. and thereupon

_ "p,_~i_rg iuﬂi_ﬁlz'lﬁu'
E~f¥ii=

shall decide the whole matter in controversy
in the same manner as it it had been brought
there for review by writ of error or appeal."
G
N
¢ And it is also provided, in respect of cases
0 in which the judgments and decrees of the
circuit courts of appeals are made ﬁnal, that
"it shall be competent for the supreme court
to require, by certiorari or otherwise, any
such case to ‘be certiﬁed to the supreme
court for its revision and determination. with
the same power and authority in the case
as if it had been carried by appeal or writ
of error to the supreme court." Thus, in
the interest of jurisprudence and uniform
ity of decision. the supervision of this court,
by way of advice or direct revision, is so
cured. In re Woods, Petitioner, 143 U. S.
202, 12 Sup. Ct. Rep. 417; Lau 0w Bew,
Petitioner, 141 U. S. 583, 12 Sup. Ct. Rep.

43; Id., 144 U. S. 47, 58, 12 Sup. Ct. Rep.
517.
In order, however, to invoke the exercise
of our Jurisdiction in the instruction of the
circuit courts of appeals as to the proper
decision of questions or propositions of law
arising in the classes of cases mentioned,
it is necessary that such questions or prop
ositions should be clearly and distinctly cer

titled, and that the certiﬁcate should show
that the instruction of this court as to their
proper decision is desired.
It was long ago settled under the stat
utes authorizing questions upon which two

Judges of the circuit court were divided
in opinion to be certiﬁed to this court, that
each question so certiﬁed must be a distinct
point or proposition of law, clearly stated,
so that it could be deﬁnitely answered,
(Perkins v. Hart, 11 Wheat. 237; Sadler v.
Hoover, 7 How. 646; Jewell v. Knight, 123
U. S. 426, 432, 8 Sup. Ct. Rep. 193; Asso
ciation v. Wickham, 128 U. S. 426, 9 Sup.
Ct. Rep. 113,) and that, if it appeared upon
the record that no division of opinion ac
tually existed among the judges of the cir
cult court, this court would not consider
a question as certiﬁed, even though it were
certiﬁed in form, (‘Railroad Co. v. ‘Write,
101 U. S. 98; Webster v. Cooper. 10 How.

of appeais'for another circuit had reached?
the opposite conclusion, under similar cir
cumstances, the request for instruction is
preferred.
\Vhiie the fact that the circuit court of
appeals for one circuit has rendered a dif
ferent judgment from that of the circuit
court of appeals for another, under the
same conditions, might furnish ground for
a certiorari, on proper application, the as
sertion of the existence of such difference,
and of the wish that it might be deter
mined by this court, is not equivalent to the
expression of a desire for instruction as
to the proper decision of a speciﬁc quetion
or questions requiring determination in the
proper disposition of the particular case.
The diil’erence can only exist when the
courts have actually reached contradictory
results, but each must proceed to its own
judgment, 1mless such grave doubts arise
as to induce the conviction that this court
should be resorted to for their solution in
the manner provided for.
As, in our judgment, this certiﬁcate is not
in compliance with the statute, we must
decline to certify any opinion upon the mat
ters involved, and direct the cause to be

dismissed.
=

(148 U. S. 301)

CAMERON v. UNITED STATES.
(March 27, 1893.)
No. 42.
Punmc L.mns—U.\‘1..\wrrn INCLOSURES—SUMMARY
PROCEEDINGS — COLOR 0? TITLE —- Maxie/is
Gnu-rs.
LA civil suit, instituted, under Act of
Februar 25, 1885, (23 St. p. 321,) in the name
of the lynited States, against persons inclosmg
public lands, for the destruction of such mclo
sure. is a summary proceeding in the nature

of a suit in equity for abatement, and defend
nut is not entitled to a Jury trial.
2. This statute was only intended to pre
vent mere trespassers from inclosiug public
lands. and in a proceeding thereunder it is a
sullicient defense to show that the lands in
closed are not public lands, or that defendant
had color of title acquired in good faith.
_
claim to land by certain boundaries
under a Mexican grant of “tour s uare leagues
of land in the place called ‘San
afael de la
Zanjn,’" the limits to be designated by_ stone

monuments. is a claim under_ color of title, it
appearing that such designation was actually
made; that judicial possession was delivered

in pursuance thereof; and that, though the
surveyor general, on application for c0nﬁrn1a~
tion of the grant, has reported in favor_of lim~

54; Nesmith v. Sheldon, 6 How. 41.)

iting it to four square leagues, the claim and

We regard the certiﬁcate before us as es
sentially detective. It docs not speciﬁcally
set forth the question or questions to be an
swered, and, apart from that, it does not
state that instruction is desired for the prop
er decision of such question or questions.
011 the contrary, it appears therefrom that
the court had arrived at a conclusion, noth

report are still pending undetermined before
congress. 21 Pac. Rep. 177, reversed.
4. \Vhere. under such circumstances, a por
tion of the lands is occupied under a claim of
title to all within the boundaries thus hxcd, It
cannot be regarded as part of the public lands
of the United States: for it is the settled pol
icy of the government to protect all claims to
land, though founded on an inchoate pr imper
fect title, until their validity is determined by a
competent tribunal.
_
5. Color of title exists wherever there is a
reasonable doubt regarding the validity of an
apparent title, whether the doubt arises from

ing doubting, (for reasons, we may remark,
given in its opinion reported in 52 Fed.

Rea 337,) but that, because the circuit court
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the circumstances under which the land is held,

In his answer the defendant denied ingen

the identity of the land conveyed, or the con
struction of the instrument under which the
party in possession claims tltle._
6. No change of policy in this respect as to
Arizona is to be inferred from the fact that the
provision in the act (10 St. at Large. p. 308)
establishing the oiﬁce of surveyor_general for
New Mexico, (then including Arlzoua,) that
“until the ﬁnal action of congress on such
claims all lands covered thereby shall be re
served from sales or other disposals by the
government, and shall not be_subJect to the do
nations granted by the prevlous provisions of
this act,’ was omitted from the act (16 St. at
Large, p. 230) establishing the same oﬂice for
Arizona, especially as the sundry clvll appro
priation act for the same year (16 St. at Large,
p. 304) provides that the surveyor general of
Arizona shall have all the powers and perform
all the duties enjoined upon the surveyor gen
eral of New Mexico.

eral terms the allegations of the complaint,
and in an amendment thereto set up a
Mexican grant of May 15, 1825, to one

Romero and other citizens of Santa Cruz;

Mr. Chief Justice Fuller dissenting.
Appeal from the supreme court of the
territory of Arizona.

Suit by the United States under Act Feb.
25, 1885, (23 St. p. 321,) against Colin
Cameron for the destruction of an inclosure
of public lands. Judgment for complainant.
21 Pac. Rep. 177. Defendant appeals Re
versed.
Statement by Mr. Justice BROWN:
This case was originally instituted by the
ﬁling of a complaint by the United States
in the district court of the ﬁrst judicial dis
trict of the territory of Arizona to compel
the removal by the defendant, Cameron, of
a wire fence, by which it was alleged he had
lnclosed about 800 acres of public lands
"without any title or claim or color of title
acquired in good faith thereto, and without
having ﬁrst made application to acquire
title thereto, or any part thereof, according
to law." The proceeding was taken under
an act of congress of February 25, 1885,
(23 St. p. 321,) to prevent the unlawful oc
cupancy of public lands. The first section
of the act reads as follows: "All inclosures
“of any public lands in any state or territory
I9:0! the United States. heretofore or to be

' hereafter made, erected, or constructed by
any person, ' ' ' to any of which land
included within the lnclosure the person
' ' ' making or controlling the inciosuro
had no claim or color of title made or ac
quired in good faith, or an asserted right
thereto by or under claim, made in good
faith, with a view to entry thereof at the
proper land oﬂice under the general laws
of the United States at the time any such
lnclosure was or shall be made, are hereby
declared to be unlawful, and the main
tenance, erection, construction, or control of
any such inclosure is hereby forbidden and
prohibited; and the assertion of a right
to the exclusive use or occupancy of any
part of the public lands of the United States
in any state or any of the territories of the
United States without claim, color of title
or asserted right, as above speciﬁed, as td

mclosure, is likewise declared unlawful
and hereby prohibited.”

'

the death of Romero in 1873; the purchase
by Alfred A. Green of the interest of his
heirs in the grant; the sale by Green to
one Rollin R. Richardson of an undivided
nine tenths of Green’s interest upon certain
terms and conditions expressed in the con
tract; the entry by Richardson upon the
land, claiming the right to the possession
thereof; the sale by Richardson to the de
fendant, Cameron, of all his interest in the
land, and the assignment of his contract
with Green, whereby the defendant became
the equitable owner of the said undivided
nine-tenths interest, and “is in the posses
sion thereof, and entitled to be in possession
thereof." The answer further averted that
an application was then pending before con~
gress for the conﬁrmation of this grant;
that the some had been examined by tho
surveyor general of Arizona, who had re
ported it to be a valid grant, and recom
mended that it be conﬁrmed to the represent
atives of Romero and his associates to the
extent of four square leagues, but defend
ant claimed that it should be conﬁrmed,
to the exterior boundaries thereof, as setj
forth and described in the origlnal'expe‘
dlente. Upon the trial the court found the

issues in favor of the United States; de
creed the inciosure to be of public lands.
and therefore unlawful; and rendered a
special judgment in the terms of the act

that the fence be removed by the defendant
within five days, and, in default of his so

doing, that the some be destroyed by 91°
United States marshal.
Defendant thereupon appealed to the so

preme court of the territory, by which "19

judgment was aﬂirmed. 21 Pac. RED-177
Defendnnt was then allowed an appeal to
this court.

Rochester Ford and Joe. 0. Carter. for
appellant. Sol. Gen. Aldrich and Wm- H
Barnes, for the United States.

Mr. Justice BROWN, after stating "19
facts in the foregoing language. delivered the
opinion of the court.
This case was originally dismissed “poll

the ground that the question at issue be
tween the parties being the fact whether

defendant had claim or color of title to ill!

lands in question, acquired in good iii-m“
there was no evidence of the value of such
claim or color of title, even if tho @111"
were capable of pecuniary estimatloﬂv 01

which the court expressed a doubt. 146 U
S. 533, 13 Sup. Ct. Rep. 184.

The case was subsequently reinstated “P
on it being made to appear that the b16108“);
tract contained 1,200 acres; that defelldfln
had been engaged since 1883 m the mm
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nesg of grazing cattle upon this grant and
the lands adjacent thereto; that his fence
inclosed and controlled the only unap
propn'atcd water in a section of grazing
country embracing not less than 100 square
miles; that without such fence the use and

control of the inclosed land and water
would be of no use to him; that if he had
not the ability to maintain the fence, the

land and water would be at once seized and
appropriated by other persons, and defend
ant‘s cattle driven and kept away; that he

Owould be unable to conduct his cattle busi
vness in this‘section; and that the possession,
use, and occupation of such inclosure ex

ceeds the value of $10,000. These facts

L§§§EEEE

make a wholly different showing, and the
case is, therefore, properly before us on its
merits.
1. A preliminary objection is made by the
appellee to the consideration of the case upon
the ground that the proceeding is in the na
ture of a common-law action; that it was
tried without the intervention of a jury, and
without a stipulation waiving a trial by jury;
that the supreme court of Arizona could not
properly consider any of the matters raised
by the bill of exceptions, nor can this court
do so; that all the supreme court could do
was to aﬂlrm the Judgment of the district
court; and that all this court can do is to af
iirm the judgment of the supreme court of
Arizona.
By section 2 of the act of Feb
ruary 25, 1885, under which this prosecution
was commenced, the district attorney was
given authority “to institute a civil suit in
the proper ' ' ' territorial district court

in the name of the United States, and against

ai99“
r-‘if’.

the parties named or described who shall be
in charge of or controlling the inclosure com
plained of as defendants; and jurisdiction is
also hereby conferred on any ' ' * ter
ritoriai district court having jurisdiction over
the locality where the land inclosed, or any

part thereof, shall be situated, to hear and
determine proceedings in equity, by writ of
injunction, to restrain violations of the pro
visions of this act * ’ ' In any case, if
the inclosure shall be found to be unlawful,
the court shall make the proper order, judg
ment, or decree for the destruction of the
inclosure in a summary way, unless the in
closurc shall be removed by the defendant
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of ejectment or trespass to oust the intruders.
The proceeding contemplated by this act
is more nearly analogous to the summary
remedies provided for the enforcement of
mechanics’ liens, considered by this court in
Implement Co. v. Bradbury, 132 U. S. 509,
10 Sup. Ct. Rep. 177, or the special proceed
ings under the territorial statutes of Utah,
discussed in Stringfeilow v. Gain, 99 U. S.
610; Cannon v. Pratt, Id. 619; Neslin v. Wells,
104 U. S. 428; Gray v. Howe, 108 U. S. 12,
1 Sup. Ct. Rep. 136; and in Ely v. Railroad
00., 129 U. S. 291, 9 Sup. Ct. Rep. 293, ap
pealed from the supreme court of Arizona.
In these cases the validity of special statu
tory proceedings of this description was sus—
tained, and in Hecht v. Boughton, 105 U. S.
235, it was held that under the act of April
7. 1874, (18 St. pt. 3, p. 27,) an appeal was
the only proceeding by which this court could
review the judgment or decree of a terri
torial court in a case where there was not a
trial by jury.
The practice pursued in this case con
formed to the territorial statutes of Arizona,
which provide for a waiver by oral consent
in open court of a trial by jury in actions
arising upon contract, and, with the assent
of the court, in other cases. The case is not
governed by section 649 of the Revised Stat
utes.
2. The act of congress which forms the
basis of this proceeding was passed in view
of a practice which had become common in
the western territories of inclosing large
areas of lands of the United States by asso
ciations of cattle ralscrs, who were mere
trespassers, without shadow of title to such
lands, and surrounding them by barbed wire
fences, by which persons desiring to become
settlers upon such lands were driven or
frightened away, in some cases by threats or
violence. The law was, however, never in
tended to operate upon persons who had
taken possession under a. bona ﬁde claim or

color of title; nor was it intended that, in
a proceeding to abate a fence erected in good
faith, the legal validity of the defendant's

title to the land should be put in issue. It is
a suilicient defense to such a proceeding to
show that the lands inclosed were not publicg

lands of the United States, or that defendant,‘

Present the only common-law remedy availa

had'claim or color of title, made or acquired’
in good faith, or an asserted right thereto by
or under claim made in good faith, with a
view to entry thereof at the proper land
oiilce under the general laws of the United
States. As the question whether the lands
inclosed by the defendant in this case were
public lands of the United States depends
upon the question whether he had claim or
color of title to them, the two questions may
be properly considered together.
Defendant justiﬁed under an expedlente of
the Mexican government which appears to
have been obtained in the following manner:
On July 19, 1821, Don Manuel Busﬂllo ap

his to the United States would be an action

plied to the governor intendente of Sonora

within ﬁve days after the order of the court."
It is a suﬂicient answer to this objection of

the government to say that this is not a com
mon-law action, but a summary proceeding,
more in the nature of a suit in equity, and

that the decree provided by the act for the
abatement of the inclosure is unknown to
an action at common law as administered in

this country. Proceedings by assize of nul
5111109 and by writquod permittat prosternere

have been abolished by statute in England,
"and are now obsolete, if ever used, in this

‘country? 3 Bi. Comm. 221. In cases like the
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and Sinaloa, to purchase at auction four
square leagues of land for the raising of
stock at the placed named “De la Zanja,"
“three square leagues of land (tres sitios
de tierra) in the same presidio in which I
reside, and outside of the boundaries there
of, and on the side of the north, and one
square more (un sitios mas) for an ‘estancla'
in the place of the ‘cajoncito' on the side of
the east;" and prayed for a measurement
of the lands by the proper officers, and for
a valuation of the same. Upon this petition
the intendente ordered a measurement of
the lands, summoning the adjacent land
owners, and appointing appraisers for the
valuation of the land, publication to be made
for 30 days for the purpose of soliciting
bidders. The measurements were made (the
details of which are fully set forth) from a
a central point, named "San Rafael," two
leagues in each direction, 1. e. to the four
points of the compass, and monuments were
put up on the four corners of the square
as well as in the center of the four exterior
hues. All these monuments were placed at
the time the lands were measured under the
authority of the government. The monu
ments included 4 leagues square, or 16
square leagues.
Upon the completion of this survey the
lands were valued at $60 each for the three
square leagues, for the reason that they con
tained permanent water, and the remain
ing square league at $30, for the reason
that it contained no water except such as

“was fm-nished by wells.

The land was

s thereupon put up at auction, and, after some
u'spirlted bidding betwecn'Bustillo and Rom
ero, was struck oil! to the latter at $1,200,
and the grant made to him by the proper
oi‘Ilcer in the name of the Mexican republic,
in which the land is described as four
square leagues for the raising of cattle,
(cuatro sitios de tierra pars. cria dc ganado
mayor,) included in the place called “San
Rafael de la Zanja," situated in the juris
diction of the presidio of Santa Cruz, to Don
Ramon Romero and other citizens (vecinos)
interested. The grantees were also required
to conﬁne themselves within their respec
tive limits, “which are to be designated by
monuments of lime and stone,“ (mojoneras
do cal y canto.) and were guarantied the free
enjoyment and quiet and peaceful posses
sion of said lands.
A petition to the surveyor general of the
territory of Arizona was ﬁled February 28.
1880, by the heirs of Romero for the con

ﬁrmation of this grant, under an act of con.
gress of July 22, 1854, (10 St. p. 308,) as

marked by the survey and momunents.
See. also, act of July 15, 1870, (16 St. p.
304.) The surveyor general reported that
the grant should be conﬁrmed to the extent
of four square leagues, and no more.
The court found that the fence maintained
by the defendant was within the exterior
boundaries of the grant, as said boundaries

were recited as measured in the expedient‘;
and outside the four square leagues meat
ured by the surveyor general; that the do

fondant had succeeded to all the lights 01
Romero in the grant, and was and had been
in possession of all the buildings on the
four square leagues surveyed by the sur
veyor general, and claimed, and had always
claimed, title to the possession of all the
land within the exterior boundaries as
measured in the expedlente, claiming title
thereto; "that the report of the said survey
or general upon said grant has never been
ﬁnally acted upon by congress; and that
said claim and said report are still pending
before congress."
Upon proof of the foregoing facts, we
think it clear that defendant established
a color of title to the lands in question in
Wright v. Mattison, 18 How. 50, 56, it was
said by Mr. Justice Daniel: “The courts
have concurred, it is believed, without an:

exception, in deﬁning ‘color of title‘ to beg
that'which in appearance is title, but which‘
in reality is no title. They have equally
concurred in attaching no exclusive or pe
culiar character or importance to the ground
of the invalidity of an apparent or color
able title. The inquiry with them has been
whether there was an apparent or color
able title, under which an entry or a claim

has been made in good faith. ' ' ' A
claim to property, under a conveyance. 110"
ever inadequate to carry the true title to
such property, and however incompetent

might have been the power of the t'ﬂmwi
in such conveyance to pas a title to the

subject thereof, yet a. claim asserted under
the provisions of such a deed is stricili a
claim under color of title." In that We
a tax deed was held to convey a oolorable
title.

And in Gregg v. Sayre, 8 Pet. 244,

a deed purporting to convey a title in it?v
which was fraudulent as to the amnion
but which the grantee had accepted in 500d
faith, was held to have the same etiect In
Bryan v. Forsythe, 19 How. 334, it was held
that under an act of congress making a
general grant of land to the inhabitants 0‘
a village, when the survey was made and

approved, by which the limits of the 10:
were designated, the title was such as it‘
sustain an action of ejectment even before
a patent was issued.

To the same eﬂefi

are Pillow v. Roberts, 13 How, 472; mi‘
han v. Forsyth, 24 How. 175; Gregg \"- Forj
syth. Id. 179; Hall v. Law, 102 U- S- 461'

Defieback v. Hawke, 115 U. s. 392- 4°"
6 Sup. Ct. Rep. 95.

It is true there are cases to the effect 111!"
color of title by deed cannot exist as ‘0

lands beyond what the deed 11mm“ ‘“
convoy;

but where the deed is fairly 0P9"

to construction as to what it does lilll‘lmn
to convey, and at the time it was e390". "

the land was oﬂicially surveyed 110mm";

to the theory of the party claiming ‘me
such deed, it is manifest these authorn16
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have no application.

Color of title exists
judlce at the time the secretary of the in

wherever there is a reasonable doubt re

terior ordered a withdrawal of the lands
garding the validity of an apparent title,
whether such doubt arises from the circimr
stances under which the land is held, the
identity of the land conveyed, or the con
struction of the instrument under which the
a party in possession claims his title.
g While a grant of four square leagues of

along the road of a certain railroad. were
held not to be embraced in a grant to the
company. Speaking of such claims, it was
said by Mr. Justice Davis “that claims,
whether grounded upon an inchoate or a
perfected title, were to be ascertained and
adequately protected. This duty, enjoined
0 land in the place’called “San Rafael de la by a. sense of natural justice and by treaty
Zanja," standing alone, would appear to have
obligations, could only be discharged by pro
been a grant of a certain quantity or land,
hibiting intrusion upon the claimed lauds
when it appears by the same instrument
until the opportunity was aﬂ'orded the par
that the limits of the grant were to be desig
ties in interest for a judicial hearing and
nated by monuments of lime and stone, that
determination. It was to be expected that
such designation was actually made, and that
unfounded and fraudulent claims would be
juridical possession of the land was delivered
presented for conﬁrmation. There was, in
in pursuance thereof, it is at least open to
the opinion of congress, no mode of separat
doubt whether it does not fall within the
ing them from those which were valid, with
class of concessions by speciﬁc boundaries,
out investigation by a competent tribunal;
as these grants are distinguished in U. S.
and our legislation was so shaped that no
v. McLaughlin, 127 U. S. 428, 8 Sup. Ct.
title could be initiated under the laws of
Rep. 1177. Under the view taken by the
the United States to lands covered by a
court below, that the grant was of only four
Mexican or Spanish claim, until it was
square leagues of land, it was evidently a
barred by lapse of time or rejected." It
mere ﬂoat, and defendant would have no
was urged in that case that the reservation
color of title to any speciﬁc land, until the
could only be of lands “lawfully” claimed,
same was designated, and would have no
but it was said expressly that there was no
authority to maintain a fence around any
authority to import the word "lawful" into
part of the tract. In the case of Fremont
the statute in order to change its meaning.
v. U. 8., 17 How. 542, a grant of a tract
and that the act in question expressly ex
of land known as “Mariposas," to the ex
cluded from pre-emptiou and sale all lands
tent of 10 square leagues within the limits
covered by any foreign grant or title. In
of the Sierra Nevada and certain rivers,
Doolan v. Carr, 125 U. S. 618, 8 Sup. Ct.
was held to convey a present and immediate
Rep. 1228, it was held that, if the grant was
interest to so much land to be afterwards
of a speciﬁc quantity within designated out
laid oh by otlicial authority. As no survey
boundaries containing a greater area, only
in that case was made, it was held to be so much land within the outboundarles as
a grant of quantity only. The same ruling
was necessary to cover the speciﬁc quantity
was made with regard to the Moquelamos
granted was excluded from the grant to the
grant. which was described as “bounded on
railroad companies. Indeed, the cases in
the east by the adjacent sierra." U. S. v.
which these rules have been applied to lands
McLaughlin, 127 U. S. 428, 8 Sup. Ct. Rep.
reserved for any purpose whatever are too
1177. See, also, U. S. v. Armijo, 5 Wall.
numerous even to require citation. In this
44-1; Higueras v. U. 8., Id. 827; Alviso v.
case there is an express ﬁnding that the re
U. S., 8 Wall. 337: I-Iornsby v. U. S., 10 port of the surveyor general, limiting the
Wall. 224.
grant to four square leagues, has never been _
It is evident that the lands in question
ﬁnally acted upon by congress, and that the "J
were not public lands of the United States
claim-and report are still pending before ~'
within the meaning of that term as used in
congress; in other words, that the claim is
the acts of congress respecting the disposi~
sub judice.
tion of public lands. As early as 1839 it was
It is true that in the act of July 22, 185i,

held by this court in Wilcox v. Jackson, 13
(10 St. p. 308,) establishing the office of sur
Pet. 498, that whenever a tract of land had
once been legally appropriated to any pur

Dose, it became from that moment severed
from the mass of public lands. In that case
there was a reservation of lands for a
military post, for an Indian agency, and for

veyor general for New Mexico, (then includ
ing Arizona,) there is a provision, which is
omitted in the act of July 11, 1870, (16 St.
1), 230,) establishing the same oﬂice for Ari

zona, that “until the ﬁnal action of congress
on such claims all lands covered thereby

the erection of a lighthouse, and it was held
Qthat the lands so reserved were not subject

gto entry at the land oﬁice. So in Leaven
' worth, etcnlty. Co. v. U. S., 92 U. S. 733,
the doctrine of the former case was re
ﬂﬁlrmed and held to apply to Indian reserva

shall be reserved from sale or other dis
posal by the government, and shall not
be subject to the donations granted by
the previous provisions of this act;"

but

as the sundry civil appropriation act of that
519mm,- ,5‘[_ p_ 30.1) provides that the surveyor

lions.

And in Newhall v. Sanger, Id.

761,

lands within the boundaries of an alleged

Mexican or Spanish grant, which were sub

general of Arizona shall have all the powers

and perform all the duties tmjOlned “poll the
surveyor general of New Mexico. there could
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have been no intention to change the settled
policy of the government in this particular.
We do not wish to be understood as inti
mating an opinion as to the validity of de
fendant's title. There is an apparent dis
crepancy between the terms of the grant
and the survey that was made in pursuance
of it which may perhaps be susceptible of
elucidation.
But we think that defendant has shown

color of title to the land inclosed, and the
judgment of the supreme court of Arizona.
must therefore be reversed, and the case be
remanded, with directions to dismiss the
petition.
Mr. Chief Justice FULLER dissented from
the opinion and judgment.
:I

(148 U. s. 293)
WASATCH MINING CO. v. CRESCENT
MINING CO.
(March 27, 1893.)

No. 135.
APPEAL—REvlEW—OBJECTIONB NOT Russo Ba
LOW.

1. An objection to a decree, that it was
made in the complainant's favor on grounds
not stated in his bill, cannot be raised for the
ﬁrst time on appeal.
2. Objections that a bill asks a form of
relief inconsistent with the terms of a contract
alleged, and that complainant's evidence exhibits
a different case from that asserted in the bill,
cannot be raised for the ﬁrst time on appeal,
Where defendant neither demurred to the bill
nor objected to the evidence in the trial court.

east, 1,410 feet, to corner No. 3 of the Buck
eye mine; thence south, 44 deg. 35 min em
along the southerly end line of said Buck-ere
mine, 130 feet, to corner No. 4 thereof;
thence north, 68 deg. 5 min. east. 1,4001eet

to corner No. 1 of said last-mentioned mine;
thence north, 44 deg. 35 min. west, 130 are;
to corner No. 2 of said Buckeye mine, um

same being also corner No. 6 of said Walker
& Walker Extension mine; thence north,
21 deg. 15 min. east, 190 feet. to the place
of beginning—together with all dips, spurs,
and angles, and also all metals, ores, gold
and silver bearing quartz, rock, and earth
therein, and all the rights, privileges, and
franchises thereto incident, appendnnt, or
appurtenant, or therewith usually had and
enjoyed, and all the estate, rights, title, in
terest, and property, possession, claim, and
demand of said party defendant in or to the

same.
“(2) In pursuance of said contract a deal
was made by defendant to plaintiff, hearing
date September 1, 1886, wherein and where
by, by mistake and inadvertence in describ
ing the property so contracted for and to
be deeded, there was omitted therefrom so
much of said property and premises as Lad
been patented by the United States to James
Lowe and others as part of lot 42, called
the ‘Pinyon & Pinyon Extension Mining
Claim.’
“(3) That, in making said contract and
said deed, it was the intention of parties
plaintiff and defendant to include the prem

Appeal from the supreme court of the
territory of Utah. Aﬂ‘irmed.
Statement by Mr. Justice SHHIAS:
The record discloses that the Crescent
Mining Company filed its complaint against
the Wasatch Mining Company in the dis
trict court of the third judicial district of
Utah territory; that an answer, denying
the allegations of the complaint, was duly
ﬂied; that evidence was taken on behalf of
the respective parties; that the action was
tried by the court sitting without a jury;
and that the court made the following find
ings of fact:
“In July, 1886, said plaintiff contracted to
buy of defendant, and defendant agreed to
‘sell to plaintiff, for a valuable consideration,
gthe following-described mining property and
o premises, situated in Uintah mining district,
Summit county, Utah territory, bormdcd,
with magnetic variation at 17 deg. and 20
min. east. as follows, to wit:
"Beginning at corner N0. 1 of the Walker
& Walker Extension mine, and running
thence N., 44 deg. 35 min. west, 220 feet,
to corner No. 2 of said mine, from which U.
S. mineral monument No. 4 bears south, 46
deg. 10 min. west, at a distance of 158 feet;
thence south, 21 deg. 15 min. west, 196 feet,
to corner No. 3; thence south, 68 dog. 5
min. west. 2,804 feet, to corner No. 4; thence

ises and property omitted as last aforesaid.
and the purchase price thereof was paid
and secured with that of the property:
deeded."
a

ﬂout-h, 44 deg. 35 min. east, 216 feet, to

piece or parcel of land claimed to 11""
been wrongfully omitted from the deed‘

corner No. 5; thence north, 68 deg. 5 min.

' From the facts so found the court drew the‘

conclusion that the plaintiff was entitled ‘0
have its deed from defendant so reformﬂl
as to embrace and include in its description
of the property to be conveyed all i111t

which was described in the ﬁrst ﬁnding of
fact.

From this judgment of the district court
an appeal was taken to the supreme court

of the territory, and from the judglm‘llt °t
that court, aﬂirming the decree of the dis‘

trict court, [19 Pac. Rep. 198,] an appeal
was taken to this court.

B.Chas.
Browne,
W. Bennett,
for appellant.
A. T. Britten.
R. N. and
3855"‘
and Thos. Marshall, for appellee.

2
ii

- Mr. Justice snmas, after man: 111°‘
facts in the foregoing language, ileum"!
the opinion of the court.

This was a suit brought in the district

court of the territory of Utah, by the Cr“?
cent Mining Company against the Wﬂmm‘
Mining Company, for the reformation Of a
deed made by the latter to the former-7°
as to make it embrace and include a certan
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Under the not entitled “An act concerning

the practice in territorial courts, and ap

cident, or mistake, it is the facts as found

)“ I
‘Yul

Deals therefrom,” approved April 7, 1874, (18
ﬁst, pt, 3, p. 27,) if the ﬁndings of the dis-

that give
relief; and
it whether
is often
diﬁicult
to the
say,right
uponto
admitted
facts,
the error which is complained of was occa

‘Hi

gum court are sustained by the supreme

sioned by intentional fraud, or by mere in

“?

‘mem-

‘court, such ﬁndings furnish insufficient state

ment of the facts for the purposes of an

advertence or mistake.

Indeed, upon the
very same state of facts, an
intelligent man,

“El
‘will
will
F
i
“it

appeal to this court, and our inquiry is
whether, upon such facts, the judgment appealed from was right. Strlngfellow v. Cain.
99 U, s_ 610.
If the plaintiff below contracted to buy of

acting deliberately, might well be regarded
as guilty of fraud, and an ignorant and in
experienced person might be entitled to a
more charitable view. Yet the injury to the
complainant would be the same in either

defendant. and the defendant agreed to sell

to plalntiﬂ, for a valuable consideration,

1'
I
5

case.

The substantial meaning of the cases cited
pursuance of said contract, a deed was by the appellant is that the matters alleged
in the bill, as injurious to the complainant,
made by the defendant to the plaintiff,
must be those proved on the trial, and re
“wherein and whereby, by mistake and in
lied on by the court in awarding relief; and
advertence in describing" the property con
we think that the appellant has no reason to
veyed, there was omitted therefrom an im
complain of the language of the court below
portant part of the property contracted to
in attributing the appellant's misconduct to
be sold, and if the purchase price, being a.
mistake and inadvertence, rather than to in
round sum for all the tracts, has been paid,
tentional fraud.
a case for a reformadon of the deed was
The appellant was too late in making this
clearly made out, unless, indeed, the de
objection, even if it had been well founded.
fendant should be able to show some good
No
such objection was taken in the district
reason why such admitted or established
court, when there would have been an op
facts are not entitled to their apparent
portlmity for the plaintiif to amend his com
weight.
plaint, and such an objection was out of place
In the effort to do so, the appellant points
and time when urged as a ground of appeal
to what he contends is a fatal variance be
in this court.
tween the allegations of the bill of complaint
Another assignment of error asks us to re
and the ﬁndings of fact on which the court
verse the court below because the complaint
below based its judgment. The bill, as he
does not state a case entitling the plaintiﬁ to
reads it, is restricted to the case of an alleged
any relief.
The claim is that by the terms of
traud and conspiracy between the defendant
the contract between the parties, as set forth
company and one E. P. Ferry, a director and
in the complaint and shown in evidence, the
representative of the Crescent Mining Com
plaintitl' was not entitled to a deed at the
pany, whereby the defendant company de
time of bringing the action; that the condi
livered, and Ferry accepted, with a view to
tions upon which the deed was to be deliv
cheat and defraud the plaintiff company, a
ered had not yet been performed.
deed not conforming with the contract, but
a
Such a contention seems quite inconsistentg
omitting an important part of the land sold;
with the'allegations of the answer of the de-‘
and as the court ﬁnds, in terms, that the
fendant in the court below, avcrring the de
omission was by "mistake and inadvertence
in describing the property so contracted for livery of a proper deed by the defendant to
and to be deeded," the contention is that the the plaintiff, and with the ﬁnding of the court
that a deed had passed, and the payment of
case is within the scope of well~settlcd cases,
a portion of the purchase money, and the se
which hold that no decree can be made in
curity of the rest by a mortgage upon the
favor of a. complainant on grounds not
property so conveyed
stated in his bill.
The argument, however, discloses that the
If this objection is well taken, the com
plaintiiI seeks to overturn the decree below
plalnant was in fault in another very impor
because
the agreement which was set up in
tam Particular. He omitted to make Ferry
the complaint, and which recited the execu
8- Dirty.
tion of the deed,does show that the deed was
But we think this omission to make Ferry
not to be delivered until a certain controversy
0 party really shows that the complainant
pending between the defendant, the Wasatch
‘was not proceeding on
a case of fraud and
ﬁﬂmspiracy between the defendant company Mining Company, and third parties, and af
fecting the title to the lands in dispute,
' and ‘Fen-y, as the principal ground for relief.
should have been determined in favor of the
The allegations respecting Ferry were to
Wasatch Mining Company, when the entire
show reasons why the deed was accepted by
purchase money should be paid, and because
the pinintiﬂ' company, and how the delay to
institute proceedings was accounted for. The it appears from the complaint that said suit
was not yet determined, nor said purchase
word “fmud," as a term in legal proceed
ing-‘l. generally, is rather a legal conclusion money paid, at the time this action was com
menced.
an an independent fact.
The proceedings in the district court, and
In equitable remedies given for fraud, ac
the ﬁndings, show that, without awaiting the
several pieces or parcels of land, and if, in
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determination of the outstanding contro
versy, the deed in question was delivered
and accepted, and the unpaid portion of the
purchase money, instead of being paid in
cash, was secured to be paid by a mortgage
given by the Crescent Mining Company to
the Wasatch Company.
This was plainly a fulﬁllment of the con
tract, in a modiﬁed form, agreed to by both
the parties; and the assignment of error re~
solves itself into a contention that the bill of
complaint did not, in terms, allege the modi
ﬁcation of the agreement in the particulars
mentioned, and did not aver a waiver of the
condition that the deed was not to be deliv
ered until the pending suit with third parties
should be determined, and that, therefore,
the case made and found was different from

accepting other conditions than those stipu
lated in its favor, and delivering a deed, in
averred in the complaint.
Upon the facts as found, we are satisﬁed
that the court below committed no error in
its decree, and it is accordingly aﬂirmed.

(148 U. S. 390)

OGDEN et al. v. UNITED STATES.
(March 27, 1893.)

No. 1,184.
Fauna“. Coun'rs — Surname Coum' — Cumu
Coun'r or ArreALs—Juiusmcrws.
Under the judiciary act of March 3,
1891, an appeal from a decree of a circuit
court in a suit by contractors. against the
United States. to recover for materials furnish
ed for the construction of a levee, must go in
the ﬁrst instance to the circuit court of a penis,
and not to the supreme court. Bank v. gems.
12 Sup. Ct. lie . 767, 144 U. S. 570, and Hub
bard v. Soby, 1' Sup. Ct. Rep. 13, 146 U. S. 36,
followed.
Appeal from the circuit court of the

the one alleged.
The same answer is applicable to this ob
jection that was made to the one ﬁrst consid
ered. It came too late. In the district court
the defendant did not demur to the com
United States for the eastern district or
plaint as asking a form of relief inconsistent
with the terms of me contract alleged, but
Louisiana.
In Equity. Bill by James N. Ogden and
by an answer and cross bill brought all‘ the
Columbus S. Jones, copartners under the
facts before the court; nor did the defendant
style of Ogden & Jones, against the United
object to plaintiff's evidence as exhibiting a
different case from that asserted in the bill.
States, to recover $10,000 for an excess 0!
material furnished under a contract for the
The upreme court of the territory right
construction of the Kempe levee. in Louisi
fully held that the defendant should have
ana; such excess being rendered neceml'!
raised the question in the trial court, where
by the sinking of the ground under the
ample power exists to correct and amend the
weight of the levee. The circuit court dis
pleadings, and not having done so, but having
missed the bill on the ground that the con
gone to trial on the merits, the defendant
tract made the United States engineer super
was precluded from assigning error for mat
v'ising the work the ﬁnal judge of the quanti
ters so waived.
ty and quality of materials furnished. Coin
The doctrine on this subject is well ex
plalnants thereupon appealed both to the
pressed in the case of Tyng v. Warehouse
00., 58 N. Y. 313: “No question appears to
circuit court of appeals and to this 001111
Heard on motion by respondent to dismls
have been made during the trial in respectto
the production of evidence founded on any no
the appeal. Granted.
tion of variance or insuﬂiclency of allegation
Sol. Gen. Aldrich, for the motion.
on the part of the plaintiff. Had any such ob
an:
jectlon been made, it might have been ob
' THE CHIEF JUSTICE. This 111111831 1"
viated by amendment in some form or upon
dismissed upon the authority of Bank I‘
some terms under the ample powers of
Peters, 144 U. s. 570, 12 Sup. Ct. Rep- 76':
amendment conferred by the Code of Pro
Hubbard v. Soby, 146 U. s. so, 13 sup’ 0*
cedure. It would therefore be highly unjust’,
Rep. 13, and cases cited.
as well as unsupported by authority, to shut
out from consideration the case, as proved,
_____.
by reason of defects in the statements of the
(us s. is)
complainant. Indeed, it is diﬁleult to con
WOLFE v. HARTFORD LIFE & AN-W'
ceive of a case in which, after a trial and de
ITY INS. 00.
cision of the controversy, as appearing on

the proofs, when no question has been made
during the trial in respect to their relevancy
under the pleadings, it would be the duty of
a. court, or within its rightful authority, to
deprive the party of his recovery on the
ground of incompleteness or imperfection of
the pleadings."

(March 21, 1893.)
No. 162.
Fznnnu. (looms-Jo msmc'uos —Crrizrrsrm’ 0'
PARTIES—PLBADXNG.
An nverment showing diverse “Pg
dence” is not suiiicicnt to give a ‘federal 0°05}
Jurisdiction. Diverse "citizenship must P of

lively appear, either from the 1118114111551

No injustice is done the appellant by thus
disposing of this objection, because the facts

from other parts of the record.

conclusively show that the written contract
between the parties was not annulled, or a

States for the southern district of

new one substituted, but that it was sub.

Manually executed; the defendant simply

In error to the circuit court of the 11111:";
York.

I ‘he

Action by Nathaniel H. Wolfe 8531115 any

Hartford Life & Annuity Insurance Comp
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hit
of Hartford, Conn. Judgment for defendant.
the
Plaintiff brings error.
jurisdiction below.

Reversed for want of

Robert S. Green, for plaintiff in error.
Herman Kobbe, for defendant in error.

atentee and his solicitor that they be

hev
the ﬂushing tank to be essential to pro
duce an "after-wash,"—- i. e. to ﬁll the bowl
with water after the ﬂashing was completed.—
that it was embodied in the claims of the
orlglnal patent, because a closet without some
device to produce this after-wash would he un
salable. Held, that there was no such mistake
as to warrant the reissue, which, as it merely
enlarges the claims of the original patent, is
void. 38 Fed. Rep. 830, aiiirrned.

THE CHIEF JUSTICE. The complaint in
this case avers that the plaintiff was at the
several times mentioned therein, “and ever
since has been, and still is, a resident of the
Appeal from the circuit court or the United
city, county, and state of New York," but
States for the eastern district of Missouri.
his citizenship is nowhere disclosed by the
Aiiirmed.
record.
Paul Bakewell, A. S. Browne, Anthony Pol
It is essential, in cases where the Jurisdic
lok. and Philip Mauro, for appellants. S. N.
tion depends upon the citizenship oi! the par
Taylor and B. F. Rex, for appcllee.
ties, that such citizenship, or the facts which
in legal intendment constitute it, should be
‘471
distinctly and positively averred in the plead
' Mr. Justice BLATCHFORD delivered the‘
ings, or should appear with equal distinct
opinion of the court.
This is a bill in equity, ﬁled October 3,
ness in other parts of the record. It is not
suﬂlcient that jurisdiction may be inferred
1887, in the circuit court of the United States
for
the eastern division of the eastern dis
argumentatively from the averments. Brown
v. Keene, 8 Pet. 112, 115; Insurance Co. v.
trict of Missouri, by Henry Huber and James
E. Boyle, as plaintiffs, against the N. O. Nel
Rhonds, 119 U. S. 237, 7 Sup. Ct. Rep. 193;
son Manufacturing Company, a Missouri cor
Menard v. Goggan, 121 U. S. 253, 7 Sup. Ct.
poration, for the alleged infringement of two
Rep. 873.
Judgment reversed, at the costs of plain
patents.
tiﬂ in error, and the cause remanded for
The ﬁrst patent sued upon was granted
June 27, 1882, No. 260,232, for an “improve
further proceedings.
ment in water-closets," to Henry Huber, one
=
or the plnintitfs, as assignee of Stewart
Peters and William Donald, of Glasgow,
(M8 U. S. 270)
Scotland. That patent sets forth that Peters
HUBER et al. v. N. O. NELSON MANUF’G
and Donald had presented a petition for the
GO.
grant of a patent for such improvement, and
(March 27, 1893.)
had assigned their right, title, and interest
in it to Huber, and that a description 01! the
No. 143.
invention was contained in the speciﬁcation
PATENTS rou Isvas'rioss— Fonsiox Pu-ns'rs—
REISSUEB—WATEll-CLOBETS.
annexed to the patent, and the patent
1. Under Rev. St. 5 4887 which provides
granted to Huber, his heirs or assigns, for
that “every patent granted igor an invention
17 years from June 27, 1882, the exclusive
which has been previously patented in a for
right to make, use, and vend the inveniionﬂ
eign country shill be so limited as to expire at
the same time with the foreign patent,” etc., ‘throughout the United States and the terri-‘iI
no patent can be issued in the United States
torles thereof, “subject to the limitation pre
r an invention after the foreign patent hast
scribed by section 4887, Rev. St, by reason
lapsed and become void for the patentee's fail
are to comply with the laws; and hence let
of English patent, dated April 7, 1874, No.
iers tent No. 260.232, granted J une 27, 188.2,
1207."
to enry Huber, for an improvement in water
The answer of the defendant avers that
closets. are void, because not applied for until
after the British patent. No. 1,207, granted
although the British patent, No. 1207, was
Allrll 7, 1874. to his assignors, had lapsed and
granted to Peters and Donald on April 7.
become void by their failure to pay the stamp
1874, for 14 years from that date, it was
duty. 38 Fed. Rep. 830, affirmed.
subject to the provisions and conditions of
2. Letters patent No. 291 139. granted Jan
‘m1’! 1. 1884, to James E. Boyle, for an im
section 2 of chapter 5 of the act of 16 Vict,
Dmyement in w-iter-closets, was for a. ﬂushing
approved February 21, 1853, and to the con
device, wherein the water ﬂowing from the res
dition
thereunder that it Peters and Donald,
ervoir to the bowl exhausted the air from the
5Pace between two traps in the soil pipe
their executors, administrators, or assigns,
below the how], by means of an injector in the
ﬁlls 118 Pipe and a suction pipe connecting did not pay a stamp duty of £100 on the
patent before the expiration of seven years
with such air space, thus accelerating the ﬂow
from its date, it should become void; that
the ﬂushing water by means of air pressure.
In each of the six claims of the patent a ﬂush
such duty was not paid, but the patentees
i715 tank connected with the reservoir was voluntarily
allowed the patent to expire at
{113 e an essential element of the combination.
Pile Datentee, on April 0, 1887, rocured these the end of seven years from its date; and
letters to be reissued as No.
0,826, on the
that it became void thereby, and since April

Found that the original claim. inadvertently
gm by mistake, was unduly restrictive of the
hvention in claiming the ﬂushing tank as an

7, 1881, has been of no force or et'fect.
The English patent covered the same in

dement of the invention, it not being essential,

vention which is covered by United States

"-116 this element was accordingly omitted from

patent No. 260,232.

the reissue. It appeared from the affidavits or

Peters and Donald as

Signed. all their interest in the invention to
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James E. Boyle, October 27, 1881. The ap

12, 1881, was extended for five years from

piicatlon for the United States patent was

January 9, 1882, and on December 13, 1331v

ﬁled November 29, 1881; and, after the pat
ent was granted, Boyle assigned his interest
to Huber, November 26, 1881. Thus it ap
pears that the application for No. 260,232 was
ﬁled more than seven months after the Eng
lish patent to Peters and Donald had become
void, and that the invention was assigned by
Peters and Donald to Boyle more than six
months after that patent had become void.
Sections 4886 and 4887 of the Revised Stat
utes, which were taken from sections 24 and
25 of the act of July 8, 1370, (chapter 230, 16
St. p. 201,) read as follows:
“Sec. 4886. Any person who has invented
or discovered any new and useful art, ma
chine, manufacture, or composition of mat
ter, or any new and useful improvement
thereof, not known or used by others in this
country, and not patented or described in
any printed publication in this or any foreign
country, before his invention or discovery
‘273
thereof, and not in public use or on sale for
more than two years prior to his'application,
unless the same is proved to have been aban
doncd, may, upon payment of the fees re
quired by law, and other due proceedings
had, obtain a patent therefor.

for ﬁve years from January 9, 1837, under

“Sec. 4887. No person shall be debarred
from receiving a patent for his invention or
discovery, nor shall any patent be declared
invalid, by reason of its having been ﬁrst
patented or caused to be patented in a for
eign country, unless the same has been in
troduced into public use in the United States
for more than two years prior to the appli
cation. But every patent granted for an in
vention which has been previously patented
in a. foreign country shall be so limited as to
expire at the same time with the foreign
patent, or, if there be more than one, at the
same time with the one having the shortest
term, and in no case shall it be in force
more than seventeen years."
It was contended for the defendant in
the circuit court, and was so held by that
court, that patent No. 260,232 was void,
under section 4887 of the Revised Statutes,
because it was granted after the English
patent to Peters and Donald had ceased to
exist. The opinion of Judge Thayer, who
held the circuit court, is reported in 38 Fed
Rep. 830. The facts above set forth are un

section 17 of the Canada act assented iii

June 14, 1872, (35 Vict. c. 26.) On mos,
facts, this court held, under section 4887 0:

the Revised Statutes, that as the Canada
act was in force when the United States
patent was applied for and issued, and this
Canada extension was a-matter of right, at!‘
the option of the patentee, on his payment
of a required fee, and the Iii-years term oi
the Canada. patent had been continuous and
without interruption, the United States pat
ent did not expire before the end of the
15-years duration of the Canada patent or
course, the Canada patent was in force
when the United States patent was granted,
and the question presented in the present
case did not distinctly arise. Judge'l‘hayer
held that it was a logical conclusion from
the decision in Refrigerating Co. v. Hani~
mond that a United States patent which
was issued subject to the provisions of sec
tion 4887 remained in force no longer than
the foreign patent having the shortest term;
and that the omission to do an act required
by the foreign law, which worked an absc
lute forfeiture of the foreign grant, extin

gulshed the United States patent
The circuit court also held that, as sec
tion 4887 enacted that the United States

patent granted for an invention which had
been previously patented in a foreign coun
try should be so limited as to expire at the
same time with the foreign patent, it pie
supposed that, at the date of the United
States patent, there was in force a forelgll

patent for the invention; and that, if there
was no such foreign patent in force whim
the United States patent issued, but oiil.v
one which had lapsed and become void, :11
though theretofore granted for the inven
tion, there was no authority in law for the

United States grant. In other words, the

moment patent No. 260,232 was Filmed
section 4887 took effect upon it, andcaused
it to expire in the same instant in which 1!
was created, or to be strangled in itsbirih.

The ﬁnal decree of the circuit court in
the present case was entered May 25' 18?)’
It decreed, among other things, that M

200,232 was issued without authority of
law, and was null and void. Since that

disputed. Judge Thayer held that, under

time, and on March 24. 1890, this Poll" d‘“

the decision of this court in Refrigerating

aided
U. s. the
ass, case
10 Sup.
of Pohl
Ct. v.Rep.
Brewing
577. in0°"WW1

Co. v. Hammond, 129 U. S. 151, 9 Sup. Ct,
Rep. 225, patent No. 260,232 was void.

111 Refrigerating Co. v.

Hammond, a

United States patent had been granted No
vember 20, 1877, for 17 years, on an appllca
tion ﬁled December 1, 1876. A patent for
the same invention had been grated in Can

we held that a United States patent 11111 ml‘

the term for which the prior foreign patent
was granted, without reference to whether

the latter patent became lapsed 11nd 10":
felted, after the grant of the United SW95?

patent, by reason'of the failure Of the pa:

my January 9, 1877, to the same patentee,
t" ﬁve years from that day, on an applica

entee to comply with the requirements 0a

tion made December 19, 1876. On a petition
ﬁled in Canada by the patentee, December

not distinctly cover the present one. bit
cause in that case the foreign Dim“1t “fig

5' 1881, the Canada patent, on December

in force when the United States Patel“ W”

the foreign patent law. But that we ‘11
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granted, and it became lapsed or forfeited
the italicized words in
each claim of one
patent showing wherein it differs from the
corresponding claim in the other patent:

thereafter, in consequence of the failure of

the patentee to comply with the rc‘quire
ments of the foreign patent law.
We are of opinion that, as in the case at
bar the foreign patent was not in force
when the United States patent was issued,
the latter patent never had any force or
validity. The delay in applying for the
United States patent, until after the foreign

Orl'ﬂinalPalenL
Reissue Patent.
(1) A wa'cr-o'rml romislinn
q)’ a bowl, with the soil possum
lea/ling flier/from and [um em?
ccm've traps m midpawayr. in
comlnnotion hill: 11 ﬂushing
511p’. for cam-tying 1min- to the
owl, a suction 117's: tor ar
ranged in connrclion with said

patent expired, amounted to an abandon
ment of the right to a United States patent.

pip!‘ and to be iramscd by the

This is in accordance with the view of the

Ftw'H-w-n"
‘3

commissioner of patents in Mushet‘s Case,
Com. Dec. 1870, p. 106.
The other patent sued on in the present
case is reissued letters patent No. 10,826,
granted to James E. Boyle, April 19, 1007,
for an improvement in ﬂushing apparatus

for water-closets, claims 1 and 2 of which
are alleged to have been infringed. The
original patent, No. 291,139, was granted to
Boyle, January 1, 1884, and the application

for the reissue was ﬁled January 2, 1885.
:-.-v -n

The answer sets up the invalidity of such
reissue, and avers that the original patent
was not inoperative or invalid by reason
of an inmnﬁcient or defective speciﬁcation,
but was surrendered, after unreasonable
delay, solely for the purpose of enlarging
the speciﬁcation and claims, and to cover
improvements not within the contemplation
of Boyle when he tiled his original applica
tion and received his original patent; that

the claims of the reissue unduly broadened
the original patent; that the further design
of Boyle in asking for the reissue was to
cover apparatus placed upon the market
before such reissue was applied for, by
Frank B. Hanson, under letters patent No.

308,358, issued to Hanson, November 25,
1884, but applied for June 12, 1888; that
said reissue No. 10,826, and especially claims

1, 2. and 4 thereof, were not for any in
vention described, indicated,

or suggested

sin the original patent No. 291,139; that the
Commissioner of patents exceeded his au

‘thority in'jgranting such reissue; and that
Bald claims and such reissue were void from
the beginning.

The circuit court, in its decree entered
May 25, 1889, adjudged that claims 1 and 2
0! Such reissue were granted

without au

thority of law, and were null and void; that
the defendant had not infringed any of the

remaining claims of such reissue, (the whole
number of claims being six;)

and that the

bill be dismissed, with costs. The plaintiffs
aDllealed to this court from the entire de—
ﬂree. James E. Boyle having died during
the Dcndency of the appeal, his administra
tor has been substituted as a party.

Judge Tlmyer, in his opinion, (38 Fed.
Rep- 830,) goes very fully into the question
01' the validity of the reissue. In order
15 the claims of the original and reissue
patents may be more readily compared,

they are here produced in parallel columns,

ﬂushing water, and an airpl' c
leading from the air space I?!‘
tween mid trapaaml communi
eating with will injr’cior. rub
sianlIaUj/ as act forth, whereby
the ﬂow of water through said
injector scrum lo draw air

Jl'om said air space.
(I) A ﬂushing apparatus
for water-closets. consist
ing of a reservoir tank, a
ﬂushing dmmbcr adapted to

be ﬂirt therefrom. a valve
controlling the admission of
walcr from will tank to mid
chum r.u suction injector
arranged beneath the millet
from said chamber, 0 ﬂushing
pipe loading from said l'njcd
01‘. and a suction or air dpipe
communicating with sai in
jector. all combined and dr

runged substantially and forth,

(2) A ﬂushmgspparuins
for water-closets. consisting
oi the combination of u. reser
voir tank. a ﬂushing valve
controlling‘ the outlet thcmzf,
a ﬂushing pipe for conveying
water therefrom lo the bowl of
the closet. a suction injector
arranged in oonncdlun with
snid pipe, and lo be lravmrd
9!! "It mndingfuehlng wa
la‘. and a snot on pipe :1:
connection with said injector,
whereby the water in ﬂow
inp irom said tank downward
through the ﬂushing pipe
traverses said injector and
sucks the air from said suc
tion pipe.

whereby the water in escap
ingirom saidchamberlnla the
ﬂushing pipe traverses sold
injector, and sucks the air
irom said suction pipe.
(2) The com blrlnrion oi
(8) The combination oi’
a reservoir tank. a. ﬂushing a reservoir tank. a. ﬂushing
chamber. a valve control
chamber, a valve control
ling the admission of water ling the admission of water
irom said tank to said irom said tank to said
chamber, a suction pipe chamber, a suction pipe.
lerminulmg a! the upper part communicating will the inle~
oi’ said chamber, an injector rior of sold chamber, an in
beneath the outlet irom jector beneath the oulleu
said chamber, a ﬂushing from said chamber. a ﬂush
pipe lending downward lug pipe leading downwnrrl
irom sold injector, nnd n irom said injector, and a
suction passage ailording suction pussngn uiiordlng
communication irom sold communication irom said
injector to saidsuction pipc. injector to said suction
substantially as and for the pipe, substantially as and
purposes set forth.
for the purposes set fort-h.
(ii) A ﬂushing apparatus
(4) A ﬂushing apparatus
for water-closets,conslstinz for water-closets. consisting
oi a reservoir tank, a ﬂush
o! a reservoir tank. a ﬂush
ing chamber, a valve control
ing valve conlrollinlz the
llmr the Mml'saron 0/ water outlet thereof, a ﬂushing pipe
from said tank to said chain‘ for mnnzying water therefrom
, a suction injector be» to Ute bowl of the dead, a. suc
mall: the out!“ ﬁ‘omeaidcha‘m
tion injector arranged in
ber. a ﬂushing pipe lending conueclilm with said pi n: and
downward from said (rumor, to be imversed by the
scent!
n. suction or arr pipe opening lngﬂuehl'ng walcr, and a. sur
into the upper pari ‘of said tion pipe in collncction with
chamber, and a sudlan pas said injector, whereby the
sugc Izlending from said pi e passage oi water through
to said injrcior. whereby 1 l0 said injector will cud: UV.’ (Hr
possum; oi water through from said suction pipe. all
said injector into ihcﬂuuhlng mmbiucd together, and niih u
pipe will develop a audzon in trapped air passage communi
said suction passage and suc~ outing with l/lesald rucir'on pipe
tion pipe, in combination and arrangrd lo be unsealed,
with means, mbsmnlially a0 and thereby to admit air to the
ursrrl'brd, for mlmltling air to suction pipe and break [he
mid suction (usage or pipe, vacuum lllerdn befme the one
and on Dr:
up the vacuum nation of the ﬂow of ﬂushwg
uum'n bejore all the water has wait-r, substantially as set
cscnpld from the chamber, forth.
whe-rrby an aﬂlr-umh is sc
curul. all combined and or
rangld to nph'rlk substan
tially as set iorth.
(4) In combination, the
(5) The combination 0]
tank, E. the chamber, F. the tank. E. the chamber,
ovided with inlet oriﬁce, F, provided with inlet ori
g’. and outlet oriﬁce. i. the lice, h’. and outlet oriﬁce. i,
valve. II. the suction injec the valve. h. the suction in.
tor. 1, the ﬂushing pipe. l. ector. I, the ﬂashing pipe,
the air pipe. 0, the suction . the air pipe. lathe suction
passage, i. and the air ball, passage. 1, and the air boll,
11. snbsmuti
as set n, substantially as set

iorth.

forth
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(I) A ﬂushing apparatus
(or a water-closet. consist
Ing oi the combination of a.
reservoir tank. a ﬂushing
chamber provided with an
inlet critics or large area
communicating‘ with said
tank. and with an outlet
oriﬁce of contracted area
proportioned to the area. of
said inlet. oriﬁce. substan
tislly ns speciﬂad.a valve
adapted to close said inlet
oriﬁce, an air pipe opening
into said ﬂushing chamber.
end a ﬂushing pipe lending
irom said outlet oriﬁce. ull
arranged and adopted to
rpeigste substantially as set
o rt .
(o) The combination. with
tank, B. and chamber, F, of the
valve. h. ihertaf. its stem con
listing 0,! an overﬂow tuba m,

(6) A ﬂushing apparntus
for a. water-closet. consist,‘
ing oi the combination 01 a
reservoir tank. a ﬂushing
chamber provided with an
inlet oriﬁce oi larlre area.
commuuicutln
ulth said
tool: and wit
an outlet
oriﬁce of contracted area
pro ortioned to the area. 0!
set inlet oriﬁce. substan
tlully as speciﬁed. a valve
adapted to close said inlet
oriﬂcc. an air pipe opening
into said ﬂushing chamber.
and u ﬂushing pipe lesdino;
lrom said outlet oriﬁce. all
arranged and ads ted to
operate substantial y as set
lorth.

and a scaling (‘£171. in’. be'ow
the value. in whirh cup the
lower end of the werﬂmu lube
is immersed. substantially a.|
ulforlh.

In each of the six claims of the original
patent. the ﬂushing chamber, F, is made
an element of the combination. Claim 6
ot the reissue is substantially identical with
claim 5 of the original, claim 5 of the re—
issue with claim 4 of the original, and
claim 3 of the reissue with claim 2 of the
original. Claim 4 of the reissue is in some
respects similar to claim 3 of the original,
but it omits the ﬂushing chamber, F. and
mentions in its place a ﬂushing valve, thus
making a dlﬂerent combination. Neither the
speciﬁcation of the original nor any of its
claims corresponds with or suggests the ﬁrst
two claims of the reissue.
‘Parts of the two speciﬁcations are here
placed by us side by side. in order that the
additions in the reissue to what was in the
original may be distinctly seen. the ad
dltions in the reissue being printed in italics:

suitable means, as by wa ﬂushing by any sultahln
ter admitted by a valve means; as. for tndancz. by
through an independent water admitted by s vulva
through an independent
ﬂushing pips.
ﬂllﬂllliiil pipe as shown in

In the opinion of Judge Thayer, it is cor‘
rectly said: “In the construction of the
‘ﬂushing apparatus’ or water-closet covered by
the original letters, Boyle, the inventor, em
ployed what is commonly called an ‘inject
or‘ to exhaust the air conﬁned between tun
traps located beneath the bowl or seat of
the ‘ﬂushing apparatus.’ The apparatus was
so arranged that, when in use, water falling
through a pipe from the water tank or reser
voir into the bowl passed by the mouth of
the ‘injector,’ which was connected by a
pipe with the conﬁned air chamber between
the traps, and by the operation of a well
known principle tended to exhaust the air
and to create a vacuum in such chnmbeuthe
purpose of creating a vacuum being to in
duce a more powerful outflow of water from
the bowl through the traps and into the soil
pipe, by the aid of atmospheric pressure
on the surface of the water in the bowL The
idea of constructing a water-closet or ﬂush
ing apparatus with double traps underneath
the seat, and a. conﬁned alr chamber be
tween the same, from which the air might
be withdrawn when the closet was used.
so as to induce a more powerful outﬂow.
was not novel. The same method of con’
struction was shown in the Peters and Don
ald patent before mentioned, but Peteis and
Donald employed a. different device to ex
haust the air between the traps. Althoughs
injectors and the principle upon which they?

were operated were well known, and'al"
though they were in use for various purposes.

it may be conceded that Boyle was the ﬁrst
Old Speciﬁcation.

New Speciﬁcation.

The diagram. Fig. 6. is
designed to illustrate the
essential principle of my
present invention eveumore
clearly than the preceding
ﬁgures. The air pipe. c.
does not enter the chamber.
F. but is connected by a
branch with the ﬂushing
pipe. 1, below the chamber.
the injector. i. being- on
rnngcd at their junction.
The valve. 9‘. is shown
merely to prevent water

The diagram. Fitz. 6. is
designed to illustrate the
essential principle oi my
present invention even more
clearly than the preceding
ﬁgures. The air pipe. 5,
does not enterthe chamber.
F. but is connected by e.
branch with the ﬂushing
pipe. 1. below the chamber,
rhe injector. i. being ar
ranged at their junction.
The check valve, g’, is shown

to employ them in the construction ofn ﬂush

merely to prevent water

ing apparatus or water-closet. Being an Old

device, he could not claim the in]@°t°l'_“1'
dependently. or otherwise than in combina

tion with other devices forming 11 Pm °t
Ills improved sanitary Water-closet. The ills!

and most important claim in the out.’lnnl
letters patent was for ‘a ﬂushing appariﬂl!

consisting of a reservoir tank. ll ﬂushing
chamber adapted to be ﬁlled therefrom. 1i

setting back and ﬂowing setting buck and ﬂowing

valve controlling the admission of will"

down the pipe. 0. since the
top oi this pipe is below the
water level. 1:. 1:. instead of
uhoveit. as before. When
the ﬂushing valve. 1:, is Ill/led,
ihe water from the tank, E,
ﬂows down Ilu: ﬁlm/ling pipql.
and through the illjﬁCklT, I,
Ums drawing air from U):
plpr, a, during the whole time
that ilu: water continue: to flow
through the injector. In this
oouaimdion the (llamb-J', P,
has no function of its own,
and comllhura essentially a
mere culargemcnl 0F riw upper
porllon of the ﬂushing pipe. to
the some z‘ﬂ'clrt as the urdmun/

from said tank to said chamber, ll Sumo“

down the pipe. 2, since the
top of this pipe is below the

water level. 2. 2. instead 0!
above it. as hei ‘to.

injector arranged beneath the outlet from

said chamber, a ﬂushing pipe leading mm
said injector, and a suction or all‘ Pipe 60m‘
municuting with said injector, all combined
" ' ' substantially as set forth. whereby
the water, in escaping from said chuuibiJr

into the ﬂushing pipe, traverses said inleclwr'
and sucks air from said suction pipe. I‘

will thus be seen that the nlecwr’ “115 ‘"1"
of six elements in the combination cover?

by the ﬁrst claim of the original letters. M

"aerobic bra" commonly usril
No provision (or securing by plumbers. No provision
an alter-wash lshereshovrn. for securing an utter-wash
but the bowl may bereﬂlled is hers shown. but the bowl
alter the ﬂushing by any may be reﬁlled alter the

291,139."
In the

aﬂidavit made by Boyle’ on Deutml
ber 27, 1884, to accompany his ﬂppucauou
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for the reissue, he states that he believes

his patent No. 291,139 "to be inoperative
to fully protect the invention intended to

n
r:
a:
ii:

i!
at.
II

i.
ll

a
u
a

be covered by it, for the following reason,
namely: That the principal claims in said
patent are defective or insufﬁcicnt, in that
they are, or appear to be, limited to combi
nations embodying the ‘ﬂashing chamber, F,’
as an essential element, whereas that cham
ber is not essential to his invention in its
generic features;" that, as stated in the spec
iﬁcation of the original patent, his invention
introduced “a new principle for operating
double-trapped or siphon water-closets,—
namely, that of producing the requisite vacu
um by causing the falling ﬂushing water to
act as an injector and draw airaiong with it,"
—and that, through inadvertenee or mistake of
judgment, his claims were drawn with less
breadth than his speciﬁcation, and do not,
as they should, cover broadly the application
of such principle; that such inadvertence or
mistake arose by and in consequence or a
misunderstanding between him and his at
etorney, Mr. Arthur C. Fraser, of the ﬁrm of

ii

:Burke, Fraser & Connett, who prepared the

‘3

‘ application for the patent, and also by
reason of Boyle's want of familiarity with
the technical meaning of the language used
in patent claims, and that the same arose
without any fraudulent or deceptive inten
tion; that, in his early experiments with the
invention, be devised and tested various

a
it

a

forms and modiﬁcations of mechanism, and
among others the three constructions shown
by sketches which be annexed to the aiil
davit, and which sketches he describes as
each showing a water tank with an outlet
valve, :1 ﬂushing pipe extending down to the
closet bowl, an injector therein, a suction
or air pipe extending to the air space be
tween the two traps below, and a lever for
working the valve; that in one of such
sketches the suction or air pipe joined the
ﬂushing pipe by an elbow. their point of junc
tion constituting the injector; that in another
there was the same construction. except that
the end of the suction or air pipe entered the
ﬂashing pipe, and turned down therein, form
ing a more perfect injector; that, in the third,
the suction or air pipe extended over the top
of the tank, and was connected by a rubber
tube with the tubular valve stem of the out
let vaive, the bottom of the stem extending
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said three sketches, but only the preferred
constructions; that on or about November
28, 1884, he observed in the Patent Oﬂice
Gazette the report of a patent, No. 308,358,
granted November 25, 1884, to Frank B.
Hanson, showing Boyle's said invention in
a form almost identical with one of the said
constructions originally invented by Boyle;
that he thereupon consulted with his attor
ney to ascertain how such a patent came,
to be issued to Hanson; that his said attor-gf
ney, in the course of asfew days, advised him‘
of the defect or insuﬂiciency in his said origi
nal patent; that, prior to being so advised,
Boyle had no suspicion that his said patent
was in any wise defective or insuiﬁclent; that
he thereupon instructed his attorney to pre
pare an application for reissue of his said pat
ent; that, believing that he, and not Hanson,
was the original inventor of the subject-mat
ter thereof, he demanded of the commissioner
of patents the declaration of an interference
with Hanson's patent; that, so far as he was
aware, no interest had arisen adverse to the
grant of the reissue which he applied for,
either in favor of Hanson or of any other
person; and that, so far as he was aware,
his patent had not been infringed, nor had
any attempt been made to imitate or evade
the same, except by Hanson.
One of the claims of the patent issued to
Hanson covers a ﬂushing apparatus substan
tially the same as that described in claim 1
of the original patent to Boyle, omitting only
the “ﬂushing chamber."
The view taken by Judge Thaycr was that
the sole purpose of Boyle in asking for a
reissue was to eliminate the “ﬂushing cham
ber,” as a constituent element of the com
bination covered by certain claims of the
original patent to Boyle, particularly of
claim 1, and to obtain a patent for a ﬂush
ing apparatus like that described in said
claim 1, less the ﬂushing chamber, and so
claim 2 of the reissue was granted in the
terms above set forth, omitting the ﬂushing

chamber from the combination. It was omit

far enough to constitute an injector; that
those constructions were all made and oper
ated by him before January 1, 1882; that

ted also from claim 1 of the reissue. The
effect of this was to expand the claims of
the original patent, because they had been
limited by including the "ﬂushing chamber"
as an element of the combination.
It is contended for the plaintitfs that the
main feature of Boyle's ﬂushing apparatus
consisted in the use of an injector operated
by falling ﬂushing water, to pump air from
between the two traps; that that fact was
shown and spoken of in the original speci

they all worked satisfactorily in siphoning

ﬂeation; that the ﬂushing chamber was not

the closet, but embodied no means for giv

essential to the operation of that device, a,

mi; an “after-wash“ for ﬁlling the bowl

single reservoir tank being suﬂ‘icicnt for the

after the ﬂushing; that in supplying such
means be modiﬁed the construction, ﬂllt
adoDted those constructions which are shown

nonessential limitation was put upon suchg

below the valve and into the ﬂushing Pipe

“1 F188‘ 1, 4, and 5 of his original patent;

that, in describing his invention to his said
attorney, he did not describe the first con
Itructions devised by him and shown in the

purpose; that by lnadvertence or mistake a,‘°
claimswf the original patent as covered the-t
injector device; that in consequence thereof
the original patent was inoperative to secure
the invention intended to be claimed; and
that the patent, therefore, was properly re~
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issued, the claims having simply been altered
to cover more accurately the invention de
scribed in the original speciﬁcation.
The opinion of the circuit court, in speak
ing of the contention that the original patent
was inoperative to protect the invention in
tended to be covered by it, said that such
patent certainly protected the ﬂashing ap
paratus that was claimed as a. whole in the
ﬁrst claim, and carefully described in the
speciﬁcation; that it protected also all the
combinations which were claimed in its sev
eral claims; that it was not necessary to
change the speciﬁcation or the drawings to
secure fully the apparatus claimed in the
several claims of the original patent; that
that was the identical apparatus which
Boyle intended to manufacture; that, there
fore, it could not be said that the original
patent was “inoperative or invalid" in the
sense that Boyle could not hold what he
claimed and intended to manufacture, be
cause his original speciﬁcation was either de
Iective or insufficient;
that what Boyle
meant by asserting that the original patent
was inoperative was only that a particular
combination of parts might have been
claimed originally that was not claimed,
and that his original patent was inoperative
to protect such particular combination, be
cause no right to the protection of it had
been asserted; that, even conceding that the
original patent was “inoperative" in the sense
in which that word is used in section 4916 or
the Revised Statutes, the question remained
whether the failure to claim what the orig
inal patent did not protect, because it was
not claimed therein, was due to “inadver
tence, accident, or mistake," in the sense of

the statute; that all of the evidence which
was before the commissioner of patents
tending to show inadvertence or mistake
(that is, the aﬂldavit of Boyle, that of Fraser,
and other documents) was offered by the
plaintiffs in the present suit, supplemented
by some additional testimony; and that,

gander those circumstances, the circuit court
:conld review the ﬁnding of the commissioner
' on the poiut'that the original patent was in
operative by reason of inadvertence and mis
take, at least to the extent of determining
whether, as a matter of law, what was ai
lcged to be a mistake was such a mistake as
warranted a reissue.
Mr. Fraser, the attorney who obtained the
original potent, as well as the reissue, said
in his aﬁidavit presented to the patent oﬁice,
with the application for the reissue, that he

tion, whereas, in tact, the said chamber is
essential only to the operativeness or the at»
vices for producing the ‘after-wash’ for re

ﬁlling the bowl, which devices are claimed
speciﬁcally in claim 4 of said patent;" that 1,,

was not then aware that Boyle had used the
ﬂushing apparatus with a single tank, from
which the ﬂushing pipe led directly, thereby
omitting the ﬂushing chamber beneath the
tank, nor did it occur to Fraser at that time
that the invention was susceptible of being
so modiﬁed: that he drew the tirst three
claims of the original patent, as granted,
through a misapprehension of the essentials

of the invention, arising from a misunder
standing between himseif and Boyle, with
out any fraudulent or deceptive intention on
the part of either; that Fraser was not
aware of the defect or insuﬂloiency in the
patent until after he saw the patent of Han
son, No. 308,358; and that, after examining
that patent and ascertaining the circum
stances of its grant, he advised Boyle that
Hanson had
ecured a. patent covering
Boyle’s prior invention, and counseled Boyle
to apply for a reissue of his patent, and to
demand an interference with the patent of
Hanson.
The circuit court further observed that Mr.
Fraser's explanation showed that; he under
stood that the talling ﬂushing water trav
ersing the injector would perform its iunr-r
tion of pumping air from between the trans;
equally well, whether the. water proceeded’
from a reservoir having one compartment or
one having a dozen; that such fact was 0!»
vious to any observer who had any knowl
edge of the principle upon which an injector
acts; that Fraser, therefore, must be under
stood as asserting merely that he incvl‘W
rated the ﬂashing chamber as an eiementin

the several combinations claimed in i116
original patent, because he intended to de
scribe and claim an operative ﬂushing ﬂit
paratus or water-closet, which would pride

a marketable invention; that it was manifest
from other statements made by Fraser 1n

the course of his testimony that, in 111! 0pm‘
ion, a ﬂushing apparatus minus the ﬂushing
chamber with its attendant devices for it

curing an after-wash would be llfilc'm11y
useless; that some provision for reﬁlling ‘119

bowl alter the injector had ceased £0 "I"
was essential to the successful ollerﬂﬂcm M
the ﬂashing apparatus or watercloset, 00"‘

sidered as a whole; and, that, in dmf'ﬂllg ‘11'?
several claims 01! the original patent, he in
tentionally, and, as it would seem, with great

clearly understood “that the invention in
question introduced a new principle in water
closet ﬂushing apparatus,—that of exhausting
the air by means of an inJector,—and so de_
scribed the invention in the speciﬁcation, but
that in drawing the claims he inadvertently
incorporated the ﬂushing chamber as an ele.
ment therein, being at the time under the

care, included the ﬂushing chamber, 10' m?

impression that the said ﬂushing chamber
was essential to the operation oi: the inven

the general statement that a Illisil-udemum

reason that it was one of the esenti'll mg’
of the ﬂushing apparatus, without which °
latter would not be serviceable.
'
The ophiion also states that B03495 am’
davit, ﬁled with the application for theirr
issue, describes no mistake, inadverwm' ‘in
accident; that Boyle contents himself “id.
‘111g existed between him and his attorney,
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but what it was does not appear; that, from
his testimony in the present suit, it was man
ifest that Boyle, as well as Fraser, was of
the opinion, when the original patent was
granted, that a ﬂushing apparatus, con
structed according to Boyle's design, but
without the ﬂushing chamber to secure an

after-wash, would be vaiueiess, because it
would command no sale; that Boyle admitted
that he had made a ﬂushing apparatus minus
the ﬂushing chamber, which was not satis
factory, was not intended to be operative,
and was not intended as a design for a
water-closet that he expected to manufac
ture or sell; that if Boyle and Fraser made
any mistake, or labored under any misappre
hension, when the original patent was taken
‘out, it consisted in the assumption that the
aomission of a ﬂushing chamber on which the
‘after-wash devices depended, and'without
which there was no means (so far as Boyle

had then discovered) of securing an after
wash automatically, would leave a valuelcss
combination, and hence that there was no
need of claiming such a combination; and
that, when the statements of Boyle and
Fraser were fairly analyzed, such appeared
to be all that could reasonably be said in
support of the contention that the claims
of the original patent were due to inadvert
ent'e and mistake.
The opinion further states that the testi
mony showed, to the entire satisfaction of
the court, that Fraser was right in suppos
ing that Boyle's ﬂushing apparatus, without
the ﬂushing chamber, would be incomplete,
and therefore practically valueiess; that Han
son, whose patent covered a water-closet
having a single water reservoir and an in

far as the records before the commissioner

agreed in their testimony that some mechan
18m to secure automatically an after-wash—

01' patents or the proof in this case showed;
that the injector was an old device when
Boyle adopted it; that it could be claimed
only in combination with other parts which
would together produce a new result or
elect, or constitute a new machine; that
Boyle placed the injector in combination
with certain other old parts or devices
which he deemed it necessary to employ,
to make a new ﬂushing apparatus that would
be operative and useful; that by so doing
he made each element of the combination
material, and was entitled to be protected

that is, to ﬂush the closet and reﬁll the bowl

in the use of the combination so formed

at the end of the ﬂushing by a single pull

and claimed; that his sole purpose in ask
ing for a reissue was to slough off one ele
ment of the combination, and so reduce the

jector, but no ﬂushing chamber or provision
_.‘-:_‘—“ ILB‘IE .E‘ 9?R~_‘$.=_;,.<_

174, and 6 Sup. Ct. Rep. 451; and Coon v.
Wilson, 113 U. S. 268, 277, 5 Sup. Ct. Rep.
537,-to the eﬂect that a patent for an in
vention could not be lawfully reissued for
the mere purpose of enlarging the claim,
unless a clear mistake had been inadvertent-a
to
ly committed in the wording of the claim.
i.‘
e'l‘he opinion of the circuit court further
said that the testimony did not tend to es
tablish that either Boyle or Fraser acted so
inadvertently or under such misapprehen
sion of either law or fact, when the claims
of the original patent were formulated, as
to justify a reissue of the patent; that it was
obvious to them, as to any one, that the in
jector would perform its function as well with
asingletankaswith atank and ﬂushing eham
ber combined; that both of them believed
that a water-closet constructed according to
Boyle's design, but without provision for an
after-wash, would be valueless in the market;
that in that belief they were right; that
Boyle had discovered no method of produ
cing an after-wash automatically by using a
single water tank, and hence both he and
Fraser regarded the ﬂushing chamber as one
of the essential features of the ﬂushing ap~
'paratus intended to be manufactured, and
accordingly claimed it industriously in all
of the important claims; that even though
they claimed the injector in combination
with a part which was nonessential to its
operation, and thereby limited the claim, yet
they did so in pursuance of a welldeﬁned
purpose, not based upon a misconception
of matters of fact or ignorance of law, so

for an after-wash, and who caused Boyle to
apply for the reissue in question, to inval
idate Hanson's patent, admitted that a
watereioset constructed according to the
speciﬁcation of the Hanson patent was de
i'ective and unsalable, and for that reason
had never been put upon the market; that

Boyle, Fraser,

and Hanson

substantially

at the lever—was essential to the successful
operation of a ﬂushing apparatus; that, with
out such mechanism, an apparatus con
structed with double traps and an injector to

parts embraced in the claim that it would;
be impossible for any other person to use an:

exhaust the air between the traps would be ‘injector in the construction of a. d0uble~trap-'

“"1955. in the sense that there would be no
demand for such an apparatus; and that it
would seem that Boyle displayed as much

ingenuity, if not more, in devising the mech
mm to produce an after-wash, as in em
13105411: an injector, which was an old de

V106, t0 Dump air from between the traps.
The oPinion then cites the cases of Miller
v. Brass 00., 104 U. S. 350, 355;

Mahn v.

Hll'wood, 112 U. s. 354, 359, 5 Sup. 0:. Rep.
v.13s.c.—39

ped water-closet, without paying tribute to
his patent; and that, as the claims are en

larged in the reissue, it would be unlawful
for a mechanic to use an injector in the con
struction of a ﬂushing apparatus. even if he
should succeed in doing what Boyle failed
to accomplish,-that is to say, produce an
after-wash automatically by the use of a.
single tank,—because the parts with which
the injector has been combined in the
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claims of the reissue are so few that they
must necessarily all be used to work the
injector.
The opinion further observed that if the
injector were new with Boyle, and had not
been claimed in the original patent, it might
be proper to interpret the law liberally in
favor of Boyle, to enable him to realize the
full beneﬁt of his invention; that an injector
is an old device, and Boyle merely adopted
it and applied it to a new use; and that he
ought to be limited to that combination in
which he deliberately placed and claimed it.
The conclusion of the opinion was that
the reissue, being granted merely to enlarge
the claims, could not be sustained, citing Burr
v. Duryee, 1 Wall. 531, and Gill v. Wells,
22 Wall. 1; that the failure to claim the
particular combination not. claimed in the
original patent, but claimed in the reissue,
was not due to any such inadvertence or
mistake as would authorize the claiming of
it in the reissue; and that the failure to
claim such combination originally occurred
under such circumstances, and was accom
panled with such full knowledge of all ma
teriul facts, as to amount to an abandonment
if that particular combination to the pub

We think that, on all the facts of this
case, no one of the claims of the reissue can
be construed as valid in leaving out the
ﬂushing chamber as an element of the com
bination, inasmuch as every claim of the
original patent. contained it. Prouty v. ling
glos, 16 Pet. 336, 341; Brooks v. Flskr.
15 How. 212, 219; Burr v. Duryee, 1 Wall.
531; Reckcndorfer v. Faber, 9'.’ U. s‘. 347,
Fuller v. Yentzcr, 94 U. S. 288; Railway
Co. v. Sayles, 97 U. S. 554; Water-Meter Co.
v. Desper, 101 U. S. 332.
Moreover, the matter above printed in
italics, in the righthand column, taken from
the new speciﬁcation, is new matter, insert
ed evidently for the purpose of laying a
foundation for the two expanded claims in
the reissue, which it is alleged the defend
ant infringes. In the reissue, the ﬂushing
chamber forms an element in the combina
tion claimed in each claim, except claims l.
2, and 4; and, to lay the foundation for lear
ing out the ﬂushing chamber as an element
in claims 1, 2, :md 4 of the reissue, l-llr
statement is made in the speciﬁcation of the
reissue of the new matter that the ﬂushing
chamber "has no function of its own, and
constitutes essentially a mere enlargement or
the upper portion of the ﬂushing pipe, to
the same effect as the ordinary ‘service bor’

lic.
We are unanimously of the opinion that
these views of the circuit court are sound,
and that it is unnecessary to consider the
point made by the defendant that the reis
sue was invalid because it lacked novelty
and invention. It is not contended that
the defendant has infringed any other claims
of the rcimue than claims 1 and 2; and we
think it entirely clear that the defendant
has not infringed any of
the claims
of the original patent. The defendant had
no ﬂushing chamber in any ﬂushing appa
ratus made by it; and such ﬂushing cham
her was an essential element in the speciﬁca
tion and drawings of the original patent, and
was one of the necessary elements in each
got the six claims of the original patent, as
a made. It is impossible to examine the draw
' ings of the original patent and‘see that the
ﬂashing chamber could be dispensed with in
the structure. The original speciﬁcation
says that the invention of Boyle “has for
its principal object to cheapen and sim
piify the overhead ﬂushing apparatus.” If
the idea of constructing an apparatus with.

commonly used by plumbers."
In the speciﬁcation of the original patent.
the ﬂushing‘ chamber had been made an
esssential element in each of the six claims.
The application for the Hanson patent was
ﬁled in the patent otﬁcc, June 12, 1883, al
though the pateut was not granted until No

vember 25, 1884. and it was pending "1 in“
patent oilice during more than six montln

before Boyle's original patent, No. 291,139,
was granted, January 1, 1884. The Hanson
patent shows a ﬂushing apparatus wherein
the injector principle is used for exhnusnn:

the air in the conﬁned space between iliv
“V0 tmils, by the use of one tank containing
water for ﬂushing the basin. it was not un
til Boyle obtained knowledge of the Hall?“
patent that he conceived the idea of claim

lug such a construction as had been patent
ed to Hanson.

Then, and not until the!!

he announced the idea that it was of will?

to do away with the ﬂashing chamber, lll
though the speciﬁcation of his original PM‘
ent, in its text and drawings and claims.
emphasized the importance of the ﬂuﬁhhig

out the ﬂushing Chamber had occurred to

chamber as an element in every 0119 0H1“

Boyle, he would have set forth such a con
struction in one of the ﬁgures of his draw.

combinations. The specification, dlilwlw'
and claims of the original pawl ‘1° not

11185. because the omission of the ﬂushing
chamber would have promoted both cheap

suggest the idea cm the ﬂushing climbs:
“has no function of its own." There 19110 '

ness and simplicity.

The

drawings,

how

ever, contradict the possibility of making the
structure without a. ﬂushing chamber. The
entire text of the original speciﬁcation shows
nothing but the invention of a structure

containing both a tank and a ﬂushing cham.
her. That chamber is referred to in the
text of the original speciﬁcation 31 time;

ing
any
1, 2, such
in
andthe
combination
4 of
original
the reissue,
patent
as is or
claimed
which
whichin511832]
d”

the possibility that Boylc’s inveillm c?“
the
be operated
ﬂushing by
chamber
a combination
as an element
winch the";
011"

Every One of the elements which is m“
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a part of the several combinations claimed
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in the original patent is thereby made mate
rial to uch combinations. Eames v. God
frey, 1 Wall. 78; Burr v. Duryee, Id. 531;
Case v. Brown, 2 Wall. 320; Gould v. Rees,

15 Wall. 187; Gill v. Wells, 22 Wall. 1; Ful
ler v. Yentzer, 94 U. S. 288; Powder Co.
v. Powder Works, 98 U. S. 126; Leggett v.
Avery, 101 U. S. 256; James v. Campbell,

104 U. S. 356; Coon v. Wilson, 113 U. S.
268, 5 Sup. Ct. Rep. 537; Parker 8: Whipple
Co. v. Yale Clock 00., 123 U. S. 87, 8 Sup.
Ct. Rep. 38; Electric Gas Lighting Co. v.
Boston Electric 00., 139 U. S. 481, 11 Sup.
Ct. Rep. 586; Toplii! v. Toplifl', 145 U. S.
156, 12 Sup. Ct. Rep. 825.

Decree aﬂ‘lrmed.

N. M. Rose and G. B. Rose, for tedtion
ers. John McClure and A. H. Garland, np
posed.

2:0
' Mr. Justice BLATOHFORD delivered he‘
opinion of the court.
These cases grow out of what is known
as the “Hot Springs Litigation," phases of
which are reported in Hot Springs Cascs,

92 U. S. 698; Rector v. Gibbon, 111 U. S.
276, 4 Sup. Ct. Rep. 605; Lawrence v. Reo
tor, 137 U. S. 139, 11 Sup. Ct. Rep. 33; and

Geode v. Gaines, 145 U. S. 141, 12 Sup. Ct.
Rep. 839. Goode v. Gaines covered also 14
other cases, one of which, Rugg v. Gaines,
is involved in No. 13 original, and another
of which, Lat-ta. v. Gaines, is involved in No.
12 original.

The case involved in No. 13 original was
(148 U.

. 228)

GAINES et al. v. CALDWELL, as Judge of
the

United

States

Circuit

Court,

and!

a. bill in equity ﬁled by William H. Gaines
and Maria, his wife, in the circuit court of

the United States for the eastern district

GEORGE G. LATTA.
GAINES et al. v. CALDWELL, as Judge of
the United States Circuit Court, and D. 0.

BUGG.
,

report of a. special master.
overruled the exceptions of the defendant
Rugg to the report, and decreed that there
was due to the plaintiffs for rent, according

(March 20, 1893.)
No. 12 Original.

No. 13 Original.
ArrsAL-Dncrsros—Rnvsnsn. AND Mommas-nos
—Du'rr or TRIAL COURT—MANDAMUS.
LA circuit court has no power to modify
Its decree, when the cause is remanded after
an appeal to the supreme court, otherwise than
is provided for by the opinion and mandate a
remanding the cause, although subsequent

to them since that date, and until the ﬁling
of the master's report, for the rental value
of the property, and interest, $811.68; and
for the amount of rent to the date of the

decree, $245;

amounting in the aggregate

to $2,073.06; from which were to be de
ducted the amount due the defendant Rugg
for taxes paid, and interest, $298; the

amount of purchase money paid by him too
the United States for the land, and iuterestgg
'$158.40; and the present value of the
provements, $500. Those sums mounting1m‘.
in
the aggregate to $956.40, which taken from

the $2,073.06, left the sum of $1,116.66, which

14011. S. 91. followed.
._
change in the decree of the circuit
court, ill the matter of the distribution of costs.

ls_not permissible, under such a mandate and
Opinion.
‘.1. Although an appeal might be taken from
the r-Ircurt court because of its error in treating

c decision of the supreme court as a reversal

the court found to ‘be the balance due to
the plaintiffs; and it decreed that the plain
tiﬂs recover from Rugg $1,116.66 and all
costs of suit, and have execution therefor.
that the plaintiﬂis recover from the defend
ants the possession of lot 14 in block 77 in
the Hot Springs reservation, Garland coun
ty, Ark.; that a writ of possession issue;
that serving a copy of the decree should
be the writ; and that the special master

be allowed $100 for his services as such.
_
_
inadequate,
of
e unavoidable
delay,
the
supreme because
court may
33:“ the error by mandamus to the circuit‘

Petitions by William H. Gaines and oth
em for a writ of mandamus against Henry C.
Caldwell, United States circuit Judge, and

others, to compel the entry of decrees in con
alllll'eme court lnthe case of Goode v. Gaines,

11’ Sup. Ct. Rep. 839,145 U. s. 141. Granted.

The decree further declared that the defend
ant Rugg prayed an appeal to the supreme
court of the United States, which was grant
ed, and it ordered that on his ﬁling a. bond
in $3,616.66, and a bond for costs for $256
the decree be superseded pending the ap
peal. Maria Gaines, one of the appellees,
subsequently died; and it was ordered that
Albert B. Gaines, her executor, and seven

other persons, her solo devisees and legr.
tees, be made appellea.
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The case was argued in this court on April
18, 1892, and decided May 2, 1892; and the
decree of this court was that the decree
of the circuit court be reversed, each party
to pay one half of the costs in this court.
The mandate of this court, dated May 24,
1892, recited its decree, and ordered that
the cause he remanded to the circuit court
"for further proceedings to be had therein
in conformity with the opinion of this court,"
and commanded the judges of the circuit
court “that such further proceedings be had
in said cause, in conformity with the opinion
and decree of this court, as, according to
right and justice, and the laws of the United
States, ought to be had, the said appeal not—

inal and No. 12 original, held that no error
was committed by the circuit court in any
matter relating to the title or possession of
the lands, but that error had been committed
in allowing to the plaintiffs, according to
the account taken by the master, for rent;
which accrued before the bils were mm,
It therefore reversed the decrees below, and

withstanding."
The biil of complaint of Gaines and his
wife, which was ﬁled May 23, 1884. against
Barnes and Rugg and two other defendants,
alleged, in substance, that under the laws of
the United States governing the entry and

sale of lands in the reservation at Hot
Springs, Ark., they were entitled to enter
_,and purchase lot 14, in block 77, in Hot
gSprings; that the Hot Springs commission,
I through a mistake of law,'permltted Barnes.
assignee of Mary Waldron, who had entered
upon and held said lot as tenant of the
plaintiffs, to enter the lot in his own right,
over the application to enter it lawfully
made by the plaintiffs;
that, by virtue of
that error, Barnes, as assignee of the tenant,
had procured a. patent for the lot from the
United States;
and that Rugg had suc
ceeded to the title of said tenant and Barnes.
The bill prayed that the defendants might
be held to be trustees for the beneﬁt of the
plaintiffs; that an account he had of the
rents received by the defendants on the lot,
and a. decree be made for such rents, and
for the possession of the lot; and for all
other proper relief. On December 6, 1884,
Rugg ﬁled his answer to the bill, setting up
various defenses. On November 10, 1886,
the bill was dismissed as to the defendants
other than Barnes and Rugg.
0n the hearing of the case the circuit court
found and decreed that the commissioners,
by error and mistake of law, had awarded
the right to purchase the lot to Barnes, who
had sold it to Rugg, who had notice of the
plaintiffs‘ claim to it; that under such er
roneous ruling a patent had issued to
Barnes.
And the circuit court decreed
that the title of Rugg to the lot be divested

out 0! him, and be vested in the plaintiﬂs,
Ind their heirs and assigns, forever; that a
reference be made to a master to take an
account of the rents on said lot, the taxes

remanded the several causes, with a direc
tion for further proceedings in conformity"
with the opinion of this court, the costs ing

this court to be equally’iivided. The opinion'
is reported as Goode v. Gaines, 145 U. s
141, 12 Sup. Ct. Rep. 839.
On the lst of June, 1892, the mandates of
this court in the two cases were presented to
the circuit court. and were filed there and
entered of record.
On the same day, the
plaintiffs in the Rugg Suit presented to the
circuit court a petition accompanying the
mandate, and praying for the entry of a de
cree that all the right, title, claim, and in»
terest of the defendants in and to lot 14, in
block 77, in the city of Hot Springs, be di
vested out of them, and be vested in the
plaintiffs; that an account between the dc
fendants and the plaintiffs be stated in ac

cordance with the directions contained in the
mandate; that, in taking the account, the
defendants he charged with the rental value
of the lot from May 23, 1884, (the day the
bill was ﬁled,) or during such portions of
that time as they had kept the plaintiffs out
of the possession thereof, down to the date
of the proposed decree, with interest on the
same from the end of each year at 6 per

cent. per annum,—no additional rent, 110"‘
ever, to be charged to the defendants by M
son of any improvements placed upon iii?

lot by them; that the plaintiffs be cilm‘gi‘d
with all taxes paid by the defendants on 018

lot from the day the mu was ﬁled, “W1 in
terest on the same from the time of Such

payments until the date of the decree ﬁts
per cent. per annum, and also with the presv
ent value of all improvements placed by
the defendants upon the lot, as the same

might appear at the date of the decree. {1115
with the sum of $120 paid by the defend

ants to the United States for the lot ‘will
interest on the same at 6 per cent. D91‘ 1mm]
from January 1, 1882; that the defendfmts

pay all the costs of the plaintiffs in i119

cause in the circuit court;

that the PM‘;

tiiTs have execution therefor as at law; "1

that the special master proceed to 5m
an account between the parties according;o
the terms of the decree, and. to ‘11.5" all
take testimony, in writing, of all WWW“;
produced, and report the same, with his ptrhe
cecdings and ﬁndings, to the 00111’L end in

Pflid 11nd improvements placed on it, with

21st of December, 1892, the p181ntmts 5“ T,

directions to report an account of the same;

the circuit court a petition praying for“? to
of possession, commanding the 111M511"l
put them in possession of the land mum“!

and that the plaintiffs recover all costs of
Suit
On a hearing on the report of the
master, the ﬁnal decree of November 11,

1837. was made, in the terms before stated.
This court, in each of the 15 cases, including
the two involved respectively in No. 13 orig

in the decree.

ﬁled“,

' 0n the 6th of January, 18931 Rugs
m
the circuit court his exceptions to the p
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posed decree ﬁled by the plaintiffs on June
1, 1892.
Those exceptions embraced the

propositions which are set forth in the mar
gin,‘ On a hearing on the petition and ex
ceptions, before the court, held by Judge

<rvﬁr“-‘
I-‘r
PEG-mam
Ir::1:

Caldwell. one of the circuit judges. an order
was entered on January 7, 1893, which stated
that "the court is of the opinion that said
exceptions are well taken, and that the de
fendant herein should be allowed, if he so
elects, to take further testimony in support
of his said exceptions, by way of defense to
the title to'the land in controversy, and that
this cause should be set down upon the issues
formed by the pleadings and exceptions
aforesaid as to the title to said lands. It is,
therefore, ordered, that said exceptions be
sustained, and that said decree prepared as
aforesaid be not entered; but, as the plain
tiﬂ’s announce their purpose to apply to the
supreme court of the United States for a
writ of mandamus to compel the entry of
said decree as prepared by the plaintiff's
solicitors, and the court being willing to ex
pedite the said proposed proceeding, it is
further ordered that said proposed decree
and the petition of the plaintiffs for the
entry thereof be made a part of the record
herein. And it is further ordered, that the
l(1) That said proposed decree did not re
Terse the former decree.
(2) That it appeared by the proofs in the]
cause that just after the award, and many
times afterwards, appellees declared themselves
satisﬁed with the awards made by said com
mission, and that by various acts and declara
tions they had estopped themselves from set
ting up any title or right to said lot as against
said Rugg.
(3) That said lot includes a piece of land
not embraced in the lease made by Games to
Waldrou.
(‘131 That there were four heirs of Ludovicus
Bel 'ug, under whom appellees claim, of whom:
said Marin. Gaines was one, and that there is

petition for writ of possession ﬂied herein
by said plaintiffs be, and the same is hereby,
overruled; and said plaintilfs except to Said
several rulings, and ask that their excep
tions be noted of record, which is according
F ly done.”
l Thereupon, the plaintiffs made an appli
l cation to this court, on January 23, 1893, for
leave to ﬁle a petition for a writ of manda
mus commanding Judge Caldwell, as judge
of the circuit court, to grant the petition
for a decree, ﬁled by the plaintiffs in that
court, on June 1, 1892, and to order the issue
of a writ ofpossesslon as prayed by the plain
tiﬂ‘s, or to make such other orders and de
crees as might be deemed proper in carrying
out the decree heretofore made in this cause
by this court, and for all other proper relief.

J

On the 30th of January, 1893, this court
made an order, returnable March 6, 1893,
requiring the circuit judge to show cause
why the writ of mandamus should not be

issued.

A return to the order has been

ﬁled, made by Judge Caldwell, and the case
has been argued before this court. In his

return to the order to show cause, in case
No. 13 original, Judge Caldwell makes the
statement which is set forth in the margin.‘
" ln Goodc v. Gaines, 145 U. S. 141, 12 Sup.

Ct. Rep. 839, this court adhered to its de-'
cision in Rector v. Gibbon, 111 U. S. 276, 4
Sup. Ct. Rep. 605, touching titles-to land in

\_\
‘Among other
decree '

exceptions to the proposed
which is _as follows:

were
was,
that he was a purchaser, for
full rendered,
value, from
a
person to whom the Hot Springs commission
had awarded the lot in controversy, without
notice of the claim or contention of the appel
lees, and exhibited a quitclaim deed showing!

such conveyance and

‘

faith

no proof in the record that the appellees ever
acquired the title of two of said heirs, by name
Henry and Albert Belding.
(5)
at on the former hearing in the cir

cmtcourt the court was of the opinion that one
oldiug under a quitolaim deed could not be
held to be an innocent purchaser for value, but

to proof of notice; that one holding under a
quitclaim deed could not avail himself of such
a. defense: that the supreme court of the United
there is no proof in the record to show that
States, at the October term, 1891, (since the
Rugg had such notice as would bind him.
decision and ruling of this honorable court as
aforesaid.) has held in the case of McDonald
,(6) That in the absence of proof of the iden
tity of lot 14, block 77, no ﬁnal decree shouldI
v. Belding, 1415 U. S. 492, 12 Sup. Ct. Rep;
be rendered.
2, that the question of whether one was a
bonn. ﬁde urchascr for value, without notice,
That there is no proof in the record that
{gtellgt described in the lease is identical with was one t at was not to be determined by a.
mere inspection of the muniments of title. and
that one could as well be a bona ﬁde purchaser
(8) Because there is no proof in the record
that appellees ever acquired the interest of
for value, without notice, under a quitclaim
Albert and Henry Beldiug in said lot.
deed, as one of warranty; that such a question
was one to be settled by proof. Appellant
9) Because there is no proof in the record
‘it Rugs bought with notice of plaintiffs’
states that there is no proof in the record
cléilmy and because there is proof that he bought
showing that appellant had notice of the claim
Without such notice, and when plaintilfs were
of the appellccs, and now denies, as ls_already
Publicly proclaiming that they were content denied by answer, that he had such notice. and
W'1 the awards made.
submits that no decree ought to be rendered
on the mandate herein in favor of thc_appel
)_ ecause there is no proof in the record
on w ich a decree for plaintiffs can be based.
lees, as to do so would not be accord1ng_ ‘to
right and justice, and the laws of the United
h
efendant prays for a decree for one
States,’ in the absence of_ proof that the appel
D315 0 the costs of transcript used on the up
lees had such’ notice as is averred in the bill
ofCasepNo.
com laint.379, McDonald 1'. Balding,
_
(12 N0 judgment for costs should be ren
145 U.‘
dew; until the cause is ﬁnally disposed of.

_t since that time the supreme court of the
tilted States has held otherwise, and that

S. 492, 12 Sup. Ct. Rep. 892, and cases Na
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i-tho Hot Springs reservation, and held
:that there were no facts in the 15 cases
' then before it (all bcing'appeals from the
circuit court of the United States for the
eastern district of Arkansas) which took
those cases out of the operation of that de

cision; but ln view of the delay in coinni'enc
ing the suits, and the previous acquiescence
of the plaintiffs in the possession by the de
fendants, this court limited the right of £111
account in equity of the rents of tlic pruni
lses to the date of the ﬁling of the bills. It

221. Goode v. Gaines: No.
519ml, "
Gaines; No. 303, Du an v. Gaines; _1\0- 304'
Cohn v. Gaines; No. ' 05, Allen in Games; N0

conformity to the opinion of this honorable

306, Madison v. Gaines:

N0. _307, Rust; V

Gaines: No. 308, Garuett v. Gaines; Nadir-Lv
Garnett v. Gaines; No. 310, Rug. v. Games;
No. 311, Granger v. Gaines: No. 12_, Neubert
v. Gaines; No. 313, Summer V.'G111!105: i\o.
314, Lotta v. Gaines; and No. 315, Lotta v.
Gaines,-—12 Sup. Ct. Rep. 839, were all .cases
owing out of what is known as the ‘Llot
bprings Reservation Litigation." There were
some questions common to all ‘the cases. The
uestion as to whether the action of the Hon
gprings commissioners was ﬁnal (Rector_ v.
Gibbon, 111 U. S. 276, 4 Su . Ct. Rep. 605)
was common to all of them. l‘he question as
to the rights of those parties who had pur
chased and paid value without notice of any
defect in the title, but who accepted quitclaimi
deeds from their grantors. was not common to
all the cases, but was raised in severii.l_of the
cases upon pleadings and proofs identical "1'
substance and legal effect. Amen the cases
in which that question was rais
upon sub—
stantially the same pleadings and proofs was
case No. 879, McDonald v. Belding, and case
No. 314, Latta v. Gaines, and case No. 307
Rugg v. Gaines. In the circuit court, most, i

not all, of these cases were tried at the same
time, and treated very much as one case. On
a peal in this honorable court it appears that
t e cases were all submitted and heard togeth
er, with the exception of case No. 379, McDon
ald v. Belding, which was argued, submitted,
and decided by itself. Why this case was ep
arated from the others in the argument and:
submission in this honorable court, respondent
is not advised. It appears from the report (145
U. S. 141, 12 Sup. Ct. Rep. 839) that cases
numbered 227, 302, 303, 304, 305, 306, 307,
308, 309, 310, 311, 312. 313, 314, and 315 were
ar ued April 18, 1892,_ and decided May 2,
1 2, and that case No. 379. McDonald v.
Balding, was submitted April 26, 1892, and de—
cided May 16, 1892. In the case of McDonald
v. Beldiug this honorable court said: “Under
all the circumstances it cannot be held that
McDonald, although taking a qiiitclaim deed,

was chargeabl_e._wheu he purchased, with no
tice of any existing claim to the property uponv
the part of the plaintilfs or of either of them,”
and reversed the decree of the circuit court,
and remanded the cause, with directions to the
circuit court to dismiss the bill. The same
pleadings, the some proofs, and the same "cir
cumstances,“ in substance and legal eiIect, are
present in the case of Latta v. Gaines and oth

court.

If the supreme court has not in fact reversed
that portion of the decree of the circuit court
which vested title in the petitioners, than there
is no necessity for entering any portion of the
proposed decree, save that which directs the
manner of stating the account. If it has re
versed that portion of the decree vesting title
in the petitioners, and remanded the causeto
he proceeded in in accordance with the opinion
of this honorable court, the doterniinationot
What the opinion directs cnlls for the exercise
of judicial functions and discretion, and it is
submitted that such discretion cannot be con
trolled by mandamus.
_
In the McDonald-Belding Case it appears

that one Flynn leased a lot in the Hot Springs
reservation from Belding and made some _iin~
provemeuts thereon; that, after the appoint
ment of the Hot Springs commission, Flynn, on
the ground that he had made the improvements
on the lot, made claim to it, and Beliliui:
claimed that he was entitled to it by reason of
grevious occupation and possession, and that
e held continuous possession through Flynn,
his tenant. The commission awarded the lot to
and_ before the coin
Flynn,
who of
afterwards
mencement
suit b IBelding,
sold and con
veycd the same to
cDouald by a quitclinm
deed. After the sale to McDonald, Belding
commenced suit against both of them, seeking
to charge them as trustees and to compel them
to convey to him, allegin that McDonald piir

chased with full knowle ge of his (Beldmg'il
equities. McDonald denied notice of the al
leged equities of Belding, and claimed to he an
innocent purchaser for value. lho 'circuit

court held that one holding under a quilvlﬂlm
deed could not be regarded as an innocent pur

chaser for value, and rendered a decree iii ‘fil
vor of Belding. This honorable court. _0l1 {it
peal, held that McDonald, under the iimtclﬂlm
deed, could be, and was, an innocent purchase‘
for value, and reversed the decree of thedﬂbl;
cuit court, and directed that the bill shoal
dismissed.

In view of the uniform character of thle Hg;
Springs litigation, and the customary 111°‘: ‘rm
manner of hearing and deciding. who den‘
known as the "Hot Springs Case-Si "six!" 0*
believes that the circuit court, inﬂle “lame
tion of said cases reversed by this honorwi

court, and remanded to the circuit 00rd‘?

m

intructions to proceed therein acco {I15iM
right and justice, and the laws of the Med‘
States," should give effect to the seven; ring‘
sions of this honorable court in the Hot P M

ers, and Rugg _v. Gaines and others. On this
90"" the Pleading! und_(proofs in the last two

proofs are identical with the Dleu‘mgzircm

cases may fairly be sai

proofs in McDonald v. Balding. ﬂlﬁt we.

to be identical with

Cases, and that, where the P1951195” and

the pleadings Mid proofs in the case of Mc

court should apply the doctrine of $1dﬂbeljohd

Donald v. Beldiug.
'ijhe contention of the petitioners is that,
while the mandate of this honorable court ap—
parently reverses the decree of the circuit‘
court, that this honorable court did not intend
so to_do. but only intended to reverse so much
of said decree as related to the mode of stating
the account of rents and proﬁts between the
parties. Such an intention could have been
made perfectly clear by atlirming so much of
the decree us vested title in the petitioners,
and dlrectin how the account should be stated.
Instmd of olng that, it reversed both the in
terlocutory and ﬁnal decrees, and remanded the
cause to he proceeded in according to law and
justice, and the laws of the United States, in

and that the opinion in that case 8110:" o me
into, and treated as if it were a P ed n-nda,
opinion in the consolidated‘ casefelml't of the
the title of Goode v. Gaines, "1 5“; rswith
oases embraced therein as are ‘on all 0“
the case of McDonald v. Beldiiig.
‘he judt
Respondent respectfully submits to _“ PM"

ment of this honorable court, ﬂlld rlglr 0rd,,
and enforce, by proper decree, any," ed "M

cree made by this honorable court in an “deal

the matters complained 0f2_ 11nd tiespguns
respectfully refers to the brief of

l‘ which

for George G. Latta and D. C. ltui'gfhormu

will be ﬁled in this cause, and the a‘iewpm
therein referred to, to show why a P9
writ should not issue.
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appears from the opinion or this court in

therefore the cases which hold that this

Goode v. Gaines that the only matter with
which it was dissatisﬁed in the decrees of
the circuit court was the direction to the
master in the interlocutory decrees in re
spect of the accounting, and the result tinni
1y adjudged thereon. This court said that,
win its opinion, the measure of relief awarded
sand allowed by the circuit court in respect

court will not direct in what manner the
discretion of an inferior tribunal shall be
exercised do not apply to the present case.
The opinion of this court proceeded dis
tinctly upon an approval by it of the action
of the circuit court in respect to the title
and the possession, and a disapproval only
or the method of accounting. As to the ac
count to be taken under the directions given
by this court in its opinion in Goode v.
Gaines, the circuit court had a certain dis
cretion; and its further proceedings under
such accounting could be reviewed only on
appeal. But the circuit court had no right
to empower the defendant, as it undertook
to do by its order of January 7, 1893, to
take further testimony in support of his ex
ceptions, by way of defense to the title to
the land in controversy, or to set down the
cause for hearing upon the issues formed by
the pleadings and such exceptions as to the
title to the land, or to sustain the excep
tions, or to refuse to enter the decree pro
posed by the plaintiffs, or to refuse to grant
to the plaintiffs a writ of possession. What
the proposed decree o! the plaintiffs con
tained was a direction that the right, title,
claim, and interest of the defendants to
the lot in question he divested out of them.
and vested in the plaintiffs; that an account
between the parties be taken in accordance
with the directions contained in the man
date; nnd that the account be taken on cer
tain principles stated, which agree entirely,
so far as we can see, with the directions
contained in the opinion of this court in
Goode v. Gaines, in respect to the account

‘or the accounting would operate harshly

:ﬂi-ﬂi la 'lu

and oppressively upon the defendants; that
the account between the parties should be
stated, as to both debit and credit, from the
day the bills were ﬁled, with the exception
of the credit for the amounts paid to the
government for the lots, of which payments
this court regarded the plaintitIs as getting
the entire beneﬁt; that no increased rent

should be allowed on account or the im
.ru-ﬂzv-“n- IELHJC-ZWHI GZ
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provements, as the plaintiffs were to be
held to their value only as of the date of
the decrees; and that, in other words, the
defendants should be charged with rental
value from the date of the ﬁling of the bills
to the rendition of the decrees, with inter
est, and should be credited with taves, etc.,
paid after the date or the ﬁling of the bills,
with interest, and also with the amounts
paid the government for the diﬁ‘erent par
cels, with interest from the dates of pay
ments, as well as with the value of the im
provements in each instance at the time
of the rendition of the decrees. Because
this court was dissatisﬁed with the decrees
in respect of the accounting, and only for
that reason, it reversed the decrees; but it
remanded the causes to the circuit court
with a direction, as the opinion and the
mandate explicitly state, for further pro
cecdlngs to be had therein in contormity
with the opinion of this court. It did not
disturb the ﬁndings and decrees of the cir
cuit court in regard to the title and pos
session, but only its disposition of the mat
ter of accounting. The mandate and the
0pinion, taken together, although they used
the word "reversed," amount to a reversal
only in respect of the accounting, and to a
modiﬁcation of the decree in respect of the
accounting, and to an atl‘lrmance of it in
all other respects.

It is contended for the respondent that
the construction of the intent and meaning
of the opinion of this court in Goode v.
Gaines was a matter for the exercise of ju
dicial discretion by the circuit court. But
We are of opinion that it is proper for this
court, on this application for a writ of man
damus, to construe its own mandate in con
nection with its opinion; and it it ﬁnds that
the circuit court has erred, or acted beyond

118 province, in construing the mandate and
gohinion, to correct the mistake now and
ii here, and to do so by a writ of mandamus.

‘obeying the mandate of this court, and
proceeding in conformity with its opinion.
'11 the present case, were not matters with

ing.
It is contended for the respondent that
the decree of this court was one absolutely

reversing the decree of the circuit court;
that the circuit court had a right, therefore,
to proceed in the case, in the language of
the mandate, not merely “in conformity
with the opinion and decree of this court,"
but also “according to right and justice;"
and that, therefore, it had authority to per
mit the defendant Itugg to take further tes-e

timony in support 0! his exceptions, "byQ’;
way of defense to'the title to the lands in’
controversy," and to set down the cause
"upon the issues formed by the pleadings
and exceptions aforesaid as to the title to
said lands;" in other words, that the whole
controversy was to be reopened as if it had
never been passed upon by this court as to

the title and possession of the land. This
cannot be allowed, and is not in accord
ance with the opinion and mandate of this
court.

As the decree of the circuit court, made

November 11, 1887, directed that the P18111
tiﬂs recover the possession of the lot from
the defendants, and have a writ 01 pos
session, and that was a determination that

the title or Rugg to the lot in question be
in the discretion of the circuit court; and . divested out of him. and be vested in the
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plaintiffs, it was perhaps unnecessary to in
sert that provision again in the new pro
posed decree. But, in view of the language
of the opinion and mandate in regard to a
reversal of the decree, it can do no harm,
for in fact it was what was decided both
by the circuit court and by this court.
The order made by the circuit court on
January 7, 1893, states that the plaintiffs
excepted to the several rulings of the court
made in that order, and that such excel»
tions were entered of record.
It is, we think, very plain that so much
of the decree of the circuit court of Novem
ber 11, 1887, as was not disapproved by this
court still stands in full force. Whatever
there is to impair that decree must be sought
for only in the opinion, decree, and mandate
of this court. This court held that no objec
tion could be sustained to the provisions
of the decree of the circuit court as to the
title. It found error only in the rules pre
scribed by the circuit court for the taking
of the account, and the decree of that court
was reversed only for the purpose of taking
an account according to the principles laid
down by this court. As the decree of the
circuit court in regard to the title was not
invalidated by the action of this court on the
appeal, the circuit court had no right to set
aside that decree, as respected the title, near
ly ﬁve years after it was rendered. The
decree was beyond the control 01! the circuit
.., court, unless on a bill of review duly ﬁled;
:3‘. and the time for ﬁling a bill of review had
' long ago elapsed. The circuit courhcould do
nothing to affect the decree, except in obedi
ence to the mandate of this court. Chalres
v. U. S., 3 How. 611, 620.
What remained for the circuit court to
do was only the taking of the account
in the manner indicated by this court. This
court, in its opinion, overruled all the ob
jections taken to the title; and to say that
its decree virtually reversed the whole de
cree ot the circuit court is to say that it has
done that which it said, in its opinion, ought
not to be done. Under its opinion, it in~
tended to reverse only a part of the decree,
and that is all that it did. It substantially
atiirmed that part at the decree below which
related to the title, and virtually only mod
iiled the entire decree, and that only in re
spect to taking the account.
In Skillern's Ex'rs v. May's Ex'rs, 6 Granch,

execution, although the jurisdiction of ti»;
circuit court was not alleged in the plead.
ings. This court has even gone so far as to
say, in Bridge 00. v. Stewart, 3 How. 413,
that after a case has been here decided upon
its merits, and remanded to the court below,
and is again brought up on a second appeal,
it is too late then to allege that this court
had not jurisdiction to try the ﬁrst appeal.
To allow the exceptions ﬁled in the circuit
court on January 6, 1893, is substantially
to allow the ﬁling of a bill of review of
the decree of the circuit court made Novem
ber 11, 1887, as to the title to the land. and
of the decree of this court, which found that
there was no error in that respect in the

267, this court had reversed the decree oi!

ing to the plaintiff $6,195 as a recoverym]

the circuit court and remanded the cause
for further proceedings; and, after the man
date oi‘ this court had been received by the
circuit court, that court discovered that the
cause was not within its jurisdiction. The
question being certiﬁed to this court as to
whether the circuit court could then dismiss
the case tor want of jurisdiction, this court
held that, as the merits oi.‘ the case had been
ﬁnally decided by it, and its mandate required

decree of the circuit court, and this without,I
consent of the court. Southard v. Russeilg
16 How. 547; Purcell v. Miner,~4 Wall. 519?
Kingsbury v. Buckner, 134 U. . 650, 671,
672, 10 Sup. Ct. Rep. 638. it has been dis
tinctly held that a ﬁnal judgment of this
court is conclusive on the parties, and can
not be re-examined. Martin v. Hunter's
Lessee, 1 Wheat. 304, 355.
In Ex parte Dubuque & PacR. 00.. 1 Wall.
69, 73, a case where this court had reversed
a judgment of a circuit court, and remanded
the cause, with a mandate to that court to
enter judgment for the other party, and tin
court below had thereafter received aﬂida
vits showing new facts, and granted a new
trial, this court, by mandamus, ordered it to

vacate the rule for a new trial, saying that
the court below had no power to set aside
the judgment of this court, “its authont:
extending only to executing the mandate

This principle was applied, also. in EX Pﬂl’tf
Story, 12 Pet. 339; Sibald v. U. 3.. Id. it‘!

West v. Brashear, 14 Pet. 51; Bank v. M05:
6 How. 31, 40; Corning v. Nail Factory. 10
How. 451; Noona'n v. Bradley, 12 Wall. 1211
129; Tyler v. Maguire, 17 Wall.
5'33:
Stewart v. Salmon, 97 U. S. 361: Durant“

Essex 00., 101 U. S. 555; Mackail v. Rid!‘

ards, 112 U, s. 369, 5 Sup. Ct. Rer- 1.7011111“
116 U. s. 45, 6 Sup. or. Rep. 234; Ham“
v. City of Ft. Scott, 141 U. s.415.12 Sup. Ct
Rep. 9.

But we have had this matter before I18
very recently.

In Railroad Co. v. licDade.

135 U. s. 554, 10 Sup. Ct. Rep. 1044,l11i9
court atiirmed a judgment of the 8119111111"

court of the District of Columbia. which m
in general term, atlirmed a J'udgment aw“:
an action of tort for damages for Pm“
injuries sustained through the negligence r
the defendant.

Neither the special term I];

the general term had said in it! 111651113“
anything about interest.

This court, 111m

judgment, merely alﬁrmed. with costs’ m
judgment of the general term. but saw “21".,

only the execution of its decree, the ch'cuit

ing about interest.
The mandate 0r m_
court contained its judgment. 11nd we“ 630"
manded the court below that such execllnlu
and proceedings be had in the museum

court was bound to carry that decree mm

according to right and justice. and the
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of the United States, ought to be had," not
withstanding the writ of error. The court
“below, on the presentation to it of the man

wu—it¢.2-I=w:nr‘=v.-—=l;\'-&.“rf='i" -h': iﬂg i§ﬁ=i §

own motion, to go back of, or subvert, what
was settled by the opinion and mandate in
the present cases.
§date, entered up :1 Judgment against the de
As to the provision in the decree presented
' tendant for interest on the ‘judgment or the to the circuit court. June 1, 1892, that the de
special term from the date of that judgment I fendants pay all the costs of the plaintitrs in
as originally entered. The defendant took
the circuit court, it is suﬁicient to say that
exception to such action, and then applied to
the decree of November 11, 1887, awarded
this court for a writ of mandamus to com
to the plaintiffs a. recovery from Bag 01.’ all
mand the court below to vacate its judgment
costs of the suit.
entered on the mandate of this court, so far i
We therefore direct that a writ of manda
as it related to interest. This court held that
mus be issued, in the terms prayed for in the
the mandamus must be granted, irrespective , petition. It is proper that the decree pre
iy of the quetion whether a. judgment found
sented to the circuit court on June 1, 1892,
ed on tort bore, or ought to hear, interest in
should be entered. So far as it directs that
the supreme court of the district from the i the title to the land he divested out of the
date of its rendition; and it issued the man
defendants, and be invested in the plaintitfs,
damus commanding the court below to va
it corresponds with the terms of the decree
cate its judgment so far as it related to of the circuit court of November 11, 1887. So
interest, and to enter a judgment on the pre
far as the petition for a mandamus asks that
vious mandate of this court, simply afiirm
the judge of the circuit court he commanded
to order the issue of a writ of possession, it
ing, without more, with costs, the original
judgment of the general term.
Ex parte
corresponds with the decree of the circuit
Washington & G. R. Co., 140 U. S. 91, 11 court of November 11, 1887, which ordered
Sup. Ct. Rep. 673. This court held that it a writ of possession to issue, and that a
was the duty 01! the court below to have service of a copy of the decree should be the
entered a. judgment strictly in accordance writ. So far as the decree presented to the
with the judgment of this court, and not to l circuit court on June 1, 1892, ordered that

add to it the allowance of interest, and that 5 the account he stated in accordance with
the directions contained in the mandate.
the language of the mandate of this court,
“that such execution and proceedings be had . and directed the terms in which the account
should be taken, and as to the rental value 0!
in said cause as, according to right and just
the lot, the interest, taxes, value of improve
ice, and the laws of the United States, ought
to be had, the said writ of error notwith i menm, and the amount paid by the defend
ant to the United States, with interest, the
standing," did not authorize the court below
directions in such proposed decree eorre~
to depart in any respect from the judgment
spend with the terms of the opinion of this
of this court It further held that a manda
court.
mus would lie to correct the error, where
In all the particulars which we have
there was no other adequate remedy, and
where there was no discretion to be exercised above considered, case No. 12 original is also
embraced. The same rulings are made as to
by the inferior court, citing Sibald v. U. 8.,
that case as have been made in regard to
12 Pet. 488; Ex parte Bradley, 7 Wall. 364,
No. 13 original, and a writ of mandamus in
376; Virginia v. Rives, 100 U. S. 313, 329;
the same terms will be issued.
and, also, Perkins v. Fourniquet, 14 How.
Writs of mandamus accordingly.
328. 330; Ex parte Dubuque & Pac. R. 00.,
1 Wall. (ll); Durant v. Essex 00., 101 U. S.
52535, 556; Boyce’s Ex'rs v. Grundy, 9 Pet.
(148 U. s. 845)
15.
ANKENY v. CLARK.
In the present case, as we have before ob
(March 27, 1893.)
served, there was no discretion to be exer
No. (‘FL
deed by the circuit court; and although it
ASSUMPSlT—PLEADING—DEPARTURE—VENDOB AND
might have been admissible to raise the
VESiiEB—RESCISSION or Cos'rsAcr—Rss'r—Ar
question by a new appeal to the proper court,
PEAL-REVIEW.
Yet, in view of the delay to be caused there
1. Plaintiff declared in nssumpsit for the
value of a quantity of wheat. The answer set
by. We do not consider that such remedy
up
a
note and chattel mortgage to secure the
would have been. or would be. fully ade
same. and alleged that the wheat was delivered
quote. or that a writ oi! mandamus is now and received in (Payment for such note. The
replication state a contract by the_ terms of
improper.
which defendant was to convey certain land to
‘As to the suggestion that the views adopt
plaintiff, who was to pay for the some by such
ed by this court in its decision in McDonald note; that the wheat had been delivered, but
v. Belding. 145 U. S. 492, 12 Sup. Ct. Rep.
that, by reason of defendant’s inability to make
892. (decided by this court after the present title to the land, plaintiff had rescinded the con
truct. Held, that plainiiiI might recover u on
cases were decided,) would, if applied to the
the complaint; the new matter in the repl @3
present cases, have caused a diﬂerent result
tion not constituting a departure from the cause
of action set forth in the com lalnt, within the
1" tllii‘m. we are of opinion that, without con
provisions of the Code of
ashingtoa Ten-i.
ceding that such would have been the result.
tory. 20 Pac. Rep. 583, aﬂirmed. Distler v.
this court cannot. on well-established rules
Dabney, (Wash) 28 Pac. Rep. 335, distin

md principles, permit the circuit court, of its

guished.
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value received I promise to pay to Levi Auk.
2.An objection that a replication set pp
eny, or order, twelve thousand (12,000) hush
matter which was a departure from the orig
iual cause of action cannot be taken by defend
els of good, merchnutable wheat, said wheat
sat on appeal, when he failed to raise the ques
to be delivered to the owner of this note an.
tion by demurrer or motion below, but, on the
contrary. agreed to u change of venue after the any railroad station in Walla Walla county;
pleadings had oecn erfected, entered into a.
Washington Ty.,'nnd payments to be made‘
stipulation as to the acts, and went to trial on
as follows: On orbefore 0ct.15th,1883,tour
the issues as made up.
_ _
_
_
thousand (4.000) bushels; on or before Oct.
3. The objection that plaintiff in his repli
cation failed to plead rescission of the contract 15th, 1884, four thousand (4,000) bushels; and
would, if demurrable, be curable by amend
on or before Oct. 15th, 1885, four thousand
ment, and could not. in a court of error, operate
(4,000) bushels; the owner of this note to
to invalidate the trial below.
_
4.A judgment of a territorial court on a furnish socks for said wheat."
uestion of practice should not be reversed by
(3) A chattel mortgage from Clark to Ank
t e supreme court of the United States because
cny to secure the payment of the wheat note.
of the decision of the state courts in subsequent
Under this agreement, Clark entered into
cases while the former cases are pending on
possession of the land, and continued in pos
appeal in the supreme court, the territory hav
ing been in the mean time admitted to the
session of it until the fall of 1886.
Union. Stutslnan Co. v. \Vallace. 12 Sup. Ct.
In performance of this contract, Clark, in
Rep. 227. 142 U. S. 293 distinguished.
5. Act July 15. 1870, (16 St. at Large. p. December, 1883, delivered to Ankeny 4,161
305.) requires the Northern Paciﬁc Railroad
bushels of wheat. and in September. 1885.
Company, before it shall be entitled to a con
he delivered 8,600 bushels, making 767 hush‘
veyance of the lands thereby granted. to pay
els more thanthe contractcalledfor. Ankeuy
into the treasury of the United States the cost
accepted this wheat in fulﬁllment o! the
of surveying, selecting, and conveying such
lands; and, where it does not appear that such
contract.
costs have been paid, a grantee of the company
After the delivery of the wheat to Ank
has not such title to the land as a vendee in a
cny, Clark demanded a deed for the iilllii.
contract for the sale thereof can be compelled
This Ankeny ncglected to givc, putting Clark
to accept. 20 Pac. Rep. 583, ailirmed.
6. When a complaint to rescind such a con
oﬁt from time to time upon one pretext or
tract alleges want of title in defendant, failure
another, until Clark, becoming impatient.
to over such ayment in the answer, or to ad—
ﬁnally insisted either upon a deed to the land
mit the same in a stipulation as to the facts. is
suﬁicient to warrant the holding that the title
or payment for his wheat. Clark was then
referred by Ankeny to the latter-‘s attorneys.
was defective.
7. When a contract for the sale of several
who informed him that he could have a war
parcels of land does not apportion the purchase
ranty deed to the quarter on the even
money, on failure of title as to one parcel there
of, tho .urchnser may rescind as to the whole.
section and a quitclaim deed to the quarter
S. no who, after occupying land under a
on the odd section, or the “railroad land,"
contract to purchase it, rightfully rescinds the
as it was called, and they further informed
contract, and abandons the land, because of the
him that it the Northern Paciﬁc Railroad
vendor's inability to make a good title, is not
rﬁharg‘iable with rent. 20 Pac. Rep. 583, af
Company should not got title to the odd sec
rme
tion, and he should be obliged to procure iii]!
from the government, Ankeny would 1111)’ me
in error to the supreme court of the terri
necessary expenses of obtaining ‘me “1 that
tory of Washington.
way. This does not seem to have satisﬁed
Action by Van Buren Clark against Levi
Clark, and on November 16, 1886, he “lied
Ankeny to recover the‘ value of certain wheat
upon Ankeny the following notice:
v
delivered. Judgment for plaintiff. 20 Pac.
“Walla \Valln, W. '1‘.. Nov. 16, 1886. Levi
a Rep. 583. Defendant brings error. Aﬂirmed.
Ankeny, Esq., Walla Walla, W. 'l‘.—Dcar Sill
'. ‘Statement by Mr. Justice SHIRAS:
1 have performed my part of the contract
It appears from the record in this case that
in the purchase of the land described 111W“
on October 20. 1882, at Walla Walla, in
bond to me. I have learned that yo“ hm
Washington Territory, Levi Ankeny, the
no title to one hundred and sixty acres of 1'
plaintiff in error, entered into a contract with‘
Van Buren Clark, the defendant in error,
by which Ankcny agreed to sell and convey
to Clark two quarter sections of land in
Walla Walla county, in consideration or

12,000 bushels of wheat, to be delivered in
three annual installments of 4,000 bushels
each, and of the assumption by Clark of a.
mortgage of $3,000 on the land. This contract
was evidenced by three written instruments
as follows:
(1) A bond from Ankeny to Clark in the
penal sum of $10,000, conditioned to convey
the land to Clark upon his paying the con—
sidgraiion according to agreement.
uwheat
note" from C in rk to many,
which reads
as follows:
“Walla Walla, W. T., Oct. 20, 1882.

‘jumps.

You have refused to give me anything more:
-than a quitclalm deed to this Part °t the?
land. I cannot accept'such a deed- It ‘"5

not what the contract called tor. 13111958
within ﬁve days from this date you convey a
perfect title
described
in totheme‘bond
to the
by whole
a goodoi!and
the “m'
13nd

,

cient conveyance, I will, at the end "i in“

time, abandon this land, and surrender ‘is;
possession to you, and look to you 1°‘ 5“
compensation as the law allows 1119 m1‘:
count of violation of the contract W“
Y.Ankeny
B. Clar seems
"

w

‘r‘

this notice, and Clark. several days my;

‘1

after, taking a witness with him West
Ankcny’s bank, and formally Bum“

P‘

to have paid no atteﬂm“

For
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possession of the land to Ankcny.

-_ " ~‘_If

Clark

rhea abandoned possession of the land, and
has not occupied it since.
Subsequently to all this, and on the 19th
day of March, 1887. Clark brought this action
in the district court of the first district to
recover from Anlteny the value of 12,767
bushels of wheat delivered under the con
tract. The case was tried before a. jury,
who, upon the direction of the court, brought
in a verdict for the plaintiff, and judgment
was given upon the verdict.
The defendant took the case in error to
the supreme court of the territory of Wash
ington, which aﬂirmed the judgment of the
district court. The case is now before this
court on error to the supreme court of the
territory of Washington.
John H. Mitchell, for plaintiff in error.
John B. Allen, for defendant in error.

5. ‘Mr. Justice SHIRAS, after stating the facts
in the foregoing language, delivered the opin
ion of the court.
Numerous errors have been assigned to the
rulings of the court below. The ﬁrst has to
do with a question of pleading. The plaintii!
declares in assumpsit for the value of a cer
tain amount of wheat by the plaintiff sold
and delivered to the defendant. To this the
defendant answered, setting up the execution

of a. so-cailed "wheat note" and a chattel
mortgage to secure it, and alleging that “all
the wheat delivered to defendant by plain
tiff was delivered and received as payment
on said note, and not otherwise." In this
answer no mention was made of any con
tract for the sale of land. The plaintiff, by
way of replication, made a full statement of

the contract for the sale of the land, alleging
performance on his part, and default on the
part of the defendant. He averred that, aft
er he (the plaintiff) had so performed said
contract 'by the delivery of the wheat to the
defendant, he duly demanded that defendant
should convey the land to the plaintiff, as

by his bond he had undertaken to do; that
the defendant neglected and refused so to
do, and still neglected and refused to grant
and convey said land to the plaintiﬂ by any
flood and suﬂicient deed; and that said de
fendant had no title to one parcel of the

‘‘land described in the bond; and that, since
glhe making of the contract, defendant was
' not the owner or seised in fee or'at all of
said land. He further alleged that the wheat
mentioned in his complaint or declaration,
except an excess thereof over the require
ments of said bond, was the purchase price
of the land; and that, by reason of defend
fmt’s neglect and refusal and inability to
Perform the said contract, the defendant be
came and was indebted to plaintiff for the
reasonable value of said wheat; and that
such demand constituted the cause of action

111 the complaint pleaded.
In disposing of the contention of the plain
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tiff in error that the pleadings disclose a de
parture by the plaintiff below from the cause
of action set forth in his complaint, and a
resort to a. new and different cause of action
in his replication, we are, of course, entitled
to regard the allegations of fact contained in
the complaint and replication as true.
It would therefore appear that there was
a. contract whereby the defendant below was
to grant and convey unto the plaintilf cer
tain tracts of land by a good and suliicient
deed of conveyance, in consideration where
of the plaintiff was to deliver to the defend
ant 1,200 bushels of wheat; that the plaintiff
performed his part of the contract by de
livcring the said wheat which was received
by the defendant; that the plaintiff thereup
on demanded of the defendant a conveyance
of the land; that defendant neglected and
refused to grant and convey said tracts of
land by any good or suﬂicient deed; and
that, as to one of the tracts, the defendant
had no title to convey.
Upon such a state of facts it seems plain
that the plaintiff had a right to treat the
contract as at an end, and to bring an action
to recover the value of the wheat he had
delivered to the defendant, and such other

damages as he might have suffered by reason
of that failure of the latter to perform his
part of the contract; and, a fortiori, that he
might waive any demand for wnsequential
damages, and confine his claim to a demand
for the value of the wheat. In the latter
event he might well assert his claim by a
count alleging the delivery and receipt of the
wheat, a consequent duty on the defendant
to pay its value, and a demand for the same.”

Under the ordinary system of pleadings”?
an action of~assnmpsit would lie to recover‘
back purchase money paid upon a contract

of sale which had been rescinded.
Smith expresses the doctrine, in his note
to Cutter v. Powell, 2 Smith, Lead. Gas. (7th
Amer. Ed.) 30, thus:
“It is an invariably true proposition that
whenever one of the parties to a special con—
tract not under seal has, in an unqualiﬁed
manner, refused to perform his side of the
contract, or has disabled himself from per

forming it by his own act, the other party
has thereupon a right to elect to rescind it,
and may, on doing so, immediately sue on a
quantum meruit for anything he had done
under it previously to the rescission."
The learned author sustains his proposi
tion by citing Withers v. Reynolds, 2 Barn.
& Adol. 882; Planche v. Colburn, 8 Bing. 14;

Palmer v. Temple. 9 Adol. & E. 508.
Well-considered American cases are to the

same effect. Eames v. Savage, 14 Mass. 42.);
McCrelish v. Churchman. 4 Rawle, 26; Bus
ton v. Clifford, 68 ill. 64; Stahelin v. Sowle,

87 Mich. 134, 49 N. W. Rep. 529.
It is, however, contended that, under the
Code of Washington, a different rule prevails,

and the case of Distler v. Dabney, 28 Pac.
Rep. 335, decided by the supreme court of
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that state, is cited. That decision was made
after the trial of the present case, and while
the appeal from the supreme court of the
territory of Washington was pending in this

court; but it is claimed that, under the doc
trine of Stutsman Co. v. Wallace, 142 U. S.
293, 12 Sup. Ct. Rep. 227, when, pending an
appeal from a. territorial court to the supreme
court of the United States upon aquestion of
local law, the territory is admitted as a. state,
and the supreme court of the new state
reaches an opposite conclusion upon the same
question, the latter decision will be followed
by the supreme court of the United States.
It does, indeed, appear that, in the case of
Distler v. Dabney, the supreme court of the
state of Washington has construed the Code

of that state as meaning that the plaintiff's
complaint must contain his real cause of
action, and that he cannot be permitted to
,, meet matter set up in the answer by resort
glng, in his replication, to a new cause of
' action,'inconsistent with the statement made
in the complaint. The facts of that case were
not dissimilar to those of the case in hand,
and it must be conceded that if we are
bound to adopt the construction put by the
supreme court of the state on the Code of
the state as applicable to the Code of the
territory, notwithstanding an opposite view
of the supreme court of the territory, it
would lead to a reversal of the Judgment In
this case, unless, indeed, the objection was

waived by the subsequent conduct of the de

as properly pleaded to the matters alleged
in the answer, and as not, in substance, ado
parture from the complaint.
The course of the district court at the trial
was approved by the supreme court oi’ the
territory, and surely cannot now be impugned,
because, in a. later and dillereut case,“
arising in’ the courts of the new state, the'
supreme court of the state declares the

methods to be followed by the courts oi the
state. Even if, as a matter of technlcs, the
replication was a departure from the com
plaint, it is not easy to see how the defendant
could have availed himself of such a defect
in a court of error. His proper course, if he
wished to invoke the rigor of the law, was to
raise the question either by a demurrer or
by a. motion; but his conduct in agreeing to
a. change of venue, after the pleadings had
been perfected, in entering into a stipulation
as to the principal facts of the case, and in
going to trial upon the issue as made up,
ought to preclude him from opening the
pleadings at the trial.
These views also dispose of the further
objection that the plaintiff did not, in his
replication, plead a. rescission of the contract
But the reply did allege facts that gave 1!.
right to rescind, and the plaintiff's evidence.
if true, sustained those allegations Such i
defect, if it were one, would, if demurred to.
have been curable by amendment, and can

not operate in a court of error to invalidato

fondant.
It would seem to be altogether unreason
able that the judgments of territorial courts,
in mere matters of procedure, should be sub
ject to reversal, because of decisions made
by the courts of the state in subsequent cases,
while the former cases were pending on
appeal in this court Nor do we understand
the case of Stutsman Co. v. Wallace to so

the trial below.
Assuming the suﬂiciency of the pleadings
we are brought to consider the second qucs
tion in the case, and that is whether, upon
the evidence, the plaintiff was entitled to
a verdict and judgment The trial court inv
ing thought fit to peremptoriiy direct the
jury to ﬁnd a verdict for the plalntiil in a
stated amount, the defendant is obviously
entitled to the beneﬁt of every fact and We‘

hold. In that case there were involved a

Bumption which might have justly controlled

substantive right to an estate and a con
struciion of the tax laws of the state and
territory, and it was pointed out, in the
reasoning of this court, that our mandate
must be issued to the supreme court of the
state, which, in its turn, directs the state
court succeeding to the district court of the
territory to proceed in conformity to our
judgment; and it would seem to irresistibly
follow that. in the enforcement of a law com
mon to the territory and to the state, this
court must, in pursuance of the well—settled
rule, adopt the construction put upon the
local statute by the highest court of the
state.
The distinction between that and the pres
ent case is obvious. The question before the

territorial courts, in the particular we are

the jury in his favor, or, in other terms

the plaintiff must be able to sustain his ads
ment as the proper conclusion of the 13"

upon the uncontradicted or admitted mi! °i
the case.
There were three principal matters of w“

teniion in the trial court:
(1) Did Ankeny have a good title to the
northeast quarter of section 19. being Pa“

and parcel of the lands which he agreed t°
sell to Clark?

(2) Did Ankeny make an eﬂicient tender oi
as good and suﬂiclent deed of conveyance?

(3) Supposing that Ankeny failed 1" q”:
or both of these particulars. W“ mark “if
abied from availing himself of such-filllure

by having himself failed to pay the mm“:
for $3.000 upon the land contracted ioniltijiI

now considering. involved no substantive

which he had agreed to pay 11! P11" °‘ ‘,

right, but a mere matter of orderly proce

purchase money, and did he waive tender!)

‘lure “1 the trial court, and we are satisﬁed
with the ruling of the supreme court of the

a deed?

territory that the district court did not err in

their order.

“filing the facts set up in the replication

to the northeast quarter of section 19'

We shall brieﬂy consider these subifc Bmem
And, ﬁrst, as to Ankeﬂi' 5‘ It
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was conceded, in the stipulation died, that
the main line of the Northern Paciﬁc Rail
road Company was completed in the year
1880, on the route and line shown by certain

maps of deﬁnite location attached to the
stipulation, and that after examination and
report by commissioners, as provided in the
act of congress, the road was accepted by
the president of the United States; that on
May 30, 1881, the Northern Paciﬁc Railroad
Company executed and delivered to one
Peter Hut! a warranty deed for said north
east quarter of section 19; and that on De—
cember 13, 1881, the said Peter Huff, togeth
er with his wife, executed and delivered to
Ankeny a warranty deed for the said north
east quarter of section 19. Upon this state of
facts it was contended by the plaintiff, Clark,
that there was nothing to show that the
Northern Paciﬁc Railroad Company had paid
into the treasury of the United States the
cost of surveying, selecting, and conveying
the same, as prescribed by the act of July
15, 1870, nor to show that any patent had
been granted to the railroad company; and
that hence, within the cases of Railway Co.
v. Prescott, 16 Wall. 603, Railway Co. v. Mc

Shane, 22 Wall. 444, and Northern Pac. It. Co.
v. Traill 00.,115 U. S. 600, 6 Sup. Ct. Rep. 201,
the Northern Paciﬁc did not have and hold
the legal title to the tract in question; and,
therefore, that the conveyance by the rail
road company to Huh? and that by Huff to
Ankeny, did not operate to vest a good legal
title in the latter.
On the part of the defendant, Ankeny, it
was claimed that by force of the original

grant to the Northern Paciﬁc Railroad Com~
puny, and the ﬁling of its map of deﬁnite
location, and by reason of the construction
and completion of its road, and the ac

=ceptance thereof by the president of the
fUnlted States, there was vested in the rail
road company a good legal‘ title; and that
it was not necessary to show aﬂirmatlvely

the payment of the cost of the survey, nor
to show that a patent had been granted to
the railroad company; and, to sustain this
position, he cited the case of Descret Salt

Co. v. Tarpey, 142 U. S. 241, 12 Sup. Ct.
Rep- 1538.
Whether the reasoning and language of
the cases so cited by the respective parties
can be satisfactorily reconciled, we do not
feel called upon to determine, because we
think that1 at any rate, there is doctrine
common to the cases that warranted the
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the present case, a want of legal title in the

Northern Paciﬁc Railroad Company, and con
sequently in its grantee, and hence held that
the plaintiff was justified in rejecting the
defendant's title.

In the case of Deseret Salt Co. v. Tarpey,
the court, per Mr. Justice Field, regarded
the failure or omission to pay the survey
charges as operative to “preserve to the

government such control over the property
granted as to enable it to enforce the pay
ment of these costs, and for that purpose
to withhold its patents from the parties en
titled to them until such payment," and

thus to give the government a lien for said
costs.
We therefore conclude that Ankeny, the
defendant below, if he held only a title de

rived from the Northern Paciﬁc Railroad
Company, and if that company had not paid
the costs of surveying, and had not received
a. patent. did not hold such a title as it was
obligatory on the piaintilf to accept, and
that the plaintiff below had a right to re

fuse the tender of defendant's deed, declare
the contract 01!, and maintain his action for
the recovery of the purchase money.
But it is contended that the record does not
disclose that the costs of survey and con
veyance had not been paid, and that it may;n
be presumed that they had been paid, and;
even'that the lands had been actually pat-"
ented to the railroad company, in which
event the question whether the costs of sur
vey had been paid would be immaterial.
Turning to the pleadings and to the stip
ulation as to the facts, we ﬁnd that the
defendant did not aver in his answer, nor
was it admitted in the stipulation, that the
railroad company had complied with the
necessary conditions as to payment of costs
of survey, nor was it alleged or admitted
that a patent had been issued to the rail
road company for the lands in question.
The plaintiff having alleged want of title in
the defendant, and the latter having met
that allegation only by the admission in the
stipulation that the railroad company had
ﬁled its map of deﬁnite location, and had
constructed its road to the satisfaction of
the president, we think that the court be
low was warranted in holding that the de

fendant's title was imperfect, and that there
was no question of fact to submit to the

im
If we are right in the conclusion that the

defendant's title to the land in dispute was

ment by the railroad companies of the cost

imperfect, and subject to be defeated by
the United States in asserting their right to
be paid the costs of survey, it is not neces
sary to consider whether the defendant
made a proper tender of a deed of convey

01 Surveying, selecting, and conveying the

ance, or whether the deed was in the form

lands, as prescribed by the act of July 15,
1870, (16 St. p. 305,) speak of the title re
“mining in the United States until such pay
ment shall be made; and the court below

called for by the contract, or whether the
plaintiif waived a tender of the deed.
If the questions of tender and of waiver
actually confronted us, it might be diﬂicuit

ﬁled on this language as establishing, in

to show that they ought not to have been

gletiltiff in refusing to accept the defendant's
The opinions in the earlier cases, in treat

1112 of the eifect attributable to the nonpay
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submitted to the jury. But if the detona
ant had no title which he could insist on
the plaintiii's accepting, then those ques
tions have no legal signiﬁcance.
An argument is made that, as the failure
of title was only as to part of the land, the
plaintiif could not elect to rescind as to all.
But the contract was an entire one. The
purchase money was notapportloned among
the several tracts. The plaintiffs right to
refuse to accept was therefore clear. Duke
of St. Alban's v. Shore, 1 H. B1. 270.
Again, it is contended that the plaintilI
was in no position to rescind, because he
ghad not himself fully complied with his

ﬁpart of the contract, in that he had not paid
‘the mortgage of'$3,000 that was on the
land, and the payment of which he had
assumed. If, however, the defendant had
no suﬂicient title to the land, that would
relieve the plaintiff from the duty of pay
ing the incumbranee. It cannot be plausi
bly maintained that, before a rcndee can
decline to accept an imperfect title, he must
pay off a mortgage whose payment was to
constitute part of the purchase money.
Another assignment of error is to the re
fusal of the court to charge the plaintiff
and credit the defendant with the rent of
the land during the period while the plain
:it! was in possession. But the plaintiff
was not in possession as a tenant, or under
any agreement that he should pay rent.
Nor does the law, under the circumstances
of the case, raise any obligation to pay
rent. Bardsley‘s Appeal, (Pa. Sup.) 10 At].
Rep. 39, 40, is directly in point: “It may
be conceded, if one occupy the land of an
other by the consent of the latter, without
any agreement, that assumpslt for use and
occupation will lie. Such, however, is not
this case. Here the possession was taken
and maintained under an express contract,
ivy which the appellant, in consideration of
$8,000 to be paid therefor, agreed to con
vey to the vendee a certain house free and
clear of all lncumbranees, and title to be
perfect. At the date of the agreement the
vendee paid $500, and was at all times
ready to pay the residue of the purchase

money on a deed being delivered to him
according to the agreement. The vendor
was not able to execute a deed according
to his contract. These facts show the vene

dee was not in possession under such cir~
cumstances as to create the relation of
landlord and tenant, There was neither an
express nor an implied contract to pay rent,
and no action could be maintained to re
cover for the use and occupation of the
premises."

None of the errors assigned having been
sustained, the judgment of the court below
is aillrmed.

(118 U. S. 312)

MONONGAHEuA NAVIGATION
UNITED STATES.

CO. v.

(March 27, 1893.)
No. 722.
Emsnxr DOMAIN - Coarsssnios -— Cousin-o
'l‘iONAY. LAW—FRANCHlSBS—VESTRD Riorm.
1. The question as to what is “just compen
sation" for private property taken for public
use is a judicial, and not a legislative, question;
and the provision in the act authorizing the con
demnation of a lock and dam belonging to tho
Monongahela Navigation Company, (25 St. at
Large
411,) “that in estimating the sum to
be pai by the United States the franchise oi
said corporation to take tolls shall not be con
sidercd or estimated,” does not preclude the
court from giving compensation for such fran
chise.
2. The only authority which the United
States has to condemn a lock and dam belong
ing to a corporation chartered by a state is de
rived from the power to regulate interstate
and foreign commerce: and such power must
always be subject to the obligation imposed by
the ﬁfth amendment to make “just compensa
tion" for private property taken for public use.
3. The power of congress over water won
connected with the great rivers of the country
is supreme whenever it chooses to exercise the
same, but before it has acted the lemslnuve
power of the state within whose borders the
stream ﬂows is competent to charter a oormrﬂ
tion to improve the same, and to give it a fran
chisc to collect tolls. A franchise thus
mod
is a vested right, and if congress therea tenb]
condemnation, takes such improvements, it is
bound to make just compensation for the value

of the franchise, as well as for the 81am!
property taken. Bridge 00. v. U. S., 1 a U. 5
470, distinguished.
4. The fact that congress possesses snpreine
wer does not cause a grant of such a franchise

y the state to be a mere liccnse_wlllcli 15 11*
voked or annulled when congress, in the subse
quent exercise of its power, takes possession of
the improvement.

Appeal from and in error to the cimlt
court of the United States for the western
district of Pennsylvania.

Proceedings by the United States to owl!"
a lock and dam of the Monongahela Navi
gation Company, situated on the Mononga
hela river. From the judgment awnrdlm:

compensation the navigation comp-'11‘!7 ‘1*
peals.

Reversed.

Statement by Mr. Justice BREWER:

By the act of August 11, 1888, (25 9i- P'
411,) congress, among other things, enaeiedr

“The secretary of war he, and is hereby’

authorized and directed to negotiate for and
purchase, at a cost not to exceed $161.733-i3v
lock and dam number seven, other”
known as the ‘upper lock and dnnL' iii-‘1d “3
appurtenances, of the Monongahela Ml'liiﬂ'

The authorities are uniform on this sub

tion Company, a corporation ol'glinmd under

Ject, and we content ourselves with a refer
ence to a few cases: Patterson v. Stewart,

dam number seven and its ﬂlilmﬂenanw

6 Watts & S. 527; Williams v. Rogers. 2
Dana, 374; Gillet v. Maynard, 5 Johns. so;
Guthrie v.
Pugslcy,
Doggctt,
2 Allen,
439. 12 Johns. 196', 00 o k v.

the laws of Pennsylvania, which 106k and
constitute a part of the improvemaliﬁ In

Water communication in the MONT-‘Kane
river, between Pittsburgh, in the suite °
Pennsylvania, and a point at or Real‘ M”
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gantown, in the state of West Virginia. And
the sum of $161,733.13, or so much thereof as
may be necessary, is hereby appropriated
gout of any moneys in the treasury not other
;wise appropriated for consummnting said
of the secretary of war, upon full and abso
lute conveyance to the United States of the

statutes of Pennsylvania, which appeal gave
the right to a trial de novo, according to
the course of the common law. A jury hav
ing been waived, the matter was tried before
the court, the navigation company being
the plaintid, as to the question of amount
of compensation. These facts appeared on

said lock and dam number seven, and its

the trial

appurtenances, of the said Monongahela Nav
igation Company.

“In 1836, the state of Pennsylvania incor
porated and by acts in that and subsequent

' purchase, the same'to be paid on the warrant

-l~
Va
is!

“In the event of the inability of the sec
retary of war to make voluntary purchase

,of said lock and dam’ number seven and its
appurtenances for said sum of $161,733.13,‘
El"T:-nin=-a_u,s:1r=!-‘=‘HF":
"l[E

vor :1 less sum, then the secretary of war is
hereby authorized and directed to institute
and carry to completion proceedings for the
condemnation of said lock and dam number
seven and its appurtenances, said condemns.
tion proceedings to be as prescribed and
regulated by the provisions of the general
railroad law of Pennsylvania, approved Feb
ruary 19, 1849, and its supplements, except

that the United States shall not be required
to give any bond, and except that jurisdic
tion of said proceedings is hereby giver to

either side, and to use the rocks, stone,
gravel, or earth which may be found thereon
in the constructions of their works, ' ' '
and to form and make, erect and set up any
dams, locks, or any other device whatsoever
which they shall think most at and conven
lent, to make a complete slack-water naviga
tion between the points herein mentioned, to
wit, the city of Pittsburgh and the Virginia
state line.’
"The Monongahela river rises in the moun
tains of West Virginia, flows northwardly
through PennsylvanL-L to Pittsburgh, where it
forms ajunction with the Allegheny and Ohio

the circuit court of the United States for t
rivers.
western district of Pennsylvania, with right
of appeal by either party to the supreme
court of the United States: provided, that
in estimating the sum to be paid by the
United States the franchise of said corpora

“In pursuance of its charter, the navigation
ccmpmiy, between 1841 and the present time,
has constructed in said river seven locks and
dams, whith together now carry the slack
water navigation as far as the West Virginia.

tion to collect toils shall not be considered
state line.
or estimated; and the sum of ﬁve thousand
"Prior to the construction of said oom
dollars, or so much thereof as may be neces
pany's works—that is to say, prior to the
sary, is hereby appropriated, out of any mon
year 1841,—t.he navigation of the Monon
eys in the treasury not otherwise appropri
gahela river was conducted altogether in
rated, to pay the necessary costs of said con_
small
vessels, including small steamboats of;
demnation proceedings; and upon ﬁnal judg
not exceeding a tonnage of ﬁfty'tons, which‘
ment being entered therein, the secretary of
could not ascend the river at all seasons, but
War is hereby authorized and directed to
only during limited periods, depending on the
draw his warrant on the treasury for the
rise of the river. The trade or commerce on
amount of said judgment and costs, and said
said river, prior to its improvement by said
amount for the payment thereof is hereby
company's works, was small, particularly in
appropriated out of any moneys in the
the article of coal, for which the river in
treasury not otherwise appropriated. And
its natural condition did not furnish suiﬁcient
when said lock and dam number, seven and
harbors or places of shipment at all seasons
its appurtenances shall have been acquired
of the year; butby the construction and
by the United States, whether by purchase
maintenance of said company's works there
or condemnation, the secretary of war shall
has been created an existing navigation for
take charge thereof, and the same shall
thereafter be subject to the provisions of large steamboats at all seasons of the year,
and facilities for a large commerce, particu
section 4 of an not entitled ‘An not making
larly in the article of coal, of which there is
‘appropriations for the construction, repair,
now transported in a single day as much as
Ennd preservation for certain public work on
was before the construction of the company's
'rivers‘and harbors, and for other purposes,’
worii's transported in an entire year.
aDilroved July 5, 1884."
"The construction of the lock and dam No.
The effort at a voluntary purchase failing,
7, the property attempted to be appropriated
on December 1, 1888, proceedings of con
deumatlon were commenced in the circuit in this proceeding, by the Monongahela Navi
gation Company, was begun in the year 1882
court of the United States for the western
and completed in 1884, being the last one
district of ‘Pennsylvania. Viewers were ap
Pointed, who reported the value of the lock built, and completing the company’s improve
ments in the state of Pennsylvania.
alid dam number seven to be $209,393.52.

Such valuation did not take into account

“The work was commenced under the fol

the franchise of the company to collect tolls.

lowing circumstances:
"It was provided by an act of the legisla
ture of Pennsylvania, constituting a supple

An appeal was taken, as provided by the
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ment to the company's charter, approved
April 8, 1857, that whenever the construction
of sufficient locks and dams to extend the
slack water on the Monongahela river from
the Pennsylvania state line to Morgantown,

in Virginia, shall have been commenced, it
shall be the duty of the Monongahela Navi
gation Company to commence the construc,
tion oflock and dam No.7insuch manner and
on such plan as will extend the navigation
from its present terminus to the Virginia
state line, and complete the same simultane
ously with the completion of the work ex
tending to Morgantowu."
On March 3, 1881, congress passed an act,
(21 St. p. 471,) among other things appropri
ating $25,000 for improving the Monongahela
river in West Virginia and Pennsylvania,
with this proviso:
Q; “But this sum shall not be expended until
'fthe Monongahela Navigation Company shall
have undertaken in good faith the'building
of lock and dam number seven at Jacob's
creek, and until said company shall, in man
ner satisfactory to the secretary of war,
give assurance of their ability and purpose
to complete the same."
After the passage of this act, and on March
24, 1881, 001. William E. Merrill, the en
gineer and oil‘icer in charge of the public
works of the United States on the river
Monongahela, addressed this letter to the
navigation company:
"U. S. Engineer‘s Office, Customhouse, Cin

cinnati, 0., March 24, 1881.
"Hon. J. K. Moorhead, President Mon. Nov.
00., Pittsburgh, Pa.—Sir: The last river and
harbor bill contains the following appropri
ation: ‘Improving Monongahela river, West
Virginia and Pennsylvania, $25,000, but this
sum shall not be expended until the Monon
gahela Navigation Company shall have un
dertaken in good faith the building of lock
and dam number seven, at Jacob's creek,
and until said company shall, in manner sat,
lsfactory to the secretary of war, give as
surance of their ability and purpose to com.
piete the same.’ You will, therefore, see
that my work on number eight is wholly de
pendent on your work on number seven. I
have, therefore, to urge on your company
that you will, at the earliest date possible,
‘undertake in good faith the building of lock
and dam number seven,’ and that you will
give the secretary of war satisfactory assur
ance of your ability and purpose to complete
it. I would therefore suggest that it might
be useful for your secretary to communicate
at once to the secretary of war such facts

as to the ﬁnancial resources of the company
and its intentions about number seven as will
satisfy him on the points specially left to his
discretion and unlock the appropriation so
that it may be used this summer. Respect
:fully, your obedient servant, Wm. E. Merrill,

gation company, notice of which was gay
to the secretary of war:
“Whereas, congress has made an appro
priation for the commencement of the build
ing of lock and dam number eight in the lie
nongahela. river, the payment of which up
propriation is made to depend upon the sec
retary of war being satisﬁed of the bona
ﬁde intention of this company to construct
lock and dam number seven, and of their
ﬁnancial ability to complete the same: and
whereas, Col. Merrill, of the United States
engineers, in charge of the government in
provement of the Monongahela river, has re
quested this company to furnish the secre
tary of war with satisfactory assurances in
relation thereto: Therefore, resolved, thatit
is the bona ﬁde purpose and intention of this
company to construct lock and dam number
seven in the Monongahela river in the
manner and at the time required of them by
the acts of assembly of the state of Penn
sylvania; that is to say, so to complete said
lock and dam number seven that the same
shall be ready for use as soon as the requisite
locks and dams above lock and dam number
seven, constructed or about to be constructed
by the federal government, shall also be
ﬁnished and ready for use, so as to complain

the slack water of said river from Pittsburgh
Pennsylvania, to Morgantown, Virginia. Re
solved, that the secretary of this company
be directed to forward a. copy of the fore
going resolution, together with copies of the
company's annual report, showing the inten
tion of the company and their ability to com
plete this work, to Col. Merrill, and also to
the secretary of war."
And on May 4, 1881, Col. Merrill addressed
the following letter to the president of the
navigation company:
“Sir: I have Just received oﬁieial notice
from the secretary of war, through the 01119!
of engineers, that the resolution and docu
ments relative to the construction of lock audf
dam No. 7, on the Monongahela river. for-i,

warded to this'oﬂice by your company 1“
April last, (duplicate sent to the honorable
secretary of war,) have been considered as

fully meeting the requirements of the Prom"
in the last appropriation for the improve‘

ment of the above-named river, prohibiting
the expenditure of the money appropriated
‘until the Monongahela Navigation Company
shall have undertaken in good faith the build‘
ing of lock and dam No. 7 at Jacob's cretlil

and until said company shall. in a manner
satisfactory to the secretary of war. 81“? as‘
surance of their ability and plll'iiose ‘0 com'
plete the same.‘ "

,

Thereafter, and in 1852. lock and dam M

7 were commenced, and completed in 133]
In the course of the trial the comImn-i: can d

a witness, and offered to prove by 111111“
other witnesses—

whereupon, and on April 6, 1881, the fol.

“That the paid-up capital stock of elio'
nongahelu Navigation Company 001mm 0

lowing resolutions were passed by the mud.

thirty-two thousand six hundred and 111W‘

MLIBJ- Eng'rs 8: B’v't Col."
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nine shares of ﬁfty dollars; that dividends
have been declared on the stock for a num
ber of years at the rate of twelve per cent.

per annum.
“That the tolls received by the said com
pany for the use of its works, including lock
and dam No. 7, have averaged for several
years past not less than $240,000; that the
market value of the stock was at the time or
the inception of these proceedings about $100
pershare; that the money value of their entire
works and franchise is not less than $4,000,
000; that the actual toll receipts of lock and
dam No. 7 for several years past have ex
ceeded $2,800 per annum, and that a very
large increase of such toll receipts at lock and
dam No. 7 will certainly take place in a short
time by the development of coal mines
naturally tributary to said lock and dam.
“That by the construction and mainte
nance of the company's works a permanent
and reliable public highway has been created
on which a large and increasing carriage of
coal and general merchandise takes place,
and that permanent navigation for the
largest vessel and steamboat now exists from
the city of Pittsburgh, Pa, to or near the
line between the states of Pennsylvania and

E-{é'i ﬁ5'“:
"w'a_:ﬂ.iﬁ'J~l_—-r'.éﬁE‘ﬂ-nyﬁ=ﬂi- .=sc

0 West Virginia.
8

"That, in view of the present and prospec

' tive tolls receivable'at lock and darn No. 'i‘,
the present value of said lock and dam No.
7 is not less than $450,000, said value being
predicated upon said present and prospective
toils; that said lock and dam No. 7 are a.
portion of said company's works which con
sist of seven dams, each furnished with a

lock or locks.
“That the navigation which is sought by
these proceedings to be made tree was mainly
created and made possible at all seasons by

the construction and maintenance or the com
Dany's works.
"That a large portion of the tolls received
by the company is charged upon merchandise
and articles carried between points of ship
ment and delivery entirely within the state
of Pennsylvania, and constituting internal
commerce of said state, and that a portion

of the toils collectible at lock and dam No. 7,
for the use of said lock and dam, is charge
able tor merchandise, goods, and passengers
carried between points of shipment and de
livery in the state of Pennsylvania, the trans
Dortation being wholly within the state as
to said portion.
"To which otter of testimony counsel for
the United States objected, for the reason
that the same was incompetent and irrele

“mt; whereupon the court sustained the ob
lection and rejected the evidence."
The result of the trial was a ﬁnding by the

Court that the value of the lock and dam
NO- 7 was $209,000, “not considering or esti

mating in this decree the franchise of this
company to collect tolls." Such amount was

the sum adjudged and decreed to be paid by
v.13s.o.—40
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the United States to the navigation company
for the property condemned. The company
has brought the case to this court by both
writ of error and appeal
Johns McCleave and Wayne MacVeagh, for
appellant. Atty. Gen. Miller, Sol. Gen. Ai

drlch, and D. T. Watson, for the United
States.

v
a
a:
‘Mr. Justice BREWER, after stating the‘
facts in the foregoing language, delivered
the opinion of the court.
It appears from the foregoing statement
that the Monongahela Company had, under
express authority from the state of Pennsyl
vania, expended large sums of money in im
proving the Monongahela river by means
of locks and dams, and that the particular
lock and dam in controversy here were built
not only by virtue of this authority from the
state of Pennsylvania, but also at the in
stance and suggestion of the United States.
By means 01' these improvements, the Mo
nongahela river, which theretotore was only
navigable for boats oi.‘ small tonnage, and
at certain seasons of the year, now carries
large steamboats at all seasons, and an ex
tensive commerce by means thereof. The
question presented is not whether the United
States has the power to condemn and appro
priate this property of the Monongahela Com
pany, for that is conceded, but how much it
must pay as compensation therefor. Obvi
ously this question, as all others which run
along the line of the extent of the protec

tion the individual has under the constitu
tion against the demands of the government,
'5 of importance, for in any society the full
ness and suﬁiciency of the securities which
surround the individual in the use and en
)oyment of his property constitute one of
the most certain tests of the character and
value of the government. The ﬁrst 10
amendments to the constitution, adopted as
they were soon after the adoption or the
constitution, are in the nature of a bill of
rights, and were adopted in order to quiet
the apprehension of many that without some
such declaration of rights the government
would assume, and might be held to possess,
the power to trespass upon those rights of
persons and property which by the Declara
tion of independence were aﬂirmed to be
unalienable rights.
In the case of Sinnickson v. Johnson, 17
N. J. Law. 129, 145, cited in the case or
Pumpelly v. Green Bay 00., 13 Wall. 166,
178, it was said that "this power to take
private property reaches back of all con“,

stitutional provisions; and it seems to haves
been considered a settled principle ot'univer-'
sai law that the right to compensation is
an incident to the exercise of that power;
that the one is so inseparably connected with
the other that they may be said to exist,
not as separate and distinct principles, but
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as parts of one and the same principle."
And in Gardner v. Newburgh, 2 Johns. Ch.
162, Chancellor Kent affirmed substantially
the same doctrine. And in this there is a
natural equity which commends it to every
one. It in no wise detracts from the power
of the public to take whatever may be nec
cssary for its uses; while, on the other hand,
it prevents the public from loading upon
one individual more than his just share ot
the burdens of government, and says that
when he surrenders to the public something
more and dliierent from that which is ex
acted from other members of the public,
a full and just equivalent shall be returned
to him.
But we need not have recourse to this
natural equity, nor is it necessary to look
through the constitution to the nﬂirmations
lying behind it in the Declaration of Inde
pendence, for in this ﬁfth amendment there
is stated the exact limitation on the power
of the government to take private property
for public uses. And with respect to con
stitutional provisions of this nature, it was
well said by Mr. Justice Bradley. speaking
for the court, in Boyd v. U. S. 116 U. S. 616,
635, 6 Sup. Ct. Rep. 524: “Illegitimate and
unconstitutional practices get their ﬁrst foot
ing in that way, namely, by silent approaches
and slight deviations from legal modes of
procedure. This can only be obviated by
adhering to the rule that constitutional pro
visions for the security of person and prop
erty should be liberally construed. A close
and literal construction deprives them of
half their etlicacy, and leads to gradual de
preciation ot the right, as it it consisted more
in sound than in substance. It is the duty
of courts to be watchful for the constitu
tional rights of the citizen, and against any
stealthy encroachments thereon. Their mot
to should be obsta principiis."
The language used in the ﬁfth amendment
in respect to this matter is happily chosen.
_The entire amendment is a series of nega
e, tions, denials of right or power in the gov.
gernment; the last (the one in point here)

and perfect equivalent for the prom
taken; and this just compensation, it will be
noticed, is for the property. and not to the
owner. Every other clause in this iiitii
amendment is personal. “No person slur
be held to answer for a capital or otherwise
infamous crime," etc. Instead of continuing
that form of statement, and saying that no
person shall be deprived of his property
without just compensation, the personal
element is left out. and the "just 00illll€llSll~
tion" is to be a full equivalent for the prop
erty taken. This excludes the taking into ac
count as an element in the compensation
any supposed beneﬁt that the owner may
receive in common with all from the public
uses to which his private property is nppro
printed, and leaves it to stand as a declari
tion that no private property shall be nppro
printed to public uses unless a tall and exact
equivalent for it be returned to the owner.
We do not in this refer to the case where
only a portion of a tract is taken, or 0:
press any opinion on the vexed question
as to the extent to which the beneﬁts or
injuries to the portion not taken my be
brought into consideration. This is a ques
tion which may arise possibly in this case.
it.‘ the seven locks and dams belonging to
the navigation company are so situated us
to be fairly considered one property,-a mat
ter in respect to which the record before
us furnishes no positive evidence. ltseems

to be assumed that each lock and dam byb
themselvcs constitute a separate structure“
and separate propertypand the thoughts we
have suggested are pertinent to such it use
By this legislation congress seems to lull't‘
assumed the right to determine what shall
be the measure of compensation. But this
is a judicial, and not a legislative. question
The legislature may determine what prlvlllii
property is needed Iorpublic purposes; ill-‘ll
is a question of a political and lcglslaﬂv'ﬂ
character‘. But when the taking has been
ordered, then the question of compensation

is judicial. It does not rest with the Public‘
taking the property, through confirm? °r

' being: “Nor shall private'property be taken

the legislature, its representative. (0 5"?

for public use without just compensation.”
The noun "compensation," standing by it
self, carries the idea of an equivalent. Thus
we speak of damages by way of compensa~
tion, or compensatory damages, as distin

What compensation shall he pilldv 0i‘ “in

The constitution has declared that illst 0°?"

guished from punitive or exemplarydamages;

Charles River Bridge v. Warren Bridget11

the former being the equivalent for the in
jury done, and the latter imposed by way
of punishment. So that, it the adjective
"just" had been omitted, and the provision

what shall be the rule of comliollsﬂﬂm"
pensation shall be paid, and the nscert'un

ment of

that is a judicial inquiry- 1'1

Pet. 420, 571, Mr. Justice ilk-Lean in bi!
opinion, referring to a provision for 013w‘

pcnsatiou found in the charter of the M“
ren bridge, uses this language: “They m"A

was simply that property should not be

legislature] provide that the new minim‘;

taken without compensation, the natural im.

shall pay annually to the college, 1" hem
of the old one, a hundred pounds. B)‘ in“
provision it appears that the legislumre ms
undertaken to do what :1 Jul‘! of m" mun’

port of the language would be that the com
pensation should be the equivalent of the
property. And this is made emphatic by the

adjective "just." There can, in view of the

try oniy could constitutionally “its”:

combination of those two words, be no
doubt that the compensation must be a fun

the amount of compensation to which as

complainants are entitled." 500, "ml
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v. Pittsburg

if this property, belonging to the Monon
gahela Company, is rightfully where it is,
the company may Justiy demand from every
one making use of it a compensation; and
to take that property from it deprives it of
Miss. 300.
in the last of these cases. and on page
the aggregate amount of such compensa
315, will be found these observations of the
tion, which otherwise it would continue to
court: “The right of the legislature of the
receive. What amount of compensation fora
state by law to apply the property of the ‘each separate use of any particular propcitizen to the public use, and then to con
erty may be charged is sometimes ﬁxed by
stitute itself the judge of its own case, to
the statute which gives authority for the
determine what is the ‘Just compensation’
creation of the property; sometimes deter
it ought to pay therefor, or how much ben
mined by what it is reasonably worth; and
eat it has conferred upon the citizen by
sometimes, if it is purely private property,
thus taking his property without his con
devoted only to private uses, the matter
sent, or to extinguish any part of such
rests arbitrarily with the will of the owner.
‘compensation’ by prospective conjectural
In this case, it being property devoted to a
advantage, or in any manner to interfere
public use, the amount of compensation
with the just powers and province of courts
was subject to the determination of the
mind Juries in administrating right and jus
slate of Pennsylvania, the state which an
‘o‘tlce, cannot for a moment be admitted'or
thorized the creation of the property. The
tolerated under our constitution. if any
prices which may be exacted under this
thing can be clear and undeniable, upon
legislative grant of authority are the tolls,
principles of natural justice or constitution
and these tolls, in the nature of the case,
all law, it seems that this must be so."
must enter into and largely determine the
We are not, therefore, concluded by the
matter of value. In the case of Montgomery
declaration in the act that the franchise to
00. v. Schuylkill Bridge 00,, 110 Pa. St. 54,
collect tolls is not to be considered in esti
58, 20 Atl. Itep. 407. in which the condom
mating the sum to be paid for the prop
nation of a bridge belonging to the bridge
company was sought, the court said: “The
ei'w.
How shah just compensation for this loci;
bridge structure, the stone, iron, and wood,
was but a portion of the property owned by
and dam be determined? What does the
the bridge company, and taken by the coun
full equivalent
therefor
demand? The
ty. There were the franchises of the com
value of property, generally speaking, is
pany, including the right to take toll, and
determined by its productiveness,—the prof
these were as effectually taken as was the
its which its use brings to the owner. Va
rit-us elements enter into this matter of bridge itself. Hence, to measure the dam
ages by the mere cost of building the bridge
value. Among them we may notice these:
would be to deprive the company of any
Natural richness of the soil as between two
compensation for the destruction of its
neighboring tracts. One may be fertile, the
franchises. The latter can no more be
other barren; the one so situated as to be
taken without compensation than can its
susceptible of easy use, the other requiring
tangible corporeal property. Their value
much labor and large expense to make its
fertility available. Neighborhood to the necessarily depends upon their productive
ness. If they yield no money in return
centers of business and population largely
over expenditures, they would possess little,
affects values, for that property which is
if any, present value. If, however, they
near the center of a large city may com
yield
a revenue over and above expenses,
mand high rent, while property of the
they possess a present value, the amount of
same character, remote therefrom, lswant
which depends, in a measure, upon the ex
ed by but few, and commands but a small
cess of revenue. Hence it is manifest that
rental. Demand for the use is another
the income from the bridge was a necessary
factor. The commerce on the Mononga
and proper subject of inquiry before the
hela river, as appears from the testimony
jury.”
offered, is great; the demand for the use of
So, before this property can be taken away
this lock and dam constant. A precisely
from its owners, the whole value must be
Similar property, in a stream where com
paid; and that value depends largely upon
merce is light, would naturally be of less
the productlveness of the property,—the fran
Value, for the demand for the use would
chise to take tolls. That, in the absence of
be less. The value, therefore, is not deter
mined by the mere cost of construction, but congressional action, the state of Pennsyl
vania had the power, either acting itself or
more by what the completed structure
A; 0. ii. 00., 53 Pa. St. 26, 50; Pennsylvania
it. Co. v. Baltimore & 0. R. 00., 60 Md.
1263; Isom v. .\iississlppi Cent. it. (20., 36

brings in the way of earnings to its owner.
For each separate use of one's property by
others the owner is entitled to a reason
able compensation, and the number and
amount of such uses determines the produc
Ul'eness and the earnings of the property,

through a corporation which it chartered, to

and. therefore, largely its value. So that,

this court. Those very closely in Point are

improve the navigation of the river by means
of locks and dams, and also to authorize’the
eaaction of tolls for the use of such improve

ments, are matters upon which there can be
no dispute, in view of the many decisions of
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Willson v. Marsh 00., 2 Pet. 245; Pound 1.

from their months in one of the great than

Truck, 95 U. S. 459; Huse v. Glover, 119 U.

of the country, by steamboats, but whoa

S. 543, 7 Sup. Ct. Rep. 313; Sands v. Im

greatest value in water carriage is as out.

provement 00., 123 U. S. 288, 8 Sup. Ct.
Rep. 113.
In the ﬁrst of these cases it appeared that
the Marsh Company was incorporated by an
act of the general assembly of Delaware,
and authorized to construct a. dam across
Blackbird creek, a navigable strtam within
the territorial limits of the state; that, in
pursuance of such authority, it did construct
such dam, by which the navigation of the
stream was obstructed; Wilson, with others,
were the owners of a sloop, regularly ll
ccnsed according to the laws of the United
States, which sloop broke and injured the
dam. On being sued for this injury, the
owners pleaded that the dam was wrongfully
erected, obstructing the navigation of the
stream, and that the sloop could not, with
out breaking through the dam, pass over
and along the stream, and that, in order to
remove the said obstructions it did the in
jury complained of. A demurrer to this plea
was sustained, and in due course the case
came to this court. The opinion was de
ilvered by Chief Justice Marshall. sustaining
the ruling, and holding that the dam, in the
absence of legislation by congress, was right
fully there, having been authorized by the
legislature of the state in which the stream
was situated. In it the chief justice said,
(page 252:) “If congress had passed any act
which bore upon the case—any act in execu
tion of the power to regulate commerce, the
object of which was to control state legisla
tion over those small navigable creeks into
which the tide ﬂows, and which abound
throughout the lower country of the middle

lets to saw logs, sawed lumber, coal, salt,
etc. In order to develop their greatest un'l
ity in that regard, it is often essential that
such structures as dams, booms, piers, etc,
should be used, which are substantial 01>
structions to general navigation, and more
or less so to rafts and barges. But to the
legislature of the state maybe most appropri
ately conﬁded the authority to authorize
these structures where their use will do more
good than harm, and to impose such regula
tions and limitations in their construction
and use as will best reconcile and accom
modate the interest of all concerned in the
matter. And since the doctrine we have do
duced from the cases recognizes the rlghtoi
congress to interfere and control the matter
whenever it may deem it necessary to do so,
the exercise of this limited power may all
the more safely be conﬁded to the local leg
lslaturc."

and southern states—we should not feel
much dllﬁculty in saying that a state law
coming in conﬂict with such act would be
void. But congress has passed no such act.
The repugnancy of the law of Delaware to
the constitution is placed entirely on its re
pugnancy to the ‘power to regulate commerce
" with foreign nations and among the several
in states—a. power which has not been so ex
- ercised as to aﬂect the question. We do'not
think that the act empowering the Blackbird
Creek Marsh Company to place a dam across
the creek can, under all the circumstances
of the case, be considered as repugnant to
the power to regulate commerce in its dor
mant state, or as being in conﬂict with any
law passed on the subject."

Huse v. Glover comes even nearer to this
case. The state of Illinois, at an expense of
several hundred thousand dollars, construct
ed locks and dams on the Illinois river for the
purpose of improving its navigation, and pre
scribed rates of toll to be paid by thoseusing
the improvements. A bill was ﬁled to enjoin
the emotion of toll on vessels of complain
ant passing through the improved wnters oi
the river. After referring to the ciausein the
ordinance for the government of the North-i:
west Territory, which provided that the}:

navigable waters'should be common high"
ways, forever free, without any tax or dnlit

Mr. Justice Field, for the court, on page 013‘
119 U. s., and page 315, 7 Sup. ct. Rea. said!
"The exaction of tolls for passage through
the locks is as compensation for the use of
artiﬁcial facilities constructed, not as an in

post upon the navigation of the stream. The

provision of the clause that the navigable
streams should be highways without any in
hnpost, or duty has reference to their navi
gation in their natural state. It did not con
template that such navigation might not be

improved by artiﬁcial means, by the '9
moval of obstructions, or by the mnklllg‘ﬁf
dams for deepening the waters, or by tumult

into the rivers waters from other streams
to increase their depth. For outlay8 awed
by such works the state may exact reason

able tolls. They are like charges for men?
of wharves
tats
the landing
and of
docks
persons
constructed
and frelght'
to‘ an

In the case of Polmd v. Truck, it appeared
that a dam and boom had been placed in the

the taking them on board, or for the repair

Chippewa river, under authority of the leg

of vessels. The state is interested in 1113
domestic as well as in the interstate?
foreign commerce conducted on the ﬁlms
river, and to increase its facilities. and “ms

islatute of Wisconsin. The fact that the
plaintiff suﬂfered injury therefrom was es.
tabllshed, and the defense was that they

were rightfully there. Mr. Justice Miller,

“Peaking for the court on page 464, uses this

augment its growth, it has full Dowel" in
only when, in the judgment of congl'essv I

language: “There are within the state of

action is deemed to encroach upon ﬁle m?“

wiwonsln. and perhaps other states, many

gﬂtlon of the river as a means of intersll K
and foreign commerce, that that body may

small streams navigable for a short distance
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interfere and control or supersede it. If, in
the opinion of the state, greater beneﬁt
would result to her commerce by the im
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provements made than by leaving the river
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v. Philadelphia, 3 Wall. 713; Transporta
tion 00. v. Chicago, 99 U. S. 635: Escanaba
& L. M. Transp. Co. v. City of Chicago, 107
U. S. 678, 2 Sup. Ct. Rep. 185; Cardwell v.
Bridge 00.. 113 U. S. 205, 5 Sup. Ct. Rep.

v. Union Co. 12 Conn. 6, and Thames Bank
v. Lovell, 18 Conn. 500, may be referred to
as containing very satisfactory discussions
of this question. We quote from the opinion
in the latter case, page 511:
"These acts, improving rivers, construct
ing roads, etc., will never be complained of
as interfering with the rights and powers of _’
congress. 'l‘he tolls alone are the subject ofgg
‘complaint.
But these are only the fair 1*‘
equivalent for privileges which the state had
a right to create, and without which these
privileges could never have existed. Com
merce, therefore, has not been crippled by
the tolls. as the deiendant claims, but has
been extended by Lnem. The legislature of
the state creating this corporation, with its
duties and its privileges, has come in aid of
the powers of congress.
“It seems to be aumitted, that states may
construct canals, turnpikes, bridges, etc., and
impose tolls upon passengers and freight as
a remuneration for the improvements; and
that this may be done, without interfering
with the power of congress to regulate com
merce among the states, or its power to
establish post otlices and post roads. We
have not been able to discover a. sound dis~
tinction between these cases and the one we
are considering. Congress has the same
power to regulate commerce upon the land
as upon the water. A river, to be sure, is a
natural channel; but, if it is not a navigable
one, it can no more be used for the purposes
of commerce than the land, and therefore
to convert it from the mere natural channel
into a public highway, for commercial pur
poses. and to levy a toll to reimburse the
expense, no more conﬂicts with the powers of
congress over the commerce of the country
than the construction of a canal or a turn
pike for the same purposes, with the same
tolls. And this, we think, is equally true of
rivers, which are only navigable to a partial
and limited extent, and by artificial and ex
pensive means are rendered navigable to a.
greater extent, with a reasonable toll levied
upon those only who receive the beneﬁt of
the extended navigation. The principle is
the same in both the cases stated."
But in this case there was not only the
full authority of the state of Pennsylvania,
but also, so far as respects this particular

4'33; and Bridge 00. v. Hatch, 125 U. S. 12,

lock and dam, they were constructed at the

8 Sup. Ct Rep. 811,-in which the power of
estate, in the absence of congressional action.
to obstruct navigation by the construction of
bridges across navigable streams, was sus

instance and implied invitation of congress.
The act of March 3, 1881, making an appro
priation for the improvement of the river
in terms provided that no such improvement
should be made until the navigation compa
ny had in good faith started upon the build
ing of this loci; and dam. This lock and dam
connected the lower improvements already
made by the'navigation company with the
upper improvements proposed to be made by
congress, and the appropriation by the latter
was conditioned on the company's undertak

in its natural state,—and on that point the
state must necessarily determine for itself,—
it may authorize them, although increased
inconvenience and expense may thereby re
suit to the business of individuals. ' ' '
How the highways of a state, whether on
land or by water, shall be best improved for
the public good is a matter for state deter
mination, subject always to the right or con
gress to interpose in the cases mentioned."
And in the last of these cases, where the
Manistee river was improved under author
ity of the legislature of the state of Michi
gun, and tolls exacted for the use of the im
proved water way, we find this in the opinion,
on page 295, 123 U. S., and page 116, 8 Sup.
Ct. Rep; "The internal commerce of the
state—that is, the commerce which is wholly
conﬁned within its limits—is as much under
nits control as foreign or interstate commerce
0 is under the‘ control of the general govern
ment; and to encourage the growth of this
commerce and render it safe, the states may
provide for the removal of obstructions from
their rivers and harbors, and deepen their
channels, and improve them in other ways,
if, as is said in County of Mobile v. Kimball,
the free navigation of those waters, as per
mitted under the laws of the United States,
is not impaired, or any system for the im
provement of their navigation provided by
the general government is not defeated. 102
U. S. 691, 699. And to meet the cost of such
improvements the states may levy a general
tax. or lay a toll upon all who use the rivers
and harbors as improved. The improvements
are, in that respect, like wharves and docks
constructed to facilitate commerce in loading
and unloading vessels. Huse v. Glover, 119

U. S. 543, 548, 7 Sup. Ct. Rep. 313. Regula
tions of tolls or charges insuch casa are mere
matters of administration, under the entire
control of the state."

Kindred to these are the cases of Gilman

tained. And also the cases of Packet 00. v.
Keokuk. 95 U. S. 80, and Transportation Co.
v. City of Parkersburg, 107 U. S. 691, 2 Sup.
Ct. Rep. 732, in which the power of a state,
under like circumstances, to improve the
border of streams by wharves and exact

"lmﬂ'age therefor was aﬂirmed.
While in a matter of this kind it is need
leﬂs to look for authorities beyond the de
Bisions of this court, yet the cases of Kellogg

ing their construction.

This is somethinl

more than the mere recognition of an exist
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ing fact; it is an invitation to the company
to do the work; and when, in pursuance of
that invitation, and under authority given by
the state of Pennsylvania, the company has
constructed the lock and dam, it does not lie
in the power of the state or the United
States to say that such lock and dam are an
obstruction, and wrongfully there, or that
the right to compensation for the use of this
improvement by the public does not belong
to its owner, the navigation company.
Upon What does the right of congress to
interfere in the matter rest? Simply upon
the power to regulate commerce.
This is
one of the great powers of the national gov
ernment, one whose existence and far-reach
ing extent have been aﬂirmed again and
again by this court in its leading opinions,
and the power of congress over such natural
highways as navigable streams is confessedly
supreme. See, among the various cases in
which this supremacy has been affirmed:
Gilman v. Philadelphia, 3 Wall. 725; Coun

ty of Mobile v. Kimball, 102 U. S. 691, 696;
Bridge Co. v. U. S., 105 U. S. 4812; .\li]lcr v.
Mayor, etc., 109 U. S. 392, 3 Sup. Ct. Rep.

228; Wisconsin v. Duluth. 96

U. S. 37!);

Bridge 00. v. Hatch, 125 U. S. 1, 8 Sup. Ct.
Rep. 811. In Wisconsin v. Duluth (page 383) it
was said: "it is to be observed, as prelimi
nary to an examination of the acts of the
general government in the special matter
before us, that the whole system of river and
lake and harbor improvements, whether on
the seacoast or on the lakes or the great nav
igable rivers of the interior, has for years
been mainly under the control of that govern~
ment, and that, whenever it has taken
charge of the matter, its right to an exclu
sive control has not been denied. ' " ‘
And while this court has mnintained,in many
cases, the right of the states to authorize
structures in and over the navigable waters
of the state, which may either impede or
improve their navigation. in the absence of
uany action of the general government in the
gnome matter, the doctrine has been laid
' down with unvurying'uniformity that when
congress has. by any expression of its will,
occupied the ﬁeld, that action was conclusive
of any right to the contrary asserted under
state authority. The adjudged cases in this
court on this point are numerous."
And in Bridge 00. v. Hatch, 125 U. S. 12, 8
Sup. Ct. Rep. 817, the proposition was thus
stated: "And although, until congress acts,
the states have the plenary power supposed,
yet. when congress chooses to act, it is not
concluded by any thing that the states, or
that individuals by its authority or acquies
ccnce, have done. from assuming entire con

in its discretion, to compel the removal of
this lock and dam as obstructions to the nav
igation of the river, or to condemn and
take them for the purpose of promoting it;
navigability. In other words it is \n'lliln the
competency of congress to make such provi
sion respecting the improvement of the Mo
nongahela river as in its judgment the public
interests demand. Its dominion is supreme.
But, like the other powers granted to con
gress by the constitution, the power to reg
ulate commerce is subject to all the limin
tlons imposed by such instrument, and among
them is that of the ilfth amendment, we
have heretofore quoted. Congress has su
preme control over the regulation of com
mercc, but if, in exercising that supreme
control, it deems it necessary to take private
property, then it must proceed subject to
the limitations imposed by this ﬁfth amend
ment, and can take only on payment of just
compensation. The power to regulate oom
merce is not given in any broader terms
than that to establish post oiﬁces and post
roads; but, if congress wishes to take private
property upon which to build a post ollice,
it must either agree upon the price with
the owner, or in condemnation pay just com
pensation therefor. And if that property be
improved under authority of a clutter!‘
granted by the state, with a franchise tog

take tolls for the use of the'lmprovemeut'
in order to determine the Just compensation
such franchise must be taken into account
Because congress has power to take the
property it does not follow that it may do
stroy the franchise without compensation.

Whatever be the true value of that which ll
takes from the individual owner must be
paid to him before it can be said that just
compensation for the property has been

made. And that which is true in respeuiio
a condemnation of property for a D05‘ 0m“
is equally true when condemnation is souullt
for the purpose of improving 11 natural mg!"
way. Suppose, in the improvement of a 1111i"
iguble stream, it was deemed essential 10
construct a canal with locks, in order to P155

around rapids or falls. or the power of 00H"

gress to condemn whatever land may be
necessary for such canal there can be 11°

question, and of the equal necessity 0! Pill"

ing full compensation for all Ill‘il‘ate pm
erty taken there can be as little doubt. I!

a man’s house must be taken. that must‘);
paid for; and, if the property 15 held ‘"1
improved under a franchise from the 5m"
with power to take tolls, that franchise mils‘

be paid for, because it is a substantial 0k‘

ment in the value of the property wk?“ so’
coming
power ofto congress
the caseto before
take this
us. more"?
While b

trol of the matter, and abating any erections
that may have been made, and preventing
"11y Others from being made, except in con

formity with such regulations as it may im~
D080.“ It cannot be doubted, in view of the
long list of authorities—for many more

might be cited.—that congress has the power,

unquestionable, yet the power to take 5 “<1

ject to the constitutional limitation of 3“.
compensation. It should be noticed thutllilf'
there is unquestionably a taking 01 we pr‘ it

811's’. and not a mere destruction It is “no
a case in which the government I‘ﬂllljmt
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removal of an obstruction. What differences
would exist between the two cases, if any,
it is unnecessary here to inquire. All that
we need consider is the measure of compensa
tion when the government, in the exercise of
its sovereign power, takes the property.
And here it may be noticed that, after tak
ing this property, the government will have
the right to exact the same tolls the naviga
tion company has been receiving. It would
seem strange that if, ‘by asserting its right
to take the property, the government could
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expended a large amount of money in meg
undertaking. ‘Before, however, the bridge
was ﬁnished, congress passed an act—the act

quired by the act, it might ﬁle its bill in the

circuit court of the United States for the
southern district of Ohio. to have determined
whether the bridge had been constructed
5€§ 35§5
theretofore, so far as the work had pro
gressed,
in accordance with the provisions
strip it largely of its value, destroying all
of law then in existence; and, second, the
that value which comes from the receipt of
liability of the United States, it any there
tolls, and having taken the property at this
was. by reason of the changes. The suit was
I,recluced valuation, immediately possess and
brought, and on appeal to this court, by four
genjoy all the proﬁts from the collection of
to three, Mr. Justice Matthews taking no
0 the same tolls.‘ In other words, by the con
suiwnurfl'izlfi-TR‘
part in the decision. the court held that the
tention this element of value exists before
government was not liable for any damages.
and after the taking, and disappears only
The case turned in the judgment of the ma
during the very moment and process of tak
jnrity mainly upon the resolution of March
ing. Surely, reasoning which leads to such
3, 1869, heretofore quoted. In the early part
a result must have some vice, at least the
of the opinion (page 475) the chief justice
vice of injustice.
says:
“No question can arise in this ease up
Much reliance is placed upon the case of
on what the states have done, for both Ohio
Bridge 00. v. U. S., 105 U. S. 470. But that
and Kentucky required the company to com
was a case not of the taking, but of the
ply with the regulations of congress. Neither
destruction, of property. It is true, Mr. Chief
are we called on to determine what would
Justice Waite, in delivering the opinion of
have been the rights of the company if, in
the court, uses this language in reference
the original license, no power of future con
to the power of congress: “But the power of
trol by wngress had been reserved." He
congress in respect to legislation for the pres
then proceeds to consider at some length
ervation of interstate commerce is just as
the peculiar language of that reservation.
tree from state interference as any other
Under it, as he says, congress had the right
subject within the sphere of its legislative
to withdraw assent. which was equivalent to
authority. The action of congress is su
a positive enactment that a fin-titer main
preme, and overrides all that states may do.
tenance
of the bridge, as at ﬁrst planned and
When, therefore, congress in a proper way
partially constructed, was unlawful. and the
declares a. bridge across a navigable river of
mere exercise of its power under this reser
the United States to be an unlawful struc
vation to declare the proposed structure un
ture, no legislation of a state can make it
lawful did not expose the government to any '
lawful. Those who act on state authority
liability for damages. We quote fully the
alone necessarily assume all the risks of
expression of views on this subject:
legitimate congressional interference." But
"It is next insisted that if, in the judgment
such aﬂirmation of power was not made with
of congress, the public good required the
reference to a question like this. The facts
bridge to be removed, or alterations to be
in that case were these: The bridge com
made in its structure, just compensation
pany was a creature of the legislation of the
must be made the company for the loss in
states of Ohio and Kentucky, and incorpo
curred by what was directed. It is true
rated to build a bridge across the Ohio river,
that one mnnot be deprived of his property
between Newport and Cincinnati. The state
charters authorized the construction of a without due process of law, and that private
property
cannot be taken for public use
bridge in accordance with the provisions of
without just compensation.
_
an act of congress of July 14, 1862, or any
“In the present case the bridge company;
act that congress might pass on the subject.
asked of 'congress permission to erect its=
On March 3, 1869, congress passed a reso~
lution giving its assent to the construction of bridge. In response to this request permis
sion was given, but only on condition that
this bridge. This resolution contained this
it might be revoked at any time if the
reservation: "But congress reserves the right
bridge is found to be detrimental to naviga
to withdraw the assent hereby given in case
the free navigation of said river shall at any tion. This condition was an essential element
of the grant, and the company, in accepting
time be substantially and materially ob
the privileges conferred by the grant, as
Structed by any bridge to be erected under
sinned all risks of loss arising from any ex
the authority of this resolution, or to direct
ercise of the power which congress saw fit
the necessary modifications and alterations
of said bridge." 15 St. p. 347. After the to reserve. What the company got from con
gress was the grant of a franchise, expressly
passage of this resolution the company com
made defeasible at will, to maintain a bl‘idgg
menced the erection of a. drawbridge, and

across one of the great highways of com
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merce. This franchise was a species of prop
erty, but from the moment of its origin its
continued existence was dependent on the
will of congress, and this was declared in
express terms on the face of the grant by
which it was created. In the use of the fran
chise thus granted the company might, and,
it was expected, would, acquire property.
The property thus acquired congress could
not appropriate to itself by a withdrawal of
its assent to the maintenance of the bridge
that was to be built, but the franchise, by
express agreement, was revocable whenever,
in the judgment of congress, it could not be
used without substantial and material detri
ment to the interests oi! navigation. A with
drawal ot the franchise might render prop
erty acquired on the faith of it, and to be
used in connection with it, less valuable;
but that was a risk which the company vol
untarily assumed when it expended its mon
ey under the limited license which alone
congress was willing to give. It was optional
with the company to accept or not what was
granted, but, having accepted, it must submit
to the control which congress, in the legiti
mate exercise of the power that was re
served, may deem it necessary for the com~
mon good to insist upon."
It is evident, therefore, that the point do»
t. ad was that congress had reserved the
right to withdraw its assent to the construc
tion of a bridge on the plan proposed, when
ever, in its judgment. such bridge should
become an obstruction to the navigation;
that the bridge company entered upon the
construction of the bridge in the light of
this express reservation, and with the knowl
aedge that congress might at any time de

gclare that the bridge constructed as proposed
' was an'obstruction to navigation; and that
congress, exercising this reserved power, did
not thereby subject the government to any
liability for damages. There was no taking
of private property for public uses; and
while the company may have been deprived
of property, it was deprived by due process
oi! law, because deprived under authority of
an express reservation 01' power. Even this
conclusion Was reached with strong dissent,

Mr. Justice Miller, Mr. Justice Field, and
Mr. Justice Bradley dissenting, and each
writing a. separate opinion. And these opln~
ions only make more clear the tact that the
case was rested in the judgment of the ma
jority on the eﬂect of the reservation.

In the case at bar there is no such reserva

chises given by the state to take toils for the

use thereof, are conditional only, and um
whenever the government, in the exercise of
its supreme power, assumes control of ﬂu
river, it destroys both the right of the com
pany to have its property there and the tran
chise to take tolls. But this is a misconoep
tion. The franchise is a vested right The
state has power to grant it. It may retake
it, as it may take other private property,
for public uses, upon the payment of just
compensation. A like, though a superior,

power exists in the national government. it
may take it for public purposes, and take it
even against the will or the state; but it can
no more take the franchise which the state
has given than it can any private property
belonging to an individual.
Notice to what the opposite view would
lead: A railroad between Columbus. Ohio,
and Harrisburg, Pa., is an interstate high

way, created under franchises granted byN
the two states of Ohio and Pennsylvania;
franchises not'merely to construct1 but to?‘
take tolls for the carrying of passengers and
freight. In its exercise of supreme power to
regulate commerce, congress may condemn
and take that interstate highway, but in the
exercise of that power, and in the taking
of such property, may it ignore the iron‘
chises to take tolls, granted by the states,
or must it not rather pay for them, as it

pays for the rails, the bridges, and the
tracks? The question seems to carry its own
answer. it may be suggested that the cases
are not parallel, in that in the present their

is a natural highway, while in that suggest“
it is wholly artiﬁclaL But the power 0100!!
gress is not determined by the character oi
the highway, Nowhere in the constitution is

there given power in terms over highwﬂih

unless it be in that clause to establish rwﬂi
oﬂices and post roads. The power which 0011

gress possesses in respect to this taking of
property springs from the grant 0! Power
to regulate commerce, and the regulation oi

commerce implies as much control. 3811"‘
reaching power, over an artiﬁcial as over 8

natural highway. They are simply the mm
and instrumentalitics of commerce, and the
power
ries
with
of it
congress
power over
to regulate
all the commerce
means and n1
strumentalities by which commerce is car

ried on. There may be differences 111 we
modes and manner of using these dlﬂel‘en'
highways, but such dlﬂerences do not afftﬂl

or limit that supreme power of congress‘tc

tion; there is no attempt to destroy property;

regulate commerce, and in such regultlqon

there 15 simply a case of the taking by the
government’ to!‘ Public 11598, of the private

to control its means and lilstriliilelliillitif‘s,

property of the navigation company. Such
an appropriation cannot be had without just
compensation; and that, as we have seen,
demands payment of the value of the prop
erty as it stands at the time or taking.

The the??? Of the government seems to be
313621;: right of the navigation company to
property in the river, and the tran

We are so much accustomed to see ilrtlﬁqlf
highways, such as common roads, hll'ﬂilﬂ“
roads, and railroads, constructed under ﬂit

authority of the states, and the “WWI;
ment of natural highways carried 011 hi’ vb‘
general government, that at the ﬁrst it mil‘),

seem that there was some inherent d1 5;
ence in the power of the national 30“ e,
ment over them. But the grant of Dow‘

MONONGAHELA NAVIGATION GO. 0.
UNITED STATES.
is the same. There are not two clauses of
the constitution, each severally applicable
to a diii'ercnt kind of highway. The fee of
the soil in neither case is in the general
government, but in the state or private in
dividuals. The differences between the two
are in their origin; nature provides the one,

| man

establishes

the

other. ‘Mr.

Justice

Bradley, delivering the opinion of the court
in Railroad Co. v. Maryland, 21 Wall. 456,
470, referred to this matter in these words:
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cases referred to by counsel are those in
which there was simply a permit; but here
there was a chartered right created,—the
right not merely to improve the river, but
to exact tolls for the use of the improve
ment; and such right, created by an act of
incorporation, as long ago settled in this
court in Dartmouth College Trustees v.
Woodward, 4 Wheat. 518, is a contract
which cannot be set aside by either party

"Commerce on land between the different to it.
Again, the state has never assumed to
states is so strikingly dissimilar, in
many re- ' exercise any rights reserved in the charter,
spects, from commerce on water, that it
is often diﬂicult to regard them in the same or by any supplements thereto. So far as
the state is concerned, all its grants and
franchises remain unchallenged and undis~
turbed in the possession of the navigation
company. The state has never transferred,
even if it were possible for it to do so, its
stitution, although both its language and reserved rights to the United States govern
ment, and the latter is proceeding not as
spirit embrace commerce by land as well."
the assignee, successor in interest, or other
it is also suggested that the government
wise, of the state, but by virtue of its own
does not take this franchise; that it does
not need any authority from the state for , inherent supreme power. What the state
might or might not do is not here a matter
the emotion of tolls, if it desires to exact
of question, though doubtless the existence
them; that it only appropriates the tangible
of this reserved right to take the property
property, and then either makes the use of
upon certain speciﬁed terms may often, and
it free to all, or exacts such tolls as it
perhaps in the present case, materially aifect
sees tit, or transfers the property to a new
the question of value. And, ﬁnally, there
corporation of its own creation, with such
is
no suggestion on the part of congress,
a franchise to take tolls as it chooses to give.
and no proﬂer in these proceedings, of pay
But this franchise goes with the property;
ment under the terms of the charter and
and the navigation company, which owned
supplementary act of 1&9, and no attempt
it, is deprived of it. The government takes
to ascertain the amount which would be due
it away from the company, whatever use
to the company in accordance therewith.
it may make of it; and the question of just
These are all the questions presented in
compensation is not determined by the value
this case. Our conclusions are, that the
to the government which takes, but the
navigation company rightfully placed this
value to the individual from whom the
lock and dam in the l\ionongaheia river;
Property is taken; and when by the tak
that with the ownership of the tangible
ing of the tangible property the owner is
property, legally held in that place, it has a
actually deprived of the franchise to collect
vested franchise to receive tolls for its use:.,
tolls. just compensation requires payment,
that such franchise was as much a vestedg
not merely of the value of the tangible
right
of property as the'ownership of the
property itself, but also of that of the
tangible property; that the right of the
fmnchise of which he is deprived
national government, under its grant oi’
Another contention is this: First, that the
power to regulate commerce, to condemn
grant of right to the navigation company
and appropriate this lock and dam be
was a more revocable license; secondly, that
longing to the navigation company, is sub
ii’ it was not there was a right in the state
Ject to the limitations imposed by the ﬁfth
to alter, amend, or annul the charter; and,
thirdly, that there was by the eighteenth amendment, that private property shall not
be taken for public uses without just com
section thereof reserved the right at any time
pensation; that just compensation requires
after 25 years from the completion of the
payment for the franchise to take tolls, as
inllll'ovement to purchase the entire improve
well as for the value of the tangible prop
ment and franchise by paying the original
v00“. together with 6 per cent. interest there— erty; and that the assertion by congress
of its purpose to take the property does not
a 0H. deducting dividends theretofore declared
' "m1 DﬂlfL—a provision changed by section 8 destroy the state franchise.
The judgment, therefore, will be reversed,
0f the act of June 24, 1839, so as to require
and the case remanded, with instructions
*1 payment of the expenses incurred in con
aspect in reference to the respective con
stitutional powers and duties of the state
and federal governments. No doubt com
merce by water was principally in the minds
of those who framed and adopted the con

structing and making repairs, with 8 per cent.
Der annum interest.

to grant a new trial.

But little need be said

in reference to this line of argument. We do
lift understand that the supreme court of

‘lellllsylrania has ever ruled that a grant
‘Hie this 15 a mere revocable license. The 1

Mr. Justice SHIRAS having been of coun
sel, and Mr. Justice JACKSON not having
been a member of this court at the time of
the argument, took no part in the considera
tion and decision of this case.
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(April 3. 1893.)
No. 1173.

That pursuant to such hitcndou he

built a house thereon, and otherwise im.
proved the premises, and dwelt upon it as
his home, and on April 23, 1889, duly mm],
an entry at the proper land oﬂlcc at Guthrie,
Ind. T. That on the 22d of June. 1889.
the defendant ﬁled in the local land oiiice
a contest, which contest was heard in such
land oﬂice on the following statement or
facts:
“Alexander F. Smith had been for along
time prior to March 2, 1889, in the employ

Punuo LANDS—HOMESTEAD EXTRiES—DISQUALI
FICATlOX—OPEXIXG or OKLAHOMA LANDS
‘i. In the act of March 1, 183$}, (25 St. at
Large, p. 757,) relating to the opening to settle
ment of certain Oklahoma lands. and ill the
Indian np ropriation act of the subsequent day,
(25 St. at urge, p. 980,) the provisions that any
person who, prior to the time the lands are
of the A., T. 8: S. Ii‘. R. R. Co. as a section
opened, “may enter upon any part of said
lands," (as stated in the former act,) and ‘_‘enter hand, and on January 30, 1889, came to Edv
upon and occupy the same," (as declared in the
mond, Oklahoma territory, in that capacity.
latter.) shall never be permitted to enter any of
said lands or acquire any right thereto, were bringing his family with him. He did not
enter the territory with the expectation or
applicable to the body of said lands as a whole,
and not to the particular tracts which claim
intention of taking land in the Oklahoma
ants desired to enter; and the disqualiﬁcation
territory. He remained in the employ of the
therefore attached to any person who was with
railroad company until noon 0! April 22,"
in the boundaries of said lands prior to 12
o'clock on April 22, 1889, when the some were
1889, Santa. Fe R. R. time, when he remorelg
opened by proclamation of the president, and ‘his tent to a point about one hundred and‘
who attempted to make an entry without ﬁrst
ﬁfty yards distant from the right of why
departing therefrom. 29 Pae. Rep. 80, atiirmed.
of said railroad, and on the land in contro
2. The fact that a person was in the
employ of the railroad company whose road
versy, where he put it up, and moved into
runs through the lands in question, and was
it.
From January 30, 1889, Smith lived
located on its right of way prior to and at the
with his family in his tent on the right oi
time when the lands were opened, gave him
no right superior to that of others: and he was
way of the A., T. & S. F. R. R., where it
not qualiﬁed to make an entry by simply re—
passes through the land in controversy.
moving from the right of way and occupying
Prior to April 22, 1889, Smith had indicated
lands outside thereof, immediately after the
his intention to take the land in controversy
land became subject to entry. 29 Pac. Rep. 80,
afiirmed.
by stating the fact to his fellow workmen
but had done no act towards carrying out
Appeal from the supreme court 01! the
said intention. A notice was posted at the
territory of Oklahoma. Aﬂ‘lrmed.
H
station of Edmond by A., '1‘. & S. F. R. R
Statement by Mr. Justice BREWER:
F
Co., warning all employee that it they (‘X
\‘
n ‘On April 30, 1891, the appellant ﬁled his
pectcd to take land they must leave the
complaint in the district court of Oklahoma
Oklahoma country, and this fact was called
county, territory of Oklahoma. In this com
to Smith's notice.
Smith has, since 110011
plaint he alleged his citizenship, and full
of April 22, 1889, continued to reside upon,
qualiﬁcation to enter public lands under the
cultivate, and improve said land, in 5006
homestead laws of the United States. That

faith, as a homestead, and now has imlmle‘

during the years 1888 and 1889 the Atchison,
ments thereon. Smith is a legally qualiﬁed
Topeka & Santa Fe Railroad Company was
homesteader, unless excluded by reason of
engaged in operating a railroad through the
his being in the Oklahoma country 911°‘
Indian Territory, having a right of way
to April, 1889. Smith is at present in the
therein, granted by treaty with the Indians
employ of the A., T. & S. F. R. R. (10;.
and acts of congress.
That during those
and has been most of the time since April
years he was employed as a section hand by
said company, and resided in a station
2, 1889.”
That on the trial of said contest the 1001!
house belonging to it, on the right of way,
land oﬂicers decided in plaintiff's fawn-,1)“t
at a place known as “Edmond Station."
on
appeal to the commissioner of the 13"“
That he entered into the employment of the
oﬂ‘ice he reversed their decision, which ﬁll:
railroad company, and continued in such
ing of the commissioner was subscqlienﬂl
employment, and commenced living at said
aﬂirmcd by the secretary of the interior; and
Edmond Station, without any intent to take
on February 28, 1891, plaintiﬂ's homestead
lands within the Indian Territory, but solely
entry was canceled; and that the defendant:
to discharge his duties as an employe or the
on March 12, 1891, made a homestead ﬁlm
company. That when the lands surrounding
of the land, which homestead entry was‘ 0'1
said station were open to settlement under
the 30th day oi! April. 1891, commutedv 11“
the acts of congress ot March 1 and 2, 1889,
land paid for at a dollar and 11 (111311“ F"
and the proclamation of the president of
acre, and a ﬁnal receipt issued therefor.
March 23, 1889, plaintiff was at said Edmond
Plaintiff claims that there was error 0! m‘;
Station, and on said right of way, and
in the ruling of the commissioner of The an!’
soon after the hour of noon on April 22,
oﬂice and or the secretary of the me owl
1889, went upon the land in controversy,
and prays that the defendant be decreed
and settled upon it as his homestead, and
hold the legal title to the land in trust
with the intention to occupy and enter it as
his
use and beneﬁt. To this bill of 90m‘
his homestead under the laws of the United
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plaint a demurrer was ﬁled, which, on
May 16, 1891, was sustained by the district
court, and the complaint dismissed.
From
the decree of dismissalan appeal was taken to
“the supreme court of the territory, which,

hereinbefore ﬁxed, will ever be permitted
to enter any of said lands or acquire any
rights thereto; and that the otiicers of the
United States will be required to strictly en
force the provision of the act of congress to
i’ on the 1st day of February, 1892,‘ afﬁrmed
the above effect." 26 St. p. 15-16.
the decision of the district court. From that
It is well settled that where the language
judgment of aﬂirmance the appellant has ap
of a statute is in any manner ambiguous.
pcaled to this court.
or the meaning doubtful, resort may be had
A. H. Garland and Heber J. May, for ap
to the surrounding circumstances, the his
peliant. Chas. A. Maxwell and George S.
tory of the times, and the defect or mis
Chase, for appellee. Asst. Atty. Gen. Parker
chief which the statute was intended to rem
and John F. Stone, U. S. Dist. Atty.
edy. Thus, in Heydon’s Case, 3 Coke, 7 b.
it is stated that it was resolved by the
Hzrmzv-{l -wﬁfé li
barons
of the exchequer as follows:
Mr. Justice BREWER, after stating the
“For the sure and true interpretation of
facts in the foregoing language, delivered the
all statutes in general, be they penal or ben
opinion of the court.
eﬁcial, restrictive or enlarging of the common
This case turns on the construction to be
law, four things are to be discerned and
given to the acts of March 1 and 2, 1889,
considered: First. What was the common
and the proclamation of the president of
March 23, 1889. The act of March 1, 1889, law before the making of the act? Second.
What was the mischief and defect for which
(25 St. pp. 757, 759,) was an act ratifying and
the common law did not provide? Third.
conﬁrming an agreement with the Muscogee
W'hat remedy the parliament hath resolved
(or Greek) Indians in the Indian Territory,
and appointed to cure the disease of the
whereby a large body of their lands had been
commonwealth? Fourth. The true reason
ceded to the United States. The second sec~
of
the remedy."
tion of the act was in these words:
And by this court, in U. S. v. Union Pac. R.
"That the lands acquired by the United
00., 91 U. S. 72, 79, it was said that .‘courts, in
States under said agreement shall be a part
construing a statute, may with propriety re
of the public domain, but they shall only
cur to the history of the time when it was
be disposed of in accordance with the laws
passed; and this is frequently necessary,
regulating homestead entries, and to the per
in order to ascertain the reason as well as
sons qualiﬁed to make such homestead en
the meaning of particular provisions in itﬁ
tries, not exceeding one hundred and sixty
Aldridge v. Williams, 3 How. 24; Preston‘vJ
acres to one qualiﬁed claimant; and the pro
Browder, 1 Wheat. 120." And in Platt v.
visions of section twenty-three hundred and
Union Pac. R. 00., 99 U. S. 48, 64, that, “in
one of the Revised Statutes of the United
endeavoring to ascertain what the congress of
States shall not apply to any lands acquired
1862 intended, we must, as far as possible.
under said agreement. Any person who may
place ourselves in the light that congress
enter upon any part of said lands in said
enjoyed, look at things as they appeared to
agreement mentioned prior to the time that
it, and discover its purpose from the lan
the same are opened to settlement by act
ge used in connection with the attending
of congrem shall not be permitted to occupy
circumstances." Pursuing an inquiry along
or to make entry of such lands or lay any
this line, it will be seen that the Indian Ter
claim thereto."
ritory lies between the state of Texas on
In the general Indian appropriation act,
the south and the state of Kansas on the
passed the next day, March 2, 1889, (25 St.
north, and it is a matter of public history,
pp. 980, 1005,) was contained this provision,
of which we may take judicial notice, that,
applicable to these lands, as well as to lands
as these two states began to be ﬁlled up
acquired from the Seminoles:
with settlers, longing eyes were turned by
"And provided further, that each entry
many upon this body of land lying between
shall be in square form as nearly as practi
them, occupied only by Indians, and, though
..,cabie, and no person be permitted to enter
the territory was reserved by statute for the
ﬁmore than one quarter section thereof; but
occupation of the Indians, there was great
until said‘iands are opened for settlement
by proclamation of the president no person diiiicuity in restraining settlers from enter~
ing
and occupying it. Repeated proclama
shall be permitted to enter upon and occupy
tions were issued by successive presidents,
the same, and no person violating this pro
warning against such entry and occupation.
vision shah ever be permitted to enter any
Thus, on April 26, 1879, President Hayes
of said lands or acquire any right thereto.”
issued a proclamation containing this warn~
And the proclamation of the president of
ing:
March 23, 1889. contained this warning:
“Warning is hereby again expressly given
that no person entering upon and occupying
said lands before said hour of twelve o'clock
noon of the twenty-second day of April,

A. D. eighteen hundred and

eighty-nine,

“Now, therefore, for the purpose of prop—
erly protecting the interests of the Indian
nations and tribes, as well as of the United
States in said Indian Territory, and of duly
enforcing the laws governing the same, I,
Rutherford B. Hayes, president of the
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United States, do admonish and warn all
such persons so intending or preparing to
remove upon said lands or into said ter
ritory without permission of the proper agent
of the Indian department against any at
tempt to so remove or settle upon any of
the lands of said territory; and I do further
warn and notify any and all such persons
who may so oilend that they will be speedily
and immediately removed therefrom by the
agent, according to the laws made and pro
vided; and, if necessary, the aid and assist
ance of the military forces of the United
States will be invoked to carry into proper
execution the laws of the United States here
in referred to." 21 St. p. 797.
A similar proclamation was issued on Feb
rnary 12, 1880, (21 St. p. 798;) another by

‘President Arthur, on July 1, 1884, (23 St.
2],). 835;) and a fourth by President Cleve
' land, on March'13, 1885, (23 St. p. 343.)
This latter proclamation recited a fact,
which is also a matter of public history, as
follows: "And whereas, it is further alleged
that certain other persons or associations
within the territory and jun'sdiction of the
United States have begun and set on foot
preparations for an organized and forcible
entry and settlement upon the aforesaid
lands, and are now threatening such entry
and occupation." And the urgency of the
situation is disclosed by these closing words
of the proclamation: “And it this admoni
tion and warning be not suﬂ'icient to eﬁt'ect
the purposes and intentions of the govern
ment as herein declared, the military power
of the United States will be invoked to
abate all such unauthorized possession, to
prevent such threatened entry and occupa

tion, and to remove all such intruders from
the said Indian lands.”
In addition to the fact disclosed by these
proclamations of the long-continued and per
sistent efforts to force an entry into this ter
ritory, it is well known that as the time drew
near to the opening of it for occupation under
and by virtue of the treaties with the Indian
tribes, and in accordance with the laws of
congress, there was a large gathering of per.
sons along the borders of this territory wait
ing the coming of the exact moment at which
it would be lawful for them to move into it,

and establish homestead and other settle
ments. Under such circumstances as these,
this legislation was passed, and what, in view
thereof, was the intent of congress? As dis

closed on the face of this legislation, evi

denﬂy its Purpose was to secure equality
between all who desired to establish settle
menls in that territory.

The language 15 gen

permitted to enter upon and occupythe mm.

and no person violating this provision 5111111
ever be permitted to enter any of said lands,

or acquire any right thereto.” No exception:
is made from the general language'ot these.‘
provisions, and it was evidently the expecti
tion of congress that they would be eniorcal
in the spirit of equality suggested by the gen.
erality of the language.
It is urged that there is a. penal element 111
each of these sections, and that, thereiore,
the statute must be strictly construed. This
penal element is found in those clauses which
debar one violating the provisions of the sec
tions from ever entering any of the lands,
or acquiring any rights therein. But what
ever of a. penal element may be found in
these parts of the sections does not extend
to those which are simply declaratory of the
conditions upon which entry and occupation
may be made. Provisions of like character
are frequently found in statutes and con
stitutions. The general homestead law gives
a right of homestead to persons poseasing
certain qualiﬁcations, but it is in no sense.
therefore, a penal statute as to those not
possessing such qualiﬁcations. The constitu
tion of the United States restricts the pres
idency to natural-born citizens, and such as
are 35 years of age, and have been residents
of the country for 14 years, but there isnoth
lng in this of a penal nature as against those
not possessed of these qualiﬁcations Ii con
gress sees ﬁt to impose a penalty on any in
dividual who attempts to enter a homestead
without possessing the statutory qualiﬁca
tions, the clause imposing the penalty mill
require a strict construction in a proceedlﬂg
against the alleged wrongdoer, but tlmtdoes
not give to the residue of the statute, pre
scribing the qualiﬁcations, a penal character.
That portion which describes the qunhﬁtﬂ

tions for entry is to be liberally construed: in
order that no one be permitted to avail lum
self of the bounty of congress, unless evident

ly of the classes congress intended should
enjoy that bounty. This idea is expressed ill
1 Bl. Comm. 88, in these words:

“Statutes against frauds are to be llbenllly
and beneﬁcially expounded. This may 599'"

a contradiction to the last rule, most 5m‘
utes against frauds being in their conseqllﬂl'
ces penal. But this diﬁference is here to 1”
taken: Where the statute acts upon the of

tender, and inﬂicts a penalty, as {119 PM“:
or a ﬁne, it is then to be taken strictly? m1
when the statute acts'upon the offense, bi’
setting aside the fraudulent traDSB-cﬂollvhm

it is to be construed liberally?
construing the statute in the 118m 0‘ these

erui and comprehensive: “Any person who

observations, it will be noticed, ﬁrst, that’?

may enter upon any part of said lands

provisions apply to the land collectively- “I ;

' ' ' prior to the time that the same are
opened to settlement * ' ' shall not be
permitted to occupy or to make entry of such

prohibition
part of saidis lands,"
against meaning
entering there‘)?
upon

lands or lay any claim thereto." “Until said
lands are opened for settlement by proela.

cluded the right of way of the railroad COB:

‘nation of the President, no person shall be

not a. fee in the land. Its rights sprang

m

whole body of lands, and in this body “a5 .

pany. The company had simply 11“ “swig”;
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the act of congress of July 4, 1884, (B St p.
ﬁ-_>z=v‘-'nI=o-u'=InE‘=~?WH'E~HF:B'

73,) granting the right of way to the South
em Kansas Railway Company, whose suc
cessor in interest was the Atchison, Topeka
& Santa Fe Railroad Company. This act,
by section 2, granted a right of u ay, and also
provided that the land taken therefor should
be used only for the construction and opera
tion of railroad, telegraph, and telephone
lines; and that whenever any portion there
of ceased to be so used it should revert to
the nation or tribe of Indians from which it
was taken. The act further provided (sec
tion 7) that the oﬂicers and employee might
reside on the right of way, but subject to the
provisions of the Indian intercourse laws,
and such rules and regulations as might be
established by the secretary of the interior
in accordance therewith. And by section 10
the grant was made conditioned that neither
the company, nor its successors or assigns,
should aid, advise, or assist in any effort
looking towards the change of the present

tenure of the Indians in their lands, or at
tempt to secure from the Indian nations any
further grant of land or its occupancy. In
other words, the entire body of lands still
remained Indian lands,—the fee continued in
the Indians, and all that the company re
ceived was a. mere right of way. So, when
the treaty of cession was made between the
Creek nation of Indians and the government.
it was a cession of all lands lying west of
a certain line, with no exceptions; and it
was this body of lands which was declared
by the act of March 1, 1889, to be a part of
the public domain, and thereafter subject to
homestead entries; and the proclamation of
:the president, naming the exact hour at
. which the lands should’be open to settlement,
describes a body of land by metes and bounds
and makes no exception of the railroad right
of way, though it does of two acres, specially
described and reserved for governmental

use and control. Doubtless whoever obtained
title from the government to any quarter

section of land through which ran this right
of way would acquire a fee to the whole
tract, subject to the easement of the com
Daily; and it ever the use of that right of
Way was abandoned by the railroad com
pany, the easement would cease, and the full
title to that right of way would vest in the
patentee of the land. But, whether this be
so or not, it is enough that in the cession, in
ihe acts of congress, and in the proclamation
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and occupation, both being essential; and,
quoting from the brief, "this was done to
relieve the thousands of persons, or ‘boom
era,‘ as they were called, from the dis
ability they may have incurred by an entry
alone; but to keep them from selecting and
occupying—that is, living on any tract of
land prior to the time when the land should
be opened to settlement and entry under
the proclamation which the act of March
2d authorized the president to issuehtlre
clause was inserted that ‘any person enter
ing upon and occupying the same’ should
be disqualiﬁed."
Their idea seems to be that parties might
go wheresoever they pleased through this
body of lands without subjecting them
selves to the disqualiﬁcation of the statute,
providing only that before the date ﬁxed
for the opening of the lands for settlement
they did not commence an actual living
upon the particular tracts they desired to
enter as homesteads. Under such a con
struction anybody might go into the terri
t0ry,—every quarter section might be 005

cupied by a resident,'—and all that would.’
be necessary to prevent the operation of
the statute would be that on noon of April
22d, adjoining neighbors changed their resi
dence. Thus it would be that each party
entering upon and occupying any particular
tract, entered upon and occupied it for the
ﬁrst time after noon of April 22d, and so
was entitled to perfect his homestead entry.
But this is simply to emasculate the statute.
It treats the act of March 2d as repealed
by that of March 1st, and repeals by im
plication are not favored. It would do’
stroy absolutely that equality which was
evidently the intent of congress in the legis
lation. Two parties might rightfully, im
mediately after the acts of congress and
the proclamation of the president, enter
upon and occupy two adjoining tracts, and
then change at the moment ﬁxed, and thus
create, as to those respective tracts thus
changed, a prior occupation, as against all
parties not reaching the territory until April
22d. “Enter" and “entry" may be technical
words in the statute, but the expressions
"enter upon" and "enter upon and occupy"
are used in the ordinary sense of the words.

and have no technical signiﬁcance in this

and it is that body of lands, thus bounded,
which all parties were forbidden to enter
ulion who desired thereafter to enter any

statute. The evident intent of congress
was, by this legislation, to put a wall around
this entire territory, and disqualify from
the right to acquire, under the homestead
laws, any tract within its limits, every one
who was not outside of that wall on April
22d. “'hen the hour came the wall was
thrown down, and it was a race between

Portion as a homestead.
Counsel contend that the words "enter"

all outside for the various tracts they
might desire to take to themselves as home

and "L‘Iltl'i‘" have a technical meaning in

steads.
But is said that the appellant was right

of the president the land was dealt with as
an entirety, with certain metes and bounds,

the land laws; that the disqualiﬁcation in
the act of March 1, from entering upon any
Part of said lands, was modiﬁed by the set

M March 2, so as to make it consist in entry

fully on the railroad company's right 01
way; that he had the express sanction of
congress to be there; and that when the

in"
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hour of noon of April 22d arrived he had,

as an American citizen, possessing the quan
ﬁcations named in the homestead laws, the
right to enter upon any tract within the
territory for the purpose of making it his
homestead. While he may have had all
the qualiﬁcations prescribed by the general
homestead law, he did not have the quail
ﬁcations prescribed by this statute; and
there is nothing to prevent congress, when
0101
it opens a particular tract for occupation,
from placing additional qualiﬁcations'on
those who shall be permitted to take any
portion thereof. That is what congress did
in this case. It must be presumed to have
known the fact that on this right or way
were many persons properly and legally
there. It must also have known that many
other persons were rightfully in the terri
rory,—Indian agents, deputy marshals, mail
carriers, and many others; and it it intended
that these parties, thus rightfully within the
territory on the day named, should have
special advantage in the entry of tracts
they desired for occupancy, it would have
been very easy to have said so. The gen
eral language used in these sections indi
cates that it was the intent to make the
disqualiﬁcations
universally
absolute. It
does not say “any person who may wrong
fully enter,” etc., but “any person who may
enter," “rightfully or wrongfully," is im
plied. There are special reasons why it
must be believed that congress intended no
relaxation of these disqualiﬁcations on the
part of those on the company's right of way,
for it is obvious that when a railroad runs
through unoccupied territory like Oklaho
ma, which on a given day is opened for set
tlement, numbers of settlers will immedi
ately pour into it, and large cities will
shortly grow up along the line of the road;
and it cannot be believed that congress in
tended that they who were on this right of
way in the employ of the railroad company
should have a special advantage 0! select
ing tracts, just outside that right of way,

the hour of noon 0! April 22d was, within
both the letter and the spirit ot the statute,
disqualiﬁed to take a homestead therein
The judgment of the supreme court or
the territory was right, and it is aﬂirmed.

(148115.393)
BARNUM v. TO‘VN OF OKOLONA.
(April 3, 1&3.)
No. 154.
MUNICIPAL Bosns— Vrxanrrr - Rssrmcrioxs or
or.
1. Act Miss. March 25, ‘1871, authorized
certain counties, cities, and towns to aid in the
construction of a certain railroad by suhscrih
ing for stock of the company, and provided, in
section 4, that the supervisors of such counties
might issue bonds payable at. such times as they
might deem best, but "not to extend beyond ten
years from the date of issuance," for such sums
as might be necessary to meet the subscrlp
tions. Section 5 authorized the towns to issue
bonds for the same purpose, "in the same man
her, and with the like elfect," and rovided tint
all bonds so issued "shall be alike inding upon
the towns respectively in their corporate come
ity, as the bonds so issued by the said board!
of supervisors shall be binding upon ‘the coonv
ties respectively." Hold, that bonds issued by
towns, having longer than 10 years to run, are
void. for the limitation contained in sect|0n4
is made a part of section 5.
2.1n determining the validity of such

bonds, which came into the hands of the owner
before that question had been adJudwated by
the supreme court of the state, the suprene
court of the United States will not consider il
self bound by such subsequent adiudication.
unless it regards it as intrinsically sound.
In error to the district court of the United

States for the northern district of liiissisﬁiilpl
Action of debt by Frank D. Barnum against
the town of Okolona to recover upon certain
municipal bonds issued in aid of the Grenada.

Houston 8: Eastern Railroad Company‘ TIM‘
court sustained a demurrer to the declari

tion, and plaintiff brings error. Aii'h'med
Statement by Mr. Justice SHIRAS:
The act of March 25, 1871, of the state 0!

Mississippi, authorized certain counties cilia
and towns to aid in the construction of £110

Grenada, Houston 8: Eastern Railroad. bi’

and which would doubtless soon become

subscribing for capital stock of the company

the sites of towns and cities.
It may be said that, it this literal and
comprehensive meaning is given to these
words, it would follow that any one who.

organized to build and maintain that rill

after March 2d and before April 22d,should
chance
ritory,
taking
would

to step within the limits of the ter
would be forever disqualiﬁed from
a homestead therein. Doubtless he
be within the letter of the statute;

road.

The fourth and ﬁfth sections of said not
were as follows:

"Sec. 4. Be it further enacted, that “1
shall and may be lawful tor the boards of?
supervisors of any county WlllCli'Shil-u he"
voted a tax as provided by this act. or of the

act to which this act is amendatorytm it

but it, at the hour 01 noon on April 22d,

sue bonds due and payable at such time °r

when the legal barrier was by the prggj.
dent destroyed, he was in fact outside of
the hmits of the territory, it may perhaps
be said that if within the letter he was not

tive counties, not to extend beyond ten

within the spirit of the law, and therefore

sums as said boards of supervisors mu)‘ deem

times as said boards of supervisors my
deem best for the taxpayers of their resllei“
years from the date of issuance, for 5“

not disqualiﬁed from taking a homestead,

necessary to meet, pay off. and dischargif Yell“

2,38 that as it mom—and it will be time

subscriptions of said counties respcctlr g

P'ellough to consider that question when it

for capital stockin the Grenada, Houston an

is Dl‘esentei—lt is enough now to hold that

Eastern

one who was within the territorial limits at

been or which may hereafter be Bill)

Railroad

Company.
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for by said boards of supervisors,
or by the
boards of police, (as the case may be,) re
spectively, not to exceed the total sum of

such stock subscriptions, which said bonds

Upon argument, the court below sustain
ed the defendant's demurrer, whereupon the
plaintiff sued out this writ of error to this

court.
shall be signed by the president of the
board of supervisors issuing the same, and
E. H. Bristow and W. B. Walker, for
be made payable to the president and direct
plaintiff in error. R. O. Reynolds, \V. '1‘.
ors of the Gl'cutlda,H0ust0n and Eastern Rail
Houston, Thos. J. Buchanan, Jr., and D. W.
road Company, and their successors and as
Houston, for defendant in error.
signs, and may be assigned, sold, and con
veyed, with or without guaranty of payment,
Mr. Justice SHIRAS, after stating the facts
by the said president and directors, or may
nmy‘“':lvr.:-.:ub¢"m‘i»1lt"!'ie~-n'u<qLr-vin-FirhT-In
in the foregoing language, delivered the
be mortgaged in like manner at their discre
opinion
of the court.
tion, as they may deem best for the company.
That municipal corporations have no power
“See. 5. Be it further enacted, that it
to issue bonds in aid of a railroad except
shall be lawful for the mayor and selectmen
by legislative permission; that the legislature,
oz‘ any incorporated city or town who may
in granting permission to a municipality to
have subscribed, or shall hereafter subscribe,
issue its bonds in aid of a railroad, may
for capital stock in the Grenada, Houston
impose such conditions as it may choose;
and Eastern Railroad Company, as author
and that such legislative permission docs not
ized by this act, or the act of which this act
carry with it authority to execute negotiable
is amendatory, to issue bonds of their re
bonds except subject to the restrictions and
spective corporations in the same manner
conditions of the enabling uct,—are proposi
and with the like etfect, sutiicient in amount
tions so well settled by frequent decisions of
to meet the total sum of their respective
this court that we need not pause to consider
subscriptions for stock, as the boards of
them. Sheboygan Co. v. Parker, 3 Wall. 93,
supervisors of the different counties are by
96;
Wells v. Supervisors, 102 U. S. 625; Clai
this act authorized to do, and all bonds and
borne Co. v. Brooks, 111 U. S. 400, 4 Sup. Ct.
coupons of interest issued by said mayor
Rep. 489; Young v. Township, 132 U. S. 346,
and sclectmen shall be alike binding upon
10 Sup. Ct. Rep. 107.
said towns respectively, in their corporate
Accordingly if, in the present instance, the
capacity, as the said bonds so issued by the
legislature of Mississippi, in authorizing the
said boards of supervisors shall be binding
town of Okolona to subscribe for stock in a
upon said counties respectively."
railroad company, and to pay for the same:
In pursuance of the powers so conferred,
by'an issue of bonds, prescribed that such?
the town of Okolona subscribed for stock in
bonds should not extend beyond 10 years
the said company, and paid for the same
from the date of issuance, such limitation
“by executing and delivering to the railroad
must be regarded as in the nature of a re
@company its bonds. bearing date September
striction on the power to issue bonds. Nor~
'1, 1871, with coupons attached,"payable in
ton v. Dyersburg, 127 U. S. 160, 8 Sup. Ct.
New York city, to bearer, and maturing at
Rep. 1111; Brenbam v. Bank, 144 U. S. 188,
from 11 to 17 years after their date.
The
12 Sup. Ct. Rep. 559.
bonds recite that they are “issued and de
It is, however, contended on behalf of the
liver-ed to the Grenada, Houston and Eastern
plaintiff in error that no such limitation was
Railroad Company by the town of Okolona,
to meet and pay oi? the amount subscribed put, by the enabling act, on bonds issued by
towns; that the restriction to a limit of 10
by said town to the capital stock of the rail
years, contained in the fourth section of the
road company aforesaid."
act of March 25, 1871, was applicable only
Frank D. Barnum. a. citizen of Tennessee,
brought an action of debt against the town to the case of bonds issued by counties. It
of Okolona at the April term, 1889, of the

is true that in the ﬁfth section of the act,

district court of the United States for the

which conferred the power on towns and
cities to subscribe for railroad stock and
pay therefor in bonds, no express provision

northern district of Mississippi, and averred

in his declaration that he was the holder and
owner for value, and before the maturity
thereof, of 16 bonds of said town, with their
cﬁllimns attached, which were due and un
paid, and the amount whereof he was en

is found as to the length of time during
which the bonds should run. As, however.
the ﬁfth section does provide that the bonds
to be given by towns shall be issued “in the
same manner and with the like effect, suﬂi
cient in amount to meet the total sum of their

titled to recover. The declaration likewise
averred that said bonds recited that they
had been issued in pursuance of the said act

respective subscriptions for stock. as the

of March 25, 1871.

boards of supervisors of the different coun

To this declaration

the

defendant

de

marred, and assigned for cause, among other

things, that it appeared, in and by said dec~
million, that the bonds sued on were pay
able more than 10 years after their execu

E1011. and were therefore void.

ties are by this act authorized to do," and
that all "bonds and coupons of interest is
ued by said mayor and selectmen shall be
alike binding upon said towns respectively,
in their corporate capacity, as the said bonds

so issued by the said boards of supervisors
shall be binding upon said counties respect
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lvely," it seems plain that the legislative
intent was that the bonds of the towns
should be subject to the lO-years limitation
contained in the fourth section. This is the
fair and obvious import of the language used.
The question involves the construction of
the statute of Mississippi, and has been de
cided by the supreme court of that state
in the case of Woodruff v. Okolona, 57 Miss.
806, where it was held that bonds issued
under that act, having more than 10 years
to run, were void, and where, in order to
reach that conclusion, it was necessary to
hold that the limitation of 10 years for the
running of the bonds contained in the fourth
section was applicable to bonds issued by
towns under the ﬁfth section.
,_ As against a party who became the owner
got such bonds before the decision of the
‘- supreme court of the state was'rendered,
which was the case here, we do not con
sider ourselves bound by such decision un
less we regard it as intrinsically sound. En
iield v. Jordan, 119 U. S. 680, 7 Sup. Ct. Rep.
358; Bolles v. Brimﬂeld, 120 U. S. 759, 7
Sup. Ct. Rep. 736. Still, even in such a case,
the construction put upon a state statute
by the supreme court of such state is en
titled to our respectful consideration; and we
do not hesitate to adopt it as a. true construc
tion in the present case, where we have
reached the same conclusion upon an inde
pendent reading of the statute.
Our conclusion, upon the whole case, is
that the town of Okolona had no power to
issue the bonds in suit, and that the judg
ment of the court below must be ailirmed.

(H8 U. S. 502)

BENDER v. PENNSYLVANIA CO.
(April 3. 1893.)

No. 193.
APPEAL—FINAL Junoiiirxr-Onnsn OVERRULING
Mo'riox T0 REAIAND.
Atn ord’ertoverruling a motion to remand
a cause o of a e court is not a ﬁnal judgment.
so as to entitle the defeated party to a. writ of
error.
In error to the circuit court of the United
States for the northern district of Ohio.
Action in the court of common pleas of
Holmes county, Ohio, by George S. Bender,
administrator of the estate of Thomas Ben
der, deceased, against the Pennsylvania Com
pany, operating the Pittsburgh, Ft. Wayne
& Chicago Railway, for negligence causing
the death of said Thomas Bender. Defend
ant‘s petition for removal to the United
States circuit court was stricken from the
ﬁles of the court of common pleas on plain
tiﬁf‘s motion. Defendant's petition for an
order of removal was thereafter granted by
the United States circuit court, and plaintiff's
motion to set aside said order overruled. The
cause nevertheless proceeded in the court of
common pleas, and verdict and judgment
were given tor plaintiff. Defendant ﬁled a

petition in error to the Ohio circuit court for
Holmes county, setting forth the removal
of the cause to this court, and praying that
the Judgment be declared void. This peti
tion was, on plaintiff's motion, stricken from
the ﬁles. In the United States circuit court
plaintiff's motion to remand was denied.

PlalntiiI brings error. Heard on defendants
motion to dismiss the writ of error. Granted
Lyman R. Crltchﬂeld, for plaintitr in error.
J. R. Carey, for defendant in error.

THE CHIEF JUSTICE. This is a. writ or
error, brought May 29, 1889, to an order over
ruling a motion to remand the case to the
state court. Such an order is not a ﬁnal judg
ment on the merits, and the writ of error
must be dismissed. McLish v. Roﬂ, 141 U.
S. 661, 12 Sup. Ct. Rep. 118; Railway Co. v.
Roberts, 141 U. S. 690, 12 Sup. Ct. Rep. 123;

Joy v. Adelbert College, 146 U. 8. 355,13
Sup. Ct. Rep. 186.
=

(145 U. 5.412!
PRESIDENT & DIRECTORS OF MAN
HATTAN CO. v. BLAKE, Collector of In
ternal Revenue.
(April 3, 1893.)

No. 163.
TAXA'l‘iON—BANK DEPOSlTS—MONBY Drrosim
sir 511135.

1. Moneys placed in the Manhattan Bank
by the state treasurer of New York, pursuant
to the contract of July 13, 1840, between the
bank and the commissioners of the canal funri.
and also under the provisions of Rev. St. N. \
pt. 1, c. 8, tit. 4, §§ 7—10, to be disbarsed by
the bank, as agent of the state, in discharge of
the principal and interest of the state canal
loan and the loan for payment of bOlihileS in
volunteers, and which moneys were held by the
bank at its own risk, mixed with its general
funds, and were subject to be recalled by the
state, were true “deposits," and_computuble_ as
such in determining the sum which was sublet!
to the federal tax of one twenty-fourth of in’;

cent. a month, imposed by the act of June 35
1864, § 110, (Rev. St. § 340?!) on the average
amount of bank ieposits subject to payment 3’
check, draft, etc.
t
2. The deposit of the_money by the i“?
did not create a vested right in the uediwh
to whom it was to be paid, so as to make im

banlr a mere trustee for them; nor, on the‘)
er hand, was the money held by the bank H1911;

1y as agent of the state, so as to render til;
:1 tax on the revenues of the state ill the “n n
of its disbursing agent, or a tax directly “P”
the revenues of the state.

In error to the circuit court of the Ulfmfl
States for the southern district of New Wi
Affirmed.

John W. Butterﬂeld, for plaintiff in 9"“
Asst. Atty. Gen. Maury, for defendant 111
1u
error.

‘Mr. Justice BLATCHFORD delivered mi‘a
opinion of the court.

This is an action at law. brought-“"1112;y

31,
Manhattan
1883, by Company,
the president
a New
and directors
York 001130“.
of

tion, possessing banking powers, lmd carry

PRESIDENT 85 DIRECTORS OF MANHATTAN CO. 0. BLAICE.
ing on the business of banking in the city of
New York, against Marshall B. Blake, in the

supreme court of the state of New York, and
mI:>-m “,.

removed by the defendant, by certiorari,
into the circuit court of the United States
for the southern district of New York, on
the ground that the suit was brought against
him on account of acts done by him under

the revenue laws of the United States, and
as collector of internal revenue for the sec
ond collection district of the state of New
York.

The complaint in the suit, which was put
ill

ll
h

M

a.
9
1:1

Iliﬂl‘Phi.
'i._i‘_r“ﬁ‘i—-=
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against the plaintiff on account of moneys
received by it from the United States Trust
Company of New York, upon which the lat
ter company paid to the United States a
tax as deposits; and (6) that, before the com
mencement of the suit, the plaintiff ap
pealed to the commissioner of internal rev
enue of the United States, and claimed that
$95,539.98 of said tax was erroneously as
sesscd and paid, for the reasons before men
tioned, and that the plaintiﬂ was entitled
to have that sum refunded, and that said
commissioner rejected said appeal and
claim, for the reason, as stated by him, that
the amount was legally assessed and col
lected. The complaint prayed Judgment for
$95,539.98, with interest from December 31,

in in the state court, contains six para
graphs, setting forth (1) the status of the
plaintiff; (2) the status of the defendant,
and an allegation that the banking house of
the plaintiiI was situated, and its business
1881.
The answer of the defendant, which was
was carried on, in said second collection dis
put in in the circuit court of the United States,
trict; (3) that on December 24, 1881, the
admitted the allegations contained in para
plaintiff received from the defendant a no
graphs 1, 2, 3, 4, and 6 of the complaint, and
tice stating that the tax assessed against it,
put in issue the allegations of paragraph 5,
from July 1, 1864, to May 31, 1881, amount
and averred that the $113,085.62 had been
ing to $121,215.34, was due and payable on
or before the last day of December, 1881,
paid to the defendant, as collector of in
ternal revenue, as a tax on the deposits of
and that, unless it was paid by that time, it
money with the plaintiff, subject to payment
would become his duty to collect it, with a.
by check or draft, or represented by certiﬁ-la
penalty of 5 per cent additional, and inter
cate of deposit or otherwise; that that sum:
est at 1 per cent. per month, the tax being
‘was justly due as such tax; and that he.
one upon deposits; (4) that tho plaintiif, ap
had long since covered the same into the
prehending that if it did not pay the tax on
treasury of the United States.
or before December 31, 1881, the defendant
The case was tried before Judge Lacombe
would levy upon its property to satisfy the
and a hay, on the 22d of October, 1888.
tax, paid to him on that day the sum of
There is a bill of exceptions, which states
$113,085.62, being the amount of the tax,
without including any penalty, but that, be
that the evidence of the respective parties is
fore paying such amount, the plaintiff de
set forth in the following agreed statement
livered to the defendant a. written protest
of facts:
against the payment of the tax on deposits
“First. The ﬁrst, second, third, fourth, and
during the period from July 1, 1864, to No
sixth articles of the complaint, the same be
,vember 30, 1879, because a portion of that
ing admitted by the answer.
“Second. That plaintiff has for more than
:tax was assessed upon moneys transmitted
‘to the plaintiiT by the treasurer of the'state forty years maintained a transfer odice with
in its banking house in 40 Wall street, in
of New York, for the payment of debts of
New York, as provided by a contract made
the state, and which were not “deposits,"
by the commissioners of the canal fund and
within the meaning of the statute of the
the canal board with the Manhattan Com
United States, and because the remainder
pany, and pursuant to an act passed by the
of such tax was assessed upon moneys de

posited with the plaintiif

by

the

United

States Trust Company of New York, on
which the latter company had already paid
to the United States a tax as upon deposits,
but that the defendant, notwithstanding
such protest, insisted upon the payment of

the mi, and required the plaintiff to pay it;
(5) that said tax was in part unlawfully
assessed against the plaintiff, and it was not
legally liable to pay the same, for the rea
8011 that $31,021.25 of said tax was assessed

Isainst it on account of moneys transmit
ted to it by the treasurer of the state of New

York, and received by the plaintiff as the
aiient of the state, to

be

applied

by

the

plaintiff to the payment of the debts of the
state, and the moneys were not “deposits,"
within the meaning of the revenue laws of
the United States, and for the further reason

that $64,518.73 of said tax was assessed
v.135.c.—41

legislature of the state of New York authoriz
ing such contract, passed May 13, 1840. See
Sess. Laws 1840, p. 229. Said agreement or
contract is contained in document 5 of As
sembly Reports of the state of New York
for the year 1841, and said act and said con
tract as contained in said volumes may be
referred to by eitherparty herein, and are ad
mitted to be in evidence for the purpose of
this action. It has also during the period
above mentioned, and long prior thereto,
acted as a depositary of moneys of the state

of New York committed to its keeping by
the treasurer of the state of New York un
der the authority vested in that otlicer by
the statute of this state, (title 4, c. 8, pt. 1,
Rev. St., [1 Edm. 177,] Exhibit B, post,) and
any and all acts in reference to the re
lations of the plaintiff to the state as a de
positary of moneys of the state may be re
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ferred to by either party herein, and are
admitted to be evidence for all the purposes

the New York clearing house,'and their pro-t

ceeds mixed with the general deposits of the
plaintiff. Plaintiff had on hand at the close
of this action.
of each day's business suthcient deposits to
“Third. That in pursuance to the provi
meet all claims of the state. Upon the re
sions of the said contract contained in as
oeipt by the treasurer of the state of :i noti
sembly document No. 5, and between the
ﬁcation from plaintiﬂ! that such drafts hurl
years 1864 and 1882, the plalntiﬂ maintained
been received by it, the treasurer has drawn
such transfer oﬂice, and paid out to various
dl'ﬂiis upon the plaintiff to the order of the
creditors of the state large sums of money
cashier of the plaintiff, lnclosed and mailed
received from the treasurer of the state of
in
a letter addressed to the plaintiff, lnwhicli
New York, to be applied to the payment of
was indicated the purpose to which the
the interest accruing from time to time on
funds were to be applied. The draft re
‘various stocks of the state of New York,
lating to canal loan, upon its receipt by
:dnd more particularly stock of the canal
plaintiff, was charged against the aceoum
' loan and volunteer-bounty loan, and also
entitled ‘Treasurer of the State of New
for the payment of the principal of the
York, Account of Canal Fund,’ and credited
same as the same from time to time
to a. new account called ‘Interest New York
became due and payable, and gave re
State Stocks, Canal Loan, July 2, 1881'
ceipts and vouchers for the same, as were
The draft relating to bounty loans was in
required by the state, in accordance with
like
manner charged against the account en
the provisions of the act and agreement
titled ‘Treasnrer of the State of New York,‘
hereinbefore referred to; that such money
and credited to a new account entitled ‘in
so sent to the bank, so far as the same was
terest Loan for Payment of Bounties to
to be applied to the extinguishment of the
Volunteers Due January lst, 1877.’
canal loan or volunteer bounty loan debts,
“The mode in which the money was ac
was to be applied to the extlnguishment of
tually paid out by plaintiff was as follows:
debts incurred by the state in the exercise
The book containing the names of tile
of its sovereign and reserved powers.
parties entitled to be paid, with receipts for
“Fourth. That the tax assessed against the
them to sign, was placed in the hands of tilt
plaintiiT, as stated in the third article of the
transfer clerk of the plaintiff at its banking
complaint herein, was assessed upon deposits
house, and to him the parties were directedv
in plainuif bank, which included the amounts
in the ﬁrst instance, to apply. The transier
so received by the plaintiff from the treas
clerk, upon being satisﬁed of their identiil'
urer of the state of New York to satisfy the
and obtaining their signatures to the ir
interest or principal of said stocks; that the
ceipts, gave them each a paper in_the follow
tax upon the amounts so received from the
ing form signed by him:
treasurer of the state of New York by the
plaintiff was the sum of $31,021.25; that the
“ ‘Registered Stock.
course of business between the plaintiff and
"‘N. Y. State Stock.
New York, -——- "'v 15"
the treasurer of the state of New York in
“ ‘No. —.
“ ‘Manhattan Company.
reference to the money so transmitted by
“ ‘Charge interest New York State Block
him, for the purpose aforesaid, to the plain
_ __ _ lS—. ———- dol lars.
tiff was as follows: The interest upon said
u i$_‘
‘- ‘Transfer Oﬂicth'
canal loan and volunteer bounty loan and the
principal thereof fall due upon the ﬁrst day
“The money was sent down in the sine‘
of certain speciﬁed months. At some time
way; but when the principal became (in;
during the week preceding the ﬁrst day of
the parties came with their-certiﬁcates of
the month when such principal or interest
stock and surrendered them and saw!"
would fall due, the treasurer of the state
assignment, and then they received from ill’?
would remit by mail to plaintiff drafm
transfer clerk a sort of a P3P" 1“ m“
drawn by various country banks upon their
respective correspondents in the city of New
form:
“ ‘State of New York. Transfer Office °f u"
York to an amount equal to the payments
Manhattan Comilﬂnydo].
to be made on the ﬁrst of the ensuing month,
“ ‘Pay to the order of —— ~—" ""
the receipt of which drafts would be ac
lars.
de.
" ‘Reimbursement of loan to FPO“.d e forISSL
knowledged by mail in a. letter addressed by
ﬁciencies in the sinking fund of Jul! 155
the plaintiff to the treasurer. Upon the re
"‘Registered stock.
ceipt of these drafts the amount thereof was
“ ‘Transfer otlice.
" ‘Transfer Clerk’
at once credited to an account upon plain
tifi's books entitled ‘Treasurer of the State
of New York,Account of Canal Fund,‘ sofar

"A? the proceeds of said drafts were to be ap~
plied fol‘ Payments on account of the canal
indebtedness, and to an account entitled
‘Treasurer of the State of New York,’ so far

as the proceeds of said drafts were to be

“when to the bounty indebtedness. These
drafts were collected by the plaintiﬂ through

"The papers, of which the above is a (‘0131:

were presented to the plaintiff's llﬂi‘mg “m
er by the person entitled to receive mend
terest or principal, and the money was win
him by such teller.

The amount paid

I

each was charged either t0 the “Cc-Olin: a“

terest New York State Stock- Cim’f‘ La“
July 2. 1881,‘ or to the account 111M‘
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Loan for Payment of Bounties lo Volun
tears, Due January 1st, 1877,‘ according to
the fact in each case, until said accoiuits
were balanced.
“Fifth. The claim of plaintiff in this ac
tion, so far as it relates to the sum of $64,
518.73, being the sum assessed and collected
on amounts upon which taxes have thereto
fore been paid by the United States Trust
Company, ishereby waived and withdrawn."
The contract mentioned in paragraph 2 of
the agreed statement of facts was made
July 13, 1840, between "the people of the
state of New York, by their agents, the com
missioners of the canal fund of the said
state, of the ﬁrst part," and "the president
and directors of the Manhattan Company,
in the city of New York, of the second part."
The material parts of the contract are as
follows:
“In consideration of the agreements and
imdertaldngs hereinafter contained, on the
part of the said party of the second part,
the said party of the ﬁrst part hereby agrees

to establish an oﬂice in the bank of the said
aparty of the second part in the city of New

:York for the issue and transfer of certiﬁ
' cates'of any stock authorized by the laws
of the state of New York for any loans made
in its behalf by the comptroller or the com
mlsloners of the canal fund, which office

shall be continued and maintained in the

at
scribe;

such

rates
will

con

comptroller in regard to such certiﬁcates re
spectively, and will render accounts of such
payments and vouchers for the same as
shall be prescribed in such regulations.
“And the said party of the second part
further agree that they will from time to
time pay the interest on all loans made by
the commissioners of the canal fund in be—
half of the state of New York, out of funds
to be provided for that purpose, on such
vouchers and proofs as the said commission
ers shah prescribe, and will render accounts
of such payments, with such vouchers, with
in such time, and in such form as they shall
direct, and in like manner will pay the inter
est on loans made by the comptroller from
funds to be provided by him, at such times
and on such vouchers as he shall prescribe,
and will render an account to him of such
payments, with the vouchers therefor, within

such time and in such form as he shall di

root."
The provisions of the statute of New York.
referred to in paragraph 2 of the agreed
state. ‘ ' '
statement of facts as “Exhibit B," (title 4,
“For rendering the services contemplated
c. 8, pt. 1, Rev. St.,) are as follows:
by this agreement the party of the ﬁrst part
“Sec. 7. The treasurer shall deposit all
will pay to the said party of the second
moneys that shah come to his hands on ac
part so long as the said transfer oﬁice shall
count
of this state, except such as belong
be continued in the said bank, a compensa
to the canal fund, within three days afterre
tion at the rate of twelve hundred and ﬁfty
ceivlng the same, in such bank or banks in
dollars annually, and to be paid quarterly,
the city of Albany as in the opinion of the
in lieu of all expenses and charges of every
description, except the expense of lodgers comptroller and treasurer shall be secure,
and pay the highest rate of interest to the
and transfer books.
state for such deposit.
“in consideration of the
aforesaid agree
“Sec. 8. All moneys directed by law to
ments the said party of
the second part
be deposited in the Manhattan Bank, in the
hereby agree and engage to maintain an
oiiice in their said bank for the issue and city of New York, to the credit of the trons
transfer of certiﬁcates of stock for any loan urer, shall remain in said bank, subject tr
be drawn for as the same may be required
made in behalf of the people of the said
“See. 9. The comptroller may transfer the
State by the comptroller or ‘by the commis
deposits in the Manhattan Bank from time tt
sioners of the canal fund, which certiﬁcates
Shall be issued and which transfers shall be time to the bank or banks in the city of Al
bany in which the moneys belonging to this
made as hereinbefore declared; and for all
state shah be deposited pursuant to the fore
transfers made and certiﬁcates issued con
going
seventh section of this title, so often
"My to the provisions of this agreement
as it will be for the interest of the state to
hcrcinbcfore contained, the said party of
transfer such deposits; but the comptroller
the second part shall be immediately li
may continue such deposits in the Manhat
able to the said party of the ﬁrst part for
cilia nominal amount of all certiﬁcates so tan Bank, if the said bank shall pay a. rate
§transferred or issued ' ' '
of interest to the state for such deposits
'“And the said party of the second part equal to that paid by the bank or banks
further agree that they will pay and redeem in Albany in which the state deposits shall
such certiﬁcates of stock issued under the be made.
direction of the commissioners of the canal
“Sec. 10. The moneys so deposited sha“,
fund in behalf of the state of New York as be placed to the account of the treasurer;
shall from time to time be directed by the and he shall keep a bank book, in which
shall be entered his account of deposits in,
said bank during the pleasure of the com
uiissioners of the canal fimd of the said

-ﬁfﬁ‘ﬂ

said commissioners, from the funds to be
provided by them, at such rates as they shall
prescribe; and will also pay and redeem
such certiﬁcates of stock issued imder the
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and moneys drawn from, the banks in
which such deposits shall be made.”
At the trial, the foregoing being all the
evidence on both sides, the court directed
a. verdict for the defendant, to which direc
tion the plaintiff excepted. The verdict hav
ing been rendered, a judgment was entered
thereon against the plaintiﬂi, and for costs.

6°'l‘he plaintitf has sued out a writ of error
ggfrom this court.

' ‘The statute of the United States under
which the tax was assessed

was section

110 of the act of June 30, 1864, c. 173, (13
St. p. 277,) afterwards embodied in section
3408 of the Revised Statutes, which latter
section reads as follows: “There shall be
levied, collected, and paid, as hereinafter
provided: First. A tax of one twenty-fourth
of one per centum each month upon the
average amount of the deposits of money,
subject to payment by check or draft, or
represented by certiﬁcates of deposit or oth
erwise, whether payable on demand or at
some future day, with any person, bank,
association, company, or corporation, en
gaged in the business of banking." Although
this tax on deposits in banks was repealed
by the act of congress of March 3, 1883, c.
121, (22 St. p. 488,) yet the latter not ex
pressly excepted “such taxes as are now due
and payable."
It is contended for the plaintiff (1) that the
contract before set forth, made July 13, 1840,
under the provisions of which the money in
question was sent by the treasurer of the
otate to the plaintiff, and the manner in which

that money was credited and disbursed by
the plaintiff, show that the ordinary relation
of banker and depositor never arose; that
congress did not contemplate the including
of such money for purposes of taxation, un
der the general title of “deposits," as used
in section 3408; and that the bank, as to
the funds in question, was merely the
salaried disbursing agent of the state and a
trustee for the creditors of the state; (2)
that the money paid by the plaintiff, which
it now seeks to recover, was the proceeds
of a tax collected by the agent of the Unit
ed States, and levied upon all the money
in the hands of the plahitiﬁf, including mon
ey of the state of New York, then in the pos
session of an agent of that state, and held
for immediate disbursement by that agent

to the creditors of the state, such agent re_

caving 11 Salary to eﬁect such disbursement;
that such tax was, to that extent, a tax
:1; upon the revenues of the state in the hands

wot "5 disbursing agent; and that such mon
' ey could not’be included constitutionally in

13, 1840. The money. when so deposited,
became the property of the plﬂlnﬁﬁl and
was credited by it to the treasurer 01mg
state in account, and was thereafter drawn
for by drafts made by the treasurer of the
state, and sent to the plahltiff. If such mon
ey had been lost or stolen while in the
hands of the plaintiff, the piaintiiI, and not
the state, would have borne the loss. The
identical money received by the plaimlit
from the treasurer of the state was not to
be returned to the treasurer, or paid to his
drawee, or kept distinct from the other
funds of the plaintiff. It was not only a
deposit of money, but was subject to pay
ment by check or draft, and was payable
either on demand or at some future day,
all within the terms of the taxing statute
of the United States. That statute covered
general deposits, and not special deposits.
There is no foundation for the contention
on the part of the plaintiff that a trust was
created in its hands in favor of each cred
itor of the state intended to be paid through

the plaintiﬂ, as a consequence resuiiiﬂi
from each deposit of money made by the
treasurer of the state with the plaindl‘l.
The money so deposited was not placed,
by the mere fact of the deposit, irrevocably
beyond the control of the state. Neither
the money credited to the account called

“Interest New York State Stocks, Canal Loan,"
nor that credited to the account entitled
“Interest Loan for Payment of Bounties w

Voltmteers,” became, by such reap‘?ctiie
credits, the property of the holders of the

securities for the respective loans, so H810
create a title in them to the money as in
terest money.

If the money had been With

drawn by the state from the plaintiff, the
latter could not have been liable therefor
to the creditors holding such securities.

By the contract of July 13, 1840, the PM”:

tltf agreed to act as agent of the Billie 1":
paying out from the deposits made'wliliii'
by the state sums of money in favor of the
holders of the obligations of the state i"
pay such holders the interest on such obli

gations. The plaintiif occupied two tell
tions to the state,—one that of debtor a“

bank for the money deposited with ii iii
the state, and the other that of use!“ 0f
the state to pay out from the money d9‘

posited, if it remained on deposit. 111°“-v

for certain speciﬁed purposes. The W "is
assessed on deposits of money "subject 0
payment by check or draft, 01' represem
by certiﬁcates of deposit or Otherwise’
whether payable on demand 0i‘ at 50::

future day;" and the clear Puriwse °t we

“19 term "deposits," as used in the statute

statute was to tax deposits of money ill

of the United States.

situation

The
money by
in question
was deor;osited
wi
the
Dlﬂintitf
the treasurer
the Emil;

nothing in the contract of July 13v 1340‘ a
relieve the plaintitf from its liability as“
bank for the money deposited with lion.
the state. The plalntiﬁ did not hold the "1

01 New YOI‘k, to be afterwards disbursed

by the Plaintiff. as agent of the state, for
certain Purposes designated in the statute
Of the state and in the contract of July

of

those

in

question. There m

was 5"
ey as an agent of the sta te , but Them)”
ﬂﬂellt only to disburse the money.
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that the plaintiﬂ was a trustee of the money

from, the money of a citizen of New York,

deposited, for certain cestuis que trustent,

who was in arrears to the state in respect

on the ground that the right to the money

had become vested, by the mere fact of the
deposit, in the creditors of the state, would
make it necessary that it should be im

possible for the state to withdraw the de
posit, which was not the fact.

We see nothing to affect these views in
the cases cited by the plaintiff, of Mechanics’
Bank v. Merchants’ Bank, 6 Metc. (Mass)

13; Sharpless v. Welsh, 4 Dali. 279; Van
Alen v. Bank, 52 N. Y. 1; Martin v. Funk,
75 N. Y. 134; Machine Works v. Kelley,

88 N. Y. 234; People v. Bank, 96 N. Y. 32;
National Bank v. Insurance Co., 104 U. S.
54; Libby v. Hopkins, 104 U. S. 303; Pennell

v. Deii'ell, 4 De Gex, M. & G. 372; Frlth v.
Cortland, 2 Hem. & M. 417.
It is distinctly provided by section 8, ﬁt.
4, c. 8, pt. 1, Rev. St. N. Y., that “all
moneys directed by law to be
depos
ited in the Manhattan Bank, in the city
of New York, to the credit of the treas
urer, shall remain in said bank, subject
to be drawn for as the same may be re
I,quired." This shows clearly that the money
:put into the plaintiff's bank. by ‘the state
Qis "deposited" there, and is to lie there, to

the credit of the treasurer of the state,

53
in!
31
it‘;

‘i:
a‘;
:41:
My,’

3..
1:1
‘3|
ml
-.~_‘._‘:~ \~“:aue‘;

and may be drawn at any time when re
quired by the state. Section 9 also shows
that the money so deposited is considered
by the state as "deposits" It thus be
comes "deposits of money, subject to pay
ment by check or draft," within the meaning
or the statute of the United States impos
ing the tax.
Nor do we perceive any soundness in the
view that the money on which the tax in
question was assessed was a part of the
revenue of the state in the hands 01' its agent

for immediate disbursement, and so not lia
ble for the tax. We cannot regard the
money in question as the money of the
state in the hands of its agent. After it was
deposited with the plainh'hf, it was the
money oi.’ the plaintiif, and no tax was
put upon the plaintilf as respected its tune
tion as agent of the state. It might as well
be said that a tax upon the business of the

plalntiﬂ would have been invalid because
Such business embraced transactions with
the state. Even regarding the tax as a tax
uDon the plaintii! as a bank, it was not

'1 tax upon it as agent of the state, but as
fl bunk receiving deposits. The account of
the state was not charged by the plaintiiI

With the amount of the tax, nor was that
amount deducted from the deposits made

oi.‘ his taxes, was laid on the revenues of
the state, and therefore illegal. The cases
the plaintiﬂ in this connection,
of McCulloch v. Maryland, 4 Wheat. 316;
Weston v. City of Charleston, 2 Pet. 449;

Dobbins v.

Commissioners,

16

Pet.

(148 U.YORK
S. 397)
PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF NEW
ex rel. SCHURZ et al. v. COOK, Secretary

of State.
(April 3, 1893.)

No. 139.
Cossrrrurxoxu. LA w~0nuoyrron or Common
—RAILROAD Conramas—Fosscnosuae AND Ra
ORGANIZATION.

corporation with all the rights, powers, and priv
ileges of the old one. upon ﬁling with the secre
tary of state a certiﬁcate in the form therein
prescribed, (Laws 1874, c. 430, as amended by
Laws 1876, c. 446,) was Z‘iOt a contract right,
but was a mere regulation of law, and the sin)
sequent act, (Laws 1886, c. 143,) requiring, as a
condition precedent to obtaining a charter, the

one eighth of 1
to purchasers at the foreclosure of a preex
istiug mortgage, an act impairing the obligation
of contracts, within the meaning of the federal

constitution.

18 N. E. Rep. 113, 110 N. Y.

443, affirmed.
2. Even if the act of 1874, as amended by
the act of 187 , should be regarded as consti
tuting a contract, the act of 1886 did not im
pair the obligation thereof, for by the consti
tution of New York the power is reserved to the
legislature to alter, change, or repeal all gen
eral laws relating to the formation of corpora
tions.
I
In error to the supreme court of the state

of. New York.
This was an application by Carl Schurz,
Clarence H. Clark, Charles M. Fry, and
others to the supreme court of New York
for a writ of mandamus to compel the see
retary 01' state of New York to ﬁle a certiﬁ
cate of incorporation of a railroad company

by the treasurer of the state with the plain

to be known as the Western New York &

ﬂit. So the tax did not fall upon the state
1“ any way.

Pennsylvania Railway Company. The ap
plication was denied by the special term or
the supreme court, and the judgment was
affirmed by the general term, (47 Hun, 467,)
whose decision was aiﬁrmed by the court oi.’
appeals, (18 N. E. Rep. 113, 110 N. Y. 443)
A judgment was then entered in the su
preme court in conformity with the decision

The contention is, however, that ii' the tax
was not on the
'

435;

Bank v. Fenno, 8 Wall. 533; Collector v.
Day, 11 Wall. 113; U. S. v. Railroad 00.,
17 Wall. 322; Bank of Commerce v. New
York City, 2 Black, 620; National Bank v.
U. 8., 101 U. S. 1; and People v. Commis
sioners of Taxes, 90 N. Y. 63,-have no ap
plication to the case in hand. The plain-ii
tit! ln'the present case was not required to?
withhold, and did not withhold, from the
state anything that would otherwise be due
to the state. Judgment afﬁrmed.
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of the court of appeals, and from that judg
ment the relators sued out a. writ of error
to this court.

Atlirmed.

George Zabriskie, for plaintiffs in error.
S. W. Rosendale, for defendant in error.

Mr. Justice JACKSON delivered the opin
ion of the court.
This writ of error is brought to review a
judgment of the supreme court of the state
of New York, adopting and entering a de
cision of the court of appeals of said state
in pursuance of a remittitur therefrom, on
the ground that it gave effect to and en
forced a law of the state, which, in violation

of the constitution of the United States, im
‘on. .

pairs the obligation of a contract. Whether
there is a contract, and whether'its obliga
tion has been impaired, as claimed by plain
titts in error, are questions which arise and
are to be determined upon the following
state of facts: Several railroad corpora
tions, properly organized under the laws of
New York and Pennsylvania, after duly exe
cuting mortgages upon their respective prop
erties and franchises to secure the payment
of bonds lawfully issued by them, were con
solidated, under legislative authority from
those states, into one company, which was
incorporated February 14, 1883, under the
name of the Buffalo, New York & Phila
delphia Railroad Company. This new com
pany, in pursuance of proper authority, also
executed a mortgage upon its properties and
franchises to secure the payment of bonds
issued by it. Default was made in the pay
ment of the bonds issued under and secured
by each of these various mortgages. and
foreclosure
proceedings
were
instituted
thereon, and the mortgages duly foreclosed,
and the entire property and franchises of
all the companies, constituent and consoli
dated, were regularly sold under such fore—
closure proceedings, and bid in by the plain
tiﬂs in error as the representatives of the
security holders, in pursuance of a scheme
or reorganization previously agreed upon.
The properties and franchises so sold and
purchased were duly conveyed to the pur
chasers September 28, 1887,_ who thereupon
adopted and executed articles of association
under and in conformity with the provisions
of the reorganization acts of the state, (chap
ter 430, Laws 1874, as amended by chapter
446, Laws 1876,) and having prepared a cer
tiﬁcate of Incorporation, as provided by said
acts, setting forth, among other things not
material to be noticed, that they had asso
ciated themselves together as a. corporation
to be known as the Western New York &
Pennsylvania Railway Company, with a

maximum capital stock of
vided into 150,000 shares,
said certiﬁcate to Frederick
of state, with the request to

$15,000,000, '11.
they presented
Cook, secretary
ﬁle the same in

his ‘mice’ such ﬁling being required before
‘he Pﬂl'ﬂeﬂ forming the organization could

become a body corporate. They tendered
the secretary of state, at the time of apply
ing to have the certiﬁcate ﬁled, the sum or
$45 as the proper amount'of fees for record
ing the same. The secretary refused to per
mit it to be ﬁled, basing his refusal upon the
provision of an act of the legislature known
as chapter 143 of the Laws of 1886, which
provided that any corporation incorporated
under any general or special law of the
state, having capital stock divided ina
sharcs, should pay to the state treasurer,
for the use of the state, a tax of one eighth
of 1 per centum upon the amount of capital
stock which the corporation was authorized
to have. The act further provided that “the
said tax shall be due and payable upon the
incorporation of said corporation, or upon
the increase of the capital stock thereof; and
no such corporation shall have or exercise
any corporate power until the said tax shall
have been paid; and the secretary of state
and any county clerk shall not ﬁle any cer
tiﬁcate of incorporation or association until

he is satisﬁed that the said tax has been
paid to the state treasurer; and no such
company incorporated by any special act or
the legislature shall go into operation or or
erclse any corporate powers or privileges
until said tax has been paid as aforesaid.“
This act took effect immediately upon its pas
sage. When the plaintiffs in error presented
their certiﬁcate of incorporation to the store

tary or state for ﬁling, the taximposedbi this
act, amounting to $18,000, had not been pald
or tendered to the state treasurer, and for
this reason the secretary refused to ﬁle the
certiﬁcate, Thereupon the plaintiffs in error
applied to the supreme court of the state 0!

New York, at special term, for a peremptory
writ of mandamus to compel the secretary

of state to ﬁle said certiﬁcate. Tne petliwﬂ
set out in detail the foregoing proceedmgi
In response to the order to show cause will
the writ should not be granted, the 59m“
tory of state made return, statingaﬂmonﬁ
other objections not material to this 01159,

that the said Western New York & Penn"
sylvania Railway Company of New Y?“
sought to be incorporated as a Corpommni

had neglected and refused to pay 319 mm‘:
poration tax imposed by the law of 193%
and that he could not be required to ﬁle the
certiﬁcate until said tax had been lmld- 111°
special term denied the motion for a man':
damus

From

this order the relntors ring

pealed to the general term of'the Silln'eme‘
court, which aii'lrmed the action of the 5W
clal term. 47 Hun, 467. The relators the‘;

appealed from the decision of the Geller;
term to the court of appeals, which-1mm‘

the order of the former, (110 N. Y. 4451 1563'
E. Rep. 113,) and remitted the cause w 1
Supreme court of the state, “'1191'6 ludgmenn

was entered in conformity with the dad“;
of‘The
the court
of appeals.
M1
present
writ of error is pl‘ﬂsei'umo

to review and reverse this Judgment’ 0“
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[h z
Uni:

ground that the decision of the court of ap

\i in
s21
H151

Deals, in enforcing the provisions 01' the law
of 1886 against the relators, plaintiffs in
error, and requiring of them the payment
of one eighth of 1 per centum upon the
amount of the capital stock of the company

51b‘;

Y Lt

sought to be incorporated, as a condition

tr

precedent to the ﬁling of the certiﬁcate and
becoming a body politic and corporate under
the name of the Western New York & Penn
sylvania Railway Company of New York,
impaired the obligation of a contract made

or decree thereof authorizing or directing the
same, together with a brief description of
the property sold, and shall also set forth
the following particulars:
“(1) The name of the new corporation in
tended to be formed by the ﬁling of such cer
ﬂﬁcate.

"('-') The maximum amount of its capital

stock, and the number of shares into which a
the same is to be divided,'specifying how;
much of the same shall be common, and
how much preferred, stock, and the classes
and entered into between the state and the
thereof, and the rights pertaining to each
several corporations and mortgagew thereof,
class.
to whose rights, properties, and franchises
"(3) The number of directors by whom the
the plaintiffs in error, under the foreclosure
affairs of the said new corporation are to be
proceedings
aforesaid,
had
succeeded.
Their
".Ilr1
managed, and the names and residences of
claim is that, under and by virtue of the
ubl—
rwnﬂuz-swruw-‘in i
the persons selected to actas directors for the
provisions of the Laws of 1874, as amended
ﬁrst year after its organization.
.'
in 1876, embodying the alleged contract with
"(4) Any plan oragreement which mayhave
the state, they are entitled to be incorporat
been entered into pursuant to the second sec
ted, and cannot lawfully be required to pay
tion thereof.
gany tax to the state before becoming a cor
“And upon the due execution of such oer
. poration'and acquiring the right to exercise
tlﬁcate, and the ﬁling of the same in the oﬂice
corporate functions and franchises. The act
of the secretary of state, the persons execut
of 1874, as amended in 1876, is by its caption
ing such certiﬁcate, and who shall have ac
entitled “An act to facilitate the reorganiza
quircdthetitle
to the property and franchises
tion of railroads sold under mortgage, and
sold as aforesaid, their associates, succes
to provide for the formation of new compa—
sors, and assigns, shall become and be a body
nies in such cases." The provisions of the
politic and corporate, by the name speciﬁed
statute, so far as material to this case, are
in such certificate, and shah become and be
the following:
vested with and entitled to exercise and en
"In case the railroad and property connect
joy all the rights, privileges, and franchises
ed therewith, and the rights, privileges, and
which, at the time of said sale. belonged
franchises of any corporation, except a
to or were vested in the corporation which
street-railroad company, created imder the
last owned the property so sold, or its re
general railroad law of this state, or existing
ceiver.”
under any special or general not or acts of
Now, it is contended by plaintiffs in error
the legislature thereof, shall be sold lllldel‘
that the state having. by and under these pro
or pursuant to the judgment or decree of
visions of law, agreed to give to the pur
any court of competent Jurisdiction made or
chaseis of railroad properties and franchises
given to execute the provisions or enforce
acquired under foreclosure proceedings, not
the lien of any deed or deeds of trust or
merely the right to hold, use, and operate the
mortgage therctofore executed by any such
same, but also to confer on them the corpo
company, the purchasers of such railroad
rate capacity necessary for that purpose, this
Property and franchises, and such persons
latter
branch of the contract is violated when
as they may associate with themselves, their
the state thereafter either refuses to confer
grantees or assignecs, or a majority of them,
such corporate capacity, or imposes any con
"my become a body politic and corporate,
dition upon the purchasers‘ right to be and
And as such may take, hold, and possess
to become a body politic and coporate. Up
ihe title and property included in said sale,
on this theory the claim is made that the tax
and shall have all the franchises, rights, pow
ers] Privileges, and immunities which were imposed by the law of 1886, which was held
by the state courts to apply to their case
Pomessed before such sale by the corporation
Whose property shall have been sold as and to the corporation they proposed to
form, impaired the obligation of the con
aforesaid, by and upon ﬁling in the oﬂice
tract, and was, therefore, unconstitutional.
of the secretary of state a certiﬁcate, dnly
This claim was disposed of by the New York
cxecuwd under their hands and seals. and
acknowledged before an oﬂicer authorized court of appeals, speaking by Peckham, J.,
as follows:
to take an acknowledgment of deeds, in
"We think it also plain that, under the._
which certiﬁcate the said persons shall de
scribe, by name and reference to the act or reorganization acts above mentioned, “mono
the purchasers at the foreclosure sale an.
acts of the legislature of this state under
dertake to reorganize under those acts, and
which it was organized, the corporation
“41089 Property and franchises they shah for that purpose to ﬁle in the secretary's
‘'9 umluired as aforesaid. and also the court ‘office a certiﬁcate, upon the ﬁling of which
they become a body politic and corporate,
by authority of which such sale shall have
the corporation thus formed is a new and
been [119110, giving the date of the Judgment
entirely diiferent one from that whose prop
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erty and franchises the purchasers may have
bought under the foreclosure proceedings.
It is true that the corporation about to be
formed by the filing of the certiﬁcate has,
by force of the statute, when formed, all
the rights, franchises, powers, privileges,
and immunities which were possessed before
such sale by the corporation whose proper
ty was sold; but that does not make the
corporation the same by any means. The
right to be a corporation, which the old cor~
poration had, was not mortgaged, and was
not sold, and did not pass to the purchasers;
and they only obtain such a right upon ﬁling
the certiﬁcate mentioned, and they then
obtain it by direct grant from the state, and
not in any degree by the sale and purchase
of the franchises, etc., of the old corporation.
“The last: ground argued by counsel is,
we think, equally untenable. There has
been no violation of any contract. These
mortgages, it is true, were all executed, and
the bonds issued, long prior to the passage
of the tax act of 1886, already mentioned.
The franchises of the corporations were
duly mortgaged under the provisions of state
laws, by which it was provided that pur
chasers at foreclosure sales under such mort
gages could, upon compliance with the law,
ﬁle certiﬁcates and become incorporated
bodies. But such acts were in no sense con
tracts on the part of the state with persons
purchasing bonds secured by such mort
gages, or with future possible purchasers
at foreclosure sales, that the provisions ex
isting at the time of the mortgaging of the
franchise for the incorporation of such pur
chasers should remain the same. I think
this question has been decided in this way
by the supreme court of the United States,
and further discussion of it is unnecessary.
Memphis & L. R. Co. v. Railroad Com‘rs,

112 U. S. 009, 5 Sup. Ct. Rep. 299."
The principles and reasoning in the de
cision of this court in Memphis & L. R. Co. v.
Railroad Corn'rs, 112 U. S. 609, 5 Sup. Ct.
Rep. 299,’!1re directly applicable to the pres
ent case. The attempt to distinguish the two
cases necessitates the drawing of distinctions

too reﬁned and theoretical to form the

It would be matter of law, and not of con
tract. At least, it would be construe/i u
conferring only a. right to organize as a cor
poration according to such laws as might ha
in force at the time when the actual organi
zation should take place, and subject to such
limitations as they might impose. It cannot,
we think, be admitted that a statutory pro
vision for becoming a corporation in iutum
can become a contract, in that sense of the

clause of the constitution of the United
States which prohibits state legislation in
pairing its obligation, until it has become
vested as a right by an actual organization
under it; and then it takes eiiect as of that
date, and subject to such laws as may then
be in force. ' ' ' The state docs not
part with the franchise until it passes to
the organized corporation; and when it I:
thus imparted it must be what the govern
ment is then authorized to grant and does
actually confer." It is further said therein
that “the franchise of being a corporation
need not be implied as necessary to secure
to the mortgage bondholders, or the pur
chasers at a foreclosure sale, the substantial
rights intended to be secured. They acquire
the ownership of the railroad, and the prop
erty incident; to it, and the franchise of
maintaining and operating it as such; and

the corporate existence is not essential to:
its use and enjoyment. All the franchises:
necessary or'important to the beneﬁcial use
of the railroad could as well be exercised
by natural persons.“ Page 619, 112 U. S,
and page 303, 5 Sup. Ct. Rep.

But it is urged by plaintiffs in error that.
under the decisions of the highest court of
New York, they cannot, as private 991301”
or as an association, so use, maintain. and
operate the railroad which they have Pm"

chased.

Without reviewing the New York

cases cited in support of
doubt whether they go to
if they so held under any
passed since the execution

this position. We
that extent. Bﬂi
law of the 8mm
of the moriglé‘i

under which plaintiffs in error have sueoecd
ed to the properties and franchises "i the

railroad sold under foreclosure. #18 already
mentioned, then the question would '19
whether the impairment of the obligation
of the contract would not consist in iicnylllg
the purchasers the right to use the PM“!!!

basis of sound judicial determination. It
was said by this court in that case, (page
621, 112 U. S., and page 304, 5 Sup. Ct.
Rep.:) "In many, if not in most, acts of
incorporation, however special in their na
ture, there are various provisions which
are matters of general law, and not of con.

and franchises so acquired- T11e mt‘

tract. and are, therefore, subject to modm.

taining corporate existence’ in no “87 mg,

cation or repeal. Such. in our opinion, would
be the character of the right in the mon.
gage bondholders, or the purchasers at the

it: exists, that plaintiffs in error arr‘ 11°‘
lowed to operate the railroad 1nd exert‘:
the franchises purchased without ﬁrst °i

corporation. after acquiring title to the mort

or tends to establish their contention Mn.
said act of 1874, as amended in 1846, 00 m
tuted a contract on the 11"" of me mm
to confer corporate capacity "P011 3;”
without imposing any tax 115 I‘ Pm'eq

Euged Property. by Sale under the mortgage,

to the grant of corporate existellfe-

11. in the charter under consideration, it
had been conferred in express terms, and par
ticular provision had been made as to the

there is nothing in the acts of 1814 ﬁnd me
which would or could have @XemPtedn

mode °f Procedure to elIect the purpose,

logos, and franchises the Flu-“m 1” e

sale under the mortgage. to organize as a
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railroad corporation to whose rights Pm:
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have succeeded from the payment of taxes

such as the state by its legislation might
thereafter impose. If they were not in fact,
they could constitutionally have been made,
subject to the provisions of said not of 1886,
and been required to pay the tax of one
eighth of 1 per centum upon the amount of
their capital stock. The settled rule of this
court and of the courts of New York requires
that exemption from taxation, so essential
to the existence of government, must be ex
pressed in the clearest and most unambigu
one language, and not be left to implication
or inference. Railroad Co. v. Dennis, 116

a'-Eszr'i:;a=isﬂ!'Ii-§an=t-'Ni~_'-l=isl‘!

U. S. 665, 6 Sup. Ct. Rep. 6235; Railroad Co.
v. Guifey, 120 U. S. 569, 7 Sup. Ct. Rep. 693;
Railroad Co. v. Alsbrook, 146 U. S. 279, 294,
:18 Sup. Ct. Rep. 72; and People v. Davenport,

:01 N. Y. 574, 586.
° -The plaintiﬂs in error acquired the prop
erties and franchises of these corporations,
which were subject to the taxing power of
the state, after the act of 1886 was passed
and went into effect. There is no provision
of the law under which they made their pur
chase requiring them to become incorporated;
but, desiring corporate capacity, they de
manded the grant of a new charter under
which to exercise the franchises so acquired
without compliance with the law of the state
existing at the time their application for in
corporation was made. We are clearly of
the opinion that the act of 1874, as amended
in 1876, set up and relied upon by them,
does not sustain such a claim. The pro

visions of that act do not constitute a con
tract on the part of the state with either
the corporations or the mortgagees, bond
holders, or purchasers at foreclosure sale.
They are merely matters of law, instead
of contract, and the right therein conferred
upon purchasers of the corporate properties
and franchises sold under foreclosure of
mortgages thereon to reorganize and become
a new corporation is subject to the laws of
the state existing or in force at the time of
such reorganization, and the grant of a new
Charter of incorporation. Memphis 8: L. R.

; Co. v. Railroad Com'rs, supra.
\

There is another difficulty in the way of

sustaining the claim of the plaintiffs in er
ror in this case. The constitution of New
York, providing for the formation of corpo
rations under general laws, reserves to the
state the power to alter, change, or repeal

all such general laws.

The Revised Stat

lites of the state (volume 3, [8th Ed.] c.

13, tit. 3, i 8, p. 1724) provides that “the
charter of every corporation that shall be
granted by the legislature shall be subject
to alteration, suspension, or repeal in the
discretion of the legislature;" and by the
general railroad law of New York (chapter

140- 5 48. Laws of 1850) it is provided
that “the legislature may at any time an

mll 0r dissolve any corporation formed under
this act, but such dissolution shall not take
away °l‘ lmimir any remedy given against
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such corporation, its stockholders or oilicers,
for any liability which shall have been pre
viously incurred."
In the case of People v. O‘Brien, 111 N.
Y. 1, 18 N. E. Rep. 692, cited by counsel for,‘

the plaintiifs in error, while the court held:
that it'was not within the power of the leg-'
islat'ure to destroy the property rights of a
corporation, it was not questioned that the
legislature could destroy the existence of
the corporation.
In the still later case of Mayor, etc., v.

Twenty—Third St. R. 00., 113 N. Y. 311, 21
N. E. Rep. 60, it was directly held that the
right reserved to the legislature to alter or
repeal the charter of a corporation included
the right to tax a corporation upon its

franchises as such, instead of exacting ll
cense fees, as before prescribed. Earl, J.,
speaking for the court there, said: "As it
[the legislature] has the power utterly to de
prive the corporation of its franchise to be
a corporation, it may prescribe the condi
tions and terms upon which it may live and
exercise such franchises. It may enlarge
or limit its powers, and it may increase or
limit its burdens." This construction of the
statutes of the state by its highest court is
of controlling authority. Bucher v. Railroad
00., 125 U. S. 555, 8 Sup. Ct. Rep. 974;
Gormley v. Clark, 134 U. S. 338, 10 Sup. Ct.
Rep. 554; and Stutsrnnn Co. v. Wallace, 142

U. S. 293, 12 Sup. Ct. Rep. 227.

The right

being thus reserved to the legislature, under
the power to alter or repeal the charter of
corporation, not only to terminate their exist
ence, but to impose upon them increased bur
dens, it cannot be properly asserted that the
act of 1886, imposing the tax complained of,
was unconstitutional, even though the act of
1874 created a contract with corporations and
their mortgagees, to whose right, properties,
and franchises piaintiifs in error have suc
ceeded. The corporations, mortgagees, and
bondholders, under such circumstances, ao
quire their rights subject to the reserved
power of the legislature to enlarge or dimin
ish the franchises conferred, and to increase
or reduce the burdens thereon. Purchasers
succeeding to properties and franchises of
corporations thus situated cannot occupy
any better position in respect to their appli
cation for a new charter of incorporation.
In Hamilton Gaslight Co. v. Hamilton City,

146 U. S. 258, 270, 13 Sup. Ct. Rep. 90, it
was said by this court that "a legislative
grant to a corporation of special privileges,
if not forbidden by the constitution, may be
a contract; but where one of the conditions

of the grant is that the legislature may alteri
or revoke it, a'law altering or revoking, or?
which has the effect to alter or revoke, the
exclusive character of such privileges, can
not be regarded as one impairing the obliga
tion of the contract. ' ' 2 The corpora
tion, by accepting the grant subject to the
legislative power so reserved by the consti

tution, must be held to have assented to
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such reservatiom" citing, in support of those

views, Greenwood v. Freight 00., 105 U. S.
13, 17. This principle should be especially
maintained and applied in cases like the
present, where the taxing power of the state
is involved.
We do not deem it necessary to consider
other points made in the briefs of counsel.
They are of minor importance, and do not
affect or control the principal question pre
sented. Our conclusion is that there is no
error in the judgment complained of, and
that the same should be sfﬂrmed.
..-—_—_——|
(148 U. S. 391)

NORTHERN PAC. R. CO. v. WALKER,
County Auditor, et al.
(April 3, 1893.)
No. 1,124.
Olsom'r Coon'rs—Jomsnw-riosn. Auomvr—Paso
'rrcs ox AI’YEAL.
1. In a suit by a railroad company against
the auditors of several counties to avoid assess
ments and taxes levied on its lands, and to re
strain the sale of the lands thereunder, the
amount involved cannot be brought within the
jurisdiction of the circuit court by taking the
aggregate of the sums involved as to each de
fendaut; but the 'urisdiction as to each must
be determined by t e amount in controversy be
tween him and the railroad company. Walter
v. Railroad 00., 13 Sup. Ct. Rep. 348, 148 U.
S. ——, followed.
2. The supreme court will not in such case
direct the dismissal of ‘he bill, when the record
fails to show whether the taxes levied by either
of the counties exceeded $2,000, since by
amendment the bill may perhaps be retained as
to some of the defendants.

the certiﬁcate, we directed a eertiorari to
issue requiring the whole record and cause
to be sent up for consideration This has
been done, and we ﬁnd upon examination
that the case comes directly within Waiter
v. Railroad 00., 147 U. S. 370, 13 Sup. Ct
Rep. 348.

The record does not show that the amount
of the assessments and taxes, forming the
subject of the litigation, levied in either or
all of the counties, exceeded the sum or
$2,000; and even if this had been so as to
the aggregate, the defendants could not have
been joined in a single suit, and the juris
diction thus been sustained. Upon the face
of the record, therefore, the circuit court
was without jurisdiction, (24 St p. 552, c
373; 25 St. p. 433, c. 866,) but as perhaps
by amendment the bill might be retained as
to some one of the defendants, we will not
direct its dismissal.
In pursuance of section 10 of the judiciary

act of March 3, 1891, (26 St. p. 829,) the dr
cree of the circuit court is reversed at the
costs of the appellant, and the cause re
manded to that court, with a direction for
further proceedings in conformity with this

opinion.
==
(148 U. 5- 421)

UNITED STATES v. l‘OLD SETTLERS"
"OLD SETTLERS" v. UNITED STATEA
(April 3, 1893.)

Nos. 1,031 and 1,032.
Fsnsau. Coua'rs—Couu-r or Cums-Jumble
TION — SPECIAL Ao'r — Wss'rsas Caraolill
Cum.

0n certiorari to the United States circuit
court of appeals for the eighth circuit. Re—
versed.

1. Act Feb. 25, 1889, (25 St. at Large. i1
694,) conferred on the court of claims jurisdic

James McNaught and F. M. Dudley, for
appellant S. L. Glaspell, for appeliees.

0f the secretary of the interior of February“!

tion to try the claim of the "Old Settlers. 01‘

"Western Cherokees," set forth in the rel”;t

Mr. Chief Justice FULLER delivered the
opinion of the court.
This was a bill tiled in the circuit court of
the United States for the district of North
Dakota, November 21, 1890, by the’North
ern Paciﬁc Railroad Company against the
county auditors of 12 counties of that state,
praying for a decree adjudglng certain as
sessments and taxes levied upon lands in
each of said counties to be illegal and void,
and a cloud upon complainant's title, and
that defendants and each of them be re
strained from selling or attempting to sell
said lands, or any portion thereof, or issuing
any tax certiﬁcates therefor. The case pro
oeeded to a decree, dismissing the bill for

want of equity, (47 Fed. Rep. 681,) where
upon it was carried by appeal to the circuit
court of appeals for the eighth circuit.
Certain questions or propositions of law,
concerning which that court desired the in
struction of the supreme court for a. proper

decision of the case, were certiﬁed to this
court, and argument having been had upon

1883, “it being the intention of this act to _
low the said court of claims unres cted lind
tude in adjusting and determining the' M
claim, so that the rights, legal untied“? 9'
both of the United States and of said iudlaﬂiv

may be determined;" and provided for unlit];
Deal to the supreme court. Held, that the it.
tude conferred must be deemed the units?"
ed latitude of a court of equity in stash. an
account, distributing a fund, and framing '1 N

cree so comprehensive and ileribieas to mails
to each suitor his joint and individual i'égbv

and that the court should not_be.hamiiei' my!
rules of procedure or by distinctions beiii‘
aw and
e uity.
2. Under
the

act, the evidence, as Winn’:

ﬁnidings of fact and conclusions of iaiy,

U

be sent up on appeal. Harvey v. U. 5.,
'
S. 671,
followed.
.11 CW
the
3. The
act was not inconsistent W1‘;e
Cherokee treaty of 1846, n_nd_sh_ouid not I with
strued so as to confer jurisdiction to deaf m’.
that treaty as a private contract, _by d1‘? 2gMd

tion or otherwise, or to proceed "1 ligation
thereof, but was conﬁned to the_determ:1eru'

of what sum was due to the Indians “Rom of
isting treaties or laws, conﬂicting DPT-5.1““and.
which might, under the act. be 11?] ish
U. S. v. Arredondo, 6 Pet. 691' dlstmlgm

4.By the Cherokee treaty ofed "m: the
in the Indian Territory was grant M W
express purpose of securing a home!“ W
the Eastern and Western

UNITED STATES v. “OLD SETTLEBS. ”
treaty of 1835, conveying more land, declared
that such had been the purpose of those of
1828 and 1833. The (patent granted December
81, 1838, ran to the “ herokee nation," and the
Indian oﬂice treated the grant as if to the whole
nation as a unit. In 1843 the Western Chero
kees, by memorial to congress, claimed that
they had been dispossessed of two thirds of the
lands thus granted by the forcible removal and
settlement among them of the Eastern Chero
kees. In June, 1846, they agreed to submit
the question to commissioners, who decided
a ainst them. In August, 1846, they declared
that they did not acquiesce in this decision,
and should rcassert their exclusive right to the
country, “should the treaty now proposed fail
from any cause." The treaty did not fail, but
was duly executed on that basis August 6.
1846. An accounting was had thereunder, and
payments were made and receipted for “in full

of all demands under the fourth article ot the

“3;
ii,
M
Q!

treaty," in pursuance of Act Sept. 30, 1800, 9
St. at Large, pp. 544, 556. Hold, that the ques
tion of the ownership of the lands was thor
oughlv set at rest by the treaty of 1846.
5. The Cherokee treaty of 1846, article 4,
provided that the \Vcstcrn Cherokees had a
claim on the United States for a third interest
in the lands of the Cherokee nation lying east
of the Mississippi river, and in the funds of the
nation, and that the value of that interest
should be ascertained for distribution among
the Western Cherokees by deducting from the
$5,600,000 granted by the treaty of 1835 in
vestments and expenditures properly chargeable
thereu n, (enumerited in article 15 of said
treaty, and taking one third of the residuum.
This accounting was had, and the money paid
accordingly. Held, that the act of February
25, 1889, (25 St. at Large, p. 694,) giving ju
risdiction to the court of claims to adjudicate
the legal and equitable claims of the Western
Cherokees against :he United States, waived
any reliance by the United States upon lapse of
time or inches, and opened the whole account
for readjustment. Choctaw Nation v. U. S., 7
Sup. Ct. Rep. 75, 119 U. S. 1, distinguished.
' 6. A claim for $30,000, based on the resolu
tion of the Cherokee council, November 16,
1846, for losses suﬁered by individual Indians
forced to go to the states for safety, should

not be included in the account, since the per
sons _to whom it might be due were not parties,
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of 1846, to each individual or head of family
of the ‘Vestern Cherokees, (those who emigrat
ed west of the Mississippi prior to the treaty
of_ 1835,) or his legal representatives. deter
mined by the Cherokee law, and should not be
decreed to the petitioners. styling themselves
commissioners.’ for distribution.
Appeals from the court of claims.

Petition by Bryan, Wilson, and Hendricks,
under Act. Feb. 25, 1880, (‘25 St. at Large,
p. 694,) for themselves, and as commission

ers of the “Old Settlers," or "Western
Cherokee," Indians, to recover moneys ai
leged to be due from the United States. A
decree was given for petitioners. Both
parties appeal. Modiﬁed and aﬂirmed.
Statement by Mr. Chief Justice FULLER:
The original petition was ﬁled March 8,
1889, and the substituted petition, January
23, 1890, and thereby the petitioners, Bryan,
Wilson, and Hendricks, purporting to act for’,
themselves, and as the commissioners of the
“Old Settlers," or'“Westcrn Cherokee," 111dians, represented that the latter are that
part of the Cherokee race of Indians which
formerly composed the Western Cherokee
nation, and which subsequently became
known as the “Old Settlers," and that for
the purpose of prosecuting their claims
against the United States government they
had appointed Bryan, Wilson, and Hen
drlcks as their commissioners to represent
and in tiicir names and for their benefit to
do and perform any and all acts and things
necessary and proper to be done by them in
the premises. That the suit was brought
under the provisions of the act of congress
approved February 25, 1889, entitled "An
act to authorize the court of claims to hear,
determine, and render ﬁnal judgment upon
the claim of the Old Settlers, or Western
Cherokee Indians," (25 St. p. 694,) and which

{tad it has no relation to a per capita distribu

is as follows:

ion.
7. The cost of removal of both Easicrn and
Western Cherokees—16.057 persons in ail—at
$20 a head, should be deducted from the $5,—
' .000, but no deduction should be made for

“Section 1. That the claim of that part of

the Cherokee Indians known as the ‘Old Set
tlers,’ or ‘Western Cherokees,’ against the

subsistence in view of the ﬁrst senate resolu

United States, which claim was set forth in

tion of September 5, 1850, that body having
been agreed upon as umpire on that question.

the report of the secretary of the interior to
congress of February third, eighteen hundred
and eighty-three, (said report being made
under act of congress of August seventh,
eighteen hundred and eighty-two,) and con
tained in executive document number sixty
01! the second session of the forty-seventh
congress, be, and the same hereby is, refer
red to the court of claims for adjudication:
and jurisdiction is hereby conferred on said
court to try said cause, and to determine
what sum or sums of money, if any, are
justly due from the United States to said
Indians, aia'sing from or growing out of
treaty stipulations and acts of congress re—
lating thereto, after deducting all payments
heretofore actually made to said Indians by
the United States, either in money or prop
erty; and, after deducting all offsets, coun
terclaims, and deductions of any and every

8. The amount of the deductions for debts
and claims against the Cherokee nation by cit
izens thereof, and by citizens of the United
tates for services rendered should be limited

{$60,000 under article 10 of the treaty of
9. The expenses of the committee to carry
ihqtreaty of 1835 into eﬁect, as provided for in
article 12, should not be deducted from the
sums due the Cherokees.
10. The second senate resolution of Septem
ber 53, 1850, decided that interest should be al
lowed from June 12, 1838, at 5 per cent. upon

the um found due to the \Vestern Cherokees.
The senate had been agreed upon as umpire,
and interest was allowed and paid upon the
accounting. Held, that interest at 5 per cent.
from the same date should be allowed upon any
sums found due the Indians upon readjusting

the account, under act Feb. 25. 1889, (‘25 St. at
Lili‘ge, p. 694,) referring the Western Cherokee
claims to the court of claims.

11. The sums found due should be distribut
ed’ as provided by the ﬁfth article of the treaty
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kind and character which should be allowed

ritory, and described in the treaties 01'1823

to the United States under any valid provi-

and 1833, and solemnly guaranﬂgd the 1mm

sion or provisions in said treaties and laws

to them forever.

contained, or to which the United States may
be otherwise entitled, and after fully considering and determining whether or not the

able and undisputed possession and enjoy
ment of the tract of land, in the now In.
dian Territory, the United States, under the

That while in the peace

’said Indians have heretofore adjusted and

color of a pretended treaty with the East.

:settled their said claim with the United
‘States, it being the intention of'this act to
allow the said court of claims unrestricted
latitude in adjusting and determining the
said claim, so that the rights, legal and
equitable, both of the United States and of
said Indians, may be fully considered and
determined; and to try and determine all
questions that may arise in such cause on
behalf or either party thereto, and render
ﬁnal judgment thereon; and the attorney
general is hereby directed to appear in behalf of the government; and, if said court
shall decide against the United States, the
attorney general shall, within sixty days
from the rendition of judgment, appeal the
cause to the supreme court of the United
States;
and from any judgment that may
be rendered the said Indians may also appeal to said supreme court: provided, that

ern Cherokee nation in 1835, made and 81.
tered into without the knowledge or con.
sent of the Western Cherokee nation, and
to which it was not a party, and from the
provisions of which it was prevented from
protecting itself by force and fraud on the
part of the United States, granted to the
Eastern Cherokees the same lnndsthatwere
sold and conveyed to the Western Charo
kee nation, without the consent and against
the wishes and in fraud and violation of the
rights of the latter, and removed the East
ern Cherokees, against their will and by
force of arms, from their homes east of the
Mississippi, and located them upon the lands
belonging to the Western Cherokees, thus
depriving them of the sole use, right to, and
interest in the lands as guarantied by treaty.
and reserving to them only an interest in
proportion to their numbers, they being but

the appeal of said Indians shall be taken

one third of the whole Cherokee people

within sixty days after the rendition of said
judgment, and said court shall give such
cause precedence: provided, further, that
nothing in this act shall be accepted or construed as a confession that the government

That from that time, and continually there
after, the Western Cherokees protested
against and resisted this invasion of their
rights, until in 1846, when, acting under
duress of life, liberty, and property, admit

of the United States is indebted to said In—

tage being also taken by the United States

dians
“Sec. 2. That said action shall be commenced by a petition stating the facts on
.Which said Indians claim to recover, and the
amount of their claim; and said petition
may be veriﬁed by the authorized agent or
attorney of said Indians as to the existence

of the ﬁduciary relations existing towards
the Western Cherokees, and also of the con
dltion of extreme impoverishment, destitu
tion, and want to which the Western Chero
kees had been reduced by the United States
they were forced to make and enter into
an agreement with the United States, fraud

of such facts, and no other statement need
be contained in said petition 0!‘ Veriﬁcation"

night in character, by the terms of which
the consideration they were to receive W

And it was thereupon averred that under
the provisions of certain treaties, made and

grossly inadequate to compensate them for
their right to and interest in the lands, of

entered into in 1817 and 1819, the Western

which they had been unjustly deprived by

Cherokees, or 01d Settlers. sold, ceded, and
relinquished, and there was conveyed to the

the United States, and for the property 119'
stroyed and lost to them through ﬂie wrong

United States, all their right, title, and in-

1111 acts of the Uhlted states, and its de,

terest in and to all the lands belonging to
them situated in the states east of the Miss
issippi, and in consideration thereof the

fault to comply with its treaty obligations’;
It was further alleged that the land so'bili‘"
gained, sold, relinquished, and conveyed '0

United States sold them certain lands, situ-

the Western Cherokees by the treaties 0!

ated in what is now the state of Arkansas.

1828 and 1833 contained in all 1351039534

That, in consideration of the subsequent
sale and cession of the lands in Arkansas

acres, and that the Western nation of Chet
okees formed but one third of ﬁle “hole

to the United States, and in further consid-

Cherokee race, the Eastern nation 1011111118

eration of the removal of the Western na-

the other two thirds; and that the 11111011!"

tion of Cherokees from the state of Arkansas, under the provisions of the treaties of

of land owned by the Western 11mm‘
which was appropriated by the United

May 6, 1828, and February 14, 1833, be-

States and granted to the Eastern MM“

gtavﬁttégdthsmwestern
a
tes, the Cherokee
latter bargained,
nation andsold,
the

Cherokees,
treaty of 1335,
underwasthethe provisions
same part of0t

' ceded’ relinquished‘ and conveyed’ solely and
exclusively to the Western Cherokee nation.

whole body of land as was the Eastern M‘
tion of the whole body of the Cherokee

subsequently kmwn “8 the “Old Settlers,"

people; and that, therefore, the Unmd

all the lands situated in the now Indian Ter-

States took from the Western Cherokee!
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and deprived them of the sole use, right, title,
and Interest in and to two thirds of 13,610,
795.34 acres, amounting to the sum of
9,073,863.56 acres, and converted the same
to the public use and beneﬁt; the land being
worth at the time it was so taken and con
verted the sum of $5,671,164.72%.
Petitioners further alleged that after the
Eastern Cherokees had been forcibly re

moved into the country of the Western
Cherokees through the wrongful acts of the

moved in number 2,495. That of this num
ber 295 were chattels, to wit, slaves. That
for the removal of personal property there
was no provision made by the treaty; and
that, therefore, the only proper expenditure
for removal was for 2,200 Eastern Chero
kees, at $20 each, according to the terms
of article 4 of the treaty of 1846, amount

ing to $44,000.

and because of its failure

It was also charged that by the fourth
article of the treaty of 1828 there were

to protect the Western Cherokees according

3,343.41 acres reserved by the United States,

to treaty stipulations, property of great
value was lost to them, to wit, of the value
of $30,000; and, further, that the only pay

which the latter agreed to dispose of and

ments made to the Western Cherokees since

kees, together with the value of certain
agency improvements on the lands, and that
the United States have failed and neglected
to do so, and are therefore liable for the
full value of the lands and agency improve
ments; in all, the sum of 89,179.161/4.
It was further averred that, according to
the foregoing itemized statement under ar
ticle 4 of the treaty of 1846, their account

United States,

the appropriation of their lands and the
destruction of their property were the sum
of $532,806.90, appropriated by act of con
gress of September 30, 1850, (9 St. 556;)
a one-thini interest in the sum of $500,000,
given by the United States to the whole
Cherokee people in common, by the treaty
of 15; and a one-third interest in 800,000

acres of land sold in common to the Chero
kee people by the United States in the
treaty of 1835, which was made exclusively

with the Eastern Cherokee nation, for the
sum

of

$500,000, at which valuation

the

Western Cherokees have been and still are
held charged by the government for their
onethird share.

with the United States should be stated as”
follows:
=1
a
V
,
o
By '- treaty iund "
der 4th article,Dr.
treaty
ms.......... .,
85,600,000 00
To lmprovemen
,.
21
'
rrles.... ..
15 . 72 i2
" spoliatinus.
264.8144 09
" additional lands
500,000 00
" invested funds ...... ..
500,000 00
" removal. 2.200 lndl
..... ..
44.000 00

It was further alleged that under the pro
$3,009,038 48 $5.600,000 78

visions of the treaty of 1846 the sum of $5,~
8,000,038 4L‘
proper ro
. .. - . .. . . . . . . . ... 812.590.1101 57

600,000, which had been provided by the
“treaty of 1835, and a; supplementary treaty

Balance oi “treaty fund "
ductions. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .

:thereto of 1836, was adopted and taken by

By one third of the above balsam. under
terms oi’ sold 4th article oi’ treaty 011846...
To appropriation. Act Sept. 80, 1850.............

‘the United States'as a. basis of settlement
of the claims of the

against the

United

Western

States,

i

$868,658 Si
532.596 nr

Cherokees

from

which

"Principal sum due under 4th article of
treaty of 1846..................................... ..

_
$380,756 9!

amount certain sums were to be ﬁrst de

ducted, and of the residuum thus obtained
the Western Cherokees were to be paid
one third, according to their numerical pro
portion to the whole people, and that the

Charges to be made against the said “treaty
fund" were to be limited to “proper" and
legitimate charges, "excluding all extrav
ilgant and improper expenditures." That

the only legitimate charges against the
treaty fund are among those enumerated

Petitioners further alleged that under the
provisions of the eleventh article of the
treaty of 1846, and a resolution of the
senate of the United States of September
5, 1850, in pursuance thereof, they are en
titled to interest at the rate of 5 per cent.
per annum upon whatever principal sum
might be found due them from the 12th
of June, 1838, until paid; wherefore it was
prayed:

“First. That
in the treaty of 1846,
which proper charges were as follows, to
' The amount invested as a general
national fund, $500,000; the amount ex

pended for 800,000 acres of land $500,000;
the amount

expended

$1,540,572.27; the

for improvements,

amount

expended

for

ferries. $150,572.12; the amount expended
for spollations, $264,894.09; and that the
.000 forming a part of the treaty fund
by article 3 of the supple
of 1836, for, among other

the removal of the Eastern Chero
‘ees. That out of this fund there were re

they

be

not

held

to

be

bound by the terms of the contract made
and entered into by and between them and
the defendants on the 6th day of August,
1846, and known as the ‘treaty of 1846,’ as
fully set forth above, and that they may
be relieved of the onerous, unjust, and in

equitable provisions thereof, and that the
defendants to this suit be decreed and ad
judged to pay unto them the value of the
lands belonghlg to them under the treaties
of 1828 and 1833, as aforesaid, the sole
right and title in and to and use and ben
eﬂt of which were taken from them by the
said treaty of 1835 with the Eastern Chero
kees, at the valuation of similar lands by
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the said treaty, to wit, the sum of 621,12 cents
per acre,——in all, the sum of $5,671,164.72%;
together with the additional sums of $30,
000 and $0,179.161/4, as set forth in para
graphs 8 and 11 of this petition, less one
third of the amounts paid for additional
lands and the permanent investment fund,
eand the payment, $532,896.00, as set forth in
Qthe ninth paragraph of this petition;
' amounting in all to $866,230.23%, showing
a balance as follows:
By value oi lands“
" property destr
.
" value of lands and improvements in

Arkansas...........................................

9.170 16%

To onethird price additional
lands ............. ..
.. $166,666 66%
vsstment Iuud.
..
" payment, act of Septem
ber 80, 1850................. ..

166,666 66%
582.806 90
8866,80 23% $5 TlOJH'l $85’;
$60!.’

‘13%

Balance.......... .................................... .. 84,844.118 65

“For this amount, together with interest at
the ratio of 5 per centum per annum from
June 12, 1838, until paid, your petitioners
ask for a. decree.
“Second. That if this honorable court
should hold that they are not entitled to the
relief above prayed for, that the defendants
be adjudged and decreed to pay unto your
petitioners the sums of $330,756.04, under the
provisions of the fourth article of the treaty
of 1846, and $9,179.161/l under the provisions
of the treaty of 1828, and the further sum
of $30,000 for property destroyed, etc; in
all the sum of $369,936.10»; with interest at
the rate of five per centum per annum from
June 12, 1888, until paid.

"Third. That this honorable court will ex

vacant lands of the United States, a rep»
sentation to that cﬁcct was made to the
authorities at Washington, to which the pas
ident replied January 9, 1809, that “am
who wish to remove are permitted to send
an
try exploring
on the waters
party toofrcconnoiter
the Arkansas
the and
White rivers, and the higher up the better,
as they will be the longer unappioachtd
by our settlements, which will begin at the
mouths of those rivers,” and that, “when
this party shall have found a tract of coun
try suiting the emigrants, and not claimed
by other Indians, we will arrange with
them and you for the exchange of that for
a just portion of the coimtry they leave
and to a. part of which, proportioned to
their numbers, they have a right."
It was further recited that the Cherokees
had explored the country on the westside
of the Mississippi, and had settled down up
on United States lands on the Arknnns
and the White rivers, and that these emi
grants, and those about to remove, were
ready to relinquish their proportionate mills
in the lands east, which they had left mill
were about to leave. 'l‘hereupon the cession
of certain lands was made; a census of time
Indians remaining east and of those on tho
Arkansas, and removing there, or dechuur

their intention of doing so. was iliiliidh1
for; the annuity for 1818 was agreed to it‘
divided in proportion to the numbers of the
two parts of the nation; and theUnited Stairs
bound themselves to give as much land on

the Arkansas and White rivers as the)‘ W
or might receive of the lands east, as theirs!
proportion of that part of the nation on the

Arkansas agreeably to their numllcﬁf
to give to all the poor warriors who 1111811t "*5

amine this case with ‘unrestricted latitude,
' s ' so that the rights, legal and equita
ble, both of the United States and your pe
titioners, may be fully considered and deter
mined,‘ and enter such u. decree as equity
and good conscience may dictate in the prem

move, one riﬂe and ammunition, one blank“?
and one brass kettle or’beaver trap; i0 ﬁll"

ises."

7 St. p. 156.
About one third of the whole nation M111
grated, and by the treaty of March 10, 1819‘
provisions were made for the Payment.

Upon the hearing the facts disclosed by the
evidence, chieﬂy documentary, and set forth
in substance in the ﬁndings and opinion of
the court of claims. (27 Ct. 01. 1,) may be
suﬂiciently stated as follows:
The Cherokee Indians held, under the
treaty of November 28, 1785, (7 St. p. 18,)
a considerable body of lands situated in the
Estates of North Carolina, Tennesee, Georgia,

Ejand Alabama.
' ‘On the 26th of December, 1817, a treaty
between the United States and “the chiefs,
headmen, and warriors of the Cherokee nation
east 01' the Mississippi river and the chiefs,
headmen. and warriors of the Cherokees on
the Arkansas river, and their deputies," was
proclaimed, in the preamble to which it is
recited that in 1808, there being dissatisfac
tion on the part of a portion of the nation,
who wished to continue the hunter life, and
to remove across the Mississippi river on

nish ﬂat-bottomed boats, and provisions iii
aid in removal, and to pay for imiﬂ‘m’emwt“
adding to the real value of the lands ceded

one third of the annuity to the Cllfmkees
west
195. and
The two
Indians
thirds
who
to thus
thoseemigrated,
cast i

e

accessions down to 1835, were known “5:,
“Old Settlers,” or "Western Cherokees _

On May 28, 1828, a treat)’ was made ‘I
the "chiefs and hendmen ot the (315mb,
nation of Indians west of the Mlssmgspm
by which it was agreed that the 1m‘ the
Arkansas should be relin‘lllished wde 0‘

United States, and a new grant "as m

,

7,000,000 acres. with an outlet West’

£

whole amounting to 13».61(L795-34 acres’
preamble recites: “Whereas, 1‘ hem‘;
anxious desire of the government on)“

United States to secure t0 the Che .
nation of Indians, as well 88 thifse no‘; A!

ing within the limits of we term" °

UNITED STATES 2:. "OLD SETTLERS.”
kansas as those of their friends and brothers
51
E

in.
‘,1

who reside in states cast of the Mississippi,
and who may wish to join their brothers of
the west, a. permanent home, and which
shall, under the most solemn guaranty of

the United States, he and remain theirs for

We,anwesm es nsvea
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two parties, the Ridge, or treaty party, and
the Ross party, of which the latter was
largely in the majority. December 29, 1835,
a. treaty was made with “the chiefs, head
men, and people of the Cherokee tribe of
Indians," at New Echota, and proclaimed
May 23, 1836, which referred in its second
article to the treaties with the Western
Cherokees of 1828 and 1833 as securing thew

evcr,—a home that shall never, in all future
time, be embarrassed by having extended
around it the lines or placed over it the
jurisdiction of a territory or state, nor be
conveyance of the 7,000,000 acres, and the?
pressed upon by the extension in any way of ‘outlet; to the “Cherokee nation of Indians,"'
any of the limits of any existing territory or
and recited that, "whereas, it is apprchcnd~
state."
ed by the Cherokees that in the above ces
By article 2 the United States agreed to
sion there is not contained a sufﬁcient
possess the Cherokees with the land describ
quantity of land for the accommodation of
ed west of the Arkansas, and by article 3
the whole nation on their removal west of
the expenses of removal are provided for.
the Mississippi, the United States, in con
By the fourth article the property and im
sideration of the sum of ﬁve hundred thou
provements connected with the Indian
sand dollars therefor," thereby covenanted
agency were to be sold under the direction
and agreed to convey 800,000 acres more.
of the agent, and the proceeds of the same
Articles 1, 8, 10, and 15 are as follows:
to be applied in the erection, in the country
“Article 1. The Cherokee nation hereby
to which the Cherokees were going, of a
cede, relinquish, and convey to the United
grist and saw mill for their use.
States all the lands owned, claimed, or pos
Article 8 stated that “the Cherokee nation
scssed by them east of the Mississippi river,
west of the‘llississippi having, by this agree
and hereby release all their claims upon the
United States for spoliations of every kind,
ment, freed themselves from the harassing
and ruinous eifects consequent upon a loca
for and in consideration of the sum of ﬁve
tion amidst a white population, and secured
millions of dollars, to be expended, paid,
and invested in the manner stipulated and
to themselves and their posterity, under the
agreed upon in the following articles. But
solemn sanction of the guaranty of the
as a question has arisen between the com
United States, as contained in this agree
missioners and the Cherokees whether the
ment, a large extent of unembarrassed coun
senate, in their resolution by which they
try; and that their brothers yet remaining
advised ‘that a sum not exceeding ﬁve mil
in the states may be induced to Join them
lions of dollars be paid to the Cherokee In
and enjoy the repose and blessings of such a
dians for all their lands and possessions east
state in the future, it is further agreed on
of the Mississippi river,’ have included and
the part of the United States that to each
made any allowance or consideration for
head of 9. Cherokee family now residing
claims for spoliations, it is therefore agreed
within the chartered limits of Georgia, or of
on the part of the United States that this
either of the states east of the Mississippi,
question shall be again submitted to the
who may desire to remove west, shall be
senate
for their consideration and decision,
given, on enrolling himself for emigration, a
and, if no allowance was made for spoila
good riiie, a blanket, and kettle, and ﬁve
tions, that then an additional sum of three
pounds of tobacco, (and to each member of
hundred thousand dollars be allowed for the
his family one bianket;) also a just compen
sation for the property he may abandon, to
same."
"Art. 8. The United States also agree and
be assessed by persons to be appointed by
stipulate to remove the Cherokees to their
the president of the United States. The cost
new homes, and to subsist them one year
of the emigration of all such shall also be
after their arrival there, and that a suﬁi
borne by the United States, and good and
cient number of steamboats and baggage
suitable ways opened, and provisions pro
wagons shall be furnished to remove them
ell-red for their comfort, accommodation,
comfortably, and so as not to endanger their
and support by the way, and provisions for
health, and that a physician, well supplied
twelve months after their arrival at the
with medicines, shall accompany each de
agency," etc. 7 St. p. 311.
tachment of emigrants removed by the gov
A supplemental treaty with the Western
ernment.
Such persons and families as in
Cherokees was proclaimed February 14,
1833, the purpose of which was to more the opinion of the emigrating agent are ca
clearly define the boundaries of the cession pable of subsisting and removing themselves
shall be permitted to do so, and they shall“
of 1828. By the fourth article certain corn
be allowed in full for all claims for the same;
mills were to be erected in lieu of the req
twenty dollars for‘ each member of their.
uisition of article fourth of the prior treaty.
family, and in lieu of their one year's rations
7 St. p. 416.
they shall be paid the sum of thirty-three
Efforts followed the treaty of 1828 to in
dollars and thirty-three cents, if they pre
duce the Eastern Cherokees to remove west,

but the consent of all could not be obtained.
The Eastern Cherokees became divided into

fer it.
“Such Cherokees also as reside at present
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just completed; and such Cherokees aslmve
out of the nation, and shall remove with
removed west since June, 1833, who am
them in two years west of the Mississippi,
entitled by the terms of their enrollment
shall be entitled to allowance for removal
and removal to all the beneﬁts reaming
and subsistence as above provided."
from the ﬁnal treaty between the United
“Art. 10. The president of the United
States and the Cherokees East, they shall
States shall invest in some safe and most
productive public stocks of the country, for also be paid for their improvemenis accord
the beneﬁt of the whole Cherokee nation who ing to their approved value before their re
moval, where fraud has not already been
have removed or shall remove to the lands as
signed by this treaty to the Cherokee nation shown in their valuation."
Article 11 provided for a commutation of
west of the Mississippi, the following sums as
the permanent annuity of $10,000 for tile
a. permanent fund for the purposes herein
after speciﬁed, and pay over the net income sum of $214,000.
By article 12 a committee was designated,
of the same annually to such person or per
“fully empowered and authorized to transact
sons as shall be authorized or appointed by
all business on the part of the Indians which
the Cherokee nation to receive the same,
may arise in carrying into client the pro
and their receipt shall he a full discharge
visions of this treaty, and settling the same
for the amount paid to them, viz.: The sum
with
the United States," and it was pro
of two hundred thousand dollars, in addi
vided "that the sum of one hundred thou
tion to the present annuities of the nation,
sand dollars shall be expended by the com
to constitute a general fund, the interest of
missioners in such manner as the committee
which shall be applied annually by the
deem best for the beneﬁt of the poorer
council of the nation to such purposes as
class of Cherokees as shall remove west, or
they may deem best for the general interest
have removed west, and are entitled to the
of their people. The sum of ﬁfty thousand
beneﬁts of this treaty."
dollars to constitute an orphans‘ fund, the
By article 16 it was stipulated that the
annual income of which shall be expended
Cherokees should "remove to their new
towards the support and education of such
homes
within two years from the ratiﬁoi
orphan children as are destitute of the
tion of this treaty,” and by article 17, that
means of subsistence. The sum of one hun
"all the claims arising under or provided ior
dred and ﬁfty thousand dollars, in addition
in the several articles of this treaty shall be,
to the present school fund of the nation,
examined and adjudicated by ' ' ' such
shall constitute a permanent school fund,
‘commissioners as shall be appointed by the‘
the interest of which shall be applied an
president of the United States for that pur
nually by the council of the nation for the
pose: and their decisions shall be ﬂnalﬂlld
support of common schools, and such a lit
on their certiﬁcate of the amount due the
erary institution of a higher order as may
several claimants they shall be paid by the
be established in the Indian country. ' ' '
United States." 7 St. p. 478.
The United States also agree and stipulate
A controversy arising as to the deduction
to pay the just debts and claims against the
of
the cost of removal from the 559mm”
Cherokee nation held by the citizens of the
same, and also the just claims of citizens purchase money, a supplemental treaty ll"
concluded and proclaimed with the other
of the United States for services rendered
treaty, on the same day, namely. May 23'
to the nation, and the sum of sixty thousand
1836, of which articles 2 and 3 are “101'
dollars is appropriated for this purpose, but
¢no claims against individual persons of the lows:

:nation shall be allowed and paid by the
' nation. The sum of three hundred‘thousand

“Art. 2. Whereas the Cherokee 99°F“
have supposed that the sum of ﬁve million!

dollars is hereby set apart to pay and liquidate
the just claims of the Cherokees upon the
United States for spoliations of every kind
that have not been already satisﬁed under
former treaties."

of dollars ﬁxed by the senate in their rm

“Art. 15. It is expressly understood and
agreed between the parties to this treaty
that, after deducting the amount which shall
be actually expended for the paymv-nt fur
1milrovements, ferries, claims for spoila
iions, removal, subsistence, and debts, and

lution of

day of March, 18351 as the

value of the Cherokee lands and possessions

east of the Mississippi river was not intended
to include the amount which may be required
to remove them, nor the value 0! “e
claims which many of their D°°Ple had
against citizens of the United States, Wmfb

suggestion has been conﬁrmed by the W‘
ion expressed to the war dell:lrtment by
some of and
question;
the senators
whereas, who
the Dl'esld‘mt
voted “[101!
ls w,

claims upon the Cherokee nation, and for

the additional quantity of lands and goods
101' ‘119 Poorer class of Cherokees, and the
several sums to be invested for the general
national funds, provided for in the several
articles of this treaty, the balance, whatever

ing that this subject should be referred 1°
the senate for their consideration, imd'mc
it was not intended by the senate 011“ M
above-mentioned sum of ﬁve millions of b

lars should include the objects hel‘einsp‘;

the sum may be. shall be equally divided

ﬂed, that in that case such timber p

between all the people

vision should be made therefor 85

belonging

to the

Cherokee nation east according to the census

appear to the senate to be Just
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“Art. 3. It is therefore agreed that the
letter to the secretary of
sum of six hundred thousand dollars shall
war, dated Feb-g,
ruary 27, 1833, gave an estimate
be, and the same is hereby, allowed to the
of 6,730,000$
Cherokee people, to include the expense of ‘acres, which was believed too large by near"
ly a million of acres.
their removal, and all claims of every nature
The record contains a communication from
and description against the government of
commissioners appointed to settle claims un
the United States not herein otherwise ex
pressly provided for, and to be in lieu of der the treaty of 1835, addressed to the sec
retary of war, under date February 21, 1837,
the said reservations and pre-emptions, and
asking his opinion “of the true and fair con
of the sum of three hundred thousand dol
struction of those provisions of the treaty
iars for spoiiations, described in the ﬁrst
which provide for claims of citizens of the
article of the above-mentioned treaty. This
sum of six hundred thousand dollars shall United States for services rendered the
Cherokee nation," and saying: "We are not
be applied and distributed agreeably to the
able to perceive any provision whatever for
provisions of the said treaty, and any sur
the payment of claims of the above descrip
plus which may remain after removal and
tion, except what is contained in the tenth
“payment of the claims so ascertained shall
article
of the treaty, and which limits the
:he turned over and belong to the education
amount which may be thus allowed to the
Ifund. But it is'expressiy understood that
sum of sixty thousand dollars."
the subject of this article is merely referred
The treaty of New Echota was signed by
hereby to the consideration of the senate,
persons purporting to represent the Eastern
and, if they shall approve the same, then
Cherokees, and assent to its provisions was
this supplement shall remain part of the
given by two delegates from the Western
treaty."
Cherokees. John Ross and his followers
Article 4 provided: "It is also under
were absent from the council that adopted
stood and agreed that the one hundred
the treaty, and disputed its validity. The
thousand dollars appropriated in article 12
authority of the Western delegate was also
for the poorer class of Cherokees, and in
denied. The Ridge, or treaty party, number
tended as a set-oi! to the preemption rights,
ed some 2,200, and they emigrated to the
shall now be transferred from the funds of
west, carrying with them 295 slaves; the
the nation, and added to the general na
cost
of removal falling on the United States.
tional fund of four hundred thousand doi
lars, so as to make said fund equal to ﬁve The Eastern Cherokees, numbering 14,757,
hundred thousand dollars." 7 St. p. 488.
There was accordingly invested $714,000,—
$500,000 national fund, covering the various
items before mentioned, and $214,000 com
mutation.
The $5,600,000 was thenceforth commonly

styled the “treaty fund," though the $600,
000 was allowed with particular reference
to the expense of removal.
The court having ruled the secretary of
51

the interior to furnish from the oﬂieial

u

records of his department information—First,

as to the number of acres of land ceded to
the Cherokee Indians under the treaty of
December 29, 1835, exclusive of the 800,000
acres; and, second, the number of acres of

solved in council “that the inherent sover~

stated in the patent issued December 31,

eignty of the Cherokee nation, together with
the constitution, laws, and usages of the
same, are, and by the authority aforesaid,
are hereby declared to be, in full force and‘,
virtue, and shall continue so to be in per-g
petuity, subject to such modiﬁcations as'the~
general welfare may render expedient."
Upon their arrival they refused to submit to
the government of the Western Cherokees,
but offered to unite in a general council,

1338, to the Cherokee nation for said land,

which should frame a constitution and estab

land ceded and relinquished by the Cherokee

Indians to the United States east of the Mis
_ ~_ .—_-n=_!-’:

disavowed the treaty, and memorialized the
president and congress. The United States
authorities then, in effect, offered that if
they would remove to the Indian Territory
the expense of their subsistence should not
be charged against the $5,600,000. Early in
1838 the removal of these Indians by mil
itary force commenced, and by act of con
gress of June 12, 1838, (5 St p. 241,) $1,047,
067 was appropriated to defray the expenses
of their removal and subsistence. The whole
of this appropriation was expended, and, in
addition. the sum of $189,422.76. In August,
1838, on their way to the Indian Territory,
the Eastern Cherokees last mentioned re

sissippi river under said treaty,—the secre
tary furnished a letter from the acting com
missioner of Indian aﬂiairs to him, from
which it appeared that the land by actual

survey (except the Cherokee reservation,
which was estimated) amounted to 13,610,
795.34 acres, and that the number of acres

the Outlying boundaries of which had been

lish a government for all. The Western
surveyed, was 13,574,135.14, which included ' Cherokees declined to make this arrange
the 7,000,000 acres, and the outlet as such; ment, and insisted that the Eastern Chero
'md- 1‘l-ll‘thel', that there were no data in the kees had entered their territory without
their permission, and that their character
office of Indian adairs from which an ap
proximate estimate could be made of the was that of aliens or immigrants, subject to
number of acres of land ceded to the United the constitution and laws theretofore existing
in the territory. A number of efforts follow
east of the Mississippi, but that a
ed to form a union, and at a popular conven
v.13s.c.—42
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tion in January, 1840, an act of union W88

mentioned, it is mutually agreed by the w.

ratiﬁed, which had been adopted in July,
131m The validity of this act of union and
of the ratiﬁcation was denied, but the
Cherokee nation thereby created seems to
have been recognized as lawful by the United
States. However, between the years 1838
and 1846, the Cherokee country was the
scene of intestine disorders or the gravest
character, destroying the rights and liber
ties of certain of the Cherokees, and endan
gering the peace of the frontier.
June 18, 1846, the Western Cherokees
agreed to submit their claims to a board
of commissioners
to be
appointed by
the president and senate of the United
States. The board was appointed, and ar
rived at and announced its conclusions after
an elaborate presentation of the claims 0!
the Western Cherokees.
On August 3, 1846, the delegates of the
Western Cherokees informed the commis
sioners that they were willing to agree to
the suggested basis of settlement, which
they state as they understand it; and
closed their letter by saying “that they will
always consider whatever money may be
paid their people, under the provisions or
the present treaty, will be received as a
payment for their country west of the Mis
sissippi, which they now relinquish to the
whole nation. They do not acquiesce in
the decision of the commissioners that
their country became the property of the
whole Cherokee people by virtue of the
treaty of 1828, or any subsequent treaty,
and, should the treaty now proposed fail
from any cause, it is their ﬁxed determina
.- tion to reassert their rights to the country

eral parties to this convention as follows,

Isecured to them by the treaty of 1833, and
' to prosecute their claim to'the same by all
proper and lawful means in the power of a
feeble and oppressed people;" and they ask
that the letter be communicated to the pres
ident and senate of the United States with
the other proceedings.
August 6, 1846, a treaty was concluded be
tween the United States, by Edmund Burke,
Wiiliam Armstrong, and Albion K. Parris,
commissioners, the principal chief and dele
gates duly appointed by the Eastern Chero
kees, the representatives of the treaty party,
and the representatives of the Western
Cherokees. 9 St. p. 871.
The preamble stated the reasons for the
treaty as follows:
“Whereas, serious didicultles have for a
considerable time past existed between the
different portions of the people constitut
mg and recognized as the Cherokee nation
of Indians, which it is desirable should he

speedily Settled, so that peace and harmony
may be restored among them; and whereas,
certain claims exist on the part of the chem.
kee nation, and portions of the Cherokee

people. against the United States: Therefore,
with a view to a ﬁnal and amicable settle
ment or the diﬂiculties and claims before

viz."
By article 1 lands now occupied by the
Cherokee nation were ecured to the whole
Cherokee people. By article 2 it was pro
vided that all differences thcrctoiore ex
isting between the several parties of the
Cherokee nation should be settled and ad
Justed; that all party distinctions should
cease, except so far as they should be nec
essary to carry out the treaty, and a gen
ernl amnesty was thereby declared Arti
cle 3 related to certain reimbursement: to
be made by the United States to the $5,~
000,000 fund, with which it was not prop
erly chargeable.
Articles 4 and 5 read as follows:
“Art. 4. And whereas, it has been de
cided by the board of commissioners re
coutly appointed by the president oi the
United States to examine and adjust the
claims and diﬂicultles ensiing against and
between the Cherokee people and the Unit-3
ed States, as well as between the Chem;

kees themselves,'that under the provision’
or the treaty of 1828, as well as in con
formity with the general policy of the
United States in relation to the Indian
tribes, and the Cherokee nation in particu
lar, that that portion of the Cherokee peo
ple known as the ‘01d Settlers,’ or‘Western
Cherokees,‘ had no exclusive title to the
territory ceded in that treaty, but that the
same was intended for the use of, and in
be the home for, the whole nation, includ

ing as well that portion then east as that
portion then west of the Mississippi; and
whereas, the said board of commissioners
further decided that, inasmuch as the W
ritory before mentioned became the 00m
mon property of the whole Cherokee m1

tion
the Cherokees
by the operation
then west
of the
of the
treaty
Misshsuvl
of
by the equitable

operation or the sum

treaty, acquired a common interest in W
lands occupied by the Cherokees east of
the Mississippi river, as well as in iiliﬁe

occupied by themselves west of that flier’
which interest should have been Pmlded
for in the treaty of 1835, but which "85

not, except in so far as they, as a 00mm‘
uent portion of the nation, retained, in

Proportion
terest
sippi, and
in the
in
to their
the
country
general
numbers,
west
funds
of
a. common
the
of the "81
tion; and therefore they have an eqmtahh

claim upon the United States for the vain:

0! that interest, whatever it may be: 501:‘
in order to ascertain the value of ihﬂt _‘
terest, it is agreed that the iollowing 11111::
ciples shall be adopted, viz.: A11 111° I
vestments and expenditures which g1
properly chargeable upon the sums mum“
in the treaty of 1835, amounting 1“ 6

whole to ﬁve millions six hundred muss:
dollars, (which investments and “P933?
tures are particularly enumerated in
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ﬁfteenth article of the treaty of 1835.) to
be ﬁrst deducted from said aggregate sum,
thus ascertaining the residuum or amount
which would, under such marshaling of
accounts, he left for per capita distribution
among the Cherokees emigrating under the
treaty of 1835, excluding all extravagant
and improper expenditures, and then allow

to the Old Settlers (or Western Cherokees)
a sum equal to one third part of said resi
duum, to be distributed per capita to each
sindlvidual of said party of ‘Old Settlers,‘

‘or ‘Western

a
it

n
in
ii

i’
u
.>-:_\-s : H !-w=

Cherokees.’

It

is

further

'agreed'that, so far as the Western Chero
kees are concerned, in estimating the ex
pense of removal and subsistence of an
Eastern Cherokee, to be charged to the
aggregate fund of ﬁve million six hundred
thousand dollars above mentioned, the sums
for removal and subsistence stipulated in
the eighth article of the treaty of 1835 as
commutation money in those cases in which
the parties entitled to it removed them
selves shall be adopted. And as it affects
the settlement with the Western Cherokees,
there shall be no deduction from the fund
before mentioned in consideration of any
payments which may hereafter be made
out of said fund; and it is hereby further
understood and agreed that the principle
above deﬁned shall embrace all
those
Cherokees west of the Mississippi who emi
grated prior to the treaty of 1835.
"In the consideration of the foregoing stip
ulation on the part of the United States the
‘Western Cherokees,’ or ‘Old Settlers,’ here
by release and quitciaim to the United States
all right, title, interest, or claim they may
have to a common property in the Cherokee
lands east of the Mississippi river, and to
exclusive ownership to the lands ceded to
them by the treaty of 1833 west of the Mis
Slssippi, including the outlet west, consent

ing and agreeing that the said lands, together
with the eight hundred thousand acres ceded
to the Cherokees by the treaty of 1835, shall
be and remain the common property of the
whole Cherokee people, themselves included.
"Art 5. It is mutually agreed that the per
capita allowance to be given to the ‘Western
Cherokees,’ or ‘Old Settlers,’ upon the prin
ciple above stated, shall be held in trust by
the government of the United States, and
paid out to each individual belonging to that
party or head of family, or his legal repre~
sentatives. And it is further agreed that the
D9!‘ capita allowance to be paid as aforesaid
shall not be assignable, but shall be paid
directly to the persons entitled to it, or to

his heirs or legal representatives, by the
agent of the United States authorized to
make such payments.
"And it is further agreed that a committee

0! ﬁve persons shall be appointed by the
:Dresident of the United States from the par
:- ty of ‘Old Settlers,‘ whose duty it shall be,
111-Conjunction with an agent of the United
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States, to ascertain what persons are enti
tled to the per capita allowance provided
for in this and the preceding article."
Article 6 appropriated $115,000 for the in
demnification of the treaty party. Article 7
related to the value of saiines, which were
the private property of individual Western
Cherokees, and of which they were dis
possessed. Artiele 8 provided for the pay
ment to the Cherokee nation of $2,000 for a
printing press, etc, destroyed; $5,000, to be
equally divided “among all those whose arms
were taken from them previous to their re
moval west by order of an ofﬁcer of the
United States; and the further sum of
$20,000 in lieu of all claims of the Cherokee
nation as a nation, prior to the treaty of
1835, except all lands reserved by treaties

heretofore made for school funds.”
Article 9 read thus:
“Art. 9. The United States agree to make
a fair and just settlement of all moneys
due to the Cherokees, and subject to the per
capita division under the treaty of 29th De
cember, 1835, which said settlement shall
exhibit all money properly expended under
said treaty, and shall embrace all some paid
for improvements, ferries, spoliations, re
moval, and subsistence, and commutation
therefor, debts and claims upon the Cheorkee
nation of Indians, for the additional quan
tity of land ceded to said nation; and the sev
eral sums provided for in the several arti
cles of the treaty to be invested as the gen—
eral fimds of the nation; and also all sums
which may be hereafter properly allowed
and paid under the provisions of the treaty
of 1835. The aggregate of which said sev
eral sums shall be deducted from the sum of
six millions six hundred and forty-seven
thousand and sixty-seven dollars, and the

balance thus found to be due shall be paid
over, per capita, in equal amounts, to all
those individuals, heads of families, or their
legal representatives, entitled to receive the
same under the treaty of 1835 and the sup‘
plement of 1836, being all those Cherokees
residing east at the date of said treaty and

the supplement thereto."
3
‘Article 10 related to Cherokees still re-.
siding east of the Mississippi river. Articles
11 and 12 were as follows:

"Art. 11. Whereas, the Cherokee delega
lions contend that the amount expended for
the one year's subsistence, after their ar
rival in the west, of the Eastern Cherokees,
is not properly chargeable to the treaty fund,
it is hereby agreed that that question shall
be submitted to the senate of the United
States for its decision, which shall decide
whether the subsistence shall be home by
the United States or the Cherokee funds;
and, if by the Cherokees, then to say whether
the subsistence shall be charged at a greater
rate than thirty-three 33-100 dollars per head;
and also the question whether the Cherokee

nation shall be allowed interest on whatever
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sum may be found to be due the nation,
and from what date and at what rate per

aunum.
“Art 12. The Western Cherokees, called

the treasury; not only because they were
‘the proper accounting oﬂicers,’ but benuse
one of those oﬂicers had acted as one o: the
commissioners oi! the United States in mak
ing the treaty of 18%, and was justly sup
posed to be well informed as to its true ob
ject and intent.“
The otiicer thus referred to was Judge
Pnrris, of Maine, and the record contains the
report of the second comptroller and second
auditor of the treasury, giving a statement
of the account of the Cherokee nation oi
Indians, according to the principles estab
lished by the treaty. The items of charges
against the Cherokee nation are given in do
tail and deducted from $6,647,067, the
amount speciﬁed in article 9 of the treaty,
being made up of the $5,000,000, the $600,

‘Old Settlers," in assenting to the general
provisions of this treaty in behalf of their
people, have expressed their ﬁxed opinion
that, in making a. settlement with them upon
the basis herein established, the expenses in
curred for the removal and subsistence of
Cherokees after the twenty-third day of
May, 1838, should not be charged upon the
ﬁve millions of dollars allowed to the Chelo
kecs for their lands under the treaty of 1835,
or on the fund provided by the third article
of the supplement thereto; and that no part
of the spoliations, subsistence, or removal
provided for by the several articles of said
treaty and the supplement thereto, should 000, and the $1,047,067.
The account as stated in the senate report
be charged against them in their settlement
'451
was as follows:
for their interest in the Cherokee country
ers! and west of the Mississippi river. ‘This fund, provided by the treaty oi i835.
consisted of............................................. #MMMM'
And the delegation of ‘Old Settlers,’ or
From which are to be deducted. under the
treaty oi 1846. (4th article.) the sums
‘Western Cherokees,’ propose that the ques
charn'eable under the 15th article of the
tion shall be submitted with this treaty to
treaty or 1835. which. according to the
report of the accounting ofiicers. will
the decision of the senate o! the United
stand thus:
Slates, of what portion, it any, 0! the ex
For improvements"
.. $1,510,572 2'!
For lorries...... ..
159,572 12
penditures made for removal, subsistence,
For spnlintions
204.896 09
and spoliations under the treaty of 1835
For removal an
oilB.OziiIndiuus,at$a 33
is properly uno legally chargeable to the
per head .............................
861,886 60
live-million flll'li} And they will abide by
Debts and claims upon the
Cherokee nation, vl1..:
the decision of i0" senate."
National debts
The treaty was ratiﬁed by the senate
(10th nrticle).. ‘18.062 05
ClaimsoiUnited
August 8, 1846, alter amendments to the
Stntescitlssns
q ﬁfth article, (which is given above as amend
(10th orticle).. 81,078 4.
Cherokee com
'5ed,) and striking Out. the twelfth article.
mittee (12th
' The'ameudments to the treaty by the sen
article) .......... 22.212 78
--——
101.848 31
ate were agreed to by the representatives
Amount allowed United
States ior additional
of the several parties of Indians, August

13, 1846.
A joint resolution oi congress was ap—
proved August 7, 1848, ‘9 St. p. 339,) as
follows:
“That the proper accoulltlng oﬂicers of
the treasury be, and they are hereby, au
that-ized and required to make a just and
fair statement of the claims of the Chero
kee nation of Indians, according to the prin
ciples established by the treaty of August,
1846. between the United States and said
Indians, and that they report the same to
the next session of congress."

quantity oilaud ceded...
Amount invested as a gen
eral fund 01 the tin-tion....

500.000 00
600.890 00

__.._.__
Making in the aggregate the sum 0L. 4.02819 4|
____._
Which, being deducted from the treaty
fund of ‘Fat-100,000,le1we‘£1ht.ltt;lamil-eci;iduxu‘igé

sarcomas

. mumit

—Of which amount one third was to be al
lowed to the Western Cherokees for their
interest
the
sum in
of the
$523,782.18,
Cherokeeand
country
an appropriation
east,
of. that amount was recommended. The

committee also considered the two quesﬂi)”

on the 3th of August, 1350, the senate

referred to the senate in respect of whether

committee on Indian aﬁairs made a report,
(Senate Report, 1st Sess. 3lst Cong. No.

the amount expended for subsistence should
be borne by the United States or b! the
Cherokee funds; and whether the Chm
kees should receive interest on the 811m!

176,) setting forth, among other things, that
"the statement of accounts according to the
principles of the treaty oi‘. 1846 between the
United States and the Western and Eastern
Cherokees, respectively, was a labor of time

ﬁnd research» involving an examination of
every item of expenditure under the treaty
of 1835. through a period extending from
the year 1835 to 1846. This duty was,

therefore, committed by joint resolution of

mums“ "1 the 7th of August. 1848, to the
second auditor and

second

comptroller of

found due them from a misaDDl-lmﬂ” °f
their funds; and recommended the adoption
Of the following resolutions, which were so

cordingly adopted, September 5, 1850. by ‘he
senate, as umpire, under article
the

treaty or 1846, (Senate Jour. 1st Sess- 31“
Cong.
601:)
“Resolved

by the Senate of the United
States, that the Cherokee nation of 111mm“
are entitled to the sum 01 $139,Q2-76 for
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:subsi-stence, being the diﬂerence between the
o amount'allowed by the act of June 12,
1338, and the amount actually paid and ex
pended by the United States, and which
excess was improperly charged to the ‘treaty
fund’ in the report of the accounting oﬂicer
of the treasury.

“Resolved, that it is the sense of the en
ate that interest at the rate of ﬁve per cent.
per annum should be allowed upon the sums

found due the ‘Eastern’ and ‘Western’ Cher
okees, respectively,

from the 12th day of

June, 1838. until paid."
The committee gave their reasons for the
ﬁrst resolution at length. They stated that
they entertained no doubt but that by a
strict construction of the treaty of 1835 the

expense of a year's subsistence of the Indians
after their removal west was a proper- charge

after their removal west:
provided, that
no part of the said sum of money shall be
deducted from the ﬁve millions stipulated
to be paid to the said tribe of Indians by said

treaty.”
And of this amount the committee found
that only $611,105.55 had been expended for
the one year's subsistence.
The act of congress of September 30, 1850,
making appropriations for the current and
contingent expenses of the Indian depart
ment, and for fulﬁlling treaty stipulations
with various Indian tribes for the year
ending June 30, 1851, (9 St. pp. 544, 556,)

contained the following:
“For the additional amount for expenses
paid for subsistence and improperly charged
to the treaty fund, according to the award of
the senate of ﬁfth day of September, eight
een hundred and ﬁfty, under the provisions
of the eleventh article of the treaty of
sixth day of August, eighteen hundred and
forty-six, one
hundred
and eighty-nine
, thousand four hundred and twenty-two dol
lars and seventy-six cents, and that inter
est be paid on the same at the rate of ﬁve
per cent. per annum, according to a res
olution of the senate of ﬁfth September,
eighteen hundred and ﬁfty: provided, that
said money shall be paid by the United
States and received by the Indians on condi
tion that the same shall be in full discharge
of the amount thus improperly charged to
said treaty fund: provided, further, that
in no case shall any money hereby appropri
ated be paid to any agent of said Indians,
or to any other person or persons than the
Indian or Indians to whom it is due per

upon the treaty fund, but they set forth
a variety of considerations which justiﬁed
the conclusion that the expense for subsist
ence was to be borne by the United States,
including certain action by the secretary
of war in 1838, and the language of the act
of June 12, 1838, making the appropriation of
$1,047,067. By the latter, congress pmvlded
that no part of the $600,000 or of the
$1,047,067 should be taken from the treaty
fund. The $1,047,067 was, said the commit
tee, “made auxiliary to the $600,000 provided
for in the third supplemental article,—a
fund provided for removal and other ex
penditures independent of the treaty, and in
full for these objects. But as respects sub
sistence, it was in aid of the expense for
that purpose, a discharge pro tanto of the
obligation of the government to subsist them,
and not ﬁnal satisfaction as in the case of
capita.
I;
removal. The fund proved wholly inade
' "To the ‘Old Settlers,’ or ‘Western Ohero-F
quote for these purposes.
The entire ex
kees,’ in full of all demands, under the pro
pense of removal and subsistence amounted
visions of the treaty of sixth August, eighteen
to $2,952,196.26, of which the sum of $972,
844.78 was expended for subsistence, and of hundred and forty-six, according to the prin
ciples established in the fourth article there
this last amount $172,316.47 was furnished
of, ﬁve hundred and thirty-two thousand
to the Indians when in great destitutlon,
eight
hundred and ninety-six dollars and
upon their own urgent application, after the
ninety cents; and that interest be allowed
expiration of the one year, upon the under
standing that it was to be deducted from the and paid upon the above sums due, respec
tively, to the Cherokees and ‘Old Settlers,‘
moneys due them under the treaty. This
leaves the net sum of $800,5%.31 paid for in pursuance of the abovementioned award
of the senate, under the reference contained
gsubsistence, and charged to the aggregate
in the said eleventh article of the treaty of
‘fund. Of this sum the United States provid
sixth August, eighteen hundred and forty
' ed by the act of 12m June. 1838,'for $611,
six: provided, that in no case shall any mon
105.55." This left $189,422.76 to be made up
ey hereby appropriated be paid to any
in order to cover the entire subsistence.
agent of said Indians, or to any other per
The second section of the act of June 12,
son or persons than the Indian or Indians
1838, read as follows:
to whom it is due: provided, also, that the
“That the further sum of one million
Indians who shall receive the said money
fﬁl'tyieven thousand and sixty-seven dollars
shall ﬁrst, respectively, sign a receipt or re
aDpropriated out of any money in the
treasury not otherwise appropriated, in full lease, acknowledging the same to be in full
of all demands under the fourth article of
for all objects speciﬁed in the third article

0! the supplementary articles of the treaty

of eighteen hundred and thirty-ﬁve between
the United States and the Cherokee Indians,
and for the further object of aiding in the

Subsistence of said Indians for one year

said treaty.”
The Western Cherokees were accordingly
paid per capita the amount so appropriated,
principal and interest, the interest amounting
to $345,583.25. They receipted, as required
by the statute, but upon the occasion of
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their being so paid they gave to the superin
tendent of Indian affairs at Ft. Gibson a
protest, setting forth their reasons why the
payment should not be received in full of all
demands.
The form of the receipt thus ex
ecuted was as follows:
“We, the undersigned ‘Old Settlers,’ or
Western Cherokees, do hereby acknowledge
to have received from John Drennen, supt.
of Indian affairs, the sum opposite our names
respectively, being in full of all demands
under the provisions of the treaty of the
sixth of August, eighteen hundred and forty
slx, according to the principles established
in the fourth article thereof, as per act en
titled ‘An act making appropriations for
the current and contingent expenses of the
Indian department, and for fulﬁlling treaty
stipulations with various Indian tribes for
the year ending June 30th, one thousand
eight hundred and ﬁfty-one.’
Approved
n September 30th, 1850.“
g The protest, after setting forth that the
- condition of the'Old Settlers had been a
deplorable one, and that they ought not to
be deprived summarily of the right to pre
sent a claim for a larger amormt than had
been awarded to them, and referring to ‘the
report of the senate committee on Indian
affairs, and the appropriation of the 5,189,
422.76, and that the treaty fund should be
relieved of the whole amount expended on
account of subsistence as an improper
charge, continued thus:
“(4) It has thus been conclusively shown
that after the statement was made, under
the report of the accounting oﬁicers of De
cember 3, 1%‘, and the ‘Old Settlers‘ were
charged with the removal and subsistence
01' 18,026 Indians, the senate of the United
States decided that the subsistence was im
properly charged, and in a. subsequent ap
propriation for the Eastern Cherokees, or
‘emigrant party,' it had been refunded, and
the sum of $189,422.76, which had been
charged to the treaty fund, has been de
clared to be an ‘improper’ charge, and pay
ment thereof is assumed by the United
States. The ‘Old Settlers,‘ or Western Cher
okees, are therefore entitled to one third
part of the money improperly charged for
the subsistence of 18,026 Indians, at $33.
3355 cents per head, which has been deduct
ed from the amount due them in the act of
appropriation made for their beneﬁt Sep
tember 30, 1850. There were some slight
alterations made in the statement of ac
counts after the report of the committee
was submitted, but they changed the amount
very little, and are not worth noting,

"(5) The amount, then, due the ‘Old Set
tiers,’ or Western Cherokees, in accordance
with the decision of the senate, is the one
third part of the charge made against them
for the subsistence one year after removal

of 18,026 Indians. which, at 533.33%l cems
per head, amounts to the sum of $600,856.66,
the onethird part of which is $200,285.33,

(two hundred thousand two hundred and
eighty-ﬁve dollars and thirty-three cents.)
This sum, with the interest from June 12,
1838, is now due to the ‘Old Settlers‘ Cher
okees, (in addition to the amount appropri
ated by the act of September 30, 1850.) in
accordance with the principle established
by the'senate of the United States in the
resolution adopted by that honorable body.
Here, in one item alone, the ‘Old Settler'
Cherokees are declared by an act of the
United States government to be entitled,
in addition to the amount they are now re
ceiving, to upwards of three hundred and
thirty thousand dollars, ($330,000.) it is
known to the ‘Old Settlers‘ that many hon»
orabie members of congress were arran
that this item could have been added to the
appropriation of September 30, 1850, and
that a favorable report thereon would have

been made from the olﬁce of Indian aii'lim
but that those who represented the ‘Old
Settlers,‘ with other friends, deemed it adv
vlsable not to make the eﬁort then to change
the statement already made,—it being at the
close of the session, when the least delay or
interference might have defeated the appro
priation, even under the ﬁrst statement"
The protest then concluded with objeo
tions to the number of Indians for whose re
moval charges had been made. and gener
ally to the charges for improvements. ter
rles, depredations, and for debts andclaims
upon the Cherokee nation east, and other
expenditures of similar character, as in
properly made.
The United States acquired the resend~
tion, improvements, and property in Arkan

sas referred to in article 4 of the treaty of
1828, but neither the agreement therein w
forth on the part of the United States to :10»
count for and invest the proceeds thereof
to the use of the Western Cherokees. in"
the subsequent agreement set forth in tile
treaty of 1833, was ever performed. Th‘

tract of land so ceded to the United Slim
contained 3,34341 acres, of the value 0!

$4,179.26.
Certain

_
papers on ﬁle in the intenordo

partment were put in evidence. purport”)?
to be copies of the proceedings of comm‘?
of the Western Cherokees. held in the F99“

1875, 1370, 1877, 1879, 1880, 1881. 1881"“
1883, at Tahlequah, Cherokee Nation At

these councils, Bryan, Wilson. and Ho“
dricks
ecute the
wereclaims
appointed
of the
commissioners
Western Cherowsi
to

against the United States. and Bram “1:5
appointed treasurer of a fund of 35'9" can‘
of the moneys that might be r900" :
against the United States, which 811"} w’:
placed at the disposal of the comnilﬁlollsz,"i

for the prosecution of the claim- It dm'_
not appear that these councils W01? wt“

posed of persons who were asceﬂﬂmedr»
be Western Cherokees in the manner p6,

scribed in the ﬁfth article of the mm m
1846, nor did it appear that subsefllll"It
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the treaty the Western Cherokees had any
organization or corporate existence under
the laws of the United States or of the Cher
okee nation. The proceedings of the council

held on October 25, 1883, embodied a num
ber of resolutions, which, in the view taken
of the case, it is unnecessary should be re

gress, (Executive Document, No. 60.) This
is the claim referred to in the jurisdictional
act, and shows a balance of $421,658.68, in
accordance with the following account:
Acoauni with line Whole Cherokee Peopk.
By amount appropriated by
act oi July 2, 183“, inr lands
Eager ﬁrst. article treaty oi

peated.

Dr.

Cr.

The record does not show that the West
ern Cherokees formally denied the validity
............................................
85.000.000 00
By amount
appropriated under
third article treaty 1886. by
of the treaty of 1835 until the immigration
act of July 2. 1888 ........................ .......... ....
000.000 00
of the Eastern Cherokees was completed,
By nmounterroneously charged
ior remornl oi 2.495 [should
and until after there was a disagreement
be 18,026] Indians, at $58.38“
as to the government that should be adopt
per head .............................................. ......
961.386 66
To amount paid ior improve
ed and control the Cherokee country. The
ments.................................. 81.540 572 27
earlier immigrants, known as the “Ridge
To amount paid ior ferries .. .
159.572 12
‘To amount paid ior spoils on
264,894 00
Party," and the great body of the Eastern
To removal and subsistence 0i
Cherokees, known as the "Ross Party," were
18.026 lndians at 363.33% pe
head ......... ..
....
961.838 00
welcome to the country as immigrants under
To debts. etc
101.318 81
the existing laws. Prior to 1842 it does not
'l‘oadditlnnal an purchased
500,000 00
To
amount
invested
as
a
appear that the Western Cherokees notified
mancnt innd
500.880 00
the United State that they had repudiated
the action of Rogers and Smith, who signed
‘4,028,653 45 $0,561,886 60
Deduct ........ ......
.............. ...... 4,026.65! “a
the treaty of 1835 as delegates from the
Balance due as oi date June 12, 1835
Western Cherokees. After the entry of the
‘Oi which amount the "Old Setti
Eastern Cherokees, the question ﬁrst at is
titled to one third
sue between them and the Western Chero
"Old Settlers" account...
kees related to the government of the coun
To onethirli oi unexpended bal
ance oi $600,000 appropriated
try, until, in 1842, they addressed a memo
under article 11 treat 1886,
rial to the president, setting forth their title
$13,100 0.
to 14,000,000 acres of land, and their right
9_
moving 2,495 Indians. at
to the full and exclusive enjoyment of the
$58.83 per head, “38.05835...”
44.852 78
same, of which they alleged they had been
$57,452
78 $844,244 40
deprived by the intrusion of the Eastern
Dcduct.
..
57,452 ‘I!
Cherokees under the authority of the United

States
No action on behalf of the Old Settlers ap
pears to have been taken from the ﬁling of
the protest September 22, 1851, until the
year 1875; and in the meetings of the Old
Settlers, heretofore referred to, the validity

Balance due"
1...
By interest on balance ($786
791.02) at 5 per cent. from
June l2,1888,to September 22,
1851 ................ ..
To approprlatio
tember 2'2, 1851.
.. $532,$B 90
To intort allowed u
e
not..................................
354.588 25

$788,791 62

522,342 11

of the several treaties with the Cherokees
mwas recognized
On August 7, 1882, an act of congress was
' approved,'making appropriations for sundry
civil expenses, which contained the follow

ing clause:
“The secretary of the interior shall inves
tigate and report to congress what. in his

Deduct.................. ..............- .......

‘$7,480 15 $1,309,138 83
887,480 15

Balance due "01d settler

.... ..

$421,653 68

The principal diﬂerence between this and
the prior account was in the deduction of

the item of $961,386.66.
The sccretary’s

report was

accompanied

Opinion, would be an equitable settlement

by that of the commissioner of Indian af

of all matters of dispute between the east
cm band of Cherokee Indians (including all
the Indians residing east of the Mississippi
river) and the Cherokee tribe or nation
west; also all matters of dispute between

fails, going over the whole subject of the
claims of the Eastern and of the Western
Cherokees, with accompanying reports, and,
among others, two of the senate committee
on Indian affairs—one made February 9,
1881, and another March 29, 1882; the latter
being a repetition of the former. These re
ports considered the claim of the Western
Cherokees, and announced the conclusion
that the receipt by those Indians, under the

other bands or parts of the Cherokee nation;
also all matters of dispute between any of
said bands, or parts thereof, and the United
States arising from or growing out of treaty
Stipulations or the laws of congress relating
thereto; and what sum or sums of money,

if any, should, in his opinion, be paid under
such settlement."

22 St. p. 328.

In pursuance of the authority thus given,
an investigation was directed and a report
made by the secretary of the interior, Feb

my 23, 1883, contained in senate docu
mellts. second session, forty-seventh con

act of September 30, 1850, “does not pre
clude them from making their claim for any
other sum that may be justly due them un.
der a fair and proper interpretation of the

treaties with them," and that the facts
necessary to determine the justness of the
claim preferred by them “consist almost, if
not wholly, of public treaties, proceedings of
the senate, acts of congress, and the records
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cof the several departments of the govern
sment, all of which are preserved."
The
' committee were of.’ the opinion that thc'case
should receive a full investigation by the
courts, because such an investigation in
volved a judicial Interpretation of the sev
eral treaties, the construction of the several
acts of congress, and the examination of the
settlements made and accounts stated with
them under these treaties and acts of con

gress.
On February 13, 1884, the case of the Old
Settlers was transmitted to the court of
claims by the senate committee on Indian
affairs under the provisions of the act of
March 3, 1863. Findings of fact were made
by the court and transmitted to congress,
February 9, 1885. These ﬁndings found the
charges against the treaty fund to be the
same as ﬁxed in the report of August 8,
1850, and the report of 1883, except as to
the number of Eastern Cherokees, whose re
moval was properly chargeable to said fund,

the number being ﬁxed at 17,252, instead of
18,026.
After making the deductions, ex
cept as to removal and subsistence, the bal
ance of the treaty fund was found to be, as
according to the report of the secretary of the

The case having come on for healing in
the court of claims, and been duly argued
and submitted, an elaborate opinion was de
livered by Nott, J., November 30, 1891, and
on January 25, 1892, ﬁndings of fact and
conclusions of law were ﬁled by that court
On that day a second opinion by Nott, J,
was given, the case having been reopened
so far as to hear counsel and admit docu
mentary evidence relating to the number of
the Eastern Cherokees who were removed
under the treaty of 1835, and also to hear

counsel with regard to the form of the de
cree. 27 Ct. 01. 1, 20, 56.
The account stated by the court of claim

is as follows:
The treaty fund............................................ ‘M00000 ll
For investment in th
land fund.
For improv
.
ual Cherokees.
For ferries belonging to indi
viduals................................ ..
For spoliations of lndivid
property.
For expense
mlttee.... ..
.
For removal of’ 16.957 Chero
kees. at $20 each ...................

1.540.571?!
159.512 12
NLM D
12,212 ‘I.
839,i40 00
8,120.8“ if

Giving as the true residuum to be dl‘
Yided................................................ ‘321.608 if

interior, $2,532,733.21; but if it should be
determined that the cost of removing that
portion of the Eastern Cherokees, who were
removed in pursuance of the appropriation
of $1,047,067, made by the act of 1838,
should not be charged, then this balance
should be reduced only by the cost of re
moving 2,495 Eastern Cherokees, who were
removed prior to the act, at $53.33 per cap
ita, or $133,058.35. If, on the other hand,

it should be determined that the Western
Cherokees were properly chargeable with
those removed subsequent to the act of June.
1838, as well as before, namely, for 17,252

Cherokees, then the amount of $920,049.16
should be deducted.
then stand:

The

account would

act of September 30, 1850.................

iii-3" '9

Leaving as the balance due the West

arn Cherokees.................................... 8224.971 "Q

‘The differences between this account and"
that of August 8, 1850, and February 3. 1383v
are that the investment of the permanent
land fund was found to be $500,000 instead
of $500,880. The $101,348.31 for debts and

claims upon the Cherokee nation, allowed in
the two previous reports, and the former

ﬁndings of the court of claims, was reduced
to 822.212.76 by rejecting therefrom the
items of national debt, $18,062.06, and claim!
Of United States citizens, $61,073.49. Ali til‘
lowance for the removal of 16,957 Cherokees

Treaty
................................................
.. ’ 2.532.783 2I
Deduct fund
for removal
of 2.495 Eastern Cherokmremoved prior to act of June 12.1888"

Due to the Western Cherokees, one third of
residuum ....................................... ..
..
Less payment September 22, 1851, undo

138.058 85

Residuum to be divided....................... 57mm so

at $20 each, aggregating $339,140, was milder
instead of for the removal and subsistence
of

18,026 Indians at $53.33% [181' capital

$961,386.66, as in the report of Amati
One third thereof awarded to Western Chen __

nlsereigé'iiiiiiiéifé'bt.

_

‘232121. 35

1850. or the cost of removal and subsist

ence of 2,495 Indians at $53.33 per caple
5
A

Balance....... .......................................

:‘ Tia—fund

'
Mn.
r... e'e'ia'a'i'xraammountain: “032"”
2‘
252 Eastern Cherokees, at$58.88percapita..
020.010 18

$133,058.35, a shown by the report of F00
ruary 3, 1883, and by the previous iindlnl;s
in this regard of the court of claims- The"
was added also the value of the agency 195'
ervation appropriated by the United 5'11“:

under the treaties of 1828 and 1833.110mm
Resitluum to be divided.........
One third thereof nwardsd to Western Chen okees ......................
...
Less the
Balance.
payment of..
......... .....

$4,179.26. The court of claims also found is
a. conclusion
of
5 per cent.ofshould
law that
be allowed
interest on
at the
the an
ra'_rr : .'
$4,004 45

ance of the residuum of the treaty fund 5 8
due to the Western Cherokees from Jimt
No action was taken by congrem on these
ﬁndings of the court of claims. On Febru
ary 25, 1889, the act upon which this suit is
founded
was approved by the p r es id ent. 25
st‘ p‘ m

12. 1838, to the entry of judgment- but “2,
upon the amount of $4,179.26, the ‘menu
the land last mentioned. It was 8180 1° an
as a conclusion of law that the recoil)ta 51:
by individual Cherokees did not Pr

..4
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them from recovering their just appropria
tion of the per capita fund withln the in
tent of the act of February,
1889, referring
their claims to the court.
The court also made the following ruling:
“The ﬁndings requested by the claimants
to establish the alleged facts that the treaty
of 1846 was procured as against the West
ern Cherokees by duress and fraud have
been excluded from consideration by the
court on the ground that it has not juris
diction of such a cause of action."
Decree was entered as follows:

"It is ordered and adjudged that the claim
ants recover of the defendants the sum of
($224,972.68) two hundred and twenty-four
“thousand nine hundred and seventy-two dol

Slars and sixty-eight cents, being a balance
‘of the per capita fund'providcd by the
fourth article of the treaty between the
United States and the Western Cherokees,
dated August 6, 1846, together with inter
est thereon from the 12th day of June, 1838,
up to and until the entry of this decree, be
ing the sum of $603,145.58, and likewise
the sum of $4,179.26 for 3,343.41 acres of

land in Arkansas ceded to the United States

claims, and judgment rendered for a. cer
tain amount, but less than would have been
awarded but for certain terms of the con
tract counted on, which required reforma
tion, on the ground of accident or mistake,
in order fully to express the intention of
the parties; and a special act was passed
again referring the claim for adjudication,
and stating: “To that end jurisdiction is
hereby conferred on said court to proceed

in the adjustment of the account between
said claimants and the United States as a
court of equity jurisdiction, and may, if ac
cording to the rules and principles of equity
jurisprudence, in its judicial discretion, re
form said contract and render such judg
ment as justice and right between the claim~
ants and the said government may require."
On appeal to this court from a. decree
rendered under this act it was contended
on the part of the United States that the
appeal could not be heard, because there
was not in the record “any ﬁnding by the

court of claims of the facts in the case, in
the nature of a special verdict, with a
separate statement of the conclusions of

law upon such facts." But this court held,
by article 4 of the treaty of May 6, 1828,
amounting in the aggregate to the sum of
$832,297.52. And it is at the same time or
dered and adjudged that the said amount of
eight hundred and thirty-two thousand two
hundred and ninety-seven dollars and ﬁfty
two cents so recovered by the claimants
be held in trust by the government of the
United States, and be paid by the proper

m

agent of the United States to each individ

as:

lial of the claimants entitled to participate
in the sold per capita fund, pursuant to and
in the manner provided and required by the
ﬁfth article of the said treaty of August 6,

other courts."
In the present case the coin-t of claims
ﬁled ﬁndings of fact and conclusions of law,

and declined to send up the evidence. We

From this decree both parties prayed an
appeal to this court.
Subsequently the claimants moved that in
preparing the record for transmission, the

are of opinion, however, that the rule laid
down in Harvey v. U. S. is applicable. The
claim was referred for adjudication, and
jurisdiction was conferred on the court of
claims to determine the amount, if any,

clerk of the court of claims he instrusted

justly due from the United States to the

to include in the transcript "all of the plead

Western Cherokees, in a manner involving
the statement of an account upon the in
vestigation of controverted items and com

1846'"

, orders, evidence, ﬁndings of fact, opin
ions of the court, conclusions of law, and
decree, as the same appear of record." This
motion was overruled. Application was
thereupon made to this court for a writ of
certiorari to the court of claims to send up

plicated and involved facts, and it was de
clared that it was “the intention of this:
act to allow'the said colu't of claims unre~~
stricted latitude in adjusting and determin
ing the said claim, so that the rights, legal

all of the evidence used in the trial and
hearing of the case. The writ was granted,

and equitable, both of the United States

and the evidence sent up accordingly.

and of the said Indians, may be fully con
sidercd and determined."

John Paul Jones, Reese
H. Voorhees, and
A. H. Garland, for
"Old Settlers." Sol. Gen.
Aldrich and F. P.
Dewees, for the United

States.

‘404

through Mr. Justice Blatchford, that “the
rule in regard to ﬁndings of fact has no
reference to a case like the present, of
equity jurisdiction conferred in a special
case by a special act; and in such a case.
where an appeal his and is taken under
section 707 of the Revised Statutes, this
court must review the facts and the law
as in other cases in equity, appealed from

Mr. Chief Justice FULLER, after stating
the facts in the foregoing language, deliver
ed the opinion of the court.
‘111 Harvey v. U. S.. 105 U. S. 671, 601. 11
:ilaim had been considered by the court of

We concur in the statement of Mr. Jus
tice Nott in the opinion of the court below
that the latitude conferred “must be deem
ed the unrestricted latitude of a. court of
equity in stating an account, distributing
a fund, and framing a decree, so compre
hensive and ﬂexible as to secure to each
suitor his joint or individual rights."
The remedy in equity in cases of account

is generally more complete and adequate

than it is or can be at law, (1 Story. EQ
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under the act of jurisdiction, the treaty oi
1846 is to be considered as a contract In
every respect similar to one made between
private parties, and that the United States
has no other or greater privileges or ad
vantages than a. private party would have
under a. similar contract, and U. S. v. Am
dondo, 6 Pet. 691, 710, 711, 735, is cited
That was a. suit for land claimed under a
Spanish grant, and came to this court on
appeal from the decree of the judge of the
superior court for the western district oi
the territory or Florida, that court having
been authorized, by the act of congress
of May 23, 1828, to receive and ndjudimte
upon such claims, upon the petition oi the
claimant, "according to the forms, rules.
and regulations, conditions, restrictions, and
limitations prescribed to the district judge,
and claimants in Missouri, by the act 0! the

Iur, 5 450; Kilbourn v. Sunderland, 130 U
S. 505, 9 Sup. Ct. Rep. 594;) and we re
gard the language of the act of congress
as manifestly used with the intention that
equity powers should be exercised in the
disposition of the case. It was upon this
view that we directed the certiorari to
issue; and in arriving at our conclusions,
while we have had the advantage of the

ﬁndings or the court of claims, we have
considered and determined the case for
ourselves upon an examination of the en

tire evidence.
The prayer of the petitioners is in the
alternative: First, that they be relieved
from the provisions of the treaty of 1846,
on the ground of duress and fraud, and
that the United States be decreed and ad
judged to pay them the value of two thirds
of 13,610,79524 acres of land at 621/; cents
26th May, 1824."
per acre, being the sum of $5,671,164.7295,
Reviewing the two statutes, this court said:
together with the sum of $30,000 for prop
"In conformity with the principles of justice
erty destroyed, and $0,179.63‘/;, for the
and
rules of equity, then, the court isdirectedb
agency reservation and improvements in
to decide all questions arising in the casci
Arkansas, less one third of the amount of
‘and by a. ﬁnal decree to settle and determine
$500,000 for additional lands and of $500,
the question of the validity of the title, ac
000 permanently invested, and the payment
cording to the law of nations, the stipulations
in 1851 of $532,806.90, leaving a. balance of
of any treaty and proceedings under the
$4,844,113.65, with interest at the rate of
same, the several acts 0t congress in relation
5 per cent. per annum from June 12, 1838,
thereto, and the laws and ordinances of the
until paid; second, that, it petitioners be
government from which it is alleged to be
not. entitled to that relief, the United
derived, and all other questions which ma!
States he decreed to pay them the sum
properly arise between the claimants and the
of $330,750.94, under the provisions of the
United States, which decree shall, in all
fourth article of the treaty of 1846, to
cases, refer to the treaty, law, or ordimmce
gether with the before-mentioned sums of
under which it is conﬁrmed or decreed
59,179.161/4 and of $30,000. aggregating the
against. ' ' ' By the ‘stipulations of a
‘400 amount of $360,93610'f4. with interest as
treaty‘ are to be understood its language and
aforesaid.
apparent intention manifested in the instru
‘The court of claims declined to go be
ment, with a reference to the contracﬂn:
hind the treaty of 1846, upon the ground
parties, the subject-matter, and person 011
that it was not within the province of a
whom it is to operate.
The laws under
court, either of law or equity, to deter
which we now adjudicate on the right‘ w‘
mine that a treaty or an act of congress
braced in the treaty, and its instructions
had been procured by duress or fraud, and
authorize and direct us to do it 1351mm‘
declare it inoperative for that reason.
and give it judicial meaning and 1111911)???"
Fletcher v. Peck, 6 Crunch, 130; Ex parte
tion as a contract on the principles of lush“
McCardle, 7 Wall. 506, 514: People v. Drap
and the rules of equity. ' ' ' Th? ‘"117
er, 15 N. Y. 545, 505,
Railroad Co. v.
question depending is whether the chumami

cooper, 33 PB- 5(1- 273; Wright v. Dci'rees,
8 Ind. 502.

or the United States are the owners of ill?
land in question. By consenting to he Md‘

And while it was conceded that con
gress might confer upon that court extra
judicial powers, yet the court was of opin
ion that this could not be held to have been
done by the act authorizing the instim.
tion of this suit, since it was therein pro
vided that whatever judgment might be
rendered, whether for the complainants or

and submitting the decision to judicial “5'
tion, they have considered it 88 *3 pmi
judicial question, which we are now boundﬂzf'

decide as between man and man. on“;
same subject-matter and by the mics W

1

defendants, might be appealed to the 511.

congress themselves have Drescnbed' ‘Se
which the stipulations of any treaty “at m
Proceedings under the same form one 01 °m

meme court, whose jurisdiction, as deﬁned
by the constitution, was strictly judicial,

distinct ones. ' ' ' Bi" the court are' .
this case, authorized to consider and CS;

and could neither be enlarged nor dlmin.
lshed by legislative authority. Gordon v.

U. 8., 2 Wall. 561, Taney, 0. J., 117 U_ 5_
697- Append; In re Sanborn, 148 U. S. _

13 Sup. Ct. Rep. 577.

'

The contention ot the petitioners is that,

strue the treaty, not as a. contract beliiiust

two nations, the stipulations of which m u
be executed by an act of col-\gl'ﬁ Morten
can become a rule for our decision, 110d
the basis and only foundation of the
- v0
0! the claimants, but. as n. rule in which
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must have a due regard in deciding whether
the claimants have made out a title to the
land in controversy,—a rule by which we
are neither directed by the law nor bound to
make our decree upon, any more than upon
the laws of nations, the acts of congress, or

of Spain. The acts of 1824 and 1828 author
lze and require us to decide on the pending
title on all the evidence and laws before us.
Congress has disclaimed its decision as a po
- liticai'question tor the legislative department
to decide, and enjoined it on us as one pure—

1y judicial."

.l -1. =n- a= utieanti a i -E=i'
anti-H

It will be perceived that that decision is
not authority for the proposition that a
court may be clothed with power to annul
a treaty on the ground of fraud or duress
in its execution, nor does any such question
arise in the case before us. There is nothing
in the jurisdictional act of February 25,
1889, inconsistent with the treaty of 1846,
(or any other,) and nothing to indicate that
congress attempted by that act to authorize
the courts to proceed in disregard thereof.
Unquestionably a. treaty may be modiﬁed
or abrogated by an act of congress, but the
power to make and unmake is essentially
political, and not judicial, and the presump
tion is wholly inadmissible that congress
sought in this instance to submit the good
faith of its own action or the action of the
government to judicial decision, by author
izing the stipulations in question to be over
thrown upon an inquiry of the character
suggested, and the act does not in the least
degree justify any such inference.
The claim reterred to the court of claims
for adjudication is the claim set forth in the
report of the secretary of the interior to
congress of February 3, 1883, and that report
was made under the act of congress of
August 7, 1882, which provided that the
secretary should investigate and report to
congress what, in his opinion, would be an
equitable settlement of the matters in dis

pute between these Indians and the United
States, "arising from or growing out of
treaty stipulations or the laws of congress re

lating thereto; and what sum or sums of
money, if any, should, in his opinion, be paid
under such settlement." The same language

is used in the act, and the court is “to de
termine what sum or su_ms of money, if any,

are justly due from the United States to
said Indians arising from or growing out of
treaty stipulations and acts of congress re
lating thereto."
As a case arises under the constitution
or laws of the United States whenever its
decision depends upon the correct construc
gtion of either, (Cohens v. Virginia, 6 Wheat.

$264’ 379; Osborn v. Bank, 9 Wheat. 738,
824.) so a'case arising from or growing out
of a treaty is one involving rights given or
Protected by a treaty, (Owings v. Norwood's

Lessee, 5 Cranch, 344, 348.)
The settlement of a controversy arising or

ﬂowing out or these Indian treaties or the
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laws of congress relating thereto, and the de
termination of what sum, it any, might be
justly due under them, certainly does not in
clude a claim which could only be asserted
by disregarding the treaties or laws, or hold
ing them inoperative on the ground alleged.
The court of claims was, indeed, to have
“unrestricted latitude in adjusting and de
termining the said claim, so that the rights,
legal and equitable, both of the United
States and of the said Indians, may be fully
considered and determined.” But this did
not mean that either party was entitled
to have or receive by virtue of the act any
thing more than each was entitled to under
existing stipulations, or to bring supposed
moral obligations into play for the disposal
of the case. The inquiry was not to be tech
nically limited by rules of procedure, or re
strained by the distinctions between law
and equity. Proceeding thus untrammeled,
the court was to deduct "all oil'sets, counter
claims, and deductions of any and every
kind and character which should be allowed
to the United States under any valid pro
vision or provisions in said treaties and laws
contained. or to which the United States
may be otherwise entitled." And therefore,
it conﬂict existed between treaty provisions,
or between any of them and subsequent acts
of congress, such provisions might neces
sarily give way and be held invalid; but the
language used did not involve a confusion
of the respective powers of the departments
of the government, nor furnish a basis for
an external attack upon the validity of ex
ecutive or legislative action.
Again, the determination of what, if any
thing, was justly due, was to be arrived at
upon a. full consideration of “whether or
not the said Indians have heretofore adjust
ed and settled their said claim with the
United States." That claim was the claim
referred to the court, the claim which was
reported upon by the secretary, the claim
which arose and grew out of treaty stipu
lations, the claim which was preferred in
the‘protest of 1851, and not a claim for the
loss of two thirds of 7,000,000 acres of land,
and of exclusive rights in the outlet. There
had been such a. claim as the latter, but it
had been deﬁnitely relinquished and re
leased by the treaty.
The terms of the treaty of 1828, by which
the 7.000,000 acres were guarantied to the

Cherokees, while the Western Cherokees
were alone being dealt with, expressed that
the purpose was to provide a home for the
whole Cherokee people, including those east
as well as those west. By article 2 of the

treaty of 1835 the conveyance of land by
the treaties 0t 1828 and 1833 is declared to

have been to the Cherokee nation or In
dians. and 800,000 acres additional was
agreed to be conveyed in consideration at
the sum 0! 8500.000, that there might be no

question as to there being a sufficient quan
tity of land for the accommodation or the
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whole nation on their removal west. That
n'eaty was wholly inconsistent with the at
titude subsequently assumed.
The patent
of December 31, 1838, ran to the Cherokee
nation. There are many documents in the
record indicative of the view of the Indian

oﬂice that the Western Cherokees were only
a contingently separate community from the
Eastern body, and were subject to increase
by the emigration of those east; and that
they did not have, as an independent com
munity, any ownership of the land, or rights
therein, except what belonged to them in
common with the whole Cherokee people.
At the same time the Western Cherokees
did set up the opposite contention, and pros
ecuted it with the greatest vigor and ability
before the political departments of the gov
ermnent, especially during the years 1842 to
1846. Indeed, prior to 1842, they seem to
have acquiesced in the treaty of 1835, and
welcomed not only the treaty party, but the
great body of the Eastern Cherokees, to par
ticipation with them under existing laws.
The papers presented in their behalf show,
as stated by counsel, the most careful prepa
ration and noticeable ability. In a memorial
bearing date June 16, 1843, their alleged
grievances were set forth in extenso, and
it was insisted that by the forcible removal
Mof the Eastern Cherokee Indians, and their

E; settlement among them, the Western Cher
' okees had‘been, in effect, dispossessed of two
thirds of their land. But in June, 1846, the
Western Cherokees offered to submit their
claims to a board of commissioners, to be
appointed by the president and senate of the
United States, which commission it was
stipulated should be invested with full
power to settle the matters in controversy
according to the treaty stipulations. The
commission was appointed, and its decision
was against the claim of the Western Cher
okees to the exclusive ownership of and
rights in the land in question. On the 3d
of August, 1846. the delegates representing

demands the grounds assigned conceded the
binding force of the treaty, but questioned
the payment under it as a ﬁnal settlement

of what was due.
Upon the facts in this record we can dig
cover no ground for the revival of contro
versy by the Western Cherokees as to their
ownership of or rights in the lands west or
the Mississippi, and hold that any such claim
in respect thereof as is put forward in the
petition cannot be successfully maintained
from any point of view, If any matter ever
can be put at rest, that has been, and the
treaty of 1846 has presented for nearly 50
years an insuperable bar to such a conten'
tion.
The treaty declared “that the land now 0o,
cupied by the Cherokee nation shall be so‘;
cured to the whole Cherokee‘people for their‘
common use and beneﬁt;" and that, where
as, it had been decided by the board of com
missioners appointed to examine and adjust
the claims and diiiiculties existing against
and between the Cherokee people and the
United States, as well as between the
Cherokees themselves, that under the pro
visions of the treaty of 1828 the Wmtem
Cherokees “had no exclusive title to the ter
ritory ceded in that treaty, but that the same
was intended for the use of, and to be the
home for, the whole nation, including as well
that portion then east as that portion then
west of the Mississippi ;" and that the West
ern Cherokees had a. claim upon the United
States, growing out of the equitable openi
tion oi.’ the same treaty, as having a common
interest in the lands occupied by the Chew

kees east of the Mississippi river, as Well
as having retained a common interest "in

the general funds of the nation,"—the aster‘
tninment of “the value of that interest" was
provided for, and the government agreed i0
distribute it among the Western Cherokees.

In consideration of the premises, the Wesi'
ern Cherokees released and quitclaimed i0

the United States all right. ﬂtle, interest

the Western Cherokees declared that they

or

did not acquiesce in the decision of the com
missioners on this point, and should reasscrt
"their exclusive right to the country,"
"should the treaty now proposed fall from
any cause;" but the treaty did not fail, and,

property in the Cherokee lands east 0! "19

011 the contrary, was duly executed by the
parties on the 6th day of the same month;
and this was followed by the accounting
under the treaty, the act of congress of Sep
tember, 1850, and the payments made and
receipted for thereunder. True, there was
a. protest that the receipts then given ought

not to exclude these Indians from obtaining
a further amount, but that protest was
chieﬂy based upon the deduction of the cost
of subsistence from the treaty fund, and as.
serted no claim on account of the land, nor

the invalidity of the treaty. Moreover, they
remained silent, so far as appears from this

record, from 184-6 until 1875;

and when

they commenced the agitation of renewed

claim

they

might have to a common

Mississippi river, and to exclusive owner‘

ship to the lands west of the Mlssissiiiph
including the outlet west, “consentinl; and
agreeing that the said lands, together with
the eight hundred thousand acres ceded to
the Cherokees by the treaty of 1835, Ell-"11
be and remain the common property of “1:
whole Cherokee people, themselves included

In order to arrive at the amount to be dis‘
tributed per capita to the Western 0119*“

kees, or Old Settlers, it was agreed mat from

the $5,000,000 the investments and spell‘
tures properly chargeable thereupollv an
enumerated in the ﬁfteenth article 0H1‘;
treaty of 1835, excluding all extravﬂgimt and
improper expenditures, should be deductzm'
and that one third of the residuum 539d
constitute the value of their interest, in!‘
consequently, the amount for distrlbﬂﬁtllh“;
An accoimtlng was had accordingly’ and
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“amount ascertained, appropriated, and paid
Wig

"over.

lllll‘

- ‘But it is argued that the object of the suit
all m
Willi i:

before us was to permit a rolitigntion of the
correctness of that amount, and a determina
tion as to whether anything more should
have been paid at that time. And we are

ll! Jill

confronted by the objection, strongly urged

lays
rim,

on behalf of the United States, that by the
terms of the jurisdictional act, if it be found

iFill:
slsl
iii:

justed and settled their said claim with the

upon the $5,600,000 were to
and they were the investments be deducted,
itures particularly enumerated and expend
in theThat
ill’
teenth article of the treaty of 1835.
article provided for the deduction of the
amounts “actually expended for the pay
ment for improvements, ferries, claims for
spoliaiions, removal, subsistence, and debts

that "the said Indians have heretofore ad
United States," such adjustment and settle
ment must be treated as conclusive.

‘sin

We agree, as was said in the Case of
Choctaw Nation, 119 U. S. 1, 29, 7 Sup. Ct.

leliil
iuii
Mi

Rep. 75, that where, in professed pursuance

Mil

llllli
llilli
ail

of treaties, statutes have conferred valuable
beneﬁts upon the Indians, “which the latter
have accepted, they partake of the nature of
agreements; the acceptance of the beneﬁt,
coupled with the condition, implying an as
sent on the part of the recipient to the con
dition, unless that implication is rebutted by

other and suﬂlcidnt circumstances." And
Elsi
m
Zlllll

ta!
illii

it is also true that when a. party, without

force or intimidation, and with a full knowl
edge of all the facts in the case, accepts,
on account of an unliquidated and contro
verted demand, a sum less than what he

claims and believes to be due him, and agrees
to accept that sum in full satisfaction, he
will not be permitted to avoid his act on
the ground of duress. U. S. v. Child, 12 Wall.

_Tc-.‘€_-“!uz ar-Ez‘ételndi'é
E556?!’

232, 244.
But we think, under all the circumstances
disclosed here, that congress, being con
vinced that a mistake had probably been
made in the accounting in a matter which

the several sums to be invested for the gen
eral nation‘al funds provided for in the sev
eral articles of this treaty." The national

fund of $500,000 embraced the items last
mentioned, and no dispute arises here as to
that sum or the sums of $500,000 for the
additional quantity of land, $1,540,572.27 for

allowed for removal should be limited to
2,200 Indians at $20 per head; and they
further insist upon an allowance of $80,000
for property destroyed, while they abandon
their claim for $9,179.16%, as the value of
the Arkansas agency land and improve
ments, and concede that the sum of $4,179.
26 therefor, as found by the court below,
may be accepted as correct. The court of

claims disallowed the item of $30,000, and
charged for the removal of 16,957 Chero
kees at $20 each, and an item for the ex
penses of the Cherokee committee of $22,

21276.
We concur in the rejection of the claim
for $30,000, which ﬁnds its basis in a. resolu

the Indians from the ﬁrst had called atten

tion of a council of the Western Cherokees a

tion to, and desirous, as being the stronger
party to the controversy, that that superior
justice, which looks only to the substance
of the right, should be done in the prem
ises, voluntarily waived any reliance upon
lapse of time or laches, and, after attempts
on im own part to arrive at a satisfactory re
sult, determined to obtain a judicial interpre
tation of the treaties and laws bearing upon
the subject, and to be bound by judicial de

of November 16, 1846, asking the govern-E;
ment to'approprlate that sum to pay oﬂ."
damages and losses alleged to have been
sustained by individual Indians in being
compelled to leave their homes and go to

8151011 in respect of the conclusions ﬂowing

therefrom, and arrived at upon equitable
k\flll'inciples; and that the jurisdictional act
:Dassed in eﬂ'ectuation of such intention left
it open to the courts to ‘readjust the amount
notwithstanding the claim might have been

theretofore settled. In other words, if the

adlustment and settlement were found to
have been made upon an erroneous inter

metal-1011. which led to an obvious mistake,
then congress designed that the mistake
ﬂhould be corrected.

We therefore proceed

e the account in question in ac
cordance with what we believe to have been
the intention of congress in the passage of

this act
As we have said, the investments and ex
Dellditures which were properly chargeable

the states for safety. No such claimants
appear or are represented here, and the
claim has no relation to per capita distribu

tion. There is no color for its revival in
this proceeding.
It was agreed by article 4 of the treaty of

1846 that, so far as the Western Cherokees
were concerned, in estimating the expenses
of removal and subsistence of an Eastern
Cherokee to be charged to the aggregate
fimd, the sums for removal and subsistence

stipulated in the eighth article of the treaty
of 1835 as commutation money should be
adopted. That commutation was placed in
the eighth article at $20 per capita. for re
moval and $33.33 for subsistence. The per
sons composing the treaty party voluntarily
emigrated to the Indian Territory prior to
1838 to the number of 2,200, and they took
with them 295 slaves of African descent.
The court of claims properly considered
that the expenses to be deducted could only
apply to Cherokees, and therefore, that the
slaves could not be included in making the
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deduction as between the Western Cher'o

the fund for debts and claims upon the Cher.

kew and the United States; but to the 2,200
the court added the 14,757 Eastern Chero
kees, who were removed in 1838, and, re
jecting any deduction for subsistence,
charged the commutation price of $20 for
16,957 persons. We are satisﬁed from a
careful examination of the evidence that the
number was determined with all the accu
racy possihlc and should not be disturbed;
and, in view of the decision of the senate
by the adoption September 5, 1850, of the
first resolution, reported August 8, 1850, it
is obvious that the expense of subsistence
should not have been and should not be de

okee nation, made up of these items: For
national debts, $18,062.06; for claims of
United States citizens, $01,073.49; and [m

ducted.
The fourth article of the treaty of 1346
ﬁxed a commutation for subsistence as well
as for removal, but the eleventh article pro
vided that whereas the Cherokee delegates
contended that the amount expended for
one year's subsistence was not properly
chargeable to the treaty fund, it was there
eby agreed that that question should be sub
I.Fmltted to the senate for its decision, which
' should decide whether the expense ‘should
be borne by the United States or the Chero
kee funds; and the senate, thus made the
umpire, (it having been found that the
$1,047,067 appropriated by the act of June
12, 1838, did not fully cover the expense of
subsistence,) resolved that the Indians were
entitled to $189,422.76 for subsistence, "be
ing the diifcrence between the amount al
lowed ‘by the act of June B, 1838, and the
amount actually paid and expended by the
United States, and which excess was im
properly charged to the treaty fund in the
report of the accounting oiﬁcers of the treas
ury." This decision was accepted, and the
money appropriated to make good the award.
The act of 1838 grew out of the induce
ments offered in promotion of the removal
of the entire body, and made the appro
priation in discharge of an assumed obliga
on‘. [J subsist the Indians, if they would
remove, notwithstanding the involuntary
character of that removal. Taking the acts
of 1838 and 1850, with the decision of the
senate, there can be no question that the
United States concluded to bear, and did
hear, the entire expense, so im- ;15 subsist
ence was concerned. The court of claims,

the Cherokee committee, $22,212.70. 'l‘his
sum of $101,318.31 was also deducted in the
account stated in the report of the senate
committee of August 8, 1850, in the report
of the secretary of the interior of February
23, 1883, and in the ﬁndings of the court
of claims under the reference in Febnmry,,_

1884.

h

‘The court of claims in this suit rejected?
the items of $18,062.06 and $61,073.49, be
cause, in the opinion of the court, there was
no evidence to connect these items with the
fund for distribution, while it held the item
of $22,212.76, for the expenses of the Charo
kee committee, as properly chargeable under
which
the twelfth
provided
article
for aof
committee
the treaty
to carry
of the
treaty into effect. We are not persuaded that
this conclusion was correct Under the
tenth article of the treaty of 1835 the Unit
ed States agreed to pay the just debts and
claims against the Cherokee nation held by
citizens of the same, and also the just
claims of citizens of the United States for
services rendered to the nation. and it was
stated that "the sum of sixty thousand dol
lars is appropriated for this purpose." This
should be regarded as $60,000 of the total
amount, and, in our judgment, the debts
and claims upon the Cherokee nation men
tioned in article 15, and to be deducted an
der article 4 of the treaty of 1846, should be
conﬁned. so far as the Western Cherokees
are concerned, to $60,000, and that amount
is justly chargeable against the fund: but
we are not satisﬁed that the expenses oi
the committee authorized by the twelfth ar
ticle of the treaty of 1835, which was ii
committee to recommend persons for the
privilege of preemption rights and to seleti
missionaries, as well, indeed, as to transact

all business which might arise in ml'l'yiili'
into eﬂect the provisions of the treaty, W811i
to be charged in addition.

in view of these considerations. we ﬁnd
and state the account as follows:
The treaty (and ........

55-50mm”

For Irenernl iunrl......
For improvements

therefore, correctly deducted the sum of
$339,140 for the removal of the whole num
ber of Cherokees at $20 per head, and de

clined to deduct any charge for subsistence.
It was really over this item that the sharp
est controversy ensued. for by the original

keen at $20 each.

839,140 00
.___._83.364.178
48 3,364,173 w
,,_.__,

Giving as the residuum to be divided" carnal 5!;
J
H.

accounting the sum of $061,383.66 had been
deducted for the removal and subsistence of ‘one tun-u due to the Western Cherokee
18,026 Cherokees, at $53.331,{; per head
which was erroneous as to the number, and

on account of the inclusion of the commu.

Less payment September ‘22. 185a,...

Leaving a balance of........................... $311375 N

And the recovery should also include ille

tﬂﬂon 01' $333976 for subsistence.

sum of $4,179.26 for the Arkansas agenci

In the account stated by the accounting
oﬂ‘lcers of the treasury, December 3, 1349

senate, as umpire, September 5, 1550, it “a:

the sum of $101,348.31 was deducted from

decided that interest should be uiloil'cd- ‘1

By the second resolution adopted bi’ “19
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the rate of 5 per centum per annum, upon
the sum found due the Western Cherokees,
from June 12, 1838, until paid. As before
stated, our conclusion is that the sum then
found due was less than should have been
found by the amount of $212,376.94.
Under section 1091 of the Revised Statutes
no interest can "be allowed on any claim
up to the time of the rendition of judgment
thereon by the court of claims unless upon
a contract expressly stipulating for the pay
ment of interest;" and in 'i‘iilson v. U. S.,
100 U. S. 43, it was held that a. recovery of
interest was not authorized under a private
not referring to the court of claims a claim
founded upon a contract with the United
States, which did not expressly authorize such

recovery. But in this case the demand of in
‘w‘lavas-‘WE K’;

terest formed a subject of diﬁerence while
the negotiations were being carried on, the
determination of which was provided for in
the treaty itself. That determination was
arrived at as prescribed, was accepted
as valid and binding by the United States,
and was carried into effect by the payment
of $532,896.90, found due, and of $354,583.25
for interest. 9 St. p. 556.
In view of the terms of the jurisdictional
act and the conclusion reached in reference
to the amormt due, it appears to us that the
decision of the senate in respect of inter
est is controlling, and that, therefore, inter

est must be allowed from June 12, 1838,
upon the balance we have heretofore indi
cated, but not upon the item of $4,179.26,
which stands upon diderent ground.
The question remains as to the character
in which petitioners come into court, and to

whom the amount awarded should be dis
attributed.
f; The "Old Settlers," or Western Chero
' kees, are not a'governmentai body politic,

nor have they a corporate existence, nor
any capacity to act collectively.

Tire mon

ey belongs to them as individual members
of an Indian community, recognized assuch
by the treaty of 1846, and treated as dis
tinct and separate from the Cherokee na
tlon, so far as necessary to enable the gov
ernment to accord them their treaty rights.

They are described in the fourth article
of the treaty as “all those Cherokees west

of the Mississippi, who emigrated prior to
the treaty of 1835;" and they may be held
to include those now living who so emi
grated, together with the descendants of
those who have died, the succession to be
determined by the Cherokee law. The pe
tition does not set forth their names, nor

the extent of the rights and interests
claimed, respectively, but purports to be
brought by three persons, "for themselves
and as commissioners" of the Western

Cherokees: and they alleged that the claim
"m8

“are the

remaining
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organization so far as to adjust and settle
their claims against the United States.“
But the evidence is quite inadequate to
justify the court in treating the immedi
ate pctitioners as appointed by all the bone
ﬁciaries as their agents to receive and dis

burse the amount awarded.
The lands west of the Mississippi were
held as communal property, not vested in

the Cherokees as individuals, as tenants in
common or joint tenants; but by the trea
ties of 1835 and 1846 the commrmal charac
ter of the property was terminated as to
both Eastern and Western Cherokees, and
the fund, taking the place of the realty,
was invested in the various ways we have
mentioned, leaving the remainder to be dis

simply as citizens of the Cherokee nation,
entitled to receive the money, as ha
emigrated prior to 1835, or the descendants
of such.
The court of claims at ﬁrst decided that
the decree should be in the form usually
used where a suit is prosecuted by individ
uals for themselves and others; that is to:
say, that the general liability should be es-Ii
tablished, and then provision'made for the?
individual Old Settlers, or Western Chero
kees, to come in and establish their right to

share in the fund.
It was said in Smith v. Swormstedt, 16

How. 288, 302, 303, that "the rule is well
established that where the parties interest~
ed are numerous, and the suit is for an ob

ject common to them all, some of the body
may maintain a bill on behalf of themselves

and all the others;" but that “in all cases
where exceptions to the general rule are al
lowed, and a few are permitted to sue or
defend on behalf of the many, by represen
tation, care must be taken that persons
are brought on the record fairly represent
ing the interest or right involved, so that
it may be fully and honestly tried." And,
notwithstanding the suggestion that these
so-cailed "commissioner-s” do not bring
themselves as strictly within the rule upon
this subject as they should, yet we think
that they do so far represent the interests
or rights involved that the case may be al
lowed to proceed to judgment.
The court of claims, after delivering its
opinion, suspended the entry of the decree
which it had indicated its intention to ren

der, and, after argument 118d “P011 the ques
tion, modiﬁed that opinion, and held that the
ﬁfth article of the treaty oi.‘ 1846 applied
as to the distribution, and entered a decree
accordingly. The court was quite right in

.olding that the amount found due should
not be decreed to be received and disbursed
by the three petitioners as a commission,

Posed the Western Cherokee nation: and

and that it was not necessary that the de
cree should require the beneﬁciaries to come

that they have maintained their separate

into

Cherokee Indians who formed and com

that tribunal, and

prove up against

the fund. The ﬁfth article of the treaty
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provided that the per capita allowance to
be given to the Western Cherokees should
be held in trust by the United States, and
“paid out to each individual belonging to
that party, or head of family, or his legal
representatives," and “be paid directly to
the persons entitled to it, or to his heirs or
legal representatives;" and that the per
sons entitled to it should be ascertained
by a committee of ﬁve, appointed by the
president or the United States, from the
Western Cherokees, and an agent of the Unit
ed States. The court was of opinion that
the rule thus prescribed should be fol
lowed us to this balance of the amount
intended for per capita distribution, and
it was in acordance with this view that the
decree was ﬁnally entered.
We approve of this disposition of the
matter as just and appropriate under the
circumstances, and a competent exercise of
judicial power. The court decides and pro
nounces the decree to be carried into effect
as between the persons and parties who
have brought the case before it for deci
sion, and none the less so because it leaves
the mere matter of distribution to be con
ducted in the manner and through the agen
cies pointed out in the treaty.
The result is that we concur substantially
in the conclusions reached by the court 01
claims, whose laborious and painstaking ex
amination of the case has been of great
assistance in the investigation we have be
stowed upon it; and in respect of the dif
ference in the amount found we direct the
decree to be modiﬁed so as to provide for
the recovery of the defendants of the sum
of $212,376.94, instead of the sum of $224,
972.68, in full of the per capita fund provid
ed by the fourth article of the treaty be
tween the United States and the Western
Cherokees, dated August 6, 1846, together
with interest thereon at the rate of 5 per

oentum per annum from the 12th day of
June, 1838, up to and until the modiﬁcation
of the decree, in addition to the sum of $4,
179.26; and, as so modiﬁed, to be animal

Mr. Justice JACKSON did not sit in this
case or take part in its decision.
_

(14:; U. s. 615)

2. Before the piers were completed they
were submerged by high water, so as to he a
dangerous obstruction to navigation, and do
fendants placed buoys to indicate their posi
tion. The buo
were washed away and re
placed once.
ne of them was again washed
away, and, after a reasonable time for its
replacement had elapsed, and defendants hld
failed to replace it a barge in tow of plaintitn
steamer struck the submerged pier, whose
position it should have indicated, and was de
sﬂ‘oyed Held, that defendants were guilty of
negligence.
3. It did not appear that the water was so
high as to make navigation dangerous, and the
steamboat at the time of the accident was un
der perfect control, and had a suiiicieucy of
competent lookouts, and the course she pursued
was the customary and proper one. On the
other hand, her pilots had passed the locality
frequently before. and had opportunity to he
come familiar with the positions of the piers.
There was no break in the water to indicate
that the submerged pier was near the surface,
and another boat, had shortly before taken the
same course in safety. Held, that the pilots
were not guilty of contributory negligence,

since the absence of the accustomed [may
might warrant the inference that the pier—
whose exact position they were not bound to

know—was submerged to such an extent as to
be no longer dangerous.

In error to the circuit court of the Unit
ed States for the southern district of Ohio.
Action by Samuel S. Brown and Harry
Brown, partners as W. H. Brown's Sous
against J. S. Casement & 00., for negligenw
There was judgment for plaintiils, and do
fendants bring error. Aﬂlrmed.
unu
Statement by Mr. Justice BREWER:

~This was an action to recover the value at
three barges of coal, lost, as claimed, thmillll
the negligence of the defendants. The one
was commenced in the court of common

pleas of Scioto county, Ohio, and removed
to the circuit court of the United State!
for the southern district of Ohio. Then! it
was tried by the court without a lull‘
Fiﬂdings of fact were made, and from tilesﬁndings the conclusion was reached that the
defendants were guilty of negligence, W119‘?
upon judgment was entered in favor of
the plaintiﬂs tor the amount of thelosa I
These facts appeared in the timings

Early in the year of 1882 two railroad cor
porations, one an Ohio and the other a West
Virginia. corporation, obtained N01191::
thority from those states and from 8
United States
struction
of a railroad
government
bridge
for 11m”
the M

Ohio river, opposite the vlllﬂge 0‘ 17°“

GASEM'ENI‘ et al. v. BROYVN et 81.
(April 10, 1893.)

No. 173.

Pleasant, in West Virginia. The iiliiilma
the bridge and the number and size 0! er
stone piers were submitted to the 11ml’t1

.Nsouorsrn — Ixunrnsnnx'r CONTRACTORS — One
s'rnuc'rrox or RIVER.
_ 1. Defendants contracted to furnish all ma.
termls for _the construction of the piers for a

Oiiicers of the United States governmjmm
and approved. and the bridge and m

railroad bridge across a certain river, the ma

officers.

tenals to be subject to the in ection and up
proval of the engineer of the railroad company,
and to construct the piers according to certain
plans and speciﬁcations under the continuing
ns ection and subJeet to the approval of the
en neer. Held, that defendants were inde

pendent contractors, and as such liable for in~
lines to third persons, resulting from their
negligence in the performance of the work.

were duly constructed as authorized by

“There were six stone plow Dmﬂdedﬁ
built for the support of said bridge, "I; the

which stood on top of the bluﬂ bank °omer
river on the West Virginia Elders“ may
on top of the bluﬂ bank on the 0d 0mm“

and the other four between Bﬂlb tween

01 the river. Said four pie" ‘’
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the banks are known as ‘A,’ B‘ ‘C,’ and ‘D.’
said pier ‘A,’ being on the West Virginia
side of the river, was located and built at
the outer edge of low-water mark, pier ‘B’
250 feet west therefrom, pier ‘C’ 250 feet
west of pier ‘B,’ and pier 'D' at the edge
of the water at low~water mark on the
Ohio side, at the distance of 500 feet from

said pier ‘0;’ the west side of pier ‘A' and
the east side of pier ‘D' reaching to the edge
of the water at low-water mark. The long

span between piers ‘C’ and ‘D' was duly
established as the channel span, after notice

duly given and consultation with those en
Bﬁged in the navigation of the Ohio river,
as required by law."
On January 27, 1882, these corporations
‘entered into a written contract with the de

fendants for furnishing tb' material and
building these piers.

This contract in terms

provided that defendants were “to fin'nish
all material of every kind, name, and de
scription necessary for the construction of
the same, said material to be subject to the
approval of said engineer, and to be of such
quality as may best insure the durability
of said structure; to be at the expense of
and subject to all expenses incident to and
connected with said work of construction,
the said work to be done and completed
according to the plan and speciﬁcations

i

"The Resolute, with its tow, was in ad

morning. Its tow consisted of six coal
barges, three abreast, each barge being
twenty-six feet wide, and drawing between

necessary and proper to
make the work complete in all respects,

I
i

“(5) Thereis avery slight curve in the river
at Point Pleasant, the Ohio shore being on
the convex side, and at high stages of water
it is customary and proper for coal ﬂeets to
‘run the points,‘ running near the shore on
the Ohio side at a distance of a quarter of a
mile and more above the bridge in descend
ing the river, and bearing out to the left of
channel pier D, and between channel piers
D and C, and running in near the shore on
the West Virginia side about two miles below
said village of Point Pleasant, and the chan
nel of the river was between said channel
piers C and D, and the usual and proper
course was to run between said piers C and
D, running the points as before stated.
“(6) The night before the accident, the
plaintiffs’ three steamboats,—the Resolute,
the Alarm, and the Dexter,—with coal barges
in tow, tied to shore during the night some
distance above the bridge.

the inspection and approval of the said en
gineer of said companies in charge of said
work, and which said plans and speciﬁca
tions are hereby expressly made a part of

during the construction of the work as may

H

face of the water, while
pier D, on the Ohios
side, which had been completed‘ to 48 feet’
above low-water mark, was covered to the
depth of only about 7 feet.

hereto annexed, marked ‘A,’ and subject to

most thorough, substantial, and workman
llke manner, under the direction and super
vision of the engneer of the company, who
will give such directions from time to time

i!

mark. Three of the
piers were from 37 to 47
feet below the sur-m

vance of the other two, passing the bridge
on the morning of the accident between eight
and nine o'clock. The Alarm, with its tow,

this contract." It further provided that "the
work throughout will be executed in the

i
pi
i
I

55 feet above low-water

as contemplated in the foregoing speciﬁca
tions. Said directions of the engineer will

in all respects be complied with. The en
gineer will also have full power to reject
or condemn all work or materials which,
111 his opinion, do not conform to the spirit
of the foregoing speciﬁcations, and shall
decide every question that may arise be
tween the parties relative to the execution

0! the work, and his decision in the nature
of an award shall be ﬁnal and conclusive
011 both parties to this contract."
Under this contract the defendants had, at
completed the two
banks, and partly constructed

the four piers between the banks. For two

reached the bridge about ten o clock in the

seven and eight feet of water. The front
middle barge ran upon and struck said chan
nel pier D, which caused the injury com
plained of.
"The steamer Dexter, with its tow, passed
shortly after between said channel piers O
and D, where the Resolute, with its tow, had
previously passed, and while one of the
Alarm’s barges that struck said pier D was
still lying on said pier in plain view.

"(7) The morning of the accident was clear
and calm, and the Alarm, with its tow, was

steaming and handling well. The pilot in
charge was well acquainted with the Ohio
river at that point and from Pittsburgh to
all points below, and while the work of
constructing said pier was going on had
passed there twice a week, and saw and
knew where said piers were located, and to-a
what extent the work had progressed, and "'
where'the channel span had been established, ‘V
and its length, and also knew that prior to
the location of said bridge the usual channel
for coal ﬂeets in passing down the river was
further to the left, between piers B and C,

and near to said pier B.
the injury the river had been
and the water was very high.
Business on the river had been partially

qflsiliellded on account thereof. 0n the Ohio
side the bank was under water, which ex

tended inland a quarter of a mile or more.

The stage of the water in the river was then
v.lBs.o.—43

“(8) As the Alarm approached the bridge

no halt was made, nor was any one sent for
ward in a skit! or otherwise to take observa
tions or make inquiry. The pier standing on
the Ohio bank, twenty-four feet out of water,
was in plain view, and was seen by said pilot
and others in the pilot house, and the same
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was the case as to the pier on the east bank
of the river.
“The village of Point Pleasant and its
buildings. well known to pilots and other
rivermen, were also in plain view.
“There were also on the Ohio side, between
the top of the bank, both above and below
the bridge, growing trees, the tops of which
were some distance out of water, that were
in plain view, and were noticed by said pilot,
but for the distance of abouta quarter of a mile
immediately above and below said bridge the
line of trees did not extend. At the time of the
accident there were present in the pilot
house, aiding and assisting the pilot in
charge, the other pilot of the Alarm and
three other pilots, who were on the lookout,
making observations and consulting as to the
passage of the bridge, none of whom saw
any buoys or break to indicate where the
pier was. Another man acted as lookout,
was on the extreme front of the tow, and he
saw no buoys or break to indicate the loca
tion of said pier D.
“(9) During the building of said four piers
between the banks of the river proper buoys
had been kept upon the same, to which, dur
ing the night, proper lights had been attach
ed as signals to warn passing boats and other
water craft of danger; but for some days
prior to the accident, on account of the height
of the water and the large quantity of ﬂoat
ing drift, the buoys had been carried off and
ﬂoated down the river, but had been secured
and replaced till the night preceding the ac
cident, or the night previous to that, when
the buoy on pier D had again been washed
0E, and had not been replaced at the time of
:the accident; and the fact of its absence was
:known to the defendants early in the morn
' ing of the accident, and they‘made no effort
to restore it till after the accident, and that
they might have done so; neither did they
send any one up the river, or adopt any other
plan, as they might have done, to notify ap
proaching boats of the absence of said buoy,
or adopt any other plan.
"(10) The said railroad companies provid
ed, employed, and paid for the services of a
chief and an assistant engineer to superin
tend said work, one of whom was at all
times on the ground, and gave directions as
to the mode and manner of constructing

531d stone Dip-1's, and decided as to the quan
tity of stone, the height and size and shape

of the Piers, and performed all the duties
siieciiied in said written contract. Said
railroad companies, through said engineers

and lights, and in putting them up and in
keeping them in place when and as dimmed
by said engineers. The defendants were
paid for said materials and work, an to
count of which was kept by defendants and
was carried into their monthly bills with the
stonework, and was settled and paid to:
with the other work.
“Prior to said accident said engineers had
given to the defendants such directions as to
the character of such buoys to be used, and
as to the mode and manner of putting then;
and keeping them up, and it was the duty
of defendants to see that they were keptup
and replaced when washed away, under said
instructions previously given, and without
waiting for future instructions, and which
they had undertaken to do."
Upon these facts the court found as con

clusions of law:
“(1) That the defendants, by the terms or
said written agreement made with said rail
road companies, are independent contract
ors, and are liable to the plaintiffs tor the’'
3
injury complained of.
9
"'(2) That the agreement made by defend n
ants with said railroad companies to furnish
the material and do the work in preparing.
putting up, and keeping up said buoys and
lights on said piers created the relation
of independent contractors, and mode the
defendants liable to the plalntiﬂs for the hr
jury complained of.

“(3) That it was the duty of defendants
to have kept a buoy upon said pier D. and.
if washed otf by drift or otherwise. to have
replaced it, or if this could not have been

done, on the morning of the accident. be
fore the injury, they could and should have

sent some one up the river a suﬂlcient dis
tance above the bridge, or adopted somr
other plan, to notify approaching boats 0‘
the loss of such buoy and of the ioaitioﬂ
0f the piers, and their failure to do so cor

stilutes negligence on their part; and “lid”
such circumstances those in charge of U111!!!"

tit‘fs’ coal boats were not chargeable “1m
negligence in failing to make accurate mi

cuiations as to the location of said nitr D
from the other objects in view, and W
by them, or that they might have seen. 4
"(4) That the plaintiffs and their 11.2011?
in charge of the tow were at the time "1
the exercise of reasonable and Imp" we

in the management and navigational we
tow, and were not guilty 0! contain-ltd’.r
negligence; that at the time of the accldelll

the plaintiffs‘ boat Alarm. with "s c“:

‘15 their ﬂgﬂllts. duly authorized, took charge

tow, was in the usual and PI‘OPOT’PMN a

01‘. directed. and controlled as to providhig

navigation at that stage of water.

buoys and lights to be kept upon said piers,
the character of the same, and the mode
and manner of fastening them to said piers

Judgment having been entered in 1196.0 ‘
ance with these ﬁndings and conciuﬁwm
defendants sued outawrit of error flvm

M

and keeping them in place. Said engineers
of said railroad company, however

on be

half of said railroad company, employed
the defendants to furnish the materials and
perform the work in preparing said buoys

court.

W. A. Hutchins and J. W. Hannah-re“
plaintiffs in error. T. M. Hinkle. for L
ants in error.

CASEMENT 0. BROWN.
Mr. Justice BREWER, after stating the
facts in the foregoing language, delivered
the opinion of the court.
The defendants contend: First, that they
gwere not independent contractors, but em
?pioyes of the railroad eompanies,'and that,
therefore, the railroad companies, and not
themselves, were responsible for any neg
ligence; second, that they were not guilty

of any negligence; and, third, that, if they
were, the plaintiifs were also guilty of con
tributory negligence, and therefore debarred
from any recovery.
With reference to the ﬁrst contention, ob
viously the defendants were independent con
tractors The plans and Speciﬁcations were
prepared and settled by the railroad com
panies. The size, form, and place of the
piers were determined by them, and the de
fendants contracted to build piers of the
prescribed form and size and at the places
ﬁxed. They selected their own servants and
employes. Their contract was to produce a
speciﬁed result. They were to furnish all the
material and do all the work, and by the use

I‘.

.5n-“a'lr

of that material and the means of that work

's:

,.
i:
i
ii:

at

~_,“-.e_~—.- w1ni;=i'3

l

were to produce the completed structures.
The will of the companies was represented
only in the result of the work, and not in the
means by which it was accomplished. This
gave to the defendants the status of inde
pendent contractors, and that status was not
infected by the fact that, instead of waiting
until the close of the work for acceptance by
the engineers of the companies, the contract
provided for their daily supervision and ap
proval of both material and work. The con
tract was not to do such work as the en
gineers should direct, but to furnish suitable
material, and construct certain speciﬁed and
described piers, subject to the daily approval
of the companies‘ engineers. This constant
light of supervision, and this continuing duty
of satisfying the judgment of the engineers,
do not alter the fact that it was a contract
to do a particular work, and in accordance
with plans and speciﬁcations already pre
pared. They did not agree to enter generally
into the service of the companies, and do
whatsoever their employers called upon
them to do, but they contracted for only a
speciﬁc work. The functions of the engineers
were to see that they complied with this
contract; “only this, and nothing more.”
They were to see that the thing produced
and the result obtained were such as the
’:contract provided for. Carman v. Railroad
$00., 4 Ohio St. 399, 414; Corbin v. American
' Mills, 27 Conn. 274; Wood, Mast. &: Serv. p.

610, § 314.
It is unnecessary to inquire whether, be
cause of the supervision retained by the com
panies through their engineers, or because
the work which was done was work done
on a. public highway, the companies might

also be responsible for any negligence in the
Progress of the work.

2 Dill. Mun. Corp.

(4th Ed.) i 1030; Cleveland v. King, 132 U.
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S. 295, 10 Sup. Ct. Rep. 90; Chicago v. Rob
bins, 2 Black, 418; Robbins v. Chicago, 4
Wall. 657; Water 00. v. Ware, 16 Wall. 566.
it is enough for this case that these defend~
ants contracted to do the work, and to pro
duce a ﬁnished structure according to certain
plans and speciﬁcations, and, having made
such contract, and engaged in such work in
accordance therewith, they are responsible
for all injuries resulting from their own neg
ligence. While, doubtless, the original writ
ten contract would cast upon the defendants
as contractors the duty of taking all reason
able precaution, by buoys or otherwise, to
warn those traveling on this public highway
of any danger arising from their work, yet,
in addition, it appears that there was a
special contract, by which they agreed to
furnish the material and perform the work
of preparing and keeping in place buoys and
lights to warn against all danger. Surely,
having made a contract to do the entire
work, and, in addition, a special agreement
to keep proper buoys and lights in place to
warn persons of danger, it does not lie in
their mouths to say that their negligence and
omission of this contractual duty cast no
responsibility upon themselves, but was only
the negligence and omission of duty of the
railroad companies, for which the latter, and
the latter alone, were responsible.
Secondly, equally clear is it that they were
guilty of negligence in failing to replace the
buoy over this submerged pier. According to
the ﬁndings, they knew that that which had
been there had been carried away, and had
ample time to put another in its place. They
knew of the submerged pier, and of the
danger to boats therefrom. They knew what
was necessary to guard against that danger,
for they had previously been taking the prop
er precautions. Having omitted to replace;

‘the buoy, although they knew of the 119065‘?
sity therefor, and had ample time to do so,
or otherwise to warn of the danger, they
were guilty of negligence, and responsible for
all injuries which resulted therefrom.
But the stress of this case arises on the
third of their contentious, and that is that

the plaintiffs were guilty of contributory neg
ligence. It is said that the river was so high
that it was dangerous to attempt to run a
steamboat with barges down the current;
that the piers on the shores on either side
were visible, and in fact seen by the pilots,
and thus they knew the line on which were
placed the then submerged piers in the river;
that they were familiar with the river at this
place, knew that a bridge was being con
structed, and durhig its construction had
passed there twice a week, and saw and
knew where the piers were located, and to
what extent the work had progressed; that
the day was clear, and the steamer under

control, steaming and handling well; and
that, although approaching where they knew
were these partially constructed piers, and
seeing that they were submerged, no halt
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was made, not any one sent forward to take
observations or make inquiry. In view of
these facts it is strenuously urged that the
pilots and oiﬁcers of the steamboat were
guilty of negligence which contributed direct
ly to the injury, and that, therefore, the
plaintiffs, being responsible for the negligence
of their agents and employes, cannot recover.
It must be conceded that these facts, thus
grouped together, point in the direction of
negligence on the part of the pilots and
oﬂicers. They knew that there was danger
there, and, therefore, were bound to take
suit/able precautions to guard against it.
They knew that pier D was near the Ohio
shore, and that its construction had progress
ed further than that of the other piers, and
still they did not direct the course of the
boat away from that shore, and into the un
obstructed channel.
On the other hand, it must be observed
that the mere fact of high water does not
establish negligence on the part of the plain
tiifs. Indeed, as water is a necessity for and
means of steamboat navigation, it would
“seem that the more water the less danger.
“If it be said that the increased volume of
- water-increases the current, and therefore
the difficulty of controlling the motions of
the vessel, it is enough to say that the ﬁnd
ings show that there was no diﬁiculty or
danger in this case on that account. The
injury resulted from a submerged obstruc
tion, and the more water there is, apparent
ly the less danger from such sources. it
is true the ﬁndings state that business on the
river was partially suspended on account of
the high water. That may have been be
cause prudent men were unwilling to risk
the dangers arising therefrom, or because
everything on the river driven by steam
power was needed to prevent the high water
from carrying away personal property along
the shore, and to collect that which was
being borne away.
Whatever may have
been the reasons, the fact that business was
only partially suspended is satisfactory evi
dence that it was not in and of itself negli
gence for these plaintiffs to attempt to run
their boats down the river. If it be said
that the pilots ought to have taken the boats
further out into the channel, it is suﬂicient
answer that it is found as a fact that it was
both customary and proper for coal ﬂeets,
such as these, to keep somewhat near the
Ohio shore at this place, “running the
points," as the expression is; and the fact

of passing there twice a. week during an;
construction, yet it is not to be assumed
therefrom that the court meant to ﬁnd that
these pilots knew the exact height to which
pier D had been carried, the exact stage of
the water at the time, and, therefor-9,111‘,
exact depth of the water above the pier,
and also its exact location in the river. All

that can reasonably be inferred from the
language is that they possessed such knowl
edge of the location and construction of the
piers as they would acquire from passing,
up and down the river twice a Week in:
boats. And in reviewing a judgment-it is'
not proper to place any narrow, strained,
or strict construction on the language with
which the court describes its ﬁndings oi tact,
in order to sustain the contention that they
do not support the conclusions of law and
the Judgment. 0n the contrary, if any rea~
sonable and fair construction thereof will
sustain the judgment, such construction
should be recognized and adopted by the no
pellate court as the true construction 1!
it be said that, knowing, as they did, that
somewhere in the line between the two shore
piers was this submerged pier D, they should
have ascertained for a certainty its exact
position before proceeding on their course, it
may be replied that the fact that this was an
artiﬁcial obstruction, placed there by parties
still engaged in the construction of a. bridge
across the river, and therefore hnvinga
present duty of caring for the structures,
and seeing that no one was injured thereby.

is a fact of signiﬁcance. If it was a mum!
obstruction, one in respect to which no Pfli'ii
had any duty of preservation or warning‘
it might be that the obligation resting noon
the pilots would be of a diiferent and mm

stringent character. But they knew that
here a great work was being constructed by
these defendants; that it was their duty to
give all needful warning to persons and
boats going up and down the river; and

that, if there were no buoys in Place! °r
other warning given, they might fairly 6°”

clude that all of these piers were 801*"
submerged as to threaten no danger to 9359
ing boats.
Further, as appears from the ﬁndings. the?
saw no break in the water, nothing which

would indicate that the top of ‘11° 5“
merged pier was near the sm'fﬂce- And!’

still further, one of the boats in the M
safety.butThey
had
shortly
evidently
beforerelied
passed
on two
there
in?!“
First, that the appearance of the Wﬂtl‘zhm

that, in this case, they miscalculated the
exact location of the submerged pier, does

not subject them to the condemnation of
negligence. It seems from this ﬁnding that
they were pursuing the proper as well as

the course they were takinB lndmted b
the pier, if in that course, was 5° m 5“
merged as to threaten no danger; and' 59;,
011615’. that, if there were an!’ dung“ tome

‘he customary course, and a. mere error of

apprehended from such an obstruction, m‘

ludgment is not, under such circumstances,

parties in charge of the work would 11a": e
dlcated by buoys or otherwise the plncev =9

negligence.

While it is true the ﬁndings

danger.
state that the pilots knew where the piers
were located, and to what extent the work

had progressed- Davin: beer. in the habit

Shall they be condemned beans;

they relied upon the defendants’ faithful I;
charge of the duty of giving suitable “a

ISAACS o. JONAS.
5153, and, in the absence of such warning,
?believed there was no danger, and, seeing
nothing in the appearance of the water to

suggest danger, pursued that which was the
customary and proper course for boats to
pursue in passing from above to below the
line of the bridge? It appears from the
ﬁndings that the lookout was not conﬁned
to one person, but that several were gath~
ered in the pilot house, on the lookout for

all indications of danger and all customary

ankfi-nﬁlﬂ:'.‘iﬂ: i n‘laws-HE?aiﬁxl. :_1!Jiu

_4.IWm‘amn_.,‘_

guards and warnings.
We are of opinion that the conclusion of
the circuit court was right, and that it would
be placing too severe a condemnation on
the conduct of the pilots in charge of the
boats to say that their error of judgment,
their dependence on the appearance of the
stream, and their reliance upon the duty of
the defendants to place suitable buoys or
other warnings, was such contributory neg
iigence as would relieve the defendants from
liability for the results of their almost con
fessed, and certainly undoubted, negligence.
The Judgment is aﬁlrmed.

(148 U. s. 649)
ISAACS v. JONAS, Collector.
(April 10, 1893.)
No. 142.
Cus'rols DUTIES—CL\SSlFlCA’i'IOX—SMOKERS’ An
TICLES—CIOAHETTE PAPER.
_ Plaiutiif imported packages of paper,
cially prepared as cigarette wrappers, cut to
t e groper size, and separated into divisions
of u out 250 pieces, being the proper number
for a cigarette book. By a separate im orta
tion he brought in pasteboard covers 0 cor
res _nding size, to be used with the paper in
ma ing cigarette books by brushing one edge
of each subdivision of paper with adhesive ma

terial and cementing the same into the cov
ers. ills intention was to unite the two im
portatious into cigarette books, and that was
the only form in which such paper had been
sold at retail. A part of the paper, however,
was sold directly to manufacturers of cigar
ettes. Hold, that the importations were du
tiable at 70 per cent. ad valorem, as “smokers‘
articles." within Schedule N of the tariif act
of 1883, (22 St. p. 513, c. 121.) and not at 15
D91‘ cent., as manufactures of paper not 5 e

Ewgi’oenumerated, under Schedule M, (22

t.

In error to the circuit court of the United
States for the eastern district of Louisiana.
Aﬂirmed.

Statement by Mr. Justice GRAY:
This was an action brought December 17.

1335. by Isuam against the collector of the
port of New Orleans, to recover back an al

lesed excess of duties paid, under protest,
upon 25 cases of cigarette paper and upon 23
cases of pastcboard covers of cigarette paper,

both imported by the plaintiii in June. 1835;
the Paper at the port of New Orleans, and

the covers at the port of New York, and
thence transferred in bond to New Orleans;
811d the two entered by the plaintiff simul
mneously at New Orleans for withdrawal
for consumption.
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The collector, and the secretary of the
treasury on appeal, held both importations
to be subject to the duty of 70 per cent. ad
valorem, imposed by Schedule N of the tariff
act of March 3, 1883, (chapter 121,) on “pipes,
pipe bowls, and all smokers’ articles what
ever, not specially enumerated or provided
for in this act." 22 St. p. 513.
The plaintiff contended that both importa
tions were within Schedule M of the same
act, imposing a duty of 15 per cent. ad
valorem on “paper, manufactures of, or 012
which paper is a~component material, not?
specially enumerated or provided for in this
act.“ 22 St. p. 510.
At the trial before a Jury it was agreed
by the parties, without contention, “that the
paper, when imported, was cut into small
pieces of the size proper for making cig~
arettes, and was put up in packages wrapped
in paper, the packages being about six or
eight inches square, and that these packages
were again inclosed in large cases or boxes
for sea transportation; that the contents of
each of the smaller packages referred to were
made up of said small pieces of paper, cut
to the size proper, and of the proper char
acter of paper, for making cigarettes; that
said ‘cigarette paper, as imported, was in no
manner attached together in any form of
binding, but was separated into divisions of
about 250 pieces of paper by the interposi
tion of a piece of paper of a ditfcrent color,

cut of the same size, so that it subdivided the
paper into the divisions of the proper size
and number of leaves for the contents of the
book of leaves of cigarette paper, of the
ordinary size of such books as sold in the
markets."
The plaintiff introduced evidence “tending
to show that the paper of which the small
cut papers were made was made of a peculiar
material, and by a process ﬁtting it to be
used as wrappers for cigarettes; and that the
paper was manufactured in large sheets, and
afterwards cut into the form of small pieces
of paper as imported, before importation,
by machines contrived for that purpose; that
the paper was so cut to adapt it to use as
wrappers for cigarettes; that cigarettes, as
manufactured, consist of a. small quantity
of disintegrated tobacco leaves, wrapped
about and held in place by the paper, and
that in consumption both the tobacco and
the paper are set on tire, and both con
sumed or smoked by the smoker; that it was
the intention of the plnintiﬂ. at the time of
importation, and his motive in making said
importation in said form, to manufacture

the said material into what are known as
‘cigarette books;' that the process of such
manufacture is to separate the paper, as im
ported, where the colored leaves or sub
divisions are located in the paper as im
ported, and with a brush cover one edge:
of the paper with ﬂour paste, glue, or some@
adhesive cement'adapted to cement leaves‘
together at one edge, and then cement the
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paper into the covers as they are imported;
that as to and concerning this particular im
portation a large portion thereof was so put
up and cemented into books by the plalntiif
after the same came into his possession by
withdrawal and payment of duties; that this
was done at the expense of about $400 for
hire of workmen to do the work; that a
portion of the paper as imported was sold
directly to manufacturers of cigarettes, to be
used in their factories in making cigarettes
for sale as a manufacture and article of
commerce; that as to this particular kind or
manufacture of paper the plaintiff was the
sole importer thereof into the United States,
by special arrangement with the foreign
manufacturers thereof; that as an article of
retail sale, or jobbing and sale to the retail
dealers, the paper has always been sold in
this country in the form of books consisting
of a certain number of leaves of the paper,
cemented together and to the cover; and
that in use thereof by the smoker the leaves
are separately torn from the book used in
the manufacture of cigarettes by the smoker,
and when the leaves are all expended the
cover is thrown away as useless; that the
function of the cover is simply to protect the
leaves from becoming scattered or injured
by being handled or carried in the pockets of
the smokers, and had no other function or
use." The plaintiff thereupon rested his

poses to which a book of cigarette paper lg
put by smokers, then the jury should linl
for the defendant."
“To ﬁnd that the things imported are
smokers‘ articles. the jury must ﬁnd that
they are ordinarily and distinctively used
by smokers in or in connection with smok
ing, and that they are ready to be so used."
“If the merely laying them together en
ables the smoker to use them, and he did
use them without any process except that
of laying them together, they would be
smokers‘ articles; but if, on the other hand,
there was a process of manufacture or com
bination beyond laying together, then they
would be materials for smokers‘ articles.
and not smokers’ articles”
“If the jury ﬁnd that the things separately
imported are imported separately as matter
of business, and not as an evasive device.
then they are the materials for the articles
but not the articles themselves; but if the
jury ﬁnd the things, though imported sepa
rately, were designed, without any expendi
ture beyond being put together, to be put
and sold together, and were imported sepa
rately, merely to escape a higher late of
duty, and not from motives of business, then
the separate things are to be classed as path
of a whole, and not simply as materials"
The jury returned a verdict for the do
fendant, upon which judgment was rendered.
and on May 16, 1889, the plaintid sued out

(‘839.

The defendant called as a witness a per
son connected with the office of the ap
praisers at the customhouse in New Orleans,
who testiﬂed that for many years he had
been a cigarette smoker, rolling and making
his own cigarettes by combining the tobacco
and paper himself, and who produced pack
ages of cigarette paper of another kind and
greater stiffness than the goods imported,
bought at cigar shops in New Orleans, with
out covers, and held in place as a package
by a ﬂexible band; and was permitted by
the court, against the plaintiff's objection
and exception, to testify that those packages
could be used by smokers in the condition
in which they were produced, and also that
‘fit was possible to use the paper in contro

ieversy in this case in the form in which it
0 was imported, without pastingrtogether the

edge, 01‘ Pasting 01‘ gluing the paper to con
nect the cover to make a cigarette book."
The bill of exceptions set forth many in.
structions requested by either party and
given by the court with modiﬁcations, as
well as other instructions given to the jury,

the substance of all which snﬂiclently ap
pears by the following instructions given,
to each of which the plaintiff excepted:

this writ of error.
W. Wickham Smith, Charles Curie, and
D. Ives Mackie, for plaintiff in error. Asst
Atty. Gen. Parker, for defendant in error.

a
a
‘Mr. Justice GRAY, after stating the face‘
in the foregoing language, delivered the Olim
lon of the court.
necessary
Had there
for been
the consideration
any question and
in decliloﬂ

of a jury, the plaintiff would have 110105!
ground of exception to the admission of the
testimony of an habitual cigarette smoker,

accustomed to roll his own cigarettes i113t
other cigarette paper, sold in similar Pad“
ages, but without covers, could be used bi
smokers in that condition, and that 11"‘
pieces of paper now in question could be
so used without being pasted together or
into a cover; or to the instructions will"
which the case was submitted to the Jul'l"
But the several exceptions taken-become

immaterial, because upon the plaintiffs vii"
case the jury might well have been “(I
structed, as matter of law, that the deten
ant was entitled to a verdict

“11 You ﬁnd that the smoker himself, by

The facts which were either admitted by
both Parties, or which the evidence hm?

slmply P11161118 the package of small leaves

duced in behalf of the plaintiff tended °_

of ﬁﬁgm‘ette Duper within the cover, and
Placing the rubber band which adheres to
the cover around the cover and the package
of small leaves of cigarette paper, can use

the book of cigarette paper for all the pur~

Drove,

were,

in

subsmnce,

as follows:

The importation of cigarette PM)“ cfua
sisted of packages of separate Pieces on"
paper made of a peculiar material and '

a. special process, suitable to be “5
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wrappers for cigarettes, cut into the prop
or size, and separated into divisions of
about 250 pieces by the interposition of
pieces of paper of the same size and of dif—
ferent color. The other importation con
sisted of pasteboard covers of corresponding
size. to be used with the paper in making
cigarette books by brushing one edge of each
subdivision of the paper with paste or
other adhesive substance, and then cement
ing the paper into the covers, from which the
leaves are torn by the smoke: as desired,
gum! then the cover (which is useful only to
0 protect the papers) is thrown away.‘ The
plaintiil, by arrangement with the foreign
manufacturers of this paper, was the sole
importer thereof into the United States; his
intention and motive in importing it were to
make it up into cigarette books; and that
was the only form in which such paper had
been sold at retail. A large part of this im
portation was so made up into books by the
plaintiff at an expense of about $400 for the
hire of workmen; but a part of it, as im
ported, was sold directly to manufacturers
of cigarettes.
The question is whether, upon these facts,
the cigarette paper and the pasteboard
covers for it were "manufacturers of paper,"

within Schedule M, or were “smokers‘ arti
cles," within Schedule N, of the tarii! act of

1883.

EH

Each of the two clauses containing the
words, "not specially enumerated or pro
vided for in this act," and the clause con
cerning smokers‘ articles being the more
speciﬁc and deﬁnite, this clause must, of
course, prevail over the other in the case of
a subject falling within both descriptions.
It is manifestly not requisite, in order to

bring an article under this clause, that it
q‘ﬂlﬁ

-_-‘;_._-_.,§_“.~

should, of and by itself, be capable of being
used for smoking; for the clause includes not
only “pipcs," which are ready to be ﬁlled and
smoked, but "pipe bowls," which cannot be
smoked without putting stems to them, "and
all mokers' articles whatever."
In the case at bar, the cigarette papers,
as well as the covers to hold them, were
made, adapted, and intended to be used by
smokers in rolling and smoking cigarettes.
The plaintiﬂ himself imported both the
Papers and the covers, and entered and paid
the duties upon the two simultaneously;
and his intention at the time of importing
them, as well as his motive in importing
them in the form that he did, was to com
bine them into cigarette books for the use of
Smokers. The leaves of paper were ﬁt for
nothing else but to be made into cigarettes,
and smoked with the tobacco wrapped in
them: and they were used in the same way,
whether never put into a cover at all, or
lirst pasted into a cover and afterwards torn
out one by one. The covers were tit for
‘nothing except to hold and protect the

‘éiiﬂpers until

made

by

the

smoker into

' dtﬂ-i'ettes The mere pasting together of'the

papers and the covers was in no proper
sense a process of manufacture, and did not
change the use or the character of the
articles.
To decide that these cigarette papers and
their covers, or either of the two, are not
“smokers' articles," would contravene the
plain language, as well as the manifest in
tent and purpose, of the tarlif act.

The cases of Robertson v. Gerdan, 132 U.
S. 454, 10 Sup. Ct. Rep. 119, and U. S. v.
Schoverling. 146 U. S. 76, 13 Sup. Ct. Rep.
24, cited for the plaintitt, went no further

than to hold other provisions of the tariff
act, describing a complete instrument, to be
inapplicable to the importer of a part thereof
only. In Robertson v. Gordan, the point do
cided was that ivory keys, sold to manu
facturers of pianos and organs, to be scraped
and glued to the wood, were not themselves
musical instruments. In U, S. v. Schover
Iing the point decided was that gunstocks, al
though intended to be put with barrels to
form complete guns, yet no question of the
importation of gun barrels being involved,
were not guns; and there was no intimation
that if the stocks and barrels had both been
imported by the same person, and entered
at the same time, with the intention of him
self putting them together as guns, they
would not have been dutiable as such, or
that g'unstocks should not be considered as
gunners‘ or sportsmen's articles.
Judgment atiirmed.

(148 U. S. 654)

UNITED STATES v. ISAACS.
(April 10. 1893.)
No. 391.
Cos-roars Du'rnzs— CLASSlFlC/UHON— Snoxnns' An
TlCLES—CiGARETTB PAPER,
Importations of paper specially prepared
for cigarette wrappers, cut to the proper size.
and in a condition in which it could be used
by smokers to make their own cigarettes, al

though it is not so sold to smokers in that
form, but is ﬁrst made into cigarette books,
are dntiable at 70 per cent. ad vnlorem, as
“smokers' articles," under Schedule N of the

tariff act of 1883, (22 St. p. 513, c. 121,) and
not as manufactures of paper, under Schedule
M of said act.

In error to the circuit court of the United
States for the eastern district of Louisiana.
Reversed.
‘655
Statement by Mr. Justice GRAY:
‘This was an action brought June 15, 1886,
by the United States against Isaacs to re
cover additional duties upon 16 cases of
cigarette paper, which he had imported and
entered for consumption at the port of New

Orleans in June, 1885, and had paid a duty
of 15 per cent. ad valorem upon, as "manu
factures of paper," under Schedule M, and
which the collector, in liquidating the entry,
held to be dutiable at 70 per cent. ad

valorem as “smokers' articles.“ under Sched
ule N of the tariff act of 1883.
At the trial before a jury the only contro
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versy was under which description the mer
chandise was dutiable, upon the following
facts agreed by the parties:
"The goods in question consisted of paper
of a. quality suitable for wrapping cigarettes
ﬁlled with tobacco, and was cut into sizes
tit for that use, and could have been used
for that purpose, or in manufacturing ciga
rettes; but is not usually and in the ordina
ry course of trade put on the market for
sale to smokers in the condition and form
in which it was imported, but such paper
is ﬁtted for market and sale to smokers by
being separated into lots or parcels of from
one hundred to two hundred and ﬁfty
leaves of paper, after which one edge of the
parcel of leaves is connected together with
paste, glue, or some other adhesive cement,
and afterwards cemented to a protective
cover. making, when the manipulation is
complete, what is known in commerce as
‘cigarette books,’ and from which the leaves
are torn, one at a time, for the manufacture
of cigarettes by smokers or manufacturers.
It was, however, possible for any smoker
to have taken the separate leaves of paper
in form as imported, and used the same in
making cigarettes, without having been ﬁrst
made up in books as above described. In
fact, a. part of this shipment and importation
was sold directly to manufacturers of ciga
rettes in bulk for use in cigarette factories.
‘050
And if the classiﬁcation or rate of duty to
be imposed is or can be in any’ manner af
fected by the intention of the importer as
to future use after importation, the defend
ant admits that at the time of importation
and entry it was his intention to use said
paper in the manufacture of cigarette books;
and that, in fact, a large portion of said
paper was so used by him after importation,
and was by him sold in that form in the
United States."
The United States requested the court to
instruct the jury that upon the facts agreed
the paper in question was a smoker’s article,
and liable to a duty of 70 per cent. ad
valorem, and that they should ﬁnd a verdict

into a. size, ﬁt for wrapping cigarettes, and
could, in the condition and form in which
it was imported, be used by smokers to make
their own cigarettes,—-aithough it is not, in
the usual and ordinary course of trade, put
on the market for sale to smokers in that
condition and form, but is usually prepared
for sale to smokers by being made up into
cigarette books, or else sold to manufactur
ers of cigarettes to be used in their taste
ries,—it must, under the opinion just deliv
ered in Isaacs v. Jonas, 13 Sup. (it. Rep. 67?.

be ‘held to come within the clause of theh
tariff act which imposes a duty of 70 per:
cent. ad ' vaiorem on “smokers’ nrticl "
The jury having been instructed otherwise,
the judgment must be reversed, and themse
remanded to the circuit court, with directions
to set aside the verdict, and to order a new

trial.
=

(148 U. 5. iii)

NATIONAL HAT-POUNCING MACH. CO.
v. HEDDEN et :11.
(April 3, 1893.)

No. 138.
Pnax'rs ron INvssrross—As'ricirmox-Hir
Pouscmo MACHINES.

Letters

atent No. 97,178, granted No

vember 23, 18%), to Rudolph Euckenieyer. for
an improvement in hat-pouncing machines. cov

ered in the second cia1m_“the arrangement
and
der,
the
the
tion

combination of a rotating pounciui; 0811"‘
with a vertical supporting horn, whereby
supporting horn may_ be used to support
ti , side crown, or brim during the Opel}
0 pouncing the hat.“ Letters atent

220,889
were granted May .21. 1 9J0 h
mund B. Taylor, for a similar machine. if
ﬁfth claim of the patent bein

bination of the support. for

for

iiiedwtiﬁil

e hat mil m

self-feeding pouncing cylinder, whereby {,9 0
is drawn over the support in the directlon he
the motion of the pouncing cylinder.
at
principal difference in the machines was
_
the earlier one employed feed rollers mlmgielr
late the motion of the hat, while in the B
this was done by hand. Held. that H ted
claim of the Taylor natent_was illltlﬂpamy

by the second claim of the Eickemeyer put hr
for the omission of the feed rollers didsii'ii)
voive any invention. 36 Fed. Rep.
1

I

for the United States. But the court de~
ﬁrmed.
clined so to instruct the jury, and ruled that
upon the facts agreed the goods should be
classiﬁed as a manufacture of paper, and

United States for the

that the defendant, having paid a duty upon

Jersey.
Suit

it as such, was entitled to a verdict, which
was returned accordingly. The United States

chine Company against Charles M. Heidi!"
and others to restrain the alleged infﬂiltz
ment of two patents. A preiimimll'i’ “11111129
tion was refused by the circuit comii
Fed Rep. 147,) and subsequently 8 deal”!
was rendered for plaintiﬂ as to 0118 Dawn

alleged exceptions, and on February 11, 1890,
sued out this writ of error.
Asst. Atty. Gen. Parker, for plaintiff in er
ror. W. Wickham Smith, Charles Curie, and
D. Ives Mackie, for defendant in error.

Appeal from the circuit court 0! the
by the National Hat-Pouncing m"

and for defendant as to the other. (36 3“
Rep. 317,) from

Mr. Justice GRAY, after stating the facts
in the foregoing language, delivered the
opinion of the court.
it having been admitted by the parties
at the trial that the paper in question in

this case was made of a quality, and cut

district of New

which plaintiff ﬂiiile

Decree affirmed.
h
Statement by Mr. Justice BROWIi-dam.
This was a bill in equity to recover m
11808 for the infringement of two lentor

patent for improvements in 111811111112s b
90111101115‘ hats, viz.: patent No. 9i.li$~

.4

NATIONAL HAT—POUNCING MACH. CO. v. HEDDEN.
sued November 23, 1869, to Rudolph Eicke

I-=! -‘. ;—_-: —- =.
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meyer, and patent No. 220,889, issued 00
tober 21, 1879, to Edmund B. Taylor.
In his speciﬁcation Taylor states:
“The object of my invention is to dispense
with feed rolls and hat blocks in machines
for pouncing hats, to make the cutting or
pouncing cylinder self feeding, to enable the

The only claim alleged to be infringed
was the ﬁfth, which reads as follows:
“(5) The combination of the support for
the hat and the self-feeding pouncing cylin
der, whereby the hat is drawn over the sup
port, B, in the direction of the motion of the
pouncing cylinder."
The following represent Figs. 1 and 2

operator to control the speed and direction

of the drawings:

‘484

in which the hats to be pounced pass over
the cutting or pouncing surface by the hand
with the assistance of a guard and presser
pin, and to cause the material to be pounced
to move in the same direction as the sur
face of the self-feeding cutter in contact
with it, thereby avoiding the injurious strain
to which it is subjected in ordinary hat
pouncing machines with feed rolls or their
equivalents.
“With my machine, not only can hats be
pounced without any stretching or straining
of the material to be pounced, but hats of
dlﬂerent styles can be pounced, or diﬂerent
parts of the same hats can be pounced

more or less, as may be desired, without
“any change in the adjustment of the ma.
Iichine. ' ' ‘

: '"liiy machine consists of a table or sup

Tl‘,

'a-nli
iii‘
uswei -awi uwQ.“ié‘trji

porting frame, X, which carries the bear
lags, F, for the shaft, upon which is fixed
the driving pulley, E, and the self-feeding
pouncing cylinder, A, which can be re
volved at any desirable speed. This self
feeding cylinder is covered with the poun
clng or cutting material.
"A block, B, supports the hat or material
to be pounced, and presses it against the
self-feeding pounclng cylinder, A.
This
block is adjustable upon its middle point
by means of a bolt tapped into it, which
passes through the bracket, D, and is fas
teaed by a nut, M. It is supported by the
bracket, D, which turns on a pivot, and is

operated by a treadle and lever, P, and
connecting rod, 0. ' ' '
"A guard, C, is placed directly over the
8‘importing block to protect the hands of the

operator from contact with the self-feeding
Bouncing cylinder, and is adjustable upon
the bracket, D, by the means of the nut,

R, which works
guard. ' ¢ '

in

a

stirrup

in

the

Upon a hearing upon pleadings and proofs

in the circuit court the court found in favor
of the plaintiff upon the second claim of the
Eickemeyer patent, but also found the ﬁfth
claim of the Taylor patent to be invalid
for want of novelty, and dismissed the bill
as to this patent. 36 Fed. Rep. 317. De
fendants did not appeal from the decree
against them as to the Elckemeyer patent,
but plaintiff appealed from so much of the
decree as related to the patent to Taylor.

“The mode of operating my machine is as
follows: The hat to be pounced is placed
over the supporting block, and pressed
against the self-feeding pouncing cylinder
by. means of the treadle operating the

Eugene Treadwell and W. W. Swan, for
appellant. A. Q. Keasbey and Edward Q.
Keasbey, for appellew.

Swinging bracket. The self-feeding pounciug

facts in the foregoing language, delivered
the opinion of the court
The ﬁfth claim of the Taylor patent was
held to be invalid by the court below upon
the ground that it was anticipated by the
second claim of the Eickemeyer ‘patent.
The operation of cutting or grinding oi!

Cylinder, revolving at great speed, draws
the but through the space between the sup

Porting block and the self-feeding pouncing
cylinder. The hand of the operator, assist
ed. when necessary, by the prcsser pin, L.
retards the hat in its passage, and controls
"8 direction, by which means the pouncing
surface can be caused to move over the ma
to"ii-l to be pounced at any rate of speed
01' in any direction that may be desired.

486

‘Mr. Justice BROWN, after stating the.

the rough surface of the wool or fur of
which the hat is made by the use of pumice

is termed “pouncing."

This was formerly

done by pumice or sandpaper held in the
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hand, and applied to the frame of the hat,
laid upon a ﬂat surface, and to the crown,
ﬁtted over a hat block of corresponding
shape. In time mechanical devices began to
be employed for the same purpose. Orig
inaliy this mechanism consisted simply of a
block over which the hat body was stretched,
and to which a rotary motion was imparted,
while the pouncing material was held in
the hand, and applied to the surface of the
hat. The patent to Wheeler & Manley of
August 14, 1866, contained an improvement
upon this, and consisted in pouncing the hat
body by means of an emery cylinder or oth
er pouncing surface moving at a high speed
in contact with or against a. hat body re
volving at a comparatively low speed. This
machine, however, consisted of two separate
devices, one for pouncing the crown of the
hat, and the other for pouncing the brim.
The patent to Nougaret of September 18,
1866, also provided for two separate devices,
—-one to pounce the crown and the other the
brim. Like the Wheeler 8: Manley crown
machine, the Nougaret device for pouncing
the crown contained a revolving hat block
for carrying the hat, but the subordinate de
vices for bringing the different parts of the
hat block in contact with the pouncing roller
diifered somewhat in the two machines.
The patent to Labiaux of March 26, 1867,
was simply for an improvement in the
crown machine of Nougaret, and consisted
in the manner of hanging and operating the
shafts upon which the pouncing roller and
block were secured, and in the manner of se
curing and holding the sandpaper to the
pouncing roller, and in some other minor
particulars.
The patient to Elckemeyer of November
223, 1869, was a decided advance upon pre

I vious devices in the fact that the'crown of
the hat was so supported that both the
crown and the brim were presented by the
same instrument to the pouncing cylinder.

National Hat-Pouncing Mach. 00. v. Them,
25 Fed. Rep. 496. In his speciﬁcation he
stated his method of accomplishing this as
follows: "My invention further consists in
an arrangement of the pouncing cylinder,
and a rest or supporting horn for the hat
body, which can be introduced within the
crown to support it against the cutting ac
tion of the pouncing cylinder during the
operation of pouncing, the arrangement be
ing such as to dispene with the use of a hat

cing cylinder and a rest or supporting horas

swiveling feeding mechanism, substantially
as
between
described,
the whereby
pouncingthe
cylinder
hat mayin hediderem
curves, or directly forward, as required."
The Taylor patent was applied for iiny
21, 1879. The ﬁfth claim of the speciﬁca
tion, as originally drawn, read as follows:
“(5) The combination of the pouncing cyl
inder and the support for the hat, whereby
the‘ hat is drawn over the moving pouncing
cylinder in the direction of the motion at
the cylinder, substantially as described.”
As thus drawn, this claim was rejected by
the examiner upon reference to the Links
meyer patent of March, 1874, which does not
appear in the record, but which, it maybe
presumed, was substantially the same as the
patent of 1869 in this particular. The
speciﬁcation was thereupon amended by in
serting before the words "pouncing cylin
der," wherever they occurred, the word
“self-feeding," and the ﬁfth claim was
amended to read as follows:
“(5) The combination of the support for“
the hat and the self-feeding pouncing cylin~g
der, whereby the hat is drawn'orer the mowing pouncing cylinder in the direction of the
motion of the cylinder, substantially as de
scribed."
In his communication to the patent oﬂlce
the patentee suggested in support of this
amended claim that it diﬁered from the
claim of the Eickemeyer patent of 1874 in

the fact that the cylinder was a self-(2061118
one, and its operation was to cause the ma
teriai to be pounced to move in the same di
rection as the pouncing material. In reply.
the examiner expressed a doubt as to wllﬂi

was meant by the clause in the ﬁfth 6181111
"whereby the hat is drawn over the movinx
pouncing cylinder in the direction of the
motion of the cylinder," and suggested that
it should read, “whereby the hat is drawn

over the support, B, in the direction of the
motion of the pouncing cylinder." In it“
ply, the ﬁfth claim was withdrawn, and two
other claims proposed, as follows:

"(5) The combination of the shawl‘t 1°’
the hat and the self-feeding pouncing Gun‘
der, substantially as described.

"(6) The self-feeding pouncing crime“
which feeds the material to be pounced '0
the moving pouncing surface in the (law
tion of its own motion."

‘

Attention was also called to the fact till

51°91‘ "1 pouncing the tips and side crowns

this was the only machine that was ‘an’

of the hats.”
The second and third claims of this patent

feeding.

“It does not," said the 93mm‘

"depend upon feed rolls for Pound“:

—the only ones material to be considered—

hat, but the pouncing cylinder is the “1"

read as follows:
"(2) The arrangement and combination of

force that moves or presents the hat to

‘1 rotating pouncing cylinder with a vertical
supporting horn, substantially as described,

binatlou of the self-feeding pouncing Wunm

pouncing surface.

The claim is for the “a:

with the support for the hat, 115 dew!

whereby the supporting horn may be used to

in which the only motive power is the rig

"P190" the tip, side crown, or brim during

idly revolving pouncing cylinder. This“, a

the Operation or pouncing the 1m.
"(3) In combination with a. rotadng poun

lieved to diﬂer from all previous mﬂchmw
which contains. feeding apparatus which 0“

J
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trols the hat as it is applied to the pounclng
cylinder. As can be seen, in Taylor's patent,
but one cylinder or roll is used, and this sole
ly for the purpose of pouncing the hats, and
not in any way for feeding the hat, except by
its direct motion.” These claims were re
jected upon the ground “that the ponncing
roller of all hat-pounclng machines has a
tendency to move the material acted upon
in the direction of its motion, but feed rolls
have been added to facilitate the feeding

got the article to be operated upon to the
:‘pounclng cylinder, and it is not deemed'in
vention or improvement in the art to omit
the feed rollers."
The claim was again
amended and allowed in the following form:
"(5) The combination of the support for
the hat and the self-feeding pouncing cylin
der, whereby the hat is drawn over the sup
port, B, in the direction of the motion of the
pouncing cylinder."
It does not clearly appear why the claim
was allowed in this form, since it seems
to be open to the same objections that had
been previously made to it, when presented
in slightly dill'erent language.
These proceedings in the patent oilice are
set forth in detail for the purpose of show
hig the exact particulars which were then,
and are now, claimed to distinguish the Toy
lor patent from the Eickemeyer patent of
1869. These are: (1) The omission of the
feed roll of the Eickemeyer patent; (2) the
self-feeding characteristic of the pouncing
cylinder. An examination of the two de
vices shows that they are practically the
same, except that in the Taylor patent the
feeding roll of the Eickemeyer machine is
omitted! and a guard and presser pin sub
stituted. The ﬁfth claim of the Eickemeyer
patent of 1869, and the second claim of the
Taylor patent, are also for the same ele‘
ments, namely, a pouncing cylinder, called
"rotating" by Eickemeyer and “self-feeding"
by Taylor, and a support for the hat block,
termed a "vertical supporting horn" by
Eickemeyer, though the operation of these
elements is dliterently described in the two

claims.

In the Eickemeyer claim it is said

that "the supporting horn may be used to
support the tip, side crown, or brim during
the operation of pouncing the hat," and in
the Taylor claim that “the hat is drawn over
the support, B, in the direction of the mo—
tion of the pouncing cylinder.” It is in
sisted, however, that the feed roll, though
omitted in the second claim or the Eicke
meyer patent, is contained in the third, and,

being an essential element of his device.
should be read into the second claim as it
it had been actually incorporated in it.

If

ait were true that the feed roll were neces
ﬁal'y to the operation of the combination 0!

' the second claim, this result would'undoubt
edly follow; in other words, if a. person
has invented a combination of

three ele

ment-S. all of which are necessary to the
°Peratlon of his device, he cannot, by making

a claim for two of them, forestall another,

who has so combined these two elements
that they perform the same function that
the three elements of the former patent per
formed.
On examination of Eickemeyer’s device,
however, it is diiiicult to see wherein the
feed roll is so far essential to the operation
of the machine that it would not perform
practically the same function as the Taylor
patent it the feed r011 were omitted. There
would still be left a support for the hat by
and upon which it could be held up to the
pounclng cylinder. The feeding of the hat,
instead of being accomplished or assisted by
the feed roll, would be done entirely by
hand, as contemplated in the Taylor patent.
Indeed, all the signiﬁcance of the word
"self-feeding" in this connection appears to
be that, when the hat is pressed against
the pouncing cylinder, it has a tendency to
feed in the direction in which the cylinder
revolves, and it is diﬂicult to see why in
either machine the hat may not be fed in
the opposite direction.
In the Eickemeyer machine it was fed in
the opposite direction by the aid of the feed
ing roll, and the same thing, it would seem,
may be done, by the application of a little
more force, in the Taylor patent.
The case then really resolves itself into
the question whether the omission of the
feed roll involves invention, and, in view of
the fact that the hat support and pouncing
cylinder of the Eickemeyer patent will ac
eompiish practically the same functions as
the Taylor device, though not so perfectly.
we hold it does not; in other words, it re
quired no invention to omit the feed roll of
the Eickemeyer patent, and to make the
subsidiary changes necessary to produce a
Working device.
The truth is, the essence of the Taylor in
vention was the guard, C, and the presser
pin, L, and any argument which tends to
prove that the feed roll was an essential
part of the Eickemeyer device is equally
cogent to show that the guard and presser
pin are essential to the Taylor patent, since
they were designed to take the place of thee

feed roll, and assist the'operator in bringing?
every part of the hat in contact with the
pouncing cylinder. He himself speaks of the
presser pin as “a peculiar and novel feature”
of his machine, its operation being as fol
lows: "The hat to be pounced can be caused
to be revolved about it as a center by means
of the pressure exerted upon it, so that
every part of the hat, except that imme
diately under the presser pin, would, in
its rotation, come in contact with the poun
cing cylinder, and by lessening the pressure
the hat would be drawn under the presser
pin in any desired direction, and that part
of it which had formed the center of rota
tion would then be pounced." As either the
guard or presser pin or both are made
an element in all the claims of his patent
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but the ﬁfth, it is quite evident that this

was his real invention, and that his ﬁfth
and last claim was suggested by a desire
to make his patent as sweeping as pos
sible.
It is true that the Taylor machine seems
to be capable of doing more work, and at
less expense for labor and pouncing mate—
rial, than the prior devices, which it appears
to have largely supplanted; but this consid
eration, while persuasive, is by no means
decisive, and is only available to turn the
scale in cases of grave doubt respecting the
validity of the invention.
The decree of the court below, holding the
ﬁfth claim of this patent to have been an
ticipated by the second claim of the Eicke
meyer patent, is therefore aﬂirmed.
==

(148 U. S. 581)

LONERGAN et al. v. BUFORD et 1].
(April 10, 1893.)
No. 203.
sALlI—PAYMEKT uxnsa Dunsss-Panor. Evmsncs
'ro EXPLAIN Warn-cs Oos'rasc'r.
1. In a suit on a written contract to sell
all defendant's cattle on certain ranches, ex
cept 2,000 head of steers already sold to anoth
er purchaser written and parol evidence of the
contract with such other purchaser may be in
troduced to show that it called for steers two
years old and upward, and therefore that the
contract in dispute called for all steers on such
ranches under that age. 22 Pac. Rep. 164,
me .
2. The purchaser under the disputed con
tract could recover for all steers under two
years old delivered by the seller to the other
purchaser to complete the number of 2,000 sold
under the prior contract of sale.
3. Plaintiff contracted to buy certain cat

tie, and paid

175,500, leaving a balance of

$27,000 due.
e then discovered that certain
yearlings and other property covered by the
contract, of the value of $14,110, had been de

livered to other parties. Plaintiff could not
get possession without compietin
lated payment, and unless he too

cover from the defendants, now plaintm in
error, the sum of $14,110, for breach of a
contract of sale. Defendants appeared and
answered. A trial was had before a jury,
and on November 14, 1888, a verdict was
returned in favor of the plaintiffs for $6:
631.63, upon which verdict judgment was
duly entered. An appeal was taken to the
supreme court of the territory, by which
court the judgment was aﬂirmed, and from
that court the case has been brought here
on error. The allegation in the complaint
was that on July 17, 1886, the parties en
tered into a. contract, of which the parts
material to the questions presented are as
follows:
“This agreement, made this seventeenth
day of July, A. D. 1886, by and between
Simon Lonergan and William Burke, of the
city of Salt Lake, territory of Utah, parties
of the ﬁrst part, and the Promontory Stock
Ranch Company, a partnership composed of
M. B. Buford, J. W. Taylor, and George
Cracker, all of the state of California, par
ties of the second part, witnesseth:
“Whereas, said ﬁrst parties are the owners
of large herds of cattle now ranging on their
ranches in the counties of Oneida, in ldah-a.
and Box Elder, in Utah, and have contracted
and agreed, as hereinafter set forth, to sell
the same to said second parties, the 9W1

number of said cattle being unknown; all"!
whereas, said ﬁrst parties have heretofon1
sold two thousand head of steers from mid
herds, one thousand head of which inn
been separated therefrom and delivercd, and
one thousand head thereof still remain ii
be delivered; and whereas, said second W
ties have agreed to purchase the said herd!
excepting said undelivered one them-1m
head of steers, on the terms and condition‘

hereinafter set forth:

"Now, therefore, the said parties (10 b!

the stipu
possession

these presents, in consideration of tell "1"“

the property would be at great risk of loss for

ceipt whereof is hereby acknowledged- in
same to be credited on the ﬁrst pﬂyilleﬂ‘
as hereinafter set forth, contract and m‘
to and with the said parties of the recon

want of care during the winter just then begin
ning. Held, that his payment of the balance
under protest was extorted by duress, and that
h? amid maiptain agsfuiltl to! rlecover the value
0
e proper y wron u y e ivered to others.
% Pac. Rep. 164, affirmed.
In error to the supreme court of the ter
ritory of Utah.
At law. Action in the district court of

Salt

Lake

county, Utah, by Marcus

B.

Buford, John W. Taylor, and George Crock
er, copartners under the ﬁrm name of the
Promontory Stock Ranch Company, against
Simon J. Lonergan and William Burke, to
recover for breach of a contract of sale.
Verdict and judgment were given for plain
tiff‘s, and the judgment was affirmed by
the supreme court of the territory of Utah.
'322 Pac. Rep. 164. Defendants bring error.
2 Lﬂlrmed.
- 'Statement by Mr. Justice BREWER:
On December 10, 186, the defendants in
error commenced suit in the district court
of the county of Salt Lake, Utah T., to re

sand dollars to them in hand PM, ‘he “

part that they will sell, transfer, will?!

and deliver to said second pariies—

i

“(1) an of the possessory rlchtwllicM1
ﬁrst parties have heretofore held, will?‘
ranches
and
possessed
or ranges
of, in
in, said
and county
to anyof "Dd
0M”

in Idaho, and in said county of 3°‘ E‘df
Utah, with all
provemcnts
thereon
water rights,
or thereto
fence!’belmlgm
and
and further agree that they. 01' either;
them, will not hereafter herd. keel)’ 0‘ ‘:21

any cattle thereon, or in any way in“ ‘o
with the exclusive right, posses-51°!" or
cupation thereof by said second Dame?

“(2) That they vvili sell, M11518" “1'; s1
liver to said second parties all of the d u
herds of cattle (excepting said reserves“;I

undelivered one thousand head of
‘
now on said ranges in said 0011mm
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10, as

Oneida. and Box Elder; said reserved one
thousand head of steers to be by ﬁrst parties

were included. The answer also denied the

separated from said herds, and driven oil!

other allegations in the complaint,

of said ranches, within ninety days from

the contract, and as
to that alleged full performance by the
defendants. 0n the trial the plaintiifs intro

July 15, 1886.
8

U

Q

I

'

O

"The said second parties agree and hereby
contract to and with said ﬁrst parties to
purchase the said properties from said ﬁrst
parties, and to pay therefor, as full consid~

eration for the whole thereof, the sum of
thirty dollars per head of cattle, delivered,
in sight draft on San Francisco, California,
to be promptly paid on presentation.
"And it is mutually agreed that as a basis
of estimating the number of cattle sold, and
the amount to be paid by said second par
ties, said ﬁrst parties have already this year

‘ii is
‘man

branded ﬁfteen hundred calves, and shall
continue to brand the calves from said
herds until they shall have branded in all

in:

the number twenty-two hundred and ﬁfty
head, or until December 1, A. D. 1886, but.

its
3%

shall brand no calves after that date, and
properties

mi‘

gllonergan and Burke shall have branded

'.°said twenty-two hundred and'ﬁfty calves,
or, in any event, said delivery shall be made
not later than December 1, A. D. 1886.
73'!

"And it is agreed that said herds shall
be estimated to contain three head of cattle
for every calf so branded, or three times
the number of calves branded this season,
and prior to December 1, 1886, but in no

event to exceed 2,250 calves, including the
ﬁfteen hundred head now branded.
It]!

"The said second parties agree to pay
the said ﬁrst parties, as full consideration
for all of said properties, including said
calves, a sum equal to thirty dollars per
head of all cattle, the number being ascer
tained by the number of the calves branded
as aforesaid, the ﬁrst payment on ﬁfteen
hundred calves already branded represent
ing 4,500 head of cattle, equal to $135,000,

duced this contract:
"Chicago, lllinois, June 29th, 1886.
"We have this day sold to William E.
Hawkes, of the city of Bennington, state of
Vermont, one thousand (1,000) head oi‘IO
steers, four hundred (400) two years old,uo

four hundred and'ﬁfty (450) three years 01s,.“
and one hundred and ﬁfty (150) four years
old, branded Q) on the left side, and M on
the left side. Said cattle are on our ranch
in Box Elder county, Utah, and Oneida coun
ty, Idaho, and are part of a large herd. The
sale is for the sum of twenty-ﬁve thousand
dollars ($25,000) in cash, to be paid on de
livery of the cattle, and delivery to be made
on the 15th day of July, 1886.
“And whereas, the said Hawkes has pur

chased the said cattle with the intention
of transferring them to a. corporation to be
formed by him:
“Now, in consideration of the premises,
and one dollar to us in hand paid by the
said Hawkes, we further agree to sell to
such company as soon as the same is incor
porated, and its securities are negotiated,
and within not more than ninety days from
the date hereof, and the said company shall
then purchase from us, one thousand (1,000)
additional head of steers, four hundred (400)
two years old, four hundred and ﬁfty (450,‘!
three years old, and one hundred and ﬁfty

(150) four years old, branded in the liks
manner as above speciﬁed, and being a. part
of the cattle now on our ranch as above de
scribed, for the sum of thirty-ﬁve thousand.
dollars, ($35,000,) delivery of the last-named
one thousand (1,000) head to be made at Soda
Spn'ngs, Idaho, and payment thereof to be
made on delivery.

[Signed]

less the cash payment of $10,000 made at
the date hereof, on August 1, 1886, on all

calves branded over and above said ﬁfteen
hundred head; the third and last payment

except

"Lonergan & Burke.

"Wm. E. Hawkes.”
They also oﬂered the testimony of certain
witnesses to the eﬁ'ect that Lonergan, one
of the defendants, stated to one of the plain

at the same rate, so soon as said ﬁrst par

titfs, in conversations prior to the execution

ties shall have ﬁnished their branding and
shall have made delivery of the entire prop

of the contract sued on, that the steers

which had been sold to Hawkes, and were

was intended and understood by all the pan

to be excepted out of the sale to plaintiffs,
were two years old and upward. All this
testimony was objected to on the ground
that it tended to contradict or vary the
terms of the written agreement between
the parties to the suit, and was incompetent,
irrelevant, and immaterial. These objec
tions were overruled, the testimony admit
586
ted, and exceptions taken.
‘On December 10, 1886, the very day on»
which this suit was commenced, Taylor, one
of the plaintiffs, made the ﬁnal payment to
the defendants, at the same time serving
them with this protest:

ties that yearling steers, as well as others,

"To S. J. Lonergan and Wm. Burke, Esqs:

erty hereby contracted to be sold.”
It further stated that the 2,000 steers men
tioned as reserved and excepted were in
tended and understood by all the parties
to be steers of two years old and upward,

and not otherwise. Full performance by

the Plaintiffs was alleged, and a failure on
the part of defendants to deliver, among
other things, 422 head of yearling steers.

The answer denied that the 2,000 steers
mentioned as reserved in the contract were
understood and intended to be of two years
011 8nd upward; but, on the contrary, it

“Gentlemen:

You will please take notice
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that in payment to you, this date, of $27,000,
as the balance of the purchase price of cer
tain ranges and herds of cattle, in pursuance
of a contract made by us with you on July
17th, 18%, we do not pay the whole thereof
voluntarily. From information possessed
by us, we are induced to believe that the en
ﬂre number of cattle and horses by the con
tract aforesaid contemplated to be delivered
to us on the 1st day of December, A. D.
1886, cannot be, and is not, by you so deliv
ered,—i. e. that four hundred and twenty
lwo yeariings, forty cows, heifers, and
steers, and two buggy horses, all of the value
‘if $14,110, are not delivered. Now, there
fore, inasmuch as you decline to make any
delivery, under your contract, except upon
the payment by us of the entire purchase
price, and because we have already paid you
a larger proportion thereof, to wit, $175,500,
we do hereby pay $14,110 of said $27,000 un
der protest, and with the distinct avowal
that the same is not due you.
"Promontory Stock Ranch Co.
"By John W. Taylor.
"Salt Lake City, December 10th, 1886."
it was claimed by the defendants that,
notwithstanding this protest, the payment
was voluntary on the part of the plaintiﬂs,
and that, therefore, no money could be re
covered back.
John A. Marshall, for plaintiffs in error.
Samuel A. Merritt, for defendants in error.

%
‘5 ‘Mr. Justice BREWER, after stating the
facts in the foregoing language, delivered
the opinion of the court.
There was no error in admitting in evi
dence the contract of sale to Hawkes of the
2,000 steers,—that being, according to the
testimony, unquestionably the sale referred
to in the exception and reservation named
in the contract in suit,—nor the statements
made by Lonergan, the defendant, in refer
ence to the ages of the steers which defend
ants had sold prior to such last contract,
and which they were to except therefrom.
This was not testimony varying or contra
dicting the terms of the written agreement
between the parties; it only interpreted
and made certain those terms; it simply
identiﬁed the property which was to pass
thereunder to plaintiffs. The exception was
not one by quantity, and simply of 2,000
steers—an exception which might or might
not give to the defendants the right to se
lect such steers as they saw ﬂt,—but it was
an exception by description, to wit, of steers
that had been sold, and it was necessary to
prove what had been sold in order to de
termine what could be and were included
within the contract. Until the exception
was made certain, that which was conveyed
could not be certain. Take a familiar il
lustration: A deed conveys a tract of land
by metes and bounds. but in terms excepts
therefrom a portion thereof tlieretofore con

reyed by the grantor.

The former deed a

referred to and described, but the bounda.
ries of the tract conveyed thereby are not
speciﬁed. Now, in order that what is con‘
vcyed by the deed in question may be
known, the land excepted therefrom must
be known, and for that the deed referred
to, containing the excepted land, must be
produced. The production of such prior
deed is no contradiction, and involves no va
riance, of the terms of the latter, but is nee
cssary to make certain that which is in fact
conveyed thereby. 0r another lllliSii'illjoill
Suppose a. written contract is made for the
sale of a herd of cattle at $30 a head,
excepting therefrom all yearling steers:
\Vould not parol testimony of the number org
yearling steers'ln the herd be necessary in
order to show the number of cattle sold, and
the aggregate sum to be paid? Evidence

that the herd contained 1,000 head would
not end the question, and parol testimony of
the number of yearling steers would not be
evidence contradicting the contract On the
the contrary, it would be in support thereof,
to make certain that which by the terms
of the instrument was not certain.
Again, it is objected that the plaintiflswere
not injured by the failure of the defendants
to deliver the Q2 yearling steers; the ldt'li
seeming to be that steers two years old and
upward were delivered, instead of such year
lings. Of this, however, there was no err
dence. and the court expressly charged the
jury that “the plaintiffs are entitled to re
cover from the defendants, for such steers
of the age called for in the contract so failed
to be delivered, the value thereof, as the esti
timony and the admission in the answer shall
justify you to determine, provided that you

do not ﬁnd that the defendants, in lieu of
the steers under the age set forth in the
contract so taken away, not delivered. Ml

other steels of the age called for by the
terms of the contract; and, if so, then the
plaintiffs are not entitled to recover for an!

steers so left in the place of those take"
away, provided the value of the steers 50

left (if you ﬁnd that to be the case) W“
equal to the value of the steers said to have

been taken away by the defendants. Loner

gan and Burke." The defendants Paid for
the cattle at an estimate of three head of
cattle for calves branded within a SWIM
time. They were entitled to all ﬁle came

belonging to defendants, ranging in ‘he
places named, excepting those swell-'6”:
served;

and, if there were not enoui;

°

steers in those herds of the kind dew‘ d
to satisfy the contract which they had mil”;
with Hawkes, they could not make E t
the deﬁciency by taking steers of a diffcl‘tltln
description, all of which they had sold w

plaintiffs before any attempt at delivery a
Hawkes. There was no error in the rulmu
in this respect.

av,

Finally, it is objected that the 1115t P I)!

ment was voluntary, and therefore can"
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sthough it was, in terms, made under protest.
0 It appears ‘from the testimony that the de
fendants refused to deliver any of the
property without full payment. This was
at the commencement of the winter. The
plaintiiIs had already paid $175,500, and
without payment of the balance they could
not get possession of the property, and it
might be exposed to great loss unless prop
erly cared for during the winter season.
Under those circumstances, we think the
payment was one under duress It was ap
parently the only way in which possession
could be obtained, except at the end of a
lawsuit, and in the mean time the property
was in danger of loss or destruction. The
case comes within the range of the case of

Radich v. Hutchins, 95 U. S. 210, 213, in
which the rule is thus stated: “To consti
tute the coercion or duress which will be
regarded as suﬂicient to make the payment
involuntary, ' ' ' there must be some
actual or threatened exercise of power pos
sessed, or believed to he possessed, by the
party exacting or receiving the payment over
the person or property of another, from
which the latter has no other means of im
mediate reiief than by making the payment.
As stated by the court of appeals of Mary
land, the doctrine established by the author
ities is that ‘a. payment is not to be regarded
as compulsory unless made to emancipate
the person or property from an actual and
existing duress imposed upon it by the party
to whom the money is paid.’ Mayor, etc.,
v. Letterman, 4 Gill, 425; Brumagim v.
'ﬁliinghast, 18 Cal. 265; Mays v. Cincinnati,
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and the latter, in order to obtain possession
of his property, pays that sum, the money
so paid is a payment by compulsion." See,
also, Baldwin v. Steamship Co., 74 N. Y.
125; McPherson v. Cox, 86 N. Y. 472; Spaids
v. Barrett, 57 111. 289; Hackley v. Hendiey,
45 Mich. 569.
These are all the questions in this case.
We see no error in the proceedings below,
and the Judgment is aﬂirmed.

(148 U. S. 537)

LASCELLES v. STATE OF GEORGIA.

(April 3, 1893.)
No. 1,262.
EXTRADiTlON—INTERSTATE RENDl'i‘ION—TRIAL ros
Dlrrennx'r Orraxss.
As between the states of the Union,
‘fugitives from justice have no right of asylum,
in the international sense; and a in itive who
has been returned by interstate ren ition may
be tried for other oﬁenses than that for which
his return was demanded, without violating
any right secured by the constitution or laws
of the United States. 16 S. E. Rep. 945, sf
ﬁrmed.
In error to the supreme court of the state
of Georgia.
Indictment of Sidney Lascelie in the su
perlor court of Floyd county, Gn., for for
gery. Defendant was convicted, and the judg
ment was aﬂ‘irmed by the supreme court of
the state, (16 S. E. Rep. 945,) whereupon he
sued out a writ of error from this court.
Aﬂirmed.
W.

W.

Vandiver, for plaintiff in error.

.1. M. Terrell and D. B. Hamilton, for the
State.
-

1 Ohio St. 268."
In Stenton v. Jerome, 54 N. Y. 480, the

ment as voluntary.”
ln Harmony v. Bingham, 12 N. Y. 117.

Mr. Justice JACKSON delivered the opin
ion ‘of the court.
This case is brought here by writ of error
to the supreme court of the state 01 Georgia.
The single tederal question presented by the
record, and relied on to confer upon this
court the jurisdiction to review the judg
ment of the supreme court of Georgia, com
plained of by the piainﬁiI in error, is wheth
er a fugitive from justice, who has been sur
rendered by one state of the Union to an
other state thereof upon requisition char
ging him with the commission of a specific
crime, has, under the constitution and laws
of the United States, a right, privilege, or
immunity to be exempt from indictment and
trial in the state to which he is returned [or
any other or diit'erent oﬁfense than that desig‘
nated and described in the requisition pro
ceedings under which he was demanded by
and restored to such state, without ﬁrst hav
ing an opportunity to return to the state
from which he was extradited.
The facts of the case on which this ques

it is said: “If a. party has in his possession

tion is raised are brieﬂy these: In July,

Boods or other property belonging to another,
and refuses to deliver such property to that

1891, two indictments were regularly found
by the grand jury of the county or Floyd,
state of Georgia, against the plalniiﬂ in
error, under the name of Walter S. Bereu

defendants, who

were

Stockbrokers, held

two United States bonds belonging to the
nlalntiif, which they threatened to sell un
less she paid a. balance claimed by them on
account.
On page 485 the court says:
“Great stress, however, is laid upon the pay
ment by the plaintiff of the balance shown
by the account, as rendered, to be due from
her. This payment was in one sense volun—
tary, as she was not compelled by physical
duress to pay it, but the defendants held
her two bonds, which they threatened at
once to sell unless she would pay this bal
ance. She had great need for the bonds,
and could not well wait for the slow process

3 of the law to restore them to her; and she
Ppaid this balance, not assenting to the ac
count, and not assenting that it was Justly
due, for the sole purpose of releasing her

bonds. Under such circumstances it is well
settled that the law does not regard a pay

other unless the latter pays him a. sum of
1110119)’ which he has no right to receive,
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ford, which respectively charged him with
the offense "of being a common cheat and
swindler," and with the crime of "larceny
after trust delegated," both being criminal
acts by the laws of Georgia, and alleged to
nhave been committted in the county of
n'ali‘loyd. At the time these‘ indictments were
found, the plaintiff in error was residing in
the state of New York. In September, 1891,
the governor of the state of Georgia made
a requisition on the governor of the state of
New York for the arrest and surrender of
the plaintiff in error to designated oﬂiclals
of the former state, naming him, as he was
named in the indictment, Walter S. Beres
ford. In the requisition, as well as in the
warrant for his arrest, the offenses for
which his rendition was demanded were
stated and designated as charged in the in
dictment. After being arrested in pursuance
of the warrant, he was duly delivered to
the agent of the state of Georgia, was
brought to the county of Floyd, in said
state, and there delivered to the sheriff of
the county, by whom he was detained in
the county jail. While so held, and before
trial upon either of the indictments on which
the ‘requisition proceedings were based. the
grand jury of the cotmty, on October 6,
1891, found a new indictment against him
for the crime of forgery, naming him there
in as Sidney Lascelles, which was his true
and proper name. Thereafter he was put
upon his trial in the superior court of the
county of Floyd upon this last indictment.
Before arraignment he moved the court to
quash said indictment "on the ground that
he was being tried for a separate and ditfer
ent offense from that for which he was ex
tradited from the state of New York to
the state of Georgia, without first being
allowed a reasonable opportunity to return
to the state of New York." This motion
was overruled, and he was put upon trial.
Thercupon he ﬁled a special plea setting
forth the foregoing facts, and averring that
he could not be lawfully tried for a separate
and different crime from that for which
he was extradited. This plea was overruled,
and, having been put upon his trial under
the indictment, he was found guilty of the
offense charged. His motion for a new trial
being overruled and refused, he ﬁled a bill
of exceptions, and carried the case to the su
preme court of Georgia, the court of highest

and last resort in that state, before which he
again asserted his exemption from trial up

on the indictment upon the grounds stated
g in his motion to quash, and in his special

fries:

but the supreme court of Georgia

sustained

the

action of

the

stitntion and laws of the United States.
specially set up and insisted on, was denied,
The particular right claimed to have been

denied is the alleged exemption from indict
ment and trial except for the speciﬁc oilenses
on which he had been surrendered.
The question presented for our considera
tion and determination is whether the consti

tution and laws of the United States impose
any such limitation or restriction upon the

power and authority of a state to indict and
try persons charged with offenses against its
laws, who are brought within its jurisdiction
under interstate rendition proceedings. While
cases involving questions of international ex
tradition and interstate rendition of fugitives
from Justice have frequently been before
this court for decision, this court has not
passed upon the precise point here presented.
The second clause of section 2, article 4, of
the constitution of the United States, de
clares that "a person charged in any state
with treason, felony. or other crime, who
shall flee from justice, and be found in an
other state, shall, on demand of the ex
ecutive authority of the state from which he
fled, be delivered up, to be removed to the
state having jurisdiction of the crime." To
carry this provision into effect, congress
passed the act of February 12, 1793, the ﬁrst
and second sections of which have been re
enacted and embodied in sections 5278 and
5279 of the Revised Statutes of the United
States. prescribing the methods of procedure
on the part of'the tate demanding the sur
render of the fugitive, and providing that “it
shall be the duty of the executive authority
of the state or territory to which such Dem"

has ﬂed to cause him to be arrested 8nd
secured, and cause notice of the arrest to be
given to the executive authority making Such

demand, or to the agent of such author"!
appointed to receive the fugitive, and “

cause the fugitive to be delivered toisﬂdi
agent when he shall appear," and Dﬂmdmg
further, that the agent “so appointed, Wm

shall receive the fugitive into his custody
shall be empowered to transport him “3191'

state or territory from which he has ﬂed~
Upon these provisions of the organic 3”‘
statutory law of the United States rest 9!

clusively the right of
and the obligation of
which the demand is
fugitive from Justice.

one state to demand
the other state uiioi
made to surrendeni
Now, the DP°P°sm°

advanced on behalf of the plalnﬂl in em:
in support of the federal r151" claimed
have been denied him is that, mum‘mhtn
interstate rendition can only be “Ti-‘FF
when the person demanded as a 1112"“

lower'court

from justice is duly emu-zed with 5°;

@ﬂlerem, and in all respects affirmed the

particular otfenso or offenses. 11“ “"enl.‘

giudgment of the superior court,

upon such demand carries with it the lam;

'

writ of error to review and reverse this de

condition that he is to be tried alone fotl‘ a
designated crime, and that, 111 respect on

cision of the supreme court of Georgia, claim.
ing that, in its rendition, a right, privilege, or
immunity secured to him under the con

right of exemption as a fllgmve “0m jug

The plaintiff in error prosecutes the present

oﬂenses other than those Bliedﬁed “1 E
demand for his surrender, 119 has the Sam

LASCELLES v. STATE OF GEORGIA.
t Us
ﬂan

extradited from a foreign nation. This prop
ositiou assumes, as is broadly claimed, that

between the United States and Great Brit

iii 15':

the states of the Union are independent gov
ernments, having the full prerogatives and
powers of nations, except what have been

ain, as well as expressly by the acts of
congress in the case of a fugitive surrendered
to the United States by a foreign nation.’,
That treaty, which speciﬁed
oﬂ'enscsg
‘that were extraditable, and thethe
statutes
of‘
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Whit
‘that

as
conferred upon the general government, and
not only have the right to grant, but do in

1G, a:

rats

mtin
hit!
in;
this

tact afford, to all persons within their
boundaries, an asylum as broad and secure
as that which independent nations extend
over their citizens and inhabitants. Having

the United States passed to carry it and
other like treaties into eifect, constituted the

reached, upon this assumption, or by this
process of reasoning, the conclusion that the

same rule should be recognized and applied
hint
iiieil

F1! in
ma
tin

3M}

utes of the United States in reference to
interstate rendition of fugitives from jus
this court in U. S. v. Rauscher, 119 U. S. 407 tice which can be regarded
any compact between the
get seq., 7 Sup. Ct. Rep. 234, is invoked as a
Econtrolling authority on the question under Union, such as the Ashburton treaty con
' consideration. ‘If the premises on which this tains, limiting their operation to particular
or designated oifenses. On the contrary. the
argument is based were sound, the conclusion
might’ be correct. But the fallacy of the provisions of the organic and statutory law
embrace crimes and offenses of every char
argument lies in the assumption that the
acter and description, punishable by the laws
states of the Union occupy towards each
of
the state where the forbidden acts are
other, in respect to fugitives from Justice,
committed. It is questionable whether the
the relation of foreign nations, in the same
states could constitutionally enter into any
sense in which the general government
agreement or stipulation with each other for
stands towards independent sovereignties on
the purpose of deﬁning or limiting the of
that subject; and in the further assumption
fenses for which fugitives would or should
that a fugitive from justice acquires in the
be surrendered. But it is settled by the
state to which he may ﬂee some state or
decisions of this court that, except in the
personal right of protection, improperly call
case of a fugitive surrendered by a foreign
ed a "right of asylum," which secures to him
government, there is nothing in the con
exemption from trial and punishment for a
crime committed in another state, unless stitution, treaties, or laws of the United
States which exempts an offender, brought
such crime is made the special object or
before the courts of a state for an offense
ground of his rendition. This latter position
against
its laws, from trial and punishment,
is only a restatement in another form of the
even though brought from another state by
question presented for our determination.
unlawful violence, or by abuse of legal
The sole object of the provision of the con
stitution, and the act of congress to carry it process. Ker v. Illinois, 119 U. S. 436, 444, 7
Sup. Ct Rep. 225; Mahon v. Justice, 127
into effect, is to secure the surrender of per
U. S. 700, 707, 708, 712, 8 Sup. Ct. Rep. 1204;
sons accused of crime, who have ﬂed from
in interstate rendition as in foreign extrudi
tion of fugitives from justice, the decision of

the justice of the state whose laws they are

Cook v. Hart, 146 U. S. 183, 190, 192, 18

charged with violating. Neither the consti
tution nor the act of congress providing for
the rendition of fugitives upon proper req
uisition being made confers, either expressly
or by implication, any right or privilege
upon such fugitives, under and by virtue of
which they can assert, in the state to which
they are returned, exemption from trial for
any criminal act done therein. No purpose

Sup. Ct. Rep. 40.
In the case of Mahon v. Justice, 127 U. S.
700, 8 Sup. Ct. Rep. 1204, a. fugitive from
the justice of Kentucky was kidnapped in
West Virginia, and forcibly carried back
to Kentucky, where he was held for trial on
a criminal charge. The governor of West
Virginia demanded his restoration to the
jurisdiction of that state, which being re
fused, his release was sought by habens cor
pus; and it was there co'ntended that, under

or intention is manifested to afford them
any immunity or protection from trial and
Punishment for any oifenses committed in

the state from which they ﬂee. 0n the con
tl‘ili'y, the provision of both the constitution
and the statutes extends to all crimes and
ottcnses punishable by the laws of the state
“there the act is done. Kentucky v. Den
1118011,

24

How.

66,

101,

102;

Ex

parte

Reggei, 114 U. S. 642, 5 Sup. Ct. Rep. 1148.

the constitution and laws of the United
States, the fugitive had a right of asylum
in the state to which he ﬂed, which the
courts of the United States should recognize‘
and enforce, except when removed in ac-g
cordance with regular proceedings‘author-'
ized by law. Instead of acceding to this
proposition, this court said: “But the plain

The case of U. S. v. Rauscher, 119 U. S.

answer to this contention is that the laws

4071 7 Sup. Ct. Rep. 234, has no application

of the United States do not recognize any
such right of asylum as is here claimed, on
the part of the fugitive from Justice in any
state to which he has tied; nor have they,
as already stated, made any provision for

to the question under consideration, because

lE'Droceeded upon the ground of‘ a right
Ewen implied]! by the terms of a treaty
v.13s.o.—44
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not defeat the jurisdiction of its courts to
the return of parties who, by violence, and
try him for other oifenses, any more than
without lawful authority, have been ab
if he had been brought within such juris
ducted from a state." And the court fur
diction forcibly, and without any legal pm
ther said: “As to the removal from the state
cess whatever.
of the fugitive from justice in a. way other
We are not called upon. in the present
than that which is provided by the second
case, to consider what, if any, authority
section of the fourth article of the consti
the surrendering state has over the subject
tution, which declares that ‘a person charged
of the fugitive's rendition, beyond ascertain
in any state with treason, felony, or other
ing that he is charged with crime in the
crime, who shall ﬂee from justice, and be
state from which he has tied, not whether
found in another state, shall, on demand of
the executive authority of the state from
the states have any jurisdiction to legislate
upon the subject, and we express no opinion
which he ﬂed, be delivered up to be removed
to the state having jurisdiction of the crime,’
on these questions. To apply the rule of in‘
ternational or foreign extradition. as an
and the laws passed by congress to carry
the same into effect, it is not perceived how
nounced in U. S. v. Rauscher, 119 U. S. 407,
that fact can affect his detention upon a
7 Sup. Ct. Rep. 234, to interstate rendition.
involves the confusion of two essentially diiv
warrant for the commission of a crime with
in the state to which heis carried. The juris
ferent things, which rest upon entirely dif~
diction of the court in which the indictment ferent principles. In the former the extra‘
is found is not impaired by the manner in
dition depends upon treaty contract or stip
which the accused is brought before it.
ulation, whldi rests upon good faith, and
There are many adjudications to this pur
in respect to which the sovereign upon whom
port cited by counsel on the argument, to
the demand is made can exercise discretion.
some of which we will refer." Pages 707,
as well as investigate the charge on which
708, 127 U. S., and page 1208, 8 Sup. Ct. Rep.
the surrender is demanded; there being no
After reviewing a. number of cases on this rule of comity under and by virtue of which
independent nations are required or expect
question, the court proceeded: “Other cases
ed to withhold from fugitives within thclr
might be cited from the same courts, hold
jurisdlcﬂon the right of asylum. In the mat
ing similar views. There is, indeed, an en
ter of interstate rendition, however, there:
tire concurrence of opinion as to the ground
upon which a release of the appellant in is the binding force and obligation, not oi‘
the present case is asked, namely, that his ‘contract, but of the supreme law of the land»
forcible abduction from another state, and
which imposes no conditions or limitations
conveyance within the jurisdiction of the upon the jurisdiction and authority of the
court holding him, is no objection to the state to which the fugitive is returned.
detention and trial for the offense charged.
There are decisions in the state courts.
and in some of the lower federal courts.
They all proceed upon the obvious ground
that the offender against the law of the
which have applied the rule laid downin
U. S. v. Rauscher, supra, to interstate rend»
state is not relieved from liability because
tion of fugitives under the constitution and
of personal injuries received from private
laws of the United States; but in our opin~
parties, or because of indignities committed
against another state. It would indeed be a ion they do not rest upon sound principle
and are not supported by the Weight 0‘
“strange conclusion if a party charged with
Ea criminal offense could be excused from judicial authority.
The cases holding the other and sounder
‘ answering to ‘the government whose laws
he had violated because other parties had
view, that a fugitive from justice. 5mm‘
dered by one state upon the demand of
done violence to him, and also committed
another, is not protected from prosccuiivil
an oﬂense against the laws of another
for offenses other than that for which be
state." Page 712, 127 U. 8., and page 1211,
was rendered up, but may, after being it
8 Sup. Ct Rep. The same principle was
applied in the case of Ker v. Illinois, 119
stored to the demanding state, he lawfully
tried and punished for any and
crimes
U. S. 436, 7 Sup. Ct. Rep. 225.
committed within its territorial ilmsdlcm
If a fugitive may be kidnapped or unlaw
either before or after extradition. 8"! the’
fully abducted from the state or country of
refuge, and be thereafter tried in the state
following: In re Noyes, 17 Alb. MW 1- 407'
to which he is forcibly carried, without vio
Ham v. State, 4 Tex. App. 645; 3m” '1

lilting any right or immunity secured to

Stewart, 60 Wis. 587. 19 N. w. Ben 419‘

him by the constitution and laws of the

People v. Cross, 135 N. Y. 536. 32 N- 13' Rep‘
246; Com. v. Wright, (Mass) 33 N- E‘ REP

United States, it is diﬁicult to understand
uDon what sound principle can be rested the

82; and In re Miles, 52 Vt. 609.
denial of a state's authority or jurisdiction
to try him for another or different oﬂense
than that for which he was surrendered_
1f the fugitive be regarded as not lawfully
within the limits of the state in respect to
any other crime than the one on which his

"mud" was effected. still that fact does

These authorities are followed by "19 5”’

Dreme court of Georgia in the clear 011ml":
pronounced by Lnmpkin, J.. 111 the PM
case.
The highest courts of the “'0 mm in
the
mediateiy or more directly in
mm“
case under consideration hold the It!"

‘a

SWAN LAND & CATTLE CO. v. FRANK.
on this subject. The plaintiff in error does
not bear in his person the alleged sovereign

ty of the state of New York, from which
ZE EB'EFéi'H‘
:5?!

he was remanded. (Dows‘ Case, 18 Pa. St.
37;) but, if he did, that state properly rec
ognizes the jurisdiction of the state of Geor
gin. to try and punish him for any and all
crimes committed within its territory. But,
aside from this, it would be a useless and
idle procedure to require the state having
custody of the alleged criminal to return
him to the state by which he was rendered
up in order to go through the formality of
again demanding his extradition for the new

bor additional offenses on which it desired

iii

gm prosecute him. The constitution and laws
' of the United States impose no'such condi
tion or requirement upon the state. Our con
clusion is that, upon a fugitive’s surrender
to the state demanding his return in pur
suance of national law, he may be tried in
the state to which he is returned for any
other otfense than that specitied in the
requisition for his rendition, and that, in so
trying him against his objection, no right,
privilege, or immunity secured to him by
the constitution and laws of the United
States is thereby denied.
It follows, therefore, that the judgment
in the present case should be atl'lrmed.
=
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W. H. Swift and Thos. D. Jones, for ap
pellant. J. M. Woolworth and Levy Mayer,
for appellees.
‘GO-l
‘Mr. Justice JACKSON delivered the opinion
of the court.
The appeal in this case presents for our
consideration and determination the question
whether the circuit courts of the United
States can properly entertain jurisdiction
of a suit in equity which unites and seeks to
enforce both legal and equitable demands,
when the right to the equitable relief sought
rests and depends upon the legal claim being
ﬁrst ascertained and established, and where
the person against whom such legal demand
is asserted is not made a party defendant;
or, stated in another form more directly
applicable to the present case, can a. party
having a claim for unliquidated damages
against a corporation, which has not been
dissolved, but has merely distributed its
corporate funds among its stockholders, and
ceased or suspended business, maintain a
suit on the equity side of the United States
circuit court against a portion of such stock
holders, to reach and subject the assets so
received by them to the payment and satis
faction of his claim, without ﬁrst reducing
such claim to judgment, and without making
the corporation a defendant and bringing it“
before the court? This question, which hardly:
needs or requires more than its bare'state

(148 U. S. 603)

ment to indicate the answer that must be

SWAN LAND & CATTLE 00., Limited, v.
FRANK et al.

made thereto, arises as follows:
The appellant, the Swan Land & Cattle
Company, Limited, a corporation organized
under the companies’ acts of Great Britain,
and being a citizen of that kingdom, ﬁled
its bill in equity in the court below against
the appellees, all of whom are citizens of
Illinois, except two, who are citizens of
Wyoming, containing substantially the follow
ing material averments: That in November,
1882, three Wyoming corporations, known,
respectively, as the Swan & Frank Live
Stock Company, the National Cattle Com
pany, and the Swan, Frank 8!. Anthony Cattle
Company, being the owners of large herds
of cattle and other property in Wyoming,
and engaged there in the business of raising
and selling what are known as "range cattle,"
entered into an agreement in writing with
one James Wilson, of Edinburgh, Scotland,
acting in his own behalf and for others to be
thereafter associated with him in a limited
liability company to be formed lllldel‘ the
companies’ acts of Great Britain, by the
terms of which said company, when or
ganized, was to purchase of the Wyoming

(April 10, 1808.)

No. 150.
Eqim'r—Cnsni'ron‘s BILL — INDISI’ENSABLE PAR
TIES—CORPORATlONS—S'i‘ot;KUOLDEKS.
LA person having a claim for unliqui
dated damages arising out of fraud in a sale
a must a corporation which has sold its assets,
(1 stributed its corporate funds among its stock
holders, and suspended business, but which
has not been legally dissolved. cannot maintain
a suit in equity in a federal court against a
portion of the stockholders to subject to his
claim the assets so received by them without
nation the corporation itself a, party: and the
fact t at it has no oiiicers or agents upon
whom personal service can be made is imma
terial when, by the statutes of the state (if its
incor ration, (Nebraska,) a method is provid

ed w ereby it can be brought into court. Mr.
Justice Brown dissenting on the ground that
there is no method of making the corporation
l Dirty so as to bind it by personal judgment.
2. Not, in such case, could the plaintiff
maintain his suit against the stockholders with
out ﬁrst reducing to judgment his claim against
the corporation. Mr. Justice Brown dissenting
on the ground above stated.

Appeal from the circuit court of the United
States for the northern district of Illinois.

In equity. Bill by the Swan Land & Cattle

company. Limited, against Joseph Frank.
Morris Rosenbaum, Joseph Rosenbaum, and

others. In the circuit court a demurrer to
the bill was sustained, and the cause dis
missed. 39 Fed. Rep. 456. Modiﬁed and af
ilrmed.

corporations, for the sum of $2,553,825, "811
and singular the lands and tenements, water
rights, improvements “P011 lands, houses

bm-ns, stables, corrals, and other improve
ments and grazing privileges; also all live
stock, consisting of neat cattle, horses, and

mules, belonging to the said three Wyoming
corporations, or any or either of them; also
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all live stock, brands, tools, implements,
wagons, harness, ranch, camp, and round-up
outﬁts, and branding irons" belonging to said
Wyoming corporations, all of such property
being particularly enumerated and described
in certain inventories annexed to said agree
ment. In regard to all the property sold, ex
cept the live stock, the agreement provided
that the representations in those inventories
should be veriﬁed by a competent inspector
or inspectors to be named by the British
company, prior to the transfer of the title
to such property, and that deﬁciencies, tr
any, in such representations should be made
good or supplied by the Wyoming companies.
The agreement then provided "as to all live
stock mentioned and described in said inven
tories,'tnat said ﬁrst parties [the Wyoming
corporations] shall and do hereby agree and
guaranty to and with said second party [the
British corporation] that the herd books or
said ﬁrst parties, showing the acquisitions,
increase, disposition of, and number of cattle
now on hand of said ﬁrst parties, respec
tively, have been truly and correctly kept?’
a copy of which herd books was required
to be furnished to the party or the second
part.
The bill then averred that. after the mak
ing and delivery of this agreement, the ven
dor companies proceeded to make the neces
sary arrangements for the turning over of
their property to the purchaser in accord
ance with the terms of the agreement; and
that, in pursuance of the agreement, the said
Wilson returned to Scotland, and organized
a limited liability company, completing its
organization March 30, 1883. in effecting
this organization Wilson was aided in indu~
cing parties to take stock in the new com
pany by a certain report in relation to the
proper ties that were the subject of the negotia
tion, made by one Lawson in December,
1882, who had previously visited and in
spected said properties, and who, it was
aver-red, was acting in the interests of the
vendor corporations, and was in their em
ploy, having received from them the large
sum of $12,000 for said report, and also by
Alexander H. Swan, the president of each of
the vendor corporations, who at that time was
in Scotland. and represented that the num
ber of cattle the vendors would turn over
under the agreement was 89,167, as was
shown by alleged copies of the herd books,
which he produced, and also by certain :11.
leged inventories of the stock on the ranches,
and that any death losses in the herds

that
ager Sivan
of theshould
new'company
become the
at general
a salary 01?

would be more than made good by the num
ber 01! calves on the ranches that escaped

they have abandoned the same; and new

branding at the usual branding eason; and
who also made certain estimates as to the
prospective increase in the herds, which rep

upon whom process can be served; and t‘

$10,000 a year, and he and the vendor
companies should subscribe for 10,000 Share!

of stock in the new company; and the yenv
dors then agreed that it the number of
calves branded in 1883 belonging to the
herds sold should be fewer than 17,808, then
they should be Jointly and severally bound
to pay to the new company $31.08 for each
deﬁcient-y in that number.
The bill then averred that the vendors rep
resented that it would be impossible to count
the cattle upon the ranches, and that the
new company would be obliged to take pus
session or them wherever they might be
ranging, without any count being made;
and that, relying upon all these representa
tions made by the vendors, and in their be
half, as above set forth, the new company
received delivery of the property so pur
chased by it, and paid the purchase price it
had agreed to pay, in the manner agreed up
on, and did and performed all the things it
was required to do and perform by the
terms of the aforesaid agreements
The bill then averted that the representa
tions made by the vendors, and in their he
halt, as respects the number 0! cattle on the
ranches, and which were relied upon by the
parties forming the new company, were
grossly untrue, and known at the time by
the vendor companies to be so, and that the
number of cattle actually turned over to the
Jew company under the agreement wash!
least 30,000 less than was represented by
the vendors, whereby it had suﬁered ion

and damage in the sum of at least $500.1“
The bill then proceeded as 10110“?
"Your orator further showeth that said ven
dors had no other business except the mall

agement of the herds sold to your 011W‘
and no other assets, or substantially "0m"
except the properties sold by them to W‘

orator; and your orator showeth that. In“
the sale or their said properties to your 011‘

tor, and the receipt by them of the Dm'dmC
price, as aforesaid, said three vendors Pam

whatever liabilities they had outstanding
except their liability to your orator will

set forth, and distributed the money ill
stock obtained from your orator as the ill:
ceeds of said sale and alhtﬁcirﬁﬂﬁiigﬁt
amongst their respective s at

0

v

the same were received by said 811mm”
ers; and since that time said three corp"?
tions have not, nor has either of them. 1113 '

any use whatever of their franchises. bli
of said corporations has any oﬂicer 0r 113$
have not, nor has either or them, 1111i" “55:

resentations and estimates were implicitly

or any kind out or which any inﬂame!“ 0
common law against them, 01‘ alt-berm

relied upon by the parties forming the new
cOl'imratlon. By a. supplemental agreement,
also in writing, between the contracting

ther showeth that the assets Of 511m coma]
tion were in the hands of said ool'pommsls‘

Parties, it was provided, among other things,

trust fimd, held by said corporations U1

them, could be satisﬁed. Your 011W n

SWAN LAND 8a CATTLE CO. 0. FRANK.
to satisfy the claim of your orator herein set

forth, before the shareholders of said corpo
rations were entitled to receive any portion
of the same; and said shareholders, in re

ceiving said assets. did take and now hold

H!

a‘:
in
El!

the same as trustees in place of said corpo
rations, and subject to the lien of your ora
tor's aforesaid claim, and should account
for the same to your orator, and apply the
same, so far as necessary, in satisfaction of
your orator's claim, herein set forth."
The bill prayed that the several defend
ants be required to answer certain inter
rogatories thereto attached, but not under
oath, and that whatever property each and
every one of them may have received from
the vendor corporations, or any of them, in

N

the distribution of the assets aforesaid, be

it:

decreed to have been taken and to be held
by them in trust for the payment of the
claim of the plalntitf, and "be applied, so far
as shall be necessary, in satisfaction of the
damages which shall be found due to your
orator from the vendors aforesaid upon ﬁnal
hearing hereof," and for other and further
relief, etc.
The three vendor corporations were not
made parties defendant to the suit. The two
Wyoming defendants were not served with
process, and did not appear in the case. The
Illinois defendants who were served with
process entered a special appearance, and
demurred to the bill upon three grounds: (1)
That the bill did not state a case within the
equity jurisdiction of the court, or one en
titling the complainant to any discovery or
gequitable relief as prayed: (2) that the sev

m:
it}:
15
fr.

L‘!
ii‘.

4!
iii-1

gerai vendor corporations, and each of them,
' were necessary parties ‘to the suit;

and (3)

that the averments of the bill are too gen

. .r-— -w=‘ﬂ“<_

eral in their nature to charge the defendants,
or either of them, as a trustee of any portion
of the assets of any one of the vendor cor
porations.
The demurrer was sustained by the circuit
court, and the bill dismissed, (39 Fed. Rep.
456,) and an appeal from that decree brings
the cae here.
The grounds upon which the court below
based its decision and decree were: (1) That
the complainant had no standing in a court
of equity without ﬁrst reducing its claim for
damages to a. judgment; and (2) that, even
if that position be untenable, still the vend
or corporations were necessary and indis
pensable parties to the suit.

the bill does not seek to hold the defend
ants below personally liable for the alleged
fraud committed by the vendor corporations
in which they were stockholders. There is no
averment, or even intimation, in the bill that
the defendants in any way participated in
the fraudulent misrepresentations of the
vendor companies on which it is charged the
complainant relied and acted to its injury.
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The theory of the bill is that the assets of
the vendor corporations which have been dis—
tributed to and received by the defendants
as stockholders constitute a trust fund for
the payment of all debts and demands
against the companies, and may therefore be
followed in the hands of and recovered from
such stockholders to the extent necessary to
discharge valid claims against the corpora—
tions from which they were received. The
funds sought to be reached are undoubtedly
applicable, under proper proceedings against
all necessary parties, to the payment, so far as
may be needed, of outstanding indebtedness
against the corporations which distributed
the same; but the difficulty here is that
the complainant has not adopted the req
uisite and necessary procedure to sub
ject said funds thereto. It has no judg
ment against the corporations by which it
was defrauded, nor are such corporations°
made parties defendant to the suit, org
brought before the ‘court. The stockhoider~
defendants, who have been served with pro
cess and entered their appearance, do not
undertake to represent, and cannot in any
way represent, the corporations against
whom the claim for damages is asserted.
Bronson v. Railroad (10., 2 Wall. %3, 301,

302.
Now, it is too clear to admit of discussion
that the various corporations charged with
the fraud which has resulted in damage to
the complainant are necessary and indis
pensable parties to any suit to establish the
alleged fraud and to determine the damages
arising therefrom. Unless made parties to
the proceedings in which these matters are to
be paxed upon and adjudicated, neither they
nor their other stockholders would be con

cluded by the decree. The defendants can
not be required to litigate those questions
which primarily and directly involve issues
with third parties not before the court. As
any decree rendered against them would not
bind either the corporations or their coshare

holders, it would manifestly violate all rules
of equity pleadhig and practice to pursue
and hold the defendants on an unliquidated
demand for damages against companies not
before the court. The complainant's right
to follow the corporate funds in the hands
of the defendants depends upon its having
a valid claim for damages against the vendor
corporations. That demand is not only legal
in character, but can be settled and deter
mined and the amount thereof ascertained
by some appropriate proceeding to which
the corporations against which it is made
are parties and have an opportunity to be

heard. Stockholders cannot be required to
represent their corporations in litigation in
volving such questions and issues. The
corporations themselves are indispensable
parties to a bill which affects corporate rights

They are therefore not personally responsi

or liabilities. Thus in Deerﬂeld v. Nims, 110

ble for any damage resulting to the com
Dlalnant by reason of the alleged fraud.

Mass. 115, it was held that the corporation
was a necessary party in a bill by a creditor
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of the corporation against its officers or
stockholders, who had divided its assets

plaimmt could not get the vendor cor-pom.
tions before the circuit court for the north

among themselves. So in Gaylords v. Kel-

el'n district of Illinois. That fact in no way

shaw, 1 Wall. 81, 82, it was held by this
court that in a bill to set aside a conveyance

affects the question of their being new.
sary parties, without whose presence in

“as made without consideration and in fraud

decree could be rendered against the ap

Sof creditors, the alleged fraudulent grantor
' is ‘a necessary defendant, because it was
his debts that were sought to be collected,
and his fraudulent conduct that required investlgatlon.
The general rule that suits in equity cannot be entertained and decrees be rendered,
when necessary or indispensable parties,
whether corporations or individuals, are not
brought before the court, is not affected by

helices. We do not deem it necessary to
refer to the Wyoming smtutes further than
to say we think they provide the means by
which the vendor corporations could there
have been sued.
\Ve are also clearly of opinion that the
court below was correct in sustaining the
demurrer to the bill upon the other ground
assigned—that the complainant had not pro
viously reduced its demand against the

section 1 of the act of February 28, 1839,

vendor

rc~enacted in section 737 of the Revised
Statutes of the United States, as this court
has repeatedly held. Shields v. Barrow, 17
How. 130, 141; Coiron v.l\liilaudon, 19 How.
113, 115; Ogilvie v. Insurnnce 00., 22 How.

claim was pm-eiy legal, involving a trial at
law before a. jury. Until reduced to judg
ment at law, it could not be made the
basis of relief in equity. This is well set
tied by the decisions of this court in Taylor

corporations

to

Judgment

Tim

380; Barney v. Baltimore City. 6 Wall. 280;
Davenport v. Dows, 18 Wall. 626. The

Y- Bowkcl" 111 U- S- 110, 4 Sill?‘ Ol- Rel!v
397; Tube-Works Co. v. Bailou, 146 U. a

same rule is applied in respect to averments as to citizenship of necessary parties
to confer jurisdiction or the right of re-

517-523, 13 Sup. Ct. Rep. 165; and Scott r.
Neely, 140 U. S. 106, 115, 11 Sup. Ct. Rep.
712. In this latter case the subjectisﬁilly

moval. Thayer v. Association, 112 U. S.

reviewed, and the question settled 5° m

717, 719, 5 Sup. Ct. Rep. 355; Railway Co.

as the federal courts are concerned.

v. Wilson, 114 U. S. 61, 62, 5 Sup. Ct. Rep.

Our conclusion is that there is no error

738.
To take the present case out of the operation of the general rule it is argued on behalf of appellants that the bill discloses
such a practical abandonment of their franchlses as to amount to a dissolution of the
vendor corporations. We cannot so construe the bill. The dissolution of eorporations is or may be eﬂccted by expiratlons
of their charters, by failure of any essential

in the decree of the circuit court sustainini'
the demurrer to the bill, but we are or
opinion that the bill, instead of helm; dis
missed generally, should have been (1!!
missed without prejudice. In Durant vi
Essex 00., 7 WalL 107, 113, it is said that
the general practice in this country and!“
England, when a. bill in equity is dismissal
Without a. consideration of the merits 18
for the court to express in its decree that

part of the corporate organizations that

the dismissal is without Prejudice, 11nd mm

cannot be restored, by dissolution and surrender of their franchises with the con-

the omission of that qualiﬁcation in a Win
er case will be corrected by this 001111011

Sent 0! the State, by legislative enactment

appeal, in support of which numerous all;

within constitutional authority, by forfeit-

thorities are cited.

ure of their franchises and Judgment of dis-

U. S. 423, 426, the some practice was sdoiii'

In Kendig v. Dem 9'

501mm“ declared in regular judicial pro-

ed.

Oeedings.

ﬂed at appellant's costs, and the cause it

01' by

other lawful means.

No

The decree must therefore he mod!

Bush dissolution is alleged in the bill. The

manded, with directions to dismiss the bill

averments that said corporations paid all
other liabilities, and thereafter distributed

without prejudice, and it is so ordered

their remaining assets among their respeclive Stockholders. and have since made no

Mr. Justice GRAY was not present at tlli'
argument, and took no part in ‘119 deem“

use of their franchises, and have no agent

of this case.

Iunu

01' 051091‘ uDon whom process can be served,
and no assets out of which any judgment

‘Mr. Justice BROWN, dissenting

agamst them could be satisﬁed, fall far

I concur inthe opinion of the court mm“

short of a dissolution such as would pre-

question involved in this case need! “"19

vent a suit against the col'iiorations or their

more than its bare statement to indium

ﬂtmmesr as Dro'vided by the laws of Wyo-

the answer that should be made to it. bun

212mg’
1:1ontile5giépelgnnts
to estabhs'h claim'for
the Validity
damages.
and amount
Scc-

do
court.
not Admitting
concur in the
t0 the
answer
fullestmade
film“
by of

point that,wh1e5. u’lllhe cases cited to the
the new“ tn e corporation is dissolved
y or making it 9- Party is dis-

proposition that the mere dlscoliiillllmijox"lts
business by a corporation, the sale and
assets, the failure to re-elect 01116611’

primed Wml' need not‘ therefore. be review-

the nonuscr of its franchise, (1° not’ ‘p50

ZueTllliydggs n‘athallmhcable to the present
e p the matter that com-

facto, work a dissolution of the comma“;
it seems to me that this is aside from

A
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merits of the case. 1 agree, too, that be
fore resorting to the stockholders a judgment
should, if possible, be obtained against the
principal debtors, which in this case are the
three Wyoming corporations. But the law
does not compel that which is impossible,
and, if the facts alleged in the bill show
that no judgment can be obtained against
the corporations, and that it is useless to

pursue them, the bare existence of such cor.
porations, ought not to defeat the recovery
of it Just claim. I do not understand it to

be denied that, if the corporations had been
formally dissolved by the decree of a. com
'petent court, the plaintiff might have main
tained this bill, and the fact that it had no
judgment against the corporations would be
no defense.
Now, the allegations of the bill in this
case are such as to show, not only that the
Wyoming corporations are practically dis
solved, and exist only in name, but that
it would be impossible to obtain a judgment
against them in the jurisdiction where they
were organized. The Revised Statutes of
Wyoming (section 2431) provide that “A
summons against a corporation may be
served upon the president, mayor, chairman,
or president of the board of directors or trus

tees, or other chief oﬂicer, or, if its chief

ti!

oﬂlcer be not found in the county, upon its
cashier, treasurer, secretary, clerk, or man
aging agent; or, if none of the aforesaid
oﬂicers can be found, by a. copy left at the
omce or other place of business of said cor
poration, with the person having charge

thereof." In that connection the allegation
,,,of the bill is "that, after the sale of their
2!

h
pi

x'r
ii
I

3;‘;

gsaid properties to your orator, and the re
' celpt by them of the'purchase price as afore
said, said three vendors paid whatever lia
bilities they had outstanding, except their

liability to your orator herein set forth, and
distributed the money and stock obtained
from your orator as the proceeds of said sale,
and all their other assets, amongst their re
spective shareholders, and the some were
received by said shareholders, and since that
time said three corporations have not, nor
has either of them, made any use whatever
of their franchises, but they have abandoned
the same; and neither of said corporations
11118 any oiﬁcer or agent upon whom process
can be served; and they have not, nor has
either of them, any assets of any kind out of

which any judgment at common law against
them or either of them could be satisﬁed."
Nowif there be no oﬂicer or agent of a
Corporation upon whom process can be served

it follows that there can be no oﬂice or
“her place of business of such corporation,
Within the meaning of

section 2431, since

the only object of an office or place of busi
11688 is for the accommodation of an oﬂicer

°P agent.

The act does not authorize ser

Vice upon a. trustee, but only upon the pres

ldent of the board of trustees, who would,
4 Willie. be an oﬂicer of the corporation.

The allegations of the bill in these Articu
lars may be shown to be untrue, but upon
demurrer they must be taken as true.
It is true that by section 2435 “service
by publication may be had ' t ' in actions
against a corporation incorporated under the
laws of this territory which has failed to
elect oﬂicers, or to appoint an agent, upon
whom service of summons can be made, ' ' '
and which has .no .place of doing business in
this territory."
But while such service, ‘by publication
might be cifectlve so far as to charge any
property of the corporation within the terri
tory, it would not create a general liability
against the corporation which would be
available elsewhere. This court has repeat
edly held that a personal Judgment is with
out any validity if it be rendered against a
party served only by publication of a sum
mons, but upon whom no personal service of
process within the state was made, and
who did not appear. Pennoyer v. Neﬁ,

95 U. S. 714; Harkness v. Hyde, 98 U. S.
476; St. Clair v. Cox, 106 U. S. 350, 1 Sup.“
Ct. Rep. 354.

r‘

‘The cases relied upon to sustain this dc?
cree do not touch this question, and the au
thorities which require corporations to be
made parties to a bill against the stockhold
ers have no application to cases in which it is
only useless, but impossible, to make them
parties.
I do not think the defendants in
this case, who are charged with receiving
the proceeds of a gross fraud, should be
permitted to take refuge in the shadow of
these defunct corporations.
=

(148 U. B. 529)

CHICOT COUNTY, ARK., v. SHERWOOD
et a1.
(April 3, 1893.)

No. 170.
FEDERAL ConR'rs—Jumsmc'rwN—Sm'rs AeAms'r
COUNTIES—STATE STATUTES—MUNICIPAL Am 10
RAILROADS.
1.The act of Arkansas of February 2!,

1879, repealed all laws allowing suits against
counties, and provided that any person having
a claim against a county must present the
same to the county court for allowance or rejec
tion, with the right of alllfeal to either party

from its action thereon.

aid, that under this

statute the allowance or reJection of a claim
either has the force and eifect of a judgment
for or against the county from which an appeal
will lie, or it is merely a prehminarylproceedmg,
which may be carried to an appe ate court,
where an actual trial is had: and in either
view the result is that counties are in substance
and effect suabie by the local law, and there
fore subject to suit in a federal court by orig
inal rocess.

g. In a. suit on county bonds issued in aid
of a railroad the answer alleged that no legal
election authorizing the issue was had, by rea
son of divers irregularities, which would appear
by reference to certiﬁed copies of papers sent
from several precincts to the clerk of the
county court, marked as "exhibits, and made
a part of the answer. It was further alleged,
as showing the invalidity of the bonds, that the
county court was not the proper tribunal to
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determine whether a legal _election had been

tersigned by the signature of its county

held; that the false recitals in the bonds to the
contrary did not estop the county: that the
terms of the order submitting the qnestioato
a vote of the eople had not been complied
with, and there are the county was not legally
bound to pay, and that the railroad had ob
tained the bonds illegally and fraudulently.
Held, that these were allegations of legal con
clusions, and that the answer presented no is
suable questions of fact going to the merits of
the suit, and was bad on demurrer. Dixon Co.
v. Field. 4 Sup. Ct. Rep. 316, 111 U. S. 83,
distinguished.

clerk, who also signs the coupons hereto an
nexed, at their oﬂice, in said county, this
11th day of May, 1872.
Jas. W. Mason,
“County and Probate Judge.
"M. W. Graves, County Clerk.
"Receivable in payment of all county
taxes.

In error to the circuit court of the United
States for the eastern district of Arkansas.
Action by J. K. O. Sherwood and F. W.
Dunton against Chicot county, Ark., to re—
cover on certain bonds issued by defendant
in aid of a railroad. A demurrer to the an
swer was sustained,and judgment was given
for plaintiffs. Defendant brings error. A1
ﬁrmed.
D. H. Reynolds, for plaintiﬂ' in error.
Mr. Justice JACKSON delivered the opin
ion of the court.
This was an action by the defendants in
error, citizens of the state of New York,
against Chicot county, Ark., upon 17 bonds
and 80 interest warrants or coupons thereto
attached, forming a portion of an issue of
bonds made and executed by that county

win 1872 for the amount of a stock subscrip
gtion made by it to the Mississippi, Ouachita
' & Red'River Railroad Company. The bonds
and coupons sued on were in the following
form:

“United

States

of

America.I

State

of

Arkansas.

"No. a

$500

"It is hereby certiﬁed that the county of
Chicot is indebted unto and will pay the
Mississippi, Ouachita and Red River Rail
road Company or bearer, on the ﬁrst day of
January, 1887, ﬁve hundred dollars, lawful
money of the United States of America, with
interest at the rate of six per centum per
annum, payable semiannually, on the ﬁrst
day of January and July of each year, at
the Union Trust Company, in the city of
New York, on the presentation and surren
der of the proper coupon hereto annexed.
This bond is one of a series of two hundred,
numbered from one to two hundred, inclu
sively, of like date, tenor, and amount, is
sued under an act of the general assembly
oi’ the state of Arkansas, entitled ‘An act
to authorize counties to subscribe stock in
railroads,’ approved July 23, 1868, and in
obedience to the vote of the people of said
county at an election held in accordance
with the provisions of said act, authorizing
the subscription of one thousand dollars to
the capital stock of said railroad company.
"In witness whereof, the said county has
caused to be aﬂixed hereto its seal, and has
caused the same to be attested by the sig
nature of its oounw and probate judge, coun

“State of Arkansas: The treasurer of the
county of Chicot will pay ﬁfteen dollars to
bearer at the oﬂice of the Union Trust Com
pany, in the city of New York, on the ﬁrst
day of January, 1887, being amount of inter
eat on bond No. 3.

"M. W. Graves, County Clerk";
‘Judgment was rendered in favor oi the'5
piaintiﬂ’s for the amount of the bonds and
coupons sued on. and the county prosecutes
this writ of error therefrom, assigning is
grounds of reversal—First, that the circuit
court had no jurisdiction to entertain the
suit; and, secondly, that said court erred in
sustaining the plaintiffs‘ demurrer to the
plea or answer of the county, and in render
ing Judgment against it, upon its delining to
make further answer in bar or defence of
the action.
After being summoned in the usual man
ner, the defendant moved to dismiss the suit
on the grounds that since the passage of an
act of the legislature of Arkansas, on Feb
ruary 27, 1879, repealing all laws authorir
ing coimties in the state to sue and be sued.
the county could not be sued or proceeded

against in any court, state or federal, bi
complaint and summons, or otherwise than
in the manner provided by said act; that
the county had not been brought into the
circuit court in any manner authorized bi’
law, so as to acquire jurisdiction over the

same; that the plaintiffs had not presented
their demand to the county court of (Jillcot
county, duly veriﬁed according to the it
quirements of the statute, for allowance \
rejection; and that without such veriﬁer
tion and demand no case against or comm

versy with the county could arise of which
any state or federal court could take 093'
nizance or jurisdiction. The second section

of the act of February 27, 1879. 011 which
this motion was based, provided “that hort
after all persons having demands 1131"“t

any county shall present the Smiley duly
veriﬁed according to law, to “19 mum-v
court of such county for allowance of it

jection. From the order of the county mun

provided
therein, appeals
by law. may
11 inbeany
prosecuted
appeal ‘11°11$ 1,“;
ment of the county court is reversed. theil‘i];
ment of reversal shall be certiﬁed by

court rendering the same to the comm;
court, and the county court shall therein“:ls
enter the judgment of the superior couri
its own.”

u

to

The circuit court overruled this 111° 0“ n
dismiss the suit, and this action oi.’ the 001;‘

constitutes the ﬁrst error relied 011 1°‘

"Ht
Wt
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ilﬂm

iaiih

,versai of its judgment. It is claimed for

"as

‘I? plaintii! in error that, inasmuch as the courts
' of general jurisdiction in Arkansas'have no

ﬂat
Mr

"I
Chill

Mn
run:
his!
ihh

original jurisdiction to hear and determine
cases like the present since the passage of
said act of February 27, 1879, the courts of
the United States can exercise no such juris
diction. In the case of Nevada 00. v. Hicks,
60 Ark. 416, 420, 8 S. W. Rep. 180, it was
said by the supreme court of Arkansas that,

“whilst it is true, by the act of February 27,
1879, counties cannot be sued in the ordinary
way of bringing suits, still judgments may be
and are rendered against them.
Every allow
ance of a claim by the county is a judgment;
and unquestionably, when an appeal is prose

cuted from the action of the county court in
allowing or rejecting a claim, the decision of
the appellate court is a judgment; and when
the judgment of the county court is reversed
the judgment of reversal, when certified to
the county court, is required to be entered
as the judgment of the county court."
If, under this construction of the act, the
allowance or rejection by the county court
of any demand against the county, duly veri
ﬂed according to law, has the force and effect
of a judgment for or against the county,
from which an appeal will lie, it would seem
that the making or presenting a demand
against the county to the county court is,
to all intents and purposes, such a legal pro
ceeding as would permit the application of
the rule which plaintiff in error invokes to
defeat the Jurisdiction of the federal court;

for in the case of Gaines v. Fuentes, 92 U.
S. 10, 20, cited and relied on to support its
position, it is said: “If by the law obtaining
in the state, customary or statutory, they

[Suits] can be maintained in a state court,

-r_'—_'=-.
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of county commissioners. But, under the
statutes of Indiana then in force, although
the proceedings of county commissioners in
passing upon claims against a county are in
some respects assimilated to proceedings be
fore a court, and their decision, if not up
pealed from, cannot be collaterally drawn
in question, yet those proceedings are in the
nature, not of a trial inter partes, but of an
allowance or disailowance, by officers repre
senting the county, of a claim against it. At
the hearing before the commissioners there
is no representative of the county, except
the commissioners themselves. They may al
low the claim, either upon evidence intro
duced by the plaintiff, or without other proof
than their own knowledge of the truth of
the claim; and an appeal from this decision
is tried and determined by the circuit court
of the county as an original cause, and upon
the complaint ﬁled before the commissioners.
' ' ' It follows, according to the deci

sions of this court in analogous cases, that
the trial in the circuit court of the county

was ‘the trial’ of the case, at any time be
fore which it might be removed into the

circuit court of the United States under
clause 3 of section 639 of the Revised
Statutes."
If, therefore, the presentation of a demand

to the county court under the Arkansas
statute is not the commencement of a suit
against the county, then, under the rule
stated in Delaware County Com’rs v. Die
bold Safe & Lock 00., just quoted, the
court to which such demand may be carried

after allowance or rejection receives and
determines it as an original cause. In either
case the suit is so maintainable in the state
courts as to be cognlzable by original process
in a federal court, where the parties have
the proper citizenship to confer jurisdictions

whatever designation that court may have,
we think they may be maintained by original
process in a federal court where the parties
are on one side citizens of Louisiana, and on

Any other'view of the subject would prevent

the other citizens of other states."

citizens of other states from resorting to the

, however, the presentation of a demand
against the county, duly veriﬁed according

federal courts for the enforcement of their

claims against counties of the state, and
limit them to the special mode of relief pre
to law, to the county court thereof, “for al
scribed by the act of February 27, 1879. The
lowance or rejection," is not the beginning
of a suit, or does not involve a trial inter jurisdiction of the federal courts is not to be
defeated by such state legislation as this. In
Dartes. it is then only a preliminary proceed
Hyde v. Stone, 20 How. 170, 175, it is said:
to a suit or controversy which, by the
“But this court has repeatedly decided that
:ﬂppeai of either side, is or may be carried
the jurisdiction of the courts of the United
rte an appellate court, before which there is
ﬁll actual trial between the parties‘interested. States over controversies between citizens of
The right to maintain this revisory trial in diiferent states cannot be impaired by the
laws of the states, which prescribe the modes
the state court, even under the principle con~
tended for, will be suiﬁcient to maintain a of redress in their courts, or which regulate
like suit by original process in a federal the distribution of their judicial power. In
Court where the requisite diverse citizenship
many cases state laws form a rule of de.
cision for the courts of the United States,
exists. In Delaware County Oom'rs v. Die
bold Safe & Lock Co., 133 U. S. 473, 486, and the forms of proceeding in these courts
have been assimilated to those of the states.
. 399, Mr. Justice Gray,
either by legislative enactment or by their
for this court, and commenting

upon a somewhat similar statutory provision,
will "It was also objected that the petition
for removal was ﬁled too late, after the case

had been tried and determined by the board

own rules. But the courts of the United
States are bound to proceed to judgment
and to afford redress tosuitors before them in
every case to which their jurisdiction ex
tends. They cannot abdicate their authority
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or duty .n any case in favor of another jun's
diction. Suydam v. Broadnax, 14 Pet. 67;
Bank v. Jolly, 18 How. 503." This principle
has been steadily adhered to by this court.
In the case under consideration the state
statute relied on to defeat the jurisdiction
of the United States circuit court was passed
after the bonds sued on were issued and
put in circulation, and if its requirement of
presenting the bonds to the county court of
Chlcot county “for allowance or rejection"
was binding upon citizens of other states
holding such bonds, as a. condition of bring
ing suit, it would present a very grave
question whether it was not such a substan
tial and material change in the remedy in
force when the contract was made as to
impair it obligation.
But it is not neces
sary to consider and determine that question,
as the objection is merely to the jurisdiction
of the circuit court, and, for the reasons
already stated, is not well taken.
The second assignment of error is to the
action of the circuit court in sustaining the
demurrer to the answer of the county. The
n answer, after setting out the constitutional
‘sand statutory provisions of the state under
' which the county was authorized'to issue the
bonds in question, and the proceedings of
the county court in reference to the submis
sion of the question of subscribing $100,000
to the capital stock of the railroad company,
and the election had thereunder by the
people of the county. together with the
result of the vote, which, according to the
returns, as ascertained and found by the
county court, showed a majority of 320
votes in favor of the county's making the
subscription, proceeds to set forth a mass
of irrelevant matter, such as the occurrence
of a riot at a former election; the occupation
of the county seat by a force of state troops
to protect life and property when the order
for the election under which the subscription
voted was made, and continued so occupied
till after the election; and alleges “that a
condition of atfairs existed in the county
that precluded a free and fair election, and
the veriest sham of an election was held at
some of the various precincts on February 17,
1872, (the day of the election,) as shown
by papers ﬁled with the county clerk, and
which upon their face show that there was
not a legal election at any precinct in the
county of Chlcot on said February 17, 1872;
and that no poll books were furnished to the
several precincts as required by law;" to
gether with various other recited irregularl

certiﬁed copies of the papers sent um um
clerk's oﬂ‘ice from some of the various Dl'E:
cincts in the county," numerous papers are
marked as "exhibits," and made part of the
answer, and from which is drawn the con
clusion set up in the answer, as follows:
“And so the county says that there was in
fact no election held in said county on Feb
ruary 17, 1872, to determine whether or not
the county would subscribe to the capital oi
said railroad company and issue bonds to
pay the same."
It is further averred in the answer that
the county court was not the proper tribunal
to determine whether an election had beene
held in pursuance of the statute regulating:
the‘ matter; that the false recitals on the
face of the bonds to the contrary did not
estop the county; that the terms and condi
tions of the order submitting the question
of subscription to a vote of the people were
not complied with so that the county was
not legally bound to pay the bonds, or any
part thereof; and that the railroad company
had delivered the stock to the county court
before the election was held, and, after said
election, had obtained the bonds iilegilly
and fraudulently, etc. The answer also sets
out proceedings had in the county court after
the bonds were issued, and reports made to
it in relation thereto, which are made exhib
its to the answer, and which, it is claimed,
show that the bonds were not issued in con
formity to law.
To this answer there was interposed a de
mun-er, which was smia‘ned, and, the count?
electing to stand on its answer. and say noth

ing further in bar of the plaintiffs‘ fight 1°
recover, judgment was ihereupon rendered

in favor of the plaintiffs for the anion!“ 01
the bonds and coupons sued on, with intertﬂ
and costs of suit.
It is urged by the plalntiﬁt in error ﬁlm

this action of the lower court was erroneou-q
for the reason that the answer set torthﬂll'
iicient facts to invalidate the bonds will“

the rule laid down in Divan Co. afield‘
111 U. S. 83, 92, 93, 4 Sup. Ct. Rep. 31a WP
do not take this view of the answer. It
abounds in recitals, in statements of what

papers made exhibits thereto show. mid 1“
conclusions of law, which are not admitted

by the demurrer; the rule being We11 “med
that only matters of fact well lJleade‘1_mf
admitted by a demurrer, while conclusive

of law are not. U. S. v. Amos. 99 U' 5' 45!‘
Interstate Land 00. v. Maxwell Land Grill

00.. 139 U. s. 569, 578, 11 Sup. 0:. Rep- 61?,
The answer was of such a Character “5_

ties, alleged to be shown by papers died, but
by whom died is not averred; nor is it stated

present no issuable questions of fact E0“?

how or in what way, as matter of fact, such

to the merits of the suit, ﬁnd was pmpeﬂ‘

irregularities affected the vote actually cast

demurred to, and there was no error 111 m’

and counted, on which the subscription was

taining the demurrer.

carried. After a recital of these matters,

Our conclusion is that the Judgment ‘no“M

which, it 18 8816, appear “by reference to
he aﬁirmed.
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the process, which he does not claim.” The
GRANT v. WALTER.
(April 10, 1893.)
No. 187.
Pnns'rs ros Isvsxrioivs--Novnu-v—Drscmmun
—Su.n SKEINS.
1. Letters patent No. 267,192, issued No~
vember 7. 1882, to James Grant, claimed "(1)
s skein of silk or other thread wound upon a
reel diagonally from side to side, and laced
back and forth across its width to preserve its

court, however, did not decide that it was
a valid process patent, but suggested that,
if the improvement was a valid invention,
it was in the process, and not in the
product.
The material parts of the speciﬁcation,
and the claims based thereon, are as fol
lows:

"My invention relates to a novel manner

foam" and "(2) the combination of the lacing

oi.‘ winding silk or other thread upon the
reels in a reeling machine preparatory to its
being dyed.
"The object of my invention is to provide
an improved skein of silk, whereby a great
er quantity can be reeled upon the same
machine in a given time, and to provide at
the same time for making these skeins in
a proper form to receive the dye in the
rme .
best manner, and be ready, after the dye
2A disclaimer of so much of the ‘claims
as "might make them apply to a skein which,
ing, to be placed upon the swift for unwind
by reason of a coating of gum or of tight lacing,
ing upon bobbins in the customary manner.
is not in condition for dyeing," will not aid the
“In the present method of manufactur
validity of the patent; for that leaves only the
discovery of a new use for an old device. which ing silk, the thread, previous to dyeing, is
does not involve patentability. 38 Fed. Rep.
wound into skeins upon a reeling machine,
594, aihrmed.
in which some twenty or more small skeins,
containing generally one thousand yards, or‘!
Appeal from the circuit court of the
United States for the southern district or less, are \voimd upon'a set of parallel bars
New York.
et aroimd an axis forming a. long reel.
Each skein is tied up by itself, and the reel
Suit by James M. Grant against Richard
Walter for the infringement of a patent.
is taken down, or collapses, to release the
separate skeins. These small skeins are
The circuit court dismissed the bill, (38 Fed.
then dyed, and then placed separately upon
Rep. 594,) and plaintiff appeals. Aﬂirmed.
W. E. Simonds, for appellant. Henry swifhs to again unwind them. Larger skeins
than above named have been found incon
Grasse, for appellee.
venient, it not impracticable, on account or
becoming tangled in the dyeing, and dif
Mr. Justice JACKSON delivered the opin
ﬁcult to unwind. By means of my im
ion of the court.
provement I am enabled to wind skeins
m This is a suit in equity, in the usual form,
oi‘ twenty-four thousand yards, or more, in
Etor the alleged infringement of letters pat
each separate skein, upon the reels, thus
’ent No. 267,192, issued to the'appeliant,
saving a great amount of labor in taking
James M. Grant, on the 7th of November,
down the reels to remove the skeins. and
1882, for "certain new and useful improve
the larger skeins, wound in my improved
ments in the art of reeling and winding
silk and other thread." The bill nverred manner, can be placed at once upon the
swifts and unwound without diliiculty.
that the defendant had infringed the patent
“My improvement consists in winding the
by making, using, vending, and putting
silk or other thread upon the reel in the
in practice, without complainant’s license,
form of a wide band, in which the thread
improvements described and claimed in the
crosses from side to side as it is wound,
Patent. The prayer was for an injunction,
omewhat in the manner now employed,
and for an account of proﬁts, and damages,
with a wide skein of silk, or other thread, in
which the strands are diagonally crossed."
Similar skeins were well known in the art,
diﬂ‘ering from Grant’s only in that the thread
was gummed, and the lacing was tight, so that
they were not available for dyeing, while
Grant's skeins were highly useful for dyeing.
Held, that the speciﬁcations and claims fail to
limit the patent to that gurpose, and it is void
éor \gant of novelty. 3 Fed. Rep. 594, at

The answer set up, among other defenses

but so arranged as not to form single

not necessary to be noticed, a denial that
Grant was the original inventor of the im
Drovements described in the patent; that
there was a want of novelty in the inven
tion, and a prior use of the improvements

skeins by passing one layer over the other.
I prefer to have the thread cross in ﬁve
sixths of one revolution of the reel,although

claimed
lgnatcd

as patentable by various des
parties.
Replication was duly

ﬁled. proof taken, and the court below, upon

other proportions will answer. When the
required quantity has been wound, I lace

the skein or band, before it is removed
from the reel, in one or more places, gen

erally on opposite sides of the reel, so as
to divide it into a number of parts, and hold
it in its ﬂat or band-like condition. This

the hearing of the cause, found in favor of
the defendant, and accordingly dismissed
ihe bill. 38 Fed. Rep. 594. From this de

lacing constitutes the chief point 01 my

Cree the present appeal is prosecuted, and

invention, and is what preserves the skein

the aDpellant assigns for error the lower
court's “denial of patentability to the skein,

tangled

which Grant claims, while awarding it to

lacing, the skein is removed from the reel,
and passes into the hands of the ﬂy"

in its shape, and prevents its becoming en
in the

process

of dyeing.

After
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After winding in

the manner

above

de

scribed, the skein is so laid—one thread
crossing the other—that its texture is more
open, even, than the small skeins wound
in the ordinary manner, and, although much
larger, the dye easily penetrates to every
part, and insures a uniform color. The sev
eral threads cannot become matted to
gether, as with the ordinary skein wound
in the customary manner.
"By means of my invention a great sav
ing is made in the expense of manufacture,
c the waste of silk is greatly reduced, and less

Eskili is required in the winding after the
' dfeingnthereby dispensing with the hlgh~

well known to the silk tradeflong prior to?
Grant's improvement. The form 0! such
skeins was substantially the same as that
adopted by Grant. These anticipating skeins
were in their construction similar to the con
struction of the skeins of the patent They
were produced in the same manner by the
horizontal, to and fro motion of a guide
bar for carrying the thread in front of the

reel as the latter revolved, thus causing
the diagonal or cross reeling in the forma
tion of the skein. They were laced into
two or three sections across their width.
The object and purpose of this diagonal
reeling and lacing was to preserve the form
of the skein, and to prevent entanglement
and snarling in the handling and future
winding of the silk. These old skeins were
made of raw silk,—that is, silk coated with,
or carrying, the silkworm’s glllZllw—illld were
smaller in size, and more tightly laced across
their width, than the Grant skeins in ques‘
tion. The diagonal reeling was somewhat
wider in the skein of the patent than in the
old skeins. The raw silk having a more del
icate thread, and much more liable in hand
ling to become entangled, and therefore less
easily Wound than when the silk had been
brought to a condition of thread, necesi
tated this cross reeling and lacing to pm
serve the form of the skein, and to facil
itate the transportation and future hand
ling of the silk in its further development

priced, skilled operatives now employed up
on this work.
"What I claim as my invention is:
"(1) A skein of silk, or other thread,
wound upon a reel diagonally from side to
side, in the manner described, and laced
back and forth across its width to pre
serve its form, substantially as set forth.
“(2) The combination of the lacing, B,
with a wide skein of silk, or other thread,
in which the strands are diagonally crossed,
substantially as described."
At the hearing of the case a disclaimer
was ﬁled in the patent otlice by the ap
pellant "to so much of said claim as does
or might make such claim apply to a skein
which, by reason of being coated with gum,
or by reason of the manner of its lacing,
or for any other reason, is not in condition
for dyeing for ordinary manufacturing pur
poses." By stipulation of the parties, it
was provided “that this disclaimer may be
made a part of the record in this suit, nunc
pro time, as of the date of hearing thereof,
as if the same had been ﬁled on that date,
to indicate the willingness of the complain
ant to limit his patent by said disclaimer,
and as an aid in the construction of his
patent, but without prejudice to the rights
of this defendant on the question of delay
in ﬁling said disclaimer."
The circuit court held that the claims of
the patent covered a product, and not a
process, and that the patent was void for
want of patentable novelty, for the reason
that the form of skein described in the
speciﬁcation, and covered by the claims,
was well known, and in use, long prior to
Grant's invention, which consisted in the
method of dyeing and winding silk by the
use of such well-known form of kein, and
not in the skein itself, and, it valid to any

'swifts. In this shape it forms the raw Hill
of commerce, and is imported into Amelie:

extent' it was only upon the process. The

in large quantities,—-mosily from Europe ﬁned

court further held that the disclaimer could
neither operate to give validity to the
patent; for the skein, nor change it into one
or Mn
e process, and accor(111181Y dismissed
the

in the process of manufacturing. Nor could
the raw silk be dyed, because the ﬁlaments
would separate, the gum which holds them
together would be dissolved out, so that they
would become snarled or entangled, without
this cross reeling and lacing in the Prom
of ungumming, and could not be subsequent

ly wound without great diﬂiculty and 1“
It had to be ﬁrst “boiled oil," as it is called,
or the gum removed, by being immersed
for some period in soap and water or other

liquid.
The process of manufacturing silk thread
is thus described by a witness for the com
plainant:

"The silk, in the shape in uhich it 1!
formed by the silkworm, exists in the shape

of cocoons. These cocoons, in the countries
in which silk is grown, are soaked in a
suitable bath, and the ﬁlaments of silk that
compose the cocoons are unwound from 111"
cocoons, and formed in skeins on reels or?

Asia. The skeins of raw silk are mm

by the manufacturer of silk thread (1 "1° “"5
mean by this term ‘thread’ sewlllg an“ an,
braids, only, but rather am known as ‘will
and ‘organzine,’ that is used in making ‘a

tile fabrics) usually as follows: The {11w Ede
is ungummed. It is dried to 11 s‘lﬁc‘em n

As found by the circuit court, the evidence
fully and clearly established the fact that
skeins of silk magma-118' reeled, and laced
across the Width, so as to separate the skein

swifts, from which it

into two or more sections, were in use, and

spools or bobbins. The silk, accordin

glee, and is then, in skein form. P11t ‘10

is

wound gum
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the use to which it ‘is to be put, is further
doubled, in which operation it goes from
spool to spool; is twisted, in which operation
it goes from spool to spool; and when of suﬂi
cient size,8sto number of threads, and of con
diﬂon, as to twisting, it is reeled from the

thereof, as being simply for a double or
analogous use. Such analogous use, under
the authorltle, is not patentable. Brown v.
Piper, 91 U. S. 37; Pennsylvania. R. Co. v.
Locomotive, etc., 00., 110 U. S. 491, 4 Sup.

spool or bobbin into skein form. In this

Ct. Rep. 220; Miller v. Foree, 116 U. S.

22, 6 Sup. Ct. Rep. 204; Dreyfus v. Searlc,
skein form it is dyed, and, with the old form
124 U. S. 60, 8 Sup. Ct. Rep. 390. And the
of skeins, is then parted, to separate the
same result must follow, although the earlier
several small skeins that compose the larger
skein is not patented, if it embodies sub—
skein, such as I now produce, and is then
stantially the same form, and for a like use.
put on ‘risers.’ so called, and wound onto
The function and purpose of the prior
bobbins, in which shape the silk is used,
skein and the patented device were exactly
usually, in the manufacture of textile fabrics.
analogous, operated in the same way, and
I will state that the ‘risers,’ as used in
were serviceable in both cases to preserve
this old process of manufacture that I am
the skein from entanglement; the patented
describing, consisted of two small drums or
skein being applicable to a later stage of
pulleys, usually of about ﬁve or six inches in
the thread. This, within the principle an
diameter, and that the skein was wound
from these ‘risers.’
would constitute simply a mere carrying for
“In this art the term ‘winding’ means the
ward or extended application of the original
changing of the silk from the skein form
device with the change only in degree, but
to its form on a. bobbin or spool, and by
doing substantially the same thing, in the
‘reeling’ is meant the putting of the silk into
same way, by substantially the same means,
the skein form."
with
some better results, and would not,‘
The contention of the appellant is that
the skein of the patent should be considered
in connection with the speciﬁcation and
knowledge of the art possessed by the per
sons to whom the speciﬁcation is addressed,
and, if the prior art requires limitations in
order to leave validity in the patent, then
it is right and proper for the court to read
such limitations into the claims by construc
tion; and on the basis of this proposition it
is urged that Grant's skein diﬂered from
the earlier skeins shown by the testimony

in at least two particulars: First, that the
gearller skeins were gummed, and Grant’s
:oskelns are ungummed, which prevented the

former from being dyed,‘ while the latter
can be; and, secondly, that the earlier skeins
were laced tightly, for the purposes of trans
portation and handling, while Grant’s skeins
are laced loosely, so that they are in a
condition for dyeing. The Grant skein is
shown to be an improvement over the earlier
skeins, for the purposes of dyeing, but

neither the speciﬁcation nor the claims of
the patent limit it to that purpose. The dis
claimer undertake so to do, or rather to
limit it to a condition in which the skein

ii‘

may be dyed.
The court below properly held that the
disclaimer did not give any increased valid

1W to the patent for the skein, or change
it into one for a process.

And the simple

question presented is whether Grant's skein
possesses features of patentable novelty over

the earlier skeins shown by the testimony.
e cross reeling and lacing in the skein of

the patent perform substantially the same
function in substantially the same way as in

the mrlier skeins, but at a later and diiIerent
-

e or condition of the silk thread forming

the skein. It is perfectly manifest that, if a
Patent had existed on the earlier skein, the
skein of the patent would be an infringement

therefore, be patentable.

,6

' The difference insisted upon in support of‘
the patent—that the looser lacing of the
skein across the band to preserve its form,
and keep it in condition suitable for dyeing

the thread—is clearly a. matter of mechanical
skill, which does not involve invention. It
is said by one of complulnant’s witnesses
that such loose lacing as is insisted upon as
a requisite for eﬂectlve dyeing is neither
shown in the drawings, nor in the speciﬁca
tion, nor claims, but that it should be read
into the patent because “a. man that un
derstands his business must know that it
must be laced loosely, or that the silk
would be spoiled in dyeing," and that if this

were not noticed, or not known, it would be
taught him by the ﬁrst experiment. It is
perfectly evident that it would readily oc
cur to any one skilled in the art that, as the
skeins are increased in size or width of
band, the necessity for lacing in order to
preserve the form, and keep the skein in
a condition for dyeing, would be correspond

ingly increased, and that the looser the la
cing the more perfect would be the dyeing.
Such changes in degree, merely, would not
constitute an invention. Estey v. Burdett,

100 U. S. 632, 3 Sup. Ct. Rep. 531.
It is settled that distinct and formal claims
are necessary to ascertain the scope of the
invention. Merrill v. Yeomans, 94 U. S. 568;
Western Electric Manuf’g Co. v. Ansonia
Brass & Copper 00., 114 U. S. 447, 6 Sup.

Ct. Rep. 941.
If, therefore, the elements of “boiling off,"
or ungumming the silk, or the dyeing there
of, and of improving the winding facility,
were patentable, in view of the prior skeins,
they should have been covered by the
claims of the patent. James v. Campbell,
104 U. S. 356, and authorities cited above.
The disclaimer takes away nothing from
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the claims, except what is not in condition
for dyeing, and no silk thread is in condition
for dyeing by simply being cross reeled and
laced. The patent, notwithstanding the dis
claimer, is still for an old device of a. cross
reeled and laced skein, for whatever pur
pose it may be designed, and is void for
want of patentahle novelty.
The counsel
for the appellant. while claiming the bene
ﬁt of his disclaimer, and insisting that
Grant's skein is distinguishable from the ear
,,lier anticipating skeins, for the reason that
g the latter were coated with gum, and were
' not loosely laced, states that'“Graut‘s speci
ﬁcation alldresses its direction wholly to the
skein maker, never to the dyer. It says:
‘My invention relates to a novel manner of
winding silk or other thread upon the reels
in a reeling machine preparatory to its be
ing dyed. ' ' ' My improvement con
sists in winding the silk or other thread up
on the reel in the form of a wide band.
' ‘ ' When the required quantity has
been wound, I lace the skein or band ' ' '
so as to divide it into a number of parts,
and hold it in its ﬂat or band-like condition.‘
Grant had a clear idea of the real nub of his
invention. He says: ‘This lacing constitutes
the chief point of my invention, and is what
preserves the skein in its shape, and pre
vents its booming entangled in the process
of dyeing.‘ Grant gives no instructions to
the dyer or the winder, for the simple reason
that in dyeing his skein, and afterwards
winding it upon bobbins, the procedure is
identical with the procedure of the old art.
All that is novel is found in the skein, and
that answers the question, is Grant's im
provement a skein or a process? That an
swer is, Grant‘s improvement is a new
skein." So that the whole invention must
be tested by the simple question whether the
looser lacing, for the purpose of dyeing,
over the more tightly-laced skeins, for the
purpose of preserving their form and wind
ing qualities while being “boiled oil," or un
gummed, constitutes a patentable invention.
Considering the purpose for which it is now
claimed, it cannot be anything more than a
more application of an old process to a
new use. which does not rise to the dignity
of invention; the looser inning for the pur

Doses of dyeing being perfectly apparent to
any one skilled in the art oi! silk manufac
rare, or in the preparation of thread for that
purpose. But while it isthus claimed that the
Grant speciﬁcation addresses itself to the di

rection. wholly, of the skein maker, and
never to the dyer, the disclaimer undertakes
to conﬁne such direction solely to the dyer,
rather than to the skein maker, as the ct.
feet of the disclaimer is intended to exclude

skews "which, by reason of being coated
with gum. or by reason or the manner oi! its

claims would have to be read as addremed

to the dyer, rather than to the skein maker,
This would involve a complete change or
what was covered by the speciﬁcation and
claims, which must be held controlling.
The most that can be said of this Grant
patent is that it is a discovery 0! a new
use for an old device. which does not involve
patentability. However useful the nature at
the new use to which the skein is sought to
be conﬁned by the disclaimer, compared
with the former uses to which the old skein
was applied at the date of the improvement.
it forms only an analogous or double use,
or one so cognate and similar to the uses
and purposes of the former cross-reeled
and laced skein as not to involve anything
more than mechanical skill. and does not
constitute invention, as is well settled by an
thorlties already referred to.
The advantages claimed for it, and which
it no doubt possesses to a considerable de
gree, cannot be held to change this result;
it being well settled that utility cannot con
trol the language of the statute, which lim
its the beneﬁt of the patent laws to things
which are new as well as useful.
The last
that the patented article has gone into gen
eral use is evidence of its utility, but not
conclusive of that, and still less of its patent
able novelty. McClain v. Ortmaycr, 141 U.
S. 419, 425, 12 Sup. Ct. Rep. 76, and au
thorities there cited.

Our conclusion is that there was no error
in the decree or the court below, and the
same is accordingly aiﬁrmed.
=1
(148 U. S. 57“

GERMAN BANK OF MEMPHIS at Al. v.
UNITED STATES.
(April 10. 1893.)

No. 693.
Tnus'rs— ILLEGAL 'l‘iussrnn or Rnnimkw
Bosns—Lumnrrr or Govnnxnnxr—bunmﬂr

TION.
1. The government of the United Stairs ll
not liable for the wrongful act of the reglslﬂ'

0f the United States treasury in

rnuttmeg

a transfer of registered bonds of t a lJiuiﬂi
States belonging to a trust estate upon lllSl-ld‘
cieut evidence of authority in the holder to @
mand the transfer.
.V

2. Plaintiffs procured a transfer Ofll‘eglgo

tered bonds of the United States belonging d
a trust estate, effected a sale of the P011 lrfll‘lllm
paid over the proceeds to the depontor 2mm
onds, whereby they were lost to thek
0d
Plaintiffs, having been compelled to {110 H“ e

the loss to the estate, ﬁled ll Denim“ “lube
court of claims, alleging that the reins!" "mop
treasury had made the transfer Wllllolllil “Kohl:
ity, and claiming to be suhrozatedjq i eg'é‘é
of the trust estate against the hinted am,’

because of such transfer. Held that-h"! on
alleged right was based in part 05.‘. 9"“) .
wrongful acts, they were ID no Posmmzm
voke the aid of the doctrine of subroSll‘

on appeal from the court 01! claims. Af

1391111,’. or for any other reason, is not in con.

gglmon for dyfmi; for ordinary manufactur
:, 01g phurposes.

So that, under the operation

9 61301111111", ‘the speciﬁcation

and

ilrmed,

I

Statement by Mr. Justice BROllN: UK
This was a petition by the German Bil

°t Memphis. as successor or the Germ:m

I= I =rj1=hFﬂn—u-n r n-i

HHS-i

GERMAN BANK v. UNITED STATES.
National Bank of Memphis, and the Chem
lcal National Bank of New York, against the
United States, to recover the amount of
three registered bonds, alleged to have been
wrongfully canceled by the register of the
treasiny under the following circumstances:
In 1869, one Henry P. Woodward died in
Shelby county, Tenn, leaving a will, hi
which he directed that certain insurance
money due his estate should be invested in
United States interest-bearing bonds, with
coupons attached, which coupons were to be
giien to his wife, Sallie, as they fell due,
for her support and the support and edu
cation of her child; and that when the child
should arrive at the age of 21 years the
bonds should be divided between the said
child and its mother equally, one Marcus
E Cochran being appointed: sole executor
of the will.
The will was admitted to probate in No
vember, 1869, and Cochran qualiﬁed as ex
ecutor. Having a. balance of insurance re
maining after paying the debts, he invested
vuthe same in three registered bonds of

535.000 each, m which it was certiﬁed that
' “the United States of America are’indebted
unto M. E. Cochran, executor or assigns,
the sum of five thousand dollars," etc.
“This debt is authorized by act of congress,
approved March 3, 1865, and is transfer

able on the books of this ofﬁce."
Cochran collected the interest on these
bonds regularly, and paid the same to the
widow of the testator, as provided in the
will, until May, 1873, when he died. On
September 9th one James A. Anderson, pub
lic administrator, was appointed by the pro
bate court administrator de bonis non of
Woodward's estate, duly qualiﬁed as such,

and three days thereafter obtained these
bonds from the Union & Planters’ Bank of
Memphis, in whose custody they had been,
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papers with the department, as per memo.
inciosed. We do not wish to be responsible,
after paying the funds over here, for any
irregularity in papers."
On receiving these bonds, the Chemical
National Bank wrote to the register of the
treasury, notifying him of the receipt of the
bonds from the German National Bank, de
scribing them ns “No. 7,701, to order M. E.
Cochran, executor, of
Memphis, TODTL,

$5,000; do. No. 6,081, to order of M. 13.
Cochran, executor, $5,000,—which said bank
request us to sell, but distinctly state they
do not want to be held responsible,
after paying the funds over, for any irreg‘
ularity in papers, which I herewith in
close. W'e desire to comply with the wishes
of the German Nat, but do not wish to be
responsible for regularity, etc., and there
fore refer the case to you. Please inform

us what action to take. The certiﬁcates are
assigned in blank by J. A. Anderson, adm'r
of H. P. Woodward, deceased, and appear
to have been witnessed by a notary public,
having his oiﬁcial seal attached. If you are
willing, we will forward them for registra
tion in our own name, as in their present
shape they are not a good delivery in this
market."
The register replied to this, and stated:
“There is on ﬁle in this oﬂice satisfactory
power in favor of your bank to transfer the
bonds referred to, and a reassignment by
your Mr. Jones as pres't to any party pur
chasing will be recognized. or, if preferred,
new bonds will be issued to your bank under
the present assignment." The bank replied
to this letter under date of December 28.
1876, and requested the register to issue
new bonds in the name of “the Chemical
National Bank of N. Y."
In January, 1877, Anderson took the third
bond to the German National Bank, by

and by which the interest had been collected

which it was transferred to the Chemical

and paid over, giving therefor a receipt
as admhiistrator. He subsequently gave
another receipt to the attorney of Mrs.

National Bank with similar instructions.

Cochran, as administrator of her deceased
husband.
In December, 1870, Anderson, who had
long been a depositor in the German Na
tional Bank, and a man of high standing,
took two of these bonds to this bank, and re
quested it to sell them, saying that he wanted
to invest for a better interest; that he could
get 10 per cent. for the money, at the same
time showing a paper from the treasury de
partment at Washington, which in some
Way recognized his authority to transfer the
bonds, but by whom the paper was written.
and the exact terms of it, do not appear,
11° copy 0! the same being in evidence. The

bank sent the bonds to the Chemical Na
tional Bank of New York by express, with
a letter directing them to sell the same,
and place the proceeds to their credit, add

“183 "Judge J. A. Anderson ﬁled the proper

The

latter bank transferred the bond to the
treasury department, which thereupon issued
to the Chemical National Bank three new
bonds, in which it was certiﬁed that “the

United States of America are indebted to
the Chemical National Bank of New York,
or assigns, in the sum of ﬁve thousand
dollars," etc. The Chemical National Bank
of New York having thus obtained title to
these bonds, sold the same, and transferred
the proceeds, $16,840.60, to the German

National Bank of Memphis, where they were
passed to the personal credit of said Ander
son, drawn out by him from time to time on
his personal checks, and lost to the beneﬁci
aries by conversion to his own use.
The original bonds had borne upon their:

back a blank form of assignment, executed;
by Anderson, with certaln'instrucﬂons- among‘
which were that the execution of the assign

ment must be witnessed by a public Oﬂicer,

attested by his oﬂicial seal, and that "exec
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utors, administrators, and trustees, when

claims dismissed the petition, (26 CL Cl. 193,)

the stock stands in the name of the person
they represent, must furnish legal evidence
of their otilcial character to be ﬁled." The
regulations of the treasury department at
this time required that, "in case of death
or successorship, the representative or suc
cessor must furnish oﬂlcial evidence of de
cease and appointment. An executor or ad
ministrator may assign stock standing in the
name of a. deceased person. Where there is
more than one legal representative all must
unite in the assignment, unless by a decree
of court or provision of will some one is
designated to dispose of the stock. If the
stock was held by the deceased as a ﬁduci
ary, the letters of administration must be
accompanied by an order of the court au
thorizing the transfer."
When taken to the German National Bank
of Memphis the blank form of assignment
had been ﬁlled out, (except the name of the
assignee. for which a blank was left,) signed
by Anderson, and executed before a. notary
public.

and the claimants appealed to this court.

In 1872. the widow of said Woodward
married Thomas H. Covington, who died in
1884. Anderson paid her the interest on the
bonds up to 1880, when he failed, and the
payments ceased. During that year a bill
was ﬁled in the equity court by Covington
and wife and Henriella P. Woodward, minor
child of testator, against Anderson, who had
become insolvent. the German National Bank
of Memphis, the Chemical National Bank of
New York, and others, defendants, charging
Anderson with a breach of trust in the sale
of the bonds, and the conversion of the pro
ceeds to his own use, and the two banks
with participating therein by receiving and
selling the bonds charged with notice of the
trust. The ﬁnal result of this suit after trial
in the chancery court of Memphis, and in
the supreme court of Tennessee on appeal,
was a decree against the two banks in favor
of the plaintiifs in the sum of $23,211.82, that
being the principal and interest of the bonds
l_so converted. Covington v. Anderson, 16 Lea,

'"310.

Wm. S. Flippin, A. H. Garland, and Heber
.T. May, for appellants. Asst. Atty. Gen,
Maury, for the United States.

Mr.

Justice

BROWN, after stating the

facts in the foregoing language, delivered
the opinion of the court.
The question in this case is whether the
government can be held liable for the
amount of certain registered bonds which
the register of the treasury had canceled
without authority of law, plaintiffs them
selves having been held liable to the own
ers of the bonds for having been parties
to the transaction
Brieﬂy stated, the facts are that the
bonds were originally issued to "M. E.
Cochran, executor or assigns;" that, Coch
ran having died, one Anderson was an
pointed administrator de bonis non. ob
tained possession of the bonds, took them

to

the German National Bank, and re

quested the bank to sell them for him,
exhibiting a. paper from the treasury de
partment at Washington to the effect that.

as the successor of Cochran in the admin—
istration of the estate, he had power to
transfer them. The bank sent them to the

Chemical National Bank of New York with
a similar request to sell. The Chemical Na
tional Bank transmitted them to the reg!’
ter

of the

treasury,

stating that neither

the German National Bank nor the Chem

ical National Bank wished to be responsi
ble for any irregularities in the papPrS- 1'1
reply the register stated that there was on

ﬁle in that oﬂiee satisfactory power in
favor of the bank to transfer the bonds
and

subsequently,

at the request of the

bank, issued new bonds to the “Chemist:
National Bank of New York, or assigns
These bonds were sold, the proceeds transmit"

ted to the German National Bank at ltiemiihh'
passed to the personal credit of Anderson!

and embezzled by him. Suit was them
upon begun against the two bank! bi’ m"

‘'6 ‘Subsequently the two banks paid the
amount of this judgment to a trustee ap
pointed by the chanccry court, and on No
vember 22. 1888, ﬁled a petition in the treas—
ury department for the payment of the money
here claimed. The petition was referred to
the solicitor of the treasury, who advised that
the amount for which the bonds were sold

heirs of the estate represented by CW
ran and Anderson, upon the theory that’
as the bonds ran to “M. E. 0001mm 6'

should be Paid by the government, but the
Secretary of the treasury thought the claim

brand of the rights of ownership of 0M0“!

ecutor

or

assigns,"

the banks were all;

prised of the fact that there was a trust 0h

some kind impressed upon them. “hi;
could be ascertained by reference to. 9
will; and that they bore the unmistain _

without the slightest evidence of claim

Presented was not of such a nature as to be

any character on the part of Anderson- m

properly adjudicated by him. On March 12,
1839, another petition was presented to the

the banks ﬁled this petition, chiming “M

treasury department, which decided that the
government was not liable, and this suit was
begun.
Upon a ﬁnding of facts, of which the above

subrogated to the rights of the Dames ‘You
had recovered against them, and to that
the government liable upon the ground con‘
they were induced, by the ant and“

statement is the substance, the court of

Having paid the judgment llgﬂlnst the“;

duct of the register of the 3939")"

GERMAN BANK v. UNITED STATES.
what had been adjudged to be wrong on
ii

their part, and on account of which a dc
cree had been taken against them.
Under these circumstances, are the plain
tiﬂ‘s entitled to maintain this suit against
the government? Plaintiffs were held liable

by the supreme court of Tennessee to the
:3

‘-ignEI-IR

hehs of Woodward for the unlawful con
version of the bonds, the court holding that
the banks received the bonds and disposed
of them under circumstances showing that
a breach of trust wa meant by Anderson,
and under such circumstances as to put
them upon inquiry as to his title to the
bonds and the motive prompting him to

eoifer them for sale. The court held further
l\Ethat the fact that the bonds were payable

'to M. E.'Cochran as executor put them

a:
ii
iii
a!
2a

:3!
ill
a‘;
lil

upon inquiry as to whose estate Anderson
was administrator of; why there was no
assignment upon the bonds; how Anderson
came by them; by what authority he pro
posed to dispose of bonds created by a will
when he was not himself the executor; why
the bonds had been kept oi! the market so
long; for whose beneﬁt Anderson pro
posed to invest in securities at a. greater
rate of interest; and why he should do so
when the bonds were a certain security.
‘These suggestions,” said the court, “would
have led at once to an inspection of the

records, which would have discovered that
Anderson had no right whatever to manage
or control the bonds, and that his pur
poses were anything but honest. It was im
possible to have read the bonds, however
casually, without discovering that there
was a trust of some character impressed
upon them, which trust could be ascertained
by reference to the will."
Plaintiffs now seek to hold the govern
ment liable upon the ground that the register
of the treasury participated with them in

such conversion. In other words, it is an
attempt on the part of one wrongdoer, not

merely to enforce contribution from another,
but to hold him liable for the entire amount
if damages occasioned by their joint negli
gence. It is only upon the theory that the
register exceeded his power that the plain
tiffs have any possible standing.
If his con
duct in canceling the original and issuing the
new bonds was within the scope of his
authority as register of the treasury, there
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Kirkpatrick, 9 Wheat. 720, 735; U. S. v.o
Van Zandt, 11 Wheat. 184; U. S. v. Nicholhg

12 Wheat. 505; and ‘Box v. Postmaster GenJ
eral, 1 Pet. 318,—eases of inches in failing to
prosecute delinquent oﬂicers within a. reason
able time; in Gibbons v. U. s.,, 8 ‘Wall. 269,
to a. case of alleged duress by a military

oﬂicer; in Jones v. U. 3., 18 Wall. 662, to the
negligence of the government in permitting
a. dishonest postmaster to remain in oﬂicc;
in Hart v. U. S., 95 U. S. 316, to the negli

gence of an oﬂlcer of the United States in
permitting the removal of distilled spirits
from a distillery warehouse before the pay
ment of taxes; in Minturn v. U. S., 106 U. S.
437, 1 Sup. Ct. Rep. 402, to the unlawful act
of a. customs oﬂicer in giving up goods with
out the payment of duty; in Moi‘fat v. U. S.,
112 U. S. 24, 5 Sup. Ct. Rep. 10, to certain
frauds by officers of the United States in
issuing land patents; and in Robertson v.

Sichel, 127 U. S. 507, 8 Sup. Ct. Rep. 1286,
to the negligence of an oﬁleer of the cus
toms ln keeping a. trunk of a passenger on
the pier instead of sending it to the public
store, so that it was destroyed by ﬁre.
If this be treated as a case of tort, then
it is clear that the government is not liable,
not only upon the ground above stated, but
because under the act of congress conferring
jurisdiction upon the court of claims (24 St.
p. 505) there is an express exception of cases
sounding in tort.
Plaintiffs, however, take the further ground
that if, instead of suing the banks, Covington
and his wife and daughter had sued in the
court of claims upon the original bonds, the
government could not have shown in defense

that the bonds had been canceled and reissued
to the Chemical National Bank, since such
cancellation was without authority. Therefore
they insist that, having paid these bonds
themselves, they are entitled to be subrogat
ed to the claim of the heirs of the estate,
and to recover in their own names upon these
bonds.
There are diﬂicuities, however, in
sustaining this position. In the ﬁrst place,
the plaintiffs themselves had no contract
with the government and, if they had,
such contract was fully performed by the
issuing of the new bonds to them. They are

not entitled to be subrogated to the heirs
of the estate, since their right of subrogatlon

arises from certain conduct of theirs whichﬂ

is no possible reason for charging him or his

was

principal with liability. Assuming, however,
that he was guilty of negligence in reissuing
these bonds upon insuﬂieient evidence of the

Tennessee to be tortious. ‘It is said that a

authority of the holder to demand such re

hands.

issue, (as to which we express no opinion,) it

Soutter, 13 Wall. 517; Wilkinson v. Babbitt,
4 Dill. 207; Guckenheimer v. Angevine, 81
N. Y. 394.
They are unfortunately put in
the position of claiming through the judgment
of the supreme court of Tennessee, which
held them liable for having participated in
the alleged misconduct of the register or
the treasury. As we hold that they are not
entitled to invoke the doctrine of subrogav

was an act of negligence for which the gov

ernment is not liable to these plaintiffs. It
is a well-settled rule of law that the govern—
ment is not liable for the nonfeasances or
misfeasances or negligence of its oﬂicers,

and that the only remedy to the injured
party in such cases is by appeal to congress.

Th1! rule was applied in the cases of U. S. V.
v.13s.c.~45

adjudged

by

the

supreme

court

013%

person who invokes the doctrine of subro
gation must come into court with clean

Sheld. Subr. 5 44; Railroad Co. v.
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tion, it becomes unnecessary for this court
to determine as an independent question
whether the register acted within the scope
of his authority in canceling and reissuing
the bonds. The opinion of the supreme
court of Tennessee would not be conclusive
upon that point, the govemment not having
been a party to that action.
Under no view that we have been able to
take of this case can we hold the govern
ment liable, and the judgment of the court
of claims is therefore aﬂlrmed.

such removal, and the decree, which was in
favor of complainants, and from which the
defendants prosecuted this appeal, mustbe
reversed for want of jurisdiction, with cosh
against the appellants, and the case re
manded to the circuit court, with direction
to render a judgment against them for
costs in that court, and to remand the case
to the shite court. Torrence v. Sliedd, 144
U. S. 527, 533, 12 Sup. Ct. Rep. 726.
Judgment reversed and cause remanded
accordingly.
=

S
(148 U. 8. iii)
(148 U. S. 663)

MARTIN et al. v. SNYDER.
(April 10, 1893.)
No. 131.
REMOVAL or Causss—Ci'rizsssair or‘ Pan/nas—
WRONGFUL RimovaL—Cos'rs.
1. Under Act March 3, 1887, (24 St. p. 552,
c. 373,) only defendants who are nonresidents
of the state where the action is pending can re
move a cause to a federal court. Defendants
sued in a court of their own state by citizens of
another state have no such right of removal.
2. “'here a case has been wrongfully re
moved to a federal court, and a decree there
given for complainants. from which an appeal
is taken, there should be a reversal, with costs
against appellants, and the cause should be re
manded to the trial court, with directions to
render judgment against them for costs in that
court, and remand the cause to the state court
whence it was removed. Torrence v. Shedd,
Sup. Ct. Rep. 726, 144 U. S. 527, followed.
Appeal from the circuit coin't of the
United States for the northern district of
lllinois. Reversed.
D. W. Voorhees, Reese H. Voorhees, L.
B. Hilles, and G. W. Ki-etzinger, for appel
lants. A. 0. Story, for appellee.

THE CHIEF JUSTICE. This was a bill
of complaint ﬁled by Samuel F. Engs, George
Engs, and Henry Snyder, Jr., of the city,
county, and state of New York, against Mor
ris T. Martin and Carrie E. Martin, in the
circuit court of Lake county, in the state
of Illinois, on the 27th of October, 1887.
November 7, 1887, the defendants pre
ferred a petition for the removal 0! the
cause to the United States circuit court with
in and for the northern district of lllinois
on the ground of diverse citizenship, and
the case was transferred accordingly.
The petition stated "that the controversy
in said suit is between citizens of different
states, and that the petitioners were at the
time of the commencement of this suit, and
still are. citizens of the state of Illinois,
and that all the plaintiffs were then. and
still are, citizens of the state of New York."
5 Under the act of congress of March 3, 1887,
a: (24 St. p. 552, c. 373,) it is the defendant or
defendants who are nonresidents'of the state
in which the action is pending who may
remove the same into the circuit court of
the United States for the proper district.
The defendants here were not entitled to

BOARD OF EDUCATION OF CITY OF
ATOHISON. KANSAS, v. DE KAY.
(April 10, 1&3.)
No. 176.
SCHOOL Bonus—Vanniirr—Ac-rioss-Piiinn
1. Gen. St. Kan. (1868) p. 154, c 19. en
titled “An act to incorporate cities of the m
and class,” provided that each city should mn
siitute one school district, unless divided by the
council; and it vested title to all school prop
erty in the city, which was to constiiiitwi
single district for purposes of taxation. The

school board. which was to lie chosen at the till
nual city election, was authorized to issue
bonds for certain purposes with the consent oi
the council; and a tax was required to he lei

ied suilicieut to pay the interest on the lioiirli
and create a sinking fund. Before the city oi
A. was incorporated under this act it lliiil tui
stitnted a county school district, such disinctl
being bodies corporate, under Pub. Laws, lum

1353. 5 37, c- 8. Hold, that whether the school
board was merely an administrative audit}?
the municipality, or the city and school district
'ere separate corporations. inasmuch as the!

were cotei-ininous, bonds issued by. the hiiml
according to law are valid obligations oi the
cit y .

I
2. It does not affect the validity
of Incl!
bonds that in reciting the title of the scrim-ill?!

which they were issued the term ‘orgnumlgd ,5
substituted for the term “incorporate, us ill
the title.
.
I V
3. As there is nothing in the 'act l'eqilll’illg

the consent of the council to be given iii 0
11111169, it may be evidenced by a resolution.
4. It was shown that this consent ‘M!
given at one of n series of adJoui-neil meeting.’
the ﬁrst of which was held pursuant to in”!
J'ournment by the clerk because no mew gm
the council was present. it was not i w
what the rules were as to adlournuienfm'I
whether the dates on which the count}
were not those ﬁxed for regular ﬂieéilili-i-erﬂt
tercst was paid on the bonds for a ulim
'
years and no obJection
maile t at the consent
_

was riot properly given. Held, that the 2:13:
tion could not1 ayjaildin an action to raw‘
al of school
t e onboard
s.
p rinci51.)'I'he
that issued thgebg‘ll‘gé

is none the less the proper party ‘1° .
tliEi'tiOi] because inf the ll;ﬁil_lgn\lllle t E 01
sim e increase 0 popua I. ,

i

citypof the ﬁrst class, in which class thqss'gllﬁ
Knowleshave
boards
v. Board
no separate
of 1511., cornorﬂtﬁ
'1 Pac- BP-W561 ‘
Kan. 692, followed.
6. Express authority _
st
boards
to issue bonds hearing "imam>0
in II
with it the power to issue interest 00
tached to the bonds.

me‘

In error to the circuit court of the U
States for the district of Kansas

Wm

Action by Francis M. De Kai’ a?“ '
board of education of the d0’ °’ “cm 93E

BOARD OF EDUCATION 0. DE KAY.
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Kan, on certain school bonds.

There was

by pledge of the school fund and property
of the city, and was executed by the presi
error. Atlirmed.
dent
and clerk of the board of education.
‘Statement by Mr. Justice BREWER:
It is insisted that the board of education
On January 1, 1869, the board of education
had no power to bind the city by such a
of the city of Atchison isued $20,000 of
promise to pay. To a clear understanding oi‘
bonds. They were in this form:
this question an examination must be made
"No.
.
School Bond.
$1,000.00.
of the statutes of Kansas. The city of Atch
ison was incorporated under an act of the
“City of Atchlson, State of Kansas.
territory of Kansas of February 12, 1858,
“Know all men by these presents that the
Priv. Laws 1858, p. 172. By an act passed
city of Atchison, Kansas, for value received,
the same day, providing for the organization,
is indebted to the bearer in the sum of one
etc., of common schools, (Pub. Laws 1858,
thousand dollars, which it promises to pay
pp. 47, 51, c. 8, 55 15, 37,) each county super
on the 1st day of January, A. D. 1884, at
intendent of common schools was author
the National Park Bank, in the city of New
ized to divide his county into school dis
York, with interest at the rate of ten per
tricts, and every school district organized
cent per annum, payable semiannually, on
in pursuance of the act was declared to
the 1st day of January and on the 1st day of
be a body corporate, possessing the usual
July of each year, upon presentation at the
powers of a. corporation for public purposes.
said National Park Bank of the interest
with the name and style of "School District
coupons hereto attached as they mature;
No.
, County of
." Under that
the last installment of interest payable with
act "school district number LAtchison coun
this bond. This bond is issued under and
ty," was organized, with territorial limits
by virtue of an act of the legislature of
the same as those of the city of Atohison. A’
the state of Kansas entitled ‘An act to or
'On February 23, 1867, an act was passed”
ganize cities of the second class, approved to incorporate cities of the second class, that
February 28th, 1868,’ and is secured by class being of those cities having more than
pledge of the school fund and property of 1,000 and less than 15,000 inhabitants, to
said city of Atchison for the payment of which class the city of Atchison belonged.
the principal and interest thereof, as the
Laws 1867, p. 107. Section 14 is as follows:
same may become due.
“Each city shall constitute at least one
"Dated at Atchison, this 1st day of Jan
school district, and the city shall not be
uary, 1869.
divided into more than one school district
[Signed]
“Jno. A. Martin,
without the consent of a majority of ther
"President of the Board of Education.
colmcil, but such council may divide the city
into as many school districts as it may deem
“W. F. Downs, Clerk.
“[Countersigned] Frank Smith, Treasurer."
expedient." On February 26, 1867, a supplev
mental act was passed, (Laws 1867, p. 128,)
Each bond had interest coupons attached.
providing for a board of education in cities
on June 30, 1885, plaintiff, Francis M. De
of the second class, to have charge of school
“Kay, claiming to be the owner of certain
matters. Particular reference to the pro
30f these bonds and coupons, commenced suit
visions of this act is unnecessary, as both
‘in the'circuit court 01' the United States
these acts were superseded in the Revision

judgment for piaintlﬂ’, and defendant brings

ni'
Iii
H
a!

uG

for the district of Kansas. The defendant
of 1868. Gen. St. Kan. p. 154, c. 19. Thir

\=‘=:“ Eu

answered, a trial was had, and on June 6,
1889, judgment was entered in favor of the
plaintltf for $31,699.40, from which sum

act

was

cities

of

entitled

the

“An

second

act

to

class."

incorporate

This

was

a new enactment, though practically only a

$1,335 was thereafter remitted, as excessive
interest To reverse this judgment, defend’
ant sued out a writ of error from this court.

Henry Ellison and David Martin, for plain
iiif in error.

T. J. White, for defendant in

error.
Mr. Justice BREWER, after stating the
facts in the foregoing language, delivered
the opinion of the court.

TWO

questions

are

presented: First.

Were the bonds and coupons valid obliga
tions‘! Second. If valid, was the board of
education of the city of Atchison the proper

defendant, and could judgment be rightful
1y entered against it for the sum of these
bonds and coupons?

The bond on its face purports to be the

mlgﬂtion of the city of Atchlson, secured

consolidation and revision of the statutes of
1867 in reference to such cities. It contained
section 14, heretofore quoted, of the law of
1867, and placed, as did the supplementary
act of 1867, the entire control of school
matters in a board of education.
Noting the act a little in detail. section 55
provides that “at each annual city election
there shall be a board of education, consist
ing of two members from each ward, elected,"

etc.

Section 57: That such board shall "ex

ercise the sole control over the schools and
school property of the city." By section 6:
the board of education was empowered to
estimate the amount of funds necessary to
be raised by taxation for school purposes,
and report the same to the city council, by
which body the amount was levied and col
lected as other taxes. Under section 68 the
moneys thus collected were paid into tlm
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hands of the city treasurer, subject to the

order of the board of education. Sections
59-71, 76, 71, are as follows:
“Sec. 69. The whole city shall compose a
school district for the purposes of taxation
“Sec. 70. The title of all property held for
the use or beneﬁt of public schools shall be
“vested in the city.

5;

“Sec. 71. No school property of any kind

' shall be sold or'conveyed by the mayor or
Councilmen, except at a regular meeting of
the same, and not then without the con
currence of the board of education."
“See. 76. Whenever it shall become neces
sary, in order to raise suﬂ‘lcient funds for the
purpose of a school site or sites, or to erect
a. suitable building or buildings thereon, it
shall be lawful for the board of education of
every city, coming under the provisions of
this act, with the consent of the council, to
borrow money, for which they are hereby
authorized and empowered to issue bonds,
bearing a. rate of interest not exceeding ten

per cent per annum, payable annually or
semiannually, at such place as may be
mentioned upon the face of said bonds, which
bonds shall be payable in not more than
twenty years from their date, and the board
of education is hereby authorized and em
powered to sell such bonds at not less than
seventy-ﬁve cents on the dollar.
“Sec. 77. The bonds, the issuance of which
ls provided for in the foregoing section, shall
be signed by the president and clerk of the
board of education, and countersigned by the
treasurer; and said bonds shall specify the
rate of interest, and the time when the
principal and interest shall be paid, and each
‘bond so issued shall be for a sum not less
than ﬁfty dollars."
Section 78 peremptorily required the board
of education in its annual estimation, au
thorized in section 67, to include a suﬂicient
amount to pay the interest on such bonds
and create a sinking fund, and such amount
the city council was required to levy and col.
lect. Section 81 reads: "The school fund
and property of such city is hereby pledged
to the payment of the interest and principal
of the bonds mentioned in this article, as
the same may become due."
What, now, are the speciﬁc objections to
the validity of these bonds and coupons’!
First. It is objected that the bond purports
to be issued under authority of an act 9);.
titled “An act to organize cities," etc,’ ap.

proved February 28- 1368; that no such act
is to be found in the statutes of that year;
and that, therefore, the bonds were issued
without authority of law, and are not valld

into an instrument a single word in the title
of a statute does not vitiate the deliberate
acts of the proper ofiicers of a miuilclpaiity
as expressed in the promise to pay whip,
they have issued for money borrowed.
Again, it is insisted that the board oi
education had no power to bind the city 01
Atchison as a municipal corporation, but
only that other and quasi corporation,
known as "School District No. l, Atchlson
County." The argument is that there were
two corporations: First, a school-district
corporation, whose name and corporate
existence were prescribed by the laws oi
1858; and another, a strictly municipal cor
poration, known as the “City of Atcblsou,"
with the ordinary powers attached to sich
a municipality; that, though they embraced
within their limits the same territory and
population, they were in fact distinct cor
porate entities; and that the board of edu
cation, having control of the aiiairs oi the
one corporation, had no power to bind the
other by its promises to pay. it may well
be doubted whether there were two dis
tinct corporations. Section 14 of the acts
of 1867 and 1868, incorporating cities or
the second class, provided that “each city
shall constitute at least one school district"
There is no pretense, under the power re
served in that section, that the city or

Atchison was ever divided into districts
so by that section Atchlson city constituted
a school district The members of tliebonrrl

of education were to be elected at the an
nual city election, and to the board wil-i
given full control of the school affairs of
the city. Section 57. In other words, it
was the city's schools and the city's school
property which were placed under the man
agement of the board of education. lllt
on the report of the board of edllﬁﬂllﬂll

the city council levied and collected ﬂit‘
school taxes. Section 67. When 019!‘ “"fl‘i
collected, they were retained by the 0"!
treasurer in his custody. Section 68» Tile:

title to all school property was listed “5

the city. Section 70.'No bonds could 1*’
issued without the consent of the city coll!"
cil. Section 76. And the school fund fwd

property of such city was pledged to ‘be
payment of the bonds. Section 81- The
whole idea of the statute seems i0 111"
been the mingling of the schools and '29
schools interests with the ordinary ml‘l'll;
pal functions of the city of Atcbison, slim

to the board of education, as an 11mm“;

tive body of the city, the mmgem'“ °_
the schools and the school pwlJel'tY- is‘;
ther, when, in 1872, a new not was P11 or

in respect to the incorporation of clﬁesqm

==obligations. This is triﬂing. There was an

ﬁllet giving authority to the board of education

the221,
p.
second
it was
class,expressly
by section
provided
100, La"
that up

" to borrow money and issue bonds, and whose
title was exactly as described in this bond,
except in place of the word “organize" the
word “incorporate" was used. "Falsn d9.
monstratio non nocet." Commissioners v.

Suance of this act shall be a body “"10,

January. 94 U. S. 202. An error in copying

public schools of each city Orgﬂlllzed m I'm
rate, and shall possess the usual Po‘wsm
a. corporation for public purposes byltm
name and style of ‘The Board of Educ“ ‘

BOARD OF EDUCATION '0. DE KAY.
of the City of

, of the State of Kan

sns;‘ and in that name may sue," etc. This
legislation seems to imply that up to that

time there was in cities of the second class
no separate school corporation.
But even it this be a misconstruction o!
the statute, it is clear that the school dis
trict and the city were coterminous; that,
by the act of 1868, the board of education
was authorized to borrow on the credit
or the school property, with the consent
of the city council, and to issue bonds in
payment therefor. They did proceed, as ap
pears from the recital in the bonds, under
authority given by that act, and it there
were a misrecital of the name of the obligor,

such mere misreoitnl would not viiiate the
obligations. Proceeding strictly under that
act, they bound the corporation whose offi
cers they were, and for which they as

sumed to act; and whether the name of that
corporation was technically

“The

City of

Atchison" or "School District No. 1, Atchi
son County," by the issue of bonds they
bound that corporation.
This is not the case, as counsel suggest,
of a written declaration of A. that B. is in
debted, and that B. promises to pay; nor a

case where two corporations are so entire
ly distinct that the name of one in an in
strument carries no possible suggestion

qthat the other was intended: but it is the
Ecase where oil‘lcers of a corporation, having
' power to borrow and issue promises ‘to pay,
have at the best only misrccitcd the name
of the corporation for which they issued
and were authorized to act.
Another objection is that there was no
legal consent of the city council, as required
by section 76. The record shows that on

Monday, October 5, 1868, none of the coun
cilmen

learned

being present,

the

the

city

council to ‘Monday,

clerk ad

October

12th. On Monday, October 12th, the mayor
and ﬁve of the eight councilmen appeared,
the minutes of all previous meetings not
theretofore read were read and approved,
and the council adjourned until Monday,
October 19th. On Monday, October 19th,
council met pursuant to adjournment, and
another adjournment was had until October
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notiﬁed, or that a special meeting had been
duly called; that it was not at a regular,
but apparently an adjourned, meeting; and
that the ﬁrst adjournment, on October 5th,
was without validity, because none of the
councilmen were present, and the adjourn
ment was ordered by the clerk alone, and
in support of the proposition that notice

to or presence of all the members is essen
tial to a valid special meeting the cases or

Paola & Fall River R. Co. v. Commissioners
of Anderson 00., 16 Kan 302, and Aikman
v. School Dist., 27 Kan. 129, are cited.
In respect to the ﬁrst of these contentions,
the general rule is that, where the charter
commits the decision of a. matter to the
council, and is silent as to the mode, the
decision may be evidenced by a resolution,
and need not necessarily be by an ordinance.
State v. Jersey City, 27 N. J. Law, 493; But-Q

ler v. Passaic, 44 N. J. Law, 171; Mcrchants‘g
Union Barb ‘Wire 00. v. Chicago, B. & Q.‘
Ry. 00., 70 Iowa, 105, 28 N. W. Rep. 494;
Sower v. Philadelphia, 35 Pa. St. 231; Gas
Co. v. San Francisco, 6 Cal. 190; Municipal
ity v. Cutting, 4 La. Ann. 335; City of Green
Bay v. Brauns, 50 \Vis. 204, 6 N. \V. Rep.
503; 1 Dill. Mun. Corp. (4th Ed.) § 307, and
notes. Nor is there anything in the case
in 32 Kan, 4 Pac. Rep, in conﬂict with
this. That simply holds that when a charter
requires that certain things be done by or
dinance they cannot be done by resolution.
In this act incorporating cities of the second
class there is nothing which either in terms
or by implication requires that the consent
of the city council should be given only by
ordinance. A resolution was, therefore, suf
ﬂcient.
Neither is the other contention of any
force. The record of the city council was
produced, showing a series of meetings ex
tending from October 5th to November 9th,
at some of which meetings general business
was transacted. The act of 1868 (section 13)
provides that regular meetings of the city

council shall be held at such times as the

and live councilmen, being a majority of
the council, were present, and a resolution

council may provide by ordinance. No evi
dence was offered showing what were the
dates of regular meetings, as provided by
ordinance. We are left to infer that these
meetings were not regular meetings from
the language at the commencement of the
records thereof, "that council met pursuant
to adjournment." The ﬁrst adjournment was
made by the city clerk alone, no member of
the city council being present. We are not
advised by the testimony as to what rules,

‘"18 passed giving the consent of the council

it any, had been prescribed by the city

to the issue of these bonds. Now, it is in

council in respect to such matter. It is not
an uncommon thing for legislative bodies,
such as a city council, to provide by rule
that, in the absence of all members, the

26th, and so from October 20th to October
28th, and thence to November 2d, and to
November 9th. At none of these meetings

were all of the city council present. At
the meeting on November 9th the mayor

sisted that consent could only be given by

an Ordinance, and not by resolution, and in
support thereof the case of Newman v. City
of Emporia. 32 Kan. 456, 4 Pac. Rep. 815.
iicient. there was no legal meeting of the

clerk or secretary shall have power to ad
journ. That probably such a rule as that
was in existence is evidenced by the fact

council. because all the members were not
present. and it does not appear that all were

that at succeeding meetings—which, giv
ing full weight to the language used at the

is cited; that, even it a resolution were suf
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commencement of the record, were simply
adjourned meetings—the coimcll, all but
one 0t whom were present at one of the
meetings, approved the records. All these
entries of meeting appear to have been
kept upon the regular record of the city

en, 15 Kan. 162, 167, in which a session of a

a council, and it is obvious that either because

but did show that it was not held on the reg~

gnu adjournment by the clerk in the absence
' o! the council was'authorized by rule, or
because the days of the subsequent meet
ings were in fact the regular days therefor,
such meetings were accepted and recog
nized by the council as legal. Certain is
it that when bonds have been issued in re
liance upon a consent thus evidenced, and
when four years thereafter interest has
been duly paid upon such bonds, the courts
will not, after the lapse of 20 years, in a
suit on the bonds, pronounce them invalid
on such technical and trivial grounds. The
cases cited from 16 and 27 Kan. do not
militate against these views. In the case
in 16 Kan, which was an action by the
county against the railway company to cancel
a subscription for stock, and for the return
and cancellation of bonds of the county on de
posit with the state treasurer, the matter
was submitted on demurrer to the petition,
and that petition averred that the subscrip
tion was ordered at a special session of the
board, at which only two or three of the
commissioners were present; that no call
for such session was made, nor anything
done to authorize a call; that B. M. Lingo,
the absent commissioner, was in the county,
at his residence, but had no knowledge or
notice of such intended special session; “that
knowledge and notice of such intended
special semion was intentionally and fraudu
lently concealed and kept from said B. M.
Lingo by said railway company and its
agents; and said session was not a. regular
session of said board, nor was it an ad
journed session from any regular session
thereof, nor from any duly called special

ular days oi.’ session; but its vahuity was
not challenged until some time thereafter,
In the opinion in that case, written by the
same judge who wrote the opinion in the
case in 16 Kan., is this language: “Hence it
seems to us that when a quorum of the
county board, with the clerk, is present, as
suming to act as a county board, and at a
time and place at which a legal session is
possible, and to such board in actual session
a proper and legal petition is presented for
a county-seat election, and an election or
dered, and thereafter full and legal notice
given of such election, two elections had, gen
erally participated in by the electors, the re
sult canvassed and declared, and no obiec
tion made thereto for more than a year, it
will be too late to question the validity of
the election on the ground that the record of
the proceedings of the commissioners shows
that the chairman was absent, and fails to
show a session pursuant to a legal adjourn
ment from a regular session, or that the
session was a special session, and duly called
by the chairman on the request oi’ two mem

board of county commissioners was held to
be valid at which only two out of the three
members were present; and the record
failed to show either an adjournment to that
date, or a. call for a meeting at that time,

session of said board." The court held that
the subscription ordered under those cir
cumstances was not binding upon the coun
ty. In that case the contract was executory,
and the bonds had not been delivered, but
were still within the control 01! the county.
The special session, with only a fraction of
the board present, was fraudulently intended
and fraudulently brought about, and the rail
way company was the wrongdoer. The ille
gality or the session was not a matter of in
ference, but a fact alleged and admitted.

The case in 27 Kan. is even stronger. That
was a suit on a written contract, signed by

bers." We think, therefore, that the bonds
in suit were valid obligations, and that the
circuit court did not err in overruling thew
objections to them.

But it is further insisted that, even it the
bonds
cause coupons
were valid,
are the
not coupons
named in
were
thenot,
89011011
of the statute authorizing the issue of the
bonds. But coupons are simply instuuneui-=
containing the promise to pay interest, ﬁnd
the express authority was to issue bonds hem"
ing interest. While it is true that the pomr

to borrow money granted to a mnnlt‘ipﬂl CVOY'
poration does not carry with it by imputation

the power to issue negotiable bonds, (Clii' of
Brenham v. German American Bank. 144;,

U. s. 173, 12 Sup. Ct. Rep. 559.) we are “3
Opinion ‘that the express power to 15511?‘

bonds bearing interest carries with ink“
power to attach to these bonds interest can’

pons.
The

ﬁnal objection is that the wow it

fendant is not sued. The claim here l5 3|

while by the act of 1872 the public “W5
of cities of the second class were orgomwi
into a body corporate, by the name and still;
of “The Board of Education of the City °_
time, , ifofnot
thebefore,
State of
theKansas,"
real debtor
andwas
at tin;

two members of a school-district board, the
3 board consisting of three. Such a contract
a, could only be made by the district board as
a board. It appeared’ aﬂirmatively that
there was no meeting of the board; that it
was signed by the two members, not after
consultation, but by each separately, and at
a different time from the other.
More in point is the case of Scott v. Paul

distinct corporate entity, yet at the time °1

the commencement of this action the My“;

Atchlson had passed, by reason of the
growth of its population, from n citi' of in
Second to a city of the ﬁrst class, and that“
such cities there was no separate school a“

Doratlon, but the board of edumﬂ‘?“ w
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simply an administrative body, having
defenses interposed are purely technical,
charge of the school aﬂairs of the city.
and, as we think, without foundation.
The case 01' Knowles v. Board of Ed, 33
The judgment is aiﬁrmcd.
Kan. 692, 7 Pac. Rep. 561. is a sufficient an
swer to this contention. Topeka, like Atehi
‘a
(148 U. s. 627)
son, had been a city of the second class, and
HUMPHREYS et a]. v. PERRY et ai.
became by mere increase in population a city
(April 10, 1593.)
of the ﬁrst class; and in the opinion of the
No. 167.
court in that case, delivered by Chief Justice
(humans — NEGLIGENCE —-MERCHANDISE Smrrnn
Horton, it is declared that “the board of edu
as Bananas.
cation of the city of Topeka is a distinct cor
The traveling salesman of a ﬁrm of jew
clers bought a. ticket over_ defendant's road, and
poration from the municipal corporation of
H‘at
.4“
the city of Topeka." That case came to
without say
the supreme court from the superior court
_
_
The trunk
con
tamed
a stock of Jewelry,
from which
sales were
to
be
made
to
his
principals’
customers
at vari
of
Shawnee
county,
and
in
the
opinion
in
the
,i1i;-’. .-_
EFF:
at“.
ous places;_ but, except that it was unusually
latter court, delivered by Webb, J., an opinion
eavy_for its size, there was nothing to indi
which is found in the report of the case, and
cate its contents, and defendants’ baggage
referred to with approval by the supreme
_ it without any inquiries.
court, is this discussion of the question:
"Topeka remained a city of the second class
until January, 1881, when it became a city
of the ﬁrst class. Article 10 of said chapter
122, Laws 1876, relates to ‘public schools in
_ Held, that the railroad’s liability,
cities of the ﬁrst class.‘ Its provisions, as
under the circumstances, was only as for per
to the powers and duties of the board of
sonal baggage, and the value of the jewelry
could not be recovered from it.
education, are very similar to those con
Appeal‘ from the circuit court of the-4
tained in article 11, relating to ‘public schools
United States for the northern district of
in cities of the second class.’ But there is
Illinois, Reversed.
no provision in said article 10, declaring that
‘the public schools’ or the ‘school district’
Wells H. Biodgett, for appellants Rich
of cities of the ﬁrst class shall be bodies cor
ard S. Tuthill, for appeilees.
2S
porate. Nor has the writer of this opinion
been able to ﬁnd any such provision in any
opinion of the court
act or statute, although the powers con
This is an intervening petition, ﬁled May
gferred (by said article 10 are those usually
28, 1886, in the circuit court of the United
.cconierred upon incorporated school districts,
States
for the northern district of Illinois,
and the’government of the public schools in
by John H. Perry, Arthur J. Perry, James
incorporated cities has been in the hands of
‘boards of education‘ since 1867. There has K. Perry, and Frank A. Perry, copartners
under the ﬁrm name of Perry Bros, in the
been no legislation respecting boards of edu
suit pending in said court of the Wabash,
cation of cities of the ﬁrst class since Topeka
St. Louis & Paciﬁc Railway Company against
became a city of that class, except that

a;
in

‘Mr. Justice BLATCHFORD delivered the?

which regulates the number of members, and

the Central Trust Company of New York

ﬁxes their terms. But it will hardly be con
tended that the corporate powers lawfully
conferred upon the board of education of the
city of Topeka when said city was a. city of
the second class have been lost or destroyed

and others, in which suit Solon Humphreys
and Thomas E. Tutt had been appointed
receivers of said railway.
The intervening petition was ﬁled against
the receivers by leave of the court. It sets
forth that the principal otiice of the ﬁrm of
the petitioners is at Chicago; that on Janu
ary 30, 1885, Arthur J. Perry, one of the
ﬁrm, in carrying on its business, bought
and paid for a ticket for his passage from
Springﬁeld, 111., to Petersburg, iii, over and
upon the railroad oi‘ the company, running
between those two places, and at the same
time checked with the company a. trunk
containing jewelry, watches, and merchan
dise of the ﬁrm, such as was necessary for
him to take with him in prosecuting the
business of the ﬁrm, and such as is usually“
taken as baggage by traveling salesmen ing
prosecuting business similar to that of the
petitioners, for transportation by the com
pany from Springﬁeld to Petersburg; that
for the transportation of the trunk he paid
the company a sum of money additional
to that which he had already paid for his
ticket; that thereupon he entered the coach

by reason of the transition of the city from
a city of such class to a city of the ﬁrst class.
it will, therefore, be considered, for the pur
poses of this case, that the public schools of
the city of Topeka. are ‘a body corporate llli
der the name and style of the “Board of Ed
ucation.” and that, therefore, said chapter

56 of the Laws of 1885 is not void for want
of a proper ‘body corporate to which it can
apply."
That which was true of Topeka is of‘
course true of Atchison, and the board of ed
“cation of the city of Atchison is a distinct
corporation, and the proper one to be sued
for the enforcement of a debt like this. In
deed, if it were not a corporate entity, by

What right does it come into court and car
w on this litigation?

We think this is all that needs to be said in
reference to the questions presented.

The
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the trunk, so wrongfully and fraudulently
of the company, and the trunk was placed
shipped as baggage, was destroyed. The
by its agents in the baggage car of the com
answer denies that the intcrveners are en
pany en route for Petersburg; that shortly
titled to any relief.
before reaching that place, by the negligence
On June 30, 1386, the court made an order
and carelessness of the company in con
referring the intervening petition to E. B.
structing and repairing its roadbed and
Sherman "to take proof and report the same
track, and in running that train, the cars
to the court." Mr. Sherman was one of
containing said Arthur J. Perry and said
the masters in chancery of the court. He
trunk were derailed, and the baggage car
took proofs and made a report to the court,
containing the trunk was overturned and
accompanied by the proofs, and ﬁled Oc
rolled down an embankment, and at the foot
tober 23, 1888. In. his report he recites the
thereof, by the negligence and carelessness
order of reference as directing him to take
of the company in using in the car an un
evidence and report to the court "with hi:
safe, improper, and dangerous kind of stove,
ﬁndings in the premises." He did report
and in having said stove unsecured, or im
the evidence, and also ﬁndings by him, both
properly secured, the baggage car caught
of fact and of law. The receivers ex
on fire, and was totally consumed, together
cepted to the report, because (1) the ﬁndings
with said trunk, and the watches, jewelry,
were contrary to the evidence; (2) the find
and merchandise of the petitioners in the
ings were contrary to law; (3) the findings
trunk were almost totally destroyed; that
were contrary to the law and the evidence;
the value of the trunk and its contents was
(4) the ﬁnding should have been that the
$9,818.46; that the petitioners recovered
intervening petition be dismissed; (5) tbs
from the debris of the baggage car a part
interveners were not entitled to the relief
of the merchandise, so that their loss
prayed for; and (6) the amount found by
amounts to $9,218.46; that the receivers
the master was excessive, and not war
were appointed May 29, 1884, and had pos
ranted by the testimony. The master found
selon of and were operating said road
that the interveners were entitled to re
from Springﬁeld to Petersburg at the time
cover from the receivers $7,287.87, with
of the loss of the trrmk; and that they had
costs. There was no exception to the fact
refused to allow the claim of the petition
that the master had found the facts and the,
ers. The prayer of the petition is that the
law, or had departed from the order at?
receivers answer the claim for damages.
reference, and neither'of the parties nor the
The answer of the receivers sets forth that
court took any objection in that respect1
at the time in question they were not pre
The case was heard before the circuit
pared to carry articles of jewelry and watch
court, held by Judge Gresham, (39 Fed Reil
es as baggage, and did not undertake or
417,) on the report of the master and the
advertise themselves to the public as ready
exceptions thereto, and a decree was made
or willing to transport the same; that by
July 29, 1889, overruling the exceptions, 00'1'
the rules of the receivers, then in force and
ﬁrming the report of the master, and deem-t
well known to the interveners, the agents
ing in favor of the interveners for $733733
and servants of the receivers were not nl~
and for the payment of that sum to them
lowed to take trunks containing jewelry,
by the receivers, with costs, and $150101’
watches, and valuable merchandise as bag
master's fees. From this decree the recali
gage; that on January 30, 1885, Arthur J.
crs have appealed.
Perry, one of the interveners, presented to
On January 30, 1885, Arthur J. Perry, 1
cthe agent of the receivers, at Springﬁeld,
member of the interveners’ ﬁrm, was in
$111., the trunk in question, and demanded a
Springﬁeld, m, with a trunk of 1W1!‘
' check therefor, and the ‘receivers then and
containing a stock of goods from which he
there undertook to carry the trunk as con
was to make sales and deliveries to thrll'
taining only the personal baggage of said
customers. He there bought a 13mm
Perry; that he then and there wrongfully
ticket from the agent of the receiver! 3°’
concealed from the said agent the fact that
his transportation
road,
and presentedtohisPetersbui‘g'
trunk to be "11the?“
the trunk contained jewelry, watches, or
valuable merchandise, and, by such wrongful
to
Petersburg
as
his
personal
bagsut'ed
conduct and fraudulent concealment of the
trrmk was of a. dark: color, in)“ ‘mg;
contents of the trunk and their value, se
weighed 250 pounds, and as to sizeuwas a
cured a check for it from the agent as bag
scribed in the evidence as being “hat '
gage; that, because it was so checked, it was
sample man would call small." The “up
placed by the agent in a baggage car, and
gave him a check for the trunk‘ ‘1nd :3!
transported as ordinary baggage by the re
ieetcd from him 25 cents on account 0 ml
ceivers over said line of road; that, before
extra weight, only 150 pounds of i795”;
reaching Petersburg on said day, the train
baggage being carried free for each til?’
containing the baggage car in which the
senger. Nothing was said to the age"
trunk had been placed became derailed,
without fault or negligence on the part of
the receivers or their agents or servants;
‘The master states that a stipull tion '3'H
and that, without any such fault or negli
made before him by the phl‘iieS'tliM be 5h“
gence. the baggage car caught ﬁre after being
report his ﬁndings in the‘ prexniigibrﬂliougn no
o derailed. and a. portion of the contents of
such stipulation is found in the

HUMPHREYS u. PERRY.
Perry concerning the contents of the trunk,
nor did he make any inquiries of Perry in

regard to its contents.

When the train had

reached a point a few miles from Peters

burg the car in which the trunk was being
oonveyed was thrown from the track, and
-"q"!="“"="'_‘n|:‘-o .—u-.

,-t. _.- ur':nsi-I. -,!l:. e-!:_nl-

was ignited from the ﬁre in a stove on
board, and the trunk and contents, to the
value of $7,287.87, were destroyed. There
was evidence tending to show that the stove
was cracked, and that its door was without
a latch or other fastening. As to the cause
of the derailment, there was evidence tend
ing to show that the night was cold, and
that, as the train was rounding a curve, a
“rail broke unden it. There was also evi
gdence tending to show that many of the
' cross-ties in the track at the place of the ac
cident were so decayed that they did not
firmly hold the spikes, and that the disaster
was caused by the rails spreading. The
master, in his report, attributed it to the
latter cause, and found that the condition
of the track was so unsafe that the receiv
ers were presumed to have known of its
condition. He found as a fact, however,
that the condition of the truck had been
improved by the receivers, and at the time
of the accident was better than when they
were appointed.
There was evidence tending to show that
it was, and had been for a number of years,
a practice among the wholesale jewelry mer
chants of Chicago and other places to send
out agents or members of their ﬁrms among
their country customers with trunks ﬁlled
with goods, and that such agents had been
accustomed to sell and deliver goods from
the stocks thus carried about. The evidence
tended to show that such stocks of goods
were generally carried in trunks similar in
character to the one used by Perry, and that
as a rule they had been checked as personal
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It is a trunk that we used in our business,”
is about all; very small and heavy. Q. The?
‘kind of a trunk known as a ‘jeweler’s trunk,"
is it? A. Commonly used and known as a
'jeweler’s trunk.‘ "
He also testiﬂed as follows: “Question.
Are you acquainted with the wholesale and
retail jewelry trade as conducted in Chicago?
Answer. Since 1880. Q. Just state how the
wholesale jewelers in Chicago conduct their
business with the outlying towns with which
they have trade. A. The majority of them
conduct it the same as we do; that is, they
put goods in trunks, and send them with men
on the road. Q. They send traveling men or
members of the ﬁrm with a jeweler's stock
in a trunk? A. Yes, sir. Q. And go to
different towns, and sell from that trunk?
A. Yes; sell, deliver, and bill. Q. And, to
your knowledge, that has been the custom
since 1880? A. My knowledge goes further
back than that. Q. How far beyond? A.
Since 1873. Q. Is that their manner in con
ducting business now? A. Yes, sir. Q. Did
I understand you to say you sell by samples?
A. It isn't the rule. There are a few that do
it,—not one in ten. Q. They send a stock
of jewelry, and sell from that stock? A. Yes,
sir; they sell from the stock. Q. And what
is the usage in regard to the transportation
of these jewelry tnmks? A. We check them
the same as other sample trunks. Q. Check
as baggage? A. Yes. They allow us, as com
mercial baggage-they allow us 200 pounds

when we have a thousand-mile ticket. When
we have a local ticket they allow us 150
pounds, and we have to pay for all over
that. Q. They have been carried as baggage
and checked as baggage since when? A.

Since 1873. Q. Had you traveled over this
road before, and carried your trunk in the
same manner? A. I had. Q. Do you know
of others transacting the same kind of

baggage. But there was no evidence tending

business? A. Yes, sir. Met them in Spring

to show that the railroad companies or their
agents knew what the trunks contained; and
John H. Perry, one of the ﬁrm, who testiﬂed
as to what had been the custom, also testiﬂed
that he did not know of any railroad in the
country that he could go to and say: “Here

ﬁeld many times, and at different points on
the road. It is a common occurrence. Q.

Was it or not the common and invariable

after the appointment of the receivers, and

usage, so far as you know? A. Yes, sir; that
is the way the business is conducted." On
cross-examination he testified as follows: “Q.
You say that was a small trunk? A. Yes,
sir. Q. What was its color? A. A dark
trunk,——a black or gray. Q. Was it a small
trunk or an ordinary sized trunk? A. It waste

before the occurrence of this loss, he had

a small trunk for the'weight of it, and what?

received a check over the Wabash, St. Louis
_8: Paciﬁc Railway for a trunk containing

sample men would call a small trunk."

Jewelry; nor was there any evidence tend
ing to show that the receivers knew of any
custom under which trunks containing stocks
01' Jewelry were checked as personal bag

ﬂed as follows: "Question. Are you familiar

15 a trunk containing $10,000 worth of
jewelry. I want a check,"—and get a check
for the trunk. No witness testiﬂed that,

81189
Arthur .1. Perry, in his testimony, gave the
following evidence as to the trunk in question:

“Question. What kind of a trunk was that?
Answer. it was a heavy, iron trunk,—iron

bound, dark trunk, small size. Q. Had it any
Darticular designation that 'you know of? A.

Another witness, Theodore Kearney, testi
with the custom or usage throughout the
United States of selling goods at wholesale?
Answer. Yes, sir. Q. By traveling men? A_
Yes, sir. Q. State what that usage has been

for that time. A. The usual custom is to
carry the stock of goods of various values,
according to the class of the house, and sell
from that stock to the customers. It is the
universal custom. Q. What proportion of
the dealing in jewelry is done in that man

.

. J
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baggage that it contained jewelry? A X0,
sir. I did not know what it contained. Q.
Was it checked in the ordinary way llm
baggage is checked? A. Yes, sir." On
cross-examination the same witness testiﬁed
as follows: “Q. When you see a trunk. :1
heavy trunk, heavily ironbonnd, with heavy
iron corners and iron clasps, iron along the
corners, and iron bandages all around it,
and two or three strong locks in front, what
kind of baggage would you suppose to be
in the trunk? A. Well, we couldn't sup
pose what was in the trunk. Q. You
wouldu’t suppose that it contained ordinary
strips in various ways.”
wearing apparel, would you,—a trlmk of
John H. Perry, one of the interveners,
that sort? A. Well, I don‘t know usI
testified as follows: "Question. I will ask
would. Q. Are not trunks of that descrlp
you if you are familiar with the usages and
tion trunks that are carried by commercial
customs of the wholesale and jobbing jew
travelers generally‘! A. Bless you, they
elers in reference to selling their goods?
carry all kinds, sizes, and sorts. Q. Don’t
Answer. To a fair extent I am. Q. How
they carry that kind of trunk? A. Yes, sir;
are they sold‘! A. Our goods have been
sold in that way. Q. How? A. Sold by lots of that kind of trunks on the road. Q.
Those are not the trunks ordinarily used
traveling men from trunks on the road;
by travelers carrying wearing apparel? A.
stocks carried by traveling men, and deliv
No; but there is,—once in awhile you ﬁnd a:
ered as the sales were made, and bills
castaway sample trunk'that are picked up,
sent in to the house. Q. How are these
parties carrying them; but it is not very often
trunks transported from place to place? A.
the case. Q. What do you mean by sample
Checked as baggage." The same witness
trunks‘!
What is a sample trunk’! A.
also testified that some railroads had re<
What we call—that is, a tnmk that contains
fused to receive and check such trunks un
different kinds of samples. Q. How do you
lom they were given indenmlfying bonds.
know when you see them? A. Well, we
On cross-examination he testified as follows:
don't know them without some party opens
“Q. Mr. Perry, do you know of any rail
the trunk. Q. When you see a trunk of
road in this country that you could go to
that sort you naturally suppose it has
with a. trunk, and say, ‘Here is a trunk
samples in it? A. Yes, sir. Q. They a'l't
containing $10,000 worth of jewelry.
I
made much stronger than ordinary "links
want a check.'-—and get a check for it? A.
are they not,—-ditferent build? A. Yon, Bil;
:1 am not acquainted with any such road.
diiferent built trunk. Q. Well known to

ner? A. I think nine tenths in the jobbing
trade. Q. And how is this jewelry carried
from place to place? A. Carried as baa:
gage,—-trunks checked as baggage; carried
in compartments made in the trunk for that
particular purpose. Q. What kind of trunks
are they carried in? A. What is known as
the ‘Crouch’ and ‘Fitzgerald’ trunks,—-wooden
trunks. I think they are made for that ex
press purpose-almost universally made and
used for that purpose. Q. Iron bound? A.
Iron strapped, not bound. Properly, iron
corners and strips; covered by three or four

2Q. You don't know of any such road? A.
' No,'sir." On his redirect examination, he
testified as follows: “Q. You said you
didn't know of any road that would receive
a. trunk if a man would say it contained
$10,000 worth of jewelry. Did you ever
know of a railroad refusing to check a jew
elry trunk‘! A. No. I did not."
J. W. Patterson. the baggage agent of the
receivers at Springﬁeld, testified as follows:
"Question. What business were you en
gaged in during the time you have lived in
Springﬁeld? Answer. Station baggage man
for the Wabash. Q. Were you engaged in
that business on the 30th of January, 1885?
A. Yes, sir. Q. Did you check a trunk on
that day from Springﬁeld to Petersburg'l
A. Yes, sir; that is, I checked :1 piece of
baggage. Couldn't say it was a trunk. Q.
DO you know the number of that check?

A- Yes. sir- Q. What is it? A. It is
10563‘ Q- DO you know Mr. Perry? A.
No, sir;

not that I know of.

Don’t know

all baggage men and railroad menus samille

trunks, are they not?

of jewelry in trunks of that make? A. YES
sir. Q. Passing over your lines dolly? i
Yes, sir. Q. Checked as ordinary baggage?
A.

‘

Yes, sir;

‘

'

at that time, but not now.

Q. Don't you know, from Sou-IF‘

perlence of 11 years, if a trunk coutumlﬂi
jewelry came into your possession. and F0“

handled it, you would be able to tell W113t
was in it? A. No. sir; and nobody 615*

Q. If a trunk came into your [MSW-1°“ "1
that sort, at least its character is so will

known to you, you would make lﬂqlﬂr-‘x
about it, wouldn’t you? A. Of course. 0'1":

in a. while. We do not every time- '
Q. You know at that time there were a
great many jewelry trunks on the road, 1!"

had been previous to that time, in ‘mam?
stocks of jewelry in trunks? A- Could“:
say a great many, because I never 811“ b“

mm by name. Might know him if I saw the

very few of them.

gentleman

contained.

Q. Was that the only piece of

baggage checked for Petersburg that day?

A. Yes, sir. Q. You

know as a matter of fact, do you not, that
jewelry ﬁrms have transported their Stock

Couldn't see what ﬁle:

Q. You know as 9- Beneml m if

that jewelers travel on the road with c

A- Yes. 8U‘- Q. That was for the evening
train‘! A. Yes, sir; evening train,—2:10.
Q- Dld you know whether or not at the
time you checked this trunk or piece of

stocks, don't you?

A. Yes, 8h‘-

W11

transported their goods from town l_° m m

in trunks’! A. Yes, sir. Q- And swam
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their trunks? A. I couldn't say about that.
Don't know anything about that. Checked
the baggage." On redirect examination he
‘testified: “Q. As a fact, from your knowl
edge of trunks, could you tell from looking
hat that trunk that it contained jewelry? A.
‘1 I could not."

- ‘The circuit court said, in its opinion, that
the nature and contents of the trunk were
not expressly disclosed to the agent at
Springﬁeld; that he made no inquiries on
that subject; that the trunk was 3 by 2%
feet, ironbound, weighed 250 pounds, and was
known in the trade and to baggage men as a
“je\veler‘s" or “commercial traveler's" trunk;
that the evidence showed that the interveners
and other merchants of the same class, then
and prior thereto, sold their goods, in the
main, directly from trunks transported from
place to place over railroads, and that this
road had previously and frequently checked
and carried such trunks for the interveners
and others as personal baggage. The opinion
then said: “If the station agent did not
know that the trunk contained jewelry, he
had reason to believe it did. He received it
knowing that Perry was not entitled to have
it carried as personal baggage. The agent
did not believe die trunk contained wearing
apparel only. It is plain from the evidence
that he recognized it as a. jeweier's trunk,
and that he understood it contained a stock
of jewelry. He was not, therefore, deceived,
and the receivers were not defrauded. Hav
ing checked the trunk by their agent as per
sonal baggage, knowing or having reason to
believe that it contained jewelry, the re
ceivers became bound to safely transport it
to its destination, which they did not do;
and they are liable for the damages that
resulted from a breach of the contract. They
sustained to the trunk and its contents the
relation of a carrier, and they are liable for
the property destroyed by their negligence,

just as if the trunk had contained nothing
but wearing apparel, or as if they had under
taken to carry it as freight.”

The receivers contend that the circuit court
erred in basing its judgment, either wholly
or in part, on the assumption that the bag
gage agent at Springﬁeld had actual knowl
edge of what the trunk contained, and that

he knew, or had reason to believe, that it

»
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say anything in regard thereto, but simply
presentedthe trunk, as had been customary
with him and other salesmen, to be received
and checked as ordinary baggage, as it had
been customary for agents to do on this and
other roads; and the court said, in its
opinion, that the nature and contents of the
trunk were not expressly disclosed to the
agent, and that he made no inquiries on that
subject. It is clear, therefore, that the
liability of the receivers cannot be founded
on the proposition that the agent had actual
knowledge of what the trunk contained.
It is further contended that the circuit
court erred in holding that the agent ought
to have known what was in the trunk by its
external appearance. The circuit court says,
in its opinion, that it is plain from the evi
dence that the agent recognized the trunk as
a jeweler's trunk, and understood that it
contained a stock of jewelry; and that, their
agent having checked the trunk as personal
baggage, knowing or having reason to be
lieve that it contained jewelry, the receivers
became bound to transport it safely to its
destination.
Is there any evidence in the case from
which it can fairly be said that the agent had
reason to believe that the trunk contained
jewelry? It is clear that Perry, in purchas<
ing a ticket for a passenger train, and then
tendering his trunk to the agent to be check~
ed, tendered it as containing his personal
baggage. The agent was not informed to the
contrary by Mr. Perry or by any other per
son. As the agent did not know what the
contents were, the allegation that he rec
ognized the trunk as a jeweier‘s trunk, and
understood that it contained a stock of
jewelry, necessarily implies that such recog
nition and understanding must have arisen
from the outward appearance of the trunk.
The testimony on that subject is as follows:
Arthur J’. Perry testiiled: "Question. What‘

kind of a trunk was that? Answer. It was:
a heavy iron trunk,—ironbound,'dark trunk,
smaii size. Q. Had it any particular designa
tion that you know of? A. It is a trunk that
we used in our business, is about all; very
small and heavy. Q. The kind of a trunk
known as a. ‘jeweler's trunk,’ is it? A. Com
monly used and known as a ‘jeweler’s

trunk."' He also said on cross-examination:
"Q. You say that was a. small trunk? A. Yes,

contained a stock of jewelry.
There is no evidence showing, or tending to
show, that the baggage agent had any actual
knowledge of the contents of the trunk.
eArthur J’. Perry did not suggest that he either

sir. Q. What was its color? A. A dark
trunk,—a black or gray. Q. Was it a. small
trunk or an ordinary sized trunk? A. It was
a small trunk for the weight of it, and what

ﬁtoid the agent what the trimk contained or

sample men would call a small trunk." That

' Opened it in the'agent's presence.

is all the testimony that was given as to the
size, shape, or appearance of the trunk.
Kearney, a witness for the interveners,

He testified

to no fact from which the inference could be
drawn that the agent had actual knowledge
that the trunk contained a. stock of jewelry.
Patterson, the agent, testified expressly that

testiﬂed as follows as to the kind of trunk

at the time he checked the trunk he did not
know what it contained. The master states

generally carried by traveling men in the
jewelry trade: "Question. Are you familiar
with the custom or usage throughout the

in his report that Perry did not disclose the
character of the contents of the trunk, or

sale?

United States of selling goods at whole
Answer. Yes,

sir.

Q. By

traveling
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men?

A. Yes, sir.

Q. State

what

that

usage has been for that time? A. The usual
custom is to carry the stock of goods of
various values, according to the class of the
house, and sell from that stock to the cus
iomers. It is the universal custom. Q.
What proportion of the dealing in jewelry
is done in that manner? A. I think nine
tenths in the jobbing trade. Q. And how
is this jewelry carried from place to place’!
A. Carried as baggage,—trunks checked
as baggage; carried in compartments made
in the trunk for that particular purpose. Q.
What kind of tnmks are they carried in‘!
A. What is known as the ‘Crouch’ and ‘Fitz
gerald’ trunks—wooden trunks. I think
they are made for that express purpose,—
almost universally made and used for that
purpose. Q. Iron bound? A. Iron strapped,
not bound. Properly, iron corners and
strips; covered by three or four strips in
various ways."
Patterson, the baggage agent at Spring
ﬁeld, testiﬁed that be checked :1. piece of
baggage on the day in question from Spring
ﬁeld to Petersburg, and he said on cross
examination that he had no particular rec
ollection about the trimk of Perry, and
that he did not recollect Perry.
° The evidence, therefore, is that the trunk
Swhich Perry delivered to be checked as his
' personal baggage was a wooden'vtrunk, of
dark color, iron bound, heavy for its size,
and in size what a sample man would call
small; and the question arises on these
facts whether the agent was bound to know,
or to be presumed to know, that such a
trunk contained a stock of jewelry. 11! he
was, it must be presumed, contrary to the
positive evidence, that he could tell what
was in the trunk by looking at it or handling
it, and this notwithstanding the agent testi
ﬁed
as follows
on cross-examination:
“Question. Don't you know, from your ex

perience of 11 years, if a trunk containing
jewelry came into your possession, and you
handled it, you would be able to tell what

Personal bﬂggage- The presentation of the
trunk, under the circumstances, amounted
to a representation that its contents were
personal baggage. The fact that Perry and

Other persons, on other occasions, had ob
tained, on passenger tickets, checks from
other railroad companies for trunks con
taining merchandise by representing them

as mumbling Personal baggage. furnishes
no good reason for permitting a recovery
in the present case. There is no evidence
to show that on the occasions when Perry
and other travelers received checks on pas
senger tickets for trunks containing jewelry
the carrier knew what were the contents oi
the trunks. The testimony is that John H.
Perry did not know of a. railroad company
which would receive and check a trimk as
a passenger's baggage which was ﬁlled with p‘
valuable jewelry.
a
3

‘In the present case the trunk was offered I
as containing the personal baggage of a
passenger. The passenger did not inform
the baggage agent as to the actual contents
of the trunk. The agent did not know what
the trunk contained. There is no evideiio1
that any agent of the receivers had thereto
fore received and checked a trunk is the
personal baggage of a passenger, known:
that it contained a stock or jewelry; and
it does not appear that any railroad compsv
ny would issue a check to a passenger for
a trunk, if previously informed that the
trunk contained a valuable stock of jewelry.
The 25 cents extra paidby Mr. Perry onu'c

count of the weight of the trunk was PM
merely for the overweight, and not at all

in respect of the contents of the trimk- 1'
was paid for so much overweight of W"
sonnl baggage.

It has long been the law that the princi
pie which governs the compensation of car
11ers is that they are to be paid in propor

tion to the risk they assume. So long 88°

as the case of Gibbon v. Payntoll, 4 33]!‘
rows, 2298, in 1769, it was held, in the
king's bench, Lord Mansﬁeld delivering ‘9

opinion, that a bailee was only obliged 1:
was in it? Answer. No, sir; and nobody
else."
The hypothetical trunk put to Patterson
on cross-examination was described as a
trunk with heavy iron corners and iron
ciasps, iron along the corners, and iron
bandages all around it, and two or three
strong locks ‘in front. Tbnt hypothetical
trunk does not appear to be such a trunk

as Perry delivered to the agent.
Perry, as a. passenger on a passenger
train, was bound to act in good faith in
dealing with the carrier. He presented the
trunk to the baggage agent as containing
his personal baggage, and got a check for

it as such; and. that being so, he cannot
recover for the loss of a stock of jewelry
contained in it No circumstances occurred,
according to the evidence, which required
the baggage agent to make inquiries as to
the contents of the trlmk so presented as

keep goods with as much diligence and “3%
tion as he would keep his own, but "1“ ‘2
carrier, in respect of the premium be “it

to receive, ran the risk of them, and “1};
make good the loss, though it happen “in,
out any fault in him, the reward "1‘ ha;
him answerable for their safe delivery, Yew
his warranty and insurance was in resl'hﬂi

or the reward he was to receive: and] w
the reward ought to be Pwlim‘ﬂombe “
the risk. In that case the sum of £100 ‘gm
hidden in some hay, in an old nail i315 W

sent by a. coach, and lost. The a“ “only
not been apprised that there was 11111;‘

in the bag. The same principle “as “pp “L
in Batson v. Donovan, 4 Barn. & A (1;
in 1820, where it was held that a cai'i'll‘i'm"1
not liable for bank notes contained

parcel, when he had not been inf
the contents of the parcel.

'
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This principle is commented on in Story
on Bailments, (9th Ed, 5 565,) where it is
said: “It is the duty of every person send
ing goods by a. carrier to make use of no
fraud or artiﬁce to deceive him, whereby his
“risk is increased, or his care and diligence may
she lessened; and if there is any such fraud
' or'unfair concealment it will exempt the car
rier from responsibility under the contract,
or, more properly speaking, it will make the
contract a. nullity."
There is a uniform series of cases on this
principle in the supreme judicial court of
Massachusetts. In Jordan v. Railroad 00.,
5 Cash. 69, it was laid down that a common
carrier of passengers was not responsible for
money included in the baggage of a passen~
ger, beyond the amount which a prudent
person would deem proper and necessary for
traveling expenses and personal use, or in
tended for other persons, unless the loss was
occasioned by the gross negligence of the
carrier or his servants.

In Collins v. Railroad, 10 Cush. 506, it was
at‘
iirr
ii:
1

35'!
L.‘

e‘z ‘carf-i k'z h
if

held that the term “baggage," for which
passenger carriers were responsible, did not
include articles of merchandise not intended
for personal use; and that a carrier was not
liable for the loss of merchandise sent by a
passenger train by a person who expected to
go himself in the same train, but did not,
the goods having been lost without any gross
negligence in the carrier, or any conversion
by him.
In Stimson v. Railroad 00., 98 Mass. 83, it
was held that a railroad company was not
liable to either owner or agent, on its or
dinary contract of transportation of a pas
senger, for losing a valise delivered into its
charge a his personal luggage, but which
contained only samples of merchandise, and,
with its contents, was owned by a trader
whose traveling agent the passenger was,
to sell such goods by sample, nor in tort
for the loss, without proof of gross neg

iigence.
In Ailing v. Railroad (10., 126 Mass. 121,

wa held that evidence that a passenger
delivered to the baggage master of a railroad
corporation a package of merchandise, and
received a check for it on showing his
passenger ticket, that the baggage master
knew it was merchandise, and that other
passengers had similar packages, would not
warrant a jury in ﬁnding that the corpora
tion agreed to transport the merchandise, or
became liable for it as a common carrier, in
the absence of evidence of an agreement
that the merchandise should be carried as
freight, or that the baggage master had au~
thority to receive freight to be carried on a
passenger train, or to bind the corporation
to carry merchandise as personal baggage.
In the opinion of the court, delivered by
Chief Justice Gray, the earlier Massachusetts
cases, and other cases, English and American,
were cited, and it was said: “In the case at
bar the plaintiff oifered and delivered the
bundles as his personal baggage, and request
ed that they might be checked as such; and
the baggage master gave him checks for them
accordingly, as he was bound to do for per-'
sonal baggage of passengers by St. 1874, c. 372,
§ 136. There was no evidence that either the
plaintiii' or the baggage master agreed or in
tended that they should be carried as freight
or that the baggage master had any authority
to receive freight on a passenger train, or to
bind the corporation to carry merchandise
as personal baggage. The case cannot be
distinguished in principle from the previous
decisions of this court, already cited. Evi
dence tending to show that the baggage
master knew or supposed the bundles to
contain merchandise, or that other passengers
had similar bundles, would not warrant the
jury in ﬁnding that the defendant agreed to
transport the'plaintiif's merchandise, or be

come liable therefor as a common carrier."

In Hawkins v. HoiTman, 6 Hill, 586, it was
held that the usual contract of a carrier of
passengers included an undertaking to re‘
road company a trunk containing samples of ceive and transport their baggage, though
merchandise belonging to a third person, nothing was said about it; that, if it was
whose agent he was, to be transported to a lost, even without the fault of the carrier, he
place for which the agent had a. ticket, the was responsible; but that the term "bag
only contract entered into was for the trans gage" in such case did not embrace samples
portation of the personal baggage of the of merchandise carried by the passengers in a
trunk, with a view of enabling him to make
‘tangent, and the company was not liable in
bargains for the sale of goods.
Econtract to the owner of the trunk for its
In Railway Co. v. Keys, 9 H. L. Gas. 556,
loss, nor in tort, except for'gross negligence;
a railway passenger, with knowledge that the
and that evidence that a large part of the
Company’s business consisted in transporting company, although allowing each passenger
Passengers known as “commercial travelers," to carry free of charge a certain anioimt of
luggage, required all merchandise to be paid
with trunks like the one lost, containing
for, took with him, as if it was personal lug
merchandise; that such trunk were known
gage,
a case of merchandise, and did not pay
as “sample trunks,” and were of special
for it as such; and it was held that no con
construction; and that such travelers pur
Chﬂsed tickets for the ordinary passenger
tract whatever touehing the same arose be
tween him and the company, and that there
the above cases in 5 Cush., 10 Cush., and 98

Mass. were cited and applied, and it was
held that if a passenger delivered to a rail

-»_—.‘-'r._=-."*~"‘

trains, and received checks for their trunks,
and were transported for the price of the
tickets—was immaterial.
In Blumantie v. Railroad, 127 Mass. 322, it
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tore, on the merchandise being lost, he was
not entitled to recover the value of it from
the company.
In Cahill v. Railway Co., 10 O. B. (N. S.)
154, in the court of common pleas, where a
railpay company was accustomed to allow
each passenger to take with him his ordina
1y luggage. not exceeding a. given weight,
without any charge for the carriage of it, a
passenger took with him as luggage at box
containing only merchandise, but not ex
:ccdlng in weight the limit prescribed for
personal luggage. He gave no information
to the company's servants as to the contents
at the box, nor did they inquire, although
.he word “glass" was written on the box in
iarge letters. In an action to recover against
the company for the loss of the box it was
held that, inasmuch as it contained only mer
chandise, and not personal luggage, there
was no contract on the part of the company
to carry it, and the company was not lia
ole for the loss. That decision was aﬂirmed
in the exchequer chamber. 13 C. B. (N. S.)
818.

In Railroad Co. v. Carrow, 73 111. 348, a
ﬁpassenger on a railroad had brought to the
" .lepot a, trunk which ‘contained costly jew
elry, gave no notice of its contents, and had
it checked as ordinary baggage, and there
was nothing about the trunk indicating its
contents. It was consumed by ﬁre while be
ing carried, the company not being guilty of
gross negligence, and it was held that the
company was not liable for the contents of
the trunk. It was further held that a car
rier of passengers is not bound to inquire as
to the contents of a. trunk delivered to the
carrier as ordinary baggage, such as is usu
ally carried by travelers, even if the same is
o! considerable weight, but may rely upon
the representation, arising by implication,
that the trunk contains nothing more than
baggage; that it is the duty of a passenger
having valuable merchandise in his trunk or
vallse, and desiring its transportation, to
disclose to the carrier the nature and value
of the contents; that if the carrier then
chooses to treat it as baggage, without ex
tra. compensation, the liability of the carrier
will attach, but not otherwise; and that
where a person. under the pretense of hav
ing baggage transported, places in the hands
of the agents of the railroad company mer
chandlse, jewelry, and other valuables, with
out notifying them of the character and

had no notice, the carrier, in the absence or
gross negligence, would not be liable for in
“his; aim lilzit the carrier was not bounrlm
inquire, in such a case, as to the nature 01
the property, but had a. right to assume lill!
it consisted only of the personal baggage 01
the passenger.
In I'tister v. Railroad Co., 70 Cal. 169,11
Pnc.
road Rep.
ticket686,
entitling
it was the
held purchaser
that a to
transportation hi the ﬁrst-class passenger
coaches of the seller between the points
indicated thereon gave the purchaser the:
right to have his luggage, not exceeding;
the quantity speclﬁed'in the ticket, trans‘
ported at the same time free of charge, but
that it did not give him the right to ll’ilili/
port, either in his own charge or that of the
railroad company, any merchandise or prop
erty not included in the term "luggage"
In the present case there is no allegation
in the intervening petition of any gross neg
ligence in the receivers, nor does the evi
dence make out any.
Various cases are cited on the part of the
intcrveners; but either we do not concur in
the views expressed in them, or they nredlv
tinguishable from the present case. Thnsln
Kuter v. Railroad 00., 1 Biss. 35, it was said
by Judge Drummond, in a charge to a jury.
that, if the railroad company knew that In
migrants, like the plaintiff, were in the habit
of putting valuable articles and money anion;
their household goods, and from such knon‘i
edge might have inferred that the box Oi’

the plaintiff might contain money, ihtll ll
became the duty of the company to make
inquiry in order to relieve itself from lil

bility.

But we do not think that view is

sound.

In Minter v. Railroad 00., 41 lilo. 503, the

merchandise in question was fully 8111059‘?
and it was known to the railroad oomllﬂllls
agent what it was.

In Railroad v. Swift, 12 Wall 262, l‘

was held by this court that where a rnilrold
company received for transportation in cm
which accompanied its passenger tminsiil'ol'

erty ot a passenger, other than his bassist‘
in relation to which no fraud or concealmtllI

was attempted or practiced “P011 “5 w
ployes, it must be considered to have asw'

ed, with reference to that Property’ ,tbe
liability of.’ a common carrier 01 merdllmdls
But that is not the present case_v

So, also, the case of Stoneman v- Ruﬂl'f‘;
(10., 52 N. Y. 429, was one where a ﬁlm}

"111“? 0! the Same, he practices a fraud upon
the company which will prevent his recovery
in case of a loss, except it occurs through
gross negligence.

In Haines v. Railway 00.,29 Minn. 160, 12

of passengers. in addition to iﬂss‘me ‘11011511
demanded and received from a Dwﬂ‘f
compensation as freight tor the “will”:
tion of packages containing merchandise 11110‘
baggage; and it was held, in the absence \

N- W’ R90- 447, it was held that a carrier of
evidence of fraud or concealment OHM
passengers for hire was bound only to carry

their "P81301181 baggage?‘ that, if a passen
ger delivered to the carrier as baggage a,
trunk or valise containing merchandise. not

be Persmml baggage, or which fact the carrier

part of the passenger as to the come” (I
the packages, that such carrier. .111 (“Sim
loss. was liable for the mercinilldlSe as ni
as the baggage. ' The same Pl'indl’le was
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plied in Sloman v. Railway 00., 67 N. Y.
head. intended to resist a great strain, nor by
patent No. 177,353, granted May 9, 1876. to

208.

i.H-.=1;P-.iIH‘B'Q‘WZEBL-HPJRI-e

,

In Millard v. Railroad 00., 86 N. Y. 441, the
same principle was applied in a case where
the railroad company's agent was advised
by a person who had purchased a passenger
ticket, of the fact that a trunk contained
merchandise, and the agent demanded and
received extra compensation for its trans
portation.
The same rule was applied in Railroad Co.
v. (Japps, 2 Civil Cas. Ct. App. § 3-1. In Jacobs
v. Tutt, 33 Fed. Rep. 412, the suit was against
the same receivers as in the present case,
to recover the value of a trunk and contents,
which were stolen, and the trunk was the
trunk of a jewelry salesman, containing his
stock in trade. The agent who took it knew
that fact, and the plaintiff had made no e1‘

tort at concealment; and it was held that
the receivers were liable as for the loss of
ordinary baggage on the railroad.

We have examined the other cases cited on

-:-.n

behalf of the interveners, namely, Butler v.
Railroad 00., 3 E. D. Smith, 571; Ilellman
v. Holladay, 1 Woolw. 365; Railroad Co. v.
Fraloﬂ’, 100 U. S. 24; and Talcott v. Rail
road 00., (Sup.) 21 N. Y. Supp. 318; and do
not think they have any application to the

(eats. for a button intended to_be fastened to

were sold: and that the person charge with in
frxngement of the patent, who was skilled in
the art, had only patented buttons composed of
two parts soldered together. Held, that the de
vice was patentablc, and not merely the result
of the application of the ordinary skill of the
calling to the Stokes and Keats devices. 39
Fed. Rep. 323, reversed.
Appeal from

the

circuit

court

of

the

United States for the southern district of
New York.
Suit by George Krementz against the S.
Cottie Company for infringement of com
plainant’s patent. The bill was dismissed
for want of novelty in the patent, (39 Fed.
Rep. 323,) and complainant appeals. Decree
reversed.
C. E. Mitchell and Louis C. Raegener, for
appellant. Edwin H. Brown, for appellee.
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present case.

‘Mr. Justice SHIRAS delivered the opinw
The case 01 Switzerland Marine Ins. Co. v.

Louisville, C. & L. By. 00., 13 Int. Rev. Rec.
342, is a charge to a jury that the item
"baggage" does not include articles of mer
chandise for sale or for use as samples, and
not designed for the use of the passenger,
and that, if the passenger has such articles
checked and received by the carrier as bag
gage, the carrier will not be liable for them
it lost or injured, unless it was informed or
was presumed to have known that the arti
cles were merchandise, or unless it was the
established custom or usage of the defend
ant to receive and transfer them as baggage,
or unless they were lost by the gross negli
gence of the defendant. After a verdict and

Judgment for the plaintiﬁ‘ the case was
brought to this court by a writ of error, and
ﬁll-ﬁrmed here by a divided court.
2:440, 9 Sup. Ct Rep. 800.

131 U. S.

‘The decree of the circuit court must be
reversed, and the case be remanded to it,
With a. direction to dismiss the petition of

the interveners.

“By means of suitable dies a metal plate is

=

(148 U. s. .156)
KREMENTZ v. S. COTTLE 00.
(April 10, 1893.)
No. 161.
Pnaxrs rm: INVESTl0XS—AN’l‘lClPATION—COLLAR
Bu'r'roxs.
1. Letters patent No. 298.303, granted May
5. 1884, to George Krementz, for a new and
improved collar button, having a hollow head
an stem. and formed out of a single continuous
plate of sheet metal, are not anticipated by pat

ent No. 171,882, granted Januarg 4, 1876, to

stokes. for a stud fastening wit

ion of the court.
This is an appeal from a. decree of the
circuit court of the United States for the
southern district of New York, dismissing a
bill ﬁled to restrain the infringement of
letters patent of the United States, No.
298,303, granted May 6, 1884, to George
Krementz, 01' Newark, N. J., for a new and
improved collar button.
Complalnant’s evidence, tending to show
that the collar button made by the defend
ants was wlthin the claim of the patent in
suit, and constituted an infringement, was
not contradicted or disputed, but it was held
by the court below that the patent was in
valid tor want of novelty. 39 Fed. Rep.
323.
In his speciﬁcation the patentee states
that his invention consists in a collar button
having a. hollow head and stem, the said
button being formed and shaped out of a
single continuous plate of sheet metal. The
method or process of making the button is
thus described:

a solid ﬁat

pressed into the shape shown in Fig. 2, that
is, the plate is provided with a hollow stem,
B, the sides or which are pressed together
at about the middle, in some suitable man

ner, to form a head, C, at the end oi.‘ the
stem, as in Fig. 3.

Then the head is pressed

towards the base plate or back, D, whereby‘
the head will be upset, and will have thug
shape shown in Figs. 4 and 5. By this op-'
eratlon the head is hardened. The base
plate or back, D, is then rounded out and
ﬁnished, and its edge turned over, as shown

in Fig. 5."
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In the accompanying diagram, Fig. 1 is
a side view -;f the completed button. Figs.
2, 3, 4, and 5 are Cross-sectional elevations
of the same in the different stages of the
operation of making it.

tended to be permanently fastened,
to eyelet holes, or to the fabric with
it is connected.
We cannot see in these devices,
separately or together, an anticipation

Krementz button.

em,“
which
taken
oi the

Indeed, the court below

concedes that “Krementz was the ﬁrst to
make a stud from a single, continuous piece
of metal, in which the head was hollow and
round in shape."
The learned judge was, however. of the
opinion that "any competent mechanic,

versed in the manufacture of hollow sheet

s

The advantages attributed to the inven
tion are the doing away with soldered joints,
the lightness of the hollow stem and head,
as compared with buttons having solid
stems and heads, and the cheapness arising
from the use of less material, with equal or
superior strength, which, when gold is used,
is quite appreciable.
The learned Judge in the court below con
tented himself with comparing Krementz‘s
invention with two earlier patents,—one to
Stokes, No. 171,882, granted January 4, 1876,
and one to Keats, No. 177,353, granted May
9, 1876,-—ln which patents, he thinks, are
a to be found the special features claimed by
g Krementz.
" ‘The Stokes patent was for an improve
ment in making a stud fastening known
as "Thomson's Unbreakable Busk Fasten

ing," and whereby, instead of fastening the
parts of the stud together by rivets, the
entire busk was made out of one piece
of metal, by striking up or raising the stud
out of a strip of malleable sheet metal.
The structure thus produced is a solid, rivet~
like, and ﬂat head, intended to resist a.
great strain, and evidently not designed to
be used as a collar button, where a. well
deﬁned, round head, adapted to be used
where there is no strain, is necessary and
essential.
In the Keats process the button is not made
of a continuous piece of sheet metal, but
has side seams in the post, and has a, base
Plate composed of two separate parts, and

the head is open on the under side.

It could

not be used as a collar button, but is in

metal articles, having before him the pit
ents of Stokes and Keats, could have made
these improvements and modiﬁcations. with
out exercising invention, and by applying
the ordinary skill of the calling."
It is not easy to draw the line that sop
arates the ordinary skill of a mechanic,
versed in his art, from the exercise of pat
entable invention, and the diﬂicuity is spe
cialiy great in the mechanic arts, where
the successive steps in improvements are
numerous, and where the changes nnd
modiﬁcations are introduced by practical
mechanics. In the present instance, how
ever, we ﬁnd a new and useful article, with
obvious advantages over previous struc
tures of the kind. A button formed from
a single sheet of metal, free from sutures,
of a convenient shape, and uniting strength?
with lightness, would seem to come t‘nirlyn
within the meaning of the patent laws. The‘
tools to be used in making the button are
not described, but they are not claimed in
be new; and the method or process of man
ui'acture is described with suiiicient par
ticularity to enable any one skilled in the
art to follow it. Buttons made of several

pieces are liable to break at the soldered

joints, and a is stated by an experience
witness that the metal, by the Process °t
soldering, becomes soft, and liable to head

The different pieces are set together bi
hand, and are not always uniform, 01' Pl"
together truly.

The view of the court below, 11mm‘
mentz's step in the art was one obvious

to any skilled mechanic, is negatived bi‘ "It
conduct of Cottle, the president of the (it
fendant company. He was himself a PM‘

entee, under letters granted All?“ 16- 1878
for an improvement in the construction 0i

collar and sleeve buttons. and Pill in en
dence in this case. In his speciﬁcation he
Speaks of the disadvantages of what he

calls “the common practice to lllllki‘ "If
head, back, and post of collar and sioevehu:

tons separate, and to unite them by 50m",
two
His improvement
pieces, the post
wasand
to form
base formufg
a button2m
piece, and then solder to the post
head of the button, as the other Plow .n

skilled as he was, and with 1118 “M13;
specially turned to tilp Subject’ be m‘,

to see, what‘Krelnentz afterwards 5min;j
a button might be made of one contilllw
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sheet of metal, wholly dispensing with
solder, of an improved shape, of increased
strength, and requiring less material.
It was also made to appear that the ad
vantages of the new button were at once
recognized by the trade and by the pub
lie, and that very large quantities have been
sold.
The argument drawn from the c0mn1er~
clal success of a patented article is not al

rangement of known elements produce a
new and beneﬁcial result, never attained
before, it is evidence of invention. It was
certainly a. new and useful result to make
a loom produce ﬁfty yards :1 day, when it
never before had produced more than forty;
and we think that the combination of ele
ments by which this was eifected, even it‘;
these elements were'separately known be—
fore, was invention suﬂlcient to form the

ways to be relied on. Other causes. such

basis of a patent."

as the enterprise of the vendors. and the
resort to lavish expenditures in advertising,
may co-operate to promote a large market
able demand. Yet, as was well said by Mr.

Consolidated Safety Valve Co. v. Crosby,
etc.. Valve 00., 113 U. S. 157, 5 Sup. Ct.
Rep. 513; Mngowan v. Packing Co., 141 U.
S. 332, 12 Sup. Ct. Rep. 71; Barbed-Wire
Patent, 143 U. S. 275, 12 Sup. Ct. Rep. 443;

Justice Brown in the case of Consolidated
Brake-Shoe Co. v. Detroit Steel 8: Spring
60., 47 Fed. Rep. 894, "when the other

facts in the case leave the question of in
Hventlon in doubt, the fact that the device
nhas gone into general use, and has displaced
‘other devices which’ had previously been
employed for analogous uses, is suiiicient

to turn the scale in favor of the existence
of invention."
Loom Co. v. Higgins, 105 U. S. 580, was
a. case where the patented device consisted
in a slight modiﬁcation of existing mechan
ism, _and it was contended that this slight
change did not constitute a. patentable in
vention; but this view did not prevail, the
court saying:
"it is further argued, however, that, sup
posing the devices to be suiliciently de
scribed, they do not show any invention,
and that the combination set forth in the
ﬁfth claim is a mere aggregation of old
devices, already well known, and therefore
it is not patentable. This argument would be
sound if the combination claimed by Web

Candy v. Belting 00., 143 U. S. 587, 12 Sup.
Ct. Rep. 598,-are all to the same eiIect.
In the very recent case of Topliif v.
Toplii‘t, 145 U. S. 156, 12 Sup. Ct. Rep. 825.
where there was a contest between two pat
ents, with but a slight difference between

them, the court said:
“Trii'llng as this deviation seems to be,
it renders it possible to adopt the Augur
device to any side~spring wagon of ordi~
nary construction. While the question or
patentable novelty in this device is by no
means free from doubt, we are inclined,
in view of the extensive use to which these
springs have been put by manufacturers or
wagons, to resolve that doubt in favor of
the patentee, and sustain the patent."
We think, therefore, we are within the
principle and reasoning of these cases in re
versing the decree of the court below dis
missing the bill, and in remanding the rec
ord, with directions to proceed in the case
in conformity with this opinion.
I:

ster was an obvious one for attaining the
advantages proposed,—one which would 00
our to any mechanic skilled in the art; but
it is plain from the evidence, and from the
very fact that it was not sooner adopted
and used, that it did not for years occur in
this light to even the most skillful persons.
It may have been under their very eyes;
they may almost be said to have stumbled
over it; but they certainly failed to see it,
to estimate its value, and to bring it into
notice. Who was the ﬁrst to see it, to un
derstand its value, to give it shape and
form, to bring it into notice, and urge its
adoption, is a question to which we shall
shortly give our attention.

"At this point we are constrained to say
that we cannot

yield

our

assent

to

the

lu‘gllmcnt that the combination of the dif
terent parts or elements for attaining the

object in view was so obvious as to merit
no title to invention. Now that it has suc
ceeded, it may seem very plain to any one

that he could have done it as well. This
is often the case with inventions of the
greatest merit. It may be laid down as a
general rule, though perhaps not an invaria

nle one, that if a new combination and ar
v.l3s.c.—46

(148 U. s. 657)
GIOZZA v. TIERNAN, Sheriﬂ.
(April

10, 1893.)

No. 185.
IX'l‘OXlCATlNG LIQUOR! — COSS'IITUTIOXALXTY or
Licsxss Laws.
The Texas law, (2 Sayles' Civil St. p.
124, art. 3226a, §4) requiring an applicant for
liquor license to execute in advance a bond,
in the penalty of $5,000, payable to the state,
and conditioned that he will not sell liquor to
any person after havin been notiﬁed by an
oi‘lieer, or by certain re atives of such person,
not to do so, any of whom are authorized to
sue on the bond in case of a breach, and fur
ther imposing a state and county occupation
tax, and requiring payment of all_tnxes a year
in advance, is not in conﬂict with the four
teenth amendment to the constitutionpf the
United States, providing that the privileges
and immunities of citizens shall not be abridged
by state laws, and that no state shall deprive
any citizen of property without due process of
law, nor deny to any person the equal protec
tion of the laws.
Appeal from the circuit court of the United

States for the eastern district of Texas.
Application by Francois Giozza for a writ
of habcas corpus to release him from the
custody of Patrick Tiernan, sheriff of Gal
veston county, by whom he was held under
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a capias issued from the state criminal
court. The circuit court remanded the pris~
oner, who thereupon appealed to this court.
Affirmed
Statement by Mr. Chief Justice FULLER:
Francois Giozza was indicted in the crimi
nal district court of Galveston county, Tex,
upon the charge of having pursued the oc
cupation of selling spirituous, vinous, and
malt liquors, in quantities of less than one
quart, without having ﬁrst obtained a license
therefor, and was tried, convicted, and lined
in the sum of $450. He thereupon carried
the case, by appeal, to the court of appeals
of Texas—the court of last resort in criminal
cases—which atiirmed the Judgment. Sub~
scquently he was arrested and held in cus
rody by Patrick Tiernan, as sheriff of Gal
veston county, by authority of :1 copies is
sued by the criminal court, until the ﬁne
and costs were paid. Thereupon he applied
for and obtained from the circuit court of
the United States for the eastern district
of Texas a writ of habeas corpus.
The petition for the writ set forth that,
by the laws of the state, no person is per
mitted to obtain a license to pursue the oc
cupation of selling liquor until such person
has given a bond, in the sum of $5,000, pay
able to the state of Texas, and containing,
among other conditions, the condition, in
‘658
substance, that the person giving such bond
will not sell spirituous, vinous,'or malt liq
uors, or medicated bitters capable of pro
ducing intoxication, to any person, after hav
ing been notiﬁed in writing, through the
sheril! or other peace oﬂiccr, by the wife or
mother or daughter or sister of such per
son, not to sell to such person; that such
bond may be sued on at the instance of any
person so notifying, and aggrieved by the
viclation of such condition in said bond,
and such person so notifying shall be en
titled to recover the sum of $500 as liqui
dated damages for an infraction of such
condition, etc. And petitioner charged that
it was not competent for the legislature of
the state of Texas to impose the condition
above stated as a condition precedent to
the obtaining of a license to pursue said
occupation, and that the statute, in so far
as it imposed such condition, operated as a.
denial of the equal protection of the laws,
and deprived petitioner of his property with
out due process of law, and was repugnant
to the fourteenth amendment of the consti
tution of the United States. Petitioner
further alleged that, in order to obtain a
license to pursue the occupation aforesaid,

occupation is carried on, for which license
the sum of 25 cents is required to he paid,
while all other persons pursuing all other
occupations than the one pursued 'J_\‘ peti~
tioner are permitted by the laws of said
state to pay the occupation tax on said oc
cup-ations for each three months or quarter
ly, and no persons pursuing other taxalilr~
occupations than that pursued by appellant
in cities and towns are required to pay the
occupation tax imposed by such cities or
towns as a. prerequisite to obtaining a llama
to pursue such occupations, and no person
pursuing any taxable occupations other ‘inn
that pursued by petitioner are required to
obtain a license from such county clerk. or
to pay therefor any sum.
.
Petitioner charged that, under the hwrg
aforesaid, be “'as'denled the equal pr'oieo'
tion of the laws and deprived of his property
without due process of law, and that those
laws were repugnant to the constitution and
laws of the United States.
The petition fru'ther averred that the laws
of the state, of which petitioner complained,
had been pronoimced and adjudged by the
court of appeals to be valid laws, and not
contrary to, and not inhibited by, the con
stitution of the United States.
,
A copy of the indictment was annexed to
the petition, wherefrom it appeared that
Giozza was charged with unlawfully and
willfully pursuing the occupation aforesaid
without first having obtained a license, and

that he had not paid the tax thereon, and
was indebted to the state in the Sdlll oi

$300 occupation tax, and to the county in
the sum of $150 occupation tax: the com
missioners’ court of Galveston county hay-Int’
levied a tax on said occupation oi one half
the amount levied by the state thereon.

The sheriff made due return that he held

Giozza in his custody by the uuthor‘lti‘ “for
said, and attached thereto copies of the ill
dictment, the capias, and the judgment of
the court of appeals.

Upon the hearing the circuit court adjudged

that Giazzo was not unlawfully resmmul
of his liberty and remanded him to the 01*

tody of the sheriff, and thereupon M0118“
the case to this court by appeal.
_

The statute in question providedlnlisﬁm
section for the levy upon any person, ﬁrm’ °'
association of persons engaged in the ocwlla'

tion of selling spirituous, Vlﬂollsy or man
liquors, or medicated hitters, of an annual m

of $300 for selling such liquor! or We“
in quantities less than one dim-TL 'Undui
the second section the commissioners com

recluired to pay the occupation tax imposed

had power to levy and collect taxes 119°" he
state
occupations
tax, and
named,
cities
equal
and totowns
one half
were"f 8';
i

thereon in advance, for a period not less
than 12 months, and to pay the but im.

powered to levy an additional tax. 3!

Pos‘id by the state and by the commissioners’

third section, all the taxes were tell

courts of the several counties, and by the
cities and towns wherein such occupation is
carried on, and to obtain a license from the
county clerk of the county in which said

to be paid in advance for a Perm “QB
has
required
than the
12 giving
months.of The
a bond,
fourth"5 m

9-“ Persons desiring to engage therein are

clently stated in the petition- Under

at
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gtion 5, the county clerks in the several

inherent in the nature of American institu

' counties were authorized‘ to issue licenses
upon payment by the applicant of all occu
pation taxes levied by or under the act.
The evidence of the payment of the taxes
upon such application was the receipt of the
county collector of taxes. For issuing the
license the clerk was entitled to receive a
fee of .5 cents for each license. 2 Sayies'
Tex. Civil St. p. 124, art. 3226:].

tions, the general rule is that there are
no limitations upon the legislative power of
the legislature of a. state, except those im
posed by its written constitution. There is
nothing in the constitution of Texas restrict
ing the power of the legislature in reference
to the sale of liquor, and it is well settled
that the legislature of that state has the
power to regulate the mode and manner
and the circumstances under which the liquor
traﬁic may be conducted, and to surround
the right to pursue it with such conditions,
restrictions, and limitations as the legisla
ture may deem proper. Ex parte Bell, 24
Tex. Ct. App. 428, 6 S. W. Rep. 197; Bell
v. State, 28 Tex. Ct. App. 96, 12 S. W. Rep.
410. In these cases, and in the case before
us, the law in question was held to be with
in the legislative power; and, so far as the
state constitution is concerned, that con
clusion is not re-examinable here. But it is
contended that the act conﬂicts with the
provisions of the fourteenth amendment,—
that "no state shall make or enforce any
law which shall abridge the privileges or
immunities of citizens of the United States.
nor shall any state deprive any person of
life, liberty, or property without due process
of law, nor deny to any person within its
jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws."
The privileges and immunities of citizens
of the United States are privileges and im
munities arising out of the nature and es
sential character of the national government.
and granted or secured by the constitutiong

Article 110 of the Texas Penal Code reads:
5852!‘:

"Any person who shall pursue or follow
any occupation, calling, or profession, or do
any act, taxed by law, without ﬁrst obtain
ing a license therefor, shall be ﬁned in any
sum not less than the amount of the taxes
so due. and not more than double that sum;"
and by article 112 it ls provided that any
person prosecuted shall have the right, at
any time before conviction, to have the
prosecution dismissed, on payment of the
taxes and costs of prosecution, the procur
ing of the license, etc. Willson. Crim. Tex.

nrtern:
“Tinu-HE‘!

St. pt. 1, p. 47.
Section 20 of article 16 of the constitution
of Texas is as follows: “The lcgislatw'e
shah, at its ﬁrst session, enact a law where
by the qualiﬁed voters of any county, jus
tice's precinct, town, or city, by a majority
vote, from time to time, may determine
whether the sale of intoxicating liquor-s shall
be prohibited within the prescribed limits."
Section 42 of the same article provides
that “the legislature may establish an inebri
ate asylum for the cure of drunkenness and
reform of inebriates."

It was contended, also, that the court
should take judicial notice that in 188? a
vote was taken upon a. proposed amendment
to the state constitution, prohibiting the
manufacture, sale, and exchange of intox
icating liquors except for medical, sacra
mental, and scientiﬁc purposes, which was
rejected by a large majority.
J. M. Burroughs, for appellant.
herson, for appellee.

C. A. Cui

Mr. Chief Justice FULLER, after stating
,.the factsln the foregoing language, delivered

gthe opinion of the court.
'

'As upon the face of the petition it ap
peared that the validity of the statute of
which appellant complains was drawn in

question in the state court on the ground of
its repuguancy to

the constitution of the

United States, and the decision was in favor
of its validity, the remedy which should
have been sought was by writ of error. But
since the circuit court held that petitioner
was not illegally restrained of his liberty,
and the contention was that the proceed
ings against him were wholly void because
the statute regulating the sale of liquors
was void, we will not dispose of the case
on the narrower ground.
Irrespective of the operation of the federal

constitution and restrictions asserted to be

of the United States, Band the right to?
sell intoxicating liquors is not one of the
rights growing out of such citizenship. Barte
meyer v. Iowa, 18 Wall. 129.
The amendment does not take from the
states those powers of police that were
reserved at the time the original constitution
was adopted. Undoubtedly it forbids any
arbitrary deprivation of life, liberty, or prop
erty, and secures equal protection to all.
under like circumstances, in the enjoyment
of their rights; but it was not designed to
hiterfere with the power of the state to
protect the lives, liberty, and property of
its citizens, and to promote their health,
morals, education, and good order. Barbier
v. Connolly, 113 U. S. 27, 31, 5 Sup. Ct. Rep.

357; In re Kemmler, 136 U. S. 436, 10 Sup.
Ct. Rep. 930.
Nor in respect of taxation was the amend
ment intended to compel the state to adopt
an h'on rule of equality; to prevent the
classiﬁcation of property for taxation at dif
ferent rates; or to prohibit legislation in that
regard, special either in the extent to which

it operates, or the objects sought to be ob
tained by it. It is enough that there is no
discrimination in favor of one, as against
another of the same class. Bell's Gap R.

Co. v. Pennsylvania, 134 U. S. 232, 10 Sup.
Ct. Rep. 533; Home Ins. Co. v. New York,

134 U. S. 594, 10 Sup. Ct. Rep. 593; Paciﬁc
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Exp. Co. v. Seibert, 142 U. S. 339, 12 Sup.
Ct. Rep. 250. And due process 0t law, with
in the meaning of the amendment, is se—
cured it the laws operate on all alike, and
do not subject the individual to an arbitrary
exercise 0! the powers of government.
Leeper v. Texas, 139 U. S. 462, 11 Sup. Ct.
Rep. 577.
This statute affects all persons in Texas
engaged in the sale of liquors, in exactly the
same manner and degree. Whether con
sidered as imposing restrictions upon the
sale in the exercise of the police power of
the state, or as levying taxes upon oceu<
pations under authority of the legislature
in that behalf, petitioner was not arbitrarily
deprived of his property, nor denied the
equal protection of the laws.
Repeated decisions of this court have de
termined that such legislation is not in vio
lation of the constitution. Crowley v. Chris
tensen, 137 U. S. 86, 11 Sup. Ct. Rep. 13;
Eiienbecher v. Plymouth 00., 134 U. S. 31,
10 Sup. Ct. Rep. 424; Kidd v. Pearson, 1128
U. S. 1, 9 Sup. Ct. Rep. 6; Mugler v. Kansas,
123 U. S. 623, 8 Sup. Ct. Rep. 273; Foster
v. Kansas, 112 U. S. 201, 5 Sup. Ct. Rep.

8, 97.
The decree of the circuit court is aﬂirmed.

(148 U. S. 562)

UNITED STATES v. UNION PAC. RY.
CO. et al.
(April 10, 1893.)
No. 149.
Pusuc Loses—Aw 'ro RAllJiOADS—KANSAS P‘
ciric AND Dssvsu PM'll-‘lc Gmxrs.
1. By the act of July 1, 1862, (12 St. p.
489, c. 120.) as amended by the act of July 2,
1864-, (13 St. p. 356, c. 216,) a. Kansas corpo
ration, thereafter known as the Union Paciﬁc
Railroad Company, Eastern Division, and later
as the Kansas Paciﬁc Railway Company, was
authorized to build a railroad from the Mis~
souri river westward to connect with the
Union Paciﬁc at its eastern terminus, which
was to be at some point on the 100th merid
inn; and a. land grant of alternate sections
within 20 miles of each side of the road was
given to said corporation. By the act of July

3, 1866, (14 St. p. :79, c. 159,) it was authorized
to so change the line of its deﬁnite location as
to make the connection not more than 50 miles
west of the meridian of Denver. Thereafter
the line was located westward to Denver;
thence northward to connect with the Union
Paciﬁc at Cheyenne. The act of March 3,
lSﬁi), (15 St._ 1:. 624, c. 127,) authorized the

Said corporation to contract with a Colorado
corporation f_or the building and o eration of
that part of its road lyinlﬁ between enver and
Cheyenne, and to grant t e perpetual use of its
right of way_ and other property to the Colo
rado corporation. It was further provided that
each corporation should receive patents for
alternate sections along their respective lines
in like manner as had been formerly provided
for the Kansas corporation. It was made the
duty of the _two corporations to build and op
erate a continuous line from Kansas City by
way_of Denver to Cheyenne, and all existing
provisions for the operation of the Union Pa
ciiglcanigsnbrunches mild connections, as a. con
were
con 'nuedthe
in force.
t
the act. ofne.
1869
recognized
locationHeld
to Chic‘;

enne b way of Denver as valid and t
of 1866', and that the line was commiiuiirif,
the llﬁssouri to its connection with the Union
Paciﬁc, within the meaning of said set. 37
FedbR'f‘ . 551, aﬁirmed.
ere were
two by
seiines
stateiii-(liming
each ...terminating
at not
Denver,

right angles to the course of the respective
roads, thus excluding lands lying to the south
west, (being on the exterior of the right angle
made by the two roads;) but there was on.‘
continuous grant, which included such lands.
The fact that a land-grant road makes a curve
or right angle does not render the grant inop
erative at that point, for there is no require
ment that the sections granted shall be reached
by a line run at right angles to the road.
3. A uniform construction put upon .1
land-grant act by the land oiiice and depart
ment of the interior for 18 years, and under

which lands have been put upon the llltll‘lil’l
and sold,

should have considerable weight in

determining the meaning of doubtful language
in the statute.
Appeal from the circuit coin-t of the United
States for the district of Colorado.
In equity. Bill by the United States
against the Union Paciﬁc Railway Compnniv
and 173 others for the cancellation of certain
land patents. Upon demurrers and a plea
the bill was dismissed. 37 Fed. Rep. 551.
Complainant aippeals. Aﬂirmed.
,,
Statement by Mr. Justice BROWN:
3
‘This case arose upon demurrers and a
piea. to a bill in equity ﬁled by the United
States against the Union Paciﬁc Railway
Company and 173 other corporations and In
dividuals to procure the surrender and can
collation of certain land patents issued in
die Kansas Paciﬁc Railway and the Denver
Paciﬁc Railway & Telegraph Company, and
for a decree declaring all conveyances oi
such lands clouds upon the title of the
United States.
The bill averted, in substance, that by an
act of congress of July 1, 1862. (1.2 SLli

489,) incorporating the Union Paciﬁc ll-ill
rc-ad Company, such company was authonwl

to construct a road from a point on the 100U1
meridian of longitude, between the Scull!
margin of the valley of the Republican 11M

and the north margin of the valley 01m“
Platte river, in the territory of Nebraska. w
the western boundary of Nevada, and W
granted every odd-numbered section ot lamii,
amounting
per mile, afterwards
to 5 alternate
extended
sections
to 10 of
sechoﬂﬂ

by the act of July 2, 1864, (13st. n- 351;"
on each side of said railroad. 011 the , 2
thereof, and within the limits of 10 "also
(subsequently increased to 20) 011 each _
of the road; and that whenever the ‘lame

pany should have completed 40 Comm“ 2;)
miles of its road (afterwards reduced i? ‘I;
by the some not of 1864) patents should 5;")

for such public lands as had been gum‘ ,
it, and had been earned in awol‘dﬂnw W‘
the provisions of the act.

med

By the same act it was further Pm mm;

that the Leavenworth, Pawnee.‘it wesdm'g
Railroad Company, which had been N55

tered
was authorized
by the tern'tory
to construct
of Kansas
8- mm 1111
°
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‘from the Missouri river, at the mouth of the
Kansas river, to the aforesaid point on the
100th meridian. The corporate name of the

said Leavenworth, Pawnee & Western Rail

vi’w'ﬂﬁf re'rsng‘ﬂgln
Eh;

‘Pa._r-k“

road Company of Kansas was, subsequently
to the passage of this act, changed to that
of the Union Paciﬁc Railroad Company,
Eastern Division.
On July 3, 1866, congress passed another
act. (14 St. p. 79,) amending those of July 1,
1862, and July 2, 1864, and providing that
the Union Paciﬁc Railway Company, East
ern Division, should be authorized to so
change the line of its deﬁnite location as to

connect with the Union Paciﬁc Railroad at
a point not more than 50 miles westward

from the meridian of Denver, in Colorado.
The vbill further. averred that after the

lanai-l ";

passage of this act of July 3, 1866, the Union
Paciﬁc Railway Company, Eastern Division,
so changed its line of deﬁnite location as
to make the same extend from its point of
beginning at Kansas City, Mo., westward,
and substantially in a direct line to the city
of Denver, 0010., and from that point north
ward and substantially in a direct line to a

connection with the Union Paciﬁc Railroad
at Cheyenne, Wyo., and proceeded to build
its road on that line towards Denver.
Before the Union Paciﬁc had completed
its line to Denver, and on March 3, 1869,
congress posed another act, (15 St. p. 324,)
authorizing the Union Paciﬁc Railway Com
pany, Eastern Division, to contract with the
Denver Paciﬁc Railway & Telegraph Com
pany, a Colorado corporation, for the con
struction, operation, and maintenance of that
part of its line of railroad and telegraph
between Denver and its point of connection
with the Union Paciﬁc Railroad at Cheyenne,
and to adopt the roadbed already graded by

the said Denver Paciﬁc Railway & Tele
graph Company as said line, and to grant
to said Denver Paciﬁc Railway & Telegraph
Company the perpetual use of its right of
way and depot grounds, and to transfer to
it all its rights and privileges subject to all
5 the obligations pertaining to said part of its
'
c. It was also made the‘ duty of such
road to extend its railroad and telegraph
to a connection at the city of Denver, so as
to form with that part of its line herein
authorized to be constructed a continuous
line of railroad and telegraph from Kansas

City by way of Denver to Cheyenne. It
was further declared (section 2) that "all
the provisions of law for the operation of
the Union Paciﬁc Railroad, its branches and
connections, as a continuous line, without

discrimination, shall apply the same way as
l! the road from Denver to Cheyenne had
been constructed by the said Union Paciﬁc
Railway Company, Eastern Division." It
was further provided that each of saidco -

law in the case of lands granted to the Union
Paciﬁc Railway Company, Eastern Division.
Upon the same day a joint resolution was
passed, (15 St. p. 348,) authorizing the Union
Paciﬁc Railway Company, Eastern Division,
to change its name to the Kansas Paciﬁc
Railway Company.
In pursuance of these acts the new Kan
sas Paciﬁc Railway Company entered into
a contract with the Denver Paciﬁc of the
nature and for the purpose set out and au
thorized by the acts, and in pursuance
thereof the Kansas Paciﬁc completed its

line to Denver, and the Denver Paciﬁc com
pleted its line from Denver to Cheyenne.
The bill thereupon charges that in pro
curing the passage and accepting the terms
of the act of March 3, 1869, the Kansas
Paciﬁc abandoned its intention of building
a. line of road to connect with the Union
Paciﬁc at Cheyenne, and, therefore, that
Denver became the terminus of its road,
and the company surrendered all its rights
to that portion of the land grant lying be
yond its terminus at Denver, and by opera
tion of this act sections of public land with
in prescribed limits were granted to the

Denver Paciﬁc as a new and independent
grant; that, the Kansas Paciﬁc and the
Denver Paciﬁc having completed their lines
of road, they respectively became entitled
to certain portions of the land grant inde
pendently of each other, notwithstandings
the fact that, through thelr'connecilons llt'u
Denver, they formed a continuous line of
railway from Kansas City to Cheyenne;
and their rights to public lands, under the
several acts aforesaid, extended only later
ally along the lines of said roads respec
tively, and were comprised and limited by

lines drawn through the terminus of each
of said roads at right angles to the general
direction of the lines of said roads. The
bill then referred to a map, Exhibit A, as
showing the lines of said roads as connect
ed at the city of Denver, their general
courses and directions as they extend east<
wardly and northwardly from the city of
Denver, and the lines by which the rights
of said respective companies to public lands.
under the acts aforesaid, are limited; that

west of the legal terminal limit of the Kan
sas Paciﬁc land grant, and south of the
legal terminal limit of the Denver Paciﬁc
land grant, lies a large triangular tract of

land of about 200,000 acres, substantially
within a radius of 20 miles of the point of
connection of the two roads at Denver,
which the bill alleges was not within the

legal limit of the land grant to either or
the two companies, and to the odd-num
bered sections of which they asserted claim,
and for which they procured patents from
the interior department, the surrender and

mules should receive patents to alternate
sections of land along their respective lines

cancellation of which said patents it was

of 1‘mid, as therein deﬁned, in like mama-r,

the object of the bill to secure.

and m'thin the same limits, as provided by

The bill further alleged the consolidation,
in January, 1880, of the Kansas Paciﬁc and
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the Denver Paciﬁc and the Union Paciﬁc
Railroad Companies into one corporation,
under the corporate name of the Union Pa
ciﬁc Railway Company, which became the
successor in interest of the three prior cor
porations; that certain persons, who were
made defendants to the bill, claimed title
to certain lands of this tract by direct or
mesne conveyances from these companies,
of the exact nature or which titles plaintiﬂ
is ignorant; that under an act or March 3,
1887, providing for the adjustment of land
grants made by congress to aid in the con
struction of railroads, etc, the secretary or
the interior ascertained that the lands de
scribed in the bill had been erroneously
and illegally patented, as herein set out,
and thereupon made a demand upon the
€Union Paciﬁc Railway Company, as suc

Pcessor in interest to'the others, for a re
conveyance or the tracts of land so erro
neously patented, which was refused.
The persons claiming title imder these
patents having been made parties to the
bill, it prayed that the patents and other
outstanding deeds and other evidences of
title he decreed to be void and surrendered
[or cancellation as clouds upon the plain
tiff's title, and for such other relief as might

seem proper.
To this bill demurrer-s were ﬁled by most
or all the defendants, except one Standley,
who ﬁled a plea setting up divers statutes
and decisions in the land oﬁice, upon which
it is claimed the patents rested, but which
need not be speciﬁcally stated Upon the
bearing upon these demurrers and plea the
court made an order sustaining them, (37
Fed. Rep. 551,) and, the plaintiff having

elected to stand by its bill as originally

on the 100th merlilt'm, between certain
north

and

south limits, to

the western

boundary of Nevada, and by the same no
a. Kansas corporation was empowered to

construct its line from the Misourl liver
westwardly to the initial point of an;
Union Paciﬁc at the 100th meridian, and
to connect with the latter road at that
point. Subsequently, and in 1866, the 1pm.
sas corporation, whose name had meantime
been changed to the Union Paciﬁc, Eastern
Division, was authorized to so change Its
line as to connect with the Union Paciﬁc
at a. point not more than 50 miles wcstmmi
from the meridian of Denver. Acting upon
this, the company did change its line so a:
to make the same extend from KansasClti'
westward in a direct line to Denver, and
thence northward in a direct line to Chey
enne. By the original act the Union Paciﬁc
was to receive a grant of 5 alternate sw
tions of land for every mile (subsequently
raised to 10) on each side ot the road, and.
as the Kansas corporation was to con
struct its road "upon the same terms anti
conditions in all respects" as the Union
Paciﬁc, it followed that it was entitled to
the same land grant. The act authorizing
the Kansas corporation to change its line
of road (14 St. p. 70) provided that, upon
the ﬁling of a map showing the general
route of the road, the lands along the en
tire line thereof, so far as the same miglli
be designated, should be reserved from
sale by order of the secretary' of the ln
terior, showing clearly that it was designed
to preserve the land grant to which tin

road was entitled under the original act
In this condition of things the act oi ltd‘
was passed, which authorized this will"

ration, then known as the Union Paciﬁc, Fast
tiled, it was further ordered that the some
be dismissed. Thereupon the plaintiff ap
pealed to this court.
Asst. Atty. Gen. Maury, for the United
States, appellant. John F. Dillon and
Harry Hubbard, for appellees.

Mr. Justice BROWN, after ‘stating the
facts in the foregoing language, delivered
the opinion of the court.
The object of this bill is to procure the
surrender and cancellation or certain pat
ents issued for a triangular tract of land
oi! about 200,000 acres in extent, lying upon
the outside of the right angle, or elbow,
made by the junction at Denver of the
Kansas Paciﬁc Railway, whose general
course is east and west, with the Denver
Paciﬁc Railway & Telegraph Company,
whose general course is north and south.
These roads are now consolidated under

1the name of the Union Paciﬁc

Railway

Eqompany.
By the original act of July 1. 1862, in
corporating the Union Paciﬁc Railroad Com
pany, (12 St. p. 489,) this company was em
powered to construct a road from a point

ern Division, to contract with the Dam:
Paciﬁc, a Colorado corporation, for the on
struclion of that portion of its line between

Denver and Cheyenne, (hereby Clelll‘li' Fm!‘
nizing the validity of the change of loci
tion,) to adopt its roadbed, to grant)“
Denver Paciﬁc a “perpetual use of its will‘:
of way and depot grounds, and to tmnsﬂ‘ii
to it’ all the rights and privileges, sublet!‘
to all the obligations appertaining to such

part of its line." Even supposim.’ 11"“ Eh“

act of 1866 did not, upon its face. ﬂuilloﬂlj
the change that was actually ll-llldewm‘

is, westwardly to Cheyenne, by ‘119 “"‘y o
Denver,~—it is clear that by the act of March:
1869, this line was recognized as a WP"

compliance with the act of 186Ii-ﬂ11‘1“,n
valid and continuous line from Kansas cm
to Cheyenne.
ms
The position of the government in ‘

connection is that the act of 1869 Mime‘
the grant of lands to the Denver P8 of

from that in aid of the Eastern Didi“): m
the Union Paciﬁc, and thereby mad?‘ ed
two distinct and independent lines 0- "in:

each with its own land grant 1"“5 m'

. PM |
struetion would discntitle the K1115“
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Company to any lands west of its terminus
at Denver, or west of a north and south line
across its 120-mile limit, and the Denver
Paciﬁc to any lands south of its terminus at
the same place, leaving a triangular piece

of about 200,000 acres to revert to the gov
ernment. These are the lands in dispute.
We do not, however. so read the act. It
did not declare that the Union Paciﬁc, East
cm Division, should end at Denver, or that
the Denver Paciﬁc should begin at Denver,
but simply that the former might contract
with the latter for the construction, oper
ation, and maintenance of a part of its line.
Under the interpretation contended for, if
that part had been between the 100th me
ridian and Denver, instead of between Den
ver and Cheyenne, it would thereby have
made a distinct and independent line of
road, though running in the same direction.
It is true that, under the original act of
1862, the grant was limited to the odd-num
bered sections "on each side of said rail
road, on the line thereof, and within the

limits of ten miles on each side of said

‘ﬁ'lh'lu‘l

read," but it does not follow that, if the
road makes a. curve or right angle, the grant
ceases in any way to be operative at that
point. The railroad is entitled to its grant
of 10 alternate sections to each mile of road,

‘and is entitled to have it selected within
:the limits of 20 miles on each side; but
' there is no requirement thahthe lands shall
be reached by a line run at right angles to
the road. Considerable light is thrown upon
the interpretation of the statute of 1869 by
the phraseoiogy of section 2, which provides
that the Union Paciﬁc, Eastern Division,
shall extend its line to Denver, “so as to
form with that part of its line herein author
ized to be constructed" by the Denver Paciﬁc
“a continuous line of railroad and telegraph
from Kansas City by way of Denver to
Cheyenne," and that "all the provisions of
law for the operation of the Union Paciﬁc
Railroad, its branches and connections as a
continuous line, without discrimination, shall

apply the same as if the road from Denver
to Cheyenne had been constructed by the
Union Paciﬁc Railway Company, Eastern
Division." So far from this language indi
cating that this was not to be considered
a single line, it is diﬁicult to see how con
gross could have expressed more clearly, by
inference, that they were not to be treated
as independent roads. This construction is
also reinforced by the amendatory act of
June 20, 1874, (18 St. p. 111,) which provides
that "for all the purposes of said act, [of
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sion that the act of 1862 being a grant in
praesentl, the rights of the Union Paciﬁc,
Eastern Division, to the lands upon each
side of its road became ﬁxed from the mo
ment it proceeded, under the act of 1866,
to establish its line of deﬁnite location so
as to make the same extend from Kansas
City westwardly to Denver, and thence
northwardly to Cheyenne; and, in fact, that
was practically the ruling of this court in
Missouri, etc., By. 00. v. Kansas Pac. R. 00.,
97 U. S. 491, 496-498. But, however this
may be, it is entirely clear that the act
of 1869 should not be construed to have the
eiTect of breaking the continuity of the line:
unless its langnage‘imperatively requires “.9
So far from this being the case, the very
title of the act, "to authorize the transfer
of lands" granted to the Union Paciﬁc to
the Denver Paciﬁc, “and to expedite the
completion of railroads to Denver," indi
cates that it was never intended to operate
as a forfeiture, or as a reduction in amount,
of any lands to which the Union Paciﬁc,
Eastern Division, had become entitled by
ﬁling its line of deﬁnite location, or to cre
ate distinct lines of road, but was merely
designed to permit the Union Paciﬁc to con
tract with the Denver Paciﬁc for the con
struction, operation, and maintenance of a
portion of its line. It is true that by the
third section, which authorizes the “said
companies" to mortgage "their respective
portions of said road," and provided that
"each of said companie shall receive pat‘
cuts to the alternate sections of land along
their respective lines," the two corporations
were thereby recognized as independent.
yet, at the same time. it recognized them
as two corporations engaged in the construc
tion of the same line of road, and evidently
contemplated a division between them of
the land grant appropriated to such line.
The special proviso of section 3 was doubt
less inserted to entitle the Denver Paciﬁc
to take patents for its portion of the land
granted, direct from the United States.
In addition to all this, the facts set forth
in the plea of Joseph Standley, which, for
the purposes of this case, may be taken
as true, indicate very strongly an acquies
cence of the interior department from the

date of the act of March 3, 1869, down to
December, 1887, a period of over 18 years,
in the construction of the act contended
for by the defendant. The plea set forth
that in compliance with the act of 1866 the
Union Paciﬁc, Eastern Division, ﬁled with
the secretary of the interior a map of the

1362,] and of the acts amendatory thereof,

general route of its line from the western

the railway of the Denver Paciﬁc Railway
and Telegraph Company shall be deemed
and taken to be a part and extension of the

boundary of Kansas, through Denver, to
Cheyenne, and that the secretary of the in
terior on the same day directed the with
drawal of lands in Colorado on the desig

Kansas Paciﬁc Railroad to the point of
Junction thereof with the road of the Union

nated line of said route; that, in pursuance

Paciﬁc Railroad Company at Cheyenne, as

of said direction, the commissioner of the

provided in the act of March third. 1869."
Indeed. it is diﬁicult to avoid the conclu

land oﬂice prepared a diagram showing the
line of route, and the map of the land 811ml.
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§and forwarded the same to the register and
r receiver of the land office at Denver,'direct
ing the odd-numbered sections to be with
drawn on account of this grant; that, in
cluded in said diagram, are all the lands
mentioned in the bill; that these lands were
so withdrawn in accordance with these in
structions; that this map of the general
route was the only one ever ﬁled; that the
directions to withdraw these lands were
never vacated; that on August 21, 1869, the
Denver Paciﬁc ﬁled its map of deﬁnite lo
cation of the section between Denver and
Cheyenne, which was approved by the sec
retary of the interior; that on May 26, 1870,
the Kansas Paciﬁc also ﬁled its map of deﬁ
nite location between the boundary of Kan
sas and Denver, which was approved by the
secretary of the interior; that, under his di
rections, the commissioner of the general
land oﬂice prepared maps showing the lim
its of the land grants; that included in these
maps were all the lands described in the bill;
and that in 1870, a contest having arisen
between the two roads as to the ownership
of certain sections, an adjustment was had
by the department of the interior of their
several rights.
The plea further avers that, in 1873, in
a case then pending in the general land
office between the Kansas Paciﬁc and one
William Hodge and John Tracy, the com
missioner of the land oﬂice formally de
oided that the act of 1869 did not sever
the original grant to the Union Paciﬁc, but
that the grant was a continuous one through
Denver to Cheyenne; that his ruling in that
particular was aﬂirmed in 1874 by the act
ing secretary of the interior; and that this
was the uniform construction put upon the
not until 1887, when the department re~
versed its former decision, and for the ﬁrst
time held that the lands covered by the bill
were not included within the land grant
to either road.
11' there were any doubts with regard to
the interpretation of the act of‘ 1869, the
construction placed upon it by the land de
partment for 18 years, under which con
struction these lands have been put upon
the market and sold, would undoubtedly be
entitled to considerable weight
We have no doubt of the correctness of

the conclusion reached by the court below,
and its decree is therefore aﬂlrmed.

=

islative adoption of their report by one of the
states, does not amount to a "ccmpgqf' 0,
"agreement" between states, which they are
forbidden by the constitution to make withou;
the consent of congress, until the one state has
adopted the report in consequence of its ndop
tion by the other, nor even then unless the
boundary established leads to the increase 01
decrease of the political power or inﬂuence oi
the states affected.
2. The consent of congress to such an
agreement may be implied from circumstances,
and need not be given in express terms. The
fact that congress observed the boundary is
thus settled in the assignment of districts for
judicial, revenuef election, and federal appoint~
ment purposes, or a long succession of years,
suﬁicieutly establishes such consent
3. The charter from the British crown to
the original proprietors of the Carolina pro
vided for the beginning of their northern
boundary at a point “within or about 36 deg.
30 min. northern latitude, and so west in a di
rect line." Several eﬁorts were made to es
tablish this line after the colonies became
states, but it remained in dispute until the
state ‘of Tennesssee was formed from the
western art of the state of North Carolina,
after which the states of Virginia and Ten
nessee appointed a joint commission to settle
the boundary, and in the year 1808a; two
states adopted a report of the commission by
which the boundary was settled, but not upon
the exact parallel of latitude mentioned iii the
British charter, the eifect of which was to in
clude within the state of Tennessee a strip of
land several miles wide, which, if the parallel

in question had been followed. would have
lain within the state of _Virzinui_. Hdliv 11"‘
the state of Virginia, having acquiesced 111 ml!
boundary for more than 85 years, could not it
quire a new boundary to be run upon Illa
parallel
described.
4. Under
such circumstances, the bound:
ary should not be disturbed because of time

in the demarcation of the has adopted. lwlbtf
cause of misapprehension of facts lll respect 0
such demarcation.
'
5. The call “within or about the 36in
30 min. northern latitude, and so westllllll;
direct line,“ did not require that the porn] are?!‘
latitude mentioned should be strictly folio“

Bill in equity by the state 0! Vlrtlllll
against the state of Tennessee to establish
the boundary between the two states.
R. Taylor Scott, R. W. Ayers, and W. F

Rhea, for complainant. G. W. Pickle. N- M
Taylor, Thos. Curtin, c. J. St. John, A h
Demoss, and A. S. Colyer, for defendant
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‘Mr. Justice FIELD delivered the onlnlol‘
of the court.

This is a suit to establish by Judlrlﬂl 6*

cree the true boundary line between lb‘!
states of "irginia and Tennessee. It ew
braces a controversy of which this court l3?
original Jurisdiction, and in this resllect i:
judicial department of our government‘I

distinguished from the judicial deiml'lmisr
(148 U. S. 503)

of any
the
ordinary
other modes
country,ofdrawing
peacefulto promises
itself

STATE OF VIRGINIA v. STATE OF TEN
NESSEE.

(April 3. 1893.)

the settlement of questions as in liolmdtdle
and consequent rights of soil and llllL ‘1*

N0. 3. Original.
Cons'rr'rn'rrox AL LAW—“COMPACT” sn'rwsss
Srvrrs —AooPr|o.\: or Bouxmnr Sn'rrLsMsN-r

of internal government, of the Pollmw

‘— I'urua‘o

Coxsnxr or

Coxousss—Acouizs

csace-bonoxub CHARTERS.
1 . The more
select'[Oil of parties
'
_
to settle
I. boundary hne between two states, and a leg

tion between states, possessed, for will“;
independent communities, which (about;d

might be the fruitful cause of prom‘
and
Theharassing
state of conﬂicts.
Virginia,

as the comnlﬂimlt'
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summoning her sister state, Tennessee, to

the bar of this court—a Jurisdiction to which

fu-‘aa:z:I‘yi-.“HIff!‘
Eli‘?!
5
E
E
‘il 'f

the latter promptly yields—sets forth in her
bill the sources of her title to the territory
embraced within her limits, and also of the
title to the territory embraced by Tennessee.
The claim of Virginia is that by the char
ters of the English sovereigns, under which
the colonies of Virginia and North Carolina
were formed, the boundary line between
them was intended and declared to be a
line running due west from a point on the
Atlantic ocean on the parellel of latitude
36 deg. and 30 min. N., and that the state
of Tennessee, having been created out of
the territory formerly constituting a part of
North Carolina, the same boundary line con
tinued between her and Virginia; and the
contention of Virginia is that the boundary
line claimed by Tennessee does not follow
this parallel of latitude, but varies from it
by running too far north, so as to unjustly
include a strip of land about 113 miles in
length, and varying from 2 to 8 miles in
width, over which she asserts and unlawful
biy exercises sovereign jurisdiction.
3 On the other hand, the claim of Tennessee

0 is that the‘boundary line, as declared in the
English charters, between the colonies of
Virginia and North Carolina, was run and
established by commissioners appointed by
Virginia and Tennessee after they became

states of the Union, by Virginia in 1800,
and by Tennessee in 1801, and that the line
they established was subsequently approved
in 1803 by the legislative action of both
states, and has been recognized and acted
upon as the true and real boundary between
them ever since, until the commencement of
this suit, a period of over 85 years; and the

contention of Tennessee is that the line thus
established and acted upon is not open to
contestation as to its correctness at this day,
but is to be held and adjudged to be the
real and true boundary line between the
states, even though some deviations from the
line of the parallel of latitude 36 deg. and
30 min. N. may have been made by the com
missioners in the measurement and demarca

tion of the line.
In order to clearly understand and appre

ciate the force and effect to be accorded
to the respective claims and contentions of

the parties, a brief history of preceding
measures should be given, with reference to
the charters and legislation under which

they were taken.
on the 23d of May, 1609, James the First
0? England, by letters patent, reciting pre
Ylﬂlls letters, gave to Robert, Earl of Salis

blll'y, Thomas, Earl of Suﬂ’olk, and divers
other persons associated with them, a charter
which organized them into a corporation by

the name of the “Treasurer & Company of
Adventurers & Planters of the City of Lon
don," for the ﬁrst colony of Virginia, and

granted to them all those lands and terri

tones lying “In that part of America called

‘Virginia,’ from the point of land called ‘Cape
or Point Comfort,’ along the seaeoast to
the northward 200 miles, and from the said
point of Cape Comfort along the seacoast
to the southward 200 miles,a.nd all that space
and circuit of land lying from the seaooast
of the precinct aforesaid up into the land
throughout, from sea to sea, west and north
west;" and “also all the islands lying within
100 miles along the coast of both seas of
the precinct aforesaid."

0n the 24th of March, 1663, Charles the
Second of England granted to Edward,
Earl of Clarendon, and others of his sub
jects, all that territory within his domin
ion of America “extending from the north
end of the island called ‘Lucke island,‘ which
lieth in the Southern Virginia seas, and
within six and thirty degrees of the north
ern latitude, and to the west as far as the
South seas, and so southerly as far as the
river Mathias, which borderetli upon the
coast of Florida, and within one and thirty
degrees of northern latitude, and so west
in a direct line as far as the South seas
aforesaid," and gave them full authority to
organize and govern the territory granted
under the name of the "Province of Caro
llna."

‘On the 30th of May, 1665, Charles the see?
0nd granted to the above proprietors of Car
olina a charter, conﬁrming the previous
grant, and enlarging the same so as to in
clude the following described territory: All
that province and territory within America
“extending north and eastward as far as the
north end of Currituck river or inlet, upon
a straight westerly line to Wyonoke creek,
which lies within or about the degrees of
thirty~slx and thirty minutes northern lati
tude; and so west in a direct line as far as
the South seas; and south and westward
so far as the degrees of twenty-nine inclu
sive of northern latitude; and so west in a

direct line as far as the South seas."
The northern and southern settlements of

Carolina were separated from each other
by nearly 300 miles, and numerous Indians
resided upon the intervening territory; and,
though the whole province belonged to the
same proprietors, the legislation of the set
tlements was by diiferent assemblies, acting
at times under different governors. Early
in 1700 the northern part of the province
was sometimes called the “Colony of North
Carolina,“ although the province was not
divided by the crown into North and South

Carolina until 1732. Story, Oonst. § 137.
Previously to this division the settlements
on the borders of Virginia, and of what was
called the "Colony of North Carolina," had
largely increased, and disputes and alterca
tions frequently occurred between the set-g
tiers, growing out of theeunlocated boundary.
between the provinces.
Virginians were
charged with taking up lands, under titles
of the crown, south of the proper limits of
their province, and Carolinians were charged
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with taking up lands which belonged to the
crown with warrants from the proprietors.
l‘he troubles arising from this source were
the occasion of much disturbance to we
communities, and various attempts were
made by parties in authority in the two
provinces to remove the cause of them. Pre
viously to January, 1711, commissioners were
appointed on the part of Virginia and
North Carolina to run the boundary line
between them,and proclamations were made
forbidding surveys of the grounds until that
line within the disputed limits should be
marked. But these eﬁorts for the settle
ment of the difficulties were unavailing.
In January, 1711, commissioners were
again appointed, but failed, for want of the
requisite means to accomplish their intend<
ed object.
In 1728 an attempt to settle the diﬂiculties
was renewed, but, as on previous occasions,
it failed. The commisssioners of the colo
nies met, but they could not agree at what
place to ﬁx the latitude 36 deg. 30 min, N.,
nor upon the place called “\Vyonoke," and
they broke up without doing anything. 'ihe
governors of North Carolina and Virginia
then entered into a convention upon the sub
ject of the boundary between the two
provinces, and transmitted it to England for
approval. The king and council approved of
it, and So did the lords and proprietors, and
returned it to the governors to be executed.
The agreement was as follows:
"That from the mouth of Cnrrituck river,
setting the compass on the north shore there
of, a due west line shall be run and fairly
marked; and, if it happen to cut Chowan
river between the mouth of Nottaway river
and Wiccacon creek, then the same direct
course shall be continued towards the moun

tains, and be ever deemed the dividing line
between Virginia and Carolina; out, if the
said west line cuts Chowan river to the
southward 0t Wiccacon creek, then from
I‘that point of intersection the bounds shall
Ebe allowed to continue up the middle of
- Chowan river to the middle of the‘ entrance
into said Wiccacon creek, and from thence
a due west iine shall divide the two govern
mums. That, if said west line cuts Black
water river to the northward of Nottaway
river, then from the point of intersection
the bounds shall be allowed to be continued
down the middle or said Biackwater to the

middle of the entrance into said Nuttaway
river, and from thence a due west line shall
divide the two governments.

“That, 11 a due west lino shall be found

premises or plats, which they shall return
to be put upon the record of both govern.
ments.”
Commissioners were appointed by "il'gimﬂ

and North Carolina to carry this agreemm;
into effect. They met at Curritnck inlet in
March, 1728. The variation of the Compass
was then found to be 3 deg. 1 min. and‘:
sec. \V. nearly, and the latitude 36 deg. 31
min. The dividing line between the prov
inces struck Biackwater 176 poles above the
mouth of l\‘ottaway. The variation of the
compass at; the mouth of. Nottaway was
2 (log. 30 min. The line was afterwards ex
tended to Steep Itock creek, 320 miles from
the coast, by Commissioners Joshua Fry and
Peter .leifcrson, on the part of Virginia, and
Daniel Weldon and William Churton, on the
part of North Carolina.
In 1778 and 1779, Virginia and North Caro
lina, having become, by their separation in
1776 from the British crown, independent
states, again took up the question 01' the bound
ary between them, and appointed commi=~
sioners to extend and complete the line from
the point at which the previous commisv
sioncrs, Fry and Jeiferson and others, ind
ended their work, on Steep Rock creek, to
Tennessee river. The commissioners un
dertook the work with which they were;

charged, but they could not ﬁnd the line on;
Steep Rock creek, owingpas they sapposoi,‘
to the large amount 01‘. timber which had do
cayed since it was marked. The report at
their labors was signed only by the Viral“
commissioners. Their report was, in Gub
stancc, that after running the line as law

Carter's valley, 45 miles west or Steep Rodi
creek, the tommissioners of Carolina 0011

ceived the idea. that the line was further

south than it ought to be, and. 011 mid» l‘
appeared that there was a slight variation 01
the needle, which the Virginia commisswll'
ers thought arose from their proximity it’
some iron ore, that various expedients to in!

monize the action of the commissioners We"
unavailing, and the Carolina commisslonui
agreeing that they were more than. “W

miles too far south of the propel‘ 1mm“
measured off that distance directly iiul‘lb;
place,
and ran
superintended
the line eastwardli’
by two of the
ﬁ'm‘“
tarounﬂ
and one of the Virginia commissionclswil11°

from the same place it was continued Wt‘
wardly, supcrintended by the others. tor tilt
sake of expediting the business.

The in

ginia commissioners subsequentliv became
satisﬁed that the ﬁrst line run by them W“
correct. and they therefore continued it mil”

to pass through islands, or cut out small slips

Cnrter’s

01 land, which might much more conven

westward to Tennessee river. The My
Carolina commissioners carried T1131‘ 1min“
far as Cumberland mountains. Dims ,’_

iently be included in one province or other,

by natural Water bounds, in such case the
Persons appointed for rimming the line shall
have the power to settle the natural bounds,

valley,

where it had been v1H

against the line run by the Virginia comm”
sioners.

Provided the commissioners on both sides

This was in 1179 and 1780. The ‘if;

agree thereto, and that all val-muons from

adopted by the Virginia commissioners m

the west “119 be Dunctualiy noted on the

known as the "Walker Lille," and we
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adopted by the commissioners of North Car
ditfercnces concerning the said boundary line,
olina was known as the "Henderson Line."
and to establish the one or the other of the:
Walker's line was approved by the legisla
‘said lines, as the case may be, or to run any?
ture of Virginia in 1791, but it never received
other line which may be agreed on, for
settling the same; and that the ext-entire be
the approval of the legislature of Tennessee.
also requested to transmit a copy ul.’ this rt-s
Previously to the appointment of these com
olution to the executive authority of the
lIiISSiODGi'S, and on the 6th of May. 1776, the
state
of Tennessee.‘I
state of Virginia, in a general convention,
with that generous public spirit which on all
On the 13th of January, 1800, this resolu
occasions since has characterized her conduct
tion was agreed to by the senate.
in the disposition of her claims to territory
On the 13th day of November, 1801, the
under diiferent charters from the English general assembly of Tennessee passed an
government, had declared that the territories act on the same subject, the ﬁrst section of
which is these words:
within the charters erecting the colonies of
Maryland, Pennsylvania, North Carolina,
“Be it enacted by the general assembly of
the
state of Tennessee, that the governor, for
sand South Carolina were thereby ceded and
the time being, is hereby authorized and re
:forever conﬁrmed to the people of those col
quired, as soon as may be convenient after
' onies, respectively. On the'25th of Febru
the passing of this act, to appoint three com
ary, 1790, North Carolina ceded to the Unit
ed States the territory which afterwards missioners on the part of this state, one of
whom shall be a. mathematician capable of
became the state of Tennessee, and which
taking latitude, who, when so appointed,
was admitted into the Union on the 1st of
are hereby authorized and empowered, or a
June, 1796. Subsequently the states of Vir
majority of them, to act in conjunction with
ginia and Tennessee both took steps for the
ﬁnal settlement of the controversy as to the such commissioners as are or may be ap
boundary between them. On the 10th of pointed by the state of Virginia to settle and
January, 1800, the house of delegates of the designate a true line between the aforesaid
general assembly of Virginia adopted the states"
The second section is as follows:
following resrlutionz
“And whereas, it may be difficult for this
"Whereas, it is represented to the present
legislature
to ascertain with precision what
general assembly that the people living be
powers ought of right to be delegated to the
tween what are called ‘Wallier’s' and ‘Hen
said commissioners: Therefore,
derson‘s' hues, so far as the same run be
“Be it enacted, that the governor is hereby
tween the state of Tennessee and this state,
do not consider themselves under either the authorized and required, from time to time,
to issue such power to the commissioners as
jurisdiction of that or this state, and there
he may deem proper for the purpose of
fore refuse the payment of any taxes to ei
ther of said states, or to the collectors of carrying into effect the object intended by
either for the general government, because this act, consistent with the true interest
the state of North Carolina, on the 25th of of the state."
On the 22d day of January, 1803, a report
February, 1790, ceded the said state of Ten
having been made by the commissioners,
nessee, then called the ‘Southwestern Terri
which is copied into the act, the legislature
tory,’ to the government of the United
States; and therefore the act entitled ‘An of Virginia ratiﬁed what had been done in
act concerning the southern boundary of
this state,’ passed on the 7th of December,
1791, in this legislature, to establish the line

commonly called

‘Walker's Line’ as the

boundary between North Carolina and this
state, could only bind the state of North
Carolina as far as her territorial limits ex
tended on the line of’ this state, and could
not bind the said Southwestern Territory,
which had previously been conveyed, as
aforesaid; and
"Whereas, since the said cession, the gen

eral government hath erected the said
Southwestern Territory into an independent
State, by their act, June lst, 1706, whereby it
has become the duty of the said state of

Tennessee and of this state to settle all
differences between them with respect to
the said boundary line:
"Resolved, therefore, that the executive be
authorized and requested to appoint three

commissioners, whose duty it shall be to
meet commissioners to be appointed by the
state of Tennessee, to settle and adjust all

the following act:
“Whereas, the commissioners appointed to
ascertain and adjust the boundary line be
tween this state and the state of Tennessee,
in conformity to the resolution passed by the
legislature of this state for that purpose,
have proceeded to the execution of that busi
ness, and made a report thereof in the words:‘
following, to wit:

3

' " ‘The commissioners for ascertaining and
adjusting the boundary line between the
states of Virginia and Tennessee appointed
pursuant to public authority on the part of
each, namely, General Joseph Martin, Creed
Taylor, and Peter Johnson, for the former,

and Moses Fisk, General John Sevicr, and
General George Rutledge, for the latter, hav
ing met at the place previously appointed fol
that purpose, and not uniting, from the gen

eral result of their astronomical observa
tions, to establish either of the former lines

called "Walker's" and “Henderson's," unani
mously agreed, in orderto end all controversy
respecting the subject, to run a due west line
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equally distant from both, beginning on the
summit of the mountain generally known by
the name of “White Top Mountain," where
the northeastern corner of Tennessee termi
hates, to the top of Cumberland mountain,
where the southwestern corner of Virginia
terminates, which is hereby declared to be
the true boundary line between the said
states, and has been accordingly run by Brice
Martin and Nathan B. Markland, the sur
veyors duly appointed for that purpose, and
marked under the directions of the said com
missioners, as will more at large appear by
the report of the said surveyors, hereto an
nexed, and bearing equal date herewith.
" ‘(2) And the said commissioners do
further unanimously agree to recommend to
their respective states that individuals hav
ing claims or titles to lands on either side of
the said hne, as now ﬁxed and agreed on, and
between the lines aforesaid, shall not, in con
sequence thereof, in anywise be prejudiced
or aiIected thereby; and that the legislatures
of their respective states should pass mutual

laws to

render all such claims or titles se

cure to the owners thereof.
“ ‘(3) And the said commissioners do
further agree unanimously to recommend to
their states, respectively, that reciprocal laws
should be passed conﬁrming the acts of all
public oﬂicers, whether magistrates, sheriﬁfs,
coroners, surveyors, or constables, between
the said lines, which would have been legal
in either of the said states had no difference
of opinion existed about the true boundary
line.
‘513
" ‘(4) This agreement shall be of no effect
1mtil ratiﬁed by‘the legislatures of the states
aforesaid. Given under our hands and seals,
at William Robertson's, near Cumberland
Gap, December the eighth, eighteen hundred
and two. (Dec. 8th, 1802.)
“ ‘105. Martin.
[L. 5.]
" ‘Creed Taylor.
[L. 8.]
“ ‘Peter Johnson.
[L. S.)
“ ‘John Sevier.
[L. S.]
“ ‘Moses Fisk.
[L. S.]
“ ‘George Rutledge. [L. S.]'
“(5) And whereas, Brice Martin and Na
than B. Markland, the surveyors duly ap
pointed to run and mark the said line,
have granted their certiﬁcate of the execu
tion of their duties, which certiﬁcate is in
the words following, to wit:
‘The under
signed surveyors, having been fully appointed
to run the boundary line between the states
of Virginia and Tennessee, as directed by
the commissioners for that purpose, have
agreeably to their orders run the same,
beginning on the summit of the White Top
molmtain, at the termination of the north
eastern corner of the state of Tennessee,
a due west course to the top of the Cumber
land mountains, where the southwestern cor
nor of Virginia terminates, keeping at an equal
distance from the lines called "Walker's"
and “Henderson's," and have had the new
line run as aforesaid marked with ﬁve chops,

in the form of a diamond, as directed by at»
said commissioners.

Given under our hands

and seals, this eighth day of December,
eighteen hundred and two.

1802.)

'- ‘B. Martin.

(8th December,

[L. s1

“ ‘Nat. B. Markland. [h 5,]

"And it is deemed proper and expediw
that the said boundary line. so ﬁxed and as
certained as aforesaid, should he established
and conﬁrmed on the part of this common.
wealth:
“(6) Be it therefore enacted by the general
assembly of the commonwealth of "irginia,
that said boundary line between this state
and the state of Tennessee, as laid down.
ﬁxed, and ascertained by the said comma-‘t

sioners above named in their'said report?
above recited, shall be, and is hereby, tui
ly and absolutely, to all intents and purposes
whatsoever, ratiﬁed, established, and con
ﬁnned on the part of this commonwealth its
the true, certain, and real boundary line
between the said states.
“(7) All claims or titles derived from tile
government of North Carolina or Tennessev
which said lands, by the adjustment and es
tablishment of the line aforesaid, have fallen
into this state, shall remain as secure to the
owners thereof as if derived from the gov
ernment of Virginia, and shall not be in BBS
wise prejudiced or affected in consequence
of the establishment of the said line.
"(8) The acts of all public oﬁicers, whether
magistrates, sheriffs, coroners, surveyors 0r
constables, heretofore done or performed in
that portion of the territory between the

lines called ‘Walker's’ and ‘Henderson's’ lines
which has fallen into this state by the ad

justment of the present line, and which
would have been legal if done or performed

in the states of North Carolina or Tennessee.
are hereby recognized and conﬁrmed.

“(9) This act shall commence and be in
force from and after the passing of a 1111?'

law on the part of the state of Tennesﬂee
And on the 3d of November, 1803,1‘811'
nessee passed the following ratifying 11°“

“Whereas, the commissioners appointed to
settle and designate the true boundary bi“
tween this state and the state of Virglnlﬂ'

in conformity to the act passed by the leg‘
islature of this state for the purpose. W the
thirteenth day of November. one thousand

eight hundred and one, have proceeded 1°
the execution of said business, and made i

report thereof in the words following. w
wit:

“[Here follows the report named

mm

Virginia act]

“And it is deemed proper and mediat

that the said boundary line, so ﬁxed a“? “a,

certained as aforesaid. should be establish‘
and conﬁrmed on the part of thlﬂ sme- D1‘

“(1) Be it enacted by the general men‘ s‘
of the state of Tennessee,
t "he 8:11‘;
boundary line between this state'ﬂlld

d

state of Virginia, as laid down. ﬁxed‘ “18
ascertained by the said commlﬁsioners “ho
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named in their said report above recited,
shall be, and is hereby, fully and absolutely,
to all intents and purposes whatsoever, rat
iﬂed, established, and conﬁrmed on the part
of this state as the true, certain, and real
boundary line between the said states.
“(2) Be it enacted, that all claims or titles
to lands derived from the government of
Virginia, which said lands, by the adjust

ment and establishment of the line aforesaid
have fallen into this state, shall
remain
as secure to the owners thereof as if derived
from the government of North Carolina or
Tennessee, and shall not be in anywise prej
udiced or aﬁfected in consequence of the

establishment of the said line.
“(3) Be it enacted, that the acts of all
oﬂicers, whether magistrates, sheriifs,

cor
oners, surveyors, or constables, heretofore
done or performed in that portion of terri
tory between the lines called ‘Walker’s' and
‘Henderson’s’ lines which has fallen into this
state by the adjustment of the present line,
and which would have been legal if done
or performed in the state of Virginia, are
hereby recognized and conﬁrmed."
This line thus run was accepted by both
states as a satisfactory settlement of a con
troversy which had, under their governments

and that of the colonies which preceded
them, lasted for nearly a century. As seen
from the acts recited, both states, through
their legislatures, declared in the most sol
cum and authoritative manner that it was
fully and absolutely ratiﬁed, established,
and conﬁrmed as the true, certain, and real
boundary line between them;
and this decla
ration could not have been
more signiﬁcant
had it added, in express terms, what was
plainly implied, that it should never be de
parted from by the government of either,

but be respected, maintained, and enforced
by the governments of both.

All modes of

legislative action which followed it indi

and in the administration of
governments, passed an act for the
appointment of commissioners, to meet com
missioners to be appointed by Tennessee, to
again run and mark said line, not to run and
mark a new line;
and provided that where
there was no growing timber on any part of
the line by which it might be plainly marked,
if the old marks were gone, the commis
cause

monuments of stone

to be permanently planted on the line, at
least one at every ﬁve miles or less, where
it might seem best to the commissioners
to do so, that the line might be readily
identiﬁed for its entire length. The whole
purpose of the act, as is evident on its face,
was not to change the old boundary line,
but only to more perfectly identify it. Ten-‘J
nessee responded to that'invitation, and rip-5
pointed commissioners to act with those
from Virginia. The commissioners together
re-rlm and remarked the line as it was es
tablihed in 1802, and planted such addi
tional monuments as were deemed neces
sary; and they reported to their respective
legislatures that they had “accurately run,

re-marked, and measured the old line of 1802,

with all its offsets and irregularities as shown
in the surveyor's report" therein incorpo
rated,
and on the accompanying map there
nated, and recognized the lawful Jurisdic
with submitted. The legislature of Tennes
tion of the adjoining state up to the line
see approved of the action of the commis
on the oppositeside. Bothstates levied taxes
sioners, but Virginia withheld her approval
“on the lands on their respective sides, and
l."gl‘anted franchises to the people resident
and called for a new appointment of com
thereon. The people on the south side voted missloners to rerun and re-mark the line,
which was refused by Tennessee as unneces~
at state and municipal elections for repre
sentatives and oﬁicers of Tennessee, and the sary. No complaint as to the correctness of
People on the north side at such state and the line run and established in 1802 was
made by Virginia until within a recent
municipal elections voted for representa
ﬁves and oiiicers of Virginia, The courts of period. She now by her bill asks that the
compact entered into between her and the
the two states exercised jurisdiction, civil
and criminal, on their respective sides, and state of Tennessee, as set forth in the act
enforced their process up to that line; and of the general assembly of Virginia of Janu
ary 22, 1803, and which became operative
the legislation of congress, in the designa
by similar action of the legislature of Ten
tion of districts for the Jurisdiction of courts,
nessee on the 3d of November following,
and in prescribing limits for collection dis
be declared null and void, as having been
tricts and for purposes of election, made no
entered into between the states without the
miceDtion to the boundary as thus estab
consent of congress; and prays that this
lished. 12 St. pp. 432, 433.
court
will establish the true boundary line
The line was marked with great care by
the commissioners of the states, with ﬁve
between those states due east and west,
in latitude 36 deg. and 30 min. N., in ac
cated its approval.

Each state asserted ju~

risdlction on its side up to the line desig

‘

chops on the trees, in the form of a diamond,
at such intervals between them as they
deemed sufiicient to identify and trace the
line. Not a whisper of fraud or misconduct
is made by either side against the commis
sioners for the conclusions they reached and
the line they established. It is true that in
the year 1856 (54 years after the line was
thus settled) Virginia, reciting that the line
as marked by the
commissioners in 1802
had, by lapse of time, the improvement of
the country, natural waste and destruction,
and other causes, become indistinct, uncer
tain, and to some extent unknown, so that
many inconveniences and diiﬁculties oc
curred between the citizens of the respec

7“;
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agreement or compact with [mother s
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terms

“agreement,- and

miliur rule in the constnlction of terms to

or with a. foreign power, or engage Inll‘mlv
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unless actually invaded’ or m such

tgghish" to them from their context. “Nos/zi

u'l'ml

nent danger as will not admit of delayIs the agreement. made without th; 50!:-

Sent of congress‘ betwee? Virginia an
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to them the meaning naturally M

mt ‘lagoons’. is a rule of construction w
ucujb1e to all written mstmmenm when
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1mm no possible objecﬂlﬁ or havgnnz
terest in interfering w
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_

xigtctmafrmeagiiixibemon lsplzlirected to
.
[ending

those which may tend to increase and build
up the political inﬂuence or}; thgolfogit'nlf:

the fOl‘lililtlOgseofotango“0321311121133; m m
sneeze
may encroach upon or in1

in

states, so as to encroac

u

-
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of the

pair the supremacy of the United States,

ml‘fel‘e wit? thestﬁlsyt :prﬁgncgommem

or interfere with their rightful management
or particular subjects placed under their en

United

tire control.

ferent states may agree that can in no resnect concern the United States. If, for
instance, Virginia should come into posses-

plausibly “u or!) or confederation’, and up
treaty, a lancésthat the sense of each is

1111111 111

f

Sta esi403) reigning to a previous

(3230:1111: Mme,
section of the
‘
ion anti“
a ears,
obseues tin:
reted From the terms used.

my matters

_

1.1 . Wmﬂim‘ifi‘i‘ﬁilfgi‘iiiiy

sion andownersmp of a small parcel of land

on the grounb

in New York, which the latter state might

best ‘known

its association (‘noscitur a

3]?

to names or a politic"

desire to acquire as a site for a public hulld-

socns) to ﬁpphy a“ treaties 0t alliance I01.

ing, it would hardly be deemed essential for
the latter state to obtain the consent: of
congress before it could make a valid agree-

character, suc
. and war’ and “mm
purposes of ‘peacein which the parties w
of contederatlolnmil
ovemmmm political

ment with Virginia for the purchase of the

leﬂglled f0!‘ 11“;

land. It Massachusetts, in forwarding its
exhibits to the World’s Fair at Chicago,
should desire to transport them a, part at
the distance over the Erie canal, it would

cooperation, an
_ eﬁegof cession 01,50,
sovereignty, and ‘(fled-mg internal Dolmen‘
ereignty, or con etlr 81 political depend.
jurisdiction, or ex ernmemh-1 privlwgw"

hardly be deemed essential for that state
to obtain the consent of congress before it

ence, or ‘general com1 use ~‘compacts and
and that the latter ca WI properly up

could contract with New York for the transnortation of the exhibits through that state

agreements, might 311:‘;d shat mlgm be
ply to such as refs Hunts of sovereignty;

in that way. It the bordering line of two
states should cross some mnlario'us and

deemed mere _priv:1 e D (my interests In
such as questlons of boun
éeuch other’

disease-producing district, there could be no
possible reason. on any conceivable public
grounds, to obtain the consent of congress
for the bordering states to agree to unite
in draining the district, and thus removing

land situate in the territory 0 for the W
and other internal regulat 011801! states b0!"
tual comfort and convenient: he adds: “In
dering on each other.
All
res's may be
Such cases the consent of coniz':1leek m m

the cause of disease. So, in case
cued invasion of cholera, plague,
causes of sickness and death, it
the height of absurdity to hold

properly required, in Order wt the “ﬂow:
fi'iﬂgement of the ﬁghts 0 time atoialg
government; and, at the same compact or'
Prohibition to enter into"mywlth perma

of threator other
would be
that the

gewrcise of polmm;

threatcned states could not unite in pro-

agreement might be attendedisomer

“ding 111011115 to prevent and repel the ln-

nent inconvenience or Public m1 weido not

vasion or the pestilence without obtalnlllf-t the consent of congress. which might

Compacts or ﬂgl'eemems'“um emu!‘ e;
perceive any difference in than"; genm

not be at the time in session. It, then, the
terms “compact” or “agreement" in the

cept that the word "compilet formal and
used with reference to more lu_ impuﬁl

constltution do not apply to every possible

serious engagements than 15 “Sud 5

STATE OF VIRGINIA v. STATE OF TENNESSEE.
in the term "agreement"—cover all stipula
tions affecting the conduct or claims of the

parties. The mere selection of parties to
Fun and designate the boundary line between
two states, or to designate what line should
be run. of itself imports no agreement to
accept the line run by them, and such action
of itself does not come within the prohibi
tion. Nor does a legislative declaration, fol
lowing such line, that is correct, and shall

thereafter be deemed the true and estab
.r w_.—vr_-.—-n‘

.ur‘_-FE"I'F‘Q

lished line, import by itself a contract or
agreement with the adjoining state. It is a
legislative declaration which the state and
individuals affected by the recognized bound
ary line may invoke against the state as an
admission, but not as a compact or agree
ment. The legislative declaration will take
the form of an agreement or compact when
it recites some consideration for it from
the other party affected by it; for example,
as made upon a similar declaration of the
border or contracting state. The mutual
declarations may then be reasonably treated
as made upon mutual considerations. The
compact or agreement will then be within
the prohibition of the constitution, or with
out it, according as the establishment of the
boundary line may lead or not to the in
crease of the political power or inﬂuence
of the states aifected, and thus encroach
or not upon the full and free exercise of
federal authority. if the boundary estab
lished is so run as to cut oil an important
and valuable portion of a state, the political
power of the state enlarged would be affect
ed by the settlement of the boundary; and
to an agreement for the running of such
a boundary, or rather for its adoption after
wards, the consent of congress may well
he required. But the running of a boundary
may have no effect upon the political in
ﬂuence of either state; it may simply serve
to marl: and deﬁne that which actually ex
_, isted before, but was undeﬁned and unmark

ged. In that case the agreement for the
' running of the line, or its actual survey3would
in no respect displace the relation of either
of the states to the general government.
There was, therefore, no compact or agree
ment between the states in this case which
required. for its validity, the consent of con
gress, within the meaning of the constitution,
until they had passed upon the report of the
commissioners. ratiﬁed their action. and mu
tually declared the boundary established by
them to be the true and-real boundary be

tween the states. Such ratiﬁcation was mu
twill)’ made by each state in consideration
of the ratiﬁcation of the other.
The constitution does not state when the
consent of congress shall be given, whether
it shall precede or may follow the compact
made, or whether it shall be express or may

be implied. in many cases the consent will
usually precede the compact or agreement,
as where it is to lay a duty of tonnage, to
keep troops or hips of war in time of peace,
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or to engage in war. But where the agree
ment relates to a matter which could not
well be considered until its nature is fully
developed, it is not perceived why the con
sent may not be subsequently given. Story
says that the consent may be implied, and
is always to be implied when congress adopts
the particular act by sanctioning its objects
and aiding in enforcing them; and observes
that where a state is admitted into the
Union, notoriously upon a compact made
between it and the state of which it previ~
onsly composed a part, there the act of con
gress admitting such state into the Union
is an implied consent to the terms of the
compact. Knowledge by congress of the
boundaries of a state and of its political
subdivisions may reasonably be presumed,
as much of its legislation is affected by them,
such as relate to the territorial jurisdiction
of the courts of the United States, the ex
tent of their collection districts, and of dis
tricts in which process, civil and criminal,
of their courts may be served and enforced.
In the present case the consent of con
gress could not have preceded the execution
of the compact, for until the line was run
it could not be known where it would lie,
and whether or not it would receive the
approval of the states. The preliminary“
agreement was not to accept a line rung
whatever it'might be, but to receive from.
the commissioners designated a report as
to the line which might be run and estab
lished by them. After its consideration
each state was free to take such action as
it might judge expedient upon their report.
The approval by congress of the compact
entered into between the states upon their
ratiﬁcation of the action of their commis
sioners is fairly implied from its subsequent
legislation and proceedings. The line es
tabllshed was treated by that body as the
true boundary between the states in the
assignment of territory north of it as a
portion of districts set apart for judicial
and revenue purposes in Virginia, and as
included in territory in which federal elec
tions were to be held, and for which ap

pointments were to be made by federal
authority in that state, and in the assign
ment of territory south of it as a portion
of districts set apart for judicial and rev
enue purposes in Tennessee, and as in
cluded in territory in which federal elec
tions were to be held, and for which federal

appointments were to be made for that
tate. Such use of the territory on different
sides of the boundary designated in a sin
gle instance would not, perhaps, be con
sidered as absolute proof of the assent or
approval of congress to the boundary line;
but the exercise of Jurisdiction by congress
over the country as a part of Tennessee
on one side, and as a. part of Virginia on
the other, for a long succession of years,
without question or dispute from any
quarter, furnishes as conclusive proof of as
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sent to it by that body as can usually be
obtained from its most tormal proceedings.
Independently of any etTect due to the
compact: as such, a boundary line between
the states or provinces, as between private
persons, which has been run out, located.
and marked upon the earth, and aiterwards
recognized and acquiesced in by the parties
for a long course of years, is conclusive,
even if it be ascertained that it varies some
what from the courses given in the original
grant; and the line so established takes et
fect, not as an alienation of territory, but as
a deﬁnition of the true and ancient boundary.
Lord Hardwicke, in Penn v. Lord Balti
more, 1 Ves. Sr. 444, 448; Boyd v. Graves,

:54 Wheat 513; Rhode Island v. Massachu
-setts, 12 Pet. 657,’ 734; U. S. v. Stone, 2

Wall. 525, 537; Kellogg v. Smith, 7 Cash.
375, 382; Chenery v. \Valtham, 8 Cush. 327;

Hunt, Bound. (3d Ed.) 306.
As said by this court in the recent case
0! the State of Indiana v. Kentucky, 136 U.

S. 479, 516, 10 Sup. Ct. Rep. 1051, it is a
principle of public law, universally recog
nized, that long acquiescence in the posses
sion of territory, and in tile exercise 01
dominion and sovereignty over it, is conclu
sive of the nation's title and rightful author
ity. 1n the case of Rhode Island v. Massa
chusetts, 4 How. 591, 639, this court, speak
ing of the long possession of Massachusetts,
and the delays in alleging any mistake in
the action of the commissioners of the col
onics, said: "Surely this, connected with the
lapse of time, must remove all doubts as
to the right of the respondent under the agree
ments of 1711 and 1718. N0 human trans
actions are unatfected by time. Its inﬂuence
is seen on all things subject to change; and
this is peculiarly the case in regard to mat
ters which rest in memory, and which con
sequently fade with the lapse of time, and
full with the lives 01! individuals. For the
security of rights, whether of states or indi
viduals, long possession under a claim of
title is protected; and there is no contro
versy in which this great principle may be
invoked with greater Justice and propriety
than in a case of disputed boundary."
Vattel, in his Law ot Nations, speaking on
this subject, says: “The tranquility of the
people, the safety of states, the happiness
of the human race, do not allow that the

possessions. empire. and other rights 01 na
tions should remain uncertain, subject to dis
pute and ever ready to occasion bloody
wars.

Between nations,

therefore, it be

comes necessary to admit prescription folmd
3 Elton length ‘of time as a valid and incon
n
able title.
Book 2, c. 11, § 140. And
' Wlleaton, in his International Law, say:

that, by whatever name it be called, the
uninterrupted

possession

of

territory or

other property for a certain length of time
by one state excludes the claim of even

other in the same manner as, by the law 0'!
nature and the municipal code of every
civilized nation, a similar possession by an
individual excludes the claim of every other
person to the article of property in ones
tion." Part 2, c. 4, § 164.
There are also moral considerations which
should prevent any disturbance of long
recognized boundary lines—consideration
springing from regard to the natural semi
ments and affections which grow up for
places on which persons have long re
sided; the attachments to country, to home,
and to family, on which is based all that]!
dearest and most valuable in life.
Notwithstanding the legislative declaration
of Virginia in 1803 that the line marked by
the Joint commissioners of the two states
was ratiﬁed as the true and real boundary
between them, and the repeated reatiirma
tzlcn of the same declaration in her laws
since that date, notably in the Code M1853.
in the Code of 1860, and in the Code of
1887; notwithstanding that the state has
in various modes attested to the correctness
of the boundary, by solemn aﬂirmatioln in
terms, by legislation, in the administration
0! its government, in the levy of taxes and
the election of oiflcers, and in its llcquiee

cence for over 85 years, embracing will!
the lives of three generations,—she now. bi
her bill, seeks to throw aside the obligllﬂvii
trom her legislative declaration, because. is
alleged, not made upon the express (roll-‘Killl

in terms of congress, although such consent

has been indicated by long acquiescence 1“
the assumption of the validity of the ill“

ceedings resulting in the establishment of
the boundary, and to have a new boundal'l'
line between Virginia and Tennessee estﬂil—g
lished running due east and west on lull":
trude 36 deg. 30 min. N.‘ But to this P051"

tion there is, in addition to what has ﬂi
ready been said, a conclusive answer "1 the
language of this court in Poole v. Flectf‘i
11 Pet. 185, 209. In that case Mr. Jusiltt
Story, after observing that “it is a part of

the general right of sovereignty belong“

to independent nations to establish and ﬁx
the disputed boundaries between their it

spective territories, and the boundariesv 5°
established and ﬁxed by compact hm“;
nations become conclusive upon all the 5“,
Jccts and citizens thereof. and bind the;
rights, and are to be treated, *0 an ‘mum
and purposes, as the true and real 11mm“
1111," adds: “This is a doctrine universal

recognized in the law and Practice °f {he
tions. It is a right equally bewngmg to ,,

“The writers on natural law have questioned
how far that peculiar species of presump

States of this Union, unless it has bee!‘1 it‘ld

[1011, arising from the lapse of time, which

rendered under the constitution of the U1‘;

is called ‘prescription.’ is Justly applicable

States. So far from there being ‘my! pm
tense of such a general surrender 0 com
right, it is expressly recognized by 31°

as between nation and nation; but the con

5mm and llpproved practice 01! nations shows

STATE OF VIRGINIA v. STATE OF TENNESSEE.
it“
it'll:

Mal
"iii

exercise by a
single limitation or restriction, requiring the
consent of congress." The constitution in
imposing this limitation plainly admits that
with such consent a compact as to bound
aries may be made between two states;
and it follows that when thus made it has
full validity, and all the terms and con
ditions of it are equally obligatory upon the
citizens of both states.

and that all variations from the west line
should be noted on the premises, or on plats
which they should return, to be put on rec
ord by both governors. A possible—indeed,
a probable—variation from the line of the
parallel of latitude, or the straight line, des—

ignated, was contemplated by both Virginia
and Tennessee. With full knowledge of the
line actually designated, and of the ancient

The compact in this case, having received

charter to Carolina, and of the description in

the consent of congress, though not in ex
press terms, yet impliedly, subsequently,
which is equally eiIectlve, became obliga

the constitution of Tennessee, in appoint
ing the joint commissioners, they provided
that they should settle and adjust all diifer
ences concerning the boundary line, and

tory and binding upon all the citizens of

establish either the Walker or Henderson

both Virginia and Tennessee. Nor is it any
objection that there may have been errors
in the demarcation of the line which the
states thus by their compact sanctioned.
After such compacts have been adhered to
for years, neither party can be absolved
from them upon showing errors, mistakes,

a straight
line, or
line
of latitude
men
tioned
as might
in the
their
judgment
be most
convenient as the proper boundary for both

or misapprehension of their terms, or in the

states. It was made with

line established; and this is a complete and
perfect answer to complainant's position in

numerous varia
tions from a straight line, and from the line
of the designated parallel of latitude for
the convenience of the two states, and, with
the full knowledge of both, was ratiﬁed, es

this case.
It may also be stated that if the work of
the joint commissioners, under the laws of
1800 and 1801, approved by the legislative

Qaction of both states in 1803, could be left
ﬂoat of consideration, and a new line run,

.‘_ .~_=.‘i=awsena ehlf.
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stitution, and guarded in its

‘it would not follow that the ‘parallel of lati
tude 36 deg. 30 min. N. would be strictly fol

line, or run any other line
which might be:
agreed on'for settling the same; and that’
means any line run and measured with or
without deviations from time to time from

tablished, and conﬁrmed as the true, certain,
and real boundary line between them. And
when, 56 years afterwards, in consequence
of the line thus marked becoming indistinct,
it was re-run and remarked, by new com

lowed. The charter of Charles the Second

missioners under the directions of the stat

designates the northern boundary line of the
province of North Carolina as extending from
Currituck river or inlet upon a straight west
erly line to Wyonoke creek, which lies within
or about 36 deg. 30 min. N. latitude, from‘ which

utes of 1800 and 1801, in strict conformity
with the old line. The compact of the two
states establishing the line adopted by their
commissioners, and to which congress impli
ediy assented after its execution, is binding
upon both states and their citizens. Neither
can be heard at this date to say that it was
entered into upon any misapprehension of

it is evident that that parallel was only to be
the general direction of the line, not one to
be strictly and always followed without any
variations from it. The purpose of the dec

facts. No treaty, as said by this court, has

lnration in the charter of Charles the Second

been held void on the ground of misappre

was only that the northern bolmdary line
was to be run in the neighborhood of that
parallel. The condition of the country at
the time the charter was granted (1665)
would have made the running of a boundary

hension of facts, by either or both of the
parties Rhode Island v. Massachusetts, 4
How. 635.

line strictly on that parallel a matter of great
diﬂiculty, if not impossible. Nor did the
needs of grantor or chartered proprietors
call for any such strict adherence to the par
allel of latitude designated. That neither
party expected it is evident from the agree
lnent made between the governors of Vir
gmia and North Carolina as to running the

boundary line between them, and sent to
England for approval by the king and coun
t agreement provided that, if the
west line run should be found to pass

through islands or to cut out small slips of
lid, which might much more conveniently

be included in one province than the other

by natural water bounds, in such case the

The general testimony, with hardly a dis
sent, is that the old line of 1802 can be read
ily traced throughout its whole length; and,
moreover, that line has been recognized by
all the residents near it, except those in the
triangle at Denton's valley and in another

district of small dimensions, in which it is
stated that the people have voted as citizens
of Virginia, and have recognized themselves
as citizens of that state. That fact, however,
cannot affect the potency and conclusive
ness of the compact between the states by

which the line was established in 1803. The
small number of citizens whose expectations
will be disappointed by being included in
Tennessee are secured in all their rights of
property by provisions of the compact passed
especially for the protection of their claims.
Some observations were made upon the ar
gument of the case upon the propriety and

necessity, if the line established in 1803 be
sustained, of having it re-run and remarked,
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S so as hereafter to be more readily identiﬁed
0 and traced. But a careful'examination of
the testimony of the numerous witnesses in
the case (most of them residing in the neigh
borhood of the boundary line) as to the
mhrks and identiﬁcation of the line orig
inally established in 1802, and re-run and
re-marked in 1859, satisfy us that no new
marking of the line is required for its ready
identiﬁcation. The commissioners appointed
under the act of Virginia of 1856, and under

the act of Tennessee of 1858, found all the
old marks upon the trees in the forest through
which the line established ran, in the form
of a diamond; and whenever they were in
distinct, or, in the judgment of the commis
sioners, too far removed from each other,
new marks were made upon the trees, or,
it’ no trees were found at particular places
to be marked, monuments in stone were
planted. Besides this, the state of Virginia
does not ask that the line agreed upon in
1803 shall be re-run or re-marked, but prays
that a new boundary line he run on the line
of 36 deg. 30 min. Tennessee does not ask
that the line of 1803 be re-run or re-marked.
Nevertheless, under the prayer of Virginia
for general relief, there can be no objection
to the restoration of any marks which may
he found to have been obliterated or become
indistinct upon the line as herein deﬁned.
Our Judgment, therefore, is that the boimd
u'y line established by the states of Vir
ginia and Tennessee by the compact of 1803
is the true boundary between them, and that,
on a proper application, based upon a show—
ing that any marks for the identiﬁcation of
that line have been obliterated or have be
come indistinct, an order may be made at
any time during the present term for the
restoration of such marks without any change
of the line. A decree will therefore be en

rebuttal
to the
same that
matters
h
Mont.
§ 628,
provides
par-oi nlthon
evidegcegﬁili

not be admitted to show the terms of nrreo
ments that have been reduced to writinr, u
cept in cases of ambiguity, mistake, or fraud,
3. An assignment of error that the court
erred in "adopting the theory announced
throughout the instructions,"—that the inns
actlon in question "could not amount to a non
gage unless there was a ersonal liability on
the part of the defendant, '—is too general to
be considered.
4. A general exception to the refusal of a
series of instructions taken together, and (an
stltutlng a single request, is improper, and will
not be. considered on appeal, if any one at the
propositions be unsoun .
5. Defendant conveyed land to plaintiii by
a deed absolute, and pluintiﬁ executed a un

temporuneous agreement to reconvey upon the
payment of a speciﬁed sum of money on ll
given date. \Vhile the consideration for the
deed was inadequate, there was no mention at
a debt in either instrument, nor was any evi—
dence of indebtedness included in the trans»
tion. Two days thereafter defendant ncceptsi
a lease of the same land fromﬁplainiiif. upon
the expiration of which plainti brought this
action. Held, that the instruments did not. Is
a matter of law, constitute a mortgage, bu
their effect was a uestion for the jury, %

all the evidence in

e one. 19 Pac. Rep.

atﬁrmed. Teal v. Walker, 4 Sup. Ct. Rep. 42').
111 U. S. 242, distinguished. Wallace v. John
stone, 9 Sup. Ct. Rep. 243, 129 U. S. 58, fol‘
lowed.
6. An instruction as to the effect of such
deed in case the jury found that it was pm

cured by fraud or mistake is properly reinwi.
where there is no evidence of either.
In error to the supreme court of the terri
tory of Montana. Aiﬁrrned.
_
Statement by Mr. Justice BROWN:

1
:

_This was an action at law instituted bl
Henry Gasser-t, Jacob Reding, and James ll

Steele, as plaintiffs, against Gustavus Bosh
as defendant, upon a lease of certain preh
iscs in the city of Butte, and also comm

mining claims in Silver Bow con-nil" when‘
in plaintiffs prayed judgment against deioni

ant for the restitution of the premises and

tered declaring and adiudging that the bound

for damages for the detention thereot at the

my line established between the states of
Virginia and Tennessee by the compact of
1803 is the real, certain, and true boundary

rate of $500 per month.

between the said states, and that the prayer

of the complainant to have the said compact
set aside and annulled, and to have a new
boundary line run between them on the par.

“1191 of 36 deg- 30 min. N. latitude should be
and is denied, at the cost of the complainant.
And it is so ordered.

-

=
(149 U. S. 17)

BOGK v. GASSERT et al.
(April 17, 1893.)
No. 179.
APPEAL—PEACTIGli—Miili'l'ﬁAGES—EVIDEXCE.
1. Defendant waives his motion for a. non
luit,
and cannot
any claim
_ base
_ overruled,
on
{k where,
after 1t_1s
he of
proceeodrs
‘$21!;
I d2efeilsei, gnu:1 inttrodltlxces testimony.
._
e en an the
w parties,
0 has testiﬁe
vgrsations
between
for thde 5mg;0 showing that a deed absolute on its face
was Intended as a mortgage, cannot object on
lppeal that plaintiff was allowed to testify in

The facts of the case are substantially 8!
follows:
Gustavus Bogk, the defendant belowv ii“

the owner of a lot of ground in Butte Clo.

Mont, upon which stood a publw 11°“;
known as the "Virginia Chop ‘House- I c
was also the owner of some mining ‘gum;
ﬁve in number. located in Summit \ i-E

Silver Bow county, “out. Having bmtrﬁa
involved in debt, and unable to no]? can‘
property, on May 19, 1885. he sold and an
veyed by deed Lil fee, dull7 execute ‘

undivided half interest in the Propeﬁlstim
James H. Steele, one of the P1111!"i ‘w

the sum of $7,500; and. upon the Sam; 00;,
by another similar deed, 119 5°15 “Ewen
veyed the other half interest to

aw

and Reding, the other plainhﬂ's, fora]

“

sum. These two amounts were gm B]
Bogk, and disbursed under his 1111'ec om
a separate and independent lnstrlli‘l} Gm
writing, of the same day, the plaimrejow
sert, Reding, and Steele, agreed 10 to” ‘h;
the property to Bogk, 11' on or be
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end of one year thereafter, he would pay to
of the premises from May 21, 1886. Upon
Steele the sum of $8,967.50, and to Gassert
this verdict judgment was entered, the case 0
and Reding a like sum. This sum of $17,
appealed to the supreme court of the'terri-a'
935, in the aggregate, was the purchase price
tory, and the judgment aiﬁrmed. 19 Pac.
of the property, $15,000, with interest com
Rep. 281. Defendant thereupon appealed to
pounded thereon monthly for one year. The
agreement of reconveyance recited the pre
this court.
vious sale of the property, but made no men
E. W. Toole and Wm. Wallace, Jr., for
tion whatever of any loan of money.
plaintiif in error. M. F. Morris and W. W.
Two days afterward , namely, on May 21,
Dixon, for defendants in error.
1885, Bogk took a lease of the property from
Gassert, Reding, and Steele for the term of
one year, at a nominal rent of $450, payable
‘Mr. Justice BROWN, after stating the 5}
on or before December 1, 1885, with a priv
facts in the foregoing language, delivered the
ilege of working the mines for his own use
opinion of the court.
and beneﬁt. Bogk never offered to repur
The action in this case was upon the lease
of a city lot and certain mining claims, and
chase the property, or tendered to the plain
a. judgment was demanded for the restitution
stiifs the sum of $17,935, or any other sum.
of the premises, and for damages for deten
' ‘Under this condition of things, the lease
tion. The answer set forth, in substance,
having expired, p ‘ntlifs demanded posses
that
the lease was one of a series of contem
sion of the property, and, upon the refusal
poraneous agreements, consisting of two
of Bogk to comply with the demand, brought
deeds, an agreement to reconvey,
action before a Justice of the peace, under
lease; that the deeds were intended as a
a statute of Montana providing for summary
proceedings against tenants holding over.
and that the rental of $450 named
Upon a plea of title interposed by Bogk, the in the lease was the amount which it was
"W

suit
was transferred
to the district
court of
the proper
judicial district,
in accordance

or

with the requirements of the statute, and

3-’

proved the deeds of conveyance, the agree
ment to rcconvey, the lease by them to

be necessary to pay the
taxes upon the property, and the annual as
sessment work upon the mining claims, and
that, upon payment thereof by defendant,
Bogk, the object of the lease should be fully
satisﬁed and discharged; that the defend

Bogk, the rental value of the property, and

ant paid this sum;

was there tried before a jury.

Plaintiffs

and that the said lease

became void, and of no binding force.
The trial took place beiore a jury, and the
assignment of error relates to the rulings of
the court made in the course of such trial.
We proceed to consider them in their order.
ted. Thereupon
counsel for defendant
1. That the court erred in overruling de
fendant's motion for a nonsuit. In this con
moved for a nonsuit upon the ground
that the plaintiffs had not shown that nection the bill of exceptions shows that the
plaintiffs put in evidence the deeds from
they were ever entitled to the possemion
of the premises, or that the defend
Bogk and wife to the plaintiffs, the agree
out had entered into possession under the
ment to reconvey, the lease, with oral testi
lease, or that notice to quit, or demand
mony of the rental value, and then rested.
Defendant thereupon moved for a nonsuit
for the surrender of the premises, had ever
upon the ground that plaintiffs had failed
been given to defendant. The court over
to prove that they were ever at any time
ruled the motion for a. nonsuit, and defend
in, or entitled to, the possession of the prom-a
int excepted. The trial thereupon proceed
then rested. Notice to quit, and failure to
surrender the premises, had been averred in
the complaint, and, not being denied by the
answer, under the provisions of the Code of
Procedure in Montana, were taken as admit

a‘
7
F
a

‘

,
"
"

'

Ed. and defendant introduced witnesses show

ises; that'defendant ever entered into pus-3‘

session under or by virtue of said lease:
$13,000 to $25,000, and the other property and that plaintiffs totally failed to prove a
to be from $22,000 to $25,000, making in all demand to have been made for the posses
sion of the premises, or ever served or gave
the lowest estimate at $40,000, and the high
notice to quit upon the defendant. This mo
est at $50,000; that the negotiations com
menced for a. loan; that the object was to
tion was overruled. Defendant excepted,
raise money to pay 011 mortgages, judg
and proceeded to introduce testimony in de~
ments. liens, etc., upon the property; that
fense.
plaintiffs never had possession of any of it;
The practice in Montana (Comp. St. 5 242)
that interest was computed upon the amount
permits a judgment of nonsuit to be en
advanced; that the lease was given to se
tered “by the court, upon motion of the de
cure the representation of the mining proper
fendant, when, upon the trial, the plaintiﬂ
i7. and pay the taxes; and that the transac
fails to prove a suﬂicient case for the jury."
tion was intended as a mortgage.
Without going into the question whether the
Plﬂintiﬁs thereupon introduced certain evi
motion was properly made in this case, it
enoe in rebuttal, and the jury returned a
is suﬂicient to say that defendant waived
Verdict for the plaintiﬂ's, awarding them res
it by putting in his testimony. A. defendant
utllhon of the property, and $2,175 as rent has an undoubted right to stand upon his mo
ing the value of the city property to be from

tion for a nonsuit, and have his writ of en
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ror, it it be refused; but he has no right to
insist upon his exception after having subse
quently put in his testimony, and made his
case upon the merits, since the court and
Jury have the right to consider the whole
case as made by the testimony. It not in
frequently happens that the defendant him
self, by his own evidence, supplies the miss
ing link; and, it not, he may move to take
the case from the jury upon the conclusion
of the entire testimony. Railway Co. v.
Cummings, 106 U. S. 700, 1 Sup. Ct. Rep.
483; Insurance Co. v. Crandal, 120 U. S.
527, 7 Sup. Ct. Rep. 685; Railway Co. v.

Mares, 123 U. S. 710, 8 Sup. Ct. Rep. 321;
Insurance Co. v. Smith, 124 U. S. 405, Q5,
8 Sup. Ct. Rep. 534; Bradley v. Poole, 98
Mass. 169; Railroad Co. v. Hawthorne, 144
U. S. 202, 12 Sup. Ct. Rep. 59L
2. Thesecond errorassignedis to the admis
sion of the conversation of the parties at the
time 01! the execution of the instrument. Ex
ception was duly taken upon the trial to
the admission of this testimony. This excep
tion does not seem to have been incorporated
in either of the bills of exceptions, but in
a “statement on appeal," which appears to
have been settled and signed by the Judge
in the same manner as a bill of exceptions,
and to have been treated as such by the su
preme court of the territory. The Code 01!
Civil Procedure of Montana provides (section
432) for a statement of the case to be used
won appeal, which shall state speciﬁcally the
'- particular errors'or grounds upon which the
appellant intends to rely, and which seems
to take the place or an ordinary bill of ex
ceptions.
Under this Code, (section 628,)
"when the terms of an agreement have been
reduced to writing by the parties, it is to be
considered as containing all those terms, and
therefore there can be between the parties,
and their representatives or successors in in
terest, no evidence of the terms of the agree
ment, other than the contents of the writing,
except in the following cases: First, where
a mistake or imperfection of the writing is
put in issue by the pleadings; second, where
the validity of the agreement is the fact in
dispute. But this section does not exclude
other evidence of the circumstances under
which the agreement was made, or to which
it relates, as deﬁned in section 632, or to
explain an extrinsic ambiguity, or establish

illegality or fraud. The term ‘agreement’
includes deeds and wills, as well as contracts

gage for it. That was the ﬁrst agreement.”
But the plaintiﬂs demanded a deed with an
oﬂer to give a bond for a deed back again,
“so you can release it,-—pay it on.’ at any
time." “Steele and Harry Gassert said this
to me; said, ‘We want a deed, but will give
you a. bond to convey back at any time.‘
' ' ' At the time of the negotiation of
this loan, I promised to repay the $15,001]
to the plaintiffs just as soon as I made u

sale of my mines. I had these mines so that
I thought I could make a sale of them,
and calculated to pay it that way. lpnnu
ised to pay it inside of a year. The lntensr
was put altogether tor a year, but I agreed
to pay this interest every month, bur
through my sickness, and bad luck i had,
I could not succeed, and could not pay it
The agreement was this way: If I should
pay the interest, they should give me ug
‘written paper and credit for the amount, it‘
it was paid in installments as agreed between
us. This lease, which was read in evidence,
was made to secure the representation of
two of my mining claims, the Eva and Leaf.
which were then unpatented, and to secure
the payment of the taxes on my property,
which would probably be $250, and $200 ivl'
representing, making in all $450, which this
lease was given to secure and nothing 81591
which representation work I did for lint
year, 1885,and I have paid the taxes. ' ' ‘
There was nothing at all said in these inter‘
views between me and plaintiffs. or the]!
agents or attorneys, as to the sale 01! ml
property. They said, give them a deed and

they would give me a bond for a. deed Wk
again.

The negotiation between us was to

loan me money. There was no W1Ce Set w
any piece or pieces of this property. It was
a loan on all the property together. They
made me no proposition pending these new

tiations to purchase my properti’rto buy“
of me."

In rebuttal, Steele and Gassert were Pu‘

upon the stand and asked as to the conlef‘

sation which took place at the 11mm?‘
ofﬁce at the time the deeds and contract W
l'econvey were made.

This conversation iii!

admitted, and defendant excepted-

MW‘

while this might have been improper "3 0115'
inal testimony, it would have been in f

festly unfair to permit Bogk to give his
version of the transaction. gathered "0:11

conversation between the parties, a“? 0

deny the plhinnas the privilege of ESQ;
their version of it.

The defend-lullt m m‘

between the parties."
In this case Bogk had been called upon as

having thrown the bars down, has “mean;

a witness for himself. and testified that he

no right to object to the plaintiff“ 1“. a;

had aDlllied to these parties for a loan, not
a 51119; that he wanted money to pay of:

taken advantage of the license thereby 81:01

parties whom he owed; that he ﬁrst spoke
to Gassert or to Steele, but there was a dis.
Pute whether he should pay 1 per cent_ or

the agreement. The Code 15 merely d W
ﬂrmance oi! the common-law rule, "11 cw

1% Per cent. “but it should have been made

of this kind.

in a deed with a bond to me for a deed back

again to me.

I wanted it for a year, to

Day "it the“ Pames' 11nd give them a mort

to submit to the jury their undersmndmn _
evidently not intended to apply w B
“in
3. Error is also imputed to the com-thou,

adopting the theory announced mmg’ d?

the instruction given on the 1Wt °t e
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mdants [in error] that the transaction could

FE -‘5 :5
Ills-‘)1

not amount to a mortgage unless there was
a personal liability on the part of the plain
tiff [in error, defendant below] upon which
an. recovery could be had, and error in giving
'coniiicting ‘instructions upon said matter."
This assignment is obviously too general.
No exception was taken to any “theory" an
nounced by the court; but, if there were,
it would not be valid, since the theory of
the court must be expressed in particular
language, and the exception should be taken
to such language. Diﬂerent persons may de

rive different theories from the same lan
E‘T‘Jqﬁini
553.2153

guage, and in this very assignment error is
charged in giving conﬂicting instructions
upon the same matter.

‘ 4. Error isalso assignedinnot giving either

HERE
can ﬂhé?

|?

of the instructions 2, 6, and 7, as requested
by defendant. Upon the trial, the court was
requested by the plaintiffs to give, and did
give, seven instructions, to which defendant
excepted; but, as no error is assigned here
upon such refusal, we are not at liberty to
consider them.
Defendant also requested
12 instructions, all of which were given, ex
cept the 2d, 6th, and 7th, “to which action
of the court," says the bill of exceptions,
"the defendant then and there objected, for
the reason that said instructions numbered
two, six, and seven correctly state the law
as applicable to the facts in evidence, and
are necessary in order that the jury may
arrive at a correct conclusion; but notwith
standing said objection the court refused to
give said instructions two, six, and seven, to
which action the defendant, by his counsel,
excepted," etc.
This exception, as well as the one taken
to the granting of the plaintiffs‘ requests, is
open to the objection so often made, that a
general exception taken to a. refusal of a.
series of instructions taken together, and
constituting a single request, is improper,
and will not be considered if any one of
the propositions be unsound. Johnston v.
Jones, 1 Black, 209, 220; Rogers v. Mar

Ii

51121, 1 Wall. 644; Harvey v. Tyler, 2 Wall.

1!

328; Beaver v. Taylor, 93 U. S. 46; Wor
thington v. Mason, 101 U. S. 149; Mouior v.
Insurance 00., 111 U. S. 335, 4 Sup. Ct. Rep.
466. This is not only the rule in this court,

AWf-_—-?.“I

but also in the courts of Montana, (Woods
v. Berry, 7 Mont. 195, 14 Pac. Rep. 758,)
although since this case was decided, aim at
a session of the legislature in 1887, the law
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money within a certain period, constitute in
law and fact a mortgage, and will not con
vey any interest in the premises, or entitle

the grantee to the possession of the land
described
There is, undoubtedly, a great conﬂict of
authority upon this point. The case of Teal
v. Walker, 111 U. S. 242, 4 Sup. Ct. Rep.
420, is relied upon as sustaining this position.

In this case one Goldsmith borrowed of Wal
ker $100,000, and gave his note therefor.

At

this time Goldsmith was the owner of cer
tain lands in Oregon, and he and Teal were
the Joint owners of certain other lands.
These parties executed three several deeds
of these lands, absolute on their face, but
intended as a. security for the note, as ap
peared by a defeasnnce in writing executed
upon the same day as the note. This instru
ment, after reciting the execution of the
note, declared the legal title of the lands
conveyed to be in trust; that Teal and Gold
smith should retain possession of the lands

until said note should become due and re
main unpaid 30 days, and, upon default be
ing made in the payment of such note, they
would urrender the lands to Hewitt, the
trustee in the deed, who should take posses
sion of them, and, upon 30 days’ notice in
writing, should sell the same at public auc
tion. These instruments were construed to
constitute a mortgage. In delivering the‘
opinion of the court, Mr. Justice Woods said,
(page 247, 111 U. s., and page 423, 4 Sup. Ct.
Rep.:) “The execution of all the deeds, and
the execution of the defeasance, which ap
plied to all the deeds, occurred on the same
day, and was clearly one transaction, the
object of which was to secure the note for
$100,000 made and delivered by Goldsmith

to Walker." Here it will be observed that
there was a debt, 0. note, a deed absolute on
its face, and a defeasance conditioned upon
the prompt payment of the debt.

The case of Wallace v. Johnstone, 129 Kg
S. 58, 9 Sup. Ct. Rep. 243, is'more nearly in‘
point. The petition in this case alleged that
defendant Wallace, by deed of warranty,
conveyed certain lands to plaintiffs and one
Leighton; that on the same day the grantees
delivered to defendant Ford a contract in
writing, giving him the option for 60 days
of purchasing the land in question, upon

payment of the sum of $5,876, which con

time, between the same parties, and relating

tract on the same day was assigned to Wai
lace. Neither of the defendants ever paid
anything on the lands, and neither exercised
the option of repurchasing, and their rights
had thus become forfeited. Defendant an
swered, admitting the deed and contract,
but alleging that, taken together, they were
understood by the parties as constituting a.
mortgage for the security of the money re
ceived by him at that time, which was in
reality a loan, and that the transaction was

to the same land, the agreement to reconvey

to avoid the effect of the usury laws of

was changed so that the giving or refusal
to give instructions are deemed excepted to,
“and no exception need be taken.

' ‘The ﬁrst of these instructions, (No. 2,) strip
P00 of its verbiage, assumes that an ab
solute deed and a. separate written contract
to reconvey, both under seal, bearing even
date, executed and delivered at the same

being conditioned upon the payment by the

Iowa.

irrantor to the grantee of a certain sum of

deem. In dellvering the opinion of the court.

He therefore prayed for a right to re
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Mr. Justice Lamar said: "If this question
could be determined by an inspection of the
written papers alone, the transaction was
clearly not a mortgage, but an absolute sale
and deed, accompanied by an independent
contract between the vendee and a third
person, not a party to the sale, to convey
the lands to him upon his payment of a
ﬁxed sum within a certain time. Upon
their face there are none of the indicia by
which courts are led to construe such
instruments to be intended as a. mortgage
or security for a loan; nothing from which
there can be inferred the existence of a.
debt, or the relation of borrower and lender
between the parties to the deeds, or be
tween the parties to the contract. ' ' '
A deed of lands, absolute in form, with gen
eral warranty of title, and an agreement by
the vendee to reconvey the property to the
vendor or a. third person upon his payment
of a ﬁxed sum within a. speciﬁed time, do
not of themselves constitute a mortgage,
nor will they be held to operate as a. mort
gage, unless it is clearly shown, either by
parol evidence or by the attendant circum
stances, such as the condition and relation of
the parties, or gross inadequacy of price,
to have been intended by the parties as a. se
curity for a loan or an existing debt.” The
@purport of this case is that, in the absence
‘ of proof of a deht,'or of other explanatory
testimony, the parties will be held to have
intended exactly what they have said upon
the face of the instruments.
In the case under consideration there is
no mention made, in either of the three in
struments, of a debt, a loan, a note, or any
thing from which the relation of borrower
and lender can be inferred; and the case
in this particular is distinguishable from
that of Teal v. Walker, and is more nearly
analogous to that of Wallace v. .Tohnstﬁie,
It is true that in Wallace v. Johnstone there
was a deed with the usual covenants of war
ranty, and that the contract to reconvey
was made with a third person; but, as the
contract was immediately assigned by such
third person to the grantor in the deed. it
is not perceived that the case is affected
by either of these ch'cumstanccs. The in

the defendant has no just cause for com
plalnt.
In the second of these instructions. (No.
6,) the defendant requested the court to charge
“that if the jury believes from the evidence
that the defendant was induced to sign and

execute the alleged lease in evidence herein
by the deceit, misrepresentation, trick, or
fraud of the plaintiffs, or that the defendant
executed the same by and under an inno
cent mistake or misapprehension as to the
facts, then said lease is invalid and void,
and you will ﬁnd for the defendant" is
there was no evidence in the case of deceit
or misrepresentation or fraud, or even oi the
fact that the defendant executed the instru
ments under a mistake of fact, the requesig
was ‘properly refused. All his evidence‘
amounts to is that he wanted a loan 0!
money, and that the plaintiffs insisted upon
a deed and an agreement to reconvey. in
stead of a mortgage. But defendant did not
claim to have been imposed upon, deceived.
or defrauded, and he had no right to u re
quest based upon this hypothesis.
The disposition we have made of these
requests renders it unnecessary to consider
the other, and the judgment of the court be
low is therefore at‘ﬁrmed.
==:

(148 U. S. 8511

PAM—TO—PEE et a]. 1. UNITED STATES.
POTTA\VA.TO;\IIE INDIANS v. UNITED
STATES.

(April 17, 1893.)
Nos. 1,125 and 1.133.
INmANs--Po'r'r.\ws'rmma lJl..\|,u—Dls'rnmr'rt0.\'

1. The treat of Se tember 26, 1333. (7 5t
- 431.) betweeg the 1ilnited States and the
{Tnited Nation of the Chippewa, Ottavimcelaed

Pottawatomie Indians. whereby the latter
lands on Lake Michigan in consideration BI:
equal area west of the Mississippi, and audlgi
unity of $14,000 a year for 20 years. Pro"
that a just proportion of such annuity lPgneyd
and moneys due under former tl'OililU-‘l. b "E10"
be paid, west of the Mississippi, to such page!
of the nation as should have removedi me
within three years, and after that time don
whole amount should be paid at the reservltm

west.

0n the following day, supplemglima

articles were made between the baited mm
and the chiefs and headmen of iile'ﬂild nﬂ -

adequacy of price was undoubtedly great,
but this would not, of itself, authorize the

ceding certain other lands in Michilltm-I dish.
11. 442. It was agreed that these i1“ 01

court to take the question from the jury.
In this connection it might be reasonably
urged that defendant, having not only made

should be considered parties to the trgﬂam
the precedin
day, and further, tlia “it,
should be pniﬁ by the United Statcs_uu ill mm

an absolute deed of the premises, but having,

Of $2.000 a year for 20 years lll
Hem’
to the 20-year annuity of $14,000 21 W11‘- mon!‘

tW0 days thereafter. taken a lease of the

that the two agreements constituted. 11:1 r?
ly, one treaty, and that the Indian! west

same from his grantees, was thereby es

Illllainfld east, and those who removed

iu'm

toPpcd to deny their title, but we do not ﬁnd
it necessary to express an opinion upon that
point. The case was evidently a proper one

to go to the 1111'!’- who were left to de
termine the question whether the instru
ments were intended as a mortgage, and
were instructed that if they found them to
be such the plalntids could not recover. The
case seems to have been fairly tried, and

taildiltional
e
ississippi,
were
on: a Fem‘, 1“
_ the m anibauity
of $2,000
0 t eir num ers.
_
24. c. 39.) referring the claim of the‘PO to m

2. Under Act March 19. 1890- i2fm5;;,,§,

mie Indians of Michigan and Iﬁdlmmm had

court of claims for adjudication. 01ml CO“with,
no authority to convert the perp'etilq a] A sum
provided for in the several treaties "1
or present
ayment.
.
3. The gersons
who were entitled
to slim
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in the award made by the court of claims did
not clearly appear from the record, nor from
the opinion ﬁled by that court. (2.’? (,t. 01.403)
which decided that the distribution should be
made by the executive branch of the govern
ment. Held. that under these circumstances
this ruling should not be disturbed on appeal.

Ir'i

a;
in
I.,.-‘f.ﬁlLi~i-QIEFJI -{ahg wri

Appeals from the court of claims.
Petitions by Phineas Pam-to-pee
and
others, and by the Pottawatomie Indians,
against the United States, under Act March
19, 1890, (26 St. p. 24, c. 30,) to recover
moneys alleged to be due under certain
treaties. The court of claims rendered a.
decree for petitioners, but disallowed some
of their claims. 27 Ct. 01. 403. Petitioners
appeal. Atﬁrmed.
Statement by Mr. Justice SHIRAS:
The questions involved in this case grow
out of the stipulations of certain treaties
entered into between the United States
and the Pottawatomie Indians within the
period covered by the years 1795 to 1846,

inclusive. In some of the treaties, various
tribes united with the Potmwatomies, but
the tribes were recognized by the govern
ment as being distinct from one another,
and their respective rights and duties un

der the treaties were therein deﬁned and
set forth. In others the Pottawatomle In
dians were included in the tribe designated
as the “United Nation of Chippewa, Ot

tawa, and Pottawatomie Indians," but the
government seems to have dealt with the

United Nation as though it were identical
with the Pottawatomie tribe, and we shall
so consider it in the present case. By the
various treaties the Indians ceded lands to
the government, and received for the same
other lands, mone , etc., and also pledges
of speciﬁed annuities. By a treaty made
on September 26, 1833, the said United

sidered as parties to the treaty of the pre
ceding day, and be entitled to participate
in the beneﬁts of the provisions therein
contained, as part of the United Nation.
To the supplemental article another pro
vision was added, as follows:

"On behalf of the chiefs and headmcn or
the United Nation of Indians who signed
the treaty to which these articles are sup
plementary, we hereby, in evidence of our
concurrence therein, become parties thereto.
“And, as since the slgnm of the treaty
a. part of the band residing on the reser
vations in the territory of Michigan have
requested, on account of their religious
creed, permission to remove to the north
ern part 01' the peninsula of Michigan, it
is agreed that in case of such removal the
just proportion of all annuities payable to

them under former treaties, and that aris
ing from the sale of the reservation on
which they now reside, shall

them at l’Arbre Creche."
Upon the basis of provisions contained
in the various treaties, claims for unpaid
annuities have been presented to congress
from time to time on behalf of Indians
alleged to represent the part of the band
mentioned in the last provision of the said
supplemental article, and for the purpose
presumably, of having all questions con
nected with those claims ﬁnally settled,”
congress passed an act, which was ap-°
proved ‘March 19, 1890, (26 St. p. 24,) en-'
titled "An act to ascertain the amount due
the Pottawatomie Indians of Michigan and

Indiana.” The act is as follows:
“Whereas, representatives of the Pottawat~
omie Indians of Michigan and Indiana, in

behalf of all the Pottawatomie Indians of

said states, make claim against the United
States on account oi.’ various treaty pro
visions which, it is alleged, have not been
igan. containing 5,000,000 acres, and re
complied with, therefore,
celved as the consideration for the cession
“Be it enacted by the senate and house of
gs reservation 5,000,000 acres in extent, west
representatives of the United States or Amer
:0! the Mimissippi river, various sums of
'm0uey,'aud the promise from the govern ica in congress assembled, that the court of
claims is hereby authorized to take jurisdic
ment of $280,000, to be paid in annuities
tion of and try all questions of difference
of $14,000 a year for 20 years. It was pro
vided by the treaty that a. just proportion arising out of treaty stipulations with the
of the annuity money named therein, as said Pottawatomie Indians of Michigan and
Indiana, and to render judgment thereon.
well as a just proportion of the annuities
stipulated for in the former treaties, should Power is hereby granted the said court to
review the entire question of difference de
be paid, west of the Mississippi, to such
move, and it shall not be estopped by the
portion of the nation as should have re
moved thlther within three years, and that joint resolution of congress approved twenty
eighth July, eighteen hundred and sixty-six,
after the expiration of that time the whole
amount or the annuities should be paid at entitled ‘Joint resolution for the relief or

Nation ceded to the United States a tract
of land on the western shore of Lake Mich

the reservation west. On the day follow
lllg the execution of that treaty an article
sulllllcmentary thereto was made on behalf

0! the chiefs and headmen of the nation,
by which they ceded to the United States
certain lands in the territory of Michigan,
with of the Grand river, containing about

164 sections. It was agreed that the In

diims making this cesslon should be con

certain Chippewa, Ottawa, and Pottawat
omie Indians,‘ nor by the receipt in full
given by said Pottawatomics under the pro
visions of said resolution, nor shall said re

ceipt be evidence of any fact except 01’ Dill’
ment of the amount of money mentioned in

it; and the attorney general is hereby direct
ed to appear in behalf of the government,
and it the said court shall deride against the

United States the attorney general way
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that petition had no'anthority to act for themg
in the premises. This petition was ﬁled on
court of the United States; and from any behalf of certain Indians, citizens of the
United States, who were individually de
judgment that may be rendered the said
scribed by name and residence, alleged to
Pottawatomie Indians may also appeal to
be all the Pottawatomie Indians, so far as
said supreme court: provided, that the appeal
could be ascertained, resident in the said
of said Pottawatomie Indians shall be taken
states, except not exceeding 250, from 91 or
within sixty days after the rendition of said
whom they alleged that the attorney named
judgment, and the said courts shall give such
in the ﬁrst: petition derived his authority to
cause precedence.
act. The claimants stated, however, that
“Sec. 2. That said action shall be com~
their petition was intended for the beneﬁt
menced by a petition stating the facts on
of all Indians included in the provisions oi
which said Pottawatomie Indians claim to
the act of congress who might choose to take
recover, and the amount of their claims, and
part in the proceedings in the said court
said petition may be veriﬁed by a. member
They averred that the Indians designated in
‘of any ‘business committee’ or authorized
the act, or their ancestors, were parties to
gattorney of said Indians as to the existence
all the said treaties, and entitled to share per
' oi'such facts, and no other statements need
capita. in the annuities secured therehy to
be contained in said petition or veriﬁcation."
On behalf of the Pottawatomie Indians of the Pottawatomies, and that. the conditions
imposed upon them by the treaties had been
Michigan and Indiana, John Crltcher filed
compiled with. The claimants alleged that
a petition in the court of claims, April 14,
they were entitled to a just proportion of
1890, averring that he was the authorized
attorney of the said Indians, as, he stated, all the annuities provided for by the treaties
in question. They interpreted the last pro
would appear by an agreement between him
vision of the treaty of 1833, as did the claim
self and the business committee of the In
ants in the first petition, to be that the In
dinns, dated September 29, 1887, and claim
dians exempted from the requirement of re
ing certain unpaid annuities under the said
moval west should receive the entirety of the
treaties. The claimants exhibited a table
annuity stipulated for in that provision.
showing by periods of ﬁve years, from 1836
to 1872, inclusive, an enumeration of the Under the treaty of 1833 they, theretortv
within thirty days from the rendition of the
judgment, appeal the cause to the supreme

Indians in Michigan, and of those west of
the Mississippi, from which it appeared that
the average number of the former during
that time was 291, and of the latter, 2,812.
The petition contains a statement in detail
of the various annuities claimed to be due,
and asks for a judgment against the United
States in the sum of $223,035.46, as being in
the ratio of 291 to 2,812 to the entire amount
alleged to have been pledged to all the Pot
tawatomie Indians under the various treaties,
plus the amount of $38,000, the sum of the
annuities for 19 years under the treaty of
1833. The latter sum was claimed on the as
sumption that the claimants should receive,
of the annuities arising from the cession of
their lands in southern Michigan, not a just
proportion, but the whole amount The
claimants averred that the main tribe of In
dinns moved to their reservation west of the
Mississippi, and that the part of the band
which was to remove to the north did so
remove in obedience to the terms of the pro

‘7181011 supplementary to the treaty of 1833;
that they are the representatives of that part
of the band, and as such are entitled to all
the beneﬁts secured by the said supplemental
provision.

On November 5, 1890, another petition was
ﬁled in the name of Phineas Pam~t0-pee and
1,371 other Pottawatomie Indians of Michigan
and Indiana, by John B. Shipman, their at.

claimed the sum of $38,000, being 52-000 Del’
year for the 19 years the same remained Im

paid, They also contended that the perpetual

annuities provided for should be callminled'
and the amounts thereof, in the sum of $44ti~
000, added to the sum of the past unpaid it
terminate and perpetual annuities, Hamel-l
$2,021,200. Under a treaty made subit

quent to 1833, to wit, on June 17, 13461 with
the said Indians who emigrated We“! the
petitioners claimed that the Indians who it“
mained in Michigan were entitled to the ﬁlm

of $446,974.80. It is averred that by W"
treaty the said reservation west 0f the
Mississippi was ceded to the United State!
by the said Indians, who were promised
therefor, in addition to a Perpetual “mum

of $300, the sum of $850,000. less Wm“
deductions provided for in the treaty; u“!_
after making such deductions the balances;
mninlng was $643,000, which was to be 1.1m ;

by the government as a trust fund M 0
Indians, and was to bear interest at 5 Pg
cent., payable annually for 30 1'91"" and ‘m
the nation should be reduced below 1'»
souls; that the ﬁrst installment of intereillmt
came payable in 1840; that the inﬁll wk‘)
of interest up to and including the Year as

was $1,350,300, and the value of the 53min“
a capitalized annuity W118 56431000'Tw‘;
an aggregate of $1,993.300- The pet‘ 0mg
averred that, when the ﬁnal Provisions 0 be,

treaty of 1833 were executed, the “mu; 1,:

‘DU-RY. alleging that they were entitled to
share in the annuities secured to the Potta.
watomie Indians by the said treaties, that

they were not represented in the petition
amt ﬁled. and that the attorney named in

as nearly as they could ascertain. °t l was

dians removing west of the HEMP-P; .m
3,840, and the number of those remaining

Michigan was 1,110. rrner were“
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that the gross amounts stated, with the ex
ception of the said amount of $38,000, should

be apportioned between the Indians who re
moved west, and those who remained in
Michigan, in the ratio of 3,840 to 1,110. They
deduct from the total 01.’ the amounts as
certained as above the sum of $75,162.50,
which they admit that the Indians remaining
in Michigan received from the government
under the treaties of July 29, 1829, and
September 26, 1833, and under the act of
congress of July 28, 1866, leaving the sum of
$963,058.50.
This is the amount alleged to
be due the Indians exempted from the re
quirement of removal west, upon the assump

-u'‘"I“‘:"€-'wu‘”|—r:“,-’<-—";.

1:.—‘"'iun‘ile-LKEQUM§El'¥-£En“ﬂ‘bE~t§ﬂ-_»air-‘I'l
tion that their number has remained the same
as it was in 1833. The petitioners claimed to
represent the Indians only who went north,
whose number they alleged to have been

the difference between 1,110 and the number
of those who remained in southern Michigan,
and therefore the petitioners asked for a
judgment for themselves in the sum of $804,

383.80.
On January 8, 1891, the United

States

moved the court of claims to consolidate the
cases, and on January 19,
tion to dismiss the case
last-named petition. The
served to be decided on

1891, made a
presented by
motions were
the trial, and

mo
the
re
the

court oniered that the cases be tried to
gether. Upon the trial the motion to consoli
date the cases was allowed, and the motion

to dismiss the second case overruled. The
court was of opinion that the purpose of the
act of March 19, 1890, was to have all ques
tions of diiference arising from the'claims
of the Pottawatomie Indians of Michigan

and Indiana settled in an authoritative and
Judicial form, and that any proceeding
which would accomplish that purpose, ir—
respective of technical rules of pleading, was
proper under the act of congress. It was
further observed by the court that in each
case it appeared that by special appointment
the attorneys named in the petitions repre

sented some of the Pottawatomie Indians
who remained in the states of Michigan and
Indiana, and that the essential requirements

of the statute were thus fulﬁlled.
After due proceedings were had in the con
solldated case, the court of claims, on March
28, 1892, (27 Ct. Cl. 403,) found, in substance,
the following facts: In obedience to the last
provision of the article supplementary to the

treaty of September 26, 1833, a few of the
Pottawatomie Indians of Michigan and In
diana removed to the northern part of the
peninsula of Michigan, but the great body
of them remained in southern Michigan. To

_.e_ r _ .-_
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ferred to in the not giving the court of claims
jurisdiction in this case. The remaining
amount, $36,162.50, was paid to the Indians
as their proportion of annuities secured to
them by the treaties of July 29, 1829, and the
supplemental provision of the treaty of 1833.
During the said period, as shown by a table
in the oﬂlce of the second auditor of the
treasury, the average number of Indians in
southern Michigan was 253, and of those west
of the Mississippi, 2,831, and payments were
made to the Indians in Michigan in this ratio.
None of the Indians so paid permanently re
moved to the northern part of Michigan.
During the period from 1836 to 1872 the aver
age number of Indians in Michigan who re
mained under the treaty of 1833 was 291,
and the average number west of the Missis
sippi was 2,812. A number of other Indians
residing on the reservation in Michigan inm
1833 remained in the state of Michigana

Those Indians, and the 291'who stayed on?
account of their religious creed, numbered in
all 1,100. Many of the Indians who were in
Michigan at the time the treaty of 1833
was made were dissatisﬁed with the require
ment that they should emigrate west with
the main tribe, and refused to go. It was
necessary for the government to use force
to compel them to leave, and in the struggle
caused by this attempt to enforce the treaty
many of the Indians, in evading the oﬂicers
and agents of the government, scattered into
diiferent portions of the state, and many
went to the northern portion Those Indians
did not come within the supplemental pro
visions of the said treaty, as construed by
the agents of the United States. What their
number was cannot be ascertained, but they
outnumbered the Indians who remained by
consent of the government as coming within
the ﬁnal provision of the treaty of 1833. The
United States never made any tender to any

Indians at l'Arbre Creche, nor in the northern
part of Michigan. The agents of the gov
ernment did not insist upon the removal of
the Indians as a condition of their right of
payment at any time.
I

Since 1835 the Pottawatomie lndians of
Michigan and Indiana have received no pay
ments of annuities provided for by the trea
ties of the following dates: August 3, 1795,
(article 4;) September 80, 1809, (article 3;)
October 2, 1818, (article 3;) August 29, 1821,
(article 4;) September 20, 1828, (article 2;)
October 20, 1832, (article 3;) October 26, 1832,
(article 3.) Of the annuities promised by the
treaties of October 16, 1826, (article 3,)‘ and

June 17, 1846, they have received no pay
ments.

The court also ﬁnds, speciﬁcally, that

this failure to remove the government did

the said Indians have not been paid any

not object, and did not force them to remove.
Within the period from 1843 to 1866, in

money of an annuity of $2,000 under the
treaty of October 16, 1826, for the year 1848,
nor of an annuity of $1,000 under the treaty
of September 20, 1828, for the year 1848, nor
of an annuity of $15,000 under the treaty of
October 20, 1832, for the years from 1843 to
1852, inclusive, nor of an annuity of $20,000

elusive. the Indians remaining in southern
Michigan were there paid, by government
agents, an aggregate amount of $75,162.50,

$39,000 of which was the amount provided

to‘ by the joint resolution of congress re
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under the treaty of October 26, 1832, for the
year 1852, nor of an annuity of $15,000 under
ethe treaty of October 27, 1832, for the year

against the United States, and afterward;
deal with the question of distribution.
The ﬁrst controverted question is as in

whom is due the annuity of $2,000 for ‘20
a
' 1844.
‘The claimants in both cases included in
the list of treaties under which they re
quested the court to ﬁnd annuities to be due
them for the time subsequent to 1836 the last
named treaty, to wit, that of October 27,
1832, but the court made no ﬁnding with re
gard to payments made thereunder, except
as to the year 1844.
Upon the foregoing facts the court de
termined, as a conclusion of law, that the
Pottawatomie Indians of Michigan and In
diana were entitled to recover the sum of
$104,626, and gave judgment for the said
Pottawatomie Indians in that amount. From
that judgment the claimants in both petitions
appealed to this court.
John B. Slilpman, for Phineas Pam-to-pee
and others. Geo. S. Boutwell and John
Gritcher, for Pottawatomie Indians of Michl.
gan and Indiana. Asst. Atty. Gen. Parker,
for United States.
Mr. Justice SHIRAS, after stating the facts
in the foregoing language, delivered the opin

years, granted by the last clause of the
supplemental treaty of September 27,1333.
The petitioners claim the entire amount, 53?,
000. The United States contend that this
amount is distributable between the Indians
who went west under the provisions 0! the
treaty of September 20, 1833. and those who
remained in Michigan under the supplemental
treaty of September 27th, in proportion to
their respective numbers.
To answer this question, we must resort to
the language of the treaties. The fourth
article of the treaty of September 26, 1533,
is as follows:
“A just proportion of the annuity money,
secured as well by former treaties as the
present, shall be paid, west of the Mississippi,
to such portion of the nation as shall havere
moved thither during the ensuing three years
After which time the whole amount of the
annuities shall be paid at their location west
of the Mississippi." 7 St. p. 431.
v
The articles supplementary, of September
27th, provided as follows, (7 St. p. 442:)

"Article 1. The said chiefs and headmm
code to the United States all their 111M

ion of the court.
The act of March 19, 1890, entitled “An act
to ascertain the amount due the Potts.
watomie Indians of Michigan and Indiana,”
conferred jurisdiction upon the court of claims
to "try all questions of difference arising out
of treaty stipulations with the said Potta
watomie Indians of Michigan and Indiana,
and to render judgment thereon." The act
granted power to said court to “review the
entire question of ditl'erence de novo," and
provided for an appeal to this court by
either party.
In pursuance of the provisions of this
statute, on the 14th of April, 1890, a petition
was ﬁled in the court of claims by the Potta
watomie Indians, by their agent and attorney,
John Critcher, and on the 5th of November.
1890, another petition by the Pottawatomle
Indians, by their agent and attorney, John B.
Shipman.
700
The United States objected to the ﬁling of
' two petitions,’and the court below, over
ruling a. motion to dismiss the later petition,
consolidated the causes, and dealt with them
as one. The two classes of claimants unite
in the appeal to this court.
They agree in complaining of the insuﬂi
ciency of the sum allowed the Indians by the
decree of the court below; but they disagree,
as between themselves, in respect to the divi
sion of the moneys awarded by the decree.
The Indians represented by John Critcher
claim the entire fund. Those represented by
John B. Shipman claim a right to participate
in the fund, and claim likewise, as we under
stand them, that only 91 Indians are really
represented in the ﬁrst petition. We shall
ﬁrst consider the merits of the appeal as

situate in the territory of lilichlgnn south.

of Grand river, being the reservation at’,
'Notawasepe, of 4 miles square, Contained‘
in the 3d clause of the 2d article of the
treaty made at Chicago on the 29th (in! 0!
August, 1821, and the ninety-nine 58010113
of land contained in the treaty made it
St. Joseph on the 19th day of September.
1827; and also the tract of land on St
Joseph river opposite the town of Niles.

and extending to the line of the Billie OT

Indiana, on which the villﬂges °t TH”
no-bee and Pokagon are situated, supposed
to contain about 49 sections.
“Article 2. In consideration of the BMW
cession, it is hereby agreed that the if“

chiefs and headmen, and their immedl-W
tribes, shall be considered as parties to the

said treaty to which this is supplement“?
and be entitled to participate in 1111 we 9'“
visions therein contained as a part 0! 1119
United Nation; and, further, that them
shall be paid by the United States the 511113

of $100,000, to

be

applied as follows.‘

(Here follows a speciﬁc disiwsm‘m °t $60‘
000 of it.)

And then this is addeda:1d m annuities 0f
"And a $40,000
be p years, in addlﬂﬂig
_
$2,000
year forto twenty

m the $280,000 inserted in the tie-MY‘ a“
divided into payments of $14,000 1'' Fem"
“Article 3. All the Indian-‘i. 1'
the said reservations in Michigan 5 mm
move therefrom Within three yearsall not

this date, during which time they 811 r m

be disturbed in their possesimfm ,,
hunting upon the lands 118 hereto me‘
the mean time no lnterruiitwn
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an
out
Win
in is
this.‘
this

on
it's
at;

fered to the survey and sale of the same
by the United States. In case, however,
the said Indians shall sooner remove, the
government may take immediate posses

sion thereof.”
On page 445 appears the following, signed
by eight Indians, but not signed by the
commissioners:
"On behalf of the chiefs and headincn or
the United Nation of Indians who signed
the treaty to which these articles are sup
plementary, we hereby, in evidence of our
“concurrence therein, become parties thereto.

2 “And as, since signing of the treaty, a
Ii I!!!

iii... ll
p's’ai

211'
rm
:ihi
an‘

a:
m
an
1"e—hr‘—. (J
if
-.-,"'
=<

mE_.'-IY—.‘éLi-T{-KFt?sB1-MBE
t‘lir‘u_

‘part of the band'residing on the reserva
tions in the territory of Michigan have re
quested, on account of their religious creed,
permission to remove to the northern part
of the peninsula of Michigan, it is agreed
that in case of such removal the just pro
portion of all annuities payable to them
under former treaties, and that arising from
the sale of the reservation on which they
now reside, shall be paid to them at l'Arbre

0
low. in its elghth‘ﬂnding, was that, under‘:
the several treaties, and upon the entire
account, there had accrued to the entire
tribe—those who had gone west, and those
who had remained in Michigan and Indiana
—the sum of $1,432,800; that the portion
of this that belonged to the petitioners was
$134,368.26. To this is to be added the
proportion awarded the petitioner oi’ the
$2,000 annuity under the supplemental treaty
of September 27, 1833; being, as we have
already seen, $3,653.60. The court below
further awarded the petitioners, as their
proportionate share of the money due and
unpaid of the perpetual annuities under the
treaties of September 26 and 27, 1833, the
sum of $41,626. As against these sums, the
court below charged the petitioners with the
sum of $75,102.50, which amount, it is ad—
mittcd, has been received. The court below
was urged to decree that the perpetual an

Creche.”
The court below held, with the United
States, that under these provisions these
claimants were entitled, not to the whole,
but to “a just proportion” of this annuity
provided for in the supplemental articles
of September 27, 1833; and in this view

we concur.
It was admitted that the one year's an
nuity, $2.000, had been paid, leaving to be
paid $38,000, of which amount the court
awarded in favor of the claimants, as “a‘
just proportion thereof," the sum of $3,
653.60. The court arrived at this particular
Sum by taking the number of the Indians
who went west at 2,812, and the number
of those who were permitted to remain

east as 291.
It is claimed that the court below erred
in this method of computation, because it
gives an interest to Indians who were not
entitled, under the supplemental treaty of
September 27, 1833, to participate in this
d. An examination of that treaty shows
that the annuity of $2,000 for 20 years was
ill part consideration of the cession by the

Hldillns who took part in it of 49 sections
‘if reservations on which

they were then

Settled; and it is claimed, with considerable
force, that the proceeds of the sale of such
reservations, so far as this annuity was con
cerned, should be distributed among the

III
on whose behalf the supplemental
tl'eiity was made, to the exclusion of those
Who had made the treaty of the day before.
‘However, we think the court below was

right in refusing to adopt this view of tho

given it to convert the perpetual annuities
into a. sum for present payment, and that
matter must be left to be hereafter dealt
with by congress.
As the United States took no appeal, the
several contentions on their behalf are not
before us for consideration.
Accepting, as we must do, the facts of the
case as found by the court below, we per
ceive no error in its decree establishing the

sum due to the petitioners.
How the moneys so awarded shall be dis
tributed among the several claimants, it is
not easy for us to say. The ﬁndings of the
court below, and the contradictory state
ments of the several briefs ﬁled by the ap
pellants, have left this part of this subject
in a very confused condition. The court says:
“The second section provides that said ac
tion shall be commenced by petition, stat
ing the facts, and that the ame may be
veriﬁed by a ‘business committee’ or an
thorized attorney of said Indians. Each of
the petitions in this proceeding is veriﬁed
by the atiidavit of the attorney appearing‘

in each case, and in that particular are iden-B
ticai. In each'case it appears that by special‘
appointment the attorneys represent some
of the Pottawatomies who remained in the
states of Indiana and Michigan, under the
supplementary article to the treaty of Sep~
tember 27, 1833. In this view of the statute,

the court allows the motion of the defend
ants to consolidate the cases, made on the
8th day of January, 1891, and overrules the

motion to dismiss cause No. 16,8Q, made on
per
mitted to remain cast “a Just were
proportion
thereof."
The conclusion arrived at by the court be

the 19th of January, 1891.
"This brings the issue by both petitioners

to the consideration of the court, to be dis
posed of upon one broad ground of the right

,'
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of all the Pottawatomies of Michigan and
Indiana Congress have recognized, by the
very title of the act, a claimant designated
as the ‘Pottawatomle Indians of Michigan
and Indiana;I and under that generic head
is to be determined the aggregate right of
such claimant, leaving the question of dis
‘tribution to that department of the govern
ment which by law has incumbent on it
the administration of the trust which in
legal contemplation exists between the
United States and the diﬂerent tribes of

RICHMOND &(April
D. R.17,
CO.1893.)
v.

No. 200.
RAILROAD Con r/isiss — Naouoa'scn - Comma
roar Nnsuosscn-Caossiso RuLwu n Sn
'rios.
In an action a ainst a railroad company
for death by wrongfu act, plaintiffs testimony

was that deceased, after leaving a train at r
small
ed totohelaflight
a famiiy,ln
eludingway
twostation.
small cas}:
' ren,
from an
ear, and started towards the station, par-posing
to spend the night there. In so doing he
steppe-d upon an intervening trackl which incl
been leveled up with earth for crossing, and
was struck by a train which was moving my
idly without ringing a bell. The family that
deceased had assisted barely escaped, and two
members thereof testiﬁed that they did not
know that they were walking upon a track
and had no idea. that an engine was nrilpmroarh'
ing. There was no light exce t a bon In!
the locomotive headlights. T ere was some
conﬂicting testimony as to these fan but the
jury are a verdict for plaintiffs. _ dd, tint

Indians"
0n the other hand, it is contended, with
‘great show of reason, by the petitioners who
are represented in case No. 1,125, (16,842 in
the court below,) that the question of what
Indians are entitled to participate in the
fund is one of law, to be settled by the
court, and should not be left to clerical func
iionarles. Our diﬂiculty in disposing of this
part of the subject is that we have neither
findings nor concessions that enable us to
deal with it intelligently.
It is to be observed that the court below
found as a fact (see ﬁnding 10) that the
average proportion between the Indians who
removed west and those who remained was
as 2,812 of the former to 291 of the latter,
and the court used that relative proportion
of numbers as a factor in computing the
amount due the petitioners.
The petitioners, however, number 1,371 in
case No. 1,125, but the number represented
in No. 1,133 (16,473 in the court below) is
not precisely stated. It is alleged in the
“brief ﬁled in behalf of petitioners in case

defen ant was not entitled to an instruction
that deceased was guilty of contributory negil'

sence.
In error to the circuit court of the United

States for the northern district of Georgia
Action in the city court of AtLmta, GiL, bi
Maggie L. Powers, Homer W. Powers. and
Lula W. Powers, by their next friend and

guardian ad litem, G. F. Reed, against tile
Richmond & Danviile Railroad Company, in
recover for the death of plaintiffs’ father.
caused by defendant‘s negligence. Defend

ant removed the cause to a federal couri
where verdict and judgment were given for
plaintiffs.
Defendant brings error
ﬁrmed.
Statement by Mr. Justice BREWER:

2N0. 1,125 that only 91 Indians are actually
' represented in case No. 1,133, and that ‘the

On April 11, 1886, W. D. Powers W119i“!
over by a train belonging to the Richmond
& Danville Railroad Company. at a station

other 200 Indians are among those repre—
sented in case No. 1,125.
But these facts are not found for us in
any authoritative form. Nor, indeed, would it
seem that the court below was furnished
with information suﬂiclent to enable it to de
ﬁne what Indians, or what number of In

known as “Lula," and so injured that he died

in a. few hours. This action was bi‘mlghI w
recover damages therefor. The pitiinilﬁsﬂ“
hi children, and the proper parties, W1“
the Georgia statutes, to maintain the acilgi:
It was commenced in the city court Ofd

dians, entitled to distribution, are repre
sented by the respective attorneys or agents.
Unable as we are to safely adjudicate this
question as between these classes of claim
ants, we can do no better than acquiesce
in the suggestion of the court below, that it is
one to be dealt with by the authorities of
the government when they come to distrib
ute the fund.
As these petitioners no longer have any

lanta, Ga", and thence removed b11113“:
fondant to the circuit court of the L 3:
States for the northern district of 690113;
A trial was had in November, 1888, ‘flavor
resulted in a verdict and judgment :8] m
of the plaintiffs for $9,800. 0n the u n‘ '

defendant asked the following 1115mm 0 '
“The undisputed fact exists
“he

that the deceased man, Powers, being“ so

tribal organization, and as the statutes di
time about forty-ﬁve years of 118°’ 5“ '6'
rect a division of the annuities and other

sums Payable by the head, and as such has
been the practice of the government, per
mlp the necessities of the situation demand
that the identiﬁcation of each claimant en
titled to share in the distribution shall be

left to the oﬂicers who are the agents or
the government in paying out the fund. U.

far as the evidence discloses, in £1111 1”“W
sion of all his faculties, deliberately imgmt
upon the railroad track immediately :15 .
of an engine which was running “7mm.
at the rate of ﬁve or six miles an no . _
not more than ten feet oﬂ. 51nd “'55
instantly run over and kiile .
a!
“To say that this was an ordinarily 52:0?

S. v. "Old Settlers," 148 U. S. —-, 13 Sup

or. Rep. 650.

'

The decree of the court below is aﬂirmed.

act, or that this conduct was not 1195M‘
on his part, would do violence to B P

RICHMOND & D. B. CO. v. POWERS.
{well-settled principle of law. Admitting that

H-E' E ﬂEI iEZI 'EZ-I'
if:
is
n:

' he'was a passenger, and therefore not bound,
as a traveler on the highway approaching a
crossing would be bound, to listen and to
look both ways before attempting to cross
the track, still the immediate presence, with
in a few feet, of a moving locomotive, would,

it seems to me, have awakened all the
senses of an ordinarily careful man, and
would have warned him, in more ways than
one, that he ought not to put himself on the
track, right in front of it.
“It cannot be doubted that this was a
careless and dangerous step. If he had been
ordinarily careful, he would not have been
killed or injured, even if the defendant was
negligent. There is nothing in the other testi
mony in the case which relieves him from
the consequences of this act of negligence.

If he had not died, and had brought suit.
he could not have recovered, nor can these
plaintiffs recover, under these facts, and it
is therefore your duty, under the law, to ﬁnd

a. verdict for the defendant."
This instruction was refused, and excep

tion duly taken.
Henry Jackson
plaintiﬂ in error.
ants in error.

and Pope Barrow, for
Hoke Smith, for defend

Mr. Justice BREWER, after stating the
facts in the foregoing language, delivered the
opinion of the court.
The only error assigned is in the refusal
of the court to instruct the jury, as requested,
substantially, that the deceased ‘was guilty
of such contributory negligence as to prevent
a recovery. It is well settled that, where
there is uncertainty as to the existence of
either negligence or contributory negligence,
the question is not one of law, but of fact,
and to be settled by a jury; and this whether
the uncertainty arises from a conﬂict in the
testimony, or because, the facts being un

disputed, fair-minded men will honestly draw
different conclusions from them.
Railroad
00. V. Stout, 17 Wall. 657; Railroad Co. v.
McDade, 185 U. S. 554, 10 Sup. Ct. Rep.
1044; Railroad Co. v. Converse, 139 U. S.
469, 11 Sup. Ct. Rep. 569.

No objection is made to the instructions
which were given, no suggestion that the law
as to negligence and contributory negligence
was not properly stated to the jury; so we
have the question whether the facts, as de
veloped by the testimony, were such as to
compel a declaration, as a matter of law, by
the court, that there was contributory neg

ligence on the part of the deceased, such as
to prevent a recovery. What are the facts,
as disclosed by the testimony? Lula is a
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train arrived ﬁrst, and ran along the inner
track,—the one nearest to the station. After
its passengers had all gone in to supper,
it moved back towards the north, and left
the space in front of the station and eating
house open.
Soon afterwards the north
bound train came in, and passed up on the
outer track. This was about 8 o’clock in
the evening. The deceased did not intend to
go any further than Lula, and expected to
spend the night there. The two tracks were
from eight to ten feet apart. The earth be

tween the rails on the inner track had been
leveled up, covering the ties, so as to make
a smooth place for walking upon. There was
no light, other than the headlights of the
locomotives, and from a bonﬁre of pine
knots near the eating house.
After the
north-bound train had stopped, and other
passengers had left the train for the purpose:
of going in to supper, deceased started‘with'

two satcheis, one in each hand, across the
track to go to the eating house or hotel:
and just at that time the south-bound train
moved up, and ran upon and injured him.
In reference to the foregoing facts there was
no dispute.
Further than that, there was testimony
tending to show that as deceased was leaving

the train a man with his wife and two chil
dren, ﬁve and seven years of age, started to
get oi! the car; that deceased, putting down
his satchels, stopped to help them off; that

there was no conductor, brakeman. or other
oﬂicer of the company present to render any
assistance; that, after they were safely off
the car, deceased took up his satcheis, and
they all started, nearly together, in the di
rection of the eating house, at an angle
across the inner track; that while thus walk
ing the south-bound train came along, with
out ringing a bell, at a rapid speed; that
the engineer, being on the right hand of the
engine, could not see any one on the left
side of the track for quite a distance in front
of the engine, and the ﬁreman was so occu
pied that he could not see the track at all;
that, just as the engine neared the party,

somebody called out, and the man who had
been helped of! the train by the deceased

jumped, with his wife, pushing the children
over, and barely landing on the platform as
the engine passed by, while deceased, who

was at his side, but a triﬂe in the rear of
the others, was caught by it, and run over.
It did not appear that any of the party had
ever been at Lula before, or knew of the ex
istence of an inner track, or the situation or
surroundings, although it did appear that the

deceased had been traveling on the railroad.

of the defendant's road stopped for supper.
Deceased was a passenger on the north-bound
train. There were two tracks in front of the

The man and his wife who thus narrowly
escaped testiﬂed that they did not know
there was a track upon which they were
walking; that no bell was rung, and that
they had no thought of an approaching train
until the outcry, upon which they jumped,
and barely saved themselves. What the de

station and eating house. The south-bound

ceased heard and saw and know is not at"

station in Hall county, Ga., at which, at that

time. both the north and south bound trains
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ﬂrmatively shown, but the entire circum
stances of the injury tend to show that he
was as ignorant as they in respect to these
matters. They had moved but a few steps
from the car towards the eating house be
fore the deceased was struck. Upon such
vtacts as these, is it not a. question, upon

' which minds might ditterfas to whether the
deceased was guilty of contributory negli
gcnce? Do not these facts tend, at least, to
show that he was exercising due care? His
tarrying behind the other passengers was
owing simply to his eiTort to help those who
needed help, and in discharging a duty rest
ing upon the officers of the company, and neg
lected by them. After they had all allghted
from the car, they started together in the
direction of the eating house, as disclosed
by the bonﬁre, without knowledge of an in
tervening track, or without thought of an
approaching train. No bell was run, no warn
ing given, until the moment 01! the accident,
and then too late for all of the party to save
themselves.
It seems as though there could be but one
answer to these questions. It these facts do
not establish due care on his part, they at
least tend very strongly to prove it. It is
true that there was testimony tending to show
a different state of facts; that the bell of the
engine was rung as it moved down the track
in front of the station house; that it was
moving at a very slow rate of speed—not
faster than a man would walk; that the
deceased, on alighting. put down his satchels,
waiting for some one from the hotel to come
and help him carry them; and that he was
there some minutes before he started for the
hotel. And, indeed, there was some testimony
tending to show that there were no such per
sons present as the family who claimed that
they were helped oi! the train by deceased.
But, of course, all conﬂict in the testimony was
settled by the jury, and could not be deter
mined by the court, and. unless it were at
urmatively shown that the deceased, when
he lett the car, and started towards the eat
ing house, knew that he was walking along
a track, and that there was danger from
another train, and with such knowledge
neither looked nor took precautions to satisfy
himself whether there was present danger
therefrom, it surely cannot be held that there
was, as a matter of law, contributory negli
gence on his part.

There was no error in refusing the instruc.
tion, and the judgment is aﬁirmed.
=

terms grants ‘to the council power to construct

sewers, and to assess the cost thereof upon in.
Property beneﬁted thereby, is not open 10 ‘he
obJection that it deprives the citizen of his
property without due process of law hct'nuseit
contains no express provision for notice of such
assessment: for the power generally conferred
is ‘subject to all constitutional restrictions, of
which the requirement 0! notice is one. 19
Pac. Rep. 450, affirmed.

_2. An ordinance passed pursuant to mil
section ordered the construction of a crusade
clared that certain territory in the city should
be drained thereby, and should constitute the
district upon which its cost should be assessed,
and_provided for a board of viewers to up
portion the cost among the property owners,

directing them to hold meetings at stated time

and places to hear all who had an interestin
the proceedings. Hold, that a provision forno
tice to property owners was implied tin-rein,
and it could not be objected that the ordinnm
was void for failure to embody an express pro
vision therefor: especially after the vicwm
have given notice, and recited the same in
their report, which has been duly conﬁrmed by
the council.
In error to the supreme court of the sum
of Oregon. Ailirmed.
Statement by Mr. Justice BREWER:
On March 5, 1887, the common council oi
the city of Portland passed an ordinance,
No. 5068, providing for the construction 0“
sewer in the north part of the city, and
known as "Tanner Creek Sewer." In pursu
ance of that and subsequent ordinances the
sewer was constructed, and the cost thereof
cast by a. special assessment upon melon
and blocks within a prescribed district. The

validity of this assessment was challenged by
this suit, the plaintiffs being lot owners in

the sewer district. The suit was commenced
in the circuit court of the state of Oman.

for the county of liiulmomah. That 6011"
sustained a demurrer to an amended cour

plaint, and dismissed it, and this decree of
dismissal was aﬁlrmed by the supreme wilt
of the state.

16 Or. 450, 19 Pae. Rep. 4041-?

‘The burden of the complaint rested upon
these allegations:

“Said ordinance numbered 5068. WWW1
March 5, 1887, is unconstitutional and void
in this:

“5 121 of chapter 10 of the charter 0i "19

said city of Portland, providing for the 00"‘
structlon of sewers, under and by “me

which said ordinance numbered 5063 ll:
passed, is in violation of the 1011mm:ed
amendment to the constitution of ‘the U11!

States, as it provides for taking Pl‘ll'aw pmg'
erty for public use without due Promo:
law;

and said ordinance numbered 5d m‘

also unconstitutional and void, 115 it team
mines arbitrarily and absolutely mad by
property
said Tanner
therein
Creekdescribed
sewer without
is bellimtfz
£12115“

(149 U. S. 30)

PAULSEN et al. v. CITY OF PORTLAND
et al.
(April 17, 1893.)
No. 183.
slum—ABSBSSMENTSENOTICE—DUB Pnocnss 01
AW.

1. The charter of the city of Portland
0:. (chapter 10, i 121,) which in general

the owners of said property ‘my no gum
opportunity to be heard 119°" that ‘W9 M
Said ordinance numbered 5162, 'llllgwkl
August 19, 1887, is unconstitutional on“
“Don the same grounds as those 0P0" cons .

said ordinance numbered 5068 is ‘Ind 1130
rational and void as aforesaid, 3:162 W
because said ordinance numbered 5

PAULSEN 0. CITY OF PORTLAND.
vides for an assessment of the property
2
FFJ'Z'H;
3'“
PI

therein named for the construction of said
Tanner Creek sewer without providing for
any notice to the owners whose property is
therein and thereby assessed.

"Said ordinances, and each of them, and
said assessment, were and are unconstitu
tional, illegal, and void, because—and these
i:
'i‘s-I‘sL1‘n:se3-9H1

plaintiffs over the fact to be as now stated
-—plaintiil’s had not, nor had any of them,
any notice of the said proceedings of the
said common council, or any opportunity to
vbe heard as to whether or not their prop
erty, or the property of any of them, was or
could be beneﬁted by said sewer, or as to
the amount that was or should be assessed
upon the several parcels of property named

in said ordinance numbered 5162.

xi‘

“Said ordinances, and each of them, and
said assessment, were and are illegal and
void, for the reason—and these pialntitIs
aver the fact to bc—that said common coun
cil and the said viewers, and each of them,
knew that a large proportion of the proper
ty described in said ordinances, including
“the property of these plaintiﬁ’s, was and is
as long distance away from said Tanner
'Creek sewer, and never would or could ebe
beneﬁted by said sewer, and that a con
siderable portion of said property was lower
in elevation than the bottom of said sewer,
and that it was physically impossible for
said property to be drained into said sewer
or to be beneﬁted by it in any way.
"And said ordinances and assessment, and
each of them, were and are a gross abuse
of power by said common council, and in
fraud of the rights of these plaintiffs.
"Said assessment is illegal and void, and
in violation of section 121 of chapter 10 of
the charter of the said city of Portland,
becauskand these plaintiiIs aver the fact
to btL-thilt said assessment was not made
upon the property directly beneﬁted by said
sewer, but was made indiscriminately upon
a large section of’ the city of Portland, and
without reference to the beneﬁts to the prop

erty therein contained.”
. — .“-_‘u-="l.\_l",.

Section 121 of the city charter is as fol—
lows:
"The council shall have the power to lay
down all necessary sewers and drains, and
cause the same to be assessed on the prop
‘my directly beneﬁted by such drain or
sewer, but the mode of apportioning esti
mated costs of improvement of streets, pre—
scribed in sections 112 and 113 0! chapter
10 of this act, shall not apply to the construc

tion of such sewers and drains; and, when
the council shall direct the same to be as
sessed on the property directly beneﬁted,
such expense shall in every other respect

be assessed and collected in the same man
ner as is provided in the case of street im
provements: provided, that the council may,
at its discretion, appoint three disinterested
Persons to estimate the proportionate share

of the cost of such sewer or drain to be
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assessed to the several owners of the prop
erty beneﬁted thereby, and in the construc
tion of any sewer or drain in the city shall
have the right to use and divert from their
natural course any and all creeks or streams
running through the city into such sewer or
drain." Sess, Laws Or. 1882, p. 171.
Section 5 of Ordinance 5068 commences:
llSec. 5. The streets and property within the
district bounded and described as follows
shall be sewered and drained into the Wil

lamette river through the sewer in this:
ordinance provided ‘and ordered to be con-'
structed along Tanner creek and North
Eighth street, from B street, near the inter
section of North Fourteenth street to the
Willamette river, to wit: Beginning;" and
then, after deﬁning the boundary of the
sewer district, declares: “And as the lots
and blocks, and parts 0t lots and blocks,
included within said district as above de
ﬁned, will be drained and sewered both by
surface drainage and underground sewer
age, by and through the sewer in this or
dinance ordered to be located, constructed,
and put down, the said lots and blocks, and
parts of lots and blocks aforesaid, are here
by declared to be directly beneﬁted by such
sewer, and subject to assessment therefor,
in proportion to the beneﬁts received there—
by, as provided in section 121 of the city
charter of the said city.”
Section 12 is as follows:

"Sec. 12. That R. L. Durham, Charles G.
Schramm, and H. W. Monastes, disinterested
persons, be, and they are hereby, appointed
viewers to estimate the proportionate share
of the cost of said sewer to be assessed to
the several owners of property beneﬁted
thereby in accordance with the provisions
of section 121 of the charter of said city,
and report the same to the common council
within sixty (60) days from the date of the
approval of this ordinance by the mayor.
Said viewers shall hold stated meetings in
the oﬂice of the auditor and clerk of said
city, and all persons interested may appear
before said viewers, and be heard in the mat

ter of making said estimate."
Ordinance 5162 contains these provisions:
"The city of Portland does ordain as fol
lows:
“Section 1. The common council of the city
of Portland having, by Ordinance No. 5068,
provided for the construction of a sewer,
together with the necessary catch-basins,
manholes, iampholes, and branches along

Tanner creek from North Fourteenth and
B streets to North Tenth and H streets,
thence along North Tenth street to I street,
thence along I street to North Eighth street,
and thence along North Eighth street to
North Front street, and thence northeaster
ly to low water in the Willamette river;
“And having therein and thereby appoint
ed three disinterested freeholders, viz., R.

L. Durham, H. W. Monastes, and 'Cimrles'
G. Schramm, to estimate the proportionate
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share of the cost of such sewer, to be as
sessed to the several owners of the property
beneﬁted thereby, and said assessors hav
ing made their report to the common coun
cil, which report, being satisfactory, is here
by adopted, said report being in words and
ﬁgure as follows, to wit:
“‘To the Hon., the Common Council of
the City of Portland—
“ ‘Gentlemen: The undersigned, appointed
by your honorable body to assess the cost
of constructing a. brick sewer along Tanner
creek from North Fourteenth and B streets
to North Tenth and H streets, thence along
North Tenth street to I street, thence
along I street to North Eighth street,
thence along North Eighth street to North
Front street, thence northeasterly to low
water in the Willamette river, as provided
by Ordinance No. 5068, would respectfully
beg leave to submit this our report.
" ‘We met at the oil-ice of the auditor and
clerk, and were furnished with the plans,
speciﬁcations, and contract, from which we
have ascertained the probable costs to be
$35,652.20, thirty-ﬁve thousand six hundred
and ﬁfty-two & 20-100 dollar.
'“In accordance with the requirements
of said Ordinance No. 5068, we gave notice
of our ﬁrst stated meeting June 25, 1887, at
6:30 o‘clock P. M., (by publication of such
notice in the Daily News, the ofﬁcial paper
of the city,) at which time we met and pro
ceeded with our work, adJourning from day
to day until the ﬁnal completion of our in
bors. We have assessed the cost of con
structing said sewer to the several lots,
parts of lots, and tracts of land included
within the boundaries deﬁned by you in
your Ordinance No. 5068, in the several
amounts as shown by the following tabulat
ed statement: [Omitted, per stipulation.]'

"Sec. 2. The auditor and clerk is hereby
directed to enter a statement of the assess
ment hereby made in the docket of city
liens, and cause notice thereof to be pub
lished in the manner provided by the city
charter.
"Passed the common council, August 17,
1887.
“W. H. Wood, Auditor and Clerk.
“Approved August 19, 1887."
George H. Williams, for plaintiff in error.
Wm. T. Muir, for defendant in error.

9 ‘Mr. Justice BREWER, after stating the
facts in the foregoing language, delivered
the opinion of the court.
The question is that of notice to the tax
payer. It is insisted that the supreme
court held that section 121 did not provide
for notice; that such construction of the
state statute is binding upon this court; and
that we must consider the case as though
no notice was provided for. It is not en
tirely clear what construction has been
placed upon section 121 by the supreme

court of Oregon. In the case of Stron
bridge v. City of Portland, 8 0; 67.
83, (decided in 1879,) the provisions of the
city charter in these respects belng um

substantially like those in the act of 1m,
it was said by Judge Boise, delivering the
opinion of the court:

"The elaborate manner pointed out in
the charter for acquiring the authority in
construct street improvements does not up

ply to the construction of sewers.
“The latter may be laid when,in the judg.
ment of the city council, the some shnll be
necessary.
“They may be made without previous no
tlce, the council alone being the judge or
their necessity."
This language is quoted with approval by
Chief Justice Thayer, in delivering the opin

ion of the court in this case. But on the
petition for a. rehearing, which was denied
by two judges to one, each of the judge
in favor of denying gave a brief opinion,
and Judge Strahan in his says:
"But it is objected that neither the chm’
ter nor ordinance expressly provides for no
tice, and that, therefore, though noticemay
have been in fact given, the consiimtionnl
objection of want of notice is not met

"Sections 95, 96, 97, 98, and 99 of the charIJ
ter all provideforand regulate notice inane’:
of improvement of streets, and'section 121.
which authorizes sewers, provides, M10115

other things: ‘And, when the council shall
direct the same [cots] to be assessed on the
property directly beneﬁted, such erpnnse

shall in every other respect be assessed and

collected in the same manner as is Wild?“
in the case of street assessments.‘
"The charter expressly provides for no

lice in case of street assessments. and sec
tion 121 makes the provisions applicable 111
case of sewers where the expense is ordered

by the council to be made a charge 011 "18
property directly beneﬁted."

In the subsequent case in the same court

of Association v. City of Portland. decided
in 1892, and reported in 31 Pac. Rep. 482,
it was held that “the provision that midi
expense shall be assessed in the 5111119 man‘
nor as is provided in the case of street im'

provements necessarily makes such mm“
in regard to street improvements, Wm] we
exceptions noted, a part of section 121,10‘
that purpose." It would seem from 0115
that the ﬁnal construction placed by the 3“
nreme court was to the effect that the char

ter requires notice as much in "19 mm“
of sewers as of street improvements

But were it otherwise. While n°t quest“;
ing that notice to the taxpayer in some "the
must be given before an assessment for M

construction of a sewer can be susiﬂlvnﬂd"
as in any other demand upon the “1mm
ual for a portion of his property’ “'9

see

think it essential to the Validity of a ow.
tion in the charter of a city greeting PM
or to construct sewers that mm m
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in terms be expressed either the necessity
for, or the time or manner of, notice. The
city is a miniature state; the council is
its legislature; the charter is its constitu
tion; and it is enough if, in that, the pew
er is granted in general terms, tor, when
granted, it must necessarily be exercised
subject to all limitations imposed by con
stitutional provisions, and the power to pre
scribe the mode of its exercise is, except
as restricted, subject to the legislative dls~
cretion of the council. Thus, in the case

at Gilmore v. Hentig, 33 Kan. 156, 5 Pac.
Rep. 781, it was held that “where a statute
authorizes a city to provide for the con
struction of sewers and drains, and to tax

the costs thereof upon the adjacent prop
erty owners, but does not require that any
gaotice shall be given to the property own
'ers, ‘held, that such failure to require notice
does not render the statute unconstitutional

or void, but notice must nevertheless be
given, and the city would have a broad dis

cretion with reference to the kind of notice
and the manner of giving the same." See,
also, Cleveland v. Tripp, 13 R. I. 50; Davis
v. City of Lynchburg, 84 Va. 861, 6 S. E.
Rep. 230; Williams v. Mayor, etc., 2 Mich.
560; Gatch v. City of Des Moincs, 63
Iowa, 718, 18 N. W. Rep. 310; Baltimore

& 0. R. Co. v. Pittsbur , W. & K. R. 00., 17
W. Va. 812, 835.
But it is further insisted that. even if the
general grant of power in a charter to do a.

work of this kind is sutiicient without an

ill’

express provision in it as to notice to the
taxpayers, the city in the execution of that
power must by ordinance provide for no
doc and prescribe its terms, and that these
ordinances contained no such provision.
Here, again, we are met with an apparent
[liﬁerence in opinion of the two judges or
the supreme court of Oregon, concurring in
the judgment in favor of the city. The
chief justice seems to consider the matter
of notice immaterial, relying upon the doc~
trine of stare declsls, that the right of the
city to carry through such a work without
any notice had been settled years before
‘in the Strowbridge Case; while Judge

Struhan makes these observations:
"In addition to this, section 12 of Ordinance
No. 5068 provides that the viewers shall hold
stated meetings at the oﬂice of the auditor
and clerk of said city, and all persons in
terested may appear before said viewers, and

be heard in the matter of making said es
timate.
“I think it would be a reasonable con
struction of this ordinance to hold that the
right to be heard implies that notice shall be
given, and, it this be so, the ordinance does
Drovide for notice by necessary implication.
“That which is implied in a statute is as
much a part of it as what is expressed."
Millard v. Douglas 00., 9 Or. 206.
But what was in fact done by the city?

By Ordinance 5068 it ordered the construc
v.13s.c.—48

tion of a sewer, and directed what area

should be drained into that sewer, and
created a taxing'distrlct out of that area.
For these no notice or assent by the tax

and the police power is exercised solely at
the legislative will. So, also, the determina
tion of a territorial district to be taxed for
a local improvement is within the province
of legislative discretion. Willard v. Pres
bury, 14 Wall. 676; Spencer v. Merchant, 125
U. S. 345, 355, 8 Sup. Ct. Rep. 921. By the
same ordinance the city also provided that
the cost 01' the sewer should be distributed
upon the property within the sewer district,
and appointed viewers to estimate the pro
portionate share which each piece or prop
erty should bear. Here, for the ﬁrst time in
proceedings of this nature, where an attempt
is made to cast upon his particular property
a certain proportion of the burden of the
cost, the taxpayer has a right to be heard.
The ordinance named a place at which the
viewer's should meet, directed that they
should hold stated meetings at that place,
and that all persons interested might ap
pear and be heard by them in the matter of
making the estimate. The viewers, upon
their appointment, gave notice by publication
in the oﬂiciai paper of the city of. the time
of their ﬁrst meeting. Notice by publication
is a suﬁicient notice in proceedings 01.‘ this
nature. Lent v. Tillson, 140 U. S. 316, 328,
11 Sup. Ct. Rep. 825. As the form of the

notice and the time 01' its publication are not
ailirmatively disclosed in the complaint, it
must be assumed that there was no detect
in respect to these matters. The precise ob
jection is that, although proper and suﬂicient
notice may have been given, it was not in
terms prescribed by the ordinance appointing
the viewers. But, as held by the supreme
court 01! Oregon in the case referred to,
(Mlnard v. Douglas 00., 9 Or. 206,) that which
is implied in a statute is as much a part of
it as that which is expressed; and where a
statute or an ordinance provides for stated
meetings of a. board, designates the place at
which the meetings are to be held, and
directs that all persons interested in the mat
ter may be heard before it, it is, as said by
Judge Strahan, not a strained interpretation
that it is implied thereby that some suitable
notice shall be given to the parties interested:

‘But, further, the viewers made formal rel‘
port to the council of what they had done,
stating that they had, in accordance with the
requirements of Ordinance 5068, given notice
by publication, and the council, in subsequent

Ordinance 5162, recites that their report is
satisfactory and adopted. In other words,
the council by this latter ordinance approved
the construction placed by the viewers upon
the ﬁrst, to the effect that it required notice.
It would seem that, when notice was in fact
given,-—notice whose suﬂicicncy is not chai
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ienged,—a construction put by the council
upon the scope and effect of its own ordi
nance should be entitled to respect in any
challenge of the regularity of the pro
ceedings bad under that ordinance. It is
settled that, it provision is made “for
notice to and hearing of each proprietor,
at some stage of the proceedings, upon
the question what proportion of the tax shall
be assessed upon his land, there is no taking
of. his property without due process of law."
McMillan v. Anderson, 95 U. S. 37; Davidson
v. New Orleans, 96 U. S. 97; Hagar v.
Reclamation Dist, 111 U. S. 701, 4 Sup. Ct.
Rep. 663; Spencer v. Merchant, 125 U. S.
345, 8 Sup. Ct. Rep. 921. If, before the view
ers had in tact met, yet after they had pub
lished notice, the council had passed an
ordinance reciting an approval of that act of
notice, it could hardly be doubted that the
full requirements of law as to notice were
satisﬁed. Because this approval was not
made until after the hearing before the
viewers, is it thereby worthless—oi! no
validity? And can this court say, when
those proceedings have been sustained by
the supreme court of the state, that rights
guarantied by the federal constitution have
been stricken down, and that these individuals
have been deprived of their property without
due process or law?
Another matter may be mentioned: The
second section of Ordinance 5162 directed the
ordinary publication of notice of the assess
ment. The charter (section 102) required a.
"docket of city liens," in which was entered,—

First, the description of each piece of prop~
erty assessed; second, the name of the
owner, or that the owner is unknown; and,
third, the sum assessed upon such piece of
property, and the date of the entry. And
fiby section 10-1 it was provided that “a. sum
' oi'money assessed for the improvement of a.
street cannot be collected until, by order or
the council, ten days‘ notice thereof is given
by the auditor, by publication in a daily
newspaper published in the city of Portland.
Such notice must substantially contain the
matters required to be entered in the docket
01! city liens concerning such assessment."
Now, without deciding that this notice is
suﬂicient notice to bring the proceedings
within “due process of law," it is worthy of

the doubt arising from the lack ot express
provision for notice in Ordinance 5068,11
cannot be held, in view of the notice which
was given, of the construction placed upon
this ordinance by the council thereafter, and
of the approval by the supreme court of the
proceedings as in conformity to the lawsol
the state, that the provisions of the federal
constitution requiring due process 0t law
have been violated.
The judgment is therefore aﬂirmed.
Mr. Justice FIELD did not hear the argu
ment or take part in the decision of this case.
=

(142 U. s. so
MEXIA et al. v. OLIVER.
(April 17, 1893.)

No. 182.
Hnssnm Asn WlFB—CONVEYAXC! or wlll'i
Savanna Pnorsmr—Evrnsscr.
1. Under Sayles' Civil St. Tex. art. 559.
providing that no conveyance of a wife! are
nrute property shall take effect unless made by
her and her husband saintly, and acknowl~
edged by her privily, an 11 art from her hus
band. a conveyance of on
property by the
husband for himself, and as attorney for his
wife, by virtue of a power _of attorney prmly
acknowledged by her, is void unless the deed
itself is privily acknowledged by her, a: pro
vided by the statute. Cannon v. Bontwell'. B'i
Tex. 626, and Peak v. Brinson, 11 S. W. lien
269, 71 Tex. 310. followed.

2. In an action to recover possession under
the Texas procedure, where the petition ‘e
mands judgment for the land, and the notice
thereon says the action is brought to'try title.
although the question may be technically not
one of title, but merely whether a hounds?!
was changed by the authority and ratiﬁcation
of the wife, such a power_of attorney and deed

are not admissible in evidence to prove such
authority and ratiﬁcation.

3. The admission of improper evidence.
against the objection of a party. is reversible
error, unless it appears beyond doubt from
the record that his rights could not have been
prejudiced thereby.

In error to the circuit court of the United
States for the northern district at Texas
Action by Sarah R. Mexia and E- i
Mexia, her husband, against T. J. Oliver.
for the possession of certain land. Verdict

and Judgment were given for detendant.
PlaintitTs bring error. Reversed.

remark that during the 10 days of publica_

A. H. Evans and w. s. Flepplm 1°‘

tion, made as required by said section 104
and section 2 of Ordinance 5162, the plulntiﬂ?
did not challenge the regularity of the pro.

plaintiffs in error. it L. Samueis. for do

ceedings. 01' apply to the council for an in
quiry into the justness of the apportionment,

‘Mr. Justice BLATCHFORD delivered 1114'
Opinion oi.’ the court.
a
This is an action at law, brought in ‘11'

nor did they commence any suit until a
month after the time when warrants for the
collection of delinquent assessments had

been ordered by the council. In other words,

fendant in error.

u-m

circuit court of the United Stilt/es for the
northern district of Texas by Sarah R
Mexia and her husband, Enrique A. Mam‘

only after payment had been made by a
portion of the taxpayers did these plaintiffs

citizens of Mexico, against T. J. Oliver. 3
citizen or Texas, for the possession of 8

ask any relief.

Piece of land. The "ﬁrst amended Orlzilfﬂ

Without continuing this inquiry any further,

w“ are 0f the opinion that. notwithstanding

Petition" in the suit, ﬁled Novem

1833, is indorsed with a notice t0 "19 d"

MEXIA v. OLIVER.

i!"

't'i'é
m
‘.u.

ia-=r:.'-é:~E.-i2E. i

around said land to the place of begin
ning—"said boundaries including sections
Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and a part of section No. 6,
of the subdivision and partition of the said
Pedro Varella 11-league grant, as shown
on the records of the said Limestone coun
ty." The petition sets forth, also, that on
February 11, 1850, "Adelaide M. Hamme
kln, Joined by her husband, George L. Ham
mekin, being at that time the owners of
osaid 11-league grant, made. executed. and

gdelivered to one Jose ll . Cabellero a con
‘veyance for 6,000'acres of said 11-league
grant, out of the northeast corner of same,
before any actual survey was made of said

6,000ucre tract, and that the same was
never actually surveyed on the ground un~
til the month of June, 1855, at which time
said 6,000acre tract was actually surveyed
on the ground, and cut oﬂ from said 11

_
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fondant that the action is brought as well
done by request and authority of said
to try title as for damages. The petition
J.
M.
Caballero and
the said Ham~
states that on January 1, 1878, the plain‘
meklns, and said survey and lines were
tiﬂ's were selsed and possessed, in fee, in
afterwards
ratiﬁed,
and
ever since ac
right of said Sarah R. Mexia, of the following
quiesced in, by them and their vendees;
described tract of land, situated in Lime
that such title as the defendant claims un
stone county, Tex., being some 4,000 acres,
der is derived from Cabellcro under said
more or less, out oi.‘ 11 leagues of the land
conveyance for 6,000 acres; that the defend
granted originally to Pedro Varel'la, “be
ant will claim and insist in this cause that
ginning at a. stake and mound on the east
the south boundary line of said 6,000-acre
ern boundary of the Pedro Varella 11
tract, in the name of Cabellero, should be
league grant, 2,253 varas south, 45“ east,
at a point about 277 varas further south
from the northeast corner of said 11<league
than as heretofore established, and as
grant, said stake and mound being also
claimed by the plaintiffs; that on January
the southeast corner of a 6,000-acre tract
1, 1878, the defendant illegally entered on
in the name of Jose M. Cabeliero out of
the land, and ejected the plaintiffs there
said Iii-league grant, as the same was orig
from,
to their damage in the sum of $10,
inally surveyed and established in June,
000; and that the land claimed is of the
1855, by G. H. Cunningham, surveyor, at
value of $20,000. The petition prays judg
the instance of E. A. Mexia, agent for J.
ment for the land, damages, and costs, for
M. Cabellero and plaintiifs’ vendors; thence
a writ of possession, and for other relief.
south, 45° west, with the south boundary
The defendant ﬁled a. "ﬁrst amended
line of said 6,000-acre tract, ' " ‘ (ac
original answer" on April 17, 1889, by which
cording to a block of surveys made by G.
he demurred to the plaintiffs’ ﬁrst amended
H. Cunningham in 1856 in sectionizing and
original petition as insuﬂicient in law, denied
subdividing said 11-league grant, and set
all the allegations of the petition, pleaded
apart to plaintiff Sarah B. \iexia by deed
not guilty, and alleged that he had been in
of partition between Adelaide M. Hamme
quiet, peaceable, continuous, and adverse
kln, George L. Hammekin, Sarah l't. Mexia,
possession for more than three years before;
and E. A. Alexia, dated March 30, 1874;)"
the
ﬁling of the suit, of so much of the land:
thence
proceeding
with
the
boundary

league grant, and the south or southwest
boundary line thereof was well established
on the ground in accordance with the ﬁeld
notes as hereinbefore set forth, and the
same has ever since been held and regarded

and acquiesced in as the south boundary
01' said 6,000-acre tract, and as the divi
sion line between the same and the remain
der of said 11-league grant on the south
and west thereof, and from that time to

the present said line and survey has been

described in the petition as was 'included'
within the boundaries following, to wit: “In
Limestone county, about 6 miles above the
town of Springﬁeld, on the northern or left
of the river Navasota, being a part of the
ll-league grant by the states of Coahuila and
Texas to Pedro Varella, and commencing
on the left bank of the eastern (or northern)
branch of the Navasota at the point where
the original line of said 11-league grant, from

the second to the third corners, crossed the
said creek; thence N., 45° E., following the
original line of said 11-league grant, to the
original 3rd corner; thence S., 45° E.. two
thousand ﬁve hundred and thirty (2,530)
varas, following the original line of the said
11-loague grant; thence S., 45° W., being a
line parallel with the ﬁrst line of this survey,
to the left bank of the Navasota; thence up
said river to the beginning." That, as to all
not included in said boundaries, he did not
set up any claim. That he pleaded the three
years and the ﬁve-years statutes of limitation.
That he, and those whose estate he had in
the lands sued for, had adverse possession of
the land described in his plea of three years‘
limitation, for one year next before the com
mencement of the suit, claiming the land in
good faith. That he and they had made
permanent and valuable improvements there
on, to the amount of $5,000, which he asked

acquiesced in by the adjacent owners of

to have valued and allowed to him under the

the land north and south of said line;" that

statute, and that, as to all land not included
in the boundaries given in the answer, he
made disclaimer.

said survey was made, and said line thus

established, by G. H. Cunningham, then
surveyor of the land district in which
Bald land

was

situated,

and

this

was

The answer further alleged that on July
27, 1874, he purchased from Mrs. Maria
Dolores Felicite Conti, the only daughter and
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only heir of Jose M. Caballero, the land de
scribed in the answer, paying therefor to her
$5,000 cash, in gold, and received a deed,
with said ﬁeld notes, from her and her
husband, .1’. M. Conti; that, if the Hammeliins
and said Cabellero ever agreed that the said
6,000-acre tract should be surveyed, and the
same was so surveyed as to make its southern
boundary 277 varas further north than the
southern boundary as called for by said deed
from the Hammekins to Cabellero, and they
afterwards acquiesced in and ratiﬁed the
asame,—which is not admitted, but expressly
denled,—then the defendant avers that at
and before the time he paid such'purcnase
money, and received the deed from Mr. and
Mrs. Conti, he had no notice, actual or con
structive, of such agreement,
urvey, or
ratiﬁcation of the survey, nor that the Ham
mekins or the plaintiifs claimed any right to,
or interest in, said 6,000acre tract, or any
part thereof, as set out by metes and bounds
in the deed to Cabellero; that the defendant
was a bona ilde purchaser for value of the
land, as so described, and believed that he
was acquiring the full and complete title to

the land, as described in the deed to (label
lero, and believed that he had a. right to rely
on the description of said land, as set out in
said deed, as correct; that on
, 187—,
he learned that Whitﬁeld Scott claimed to
have title to said land, derived from the
Hammeklns, and he purchased said title from
Scott, paying valuable consideration there
for, and without notice, actual or construc
live, at the time he paid such consideration,
or received his deed from Scott, that any one
else claimed title to any part of said land,
and without notice, actual or constructive,
of the agreement, survey, or ratiﬁcation set
out in the answer; that he received from
Scott a. deed with the same field notes as set

out in said deed to Cabellero; and that in
purchasing from Scott he was, as to the
claims set up by the plaintiffs, a bona ildo
purchaser for a valuable consideration.
The plaintiffs ﬁled their "first supplemental
petition," which demurred to the defendant's
ﬁrst amended original answer, ﬁled April 17,
1889, as insufficient in law, and denied all
the averments contained in said answer, and,
in replication to the defendant's averments
and claims of title under the statutes of
limitation of three and ﬁve years, said that
if the defendant had possession, under title

01' c0101‘ 01 title, of any of the land described
in the petition, for three or ﬁve years before

lawful wife of her coplalntiﬂ. 'l'hey pram

judgment as in their petition
No disposition appears to have been made
of the demurrer to the petition or the do
murrer to the answer; but the case was
tried in April, 1889, before the court and a
jury. A verdict was found for the defend
ant, whereupon a judgment was entered that
the plaintiifs take nothing by their suit, and
that the defendant recover his costs, with
execution upon either the common property
of the wife and the husband, or the separate
property of the wife. The plaintiffs have
sued out a writ of error from this court
There is a bill of exceptions, which set
forth that on the trial the defendant offered
to introduce in evidence a power of attorney
executed by Adelaide M. Hammekin to litl'
husband, George L. Hammelrin, empowering
him to dispose of, in her name, certain real
property belonging to her separately; lhn
the defendant also offered to introduce in
evidence a deed to the lands in controversy,
made by said George L. Hammekin as it
torney for his wife, and personally for him
self, in which deed he acted for his wife
under said power of attorney, and conveyed
the (WOO-acre Caballero tract of land, by
metes and bounds, as claimed by the de
fendant, to \Vhltﬁeld Scott, on March iii
1875, and a deed from Scott to the defend‘
ant, dated March 20, 1875, conveying iht
same land conveyed to Scott by George L
Hammekin for himself and wife; and that
the plaintiffs objected to the introduction of
said testimony, because: “First. Said power
of attorney did not vest in the husband till
authority to act for the wife in executing
deeds to her separate property; such a POW

being inconsistent with, and in contravention
of, our statute requiring the 512ml“!re and

privy acknowledgment of the “lie, Joined
by her husband, to convey such DIODE"?
Second. The deed to Whitﬁeld Scott. exe

cuted by George L. Hammekin for himself’
and as attorney in fact for his wife, “"3

without authority of law, was not Pill“?
acknowledged by the wife, as is required in
cases of the conveyance of the Selim":

property of the wife, and convey‘!Cl “one 0‘?

her title. Third. The deed'from Whitﬁeld
Scott to defendant T. J. Oliver, being based

upon the foregoing instruments. 91mm m“
with them, and was not evidence Olin-i

title." The court overruled the Objections
and admitted the instruments in evidcm'
and the plaintiffs excepted. After the "t:

was rendered, the plaintiffs appear
the suit was Instituted. (all of which the diet
Plaintiffs deniedd Such possession was no bar, have moved the court to set aside the "elf
because ever since the defendant acquired

dict and to grant a new trial, for the 17011“;

title. color of title. or possession the plninuir,

ing reasons: “(1) Said verdict is contrary to
the law in this case, as given in clmrgt m

Sarah R. Mexia, had been the lawful wife of
the other plalntiﬂ, and had been a married

the Jury by the court, and 18 00mm W

woman ‘01' ten Years before the institution of
@319 811"’ and for several years before the de
gtendant acquired any title, color of title, or

the evidence in the case, of all the legltilnﬁiu:
positive testimony in the case, Snowing ding

ly, and beyond a doubt, that the 10Wr a;
of the Oabellero 6,000-acre tract of land ll»

[10559581011 of any of the land'described in
the petition; and that she was still such

8“ml-‘1113' run upon the ground and marked

MEKIA o. OLIVER.

I!
It:
ll

ll

i lE-SI'F-‘RIE' E

esanuesaukid ﬁi e sé ﬁan

0|! by the surveyor, G. H. Cunningham, in
1855, and that said line was subsequently
acquiesced in by said Cabellero and the
Hammekins, the adjacent owners of the
lands on both sides of said line, as the true
division line between said tracts. (2) Be
cause the court erred in admitting in evi
dence, over plaintiﬂs’ objections, the power
of attorney made by Adelaide M. Hamme
kin to her husband, George L. Hammekin,
authorizing him to act for her in the sale
and disposition of her real property, and in
admitting in evidence, over plaintitfs’ objec
tion, the deed from said Adelaide M. Ham
mekin, acting by her said husband as at
torney in fact, to Whitﬁeld Scott, conveying
the land here in controversy; said power of
attorney being in contravention of the policy
of our laws, as decided by our courts, and
said deed, under our said decisions, being

insuﬂicient to bind a married woman, or
to convey her separate property, having
never been privily acknowledged by her.
(3) The court erred in permitting the de
fendant, Oliver, and the witness Roberts to
testify as to lengths of the various section
lines of Pedro Varella eleven-league section;
said proof being wholly immaterial to the
ascertainment of whether a line had actually
been run, and acquiesced in by the ad
jacent owners, as claimed by plaintiii’s, but,
on the contrary, said proof tending to con
fuse the minds of the jurors. and cause
them to consider whether plaintiffs had
their quantity of land in the various sections,

instead of the true location of the division
lines between the Cabeiiero ‘tract and the
balance of the eleven leagues." The record
does not show that any disposition was made
of that motion, nor is it shown by the rec
ord -why the court made the rulings which it
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the 6,000-acre tract (out of the northeast
corner of the 11-league grant to Varella) con
veyed by Mrs. Hammekin and her husband,
in 1850, to Oabellero, appears to be the issue
in the action; and the defendant claims in
accordance with the call in that deed. The
plaintiffs claim that, at the time of the sale of
the land to Cabellero, it had not been sur
veyed; that there was no survey of it until
June, 1855, when it was surveyed and mark
ed on the ground by the Hammekins and
Cabellero, the south boundary line being
at a distance of 2,253 varas south, 45°
east, from the northeast corner of the 11
league grant; and that the line thence south,
45° west, was thereafter recognized by
the Hammekins and Cabellero as the true
south boundary line of the Gabeilero tract.

and its location there was acquiesced in by
the
the
for
the

then adjacent owners of the lands; that
land south of that line was sectionized
the Hammekins in 1856 by Cunningham,“
same surveyor who established the line;

for the'Hammekins and Cabellero in 1855;‘
that in sectionizing he began section No. 1
at the southeast corner of the Cabellero
tract, at a point in the eastern boundary
line of the 11-league grant 2,253 varas from
the northeast corner of that grant; and that
all the sections lying south of said 6,000'acre
tract, being sections 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and part of
6, were set apart to the piaintiﬂ by deed of
partition between them and the Hammekins.

dated March 30, 1874.
The defendant claims the 6,000-acre tract
in accordance with the calls in the original
deed conveying it from the Hammcklns to
Cabellero in 1850, and alleges that he ac
quired title to it—First, through the deed
to him from Mrs. Conti, dated July 27, 1874;
and, second, through the deed from the Ham

did make. We are furnished with a. brief for

mekins to Scott, and that from Scott to the

the defendant
it is assigned as error that the court al
lowed the introduction in evidence of the
power of attorney from Mrs. Hammekin to
her husband of the deed to Scott by the
latter, acting for himself, and as agent for

defendant, dated, respectively, March 18 and

his wife, and of the deed from Scott to the
defendant, because “(1) said power of at

torney from Adelaide M. Hammekin to her
husband, George L. Hammekin, could not
authorize him to act for her, and as her
agent, in conveying her separate property,—
Salli instrument being void under the statute
and decisions of Texas requiring the privy
acknowledgment of married women to trans
fers of their separate real property; (2) the
deed from George L. Hammekin, acting for
himself and wife, to W. Scott, not being

slgﬂed by her, and acknowledged by her
Drlvily and apart from her said husband,

did not, under said statute and decisions,
convey her separate property; and (3) said
deed from Scott to defendant, being based
on the foregoing invalid instruments, must
fall with them."
The location of the south boundary line of

20, 1875.
Article 559 of Sayles' Civil Statutes of
Texas reads as follows: “The husband and
wife shall join in the conveyance of real
estate, the separate property of the wife;
and no such conveyance shall take eifect un
til the same shall have been acknowledged by
her privily, and apart from her husband,
before some oﬂicer authorized by law to

take acknowledgments to deeds for the pur
pose of being recorded and certiﬁed to in
the mode pointed out in chapter two, title

lxxxvl, [title 86.]" Title 86, c. 2, art. 4310,
provides as follows: “No acknowledgment of
a married woman to any conveyance or other
instrument purporting to be executed by her
shall be taken unless she has had the same
shown to her, and then and there fully ex
plained by the oﬂicer taking the acknowledg
ment, on an examination prlvily and apart
from her husband, nor shall he certify to
the same unless she thereupon acknowledges

to such officer that the same is her not and
deed, that she has willingly signed the same,

and that she wishes not to retract i " Arti
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do 4311 makes requirements as to the cer
tiﬁcate, and article 4313 prescribes the form
of certiﬁcate of acknowledgment by a mar
ried woman.

a Article 559 has been interpreted by the su~
\e‘preme court of Texas in Cannon v. Boutwell,
' 53 Tex. 626, and Peak v. Brinson, 71 Tex.
310, 11 S. W. Rep. 269. In the ﬁrst case
the title of the defendant depended, as it
does here, upon the validity of a power of
attorney executed and privily acknowledged
by the wife, authorizing the husband to sell
and convey her separate property, and the
validity of a deed made by the husband an
der the power, acting for himself and his
wife; the deed being executed by him with
out her privy acknowledgment thereof. In
its opinion the court said: “A deed or power
of attorney signed by the wife alone is not
such an instrument as the statute makes
eﬂ‘ective to pass her estate. The decisions
under similar statutes have been uniform in
holding the separate conveyance of the wife
invalid, notwithstanding it may have been
clearly shown that she acted with her hus
band's assent," citing several decisions. The
opinion further said: “The statute does not
attempt to provide for either conveyances or
powers of attorney from the wife to the bus
band, and we think it would be a departure
from the policy ot the law, wholly unauthor
ized by anything in the statute, to allow
the husband, by means, simply, of a general
power of attorney from the wife, to dispose
of her separate estate at his will." Under
that decision the power of attorney from

Mrs. Hammekin to her husband would ap
pear to be ineﬁectual to pass to him any
right to transfer her separate property, with
out her privy acknowledgment of the deed,
and the deed from Mr. Hammckin to Scott
to be invalid. The same ruling was made in
Peak v. Brinson. The ﬁrst case was in re
gard to instruments made in 1858 and 1858,
while the second case applied to instruments
made between 1870 and 1880.
We cannot say that these errors were im
material. as it does not appear beyond doubt
that they were errors which could not preju
dice the rights of the plaintiffs. Deery v.
Gray, 5 Wall. 795, 807; Gilmer v. Higlcy, 110

U. S. 47, 50. 3 Sup. Ct. Rep. 471. The cir
cuit court, by overruling the objections made
to the instruments in question, virtually held

whether the south boundary oi! the aoooam
tract was changed from that called for h
the original deed from the Hnmmckins to
Cabellero by their request and authority and
ratiﬁcation, the power of attorney from Mrs.
Hammekin to her husband, and their deed,
were admissible to show that they and Ca
bellero had not changed the line; that the in
struments were not offered or admitted to
prove title; and that the above authorities do
not apply to a question which is not one oi
title. But we have remarked suﬂiciently on
this subject. The petition demands Judgment
for the land, and the notice on it says that
the action is brought to try title.
The recon] is very meager, but we have
arrived at a satisfactory conclusion on the
case as presented.
The judgment of the circuit court is re
versed, and the case is remanded to that
court with a direction to grant a new trial

(148 U. S. 37!)

AMERICAN CONSTRUCTION CO. v. JACK
SONVILLE, T. & K. W. RY. CO.
SAME v. PENNSYLVANIA GO. FOR 1N
SURANCE ON LIVES AND GRANTING
ANNUITIES.
(March 27, 1893.)
Nos. 14 and 15 Original.
SUPREME COURT—MANDAMUS— UEltTiOilAlll—Cili'
cnr'r COURT or APPEALS.
1. Though the judiciary act of 1789, Q15.
(Rev. St. § 688,) empowers the supreme court
to issue writs of mandamus "in cases war
ranted by the principles and usages oi II"
to an courts appointed under the authority-0f

the

nited States,” such writ cannot be low}

to perform the oﬂice of an appeal or writ 11‘)
error to review the judic1al_ac_tion of an \
ferior court, es )ecially when it is an interior!!
tory order of w ich a review is sought.
1
2. Nor, except as provided in section 6 q’
the judiciary act of March 3. 1891. can :1 W11

of certiorari he made to serve the some in";
Dose, though section 14 of the “Judirmry WI]
empowers the supreme court to issue‘?
Writs, not speciﬁcally provided for by no or
which may be necessary for the exercise
jurisdiction, and agreeable to the usage‘I I“
principles of law."
d“
3. The power of the supreme court. "11181
section 6 of the judiciary act of. March 3,: mv
to review by writ of certiurari to the or?“
court of appeals cases made ﬁnal in that ‘ﬁlm’

extends to cases brought there by aWe“M
der section 7 from interlocutory decre'esli-"f'lt to
ing or continuing injunctions, and it is 9 m.
the discretion of the supreme court to, “in

that they gave the defendant a valid title;

mine at what stage of the procecdmzﬁ ‘it

and the evidence afforded by those instru

exercise this power; but the writ yr 1 ‘New
issued at all in such cases unless it View
sill‘? to prevent extraordinary mcomelél. e
and embarrassment in the conduct 0
cause.
I
_
l
m W

ment-‘5 may have had the eiTect upon the jury
Of disprovlllg the acquiescence of Mrs. Ham
:mekin in the boundary line as claimed by
$919 Plaintiffs, while it does not appear that

I

Whetrhe the circuitxcoburtsgﬁggilg 'm

(er t e an

ority given 1

y

l

r

she knew'anyﬂling about the alleged sale by

judiciary act of March 3, 1891. w refit‘:

her husband as her attorney in fact. The
acquiescence and agreement on the part or
Mrs. Hammekin formed an issue in the case.
It is contended on the part of the defend.
ant that there was no question of title in

an appeal from an interlocutory m-de‘rmrnwa
ing or continuing an injunction, elite .‘Wr'

the 01156. and that the sole question was one
of boundary; also, that the question being

appeal from an order a pointing ll l'grl’ldisposi,
a railroad company an enjoining tofiiﬁes “1,
tion of its property, and not only I}! it w
injunction, but also directs the crrcltlhe prov
to discharge the receiver and restore a I m,
erty to the company, its action "1 d for in.
respect, even if erroneous, is no 81'0""
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ilk!
iei-ference b
the supreme court by writ of
mandamus, or the appeal from the injunctional
part of the decree was clearly authorized, and
the case was within the jurisdiction of the
circuit court of appeals.
5. uch a case is not one for the interpo
sition of the supreme court by writ of cer
tiorari under section 6 of the judiciary act of
March 3, 1891, for this branch of its jurisdic
tion is to be sparingly exercised; and the de—
cree of the circuit court of appeals was neither
so important in its immediate effect, nor so
far-reaching in its consequences, as to warrant
the suplreme court in issuing the writ.

which was illegal and void, and unjust to its
stockholders, and had declined to have an ac
count taken, and praying for an account, a
receiver, and an injunction.
0n the ﬁling of the bill, Judge Swayne,
the district judge, made a restraining order,
by which, until the piaintiﬂf‘s motion for
an injunction and for the appointment of
a receiver could be heard and determined,
the railway company and its otiicers and
6. he question whether the circuit court agents were enjoined and restrained from
remitting, sending, or removing any of its
of appeals has authority to entertain an appeal
from a decree setting aside an order appointing
income, tolls, and revenues from the juris
a receiver is not of such importance, even
diction of the court, and from selling, dis
though the court has exercised such authority,
posing of, hypothecailng, or pledging any ot
as to require the interposition of the supreme
its hands of a certain issue at less than their
court, either by mandamus or certiorari: for,
even if the interlocutory order could not be the
par value.
subject of a separate appeal, it might be
On August 4, 1892, Judge Swayne, after
brought before the circuit court of appeals on
a hearing of the parties, made an order ap
appeal from the ﬁnal decree in the cause.
7. Where, however, upon an appeal from
pointing Mason Young receiver of all the
an order made in the circuit court y the dis
property of the railway company; enjoining
trict judge, setting aside an order made by the
the railway company, its oﬁicers and agents,
circuit judge, the circuit judge takes part in
the decision in the circuit court of appeals, the
and all persons in possession of its property,
question whether he was not disqualiﬁed to
from interfering with the possession, control,
so take
rt under section 3 of the judiciary
act of _arch 3, 1891, and whether the decree management, and operation of the property,
and from obstructing the exercise of the re
of the circuit court of appeals was not there
fo_rs_ void, is one which deeply aifects the ad
ceiver's rights and powers, or the perform
ministration of justice in that court; and, in
ance of his duties; and continuing the re
order to determine the same, the supreme court
straining order of July 6th until the further
wiil_issue a rule to show cause why a writ of
certiorari should not issue, and if it should be
order of the court.
determined upon the hearing thereof that the
On August 5th, Judge Swayne, on a peti-i,
circuit Judge was disqualiﬁed, and that the de
tion
of the receiver, and after hearing himg
cree was therefore void, the writ will issue to
and the parties, made an order {authorizing
bring up and quash the same.
him to pay certain interest and obligations
Petitions for mandamus or certiorari to of the railway company out of the income
the United States circuit court of appeals
and money coming into his hands as re
for the ﬁfth circuit, ﬁled in the suits of the
ceiver, or, if those should be insuiﬁcient for
American Construction Company against that purpose, to issue receiver's notes in pay
the Jacksonville, Tampa & Key West Rail
ment of such interest and obligations, or, at
way Company, and of the same plaintiff
his discretion, to borrow money on such re
against the Pennsylvania Company for In
ceiver’s notes for that purpose, the amount
surauoe on Lives and Granting Annuities.
of such notes outstanding at one time not
Both writs denied in the ﬁrst-mentioned
to exceed $125,000.
case, and the petition dismissed. Manda
On August 27th, the railway company
mus denied in the second case, but rule prayed and was allowed an appeal from the
agranted to show cause why oertiorari should
orders of August 4th and August 5th to the
Snot issue.
United States circuit court of appeals for
' ‘Statement by Mr. Justice GRAY:
the ﬁfth circuit, and gave bond to prosecute
These were two petitions to this court,
the appeal.
each praying, in the alternative, for a writ
On November 18th the construction com
of mandamus, or a writ of certiorari, to the
pany moved the circuit court of appeals to
United States circuit court of appeals for
dismiss the appeal because that court had no
the ﬁfth circuit.
jurisdiction to review the action of the
In the ﬁrst case (No. 14) it appeared that
circuit court in making those orders or either
the following proceedings were bad in the
of them.
circuit court of the United States for the
On January 16, 1893, the circuit court of
northern district of Florida:
appeals, held by Circuit Judges Pardce and
On July 6, 1892, the American Construc
McCormick and District Judge Locke, denied
tion Company, a corporation of lllinois, and
the motion to dismiss the appeal, and enter
a stockholder in the Jacksonville, Tampa &
ed a decree reversing and setting aside the
Key West Railway Company, a corporation
orders appealed from, except as to the in
of Florida, engaged in operating a railroad
junction; modlfying the injunction so as to
in that state, ﬁled a bill in equity, in behalf
permit the railway company to send away
of itself and of such other stockholders as
money for the payment of its bonds which
might come in, against the railway com
had been regularly sold, and for the purchase
pany, and against its president and direct
of necessary equipment and supplies, and to
'°l‘B. citizens of other states, alleging that
restrain it from disposing of, at less than

"18! had made a contract in its

behalf,

their par value, such only of the bonds of
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vention, setting forth the previous proceed.
the issue mentioned as remained the prop
ings in the ﬁrst case, and praying that we
erty of the company; and instructing the
circuit court to modify accordingly the re—
order appointing Cable receiver might be an
straining order of July 6th, continued by the
aside and vacated.
_
order of August 4th, and to vacate the order
On August 4th, on this petition, Judgeé
of August 4th, appointing a receiver, to dis ~Swayne, holding the circuit court, made an‘
order setting aside and vacating the order
charge the receiver, and to restore the prop
appointing Cable receiver, and staying all
erty of the company to its oﬂicers.
further proceedings in the cause until the
On January 23d, the construction company
tiled a. petition for a rehearing, upon the
further order of the court.
grounds, among others, that the circuit
On August 23d, the Pennsylvania Company
prayed and was allowed an appeal from that
court of appeals had no Jurisdiction to re
view an order appointing a receiver, and that
order of Judge Swayne to the United States
circuit court of appeals for the ﬁfth circuit,
its decree did not allow the receiver time to
and gave bond to prosecute its appeal
settle his accounts, nor provide for the pay
On November 18th, the construction com
ment of his notes in the hands of bona ﬁde
pany moved to dismiss this appeal became
holders for value.
the circuit court of appeals had no Jur'r»
On January 30th, the circuit court of ap
diction of an appeal from that order, and
gpeais denied a rehearing, and sent down a
I mandate in accordance with its'decree, and
because it appeared by the pleadings and
papers on file that the suit was a collusive
on February 1st the mandate was ﬁled in
one between the appellant and the railway
the circuit court.
company.
On February 2d, the construction company
On January 16, 1893, the circuit court oi
moved this court for leave to ﬁle a petition
appeals, held by Circuit Judges Paniee and
for a writ of mandamus to the circuit court
McCormick and District Judge Locke, denied
of appeals to dismiss so much of the appeal
the motion to dismiss the appeal, and enter
of the railway company as undertook to
ed a decree by which that order was re
bring before that court the action of the
versed, “the stay of proceedings dissolved,
circuit court in appointing a receiver and in
the receivership restored," and the cause re
authorizing him to borrow money upon re
manded to the circuit court, with instruc
ceiver’s notes, or, in the alternative, for a
tions to proceed therein in accordance “iii:
writ of certiomrl to the circuit court of ap
the
opinion rendered by the circuit court oi
peals to bring up its decree for review by
appeals, by which it was "left with the
this court.
circuit court to determine what person is
In the second case, (No. 15,) besides the
the proper one to execute the oﬂice of re
facts above stated, the following facts ap
ceiver in this case, and to continue Receiver
peared:
Cable, or to appoint a more suitable person
On July 23, 1892, the Pennsylvania- Com
in his place, as the relations of the parties
pany for insurance of Lives and for Grant
and the character and condition of the
ing Annuities, a corporation of Pennsylvania,
property may, in the Judgment of that
as trustee under a mortgage of the property
of the railway company to secure the pay
court, require."
On January 28d, the construction mm
ment of its bonds of the issue aforesaid, pre
sented to Judge Pardee a bill in equity, ad
pany ﬁled a petition for a rehearing. ‘190"
dresed to the same circuit court, against
the following grounds:
(1) That the order appealed from was PM
the railway company, praying for a fore
1y in the discretion of the circuit court. in‘!
closure of the mortgage, for the appoint
ment of a receiver, and tor an injunction.
not subject to appeal.
On the same day, upon this bill, and with
(2) That the order of July 23. 1892, W
pointing Cable receiver, was a nullify, ht
the consent of the railway company, Judge
cause made by Judge Pardee in the We
Pardee signed an order appointing Robert B.
of Ohio, outside of his circuit. and will”
Cable receiver of all its property, and declar
the circuit court was in session in the dis‘
ing that the appointment was provisional,
to the extent that any one having an interest
trict where the suit was pending
(3) That, this order being a nullity. the"
in the property of the railway company
was no receivership to be restored, and mm
might show cause within 30 days why the
the circuit court of appeals had no poll“
appointuleul should not be conﬁrmed. and
or jurisdiction to vacate the order 01m
that the appointment should not "affect or
forestall any action the court or any of its
circuit court appointing, 0!‘ refusing to WE
Judges may hereafter see proper to take on
point, a. receiver.
‘,‘
any bill heretofore tiled in this court against
valid,
'44) That
the 1:
circuit
the order
Judgeofwho
Julymade
23' 1392'
it 03‘ c
said railroad company. wherein a receiver
and order were directed by J uuge Pol-(lee to

not sit in the circuit court of appeals“
the hearing of the cause, and was “pres; ''

be ﬁled 0‘ July 23- 1392, and were ﬁled by

prohibited from so doing by the iolioulni,

the clerk as of that day.

provision in the act creating not my‘;

511111 1188 also been prayed for."

This bill

011 July 29th, the construction com an

med 1" ‘119 circuit court a petition of ipnteg:

“Provided, that no justice or Judge henen

whom a cause or question may have be
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tried or heard in the district court or ex
isﬂng circuit court shall sit on the trial or
hearing of such cause or question in the
circuit court of appeals." Act March 3, 1891,
c. 517, 5 3, (26 St. p. 827.)

(5) That it should be left open to the cir
cuit court to inquire whether the suit was
collusive, and thereupon either to appoint a
receiver or to dismiss the bill.

On January 30th, the circuit court of ap
peals denied a rehearing, and sent down a
mandate in accordance with its decree; and
on February 1st this mandate was ﬁled

in the circuit court.
On February 2d, the

construction

com

no appellate jurisdiction, except in the cases,
and in the manner and form, deﬁned and
prescribed by congress. Wlscart v. Dauchy,
3 Dali. 321, 327; Durousseau v. U. S., 6
Cranch, 307, 314; Barry v. Mercein, 5 How.
103, 119; U. S. v. Young, 94 U. S. 258; The
Francis Wright, 105 U. S. 381; Bank v.
Peters, 144 U. S. 570, 572, 12 Sup. Ct. Rep.

767.
Under the judiciary act of 1789, and other
acts embodied in the Revised Statutes, the
appellate jiu'isdiction of this court from the
circuit court of the United States was limit
ed to ﬁnal judgments at law and ﬁnal de
crees in equity or admiralty. Act Sept. 24,

pany moved this court for leave to die a

1789, c. 20, §§ 13, 22, (1 St. pp. 81, 84;) Act

petition for a

March 3, 1803, c. 40, (2 St. p. 244; Rev. St.
§§ 691, 692.) No appeal, therefore, lay toc

writ of mandamus to the

circuit court of appeals to dismiss so much
of the appeal of the Pennsylvania Company
as undertook to bring before that court the

action of the circuit court in vacating and
setting aside the order for the appointment
of a receiver, or, in the alternative, for a
writ of certiorari to the circuit court of
appeals to bring up its decree for review
by this court.
This court gave leave to the both petitions
of the American Construction Company,
stayed proceedings under the mandates of
the circuit court of appeals, and ordered no
tice to the railway company and to the
Pennsylvania Company of a renewal of the
motions for writs of mandamus or writs of
certiorarl, returnable March 6th.
The petitioner gave notice to those com
panies that on that day it would move ac
cordingly for writs of mandamus or certio
rari to the circuit court of appeals, as prayed
for in the petitions; and would also, in
the alternative, move for a writ of mandamus
to the circuit court to disregard the man
dates of the circuit court of appeals, except
mso far as they aﬁirmed, modiﬁed, or reversed

:;the injunction orders of the circuit court,
' and especially to disregard the parts of those
mandates which undertook to modify or re
verse any order appointing, or refusing to
appoint, a receiver.
At the time so appointed the parties ap
peared, and the motions were argued.
W. B. Homblower, Wm. Pennington, and
:.-. .-._
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Eugene Stevenson, for petitioners.

John G.

Johnson, Thomas Thacher, J. 0. Cooper, and
C. M. Cooper, opposed.

Mr. Justice GRAY, after stating the facts

in the foregoing language, delivered the opin
ion of the court.

By the constitution of the United States,
in cases to which the judicial power of the
United States extends, and of which orig
inal jurisdiction is not conferred on this
court, "the supreme court shall have appel

late jurisdiction. with such exceptions and

this court from an order of the circuit court!,;
granting or refusing an injunction, or ~ap-'
pointing or declining to appoint a receiver
pendente lite, or other interlocutory order,
until after ﬁnal decree. Hentig v. Page,
102 U. S. 219; Iron Co. v. Martin, 132 U.
S. 91, 10 Sup. Ct. Rep. 32; Lodge v. Tweii,

135 U. S. 232, 10 Sup. Ct. Rep. 745.
By the same statutes this court is empow
ered to issue writs of mandamus “in cases
warranted by the principles and usages of
law, to any courts appointed under the au
thority of the United States." Act Sept. 24,

1789, c. 20, § 13, (1 St. p. 81; Rev. St. 5 688.)
But a writ of mandamus cannot be used to
perform the ofiice of an appeal or writ of
error, to review the judicial action of an in
ferior court. Ex parte Whitney, 13 Pet.
404; Ex parte Schwnb, 98 U. S. 240; Ex
parte Perry, 102 U. S. 183; Ex parte Mor

gan, 114 U. S. 174, 5 Sup. Ct. Rep. 825.

It

does not, therefore. lie to review a ﬁnal judg
ment or decree of the circuit court, sustain
ing a plea to the jurisdiction, even if no
appeal or writ of error is given by law. Ex
parte Newman, 14 Wall. 152; Ex parte
Baltimore & Ohio ii. 00., 108 U. S. 566, 2
Sup. Ct. Rep. 876; In re Burdett, 127 U. S.
771, 8 Sup. Ct. Rep. 1394; in re I’enusyb

vania 00., 137 U. S. 451, 453, 11 Sup. Ct.
Rep. 141.
Least of all can a writ of mandamus be
granted to review a ruling or interlocutory
order made in the progress of a cause; for,
as observed by Chief Justice Marshall, to
do this “would he a plain evasion of the pro
vision of the act of congress that ﬁnal judg
mentsoniy should be brought before this court
for re-examination;" would “introduce the
supervising power of this court into a cause
while depending in an inferior court, and
prematurely to decide it;" would allow an
appeal or writ of error upon the same ques
tion to be “repeated, to the great oppression
of the parties;" and uwould subvert our
whole system of jurisprudence." Bank v.
Sweeny, 1 Pet. 567, 569; Insurance Co. v.

under such regulations as the congress shall
make." Const. art. 3. ﬁ 2. This court, there

Adams, 9 Pet. 573. 602.

fore. as it has always held, can exercise

courts of the United States, have also been

This court, and

the circuit and district
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empowered by congress “to issue all writs,
not speciﬁcally provided for by statute, which
may be necessary for the exercise of their
respective jurisdictions, and agreeable to the
cusages and principles of law." Act Sept. 24,

@1789, e. 20, § 14, (1 St. p. 81; Rev. St. § 716.)
' ‘Under this provision the court might doubt
less issue writs of certiorari in proper cases.
But the writ of certiorari has not been is
sued as freely by this court as by the court
of queen's bench in England. Ex parte Val
landigham, 1 Wall. 243, 249. It was never
issued to bring up from an inferior court of
the United States for trial a case within
the exclusive jurisdiction oi! a higher court.
Fowler v. Lindsey, 3 Dali. 411, 413; Patter
son v. U. S., 2 Wheat. 221, 225, 22G; Ex parte

Hits, 111 U. S. 766, 4 Sup. Ct. Rep. 698. It
was used by this court as an auxiliary pro—
cess only, to supply imperfections in the
record of a case already before it, and not,
like a writ of error, to review the judgment
or an inferior court.
Barton v. Petit, 7
Crunch, 288; Ex parte Gordon, 1 Black, 503;
U. S. v. Adams, 9 Wall. 661; U. S. v. Young,
94 U. S. 258; Luxton v. North River Bridge
00., 147 U. S. 337, 341, 13 Sup. Ct. Rep. 356.
There is therefore no ground for issuing
either a writ of mandamus or a writ of cer
tiorari, as prayed for in these petitions, un
less it be found in the act of March 3, 1891,
c. 517, entitled "An act to establish circuit
courts of appeals, and to deﬁne and regulate
in certain cases the jurisdiction of the courts
or the United States, and tor other pur
poses." 26 St. p. 826.
By section 4 of this act “the review, by
appeal, by writ of error, or otherwise, from
the existing circuit courts, shall be had only
in the supreme court of the United States,
or in the circuit courts of appeals hereby
established, according to the provisions of
this act regulating the same;H and, by sec
tion 14, "all acts and parts of acts, relating
to appeals or writs of error, inconsistent
with the provisions for review by appeals or
writs of error in the preceding sections ﬁve
and six of this act, are hereby repealed."
By section 5 appeals or writs of error may
be taken from the circuit court directly to
this court in cases in which the jurisdiction
of the court below is in issue, (the question
or jurisdiction alone being brought up,) in

prize causes, in cases of convictions of capi—

be ﬁna ” in all cases in which the jungle.
tion depends entirely on the Citizenship of
the parties, as well as in cases arising in.
der the patent laws, the revenue laws, 0!
the criminal laws, and in admiralty cases
By the same section, however, the circuit
court of appeals, “in any such subject with
in its appellate jurisdiction,’I may at any
time certify to this court questions or propo
sitions of law, and this court may thereupon
either instruct it on such questions, or may
require the whole case to be sent up to:
decision; and any case “made ﬁnal in the
circuit court of appeals" may be required by
this court, by certiorari or otherwLse, to be
certiﬁed “for its review and determination.
with the same power and authority in the
case" as if it had been brought up by up
peal or writ of error.
By a. further provision in the some sec
tion, (which has no special bearing on these
cases) an appeal or writ of error or review
by this court is given as of right in all cam
not made ﬁnal in the circuit court of appeals
wherein the matter in controversy exceeds

$1,000.
The only provision in the act, authorizing
appeals from interlocutory orders or decrees
of the circuit courts, is in section 7, which
provides that where, upon a hearing in eq
uity, “an injunction shall be granted or con
tinued by an interlocutory order or decree.
in a cause in which an appeal from a final
decree may be taken under the provisions

of this act to the circuit court of appalli
an appeal may be taken from such interloc
utory order or decree granting or continumi
such injunction to the circuit court oi an

peals;" “and the proceedings in other '9'
speets in the court below shall not be stayed.

unless otherwise ordered by that 0011". dill";
ing the pendency of such appeal."

:1

'By section 12 the circuit court of appeal“
has the powers speciﬁed in section 1160!

the Revised Statutes—that is to say. w is“
all writs, not speciﬁcally provided for b.‘
statute, which may be necessary for the 8!

ercise of its jurisdiction, and agreeable m
the usages and principles of law.

The effect of these provisions is thRL “1
any case in which the jurisdiction aimed?
cult court depends entirely on the citizenship

or the parties, (as in the cases now D910"
us,) and in which the jurisdiction on“!

court is not in issue, the appeal given mm

ml or otherwise infamous crimes, and in

United States, or the validity or construe.

its judgments and decrees, whether ﬁnal“
interlocutory, lies to the circuit court “:21;
peals only; and the judgments of the 111 9_
court are ﬁnal, unless either that 001111 ‘ﬁg

‘1°11 of a treaty. or where the constitution or

tides questions or propositions of law '0 or

law of a state is claimed to be in contraven.

court, or else this court, by Column

‘leases 111V°1V1Hg the construction or applica
ntion ot the constitution of the United States,
' or the constitutionality of a law ‘or the

tion of the constitution of the United states,

BY “M1011 6 the appellate jurisdiction
from ﬁnal decisions of the circuit court, in
all cases other than those provided for in
section 6, is conferred upon the circuit court
of appeals, “unless otherwise provided by

“WI

and its Judgments or decrees “shall

otherwise, orders the whole case 10 be “
up for its review and determination known

The primary object of this not We“ ‘ on
as a matter of public history, mmfesedm

the face of the act, and judicially ﬂed-“W
the leading cases under it “"15 m :5 an
this court of the overburden 0‘ cam
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controversies arising from the rapid growth
of the country and the steady increase of
litigation, and, for the accomplishment of
this object, to transfer a large part of its
appellate jurisdiction to the circuit courts of
appeals thereby established in each judicial
circuit, and to distribute between this court
and those, according to the scheme of the
act, the entire appellate jurisdiction from
the circuit and district courts of the Unit
ed States. McLish v. R05, 141 U. S. 661,
666, 12 Sup. Ct. Rep. 118; Lau 0w Bew's
Case, 141 U. S. 583, 12 Sup. Ct. Rep. 43;
id., 144 U. S. 47, 12 Sup. Ct. Rep. 517.
The act has uniformly been so construed
and applied by this court as to promote its
general purpose of lessening the burden of
litigation in this court, transferring the ap
pellate jurisdiction in large classes of cases
to the circuit court of appeals, and making
the judgments of that court ﬁnal, except in
extraordinary cases.
It has accordingly been adjudged that a
writ of error or appeal directly to this court
under section 5, in a case concerning the ju
érlsdlction of the circuit court, does not lie
funtll after ﬁnal judgment, and cannot, there

fore, be taken from an order'of the circuit

n 'ﬁ‘ziq‘é lq'i

court remanding a case to a. state court;
there being, as said by Mr. Justice Lamar,
speaking for this court, “no provision in the
act which can be construed into so radical a
changeinall the existing statutes and settled
rules of practice and procedure of federal
courts as to extend the jurisdiction of the
supreme court to the review of jurisdictional
cases in advance of the ﬁnal judgments up
on them." McLlsh v. ltoff, above cited;
Railway Co. v. Roberts, 141 U. 8. 690, 12
Sup. Ct. Rep. 123.

it has also been determined that, in the
grant of the appellate jurisdiction to the
circuit court of appeals, by section 6. in all
cases other than those in which this court
has direct appellate jurisdiction under sec
tion 5, the exception “unless otherwise pro
vided by law" looks only to provisions of
the same act, or to contemporaneous or sub
sequent acts expressly providing otherwise,
and does not include provisions of earlier

statutes. Lau 0w Bew v. United States. 144
U. S. 47, 57, 12 Sup. Ct. Rep. 517; Hubbard
v. Soby, 146 U. S. 56, 13 Sup. Ct. Rep. 13.
In the same spirit the authority conferred
on this court by the very provision on which
the petitioners mainly rely, by which it is
enacted that, “in any such case as is herein
bcfore made final in the circuit court of ap
Deals, it shall be competent for the supreme
court to require, by certiorarl or otherwise,
any such case to be certiﬁed to the supreme
court for its review and determination, with
the same power and authority in the case
as if it had been carried by appeal or writ
of El'l'ol' to the supreme court," has been
held to be a branch of its jurisdiction which
should be exercised sparingly and with great
caution. and only in cases of peculiar gravity
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and general importance, or in order to secure
uniformity of decision. Lau 0w Bew's Case.
141 U. S. 583, 12 Sup. Ct. Rep. 43; Id., 144
U. S. 47, 12 Sup. Ct. Rep. 517; In re Woods,
143 U. S. 202. 12 Sup. Ct. Rep. 417. Accord
ingly, while there have been many applica
tions to this court for write of ccrtiorari to
the circuit court of appeals under this pro
vision, two only have been granted—the one
in Lau 0w Bcw's Case, above cited, which
involved a grave question of public interna
tional law, affecting the relations between
the United States and a foreign country; ‘5'
the other in Cunard Steamship Co. v. Fabrem
13 Sup. Ct. Rep. 1045fan admiralty case, which a’
presented an important question as to the
rules of navigation, and in which the decree
of the circuit court of appeals for the second
circuit reversed a decree of the district judge.
(53 Fed. Rep. 288,) and was dissented from
by one of the three circuit judges; and in
each of those cases the circuit court of ap
peals had declined to certify the question to
this court.
There are much stronger reasons against
the interposition of this court to review a
decree made by the circuit court of appeals
on appeal from an interlocutory order than in
the case of a ﬁnal decree. Before the act of
1891, as has been seen, no interlocutory order
was subject to appeal. except as involved in
an appeal from a final decree. The only up
peal from an interlocutory order under the
act of 1891 is that allowed by section 7 to
the circuit court of appeals, the same court
to which an appeal lies from the ﬁnal decree.
The question whether a decree is an inter
locutory or a ﬁnal one is often nice and dif
ficult, as appears by the cases collected in
Iron Co. v. Martin, 132 U. S. 91, 10 Sup. Ct.
Rep. 32. and in McGourkey v. Railway 00.,
146 U. S. 536, 13 Sup. Ct. Rep. 170. Whether
an interlocutory order may be separately re
viewed by the appellate court in the progress
of the suit, or only after and together with
the ﬁnal decree, is matter of procedure rath
er than of substantial right; and many orders
made in the progress of a suit become quite
unimportant by reason of the ﬁnal result,
or of intervening matters. Clearly, therefore,
this court should not issue a writ of certiorari
to review a decree of the circuit court of ap
pcals on appeal from an interlocutory order,
unless it is necessary to prevent extraordina
ry inconvenience and embarrassment in the
conduct of the cause.
In such an exceptional case the power and
the duty of this court to require, by certiorari
or otherwise, the case to be sent up for re

view and determination, cannot well be de
nicd. as will appear if the provision now in
question is considered in connection with the
preceding provisions for the interposition of

this court in cases brought before the circuit
court of appeals. in the ﬁrst place. the cir-i,
cult court of appeals is authorized. “in everyg'g
such subject within its appellate jurisdiction,“

and "at any time," to certify to this court
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"any questions or propositions of law" con
cerning which it desires the instruction of
this court for its proper decision. In the next
place, this court, at whatever stage of the
case such questions or propositions are cer
tiﬁed to it, may either give its instruction
thereon, or may require the whole record
and cause to be sent up for its consideration
and decision. Then follows the provision in
question, conferring upon this court authority,
“in any such case as is hereinbefore made
ﬁnal in the circuit court of appeals,” to re
quire, by certiorarl or otherwise, the case to
be certiﬁed to this court for its review and
determination. There is nothing in the act to
preclude this court from ordering the whole
case to be sent up, when no distinct ques
tions of law have been certiﬁed to it by the
circuit court of appeals, at as early a stage
as when such questions have been so cer
tiﬁed. The only restriction upon the exercise
of the power of this court, independently of
any action of the circuit court of appeals,
‘in this regard, is to cases “made ﬁnal in the
circuit court of appeals,"—-that is to say, to
cases in which the statute makes the judg
ment of that courtﬁnal; not to cases inwhich
that court has rendered a ﬁnal judgment.
Doubtless this power would seldom be ex
ercised before ﬁnal judgment in the cir
cuit court of appeals, and very rarely indeed
before the case was ready for decision upon
the merits in that court. But the question at
what stage of the proceedings. and under
what circumstances, the case should be re
quired by certiorari or otherwise, to be sent
up for review, is left to the discretion of this
court, as the exigencies of each case may
require.
In the ﬁrst of the cases now before us, the
appeal was clearly well taken from the order
oi.‘ the circuit court, so far, at least, as the
induction was concerned. It the circuit
court of appeals, on the hearing of that ap
peal, erred in going beyond a modiﬁcation of
the injunction. and in setting aside so much

13 Sup. Ct. Rep. 512: In re Habemim
Manut'g 00., 147 U. S. 525, 13 sup, CL
Rep. 527; Virginia v. Paul, 148 U. h 107,
13 Sup. Ct. Rep. 536.
In the ﬁrst case, therefore, the writs of
mandamus, as well as the writ of oertionni,
must be denied.

The second case is governed by the Slime
considerations as the ﬁrst, except in the
following respects;
(1)1t is contended that the order 01

Judge Swayne, setting aside and vacating
the order of Judge Pardee appointing Cable
receiver, was not such an interlocutory
order as an appeal lies from to the circuit
court of appeals under section 7 of the act
of 1891. 26 St. 1). 828. But, if that order
could not be the subject of a separate to
peel, it might clearly, so far as material,
be brought before the circuit court of ap
peals on appeal from the ﬁnal decree, when
rendered. If that court decided erroneous
ly in determining the matter on an inter
locutory appeal, that affords no ground for
the extraordinary interposition of this court
by certiorarl or mandamus.
(2) It is contended that the original order
of Judge Pardee was a nullity, because
made by him outside of his circuit. and
while the circuit court was in session in the
district where the suit was pending. But

that fact does not appear of record: and.
if it were proved, the question whether
Judge Pardee’s order was invalid for that
reason (though in itself a question of inter
est and importance) does not appear to have
a material bearing, in any aspect of the case;F

for whether that order, or the subsequent;
decree of the circuit'court of appeals “'ﬂ'
valid or invalid, the question who should
be appointed receiver remained wimin m8
jurisdiction of the circuit court.
(3) The more important suggestion is that

the decree of the circuit court of 811993]!
is void, because Judge Pal'dee took Film“

the hearing and decision in ﬂmt W111i

of the orders appealed from as appointed a

though disqualiﬁed from so doing by 59°‘

receiver and permitted him to issue receiver’s
notes, the error was one in the judicial de
etermiriation of a case within the jurisdiction

tion 3 of the judiciary act of 1891. which
provides that “no justice or judge. berm
whom a cause or question may hm‘bm

$01 that court, and neither so important in its

tried. Ol' heard" in the circuit court W1‘

"immediate eifect,‘nor so far-reaching in its
consequences, as to warrant this court in
undertaking to control the cause at this stage
of the proceedings.
In the ﬁrst case. therefore. the writ of
certiorari prayed for is denied, because no

sit on the trial or hearing of such w“:

or question in the circuit court of appeals‘
26 St. p. 827.

The question whether

provision prohibited Judge Pardee it‘:
sitting in an appeal which was not from

reason is shown for issuing it, under the

Own order, but from an order setﬁﬂl; “5m
his order, is a. novel and iniiwm-nt one‘

circumstances of the case,

deeply affecting the administration 0! it‘;

Nor do those circumstances make a case

ticc in the circuit court of appeals 11' my

for issuing a writ of mandamus, either to

healing.
statute made
the decree
him incompetent
in which he
to Eli
wok1" Pia

the drcuit court of appeals or to the circuit
upon

was unlawful, and perhaps absolutely Y0 '

applications for writs of mandamus since
the act of 1891 aﬂirrn the pl'lndples 95ml}
lished in the earlier decisions, before cited

by any court having authority to "'1?" v
by appeal, error, or certiorari. 11 £01!‘

In re Morrison, 147 U. s. 14, 20, 13 511,,

Lancaster, 5 Wheat. 434; U. S. v. Ell-1&0“;

court.

The

decisions

of

this

court

and should certainly be set aside oi‘ quash

Ct. Rep. 246; In re Hawkins, 147 U. s. 436, 105 U. s. 414; Queen v. Justices 01119
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m

Lllf
afi
fit:

it:

shire, 6 Q. B. 753; Oakley v. Aspinwali, 3 N.
Y. 5-17; Tolland v. Commissioners, 13 Gray,
12.
The writ of certiorari authorized by the
act of 1891, and prayed for in this case,
being in the nature of a writ of error to

bring up for review the decree of the cir
cuit court of appeals, the question whether
the writ should be granted rests in the
discretion of this court; but when the writ
has been granted, and the record certiﬁed
in obedience to it, the questions arising upon
that record must be determined according
to ﬁxed rules of law. Harris v. Barber, 129

U. S. 366, 369, 9 Sup. Ct. Rep. 314.
For the reasons above stated, this court

30 c. 37,) which provides that such failure
“sitiaﬂll raise no presumption against the defend

an .
2. In a criminal trial the district attorney,
in summing up the case to the jury, said: "If

I am ever charged with a crime, I will not stop
by putting witnesses on the stand to testify to
my good c aracter,but I will go upon the stand.
up my hand before high heaven, and
'
crime.”
court, its attention
being calledthe
to thi
language
by defendant's counsel, said: "I suppose the
counsel should not comment upon the defendant
not taking the stand." The district attorney
replied: ‘ I did not mean to refer to it in that
and I do not intend to refer in a single
word to the fact that he did not testify in his
h
Counsel for defendant thereupon

is of opinion that the writ of certiorari

prayed for in the second case should not
be granted, unless Judge Pardee was dis

qualiﬁed by the act of 1891 to sit at the
“hearing in the circuit court of appeals; but
:that, if he was so disqualiﬁed, the writ
' should be granted,'for the purpose of bring
ing up and quashing the decree of that

court; that there should therefore be a
rule to show cause why a writ of certiorari
should not issue on this ground, and for
this purpose, only; and that the question

whether the decree of the circuit court of
appeals was void, by reason of Judge Par
dee’s having taken part in it, can more
ﬁtly be determined on further argument

upon the return of that court to the rule
to show cause. Ex parte Dugan, 2 Wall.
134.
If the decree of the circuit court of ap
peals is void because one of the judges who
took part in the decision was forbidden by
law to sit at the hearing, a writ of certio
rari to that court to bring up and quash
its decree is manifestly a more decorous,
as well as a more appropriate, form of
proceeding than a writ of mandamus to
the circuit court to disregard the mandate
of the appellate court.
The following orders, therefore, will be

entered in these two cases:
In No. 14, writs of mandamus and cer
tiorari denied, and petition dismissed.
In No. 15, writs of mandamus denied,
and rule granted to show cause why a writ

of certiorari should not issue to bring up
and quash the decree of the circuit court
of appeals.
The CHIEF‘ JUSTICE was not present
at the argument of these cases, and took

11° Part in their decision.
a

(m U. s. so)
WILSON v. UNITED STATES.
(April 1'7, 1893.)
No. 128-i.
CRIMINAL LAW—FAILURE or Accvsnn 'ro TESTIFY
IN ms Own Bnmr— Comusxrs or Counseli—
Excsrrions.
1. Any reference by counsel for prosecution

to the accused's failure to take the stand is im
Proper, under Act March 15, 1878, (20 St. p.

an exception,
when
nrnnerly presented, can be considered
on writ
of

error.
In error to the district court of the United
States for the northern district of Hlinois.
Reversed.

Statement by Mr. Justice FIELD:
g
‘The defendant below, George E. Wilson,‘
the plaintiif in error here, is a bookseller
and publisher, carrying on his business in
Chicago, Ill. He was indicted in the United
States district court for the northern dis
trict of that state for a violation of section
2 of the act of congress of September 26,
1888, (25 St. p. 496,) amending section 3893
of the Revised Statutes, relating to the use

of the mails to give information where and
by what means obscene and lewd publica
tions might be obtained, and was convicted
and sentenced to imprisonment in the pen
itentiary of the state for two years. To re
verse that judgment, he has brought this
case to this court on writ of error.
The
indictment
charged,
in
diiferent
counts, that the defendant, by himself and
another person, had deposited in the mail
at Chicago, for delivery to John Hobart, at
O’Fallon, Ill., and Jack Horner, at Collins
vilie, 11]., a letter and circular giving infor
mation where certain designated lewd and
obscene books could be obtained. No at-g

tempt was made to show that'the letter‘
and circular was mailed by the defendant in
person, but an attempt was made to show
that some other person had done the act at
the instigation or request of the defendant,
and that he was responsible for it. The de

fendant did not request to be a witness or
offer himself as such, and the district attor
ney of the United States, in summing up the
case to the jury, commented upon the fact
that he had not appeared on the stand, as
follows:
“They say Wilson is a man of good char
acter. It is a grand thing for a young man
in Chicago to be the son of an honest man,

because blood will tell. If the father is
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honest, the chances are the son will be
honest too. Men live all their lives to build
up a good character, because it is a shield
against the attack of infamy. They called
two or three witnesses here who testiﬁed to
this young man's character as being good,
so far as they know; but I want to say to
you, gentlemen of the jury, that, if I am
ever charged with a crime, I will not stop
by putting witnesses on the stand to testify
to my good character, but I will go upon the
stand, and hold up my hand before high
heaven. and testify to my innocence of the
crime."
To this language of the district attorney
the counsel for the defendant excepted. and
called the court’s attention to it, and the
court said:
"Yes, I suppose the counsel
should not comment upon the defendant not
taking the stzuid. While the United States
court is not governed by the state's statutes,
I do not know that it ought to be the sub
ject of comments by counsel,"—to which the
district attorney replied as follows: “I did
not mean to refer to it in that light, and
I do not intend to refer in a single word to
the fact that he did not testify in his own
behalf,"—to which the counsel for the de
fendant thereupon excepted
The act of congress of March 16, 1878.
(20 St. p. 30, c. 37,) provides "that in the
trial of all indictments, informations, com
plaints, and other proceedings against per
sons charged with the commission of crimes,
offenses, and misdemeanors, in the United
States courts, territorial courts, and courts
martial, and courts of inquiry, in any state
or territory, including the District of Colum
‘ibia, the person so charged shall, at his own
request, but not otherwise, be a competent
witness; and his failure to make such re
quest shall not create any presumption

against him."

ated, comment, especially hostile comment,
upon such failure must necessarily be ex.
cluded from the jury. The minds of the
jurors can only remain unaffected from thh
circumstance by excluding all reference to it
At common law no one accused of crime
could be compelled to give evidence in a
prosecution against himself. nor was be per
rnltted to testify in his own behalf. The no
euscd might rely upon the presumption of
the law that he was innocent of the charge,
and leave the government to establish his
guilt in the best way it could.
This rule, while affording great protection
to the accused against unfounded accusation.
in many cases deprived him from explaining
circumstances tending to create conclusions

of his guilt which he could readily have is?
moved if permitted‘to testify.
To relieve’
him from this embarrassment the law was
passed.
In mercy to him, he is by the act
in question permitted, upon his request. to
testify in his own behalf in the case. inn
vast number of instances the innocence of
the defendant of the charge with which he
was confronted has been established.
But the act was framed with a due regard
also to those who might prefer to rely upon
the presumption of innocence which the law
gives to every one, and not wish to be wit
messes. It is not every one who can safely
venture on the witness stand, though entire
ly innocent of the charge against him. EX
cessive timidity, nervousness when facing
others and attempting to explain transactions
of a suspicious character, and offenses cham
ed against him, will often confuse and em
barrnss him to such a degree as to incm-W
rather than remove prejudices against him‘
It is not every one, however honest. W11"

would therefore willingly be placed on the
witness stand. The statute, in tenderness to
the weakness of those who from the mum

mentioned might refuse to ask to be W11

The objections of the defendant's counsel
to the language of the district attorney in
his argument to the jury in referring to the
defendant's failure to appear on the stand
as a witness, and testify to his innocence of

nesscs, particularly when they may have be?"
in some degree compromised by their asstr
elation with others, declares that the failure

the charge against him, and to the neglect of

quest to be a witness shall not create 1m!

of a defendant in a criminal action to 1'9‘

the court to forbid and condemn such refer
ence, were embodied in a bill of exceptions,

presumption against him.

and constitute one of the grounds urged for

was plainly disregarded. When the dist!‘lct

a reversal of the judgment and the award
of a new trial.

attorney, referring to the fact that the de

0. Stuart Bcnttie, for pialntiif in error.
Asst. Atty. Gen. Parker, for defendant in

In this case this provision of the statute

fendant did not ask to be a witness, 53mg
the jury, “I want to say to you that‘ u
am ever charged with crime, I will notswp
by putting witnesses on the stand to Mtg’

error.

to my good character, but I will c0 "P011 g

E
6‘ 0

Mr. Justice FIELD, after stating the facts
In the foregoing language, delivered the opin
ion of the court.
The act of congress permitting the defend
ant in a criminal action to appear as a wit
ness in his own behalf, upon his request
declares, as it will be seen, that his failure to
request to be a witness in the case shall not
create any presumption against him.
To prevent such presumption being cre

stand, and hold up my hand before htlie
heaven, and testify to my 111110001100,“ a!
crime," he intimated to the!!! “5 9mm“v q
if he had said in so many words that it “a;
a circumstance against the innocence of d

defendant am he did not so 011 the “mm
and testify. Nothing could have been mgr
effective with the jury to induce them m m;
regard entirely the presumiltion 0‘ “moceand

to which by the law he was entitled' b,
which by the statute he could 11°‘ 1°” -
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9 a failure to offer himself as a'witness; and,
In 1866 the legislature of Massachusetts
when counsel for defendant called the at
passed an act almost identical in terms with
tention of the court to this language of the
the act of congress under consideration. It
district attorney, it was not met by any
provided that, "in the trial of all indictments,
direct prohibition or emphatic condemnation
complaints, and other proceedings against
of the court, which only said: “I suppose
persons charged with the commission of
the counsel should not comment upon the
crimes or offenses, the person so charged
defendant not taking the stand.” It should
shall, at his own request, and not otherwise,
have said that the counsel is forbidden by
be deemed a competent witness; nor shall
the statute to make any comment which
the neglect or refusal to testify create any
would create or tend to create a presump
presumption against the defendant.” The
tion against the defendant from his failure
provision has been since re-enacted in sub
to testify.
stantially the same terms. St. Mass. 1866. c.
Instead of stating, after mentioning that
260; St. Mass. 1870, c. 393, 5 1, cl. 3; Pub.
the United States court is not governed by
Si. c. 169, § 18, cl. 3. And in the case of
the state’s statutes, ‘'1 do not know that it
Com. 11. Scott, 123 Mass. 239, where the in
ought to be the subject of comment by coun
dictment against the defendants was for
sel," the court should have said that any
breaking and entering a. house in the night
such comment would tend necessarily to de
time with intent to commit larceny therein,
feat the very prohibition of the statute; and
none of the defendants testiﬁed at the trial,
the reply of the district attorney to the mild
and the prosecuting attorney, in his closing
observation of the court only intensiﬁed the
argument, commented upon this fact, when
fact to which he had already called the at
the counsel for the defendants interrupted
tention of the jury: "I did not mean to refer
him, and asked the judge to rule that the
to it in that light, and I do not intend to
fact that the defendants did not testify could
refer in a single word to the fact that he
not be commented on by the government;
did not testify in his own behalf," which
but the judge, having ﬁrst stated the law
was equivalent to saying: “You, gentlemen
that the fact that they did not testify did
of the jury, know full well that an innocent
not create any presumption against them,
man would have gone on the stand, and
ruled that, inasmuch as the matter had been
have testified to his innocence, but I do not
referred to by their counsel, the prosecuting at
mean to refer to the fact that he did not,
torney had a right to comment on the reasons
for it is a circumstance which you will take
given for their not going upon the stand and
into consideration without it." By this action
testifying in their behalf, and also to give
of the court in refusing to condemn the
the reasons which the government contended
language of the district attorney, and to ex
really existed for their not testifying, andg5
press to the jury in emphatic terms that they
permitted the prosecuting attorney'to pro-'
should not attach to the failure any import
cecd in his comments. The jury having ren
ance whatever as a presumption against the
dered a verdict of guilty, the defendants al
defendant, the impression was left on the
leged exceptions, and the case went to the
minds of the jury that, if he were an inno—
supreme judicial court of the commonwealth.
cent man, he would have gone on the stand
The chief justice, in delivering the opinion of
as the district attorney stated he himself
the court, after referring to the fact that
would have done.
the government had no right to interrogate a
This language of the district attorney, and
person accused of crime, or to compel him to
this action, or rather want of action, of the
testify, but was bound to sustaln its charge
court, are set forth in the bill of exceptions;
by
independent evidence, observed that "the
and although exceptions are generally taken
statutes allowing persons charged with the
to some ruling, or want of ruling, by the
commission of crimes or oifenses to testify in
court in the progress of the trial in the ad
their own behalf were passed for their bene
mission or rejection of evidence or the in
lit and protection, and clearly recognize their
terpretation of instruments, yet they can be
constitutional privilege. by providing that
taken to its action or want of proper action
their neglect or refusal to testify shall not
uDon any proceeding in the progress of the
create any presumption against them."
gtrial from its commencement to its conclu
And, again: “The course of the closing argu
slon,'and, when properly presented, can be
ment for the prosecution tended to persuade
considered by the court on writ of error.

The refusal of the court to condemn the
reference of the district attorney and to
prohibit any subsequent reference to the fail‘
ure of the defendant to appear as a witness
tended to his prejudice before the jury, and

this effect should be corrected by setting
the verdict aside and awarding a new trial.
Similar statutes to the one we have been
considering have been passed by several

States, and the rulings upon them have been
Substantially in accordance with our judg
ment in this case.

the jury that the omission of the defendants
to testify implied an admission or a conscious
ness of the crime charged; and the presiding
judge, in permitting such a course of argu
ment, against the objection of the defend
ants. and in ruling that the prosecuting at
torney had a right to comment on the reasons

which the defendants‘ counsel gave for their
not going upon the stand and testifying in

their behalf, and also to give the reasons
which the government contended really ex
isted for their not testifying, committed an
error which was manifestly prejudicial to
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the defendants, and which obliges this court
to set aside the verdict and order a new

trial."
The Criminal Code of Illinois, after provid
ing that in criminal cases the accused may,
on his own motion, testify in the case, de
clares in a proviso that "his neglect to tes
tlfy shall not create any presumption against
him, nor shall the court permit any reference
or comment to be made to or upon such neg
lect."
In the case of Austin v. People, 102 Ill.
261, 264, a reference had been made to the
neglect of the accused to testify, both in the
opening and concluding argument for the
prosecution; and the court, in setting aside
the verdict of guilty which was rendered in
that case, said: "When the statute says that
ﬁne presumption against the accused shah be

' created ‘by his neglect to testify, it clearly
meant that, in cases where the defendant
should not choose to avail himself of the priv
ilege offered by the statute, the trial should
be conducted in the same manner and upon
the same presumptions as if the statute had
not been passed.” And, again: “We do not
see how this statute can be completely en
forced, unless it be adopted as a rule of prac
tice that such improper and forbidden refer
ence by counsel for the prosecution shall be
regarded as good ground for a new trial in
all cases where the proofs of guilt are not so
clear and conclusive that the court can say
aﬂirmatively the accused could not have been
harmed from that cause."
This view of the effect of the objections
taken to the course of the district attorney,
and to the failure of the court to properly
condemn it, renders it unnecessary to consid
er any other alleged errors.
The judgment must be reversed, and the
cause remanded, with directions to award a
new trial; and it is so ordered.

Statement by Mr. Chief Justice FULLER:
The Whitman Saddle Company, a col-pm.
tion organized and existing under and by
virtue of the laws of the state of New ‘fork,
brought this bill of complaint in the circuit
court of the United States for the district
of Connecticut, against Charles D. Smith and
Benjamin A. Bourn, citizens of the suite 0:
Connecticut, and doing business in the do
of Hartford, under the ﬁrm name and rtyls
of Smith, Bourn & 00., for the alleged in
fringement of a patent for a “design for aid
dles," No. 10,844, dated September 24,1878.
The circuit court sustained the patent, ad
judged that complainant was entitled to
recover of the defendants as infringers, and
rendered a. decree perpetually enjoining
them, and for an amount found due for
proﬁts, costs, charges, and dlsbursemenla.
from which decree an appeal was taken to
this court. The opinion of Judge Shipinin
is reported in 38 Fed. Rep. 414.
The speciﬁcation and claim are as follows:
"Be it known that I, Royal E. Whitman.
of Springﬁeld, Hampden county, state of
Massachusetts, have invented an improved
design for saddles, of which the followingil
a speciﬁcation:

I‘The nature of my design is fully illus
trated in the accompanying photographic
picture, to which reference is made.

“Figure I is a side proﬁle view, and W
11 a partial front view.
“The pummel, B, rises at the fork to I
point on, or nearly on, a horizontal level with
the raised and prolonged cantle. The D0111‘

mel on its rear side falls nearly pervelldit
ularly for some inches, when it is joined iii
the line forming the proﬁle of the seat The

straight inner side of the pommel (marked bid
is Joined at c by the line. 0, of the 59“;
The line, O,‘describes a gradual curve to the

center of the seat, from thence gradually
rising to the highest point of the castle, D’

The cantle is deﬁned in side proﬁle bl’ in“
lines, e, f, starting from its outer end in wil
(148 U. S. 674)

SMITH et ai. v. WHITMAN SADDLE C0.
(April 17, 1893.)
No. 188.
PA'rsirrs I‘OB INVENTiONB—VAXJDITY -- luminos
Mss'r— Sannns.
patent
No. 10,844,
issued furl:
Se
teuiberDesign
24, 1878.
to Royal
E. Whitman,
design for saddles, showed a saddle having a
back or cantle substantially the same as a. side
saddle known as the "Jenifer" tree, and that
its front or p'ommel was substantially that of
the. Granger tree. exce t that “the ommel
on its rear side falls near y perpendicu arly for
some inches where it is joined by the line
forming the proﬁle of the seat," and the inner
side of the poinrnel is straight. Held, that as
the more combination of the two parts of prior
saddles_would not constitute a patentable de~
sign, this perpendicular drop and straight inner
side of the pommel are the material elements of
the patent; and are not infringed by a saddle.
similar in other respects, from which this ele~
ment is absent. Reversing 38 Fed. Rep. 414.

tinuous curves, which separate to deﬁne the
thickness of the cantle before uniting all
point, g, near the center of the saddle-"1°

line, r, forming the outside and rear edge of

the saddle until joined by the line. 11' which‘
leaving the line, f, at an angle, bends to mm
the rear bearing of the saﬁdle- The mm
from the front of the pommelv 31 meme!
outward for some distance in l 11w”
straight line, in, before being l‘illmdedw;

ward the rear to join the line, 11, at ‘119 Pg;
where the stirrup strap is attached, i° we

deﬁne the bottom line of the saddle’ a
outline given by line, in, from the P01113119
being the general form of the English 811d
tree known as the ‘cut back.’
m
"A plan view of the saddle shows B 991;“
longitudinal slot extending from Pomme
cantle.

a

"I am aware that portlonﬂ of the “use,

the

employed by me have been used 111 mewith

United
States for the district of Connecticut.
Reversed.

signing of saddles; but. when combinedI m.

Appeal

from

the

circuit

court of

a. longitudinally-slotted nee. 111° “'1”

SMITH o. WHITMAN SADDLE CO.
ploy to give the proﬁle form a new design
for saddles, and giving the general idea in
the front, lower, and rear lines of a sea fowl
or vessel modeled upon the same curves,
and by these curves and lines giving the im
pression of lightness, grace, and comfort that
could not as well be conveyed by any others,
as the impression of comfort is given by the
large amount of bearing surface obtained
without undue elevation above the back of
the animal, combined with the large seat
for the rider, and lightness and grace by the

small surface of tree shown in vertical plan,
coupled with the form in which it is pre
sented.
"Now, having described my invention, what

I claim is:
"The design for a riding saddle, substan
tially as shown and described."
,_ The following is the picture referred to:
'0’!

a

a!
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Section 4929 of the Revised Statutes pro
vides that “any person who, by his own in
dustry, genius, efforts, and expense, has in
vented and produced any new and original
design for a. manufacture, bust, statue, alto
relievo, or bus-relief; any new and original
design for the printing of woolen, silk, cot
ton, or other fabrics; any new and original
impression, ornament, pattern, print, or pic
ture to be printed, painted, cast, or other
wise placed on or worked into any article
of manufacture; or any new, useful, and
original shape or conﬁguration of any article
of manufacture,—the same not having been

known or used by others before his invention
or production thereof, or patented or describ-m
ed in any printed publication, may, upon!
-payment of the fee described, and other?
due proceedings had, the same as in cases
of inventions or discoveries, obtain a patent
therefor."
The ﬁrst three of these classes plainly re
fer to ornament, or to ornament and utility,
and the last to new shapes or forms of man
ufactured articles; and it is under the lat
ter clause that this patent was granted.
In Manufacturing Co. v. White, 14 Wall.
511, 524, it was said by this court, speaking
through Mr. Justice Strong, that the acts of
congress authorizing the granting of patents
for designs contemplated “not so much
utility as appearance, and that, not an ab
stract impression or picture, but an aspect
given to those objects mentioned in the acts.
' ' ' And the thing invented or produced,
for which a patent is given, is that which
gives a peculiar or distinctive appearance

to the manufacture or articles to which
it may be applied, or to which it gives
form. The law manifestly contemplates
that giving certain new and original appear
ances to a manufactured article may en
hance its salable value, may enlarge the de
mand for it, and may be a. meritorious serv
ice to the public. It therefore proposes to
secure for a limited time to the ingenious
producer of those appearances the advan
tages ﬂowing from them. manifestly the
mode in which those appearances are pro
duced has very little, if anything, to do with

giving increased salableness to the article.
It is the appearance itself which attracts at

tention, and calls out favor or dislike.

It is.

the appearance itself, therefore, no matter
by what agency caused, that constitutes
mainly, if not entirely, the contribution to

the public which the law deems worthy of
recompense." This language was used in
reference to ornamentation merely, and,
moreover, the word “usefui," which is in

section 4929, was not contained in the act
Saml. A.

of 1842, under which the patent in Manufac
turing Co. v. White was granted; so that
now, where a new and original shape or con
ﬁguration of an article of manufacture is

Mr. Chief Justice FULLER, after stating
the facts in the foregoing language, delivered

claimed, its utility may be also an element
for consideration. Lehnbeuter v. Hoithuus
105 U. S. 9-L

W. E. Simonds. for appellant.
Duncan, for appeiiee.

the opinion of the court.

v.l3s.c.—49
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2 ‘But, as remarked by Mr. Justice Brown,
then district judge for the eastern district
of Michigan, in Northrup v. Adams, 12 O.

pommel, and a low, broad cantle. and was
well known; and another called the "Jenn"

tree," or “Jenifer-McClellan" saddles-1m
G. 430, 2 Ban. & A. 567, which was a bill was also well known, and had a high
prominent
pommel, and a high-bucked
for the infringement of a design patent for
a cheese safe, the law applicable to design cantle, or hind protuberance, in the shape
of n duck’s tail.
patents "does not materially differ from that
in cases of mechanical patents, and lall the
The exhibits embrace, among others, I
slotted Granger saddle, the Jenifer-licv
regulations and provisions which apply to
Clelland, the Siﬂlivan-Black-Granger treeanrl
the obtaining or protection of patents for in
ventions or discoveries ' " ’ shall apply the saddle sold by defendants; the latter
being substantially the Granger saddle with
to patents for designs.’ Section 4933." And
the Jenifer cantle.
he added: "To entitle a party to the bene
The saddle design described in the spec
ﬁt of the act, in either case there must be
iﬂcation differs from the Granger snidle
originality, and the exercise of the inventive
in the substitution of the Jenifer smile
faculty. In the one there must be novelty and
for the low, broad cantle of the Granger
utility; in the other. originality and beauty.
tree. In other words, the front half of the
Mere mechanical skill is insufiiclent There
Granger and the rear half of the Jenifer,
must be something akin to genius,—an effort
or Jenifer-McClellan, make up the saddle
of the brain as well as the hand. The adap
in question, though it diﬂfers also from the
tation of old devices or forms to new pur
Granger saddle in that it has n nearlr
poses, however convenient, useful, or beau
tiful they may be in their new role, is not perpendicular drop of some inches at the
rear of the pommel, that is, distinctly mole
invention." Many illustrations are referred
of a drop than the Granger saddle had.
to,—as, for instance, the use of a model of
The experienced judge by whom this use
the Centennial building for paper weights
was decided conceded that the design of
and ink smnds; the thrusting of a gas pipe
the patent in question did show prominent
through the leg and arm of the statue of a
features of the Granger and Jenifer ad
shepherd boy, for the pin-pose of a drop light;
but
dles, he
andsaid:
united
“A two
mechanic
halves may
of old
take the
the painting upon a familiar vase of a copy
of Stuart's portrait of Washington—none
legs
of
one
stove,
and
the
cap
of
another.
of which were patentabie, because the ele
and the door of another, and make a new
ments of the combination were old. The
design which has no element of invention;
shape produced must he the result of indus
but it does not follow that the result oi
try, effort, genius, or expense, and new and
the thought of a mechanic who has fused to
)rlginal as applied to articles of manufac
gether two diverse shapes, which WW
ture. Foster v. Crossin, 44 Fed. Rep. 62.

the exercise of the inventive or orlginative
faculty is required, and a person cannot be
permitted to select an existing form, and
simply put it to a new use, any more than
he can be permitted to take a patent for the
were double use of a machine. If. however,
the selection and adaptation of an existing
form is more than the exercise of the imi
tative faculty, and the result is in effect a
new creation, the design may be palentable.
In Jennings v. Klbbe, 10 Fed. Rep. 669,
20 Blatchf. 353, Mr. Justice Blatchford,
when ‘circuit judge, applied the rule laid
gdown in Manufacturing Co. v. White. supra,
“stating it thus: That “the true test of identi
' ty of design ls'sameness of appearance,—in
other words, sameness of effect upon the
eye; that it is not necessary that the ap
pearance should be the same to the eye
of an expert, and that the test is the eye of

an ordinary observer, the eyes of men gen.
erally, of observers of ordinary acutcness,

.Z'E't?
1.~1Y-2.
5.2

ant from the new shape, exhibits no inven

Hies'-rsu-nsa‘m.
MA:
H'H

tion." And he held that this was eifei'ud
by the patentee, and that the shalle ill“
he produced was, therefore, patentnblo
But we cannot concur in this view
The evidence established that there We"

several hundred styles of saddles or W161!‘

trees belonging to the prior 1111, and um
it was customary for saddlers to mill-ll‘:
shape and appearance of saddletreoﬂ d

numerous ways, according w the mm in
fancy of the purchaser. And there “1:
evidence tending to show that the Grill?
tree was sometimes made up with an gilt:

slot and sometimes without. and some “:0
with the slot covered and padded ‘at them:

and sometimes covered with D1111" 1"“ can:

upon which the design has been placed that
degree of observation which men of ordinary

this instance (except as hex-leaﬂet 2°

mielligence slim” Ripley v. Glass Co., 49

than to put the two halves of llicsi‘ $11M“

the open slot. Nothing mom was dented)

that among other trees and saddles that

together in the exercise of ‘11% m‘ '
skill of workmen of the trade' angel“ the9
Way and manner ordumi'ilg m: "central

were old in the prior art was one called

presence

‘he “Grange!” tree, which had a. cut-back

‘jH§fJv’—J4:ﬂlj“‘—Fui

a new grace, and which has a utility will!‘

novel whole are'produccd, which posw'

bringing to the examination of the article

In this case it appeared from the evidence

:.m1:;

i
‘i
i
ii

made upon different principles, so that new_
lines and curves and a harmonious and:

while it clearly appeared that theJﬂlifel' W
tie was used upon a variety of 851001951 “e in

Fed. Rep. 927.

35412175973.

or the absence 0
1
.
open slot was not material.
'"1‘1
w e 11"
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not think that the addition of a known
made to a known saddle, in view of the

to a patent therefor, althou h it is brought in

accordance with Rev. St. § 5326, does not nee
fact that such use of the cantie was com
mon, in itself involved genius or invention,
or produced a patentahle design. There
was, however, a. difference between the

pummel of this saddle and the pommel of
the Granger saddle, namely, the drop at

essarily involve a federal question, so as to
give a right of appeal to the United States
supreme court.
2. A suit of this kind, turning largel
the construction of Mills’ Ann. St.
olo. §
31 9, limiting mining claims to 150 feet on

the rear of the ponnnel, which is thus de
scribed in the speciﬁcation: “The pommel,
on its rear side, falls nearly perpendicular

ly for some inches, when it is joined by the

Q‘-wI-.GB H'lf l' i
fiat???
:15?

line forming the proﬁle of the seat. The
straight inner side of the pommel (marked
b) is joined at c by the line, C, of the seat."

The speciﬁcation further states:

toward the rear to join the line, h, at the
is attached, to
of the saddle,
in, from the
form of the
as the ‘cut

whack!"

federal question cannot be raised for

P. Ry. Co.

Ct. Rep. 10, 137
In error to the supreme court of the
state of Colorado.
Action of ejectment in the district court
of Hinsdale county, 0010., by the Crooke
Mining & smelting Company against A.

R. Bushnell, John G. Clark, Adolph Nathan,

9 ‘The shape of the front end being old, the
sharp drop of the pommel at the rear seems
to constitute what was new and to be ma
teriaL Now, the saddles of the defendants,
while they have the slight curved drop
at the rear of the pommcl, similar to the
‘:‘rl

.

“The line

from the front of the pommei, B, inclines
outward for some distance in a nearly
straight line, in, before being rounded
point where the stirrup strap
thus deﬁne the bottom line
the outline given by line,
pommel being the general
,.English saddletree known

federal statute, nor render it necessary to de
termlne the rights of the parties under the fed
eral mining laws.

Granger saddle, do not have the accentu
ated drop of the patent, which “falls nearly
perpendicularly several inches," and has a
“straight inner side.” If, therefore, this
drop were material to the design, and ren
dered it patentable as a complete and in
tegral whole, there was no infringement.

As before said, the design of the patent
had two features of difference as com
pared with the Granger saddle,—one the
Cantie, the other the drop; and unless there
was infringement as to the latter there
was none at all, since the saddle design
of the patent does not otherwise differ from

the old saddle with the old cantie added,—
an addition frequently made. Moreover,
that difference was so marked that in our

judgment the defendants’ saddle could not
be mistaken for the saddle of the com
plainant.
There being no infringement, the decree
must be reversed, and the cause remanded,

with a direction to dismiss the bill, and it
is so ordered.
a

Joseph Nathan, John Schreiner, Fred. J. Mil
ler, and A. A. Bock, to recoverpossossion of a
mining claim, and establish plaintiif‘s right to
a patent therefor, as provided by Rev. St. §
2326. Verdict and judgment were given for
plaintiff, and a motion for a new trial was
denied. Defendants took an appeal to the
supreme court of Colorado, which afﬁrmed
the judgment, (21 Pac. Rep. 931,) and there
after denied a petition for a rehearing. To
correct that decision the defendants sued
out this writ of error, which plaintiff now
moves to dismiss. Granted.
A. R. Bushnell, for plaintiffs in error. Fred
erick D. McKenney, C. S. Thomas, and W.
H. Bryan, for defendant in error.
5

‘ Mr. Justice JACKSON delivered the oping
ion of the court.
This was an action of ejectment, brought
by the defendant in error in the district

court of Hinsdale county, state of Colorado.
against the plaintiffs in error, to recover
possession of a certain portion of the surface
location of a mining claim on Ute mountain.
in said county and state. The suit grew out
of conﬂicting and interfering locations of
mining claims by the parties. The defend
ant in error was the owner or claimant or
a mining location called the "Annie Lode,"
while the plaintiffs in error were the owners

of a claim called the "Monitor Lode." The
(118 U. S. 682)

BUSHNELL et a]. v. CROOKE MINING &
SMELTING CO.
(April 17, 1893.)
No. 195.
Sl‘rnznz COURT—JURlBDlCTlON — Fsosan. QUES
TiON—REHEARISO—MININO RlGilTS.
1- A suit in a state court to try the right
0! possession of a mining claim and the right

claim of the latter was ﬁrst located, but,
when the plaintiffs in error applied for »
patent, the defendant in error ﬁled an ad
verse claim to a portion of the same loca
tion, and thereafter, under section 2326 of
the Revised Statutes of the United States,
and within the time prescribed therein, the
defendant in error commenced this action in
the state court to recover possession of the
portion of the surface location which was in
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interference and in controversy between the
parties.
In its complaint or declaration it is alleged
that it is the owner of the Annie lode min
ing claim, and that defendants below had.
at a certain date, entered upon, and ever
since wrongfully held possession of, a part
of said claim speciﬁcally described, and
that the action was in support of plaintiffs
adverse claim to such portion of the surface
a location.
The answer of the defendants
I (plaintiiIs in error) interposed a‘ general de
nial of all the allegations contained in the
complaint or declaration.
The question presented on the trial of the
controversy, under the pleadings, was purely
one of fact, and had reference to the true
direction which the Monitor lode or vein
took after encountering a fault, obstruction,
or interruption at a point south of the dis—
covery shaft sunk thereon. It was claimed
by the plaintiﬂ below that the true vein or
lode of the Monitor claim did not bear west
wardly so as to cross the Annie lode, but
that its true direction was southeastwardly,
across the line of its location, and was not
within the distance of 150 feet from the
center of the Annie lode.
The court charged the jury fully and clear
ly upon this question of fact, as follows:
"(1) The court charges you that the defend
ants have applied for a patent from the
United States on what is claimed by them as
the Monitor lode mining claim, in Galena
mining district, in this county. The plaintiff
company has brought this action in eject,
ment in support of an adverse claim made
and ﬁled by it to a part thereof. described
in the complaint as lying within the bound
aries of what is claimed by the plaintlif as
the Annie lode.
“(2) The court charges you that if the
original locators of the Monitor lode, within
the time required by law, sunk a suﬁiclent
discovery shaft thereon, posted at the point
of discovery a sufficient location notice, and
properly put out their boundary posts, mark
ing their surface boundaries, and on June
20, 1875, recorded their claim in the oﬂlce of
the county recorder by a suiﬁcient location
certiﬁcate, in compliance with the law, and
the owners thereof have ever since then

performed labor

or

made

improvements

cated, to the southwest, but that it runs or

from its surface ground through its southern
side line at a point about
feet from "S
discovery shaft, and that by reason them:

Dougherty [plaintiff's grantor] was W a
trespasser in locating the Annie lode dis
covery shaft and a part of its surface ground

fviithin the boundary stakes of the Monm
o e."
“(9) The court charges you that the (1110:»
tion here is: Is the course of the Monitor
vein from the discovery shaft down the
mountain towards the southwest, along the
line claimed by defendants, or oil through
the southeast side line of the Monitor lode
surface grounds or otherwise, as claimed by
plaintiff? And the court further charges
you that upon this question the presumption
is that the course of the vein is as located,
and the plaintiff company must prove that
the course of the vein is not as located:
otherwise, on this point, plaintitl! cannot re
cover, and your verdict shall be for the do
fendants.
“(10) The court charges you that it is not
suﬂiclent that the plaintiff merely raises a
doubt in your minds as to whether the lion]
tor vein runs as the lode is staked or not.
The plaintiiI must satisfy you by a prepon
dcrance of the testimony that the lode does
not run as staked; otherwise, upon this
question, you will ﬁnd for the defendants
"(11) The court charges you that the dis

coverer and prior locator of a lode or
vein has a right to stake his lode according
to his best judgment as to where it runs.

"(12) Such prior locator has a 113mm
move and change his boundary stakes will

his lode and take his ground thereon within

the legal limits to suit himself, at nu “ma
within sixty days after the date of his 10%
tion or discovery notice."

“(14) The court charges you that, when a
vein branches in its course, a prior locniﬂl‘

has a. legal right to follow with his location
whichever branch of it he chooses at 1119
time of making such location."
=
“(16) The court instructs the 11W 111 the!

law of this case'that if the locatorﬂ 01m’
Monitor mine made the location on the lion

itor lode or vein and staked it as 1111111111!
down the mountain in the direction 0H1!e

Annie vein in controversy, and imiﬂllg the,”
with or running parallel thereto, snbsmmld'

thereon each year to the amount of one

hundred dollars or more, then the plaintitr

company's Original gl'antor. Jolm Daugherty,
m attempting to locate the Annie lode to
include a Part of such surface ground and
in sinking the discovery shaft thereon in
October- 1378. was prima facle a trespasser
“1 5° (101115, and the plaintiif cannot recover

137 through the center or the suriiwe Bio“;

of the Monitor lode claim, the Sam M"
tor locators or their 855181159‘ m ‘w
titled to the whole of said claim a8

3

even if the alleged Enterprise "in “ﬁst
said Monitor vein and runs in the coalii'i at
the Monitor vein as staked, Divided am

:in this action unless it shows that he was

such crossing the said veins course 83mm

pilot *1 t1'eslmsser in so doing.

gether that it is simply colliectuml thud En,
Monitor lode is crossed by said sociillem

"(3) The court charges you that the plam.
terprise vein, and does not continue
tlﬂ claims that the Monitor lode claim was

never Properly located, and that the vein on
which its discovery shaft is sunk does not
run down through its surface ground, as lo

course as staked."

“(18) The court instructs Y0“ that “3;:

no consequence where the weaned

BUSHNELL v. CROOKE MINING dz SMELTING CO.
vein runs, in any part of its course, if
Dougherty [the plaintiff's grantor] was a
trespasser in locating it. A trespasser's loca
tion is entirely void."
The court then refused to give the follow

ing instructions for the plaintiffs in error:
“(13) The court charges you that a pros

-."_:-E.'=_nl~s—n-r'a;i.'~= "'!l .ﬂ'

pector, in locating his vein, is not required
to follow it through a fault or other obstruc
tion which interposes solid country rock in
its course, but in such case he may follow
with his location any vein that continues
on from the point of such obstruction in
the general course of his original ve ."
“(15) The court charges you that if a pros
pector, in locating his lode, discovered by a
ﬁrst location, secures continuous vein matter
substantially along through the center of
his surface ground in a continuous general
direction, and so that the extension of his
end lines will include between them all of
his surface ground, he will hold the same,
and every part thereof, against all subse
quent claimants.“
It thus appears that the question at issue,
under the pleadings and at the trial, was
as to the true course of the Monitor lode or
vein down the mountain south of its discov
ery shaft The jury found the following ver

dict in favor of the defendant in error:
"We, the jury, ﬁnd the issues joined for the
plaintiff, and that it is the owner of and
.‘entitled to the possession of the ground de
inscribed in the complaint.”
9 ‘The plaintiffs in error moved for a. new
trial on the ground of error in the charge to

the jury, and because of the refusal of the
court to instruct the jury as requested. and
for various reasons, such as the admission of
improper testimony offered by the plaintiff
below, and the refusal to admit proper testi
mony offered by the defendants below, and
other alleged errors and irregularities com
mitted in the progress of the trial, which
are not brought under review in the present
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the discovery shaft of the Monitor across
and towards the vein upon which the Annie
claim was located, while the plaintiff asserts
and seeks to prove that the location was
made upon a vein which runs from the Mon
itor shaft down and nearly parallel with the
Annie lode, and which enters into or con
nects with the Ule lode. This is the prin
cipal point in controversy, and to determine
which claim is best supported by testimony

and reason is the province and duty of the
jury."'
After the decision had been rendered by
the supreme court of the state, a petition
for rehearing was presented by the plain

trﬁs in

error, which for the

ﬁrst

time

sought to present the question whether sec
tion 2322 of the Revised Statutes of them

United States gave to the appellants “'the‘é‘
exclusive right‘ of possession’ and enjoy-'
ment of all other veins and lodes having
their apexes within the Monitor surface
ground, which would give to these appel
lants, beyond all question, the so<cailed
Enterprise, that is alleged to ‘cross’ the
Monitor on the surface; and certainly a.

vein that is thus our own cannot be used,
by one who has no interest either in the
Monitor or Enterprise title, to create any
question of lode crossing between them, or
any other question of conﬂict. Under such
circumstance there is but one grant, and
it is all the Monitor grant and its rights
and title, and such grant is in no Wise sever
ablo into a part Monitor and a part Enter
prise, no separate life or vitality being
given to the said sdcalled Enterprise."
The application for rehearing being de
nied, the present writ of error was brought
to have the judgment of the supreme court

of Colorado reviewed and reversed. The
defendants in error have moved to dismiss
the writ or aﬂirm the judgment. The mo
tion to dismiss is based upon several
grounds. The principal and only ground

case.

which need be noticed, however, is that

A new trial being refused, an appeal was
taken to the supreme court of Colorado.

the record presents no question of a. fed
eral character such as will give this court
jurisdiction to review the judgment com
plained of.
It is plainly manifest that neither the

which held that there was no error in the in
structions given to the jury, nor in the re
fusal to give those requested by the plalntiﬁ
in error. and affirmed the judgment of the
lower court. The supreme court of Colorado
rested its judgment and aﬂirmance upon the
general proposition that the trial court had
correctly stated to the jury the principal
point in controversy, and had left it properly
to them to determine as a matter of fact
what was the course of the Monitor lode.
The supreme court said: "The controlling
issue in the case, we think, was fully under

5t°°d by the jury, and was clearly stated
by the court in the 9th instruction, viz.: ‘The

Prlnclpal point in the controversy is, upon
What vein was the Monitor claim located,
or what is the course of said vein? The de
fendants allege and seek to prove that the lo
cation was made upon avein which runs from

pleadings nor the instructions given and re
fused present any federal question, and an
examination of the opinion of the supreme
court aﬂirrning -.the action of the trial
court as to instructions given, as well as

its refusal to give instructions asked by the
defendants below, fails to disclose the pres
ence of any federal question. It does not
appear from the record that any right,
privilege, or immunity under the constitu
tion or laws of the United States was spe
cially set up or claimed by the defendant
below, or that any such right was denied
them, or was even passed upon, by the
supreme court of the state, nor does it ap
pear, from anything disclosed in the record,
that the necessary effect in law of the
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judgment was the
claimed under the

denial of any right
laws of the United

States.
The decision of the suprcnic court of
“Colorado in no way brought into question
‘Qthe validity, or even construction, of any
' federal statute, and it certainly did not
deny to the plaintiffs in error any right
arising out of the construction of the fed
eral statutes. It was said by the chief jus
tice, in Cook Co. v. Calumet, etc, Canal 00.,
138 U. S. 635, 653, 11 Sup. Ct. Rep. 435:
“The validity of a statute is not drawn in
question every time rights claimed under
such statute are controverted, nor is the
validity of an authority every time an act
done by such authority is disputed."
The attempt to raise for the ﬁrst time a
federal question in a petition for rehearing,
after judgment, even assuming that the
petition presented any such question, is
clearly too late. It has been repeatedly
decided by this court that a federal ques
tion, when suggested for the ﬁrst time in
a petition for rehearing after judgment, is
not properly raised so as to authorize this
court to review the decision of the highest

In Roby v. Colehom‘, 146 U. S 159,13
Sup. Ct. Rep. 47, Mr. Justice Hal-Lin, speak.
ing for the court, said: “Our jurisdiction
being invoked upon the ground that a right
or immunity, specially set up and claimed
under the constitution or authority oi the
United States, has been denied by the judg'
ment sought to be reviewed, it must appen
from the record of the case either that the
right so set up and claimed was expressly
denied, or that such was the necessary ei~
feet, in law, of the judgment,"
Applying this rule to the case at bar, then.
is clearly presented no federal question, tor
no right, immunity, or authority under the
constitution or laws of the United States
was set up by the plalntitfs in error, or de
nicd by the supreme court of Colorado, nor
did the judgment of that court necessarily
involve any such question, or the denial
of any such right. We are therefore of opin
ion that the motion to dismiss is well made.
and should be allowed, and it is according
ly so ordered.

Mr. Justice FIELD did not sit in this case.
or take part in its decision.

court of the state. Texas & P. Ry. Co. v.
Southern Pac. 00., 137 U. S. 48, 54-, 11
Sup. Ct. Rep. 10; Butler v. Gage, 138 U. S.
52, 11 Sup. Ct. Rep. 235; Railroad Co. v.
l’lainvlcw, 143 U. S. 371, 12 Sup. Ct. Rep.
530; Leeper v. Texas, 139 U. S. 462, 11 Sup.
Ct. Rep. 577.
In the case of Doe v. The City of Mobile,
9 How. 451, it was held that under the
twenty-ﬁfth section of the judiciary act
this court “cannot rc-cxamine the decision
of a state court upon a question of bound
ary between cotcrminous proprietors of
lands depending upon local laws."
The question involved in the present case
turned largely upon the provisions of sec
tion 3149, Mills‘ Ann. St. 0010., and the
decisions of the supreme court of that
smte construing the same, as shown by the
case of Patterson v. Hitchcock, 3 0010. 533,
which limited the width of mining claims
to 150 feet in width on each side of the

center of the lode or vein at the surface.
The controverted question in the case at
bar turned upon which direction the Monitor
lode properly ran south of the discovery
shaft. and it being found by the jury that
the lode 0r vein did not bear westwardly

toward the Annie lode, but southeastwardly

z:
(149 U. S. ‘8]

NATIONAL METER CO. v. BOARD OF
WATER. COM’RS OF CITY OF YON‘
KERS.
(April 17, 1893.)
No. 192.
Puss'rs ron INVENTIONS—ISFRINGBHBNT—wl‘
'rnu Msrrns.
Reissued letters patent No._ 10,806.
M

granted February 8, 1387, to the National :1
tcr Company, as assignee of Lewis Hnllm

Nash,

for improvements in water 1119i?!“

claimed a meter having a piston with limit?
tions. and a cylinder with recesses new]:
number than the projections, so _as to give ll!‘
piston, rotating upon its own axis, *1 51 5nd _
ing movement across the center of the cFll" 1:‘
upon successive bearing points made byTihi:
contact of the projections and recessesv
meter was an adaptation from the (ialloii’i.t
rotary steam engine. Reissned letters pntoi

No. 10,778, granted November 2!. 1
Hersey Meter Company, as 8881:1198
\1,
A. Tilden, and ori iual letters Dam" ‘n;

385,970, dated July 1 , 1888. to the 5mg “11,,
tee, and original letters patent 357‘1i39' in?“
February 1, 1887, to umcs A. Tiiden,king
ercd a meter whose piston has no side-With“
nor rotary motion, and wherein each lilo)“.
on the piston always operates in cowl the
with one particular corresponding "9955 “Hum,
cylinder. The 'l‘ihlen meter was an ad??? a

and across the western side line of the
Monitor claim at a distance exceeding 150
:feet from the center of the Annie lode, it
ofollowed that the claim of the plaintiff be

of another form of the Galloway 011m?‘ 14
scribed in the English patent of Dental "t in:

' low was sustainedfand the jury accordingly

Appeal from the circuit court of me UP“
ed States for the southern district (if M"

returned its verdict that the plaintiff below
was entitled to the possession thereof.
The question thus presented and dedded

1840. [[clrl, that the Tildeu meter did no
fringe. 38 Fed. Rep. 588. aiﬁrmed.

York.
Company
In Equity.
against
Snitthe
byBoard
the National
or Water

in‘

involved no construction of any federal stat
‘lie, nor did it become necessary to deter

missioners of the City of Yonkei's “Tow

mine the rights of the parties under the

fringement of letters patent for an lmli

federal mining statutes.

ment in water meters. The mu was
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missed by the court below. 38 Fed. Rep.
588.

Complainant appeals.

Aiﬁrmed.

J. Edgar Bull, Edmund Wetrnore, and
Amos Broadnax, for appellant. Frederic

H. Betts, Frederick P. Fish, and George
L. Roberts, for appellees.

a
Mr. Justice BLATCHFORD delivered the
opinion of the court.
This is a suit in equity, brought in the cir
cuit court of the United States for the
southern district of New York by the Na
tional Meter Company, a New York corpo

ration, against the Board of Water Commis
sioners of the City of Yonkers, another New
York corporation, founded on reissued let
ters patent of the United States No. 10,806,
granted February 8, 1887, to the plaintiff,
as assignee of Lewis Hallock Nash, for im
provements in water meters. The applica
tion for the reissue was ﬁled December
518, 1886, on the surrender of original let
oters~ patent No. 211,582, granted to said
Nash, January 21, 1879, for improvements
in water meters; the application therefor
having been ﬁled September 4, 1878. The
claims of the reissue alleged to have been
infringed are claims 3, 4, 5, and 6, which are
as follows:
"(3) A piston for water meters, pumps,
and motors provided with internal water
passages, and having alternate bearing
points or projections and recesses adapted,
by means of a cylinder chamber having al
ternate bearing points or projections and
recesses, to have an eccentric or side-rock
ing movement within and upon continually
changing lines across the center of said

chamber, to effect its division at two or
more points on its sides into receiving and
discharging spaces, c, c, which communicate
with the inlet and outlet.
"(4) A piston for water meters, pumps,
and motors having alternate bearing points
or projections and recesses adapted, by
means of a cylinder chamber having alter
nate bearing points or projections and re
ceases, to have an eccentric or side-rock

lllg movement within and upon continually
changing lines across the center of said
chamber, to effect its division at two or
more points on its sides into receiving and

discharging spaces, c, c, which communicate
With the inlet and outlet, said piston having
a free movement within said cylinder, con
trolled only by the shape of the cylinder,

the shape of the pisto , and the ﬂow of wa
ter through the meter.

"(5) A piston for water meters, pumps,
and motors having alternate bearing points
01' projections and recesses adapted, by
means of a cylinder chamber having alter
Hate bearing points or projections and re
098898, to have an eccentric or side-rocking

"lotion within and upon continually chan
Bllli; lines across the center of said chamber,
to eifect its division at two or more points

on its sides into receiving and discharging
spaces, 0, c, which communicate with the
inlet and outlet, said piston being formed 3
of hard rubber, and having a free'movement'»
within said cylinder controlled by the shape
of the piston, the shape of the cylinder, and
the ﬂow of the water through the meter.
“(6) A piston for water meters, pumps.
and motors having alternate bearing points
or projections and recesses adapted, by
means of a cylinder chamber having alter
natc bearing points or projections and re
cesses, to have an eccentric or side-rocking
movement
within and upon continually
changing lines across the center of said
chamber, to effect its division at two or
more points on its sides into receiving and
discharging spaces, 0, c, which communicate
with the inlet and outlet, combined w1th
ports controlled by said piston itself in its

motion within said chamber."
. ,
The defenses set up in the answer are:

(1) That the reissue is invalid as to the said
four claims, because it was applied for and
secured eight years after the grant of the
original patent, not for the purpose contem
plated by the statute—of correcting any er
ror that arose from inadvertence, accident,
or mistake,—-but for the purpose of changing
the patent so that it would claim combina
tions of devices which were not the subject
of the claims of the original patent, nor de
scribed therein as being the inventions of
Nash for which he obtained said original
patent, in order that, by means of the re
issue, the plaintiff might prevent the Hersey
Meter Company, which manufactured the
meters used by the defendant, and had as
sumed the defense of the suit, from carry
ing on its business; and, further, on the
ground that Nash and the plaintiff unreason
ably and fraudulently delayed undertaking
to correct the alleged defects by a reissue,
and did not make application for the re
issue until the Hersey Company had made
and sold large numbers of meters of the
type in question; and that the reissue was
applied for and obtained for the sole pur
pose of procuring a new patent for other
and different inventions from those forming
the subject-matter of the claims of the orig
inal patent; and, further, that the reissue
was procured by deceiving the patent oilice,
and by fraudulent and untrue representations
to that oﬂlce, and that any rightto the reissue
was forfeited by the plaintiif’s delay and-i
laches, in not'applying for it until long aft-1°
er the plaintiiI had full knowledge of all
the facts upon which such application pur
ported to be based, and long after the Her
sey Company had made, sold, and intro

duced into use meters identical with those
used by the defendant. (2) That Nash did
not particularly point out and distinctly
claim the part, improvement, or combina

tion which he claimed as his invention or
discovery,

but,

on

the

contrary,

willfully

and fraudulently made his claims in the
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original patent and the reissue in ambiguous

an eccentric or side-rocking motion was,

the center of the cylinder chamber, and a
revolving motion around its own center, to
divide the cylinder at two or more bearing
points on its sides, of a valve controlled by
the movements of said piston, and adapted
to open and to close receiving and dischar
ging ports in succession, to edect the pur
pose stated.
“(5) A rotary piston having a valve formed
therein by opposite end ports or depres
sions, and adapted to act, in connection “in
receiving and discharging ports or passages
in the cylinder chamber, to form a valve
and piston, into and through which the wa
ter entering at the inlet-cylinder end ports
passes through one end of the valve into
the cylinder on one side thereof, and. re
entering the valve from the other side oi
said cylinder, passes out at the opposite end
ports of said valve, to edect the purpose
stated.
"(6) A rotary valve piston having opposite
end ports, d, d’, communicating with the
court.
piston
sides by diagonal passages, e, o’.
We do not ﬁnd it necessary to consider
in combination with a cylinder having re
the question of the validity of the reissue,
ceiving and discharging ports, communion-g
because we are of opinion that the decree
of the circuit court must be aﬂirmed, on the ing with said opposite valve end ports'and~
with the receiving and discharging spaces
ground that the defendant has not infringed
of said cylinder, whereby said valve open!
The original patent had eight claims, as
some and closes others of its ports in sue
follows:
cesslon, and to etfect the equalization of
“(1)A piston for water meters, pumps,
the pressure of the water at right angles
and motors having alternate bearing points
to the direction of the side-rocking and W
or projections and recesses adapted, by
tary movements of the said valve piston.
means of a cylinder chamber having alter
as stated.
note bearing points or projections and re
"(7) The inlet device, L, having side Mills‘
cesses, to have an eccentric or side-rocking
a perforated end, and an open-end bearing
movement within and upon continually chan

language, intended to mislead the public.
with the view of making it diﬂicult to de
termine the real scope of his claims, and of
reserving the right to contend for such inter
pretation thereof as the exigencies of any
particular case might, in his judgment, or
that of his assignee, require. (3) Nonin
fringement, and that the meter used by the
defendant is substantially different, in con
struction and mode of operation, from the
meter of the reissue; and that no invention
is shown or described in the reisue upon
which is, or could have been, based any
claim which would be infringed by the de
fendant's meter.
Proofs were taken, and the case was
heard before Judge Wallace, who delivered
an opinion (38 Fed. Rep. 588) holding that
the defendant's meter did not infringe any
of the claims in question, and entered a
decree dismissing the bill, with costs. From
that decree the plaintiff appealed to this

rim, seated adjustably in and forming the
ging hues across the center of said chamber,
to effect its division at two or more points
on its sides into receiving and discharging
spaces, 0, c, which communicate with the
ainlet and outlet.
~ '“(2) The piston of a water meter, pump,
or motor constructed with alternate recesses
and bearing points or projections, a and b,
and a cylinder chamber having alternate
wall recesses and bearing points or projec
tions, a’ and b’, adapted to intermatch with
each other at one or more bearing points
at one side of the cylinder, and allow the
projections of each part to bear upon and
to pass each other at two or more points
at a different side of the chamber, to allow
the piston to revolve while it also rocks in
constantly changing lines across the center
of the cylinder chamber, for the purpose

inlet port, J, of the cylinder chamber. in

combination with the rotary Piﬁ'mm wins!
one end of which the said device W
for the purpose stated.

"(8) The spaces or recesses, c’. in the “n5
of the cylinder, between the bearing Dom“
b', and the recesses, 11'. in combination will!

the piston having alternate beﬂrlﬂg P0P?
and recesses, whereby to prevent the chokm?
0f the ﬂow, and insure a uniform action 0

a piston adapted for operation with a ‘mi
rocking motion across the center 0! "19
cylinder and a rotary motion around "5 0“
center."
The meters alleged to infringe were no‘:
structed
Bros., as under
assignees
patents
of James
granted
A- Tillie!"t
to
1‘,

ﬁrst
1884,
1885, one
for
on was
an
a rotary
application
No. 324,503,
ﬂuid meter.
died
dated
December
itAngus
was ‘:0

stated.
"(3) The piston of a water meter adapted
to have an eccentric or slde~rocking move
ment across the center of the cylinder cham
ber and a revolving motion, combined with
a registering mechanism by means of a free
or shifting connection acting with the con

'imlally Changing, side~rocking movements
of the piston while maintaining a driving
relation with the dial mechanism.

“(4) The combination, with a piston having

sued to the Hersey Meter Complmh ‘an
vember 2, 1886, as reissue No. 101773’ ‘J: all
application for reissue ﬁled Septembgqma

1886. Another patent was granted “25: 159,
A. Tilden, February 1. 1887' N°- 83;,“
on an application ﬁled August 15' 1 u'lum,
a water meter with a revolving- now we
piston.

A third patent was gram

Hersey Meter Company, "5 “Sign

8° 01
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James A. Tilden, No. 385,970, for a rotary
ﬂuid meter, July 10, 1888, on an applica~
tion ﬁled January 25, 1887. The manu
facture of the alleged infringing meters was
begun, a large number of them were put

upon the market, and they were extensive
1y advertised, prior to the ﬁling of the ap
plication for reissue No. 10,806.
Nash took one form of the Galloway ro—
tary engine,—-that described in Reuleaux‘s
ué'-aF‘=ilI-g. IE:u-E l‘iﬂ

Kinematics of Machinery. translated by
Kennedy and published in London, Eng,
"in 1876, and made improvements upon
‘it which were necessary and‘ valuable to
adapt it for practical use as a water meter.
The Galloway engine was a steam engine.

At that time it was well known that steam
and water engines, whether rotary or recip
rocating, could be used as meters to meas
ure the ﬂow of ﬂuids passed through them,

and various forms of both kinds had been
used as meters. The original patent of
Nash states that it is contemplated to use
the apparatus as a motor or as a pump, and
so does the reissue.
Galloway had patented another form of
engine in England, by English patent No.
11,485, sealed December 14, 1846, and speci
ﬁcation enrolled June 14, 1847. Tilden, the
inventor of the defendant's water meter,
took the form of this latter Galloway engine,
and made such improvements upon it as
were necessary to adapt it to practical use

as a water meter.
is
I‘G'E‘R’i
-—-.\_-_-i‘i5i.24-_ ._

Both Nash and Tilden

supplied the arrangements of ports and dis
charging spaces necessary for the special
form of piston and cylinder chamber in the
respective Galloway engines, adding also a
registering device, to operate by attachment
to the piston. In the Galloway engine de
scribed in the Kinematics there is a piston
having projections and a cylinder having re
cesses, but the recesses are more in number
than the projections on the piston. In the
engine of Galloway's patent of 1846. the
piston has the same number of projections
that the cylinder has recesses. In the engine
in the Kinematics, and in the plaintiff's ap
paratus, the piston has a side-rocking move
ment across the center of the cylinder, upon
successive bearing points made by the con
tact of a projection on the piston with the
recess in the cylinder, or conversely; and
the piston rotates upon its own axis, so that
each projection comes successively into each
recess of the cylinder. But in the piston
of Gailoway’s patent, and in the defendant's
structure, there is no side-rocking nor any

rotary motion, and each projection on the
Piston always operates in connection with
one particular corresponding recess in the

c'lillnder, and never leaves that recess.
The descriptions of the apparatus in the
original and reissued patents of Nash are
the same; but in reissue No. 10,806 there is
El‘- disclaimer in these words, which was not

' ill the original'speclﬂcation: "I do not claim.
blindly, a piston for water meters, pumps,
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and motors having alternate beating points
or projections and recesses adapted, by
means of a cylinder chamber having alter
nate bearing points or projections and re
cesses, to have an eccentric or side-rocking
movement within and upon
continually
changing lines across the center of said
chamber, to eiTect its division at two or
more points on its sides into receiving and
discharging spaces, 0, c, which communicate
with the inlet and outlet, as a motor having
a piston of substantially such construction
and movement within a cylinder chamber
having such construction is shown and de
scribed in the English patent of Elijah
Galloway, December 14, 1846, (No. 11,-485;)
but what I do claim are said elements in
combination with additional elements, as
hereinafter speciﬁed, thereby limiting my
claims to the novel features embraced in my
meter."

In all of the eight claims of the original
patent, except claim 1, a piston revolving
about its center was an element in the com

bination claimed, and it is a feature in each
one of claims 3, 4, 5, and 6 of the reissue.
The theory upon which the disclaimer was
inserted appears to have been that claim 1
of the original patent did not specify a
piston revolving about its center, and there—
fore was sufficiently broad to include the
arrangement in the Galloway patented en
gine of 1846. But it does not seem doubtful
that such a piston was a. necessary element
of claim 1 of the original patent, and that
it forms an element of every new claim of
the reissue.
The only piston described in
the speciﬁcation of the original patent, and
therefore the only one which could have
been referred to in claim 1 of the original
patent, is one having the side-rocking and

rotating movement which constitutes the
compound motion described in the original
speciﬁcation, which motion is due to the
fact that the piston has one or several less
projections than the cylinder has recesses.
The defendant's meter does not have such
a piston, and therefore does not infringe
any of the claims of the reissue.
The forms of the two Galloway engines

are essentially different, and necessitate a‘
different construction and'arrangement of?
the cooperating devices to adapt them to
eﬂicient service as water meters. As said
by the circuit court in its opinion: “The

inventions of Nash and Tilden commence
upon different lines, and result in a com
bination having a ditferent mode of opera
tion. The time and order of controlling the

valves diiTer in each, and require a different
arrangement of the valve ports, with refer
ence to the valves which open and close
them. In Nash's meter the ports for both
entrance and discharge of water are in the
ends or sides of the piston, while in Tllden’s
the ports are not in the piston, but in the
ends or heads of the cylinder case, and are

so located that the contact of the piston with
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the cylinder divides each recess into one
ﬁlling and one discharging passage. In the
former the ends of the cylinder act as the
valves; in the latter the piston itself acts
as the valves. In Nash’s meter the rotary
and side-rocking 01' compound movement of
the piston opens some and closes others 0!
the ports in succession, in such a manner
as to equalize the pressure of the water at
right angles to the direction of the move
ments of the piston. In Tiiden's meter it
is an essential feature that there shall be not
merely water pressure which moves the
piston about the cylinder chamber, but ad
ditional slde pressure, which, in Nash's meter,
must be avoided, and it is only because it
has a pressure of water Int found in Nash's
meter that it is operative at all."
In the Nash reissue it is required that the
piston patented should have an “eccentric
or side-rocking motion across the center or
a cylinder chamber, to effect its division at
two or more points into receiving and
discharging spaces." But the defendant‘
piston has no such motion, and the cylinder
chamber of its meter is not divided by the
piston "at two or more points, into receiv
ing and discharging spaces," in the sense
or the Nash reissue.
In the Nash reissue it is required that
“with this eccentric or side-rocking action
the piston also revolves round its own cen
ter. ' ' ' for, as the piston rocks from
one bearing point to another directly across
the center of the cylinder, it is at the same
time revolved." But the defendant's piston
has no motion of revolution about its own

and all the displacement of the water is et
fected in the individual chambers ot the
cylinder, and no two chambers are ever con
nected while measuring water.
In the Nash reissue it is required that
the valves should so open and close the
ports in succession “as to keep the line or
pressure of the water as nearly as possible
at right angles to the direction oi the oc
centric or side-rocking and rotary move
ments of the piston, and thereby avoid
any undue lateral pressure of the water
upon the piston." But in the defendant's
meter the motion of the piston is of an en
tirely diﬂerent character. The "lateral pres
sure of the water upon the piston," which
the Nash structure is designed to avoid, is
an essential feature of the operation, and
without it the piston of the defendant's
meter would not be kept up against the side
or the case, and no water could be
measured.
In the Nash reissue it is required that
when a separate valve controlled by the§
piston is not employed, the valve ls"‘iormed'
by inlet and outlet openings or ports in the
ends of the piston, communicating by mean
of passages in or through the piston with the
spaces of the cylinder.” But in the defend
ant's meter no separate valve is employed,
and there are no ports in the ends of the
piston, and no passages in or through the
piston, which communicate with the spaces
of the cylinder; the single passage in the
center of the defendant's piston is a portion

of the discharge pipe; and it is reqlllm
only in order to accommodate the Water

discharged

at the bottom of the meter,

‘5center.
' ‘in the Nash reissue it is required that,
"in the rotation of the piston around its
own center, one or more projecting bearing
points of the piston will pass into corre
sponding recesses at one point of the cylin
der, and in contact with and over one or
more projecting bearing points of the cylin
der at a different point, thereby always
maintaining a. direct contact of the piston
and cylinder at two or more dividing points
within the continually changing cylinder
spaces." But in the defendant's meter the
hearing points of the piston are always in
their own special recesses in the case, and
are never in contact with, and never pass
over, any oi.’ the projecting bearing points
of the cylinder; and there never is a direct
contact or the piston and cylinder at two

or more dividing points, within the meaning
or the Nash reissue.

In the Nash reissue it is required that the
valves should be "arranged so that the
cylinder spaces on one side of the piston
as it revolves have free inlet for the water
through one set of the valve ports, while
the spaces on the other side of the piston

:1 double discharge, namely, at the top #11111
bottom or the meter, being used for the
purpose of balancing the piston.

In the Nash reissue it is required thntthv
piston and cylinder should have “bwlﬂé
or contacting surfaces ' ' ' ﬁrmed by
alternate recesses, a, a’, and Dl'Ol'ecﬂonsi I"
b', of such form or conﬁguration as to allo“v

of the rotation of the piston not only "P0"
its own axis, but around and across the 02"‘

ter of the cylinder, and the space within me
cylinder must be of such form and sum‘
ciently larger than the piston, Hi t° 311°“
it to have this compound motion." B“tin

the defendant's meter the Dwjecﬂons and
recesses are of such form 85 to PM?

the rotation of the piston upon “5 0W“ ma
and also to prevent its motion aroundi?1

across the center of the cylinder; and 5
space within the cylinder is not of in
form as, and not suﬂiclently larger than we

Piston, to allow the latter to have mtcom
pound motion.
.11.,
object
In theor Nash
this compound
reissue it is111°“011
stated1”1111"‘
wrath,

bearing points or lines of Contact 0 m
piston with the cylinder walls on ollsllil"0m

have free outlets for the water through the
other ports of the valve.” But in the defend.
ant‘s meter the division between the inlet
and outlet ports is not made by the piston’

sides thereof at the Same mne' astide th

in Figs 3 and 12, whereby t° ‘11 mm
cylinder

into

receiving

and disc
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But in the defendant's meter no

In the Nash reissue iii is required that
bearing points, or Hues or contact of the
to get the best results "the valve should
piston with the cylinder walls, on opposite
open and close its inlet and outlet ports in
sides thereof at the same time. are formed;
succession, in such a manner as to keep the
and the receiving and discharging spaces are
line
of pressure as nearly as possible at right
differently situated, and are divided in an
angles to the direction of the motion of the
entirely different way and on different lines.
piston;" and the speciﬁcation explains: “By
In the Nash‘ reissue it is required that,
the ‘line of pressure’ I mean a line connect
o“of whatever form these alternate recesses
ing the points of division which separate
- and projections. they must be such’that
the inlet from the outlet spaces, c, or the
while they are in contact upon one side of
cylinder, as shown by the line, z, in Fig. 12:
the cylinder they must also at the same time
and by a ‘line of motion’ I mean a line which
have a contact at the opposite or a (liiTei-ent
is tangent to the path of the axis of the
side 01! said cylinder, and in this way divide
piston at any point of such path, as shown
the cylinder into spaces.” But in the de
by the arrow, y, in said ﬁgure." But such
tendant’s meter the projections and recesses
a requirement, interpreted by the deﬁnitions
are of such form that such required mode
given,
is meaningless when applied to the
of dividing the cylinder into spaces by con
defendant's meter.
tacts on opposite or diﬂ’erent sides or the
In the Nash reissue it is stated that "
cylinder is impossible.
the use of the meter the inlet may become
In the Nash reissue it is stated that “
the outlet, and vice versa." But in the de
this contact it will be observed that upon one
fendant’s meter the inlet must always be
side 01.‘ the cylinder and piston such contact
the inlet, and by no possibility can it be
takes place between a recess and projection,
made the outlet; and, while the Nash meter
or intermedlately between these points, while
.- ~.-=l'1
may be run in either direction, the defend
upon the opposite side such contact is made
ant’s meter would be inoperative if the inlet
by corresponding projections, as shown in
became the outlet, and vice versa.
Figs. 3 and 12.” But in the defendant's me
It is clear to us that there is no infringe
ter no such contact ever takes place, and
ment,
and that the decree of the circuit court
there is no contract upon opposite sides of the
must
be aﬁirmed.
cylinder; and, in each particular chamber,
receiving and discharging spaces are formed
=
by that projection of the piston which is
in that chamber from the ﬁrst and never
(149 U. S. 1)
CHICAGO, M. & ST. P. RY. CO. v. HOY'l'
leaves it.
In the Nash reissue it is stated that “the
et al.
compound motion of the piston and the con
(April 17, 1893.)
tacting dividing points are due to the fact
No. 180.
that the piston has one or more less points
COVENANTS—CONSTRUCTION—BREACH—GUARANTY.
of projection than the cylinder.” But in the
LA railroad company leased to certain
persons lots belongin to it, and the 1888095
defendant's meter there are the same num
covenanted to erect t ereon an elevator of a
ber of projections on the piston and on the
speciﬁed capacity, and, to the extent of its ca~
cylinder, and consequently no compound mo
paeity, to receive and store all grain delivered
tion 0! the piston is possible.
to it by the lessor. The lessor covenanted to
In the Nash reissue it is stated that the build side tracks to such elevator, and to de
liver to it all grain hauled by the lessor, so
function of either form of valve described
far as it could control the same. It was fur
“is to regulate the ﬂow of water in and out
ther covenanted that “the amount of grain re
ceived at said elevator shall be at least ﬁve
of the spaces oi.‘ the cylinder in such mannei
millions of bushels, on an average, for each
as to produce the compound rotation and
year during the term of this lease,” failing
cross movement 01' the piston." But in the
which the lessor should pay the lessees one
defendant's meter the water is admitted cent a bushel for the amount of the deﬁciency.
Held, that this was not an undertaking to pay
and discharged in such a way as to prevent
in case the elevator failed to store and handle
any motion of the piston except a sliding
at least 5,000,000 bushels per annum, and the
movement, which is neither a compound ro—
lessor is only liable if the grain brought to the
elevator fell short of that amount.
tation nor a cross movement, within the
2. There is consequently no breach of the
meaning oi.’ the Nash reissue.
covenant when the railroad company tenders
In the Nash reissue it is required that
more than 5.000.000 bushels during the year,
but the elevator is unable to receive it because
the valve and piston should "co-operate to
the amount already delivered has been allowed
produce the results stated," viz. the com
by the shippers to remain in'store, the railroad
pound motion of the piston and the proper
company having no control "1 this matter.
scontrol of the ﬂow of the water in and out
3. A party may, by absolute contract, bind
himself to perform things which subsequently
0 ot the spaces of the cylinder. But in'the de
become impossibiiities, or to pay damage for
fendant's meter the valves are adapted to
their nonperformance. and such construction
the peculiar motion of the defendant's piston is to be put upon an unqualiﬁed undertaking
when the event which causes the impossibility
and the peculiar separation of discharging
might have been foreseen and guarded against,
and receiving spaces, characteristic of that
or when the impossibility arises from the act
meter, and not at all to any such structure
or default of the promisor. But when the
as is required by the Nash reissue.
event is of such a character that it cannot
reasonably be supposed to have been in contem
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lation of the contracting parties, they will not
lie held bound by general words, which, though
large enough to include. were not used with
reference to, the possibility of the particular
contingency which afterwards happens.

"agrees to lay all necessary tracks adjacem
to said elevator, to connect its railway than.
with for the purpose of delivering 5mm in

cars thereto, and keep the same in repair
during the time of this lease, and agrees to

In error to the circuit court of the United
States for the northern district of Illinois.
Action by Alfred M. Hoyt, Theodore L
Husted, Leonard Hazeltine, and G. L. Dun
lap, survivors of Jesse Hoyt and Perry H.
Smith, deceased, for the use of Manger,
Wheeler & 00., against the Chicago, Mll
Waukee & St. Paul Railway Company. There
was judgment for plaintlﬂs, and defendant
brings error. Reversed.
Edwin Walker and John W. Cary, for
plaintiiT in error. John N. Jewett, for de
fendants in error.

i‘ ‘Mr. Justice JACKSON delivered the opinion
of the court.
This action was brought by defendants in
error against the plaintiff in error to recover
a designated sum of money alleged to be due
under the terms of a covenant contained in
a certain indenture of lease made and entered
into between the parties. The cause was
tried by the court below under a. written
stipulation of the parties, waiving a. jury,
and resulted in a judgment for the piaintiifs
below for the sum of $33,783.83, to reverse
which, for errors of law claimed to have
been committed by the court in its con
struction of the covenant, and in the legal con
clusions it reached from the fact specially
found, this writ of error is prosecuted.

2° ‘On February 18, 1880, the Chicago, Mil
waukee & St. Paul Railway Company, (here
after called the “Railway Company,”) being
the owner thereof, leased and demised to the

defendants in error lots 3, 4, and 5, of block

deliver on said tracks, in cars, at my
elevator, to the parties of the second pun,
all the grain that may be brought by in; nu.
way, consigned to parties in the city of cm.
cago, so far as the party of the ﬁrst pan
can legally control the same, for hiilltililig
and storage in said elevator." The case in
volves no breach of this article.
By the fourth article it is provided as
follows: "The said parties of the second
part [Hoyt and his associates] agree to re‘
ceive, handle, and store said grain, as de
livered, in the usual manner of handling
grain in the city of Chicago, to the extent
and capacity of said elevator to be con
structed, and in addition agree that they will
use for the same purpose, so far as their
‘other engagements will allow, the elevator?
now standing on lots 1 and 2 of said block,
and the said party of the ﬁrst part shall it
all times be entitled to storage for its‘znu
to the extent of at least ‘1,000,000 bushels.
The parties of the second part, with the con
sent of the party of the ﬁrst part, may re
ceive grain for storage from other parties.
and from river and canal craft; but, in are
such grain is so received so as to reduce the
capacity of the parties of the second puma

accommodate the party of the ﬁrst part to
the extent of 1,000,000 bushels in said eieyia
tors, the said parties of the second PM
agree to furnish storage in other elevators w
the party of the ﬁrst part, to the extent tint
their capacity is so reduced. without expcns
to the said party of the ﬁrst part for switch
ing or otherwise." The case involves in

violation of this article by either of the
K. of the original town of Chicago, for a
term of 10 years from the 1st day of January,
1881. at an annual rental of $3,850, to be paid
quarterly by the lessees, who were also to

pay all taxes and assessments that might be
levied upon the premises during the term.
At the date of the lease the lessees were
the owners of the adjoining lots 1 and 2 of
the same block, upon which was located an
elevator or warehouse, used for receiving,
storing, and handling grain, and having a
capacity of about 350,000 bushels. The lease
was executed under seal of the respective
parties thereto, and the material provisions
thereof, so far as they relate to the present
controversy. are as follows:
By the second article, Hoyt and his as
sociates agreed to erect on said lots 3, 4, and
s a grain elevator, “01! a storage capacity of
700,000 bushels or more, during the year
1880." The article provided that the elevator
should have all modern improvements, and
should be constructed to the satisfaction of
the railway company. No question is raised
upon this article. The ca'se admits that it
was fully executed.
By the third article the railway company

parties.

The 5th, 6th, and 7th articles, taking "19'"
in their order, relate (1) to the charges '0 be

certain
made forelevators
the storage
accommodating
and handlingthe
of 5mm
business of competingrailwaysbeiﬂg "term

to as a standard; (2) to the rebuilding 01"“
elevator in case of its destruction hi’ me“

other casualty, and that the "parties °f the
second part will save the said party °1 m’:
ﬁrst part free and harmless from 311105‘
or damage by tire to said elevator 0i‘ all’;
tents during the continuance of this lease:l

and (3) to the weighing 0f the 51111“ "new"!
into the elevator, and the aplwilmnemo
weighers.

In all these respects the case PE“

sents no question of controversiﬁ

d:

The last clause of the seventh article Will's

as follows: "It is further agreed “mama
parties of the second part W111 at 511 no
keep a force at said elevators suﬁdwd by
transact all business that may be ‘mm 0‘
said party of the ﬁrst part. and that ‘when
grain will be received and unloadedtiim

the business of the party or the ﬁrs 9*‘
requires it, in the nighttime or on Sundays’
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and that said business shall be dispatched
with equal and as great facility in that re
spect as at any of the elevators in the city
of Chicago, above mentioned, so as not to
delay the cars of the party of the ﬁrst part
IOunreasonably or unnecessarily."
- ‘It is upon the alleged breach of the eighth
article of the contract that this suit ls brought.

That article reads as follows:
"In consideration of the agreement afore
said the said party of the ﬁrst part agrees
that the total amount of grain received at

Ii -'31:
N“v‘35*’?!

<|-! -i|"¢‘"5‘

puny during the year 1887 was less by 2,042,

408 bushels than the 5,000,000 bushels cov
enanted to be received, and therefore the
railway company became liable at the close
of the year 1887 to pay to the plaintiffs,
(defendants in error,) on account of the de
ﬁciency, the sum of $20,424.08.
The main breach specially set up and re
lied on is the third, which comprehends the

other two, and is thus stated in the declara

tion:
“The said plaintiifs further aver that the
said elevator shall be at least ﬁve million
total amount of grain received in the ele
bushels, on an average, for each year dur
vators mentioned in said indenture during
ing the term of this lease, and in case it shall
the years 1886 and 1887 did not equal the ten
fall short of that amount the said party of
million
bushels, or ﬁve million bushels upon
the ﬁrst part agrees to pay to the said parties
an average for each of said years, covenanted
of the second part one cent per bushel on the
by the defendant in said indenture to be
amount of such deﬁciency, settlements to be
therein received during those years, but, on
made at the close of each year; and, when
the contrary, the said plaintiffs aver that
ever it shall appear at the close of any year
the total amount of grain received in said
that the total groin received during so much
elevators during said two years, allowing to
of this lease as shall then have elapsed does
the defendants the full storage capacity in
not amount to an average of ﬁve million
said elevators of one million bushels stipu
bushels for each year, the party of the ﬁrst
lated for in said indenture, was less than
part shall pay to the parties of the second
the ten million bushels promised to be there
part one cent per bushel for the amount of
in received by the defendant, as aforesaid,
such deﬁciency. But, in case it shall after
during said years 1886 and 1887, by three
wards appear that the total amount received
million
seven hundred and eighty-two thou
up to that time equals or exceeds the aver
sand six hundred and two (3,782,602) bushels.
age amount of ﬁve million bushels per annum,
And the plaintiilfs aver that on account 01
the amount so paid to the parties of the sec
said deﬁciency between the amount of gralr
ond part shall be refunded, or so much there
promised by the defendant to be received
of as the receipts of the year shall have ex
in said elevators, and the amount actually
ceeded ﬁve million bushels, so that the whole
received therein, during said years, the said
amount paid on account of deﬁciency shall
defendant became and was liable to pay to
be refunded, should the total receipts for the
the piaintilfs, according to the terms and
entire term equal or exceed ﬁfty million
provisions of said indenture of lease and
bushels in all, on an average of ﬁve million
agreement, and its further covenant in such
bushels for each year."
case
therein provided, the sum of one cent
The remaining articles of the contract, in
per bushel upon the total number of bushels.
cluding the supplement thereto, are com
constituting the deﬁciency of said years 1886
paratively unimportant.
In May, 1888, the defendants in error and 1887, whereby and by reason whereof‘_
the said defendant’ by virtue of its covenant
brought their action of covenant against the
aforesaid. became liable to pay to said plain
railway company in the superior court of
Cook county, 111., for the alleged breach of tiifs thirty-seven thousand eight hundred and
the contract and agreement embodied in said twenty-six dollars and two cents ($37,826.02)
The railway company,

at the times and in the manner in said in

being a citizen of Wisconsin, removed the
cause to the United States circuit court for
the northern district of Illinois. The declara

1,740,194 bushels than the 5,000,000 bushels

denture provided."
On demurrer of the defendant to the doc
laraﬂon being overruled by the court, (39
Fed. Rep. 416,) so far as it related to the
breaches thus charged, the defendant inter
posed a plea of general performance; and
by stipulation of the parties it was agreed
that “said cause shall stand for trial upon
the single plea of general performance, ﬁrst
pleaded by said defendant, and the issue
made thereon, with the right reserved to
either party to introduce on the trial of

covenanted to be received, and therefore the

said cause under said issue all evidence

article 8 of the lease,

tion contained two special counts, and the
Same breaches are assigned in each count.

In the ﬁrst count the contract is set out in
haec verba; the second, according to its ten
or and eifect.

: The ﬁrst breach assigned was that the
‘Brain received for’storage from the railway
company during the year 1886 was less by

railway company became bound at the close

which could be properly introduced under

of the year 1886 no pay the plaintiffs, (defend

any issue legitimately framed under special

ants in error.) on account of the deﬁciency,

the sum of $17,401.94.
The second breach averred that the grain

pleas applicable to the case, and that upon
the ﬁling of this stipulation all other pleas
ﬁled herein by the said defendant shall be

received for storage from the railway com

considered as withdrawn."
The cause was thereupon submitted and
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heard upon its merits by the court below,
which made the following special ﬁndings

of grain from the defendant when my
elevators had capacity to receive it “1mm

of fact:
"First It found the contract, as already
recited, duly made and entered into between

tiffs refused to receive further grain in:
storage the defendant was notiﬁed that it

1,000,000 bushels, and that when the pm“.

occupied the entire capacity stipulated [or
the parties.
in the contract at the time plaintiffs ordinal
"Second. That said elevator was con
to receive the grain so tendered, to wit,
structed upon the lots named in said agree
ment, and was completed within the time 1,000,000 bushels.
“Sixth. That for the year 1886 the do
and in accordance with the terms and con
ditions of said agreement, on or about the fendant paid for switching grain to other
24th day of December, A. D. 1880, with a
elevators, when the plaintids were'unnhlef
working capacity of 750,000 bushels; that
and therefore refused, to accept the some.
the storage or working capacity of the ele
the sum of $2,871, and in the year 1887 tin
vator known as the ‘Fulton Elevator‘ was sum of $9,062.35, and that the cost of train
350,000 bushels, both elevators affording service for the defendant in delivering such
grain to other elevators amounted to about
storage and working capacity of about 1,100
000 bushels of grain, and that the cost of the same sum.
constructing said new elevator was about
“That the defendant also, during said year,
contracted with parties having grain stored
the sum of $200,000.
in said elevators to remove the same in or
"Third. That the said lliunger, Wheeler
der to furnish more room for the defendant:
& 00., as assignees of Jesse Hoyt and his
that for the removal of 100,000 bushels the
associates, built said new elevator, and have
defendant paid the owners thereof $15,009,
controlled and operated both elevators since
and that after such removal the plaintiffs re
December, 1880, and are now operating the
same, and that said ﬂrm during said time fused to receive from the defendant for star‘
age more than 40,000 bushels in place of the
also owned and controlled six other eleva
grain that had been so removed, for the ten»
n tors, all located in the city of Chicago, upon
son
that that amount of additional gainer
‘other’ railroads entering into said city, and
hansted the storage and hauling capacity of
that at the present time said iirm controls
and operates, in all, eight grain elevators in said two elevators: that it was to the intu
est of the defendant to deliver all the grain
said city, with an aggregate storage or work
to the plaintiffs at said St Paul and Fulton
ing capacity of about 6,000,000 bushels of
elevators during said years.
grain.
“That; during the two years in oontroverii
"Fourth. That in the year 1886 the plain
the entire storage capacity of said elevators
tiffs received from the defendant, for store
was constantly occupied by main received
in the St, Paul or new elevator, 1,023,339
from the defendant’s cars, and, although tilt
bushels of grain, and in the Fulton elevator,
003,482 bushels, and also that the plaintiffs plaintiifs refused to receive additional grim
tendered by the defendant during the Kline
received from the defendant, for storage,
period, their refusal was always based “Poll
432,985 bushels of grain in the Union ele
the ground that their elevators were full
vator, located on the Chicago & Alton Rail
road, in the city of Chicago, making a. total and contained more than 1,000,000 bllihi’li
of
grain received from the defendant
for the year 1886 of grain received by the
“That at no time during the said Rm
plaintiffs from the defendant of 3,250,806
1886 and 1887 did the plaintiffs refuse to it
bushels, all of which is credited to the de
ceive grain from the defendant for storage
fondant in its account for that year.
"That in the year 1887 the plaintiffs re~
oeived from the defendant in the new or St.
Paul elevator 2,300,292 bushels of grain, and
in the Fulton elevator, 657,300 bushels of
grain, making a total of 2,957,592 bushels of
grain received by the plaintiffs from the de
fendant during the year 1887.
"That all the grain received and handled
by the plaintiffs in the Fulton and St. Paul
elevators during said years was received
from the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul
Railway Company.
"Fifth. The court further ﬁnds that the
plaintiffs admitted in open court that, (luring
the years 1880 and 1887, grain was tendered
by the defendant to the plaintiffs for stor
age, and that it could not be received, for
the reason that the plaintiffs‘ warehouses
were ﬁlled; that the grain so tendered
amounted to 8,085,260 bushels. and that the
plaintii‘t‘s never declined to receive shipments

in said elevators when there was any “W
cupied storage space in the same. and 1113!

some of the grain so delivered and stored
during said years remained in said elevators
so long that the plaintiffs were notable"!
receive or handle for defendant during 531d

years the amount of grain contcmlllﬂled by
the contract, or the full amount actnilli

tendered by the defendant, and U141t buf
this unusual condition the plﬂilllm's “0
have received and stored all ﬁle
tendered b the defendant.
plaintiffs’
“Seventh?regular
The court
charges
furtherforﬁnd!
sionlzel
"111' :

grain in said elevators during ‘119 Ye“ ‘M
and 1887 were one and three qulli'iel's o d
cent‘per bushel -for the ﬁrst ten dﬂyh “5w
one and one-half of a cent per bushel ﬁg] ‘
subsequent ten days, and for every ﬂ'd
(lays the storage charges were one 6050M

three quarters per bushel; that for l,
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IF-ni.f;avi-ln';eslgt.ia-ieun‘i-317:3!

ued therein for one year, the regular storage
charges for the same during the years 1886
and 1887 would be at the rate of $150,000

for each 1,000,000 bushels for the term of
one year; that, if said elevators could be
kept employed with ﬁrst storage—that is,
if 1,000,000 bushels could pass through said
elevators each ten days—the charges for a
year would amount to about $270,000.
“That the length of time that said grain
remained in store was not regulated or con
trolled by either the plaintiffs or defendant,
but by the shippers or owners of such grain.
"Eighth. That the plaintitfs have kept the

accounts of all their elevators together, and
therefore could not state the earnings of
the elevators in question for the years 1886
and 1887.

“Ninth. There is no evidence of the amount
of earnings of said St. Paul and Fulton ele
vators during the years 1886 and 1887, or
of the income of the plaintiffs derived from
the storage of grain or charges thereon in
said elevators during said period of time,
nor is there any evidence of any actual dam
ages sustained by the plaintiits by reason of
their not handling in said elevators, during
said years, the full amount of 10,000,000
bushels of grain, or by reason of the alleged
breach of covenant by the defendant, other
than the one cent per bushel for the years
1886 and 1887, as prescribed by article 8 of
the contract."
As the result of these ﬁndings, the amount
of the deficiencies for the years 1886 and

1887, with interest from the end of each
year to September 25. 1889, was ascertained
to be $42,806.13, from which was deducted
the rental and interest thereon for the years
1886 and 1887, set up as a counter claim,
amounting to the sum of $9,022.30, which
left a balance due from the defendant to the
plaintiffs of $33,783.83, for which judgment
was rendered.
,1 The defendant moved for judgment on va
‘rious grounds,~which were denied by the
court, and which need not be specially no
tieed, as they are covered by the assign
ments of error.
In the view we take of the case, it is not
necessary to consider several questions pre
sented by the plaintiff in error, such as want
of mutuality in the covenant in question,
or the impossibility of the performance
thereof. or that it was a. wagering contract,
and ultra vires on the part of the railway
company. The material questions of the
case are covered by the two assignments
that the judgment is not sustained by the
special ﬁndings of fact, and that the court
erred in its construction of the contract be—
tween the parties. There is no bill of ex
ceptions in the record, and the errors of

law relied upon by the plaintiff in error
must

therefore

be

considered

and

deter

mined upon the special ﬁndings of fact.
The action of the lower court in overruling
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the demurrer to the declaration proceeded
in part, if not entirely, upon the ground
that the undertaking entered into by the
railway company in and by the eighth ar
ticle of the lease amounted to a guaranty
that the business of the elevators during
each year of the term should amount to a
certain sum. As we understand their posi
tion, counsel for the defendants in error do
not, however, insist upon this construction
of the covenant, but rely upon the interpre
tation given it by the circuit judge at the
hearing on the merits, which was “that it.
with a. storage capacity of 1,000,000 bushels,
tho plaintlds should not be able to receive
and handle 5,000,000 bushels annually, and
earn commissions on that basis, the defend~
ant would pay to the plaintiffs one per
cent. per bushel on the deﬁciency."
If the true meaning and intent of the cove
nant—read, as it should be, in connection
with the other provisions of the contract,
and in the light of the surrounding circum
stances, the situation of the parties, and
the objects they respectively had in view—
were to guaranty to the lessees that they
would actually receive, store, and handle
at the designated elevators, on an average,
each year of the lease, as much as 5,000,000
bushels of grain. and that if, in the course
of the grain business, they could not, in facta
receive, store, and handle more than'1,000,-¢
000 bushels during the year, still the rail
way company would be liable to them for
one cent on 4,000,000 bushels not so received
and stored, although tendered and oiIered
to them in the manner and at the place
provided for in the contract, then there is
no error in the judgment of the circuit
court.
If, however, the language of the stipula
tion means, as counsel for plalntiif in error
contend, that the railway company only
agreed that the quantity of grain which it

would deliver at the elevators or tracks
connected therewith, in the usual way, in
cars, for storage and handling, should
amount, on an average, to at least 5,000,000
bushels per aunum for a. period of 10 years,
and that in case the grain so delivered, or
brought to the elevators for delivery, fell
short of that quantity, it would pay one
cent per bushel on the amount of such de
licieucy, then the judgment is erroneous, and
should be reversed. We are of opinion that
the latter construction is the proper one,
and meets the real object and purpose which
the parties had in view in entering into the
contract.
To meet a natural and reasonable solici
tude of the lessees that the full supply of
grain should be brought to their elevators,
the railway company agreed "to deliver on

said tracks, in cars, at said elevators, to the
parties of the second part, [the lessees,] all
the grain that may be brought by its railway,

consigned to parties in the city of Chicago,
so far as the party of the ﬁrst part [the
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railway company] could legally control the
same, for handling and storing in said
elevator."
If the railway company .had
failed to deliver at the elevators, for storage
and handling, all grain, consigned or uncon
signed, which it brought to Chicago, and
could legally control, it might, perhaps, have
been liable to the lessees for the damage
thence resulting, and could not have set
up. by way of excuse or defense, that the
elevators were continuously ﬁlled with other
grain previously received from the railway
company. The fact that the lessees had
furnished storage for a million bushels re
ceived from the railway company, and there
by exhausted the capacity of their elevators
to take any more grain on storage so long
as the million bushels remained on hand,
'13 would not have exempted the railway com
pany from the ‘obligation of delivering at
the elevators all grain brought by it to the
city, so far as it could control the same.
Under this provision of the contract, if the
quantity brought, and subject to its control,
was four or live million bushels in addition
to the million previously delivered and in
store, the railway company would still be
bound to tender such additional grain to
the lessees, who, under the construction
placed upon the eighth article of the lease
by the court below, could not only decline
to accept the same, but actually make their
inability to receive and store the grain ten
dered the basis of a valid claim for one cent
per bushel on the amount so tendered and
declined. A result so unreasonable as this
is hardly to be supposed to have been con
templated and intended by the parties. It
is found as a fact that the length of time
grain could or would remain in store was
not, and could not, be legally, controlled
by either the lessor or the lessees, but was
subject to the exclusive control, in that re
gard, of the shippers and owners of the
grain. The construction which was placed
upon the contract. and which is necessary
to support the judgment below, would place
the railway company in the position of un
dertaking to guaranty that shippers and own
ers having grain on storage in the elevators
would so deal with. or remove and dispose
of, the same as to enable the lessees to store
and handle more grain than the elevators
had capacity for. It is not to be supposed
that the railway company was undertaking

to make *1 guaranty as to how grain owned
and stored by others would be dealt with

or controlled. in respect to its remaining

strued to mean that the elevator should
actually store and handle 5,000,000 bushels

during each year. without regard to 11,
capacity, or without reference to the abiliw

of the lessees to accept and store that quad‘
tity. The language of'the covenant team:
the "total amount of grain received at said
elevators shall be at least 5,000,000 bushels,
on an average, for each year during the term

of this lease, and in case it shall (1111
short of that amount the said party of tho
ﬁrst part agrees to pay to the said party or
the second part one cent per bushel on the
amount of such deﬁciency."
The agreement or stipulation that the
amount of grain "received at said elevator‘
should reach the designated quantity falls
short of an undertaking or guaranty by the
railway company that the elevator should
in fact store and handle that quantity each
year of the term. The amount of gralu"re
ceived at" an elevator during a given period
should not be construed as meaning that
such amount would or should be actually
taken into the same for storage and handling,
unless there is something in the context
clearly indicative of an intention to use tho
words in the latter sense. No such intent
appears in the present case.
The manifest object and purpose of the
covenant were to assure the lessees that
there would be delivered at or brought to
said elevators, by the railway company and
others, a total amount of at least 5,000,000
bushels of grain per annum for storage and
handling, and not that the railway compuui‘
would guaranty that the lessees could or

would actually receive, store, and handle
that quantity at the elevators When. there‘
fore, the railway company and others oii'ered

at the elevators the stipulated quantify °i
amount of grain, it performed the condition

of its guaranty; and the inability 0H1”
lessees to accept the grain so tendered. 0"
account of the storage capacity of the ele

vators being fully occupied by third in!“

whose action in respect to allowing the
grain to remain or to be removed was be

yond the control of either the lessor or ill?
lessees, cannot operate to defeat such PP"

formance, or constitute any ground for ﬁlm‘

after holding the railway company liable °n
itsTlgiggmtlrgr. be no question that a P5"?

may, by an absolute contract. bind 11“:
self or itself to perform things which 5“
sequently become impossible, or D!!! dam'ﬂ

or being removed from the elevators, and

ages for the nonperformance; and such ‘6:01;:
structlon is to be put upon an’ imum“

the language of the covenant does not re

undertaking, where the event which must:

quire a construction which would place the

the impossibility might have been antler-'1“
ed and guarded against in the cﬂlltl’ﬂctrnc‘

railway Company in that position.
The court below attached importance to
the use of the word "received," as em.

Where the impossibility arises mm a“? m

The words,

or default of the promisor. But “be '
the event is of such a character tin!t lib‘;

“total amount of grain received at said ele
VMO‘,” would, however. be pressed beyond

in the contemplation of the col'm'li'cmlg par

their legitimate and proper meaning 11 con.

ties when the contract was made’ they

Dloyed in the eighth article.

not be reasonably supposed to have

.
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not be held bound by general words, which,
though large enough to include, were not
used with reference to, the possibility of the

particular
happens.

contingency

which

afterwards

This principle is directly applicable here;
for the covenant sued on cannot be con

strued to mean that the railway company
contemplated by the terms of its agreement
that it was to be held responsible for the
course of business of the lessees, or that it
was undertaking to guaranty that shippers
and owners, having grain in store at the
elevators, would remove the same with suﬂi
eient dispatch to enable the elevators to

store and handle as much as 5,000,000 bush

iii!

aseauliwféui'si'.Q_-.‘-Qeﬁ_‘é.-_~

els annually. This would be a most unus
ual and unreasonable undertaking, wholly
beyond the control and ability of the rail
way company to perform; and while the
words, "receive at the elevators," might in
and of themselves be broad enough to in
clude such an undertaking, if the context
clearly showed that such was the intention
of the contracting parties, we are of opinion
that they were not so understood and used
by the parties in this case, and should not
be so extended as to cover the contingency
or possibility of such a course of dealing
as would prevent the acceptance of grain
if the agreed quantity was tendered. There
is no allegation in the declaration that grain
to the amount speciﬁed was not, during the
years 1886 and 1887, received at or tendered
in cars, on the tracks, at said elevators, for
delivery, to the amount of, or in excess of,
5,000,000 bushels of grain. 0n the contrary,
the court below ﬁnds, as a matter of fact,
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grain that was tendered by the railway
company, and which could not be received
by the lessees, for the reason that the ware~
houses were ﬁlled. It is thus shown that,
in addition to what was actually received.
there was tendered by the railway company,
at the place and in the manner provided
for in the contract, 8,685,269 bushels, which
the elevators could not accept, and did not
receive and store, The amount so tendered,
with that actually received, exceeded the
total amount which the railway company
agreed that the lessees should have the op
portunity to accept and store, and this we
hold to be a full and complete compliance
by the railway company with the terms and
true meaning of its covenant. To hold 0th’
erwise would render the railway company
liable for the inability of the lessees to ac
cept the performance that was offered by it.
It would require the clearest and most un~
qualiﬁed understanding on the part of the
railway company to subject it to such a
liability.
The plalntiif in error interposed a counter.
claim for the rent due it for the years 1886
and 1887, which, as found by the court be
low, amounted to $9,022.30, which was de—

ducted from the amount which the court be:

“that the defendant in 1886 and 1887 so de

low adjudged to be due the lessees. ‘The.
conclusion of this court is that the judgment
awarded the lessees is erroneous, and must
be reversed, with costs, and that the cause
should be remanded, with directions to the
court below to enter judgment in favor of
the plaintiff in error for the above amount
of rent due to it, with interest thereon from
October 1, 1889, the date of judgment be
low; and it is accordingly so ordered.

livered 6,210,398 bushels, which was re
ceived by the plaintiff into said elevator,
and further ﬁnds as follows:
Fifth. The
court further ﬁnds that the plaintiffs ad

The CHIEF JUSTICE, having been of
counsel, and Mr. Justice FIELD, not having
heard the argument, took no part in the

Smitted in open court that, during the years

consideration or decision of this case,

' 1886 and 1887, grain was tendered by the de
fendant to the plaintiffs for storage, and
that it could not be received for the reason
that the plaintiffs‘ warehouses were ﬁlled;
that the grain so tendered amounted to
8,685,269 bushels, and that the plaintiffs
never declined to receive shipments of grain
from the defendant when such elevators
had the capacity to receive it, within a
million bushels; and that when the plaintiffs
refused to receive further grain for storage
the defendant was notiﬁed that it occupied
the entire capacity stipulated for it in the
contract at the time plaintiffs declined to
receive the grain so tendered, to wit, one

(149 U. s. 164)
Ex parte TYLER.
(April 24, 1893.)
No 17, Original.
Cxscnrr COUliT—RECEiVilliS—TAXA'HON—CON

Timer.
1. Where a state oﬁicer, who has seized
under tax warrants pro erty in the hands of a

million bushels."
It is urged in behalf of the defendants

receiver of the Unit
States circuit court,
and who has disobeyed the order of the court
that he release it forthwith, is committed for
contem t, upon his application to the supreme
court or the writ of habeas on us the only
question to be considered is whe er the order
of commitment was void for want of power to
make it,
2. Where the property is within the juris

in error that this amount of 8,685,269 bush
els so tendered by the railway company in

diction of the circuit court, and has been taken
into its custody by the appointment of a re
ceiver, its jurisdiction to protect_lt from inter

cludes the 6,210,398 bushels which the court
ﬁnds was actually received into the said
elevators during said years. We do not so
construe this ﬁnding. Its language relates

clearly and distinctly to an amount of
v.13s.c.—50

ference by such state oﬁieer is_ independent of
the amount involved, the citizenship of the
parties. orlof the dexitstence of any new ground
of e31’ itab e J'uris ic ion.
in the hands of
The rule that groper
a receiver is in custo is ie s, and that inter
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protect his rights, it he sued at law; and
ference with such possession without leave of
the court is a contempt, is as applicable in the
that the levy would cast a cloud upon the
case of seizure thereof to enforce payment of
property,—and prayed for an injunction
taxes due the state as in any other case.
against
the issue and levy of the tax willTﬂmi
4. The act of March 3, 1887, § 1, (24 St.
552, c. 373,) permits a receiver to be sued
in question. The bill further set forth that
p.
without leave of the court that appointed him,
the receiver had tendered, without condition,
but provides that "such suit shall be subject to
the taxes admitted to be due, and that the
the general equity jurisdiction of the court, so
same had been refused by the county treas
far as the ame shall be necessary to the ends
Section
2
provides
that
the
re
urers, but pending the motion for prelimi
of justice."
ceiver shall manage the property “according to nary injunction the detendants were per
the valid laws of the state in which such prop
mitted to waive this refusal, and receive the
erty shall be situated.” Held, that neither see
tion restricts the power of ﬁle circuit court to amounts tendered, which was accord'nr'y
preserve property in the custody of the law done. On April 8, 1892, the court, aiiertuii
from external attack.
5. Vi'here the receiver alleges that the tax hearing, issued the injunction prayed for.e
sought to be collected is illegal, and ﬁles his and, the defendants having answered, it was:
petition in the circuit court to have its legality provided by order ot'court that the testimony
determined, the power of the court to restrain
should be taken in due course in time tor
any interference with the property for the pur
ﬁnal hearing at the November term, 1891.
pose of collecting the tax pending such deter
For the fiscal year beginning November 1,
mination is in no wise aﬁected by the fact that
the statutes of the state expressly deny any 1891, the receiver made a return ot the prop
mode of relief against taxes claimed to be ille
erty for taxes as provided by law, similar to
gal save that of payment under protest, and
the return he had made the year previous.
act on to recover back the amount so paid.
6. The proceeding for contempt against the and, the state board of equalization haviur
state oﬂicer who has so seized the property un
again proceeded in the matter or the asses
der tax warrants is in no sense a suit against
ment and valuation as before, the receiver
the state, and is not in contravention of the
again tendered the taxes calculated on th
eleventh amendment to the federal constitu
valuation a returned, and not upon the valu
tion.
ation as assessed. The amounts so tender
Statement by Mr. Chief Justice FULLER:
ed were received, but tax executions or war
This is a petition for a writ of habeas
rants were issued by the county treasurers
-corpus, ﬁled by leave of court March 7, 1893.
for the difference between the return and ill‘?

0by M. V. Tyler, sheriff oi! the county ‘of

assessment, and on February 4, 1893. lei?
Aiken, S. 0., representing that he is unjustly
detained by G. I. Cunningham, United States
marshal for the district of South Carolina,
to which the marshal made return upon a
rule laid upon him to do so. The facts ap
pearing from the petition, return, and ac~
companying documents are as follows:
On December 5, 1889, in the case of Bound
\'. The South Carolina Railway Company.
Daniel H. Chamberlain was appointed receiver
of the railway company by an order of the
circuit court of the United States for the
district of South Carolina, with the usual
powers of receivers in such cases. and all
of the property of the company was placed
under his care and management, and protect

was made by Tyler, sheriff of Aiken county.
upon property in the hands of the receiu‘r
at Aiken.
There were apparently two war

rants—one for $1,215.14 and the other for
$466.40,-—and the value of the property lei'leil
on was $9,500. That property consisted "i
14 freight cars, 5 belonging to the South Cur

olina Railway, 1 to another South Cﬁrollﬂi
company, and 8 to various railroad comp-=1
nies of other states. All of the cars were

marked with the initials of the corpol‘llﬂlllla
to which they belonged, and most 01019111
with the names of the owners in full. Elsi“
of the cars were loaded with merchﬂndlii
belonging to shippers. The cars were ('iuwl‘

ed to the track or the South Carolinli Ril

cd by injunction. On March ‘I, 1892, the re
way Company, alongside ot the only new“
ceiver ﬁled a bill in equity in that court
against the treasurers and sheriffs, 18 in
number, in the counties through which the
railroad in his possession passed, alleging
that the treasurers were about to issue tax
executions, and the sheriﬁfs about to levy
and seize thereunder property of the railroad
company for the taxes for the ﬁscal year be
ginning November 1, 1890. The bill alleged
that the taxes for that ﬁscal year were un
constitutional and illegal in part, upon vari
ous grounds set forth therein in detail, and
involving an alleged wrongful and illegal
raising of the valuation by the state board of
equalization; that the levy and sale of the
road would cause irreparable injury, prevent
ing the receiver from carrying on the business
of the railroad as a common carrier; that
there was no adequate remedy at law; that
a multiplicity of suits would be necessary to

depot of the company in Aiken, and dream
1y stopped traillc through that depot fol‘ 5
period of 12 days. On Monday- February

6, 1893, the receiver ﬁled his petition in m
circuit court of the United States‘ "new?

the illegality of the taxes for which ‘e
warrants were issued. in substantially the
same terms as in the bill of the W" W0":

and setting forth that he had paid 9° “:5
admitted
previous case
to behad
due;decided
that the
am
coui'liﬂ
1" and‘;
spects similar to be lllegﬂlr— d after ‘big

claiming any intention to delay 01‘ esfmpeﬂm
payment or the taxes due. and 311cm“,
he was only doing his duty as an oﬂiceml
the court, prayed that the ll'wslue‘t'h a‘;

sheriff be enjoined from interfering W1 6 be
Property in the receiver's charger anupou

committed for contempt for levying
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' property in the'custody of the court.

The

court issued a restraining order, and a rule

to show cause. returnable at Charleston on
February 20, 1893, as follows:
“Ordered, that an order do forthwith is
sue and be served upon said Macliliitchell
and M. V. Tyler, requiring them to show
cause before me on the 20th day of Febru
ary, 1893, at 10 o'clock A. M., at the United
States courthouse, Charleston, S. 0., why
they should not be attached and punished
as prayed for.
"(2) That the said MacMitcheli and M. V.
Tyler do likewise show cause before me, at
the some time and place, why they should
not be enjoined and restrained from inter
fering with any or all of the property of the
said South Carolina. Railway Company, or
other property in the possession and control
;1-. »'.":| :!El'

of the said D. H. Chamberlain as receiver
and oﬂicer of this court, or from interfering
in any manner whatsoever with the otlicers
and agents of the said receiver, and also
from levying upon, advertising, or selling or
in any manner whatsoever attempting to
dispose of, the said property.
“(3) That the said MacMitchell and M. V.
Tyler do likewise, in due course, ﬁle an an
swer, if any, why such further relief as may
be necessary should not be granted in the
premises
“(4) In the mean time it is ordered that
the said MncMitchell and M. V. Tyler be,
and they are hereby, restrained and enjoined
from levying upon, seizing, advertising, or
selling, or in any manner whatsoever en
deavoring to interfere with or to dispose of.
the said property in the possession of the

said D. H. Chamberlain as receiver of this
court, until the hearing of the rule, and the
order of this court thereon.
"(5) That a copy of the petition and order
herein be forthwith served upon the said
MacMltcheil and M. V. Tyler."
On February 8th a supplemental petition
was ﬁled by the receiver, reciting the ﬁling
of the original petition, the order thereon.
and the service of copies of said petition and
order, and stating that the sheriff refused to
comply with a. written demand. on February
7th, for the release of the property from his
custody.
,., Accompanying this supplemental petition

‘were aﬁidavits'stating the facts in detail,
whereupon the order of February 6th was
so modiﬁed as to require the respondents to
show cause on February 11, 1893, instead of
February 20th.
The respondents answered the petitions
on February 12th, denying any unlawful
ness in the assessment, and admitting that
the property was in the possession of the
court, but denied that such possession ex
empted the same from process of law for the

collection of taxes by the state. They ad
mitted the levy upon the cars, but denied
any knowledge or information suﬂicient to
form a. belief that any of them belonged to
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corporations other than the South Carolina
Railway, and denied that the levy seriously
interfered with the receiver or the public in
doing business over said road. They further
denied that the facts stated in the original
and supplemental petitions, if true, were
suﬂlcient to constitute a contempt of court,
and insisted upon various matters, after
wards again set forth in the application for
habens corpus.
They asserted the legality and regularity
of the warrants for the collection of the
taxes, and that the levy was made in obedi
ence thereto, and submitted that they were
acting under the laws of South Carolina, as
the ofﬁcers and agents of the state. "and
as such engaged in the performance of their
duties in issuing the said execution, in mak
ing the said levies, and in retaining posses
sion of the property so levied upon, under
the valid, constitutional laws of the said state.
and that, if said petitioners have any con
troversy with any one in regard thereto, it
is a controversy with the state of South
Carolina, which is no way a party to these
proceedings, and that there can be no contro
versy with the respondents in this regard
unless they were acting without the com
mission and warrant of the state of South
Carolina, and were trespassers, which they
deny;" and, ﬁnally, they disclaimed “any
intention to treat this court or its orders
with disrespect, and state that they have
been actuated alone with a desire to dis
charge their oﬁlcial duties as otﬁcers of the
state of South Carolina.“
This return was accompanied by a large
number of aﬂidavits tending to show the
legality of the tax complained of.
a,

A hearing having been had, the circuit:
court delivered its'opinion, stating the facts’
brieﬂy, and holding that the interference by
the court by injunction was justiﬁed on the
ground of excessive levy. and on the ground
of the taking of property other than ‘the
property of the alleged taxpayer. but, fur
ther, that while property in the hands
of a receiver of any court, either state or
national, was bound for the payment of
taxes—state, county, or municipal.—yet that
a receiver is not bound to pay taxes in his
judgment unlawful, unless by the order of
the court whose officer he is, and that in the
present proceeding it was not competent for
the court to go into the question of whether
the tax was or was not illegal. The circuit
court thereupon entered severally the follow
ing orders:
“This cause came on to be heard on peti
tion, rules to show cause, return thereto,
and atlidavlts; and on hearing the same, and

upon due consideration thereof, it is
“Ordered, adjudged, and decreed that an
inJunction do issue to M. V. Tyler, sheriff
of Aiken county, his deputies and agents,
enjoining and restraining them from further
intermeddling, interfering with, keeping, and
holding the personal property distrained up
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on by him, belonging to the petitioner, as re

ments of the valid laws of that state, in

ceiver of the South Carolina Railway Com‘

the same manner as if in possession or up,

pany, or in his care and custody as receiver
and common carrier, and that this injunc
tion remain of force until the further order
of this court.
"It is further ordered that the said proper
ty be restored to the custody of the receiver
of this court, and that the marshal put him
in possemion thereof."
“M. V. Tyler, sheriff of Aiken county,
having been served with two rules to show
cause why he be not attached for contempt,
for the matters set forth in copy of peti
tion to each rule attached, and sufﬁcient
cause not having been shown, and it further
appearing that he, notwithstanding, con
tinues to hold and detain said property, we
adopt the precedent set in In re Chiles, 22
Wall. 157, by the supreme court of the

owner thereof; and petitioner insisted mm
the action of the circuit court in appoint.

United States.
"It is ordered, adjudged, and decreed that
he is in contempt of this court, and of its
Qorders and process.

‘,3,

“It is further ordered that he do pay a

' line of ﬁve hundred‘dollars, and that the
clerk of this court shall enter judgment
thereon, and issue execution therefor, and
that he also stand committed to the cus
tody of the marshal of this court until he
has paid said ﬁne, or purged himself of his
contempt herein."
Among other averments in the petition
for the writ of habeas corpus, it was al
leged that by an act of the general assem
bly of South Carolina, approved March 19,

1874, (15 St. S. C. p. 789,) it is provided
that, in all cases where it is claimed that
taxes have been erroneously or illegally
charged upon taxable property within the
state, the person so claiming may, by peti
tion, submit a full statement of the facts
in the case, and the comptroller general
may make such abatement thereof as in
his judgment the same may demand, and
that such relief so granted in cases for
erroneous charges as aforesaid has not been
sought by the receiver or the railroad com
pany; that by the statutes of the state it
is also provided that the collection of taxes
shall not he stayed or prevented by any
injunction, writ, or order issued by any
court, or judge thereof, (Gen. St. S. 0. §
171;) and that in all cases where taxes are
charged against any person, which he may
conceive to be unjust or illegal for any
cause, he shall pay the taxes notwithstand
ing, under protest, and upon such payment
being made the person so paying may, with.

in 8- ﬂme limited. by action against the
county

treasurer,

recover

such

taxes

ing a receiver did not change the title or
possession of the property, or its man-on
to the sovereign power of the state to an
it, and was subject in like manner as the
property would have been subject had it

remained in the hands of its owners. Yeti-C
tioner also referred to an act of the Aegis-2‘
lature of South Carolina, approved Decca‘
ber 24, 1892, (Acts S. C. 1892, p. 81,) which
provided that the assessment of property
for taxation should be deemed and held to
be a step in the collection of toxei; iii-it
certain enumerated sections of the General
Statutes, thereby declared to be in full
force and effect, should be consimed to
mean as giving full and complete power to
the county auditor, independent of am
rights conferred on county boards of as
sessors or other oiﬁcers, in the matter oi
securing a full and complete return of prop
erty for taxation in all cases, and that the
action of the auditor under those sections
should not be interfered with by any court
of this state by mandamus, summary pro
cess, or any other proceeding, but that the
taxpayer should have the right to pay his
tax on such return under protest, as now
provided by law. Petitioner therefore in
sisted that an adequate remedy at law was
given the taxpayer for unjust and exces
ive taxation, and that it was not com
petent for a. court of the United States in
grant the injunction in this case, any 1110“
than it would have been for a court of the
state; that the receiver’s possession is iii!!!

of the court, only for the parties litigant
in the suit, and to the extent only of the
power to subject the property to the rights

of suitors, subject to the paramount HEM
of the state to tax the property Emmi“
to its own laws; that the railway 001110811?

was a citizen of South Carolina. and hem
that the receiver, as plaintiff in his peﬁiiolli
represented a citizen of South Corolmil, and
proceeded against the petitioner, Tyler. W110
was also a. citizen of that stntei_ that the
amount involved was less than Elves 1"“

diction to the circuit courts of the United
States; that on the grounds indicated “1°
court had no jurisdiction, and its order will
void; and that, therefore, the order oi com

mitment and ﬁne was void. In conclniiloll
petitioner insisted:

“(1) That the injunction proceeding by a;
receiver is a suit against the state of Sonis

Carolina; that to enjoin the functional?“

as

to forbid the function of the state to mud!

may in such suit be adjudged to have been
wrongfully Or illegally collected. It was
further averred that by the act of congress
aPproved March 3, 1887, and amended by

its own laws, and ﬁx and 855655 its “mow
by its own procedure; and that you!‘ PM
tioner, as the oiﬂcer charged with ﬁlls; ‘all!
function, is sued by the receiver. whim:

the Mt 0‘ August 13. 1888, the receiver ap

in fact a suit against'the state. and consum

pointed in this case was required to man

age and operate the Property situated in
South

Carolina according to the

require

to the eleventh amendment of the cm‘
tion of the United States.
“(2) That under the laws of the United
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states and of the state the remedy of the
owner or taxpayer is ample by proceeding at
law, and he can have none in equity, which
is denied by the statute of the state, and on
general principles of equity practice, and
that the exigency which induced the appoint
ment of a receiver does not in any respect
change the legal aspect of the case, but

makes the order of the court of the United
Stn‘es illegal, void, and without jurisdiction.
"(3) That to ﬁne and imprison your peti
tioner for action, as a legal officer, under

and according to the valid laws of South
Carolina, is to deny the authority of the
state itself, by making it impossible for the
state to execute its laws by agents, except

under penalties which the United

States

courts cannot impose as an obstruction to
the functions of the state itself.
“Wherefore, your petitioner insists that
he is held in custody against law, and con
trary to the constitution of the United
States, the supreme law of the land."

ii

{in
M
an
ill!

a!
ll

i1!
Ii

D. A. Townsend, Attorney General of
South Carolina, .7. Randolph Tucker, Saml.
Lord, and Ira B. Jones, for petitioner. Jos.
W. Barnwell, for respondent.
.180
‘Mr. Chief Justice FULLER, after stating
the facts in the foregoing language, delivered
the opinion of the court.
Unless the order of commitment was ut
terly void for want of power, this application
must be denied. The writ of habeas corpus
is not to be used to perform the oﬂiice of a
writ of error or appeal; but when no writ
of error or appeal will lie, if a petitioner is
imprisoned under a judgment of the circuit
court, which had no jurisdiction of the per
son or of the subject-matter, or authority to
render the judgment complained of, then

relief may be accorded. Ex parte Parks, 93
{I

or
ii
-=“"-‘:.i‘§

U. S. 18; Ex parte Terry, 128 U. S. 289, 9
Sup‘. Ct. Rep. 77; Neilsen, Petitioner, 131 U.

S. 176, 9 Sup. Ct. Rep. 672. And even if the
contention were well founded, which is not
at all to be conceded, that under the ﬁfth
,.,section of the judiciary act of March 3, 1891,

is writ of error might be brought to review
' such a judgment as that before us, and‘that
thereby our appellate jurisdiction was en

l"il'ged. we should still decline to consider the

could not be matter of inquiry. But it may
be observed that diverse citizenship is not
material in ancillary and dependent proceed
ings, where jurisdiction exists over the sub
ject of the litigation, (Krippendorf v. Hyde,
110 U. S. 276, 4 Sup. Ct. Rep. 27; Morgan's,
etc., Co. v. Texas Cent. R. 60., 137 U. S. 171,
201, 11 Sup. Ct. Rep. 61;) that the objection
of adequacy of legal remedy, as here present
ed, goes to the want of equity, and not to
want of power, (Reynes v. Dumont, 130 U. S.
354, 9 Sup. Ct. Rep. 486;) and that an ap—
parent defect of jurisdiction for lack of a
matter in controversy of suﬂicient pecuniary
value can beavailed of only by appeal or writ
of error, (In re Sawyer, 124 U. S. 200, 221, 8
Sup. Ct. Rep. 482.) In the latter case the
distinction between an absolute want of
power, and its defective exercise; between
cases where the subject-matter falls within a
class over which equity has jurisdiction, and
those where it does not,—is clearly pointed
out, and the authorities cited.
No rule is better settled than that, when a
court has appointed a receiver, his possession
is the possession of the court, for the beneﬁt
of the parties to the suit and all concerned.
and cannot be disturbed without the leave of
the court, and that if any person, without
leave, intentionally interferes with such pos
session, he necessarily commits a contempt of
court, and is liable to punishment therefor.
Wiswall v. Sampson, 14 How. 52; Taylor v.
Garryl, 20 How. 583; Davis v. Gray, 16 Wall.
203; Krippendorf v. Hyde, 110 U. S. 276, 4
Sup. Ct. Rep. 27; Barton'v. Barbour. 104 U.

S. 126; Gumbel v. Pitkin, 124 U. S. 131, 8
Sup. Ct. Rep. 379.
Ordinarily the court will not allow its re
ceiver to be sued touching the property in his
charge, nor for any malfeasance of the par
ties or others, without its consent; and while
the third section of the act of congress of
March 3, 1887, (24 St. p. 552, c. 373,) now per
mits a receiver to be sued without leave, it
also provides that “such suit shall be subject
to the general equity jurisdiction of the court
in which such receiver or manager was ap
pointed, so far as the same shall be necessary
to the ends of justice." Neither that, nor the
second section, which provides that the re
ceiver shall manage the property "according

to the valid laws of the state in which such
whole record for error, merely, but only to
ascertain whether the judgment was ab
solutely void.
The property in question was in the custody
of the circuit court, in a cause within its

Jurisdiction,

and protected

by injunction.

The power exercised was the power to pro
tect the property in the custody of the court
from invasion, and in order to sustain the
receiver's application the ordinary grounds of

equity interposition were not required to be
set forth.

Whether inadequacy of remedy

at law in respect of the disputed taxes, or
the requisite jurisdictional amount, or diverse
citizenship, were shown to exist, was not and

property shall be situated," restricts the
power of the circuit courts to preserve prop
erty in the custody of the law from external
attack.
In this case, instead of issuing an attach
ment against the petitioner at once for
forcibly seizing the rolling stock of this rail
road under the circumstances appearing upon
the face of the record, the court adopted
the course of serving him with a rule to show
cause, and with an order restraining him,

in the mean time, from interference with
the property. The petitioner refused to re
iease the property upon request of the re
ceiver, and persisted in his attempt to hold
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possession thereof by force in disregard oi!
the order of the court.
The general doctrine that property in the
possession of a receiver appointed by a.
court is in custodia legis, and that unauthor
ized interference with such possession is
punishable as a contempt, is conceded, but it
is contended that this salutary rule has no
application to the collection of taxes. Un
doubtedly, property so situated is not there
by rendered exempt from the imposition of
taxes by the government within whose juris
diction the property is, and the lien for
taxes is superior to all other liens whatso
ever, except judicial costs, when the prop
erty is rightfully in the custody of the law;
but this does not justify a. physical invasion
oi.’ such custody, and a wanton disregard
not the orders of the court in respect of it.
EThe maintenance of the system of checks
" and‘ balances characteristic of republican in
stitutions requires the co-ordinate depart
ments of government, whether federal or
state, to refrain from any infringement of
the independence of each other; and the
possession of property by the judicial de
partment cannot be arbitrarily encroached
upon, save in violation or this fundamental
principle.
The levy of a tax warrant, like the levy of
an ordinary ﬂeri facias, sequestrates the
property to answer the exlgency of the
writ; but property in the possession of the
receiver is already in sequestration. already
held in equitable execution, and, while the
lien for taxes must be recognized and en
forced, the orderly administration of justice
requires this to be done by and under the
sanction of the court. It is the duty of the
court to see to it that this is done, and a
seizure of the property against its will can
only be predicated upon the assumption that
the court will fail in the discharge of its
duty,—an assumption carrying a contemp
upon its face.
The acceptance at the rule has been gen
eral, and but few decisions were cited on the
argument in illustration 01.‘ its application.
The court of appeals of Maryland, in
County Oom’rs v. Clarke, 36 Md. 206, stated
the question presented to be "whether,
after a decree has been passed by a court of
equity for the sale of real estate, and trus
tees have been appointed to make such sale,
a. collector of taxes has the power to seize
and sell the same, or any part thereof, for
taxes due." And the court thus proceeded:

or's sale, the land in question was nuclei-ma
control and jurisdiction of a court of eqiﬂiyl
Under these circumstances it was not admis‘
sible for a collector to step in, and by a Sum-i
mary distress and sale divest the com-mp

its jurisdiction, and transfer the question of
title to another tribunal. His plain and oh
vious duty was to apply to the court 10;

the payment of the taxes due, and, as they
had full power, the presumption is that they
would have directed their payment through
their agents, the trustees, in a manner ihni
would have occasioned no unnecewiry de
lay, while at the same time the rights of
all interested would have been properly pm
tected."
In Greeley v. Bank, 98 lilo. 458, ll S. ll".
Rep. 980, payment of taxes upon intervention
of the tax collector in a case wherein a re
ceiver had been appointed was resisted upon
the ground of lapse of time, and the conn
said: "The amount of the taxes was undis
puted, and the receiver had in his hands
funds suﬂicient to pay them, and we think
the order should have been made. It may
be conceded that the state did not have an
express lien upon the assets that went into
the hands 01! the receiver, but it had a right
paramount to other creditors to be paid out
of those assets—a right which it could have
enforced through its revenue oﬂlcers. by the
summary process of distrem, but for the an
that the property and assets of its debtor
had passed into the custody of its courts,
whose duty it was, in the administration and
distribution of those assets, to respect that
paramount right, upon the untrammeled er
ercie of which depends the power to W

tect the very fund being distributed‘ and
to maintain the existence of the tribunal
engaged in distributing it, and to make no

order for the distribution of assets in cum
din legis except in subordination to that rlilli
The ordinary revenue oﬂicers ot the state be
ing deprived of the ordinary means of st
curing the state's revenue from the fund in

the custody of the court, the duty devolved
upon the court to be satisﬁed, and upon ill?
receiver to see, that the taxes due the stile

were paid before the estate was distributed
to other creditors; and we can conceived
no scheme of administration that the coil"

could properly adopt by which the states d‘“
mand could be reduced to the level of an

ordinary debt, and be cut off. 11111985 PW"
ed to the court for allowance within a We“

time."

And see Central Trust Co; v- N“:

"The decree was passed the em or Novem
York 0. & N. R. 00., 110 N. Y. 200,18“:
her. 1865. The taxes for which the land was
sold were assessed for the years 1866 and
1867, and the collector's salo took place the
29th oi! September. 1870. The land in the
mean time had been sold by the trustees, un
der the decree in the equity case, but excep.

tions having been ﬁled to the sale, the quee
tion of its

ratiﬁcation was still

pending;

so that both at the time ot the imposition
of the taxes, and at the time of the collect.

E. Rep. 92.

:

‘County of Yuba v. Adams, 7 Cal- 37' “it;
also a case of intervention. and the we‘: °
the court was thus expressed: "T1"3 9;!
oi! the tax gave to the intervener a lllﬂgmm;
and lien on the property assessed’ “Em,
the force and eitect of an execution. W as

might be QDIOI‘CQd in the same m“.““,,,,
other executions. This lien was not '3)“
by

the

subsequent

proceedings mm
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Bmmagim and others; but the fund, being

in the custody of the law, was not liable to
seizure, and the proper remedy was by direct

application to the court having the fund in
Ii -1 5 .273:
G:IZéFlIeHi‘IiE'ﬁEiv

possession."
We do not understand any other or
dilferent rule to have obtained in the courts
of South Carolina. Indeed, in Hand v. Rail
road 00., 17 S. O. 219, the court, without
objection, passed upon a claim for taxes
by the state against the property of the
railroad company in the hands of the court,
and held that it could not be maintained.
If such be the ordinary rule in the stale
courts, it is quite apparent that it is the only
one that can be properly applied where prop
erty is lnthe custody of the courts of the Unit
ed States. Their oﬂicers are the agents of the

United States, and, without an order of the
court appointing them, they are in duty
bound to hold the property. and refer those

who would interfere with it to the court.
In Georgia v. Railroad Co., 3 Woods, 434,
an application was made to the circuit court

of the United States for the southern district
of Georgia. on behalf of the state of Georgia,
for leave to sell the depots, freight houses,
passenger houses, and offices of the railroad
company, by virtue of a writ of ﬂeri facia

which had been levied on the property to
enforce the collection of taxes due the state,
and the levy suspended by aﬂidavit of illegal
ity ﬁled by the railroad company under a.
provision of the Code of Georgia to that
effect. A receiver had been appointed by the
circuit court after the levy, and had posSes~
sion subject to the prior lieu of the execution
which was being contested. Mr. Justice
Bradley, for reasons given, held that the levy
was void, and denied the application for leave
to proceed with the execution, while he dcL

ﬁclared that the court would take care that
' the fuil'right of the state should be preserv
ed. so far as it should be brought judicially to
the notice of the court.
In W. U. Tel. 00. v. Atlantic, etc., 00.. ‘I Biss.
367, Judge Drummond decided that proceed
ings in the state court on the part of one of
the parties to condemn a right of way of the
other, in the exercise of the power of eminent
domain, was invalid, because the property
was in the possession of the circuit court of
the United States, through receivers, “and,
that being so, no action could take place in
the state court affecting it without the con

sent ﬁrst obtained of this court."
In Covcll v. Heyman, 111 U. S. 176, 4 Sup.

Ct- Rep. 355, where the question arose as to
the replevln by process from a state court of
Property held by a United States marshal,
which this court held could not be permitted,
Mr. Justice Matthews, delivering the opinion,
said: "The forbearance which courts of co
ordinate jurisdiction, administered under a
single system, exercise towards each other,
whereby conﬂicts are avoided, by avoiding
interference with the process of each other,

ll a principle of comity, with perhaps no
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higher sanction than the utility which comes
from concord; but, between state courts and
those of the United States, it is something
more. It is a principle of right, and of law,
and therefore of necessity. It leaves nothing
to discretion or mere convenience. These
courts do not belong to the same system, so
far as their jurisdiction is concurrent; and,
although they coexist in the same space, they
are independent, and have no common
superior. They exercise jurisdiction, it is
true, within the same territory, but not in
the same plane; and, when one takes into its
jurisdiction a speciﬁc thing, that res is as
much withdrawn from the judicial power of
the other as if it had been carried physically
into a different territorial sovereignty. To
attempt to seize it by a foreign process is
futile and void."
This principle is applicable here, for whether
the sheriff were armed with a writ from a
state court, or with a distress warrant from a
county treasurer, this property was as much
withdrawn from his reach as if it were be

yond the territorial limits of the state.
._
The inevitable conclusion that this mustg
be so, if'constitutional principles are to be’
respected in governmental administration,
does not involve interruption in the payment
of taxes, or the displacement or impairment
of the lien therefor; but on the contrary it
makes it the imperative duty of the court
to recognize as paramount, and enforce with
promptness and vigor, the just claims of the
authorities for the prescribed contributions
to state and municipal revenue. And, when
controversy arises as to the legality of the
that claimed, there ought to be no serious
ditliculty in adjusting such controversy upon
proper suggestion. The usual course pur
sued in such cases is by intervention pro in
teresse suo, as in the instance of sequestra
tion. 2 Daniell, Ch. Pl. & Pr. (4th Ed.) 1057,
1744; Savannah v. Jesup, 106 U. S. 563, 564, 1
Sup. Ct. Rep. 512. The tax collector is a
ministerial oﬂicer, (Erskine v. Hohnback, 14

Wall. 613; Stutsman Co. v. Wallace, 142 U.
S. 293, 12 Sup. Ct. Rep. 227;) and no reason
is perceived why he should not bring his
claim to the attention of the court. while,
on the other hand, it is clearly the duty of

the receiver to do so. if he contends that the
taxes are illegal. If found valid, they must
he paid; it invalid. the court will so declare,
subject to the review of the appellate tri
bunals.

The courts of the United States have al
ways recognized the importunce of leaving
the powers of the state in respect to taxation
unimpaired. Where the questions involved
arise under the state constitution and laws,

the decisions of its highest tribunal are ac
cepted as controlling. Where the constitu
tion and laws of the United States are drawn
in question the courts of the United States
must determine the controversy for them
selves.
Such was the aspect of this case.

The re
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ceiver had denied the validity of a distinctive

tionality of the prohihitory not had 1m

portion of the annual taxes, and under the
direction oi’ the court had proceeded by bill
to test the question in reference to the
levy for the previous ﬁscal year. Injunction
had been granted, issues made up, and the
case stood for ﬁnal hearing. The alleged ille
gality existed in the levy for the current year.
The receiver paid the undisputed taxes, and,
upon the forcible intervention of the collect
@018 to compelpayment of the balance, brought
Sthe controverted point again to the attention

settled in the case of State v. County Tm;

' of the court in hls'application tor the protec
tion of the property. So tar as the order be
!ore us is concerned, we are not called upon
to review the grounds upon which the asser
tion of illegality is rested. It has been re
peatedly and uniformly held by this court
that in a proper care for equity interposition
an injunction will lie to restrain the seizure
0!.’ property in the collection of taxes imposed
in contravention of the constitution of the

United States.

Osborn v. Bank, 9 Wheat.

738; Dodge v. Woolsey, 18 How. 331; Allen
v. Railroad 00., 114 U. S. 311, 5 Sup. Ct. Rep.
925, 962; In re Ayers, 123 U. S. 443, 8 Sup.

Ct. Rep. 164; Shelton v. Platt, 139 U. S. 591,
11 Sup. Ct. Rep. 646. Whether or not the
particular case is one calling for that meas
ure of relief, it is for the circuit court to de
termine in the ﬁrst instance, and its action
cannot be treated as a. nullity.
It is said that any restraint upon or cor
rection of unjust and illegal assessment and
taxation by judicial interposition is inconsist

ent with the revenue laws of South Carolina,
which only permit payment under protest,
and recovery back at law; and our attention
is called to statutory provisions forbidding
the courts to interfere with the collection of
taxes by any writ. process, or order, and to
various decisions thereunder. In State v.
County Treasurer, 4 S. C. 520, the subject
was considered whether the legislature was
precluded by the state constitution, prescrib
ing the jurisdiction of the circuit courts, from
taking away the remedy by prohibition com—
monly resorted to in the case of illegal Laxa
tlon; and it was held that it was not, a vigorous
dissenting opinion being delivered by Chief
Justice Moses, who said: “The power to tax
is the most extensive and unlimited of all
the powers which a legislative body can
exert. It is without restraint, except by
constitutional limitations. 'l‘o tie up the
hand that can alone resist its unlawful
encroachments would not only render uncer

urer, just cited.
In Chalnblee v. Tribble, 23 S. 0. 70,111.;
action was brought to enjoin the county

treasurer from collecting certain taxes im
railroad purposes. The constitutionnliry at
these provisions was again adjudged, liir,
Justice Mclver concurring, as before, solely
on the ground ot stare decisis, while lir.
Justice McGowan dissented.
In Bank v. Cromer,35 S. G. 213, 14 5.13.891).
493, the court granted a mandamus to cor
rect an assessment, and held that the statute
did not prohibit the courts from exercising
proper control over oﬂicers charged with the
listing and assessment of property for tho
purpose of taxation when proceeding con
trary to law.
This was followed by the passage oi the
act of December 24, 1892, providing that the
assessment of property for taxation should
be deemed and held to be a step in the col
lection of taxes, and inhibiting interference

by mandamus, summary process, or any
other proceeding, with oiﬁcinl action in re
spect of assessments.
Manifestiy the object of this legislation
was to conﬁne the remedy of the taxpayer
for illegal assessments and taxation to the
payment of taxes under protest, and bring
ing suit against the county treasurer ior re
covery back, but all this is nothing to the
purpose. The legislature of a state cannot
determine the jurisdiction of the courts oi
the United States, and the action oi such

courts in according a. remedy denied to "it
courts of a state does not involve a question
of power.

The reasonableness of the contention ihni
it would have been wiser, in this instance’
for the circuit court to have directed the

receiver to pay these taxes, and M118 “1'”
at law, in nine diﬂerent courts, allﬂlm?t ‘he
county treasurers of as many OOulltles, to

recover them back, need not be Passed “PM

The jurisdiction exercised by the will
court had relation to the property 111mm’
tody, and the proceeding before us r9111“!

only to its exercise of power in the in?!”
tion of that
seizure.

property from \lmilﬂidl‘iwiz
i,‘

‘The stress of the argument’ however’ on

behalf of the petitioner, is placed "11°" me
proposition that this proceeding 18 Void I’:
cause it is hi fact a. suit against “ 5mm’ 3;,

"1111 the tenure by which the citizen holds
his Property. but would make it tributary

forbidden by the eleventh amendment n"
this begs the question under considera 0];
The petitioner was either in contempt ‘Jim

: the unrestrained demands of the legislm
re."

of the circuit court under Possession ‘an

In State “Gallium, 11 S. O. 309, applica.
tion was made to the court for a writ of
mandamus. directed to the county treasurer,
commanding him to receive bills of the
Bank or‘ South Carolina for taxes. and
the writ was retused. Mr. Justice McIver
concurred on the ground that the constitu

was not. This property W88 1“ the custm
in a. cause confessedly Within “5 medicinal‘:
and
interfered
if suchwith
possession
the petitioner
could notwas
be 1H“
illfci’h0
tempt; and, apart from the question or m,

validity 01! such legislation, we know 0 m
statute of South Carolina that anemia‘: B
empower its oﬂicers to 821% Property
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possession of the judicial department of the

niEuaiv'‘ei$-t=£i.:B'A5l=é-’iﬁu‘;.IaE-.BrE_ner_n.

state,—much less, in that of the United
States.
The object of this petition was, we repeat,
to protect the property; but even if it were
regarded as a plenary bill in equity, proper
ly brought for the purpose of testing the
legality of the tax, we ought to add that, in
our judgment, it would not be obnoidous to
the objection of being a suit against the
state. It is unnecessary to retravel the
ground so often traversed by this court in

legality of the amount unpaid was disputed
by the receiver, and that identical taxation
had been previously held by the court to be
illegal. The sheriff declined, upon request,
to release the property from seizure, or to
yield to the order of the court.
Such conduct was not to be tolerated, and
the court was possessed of full power to
vindicate its dignity, and to compel respect
to its mandates. Its action to that end is
not subject to review upon this application.
The petition for the writ of habens cor

exposition and application of the eleventh

pus is denied.

amendment. The subject was but recently
considered in Pennoyer v. McConnaughy,
140 U. S. 1. 11 Sup. Ct. Rep. 699, in which
Mr. Justice Lamar, delivering the opinion
of the court, cites and reviews a large num
ber of cases. The result was correctly stat
ed to be that where a suit is brought against
defendants who claim to act as oﬂicers of
a state, and, under color of an unconstitu
tional statute, commit acts of wrong and in
jury to the property of the plaintiﬂ, to re
cover money or property in their hands un
lawfully taken by them in behalf of the
state, or for compensation for damages, or,
in a proper case, for an injunction to pre
vent such wrong and injury, or for a man

damus in a like case to enforce the perform
ance of a plain legal duty, purely ministe
rial, such suit is not, within the meaning of
the amendment, an action against the state.
And while it was conceded that the prin
v-ioiple stated by Chief Justice Marshall in

Mr. Justice FIELD did not hear the argu
ment, and took no part in the consideration
of this and the following cases.

(14:; U. s. 191)
Ex parte RISER.

Ex parte TYLER Ex parte
GAIN ES.
(April 24. 1898.)
Nos. 16, 18, 19, OriginaL
Petitions for writs of habeas corpus. Denied.
D. A. Townsend, Attorney General of South
Carolina, J. Randolph Tucker, Sam’l Lord, and
Ira B. Jones, for petitioners. Henry Crawford
192
and Hugh L. Bond, Jr., for respondents.
‘Mr. Chief Justice FULLER. The diﬂerences'
between the general facts in these cases and in
that just considered are not controlling as to the
result, and for the reasons given in the opinion in
that case (13 Su . Ct. Rep. 785) the applications
for the writ of ha oas corpus are severally denied.

(149 U. S. 70)

Sthe leading case of Osborn v. Bank, 9 Wheat

Ex parte FREDERICK.

‘788, that, “in all cases where ‘jurisdiction

(April 24, 1893.)

depends on the party, it is the party named
in the record," and that "the eleventh
amendment is limited to those suits in which
a Shite is a party to the record," had been
qualiﬁed to a certain degree in some of the
subsequent decisions of this court, yet it was
also rightly declared that the general doc
trine there announced,-that the circuit
courts of the United States will restrain a
state officer from executing an unconstitu
tional statute of the state, when to execute

No. 1,305.

Rep. 176: In re Ayers, 123 U. S. 443, 8 Sup.
Ct. Rep. 164; Hans v. Louisiana, 134 U. S.
1. 10 Sup. Ct. Rep. 504; McGahey v. Vir

Hassss CORPUS—FEDERAL Coun'rs — Cosvicrios
m’ STATE Covnr.
LA prisoner was convicted in a state
court of murder in the ﬁrst degree, and sen
tenced to death. The state supreme court,
however, considering the evidence iusuilicient
to show murder in the ﬁrst degree, reversed
the judgment and remanded the case. with
directions to allow the verdict to stand. and
enter a new judgment thereon for murder in
the second degree, which was done. Thereupon
the prisoner applied to a federal court for a
writ of habeas corpus on the ground that his
conﬁnement was without due process of law.
and contrary to the provisions of the fourteenth
amendment to the constitution of the United
States. Held. that the federal court had a
discretion either to grant the writ, or to re
uire the prisoner to take a writ of error to
t e state supreme court, and, in case its Judg
ment was against him, to have the same re
viewed on writ of error from the supreme court
of the United States. and that the court
roperly exercised its discretion in 'ursuing the
utter course. 51 Fed. Rep. 747, a n'mcd.
2. Where one imprisoned under a sentence

8111111. 135 U. S. 662, 10 Sup. Ct. Rep. 972;

of a state court claims that such_ sentence

it would be to violate rights and privileges
of the complainant that had been guarantied

by the constitution, and would do irrepara
ble damage and injury to him,—has never
been departed from.
The views expressed in U. S. v. Lee, 106
U. S. 196, 1 Sup. Ct. Rep. 240; New Hamp—

shire v. Louisiana, 108 U. S. 76, 2 Sup. 0!.

and numerous other cases,-render further
discussion unnecessary.
The levies here were excessive, were made
in large part on property other than that of

violates his rights under the constitution or

laws of the

nited States,_ it is the general

rule, and better practice. in _the absence of
special circumstances, to require inm to seek
a review of the judgment_ by writ of error,
instead of resorting to a writ of habeas corpus.

the defendants in the warrants. and in such

the 0lleration of the railroad. No lvzire of

Appeal from the circuit court of the United
States for the district of Washington. Af

court was sought. and it was known that the

ﬁrmed.

8 Way and on such property as to obstruct
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S. F. Phillips and Fred. D. McKenney, for
appellant. W. G. Jones. Attorney General
of Washington, for respondent.
Mr Justice JACKSON delivered the opinion
of the court.
This is an appeal from an order denying an
I‘: application for a writ of habeas corpus ad
" dressed to the court below by'Albert Freder
ich, a prisoner conﬁned in the penitentiary of
the state of Washington, at Walla Walla, in
that state. See 51 Fed. Rep. 747.
The case, as made by the petition and
accompanying exhibits, is as follows: On the
17th of June, 1891, the prisoner was duly
indicted by the grand jury of King county,
Washington, for the murder of one Julius
Scherbring, and upon said indictment he was
subsequently arraigned, pleaded not guilty,
was tried by a jury, and on the 26th of Sep
tember, 1891, was found guilty of murder in
the ﬁrst degree. A motion for a new trial
having been overruled, he was sentenced to
be hung. From this judgment of death, and
the order overruling his motion for a new
trial, the accused appealed to the supreme
court of the state, which reversed the judg~
ment of the trial court, and remanded the
case, with a direction to set aside and
vacate the judgment imposing the sentence
of death, but to let the verdict stand, and
to enter a new judgment thereon for murder
in the second degree, that being, in the opin
ion of the state supreme court, the proper
degree of his crime, inasmuch as the evidence
in the case did not show such deliberate and
premeditated malice as would sustain a con
viction of murder in the ﬁrst degree. State
v. Freidrich, 4 Wash. 204, 29 Pac. Rep.
1055, 30 Pac. Rep. 328, and 31 Pac. Rep. 332.
This judgment of the supreme court was
rendered under and in pursuance of the fol
lowing provision of Hill's Code of the state,
(volume 2:)
“Sec. 1429. The supreme court may aﬂirm,
reverse, or modify any judgment or order
appealed from, and may direct the proper
judgment or order to be entered, or direct
a new trial or further proceedings."
Pursuant to this order of the supreme
court, the prisoner, on the 16th of June,
1892, was again brought before the trial
court, and adjudged to be guilty of murder
in the second degree, and he was there
upon sentenced to imprisonment in the state
penitentiary for the term of 20 years. This

have any authority, under said section 1429
of the Code, or under any other law, to
render the judgment it did; that all um
court could do was either to atiirrn the
judgment of the trial court outright, or
to reverse it outright, and, under proper
instructions, remand the cause for a new
trial by a jury; that therefore its judg
ment was absolutely void, and the judgment
of the trial court in carrying out the di
rections of the supreme court was, of necesr
sity, void; and that the prisoner ought
therefore to be discharged.
The court below practically agreed with
the petitioner that the supreme court at
the state had misinterpreted said section
1429 of the Code, and that what it ind
actually done, by its decision and judgment,
was to modify the verdict of the jury.
which, under legal and proper proceedings,
it had no authority to do; that its judg
ment, and the subsequent judgment of the
trial court carrying it into effect. were
both void; and that, therefore, the petition
er's imprisonment was without due process
of law, and in violation of the fourteenth
amendment to the federal constitution
The circuit court further ruled, howerer.
that the petitioner's proper remedy was not
by writ of habeas corpus in the federal
courts, in the ﬁrst instance, but that he
should ﬁrst raise the question of his illegal

imprisonment in the state courts. and, 1!
it was ﬁnally decided against him by the
state supreme court. he could then hau>
it reviewed and corrected by the supreme
court of the United States on a writ oi
error; and it accordingly denied the all‘
plication. 51 Fed. Rep. 747.
,‘B
‘At common law the general rule nndoubt'
edly was that where an erroneous judgment
was entered by a trial court. or an errfr
neous sentence imposed, on a valid indict
ment, the appellate court, on error, could

not itself render such a judgment as the

trial court should have rendered. 01' ""11!
the case to the trial court with directions
for it to do so, but the only thing it “mm
do was to reverse the jildglllellt and ‘up’
charge the defendant. This rule W518 79*‘
ognized in England in the case of Rex '

Bourne, 7 Adol. & E. 58, where the court ~f

king's bench reversed the .illdgmellt of the

sentence having been carried into execution,

court of quarter sessions, and discharged
the defendants, because the sentence "I"
posed upon them by that court was of B
lower grade than that which the 11W‘ 9”’

and the prisoner incarcerated in the peni

vided for the crime of which they had been

tentlal'y, he thereupon, on the 9th of Au
gust, 1892, made this application for a writ

convicted.
\,
Some of the states in which the comma’;
law prevails, or is'adhered to, have adopt it

of habeas corpus, claiming that he was de~
rprived of his liberty without due process

of law, in violation of the'provisions of the
fourteenth amendment to the constitution
of the United States.

The grounds upon which this application
is based are that the supreme court of the
state was without Jurisdiction, and did not

the same rule; but in most of the Emma“
is expressly provided by statute that which
there is an error in the sentence W

calls for a reversal the appellate court
to render such judgment as the com
10W should have rendered. or to regime

the record to the court below with
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tions for it to render the proper judgment,
and this practice seems to prevail in the
state of Washington. The whole subject is
discussed in W'hart. Crim. Pl. §§ 780, 927,
where the authorities are collected and
cited.
But whether this practice in the state of
Washington is warranted, under a correct
construction of said section 1429 of the
Code, or whether, if it is. that section vio
lates the fourteenth amendment to the fed
eral constitution, in that it operates to de
prive a defendant whose case is governed
by it of his liberty without due process of
law, we do not feel called upon to determine
in this case, because we are of opinion

:1:

that for other reasons the writ of habeas

it

corpus was properly refused.
While the writ of habeas corpus is one
of the remedies for the enforcement of the
right to personal freedom, it will not issue
as a matter of course, and it should be
cautiously used by the federal courts in
reference to state prisoners. Being a civil
process, it cannot be converted into a rem
edy for the correction of mere errors of
judgment or of procedure in the court
having cognizance of the criminal offense.
Under the writ of habeas corpus this court
can exercise no appellate jurisdiction over
the proceedings of the trial court or courts
of the state, nor review their conclusions
of law or fact, and pronounce them errone
ous. The writ of habeas corpus is not a
proceeding for the correction of errors. Ex
parte Lange, 18 ‘Vail. 163; Ex parte SicL

-:~r"-:“ﬂb_r-M'i5r-H
“iii

hold. 100 U. S. 371; Ex parte Curtis, 106
U. S. 371, 1 Sup. Ct. Rep. 381; Ex parte
Carli, 106 U. S. 521, 1 Sup. Ct. Rep. 535;
Ex parte Bigelow, 113 U. S. 328, 5 Sup.
Ct. Rep. 542; Ex parte Yarbrough, 110 U.

S. 651, 4 Sup. Ct. Rep. 152; Ex parte Wil
son, 114 U. S. 417, 5 Sup. Ct. Rep. 9353;
Ex parte Royall, 117 U. S. 241. 6 Sup. Ct.

Rep. 734;

In re Snow, 120 U. S. 274, 7

Sup. Ct. Rep. 556; In re Coy, 127 U. S. 731,
8 Sup. Ct. Rep. 1263; In re Wight, 134

U. S. 136, 10 Sup. Ct. Rep. 487;

Stevens

v. Fuller, 136 U. S. 468, 10 Sup. Ct. Rep.
911.
As was said by this court, speaking by

Mr. Justice Harlan, in Ex parte Royall,
117 U. S. 241, 252, 253, 6 Sup. Ct. Rep.
734. 741, “where a person is in custody,
Eunder process from a. state court of orig
'lﬂﬂl'jurisdiction, for an alleged offense
aEainsl: the laws of such state, and it is
Claimed that he is restrained of his liberty
in violation of the constitution of the
United States. the circuit court has a dis
cretion whether it will discharge him, upon

habeas corpus, in advance of his trial in
the court in which he is indicted; that dis
cretion, however, to be subordinated to any
Special circumstances requiring immediate
action. When the state court shall have

ﬁnally acted upon the case, the circuit
001111 has stilla discretion whether, under all

the circumstances then existing, the accused.
if convicted, shall be put to his writ of er
ror from the highest court of the state, or
whether it will proceed by writ of habeas
corpus summarily to determine whether the
petitioner is restrained of’ his liberty in vio
lation of the constitution of the United

States.”
The office of a writ of habeas corpus,
and the cases in which it will generally be
awarded, was clearly stated by Mr. Justice
Bradley, speaking for the court in Ex parte
Siebold, 100 U. S. 371, 375, as follows:
“The only ground on which this court, or
any court, without some special statute au
thorizing it, will give relief on habcas
corpus to a, prisoner under conviction and
sentence of another court, is‘the want of
jurisdiction in such court over the person
or the cause, or some other matter render
ing its proceedings void.
This distinction
between an erroneous judgment, and one
that is illegal or void, is well illustrated
by the two cases of Ex parte Lange, 18

Wall. 163, and Ex parte Parks, 93 U. S.
18. In the former case we held that the
judgment was void, and released the pris
oner accordingly; in the latter, we held
that the judgment, whether erroneous or
not, was not void, because the court had
jurisdiction of the cause, and we refused
to interfere." The reason of this rule lies
in the fact that a. habeas corpus proceed

ing is a collateral attack, of a civil nature,
to impeach the validity of a judgment or
sentence of another court in a criminal pro
ceeding, and it should therefore be limited
to cases in which the judgment or sentence
attacked is clearly void, by reason of its
having been rendered without jurisdiction,
or by reason of the court's having exceeded
its jurisdiction in the premises.
:1
‘It is said in Ex parte Royall, supra, that’
after a prisoner is convicted of a crime in
the highest court of the state in which a
conviction could be bad, if such conviction

was obtained in disregard or in violation
of rights secured to him by the constitu
tic-n and laws of the United States, two
remedies are open to him for relief in the
federal courts: He may either take his writ
of error from this court, under section 709

of the Revised Statutes, and have his case
reexamined in that way on the question of
whether the state court has denied him
any right, privilege, or immunity guarantied
him by the constitution and laws of the

United States, or he may apply for a. writ
of habeas corpus to be discharged from
custody under such conviction. on the
ground that the state court had no juris
diction of either his person or the offense
charged against him, or had for some
reason lost or exceeded its jurisdiction, so
as to render its judgment :1. nullity. in which
latter proceeding the federal courts could
not review the action or rulings of the
state court, which could be reviewed by
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this court upon a writ of error. But, as
already stated, the circuit court has a dis
cretion as to which of these remedies it
will require the petitioner to adopt. This
was expressly ruled in Ex parte Royall,
supra, and has been repeatedly followed
since that case. In the recent case of In
re Wood, 140 U. S. 278, 290, 11 Sup. Ct.
Rep. 738, after reaﬂ'lrming the rule laid
down in Ex parte Royall, the court added:
"After the ﬁnal disposition of the case by
the highest court of the state, the circuit
court, in its discretion, may put the party
who has been denied a right, privilege, or
immunity claimed under the constitution
or laws of the United States to his writ
of error from this court, rather than inter
tere by writ of habeas corpus."
We adhere to the views expressed in that
case. It is certainly the better practice,
in cases of this kind, to put the prisoner
to his remedy by writ of error from this
court, under section 709 of the Revised
Statutes, than to award him a writ of
habeas corpus; for, under proceedings by
writ of error, the validity of the judgment
against him can be called in question, and
Ethe federal court left in a position to cor
' tect the'wrong, 11' any, done the petitioner,
and at the same time leave the state author
ities in a position to deal with him there
after, within the limits of proper authority,
instead of discharging him by habeas corpus
proceedings, and thereby depriving the state
of the opportunity of asserting further ju
risdiction over his person in respect to the
crime with which he is charged.
In some instances, as in Medley, Peti
tioner, 134 U. S. 160, 10 Sup. Ct. Rep. 384,
the proceeding by habeas corpus has been
entertained, although a. writ of error could
be prosecuted; but the general rule, and
better practice, in the absence of special
facts and circumstances, is to require a pris
oner who claims that the judgment of a
state court violates his rights \mder the
constitution or laws of the United States
to seek a review thereof by writ of error.
instead of resorting to the writ of hnbens

or upon the question of the validity oi the
judgments rendered by the state courts in
the case, we are of opinion, for the 1.0350115
stated, that the order of the circuit court
refusing the application for the writ oi
habcas corpus was correct, and it Is accord
ingly nﬁirmed.
=
(149 U. 5. ill]

DOBSON v. CUBLEY et al.
(April 24, 1893.)
No. 206.
PATENTS ron INVENTIONS—IXFRINGBMBNT—BASIO.
Letters atcnt No. 203,604, issued Mill‘
14. 1876, to
harles E. Dobson, for an in‘
provement 111 banjos, were for a. device consist
ing of a dome-shaped metal ring interpossi
between the parchment and the wooden rim oi
the ban'o, for the purpose of lessening the
wear 0 the parchment, and improving the
tone or resonance of the instrument. Letters
patent No. 249,321, granted November 8, 1881,
to Henry C. Dobson, were for a. device consist‘
ing of a similarly situated metal ring, having
two downwardly projecting ﬂanges, the inner
one of which projects down inside the ringfree
from contact with other parts of thelinsun
ment, so as to be capable of unrestrained vi
bration, thereby givin a. clear, bell-like tone
to the instrument.
aid, that neither patent
is infringed by the Cubley banjo, made under
letters patent No. 253,849. granted February

1, 1882, in which the shell of the instrument
is made entirely of sheet metal; especially in
view of the fact that expert evidence‘siiowa
that the tone of the Cubley instrument is of I
totally different quality froln_that of the Dob
son instruments, and that it is suitable onl.'v'_to

a different class of trade. 39 Fed. Rep. 216,
ntlirmed.
Appeal from the circuit court of the
United States for the southern district oi

New York.
This was a suit by Catharine L. Dotson

against Edwin L. Cublcy and George “11
Zandt for infringement of a patent Tin

bill was dismissed by the circuit court

39 Fed. Rep. 276.

Complainant sill-‘em

Aﬂirmed.
A. S. Browne and A. Coxnstock, for up

pellant. Howard Henderson. for accent?»
Mr. Justice SHIRAS delivered the opin

corpus.
ion of the court.
In the present case we agree with the
court below that the petitioner had open
to him the remedy by writ of error from
this court for the correction of whatever
inJury may have been done to him by the
action of the state courts, and that he
should have been put to that remedy, rather
than given the remedy by writ of habeas
corpus. The circuit court had authority to

This case comes here on appeal from the
circuit court of the United States for the
southern district of New York. who“ “a
cree dismissed complainant's bill ell-“$11151:
the defendants'with infringing letters We“

of the United States, No. 203,004. mm;
to Charles E. Dobson, May 14. 1376' a“
letters patent No. 249,321. granted to Hem‘!

0. Dobson, November 8, 1881, bﬂﬂl be!“

exercise its discretion in the premises, and
We do not see that there was any improper

exercise of that discretion, under the facts
and circumstances.

without Passing. therefore, upon the mer.
its 01 the question as to the constitution
ality of the provision of the Code under
which the supreme court proceeded in dis
main; of the case when it was before it,

for improvements in banjos.

The bill discloses that the several lettilig
Patent so as aforesaid issued to Chili?
E. Dobson and to Henry C. Dohson, by 6:
taln assignments in writing, became "*5

in the
and
avers
complainant,
an infringement
Gama-ﬁne
by the
1" and,‘

ants. E. I. Cubley and George V8”?
0! her rights under said letter! Dawn

DOBSON a. CUBLEY.
The defendants, by their answer, admit
that letters patent were issued, as alleged
in the bill, to Charles E. Dobson and Henry
0. Dobson, but deny that said patentees
were original inventors of the devices de

in each invention in producing the bell-like

patent contained a dome~shaped ring, com
posed of metal, interposed between the
parchment and a wooden rim; and what
is claimed as new is this dome-shaped ring.

notes which are characteristic of the instru
ments. These etfects are varied in each by
the dimensions and form of the ring, and in
the Henry C. Dobson patent the ﬂanges and
the combination of wood and metal in the
rim are distinctive features.
The Cubley banjo has no ring. The parch
ment rests directly on the rim, as was the
case with the old form of banjo. The de
vice clalmed as new is in making the shell
entirely of sheet metal, and the advantages
claimed are—First, mechanical, in strength
ening the shell by shaping it so that the
strain of the parchment will come upon the
metal in the line of its greatest resistance,
and thus maintain the shape of a true cir
cle; secondly, in beautifying the appearance
of the shell by covering from view the
internal attachments by which the straining
device is fastened upon the outer side, and
providing a continuous surface, unbroken,
and with rounded corners, capable of being
ﬁnely and easily polished; and, thirdly, to
strengthen and render more melodious thee
tone of the instrument.
a
‘conceding that the Dobson devices involve.
a patentable novelty, we are of the opinion
that the Cubley patent does not infringe
either of these, as it has no ring upon which
the parchment rests. In the Cubiey banjo
the parchment rests directly upon the rim.
which consists of a metallic shell formed by
turning over both edges of a piece of sheet
metal and constituting a hollow rim or case.
the effect of which is to impart a different
musical quality to the instrument. This dif
ferenee is doubtless accentuated by discard
ing altogether the wooden rim of the Dobson
banjo. The devices are so dissimilar in their
design and functions that we are of the
opinion that the latter cannot be deemed an
infringement of the former.
These differences in mechanical structure
result in a noticeable difference in the tones
of the instruments, so much so as to call

in combination with the wooden rim and

for a different kind of trade.

parchment head. The advantages claimed
are that the rounded shape of the ring
causes less wear of the parchment head
than the more angular corner or edge
previously in use, and that uch combina
tion materially improves the tone or reso

Arthur 0. Fraser, the complainant’s expert,
admits that in the Dobson patents the ring
and rim are two distinct parts, while in the
defendants‘ banjo they are actually integral.

uance.

metal, which, as compared with a wooden
rim, gives the instrument what he calls “an
inferior quality of tone." He says that
“assuming that both banjos were made of
the same grade of excellence, so far as work
manship and ﬁnish are concerned, it seems
to me that the Dobson banjo would be
considerably superior to the defendants’
banjo in the fact, chieﬂy, that it is con

scribed therein, and allege that each of the
combinations or devices claimed in said
several letters patent was a mere aggre

gation of mechanical features well known
in the art, and

hence

contend

that

the

claims for said devices should be declared

EZil'j-as
i :eFilmn-=5?S~aus. i'~s.-ea;‘:li
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null and void.
The answer further sets up that the de
fendant Edwin I. Cubley was himself the
original inventor of certain improvements
in banjos and other musical instruments,
for which letters patent No. 253,849 were,
on the 21st of February, 1882, granted to
him, under which the defendants were
carrying on the manufacture and sale of
banjos, and denies that such manufacture
and sale were infringements of any sup
posed or alleged rights of complainant, as
assignee of the several letters patent de
scribed in the said bill.
Replication was
duly tiled, testimony
taken, and, after hearing, the decree dis
missing the blll of complaint was rendered.
The banjo is described as a musical in
strument of the guitar class, having a neck
with or without frets, and a circular body
covered in front with tightly-stretched
parchment. It has from ﬁve to nine strings,
of which the melody string, the highest in
pitch, but placed outside of the lowest of
the others, is played by the thumb of the
performer. As in the guitar, the pitch of
the strings is ﬁxed by stopping them with
the left hand, while the right hand pro
aduces the tone by plucking or striking.

:Cent. Diet. art. “Banjo."
' ‘The banjo of

the

Charles

E. Dobson

The banjo of Henry C. Dobson has also a
metal ring, but the ring is formed with two
downwardly projecting ﬂanges, interposed
between the parchment head and arim com
posed of wood and metal. The outer ﬂange
Passes down outside of the ring, and the
inner one projects down inside the ring, and

is free from contact with other parts of the
instrument, so as to be capable of unre
strained vibration, and it is claimed that the
effect is to give a clear, bell-like, ringing
tone to the instrument

The rlngls anelemcnt of both of the Dob
8011 patents, and its peculiar form is ewential

He claims that this feature of construction
necessitates that the rim should be of

structed with a wooden rim, whereas de—
fendants’ banjo has a metal rim. The rim
of a banjo is essentially its sounding box,
and it is well known that wood is more res
onant, and is in every way a better mate
rial for a sounding box than metal, giving a
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louder sound and a fuller, deeper, and richer
quality than is given out by metal A metal
sounding box gives out a light, thin, wiry,
or tinny sound as compared with the full,
sonorous vibration resulting from a wooden
sounding box." He furthur says: “A brass
plate as thick as that in the ring in the
Dobson banjo would give a much louder
and clearer ringing tone than a similar plate
v-tlllﬂde as thin as the ﬂange of the ring in
stile defendants’ banjo. ' ‘ ' The sound pro

' duced by the Dobson banjo is'much louder,
and the tone more full, clear, resonant, and
brilliant than of defendants‘ banjo. which
is comparatively weak, colorless, and sharp
or tinny."
William Becker, an expert called by the
defendants, testiﬁed that "i think the Dobson
banjos are more adopted for large audi
cnces, ballrooms, theaters, etc., while the
Cubley banjo would better meet the trade
for home amusement and parlor use." And
again: “It is well known that wood-rim
banjos covered with metal have a sharp.
shrill tone, where a. hollow-shell rim will
give a metal tone."
George Van Zandt, a witness for the
defendants, testiﬁed that "the tone of a
banjo is a very essential feature in reference
to its value as a musical instrument, but
there are various kinds of tones, and for
some uses one kind may be preferred to
another, and, for other uses, vice versa. For
a concert room a strong, loud tone is desir
able, and for a smaller room a soft and mel
low tone would be preferred. The tone of
the Dobson banjo is a loud. strong one,
especially in the high notes. The one of the
Cubley banjo is softer and more enduring,
especially in the lower notes. For accom
paniment, and for use in the parlor by
amateurs, probably the Cubley banjo would
be preferred. By professional players. for
brilliant effects, perhaps the Dobson banjo
would be the best."
Without cxpatiating on this “strange
difference twixt tweedledum and tweedlc
dee," we think we see in the testimony of
the respective witnesses on the merits of
their favorite instruments a recognition of
an obvious diiference in the quality and
characteristics of their tones. Differing,
then, as we have seen they do, in their me
chanical devices and in the material of the

sounding boxes, and in the quality and
character of their musical eﬂ'ects. we con
clude that the Cubley banjo cannot be
deemed an infringement of either of the
Dobson banjos.
The contention that the Dobson banjos
exhibit no patentable novelty has not been

(“9 U. 8. TB]

CHANDLER v. CALUMET 8: HECLA
MIN. CO.
(April 24, 1893.)
No. 202.
Pvsmc LANDS—SWAMP Llxns—Aawmcruos In
Last) Orrrcn— PAROL Embrace—Courtroom
Ps'rnx'rs.
1. Under the swamp-land grant of Septem
ber 28, 1850, (9 St. p. 519, c. 84.) a list of all
swamp lands in the state of Michigan was
made by the surveyor general, approved by
the secretary of the interior, and transmitted
to the state authorities, and a patent issunl to
the state therefor, as provided by the act of
August 26, 1852. Congress in the mean time

granted certain lands to the state t_o aid in
the building of a canal, (10 St. p. 3.) c. 92.]
and the selection of such lands by the state
was approved by the secretary of the interior.
and his approval certiﬁed to the state authori
ties in accordance with the provision of the
act. Held, that the exclusion of a certain piece

of land from the selection and puient‘uncler
the swamp—laud act, and its inclusion in the
selection made by the state under the canal
grant act‘, with the approval of such selection
by the interior department and the cerhucatmn
thereof to the state authorities, operated to
pass title to the state as completely as a torn
al patent could have done.
2. In 1855 the state issued a patent for
a speciﬁc piece of land included in the chill]
grnnt selection. but not in the swamp-land
selection. In 1837 it issued a second patent

for the same land as swamp land. Held. that
in an action of ejectment by the second agiiilm
the ﬁrst patcntee, paroi evidence could in!

be introduced to show that the land will In
fact‘. swampy, within the mermmg ot the
swamp-land act, for the action of the secretarl
of the interior in formally approving '11? 5*
lection by which this piece was creluded from

the swamp lands and includedrn the will
lauds was a. conclusive ﬂdjlldli'itltloll of rtschlr
actor. 36 Fed. Re . 665, aiﬁrrned. Railroﬂ
Co. v. Smith. 9 “'0. l. 95. and Wright v. llogc
berry,7 Sup. Ct. Rep. 985, 121 U. S. 488.dlsi1n

_cuished. French v. Fyan, 9 U. S. 169. Hill
Ehrhnrdt v. Hogaboom, 5 Sup. (it. Rep. 1151.

115 U. S. 67, followed.

_

_

3. Even if the state had ucqrnrcd htleto
the land in dispute under the swamp-land M
it could not, excggt by a suit in equity‘ "2M3:
the title convey. by its patent. which did its
on its face purport to be limited to such Ian!
as the state acquired by the canal Klimt 1d
subsequent {intent for the same land W211“
not entitle t e patentee to maintain an at l!
of ejt-ctment against the prior pateniet»
Fed. Rep. 665, uillrrncd.

In error to the circuit court of the Unlled
States for the western district of Mlchililul
At law. Action of ejectrnent by Joseph
H. Chandler against the Calumet 8: Bed-'1
Mining Company. Verdict and llldgmw
were given for defendant. 36 Fed. Bill
665. Plaintiff brings error. Aiih'mvd

J. M. Wilson, Jas. K. Redingtolb and W“
E. Robson, for plaintiff in error. '1‘- L- Chad’

bourne and Ashley Pond, for deteudil-Ilt 1“
error.

much pressed. At all events, we think that
their additional devices are obvious improve

Mr. Justice JACKSON delivered the 0pm’

mems’ and jusmy the granting of letters
patent.
As the court below reached the some con.

cluslon,
(39
immed-

Fed. Re p.276 ,) its

decree

is

ion of the court.
",1,
This was an action of ejectmeut br‘fllu‘s

by the plaintiﬂ in error. a citizen of lulllgﬂn‘
against the defendant in error. a Mums“
corporation, to recover a tract 0t 40 a
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of land in Houghton county, Mich, particu
larly described as the “Southeast quarter of
the northwest quarter of section 23, township
56 north, range 33 west."
Both parties to the controversy derive their
title from the state of Michigan; the plaintiﬂ
under a patent of the state, issued to him on
November 3, 1887, and the defendant by va
rious mesne conveyances, under a. state pat
ent Issued to the St. Mary’s Falls Ship Ca
ual Company, a New York corporation, on
May 25, 1855. The material and uncontro
verted facts of the case on which the ques
tions involved depend are the following:
By the act of congress approved September
328, 1850. (9 St. p. 519,) known as the “Swamp
' Land Act," there'was granted to the state of
Michigan the whole of the swamp and over
ﬂowed lands, made unlit thereby for culti
vation within the state, and it was made the
duty of the secretary of the interior to make
lists and plats of such lands. and transmit
them to the governor of the state, and cause
patents therefor to issue conveying such lands
in fee simple. After the passage of this act
the commissioner of the general land ofilce,
by correspondence with the authorities of
the state, suggested, through the surveyor
general thereof, as a mode or method of se
lecting or segregating the swamp from the
other public lands, that the ﬁeld notes of the
United States surveys of lands should be ac
cepted by the state as the basis of identiﬁ
cation of the swamp lands which were in
tended to be granted by congress. An act
of the legislature of Michigan, passed Jane
E, 1851, accepted the grant. and adopted,
as suggested by the secretary of the inte
rior. or the commissioner of the general land

oiiice, the ﬁeld notes of the United States

p
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surveys as a basis upon which the swamp
lands should be identiﬁed and segregated.
The surveyor general, on February 12, 1853,
made lists of lands which he ascertained to
be swamp. and within the provisions of the
giant, from the ﬁeld notes so agreed upon.
Those lists were transmitted to the secretary
of the interior, and by him approved January
11, 185-}, and under date of February 24,
1854-, a copy of said lists was certified by the
commissioner of the general land oﬂice to
the governor of the state. and thereafter, on

March 3. 1856, a patent was issued to the
state for the lands described in said lists.

The lists of the lands so selected and ap
proved to the state were lodged in the Mich

igan land otiice.

The lands thus selected and

patented to the state, while embracing some

portion of township 56 north, range 33 west.
did not include the land in controversy.
BY an act of congress approved August 26,
1852, (10 Stwp. 35,) there was granted to
the state of Michigan for the purpose of

bil'lding a ship canal around the falls of St.
Mary's, "seven hundred and ﬁfty thousand
acres of public lands, to be selected in sub

muons. agreeable to the United States sur
veyl, by an agent or agents to be appointed

by the governor'of said state, subject to the‘
approval of the secretary of the interior, from
any land within said state subject to private
entry.” The state accepted this grant by
acts of its legislature approved, respectively,
February 5 and February 12, 1853, and au
thorized commissioners of the state to enter
into a contract for the building of such canal.
In pursuance of this authority a contract
was entered into between the state and eer~
tain designated parties for the construction
of the ship canal, by the terms of which the
parties undertaking its construction, or their
asslgnees, were to receive from the state
of Michigan 750,000 acres of land at $1.25
per acre, to be located under the provisions
of the act of August 26, 1852. The terms of
this contract need not be specially set forth,
as no question arises thereon.
The parties undertaking the construction of
the canal subsequently assigned and trans
ferred all their rights and privileges in the
contract to the St. Mary's Falls Ship-Canal
Company. By the act of the legislature au
thorizing the contract for the construction of
the canal. the state undertook the selection
of the lands under said grant, and the con
tractors were to receive the lands so selected
in payment forthe work of building the canal.
The ﬁfth section of the act of the state
legislature provided that “when, and as fast
as the lands shall have been selected and
located, an accurate description thereof,
certiﬁed by the persons appointed to select
the same. shall be ﬁled in the oﬂice of the
commissioner of the state land otilce, whose
duty it shall be to transmit to the commis
sioner of the general land oﬂice a true copy
of said list, and to designate and mark upon
the books and plats in his office the said lands
as ‘St. Mary's Canal Lands.’"
By section 6 it was provided that after the
completion of the canal within the time
speciﬁed, to the satisfaction of, and the ac
ceptance thereof by, the commissioners, the
governor, and engineer, and a certiﬁcate of
that fact ﬁled in the oﬂice of the state land
otiice, it was made the duty of said commis
sioner "forthwith to make certiﬁcates of
purchase for so much of said lands as by theg

terms of the contract for the'construction of‘
said canal are to be conveyed for the purpose
of defrayhig its costs and the expenses here
inbefore provided for. which certiﬁcates shah
run to such persons and for such portions of
said lands so selected and to be conveyed as
the contractor may designate, and shall forth
with be delivercd to the secretary of state,
and patents hall immediately be issued there‘
on. as in other cases."
The St. Mary's Falls Ship-Canal Companv,
as the assignee of the construction contract.
completed the canal and became entitled to

the consideration which the state was to pay
therefor.
The agents appointed by the state to select
and locate the lands granted for the purpose
of building the canal made selections to the
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amount required, the list of which was ﬁled
in the general land oi‘l‘ice of the state, and
was certiﬁed to the secretary of the interior,
who, under date of January 24, 1855, duly
approved the same to the state of Michigan
under the act of congress of August 26, 1852.
The list of selected lands under this grant,
and so approved by the department of the in
terior, included the demanded premises, and
on May 25, 1855, the governor of the state, in
pursuance of the foregoing legislation and
contract on the subject, issued a patent to the
St. Mary's Fails Ship-Canal Company for a
large portion of these selected lands, includ
ing therein, by particular description, the
premises in controversy, which by mesne
conveyances passed to the defendant in error,
which entered into possession of the same,
and was in actual possession thereof at the
commencement of the present suit. This con
veyance was duly recorded, and after the ex
piration of ﬁve years from the date of the
patent, during which they were exempt from
taxation, the lands so patented to the canal
company have been continually subject to
taxes by the state.
It is shown from the foregoing statement
of facts, and it is conceded, that the demand
ed premises had never been selected as a
part of the swamp lands granted to the state,
nor had the same ever been approved to the
state as such, and thatno list or plat of swamp
lands in Michigan made by or by the au
Ethority of the secretary of the interior con~

"tained or'dcscribed the tract in question as
swamp land, although a portion of the land
in the vicinity thereof, and in the same town
ship, was included in the lists of such lands
which were selected and approved by the
secretary of the interior.
It thus appears that the plaintiff and the
defendant have each a conveyance from the
state of Michigan for the particular tract of
land in controversy, and that the conveyance
to the defendant in error was prior in time to
the conveyance to the plaintiff in error. The
latter, however, claims that the demanded
premises were a part of the swamp and over
ﬂowed lands granted to the state by the act
of congress of September 28, 1850, and as
such were conveyed to him by the patent of
the state issued on November 3, 1887, and
that he thereby acquired a title to the same,
superior to that which the defendant in error
acquired under the prior patent to the canal
company, through which the defendant in
error derives its title. In support of this con

an adjudication or a determination on the plirl
of the department of the interior that thepar
cel of land in question was not embraced
within the provisions of the act of 1850, and
that the same, having been aﬂlrmatively and
particularly selected and certiﬁed to the
state under the grant of August 26,1852,
was a direct adjudication that it came prop
erly within the canal grant; that the legal
effect and operation of the two selections,
considered together, made with the consent
and concurrence of the state, was to exclude,
by implication, the particular premises here
involved from the operation of the former
grant, and to expressly include the same
within the latter grant; and that this adjudi
cation or determination of the department
cannot be collaterally attacked or called in
question in an action at law. The defend-g
ant in error turther'contends that, even con'
ceding that the title of the state to the lands
in question was derived under the actoi1850,
it acquired the superior title thereto. under
and by virtue of the conveyance mnde to the
St. Mary's Falls Ship-Canal Company by the
state’s patent of May 25, 1855, which 0]:
erated to pass to said company whatever it
tle the state had to the premises in ques
tion, independently of the source from which
it had derived its title.

0n the trial of the case by the court and
jury the plaintiff, to maintain the lssu will!
part, introduced his patent from the slate,
and offered oral evidence to prove that the
tract conveyed thereby, and involved in the
suit, with the exception of about seven acre!

thereof, was in fact swamp and overﬂow!
land, being wet and unfit for culilvllﬂoll'
within the meaning of the swamp-land an
of congress, and was so at the time of the ali

proval of the not To this evidence i119
defendant objected, and the court. l'ewl'mg
its ruling thereon until after the defendant

had introduced its proof, sustained the 0b
jection, and refused to allow the evidence l0

go to the jury, to which ruling the 013mm
excepted.

After all the evidence in the case had been

introduced, the plaintiff, by his counsel» ‘P’
quested the court to direct the 1111'! w W
turn a verdict in his favor. This the court

refused to do, and instructed the 1m)”
bring in a. verdict for the defendant, which

was accordingly done, and judgment was en‘
tered thereon, to which the 13111111tm except‘
ed; and to reverse this judgment the pm
ent writ of error is prosecuted.

ed

tention it is urged that the swamp-land act

The opinion of the court below 18 WW"

was‘ 1“ eﬁect- 3- El‘lmt 111 praesonti, so that

in 36 Fed. Rep. 665, and its action ml”
jectlng the oral testimony and in mm'mg

the title of the state to such lands dated from

the date of that act, and consequently the
statet (llxild not and could not acquire title to the
true
1852.

question under the act of August 26,

On the other hand, the defendant in error
insists that the act of the state and of the de
partment of the interior in the selection of
lands under the swamp-land act amounted to

a verdict for the defendant was felted "if"
two grounds: First, that after the 5w“ a

of the interior had discharged his du‘f, “in
approved the list of swamp lands’ “m ‘g,
accordance with his suggestion’ from con.
notes of government surveys with mfdend,

sent of the state, which selection and ad m
ilcation am not include the parcel "t m
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question, although embracing other lands
in the same township, there was in eifect a
determination that the land in controversy
nwas not covered by or embraced within the
.awamp-laud grant; and, secondly, that the
state, having accepted the parcel of land in
question, under the grant of 1852, and hav
ing conveyed the same to the canal company,
was estopped from thereafter asserting any

:title thereto.
' ‘The plaintiff has assigned for errors (1)
that the trial court improperly excluded the
oral evidence oifered to show that the de
manded premises were in fact swamp lands
when the act of September 28, 1850, was
passed; and (2) that the court should have
directed a. verdict for the plaintiff, instead of
for the defendant.
In support of the ﬁrst proposition, the
piaintiﬂ' in error relies upon the case of

in the court. The admission was placed ex
pressly on the ground that the secretary of
the interior had neglected or refused to do
his duty; that he had made no selection or
lists whatever, and would issue no patents,
although many years had elapsed since the
passage of the act. The court said:
‘The
matter to be shown is one of observation
and examination; and whether arising before
the secretary, whose duty it was primarily to
decide it, or before the court, whose duty it
became, because the secretary had failed to
do it, this was clearly the best evidence to
be had, and was suﬂicient for the purpose.’
There was no means, as this court has decid
ed, to compel him to act; and if the party
claiming under the state in that case could
not be permitted to prove that the land
which the state had conveyed to him as

Railroad Co. v. Smith, 9 Wall. 95, in which

swamp land was in fact such, a total failure

oral evidence was admitted to establish the
fact that the parcel of land there in dispute
was swamp and overﬂowed land at the date
of the swamp-land act. But in that case
there was no selection or identiﬁcation of the
land under either the swamp-land act or un
der the subsequent grant for railroad pur
poses. The selection and identiﬁcation un
der each of said acts was left open and unde
termined when the respective titles involved
therein were acquired. It also further ap
peared in that case that the state neither
made any selection of the lands granted for
railroad purposes, nor conveyed to the rail
road company any particular lands, but sim
ply assigned or transferred generally the
lands granted to the state by congress, which
were at the time only "a ﬂoat," requiring
identiﬁcation and selection to make the grant
operative to pass title to any portion of the
public domain.
The facts of the present case present the

of justice would occur, and the entire grant
to the state might be defeated by this neglect
or refusal of the secretary to perform his
duty. There is in this no conﬂict with what
we decide in the present case, but, on the
contrary, the strongest implication that if, in
that case, the secretary had made any deci

odlrect converse of the situation which ex
v‘isted in the case of Railroad Go.’v. Smith.
But, aside from this, the rule as to oral evi
dence, recognized in that case, was after

wards
or refusal to act on the part of the
secretary of the interior in selecting lands
granted, as appears in the subsequent cases

of French v. Fyan, 93 U. s. 169, 173, and
Ehrhardt v. Hogaboom, 115 U. S. 67, 69, 6
8110- Ct. Rep. 1157, where parol evidence was
oifered to show that patented lands were not
of the character described.
In French v. Fyan the court, speaking by
Mr. Justice Miller, said in reference to such

sion,

the evidence would have been ex

cluded."
In the case of French v. Fyan it was held
that, while the swamp~land grant was a.
grant in praesenti, by which the title-to
such lands passed at once to the state in
which they lay, it was made the duty of the
secretary of the interior to identify them.

make lists thereof, and cause a patent to be
issued therefor; and that the patent so
issued could not be impeached in an action
at law by showing that the land which it
conveyed was not in fact swamp and over
ﬂowed land, as the plaintiff in that case
sought to do.
In the subsequent case of Ehrhardt v.
Hogaboom, 115 U. S. 67, 69, 5 Sup. Ct. Rep.
1157, the plaintiﬂ.‘ deraigned title through a
patent of the United States for the demanded
premises, hearing date June 10, 1875, which

was given in evidence, while the defendant
claimed that 20 acres thereof were swamp
and over-ﬂowed lands which passed to the
state of California under the act of congress
of September
28, 1850,
evidence
to establish
this and
fact,offered
but theparol
evi

dence was rejected-

It did not appear in

that case that the demanded premises formed
a part of any land selected by the state
or claimed by her as swamp and overﬂowcd

land.

In that case this court held, speaking

me meaning of the act of congress. But a

through Mr. Justice Field, that “a patent
of the United States, regular on its face,
cannot, in an action at law, be held inopera
tive as to any lands covered by it, upon parol
testimony that they were swamp and over‘
ﬂowed, and therefore unﬁt for cultivation,
and hence passed to the state under the

metal examination will show that it was

grant of such land on her admission into the

\I'UIIE with hesitation, and with some dissent

Union;” and, after citing and approving the
decision made in French v. Fyun, above

evidence:

"The case of Railroad Co. v.

smith. 9 Wall. 95, is relied on as Justifying
the oifer of parol testimony in the one be

fore us. In that case it was held that parol
Evidence was competent to prove that a par
‘Gﬂular piece of land was swamp land, within

v.l3s.o.—51
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cited, proceeded as follows: "In that case
parol evidence to show that the land conact
veyed
wasby
nota swamp
patentand
to overﬂowed
Missouri under
land was
the

neglected or failed to make the identiﬂcutit-n
it is competent for the grantees oi the stair,
to prevent
identify their
the lands
rightsinfrom
any being
other appmpridefeated,

held to be inadmissible.

g
,;

On the same prin-

ate mode which will effect that object. A:

ciple, parol testimony to show that the land
covered by a patent of the United States
to a settler under the pre-emptlon laws was
such swamp and overﬂowed land must be
held to be inadmissible to defeat the patent.
It is the duty of the land department, of
which the secretary is the head, to determine
whether land patented to a settler is of the

resort to such‘mode of identiﬁcation would?
also seem to be permissible, where the sec
rotary declares his inability to certify the
lands to the state for any cause other-than
a consideration of their character."
Under the principle announced in that
case, and under the foregoing facts in the
present case, it would seem that there had

dass subject to settlement 1mder the pre-

been such aﬂirmative action on the part or

emptlon laws, and his judgment as to this
fact is not open to contestation in an action
st law by a mere intruder without title. As
:was said in the case cited of the patent to
0 the state, it may be said in this case of the
patent to the pre-emptioner it would be a
departure from sound principle, and contrary
to well-considered judgments of this court,
to permit in such action the validity of the
patent to be subjected to the test of the
verdict of a jury on oral testimony."
Nothing that was said or involved in
Wright v. Roseberry, 121 U. S. 488, 7 Sup.
Ct. Rep. 985, where the subject of these
grants was exhaustively considered by the
court, is in conﬂict with the rulings on
nounced in these cases. In Wright v. Roseberry patents for lands had been issued to
the defendants, or their grantors, by the
United States, under the pre-emption laws,

the secretary of the interior in identifying
the lands in this particular township, aor
taining the lands in controversy, as would
amount to an identiﬁcation of the lands
therein, which passed to the state by the
swamp-land grant, and that the selection by
the state of the demanded premises under
the canal grant of 1852, with the approval
of the secretary of the interior, and the
certiﬁcation of the department to the state
that they were covered by the latter grant.
may well be considered such an adjudication
of the question as should exclude the intro
duction of parol evidence to contradict it.
The exclusion of the land in dispute from
the swamp lands selected and patented in
the state, and its inclusion In the selection
of the state as land coming within the grant
of 1852, with the approval of such selection
by the interior department, and the certiﬁe

upon claims initiated subsequently to the
swamp‘land grant to the state, and it was
held that such patents were not conclusive
at law as against the parties claiming under
the latter grant, and that in an action for
their possession evidence was admissible to

cation thereof to the state, operated toll‘1g
the title thereto as completely as could 111m‘
been done by formal patent, (Flasher rO‘Connor, 115 U. S. 102, 5 Sup. CL Btii1141;) and, being followed by the state's‘
conveyance to the canal company. presented

.
i
3
3

determine whether or not the lands were
in fact swamp and over-ﬂowed at the date

such oﬂlciul action and such documenmi'i
evidence of title as should not he went“

l
:5

or the swamp-land grant, and that, it proved

question by parol testimony in an action In

,

to have been suchv the rights of subsequent
claimants» mile!‘ other laws. would be subor-

law. Under the facts of this case we are 0!
opinion that the plaintiff in error could not

i
1

dinate thereto.

In that case the lower court

:
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n

r

J

‘
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properly establish by oral evidence that til?

*

held that the title to the demanded premises land in dispute was in fact Swami’ mud F“

‘

never vested in the state for want of a cer-

the purpose of contradicting and invalidating

i

ﬁﬁcﬂte by the department of the interior
that they were swamp and overﬂowed lands,

the department's certiﬁcation thereotto tilt
state, and the latter's patent to T110 will

i
i

and that the state could not make title to

the plaintiff upon which he could maintain
an action of electment against persons in pOs—

company.

But, assuming that this lllill‘ol testimony
offered by the plaintiff in error W115 0°11"

”‘

session under a patent of the United States.
This principle was denied by this court in

potent, and that it would have establlslltd
that the land in controversy “35 swamp

:
P

an elaborate opinion announced by Mr. J'us—
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cation of the lands to render the title per-

would be overreached and Superseded by»

t‘

teen. that the action 0f the secretary in
identifying them is conclusive against collat-

its subsequent patent to the illammmlwi
We are at a loss to understand 11W“ “M

3"‘
2

gm‘ ‘mack’ P5 the judgment of a special triunai to which the determination of the matter is intrusted: but when that oﬁicer has

principle this can be asserted. f0“ “5:
conceding that the state. ill patenting the
manded premises to the canal company’

‘I

~

;
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acted under mistake or misapprehension as
to the character of the land so conveyed,
still, so long as that patent remains uncan
celed and unrevokcd by the state, it must be
held that its legal effect was and is to pass

whatever titlel the state had to the tract in
question, however that title may have been
originally acquired by the state.
In the cases relied upon by the plaintiif in
error there had been no particular lands

conveyed by the state under grants subse
quent to the act of 1850, and there was no
presumption of law or fact that its patent
was intended to convey lands which accrued

to it under the swamp~land grant. But in

ear.

<-_ “n- .-:n si !zvil

the case under consideration, even assuming
that the state's title was acquired under the
latter grant, it had a title for any and all
purposes to which it might choose to apply
or devote the property, and when it applied
it to the purpose of constructing the canal,
and actually conveyed it to the canal com
pany, it was not in a position thereaftc',
so long as that conveyance remained in
force, to transfer the same land to another
purchaser.

It is well settled that the state could have
impeached the title thus conveyed to the
canal company only by a bill in chancel-y to
cancel or aunul it, either for fraud on the
part or the grantee, or mistake or miscon
struction of the law on the part of its oﬂicers
in issuing the patent, and lllltll so canceled
or annulled it could not issue to another
party any valid patent for the same land.
U. S. v. Hughes, 11 How. 552; Hughes v.
U. 8., 4 Wall. 232; Moore v. Robbins, 96 U.

The patent to the canal company did not on
its face, or by its terms, purport to convey
only such lands and such title as the state
was entitled to under the grant of 1852. On
the contrary, it conveyed by accurate de
scription the particular tract or parcel of
land in controversy. It is therefore wholly
immaterial under which of the two congres
sionai grants the state acquired its title to
said lands.
The canal grant of 1852 did not by its
terms make the state a trustee, in any
proper sense of the word, in reference to the
lands granted by that act; but if it did, the

state, as a trustee, made the selection of the
lands covered by that grant, and in that selec
tion included the particular parcel in queer
tion, and thereafter conveyed it to the canal
company; and, having full authority to so
appropriate it, even it the title had previ
ously accrued to it under the swamp~land
act of 1850, its conveyance of the same to
the canal company for a full and adequate
consideration cannot, upon any well-settled
principle, be held void either as to the state
or any subsequent grantee from the state.
So that, independently of any question aris
ing upon the action of the court in excludlngm
the parolfevidence to show that the premises?
in controversy were, in fact, swamp land,
it is clear that, under the facts in this case,
the defendant has shown a superior title to
such premises, and that the court below was
correct in directing a verdict for it.
Our conclusion, therefore, upon the whole
case is that the judgment below should be
aitirlned.

530. This is also the view taken of the
question in State v. Flint & P. M. R. 00.,

89 Mich. 481, 494, 51 N. W. Re . 103. In
that case the prior patent of the state was
;held to estop it from subsequently asserting
‘title to'the parcel of land conveyed, while
its patent for the same land was outstand
ing. But whether there is any technical
esroppel, in the ordinary sense, or not, it can
not be maintained that the state can issue
two patents, at ditfcrent dates to diiferent par
ties, for the same land, so as to convey by the
second patenta title superior to that acquired
under the ﬁrst patent. Ndthercan thesecond
pntentee, under such circumstances, in an
action at law, be heard to impeach the prior
patent for any fraud committed by the
grantee against the state, or any mistake
committed by its officers acting within the
scope at their authority, and having Juris
diction to act and to execute the conveyance
sought to be impeached.
The patent to the canal company is not
shown to be void, because the state acquired
title to the parcel in question, it it did so
acquire it, under the swamp-land grant, rath
81' than under the act of 1852. Neither
the state nor its subsequent patentce is in

a position to cancel or annul the title which
it had authority to make, and which it had
nrevlously conveyed to the canal company.

Mr. Justice FIELD did not hear the argu
ment in this case, or take any part in its dc~
cision.
Mr. Justice BROWN, being interested in
the result, did not sit in this case, and took
no part in its decision.

CH9 U. S. 122)

CITY OF CAIRO v. ZANE.
(April 24, 1893.)
No. 210.
RAILROAD Am Bosns—Vluorrr—SuBsomr-noxs
'ro STOCK—DOXATlOXS—BONA FlDE Puncnasnns.
LA city was duly authorized, b a vote
of its inhabitants, to subscribe $100t000 for
stock in a railroad company, and to issue its
bonds to an equal amount in payment thereof.
Thereafter the city council passed a. resolution
binding the city to sell to _the company all this

stock for $5,000, to be paid by a return of its
bonds to that amount. 'l_‘he bonds were ac
cordingly issued, and by direction of the coun
cil placed in escrow, to be delivered to the coin
puny when certain conditions were performed
byit,the depositar being authorized and direct
cd, after receipt 0 the stock. to sell the same. to
the railroad company for $0,000 of the city
bonds. There was nothing to show that the
railroad company agreed to purchase the stock
on the terms stated, or on any terms, but,
after the stock and bonds were duly exrhnnged,
the stock was sold in the manner p'ﬂnosed.
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Hold, that this transaction did not convert
the “subscription,“ which was authorized by
the. statute, into an unauthorized donation of
$95,000, and, if any wrong was done by the
council in thus disposing of the stock, it did
not vitiate the bonds in the hands of a hona
ﬁde purchaser.
‘
2. ‘Vhen the law of a state provides for
the registry of munici al bonds and a certiﬁ
cate thereof, such certiﬁcate should be held as
suiiicient evidence to a purchaser of the ex
istence of those facts upon which alone such
bonds can be registered.
3. The Illinois general railroad isw_ of
1849 (Laws 1849, 2d Sess. p. 33) authorized
cities to subscribe for railroad stock, and pay
therefor with bonds. The charter of the Cairo
8: Vincennes Railroad Company authorized cit
ies along its lines to subscribe for stock, and

my therefor in bonds of $500 each, which
onds might be made payable in New ‘iork.
Held, that there was nothing to prevent a city
from exercising all the powers conferred by
both acts, and hence, in Cpayment for stock of
the Cairo & Vincennes ompany, it might is
sue bonds for $1,000 each, payable in New
York city.
4. It is the settled law of Illinois that con
pons attached to municipal bonds draw interest
after maturity.

In error to the circuit court of the United

I!
N
H
I

States for the Southern district of Illinois.
Aﬂirmed.
Statement by Mr. Justice BREWER:
'On August 3, 1883, defendant in error com
menced suit in the circuit court of the United
States for the southern district of Illinois, on
certain coupons attached to bonds issued by
the city of Cairo. plaintiff in error. After
answer had been ﬁled, a trial was had, which
resulted in a judgment in favor of plaintiff
for $8,556.36. This judgment was entered
on February 27, 1888, and to reverse such
judgment the city sued out a writ of error
ﬁ‘om this court
The facts as developed in the case are
these: On May 28, 1867, a resolution passed
the city council of the city of Cairo, ordering
a special election “for the purpose of voting
upon the question of the city issuing $100,000
in twenty-year bonds, drawing eight per cent.
interest, as a subscription to the capital stock
of the Cairo and Vincennes Railroad." An
election was duly had, at which 605 votes
were cast in favor of the subscription and
1 vote against. At a meeting of the council
on July 1st the vote was canvassed, and a
motion carried “that it be declared the wish
of the people that the said sum of $100,000
be so subscribed." On November 5, 1867, the
journal of the proceedings of the city council
contains this record:

"A proposition was received from the Cairo
and Vinccnnes Railroad Company, proposing
to purchase from the city of Cairo the $100,
000 capital stock of said company subscribed
by said city, accompanied by the following
contract for consideration, viz.:
‘124
“ ‘This contract, made and entered into by
and between the'city of Cairo, Illinois, party
of the ﬁrst part, and the Cairo and Vinccnnes
Railroad
Company , p ar ty of th e second part,
mmessem:

“ ‘That whereas, heretofore, to wit, on me
ﬁrst day of July, 1867, by a, vote of“),

electors of the city of Cairo, Illinois, at an
election held in said city, the mayor and
city council of Cairo were authorized to mm
a subscription of one hundred thousand dol.
lars to the capital stock of the Cairo and
Vlncennes Railroad Company, and to payior
said stock in bonds of the city of Cairo oi
the denomination of ﬁve hundred dollars,
with the bonds to run for twenty years, and
to bear interest at the rate of eight per can‘
tum, payable half yearly, on the ﬁrst days
of January and July of each year, in the city
of New York, said city oi’ Cairo being re
quired by the laws of this state to issue in
stallments of said bonds from time to time.
as assessments may be made upon said stock
by said railroad company:
“ ‘And whereas, the said railroad company
proposes to guaranty that work on said road

shall be commenced at Cairo within in
months from the date of this contract, and

that the construction of the rondhed, and lay
ing the track from Cairo northward, shall he
pushed with reasonable dispatch. and also to
release the city of Cairo from the obligation
to issue any part of said bonds until sold rail
road shall be built from Cairo to the bounda
ry line between Alexander and Pulaski coun
ties. and also to purchase of the dty of Cal
to the stock to be issued to said city upon the

delivering of the city bonds aforesaid: Iii!
therefore hereby stipulated and agreed, b,‘
and between the parties aforesaid, as loi
lows:
“ ‘Article 1. The party of the second part

agrees that work on said road shall be com
menced at Cairo within six months 01 the
date of this contract, and that the construe
tion of the roadbed and laying of the track
from Cairo northward hall be pushed will
reasonable dispatch.
“ ‘Art. 2. The party of the second will

agrees that. instead of the city of calm i’
suing bonds in payment for stock 1119011 4"’
sessments made from time to time by sump.

sue
railroad
ﬁfty company,
thousand the
dollars
city ofof holidli'and
Cairo 5111111 dc‘
liver the same to said company in Puma!“
for stock, when the track of said road Sim“
have been laid to the boundary 11119 “time:
the counties of Alexander and Pulaski, ﬁll
cars shall have run thereon; and the 5“;
city shall issue ﬁfty thousand dollars of bond“
as aforesaid, and deliver the Slime m the

company in payment for stock, when ,d
track of said company shall have been in;

and cars shall have run thereon, mm to
city of Cairo, through Pulaski 001mm
the boundary line between that county an
Johnson
Illinois.
" ‘Art. coun
3. Tltiye , party
of the ﬁrst part hertz!r

agrees to issue the ﬁﬁ’y thousand domiifor
bonds of the city of Cairo in palm”

ﬁfty thousand dollars of stock of said

and Viucennes Railroad Company’ Tine“,
liver said bonds to said comps-"5' w 9“
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the railroad track of said company shall be

laid from Cairo to the boundary line be
tween Alexander and Pulaski counties, and
ears shall have run thereon; and also to is
sue ﬁfty thousand dollars of said bonds in

payment for stock as aforesaid. and de
liver the same to said company whenever
the railroad track of said company shall have
been laid from the city of Cairo to the
boundary line between Pulaski and Johnson
counties, and cars shall have run thereon.
“ ‘Art. 4. And whereas, the early construc
tion of said road is of vast importance to
the city of Cairo, therefore, in considera
tion of the stipulations made by the party
of the second part in articles ﬁrst and second
of this contract, and in consideration of the
sum of ﬁve thousand dollars to be paid by
the said party of the second part as herein
after stated, the party of the ﬁrst part here
by agrees to sell and transfer to said party
of the second part the one hundred thousand
dollars stock of said railroad company, to be
issued to the city of Cairo, Illinois, in pay
ment for one hundred thousand city bonds,
at and for the sum of ﬁve thousand dollars,
as follows: When ﬁfty thousand dollars of
the stock of said company shall be issued to
the city of Cairo, the party of the ﬁrst part
agrees to transfer and assign the same to
sthe party of the second part on payment of
_, twenty-ﬁve hundred dollars in Cairo city
' bonds‘ and, when the ﬁfty thousand dollars
of the stock of said company shall be issued
as aforesaid, the party of the ﬁrst part agrees
to transfer and assign the same to the party
of the second part on payment of twenty-ﬁve
hundred dollars in Cairo city bonds.‘

"Alderman Baker then offered the follow

._ <-_ —¢"=~i‘tI l‘.=‘

ing resolution, viz.:
" ‘Resolved, that the contract between the
city of Cairo and the Cairo and Vincennes
Railroad Company this evening laid before
the city council by the president of said com
pany be, and the same is hereby, approved,
ratiﬁed, and conﬁrmed by the city council of
the city of Cairo, and that the proper city of
ﬁcers be, and are hereby, authorized, em
powered, and instructed to sign. seal. and ex
ecute said contract for and in behalf of the

city.‘
"Alderman Vincent moved that said reso
lutions be adopted, which motion was carried

by the following vote, viz.:
"Ayes:

“léni

Baker, Haliiday, Hamilton, Lans

Redman,

ebb.
"Nays:

Rittenhouse,

Vincent,

and

None."
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provided that the stock, amounting to $100,
000, to be issued by the Cairo and Vincennes
Railroad Company to the city for the sub
scription of that amount, should be sold by
the city to the said company upon certain
conditions as expressed in said contract; and
whereas, it is understood that said company
are willing to extend the time for the issue
of said bonds and the commencement of the
payment of interest on the same: There
fore,
"Be it ordained by the city council of the

city of Cairo:

h

“Section 1. That the mayor of the city be,N
and is hereby,‘authorized and instructed to:
subscribe on behalf of the city of Cairo to
the capital stock of the Cairo and Vincennes
Railroad Company in the sum of one hun
dred thousand dollars, said subscription to be
payable in bonds of the city, as hereinafter
provided for; that the mayor, city clerk,
and city comptroller be, and they are here
by, authorized and instructed to have pre
pared, and to sign and seal, bonds of the
city to the amount of one hundred thousand

dollars, to be issued to said railroad com
pany, said bonds to be in such sums as the
said company may desire, to bear interest at
the rate of 8 per cent. per annum, and to be
payable twenty years after the date thereof,
with coupons attached for the payment of
the interest semiannually on the same; that
the mayor is hereby authorized and instruct
ed to take charge of said bonds when pre
pared and signed, sealed, and ready for de
livery, and is authorized and instructed to de
liver the same to some responsible bank
ing, loan, or trust company, trustee or trus
tees, located or residing in the city of New
York, or elsewhere, as may be agreed upon
by him and said railroad company, said bonds

to be held by said banking, loan, or trust
company, trustee or trustees, in escrow, and
to deliver up to the said Cairo and Vincennes
Railroad Company when the said Cairo and

Vincennes

railroad has been

constructed

~—that is to say, has been put in good, ordina
ry running order—from the city of Cairo,
Illinois, to the city of Vincennes, Indiana, and
the cars shall have run thereon, and not
before, provided work on said road shall be
resumed by or before October lst next, and
said road shall be ﬁnished by or before the
ﬁrst day of August, 1873, and provided, also,
that the interest seeming on said bonds pre

vious to their delivery to said railroad com
pany shall not inure to the beneﬁt of said
railroad company, but the coupons for all

accrued interest shall be detached from said
On July 22, 1871, this ordinance was passed:
"An ordinance to authorize the subscription

of $100,000 to the Cairo and "incennes
Railroad Company, and for other pur
poses.
"Whereas, by an agreement entered into

between the Cairo and Vincennes Railroad
Company and the city of Cairo, and approved

by the City council November 25, 1867, it is

bonds previous to their delivery to said rail
road company, and be returned to said city
of Cairo, so that interest shall not be paid
or accrued to said railroad company before
the time when said company shall be enti
tled to receive said bonds according to the
condition herein expressed.
Go

“See. 2. It shall be, and it is hereby, modes:
the duty of the'banking, loan, or trust com-
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pany or trustees which shall be chosen or se
lected to hold such bonds, as hereinbefore
provided, to deliver up the said bonds to said
railroad company upon the said company's
issuing to said city and delivering to said
trustee one hundred thousand ($100,000) dol
lars of paidalp stock in said railroad com
pany, which said stock the said trustee is
hereby authorized and directed to sell to
said railroad company for ﬁve thousand dol
lars ($5,000) of Cairo city bonds, so as there
by to carry out the provisions of the agree
ment entered into November 25, 1867, by and
between said city and railroad company.
“Approved July 22, 1871.
“John M. Lansden, Mayor.
"Attest: M. J. Howley, Clerk."
On January 6, 1873, these proceedings were
had:
"The ﬁnance committee also reported that
they had received from A. B. Saﬂord, trustee,
ﬂve bonds numbered from 96 to 100, inclusive,
for $1,000 each, issued in favor of Cairo and
Vincennes Railroad Company, and also 100
coupons detached from said bonds before be
ing transferred to said railroad company.
The committee reported that they had de
stroyed said bonds by burning, and asked that
their action be approved.
“Alderman Sailord moved that said report
be received, and the action of the committee
sanctioned. Carried.
“A communication was read from A. B.
Saﬂord, trustee, stating that he had, on the
4th day of December, delivered to the Cairo
and Vincennes Railroad Company one hun
dred thousand dollars in bonds of the city of
Cairo. from which he previously detached all
the January, 1873, coupons, (subject to the
order of the city;) that in return he received
from said railroad company (a certiﬁcate) for
one hundred thousand dollars paid-up stock
of said company; and in accordance with the
provisions of ordinance 119, approved July
22, 1871, he had transferred said stock to said
railroad company, and received from said
company therefor ﬁve thousand dollars in
:“said bonds. Said trustee further stated in his
“communication that as he had detached all

S‘the January 1, 1873, coupons, the‘company is
entitled to sixteen days’ interest, amounting

to $337.82.
“Accompanyhlg said communication was a
copy of a receipt of Councilman Wood, chair
man of the ﬁnance committee, for said ﬁve
thousand dollars in bonds and for said de
tached coupons, a copy of a receipt of the
Cairo and Vincennes Railroad Company, by
Edward F. Winslow, attorney in fact, for said
one hundred thousand dollars in bonds, and
also a. copy of a sworn certiﬁcate of E. F.
Winslow, of the ﬁrm of Winslow & Wilson,
and Charles 0. Wood, to the eﬂect that on
the 13th day of December, 1872, a. through

@111 Passed over the Cairo and Vincennes
railroad from the city of Vincennes to the end
of the track at Cairo."

On December 14, 1872, the mayor of the

city furnished to the auditor of the state of
Illinois the following certiﬁcate of registra
tion:
“Certiﬁcate of Registration.
“State of lllinois, County of Alexander.
“City of Cairo, December 14th, 1872.
“To the Auditor of Public Accounts of the
State of Illinois—Sir: I hereby certify that
the following described bonds are entitled to
registration in your oﬂlce under the provisions
of the not entitled ‘An act to fund and pro
ride for paying the railroad debts of counties,
townships, cities, and towns.’ in force April
16, 1869, the bonds being numbered from No.
1 to No. 95, inclusive, for $1,000 each, dated
July 1st, 1872, and payable July lst, 1392,
being in all 95 bonds, and amounting to $95.
000, and bearing interest at the rate of eight
per cent. per annum, payable semiannually on
the ﬁrst days of January and July. These
bonds are issued by the city of Cairo. in the
county of Alexander and state of Illinois. to
the Cairo and Vincennes Railroad Company.
under and by authority of the provisions oi
‘An act to incorporate the Cairo and linear
nes Railroad Company,’ approved March
6th, A. D. 1867, and the general not of the
legislature of this state for subscriptionsof

stock, etc., in railroad companies. anpwwi

'

‘

1

l

November 6th, 1849, and by a vote of the:

1

people of said city of Cairo at an eiection'held-

i

on the ﬁrst day of July, A. D. 1867; and
I, as the mayor of said city of Cairo, do hue
by certify that all the preliminary condition!

l
1
i

in the act ‘in force April 16th, 1869,’ reﬁllmad
to be done to authorize the registration at

1

these bonds and to entitle them to the We

,

tits of said act last referred to, have been

fully complied with, to the best of in! WW1‘
edge and belief.

"John M. Lansden,_
“Mayor of the City of Cairov lillllow

“Subscribed and sworn to by the said Jill;
M. Lunsden, mayor, etc, before me till“
day of December, A. D. 1872.

"[Seal]

1
n

H. H. Candee, Notary Public

The bonds were, with the indorsementn, ill
the following form:

1

1

‘

C

“Bonds of City of Cairo.
“United States of America
"(Number —.)

(51900‘)

“Bond of the City of Cairo, State of Ilihwh

f

Issued in Payment of Stock in the Calm
and Vincennes Railroad Compﬂuy
city
“Know
of Cairo,
all men
in the
bycounty
these presents,
of Alexamlt‘llglted

state of Illinois, acknowledges ltselfvllldl2 es
and ﬁrmly bound to the Cairo and i'illcaggu'

1

Railroad Company in the sum of one Cam

_

sand dollars, which sum the said my °fd ‘rm.

5

promises to pay to the said Cairo 1111
cennes Railroad
Gompﬁnlgvani
bearer, at the $1,000 Naﬂzln MN"
of Commerce in
the .W p er

I
‘

York. on the ﬁrst day 0! Juli’. 139-)‘ mew

A
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with interest thereon from the ﬁrst day of

July, 1872, at the rate of eight per cent. per
annum, which interest shall be payable semi
annually on the ﬁrst days of January and
July in each year, on the presentation and
delivery at said National Bank of Commerce,
New York, of the coupons of interest hereto
attached.
“This bond is issued in pursuance of an or
dinance passed by the city council of said
city of Cairo, and authorized by a vote of the
citizens of said city, and in accordance with

S the laws of the state of Illinois.
3‘ ' “In testimony whereof the said city of Cairo

contracts made by towns, cities, and coun
ties, into, through, or near which the Cairo
and Vincennes railroad shall run, whereby.
as an inducement for the construction of
said railroad, such towns, cities, and coun
ties agreed, upon the completion of certain
portions of said railroad, to sell to the said
company, at a. nominal price, the stock or
said company which such towns, cities, or
counties, by a vote of their electors, had
therotofore subscribed and agreed to issue
bonds in payment thereof, thereby in effect
agreeing to make a donation to said com

pany of certain amounts of the bonds of
-_‘-.;n'.:An'ﬁtrviéﬂ'il ﬂ

has executed this bond by the mayor, city
clerk, and city comptroller thereof signing
their names under the ordinance authorizing
the same, and aﬂixing the seal of said city,
at said city of Cairo, on the 1st day of July,

such towns, cities, or counties, as an in
ducement for the construction of said rail
road, are hereby declared to be valid and

A. D. 1872.
good faith, by the same; and all orders and
notices 01' election, and elections and returns
of such elections, in respect to such sub
scriptions of stock to said company, in any
such towns, cities, and counties, are hereby
declared to be valid and binding upon such
towns, cities, and counties."

"J. M. Lansden, Mayor.

“E. A. Burnett, City Comptroller.
“M. J’. Howley, City Clerk.

"[City of Cairo SealJ"
lndorsement on above bond:
“Auditor's Oﬂice, Illinois.
"I, Charles E. Lippincott, auditor of pub
lic accounts of the state of Illinois, do here
by certify that the within bond has been
registered in this office this day, pursuant
to the provisions of an act entitled ‘An act
to fund and provide for paying the rail
road debts of counties, townships, cities,
and towns.’ in force April 16, 1869.
“In testimony whereof I have hereunto
subscribed my name, and aﬂixed the seal
of my oiﬂce, the day and year aforesaid.
“[Seal.] 0. E. Lippincott, Auditor P. A."
The coupons attached were in the or
dinary form of such instruments, being

Simply an acknowledgment of so much due
at a given date, for interest on the bond.

The statutes and constitutional provisions
bearing upon the question are the following:
First. The act incorporating the Cairo &
Vincennes Railroad Company, passed March

6, 1867, (2 Priv. Laws 111. 1867, p. 558,)
the tenth section of which authorized towns,
cities, or counties, through or near which
the railroad should pass, to subscribe for

Fourth. An act approved April 16, 1869, to
fund and provide for paying the railroad
debts of counties, townships, cities, and
towns. Pub. Laws, 111. 1869, p. 316. That
act authorized the registering of bonds by

the state auditor.

Section 7 forbade the

registry, unless the debt was authorized by
a majority of the legal votes cast at an
election duly held, and until the railroad
aided had been completed, and cars run
thereon, and all conditions prescribed in
the subscription had been fully complied
with. It then continued as follows: “And
the presiding judge of the county court, or
the supervisor of the township, or the chief
executive oﬂicer of the city or town, that
shall have issued bonds to any railway or
railways, immediately upon the completion
of the same near to, into, or through suchgg
county, township, city, or to\vn,'as
111115’?
have been agreed upon, and the running
of the cars thereon, shall certify under
oath that all the preliminary conditions in
this act required to be done to authorize
the registration of such bonds, and to en

and take stock in the company, and issue

title them to the beneﬁts of this act, have

bonds in payment for such stock of $500
each, and required, as a condition of such
subscription, a majority of the legal votes
cast at an election held upon the question.
Second. The general railroad law of No
“vemher 6, 1849, (Laws 111. 1849, 2d Sess.

been complied with, and shall transmit the

:D- 33.) authorizing cities and counties to
‘subscribe for stock in'railroad
companies,
and to pay for such stock in bonds.
Third.

An act passed February 9, 1869, amending
the act incorporating the Cairo & Vincennes

Railroad Company, (3 Priv. Laws, Ill. 1869,
f- 259.) the third section of which is as fol
ows:
"Sec 3. Be it further enacted, that all

same to the suite auditor, with a statement
of the date, amount, number, maturity, and
rate of interest of such bonds, and to what
company and under what law issued, and
thereupon the said bonds shall be subject
to registration by the state auditor as is
hereinbcfore provided."
Fifth. These sec
tions of the constitution of 1870:
“No county, city or town, township, or
other municipality shall ever become sui»
scriber to the capital stock of any rail
road or private corporation, or make dona

tion to or loan its credit in aid of such
corporation: provided, however, that the
adoption of this article shall not be con
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strued as aﬂecting the right of any such
municipality to make such subscriptions
where the some have been authorized, un
der existing laws, by a vote of the people
of such municipalities prior to such adop

tion."

1 Starr & G. St, 167.

Article 9, Section 12.
"No county, city, township, school district,
or other municipal corporation shall be al
lowed to become indebted in any manner,
or for any purpose, to an amount, includ
ing existing indebtedness, in the aggregate
exceeding ﬁve per centum on the value of
the taxable property therein, to be ascer
tained by the last assessment for state and
county taxes previous to the incurring or
such indebtedness. Any county, city, school
district, or other municipal corporation in
curring any indebtedness as aforesaid shall,
before or at the time of doing so, provide
for the collection of a direct annual tax
suﬂicient to pay the interest on such debt
as it falls due, and also to pay and dis
charge the principal thereof within twenty
years from the time of contracting the
same. This section shall not be construed
to prevent any county, city, township, school
‘134
district, or other municipal corporation from
issuing their bonds'in compliance with any
vote of the people which may have been
had prior to the adoption of this constitu
tion, in pursuance of any law providing

therefor."

1 Starr & 0. St. 153.
Schedule.

ceived was immediately thereafter sold to
the company for $5,000 of the city bonds,
a portion of the bonds thus issued and
that this sale was in pursuance of an agree
ment made by the city long prior to the
execution of the bonds; and it is urged
that the form of the transaction must
be ignored; that the resultant fact is
that the company has $95,000 of the city
bonds, and the city nothing; and that thus
substantially there was a donation of $95,
000 01' bonds. But the result does not de
termine the true nature of the transaction.
The same result would have followed It
the city had given away the stock to I.
third party. The fact is that the city issued
its $100,000 of bonds, and received its
$100,000 of stock; and the wrong, if any
there were, on the part of the council, was
not in carrying out the subscription as di
rected by the vote of the people, both
wrongfully disposing of the stock received.
But surely a wrong in that matter does
not affect the question of the validity of
the bonds, nor can it be presented as a do
tense against one who has purchased in
good faith the bonds thus issued. In the
case of Commissioners v. Real, 113 U. S.
227, 5 Sup. Ct. Rep. 433, it appeared that
after bonds had been voted by the county.
at an election held on September 131%
the county board, on November 5th, posed
an order directing a subscription in accord

ance with the terms of the vote, and also
"that the stock above subscribed for layI

"That no inconvenience may arise from
the alterations and amendments made in
the constitution of this state, and to carry
the same into complete effect, it is hereby

ordained and declared:
“Section 1. That all laws in force at the
adoption of this constitution, not inconsist
ent therewith, and all rights, actions, prose
cutions, claims, and contracts of this state,
individuals, or bodies corporate, shall con
tinue to be as valid as if this constitution
had not been adopted." 1 Starr 8: C. St.

168.
W. B. Gilbert, for plaintiff in error.
Geo. A. Sanders, for defendant in error.
b
0)
F1

0

‘Mr. Justice BREWER, after stating the
facts in the foregoing language, delivered
the opinion of the court.
It is insisted that these bonds were void
because issued after the restrictive pro
visions of the constitution of 1870 had come
into effect, and that they were in fact a. mere
donation, and the only authority given by the
people prior to the constitution of 1870
was to issue bonds in payment of a sub
scription. This contention cannot be sus
tained. There was a vote authorizing a sub
sei'iption. The bonds were issued by the
city, and received by the company in pay
ment of a subscription, and stock for an
equal amount was issued by the company
to the city. It is true the stock thus re

this board in behalf of Anderson county is:
hereby sold and transferred, for and in'colw

sideration of the sum of one dollar. the

receipt whereof is hereby acknowledlei i°
James F. Joy, president of said railroad
company, and the chairman of this board "
authorized to sign a transfer of said stockio

said James F. Joy, and to assign the 09m‘
cute for said stock issued to Anderson conn

ty by said railroad company’ and “7 “um”
ize in such assignment the necessary mm
for of said stock on the books of 8815 cm

pany;" and it was averted that this @115!“
thus ordered was for the beneﬁt of "19
railroad company.

In reference to this, Mi

Justice Blatchford. speaking for the an“
observed, (page 240, 113 U. 8-. and 1W4”
5 Sup. Ct. Rep. :) "When the bonds were (it

livered
complete,
to and
the the
company
bonds,the
as they
transaction
1mm
passed to bona ﬁde holders, passed free mg“.

any impairment by reason of an)’ (mung I?)
the board with the stock subscribed fol‘ _
which the county became entitled by 1:190’!

suing and delivery of the bonds Thin w
may have committed an improper a“ PM

ing with the stock, but that 18 ‘1° “Me i
a bona ﬁde holder of the bonds or Iwillli‘lfgt

And in Maxcy v. Williamson Go. 71 MM
it appeared, as here. that “her 8-3009") till

authorizing a subscript!” 0‘ 5100‘

mm

stock of a railroad comllﬂny' "16mm,
court entered into an agreement to
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$100,000 of stock to the railroad company
for $5,000, a transaction, it will be perceived,

precisely like the one before us. The valid
‘!'=.- 2»a.=- w~
Ii

ity of me bonds thus issued in payment of
this subscription was thereafter challenged
in a suit by taxpayers to restrain the collec
tion of taxes levied to pay the interest there
on. Their validity was sustained, and, in re—
spect to this transfer of the stock, the court
(on page 212) says: "We fail to perceive
how the sale of the certiﬁcate of stock to
the company for $5,000 can in any manner

aﬂect the rights of the holders of the bonds

s idéias us s as an-=

of the county. It surely is not intended to
he insisted that because the coimty has, by
any means, lost the consideration it received
for the bonds, innocent holders, who had
nothing whatever to do with the sale of the

certiﬁcate, must lose their bonds."
It is said that a different rule has since
been established in Illinois, and the cases
of Choisser v. People, 140 Ill. 21, W N. E.

hep. 646, and of Post v. Pulaski 00., de
Fcided by the drcuit'court of appeals for the
seventh circuit, 9 U. S. App. 1, 1 0. C. A.
405, 49 Fed. Rep. 628, are cited. But, even
if this were so, it was not established until
long after the plaintiff had purchased these

bonds, and he would doubtless be entitled

~‘g-R‘QE-Z;_ lia“E-'i e: ;q

to claim the benefit of the rule existing
when he made his purchase; and the facts
as they appear in these two cases are sub
stantially unlike those in the case before us.
Thus, in Choisser v. People, the vote to
subscribe $100,000 of stock was on October
5, 1867, and on November 28th following
an agreement was entered into between the
company and the county court. acting on be
half of the county, that $100,000 in stock

should he issued, but that the stock should
be reﬁned back to the company for the
sum of $5,000, payable on the redelivery

to the city of that amount of county bonds.
When the bonds came to be issued, the
record made by the county court recited

that the $100,000 of the capital stock should
be sold back to the company for $5,000 of
county bonds, "thereby making a payment

of $95,000 of Saline county bonds to said
company as a donation;" and no stock was
in fact issued by the company or "e
oeived by the county, and only $95000 of

bonds were issued by the county or delivered
to the company. In short, the parties to
the transaction treated it as though it was
a donation of $95,000 of bonds. and it was

this transaction which was condemned as
unauthorized by a vote prior to the consti
tution. Yet, even in that case, the court
was careful to limit its decision to a case

in which only the rights of the railroad
company, the party receiving this $95,000
0! bonds, were concerned, for it says: “The
0111!’ presumption arising from these facts
is that said bonds are still in the hands of
1110

railroad

company,

and

no

question,

therefore, is presented as to how far the
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alleged invalidity of said bonds would be
affected by those conclusive presumptlons
which the law raises for the protection of
bona. ﬁde holders of commercial paper.
' ' ' Nothing is before us except the
mere question of the legality of these bonds,
as between the county and the railroad com~
pany, the original parties thereto." And the
case in the circuit court of appeals is simply
a counterpart of the case in the supreme
140

court.
‘But the case before us is entirely differout. The parties did not treat it as a done.
tion. The city isued the full amount of
$100,000 in bonds, and the company issued a.
certidmte for $100,000 of stock, and, until
the receipt of this certiﬁcate, no sale had
been made of it. All that the record shows
was an agreement on the part of the city
to sell at a named price. Nowhere is it
shown that the company agreed absolutely
to purchase. It was, until after the receipt
of the stock, an unaccepted offer on the
part of the city. No contract was signed
by the company. All we have are the re
citals of the record of the city. Of course,
such recitals do not bind the company.
Thus, on November 5, 1867, it is said that a
proposition was received from the company
to purchase the stock. What that proposi

tion was is not disclosed. It is stated that
it is accompanied by a. contract, tendered
to the city for consideration, which contract
also recites that the company proposes to
purchase. That contract nowhere binds the
company to purchase, but does bind the
city to sell on payment of $5,000 in Cairo
city bonds. So, in the proceedings of July
21, 1871, while there is a recital of the
making of an agreement for the sale of the
stock, yet such recital did not bind the
company; and, if the contract referred to
was that copied into the record of Novem~
ber, 1867, it contained nothing binding the
company; and the second section of the
ordinance then passed (the ﬁrst section hav
ing provided for placing the bonds in es

crow) made it the duty of the trustee hold
ing these bonds in escrow to deliver them
to the company upon its issuing to the city,
and delivering to him, $100,000 of its paid
up stock, and then authorized and directed
him to sell such stock to the company for
$5,000 of Cairo city bonds. But nowhere
in this or any other of the ordinances or
agreements in evidence is there any prom
ise on the part of the company to take
$05,000 in city bonds, and release the city
from all obligations growing out of the sub
scription. On the contrary, so far as is (its
closed, when the trustee delivered the $100,
000 in bonds, and received the $100,000
in stock, there was nothing existing any
obligation on the company to repurchase its _
stock, or to return to the city any portion of z

‘the bonds. The city had offered to sell,.
but it had not agreed to buy.

It could have
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stopped with the receipt of the $100,000
of bonds, and left the city to do what it
pleased with the stock.
There is therefore not presented the case of
an ignoring of the fact or terms of a sub
scription. Everything authorized by the vote
of the people was done, and fully done, and
whatever wrong may have been committed
by the city council in its proffer of sale and
subsequent sale of the stock could not vitiate
the bonds after they had passed into the
hands of a bona ﬁde holder.
But, further: The bonds on their face show
that they were issued in payment of stock in
the railroad company, and recite that they
were issued in pursuance of an ordinance of
the city council, and authorized by a vote of
the citizens, and in accordance with the laws
of the state; and they were duly registered
by the auditor of the state, and his certiﬁcate
or registry was indorsed on the back. It is
true that the recitals do not show when the
ordinance was passed, or the election held,
and do not refer, by title or otherwise, to the
particular statute granting the authority, and
the bonds were dated and issued after the
constitution of 1870 had come into force. It
is also true that the certiﬁcate of registry is
not conclusive that the bonds were issued in
full compliance with the terms and conditions
of a subscription. German Sav. Bank v.
Franklin 00., 128 U. S. 526, 540, 9 Sup. Ct.
Rep. 159.
But surely these recitals and this certiﬁcate
have signiﬁcance. It is unnecessary to aii'lrm
that the certificates are so “clear and un
ambiguous" (School Dist v. Stone, 106 U. S.
183, 187, 1 Sup. Ct. Rep. 84) as to estop the
city from showing that the bonds were issued
in violation or without authority of law, or
that they, in conjunction with the certiﬁcate,
foreclose all possible defenses. But when the
law of the state provides for registry of
municipal bonds, and a certiﬁcate thereof,
such certiﬁcate should be held as sufficient
evidence to a purchaser of the existence of
those facts upon which alone bonds can be
registered. If the plaintiﬂ in this case, not
: resting upon the mere terms of the certiﬁcate,
. had examined the records of the’ auditor's
oﬂice, he would have found there the certiﬁ
cate, under oath, of the mayor of the city,
of me election, its date, and facts necessary
to warrant the issue of the bonds, such otﬁcer
being the one named in the statute as the
one to furnish to the auditor the evidence
necessary to justify the registry. Can it be
that a purchaser, with this evidence before

him, is not protected by the statement upon
the face of the bonds that they were issued

tion? It will be borne in mind that it is not
a matter of law, but of fact, in respect to
which an estoppel is urged against the city
by virtue of the recitals and the fact of reg‘
istry. But it is unnecessary to pursue this
line of thought further. We are of opinion
that the bonds were properly held valid in
the hands of a. bona ﬁde holder.
It is ﬁnally objected that the court erred
in allowing interest on the coupons. The;
were made payable in New York, and, as
such, drew interest according to the laws oi
New York. Pana v. Bowler, 107 U. S. 5'11,
546, 2 Sup. Ct. Rep. 704; Walnut v. Wade,
103 U. S. 683, 696. Counsel, not qutstioning
the fact that such have been the frequent
rulings, insists that in this case, as found by
the court, the bonds were issued under the
law of 1849; that that does not authorize
speciﬁcally the issue of bonds payable out‘
side of the state; that in People v. 'l‘az/eweli
00., 22 D1. 147, it was decided that “counil-s
and municipal corporations, unless specially
authorized by legislative enactment, have no
power to make their indebtedness payable at
any other place than at their treasury,"—e
decision reaiﬁrmed in Johnson v. County of
Stark, % 111. 75, 91, and adhered to in Sher
lock v. Winnetka, 68 111. 530.
We do not understand the ﬁndings of the
court in the manner claimed. The ﬁndingis
simply that the bonds are of the denomina
tion of $1,000 each, as authorized under and
by the law of 1849, and not of the denomina-a
tion of $500 each, as required by the charter}
of the railroad company. But thereds nod-

ing in the nature of things preventing the
city from exercising all the powers conferred
by two or more acts, where the acts do not

involve in and of themselves substantial coli
tradictions. it is not a vital matter whether

the bonds should be of $500 or $1.000 W1“;
and, as the charter of the raih'oud oompmi
expressly authorized the issue of bond! W‘
able in the city of New York, we see no rea
son why such stipulation could not be 11*

corporated into a bond of the dcnorniII-iiimi
of $1,000, and the certiﬁcate of the mm! m

the auditor is that the bonds were is‘iled
under the authority of both acts. Knox Co

v. Ninth Nat. Bank, 147 U. s. 91.13 51W- 0’
Rep. 267. Indeed, counsel refers to thehlg

of 1357, (Pub. Laws m., 1857, n- 38') ll‘
provides that, “where any contract “SS
shall be made in this state, ' ' ' It I o!
and may be lawful to make the 11mm!" of

Principal and interest or such wllmctmq
loan payable in any other state or tell;
of the United States." If that statute is?
lllicable, then of course it is ‘mm em‘.

in Payment of a subscription? Is it his duty

whether the bonds were issued will“

to

general railroad law, or the act inooi'ilo

examine

all

the

proceedings,

to

see

whether that which was a subscription in the
ﬁrst instance was called a subscription all the

“fay through. and was named as a subscrip
non 1" the bonds, had not been transformed
by some action of the city council into a dona

the railroad company. But it is “mine

to consider this question at length- “ In,
tied rule in Illinois is that coupons w
terest after maturity. Harper '~ E1731!‘
581, 588; Humphreys v. Morton. 100
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Drury v. Wolfe, 134 111. 294, 297, 25 N. E. Rep.
620: Mortgage Co. v. Sperry, 138 U. S. 313,

340, 11 Sup. Ct. Rep. 321.
These are the only matters that we deem
essential to consider. We see no error in the
conclusions reached, and the judgment is
therefore afhrmed.
Mr. Justice GRAY did not hear the argu
ment, and takes no part in the decision of this

case.
=

(149 U. S. 411)

PATRICK v. BOWMAN.‘
(April 24, 1893.)
No. 157.
EQUITY—BALI Bs-rwssx PARTNERS—CONCEALMENT
—~BESCISSION.
1. One of two partners in a mining ven
tul'e declined to purchase the other's interest
for a speciﬁed consideration proposed by the lat
ter, but he subsequently wrote that he thought
he could ﬁnd a party who would take it; and
again, asking if the other would sell on the
same terms, and saying that he had found
such a party, although in fact he had made
no deﬁnite agreement to that effect with any
one. In the subsequent correspondence and
dealings, both parties treated the offer as if
made by the partner for his own beneﬁt. Held,
that he held himself out as the agent of an
unknown rincipal without authority to do so,
and that e was bound by his oifer to pur
chase. The Chief Justice and Mr. Justice Brew
er, dissenting. 36 Fed. Rep. 138, reversed.
2. Letters containing an offer to purchase
an interest in a mining venture were sent by
one partner in that enterprise addressed to the

eighths interest in the 001. Sellers and Ac
cident mines, at Leadville, 0010.. and for an
account of proﬁts received by Patrick from
that interest. The theory of the bill was that
Patrick had concealed from the plaintlil? the
discovery of ore in one of these mines in the
summer of 1882, and thereby induced him to
part with his interest at much less than its
value.
The facts of the case were substantially as
follows: In February, 1882, Bowman, then a
resident of St. Louis, Mo., and temporarily in
Leadville on legal business, as attorney of
William F. Patrick, was introduced by one
William H. Wilson, a mining promoter, to
one Stebbins, who, with others, owned two
adjacent mining claims in Leadville, known
as the l‘Col. Sellers" and "Accident” claims,

upon which no shaft had then been sunk to
mineral, and it was then unknown whether
the property had any value. The owners
were looking for some one who would sink a
shaft for a share in the property. Bowman,
at Stebbins' request, visited the property, was
pleased with it and its surroundings. and
soon afterwards asked Patrick to join him in
sinking the shaft. The result was that on
February 17, 1882, an agreement was entered
into between Stebbins and the other owners
of the mine upon one part, and Bowman and
Patrick upon the other, by which the latter
undertook, in consideration of an undivided
one~halt of the property, a deed of which
other at St. Louis, although the writer knew was deposited in escrow, to sink a shaft on n
that the other's address would be Bayﬁcld,
the property to limestone in place or bed;
is., where the letters were in fact received.
rock, if pay mineral‘ should not be sooner
and an acceptance immediately telegraphed by
found, and to obtain patents from the United
the recipient. The ﬁrst artner wrote, with
States to said property, and further agreed
wing his oiTer, before it had been received,
but the second partner testiﬁed that he had
to commence work in sinking the shaft with
never received the letter of withdrawal. In in 30 days from the date of the contract. It
a subsequent correspondence both parties treat
seems the mineral in that district lies in near
the contract as complete, except as to de
_ . Held, that the attempted withdrawal was ly horizontal bodies, at the contact between
invalid, and the contract complete, and could
porphyry and limestone; the porphyry be
be treated a such by the purchaser. The Chief
Justice and Mr. Justice Brewer, dissenting. 36 ing the overlying rock, and of varying thick
Fed
e . 138, reversed. Tayioe v. Insurance ness. The shaft was to be sunk through the
.,
ow.
. followed.
surface earth and gravel, known as “wash,"
and the porphyry. The indications are
generally apparent in the shaft, if there be
an ore body below, and it be near; the por
phyry becoming iron stained, and sometimes
small seams or stringers of mineral are found
in the porphyry leading to the mineral body
below.
Bowman and Patrick were, between them
an
r. Justice Brewer, dissenting. 36 Fed.
ell-I _ , reversed. Brooks v. Martin, 2 ‘Vail. selves, to be equal partners in the venture,
70. distinguished.
each paying half of the expenses. Patrick,
Appeal from the circuit court of the United living at Leadville, was to superintend the
States for the eastern district of Missouri. sinking of the shaft, and keep Bowman
:1 Reversed.
advised of all that should happen in the

a; _Ststement by Mr. Justice BROWN:
was a bill in equity originally ﬁled by

Bowman in the circuit court of St. Louis, and
subsequently removed to the circuit court of

the United States, against William F. Patrick
111111 James M. Patrick, to rescind a sale made

October 19, 1882, by Bowman to William F.
Patrick, his then partner, of a ﬁve forty
‘For dissenting opinion, see 13 Sup. Ct. Rep- 861

partnership venture. In March, 1892, and for
some time afterwards, Patrick was indebted
to Bowman for money advanced by him on

account of certain legal business then in
his charge. Bowman returned to St. Louis,
and did not meet Patrick again until June
19th, when they had a settlement, at which

Bowman exhibited a willingnem to sell out
his interest to Patrick. A correspondent»,I
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both by letter and telegram, began soon aft
or that date, which is fully set forth in the
opinion of the court, and which resulted in
a deed by Bowman of his entire interest in
the property.
Upon the hearing in the circuit court upon
pleadings and proofs, a. decree was entered
setting aside the sale, and adiudging that
William F. Patrick refund the sum of $57,
099.69, the amount of proﬁts received by
him on Bowman's interest to March 19, 1889,
the date of the final decree. 36 Fed. Rep.
138. From that decree, Patrick appealed
to this court.
0. 0. Parsons, for appellant.
for appellee.

iii. McGinnis,

.414

‘Mr. Justice BROWN, after stating the facts
in the foregoing language, delivered the opin
ion of the court.
This case turns upon the question whether
the correspondence between these parties
subsequent to the execution of the contract
of February 17, 1882, and the conduct of
Bowman in that connection, indicated a com
pleted understanding between them, prior to
the discovery of ore in paying quantities. that
Patrick was to purchase Bowman's interest.
The theory of the plaintiff in this connec
tion is that Patrick, being present on the
spot, and having the sole charge and man
agement of the sinking of the shaft, was
bound to keep the plaintiff advised of tire
progress of the work, and the prospects of
the mine, pending the negotiations for the
purchase of his interest, and that, having
failed to apprise him of the discovery of a
large body of ore on the 3lst of August, the
sale subsequently made was fraudulently pro
cured, and should be annulled. The defend
ants do not dispute the legal principle laid
down by this court in Brooks v. Martin, 2
Wall. 70.—that where one partner is present,
in sole charge of the business, while the
other is at a distance, in order to sustain
a sale of the absent partner‘s interest, it
must be made to appear that the price paid
approximates a fair consideration for the
thing purchased, and that all the informa
tion in the possession of the purchaser nee
essary to enable the seller to form a sound
judgment of the value of what he sells
should be communicated by the buyer to
him. Defendants, however, claim that the
parties had reached an understanding as to
terms and conditions of the sale before the
discovery of the ore, and that William 11‘.
Patrick was under no obligation to apprise
plaintiff of this fact; that. even if the plain
tiff had a right to rescind the sale, he did
not act with suﬂicient prompmess; and that
his failure for four years to institute these

proceedings should debar him from a recov
ery.
The nature of the defense in this case re
quires a statement somewhat in detail oi.’ the

succession of events following the contract

of February 17, 1882, and of the correspond
ence between the parties. Bowman seem:

to have left Leadville' the day following up}
execution of the contract with the under.
standing that Patrick should remain them,
and superintend the opening of the 511m
—ln short, that he should be the resident part
nor of the enterprise. He and Bowman wen1
each to contribute one half, and to have an
equal interest in the venture. On March
25th, Bowman sold to James M. Patrick.
brother of the defendant, William R. one
third of his half interest, in consideration
of Patrick paying one third of Bowman‘s
share of the cost of sinking the shaft; Bow
man agreeing to make all necessary ni
vances for the ﬁrst year, and Patrick agree
ing to repay him the sums so advanced.
Bowman did not return to Denver until ear
ly in May, having in the mean time received
several letters from William F. Patrick, gin
ing a general idea of the progress of the
work. and of certain lltigaﬂon connected with
the property.
At this time VViison claimed that he had in—
troduced Bowman to Stebbins. and hid
been instrumental in procuring for Bowman
the contract for an interest in the property.
and that, in fairness. Bowman should let
him have a share in this contract Bowman
assented to this, and asigned to Wilson-1

one fourth interest. At this visit. too. 8 59!‘
tlement seems to have been had, in which it
was agreed that Bowman would owe Patrick
$288.70 if Wilson paid his assessment. and

$465 if he did not; and, as Patrick says. "the
understanding between Mr. Bowman and m!

self was that I was to draw for either$465
or $288.70." Wilson's time to pay would

expire May 18th. On May 1301. Pﬂmck
drew on Bowman for $465. This draft W
presented for payment on May 15th. “W
Bowman telegraphed to Patrick: “MW
know Wilson's conclusion. Rebates not s1!

isfactory.

Answer at once."—lwd °11| the

same day wrote to Patrick as follows: ‘Wu'
son made a claim ' ' ' for an liner?“

in the 001. Sellers and Accident I yielded
to his request. ' ' ' He named the in‘
terest. and promised his share of the will;
ey. You were to collect of him. of time“ '
claim for nonpayment. Your brother‘: :2:

terest I agreed to carry. and am “mm”. ‘
but now you draw on me witlwilt conecugf
of Wilson, or securing his relinquish“; e3
This much I expected you to do. 1 n1:

‘telegraphed you, but can get no answer‘

leave in an hour for Chic-"18¢"

June

The parties did not meet again ‘mm m
19th,
over the
when
Col.
Patrick
Sellerswent
matters.
to SLand
Louis
I" “if
mls w
terview they had a settlement of meow
counts up to May 8th. in which a ham {0.

$288.69 was found due mm BOW?‘- m
which he gave his note to Patrick. “
.
it discounted at once for its face. Jam

$288.69. the sum of 3245-75 was “Eh Bow.

Patrick's share of the expenses. Wm
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man was to advance for him, and for which

amount James soon afterwards gave his note

the
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to Bowman.
In the mean time and on May 11th, Wilson
had assigned his interest to John Livezey.
These assignments to James Patrick and Wil
son left Bowman the owner of ten forty
eighths of the contract, or ﬁve forty-eighths
of the entire property, which was the interest
he subsequently conveyed to William F.
Patrick. Up to the time of this interview of
June 19th, nothing, apparently, had been
said with reference to a sale. But at the

time of this settlement it seems that Bow
man, who appeared despondent, suggested to
Patrick that he thought he only ought to do
a little work every 10 days as speciﬁed in the
contract, to prevent its becoming forfeited,

and that that would keep it alive. Patrick

he was going to leave in a few days for
Bayﬁeld, Wis, and gave him that as his
post oﬂice address during the summer. Pat
lick started back for Leadville that evening,
and on arriving at Denver wrote Bowman at

St Louis, under date of June 22d, as follows:

iii
_.-_= ‘=.§‘.— =ikE

Proposition was dependent

upon immediate acceptance in St. Louis.
See my letter of ﬁfth." Bowman must
have gone to St. Paul on this or the following
day, since on July 16th he wrote Patrick the
following letter: "When I came out of the
woods I found your letter of June 22d wait
ing my answer, and I telegraphed you on the
same day, accepting your proposition to
surrender to you all my remaining interest
in the property adjoining the A. Y. on your
surrendering my note; and, on a. perusal of
your subsequent letters received here at SI.
Paul today, I learn that is your wish. I
do not complain of it. My judgment dlﬂ'ers
from yours as to the course to pursue, and
I should not stand in your way, and will not.
If you wish any papers signed, send, and I

will sign them. My address is Bayﬁeld,
says: “He made me a proposition at that
time, as I remember, after I secured this
note, if I would surrender the note he would
surrender all his right, title, and interest
under that contract to me; and I told him at
the time that I had about all that I could
carry, and I didn’t think I could afford to
take it, but thought I knew a man out west
who I thought would take it, and that on my
return I would speak to him in regard to it."

At this interview, Bowman told him that
rill

once too late.

"In regard to your interest in the 001.
Sellers, I think I know a man who will pay
l‘the note you gave me, $288.69, and take
‘your interest off your hands, and let me go
0 right ahead with the work, which I would
very much like to do. If you are willing to
let it go on these terms, which is the same
proposition you made me in your oﬂice,
please telegraph me immediately and I will

try and make the arrangement."
On June 27th he wrote another letter in
the following terms: “I would also like to
have an answer with regard to the proposi
tion I made you about the Col. Sellers—to
return you your note, and forfeit your share.
in the contract. There is a party here who
will take it." On the following day, June

28th, he wrote still another letter, to this
eﬂ'ect: "Please let me know what we are
to do in this new complication,

and also

about the Col. Sellers, as I am anxious to
continue work on that property, and

what

is

there." These

letters

were

see

all

addressed to St. Louis, and were forwarded

t0 Bayﬁeld, Wis, and, as Bowman was then
111 the woods, he did not receive either of
them until the 13th of July, when he re
solved the one of June 22d, and at once

t‘~‘191;I‘€1ph0d to Patrick: "Yours of June 22

Wis."

Before Bowman received Patrick's letters,
and telegraphed his reply, Patrick claims
that he wrote the following letter to Bow‘
man on July 5th, addressed, not to St. Louis

or to Bayﬂeld, but to St. Paul:
2
'“Leadville, July 5, 1882. Mr. Frank 1.3‘
Bowman, Merchants’ Hotel, St. Paul, Minn.—
Dear Sir: I send you a statement of all
amounts paid on the Col. Sellers contract
since our settlement, from which you will
see that the am't due from you thereon
is $952.32, for which am‘t I will draw on
you tomorrow. I wish to notify you and
hereby do so, that if the draft is not paid
that I will apply to Stebhins and Robinson
and their partners for a new contract in my
own name. I have consulted an attorney
here, and am satisﬁed that we are obliged to
continue the work in order to comply with
our contract, and that your plan of doing a
little work every ten days would not be
acting according to its letter or spirit, and
would cause a forfeiture of the contract,
and loss of the am’t we have spent in sink
ing the ﬁrst 100 feet. The same attorney
also tells me that under our contract, if you
do not pay your proportion when called
upon, you forfeit your rights under said con~

tract. I want to deal fairly with you, and
will tell you that in my opinion the shaft,
which is now 165 feet deep, is looking very
promising, and I think we are not very far
from the contact. My reasons for thinking
so are that the porphyry is now heavily
iron stained. Hope you will pay the draft,
and that we may continue the work to
gether, but if you do not I will have to pro
tect myself, and will do so, by taking a new
contract, as I have said. I withdraw my
oifer to return your note of $288.70, dated
June 19th, 1882, in case you assign your in

terest in the contract to me. Yours, truly,
W. F. Patrick."
0n the following day, Patrick drew upon

accepted.

Bowman for $952.32, which included the

Send note." To this Patrick replied, under
“to of July 15th, by telegraph: “Accept

amount of James Patrick's share of the ex
penses, and also part of certain expenses for

received

yesterday.

Proposition

repairlng the shaft.

The draft was mailed
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to the bank in St. Paul, and was returned
to Patrick because Bowman was not at St.
Paul. We see no reason to doubt that this
draft was drawn in good faith, with the ex—
pectation that it would be presented to Bow
man, though, as Patrick says, he did not
~41" think it would be paid, because of his con
versation with Bowman at St. Louis‘ on June
19th, when he expressed himself as dissatis
tied with the way the work was going on.
The letter of July 5th seems never to have
been received.
On August 2d, defendant wrote Bowman as
follows, evidently in reply to Bowman’s let
ter of the 16th of July: "Yours of the 16th
ult. received. In accordance with your re
quest therein, I send the within paper for
your signature. I sold the note in St. Louis
before getting. your reply, so will have to
wait until it matures, which will be Septem
ber 19th." Inclosed in this letter was a mem
orandum of agreement. signed by William F.
Patrick, reciting the contract of February 17,
1882; the performance of considerable work
in developing the lode; the unwillingness
of Bowman to continue such work, or to pay
the costs; the execution of the note of June
19, 1882,—and providing that, if Patrick
should pay the note when it became due,
Bowman would release to him all his right,
title, and interest to the contract with the
owners of the property, and would execute
and deliver to Patrick 0. good and sufficient
deed of conveyance of the same; Patrick
agreeing to release Bowman from any lia
bility under the contract.
In reply to this, and on August 28th, Bow
man wrote to Patrick from his camp on Brule
river, Wis, as follows: “I send you the con
tract you desire, and trust that this will set
tle our matters pleasantly and amicably. I
have inserted a clause concerning your broth
er's interest, but he may not care to retain
it. My address will be St. Paul until Sep
tember 10th. Then I shall return to St.
Louis, and business. P. S. Mails are slow
here."
With this letter was a. contract signed by
Bowman, which was a substantial copy of
the one signed by Patrick. but containing a
reservation for the use of Patrick's broth
er. This contract, however, made it obliga
tory upon Patrick to pay the note, and gave
him no option in that particular. as was given
in the contract incloscd in his letter to Bow

man.

Having Signed this contract, Bowman in.
closed it in his letter of August 28th, and
mailed it the same day to Patrick at Lead
gvilie, where it arrived after Patrick had
,, left. It was forwarded to him at Knoxville,
' Tenn., where he received‘ it on September
7th. He made no reply, however, and there
was no further correspondence between the
parties.

On October 19, 1882, Bowman having re—
turned to St. Louis, James Patrick went to

B0Wmﬂn'8 Mike, and said he had called, by

request of his brother, to get him to execute
a deed to his brother for his interest in tin
001. Sellers. The Patricks testify that they
were both present in Bowman's oiiice; that
they talked over the matter of Bowman's a»
lations to James, with regard to an interest
in the contract; and that W. F. Patrick then
agreed to take a conveyance of Bowman's
entire interest, to assume Bowman's liability.
and to advance James‘ share of the expenses.
This matter being settled, Bowman acknowl
edged and delivered a. deed of his interest in
the property. There is a dispute between
Bowman and the Patricks as to whether
the former made any inquiry of them as to
whether any mineral had been discovered in
the 001. Sellers shaft. It is clear they never
mentioned the matter to him, and there is
no doubt Patrick failed to inform Boa-nun
of the discovery of a large body of ore that
had been made in the last days of Angus.
If at that time there was a completed under
standing between them that Patrick wns to
buy out Bowman’s interest, and release him
from his liability upon the note, there was
no obligation to make such disclosure. It,
upon the other hand, no such understanding
had been reached, it was then incumbent
upon Patrick to inform Bowman of the prog
ress of the work before taking from him the
deed of October 19th.
We think this question must be answered
by referring to the correspondence between
these parties, between June 19th and August
13th, upon which day the ﬁrst indication of
mineral was discovered in the shaft, and the
policy of suppressing all information was in‘
augurated.

The letter of June 22d must be read in
connection with the conversation at St
Louis on June 19th, in which Bowman oi
fered Patrick all his interest in the enter
prise if Patrick would return the note Bor

man had just given him. Patrick rerlled‘m‘
he had already as much as he could fﬂﬂ’l,

but upon his return to the west he would:
speak to a man who'he thought might m?‘
the offer. Accordingly, in his letter of lunf
22d, he does not offer to buy Bowmimf
interest himself, but says: "I think In“

a man who will pay the note You gm m‘“
$288.69, and take your interest of! Fm"

hands. ' ' ‘ If you are willing w m ‘I
go on these terms, which is the same will:
sition you made me in you!‘ ‘mice’ PM)“
telegraph me immediately. and I “1".“1‘,

and make the arrangement." NOW‘ “111,1?
is true this is not, upon its face. 0 illliposmoiq1
to buy Bowman's interest himselfv hm‘
mere promise to try and make 1"‘ “mug:

ment with another party. and a can “503
Bowman to let him know whether 5:116 m

Proposition would be accepted ‘I ma Pisa
reality we think it should be considered - the

proposition made by Patrick himself’ ‘or
following reasons:

The man he had in mind was (101-ENE!

Leadville, whom he had not yet seen’

PATRICK v. BOWMAN.
"at:

who he had no good

“at

:Imii

would take the property. It was a mere
conjecture on his part. Before he wrote his
next letter, he went on to Leadville, saw 001.
Bissell, and “spoke to him in regard to it,

and he declined to take it, and declined to
take the interest and pay that note; and, as
I told Bowman, I was carrying all I could."
Notwithstanding this, in his letter of June
27th he says: l‘I would also like to have an
answer in regard to the proposition I made
you about the Col. Sellers—to return you
your note, and forfeit your share in the con
tract. There is a party here who will take
it" And again, on the 28th: “Please let me

know what we are to do ' ' ' about the
Col. Sellers. as I am anxious to conﬂnue
work on that property, and see what is
there." Now, it does not clearly appear

whether he had seen 001. Bissell, or not,
when he wrote these two letters, but in
either case the letters were untrue, though
they may have been written in good faith,
and with the expectation that 001. Bissell

would eventually take the interest; but there

Li i ¥~
‘.i
i;

G‘-_ia=l\HE iIQ-' ‘3r5';
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reason to believe

55131,

was no party there who had given him any
assurance that he would. Patrick was there
by placed in the position of holding himself
out, not only as the agent of an unknown
principal, but of one whom he had no author
aity to represent. In such case his contract,
. though, of course, not'binding upon any one
else, is binding upon the agent; at least, if
the credit be given to such agent. Welch v.
Goodwin, 123 Mass. 71; Worthington v.
Cowles, 112 Mass. 30; Cobb v. Knapp, 71 N.

Y. 349; Blakely v. Bennecke, 59 M0. 193;
Eichbaum v. Irons, 6 Watts & S. 67; Meech
v. Smith, 7 Wend. 315; Wlnsor v. Griggs, 5
Cash. 210; Mechem, Ag. §§ 542, 550, 557.

In this case there is abundant evidence
that the proposition contained in the three
letters of June 22d, 27th, and 28th was
treated by both parties as the proposition
of Patrick himself. In his attempted retrac
tion of July 5th, Patrick says: "I withdraw
my offer to return your note for $288.70,
dated June 19, 1882, in case you assign
your interest in the contract to me." And. in
his letter of July 16th, Bowman says:

tioncd as grantee, and Bowman, in his letter
of August 28th, also inclosed a draft of his
own, in which, also, Patrick is named as
grantee. So, too, in his letter of September
2d, Patrick says: “I sent you from Lead~
ville an agreement concerning the Col. Sel
lers, in which I agreed to pay that note,
$288.70, and you relinquish all rights under

the agreement.” The matter was ﬁnally
consummated on October 19th by a deed

direct from Bowman to Patrick of his inter
est in the mine. Indeed, there is not a word
of testimony, except as gathered from the ,0

three letters written in June, that the propo-é
sition was other than'that of Patrick himself.
For these reasons we think the offer should

be considered as one made by Patrick to
Bowman to take Bowman's interest in the
mine, and release him from his liability upon
the note.
The letter of June 22d, which was ad
dressed to Bowman at St. Louis, was for
warded to Bayﬁeld, Wis, and reached him
in the woods at a distance from a telegraph
oﬁice. He proceeded at once to Ashland,
Wis, the nearest telegraph station, and on
July 13th telegraphed Patrick as follows:
“Yours of June 22d received yesterday.
Proposition accepted. Send note." To this
Patrick replied by telegraph, sent both to St.
Louis and Ashland, as follows: "Acceptance
too late. Proposition was dependent upon
immediate acceptance in St. Louis. See my
letter of the 5th." In view of the fact that
Patrick was informed when in St. Louis,
June 19th, that Bowman was about starting
for the woods for the summer. and that his
letters of June 22d, 27th, and 28th were sent

to St. Louis, when he must have known
that Bowman had gone, we do not think the
acceptance was too late, although it might
have been otherwise had the circumstances
been such that a prompt reply must have
been expected. After having sent this tele
gram, and before receiving the reply, Bow

man left Ashland, and went to St.

Paul.

where he received the letters of June 27th
and 28th, and answered them by his letter of
July 16th, renewing his acceptance of the

"When I came out of the woods, I found

proposition he had already made by male

your letter of June 22d waiting my answer,
and I telegraphed you on the same day ac
cepting your proposition to surrender to you
all my remaining interest in the property
ldJOining the A. Y. on your surrendering my
note." Of this letter, Patrick says: “I de
cided to accept the proposition contained in
the letter, and instead of applying to the

gram. The tone of this letter certainly in
dicates that he had not received Patrick's
telegram of July 15th when he wrote it.
Indeed, it is improbable that he should have
done so, as one copy of that telegram was
sent to St. Louis, and another to Ashiand,
after Bowman had left there.
These letters and telegrams, taken to
gether, indicate a complete understanding
between these parties that Bowman should
sell out his interest in the mine to Patrick
on condition that the latter released him
from liability upon the note. It is true the
letter of June 22d contained no deﬁnite
proposition, but a mere offer by Pﬂtl'ldi

Owners for a new contract

' ' ' I de

dded to accept the proposition which was
contained in Bowman's letter of July 16. I
had a contract prepared, such as he indi
cated he would sign in that letter. ' ' '

11nd I sent that contract to him by mail after
alé'llillg it myself." In his letter of August
2d. which was written before the discovery

to see if he could ﬁnd a purchaser, and‘,

of ore. Patrick inclosed a contract for Bow
m“ to 81:11, in which his own name is men

hence Bowman's

telegram

of July

13mg‘

might not‘be construed as binding Patrick to‘
anything;

yet the letter of June 27th did

1 r
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contain, or at least recognize, a proposi

penses of sinking the shaft. Indeed’ m.

tion as coming from Patrick himself; and
Bowman's answer thereto of July 16th, con
strued in connection with his telegram, was a
distinct acceptance of such proposition. Nor is
this understanding aﬂected by Patrick's at
tempted revocation of the oiTer in his letter
of July 5th. Bowman denies that he ever
received this letter, and, as there is no di
rect evidence that he did, his denial must
be accepted as conclusive. Under such cir
cumstances the revocation is of no avail
to release either party from the obligations
of his contract. The authorities are abun
dant to the proposition that when an offer
is made and accepted by the posting of a
letter of acceptance, before notice of with
drawal is received, the contract is not im
paired by the fact that a. revocation had
been mailed before the letter of acceptance.
Thus, in the case of Tayloe v. Insurance
00., 9 How. 300, in which the point de
clded was that a contract by correspond
ence was completed when the party to
whom the promise was made placed a let
ter in the post office, accepting the terms,
Mr. Justice Nelson, in delivering the opinion
of the court, said, (page 400:) “We are of
opinion that an offer, under the circum
stances stated, prescribing the terms of in
surance, is intended, and is to be deemed
a valid undertaking on the part of the
company, that they will be bound according
to the terms tendered, if an answer is trans
mitted in due course of mail, accepting them,
and that it cannot be withdrawn unless the
withdrawal reaches the party to whom it is
addressed before his letter of reply announ
cing the acceptance has been transmitted."
This case was cited and followed in Byrne
v. Van Tieuhoven, 5 C. P. Div. 344, and
Stevenson v. McLean, 5 Q. B. Div. 346.
Other cases to the same effect are Adams
v. Lindseil, 1 Barn. & Aid. 681: Dunlop v.
Higgins, 1 H. L. Gas. 381; Harris‘ Case, L.
R. 7 Ch. App. 587; The Palo Alto, 2 Ware,
344; Wheat v. Cross, 31 Md. 99.

testimony leaves it doubtful whether Bow
man ever contributed anything more mm
a nominal amount of money to the enm
prise. At the interview in St. Louis on
June 19th there seems to have been a some.
ment had by him up to May 8th, in which
Patrick claimed of him $552.93, three eighth]
of the expenses up to May 8th, which was
reduced to $288.69, by a. credit of some
$264.24 claimed by Bowman against Patrick,
for which amount, less $288.69, he gave his
note. He seems neither to have paid nor
settled for any portion of the money ex
pended by Patrlck since May 8th, ($603.75)
nor to have given any assurances that the
additional liabilities to be incurred would
be met by him. He said that he was “hard
up;” could not settle the expenses incurred
since May 8th; asked Patrick to wait tor
him, as a matter of accommodation; and
suggested that only a. little work should be
done every 10 days on the shaft—inn
enough to save a forfeiture of their contract
He not only made no provision for the pav—
ment of his note of June 19th, or of the fur
ther expenses which he must have known
would be required, but apparently took no

further interest in the inking of the limit.
and manifested in his letter of July 16th
a willingness to sign any papers Patrick

might send him, and subsequently did w
a. release of his interest to Patrick There
is much dispute between the parties alto

Whether Bowman made any inquiries will!
regard to the progress of the work on Otto‘
ber'19th; but it is scarcely presumable that‘

he would have signed the deed at that timt
without instituting very careful inqlm'ies
with regard to the work, unlw he had
treated the matter as abandoned, sinOe, mm
the time that had elapsed, he must imil't

known that it was either a success or a tall
ure.

In a. subsequent conversation with Wil

son he said that his reason for selling on‘
to Patrick was that he was not able to 0811!

the assessments. He made substantially mi

There is, indeed, in a case of this kind,

same statement to James Patrick. and nddﬂl

some reason for urging that the party mak
‘_ ing the revocation should be estopped to

constant fear of litigation and “Jumlmd

e‘claim that his attempted withdrawal was
' uot'bindlng upon himself: but this could not
be done without infringing upon the inexo
rable rule that one party to a contract can

not be bound unless the other oe also, not
withstanding that the principle of mutuality
thus applied may enable a party to take
advantage of the invalidity of his own act.
It is quite evident that Bowman himself
I'egﬂrded this as a settlement of his rights
under his contract with Patrick, leaving only

the details to be arranged between them.
His conduct from this time indicates a
clear intention on his part to abandon
any further interest in the property, It

is evident that he intended to make no
further claim upon Patrick, and it is equal.
ly clear that Patrick could have sustained
no further action against him for the ex.

that, even if he had had money i‘m‘lgh' the
would have caused him to sell out‘ 5“
wished him to express his cont'mmmﬂm“
to his brother upon the success oi! the enter‘
prise.
m
In short, he gave no further attention

the matter for four years, when. from 5°“:
letters between members of the we“!!!
uut's family, which fell into his hnndzw
was apprised of the fact that a large t r
of ore had been discovered about the 315.1‘;

August, the knowledge of which Prim“
had concealed from him. conceding
if the negotiations had then been Ol‘lﬁtném

would have been Patrick's duty mm

be

his partner of all that had taken P “'00?
was under no obligation to do so it them N
tract were complete. He will‘!t we“ would
luctant to give him information Willa“
only lead to disputes and liﬂgﬂﬂon
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In the view we have taken of this case,
it becomes unnecessary to consider the con

WI

duct of Patrick after August 13th, in sup

5E‘it;

pressing the information with regard to the
discovery of the ore, or the question of
[aches which the defendant urges with so
much earnestness.

whit
BI

01v!

Wu

The decree of the court below will there

3“iii:

fore be reversed, and the case remanded,

in!
“It

with instructions to dismiss the bill.

will

as she did not observe the movements of the
Aﬂirming 30 Fed. Rep.

5. The_N. cannot be deemed to have been
on a deﬁnite course,
as to give her the
right of way under rule all), requiring that when
vessels are on crossing courses the one which

Mr. Justice FIELD did not sit in this case,

run

and took no part in its decision.
ed.

ep.

.

guided
Aiﬁrming 30

“I

in

The CHIEF JUSTICE and Mr. Justice
BREWER dissented. See 13 Sup. Ct. Rep
868
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THE NOORDLAND.

‘Mr. Justice BLATCHFORD delivered the H

NICHELS v. THE SERVIA et al.

opinion of the court.
This is a suit in admiralty, in rem, brought
in February, 1886, in the district court of

(April 24, 1893.)
No. 207.

the United States for the southern district

Ooussros—S'rssusmrs —Bacnino our or Sur
Bums.
LWhile the steamer 8., having left her
slipI was coming slowly down the Hudson
river, from 800 to 1 000 feet oil‘ the New York
side, the steamer N. was backing out of her
slip at Jersey City, some distance below, pre
paratory to straightening down the river to
go to sea,—-maneuvers customary with both ves
sels when they in in their berths, bows in.

When the N. reac ed mid-river, where it was
customary and proper for her to go ahead, she

signaled that she would go ahead under a
starboard helm; but she allowed two minutes
to elapse before she put her engines ahead at
half speed, and two more before they turned
at full speed, and she consequently continued
er sternway, which had been at the rate of
ﬁve or six knots, when the engines were stop
ned, until it appeared to the S. that there was
anger of a collision. The S. was then about

,

Appeal from the circuit court of the United

States for the southern district of New York.
Aﬂirmed.

feet swag and as she could not run in

closer to the
e
York shore, she reversed
her engines, and ported her helm. The N.
continued to make sternway, and the two ves—
leis came together, the starboard bow of the S.
striking the starboard quarter of the N., and
both vessels were injured. Held, that each
steamer was bound to conform to her custom
sry course and maneuvers under similar cir
cumstsnces, and to take notice of those of the
other, and observe her movements, and each
ad the right to presume that the other would
do so. Aiﬁrming 30 Fed. Rep. 502.

2. At the time the N. was discovered, and
from then until the collision occurred, the S.
will from 1,200 to 1,400 feet beyond the middle
0
e river, towards which the N. was back

1113. Held that the S. was justified in assum
ing that she might safely proceed on the course
she ha taken without being obstructed by the

N.. and it was not until she should have dis
covered that the N. was backing so near her
path as to probably impede her movements that
s e was under any obligation to apprehend
danger, and to take any additional measures to
avoid collision. Aﬁirming 30 Fed. Rep. 502.

- liasmuch as the S. was properly manned
Ind :gulpped, exercised proper vigilance, and
"ODD
and reversed as soon as it became ap—
illl‘ept that the sternway of the N. was con

t"111111: so as to make collision probable, the S.
Was not guilty of fault or negligence contribut
glbtz to the collision. Aﬂirming 30 Fed. Rep.
‘The collision was due solely to the
V.13B.C.—52

of New York, by Harlich Nichels, master of
the Belgian steamship Noordland, of Antv
werp, against the British steamship Servia,
to recover damages resulting from a collision
which took place January 30, 1886, between
those two vessels, in the harbor of New
York, in the Hudson river, between New
York and Jersey City. Both were damaged,
and a cross libel was ﬁled by the Servia
against the Noordland. The Noordland was
backing out, stern foremost, from her berth
in a slip in Jersey City, and the Servia had
backed out from her slip in the city of New

York. and was heading down the Hudson
river above the Noordland. Both vessels
were going to sea, and had lain in their slips,

bow in. The libel of the master of the
Noordland charges fault in the Servia in
that (1) she was not stopped when the Noord
land could be easily seen from her; (2) she
kept on until she was brought into danger
ous proximity to the Noordland; (3) instead
of then keeping out of the way of the Noord
land, she threw her head to starboard, and
thus struck the Noordland on the starboard
quarter.
The answer of the Servia charges negli
gence and fault on the part of the Noordland,
in that (1) she did not have competent and
vigilant lookouts, properly stationed, and
faithfully attending to their duties: (2) her
otilcers and crew were inattentive; (3) she
continued under sternway, thus bringing her
down to and upon the Servia, which was as

close in to the New York shore as it was
prudent for her to go; (4) she did not stop
her sternway, or start her engines ahead,
until immediately before the collision, when
it was too late to avoid it; (5) after she had
stopped her engines, she wrongfully and im
properly started them astern again, thus
crowding down to and upon the Servia’s
righuul course, notwithstanding she had
plenty of room between her and New Jersey

11
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a to have gone ahead, which she was bound to
I‘ have done, and so have avoided the Sci-via.
' ' The case was heard by Judge Brown in the
district court, and a decree was entered by
that court dismissing the libel of the Noord
land, with costs. The opinion of Judge
Brown is reported in 30 Fed. Rep. 502. He
held that the Servia did all that the law re
quired of her, and was without fault, and
that the collision occurred through the un
justifiable delay of the Noordland in starting
her engines ahead. The master of the Noord
land appealed to the circuit court, and that
court, held by Judge Wallace, in March,
1889, affirmed the decree of the district
court, and dismissed the libel of the Noord

land, with costs of both courts. The libelant
has appealed to this court.
The circuit court made the following find
ings of fact:
“(1) At about 2:45 P. M., January 30, 1886,
a collision took place between the steamsbips
Servla and Noordland, in the Hudson river,
at a point 800 to 1,000 feet oif the New York
side, about opposite Cortlandt street. The
river at that place is about 4,400 feet wide
between the lines of the piers.
"(2) Both steamships had just left their
respective slips, intending to put to sea; the
slip of the Servia being above Houston
street, New York city, and the slip of the
Noordland being at Jersey City, about oppo
site the place of collision. It was customary
and necessary for the steamers to back out
of their respective slips to about the middle
of the river, for the purpose of straightening
on the courses down the river, and it was
frequently the practice of the Noordland to
back still nearer to the New York side. Both
vessels knew the practice customary with
the other when starting for sea. The Servia
started from her slip at about 2:15; and the
Noordland, from hers. about 2:30.
"(3) The Servin. had got turned about and
straightened on her course down the river,
and was proceeding within a distance of
800 or 1,000 feet from the New York shore,
and nearer to the New York shore than was
customary, and as near as she prudently
could, having reference to her own size, and
the proximity of other vessels, while the
Noorriland was backing over towards the
New York shore, assisted by a tug at her
1'47

her engines, being then about 1,000 (H4
away from the Noordland, and one minum
after, upon observing that the Noonlhnd

still continued to make sternway at a speed
which indicated danger of collision, put her
engines at full speed astern, and ported he:
helm.
“(5) When the Noordland reached mid
rlver, and stopped her engines, she had been
backing at a speed of live or six knots an
hour and, after stopping her engines, and
giving the signal to indicate that she would
go ahead, she did not go ahead, but waited
two minutes longer before putting her en
gines vat half speed ahead, and two minutes
more, and when it was too late to avoid
collision, before putting her engines at iuii
speed ahead, and in the mean time she had

continued to encroach upon the Servh‘a
course, and was making sternway at the
time the vessels collided.
“(6) When the vessels came together the
bow of the Servia canted a little to star
board, while her engines were reversed, and
her starboard bow came into contact with
the starboard quarter of the Nooniland Al
the extreme stern. Both vessels were in‘
jured, and the Servia sustained damages in
the sum found by the commissioner of the
district court.
“(7) Both steamships were properly onl
eered, manned, and equipped Those in
charge of the Servia exercised proper vigi
lance in observing the Noordland, but time
in charge of the Noordlnnd were inattentive
in oberving the Servia, and in observing
the speed at which their own vessel will:
nearing the New York shore after she hid.

reached rnid-river, and were'negligeul u"
permitting her to back so near to the New
York side.
"(8) There were no vessels or obstruction!

in the river at the time to complicate the

movements of the NoordlimfL and it “"u
entirely unnecessary for her to back muchv“
any, beyond the middle of the river in Order
to straighten upon her course; butshe new“

theless did back at a speed gmdilﬂlll d’
creasing from ﬁve to six knots an hour lili

til she came within 1,000 feet, of new"
of the New York side, and Struck m‘
Servla."

There is a bill of exceptions, which at‘;

Port quarter. preparatory to straightening

setting forth the ﬁndings of fact by

on her course.

court, states as follows:

‘“(4) When the Noordland reached about
mid-river, she stopped her engines, and sig—

said court the following additional ﬂndiw

m

“whereupon the libelant oifered '0

naled the Servia that she intended to star
of fact:

board her helm and go ahead. The Servia

ahead
‘"First.
down
Thestream
courseonofthethe
New Yul‘

did mt he“ the signal, but observed the
movements of the Noordland, and assumed

from Houston street; and of the Noordiﬂﬂs;

that 511° would go ahead in time to leave the

astem across stream from Jersey City. lb"

Servia an unobstructed course. The Servia
proceeded without any material change of
course, headed about south by west one half

opposite the place of collision.’
‘u
“Which the sold court refused. Excel) 5.

already found, and the libelant d111,

west» under slow speed, until she got near
a11011811 to observe that the Noordlund was

oepted to such refusal.

“onuumng to make sternway at considerable

“ ‘Second The vessels were 0“ “WM
courses, the Servia having the N00

‘peed- ‘md might bring herself in the path
of the Servia. whereupon the Servia stopped

on her starboard hand.‘

"Which said court reamed. um‘

0 Q
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ready found, and the llbelant duly excepted
to such refusal.

“a

"‘Third. Just before the collision, but too

see

late to overcome her headway, or prevent
the vessels coming together, the Servia re
versed full speed nstcrn, causing her how
(her propeller being right-handed, and her
helm being sport) to cant over to starboard,

3.=arlH‘-Fe3gLu-Tz:iIw_n.m5!-;_:;E_

towards the Noordland.’
“Which said court refused to ﬁnd, and the
llbelant duly excepted to such refusal.
" ‘Fourth. The Servia struck the Noord
land at the port side of her fantail, at the
extreme stern, doing considerable damage.‘
"Which the said court refused, except as
already found, and the libelant duly ex
cepted to such refusal.

" ‘Fifth. If the Servia had reversed her
engines a. minute sooner, as she might per
efectly well have done, there would have

:been no collision.’

' '“Which the said court refused to ﬁnd, and
the ilbelnnt duly excepted to such refusal.
" ‘Sixth. 1f the Servia had continued her
course without stopping, she would have
gone clear.‘
"Which said court refused to ﬁnd, and
the libelnnt duly excepted to such refusal.
" ‘Seventh. The master of the Servia pro
oeeded upon the opinion that his vemel had
right of way; that the Noordland was re
quired to keep out of her way. This led
to the Servia coming into dangerous proxim
ity to the Noordland. Instead of then keep
ing on, according to this view of her cap
tain, the Servia, by reversing and canting

her head towards the Noordlsnd, brought
about the collision.’
"As to the seventh request, the court
found that the master of the Servia sup
posed and claimed that his vessed had the
right of way. In other respects this ﬁnding

was refused, and the libelant duly excepted
to such refusal.
" ‘Eighth.

To

the

southward

and west

ward of the course of the Noordland, as she
backed towards New York, were ﬂats and
shoals, to avoid which, when she straight
shed on her course, made it desirable for her
to reach across as far as was safe towards
the New York side of the river.‘

"Which said court refused to find, and the
libelaut duly excepted to such refusal.
“ ‘Ninth. The opinion and observation of

“And thereupon the said court found the
150
following conclusions of law:
'“‘(1) Each steamship was bound to con-~
form to her own customary course and ma
ucuvers under similar circumstances, and
take notice of the customary course and
maneuvers, and observe the movements, of
the other, and each had me right to assume
that the other would do so.’
“To which conclusion the llbelnnt duly ex
cepted, as being against the evidence and
against the law.
" ‘(2) The Servia was justiﬁed in assuming
that she could safely proceed at moderate
speed upon the course she had taken after
she had straightened down the river, without
being obstructed by the Noordland, and it
was not until such time as she ought to have
discovered that the Noordland was backing
so near her path as to probably impede her
movements that she was under any obliga
tion to apprehend danger, and take addition
a1 measures to avoid collision.‘
"To which conclusion the libelant duly ex
cepted, as being against the evidence and
against the law.
" ‘(3) The Servia was not guilty of fault or
negligence contributing to the collision.’
"To which conclusion the libelant duly ex
cepted, as being against the evidence and
against the law.
“ ‘(4) The Noordland was in fault for
backing nearer to the New York side than
was necessary or was prudent, in view of

the course and movements of the Servia,
for not taking timely measures to stop her
sternway after she had reached mid-river,
and for failing to observe the movements of
the Servla with due attention.’
“To which conclusion the libelant duly ex
cepted, as being against the evidence and
against the law.
“ ‘(5) The decree of the district court is
right, and should be aﬁirmed with costs,
and it is accordingly so ordered.’
“To which conclusion the libelant excepted,
as being against the evidence and against the
law.
"And the libeiant thereupon offered to and

requested the court to ﬁnd the following
additional conclusions of law:
“ ‘First. The Noordlnnd had the right of
way, and the Servia was at fault for not M
keeping out of her way.
u

the master of the Servia. were that it is usual
‘“ ‘Second. The Servia should have stopped?
for steamers going to sea from the Jersey
side of the river to back over to from eight

hundred to a thousand feet of the New
York piers—Just to clear them. This is
usual where vessels are not in the way at

the end of the New York piers, and suitable.‘
“Which said court refused to ﬁnd, and the
libelant duly excepted to such refusal.
" ‘Tenth.

The Noordland, as she was going

"stem, did not have the same command of
her movements as was the case with the
Servia.’
"Which the said court did ﬁnd.

before she came into dangerous proximity to
the Noordland.
“ ‘Third. The Noordland was not com
pelled to go ahead before she had run out
her sternway, nor was she required to stop
her engine nearer the Jersey side of the
river.
“ ‘Fourth. The Servia had no right to re
quire or expect the Noordland to run out
her sternway at a greater distance from the
ends of the New York piers than she did.
“ ‘Fifth. The Servia, having elected to go
on, was at fault for reversing full speed
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astern, and putting her helm aport. when so
near the Noordland that before her headway
was stopped her bow would be carried into
that vessel.
“ ‘Sixth. The decree of the district court
should be reversed, and a decree should be
entered holding the Servia in fault for the
collision, with costs to the appellants of the
district and circuit courts, and a reference to
ascertain the damages of the Noordland.’
"And the court declined to ﬁnd any further
conclusions of law than already found, to
which refusal of the court to ﬁnd the said
six additional conclusions of law, and each
of them, the libelant duly excepted, as being

against the evidence and against the law."
It is stated in the bill of exceptions that

it contains all the evidence material to any

that vessel; (3) that, if the NOOl'dllllid m
entitled to the right of way, it was em
for the circuit court to refuse to ﬁnd am
the Servia should have stopped before she
came into dangerous proximity to theh‘oord.
land; (4) that there were no special circum
stances to deprive the Noordland of her right
of way, nor was she unreasonable in insist
ing upon her right; (5) that the Scrvia could
not be excused for her failure to keep out
of the way of the Noordland on the grounil
that she had the right to assume that the
Noordland would not obstruct her course.
or would yield to the Serviu the right of way
to which the Noordland was entitled; (6)
that the assumption upon which the Serra
is supposed to have acted is pure assump
tion, those in charge of the navigation of
the Servla not having acted upon such an
assumption; (7) that it was error in the (in
cult court not to ﬁnd the eighth and ninth
additional ﬁndings of fact proposed on be,
half of the Noordland; (8) that the collision:

of the exceptions.
It is alleged by the appellant as error (1)
that the circuit court should have made the
eighth and ninth ﬁndings of fact requested
on behalf of the Noordland; (2) that it
should have made so much of the seventh ‘was due solely to the fact that those in‘
charge of the Servia erroneously supposed
ﬁnding of fact requested on behalf of the
that they had the right of way; (9) that the
Noordland as found that the master of the
Servia proceeded upon the opinion that his undisputed facts show that the Sen-in was
vessel had the right of way; (3) that the guilty of inattention: (10) that if the Noord
land we at fault for allowing an interval
circuit court erroneously found the ﬁrst, sec
to elapse between stopping her engines and
ond, third, and fourth conclusions of law
going
ahead, then the Serria. was also at
made by it; (4) that it erroneously refused
fault for allowing an interval to elapse be
to ﬁnd, as requested for the Noordland,
tween stopping her engines and going
that she had the right of way, and that the
astern;
and (11) that the decree of the
Servia was at fault for not keeping out of
the way; (5) that it erroneously refused to circuit court should be reversed, and a de
cree made in favor of the Noordland for her
ﬁnd, as requested for the Noordland, that
the Servia should have stopped before she damages, with costs.
But we are of opinion that the decree oi
came into dangerous proximity to the Noord
the circuit court was correct, and must b9
land; (6) that it erroneously ‘refused to
ailiruied.
ﬁnd, as requested for the Noordland, that
The ﬁrst conclusion of law of the circuit
she was not compelled to go ahead before
court, that “each steamship was bound i0
she had run out her sternway, nor was she
conform to her own customary course “111
required to stop her engines nearer the New
maneuvers under similar circumstances, Mid
Jersey side of the river; (7) that it errone

W513’ refused to ﬁnd, as requted for the
Noordland, that the Servia had no right to
require or expect the Noordland to run out
her sternway at a greater distance from the
ends of the New York piers than she did; (8)

that it erroneously decided that the Noord.

111ml W115 111 fault; and (9) that it erroneous
1y decided that the Serv'la was free from
blame.
It is contended here on behalf of the

Noordlimd (1) that the vessels were on cross
1118 courses. and that the Servia, having the
Noordlaud on her starboard side, was re
(lull‘ed by rule 19 of the steering and sailing
rules set forth in section 4233 of the Revised
Statutes of the United States, and by article
16 of the act of March 3, 1885, c, 354v (23

st- DD. 433, 4-11,) to lrcep out of the way of
the Nool'dllmdi (2) that the collision occurred
because the Servia claimed the right of way,

""1 wed molﬁlngly. and that the circuit
court not only refused to ﬁnd that the bloom.
land was entitled to the right of way, but

uIlilroved the action of the master of the

58"“ in appropriating the right of way to

take notice of the customary course and
maneuvers, and observe the movements, of
the other, and each had the right to new!

that the other would do so," will WW‘
The known usage as to the movements 0!

each vessel preparatory to getting 11W" her
course to sea was established as 1 0115mm
and each vessel was justiﬁed in

m

that the other would perform her duty

that respect. Williamson v. Barrett, 1:1
101, 110; The Vanderbilt, 6 Wall- 21»

9

Free State, 91 U. S. 200; The John L 15%’;

brouck, 93 U. s. 405, 408: The E51‘ "lid
Nlord, L. R. 3 P. G. 436. It was medal!
of each vessel to observe the movement-9°
the other.

am

The circuit court was correct, 111mm i3
ing, as a conclusion of law, that "the Selim
was justlﬁed in assuming that “he “the
safely proceed at moderate speed “P011 m.
course she had taken after she had 5m’? b

ened down the river, without being :0‘
structed by the Noordland. and n was my
until such time as she oilght To MY‘? ‘7
covered that the Noordiand will harm‘

THE SERVIA.
Milt
"HI
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near her path as to probably impede her
movements that she was under any obliga
tion to apprehend danger, and take addition~
:11 measures to avoid collision." The court

Whit
ilieik
will
“its
iii-in

ceeding under slow headway down the river,

use

.,.at a distance of from 800 to 1,000 feet from
Ethe New York shore, and heading about S.

mi;
uriei

had found as facts that the Servia was pro

'by'W. 1,5 W2, thus

having

from

1,200 to

1,400 feet between her starboard side and

’in:
rat

the middle of the river, (the river being
about 4,400 feet wide,) towards which the

is:

Noordland was backing. The Servla was
therefore heading well under the Noord

a:
“tin
@R

is]!
am

saw that the engines of the Noordland were

Noordland intended to follow her usage.
The Servia, therefore, had a right to assume

that the Noordland would head down the
river, and proceed to sea. It became the
duty of the Servia only to proceed carefully
on her course, keeping watch of the Noord
land. No danger was apparent. The Servia's
course was well clear of the Noordland,

and of the course which the Servia had the
ii!

right to believe the Noordland would prompt

!I

The Ulster, 1 Marit. Law Gas. 234; The
Scotia. 14 Wall. 170; The Free State, 91 U.
S. 200; The Rhondda, L. R. 8 App. Gas. 540:
The Jesmond and The Earl of Elgin, L. R. 4

ly take. Mars. Mar. 0011. (Ed. 1880,) 233;

a:

w.
The circuit court held, also, that the Noord
land was in fault for backing nearer to the
New York side of the river than was neces
sary or was prudent in view of the course
and movements of the Servia; for not
taking timely measures to stop her stern~

way after she had reached mid-river;
and for failing to observe the movements
of the Serviu with due attention. This was
a proper conclusion of law from the ﬁndings

of fact. that it was the custom of the Noord
land's stern, the latter having abundance of
the width of the river for her maneuver,
and knew the usage of the Noordland to
back to about the middle of the river, and
stopped when she had reached about the
middle of the river, indicating that the

iii!
h‘:
till
as!
iii’
'3'!
ufn
:1

danger of collision. The Servia, therefore,
Irifmplied with all the requirements of the

P. C. 1.

land to back to mid-river in her maneuver of
turning; that there were no vessels or ob~
struetions in the river at the time to com
plicate her movements; that it was entirely
unnecessary for her to hack much, if any.
beyond the middle of the river, in order to
straighten upon her course; that when she
reached mid-river she stopped her engines, and
signaled that she intended to starboard her
helm and go ahead; that she then waited
two minutes longer before putting her en
gines at half speed ahead, and waited two
minutes more before putting her engines at
full speed ahead; that her speed astern,
prior to the stopping of her engines, had
been ﬁve or six knots an hour; that the two
vessels struck when the Servia was 1,000
feet, or less, from the New York shore, and
was making sternway; and that those in
charge of the Noordland were inattentive in
observing the Servia, and in observing the
speed at which the Noorclland was nearing

the New York shore after she had reached
The Servia stopped her engines when she
had got near enough to see that the Noord
land continued to make sternway, and when

about 1,000 feet away from her, and immedi
ately afterwards the Servia put her engines

at full speed astern, and ported her helm.
It then appeared to the Servia that the
Noordland, in violation of the usage, and of
her duty, was proposing to maintain her
sternway so as to bring her across the path
of the Servia, and that there was danger of
collision. Then it became the duty of the
Servia to take measures to avert a collision,
which she did, as above stated.

The circuit court held that the Servia was
not guilty of fault or negligence contrihut~

in; to the collision. This is a. proper con
cluslon from the ﬁndings of fact that she was

Elll‘opel'ly omcered, manned, and equipped;
.Hthat those in charge of her exercised proper

vigilance in observing the Noordland;‘that
the Serria was well over towards the New
York shore, leaving ample room for the
movements of the Noordland; that the Ser
via was under slow speed; that she stopped

her engines as soon as she saw that the
Noordland was under sternway, although
her engines had been stopped; and that the
Servia put her engines at full speed astern
as soon as she saw that such sternway of the

Noordland was continuing so as to indicate

mid-river. and were negligent in permitting
the Noordland to back so near to the New

York side.
This negligence on the part of the Noord
land in observing the Servia, and in ob
serving how the Noordland was encroaching
on the course of the Servia, is a suiﬁcient
explanation of the collision which ensued:

The Genesee Chief, 12 How. 443, 463; Theﬁ
Pennsylvania, 19 Wall. 125, 136; The'Sunny-'
side, 91 U. S. 208. 214; The Illinois, 103 U.
S. 208, 299; The Nevada, 106 U. S. 154, 159,
1 Sup. Ct. Rep. 234.

The Noordland was in fault for not start
ing her engines ahead at once after stopping
in mid—river. There was no necessity for
her to back further across the river. It is
found as a. fact that after stopping her en
gines, and signaling that she would go ahead,
she did not go ahead, but waited two min
utes longer before putting her engines at
half speed ahead, and two minutes more,
and until after she had continued to encroach
upon the Servia’s course, before putting her
engines at full speed ahead. That negligence
was assigned by the district court as the
cause of the collision, and the circuit court
ﬁnds that the Noordland was in fault for
not taking timely measm-es to stop her stem
way after she had reached mid-river.
The exceptions on the part of the Noord
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land to the refusal of the circuit court to
ﬁnd the proposed conclusions of law are
untenable. because those conclusions of law
were based on the ﬁndings of fact proposed
on the part of the Noordland, which the cir
cuit court correctly refused to adopt. The
court substantially found as requested by
the ﬁrst and second additional ﬁndings of
fact proposed on the part of the Noordland.
The Noordland was at no time before the
collision on a deﬁnite course, as contemplat
ed by the statute and rules of navigation,
and on the facts found she cannot claim that
she had the right of way, as against the
Servia. The statutory steering and sailing
rules before referred to have little applica
tion to a. vessel backing out of a slip before
taking her course, but the case is rather one
of “special circumstances," under rule or
article 24, requiring each vessel to watch,
and be guided by, the movements of the
other. A ﬁnding that the Serria had the
Noordland on the starboard side, and that,
therefore, the Noordland had the right of
way, and the Servia was in fault for not
keeping out of the way, would be immate
rial, in view of the other facts affirmatively
found. The Noordland was bound to con
form to her usage in the river. She knew
b that usage, and the Servia also knew it. On

ely the inexcusable delay of the Noordiand in
' observing her own‘practice, which she indi
cated she intended to follow, brought about
the collision.
The Sci-via maintained her position close
to the New York shore. She proceeded slow
ly. She observed the Noordland closely. She
stopped her engines when at a. safe distance
to enable the Noordland to check her own
sternway. and she reversed her engines when
the sternway of the Noordland indicated
risk of collision. She was thwarted in her
maneuvers by the faults committed by the
Noordland. It was not incumbent upon the
Servia to take any other precautions than
she did, and she did nothing to bring on the
risk of collision.
The other exceptions taken on the part of
the Noordland are either immaterial, or have
been suﬁlclently remarked upon.
Decree aﬂirmed.
=

(149 U. S. 157)
NORTHERN PAC. R. CO. v. WHALEN
et 9.1.
(April 24, 1893,)
No. 156.
Nmniws-Iiunncriox —CORPORATIOM — INTOXI
1 I
OA'HNG Liouons.
. ndcpendently
statuto
rovision
the onl_y_grouud
upon of
which
a corhrtpof
equitsy’
wi_ll en]nin_ the maintenance of a nuisance in a
private suit by a corgoration ls special injury
to the property of suc corporation, and no cor
Foration has _such 1property in its workmen or
n their services t at it can, under the ordi
nary Jurisdiction of the court of chancery
:‘lﬂlntilln a suit as for nuisance against the
acne: of a house at which they voluntarily

buy intoxicating liquors. and therebv

l

drunk as to be unﬁt for work. 17 Paglia‘;
890, afﬁrmed.
'
_ 2. Under Code Wash. T. ii 605, 606. dz
ﬁning a nuisance to be whatever is injurious
to health, or indecent or offensive to the senses,
or an obstacle to the free use of propenv. no
as to essentially interfere with the muiion‘
able euJoyment of life and property, and main
sections 1235, 1242, providing that in min
for damages may be brought and an injunction
or abatement obtained “by any person whose
property is injurionsly aﬁected or whose per
sonal enjoyment is lessened by the nuisaucq,"
the only ground on which a corporation cin
obtain either damages or an injunction is in
glury to its property, since it cannot be said to
ave life or health or senses.
3. Code \Vash. T. § 1247. relating to the
abatement of nuisances which affect the pub
lic morals or the public pence, nﬁords no mun
tenance for a private action unless by the
owner of property, the use or enjoyment of
which is specially affected by the existence oi
such a nuisance in the immediate neighborhood
of such property.
4. Code Wash. T. § 2059. providing that
an employer or other person shall have a right
of action against the seller of intoxicating ll‘
quor, or against the owner of the place where
it is sold, to recover damages Buttered by rea
son of sales to particular persons, creati
new liability unknown to common law, is'to
be strictly construed. and does not ﬂllihﬁl’lh‘
an injunction to prevent the use of the build
lng for future sales.
Appeal from the supreme court of the
territory of Washington. Aﬁirmed.
Statement by Mr. Justice GRAY:
This was an action, in the nature all
bill in equity to restrain a‘ nuisance, (on
menced December 17, 1887, in a court of
Kittitass county in the territory of Washing
ton, by the Northern Paciﬁc Railroad Com

pany against the three county commissions
of that county, 21 persons constituting 10
partnerships, and 28 other persons, by llI

complaint alleging as follows:
5
‘That the plaintiff was a corporation or‘
ated by an act of congress of July 2.1364

tO construct a railroad from Lake Superior
to Puget Sound, and was constructing ll!
railroad and a tunnel through and over the

Cascade Mountains and at the villa;6 °f
Tunnel City, and had there 4,000 elllilloles
engaged in constructing its road, and Such
construction made it necessary to use'lllgh
explosives, such as dynamite, and mncbuiel'i

run by electricity, steam, and comment‘!
all‘, which required sober, skilled labor
That the defendants, except the 001m:
commissioners, at and near Tunnel Cit)‘, I"
along the line of the railroad so being 00"‘

structed by the plaintiﬂ, "for several will“
last past, have been running l’emll ‘1mm
and lager-beer saloons. and selling 89mm“?
malt. and fermented liquors to the mid g;
ployes of said plaintiff; and i111!t the
frequently
sales of saidandliquors
continuously
to said employs
caused d an
enness of said empioyes; and that the
drunkenness incapacitated the said emphi;
so that they were not able to performmw
labor assigned to them and the labor my

were expected to do and for which

NORTHERN PAC. R. CO. 0. WHALEN.
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were employed; and that the said drunk
enness increased the risk and danger incident
to the necessary use of said explosives and
machinery, and increased the danger to the
employes employed in constructing the road
as aforesaid, and to the ofﬁcers and agents
of said plaintiif, and has caused and is
causing many of said employee to quit their
said employment on account thereof."
That “during the four months last past
the said railroad company has employed and
transported in and upon said work at and
near Tunnel City, in Klttltass county, about
eight thousand men, at an average expense
of ten dollars for each man; that about
four thousand of said men so employed, for
the reasons aforesaid, quit and left the work
of said plaintifff' and that the plaintiff, by
reason of such sales of liquors to its employes,
had been prevented from obtaining and
retaining enough employee to complete its
road as far as Tacoma during the present
year, and would be obliged to continue the
awork during the coming winter, at an in
..creased expense of more than $100,000.

' ‘That "said saloons have been so conducted,
and drunkenness and gambling permitted
and carried on to such an extent, that they,
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ants intended to apply, and were now fraud
ulently applying, to the county commissioners
for licenses to sell intoxicating liquors at
retail, without ﬁling the consent of the
owners of the lands, as
required
by
law;
that
the
county
commissioners,
knowing
this, intended to grant
such
licenses; and that “the granting of said
licenses will greatly complicate said inat
ters, and injure and damage said plaintitf,
and will deprive plaintiff to a great extent,
if not absolutely, of any'remedy against
said defendants, and cause the plaintiff
great and irreparable damage."
That the defendants were insolvent and
unable to respond in damages; that the
plaintiff had no adequate remedy at law;
and that the granting of an injunction would
avoid a great multiplicity of suits.
Wherefore the plaintiff prayed for an in
junction to restrain the county commission
ers from granting to the other defendants
licenses to retail spirituous, malt, and fer
mented liquors, and to restrain the other
defendants from selling such liquors at re
tail, and from running and maintaining the

saloons and nuisances aforesaid, and for

are now public nuisances, and also a private

general relief.
The defendants demurred to the complaint,
as not stating facts suﬂicient to constitute a.

nuisance in so far as the said plaintii!

cause of action. The demurrer was sus

is concerned; that the superintendents, oﬂl
cers, and families thereof are seriously
discommoded, discomﬁted, injiu'ed, and au
noyed by said nuisance; and that said lives
of the oﬂlcers, agents, and employes have

tained, and judgment rendered for the de
fendant. The plaintiff appealed to the su
preme court of the territory, which amrmed
the judgment. 3 Wash. T. 452, 17 Pac. Rep.
890. The plaintiff thereupon, on March 7,
1889, appealed to this court.

the said saloons, have been for months and

been endangered, and the said property of
the said plaintiff has been diminished and
injured in value, in consequence of said
sales of liquors and drunkenness caused
thereby: and that the said plaintiﬂ, by said
saloons, and the sale of intoxicating liquors
therein to said employee, and said drunken
ness and said gambling, has sustained great
and irreparable injury."

That "said saloons and the said beer halls
have been and are now running, and selling
at retail said intoidcating liquors as afore

said, to employee of the plaintiif and others,
without a license, and without any right or
authority so to do."
That “said saloons during the past have,
and will in the future, unless enjoined, con
tinuously and constantly continue to sell said
intoxicating liquors to said employee, and
constantly and
continually permit
said

drunkenness and

maintain said gambling

houses and said public and said private
nuisances, to the great injury, danger, dis
comﬁture, and annoyance of the said plain
tiff and the said plaintiff's employes and the
aid property of plaintiff."

That the saloons aforesaid were on unsur

James McNaught, A. H. Garland,
Heber J. May, for appellant.

and
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‘Mr. Justice GRAY, after stating the facts‘
in the foregoing language, delivered the opin
ion of the court.
The Northern Paciﬁc Railroad Company
asks for an injunction against the county
commissioners and the other defendants, be
cause the latter, under pretended licenses
from the former, keep and maintain gambling
and drinking saloons at the village of Tunnel
City, and along the line of the plaintiff's rail
road, and there sell intoxicating liquors at rc
tail to the plalntlﬂf’s employes, and thereby
make them drunk and unﬁt to work under
their several contracts with the plaintiff, and

thus increase the danger to its agents and
employee from the use of the machinery and
explosives required in constructing its rail
road, cause many of the employes to quit its
employment, delay and increase the expense
of constructing its railroad, seriously annoy
its agents and their families, and consequent
ly diminish the value of the plaintiff's prop

veyed lands, owned one half by the plaintiﬂ
and the other half by the United States, and

e P3,. is not alleged that the defendants have a

were run and maintained under licenses
issued by the county commissioners without

conspired or intend to injure the plaintiﬁ’sa
property or business, or to ‘prevent the.
plaintiff's workmen from performing their

"8hr or authority; that the other defend
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contracts of service. Nor is it alleged that
any one of the saloons kept by ‘the several
defendants is a disorderly house, which, by
reason of noises in or about it, or other
wise, is a. nuisance to property in the neigh
borhood. The whole complaint is based upon
the theory that by the general principles cf
equity jurisprudence, and by the provisions
of the Code of Washington Territory, the
saloons kept by the defendants severally are,
by reason of the sales of intoxicating liquors
therein to the plaintiff's workmen, and their
consequent drimkenness and incapacity to
work, public nuisances, and cause special
damage to the plaintiff, to prevent the
repetition and continuance of which it is en
titled to an injunction.
But the usual, and at the suit of a corpora
tion the only, ground on which, independent
ly of express statute, a court of equity will
grant an injunction in a private action for a.
nuisance is special injury to the plaintiﬂ’s
property. 3 Bl. Comm. 216; Robinson v.
Kilvert, 41 Ch. Div. 88; Georgetown v.
Alexandria Canal 00., 12 Pet. 91, 99. No
employer has such a property in his work
men or in their services that he can, under
the ordinary jurisdiction of a court of chan
cery, maintain a suit. as for a. nuisance,
against the keeper of a house at which they
voluntarily buy intoxicating liquors, and
thereby get so drunk as to be unﬁt for work.
Nor is there anything in the provisions of
the Code of the territory, cited in behalf of
the plaintiff, which enlarges the equitable
jurisdiction in this respect.

By that Code, a. nuisance, other than the
obstruction of a highway, or of navigable
or running waters, is deﬁned to be “whatever
is injurious to health, or indecent or offensive
to the senses, or an obstacle to the free use
of property, so as to essentially interfere
with the comfortable enjoyment of the life
and property;" and again, “unlawfully doing
an act, or omitting to perform a duty, which
act or omission either annoys, injures, or
endangers the comfort, repose, health, or
safety of others, otfends decency, or in any
way renders other persons insecure in life
or in the use of property;” "the remedies
“against a public nuisance are indictment or
' civil actlon'or abatement;" and an action for
damages may be brought, and an injunction
or abatement obtained, “by any person
whose property is injuriously affected, or
whose personal enjoyment is lessened, by the
nuisance." Sections 605, 606, 1235, 1242. As

bling, ﬁghting, or breaches of the peace m
carried on or permitted;" and all Opium
dens,—are nuisances, and may be gum,
and the owners or keepers thereof punished,
This section is aimed at nuisances which
affect the public morals or the public peace,
and affords no countenance for a private ac
tion, unless by an owner of property, the
use or enjoyment of which is specially ai
fected by the existence of such a nuisance
in its immediate neighborhood. U. S. v.
Columbus, 5 Crunch, C. C. 304; iiicycrr.
State, 41 N. J. Law, 6; Hamilton v. Whit

ridge, 11 Md. 128; Inchbald v. Robinson Ir
R. 4 Oh. App. 388.
The Code of Washington Territory contain
no enactment, such as exists in some this
declaring all houses or tenements kept ior
the unlawful sale of intoxicating liquors to
be common nuisances, and conferring jun
diction in equity to restrain them by injunc
tion, at the suit of the district attorney or
of a private citizen.
The plaintiff relies on section 2059. which
provides that “any husband, wire, child, pur
ent, guardian, employelr'l], or other person.
who shall be injured in person or property
or means of support by any intoxicated per»
son, or in consequence of the intoxication.
habitual or otherwise, of any person, slmli
have a right of action in his or her own
name, severally or jointly, against any per
son or persons who shall, by selling 01'

giving intoxicating liquors, have caused the!
intoxication in whole or in part of such:
person," as well as against the owner'ot the‘
building or premises in which the liquor!

are sold, if he has leased it with linowl‘
edge that such liquors are to be there ailriv
or has knowingly permitted their sale their
in. But this section, creating a new liabil

ity, unknown to the common law. 13“) be
strictly construed, and is not to be extenddi
beyond the clear import of its terms; andvﬂﬁ

the only remedy which it gives is all Mm“

against the seller of the liquor, or against “1”
owner of the place where it is sold, '0 '9‘
cover damages suffered by reason of sale!

to particular persons. it Cannot be comm“!
as authorizing an injunction to New“ "1°
use of the building for future sales‘
The complaint in this case has no found?‘

tion, in common law or statute, 111 Prim?”
or precedent.

Judgment atiirmed
=r
(149 U. 5. i5)

*1 corDoration cannot be said to have life or

hell-ml m‘ 5911598- the only ground on which
it can obtain either damages or an injunction.
lerlnger these provisions, is injury to its prop

The Code further provides, in section 1247,
that all houses of ill fame; "all public houses
or places of resort where gambling is carried
‘"1 °P Permitted; all houses or places within

any city, town, or village, or upon any pub
lic road or highway, where drinking, gam

THOMAS et al. v. WESTERN CAB CO‘
(April 24, 1893.)
No. 196.
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REOurvnus—Rumonn lition'ronoizsl—ll'olliitiloga
"PRIORITIES—OPERATING Exrsssss—Iniiiillfgﬂtd
1.1a proceedings to foreclose a
‘
mortgage it is error to decree priorrtyi ((létl'cm
mortgage debt to a. claim for reuta ‘

accruing during the six months
appointment 0 a receiver in the

company

roceedings; especially where_ the cart‘alumnus
gad expressly reserved the right to
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the lease upon the railroad's failure to sy
romptly the interest on its bonds and 0 er
bihties, and the otﬁcers of the car company
were also oiﬁcers of the railroad company,
and were hence chargeable with notice of the
ﬁnancial condition of the latter. 36 Fed. Rep.

808, reversed. _
2.1t is within the discretion of the court,
however, to decree such priority to a claim for
rental accruing during the receivership until
the surrender of the cars. 36 Fed. Rep. 808,
allirmed.
3. Certain cars were, by agreement be
tween the receiver and the car com any, stored
on the side tracks of the ruilroa pending a
replevin suit wherein title to them was in
volved, the receiver being granted the ri ht to
use them for local tralﬁc. Thereafter t e re
ceiver made, on the contract by which other
cars were leased to him, an indorsement show
ing an agreement to hold the replevied cars
on the some terms, and pay the same rental
therefor. He testified that this new agree
ment was never consummated, but that it
was understood that it was not to take eifect
until the replevin suit was determined, and he
had applied to the court for leave to make
such a contract. Upon this point there was a
conﬂict in the evidence, but it was shown that
he used the cars before either of these events
occurred. Held, that the claim for rent of
these cars was properly allowed in priority to
ahategf the mortgages. 36 Fed. Rep. 808, sf

qi
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4. The car company is also entitled to al
lowsnces of the amount expended by it in
putting the cars in good running order after
they were surrendered to it, the receiver hav
ing contracted to do so, and failed to do it;
but it cannot claim the cost of practically re—
building such cars, especially where they were
shown not to have been in good running order
when delivered to the receiver. 36 Fed. Rep.
$08, modiﬁed.
5. The car company is not entitled to in
terest on such allowances during the period
that they were in litigation, as the mortgagees
are not to be subjected to a Eennlty for resit

ing claims which the court

nally reduces or

disallows.
Appeal from the circuit court of the United

States for the northern district of Illinois.
This case arose on the intervening petition
of the Western Car Company in the suit of.
Veeder G. Thomas and others against the
Peoria 8: Rock Island Railway Company for
the foreclosure of a mortgage. The petition
was granted in part, and denied in part, (30
Fed. llep. 808,) and the complainants appeal.
Atllrmed in part, and reversed in part.
Statement by Mr. Justice SHIRAS:
This is an appeal from the decree of the
circuit court of the United States for the
northern district of Illinois, in a. proceeding
to foreclose a mortgage executed by the
Peoria & Rock Island Railway Company to
secure its ﬁrst mortgage bonds to the amount

t

of $1,500,000.
The original bill was ﬁled in October, 1874.

shy Vocdcr G. Thomas, Daniel R. Thomas,
and Thomas B. Simpson, citizcns‘of the state

of New Jersey, as holders of certain mort
gage bonds, and on behalf of all of the holders
of such bonds. Among others, it made the
trustee in the mortgage given to secure tho
bonds. and William R. Hamilton, Benjamm

E. Smith. and William Dennison, defendants,
and. beside setting forth the default in the

825

covenants of the mortgage, charged, among
other things, that these mortgage bonds were
issued, as it was represented, for the pur
pose of constructing and equipping the said
railroad, and that they were placed upon the
market for general sale by the ﬁrm of
Turner Bros, bankers, of the city of New
York, who assumed and represented them
selves to be the ﬁnancial agents for the rall~
way company, and, as such agents, represent
ed by pamphlets, statements, and otherwise
that the road of the said railway company
was a completed road, built by subscriptions
to its capital stock; that the capital stock.
amounting to $2,000,000, had all been paid
in;
that the said road was open, and
being operated successfully; and, ﬁnally, that
the said bonds were oifered for sale by the
said company for the purpose of placing upon
the road the equipment necessary for the
business offered, and to construct cars, en
glnes, depots, and machine houses, such as
were required by the business of the com

pany.
The bill charges that the complainants pur
chased, and became the holders of, their
bonds in reliance upon these representations.
and that the entire issue of bonds were sol-i
by Turner Bros. under like representations;
that these representations were in fact false
and fraudulent; and that the oﬂlcers of the
railway company and the defendants Smith.
Dennison, and Hamilton directed and author
ized them to be made, knowing them to be
false. It is charged that in June, 1870, while
Hamilton was president of the railway com
pany, a contract was made with Smith and
his associates for the construction of the rail

road, and that Dennison was one of the
associates of Smith in this contract: that,
by the terms of the contract, Smith and his
associates agreed to iron, depot, and mod
erately equip with rolling stock the railway.
and the railway company was to deliver to;

him, for himself and associates,’ $1,250,000 of '
the capital stock of the company, and the
entire $1,500,000 of the ﬁrst mortgage bonds;
that the $1,250,000 of the capital stock was.
immediately upon the making of the contract.
issued and delivered to Smith for himself
and his associates, being a large majority or
all of the capital stock of the company, and
that Smith and Dennison and their associates
thereby obtained absolute control of the man
agement of the railway company, and caused
such oﬂlcers and directors to be elected as
were friendly to their schemes and in their
control; that the road was insuﬁlciently con
structcd and insuﬂlciently equipped on the
part of Smith and his associates; that, desir
ing to sell the bonds, and having control of
the management of the company, Smith and
his associates fraudulently caused the bonds
to be offered for sale through Turner Bros.
as the ﬁnancial agents of the railway com
pany, and as for its beneﬁt, upon the said
representations, and that in fact the bonds
were not put upon the market and sold for
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the beneﬁt of the railway company, and it
was not intended or expected to use the
proceeds thereof for the purpose of placing
the necessary equipment upon the road, as
was represented, but, on the contrary, the
entire proceeds of the bonds were received
by and divided among Smith and his as
sociates; and that the railway company has
never had any other or greater equipment
of rolling stock than that furnished by Smith
1mder his construction contract before the
sale of the bonds.
The bill charges, further, that in 1871,
owning and controlling the capital stock of
the railway company, Smith and his associ
ates caused Smith, Dennison, and Hamilton,
and others in their interest, to be elected di
rectors, Hamilton to be elected president,
and Smith to be elected vice president, of
the railway company, and that as such they
continued to control the aﬂiairs of the rail
way company down to the time of the ﬁling
of the bill.
Among other charges of fraud in the bill
it is charged that Smith, Dennison, and oth
ers of the directors of the railway company
had caused the railway company to hire cars
from the Western Car Company at an ex
gorbitant rate, and that these contracts for
' the use of cars were made and continued‘by
reason of the control of Smith and his asso
ciates over the atfairs of the railway com
pany.
The bill sought a foreclosure of the mort
gage, and prayed for the appointment of a
receiver.

On the 23d of January, 1875, an order
was entered appointing John R. Hilliard re
ceiver of the Peoria 8: Rock Island Railway
Company and its property, and on the 1st
of February, 1875. Hilliard, as receiver, went
into possession and into the operation of the
said railway. Hilliard remained in control
and operated the railroad until after its
sale, in 1877, and until possession was deliv
ered by him, under the order of court, to the
purchasers,who had become organized as the
Rock Island & Peoria. Railroad Company,
and who have ever since operated this rail
road.

A decree of foreclosure was rendered on the

$100,000 of the amount of his bid, for the lul
ance of the sum bid, in lieu of cash. outstand.
ing and unpaid bonds and coupons atsnch
percentage as the court should direct on the
approval of the sale; and it authorized the
purchaser or purchasers of the property and
franchises of the railway company to mor
ganize under and by virtue of the provisions
of the charter of the said railway company.
and to be invested with all the rights, tmn
chlses, privileges, and powers of the said
railway company.
On September 17, 1877, an order was on
tered approving the master's report of $119.2
and ordering that the sale made‘to lion-i
som It. Cable for $550000 be conﬁrmtd
The pm-ehaser, Cable, was directed by this
order to deposit all such bonds and coupons
as he should desire to pay in on account oi
the purchase with the clerk of the court. The
court also ordered that all petitioners lot
allowance of intervening claims complete
their proofs of such claims by the list of 00
tober, 1877.
On the 14th of December. 1877. an order
was entered by the court approving the re
port of the master, showing the execution
of a deed by him of the property under the
foreclosure decree to the Rock island 6: Po
oria Railway Company, in pursuance of an
order entered on the 11th of December.
1877, and approving the deed. a copy of
which is set forth in the order. This order
also approved penal bonds in the sum of $100.
000 each. payable to the clerk or the court
for the use of whosoever should become in
terested, one of such bonds being eipresili
conditioned for the payment to the Western
Car Company of any amount which shouin
be found due to it, reciting the interven
tion of that company, and the claims is

serted by it against the proceeds of the slit
oi the property of the railway 001110311!‘

The original intervening petition of ﬂit‘

Western Car Company in ‘his cause “"15
ﬁled on the 11th of December, 1576.. It as
serted that at the time of the appomtmnn

ot the receiver the railway company “is 11'

debted to the car company 111 u"? 51"“ “i
$35,106.49, and interest thereon, to: car
rentals under contracts made between 1111‘

11th day of January, 1877. It directed a sale

railway company and the car compnﬂi- It
also claimed the sum of $1.500 "m" n“,

to be made by the master in chancel-y of the

terms of these car contracts for the ruin

fm‘nchises and property 01 the railway com
pany.

It contained directions as to the ap

pllcilﬂoll 0f the proceeds of the sale, order
lng, among other things, that, after my.
ment of speciﬁc sums provided for, the bal.

ance should be paid to the clerk of the court1

‘Yho Should apply the same, under the three,
no“ 9‘ the com‘? ﬁrst. to the payment of all
remaining claims of intervening Creditors’
118 they should be allowed by the court, and

n9“ m the Payment of the bonds and con
Dons secured by the mortgage which should
be outstanding and unpaid.

It author-med

the master to receive from the purchaser
or purchasers, after payment of the sum of

of two box cars destroyed by the union}'
company, and not replaced. It claimed tin:
the furnishing of cars to the radii-‘ii cg;
pany under these contracts was in 01011.1‘t

of supplies furnished to it. by we“ “ m:
of the company had been enabled to “12:

act its business, and prayed that ‘be m; I'D
might be ordered to pay his indebted“? ~
the petitioner out of any mom?“ ",1. W
hands, or income received from the will‘ “
ot the railw

company.

i

To this :gginul petition We" “mg;
statements of account,'as exhibits‘ 5M an‘
the amount claimed by the car com '
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against the railway company prior to the

appointment 015 the receiver, and also copies

-,-‘-" if3"_ﬂ l

of two contracts between the car company
and the railway company,—one hearing date
March 5, 1872, for the leasing of 70 box cars
and 20 stock cars; the other hearing date Oc
tober 1, 137.5, for the leasing of 150 box cars.
To this original petition, answers were
ﬁled by both the complainants in the original
cause and the receiver. The answer of the
complainants in the original cause charged
that these contracts were fraudulent and
void, for the reason that, at the time when
they were made, Benjamin E. Smith was
the owner of a large amount or the stock of
the car company, and its president, and in
control of its operations, and Hamilton was
the owner of a considerable portion of its

stock, and the remainder of its stock was
u
i"

ll
"'.2
I‘;

owned and controlled by the associates of
Smith and Hamilton; that at the same time
Smith was the vice president of the railway
company, and the owner and holder of a.
great portion of its stock, and controlling
its operations through the oﬁlcers and agents
whom he named and appointed, and Hamil
ton was the president of the railway com
pany; and that Smith, Hamilton, and their
associates owned and controlled the majority
of its capital stock, and with their associates
combined to defraud the owners and holders
of the ﬁrst mortgage bonds, and made these
contracts for leasing cars for that purpose.
The answer further charges that the rental
reserved by these contracts was exorbitant,
and that the fair rental for the cars in ques
tion did not exceed the sum of $10 per month
per car, whereas the contracts reserved a
rental of $20 per month per car; and that
the car company received from the railway
company moneys to the amount of more
than $76,000.
The answer of the receiver stated that the

books of the railway company showed cred
its to the car company for rental of cars to
the amount of $115,686.70, and payments
made to the car company prior to his ap
pointment, amounting to $76,031.70, and
Sthat since his appointment he had paid
:ever to the car company, under the order of
Court, $6,237.01. It alleged that ‘the two
cars were destroyed in the possession of the
railway company more than six months prior
to his appointment, and charged that the
rental reserved by the contracts were extortion
ate, and that the cars were not worth to
the railway company, and could not be made
Worth, more than from $7 to $10 per month
per car. The receiver also stated that he

had not as receiver used these cars under the
said contracts, or in any wise adopted, recog

On March 14, 1877, the car company ﬁled
its amended petition. In this it represented
that, when Hilliard was appointed receiver,
the railway company was in possession of
240 cars belonging to the car company under
the two contracts; that on June 11, 1 75,
the former contracts were modiﬁed and
changed by another contract made between
it and the receiver, by which it rented to the
receiver 138 of these cars, and that an addi
tional clause was appended to that contract
renting to the receiver 56 other cars. 'lhe
amended petition set out verbatim this con
tract with the receiver and the additional
clause appended to it, and charged that the
receiver continued in possession and use of
the 138 cars and the 56 cars, and claimed
that. there was due from the receiver to the
car company for the rental of these cars

$15,281.34, with interest.
It also claimed that the rental due for the
use of its cars by the receiver was in the
nature of a current operating expense, and
a lien on the road and its property superior
to that of the mortgage, and prayed that,
in case the fund in the hands of the receiver
should not be sufficient to pay these claims,
the payment thereof might be enforced as
a ﬁrst lien on the road and property of the
railway company, and paid out of the pro
ceeds of any sale thereof.
To this amended petition were attached
statements of rentals charged to be due to
the car company from the receiver.
On May 26, 1877, an order was entered. f;
directing the amendment to the petition ofﬁ
the car company, ﬁled March 14, 1877, to‘
be stricken out as an amendment to the peti
tion theretofore ﬁled, and ordering that it
stand as a petition against the receiver, and
giving the car company leave to tile a supple
mental petition.
This supplemental petition was ﬁled
May 26, 1877. It averred, as supplementary
matter, that the receiver had notiﬁed the car
company that he would not keep the 138
cars in service after May 1st, and that he
had returned 88 of said cars. and proposed
returning the remaining 50; that the receiv
er had neglected to keep the cars in repair,
as provided in the contract, and had re
turned them in bad order and out of repair;
and that the car company had been obliged
to put them in the shops for repairs, and had
thereby sustained large damages.
That as to the 56 cars, and to the rental
due on them, the receiver had notiﬁed the
car company that he did not, and would not.
recognize any liability to it for the use or
rental of the 56 cars.

On the 27th of June, 1877, the receiver

nized. or conﬁrmed the contracts.
Both answers,—that of the complainants to

ﬁled his answer to the amended petition
of the car company, in which he stated that

the original bill and of the rcccivcr,—denled

when he took possession, as receiver, of the

that the rental of the cars was in the nature
of Supplies, or that the car company should

of the 138 cars came into his possession.

have precedence or priority awarded to it

That during the months of February and.
“arch, 1875, he used the 135 cars, and paid

over the bondholders.

property of the railway company, only 135

b‘lS
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the car company $12 per month per car.
That about April, 1875, he obtained leave
from the court to rent these cars at a rate
not to exceed $10 per month per car. and ex
ecuted the agreement dated June 11, 1875,
a copy of which is set out in the amended
petition of the car company.
That in April, 1877, he became satisﬁed that
the cars so rented could not be used to ad
vantage at the rental of $10 per month,
and notiﬁed the car company that he should
return them on May 1, 1877, and that he did
return them, from time to time, as collected.
'l‘hat when he received these cars into his
possession as receiver they were in poor
condition and out of repair, and he was
“obliged to, and did, make large and exten
ssive repairs on them, and that he kept them
‘and returned them in better'repair than
when he received them, and that they were
in good repair for use on said road.
As to the 56 cars, the receiver stated that
he did not receive these cars from the car
company, and did not agree with the car
company to pay it any rental for them, and
never executed and delivered to the car
company the alleged writing in reference
to the same; that Mr. Ingersoll, who was
his attorney and the attorney of the car
company, brought a replcvin suit in the
United States circuit court for the northern
district of Illinois against the Chicago 8:
Northwestern Railway Company, and under
the replevin writ in that suit caused the 56
cars to be seized, he and one Whiting giving
the bond necessary for the obtaining of the
writ, and, in order that the bondsmen might
have security to indemnify themselves upon
their bond, they kept these cars in their
possession, and obtained leave from the re
ceiver to store them on the side tracks held
by him as receiver; that it was afterwards
agreed between lngersoil and the receiver
that, when the receiver should have 00
casion to use more cars than he then had
as receiver, he might use these 56 cats, pay
ing the usual mileage rate of one cent per
mile run, when the replevin suit should be
determined. but that the cars should only
be used for the local business of the re
ceiver’s road, and should not be allowed
to run or go oil! from that road. The an
swer further stated that he had used the
cars to some extent under his agreement,
and was ready to account for such use
when the replevin suit should be determined,
and to surrender the can at that ﬂme_
The answer further stated that in 1875

the receiver's attorney, Ingcrsoli indorsed
upon it the additional clause or memonm.

dum, a. copy of which the car company had‘
set out in its amended petition, and the “A
ceiver signed this as s‘memoraudum, but?
it was never given to or delivered to the
car company or any one for it, and never
passed out of the control or the receiver;
and that the receiver had, and claimed to
have, no power or authority or intention to
make any contract for the rental of the
said cars, and instructed his attorney not to
allow this memorandum to go out of his
possession, or to make any contract in re
lation thereto, even it the repievin suit should
he decided, unless the court should ﬁrst an
thorize the making of such contract as to
the said 56 cars. And the receiver avermd
that the replevin suit had never been de
cided; that he had never had the full use
of the cars; and denied that he owed any
rental thereon; and stated that he had never
applied for leave of court to make any con
tract for the rental of the 56 cars, because
the circumstances under which such con
tract was to be made had never arisen.
On July 3, 1877, the complainants in the
original cause ﬁled an amended answer to
the petition of the car company, in which
the car company asserted and asked for
payment of the balance due for rentals prior
to the appointment of the receiver. This

amended answer sets out more strongly the
alleged fraudulent character of these oar
contracts between the car company and i118
railway company.
It shows the construction contract on June

1, 1870, made by the railway company viii
Benjamin E. Smith and his associates; i1111i
Smith was the president of the car will
pany, and Dennison and others were anod

ates of Smith in the construction contract
and in the our partnership and wmpﬁni'v

that Smith and his associates received from
the railway company 12,000 shares of ii!
stock, which constituted a large mam”

of the entire stock, and also received all
or the ﬁrst mortgage bonds of the mmilinh
that they caused these bonds to be adver

tised for sale, and procured their 5819 ii!

means of false representations, reill'wmlg'
among other things. that the bonds We"

sold by the railway company for me pub
pose of placing the necessary equipment up’
on its road, and that complainants purclm

their bonds relying upon these false NE;

sentatlons; and they charged that m

g

the bonds were not held by the railwﬂif‘ml:

the general agent 01! the car company was in

pany, nor were the proceeds thereof

P901111, and that Ingersoll and this general

in furnishing the equipment tor ii! in“;
but were used for the private beneﬁt 0

agent illen expected the replevin suit to be
decided before the December following; and
this agent desired, it this was done, to make
some arrangement for renting these 56 cars

wil-him‘: being required to return them again
to Peoria; and the copy of the contract of
June 11- 1875, 119101181113 to the receiver,
being then in the possession or Ingersoll, as

Smith and his associates.

d

that

This amended answer further show5 Sm
about January 1, 1872, Smith and 1118 am
clntes united themselves together in 5am?

nership known as the “Wt/“(em car then
BMW,” and that Hamilton. Wh° was and
the president of the railway wmp‘my'
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Charles W. Smith, who had been appointed
by Benjamin E. Smith the general manager
of the railway company, also became part
ners in this car partnership, and that the

partnership furnished the cars to the rail
way company, and made these contracts
with it, under these circumstances: that

afterwards Smith and his associates and
other partners in the Western Car Company
organized themselves into a corporation
under the laws of Delaware, but that this
corporation was but a continuation of the
partnership bearing the same name, and
was controlled, governed, and directed by
Smith and his associates.
That during 1872, and until the 1st of
February, 1875, Smith and his associates

controlled and dictated all the contracts and
business operations of the railway company;
that Hamilton, its president, Benjamin E.
Smith, its vice president, and all of its direct
ols were chosen and appointed by Smith

and his associates; that the contracts made
and dictated by them were fraudulent and
void in equity; and that the amoimt agreed
by these contracts to be paid as rental was
grossly excessive.
They claimed, further, that the railway
company had paid to the car company for
the use of its cars more than their use was
worth, and that the car company should be
precluded from claiming any sum whatso
ever as due for rental. and was estopped

from claiming to own the cars.
On October 16, 1877, which was after the
_ac- _-l“t=-naensaenh

time ﬁxed by the court for closing proofs in
all intervening claims, the car company ﬁled

a further amendment to each of its inter
vening petitions. Its original petition it
amended by praying that whatsoever sum
should be found due to it might be paid out
of the proceeds of the sale of the road. It
also alleged that the reasonable rental for

all the cars named in each oi.’ its'petitlons,
irrespective of any contract price, was, up
to the end of July, 1874, $20 per month per
car, and from that time to the appointment
of the receiver $15 per month per car, and
from that time on at least such amount as is
named in the contract between it and the
receiver.
Its petition against the receiver it amended
by charging that at the time of the appoint
ment of the receiver, and of his entry into

the possession of the railway, he took pos
session of 100 cars which had been rented by
it to the railway company, and which were
known as "White Line cars;” that the re
ceiver held these cars for some months, and
returned them some time in March or April,

1875, in bad condition and out of repair; and
that the petitioner, upon receiving them, was

obliged to expend moneys in their repair.
It also charged, as to the 56 cars, that

the replevin suit concerning them had been
decided by the court in favor of the car
company; that since the receiver was up
Dointed he had held, and claimed the right to

hold, these cars pending the replevin suit,
and refused to pay rent for them; and it
claimed rental due for their use, amounting
to $13,000. It also claimed that these 56
cars were badly out of repair, and so dam
aged for want of ordinary necessary repairs
that it would cost the car company $9,500
to put them in good repair.
Afterwards, and on October 31, 1877, it
ﬁled a petition praying for an order directing
the receiver to return the 56 cars, and on
this petition the receiver was ordered to
surrender and deliver these cars to the car
COlllDZlLlY.

On these issues a large quantity of evi
dence was offered before the master by
both parties.
The respondents claimed that the only
amounts that were in equity due to the
petitioner, and should be allowed to it from
the fund in court, were the balance of rentals
due from the receiver on the 134 cars,
$8,789.86; the mileage earned by the 56 cars,

$3,496.78; and the value of 1 car lost and
not returned by the receiver, $450,—making

a total of $12,736.64.
The master’s report in this intervening
cause, ﬁled June 22, 1885, found, as to the
amount claimed as due from the railway com-i,
pany prior to the receivership, that the quesfl
tion as to'whether the contracts were fraudnw
lent and void was “unimportant,” in view of
“the practice of the court, in cases of this
character, to allow against the ﬁmd or the
receiver claims of this kind established by
the testimony as reasonable and just, which
have accrued during the period of six
months prior to the appointment of the re
ceiver, and during the receivership, inde
pendent of any contracts which may have
previously existed, unless such contracts
have been recognized and adopted by the
court;" and that for the period of six
months prior to the receivership there was
due the car company a balance of $2,062.99.
The master disallowed claims as to lost cars
and repairs on White Line cars.
As to the claims against the receiver, the
master found the car company entitled to
the balance remaining unpaid of the rental
of the 135 cars, at the rate which the re
celver had agreed to pay, amounting to
$8,807.97. He also found imder protest the
car company entitled to the sum of $14,046.55.
paid out for repairing these care after their
return by the receiver. As to this allowance
for repairs, the report says: “I have found

it diflicult to deal with this branch of the
case for the reason that, while it appears
that the hills which have been presented
for these repairs were actually paid by the
petitioner, it is also evident in many instan
ces these repairs were extravagantly conduct
ed, and that in many respects they were
rendered necessary by their condition before
they came into the hands of the receiver, and
there is much testimony in the case showing
this to have been the fact. It is also appar
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out from the testimony that in many cases ing by $6,100 the allowance made by the
master on this branch of the case.
cars were practically rebuilt and renewed.
Upon a very careful examination of all the
As to the claims against the receivership,
testimony bearing on this branch of the
the court found that the receiver was chargi
able with the rental of 138 cars. instead 0!
petitioner's claim, I ﬁnd it impossible to sep
arate items of this accoimt in such a way
135, as found by the master, amounting to
as to equitably charge this respondent with
$9,667, and with the $14,046.55 paid by the
car company for repairs on these cars. The
such portion of the repairs as he should be
called upon to pay upon the basis of the
court also allowed the car company {in
rentals claimed for the 56 replevied en's,
claim of the petitioner, although in my esti
mation the eﬂ’ect of the testimony is to show $12,857.32, though. as the opinion states, “with
that a credit at least to some extent of the
great difficulty.” It also allowed the $5,030.32
amount charged by the petitioner upon this
claimed for repairs of the replevied can.
mltem should be applied to the reduction of
The total amount found due to the car con
pany was $50,775.52, and interest at 6 per
3 this claim."
cent. was allowed on this sum from June
' ‘The master allowed the petitioner mileage
on the 56 cars up to December 1, 1875, and a 22, 1885, the date of the ﬁling of the
rental of $10 per car per month from then
master's report.
until they were surrendered, although, as he
On October 9, 1888, the ﬁnal decree was
says, "perhaps it [a contract as to these cars]
entered, from which the complainants in the
was not ﬁnally consummated or delivered." original foreclosure suit prayed, and were al
He also allowed $5,050, the full amount lowed, an appeal.
claimed as expended in repairing these latter
Alter the entry of the decree, Ransom it
cars, though he ﬁnds that they came into Cable ﬁled a petition, praying that the (it
the receiver's possession in bad condition, cree might be opened, and that he might be
for the same reason which he had given as made a party defendant thereto and to the
to the claim for repairs to the 138 cars, that intervening cause, for the purpose ot prose
cuting an appeal therefrom, or be allowed
he was unable to make an equitable distribu
tion of this. The master disallowed all to prosecute an appeal from said decree in
claims for interest, and found the total the names of the complainants in the origi
amount of $43,816.69 due to the car company. nal cause. This petition represented than
decree directing the sale of the railroad
To this report exceptions were taken by
the car company, the complainants in the property and franchises was rendered Jilli
original bill, and the receiver, which were uary 11, 1877, and that at this sale under
this decree the petitioner had become the
argued before Mr. Justice Harlan in June,
1887, and on August 29, 1888, his opinion purchaser, and the sale to him had been con
in this intervening cause was ﬁled. 36 Fed. ﬁrmed, and he had been ordered to pay int)
court on his bid all of the ﬁrst mourns?
Rep. 808.
In this opinion the contracts between the bonds held by him, and had deposited under
car company and the railway company are this order 1,395 of the entire 1,500 ﬁrst mart‘
gage bonds of said company. 0n Demi
held to be fraudulent and void as to the rail
ber 1, 1888, it was ordered that leave be
way company; but the court holds that,
granted Cable to prosecute the appeal I“
nevertheless, the car company is entitled to
be reasonably compensated for the use of its the name of the complainants to the original
cause,
and that this appeal should become
cars, without reference, however, to the con
a. supersedeas on his ﬁling an nillmllb"m1
tracts.
in the sum of $80,000. The bond was their
As to what would be a reasonable com
fore ﬁled, and thereafter the record on
pensation, the court holds that "a fair com
pensation for the use of these " ' " would
this appeal was brought to this court
be such amount as similar cars to be used in
0. M. Osborn and s. A. Lynde. tor appel
the same manner, and upon similar roads.
would commonly rent for in the open lants. John M. Butler and H. B. norm
marke ."
for appellee.
3
The court then states the general princi
1
‘Mr. Justice SHIRAS, utter Stating theme’
ples which have been established by the
decisions of this court as to charging the 111 the foregoing language, delivered the 011111
income of the receivership with the payment ion of the court.
rd
or certain classes of liabilities of the railroad
The questions presented by this r900
company incurred prior to the receivership, for our determination arise out of objectiog:
and their payment from the proceeds of ma
by the appellants to allowances madec}
sale of the railroad prior to the mortgage in
the court below in favor of the Western 1v
Company, the appellee, and which column.’
debtedness. It holds that the six-months

“110' which is the general rule in the seventh
2 pany entitled t0 $3,162.99, as the balance due

was permitted to intervene in the in '5
Sure proceedings brought by the RPM 1:“
against the Peoria & Rock Island Kill-1

:. to it for the use of the cars during the six
months prior to the receivership, thus’increus.

Company.
The ﬁrst contested question is as i0 The P”

circuit, should govern, and ﬁnds the car corn.
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priety of the allowance of the sum 01' $8,
162.99 for the use of cars of the “*cstern
Car Company for a period of six months
prior to the receivership.
it cannot be said that in no case can in
debtedness for neccsary supplies, which ac
crued before the appointment 01' a receiver,
be allowed priority to the mortgage bonds.
It was held in Mlltenbergcr v. Railroad Co.,

all unsecured indebtedness in preference to
the mortgage liens sought to be enforced.
Can anything be conceived which more thor~
oughly destroys the sacredness oi‘ contract
obligations? One holding a mortgage debt
upon a railroad has the same right to de
mand and expect of the court respect for
his vested and contracted priority as the
holder of a mortgage on s. farm or lot.
106 U. S. 286, 311, 1 Sup. Ct. Rep. 140.
So, when a court appoints a receiver of rail
that “many circumstances may exist which
road
property, it has no right to make that
may make it necessary and indispensable to
receivership conditional on the payment of
the business of the road and the preserva
other than those few unsecured claims which,
tion of the property for the rcceivcr to pay
by the rulings of this court, have been de
pro-existing debts of certain classes out of
clared to have an equitable priority. So
the earnings oi‘ the receivership, or even
one is bound to sell to a railroad company.
the corpus of the property."
It is, however,
or to work for it, and whoever has dealings
added that “the discretion to do so should
with a company when property is mortgaged
be exercised with very great care. The
must be assumed a,» have dealt with It on
payment 01‘ such debts stands, prima. facie,
the faith of its personal responsibility, and
on a. dlil’erent basis from the payment of
not in expectation ot subsequently displacing
claims arising under the receivership, while
the priority of the mortgage hens. It is the
it may be brought within the principle of the
exception, and not the rule, that such prior-f:
latter by special circumstances. It is easy
to see that ﬁre payment of unpaid debts for ity of liens can be displaced." And,‘accord-'
ingiy, all claims for rental of cars prior to
operating expenses. accrued within ninety
the appointment of the receiver were disal
days, due by a railroad company suddenly
lowed.
deprived of the control of its property, due
Tested by the principles asserted in these
to operatives in its employ, whose cessation
cases, the claim for car rental that had ac
from work simultaneously is to be depre
crued prior to the receivership cannot be
cated, in the interests both of the property
maintained, but should have been disallowed.
and of the public, and the payment 0! lim
The case of a corporation for the manufac
ited amounts due to other and connecting
ture and sale of cars, dealing with a railroad
lines of road for materials and repairs, and
company, whose road is subject to a mort
for unpaid ticket and freight balances, the
gage securing outstanding bonds, is very dif~
‘outcome or indispensable business relations,
fer-ant from that or workmen and employes,
:when a stoppage of the continuance of such
or of those who furnish, from day to day,
‘business relations would be a probable re
supplies necessary for the maintenance of
sult in case of nonpayment, the general con
the railroad. Such a company must be re
sequence involving largely. also, the inter
garded as contracting upon the responsibility
ests and accommodation of travel and trui
oi.’ the railroad company, and not in reliance
iic, may well place such payments in the
upon the interposition of a court of equity.
category 01' payments to preserve the mort
In the present case it appears, in the con
gaged property in a large sense, by main
tract between the car company and the
mining the good will and integrity of the
enterprise. and entitle them to be made a railroad company. that the former reserved
the express right to terminate the contract
ﬁrst lien."
and demand possession of the cars forthwith
This subject received further considera
upon
any failure by the railroad company
tion by this court in the case of Kneeland v.
to promptly pay the interest or the principal
Trust 00., 136 U. S. 89, 97. 10 Sup. Ct. ROI).
01' any of its bonds or other liabilities. Such
950. and where it was said: “The appoint
a provision shows that the car company was
ment of a receiver vests in the court no ab
aware of the existence of the outstanding
solute control over the property, and no
bonds, and protected itself by other meth
general authority to displace vested contract
ods than relying upon the possible order of
liens. Because in a few speciﬁed and lim
a court which might appoint a receiver.
ited cases this court has declared that un
Moreover, it appears in this case that the
secured claims were entitled to priority over
principal oi'licers of the car company were
mortgaze debts, an idea seems to have ob
in control of the railroad company and its
tained that a. court appointing a. receiver ac
quires power to give such preference to any

general and unsecured claims. It has been
assumed that a court appointing a receiver
could rightfully burden the mortgaged prop
erty for the payment of any unsecured in

debtedness. Indeed, we are advised that
Rome courts have made the appointment or

8 receiver conditional upon the payment of

operations, and must be treated as having
full notice of the ﬁnancial condition oi.‘ the
railroad company, and as having leased the
cars to it in reliance upon its general credit,
rather than in expectation of displacing the
priority of the mortgage hens.
The item of $9,667, allowed for a balance
oi! rental of cars that accrued during the re
ceivershlp from February 1, 1875, to the sur
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render of the cars, appeals to us to come
fairly within the doctrine of this court as a
proper allowance.
The next contested claim is for $12,857.32,
allowed by the court below for rental of the
56 cars which had been replcvied by the
Western Car Company from the Chicago &
Northwestern Railroad Company, and placed

“in the control of the receiver of the Peoria
:& Rock Island Railway Company.

' ' It is contended by the appellants that these
cars were not necessary for the use of the
receiver, and were put in his custody as a
matter of convenience for the car company,
and that, at any rate, the amount charged
for their use, and allowed by the court be
low, was excessive. They claim that a mile
age charge for the actual use 01' the cars
would be an equitable allowance. The evi
dence upon this branch of the case is con
ﬂicting and confusing. The learned judge
of the court below, in his opinion, says:
"Looking at all the circumstances, I am of
opinion that the indorsement of the receiver
on the agreement of June 11, 1875, signed by
him, that the 56 cars delivered to him, ‘be
ing the cars replevied from the Chicago and
Northwestern Railroad Company,‘ shall be
retained by him ‘upon the same terms set
forth’ in the above agreement, ‘commencing
on the ﬁrst day of December, 1875,‘ should
turn the scale; and as the terms of the agree
ment of June 11, 1875, were not unreasona
ble, and as the indotsement was one which
the receiver might reasonably have made in
the interest of a fair administration of the
property in his hands, I approve the iinding
of $12,857.32 as the rental of the replev
ied cars while they were under the control
of the receiver."
Our conclusion, reached with some dith
culty, and after a. careful consideration of
the evidence, is to accept the views of the
court below, and to allow this claim.
The next matters of contention are the al
lowances made by the court below on ac
count of repairs of the rented cars, being
$14,046.55 for repairs on the 138 cars rented
under the agreement of June 11, 1875, and
$5,650.32 for repairs on the 56 replevied cars.
It should be observed that the sums so al
lowed were not for repairs made by the re
ceiver, but for moneys expended by the car
company in rebuilding and repairing the cars
after they were surrendered to the car com
lmlly by the receiver. By the contract be
tween the receiver and the car company it
was provided that the former should keep
the cars in good repair for use on the road,
Hilliard, the receiver, testiﬁed that the con.
; dition of the cars, when he was appointed,

:w“ "017 D001‘, and in this he was corrobo
rated by other witnesses. He also'states that
when they were delivered up to the car com.

condition when the receiver took possession
of them, and who had made repairs on them

while the receiver used them, testiiied um
the condition of the cars was better when
delivered up than when they came into a.
hands of the receiver.
There is, however, testimony on heir-l.‘
of the car company to the contrary. Our
consideration of the conﬂicting evidence
brings us to the conclusion that the on
company is entitled to an allowance on ac
count of repairs, but not to the amount
awarded by the court below. The master
reported on this subject as follows: “i hate
found it difficult to deal with this branch
of the case, for the reason that while it
appears that the bills which have been pre
sented for these repairs were actually paid
by the petitioner, it is also evident that in
many instances these repairs were extran
gantly conducted, and that in many respects
they were rendered necessary by their con
dition before they came into the hands at
the receiver. It is also apparent from the
testimony that in many cases cars were
practically rebuilt and renewed." And in
respect to the 56 repievied cars he says:
"It is apparent from the testimony that
these cars were received in bad condition,
after having been used for two or time
years by the railroad, from which they ap
pear to have been taken by the receiver,
partly, at least, upon the suggestion and
for the accommodation of the petitioner."
He further reported that he found it im
possible, from the testimony, to determine

to what extent the respondent was liable
for the payment of this charge. and all"
he was unable to make what might ﬁnally‘
be regarded as an equitable distribution of

this liability, and was therefore obliil‘“1 in
charge the respondent with the full amount

of the payments shown to have been will?
on this account. If, indeed, it was impis
sible, under the evidence, for the mail"
to discriminate between what was expended

to put the cars into running Order ‘0' ‘m.’
as stipulated for in the contract. ﬁnd ‘hf’;
amount ‘expended in rebuilding the mm ‘I
may be that the proper conclusion Wu“

have been to disallow the claims ﬁlm“:
However, we are not disposed either to m

low the claims for repairs in full‘ or

refuse wholly to regard them- “9 “a:
with the court below in thinking um

contract bound the receiver to keel] ‘11° w:

in good running order. and, 11 he did “0
do so, to be charged with what W88 m3:
ably expended by the car company 0“
behalf after they were surrendered-t we
examination of the evidence ieadﬂ ‘13 0 r1‘

conclusion that some allowance is Pmp‘t‘hi‘
chargeable against the receivership 0“

pany they were in as good condition as, and

account.
In ﬁxing the amount of such nliowam:

belief than. when he received them. Mozier
""1 Doyle, who were familiar with their

we do not ﬁnd ourselves wholly left to cg’
jecture. Theodore Mozier, “1° mum
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chanic of the Peoria 8:. Rock Island Rail
road Company, certiﬁed that he made
an inspection of 138 of these cars at the
time they were surrendered to the car com

pany by the receiver, and be estimated that
the sum of $004.20 would sutiice to put them
in fair running order. James Doyle, who
was for some years in the employ of the
Peoria 8: Rock Island Railway Company,
and afterwards in that of the receiver, in

the car shops, assisted Mozler in inspecting
these cars.
.!- -—v-_-— -—

He states that, in his opinion,

the cars were in poor condition when they

came into the hands of the receiver, and
were in better condition when surrendered
by him. He gave a detailed statement of
repairs put upon these cars while in posses
Biragiel ﬂm-Eay‘slr n
sion of the receiver, amounting to $1,440.
The testimony on the part of the car com
pany consists chieﬂy of evidence of the
amounts actually paid for repairs and re
construction of the cars after they were
surrendered; but it fails—indeed, does not
pretend to try—to show how much of such
payments was due to the original condition
of the cars, and how much to the wear and
tear while in the hands of the receiver.
It is affirmatively found by the master
that in many instances the repairs were
extravagantly conducted, that in many cases
the cars were practically rebuilt and re
newed, and that in many respects the re
:i iEéi.-_i. i_.-T_‘ -rg pairs were rendered necessary by their con
dition before they came into the hands 0! the
Sreceiver.

after they become due on "any bond, bill,
promissory note, or other instrument of writ
ing." But the learned judge was of opinion

that some allowance of interest should be
made, because of what he deems to have
been a vexatious and unreasonable delay in
the payment of what was Jnstly due the car
company. As against this view of the case
it is urged that the delay was occasioned by
resisting demands made by the car company,
which the result of the litigation shows were
excessive, if not extortionate.
We cannot agree that a penalty in the
name of interest should be inﬂicted upon the
owners of the mortgage lien for resisting
claims which we have disallowed. As a gen
eral rule, after property of an insolvent pass
es into the hands of a receiver or of an as--_
slgnce in insolvency, interest is not allowedv-i
on’ the claims against the funds. The delay:
in distribution is the act of the law; it is
a necessary incident to the settlement of
the estate. Williams v. Bank, 4 Mote. (Mass)
323; Thomas v. Minot, 10 Gray, 263. We
see no reason in departing from this rule in
a. case like the present, where such a claim
would be paid out of moneys that fall far
short of paying the mortgage debt.
We therefore reverse the decree of the
court below in the particulars hereinbefore
mentioned, and remand the record, with dl
rections to modify the decree in accordance
with this opinion. Reversed.
==

I‘ ‘We think it is clear that the object and
scope of the repairs put upon the cars were
not merely to put them in running order,
but to renew them, so as to put them in a
condition acceptable to a new lessee. The
expenditure for such repairs is shown to

have been about $100 per car; and it was
testiﬂed by General Huidekoper, a witness
on behalf of the car company, and a person
of large experience in such matters, that
the cost of a general overhauling and re
building of cars is from $50 to $80; and
that $36 a. year for ordinary repairs, and $80
every two years for general repairs, would
keep the cars in good order.
Assuming, then, that the proportion of the
amount shown to have been expended in the
renewal or these cars was $80 per car, and
the rest in ordinary repairs or the kind con
templated by the contract, and deducting
from the claims as made for the entire num

ber of the cars, to wit, $19,695, the estimated
cost of reconstruction, as certiﬁed to by
Huldekoper, $13,920, there remains the sum

of $5,775, representing ordinary repairs, and
to that extent we approve the decree oi! the
court below in allowing for repairs.

The ﬁnal matter of contention is the al
lowance of interest. We think the court be
low was plainly right in rejecting the car

company's claim for interest based upon the
Statute of Illinois, prescribing interest at the
rate of 6 per cent. per annum for moneys
v.l3s.c.—53

(149 U. S. 231)

PEARSALL v. SMITH et aL

(May 1, 1893.)
N . 19s
Bssmwr'ror — Assroxss — FRAU nunss'r Conver
ANCBS—LIMITATION or Ac'rloss.
An assignee in bankruptcy, appointed in
1879 brought suit in 1886 to set aside, as
frau ulent, certain conveyances made by the
bankrupt in 1874. It appeared that in 1875 cer
tain creditors had brought an action in a New
York court to set aside these conveyances, and
had ﬁled a lis endens therein, and that a judg
ment was ten ered in their favor in 1885. The
plaintiﬁ alleged that he had no knowledge of
the conveyances in question, or any facts relat
ing thereto, until he was informed of this de
cree, which was in July, 1886; but he failed to
show how he came to be so long ignorant of his

rights, or the means, if any, used by defendants
fraudulently to keep him in ignorance. or how
or when he obtained knowledge of the matters
alleged in the bill. Hcld, that the claim was
barred, both by the two-years limitation in the
bankruptcy statute of 1867, and by the six
years limitation prescribed b the New York

statute. Code Civil Proc. N.
Appeal

from

the

circuit

. 5 382. subd. 5.
court

of the

United States for the eastern district or
New York.
Atlirmed.
Benj. G. Hitchings and B. F. Tracy, for
appellant. Matthew Daly, F. R. Coudert,
and Paul Fuller, for appellees Slauson &
Moses. James R. Angel, for appellees Smith
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Elmer A. Allen, for appeliee

time he would be barred in the federal
court also; citing Burke v. Smith, 16 Wall

390, 401;
' Mr. Justice BLATCHFORD delivered the
opinion of the court.
This is a bill in equity, ﬁled in the circuit
court of the United States for the eastern
district of New York, by Charles Jones, as
assignee in bankruptcy of David M. Smith,
against David M. Smith, Ella F. Wllletts,
Richard S. Jones, and Albert Slauson, and
is a creditors‘ bill to set aside several distinct
transfers of property to several of the de
lendants, alleged to have been made by
Smith in the year 1874, in fraud of the rights
of creditors. The bill was filed September
11, 1886. The answers set up the statute of
limitations of the state of New York of six
years, and the bankruptcy statute limitation
of two years. Albert Slauson, Austin M.
Slauson, and Robert H. Moses, composing
the ﬁrm of A. Slauson & Co., were added as
defendants to the bill. They demurred to
it, and the demurrer was overruled. The
opinion of the court overruling the demur
rer is reported in 33 Fed. Rep. 632.
lteplications to the answers were tiled,
proofs were taken, and the court, held by
Judge Lacombe, dismissed the bill. His
opinion is reported in 38 Fed. Rep. 380.
The assignee, Charles Jones, appealed to
this court. Thomas E. Pmi‘sﬂli has been
appointed his successor, and has taken his
place as appellant in this suit. Pending the
appeal, Richard S. Jones, one of the appel
lees, has died, and Frances A. Jones, as his
sole executrix, has been admitted as appellee
in his place.
The conveyances sought to be set aside
3
M are those of three separate parcels of real
N
I

estate to the several defendants.‘ David M.
Smith was adjudged a bankrupt in 1878, and
was discharged from his debts in June,
1879. The conveyances complained of were
all made and recorded prior to June 1, 1875.
Smith's petition in voluntary bankrupt
cy was ﬁled August 31, 1878. The assign
ment in bankruptcy to Charles Jones was
made February 10, 1879.
The opinion of the circuit court dismissing
the bill considered, ﬁrst, the New York
state statute of limitations, (section 382, Code
Olvil Proc. subd. 5,) which provides that there
must be commenced, within six years after
the cause of action has accrued, “an action
to procure 8. Judgment other than for a sum
of money, on the ground of fraud. in a case
which, on the thirty~ilrst day of December,

1846, was cognizabie by the court of chan
ﬁery." and that “the cause of action in such
a case is not deemed to have accrued un

‘11 the discovery by the plaintiff. or the per

Wall.

Clarke r. Boorinan’s lix'rs, is

493, 509;

Wood v. Carpenter, 101

U- S‘ 135, 138; Kirby v. Railroad 00,120
U. S. 130, 138, 7 Sup. Ct. Rep. 430. The clr.
cult court further said that the assigns in
bankruptcy takes from the bankrupt all the
rights of property and of action previously
held by him, but that the right to maintain
an action such as the present one does not
come to the assignce from that source; that
a transfer made to defraud creditors is mild
between the parties to it; that the debtor
has no right of action to set it aside; and
that, therefore, no such right passes to the
assignce as part of the debtor’s estate
Section 5046 of the Revised Statutes oi
the United States, which is an embodiment
of section 14 of the act of Mai-<11 2, 1867.
c. 176, (14 St.‘ p. 522,) provides as follows:
“All property conveyed by the bankrupt
in fraud of his creditors; all rights in at‘
uit'y,choses in action, patent rights, and copy,
rights; all debts due him, or any person tori
his use, and all liens and‘secui'ities there‘
for; and all his rights of action for properly
or estate, real or personal, and for any
cause of action which he had against any
person arising from contract, or from the till‘
lawful taking or detention, or of injury to. the

property of the bankrupt; and all his Hill“
of redeeming such property or estate; to
gether with the like right, title, powenind

authority to sell, manage, dispose 013.5119
for, and recover, or defend the some,”
the bankrupt might have bad if no aslt'ﬂ
nient had been made, shall in virtue oil-lit

adjudication of bankruptcy and the aplwlm'
ment of his asslgnee, but subject to the ex

ceptions stated in the preceding 59610“
[which are exemptions] be at once vested
in such assiguee."

Section 5057 of the Revised Stamlﬁ
which is an embodiment of section 2 of the
act of March 2, 1807, c. 176, (14 S‘- P' 518')

provides as follows: “No suit, emit" a‘ I“
or in equity, shall be maintainﬂble 1" ‘"17
court between an asslgnce in bﬂmfmi“:
and a person claiming an advoise iilit‘l'i

toqtchirig any property, or rights of proper
ty. transferable to or vested in :‘lch as’
siguee, unless brought within W0 593“
from the tiiue when the cause oi nothing;

crued for or against such assigﬂce; and ‘

provision shall not in any “is” if‘;
right of action barred at the time “1101
asst
is or
a lc)onrt
pointed."
ation
TE:co
only
circuit
the express
remarkedterms
ill-‘litofst-ime
b5

5046, the right of action which, before

son under whom he claims, of the facts con

adjudication in bankrufpzcyt mam
creditors, was taken
In

saluting the fraud." The circuit court held

to the assignce, and that, when the f?”

that this suit was one of the class provid.

asserted such right, he claimed

:6 fol‘ by the terms or section 382, subd.
°1 and that, if the plaintiff would be barred

creditors and not under the “Mignon,
ing
v. Yates,
Brownell
9 Barn.
v. Curtis,
& C. 532;
10 Palm.
van He
-

if his relief in the state court by lapse of

.
\t

_

PEARSALL 0. SMITH.
Radcliff, 17 N. Y. 580: Bradshaw v. Klein, 2
Biss. 20; Kane v. Rice, 10 N. B. R. 469; In
re Leland, 10 Blatchf. 503, 507; Trlmble v.
\Voodhead, 102 U. S. 647; Dudley v. Easton,

104 U. S. 99.
The circuit court further said that, in de
termining as to the effect of lapse of time
upon the right of action in this case, it be
came necessary. ﬁrst, to inquire whether

there was a discovery of the fraud by those
“under whom the plaintiff claims; that actual

rt
i'.2‘
IIi

_ .- ~.‘ .s=?I';E‘h F;._-'\_Y. _. _
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informed of that decree, which was in July,
1886, that he received any knowledge or
information of the conveyances and trans
fers of Smith's property, or of any facts
or circumstances relating thereto, or tending
to show, or to lead to inquiry as to, any
fraudulent conveyance, transfer, or disposi
tion of property by Smith.
But this is not sulﬁcient to avoid the al
legation of laches in bringing the present
suit, or to bar the application of section

ﬁpersonal knowledge of the facts constitut

5057 of the Revised Statutes in regard to

' ing the'fraud need not be shown, to charge
a person who had been quiescent for
a period longer than that ﬁxed by stat—
ute with discovery thereof; that it was
enough if he was put upon inquiry, with the
means of knowledge accessible to him,—cit
ing Burke v. Smith, 16 Wall. 300, 401, and
Wood v. Carpenter, 101 U. S. 135, 138; that,
in the present case, Joseph Kittel and Joseph
J. Kittel were judgment creditors of the
bankrupt, and as such Included in his sched
ules in bankruptcy; that, appearing by the
attorney who brought the present suit, and
represents the other creditors, the Kittels,
on July 7, 1875, brought a suit in the su
preme court of the state of New York
against those who are defendants in the
present suit, to set aside as fraudulent the
very conveyances attacked in this suit, and
duly ﬁled a lis pendens; that, in their com
plaint in that suit, the Kittels averred not
only that those conveyances were made by
an insolvent, but also that the grantees had
full knowledge of the insolvency, and par
ticipated in the fraud, and that the convoy
ances were without adequate considera
tion; that as to one parcel the Klttels ex
pressly alleged that the nominal considera
tion for the conveyance was $1,000, “a
grossly inadequate consideration;"
as to
another parcel, that, though there was a
pretended consideration of $18,000 in the
deed, there was “really no consideration
whatever?’ and as to the third parcel, that,
though the alleged consideration expressed
in the conveyance was $4,300, the transfer
was made "in reality, if for any considera
tion whatever, for a debt of $500?‘ that it
was by endeavoring to prove that the
facts as to those conveyances are substan
tially as they were set forth in the Kltteis’
suit that the plaintiif in this suit sought
to make out his case: that it, therefore, ap
peared that, upwards of 11 years before

the two-years limitation. Bailey v. Glover,
21 Wall. 342; Wood v. Carpenter, 101 U. S.
135: Kirby v. Railroad Co., 120 U. S. 130, 7
Sup. Ct. Rep. 430; Norris v. Haggin, 136
U. S. 386. 10 Sup. Ct. Rep. 942.
Although this court has attached to sec
tion 5057 of the Revised Statutes a quali
ﬁcation, that qualiﬁcation is that, where re
lief is sought on the ground of fraud, it
is necessary, in order to postpone the right
of action on the part of the assignee in
bankruptcy until the discovery of the fraud,
that ignorance of it should have been pro
duced by aﬁlrmative acts of the guilty
party, in concealing the facts, and that

the plaintiff brought this suit, all the facts
constituting the fraud had been discovered

by one of the creditors under whom he
claims; that the six-years statute of limita
tions began to run at least from the com

mencement of the Klttels' suit; and that the
bar became complete long before the begin
ning of the present suit.
5 The plaintiff alleges in his bill that a de

g'icree was made in the Kittels’ suit on No
' vember 30, 1885, in favor of the’ plaintiffs
therein; and that it was not until he was

there should have been no fault or want of
diligence or care on the part of the person
who claims the right of action; in other
words, that when there has been no negli
gence of inches on the part of a plaintiff
in coming to the knowledge of the fraud
which is the foundation of the suit, and
when the fraud has been concealed, or is
of such character as to conceal itself, the
statute does not begin to run until the fraud
is discovered by, or becomes known to, the
party suing, or those in privity with him,
or ought to have been so discovered or
known.
In the present case the deeds of convey
ance by Smith were recorded. The suit by
the Kittels was a public suit. Notice of lis
pendens was ﬁled in it, giving the name and
the address of the attorney for the plaintiifs.
and they were creditors through whom the
present plaintiff claims, their names being
included as creditors in the bankruptcy
schedules. Charles Jones, the assignee in
bankruptcy, was a lawyer of long standing,
familiar with such matters. The bill does
not set forth what were the impedimentsn
to an earlier prosecution of'the claim. how?
the plaintiif came to be so long ignorant
of his rights, the means, if any, used by the
defendants fraudulently to keep him in ig
norance, or how and when he ﬁrst obtained
knowledge of the matters alleged in his
bill. Badger v. Badger, 2 Wall. 87. 95;

Richards v. Mackail, 124 U. S. 183, 189, 8
Sup. Ct. Rep. 437; Greene v. Taylor, 132 U.

S. 415, 443, 10 Sup. Ct. Rep. 138.
We think the present is a clear case in fa.
vor of the bar of limitation, both by the
statute of New York and by the bankruptcy
statute.

Decree aﬂirmed.
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(149 U. S. 261)

ABADIE v. UNITED STATES.
(May 1, 1893.)
No. 260.
Arrnm-Jonisnioriosu. AHOUN'F—PUBLXO Lmns
—UNLAWFUL INCLOSURE.
An appeal to the supreme court from a
decree under the act of February 25, 1885, (26
St. 1). 3m, 0. 149,) directing defendant to _re
move, within 30 days, a certain fence inclosing
public lands, and, in default thereof, requiring
the marshal to destroy the same, cannot be sup
ported by showing that the fence is worth over
$5,000, for the fence is not the matter in dis
pute, nor does the decree deprive defendant
thereof. Cameron v. U. S., 1.5 Sup. Ct. Rep.
184, 146 U. S. 533, followed.
Appeal from the circuit court of the United
States for the northern district of California.
Dismissed.
James Herrman, for appellant. Asst. Atty.
“ Gen. Maury, for the United States.

a
9 ‘Mr. Chief Justice FULLER.

This is an ap

peal from a decree of the circuit court of
the United States for the northern district
of California, in a proceeding under the act
of congress of February 25, 1885, entitled
"An act to prevent unlawful occupancy of
the public lands," (23 St. p. 321,) where—
by appellant was directed to remove a fence
and inclosure from certain sections of land
therein described, in default of which it
was decreed that the same should be de
stroyed by the marshal for said district.
The value of the fence was claimed to ex
ceed $5,000; but the fence was not the mat
ter in dispute, nor was the appellant de
prived thereof. For want of the jurisdic

tional amount (Cameron v. U. S., 146 U. S.
533, 13 Sup. Ct. Rep. 184) the appeal must
be dismissed.

Petition by Milton Humes and C. 0.1m
ris for a writ of mandamus. Denied.
W. Hailett Phillips, for petitioners. Geo.
T. White and Wm. Richardson, for respond.
ent.

Mr. Chief Justice FULLER delivered the
opinion of the court.
The Third National Bank of Chattanoo
ga recovered a money judgment in the
circuit court of the United States for the_
northern district of Alabama against iii-'5
gone 0.‘ Gordon, April 14, 1888, to reverse?
which Gordon sued out a writ of error
from this court, giving a supersedeus bond
in the usual form, with Milton Human and
C. C. Harris as sureties thereon March
21, 1892, the judgment of the circuit court
was affirmed by this court, and the man
date was thereafterwards issued in the
usual form. 12 Sup. Ct. Rep. 657.144 U.
S. 97. On the 12th of October, 1892, at
a regular term of the circuit court, the
bank made a motion upon notice for judg
ment against the defendant Gordon andiiii
sureties. To this motion Humes and Hill'
i'is appeared and ﬁled a demurrer, which
was overruled, and they then proposed to
interpose a plea of partial payment, which
the court refused to permit to be ﬁled.
or to hear any evidence upon that subject;
whereupon, without any other evidence
than the supersedes bond and the mandate
of this court, the circuit court rendered judg
ment against Gordon, Homes, nnd Harri!
for the principal, interest, and costs. is

shown in the original judgment To ﬁll!
judgment, Humes and Harris prosecuted l
writ of error from the circuit court of ill)‘

penis, which dismissed the writ (51 Fed.
Rep. 917) because Gordon did not Join in
it, and there was no summons and Sei
erancc, or equivalent proceeding. Hﬂnllife
v. \Vilson, 146 U. S. 179, 13 Sup. Ct- 1591!

(149 U. S. 192)

Ex parte HUMES et 111.

(April 24, 1803.)
N0. 20, Original.

39; Mason v. U. 8., 136 U. S. 581.10 “iL
Ct. Rep. 1062.

Thereupon Homes and Harris applied m
this court for leave to ﬁle a Demon 1°‘

MANDAHUB — ISSUANCE—SUPEltSEDEAS—RIGHTB or
Buiis'rii-Is.

writ of mandamus, and for a rule Milli!"

After thegiving of a su ersedeas in the

ing the judge of the circuit court to one‘:

usual form, a Jud 'ment of t e circuit court
was aﬁirmed by t_e United States supreme
court. On the coming down of the mandate,
which was also in the nual form, a motion
was made, on notice, for judgment against the
defendant and his sureties, and a demurrer
thereto by the sureties was overruled. The
sureties then oﬁered a plea of partial payment,
but the court_ refused to allow it to be ﬁled,
and entered Judgment against both principal

cause why he should not be (‘Ommundbv
to execute the mandate of this court .g
vacating the judgment in so far us it “a

don, without more. Leave was gram rod
ﬁle the petition, and a rule was eumw

and s_ureiies.

been
thereon
duly
accordingly.
made. Theto judgment
which returnc1
re“ em

The sureties thereupon obtained

a writ of error from the circuit court of ap
penis, but the same was dismissed because the
principal did not Join in it, and there was no
summons and severance, or equivalent proceed
ing. The Sill‘EtiEﬂ then applied to the supreme
court for a writ of mandamus to review the
action of the circuit court. Held that, as they
were not parties to the original judgment or
the writ of error thereon, they were not so
concerned _in the mandate as to be entitled to
vs it reviewed by writ of mandamus.

titioners,
rendered and
and directed
to enterexecution
judt'ment85mm
‘MGM.
rect execution against the defeiidanied to

by the circuit court recites that it ﬁlmed,‘
to the satisfaction of the court thﬂt 121%
ment was recovered against Gordon. 11W

of error sued out, and a supersede“ n 0
given; and further, from all mpecﬂoudg_

the mandate of this court. that macaw

ment was aﬂirmed, "and the “l

RICHMOND & D. R. CO. v. ELLIOTT.
gremanded, with directions to this court to
,,, take such further proceedings in said case
' as right’ and justice and the laws of the

United

States direct, in

accordance with

the opinion of the said supreme court;"
and judgment was then given, as before
stated, against Gordon, I'Iumes, and Harris.
We are of opinion that this application

must be denied.
w szﬂaietaﬁﬂJﬁnsaes_aue.ns_u»:-ﬂw_a ‘=

The argument for peti

tioners is that the circuit court was pro
ceeding wholly in execution of our mandate,
that in doing so the judgment rendered
went beyond its requirements, and that
therefore petitioners are entitled to the
remedy by mandamus to correct action in
excess of the jurisdiction of the court be
low. Ex parte Washington & G. R. Co., 140
U. S. 91, 11 Sup. Ct. Rep. 673; Gaines v.

Caldwell, 148 U. S. --—, 13 Sup. Ct. Rep.
611.
But, without considering or deter
mining any other question. it is suﬂicient
to observe that these petitioners were not
parties to the original judgment or to the
writ of error, and were not so concerned
in the execution of the mandate as to be
entitled to ask for a review of the action
of the circuit court in that regard by man
damus. The judgment against them was
rendered in the exercise of judicial deter
mination, and not in the discharge of a min
isterial duty, and their remedy, if they
deem themselves aggrieved, lies in a writ of
error. Ex parte Flippin, 94 U. S. 38.

Writ denied.

(148 U. S. 264)

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION
v. ATCHISON, T. & S. F. R. 00. et al.
(May 1, 1893.)
No. 1,275.
SUPBEMI COURT—APPELLATE

Jrmsnic'rios—Is

TERSTATE COMMERCE Law.
Section 16 of the interstate commerce
law, as amended b the act of March 2, 1880,
(25 St. p. 855, c. 82,) which gives to the in

terstate commerce commission a summary pro
ceeding in the circuit court to enforce its
orders, was repealed by the judiciary act of
March 3, 1891, (26 St. p. 826, c. 517,) in so
far as it allowed an appeal direct to the
supreme court when the matter in dispute
exceeded $2,000, and the appeal should now be
taken to the circuit court of ap eals. McLish
v. Roll‘, 12 Sup. Ct. Rep. 118, 41 U. S. 661;
Lau Ow Bew v. U. S., 12 Su . Ct. Rep. 517,
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clﬂc Railway Company, the St. Louis 8; San
Francisco Railway Company, and the South
crn California Railroad Company, to enforce
an order requiring these companies to desist
from charging a greater rate for a shorter
than for a longer haul. In the circuit court
the petition was dismissed on the ground
that the "circumstances and conditions"
shown were substantially dissimilar, thus
justifying the charges made. 50 Fed. Rep.
205. From this order of dismissal the In
terstate Commerce Commission appeals. Ap
peal dismissed.
The proceeding was brought in the circuit
court under the sixteenth section of the
interstate commerce law, as amended March
2, 1889, (25 St. p. 855, c. 382,) which gives
to the interstate commerce commission a
summary remedy to enforce its orders by a
petition to the United States circuit court
sitting in equity. The statute, as thus amend
ed, provides that—
“When the subject in dispute shall of the
value of two thousand dollars or more, either
party to such proceeding before said court
may appeal to the supreme court of the
United States, under the same regulations
now provided by law in respect of security
for such appeal; but such appeal shall not
operate to stay or supersede the order of the
court, or the execution of any writ or process
thereon, and such court may, in every such
matter, order the payment of such costs and
counsel fees as shall be deemed reasonable.”
The motion to dismiss the appeal was
based upon the ground that this provision
was repealed, in so far as it provides for a di
rect appeal to the supreme court, by the judi
ciary act of March 3, 1891, (26 St. p. 826, c.
517,) and that the appeal should have been
taken to the circuit court of appeals, as the
case did not belong to any of the classes in
which that act allows appeals to the supreme
court direct.
Geo. R. Peck, A. T. Brltton, and A. B.
Browne, for the motion. Win. A. Day, op
posed.

to
‘Mr. Chief Justice FULLER.

The motion?

to dismiss is granted. McLish v. R011, 141
U. S. 661, 12 Sup. Ct. Rep. 118; Lau Ow Bew

v. U. S., 144 U. S. 47, 12 Sup. Ct. Rep. 517;

14-! U. S. 47: Hubbard v. So v, 13 Su . Ct.
Rep. 13, 146 U. S. 56; Railwav o. v. Os ome,

Hubbard v. Soby, 146 U. S. 56, 13 Sup. Ct.
Rep. 13; Railway Co. v. Osborne, 146 U. S.

13 Sup. Ct. Rep. 281, 146 U. S. 354,-followed.

354, 13 Sup. Ct. Rep. 281.

Appeal from the circuit court of the Unit
ed States for the southern district of Cali
fornia.
In Equity. This was a petition by the
Interstate Commerce Commission against the
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railroad Com

Daily the Atlantic & Paciﬁc Railroad Com~
Bully. the Burlington & Missouri River Rail
l‘Oﬂd Company, the California Central Rail
Way Company, the California Southern Rail‘
l'Oad Company, the Chicago, Kansas & Ne

braska Railway Company, the Missouri Pa

Appeal dismissed.

(149 U. s. 266)
RICHMOND & D. R. CO. v. ELLIOTT.
(May 1, 1893.)

No. 199.
Dnuoss-Psssosn. lsanmss— EvIDssca—Da
rsc'nvs Locouo'rrvss.

1. An engine belonging to defendant rail
road company, and standing in its yard, ex
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ploded, and inﬂicted permanent injuries on
plaintiﬁ, who was in the service of another
company, to which defendant had_granted the
right to use such yard. In his action for dam
ages based on this injury, plamuEE was allowed
to testify as to the wages received in the
higher grades of the employment in which he
was engaged, and to state that, had he re
mained in the service of the company, there
was a chance or probability that he would be
promoted, but it was not shown that there was
any rule or recognized custom governing pro
motions that would have inured to plamtxﬁ’s
beneﬁt. Held, that the admission of such evi
dence was reversible error; especially where
the judge charged the jury that in estimating
the damages they might consider the proba
bility of plaintiff's promotion, if such were
shown by the evidence.
.
2. If the defendant, after purchasing the
engine, made such reasonable examination as

was possible without tearing the machmery to
pieces, and subjected 1t fully to all ordinary
tests for determining the ciiiciency and strength
of completed engines, and no defects were
thereby disclosed, it cannot be held guilty of
negligence as to plaintiﬁ, a stranger to the
company, because there existed in the engine
a latent defect that afterwards caused the ex
plosion.
In error to the circuit court of the United
States for the northern district of Georgia.
This was an action by Henry Elliott
against the Richmond & Danvlilc Railroad
Company for damages for personal injury.
There was judgment for plaintiff in the court
below. and defendant brings error. Re~
versed.
Statement by Mr. Justicc BREWER:
On February 8, 1887, defendant in error
commenced this action in the superior court
of Fulton county, 0a., to recover damages
for personal injuries. The case was re
moved to the circuit court of the United
States for the northern district of Georgia,
in which court a trial was had on the 2d
of November, 1888, and a verdict returned
in favor of the plaintiff for $10,000. Judg~
ment having been entered thereon, defendant
sued out a writ of error from this court.
The facts were these: The plaintiff was
an cmploye of the Central Railroad 8: Bank
..lng Company, which company had, under
gnu arrangement with the defendant, the

0 right to use its‘ yard in Atlanta, Ga., for
switching purposes, and in the making up of
trains. He was one of the crew of a switch
engine belonging to the Central Company,
and on the night of November 25, 1886, while
in the discharge of his duties in the yard,
engine No. 515, belonging to the defendant,
exploded its boiler, and a piece of the dome
thereof struck him on the leg, and injured
him so that amputation became necessary.
The explosion of this boiler was charged to
be owing to negligence on the part of the
defendant in this respect: “That more steam
was allowed to generate than the engine had
ca-Dacity to contain;” that the boiler was
defective, and that the defendant
'
of the defect.
had nonce
Henry Jackson for plaintiﬂ! in crro
.
r.
T. Ladson, for defendant in error.

C.

Mr. Justice BREWER. after stating the
facts in the foregoing language, delivered the
opinion of the court.
The ﬁrst question to which our attention
is directed arises on the admission of us
timony in respect to the probability of plain’
tiilf’s promotion in the service or his employ
er, and a consequent increase of wages. Ii‘.
appears that he was working in the capacity
of coupler and swltchmau for the Control
Company, and had been so working for be
tween 4 and 5 years; that he was 27 years
of age, in good health, and receiving $1.50
per day. He was asked this question:
“What were your prospects of advancement,
if any, in your employment on the railroad,
and of obtaining higher wages?" In re
sponse to that and subsequent questions he
stated that he thought that by staying with
the company he would be promoted; that
in the absence of the yard master, he had
sometimes discharged his duties. and also
in like manner temporarily ﬁlled the place
of other employes of the company of a high
er grade of service than his own; that there
was a “system by which you go in there

as coupler or train hand, or in the yard,a
and, if a man falls out, you stand a clmnceg
of‘taking his place;" and that the average
yard conductor obtained a salary of from
sixty to seventy-ﬁve dollars a month.
We think there was error in the admislion
ofthls testimony. It did not appear that there
was any rule on the part of the Central Conl
puny for an increase of salary after a cer
tain length of time, or that promotion should
follow whenever a vacancy occurrtd in it
higher grade of service. The most that was
claimed was that, when a vacnncyliook
place, a subordinate who had been faithful
in his employment, and had scrvui n lnuli
while, had a chance of receiving prcfi‘l‘mtllu

but that is altogether too problemalicill "11d
uncertain to be presented to a jury in ‘on’

nection with proof of the wages Paid t° in?“
in such superior employment.
Promotion
was purely a matter of speculation, depend‘
ing
cancy,
notbut
simply
upon upon
the judgment.
the occurrence
(‘I evenof "m"
it

of those in control.

Of COlll‘M‘v were “re

possibilities and probabilities before every
person, particularly a young 111110, and “lurid
in estimating the damages sustained. W1
doubtless always give weight to those 13%

crai probabilities, as well as to those Blii'lﬂii'
ing from any peculiar capacities or familial;
But that is a different matter from 0mm’;
to the jury the wages which som? 8'1 a‘:
minds receives,
oﬂlcer
of the jury
and the
thenamomlt
exaggerating
ut thedﬂmx
m

age which has been sustained. by Widens
tending to show that there is a chance I

plaintiff
higher oﬂlce.
being promoted
It is enough
at some
to time
030""to

to

the plaintiﬂ? has been in fact depl‘l"‘fd ‘more
show his physical health and streﬂiidl a use
the injury. his condition since, the “"134.
he was doing, (Wade v. Leroy‘ 20 UN’ '

RICHMOND & D. R. CO. '0. ELLIOTT.
EH’ F I-J‘I'FL'
:H
if
In

-.vrn l'séﬁ ‘ﬁi ﬁiFZ'RSEKFHI"~26

Nebraska City v. Campbell, 2 Black, 590;
Railroad Co. v. Putnam, 118 U. S. 545, 5.’ ,
7 Sup. Ct. Rep. 1,) the wages he was receiv
ing, and perhaps the increase which he
would receive by any ﬁxed rule of promotion.
Beyond that it is not right to go, and intro
duce testimony which simply opens the door
to a speculation of possibilities. Nor was
the error in the admission of this testimony
°cured by the instructions. On the contrary,
gthey seem to emphasize that this chance of
0 promotion was a. matter to be'considered.
This is what the court said: "I permitted
some evidence to be introduced on the sub
ject of the line of promotion in the business
in which he was engaged. The plaintii! says,
and the jury could consider the fact, that
he had a probability of promotion in the line
of services in which he was engaged; that
the salary of the next grade of services in
which he was engaged is from sixty to seven
ty-ﬂve dollars per month. The jury can con
sider that in ﬁnding what his ﬁnancial or
pecuniary loss is. I have permitted the evi
dence to go to the jury, and I will state to
you that the jury ought not to be governed
by a mere conjecture or possibility in a mat
ter of that sort. It ought to be shown to
the reasonable satisfaction of the jury that
the man, after a while, would earn more
money than he was then earning. it ought
to be shown to your reasonable satisfaction.
It is a matter for you to determine. The evi
dence has gone to you, and if you believe-—
if it has been shown to your reasonable sat

isfaction~that this man would earn more
money at some future period, you would be

authorized to consider that fact." Obviously,
this directs their attention to this matter,
and invites them to consider it in determin

-‘-":-v~

ing the damages which the plaintiff has sus
tained. While it does say that the jury
should not be governed by any mere conjec
ture or possibility, yet it speaks of the matter
as though there was placed before them a
probability of promotion which they ought
to consider. That probability was only such
as was disclosed by the testimony we have
referred to. Such an uncertainty cannot be
made the basis of a legal claim for damages.
The Code of Georgia of 1882 (in section 3072)
declares: "If the damages are only the im
agilmry or possible result of the tortious
act, or other and contingent circumstances
preponderate largely in causing the injurious
effect, such damages are too remote to be
the basis of recovery against the wrongdoer."

Such declaration is only an aﬂlrmation of the
general law in respect thereto.
A case very much in point was before
the supreme court of Georgia. Railroad Co.
v. Allison, 86 Ga. 145, 12 S. E. Rep. 352.
‘270 In that case the plaintiﬂ (the action being
one for personal injuries) was a postal clerk
in the railway’mail service of the United

States, and on the trial the assistant super
lntcndent of the railway mail service, un
der whom the pluintiﬂ was employed, was
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permitted to give testimony as to the
chances of promotion. This was adjudged
error. The court thus discussed the matter:
“We think this evidence shows that Allison‘s
promotion was too uncertain, and the posv
sibility of an increase of his salary from
$1,150 to $1,300 too remote, to go to the
jury, and for them to base a verdict there
on. While it is proper, in cases of this kind,
to prove the age, habits, health, occupa
tion, expectation of life, ability to labor.
and probable increase or diminution of that
ability with lapse of time, the rate of wages.
etc., and then leave it to the jury to assess
the damages, we think it improper to allow
proof of a particular possibility, or even
probability, of an increase of wages by ap
pointment to a higher public oﬂice, espe
cially where, as in this case, the appointment
is somewhat controlled by political reasons.
The deputy clerk of this court, for exampleL
is very efficient and faithful, and, if there
should be a vacancy in the oiﬁce of clerk
of the court, it is not only possible, but very
probable, that he would be appointed to
ﬁll the vacancy, thereby obtaining a much
larger salary then he now receives; but if
he should be injured as Allison was, and
were to sue the railroad company for dam—
ages, we do not think it would be compe
tent for him to prove the possibility or
probability of his appointment to ﬁll a va
cancy in the oﬁlce of clerk, especially as
the personnel of the court, upon which
such appointment must depend,
might
change in ti
mean time. To allow the
jury to assess damages in behalf of the
plaintiff on the basis of a large income
arising from a public oﬂice which he has
never received, which is merely in expect
ancy and might never be received, or, if
received at all, might come to him at some
remote and uncertain period, would be
wrong and unjust to the defendant. We

believe the rule of most of the railroads in
this state is to promote their employes.
An employe commences at the lowest grade,
and, if he is competent, capable, and em
cient, he is very likely to be promoted upon
the happening of a vacancy above him. If
one occupying a lower grade of service were:

injured,‘would he be allowed to prove, un-‘,‘
less he had a contract to that eifect, that
his prospects of promotion to a higher grade
and better salary were good, and would
the jury be allowed to base their calcula
tion and estimate of the damages upon
a much larger salary, which he never re
ceived, but merely had a prospect of receiv
ing? It will be observed that the testi

mony in this case shows that there were
two others in the same class with Allison.
equally competent and eﬂicieut us he was,
and it is by no means certain that Allison
would have been preferred to each of them
in case of vacancy, and promoted above
them; so it could not be said that he was
in direct line or promotion.” And this de
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feet-one which subsequently caused me
cision is in harmony with the general course
destruction of the engine and injury to such
of rulings. Brown v. Cummings, 7 Allen,
party. We do not think it necessary or
507; Brown v. Railroad Co., 64 Iowa, 652,
proper to go into a full discussion of the
21 N. W. Rep. 193; Chase v. Railroad Co.,
facts, but content ourselves with stating gm.
76 Iowa, 675, 39 N. “1 Rep. 196. For this
ply the general rules of law appllcabie
error, which it may well be believed worked
thereto.
substantial injury to the rights of the de
fendant, the judgment will have to be re
For the error ﬁrst above noticed the judg
ment
will be reversed, and the case remand
versed.
Another matter is this: The injury was ed with instructions to grant a new trial.
Reversed.
caused by the explosion of the boiler of
an engine, and it is insisted that the tes
timony shows that the engine was handled
(149 U. S. 262]
properly and carefully; that the defect in
UNITED STATES v. JONES et a
the iron casting of the dome ring, which,
(May 1, 1593.)
after the explosion, was found to have ex
No. 262.
isted, was a defect which could not, with
APPEAL—BILL or EXCEP'IlONB—ALLOWANCI Arm
the exercise of reasonable care, have been
Tsnm—Arrmnsxcs.
discovered by the company; and that it
When a bill of exceptions is presented
took all reasonable and proper care to test
to and signed by the judge after the close of
the boiler and engine, and from such test
the term, and the record fails to disclose any
no defect was discovered. Hence the con
order extending the time for its presentation,
or
any consent of parties thereto, or any stand‘
tention is that the court should have in
ing rule of court authorizing such approval,
structed the jury to ﬁnd a verdict for the
the supreme court will aiﬁrm the judgment
defendant Perhaps, in view of what may
In error to the circuit court of the United
be developed on a new trial, it is not well
States for the western district of Louislnna.
to comment on the testimony in respect to
Acﬂon
brought by the United States against
these matters. Whether there was negli
John R. Jones and George Freeman to re
gence in respect to the accumulation of
cover damages for an alleged trespass in cut
steam is a question of fact, involving, ﬁrst,
ting timber from public lands. There was a
the capacity of the boiler, the amount of
verdict for defendants, and from the judgment
steam which had accumulated, and the pre
entered thereon the United States bring er
cautions which were taken to prevent its
ror. Aﬁirmed.
going above a certain pressure. With re
Asst. Atty. Gen. Parker, for the Unltsi
gard to the defect in the iron casting, which
States. T. Alexander and N. 0. Blanchard.
N seems to have been revealed by the explo
I-sion, it may be said that it is not neces
for defendants in error.
- sarily the duty of a purchaser of'machin
Mr. Chief Justice FULLER. Judgmentwll!
cry, whether simple or complicated, to tear
rendered in this case July 18, the Writ of
it to pieces to see if there be not some in
error sued out and allowed July 23. and ‘11",,
tent defect. If he purchases from a man
court adjourned for the term July 30‘ 1mg
ufacturer of recognized standing, he is justi
So far as'disclosed by the record, the bill of;
ﬂed in assuming that in the manufacture
exceptions was not tendered to the Judith
proper care was taken, and that proper
or signed by him, until October 7, 1889.111“1
tests were made of the different parts of
no order was entered extending the time for
the machinery, and that as delivered to him
its presentation, nor was there any cousin
it is in a fair and reasonable condition for
of parties thereto, nor any standing “119 °r
use. We do not mean to say that it is
court which authorized such alllll'o"ill The
never the duty of a purchaser to make
bill of exceptions was therefore imlml’msm:
tests or examhiations of his own, or that
ly allowed. Muller v. Ehlers, 91 U. S- 39'
he can always and wholly rely upon the
Jones v. Sewing-Mach. 00., 131 U. S- APPPm
assumption that the manufacturer has fully
c1.; Bank v. Eldred, 143 U. s. 293.12 Sn
and suﬁiciently tested.
It may be, and
Ot. Rep. 450. As the errors assigned "1:;
doubtless often is, his duty, when placing
upon the bill of exceptions. We “9 compel!
the machine in actual use, to subject it to
t0 aﬁirm the judgment; and it is so on!
ordinary tests for determining its strength
and eﬁiciency. Applying these rules, if the
==
railroad company, after purchasing this en
(149 u. 5-1:’
gine, made such reasonable examination
CINCINNATI, H. a D. R. 00.1.M8KE5"
as was possible without tearing the ma
chinery to pieces, and subjected it fully to

all the ordinary tests which are applied
for determining the eﬂlciency and strength
of completed engines, and such examina.
tion and tests had disclosed no defect, it
cannot, in an action by one who is a tran
Ber to the company, be adjudged guilty of

negligence because there was a latent de

(May 1. 1893.)
No. 1,024.

Bureaus COUn'r—PRAC'IICE—RULB 37-32“
GATE rnoM Crncvir Coonr PF A?" I w on
LA certiﬁcate of questions 3! has the
which a circuit court of upheld-5 . “mew
instruction of the supreme _court Is I “We
when a quorum of the circuit court °
does not sit in the case.

HAGER v. SWAYNE.
2. Where such a certiﬁcate does not con
lain a proper statement of the facts upon which
the questions of law arise, the case should
be dismissed, under Sup. Ct. Rule 37, although
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S. v. Emholt, 105 U. S. 414;) and that this

certiﬁcate does

the record is sent up._ It_is for the supreme
court to say Whether it will answer the ques
tions as propounded. or direct the whole record

to be sent up. in order to decide the case as
if it were on writ of error or appeal.
On a certiﬁcate from the United States

tain a proper statement

which the
law arise.

circuit court 01' appeals for the seventh
circuit Case dismissed.
Lawrence

Maxwell,

Jr.,

W. H. H. Miller and John

for appellant.
M. Butler, for

appeliee.
3

mm
ml

‘Mr. Chief Justice FULLER delivered the
opinion of. the court.

4m

States circuit court
seventh
circuit. It

This is a

certiﬁcate from

the

of appeals
appears

United
for

the

x‘nh
J1‘:
z‘us
ml
is!
s:

holding that court, on January 13, 1892,
the circuit justice not being in attendance,

or able at that time to attend; that one of

xii

said Judges was unwilling,
disqualiﬁed, to sit

and

another

:i'z
Min
n;

it appearing to the court that the appeal
involved questions of law of great impor-

and order the case to be dismissed.

times which should be certiﬁed to the supreme court of the United States, it was
thereupon ordered that certain questions
and propositions of law be, and the same
were thereby, certiﬁed to this court as ques
tions or propositions concerning which the
circuit court of appeals desired the instruc
tion of this court for their proper decision.
Ai‘ter stating the questions, the certiﬁcate
concluded with a direction to the clerk to
transmit to the clerk of the supreme court

at}

in!
ii
El

w__-.~‘_»s“-nq-: .= ¥'.-;~i

her as it the case had been brought up by
writ of error or appeal.
We must decline, therefore, to answer
the questions contained in this certiﬁcate,

a

(149 U. s. 242)

HAGER, Collector, v- SWAYNE
(May 1, 1893.)
N°_ 232,
Cus'rous Du'rrss—Ac'rioss 'ro Rncovnu Pnmm'rs
—Wno MAY Mus'rsm—Assrossns.

Under Rev. St. §§ 2931, 3011, only the
importer of goods can sue to recover duties
paid under protest, and no mere assignee of
the claim can maintain the action. Castro v.

Seeberger. 40 Fed. Rep. 531, distinguished.
In error to the circuit court of the United
States for the northern district of California.
Reversed.
Asst. Atty. Gen. Parker, for plaintiff in er
ror. Charle Page, for defendant in error.

v
' Mr. Chief Justice FULLER delivered thee‘
uon was made in this court that the tran
script of the record sent up by the circuit
court of appeals be received, and that the

whole record and the cause be retained
this court for its consideration. 0n De
cember 19th this motion was denied, and

it was further ordered that “counsel be
allowed to submit briefs on the questions

whether the certiﬁcate in this cause is
valid, and, if so, whether it is suﬁicient,
under the act creating the circuit court of
appeals, to he proceeded upon by this
court."1 No suggestions have been made or
briefs submitted by counsel.

_,

We are of opinion that a certiﬁcate of

gqucsiions or propositions of law concerning
circuit

court of appeals ‘desires ,

‘There was no opinion ﬁled with this order.

opinion of the court.
This was an action brought by R. H.
Swayne in the circuit court or the United
States for the northern district of California,
to recover from the defendant. Joseph S.
Huger, collector of the port of San Fran
cisco, the sum oi.‘ $3,799.56 on account of
duties illegally exacted by the collector on
divers importations of cotton shoes and silk
shoes, brought into said port in the year
1886 by several importers from ports in
China. The complaint contained 47 counts
for various amounts, alleged to be due upon
an equal number of importations made by
many diifcrent ﬁrms and persons, and the
plaintiff claimed to be entitled to recover the
aggregate sum by reason of having become
‘1118 owner or these several claims by way
01' purchase and assignment.
Issue having been joined. a trial by Jury
was waived by stipulation, and it was agreed
that all the impormtions of cotton shoes re
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ferred to in the several counts might be con
sidered under one head, and all the importa
tions of silk shoes under another. The cir—
cuit court thereupon made its ﬁndings of
fact, and therefrom its conclusion of law
that the plaintiff was entitled to recover the
entire sum sued for. Judgment was accord~
ingly entered against the collector, who
brought the case by writ of error to this

mon-law right was outstanding, the collector
withheld, as an indemnity, the sum m db
pute; but congress provided that he must:

.pay into the treasury all moneys received?

court.
The upper part of the shoes was com
posed of' cotton or of silk, and a portion of
the soles was of felt, made up of coarse

animal hair of diﬂerent kinds and of wood
ﬁber and starch or glue, all of which had
been felted, mixed, and pressed into layers,
‘which layers were in turn pressed together

:until the requisite thickness was reached.
- The most valuable material’of the shoe was
the silk or cotton, respectively, and no part
contained hair of any kind in the textile
fabric, nor were they made up by the tailor,
seamstress, or manufacturer of similar char
acter to a tailor or seamstress.
The collector decided that these shoes were
duﬂable under the paragraph of Schedule K
of the tariff act of 1883 (22 St. p. 509) ﬁxing
duty on wearing apparel of every descrip
tion not specially enumerated or provided
for, composed wholly or in part of wool,
worsted, the hair of the alpaca, goat, or
other animals, made up or manufactured
wholly or in part by the tailor, seamstress,
or manufacturer, at the rate of 40 cents per
pound, and, in addition thereto, 35 per cent
um ad valorem, and exacted of the import
ers payment of the duties accordingly. The
importers, as found by the court, "for the
purpose of getting possession of their said
merchandise, paid the amount so required
of them, but within the time required by
law notiﬁed the collector of their dissatis
faction with, and protest against, his de
-»cision, and appealed to the secretary of the
treasury, who aiﬁrmed the decision of the
collector.
The importers thereupon, for
value, assigned their claims to the plaintiff,
who, within the time required by law, corn
menced this action for the recovery of the
said excess of duties." The circuit court held
that the cotton shoes fell under the paragraph
of Schedule I (22 St. p. 506) imposing 35 per
cent. ad valorem on manufactures of cotton

oﬂlcially, and that the secretary of the trans
ury should refund erroneous and illegal onc

ﬂons. Rev. St. §§ 3010, 30121/2.
The suit to recover back an excess of du
ties necessarily could only be maintained as
ailirmatively speciﬁed in the statute. Section
3011 of the Revised Statutes, as amended by
the act of congress of February 27, 1877, (19
St. pp. 240, 247,) provides:
“Any person who shall have made pay
ment under protest, and in order to obtain
possession of merchandise imported for him,
to any collector, or person acting as collector,
of any money as duties, when such amount
of duties was not, or was not wholly. an
thorized by law, may maintain an actionin

the nature of an action at law, which shall
be triable by jury, to ascertain the validity
of such demand and payment of duties, and
to recover back any excess so paid; but no
recovery shall be allowed in such action un
less a protest and appeal shall have been
taken as prescribed in section twenty-nine
hundred and thirty-one."

Section 2931 reads as follows:
"On the entry of any vessel, or of any
merchandise, the decision of the collector of
customs at the port of importation and au
try, as to the rate and amount of duties to
be paid on the tonnage of such vessel or on
such merchandise, and the dutiable costs
and charges thereon, shall be ﬁnal and con
clusive against all persons interested therein
unless the owner, master, commander, 0'
consignee of such vessel, in the case of du
ties levied on tonnage, or the owner, import
er. consignee, or agent of the merchandise,

in the case of duties levied on merchandisi
or the costs and charges thereon, shall.
in ten days after the ascertainment and haul
dation of the duties by the proper oillceri oi

the customs, as well in cases of merdi-iﬂ‘
dise entered in bond as for consnmllilvll,
give notice in writing to the collector on each
entry, if dissatisﬁed with his decision, 50!

ting forth therein, disiinctly and speciﬁcally
the grounds of his objection thereto, and
shall within thirty days after the date 0!

such ascertainment and liquidation up

i

not Specially enumerated or provided for,

therefrom to the secretary of the treasury-:1

and the silk shoes under the last paragraph

The decision of the secretary on‘ such appeal

of Schedule L, imposing 50 per cent. on
goods not specially enumerated, made of silk,
or of which silk was the component material
of chief value. 37 Fed. Rep, 780.
It was held by this court in Aruson v.

Murphy, 109 U. s. 238, 3 sup. Ct. Rep. 184,

shall be ﬁnal and conclusive, and such V8;

sci or merchandise or costs and charges “in
be liable to duty accordingly. unless “it ﬁnd
be brought within ninety days ﬂiter the ‘z

cision of the secretary of the treil-‘iili'il'l :e
such appeal, for any duties which shall “on
been paid before the date of such decision m

that the common-law right of action against
a collector to recover duties illegally collect
ed was taken away by act of congress, and a

such vessel, or on such merchandise’ °r 00:“
or charges. or within ninety days “Mum,

statutory remedy given, which was exclusive.
Rev- si- 55 2931, 3011; Arnson v. Murphy,

115 U- S- 519, o sup. 0:. Rep. 185; Cheat

payment of duties paid after the decmim'
of the secretary. No suit shall be t m
tained in any court for the recovery 0

ham v. U. 8., 92 U. S. 85. While the 00m.

duties alleged to have been erronW

TEXAS & P. RY. CO. '0. ANDERSON.

.-;‘:fI'iIEr;i'-H:;I‘?-I§il!;

Quvrﬂw—

Illegally exacted, until the decision of the
secretary of the treasury shall have been
ﬁrst had on such appeal, unless the decision
of the secretary shall be delayed more than
ninety days from the date of such appeal in
case of an entry at any port east of the
Rocky mountains, or more than ﬁve months
in case of an entry west of those mountains.“
From these sections it appears that it is the
"owner, importer, consignee, or agent of the
merchandise, in the case of duties levied on
merchandise,” who must protest and appeal,
and he is the person who, having made pay
ment under protest “in order to obtain pos
session of merchandise imported for him,"
may maintain the action. It does not fol
low that devisees, representatives of the es
tates of deceased persons, assignees in bank
ruptcy or by operation of law, are excluded
from bringing suit, for they take by devolu
tion, and are regarded as succeeding in in
terest to the original party; but the statute
does not contemplate that a. stranger may
bring the action. and such is a voluntary as
slgnee of the mere naked right.
In Castro v. Seeberger, 40 Fed. Rep. 531,
Castro had purchased the merchandise of the
importer while it was in bond, and pending
an appeal, and after the decision of the ap
peal paid the duties assessed in order to
obtain possession of the property, and there
upon brought the suit; and it was decided
by Judge Blodgett, holding the circuit court
for the northern district of Illinois, that the
claim against the collector became attached

to and followed the merchandise, so as to
‘‘make the purchaser, who paid the charges,
. constructively the importer,‘ and entitled to

maintain the action under the statute.

The

purchaser obtained an interest in the thing
itself. The case here is wholly different, for
these importers, after the decision of the sec
retary, paid the duties and took the goods
themselves, and then attempted to assign a
bare right of action to this plaintiff.
By section 3477 all transfers and assign
ments made of any claim upon the United
States, or of any part or share thereof, or
interest therein, whether absolute or condi
tional, and whatever might be the considera
tion therefor, and all powers of attorney,
orders, or other authorities for receiving pay
ment of any such claim, or of any part or share

thereof, were declared to be absolutely null
and void, unless they were freely made and
executed in the presence of at least two at
testing witnesses, after the allowance of such

8- claim, the ascertainment of the amount due,
and the issuing of a warrant for the pay_
ment thereof. The language is general which
declares the nullity of such assignments, and
the only cases where they are recognized is
where a warrant has already issued. If there
are any cases where the claim cannot be
paid by warrant, then they do not come with
in the exception, but are affected by the

general language. 16 Op. Atty. Gen. 261.
The misohiefs designed to be remedied by
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this section were declared by Mr. Justice
Miller in Goodman v. Niblack, 102 U. S. 556,
to be mainly two: First, the danger that
the rights of the government might be em
barrassed by having to deal with several
persons instead of one, and by the introduc
tion of a party who was a stranger to the
original transaction; second, that, by a trans
fer of such claim against the government to
one or more persons not originally interested
in it, the way might be conveniently opened
to such improper inﬂuences in prosecuting
the claim before the departments, the courts,
or the congress as desperate cases. where
the award is contingent on success, so often
suggest.
It has been frequently held that the sec
tion does not include transfers by operation
of law, or by will, in bankruptcy or insolven
cy. Butler v. Goreley, 146 U. S. 303, 13 Sup.

Ct. Rep. 84, and cases cited. But the legis-m
laﬂon shows that the intent of congress?‘
was ‘that the assignment of naked claims
against the government for the purposes of
suit, or in view of litigation, or otherwise,
should not be countenanced. At common law,
the transfer of a mere right to recover in an
action at law was forbidden as violating the
rule against maintenance and champerty;
and, although the rigor of that rule has been
relaxed, an assignment of a chose in action
will not be sanctioned when it is opposed to
any rule of law or public policy.
These considerations are apposite in arriv
ing at the true construction of sections 2931
and 3011, and we are clear that the action
provided for cannot be maintained by a
stranger, suing solely in virtue of a purchase
of claims from those who did not see ﬁt to
prosecute them themselves.
The judgment is reversed and the cause re
manded, with a direction to dismiss the com
plaint.
Judgment reversed.

(149 U. S. 237)

TEXAS & P. RY. CO. v. ANDERSON et al.
(May 1, 1893.)
No. 1,312.
PliAC'l‘iCE—SUBSTlTUTlON or Psn'nas - Is-rsuas-r
on Juoonsx'r — CIRCUIT Couar or Arrsnns JURISDICTIOS.
1. Judgment was had against the receiver
of a railroad company, and pending a writ of
error the receiver was discharged, and there
after died. In accordance with written stipu
lation of counsel the railroad company was
substituted, this change “not‘ to affect any of
the questions or controversies presented by

the record," and the judgment was subse
quently allirmed.

Held, that the trial court,

upon the remand of_the cause, should issue
execution directly against the company.
2. At the time when :1 Judgment was re
covered the rate of interest allowed by the
state statutes was 8 per cent.

Pending a Writ

of error the rate was changed to 6

er cent.

on judgments thereafter obtained.
ct Tex.
April 13, 1891. Held that, upon aﬂ‘irmance, in
terest at the rate of 8 per cent. until paid
should be recovered.
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3. Where a circuit court, in a cause re
manded to it after aﬂirmance by the supreme
court. issues execution in conformity to the
mandate of the supreme court, there being
no subsequent proceedings not settled by the
terms of the mandate, a circuit_ court of_ ap
peals has no jurisdiction to review'the judg
ment of the circuit court in execution of the
mandate.
On a certiﬁcate from the United States
circuit court of appeals for the ﬁfth circuit.
Statement by Mr. Chief Justice FULLER:
On September 13, 1888, judgment was ren
dered in the circuit court of the United
States for the eastern district 01' Texas

gagainst John 0. Brown and Lionel a Shel
as'don, as~receivcrs of the Texas & Paciilc
Railway Company, in favor of Ida May
Cox, for $10,000, with interest from date
at 8 per cent. per annum, the then rate of
interest in Texas, "to be paid in due course
of their administration of their receiver
ship." Sheldon having resigned as receiver,
and his resignation having been accepted,
Brown, as sole receiver, prosecuted a writ
of error from this court, and gave a su
persedeas bond. While the writ of error
was pending, the receiver made known to
the circuit court that the objects and pur
poses contemplated in the several proceed
ings under which he had been appointed
had been accomplished by settlement and
agreement of the parties, and he was there
upon discharged as receiver, and the prop
erty restored to the company. Subsequent
ly, and before the case came on for hear
ing, the receiver died. Thereafter defend
ant in error tiled a motion in this court
to have the railroad company substituted in
place of the receiver, and an order of sub
stitution was entered by this court upon
suggestion of the discharge and death of
said receiver.
At the time of that order a stipulation,
signed by counsel on both sides, was ﬁled,
which read as follows: “That the said Tex—
as and Paciﬁc Railway Company may be
substituted as plaintiff in error in the above
entitled cause, now pending and undeter
mined upon wrlt of error in this court,
such substitution, however, not to affect any
of the questions or controversies presented
by the record herein, and the questions
and controversies presented by the record
are to stand for the decision of this court
the same as it said substitution had not
been made."
The cause having been argued, the judg
ment was aiiirmed, May 16, 1892. Railway
gs). v. Cox, 145 U. S. 601, 12 Sup. Ct. Rep.
LI.

On May 19, 1892, the mandate of this
court was issued, directed to the circuit
court of the United States tor the eastern
district of Texas, which, after reciting the
judgment of that court against the receiv
ers, and the writ of error prosecuted by
the remaining receiver, proceeded thus:
“Ami whereas, at the October term, A.

D. 1889, of said supreme court, the dis.
charge of John C. Brown as receiver of the,
Texas and Paciﬁc Railway Company, and;

also his death,‘ having been suggested, if,‘
was ordered that the Texas and Paciﬁc
Railway Company be made the party pinin
tli! in error in this cause;
"And whereas, in the present term 0t 00
tober, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and ninety-one, the said case
came on to he heard before the said sn
preme court on the said transcript oi rec
0rd, and was argued by counsel:
“On consideration whereot, it is now hen
ordered and adjudged by this court that
the Judgment of the said circuit court in
this cause be, and the same is hereby, ni
ﬁrrncd, with costs, and interest, until paid.
at the same rate per annum that similar
judgments bear in the courts of the state
of Texas; and that the said piaintit‘i re
cover against the said the Texas and Pacific
Railway Company for her costs herein ex
pended, and have execution therefor. May

16, 1892.
“You, therefore, are hereby commanded
that such execution and proceedings be had
in said cause as according to right and 105
tice and the laws of the United States
ought to be had, the said writ of error not
withstanding."
Pending the writ of error, the defendant
Ida May Cox, intermarrled with one Scott
Anderson. Upon reception of the mandate,
execution was issued by the clerk of the dr
cult court of the United States for the eastern
district of Texas against the Texas & P11‘
ciﬁo Railway Company for the full amount of
the judgment, with 8 per cent. interest and
costs. The company thereupon tiled in bill

against the marshal in whose hands the m
cution had been placed, asking that he be re

strained from levying the same, “P011 [1"
ground that there was no judgmem i° 5“?

port the execution. A restraining order “,5
granted, which was continued in force 1111111

November 22, 1392, when a was riissolveil
On that day Mr. and Mrs. Anderson ﬁleda

motion that execution should issue in the“
names against the defendant company1
motion was resisted, but the objections 0
the company thereto were overruled. and i1:

court entered an order directing ‘he ‘lg
to record the mandate, and to issue 6mg?
against the company for the sum R00”

{5

the
withoriginal
interestjudgment,
at 8 per and'cOSiBU-O
cent. from thewhich
dj'm “1'
tion or the court the company excepted‘ an
a bill oi.‘ exceptions having been s‘guedmm
approved, a writ of error was allowed an

the circuit court of appeals for the mum‘
cult

The case came on to be heard “15 In

court upon the motion of the defcndﬂﬂ an!

error to dismiss the writ of error for ‘him
of jurisdiction and upon the merits, “may
particularity,
uponfacts
the
the ascourt
above
which
granted
given,
concluded
athough
Oel'uﬁcate
as with
follow!‘
5“

NASH v. HARSHMAN.
wm:ainI-l'a=i!ris;"‘l!=:n1

“whereupon, the court desiring the in
struction of the honorable the supreme court
of the United States for the proper decision
of the questions arising herein, it is hereby
ordered that the following questions and prop
ositions of law be certiﬁed to the honorable
the supreme court of the United States, in

accordance with the provisions of section 6
of the act entitled ‘An act to establish circuit
courts of appeals, and deﬁne and regulate, in
certain cases, the jurisdiction of the circuit
courts of the United States, and for other
purposes,‘ approved March 3, 1891, to wit:
"First. Does the act of March 3, 1891, en

titled ‘An act to establish circuit courts of
appeals, and to deﬁne and regulate, in certain
cases. the jurisdiction of the courts of the
United States, and for other purposes,’ give
to said circuit courts of appeals jurisdiction,
by appeal or writ of error, or otherwise, to
review the decrees, orders, or judgments made
by district courts or ensting circuit courts.
construing a mandate from the supreme court
of the United States, and in executing the
same?

"Second. Was it the intention of the su
preme court of the United States, in aﬁirming
the judgment in the case of John C. Brown,
Plaintiff in Error, v. Ida May Cox, Defend
ant in Error, that said judgment should ‘be
subject to the general equitable jurisdiction
of the court in which such receiver was ap
pointed, and be paid in due course of the ad’
ministration of said receivership, or did it

intend that execution should issue directly
against the Texas and Paciﬁc Railway Com
pany for the amount of said judgment?
; “Third. At the date said judgment was
“originally recovered, to wit, September 15,

“ 1888, it bore interest under the law of'the
state of Texas at the rate of 8 per cent. per
annum. Subsequently, to wit, on April 13,

1891, the statute of the state of Texas ﬁxing
the rate of interest that judgments of this

kind should hear was amended, so that, in
stead of bearing eight per cent. interest, judg

ments thereafter obtained were made to bear
only six per cent. interest per annum.

Should

the judgment in this case bear interest at the
rate of eight per cent. per annum, or at the

rate of six per cent. per annum?"
,._-.a<,. z~.w“41!-‘=.

Jno. F. Dillon and Winslow S. Pierce, for
Plaintiff in error. Harry Hubbard and W.
Hailett Phillips, for defendants in error.

posed of after'elaborate argument and careful t‘
consideration, and the stipulation in that re
gard was fully complied with. If it had been
intended to reserve the present contention,
it is enough to say that that intention was
not expressed, and cannot be inferred, and
the matter was determined by our judgment.
The circuit court properly attempted to ex
ercise no discretion in the premises, but dis
charged its duty by carrying the mandate
into effect, according to its terms. This court
awarded execution against the company for

the costs here, but it was for the circuit
court to award execution for the amount of
the judgment, as it was directed to do, and
as it did; and interest was properly included

at the rate which obtained under the law of
Texas at the time judgment was rendered,
the change in the law in that respect operat
ing only prospectively. Inasmuch as its ac
tion conformed to the mandate, and there
were no proceedings subsequent thereto not
settled by the terms of the mandate itself,
the case falls within the rule often heretofore
laid down, and a second writ of error cannot
be maintained. Cook v. Burnley, 11 Wall.
677; Stewart v. Salmon, 9? U. S. 361;
Humphrey v. Baker, 103 U. S. 736.
For these reasons the answer to the ﬁrst
question certiﬁed must be that, upon the
facts stated in the certiﬁcate, the circuit
court of appeals cannot review by writ of er
ror this judgment of the circuit court in exe~
cation of the mandate of this court. This
dispenses with the necessity of answering the

other
Mr. Chief Justice FULLER, after stating
the facts in the foregoing language, delivered
the opinion of the court.
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spects as liable to the defendants in error as
if it had itself brought the writ. The judg
ment was made ﬁnal by the order of this
court, and was not again subject to be re
viewed by the court below in the exercise of
its equitable powers, or otherwise. If the
judgment had been reversed, the company
would have recovered its costs against the
defendants in error, and the reversal would
have been a. bar to any liability on the judg
ment as such. It so happened that it was
aﬁirmed, and the company was equally con
cluded. While the only question is as to the
order of this court, we do not think there is
any conﬂict between the mandate and the
stipulation, or that the language of the stipu
lation in any respect limited the liability of
the company in case of aihrmance. Every
point the receiver could have presented was a
raised on behalf of the company, and dis-e

questions certiﬁed.

Ordered accord

Ingiv.
I:

(149 U. S. 263)

The circuit court was correct in awarding
execution against the company under the
mandate. The judgment was originally

against the receiver, to be paid in due course

NASH v. HARSHMAN.
(May 1, 1893.)
No. 957.
APPBAL—YARTIBB—DISMISSAL.

out of the assets in his hands; but the re
ceiver had been discharged, and the property
restored to the company, and the company
had been substituted as the party to the writ

Code, seeking the foreclosure of a mortgage
given to secure a note, and also a personal

of error here, and been made in all re

een conveyed by the mortgagor m a third per

An action was brought under the Ohio
‘udgment against the maker. The land had
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son, who was also made a defendant. The
cause was thereafter removed to a federal
court, and there proceeded merely as .i fore
closure suit in equity. and a decree of fore
closure was entered. Hold, that from this de
(‘T89 the maker of the note could not appeal
without joining therein his codefendant. Ho
horst v. Packet 00., 13 Sup. Ct. Rep. 590, 148
U. S. 262, followed.
Appeal from the circuit court of the United
States for the northern district of Ohio.
‘
In Equity. This was originally a civil ac
tion, brought, under the Code of Civil Pro
cedure of Ohio, in the court of common pleas
of Logan county, by George W. Harshman,
asking a personal judgment against John A.
Nash on a note of $26,000, and setting up
the execution of a mortgage by Nash to se
cure the same; also, alleging the subsequent
conveyance of the mortgaged premises by
Nash to Charles A. Dupee, who, with others,
was made a defendant. Nash and Dupee
ﬁled answers, and, after the case was at is
sue it was removed to the circuit court for
the northern district of Ohio, under the local
prejudice art. In that court the action pro
ceeded merely as a suit in equity to foreclose
the mortgage, and a. decree was rendered for
the sale of the lands. From this decree,
Nash appeals. The cause is now heard on
motion to dismiss the appeal and aﬂirm the
judgment. Appeal dismissed.
One of the grounds relied on by the appel
lees was that the appeal was insuﬂicient be
cause it was taken by Nash, against whom,
as the bill was treated in the circuit court,
no relief was demanded, and no decree was
made, and because Dupee, whose rights
alone were aﬁtected by it, was not a party
to the appeal.
Louis D. Johnson, tor the motion.
‘Mr. Chief Justice FULLER. The appeal
is dismissed. Hohorst v. Packet 00., 148 U.
S. 262, 13 Sup. Ct. Rep. 590.

dered a decree for complainants, who no“
appeal. Reversed.
Asst. Atty. Gen. Maury, tor the United
States. B. F. Jonas, for appeliees.

Mr. Justice SHIRAS delivered the opinion
of the court.
The facts of this case, as appearing by the
record, are undisputed, and are as follows:
Charles A. Snyder was. during the year 1878,
engaged in the business or the lllﬂllili'ilciili‘t
of tobacco in the city of New Orleans, and
while so engaged became indebted to the
United States for internal revenue taxes in
the sum or several thousand dolbus; and
these taxes were duly assessed and certiﬁed
to the collector of internal revenue, who
made demand for payment.
0n the 20th day at November, 1879, at the
time 01' such indebtedness and demand tor
payment, and for more than a year prior and
subsequent to said date, the said Charles A._
Snyder was the owner of certain pieces andr
parccls of real- estate situated in the city
ot New Orleans, to wit, 9 several lots des
iguated as Nos. 4, 5, 6, 9, 10, 11, 12,13,1uul
14, with the buildings and improvements
thereon, in the square bounded by Peters.
Erato, Galennie, and Tchoupitoulas streets:
and by not of sale passed before Theo
dore Guyol, notary, on February 5,1881.
Charles A. Snyder sold, conveyed, and dellr
ered, for valuable consideration, the said lob
of ground to the International Cottonvi’ress
Company, which has been ever since in the
continuous use and occupation of the same.
On April 15, 1885, a bill of complaint Wt‘
ﬁled in the circuit court of the United States
for the eastern district of Louisiana. ugulllii
Charles A. Snyder, for the collection of said
taxes. Nannie Mary Torian, wife of said

Snyder, and the International Cotwn-I’le$
Company were named as codetendanu with
him; it being alleged in said bill thntthei

claimed to have liens and interests in "it
said pieces or lots of ground.
(149 U. S. 210)

Mrs. Snyder was not served with PM“

UNITED STATES v. SNYDER et al.
Ullay l, 1893.)

No. 229.
Coxs'rrrurlosAL LAW—FEDERAL TAXATION—LIENS
—Sn'ra Rnconmxo Luvs.
A state law requiring that all liens on
real property must he recorded, in order to af
fect third parties, (Const. La. 1879, art. 176,)
does not apply to tax liens in favor of the
United States. and, though such liens are not
{Sgtalgdﬁg}, ttlllieyhrm‘tiy b; enforced against the
e an s o purchasers for value
without notice.

nor was any appearance entered for her.
The cause was put at issue, and so lll°

ed in that a personal judgment was entered
against Charles A. Snyder, and in favor of
the United States, in the sum of $354”)

but the bill was dismissed as to the 111""
national Cotton-Press Company. and ﬁlm
this decree an appeal was taken m ‘M5
court.

The assessment on which the lien for in!“

was claimed in behalf of the United 5m‘:
Appeal from the circuit court of the Unit
ed States tor the eastern district of Louisi
mm.
In equity. Bill by the United States
against Charles A. Snyder and wife and the
International Cottond’ress Company to en
force a. tax lien on certain real estate. The
circuit court dismissed the bill as to the In
ternational Cotton-Press Company, and ren

was never ﬁled or inscribed in the mo '
gage ottlce of the parish of New Orion;
as required by the laws of the state i}

Louisiana in order to adect third 993?:
and the International Cotton-Prat! W

pany purchased the property 01‘ “immune.
tax lien was claimed to exist for full \"

in good mm, and in ignorance or the
alleged assessment.
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Section 3371 of the Revised Statutes, as

amended by section 14 of the act of March
.la

his
"5'11

54.
f.
o.If
51
rIIr»)“

“;;-~.i~

‘KI 'IF I'T\I:HJ

1, 1879, under which the taxes in question
were assessed, is in the following terms:
“Whenever any manufacturer of tobacco,
snuii’, or cigars sells, or removes for sale or
o,consumption, any tobacco, snuii', or cigars
gnpon which a tax is required to be paid by
' stamps, . without the use of the proper
stamps, it shall be the duty of the commis
sioner of internal revenue, within a period
of not more than two years after such sale
or removal, upon satisfactory proof, to esti
mate the amount of tax which has been
omitted to be paid, and to make an assess~
ment therefor, and certify the same to the
collector. The tax so assessed shall be in
addition to the penalties imposed by law
for such sale or removal: provided, how
ever, that no such assessment shall be made
until and after notice to the manufacturer
of the alleged sale and removal to show
cause against said assessment; and the com
missioner of internal revenue shall, upon a
full hearing of all the evidence, determine
what assessment, if any, should be made."

Section 3186 of the Revised Statutes, as
amended by section 3 of the act of March
1, 1879, is as follows:
“If any person liable to pay any tax neg
lects or refuses to pay the same after de
mand, the amount shall be a lien in favor

of the United States from the time when the
assessment list was received by the collect
or, except when otherwise provided, until
paid, with the interest, penalties, and costs
that may accrue in addition thereto, upon all
property and rights to property belonging to
such person."
The method of remedy is provided by sec—
tion 3207, Rev. St, as follows:
“Lu any case where there has been a re
fusal or neglect to pay any tax, and it has
become necessary to seize and sell real es
rate to satisfy the same, the commissioner
of internal revenue may direct a bill in chan
cery to be ﬁled in a district or circuit court
of the United States, to enforce the lien of
the United States for tax upon any real
estate, or to subject any real estate owned
by the delinquent, or in which he has any
right, title, or interest, to the payment of
such tax. All persons having liens upon
or claiming any interest in the real estate
sought to be subjected as aforesaid shall

be made parties to such proceedings, and be
brought into court as provided in other suits
in chancery therein. And the said court
a shall ' ' ' proceed no adjudicate all
smatters involved therein, and ﬁnally deter

- mine the merits of all claims to and'iiens
upon the real estate in question, and, in all

cases where a claim or interest of the United
States therein shall be established, shall
decree a sale of such real estate by the prop
61' oiﬂeer of the court, and a distribution of

the proceeds of such sale, according to the

ﬁndings of the court in rwpect to the in

terest of the parties and of the United
States."
The record discloses, in the present case
that the commissioner of internal revenue
did, Within two years after sale and removal
by Snyder of tobacco without the proper
stamps, in the mode authorized and directed
by law, estimate the amount of the tax
omitted to be paid, make an assessment
thereof, and certify the same to the collector.
The bill of complaint was in the form pre
scribed by law, and upon the facts admitted
the government was entitled to a decree for
a sale of Snyder's real estate in satisfaction
of the sum found due by him, unless, indeed,
the defense set up on behalf of the Interna
tional Cotton-Press Company was valid.
That defense was founded in the provi

sions of article 176 of the Louisiana consti
tution of 1879, in these terms: “No mortgage
or privilege on immovable property shall
affect third persons unless recorded or reg~
istercd in the parish where the property is
situated, in the manner and within the time
as is now or may be prescribed by law,
except privileges for expenses of last illness,
and privileges for taxes,—state, parish, or
municipal: provided, such privileges shall
lapse in three years."

That the lien or assessment of the taxes
in question was not recorded or died in the
mortgage oﬂice of the parish of New Orleans
within which Snyder's real estate was situ—
ated, and that no proceedings to enforce
the lien were brought within three years,
are admitted facts.
The single question thus presented for our
consideration is whether the tax system oi’
the United States is subject to the recording
laws of the states.
The court below answered this question in
theaiﬁrmative, but ﬁled no opinion. Nor have
the counsel of the appellees sustained the ‘‘
proposition on which they rely by the citationu
‘of any authorities. It is true that, on the nth-9
er hand, the attorney of the government has
not referred us to any decision of this court
which can be said to be directly in point.

This absence of authority is doubtless attrib
utable to the fact that the subject of federal
taxation, dealt with by federal statutes cre
ating liens for taxes, and providing remedies

for their collection, has always been con
ceded to be independent of the legislative
action of the states.
The power of taxation has aiway been
regarded as a necessary and indispensable
incident of sovereignty. A government that
cannot, by self-administered methods, collect
from its subjects the means necessary to
support and maintain itself in the execution
of its functions, is a government merely in
name. If the United States, proceeding in

one of their own courts, in the collection of
a tax admitted to be legitimate, can be
thwarted by the plea of a state statute pre
scribing that such a tax must be assessed
and recorded under state regulation, and lim
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iting the time within which such tax shall be
a lien,it would follow that the potential exist
ence of the government of the United States
is at the mercy of state legislation.
Moreover, it scarcely seems necessary to
look beyond the constitution itself for a
decisive reply to the question we are now
considering. The eighth section of the ﬁrst
article declares that “the congress shall have
power to lay and collect taxes, duties, im
posts, and excises, ' ' ' but all duties,
imposta, and excises shall be uniform
throughout the United States." The power
to impose and collect the public burdens is
here given in terms as absolute as the lan
guage ail’ords. The provision exacting uni
formity throughout the United States itself
imports a system of assessment and collec
tion under the exclusive control of the general
government; and both the grant of the
power, and its limitation, are wholly incon
sistent with the proposition that the states
can, by legislation, interfere with the assess
ment of federal taxes, or set up a limitation
of time within which they must be collected.

D

Although decisions of this court upon the

gprecise question before us cannot be cited,
' there are some on analogous'subjects, which
lead clearly to the conclusion that the tax
system of the United States is regulated by
the federal statutes and practice, and are
not controlled by state enactments.
In Savings Bank v. U. S., 19 Wall. 227, it
was held that the United States could main
tain an action of debt for taxes due by a
state bank in a circuit court of the United
States, in disregard of a state statute pre
scribing a special form of remedy for the
assessment and collection of taxes due by
banks.
In Murray's Lessee v. Land 00., 18 How.
281, it was said: "Among the legislative
powers of congress are the powers ‘to lay
and collect taxes, duties, imposts, and excis
es, ' ' ' and to make all laws which
may be necessary and proper for carrying
into execution these powers.’ ' ' ' The
power to collect and disburse revenue, and
to make all laws which shall be necessary
and proper for carrying that power into
eﬂect, includes all known and appropriate
means of effectually collecting and disbursing
that revenue, unless some such means should
be forbidden in some other part of the com
stitudon."

Amen v- Murphy, 109 U. s. 238, 3 Sup.
Ct Rep- 184. was a suit under the revenue
laws of the United States, wherein the plain

tiifs sought to recover moneys alleged to have
been illegally exacted by the collector for
custom duties. The circuit court applied the
state statute of limitations, and directed a
verdict in favor of the defendant. This
court held that the limitation laws of the
state in which the cause of action arose, or
in which the suit was brought, did not my

to the action, the limitation prescribed bv
the state statute.
'
The conclusion reached is that that part oi
the decree of the court below which dis
missed the bill as to the International Cotton
Press Company must be reversed, and that
the cause he remanded, with directions to
the court below to proceed therein in con
formity with this opinion.

Reversed.

(149115.271)
UNITED STATES v. MOCK.
(May 1, 1&3.)

No. 233.
Punmo Lnsns — Cori-mo Tmssii — Acne! oi
Tansrnss—Evrnsscr—lss'raucnoxs.

_ 1. In an action of tr

ass brought by the

United States to recover or timber cut iron
the public lands, where it clearly a pears that
defendant cut some trees from te land in
question, sawed them into lumber, and sold the
same for eight or nine dollars per thousand
feet,_ the government is entitled. at least. to l
verdict for nominal damages, although there is
:10 evidence as to the value of the standing
rees.

2. ‘Vhere, in an action of trespass for
cutting timber from the public domain, it up»
nears that defendant had a sawmill near the

land, and cut and sawed lumber, which lie
sold for proﬁt, it is error for the cqurtiu Ill
charge, to refer, as a ground of justiﬁcnuon in
the fact that the government has always iBClLi!
permitted pioneer settlers to cut timber from
the public domain for domestic use

In error to the circuit court of the United
States for the northern district of Caliior
nia.
Action of trespass by the United States
against Moses Mock to recover damages
for cutting of timber from the public lands
There was a verdict and judgment for de
fendant, and the United States brings error.
Reversed,

Statement by Mr. Justice BREWER:
This action was commenced by the ﬂliili
of a complaint on May 6, 1884, in the cir
cuit court of the United States for the north
ern district or California, in which complain!

it was alleged that the plaintiff was the
Owner, in 1879, of a certain tract oi 1111111
in the county of Fresno. state of California

(describing it) upon which tract of hind
were growing trees; that during that 5881'
the defendant unlawfully and W011

cut down and carried of! certain 0131119QB
trees, to wit, 500 pine trees. and mnnufic

tured them into lumber, producing 1.500900
feet of lumber, of the value of $15900- t‘:
which sum judgment was asked. Deiigfh‘
ant answered
case
was tried with
beforea ageneral
jury in denial‘
April‘ 1

On the trial it appeared from the lemma
of defendant, as well as that of other ‘i1
nesses, that in 1879 defendant had bullies

sawmill adjoining the tract. ﬁnd op'mmt

111511 the rule of decision, and that it was

it for a little less than three mouths.b m
it had a capacity of about 10,000 feet- ‘men
measure. a day: that he had ﬁve will"? mm

error in the circuit court to apply, as a bar

and two or three Indians employed a‘

UNITED STATES v. MOCK.
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mill: and that the timber was cut in the
vicinity of the mill. The defendant also ad
mitted that he knew that the tract de
scribed in the complaint was government
v land, and that he did not at any time enter
git as a homestead or preemption, and that
o a portion—'though only a small portion—of
the timber which he sawed was cut from that
tract There was the further testimony on
the part of the government, of two timber
agents, that after the commencement of this
action they went upon the land, and count
ed the number of stamps, and found 814
stumps of pine trees, of the diameter of

which has grown up in advance of legisla
tion.

"It is a matter of
ernment permitted
they went ahead to
themselves, to go on
take such timber as

history that the gov
the early pioneers, as
make their homes for
the public domain, and
was necessary for do

mestic use;
license to that effect,
done with the knowledge of every depart
ment of the govemment,—legislative, Judi

01:11, and executive. The earliest law that
was passed, that I remember, was in 1833,

tron: two to three teet. There was also forbidding, under pains and penalties, the
entering on lands that had been reserved,
given in evidence an estimate of the amount
on which there were valuable forests of live
of lumber that would be made from a tree
oak and pine for shipbuilding. It is possible
of the size indicated by such stumps. There
that there was other legislation following
was evidence tending to show the price and
that, but I do not remember any until 1878.
value of lumber in that vicinity in the year
and during all that time every department
1879, but not of the value of standing trees.
of
the government knew how the country
In its instructions the court referred to the
was being settled, and that men went on
estimate made by the timber agents of the
and felled trees with this tacit permission,—
amountof lumber that would have been man
or, if there was not a tacit permission, at
ufacturedfrom the timber cut upon the prem
least there was no reprehension of their
ises, and the admission made by the defend
acts. In this case, in order to judge wisely
ant that he had cut some timber; stated that
and fairly of this defendant, as to whether
there was no testimony that he had cut all
he was a wanton trespasser, you will have
the timber that had been cut thereon. and
to take into consideration the concurrent cir
that the jury had no right to guess, and that
cumstances surrounding his acts. While I
unless proof had been offered which created
wish you to understand that I am not aware
a reasonable certainty in their minds as to
of any license having ever been given in
the amount of timber cut by the defendant,
the last sixty years to any party to go on
and its value, the verdict must be for the de
the public domain and cut timber, no court
tendant, and then proceeded as follows:
has ever held, and no court would be justi
“There are two elements entering into
ﬂed in holding, that these men were all
these cases This is an action of trespass,
criminals who went on and put up a little
—a tort It is wrong for one person to go
mill for the purpose of aiding their neigh
on another person's land, and cut and re
bors in procuring lumber for
move timber, without the consent of the
owner: so the going of any person on the
public domain, and cutting and removing
trespassers, in the sense in which a trespass
from it timber, without the consent of the
is willful and wanton, unless you take into
government is wrong. just as much as if
account the contemporaneous history of the
I went on any of your ranches or vineyards,
country and these matters, which are fa
cut and removed the crops, without your
consent But there is a vast diﬂ’erence in miliar to you all. If this party was a will-2
the character and quality of actions. A
gentleman may permit the public to use a
portion of his domain as a highway for
Years, and, as long as it is being done with

iul‘ trespasser, and cut from the public do?

main this timber wantonly and maliciously,
the government is entitled to recover from
him the full value of the timber by him so
his tacit consent, nobody would be held a cut and removed from the public domain,
without allowing at all tor the increased
trespasser for doing so; but, when he noti
value that he put upon it; for it will not be
lies the public that it must cease, then that
permitted
that a man shall trespass on your
tacit right ceases, and anybody who went on
there might be justly held as a trespasser. property, and commit waste and wanton
destruction by removing it, that you shall
The history of the country in regard to tres
be merely indemniﬁed for the original
Epassing on the public domain, and cutting
atimber for the use of the people in building value. In other words, you may recover
your property, and its value, wherever you
' their homes upon their farms and for'gen
ﬁnd it, whether the man has added to its
eral domestic purpoes, may be considered.
value since he got it or not. This case is
As I observed, the government is the pro
somewhat diiferent from the case yester
Prietor of the soil. It has always owned
day. This case presents this naked fact:
the soil, and the timber on it, and the
That, if you retiu'n a verdict for the govern
mines beneath it; but it is a matter of com
mon knowledge in this country that the ment, it must be for the value of the lumber
manufactured, Now, no evidence has been
country could not have been settled up oth
offered in the case showing the market
erwise than by the practice and custom
value of the trees, or if they had any

v.13s.c.—54
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market value one way or the other. There
is no evidence in the case to warrant you in
concluding that the trees had any market
value in 1879, or at any other time. The
only evidence oifcred by the government
is as to the value of the timber after it was
cut and made into lumber, and in that way
this case diﬁers from the case yesterday.
Yesterday I instructed you in that case that
if you ﬁnd that, although there was a tres
pass, that it was not willful, you might
determine the value of the timber as it
stood on the ground. In this case there is
no evidence of that kind."
The jury found a verdict for the defend
ant, and the government has brought the
case here on error.
Asst. Atty. Gen. Parker, for the United
States.

Mr. Justice BREWER, after stating the
facts in the foregoing language, delivered
the opinion of the court
The only errors alleged are in the charge.
The speciﬁc portions to which the attention
hot the court was called at the time, and ex
ceptions taken, are that which refers to the
- history'oi' the attitude of the government
towards pioneers and others who took tim
ber from government lands for domestic
use, and that which declared that no ver
dict could be returned in favor of the gov
ernment, except for ule value of the lum
ber manufactured. In these there was ob
vious error. Although there was no direct
evidence of the value of the standing trees,
yet it did appear that they were manufac
tured into lumber, and that the lumber had
commanded a price of from eight to nine
dollars a. thousand feet; and when the gov
ernmcnt proved, or defendant admittai,
that he cut and carried away some of the
timber on this tract, the government was
entitled to at least a verdict for nominal
damages. As to any further right of recov
ery. see Wooden-Ware Co. v. U. S., 106 U.
S. 432, 1 Sup. Ct. Rep. 398; Benson Min.,
etc., Co. v. Alta Min, etc., 00., 145 U. S.
428, 12 Sup. Ct. Rep. 877.
N01‘ were the observations of the court in
reference to the attitude of the government
justiﬂahle. Whatever propriety there might
be in such a reference, in a. case in which it
appeared that the defendant had simply
cut timber for his own use, or the improve
ment of his own land, or development of’
his own mine, (and in respect to that mat
ter, as it is not before us, we express no
opinion,) there certainly was none in sug
gestlng that the attitude of the government
upheld or coimtenanced a party in going
into the business of cutting and carrying
of! the timber from government land, man
ufacturing it into lumber, and selling it for

Proﬁt; and that was this case. There is no

all. He ran a sawmill, cut timber, mam“.
tured it into lumber, and made proﬁt out oi
the sale of the lumber. There is nothiugiu
the legislation of congress, or the history oi
the government, which carries with it on no
provai of such appropriations of govern‘
ment property as that.
The judgment must be reversed, undo
new trial ordered.
Reversed.

(149 U. B. 247]

UNITED STATES v. HUMPHRIES et ll
(May 1, 1893.)
No. 235.
Punuc LANDS—CUTTING Truman—Darren
The right of the government to recover
damages for trees cut from the public domain,
manufactured into lumber, and sold for proﬁt,
is not aﬁected by the fact that the business
as carried on by defendant, was not in tort
proﬁtable.
In error to the circuit court of the United

States for the northern district of Caliior
nia.
Action of trespass by the United Stats
against John W. Humphries and Moses
Mock to recover damages for the cuttin:
of timber from the public lands. There
was a verdict for defendants, and to re
view the judgment entered thereon the
United States brings error. Reversed.
Asst. Atty. Gen. Parker, for the Uniiadm
States.

,_
{I

‘Mr. Justice BREWER delivered the coin‘
ion of the court.

This case is so nearly like the owlﬂii
decided (U. S. v. Mock, 13 Sup. Ct Rel’
848) that it is unnecessary to refer to tho

facts in detail. There also appears in BIB
a. further matter of error, in that thewllﬂ
over the objections of the government???
mitted the defendants to introduce evi

dence that their mill was not Pi'llﬂmblﬂ‘
Certainly, whether they made money 0!
not does not affect the right of the govern
ment to recover, or the measure at rewi

cry.
The Judgment in this case will also be"
versed, and a. new trial ordered.

(as 0.5.116)

DUER v. CORBIN CABINET LOCK 60'
(May 1. 1893.)
No. 191.
Forums son IsvnN'rrous—Novm r-ii‘iiliii'li'wl
00KB-

‘)9'7 ‘and Au.

Letters
No.26”
.
a
gust 1.22,
1882?atent
to Morris
L. l Orumufé‘im
furniture lock having a dovetarledﬁiiilMm“;v
Plate, and a front plate proyectuigh bomm
and below the cap, and rounded)“ "in in a

so as to ads t the lock for ruse-1 m in
mortise form
by s laterally cutctgﬁmguk
which position it is sustain

by if noun,’ ,3

front plate, are void for_ wantfo‘md ,m on“,
every element of the device is 0 0. law
more of the following patents: .
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pretense that the defendant cut timber for

issued A ril 22 1873, m Gory: No-

his own use. He says himself he sold it

issued M81! 24,’ 1881, m Henry 14- 5V3’.

. 2

DUER v. CORBL‘T CABINET LOCK CO.
and the subsequent patent issued to Spiegel

April 21, 1885, on an application ﬁled A ril
:3, 1883,~—and as the combination and mo iii
cation of these elements involved nothing but
mechanical skill. 37 Fed. Re . 33S. aﬂirmed.
2. In view of this want 0 novelty. the fact
that the Drum lock went into immediate, ex
tended, and increasing use, while the prior

locks were not commercially successful, will
not avail to save the patent.
Appeal from the circuit court of the United
States for the district of Connecticut.
This was a suit in equity by A. Adgate
Duer against the Corbin Cabinet Lock Com
pany for the infringement of a patent. The
court below dismissed the bill, (37 Fed. Rep.
338,) and complainant appeals. Aiﬁrined.
Statement by Mr. Justice BROWN:
This was a bill in equity for the infringe
ment of letters patent No. 262,977, issued
August 22, 1882, to Morris L. Orum, for an
improvement in locks for furniture, such as
are used on bureau or desk drawers, or the
doors of wardrobes, washstands, etc.; and,
as stated by the patentee in his speciﬁcation,
“it has for its object to provide a lock of such
shape as to adapt it for insertion in a mortise
of peculiar form, whereby a pair of the
securing screws or nails is dispensed with,
and the ease of the lock is held laterally in
the mortise by reason of its conformity there
to in shape."
The following drawings illustrate the lock,

and mortise in which it is held:

85'!

The patentee further said in his speciﬁca
tion:
“The lock costs no more than an ordinary
one of equal quality, and to attach it one
tack is used. instead of four screws, as usual;
but the main advantage is due to the saving
of time and labor in making the mortise,
and to the superiority of the ﬁnished Job, by
reason of the fact that the lock plate is
countersunk in the wood, instead of lying
upon its surface. This result has never
heretofore been attained, except by hand
chiseling, which is a slow and tedious pro

cess.
“I am aware that locks arranged to dove
tail into their mortjses are not broadly new,
and such I do not claim."
His claim—and there was but a single one—
was as follows:
“The lock herein described, having a dove
tail cap and top plate, and a front plate pro
jecting laterally and below the cap, and
rounded at the bottom, whereby the lock is
adapted for insertion in a mortise formed by
a laterally cutting bit, and when in place is
sustained by a countersunk front plate, as

set forth."
The answer set up certain anticipating de
vices owned by the dcfendant, and the case
was heard in the court below upon the plead
lugs and proofs, and the bill dismissed.
37 Fed. Rep. 338. Plaintiﬂ thereupon ap
pealed to this court.
Benjamin Price and Wilmarth H. Thurs
ton, for appellant Chas. E. Mitchell and
John P. Bartlett, for appellee.

a.
nuaI-liﬂu hiwl‘;
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‘Mr. Justice BROWN, after stating the.
facts in the foregoing language, delivered
the opinion of the court.
The old and familiar style of furniture
lock, in use from time out of mind, was in
closcd in a shell or case—square, or nearly
so,—and attached to a rectangular plate
turned over at the top to form what is termed
a “selvedge," through which the bolt passed.
A key post also projected some distance be
yond the back plate of the shell towards the
'21’!

front of the drawer. The lock, so construct
ed, was inserted in a rectangular mortise cut
out to receive it, and secured to the drawer
by four screws through the four corners of
the broad front plate.
The peculiar shape of the cavity required
the mortising to be done by hand, which
took considerable time, and added largely
to the expense of the furniture. Indeed,

the lock itself, in some instances, cost less
than the expense of mortising the rece$ to

receive it. The need had been felt for a
long time of a lock of such shape that it
could be received into a rounded cavity,
which was capable of being excavated by
mmhinery.
This want was ﬁrst met by a lock in
vented by one Gory, for which a patent
was issued to him April 22, 1873, numbered

85".’
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138,148. This patent consisted of "such a
construction of the shell or frame of the
lock that it is adapted to fasten itself with
in a routed cavity in the wood, and thus dis
pense with mortising and fastening screws."
“The shell, A," said the patentee, “is so
constructed that upon each side of the rear
face (and by the rear face is understood the
face nearest the front of the drawer) one‘:
tension projection or wing, a, is formed,
which, when snugly ﬁtted into a. corre
sponding depression, b, at each side of the
routed cavity, B, serves to retain the lock
securely in the routed cavity. In this way
the recess for the reception of the lock for
drawers or similar uses, instead of being a
a,mortise necessarily cut by a. slowly-operat
p‘ing mortising machine, is an open-sided re
I cc, made'almost instantly by the rapidly
revolving tool of a routing machine or
groover. ' ' ' This improved form of
look, when driven snugly into a routed
cavity such as is described, requires no
fastening screws to hold it in place, and
consequently reduces the expense of the
lock and fastening, in addition to the re—
duced cost of producing the cavity to re
ceive it." This was the underlying patent
of all similar devices, and, while it never
seems to have come into general use, sub
sequent patents have been merely im
provements upon it.
The peculiar feature of his patent was
not only in rounding the bottom of the look
so that it could be admitted into a cavity
cut out by a revolving tool known as a
“router," but in making the cavity larger
in the rear than in the front, so that alock
correspondingly shaped might he slipped
into the cavity from above, and held there
without the aid of screws.
While the single claim of this patent was
conﬁned to a. lock whose frame is made
with side extensions at the rear face, to
enable the lock to be firmly secured in the
routed cavity, several diiferent forms of
cavity are shown in the drawings, nearly
all of which are dovetailed in such manner
that the lock is received and held in posi
tion without the aid of other fastenings,
This lock was a most ingenious device, and
no
doubt
involved patentable
novelty.
Three fourths of this patent now belongs
to the defendant. There was a diiliculty

deed the evidence is that it was new
used at all.
Next in order of time is patent numbered

241,828, issued May 24, 1881, to Henry L
Spiegel. In this device "the back plate or:
the lock" (that is, the plate nearest the“
front of the'drawer) “is made to project on?
each side of the lock, and adapted to ﬁt a
groove or dovetail formed in the innersur
face of the drawer fron " the object of the
improvement being to provide a lock which
may be secured in its receptacle without
the aid of screws. The lock shown was oi
the ordinary pattern, except that its back
plate was provided with projecting edges.
designed to fit in a groove, and hold the
lock fast. “It is obvious," said the pat
entee, “that the groove, B, may be made
dovetailed, and the edges, G, of the back
plate, bent to a corresponding angle to it
therein, if desired.” His claim was for a
cabinet lock with its rear plate projecting
beyond each side of the lock case. andhar
ing the upper part of each projection hem
towards the front plate. which front plate
had a slit and strip, which, when the lock
is forced home, was set into the wood by
a hammer, and thus the look was held
from working out of its receptacle This
patent is also owned by the defendant
His idea was, in substance. that of m
constructing the lock that there should be
a‘ space between the front and rear plate‘
to receive the walls of a routed mortise,
Both the front and back plate, however, as
well as the selvedge, were made rectangu
lar, and hence the look was no better

adapted for insertion in a routed mull‘
than was the old-style lock. This locknlso

seems to have been a failure in Dmwl
use. and, so far as the record shows. 110118
were ever constructed under the Damp

On April 23, 1883, Splegel ﬁled an nu},
cation for another patent, which W35 L"

sued to him April 21, 1885, 2% was W

the Orum patent in suit; but as ‘he 1°“
was invented before that of Orum, and “5
Orum had full knowledge of it before he
made his alleged invention, it 511mm be
considered as part of the art as it existed
at the date of the 0mm patent
In his speciﬁcation, speaking of 911°!‘ de
vices, and apparently of the G01’! Went’
the patentee states: “In view Of the film

with it, however, in the fact that the pat

that locks constructed with proieclwg “it

entee took off all the projections from the
old style of lock, including those of the
broad
front plate, through
which the
screws were inserted, which was cut off so
as to be ﬂush with the side of the shell, ihc

posts possessed certain advantages that me

struction
the demand
of lock
of theabove
trade,described.
the peculiar
Wm‘

ﬂush key post, and adapted to be amen?
into a. routed cavity, failed'of introducﬂ'mi

Projecting key Dost, which was cut ﬂush

preference being given to the old form 0

with the face of the cap, and the top plate

lock case, with its projecting k8! P0“, mm];

01' Belvedze through which the

bolt is

it necessitated the handchisclcd mﬂl‘ﬂse “k.

Pﬂﬁﬂed. It consisted merely of a shell ﬁt.

fastening screws for its attachment’ 392181
lllg Of his own prior patent of May Mi 1 ‘
he says: “The loci; case, being in“! 5
_
at its sides, allowed of a Space 0' mes!
being formed in the rear wall 01 the mom“

ted snugly UDOH all sides into a cavity
routed out of the exact size to receive it.
For these or other reasons the lock never

leemﬂ to have gone into general use. In.

f,‘
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and in rear of the cap plate. for the recep
tion of the projecting key posts, which space

was covered and concealed from view by
the projecting top plate for selvedge. While
tint. latter construction of lock possessed
valuable features of improvement not dis~
closed by the prior art, yet the form of lock
shown and described in the patent is such
as to preclude its adoption for use in routed
cavities, because this front plate is not of
the proper form to ﬁt within and cover a
cavity made by a routing tool. The object
of this invention is to obviate the objection
able features and defects herelnbei'ore set
forth, and provide a lock case of such form
and construction that it may have a project
ing key post, if so desired, and be secured
within a routed cavity, and snugly retained
therein, so as to conceal the cavity from
view, and form a neat and ﬁnished appear
ance when in place. With these ends in
view, my invention consists in a lock case
having its edges constructed to engage or
interlock with the side walls of a routed
cavity, and provided with a front plate hav
ing a rounded bottom adapted to ﬁt within
a countersunk recess around the routed
cavity, and constitute a support for the lock
case, and conceal the cavity from view."
This lock diﬁ’ers from the prior Spiegei put
out principally in being rounded at the bot
tom so as to be ﬁtted to a routed cavity. and
prevent the displacement of the lock either
in a forward or backward direction, and
also in having a space in the rear wall of
the cavity for a projecting key post.

This was practically the state of the art

F

when Orum's patent was granted. in this
patent the shell or case of the lock is dove
tailed to ﬁt a corresponding dovetailed cav
ity, and the seivedge is also made of similar
dovetail shape. The front plate projects
upon each side of the case, and is rounded
ant the bottom so that it may be ﬁtted to a
‘routed cavity. The' lock is held in posi
tion by two tacks through the upper cor
uers of the front plate, or by a single
tack driven through a hole at the base of
the plate. To insert the lock, it is simply
slipped down into place in the mortise and
secured against lifting by one or more tacks
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be cut out for that purpose. The selvedge
was made wide enough to cover a cavity
corresponding in depth to the projection of
such key post.
In view of the advance that had been made
by prior inventors, it is diﬂicult to see where
in 0mm displayed anything more than the

usual skill of a mechanic in the execution
of his device.

All that he claims as invention is found in
one or more of the prior patents. The dove
tailed cavity and the correspondingly shaped
case or shell is only a copy of a cavity shown
in Fig. 8 of the Gory patent, and it cer
tainiy required no invenﬂon to make the top
plate or selvedge of the same shape so as
to completely cover the cavity. The project
ing front plate, rounded at the bottom, is
shown in the second Spiegel patent, both
of these patents also exhibiting a projecting
back and front plate, and a projection or
groove in the mortise between them. Neither
is the countersunk recess for the reception
of the front plate novel, since it is also found
in the second patent to Spiegel, and expressly
set forth as an element of his ﬁrst two
claims. In each case it is used for the pur-Q,
pose of supporting the lock vertically, and?‘
also of'prcventing it falling backward against‘
the inner wall of the mortise.

In view of the fact that Mr. Orum had no
actual knowledge of the Gory patent, he
may rightfully claim the quality of invention
in the conception of his own device; but as
he is deemed, in a legal point of view, to
have had this and all other prior patents
betore him, his title to invention rests upon

modiﬁcations of these too trivial to be the
subject of serious consideration. His “radi
cally new idea of making the mortise as
deep as the width of the projecting selvedge,
and of cutting out the selvedge at its ends,"
as claimed by his counsel, was such as
would have occurred at once to an ordinarily
intelligent mechanic, who had the previous
devices before him. To speak of these
triﬂing variations as involving months of
labor, thought, and experiment is a misuse

of words. In his own testimony, Mr. Orum.

who was called as a witness by the defend
ant, says that if he had been acquainted with
which are used merely to prevent the lock the Gory patent he would have had no
difficulty
in making the top plate of the
from slipping out of the mortise, and are not
Spiegel lock conform to a. dovetail cavity, or
called upon to resist a strain. His claim is
any other routed cavity. While the testi
for "the lock herein described, having a dove
mony of a patentee in derogation of his own
tail cap and top plate, and a front plate pro
J'ecting laterally and below the cap, and ‘ patent is usually open to some suspicion,
this opinion is so obviously correct that it
rounded at the bottom, whereby the lock is
needs only a comparison of his device with
adapted for insertion in a mortise formed
those of Gory and Spiegel to conﬁrm it.
by a laterally cutting bit, and when in posi
It is true the Drum lock seems to have
tion is sustained by a countersunk front
plate' as set forth." There is no mention gained an immediate popularity, to have met
with large and increasing sales, and to have
made, in the speciﬁcation or claim, of a pro
lectlng key post, or of any space for its had the usual etifect of successful patents,
reception, although such a key post is shown in stimulating the activity of business com
petitors to produce an equally useful and
in the drawing, and it was evidently intended
'hat the mortise should be made deep enough popular device. Were the question of patent
ability one of doubt, this might suﬂice to
to receive it, or that a special channel should
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turn the scale in favor of the patentee. But
there are so many other considerations than
that of novelty entering into a question of
this kind that the popularity of the article
becomes an unsafe criterion. For instance,
a man may, by the aid of an alluring trade
mark, succeed in catching the eye of the
people, and palming off upon them wares of
no greater intrinsic value than those of his
rivals; but such trademark may he, and
it usually is, wholly destitute of originality,
3‘ often taken from some pi'ior~publication, and
appropriated to the speciﬁc purpose of the
owner. The same result may follow from
the more attractive appearance or the more
perfect ﬁnish of the article, from more exten
sive advertising, larger discounts in price,
or greater energy in pushing sales. While
the popularity of the Oruin lock may be diie
to its greater usefulness, or to the fact that
it was put upon the market just at the time
when cabinetmakers were looking for a lock
of this description, it is certainly not due to
any patcntable feature in its construction.
The decree of the court below dismissing
the bill is therefore aﬂirined.

(149 U. S. 224)

UNDERWOOD et a]. v. GERBER et al.
(May 1, 1893.)
No. 217.
PATENTS ron INVENT]OXS-—-NOVELTY—TRANSFER
PAPER.
Letters patent No. 348,073, granted Au
g‘ust 24, 1886, to John T. Underwood and
rederick W. Underwood, were for “an im
proved reproducing surface adapted to be em—
ployed for obtaining copies ‘
' by means
of a typewriter," or_ other means of printing or
writing, which consisted of a sheet of material
or fabric coated with a composition composed
of u._precipi_tate of dye matter, obtained as
described. "in combination with oil, wax. or
oleaginous matter." Held that the patent was
void; for patent No. 3-1 ,072 was issued the

same day, to the same parties, for precisely
the same coloring or dye matter described
therein, and, in view_ of the prior state of the
art, _there was no invention in applying an
gxgstingf coiclilring matter to paper or other
a no or
e purpose a
uestion. 37 Fed.
Rep. 682, aﬂirmed.
q
Appeal

from

the

circuit

court

of the

United States for the eastern district of
New York. Aﬂirmed.

The speciﬁcation reads as 10110“;
"Our invention relates to an improved a.

producing surface, ﬂdﬂpted to be eiiiploygi
for obtaining copies of typewrlting, or 011m
printed or written impressions, by memo;

a. typewriter or other printing device. or by
the employment of a stylus or other li‘i‘iillig
IDQTIIIS.

“Our improved transfer surface is spreul
upon a sheet or vehicle, and when so ap
plied is adapted to be employed in plnceo:
the articles of trade commonly knoiin and
designated as ‘carbon paper‘ or ‘semiczirboi
paper,‘ which are employed by typewriters
and others to produce copies of lmpresloiu
either obtained by .a machine or by a
stylus, or other writing means.
"[In carrying out our invention we em
ploy, in the manufacture of our liiipi-oud
transfer service, dyewood solutions, or their
active principles, which we ﬁlter and predy
itate with alkalles and mineral salts, or wlih
alkalies, acids, and mineral salts, or with
acids or alkalles alone. After the solution
has been ﬁltered the precipitate is removed
from the ﬁltering device and dried. The
precipitate is then mixed with lard oil and
wax, or their equivalents, and the mixturels
then ground together in a warm state.
1i
' “The dye solutions we prefer to employ;
are obtained from logwood or liﬂGlilliiOii'~
lin, the active principle of logwood. Brazil
wood, sapan wood, peach wood, niidder,
or its active principle, alizarine.
“The proportions we ﬁnd to answer well
in producing our improved surface are as
follows: Take one pound of extract of log
wood, and dissolve the same in one gallon
of water, then add to the solution one pound

of soda and one pound of mineral sill
using one of the salts of iron or will?"v
—preferably, sulphate of copper. The mix

ture thus obtained is then placed in a ﬁlter
After the solution has been ﬁltered the I"?
cipitate is removed from the device 01,11;

ployed for ﬁltering, and then dried. Bf!" will“
the precipitate is ready for W‘- T° 6"“
two

pounds of precipitate thus obtained

we add one pound of oil and one Pound °I

wax, and then grind the mixture in ‘
warm state, in what is commonly 1mm
as a ‘paint’ or other suitable Emmi“? ‘an
The heated mixture thus obtained 1! bi"

James A. Hudson and Livingston Gifford,
:for appellants. A. v. Briesen, for appellees.

applied to tissue paper, 01‘ 0th“ sum :
paper or fabric, by means Of ‘1 ‘P011390

5"Mi-. Justice BLATCHFORD delivered the

other suitable transferring device.

m

“The paper or fabric to which (“Himl
opinion of the court.
.This is a suit in equity, brought in the
circuit court of the United States for the
eastern district of New York, by John T.
Underwood and Frederick W. Underwood,
against Henry Gerber and Anton Andreas,
founded on the alleged infringement of let,
ters patent No. 348,073, granted to the
plzuntifi's August 24, 1886, on an application
ﬁled March 22, 1886, for a “reproducing
surface for typewriting and manifolding."

proved surface is to be applied is p ad
upon a. heated table, by Preference “may
of iron, and heated by steam; but this m
be varied.

mm

“In place of employing 0“ 01' wax‘ or .m_

combined, we can employ any 0P1“ “or
ble oleaginous matter, or Combmm 0r
oleaglnous matter, having equlmleﬁ“
approximately equivalent, properties-1
The claim is as follows!

"A sheet of material or fabric 008W Wm‘

UNDERWOOD '0. GERBER.
a composition composed of a precipitate of
dye matter, obtained as described, in com
bination with oil, wax, or oleaginous mat
ter, substantially as and for the purposes

set forth."
The answer sets up as defenses want of
novelty and noninfringemcnt. There was a
replication, proofs were taken, and the case
was brought to a hearing before Judge La
combe, who entered a decree dismissing the
bill. His opinion is reported in 37 Fed.
“Rep. 682. The plaintiffs have appealed to

gthis court.

Since the appeal was taken,

' Frederick W.'Underwood has died, and
John T. Underwood and Hannah E. Under

-1=-;wa:rsvi':ni'fi-r;fi-:l“

wood, as his executors, have been substi
tuted as coappellants with the surviving ap
pellant, John T. Underwood.
Among the proofs introduced by the do
fendants was a. patent, No. 348,072, granted
by the United States to the some persons
to whom No. 348,073 was granted, dated
August 24, 1886, on an application died
March 22, 1886, the speciﬁcation of which

states as follows: "Our invention relates to
the process of producing a. transfer surface
adapted to be employed upon a sheet or ve
hicle to take the place of the articles of
trade commonly known and designated as
‘carbon papers’ or ‘semicarbon papers.’
which are employed by typewriters or oth
ers to produce copies of impressions either
obtained byamachlne or by a stylus, or other
writing means." Then the speciﬁcation pro

ceeds in the same words that are contained in
brackets in the foregoing speciﬁcation of
No. 348,073, leaving out the words that are
in italics, and changing the word "paint"
to "paint mill."

The dalm of No. 348,072 is as follows:
"The coloring composition herein described

for the manufacture of a substitute for
carbon paper, composed of a precipitate of

dye matter, in combination with oil, wax,
or oleaginous matter, substantially

as set

forth.”
This suit was not brought on No. 348,072.

The defendants have made the composi
tion of matter described in both of the pat
ents, and have combined paper with it, as
indicated in No. 348,073. The only differ

ence in the two patents is that No. 348,073
is for spreading upon paper the composi
tion described in No. 348,072.
The opinion of the circuit court says that,
in view of the earlier patents and publica

tions put in evidence, it was diﬂicult to see
what novelty or invention there was in tak

lng a coloring substance already known,
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held except for the combination of paper
with the coloring substance for the purpose
named; that such a combination was old:
that the plalntiifs insisted that their posi
tion was the same as if they held a patent
with two claims, one for the composition
of matter producing the coloring substance,
and the other for the combination of that
substance with paper; that this might be
so, if they could be considered as holding
both of the patents, but in the suit they had
abstained from declaring on No. 348,072, or
even referring to it; that its issue was
known to the court only through the defend
ants, who set it up in defense; that the
plaintiffs based their claim to a monopoly
solely upon No. 348,073; that, as that pat
ent might stand or fall. so the case which
they made out upon their bill must also

stand or fall; that the holders of No. 348,
073 must submit it to a comparison with
No. 348,072, as if the latter patent were out
standing; that thus, at the time when No.
348,073 was issued, the composition of mat
ter which enters into the combination with
paper was known, and the right to exclude
all persons from making such composition
was conferred upon the holder of No. 348,
072; that the right to exclude all persons
from combining paper with that composi
tion was conferred upon the holders of No.
348,073, but in view of the state of the art
such a grant was void; that the combina
tion which No. 348,073 sought to cover was
not patentable; that this suit, being based
upon that patent alone, must therefore fall;

and that to the holder of No. 348,072, who
ever he might be, belonged the right to ex
clude all others from making the new
composition of matter, the only invention
which (if the other issues in the case were
decided against the defendants) was suﬂi
ciently novel to warrant the granting of
letters patent.
This opinion was ﬁled February 13, 1889,
and on March 20, 1889, the plaintiffs moved

the court for leave to amend their bill, and
to take further proofs. The court made an
order on that day that on the payment of
the defendants‘ costs on the ﬁnal hearing
the plaintiffs should have leave to amenda
their bill by the insertion of apt words,gl‘
whereby they'should allege their ownership,‘
and the infringement by the defendants
of letters patent No. 348,072; that on the

service of the amended bill the defendants
should answer, plead, or dcmur, and after
replication proofs should be taken, strictly
limited to the questions arising on No. 348,

072, and the case should stand for ﬁnal
and applying it to paper; that, if No. 348,
072 had been granted to some person the
day before the plaintiil‘s applied for No.
348,073, the latter would clearly be void
for want of novelty or invention; that if
3N0. 348,072 were held by an assignee of
a the plaintiffs, near or remote, he could not

' be held as an infringer of No. 348,073;'that
m assignee of No. 348,072 could not be so

hearing on all the issues: but that if the
plaintiffs failed to pay such costs within
10 days after taxation, or failed to ﬁle their
amended bill within 10 days after paying

such costs, the bill should be dismissed.
The plaintiffs did not pay such costs or

amend their bill, and the decree of dismissal
was entered on April 26, 1889.
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We are of opinion that the decree of the
circuit court must be aﬂirmed. There was
no patentabie novelty or invention, in view
of the earlier patents and publications put
in evidence, in applying an existing color
ing substance to paper.
In the English patent granted to Ralph
Wedgwood in 1806 there is described a
carbonated paper, as follows: "I make use
of a prepared paper, which I call ‘duplicate
paper.’ This is made by thinly smearing
over any kind of thin paper with any kind
of oil, preferring those kinds of oil which
are least liable to ongenizement, or to be
evaporated by heat." And it is said: “The
ink made use of in this mode of writing
consists of carbon, or any other coloring
substance, and ﬁnely levigated in any kind
of oil. ' ' ' Or coloring matter, of any
kind, and in any other medium or vehicle,
may be used, provided that medium be such
as will admit of the coloring matter being
transferred to the duplicate and writing
paper. Some coloring substances may like
wise be used without any medium or ve
hicle."
In the English patent granted to Charles
Swan and George Frederick Swan in Feb
ruary, 1856, a black coloring matter is de
scribed, applicable to the purposes of writ
ing, dying, or staining; and it is said that
the inventors employ an extract of logwood,
treated with bichromate of potash or with
perchloride of mercury, subcarbonate of pot
ash, chlorate of potash, and plrits of am
monia; and, also, "the said coloring matter
may he obtained in a liquid form by intro
.930
ducing the salts above mentioned into a.
liquid extract of logwood, and'straining or
otherwise purifying the ﬂuid in any suitable
manner, or the said coloring matter may
be obtained in a solid form by combining
the aforesaid salts with a solid prepara
tion of extract of logwood, or by evapora
tion or distillation from the liquid coloring
matter above described, and the solid color
ing matter may be kept on hand till re
quired, and reduced to a liquid form by
dilution with any suitable proportion of wa
ter. And the coloring ﬂuid obtained in any
of the modes hereinbefore set forth, in the
form of an ink, may be converted into a.
copying ﬂuid by the addition of any sac—
chnrlne or other thickening ingredients
hitherto employed, or which may be found

applicable It may also be obtained from

coloring matter, which I prepare a M
lows:

For black, I take ivory black, 10“,

parts; pure black lead, tour parts; 9mm,
blue, one part." He then gives sundry m
ipes for different colors, and says; “My
copying paper is applicable to making Cbplgg
of letters, designs, or characters of any as
sired description.”
In Miller v. Brass 00., 104 U. 8, $0, 351
it is said: "The claim of a speciﬁc device
or combination, and an omission to claim
other devices or combinations apparent on
the face of the patent, are, in law, a dedim
tion to the public of that which is not
claimed. It is a declaration that that which
is not claimed is either not the patentee':
invention, or, if his, he dedicates it to the
public."

In Mahn v. Hurwood, 112 U. 8. 354.31),
361, 5 Sup. Ct. Rep. 178, it is said: “The tak
ing out of a patent which has (as the law re
quires it to have) a speciﬁc claim is notice
to all the world, of the most public and
solemn kind, that all those parts of the art_
machine, or manufacture set out and (la-i
scribed in the'speciilcation, and not em»
braced in such speciﬁc claim, are not claimed
by the patentee,—at least, not claimed in
and by that patent. ‘ ' ' So far as that
patent is concerned the claim actually made

operates in law as a. disclaimer of what in
not claimed."
As No. 348,073 does not claim the aim

posiiion of matter, although it describes it
that composition must be regarded 85 db
claimed, and as being public property‘ and
there was no invention in applying 1‘ m
paper, as claimed in the patent sued on.
Decree aﬂlrined.

(149 U. S. ilii
SHAEFFER Y. BLAIR
(May 1, 1893-)

No. 178.
Couriuo'rs—Coss'riiuc'rios-Snr or LUM
Coiiiiuissios.
1. Defendant held contracts {or the PM‘

chase of certain lands, and 91mm“ my? in
him money to complete the urchiise llllkeu in
agreement that legal title s ould be in elm

defendant's name, and then conveyed. w pm’,
tit'i by him; that defendant, after doing 9
thing necessary to an advantageous “bee bone

lands, the expense of which ‘"5 mh

‘ell

by plaintiﬁ in the ﬁrst instance, 5 9‘. ,‘m,

them, and retain a OOXDmlSSlDHi dQp°5"‘?-l‘l
balance in bank to plaintiif’s credit, 311mm

the solid coloring matter by any suitable
process."

that sales were to be made at lJl’lces mnd'ﬁgl

The United States patent granted to
Charles Cowan May 4, 1869, for an in].
provement in the preparation of copying

approval by the former; _l"1d, that‘ the R.
advances were repaid with iuterezlbng three

mm“ "1'": “I “1's! Dl'i‘llare a mixture of
the following Ingredients: Boiled linseed oil,
two parts; Spirits of turpentine, one part;
copal varnish, one part. With this com
pound ! smear the paper thinly and evenly

on one side, and allow it to soak and dry
for about half an hour. Then i apply the

latter should be reimbursed for his 811mm
agreed on by plaintiff and defendant‘i 9mm.”
contracts made by the latter shoalwhen

niainder of the property should b g‘cndw.
ﬁfths to plaintiif and two ﬁfths to ilmlew
Held, that the conveyance of the 12%’;
e
plaintiff, and the deposit of prime
mum;
to his credit. were intended only “will! u

for his advances, and efendaiithl‘e mm‘
equitable interest in two‘ fths oil I! Pwmcm‘
subject to plaintiff's claim for roll-“buttml or
which will not be divested by his "a

SHAEFFER 0. BLAIR.
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misconduct. 33 Fed. Rep. 218, reversed. Mr.
Justice Brewer, dissenting.
2. But his fraudulent representations as to
the value of the lands and the purchase price
will defeat his right to the stipulated coiumis~
sion on the gross proceeds of sale, whether the
contract constituted him a partner of plaintiﬁ
in the venture or only an agent.

Appeal from the

circuit

court

of

the

described in the contract; and, within a
month after its date, procured conveyances
of those lands to himself, by paying there
for sums amounting to $59,780.30 only, and
paid $500 for taxes and other necessary ex
penses. leaving the sum of $32,593.40 due to

the piaintiﬂ’; and afterwards

refused, ong

‘demand, to convey the lands to the plain-2'
United

States for the western district of

tiff.
The three tracts of land described in the

Missouri.
This was a suit in equity by John I.
Blair against Samuel C. Shaclfer for spe
ciﬁc performance of a contract. There was
a decree for plaintiff in the court below,
(33 red. Rep. 218,) and defendant appeals.
Reversed.
% Statement by Mr. Justice GRAY:

E‘ ‘This was a bill in equity, ﬁled December
8, 1885, by John I. Blair, a citizen of New
Jersey, against Samuel C. Shaeffer, a citizen
of Ohio, and other persons, citizens of other
states, claiming under him, setting forth a
contract in writing between the plaintiff
Qﬂ-[ld Shaeﬂ‘er, dated February 4, 1884,

mwhlch is copied in the margin)l and pray
' ing that Shaeffer might be’ ordered to con
vey to the plaintiff the lands described in
that contract, and that it be adjudged that

“the defendants had no

title or interest

therein, and for further relief.
0 ‘At the hearing in the circuit court, upon
pleadings and proofs, the case appeared to

be in substance as follows: In Feb

,

1884, Shaeffer obtained and received from
the plaintlﬂ sums of money amounting to
$92,882.70, upon fraudulent representations
that they were needed to pay for the lands

=—

‘-_ -“—I.g-~

1Whereas, by virtue of a certain contract made
gy Samuel C. Shaeffer, of Lancaster, Ohio, with P.
ardonas, of New York city, for the purchase of
thirty-six and 47400 acres of land in Jackson
county, Missouri, and known as “lot7 of the parti
tion of the estate oi’ Thomas West, deceased, by
the circuit court of Jackson county, Missouri, on
October 18, 1580 ” as per contract dated November
1, 1883, for which said land the said Shaeﬂ'er was
to pay the said Cardenas the sum of $21,882 on or
before February 8, 1884: Now it is agreed, as
said contract is made by said Shaeffer for said
land, and for prudential purposes, that the same
shall be conveyed by warranty deed to said Shae!
!er; and that, John 1. Blair, oi’ Blairstown, New
Jersey, has paid for the same by giving to said
Shaeﬂ'eracheck 0n the National Park Bank of
New York city for the sum of $21,882, signed by
the president of the Belvidere National Bank of
1Netdv Jersey, to enable him to pay for the said
an .
And whereas, by another agreement made by
said Shaeﬂer with Marion West, of Jackson coun
ty, Missouri, dated July 24, 1882, and October 21,
1582, whereby said Marion West sold the interests
of Frank West, Thomas West and Jose h C.
West, minor heirs of Thomas West, decease , and
known as “lots 5, 6, and S of the partition of the
estate of said Thomas West, deceased, by the cir
cult court of Jackson county, Missouri, on Octo

berlB, 1580, " for which said land. by said contract,
said Shaefler was to pay the sum of 544.559; $10,000
to be. paid cash u on the delivery of deed, and the
remainder,
to wit, $17,279.50 on or before
February 8, 1585, and $17,279.50 on or before Feb
1'1""? 1. 1886, hearing eight per cent. interest from

February 1, 1858, and secured by mortgage on
said premises. The said John I. Blair has given
to said Shaeﬂ’er a check, signed by the president

contract contained respectively about 36%
acres, about 138 acres, and 69 acres, near
City, in the state of Missouri, and
were worth more at the time of the con
tract than the sums paid by the plaintid’,
and greatly increased in value afterwards.
In an action at law against Shaeifer, sub
mitted to the circuit court without a Jury
at the same time with the present suit in
equity, the plalntiiI recovered Judgment for
the aforesaid um of $32,593.40. Upon that
judgment no writ of error was sued out.
In the present suit the circuit court held
that the contract sued on created no part
nership between the plaintiir and Shaeil‘cr,
and conferred on Shaeifer only the right
of an agent to sell, with a share in the prof
its by way of compensation; and that
Shaeifer, by his fraudulent conduct, had
forfeited all his rights under the contract,
including not only the 5 per cent. commis
sion on sales, but the share of 40 per cent.
in the net proﬁts remaining after payment
of the sums advanced by the plaintiff; and
entered a decree for the plaintiﬂ' as prayed
for. 33 Fed. Rep. 218. From this decree
Shaeirer appealed to this court.

of the Belviderc National Bank of New Jersey, on
the National Park Bank of New York city, for
$10,000, toenable said Shaffer to pay that much
on account of said lands, and for prudential rea
sons to obtain adeed for the samein his own name.
The said Blair is to pay the balance of the pur
chase money at maturity, amounting to $34,559,
given by said Shacii'er, and secured by mortgage.
This makes at this time the cash payments on
the above two contracts, $21,852 and $10,000, mak
ing $31,682, which is to bear eight per cent. inter
est until paid out of the sales of the land afore
said, the interest to be added to the principal
yearly. and bear eight per cent. interest- until paid.
Within four months after said Shaeﬁ'er shall
have obtained the title to said lands, or sooner, if
desired by said Blair, said Shaeffer to make a
warranty deed to said Blair for said lands.
Now, it is further agreed that, for the mutual
interest of said Blair and Shaeﬂer, it may be
deemed advisable to obtain certain releases for
pretended claims made by the Anthony heirs to
said property, the sum for said purpose to be mu
tually agreed upon, which sum said Blair agrees
to furnish to said Shaeﬂer, upon telegraphic no
tice, to aid him in securing said releases; and said
Shaeffer afterwards to deed by release deed said
lands to said Blair. Said money to bear same rate
of interest, and governed by some conditions, as
hereinbefore stipulated; the same to be indorscd
on this contract, or other written evidences given
that said Blair paid the money. _
’
It is deemed for the mutual interest of and
Blair and Shaeﬂer that said Shacﬂ’er gurchase the
sixty-nine acres of land from John .West, ad
joining the above-described lands, at a price not
to exceed $400 per acre, amounting to $27,600, and
to obtain a warranty deed therefor. _Sa1d John 1.
Blair has given said Shaeﬁer the president’s check
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Richard A. Harrison and C. D. Martin,
for appellant. Chas. 0. Tichenor, for ap
D pellee.
l:

a‘ ‘Mr. Justice GRAY, after stating the case,
delivered the opinion of the court.
The decision of this case turns upon the
construction of the contract of February 4,
1884, by which the parties agreed to buy
certain lands, and to sell them again for the
joint beneﬁt of both.
The provisions of that contract were, in
substance, that those lands, in the greater
part of which Shaetfer already had an
equitable title under agreements of third
persons to sell and convey them to him,
should be purchased for the mutual interest
of the parties; that the legal title in all the
lands should be taken in Shaeffer's name,
and be conveyed by him to Blair; that Blair
should advance the sums required to en
able Shaeﬁer to pay the purchase money of
e the lands, as'well as the necessary expenses
of preparing them for sale and selling them,
and should be repaid his advances, with in
terest, out of the net proceeds of sales; that
Shaeﬂer should stake out the lands for sale,
make the necessary improvements, sell them,
retain a commission of 5 per cent. upon the
gross amount of sales, and, until Blair should
should have been reimbursed for his ad
vances, deposit the rest of the proceeds in
a bank to Blair's credit; that the expenses
of improving and selling the lands, the time
within which they must be prepared for
sale, the price at which they might be sold,
and the bank in which the proceeds should

be deposited by Shaeﬂer, should be mums.

ly agreed upon between him and Blair, and
all contracts of sale by Shaetter should
be approved by Blair; and that, trim
Blair should have been reimbursed for all
his advances, “then the remainder of the
property shall belong 60 per cent. to sail
Blair and 40 per cent. to said Shaeiier."
and be divided between them accordingly.
either by Blair's conveying the title in two
ﬁfths of the lands to Shaeffer, or by Sine!
fer’s selling the lands and paying 60 per
cent. of the proceeds to Blair.
The contract evidently contemplated that.
while the sales to be made by Slmeffer
should be subject to Blair's approval. no
sales should be made by Blair without
Shaeft‘er’s consent. This clearly appeals
from several provisions of the contract. it
is by Shaeﬁ’er, or, as said in the last clause
of the contract, "by said Shaefier or as
signs,” that the lands are to be staked out
into lots and prepared for sale. "Said Shad
fer is to deduct and receive ﬁve per cent.
commission upon gross sales of all lots sold
at the agreed price or over made by Sillil
Blair and Shaeﬂierf’ that is to say, “of all
lots sold” by Shaett‘er “at the agreed price
or over,” the price (not the sales) liming
“made by said Blair and Shaeﬂfer." The pro
vision that all contracts of sale shall be made

in triplicate, and approved in writing bi
Blair, and one copy retained by Slmefitr.
clearly implies that all contracts of sale

shall be initiated by Shaetler; and 01W
Blair shall have been reimbursed his ad
vances, then, if the lands are not them

of the Belvidere National Bank of New Jerscv
on the National Park Bank of New York city for
$14,600 as part (payment for said sixty-nine acres
of land. It sai property cannot be purchased for
said $27,600, then said $14,600 check to be re
turned to said Blair unused. Said Blair agrees to
assume and pay $13,000 mortgage on said prop
erty, which said Shaeil’er will give to said West,
payable in one or two years, and bearing eight
per cent. interest, in case said purchase can be
made: said Shaefier, within four months after
obtaining title to said land, to deed same to said
Blair. All the money paid and furnished and

1. Blair, or some one appointed by him: mirth‘
back of said contracts the word “Approvtt ,0!‘

assumed, to pay for said land, by said Blair to

der of the property shall belong, sixtygergi‘fltierl
said Blair and forty per cent. to am _5 at at;

bear eight per cent. interest, and be added to 'the
principal each year until paid.
All moneys necessary to stake oi! lots, grade
streets, advertising, oﬂice furniture, ﬁxtures,
rents, stationery, taxes, and such other expenses
as may become necessary for the improvements
and sale of said property, as may be mutually
agreed upon from time to time by said Blair and
bhaeffer, shall be furnished by said Blair.
bald Shaefi’er is to deduct and receive ﬁve per
cent. commission _upon gross sales of all lots sold
at the agreed price or over, made b said Blair
and Shaeﬁer;_and the remainder to

e deposited

in some bank in Kansas City that may be mutually

agreed upon, to the credit of said John I. Blair
until all the money he has paid or advanced, with
interest as aforesaid, shall have been returned to
him. At the end of each month said Shaeﬁer is
to report the amount to the credit of said Blair
the same to be subJect to said Blair’s draft on ac:
count of the money advanced or paid for the prop
edgy11and gtherwiise as aforesaid.
oon .racts _or the sale of said land or lots to
be made in triplicate, and approved by said John

“Rejected ” to be written, and signed by said Jon

1. Blair, as aforesaid: one copy of 881d contract to
be retained by said Shacﬂ‘er, and one bythe put

chaser. It shall be speciﬁed on the face of said
contracts that they shall not be valid unless adr
proved as speciﬁed; and all contracts to be mat
payable to said John I. Blair.
_ _
Mr
When said Blair shall have been paid in cats is
all the money advanced and furnished by him I;
the interest
purchasethereon,
of said lands,
as speciﬁed,
and other
thenmoneys,
the remtww

and then said Shaefi'er shall not be required ‘,0
posit in the aforesaid bank, as aforesaid
r
to the credit of said Blair, more than 8;! .dsPg;
cent. of the net proceeds of sales of said 811
lots.
orIfland
it isbetween
at this

, , 53‘
time
said Blair
desirable
and Shaeffer,
to divide
said.Owl".,.

to take sixty per oent., and said Blairrtto Cor ‘01.5

the title to forty per cent. of said prqpe banner“,
by warranty deed to Shaetier; 91' 531d dwid', we
sell the lots or lands as ﬂiOl‘GSilldv and ‘gi‘d'mai,
net proceeds of sale, sntty per cent. to S

and forty per cent. to said_Sbaetfer.
a“ pm‘
It is understood that said property, or ‘red ,0,
tion thereof, to be staked out and Prepigsmi
sale within one year by said Shaefier oil; l~ Fave

after the Kansas City Belt Railway 5031mm,

been completed to said propertyhulflegssbaeﬂen
postponed in writing by said Blﬂ-ll‘ on have .
In witness whereof the parties hereto h M W

unto set their hands Iaznd sealatgglY tillliiszuii.
‘ asamuel
t ansas
.
of February, 18b4,
John
L Blair.
C‘ Shaeﬁer.

.

'
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‘Mil:
selves divided between them, it is Shaeﬂfer
M1351

swho is to sell them and divide the proceeds.

5E5?

i‘ ‘In short, Shaetfcr was to contribute to

“is

the venture his equitable title in the greater
part of the lands to be purchased, as well
as his own services. Blair was to contribute
all the money required to carry out the en

between Blair and Shaeﬁ’er. Thompson v.
Bowman, 6 Wall. 316; Seymour v. Freer,
8 Wall. 202; Meehan v. Valentine, 145 U.

S. 611, 623, 12 Sup. Ct. Rep. 972.

But it is unnecessary to express a decisive
opinion upon that point, because, whether
.'i‘|
terprise. The legal title was to be taken in ‘ Shaeﬂ'er was acting as a partner or only
as an agent in performing the duties re
“3|
Shaet'fer‘s name, and conveyed by him to
quired of him by the contract, the fraudu
t:t:
Blair. Shaeﬁ'er was to attend to preparing
lent misconduct proved against him deprived
win:
the lands for sale, and to sell them, subject
him of the right to the stipulated commis
as
to Blair's approval. Shaeifcr was to receive
sions, (Denver v. Roane, 99 U. S. 355; Wads
a commission of 5 per cent. on the gross
worth v. Adams, 138 U. S. 380, 11 Sup. Ct.
amount of sales. Out of the rest of the pro
Rep. 303;) and whether he was or was not
ceeds Blair was to be repaid his advances,
and, after Blair had been reimbursed, the a partner, that misconduct did not operate
to
forfeit his equitable title in the lands.
property was to belong three ﬁfths to Blair
The result is that Blair is not entitled
and two ﬁfths to Shaeifcr, and to be divided
to the entire property, except as security
between them accordingly, either in lands
for the sums advanced by him, and for any
or in money.
reasonable expenses, including the amount
Taking into consideration the whole scope
ascertained by the Judgment at law between
of the contract. and the fact that before it
the parties, (so far as they remain unpaid,)
was made Shaetl'er had an equitable interest
with interest computed according to the
in the greater part of the lands, which was
contract; and that, after reimbursing him
in fact, and was evidenly considered by
for such advances and expenses, the lands
both parties to be, of greater value than the
belong, in equity, three ﬁfths to Blair and
price which he had agreed to pay for them;
that the title to all the lands was to be two ﬁfths to Shactfer.
The decree of the circuit court adjudg~
taken in Shaeﬁ‘er’s name in the ﬁrst in
ing that Shaeffer has no title or interest in
stance, and to be conveyed by him to
the lands is therefore erroneous, and must
Blair; and especially the express stipula
iii
tion that, after Blair should have been fully be reversed; and the case is to be remand
ed to that court, with directions to order
reimbursed for his advances out of the pro
that the lands, or so much thereof as may
ceeds of sales, "then the remainder of the
be necessary to pay and satisfy the sums
property shall belong sixty per cent. to
due to the plaintiff for advances and ex
said Blair and forty per cent. to said Shaef
I.‘-!—“".:=-,rn.\_- u. \}_“?:;
fer," and should be divided between them penses, be forthwith sold, and the proceeds
applied to the payment of those sums; and
accordingiy,—the conclusion appears to us
that any lands or proceeds remaining after
to be inevitable that the conveyance of the
so reimburshlg the plaintiff be divided be
legal title by Shaei‘fer to Blair, like the de
tween him and Shaefi‘er in the proportions
posit of proceeds of sales made by Shaeffer
252
aforesaid.
to Blair's credit, was intended as security
"H

33M:

only for Blair's advances; that Shaeifer
was to have and retain an equitable title in
two ﬁfths of the land, subject to the claim

of Blair

for

reimbursement;

and

‘Decree reversed, and case remanded to.
the circuit

court for

further

proceedings

in accordance with the opinion of this court.

that

Shaeﬂfer’s fraudulent misconduct, while it
might properly defeat any claim of his for
commissions, did not divest him of his equi
table title in the lands, as recognized and
stipulated for in the contract.
There may doubtless be a partnership in
the purchase and the resale of lands, as of
many other property. But this contract con

ntains no expression to indicate an intention
'of the'parties to become partners. It does
not authorize either party, without the con
sent of the other, to sell any property or

to contract any debts on behalf of both.

Mr. Justice BREWER dissented.
Mr. Justice FIELD was not present at
the argument, and took no part in the de
cision.

(149 U. S. 191)

MEXICAN CENT. RY. C0., Limited, v.
PINKNEY.
(May 1, 1893.)
No. 1,199.
Cmoun' CouRTs—Junisnic-nox—Crriznxsnir
APPEARANCE.

If the enterprise proves unsuccessful. the
contract does not provide or contemplate

that Shaeftcr shall share the loss; and the
Phrase, "said Shaeffer or assigns," in the
lust clause, (unless supposed to be inad
vertently inserted) is hardly consistent with
the idea of a partnership. There is great

diﬁiculty, therefore, in the way of constru

1118 this contract as creating a partnership

1. When the original petition contains the
proper averments, as to the ‘citizenship of the
parties, to bring the case within the Jurisdic~
tion of the United States circuit court, it can
not be objected that “the record fails to_show
the residence and citizenship of the nrtres at
the time of the institution of the suit" simply
because the averments as to_ these matters in
an amended petition on which. the case was
tried refer to the time of its ﬁling. and not to
the time when the action ‘was brought.
_
2. Where, in such suit, the plaintiff gives
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testimony which defendant claims tends to
show that he is not a citizen of the district
in which he sues, it is within the discretion of
the court to refuse to allow defendant to ﬁle
a plea to that eifect, and to raise an issue as to
the jurisdiction of the court on the ground of
citizenship, and its action in this regard will
not be reviewed by the supreme court. _
3. Certain railroad companies, including de
fondant. a foreign corporation, erected and
maintained a joint warehouse in Texas, on the
Mexican frontier, for the storage of imported
goods, and goods for export, until the customs
laws were complied with._ One half the ex
cuse of erecting and maintaining the ware
house was paid by defendant, and the balance
by the other companies, one of which owned
the land on which it was built. The a cat m
charge of this warehouse was ap mate with
out any action or approval by de endant. He
was on the pay roll of one of the other com
panies, and under bond to it for the faithful
discharge of his duties. He had no authority
to contract for defendant, received and dis
bursed no money on its account, and it had no
control over, or power to discharge, him.
,
that he was not “a local agent” of defendant,
on whom service of process could be made,
under Sayies' Rev. Civil St. Tex. art. 1223a.
4. The provision of the Texas statutes that
a special appearance for the purpose of ob
jecting to the service of process becomes a
general appearance to the next term of the
court is not controlling upon the United States
circuit court sitting in that state, whose ju
risdiction is deﬁned by acts of congress; and
hence a party sued therein, who appears special
ly to object to the jurisdiction, and, when his
objection is overruled, pleads to the merits,
does not thereby submit himself to the ju
risdiction of the court, or waive his right to a.
review of its action thereupon.
In error to the circuit court of the United
States for the western district of Texas.
This was an action by Alexander Pink
ney against the Mexican Central Railway
Company, Limited, for damages for per
sonal injuries. There was judgment for
plaintiff in the court below, and defendant
brings error. Reversed.
A. T. Bi'itton, A. B. Browne, and J’.
Lewis Stackpole, for plaintiff in error. S.
F. Phillips and F. D. McKenney, for de
n fendaat in error.

e
'5' 'Mr Justice JACKSON delivered the opin
ion of the court.
This writ of error brings up for our con
sideration the general qumtion whether the
circuit court of the United States for the
western district of Texas acquired, or right
fully exercised, jurisdiction in the present
case. This jurisdictional question arises as
follows: The defendant in error, Alex
ander Pinkney, brought an action in that
court against the plaintiﬂ in error, the
Mexican Central Railway Company, Lim
ited, to recover damages for personal in
juries alleged to have been sustained while
in the performance of his duties as a brake
man in the employ of the company.
In his original petition the plaintiff al
leged that he was a resident, citizen, and
g inhabitant of the county of El Paso, in the
,_, western district of Texas; that the defend
' out was a.‘citizen of Massachusetts, being
a corporation organized under the laws of

that state, and having its principal 051,,
and place of business in Boston; and um

it was owning, operating, and maintaining.
or operating and maintaining, a line of rail.
road running from El Pass, in Texas, south.
wardly through the republic of Mexico, to

the city of Mexico, and had an oiiice in p
Paso, and a local agent there, named Harry
Lawton.
Upon the ﬁling of this petition a citation
or summons was issued, and was Si‘iTPCi
upon Lawton by the marshal of the dis
trict, who made return thereon as follows;
"Executed on the 23d day of September,
1891, by delivering to H. Lawton. local
agent of the Mexican Central Railway
Company at El Paso, Texas, in persona true
copy of this writ."
On the 30th of September, 1891, the de
fendant entered a special appearance for
the purpose of excepting to the service of
the citation, and ﬁled a plea in abatement
thereto, as follows:

"Now comes the defendant in the above
styled and numbered cause, and, upper
ing only for the purpose of excepting to
the service of the citation herein, and not
appearing generally, or for any other Pill"

Dose. says:
"(1) That Harry Lawton, upon
citation herein was served as
agent of this defendant, is not
dent, vice president, secretary,

whom the
the local
the oral
treasurer,

general manager, or any oiiicerr of “Wide
fondant; and neither said Lawton, “07'1"?

‘joint agent,‘ or agent at ‘the 30111! will?“
house‘ in the city of El Pass, ‘for, i111!

ever been designated by ‘1115 6mm?!“ M
its oﬂicer or agent upon whom cltﬂiloﬂ
might be served in this state and count!‘

and is not authorized by this defendant i0
receive or accept citation on its behalf

“(2) That before the

establishment nil

what is known as the ‘Joint Wnrehvﬂitr

in the city of El Paso, Til-y We! “W
said Lawton has control and mnuriilﬂml'lllv
importers of goods, their brokers and
agents, were put to great trouble and l!!

convenlence on account of the lack of "19
ling,
properexamining,
and necessary
weighing,
facilities
and cit-snarl.
for

goods billed to and from points in rhe m“,
public of Mexico upon their arrival 1‘ “Id:
city of El Paso over the various roads ME‘
inni‘ter mentioned, and on account 0‘ mm

deﬁciencies owners of 800115 damned,
points in the republic of Mexico were it

qnontly subjected to ﬁnes and Pemmesnﬂt'
der the customs laws of Mexico on icon!!!

0!’ inaccuracies in the importation PM’:
required therefor by said Mexican We‘)
ment; that in the interest and nonvenleu;t
of importers of American as well “no; In
Mexican

goods ‘and

merchim

,

r m.“

order thereby to increase the mm" 0 mm
defendant, and the other railroads ﬁnd
after mentioned, there was establish ‘use.

since maintained, said 1°11“ wareho
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where goods, wares, and merchandise des
tined to points in said republic, upon their
arrival at said El Paso are transferred, de
posited, and held by the agent in charge
thereof for examination, weighing, and
classiﬁcation, as aforesaid, prior to their
entry into said republic, and where the im
port duties on goods coming from said re
public over defendant‘s line may be con
reniently paid, and such goods transferred
and turned over to the proper roads by the

agent in charge of said joint warehouse.
"(3) That, at the solicitation of the rail
roads then jointly interested therein, said

warehouse was constructed and established

{_ i-'—ian-u‘rEl-Z':;“'i‘.:ai“?!€ﬂ

in or about the year A. D. 1887, by the Atch
ison, Topeka 8: Santa Fe Railroad Com
pany, on property owned by it then and
since, until the same was duly passed by
transfer to the Rio Grande & El Paso Rail
road Company, which now and ever since
said transfer has owned said warehouse, and
the property upon which the same is located.
"(4) That this defendant pays one half of
all the expense incurred in the maintenance
and operation of said joint warehouse, while
said Rio Grande & El Paso Railroad Com
pany, the Texas & Paciﬁc Railroad Company,
the Galveston, Harrisburg & San Antonio
Railroad Company, and the Southern Paciﬁc
Railroad Company bear the balance thereof,
upon a tonnage basis.
“(5) That said Lawton and all joint agents
are selected by said Rio Grande & El Paso
Railroad Company, and, with the approval of
mthe other companies last aforesaid and this

a defendant, are appointed by said R. G. & E.
0 P. R. Co.‘ upon whose pay rolls the names
of such joint agents, and the members of
their force, appear as employes of said last
mentioned company, who pay the salaries and
wages thereof.
“(6) That said Lawton, as joint agent, and

his force, are under bond to said Rio Grande
& El Paso Railroad Company, Texas & Pa
ciiic Railroad Company, Galveston, Harris

burg & San Antonio Railroad Company, and
Southern Paciﬁc Railroad Company, condi
tioned for the faithful performance of the du
ties required of them by said last-mentioned
companies, to which reports are made, and of
and for which money is collected and received

by said Lawton.
"(7) That said Lawton, being unauthorized
so to do, makes no contracts, and collects
and handles no money, for or on behalf of
this defendant; is under no bond to it; keeps
no accounts of or for it; is not on its pay

P0118; was not selected or appointed by it.
and this defendant is without power to dis
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setting out with considerable detail the facts
upon which he based his claim that Lawton
was an agent of the defendant, upon whom
service could be made, (which facts were not
materially different from those set out in the
plea. and motion to quash the return to the
citation,) and making substantially the same
allegations as respects the personal injuries
sustained by him as were contained in the
original petition.
The plaintiff afterwards demurred to the
plea in abatement, and motion to quash the
return to the citation, and the demurrer hav
ing been sustained, and the service held to
have been good, the defendant excepted.
Thereafter the defendant ﬁled an answer set
ting up (1) a general demurrer; (2) a general
denial; and (3) a plea. of contributory negli
gence; and the cause thereupon went to trial a
before the court and'a. jury, resulting in a‘
verdict and judgment in favor of the plaintiff
for the sum of $3,000.
On the trial of the case evidence was
brought out on cross-examination of the
plaintiff, who testified in his own behalf,

which

counsel for the defendant claimed

tended to show that the plaintiﬂ‘. was not a
citizen of the district in which the action was
brought; and they thereupon moved the
court to permit defendant to ﬁle a plea to the
effect that plaintiﬂ was not a resident or citi
zen of the state of Texas when the action
was brought, and had never been a resident
of that state, but was a deserter from the
army of the United States, and was a resi
dent and citizen of Arizona territory, where
he had enlisted, and where his troop was
stationed, so as to raise and present an
issue as to the jurisdiction of the court on the
ground of citizenship of the plahitiff. But
the court ruled that no amendment to the
pleadings would be permitted, and that the
issue could not then be raised, but that de
fendant might ask plaintiff as to his residence
and citizenship. To which ruling the defend
ant excepted.
The assignments of error are as follows:
“First. The court erred in assuming juris
diction over this cause. for the reason that
the record herein fails to show the residence
and citizenship of the parties to this suit at
the time of the institution of the same.
"Second. The court erred in sustaining
plaintiif’s demurrer to defendant's exception
to the service of the citation and motion to
quash the return thereof, and in holding that

the service on one Harry Lawton, as defend
ant‘s agent, was good (1) for the reason that
plaintiffs demurrer was insuﬂicient in law;
(2) for the reason that the return of said ci

charge him; all of which defendant is ready

tation was defective and insufficient; and (3)

to verify. Wherefore, defendant says that
said Lawton is not its local agent or other

for the reason that defendant's said excep

employs or agent, that the service of the

was not the local agent of defendant.
"Third. The court erred in refusing to per
mit issue to be joined and tried as to its juris

citation herein is insuﬂiclent, and prays that

the return thereon be quashed."
0n the 6th of April, 1892, by leave of the
"011", the plaintiff ﬁled an amended petition

tion and motion showed that said Lawton

diction, and in refusing to permit defendant
to ﬁle its plea to the eifect that plaintiff was
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,not a. resident and citizen of the state of

Writ of error, they are not reviewable in

,O‘Texas, as in his complaint averred, at the

this proceeding, because they do not go o
the question of jurisdiction in the court be

; time his suit was ﬁled, for the reason'that it
was the right of the defendant to show, and
it was the duty of the court to hear, at any
stage of the trial, that plaintiﬂ had wrong
fully misstated his residence and citizenship
in the attempt to fraudulently confer juris
diction upon the court, which had in fact no
jurisdiction, plaintidf being a resident and cit
izen of the territory of Arizona and the de
Iendant, as shown by the record herein, be
ing a corporation created and existing under
the laws of the state of Massachusetts, and
therefore a resident and citizen of that

state."

'

With respect to the ﬁrst assignment of
error, the point is made that the averment
of citizenship of the plaintiff was not suﬂi
clently set out in the amended petition; it
being simply alleged therein that the “plain
tiff is a resident, citizen, and inhabitant of
El Paso county, Tex, " which avermcnt re
ferred to the date of the ﬁling of that peti
tion, and not to the date oi’ the commence
ment of the action. But the original peti
tion, which was the ﬁrst pleading ﬁled in
the case, made the proper averments, as re
spects the citizenship of the parties, to bring
the case within the jurisdiction of the cir
cult court, and in our opinion that was suf
ﬂcient. The rule is that, to give the circuit
courts of the United States jurisdiction on the
ground of the diverse citizenship of the
parties, the facts showing the requisite di
verse citizenship must appear in such papers
as properly constitute the record of the
case.
The orig'nal petition is properly a.
part of the record, and, as that made the
proper averments as to the citizenship of
the parties, the point raised by the ﬁrst as
signment of error is not well taken.
The third assignment of error relates to
matters purely within the discretion of the
trial court, and is therefore of no avail.
The proposition is not controvertcd that if
it appears in the course of the trial that the
controversy is not one of which the court
could take cognizance, by reason of the
citizenship of the parties to it, the circuit
court has the right, and it is its duty, to
dismiss the cause for the want of jurisdic~
tion. But that is not this case. The ques
tion presented by this assignment of errot
is that the court erred in refusing leave to
‘1501
ﬁle a plea. during the progress of the trial
on the question of the plaintiff's citizenship,
and in refusing to permit issue to be joined
thereon. It is well settled that mere matters

01 Procedure. such as the granting or refus

low, which is the only question we can con
sider upon the present writ of error.
This brings us to the consideration otthe
questions presented by the second assign.
ment of error, which are (1) as to whether,
upon the record, as made by the plea in
abatement and motion to quash the return
to the citation, and the demurrer thereto,
Lawton was a local agent of the defendant
upon whom service could be made, within
the general meaning of that term, and under
the statutes of Texas relating to the method
of obtaining service upon foreign corporation
doing business in that state; and (2) as to
whether, even if the service was bad, the
special appearance of the defendant [or the
sole purpose of excepting to it, and, aim
im plea and motion were overruled, its ﬁl
ing a general answer, can be deemed in any
sense a general appearance, within the
meaning of the statutes of Texas relating
to such matters of practice, such as oper
ated to confer jurisdiction on the circuit
court of the United States.
The statute of Texas relating to service
of process on foreign corporations is as fol

lows:
"In any suit against a foreign, prlvnie, or
public corporation, joint-stock company or
association, or acting corporation or associa
tion, citation or other process may be
served on the president, vice president, are
retary, or treasurer, or general manager, or
upon any local agent within this state, 01
such corporation, joint-stock company' or is
sociation,
tion." Sayles'
or acting
Rev. Civil
corporation
St Tex. or
art LEM?

‘Under the allegations of the plea in Ilbﬂib
ment or motion to quash the return to the
citation,

and

admitted by the demnm‘r

was Lawton a "local agent" of the defend‘

ant company, within the meaning 0f '11“
statute? We think ‘not. The 1011“ “'m

house in which Lawton was employed‘ and
the ground on which it is located. “'11 the
property of the Rio Grnnde & El Pas
Railroad Company. The whole force 0MB‘
ployes and agents in that warehouse We“!

selected by that railroad company, W191 the
approval of certain other named 00min‘

nlcs, not including the defendant- mg
were on the pay rolls of that company, {01'
Were bonded to it and the other Comp-111195‘

and Lawton made his reD'Jl't8 of ‘he mo:
eys collected and received by 1111“ w m3‘!
companies. The seventh pnmgrﬂllh of e
plea in abatement makes this terse if

ing of motions for new trials, and questions

comprehensive

respecting amendments to the pleadings,
"9 Purely discretionary matters for the

and
unauthorized
collects and
so to
handles
do. makes
no money‘
no contra
M 0

statement: “Lawton. lip;

consideration of the trial court, and unless

on behalf of this defendant; is “1166' ft.

there has been gross abuse of that discre

bond to it; keeps no accounts of 01' ‘a; or‘

tion they are not revlewable in this court
0!! writ of error. And even if such ques
tions were reviewable here generally, on

is not on its pay rolls; was not selectmm
appolnted by it, and this defendant 15 only

out power to discharge him
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ground upon which it could possibly be con
tended that Lawton was a local agent of
the defendant company, within the mean
ing of this statute, is that the company paid
one half of the expense incurred in the main
tenance and operation of the joint warehouse.
But surely this fact alone would not create
the relation of principal and agent between
Lawton and the defendant. While it may be
somewhat difficult to deﬁne the line between
those who represent a foreign corporation
and those who do not, within the meaning
of the Texas statute quoted, it is perfectly
clear to our minds that the relation between
Lawton and the defendant was not such as
to render him a "local agent," upon whom
process against the company could be served;
for in no proper sense was he the direct rcp
resentative of the company, any more than
a general ticket agent, employed by one of
the great trunk lines running out of New
York to the west, who sells a through ticket
to the city of Mexico. which would entitle
”the holder of it to transportation to the city
eof Mexico over the road of the plaintiff in
i'error, would be its'agent, although it might
hear some proportion of the expense of the
general ofiice in New York.
ii“.
The contention on the part of the defend
nut in error, however. is that, even admit
El‘:
E
ting that the service in this case was not
suﬂicient to bring the railway company in
to court, still, under the laws of Texas, as
3
construed by the highest court of the state,
A_ ._ _—-‘¢-i'.n ln‘t-‘i'li‘tﬂrai
the special appearance of the company for
the purpose of objecting to the jurisdiction
of the court in the premises, and its sub
sequent answer on the merits. after its mo
tion to quash the return to the citation had
been overruled. amounted to. or was. in
effect, a general appearance in the case,
and gave the circuit court jurisdiction. In
other words the point is made that, as the
state laws regulating the procedure and
practice of the state courts in actions at
law furnish the rules for procedure in like
cases in the circuit courts of the United
States, under section 914 of the Revised
Statutes, and as. under the \statutes of
Texas. a special appearance of a defendant
to question or object to the jurisdiction of
the court for want of personal or proper
service of process, even if his objection is
sustained, becomes a general appearance to
the next term of the court, therefore the
court below in this case. by reason of the
special appearance of the defendant, ac
quired jurisdiction of its person, notwith
standing the fact that the original service

may have been insufficient and bad.
These statutes regulating the procedure in

the state courts of Texas have been before
this court for consideration in several re
Cent cases. In York v. Texas. 137 U. S. 15,
11 Sup. Ct. Rep. 9, the question was whether
this state legislation (articles 1240-1245,

Rev. St. Tex.) providing that a defendant
who appears only to obtain the judgment

of the court upon the suiilclency of the serv
ice of the process upon him is thereafter
subject to the jurisdiction of the court, al
though the process against lllill is adjudged
to have been insufficient to bring him into
court for any purpose, was “due process of
law," within the meaning of the fourteenth
amendment to the federal constitution, and
this court held that it was. A like decision
was rendered in the subsequent case of,
Kauffman v. Wootters, 138 U. S. 285, 11%
Sup. Ct. Rep. 298,'and the ruling in York'
v. Texas was reaﬁirmed. Those were cases
arising in the state courts, and were brought
here on writs of error to the supreme court
of the state; and it was therefore properly
said in the opinion in York v. Texas, page
20, 137 U. S., and page 10, 11 Sup. Ct. Rep.
that “the state has full power over remedies
and procedure in its own courts, and can
make any order it pleases in respect thereto.
provided that substance of right is secured
without unreasonable burden to parties and
litigants.” citing Antoni v. Greenhow, 107
U. S. 769, 2 Sup. Ct. Rep. 91.
In the case of Paciﬁc 00. v. Denton, 146
U. S. 202, 13 Sup. Ct. Rep. 44, (decided at

this term of the court.) questions somewhat
similar to those in this case were brought
before us. In that case an action had been
brought in the circuit court of the United
States for the western district of Texas.
by a citizen of the eastern district of that
state, against a corporation organized un
der the laws of Kentucky, and therefore -a
citizen of that state, and which was doing
business in said western district. The de
fendant demurred to the action on the
ground that under the ﬁrst section of the
act of congress, approved March 3, 1887.
(24 St. p. 552,) as corrected by the act of
August 13, 1888, (25 St. p. 434.) it could not
be sued in the western district of Texas.
but, if suabie at all in the federal courts of
that state. it must be sued in the eastern

district of the state, of which district the
plaintiff was a citizen. The demurrrer was
overruled, and exceptions saved by the de
fendant, after which it died an answer, and
went to trial upon the merits of the case.
the trial resulting in a verdict and judg
ment in favor of the plaintid for the sum
of $4,515. The defendant thereupon sued

out a writ of error from this court on the V
question of jurisdiction, under the act of
congress approved February 25, 1889, (25
St. p. 693.) and the case was decided here
on a motion to dismiss that writ of error.
The motion was overruled, and the judg
ment of the circuit court reversed, and the

cause remanded. with directions to render
judgment for the defendant upon its de

murrer.
It was held by the court that under the
act of congress approved March 3. 1887, as
corrected by the act of August 13, 1888,“
above referred to, the defendant was notg

suable in the'western district of Texas, he»
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cause neither it nor the plaintiff was a citi
zen of that district. In that case the ap
pearance of the defendant to question the
jurisdiction of the circuit court was relied
on, under the Texas statutes, and the au—
thority of the Texas decisions and the de
cisions of this court in York v. Texas and
Kauffman v. Wootters, above cited, to save
the jurisdiction; but this court, speaking
by Mr. Justice Gray, in reply to this con
tention, said, (page 208, 146 U. S., and page
46, 13 Sup. Ct. Rep.:)
“It is further contended on behalf of the
defendant in error that the case is controlled
by those provisions of the statutes of Texas
which make an appearance in behalf of a.
defendant, although in terms limited to the
purpose of objecting to the jurisdiction of
the court, a waiver of immunity from the
jurisdiction by reason of nonresidence, and
which have been held by this court not to
violate the fourteenth amendment of the
constitution of the United States, forbidding
any state to deprive any person of life,
liberty, or property without due process
of law. Rev. St. Tex. 1879, arts. 1241-1244;
York v. State, 73 Tex. 651, 11 S. W. Rep.
869, nom. York v. Texas, 137 U. S. 15, 11
Sup. Ct. Rep. 9; Kaui'tman v. Woottcrs,
138 U. S. 285, 11 Sup. Ct. Rep. 298; Rail
way Co. v. ‘Vhitley, 77 Tex. 126, 13 S. \V.
Rep. 853; Insurance Co. v. Hanna, Si Tex.

487, 17 S. W. Rep. 35.
"But the question in this case is not of
the validity of those provisions as applied
to actions in the courts of the state, but
whether they can be held applicable to ac
tions in the courts of the United States.
This depends on the true construction of
the act of congress, by which ‘the practice,
pleadings, and forms and modes of pro
ceeding in civil causes, other than equity
and admiralty causes. in the circuit and dis
trict courts, shall conform. as near as may
be, to the practice, pleadings, and forms
and modes of proceeding existing at the
time in like causes in the courts of record
of the state within which such circuit or
district courts are held.’ Rev. St. 5 914;

Act June 1, 1872, c. 255, 5 5; 17 St. p. 197.
"In one of the earliest cases that arose
under this act, this court said: ‘The con
formity is required to be as near as may
she, not as near as may be possible, or as
“near as may be practicable. This indeﬁ
' niteness may have been suggested'by a
purpose. It devolved upon the judges to
be affected the duty of construing and de
clding. and gave them the power to reject,
as congress doubtlrss expected they would
do, any subordinate provision in such state
statutes which, in their judgment, would
imwiseiy incumber the administration of

courts of the state in regard to the fonn
and order of pleading, including me mm,
nor in which objections may be when m
the jurisdiction, and the question whom",
objections to the jurisdiction and dcl'cnsu
on the merits shall he pleaded suoccssiu-ly
or together. Delaware County Com‘rs r.
Diebold Safe 00., 133 U. S. 473, 488, 10 Sup. Ct
Rep. 399; Roberts v. Lewis, 144 U. S. 653.
12 Sup. Ct. Rep. 781. But the jurisdiction of
the circuit courts of the United States has
been deﬁned and limited by the acts of
congress, and can be neither restrlctednor
enlarged by the statutes of a state. To
land v. Sprague, 12 Pet. 300, 328; (Joules
v. Mercer Co., 7 Wall. 118; Railway Co. v.
VVhitton, 13 \Vall. 270, 286; Phelps toils
117 U. S. 236, 239, 6 Sup. Ct. Rep. 714.
And whenever congress has legislated upon
any matter of practice, and prmribeci a
deﬁnite rule for the government of its own
courts, it is to that extent exclusive of the
legislation of the state upon the slime mat
ter. Ex parte Fisk, 110' U. S. 713. 721,5
Sup. Ct. Rep. 724; Whitford v. Clark 00..
11:! U. S. 522, 7 Sup. Ct Rep. 306.
"The acts of congress prescribing in what
districts suits between citizens or corpora
tions of diﬂerent states shall be brought
manifest the intention of congress that
such suits shall be brought and tried in
such a district only, and that no person or
corporation shall be compelled to answer to
such a suit in any other district. Con
gross cannot have intended that it should
be within the power of a state by its sht
utes to prevent a defendant sued in a (‘11'

cuit court of the United States, in a dis
trict in which congress has said illlll 11°
shall not be compelled to answer, from 0h
taming a determination of that matter by

that court in the ﬁrst instance, and brill"
court on writ of error. To conform wslldh

statutes of a state would ‘unwiseli‘ 'mum'i
her the administration of the law.’ Wild!‘

as ‘tend to defeat the ends of illstlcev 1”
the national tribunals. The neceml'i’ mu‘
clusion is that the provisions referred will
the practice act of the state of Texas We

no application to actions in the owns ‘it
the United States."

v

While the decision in the mentor: We

does not fully cover the case at bar, 52
the reasoning on which the court read:
its conclusion therein has a bearing “P‘Jxl

the question under consideration. WW3”
cuples rather a middle ground between ‘3
question presented in York v. Tam "Mn

cited, and um presented in the Den":
Case, and is not directly or autimrituiveiliJ
controlled by either of those decisions. u

the Present case the precise qucsﬂoliﬂp
whether the provisions of the Tami H'oe

the law, or tend to defeat the ends of jus

utes which give to a special amfmflwl

tice

made to challenge the courts junniu .1}

in

their

tribunals.’

Railroad

(10,

v,

Horst. 93 U. S. 291, 300, 301,

the force and effect of =1 general “We

“Under this act the circuit courts of
United States follow the practice or $2

person of a defendant, 11W binding

once, so as to confer jurisdiction 0"!“

J

MEXICAN CENT. RY. CO. v. PINKNEY.

:Yiu'.Q-:Ei!~-P.:TE-1.£B!-r;Itrl= ‘s

the federal courts sitting in that state. iui~
der the rule of procedure prescribed by the
fifth section of the act of June 1, 1872, as
reproduced in section 914 of the Revised
Statutes.
The words of this section, "as near as
may be," were intended to qualify what
would Otherwise have been a mandatory

provision, and have the effect to leave the
federal courts some degree of discretion in
conforming entirely to the state procedure.
These words imply that in certain cases it
would not be practicable, without injustice
or inconvenience, to conform literally to
the entire practice prescribed for its own
courts by a state in which federal courts
might be sitting. This qualiﬁcation is in

dicated in Railroad Co. v. Horst, 93 U. S.
291. 300, 301.

But, aside from this view, there are other
provisions of the statutes which clearly
maniftst an intention on the part of con
gress not to leave the jurisdiction of the

inferior federal courts

to the regulation

and control of state legislation. Thus, by
section 1011, Rev. St, as corrected by the
act of February 18, 1875, c. 80, it is pro
vided that "there shall be no reversal in
the supreme court, or in a circuit court
upon a writ of error. for error in ruling
any plea in abatement, other than a plea

2m the jurisdiction of the court." 18 St.
iii:

i-esnicri t‘lﬁ ui gzi

g‘p. 318.‘ This entirely preserves to this
court the right and duty to pass upon the

jurisdiction of the lower court.

such courts reviewed by this court by appeal
or writ of error would be practically de
stroyed, or rendered inoperative and of no
effect, if state statutes, such as those of
Texas, could make an appearance to question
the jurisdiction of a federal court a general
appearance, so as to bind the person of the
defendant. It would be an idle ceremony to
bring to this court for review the question
of the circuit court's jurisdiction, arising out
of a failure to serve the defendant with
process, if the defendant's special appearance
before the lower court to challenge its
jurisdiction should, under state laws, amounts
to a general appearance, which conferred?‘
such'jurisdiction. The effect of the statutes’
of a state giving such an operation to an
appearance for the sole purpose of objecting
to the jurisdiction of the court would be
practically to defeat the provisions of the
federal statutes which entitle a party to the
right to have this court review the question
of the jurisdiction of the circuit court. Undei
well-settled principles, this could not and
should not be permitted; for wherever con
gress has legislated on, or in reference to,
a particular subject, involving practice or
procedure, the tate statutes are never held
to be controlling. In Harkness v. Hyde, 98
U. S. 476, it was held by this court that
illegality in the service of process by which
jurisdiction is to be obtained is not waived
by the special appearance of the defendant

to move that the service be set aside, nor

001111. ' ' ' in any case in which the
Jurisdiction of the court is in issue. In such

after such motion is denied by his answering
to the merits. Such illegality is considered
as waived only when be, without having
insisted upon it, pleads in the ﬁrst instance
to the merits. We are of opinion that under
the statutes of the United States the juris
diction of the federal courts sitting in Texas
is not to be controlled by the statutes of that
state above referred to. Jurisdiction is ac
quired as against the person by service of
process, but, as against property within the
jurisdiction of the court, personal service is
not required. Boswell v. Otis, 9 How. 336;
Pennoyer v. Neﬂ, 95 U. S. 714. But it is
well settled that no court can exercise, at
common law, jurisdiction over a party, unless
he is served with the process within the ter
ritorial jurisdiction of the court, or volun
tarily appears. Kendall v. U. 8., 12 Pet.
524; Harris v. Hardeman, 14 How. 834.
In the present case, when it was estab
lished by the facts stated in the plea in abate
ment, and admitted by the demurrer there
to, that the plaintiﬂ‘! in error was never
brought before the court by any proper or
legal process, the circuit court was without
jurisdiction to proceed in the case; and in
so doing, and in assuming jurisdiction and

cases the question of jurisdiction alone shall
be certiﬁed to the supreme court from the

proceeding to trial on the merits, its action
was erroneous.

So, too, by the act of February 25, 1889,
(25 St p. 693,) it is provided that “in all
cases where a ﬁnal judgment or decree shall

be rendered in a circuit court of the United
States, in which there shall have been a.
question involving the jurisdiction of the
court, the party against whom the judgment

or decree is rendered

hall be entitled to an

appeal or writ of error to the supreme court
of the United States to review such judgment
or decree, without reference to the amount
of the same; but in cases where the decree
or judgment does not exceed the sum of ﬁve

thousand dollars the supreme court shall not
review any question raised upon the record,

except such question of jurisdiction;"

and

it is further provided that “such writ of error

or appeal shall be taken and allowed under
the same provisions

of law as

apply

to

other writs of error or appeals."
By the ﬁrst clause of section 5 of the act
of March 3, 1891, (26 St. pp. 826, 827,) it is
—‘=‘— ‘
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provided that “appeals or writs of error may
be taken from the district courts, or from the
existing circuit courts, direct to the supreme

court below for decision."

Our conclusion, therefore, is that the judg-g

ment of the lower court be reversed; thati'.‘
These provisions of the federal statutes
which confer upon litigants in the federal
courts the right to have the jurisdiction of

V.13s.C.—55

the cause be remanded to the'circuit court"
for the western district of Texas, with direc
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tions to set aside the verdict and judgment,
and to overrule the demurrer to the plea
in abatement; and it is accordingly so or
dered.

(149 U. s. 411)
PATRICK v. BOXVMAN.
(April 24, 1893.)
No. 157.
Pnn'rnsnsmr — SALE ns'rwnns Pan'rxsns — D18
cLosuns—Evmnscn—Uxniscnosno PRINCIPAL.

1. The willingness of one of two partners in
a mining venture to sell his interest to the oth
er at a stated price does not release the other,
who knows of such willingness, from the obli
gation to disclose the actual condition of the
mine; and, where such sale is made without
disclosure, the consideration being inadequate,
the seller may rescind. Per Mr. Chief J ustlce
Fuller and Mr. Justice Brewer, dissenting.
Brooks v. Martin, 2 ‘Vail. 70, followed.
2. An absent partner in a mining venture
offered to sell his interest to the managing
partner for a stated consideration. in the belief
that the property was not valuable, and that
there were no promising indications of paying
ore. The managing partner had before this
stated, in a letter to his brother, that the in
dications were very promising. and, shortly aft
er. a local paper announced that a small quan
tity of ore had been, and more was expected to
be,

found.

The

same

paper

afterwards

an

nounced that the expectation had been realized.
Thereafter a contract was signed by the man
aging partner, reciting that a “lode or vein is
now by all believed to have been struck,”
and the managing partner cautioned his family
by letter not to inform the absent partner of
the discovery. Held, that it was the duty of
the managing partner to disclose the true con
dition of the mine, and that a sale on the terms
offered by the absent partner, who continued
ignorant of the discovery, could be rescinded
by him by a bill in equity. Per Mr. Chief Jus
tice Fuller and Mr. Justice Brewer. dissent
ing. Brooks v. Martin, 2 \Vall. 70, followed.
A managing partner in a mining ven
ture wrote to an absent partner: "In regard
to your interest in the Col. Sellers, I think I
know a man who will pay the note you gave
me, ($288.69,) and take your interest off your
hands. "' " "‘ If you are willing to let it
go on these terms. " * " please telegraph
me immediately, and I will try and make the
arrangement.” Held, that the offer was not
one from an undisclosed principal, so as to
be binding 11 on the managing partner as
agent. Per 1\- r. Chief Justice Fuller and Mr.
Justice Brewer, dissenting.
4. The letter _was written June 22d. ad
dressed to St. Louis, although the writer knew
that the absent partner‘s summer address
Would be Bflyﬁelll. ‘vi-‘5.. where the letter was

In fact, Pecell't‘fl July 13th. and an acceptance

It is undisputed that, long before that, Pilt.
rick knew of a large body of valuable min
eral in the shaft, and that he did not com.
municate the fact of this discovery to Bow
man. It is also not open to question than
the property then conveyed was worth very
much more than Bowman received. But it
said that prior thereto there was a complet
ed understanding that Patrick was to pur
chase Bowman’s interest. What is meant by
the term "completed understanding“ lSdOlllil
ful. If by it is meant that a binding con
tract had been entered into before October
19th, I deny the fact. If only that Patrick
knew the terms upon which Bowman was
willing to sell, I deny that the law is illili
knowledge of such fact relieved Patrick
from the obligation to make full disclosure
up to the time of the actual purchase. It
may
to
sell
be inconceded
consideration
that Bowman
of the surrender
was
of
ness;
dent
his note,
partner
but and
can it
that
Patrick
be that
the knew
knowledge
nonresident
of thisbypartner
a

is willing to sell at a ﬁxed price releases
him from the obligation of full disclosure
enables him to continue his explorations to
discover the value of the property, and, when
ore of large value is ﬁnally discovered, com
plete the purchase without disclosing iha:
fact? I do not so understand the law. Un'
til a deﬁnite contract has been entered inh
between the parties, binding alike on vendor
and purchaser, and understood to be bind
ing alike on both, the rule laid down in
Brooks v. Martin compels the resident pan
ner to make full disclosure. The question
is not whether Bowman acted badly, but
whether Patrick fully discharged the dnlle
resting upon him as resident partner. 1! he
says that, before the purchase was acnmlh'
made, there was a completed contract width
relieved him from his obligations of (hstl‘r
sure, must he not make it clear that sud

completed contract was in tact. madB?_l'
June
is
true,
and
Bowman
July, providing
was willing
he to
could
sell Set 1115
note back; but this willingness to sell was

based upon the facts as they then existed.
or at least as known to him.

The shaft bad;i

been sunk many
discovered;
no indications
feet; no mineral
of mineral
had (11>:
closed. He might well have said, “1 inf
ready to abandon this if you will only give I?!"

immediately wired. . Held, that the directing to

bt- 11.01118. and calling for an immediate tele

back my note;” but can it be that this ‘W

graphic answer. was a notiﬁcation that the

lingness to sell, communicated 115 it “as to
seeding
covered,
Patrick, October,
will
the sustain
value
after
ofa mineral
the
purchase
property
hadin been
the
W“;

oﬂ'er must be received and acted on immediate—
gvrag‘llrthé‘hfl'iéltgl‘ Itlllghfl- l‘iﬁject the acceptance.
Brewer’
e 1. dissenting110..“8160 l‘u er and M1.~ Jilbtlte
Dissenting opinion. For opinion of
court, see 13 Sup. Ct. Rep. 811.

the

.42"

' Mr. Justice BREWER, dissenting.
a I am unable to concur in the foregoing
7
‘opinion. Accepting the rule laid down in
' Brooks v. Martin. 2 Wall. 70, as'controlling
it is undisputed that no conveyance was made
by Bowman to Patrick until October 19, 1892.

advanced, and without any disclosure of tho"
facts to Bowman?

1nd
As the transactions between Pamckoln
Bowman, intermediate June 19th and ‘c‘
ber 19th, were all by letter or telegmnl;

there can be no dispute as to whattllh‘t
Dlace. It appears that Patrick wromlqma
letters after the interview of June ~ 3

one June 22d, another June 27th. and a

PATRICK a. BOWMAN.
E'IFEE
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E1175
E5593
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June 28th.

The ﬁrst says this: “In regard

ble it he had been theretotore acting in good
to your interest in the Col. Sellers, I think
faith. His three letters in June were all
I know a man who will pay the note you
gave me, ($288.69) and take your interest
although
he knew that Bowman was Louis,
going to
spend
of! your hands. ' ‘ ' It‘ you are willing
the summer in Wisconsin, and had given his
to let it go on these terms, * ' ' please
address, “Bayﬁeld, Wisconsin." Directing
telegraph me immediately, and I will try
to St. Louis, and calling for a telegram im
and make the arrangement." This letter
mediately,
was a. notiﬁcation that that was
did not reach Bowman until the 13th of July,
not a continuing proposition, but one which
when he telegraphed: "Yours of June 22d
must be received and acted on immediately.
received yesterday; proposition accepted;
If it was not a proposition requiring haste,
send note,”—to which Patrick replied, on
he would naturally have addressed these
July 15th: “Acceptance too late; proposi
letters to Bayﬁeld, Wis, the address given
tion was dependent upon an immediate ac
by Bowman, and in the vicinity of his sum
ceptance in St. Louis. See my letter oi.’ 5th."
mer outing in the woods. Sending to St.
How, out of this, a. contract can be de
Louis was because he thought he might pos
duced, I do not understand. Patrick does not
sibly reach him before he left for the sum
offer to purchase, does not say that he knows
mer, and thus have the question settled
any one who will purchase, but simply asks
Bowman it he is willing to sell at such a promptly, and so, when he telegraphed on
the
15th of July, he could properly say:
price, and promises, it so, to try and ﬁnd a
“Acceptance too late; proposition was de
purchaser. It was this letter only which
pendent upon an immediate acceptance ing
Bowman had received at the time of his tele
St. Louis." It is unnecessary to‘ret'er to the~
gram, and only the proposition or suggestion
contained in it which he by that telegram ac
cepted. It seems to me that it would puzzle
a pleader to so frame a declaration as to
show that that letter and acceptance created
any contract between the parties.
Something is suggested as to an undisclos
ed principal, and it is said that the agent is
bound when the principal is not. I do not
appreciate the pertinency of that suggestion,
for there is in this letter no assertion of an
undisclosed principal for whom the agent
6 makes the proposition. All that Patrick

iisays is that, it Bowman will consent to sell
' upon the terms'named, he thinks he knows
of some one who will buy, and will try to
make the arrangement. It is true that, on
June 27th, Patrick does say that there is a
party who will take the property on those
terms, and it may be said that here is an al
legation of an undisclosed principal. But
that letter had not then been received by
Bowman, and nothing in it was covered by

his acceptance of July 13th. The accept~
ance speciﬁcally referred to the letter of June
22d, which contained the only proposition or

Suggestion which Bowman then knew. Out
of that I can torture no binding contract.—
no “completed understanding." 0n the 15th,
two days after this telegram from Bowman,

letter which Patrick claims to have written
on July 5th, as it is conceded that that letter
was never received by Bowman. Itissignif
icant, only, as indicating Patrick's state of
mind, by these closing words: “I withdraw
my oﬂ‘er to return your note of $988.70,
dated June 19th, 1882, in case you assign
your interest in the contract to me."
Reliance is placed on Bowman's letter, in
which he used the words “your proposition,"
but this it seems to me is trivial. The
proposition or suggestion was one which did
come in a letter from Patrick; and though
Bowman does not write out in detail the
full description of that proposition, but re
fers to it in the brief way he does, that can
not enlarge the scope, or change the char
acter, of the proposition as it was sent in
the letter by Patrick. That meant only

that which it said, and, when Bowman tele
graphed an acceptance 01' that speciﬁc
proposition, neither party was bound beyond
the terms expressed. That made no binding
contract of sale, and when Patrick, two days
after Bowman's telegram, replied that the
acceptance was too late, there was nothing
concluded between the parties. That Patrick

understood that there was nothing binding

is further evidenced by the fact that before
Patrick telegraphed: “Acceptance too late; Bowman's telegram of July 13th, and on
July 5th, he had received advice from his
proposition was dependent upon an im
counsel that Bowman's interest could be
mediate acceptance in St. Louis." In the
face of this, can it be said that there was a obtained in another way, and without pay
ing anything; and so, in attempting to car
binding contract or a completed 1mderstand
1113? Did Patrick, when he sent this tele ry out the plan suggested by counsel, he
sent a letter to Bowman at the Merchants‘
gram, understand that he had bought Bow
Hotel in St. Paul, and drew a draft upon
man's interest, or was bound by any con
tract of purchase? I do not understand the him at St. Paul for his supposed share of
force of the English language if it can fairly the expenses to date. To say that, while he
be said, in the face of such a telegram from was trying to obtain possession of Bowman's
the subsequent purchaser, that there was a interest by proceedings of this character,
completed understanding between the parties there was a completed understanding be
In respect to the sale. Patrick's declaration tween the parties for the purchase of that

that the acceptance was too late was justifia

interest, is something I cannot understand.
Evidently Patrick did not have the utmost
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reliance upon this plan suggested by his
counsel, and although that draft was return
ed unpaid, yet, as the indications of ap
preaching mineral became clearer, his desire
to purchase from Bowman become stronger,
and he concluded that the better way was
to come back to the original proposition of
purchase, and so, on August 2d, he sent a
proposed contract. Still, as, at the date at
which that contract was sent, it was not
absolutely sure that mineral in paying
quantities would be found in the mine, the
contract which he sent to Bowman for his
signature was simply a contract binding
Bowman to sell, and not binding himself to
buy. Obviously he was not then sure that
he would purchase. He wanted to get an
option from Bowman, something that would
bind him to sell, and then sink the shaft :3.
little further, and make some more develop
ments, before he bound himself to purchase;
and yet it is said that before this there was
a completed understanding—a binding con
tract—between these parties for the pur
chase of
Bowman's interest. Bowman,
knowing nothing of the disclosures made by
the sinking of the shaft, and not knowing
that the indications of approaching mineral
were stronger and clearer, was still willing
to sell on the terms named, but was not
willing to give an option to buy; and so on
August 28th he prepared a contract binding
both parties, and inclosed it in a letter to
Patrick at Leadville, but, before it had
reached there, Patrick had gone east. Noth
ing further took place until the day of the
conveyance, October 19th.
It is suggested that Bowman evidently re
garded the matter as settled, leaving only
the details to be arranged. It seems to me
the important question is not how Bowman,
but how Patrick, regarded it. Did he under
stand that the thing was settled between
them? Certainly not, when he telegraphed
that the acceptance was too late; certainly
not, when he sent a contract not for a pur
chase, but giving him an option to purchase,
binding Bowman and not himself.
And, in this respect, Patrick's testimony
as to his understanding of the matter is
signiﬁcant. On his direct examination he
testified that the party he had in mind
when he wrote the letter of June 22d was

another assessment was due to draw on

Bowman, and, if he does not pay youl'dmﬂ
promptly, just apply to the owners of the
Col. Sellers, that is, to Stebbins, Robinson,
and others, for a new contract in your own
name, leaving Bowman out; and when
wrote the letter of July 5th it was my in
tention to do that, and when I received
Bowman's telegram of the 15th of Juiyi
so notiﬁed him in that telegram."
Further on in his deposition appears the
following, also on direct examination:
"Question. lVhen was your partnership
with the plaintiff in the working of the
Col. Sellers and Accident mining claims in
der the contract (defendant's Exhibit A)
terminated?
“Answer. It was terminated, as i re
garded it, on the receipt of the plaintiii'l
letter of July 16th, and by my acceptance
of the proposition contained therein, and
the forwarding of the contract which was
prepared by O. 0. Parsons.”
And on cross-examination this appears:
“Q. You recognized it to be your duty as
a partner, when you wrote a letter accept
ing what you call Bowman's proposition of
July 16, 1882, to tell him what occurred
before you wrote that letter, didn't you?
“A. I did not regard him as my partner

after I received that letter of July 1631;
he had not paid.
“Q. Didn't you regard him as your Dim‘
ner up to the time that you mailed on or
swer to that letter?

"A. Yes, but I accepted his Proposmm
and I thought that ended the partnership
“Q. In your view, when did your partner

ship with Bowman end,—when you received

his letter of July 16, 1882, or “'11” W“
mailed your answer to it?
“A. Take the two together.

"Q. It can’t be both.

When did 7°“ m‘:

elude that'Bowman was not you!‘ Plume"
and was not entitled to the information?
“A. When I accepted his proposition of

July 16th."
According, therefore, to his own mu‘
mony, Patrick understood that ill? Pant’
nership relation, with the obligations:d
disclosure, continued until he had we?‘

the proposition in Bowman's letter Mg;
16th of July.

When he mentally Well

his Own attorney in Leadville, 001. J. B.

that proposition, he alone knows 01‘ a“

Bisseii. His testimony was in these words;
"It was 001. J. B. Bisseil, and when I
came up to Leadville I spoke to him in re—
gard to it, and he declined to take it, and
declined to take the interest and pay that
note, and. as I told Bowman, I was carry

tell.

1118 1111 I 001116; 80 between the 22d of'June
and that time I changed my mind,—that is,
between the 22d of June and July 5th,_
in regard to it."
In reference to the advice given him by
Col. Bissell, he testiiled:

"He said it was no use of payln that
note, or having anybody else buy it;gwhen

What he did after that was. on 1:

2d day of August. to send t0 BMW’ in
signature,
option

to

an agreement giving him as
purchase,

which

never W

signed. The contract which Biiwmﬂn es
preparcha contract binding mm Wu
and which Bowman sighed and to M.
on August 28th--was not sit-.111ed and in

warded until after mineral had be?!”
fact discovered. and was so signed 5“ um,
warded by Bowman in ignorance of
fact.
Were not the discoveries in the me “a:
as should have been disclosed? Let "I

PATRICK a. BOWMAN.
in.
in

E7.K1-2951‘%;.?"
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what there is in this record that does not
mine Bowman was carrying for a year—
was produced, which is as follows:

depend upon the recollections of witnesses.
On July 5th, Patrick writes to his brother,
saying: "The shaft in the Col. Sellers is
looking very promising: For several feet
the porphyry has been heavy iron-stained,
and I have good reasons for thinking that
we are near the contact. Acting on 001.

"Knoxville, August 21, 1882.
“Dear Jemmie: I have just received a
letter from Will, in which he tells me I
was mistaken about his securing B.'s inter
est in the Col. Sellers. He only had the
written promise of it. The deed has not
been delivered to him. In my letter to-day

Bissell's advice, I to-day write to Bowman
telling him that, if he did not pay up, I
would apply to the owners of the ground
for a new contract in my own name, and
leave him out. I don’t suppose he will
pay, but I will let you in on the new one
on the same terms you are in the old." On
July 30th this appeared in the Leadville
Herald: “The 001. Sellers shaft, on Iron

Hill, is now down about 215 feet.

get to St. L., and'to B.'s ears, it might?
cause me considerable trouble and

Some

small streaks of ore have already been cut,
one of them assaying nineteen ounces in
silver. The sinking of the shaft is progress
ing rapidly, with the prospects that ex
pected ore bodies will soon be out.” And

Patrick was in Leadville at that time. On
August 10th, in the same paper, appeared
this
statement:
“Late
Tuesday
night
[which would be August 8, 1882] ore was

.’‘encountered in the shaft of the 001. Sellers
goo Iron Hill, appearing ﬁrst in one corner

' of the shaft.

he tells me to caution all of our home folk
not to mention the success of the prospect,
and adds: ‘If you have said anything to home
folk about the Col. 8., caution them not to
mention it, whatever they do, for if it should:

The ore is pyrites "in char

acter, and is pronoimced to be identical with

that which was ﬁrst cut in the A. Y. mine,
which it adjoins. It is probable that it
will be necessary to pass through several
feet of it before the same class of ore
which has enabled the A. Y. to make such
shipments will be reached. The property
is owned by W. F. Patrick, Charles Steb
bins, George Simmons, John Livezey, and

“I am sorry I have said anything about it.
but, as I have, for pity’s sake do not tell
it, or if, like myself, you have said anything
to Fannie or Mr. McM., do write immedi
ately and ask them to keep it secret, so
much depends upon a rigid silence. As
Will said, if Mr. Bowman hears it, he can
cause him a. great deal of trouble. to say
nothing of the expense. I feel dreadfully,
and I shall never again put myself in this
position. I am going to the ‘ Quarry ’ early
to-morrow to caution mother and father.
Do help me to keep this business as quiet
as possible. You see at a glance how much
depends upon it. My sister is not so well
today, although she is better than when I
ﬁrst came. With love and an earnest re
quest that you will burn this as soon as re
ceived, I am, hastily and truly,

others."
But we need not stop with this. On Au
gust 16th a contract was signed by Patrick
and the original owners of the mine, in

which it was recited that "a lode or vein
is now by all believed to have been struck,"
and which provided for the delivery of the
deed called for by the original contract,

which deed was, in fact, delivered on Au
gust 31st. We
testimony of
ance, but may
tract to prove

need not resort to the parol
which there is an abund
rest upon this written con
that. within 32 days after

Patrick had telegraphed that Bowman's ac
ceptance was too late, a vein of mineral
had been discovered in this shaft, and that

this discovery, known to Patrick, was made
two months and three days at least before
the deed was acquired from Bowman.

Parol testimony tends to how that the
discovery was made at a much earlier
date. Did Patrick at this time understand
that a purchase had been made? We have
seen that this correspondence with Bowman

does not show a binding contract, and we
have noted his own version of the matter,

but there is still other testimony very sig
niﬁcant. A letter from his wife to his
brother—the brother whose interest in the

"Annie."
And a letter of date August 28th, from
this same brother, James M. Patrick, to his
wife, in which he says: "Willie has writ
ten to Annie (and she to me) telling her that
there was an interest in me Col. Sellers
which he wished to buy before the news
of the strike got out, and wanted her and I
to keep the matter quiet for a few weeks,
until he could get the deed." These let
ters show that it was known in the family
that mineral had been discovered. and dis
covered long enough before August 2lst for
two or three letters to have passed between
Knoxville and Leadville. Patrick had not,
as shown by these letter , secured Bow
man's interest. He had, it is true, received
a letter from Bowman of July 16th, in
which the latter expressed his willingness
to sell, said that he would not stand in his
(Patrick's) way, and that, if he (Patrick)
wished any papers signed, to send them to

him.

In other words, he knew that Bowv

man was willing to sell, and had so ex
pressed himseif; he had not bought, and
wanted the matter kept secret until the pur
chase was consummated.
Taking these letters in connection with the
correspondence which passed between these
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parties and Patrick's own'testimony, it seems
to me strange to say that there was a “coin
pleted understanding." It will not do to
hold that, because Patrick had received
Bowman's declaration of his willingness to
sell,—a declaration made in ignorance of any
discovery of mineraL—he (Patrick) could
mentally accept Bowman's offer, and, with
out disclosing the fact that mineral had been
discovered, proceed to secure a. conveyance.
For these reasons I dissent from the opin
ion of the court, and I am authorized to
say that the CHIEF JUSTICE concurs in
this dissent.

(149 U. S. 364)

MINNEAPOLIS & ST. L. RY. CO. 7. EM
MONS.
(May 10, 1893.)
No. 240.
CONSTXTU'NONAL LAW—POLICE Powna— FENCING
or BAiLRoios—DAM/ions.
1. A state statute, which, as construed by
the courts of the state, gives damages to a
landowner for the expense and inconveniences
of watching cattle to keep them from going
upon a railroad track running through his land,

which the coniémuy has failed to fence. (Gen.
ws Minn. 1 77, c. 73,) is within the police
power of the state, and is not subject to the
inhibition of the fourteenth amendment to the
federal constitution, against depriving any per
son of the equal protection of the laws, even
though, by the general law of the state, penal
ties and damages are given only for direct
injuries sought to be prevented. and do not
extend to consequential and possible resulting
injuries.
.2. The allowance of damages for the
diminution of value in the farm, resulting from
the failure of the company to fence its roads
and construct proper cattle guards, is not a tak
ing of the railroad company's property without
due rocess of law.
.A state statute requiring railroad com—
panies to fence their right of way through the
lands of private persons is not in violation of
the company's chartered right to buy and hold
lands for speciﬁed purposes.
In error to the supreme court of the state
of Minnesota.
Action brought in a state court of Minne
sota by Henry G. Emmons against the
Minneapolis & St. Louis Railway Company
to recover damages resulting from defend
ant‘s failure to fence its tracks through
plaintiff's lands. There was a verdict and
judgment for plaintiff, and the judgment
was aﬂirmed in the supreme court of the
state. 42 N. W. Rep. 789. Defendant
brings error. Affirmed.
The cause was twice before the supreme
court of the state before the entry of the
judgment new sought to be reviewed. See
29 N. W. Rep. 202, and 36 N. W. Rep. 340.
Albert E. Clarke, for plaintiff in error.
Edward J. Hill, for defendant in error.
Mr. Justice FIELD delivered the opinion
of the court.
The plaintiff below (the defendant in error
here) is a citizen of Minnesota. and for some
years previously and at the commence

merit of this action was the owner of a farm
in that state of 160 acres, which he occupied
with his family as a homestead. i-ie lli
closed the farm with a suitable fence, culti
vated it, and kept stock upon it. in October.
1879, he sold and conveyed to the detour].
ant, a railway corporation organized under
the laws of the state, a right of way for a
railroad across the farm, 50 feet wide on
each side of the road. Soon afterwards the
company constructed the road on the right
of way purchased, but neglected to build
and maintain any fences on either side of
it, or cattle guards where the road eaten
and leaves the land purchased, as required
by‘ the statute of the state; and to re
cover damages for such failure the present
action was brought.
The statute which was posed by the
legislatin'e in 1876 provided that all railroad
companies in the state should, within a‘:
months after its passage, "build, or cause to
be built, good and sutilcient cattle guards
at all wagon crossings, and good and sub
stantial fences on each side" of their roads,
and declared that they should be liable for
domestic animals killed or injured by their
negligence, and that a failure to build niil
maintain cattle guards and fences as above
provided should be deemed an "act of negli
gence on the part of such companies;" and.
by its fourth section, that any company or
corporation owning and operating a line of
railroad within the state, which had failed
and neglected to fence its roads, and to
erect crossings and maintain cattle guards
as required by the terms of its charter and
the amendments thereof, should thereafter
“be liable, in case of litigation, for treble the
amount of damages suifered by any person
in consequence of such neglect. to be recov—

ered in a civil action. or actual damages. I!
paid within ten days after notice of such

damages." Gen. Laws Minn. 1876. o it
In 1877 this last section was amended M
as to declare that any company 01‘ comm’
tion guilty of the failure or neglect mell

tioned should be "liable for all damagas 5"’
mined by any person in consequence of suit

failure or neglect." Chapter 73. Gen. 1AM.

Minn. 1877; Gen. St. Minn. 1878, c- 1% i 51
On the trial it appeared in evidence a“;
the defendant had operated its road. a"

run daily trains through the mm. with)“;
building the required fences on each side ot

its track, or constructing cattle Elma‘;
the wagon crossings, and the Dlﬂmtlﬂ' "n‘
kept cattle upon his land. “'83 “1 c0?)
sequence obliged, at much clpensev m
Watch his cattle, for some years before m

commencement of this action. to keep which
from being killed by passing mm WW
subjected him to great inconvenience d9
of time, and expenditure of money, "and

prived him of the free and beneﬁcial wig mg

enjoyment of his land. and 19w“? um?
value. He recovered a verdict of ‘
for the damages sustainedI ‘19°11 whm'

MINNEAPOLIS 8:, ST. L. RY. CO. v. NELSON.
HQBI' F-1I'E I‘ IQTIKL-i
5%!-

for

costs,

Judgment

was

entered in his

favor.

._ -— ‘n-wr'zunﬁl iu'l ‘24%!ilﬂiﬁuh

This case had, on a previous occasion,
been before the supreme court of the state on
appeal. The court below had held that the
complaint did not state facts suiiicient to con
stitute a cause of action, and dismissed it,
and refused a motion for a new trial. On
appeal from the order denying the motion,
the ruling below was reversed, and a new
trial granted. In giving its decision the
supreme court, among other things, held that
to regulate the carrying on of any business
liable to be injurious to the property of
others, like that of operating a railroad, so
Lihat it shall do the least possible injury to
such property, was as much within the
police power of the state as regulating it
with a view to protect life from its dangers;
and that the state might, under that power,
require railroads to be so constructed, main
tained, and operated, and so protected and
inclosed, that they would injure as little as
possible the farms or lands through or along
side of which they run; and that the legis
lation of the state having this object in
view was valid.
It was objected below that the statute,
as thus interpreted, denied to the railroad
companies the equal protection of the laws
of the state. as required by the ﬁrst section
of the fourteenth amendment. The point of
the objection, as indicated in the opinion of
the supreme court, so far as we can under
stand it, was this: That the statute, in re
quiring railway companies to fence their
roads, was a police regulation, having for
its object to prevent animals from getting
on the tracks, and the consequent danger
of injury to the animals themselves and
to railway passengers and employes; and,
therefore, to impose penalties and authorize
a recovery of damages for noncompliance
with the law for other than the resultant
injuries to animals and railway passengers
and employes was in excess of the police
power of the state, and a departure from its
general law, which imposed penalties and
damages only for the direct injuries sought
to be prevented, and did not extend them
so as to cover consequential and possible re
suiting injuries.
‘The answer to this is that there is no in
hibition upon a state to impose such penal
ties for disregard of its police regulations
as will insure prompt obedience to their
requirements. For what injuries the party
violating their requirements shall be liable,
whether immediate or remote, is a matter
of legislative discretion. The operating of
railroads without fences and cattle guards
undoubtedly increases the danger which

attends the operation of all railroads. It
is only by such fences and guards that the
gtPaying of cattle, running at large, upon the
tracks can be prevented, and security had
alltlinst accidents from that source; and the

extent of the penalties which should be im
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posed by the state for any disregard of its
legislation in that respect is a matter entire
ly within its control. It was not essential
that the penalty should be conﬁned to
damages for the actual loss to the owner
of cattle injured by the want of fences and
guards. It was entirely competent for the
legislature to subject the company to any
incidental or consequential damages, such
as the loss of rent, the expenses of keeping
watch to guard cattle from straying upon
the tracks. or any other expenditure to
which the adjoining owner was subjected in
consequence of failure of the company to
construct the required fences and cattle
guards. No discrimination is made against
any particular railroad companies or corpo
rations. All are treated alike, and required
to perform the same duty; and therefore
no invasion was attempted of the equality of
protection
ordained by the fourteenth
amendment.
It was also objected that the statutes of
Minnesota, in requiring the defendant to
build partition fences for the beneﬁt of ad
Joining landowners, or to pay damages for
not building them, imposes upon the com
pany a. duty not required by contract, com
mon law, or its charter, and is therefore
a. violation of the right conferred by the
charter to buy and hold lands for speciﬁed
purposes, the same as any other landowner.
To this position we answer that the ex—
tent of the obligations and duties required
of railway corporations or companies by
their charters does not create any limitation on
upon the state against imposing all such fur-g
ther duties as may be deemed'essential or im-'
portant for the safety of the public, the
security of passengers and employes, or the
protection of the property of adjoining
owners. The imposing of proper penalties
for the enforcement of such additional
duties is unquestionably within the police
powers of the states. No contract with any
person, individual or corporate, can impose
restrictions upon the power of the states
in this respect.
The objection that by allowing damages

for the diminution of value in the adjoining
farm, caused by the failure of the company
to fence its roads and to construct proper
cattle guards, is taking property of the de
fendant without due process of law, falls
with the supposed invalidity of such con
sequential damages, which we hold to be
within the discretion of the legislature to

impose.
Judgment aﬂlrmed.

(149 U. S. 368)

MINNEAPOLIS & ST. L. RY. CO. v. NEL
SON.
(May 10, 1893.)

No. 241.
In error to the supreme court of the state of
Minnesotm
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Action brought in a state court of ‘Minnesota
by Ole Nelson against the Minneapolis & St.
Louis Railway Company to recover damages
resulting from defendant's failure to fence its
road through pluiutiﬁ’s farm. There was a’ ver
dict and judgment for plaintiff, and the Judg
ment was aﬁirmed in the state supreme court.
4-2 N. \V. Rep. 788. Defendant brings error.
Aﬂirmed.
Albert E. Clarke, for plaintiﬂ in error. Ed
ward J. Hill, for defendant in error.
Mr. Justice FIELD delivered the opinion of
the court.
The facts in this case are similar to those
in the case just decided. (Railway Co._ v. Em
mons, 13 Sup. Ct. Rep. 870,) and by stipulation
is to be disposed of in the same way.
Judgment is accordingly alﬁrmed.
=

(149 U. S. 278)

UNITED STATES v. DUMAS et al.
(May 1, 1893.)
No. 230.
Pos'r Urrrcr. — Fuss RETURNS nr Posrussrsn—
ORDER Wi'ruaonnrso COMMISSIONS—EVIDENCE.
The act of June 17, 1878,
Supp. Rev.
at the post
St. p. 186, c. 259, Q 1, provides
master general, if satis ed that a postmaster has
made false returns of his business, may, in hi
discretion, withhold commissions on such re
turns, and allow any compensation that under
the circumstances he may deem reasonable. Held,
that an order of the postmaster general, recit
ing that he is satisﬁed that a certain postmas—
ter has made false returns, and ﬁxing a com
pensation which he deems reasonable, is not
conclusive upon the postmaster and his sureties
in an action on his oﬂicial bond to recover mon
eys alleged to have been illegally withheld
according to such false returns, but such order
is only prima facie evidence, which defendants
may contradict by other evidence.
In error to the circuit court of the United
States for the eastern district of Louisiana.

Aﬂirmed.
Asst. Atty. Gen. Maury, for the United
States.

sum of $709.89 in excess of her commissions
for the period from October 1, 188.3, 10
August 3, 1885, the time covered by the con
ditions of the bond last executed. A
statement of accounts, certiﬁed to by the

auditor, to which is appended copies of pa
pers pertaining to the accounts, is made a
part of the record. A demand was made
on June 8, 1887, upon her and the sureties
on her bond to make good the deﬁcit. Pay

ment was not made, and the postmaster
general issued the following order:
“Order No. 161.
“Post-Oﬂice Department,
"Oﬂice of the Postmaster General.
"Washington, D. 0., August 11th, 1888.
“Being satisfied that A. M. Dumas, late P.
M., Covington, St. Tammany 00., La, has
made false returns of business at the post
oﬂice at said place during the period from
Jan. 1, 1881, to Aug. 3, 1885, thereby increas
ing her compensation beyond the amount
[s]he would justly have been entitled to have
by law: Now, in the exercise of the dis
cretion conferred by the act of congress enli
tled ‘An act making appropriations for the
service of the post-office department for the
ﬁscal year ended June 30, 1879, and for other
purposes,’ approved .Tune 17, 1878, (section 1,
chapter 259, Supplement to Revised Stat
utcs.) I hereby withhold commissions on the
returns aforesaid, and lillOW as compensa
tion, (in place of such commissions and in
addition to box rents,) deemed by me, under
the circumstances, to be reasonable drain!
the period aforesaid, the rate of $72.50 per
quarter from Jan. 1, 1881, to March 31. i883.
and $95 per quarter from April 1, 1883. to

August 3, 1885, and the auditor is i'equeﬁleil
to adjust her accounts accordingly.

[Signed]

"Wm. F. Viias,
“Postmaster General’ 3
I

Mr. Justice JACKSON delivered the opin
ion of the court.
This was an action brought by the United
States to recover from Anna M. Dumas and
the sureties on her oﬁicini bond money
alleged to have been illegally retained by
her while postmaster at Covington, St.
Tammany parish, La.
It appears from the record that Anna M.
Dumas was postmaster at the abovenamed
place from January 1, 1881, to August 3,
1885, and that on October 1, 1883. a bond, in
lieu of a former one, was executed. This
bond was in the usual form, and was given
to insure the faithful performance of her
' duties as postmaster. The accounts rendered
by her as postmaster at the end of each
quarter were examined September 1, 1886,
by the auditor of the treasury for the post
oﬂlce department This examination result~
ed in a claim that she had made false returns
of the business done at the post office at
Oovingtou, whereby she is alleged to have
illegally retained from the government the

E

‘At the trial of the cause in the court bi“
low the issue before the jury was whether
Anna M. Dumas, as postmaster, did 001180t

and receive in her oﬂicial capilclty mm
October 1, 1883, to August 3, 1885, in 9m“
of the compensation ﬁxed and allowed 11H’

in the order of the postmaster general. mil:
above all proper expenditures, the Film °
$709.89. On this issue the plaintiﬂ's in will‘

requested the court to give the foilowlllll in‘
struction
the ire
ury:satisﬁed
“If the tojury

that plﬂlnﬁﬂs

have proven that the postmaster general 0

the United States, being satisﬁed that Ann”

M. Dumas, late postmaster at Covmlilgﬂn:
Louisiana, had made false return! of hm
ness in said post ofﬂce, withheld the 0°
missions of said Anna M. Damn! 55 “w
postmaster, and allowed her such compel:In

tion, in lieu of said commission. as 119' me’
said postmaster general, deemed rewﬂﬂuné

and if the jury further ﬁnd that the “gym
sued for by plaintiffs in the cause 15 ﬁt‘ mm
at by reason of such wlthboldlnl °

UNITED STATES v. DUMAS.
commissions and by the allowance to her
of such compensation by said postmaster
general.—then the jury must ﬁnd for the

United States."
This instruction the court refused to give,
and charged
(No. 161) of
lows: “This
sional. The

,
,

,

the jury in regard to the order
the postmaster general as fol
order was in its nature provi
adjustment is only prima facie

evidence that the account is as stated there
in."
The jury found a verdict for the defend

.l

ants, and judgment was entered accordingly.

The bill of exceptions does not show the
character of the evidence admitted or re
fused to be admitted. The plaintiiTs sued
out a writ of error, and assign as errors
that the court below erred in refusing to
instruct the jury as requested by the attorney
of the United States, and in charging the
jury as to the force and eﬂect of the order
“of the postmaster general, and the accounts
g of the postmaster as certiﬁed by the auditor.
' ‘It is insisted for the government that the
order of the postmaster general and the cer
tiﬁed transcript of the accounts, which state
the amount of the liability of Anna M. Du

=—‘_5-I=ir‘";1_ .E‘éﬁil'2éi-H=EFI' "

mas at $709.89, are ﬁnal and

conclusive.

If this proposition is correct, and the order
and the transcript constitute conclusive, rath
er than prima facie, evidence of the bal
ance due the United States, then the instruc
tion given was erroneous, and that requested
should have been given.
The order of the postmaster general was

made, as it recites, in the exercise of the dis
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provision of the statute to confer upon the
postmaster general the discretion to deprive
a postmaster of his commissions, or to vest
him with authority to deny all commissions,
and allow only such compensation as he
might deem proper as a ﬁnal settlement and
adjudication of the postmaster‘s rights in the,

premises.

a

‘By a preceding clause of the same section‘
it is provided “that when the compensation
of any postmaster of this class [4th] shall
reach $1,000 per annum, exclusive of commis
sions on money-order business, and when
the returns to the auditor for four quarters
shall show him to be entitled to a compen
sation in excess of that amount under sec
tion 7 of the act of July 12, 1876, the audi
tor shall report such fact to the postmaster
gene
who shall assign him to his proper
class, an ﬁx his salary as provided by said
section." A similar provision in the act of
March 3, 1883, was before this court in the
case of U. S. v. Wilson, is; U. S. 24, 12
Sup. Ct. Rep. 539, and it was held that a
postmaster who is assigned by the postmaster
general to a particular class at a designated
salary from a designated date was entitled
to compensation at the rate thus ﬁxed from
such date, without regard to his appointment
by the president and conﬁrmation by the sen
ate. The action of the postmaster general
in assigning a postmaster to his proper class
and ﬁxing his salary accordingly, under such
provisions of the statute, is essentially differ
ent from the exercise of the discretion con
ferred of withholding commissions on such
returns as the postmaster general may be

51
I

cretion conferred by the ﬁrst section of the
act of congress approved J1me 17, 1878, which
provides “that in any case where the post
master general shall be satisﬁed that a post
master has made a false return of business,
it shall be within his discretion to withhold
commissions on such returns, and to allow
any compensation that under the circum
stances he may deem reasonable." Now, an
order made in pursuance of this provision is
certainly not conclusive upon a postmaster

i
!

, that his returns of business are actually false
" in fact, when by the same section of the act

;
L!
|

I

it is made a misdemeanor, punishable by ﬁne
or imprisonment or both, to make a false
return to the auditor for the purpose of
fraudulently increasing his compensation.

I

Neither can it be properly held that, when

conclusively ﬁx and determine the commis
sions and compensation of the postmaster as
to make the statement of her accounts based
thereon conclusive against her and her surc

the postmaster general is satisﬁed that a

ties.

1;

i

postmaster has made a false return of busi
|
;
|

1188s. and exercises his discretion “to with
hold commissions on such returns,” his order
in the matter is a ﬁnal and conclusive deter

satisﬁed are false.

"To withhold" commis

sions seems fairly to imply a temporary sus
pension, rather than a total and ﬁnal denial
or rejection of the same. If such withhold
ing is not conclusive upon the postmaster,

how can the allowance made, while the com
missions are being withheld, be treated or
regarded as a ﬁnal and conclusive adjudi
cation as to the compensation the postmas
ter is, or shall be, entitled to receive? The
court below regarded the order in question
as provisional in its character, and accord

ingly held. in substance, that it did not so

The contrary proposition urged on behalf

of the United States involves the assertion
that the falsity of the postmnster’s returns
is actually and ﬁnally established by the or-n

!

mination that the postmaster is not entitled

der of the postmaster general, and that theﬁ

i

to any commissions as such, or that his com

accounts adjusted insaccordancc therewith’
amount to more than prima facle evidence

pensation shall be absolutely ﬁxed and lim
ited by the allowance made. In a suit for
his commissions or compensation such an
order, withholding the one, and making a.
discretionary allowance as to the other,

of the correctness of the balance claimed to
be due from the defendants.
We think this contention of the govern

ment cannot be sustained, and that the rul

‘would certainly not conclude the postmaster.

ing of the circuit court on the question was

it was not the intention of congress by this

correct
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As to the competency, merely, of this evi
dence there can be no question, for it is pro—
vided by section 889, Rev. St., that “in any
civil suit in case of delinquency of any post
master or contractor, a statement of the ac
count, certiﬁed as aforesaid, shall be admit
ted in evidence, and the court shall be an
thorized thereupon to give judgment and
award execution, subject to the provisions
of law as to proceedings in such civil suits."
The force and effect of such testimony has
been several times considered by this court.
Thus in U. S. v. Eckford’s Ex'rs, 1 How. 250,
a statement of account by the oﬂlcers of the
treasury was held not to be conclusive, but
only prlma tacie, evidence. So in U. S. v.
Hodge, 13 How. 478, a treasury transcript
oﬁered in evidence was held to be compe
tent, but not conclusive. In Watkins v. U.
8., 9 Wall. 759, nothing more appeared in
the shape of evidence than the certiﬁed tran
script of accounts, and, being held to be
prima facie evidence, it warranted judgment
for the government for the amount therein
shown to be due, in the absence of any tes
timony explaining or contradicting it. But
that case does not hold that certiﬁed tran
scripts of accounts are conclusive upon the
oﬂlcer. So in Soule v. U. S.. 100 U. S. 8,
it was held that "treasury settlements of the
kind are only prima facie evidence of the
correctness of the balance certiﬁed; but it
is as competent for the accounting oﬂicers
to correct mistakes and to restate the bal
ance as it is for a judge to change his de
cree during the term in which it was entered.
Errors 0! compumtion against the United
States are no more vested rights in favor of
sureties than in favor of the principal. All
such mistakes in cases like the present may
be corrected by a. restatement of the ac
count."
8 In the same line it has been held by this
“court that the adjustment of accounts made
' by the auditor is prima faole'evidence, not
only of the fact and the amount of the in
debtedness, but also of the time when and
the manner in which it arose; and that an
objection to the statement does not lie to its
competency, but to its effect. U. S. v. Stone,

tiﬂed statement of account, was ﬁnal and
conclusive on the defendants in error. We
hold that it was merely evidence which. an
explained or uneontradicted, would have
warranted a judgment in favor of the plain
tiﬂs in error for the balance shown thereby
to be due. But this evidence did not (‘on
clude the defendants, and, for ought that
appears from the record, they may have ri
plained or contradicted the statement, or
shown it to be incorrect; and, as it does not
appear what the evidence was on this suh
ject, we are unable to say that the judgment
was wrong, there being no error in the
charge of the court.
Nor is there anything said or decided in
U. S. v. Barlow, 132 U. S. 271, 280,108upv
Ct. Rep. 77, cited and relied on by plniniiiis
in error, in conﬂict with this conclusion. in
that case Mr. Justice Field, speaking tor the
court, said: “We admit that, where nut
ters appertaining to the postal service rue
left to the discretion and judgment of the
postmaster general, the exercise or that judg
ment and discretion cannot in general h:
interfered with, and the results following de
feated. But the very rule supposes that in
formation upon the matters upon which the

judgment and discretion are invoked is pro,
sented to the oﬂicer for consideration. or§
knowledge respecting them is possessed'bi'
him. He is not at liberty, any more than
a private agent, to act upon mere guess“
and surmises, without information or knowl
edge on the subject." This ruling oi tin‘
court falls far short of holding that the trul
script of accounts is conclusive upon the ol
ticer.

Our conclusion is that the order of tilt
postmaster general and the certiﬁed amounts

produced by the government in the New"
case were only prima facie evidence of the
balance claimed against the defendants 111
error, and that there was no error in 1119
court below in so holding; and the Jiidgmem
is accordingly athrmed.
a

(m U. S. 181)

UNITED STATES v. DUMAS et IL

106 U. S. 525, 1 Sup. Ct. Rep. 287.

(May 1, 1893.)

It would be manifestly unjust to compel

the principal and sureties of a bond to pay
an alleged indebtedness based upon a state
ment of account, when there are palpable
errors upon the face of the statement, or
when the defendants are prepared to show
by aﬂirmative evidence that there are in fact

errors in the accounts.

In erro

No. 231.
U I‘ i
to the circuit court of the .jl‘g‘

States folr the eastern district of Lolllaiﬂili
ilirmed.
‘
Asst. Atty. Gen. Maury, for the United
States.

Mr. Justice JACKSON delivered the 00mm“

As already stated,

the bill of exceptions contains nothing to
show the character of the evidence intro—

dili‘ﬁd, by way of explanation or contradic
tion of the certiﬁed transcript or accounts

Presented by the government.

The single

question "used and Presented by plaintiffs

ofThis
the cgase
urt. in all essential res ectﬂ, 150
. - -

to that of

S. v. Dumas, 1 SUD-‘HIErence

872, (No. 230, just decidedJ the onlybol for.
being that this suit is based upon‘; rent w of
different period, and against a
9 “Mm
sureties; but it involves the same 0 egemed
and is on the same state of facts as Pin“ .1“

in the former case.

For the reatsltlllllj‘ili‘lignmIt

in error was whether the order of the post

the opinion in the_former case

mute? Kellen“, in connection with the cer

below in this case is sﬂirmed.

8

CADWALADER o. JESSUP & MOORE PAPER 00.
ill.

(149 u. s. 350)

ii:
h.

CADWALADER, Collector

Mt

of

Customs, v.

JESSUP & MOORE PAPER CD.
(May 10, 1893.)
No. 276.
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est duty; and on all articles manufactured
from two or more materials the duty shall

be assessed at the highest rates at which the
component material of chief value may be
chargeable. If two or more rates of duty
should be applicable to any imported article,
it shall be classiﬁed for duty under the high

Cus'roms Dorms — CLASSIFICATION — OLD Isms
Runner; Snoas.
Old India rubber shoes, purchased and
imported for the same purposes as crude rub ‘ est of such rates:
provided, that nonenumer
ber, the commercial value of which is due sole
ated articles similar in material and quality
ly t0 the rubber which they contain, and not
and
texture,
and
the
use to which they may
the preparation or manufacture which they
be applied, to articles on the free list, and in
have undergone. were exempt from duty under
the manufacture of which no dutiable ma-ﬂ
terials are used, shall be free."
3

The articles imported were old India’rub-'
In error to the circuit court of the United
States for the eastern district of Pennsyl
vania. Atiirmed.
-1I“1-.1!
h,‘
:22!
H
I'?

Asst. Atty. Gen. Parker, for plaintiff in er
ror. E. L. Perkins, for defendant in error.

Mr. Justice BLATCHIPORD delivered the
opinion of the court.
This is an action at law, brought in the
court of common pleas, No. 3, for the county
of Philadelphia, in the state of Pennsylva
,,nia, by the Jessup & Moore Paper Company

gagainst John Oadwalader, collector of cus
‘toms for the dlstrlct'of Philadelphia, to re
cover an alleged excess of customs duties,
paid by the plaintiff under protest. The case
was removed by the defendant by certio

rarl into the circuit court of the United States
for the eastern district of Pennsylvania. The
amount claimed was $236.25. The invoice
in the case was of 22 holes of old “rubber
scrap." They were entered as “scrap rub
ber," and 25 per cent. ad valorem was
charged on the merchandise, under the pro

vision of Schedule N of section 2502 of the
act of March 3, 1883, c. 121, (22 Stat. 513,)
which imposed a duty of 25 per centum ad
valorem on "articles composed of India rub
her, not specially enumerated or provided for

in this act."
Under the free list, (section 2503 of the
same 4101;) under the head “Sundries," the
following articles, when imported, were made

exempt from duty: "India rubber, crude,
and milk of." Section 2499 of title 33 of
the Revised Statutes was made, by section 6
of the same act, (22 Stat. 491,) to read, after

Jilly 1, 1883, as follows: "There shall be lev
led, collected, and paid on each and every
nonenumerated article which bears a simlli
tude, either in material, quality, texture, or

the use to which it may be applied, to any
article enumerated in this title, as chargeable
with duty, the same rate of duty which is
levied and charged on the enumerated article

it most resembles in any of the particulars
before mentioned; and, if any nouenumerat
ed article equally resembles two or more
enumerated articles, on which diﬂerent rates
are chargeable, there shall be levied, collect

ed. and paid on such nonenumerated article
the same rate of duty as is chargeable on

the article which it resembles paying the high

ber shoes, purchased by manufacturers of
India rubber articles, to be ground into a
powder, subjected to a blowing process to
extract ﬁbers of the lining, or to a high tem
perature to eliminate as much of the sulphur
as possible, and then shceted out, and manip
ulated in the same manner and for the same
purposes as crude rubber, the material being
only equal in value to a medium grade of
crude rubber.
It was contended by the importer that
these old shoes, invoiced as "rubber scrap,“
and entered as “scrap rubber," were free, as
being substantially crude rubber, on the
ground that the evidence showed that they
were nonenumerated articles, and were simi
lar in material and quality and texture, and
the use to which they were applied, within
the meaning of section 2499, to crude rubber,
and were, therefore, exempt from duty. The
importer duly ﬁled a protest against the ex~
action of the duty, and appealed to the sec
retary of the treasury, who affirmed the de

cision of the collector.
The case was tried before the circuit court
and a jury, and evidence was given on both
sides. At the close of the testimony, the
plaintiff requested the court to charge the
jury as follows: “(1) Articles composed of
India rubber, within the meaning of the ex
isting tariﬂ’ laws, (section 2502, Schedule N,)
are articles prepared or manufactured from
India rubber, of which the preparation or
manufacture constitutes some portion of
their commercial value. If, therefore, you
ﬁnd that the commercial value possessed
by the old rubber shoes upon which the
plaintiffs in this case allege that the duty
in this instance was improperly imposed was
due solely to the rubber they contained,
and not to the preparation or manufacture
which they had undergone, they were not
‘articles composed of rubber,‘ within the
meaning of the tariff laws as at present in
force." The court aﬂirmcd that proposition,
and the defendant excepted.

The plalntilf also requested the court to
charge the jury as follows: "(2) If you ﬁnd
that the ‘old rubber shoes’ in question in this
suit were not composed of India rubber,‘
within the meaning of the tariﬂ‘ law, andg
if you ﬁnd that said ‘old rubber'shoes' were‘
similar in material, quality, texture, and
the use to which they can be applied to
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crude rubber, your verdict must be for the
plaintiffs." The court affirmed that proposi
tion, and the defendant excepted.
The plaintil! also requested the court to
charge the jury as follows: “(3) Under all
the evidence, your verdict must be for the
plaintiffs." The court aﬁirmed that proposi.
tion, and the defendant excepted.
The defendant requested the court to
charge the jury as follows: "(1) If you be
lieve that the importation in suit is composed
of India rubber not specially enumerated or
provided for in the act of March 3, 1383, your
verdict should be for the defendant. (2) If
you believe that the importation in suit
bears a similitude in material, quality, tex
ture, or the use to which it may be applied,
to an article composed of India rubber, then
your verdict should be for the defendant.
(3) Even if the importation in suit be used
for the purpose of reclaiming, by chemical
process, the rubber contained therein, yet,
if the product is inferior in material, quality,
and texture to crude rubber, then it is not
such a similitude to crude rubber as it is
necessary under section 2499 for the plain
tiif to prove to entitle him to recover, and
your verdict should be for the defendant.

(4) Your verdict in this case should be for
the defendant." The court refused each re
quest, and the defendant excepted to each
refusal.
The court said to the jury that, if the
plaintilf’s ﬁrst point was sound, the plaintiff
was entitled to recover; that the court would
instruct the jury pro forma, for the purpose
of enabling them to ﬁnd a verdict; that the
law was correct as stated in the plaintiffs
ﬁrst point, and the plaintiff was entitled to
recover, but that the court reserved the
right to enter a verdict for the defendant,
if it should be found that the law was not
correctly stated in the plaintiff's ﬁrst point.
The court further said to the jury: .‘This
action turns altogether upon a question of
law on the constructions which are given
to the act of congress; and as we wish to
give further time to the consideration of
qthis question, and to have argument before

gthe full bench upon the subject, I instruct
' you that the'law, as stated in plaintiff's
ﬁrst point, is a correct statement of the law,
and in that view, under the facts here, the
plaintiff is entitled to a. verdict for the
amount of duty exacted in excess of what
should have been charged. This will be sub
ject to consideration by the court hereafter,
and the court reserves the right to enter
a verdict for the defendant in case it should
be satisﬁed that the law is not as stated

a writ of error, but we are not furnished
with any brief in its support.
The uncontradicted testimony is to me
eﬂect that the only commercial use or value
of the old India rubber shoes, or scrap rub
her, or rubber scrap in question is by reason
of the India rubber contained therein, as a
substitute for crude rubber; that the old
shoes were of commercial use and value
only by reason of the India rubber they
contained, as a substitute for crude rubber,
and not by reason of any preparation or
manufacture which they had undergone;
that they could not fairly be called “articles
composed of India rubber," and as such
dutlable at 25 per centum ad vulorem; and
that, although the shoes may have been
originally manufactured articles composed of
India rubber, they had lost their commer
cial value as such articles, and substantially
were merely the material called "crude rub
her." They were not India rubber fabrics,
or India rubber shoes, because they lad
lost substantially their commercial value as
such. Meyer v. Arthur, 91 U. S. 570;Wor1l1

ington v. Robbins, 1339 U. S. 337, 341,11
Sup. Ct. Rep. 581; Twine Co. v. Worthing

ton, 141 U. S. 468, 12 Sup. Ct Rep. 55:
Junge v. Hedden, 146 U. S. 233, 237, 13 shill
Ct. Rep. 88.

Under the act of October 1, 1890, c. 1244.
(26 Stat. 607,) paragraph 613, the following
articles are made exempt from duly: “India
rubber, crude and milk of, and old scrap

or refuse India rubber, which has been
worn out by use, and is tit only for reIL
manufacture." The proper description org
the'importaﬂon in question in this case In
that it is “old scrap or refuse India rubber,

which has been worn out by use, and 1B 5'
only for remanufacture."

The decision below was correci’ Bud ‘119
judgment is aﬁirmed.
==I

(as U. ml!
PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF CALIFOR
NIA v. SAN PABLO & T. B. 00

(May 10, 1893.)
No. 257.
APP'EAD—DISMISSAL—SUPREMI Com-

t

W'hile an action brought by 1119:";
of California against a railroad cqrggﬂsu-mm
recover taxes was pending m the Uni!

,lmd

Supreme court on writ of error. the “Em,
company tendered to the state the ﬂaw
of the taxes, with penalties. interest. ad was
ney‘s fee, and costs of suit. This (out?! '1)“

not accepted, but the company depost'h civil
money in bank, in accordance t new
Code Cal. 5 1500, which declares £11516“

in this point." The jury rendered a. verdict

gutiou for the payment of money “if ‘he

in favor of the plaintiff for $255.72.
Subsequently the defendant moved the

guished by a due offer otjmymem‘me Mm
amount is immediately deposited‘ in f dam“

court to grant judgment in his favor non
obstante veredicto. The case was argued,
the motion was denied, and judgment was en.
tered in favor of the plaintiff for the amount

of the verdict. The defendant has brought

of the creditor, with some bank 0 mt
within the state of good repute- Isl-n
(he
thereof is given to the creditor.
' of may
supreme court must dismiss the wn _ Sim] 0,

when these facts appeared by film‘: on
counsel in open court, as there M9 ltliu
any real controversy between the W

PEOPLE 0. SAN PABLO & T. R. CO.
In error to the circuit court of the United
States for the northern district of Cali
fornia. Dismissed.

EZIPFE

Ei‘l 'i l -L‘Ia

Statement by Mr. Justice GRAY:
This was action, brought March 10, 1886,
by the state of California against the San
Pablo & Tulare Railroad Company, a cor
poration of California, in the superior court
of the city and county of San Francisco,
(and thence removed by the defendant into
the circuit court of the United States, upon
the ground that it was a suit arising un
der the constitution and laws of the United
States.) to recover taxes assessed by the
state board of equalization, under sections
4 and 10 of article 13 of the constitution
:of California, (which are copied in the
cmarginﬁ) as state and county taxes for the

rye“ July 1,~ l885-June so, 1886, upon the
defendant's franchise, roadway, roadbed,
rails, and rolling stock in the counties of
Alameda, Contra Costa, and San Joaquin.

The defendant, in its answer, died March
19, 1886, and averring the facts necessary
to present the question, set up the following
defense: "The provision of section 4 of
article 13 of the constitution of the state
of California, providing for the assessment
of the property of railroad and other quasi
public corporations, is in contravention of
the provisions of the fourteenth amend
ment of the constitution of the United
‘Sec. 4. A mortgage, deed of trust, contract,
or other obligation, by which a debt is so
cured, shall, for the purposes of assessment
and taxation, be deemed and treated as an in
terest in the (property affected thereby. Except
as to railroa and other quasi (public corpora
tions, in case of debts so secure , the value of
the property aﬁected by such mortgage, deed of
trust, contract, or obligation, less the value of
such security, shall be assessed and taxed to
the owner of the property; and the value of
such security shall be assessed and taxed ‘to
the owner thereof in the county, city, or dis
trict in which the property affected thereby. is

Ii
ll
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States, in that it discriminates against such
corporations, in this: That whereas, under
said section 4 of said article 13 of the con
stitution of the state of California1 if the
property of natural peisons, or corporations
not quasi public, has a mortgage, lien, or
incumbrance thereon, they are not liable to
assessment or taxation upon such property,
but only upon the value of their interest
in such property over and above the value
of such mortgage lien or incumbrancc.
whereas, in the case of the property of
railroad and other quasi public corpora
tions, no such allowance or deduction is
made, had, or allowed with respect to any
mortgage, lien, or incumbrance there may
be upon such property; and also in this:
that while section 10 of article 13 of the
constitution of the state of California pro

vides the same mode for the assessment
of the franchises, roadway, roadbed, rails,
and rolling stock of all railroads operated:

in more than

one

county, whether such;

property be owned by‘ railroad or other’
quasi public corporations or by private cor
porations or by natural persons. yet sec
tion 4 of article 13 of said constitution per
mits or allows indebtedness secured by
mortgage, trust deed, or otherwise, to be
deducted from the value of such property
only when it is owned by natural persons
or corporations not quasi public, and denies
such deduction when the property is owned
by railroad or other quasi public corpora
tions."
On July 14. 1886, the attorneys for the
parties ﬁled in this and three similar cases
the following stipulation in writing:
“It is hereby stipulated that jury trials
in the above-entitled actions are hereby
waived, and that said causes may be sub
mitted to the court upon the testimony
referred to in the stipulation this day made
and ﬁled in the case of The People of the

situate. The taxes so levied shall be a hen

State of California v. The Central Paciﬁc

upon the property and security, and may be
paid by either party to such security; if paid
by the owner 0 the security, the tax so levied
upon the proper
sﬁeoted thereby shall become
a part of the de t so secured; if the owner of
the property shall pay the tax so levied on such
security, it shall constitute a payment thereon,
and to the extent of such payment a full dis
charge thereof:
rovided, t at if any such se
curity or llliiﬁhtt" ness shall be paid by any such

Railroad Company, subject to the same
terms and conditions. It is hereby further
stipulated that special ﬁndings of facts in

debtor or debtors, after assessment and before
the tax levy. the amount of such levy may like
wise be retained by such debtor or debtors, and
shall be computed according to the tax levy for
the preceding year.
_
_ Sec. 10. All property except as hereinafter
in this section provide , shul be assessed in
the county, city, city and county, town, ‘town

ship, or district in which it is situated, in the
manner prescribed by law. The franchise
roadway, roadbcd, rails, and rolling stock of all
railroads operated in more than one county in
this state shall be assessed by the state board
of equalization at their actual value; and.t_he
same
shall be cip
a es,rtioned
the counties,
and countiesl
towns,totownships,
andcities
dis

tricts in which such railroads are located, in
P0 _rtion to the number of miles of railway
at in such counties, cities and counties, cities,

towns, townships, and districts.

all of the aboveentitled actions are waived.
It is hereby further stipulated and agreed
that the said case of The People of the
State of California v. The Central Paciﬁc
Railroad Company shall by the losing party
be taken to the supreme court of the

United States, and that the decision of said
court in said case shall be applicable to,
and be treated by each party as the decision

of said court in, the above-entitled actions,
it being the intention and desire of the
parties hereto to save the expense of sepa
rate writs of error, and that all the above
cntitled actions shall abide the ﬁnal decision
of said supreme court of the United States
in the said case of The People of the

State of California. v. The Central Paciﬁc
Railroad Company. provided the said de
cision shall be made upon points involved
therein; and, if not so made, then the judg
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ments in any of the above cases in which
the point is not involved shall be set aside.
and ﬁndings of fact therein shall be made."
On July 15, 1886, the circuit court gave
judgment for the defendant in the present
case.
In the case of California v. Central Pac.
R. Co., referred to in that stipulation,
‘this court did not decide the question now
Qpresented, but on April 30, 1888, reversed
' the‘jndgment of the circuit court on other
grounds. 127 U. S. 1, 45, 8 Sup. Ct. Rep.
1073.
On March 6, 1889, the parties, by another
stipulation in writing, agreed that the
previous judgment of the circuit court in
the present case be set aside, and the case
submitted to the circuit court upon an
agreed statement of facts, “on which ﬁnd
ings shall be made and conclusions of law
drawn by the court"
On September 6, 1889, the circuit court,
pursuant to this stipulation, ordered its
former judgment to be set aside, and made
and ﬁled ﬁndings of fact in accordance
with the agreed statement.
By these findings of facts it appeared that,
before and at the time of the assessment
of these taxes, the defendant owed a debt
secured by mortgage of its railroad, its
franchise, and its rolling stock and appur
tenances, to the amount of more than
$3,000 a mile; that the state board of equal
ization valued and assessed the defendant's
franchise, roadway, roadbed, rails, and roll
ing stock, not separately, but together,
(and not including any other kind of propcr~

W.) at their full value, without deducting
the value of the mortgage or any part there
of, although knowing of its existence, and
did not deem or treat the mortgage as an
interest in the property, and assessed the
whole value of the property to the defend
ant as if there had been no mortgage there
on, but made the assessment upon the same
basis for valuation as all other property
in the state was valued for the purpose of
taxation; and that there were at that time
divers railroads in the state owned and
operated by corporations other than rail
road corporations, and by individuals and
partnerships.
Upon the facts found, the circuit court
concluded, as matter of law, that the de
fondant was entitled to judgment. Judg
ment was entered accordingly, and the state
of California sued out this writ of error.

offer and tender have not been accepted:
but the money has been deposited by the
defendant in bank, in accordance with do

provisions of section 1500 of the Civil Code
of California, which reads as follows: ‘An
obligation for the payment of money is
extinguished by a due offer of payment if
the amount is immediately deposited, in
the name of the creditor, with some bank
of deposit within this state of good repute.
and notice thereof is given to the creditor.“
W. H. H. Hart, Atty. Gen. Cal, for the
People. Harvey S. Brown, for defendant in

error.

5
‘Mr. Justice GRAY, after stating the inch?
in the foregoing language, delivered the
opinion of the court.
Upon the fact most properly and frankly
admitted in open court by the atturnq
general of the state of California, there can
be no doubt that this writ of error must be
dismissed, because the cause of action has
ceased to exist. Any obligation of the lie
fendant to pay to the state the sums sued,
for in this case, together with illteltSi;
penalties, and costs, has been'cxtingulshal'
by the oifer to pay all these sums, and uh
deposit of the money in a bank, which in‘
a statute of the state have the same one
as actual payment and receipt of illi
money; and the state has obtained every
thing that it could recover in this case in
a judgment of this court in its favor. The‘
duty of this court, as of every judicial tri
bunal, is limited to determining rights 0!
persons or of property which are actually
controverted in the particular case befor

it. When,

in determining such rights, "

becomes necessary to give an opinion upon
a question of law, that opinion may h-‘n'v
weight as a precedent for future decision

But the court is not empowered to dwdt
moot questions or abstract propositions of
to declare, for the government of mm‘
cases, principles or rules of law which can

not affect the result as to the thin: ll} 155"“

in the case before it. No stilluliluou 0‘
parties or counsel, whether in the 01156
fore the court or in any other case, rﬂﬂ

enlarge the power, or affect the duly. "f
the court in this regard.

The case at bar cannot be dlsﬂn'é‘ﬁshg
in principle from previous cases in will.v

writs of error have been dismissed bi‘ ‘In’
court under similar or an1110;'0\15_d"11fn:
stances.
ClevelandLord
v. Chamberlain,
v. Veazio, 8 How.
1 Bloch-1:80
Qul.

The attorney general of the state admitted
in his brief. and, when this case was caiicd

Paper Co. v. Heft, 8 Wall. 333; so] Ma 8

10!‘ argument,

stated in open court, the

Co. v. Southern Pac. R. 00.. 11'J U-m

“following fact:
“ "In the year 1893 the defendant oifercd

134 U. s. 547, 10 Sup. 0:. Rep- 620; it“,

' and tendered

facturing Co. v. Wright, 141 U. S. 69k.m

to'the plaintiff a sum of

138, 6 Sup. Ct. Rep. 317; Little v. Bowen‘

money equal to the taxes, penalties, interest,

Sup. Ct. Rep. 103. See, also. Elgln ‘48*

and attorney's tee. to recover which this

shall, 106 U. S. 578. 1 Sup. Ct. Rep
Writ of error dismissed.

action was brought, and costs of suit, which

HOBBIE c. JENNISON.
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BOBBIE et al. v. JENNISON.
(May 10, 1893.)

N0. 270.
PATENTS FOR INVENTIONS—INFIIINGEMENT — Vio
LA’HON or Team-roman Rios'rs.
The _sale_of a patented article by an as
signee within his territory carries the right to
use it everywhere, notwithstanding the knowl

It
of another assignee is intended.
Burke, 17 “fall. 453, followed. 40 Fed. Rep.

887, aﬁirmed.
In error to the circuit court of the United
States for the eastern district of Michigan.
Atiinned.
James A. Allen, for plaintid’s in error.
George H. Lothrop, for defendant in error.

Mr. Justice BLATCHFORD delivered the

assignees and owners of letters patent No.
45,201, dated November 22, 1864, granted to
Arcalous Wyckoil’, for an improved pipe for
gas, water, etc., for New York, New Eng
land, and all the eastern states north of the
Carolinas, and carried on business as manu
facturers of the patented pipe at 'i‘ona
Wanda, in the state of New York, with suf
ﬁclent facilities to supply the market in all
the territory owned by them, and that, at
the time of the sale of the pipe or msings
hereinafter mentioned, defendant's ﬁrm was
aware of the plaintiﬁs’ title to said patent
for the state of Connecticut.
“(2) That the ﬁrm of Ayrault, Jennisnn 81.
Co., which was composed of the defendant,
Susan Hill, and one Miles Ayrault, was the
assignee and owner of the same patent for
the state of Michigan, and during the
greater part of the year 1380 manufactured
and sold the patented pipe at Bay City,
in the state of Michigan, to various persons.
"(3) That in the year 1880 the ﬁrm of
Andrew Harvey & Son did business in De
troit, Mich., as machinists and manufactur
ers of valve ﬁttings and other supplies.
"(4) That in the fore part of 1880 the Hart
ford Steam Company, a corporation organ-t.

opinion of the court.
This is an action at law brought in the
circuit court of the United States for the
eastern district of Michigan in August, 1886,
by Isaac S. Hobbie and John A. Hobbie.
The original defendants were Charles E.
.iennison and Isaac H. Hill. The defendant
Hill appeared, and then withdrew his ap
pearance, and the suit was discontinued as
ized, existing, and doing business under the)?
to him, and proceeded as against Jennison.
The action was brought for the infringement ‘laws of the state of Connecticut, at Hart-"
foru, in said state, undertook the project of
of letters patent of the United States, No.
laying down lines of steam-pipe apparatus
15,201, granted to Arcalous Wyckoff, No
for heating purposes in the streets of said
vember 22, 1864, for an improvement in
Hartford, and that they had considerable
pipes for gas, water, etc., for 17 years from
correspondence
with said Harvey & Sou
that day. The plaintiffs had become, from
as to the best prices they could get for pipe
May 31, 1876, the owners of the patent for
castings and iron pipes, and also as to
the states of Maine, New Hampshire, Ver
the best terms for freight from Bay City,
inont, Rhode Island, Massachusetts, Connect
Mich., and elsewhere, to Hartford, Conn;
icut, New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania,
that on the 5th day of May, 1880, said
Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, and West
Virginia, and the District of Columbia. The
:deciaratlon alleges that Jennison, on June

hartford

Steam

Company,

which

had

been negotiating for several weeks with
312, 1880, and on divers days between that Harvey & Son concerning the said project,
‘day and November’ 22, 1881, at Hartford, completed a contract with them to lay down
in Hartford the said steam~supply apparatus.
Conn, and elsewhere in the plaintiffs’ ter
"(5) That said Harvey & Son entered upon
ritory, and without their license or consent,
the performance of said Job at Hartford as
made and used, and vended to others to be
the agents, and under the directions, of the
used, the patented invention, and within
said Hartford Company; that they were also
those dates did ship from Bay City, Mich.,
employed and acted as the agents of said
to the Hartford Steam Company, of Hart
Hartford Steam Supply Company in obtain
ford, Conn, large quantities of wooden pipe
ing
for them the best prices they could in the
embodying the patented invention, 'vlzh in
purchase of iron and wooden pipes, and in
tent that the same should be laid and used
obtaining the best rates they could for freight
at Hartford, and thus infringed the right of
from Michigan or elsewhere, and in obtain
the plaintiﬂs under the patent, to their
ing rebates in freight when necessary; and
damage, $5,000.
that said steam company relied upon their
The defendant joined issue, a. trial by Jury
judgment in said matters; and that in all
was duly
waived, and
the case was
their negotiations and dealings with Ay
tried before Judge Brown, the district judge,
rault, Jcnnison & 00. they acted on behalf of,
How a member of this court. He found in
and as the agents, merely, of, said Hartford
favor of the defendant, and a judgment in
Steam Company.
his favor for costs was entered. The opin
"(6) That after said Hartford Company had
ion of Judge Brown is reported in 40 Fed.
perfected said contract with said Harvey &
Rep. 887. The circuit court found the fol
Son, they sent various written orders, during
lowing fac‘ ;
“(1) That during all the times hereinafter the year 1880, by mail, to the address of said
defendants. at Bay City, Mich., to ship to
mentioned the piaintitfs in the action were
them at Hartford, Conn, certain quantities
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of wooden piping; that said defendants ac
cepted the same, and manufactured said pip
ing at their factory under said patents, and
in conformity with the description, and cov
ered by the claim, of said Wyckoﬂ patent,
and sold and delivered the same to the said
Hartford Company on board the cars at Bay
City, Mich, addressed to them, and that they
had nothing to do with said piping after the
delivery of the same on the cars at Bay City;
that said Hartford Company paid the freight
thereon from Bay City to Hartford, and sent
drafts for the payment of said piping to de
fendants at Bay'City; that none of the wood
en pipes used in the laying of said steam
supply apparatus at Hartford were sold to
said Harvey & Son, but were all sold to said
Hartford Steam Company; and that any or
ders made by Harvey & Son were made
merely as the agents of the Hartford Steam
Company.
"(7) That said piping so purchased was laid
down in Hartford during the term of said
patent, and that, during the negotiations con
nected with the sales and shipment of said
pipe or casing, defendant's ﬁrm knew that it
was for use in the construction of steam
neating works in the city of Hartford, state
of Connecticut, and that said Harvey & Son
were to lay said pipe in Hartford.
“(8) That the accounts for said sales to
said Hartford Company were kept on the
books of said Ayrault, Jennison & Co. in the
name of the Hartford Steam Company, and
that a statement of the entire account from
their books of said sales were sent to them
at the close of the year.
"(9) That said pipe or casing was laid down
as a. part of said works during the life of
said patent, in the summer and fall of 1880,
under said Harvey's directions, in the streets
of Hartford.
"(10) That by the acts and doings of de
fendant's ﬁrm in the premises, as above
stated, the plaintiffs sustained damage, and,
if any recovery were permissible under the
rules of law, they would be entitled to an
inquiry to ascertain the amount of such dam
age, based on the testimony introduced by
said plalntlifs."
As a conclusion of law from the foregoing
facts, the court found that the plaintiffs were
not entitled to recover in the action. The
plaintiffs excepted to the conclusion of law,
eand to the Judgment, and have brought a

case was authority for the broad proposition
that the sale of a patented article by ﬁll-Eli
signec within his territory carries the right

to use it everywhere, notwithstanding mt
knowledge of both parties that a use ouisidi
of the territory is intended.
We understand that to be the true initi

pretation of the decision in Adams v. Bulk?‘
It is said in the opinion in that 0158 in";
when the patentee, or the person having 1115f
rlghtsfsells a machine or instrument whoa‘
sole value is in its use, he receives the con

sideration for its use, and lit1118 with the
right to restrict that use; that the Dammit"
or his assignee, having in the act of 8819
received all the royalty or consideration
which he claims for the use of his invention

As a result of the ﬁndings of fact the cir.

in that particular machine or inso'nmeltlﬁ:
it is open to the use of the purchaser, Wim
out further restriction on account
mg
monopoly of the patentee; that altholliih t

cult court held that the sale and delivery of

right of the assignees of the collill-lld‘lmifl':e

the pipe by the defendant were made at Bay

to manufacture, to

g writ of error.
'

held the right from the patentee to manu.
facture and sell within a. circle whose mdjus
was 10 miles, having the city of Boston as a
center; that the undertaker lived outside 0!
that circle, and within a territory ouned by
the plaintiﬂ under the patent, and he made
use of the coﬁln lids in his business; that the
owner of the territory in which the malar
taker carried on his business brought suit
against him as an infrlnger, and it was held
by this court that, the sale having been made
by a person who had full right to make, sell,
and use the invention within his own terri
tory, such sale carried with it the title to the
use of the machine without, as well as with
in, such territory; that the action in that
case was brought against the user, but this
court announced a principle of law which
was equally applicable to the seller; thatii
the user of the article was not liable to the
patentee, it was because he purchased it of!
person who had the legal right to sell it;
that, if it was legal for him to buy, it was
equally legal for the other party to sell; and
that in the opinion of this court, in the case
as well as in the dissenting opinion, it was
stated, in substance, that the questionmised
was whether an assignment of a patented in
vention for a limited dist-riot conferred upon
the assignee the right to sell such patented
article to be used outside of such limited dis
trict. The circuit court further said that
there was no evidence in Adams v. Burke
that the sale was made under the belief an
the part of the seller that the article was 10
be used within his territory. and that the

:City, Mich, but that in view of the decision
l,,of this court in Adams v. Burke, 17 Wall.
' 453, the defendnnt'could not be held as an

mfl‘lnger by reason of his knowledge that the
Pipe was to be used in a territory of which
the plaintiffs held the monopoly. The circuit
court said that in the case of Adams v.
Burke an undertaker had purchased patented
coﬂln lids from certain manufacturers, who

sell,

and to use

10

coﬂin lids was limited to the circle 0:11em
miles around Boston, a purchaser from

to UK‘
of a single coﬂln acquired the 1'15ht d!
In

that coﬁin for the purpose for W111 t u
corlins are used; that so far as the “56 9nd

was concerned the patentee had retell] er
his consideration, and it. was 110 Point
within the monopoly of the pamn'n m
it would be to ingruft a limitation “P0
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right of use, not contemplated by the statute,
nor within the reason of the contract, to
say that it could only be used within the
10-mile circle; and that whatever might be
the rule, when patentees subdivided territo
rialiy their patents, as to the exclusive
tight to make or to sell within a limited
territory, this court held that in the class
of machines or implements it had described,
when they were once lawfully made and
sold, there was no restriction on their use to
be implied, for the beneﬁt of the patentee
or his assig'nces or licensees.
The plaintiﬂ’s in error contend that the
decision in Adams v. Burke is not applicable
to the present case; that in Adams v.
Burke it was assumed that the patented
coﬂln lids were tirst lawfully sold to the
purchaser, without condition or restriction,
by assignees of the patent for the territory
of Boston and vicinity; that then the ques
tion was presented whether, as an incident
of such a. lawful sale, the buyer could use
outside of the limits of the territory of the
asslgnees the article so lawfully purchased;
that it was not shown in that case that the
sellers sold the patented coitin lids for use
in other territory, or knew of, or had any
interest in, such use; that in the case now
before us the lawfulness, as against the
plaintiffs, of the alleged sale of the patented
auplpe by the defendant, in the actual circum

gstances of such sale,

was contested, the

' claim of the‘plaintiifs being that such sale.
and the shipment thereunder, expressly for
use within the territory of the plaintiifs, con
stituted an invasion of their rights, and were
unlawful, as against the plaintiffs; and that
actual sale, delivery, and acceptance of the
pipe at Bay City, for actual use, would be
one thing, but a form of delivery at Bay
City, with an acceptance at Hartford, and
knowledge and intention on the part of the
defendant that the sole use would be at
Hartford, and shipments on that basis and
understanding, would not constitute a law
ful sale of the pipe at Bay City, as against
the plaintiffs.
But we are of opinion that the case of
Adams v. Burke cannot be so limited; that
the sale was a complete one at Bay City;
and that neither the actual use of the pipes
in Connecticut, nor a knowledge on the part
of the defendant that they were intended
to be used there, can make him liable.

Adams v. Burke,in the particular in question,
is cited with approval by this court in Bird
sell v. Shaliol, 112 U. S. 485, 487, 5 Sup. Ct.

Rep. 244; Wade v. Metcalf, 129 U. S. 202,
205.9 Sup. Ct. Rep. 271; and Boesch v. Graft,

133 U. S. 697, 703, 10 Sup. Ct. Rep. 378.
The authorities which are cited on the part
of the plaintitTs, holding that where a per
son makes one element of a patented com
bination. with the intent that other persons
shall supply the other elements, and thus
complete the combination, he is guilty of in
fringement, because he contributes to it,

v.13s.o.—56
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establish a doctrine applicable to the case
of a naked infringer. But in the present

case the defendant was not such an infring
er, because he had a right, under the patent,
to make, use, and vend the patented article
in the state of Michigan, and the article was
lawfully made and sold there. The pipes in
question were not
old by the Hartford
Steam Company in Connecticut, but were
merely used there, and necessarily perished
in the using.
It is easy for a patentee to protect him
self and his assignees when he conveys ex
clusive rights under the patent for particular
territory. He can take care to bind every
licensee or assignee, if he gives him the right
to sell articles made under the patent, by
imposing conditions which will prevent any‘,
other licensee or assignee from being inter-g
fered with. There ‘is no condition or restric‘
tion in the present case in the title of the
defendant. He was the assignee and owner
of the patent for the state of Michigan.
Judgment aﬂlrmed.

(149 l]. S. 304)

NIX et al. v. HEDDEN, Collector.
(May 10, 1893.)
No. 137.
CUSTOMS DUTIES—CLASSiFiCA'i‘lOX—TOMATOES.
Tomatoes are “vegetabies," rather than
“fruits," in the common and popular accepta
tion of such words, and were not free of duty
under the provision of‘ the free list for “fruits,
green, ripe, or dried," but were dutiable at 10
er cent. ad valorem, under the provision in
l cbedule G of the tariff act of March 3. 1883,
for “vegetables in their natural state." 39 Fed.
Rep. 109, aﬂirmed.

In error to the circuit court of the United
States for the southern district

of

New

York.
At law. Action by John Nix, John W.
Nix, George W. Nix, and Frank W. Nix
against Edward L. Hedden, collector of the
port of New York, to recover back duties
paid under protest. Judgment on verdict
directed for defendant 39 Fed. Rep. 109.
Plaintiffs bring error. Aﬂirmed.
‘305
Statement by Mr. Justice GRAY:
‘This was an action brought February 4.
1887, against the collector of the port of
New York to recover back duties paid under
protest on tomatoes imported by the plain
tiif from the West Indies in the spring of
1886, which the collector assessed under
“Schedule G.—Provisions,” of the tariﬂ' act
of March 3. 1883, (chapter 121,) imposing
a duty on “vegetables in their natural state,
or in salt or brine, not specially enumerat~
ed or provided for in this act, ten per
centum ad valorem;” and which the plain
tiffs contended came within the clause in
the free list of the same act, “Fruits,
green, ripe, or dried, not specially enumer

ated or provided for in this act." 22 Stat.
504. 519.
At the trial the plalntiif’s counsel, after
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reading in evidence deﬁnitions or the words
“truit" and "vegetables” from Webster's
Dictionary, Worcester’s Dictionary, and the
Imperial Dictionary, called two witnesses,
who had been for 30 years in the business
of selling fruit and vegetables, and asked
them, after hearing these deﬁnitions, to say
whether these words had "any special mean
ing in trade or commerce, diiferent from
those read."
One of the witnesses answered as follows:
"Well, it does not classify all things there,
but they are correct as tar as they go. It
does not take all kinds of fruit or vege
tables; it takes a portion of them. I think
the words ‘trait’ and ‘vegetable’ have the
same meaning in trade to-day that they had
on March 1, 1883. I understand that the
term ‘fruit’ is applied in trade only to such
plants or parts 01 plants as contain the
seeds. There are more vegetables than
those in the enumeration given in Webster's
Dictionary under the term ‘vegetable,’ as
‘cabbage, cauliﬂower, turnips, potatoes, peas,
beans, and the like,‘ probably covered by
the words ‘and the like)"
The other witness testified: “I don't think
the term ‘fruit’ or the term ‘vegetables’
had, in March, 1883, and prior thereto, any
special meaning in trade and commerce in
this country different from that which I
have read here from the dictionaries."
The plaintiffs counsel then read in evi
odence from the same dictionaries the deﬂ
gnitions oi’ the word “tomato."
' ‘The defendant's counsel then read in evi
dence from Webster's Dictionary the deﬁ
nitions oi‘ the words “pea," “egg plant,"
“cucumber," “squash," and “pepper."
The plaintiﬁt then read in evidence from
Webster's and Worcester‘s dictionaries the
deﬁnitions of “potato," “turnip," “parsnip,"
"cauliﬂower," “cabbage," “carrot,"
and
“bean."
No other evidence was offered by either
party. The court, upon the defendant's
motion, directed a verdict for him, which
was returned, and Judgment rendered there—
on. 39 Fed. Rep. 109. The plaintiffs duly

excepted to the instruction, and

ued out

this writ of error.
Edwin B. Smith, for plaintiii’s in error.
Asst. Atty. Gen. Maury, for defendant in

error.

had any special meaning in trade 0,- mm.
mercc different from that given in tie
dictionaries, and that they had the same
meaning in trade today that they had in
March, 1883.
The passages cited from the dictionaries
deﬁne the word “fruit" as the seed of plants,
or that part of plants which contains the
seed, and especially the Juicy, pulpy prod
ucts of certain plants, covering and con
taining the seed. These deﬁnitions have no
tendency to show that tomatoes are "fruit"
as distinguished from “vegetables." in
common speech, or within the meaning oi
the tariff act.
There being no evidence that the words
“fruit" and "vegetables" have acquired any
special meaning in trade or commerce, they,
must receive their ordinary meaning. 0P
that'meaning the court is bound to tnkejn'
dicial notice, as it does in regard to all
words in our own tongue; and upon such
a question dictionaries are admitted, notas
evidence, but only as aids to the memory
and understanding of the court Brown v.
Piper, 91 U. S. 37, 42; Jones v. U. 8.131
U. S. 202, 216, 11 Sup. Ct. Rep. 80; Nelson
v. Cushing, 2 Cash. 519, 532, 533; Page i
Fawcet, 1 Leon. 242; TayL Ev. (8th lid]

‘55 16, 21.
Botanicaily speaking, tomatoes are the
fruit of a vine, Just as are cucumbers
squashes, beans, and peas. But in the com
mon language of the people, whether sellers
or consumers of provisions, all these are vel
etables which are grown in kitchen garden
and which, whether eaten cooked or raw.
are, like potatoes, carrots, parsnips. Willie

beets, cauliﬂower, cabbage, celery. and M
tuce, usually served at dinner ill, W'l"1_~°"
after the soup, ﬁsh, or meats which commit

the principal part oi‘. the repash and W‘
like fruits generally, as dessert

The attempt to class tomatoes as hull
is not unlike a recent attempt to clam be"!
as seeds, of which Mr. Justice Bridle."
speaking for this court, said: “We do 110!

see why they should be classiﬁed as M“
any more than walnuts should be 80 ﬁlm‘

ﬂed. Both are seeds, in the iangwse 01W’
any or natiu-al history, but notln commenr
nor in common parlance. 0n theothel'
in
mayspeaking
well be generally
included under
of promo“
the term ‘"5

stables.’ As an article of mod on 0m‘ ”‘

bles, whether baked or boiled. or tom“?
Mr. Justice GRAY, after stating the facts
in the foregoing language, delivered the
opinion of the court.
The single question in this case is whether
tomatoes, considered as provisions, are to
be classed as “vegetables" or as “truit,"
within the meaning of the tarii! act of 1883.
The only witnesses called at the trial testi
ded that neither “vegetables“ nor "trait"

the basis of soup, they are used 85 l m;
etable,is as
This
the well
principal
whenuse
ripe
to as
which
whentiltlmch
Dnt. Beyond the common knowledge :m

we have on this subject, Very “m5 cam;
is necessary, or can be produced-

son v. Salomon, 130 U. S. 412. 414v
Ct. Rep. 559.

Judgment aﬂirmed.
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debi'edness to the complainants of more than
$16,000 on open account, and charging that
the assignment above mentioned was fraud
(May 10, 1893.)
ulent in law and in fact, made Wli’llO'J'. any
No. 153.
valuable consideration, and with the fraudu
FEDERAL COURTS—EQUH‘Y JURISDICTION—VACAT
mo Fasununss'r ASSlGNMENT—JUHY TRIAL— lent intent to hinder, delay, and defraud
REMANDING Cnusn 'ro Snrs COURT—COSTS.
the complainants and other creditors, and
1. Simple contract creditors, who have not
that the same ought to be set aside, and the
reduced their claims to judgment, have no
property assigned subjected to the payment
standing in the United States circuit court,
of complainants‘ demand. The bill also
sitting as a court of equity, on a bill to vacate
charged that one of the assignees, who at
a fraudulent assignment for the beneﬁt of
creditors, though by Code Miss. 1880, §§ 1843,
the time of the ﬁling of the bill was in pos
1845, the state courts of chancery are given
session of a large part of the assigned prop
jurisdiction of bills of creditors, who have not
erty, was insolvent, and that it would be
obtained judgments at law, to vacate such as
signments, and subject the property to their dangerous to allow him to remain in the pos
demands.
session and control thereof; that he was in
2. The fact that section 1845 aims to
possession of the books of account and choses
create a lien by the ﬁling of the bill does not
in action of the assig'nors, and was proceed
aﬁect the question, for, in order to invoke eq
uity interposition in the federal courts, the lien
ing to collect the same; that there was dan
must exist at the time the bill is ﬁled. and
ger that they would be lost to complainants
form its basis; and to allow a lien resulting
and the other creditors; and that irrepara
from the issue of process to constitute such
ground would be to permit state legislation to
ble injury might thereby result. The bill
withdraw all actions of law from the one court
prayed for answers under oath, and that on
to the other, and to unite legal and equita
ﬁnal hearing the assignment might be de
ble claims in the same action, which cannot
creed to be void and set aside; that all the?
be allowed in the practice of the federal courts,
where the distinction between law and equity
property ‘covered by the assignment might}~
is a matter of substance, and not merely of
be subjected to the payment of complainants‘
form and procedure.
debts, and then to the payment of such other
3. Where the ascertainment of complain
ant’s demand is properly by action at law, the
demands as might be brought before the
fact that the chancery court has the power to
court; for an injunction; for a writ of seq
summon a jury on occasion cannot be regarded
uestration; for a receiver; that the ﬁling
as the equivalent of the right of trial by jury
of the bill be held to give complainants the
secured by the seventh amendment.
4.Where the adverse citizenship of the
ﬁrst lien on the effects of the said debtors
parties and the amount involved entitle a cause
in the hands of the assignees, or either of
to be removed from a state to a United States
the parties, or any other person; and for
circuit court, but the subject-matter of the
controversy is not properly coguizabie by the
general relief. A writ of sequestration was
circuit court, and jurisdiction of the cause i
issued, and the sheriff took possession of the
assumed by such court. the supreme court, on
property, and a number of other creditors
appeal, will remand the cause to the circuit
were subsequently admitted as co-complsln
00% with directions to remand it to the state
so
ants.
5.Wbere a cause is so remanded by the
supreme court, the costs are cast on the par

ty applying for the removal of the cause to the
circuit court.

Mr. Justice Brown and Mr. Justice Jackson,
disenting.

Appeal from the district court of the
United States for the northern district of
“Mississippi.

Reversed.

2 Statement by Mr. Chief Justice FULLER:
‘ ‘R. 0. Gates, D. Andrews, and L. L. Oates,
as individuals and as composing the ﬁrms of

Luke Gates & Co. and Andrews, Gates &
00., made their deed of assignment for the

beneﬁt of creditors December 7, 1886, where
by they conveyed their property to assignees

therein mentioned.

to

be converted

into

money, and applied to the payment of their
debts. certain creditors being preferred. .1‘.

H. Allen, '1‘. W. West, and J. 0. Bush, citi
lens, respectively, of Louisiana, Missouri,
and Alabama, and doing business in New
Orleans as general commission merchants
and cotton factors, under the name of Allen,
West & Bush, ﬁled their bill of complaint,
December 8, 1886, in the chancery court of

Lee county, Miss, against R. 0. Gates, 1..
L. Gates, D. Andrews, and the assignces
mentioned in the assignment, allegim> an in

1For dissenting opinion, see 13 Sup. Ct. Rep. 977.

On December 15, 1886, Allen, West 8; Bush

and their co-coinplainants ﬁled their petition
to remove the cause into the United States
district court for the northern district of
Mississippi, exercising the Jurisdiction of a
circuit court of the United States, and bond
was given, and the cause removed accord
ingly. Receivers were thereafter appointed,
and on April 15, 1887, the Tishomingo Sav
ings Institution, :1 preferred creditor, was
made a defendant. A demurrer was ﬁled,
alleging as grounds that there was no equity
on the face of the bill; that the claims of
complainants had not been reduced to Judg
ment; that they had no lien, and were not
entitled to ﬁle a bill under the law; and for
want of proper parties. This demurrer was
overruled, and defendants answered. Evi~
dence was taken and hearing had, and on
October 28, 1887, the court adjudged the as
signment to be fraudulent and void, and set
the same aside; found the sum of $17,732.71
to be due Allen, West 8: Bush; decreed that
indebtedness to be a ﬁrst hen and charge on
the assets of Andrews, Gates & 00.; and
ordered the receiver to pay said sum out of
the proceeds of the sales and collections of
and from the assets of that ﬁrm. Various
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other orders were entered in that behalf
and with reference to other funds and ap
proprlaiions for the claims of other creditors,
which it is unnecessary to notice. The report
of the receiver showed amounm paid ‘[0
Allen, West & Bush of nearly $14,000.
E. H. Bristow and W. B. Walker, for ap
pellants. John M. Allen, for appellees.

o
is

1’ ‘Mr. Chief Justice FULLER, iLftel' stating
the facts in the foregoing language, delivered
the opinion of the court.
Complainants were simple contract cred
itors, who had not reduced their claims to
judgment, and therefore had no standing
in the United States circuit court, sitting
as a court of equity, upon a bill to set
aside and vacate a fraudulent conveyance.
The suit was originally brought in the state
court, under sections 1843 and 1845 of the
Code of Mississippi of 1880, which provided
that the chancery courts of that state should
have jurisdiction of bills exhibited by cred
itors who have not obtained judgments at
law, or, having judgments, had not had ex
ecutions returned unsatisﬁed, to set aside
fraudulent conveyances of property or other
devices resorted to for the purpose of hin
dering, delaying, or defrauding creditors, and
might subject the property to the satisfac
tion of the demands of such creditors as
if the complainants had had judgment, and
execution thereon returned "No property
tound;" and that “the creditor in such case
shall have a lien upon the property de
scribed therein from the ﬁling of his bill,
except as against bona iide purchasers be
fore the service of process upon the defend

ant in such bill."
These sections were considered in Scott v.
Neely, 140 U. S. 106, 11 Sup. Ct. Rep. 712,
and it was therein determined that the cir
cuit courts of the United States in Missis
sippi could not, under their operation, take
jurisdiction of a bill in equity to subject
the property of the defendants to the pay
ment of a simple contract debt in advance
of any proceeding at law, either to establish
the validity or amount of the debt or to
enforce its collection. It was there shown
that the constitution of the United States,
in creating and deﬁning the judicial power
of the general government, had established
the distinction between law and equity, and
that equitable relief in aid of demands cog
nizable in the courts of the United States
:5 only on their law side could not be sought
‘in the same action, although allowable in
" the'state courts by virtue of state leglsln.
tion, (Bennett v. Butterworth, 11 How. 669;
Thompson v. Railroad 00., 6 Wall. 134;
Scott v. Armstrong, 146 U. S. 499, 512, 13

Sun Ct. Rep- 148;) and that the Code of
m5318819131’ in giving to a simple contract

the recovery of his claim caused by mud“.
lent conveyances of property, whereby the

whole suit involving the determination oi
the validity of the contract and the amount
due thereon is treated as one in equity, to
be heard and disposed of without a trial by
jury. could not be enforced in the conm
of the United States, because in conﬂict
with the constitutional provision by which
the right to a trial by jury is secured.
The principle that a general creditor can
not assail, as fraudulent against creditors,
an assignment or transfer of property nude
by his debtor until the creditor has ﬁrst es
tablished his debt by the judgment oi a
court of competent jurisdiction, and has
either acquired a lien upon the property,
or is in a mtuation to perfect a lien thereon,
and subject it to the payment of his judg
ment, upon the removal of the obstacle pre
sented by the fraudulent assignment or
transfer, is elementary. Walt, Fraud. Cont.

§ 73, and cases cited. The existence at
judgment, or of judgment and execution,
is necessary—First, as adjudlcnting and
deﬁnitely establishing the legal demand;
and, second, as exhausting the legal remedy.
This was well settled in Mississippi prior
to the enactment in question. In Partee
v. Mathews, 53 Miss. 140, it was ruled by
the supreme court that no creditor but one
who has a. lien by judgment or otherwise
in full force at the time the bill is ﬁled, can
attack in equity a transfer of property is
fraudulent; and that, as between equilablt
and legal assets, the creditor must exhaust
legal means, by the issue of execution, and
its return nulla boua, in order to reach tin
ﬁrst; while, as to the latter, a judgment which

acts as a lien on the property Bought ‘0 l”
charged would be suﬂicient as the basis of
a bill.
In Fleming v. Grafton, 54 Miss. 79. i118I

subject was very much considered. and ‘he:
English and American’authorities cited to

a large extent, and the opinion concilldﬁi
"Courts of equity are not ordinarily "mi"
nals for the collection 0!.‘ debts. Some Slit

cial reason must be offered by the Credit“
before they will extend aid to him- U h’
is a judgment creditor, he must 51W“ that

he has a lien, either by Judgment 1‘ '1"
statute gives such lien; if it arises from the
execution, he must show that one 1111! been

issued; or, if it arises from 8- |"! °t the
writ, that must have been made."

In Scott v. Neely it was said by

Jun‘;

tice Field, speaking for the court: m to

cases where a court of equlty mtemmw
aid the enforcement of a remedy “t ‘at
there must be an aclrnowledged debt’;

one established by a Judgment m‘dmd'ﬂo,
companied by a right to the apvml’ﬂ“ y‘
of the property of the debtor for its 1136

ment; or, to speak with greater accPmw]:

creditor a right to seek in equity, in advance

there must he, in addition to such “Tm

of ‘my Judgment or legal proceedings upon

edged or established debt, on We“; 00,.

his contract, the removal of obstacles to

property, or a lien thereon. created 7
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tract or by some distinct legal proceeding.
Smith v. Railroad Co., 99 U. S. 398, 401;
Angeli v. Draper, 1 Vern. 398, 399; Shirley
v. Watts, 3 Atk. 200; Wiggins v. Armstrong,
2 Johns. Ch. 144; McElwain v. Willis, 9 Wend.
548, 556; Crippen v. Hudson. 13 N. Y. 161;
Jones v. Green, 1 Wall. 330. ' ' ' It is
the existence, before the suit in equity is
instituted, of a lien upon or interest in the
property, created by contract or by contri
bution to its value by labor or material, or
by judicial proceedings had, which distin
guishes such cases for the enforcement of

dull
Hit

a:
W111i:
Iii

aside of that instrument. The circuit court
was therefore in error in proceeding in the

case.
The bill was originally ﬁled in the state
court, and removed December 15, 1886, an

der the act of March 3, 1875, (18 Stat. 470,)

on the ground of diverse citizenship. By the
ﬁfth section of that act, if, in any suit “re
moved from a state court to a circuit court
of the United States, it shah appear to the
satisfaction of said circuit court, at any
time after such suit has been brought or
such lien or interest from the case at bar." removed thereto, that such suit does not
really and substantially involve a dispute
The mere fact that a party is a creditor is
or controversy properly within the Jurisdic
not enough. He must be a creditor with a
tion of said circuit court, ' ' ' the saide
speciﬁc right or equity in the property, and
circuit court shah proceed no further there‘:
this is the foundation of the Jurisdiction in
in, but shall dismiss'the suit, or remand it
chancery, because jurisdiction on account
to the court from which it was removed,
of the alleged fraud of the debtor does not
as Justice may require, and shall make such
attach as against the immediate parties to
order as to costs as shall be Just." Under
the impugned transfer, except in aid of the
the act of March 3, 1887, (24 Stat. 553,) :1 Cir‘
legal right.
cuit court may remand a case upon decid
Doubtless new classes of cases may by
ing that it was improperly removed. So far
legislative action be directed to be tried in
as citizenship and amount were concerned,
chancery, but they must, when tested by
the plaintiﬁs were entitled to ﬁle their peti—
the general principles of equity, be of an
tion for removal; but the nature of the con
equitable character, or based on some recog
troversy was such that the suit was not
enized ground of equity interposition. This
properly cognizabie in the circuit court for
2wa1 be found to be true of the decisions in the reasons heretofore given. While there

‘Holland v. Challen, 110 U. S. 15, 3 Sup. Ct.
are cases where the courts of the United
Rep. 495; Whitehead v. Shattnck, 138 U. S.
146, 11 Sup. Ct. Rep. 276, and line cases.

States may acquire jurisdiction by removal
from state courts when jurisdiction would

The fact that section 1845 aims to create
not have attached if the suits had been orig’
ll

:.‘_1l‘-=i.r-=u-i~.‘um'lw i

a lien by the ﬁling of the bill does not af—
lnaliy brought therein, those are cases of Ju
fect the question, for, in order to invoke
risdiction over the parties, and not of Juris
equity interposition in the United States
diction based upon the subject-matter of the
courts, the lien must exist at the time the
litigation, and furnish no rule for the dis
bill is ﬁled, and form its basis; and to al
position of cases such as that before us.
low a lien resulting from the issue of pro
But it is not to be concluded where diverse
cess to constitute such ground would be
citizenship might enable the parties to re
to permit shite legislation to withdraw all
move a case but for the objection arising
actions at law from the one court to the oth
from the nature of the controversy, that, if
er, and unite legal and equitable cialmsin the
such removal has been had, the suit must be
same action, which cannot be allowed in the
dismissed on the ground of want of Ju
practice of the courts of the United States, in
risdiction. On the contrary, we are of
which the distinction between law and eq
opinion that it is the duty of the circuit
uity is matter of substance, and not mere
court, under such circumstances, to remand
iy of form and procedure. And, as the as
the cause. The circuit court has Jurlsdic~
certainment of the complainants’ demand
tion to determine whether or not the case
is by action at law, the fact that the chan
was properly removed, and this court has
ccry court has the power to summon :1 Ju
Jurisdiction to pass upon that determina
1‘i’ on occasion cannot be regarded as the
tion.
equivalent of the right of trial by Jury se
In Thompson v. Railroad 00., 6 Wall. 131i.
cured by the seventh amendment. White~
llcad v. Shattuck, 138 U. S. 146, 11 Sup. Ct. an ordinary action at law was brought ‘:1
Rep. 276; Buzard

v.

Houston,

119

U.

S.

347, 7 Sup. Ct. Rep. 249.
The result is that this decree must be re
versed, as the case comes directly within
Scott v. Neely, from the rule laid down in
which we have no disposition to recede.
It is suggested that the bill might be sus
tained under the prayer for general relief,

as brought for the administration of the as
sets under the assignment, but such relief

would not be agreeable to the case made by

"10 bill. which was directed to the setting

the state court and removed to the United
States court, where a bill in equity was sub
stituted by leave of court, and the suit pro
grossed as a suit in chancery. It was held

that the distinctions between the two kinds
of proceeding could not be obliterated by
state legislation, and the decree was re
versed, and the cause remanded, with direc
tions to dismiss the bill without prejudice.
In the case before us, a bill in equity,
sustainable in the state court, was removed
by the complainants under the act of 1875,
and it was the duty of the circuit court, up
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on ascertaining that it was improperly re
moved, to remand the case. Under the acts
30f congress that court was not compelled
' to dismiss the case,’but might have remand
ed it, and we may therefore direct it to do
now what should have been done in the ﬁrst
instance. Railway Co. v. Swan, 111 U. S.
379, 4 Sup. Ct. Rep. 510.
It will be for the state court to determine
what orders should be made, if any, in
regard to the amounts complainants have re
ceived under the decrees of the circuit court
As the removal was upon the application of
appellees, they must be cast in the costs.
The decree of the circuit court is accord
ingly reversed, with costs against the appel
lees, and the cause remanded to the circuit
court, with directions to render judgment
against them for costs in that court, and to
remand the cause to the chancery court of
Lee county, Miss, and it is so ordered.
Mr. Justice BROWN
JACKSON dissented.

and

Mr.

Justice

=
(149 U. S. 315)

DALZELL et si. v. DUEBER WATCH
OASE MANUF'G 00., (two cases.)
(May 10, 1893.)
Nos. 213 and 214.
Pn'rns'rs FOR Isvsx'rioxs -— ORAL AGREEMENT TO
ASSIGN—SPECIFIC PERFORMANCE — INVBNTIOXS
BY EMPLOYE—EViDl-IXCE.
1. An oral agreement for the sale and as
signment of the right to obtain a patent for
an invention is not within the statute of frauds,
nor within Rev. St. § 4898, requiring assign
ments of patents to be in writing; and such
agreement may be speciﬁcally enforced in eq
uity upon suilicient proof thereof.
.
manufacturing corporation which has
employed a skilled workman, for a stated com
pensation, to devote his time and services to
devising and making improvements in articles

there manufactured, is not entitled to a convey
ance of patents for inventions made by him
while so employed, in the absence of express
agreement to that eifect. Hapgood v. Hewitt,
7 Sag. Ct. _Rep. 193. 119 U. S. 226, followed.
.Speeiﬁc performance of an alleged eon
tnict by an employe to procure and assign
to his em layer-patents for any inventions he
might ma a during his employment will not be
enforced when practically the only evidence of
the existence 0 such contract consists of the

testimony of the employer, which is directly
contradicted by the employe, and when there
is much to impeach the credibility of both wit

nessf'l

‘r r

in

. n a sui
or n ingment of a
at’
ent, defendant ﬁled _a plea alleging that pthe
patentee had_ been in its employ; that his
wages were increased in consideration of his
agreement to dedicate his skill and inventive
talent and genius towards perfecting machines
and devices used in defendant's business, and
to obtain patents at defendant's expense, and
assign them _to defendant. The only evidence
to support this plea was that laintiff asked for
an increase of alary, saying t at he was about

to make improvements which would amplv jus
tify the some; that such increase was there~
upon made; that thereafter plaintiff represent
ed that ho had made valuable improvements,
for which patents should be obtained; that he
offered to procure such patents, and assign
them to defendant free of charge. if defendant

would pay the expense of obtaining the ﬁlm!‘
and that patents were so obtained at defend:
ant’s expense but that plnintiif refused i0 is
sign them. lleld, that this evidence was insui'ii
ciciit to support the contract alleged in the
plea, and that the plea should therefore have
been overruled.
Mr. Justice Brewer, dissenting.
Appeals from ilie circuit court or up
United States for the southern district oi
New York. Reversed.
Statement by Mr. Jusﬂce GRAY:
These were two bills in equity, heard in
gether in the circuit court, and argued l0
gctlier in this court.
On March 31, 1886, Allen 0. Dalzeli. i
citizen of the state of New York, and the
Fahys Watch-Case Company, a New York
corporation, ﬁled a bill in equity against
the Dueber Watch-Case Manufacturing (‘on
pany, a corporation of Ohio, for the inirirgi
ment of two patents for improvements in
apparatus for making cores for watch cuss.
granted to Dalzeli, October 27, 1885, iortlie
term of which he had, on January 21,1331;
granted a license, exclusive for ilirec yuirs,
to the Fahys Company.
To that bill the Deuber Company, on Jun‘
4, 1886, ﬁled the following plea: "i'lmtprior;
to the grant of the said'ietters patent upon
whjch the bill of complaint is based, and
prior to the application therefor, and prior
to any alleged invention by said Dalzeil oi
any part, feature, or combination described.
shown, or claimed in either of said letters
patent, the said defendant being then er
gaged in the manufacture of watch was
in the city of Newport, in the state of Ken‘
lucky, and the said Daizeil having been in“!
employ as a tool maker for a year predil
ing, it, said defendant, at the request of mid
Dalzell, re-employed said Dalzeii, at increased

wages, to aid in experimenting upon We“
tions upon machinery and tools to be used
in the manufacture of various portions of
Watch cases; that said Dalzell did then in“
there agree with said defendant, in consider

ation of said increased snow as ﬂow“
to be paid to him, and which was paid w
him by this defendant, to dedicate i118 W
efforts, skill, and inventive talent and Wills

towards the perfecting and lﬂlpmlemm'
of watch-case machinery and such other de
vices as this defendant should direct rigid

order, and in experimenting under the '
rection of this defendant for this PM

and further agreed
improvements
made that
or contributed
any 111mm"
vim-P
him (said Dalzcll) should be patented a m
expense of this defendant, and for its 11911;“
exclusively, and that Said Dune“ 520W

execute proper deeds of asslgﬂmem' “ with
expense of this defendant, to be lodged, we
the applications for all such Patents “ML,

United States patent oﬂice, and “1d W to
were to be granted and issued direcélymd
this defendant; that, in pursuallCe ° d
agreement, said Daizeli entered “Boned "
employment, and while £11118 employ
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the factory of this defendant, and while
using its tools and materials, and receiving
such increased wages from it, as aforesaid,
the said alleged inventions were made; that
said patents were applied for, with the per
mission of this defendant, by the said Dal
zell; and that all fees and expenses of every
kind, necessary or useful for obtaining said
patents, including as well patent-office fees
as fees paid the solicitor employed to attend
to the work incident to the procuring of said
patents and drawing said assignments to
this defendant, were paid by this defendant;
and that, notwithstanding the foregoing, said
' Dalzell did'not sign the said deeds, although
he had promised so to do, but fraudulently
and secretly procured the said patents to be
granted to himself, of all of which this de
fendant avers the complainant the Fahys
Watch-Case Company had notice at and
prior to the alleged making of the license
by said Dalzell to it, more particularly re—
ferred to in the bill of complaint; and dc
fendant avers that, by reason of the premi
see, the title in equity to said patents is in

this defendant."
“

The plea, as required by equity rule 31 of
this court, was upon a. certificate of counsel
that in his opinion it was well founded in
point of law, and was supported by the

atiidavit of John C. Dueber that he was the
president of the Dueber Company, that the
plea was not interposed for delay, and that
it was true in point of fact.
After a general replication had been ﬁled
and some proofs taken in that case, includ
ing depositions of Dueber and of Daizell, the
Dueber Company, on January 17, 1887, ﬁled
a bill in equity against Dalzell and the Fahys
Company for the speciﬁc performance of an
oral contract of Dalzeil to assign to the Due
ber Company the rights to obtain patents for
his inventions, and for an injunction against
Dalzell and the Fahys Company, and for
further relief.
This bill contained the following allega
tions:
“That heretofore, to wit, prior to Novem
ber 1, 1884, the said defendant Dalzell was
in the employment of your orator, making
and devising tools to be used in the con
struction of watch cases. That on or about
said last-mentioned date, at the request of
said Dalzell, his wages were raised, in con
sideration of a promise then made by said
Daizell to your orator that in the future his
services would be of great value in the de

orator to assist’ him (the said Dalzeli) in?
constructing such tools and in the experi
ments incident thereto."
“That subsequently thereto, and when said
tools were completed. said Dalzell requested
your orator to apply for letters patent for the
various inventions embodied in all of said
tools, for the use and beneﬁt of your orator,
representing to your orator that he (said Dal
zell) had made valuable discoveries and in
ventions while engaged in designing and
constructing said tools; and further repre
senting that, if your orator did not secure
the exclusive right to said inventions by
letters patent, in all probability some of the
workmen employed at your orator‘s factory,
who were familiar with the said inventions
and the construction of said tools, might go
to some other and rival watch-case company,
and explain to it the construction of such
tools, and make similar tools for such other
company, in which case your orator would
be without remedy."
"That said Dalzell then and there, and as
a further inducement to your orator to have
letters patent applied for for said inven
tions, voluntarily offered to your orator that,
if your orator should permit him (Daizell)
to apply for letters patent, and your orator
pay all the expenses incident to obtaining
such letters patent, such letters patent might
be taken for the beneﬁt of your orator, and
that he (Dalzell) would not ask or require
any further or other consideration for said
inventions and such letters patent as might
be granted thereon, which proposition was
then and there accepted by your orator.
and it was then fully agreed between aid
parties that said Dalzell should immediately
proceed, through a solicitor of his own scL
lecﬁon, to procure said patents for and in
the name of your orator, and that your or
ator should pay all bills that might be pre
sented by said Dalzell, or such solicitor as
might be selected to attend to the business
of procuring said patents."
This bill further alleged that Dalzell did,

in pursuance of that agreement, select a so
licitor, and apply for the two patents men
tioned in the bill for an infringement, and
three other patents; that, when some of
the patents had “passed for issue," the so
licitor employed by Dalzell sent blank as-Q
signments thereof to the.Dueber CompanyQ
with a request that‘Dalzell sign them, and
thus transfer the legal title in the inventions

to the Dueber Company, and enable the pat

in pursuance of said promise and contract,
the said Dalzell continued in the employ of
your orator, and wholly at its expense, to

ents to be granted directly to it: that it ex
hibited these assignments to Dalzeil, and re
quested him to sign them; that Dalzell rc
plied that he would postpone slgnlng them

devise and construct various tools to be used

until all the patents had "passed for issue,"

in your orator's watch-case factory in the

large part of which time he was assisted by

and would then sign all together, to all
which the Dueber Company assented; that
the Dueber Company paid all the fees and
expenses necessary or useful in obtaining the
patents, but that Dalzcll fraudulently pro

various workmen employed and paid by your

cured the patents to be granted to himself,

vising and perfecting of such tools. That,

manufacture of various parts of watch cases.
That said Dalzell was so employed for a
A’reat length of time, to wit, a whole year, a
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and refused to assign them to the Dueber
Company, and, as that company was in
formed and believed, conveyed, with the in
tention of defrauding it, certain interests in
and licenses under the patents to the Fahys
Company, with knowledge of the facts; and
that Dalzell and the Fahys Company cou
federated and conspired to cheat and defraud
the Dueber Company out of the patents,
and, in pursuance of their conspiracy, ﬁled
their bill aforesaid against the Dueber Com
pany.
Annexed to this bill was an aﬂidavit of

Dueber that he had he had read it and knew
the contents thereof, and that the same was
true of his own knowledge, except as to the
matters therein stated on information and be

lief, and that as to those matters he believed
it to be true.
To this bill answers were ﬁled by Dalzell
and the Fahys Company, denying the ma
terial allegations, and a general replication
was ﬁled to these answers.
By stipulation of the parties, the evidence
taken in each case was used in both. After
I. hearing on pleadings and proofs, the cir
cuit court dismissed the bill of Dalzeil and
the Fahys Company, and entered a decree
against them, as prayed for, upon the bill
of the Dueber Company. 38 Fed. Rep. 597.
Dalzeil and the Fahys Company appealed
from each decree.
Edmund Wetmore and J. E. Bowman, for
appellants. James Moore, for appellee.

in the absence of express agreement to iim

ei‘fect. Hapgood v. Hewitt, 119 U. S. 2213,‘!
Sup. Ct. Rep. 193.
Upon the question whether such a comm:
was ever made by Dalzell as is alleged in the

bill of the Dueber Company, the testimony
of Dalzell and of Dueber, the president and
principal stockholder of the Dueber Com.
pany, is in irreconcilable conﬂict
Dalzeli was a skilled workman in the
and
manufacture
was employed
of various
by the
parts
Dueber
of watch
Company.
ﬁrst for eight months as electroplater and
glider, and then for a year in its tool the
tory, at wages of $25 a week, from Febm
ary, 1883, until November, 1884, and thence
forth, at wages of $30 a. week, until January
19, 1886, when he left their employment
and immediately entered the employment of
the Fahys Company, and executed to that

company a license to use his patents
‘The matters principally relied on by the‘
Dueber Company as proving the contract
sought to be enforced are a conversntionbe
tween Dalzeil and Dueber at the time oi
raising his wages, in November. 1884, an
other conversatlon between them in the
spring of 1885, and oral promises, said to
have been made by Dalzeli in the summer
of 18.55, to assign to the Dueber Company
his rights to obtain patents. It will be con
venient to consider these matters sucoes
sively.
The bill alleges that Dalzcil's wages were
raised in November, 1884, at his requvst

‘320

"and in consideration of a promise then
‘Mr. Justice GRAY, after stating the sub
stance of the pleadings and decrees, de
iivered the opinion of the court.
The more important of these cases, and
the first to be considered, is the bill in
equity of the Dueber Watch-Case Manu
facturing Company to compel speciﬁc per
formance by Dalzeil of an oral agreement,
alleged to have been made by him while
in its employment, to assign to it the right
to obtain patents for his inventions in tools
for making parts of watch cases.
An oral agreement for the sale and as
mgnment of the right to obtain a patent
for an invention is not within the statute
of frauds, nor within section 4898 of the
Revised Statutes, requiring assignments of
patents to be in writing, and may be spe
ciﬁcally enforced in equity, upon sufiicient
proof thereof.
Somerby v. Buntin, 118
Mass. 279; Gould v. Banks, 8 Wend. 562;
Burr v. De La Verg'ne. 102 N. Y. 415. 7
N. E. Rep. 366; Biakeney v. Goode, 30

Ohio St. 350.
But a manufacturing corporation which
has employed a skilled workman. for a
stated compensation, to take charge of its
works. and to devote his time and services
to devising and making improvements in
articles there manufactured, is not entitled
to a conveyance of patents obtained for in
ventions made by him while so employed,

made by said Dalzell to" the Dueber Com»
pany "that in the future his services would

be of great value in the devising and perfect‘
ing of such tools," and that, "in purillﬂm

of said promise and contract," Damn 00"‘
tinned in the company's employ. 111"‘ u‘
pense, and with the assistance of in work
men, to devise and construct such i001!

Dueber’s whole testimony on i111! 11°11“ “P
pears in the following question and wile"
“Question. Please state the cil'cillllsiilllw-i

which induced your company t0 mmaaeu"
Dalzell's wages at the time they were I“
creased.

Answer. Mr. Dulzell came in m

in the oﬂice, and he says. 'Mr- Dueber"
year is now up since I worked for You:
this factory.

I suppose you are satisﬂl

with the improvements I have made. 81131
have come to have my Wages med' an

will show you that, if you raise mi" “'“gm
the improvements 1 will make this $13:

will justify you in doing so’ 1 mil?“

what wages he wanted. He said’
:1:
dollars per week;‘ and he was paid mm

tn the time he left. When nmt'yw' w“ “1"
nothing was said about wages

‘m

This testimony tends to show no mol'igeuet
that Dalzell expressed a conﬁdent
_
. wages should be “used, the 1111,
that, if his
provements which he W0

uld makemm
Plum

the coming Year would Jusilfi‘ the h mm.

It has no tendency to Dmve W s“ p
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iss or contract as alleged in the bill, or any
other promise or contract on Dalzell's part.
n25i;ﬁsiﬁi:lz:lﬁir;~s

So far,

therefore,

no contract is proved,

even if full credit is given to Dueber‘s testi
qmony.
2 As to what took place in the spring of
‘ 11585, the bill alleges‘ that subsequently to
the aforesaid interview, “and when said
tools were completed,” Dalzeli requested the
company to apply, for its own use and bene
ﬁt, for patents for inventions which he rep
resented that he had made "while engaged
in designing and constructing said tools,"
and which, he suggested, might, if not
secured by letters patent, be made known
and explained by some of the workmen then
employed there to rival companies; and, as
a further inducement to the company to
have such patents applied for, voluntarily
offered, if the company would permit him to
do so, and would pay all expenses of obtain
ing patents, to apply therefor, for the bene
ﬁt of the company, and "not ask or require
any further or other consideration for said
inventions and such letters patent as might
be granted thereon;" and that this proposi
tion was “then and there accepted by" the
company, and "it was then fully agreed

between said parties” that Dalzell should

‘.312!
‘Inn!
N. “r-=:~.n—=Il'ihn_

immediately proceed, through a solicitor of
his own selection, to procure the patents in
the name of the company, and the company
should pay the necessary expenses.
Upon this point, Dueber’s testimony was
as follows: “Question. Who ﬁrst suggested
the idea of patenting these devices, and
when‘! Answer. Mr. Dalzell, in the spring
of 1885. Q. Please state all that took place
at that time. A. Mr. Dalzell came to me,
and said: ‘Mr. Dueber, we have got a very
good thing here. Let us patent this for the
beneﬁt of the concern. We have some men
here who may run away and carry those
ideas with them.’ I objected at ﬁrst. Final
ly he says: ‘if you will pay for getting
them out, I don't want anything for them.’
I then said: ‘Let us go over to Mr. Layman

to-morrow, and attend to it.’ He said he
knew a more competent lawyer than that,
that he would send for." Dueber also testi
tied that, when Dalzeli ﬁrst suggested tak
ing out letters patent, Dueber told him that
he did not think the improvements of sum
eient value to justify taking out patents and

Dnylng for them; and that "about all" that
Daizeil replied was: "We have a good
many men here who may carry oi? these
ideas into other shops, and I want to retain

aihem for this concern."
3 All this testimony of Dueber was given in
' September, 1886,'bef0re the ﬁling of the bill
for speciﬁc performance. Being recalled.
after this bill had been ﬁled, he testiﬁed, on
cross-examination. that he now considered
the inventions covered by the patents sued
0n as valuable, because the company had
spent a great deal of money on them, and he

rleclined or evaded giving any other reason.
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Bearing in mind that there was no proof
whatever of any previous agreement be
tween the parties on the subject, the con
tract, as alleged in the bill and testiﬁed to
by Dueber, by which Daizeil is said to have
voluntarily offered, with no other motive
than to prevent workmen from injuring the
Dueber Company by communicating the in
ventions to rival companies, and for no
other consideration than the payment by the
Dueber Company of the expenses of obtain
ing patents, and without himself receiving
any consideration, beneﬁt, or reward, and
without the company's even binding itself.
for any ﬁxed time, to pay him the increased
wages, or to keep him in its service, is of it
self highly improbable; and it may well be

doubted whether, if such a contract were
satisfactorily proved to have been made, a
court of equity would not consider it too un
conscionable a one, between employer and
employed, to be speciﬁcally enforced in
favor of the former against the latter.
Cathcart v. Robinson, 5 Pet. 264, 276; Hall
road 00. v. Cromwell, 01 U. S. 643; Manu
facturing Co. v. Gormully, 144 U. S. 224,
12 Sup. Ct. Rep. 632.
Moreover, Dueber throughout manifests
extreme readiness to testify in favor of the
theory which he is called to support, and
much unwillingness to disclose or to remem
ber any inconsistent or qualifying circum
stances. The record shows that he has at
diﬂerent times made oath to four diﬂferent
versions of the contract:
(1) On March 16, 1886, when the Dueber
Company ﬁled a petition in the superior court
of Cincinnati against Dnlzeii to compel him
to assign his patents to it. Dueber made
oath to the truth of the statements in the
petition, one of which was "that, at the
time of the making of application for said pat
ents, it was agreed, for a valuable consider
ation before that time paid, that said patents
and inventions were the property'of this
plaintiff, and should be transferred to it
immediately upon the issue thereof, and
prior to the grant of the patents.”
(2) On June 4, 1886, he made oath that
the plea was true in point of fact, which

stated that the whole contract, both for an
increase of Dalzeli's wages and for his as
signment to the Dueber Company of his
rights to patents for his inventions, was
made “prior to any alleged invention by
said Dalzell," and in consideration of an
increase of wages to be thereafter paid.
(3) In September, 1886, he testiiied that
the increase of wages was made upon the

mere statement of Daizell that he would
show that the improvements he would make
during the coming year would justify the
increase, and that the subsequent contract
to assign the patent rights was after the
inventions had been made.
(4) On January 17, 1887, he made oath to
the truth. of his own knowledge, of this bill,
which alleged that Dalzell’s wages were
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raised "in consideration of a promise" by
Dalzell “that in the future his services would
be of great value in the devising and per
fecting of such tools," and also alleged that
the agreement to assign the patent rights
was made after the inventions.
Dalzell, being called as a witness in his
own behalf, directly contradicted Dneber in
every material particular, and testified that
the real transaction was that, after his in
ventions had been made, and shown to
Dneber, the latter was so pleased with them
that he, of his own accord, raised Dalzell's
wages, and offered to furnish the money
to enable him to take out patents. There
is much evidence in the record which tends
to contradict Dalzell in matters aside from
the interviews between him and Dueber,
and to impeach Dalzeli’s credibility as a
witness; but impeaching Dalzell does not
prove that Dueber’s testimony can be re—
lied on.
What took place, or is said to have taken
place, after these interviews, may be more
brieﬂy treated.
Whitney, the solicitor employed at Dal
zell’s suggestion, applied for and obtained
nthe patents in Dalzell‘s name, and was paid
ghis fees and the expenses of applying for
I the patents'by the Dneber Company, with
Dalzcll‘s knowledge. In the summer of 1885,
before the patents were issued, he sent
blank assignments thereof to the Dneber
Company to be signed by Dalzell, which
Moore, the general manager of the company,
as well as Dneber, in the absence of each
other, asked Dalzeii to sign.
Upon what Dalzell then said, as upon
nearly every material point in the case, the
testimony is conﬂicting. Dneber and Moore
testiﬂed, in accordance with the allegations
in the bill, that Dalzell replied that he would
not sign any of them until all the patents

Rep. 599. We concur in that view, and p
affords of itself a strong reason why up
speciﬁc performance prayed for should not
be decreed.
From the time of Lord Hardwicke it he

been the established rule that a court of
chancery will not decree speciﬁc performance
unless the agreement is "certain, fair, and
just in all its parts," (Button v. Lister-,3
Atk. 383, 385; Underwood v. Hitdicorl
Ves. Sr. 279; Franks v. Martin, 1 Eden, 309.
323;) and the rule has been repeatedly ai-_
ﬁrmed and acted on by this court In Col-i
son v. Thompson, Mr. Justice‘Washington;=
speaking for the court, said: “The contract
which is sought to be speciﬁcally executed
ought not only to be proved, but the term
of it should be so precise as that neither
party could reasonably misunderstand them.
It the contract be vague or uncertain, or
the evidence to establish it be insuilidem.
a court of equity will not exercise its extra
ordinary jurisdiction to enforce it, but will
leave the party to his legal remedy.“ 2
Wheat. 336, 341. So, this court has said
that chancel-y will not decree speciﬁc per
formance “if it be doubtful whether an
agreement has been concluded, or is a mere
negotiation," nor .‘unless the proof is clear
and satisfactory, both as to the existence
of the agreement and as to its terms." Curr
v. Duvall, 14 Pet. 79, 83; Nickerson r. lilck
ersou, 127 U. S. 668. 676, 8 Sup. Ct Repiliii:
Hennessey v. Woolworth, 128 U. S. 4% 442v
9 Sup. Ct. Rep. 109.

For these reasons We are of opinion thin!
the contract set forth in the bill for Him!"
ic performance has not been so clearly and
satisfactorily proved as to justify ‘1 dem‘“
for speciﬁc performance of that contract
and that the decree for the plnintiii on the

bill of the Dneber Company must them"
be reversed, and the bill dismissed.

had “passed for issue," and would then sign

The decree sustaining the plea to the bill

all together. But the manner in which they
testified to this does not carry much weight;
and Dalzeil testiﬂed that he positively re

against the Dneber Company for an inland“

fused to assign the patents until some ar
rangement for compensating him had been
agreed upon.
Parts of a correspondence of Whitney with
Dneber and with Dalzell, during the summer
of 1885, were put in evidence, which indi
cate that Whitney, while advising Dalzeii
as to his interests, sought to ingratiate him
self with the Dneber Company. But they
contain nothing to show any admission by
Dalzcll that he had agreed or intended to

assign the patent rights to the Dueber Com
pany without first obtaining some arrange

ment whereby he might be compensated for
his inventions.
The circuit court, in its opinion, after al

hiding to various matters tending to throw

ment, and ordering that bill to be dismissed‘
is yet more clearly erroneous, for none Of
the evidence introduced by either Part3" "-‘nd'
ed to prove such a contract as was set upln

that plea. The only issue upon the illea
and replication was as to the suﬂlcltlii-v
of the testimony to support the PM‘?
pleaded; and, as the plea was not support‘
by the testimony, it should be overruled
and the defendant ordered to answer

hill.
FarleyStead
v. Kittson,
v. Course,
120 4U.Crunch,
s. 308. 403;
31°’
7 Sup. or. Rep. 534; Equity 11\11834- m“
It is proper to add that me We
whether the Dneber Company. by ‘We ll
the relations and transactions betwetnw
and Dalzell, had the right, as by an 111;)’1b

license, to use Dalzell‘s patents in its we
lishment, is not presented by Elmer of m

discredit on the testimony of each of the
principal witnesses, said: “The case 15 one
on which different minds may well reach a

records, but may be raised in the ful'thsgfw
Company
ceedings upon
for anthe
infringement.
bill against the M w?

comm-W Opinion of the merits." 38 Fed_

" Decrees reversed, and cases remaﬂ
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the circuit court, with directions to dismiss
the bill for speciﬁc performance, and to
overrule the plea to the other bill, and order
the defendant to answer it

14, 1886, before the court and a jury.
On the trial the plaintiffs in the action in
troduced testimony tending to show that
the furniture in question consisted of ‘V5
enna
bent wood
chairs, settees,
etc.,
which were imported into this country in
separate parts or pieces, but varnished or
polished, and requiring nothing but to be
screwed together, (the holes for screws or
bolts being already prepared,) and to have

Mr. Justice BREWER dissented.

Tia-3:5‘;

sessed at the lawful rate, and the issue thus
joined came for trial in the court on May

(149 U. s. 346)
HEDDEN v. RICHARD et al.
(May 10, 1893.)
No. 208.
B'n'rurns—Coss'rsuc'riox or 'iumrr Acr—Wonns
Usno IN TRADE SENME.

the ends of the screws or bolts “touched

up" with paint or varnish, to form articles
A term, used in a tariE law, which of furniture ﬁt for use. The bolts or screws
has a general meaning as used by society at used came over with the furniture, and all
large, and also a special trade signiﬁcation, is
the parts of the articles, as received by the
presumed to have been used by congress in
its trade sense, unless the contrary is shown.
importer, were ready to be put together.
A sample chair, in the condition in which
In error to the circuit court of the United
it was received by the importers, was
States for the southern district of New
brought into court by the plaintiffs, and
York.
the manner of putting the parts together
a. law. Action by Oscar L. Richard and
was explained to the jury. The plaintiffs
Emil L. Boas against Edward L. Hedden,
also introduced the testimony of a liqui
(for whom his executrix, Elizabeth C. Hed
(lator of duties at the customhouse of New
den, was substituted) collector of the port
York, to the effect that the ditference be
of New York, to recover duties paid under
tween the amount of duties exacted from
protest. A verdict was directed for plain
the plaintiffs and the sum which would
tiffs and Judgment entered
thereon. 42
have been collectible from them if the fur
Fed. Rep. 672. Defendant brings error.
nit-are had been assessed at 30 per cent.
Reversed.
ad valorem amounted, with interest, to
Asst. Atty. Gen. Maury, for plaintiiT in
$443.34.
error. Edwin B. Smith, for defendants in
The testimony on behalf of the defend
error.
ant tendcd to show that the articles of fur
niture described were ﬁrst put together at
Mr. Justice SHIRAS delivered the opin
the factory in completed form, then var
ion of the court.
nished or polished, and then taken apart
At raxious times in the year 1886 the de
and packed for shipment. The term “ﬁn-m
fendants in error imported into the port
lshed," as applied to furniture, had. in the-.41
of new York certain articles of furniture
furniture trade,'on and prior to March 3,?
for the account of Jacob and Josef Kohu,
1883, a. particular trade meaning, namt»
0f henna, Austria, the manufacturers and
ly, that an article had been varnished,
t-onsignors thereof, which the collector of
stained, oiled, polished, or the like. The
the port classiﬁed as “furniture ﬁnished,"
chair exhibited by the plaintiffs had been
under the provision for “cabinet ware and
“ﬁnished," and was what was known to
house furniture, ﬁnished," contained in
the trade as a “ﬁnished knocked-down"
Schedule D of the tariff act of March 3.
chair. The terms “in piece" and “rough"
1-‘33. and upon which he laid and collected had no special meaning in the trade, differ
duty at the rate of 35 per cent. ad valorem.
ent from their general meaning, though the
Airin'nst this classification and exaction the
trade used the expression “in the rough"
..importers duly protested, claiming that tho

~\Nnu li{}_=il!,fi!§g1=|f : lt

in the sense of “unﬁnished."
gfumiture was in piece, and not ﬁnished,
‘ and therefore dutinble at 30 per cent'ad
vaiorem, under the provision for “house or

cabinet furniture in piece, or rough, and
ilniinished;" and on March 23,

1887,

they

brought an action in the superior court of
the city

of New

York,

which

was

duly

remanded by certiorarl into the circuit
court of the United States for the southern
district of New York, against Edward L.

Hl’ddﬂl. the collector, alleging that they

Upon the conclusion of the testimony the
defendant's counsel moved the court (1) to
direct the jury to find a verdict for the
defendant, on the ground that the uncon
tradicted evidence in the case and the ex
hibit showed that the furniture imported
was “furniture ﬁnished,” within the mean
ing of the statute; (2) that the jury be
directed to find a verdict for the defend
ant on the ground that the plaintiffs had

not: proven facts s'ufiicient to enable them
had been compelled to pay him a certain
amount in excess of the lawful duty on

the goods, and demanded judgment for the
amount of such excess, with interest.
defendant answered, asserting that

The
the

duty collected by him as aforesaid was as

to recover; and (3) to allow the case to
go to the jury on the question of whether
the furniture imported was "furniture ﬁn
ished," or "furniture in piece, or rough.
and not ﬁnished,” within the meaning of
the statute. These motions havingr been

$92
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successively made and denied, and excep
tions to the denials duly taken, the court,
on motion of the plaintiffs‘ counsel, di—
rcctcd the jury to render a verdict in favor
of the plaintiffs for the sum of $443.34.
The jury then found a. verdict for the
plaintiffs in the said amount, and judg
ment was entered October 7, 1889, in ac
cordance therewith. The defendant there
upon sucd out a writ of error.
The subject of contention presented by
this record is simply as to the proper con
struction of the statute. The collector put
in testimony to show that in the furniture
trade the word “ﬁnished” had a. particular
trade meaning, and the court below refused
to admit the application of such meaning,
if it should be found to exist, to the word
as used in the act. The question is, there
fore, whether, it a term used in a. tarift
law has a general meaning, as understood
by society at large, and also a. special
trade signiﬁcation, it is to be presumed
that congress used the word in its general
sense, or in its trade sense.
349
With regard to the language of com

and such language is that under oonilderiv
tion, speaking or a. manufactured article in
various stages of its construction. In such
a. case, as in the other case, the word; are
to be taken in the sense in which they will
be naturally understood by those to whom
they are addressed.
We are of opinion that, as the collector
offered to prove that the word in question
had, at and prior to the passage or the
act of 1883, a particular trade meaning, the‘,
court should have considered the trude:
meaning, it established, as applicable to‘tho'
matter at issue, and should have submitted
the case to the jury, with instructions to
render a verdict for the importers if they
found that the furniture was not “ﬁnislial”
within the trade meaning of the term, ail
for the collector it they found the con

trary.
The judgment of the court below should
be reversed, and the case remanded with
directions to award a new trial, and pro
ceed in contormiiy with this opinion It

is so ordered.
I:

merce, the general rule'laid down by this
(149 U. E. El)

court is that it must be construed, when
used in laws imposing duties on importa
tions of goods, and particularly when em
ployed in the denomination of articles, ac
cording to the commercial undeistandlng of
the terms used. U. S. v. 112 Casks 0!
Sugar, 8 Pet. 277; Elliott v. Swartout,
10 Pet. 137. While it is true that “ion
gimgc will be presumed to have the same
meaning in commerce that it has in or
dinary use, unless the contrary is shown,"

(Swan v. Arthur, 103 U. S. 597,) yet “the
commercial designation of an article among
traders and importers, where such designa
tion is clearly established, ﬁxes its character
for the purpose of the tariﬂ laws. ' ' '
A speciﬁc designation e0 nomine must pre
vail over general terms, and a. commercial
designation is the standard by which the
dutiable character of the article is ﬁxed.”

Arthur v. Lahey, 96 U. S. 113.

This rule

WADE et al. v. CHICAGO. S. 8: ST. L. ll.
00. et al.

AMERICAN LOAN 8: TRUST 00.013‘
NEW YORK v. WADE et A].
(May 10, 1893.)
Nos. 247 and 248.
RAILROAD Moirroions—CoNsi-ucc'riox—Foai
cnosuicu-lyrizuvnxriox.
bum
1. A railroad company chartered to ,
a road from Springﬁeld to. East St IMP!‘
via Litchﬁcld, contracted'with a coiliil'ilt‘ilgll
company to deliver certain bonds secured’!
mortgage in consideration of the constructing
and equipment of the road: Part of the mtie
was built, and a proportionate part ed 6
bonds delivered, and a mortgage execut inl
recorded, covering all the property of then?!”
road company then in possession, or cw
Wards acquired. The contract was 1111811111“

celed, and W., the chief promoter of t o my
road company, and the president and on.‘
stockholder of the construction company, glen
veyed all the property of the_col1(5;1'"° in
company north of Litchﬁeld, inclu g5’: 03
rights of way acquired or contracted on],

is equally applicable where a term is con
ﬁned in its meaning, not merely to com
merce, but to a. particular trade, and in such
case also the presumption is that the term
was used in its trade signiﬁcation.
While a customs law taxing an article
which every one in the community might
be expected to import, such as “wearing
apparel," may use words which every one
understands, and which, unless taken in

recorded, to a ﬁrm which immedmgelzmred
reyed to a new railroad com on!
.td}
to build a road from Sprin old to“ m
ﬁeld
The same thing_was done ‘Emma!
roperty of the construction complwih hand!
gitchﬁcld. which thus passed intoedeto build
of a third railway com any. charterd ‘be m
the road south from t at point. Bil
‘
new companies
completed the rotlii on the 11110
not

the Ordinary sense. would mislead the whole

Ori gilt11211
com an
the mortgﬂg?
9‘ i,
by
secure
toy'itsand
bondholders
n lienhgll

behalf of the railroad cqmpapyv by,

originally

with full

rejected. Held

l m

_nt therofim

'nowledge of the intereﬁ

MM

community, and cannot, therefore, be sup
Whole of the road, as ct'muﬂeted‘ii;e m

posed to be intended in any other sense,
unless there is something to indicate such
intention, yet. on the other hand, a tin-in!

v h ebonds
new compani
cutedalai‘h:
delivered. . to the] ‘3%

ilw may use langimge not intended tor the
community at large, but for merchants, or
for *1 Particular trade, and such as to mis

tion company by the original rain]; ‘ we
pany were pledged by W. to sece
made by him and indorsed by Q"
"

lead those for whom it is intended, it not
taken in the commercial or trade sense;

bonds were sold to pay the note.t

prior to that created by'egily mi" 58’

was given power to purchase mThey were
I“! dun

so sold. and were bought by 3- "towns,"
their face value.

Held 01M, 0"
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M
of the mortgage, R. was entitled to recover
my
L‘e'zr;

Mic
Thin
mil:

my‘;

sis
‘n'l:

we
in!‘

Ni:
ii!

ml
ml
mi

iii

I

all‘

the face value of the bonds, and not merely
the amount he paid for them.
3. Where, in a suit to foreclose a mort
gage given to secure railroad bonds, the mort~
gagor admits that it has made default in the

of the estate of Robert B. Wade, as holders
of 50 dist mortgage bonds of the Chicago,
Springﬁeld & St. Louis Railroad Company,
on January 27, 1887, ﬁled their bill in the

-_— _-Iq‘-Iw=mlﬂ_I-E HI'EQWEl

"That for and in consideration of the cove

nants and payments hereinafter recited, to
be made by said party of the second part,
said party of the ﬁrst part hereby, for itself.
payment of the bonds, a new party, which its successors and assigns, covenants and
was admitted on condition that it would adopt
agrees to furnish all the material and labor
the mortgagor’s answer as its own, cannot necessary to construct, iron, bridge, and com
object that the suit was prematurely brought
plete the railroad of said party of the second
because there was, as iyet, no default in the
payment of the principa .
part, as now surveyed and designated on a
map ﬁled in the oiﬁce of the party of the
Appeals from the circuit court of the Unit
second
part, which railroad commences at
ed States for the southern district of Illinois.
a.
point on the Gilman and Clinton branch of
This was a suit by Belle N. B. Wade and
the Illinois Central Railroad at the city of
Warner M. Hopkins, trustees, against the
Chicago, Springﬁeld & St. Louis Railroad Springﬁeld, and extends, by way of Lltch
ﬁeld and Mount Olive, to the bridge junction
Company and others, (the American Loan 8:
at East St. Louis, Illinois, a distance of about
Trust Company of New York, intervener.)
ninety-eight (98) miles, passing through the
for foreclosure of a mortgage. The relief
towns of Pawnee, Litchﬁeld, Mount Olive,
prayed by complainants was granted in part,
Alhambra, Marine, Troy, and Coliinsviile,
and they and the intervener appealed. Re
with four and one~half (4%,) miles of side
versed as to the former, and aﬂirmed as to
track, (necessary to the places marked on said
the latter.
map for the business of the line at the time
F. N. Judson and Saml. P. Wheeler, for
of the opening,) and to furnish the said rail
complainants. Adrian H. Joline, for Pratt, road with depots, water tanks, and turnta
trustee, successor to Am. L. & T. 00., inter
and to equip the same with engines and
mvener.
cars as hereinafter provided.
a
"The road and side tracks hereby agreed
2 ‘Mr. Justice JACKSON delivered the opin
to be constructed are those on said map
ion of the court.
marked and speciﬁed only, and said map is
The appellants, Belle N. B. Wade and hereby referred to for further particulars in
Warner M. Hopkins, testamentary trustees this behalf; and the said road and side tracks

United States circuit court for the southern
district of Illinois for the purpose of enfor
cing a mortgage lien upon the property and
railway of said company, extending from
Spn'ngﬁeid, Ill., to East St. Louis, Ill. The
material facts of the case, as set out in the
bill, and as disclosed by the record, are as
follows:
The Chicago, Springﬁeld & St. Louis Rail
road Company was incorporated January 17,
1883, under the general laws of Hlinols, to

build and operate a proposed line of rail
road from Springﬁeld to East St. Louis, in
that state. After surveying the route, and
designating the same on a map ﬁled in the
office of the company, and after securing cer
tain rights of way on the line of the road,
on March 3, 1883, it entered into a contract

with the Empire Construction Company, of
which one Wing was president and sole
stockholder, to build, ﬁnish, and equip the
Proposed railway of the Chicago, Springﬁeld

are to be built in manner and according to
the speciﬁcations and conditions following;
and the bridges, depots, water tanks, tum
tables, engines, and cars are to be those only
also hereinafter mentioned in the speciﬁca
tions."
Certain speciﬁcations were made a part of
the contract, but they need not be recited.
In consideration of the premises and of
the undertakings of the construction com
pany thus set forth, the railroad company
agreed to pay therefor, in its negotiable;
bonds to be issued thereafter, the amount ofg

$2,500,000, and $990,000 of its'capitai stock,
fully paid and nonassessable. The bonds were
to be secured by a trust deed or mortgage in
proper form, and duly executed by the com
pany, upon all its property, real or personal,
owned by it, or afterwards acquired, includ
ing its franchises of every kind. The con
struction company, its successors or assigns,
were to receive from the trustee 25 bonds, to

the amount of $25,000, and eighty shares of
capital stock, of the value of $8.000, as each

mile of the road was constructed and com
pleted, and on the chief engineer's certiﬁ

& St. Louis Railroad Company within a stip
ulated time. The contract provided as fol
alows:
g

"These articles of agreement,

made and

I entered into this'ihird (lay of March, A. D.
1883, by and between the Empire Construc
tion Company, a. corporation of the state of
Illinois, party of the ﬁrst part, and the Chi

0880, Springﬁeld & St. Louis Railroad Com
llfuly, a railroad corporation of the same

state. Party of the second part, witncsseth:

cate obtained therefor.
The contract further provided

that

the

construction company, its successors or
assigns, for the purpose of construction,
should have the right to the full and free
possession, use, and control of said railway,

equipment, and property of the railroad
company, as constructed. made. 01' furnished
under the agreement, or otherwise obtained,
together with the right to use and Operate
said railway in the name of the railroad
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company, under its franchises necessary
thereto, for the transportation of persons
and property, until the ﬁnal and ultimate
completion and acceptance of said railroad,
without charge therefor by the railroad
company, and, also, at its own cost, keep
said railroad in good repair and condition,
ordinary wear and tear excepted.
The contract further provided that, if at
any time a change of the route of the said
road was necessary to be made, it was
agreed that the some might be done on cer
tiﬁcate of the chief engineer, and approval
of the president of the construction com
pany, and thereupon all of the terms and
conditions of the contract as to said modi—
lied route were to be the same as agreed
in respect to the route then speciﬁed on the
map.
In pursuance of this contract, and under
proper authority of law, by vote of the
stockholders of the railroad company, its
board of directors was authorized to issue
bonds of the company in the sum of $2,500;
000 to pay for the building of the road, and
to execute to the Central Trust Company of
New York a mortgage upon all the proper
ties and franchises, which were particularly
described in the mortgage as follows:
38] "All and singular, the several pieces or par
' eels of land'forming the track or roadway of
said railroad company from a point on the
Gilman and Clinton branch of the Illinois
Central railway at the city of Springﬁeld, and
extending by way of Litchﬁeld and Mt.
Olive to the bridge junction at East St.
Louis, Illinois, a distance of about ninety
eight miles, passing through the towns of
Crow’s Mills, Pawnee, White Oak, Lltch
ileld, Mt. Olive, Alhambra, Nervine, Troy,
and Coliinsville, and being in or through the
counties of Sangamon, Montgomery, Ma
coupln, Madison, and St. Clair, whether the
same is now acquired and owned by said
railroad company, or may be hereafter ac
quired and owned by said company; also,
the railroad of said party of the ﬁrst part.
and any and all its branches thereof, and
any and all switches, and turnouts thereof,
together with all the rails, bridges, depots,
stations, station houses, section houses,
fences, and other structures and appurte.
nances thereto belonging, now owned by said

and all articles used in the construction,
replacing, and repairing thereof, together
with all the tools and materials, and {my
and all other property now owned, or ilt‘i'e.
after to be acquired by said party of the
ﬁrst part."
This mortgage was duly executed and
properly recorded, near that date, in the
several counties through which the railroad
was located, and was to be constructed.
The bonds secured thereby were 2500111
number, of the denomination of $1,000 each,
redeemable in gold May 1, 1913, with him
est-bearing coupons attached, payable ltllli
ennually at the American Exchange Natioimlg

Bank, New York. These bonds'wereclei1
livered to the trustee, to he by it clelivcmi
to the construction company in amounts at
25,000, on the certiﬁcate of the engineer
of the railroad company as each mile of the
road was completed, under and in accord
ance with the terms of the contract of the
construction company with the railroad com‘
pany; and, in addition to the bonds toiw
thus delivered, 80 shares of nonmsessniiic
stock of the railroad company, at the par
value of $8,000, were to be delivered to the
construction company upon the same condi
tions.
The construction company, under and in
pursuance of this contract, commenced thi
construction of the railroad, and in July, or
early in August, 1883, had completed two
miles of the road, and thereafter, in 00th
ber, 1883, received from the Central This!
Company, upon certificate of the chic! er

gineer of that fact, 50 of the mortar“
bonds.
These bond, so received by the 001mm
tion company, were deposited on November‘
5, 1883, by Wing, the representative 0! saw
company, with a trustee, as collateral sect

rity to secure the payment of the mm} of
$35,000, evidenced by the note of said “in;
and indorscd by Robert B. Wade for i111‘
accommodation of Wing and the said will
struction company. By the terms of tilt
pledge of these bonds the trustee was a!

thorized, upon the failure of Wing 0i‘ me ‘my
Struction company, to pay said note at mil-i
tul'ity, to sell said bonds, which sale it W25
agreed might be made without notice "

Wing or to the construction eomplml

railroad Colllilﬂllyt or that may hereafter

by express terms \Vade was to We

be constructed, completed, ﬁnished, acquit
ed, or owned by said company; also, all the

said sale as any other person. Delmmd ‘the

tolls, income, issues, and proﬁts and alien.

made upon Wing, at the maturity "I d“,
and thereupon
note,
to pay the the
same,
trustee
whichholding
110 failedthe'0 u

able franchises of said party of the ﬁrst
part. connected with its railroad, or relating

‘I

same power or privilege of Purchasing;

thereto. including its rights and franchises

lateral, on due notice of time, lilace'wm

as a corporation; and also, all and singular,

terms of sale, sold the bonds- “@7860,
purchased by the testamentary ‘Tu-‘team

‘119 Property 01 W01? kind hereinafter men

Wade, he having died in the meant“,

tioned, whether now owned. or that may
hereafter be atquired and owned by said
railroad company; that is to say, all the

for the sum of $20.000, which "mm‘fe W

rolling Stock of every description, all the ma

viously confessed by Wing, and the u ‘M,

chine

of the indebtedness was subsellimaug W
lected by process of law. Under

shops,

car

shops,

and

blacksmith

shops, all the machinery, stationary engines,

credited upon a judgment on the Wbgmw
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chase the appellants became the holders of
the bonds.
These bonds, amounting to $50,000, were
0' all that were ever'actually issued under the
abovedcscrihed mortgage of the Chicago,
Springﬁeld & St. Louis Railroad Company,
for, while the construction company graded
considerable portions of the road, and ac
quired for the railroad company rights of
\ray throughout a large part, if not the en
tire route, it failed to complete any other
mile or miles of the road so as to become
entitled to additional bonds.
In April, 1885, the railroad company be
coming satisﬁed that the construction com
pany was unable to execute its contract.
or would fail to perform the same, the
stockholders authorized its board of direct
ors to "make such arrangements with said
company or other parties as will secure
the construction of this road, and preserve
the rights of all parties interested. and that
they be authorized to modify or change said
contract, or make a new contract with the
‘u'SGﬁirn'’rilnl-i“ l
Empire Construction Company, if they think
necessary to secure the building of this road,
maintaining legal rights of all parties con
cerned; and. upon the surrender of all out
standing bonds. said directors may satisfy
the present mortgage, and issue new bonds,
and secure same by mortgage on the prop
erty and franchises of this road."
Acting under this authority, the railroad
company, on April 29, 1885, entered into a
new contract with the construction com
pany, which need not, however, be specially
noticed. as it was vacated and canceled on
.\lay 23, 1885, in compliance with the re
quest of said construction company.
aswr-ﬂ—i
Wing, who was the chic! promotor of the
Chicago, Springfield & St. Louis Railroad
Company, and the scle stockholder and
owner of the Empire Construction Com
pany, after suspending operations under the
contract or the latter with the railroad com
pany, organized and caused to be incor
4-—-—n_w=.‘
porated on May 10, 1885, the St. Louis &
Chicago Railway Company. This company
was incorporated to construct a. railroad
from Ilitchticld to Springﬁeld in Illinois,
on the line of the Chicago, Springﬁeld &
St. Louis Railroad Company; and on May
‘QI'Iu ER-—J=‘rH~»I Y.'FI.Mn-s

‘333

36. 1885. a. few days after the organization
of the new company, and after

the con

..struction company had been released from
Sfits contract with the Chicago, Springﬁeld
‘8: St. Louis Railroad'Company, the said
construction company, by Wing. as its presi
dent, conve'cd and transferred to H. H.
Cooley & Co., a ﬁrm composed of a brother
and a brotherin-law of Wing, for the con
sidcration of $142,015.11, the following-do
scribed property: All right of way acquired
by the Empire Construction Company for the
Chicago, Springﬁeld & St. Louis Railroad
Company between Litchﬁeld, Ill., and Spring
ﬁeld, 111.. estimated, as per voucher, to be of

the value of $4,785.40; all cross-ties between
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Litchﬁeld and Springﬁeld, 111., on the side
(site) of survey made for the Chicago.
Springﬁeld & St. Louis Railroad Company.
estimated, per voucher, to be 01‘. the value
of $2,540; all embankments, excavations,
trestlework, tiling, and all other work done
in the building and construction of a rail
road on the line of survey between Litch
ﬁeld and Springﬁeld, 111., done and con
structed by the Empire Construction Com
pany, estimated, per voucher, to be of the
value of $72,134.22; all contracts for right
of way guarantied the Empire Construction
Company for the Chicago-Springﬁeld Rail
road Company, estimated, per voucher, at
the sum of $10,000; all right of way con
tracted for the Chicago, Springﬁeld & St.
Louis Railroad Company by the Empire
Construction Company, estimated, per vouch
er, at the sum of $12,000; all right of way
in Litchﬁeld acquired by the Empire Con
struction Company for the right of way
for the Chicago, Springﬁeld & St. Louis
Railroad Company, estimated to be of the
value of $10,000; all engineering services
and engineering in tile construction, location.
surveys, estimates. and superintcndence of
construction in the work done between
Litchtield and Springﬁeld, Ill., estimated.
as per voucher, at $4,672.93; all estimates.
rights, and advantages accrued to the Em
pire Construction Company by reason of
any contract heretofore existing. and all
rights in the Empire Construction Com
pany resulting from work done, material
furnished, money expended, and included
in the term "miscellaneous." as per vouchers.
$16,876.56; all surveys. contracts, proﬁles.
books. and all property belonging to the
Empire Construction Company, except thatu
of like nature as above enumerated, on the»
line of the Chicago, Springﬁeld 8: StJLOuIs?
Railroad Company south of the line of the
Indianapolis & St. Louis Railroad Company.
This conveyance was duly recorded in
Montgomery county, 111., May 27, 1885. On
the same day the above conveyance was
executed. H. H. Cooley & Co., by deed duly
recorded in Montgomery county, 111., trans
ferred the same property to the St. Louis
& Chicago Railway Company in considera
tion of one dollar, and ot a contract entered
into that day by H. H. Cooley & Co. with
the St. Louis & Chicago Railway Company

to build a line of railroad north from Litch
ﬁeld to Springtleld,-a distance of about 45
miles. This road was completed in 1886
on the same line. substantially, as that sur
veyed for the Chicago, Springﬁeld & St.
Louis Railroad Company, and described in
the conveyance of the Empire Construction
Company to H. H. Cooley & Co. The St.
Louis & Chicago Railway Company, on July
1, 18%, executed a mortgage to the Mercan
tile Trust Company of New York to secure
an issue of its bonds to the amolmt of
$500,000, which bonds were put in circula
tion, and are outstanding. The mortgage
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securing the bonds was duly recorded in
011011 of the counties through which the said
railroad extended.
It further appears from the record, and
the ﬁndings of fact in the decree of the
court below, that on June 12, 1886, the
Empire Construction Company conveyed to
the said ﬁrm of H. H. Cooley 8: Co., for the
express consideration of $5,000, all the real
estate and personal property, rights, and
easements acquired by said construction
company for the Chicago, Springﬁeld & St.
Louis Railroad Company south ot the In
dianapolis & St. Louis Railway, and between
Litchﬁeld and Alhambra, 111., over the line
surveyed, and on the rights of way acquired,
for the Chicago, Springﬁeld & St. Louis
Railroad Company, together with all em
bankments, excavations,‘ trestlework, and
all other work done in the building and
construction of a railroad on the line at
said Chicago, Springﬁeld & St. Louis Rail
road Company south of Litchﬁeld; and on
°the same date, June 12, 1886, the ﬁrm of
gCooley & Co., for the expressed considera
' tion or $75,000, conveyed ‘the same prop
erty and rights to the Litchﬁeld 8: St.
Louis Railway Company, which the said
Wing and associates also organized and in
corporated, under the laws of Illinois, for
the purpose of completing the road of the
Chicago, Springﬁeld & St. Louis Railroad
Company between Lltchﬁeld and East St.
Louis. This line was constructed between

Lltchﬂeld and Mt. Olive, :1 distance or about
10 miles, but the new corporation appro
priated the rights acquired for the Chicago,
Springﬁeld & St. Louis Railroad Company
between Litchﬁeld and Alhambra. The
Litchﬁeld & St. Louis Railway Company
executed a mortgage to the Central Trust
Company of New York for the purpose of
securing $200,000 of bonds. It is claimed
by the complainants that this mortgage was

canceled and discharged. but that does not
distinctly appear from the record, and is
not deemed material, in the view we take
of the case.
The Central Trust Company, as trustee of
the mortgage of the Chicago, Springﬁeld &
St. Louis Railroad Company, executed in
1883, and also as trustee of the mortgage

same, and the interest coupons thereto M.
tached, which matured May 1, 1834, and
all interest coupons maturing since that
date.

The bill was answered by the three nil
road companies, viz. the Chicago, spring
ﬁeld & St. Louis Railroad Company, the St
Louis & Chicago Railway Company, and the
Litchﬁeld & St. Louis Railway Company.
Each of the companies admitted in its sep,

arate answer the execution of the vuriousf;
‘mortgages; that complainants were the;
holders of the 50 mortgage bonds issued by
the Chicago, Springﬁeld 8: St. Louis Rail
road Company; that said company had
made default in the payment of the bonds
and coupons, as stated in the bill; and that
said railroad company was insolvent; but
they each denied that any or the insolvent
company's property was in the possession
ot the other defendants.
The Central Trust Company, in its an
swer, admitted that the complainants had
applied to it to ﬁle a bill to foreclose tho
mortgage made by the Chicago, Springﬁeld
& St. Louis Railroad Company, and that i!
had refused to do so, and declared its pur
pose of resigning its trusteeship under both
of the mortgages aforesaid; that before the
actual commencement of this suit it re
signed its trusteeship under each of these
mortgages, and that the reasons for so do
ing were that it was advised by counsel
that, owing to its trust relation to holders

oi‘. bonds secured by each mortgage, ii W511!
not to take part, on behalf of one or the
other, in any controversy between will
bondholders; and that the rights of the

complainants could be fully protected 1“
any suit or suits brought by said complain‘
ants in their own names.

The answer of the Mercantile Trust Com
pany admitted the execution of the not

gage to it of the St. Louis & Chicago Ra"
way Company, but denied that it mailed
the trust therein with notice and sablect i"
the prior rights of the complainants ashold

ers or the 50 bonds of the Chicago, slim?

ﬁeld & St. Louis Railroad company: and’
as to other allegations of the b111, 1H1"

swered that it had no knowledge 0' "11°"
mation.

Proofs were taken upon ‘he ‘55w mus
{5
made,
1889, rendered
and the its
court
decision
below.in 011
the Preuls ‘

of the Litchﬁeld & St. Louis Railway Com
pany, executed in 1886. when applied to by
the complainants, declined to institute 101-9.
closure proceedings upon the ﬁrst mortgage,

dismissing the bill as to the Si. Ila-“Sm

and thereupon the complainants ﬁled their
bill making the three above-described rail

Chicago Railway Company. and "5 d M
the Mercantile
and
adjudged that
Trustthe
Company,
defendant
and "gem
°‘

road companies, and the trustees of the
mortgages executed by them, respectively,
defendants to the bill. The complainants
claim that under the foregoing facts the
50 bonds held by them are a lien upon the
entire line originally surveyed, and pal-tinny

cmmn'llcted, for the Chicago, Springﬁeld &

cago, Springﬁeld 8-. St. Louis Ell-umt we

Dally. or some one in its 1161111111 PM“; o!
complainants, within 90 day!’ me n M
$22,976.09,
being the said 51111! of 5-0‘(W

tor which said bonds were bid of! béemn

nlainants. and 6 per cent" mmmstbemmi,

Si‘ Louis Railroad Company. by which said

‘until paid, with costs oi.’ the suit to

bonds were issued. and that said company

and that in default of said Pill’me

had made demult in the payment 01 the

right, title, interest, and equity °‘ "dew
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tion of said Chicago, Springﬁeld & St Louis
Railroad Company, and of the Lltchﬂeld &
St. Louis Railway Company, and the St.
Louis & Chicago Railway Company, in and
to that portion of the property described
in said mortgage, and lying south of the
Indianapolis & St. Louis Railroad, originally
surveyed and laid out for the Chicago,
Springﬁeld 6: St. Louis Railroad Company,
(which is specially descrlbed,) be sold by a
special master, without any equity of re
demption, and that out of the proceeds of
said sales, atter the payment of costs and
expenses attending the execution of the de
cree, the complainants be paid the amount
decreed, with interest thereon at the rate
of 6 per cent. from the date of the decree.
After this decree was passed the American
Loan & Trust Company made application to
intervene in the case as a trustee under a
mortgage made April 1, 1887, by the St.
Louis & Chicago Railway Company, to
secure bonds to the amount of $1,100,000,
which the intervener claimed was a lien on
that portion of the railroad line and prop
erty south oi‘ Litchﬂeid, on which the deci

sion of the court below had awarded a lien
to the complainants. This application of the
American Loan & Trust Company was al
lowed, and by order of the court it was
"made a defendant to this cause, with all
rights of exceptions, appeal, and the prose
cution of writs of error; the said American
Loan & Trust Company hereby entering its
appearance, and adopting and accepting the
answer of the defendant the Chicago, Spring
ﬁeld 8: St. Louis Railroad Company as its
answer herein, and agreeing that the replica

tion to said answer heretofore ﬂied shall
stand as the replication to said answer as
adopted by said American Loan 8: Trust
Company; and it being further provided
that this order shall not make it necessary
to retake any of the evidence in this cause,
or to set aside any interlocutory proceedings

0 or orders heretofore had or entered therein."
9.‘: It appears from the proof that pending
' complainants‘ suit'the St. Louis & Chicago
Railway Company had in some way acquir
ed or been consolidated with the Litchtield

& St. Louis Railway Company, and that the
mortgage to the American Loan & Trust
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existence of the American Loan & Trust
Company having terminated during the
pendency of these appeals, Dallas B. Pratt
was substituted as trustee, and by order of
this court has become a party to the record,
in place of his predecessor in the trust.
The testimony clearly establishes that the
completed road south of Litchﬁeld, to Mt.
Olive, was the same road surveyed. located,
and mapped for the Chicago, Springﬁeld &
St. Louis Railroad Company, which was
located over the right of way acquired part
ly by the railroad company, and partly by
the construction company, under contract,
for the railroad company. The court below
found, as the proof clearly establishes, that
“the Litchﬁeld & St. Louis Railway Com
pany took possession of the said uncomplet
ed line of railroad, and mingled other work
and material therewith, and upon a survey
made, and in accordance with plats and pro
ﬁles thereto made, for the Chicago, Spring
field & St. Louis Railroad Company, did
complete a line of railroad from Litchﬁeld
to Mt. Olive, Ill., and did also appropriate
the rights acquired by and for the Chicago,
Springﬁeld & St. Louis Railroad Company
between Mt. Olive and Alhambra, 111."
It is further established by the proof that
the defendant the St. Louis 8: Chicago Rail-s
way Company built and constructed'its road.
a distance of about 18 miles on that portion
of the line of the Chicago, Springﬁeld & St.
Louis Railroad north of Litcirﬁeld, on the
surveyed route and located line, and upon
rights of way which had been theretofore
acquired by and for the latter road. The
rest of the line of the St. Louis & Chicago
Railway to Springﬁeld, while slightly diver
gent from the line of the Chicago, Spring
ﬁeld & St. Louis Railroad, was substantially
the same, so that there is no practical dif
ference between those portions of the line,

either north or south of Litchﬁeld.
It is further clearly established by the
recitals in the conveyances made by the
Empire Construction Company to H. H.
Cooley & Co.. and from said ﬁrm to the St.
Louis & Chicago Railway Company, and to
the Litchﬂeld & St Louis Railway Corn
oany,—all of which conveyances were duly
recorded,—that the newly-organized railway

Company covered the whole line, both north

companies, and their mortgagees, were af

and south of Litehiield.

fected with full notice of the rights, prop
er'les, and interests which the Chicago,
Springﬁeld & St. Louis Railroad Company
had in, to, and over the lines of road which
the newly-organized roads completed under

The complainants appeal from so much of
the decree of the circuit court as denied
them a recovery upon the entire issue of

bonds held by them, $50,000 and interest,
and in denying them a prior lien upon the

their contracts with Cooley & Co., as the

entire line of railroad, described in the bill

successors or assignees of the Empire Con

as extending from Springﬁeld to East St.

struction Company.
It is clear, therefore, that the St. Louis 8:
Chicago Railway Company and the Liech
tield & St. Louis Railway Company must be
held to occupy. in respect to the complain
ants, the same position which H. H. Cooley
& Co. and the Empire Construction Com
pany would have occupied if the roads in

Louis; and

the

American

Loan &

Trust

Company appeal from so much of the decree
as awarded complainants

a lien for $22,

976.59 on the Litchﬂeld & St. Louis branch
of the road, lying south of Litchiield.

These

constitute, in substance, the errors assigned
by the respective appellants.

v.13s.c.—57

The corporate
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question had been completed by either of
them without the organization or incorpora
tion of the two railroad companies which
now claim and assert title to said lines of
railway. Being charged with full notice and
knowledge of the fact that the lines which
they were completing belonged to the Chi
cago, Springiield & St. Louis Railroad Corn
pany, and with the further notice that that
company had issued and put in circulation,
for value, $50,000 in bonds. secured by its
mortgage of 1883, they must be held to have
acquired and to hold their rights in said
F‘lines in subordination to the rights of com
:‘bplalnants. It may be true that all the rights
' of way,‘ easements, embankments, and ap
purtenances which the Empire Construction
Company acquired for the Chicago, Spring
ﬁeld & St. Louis Railroad Company under
the contract between those parties did not
invest that railroad company with a perfect
legal title thereto: but it cannot be ques
tioned that all the rights thus acquired con
ferred upon or gave to the Chicago, Spring
ﬁeld & St. Louis Railroad Company an equi
table title and interest therein which would
be covered by the “after-acquired clause”
of its mortgage, and that the construction
company had no right to transfer such in
terests over to third parties, especially as
against the bonds in question, which the
railroad company had issued for value, and
the construction company had put in circu
lation.
The uafter-acquired clause" in the mort
gage of the Chicago, Springﬁeld & St. Louis
Railroad Company, under the decisions or
this court, covers all acquisitions made to
that property by either the construction com
pany, or others acquiring rights under it.
Dunham v. Railroad 00.. 1 Wall. 254; Gal
veston Railroad Co. v. Cowdrey, 11 Wall.
469; Porter v. Steel Co., 122 U. S. 267, 7
Sup. Ct. Rep. 1206: Railroad Co. v. Hamii~
ton, 134 U. S. 296, 10 Sup. Ct. Rep. 546;
Trust Co. v. Kneeiand, 138 U. S. 414, 11
Sup. Ct. Rep. 357. In this latter case it
was held that the “after-acquired property
clause" of a mortgage will cover, not only
legal acquisitions, but all equitable rights
and interests subsequently acquired by or for
the mortgagor.
If the two newly-organized corporations,
which have appropriated the line of road,
rights of way, and easements of the Chi
cago, Springﬁeld & St. Louis Railroad Com
pany, had taken their transfers directly from
the latter, it would admit of no question
that the lien of complainants’ bonds would
extend over the whole line; and this result
is not, and cannot be, changed by the fact

that they have acquired their rights through
the intervention and conveyances of the Em

them in full notice of the rights of the hﬂpy
company, and also of the rights of its mort

gagee.

Joy v. St. Louis, 138 U. S. 1,11

Sup. Ct. Rep. 243.

‘a

‘It cannot be assumed, therefore, that on.’
St. Louis & Chicago and the Litchﬁeltlk
St. Louis Railway Companies, or their moa
gagecs, are such bona ﬁtle transferee or
purchasers for value of the partially our
structed Chicago, Springﬁeld & St Louis
Railroad as to cut oil’ the rights or
bondholders secured by the prior mortgage
of the latter company. Their acquisition!
of the rights and interests of the Chicago.
Springﬁeld & St. Louis Railroad Company
have in no way displaced the lien of coin
plainants’ mortgage, which had previously
attached, not only to all of said partially
constructed road, but to all accessions which
might be made thereto, either by the mart
gﬂgor, or others succeeding to its rights
Under the facts in this case the newly
organized railway companies are, in legal
effect, the successors of the Chicago, Spring
ﬁeld & St. Louis Railroad Company, cum
onere, and the mortgage lien held by the
complainants upon the franchises and all
property acquired in completing their mort
gagor‘s railroad between the original ter
mini, whether by itself or its succossol'ﬁ fl‘
mains in full force. It follows, thereiore.
that the decree of the court below wiser
roneous in limiting the complainants to a
lien on that portion of the road lying south
of Litchﬁeld, completed in the name 0! ill?

Litc-hiield & St. Louis Railway Commi
The same principles and consideration \ihith
entitle the complainants to a lien on tin!

portion of the road lying south 01 Lilcllﬁ?“

apply with equal force to the linell’iﬂii ""1111
of Litchﬁeld; and under the facts at iii?
case, as already stated, they 51mm ha"
had their lien declared upon that Portion °1
the railroad north, as well as south. of Hid!
ﬂeld. The complainants’ lien has a @161"
and undoubted priority over the lieu of tilt
mortgage executed by the St. Louis & W
cago Railway Company to the Amend“

Loan & Trust Company on Aill'il 1‘ 1387'“
that mortgage was executed new" I!“

after
The the
remaining
ﬁling ofquestion
complainants‘
to be muPM“
is whether complainants are entitled in:
decree for the full amount of their bowl:

and interest, instead or the Price they Pgvil
therefor‘ when the bonds were sold 1111?:
pledge made by Wing, president of the ‘ism

struction company. The pleadings do!!!”
raise the question as to whether rompt or

ants were entitled to the full amouim
their bonds. There was no issue 9mm“
on that question; and it was not P ‘

therefore, on the proof, even if ‘119 pow
had warranted it, to have reduced '11“? ‘M
plainants' claim to the amount wh der m
paid for the bonds when sold "1‘

pn'e Construction Company to Cooley & 00.,
and by that iirru to the newly-organized
'"imllanics, as those conveyances, together
with the mortgage of the Chicago, Spring

Pledge thereof.

ﬁeld & St. Louis Railroad Company, put

cut-mes m the hands of the mm“

The bonds were if“
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protection of Wade as accommodation in
1'1!!!
55"‘
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dorser for Wing, or the construction cour
pany, by whom they were pledged, and the
piedgee or purchaser thereunder succeeded
to the rights of the pledgor; and upon no
principle could such purchaser, as against
the maker. be restricted to what he might
pay for the bonds. Negotiable securities,
once put in circulation for value, may he
transferred for less than their face, but the
maker, and those claiming under him, cam
not limit the right of a subsequent holder
to a recovery of what he may have paid
therefor.
In the case of Cromwell v. County of Sac,

96 U. S. 51, 59, 60, in which it was held that
the holder of such negotiable securities, reg
ularly issued, is not limited to the amount
which he may have paid therefor, it is said
by the court, speaking by Mr. Justice Field:
“We are of opinion that a purchaser of a
negotiable security before maturity, in cases
where he is not personally chargeable with
fraud, is entitled to recover its full amount
against its maker, though he may have paid
less than its par value, whatever may have
been its original inﬁrmity. We are aware of
numerous decisions in conﬂict with this view
of the law; but we think the sormder rule,
and one in consonance with the common un
derstanding and usage of commerce, is that
the purchaser, at whatever price, takes the
benefit of the entire obligation of the maker.
Public securities, and those of private cor
porations, are constantly ﬂuctuating in price
in the market,—one day being above par,
curd the next below it, and often passing,
within short periods, from one half of their

nominal to their full value.

Indeed, all sales

q of such securities are made with reference to
gprlces current in the market, and not with
' reference to their'par value. It would in
troduce, therefore, inconceivable confusion if
bona tide purchasers in the market were re
stricted in their claims upon such securities
to the sums they had paid for them."
The same general principle is held in Fowl
er v. Strickland, 107 Mass. 552; Moore v.
Baird, 30 Pa. St. 138; Bange v. Flint, 25 Wis.
544; Bank of Michigan v. Green, 33 Iowa.
140; Baily v. Smith, 14 Ohio St. 396. By
the decisive weight of authority in this coun
try. where negotiable paper has been put in
circulation, and there is no inﬁrmity or de

trinse between the antecedent parties there
to, a purchaser of such securities is entitled
to recover thereon, as against the maker, the
whole amount, irrespective of what he may
have paid therefor.
This was the position occupied by the com
plainants in respect to the bonds in question,
which were regularly issued for value, and
constituted bona tide debts against the mort
Sager in the hands of Wade, or of the con

struction company before they were pledged.
The testimony in respect to that pledge,
and the price at which the complainants pur
chased the bonds, was objected to as incom
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potent, and it should have been excluded
on two grounds: First, because there was
nothing in the pleadings to warrant its in
troduorion; and, secondly, because nothing
disclosed thereby authorized the scaling of
the bonds. as was done by the decree. We
are therefore of opinion that the decree was
wrong in limiting complainants‘ right of re
covery to the amount, and interest thereon,
for which they purchased the bonds.
It is urged on behalf of Pratt that the prin
cipal of the bonds was not due; but in be
coming a party to the cause the American
Loan & Trust Company (to whose rights
Pratt has succeeded) was required to adopt,
and did adopt, the answer of the Chicago,
Springﬁeld & St. Louis Railroad Company,
which admitted by its answer that it was in
default in the payment of the bonds, and a
similar admission was made by the St. Louis
& Chicago Railway Company, under whose
mortgage said trustee claims his rights were
acquired. But, aside from this, it is by no:

means certain, under the terms'of the Chi-'5
cago, Springﬁeld 8:. St. Louis Railroad Com‘
pany's mortgage, that the complainants did
not have the right to foreclose, both for
principal and for interest on their bonds.
This mortgage contained the provision
"that, upon default made in the payment of
either interest or principal upon any one
hundred of said bonds for the period of sixty
days, then each and all of said bonds shall he_
come absolutely due, at the option of the
majority in interest of the holders of said
one hundred bonds in default; and, upon de
cree rendered as aforesaid. judgment shall
be made for the whole of said indebtedness
thus due upon default of the part of said in
debtedness, as if all were absolutely due ac
cording to the terms of said bond." It was
further provided that in the event of a. sale
the proceeds thereof, after defraying expens
es incident thereto, should be applied in pay
ing the several holders of the then outstand'
ing bonds and coupons, secured by the mort
gage. the amount of principal and interest
which might be due and unpaid, and, in case
of a deﬁciency in the fund to pay the same in
full, then to distribute the fund pro rata
among such holders. But, the defendants
having admitted that the bonds were in de
fault, we do not feel disposed, in view of the
fact that $50,000 constituted the entire is
sue, to reverse or modify ‘the decree on the
doubtful point as to whether the principal
of the bonds, under the terms of the mort
gage, could properly be treated as due.
Our conclusion is that there is no error in
the decree of the circuit court. of which the
American Loan & Trust Company, or its sue
cessor. Pratt, can complain; and further, that
the decree of the circuit court was erroneous
in not allowing the complainants the full
amount of their bonds, and in not declaring
said bonds a lien upon the entire line of com

pleted road from Springﬁeld to Mt. Olive.
The decree is accordingly reversed. in thin
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respect, and the cause remanded to the cir
cult court with directions to enter a decree
in conformity with this opinion, and it is
accordingly so ordered.
Mr. Justice FIELD did not sit in this case,
and took no part in its decision.

‘149 U. S. 298)
MOSES et ai. v. NATIONAL BANK OF
LAWRENCE COUNTY.
(May 10, 1893.)
No. 166.
Srn'u’ra or Fnsuns — Gusmm'rr or NEGOTXABLI
INSTRUMBXTS—PLEADlNG.
1. Though Code Ala. 1887, Q 1732, pro
vides that a special promise to answer for the
debt of another is void “unless such agree
ment
expressing the consideration is
in writing," etc., a uaranty of a negotiable
note written by a
ird person on the_ note
before its delivery need express no considera
tion, for the guaranty requires no other con
sideration than that which the note on its
face implies to have passed between the orig
inal arties.
. It is otherwise, however, when the
uaranty is written on the note after it has
geen delivered and has taken effect as a con
tract1 for the
aranty then requires a drs~
tinct consideration to support it, and must,
under the Alabama statute, express such con—
sideration.
3. The validity and eﬁect of such a
guaranty made in Alabama is governed by
the statute of frauds of that state when sued
on in the federal courts; for that statute is
such a law of the state as has been declared

1887, the Shethcld Furnace Company, u
Alabama corporation, made a pmmimq
note for $12,111.51, payable to its own 0rd“

four months after date at the banking house
of Moses Bros. in Montgomery; 11m M.
temporaneously with the making 01th,
note, and before its delivery or negotjg.
tion1 and in order to give it credit and
currency, its payment at maturity was gun
antled by the defendants, for a valuable
consideration, by an lndorsement In Writing
on the note in these words, “We hereby
guaranty the payment of the note at un
turity," signed by the defendants, and which.

was intended by them to induce, and wblcbé
in fact induced, James P. Wltherow and‘tlh
others to whom the note and guaranty
were offered for negotiation and sale, to
take the note and guaranty, and to we
value therefor; that the note, with tho
guaranty thereon, was before its maturity
duly indorsed for value by the Sheﬂleld
Furnace Company to the order of Withe
row; that afterwards, and before the ma
tnrlty of the note and guaranty, \Vltherow
indorsed the note, guarantied as sfolesald
to the plaintiff for value; that afterwards
and before the maturity of the note and
guaranty, the defendants indorsed in whi
ing on the note their waiver of protest
and notice; that the note was not paid a

maturity, and that the note and gum‘!
remained unpaid, and the property of the
plaintiff.

to be a. rule of decision in _the courts of the

The defendants pleaded 12 pleas, of which

United States by the judiciary act of 1789,
(Rev. St. 5 721.)
4. Where, in a suit on such a guaranty
the defendant pleads specially the statute of
frauds, his right to a review of a ruling sus
taining 11 demurrer to such pleas is not prej
udiced by the fact that he might have avail

the only ones material to be stated was
as follows:
Fourth. That the guaranty sued on W”
a special promise to answer for the debtor

ed himself of the same defense under the gen

tion for the promise,

eral issue, which he did not plead: for under
Code Ala. 5 2675, he had the right to rely on
his special pleas. _
.The suggestion of counsel that by the
practice in Alabama the entry of an appear
ance of counsel for the defendant was equiva
lent to ﬁling a plea of the general issue is
too novel to be accepted by the su reme court
of the United States without proo , especially
wlhen the record shows a number of special
p 99.5.
In error to the circuit court of the United
States for the middle district of Alabama.
This was an action by the National Bank
of Lawrence county against H. 0. Moses,
M. L. Moses, Alfred H. Moses, 0. 0. Nelson,
and J. R. Adams on a guaranty. There was
a judgment for plaintiff, and defendants
bring error. Reversed.
Statement by Mr. Justice GRAY:
This was an action, brought April 16,
1888, by a national bank, organized under
the acts of congress, and doing business in
and a citizen of Pennsylvania, against six
persons, citizens of Alabama, and residing
in the middle district of Alabama, to recover
the amount due on a guaranty of a prom
issory note.
The complaint alleged that on August 15,

another, and did not express any Wllsldm‘

Fifth. That the note was given by he
Sheffield Furnace Company for a debt ow

ing to Witherow before it was made-1nd
was not founded upon a consideration him
or liability seemed at the time of the mhh
ing thereof, and the guaranty W88 without
any consideration.

Eighth. That the Shetlield Furnace Com
pany paid the debt sued on to William!

before this action was comhwlweii

Twelfth. That the guaranty sued °n “Q;
a special promise to answer for the d9
of another, and did not express ‘m we:
slderation therefor, and was not emu‘
contemporaneously with, nor before the 11¢“

gotiation of, the note of which 1‘ m
untied the payment.

The plaintiff demurred to the fourth all‘
fifth pleas, because they did not deny

the defendants indorsed the glmm'my “91::
the note contemporaneously ‘vim "5 0:90,.
tion and before any negotiation them'
and also demurred to these plea-5' “9 not

as to the twelfth, because they may,
deny that the defendants indorsed i112],on m
anty upon the note before its 119$“: mm,
the plaintiff and in order to Em
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and currency, nor allege that the plaintiﬂ.’
had notice of any want of consideration for

9 the guaranty.
5° ‘To the eighth plea

was

Wltherow, the ﬁrst taker. Lea v. Bank, 8

ﬁled, alleging that the plaintiff became the
owner of the note for a valuable considera
tion before maturity, and that no part
thereof had ever been paid to the plaintiif. or
to any one authorized by the plaintiff to re

Port. (Ala.) 119; Little v. Rogers. 1 Metc.
(Mass) 108; Hooper v. Williams, 2 Exch. 13;

a

replication

ceive it. To this replication the defendants
demurred.
The court sustained the demurrers to the
pleas, and overruled the demurrer to the rep
lication.

Issue was then joined on the eighth plea.
and the replication thereto, and a trial by
jury was had upon that issue, at which the
plaintitf gave in evidence the note, purport
ing to be "for value received," and the
following indorsements thereon, in the order
in which they appeared upon the note: First.
"Pay to the order of J. P. Witherow," sign
ed by the Sheﬂleld Furnace Company.
Second. An indorsement in blank by With
erow. Third. "We hereby guaranty the pay
ment of this note at maturity," signed
by the defendants. Fourth. Another blank
indorsement by Witherow under the guar
anty. No other evidence was introduced.
Thereupon the court instructed the jury to
render a. verdict for the piaintiif for the
amount sued for, with interest. A verdict
was returned accordingly, and the defend
ants, having duly excepted to the evidence

and to the instruction, tendered a bill of ex

5:‘:11:
529!“

upon its lndorsement and delivery by the
maker, the Sheﬂield Furnace Company, to

ceptions, and sued out this writ r1.‘ error.
John D. Roquemore and W.
A. Gunter,
for plaintiffs in error. Henry B.
Tompkins,
for defendant in error.

a
o
9 ‘Mr Justice GRAY, after stating the facts
in the foregoing language, delivered the
opinion of the court.
By the statute of frauds of Alabama a
special promise to answer for the debt, de
fault, or miscarriage of another is void,
"unless such agreement, or some note or
memorandum thereof, expressing the con
sideration," is in writing, and subscribed by
or in behalf of the party to be charged.
Coue Ala. 1887, § 1732. The words “value
rcccived." or acknowledging the receipt of
one dollar, suﬂiciently express a considera
tion. Neal v. Smith, 5 Ala. 568; Bolling v.
Munchus, 65 Ala. 558.
Every negotiable promissory note, even if
not purporting to be “for value received,”
imports a consideration.
Mandeviile v.
Welch, 5
Wheat. 277; Page v. Bank, 7
Wheat. 35; Townsend v. Derby, 3 iiietc.

(Mass-l 863. And the lndorsement of such a
note is itself prima facie evidence of having
been made for value. Riddle v. Mandeville,

5 Crunch, 322, 332.
The promissory note in the case at bar,
having been made payable to the maker's
Own order, ﬁrst took etfect as a contract

Brown v. De Winton, 6 C. B. 336.

n

A guaranty of the payment of a negotiablee
promissory'note, written by a third person::
upon the note before its delivery, requires
no other consideration to support it, and
need express none other, (even where the

law

requires

the

consideration

of

the

guaranty to be expressed in writing,) than the
consideration which the note upon its face
implies to have passed between the original
parties. Leonard v. Vredenbur , 8 Johns.

29; D’Wolf v. Rabaud, 1 Pet. 476, 501, 502;
Nelson v. Boynton, 3 Metc. (Mass) 396, 400,

401; Bickford v. Gibbs, 8 Cush. 154; Nabb
v. Koontz, 17 Md. 283; Parkhurst v. Vail, 73
Ill. 343.
The demurrers to the fourth and ﬁfth
pleas, therefore, were lightly sustained.
But a guaranty written upon a promls~
sory note, after the note has been delivered
and taken eﬂ’ect as a. contract. requires a
distinct consideration to support it; and, if
such a guaranty does not express any con
sideratlon, it is void, where the statute of
frauds, as in Alabama, requires the consid
eradon to be expressed in writing. Leonard
v. Vredenburg, and other cases, above cited;
Rigby v. Norwood, 34 Ala. 129.
The demurrer to the twelfth plea, there
fore, should have been overruled, and judg
ment rendered thereon for the defendant,
unless the court saw ﬁt to permit the
plaintiff to ﬁle a replication to that plea.
It was argued in behalf of the original
plaintiff’ that the validity and eil'ect of the
guaranty must be governed by the general
commercial law. without regard to any
statute of Alabama. But there can be no
doubt that the statute of frauds, even as
applied to commercial instruments, is such
a law of the state as has been declared by
congress to be a rule of decision in the courts
of the United States. Act Sept. 24, 1789,

c. 20, § 34, (1 Stat 92;)

Rev. St. § 721;

Mandevllle v. Riddle, 1 Cranch, 290, and 5
Cranch, 322; D'Wolf v. Rabaud, 1 Pet. 476;
Kh-kman v. Hamilton, 6 Pet. 20; Brashear v.

West, 7 Pet. 608; Paine v. Railroad 00., 118
U. S. 152, 161, 6 Sup. Ct. Rep. 1019.
It was also contended that the order sus
taining the demurrers, if erroneous, did not
prejudice the defendant, because he mightq

have availed himself of the defense of meg
statute of ‘frauds under the general issue.‘
That might have been true, if he had plead
ed the general issue. Kannady v. Lambert,
37 Ala. 57; Poilak v. Association, 128 U. S.
4-16, 9 Sup. Ct. Rep. 119. But he did not
plead it, and had the right to rely on his
special pleas only. Code Ala. § 2675.
The suggestion of counsel mat by the
practice in Alabama the entry of an appear

ance of counsel

for

the

defendant

was
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equivalent to ﬁling a plea of the general
issue, is too novel to be accepted without
proof, and seems inconsistent with Grigg v.
Gilmer, 54 Ala. 425. If the record did not
show what the pleadings were, it might be
presumed that the general issue
was
pleaded. May v. Sharpe, 49 Ala. 140; Hatch
ctt v. Molten, 76 Ala. 410. But in this
case 12 pleas are set forth in the record, and
it cannot be assumed that there was any

any element pt‘ contract. plaintiff's delay in
take any action upon it or more than it
years i such laches as will defeat his riziii
to any relief thereon, and poverty during rim
period is no excuse for his delay.

other.
The eighth plea was payment. The de
fendant introduced no evidence to support
this plea, and has, therefore, no ground of
exception to the rulings and instruction at
the trial of the issue joined thereon.
But the erroneous ruling on the demurrer
to the twelfth plea requires the judgment to
be reversed, and the case remanded to the
circuit court for further proceedings in con
formlty with this opinion.

dismissed the bill, (38 Fed. Rep. 842,) and

(149 U. S. 287)

LEGGETT v. STANDARD OIL 00.
(May 10, 1893.)
No. 225.
PA'raN'rs—Rnissuli—VAnini'rr—Es'rnrrsn—
LAL‘ilES.
1. The claim of letters patent No. 143

Appeal from the circuit court of the Unit
ed States for the southern district of New

York.
In equity. Suit by Edward W. Leggett
against the Standard Oil Company for the in
frlngenieut 01! a patent. The court below
complainant appeals.

Affirmed

Edmund Wetmore, for appellant Chin
(J. Beaman and Jos. H. Clioate, for ipneilee.a

a

‘Mr. Justice JACKSON delivered the ops-i
ion of the court.
This is a suit in equity. brought April 5,
1887, in the circuit court of the United
States for the southern district of New
York, by Edward W. Leggctt. a citizen oi
New York, against the Standard Oil Com
pany, an Ohio corporation, for the alleged
infringement of reissued letters patent No.

5.785, granted to the complainant March 10,
1874, for an “improvement in lining oil bar‘
rels with glue."
The original patent, No. 143,770, was is
sued October 21, 1873. The speciﬁcation 811d

770. isued October 21, 1873, to Edward W.

claim of this original patent are as follows:

Leggett, was for a "process of coating or lin
ing the inside of barrels. casks, etc., with
glue, wherein the glutinous material, instead
of being produced by reduction from a previ
ously solid state, is permitted to attain only
a certain liquid consistency. and is then up
ﬁlled to the package, and is permitted to
arden thereon for the ﬁrst time." The pat
entee expressly disclaimed the use of the
glue-covered barrel as an article of manufac
ture. Thereafter he ﬁled an amended speciﬁ
cation, setting forth that the glue as up lied
by
process
more freely
the his
wood.
and was
penetrated
deeper absorbe
into its bﬂy
ber, and procured a reissne,-—-No. 5,785, of
March 10. 1874,—containiiig the additional
claim for “a barrel coated or sized by the
material and by the mode or process whereby
it is absorbed into and strengthened by the
wood ﬁber." H_cld, that this claim of the re
issue was invalid, being an extension in order
to_e_mbr:ice an invention not speciﬁed in the
original patent. 38 Fed. Rep. 842, aiﬁrmed.
I 2. The ﬁrst claim of the reissue—identical
with the claim of the patent—is void, both be
cause it fails to show invention as compared
with the old and well-known process of coat
ing barrels Willi. the ordinary glue of com
meree dissolved into a hot liquid glue soup
and because it appeared that the identical
process covered by the patent had been used
y manufacturers prior to the patentee's al
leged invention._ 38 Fed. Rep. 842, aﬂirmed.
3. In a s1_nt_ for the infringement of a
stout the plaintiﬁf set up an estoppel of de
endant to dispute the validity of the patent
by reason of the fact that he had disclosed
his secret to defendant upon the latter‘s
promise to take no advantage of it without
Eliiill'tilrs consent. It was shown that when
a disclosed the alleged secret be neither had
a patent nor intended to apply for one, and
that he afterwards procured a patent to guard
against any violation of defendant's promise.
glﬁibteléztlstehere witrsﬁng Estoppel upon defend
‘
i
i n 0: rely upon the
promise
to hisp am
injury.

“Be it known that I, Edward Wright Leg‘
gett, of the city, coimty. and state of New
York, have invented an improved prom o!

4. So for as the alleged promise embodied

coating or lining the inside of barrels, (ash.
etc., for the purpose of rendering the sum’

impervious to water, oil, or any contained
substance, of which the following is :i speciﬁ
cation:

“Thls invention relates to that clas of
processes employed for the coating or llnlilG
0f the insides of barrels for the abovellitﬂ

tioned pin-pose, and consists in WWmg
from any suitable glutinous enlist/111108 Em
said glue being permitted to attain bath or!

tain consistency, and then applied direct]!
us a coating or lining.

“In carrying out my invention Ipi‘wei‘d
as follows: Take any of the materials mill;
which glue may be made, and Pl'OMedm

the usual or any suitable manner for :3
manufacture of glue until the soup 11118 in
mined a certain consistency.

I

“This consistency must be considerably 1;
than that which is required wherein Seed

ﬂuid, solid, or cake glue is to be Pmd‘wt'
and while it is in this half-ﬁnished state:
speak, it is applied directly to the lnsideo “—
barrel or cask, where, after due eriipo
tion, it will be foimd that said cash or me

is lined thoroughly and completely with g‘
inasmuch as a pressure of steam Emm‘he
by the heat applied is suﬂlcient to forceIn
thin glutinous ﬂuid well into the POW: ac
recesses of the wood, thus insuring a P
lining.

, have been
“I am aware that barrels, etc. _ . gm
lined or coated with glue when 511
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has been subjected to a process of reduction
by dilution from its original consistency to
a sutiiciently liquid state, but I am not aware
of any process wherein the glutinous ma
terial has been permitted to attain only its
proper consistency, and then applied direct
ly, thus saving the time, labor, and expense
heretofore employed by continuing the man
ufacture of the glutinous soup until it has
attained a semitiuid or gelatinous consist
ency, thus necessitating a. reduction by dilu
tion and reheating before it is ﬁt for ap
plication, as set forth in this speciﬁcation,
traveling over, as it were, the same ground,

backward and forward, two or three times,
whereas by my process this trouble is en
tirely dispensed with by operating as within

described.
vi!
5‘
‘i
::
-.r.--n,..

“This invention has nothing to do with
the gluelined barrel as an article of manu
facture, but relates particularly to a new
and inexpensive process of constructing a
glue-lined barrel, cask, etc.
“Heretofore the glue has been taken in its
0 complete state’as an article of manufacture,
has been reheated, diluted, and then applied,
but such a. process necessarily carries with
it all the expense of preparing the glue at
ﬁrst as an article of trade or commerce.
“My process contemplates taking the glue
when at a proper consistency, and applying
it to the inside of the package, permitting it
to harden for the ﬁrst time upon that sur
face.
“I claim as my invention:
"The withinalescribed process of coating or
lining the inside of barrels, casks. etc., with
glue, wherein the glutinous material, instead
of being produced by reduction from a pre
vlously solid state, is permitted to attain
only a certain liquid consistency, and is
then applied to the package, and permitted
to harden thereon for the ﬁrst time, sub
stantiailyasherein set forth and described."

An application for the reissue of this patent
was ﬁled February 2, L874, and contained
substantially the same speciﬁcation. It re
peated the claim of the original patent, and,
in addition thereto, made a second claim for
"a barrel, cask," etc., “coated or sized by
the material and by the mode or process
substantially as herein described." On Feb
ruary 6, 1874, the examiner rejected the sec
ond claim thus made, for the reason “that

a barrel coated by the process described has
no features or characters to distinguish it
from a. barrel coated with glue as prepared
in the ordinary way." Thereafter the pat
entee amended the speciﬁcation on which
the reissue was applied for by inserting the

following:
"The distinguishing feature of this im
provement may be found on examination
to be the superior integrity of the lining
by the use of soup glue. By its peculiar
character it is more freely absorbed by the
wood, penetrating into ﬁber deeper than by

the ordinary mode. Hence the sizing or
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coating is not only upon the surface, but
penetrates into the wood, thereby presenting
a thicker covering to the action of the oil,
and this sizing is not liable to be broken off
or cracked in handling the cask, as part
of the coating is absorbed into the ﬁber
and cells of the wood, which gives addition~,.,
a] strength to it."
a
' The reissue was thereupon allowed March‘
10, 1874, with a second claim for “a barrel.
cask, etc., coated or sized by the material
and by the mode or process whereby it is

absorbed into and strengthened by the wood
ﬁber, substantially as herein describet."
In both the original and reissued patents
the speciﬁcations disclaim any idea or inven
tion in a. glue-lined barrel as such. The ﬁrst
claim of the reissue, like the ﬁrst claim of
the original, is lirnlted to a process, and
the speciﬁcation of the original declares
that the invention "relates particularly to
a new and inexpensive process of constructs
ing a glue-lined barrel, cask, etc." The re
issued speciﬁcation broadens this description
by adding at this point the following words:
“Better adapted to the purpose designed by
coating and sizing, as set forth, than by
the ordinary means;" and by the additional
paragraph in the speciﬁcation of the reissue,
above recited.
Among the defenses set up in the answer
were (1) noninfringement; (2) want of put
entable novelty in the invention; (3) antici‘
pation thereof by various other speciﬁed
American patents; and (4) prior use of the
patented process by a large number of per
sons in New York, Pennsylvania, Ohio, and
Massachusetts, whose names are given.
After replication ﬁled, and after some of
the proofs had been taken by the respond
ent on the question of prior use of the pat‘
ented invention by other persons, the com
plainant, by leave of court, ﬁled an amended
bill, setting up, in addition to the averments
of the original bill, the claim that, prior to
the issue of his original patent, he had dis—
closed his secret or process to the defendant
company on its promise that no use would
be made of the process, or any part of it,
without his consent; but that the defend
ant, disregarding this promise, did use said
process without his permission, and thereby
violated its said agreement with him, by
reason whereof the defendant, in equity,
should be estopped from denying or in any
way questioning the validity of the com
plainant's invention and the letters patent
issued therefor.
The defendant ﬁled a. supplemental an
swer, denying the new averrueuts of theN
amended bill, and interposed the defensesg
of'the statute of limitations and of inches,
so far as the amended bill sought or at
tempted to hold it liable in any way on the
alleged promise not to use complainant's
secret or process. Replication having been
ﬁled, and voluminous proofs taken on the
questions presented by the pleadings, the
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in the ordinary way. But there is how.
court. on the hearing upon the merits, en
ever, no testimony in the record that hum];
tered a decree dismissing the complainant's
coated or sized by the complainant's pro
bill with costs. From that decree the pres
cess are, in tact, distinguishable (mm bu,
ent appeal is prosecuted. The opinion of
rcls lined in the ordinary way, or that bar
the court below is reported in 38 Fed. Rep.
rels so “glued" are any better than um
842, and the ground upon which the decision
coated by the old process. The testimony
proceeded was that there was a lack of
shows that barrels lined under 9mm- pm
patentable invention in the thing patented.
old or the new process are practically in.
We are of Opinion that there is no error
distinguishable.
in the judgment of the court below for va
This second claim of the reissue, being I
rlous reasons. In the ﬁrst place, the second
manifest attempt to broaden the original
claim of the reissue, secured, as it was, by
patent, cannot, in view of the amended
Important changes in the speciﬁcation oi!
speciﬁcation on which it was based or pro
the original patent, was a manifest enlarge
cured, be held to cover a glue-lined barrel
ment or broadening of the patent. It is not
as an article oi’ manuiacture. which was
pretended that there was any mistake, acci
distinctly disciaimed by the original speciﬁ
dent, or inadvertence in either the speciﬁca
cation.
tion or the claim or the original patent,
But the invalidity of this new claim in the
such as would render it void or inoperative,
reissue does not impair the validity of the
and warrant the granting of a. reissue there
original claim, which is repeated. and made
of with an additional and enlarged claim.
the ﬁrst claim of the reissued patent Gage
After the complainant had secured his pat
v. Herring, 107 U. S. 640, 646, 2 Sup 01.
ent for the process, which was all he could
Rep. 819. The complainant's rights, time
claim under the original speciﬁcation, he
fore, must be determined upon the validity
ascertained that he was still not protected
of
the claim of the original patent, and
against the use by the defendant of barrels.
upon the estoppel set up against the do
casks. etc., coated or lined by the process
tendant. growing out of its alleged promise
covered by his patent; and it was then that
not to use his process or secret without his
he conceived the idea 01' a reissue which
consent. This latter claim cannot possibly
should be broad enough to include not only
be sustained, for the reason that the prom
the claim set forth in the original, but also
ise, ii.’ made, in no way misled or deceived
a claim for a barrel, cask, etc., coated or
the patentee to his injury or damage. Ac_
sized with glue, by the process described.
cording to his own testimony, he had not:
This was, in eiIect, an expansion of the
claims in order to embrace an invention ‘applied, and had not thought of npplylllll;
tor a patent on his process at the time 0!
not speciﬁed in the original patent, and
disclosing his secret. but shortly them-ﬁe!
therefore rendered the second claim of the
he concluded that he had acted unwise]!
reissue invalid, under the well-settled rule
in
imparting it to the defendant. and at on“
of this court, as announced in Miller v.
Brass Co., 104 U. S. 350: Mahn v. Harwood, ‘applied for and obtained his origin!!! DWI’
112 U. S. 354, 6 Sup. Ct. Rep. 174, 6 Sup.

for the very purpose of protecting 11111159“

Ct. Rep. 451; Wollensak v. Relher, 115 U.
S. 96, 5 Sup. Ct. Rep. 1137: and other cases.
It is shown by the complainant's own testi
mony that he procured the reissue tor the
purpose of having it cover barrels so as to
‘293
make the defendant an infringer. Further
more, to give the second claim of the' re
issue any validity in its application to the
barrel cannot be permitted, in view of the
rejection of the second claim ﬁrst presented
in the application for reissue, and which
necessitated the modiﬁcation or the speciﬁ
caﬂon as above stated, and which declared

against the defendant's use thereof. He did
not, therefore, rely upon that alleged PM‘

ise, but took proceedings by obtaining '
patent to directly guard against its viola

tion. He did not disclose his process i° ‘hi
defendant as an invention. or as one Willi!l
he proposed to patent.

Under such circum

stances, no estoppel arises against the d:
tendant from questioning the validity 0
the patent, which was not then in “Islam
and which the defendant did not know ii“
to be claimed as an invention. _

So far as the alleged Promise whom?

that the "disﬂnguiﬁmllg feature of his im

any element 01.’ a contract or of in u ("r

provement may be found on examination to

taking to compensate the conllilulmlnt L

be the superior integrity of the lining by

the use or his so-called "Becl‘etv" the statItlllo

the use of soup sine.” etc. The second

of limitations and ladies interlmed by "

claim being allowed upon this amendment

defendant was clearly a bar to any i'eco"°_

of the speciﬁcation, it it had any validity at

on that ground, because the alleged on":

‘my cannot Properly cover the coated barrel.

it the proof was suiliclent to embus the
was made in September. 1873' and an

Wk. etc" as a product. but would have to
be limited in its operation to the “glue
soup," or material used in coating or sizing
bal'l‘elﬂ, and the alleged superiority thereof

"1 belllg absorbed into and strengthened by
the wood iibcr in some way distinguishable

"om and 8“honor to the coating with glue

amended bill seeking relief thereon W” 15
ﬁled until January 13. lsgsv—Qome 14 ‘in!’

years later. This lapse of time 11°tt of
constitutes a bar, such 88 the “whim
limitations interposes, but shon'ﬂ “ch em
as will clearly preclude any right“) I
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McLean v. Fleming, 96 U. S. 245; Speidel
v. Hem-lei, 120 U. S. 377, 7 Sup. Ct. Rep.
610; Galliher v. Caldwell, 145 U. S. 368, 372,
12 Sup. Ct. Rep. 873.
No suﬂicient reason is given for this delay
in suing. It is sought to be excused on the
ground of the plaintiff's poverty during this
period; but in the case of Hayward v. Bank,

96 U. S. 611, 618, this court said that a
party's poverty or pecuniary embarrass
ment was not a suﬂlcient excuse for post
poning the assertion of his rights. So that
this alleged promise of the defendant can
in no way avail the complainant in the pres
ent case, either as a ground on which to

predicate any claim for relief or as an es
toppel upon the defendant from denying the
I“validity of the patent.

a In addition to these diﬂlculties in the
0 way of the-complainant succeeding in this
case, his alleged invention was clearly an
ticipated by the prior use and sale of liquid
glue, or size, used for various purposes, in
cluding that of coating barrels. The pat
entee's claim of novelty is based upon the
theory that prior to 1873 and 1874 oil bar
rels were lined with the ordinary glue of
commerce dissolved into a hot liquid glue
of the proper consistency, and that the dis
covery made by him, after repeated experi
ments, was that the same eifect could be
accomplished with better and less expensive
results by using the hot liquid or "glue
soup" at a proper consistency in the process
of manufacture, before it had been prepared
for commercial purposes by drying; and
that by the use of "glue soup" labor, ex
pense, and the loss incident to the process
of drying the jelly glue, so as to render it
marketable in that shape, were avoided. In
=z. uv\,-_\-;n-‘3LHQ‘:5

other words, the claim of invention in his
patent is that, previous to his discovery.
the process in lining barrels with glue had
been to melt the dried glue of commerce
and pour it into a. barrel, close up the bar

rel, and roll it around until the inside sur
face thereof was thoroughly coated; and
that his discovery made it cheaper for the
oil people to manufacture their own glue,
and use it in the same manner, but before it
had been dried.
This use of the liquid glue before drying
differed in no essential respect from the
use of the liquid glue which had been ob
mined by melting the dried glue of com
merce, and certainly does not rise to the

dignity of invention.

It would have oc

curred, and did occur, as the testimony
shows, to manufacturers of glue where there
was occasion or necessity for using glue
in large quantities. The alleged invention
was properly held by the court below to
be a commercial suggestion that would
naturally occur to any one engaged largely

in the use of glue.

It was well known that

liquid glue had these coating and sticking
qualities before it had ever been dried for
commercial purposes, and to use it in its

v.lBs.c.—57§
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liquid state certainly did not embody the
quality of invention. The only object or
reason in drying the glue at all is to pre
serve it for transportation and commercial
purposes, it being, in its liquid or jelly con-Q
dition, susceptible to atmospheric innuencesm
under. the operation of which it is more
liable to be spoiled than when dried. It
may be true, as claimed, that the adhesive
qualities of glue before it is dried are some
what superlor to what they are after the
glue has been dried, and then remclted for
actual use. But this is merely a question
of degree, and the application of the “glue
soup" before drying cannot properly be
called a discovery, such as involves the ex

ercise of the inventive faculties.
But, aside from this, and even admitting
that such a discovery and use of liquid glue
would involve invention or patentable
novelty, it is clearly established by the evi
dence in the record that there had been
such a prior use of the alleged discovery
as to preclude the issue of any valid patent
covering it. Whatever advantages there
may be in using liquid glue, or “glue soup"

before it is dried, over a similar use of re
melted dried glue, were well known prior
to the date of the complainant's application
for the patent in question. It is shown by
the testimony that in various general pub
lications and trade journals published in
Germany in the years 1869, 1870, and 1871,
and circulated in this country, the advan
tages of using hot or liquid glue are set out,
as well as the description of the manufac
ture of glue Jelly by different parties and in
different localities; and from extracts pro
duced from these journals, which are stand
ard authorities on chemical industries, and
contain information on the subject in ques
tion, it is shown that manufacturers in Ger
many were making and selling liquid glue
in its jelly form for the same purposes and
uses for which the glue in its dried form is
ordinarily used, and that it was considered
better and cheaper to use it in that con
dition, rather than go to the expense and
labor of ﬁrst drying it In the glue indus
tries, both in this country and in Germany.
the fact was well recognized that the ad—
hesive qualities of glue, before it was dried,
were superior to what they were after the
glue had been dried for commerce, and
that by using it before drying there would
be a great swing of time, expense, and loss.
It was shown that in some instances the
glue jelly was prepared and put away in._
hermetically sealed casks for commercial:

use in the future.‘ In addition to these
publications relating to the use of "glue
soup," it is shown that glue in that state or
condition had been used in the extensive
glue factory of Peter Coopcr & 00., at Wil
liamsburg, (now a part of Brooklyn,) New
York, as early as 1859 or 1860. It is proven
that in the Cooper factory barrels used for
the purpose of shipping neat’s foot oil were
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lined or coated with hot liquid glue, that
had never been dried, substantially in the
same manner, and by the identical process
described in complainant's patent. In fact,
the process on which he claims a patent
was well known at that factory long prior
to the date of his alleged invention, and no
one seems to have had any idea that it was
either new, or could be considered such a
secret or discovery as involved invention,
or was entitled to protection.
It is furthermore shown by the testimony
that precisely this same process of lining
oil barrels with hot "glue soup" was used
in the oil regions of Pennsylvania and Ohio
as early as 1861.
It is not deemed necessary to go into this
evidence more in detail. It is not success
fully impeached or contradicted by the com
plainant. In addition to this, the complain
ant concedes in his own testimony that his
“glue soup" is the same thing as “sizing,"
which was in use long prior to the date of
his invention by manufacturers of writing
and wall paper.
It being thus clearly established that the
use of liquid glue was well known to glue
manufacturers and oil reﬁners, and had
been actually applied in the very way and
for the very purposes described by the com
plainant long before the date of_his alleged
invention, it is too clear for discussion that
he could have no valid patent which would
cover a process for using liquid glue for
coating or sizing purposes as a new discov
cry or invention; and our conclusion. there
fore, is that the decree of the court below
was clearly correct, and should be affirmed.

Statement by Mr. Justice BREWER;
James McAuley, who died on the 9th (in;

of January, 1871, by his will, dated Novena-g
ber 26, 1870, made large bequests to'msi

sisters. Margaret and Mary, and also devised
to them a house and lot on Diiqucsne Way,
in the city of Pittsburgh. Margaret died in.
testate in 1871, a few months after her
brother, and her interest passed to her sister
Mary, who died January 6, 1886, seised oi
said real estate, and leaving also a large per
sonal estate. As respects the lather, she dial
intestate, but she left an instrument in writ
ing, signed by her, the body thereof being
also in her handwriting, of which the follow
ing is a copy:
“By request of my dear brother, my house
on Duquesne way is to be sold at my death,
and the proceeds to be divided between the
Home of the Friendless and the Home for
Protestant Destitute Women. Mary lic
Auley."
On January 12, 1886, this instrument was
admitted to probate by the register of Al
legheny county, Pa., as the will of Mary lie
Auley, and letters of administration can
testamento annexo upon her estate were is
sued to Alexander M. Byers.
Byers proceeded with the administration
of the estate, and on January 29, 17, he
ﬁled in the register‘s oﬂlce an account, BMW"

ing his receipts and expenditures, and WM!
balance he had in his hands for distribution.
amoimting to the sum of $212,235.61.

The account of Byers, as administrator
with the will annexed, was examined and al
lowed by the register, and was presented int
approval to the orphans’ court of Aillgimrii
county, and was by that court, on March 1.

=

1887, approved and conﬁrmed nisi, lu1‘1- ‘1°

BYERS v. hicAULEY et Ill.

exceptions thereto having been ﬂied. "19
conﬁrmation became absolute.
Thereupon, in pursuance of statutory d!

(N9 U. S. 608)

McAULEY et al. v. McAULEY.
(May 10, 1893.)

rections, this conﬁrmed account W115 ll"!
upon the audit list of the orphans‘ com-tit;

distribution of the balance shown to be n
Nos. 124, 130.
Fans-nu. Coim'rs — Juiusnic'riox — ADMINISTRA
'l‘lON or ESTATES—PROPERTY 1N Gnniuio Lsois
-—Dl5'l‘Rll!U'l‘l0.\‘.

_

1_. An estate which is in course of admin

istration in a. state probate court is in gremio
legis and n federabcourt has no jurisdiction,
on the ﬁling of a bill by a citizen of another
state against the administrator to recover a
share in the property, to take the administra
_tion of the estate out of the state court, and
itself malts a decree of distribution, determin
mg the rights of citizens of the same state as
between themselves. Its jurisdiction in such
case is limited ‘to determining and awarding
the shares of citizens of other states. Mr. Jus
tice_§hiras and Mr. Chief Justice Fuller dis
seating.

case.

On March 28, 1887. the any hem" "5

hearing
in
Henry
thethewestern
circuit
B.'Shields.
thus ﬁxed,
court
district
aofresident
bill
the
of inUnited
Pcnnsi'li'mﬂ“
equity
and State!
ﬁlm”?
W“!

the state of Ohio. assignee of Jamel d
Auiey, a citizen of the state of Kansﬁsglﬂﬁs
Henry B. Shields, in right of his wiie, J of

sa M. Shields, also a resident and time"
Ohio, against the administrator, Byers‘; 5:;
other parties claiming to be interested _ a"

estate, among them the two ccll'iJoHmo P

_2. Under the law of Pennsylvania, ﬁrst
cousins are entitled to take the property of an
lIn‘tgsetatcAto the ltéxiglllsloﬁ of second cousins.
rs
ppca,
t.
e p . 8d,
"'
882. followed.
131 Pa - St‘
Appeals from the circuit court of the

United States for the western district of
Pennsylvania.

the administrator's hands. and the to“
ﬁxed March 29, 1887, as the day to hear ill‘?

Reversed.

named in the instrument above qllmil- H.

bill set mm the death of Mary vein
that there were two classes of clai an M

the estate, to wit, the ﬁrst "lid “0
cousins of the decedent; that in“ MM
will was null and void; and that the” and!
large amount of personal estate in the

90.1

BYERS u. MCAULEY.
Ed‘iJIF-"E'FE‘HFS'I 'JI'

of defendant Byers, administrator, etc. The

distribution

prayer was that the will and the probate be

adding the sum of nine dollars and sixty—one
cents ($9.61) to the cash share of each of
said thirteen distributees, to cover the dupli
cate credit 01‘ one hundred and twenty-ﬁve
dollars ($125) for examiner’s fees inadver
tently allowed in said master's report."
From this decree several appeals were tali
en to this court, two of which remain for
consideration. to wit, the appeal of the ad—
minlstrator, and that of Dora McAuley and
others, second cousins of the deceased, with
their husbands.

declared void and of no eifect;

5%.’???
ii

rel

sn-_“ ‘— T:N\=qi

that the

administrator he enjoined from disposing of
the real estate, and from collecting the
rents therefrom, and that some suitable
person be appointed to take charge of it
until partition; that a partition of it be
had and made to and among the various
parties in interest, and that the defendant
Byers be ordered and directed to make a
full, just, and true account of all assets in
his hands; that an account be taken of the
testator‘s debts and funeral expenses, and
the surplus be distributed among the plain
tilt and all other parties legally entitled
thereto: and for general relief. To this bilT
the administrator, Byers, ﬁled a plea, setting
up the proceedings in the orphans’ court.
This pica was, after argument, overruled by
the circuit court.
The cause was then put at issue by answer
and replication. On May 20, 1888, an inter
locutory decree was entered, directing that
said A. M. Byers, administrator of Mary Mc
Auley, deceased, should ﬁle an account of
the personal estate before a master, who
was then appointed, and the master was di
rected to take testimony as to the parties
interested in the distribution of the balance
in the hands of said administrator, and to
report the testimony, with a schedule of dis
tribution, to the court. The administrator
stated before the master an account, which
was identical with the account theretofore
conﬁrmed by the orphans‘ court. The mas
ter further took testimony as to who were
“the distributees, and reported the same to
g the court, with a schedule of distribution.
' ‘On January 5, 1889, a ﬁnal decree was
made by the circuit court, as follows:
"And now, to wit, January 5, 1889. this
cause came on to be heard on bill, answers.
replication, testimony, and the report of the
master with exceptions thereto, and was ar
gued by counsel; whereupon, upon considera
tion thereof by the court, it is ordered, ad
judged, and decreed that the proceeds of the
sale of the real estate that was of Mary Mc
Auley, deceased, situate on Duquesne way,
in the city of Pittsburgh, after deducting ex
penses attending the same, shall be distrib
uted equally between the Home for the

Friendless and the Home for Aged Protes
tant Women.
“And it is further ordered, adjudged, and
decreed that the exceptions to the master's
report be overruled, and the said report con
ﬁrmed, and that the personal estate of said
decedent be distributed among the thirteen
ﬁrst cousins of said decedent, to the exclu
sion of her second cousins, in conformity
with said master's report; and that, unless
an appeal be duly entered from this decree
within sixty days from this date, the adminis
trator is ordered to transfer the stocks and

pay out the cash of said decedent’s personal
estate in accordance with the schedule of

reported by

the said master.

D. T. Watson, for appellant Byers, ad
ministrator. D. F. Patterson, for appellees
Sarah Thompson and others. M. P. Patter
son, for appellee Pittsburgh & Allegheny
Home for the Friendiess. Geo. C. Burgwin,
for appellee Home for Aged Protestant Wo~
men. S. Schoyer, Jr., Walter Lyon. and W.
M. Watson, for appellants in No. 130.
612

‘Mr. Justice BREWER. after stating the
facts in the foregoing language, delivered the

opinion of the court.
It is obvious from the decree which was
entered that the circuit court of the United
States assumed full control of the adminis
tration of the estate. That decree disposed

of and distributed the entire estate among
all the persons interested therein, citizens
and noncitizens of the state. It did not stop
with an adjudication of the claims of citi
zens of other states against the estate, but
assumed to determine controversies between
citizens of the same state, for the two cor
porations named in the ﬁrst paragraph were
both citizens of Pennsylvania, and yet the
decree determined their rights as against the
estate, as well as between themselves. Not
only that, of both the ﬁrst and second
cousins, between whom, as shown by the
last paragraph, distribution was made, some
were citizens of the state of Pennsylvania
and some of other states, and yet. all their
claims,
as between themselves and as
against the state, were disposed of by this
decree.

Indeed. the decree as a whole cannot be
sustained, unless upon the theory that the
federal court had the power, on the ﬁling of
this bill, to take bodily the administration

of the estate out of the hands of the state
court, and transfer it to its own forum. It
was not a judgment against the estate, but
a decree binding personally the administra
tor, and compelling him, subject to the pen
alties of disobedience of a decree of a court
of chancery, to administer the estate accord
ing to the orders of the federal, rather than
those of the state, court, which had appoint-u

ed him. If we look back of the decree to;
the'proceedlngs which were bad in the 01rd
cult court intermediate the ﬁling of the bill
and the decree, it will be perceived that
that court proceeded as though the entire

administration of the estate had been trans—
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tel-red to it from the state court. Thus, on
December 3, 1887, the administrator ﬁled in
the circuit court a petition, commencing as
follows: “The petition of A. M. Byers, ad
ministrator of all and singular the goods and
chattels or Mary McAuley, late of the coun
ty of Allegheny, deceased, respectfully shows
that this honorable court has taken jurisdic
tion of your petitioner as administrator, and
of the assets of the decedent which your pe
titioner has in his hands," setting forth the
ownership of 250 shares of railway stock,
and praying for an order as to its disposal.
Upon the ﬁling or such petition the court di
rected that notice be given to all counsel of
record, and on December 10th made an or
der tor the disposition of the stock. So, on
December 24, 1888, the administrator having
ﬁled a petition for leave to sell the real es
tate, the circuit court made an order direct
ing the sale, "report of such sale to be made
to this court for conﬁrmation, and the pro
ceeds to be held subject to the decree of this
court.“ It is true that the administrator pre
sented like applications to the state court,
and obtained like orders, except that in the
order for the sale of the real estate there
was, in terms, no command to report the
sale for conﬁrmation, and hold the proceeds
subject to the decree of that court. Evi
dently the administrator did not know which
court had the power to control in these mat
ters the actual administration of the estate;
and so, for prudential reasons, applied to
and obtained similar orders from both. So,
both by the terms or the ﬁnal decree and by
the proceedings in the circuit court, prelimi
nary thereto, it is clear that the question is
fairly presented to us as to the power of the

circuit court of the United States to inter
tere with the administration of an estate in
a state court. Such a question is of impor
tance. No oﬁicer appointed by any court
should be placed under the stress which
rested upon this administrator, and com
pelled for his own protection to seek orders
nfrom two courts in respect to the adminis

cussed, and in the opinion by Mr. .huilce
Matthews, on page 179, 111 U. 8., and page

356, 4 Sup. Ct. Rep, the rule is stated a;
length: “The point or the decision in Free
man v. Howe, supra, is that, when propem

is taken and held under process, meme 0';
ﬁnal, of a court of the United States, it is
in the custody of the law, and within the ex.
elusive jurisdiction or the court from which
the process has issued for the purposes or
the writ; that the possmsion of the otlicor
cannot be disturbed by process from any
state court, because to disturb that pos~
session would be to invade the jurisdiction
of the court by whose command it is held.
and to violate the law which that jnris
diction is appointed to administer; that any
person, not a. party to the suit or judgment,
whose property has been wrongfully, but
under color of process, taken and withheld
may prosecute, by ancillary proceedings, in
the court whence the process issued, his
remedy for restitution of the property or
its proceeds while remaining in the control
of that court, but that all other remedies
to which he may be entitled, against officers
or parties, not involving the withdrawal or
the property or its proceeds from the cur
tody of the oﬂicer and the jurisdictlon oi
the court, he may pursue in any tribunal
state or federal, having jurisdiction over the
parties and the subject-matter. And. vies
versa, the same principle protects the pos_
session of the property while thus held, by
process issuing from state courts, against:
any disturbance under process of the toul‘ll;

of the United States,'excepting, 0t conno
those cases wherein the latter exerdse Ju

risdiction for the purpose of enforcing ‘118
supremacy of the constitution and laws 01

the United States."
Secondly. An administrator appointed by
a state court is an oﬁlcer of that court

possession or the decedent's Property 15 “
possession taken in obedience to the ordtﬁ
of that court. It is the possession 0f the
court, and it is a possession which cannot“

disturbed by any other court- UiJoll ‘m5
proposition we have direct decisions of ﬁll}

Etration of the same estate.
' ‘In order to pave the way to a clear under
standing of this question, it may be well to

State some general propositions which have
become fully settled by the decisions of this
court; and, ﬁrst, it is a rule of general ap
plication that, where property is in the ac_

“1111 Possession of one court, of competent
jurisdiction, Such possession cannot be dis
turbed by process out of another court.

The

court. In Williams v. Benedict, 8 H°w-_1°"

112, it was said: "As, therefore the 11"‘?
ment obtained by the plaintiﬂs in 1119 mu“

below did not entitle them to a Prim‘ He"
or a. right of satisfaction in Preterme ‘0
the other creditors of the insolvent waif’
they have no right to take in execution

the property of the deceased which the I“;
hate court has ordered to be sold M til

doctrine has been aﬂ'lnned again and again

by this court. Hagan v. Lucas, 10 Pet. 400;

purpose of an equal distribution 011101151;

Taylor v.

creditors.

Carry],

20 How.

588; Peck v,

Jenness. 1 How. 612, 625; Freeman v_
How. 24 How. 450; Ellis v. Davis, 109 U,
5- 485-493, 3 Sup. Ct. Rep. 327; Krippen

The jurisdiction or that couﬂ ‘;

attached to the assets They are 111 gm“
legis. And 11 the marshal were Pen“ um
to seize them under an aecutioﬂy it “5* up

to the
onlyrights
causeofmanifest
others, illjllsﬂce
but be the
m 0°“
be 0,
(101‘! v- Hyde, 110 U. s. 276, 4 Sup. or. Rep. not
27; Covell v. Heyman, 111 U. S. 176, 4 Sup.
Ct Rep. 355; Borer v. Chapman, 119 U, s,
587' 600- 7 Sill). Ct. Rep. 3&2.

In Coven v_

Heimﬂn. supra4 the matter was fully ms.

of an unpleasant conﬂict between will,“ .
separate and independent Jurisdiction“ was
in Youley v. lavender, 21 Wall- 276
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held that where the statute of a state places
the whole estate, real and personal, of the
decedent within the custody of the pro~
bate court of a county, a. nonresident cred
itor may get 3. Judgment in the federal court
against the resident executor or administra
tor, and come in under the law of the state
for such payment as that law marshaling
the rights of creditors awards to creditors

of his class; but he cannot. because he has ob
tained a Judgment in the federal court, issue
execution, and take precedence of other
creditors who have no right to sue in the
federal courts; and if he do issue execution,

and sell the lands, the sale is void. And in
the course of the opinion, on page 280, it

was observed: “The administration laws of
Arkansas are not merely rules of practice
for the courts, but laws limiting the rights
of parties, and will be observed by the fed
ueral courts in the enforcement of individual
;rights. These laws, on the death of Du
~ Bose and the appointment of his'admlnistra

tor, withdrew the estate from the operation
of the execution laws of the state, and
placed it in the hands of a trustee for the
beneﬁt of creditors and distributees. It was
thereafter, in contemplation of law, in the
custody of the probate court, of which the
administrator was an oﬂicer, and during the
progress of administration was not subject
to seizure and sale by any one. The recov
cry of judgment gave no prior lien on the
property, but simply ﬁxed the status of the
party, and compelled the administrator to
recognize it in the payment of debts. It
would be out of his power to perform the
duties with which he was charged by law
if the property intrusted to him by a court
of competent Jurisdiction could be taken
from him, and appropriated to the payment
of a single creditor to the injury of all oth
ers. How can he account for the assets or

the estate to the court from which he de
rived his authority if another court can
interfere and take them out of his hands?”
See, also, Vaughan v. Northup, 15 Pet. 1;
Peale v. Phipps, 14 How. 368.

There is nothing in any decision of this court
controverting the

proposition

thus

stated,

that the administrator is the oiﬁcer of the
state court appointing him, and that proper
ty placed in his possession by order of that
court is in the custody of the court. One

of the cases specially relied on by coun
sel for appellees is Payne v. Hook, 7 Wall.
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defendant a citizen of Missouri, and an ad
ministrator appointed by the probate court
of one of its counties.

Suit was brought in

the circuit court of the United States for
the district of Missouri. The charge in the
bill was gross misconduct on the part of the
administrator, and false settlement with the
probate court; and that he had, by fraudu-S

lent mlsrepresentaﬂons,'obtaincd a settle?
ment with plaintiff for a sum less than she
was entitled to. A demurrer to the bill was
sustained in the court below, but this court
held that the bill was sufficient, and that
the demurrer was improperly sustained. In
other words, the ruling was that plaintiff, a
citizen of another state, could apply to the
federal courts to enforce her claim against
an administrator arising out of his wrong
ful administration of the estate. To the ob
Jection that the other distributees were not
made parties the court replied that it was
unnecessary, that it was a proceeding alone
against the administrator and his sureties.
In the opinion, on page 431, it is said: “The
bill under review has this object, and noth
ing more: It seeks to compel the defendant,
Hook, to account and pay over to Mrs. Payne
her rightful share in the estate of her
brother, and, in case he should not do it, to
ﬁx the liability of his sureties on his bond."
There was no suggestion in the bill that the
federal court take possession of the estate,
and remove it from the custody of the ad
ministrator appointed by the state court; no
attempt to settle the claims of citizens of the
state, as between themselves; no attempt to
take the administration of the estate, but
simply to establish and enforce, in behalf of

a citizen of another state, her claim to a
share of the estate. That this is the true
interpretation of that case is also evi
dent from these quotations from subsequent
opinions. Thus, in Ellis v. Davis, 109 U.
S. 485, 498, 3 Sup. Ct. Rep. 327, it was
said: "In Payne v. Hook, 7 Wall. 425, it
was decided that the jurisdiction of the cir

cuit court of the United States in a case for
equitable relief was not excluded because,
by the laws of the state, the matter was
within the exclusive jurisdiction of its pro
bate courts; but, as in all other cases of
conﬂict between jurisdictions of independent
and concurrent authority, that which has
ﬁrst acquired possession of the res which is
the subject of the litigation is entitled to ad

minister it. Williams v. Benedict, 8 How.

425. The opinion in that case was written
by Mr. Justice Davis, who wrote the opinion

107; Bank v. Horn, 17 How. 157; Youley
v. Lavender, 21 Wall. 276; Taylor v. Carryl,

in the case last quoted from, and in the lat
ter opinion he said that there was nothing
in Payne v. Hook to conﬂict with the views

20 How. 583; Freeman v. Howe, 24 How.

ﬁled by one of the distributees of an estate

450." And in Borer v. Chapman, 119 U. S.
587, 600, 7 Sup. Ct. Rep. 342, after a quota-m
tion from the opinion in Payne v. Hook, it;
is added: "The only-qualiﬁcation in the application of this principle is that the courts

against the administrator and the sureties

of the United States, in the exercise of their

on his oilicial bond, to obtain her distribu

tive share in the estate of the decedent.

jurisdiction over the parties, cannot seize or
control property while in the custody of

Plaintiff was a citizen of Virginia, and the

a court of the state." The distinction be

therein expressed; and, indeed, there was

not. Payne v. Hook was the case of a bill
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tween that case and this is like that which not, in this case, assume to take 7.’- c1,
of the estate in the ﬁrst instance: and um.
exists between the cases of Freeman v.
Howe, 24 How. 450, and Buck v. Oowarn, 3
not, by entertaining jurisdiction of a suit
against the administrator, draw to itself the
Wall. 334. In the former of these cases
full possession of the estate, or the power
this court held that, when property was in
the custody of a United States marshal,
of determining all claims against or to it
under process from a federal court, it could
Under the present law of congress, ; “k
not be taken from him by any process out
ceiver appointed by a federal court, and in
of a state court; that the possession of the
possession of property. may be subjected r.»
suits in the courts of the state without lcav»
marshal was the possession of the court,
and no other court could disturb it: while.
obtained in the ﬁrst instance from the fed
eral court. 25 Stat. 436. Would it he tol
in the latter case, it held that an action of
trespass could be maintained in a state court
erated for a moment that the Commence
against a marshal of the federal court for
ment of such a suit in the state court ugulur
goods improperly taken possession of, because
a receiver enabled the state court to draw
to itself the entire administration of the
such an action in no way interfered with the
custody of property by the federal court.
receivership, and oust the federal court from
the possession and custody of the property‘:
50 here Payne v. Hook established that a
citizen of another state could recover from
The mere statement of the question carries
an administrator the share of an estate
its own answer. While the validity of a
wrongfully withheld by him, and enforce
claim against the receiver may be oat-m
that recovery by a decree over against the lished in the state court, the administration
sureties of the administrator's head; while of the property in the hands of the receiver
remains with the federal court, whose oiilcer
the opinion of the court below in the pres
ent case gives to the federal court power to he is; and the amount the claimant will re
take possession of property in the hands of ceive from the proceeds of the property in
the hands of the receiver is not settled by
an administrator appointed by the state
the state court, which only determines the
court, and thus dispossess that court of its
validity
and extent of the demand, but nsts
custody.
upon
the result of the administmtlon, an
Thlrdly. The jurisdiction of the federal
ordered by the federal court The fact tint
courts is a limited one, depending upon ei
the federal court entertaining the suit oi
ther the existence of a. federal question or
one claimant against an estate may entertain
diverse citizenship of the parties. Where
a different view of the law controlling the
these elements of jurisdiction are wanting,
it cannot proceed, even with the consent of ‘rights of that claimant from that enter
tained by the court of the state in a suit
the parties. There is in the controversies
brought by a claimant, citizen of 1118mm
growing out of the settlement of this estate
holding a like character of claim, 1! n"
no federal question. The jurisdiction, there
ground for enlarging the jurisdiction (‘f a“
fore, must depend upon diverse citizenship,
federal court beyond that given to it by 171*
and can go no further than that diverse cit
constitution of the United States.
izenship extends. The fact that other par
A citizen of another state may esmbuﬁh
ties may be interested in the question in
a debt against the estate, (Youlell ‘- 11"
volved is no reason for the federal courts
ender, 21 Wall. 276; Hess v. Reynolds 113
taking jurisdiction of the controversy be
U. s. 73, 5 Sup. 0:. Rep. 371:) WWW‘
tween such parties.
thus established must take its Dim and
it is true that when the federal court takes
share of the estate as administered by I!"
property into its custody, as it does some
probate court, and it cannot be enforcedg
times by a receiver, it may entertain juris
G
process directly against the property "1 I;
'1 diction of claims against that property in

1115 Possession. that it may make ﬁnal dis

decedent, (Youley v. Lavender. Sllpl'ﬂ-i
like manner, a distributee, citizen 0t mm?‘
state. may establish his right to 1 51ml’?
the estate, and enforce such adludlmgﬁ
against the administrator persvnﬂlli" m’ “
sureties, (Payne v. Hook, supra.) 0i‘ a m

Position 01' the property. Possession of the

any other parties subject to llabilify- (“W

res draws to the court having possession all
controversies concerning the res. If original

V. Chapman, supra) or in Buy othﬂfm‘

Sfavor of citlzens'of the same state as the
receiver, or either of the parties. But that
is an ancillary jurisdiction; it is in aid of
that which it has acquired by virtue of the

seizure of the Property. and in order, it hav

Jurisdiction of the administration of

the

estates of deceased persons were in the fed

which does not disturb the P0559881” “mm,
property by the state court. (See the
cases heretofore cited.)

“ml 001111. it might, by instituting such an
administration, and taking possession of the
“state through an administrator appointed
by it. draw to itself all controversies affect
ing that estate, irrespective of the cmzen.

Our conclusion. therefore, 18 "mt mug:
eral court erred in taking any action 0'

Ship of the respective parties. But it has

as between themselves. The state 00:10“ a
proceeded so far as the ﬂdmmm‘zw
the estate mrries it forwald w

no Original jurisdiction in respect to the ad
ministration of a deceased person.

It

did

ing any decree looking to the mere m m

istration of the estate, or in 8mm? 55-“
adjudicate the rights of citizens of then M

J
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when distribution may be had.

...
,0"I.

m.-;i:In.-|u'ni.v -r=:E'-l.5!!!

In

other

words, the debts of the estate had been

the second, cousins, followed the law as

paid, and the estate was ready for distribu
tion, but no adjudication had been made as
to the distributees, and in that exigeney
the circuit court might entertain jurisdic
tion in favor of all citizens of other states,

construed by the state supreme court.
The decree of the circuit court must be re
versed, and the case remanded, with in
structions to enter a. decree in favor of those,‘
citizens of other states than Pennsylvania“:l
who'have petitioned the circuit court for re-'

to determine and award their shares in the
estate. Further than that it was not at
liberty to go. In that determination it made
two rulings, in respect to both of which we
‘think the court was correct: First. In hold
ing that the distributecs had no interest in
the real estate specially described in the
ﬁrst paragraph .of the decree. Indeed, the
ruling of the court in this respect is not
seriously challenged. It is true that there
.is an assignment of error, in the ﬁrst appeal,
to the action of the court below in treating
éthe provision in the will of Mary McAuley,
.. that the proceeds of suie'of the real estate
on Duquesne way should be divided be

lief, and who are ﬁrst cousins of the dece
dent, for their shares of the estate other
than the real estate described in the declara
tion of trust, the amount of such shares be
ing determined by the fact that the ﬁrst
cousins only inherit; and an order that they
recover from the administrator such sums
thus found to be due. No decree will be
entered in favor of the two corporations
named in the first paragraph, and none in
favor of the parties to the suit who are
citizens of the state of Pennsylvania.

Mr. Justice JACKSON did not hear the ar
gument, and takes no part in the derision of

tween the Home for the Friendless and the
Home for Aged Protestant Women as a
valid declaration of a trust, and in decree

the case.
Mr. Justice SHIRAS, dissenting.

ing accordingly. But this assignment seems
to have been abandoned, or, at all events,
is not contended for in the appellants‘ brief.
We content ourselves, therefore, with say
ing that we see no error in the Judgment
of the court below in that particular. It
needs no argument to show that a written
instrument, though ineﬂicacious as a will,
irom a want of compliance with statutory
requisitions. may yet operate as a declara
tion of a trust. 1 Perry, Trusts. § 91.

The other ruling was that the ﬁrst cousins
were entitled to take the estate to the ex
clusion of the second cousins.

In this the

circuit court of the United States had to deal
with a question of local law. The state
statutes prescribed the scheme of distribu
tion, and, if the meaning of those statutes
was disputable, the construction put upon
them by the state courts was binding upon
the circuit court.
Our inquiry is, therefore, restricted to the
question whether the circuit court correctly
applied the statute law of Pennsylvania as
interpreted by the courts of that state.
The supreme court of Pennsylvania, in
Brenneman’s Appeal, 40 Pa. St 115, con
strued the statute law, as it then stood, as
preferring ﬁrst cousins to the entire exclu
sion of second cousins; and this case was
approved in the subsequent case of Hayes’
Appeal, 89 Pa. St. 256. Some statutory
changes were made in the law, but in the
recent case of Rogers’ Appeal, 131 Pa. St.
382, 18 Atl. Rep. 871, where the opposite
view of the case was presented by the same
Counsel who represents the appellants in
the present appeal, in an argument termed

by that court ingenious and able, it was
held that Brenneman's Appeal should not

be overruled or even modiﬁed.
The court below, therefore, in sustaining

‘the claim or the ﬁrst, to the exclusion of

1 am unable to concur in the Judgment oi.
the court, or in the reaoning used to sup
Dort it.
If it be true, as is argued in the opinion,
that in the case of an administration of the
estate of a decedent by proceedings in the
probate court of a state the possession of
the assets by the administrator is the pos
session of the court, and such assets, as to
custody and control, are to be deemed to
be in gremio iegis, so as to bring the case

within the doctrine of Oovell v. Heyman,
111 U. S. 176, 4 Sup. Ct. Rep. 355, and
kindred cases, then it would follow, as I
think, that the plea of the administrator,
wherein he set up the pendency of the pro
ceedings in the orphans’ court of the state
as a bar to the bill of complaint, ought to
have been sustained. Between the granting

of the letters of admnistration and the ﬁnal
distribution of the fund realized by the ad
ministration there is no polnt of time when
the jurisdiction and possession of the state
court change their character, and hence,
it it be the law that the possession and con
trol of the administrator is that of the court
appointing him, within the meaning of the
cases cited by the majority, there can be no
point of time or stage of the proceedings
between their inception and conclusion when
the process of another court can be legiti
mately invoked to take from the state court
its power of control and decision.
In this view of the case, citizens of states”
other than that having possession and con-N

trol of the estate through its otiicerpmustﬂ°
like the home residents, assert their claims
in the state court; and, if their claims have
a federal character, and if the state courts
should disregard that feature of their rights,
the remedy would be found in an ultimate
appeal to the supreme court of the United

States.
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But it is certain that such a. view of this
question cannot prevail without reversing a
long line of decisions, of which Payne v.
Hook, 7 Wall. 425, may be cited as an early,
and Borer v. Chapman, 119 U. S. 587, 7 Sup.
Ct. Rep. 342, as a recent, case, and in which
this court has held that the jurisdiction con
ferred on the federal court by the constitu
tion and laws of the United States extends
to controversies arising in the distribution
of estates of decedents, where such juris
diction is invoked by citizens of other states
than that of the domicile, notwithstanding
the peculiar structure of the local probate

system.
The logic of the opinion of the majority,
as I understand it, seems to require a re
versal of the action of the court below in
overruling the administrator's plea, setting
up that he was an oiﬁcer of the state court,
proceeding in the due and regular perform
ance of his duties as such otiicer.
As, however, the opinion refrains from ac~
cepting this conclusion, though apparently
rendered necessary by its own reasoning, the
next questions that arise are as to those
particulars in which the opinion reverses
the decree of the court below.
Having conceded that the jurisdiction of
the circuit court had duly attached under a
bill in equity brought by citizens of another
state, alleging legitimate matters of con
troversy arising out of the distribution of
the decedent's estate, the opinion of the
majority proceeds to consider the propriety
of the action of the court below in the ex
ercise of that jurisdiction.
The matters of controversy which formed
the subject of the bill of complaint were
two. The ﬁrst was as to the legal effect
of that provision of the will of the decedent
which devised the proceeds of certain real
estate, situated in the city of Pittsburgh,
in equal shares to the Home of the Friend
‘024
iess and the Home for Aged Protestant Des
titute' Women, two charitable institutions
organized under the laws of the state of
Pennsylvania. As the decedent left no has
band, children, brothers, or sisters, but cer
tain ﬁrst cousins and second cousins, a dis
pute arose whether both these classes were
entitled to share in the distribution of the
estate, and this formed the second subject
matter of the bill.
In respect to the ﬁrst matter, the court be
low held that, while the will of the decedent
could not operate as a testamentary dispo
sition of the real estate in question, because
such will had not been executed in conform
ity with certain statutory requirements, yet
that it constituted a valid declaration of a
trust. under which the two charitable in
stitutions were entitled to the proceeds of
the real estate.

The commvel‘sy between the two classes
of cousins the court resolved in favor of thr

ﬁrst consuls’ “ﬂowing, in so doing. the con
m'ucﬂml Put upon the Pennsylvania intes

tate laws by the supreme court of that one.
This disposition by the court below or the
two questions before it is approved by this
court, but, in the opinion of the majority,
the court below erred in including in the
scope of its ﬁnal decree all the parties be
fore it, and in not restricting its decree to
an adjudication of the case so far as the
citizens of states other than Pennsylvanh
were concerned.
Be it observed, that all the parties con
cerned in the matters in controversy were
before the circuit court. The administrator,
the two charitable institutions, and all the
individuals constituting both classes of 0011s
ins, were parties piaintiif and defendant in
the suit, and none of them, either in the
court below or in this court, objected to the
jurisdiction of the circuit court, except the
administrator, and his plea to the Jurisdic
tion had been rightfully, as is admitted by
the majority opinion, overruled.
In such a state of facm, why was not the
action of the court fully warranted in await
ing a decree ﬁnally establishing the rights oi
the parties before it?
There is force and logical consistency in:
the position that the settlement of a dtce’,‘
dent's estate is not a suit at law or in‘equitj,‘
but that such an estate constitutes it reads
to which the jurisdiction of the prob-iii
court, when it once attaches, is exclusive,
The position of the court below in em
cising its jurisdiction to the extent of ﬁnal

determination and enforcement is likewise
consistent with reason, and, as I think,
with the doctrine of our previous cam.

But the conclusion of the majority in the
present case, requiring the court below to
shorten its arm, and to dismiss parties who
were before it, assenting to its jurisdiction
is one that I cannot accept

Let us see to what consequences such 1
doctrine will lead; and no better case than

the one in hand is needed to illustrate "1
possible consequences.

The federal court having held that the will
of the decedent was ei'iicacious as 1111 1°
knowledgment oi.’ a valid trust, 0r mum
the real estate, which formed the subject °x
the trust, was withdrawn from the 0P0“;
tion of the intestate law, and was dedﬂﬂ

to be the property of the cestuis (1119 ""5;
tent. From this it follows that the "151°

the estate is to be equally divided “mo?
the ﬁrst cousins, who are held to be 93'

tied to it. Here we have a Comment i"
cree that binds all the world, to!‘ “n 60::
cerned were before the court, and the" 0,1?“
tentions were all heard and considered‘ n.

administrator had no oﬂicial or ilemmlnw‘
corn in the questions mooted. ‘T116 “#5:;
tion that he would not be protected hi’ 0 m5
ing the decree of the circuit court mmhich
responsibility to the orphans‘ 00m"; d?

had appointed him, has no force. It d vM
cree of the circuit court were deem“2 m
by this court, of course that decism we
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it

involving as it does a question of the juris
diction of the federal courts, be obligatory

low in going behind the account that the
administrator had ﬁled in the orphans’ court,
and in subjecting him to verify his account
ebefore a master; but, if this were error, it
gum not aﬂect the ﬁnal decree, inasmuch as

vania have the right to resort, as parties
complainant, to the federal courts, to en
force important rights and interests, such
8.8 arise, for instance, out of the patent laws.
So, too, as i understand it, when citizens
of Pennsylvania have been brought into the
circuit court of the United States as parties
defendant to a. suit by citizens of another
state, they have a right and interest in the
decree of the court in their favor.
The
right of the foreign citizens is not to have

' the account of the'administrator, as ﬁled in

the federal court decide in their favor, but

the orphans’ court, was approved and con
ﬁrmed without change by the master.
But out of the decree recommended by
the majority opinion all kinds of confusion
and uncertainty may arise. The state courts
may take a diiferent; view of the will of the

merely to have the controversy heard and
determined by the federal tribunal. The cit
izens of Pennsylvania who have been

upon the state court, and a perfect pro
it

in
[it
Ii

Ii!

5i€*: §a;:r:in:

tection to the administrator in carrying it
into effect. There may be some foundation

for criticism in the action of the court be

decedent, and decline to ﬁnd in it a valid
declaration of a trust.

In that event, the

~nmount of the estate would be increased
by the proceeds of the sale of the real es
tate thus added to the fund for distribution.
The citizens of states other than Pennsyl
vania, the extent of whose rights to partici
pate in the fund had already been deter
mined, and, perhaps, satisﬁed, under the de
cree of the circuit court, could not avail
themselves of such action of the state courts.
Consequently the ﬁrst cousins resident in
Pennsylvania would receive larger shares of
the estate than those received by the ﬁrst
cousins in other states, and thus inequality
would arise.
Again, if the state courts should happen
to change their views as to the proper con

struction of the intestate law, and hold thatv
second cousins were entitled to participate
equally with ﬁrst cousins, then the second

cousins who were citizens of other states
would, under the decree of the federal
court, binding upon them, receive nothing,
while the second cousins living in Pennsyl

vania would participate. So, too, it is en
tirely possible, under the division of juris
diction recommended by the majority opin
ion, that all of the ﬁrst cousins might be
citizens of other states, and second cousins

only be residents of Pennsylvania. Then,
as the decree of the circuit court gave
ﬁ_ _-i-_?-I!‘

the estate only to ﬁrst cousins, and as
such decree would be forthwith enforce

able, it might result that, when the state
court reached an adjudication in favor of
the second cousins,

there would be noth

his left in which they could participate.
Many other absurd consequences, not far
fetched, but likely to occur, could be read

11y suggested, if the novel proposition of
dividing jurisdiction should prevail.
I submit that the error in the reasoning
of the majority opinion is found in the in
tent assumption that the citizens of Pennsyl
._ Vania have no rights in the federal courts in

g‘Pennsylvania. The latter are treated as if
' they were courts only'intended for the ad
Vantage of citizens of other states. Yet we
know that, admittedly, citizens of Pennsyl

v. 138.0.—58

brought into the federal court have a right
and interest in the decision, which, as it
would have been conclusive if against them,
so it must be conclusive if in their favor.
The Home for the Friendicss and the Home
for Aged Protestant YVomen should not,
after a decision has been made in their

favor, in a suit where all concerned were
parties, be turned out of the federal court
to wage, in another tribunal, with the same
parties, the same question. Nor should the
second cousins, resident in Pennsylvania,
after having consented to submit their
ciaims to adjudication in the circuit court,
be permitted, as against the same parties,
to try a second full in the state c-mrt.
The apprehension is expressed in the opin
ion of the majority that the principles upon
which the court below proceeded in adjudi
cating ﬁnally upon the parties and ques
tions before it would lead to a conﬂict be
tween the courts, federal and state, and sub
ject the administrator to a divided duty.
1f the previous reasoning is not altogether
wrong, it will be readily seen that, on the
contrary, a conﬂict between the state and
federal courts will be brought about by an
attempt to divide between them the Jurisdic
tion and decision of the same subjects of liti
gation, and that the "divided duty" which

will perplex the administrator will be that
of having to obey two courts instead of one.
To conclude: Either the plea of the ad-aD
ministrator, setting up the jurisdiction of theg
orphans‘ court, as having already'attached,'
and as being, therefore, exclusive, ought to

have been sustained, or the course of the
court below, in dealing with the subjects
and parties before it, by a ﬁnal decree, not
to be interfered with or thwarted, as be
tween the same parties, by any other court,
should be affirmed.
Jurisdiction has been deﬁned by thiscourt

in U. S. v. Arredondo, 6 Pet. 709, to be
“the power to hear and determine a cause."

In Ober v. Gallagher, 93 U. S. 206, it was
said that a circuit court “having obtained
rightful jurisdiction of the parties and the
subject-matter of the action for one purpose,

the court will make its jurisdiction effectuin
for complete relief."
"Jurisdictio est potestas de publlco intro

ducta cum necessitate jurisdicendlt" (Hall '
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Stanley, 10 Coke, 73,)—jurisdiction is the
power introduced for the public good, with
the necessity of expounding the law.
“Jurls eiTectus in executione consisti't," (Co.
Litt. 289,)—the effect of law consists in execu
tion.
I am unable to give my adhesion to a doc
trine under which, in the distribution of
the estate of a decedent, parties hearing the
same relation to it shall or may receive dif
ferent treatment as they may happen to be
citizens of one state or another in our fed
eral union. The rights of all parties should
be measured by the same yardstick. And
when, as in the present case, all 'persons
concerned in the distribution of an estate
have been duly made parties to a. suit in
equity in the circuit court of the United
States by a bill bringing into adjudication
all the questions between such persons,
and their several contentions have been
heard and considered, the decree of such
court ought to operate as a decision ﬁnal
between the parties and as to the matters
in controversy.
I think the decree of the court below
ought to be affirmed, and am authorized to
say that the Chief Justice concurs in that
conclusion and in this dissent.
Mr. Justice JACKSON, not having heard
the argument, did not take part in the de
cision.

(149 U. S. 368)

BALTIMORE & O. R. CO. v. BAUGH.
(May 1, 1893.)
No. 89.
Fsneiui. COUBTS—FOLLOWlNG STATE DECISIONS—
Mns'rnn AND SERVANT—N sonionscs — Locomo
TlVE Exeixnsic no FiliElilAN.
1. Decisions by the highest court of the
state are not “laws" of the state, within the
moaning of Rev. St. § T21. which provides that,
in the absence of federal legislation, "the law
of the several states" shall be regarded as
rules of decision in actions at law in the fed
eral courts, in cases where they apply. Mr.
Justice Field. (‘iii-‘wilting
2. The question whether the engineer and
ﬁreman of a locomotive are fellow servants,
M) as to preclude the ﬁreman from recovering
damages against the company for personal in
Juriel caused by the engineer's negligence, is
a question of general law, as to which the fed
eral courts are not controlled by state de
cisions, but are free to exercise an independent
judgment. Mr: Justice Field, dissenting.
3.An engineer in charge of a locomotive,
which is running detached from any train, can
not be regarded as in control of a department

of the alleged negligent act. If that not I,
done in the discharge of some positive iiutyot
the master to the servant, then negligence in
the act is the negligence of the master, irre
spective of the gradations of service as be
tween the servants themselves. If the not ii
not one in the discharge of such positive riiity,
then there should be some personal wrour on
{heﬂpart of the master before he can be held
in. e.

In error to the circuit court of the United
States for the southern district of Ohio. lie
versed.
:
Statement by Mr. Justice BREWER:
;
‘John Baugh, defendant in error. was em"
ployed as a ﬁreman on a locomotive of the
plaintiff inv error, and while so employed was
injured, as is claimed, through the negli
gence of the engineer in charge thereof. He
commenced a suit to recover for these in
juries in the circuit court of the United
States for the southern district of Ohio.
The circumstances of the injury are these:
The locomotive was manned by one Hlte, is
engineer, and Baugh, as ﬁreman, and was
what is called in the testimony a “helper!
On May 4, 1885, it left Bellalre, Ohio, at
tached to a freight train, which it helped to
the top of the grade about 20 miles west of
that point. At the top of the grade the help
er was detached, and then returned alone to
Bellaire. There were two ways in which"
could return, in conformity to the rules oi
the company: one, on the special orders
of the train dispatcher at Newark, and the
other, by following some regular scheduled
train, carrying signals to notify trains com
ing in the opposite direction that the helper
was following it. This method was mlleil
in the testimony "ﬂagging back." On the do!
in question, without special orders, and M!

following any scheduled train, the 1161118
started back for Bellaire, and on the will
collided with a regular local train, and in the
collision Baugh was injured. Bough hid
been in the employ of the railroad company
about a year, had been ﬁreman about at!

months, and had run on the helper. W0 mp5
8. day, about two months. He knew till!

the helper had to keep out of the way 01'he
trains, and was familiar with the method ﬁfe
ﬂag
back.
Nguigstlmony
was offered by the defend-F

ant, and at the close ‘or plalntid's testimony
the defendant asked the court to direct;J
nonsuit, which motion was overruled,

which ruling an exception was duly "11:;
In its charge to the jury the court {We

_

of the company is business, so as to render him
a vice principal_in his relation to the ﬁreman

instruction: “If the injury result! “0m “e:
ligence or carelessness on the part 0! “flame

of the locomotive; but the two are fellow
servants, althou h the company's rules declare
that under an
circumstances the engineer
shall also be regarded as a conductor. Rail
road Co. v. _Ross, 5 Sup‘. Ct. Rep. 184, 112 U.
S. 377, distinguished.
ir. Chief Justice Ful
ler and Mr. Justice Field. dissenting.
‘ hi4. In determining the liability of a master
0
s servant for injuries caused by the negli
geitice of another servant, the question does
an turn merely on the matter of subordina
on and control, but rather on the character

placed in authority over the employe ° w
company, who is injured. 35 ‘5° am ll
control that employe, then the camping”
liable." To which instruction an ﬂcepm

was duly taken. The jury returned a n
diet for the plaintiff for $6,750, and up;
this verdict judgment was entered. to
verse which the railroad company “1
a writ of error from this couri

BALTIMORE & O. R. CO. '0. BAUGH.
John K. Cowen, .T. H. Collins, and Hugh
. Bond, Jr., for plaintiff in error. L. Dan
ford, for defendant in error.

-_ -2:‘=:;!r§2il ?§l

Mr. Justice BREWER, after stating the
facts in the foregoing language, delivered
the opinion of the court.
The single question presented for our de
termination is whether the engineer and ﬁre
man of this locomotive, running alone and
without any train attached, were fellow
servants of the company, so as to preclude
the latter from recovering from the company
for injuries caused by the negligence of the
former.
This is not a question of local law, to be
settled by an examination merely of the de
cisions of the supreme court of Ohio, the
state in which the cause of action arose,
and in which the suit was brought, but rather
one of general law, to be determined by a
reference to all the authorities, and a coil
sideratlon of the principles underlying the
relations of master and servant.
The question as to what is a matter of
local, and what of general, law, and the ex
tent to which in the latter this court should
follow the decisions of the state courts, has
been often presented. The unvarying rule
is that in matters of the latter class this
:court, while leaning towards an agreement

?wiih the'views of the state courts, always
exercises an independent Judgment: and as
unvarying has been the course of decision
that the question of the responsibility of
a railroad corporation for injuries caused to
or by its servants is one of general law.
in the case of Swift v. Tyson, 16 Pet. 1,
The ﬁrst proposition was considered at
length. On page 18 it is thus stated: “But.
admitting the doctrine to be fully settled
in New York, it remains to be considered
Whether it is obligatory upon this court if
it diﬂ'ers from the principles established in
the general commercial law. It is observ
able that the courts of New York do not
found their decisions upon this point upon
any local statute, or positive, ﬁxed, or an
cient local usage, but they deduce the
doctrine from the general principles of com
mercial law. It is, however, contended that
the thirty-fourth section of the judiciary
act of 1789, (c. 20,) furnishes a rule obli

Emory upon this court to follow the deci
sions of the state tribunals in all cases to
which they apply. That section provides
‘that the laws of the several states. except
where the constitution, treaties, or statutes
of the United States shall otherwise require
01' provide, shall be regarded as rules of

decision in trials at common law in the

tended that the decisions of courts constitute
laws. They are, at most. only evidence of
what the laws are, and are not of the selves laws. They are often rel-examined,
reversed, and qualiﬁed by the courts them
selves, whenever they are found to be either
defective, or ill-founded, or otherwise in
correct. The laws of a state are more
usually understood to mean the rules and
enactments promulgated by the legislative
authority thereof, or longsestablished local
customs having the force of laws. In all
the various cases which have hitherto come
before us for decision, this court have uni
formly supposed that the true interpreta
tion of the thirty-fourth section limited its
application to state laws strictly local; that"
is to say, to the positive statutes of the};
‘state, and the construction thereof adopted
by the local tribunals, and to rights and
titles to things having a permanent locality,
such as the rights and titles to real estate.
and other matters immovable and intrater
ritorial in their nature and character."
Notwithstanding the interpretation placed
by this decision upon the thirty-fourth sec
tion of the judiciary act of 1789, congress
has never amended that section; so it must
be taken as clear that the construction thus
placed is the true construction, and accept
able to the legislative as well as to the ju
dicial branch of the government. This de
cision was in 1842. Forty years thereafter,
in Burgess v. Seligman, 107 U. S. 20, 2 Sup.
Ct. Rep. 10, the matter was again fully con
sidered, and it was said by Mr. Justice
Bradley, on pages 33 and 34, 107 U. 8., and
pages 21 and 22, 2 Sup. Ct. Rep., that “the
federal courts have an independent juris
diction in the administration of state laws.

coordinate with and not subordinate to
that of the state courts, and are bound to
exercise their own Judgment as to the merm
ing and cii’ect of those laws. The existence of
two co-ordinate jurisdictions in the same
territory is peculiar, and the results would
be anomalous and inconvenient but for the

exercise of mutual respect and deference.
Since the ordinary administration of the law
is carried on by the state courts. it neces
sarily happens that by the course of their
decisions certain rules are established which
become rules of property and action in the
state, and have all the effect of law, and
which it would be wrong to disturb. This

is especially true with regard to the law of
real estate, and the construction of state
constitutions
and
statutes. Such
estab
lished rules are always regarded by the fed
eral courts, no less than by the state courts
themselves, as authoritative declarations of

courts of the United States, in cases where

they apply.’ In order to maintain the argu
ment, it is essential, therefore, to hold that
the word ‘laws,’ in this section, includes
within the scope of its meaning the deci

sions of the local tribunals. In the ordi
m1‘? use of language it will hardly be con
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what the law is.

But where the law has

not been thus settled, it is the right and
duty of the federal courts to exercise their
own judgment, as they always do in refer
ence to the doctrines of commercial law
and general jurisprudence. ' ' ' As, how

ever, the very object of giving to the m‘
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tlonal courts jurisdiction to administer the
laws of the states in controversies between
citizens of different states was to institute
independent tribunals, which, it might be
..supposed, would be unaffected by local
z’prcjudices and sectional views, it would be
a dercliction of their duty not to exercise an
independent judgment in cases not forc
cicsed by previous adjudication. As this
iatter has received our special considera
tion, we have endeavored thus brieﬂy to
state our views with distinctness, in order
to obviate any misapprehenslons that may
arise from language and expresslsons used
in previous decisions. The principal cases
bearing upon the subject are referred to in
the note, but it is not deemed necessary
to discuss them in detail." And in the note
referred to over 50 cases are cited, in which
the proposition had been in terms stated
or in fact recognized. Since the case of
Burgess v. Sellgman the same proposition
has been again and again affirmed.
Whatever dliferences of opinion may have
been expressed have not been on the ques
tion whether a matter of general law should
be settled by the independent judgment of
this court, rather than through an adherence
to the decisions of the state courts, but upon
the other question, whether a given matter
is one of local or of general law. Thus in
the case of Bucher v. Railroad 00., 125 U.
S. 555, 8 Sup. Ct. Rep. 974, these facts ap
peared: A statute of Massachusetts forbade
travel on the Lord’s day, except for neces
sity or charity, under penalty of a ﬁne not
exceeding $10. The plaintiff, while riding
in the cars of the defendant in violation of
that statute, was injured through its negli
gence. The defendant pleaded his violation
of this statute as a bar to any recovery, cit
ing repeated decisions of the highest court
of that state sustaining such a defense. This
court followed those decisions. It is true,
as said in the opinion, that there was no
dispute about the meaning of the language

used by the legislature, so this court was
not following the construction placed upon
the statute by the Massachusetts court, but
only those decisions as to its 93mg And
yet, from that opinion two of the justices
dissented, holding that, notwithstanding it
was a dispute as to the eifect of a state

Tamtute, it was still a question of general
w.

Again, in the case of Detroit v. Osborne,
‘135 U. S. 492, 10 Sup. Ct. Rep. 1012, the

opinion, nor in accordance with the View,

of this court, and this was done on the
ground that

the question was one of ii

purely local nature.

This quotation was

made from the opinion in Claiborne (1Q ,_

Brooks, 111 U. S. 400, 410, 4 Sup. Ct. Rep,
489. as fully expressing the reasons for so
following the rulings of the Michigan court;
“It is undoubtedly a question of local policy
with each state what shall be the extent
and character of the powers which its an
rlous political and municipal organization
shall possess, and the settled decisions of
its highest courts on this subject will be
regarded as authoritative by the courts of
the United States; for it is 0. question that
relates to the internal constitution of the
body politic of the state." Observations at
a. similar nature are pertinent to other
cases, in which this court has felt itself on
strained to yield its own judgment to the
decisions of the state courts.
Again, according to the decisions of this
court, it is not open to doubt that the re
sponsibility of a railroad company to its
employes is a matter of general law. In
Railroad Co. v. Lockwood, 17 Wall. 357,
368, the question was as to the extent to
which a common carrier could stipulate lot
exemption from responsibility for the negli
gence of himself or his servants, and nut
Withstanding there were decisions of the
courts of New York thereon, the state in
which the cause of action arose, this court

held that it was not bound by them. and
that in a case involving a matter of such
importance to the whole country it was its
duty to proceed in the exercise of an in
dependent jndgment. In Bough v. Rnilwri
00., 100 U. S. 213, was presented the liability

of a company to its servant for iniili'lu
caused by negligence, and Mr. Justice HA!’
inn, on page 226, thus expressed the view!’:

of the entire court: "Our attention 11118 bf”;
called to two case

determined in the lil"

preme court of Texas, and which. it L‘
urged, sustain the principles annouﬂfﬂd in
the court below.

After a careful considera

tion of those cases, we are oi 01“111011 that
they do not necessarily conﬂict with the

conclusions we have reached. B8 "Ii-‘i "
it may, the questions before us. in the
absence of statutory regulations by the 5w;
in which the cause of action arose, dept“
upon principles of general law. and in
determination we are not required to 10110‘:

the decisions of the state courts." IBM?“

gplaintitf was injured while walking in one

v. Railroad 00.. 107 U. s. 102, 101113”

‘of the streets of~Detroit, through a defect;
in the sidewalk. The supreme court of Mich
igan had held that the duty resting upon the

bill of lading, issued by a railroad company;

whereby the company agreed to carry “to,

Ct. Rep. 425, the question was whetheri

city, of keeping its streets in repair, was a

beyond its own line to the place namedThe

duty to the Public. and not to private in

ﬁnal delivery, was a through Wilma‘ a

dividuals, the mere neglect of which was
a nonfeasance only, for which no private

ticket or bill of lading was issued in 111113;“

action for damages arose.

This court :01.

Pwed that ruling, although conceding that
it was not in harmony with the general

and the rulings of the supreme court 02 or
state, as to the effect of such *1 “dim,
bill of lading, were claimed to be 0W1 (i
but this court declined to follow them’ “i
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in the exercise of its own judgment placed
a diﬂerent construction upon the contract.
And in the recent case of Railway Co. v.

Prentice, 147 U. S. 101, 106, 13 Sup.

Ct.

Rep. 261, where the question arose as to
the right to recover from the railway com
pany punitive damages for the wanton and
oppressive conduct of one of its conductors
towards a passenger, it was said: “This

question, like others affecting the liability

EQ'Iéi‘fl' ris'‘éli fi

of a railroad corporation as a common car
rier of goods or passengers, such as its
right to contract for exemption from respon
sibility for its own negligence. or its liability
beyond its own line, or its liability to one
of its servants for the act of another person
in its employment, is a question, not of local
law, but of general jurisprudence, upon
which this court, in the absence of express
statute regulating the subject, will exercise
its own judgment, uncontrolled by the de

cisions of the courts of the several states."
Not only that, but in the cases of Railway
Co. v. McDaniels, 107 U. S. 454. 2 Sup. Ct. Rep.
932, a case arising in the state of Indiana;

Randall v. Railroad 00., 109 U. S. 478, 3
Sup. Ct. Rep. 322, arising in West Virginia;
and Railroad Co. v. Boss, 112 U. S. 377, 5
5 Sup. Ct. Rep. 184, coming from Minnesota,—
'5 all three cases being actions by employes to
' recover damageﬁ against railroad companies
for personal injuries—the question of the
liability of the company was discussed as
one of general law, and no reference made
to the decisions of the state in which the
injuries took place. Indeed, in the last case,

the instruction given by the circuit judge,
which was sustained by this court, was in
direct opposition to the rulings of the supreme
court of Minnesota. Thus, in Brown v. Rail
road 00., 27 Minn. 162, 6 N. W. Rep. 484, a.
case called to the attention of this court,

that court held that “a. master is not liable
to one servant for injuries caused by the

negligence of a coservant in the same com
_. _ —-= .ua—-E\ -‘I

mon employment,” and “that the negligent
servant is superior in authority, or an over
seer of the one injured, does not take the
case out of this rule." And in the opinion,
on page 165, 27 Minn, and page 486, 6 N.
W- Rep., it is said: "It is upon this point
that the authorities disagree. Some courts,
the supreme court of Ohio being the leading
one, hold that where the injured servant is
subordinate to him whose negligence causes
the injury, they are not ‘fellow servants,‘
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Minn. 54, 19 N. W. Rep. 349, both decided
before the Ross Case, and reaﬂirmed since
in Gonsior v. Railway 00., 36 Minn. 385, 31
N. W. Rep. 515. Indeed, in all the various
cases in this court, affecting the relations
of railroad companies to their cmploycs, it
has either been directly affirmed that tho
question presented was one of general law,
or else the discussion has proceeded upon
the assumption that such was the fact.
An examination of the opinions in the cases
in the Ohio supreme court, which are claimed
to be authoritative here, discloses that they
proceed not upon any statute, or upon any
custom or usage, or, indeed, upon anythingh
of a local nature, but simply announce the'

views of that court upon the question'as;
one of general law. We agree with that
court, in holding it to be a question of gen
eral law, although we differ from it, as to
what the rule is by that law. Indeed, the
Ohio court is not wholly satisﬁed with that
doctrine, as appears from the cases of

Whaalan v. Railroad 00., 8 Ohio St. 249,
and Railway Co. v. Devinncy, 17 Ohio St.
197. In the last case it disagrees with the
conclusions reached by this court in the case
of Railroad Co. v. Ross. supra, and holds
that a conductor of a train is not always to
be regarded as a vice principal or represent
ative of the company. In that case, a brake
mnn on one train was injured through the
negligence of the conductor of another, and

they were held to be fellow servants, and
the latter not a vice principal or representa
tive of the company, for whose negligence
it was responsible. The opinion in that case
is signiﬁcant as showing that the question
was regarded as one of common or general
law; that the ordinary rule is in accordance
with the views we have reached in this case;
and that the Ohio doctrine is confessediy
an exception. We quote from it as follows:
“The true general rule is, and so it must be,
that, when men are employed for the prose
cation of a lawful but hazardous business,
they assume the hazards of such employ
ment arising from the negligence oi‘ coem
ployes, and stipulate for compensation ac
cording to their estimate of such hazards;
subject, however, to this exception, that the
master is liable for such injuries as accrued
to the servant from the negligence of a fel
low servant in the selection of whom the
master has been culpably negligent; and to

this we in Ohio have added the further ex

and the master is liable. On the other hand,

ception of a case where the servant injured

the great majority of courts, both in
country and in England, hold that mere
ference in grade of employment, or in
thority, with respect to each other, does

is subordinate to, and acting under the orders

this
dif
au
not

remove them from the class of fellow serv
ants as regards the liability of the master
for injuries to one caused by the negligence

of the other."
The same doctrine

was

announced

in

Brown v. Railway 00., 31 Minn. 553, 18 N.
W. Rep. 834, and Fraker v. Railway 00., 32

of, the culpable fellow servant. For the
reasoning on which the decisions establishing
this exception are based, the members of
this court, as now constituted, are not re
sponsible; nor are we at all bound to carry
out their logic to its ultimate consequences.
In subsequent cases, strictly analogous in
their facts, those decisions will doubtless be

accepted as authoritative: but the case now
before

us

does not require us to review
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Ethcm. In adding this last-named exception
0 to the rule~elsewhere generally established,
we have already diverged from the gen
eral current of judicial decision elsewhere.
A majority of the court are unwilling to
increase the divergency; doubting, as we
do, the wisdom of such a step, and being
unwilling to assume the responsibility of
what would savor so strongly of Judicial
legislation.”
But, passing beyond the matter of authori
ties, the question is essentially one of general
law. It does not depend upon any statute;
it does not spring from any local usage or
custom; there is in it no rule of property,
but it rests upon those considerations of
right and justice which have been gathered
into the great body of the rules and prin
ciples known as the “common law." There
is no question as to the power of the states
to legislate and change the rules of the com
mon law in this respect as in others; but
in the absence of such legislation the ques
tion is one determinable only by the gen
eral principles of that law. Further than
that, it is a question in which the nation as
a whole is interested. It enters into the
commerce of the country. Commerce be
tween the states is a matter of national
regulation, and to establish it as such was
one or the principal causes which led to
the adoption of our constitution. Today, the
volume of interstate commerce far exceeds
the anticipation of those who framed this
constitution, and the main channels through
which this interstate commerce passes are
the railroads of the country. Congress has
legislated in respect to this commerce not
merely by the interstate commerce act
and its amendments, (24 Stat. 379,) but also
by an act passed at the last session, requir
ing the use of automatic couplers on freight
cars. Pub. A018, (2- 196. The llneg of this
very plaintiﬂ in error extend into half a
dozen or more states, and its trains are
largely employed in interstate commerce.
A5 it passes from state to state, must the
rights, obligations, and duties subsisting be
tween it and its employee change at every
state line? If to a train running from 331.
timore to Chicago it should, within the lim
its of the state of Ohio, attach a. car for a dis
atance only within that state, ought the law
gcontrolling the relation of a brakeman on
O that car to the'company to be different
from that subsisting between the brakemen

011 the through cars and the company?
Whatever may be accomplished by statute,

—and of that we have now nothing to say,
it is obvious that the relations between the
minim!!! and employe are not in any sense
of the term local in character, but are of a

general nature, and to be determined by

the general rules of the common law. But

me question 18 not local. but general. It is
also one of the vexed questions of the law,
and perhaps there is no one matter upon
which there are more conﬂicting and 111-econ.

cilablc decisions in the various courts 01mg
land than the one as to what is the test on
common service, such as to relieve the um.

ter from liability for the injury of one sen.
ant

through

the

negligence of anon",

While a. review of all these cases is lmpm.
ble, it may be not amiss to notice some, and
to point out what are signiﬁcant meta“ m
such a question.
Counsel for defendant in error rely prim.
pally upon the case of Railroad Co. v. lion
112 U. S. 377, 5 Sup. Ct. Rep. 184, tukenm
connection with this portion of rule No.10»!
the company: "Whenever a train or engine
is run without a conductor, the engine nan
thereof will also be regarded as conductor,
and will act accordingly." The Ross Cine,
as it is commonly known, decided that ‘r
conductor of a railroad train, who has a right
to command the movements of a train and
control the persons employed upon it, repre
sents the company while performing time
duties, and does not bear the relation oi
fellow servant to the engineer and other em
ployes on the train." The argument is l
short one: The conductor of a train repre
sents the company, and is not a fellow w!
ant with his subordinates on the train.
The rule of the company provides tinitwliei
there is no conductor, the engineer shall be
regarded as a conductor. Therefore, in such
case he represents the company, and is like
wise not a fellow servant with his subordi
nates. But this gives a potency to the ruleti
the company which it does not possess. The
inquiry must always be directed to the rail
powers and duties of the oﬂiclal. and not

simply to the name given to the oﬂlcﬂ Tilt
regulations of a company cannot make the:

conductor a. fellow servant with his rubordig
mites,‘ and thus overrule the law announced

in the Ross Case. Neither can it, by ﬁlm"!
some one else a conductor, bring 8 “it

within the scope of the rule there Ilid

down. In other words, the law is not 8111M
backwards and forwards by the mere r93“
lations of the company. but applies general‘

ly, irrespective of all such rtglllﬂml
There is a principle underlying the 59cm“
in that case, and the question niwﬂi'l 1'

as to the applicability of that Principle”
the given state of facts.

What was the Ross Case, and Willi ll“
decided therein? The instruction We" is“

the trial in the circuit court- whldl W“ ml;
the principal ground of chnllenlil?» WW
these words: "It is very clear, I mink’: m

ii.’ the company sees ﬁt to Place ‘me ° 0,
employee under the control and 61mm}; '
another, that then the two are not it‘;
servants engaged in the same common;11°

ployment, within the meaning '2'! the M

of law of which I am speaking The
silage of that instruction, it will be‘:
ceived, is very like that of the ‘med w
complained of, and, if this 6°11" hand”,
proved that instruction as a general t n‘

law, it might well be said that "m
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suﬂicient authority for sustaining this, and
aﬂirming the judgment. But, though the
question was fairly before the court, it did
not attempt to approve the instruction gen
erally, but simply held that it was not
erroneous as applied to the facts of that
case. This is evident from this language,
found in the latter part of the opinion, and
which is used in summing up the conclusions
of the court: "We agree with them in hold
ing—and the present case requires no fur

-_'|r-:~IFH':! §L“E.|"§I

ther decision—that the conductor of a rail
way train, who commands its movements,

directs when it shall start. at what stations
it shall stop, at what speed it shall run,
and has the general management of it, and
control over the persons employed upon it,
represents the company, and, therefore, that,
for injuries resulting from his negligent acts,
the company is responsible. If such a con
ductor does not represent the company, then
the train is operated without any represent
atlve of its owner. It’, now, we apply these
<- |—.:;un

views of the relation of the conductor of
3a railway train to the company, and to
the'subordinates under him on the train,
the objections urged to the charge of the
court will be readily disposed of. Its lan

Q
0

guage in some sentences may be open to
verbal criticism, but its purport touching
the liability of the company is that the con
ductor and engineer, though both employes,
were not fellow servants in the sense in

which that term is used in the decisions."
It is also clear from an examination of the
reasoning running through the opinion, for
there is nowhere an argument to show that
the mere fact that one servant is given con
trol over another destroys the relation of
fellow servants. After stating the general
rule, that a servant entering into service
assumes the ordinary risks of such employ
ment, and, among them, the risk of injuries
caused through the negligence of a fellow
servant, and after referring to some cases
on the general question. and saying that it
was unnecessary to lay down any rule which

would determine in all cases what is to be
deemed a common employment, it turns to
that which was recognized as the controlling
fact in the case. to wit, the single and

absolute control which the conductor has
over the management of a train, as a sepa
rate branch of the company’s business, and
says: “There is, in our judgment, a clear

distinction to be made in their relation to
their common principal, between servants
of a corporation, exercising no supervision
over others engaged with them in the same
employment, and agents of the corporation,
clothed with the control and management
of a distinct department, in which their duty
is entirely that of direction and superinten

dence. ' ' ' We know from the manner
in which railways are operated that, sub—
iect to the general rules and orders of
the directors of the companies, the conduct

or in entire control and management of

the train to which he is assigned. He directs
when it shall start, at what speed it shall
run, at what stations it shall stop, and for
what length of time, and everything essen
tial to its successful movements, and all per
sons employed on it are subject to his orders.
In no proper sense of the term is he a
fellow servant with the ﬁreman, the brake
mcn, the porters, and the engineer. The lat
ter arc fellow servants in the running of then
train under his direction; as to them audit;
the train, he'stands in the place of and rep-"
resents the corporation." And quotes from
Wharton's Law of Negligence, (section 2322a»
“The true view is that, as corporations can
act only through super-intending oﬂicers, the
negligenccs of those officers, with respect
to other servants, are the negligences of the
corporation."
And also from Malone v.
Hathaway, 64 N. Y. 5, 12: “Corporations neces
sarily acting by and through agents, those
having the superlntendence of various de
partments, with delegated authority to em
ploy and discharge laborers and employes.
provide material and machinery for the serv
ice of the corporation, and generally direct
and control under general powers and in
structions from the directors, may well be
regarded as the representatives of the cor
poration, charged with the performance of
its duty, exercising the discretion ordinarily
exercised by principals, and, within the lim
its of the delegated authority, the acting
principal.”

The court, therefore, did not hold that it
was universally true that, when one servant
has control over another, they cease to be
fellow servants within the rule of the mas
ter's exemption from liability, but did hold
that an instruction couched in such general
language was not erroneous when applied
to the case of a conductor having exclusive
control of a train in relation to other em
ployes of the company acting under him on

the same train. The conductor was, in the
language of the opinion, "clothed with the

control and management of a distinct de
partment;" he was “a superintending oflicer,"
as described by Mr. Wharton; he had "the
superintendence of a department," as sug
gested by the New York court of appeals.
And this rule is one frequently recognized.
Indeed, where the master is a corporation,
there can be no negligence on the part of the
master except it also be that of some agent
or servant, for a corporation only acts
through agents. The directors are the man
aging agents; their negligence must be ad
judged the negligence of the corporation, al
though they are simply agents. So when
they place the entire management of the
corporation in the hands of a general su-0°
perintendent1 such general superintendenhgg
though himself only an agent, is almost.
universally recognized as the representative

of the corporation, the master, and his neg
ligence as that of the master. And it is
only carrying the same principle a little
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further, and with reasonable application,
when it is held that, if the business of the
master and employer becomes so vast and
diversiﬁed that it naturally separates itself
into departments of service, the individuals
placed by him in charge of those separate
branches and departments of service, and
{:iven entire and absolute control therein, are
properly to be considered, with respect to
employes under them, vice principals, repre
sentatives of the master, as fully and as
completely as if the entire business of the
master was by him placed under charge of
one superintendent. It was this proposition
which the court applied in the Ross Case,
holding that the conductor of a train has
the control and management of a distinct
department. But this rule can only be fair
ly applied when the diﬁerent branches or
departments of service are in and of them
selves separate and distinct. Thus, between
the law department of a railway corporation
and the operating department there is a
natural and distinct separation, one which
makes the two departments like two inde
pendent kinds of business, in which the one
employer and master is engaged. So, often
times there is in the affairs of such corpora
tion what may be called a manufacturing or
repair department, and another strictly op
erating department; these two departments
are, in their relations to each other, as dis‘
tinct and separate as though the work of
each was carried on by a separate corpora
tion. And from this natural separation
ﬂows the rule that he who is placed in
charge of such separate branch of the serv
vice, who alone superintends and has the
control of it, is as to it in the place of the
master. But this is a very diﬂerent propm
sition from that which aﬂlrms that each sep
arate piece of work in one oi’ these branches
of service is a distinct department, and gives
to the individual having control of that piece
of work the position of vice principal or rep
resentative of the master. Even the conclu

that service that there is some risk oi injur;

through the negligence of other employ-5v
and that risk, which he knows exists, he 35.

sumes in entering into the empioymvm‘
Thus, in the opinion in the Ross Case, page
382, IE U. S., and page 186, 5 Sup. Ct Rip,
it was said: “Having been engaged for the
performance of speciﬁed services, he mm
upon himself the ordinary risks modem

thereto. As a consequence, it he suffers by
exposure to them, he cannot recover ain
pensatlon from his employer. The Olii‘loui
reason for this exemption is that he has. or.
in law, is supposed to have, them in couien
piation when he engages in the service. and
that his compensation is arranged according
ly. He cannot, in reason, complain iihe
suffers from a risk which he has voluntarily
assumed, and for the assumption of which lie
is paid."
But the danger from the negligence oi one
specially in charge of the particular work
is as obvious and as great as from that ol
those who are simply co-workers wiin aim
in it. Each is equally with the other in
ordinary risk of the employment It hels
paid for the one, he is paid for the other:
if he assumes the one, he assumes the other.
Therefore, so far as the matter 0! the
master's exemption from liability depends
upon whether the negligence is one oi the
ordinary risks of the employment, andthus
assumed by the employe, it includes all or
workers to the same end, whether in control‘
or not. But it the fact that the risk ism-is;
not obvious does not'control, what test or

rule is there which determines? Rlghtfillli
this: there must be some personal wrong on
the part of the master, some breach oi pwl

tive duty on his part. It be dischargmu
that may be called positive duty. “11d 1‘
himself guilty of no neglect, it would seem
as though he was absolved from all respon

sibility, and that the party who caused "10
injury should he himself alone rewollslblt

It may be said that this is only 118881118 if“?

sion announced in the Ross Case was not

one difficulty to another, as it leaves Bull

‘reached by a unanimous court1 four of its
:members being of opinion that it was carry

is personal neglect; and yet, 1! “'9 “mum

to be settled what is positive duty and will!

- ing the thought of a distinct'department too

these matters a little, there will 11PM" 15’

far to hold it applicable to the management
of a single train.
The truth is, the various employes of one

diiiiculty
breach of in
positive
the duty
question.
is personal
Obviously.
NEW

of these large corporations are not graded

fore. what is the positive duty M m;

and the question in any given case is. ill???‘
master?

He certainly owes the dull ‘:0

like steps in a. staircase, those on each step
being as to those on the step below in the
relation of masters. and not of fellow serv
ants. and only those on the same steps fel

surround his employe with m and “Him

10“ servants, because not subject to any

rely upon his discharge of this duti-

control by one over the other. Prima facie,
all who enter into the employ of a single

master is careless in the matter of our‘;
mg a servant, it is his personal neglect; his

taking fair and reasonable Premudom M
coworkers, and the employ9 has a ‘1% we
H.

master are engaged in a common service,

if without proper care in inquiring “8 2w"

and are fellow servants, and some other he
of demarcation than that of control must

person, the fact that he has an inoomiiels a

exist to destroy the relation of fellow serv

and, therefore, an improper, will‘)?! Fm

ants. All enter into the service of the same
master, to further his interests in the one

matter of his personal wrong, and ° “Dim
his personal neglect. And 3 me “an;
of this incompetent servant Work‘

enterprise; each knows when entering into

competency he does employ an “mmptm
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a coservant, is it not obvious that the
master's omission of duty enters directly
and properly into the question of responsibil
ity? If, on the other hand, the master has
taken all reasonable precautions to inquire
into the competency of one proposing to

have it attended to by others, that does not._

enter into his service, and as the result of

change the measure of obligation to the em-:

such reasonable inquiry is satisﬁed that the
employe is ﬁt and competent, can it be said
that the master has neglected anything, that
he has omitted any personal duty? and this,

notwithstanding that, after the servant has
E:Jlﬂﬁwls'hiﬂg-'r

been employed, it shall be disclosed that he
was incompetent and unﬁt? If he has done
all that reasonable care requires to inquire
into the competency of his servant, is any
neglect imputable to him? No human in
quiry, no possible precaution, is sutiicient to
' absolutely determine in advance whether a

in party under certain exigencies will or will

-.i_-I =I1-rlI,wh-'

9 not do a negligent act. So it is notvposslble
for the master, take whatsoever pains he
may, to secure employes who will never be
guilty of any negligence. Indeed, is there
any man who does not sometimes do a neg
ligent act? Neither is it possible for the
master, with any ordinary and reasonable
care, always to secure competent and ﬁt
servants.
He may be mistaken, notwith~
standing the reasonable precautions he has
taken. Therefore, that a servant proves
to be unﬁt and incompetent, or that in any
given exigeucy he is guilty of a negligent act
resulting in injury to a fellow servant, does
not of itself prove any omission of care on
the part of the master in his employment;
and it is only when there is such omission of
care that the master can be said to be guilty
of personal wrong in placing or continuing
such servant in his employ, or has done or
omitted alight justifying the placing upon
him the responsibility for such employe‘s neg
llgence.
Again, a master employing a servant
implledly engages with him that the place
in which he is to work and the tools or ma

reasonable precautions therefor
has a right to look to the master
charge of that duty, and if the
stead of discharging it himself,

taken. He
for the dis
master, in
sees ﬁt t-"

ploye, or the latter’s right to ‘insist that
reasonable precaution shall be taken to se
cure safety in these respects. Therefore it
will be seen that the question turns rather
on the character of the act than on the re—
lations of the employes to each other. 11‘
the act is one done in the discharge of some
positive duty of the master to the servant,
then negligence in the act is the negligence
of the master; but if it be not one in the
discharge of such positive duty, then there
should be some personal wrong on the part
of the employer before he is held liable
therefor. But, it may be asked, is not the
duty of seeing that competent and ﬁt per
sons are in charge of any particular work
as positive as that of providing safe places
and machinery? Undoubtedly it is, and re
quires the same vigilance in its discharge.
But the latter duty is discharged when rea
sonable care has been taken in providing
such safe place and machinery, and so the
former is as fully discharged when reason
able precautlons have been taken to place
ﬁt and competent persons in charge. Neither
duty carries with it an absolute guaranty.

Each is satisﬁed with reasonable effort and

precaution.
In the case of Railroad Co. v. Moore, 29
Kan. 632, 644, Mr. Justice Valentine, speak
ing for the court, thus succinctly summed
up the law in these respects: "A master
assumes the duty towards his servant of ex
ercising reasonable care and diligence to
provide the servant with a reasonably safe
place at which to work, with reasonably
safe machinery, tools, and implements to work
with, with reasonably safe materials to
work upon, and with suitable and competent
chinery with which he is to work, or by fellow servants to work with him; and when
which he is to be surrounded, shall be the master has properly discharged these
duties, then, at common law, the servant
reasonably safe. It is the master who is to
assumes all the risks and hazards incident
provide the place and the tools and the ma
to or attendant upon the exercise of the
chinery, and when he employs one to enter
particular employment or the performance
into his service he implicdly says to him
of the particular work, including those risks
that there is no other danger in the place,
and hazards resulting from the possible
the tools, and the machinery, than such as
negligence and carelessness of his fellow
is obvious and necessary. Of course, some
servants and coemployes. And at common
places of work and some kinds of machinery
law, whenever the master delegates to any
are more dangerous than others, but that is
oﬂicer, servant, agent, or employe, high or
something which inheres in the thing itself,
low, the performance of any of the duties
which is a matter of necessity, and cannot
be obviated. But within such limits the above mentioned, which really devolve uponm
the
master himself, then such oﬁicer, serv-w
master who provides the place, the tools,
ant, agent, or employe'stands in the place
and the machinery owes a positive duty to

his employe in respect thereto. That posi
tive duty does not go to the extent of a
guaranty of safety, but it does require that
ressonable precautions be taken to secure

safety, and it matters not to the employe
by whom that safety is secured, or the

of the master, and becomes a substitute for
the master, a vice principal, and the mas
ter is liable for his acts or his negligence
to the same extent as though the master

himself had performed the acts or was
guilty of the negligence. But at common
law, where the master himself has per
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formed his duty, the master is not liable to
any one of his servants for the acts or neg
ligence of any mere fellow servant or co
cmployc of such servant, where the fellow
servant or coelnploye does not sustain this
representative relation to the master."
It would be easy to accumulate author
ities on these propositions, for questions of
this kind are constantly arising in the
courts. It is enough, however, to refer to
those in this court. In the cases of Hough
v. Railway 00., 100 U. S. 213, and Railroad
Co. v. Herbert, 116 U. S. 642, 6 Sup. Ct.
Rep. 590, this court recognized the master's
obligation to provide reasonably suitable
place and machinery, and that a failure
to discharge this duty exposed him to liabil
ity for injury caused thereby to the servant,
and that it was immaterial how or by whom
the master discharged that duty. The lia
bility was not made to depend in any manner
upon the grade of service of a coemploye,
but upon the character of the not itself, and
a breach of the positive obligation of the
master. In both of them the general doo
trine of the master’s exemption from lia
bility for injury to one servant through
the negligence of a coemploye was recog
nized, and it was aﬂirlned that the servant
assumed all the risks ordinarily incident to
his employment. In Railroad Co. v. Fort,
17 Wall. 553, where a boy was injured
through dangerous machinery in doing an
act which was not within the scope 01.‘ his
duty and employment, though done at the
command of his immediate superior, this

court, while‘ sustaining the liability of the
master, did so on the ground that the risk
was not within the contract 01! service, and
that the servant had no reason to believe
that he would have to encounter such a
danger, and declared that the general rule
was that the employe takes upon himselt
the risks incident to the undertaking, among
awhich were to be counted the negligence
got fellow servants in the same employment.

been aﬂirmed that the employe assume, um
ordinary risks incident to the service; an
as we have seen, it is as obvious that there
is risi; from the negligence of one in immr»

diate control as from one simply .1 con-m,
er. That the running of an engine by m1;
is not a. separate branch of service seems

perfectly clear. The fact is, all the loeolllou're
engines of a railroad company are in the
one department, the operating department;
and those employed in running them, whuh
er as engineers or ﬁremen, are engaged in
a common employment and are fellow sen
ants. It might as well be said that, where
a liveryman has a dozen carriages, the
driver of each has charge of a separate
branch or department of service. and that
it one drives his carriage negligently against
another eniploye, the master is exempt tram

liability.
It may further be noticed that in this palticuiar case the injury was not in was
quence of the ﬂreman's obeying any order
of his superior oﬂicer. It did not malt iron
the mere matter of control. it was through
negligence on the part of the englneerll:
running his engine, and the injury would
have been the same if the ﬁreman had hill
nothing to do on the locomotive, and had
not been under the engineer's control Ill
other words, an employe carelessly lillilh:
ages on engine, and another enlploye who:
happens to be near enough ts'injured b."
such carelessness.
It would seem, there
fore, to be the ordinary case of the injury

of one employs through the neglillt‘1m 0‘
another.
Again, this was not simply one of the div

assumed by the empioye when entering 1m"
the employment, and yet not at the moment
fully perceived and understood. 0n the till:

trary, the peril was known and vollllllimll
assumed. The plaintiii admits in ins teal‘
mony that he knew they had no righttoth
truck without orders, and that there it!“

local train on the road somewhere hetwetl

0 in the cases ot‘Randali v. Railroad 00.,

knowledge.
them and and
Beil'lire;
without
andProtest’
yet, ""11
he “In”

109 U. S. 478, 3 Sup. Ct. Rep. 322, and
Steamship Co. v. Merchant, 133 U. S. 375,
10 Sup. Ct. Rep. 397, the persons whose
negligence caused the injury were adjudged
to be teilow servants with the parties in
jured, so as to exempt the master from lia
bility; and while the question in this case
was not there presented, yet in neither case
were the two servants doing the same work,
although it is also true that in each of them
there was no control by one over the other.

tarily rode on the engine with the ‘imam;
Hammond
N. W. Rep.v.965;
Railway
Railway
Co.’ Co.
83 Mlch'
v. WW

It may safely be said that this court has
never recognized the proposition that the
mere control of one servant over another

Ohio St. 388; Wescott v. Railroad C<>~- ‘
Mass. 460, 27 N. E. Rep. 10.
m.
In the ﬁrst of these cases the PM‘ 4
jured was a section hand, who Wm? "11m"
r

m compilli

while riding on a hand ca.

,

“P

with a fellow laborer and the section °
man, and the negligellce claimed ‘$8 ,_
propelling the hand car along 1‘ cu" 9:1,
tion oi! the track, with knowledge of “limb
proaching train, and without sending 11 t u

in (101112 11 Particular piece of work destroys

out ahead to give warnlng- 1“ "spec

the relation of fellow servantsI and puts
an end to the master's liability, on the con.

this, Mr. Justice Cahill, Blleaklng for“ 1
court, says: “But, if this conduct Wmond‘

n‘m'y. all the cases proceed on the ground of
some breach of Positive duty resting upon

The latter ma been going up "ml d“ n

the master. or upon the idea of superintend

section of the road daily for three mo _

ence or control of a. department.

Whatever hazard there was in such a

It has ever

gent, it was participated in by Hanna“
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g.

ii,
i‘'5-EnPZKS'L‘SIYFZ '
£455.!
n’air-J

tion was known to him. and he must be held
to have voluntarily assumed it. ' ‘ '
Where, as in this case, the sole act of negli
gence relied on is participated in, and vol
untarily consented to, by the person injured,
with full knowledge of the peril, the ques
tion of the master's liability does not arise."
So, in this case, Baugh equally with the
engineer knew the peril, and with this knowl
edge voluntarily rode with the engineer on
the engine. He assumed the risk.
For these reasons we think that the judg
ment of the circuit court was erroneous,
and it must be reversed, and the case re

manded for a new trial.

tion by going upon a side track, and wait
ing until it passed. The result was that the
locomotive on its Way collided with the
regular local passenger train, which was
running on its schedule time, and had the
right of the road. In the collision the plain
tiif below was injured to such an extent
that his right arm had to be amputated near
the shoulder, and he was rendered unableo
to use his‘ right leg in walking. To recov-Z:
er damages for the injuries sustained he
brought the present action against the rail
road company, and the question presented
is whether the company was liable for the

injuries. He obtained a verdict for $6,730,
for which, and costs, judgment was entered
in his favor.
The locomotive, with the tender attached
to it, was called a “helper,” because it was
used in helping trains up the grade from
Bellaire. After it was detached from the
train helped, it passed under the direction
of the engineer, who was from that time
ﬂby the fault of another.
its conductor by appointment under the regu
0
lar rules of the company. The ninth rule
2° ‘Mr. Justice FIELD, (dissenting)
provides
that "trains are run under the
I am unable to concur in the judgment of
charge of the conductors thereof, and their
reversal in this case. I think the judgment
directions relative to the management of
of the circuit court is correct in principle,
trains will be observed, except in cases
and in accordance with the settled law of
where such directions may be in violation
Ohio, where the cause of action arose, which,
of the rules of this company or of safety,
in my opinion, should control the decision.
in which cases engineers will call the atten—
The plaintiff below, the defendant in error
tion of the conductors to the facts as under
here, is a citizen of the state of Ohio, and the
stood by them, and decline compliance; con
defendant, the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad
ductors and engine men being in such cases
Company, is a corporation created under the
held equally responsible." And the tenth
laws of Maryland. The present action was
rule provides that, “whenever a train or en
brought by the plaintiff in the court of common
gine is run without a conductor, the engine
pleas of the county of Belmont, in the state
man [that is, the engineer] thereof will also
of Ohio. Thedofendantclaimed citizenship in
be regarded as conductor, and will act ac
Maryland, by virtue of its incorporation in
cordingly." The engineer was thus invested
that state. and it petitioned for and obtained
a removal of the action to the circuit court from that time with the powers and duties
of a conductor. He could then control the
Mr. Chief Justice FULLER, (dissenting)
I dissent because, in my judgment, this
case comes within the rule laid down in
Railway Co. v. Ross, 11?. U. S. 377, 5 Sup.
Ct. Rep. 184, and the decision unreasonably
enlarges the exemption of the master from
liability for injury to one of his servants

of the United States for the southern district

movements of the locomotive, and, in the
of Ohio. The plaintiff was a ﬁreman on a lo
comoiive of the defendant, which, on the
4th of May, 1885, had been employed in as
sisting a freight train from Bellaire, in Ohio,
to the top of the grade, about 20 miles west
of that place, when it was detached from the
freight train to return to Bellaire. It would
seem that by the regulations or usages of
the company it was to return in conformity

With orders from the train dispatcher, or up
on information from him as to the use or
freedom of the road, or, in the absence of
such orders or information, by following
close behind some regular scheduled train
which would carry signals to notify trains
coming in the opposite direction that the
locomotive was following it. It does not
appear what special orders or what informs

ﬂollv if any. was on this occasion received
by the engineer from the train dispatcher,

and by his order the locomotive started back
without following any scheduled train.

He

aDpears to have relied upon his ability to avoid
the train possibly coming in the opposite direc

absence of special orders, direct when it
should start on its return to Beilaire, the
places at which it should stop, and the speed
with which it should proceed. The position
that the company could not alter its relations
to the engineer and those under his direc
tion by such appointment does not rest upon
any tenable ground. There certainly is no
substantial reason why the company may
not at any time constitute one of its em~
ployes a conductor of an engine or train. It
is a matter resting in its discretion to ap
point a conductor or to remove him from
that position at any time. The duties and
liabilities of the oiiicer and his relations to
the company depend upon the nature of’ the
office which he at the time holds. not upon
his duties and relations in a previously ex-M
isting employment. If the corporation, act-g
ing by its directors,'either by special desig-'
nation or by established rule, appoint a per
son as conductor, generally or for a limited
time, he takes the duties and incurs the re
sponsibilities of the appointment from that
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date. The person previously a subordinate
or coemploye becomes thereby the superior
of the fellow laborer in his powers, and
changed in his relations to the company. To
say that he continues in his previous sub
ordination and relationship to the company
would be like stating that a common soldier
taken from the ranks and put in command
of a company or regiment of which he was
a member still retains his subordinate re
lations to his former fellow soldiers and to
the commander in chief. To hold that an
engineer in the position placed by the rule
of the company did not become a conductor
in fact is refusing to give effect to the ex
press terms of the rule, It is declaring that
he shall not be what the established rule
of the company declares he shall be. I do
not think that this position can be main
tained.
A conductor of a train or engine is, by the
very nature of the oﬂice, its manager and
director in the particular service in which
it is employed within the general regulw
tions of the company. He directs, subject
to such general regulations, when the train
or engine shall start, at what speed it shall
travel, what special route it shall take with
in the designated limits of the company, and.
when necessary, may designate who shall
be employed under him. In the case before
us he represented the company in all these
respects; otherwise the company was with
out a representative on the helper, which
will not be contended. In its management,
he, as conductor, stood in the place of the
company, and, if any one was injured by
his negligence in the discharge of his duties,
the company was responsible.
The court below instructed the jury in
substance as follows: That the law assumes
that where a person enters into any employ
ment he takes the risks incident to that
employment so far as they may result from
the nattn'e of the employment itself, or from
the negligence or default of his fellow serv
ants,—that is, of those who are not placed
q,in authority and control over him,—but who

goccuny substantially the same relation to
~ the company as he does; but that, if an in
jury results to an employe from the negli
gence or carelessness on the part of one

placed in authority over the employes of
the company so as to direct and control

"lemv the minim!!!’ is liable; that, therefore,

the supreme court of Ohio—in which m,
the cause of action arose and the can; “:5
trled,—-that the company was liable if 111“
negligence was by one acting in the char‘.
acter of its representative or agent in ul.
recting and controlling the movements or

the locomotive, and the party injured was
subject to his orders. Any other ruling
would have been at variance with those tie
cisions. The law of Ohio on the matter un
der consideration was the law to control
The courts of the United States cannotdis
regard the decisions of the state courts in
matters which are subjects of state regula
tion. The relations of employee, subordinate
to the directors of the company, but super
vising and directing the labors or others
under them, to their principals, and the li
ability of the principals for the negligent
acts of their subordinate supervising and
directing agents, are matters of legislative
control, and are in no sense under the su
pervision or direction of the judges or courts

of the United States. There is no unwritten
general or common law of the United States
on the subject. Indeed, there is no unwrit
ten general or common law of the United
States on any subject. Sec 1 Tuck. BL
Comm. Append. Q2, 433. The common law
may control the construction of terms and
language used in the constitution and sat
utes of the United States, but creates no
separate and independent law for them. The:
federal government is composed of indog

pendent states, "each of’ which." 119 53m‘
in Wheaton v. Peters, 8 Pet. 591, 658. "1115!

have its local usages, customs, and Wm‘
mon law. There is no principle which PM"
vades the Union, and has the author"! "f
law, that is not embodied in the constilllﬂlll
or laws of the Union. The common law
could be made a. part of our federal Blslem
only by legislative adoption. When, this

fore, a common~law right is 8888M “9
must look to the state in which the con!»

versy originated." And there are fell: ill’
jects upon which there is such diversify 0!

opinion and conﬂict of decision. 11°‘ 111?“
between the courts and judl;cs of me Me“

ent states, but between the Judges of "1“
federal courts, as the liability of will”
for the negligent acts of their subordin-le
agents, having control and direction of art

ants in a common employment under them
Even as to what shall be deemed a common

if the engineer and the ﬁreman were fellow
servants, as thus described, the plaintiff

employment, Mr. Beach, a leading Wine’

could not recover; but that if the engineer

are many “hundreds of clearly mum]
lable decisions." Concedlng ‘hat i‘ Mi“,

was the "goat or representative of the com

on contributory negligence, States that the:

pany, and the ﬁreman acted under his direc

court, sitting within a state where "19 M

tion and was subject to his orders, and the

relating to the subject under consider“ an

injury resulted from the default or negli.

is unsettled and doubtful, must “emu,

891109 01' Wrong of the engineer,

independent judgment and declare the rule
upon the best light it can obtain, 3115mm
has no application where the law of the“ a

then it

must be attributed to the company as the
negllgence' default- or wrong of the com
pany

,ogledthaaelilsh'ucﬂng the jury the court fol
W as settled by the decisions of

is neither unsettled nor doubtful’ but a
tabilshed and certain. and mwhﬂe H
such by its judicial authorities

'
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we have indicated, there is no general or
common law throughout the country—that

is, of the United States—as to the extent
‘ar-til]-H‘Ir!‘-—=i‘-IP'_-"wr'

and limits of the liability of a. corporation
to its employes in the case of a common em_
ployment under a supervising and directing
agent, in Ohio the law on the subject is
neither uncertain nor doubtful; it has been
settled there for many years. In Railroad
Co. v. Stevens, 20 Ohio, 415, it was held by
the supreme court of that state, over 40
years ago, that where an employer placed
one in his employ under the direction or
another, also in his employ, such employer
was liable for injury to the person placed
in a subordinate situation by the negligence
of his superior; and that decision has been
adhered to ever since. There a railroad
:company had placed an engineer in its em
gploy under the control of a conductor or
.one of its trains, who directedswhen the

cars were to start and when to stop, and it
was held liable for an injury received by
him caused by the negligence of the con
duotor. A collision had occurred by reason
of the omission of the conductor to inform
the engineer of a change of place or
dered in the passing of trains. The com
pany claimed the exemption from liability on
the ground that the engineer and conductor
were fellow servants, and that the engineer
had assumed by his contract the risk of the
negligence of the conductor, and also that
public policy forbade a. recovery in such
cases; but the court rejected both positions.
in Railway Co. v. Keary, 3 Ohio St. 201, the
same court aﬂlrmed the doctrine thus declar

ed, and held that where a brakeman in the
employ of a. railroad company, on a train un
der the control of a conductor having ex
clusive command, was injured by the care
lessness of the conductor, the company was
responsible, holding that the conductor was
the representative of the company upon

which rested the obligation to manage the
train with skill and care. In its opinion the
court said no service was common that did
not admit a common participation, and no
servants were fellow servants when one was

placed in control over the other. in Stone
Co. v. Kraft, 31 Ohio St. 287, decided in 1877,

that court held that a master was liable for
an injury to a servant resulting from the
negligence of a superior servant. There the
corporation was organized to quarry and
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were fellow servants, but the court held that
the foreman, occupying substantially the re
lation of principal, was in no just or proper
sense a. fellow servant, nor in what might be
properly denominated a common service, and.‘
said: “The relation existing between them:
was such as'brings the case clearly withln~
the rule established by repeated adjudications
of this court and now ﬁrmly settled in the
jurisprudence of the state,—that where one
servant is placed by his employer in a. po
sition of subordination to and subject to the
orders and control of another, and such in

ferior servant, without fault, and while in
the discharge of his duties, is injured by the
negligence of the superior servant, the master
is liable for such injury." It will be ob
served that the court states in this opinion
that the rule of liability was then ﬁrmly set
tled in the jurisprudence of the state. If any
rule of law can be considered as settled by
judicial decisions, that rule is settled as the
law of Ohio. The question is not whether
that is the best law for Ohio, but whether it
is the law of that state. It will be time to
consider of its change or improvement when
that matter is submitted to us, which is not
yet. If the law were expressed in a statute,
no federal court would presume to question
its etlicacy and binding force. The law of
the state on many subjects is found only in
the decisions of its courts, and when ascer

tained and relating to a subject within the
authority of the state to regulate, it is equally
operative as if embodied in a statute, and
must be regarded and followed by the fed
eral courts in determining causes of action
affected by it arising within the state. Bu
cher v. Railroad 00,, 125 U. S. 555, 8 Sup. Ct.
Rep. 974: Detroit v. Osborne. 135 U. S. 492,
497, 10 Sup. Ct. Rep. 1012. For those courts
to disregard the law of the state as thus ex
pressed upon any theory that there is a gen
eral law of the country on the subject at va
riance with it, in cases where the causes of
action have arisen in the state, and which,
if tried in the state courts, would be governed
by it, would be nothing less than an attempt

to control the state in a matter in which the
state is not amenable to federal authority
by the opinions of individual federal judges
at the time as to what the general law
ought to be,—a jurisdiction which they
never possessed. and which, in my judgment,
should never be conceded to them. That

manufacture stone, and, while in the em

doctrine would inevitably lead to a subver

ployment of the company and engaged in
loading stone on its cars, one of the employes

sion of the just authority of the state in many

received an injury through the carelessness
and negligence of an agent and servant of
the company in the selection and use of un

safe and dangerous implements and machin
cry for the purpose of loading the stone upon
the cars for transportation. The unsafe and
defective machinery was selected by the
foreman of the quarry. It was contended

that the foreman and the laborers under him

matters of public concern. It would also be
in direct conﬂict with section 721 of the Re-un
vised Statutes, which declares that “the laws:
of the several statcs,'except where the con-.
stitution, treaties, or statutes of the United
States otherwise require or provide, shall be
regarded as rules of decision in trials at com

mon law in the courts of the United States,
in cases where they apply." This provision
is a re-enactment of section 34 of the original
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judiciary act. 1 Stat. 92. Under the term
"laws,” as here mentioned, are included not
merely those rules and regulations having
the force of law which are expressed in the
statutes of the states, but also those which are
expressed in the decisions of their judicial
tribunals. The latter are far more numerous,
and touch much more widely the interests
and rights of the citizens of a state in their
varied relations to each other and to society
in the acquisition, enjoyment, and transmis
sion of property, and the enforcement of
rights and redress of wrongs. The term “laws”
in the constitution and the statutes of the
United States is not limited solely to legisla
tive enactments unless so declared or indi
cated by the context. When the fourteenth
amendment ordains that no state shall deny
to any person within its Jurisdiction "the
equal protection of the laws." it means
equal protection not merely by the statutory
enactments of the state, but equal protection
by all the rules and regulations which, hav
ing the force of law, govern the intercourse
of its citizens with each other and their rela
tions to the public, and find expression in
the usages and customs of its people and in
the decisions of its tribunals. The guaranty
of this great amendment, “as to the equal
protection of the laws,” would be shorn of
half of its etﬁcacy if it were limited in its ap
plication only to written laws of the several
states, and afforded no protection against
an unequal administration of their unwritten
laws. It has never been denied, that I am
aware of. that decisions of the regular ju
dicial tribunals of a state, especially when
concurring for a succession of years, are, at
least. evidence of what the law of the state
is on the points adjudged. The law, being
thus shown, is as obligatory upon those points
in another similar case, arising in the state,
as if expressed in the most formal statutory
enactments. If this is not so, I may ask. in
anticipation of what I may say hereafter,
what becomes of the judicial independence
got the states?
a ‘The doctrine that the application of the
gﬂ-(julled general and unwritten law of the
.mmtry to control a state law, as expressed
by its courts. in contlict with it. has the
sanction oi‘ congress by its supposed knowl
edge of the decisions of this court to that ef
feet, and its subsequent silence respecting
them, does not strike me as having any
persuasive force. The silence of congress
tgainst judicial encroachmcnts upon‘ the
authority of the states cannot be held to
estop them from asserting the sovereign
rights reserved to them by the tenth amend
ment of the constitution. Such silence can
neither augment the powers of the general
government nor impair those of the‘statcs.
silence by one or both will not change the
constitution and convert the national gov
ernment from one of delegated and limited
powers, or dwarf the states into subservient
.cpendcncles. acquiescence in or silence un

der unauthorized power can never give ls
gahty to its exercise under our form of gov.
ernment.

Marshall, when a member of the Virginia
convention called to consider the question or
the adoption of the constitution of the Unit
ed States. in answer to an inquiry as to the
laws of what state a contract would be de
termined, answered: “By the laws of the
state where the contract was made. accul
ing to those laws, and those only, can it be
decided." 3 Elliott, Deb. 556.
Judge Tucker, in the appendix to the tits;
volume of his edition of Blackstone. says
that the common law has been variously uti
ministered or adopted in the several Sixties.
Is the federal judicial department to tone
upon these states views of the common law
which their courts and people have r~~
pudiated? I cannot assent to the doctrin
that there is an atmosphere of general law
ﬂoating about all the states, not belonging to
any of them, and of which the lotion‘.
judges are the especial possessors and guani
ians, to be applied by them to control jlltll
cial decisions of the state courts whenever
they are in conﬂict with what those Judge
consider ought to be the law.
The present case presents some singular:

facts. The verdict and judgment of tin-i
court below were in conformity with the‘iaw'
of Ohio, in which state the cause of action
arose and the case was tried, and this court
reverses the judgment because rendered in
accordance with that law, and holds it to
have been error that it was not rendered ac
cording to some other law than that of Ohio.
which it terms the general law of the coun

try. This court thus assumes the ri£11ii~1
disregard what the judicial authorities of
that state declare to be its law, and to en—
force upon the state some other conciusi'm

as law which it has never acccl)ted "5 sud"
but always repudiated. The ﬁreman. W11"
was so dreadfully injured by the collision
caused by the negligence of the condilt'iﬂ'
of the engine that his right arm had to h;
amputated from the shoulder and his right
leg was rendered useless, could obtain sou!"

remedy from the company bl‘ the hm "r
Ohio as declared by its courts, but this court
decides, in effect. that that law, thus tic

clared, shall not be treated as its lain-1H1]
that the case shall be governed by so.”
other law which denies all remedy ‘0 bu“
Had the case remained in the state com'i'

where the action was commenced, the pkiiii'

arr would have had the beneﬁt of the 13W.
of Ohio.

The defendant asked to have all

action removed. and obtained the realm‘3

to a federal court because it 18 affirm“:
tion of Maryland. and thereby a 6mm
that state by a fiction adopted by ‘mam:
that members of a corporation are liicbmm'.

to be citizens of the state where the “film

tion was created, a presumption “'mch'but
many cases, is contrary to the .mct'
against which no averment or evident!B
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held admissible for the purpose 0!.’ defeat
ing the jurisdiction of a federal court. Rail

of the states."
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Collector v. Day, 11 Wall.“

road 00. v. Letson, 2 How. 497; Cowless v.
Mercer 00., 7 Wall. 121: Paul v. 'irginia, 8
Wall. 168-178; Steamship Co. v. Tugman,

106 U. S. 120, 1 Sup. Ct Rep. 58.
"H_P‘IEi.-'1|"'5" ?

Thus in

this case a foreign corporation not a citizen
of the state of Ohio, where the cause of ac
tion arose, is considered a citizen of another
state by a. ﬁction, and then, by what the
court terms the general law of the country,

but which this court held in Wheaton v.
Peters has no existence in fact, is given an
immunity from liability in cases not accord

ied to a citizen of that state under like cir
ecumstances. Many will doubt the wisdom
o of a system which permits such a vast‘dit‘fer
ence in the administration of Justice for in
juries like those in this case between the

courts of the state and the courts of the
United States.
I am aware that what has been termed the
general law of the country—which is often
little less than what the judge advancing
the doctrine thinks at the time should be
the general law on a particular subject——
has been often advanced in Judicial opinions
of this court to control a conﬂicting law of
a state. I admit that learned judges have
fallen into the habit of repeating this doc
trine as a convenient mode of brushing aside
the law of a state in conﬂict with their
views. And I confess that, moved and gov
erned by the authority of the great names
of those judges, I have, myself, in many
instances, unhcsitatingly and conﬁdently,
but I think now erroneously, repeated the
same doctrine. But, notwithstanding the
great names which may be cited in favor of
the doctrine, and notwithstanding the fre
quency with which the doctrine has been re
iterated, there stands, as a perpetual pro
test against its repetition, the constitution
of the United States, which recognizes and
preserves the autonomy and independence of
the states—independence in their legislative
and independence in their Judicial depart
ments. Supervision over either the legisla
tive or the judicial action of the states is

113,
c
‘To 124-.
this autonomy and independence of the:
states their legislation must be as free from
coercion as if they were separated entirely
from connection with the Union. There must
also be the like freedom from coercion or
supervision in the action of their judicial au
thorities. Upon all matters of cognizance by
the states, over which power is not granted
to the general government, the judiciary
must be as free in its action as the courts of
the United States are independent of the
state courts in matters subject to federal
cognizance. “Such being the separate and

independent condition of the

tates in our

complex system, as recognized by the con
stitution, and the existence of which is so in
dispensable that, without them, the general
government itself would disappear from the
family of nations, it would seem to follow,"
as said by the court in the case cited, "as
a reasonable, if not a necessary, consequence,
that the means and iastruinentalities em
ployed for carrying on the operations of
their governments, for preserving their ex
istence, and fulﬁlling the high and responsi

ble duties assigned them in the constitution,
should be left free and impaired, should not
be liable to be crippled, much less defeated,
by the taxing power of another government,"
to which we may add, nor by the supervi
sion and action of another government in any

form. “We have said," continues the court
in the same case, “that one of the reserved
powers was that to establish a judicial de
partment: it would have been more accu
rate, and in accordance with the existing
state of things at the time, to have said
the power to maintain a Judicial depart~
ment. All of the thirteen states were in
possession 01' this power, and had exercised
it at the adoption of the constitution; and
it is not pretended that any grant of it to the
general government is found in that instru~
ment. It is, therefore, one of the sovereign
powers vested in the states by their consti

tutions, which remained unaltered and unim

delegated to the United States. Any inter

paired, and in respect to which the state is
as independent of the general government
as that government is independent of the

ference with either, except as thus permit

states."

in no case permissible except as to matters
by the constitution specially authorized or

red, is an invasion of the authority of the
state, and, to that extent, a denial of its
independence. As said by this court, speak
ing through Mr. Justice Nelson, "the general

government and the states, although both
exist within the same territorial limits, are
solmrate

and

distinct

sovereignties, act

Such being the nature of the Judicial de
partment, and the free exercise of its powers:
being essential to the independence'of the:l
states, how can it be said that its decisions as
to the law of the state, upon a matter subject to
its cognizance, can be ignored and set aside by

the courts of the United States for the law or

er. within their respective spheres. The for
mer in its appropriate sphere is supreme;

supposed law of another state or sovereign
ty, be it the general or special law of that
state or sovereignty? If a federal court ex

but the states. within the limits of their

ereise its duties within

powers not granted. or, in the language of
the tenth amendment, ‘reserved,’ are as inde
pendent of the general government as that
government within its sphere is independent

where the law on the subject under consider
ation is uncertain and unsettled, “where," as

ing separately and independently of each oth

one of the states

Chief Justice Marshall said. “the state courts
ail'ord no light," it must, as we have already

stated, exercise an independent judgment
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thereon, and pronounce such judgment a it
deems just. But no foreign law, or law out
of the state, whether general or special, or
any conception of the court as to what time
law ought to be, has any place for consider
ation where the law of the state in which
the action is pending is settled and certain.
A law of’ the state of that character, whether
expressed in the form of a statute or in the
decisions of the judicial department of the
government, cannot be disregarded and over
ruled, and another law, or notion of what
the law should be, substituted in its place,
without a manifest usurpation by the federal
authorities. 1 cannot permit myself to be
lieve that any such conclusion, when more
fully examined, will ultimately be sustained
by this court. I have an abiding faith that
this, like other errors, will in the end “die
among its worshipers."
The independence of the states, legisla
tive and judicial, on all matters within their
cognizance is as essential to the existence
and harmonious workings of our federal
system as is the legislative and judicial
supremacy of the federal government in all
matters of national concern. Nothing can
be more disturbing and irritating to the
states than an attempted enforcement upon
its people of a. supposed unwritten law
of the United States, under the designation
of the general law of the country, to which
they have never assented, and which has
no existence except in the brain of the fed
eral judges in their conceptions of what the
law of the states should be on the subjects
considered.
1‘ The theory upon which inferior courts of
ethe United States take jurisdiction within
Fthe several states is, when a. right is'not
claimed under the constitution, laws, or
treaties of the United States, that they are
bound to enforce, as between the parties,
the law of the state. It was never sup—
posed that, upon matters arising within the
states, any law other than that of the state
would be enforced, or that any attempt

courts are the courts of each state; um;
administer justice according to the 1,,“S of
the state as construed and settled by in
own supreme tribunal. This has been more
than once solemnly determined by the su
preme court of the Union to be the rule of
their decision, whenever the construction
of the constitution of the United States,
treaties, or acts of congress does not come
in question.” Com. v. Plttsburg d: 0. ll.

00., 58 Pa. St. 44.
In Shelby v. Guy, 11 Wheat. 362, 365,thh
court, in considering the meaning to be
given to the words "beyond the seas." in a
statute of limitations of Tennessee, said:
"That the statute laws of the states must
furnish the rule of decision to this court
so far as they comport with the constitu
tion of the United States in all cases iii'ls
ing within the respective states, is a puslv
tion that no one doubts. Nor is it question
able that a ﬁxed and received construction
of their respective statute laws, in ilu‘ir
own courts, makes, in fact, a part at the,
statute law of the country, however we;

may doubt the propriety of'that construe-l
tion. It is obvious
at times, involve
encies, as, where
same statutes and
construction. Yet
indicated by the

that this admission may,
us in seeming inconsis
states have adopted the
their courts differ in the
that course is necessarily
duty imposed on in t0

administer, as between certain individual‘v
the laws of the respective states, according
to the best lights we poess of what those
laws are."

In Beauregard v. New Orleans. 13 How
497,
court,502,in which
speaking
was before
through
us in
Mr.1855.
Justice
Campbell, said:

“The constitution of this

court requires it to follow the laws of the
several states as rules of decision wherever
they properly apply. And the habit of the

court has been to defer to the decisions oi

thelr judicial tribunals upon question8 a”
ing out of the common law of the we

especially when applied to the title of 111165

would be made to enforce any other law.

No other course could be adoimd with inky

It was never supposed that the law of the
state would be enforced differently by the
federal courts sitting in the state, and the
state courts; that there could be one
law when a suitor went into the state
courts and another law when the suitor
went into the federal courts, in relation to
a cause of action arising Within the state,—
a result which must necessarily follow if

regard to propriety. Upon cases llle 6]"
present the relation of the courts of i
United States to a state is the same as it;

the law of the state can be disregarded up
on any view which the federal judge may

of its own tribunals. The)’ administer
laws of the state, and to fulﬁll that d‘t‘g
they must ﬁnd them as they amt “1 ﬂan
habits of the people and in the 83190551 “I

of their constituted authorities widlgﬂl
this the peculiar organization of thei ‘um
tribunals of the states and the Ullloll ‘and
be productive of the greatest mlschle

take of what the law of the state ought to
confusion."
be rather than what it is.

As Silld by the supreme court of Pcnnsyl.

The position that the Dlllinﬂﬂ' me m3:

‘7211111 at an early dam—as m1- back as

voluntarily assumed the rlﬁli 1“ “115M
because he knew the helper lmd no “g “a,

1198,—"the government of the United States
forms a Part of the government of each

the track without orders, and 9”“; we

8W8?’ Respublica v. Cobbet, 3 Dali. 473.

track, by continuing on the mill‘ “15mm
leaving it, does not strike me “3 Hum

To which the same court, over a half
century later. added: “It follows that its

possibly a local train somewhele and‘)!

much force.

It was not considered 0
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cient Importance to be called to the atten

tion of the court below, or of the jury. Its
suggestion now seems to be an afterthought
of counsel. It ls not positively shown that
any special orders as to the movement of
the helper on its return, or any information
as to the use or freedom of the road, were
received by the engineer from the train dis
patcher; but the ﬁreman had no actual
knowledge on that point, though he had a
right to presume that such was the case,
‘from the fact that immediately upon the
' receipt of'an order given to the conductor,

at Burr's Mills, the latter directed that the
helper start back. Nor did the ﬁreman have
any actual knowledge whether the train he
was directed to follow was or was not a
regular scheduled train, though he had a
right to presume that it was, from the orders
of the conductor. His information as to
what was known, and consequently directed
or omitted, by the engineer on that subject
was too imperfect for him to act upon it.
His continuance as ﬁreman on the locomo

tive after its movement to return to Bellaire
llﬂl
r";

ml

was not with suﬂiclent knowledge of any
failure of the engineer to give the proper
orders as to a scheduled train to justify an
abandonment of the locomotive.
It was
under the direction of the engineer, not of

at

the ﬁreman, and he may have felt con
ﬁdent that it could be run on a. side tmck,

testimony in the record, upon which the al
legation is made that the ﬁreman voluntarily
assumed the risks taken by the engineer
with knowledge of their existence, is of the
most ﬂimsy and unsatisfactory character
conceivable. It only discloses general igno
of what the engineer did, or of
upon which he acted, as will
be seen by its perusal. The allegation, which
is founded upon a few broken and detached
sentences, loses its entire force when the
context is read. The whole testimony bear
ing upon this subject is given in a note atao

the foot of this dissent.

Case, 112 U. s. 377, 5 Sup. Ct. Rep. 184,3
which seem to me to greatly narrow'its'
eti’ect and destroy its usefulness as a protec
tion to employes in the service of large cor
porations, under the direction and control
of supervising agents. That was an action
brought by a locomotive engineer in the em
ploy of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul
Railroad Company to recover damages for

injuries received in a collision which was
caused by the negligence of the conductor
of the train. The company claimed exemp~
tion from liability on the ground that the
conductor and engineer were fellow serv
but the court charged the jury that

i1|

st
:1‘

Iii
._=_-w.-_‘='i\=Ii-'.=W

if necessary, to avoid any possible collision
with a train coming in the opposite direc
tion. as was sometimes done. It would be a
dangerous notion to put into the heads of
ﬁremen and other employes of a. railroad
company that if they had reason to believe,
without positive information on the subject,
that dangers attended the course pursued
be

not fellow servants engaged in the same
common employment, within the meaning
of the rule of law which was the subject
of consideration, and that by its general
order the company made the engineer, in
an important sense, subordinate to the con
ductor.
To this charge exceptions were

deemed to assume the risk of such move

taken. The correctness of the charge was

by the movements of the train under the di~
rection

of its

conductor,

they

would

the question discussed in the case by coun
sel, and determined by the court Its cor
rectness was necessarily sustained by the
judgment of aﬂirmance, which could not
have been rendered if the exceptions to it
were well taken. The majority of the court
in their opinion, while admitting that the
charge is much like the one in the present
case, and might be well said to be suﬂi
injuries which might follow from the course cient authority for sustaining and aiﬁrming
the judgment, contend that the court did
pursued. If the employes could abandon a
not attempt to approve the instruction gen
train after it had commenced one of its reg
erally, but simply held that it was not er
uiar trips when they had reason to believe,
roneous as applied to the facts of the case,
without absolute information, that danger
might attend their continuance on it, new and in support of this view cite the lan
gauge of the court used to show that the
strikes at employes would spring up to em
conductor of a railway company, exercising
barrass the commerce of the country and an
certain
authority, represents the company,
my the community, founded upon such al
and, therefore, for injuries resulting from his
leged apprehensions. The circumstances at
tending the cases in which an employe has negligent acts the company was responsible,
been held to have voluntarily assumed the and the statement that the case required
no further decision Clearly, it did not rtL
i_risks of an irregular, improper, or mad
gvised movement of a train, under direc quire any further decision, for it covers the
instruction objected to, that if the company
' tions of its’conductor, are essentially differ
ent from those of the case before us. The saw ﬁt to place one of its employes under
the control and direction of another, then
ments if they did not expostulate with him,
and, if he did not heed the expostuiation,
leave the train, even after it had com
menced one of its regular trips. A strange
set of legal questions would arise, more em
barrassing to the courts than the fellow
servant question, if such action should be
deemed essential to the retention by the
employe of the right to claim indemnity for

v.l3s.0.—59

°

‘It only remains to notice the observa
tions made upon the decision in the Rossa
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the two were not fellow servants engaged
°ln the same employment within the mean
"ing of the rule or law as to fellow servants.
' A conductor of a railway company,‘ direct
ing the movements of its train, and having
its general management, illustrates the gen
eral doctrine asserted and sought to be
maintained throughout the opinion in the
Ross Case, that railroad companies in their
operations, extending in some instances hun
dreds and even thousands of miles, and
passing through diiIerent states, must neces
sarily act through superintendingagents,——em
ployes subordinate to the company, but su
perior to the empioyes placed under their
direction and control. The necessity of this
doctrine of subordinate agencies standing
for and representing the company was well
illustrated in the duties and powers of a
conductor of a train or engine. They were
stated as an illustration of the necessity and
wisdom of the rule, and not to weaken or
narrow the general doctrine asserted in the
decision of the court, and which its opinion,
in almost every line, attempted to maintain.
The necessity of subordinate agencies exists
whenever a train or engine is removed from
the immediate presence and direction of the
head officers oi’ the company.
The opinion of the majority not only ‘.im
its and narrows the doctrine of the Ross
Case, but, in eifect, denies, even with the
limitations placed by them upon it, the cor
reetness of its general doctrine, and asserts
that the risks which an employe of a com
pany assumes from the service which he
undertakes is from the negligence of one
in immediate control, as well as from a
co-worker, and that there isno superintend
ing agency for which a corporation is liable,
unless it extends to an entire department or
service.
A conclusion is thus reached that the com
pany is not responsible in the present ease
for injuries received by the ﬁreman from
the negligent acts of the conductor of the
engine.
There is a marked distinction in the deci
sions of diﬂ'erent courts upon the extent ot
liability of a corporation for injuries to its
servants from persons in their employ. One
course of decisions would exempt the cor
poration from all responsibility for the neg

ligence 01‘ its employes, of

every grade,

the Ross Case covers this case, and requires
in my opinion, a judgment of niﬁrmanoe.
l.

' NOTE. The detached and broken Sentences,‘
upon _whleh the _ullegation is made that the
plaintiff voluntarily assumed the risk in the
case, are printed in italics in tho pnssnzeimm
the record in which they are given below will
their context:
As to orders received on the morning tin
train started back to Bellaire:
Record, p. 40. “Question. Now, Mr. Bangh.
do you know of any order that was receive]
that morning by your train? Answer. Yes,
sir.
“Q. “'hat do you know, of? A. All I know
is an order thrown off while we were ii
Burt's Mills, and I gave it to the engineer.
and he told me to let him out; that we would

go.
"Q. \‘Vhat was that order? A. I don't know.
i“Q. Do you know what it was? A. llo,

s r.
"Q. “'hat happened immediately after you
gave your engineer that order? A. He told
me to let him out.
“Q. \Vhnt did happen immediately after you
gave that order to the engineer? A. He stan
ed to go.
"8. \Vho opened the switch? A. I did it
“' . Vt’hnt did you do then? A. Shut the
switch and got on the engine."
It

It

I‘

1*

$

i

I

t

0

Record. D- 41. "Q. Do you know wlmtiinv
it was when you started out of the awitchii
Burr‘s? A. No, sir.
_
“Q. Did you know then what tune oi dayli
was? A. No, sir.

“Q- Did you pay any attention to that it all?
A. No; I did not. It was not my busmeuiu
pay attention.
“Q. Well, I was going to ask _you in: tin!
any part of your duty? A. No. sir.
,
"Q. Whose direction were you under. A.
Under my engineer's.

“Q. Did you receive sniorders as you well
west that morning at

do‘n 180“

hl

ewrs' lllrlls? Al

1

‘.
n our eper, wro received the or
dlers? dA. 'i‘he engineer did. He received all
t e or ers.

Record, p. 47. “Q. Now, Mr. Bush. Vila"
you got u to Burr’s Mills,‘ to that tuning)?‘
just explain to the jury the process by“; A
that engine would get back to Bellmre.t a
“'e had all the trains on the road to'mn gig“
with, and we had to run inside trnclishw
coming down to keep out of the my 0f! 95-“

"Q. \Vhen did you ﬁgstthlenrnyilliuffi'gf
you had to keep out ‘o

e we.

,

way of wheait trains? A. All the tnuns 111“
was
ect schedule
.
"Q.ex'iPhe
trains, would it not it 1

A. I reckon.

‘m M

“Q. Wm" was {he process—what I'r mm
you to go back after you got mBurr’femM
the turntable! You. had no 'riqhiwfA- N“ I";
all unless you had orders, M11110“?
-

"whether exercising supervising authority and
.gcentrol over other employes of the company

didn't have ‘no right without orders. _ h m m

or otherwise. Another course ot'decisions
would hold a corporation responsible for all
negligent acts of its agents, subordinnte to
itself. when exercising authority and Super.

you did write? A. I was some i° oh,
the engine. I did not want to run them

vision over other employes.
The latter
course of decisions seems to me most in ac
cordance with Justice and humanity to the
servants of a corporation.
I regret that the tendency of the decision

this local train out of Bellaire? - {ing m
“ . You were in the habit of mg

“Q. And you proposed to get I! fight“ aid
track by writing an order which you 1w M

_
0 rder
"Q? . You had been l‘illlllll'lg
ﬁiehlﬂﬁg :11
time, whatever it was: wakne‘llrgo sin
A.

did not know what tune they 0 "mysl

“_the majority of the court in this case

"Q. You knew where you met them pub ‘
A. No, sir; we would not meet t eulcel M
once in a month. tlye would no! "1
on‘9 e . a Yzdlgnth
some
knew
thelines.
time of the local W'5‘

is in favor of the largest exemptions oi‘ cor.
vorations trom liability. The principle in

A. No. sir.
“Q. You knew there was 6

local min i
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the road running out of Bellaire in the morn
g
Yes, sir
‘Q. You knew when you were running,—

knew where you met them? A. I did not
know anything about it that time.
“Q. Is it not a part of your duty to learn
these things? I want to know if you did not
know that there was a local train and has
been for the last ten years running out of Bel
laire about the same time,—about the same

hour and the same minute. A. No, indeed; I
'did not.

"Q. And you were
_
at work nt—in the shops
and vard. an did not know anything about

A. No, or; I did not.
Q. You entirely overlooked that fact?

No

answer."
#

U

I

U

II

t

l

i

i

Record, p. 49. “Q. Did you. know that there
was a local trnln coming out about that time?
A. I knew there was a local train on the road some
place.

“3: Between you and Bellaire?

A. Yes, sir.

I wish you would explain to the jury
what you mean by ﬂagging. You sail your
intention was to ﬂag down to Bellaire.
ow is
that done? A. We make out an order and give
it to the engineer on the train we want to fol
low; sign the engineer's name; and I went with
this ﬂag on the train, and our engine followed

behind until we met another train, and then
we would side track there and pass.

“Q. That is, you would keep for enough
ahead so that if you met a train you would
signal it and stop the train? A. I would go
right on the train that had the right of way
of the track, and our engine followed after.”
:
(149 U. S. 605)

EVANS v. STETTNISCH et al.
(May 10, 1803.‘
No. 279.
APrnAL—Rnconn—Arx-‘mAvlrs ox MOTIONS —- RE
ll.‘

new.
1. An aﬁidavit ﬁled for use on a motion in

,5‘

the trial court is not a partpf the record,_and
can only become such by incorporation in a.
ll of exceptions.
_

lIL‘:
.23
.‘Ji
1‘.
C‘.
ll
-

2. An aﬁidavit of an attorney ﬁled in the
trial court, that neither he nor his client, who
was a party, had notice or o‘portunity to be
present at the trial, is not an ment on appeal
to overcome the recital in the journal entr
that the parties came “by their attorneys;’
especially when the verity of the entry has been
sustained by the judge of the l'l'lill court, who
ma be presumed
to that
havethe
personal
irnowiedge;
andywhen
it appears
complannng
party
had two attorneys, one of whom may have been
present.

‘_L—4‘_ “"L!3i

In error to the circuit court of the United
States for the district of Nebraska. At
ﬁrmed.
Statement by Mr. Justice BREWER:

The facts in this case are these: On No

tinuance heretofore entered herein be, and
the same is hereby, set aside, and this cause
stand for trial at the adjourned term of
this court."
a

An answer was ﬁled on August 20. 1887.?
and a reply on the'z‘ld of September. 0n the‘
4th day of November appears an entry of a
trial, with a verdict for the defendants, and
judgment thereon. This entry opens with
this recital: “Now come the parties herein.
by their attorneys; and also come the follow
ing named persons as jurors, to wit." On No
vember 12th, the plaintiﬂ! ﬁled a motion to
set aside the judgment, and for a new trial,
on the ground that after the case had been
continued the order of continuance had been
vacated in the absence of his counsel, and
without notice; and because he had no no
tice or information that the cause stood for
trial at that term, and had thus been pre
vented from presenting his evidence to the
jury. In support of this motion the nﬂ‘idavit
of one of plaintiff's counsel was ﬁled, which.
after stating the fact of the continuance, and
the order setting it aside, continued as fol
lows:

“Said order was so obtained during the ab
sence of plaintiff's counsel and without notice
to plaintilf or to aﬂiant that application
would be made to the court for the vaca
tion of said order of continuance, and no
notice or information whatever was served
upon or communicated to said plalntiif that

said cause stood for trial at this term, until
on the 11th day of November, 1887, and after
Judgment had been entered therein.”
The motion having been overruled, plaintiff

sued out a writ of error from this court.
John S. Gregory, for plaintiff in error.
Mr. Justice BREWER, after stating the
facts in the foregoing language, delivered the
opinion of the court.
The record of the trial shows that the par
ties appeared by their attorneys; discloses no
application for a postponement, no objection
to proceeding at the time, and no error in the
course of the trial. As against this, there is
an aﬂidavit, which. as certiﬁed by the clerk,

is among the ﬁles in the case. For severalh
reasons this is insuﬁicicnt.
g
‘in the ﬁrst place, only errors apparent on’
the record can be considered; and an aiiidavit

ﬁled for use on a motion is not part of the

vember 10, 1884, plaintiff, now plaintiff in

record, any more than the deposition of a

error, ﬁled in the circuit court of the United
States for the district of Nebraska an

witness used on the trial, and only becomes a

“amended and reformed petition."

Nothing

seems to have been done thereafter until

part of the record by being incorporated in a
bill of exceptions. Stewart v. Ranche Co.,
128 U. S. 383, 9 Sup. Ct. Rep. 101; Backus

v. Clark, 1 Kan. 303; Altschiel v. Smith. 9
1887, when at the May term, and on the 2d
day of May, the case was “ordered con
tinued." On August 18, 1887, the record
recites:
"On motion of defendants. leave is granted
by the court to answer herein in ten days.
Plaintiff is ruled to reply in twenty days,

and it is ordered by the court that the con

Kan. 90; .Tenks v. School Dist, 18 Kan. 356;

Tiiiin v. Forrester, 8 Mo. 642; McDonald v.
Arnout, 14 Ill. 58; Smith v. Wilson, 26 Ill.
186.
In the second place, there is nothing to
show that this was the only aﬂidnvit. The
certiﬁcate of the clerk is simply "that the
foregoing follos, from 1 to 13, contain true
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and faithful transcripts from the records and plaintiffs under protest, they insisting that
ﬁles of said court in the case of Moses Evans the beer had become sour and wonlils,
v. Anna Stettnisch ct al." This certiﬁcate on the voyage of importation. They up
may be true, and yet a dozen aﬂidavits con
plied, on October 26th. for a rebate on ac.
tradicting the statements in this have been
count and to the extent of this damage,
ﬁled and used on the motion.
under Rev. St. § 2927, which is as follows;
In the third place, if it were atiirmatively
“Sec. 2927. In respect to articles iiiiitlmi-e
shown that there was only the one adidavit,
been damaged during the voyage. whether
that is not suﬂicient to overthrow the recital subject to a duty ad valorem. or chargeable
in the record. The record imports absolute
with a speciﬁc duty, either by number,
weight, or measure, the appraisers shill l5
verity; an aﬂidavit of a witness does not;
and when the court, which, in addition, may
certain and certify to what rate or percent
be supposed to have personal knowledge of age the merchandise is damaged; and the
the fact, sustains the recital in the record as rate of percentage of damage. so ascer
against the statement in the aflidavit, its rul
tained and certiﬁed, shall be deducted from.
ing cannot on review be adjudged erroneous.
the original amount. subject to a duty iiié
In the fourth place, the statements in the .valorem, or from the actual or origiiminun'
afﬁdavit are not necessarily a denial of the
her, weight, or measure, on which spsillh
truth of the recital in the journal entry of the duties would have been computed."
trial. The plaintiff was represented, as shown
But this application was refused on the
by the pleadings, by two counsel. This afﬁ
ground that such an allowance was piohih
davit is by one only, and it is that no notice ited by a proviso in Schedule H, not of
was given to plaintilI or afliani; The other
March 3,v 1883, (22 Stat. 505,) which says:
counsel may have had notice and appeared,
“There shall be no allowance for breakage
and consented to everything that was done.
leakage, or damage on wines, liquors, (‘Ali'
If so, plaintitf has no semblance of a cause
dials, or distilled spirits." Thereafter this
for complaint. The judgment is affirmed.
suit was brought, and on the trial thereoi
the court instructed the jury to ﬁnd for the
I:
defendant. 38 Fed. Rep. 912. Judgment
having been entered on such verdict, plain
(149 U. S. 586)
tiﬁs sued out a writ of error from this court
HOLLENDER et al. v. MAGONE, Collector.
(May 10, 1893.)
No. 172.
CUSTOM! Dn'riiis—Annownncits—Dunes 'ro BEER
—“LiQuoits"— Sonsnunic Tiiniss — Eviiisxca—
PRESUMPTIONS.
1. The word “liquors," as used in the ro
viso of Schedule H of the tariE act of March 3,
1883, (22 Stat. 505,) prohibiting any allowance
for_brenkage, leakage, or damage in respect to
“_wines, iqiiors, ‘cordiiils, or distilled spirits," is
simply a misspelling of the word “liqueurs," and
does not include beer. 38 Fed. Rep. 912, re
versed.
2. In the tariﬁ act of .March 3, 1883, (22
Stat. 505,) the titles preﬁ xed to the several
schedules were intended merely as general sug

gestions as to the character of the articles in
cluded therein, and not as technically accurate
deﬁnitions of them.
_ 3.1a reviewing a judgment, entered in a
suit against the collector of customs by an im
Bni-tyr to recover allowances. under Rev. St. §
_9.Zi, for damage to certain beer, where it is ob
Jected that there was no evidence that the beer
was sound when purchased. the court will
apply the
a sound price implies a

E. B. Smith, for plaintiffs in error. Ash
Atty. Gen. Maury, for defendant in error.
rev-4H

' Mr. Justice BREWER, after stating the‘
facts in the foregoing language, delivered
the opinion of the court.
The principal question in this easel:
whether beer is within the term "liquors
as found in the proviso quoted. The high
ments in favor of such a conclusion in

these: First. The word "liquors" is prowl-i
and often used in a generic sense. as includ

ing all intoxicating beverages, and it out!"

therefore to be construed as having ml‘
general meaning in this clause; 10130011‘
gress had intended only a certain kmdol
liquor, it would have coupled some word of

limitation with it. Second. schedule H. in
which is found this proviso, and which Edi;
various paragraphs speciﬁcally mentions

ferent kind

-

of liqnois, and amonl will“

beer, is entitled “Liquors;" and the asked 9

being thus, as it were, introduced by th"
it
term,
must
used
be obviously
presumed inthat
its generic
wherever

L:

will as
'
ole was sound when Dutch83181319 that the art
word is found within the schedule:1
In error to the circuit court of the United
States for the southern district of New
York. Reversed.
Statement by Mr. Justice BREWER:
The facts in this case are these: On 00
tober 19, 1886. the plaintiffs imported and
entered at New York 226 casks, aggregating
2.861 gallons, of beer. on which the defend
ant, as collector of the port, exacted dutv
a’ 20 cents a gallon. This was paid by the

also used in the same sense. Thil'fl U 95;
“liquors" is given a meaning broad 33$;
to include beer, it is superﬂuous. for I "0
cot-dials, and distilled spirits" are ampfhan
cover all intoxicating beverageil on“; up
malt liquors, such as ale and been “In”
ing that there is force in these arrumemé

We are constrained to hold illﬂt ‘mel'thw.
not so persuasive and convincing 88

tending to show that the word is he"

HOLLENDER 0. MAGONE.
R'inlll'l'
RE
'biM-L_‘KhE.iat-_mie'wr-l.smg;ua.zv- rBurial;-

in a narrower sense, and so as to exclude
beer.
In the ﬁrst place, the word “liquors" is
frequently, if not generally, used to deﬁne
spirits or distilled beverages, in contradis~
tinction to those that are fermented. Thus,

in the Century Dictionary, one of its detlnl
dons is: "An intoxicating beverage, espe
cially a spirituous or distilled drink, as dis
tingulshcd from fermented beverages, as
wine and beer." See, also, State v. Brlttain,

Si) N. C. 574, 576, in which case the court
said: “The proof was that the defendant
sold liquors, and it must be taken that he
sold spirituous liquors. Most generally the
term ‘liquors’ implies spirituous liquors."
The context indicates that it is here used in
this narrower sense. The proviso names
wines, liquors, cordials, and distilled spirits.
If uliquors" is here used in its generic sense,
the other terms are superﬂuous. That they
are present emphasizes the fact that the
word is not so used.
Again, in one paragraph in this section we
ﬁnd this combination: “Cordials, liquors,
arrack, absynthe, kirschenwasser, rutaﬁa, and
other similar spirituous beverages or hitters,
containing spirits."
Obviously the word
“llquors" here means liqueurs, that being the
name of the kind of drinks of the same gen
eral nature as those specially mentioned.

This is obvious, not alone because of the
rule noscitur a sociis, but by a reference to
the language found in prior tarilI acts.
Thus, in that of 1842 is this language: “On
cordiais and liqueurs of all kinds, sixty cents
per gallon; on arrack, absynthe, kirschen
wasser, rataila, and other similar spirituous
beverages, not otherwise speciﬁed, sixty
cents per gallon."
5 Stat. 560. In 1846 we
ﬁnd this: “Brandy and other spirits distilled

from grain or other materials; cordials, ab~
synthe, arrack, curacoa, kirschenwasser, liq
ucrs, maraschino, rataﬁa, and all other spir
ituous beverages of a similar character." 9

Stat. 44. In 1861 this is the language: “0n
cordlals and liquors of all kinds, ﬁfty cents
per gallon; on arrack, absynthe, klrschen
wasser. ratalia, and other similar spirituous
beverages." 12 Stat. 180. In1862, the follow
: ing: “On cordials and liqueurs of all kinds. and

ﬁat-rack,

absynthe,

kirschenwasser,

rataﬁa,

‘and ‘other similar spirituous beverages, not
otherwise provided for, twenty-ﬁve cents per

gallon." Id. 544. While in 1870 this is the
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ply a. case of misspelling,
and "liqueurs"
was intended. The use of the word in one
part of the body of the statute in conjunc
tion with the term “cordials" and obviously
misspelled, and as obviously meant for “li
queurs," is very persuasive that, when found
in another part of this same schedule in like
conjunction with the word "cordials," there
is another case of misspelling, and "liqueurs"
is also there intended.
But, further, the whole arrangement of
Schedule H points to the fact that beer was
not in the contemplation of congress in this
proviso. The schedule is composed of 11
separate paragraphs. The ﬁrst treats of
champagnes, and all other sparkling wines,
and names the duty thereon. The second
provides for duties on still wines, and them
alone. In that paragraph are two provisos:
First, “Provided, that any wines imported,
containing more than twenty-four per cent
um of alcohol, shall be forfeited to the
United States;" and, second, the proviso in
question. The third names vermuth alone.
The fourth requires that "wines, brandy, and
other spirituous liquors imported in bottles
shall be packed in packages containing not
less than one dozen bottles in each pack
age,"and provides for an additional duty on
each bottle. The ﬁfth imposes a duty on
“brandy and other spirits manufactured or
distilled from grain or other materials, and
not specially enumerated or provided for in
this act," and declares the standard for de
termlning the proof of brandy and other-1
spirits or liquors; the sixth. on all com-g
pound or preparations of which distiiled'
spirits are a component part of chief value,
not specially enumerated, etc. The seventh

is that heretofore mentioned in reference
to cordials, liquors, etc. The eighth provides
that no lower rate of duty shall be col
lected or paid on brandy, spirits, and other
spirituous beverages than that ﬁxed by law
for the description of ﬁrst proof, but it shall
be increased, etc. The ninth imposes a duty
on bay rum or bay water, whether distilled
or compounded; the tenth, on ale, porter,
and beer; and the eleventh, on ginger ale or
ginger beer.
The facts that ginger ale and ginger beer
are not intoxicating, and that bay rum and
bay water would scarcely be called "bever
ages," show that there is little signiﬁcance
to be given to the use of the word "liquors"

description: "0n cordials, liqueurs, arrack,
absynthe, kirshwasser,
vcrmuth,
rataﬂa,
and other similar spirituous beverages, or

in the title of this schedule. The multitude

hitters containing spirits, and not otherwise

act under 14 schedules, each with a different

provided for. two dollars per proof gallon."
16 Stat. 263. And this language, omitting

title, and all that was intended by those
titles was a general suggestion as to the

vermuth. was carried into the Revised Stat

character of the articles within the partic

utes.

ular schedule, and not any technically ac
curate deﬁnition of them. It evidently seem

Rev. St. p. 464.

This retrospect of past legislation, as well
88 the character of the other beverages

of articles upon which duty was imposed
by the tariff of 1883 are grouped in that

named in combination, indicates the mean

ed to congress unnecessary to create and
entitle a separate schedule for the matters

lnz of the word "liquors" as found in this
Paragraph of the statute of 1883. It is sim

named in these last three paragraphs, and
they fall more naturally under the descrlp

984
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tive title "liquors" than any other used in
the act. This takes away largely the force
of any argument that can be drawn from
the word in the title.
Again, the proviso is found in the second
paragraph. The natural limitation of a pro
viso is to those things that have been pre
viously
mentioned. Before the proviso,
there are named only wines—sparkling and
still; so any word of general description
used therein would, in the absence of satis
factory reasons to the contrary, be taken to
refer to those articles, to wit, wines. But

"wines" being used in this Proviso. the Sub‘
sequent terms, “liquors," “cordials," and “dis
tilled spirits," must mean something else.
As there are several words of description,
apparently beverages of different character
were intended by each. If, for instance, in
any clause we should find the two terms
llwines" and “distilled spirits," we should
believe that some diﬁerent article was in
el tended by each term. So, if we should ﬁnd
gthe phrase “wines and liquors," or “wines or
' liquors," is it not a proper inference that
some other kind of beverage than wine was
intended by the word “llquors?" Obviously,
as it seems to us, the word is used here in
a special, rather than a general, sense; and,
.when so used in a. special sense, it is almost
invariably used to deﬁne spirituous, rather
than malt, liquors. Seldom is it used alone
to deﬁne malt liquors, as contradistinguished
from those that are spirituous and distilled.
In short, we think it may be laid down,
as a general proposition, that, where the
term “llquors" is used in a special sense,
spirituous and distilled beverages are intend
ed, in contradistlnction to fermented ones;
that the use of the four words in this pro
viso, in the order in which they are arranged,
and in the place in which the proviso is
found in the schedule, indicates that "liq
uors" is used in a special, rather than in
a general, sense: and the conjunction of the
words “liquors" and "cordials," as found in

another paragraph, and as interpreted by
the past history of that particular part of
the tariff legislation, shows that “liqueurs"
was intended by "liquors" in this clause,
But it is further objected by counsel for

the government that there was no proof

and only a little of it sold, and that a
3 cents per gallon, it may be assumed that
that was a sound article for which the
much greater price was paid at the place
of export. Evidently the testimony in all
these respects was considered suliicicnt; ior_
the circuit judge, as appears from the report!

in the Federal ‘Reporter, (33 Fed. llep. 916,15‘
disposed of the case by saying: “As this
case turns upon the construction of the
term ‘liquors’ in the proviso of schedule H,

paragraph 308, I shall direct a verdict tor
the defendant."
The judgment will be reversed, and the
case remanded for a new trial.
=====

(149 U. B. 580)

LOEBER v. SCHROEDER et a].
(May 10, 1893.)
No. 1,280.
Barnum: Conn-r — Juuisnic'rios - li‘nm. Juro
Mss'rs — S'rns Coos-1's — Fraser]. QUEBl‘iOli—
PRAC‘HCE.
1. An order overruling a motion to gnarl
an execution is not a ﬁnal judgment, within the
meaning of the federal judiciary acts, and 0
Judgment of the highest court of a state, aﬂirm
ing such an order, is not reviewnble in the
United States supreme court on writ of error.
2. The court of appeals of Maryland aﬂirmed
a judgment which was rendered in favor oi
plaintiif on a ditferent contract from that set
up in his pleadings, holding that‘ as no ex
ceptions were ﬁled below to the evidence pror
ing the contract the court was bound, under the
statute, (Code Pub. Gen. Laws, Md. art'5.i

34.) to consider such evidence, and render] a
ment without regard to the variance.
8
court accordingly ordered the issuance of are
cution. In the court below, defendant movedta
quash this writ on the ground—then for the
ﬁrst time urged—that it would deprive him 0!
his property without due process _of in‘. M‘
trary to the provisions of the constitution of the

United States. The motion was overruled. and
this action was aﬂirmed by the court of aliimit
from which a writ of error was taken to the

United States supreme court. lipid. 11"“ in’
attempt to raise a federal questiop come m
late, as it should have been raisedlin the our!

of appeals before the rendition of indwelli
3. But no federal question in fact elwi ‘
for the statute related merely to a limit" °

state practice, and was manifestly "9t “.1 Mi
diet with any provision of the constitution 0d
the United States, or any law of plumes-‘1' “u
its proper construction rested with tho Bil
courts alone.

In error to the court of appeals of the will

that the beer was sound when purchased

Generally speaking, it may be said that a

of Maryland.

sound price implies a sound article.

L. P. Hennighausen and M. R. Waller, i0!
-nun
the motion. William Goltoll. Olliwsed'

The bill

of exceptions shows that "it further ap
peared from the invoices and the testimony of
the liquidating clerk that the cost of this

beer in Germany—the place of export—was
equivalent to 17.70 cents per gallon in the
money of account of the United States.”
How the invoices read, and what was the

Dismissed.

‘Mr. Justice JACKSON delivered the on“
ion of the court.
m
This writ of error to the court of app‘

of the state of Maryland is brought i0 ‘9
view and reverse a iudt'ment °t ‘m ‘.10 o

testimony given by the liquidating clerk, are

atiirming an order of circuit court NO-{i

not shown. The result only is stated when
it said that it appeared that the cost of
this beer was 17.70 cents per gallon. As

Baltimore city, overruling a mom“ °ﬂ
plaintiff.‘ in error to quash a writ Md‘
issued against him in pursuance of l 1 '

111°“ of the beer. on its arrival in New York

entered in the court of appeals m “it, ﬁll

was thrown into the street as worthless:

The defendant in error moves to dl!

LOEBER v. SCIIROEDER.
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cause for want of jurisdiction. This motion
is based on two grounds, viz.: First, that a
writ of error will not lie to an order over
ruling a motion to quash an execution, be
cause it is not a ﬁnal Judgment or decree,
within the meaning of the federal statutes;
secondly, that no federal question is involved

in the case.
It appears from the record that the defend
ant in error J. Henry Schroeder, as admim
istrator of Catherine Loeber, deceased, on
July 12, 1890, ﬁled his bill of complaint in
circuit court No. 2, of Baltimore city, against
the plaintiff in error, John Loeber, in which
it was alleged that the plaintiff's intestate,
in 1882, loaned to her husband the sum of
$8,000, being a part of her separate estate, on
condition that he should pay said sum of
money, on her death, to her children, and
that said John Loeber, who was the husband
of the intestate, agreed to take said money,
upon that condition, as a loan from his wife.
The complaint further charged that the de
fendant, John Loeber, had never repaid said
sum of money, and that he denied that the
same was a part of the estate of his deceased
wife, and prayed for an order of the court
directing and requiring that he should bring
said money into court, to be invested in the
name of his deceased wife's children; that the
same might be declared a lien upon prop
erty described in the bill, which had been
improved with the fund borrowed; and for
such further relief as the nature of complain
ant's case might require.
The defendant answered this bill, and dc
nied that his wife had ever loaned him tue
namount stated in the bill, or any part thereof,

Elma denied all indebtedness to the wife, Ol'
' her estate. ‘He further set up in his answer
that the complainant had failed to make
proper parties to his bill, and that no case

was stated therein of which the court could
take jurisdiction.
On the issues thus presented, proofs were
taken, and upon hearing of the case, May
21, 1891, circuit court No. 2, of Baltimore
city, being of the opinion that the complain
out had no interest whatever in the matter
controversy, dismissed the bill without preju

dice to any proceedings that proper parties
might be advised to take. From this decree
the complainant

prosecuted

an

appeal

to

the court of appeals of the state, which, on
January 28, 1892, reversed the decree of the

circuit court, and entered a decree in favor
of the complainant, as administrator of Mrs.
Loeber, for $8,000 and costs, which amount
said court found, from the testimony, Loeber

had received from his wife, and undertook
to invest for her beneﬁt in certain houses
which belonged to him. 23 Atl. Rep. 579. The
court of appeals, while holding that the un
dertaking to invest the money in certain
Speciﬁed property was a contract within the

fourth section of the statute of frauds, and
for that reason could not be speciﬁcally per

formed, nevertheless a court of equity ought
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to give relief by decree for the amount of
money which he had received from his wife.
A decree was accordingly entered against
Loeber for the sum of $8,000. Subsequently,
after entry of that decree, Loeber moved
the court of appeals for a reargument of the
case on the grounds that the bill alleged a
loan from Mrs. Loeber to him upon the un
dertaking and promise to pay the same to
her children, but alleged no other contract
or \mdertaking on his part; that the com
plainant failed to prove the alleged contract,
but did prove, in the opinion of the court,
another contract, viz. that "John Loeber \m
dertook to invest his wife's money for her
beneﬁt in certain houses which belonged to
him," and as that contract could not be en
forced the court thereupon decreed, because
of the statute of frauds, a repayment of the
money received by him; and it was claimed
that this latter contract, on which this de
cree was based, was not alleged in the bill,
and that the bill stated no case within the
jurisdiction of the court below, or of the
a:
court of appeals.
' This motion for reargument was overruled,’-1
the court of appeals holding that the case
was within the jurisdiction of the court be
low, and that, whatever variance there may
have been between the allegations of the

bill and the proof in the case, the court of
appeals was authorized, under the statutes
and decisions of the state, which were spe
cially cited and referred to, to enter a de
cree according to the testimony, without re
gard to the special averments of the bill.
24 Atl. Rep. 226. The court of appeals rest
ed its action and decision mainly upon the
ﬁfth section of the act of 1832, forming the
thirty-fourth section of article 5 of the Code,
which provides that “on an appeal from a
court of equity no objection to the compo
tency of a witness, or to the admissibility of
evidence, or to the suiiiciency of the bill or
petition, or to any account stated or re
ported in said cause, shall be made in the
court of appeals, unless it shall appear by
the record that such objection was made by
exceptions tiled in the court from which

said appeal shall have been taken." The tes
timony in the case was not excepted to, and
the appellate court, in its construction or
this provision of the Code, held that it was
bound to give effect to the testimony, the
court saying: “It is no matter whether the
averments of the bill cover the case proved
in evidence or not. We are obliged to de
cree according to the matters established

by the proofs. The statute [quoted] has
been frequently construed, and the practice
under it is well established." After citing
various authorities construing said section,
the court proceeds: "It is therefore very
clear that it was our duty to consider the
evidence, and make such a decree as it re
quired, without regard to the averments of

the bill." The court further held that the
administrator succeeded to the right of ac
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tion on personal contracts made with his
intestate. and had the right to sue upon the
one in question before circuit court No. 2,
of Baltimore city.
The court of appeals, having denied, for
these reasons, a rehearing, on April 28, 1892,
issued its order for a ﬂeri facias against
Loeber for the amount decreed, returnable
to circuit court No. 2. On April 29, 1892,
q,Loeiier entered a motion before said circuit
gcourt to quash this writ, for the following
' reasons: Because the decree on which the
writ issued and the writ were void, because
said writ would deprive the defendant of
his property without due process of law,
and because it was issued in violation of
the constitution of the United States, and
amendments thereto; because section 3-1 of
article 5 of the Code of Public General
Laws, in so far as it requires the court of
appeals to make their decision on the evi
dence, without regard to the bill, or aver
ments of the complaint, was contrary to
the constitution of the United States, and
amendments thereto, and laws passed in
pursuance thereof, and was therefore void.
The circuit court No. 2, on May 21, 1892,
dismissed this motion, and the petition of the
defendant to quash the writ of ﬁeri facias.
From this order of dismissal, Loeber prose~
cuted an appeal to the courtofappeais, which
in November, 1892, aﬂlrmed the order of the
circuit court, holding that section 34 of arti
cle 5 of the Code of Public General Laws,
under and by virtue of which the court of
appeals had made a decision on the evidence
in the case, and had awarded the writ of
ii. fa., was not in conﬂict with the consti
tution or laws of the United States. 25
Atl. Rep. 340. From the judgment of the
court of appeals aﬂlrming the order of the
lower court, Loeber has prosecuted the pres
ent writ of error, and assigned, substan
tially, as the grounds thereof, that section
33 of article 5 of the Code of Public Gen’
eral Laws of the State of Maryland is re
pugnant to the fourteenth amendment of
the constitution of the United States, which
declares that no state shall deprive any per
son of his property without due process of
law; and, secondly, because said section 34,
art. 5 of the Code of Public General Laws,
is repugnant to the fourteenth amend
ment of the constitution, which declares
that no state shall make or enforce any law
which shall abridge the privileges or immuni
ties of citizens of the United States.

It is well settled that a writ of error will

How. 556; Early v. Rogers, 16 Ham 5%;
Amis v. Smith, 16 Pet. 314; Evans v. Gee.

14 Pet. 2.
It is also well settled by the decisions 0:
this court that the attempt to raise for the
ﬁrst time a federal question in a petition for
rehearing, after judgment, comes too 1m,
Texas 8: P. By. 00. v. Southern Pac. 00.,137
U. S. 48, 54, 11 Sup. Ct. Rep. 10; Butler v.
Gage, 138 U. S. 52, 11 Sup. Ct. Rep. P35;
Winona & St. P. R. Co. v. Plainview. 143
U. S. 371, 12 Sup. Ct. Rep. 530; Leeper v.
Texas, 139 U. S. 462, 11 Sup. Ct. Rep. 571;
and Bushnell v. Smelting 00., 13 Sup. Ct
Rep. 771.
The motion to quash the ii. fa. in this case
on the grounds that the order of the court
of appeals, which directed it to be issued,
was void for the reasons assigned, stood up
on no better footing than a petition for re
hearing would have done, and suggested fed
eral questions for the ﬁrst time, which. it
they existed at all, should have been set up
and interposed when the decree of the court
of appeals was rendered, on January ‘5.

1892.
If any federal question existed in the case.
the attempt to raise it came too late, but
we are of opinion that no federal question
really exists in the case. The provisions or
the statute complained of by the piuinﬂri
in error are manifestly not in conﬂict with
any provision of the constitution of the
United States, or of any law of congress
passed in pursuance thereof. The said sut

ute relates to a matter of state putrid
alone, and the proper construction of that

statute, upon well-settled principles. few‘!
with the state courts. The question as (0

whether the plaintiﬂ's remedy was at law
or in equity was a matter dependent entire
iy upon local law, and involved no federal
right whatever.
We are therefore of opinion that the m

tion to dismiss for want of Jllflﬂdicﬂm‘
should be sustained, and it is accordllliii
so ordered.

:
(149 u. 5.5741

SHEFFIELD FURNACE 00. v. WITH
EROW.
(May 10, 1393.)
No. 190.
PLEADING -Dsuuaaea -— Aussmmm 10 BM‘
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1. A demurrer is fatally defect-11:, law m
be entirely disregarded, when _it Inc 51 mum]

not lie except to review a ﬁnal
or decree of the highest court of
and that it will not lie to an order
an motion to quash an execution,

judgment
the state,
overruling
because a

davit 05 tiffenthtnt andl tigﬂcertiﬁdito 0
re q uire
u: rue
2. Aftzr egui-itgg
a decree rm ﬁff’cg

ndedslim upon the rule or motion is not such a
' ﬁlm-1 iildgment or decree in any suit as'is

Plllimmt, without leave of court, 5,1
ed bill, but withdrew the samei “'1 o f expense‘

contemplated by the judiciary acts of me
Bellerai government. Refusal to quash a,
writ is not a ﬁnal judgment. Boyle v, Zach.

g1‘ Paying him tlhebcosts otycoagilolléed
as re uire
, wwiczﬁ‘ai‘l
my
Bg‘pluintiél
was neivere qInui a posiuon
beneﬁt from his amendment, 0 dmem w

Brie. 6 Pet. 657; McOargo v. Chapman, 20

thereof left the case as if no time“

want of proper pleadings by defen I

mew

ing defendant a copy thereof, free 0

SHEFFIELD FURNACE CO. v. WITHEROW.
R-LZa":
SFI'BH -Qzugr

been made, and_plaintiﬁ’s right to a ﬁnal decree
was _not preJudiced.
d. A defondant who
laintift' to

~..-_r, ,

alone is entitled to complain.
4. Defendant, in a contract for improve
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due was $63,279.43, that a statement of lien
had been ﬁled, and prayed for foreclosure
and for general relief. In the bill the con
tract wus not set out at length, but it was
alleged that it was in writing, and would

be produced at the hearing, if necessary.
Attached to the bill of complaint was the
statement ﬁled in the probate court. A

subpoena was duly served upon the defend
ant on September 6th. On October 1st the
defendant applied for and received a copy

taching thereto the statement,
which described
the land as "contiguous
to" the been
city of
Sheﬁield.
foreclosure decree having
entered
by
default, defendaut sou ht
to have it set aside
on the ground that un
er the Alabama statute
I the lien was limited to one
acre, unless the land
was situated within the limits of a city or town;

parties
to the
extend
he area of the hen,
and as
bill
aﬂirmatively show that the land was not
within a city or town.
5. The fact that

by the state practice or legislation,
but
nature of the case,
and the fore
closure of a mechanic's lien is essentially
an
equitable proceeding.
Appeal from the circuit court of the United

orderlng a foreclosure and sale.
hearing the

At
the
lien ﬁnal
pn

pers, which were ﬁled in the oﬂice of the
probate court, the contract between the par~
ties, a certiﬁcate from the superintendent of

and on February 4, 1889, a motion and pe

tition were ﬁled by defendant in the cir
cult court to set aside the ﬁnal decree, which
was overruled on the 15th of February, 1889.
An appeal to this court was duly perfected.

States for the northern district of Alabama.
In equity.

rer, as required by equity rule 31. On the
rule day in November (November 5th) a de

Bill by James P. Witherow
Sheﬁield Furnace Company to

T. R. Roulhac, R. W. Walker, and H. C.

foreclose a mechanic's lien. There was a
decree for complainant, and defendant ap

Tompkins, for appellant. Henry B. Tomp
kins, Wayne MacVeagh, and A. H. Winter

Deals. Aﬁirmed.
Statement by Mr. Justice BREWER:

steen, for apoellee.

On May 27,
1886, the appellee, plaintiff
below, made a proposition to defendant to

premises a blast furnace,
of $124,000; $80,000 to be paid
on monthly estimates as the work progress
ed; the balance to be secured, “said security

' Mr. Justice BREWER, after stating the?E
facts in the foregoing language, delivered the
opinion of the court.
inasmuch as the so-called

to be either a mechanic's lien or ﬁrst mort
gage on all the furnace company's interests
in Sheffield,
' ‘ ' at my option.” This
proposition was accepted on June 2d. The
work was completed and accepted on April

a 24. 1888. On
June 27, 1883, plaintitf ﬁled in
:Sthe otiice of the probate court of the proper
county 8. statement for a'mechanic’s lien, in

ing it, and entering a decree pro confesso,
at the November rules. Equity rule 18; Na
tional Bank v. Insurance 00., 104 U. S. 54,

76. And such decree after the November
rules would entitle the plaintiff to a ﬁnal
decree, as taken on December 19th, (equity

conformity with the provisions of the state

rule 19; Thomson v.

statute. In this statement the furnace is
stated to be situated at Sheﬂleld, Colbert

104, 5 Sup. Ct. Rep. 788,) unless something

county, All;
, on a site containing about
20 acres, d escribed as follows: “Twenty
acres of land in fractional section 29, ' ' '

contiguous to the city of Sheﬂleld," etc. On
‘September 5,
1888, plaintiif ﬁled his bill
court of the United States
for the north ern district of Alabama to fore
close this mechanic's lien. The bill avers
that a contract was entered into for the con
struction of the furnace, that the amount
1n the circuit

Wooster, 114 U.

S.

had taken place intermediate to take away
such right. It appears that on the 14th day
of November the plaintiff ﬁled an amend
ment to the original bill, which amendment
consisted, substantially, of allegations that

the 20-acre tract was within the limits of
the city of Sheﬂield, and that the furnace
and its appurtenances were in the middle
of said tract, and occupied more than 1 acre
of land, and required, for convenience and
proﬁt, the whole of the tract; upon which
appears, after the indorsement of the clerk

SUPREME COURT BEPORTEILVOL. 13.
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of its ﬁling, a. further indorsement, as fol

less the premises are within a city, to“,

or village, in which case it may extend to
lows:
"The ﬁling of this amended bill is errone
ous, and the same is withdrawn; no order
of the court having been obtained, ordering
the ﬁling thereof. Henry B. Tompkins, Sol.
for Complainant."
This proceeding on the part of the plaintiir,
it is insisted, destroyed his right to take
the ﬁnal decree, but this is a mistake. While,
under equity rule 28, the piaintiiI might,
after a copy of the bill had been taken out
of the office by the defendant, and before
plea, answer, or demurrer, amend the bill
without order of the court, yet, before he
could claim any beneﬁt of such amendment,
he was required to pay to the defendant the
costs occasioned thereby, and without delay
bfurnish it a copy thereof free of expense,
gwith full reference to the places where the
' amendments were to be inserted. As‘he had
done neither of these things, he could claim
no beneﬁt from the ﬁling of the amended
bill, and when he entered upon it a with
drawal he left the case to stand as though
no amendment had been attempted. Besides,
the defendant, being in default, was in no po—
sition to take advantage of the plaintiti’s
action in withdrawing the amendment.
There was therefore nothing erroneous in
the matter of procedure,—nothlng which
would compel the court, at a subsequent
term, to set aside the decree.
While in this motion and petition there are
stated many matters in which it is claimed
there was error on account of which the de
cree should be set aside, and the defendant
given leave to plead, and while there is a
general allegation that it has a full, perfect,
and meritorious defense to the demand set
up in the bill, yet it is not alleged that the
contract for the building of the furnace was
not made as stated, or that the statement
for lien was not ﬁled, or that the amount
claimed to be due was not due and unpaid;
so that the case is presented of an effort on
the part of defendant to avoid or delay the

the entire lot or parcel of land upon which
the improvement is situated; that the bill
refers for a description of the property to2
the statement iiled with'the probate court‘:
that such statement describes the land as
contiguous to the city of Sheﬂield, and does
not show that it is within the limits at any
city, town, or village; that therefore 1h.
limlt to which the lien and decree could go
was 1 acre of the tract, and that such iit‘li'
was not described; that the amendment
which was attempted to be made averral
that this land was in the city of Shellie-i.
and was a single lot or piece of ground nec
essary for the operation of the furnace; and
that only by a consideration of matters thus
presented in the amendment could the decree
properly extend to the 20 acres it is a
suﬁicient answer to this contention to on‘
that the bill claimed a lien on the 20 acres;
that nothing in the bill or statement ul
ﬁrmatively shows that the land was not
within the limits of some city, town, or ril
lage; and that the contract which was pro
duced stipulated for security by mechanic's
lien or ﬁrst mortgage on all the turnac
company's interests in Shetiieid. Surely,
parties can contract to extend the arm 01
property to be covered by a lien. Such :1

payment of a just debt. Of course, it need
not be said that under such circumstances
a court of equity will not strain a point to
assist a defendant It is insisted in this mo
tion to set aside the decree that the 20 acres
described in the bill and decree are the ab

solute Property of some other person or
persons than the defendant Even it that
be true, we do not see how the defendant is

Dl‘ejildiced. if the plaintiﬁ has made a mis

stipulation is tantamount to an equitable
mortgage. Ketchum v. St. Louis, 101U$
301, 316, 317; 3 Pom. Eq. Jar. £1233;
Pinch v. Anthony, 8 Allen, 536. The plﬂiil'
tiff, under his contract, was entitled to a

written and express mortgage of the eniirt
realty of the company at Sheii'leldI and when
he demanded, in his bill, that the statutory

lien which he had ﬁled should be extended W

the 20 acres. he was only relying upon the
promise made by the defendant‘ in?" the

lien should extend to that tracL—a ill'mms'B
which the defendant might lawfully milk?

although, as to the excess of Emma “N
one acre, the contract may be 0111! in me
nature of an equitable mortgage. This oi)

jcctlon to the decree cannot be sustained
But the main reliance of the dei'emlwl;
is on the proposition that the siu'ruleiitl

Alabama provide for an action at law 0
enforce a mechanic's lien. This lien
‘
a statutory right, it is insisted that the rem

edy prescribed by the statute i! ‘119 mm
which must be pursued even in

m

courts, and that, as the plaintiif had the
fore a right to maintain an action at 1a: a
the circuit court, he could not Proceed “in

take, and is attempting to sell somebody

“189's land, the owner is the party who has

suit in equity, which, in the federal 61‘; no

the right to complain; and the defendant,

can only be-maintained when there Ah‘
adequate remedy at law.
9 the! (m3

whose Property is not touched, has no

bama statutes in force at the time o a“.

ground to object.

suit, (Code Ala. 1886, s 3048.) 1“ whine,

‘,B‘": the two Principal matters are these:
‘l'u'st. It

is

insisted

that this

mechanic's

thorize the foreclosure of a mechanics m,

by mu in equity, without alleging 0‘ P

.ien depends for its validity and scope on
the Alabama statutes; that under those stat

ing any special ground of 9
diction, yet the contention is that a‘ tour

utes the lien is limited to 1 acre, to he go

lecied by the party entitled to the lien, “11. tiif cannot avail himself in the M“

IRIGHAM '0. 001mm.
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of this last statutory remedy, although he
could pursue either in the state courts, bc

a:
I‘

cause, as stated, if there be an action at law,

‘ii

there cannot, under the settled rules of fed-

BRIGHAM
et(149
al.U. s. 5571
(May v.
10’COFFIN
1893')

'3

eral procedure, be also a suit in equity. It

N°~ 251
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certainly would be curious that state logisla-

Psrssrs ror Ixvaxrmxs-Nover-rr-Unmnsxr

r"
!l‘

tion which gives to a party the choice, in
the state courts. between an action at law

ED HUME" GOODS
t lllietfggsg patenlt‘ No].i BﬁSﬂgia ,grlantgd Au

f.

and a suit in equity to enforce his rights, onables_ mm to maintain
‘3011115
. in the fefielal
_

I
l»

only an action at law, and forbids a suit m
equity‘ when the latter is the ordinary

‘_‘
...

and “Pproprmte method for enfmcmg
Sum
_
j

1-

rights,

:
,'_'r
!

ic's lien is essentially an equitable proceed'
' j
ing‘ if“ said by M?" {Justice
FILM’
Weak _
Hg 01' E119 court 11
avls V- Alvold, 94

and the foreclosure of a mechan-
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compound
ofW1a different
color or shade
from
01' 8 ampc
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the body of the fabric.

The composition of the

in]; lst described in 5311119 of tllﬁ ctlﬂlilmﬂh but ill:
P8. en ce express y
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e
OBS no
aim t e same in andECofDIES
itself,
because
he pro
poses to make such ink the subject of another

s

U. S. 54.), 546:

in equity, requiring speciﬁc directions for the

as 5 mm] especm Y "1
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Sale or the propeﬂy' such as are usually

merits in ﬂoor cloths, and of March 30, 1880,
14, 1875, to Dunbar and Lothro , for Improve

5
:

to Brigham and others for a waterproof fabric
for dress and others goods, the patent, as limit—

3

given upon the foreclosure of mortgages
and sale of mortgnged premises} Impmve_
ment Co. v. Bradbury, 132 U. S. 509, 10
Sup. Ct. Rep. 177. And it may well be af

[

ﬁrmed that a state, by prescribing an ac

,
,

tion at law to enforce even statutory rights,
cannot oust a federal court, sitting in equity,
of its jurisdiction to enforce such rights,
provided they are of an equitable nature.
In Robinson v. Campbell, 3 Wheat. 212, 222,
it was said: “A construction, therefore, that
would adopt the state practice in all its ex
tent, would at once extinguish, in such states,
the exercise of equitable Jurisdiction. The
acts of congress have distinguished between
remedies at common law and in equity, yet

Brigham against Judson H. Coﬂin and others
for the infringement of a patent. The court
below dismissed the bill, (37 Fed. Rep. 688,)
and complainant appeals. Aﬂirmed.
Statement by Mr. Justice BROWN:
This was a bill in equity for the infringe
ment of letters patent No. 283,057, issued Au
gust 14, 1883, to Frank E. Aldrich, for an im

this

provement in rubber cloths or fabrics.

construction

would

essentially a suit

I

:

a,

"It is

F“

as
an article inofrubber
manufacture
a fabrics,
rubber cloth,
Improvement
cloths or
cover
or fabric composed wholly or in part of rubber,
one 1or botg otltyghgse surfaces are kto be printed

confound

them.

The court, therefore, thinks that to eiTcctu
ate the purposes of the legislature the reme

dies in the courts of the United States are
to be at common law or in equity, not ac
cording to the practice of state courts, but
according to the principles of common law

oand equity, as distinguished and deﬁned in
gthat country from which we dclive our
‘knowledge of those principles." Hooper‘ v.
Scheimer, 23 How. 235; Sheirburn v. Cor

dova, 24 How. 423; Whitehead v. Shattuck,
138 U. S. 146, 152, 11 Sup. Ct. Rep. 276;
Scott v. Neely, 140 U. S. 106, 11 Sup. Ct.
Rep. 712; Smyth v. Banking 00., 141 U. S.
656, 12 Sup. Ct. Rep. 113.
But, further, the defendant contends that
by the state law the lien was limited to 1
acre of ground. The plaintin! claims that by
virtue of his contract, and the ﬁling of his
statement of lien, he was entitled to a de

cree subjecﬂng a tract of 20 acres to the
satisfaction of his debt. He therefore
claims rights of an equitable nature, arising
from something more than the statute, and

based partly upon his contract. Certainly,
such a claim as that is one of an equitable
nature, and to be adjudicated only in a. court
of equity.
These are all the matters of importance

presented. We see no substantial error in
the record, and the decree is aﬂirmcd.

patelnt.

Held that, _in tlview of thef

9 Patents 0

rior aft,

.ecem 9*‘

ed y this disclaimer. 15 void for want of novel
ty. 37 Fed. Rep. 688, aﬁirmed.
Appeal from the circuit court of the United

States for the district of Massachusetts.
This was a suit in equity by Wilbur F.

The patentee stated in his speciﬁcation:
“My invention relates more especially to
means for ornamenting the cloth or fabric,

and it consists in a rubber cloth or fabric
composed wholly or in part of rubber, hav
ing one or both of its surfaces provided with
useful or ornamental designs or ﬁgures print
ed or stamped thereon with an ink or com
pound of a diiferent color or shade from the
body of the fabric by means of rollers,
blocks, or in any other suitable manner, the
ink or compound preferably containing rub
ber, caoutchouc, gutta percha, or some anal
ogous material, as hereinafter more fully set

forth and claimed.
“In carrying out my invention I take an or
dinary rubber cloth, preferably gossamer

rubber cloth, or any fabric composed wholly
or in part of rubber, and print or stamp its
ﬁnished surface or surfaces with an ink or

compound of a different color or shade from
the body of the goods by means of engraved
rollers, blocks, types, dies, or in any other
suitable manner. I deem it preferable, how
ever, to use rollers, one or more being em
ployed, according to the number of colors to

be applied, and the cloth passed in cuts
through the printing machine, after the man
ner of printing calico and similar goods.
"The ink or compound employed in print.
ing the ﬁgures or designs on the cloth or fab
ric is prepared as follows: Take one-half
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Bponnd of rubber or caoutchouc, four quarts
' of naphthzu'one-half pound of red lead, and
one-eighth of an ounce of ﬂowers of sulphur.
Dissolve the gum in the naphtha, and then
add and thoroughly mix the other ingredi
ents therewith.
“I do not conﬁne myself to the exact pro
portions given, as these may be varied con
siderably without materially changing the
nature of the compound; and, instead of
naphtha, some other solvent may be used for
the rubber, if desired, although naphtha is
deemed preferable. Also, instead of the lead,
litharge, pigments, shellac, ocher, lampblack,
or any other coloring matter,_ may be em
ployed, according to the shade or color it is
desired to give the in .
U

h

i

I

U

i

I

.

D

"As I propose to make the ink or printing
compound described the subject-matter of
other letters patent, the same is not herein
claimed when in and of itself considered.”
His claims were as follows:
“(1) As an improved article of manufac
ture, a rubber cloth or fabric composed whol
ly or in part of rubber, having one or both
of its surfaces printed or stamped with use
ml or ornamental designs or ﬁgures in an
ink or printing compound of a diﬁ‘erent color
or shade from the body of the cloth or fab—
ric, substantially as set forth."
The second claim was like the ﬁrst, except
that the ink or compound is described as be
ing “composed in part of rubber, caoutchouc,
gutta percha, or some analogous substance,
and a. coloring material or materials, substan
tially as speciﬁed.”
The third claim was like the second, except
that, instead of the words, "and a coloring
material or materials," there is substituted,
"and containing sulphur, or an ingredient for
rendering the ink vulcanizable."
The fourth claim was like the ﬁrst, except
that the cloth or fabric is described as "var

nished."
The ﬁfth claim was also like the ﬁrst, ex
cept that the ink or printing compound is
described as “analogous to the coating of
the cloth or body of the fabric, and of a
different color or shade therefrom."
The sixth claim was also like the ﬁrst, ex
gcept that the ink or compound was described
' as ncontaining rubber and sulphur,‘ or an

patent. The answer also denied infringe
ment.
On a hearing upon pleadings and pl‘OUli
in the court below, the bill was dismissed,
(37 Fed. Rep. 688,) and the plaintiff up
pealed.
Thos. Wm. Clarke, for appellant I. i;
Maynadier, for appellees.

Mr. Justice BROWN, after stating the
facts in the foregoing language, delivered
the opinion of the court.
The bill was dismissed by the court below
upon the ground that there was nothing
novel in an article of manufacture which
consisted in printing ornamental ﬁgures up
on a rubber fabric with a colored ink com‘
posed in part of rubber.
The patent in question covers as an article
of manufacture:
(1) A rubber cloth or fabric, which lIlll<l
be composed wholly or in part of rubber.
(2) One or both of the surfaces of such
fabric must be printed or stamped with dr
signs in an ink or printing compound at:
different color or shade from the body oi
the fabric.
In these particulars all the claims agree.

The last six claims differ from the ﬁrst
only in describing the ink or compound
either as composed of rubber, caoutchouc,
gutta. percha, or some analogous substance:
or, in addition thereto, as'oontaining sulphur‘
or other substance for rendering the ink
vulcanizable when subjected to heat or the
sun's rays.
At the same time, while giving the com

position of the ink, the patentee expressly
declares that he does not claim the same

in and of itself considered, because he ll“)
posed to make such ink or printing 0°“
pound the subject of another patent. '1119
case then reduces itself to the single ill?”

tion whether there is any novelty "1 vim‘;
ing or stamping a rubber cloth with deslm
in an ink of a diiferent color or shade T11‘
prior patents put in evidence show W1’!

clearly that there is no novelty 111 Wind“?
or stamping upon a. rubber fabric design"
various
In thepatterns.
patent

of December 14» 1875' t”

Dunbar and Lothrop for lmprovemﬂ" _

ingredient for vulcanizing the rubber when
subjected to heat or the sun's rays."
The seventh claim was like the sixth, ex
cept that the words “the sun's rays" were
omitted.
The answer denied that Aldrich was the

the manufacture of ﬂoor cloths, “19 “'1”:

inventor °t any material or substantial part

of receiving any desired color or thisa of
strips or ﬁgures being, in the
mgeme

Of the thing patented, and gave notice of
prior patents; denied that the Aldrich pat

ent described anything of value or impor
"ince; averred that it was practically worm.
1658; denied that the invention was any ad
vance upon the art of making rubber m1).
rics, or that such fabrics had ever been
practically manufactured as described in the

tion consists “of a product composed a a!
base or foundation of cheap OOIIIWLM
rubber, overlaid or inlaid with “ ‘(gm Ind
strips, ﬁgures, or characters of a

PM

more expensive material, which 15 “may

the vulcanizing process, embedded rm?
foundation so that a uniformly 9"“ 5“ mu
of
exists over' the whole. " The claimSedan
patent is for "a ﬂoor cloth compo ﬂies M

body of cheap material‘ with a 8mm
parallel strips in colors or neutral U11 m
posed of a ﬁner quality of rubber colliil0
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In the later patent of March 30, 1380, to
Brigham and others, the object of the inven
tion was stated to be “to produce a light,
thin, waterproof fabric for dress and simi
lar goods, ornamented with ﬁgures and col
ors to resemble ordinary dress and similar
goods which are not of the waterproof
class.” The invention consisted "of a light,
thin fabric, woven or otherwise formed,
covered with a waterprooﬁng of rubber com
position, or a composition in all respects

equivalent thereto, printed with ornamental
colors and ﬁgures (embossed or plain) to re
semble ordinary dress or similar goods."
The composition described in the patent “is
spread upon the cloth in the manner well
F.known in the art, and forms a basis for re

Sceiving the colors and holding them in sharp,
[fril

il'! 1

ran

Lei
g:
bill

at
an

Rel
itll
m

ents, the main difference being in the com
position used by Aldrich, which is not made
the subject 01' his patent. If, as is claimeda

by the plaintiff, the invention of Brigham:
was a practical'failure, and abandoned, the‘
evidence is equally clear that Aldrich, after
putting the goods upon the market for a.
year and a half, abandoned the business, and
has not resumed it. There does not seem to
be much to choose between them in this
particular.
This case is substantially like that 0! Un
derwood v. Gerber, 13 Sup. Ct. Rep. 854,
(decided at the present term,) in which the

patentee claimed a fabric coated with a
composition composed of precipitate of dye
matter, in composition with oil, wax, or
oleaglnous matter, without claiming the com
position of this matter. The patent was
treated as one for applying the composition
to paper, and was found to be without nov
city.

' clear lines without ‘running or blurring, and
so as to make well-deﬁned and ornamental
ﬁgures. ' " ' The product is a desirable
The decree of the court below will there
imitation 01' ﬁgured goods in ordinary colors,
fore be aﬂlrmed.
and having what may be called a ‘cloth sur
face,‘ ' ' ‘ and all the colors and beauty
=
or appearance of such ordinary dress and
similar goods, with the valuable quality, in
U. s. 6501
IDE v. BALL ENGINE 00.(149
et al.
addition, of capacity to resist or repel mois
ture." The claim was for "a waterproof fab
(May 10, 1893.)
ric for dress and other goods, having a
No. 227.
surface of the described waterproof compo
Panama roa INVENTiONS——NOVELTY—sTEAM-EN
sition, and impressed with ﬁgures and colors,
emu Govsnsons.

as set forth."
It is diﬁcult to see wherein the inven
tion of Aldrich diiTered in any important
or patentable feature from these prior de
vices. Aldrich may be entitled to a patent
for his composition, but the patent in ques
tion is not for a; rubber tabric printed or
stamped with designs in any particular ink

\r compound, but in any ink composed in
whole or in part of rubber, etc., with or

without sulphur or other vulcanizing mate
rial. While the patent is for a. manufacture
or product, it is for a product resulting from
a speciﬁed process of printing or stamping

in an ink of this general description. The

. 301,720, granted J'uly
Albert L. Ide, for an improvement
in that class of steam-engine governors known
as shaft or shifting eccentric governors, claimed,
‘a a ily-wheel governor, the combination’, with
relatively movable parts, of a dashpot;’
the
object of the dashpot being to overcome certain
temporarily disturbing forces that tended to
vary the poise of the eccentric, and interfere
with the action of the valve when the load on
the engine was suddenly increased or diminished.
It was shown that governors similar in arrange~
ment of parts, and having dashpots, were used
as early as 1
pose; but they were attached to wheels on the
apposite end of the driving shafts, instead of to
e ﬂy wheel, as described in the patent. Held
that, as no new function was obtained by com
bining the governor and the ﬂy wheel, the

change did not involve invention, and the patent
composition used by Brigham is described as
made up of 10 pounds of India rubber in

-—-1=‘vi

It! natural condition, and 30 pounds of whit
lng as a basis. For black goods, lampblack
ls added; for white goods, two pounds of
zinc white; for a. red color, vermillion is
used; and for other colors, other mineral

pigments. But in all cases the rubber and
whiting constitute the bulk of the mass,
though other known equivalents for rubber
may be used; and the ingredients are ground

togeﬂier, and then dissolved in benzine.
The ink or compound 01' Aldrich is com
posed of different ingredients, of which,
however, rubber and naphtha appear to con
stitute the basis, and the alleged patentable

feature consists in printing or stamping or
namental designs with this compound upon a
rubber cloth or fabric. There does not seem
to be any essential difference in the two pat

is void.

39 Fed. Rep. 548, affirmed.

Appeal from the circuit court of the Unit

ed States for the northern district of lJlinois.
This was a suit in equity by Albert L. Ide
against the Ball Engine Company and others
for the infringement of a patent. The court
below dismissed the bill, (39 Fed. Rep. 548,),
and complainant appeals. Aﬁlrmed.
3
‘Statement by Mr. Justice BROWN:
'

This was a bill in equity for the infringe
ment of letters patent No. 301,720, issued
July 8, 1884, to the plaintiff, Ide, tor a
steam-engine governor. Another patent, No.
308,498, issued to the same party November
25, 1884, was originally embraced in the bill,
but upon the trial in the court below the
charge relative to this patent was not

pressed, and the case was rested wholly
upon No. 301.720.
“This invention," said the patentee, in his
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speciﬁcation, “relates to that cliss of steam
engine governors known as ‘ﬂy-wheel gov
ernors,’ and has for its primhry object to
provide means for holding the eccentric
steadily in its proper poised position, in op
position to the tendency of cnrtain extrane
ous forces which are calculaicd to disturb
the movements of the valvl. as sought to
be determined by the balr nced forces of

weights and springs when the engine 'is in

i

motion.
“In this end the invention consists in the
combination of a dashpot with the governor
and pulley, said dashpot connected with a
ﬁxed and movable part, or with two rela
tively or unequally movable parts—as, for
example, with the extremity of a weight
lever and the pulley hub. In this class of
governors the position of the eccentric is
variably determined by the opposing and
self-balancing forces exerted by the centrip
etally acting spring or springs, and the
centrihlgally acting weight or weights con
nected with said springs, the tendency being
to hold the eccentric permanently in a cer
tain poised position for a given speed of the
wheel to which the governor is applied, and
to vary the position of the eccentric exactly
as the speed of said wheel is varied. There
rire, however, certain temporarily acting
causes of disturbance, calculated to change
the position of the eccentric independently
a
of the speed of the wheel. t i I
regular and very high speed of the governor
wheel or pulley these disturbing forces op
erate but slightly, owing to the momentum
of the weights, which serve to prevent their
deﬂection from a regular course, but at
lower speeds than that at which the ap
paratus is adjusted to run, and particularly
'n accelerating or retarding the engine, as
in starting up or slowing down, these inci
dental disturbing forces interfere materially
with the valve action, and give an'objection
able irregularity to the movements of the
weights. In the case of an engine used for
running a dynamo for electric lighting pur
poses and subject to sudden and wide
changes in requisitions of power and speed,
the effects of the disturbances referred to
manifest themselves also in the quality or
intensity of the lights. A dashpot construct
ed and attached to the apparatus in such a
manner as to prevent sudden movements of
she weight levers or of the eccentric is found
11 practice to wholly overcome the defects
indicated, and to give a desirable steadiness
and regularity to the movements of the
movable parts of the governor, as well as
accuracy and reliability to the cut-off action
of the valve."
After giving a description of the device
by reference to the drawings, the patentee
added: “The cylinder of the dashpot is
ﬁlled with glycerlne or some other none
om
pressible liquid, preferably one that is also
not congealable at a temperature to which
the engine is likely to be exposed.

By

means of the dashpot applied to the ma.

tively movable and stationary parts or to
the unequally moving parts, as described,
wide and sudden radial movements at the
weights, E’, are prevented, and, as a cow}
quence, the governor will have a steadr
and eiiieieut action at all speeds of the pul
ley or wheel to which said governor is ap
plied. ' " " The dashpot, while prefer
ably connected with the end of the lever,
E, may obviously be attached to the eccen
tric itself, and to a ﬁxed or less movable
part of the apparatus."
The single claim of the patent was as tol
lows: “In a fly-wheel governor, the com
bination, with relatively moving parts, oi a
dashpot, substantially as described."
The defendants at up in their answer the
invalidity of the patent by reason of prior
use, and also noninfringenlent Upon a
hearing in the court below upon pleadings
and proofs the bill was dismissed upon ill!‘
ground of want of novelty, (39 Fed. Rep.
548,) and plaintiiI appealed to this court
Chas. K. Oﬂield, for appellant. John it
Hallock, J. G. D. Gallaher, and J. 0. Stur
geon, for appellees.
i
2

‘Mr.

Justice BROWN, after stating thet

facts in the foregoing language, delivered
the opinion of the court.
The stress of this case is upon the novelty
of the invention covered by the patent at
July 8, 1884, to the plalntiff, Albert L. lde.
Both the plalntiﬂ and defendant are nun
ufacturers and dealers in a particular typo
of steam engines known as "electric llghm
engines," and used for generating and con
trolling the electric lighting circuits now in

common use, principally under the incandtr
cent system.
The governors used upon these engine

are not the old and familiar fly-ball We?"
ors, but consist of weights, whose oenini

ugal action is counterbalanced by will“?
etaiiy acting springs, attached to the level’

by which the weights are suspended, i119
object of which is to hold the eccentric coir

stantly in a ﬁxed position for a given Breed
of the wheel, and to vary the P0513“ °I
the eccentric exactly as the speed of the

wheel is varied. This style of governor“

inclosed either within the ﬂy WW1 °’
some other wheel connected and revolving
with the shaft. It was found. 110mm’
that when the burden of the engine in:
suddenly lifted by the extinguishment 0 I

large number of lights, there was 8 “:10
dency on the part of the governor ‘

“race," as it is termed, causing 1111 “Elaine
ness and irregularity in the Speed °t b
engine, which, in its turn, produced M1310
jectionable pulsation and variation lléund

intensity of the lights. It was “150 ° m‘

to operate destructively upon the carbon m.
aments of which the illuminants newt-‘ism

posed. For the purpose of obviaiinuisom

diﬂlculty and producing a Perfectly

IDE 2;. BALL ENGINE CO.
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sat?
use."

ronous movement of the engine under ex
treme changes of load, plaintiﬂ‘ atached to
the governor what it called a "dashpot,"—a
device in common use for easing the shut
ting of spring doors, and preventing slam
ming. As used upon doors, it consists sim

ply of a closed cylinder ﬁlled with air and
a piston having a passage or leak through
or around it. When used in connection with
q, the governor of a steam engine, the cylinder
gis ﬁlled with giycerine or other similar ﬂuid.
' A dashpot thus constructed and'attached to
the apparatus in such manner as to prevent
sudden movement of the weight levers, or
of the eccentric, is found in practice to
overcome the defect indicated, and to give
a desirable steadiness and regularity to the
movements of the governor as well as accu
racy to the cut-off action of the valve.
Mr. Ide was not, however, the ﬁrst to
discover the value of a dashpot in connec
tion with the governor of a steam engine
As early as 1880, the Buckeye Engine Com
pany of Salem, Ohio, one of the largest
manufacturers of steam engines in the coun
try, constructed engines in which the govern‘
or consisted of a metal disk clamped upon
the driving shaft, such disk being about 40
inches in diameter, and weighing in the
neighborhood of 200 pounds.
These disks
were used simply as a casing to inclose the
governor, which was equipped with arms
arranged to swing by centrifugal force as
the shaft revolved, and kept from swinging
too freely by springs acting centrlpetally.
In this connection the superintendent of the
Hartford Engineering Company testified
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the opposite ends of the main shaft but not

in the ﬂy wheels. A similar dashpot was at
tached to the governor of a Buckeye engine
at the Syracuse Iron Works. None of these
governors, however, were attached to the ﬂy
wheels of the engine, but upon a separate
wheel, mounted upon the shaft, and revolv
ing with it.
There was some testimony that the Buck
eye engines were defective in their construc
tion or operation, and that the dashpots were
put into the governors to prevent the engines
from wrecking themselves, and to avoid suits
for damages. But, however this may be,
the testimony is uncontradicted that the ad‘
ditlon of the dashpots had the desired etfect
of steadying the action of the governor.
As the testimony, then, demonstrates that
governors without dashpots had been at
tached indiscriminately, not only to the old
ﬂy-ball governor, but to the shaft governors,
whether connected with the ﬂy wheel or the
pulley wheel, or a separate wheel of their
own, connected with the shaft, and that a
governor with a dashpot had also been at
tached to a separate wheel revolving with
the shaft, the invention of Ide consists only
in removing the governor, with the dashpot,
from a separate wheel to the ﬂy wheel. If
the dashpot performed any new function
when attached to a governor in the ﬂy wheel,
such change in location might be the basis
of a patent; but the testimony is that it was

attached to the Buckeye governors for the

very purpose for which Mr. Ide attached it
to his governor, and that it accomplished
that purpose to the entire satisfaction of the
that he had a case of what is called the parties interested.
It is true that plaintiff claims certain ad
“racing" of a governor on a pair of engines
vantages from locating his governor in the
running in the Hartford Carpet Company,
ﬂy wheel of the engine, which is very much
in Thompsonville, Conn. To use his own
Words:
"I took the foreman of the engine larger than the special wheel used for the
governor in the Buckeye engines, but these
shop with me to the factory, and attempted
advantages seem to be largely fanciful, such
to correct the trouble. We were unsuccess
as existed before the dashpot was added, and,
ful. We then determined to put on dash
pots ﬁlled with oil or similar ﬂuid, as the in any event, are not: such as rise to the dig
nity of invention. They were advantages
Buckeye people had done in similar cases.
which a governor placed in a ﬂy wheel has”
Within a short time the dashpots were
over a governor placed in any other wheelﬂﬁ
made, sent to the Hartford Carpet 00., and
attached to the governor by their men. ‘but to which the addition of the dashpot con-'

liir. Steele, the engineer in chief, came to

tributed

the shop a few days later, and reported
most excellent results from the application

plaintiff, in taking out his patent, supposed
that he had first discovered the advantage
of attaching a dashpot to the class of gov
ernors known as shaft or shifting eccentric
governors, and, when confronted with the
Buckeye governors, sought to limit his patent
to a dashpot connected with a governor lo
cated in the ﬂy wheel, and to discover some
special advantage to be gained by locating it
there instead of in any other wheel revolving
upon the shaft.

of the dashpots.” This testimony was cor
roborated by that of Steele, the engineer,
who swore the dashpots were applied in
1881, had been constantly in use since, and
had performed their work satisfactorily.
It also appeared that a similar dashpot had
been attached to an engine run by the Hart

ford Manilla Company of Burnside, Conn.,
and that the results there were equally satis
., factory. There was also evidence of the em
igDloyment of Buckeye engines at the Paciﬁc

‘ Elevator in Brooklyn, to the'governors of
which was attached a dashpot to prevent
any sudden, violent ﬂuctuation of the gov
ernor. These governors were located upon

nothing new.

It is evident that

The introduction of these governors seems
to have resulted in a large increase in plain
tilf‘s business, and in the establishment of
agencies in all the principal cities for selling
engines containing this improvement. While
this may have been occasioned by his intro'
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duetion of the dashpot, he has no right to a
monopoly of this feature. since he had been
anticipated in this particular by the Buckeye
engines. The only novelty he has any possi
ble right to claim is in the application of this
style of governor, with the dashpot, to an
electric lighting engine, which seems to have
been the thing needed to obviate the ditiicul
ty of a variable intensity of light and to se
cure the requisite steadiness; but this is not
what is claimed in the patent. There can be
no doubt that, if the attachment of a. dashpot
to a shaft governor had been a novelty at the
time his patent was taken out, the Buckeye
governors would have been an infringement.
This being so, it is equally clear that, exist
ing as they did before his patent, they are
an anticipation.
The decree of the court below dismissing
the bill is therefore aﬂirmed.
=1
(149 U. S. 436)

METROPOLITAN NAT. BANK OF NEW
YORK v. ST. LOUIS DISPATCH CO. et
al.
(May 10, 1893.)
No. 224.
Cnn'rnl. MonroAoss—Liux —Goon WILL—
scams.
1. Where a newspaper, whose entire plant
and good will have been mortgaged, is con
solidated with another, the name of the paper
changed, and a new corporation formed to
publish it, which, in the course of business, en
tirely uses up the mortgaged plant, the lieu
of the mortgage does not apply to the existing
plant, substituted for that so consumed, nor to
the good will of the newspaper, even though
the new corporation occupied for some years
the old place of business, and paid interest for
10 months on the mortgage debt. Aiﬁrming
36 Fed. Rep. 722.
2. A delay, on the part of the mortgagee,
of eight years after the new corporation re
fused to pay the debt, or the interest accruing
thereon, constitutes inches which will bar his
right to assert an equitab e claim to have the
lien of the mortgage extended to the new
plant, or a claim as for wrongful conversion
of the mortgaged property.
3. Since a membership in the Western As
sociated Press can, under its by-inws, only be
sold to publishers of newspapers, and a trans
fer of such membership would not entitle the
transferee to‘the privileges of a member, un
less voluntarily accorded him by the associa
tion, a bill will not be entertained to foreclose

a mortgage on a certiﬁcate of membership in
such association unless the association is made
gogarty defendant. Aﬁirming 36 Fed. Rep.

organized under the laws of the state 01
Missouri; the Dispatch Publishing Column“
a corporation likewise organized under the
laws of that state; and H. L. Sutton. mt;

tee, a citizen of Missouri,—.iuiy 1, 1387. and
an amended bill April21, 1888, which averrul;
"That on or about the 1st day of Jane, A,
D. 1877, the said the St. Louis Dispatch
Company owned a certaindaily evening news»
paper in the city of St. Louis, known as the
‘St. Louis Dispatch,’ and no other property
whatsoever, unconnected with, and not up
purtenant to the publication and operation
of, said newspaper. That the said the St
Louis Dispatch, a newspaper, had been puh
lished continuously and daily for many years.
to wit, since on or about the year 1852, and
continued to be published daily, excepting
Sundays, up to the date hereinafter men
tioned. That the said the St. Louis Dispatch,
a newspaper, was on the let day of June.
A. D. 1877, a. fully-equipped journal, inn
ing a building under lease; all the marlin
ery, type, presses, cases, forms, paper, in
niture, and tools useful or necessary for the
printing and publishing of the same; n good
circulation and advertising patronage, (known
as its good will;) and a share of stock in the
W'estern Associated Press, underwhlchltwn!
entitled to receive telegraphic news and (lis
patches collected from all parts of the world.
as hereinafter more particularly set forth."
That on said 1st day of June the St. Loni!
Dispatch Company, by deed of trust in the
nature of a mortgage, duly recorded. 0011‘
veyed to Henry L. Sutton, as trustee, the
following described property: The machin
ery, type, presses, cases, furniture, pﬂpsrv

forms, and tools, together with the good “111'
of the St. Louis Dispatch Complaint-11"!"s
franchises, of every kind and dew‘lllliﬂn

rlghts, privileges, and property. lncllldml
its interest in the Western Associated Pr?
and any and all shares by it owned in tin

Western Associated Press. 85 315° an “0
counts and choses in action or other valllﬂllle
things by it owned, or to it belontllli'
wherever situated; as “also all other proper

ty, of every other nature and 011mm"
which the said party of the ﬁrst in" mg

acquire during the existence of this ‘let;
of trust,” to secure the pllylmmt or “ “05f
dated'that day, to the order of Fnmkbl;
Bowman, for the sum of $15,000v W‘;

two years and six months after diner MB
interest at 9 per cent. per Immlmv Put-“0°

Appeal from the circuit court of the United
States for the eastern district of Missouri.
This was a suit by the Metropolitan Nation
a1 Bank of New York against the St. Louis
Dispatch Company, the Dispatch Publishing
Company, and Henry L. Sutton, trustee, to
foreclose a mortgage. The court below dis
missed the bili, (36 Fed. Rep. 722,) and com
plainant appeals. Aﬂlrmed.
Statement by Mr. Chief Justice FULLER:
b The Metropolitan National Bank of New
FYOl‘k ﬁled its bill of complaint against the
St. Louis Dispatch Company, a'corporation

1% per cent. on the 1st daYB 0‘ Aug‘: ‘m9
tober, December, February, April’ an n}
of each year until the payment "I ‘hespm,
elpal sum, which note. so secﬂl‘ed' ‘gimme
gotiated for value, and complain“t be‘me
the legal holder thereof, for value‘
maturit .

mortgage
That it the
the Western
time of Associatalt-“Piles;s
the execution 0‘ i,o‘
a corporation organized under

“ii-pose“,

the state of Michigan, the sole gowe d.
objectof its existence being ‘0 P

METROPOLITAN NAT. BANK 0. ST. LOUIS DISPATCH CO
ligence for the newspaper press from all
parts of the world, by telegraph, express.
mail, or otherwise; and membership in said
association was and is limited generally and
speciﬁcally to owners and proprietors of
newspapers and publishers of periodicals."
That at that date, and prior thereto, the
St. Louis Dispatch Company was the legal
owner, on the books of the Wetern Asso

E RGE H ian =Il ink:- ni sp

ciated Press, of one share of stock, so called,

iii
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the publication of a newspaper to be known
and called the "Post and Dispatch." That,
on that day, Pulitzer and Dillon, having con
solidated the two papers, transferred the
ame to the Dispatch Publishing Company,
which took the same subject to the mort
gage on all the property of the St. Louis
Dispatch Company, and with full knowl
edge thereof. That thereupon, on the some
day, the defendant the Dispatch Publishing
Company entered into the possession of the
building theretofore occupied by the St. Louis
Dispatch Company in the publication of the
St. Louis Dispatch, and of the good will of
that newspaper, with the presses, type, etc.,
and all the rights, property, and franchises
thereof, including the membership in the

in said association, which was of great value,
represented by a certiﬁcate of membership,
No. 38, which was, upon the execution of
the mortgage, placed in the possession of the
trustee, with the following indorsement:
“The within certiﬁcate of stock is hereby as
signed and transferred to Henry L. Sutton,
trustee in deed of trust hearing date June
lst, 1877, for like purposes as other property
therein named is transferred, being the cer

by certificate No. 38. That the Dispatch
Publishing Company has ever since had the;

tiilcate of stock in the Western Associated

good will of the Dispatch Company, and:

Press therein referred to.”
The bill then stated that on February 2,
1878, the St. Louis Dispatch Company made
a second mortgage, conveying all of the prop—
erty described in the ﬁrst, and other prop
erty subsequently acquired, to a trustee in
trust to
ecure another loan made by it,
which was duly recorded, and under which
a sale of the property took place December
9, 1878, (the sale so made being subject to
the ﬁrst mortgage;) one Arnold being the
purchaser, who on the same day transferred
, it to Joseph Pulitzer.

the nnme’“Dispatch," and used the same‘
building formerly occupied by the St. Louis
Dispatch Company. The bill further al
leges that the Dispatch Publishing Com
pany paid the interest on the Bowman
note on the 1st days of February, April,

:1

That, at the time of the sale, John A. Dil

‘ ion was the owner‘ and publisher of a cer
tain newspaper known as the "Evening
Post," and was printing and publishing the
same in the city of St. Louis. That the
Post was the rival and competing newspa~

per with the Dispatch, and did not, nor did
Dillon, own a membership in the Western
Associated Press, nor any right to the tele
graphic news and dispatches thereof. That

neither the Post nor Dillon, in the business
of carrying on and publishing the Post, had
any presses, type, or paraphernalia for the
printing or publication of a newspaper. That
the Post had been established but a few
months before the said sale of the Dispatch
newspaper, and had nothing of value, nor
had the said Dillon, in connection with said
publication, excepting a small circulation and
advertising patronage, and the name of the
"Post."

That on December 10, 1878, the said Dil
lon and the said Pulitzer consolidated the
Post and the Dispatch, and on that day pub

lished a consolidated paper under the name
of the "Post~Dispatch," and that Dillon ac
quired

whatever interest in

the

Dispatch

property came to him with full notice of the
lieu of the
thereto.

ﬁrst

mortgage,

and

subject

It was further averred that on December
11, 1878, the Dispatch Publishing Company
was organized as a corporation under the
laws of Missouri, the object of which was

v.l3s.o.—60

Western Associated Press represented then

June, and October, 1879, but the remain
ing installment, payable on December 1,
1879, being the date on which the prin
cipal became due, they refused to pay,
11 also the principal That upon such re
fusal the trustee, Sutton, demanded of the
Dispatch Publishing Company the property
of the St. Louis Dispatch Company, includ
ing its good will, and all the property re
cited in the ﬁrst mortgage, which the Dis
patch Publishing Company wholly refused to
surrender. That at that time the Dispatch
Publishing Company had alienated, de
stroyed, or gradually used up all the ma
chinery, type, presses, and property of a
perishable nature, of the St. Louis Dispatch

Company.
The bill also averted that the good will
of the St. Louis Dispatch newspaper was
its chief element of value. That the good
will so acquired by the Dispatch Publishing
Company of the St. Louis Dispatch Com
pany has been in the constant use and con
trol of the ﬁrst-named company, and has
never been alienated. That the name of a
newspaper is valuable and salable, and that
the Dispatch Publishing Company acquired
its name under the second mortgage, sub
ject to the lien existing upon it, and still
retains the name “Dispatch" in the publi
cation of its newspaper.
That the machinery, presses, etc., acquired
by the purchase under the second mortgage
by the Dispatch Publishing Company, it
continued to use for a long time, but sub
stituted new paraphernalia for publication
from time to time, and that on the date of
the maturity of the note the Dispatch Pub
lishing Company had none of the original

paraphernalia described in the ﬁrst deed or
mortgage. That the effect of the acquisition
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of the two properties known as the “Evening Post" and the "St. Louis Dispatch" was
that the lien of the first mortgage attached

would be effectuated to the purchaser of
the good will and property of said St. [mm
Dispatch Company."

to all the property of the Dispatch Publish-

That, one year after the Dlqmtch Publish.

_ing Company, and that the latter recognized
:the validity of the mortgage lien by paying
' the interest on the mortgage'debt, and the
assessment on the membership in the Westera Associated Press. That the complainant and the trustee were induced by its
conduct to believe that the Dispatch Publlshing Company would pay the debt or surrender the property in case of a failure of
compliance with the conditions of the trust
deed. That the Dispatch Company continucd to recognize the mortgage as a lien on
said property, including the membership, up
to the maturity of the note, when it refused
to pay the same, or surrender the property.
That for the reason that the good will and
other property of the mortgagors was confused and intermingled with the property
or the Dispatch Publishing Company, so as
to be incapable of separation or distinction

ing Company had been in the use and en
joyment of the membership in the western
Associated Press represented by certiﬁcate
N0. 38, it applied to the association for the
issue of a new certiﬁcate, and the ilSSocill.
tion issued to the Dispatch Publishing (10m.
pany a new certiﬁcate, and placed the name
of that company upon its booss as a mem
her in virtue of the right acquired as sue
cessor to the St. Louis Dispatch Company,
vwhich membership was represented by cer
tincate No. 64, but was the same member
ship as that represented by certiﬁcate No.
38. That the assessments on the member
Ship had always been paid by the Dispatch
Publishing Company, and that said company,
by using the membership f0!‘ 0116 i9" wiiir
out applying for a new certiﬁcate, or to have
its name placed on the books of the West
ern Associated Press as the successor of

therefrom, the property and good will of the
latter oughtI in equity, to be charged with
the lien of the mortgage debt, and that at
the time of the acquisition of said mortgaged
good will, etc., the Dispatch Publishing Com-

the St- Louis Dispatch Compﬂhyl iii-knowi
edged 1119 title 0! the illiiel‘.
The Prayer W88 iilﬂt tile Disiiimi1 Piiiiii-iii'
ing Company be deemed to Day the min‘
Dihihhnt $15,000. Wiih interest at iiie mi“

pally agreed and assumed to pay snld debt,

of 9 per cent. per annum since October 1'

The bill further averred “that a membership in the Western Associated Press is
always represented by a certiﬁcate of a

1879, and that to make that sum the Mi
Will 0! the Dispatch Publishing 0011113311!“e
sold. 11180 the Personal Property “504D? it

share of stock therein, and that, under the

in connection with its busmess ﬂhii i-‘h'iii'

by-laws and Constitution of said Western
Associated Press, said membership is ten-

cute No. 64 in the Western Associated Press
T0 this amended hill 8 demui‘i'ei' ‘"5 ﬂied

able and vendible only in connection with

and sustained. and 11 ﬁnal decree °i ‘ii’

the publication of a newspaper or periodical,

missal rendered.

and in the manner laid down in the said

by-laws of the Western Associated Pm

constitution and by-laws, which are here
with ﬁled, and made a part of this com-

were filed with the bill, and m11d9 Ill)ﬂit
thereof, and these provided, among 031"

plalnt, and marked ‘Exhibits F & G."’

And,

further, "that under the by-laws and articles of incorporation aforesaid the
to said certiﬁcate of membership
could never have vested fully in
vidual, ﬁrm, or corporation until

legal title
aforesaid
any indiand after

-

Among other exhibits, the

things, as follows:

“(1) Membership. Any proprietor of B
daily newspaper, who has heretofore Bislieii
the articles of association, and is MW in
active member of the same, and hlshwiiii;
IlS$i§hS.’nnd any such person or ﬁrm 91' Ni"

Siiid individual. ﬁrm, or corporation should

poration within the territory of the “95m

have become the purchaser of the good will
and property of said St. Louis Dispatch

Associated Press who shall hereafter bcﬂi
mitted in accordance with these bit-iii"!

Comimhy- and as successor in right and

shall be a. member of the association: PW

liability to Said 00111115105’; and if, after any

vided, that no new member shall be elctitii

#11110, whether of foreclosure or otherwise,

except upon the terms Prescribed by “we

the purchaser of said property did not continuc a publication in connection therewith,

15.
“(2) Stock. The evidence of membtl‘liliiJ

the said membership would become lifeless
and valuelosst because 11 Publication in can

shall consist of a certiﬁcate of one 9W“
of the capital stock of the assodaﬂoll. which

nection with it was and is necessary to the
Esustenance of its life and value. That the

cerurlcate shall be transferable only 0!! iii’
books of the association as hereinafter PW

_5i1id trustee and complainant herein have

vided."

' no rights in‘ respect to said membership,

“(12) Transfers. Any member “mugs:

except under said deed of trust, and can
acquire no title thereto until a sale of the
good will 0? the Si- L°i1i5 Dispatch Com-

transferring his newspaper may muster
certiﬁcate of stock to the Purchaser mm
cessor in the ownership of such nciisii-‘iiei'

51"" MW “1 Possession of the defendant and it 511.111 be the duty 01 “*9 “mug;
“liga‘thcgﬂguiilitsmnlg Company,

at

which

upon request, to transfer the 511322138”,

complain“: h“ 01“ ed to be conveyed to the books of the association to such P “we
will by said deed or trust‘ successor, who shall then sign ‘11°
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of association and by-laws, and become a
member, with the same rights and privi
leges as the original member. If any mem
ber shall discontinue the publication of a
nwspaper, or shall sell his newspaper to
another member, his membership shall cease,
and his certiﬁcate of stock shall be can

celed on the books of the association, and the
treasurer shall refund to him the money
paid to the association for the same."
"(14) Assessments. The board of directors
shall have power to make assessments upon
the members to defray the expenses incurred
in collecting and transmitting intelligence,
and for other purposes not inconsistent with
the charter and by-laws, and the board may

discontinue the use of the news so collected
! it‘

My!
in
it!‘

at:
in

it!
D1!

in‘
il

n= i_~a‘s-§e=unh‘léi

to any member failing to pay promptly his
assessment. Any member to whom the use
of the news has been so discontinued may
be readmitted to the use of the same, within
six months of the time of such discontinu
ance, upon his refunding to the other mem
bers of the association in the same city or
town such increased assessment as they may
have paid in consequence of said discontinu

this bill "was ﬁled for the foreclosure 01' a

mortgage upon a certain newspaper, a news
paper plant, and a. membership in the West
ern Associated Press." The contention is
that the newspaper, plant, and membership
were subject to the lieu of the Sutton mort
gage, as one homogeneous property, and
that any property of like kind, substituted
for any portion lost or destroyed, became
subject to this lien; that the identity of the
newspaper, the membership, and the planti}

remained up to July 1, 1887, whcmthe bill?
was ﬁled, and that the defendant was es
topped to deny such identity because of the
similarity of the names, the willful confusion
of the good wills, the obtaining of the sec
ond certiﬁcate in lieu of the first, and be
cause, from the character of the plant, all
the changes made were in the nature of re
pairs,—parts being replaced from time to
time by reason of constant wear and tear,
from which resulted a confusion of chat
tels, making the identiﬁcation of the several
parts of the plant impossible.

On December 1, 1879, when the note ma

tured, and the defendant the Dispatch Pub
lishing Company refused to pay it, or to
“(15) Admission of New Members. Appli
surrender the property on the demand of
cations for membership in this association
the trustee, the bill stated that none of the
shall be made in writing to the board of di
original presses, type, and paraphernalia for
,, rectors, and, if a; majority of said board
printing a newspaper, described in the mort
:shall vote for the admission of the applicant.
gage, was in existence. The bill was not
' he shall sign the‘ articles of association and
framed on the theory of holding the defend
by-laws, and pay into the treasury the sum of
out for the value of the mortgaged chattels
ten dollars, or an additional amount equal to
on the ground of wrongful conversion, nor
what would be his pro rato. share in the
was it charged that there was any wrong
property of the association. It shall then
ful intermingling of the original plant with
be the duty of the secretary to issue to him
that subsequently acquired, either by the
a certiﬁcate of one share of stock, and to
St. Louis Dispatch Company, or the pur
enroll his name in the list of membership:
chaser under the second mortgage, or his
provided, that no new members shall be ad
grantee, the Dispatch Publishing Company.
mitted without the unanimous consent of
The allegation was that the machinery, type,
the members in the city or town where his
presses, and property of a. perishable nature,
business is carried on."
had been alienated or destroyed, or gradu
The opinion of the court, by Judge Thayer,
ally used up. This was done in the course
will be found reported in 36 Fed. Rep. 722.
of business, and as the plant on hand at
From the decree dismissing the bill an
the maturity of the note was an entirely
appeal was taken to this court, and while
new plant, not described in the mortgage,
pending here a stipulation was ﬁled, setting
we think the mortgage could not be extend
forth the dissolution, by decree of court,
ed to it upon the theory of willful inter
of the Dispatch Publishing Company and the
mingllng. The clause in the Sutton mort
snccessorship thereto of the Pulitzer Pub
gage in relation to after-acquired property
lishing Company, as the owner and publish
was an executory agreement, for the non
er of the newspaper and of the membership
performance of which the mortgagee might
in the Western Associated Press, which had
recover compensation in damages as against
issued to said company a certiﬁcate April 2,
the mortgagor; but, as against the grantee
1892, numbered 93. The appearance of the
of the purchaser at the sale, the lien of the
new corporation, and of two directors of
mortgage could not embrace what had no
the dissolved company, as parties defendant,
existence when it was given, and was not
was entered.
acquired by the mortgagor, and, if such
John M. Dickson, for appellant. Chas.
grantee were liable at all, it would be for
Gibson and C. E. Gibson, for appcilccs.
the conversion of the existing property, and
no foundation for such a charge is laid here,
irrespective of the objection that the remedy,
Mr. Chief Justice FULLER, after stating would be at law.
410
.
the facts in the foregoing language, delivered
' Undoubtedly, good will is in many cases
the opinion of the court.
a. valuable thing, although there is diﬁiculty
In the language of counsel for appellant,
in deciding accurately what is included un

ance.
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der the term. It is tangible only as an incidcnt, as connected with a going concern
or business having locality or name, and is
not susceptible of being disposed of indepcndently. Mr. Justice Story deﬁned "good
will" to be “the advantage or beneﬁt which
is acquired by an establishment, beyond the
more value of the capital, stock, funds, or
pl'operty employed therein, in consequence
of the general public patronage and encouragement which it receives from constant or
habitual customers on account of its local
position, or common celebrity, or reputation
for skill or aﬁiuence or punctuality, or from
other accidental circumstances or necessity,
or even from ancient partlalitles or prejudices," story, Pal-tn, § 99,
As applied to a newspaper, the good will
usually ntaches to its name, rather than to

the other newspaper, it retained the weld
"Dispatch" as part of the name: mm 1,
paid the interest up to October 1, l879;:u1d
that its conduct was such as to amount m
a direct representation to the mortgagee
that it had agreed to put itself in the shoes
of the mortgagor. Hence it is coun-[idea
that the averment of the bill that the Dis
patch Publishing Company agreed and as.
sinned to pay the mortgage debt was justi
ﬁed, as a legal conclusion, upon the pr'mQi.
ple of estoppel. We do not concur in mi,
view. It is admitted that there was no or
press or direct promise on the part of the do
fondant to pay the mortgage debt; audit
cannot be held that the mere purchase of
premises subject to a mortgage renders the
purchaser personally liable to the mortgl
gee, as having assumed to pay it, or that

the place of publication. The probability

the mere payment of interest, in llselhlm

of the title continuing to attract custom in
poses that liability. Elliott v. Sackctt, 108
the way of circulation and advertising patU. S. 132, 2 Sup. Ct Rep. 375; Drul'y v. l-lny
ronage gives a value which may be protected
den, 111 U. S. 223, 4 Sup. Ct. Rep. 405; Hall
and disposed of, and constitutes property.
v. Morgan, 79 Mo. 52.
On the 9th of December, 1878, the St.
There was no personal connection between
Louis Dispatch Company ceased business as the Dispatch Publishing Company and the
the publisher of a newspaper, and on that
complainant, and it is not charged that there
day another newspaper was published under
was any representation that that company
the name of the “Post-Dispatch." If the Diswould be personally responsible for the
patch Publishing Company acquired the
debt, or that property acquired by it from
good will of the St. Louis Dispatch Comother sources, and not embraced in the
pony, it also acquired the good will of the
mortgage, should be subject to the mort
Post. The Sutton mortgage covered the good
gage lien. No fraud is alleged, but, in el
will of the St. Louis Dispatch, but it did not
fect, only that the complainant was llllsltdg
embrace the good will of the Dispatch Pub- ‘by the payment of interest. What belied-l
llshlng Company or of the newspaper known
cial course the complainant was prevented
as the "Post-Dispatch,” as existing July 1,
from pursuing by reliance on the condlltl
1887. Indeed, if there had been no consollof the Dispatch Publishing 00111911111 Pl‘llll
dation with any other paper, and the good
to the maturity of the note does not all
will that the St. Louis Dispatch had in 1878
pear; but it does appear that on December
had been conveyed to a separate concern, it
1, 1879, the Dispatch Publishing Comlnnl
could hardly be held that the good will of
refused to pay the note and the last in
llle latter, Eight years afterwards, was the
stailment of interest, and refused to sm

same good will which had been conveyed.

render the property. Yet the comDl-lll‘m

Moreover.

the good will of the Dispatch

did not ﬁle this bill until nearly eight F01"!

kPul-lllslllng Company was from the ﬁrst dlf1mm!“ from the good will named in the
Ymol'lgﬂga ‘The paper was of a different

afterwards. Clearly that delay is not ill
tributable to the payment of intcrestnol‘iv
any conduct of the Dispatch l’ubiiﬁllllli

name, and issued by a different company,
and the good will was me joint good will, as

Company prior to December 1. 1379- Am
that date the latter company, coﬂlessedll'

“'0 have said’ of two papers; and if the held adversely to complainant’ and l‘ '5
Dispatch Pllhllslllllg Company acquired on

(lilﬁcult to see why any claim in reilleclfll

the 10th day of December, 1378, the good

either the plant or the good will of the it

will belonglllg to the St. Louis Dispatch, for
which it should have accounted, but refused

Louis Dispatch is not barred.
Courts 0! equity. in cases of concnmm

to account‘ the“ it would be only liable as
10'' ‘1 Convel‘slon, 101‘ the lieu of the mort—

jurisdiction, consider themselves bound bl
the statutes of limitation which gown Sc‘

Edge Certainly could not extend to a good
‘ml which there was 110 pretense was ever

tions at law. In many other cases ﬁll-‘F a"
upon the analogy of cases at law; lmti'e‘e“

embraced in it.
,Hmv‘ivery it ls urged that the Dispatch

when there is no such statute govel'mng “
case, a defense founded upon 1119mm“

I “bushmg GP‘DWHY did “1 fact acquire the

time and the staleness of the claim is avail‘

flaw of business ot the St. Louis Dispatch

able in equity. Godden v. Kimnlell. 991157

$33231 “tilt‘tlmflled 93mins plant. with the

201; Speltlel v. Henrici, 120 U. s 377'

“an of the ‘melt moon

Sup. Ct. Rep. 610.

solidnted the

lQI'EEtO, subject to the

of m

to Binge, that, when it cou-

Under the statute of limitations whether

(wired wlm “lie 9 y and good will so acproperty and good will of

souri, actions upon any Wl'ltmgv ‘ one!
scaled or unsealed, for the Payment‘) m
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or property, must be commenced within ten
years, and actions for taking, detaining, or
injuring any goods or chattels, including ac
tions for the recovery or speciﬁc personal
property, or for any other injury to the per
son or rights of another, not arising on con
tract, must be brought within ﬁve years.

Rev. St. Mo. 1879. N 3220, 3230.
if the original plant were wrongfully used
up, or by the consolidation the good will of
the St. Louis Dispatch Company was wrong
fully appropriated, the Dispatch Publishing
Company became responsible as for a con~
version. The rule in relation to wrongful ad
mixture of property had no application, and
it is not perceived how the act of appropria
tion in relation to either the plant or the
good will could be made to operate, nearly
eight years after adverse possession com
vmenced, to extend the lien of the mortgage
0 over property not‘ embraced in it. If the use
of the word "Dispatch" in the title of the
new newspaper became wrongful after the
Dispatch Publishing Company refused to pay
the note, or to surrender the property, then
the complainant should have made its objec
tions promptly known, and sought the appro
priate remedy; but this it did not do, and it
would be inequitable to accord reliei.’ by in
junction after the lapse of so many years,

and the inevitable changes in the condition
of the property. Such relief, however, is not
invoked in this case; and the right to it, if
it existed, would furnish no aid to the ap
plication to foreclose. It is very clear that
the circuit court was right in holding that

there was no plant or good will, the sale of
which could be decreed.
The case stands on no diﬂerent ground in

respect of the membership in the Western
Associated Press. As averred in the bill, and
as shown by the articles and by-laws, such
membership was always represented by a

certiﬁcate of a share of stock, and could be
held and sold only in connection with the
publication of a newspaper or periodical, and
in the manner prescribed. The object of the
association was “the procuring of intelli
gence for the newspaper press from all parts
of the world by telegrap ," and the holders
of certiﬁcates of membership were entitled
thereby to receive the news thus collected.
Applications for admission were obliged to
be made in writing to the board of directors,
and, if a majority of the board voted for the

and his certiﬁcate of stock shall be canceled
on the books of the association, and the
treasurer shall refund to him the money paido
to the association for the same."
a
' The St. Louis Dispatch Company ceased.
publication December 9, 1878, and it was
averred that about one year thereafter the
Dispatch Publishing Company, which during
that year had been in the use and enjoyment
of the membership, without apparent change
of ownership, procured the issue of a new
certiﬁcate, numbered 64. If, as alleged, the
Dispatch Publishing Company acknowledged
the title of the St. Louis Dispatch Company
to the membership by continuing to use it,
while standing in the name of the St. Louis
Dispatch Company, it certainly disavowed it
when it applied for a new certiﬁcate, and to
have its name placed upon the books of the
association. The Associated Press, in issuing
that certiﬁcate, admitted a new corporation
to its membership, and that membership was
not the same membership which was hypoth

ecated to secure the Bowman note. It does
not appear that the old certiﬁcate was can
celed, but as the publication of the St. Louis
Dispatch had been discontinued, and the
membership, in that sense, had ceased, by
the terms of the by-laws, it is perhaps to be
inferred that that had been done. Apparent
ly, the association had the right to accord or
deny the privileges of membership as it saw

ﬁt, and whether its action in the admission
of the new corporation to membership was
wholly independent of certiﬁcate No. 38, or

based upon the substitution of one share for
the other, it would seem to follow, upon the
assumption that a membership could be
pledged or mortgaged without its consent,
that the association was directly interested
in the contention raised by the complainant
in respect of that action, and that the circuit
court was right in holding that the question
ought not to be determined in the absence
of the association as a party.
But, in any view, the membership of the
Dispatch Publishing Company was held ad
versely to the complainant At the time the
bill was ﬁled, it had been so held for nearly
eight years in the name of the Dispatch Pub
lishing Company, which had paid all the as
sessments upon it, and enjoyed all its privi
leges, as the owner. If it obtained that

membership under the by-laws, without ref

admission of the applicant, he then signed

erence to certiﬁcate No. 38, then, of course,
the bill, as framed, would fail; and, if it had

the articles of association and by-lnws, and

‘been allowed to avail itself of the old mew-

paid into the treasury the sum of $10 and an
additional amount equal to what would be
his pro rata share in the property of the as

for a conversion, and the defenses of inches

sociation; but no new member could be ad
mitted without the unanimous consent of all
the members in the town or city where his

business was carried on. The twelfth by-law
provided, among other things, that "if any

member shall discontinue the publication of
a newspaper, or shall sell his newspaper to
another member, his membership shall cease,

bershlp, still its liability, if any, would be
and limitations would apply.
"iewed as an action for conversion, recov
ery was clearly barred as to the plant and
the good will, and also as to this certiﬁcate,
which was issued independently of the mort
gage, and not embraced within it. And so
far as the bill proceeds upon the theory that
the plant, the good will. and the member
ship ought, on equitable principles, to be held
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subject to the lieu of the mortgage, the court
properly declined to assist a. complainant
that had slept upon its alleged rights for
nearly eight years, and shown no excuse for
its inches in asserting them. Cases sustain
ing the proposition that a mortgage may be
foreclosed even after the debt has become
barred by limitation have no application,
nor does the fact that the Bowman note was
still alive when the suit was instituted, since
the question, in this aspect. is whether either
or any of these alleged properties should, on
equitable grounds, be brought within the op
eration of the mortgage, and upon that ques
tion we regard the delay of the complainant
as an insupei'ablc obstacle to a decree in its
favor. Decree affirmed.

(149 U. S. 481)

BIBB v. ALLEN et al.
(May 10, 1893.)
No. 269.
DEPOSITION—GAMBLING CONTRACTS—FACTORS Ann
Biioirsus—b‘TA'rU'ru or FliAUDS—PARTNERSHIP.
1. Defendants were duly notiﬁed that plain
riffs purposcd to take the deposition of ii. named

witness on i1 speciﬁed date, before one Corey_as
commissioner; and defendants after making
certain untenable objections, which they aban
doned, ﬁled cross interrogatories, and the dep
osition was actually taken in accordance with
the notice. The clerk, in issuiné the commis
sion, however, addressed it to
arey, instead
of Gorey. Held that. as defendants were not
misled by the mistake, it furnished no ground
for suppressing the deposition.
2. The commission to take the deposition
was issued April 18th, was executed May 17th.
and the deposition published by the clerk under
a general order of the court on May 29th. The
court was then in session, and so continued un
iii July 8th. its next term began in November,
but during all this time defendants gave no no
tice of a motion to suppress the deposition, and
only moved for that purpose on January 10th,
the day set for the trial. Held, that the motion
came too late.
3.1a an action by cotton factors for com
missions enrned'and advances made by them
for defendants in the execution of contracts
made by them on behalf of defendants upon

the New York Cotton Exchange. and under its

the
price, who
the was
name
of the bl;lJi‘ch
n 5.39.
the seller.
designated
theailliti
tious_name. Hold, that such memoranda w“
suﬂicient to satisfy the statute of truth, n
parol evidence was admissible to show whom
such ﬁctitious name represented as the seller,

6. Even _if the memoranda showing the
transactions in question were not suﬁicient un
der the statute of frauds, this will not aim
plaiiiiitis‘ right to commissions and to the n.
covery of advancements made, where the con
tracts have been duly executed by them acconl.
ing to their terms.
7. Where plaintiifs were compelled by the
rules of the exchange, of which defendants hirl
full notice, to 0 into the market and buy cot
ton to cover t eir contracts for sales for iii
ture delivery on defendants’ account. by reason
of the latter’s failure to furnish iiiilho‘eot
margins to make good the increase in price,
they are entitled to recover of defendants, a:
for advances made, the diﬁerence between the
price at which the cotton was to be sold laid
the increased price they were compelled to pay
for cotton to cover the contracts. Irwin r.
\Villiar, 4 Sup. Ct. Rep. 160, 110 U. 8. 499,
distinguished.
8. Defendants were sued as partners, and
did not deny the partnership, but the mod
showed that one of them was not a partner.
but only a clerk, and that the business auried
on in the ﬁrm name was that of the other is
fendant alone. The jury accordingly found that
there was no partnership. Held. that under the
laws of Alabama, where the suit was brought.
judgment might be entered against that defend
ant alone who was the owner of the lillﬁllllefi.
Walker v. Insurance Co., 31 Ala. n29, tilSilll
guished.
In error to the circuit court of the Unlted
States for the middle district of Alabama.
This was an action by Thomas H. Allen.
Thomas H. Allen, Jr., Richard H. Allen. and
Harry Allen, trading as Richard ll Allen ii
00., against Benajah S. Bibb and one Hon

kins, as partners under the name of B. S.
Bibb & Go. There was judgment below in
favor of plaintiifs against defendant Bibb.
and he brings error. Aﬂirmed.
Geo. H. Craig and E. W. Pettus, for plain
titr in error. A. A. Wiley, for defendants
in error.

V

‘Mr. Justice JACKSON delivered the on"
ion of the court.

rules and regulations, evidence is admissible

The defendants in error, citizens of UN

of the statutes of New York under which the

states of New York and Tennemee, iilid'dti

exchange was_organized. and of the rules under
which its business was conducted.
4. The defense to such action was that
the contracts from which the claims accrued
were wagering contracts, and hence were void;
but_ the evidence failed to show that either
plnintids or defendants had any understanding
that ‘the goods sold were not to he delivered,
and it was shown that the rules of the ex
change recognized no contracts except for the
purchase and sale of cotton that was to be ac
tually delivered. Held, that the defense was
not sustained by the evidence.
5. Defendants also alleged that the con
tracts were void under the statute of frauds.
it was shown that defendants directed plaintiffs
by telegraph to sell speciﬁed quantities of cot
ton_ for the account 0 certain ﬁctitious names,
which were intended and understood to repre
sent defendants. Plaintiffs executed these or

2

ing business in the city of New York L

brokers, commission merchants. mid mm“;
factors, under the ﬁrm name and 8W1“
Richard H. Allen 8: 00., brought this};

tion of assumpslt in February, 1887.118“;

the plaintiff in error and one Hopkins’ 9
zens of Alabama, as partners under the 1111111t
of B. S. Bibb & 00., to recover the slim 0

$20,023.50 with interest, which was c111“:nd
as commissions for services rendered, and

money paid and advanced by them 105111118‘
at the request of the defendanm in 8 cob
for their account, and as their alenmiruka
ton for future delivery, according to “ten Er

(191's by milking '“slip contracts" in da licate,
one copy being signed by laintiﬁ's antil deliv

and regulations of the New York Cot 0
change, in the city of New York.
In the

gred to the purchaser, and the other signed
13' the purchaser and delivered to plaintiiIs.
ese memorunda showed the quantity sold,

The declaration or complaint was count
usual form, and contained but a singled“
for work and labor done, services fen
'
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."5-‘5
,_r
F.,—,

and money paid out and expended by the
plaintiﬂs during the month of December,
1886, at the instance and request of the ‘de
fendants, to the amount of $20,023.50, which,
with interest thereon, was averred to be
‘483
past due and unpaid. The defendants an
swered separately. Neither of them'denled
the existence of a partnership betwen them,
but both defended upon the merits. The
answer of the defendant Hopkins consisted
of two pleas: (1) Nonassumpsit; (2) that
the plaintiffs did not do the work and labor
or pay the money mentioned in the com
plaint at his instance or request; The de
fondant Bibb ﬁled an answer containing ﬁve
pleas. the ﬁrst two of which were the same
as those interposed by Hopkins. His third
plea was a general denial of the allegations
of the complaint, while the fourth and ﬁfth
averred that the work and labor performed
by the plaintiffs, as set forth in their dec
laration, was the making of 11 wagers for
him on the price of cotton, and that the
money paid by the plaintiffs for him was in
the settlement of the losses of those wagers,
and in each of these pleas the statute of the
state of New York against wagers, bets,
and gambling transactions was set out.
After issue joined on the pleas, the defend
ant Bibb, by leave of the court, ﬁled a sixth
plea, setting up that on November 10, 1886,
the plaintiffs, as special agents for him, sold
10,000 bales of cotton by various contracts,
as a speculation, and for future delivery in
New York, and averred that the plalntiifs,
by their gross negligence and unskiilfuiness,
made said contracts in such forms that all
of said contracts, under the laws of the state

of New York, were unlawful and void, and
not binding on any one of the parties to said
contracts, or either of them, in this: that in
and by the statute law of New York in force

at the time said contracts were made it is de
clared that "every contract for the sale of
any goods, chattels, or things in action, for
the price of $50 or more, shall be void un

less (1) a note or memorandum of such con
tract be made in writing, and be subscribed
by the parties to he charged thereby; or (2)
unless the buyer shall accept and receive a
part of such goods, or the evidences, or
some of them, of such things in action; or

(3) unless the buyer shall at the time pay
some part of the purchase money." It was
further averred that no note or memorandum
of any of the contracts of sale made by plain
riffs for defendant was made in writing and

it signed by the parties to be charged thereby;
3' that no part of said ‘cotton was accepted by the
buyer, and no part of the purchase money
was paid therefor. The plea further alleged
that on December 30, 1886, the plaintiffs,
without the request of the defendants, but

voluntarily, settled said void contracts, and
paid to the buyers of the cotton under such
contracts large sums of money, and conclud
ed with the averment that, without this, the
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plaintiffs never did any work, or paid any
money, for the defendant.
Upon the trial of the cause before the
court and a jury, the court, after stating to
the jury that there was no evidence in the
case upon which a verdict for the defendant
Bibb could rest, on the ground that the
contract sued on was a gambling contract,
and therefore void, further instructed them
that "the defendant Bibb did not in his
testimony deny the correctness of the ac
count sued on, but did say that the plaintiﬁ's
were liable to him for their failure to exe
cute his subsequent orders to them to sell,
for future delivery, some twenty-two thous
and bales of cotton, as shown in the evidence
in this cause; but, there being no claims
by him in this suit against the plaintiffs
on account of such failure to execute such
orders, ‘I charge you that, if you believe
the evidence, you should ﬁnd a verdict for
the plaintiffs against the defendant Bibb
for the amount of the account and inter
est.” The court further charged the jury:
“This case is made out as to defendant B.
S. Bibb, and it is your duty to ﬁnd a ver
dict against him for the account sued on

and interest."
. To the instruction that if they believed
the evidence they should ﬁnd a verdict for
the plaintiffs against him for the account
sued on and interest, the defendant Bibb
excepted. The jury returned the following
verdict: "We, the jury, ﬁnd for the plaintiffs
against the defendant Bibb, and assess the
damages at $22,476.38; and we ﬁnd for the
defendant T. H. Hopkins on the ground that
we ﬁnd he was not a partner of B. S. Bibb."
Upon a return of this verdict the defendant
Bibb objected to a judgment being rendered
against him thereon, for the reason that
the complaint and pleadings and said ver
dict did not authorize a judgment against”
him. No other ground of objection wasan
stated or interposed. The court ‘overruled’
his objection, and entered judgment against
him for the amount found by the jury, to
which Bibb excepted. The present writ of
error is prosecuted by him to reverse that ..
8!
judgment.
‘I
‘He has ﬁled 19 assignments of error, which
may be grouped under 5 heads or proposi
tions, viz.: (1) That the court erred in over
ruling the motion to suppress the deposition

of the witness Richard H. Allen; (2) that
the court erred

in admitting as evidence

the statutes of New York, under which the
New York Cotton Exchange was incorpo
rated, and the rules and regulations of the I‘
exchange, together with the pure] testimonym

that the transactions in'question between?
the parties were conducted in accordance
with those rules and regulations; (3) that
the contracts for the sale of cotton for
future delivery were gambling contracts

within the meaning of the New York statute
against wagers, bets, etc.; (4) that said con
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tracts were invalid under the statute of
frauds of the state of New York; and (5)
that under the pleadings no judgment could
be rendered against the defendant Bibb
alone.
The questions thus presented may be prop
erly considered in the order stated, under
the facts disclosed by the bill of exceptions.
The motion to suppress the deposition of
the witness Richard H. Allen was based on
the ground that no commission was issued
out of the court, or by the clerk thereof,
authorizing George H. Corey, as commission
er, to take the deposition; and, secondly,
that neither of the defendants or their at
torneys received any notice of the time and
place of taking the deposition, or of the resi
dence of either the witness or the commls
sioner by whom the deposition was taken.
These objections to the deposition are clear
1y not well taken, for several reasons: It is
shown by the record that on April 7, 1888,
a notice was issued and served on the de
fendants that plaintiffs would take the depo
sition ot the witness Allcn, whose place of
business was stated in the notice to be 31
and 33 Broad street, New York city; and
that George H. Corey, whose place of busi
ness was 00 Wall street, in that city, would
he suggested as commissioner to take such
deposition; and that a copy of the interroga
tories to be propounded to the witness was
attached to the notice. It further appears
that at that time the defendant Bibb ob
jected to a commission being issued to take
the deposition on the interrogatories to be
propounded by the plaintiffs, basing his ob
jection on the ground that the notice did not
give the residence of the witness and ot
the commissioner, and on the further ground
that no suﬁicient aﬂldavit for the taking of
the deposition had been ﬁled, which objec
tions were manifestly insuﬁlclent, inasmuch
as the place of business or both the witness
‘and the commissioner was stated, and an
3 afildavit was ﬁled by the attorney for the
- plaintiﬂs which showed'proper ground for
taking the deposition. Without invoking the
action 0! the court upon these objections,
the defendant Bibb ﬁled cross interrogatories
to those propounded by the plaintiffs, and
on April 18, 1888, a commission was regular
ly issued to said George H. Corey, as com
missioner, to take the deposition on the ln
terrogatories and cross interrogatories ﬁled,
in accordance with the terms or the notice

served upon the defendants.
further show

The record

affected his rights. He had been mum
of the place of taking the deposition. m1
had been given the true munc- ot the (on.
missioner, and the slight variance in um
commission which issued was not mrrlerirl,
and furnished no valid ground [or the sup.
presslon of the deposition. Keene v. limit-4
3 Pet 1, 6.
But, aside from this, the motion to sup
press the deposition came too late. Asrl
ready said, the commission to take the Gap
osition of said Allen was issued April is,

1888. The deposition was taken belore ills
proper commisioncr on May 17, 1888, and.
after transmission to the clerk of the court
was by him published, under a general order
or the court, May 29, 1888. The May term
of the court was then in session, and con

tinued in session until July 8, 1888. The
November term commenced on the ﬁrst More
day of that month. During all that time
the defendant Bibb made no objeciion to the
deposition, and gave no notice that he would
move to suppress it, but waited until Jan
any 10, 1889, the day set for the trial of its
cause, when, after a motion (or n continu
once, then made, had been overruled, helol'
the ﬁrst time moved to suppress the deposi
tion. It the deposition was in any nape?!
open to irregularities, the motion to snpprra
it, under the circumstances, came too hie.

Such motions should be made before the,
case is called for trial, so as to allord 01>:
port-unity to retake'the testimony or correct
defects in the taking of the deposition
Howard v. Manufacturing 60., 139 U. S. 199,

205, 11 Sup. Ct. Rep. 500, and cases 03W
The same rule of practice prevails in All
bama. De Vendal v. Malone, 25 Air. 271

278;

Railway Co.

v. Alexander, (Al-'1.) 9

South. Rep. 525. This assignment 01 error
is, therefore, without merit.
The next assignment of error relied on is

in the action of the court admitting 1119"‘
deuce the statutes of New York will“
which the New York Cotton Exchanze W
organized, together with the rules and "tilt

lations of that body under and in 11min“

of which the transactions in question we"
conducted. This evidence was clearly will?“
tent and relevant, because the 0011"“!!! e“
tered into between Bibb & 00- and ‘I;

plaintiffs contemplated that the will];
which the plaintiifs would transact tori?“a
principals would be under and in accordingv

with the rules and regulations of the 1x‘?

York Cotton

Exchange It was “(In ,1

that the deposition was ac—

therefore, to show that this cotton “was;

tllﬂlly taken in pursuance of the commission

was a lawful body, organized for lawillll 5M

thus issued, and was in all respects regular
and in proper legal form. The clerk of the
court, in issuing the commission, addressed

ness purposes, and had power to madeemm

it, however- to George H. Carey, Eq., 60
Wall street. New York city, instead of m

George H. Corey, but that was purely a
clerical mistake in making out the commm.

81011, and in no way misled the defendant or

rules and regulations as 1111811t Dem: PM‘
necessary and proper to carry Out
pose of its organization. It is clearly

811°“
um

um B. s. Bibb & 00. new that ‘he in“,
tiffs did business as cotton factors in “11;!
exchange, and in accordance with "1°: we”
and regulations, and ﬂint. in acting
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agents in the sale of cotton for future de
livery, they would transact the business
through that exchange, and in accordance
with its rules and regulations. It was, there—
fore, germane to the issues in the case, and
was both competent and relevant to prove
that the contract between the parties had
been carried out on the part of the plain

parties are engaged are illegal, the agent
cannot recover either commissions for serv

ices rendered therein or for advances and

methods contemplated by the parties. Pea
body v. Speyers, 56 N. Y. 230, 236; Nickalls

disbursements by him for his principal,
(Story, Ag. 55 330, 344, and authorites cited;) F,
the reason for this rule being that in such:
illegal'transactions of which the agent has.
knowledge he is regarded as particcps crim
inis, which precludes him from the recovery
of either commissions or advances. Irwin
v. Williar, 110 U. S. 409, 510, 4 Sup. Ct Rep.

v. Merry, L. R. 7 H. L. 530, 542.

160.

tiiIs in

\iIl'.‘-.l»i-w=‘_~i€-'u.w;l.in:
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the mode and

according to

the

It is settled by the weight of authority
that, where a principal sends an order to a
broker engaged in an established market or
trade for a deal in that trade, he confers
authority upon the broker to deal according
to any well-established usage in such market
or trade, especially when such usage is
known'to the principal, and is fair in itself,
and does not change in any essential par
ticular the contract between the principal
and agent, or involves no departure from the
instructions of the principal, provided the
transaction for which the broker is our
ployed is legal in its character, and does not
violate any rule of law, good morals, or pub
lic policy. We are of opinion, therefore, that
the assignment of error based upon the ad
mission of this testimony is not well taken.
Upon the third assignment of error, which
presents the question whether the transac
tions in which the parties were engaged
were illegal, because they were wagering
contracts, under the New York statute
against wagers, bets, etc., the evidence in the
case clearly fails to make out such a de
fense. In entering into their arrangement,
it is shown by the correspondence and by
other testimony in the case that there was
no agreement or understanding between the
plaintiffs and defendants that the cottton
sold for future delivery was not in fact to
be actually delivered. In their correspond
once as to the terms on which the agency
was to be undertaken the plaintiffs were
distinctly informed that the defendants did
a large business for the best and most reli
able people of their locality; that they would
hold themselves personally responsible for
all orders sent, and hold their correspondents
responsible for ah orders executed as to
margins;
that
they
handled sometimes
from 3,000 to 5,000 bales of cotton a

day: and that their customers dealt in or
ders for from 500 to 1,000 bales at a time,
and were entirely responsible. It was

also testified by both the plaintiﬂs and de
fendant Bibb that there was no under
standing

or agreement,

either express

or

implied, between them at the time of enter
111g upon the transactions or during their
Progress, that the cotton sold for account
of the principals was not to be delivered
at the time stipulated in the contracts of
sale made for their account. It is not ques

tioned that, if the transactions in which the

But the facts of this case do not bring the
transactions in question within the operation
of that principle, for the evidence set out
in the bill of exceptions fails to show that
either party to the transactions intended the
same as wagering or gambling speculations.
On the contrary, the undisputed testimony
establishes that the sales were not wagers.
but that the cotton was to be actually de
livered at the time agreed upon. Bihb‘s own
statement of the transactions does not dis
close the fact that they were intended, even
on his part, as gambling or wagering specu
lations. He certainly never disclosed to the
plaintitfs, as his brokers, either in their cor

respondence or in their verbal communica
tions, that he did not intend to deliver the
cotton sold through them for future delivery.

In addition to this, it is shown that the rules
and regulations of the New York Cotton Ex
change recognized no contracts except for
the sale and purchase of cotton to be actu
ally delivered. These rules and regulations
impose upon the seller the obligation to de
liver the cotton sold, and upon the purchaser
the obligation to receive it, except in certain
speciﬁed cases, which have no application to
the present case.
These rules, which were authorized to be
made by the statute of the state of New
York under which the exchange was incor
porated, enter into and form part of the con‘
tracts of sale in this case. The defendants,
in one of their earliest communications to

the plaintiffs, informed them that they would
use in their telegraphic correspondence what
was known as “Shepperson’s Code," which
provided that, “unless otherwise stated as
agreed, it is distinctly understood that all
orders sent by this chapter are to be sub
ject in every respect to the by-laws and rules
of the market where executed;" and, fur
ther, that “with every telegram sent by this
table the following sentence will be read as
a part of the message, via: ‘This sale has
been made subject to all the by-laws and
rules of our cotton exchange in reference
to contracts for the future delivery of cot
ton.’"

It is well settled that contracts for the
future delivery of merchandise or tangible
property are not void, whether such proper
ty is in existence in the hands of the seller,
or to be subsequently acquired. 2 Kent,
Comm. 468, and authorities cited in notes;
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Benj. Sales, (Amer. Ed.) 55 81, 82. It is fur
ther well settled that the burden of proof
is upon the party who seeks to impeach
such transactions by showing aiﬁrmativeiy
their illegality. Boundtrce v. Smith, 108 U.
S. 269, 2 Sup. Ct. Rep. 630; Dykers v. Town
send, 24 N. Y. 57; Irwin v. Williar, 110 U. S.

490, 507, 508, 4 Sup. Ct. Rep. 160.

In this

latter case the trial court charged the jury
that the burden of showing that the parties
were carrying on a wagering business, and
were not engaged in legitimate trade or spec
ulation, rests upon the defendant. On their
face these transactions are legal, and the
law does not, in the absence of proof, pre
sume that the parties are gambling. “A
person may make a. contract for the sale of
personal property for future delivery which
he has not got. Merchants and traders often
do this. A contract for the sale of personal
property which the vendor does not own or
possess, but expects to obtain by purchase
or otherwise, is binding if an actual trans
fer of property is contemplated. A transac
tion which on its face is legitimate cannot be
held void as a wagering contract by showing
that one party only so understood and meant
it to be. The proof must go further, and
show that this understanding was mutual,—
that both parties so understood the transac
tion. 11', however, at the time of entering
into a contract for the sale of personal prop
erty for future delivery, it be contemplated
by both parties that at the time ﬁxed for de
livery the purchascr shall merely receive or
pay the difference between the contract and
the market price, the transaction is a wager,
and nothing more. ' ‘ ‘ It is not suffi
cient for the defendant to prove that Irwin
8: Davis never understood that they were
to deliver wheat in fulﬁllment of the sales
made for them by the plaintiffs. The pre
sumption is that the plaintiii’s expected Ir
gwin & Davis to execute their contracts—ex

. pected them to'deliver the amount of grain
sold; and before you can ﬁnd that the sales
were gambling transactions, and void, you
must and from the proof that the plnintitl‘s
knew or had reason to believe that Irwin &
Davis contemplated nothing but a wagering
transaction, and acted for them accordingly.

If the Dlaintiﬂs made sales of wheat for Ir
win & Davis for future delivery, understand
ing that these contracts would be ﬁlled by

the delivery of grain at the time agreed up
on, Irwin & Davis were liable to the plain—

dum or "slip contracts" of sale actually made
by the plaintiffs for the account of Blbb &
00., the sales were described as made ‘sub
ject to the rules and regulations of the New
York Cotton Exchange." Under these dr
cuinstances, we are of opinion that the testi
mony fails to establish that the contracts in
question were wagering transactions, and
therefore void. The testimony is so clear-t0
the contrary that the court below, under the
settled rules of this court, was certainly
justifiable in not submitting that question to
the jury; for, if it had been submitted, and
the jury had found that the contracts were
wagers, it would have been the duty or the
court; ~to set aside their verdict. There isno
merit in this assignment of error.
It is next urged on behalf of the piaintiti
in error that the contracts for the sale of the
cotton were void under the statute of triads
of the state of New York, because there was
no snﬂicient note or memorandum in writ
ing of the transactions, signed by the parties
to be charged thereby. We are of opinion

that this contention cannot be sustained no,
der the facts of the case.
5
‘After agreeing upon the terms in which
the business should be transacted. and the
use of Shepperson‘s code of cipher, B. S.
Blbb & 00., on November 9, 10. and 11.
1886, telegraphed orders to the plaintiffs to
sell for them in the aggregate 10,000 bales
of cotton for January and February delivery.
These dispatches were sent according to the
form of Shepperson's code, and directed
the sales for delivery for account of desir
nated names such as "Albert," "Aiired,“

“Alexander,” “Amanda? “Andrewi’v "iv-"1'
ston," etc., which names were intended and
understood to represent the ﬁrm Mme 0‘

B. S. Blbb & 00. Thus, under date of Ni
vember 9, 1886, B. S. Bibb 8r. CO‘ ielt
graphed to plaintiffs: "If bureau rrpori 15
considered favorable tomorrow sell (or Jim‘
nary delivery 1,000 bales cotton account A]

nm. Sell for February delivery 1.00’i bile
account Alfred. Sell for January deliver!’
1,000 bales account Alexander. Sell for Jim

uary delivery 500 bales cotton account All‘
drew. Act promptly if favorable." 50, ‘In’
der date of November 10, 1886. the! if“
graphed: “If market opens as high 0*‘ h‘fh'

er to-morrow sell for January delivery W0
bales cotton account Winston. Keeli “5 um"
oughiy posted."

'l‘hcso dispatches, as well as others

tiffs, even though they meant to gamble, and

similar character of later dates. meant 6:‘

nothing more."
This court approved that charge as a cor
rect statement of the law upon the subject
of what constitutes a wagering contract, It

for January or February dciii'try med 5

15 direcily in Point here, for the evidence fails

code, the understanding and Bgi‘eemeut’
ready quoted, that the orders were wand

to show not only that Blbb & Co. intended

natcd number of bales on account of -w
Blbb & Company," and had attached ‘8
them, by the express terms of Sheppeison'

it ‘15 a‘vilgel‘lllg contract, but it fails to show
alsothat the plalntiil's so understood it. The

subject in every respect to the by-laWBYo

testimony establishes that the plaintiifs did

with the additional terms read into tiitel um
grams, and as a part thereof, the sec!)t w

not, in fact, so understand it.
It further appears that in the memoran

rules of the cotton exchange of New Me

tion that the sales were to be sub

4
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said by-lnws and rules in reference to the
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future delivery of cotton.
The plaintiffs executed these orders prompt
ly as they were received. In the execution
of the orders they made what are called
“slip contracts" in duplicate, one copy, signed
by the purchaser, being delivered to the
plaintin’s, and the other, signed by the plain
tiffs as brokers, being given to the pur
echaser. There were 19 sales of cotton to
:Vﬂl'iOllS'lWl‘SOllS named in these “slip con
tracts," which were in the following form:
"New York, Nov. 10, 1886.

“B 10, ac. Albert.
10 " Alexander.
5 “ Andrew.
Seller,
.
Buyer, Zercga & White.
Ou contract, subject to rules and regula
tions of New York Cotton Exchange.
Twenty—live hundred bales cotton.
Jun. 1 delivery.
Price, 8.99.
x Per Z. & White, seventy-ﬁve."
These contracts ditIered ouiyindate, in the
name of the purchaser, in the quantity of
cotton sold, and the price thereof. As each
sale was thus made, it was reported prompt
ly by the plaintiffs to the defendants, both
by letter and by telegram, giving price, and
stating that the orders to sell were execut
ed. So that the defendants were kept ac
curately advised of each transaction made
in pursuance of their order.
In addition to the “slip contracts" in the
form described above delivered by the plain

tiffs to the purchasers of the cotton sold, and
received by them from the buyers of cotton,
the sales were entered upon the books of
the plaintiffs in conformity with such con
tracts. These “slip contracts’ show upon
their face that the purchaser named there
in bought cotton, sold for account of the
name adopted to represent B. S. Bibb 8; Co.
They gave the price, and the number of
bales, and the time of delivery. They were
in the form prescribed by the rules and reg
ulations of the cotton exchange, and consti
tute bought and sold notes, which, taken
together, as they should be, constitute a suf
ticieut memorandum in writing of the con
tract between the brokers, or their princi
'49“ pal, and the purchasers of the cotton, to

meet the'requlremcuts oi' the statute of
frauds. Peabody v. Spcyers, 56 N. Y. 230,
236, 237; Ncwberry v. Wall, 84 N. Y. 576,
580;

Butler

v.

Thomson,

92

U.

S.

412;

Beckwith v. Talbot, 95 U. S. 289; Ryan v.
U. S.. 136 U. S. 68, 83, 10 Sup. Ct. Rep. 913;
Bayne v. Wiggins, 139 U. S. 210, 11 Sup.

Ct. Rep. 521.
In this latter case this court, speaking by
Mr. JustLe Harlan, said: "The principle is
well established that a complete contract,
binding under the statute of frauds, may be
gathered from letters, writings, and telegrams
between the parties relating to the subject
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matter of the contract, and so connected
with each other that they may be fairly
said to constitute one paper relating to the
contract." So in Benjamin on Sales. (Amer.
Ed. § 296,) after a review of the authorities,
both English and American, it is stated:
"The bought and sold notes, when they cor
respond and state all of the terms of the
bargain. are complete and sutlieient evidence
to satisfy the statute, even though there be
no entry in the broker's books, or, what is
equivalent, only an unsigned entry." Goom
v. Aﬂalo, 6 Barn. & C. 117; Sievcwright v.
Archibald, 17 Q. ll. 115; Thompson v. Gard
iner, 1 C. P. Div. 777. Such,too,is the rule
in New York, as shown by the earlier (‘ascs
of Peltier v. Collins, 3 \Vend. 459; Davis

v. Shields, 26 Wend. 341.
The bought and sold notes in question in
this case, called "slip contracts," when read
in the light of the rules and regulations ot
the cotton exchange, and considered in con
nection with the letters and telegrams be
tween the parties, constitute a sutiicient
note or memorandum in writing of the
transactions to satisfy the requirements of
the statute of frauds. It is no valid objee
tion to these "slip contracts," executed in
duplicate, that the sales purported to be
made on account of "Albert," "Alfred,"
“Alexander," “Amanda," and “Winston,''
etc., which names were adopted by the de
fcndants, and which represented them and
their account. Parol evidence was clearly
competent to show that these ﬁctitious
names, which defendants had adopted, rep
resented them as the parties for whose ac—
count the sales were made.
But, aside from this, and independent 0th

the question whether the bought and soldﬁ,
notes, called the “slip contracts,“ constitute‘
a compliance with the statute of frauds,
the contracts were fully executed, and the
transactions closed, before the plaintiffs
commenced the present suit.
It is well
settled by the authorities that the defense
of the statute of frauds cannot be set up
against an executed contract. Dodge v.
Crandall, 30 N. Y. 304; Brown v. Trust

Co., 117 N. Y. 273, 22 N. E. Rep. 952;
Madden v. Floyd, 65) Ala. 221, 225; Gordon
v. Tweedy, 71 Ala. 2012, 214; Huntley v.
Huntley, 114 U. S. 394, 400, 5 Sup. Ct. Rep.
884; Browne, St. Frauds, § 116. This rule
proceeds and rests upon the principle that
there is “no rule of law which prevents a
party from performing a promise which
could not be legally enforced, or which will
permit 8- party. morally, but not legally,
bound to do a certain act or thing, upon

the act or thing being done, to recall it to
the prejudice of the proinlsee, on the plea
that: the promise, while still cxecutory,
could not, by reason of ome technical rule
of law, have been enforced by action."
Newman v. Nellls, 97 N. Y. 285, 291.
,

We know of no principle on which the
agent can be deprived of a. right to his
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commissions and advances in the execution
of his agency for a principal on the ground
that he has not avoided a contract which
was not in strict conformity with the stat
ute of frauds, in the absence of any instruc
tion or instructions from the principal not
to comply therewith. Contracts not in con
formity with the statute are only voidable
and not illegal, and an agent may therefore
execute such voidable contracts without be
ing chargeable with either fraud, miscon
duct, or disregard of the principal's rights.
If the statute of frauds was not complied
with in making the sale contracts in the
present case, we do not see that the de
fendant was in a position to take advan
tage thereof, or that such want of compli
ance with the statute, after the contracts
were executed, would constitute any de
fense to the action.
The suit was not
brought on these contracts of sale, which
the plaintiff in error claims were voidable
under the New York statute of frauds, It
is an action by the agents against their prin
I'clpal to recover for work and labor per
oformed, and money paid out at the princi
rpal’s instance and request, and in the'set
tlement of the principal‘s business, inwhich
the agent had authority to make disburse
ments for him. In the present case the
plaintiffs had, by their contract, rendered
themselves personally responsible for the
losses which might and did occur under the
contracts of sale made for account of the
defendant, and as such agents they are en
titled to recover against their principal the
full amount expended by them for him in
the transactions. If, in closing out the con
tracts of sale, proﬁts had been realized on
the transactions, whether ‘by reason of de
eline in the price of cotton, or by the pur
chases “to cover" the cotton sold, the bro
kers would, upon well-settled principles, have
been liable to their principal for the same.
They could not have set up or interposed
as a valid defense to such liability that the
contracts of sale out of which the proﬁts
were realized were not enforceable under
the statute of frauds, or were voidable by
the agents or the purchaser with whom they
contracted. Neither can the principal inter
pose such an objection as against the
agent's right to commission or to reimburse
ment for his outlays, after the execution 01
contracts merely voidable for want of

“'l'lﬁllg- Coward v. Olantion, 79 Cal. 23, 21
Pac. Rep. 359; Merrill v. Colehour, 82 111.
619.
It is a. well-established principle,

which pervades the whole law of principal
and agent, that the principal is bound to
indemnify the agent against the conse
quences of all acts done ‘by him in the

course of the agency, made on account 01‘
or for the beneﬁt of his principal' when
such advances, expenses, and dlsbursenims
are reasonable, and have been properly in
curred and paid without misconduct on the
part of the agent. It, in obeying the m
structions or orders of the principal, on

agent does acts which he does not know 31
the time to be illegal, the principal is bound
to indemnify him, not only for expenses in.
curred, but also for damages which he may
be compelled to pay to third parties. The

exception to this rule is where the tramoi
tion for which’the agent is employed is ill’
legal, or contrary to good morals and public
policy. Add. Cont. § 636; Story, Ag. ii
339, 340, and cases cited in notes. Thus in
Beach v. Branch, 57 Ga. 362, where all
agent had sold cotton for account of an
other, and was obliged to refund the pur
chase money to the purchaser on nccountor
false packing by the principal, he was ii
lowed to recover the amount so paid from
the principal.
It is another general proposition, in re
spect to the relation between principal and
agent, that a request to undertake an agency
or employment, the proper execution of which
does or may involve the loss or expenditure
of money on the part of the agent, operates
as an implied request on the part of the
principal, not only to incur such expenditum
but also as a promise to repay it So that
the employment of a broker to sell prop
erty for future delivery implies not only
an undertaking to indemnify the broker in

respect to the execution of his agency. bill
likewise implies a promise on the part Of
the principal to repay or reimburse him for
such losse or expenditures as may become

necessary or may result from the perfum
ance of his agency. Bayley v. Wilkins. I C
B. 886; Smith v. Lindo, 5 C. B. (N. S.) 557
Where a. special contract remains executor!’
the plaintiff must sue upon it. When it iml
been fully executed according to its term

and nothing remains to be done but T116

payment of the price, he may sue 119°“ me

contract or in indehitatus assumpsit and
rely upon the common counts. In either can;

the contract will determine the rlglltﬂg
the parties. Dermont v. Jones, 2 “an '
These general principles have a dil'ifct ll)
plication to the case under consideration or

on the facts disclosed by the record.

U

The decision in Irwin v. Williar. 112 m:
s. 499, 4 Sup. Ct. Rep. 160. cited bl’ P“
an in error, is not in conﬂict with the vie“
above expressed, nor does that decision PR1:
criy apply to the facts in this case. my

Judgment of the court below in that“he
was reversed for error in the charge”! 0M

execution °f 1118 11891105’, or in pursuance of
the ‘mt-horny conferred upon him, when the

court upon the point that the act grm.

actions

partner in buying and selling 51111“ 00th“
ture delivery was binding “Pun “lemma;

or

transactions

are

not

illegal.

spin-king generally. the agent has the right

Partner, who had not authorized' in“

we?

to be reimbursed for all his advances, ex

or known of the transactionsi'ud Milled

9611588, and disbursements incurred in the

further reason that the court Perm

BIBB v. ALLEN.
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proof of the custom of the Chicago exchange,
when there was no evidence that the de
fendant below had knowledge of it. In the

present case it is shown that the plaintiff
in error had full knowledge of the rules
and regulations of the New York Cotton
Exchange, and of the course of business
that had to be and would be adopted by
the defendants in error in executing his
orders to sell. It is further shown by the
testimony that it was expressly understood
and agreed in writing, under date of Novem
ber 3, 1&6, between the parties, at the com
mencement of these transactions, that, “if
a call for margins (which the plaintiff in er
ror was to put up) is not responded to
promptly, there is to be no carrying on our
part, (Richard H. Allen & 00.,) but that
the cotton is to be closed out at our discre
tion;" to which agreement the plaintiff in er
ror assented When the cotton advanced be
yond the price at which it was sold for
delivery, the plaintiffs below, in pursuance
of the terms of the contract with Bibb &
00., called upon the latter to put up mar
gins covering the advance in price. This
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that the rule laid down in Irwin v. Williar
has no application to this case.
In the case of Perin v. Parker, 126 Ill. 201,
211, 18 N. E. Rep. 747, where the transac
tions were similar to those in question here,
it was said by the supreme court of Illinois:
“Parker, as agent for Per-in, and acting un
der his orders, sold the corn for Perin, and,
under the rules of the board of trade and
the custom of the Chicago market, he was
personally bound to the purchasers on these
contracts of sale. Parker and Perin were
dealing with reference to such rules and
such custom, with which they were both
perfectly familiar. The rules of the board
of trade provided that on time contracts
purchasers should have the right to require
of sellers ten per cent. margins, based upon
the contract price of the property bought,
and further security, from time to time.
to the extent of any advance in the market
value above said price. The price of corn
had been rapidly advancing since the date

of the sales. Parker either had deposited

and so notiﬁed Bibb & 00. That ﬁrm con

margins upon the contracts, or was liable
to be called on for the ten per cent. and
the additional margins by the persons to
whom he had sold the corn. The evidence
does not seem to disclose whether or not
the purchasers had either received or called
for margins. Even if they had not, yet
there was an existing legal right in them
to call on Parker for margins, and a legal
liability upon the latter, within the next
banking hour thereafter, to deposit the mar

tinued

Bibb A: Go. failed to do, and the demand
was repeated on several occasions. While
they were in default in putting up margins,
Bibb & 00. gave orders to sell about 22,000

bales of cotton for future delivery. These
orders R. E. Allen & Co. declined to execute
until proper margins were put up on the
past transactions and on the orders to sell,
margins,

gins called for, and also, within that time,%

and a. member of the ﬁrm of R. H. Allen &

(leposit'with the secretary of the board, or.”

00., on December 29, 1886, asked the de
fondant below for instructions about the
contracts made with his ﬁrm by the plain~
tiﬂ's, but Bibb refused to give any instruc
iions, or to put up margins. He was then

the parties calling for such deposits, dupli—
cate certiﬁcates of deposit, signed by the
treasurer of the board, or an authorized
bank.“
This brings us to the consideration of the
last assignment of error, viz. whether, under
the pleadings and proofs, a judgment was
properly rendered against the defendant
Bibb alone, after a verdict had been given
ﬁnding that Hopkins was not a partner. On
this question we entertain no doubt what~
cwr. The action was against the partner
ship carried on under the name of B. S.
Bibb & 00., the complaint alleging that B.
S. Bibb and Thomas H. Hopkins were the
partners composing that ﬁrm. The proof
showed, however, that Hopkins was not a
partner, but only a clerk, and that the busi
ness done in the name of the ﬁrm of B. S.

in

default in putting up

informed that the plaintiﬁs below would
close out the contracts they had made for
Bibb 8.: 00., to which he made no objection
or dissent, and in pursuance of this notice
R. H. Allen 8.: Co., on December 30, 1886,
went into the market, and bought cotton
"to cover" that which they had sold for
account of B. S. Bibb 8: 00., and to make
Egood their contracts. This they were re
I.“quired to do, both by the terms'of their con
tracts with the parties to whom the cotton
had been sold, and by the rules and regula
tions of the exchange, of which they were
members. If they had failed “to cover," or
to comply with such contracts, they would

have been liable to expulsion from the ex
change. The cotton which they bought “to
cover" these contracts was purchased at the
market price, and the diiference between
that price and the price of 10,000 bales
previously sold for Bibb & Co. amounted
to $19,273.50, which, with the plaintiff’s com
missions of $750, constituted their claim
against B. S. Bibb & Co., for the recovery
of which the suit was brought. Under these

facts, which are uncontroverted, it is clear

Bibb & Co. was that of B. S. Bibb alone.
In support of this objection to the judgment
against him, counsel for Bibb rely upon the

case of Walker v. Insurance 00., 31 Ala.
529, 531. That was an action against three
defendants as the joint owners of a steam
boat. They made no objection to the com
plaint, but interposed a plea of the general

issue. On the trial the proof showed that
but two of the defendants were owners of
the boat, and a verdict and judgment was
accordingly rendered against those two and
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in favor of the other defendant. On a writ
of error, the two defendants against whom
the judgment was rendered sought a re
versal on the ground that under the plead
ings no judgment could be rendered against
only two of them; and that, inasmuch as
the proof disclosed a liability on the part
of only two, when the complaint was made
against three, the action should have been
discontinued; but the supreme court ruled
otherwise, and held, as stated in the head
note or syllabus of the case, that “when the
complaint shows a substantial cause of ac
tion, and no objection was interposed to it
in the primary court, a. misjoinder of causes
of action is not available on error." It is
true that, in the opinion of the court in that
case, reference is made to section 2156 of
the then Code of the state, which allowed
plaintiff to recover against one or more
'50‘! defendants, and it was stated that that sec
tion should not be so construed as to. an
thorize a. recovery upon a cause of action
not embraced in the pleadings, or which
was inconsistent with the complaint; but
that it authorized a. judgment in favor of
some of the defendants, where the proof
(lid not show the absence of a right to re
cover against the remaining defendants upon
the pleadings.
In the present case there is no variance
because of the fact that Hopkins was not
a member of the ﬁrm against whom the
plaintiffs below were seeking relief, especial
ly when no objection was made to any mis
joinder; and in the objection to the entry
of judgment upon the verdict which he in
terposed Bibb did not state any ground on
which he rested the objection. But, what
ever rnay be said of the case of Walker v.
Insurance 00., which was decided in 1858,
since that time new codes have been adopt
ed, (1876 and 1886,) under the provisions of
which, as construed by the later decisions
of the supreme court of Alabama, it admiis
of little or no question that in a suit, like
the present, against an alleged partnership,
in respect to which the liability is both
joint and several. the failure to recover
against one of the alleged partners cannot
defeat a right to recover against the other,
who old business alone in the ﬁrm name.
In the case of Clark v. Jones, 87 Ala. 474,
482, 6 South. Rep. 362, it was said by the
supreme court of the state: “It is further
objected that proof of demand against a
partnership, of which defendant is a mem
ber, does not authorize recovery on a com
plaint which counts on an account stated
between piainiiii’s and defendant individu

ally. and for goods sold to him alone This
question should be regarded as res adjudi
cata in this state. Under the statute, which
declares ‘any one of the associates, or his
legal representatives, may also be sued for
the obligations of all,’ it has been uniformly
held that a partnership creditor may sue
one of the members of a ﬁrm for a. debt

contracted in the partnership name, whether
by account or otherwise, and declare upon

the demand as his individual liability," emu;
Code 1886, § 2605; Duremus v. Harrison, 25

Ala. 326; Hall v. Cook, (39 Ala. 87.
In Smith v. Straub, 20 Pan. Rep. 516, the;
supreme court of'Kansas sustained a judg-E
ment in a case almost identical with the
present. That was a. suit for the price of
merchandise against three persons as [um
ners under the ﬁrm name of D. I. lion (t
00. They denied the partnership on Uillll.
and on the trial of the case it was found
as a. fact that there was no partnership,
but that only one of the defendants was
the owner of the business; that one of the
others was an agent, and the other only a
clerk in the store. It was contended that nu
judgment could be rendered in the action
against the one who purchased the goods
and owned the store, as it was brought
against her only as a partner; but the court
ruled otherwise, and said: "It may be true,
under the common-law practice, that In
a suit against a partnership ﬁrm no judg
ment could be rendered against an indiriduui
member of that ﬁrm, but our statute provides
that all contracts shall be construed as join
and several; and it also provides that in all
cases of joint obligations and joint assure
tions of copartncrs or others suits may he
brought or prosecuted against any one or
more who are so liable. This action was
instituted under the theory that there was

a. partnership. The plaintiff in error ﬁled
her answer under oath denying me ill"
nership, and, if the proof ﬁred a liabilii.v °“
any one of the parties, judgment couid'in

rendered against such party individual“
In Rutenberg v. Main, 47 Cal. 213. ii “'53
held, in an action against

everal purlntrs

where the complaint averred a 101mm‘
tract made by all the defendants. and we
answer denied the contract, but did notsri

up a misjoinder of parties defendant, ill!"

the plaintiif should not mu as against “11
of the defendants, but should have judgment
against those who the proof showed in?1
joined in the contract, while the others sholll
have

judgment in their favor. Giliﬂms;

Sigman, 29 Cal. 637; Grulm v- Swnlei' -

Cal. 86, 23 Pac. Rep. 50; Pom. Rvm- 3‘ m"
Rights, §§ 433, 434.
At common law the objection for misivln'
way
der should
so as tobegive
made
theby
plaintiff
answera orbetter
Die11 W i‘,
but at common law, where two or more P”;
ties are sued as partners. and there is no“ "I

nial of the partnership.’ 11nd no PM ale;
ing a. misjoinder, it is doubtful \Y‘lileél‘"

after verdict, such an Objecthm co de,
taken. But, however that may be, “gm

the modern codes, including that of m,
bama, no such objection can be made “Mr

verdict. In this case the P1511“tiﬁ in am,
did business under the name of B- s w
8: Co., and he should not be heard. ii

sued as a.v partner of that iirm. W W
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he
5'2
$315,
I'll!
ilk

he alone composed the ﬁrm, and was, there
fore, not liable, because joined with another
defendant who was not a member.
The several errors assigned for reversal of
the Judgment below are, in our opinion, not
well talc‘ and that judgment is accordingly
ailirmed.
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(149 U. s. 645)
Mt-NULTY v. PEOPLE OF STATE Oli‘
CALIFORNIA.
(May 15, 1893.)
No. 1,253.
Surimun Conm—Jumsmcriox—Eunon TO STATE
Occurs—Fauna“. QUESTION—CRHUNAL Luv—
DUB Paocsss or Law.
1. Pending an appeal to the supreme court
of California from a sentence of death, the pro
vision of the Penal Code directing execution
in not less than 30 nor more than 60 days after
judgment was amended so as to require exe
cation in not less than 60 nor more than 90
days. After hearing the appeal the supreme
court held that, although this not contained no
exceptions, and was therefore apparently ex
post facto in its operation, yet that a saving
clause was to be read into it from section 329
of the Political Code, which declares that the
repeal of a criminal law shall not constitute a
bar to a prosecution and punishment thereun~
der for offenses committed before the repeal;
and the court held that the prior law was there
fore still in force, so as to justify execution
thereunder, and accordingly aﬂirmed the judg
ment. Held, that this decision involved no fed
eral question, as the construction of the state

judgment below was again amrmed on De
cember 12, 1891. 28 Pac. Rep. 816. On De
cembcr 31st a petition for a rehearing was
ﬁled, and on January 11, 1892, a rehearing
was granted, and thereafter the cause was
again argued. On February 19, 1892, the
judgment appealed from was again aﬂirmcd,
(29 Pac. Rep. (31,) and plainlitl' in error ap
plied to the supreme court of California to
allow a writ of error from this court, which
application was denied. Subsequently a writ
of error was allowed by one of the Justices
of this court, and a motion is now made to
dismiss that writ or aﬂirm the judgment.
At the time of the commission of the al

leged crime, the conviction, and the judg
ment, the laws of California prescribed the

penalty of death for such crime, and that
execution should be had not less than 30 nor
more than 60 days after judgment, by the
sheriff, within the walls or yard of a jail, or
some convenient private place in the county.
Pending the appeal to the supreme court a
statute was passed, amending the Penal
Code so as to provide that the Judgment

should be executed in not less than 60 nor
more than 90 days from the time of judg
ment, by the Warden of one of the state
prisons, within the walls thereof, and that
the defendant should be delivered to such
warden within 10 days from the judgment.

St. Cal. 1891, p. 272.

laws was for the state courts alone, and a wnt
of error from the supreme court of the United

States could not be sustained on the theory
that the amendment repealed the prior law,
but was itself unconstitutional, and that, there
fore, there was no law in existence under which
the execution could be had, whence it followed
that the execution would be without due pro
cess of law, and in violation of the fourteenth

amendment to the federal constitution. _
2. Where the prosecution of a capital of
fense by information, instead of indictment, is
authorized by a state constitution, a prosecu
tion and conviction in accordance therewith m

the state courts is not without “due process
of law."

I-Iurtado v. People of California, 4

Sup. Ct. Rep. 111, 292, 110 U. S. 516, followed.
in error to the supreme court of the state
of California. Writ dismissed.
W. H. H. Hart, Atty. Gen. 0:11., for the
motion. Carroll Cook, opposed.

As is stated in the majority opinion of the
supreme court of the state, (93 Cal. 427, 26
Pac. Rep. 597, and 29 Pac. Rep. 61,) the
case, when ﬁrst heard in that court, was
determined without reference to the amend
ment of the law concerning the execution
of the death penalty.
Upon a suggestion of a difﬁculty arising

in view of the amendments, which had been
enacted after McNulty was convicted and
sentenced, a reargument was ordered, and a
majority of the court reached the conclu
sion that the amendments were, under the
rule laid down in Medley‘s Case, 134 U. S.
160, 10 Sup. Ct. Rep. 384, unconstitutional
in toto, and that, therefore, the former law
was not thereby repealed. On that argu
ment it was assumed, and the opinion or
the court proceeded upon the assumption,

Mr. Chief Justice FULLER delivered the
that the amendments stood entirely \vithoutg
opinion of the com't.
Plaiutiﬂ’ in error was tried for the murder
of one Collins on March 25, 1888, convicted,
and sentenced to be hanged. From the judg
ment of conviction he prosecuted an appeal
to the supreme court of the tate of Cali
fornia, which on May 1, 1891, uiiirmed the

Judgment of the court below. On May 27th
the supreme court, of its own motion, set
aside the judgment of aﬂirmance solely on
the ground, as shown by the record, that the
ecause might; "be argued upon the question
:0! effect and operation of the recent amend‘

' ment to the Penal'Code respecting the exe
cution of a sentence of death."

26 Pac. Rep.

a'saving clause, either in the amendments-,
themselves, or in the general statutory law.
Subsequently the attention of the court was
called to section 329 of the Political Code as
constituting a saving clause fully covering
the amendments, and the court held that

such was the effect of that section. The
section read as follows: “The repeal of any
law creating a criminal oifense does not
constitute a bar to the indictment or infor
mation and punishment of an act already
committed in violation of the law so re
pealed. unless the intention to bar such in
dictment or information and punishment is
expressly declared in the repealing act.”

597. The cause having been reargued, the
it was therefore concluded that McNulty
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was to be punished under the law as it ex
isted at the time of the commission of the
crime of which he was convicted, and that

under this view the act of 1891 was consti
tutional, because not Intended to apply to past
offenses, but to be prospective only in its
operation, and the judgment was accord
ingly affirmed.
It is clear that this writ of error cannot
be sustained. If the aﬂirmance based upon
the conclusion reached by the court on the
ﬁrst reargument had stood, a writ of error
could not have issued, since that decision of
the court did not sustain the validity of the
act of 1891, but on the contrary held it to be
wholly void, as in contravention of the con
stitution of the United States. The ﬁnal
aﬁirmauce of the judgment reached upon the
second reargument rested upon the conclu
sion that a. saving clause existed in the stat
utes of California, which retained the prior
law in force, and Justiﬂed the execution at
the sentence thereunder.
The contention of counsel is that the exe
cution of plaintiff in error as ordered would
be without due process, because the amend
ments of 1891 repealed the former law, and
left no law under which he could be executed,
since the amendments could not be enforced
because of their being in violation of the
constitution. But this argument amounts to
no more than the assertion that the supreme
court 01.’ the state crrcd as to the proper
construction of the statutes of California,—
an inquiry it is not within our province to en
e ter upon,—or that that court committed an
0 error so gross as to amount in law to‘a.
denial by the state of due process of law,
or of some right secured to the plaintiff in
error by the constitution of the United
States,~a proposition not open to discussion
upon the record before us. In our judgment
the decision of the supreme court of Cali
fornia, that he should be punished under the
law as it existed at the time of the commis
sion of the crime of which he was convict
ed, involved no federal question whatever.
It may be added that McNulty was pro
ceeded against by information, and by 3 01.‘
the 22 assignments of error the legality of
so proceeding is questioned; and it is also
claimed that the judgment was erroneous
because it did not appear from the record
that McNulty had had a legal or any exam
ination before the ﬁling of the information,
or had been lawfully or at all committed by
any magistrate.

It was settled in Hurtado v. People of Cali
fornia, 110 U. S. 516. 4 Sup. Ct. Rep. 111, 292,
that the words “due process of law" in the
fourteenth amendment do not necessarily re

iege, or immunity in respect of these mm.
tcrs was set up or claimed and denied, a
required by section 709 of the Revised Suz
utes. Spies v. State of Illinois, 123 U, 5,
181, 8 Sup. Ct. Rep. 21.
We perceive no ground upon which tho
writ of error can be susuiined. In N
Kcmmler, 136 U. S. 436, 10 Sup. Ct Rep.
930; Caldwell v. Texas, 137 U. S. 692.11
Sup. Ct. Rep. 224; Leepcr v. Texas, iii) U.

S. 462, 11 Sup. Ct. Rep. 577.
Writ of error dismissed.

045 U. 8. till

VINCENT v. PEOPLE OF STATE OF
CALIFORNIA.
(May 15, 1893.)
No. 1,316.
In error to the supreme court of the state of
California.
W. H. H. Hart, Atty. Gen. CaL, for the me
tion.d Carroll Cook and G. R. B. Hayes, op

pose .
Mr. Chief Justice FULLER. This case, which
will be found reported in 95 Cal. 425. 30 Pic
Rep. 581, diifers in no essential res Pct iron
that of McNulty, just considered._ 1' Sup. u.

Rep. 95$). For the reasons given 1n the forego
ing 0 inion, the writ of error must be dii'

misse
l::
(mu. saw
SHUTE, Sheriﬂ', et al. v. KEYSER.
(May 15, 1893.)
No. 1,187.
Surnsus COURT—APPELLATE Jumsmcnos-AP
PEALB ruozu Tsum'roumn Surasar Comm—
Dsrsc'nvs CiTATIOX~DISMISSAL
1. The appellate jurisdiction of the lu
preme court over the judgments andpdecmi
of the supreme courts of the territories WM
not aﬁected by the judiciary act of iii" ,h
1, except in the classes_of cases 111 \vlucl
the Judgments of the circuit courts of IP09“
are made “ﬁnaP’ by section b, the WWII“?
jurisdiction in such cases being transferred to
those courts by section 15; and hence an I]?

peal will still lie to the su i'qme colmﬁflt:
suit brought by a privatean mdual will‘ 0
sheriﬂ and others to enjoin a threatened M

of certain pro erty claimed by Dlilllmffllg‘ta
an execution issued on a Jul-ism?“ 85m"
third party, when the matter in dispute 8‘

o, 2. . The fact that on an appeal to lief?‘
preme court of the United States the mail“;
which was signed March 12th, was 111! 6cm
turnable on the ﬁrst day of the ensuing “ind
her term, instead of within 60 do!!!’ is "are"?

by Rule 8, 5 5, and Rule 9: 5 4, 0f_ ihﬁdingouﬂl'
court, is an error which l9_ not M1121: 1°‘ W1;
and will not require a dismissal of ,9 Pm“
Or even the taking out of a new citation
the appellees have appeared generally

Appeal from the supreme court of the w‘
ritory of Arizona.

On motion to dismiss the 111111631‘ mum

quire an indictment by a grand jury 1n a
prosecution by a tate for murder, whose
constitution authorizes such prosecution by

R. F. Brent, for the motion. Wm- Aw
Butler and John Notman, opposed‘

information. and no point appears to have
been made or decided in the state court as to

Mr. Chief Justice FULLER delivered the

the Previous examination and commitment
So far as the record shows, no right, privi

Opinion of the court.
m
This was an action brought in the dis"
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court of Gila county, Aria, by William Key
se: against George E. Shute, sheriff of that
county, and certain Judgment creditors of
the Old Dominion Copper Mining Company,
to enjoin the ‘threatened sale, under an exe
cution against that company, of mining prop

erty of which Keyser claimed to be the own
er, which resulted in a decree in favor of
Keyser according to the prayer of the com
plaint. The case was carried by appeal to
the supreme court of the territory, and the
,: judgment aﬂirmed, (29 Pac. Rep. 386,) where
gupon an appeal to this court was allowed, and
‘the case,'having been duly docketed, now
comes before us on motion to dismiss.
The citation was signed March 12, 1892,
and made returnable on the ﬁrst day of the
ensuing October term; and one of the two
grounds relied on in support of the motion is

that the citation should have been returnable

4FL.

‘_.un_.=-‘zf—.iE unf-IE
i
"I

within 60 days from the signing of the same,
under section 5 of rule 8 and section 4 of
rule 9 of this court. It is true that the rules
so provide, but, as the purpose of the cita
tion is notice, so that the appellant may ap
pear and be heard, any defect in that re
gard is not jurisdictional, and a new citation
might be taken out, if necessary, which,
however, it is not, as the appellees have ap
peared generally.
The second ground of the motion is that
by reason of the provisions of the judiciary
act of March 3, 1891, the appeal was im
properly allowed, and cannot be maintained.
By section 702 of the Revised Statutes and
the act of March 3, 1885, (23 Stat. 443, c.
355,) the ﬁnal judgments and decrees of the
supreme courts of the territories, where the
matter in dispute, exclusive of costs, exceeded

the sum of $5,000, might be reviewed or re
versed or aﬁirmed in this court upon a writ
of error or appeal in the same manner and
under the same regulations as the ﬁnal judg
ments and decrees of a circuit court. By the

ﬁfth section of the judiciary act of March 3,
1891, it was provided that appeals or writs
of error might be taken directly to the su
preme court from the district and circuit

By the ﬁfteenth section it was provided that
the circuit courts of appeals in cases in
which the judgments or decrees of those
courts were made ﬁnal by the not should have
the same appellate jurisdiction by writ of
error or appeal to review the judgments,
orders, and decrees of the supreme courts
of the several territories as by the act they
might have to review the judgments, orders,
and decrees of the district and circuit courts.
This section does not apply to this case, be

cause it is not one of the cases in which the
judgments or decrees of the circuit courts of
appeals are made ﬁnal by the act.

By the fourteenth section, section 691 of the
Revised Statutes, and section 3 of the act of
February 16, 1875, (18 Stat. 315, c. 77,) were
expressly repealed, and also “all acts and
parts of acts relating to appeals or writs of
error inconsistent with the provisions for
review by appeals or writs of error in the pre

ceeding sections ﬁve and six of this act."
There was no provision for appeals or writs
of error in cases not made ﬁnal by section 6
from the supreme courts of the territories
to the circuit courts of appeals, and there
was no express repeal of the provisions of the
prior acts regulating appeals or writs of error

in such other cases from those courts to this
There is nothing to indicate an intention thal
the judgments and decrees of the supreme

courts of the territories should not be one
ceptible of review in the class of cases in
which there was no appeal or writ of error to
the circuit courts of appeals.
The result is that, as the acts regulating ap
penis or writs of error from or to the su
preme courts of the territories to or from
this court were not repealed, except to the
extent speciﬁed, an appeal or writ of error
lies to this court from the judgments or de
crees of those courts, except in cases where
the judgments of the circuit courts of ap
peals are made ﬁnal.
The motion to dismiss the appeal will there
tore be denied.
=

courts in six classes of cases therein enu
merated, neither of which classes includes the

(149 U. B. 652]
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(May 15, 1893.)

pending case. By the sixth section the cir
cult courts of appeals, established by the act,

were to exercise appellate jurisdiction to re
view by appeal or writ of error ﬁnal decisions

of the district and circuit courts in all cases
other than those provided for in the ﬁfth
section, unless otherwise provided by law,

and the judgments or decrees of the circuit
courts of appeals were made ﬁnal in all cases
in which the jurisdiction was dependent en
tirely upon the opposite parties to the suit

being aliens and citizens of the United States,
_or citizens of different states, in all cases
garising under the patent laws, the revenue
' laws, the criminal laws, and in admiralty
cases. The case at bar falls under none of
these heads.

No. 259.
Punuc LANDS—RAILROAD GRANTS—RESERVATIONS
—MEXICAN Gaax'rs.

LA Mexican grant of quantity—as of a
certain number of leagues of lapd lying within
a larger tract. whose boundaries are given—
is a ﬂoat, subject to location within the tract
by the government before it can attach to any
speciﬁc lands: and hence the grant does not
operate, before uch location, to exclude the

whole tract from pre-emption or sale, or to ex
cept it from the operation of the Union Paciﬁc
Railroad grants, ( 2 Stat. 489, c. 129; 13 Stat.

356, c. 216;) and under those acts, if the land
lay within the
anted sections, all but enou h
to satisfy the
exican grant would pass to
e
railroad company. U. S. v. McLaughlin, 8

Sup. Ct. Re . 11 7, 127 U. S. 428, followed.
2. A

ligexican

grant,

after

giving

the

boundaries of the land described it as contain
ing, in all, two square leagues,—a little more or

v.l3s.c.—61
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less:

and

the

conﬁrmation

was

of

that

quantity, if contained within the boundaries
named: and, if a less quantity were found_to
be Within the boundaries, then the conﬁrmation

was for the less quantity, and for all the tract
described. By actual survey the boundaries
were found to contain nearly 10 square_leagues.
Held, that this was a grant of quantity, con
stituting a ﬂoat, to be located at the pleasure
of the government within the boundaries de
scribed. and hence did not operate to withdraw
the whole tract from sale, pre-emption, or
grant pending the location of the two square
leagues.
In error to the supreme court of the state
of California. Reversed.
Statement by Mr. Justice FIELD:
This was an action of ejectment brought
by W. B. Carr against John Quigley for the
possession of 160 acres of land situated in
the county of Alameda, state of California.
The land is a portion of an unnumbered odd
section granted to the Central Paciﬁc Rail
road Company of California by the act of
congress of July 1. 1862, as amended by the
act of July 2, 1864. and which, by the con
solidation of the Western Paciﬁc Railroad
Company with the Central Paciﬁc Railroad
Company, under the laws of California, in
June, 1870, inured to the latter company,
and to it a patent of the United States for
the land mentioned was issued, bearing date
on the 17th day of May, 1874.
The plaintiff claimed title to the demand
ed premises under a conveyance to him by
the Central Paciﬁc Railroad Company on
the 10th of J1me, 1871.
The complaint alleges that the plaintiff
was the owner in fee, and entitled to the
possession. of the premises, on the 22d of
December, 1877, and that on that day the de
fendant, without right or title, against the
will of the plaintiti’, entered upon the prem
ises, and ejected the plaintiff therefrom, and
has ever since withheld the possession from
him, to his damage of $1,000, and that the
value of the annual rent of the premises
is $320. He therefore prays judgment for
e.,the restitution of the premises, for the dam
‘gages sustained, and for the rents and proﬁts.
' ‘The defendant, in his amended answer,
in addition to a general denial of the alle
gations of the complaint, sets up (1) that at
the date of the patent to the railroad com

It was agreed that the annual value oi
the rents and proﬁts of the land was
The case was tried twice. 0n the ﬁrst
trial, in the district court of Alameda coun
ty, the plaintiff put in evidence the patent
of the United States of the land to the Gen
tral Paciﬁc Railroad, and a conveyance of
the same by that company to the phintiii
The defendant then offered to prove llhii
the land was within the exterior hounrhris
of the Mexican grant mentioned, and there
fore reserved from the congressional grant
to the railroad company. The plaintiff oh
jected to the offered proof on the ground
that the land was not subject to preamp
tion when the defendant entered upon 1:.
the patent of the United States having been
previously issued, which was conclusive in
an action of ejectment. The objection was
sustained, to which the defendant excepted.
and judgment was rendered for the plain
tiff. Thereupon an appeal was taken by lilo
defendant to the supreme court of California.
and in January, 1881, the judgment was re
versed, and the cause remanded for a new
trial. 57 Cal. 395. In April, 1883, the on
again came on for trial in the superior (our.
of Alameda county, the successor to the di=
trict court of that county, under the new
constitution of California, which went in1o_

operation on the 1st of January, 1980. Ont
that trial the evidence offcrcd'hy the defcnd'
ant, which was excluded on the provide
trial, was admitted, and new testimony
given bearing upon the question of the ne
ervation of the land in controversy. Tlu'
defendant obtained a judgment. the court
holding that the land was claimed as a par!
of the Mexican grant mentioned, and “55
reserved for its satisfaction. A motion to?

a new trial was denied. An aPile-‘ll “33
then taken from the order denying the mo

tion, and also from the illdglllcnh t° the
supreme court of the state, which atiiunel
both the order denying a new trial. and in"

judgment for the defendant, (16 PM new‘
and 21 Pac. Rep. 607.) and for a reviewr

the judgment the case is brought here 0“
writ of error.
A. T. Britten and A. B. Browne, for plain;
tiff in error. Mich. Mullany, for defendant

pany theland patented was not subject to the

in error.

disposal of congress, but was land reserved to
answer the calls for land of a grant from the
Mexican government to Jose Noriega and Rob
ert Livermore, hearing date the 10th of April,
1839, and that by reason of such reservation
the patent was issued without authoritv
of law, and consequently was void; that
since October, 1877, the defendant has been
in rightful possession of the land as a pre
emptor under the laws of the United States;
and (2) that the land was not sold by the
grantee, the railroad company, within three
years after the completion of its road.
A demurrer to this last defense was sus
tained
byin.the court, and its rnling was ao
quiesced

Mr. Justice FIELD. after stating thefflf'»i
in the foregoing language, delivered the 0W1‘
ion of the court.
b?
The defense upon which the defendant 1

low relied on both trials was that

patented to the railroad company “15mm
the boundaries of a Mexican grant. the "3;.
ity of which was at the time under 30%!
eration by the federal tribunals’ 3“ 3'.
therefore reserved from sale when the Kim‘,
cut was issued. Evidence to establish, n?
fact was otfered 0n the ﬁrst ma!‘
er.
jected by the court, and for this allcall

ror the judgment recovered bl’ ‘hep
was reversed.

1—._—-_-_
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0n the second trial the evidence rejected
on the ﬁrst trial was received, and it was

shown that the land patented to the rail
road company was within the exterior bounds
of the Mexican grant, and that its validity
was then under consideration by the tribu

nals of the United States;
and the court
held that it was for that reason reserved
from sale, and that the patent therefor was
unauthorized and void. The defendant hav
l5ing taken up a pre-emptlon claim on the land,
g judgment was rendered in his favor.

' ‘The supreme court of the state sustained
this view of the reservation of the land from
sale, and consequent appropriation to the
satisfaction of the congressional grant to the
railroad company. The question for our de

termination is whether, at the time of the
issue of the patent, the land was thus re~
served.

.._“-ﬁ=,-w z;.utrlﬁs-n'hil

The act of July 1, 1862,
(12 Stat. p. 489, c.
120,) provided for the incorporation of the
Union Paciﬁc Railroad Company, and made
a grant of land to that company to aid in the
construction of a railroad and telegraph line
from the Missouri river to the Paciﬁc ocean.
Its provisions apply, in terms, to that com
pany, but the construction of other railroads
is included within the objects contemplated
by the act, and the clauses relating to the
Union Paciﬁc Railroad Company are made
applicable to them. The ninth section an

thorizes the Central Paciﬁc Railroad Com
pany, a corporation of California, to con
struct a railroad and telegraph line from the
Paciﬁc coast, at or near San Francisco, or

the navigable waters of the Sacramento riv
er, to the eastern boundary of the state,

upon the same terms and conditions which
were provided for the construction of the
railroad and telegraph line of the Union Pa
ciﬁc. A similar grant of land, of the same
extent, and upon like conditions, was made
to the Central Paciﬁc, and the rights and ob
ligntions of the company were determined by
the same law.
By the provisions of the third section, thus
applied, there was granted to that company,

to aid in the construction of its road and tele
graph line, every alternate section of public
land, designated by odd numbers, to the
amount of ﬁve alternate sections per mile
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road and telegraph line, ready for the service
contemplated by this act, and supplied with
all necessary drains, culverts, viaducts, cross
ings, sidings, bridges, turnouts, watering
places, depots, equipments, furniture, and all
other appurtenances of a ﬁrst-class railroad,

the rails and all the other iron used in the
construction and equipment of said read to

be of American manufacture, of the best
quality, the president of the United States
shall appoint three commissioners to exam
ine the same, and report to him in relation
thereto; and if it shall appear to him that
not less than twenty consecutive miles of
said railroad and telegraph line have been
completed and equipped in all respects as
required by this act, then, upon certiﬁcate of
said commissioners to that effect, patents
shall issue, conveying the right and title to
said lands to said company, on each side of
the road as far as the same is completed,
to the amount aforesaid; and patents shall
in like manner issue as each twenty miles of
said railroad and telegraph line are com

pleted, upon certiﬁcate of said commission
ers."
The deﬁnite location of the road was ﬁxed
in January, 1865, and the road was complet
ed, in all respects, as required by the act of
congress, and accepted by the president, pri

or to the 1st of June, 1869.

The Mexican

grant to Jose Noriega and Robert Livermore

was known by the name of "Las Poeitas,’
and, as conﬁrmed, was described and bound‘
ed as follows, viz.: On the north, by the
Lomas de las Uuevas; on the east, by the
Sierra de Buenos Ayre ; on the south, by
the dividing line of the establishment of San
Jose; and on the west, by the raucho of Don
Jose Dolores Pacheco,—containing, in all, two
square leagues, a little more or less. The
conﬁrmation was of that quantity, if con‘
tained within the boundaries named; and, if
less than that quantity was found to be con
tained therein, then the conﬁrmation was for
the less quantity, and for all of the described
tract.
The grantees in February, 1852, petitioned
the board of land commissioners, created
by the act of congress of March 3, 1851, for‘,

a. conﬁrmation of the grant, and in February.@
on each side of its road on the line thereof, ‘1854, it was conﬁrmed, with the description‘
and within the limits of ten miles on each and condition mentioned.
side, "not sold, reserved, or otherwise dis
posed of by the United States, and to which
a pre-emptlon or homestead claim may not

have attached at the time the line of the
road is deﬁnitely ﬁxed?’ provided, that all
mineral lands were excepted from the op
eratlon of the act, but where they contained

timber that timber was granted to the com
pany.
a By the fourth section of the act, as amend~
b39d by section 6 of the act of 1867!. it was
' Drovided “that whenever said'company shall
have completed not less than twenty con

secutive miles of any portion of said rail

On

appeal

the United

the

decree was aﬁirmed

by

States district court for the

northern district of California in February
1859, to the same extent, and for the same
quantity, and under the same condition. On
appeal the decree of the district court was
aiﬁrmed by the supreme court of the United
States in January, 1861, and its mandate

was ﬁled in the district court in February
1865, upon which an order was entered in
that court that the claimants, the grantees
named. have leave to proceed upon the de

cree of the district court as a ﬁnal decree.
Two otlicial

surveys were made of the

land conlirmed,—one in 1865, by the deputy
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United States surveyor general of the dis
trict. This survey, as appears on the maps,
embraced within the exterior boundaries
nearly ten square leagues. It was disap
proved by the secretary of the interior, be
cause it embraced more than two square
leagues, and he directed that a new survey be
made. A new survey was accordingly made,
which was approved by the surveyor gener
al and the commissioner of the land oiiice,
and on the 6th of June, 1871, by the secre—
tary of the interior. On the 20th of August,
1872, a patent of the United States for the
land, the survey of which was thus ap
proved, was issued to the grantees. The land
in controversy in this case is not included
in the land thus surveyed and patented.
In Newhnll v. Sanger, 92 U. S. 761, it was
held that land within the boundaries of a
Mexican grant, while proceedings were pend
ing in the tribunals of the United States to
determine its validity, was exempt from
sale and preemption, and therefore from ap
propriation under the land grant acts of
the United States in aid of the construc
tion of railroads and telegraph lines. Those
acts declared that the sections of land
granted were to be public lands of the
' United‘ States, and by public lands were
meant lands of the United States which
were open for sale and pre-emption, and that
of these public lands there should be excepted
such portions as had been sold or reserved
from sale, or otherwise disposed of, by the
United States, or to which a pre-eniption or
homestead right had attached at the time
of the deﬁnite location of the roads.
For some years after the decision in New
hali v. Sanger it was supposed that the res
ervation from such appropriation was ex
tended to all lands within the outboundaries
of a Mexican grant, without reference to the
actual quantity granted. The interpretation
given to the term "boundaries," used in the
opinion in that case, led to this conclusion.
But the case of U. S. v. McLaughlin, 127
U. S. 428, 8 Sup. Ct. Rep. 1177, where it
was attempted to extend the reservation
from sale to lands nearly 100 miles square
upon the ground that that amount was with
in the exterior boundaries designated, al
though the amount intended to be granted
was only 11 leagues, led to a consideration of
the facts in Newhall v. Sanger, and to a
better understanding of the import of its
decision. It then appeared that there was

"0 allegation in the pleadings of that case
that the boundaries of the grant designated
exceeded the actual amount intended to be

lin the court considered the diilerent kinds
of grants of the Mexican government, which

were (1) grants by speciﬁc boundaries, when
the donee was entitled to the whole incl;
(2) grants of quantity, as of one or more
leagues within a larger tract, described by
what were called “outboundai-ies," where the
donee was entitled to the quantity speciﬁed,
and no more; (3) grants of a certain pint-e
or rancho by name, where the donee was
entitled to the whole tract, according to the
boundaries given, or, if not given, accord
ing to its extent as shown by previous Dds
session. In the second class, whore ihe
grant was of quantity within boundaries
embracing a much larger quantity, the grant
was a. ﬂoat, to be located by the action at

the government before it could attach to:
any speciﬁc tract, like the land wan-ins!

as the court said, of the United Siaiea' at?
grant in the McLaughlin Case was a ﬂoat,
and, according to the diﬂerent interpreti
tions of the outside boundaries, the region
embraced within them was 50 square
leagues, in the one case, and over 80 in die
other; and the court pcrtinently ZiSktii
whether such an extensive region could be
under an interdict as reserved land, also
lutely exempt from disposition even by con
gress, during the whole period covered by

the litigation respecting the validity 01m“
grant, which, if found valid, was only I0!
the quantity of 11 square leagues

In that particular case the gram “5
found to be a. wretched fraud, but the cum
said: “Laying all this aside, however, and

looking at the claim as one fairly sub Judith
we may repeat our question, whether it an
be possible that so great a region of coin"!
was to be regarded as reserved from al.10118

tion for so small a cause—1m “dwarf
eleven-league grant."

The grant of 11 square leagues out of i

country 70 or so miles in length. and mm

o to 10 in width, containing over 8° “It?”
leagues, was, upon the theory or Yesemmu
advanced, deemed to have the effect of it

tiring from the supposed public domain the
Whole 80 leagues, and more, for n P0110‘! "1
years—no one could state how long. The
court did not consider that this view oi the
reservation intended was reasonable,

observed that it was at the "Ollﬂon or me
government, not of the gmntee' to locate

the quantity granted, and of come 39'1",‘
by the government of any Dill’t of the ten’:
tory contained within the outside 11111its ”
the grant only reduces by 9° much,"” if‘:

within which the original grantee‘ pm’;

granted- AB appeared by them, it was a

quantity may be located.

grant Of a speciﬁc quantity within bounda
ries which embraced no greater amount,

ment," added the court, "1185 the W“ “11,

The language used with reference to the

has the right to say where 1‘ “hang; ,,.

exempt!“ of a grant of that character evi

located; and, if it sells land to I» u“ If“,

demly presented a different question from

son at a place within the Eenemhmlem

mat 01'- a grant with boundaries embracing

tory of the origin-'11 grant‘ 1‘ ‘s “1;, (na

‘"1 “ea exceeding many times the quantity
“ma-115’ granted. So in U. S. v. McLaugh

to saying
inal
grantee
thatis the
not quantity
to be located
due to the:
t at

I! the

w

say where it shall be locateii 1t oer“; b‘?
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other words, if the territory comprehended

in the outside limits and bounds of a Mexi
can grant are eighty leagues. and the quan
tity granted is only ten leagues, the govern
gment may dispose of seventy leagues with
isout doing any wrong to the original

'grantee."

It ‘observed, it is true, that it

was the practice, in administering the pub

lic lands, to allow the original grantee to
make his own selection of the place where
he would have the quantity located, provided
it could be located in one tract; but that
was a matter of favor, and not of right.
In illustrating the serious, 1.1.’ not absurd,
results which would follow from a ditferent
view, the court referred to the grant made
by the Mexican government to President
Yturbide, in 1822, of 20 leagues square, or
400 square leagues, of land, to be located
in Texas. In 1835 the Mexican congress

authorized his heirs to locate the land in
New Mexico, or in Upper or Lower Cali

fornia.

In 1841 it was decreed that it

should be located in Upper California—that
is, the present state of California; and the
claim was actually presented to the board
of land commissioners, and appealed to the
district court, and thence to the supreme
court. So, observed the court, "according
to the contention of the complainant in the

present case, all California was iuterdicted
territory during the pendency of that claim

before the board and in the courts." “We
can well understand," the court added,
"that Indian reservations, and reservations
for military and other public purposes or
the government, should be considered as
absolutely reserved and withdmwn from
that portion of the public lands which are
disposable to purchasers and settlers, for,
in those cases the use to which they are de
voted, and for which they are deemed to
be reserved, extends to every foot of the
reservation. The same reason applies to
Mexican grants of speciﬁc tracts, such as a
grant for all the land within certain deﬁnite
boundaries named, or all the land comprised
in a certain rancho or estate.
But this
reason does not apply to grants of a certain
quantity of land within a. territory named
or described, containing a much larger area
than the amount granted, and where, as in
the present case, the right of location with
in the larger territory is in the government,
and not in the grantee. In such case the
use does not attach to the whole territory,
but only to a part of it, and to such part as
the government chooses to designate, pro

_vided the requisite quantity be appropriat
cod."

5 ‘So the court held that where a Mexican
grant was for a speciﬁc quantity, within an
area containing a much larger quantity, it

was

only

the

quantity

actually

granted

which was reserved from disposition by the
government during the examination of the

validity of the grant. The remainder was
at its disposal as a. part of the public do
main. And in considering Newhali v. Sang
er the court said that “the opinion in that
case took no notice of the fact [which did
not appear in the record] that the grant
was one of that class in which the quantity
granted was but a small part of the terri
tory
embraced
within
the
boundaries
named.
It proceeded throughout as it
would have done on the supposition that
the grunt covered and ﬁlled up the whole
territory described. It simply dealt with
and atiirmed the general proposition that a
Mexican grant, while under judicial investi
gation, was not public land open for dis
posal and sale, but was reserved territory,
within the meaning of the law,—a proposi
tion not seriously disputed."
So, in the present case, there was only re
served from sale and appropriation by the
government within the exterior boundaries
of the Mexican grant to Jose Noriega and
Robert Liver'more so much land as would
satisfy the quantity actually granted to
them, which was two leagues, and it was
competent for the government to grant the
remainder of the land within the exterior
boundaries to whomsoever it might choose.
It was land open to sale by the government.
and could have been appropriated to the
railroad company, and its patent to that
company passed the land.
The supreme court of California acted
upon the theory that the exemption from

sale extended to all lands within the ex
terior boundaries of the grant, instead or
merely to the amount speciﬁcally granted;
but, as we have shown, this was an errone

ous view to be tairen of the case, after the
decision of U. S. v. McLaughlin. And Doo
lan v. Carr, 125 U. S. 632, 8 Sup. Ct. Rep.
1228, recognizes the doctrine of that deci
sion. 11!, therefore, the Mexican grant in
this case was valid, and it has been so ad
judged, there was reserved from sale onlyg
two leagues, to be selected, under the die:
rection and control of the'government, out‘
of any lands within those boundaries. It
was for the govermnent itself to prescribe
the limits from which the quantity granted

by the Mexican government should be se
lected, and, having reserved sutﬁcient from
the exterior boundaries to satisfy that
amount, it was perfectly competent for it
to grant any surplus remaining; and it ap
pears from the actual survey of the speciﬁc
quantity granted by Mexico that the con
gressionai grant to the railroad company
was outside of any of the land thus appro

prlated.
It follows that the judgment of the su
prcrne court must be reversed, and the cause
remanded for further proceedings in accord
ance with the views expressed in this opin

ion, and it is so ordered.
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was designated upon their labels and mp.
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COATS et ai. v. MERRICK THREAD CO.
at al.

(May 10, 1893.)
No. 261.
TnAns-Mmxs-Inrmuonmssrs—Fasunonss'r 151'
i'i‘A'i‘iON—EViDiiSCE.
Piaintiﬁs sell their six-cord sewing
thread on wooden spools containing 20()_ yards
each. upon the head of which appears a circular
label having a gold border, on which are the
ﬁrm name, and the words “Best Six Cord,"
and a. dark center on which appear the ﬁgures
and words “200 Yds," in light gold color. Since
1873 they have embossed on the space sur
rounding the label, which is the color of the
natural wood, the number of the thread, with
intervening spaces ﬁlled with crossed lines. ‘
patent was granted for this embossed design in
1870, which expired in seven years. Defend
ants sold their thread on similar spools, having
a similar label, on the border of which appears
only the ﬁrm name. wh ile the words "Best Six
Cord" appear in the center of the label, in clos
ing a star, with the number of the thread be
low. The number of the thread was also em
bossed on the edge of the head surrounding
the label, with stars in the intervening spaces.
It was shown that black and gilt labels had
been used by other makers for many years _on
six-cord thread, without objection from plain
tiﬁ's, and to such an extent that the public
would not accept as six-cord thread any other
wise labeled; and it was also shown that de
fendants’ general advertising devices, and the
packages in which their spools were packed,
were so dilIerent from those used by plaintiffs
that it would be impossible to mistake the one
for the other. Held, that defendants’ label does
not amount to a representation that their
thread is that of the plaintiffs, so as to entitle
the latter to an injunction, and that after the
expiration of the patent the use of the embossed
numbers became common to all, and plaintiffs
are not entitled to any relief on the ground of
.iieir prior monopoly. 36 Fed. Rep. 324, af
ﬁrmed.
Appeal from the circuit court of the United
States for the southern district of New York.
Adirmed.
Statement by Mr. Justice BROWN:
This was a bill in equity by the ﬁrm of .T.
8: I’. Coats, of Paisley, Scotland, to enjoin
the defendants, the Merrick Thread Com
pany, a Massachusetts corporation, and Her
bert F. Palmer, its managing agent in New
gYork, from infringing pialntitfs’ trade-mark,
nand unfairly competing with them, by simu
' lating ‘certain labels and symbols used by
the plaintiffs upon the ends of wooden spools
upon which sewing thread is wound.
The bill set forth, in substance, that plain
tiffs had, since 1830, been engaged in the
manufacture and sale of sewing threads on
spools, and since the year 1840 the thread
made by them had been, and still was, sold
largely in the United States; that since about
the year 1869 said ﬁrm had also been engaged
in the manufacture of thread at Pawtucket,
in the state of Rhode Island; that their busi
ness was very large and valuable, and their
thread was well known to the trade as "J.
& P. Coats‘ thread;" that all the thread man
ui‘actured by plaintiffs, which is wound on

spools of 20(lyard lengths, had been and still
was composed of six separate strands twisted
together, known as "Six-Cord Thread," and

pers as “Best Six Cord." That about the
year 1842 the name “I. & P. Coats," \Vlth me
quantity reeled on each spool, and the words
“Best Six Cord," with a designating number,
were placed upon a circular black and gilt
label upon the end of every spool, and had
always been one of the designating trade
marks of the plaintiffs in the United States;
that in 1869 they adopted the idea of embosn
ing upon the natural wood, and upon the
outer edge of the heads of the spools, illi
mer'als corresponding with those upon the
paper labels pasted upon the center of said
spool heads, the object of such embossing
being to show the number of the thread in
case the paper label showing such number
should be defaced or removed, and also to
give a distinctive appearance to the plain
titts' spools, and to indicate the origin and
manufacture of the thread. The bill further
aver-red that on the 9th of February, 1875.
plaintiﬂs registered as a trade-mark at the
patent oﬂlce the central label of paper, and
the peripheral band of natural wood, cm
bossed with an ornamental design of crossed
hues and central stars, with intermediate
spaces, in which were embossed numerals
corresponding to those in the center oi the
label.
The bis‘ further charged the dcfeniiantthe
Merrick Thread Company with being the

manufacturer of both the three-cord thread.
—9. thread of inferior grade—and also 0i

‘six-cord thread, on spools in length on“)
yards; that for the three-cord thread
defendant used paper labels wholly unIiiP.

in color or design, to any labels used by the

plaintiffs, but that in selling, in competition
with the plaintiffs, the six-cord tlircml. it
used labels upon the spools made in Coiiii'iibl“
imitation of the plaintiifs'. and intended a!
a counterfeit of their designs and trademark

the object being to so imitate the general Bil'
Dcarance of plaintiffs‘ thread that tile 541ml‘

may pass into the hands of tailors. mm?“

men, and others buying at retail, and “5m:
sewing thread, as the genuine illmd 0‘
plaintiiTs.
In their

answer the defendants denied

the material allegations of the bill. and mm
the marks. embossnient, and labels will:
the Merrick Thread Company were aslilllll -

tion or infringement upon the P111111“?
labels and trade-marks. but. upon we 0”“
trary, averred that they had endow
to mark their goods so that no one @b u

mistake their origin, and that their 13min‘
were 0 diﬂferent from those of the P p
this
plainly
and distinguishable
other manufacturers
from that
themﬁlm‘ill‘
dinary

purchasers.

They further “it or

that the use of embossing the nnmblrcwl
the spool thread on the wood of the ﬁlm

head around the paper label was E0111“?

5. 1870, patented as a design to we ‘ice
Conant, which patent had 10112 smmuon
pired, and alleged that since such PSIJ

COATS o. MERRIGK THREAD CO.
the defendants had the free right to use such
design, including any paper label which was
not in and by itself an infringement of any
lawful trade-mark of the plaintiffs.
On a hearing in the court below upon
pleadings and proofs, the bill was dismissed
(36 Fed. Rep. 324) on the ground that de
fendants were not shown to have made an
unlawful use of the plaintiﬁs’ labels. Plain
tiﬂs thereupon appealed to this court.

EIF~=

T-52\?“E$!:rﬁl':fsﬂ'nvtfl‘sz-1uln-I_‘

Frederic H. Betts, for appellants. W. C.
Witter and W. H. Kenyon, for appellces.
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‘Mr. Justice BROWN, after stating the

;_i_
_

i

facts in the following language, delivered the
opinion of the court.
The gravnmen of the plaintiffs‘ bill is con
tained in the allegation that the defendants
have been guilty of an unlawful and unfair
competition in business, in that they have
been infringing the rights of plaintiffs in
and to certain marks, symbols, and labels,
by selling in competition with the plaintiils
a spool thread of "six cords" put up on spools
of 200 yards length, which thread is not
manufactured by these plaintiffs, but is put
upon the market and sold among retailers
and customers, as well in the city of New
York as in other and distant parts of the
United States, as and for the thread of the
plaintiffs, by reason of the labels, marks, and
devices upon the spools whereon the said
thread is wound.
It will be observed in this connection that
no complaint is made of the conduct of the
defendants with respect to any other thread
than that of six cords, put up in spools of
200 yards in length, notwithstanding that
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There can be no question of the soundness
of the plaintiffs‘ proposition that, irrespective
of the technical question of trade-mark, the
defendants have no right to dress their goods
up in such manner as to deceive an intend
ing purchaser, and induce him to believe he
is buying those of the plaintiffs. Rival man
ufacturers may lawfully compete for the
patronage of the public in the quality and
price of their goods, in the beauty and taste
fulncss of their inclosing packages, in the
extent of their advertising, and in the em
ployment of agcnm, but they have no right,
by imitative devices, to bcguile the public
into buying their wares under the impres
sion they are buying those of their rivals.
Perry v. Trucﬁtt, 6 Bcav. 66; Croft v. Day,
7 Beav. 84; Lee v. Haley, L. R. 5 Ch. App.
155; ‘Vothcrspoon v. Currie, L. R. 5 H. L.
508; Johnston v.Ewing, L. R. 7 App. 0:13.219;
Thompson v. Montgomery, 41 Ch. Div. 35;
Taylor v. Carpenter. 2 Santlf. Ch. (203: Hanu
faciuring Co. v. Spear, 2 Sandf. 500; Mc
Lean v. Fleming, 96 U. S. 245; Boardmau
v Mcriden Britannia Co., 35 Conn. 402; Gil
lnnn v. Hunuewell, 122 Mass. 139.
For the better understanding of the ques
tion in this case, the respective devices
of the plaintiffs and defendants are here
given in Juxtaposition:

both plaintiffs and defendants have been

2"“:-_ .w\:'.-_'.*A-._‘

long engaged in the manufacture of thread
of several different sizes and lengths. Nor is
it alleged that defendants have used any
other means of imposing their thread upon
the public as that of the plaintiffs, except
by the imitation of their device upon one
end of the spool. The dissimilarity between
the labels on the other end of the spool is
so great that it is not, and could not be,

claimed that any intent to imitate existed,
It is admitted, however, that six-cord spool
cotton is the thread most largely used
for domestic consumption, and, put up on
spools of 200 yards length, in numbers
from 8 to 100, is best known and purchased

by the great mass of consumers, and that
it is as manufacturers of this description of
thread that the plaintttls are, and have for
a long time been, known throughout the

country.

It will be seen that in both devices there is
a. paper label, circular in form, much smaller
than the head of the spool, containing, in
black letters upon a. gilt ground, the name
of tho manufacturcr, the number of the
thread, and the words "Best Six Cord,” ar
ranged in circular form to correspond witbb
the shape of the label. Around this label»
in each case, is'a. peripheral border of natu'P
ral wood, having the number of the thread
embossed upon such periphery. The differ
ences are less conspicuous than the general
resemblance between the two. At the same
time, they are such as could not fail to im
press themselves upon a person who ex

amined them with a view to ascertain who
was the real manufacturer of the thread.

Plaintiffs‘ label contains the words " J. & P.
Coats, Best Six Cord," in a gilt band around
the border, and, in the center, the symbol

The controversy between the two parties,
then, is reduced to the single question wheth
er, comparing the two designs upon the main
‘or upper end of the spool, there is such
ﬁrcsemblancc as to indicate an intent on the

l‘200 Yds," and the number of the thread.
Defendants’ label contains the words “Mer
rick Thread 00.," and the number of their

‘part of defendants to put oil’ ‘their thread

in the center, the words "Best Six Cord,"

thread in the gilt band upon the border, and,

upon the public as that of the plaintiﬂ’s,

lncloslng a star.

and thus to trade upon their reputation.

ants’ spool is also embossed with foiu' stars,

The periphery of defend
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instead of the loops of the pialntlﬂfs, as well
as the number of the thread.
As bearing upon the question of fraudu
lent intent, the history of these labels is
pertinent. Since 1830. piaintitfs have been
engaged in the manufacture of thread at
Paisley, Scotland, in the name of J. & P.
Coats. About 1840, their thread was first
put upon the market in this country, and for
more than 25 years past they have been
manufacturing thread at Pawtucket, R. 1.,
in the name of the Conant Thread Com
pany. Prior to this time, six-cord thread
was not made in this country,—a kind of
thread known as “glace," and composed of
three cords, being the only thing made prior
to 1865. At about the same time the manu
facture of this thread was also begun by
the Willimantic Linen Company, George A.
Clark & Co., and the defendants. From the
time plaintin’s‘ thread began to be exported
to this country to the present time, their
spools have borne the black and gold label
represented above, and still in use. For the
past thirty years they have been, by far,
the largest manufacturers and dealers in
spool thread in this country. On April 5,
1870, Mr. Conant, the treasurer of the com
pany, obtained a design patent l‘for emboss
ing the ends of sewing-thread spools," which
was subsequently assigned to the plaintiffs,
and which covered a “design for ornament
wing the ends of the sewing-thread spools,
Swhich consists of a chain of loops, aa, with
' in which loops is a'number expressive of
the number of the thread wound on the
spool, substantially as shown and described."
The purpose of the design was stated to be
“to preserve the number of the thread with
which the spool is wound after the label
has been destroyed by the act of setting
the spool upon the spool-stand of a sewing
machine." This patent expired in 1877. In
1875, (February 9th,) plaintiffs registered a
trade-mark consisting of “a central label of
paper formed of concentric circles of black
on a light ground, containing on one of the
light bands the words ‘J. &. P. Coats, Best
Six Cord,‘ and on the central black circle
the ﬁgures and letters ‘200 Yds,’ and a nu
meral. ' ' ' 0n the end of the spool,
surrounding the label, is a peripheral band
of the natural wood. embossed with an or
namental design of crossed lines and central
stars, with intermediate spaces, in which
are embossed numerals corresponding to
that on the center of the label." The essen—
tial features of this trade-mark were de
clared to be “the label of concentric rings,
having in the central spot a numeral, and
an embossed peripheral border of the natu

was organized under that name in 1365,
soon after which it began and has my
since continued to make at its mills at Hot
yoke, Mass, 200'yard spools of six-curd
thread, and to designate it on one head or
the spool with a. black and gold label of
concentric rings, bearing thereon the name,
size, and quality of the thread, following
in this particular the method of designating
such thread which has been in vogue for
more than 50 years, and without whichit
is claimed to be impossible to market such
thread. About the same time, plaintiffs be
gun to manufacture at Pawtucket, it L, the
same article, and to designate it with the
usual black and gold label,—the same label
they had used abroad upon a thread market
ed here. For a dozen years or more the de
fendants continued this method of designnta
ing their thread without objection from iheg
plaintiffs; but after the expiration oi'plaia-'
this design patent, and in 1878, defendants
embossed this numerical design, somewhat
changed, upon their own spool heads, in con
nection with their own label. whereupon,
plaintiffs notiﬁed them of their claim to an
exclusive use of this combination, and some
time thereafter brought this suit, claiming
that defendants were guilty of unfair com
petition in business.
In disproof of any intention upon their
part to impose their thread upon the out

110 as that of the plaintiﬁs, defendants show
that their thread was expressly advertised
through the country as that of the "Mei-ad:
Thread Company," or the “Star Thread."

and also
nished
by put
the in
defendants
evidence for
the the
cabinets
exhibition
of their threads in the retail shops. upon

which is conspicuously labeled, in large Eli‘
letters, the words, "hierrick’s Six Cord SW1!
Cotton," as well as their advertising or show
cards, of which several specimens "9"

shown, which were also lettered conslilcii'
onsly in the same manner. Their vi’nillim

and boxes are also so clearly distinguishable
from those of the plaintilfs that it would be
hardly possible to mistake one for the 0m?‘
We think the defendants have clearly (ii-‘i
proved any intention on their part to m5‘
lead the dealers who purchase of them. a

deed, such dealers could not PWIW {m
to know what they were bili’lngi and

fraud, if any, was practiced 011 the buy"
of a single or a small number of a"???
who

might

be

induced to Purchase the

thread of the defendants for thﬂi 0‘

plaintli‘fs.
In answer to the question whether
fendants have been guilty of a mm W
imitation of the. plaintiffs’ marks
wider and
to what
87111 ~93

ml W000, including among its ornamental

it is also pertinent to 00

designs the same numeral as that displayed
In the center." This trade-mark has been in

tent the black and gold label, which gm

use by the Plaintiffs from its date to the
present time.
Upon the part of the defendants it was

shown that the Merrick Thread Company

as“.

tutes an important feature of _ NHL
had been used by others with their 60 ~

and to what extent it has become mm“,
as a means of identifying me best {she to‘:
thread. If the plalntiils had been
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and only ones to make use of this label, an
other person seizing upon and appropriating

ging label. Of course, a person seeking to dis
tinguish his label from that of another is

a black and gold label of the same size. and
for the same purpose, might be held guilty
of infringement, when, if the plalntiiIs had no

bors under certain disadvantages, in the fact
that the shape of the head almost necessarily
requires the label to be round, and the size

:exclusive right thereto, and defendants had

of the spool demands that it shah be small.

' done only what others had'done before, they
would not be so considered. In this connec
tion it appears that the Wiliimantic Linen
Company, which now seems to be in com
bination with the plaintiffs, began the use
of the black and gold label of concentric rings
as early as 1865, as a designation of six-cord
20(lyard spool thread, and that other ﬁrms,
both before and after that, made use of sim
ilar labels for the same purpose, including
those of Orrs & McNaught, (from 1855 to
1870,) George A. Clark, J. & J. Clark, the

In the defendants‘ spool, not only did the
words "Merrick Thread Go." clearly and
distinctly appear, but the number of the
thread is placed conspicuously in the margin,
and the center is ornamented with a star,
which does not appear upon the plaintiffs’.
As already observed, the label upon the re
verse end of the spool is wholly different
from that of the plaintiffs. It is clear that

2.5:1‘?BI=u -,n‘s=.§¢-F_

Wiliiston Mills, the Sempies, the ﬁrm of Kerr
8:. Co., the Hadley Co., E. Ashworth & Sons,
and others, at different times from 1850 to
the present, who have made use of black and
gold labels bearing nearly, though it must
be admitted not quite, as close a resemblance
to plaintiffs as do those of defendants. There
was also evidence that as early as 1821 the
thread of John Clark, Jr., or of J. & J. Clark,
was imported into this country with labels
in black and gold in concentric rings, with the
makers’ name upon them. Indeed, the tes
timony indicates that the black and gold

labels have become so identiﬁed with this
_’ _-n “5:L_"l\ u a\1‘=T-EJrials-Eli“:

quality of thread by immemorial usage that
it would be impossible to introduce or sell a
new manufacture of such thread without
making use of that character of label, and
that a six-cord thread attempted to be put
upon the market with a label of any other
general color would be suspected of being a
three-cord or basting cotton, and practically

unsaiabie as six-cord. In fact, the defendants
produced testimony tending to show that in
two instances attempts had been made to
put a six-cord thread upon the market with
out a black and gold label, but in one casev
at least, the project had to be abandoned,
and the manufacturer was obliged to return
to the usual black and gold label. In addition
to this it appeared that the Merrick Thread
Company began to make and put upon the
market 200-yard six-cord thread in the early

neither the words “Best Six Cord," nor "200
Yds" are capable of exclusive appropriation,
as they are descriptive, and indicative only
of quality and length.
The propriety of the employment of the
embossed periphery depends upon somewhat
different considerations. In 1870, Hezekiah
Conant, of Pawtucket, R. I., the manager of
plaintiffs’ American manufactory. took out
the design patent for this embossed periphery.
This patent seems to have been respected un
til 1877, when it expired, shortly after which
the defendants introduced upon the periphery
of their spool corresponding numerals. but
with stars substituted for plaintiffs‘ loops.
Defendants were guilty of no wrong to the
plaintiffs in making use of corresponding de~
signs for their own spool heads after the ex
piration of plaintiff's patent. There was no
attempt to imitate the peculiar chain or loop
characteristic of this design; but the embossed
numerals were made use of for the same
purpose for which they had been originally
designed, namely, to preserve the number of

the thread when the label became defaced or
lost or destroyed by the use of the spool in
the sewing machine. Indeed, the idea oi!a
stamping the numeral upon the periphery of I“;
the spool does'not seem to have been originals
with Conant, but appears to have been used
by the defendants as early as 1867.
However this may be, plaintiifs' right to
the use of the embossed periphery expired
with their patent, and the public had the

same right to make use of it as if it had
never been patented.
Without deciding
whether, it the embossed periphery had con

part of 1868, and made use of a black and
gold label bearing the name of the American tained a word which was capable of being
Thread Company, which in 1877 was changed appropriated as a trade—mark, defendants
to the Merrick Thread Company, the word
"American" being placed upon the other end
of the spool to preserve the identity of the

thread.
Regarding it. then, as established that other
manufacturers'had by long practice, and with

the acquiescence of the plaintiﬂs, acquired the
right to make use of the black and gold
label, it is diﬁicult to see how the defendants
could have advertied more clearly the fact

that it was their own thread, or better ac
centuated the distinction between its own

and Coats’, than it did by the alleged infrin

could have appropriated the same upon the
expiration of their patent, it is clear that
no such monopoly could be claimed of mere
numerals, used descriptively, and therefore
not capable of exclusive appropriation be
cause thcy represent the number of the
thread, and are therefore of value as infor
mation to the public. Manufacturing Co. v.
Trainer, 101 U. S. 51. Clearly, the plain
tiifs cannot, as patentees, claim a monopoly
of these numerals beyond the life of the
patent; and it is equally clear that, where
used for the purpose of imparting informa
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tion. they are not susceptible of exclusive
appropriation as a trade-mark, but are the
common property of all mankind. The pat
ent being, not simply for the embossed num
ber, but for embossing the same upon the
periphery of the spool head, defendants were
entitled, upon the expiration of such patent,
to use them for a like purpose. Neither was
there anything misleading to the public in
such use of them, as the testimony is clear
and uncontradicted that thread is bought and
sold, not by its distinctive marks, but by the
name 01.’ the maker.
Piaintiﬂ's, however. claim that, being the
first to use the combination of a black and
gold label with an embossed periphery, they
should be protected against any such imita
tion by others as would mislead an ordinary
purchaser of thread in small quantities. A
large number of witneses were sworn upon
this subject, whose testimony tended to show
that they had either purchased themselves,
or seen others purchase, defendants‘ thread,
supposing it to be Coats‘. This testimony
was not, however, wholly satisfactory, and
threw but little light upon the controversy.
There is no doubt a general resemblance
Ilsbetween the heads of all spools containing

' a black and gold label which mlght'lnduce
a careless purchaser to accept one for the
other. Defendants, however, were not bound
to any such degree of care as would prevent
this. Having, as we have already held, the
right to use the black and gold label, and
the periphery embossed with the number of
the thread, they were only bound to take
such care as the use of such devices, and
the limited space in which they were used,
would allow. In short, they could do little
more than place their own name conspicu
ously upon the label; to rearrange the num
ber by placing it in the border, instead of
the center of the label; and to omit the
loops of the plaintiffs’ periphery, and sub
stitute their own star, between the nu
merals. Having done this, we think they
are relieved from further responsibility. If
the purchaser of such thread desires a par
ticular make, he should either call for such,
in which case the dealer, if he put off on
him a different make, would be guilty of
fraud, for which the defendants would not
be responsible, or should examine himself
the lettering upon the spools. He is charge
able with knowledge of the fact that any
manufacturer of six-cord thread has a right
to use a black and gold label, and is bound
to examine such label with sufficient care to
ascertain the name of the manufacturer. In
deed, the intent to imitate plalntiﬂs‘ spool
heads. if any such intent existed, is mani
fest rather in the label than in the periph
ery; but plaintitts, having submitted to this,
without protest, for 12 years, have waived
their right to relief upon this ground. Me
Laughlin v. Railway 00., 21 Fed. Rep. 574;
Ladd v. Cameron, 25 Fed. Rep. 37; Green
v. French, 4 Ban. 8: A. 169; 3 Rob. Pat.

5 1194. Having already held that detenti
nnts had a right to make use of the en»
bossed numeral in the periphery, their union
of the two devices upon the same spool hum,
--both being originally designed to be used
in conjunction—cannot be made the bash oi
a suit.
Upon the whole, we think the plnlntiii‘s
have failed to prove a case of unfair coni
petition, or any illegal attempt of the de
1'endants to impose their thread upon the
public as that of the plaintiils; that with
the right to use the black and gold label as
other manufacturers have used and continue,
to use it, and with the same right to use the‘;
embossed numerals which the'plaintiifs have,‘
we think they have taken all the precaution
which they were bound to take to prevent
a fraudulent imposition of their thread upon
the public, and that the decree of the court
below, dismissing the bill, should thereiom
be aﬂlrmed.
|=|

(149 U. S. 6%)
UNION PAC. RY. CO. v. GOODRIDGE
et al.

(May 15, 1893.)
No. 211.
CARRIERS or GOODS—UNLAWFUL Discmununorl
~—l)r~:rnxsns—Ev1oases—Damon.

1. In an action by a shipper to recover
damages under a statute forbidding discrimin
tion in freight rates, the railroad company 0"‘
not set up in justiﬁeation of the lower rates:
contract with the party in whose tutor thel'
were made, whereby, in consideration of the
lower rates, such party releases the ‘i’ﬂllllld
company from an unexplained, indeﬁnite. "1
unadjusted claim for damages arising from a
tort: for to allow such a defense would uric
tically emnseulate the law.
_
2. A discriminating rate on shipment“?
coal cannot be justified on the ground of l ~
cost of mining coal to the company ill who:
favor the rate is made. alnd any evidence a!
the cost of mining is irre ev_an
3. In an action by a slap er of coulftog:
cover damages from a rniiroa company 91TH)“

lawful discrimination in rates, (h)? "1
company pleaded in defense a certmawl‘imu
between itself and the coal company "1 by in

favor discrimination was alleged, where “any
consideration of the release by such comgm
Of a certain claim against defendant for at
ages, and its agreement to furnish co I out
fendant for use in ifs Accﬁmokigrtﬁféé 005'
a
maximum
price,cost,)
w 1cdefendant
w
proved
less than
ain't-‘Pd m "I _
low a rebate of‘40 cents permtlogxlln
oa tonsp
com an"s
sli men
0.
1
$001
anynunlly‘.)
Heldsothnthln
the rgé-‘Lcgg
of any allegations that the shipment‘! mm

exceeded 200,000 tons annually, this
constituted no defense.
.
4. A demurrer to the answer 505285“:
this contract having been properly in" dis.
all defenses based on the contract {the M
posed of, and although _on the trial 0

the court, without suflieient reason._
objection, permitted a witness to
dence as to some of the terms 0
his line a!
it was at liberty to put an en t0 l

inquiry at any time; and there h w
therefore, in refusing to allow t e m; of mm

state the cost to the favored cowl)“
mow
ing cosh—the evident purpose beillgmishedw
that under the contract coal was it“ ‘t I“
the railroad company for its 0WD ‘1
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than cost, whereby the rebate allowed on ship
ments was more than overbalanced.
5. The measure of damages to a shipper
of coal for unlawful discriminations by a rail

road company in favor of another coal shipper,
similarly circumstanced as to place and dis
tance, is the amount which the complaining
party would have received if he had been al

lowed the same rebate per ton as the favored
vI 'YI ‘I' T'S IR"

shipper. The questions whether proﬁts were
lost in the sale of coal by reason of the non
allowance of such rebates is too remote to be
considered.
In error to the circuit court of the United

States for the district of Colorado.
ﬁrmed.

AI

Statement by Mr. Justice BROWN:
This was an action at law by the ﬁrm of
Goodridge & Martell, coal merchants, carry
ing on the business of mining coal at Erie,
0010., and of selling the same at Denver,
against the Union Paciﬁc Railway Compa
ny, to recover triple damages, under a stat
ute of Colorado, for an alleged unjust dis
crimination in freights upon coal from Erie

to Denver.
The statute which was the basis of this
action, together with a corresponding clause

of the state constitution of Colorado, so far
_as the same are material to this case, are set
gforth in the margin.‘
' ‘The amended complaint alleged the de
i'endant to be a common carrier, chartered
by an act of congress, and operating a line
of railroad from Eric and Marshall, at both
of which were located certain coal mines,
about 35 miles, to Denver; that if there
“were any dllference in distance it was in

@favor of Erie, by about 2 miles, and that the
" published'scheduie oi‘ freights for coal was
the same, namely, $1 per ton from each
place; that plaintiffs, while operating their
coal mines from Erie, between October 31,
1885, and August 12, 1887, shipped to Den
‘Const. art. 15, § 6: “All individuals, asso
ciations, and corporations shall have equal
rights to have persons and property transported
over any railroad in this state, and no undue

or unreasonable discrimination shall be made in
charges or in facilities for transportation of
freight or passengers within the state, and no
railroad company, nor any lessee, manager, or
emploge thereof, shall give any preference to
indivi uals, associations, or corporations in fur
nishing cars or motive ower.’
Sess. Laws Colo. 1880, p. 309: "Sec. 7. Un
just Di'scrimination. No railroad corporulion
shall, without the written approval of said (‘Olli
missioner, charge, demand, or receive from any
person, company, or corporation, for the trans
portation of persons or property, or for any
other service, a greater sum than it shall. while
0 crating under the classiﬁcation and schedule
en in force, demand or receive from any
other person. com any, or corporation for_ a
like service from the same place, or upon like
conditions and under similar circumstances:
and all concessions of rates, drawbacks, and

contracts for special rates shall be open to ‘and
allowed all persons, companies, and corporations
alike, at the same rate per ton per mile, upon
like conditions, and under similar circum
stances, except in special cases designed to pro

mote the development of the resources of_ this
state, when the approval of said commissioner
shall be obtained in writing,” etc.
_
“Sec. 8, Extortion. No railroad corporation

ver 12,960 tons and 1,625 pounds of coal, for
which they paid defendant $12,960 and a
fraction, being at the rate of $1 a ton, be
lieving that such was the regular schedule
rate charged the general public and all
parties similarly situated for such service,
there being no difference or discrimination
between such rates as between Erie and

Marshall to Denver; that the Marshall Con
solidated Coal~Mining Company at the same
time operated coal mines at Marshall, and
was engaged in shipping coal over defend
ant’s road to Denver under the same cir
cumstances as the plaintilis, except as to
rates, and was a competitor with the plain
tilfs; that the amount of such shipments
was about 145,833 tons, the defendant char
ging such company 60 cents per ton, and al_
lowing a rebate of 40 cents from its sched
ule rates; that plaintiffs are informed such
rebates amounted to upwards of $58,000,
and that the defendant in this manner, with
out the approval of the railroad commission
er, demanded and received from the plain
titl’s the sum of $5,184.30 more than it re
ceived from the Marshall Consolidated Coal
Mining Company, (hereinafter called the
Marshall Company,) for like services, upon
like conditions and under similar circum
stances, wlthont the knowledge or consent
of the plaintiﬁs; that the defendant in this
manner, and to this extent, allowed the
Marshall Company drawbacks or rebates
for carrying its cool, which were not open
to and allowed all companies and corpora
tions alike, at the same rate per ton per
mile; that these rebates were made secret
ly and clandestincly in favor of the Mar
shall Company, with the design to deceive
and mislead the plaintiffs, and fraudulently
conceal from them the facts relating to such
rebates, and did so conceal them until about
shall charge, demand, or receive from any per

son, company, or corporation an unreasonable
price for the transportation of persons or prop
erty, or for the handling or storing of freight,
or for the use of its cars, or for any privilege
or service afforded by it in the transaction of
its business as a railroad corporation, and not
speciﬁed in the classiﬁcation and schedule pre
pared and published by such railroad corpora
tion. The su erintendent, or other chief execu

tive oﬂicer of each railroad in_ this state! shall
cause to be kept posted up, in_ a conspicuous
place in the passenger depot in each station

where passenger tickets are ‘kept for sale, a
printed copy of the classiﬁcation and schedule
of rates of freight charges then in force on

each railroad, for the use of the patrons of the
road. Any railroad company we ating any of
the provisions of this section shall be deemed
guilty of extortion, and be subJect to the pen
alties hereinafter prescribed. ‘
_
“Sec. 9. Penalty. Any railroad _corporation

that shall violate any of the

rovisions of this

act as to loading points, freight cars, u_nJust
discrimination, or extortion, shall forfeit, in ev

ery such case, to the person, company, or cor
poration aggrieved thereby, three times the ao
tual damage sustained or overcharges paid by
the party aggrieved, which triple damages shall
be adjudged to be paid, together with the
costs of suit. and a reasonable attorneys fee,
to bev'ﬁxed by the court, and taxed with the
costs,
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August 12, 1887; and that the plaintiffs were
misled and deceived by these devices and
practices, and remained in ignorance of the
same, until such date.
The plaintiﬁs further alleged that defend
gant had granted other parties, similarly
' situated, the same rebates for the'carrying
of coal over its road from Marshall, and

further charged that all the coal shipped

the owner of the mine, and also, by assign.
nzent,

the owner of the claim for dam.

ages done to it by the Denver, Western ,0
Paciﬁc Railway Company; that in 1335 me

Union Paciﬁc was the owner 01' a comm
coal mine at or near Louisville, Boulder
county; that in addition to the liens above
stated there was also a bonded indehtednes
of about $1,000,000 upon the Denver, ii'est
em 8: Paciﬁc, secured by a mortgage, which
was foreclosed in 1883, and upon such fore
closure the owners of the Marshall coal
mine answered, setting up their claim to:
damages to the extent of $81,000; that the
property was subsequently put up, and sold
at master's sale, under decree of foreclosure,
the rights of Langi’ord and others not being
adjudicated at that time, and that upon such
sale the title was acquired by parties acting
in behalf of the Union Paciﬁc, which had
become the owner of a large number of the
mortgage bonds; that for some time prior
to October 13, 1885, defendant was receiv
ing coal for its locomotives from the Union
Coal-Mining Company, which was the owner
or lessee of certain coal mines at Erie and
at Louisville, and had been engaged in work
ing the mines, and furnishing the defendant
with coal; that about the same time the
Marshall Company had become the owner

by the plaintiffs and the Marshall Company
was about the same quality, and cost the
defendant the same amount to handle and
ship over its lines, and that the charges
made by the defendant were unreasonable,
unjust, and extortionate; that plaiutitfs had
demanded of defendant reimbursement of
the overcharges, which had been refused,
by reason of which they asked judgment in
the sum of $15,552.90, being three times
the amount alleged to have been extorted,
at the rate of 40 cents per ton on all coal
shipped by them.
The answer set up a general denial of
each and every material allegation in the
complaint, and special denials that defend
ant had allowed the Marshall Company a
rebate of 40 cents per ton, or that it had
charged plaintiffs more than it had charged
the Marshall Company for like services.
For a second defense the defendant alleged
of the coal lands formerly owned by Lilli!
that in January, 1880, the Denver, Western
dz‘ Paciﬁc Railway Company, a Colorado ford and others, and that on account at
complaints that had been made by the own
corporation, was engaged in building a rail
ers of other mines the defendant concluded
road from Denver to Boulder, and in so
that it was for its best interest to discon
doing passed over certain coal lands belong
tinue its connection with the Union 00111
ing to one Langford and others, known as
Company,
and for that purpose it entered
the “Marshall Coal Mine;" that in construct
into negotiations with the Marshall Com
ing its line it negligently broke into the
pany for the purpose of indudﬂl; this mm‘
mine, in consequence of which it was
pany to take on its hands the mines of the
claimed the mine took ﬁre, and destroyed
Union Coal Company; that it was inﬁll"
large amounts of coal, and continued to
burn for several months, to recover which induced to enter into this contract by 111*
fact
that the Marshall Company had Em‘
damages suits were instituted by the owners
ceeded to the rights of the former owners
of the mine against the railroad company,
which were litigated for several years; that of the Marshall coal mines, and to ‘We
claim for damages against the Denver;
in addition to such damages the company
had failed to obtain a right of way across ‘Western & Paciﬁc, and for the purpose °f'
getting rid of the operation of the “11°”
the mining lands; that in January, 1882, a
judgment was also obtained against the coal mines, and of settling this claim for
company, in the sum of $64,000, upon a damages, it entered into a contract with the
Marshall Company on the 13th day of 0m
mechanic's lien, of which judgment the
ber, 1885, in which it was recited 11111121:
Union Paciﬁc subsequently became the
being for the interest of the Union Paoﬁt
owner, as well as of a large number of the
to discontinue the Working of the U11!“
bonds of the said company; that the road
coal mine, and to contract WW1 "1911;";
was subsequently sold, and came into the
shall Company for all the coal needed "4
hands of the Union Paciﬁc, and in 1885 a
its
own consumption on its road 3510
corporation was formed under the name of
branches, not to exceed 50000 tons for W
Denver, Marshall & Boulder Railway Com
ﬁrst year, and 100,000 tons for every Flo
;DB-nl’, which was owned and controlled by
thereafter, therefore, in consideimtivltlme
:,the Union Paciﬁc, and which proceeded to
the Union Coal Company £01115 °“’ o the
' mnstruct its road from'Denver to Boulder,

Denver,

coal business, and the purchase from! the

Western & Paciﬁc had become, and stlll
remained, a lien upon the property in the

coal used for its own consumption a mu

and that the claim against the

Marshall Company by the defendant ot

e

hands of the Denver, Marshall & Boulder

rate mentioned therein, and 111 M15169?“m,

Company; that in 1885 the said Langford

of the rates for the transportaﬂﬂll ‘in any

and others sold the Marshall coal mine to

therein agreed upon, the C031 ‘:31 Elm
agreed to furnish from the Mars

the Marshall Company, which thus became
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nil coal ordered by the railway company
for its own use and consumption, and the
use of its branches, not exceeding 50,000
tons the ﬁrst year and 100,000 tons per
annum thereafter, and to deliver all coal

on board of the cars of the Union Paciﬁc
at the mouth of the mine, at a price not to
exceed $1.26 per ton, delivered and loaded
on the cars, and, if such cost was less than
$1.25 per ton, then at actual cost.

It was further agreed that the defendant
should give to the Marshall Company for the
transportation of its coai the regular tariff

rate, not exceeding $1 per ton, unless 200,000

iv;

Lil

tons should be mined and furnished for
transportation yearly, in which case a rate
of 60 cents per ton should be paid for all
coal transported over defendant’s line to
Denver, and, if the rate were reduced below
$1, then the 60-cent rate should be reduced
in the same proportion. It was also provid
ed that, if the railway company should or
der coal in excess of the amounts of 50,000
and 100,000 tons per annum, then the rail
road company should pay the cost of min
ing and putting such coal on the cars, plus
50 cents per ton, except that in no case
should the price for mining and loading such
ecoal exceed $1.40 per ton; and it was fur

lieved that it cost the Marshall Company,
and would have cost the defendant if it had
continued to operate through the Union Coal
Company, at 1east$1.60 per ton to mine their
coal, and that on account of the settlement
of the aforesaid claims, and of the coal nec
essarily used by it, the Marshall Company
has paid the defendant a higher rate, as a
matter of fact, than $1 per ton, although it
was not intended that the rate should ex
ceed the schedule price.
To this second defense, which was elabob
rately set forth in the answer, a demurrerg

was interposed by the plaintiffs'and sus-'
tained by the court, (37 Fed. Rep. 182,) to
which the defendant duly excepted. De
fendant thereupon, for a third defense,
pleaded the statute of limitations, plaintiifs
replied, and the case went to trial before
a jury, which returned a verdict for the
plainiiﬂs in the sum of $5,184.30, for which
amount judgment was entered, and defend
ant sued out this writ of error.
John F. Dillon, Harry Hubbard, Willard
Teller, and H. M. Orahood, for plaintiﬂ in
error. A. J. Sampson, for defendants in er

ror.

' ther agreed that, as'part consideration of

-._,_'-‘ si "-“5f;=
l
wniiltl

the contract, the majority of the capital
stock of such coal company should for two
years be held, in case the company desired
to sell it, and should ﬁrst be offered to the
Union Paciﬁc in preference to any other
purchaser. This contract was to remain in
force for ﬁve years.
It was further alleged that from the fact
that Mr. Adams, the president of the de
fendant company, was not intimately ac
quainted with the claim for damages made
by the former owners of the Marshall mines,
the contract failed to mention anything
about the settlement of said claim, but that
the contract was sent to the general attor
ney of the defendant, with instructions to
look it over, and if anything further was
needed to settle the controversy that might

grow out of anything theretofore existing it
should be provided for in a separate instru
ment, and thereupon the attorney prepared
a bond of indemnity for execution by the
coal company, reciting the claim for dam
ages against the Denver, Western & Paciﬁc,
and agreeing to indemnify the railway com
pany against any damages which might ac
crue to it by reason of such claim, and upon
the execution of such bond, and as part of
the transaction, the contract was delivered
to the Marshall Company, and afterwards

the former owners of said Marshall mines
executed and delivered a receipt in full, dis
charging the defendant from all suits and
causes of action existing by reason of any
matter or thing pertaining to the construe
tion of the Denver, Western & Paciﬁc Rall

wﬂy Company. The answer further alleged
that the defendant was informed and be

Mr. Justice BROWN, after stating the
facts in the foregoing language, delivered
the opinion of the court.
This case involves the construction of an
act of the legislature of Colorado passed in
1885, prohibiting railroads from charging

one person or corporation a greater sum
than it charges any other for a like service,
upon like conditions, and under similar cir
cumstances. The statute is of the same na
ture as the interstate commerce act, and,
like that, was designed to prevent unjust
discrimination and extortion in rates for the
carriage of persons and property.
L The ﬁrst assignment of error is taken to
the ruling of the court sustaining the demur
rer to the second answer of the defendant,
in which it set up certain contracts with the
Marshall Consolidated Coal Company, which
were claimed to justify the rebate of 40
cents per ton allowed to that company from
the regular schedule rates, which the plain
tiil‘s were compelled to pay. This defense
set forth a very complicated series of facts,
which, however, are susceptible of a con-m

densed statement. It seems that the defend-g’
ant, the Union'Paciﬁc, was the owner of a’
large part of the capital stock of the Union
Coal Company, and had been for some time
receiving from it coal for consumption upon
its locomotives, when, on account of certain
complaints made by the owners of other
mines, it concluded that it was for its best
interests to discontinue its connection with
this company, and to enter into negotiations
with the Marshall Company for its supply
of coal. These negotiations resulted in the

contract of October 13, 1885, wherein the
coal company agreed, on its part—First, to
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furnish the railroad with all coal needed for
its consumption, not exceeding 50,000 tons
the ﬁrst year, and 100,000 tons yearly there
after, and to deliver the same on its cars
at the mouth of the mine at cost, but in no
case to exceed $1.25 per ton; second, that in
case the railroad should order in excess of
the above amount the same should be fur
nished at cost, plus 50 cents per ton, but in
no case should such cost exceed $1.40 per
ton; third, that the railroad company should
have the option for two years of taking a
majority of the capital stock of the coal com
pany, in preference to any other purchaser,
should the coal company desire to sell the
same.
The railway company, upon its part, agreed
to go out of the business of mining coal, and
to give the coal company the regular tariff
rate to Denver of $1 per ton, unless 200,000
tons were furnished for transportation each
year, in which case a. rebate of 40 cents
should be given, with a corresponding reduc
tion in case the regular tariff was reduced be
low $1.
There were other subordinate covenants
upon both sides, but they are not material
to the consideration of this case. This con
tract was to remain in force for ﬁve years.
It is a sufficient reply to the whole defense
net up in this part of the answer to say that
the coal company was only to be allowed a
rebate of 40 cents per ton in case it furnish
ed the railroad company 200,000 tons per
year for transportation, and there is no al
legation in the answer that it ever did furnish
this amount, or ever became entitled to the
grebate. The want of such allegation is fatal
' to the oontraot'as a defense, and the court,
for this reason, if for no other, was right in
sustaining the demurrer.
But we think the answer must be held in
suﬂicient for another reason. It is further
stated that an additional consideration existed
for this rebate in certain unliquidated claims
for damages which the former owners of the
Marshall mines had against the Denver,
Western &. Paciﬁc Railway Company, the
original constructors of the road, by reason
of their negligently breaking into the mine
during the construction of the road, setting
it on ﬁre, and thereby consuming a large
amount of coal and personal property, for
which claim suits were instituted against
the railway company, and litigated at great
expense for several years, and were still un
determined. There was also another claim
for a right of way for one mile across their
lands. These claims, Langi'ord and others,
who then owned the mine, sold and assigned
to the Marshall Company with the property.
The Denver, Western & Paciﬁc Railway,
which had done the injury for which the
damages were claimed, was itself sold under
foreclosure of its mortgage, and bought in by
parties acting in the interest of the Union

way. leaving the claim of the Marshall coal
Company unadjusted and unpaid. and a 11m
upon the property. How this claim for an
liquidated damages for the negligence oi thg
railroad company became a lien upon the
property of the company, and how such 1m
took precedence of the mortgage, and Sili
vived the foreclosure and sale of the prop
erty, and became a lien upon the road in the
hands of the Denver, Marshall it Boulder
Company, does not clearly appear; but admit
ting it to be still valid and outstanding.“
alleged in the answer, the question still re
mains whether the defendant company can
set up an unliquidated claim of this kind
in defense of a rebate of 40 cents per ton
allowed the coal company over every other
shipper on its road.
It will be observed, in this connection, that
not only was the amount of the damages
suffered by the coal company never ﬁxed,
agreed upon, or adjusted, but the amount or;
coal which'the Marshall Company was an
liberty to deliver to the railroad company for
transportation was left equally indeﬁnite.
save only that it must exceed 200,000 tons
per year to entitle it to the rebate. This
contract was to remain in force ﬁve yew;
but, upon the theory of the defendant, there
was nothing to prevent it being continued
indeﬁnitely, provided the defendant company
was willing to accede to any amount of dam
ages which the coal company might see ﬁt
to claim. While we do not undertake to say

Paciﬁc. who organized a new corporation,
called the Denver, Marshall & Boulder Rail

it is no proper business ofp commonbull up

that a railroad company may not instill’ *1
ﬁxed rebate in favor of a particular shippa
by showing a liquidated indebtedness to will
shipper, which the allowance of the rebate
was intended to settle, it would practically

emasculate the law of its most hi'ﬂnml
feature to permit an unexplained. lndeilllliet

and unadjusted claim for damages “Bing
from a tort, which, though litigated for some

time, never seems to have been Dmseﬂl't’d
to a ﬁnal determination in the courts, to be
put forward as an excuse for a clear (ll!
crimination in rates. This act was intend:

to apply to intrastate traﬂic the same who
some rules and regulations which 0011:“)
two years thereafter applied to commelrlll'e

between the states. and to cut “P by i9
roots the entire system of rebates and ‘1*

crlminations in favor of particular 100025;:
and
special
to put
enterprises,
all shippers
or on
favored
an absolute
corpora d
ty, saving only a power, not in the i m
company itself, but in the railroad 0012M)

sioner, to except “special cases, dﬁ'ﬂlﬂles
promote the development of the resoarl‘mﬂ
this state," and not to prevent the mlrmn
company “from making a lower rate pfmm

per mile, in car-load lots. than 5m“ :Hoa
shipments in less quantiﬁes than 0‘! Mt

lots, and from making lower rates for (ll-Md

less than ﬁve car loads than for slliiile cut m“
lots." The statute recoillllzes the name,
to foster particular enterprises. °" t°
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new industries; but, deriving its franchise
from the legislature, and depending upon the
will of the people for its very existence, it is

are satisfactory to defendant; and it is ob
vious that this is no answer to a. complaint
bound to deal fairly with the public, to ex of imlawful discrimination." If reasons of
public policy dictate that the schedule rates
_ tend them reasonable facilities for the trans
gportation of their persons and property, and shah be posted conspicuously in each railway
station,
it is no less important that the cus
' to put all its'patrons upon an absolute equall
ty. Scotleld v. Railway 00., 43 Ohio St. 571, tomers ot the road should have the means of
3 N. E. Rep. 907; Sandford v. Railroad Co., ascertaining whether any departure from
24 Pa. St. 378; Messenger v. Railroad Co., such rates in favor of a particular shipper is
justiiied by the facts. Such a method is con
36 N. J. Law, 407; McDuﬁie v. Railroad Co.,
templated by the act, in providing that no
52 N. H. 430. So opposed is the policy of the
discrimination of this kind shall be made
act to secret rebates of this description that
It requires a printed copy of the classiﬁcation without the written approval of the railway
commissioner. It was evidently designed to
and schedule of rates to be posted conspic
uously in each passenger station for the use put it in the power of the commissioner to
permit such discrimination to be made, pos
of the patrons of the road, that every one
sibly in a case like the present one, it‘, in his
may be appraised, not only of what the com
opinion, the circumstances seem to warrant it.
pany will exact of him for a particular serv
2. The second assignment of error is taken
ice, but what it exacts of every one else for
to the admission of certain letters of Taggart
the same service, so that in ﬁxing his own
and Kimball.
prices, he may know precisely with what he
Upon the trial of the case before a. jury
has to compete. To hold a defense thus
the plaintih's gave evidence tending to show
pleaded to be valid would open the door to
that the Jackson Coal Company was operating
the grossest frauds upon the law, and prac
mines at Canﬁeid. 36 miles from Denver, and
tically enable the railroad company to avail
was charged by defendant one dollar per ton
itself of any consideration for a. rebate which
for transportation, and that another railroad
it considers suﬂiclent, and to agree with the
company, which ran across the mine, charg
favored customer upon some fabricated claim
ed the same rate. There was also testimony
for damages, which it would be difficult, if
showing the amount shipped by plaintiffs
not impossible, to disprove. For instance,
over defendant's road to have been 12,961
under the defense made by this company,
tons, for which they paid one dollar per ton.
there is nothing to prevent a customer of the
Plaintiffs thereupon called E. R. Taggart,
road, who has received a personal injury,
who resided in Denver, and had been engaged
from making a claim against the road for
in the coal trade for several years selling
any amount he chooses, and in consideration
the product of the Fox Coal Company, which
thereof, and of shipping all his goods by that
shipped its coal at the same station as the
road, receiving a rebate for all goods he may
Marshall Company, and was charged one
ship over the road for an indeﬁnite time in dollar, and who testitied that upon informa
the future. It is almost needless to say that tion received by him of the rebate allowed”
such a. contract could not be supported.
to the Marshall Company, through the prog

There is no doubt of the general proposi ceedings of a commission appointed to'inves-'
tion that the release of an unliquidated claim
tigate the affair, he wrote to the president
for damages is a good consideration for a
of the defendant, and also to T. L. Kimball,
promise, as between the parties, and if no
the general traﬂic manager and official head,
one else were interested in the transaction
01.‘ the defendant company. The letter to
that rule might apply here; but the legisla
Kimball, with the reply, was objected to up
ture, upon grounds of public policy, and for
on the ground that, the demurrer to the sec
the protection of third parties, has made cer
ond answer having been sustained, any state
tain requirements with regard to equality of
ment of the way in which the defendant
rates, which in their practical application
acted relating to that defense was immate
would be rendered nugatory if this rule were
rial, irrelevant, and incompetent, which objec
given full eﬂ'ect. For this reason we think
tion was overruled, and defendant excepted.
Yhe railroad company is in error in its as
The letter from Kimball to the witness Tag
sumption that “if, in the honest judgment of
gart purported to be a reply to a letter from
the otlicers of the defendant company who
Taggart to the president of the road, and
"made the contract, the considerations which
stated generally that the contract with the
gentered into it, and upon which alone it was
Marshall Company was made under circum
' made, were suﬂicient to warrant the com stances entlrely dissimilar to those existing
Pllny to pay ‘back to the Marshall Company
between the Fox Company and the Union
forty cents per ton for each ton it shipped
Paciﬁc, and in consideration of the com
for ﬁve years, that is enough." This is but
pany’s furnishing the railroad coal for its
:i restatement, in diti‘erent language, of a
own use at not exceeding $1.25 per ton, and
comment made by the court below in its
also in compromise and settlement of a claim
Opinion. that “the whole answer amounts
against the company for some sixty-odd thou
only to this: that the Marshall Company is
sand dollars. Taggart's reply thereto, dated
allowed less rates than other shippers are
August 20, 1887, stated the claim from his
required to pay, upon considerations which
standpoint, and that he had been advised by
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mines,—and, further, in settlement of an old
lawsuit they had;" and the record um,

the very highest legal sources that the con
tract was without warrant, and clearly in
violation of law, and further insisted upon
his claim for the repayment of 40 cents per
ton. If there were any objection to the ad
mission of Kimball's letter upon the ground
that the letter to which it was a reply was
not produced, that objection was met by the
production of that letter upon cross-examina
tion,—~a letter which appears to have been
written July %, 1887, to Mr. Adams, presi

ness gave further testimony showing um
Kimball‘s testimony as to its own uses, and
not exceeding $1.25 per ton, which was men
costing plaintiffs and others about $1.54) to
mine, and commercial coal at not OXCCQIL
ing $1.40 per ton, at a time when other pro
ducers asked $1.60 per tom—that was lllilii-n
ing a difference of from 20 to ‘25 cents peri

dent of the road, at Boston.

ton on~ every ton of coal than what it cost":

The witness

stood in the same position as the plalntiﬂs
with respect to defendant, and had also
brought suit against it to recover the same
rebate which had been allowed to the Mar
s‘iall Company, and which plaintiffs were
suing to recover in this case. Assuming the
correspondence to have been between differ
ent parties. and therefore irrelevant, it is not
easy to perceive how it could have prejudiced
the defendant, as Klmball's letter was a mere
iteration of the defense set up in the answer,
and put forward at the trial, and Taggart’s
a reply thereto, if irrelevant, was not improper,
@or prejudicial to the defendant. If the wit
' ness had had an oral'conversation with Mr.
Kimball, the manager of the defendant com
pany, there can be no doubt that such con‘
versation, and the whole of it, would have
been admissible, as both Taggart‘s claim and
defendant's stood precisely upon the same
footing, and if this demand and refusal, in
stead of being oral, was by correspondence,
it would seem to be equally admissible. As
Kimball‘s letter stated clearly the position of
the defendant with regard to both these

claims, it is difficult to see how it could be
prejudiced by its production.
3. The 3d, 4th, and 5th assignments of er
ror are taken upon the same ground to the
action of the court in refusing to allow the
witnesses Taggart and Rubridge to testify as
to what it cost to get out coal, and put it on
the cars at the Marshall mine, and in ruling
out testimony showing that by reason of such
cost the Marshall Company actually paid at
least $1 per ton for coal carried by defend
ant.
At the time witness Taggart was asked
this question, the case stood in this position:
A demurrer to the second answer of the de
fendant, setting up its excuses for the re
bate, had been sustained, and the case set
for trial upon the complaint and the denial,
—ln other words, upon the general issue.
Plaintiffs had shown that they, as well as
the Jackson & Fox Coal Company, had paid
$1 per ton, and had shown the rebate paid
to the Marshall Company, but the contract
had not been put in evidence. though the
witness Taggart had sworn that he knew
"that defendant set up in bar of plaintiffs’
claim a contract they had with the Marshall
Company in consideration of the Marshall
Company supplying them with coal at a
LIP-‘011 Dl'lCU,—-mllcll below the price at which

they could mine it, or get it out of the

states, in a very blind way, that “the rip

Defendant's counsel here asked: “As a mat
ter of fact, do you know what it did cost
to get out a ton of coal, and put it on cm
at the Marshall or Fox mine?" This was
clearly immaterial, as it was no excuse for
a rebate that the coal cost more or less. The
right of a railroad to charge a certain sum
for freight does not depend at all upon the
fact whether its customers are making or
losing by their business.
IThe next witness, Robert H. Iiuhridge.
who had been the treasurer and assistant
secretary of the Marshall Company, testi
iied that from November 1, 1885, to August
1, 1887, there was shipped from the liar‘
shall mine to Denver 67,803 tons, upon which
a rebate of 40 cents per ton was allowed.
Upon cross-examination he testified that
that rebate was allowed in consideration
"of our giving an indemnity bond. Ourcour
pany gave an indemnity bond protecting the
Union Paciﬁc from all claims on account of
a. damage suit against them, amounting to
about $65,000, for which they had attach
ments on some of the rolling stock and ties
and half a mile of track of the Denwrr

Western&Paclﬂc. ' ‘ ' We were told"
them coal at cost for the company's "is
but not to exceed at any time $1.25 D" m
and also to give them coal for commercial
use at not exceeding $1.40 per ton; that is
for Kansas, but not for Denver." T1118 0m]
testimony with regard to the contract was

objected to by plaintiffs’ counsel on the
ground that the written contra-t should
be produced,-an objection which was over
ruled by the court. There was evident

iy an attempt here to obtain from the
witness a statement of so much of the 00"‘
tract as was favorable to the defendant

and at the same time not to put it 1“ 9"‘
dence, since the contract would show on iii
face that the coal company was not onu

tied to any rebate, unless it furnished the
railroad company 200,000 tons per anmlm

for transportatlon,—a far larger amount£5
it did actually furnish. It further aPP I

that the contract establishing the Pm :‘d
coal was not lived up t0, “5 the “HEW
company was paying anywhere from sl'ledé
$1.75 per ton.

The witness was then 8-?1 to;

how much it cost to get'out coal, 15mm
put it on the cars for the use of the

cm‘

Paciﬁc in its engines. and also for i"! c
mercial use in Kansas
wen u
The answer to this question. 35

GATES o. ALLEN.
:=~:E"1I!'1“i~'-!I=l!r-'i
1T3".-

32ml;

the proposal of the defendant to show by
the witness that the cost of getting out the
coal, which they were obliged to furnish
the Union Paciﬁc under the contract, was
largely in excess of what they got, was prop
erly ruled out. The relations between the
defendant and the Marshall Company were
ﬁxed by their written contract, and under
that contract the railway company was en
titled to a certain amount of coal at $1.25
per ton, regardless of cost, and the Marshall
Company was not entitled to a rebate unless
they furnished 200,000 tons per annum for
shipment. This testimony could only have
been offered to show that the company was
losing money in furnishing the coal at $1.25
per ton, and therefore that the discrimina
tion in their favor by the railroad company
was not unjust. But the court, having sus
mined the demurrer to the answer setting
up this contract upon the ground that it
constituted no defense, could not consistent
ly have permitted the defendant to intro
duce oral testimony of such contract for the
purpose of enabling it to rely upon such
stipulations as were thought to be favorable

to itself. The witness had stated, in answer

Ei i i 'u'i i

3!

it
ii!

iii
. _“-‘~aur.— -=1‘n'_‘_~.i=

to the question why the rebate of 40 cents
per ton was allowed, that the consideration
for doing this was in writing. Plalntiii‘s'
counsel thereupon objected to the proposed
oral evidence of the contract as incompe~
tent; and while this objection, though it
seems to us to have been well taken, was
not sustained, and the witness was permitted
to give certain of its stipulations, the court
was at liberty at any time to put a stop to
this character of testimony, or to rule out
any further questions based upon it. The
whole case virtually turned upon the demur

rer to that portion of the answer setting
up this contract. This demurrer having
been sustained, the defendant should not
have been allowed, in this indirect way, to
obtain the advantage of certain stipulations
glnciuded in the contract.

5,; 4. The sixth amignment, that the court
' erred in refusing to'receive in evidence the
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ful efforts made to ascertain why the Mar
shall Company was given lower rates than
its competitors, the plaiutiﬂs rested. The
defendant put in no testimony, and the case
was committed to the jury, who returned a
verdict for $5,481.34.
5. The seventh and last assignment of er
ror was to the action of the court in refusing
to grant a new trial, and in entering a judg
ment on the verdict, because there was no
suiiicient evidence to support the verdict,
and especially to sustain it as to the amount
of damages. Plaintiffs‘ evidence had shown
that the Marshall Company had been re
ceiving a rebate upon all coal transported
by it to Denver, which was not allowed to its
competitors in business, and the damages
sustained by the plaintiffs were measured
by the amount of such rebate, which should
have been allowed to them. The question
whether they lost proﬁts upon the sale of
their cool by reason of the nonailowance of
such rebates was too remote to be made
an element of their damages. They were
entitled to the same terms which the Mar
shall Company would have received, and
damages to the exact extent to which the
Marshall Company was given a preference.
There was no error in the action of the
court below, and its judgment is therefore
aﬂ'lrmed.

(149 U. s. 698)

UNION PAC. BY. 00. v. TAGGART,
(May 15, 1893.)
No. 212.
In error to the circuit court of the United
States for the district of Colorado. Aﬂirmed.
John F. Dillon, Harry Hubbard, Willard Tel
ler, and H. M. Orahood, for plaiutiif in error.
Chas. S. Thomas and W. H. Bryant, for de
fendant in error.
Mr. Justice BROWN. This case depends up
on the same facts as the one previously de
cided, (Railway Co. v. Goodridge, 13 Sup. Ct.
Rep. 970,) and is controlled by the decision of
that case. and the judgment of the court be
low is therefore aﬁ'irmed.

release of the Marshall Company to the de

fendant company, cannot be sustained, for
the same reason. This release, a copy of
which is given in the record, was given by
the Marshall Coal-Mining Company, and by
Langford and Marshall, the previous own
ers of the mine, to the defendant railway
company, releasing it from "all actions and
causes of action, suits, controversies, claims.
and demands whatsoever for or by reason of
my cause. matter. or thing arising out of the
construction of any railroad across the prop

erty of either of us in Boulder and Jeffer
son counties, Colorado " It is obvious, upon
the principles hereinbefol'e stated, that this
release was altogether too vague and gener
al to serve as a basis for making the re

bate to the Marshall Company
Afier some other testimony as to prices
paid by other companies, and of unsuccess

v.18s.0.—62

(149 U. S. 451)

GATES et al. v. ALLEN et :1.
(May 10, 1893.)

No. 153.
Ciacui-r Counts—Jamsmc'rios—Casni'rotis’ BlLL
Under the removal act of 1875, §_ 2,
which provides that "in any suit of a civi‘
nature, at law or in equity, now pending or
hereafter brought in any state_cour_t, where
the matter in dispute exceeds $o0_0, in which
there is a controversy between citizens of dif
ferent states, either party may remove said
suit." the United States circuit court may en
tertain and determine a suit to set aside a
fraudulent conveyance, brought, under the
laws of Mississippi, by a creditor who has not
obtained a judgment. or has not had an execu
tion returned unsatisﬁed, for such laws provide
that the creditor shall have a lien from the

time of ﬁling his bill. Per_Mr. Justice Brown
and Mr. Justice Jackson, dissenting.
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For majority opinion, see 13 Sup. Ct. Rep.

8&3.
I01

6 ‘Mr. Justice BROWN, with whom was Mr.
Justice JACKSON, dissenting.
This was a bill in equity ﬁled in the state
court by creditors, to set aside an alleged
fraudulent assignment under a provision of
the Mississippi Code which gives the chan
cery court of that state Jurisdiction of bills
by creditors who have not obtained judg
ments, or, having judgments, have not had
executions returned unsatisﬁed, to set aside
fraudulent conveyances of property, or other
devices resorted to for the purpose of de
frauding creditors. The case was removed
to the circuit court of the United States un
der the act of 1875, the second section of
which provides “that any suit of a civil na
ture, at law or in equity, now pending or
hereafter brought in any state court, where
the matter in dispute exceeds, exclusive of
costs, the sum or value of ﬁve hundred dol
lars, ' ' r in which there shall be a con
troversy between citizens of different states,
' ° ' either party may remove said suit,"
etc.
In the opinion of the court this case is
controlled by that of Scott v. Neely, 140 U.
S. 106, 11 Sup. Ct. Rep. 712, in which it was
held that the circuit courts of the United
“States, in Mississippi, could not, under this

Eprovision of the Code of that state, take
' Jurisdiction of a bill in equity to subject the
property of the defendants to the payment
of a simple contract debt of one of them
in advance of any proceedings at law, either
to establish the validity and amount of the
debt, or to force its collection, for the rea
son that in such proceedings the defendant
is entitled, under the constitution, to a trial
by jury of the existence or amount of the
debt. While I freely concede the general rule
to be as stated—that a bill of this kind will
not be entertained without 8. prior judgment
and execution at law,-—I am unwilling to ad
mit that the federal courts are incompetent
to administer a state law which provides
that such a bill may be ﬁled by a simple
contract creditor, where the requisite diver
sity of citizenship exists, and the requisite
amount is involved. In a case where such
a bill was filed in the state court the statute
then in force gave to either party the abso
lute right of removal of the suit to the
federal court, upon the clear assumption
that the federal court had the same power
to administer the law that the state court

had. I freely concede that if the state sys
tem of jurisprudence should invest the court

ported, not only upon the ground that ill:
proof of the debt is merely an incidental
feature or the bill, but upon the tumm
ground, stated in the statute, that “the cred.
itor in such case shall have a lien upon the
property described therein from the tiling of
his bill,” etc.,—a fact which in Case v. Benn.
regard, 101 U. S. 688, was held to obviate.
the necessity of a prior judgment and em
cution.
I had aiway supposed it to be a cardinal
rule of federal jurisprudence that the federal
courts are competent to administer any state
statute investing parties with a. substantial
right. As was said in Ex parte MoNlel, 13
236, 243: “A state law cannot give
jurisdiction to any federal court, but that is,
not a question in this case. A state inn:
may give'a substantial right of such a char‘
acter that, where there is no impediment
arising from the residence of the pnrtier,
the right may be enforced in the proper
federal tribunal, whether it be a court of
equity, of admiralty, or of common law.
The statute, in such cases. does not cooler
the jurisdiction. That exists already, and it
is invoked to give effect to the right by ap
plying the appropriate remedy. This panel’
pie may be laid down as axiomatic in our
national jurisprudence. A party forfeits
nothing by going into a federal tribunal. Ju
risdiction havhig attached. his case is tried
there upon the same principles, and its de
termination is governed by the same eon
slderatlons, as it it had been brought in ill:
proper state tribunal of the same locality.
So, also, in Davis v. Gray, 16 Will 203. 211!

"A party by going into a national court
does not lose any right or appropriate rem

edy or which he might have availed himself
in the state courts of the same iocallii
The wise policy of the constitution Eli“

him a choice of tribunals." So. also, in '11"
case of Broderlck‘s Will, 21 Wall 503.5'20Jl
is said, (page 520,) that “while it is true 1113i

alterations in the jurisdiction of the ‘State

courts cannot affect the eqlliiflblle Sufism
tion of circuit courts of the United Smith

so long as the equitable rights themselies

remain, yet an enlargement of climb“;
rights may be administered by "10 elm!"
courts as well as by the courts of the state.s

In the case of Holland v. ChalieiL 110 U-v
15, 3 Sup. Ct. Rep. 495, a statute 01;»;
braska providing that an action mi;

it‘
brought and prosecuted to a ﬂnal decreeme
any person claiming title to real @_ {
whether in actual possession or not, 55$”;
any person claiming an adverse estarl w.

°t chance-PS’ with an ordinary common-law

interest therein, for the purpose of qidet‘
mining such estate and interest. imam the

lllﬂsiliciioll, as, for example, with jurisdic

ing title, was held to be enforceable

‘ion of an action upon a promissory note,
such calmer when removed to the federal
Court' would simply be Placed on the com

federal courts, although it dlsiiensegder m

mon-law side, and be tried by a jury. But
in this case the Jurisdiction of the federal
“011", as a court of chancery, may be sup

sary that the party should be in p

the general rule of equity ulat- 1“ 0 8w
maintain a bill to quiet title. it Wagon‘
b

and that his title should have beennsiden.
lished by law. The statute under 00

A

CAD VVALADER v. WANAMAKER.
tion merely dispenses with the general rule
of courts of equity,—that, in order to main
tain a creditors’ bill, a prior judgment and
q execution at law is necessary,—aud the case

3 appears to me to be directly in point.

at:

a:
‘ ‘1:

Hi5"

sat.

' ‘In this case the court of equity proceeds
to establish the debt, not as a personal judg
ment against the debtor, which may be sued
upon in any other court, but for a purpose
special to that case, in order to reach prop
erty which has been fraudulently conveyed,
and to appropriate it to the payment of the
debt. If the object of the proceeding were
the establishment of a debt for all purposes,
which should become res adjudicata in other
proceedings, and be suable elsewhere as an
established claim against the debtor, or were
not a mere incident to the chancery juris
diction, I can understand why the constitu
tional provision might apply. But in this
case I see no more reason for requiring a
common-law action to establish the debt
than in case of the foreclosure of a mort
cage, or the enforcement of a mechanic's
lien, where proof of an existing debt is
equally necessary to warrant a decree. In
Stewart v. Dunham. 115 U. S. 61, 5 Sup.
Ct. Rep. 1163, a bill in equity was ﬁled by
creditors in the chancery court of Missis
sippi under this statute, was removed to

the circuit court of the United States, and

_.._“= e‘r.~=we_tm:nua inaei

was prosecuted to a decree in that court,
although it is but Just to say that no ques
tion seems to have been made with regard
to the jurisdiction, in this particular. The
same may be said of Dewey v. Coal (30.,
123 U. S. 329, 8 Sup. Ct. Rep. 148, in which
a bill under a similar statute of West Vir
glnia was sustained in an opinion by Mr.
Justice Matthews. Indeed, proceedings 1m
der these statutes, which are common to
many of the states. are in the nature of an
equitable attachment, and operate to im
pound the debtor's property for the payment
of the claim.
The logical consequence of the position as
sumed by the court in this case is that it is
compelled to remand the case for a reason
entirely outside of the removal acts. and
thus to deny to the removing party the
benefit of the act. I understand the duty

imposed by the ﬁfth section of the act—to
remand a cause which, it appears, "does
not really and substantially involve a dis
pute or controversy properly within the ju
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that ground. In Thompson v. Railroad Com
panies, 6 Wall. 134, it appeared only that
a civil action removed from a state court,
which was essentially a common-law action,
could not be proceeded with in a federal
court as an equity case,—-a proposition I
ccrtainly should not deny. Indeed, in that
case it was said that “as the action was a
purely legal one, if they [the plaintiffs] could
have maintained it in their names in the
state courts, they had an equal right to

maintain it in their names when it arrived in
the federal court." The only error was in
not proceeding with it as a common-law ac
tion in the federal court.
I am authorized to state that Mr. Justice

JACKSON concurs in this dissent.

(149 U. s. 532}
CADWALADER,

Collector

of

Customs,

Cos'roua Dn'rnzs —Cl.ASSlF|CATlONS—HAT Tinn
nnxos—SILK Rrnuoxs.
Under the tariif act of March 3, 1883, (22
Stat. 488,) ribbons made of silk, or of which silk
is the component material of chief value, and
which the jury found are commonly and prin
cipally used in trimming hats, were dutiable at
2 per cent. ad valorem, as “hat trimmings,"

under Schedule N, and not at 50 per cent., un
der Schedule L, as unenumerated silk merchan
dise.‘ Hartranft v. Lanzfeld, 8 Sup. Ct. Rep.

732, 125 U. S. 128, and Robertson v. Edelhoﬂ',
10 Sup. Ct. Rep. 186, 132 U. S. 614, followed.

In error to the circuit court of the United
States for the eastern district of Penusyl~
vania. Aﬁinned.

Sol. Gen. Aldrich, for plaintiff in error. F.
P. Prlchard, H. E. Tremain, M. W. Tyler,

and Joe. H. Choate, for defendants in error.
Mr. Justice SHIRAS delivered the opinion
of the court.
The ﬁrm of John Wanamaker brought an
action in the court of common pleas of Phil
adelphia. state of Pennsylvania, against John

Cadwalader, the collector of customs for that
district. wherein it was sought to recover
from the defendant moneys paid under pro
test by the plalntiﬁs to the defendant as
collector of customs, as duties, in order to
obtain possession of merchandise imported
for the plaintiffs, which moneys were de

manded and collected by defendant in ex

risdiction of said circuit court"-to be lim
ited to disputes or controversies not within
the jurisdiction of the circuit court, by rea
nson of the requisite citizenship not really ex

isting, or being colluslvely obtained, as in
" Hawes v. Oakland, 104 U. S3450, or where,
"Don an examination of the record, the
requisite amount is found not to have been
involved, as in Walter v. Railroad 00., 147

U. S. 370, 13 Sup. Ct. Rep. 348.
I have never known of a federal court ad
mitting its inability to do justice between
the parties, and remanding the case upon

v.

VVANAMAKER et al.
(May 15, 1893.)
No. 31.

cess of the amount authorized by law. This
action was certiﬁed to the circuit court of

the United States for the eastern district of
Pennsylvania, and there resulted in a verdict
and judgment in favor of the plaintiffs, from
which judgment the case is brought into
this court by a writ of error.
The matter in controversy arose under the
tariff act of March 3, 1883, (22 Stat. 488.)
ISee 13 Sup. Ct. Rep. 983. for an opinion
in which Mr. Justice Brewer expresses the

concurrence of himself and Mr. Justice Brown
in this decision.
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The plaintiﬂfs claimed the imported articles
were dutiable under Schedule N, which was
in the following terms:
“Hats, and so forth, materials for: Braids,
plaits, ﬂats, laces, trimmings, tissues, willow
“sheets, and squares, used for making or or
namenting hats, bonnets, and hoods, com
' posed ‘of straw, chip, grass, palm leaf, wil
low, hair, whalebone, or any other substance
or material, not specially enumerated or pro
vided for in this act, twenty per centum ad
valorem." 22 Stat. 512.
The defendant contended that he was right
in having assessed the articles under Sched
ule L, which provided as follows:
“All goods, wares, and merchandise not
specially enumerated or provided for in this
act, made of silk, or of which silk is the com
ponent material of chief value, ﬁfty per
centuin ad valorem." 22 Stat. 510.
in applying these respective clauses, the
plaintltTs claimed that articles chieﬂy used
to trim hats with are trimmings. dutiable
at 20 per cent. The defendant claimed that
articles are not materials for but trimmings
when the imported articles bear the com
mercial name of ribbons, or belong to that
commercial class; that, being made of silk,
the imported articles in question fell within
Schedule L; and that, if the jury believed
that the articles belonged to the class com
mercially distinguished under the general
name of “ribbons." then the plaintiffs could
not recover, even if their chief use was as
trimmings for hats, as claimed by the plain
title.
The issues thus raised were submitted to
the jury in a charge the correctness of which
is the subject of our judgment.
The essential deliveranees of the court,
which determined the verdict of the jury,
were in these words:
"Upon the uncontroverted proofs in this
case, ribbons are trimmings. The issue here
is, what kind of trimmings are the particu
lar ribbons in controversy? Are they trim
mings chieﬂy for bats, bonnets, or hoods’!
This is a question of fact for the jury, which,
it’ answered in the aﬂirmative, entitles the
plaintiff to recover. I instruct you accord—
ingly.
“If you are satisfied under the evidence,
considering the preponderating weight of it,
that these kinds of ribbons, such as you
have here, are commonly and usually used
‘for the ornamentation of hats, then the char

ﬁnder of these goods is determined.

preme court, which went up from this (1|,
trict, the supreme court has unquestionably
held that articles which come within the
description of this clause of the act are sop
jcct only to a duty of 20 per cent; 11mm
if they are trimmings, and if they are used

for making and ornamenting hats, they are
classiﬁable under this clause of the act oi
congress, and are ubject to a duty of only
20 per cent.
"It is immaterial to inquire whether the
supreme court in terms has said anything
about the silk clause. They have determined
that articles which are of the character dc
scribed here, and for the use stated. come
within that clause, and are subject only to
a. duty of 20 per cent. That is inconh-stn
hie. So that by that ruling of the supreme
court we are governed, and must so expound
the law in cases occurring afterwards anda
relating to articles of a similar character." 5
I It will be observed that the court below‘
was controlled in its charge by the decision
of this court in the case of Hnrtronil v.

Langfeld, 125 U. S. 128, 8 Sup. Ct. Rep. 732.
and construed that decision as ruling that,
if the imported articles were trimmings, and
were more generally used for the ornamenta
tion of hats than for any other purpose, then
such articles must be regarded as coming

within Schedule N of the taritl act of 1333'
and subject to a duty of 20 per centnm.
An examination of that case, in the light

of the extended criticism bestowed upon it
in the briefs ﬁled in the present case, sntis
ﬁes us that the court below did not misin
terpret the decision. The case was, in all
important respects, like the present one it
was an action by an importer to recover

an alleged illegal excess of duties, and
wherein ribbons made of silk and cotton.
of which silk was the material of chief
value, were the articles in question. The tes‘

timony on the part of the plnintiii tended
to show that the ribbons were chieﬂy used

in making or ornamenting hats. bowels‘ “d
hoods, but that they might be, and 5°!”
times were, used
testimony on the
ed to show that
equally with hat

for trimming dresses The
part of the defendant tend
they were dress trimmings
trimmings, and were com

monly used as much for the one plll'lwSe “3

the other. In this state of the “199"”;
the trial court charged the Jury mm“ “a
the use to which these articles are chlii‘mlt
adapted, and for which they are used" _

determines their character within the'minn.

was
' '“These are the two facts that you are to ing of this clause of the tariff EFL
consider and determine by your verdict: It is the predominant use to Whldl i" ‘r
are applied that determines the chnl'ﬂmt;
First, are these ribbons. of which you have
' ' ' You will therefore determine l
samples here, trimmings, within the section
of the act of congress? And, secondly, if which use these articles in quesmgmgf
so, are they used more largely than for any chieﬂy devoted. If they are hot trim mm‘!
and used for making and ornamentinli . "5
other purpose in the making and ornamenta
e or.
tion of hats, bonnets, and hoods? These are then the rmte of duty was excessive.
the two facts, and as you determine them ‘The question is simply and P1391?’ 011,158
this case must be decided.
fact, namely, what is the ill‘edom‘mgs a“
“In a. case that was decided by the su

to which these articles are devoted?

7
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determine that question you will return your
verdict." These instructions were approved

by this court, and the judgment or the court
below in favor of the importer was aﬂirmed.
It is quite apparent that it the law was
correctly laid down in Hartrantt v. Lang
feid, the court below, in the present case,
did not err in its treatment or the subject.
Substantially the same question came alter

wards before this court in the case of Rob
ertson v. Edelhoft, 132 U. S. 614, 10 Sup. Ct.
Rep. 186, on error to the circuit court for
the southern district of New York. Again
the question was as to the correct classiﬁ
cation, under the act of March 3, 1833, of
ribbons composed oi.‘ silk and cotton, in which
silk was the component material or chief
value. The court below gave peremptory
instructions to the jury to ﬁnd for the plain
tiff, the undisputed evidence being that the
articles in question were used exclusively
as trimmings for ornamenting hats and bon
nets, and had a commercial value only for
that purpose; and this action of the trial
court was approved by this court in an elab
orate opinion.
It will be noticed that the case of Robert
son v. Edeihoﬂ' diners from the case of
Hartranft v. Langt’eid and from the present
case in the particular that the fact was con
ceded that the ribbons in question were ex
clusively used for hat trimmings, and that
question was not submitted to the jury;
whereas, in the other cases there was con
ﬂicting evidence as to the use made of the
ribbons, and it was submitted to the Jury
to iind what was the chief or predominant

use made of the articles.
In view of these decisions of this court,

it is evident that the court below, in the
present case, cannot be convicted of error.
A very earnest and able eti’ort has been

made on behalf of the government to lead
us to reconsider the doctrine of those cases.
We have read with care the elaborate
,

Ebriets submitted to us by the solicitor gen
eral, but, as we are unable to accept'the con
clusions there urged upon us, nothing could
be gained by a minute discussion of the sev
eral arguments advanced. It the subject had
come before us unembarrassed by previ

ous decisions it would have been worthy of
a more thorough discussion. As it is, we
are content to abide by the views that have
heretofore prevailed in this court, expressed

in two unanimous decisions.
The judgment of the court below is ac

chieﬂy of silk, and some chieﬂy of metal, and
known by the general name of “trimmings,"
though they have speciﬁc names to distinguish
one from the other, and some of which are used
exclusively. and the others chieﬂy, for the mak
mg and ornamentmg of hats, bonnets, and
hoods, were dutiahle at 20 per cent., under
bchetlule N, as trimmings for hats, etc., and
not at 50 Per cent. for the goods composed
wholly or ciiei'ly of silk, and 45 per cent. for
those composed chieﬂy of metal. under Sched
ules L and C, respectively. 38 Fed. Rep. 724,
reversed.‘ (;llii\\'IlhliIPl' v. \Vanamaker, 13 Sup.
Ct. Rep. 979, followed.

In error to the circuit court of the United
States for the northern district of liiinois.
Reversed.
For the charge of the court below to tie:
jury, see 38 Fed. Rep. 724.
Percy L. Shaman, H. E. Tremain, and A.
H. Garland, for plaintiff in error. Sol. Gen.
Aldrich, for defendant in error.
a:

‘Mr. Justice SHIRAS delivered the opinion?
of the court.
This was an action brought by the ﬁrm

of James H. Walker & Co. in the circuit
court of the United States for the northern
district of Illinois to recover from the col
lector of that district moneys which were al
leged to have been paid in excess of the legit
imate duties assessable on certain imported
articles.
The history of the ease, as we ﬁnd it in the
bill of exceptions, shows that the goods in
question were trimmings of various styles
and materials, some being composed entirely
of silk, some chieﬂy of silk, and some chieﬂy
of metal, and some being a combination of
both silk and metal. The evidence further
tended to show that all the said trimmings
were used either exclusively or chieﬂy for
hat or bonnet trimming, and in respect to all
the merchandise the use was exclusively or
chieﬂy for the making or ornamenting of
hats, bonnets, and hoods, and that the goods

were not suitable for, and were not used to
an appreciable extent for, any other purpose.
A considerable portion of said goods were
manufactured expressly for the plaintiffs,
and upon their order, to be used, as the same
were used, as trimmings in the making and
ornamenting of hats, bonnets, and hoods.
The proof tended to show that most of the
trimmings in question had more or less spe
ciﬁc commercial names, which aided to dis
tinguish one from another, and that utrim

cordingly aﬂirmed.

mings" was their general name, and not
their specific one.
The importers claimed that these goods

(H9 U. S. 541)

should have been assessed under Schedule N
of the act of March 3, 1883, (22 Stat. 512,) at

WALKER v. SEEBERGER, Collector.
(May 15, 1893.)
No. 151.
Cns'rons Du'riss—CmssiricA'rioN—Hlvr Tum
.\l|.\GS.

Under the tariif act of March 3, 1883,
goods composed, some entirely of silk, some

the rate of 20 per centum ad valorem.

The

collector assessed the duties under Schedule
‘See 13 Sup. Ct. Rep. 983, for an opinion
in which Mr. Justice Brewer expresses the con
currence of himself and Mr. Justice Brown in
this decision.
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L (22 Stat. 510) at the rate of 50 per centum
for the articles composed wholly or chieﬂy
of silk, and under Schedule C at the rate of
45 per centum for the articles composed

5 chieﬂy of metal.
‘F ‘The court below charged the jury as fol
lows: “The collector classed these goods as
a manufacture of silk, and assessed a duty
of ﬁfty per cent. ad valorem upon them.
The proof tends to show that the goods in
question are composed of chenille and silk.
' ' ' Now, it makes no difference whether
these goods are used only for hats and bonnets
or not. If they are specially dutiable by name
or commercial description in some other clause
of the statute than clause 4-18, then the plain
tiff has failed in his case." And as to other
articles the court said: "There are no sam
ples of these goods produced, but the proof
tended to show that they were used for mak
ing or ornamenting hats and bonnets. They
were classed as a manufacture of silk; and
if they were silk, as the proof on the part of
the plaintiff tended to show, then they would
be properly classed as silk goods, and not as
bonnet material."
As to various other articles in question, the
court instructed the jury that if they were
composed wholly or chieﬂy of silk they were
dutiable at the rate of 50 per centum ad va
iorem, as manufactures of silk,notwitlistand
ing that the evidence showed that they were
used only for hats and bonnets.
Under these instructions, which were duly
excepted to, the jury found, as to most of the
articles, a verdict in favor of the collector,
and, judgment having been enterad accord
lngiy, the case is before us on a writ of error.
No extended discussion is required. We
have just decided in the case of Cadwalader
v. Wanamaker, 13 Sup. Ct. Rep. 979, in
which the facts were substantially the same
with those disclosed in the present record,
that goods intended for trimmings for hats,
bonnets, and hoods. and found by the jury
to be chieﬂy so used, were properly assessed
for duty, under Schedule N, at 20 per centuin
ad valorem, notwithstanding that such goods
were composed wholly or chieﬂy of silk. In
so ruling we considered ourselves bound by
our previous decisions. Hartranft v. Lang
feld, 125 U. S. 128, 8 Sup. Ct. Rep. 732; Rob
ertson v. Edelhoff, 132 U. S. 618, 10 Sup. Ct.
Rep. 186.
Under the law as there laid down the case
ought to have been submitted to the jury to
:ﬂnd whether the goods in question were
5 trimmings used wholly or chieﬂy in the mak
lng'and ornamentation of hats, bonnets, or

bonds. and with instructions that, if they so

(149 U. 5, iii!

HARTRANFT v. MEYER et iii.
(May 15, 1893.)

No. 860.
Cos-roars DUTIES — CLASSIFICATION — HAT Tm
miNos—“Criiius" no “Minczuxrs.”

'

Under the tarii! act of March 3, 1m

piece goods composed of silk, or of which silk
is the component material of chief value, which
are bought and sold under the commercial
designation _of “chinas" and “marcelines," and
which the Jury ﬁnds are "trimmings." chieﬂy
used in making hats and bonnets, were dnti~
able at 20 per cent., as trimmings used in nui
mg or ornamenting hats, boiiucts, nnd hoods,
and not at 50 per cent, under Schedule L, in
uiienuincrateil silk merchandise. Mr. Justice
Brewer and Mr. Justice Brown, dissenting,
on the ground that these articles are not “trin
mingsf" Cadwalnder v. Wanamaker, 1381111.
Ct. Rep. 979, followed.

In error to the circuit court of the United
States for the eastern district of Peniisyl
Vania. Aiﬁrmcd.
Sol. Gen. Aldrich, for plaintiff in error.
F. P. Prichard, H. E. Treninin, ll. W. Ty
ler, and J. P. H. Choate, for detendnntsin

error.
Mr. Justice SHIRAS delivered the opinion
of the court.
This was an action brought by the firm at,

Meyer & Dickinson in the court of common;
pleas of Philadelphia against'the collector
of customs for that district to recover du
ties which they allege to have been iiicgﬂll!
assessed against certain articles imported by
them. The action was certiﬁed to and tried
in the circuit court for the eastern district
of Pennsylvania, and resulted in a, verdict
and judgment in favor of the plaintiffs The
collector sued out a writ of error, which it
now prosecuted in this court by his men
ti'ix.
The issues that were tried in the coil"
below arose under the tnritf act of linrch
3, 1883, (22 Stat. 510, 512.) The lmporwl
articles consisted of “chlnns” and "mm

lines;" the latter being made who"! 0!
Silk. and the former of silk and 00mm
silk being the component material 01611191
value.
The position of the government was that

such articles were dutiable under Schediﬂ'l
L of the act, at the rate of 50 Del‘ ceumm
ad valorem, while the plaintiffs contended

that they came under Schedule N, and ‘We
chargeable with duty at the rate of 20 i1“
centum ad valorem.
ml.
The court below regarded the case “In '

ing within the doctrine of Hnrmmtt I." a‘;

feld, 125 U. s. 125, 8 Sup. or. Ren- 15-‘ 10
of Robertson v. Edeihoif. 132 U. S. 614;“l

found, their verdict should be given in favor

Sup. Ct. Rep. 186, and accordingly "seem

of m‘ihpltilitlllltiﬂ’, notwithstanding it might ap

it to the Jury to and, under the evi

Dear
a of esilk.
articles were com p os ed wholly
or
chieﬂy

whether the goods in question were

'

mlugs, and what was their chief use
The judgment of the court below is accord
ingly reversed with directions to
new
,
award a

.

‘For dissenting opinion, sea 13 5“?
Rep. 983.

l Ci.
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A large number of witnesses was called on
both sides. There was no dispute as to the
composition of the goods, but there was
conﬂicting evidence as to the extent of their
use as hat trimmings. The testimony on
behalf of the government tended to show
that such goods were largely, and, accord
ing to some of the witnesses, chieﬂy, used
for purposes other than for bat and bonnet
trimmings. The plaintiffs’ witnesses testi
sea that, while they were used to a limited
extent for other purposes, their chief use
was for trimming and lining hats and bon
nets. A verdict was found and judgment
entered in favor of the plaintiffs.
If this case is not distinguishable in its
facts from the cases above referred to, then
a like conclusion must be reached as that
announced in the case of Cadwalader v.
Wanamaker, 13 Sup. Ct. Rep. 979, (Just de
Qcided.) and for the same reasons, which we
gneed not here repeat.
' ‘An attempt is made to distinguish the
facts of the cases in the particular that
whereas, in the other cases, the Imported

ject, and having regard to the preponderat
ing weight of the evidence. It you should
ﬁnd from the evidence that the articles here
in question, chinas and marceiines, were not
trimmings, that, of course, would make an
end of the plaintiffs’ case: but if you should
ﬁnd them to be trimmings, then the only
remaining inquiry will be as to what their,,

goods were ribbons, and thus articles natu

WANAMAKER et al. \VALKER v. SEE
BERGER. Collector.
HARTRANFT V.
MEYER et al.
(May 15, 1893.)

rally ﬁtted for hat and bonnet trimmings, in
this case they are piece goods, bought and
sold under the commercial designation of
“chinas" and "marcelines," and chieﬂy used

chief use is.’I

{2;

' We are unable to see anything objection’
able in these instructions, and the charge
must be deemed a sound exposition of the
law, if the previous decisions of this court,
whose rulings the learned judge had in
view, are to stand.
Concedlng there is force in the views so
ably urged in behalf of the government, for
the reasons given in the case of Cadwaladcr
v. Wanamaker we adhere to the conclusions
reached in the cited cases, and the judgment
of the court below is accordingly atiirmed.

(149 U. S. 532, 541, 544)

CADWALADER, Collector of Customs, v.

Nos. 31, 151, and 860.

for lining hats and bonnets.

CUM-mus Dn'riss — CLASSlFlCATlOX - Ha'r Tani
msas—“Cnnus” AND HMARCELINES."

But an examination of the record shows
that the judge of the trial court did not
overlook the distinction supposed to be in—
volved in the character of the imported ar
ticles. He stated to the Jury that "an
doubtedly the word ‘trimmings,’ as used in
the clause relating to ‘hats, and so forth,
material for,’ includes ornamental append
ages. But does it include nothing more?
This you will determine upon a considera
tion of the whole evidence, and having re
gard also to the terms of the particular

Piece goods known as “chinas" and
“marcelines." invoiced as such, and imported in
rolls or folds, being 18 to 31 inches wide and
75 to 125 yards long, are not “trimmings,"
within the meaning of the tariff act of March
3, 1883, and therefore were not dutiable under
Schedule N as trimmings for hats, bonnets,
and hoods, although they are in fact cut up
and used exclusively or chieﬂy for making
or ornamenting hats, etc. Per Mr. Justice
Brewer and Mr. Justice Brown, dissenting.
Cadwalader v. \Vanamaker, 13 Sup. Ct. Rep.
979, and \Valker v. Seeberger, 13 Sup. Ct. Rep.
981, distinguished.

claim of the tariﬂ act with which we are
now dealing. The language of that clause
as it relates to ‘trimmings’ is: ‘Hats, and
so forth, materials for, ' ' ' trimmings,
' ' ' used for making or ornamcnting

For majority opinions, see Cndwalader v.
Wanamaker, 13 Sup. Ct. Rep. 970; Walker
v. Seebcrger, Id. 981; and Hartranft v. Meyer,

Id. 982.

hats, bonnets, and hoods.’ The use is not

' Mr. Justice BREWER, dissenting.

conﬁned to ornamentation, but by the ex
press words of the clause is for ‘making’
as well as ornamenting. ' ' ' But, aside
from the matter of ornamentation, you are
to consider whether the lining of a hat, bon
net, or hood is not part of the construction
or ‘making’ of the article, within the mean

With respect to these three cases I desire to
make these observations: The questions p‘
sented in them are not constitutional, nor
even of general and permanent law, but re
late only to the scope and meaning of certain
statutory clauses now repealed, and which
were in force for only a few years. While
the amounts involved may be, as counsel
contend, large, yet the questions are but of
temporary and passing importance. Hence,
after two decisions, the questions should be

ing of the clause of the tariff act."
And again: “The evidence tends to show
that chinas and marcelines are particularly

adapted and intended to be used, and in fact
are and long have been used, as inside ap
pendages for bats, bonnets, and hoods, to
trim and ﬁnish them, and that their sub

considered as settled, and that notwithstand
ing some of the present members have come

Itantial commercial value consists in that

onto the bench since those decisions, and may
not concur in the views therein expressed.

use. Are they or are they not trimmings,
according to the natural meaning of that
word? This you will determine, taking into

The end of litigation, so much to be de
sired, is not fully satisﬁed by the close of the
particular lawsuit, but implies that the ques

consideration all the evidence on the sub

tion involved therein is settled; so settled,

'547
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that all parties may adjust their dealings and
conduct accordingly. A change in the per
sonnel of a court should not mean a shift in

have just read'and the next one embody the?

the law. Stare decisis is the rule, and not

the chinas and marcelines here in quantum
cannot be regarded as within the term ‘mm.
11111138,’ as employed in the act of congress,
because they are imported by the piece‘ and

the exception. Whatever, therefore, is within
the letter or spirit of the two cases of Hart
ranft v. Langfeld, 125 U. S. 1%, 8 Sup. Ct.
Rep. 732, and Robertson v. Edelhoff, 132 U.
S. 614, 10 Sup. Ct. Rep. 186, should be con
sidered as having passed beyond the scope
of present inquiry. For these reasons, con
sidering the course of the trial and the rul
ings of the court, I concur in the decisions

nbin the ﬁrst two cases.
3 With regard to No. 860, I think that the
' facts and rulings'bring out a clear distinction.
The importations in that case were chinas
and marcelines, so described in the invoices,
imported as piece goods, in rolls or folds of
from 75 to 125 yards in length, and from
18 to 31 inches in width. Are such goods
trimmings? I think by no fair construction
of the word can they in that condition be
called "trimmings." Confesedly, they must
come within these words of the statute,
“trimmings ' ' ‘ used for making or or
nameniing hats, bonnets, and hoods.” The
question of use or chief use does not arise
until it is established that the goods are
trimmings. This question was really not in
the cases in 125 and 132 U. S. and 8 Sup.
Ct. Rep. and 10 Sup. Ct. Rep., supra. In the
opinion in the former it was said of the
goods there in question: l‘That they were
trimmings was not a. matter of contro
versy. All the witnesses on both sides spoke
of them as suc ." And in the latter: "On
the trial the undisputed evidence was that
the articles in question were used exclusively
for trimming hats and bonnets, and had a
commercial value only for that purpose." In
neither case does it appear that any question
was made as to whether the articles there
imported were trimmings or not. But it was
in this case, and such instructions asked and
refused as compel a determination of that
speciﬁc question. The instructions and com
ments of the court are as follows:
“(1) if you believe that in March, 1883,
chines and marcelines were commercially
known as ‘linings,’ and not ‘trimmings,’ then
your veitiici should be for the defendant.

"This point is refused.
“(2) If you believe that the chinas and

marcelines in suit were bought, sold, and used
in trade in March. 1883, under those names
and were not commercially known as ‘trim
mings,’ then your verdict should be for the
defendant.
“This point is refused."
“(6) If you believe that the chinas and
marcelines in suit were not in the form of
trimmings at the time of their importation,
you must ﬁnd for the defendant, although
you should believe that they were suitable
and adapted by their nature and qualities to
be made into hat trimmings.
“This point is refused. This point which I

proposition advanced by defendant's counsel
and discussed by them before the jury, an,

before the material is actually applied m
use in the making or ornamenting of 11m
bonnets, and hoods the pieces have to be cm

into smaller pieces and made into certain
forms.
“But the court cannot accept this view :19
correct, and I instruct you that hat mate
rials which are imported by the piece are
‘trimmings’ within the meaning of the act oi
congress if they are distinctively adapted.
and, in fact, are chieﬂy used, for trimming
hats, bonnets, and hoods, and are not spe
cially enumerated or provided for in the act
"(7) The jury are instructed that there is
a distinction properly to be made between
‘trimmings’ and materials out of which to
manufacture trimmings, and, if the articles
in suit are not trimmings in the sense of
being completely fabricated as such, but re
quired skill and labor to cut, ﬁt, fold, new,
or fashion them into trimmings, then they
must ﬁnd for the defendant
“You will understand that I am asked to in
struct you in this way; this is the proposltlon
which counsel hand me to aﬂirm. Idecline
to give you that instruction, and I have given
you the contrary instruction. The polntis
refused."

Now, I am of the opinion that these goods
were, in the condition in which they were in

ported, not trimmings. I concede that if
they had a commercial designation as ind!‘

that would be suﬂicient within many mime
of this court, but the testimony does not rs
tublish that fact, and the refusal of the ills!
two instructions eliminates that matter from

present consideration. That being ehml'
nated, it does not seem to m9
‘he?
goods, when and as imported, 1981111114"?

fall within the ordinary meaning of ‘he “or;
"trimmings." The idea of trimmingii “i
something out up or prepared ready for pro;
ent use in the ornamentation or making {is
hats, bonnets, etc. Concede that these “1 g

or folds of cloth were generally ‘18911 to‘ at?
ting up into trimmings, they’ were notuitirlim‘
in the piece, fairly to be denominated “men
mings." Take other piece goods‘ boll“ ‘new

or cotton cloth. Suppose that some 01' M
were used mainly, or even exclusli'tllv or
cutting up into handkerchiefsv llﬂpmts'rms
towels, would any one suppose that the,' 2m
"handkerchiefs," “napkinB," 0!‘ "towels" M

used with statutory precision, were “team
to include or did include the cloth 11119011“d_
bolts? Were the language “cloth for dker.
kerchlefs," etc., or “material for llﬂléwu‘d

chiefs," etc., doubtless such elliressmns

'

include the cloth in bolts. So hem mm

statute named cloth or material for!‘ W
mings, the conclusion would be ‘11mm '

CURTNER v. UNITED STATES.
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8
where the word is simply “trimmlngs," I
take it to mean that which at the time of
importation and in the condition in which it
is imported is ready for immediate use as
trimmings, and not that which is to be cut
up into trimmings. Or, to carry the illustra
tion further, could hickory logs he called
“wooden toothplcks,” because, when cut up
into little pieces, they may be used as such;
or would ivory fall under the designation of
"piano keys," because, when sawed into
proper shape, it is used for that purpose?
indeed, to my mind the word “trimmings"
carries necessarily this idea: Something in
size, form, or condition ﬁt and ready for
present use in the making or ornamentation
of hats, honnets, or other such articles.
For these reasons I cannot concur in the

decision in the latter case.
I am authorized to say that Mr. Justice
BROWN concurs in this opinion.

(149 U. 3. 662)

CURTNER et ai. v. UNITED STATES.‘
(May 15, 1893.)
No. 258.
Pusuc Limos — RAILROAD Gam'rs— Lisrmos 'ro
S'rnss -—Surr 'ro CANCEL — LACHss — LiMi'i‘A

ness.
1. Where lands which fall within the sec
tions donated by congress to a railroad compa
ny by grant in praesenti were listed by the land
department to a state (wrongfully, as is
claimed) as indemnity school lands, according
to selections alleged to have been made before
the ﬁling of the maps of either general or

deﬁnite

ocation, and afterwards the United

States brings a suit against the state's grantees
to cancel the listings, in order that patents
may be issued to the railroad company for
the beneﬁt of its grantees, such suit is prac
tically one brought by the government in be
half of private parties who might sue in their
own names, either at law or in equity to de
termine the title; and in such case the rule
that limitation and inches do not run against
the sovereign is inapplicable, and these defenses
may be set up in the same manner as in suits
between private persons.
2. In such case a right of action against
the state's grantees accrued to the railroad

company at the date of the ﬁling of its map
of eﬁnite location, and a lapse of 13 years
thereafter before the bringing of the suit to
cancel the listin s was fatal to the case, both
on the ground 0 inches, and under the Califor
nia statute of limitations, which. in actions to
recover lands, bars the claim in 5 years.
3. The running of the statute of limita
tions was not interrugted. or the accrual of
inches prevented, by t e fact that during the
period of delay the railroad company made

many ineﬂectuai eiforts to induce the land de
artment to reconsider and snnul its action in
isting the land to the state.
Mr. Justice Field, dissenting.

Appeal from the circuit court of the United
States for the northern district 01! Call
!ornia. Reversed.
Statement by Mr. Justice FULLER:
This was a bill in equity ﬁled by the United

States in the circuit court of the United
States for the northern district of Califor
llll. July 23, 1883, against Henry Curtner

and others,°patentees ot the state of Calitor?
nia, for the purpose of having certain list
ings of indemnity school lands situated in
that state in township 3 8,, range 3 E., and
in township 2 8., range 1 E., set aside and
canceled, and the lands decreed to be held
subject to the grant made for the purpose
of aiding the construction of the Paciﬁc Rall
road, as provided in the acts of congress of

July 1, 1862, and July 2, 1864.
The bill was demurred to, and amended,
and to the amended bill a demurrer was in
terposed, which was overruled, Judge Saw
yer delivering an opinion. 11 Sawy. 411, 28

Fed. Rep. 206.
The bill averred that on July 1, 1862, con
gress passed an act by which the Union Pa
ciﬁc Railroad Company was incorporated tor
the purpose of constructing a railroad and
telegraph line from the Missouri river to the
Paciﬁc ocean, and by which it was provided
that "there be, and is hereby, granted to the
said company, for the purpose of aiding in
the construction of said railroad, ' ° '
every alternate section of public land, des
ignated by odd numbers, to the amount of
ﬁve alternate sections per mile on each side
of said railroad, on the line thereof, and
within the limits of ten miles on each side
of said road. not sold, reserved, or other
wise disposed of by the United States, and
to which a pre-emption or homestead claim
may not have attached, at the time the line
of said road is deﬁnitely ﬁxed. ' ' ' And
all such lauds, so granted by this section,
which shall not be sold or disposed of by
said company within three years after the
entire road shall have been completed, shall
be subject to settlement and pre-emption,
like other lands, at a price not exceeding
one dollar and twenty-five cents per acre,
to be paid to said company." 12 Stat. 489,

492.

That the Central Paciﬁc Railroad Com

pany of California was by the act declared
entitled to the beneﬁt of this land grant,
on the same terms and conditions as the
Union Paciﬁc Railroad Company. That on
October 31, 1864, the Central Paciﬁc Rail
road Company of California assigned to
the Western Paciﬁc Railroad Company the

right to earn the land grant along and
through the location where the land in con-q,
troversy is situated, and that this assign-3
mentrwas ratiﬁed by not of congress of March‘

3, 1865.

13 Stat. 504.

It was further alleged that by the act or
July 1, 1862, the railroad company seeking
the beneﬁt oi!‘ the grant therein provided
for was required, within two years after its
passage, to ﬁle a map of its general route
in the department of the interior, and there
upon the secretary of that department should
cause the lands within 15 miles of such gen
eral route to be withdrawn from preemp
tion, private entry, and sale. That when any
portion of said route was ﬁnally located the
secretary of the interior should cause the
said lands so granted to be surveyed and set

‘For dissenting opinion, see 13 Sup. Ct. Rep. 1041.
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oi! as fast as might be necessary for the pur
poses thereln named, (12 Stat. 493,) and that
by the act of July 2, 1864, the time for ﬁling
the general route map was extended to July

1, 1865, (13 Stat. 356.)

By this act the 15

mlle limit was enlarged to 25, and the 5 al
ternate sections to 10, and by its fourth sec
tion it was provided that “any lands granted
by this act, or the act to which this is an
amendment, shall not defeat or impair any
pre-emption, homestead, swamp-land, or oth

er lawful claim."
That a. map of the general route of the
road was ﬁled in the department of the in
terior on December 8, 1861, and that the sec—
retary of that department, on January 30,
1865, caused the lands within 25 miles of
such general route to be withdrawn from
pre-emption, private entry, and sale. That
the land in controversy was within those
limits. That on February 1, 1870, the map
of the line of the road, as deﬁnitely ﬁxed,
was ﬁled with the secretary of the interior,
and on that day the line of the road was
deﬁnitely ﬁxed. That on December 29, 1869,
the road was completed in all respects as
contemplated by said not of congress, and
the Western Paciﬁc Railroad Company was
entitled to have and receive patents froru
the United States for the land in contro<
versy, the same being within 10 miles of the
road so completed, and not sold. reserved,
or otherwise disposed of by the United
gStates.
D And also that the Western Paciﬁc Railroad
' Company ~1nd’the Central Paciﬁc Railroad
Company of California became consolidated
on June 22, 1870, under the name of the Gen
tral Paciﬁc Railroad Company, and that the
said Western Paciﬁc and its successor, the

Central Paciﬁc, did, within three years of
the completion of the said road, sell and dis
pose of the land in controversy to persons
other than the letendants.
The bill then averred that "the commis

sioner of the general land office did, at the
various and respective times hereinafter stat
ed, without right and through error, inadvert
ence, and mistake, wrongfully list, by certi
ﬁed lists thereof, to the state of California,
the said above-described lands;” and then
follow four lists, covering the lands in con
troversy, dated September 8, 1870; March 11,
November 15, 1871; and March 24,
l

-

That on May 12, 1874, the railroad com
Daily» by its deputy land agent, presented to
the register and receiver of the local land
oﬂice a selection of lands claimed by it under

reasonable diligence have been discovered

sooner; that thereupon said register and re
ceiver wrongfully, and in violation of their
duty, refused to certify said list as aioresaid
requested, and refused to certify the same in
any manner whatever."
It was further alleged "that the state oi
California did at various times subsequent
to said eighth (81h) day of September, A. l).
1870, by its land patents, purport to convey
said lands mentioned in said list to dlrers
and sundry persons other than ‘the Western
Paciﬁc Railroad Company‘ or its successors,
the Central Paciﬁc Railroad Company, and
against the will and without the consent oi
the said companies, or either 0t them, as lol
lows, to wit." And then follow the drum!
the patents, the lands patented, and the
names of the patentees, the dates being Febg
ruary 3, 1871; April 3, 1871; November 21],,

1871_' May 18, 1872; and March 4, 1878.1'e'
specilvely. And that the patcntees subse
quently to the issue of the patents by the
state to them, respectively, and prior to the
commencement of this action, "did by valid
mesne conveyances, duly executed and ac
knowlcdged, convey all their right, title. and
interest in and to said lands to the dciend
ants herein."
The bill further averred that the lands so
patented by the state were on July 1, 1862.
November 30, 1862, July 2, 1864, October 5.
1864, January 30, 1865, and December 29,

1869, alternate sections of the public 111mb
of the United States, and were within tin
‘limits of the railroad grant, and had not
been sold or reserved or otherwise disposed
of by the United States, and that no pas
emption or homestead claim had attached
thereto at the time the line of the road was
deﬁnitely ﬁxed; that the president 01! the
United States refused to issue patents to the
railroad company for said lands, “not be

cause the said the Western Paciﬁc Railroad

Comb-‘lily and its successors had not compile:
with the said acts of congress, nor heoaniit>
it was not the kind and description of land
granted, but solely because said land ind
previously been, by mistake, wrongfully W1
inadvertently listed to the state of Caliiorﬂiit

as hcr'cinbefore set forth," and that the do
fendauts and their grautors at the tune men

tioned in the bill “had actual notice of the
said grant of said lands to said column-‘1
the said withdrawal thereof, the said ennui;
ous and unlawful listing thereof by the 21d
error, inadvertence, and mistake of the rm
commissioner, and of each and all of "9
matters and things herelubciorc set forth.‘

it! grant. numbered 13, including these lands;

The bill then set forth various steps "in;

that the "mistake, error, and tnadvertence of
the said commissioner of the geneml land

by the railroad company to procure llilitnd_
from the interior department notwltllsil'lulzer

omce 1" “Still: by certiﬁed lists said land to

ing the listings to the state, and among 0mr

hire state; of California was not discovered
.17 com
ainnn
.
land
degartmertiiI
g; {:8 glad“? of the ham
Railroad Compmrl or {t
I
entral Paciﬁc

12m 0' May 1871:} n S glantees, until the
l
. or could the same by

things that on March 18, 1879. the "ﬁlm
and receiver at San Francisco reported
in accordance with instructions of Janliléiiisi'

24, 1878, they had on February 25, ~10!

made demand on the state of (Jnlifomla
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the surrender of the certiﬁcation of the lands
hereinbcfore described, and that no surren
,_ der had been made; that they also reported
g on the same day that in accordance with in
' structions of March 931878, they furnished
the state surveyor general, on March 26.
1878, with a copy of said instructions, and
made demand on the state of California to
surrender her title and listing of said lands,
but that up to that date she had failed to
surrender as requested; that on April 2, 1879,
the reports were submitted to the secretary
of the interior, and on the 26th of June the
secretary atiirmed the commissioner's deci

sion of March 9, 1878, awarding the land to
said company, but refusing to issue patents

for

the

reason

that said land had been

wrongfully listed to the state of California.
On December 8, 1879, the secretary of the in~
terior transmitted to the commissioner a let
ter from the attorney general of California,
dated April 1, 1878, refusing to relinquish
the certiﬁcation and listings of said lands
theretot‘ore listed and certiﬁed to the state
by the commissioner; that afterwards a po

tlﬂon was ﬁled in the general land office for
a reconsideration of so much of the secre
tary‘s decision of June 26, 1879, as declined
to issue to the railroad company patents for
the lands that by mistake were wrongfully
listed and certified to the state of California,
and thereafterwards the papers were sent to
the secretary, who on July 1, 1882, requested
the opinion of the attorney general of the
United States whether patents could then be
issued for the lands, or whether the certiﬁca
tion to the state must be ﬁrst judicially va

cated; that on October 18, 1882, the secre

The prayer was that “the said listings of
said lands to the state of California as afore
said be set aside, recalled, canceled, and an
nulled, and that all the defendants herein be
forever estopped and forbidden from asserting
any right or title to said lands, and that the
same in said decree be declared to be public
lands of the United States of America, subject
to said rights of the Central Paciﬁc Railroad
Company, its grantees and assigns, as herein
bei‘ore set forth," and for general relief.
Answers having been put in, evidence taken,
and hearing had, a decree was rendered
which annulled the listings and certiﬁcations
to the state, adjudged the patents issued to
the state to be void, and enjoined the dcfend~
ants from asserting any title under them.
H. F. Crane, E. R. Taylor, and Mich. Mul
iany, for appellants. Sol. Gen. Aldrich, A.
T. Britten, and A. B. Browne, for appellecs.
Mr. Chief Justice FULLER, after stating
the facts in the foregoing language, delivered
the opinion of the court.
The lands in question were odd sections
lying within the 20-mile limit of the grant
of lands made to the Central Paciﬁc Railroad
Company to aid in the construction of itsal
road, and situated partly in township 3 s.,g
range 3'E., Mount Diablo base and meridian.‘
and partly in township 2 8., range 1 E.
It is stated in the opinion of the circuit court
rendered on the ﬁnal hearing and reported

in 38 Fed. Rep. 1, that “between May 15, 1863,
and May 16. 1861, after actual survey in the

ﬁeld, but before the survey had been oﬁi
cially adopted or recognized by the secretary

of the interior, and before it had been ap
tary of the interior wrote to the commission
er of the general land oitice, inclosing a copy
of the attorney general‘s opinion, and direct
ing the papers to be prepared for a suit to
set aside the listing and certification to the
state, and thercafterwards, on December 6,
1882, the secretary requested the attorney gen
eral to commence suit in the proper court.
The bill then charged that a demand was
duly made by the United States upon the
state, February 25, 1878, and refused, and

that the United States were bound, in equity
and good faith, to hold the Central Paciﬁc
Railroad Company, its grantees and assigns,
harmless from the consequences of errors and
mmlstakes, and particularly those relating to
gthe mistake and inadvertence of the com

' missioncr of the generai'land office. The bill
further averred that proceedings had been

proved by the surveyor. general, and ﬁled in
the district land ofﬁce, the state of California,
by its locating agent, made selections and lo
cations of all the lands now in controversy
in township three, range three, in part satis
faction of the grant to the state of lands in

lieu of sections 16 and 36. wider the act of
March 3, 1853, (10 Stat. 246.) Between Feb
ruary 17, 1864, and February 9, 1866, the
state had issued its certiﬁcates of purchase
to the several purchasers thereof, the ﬁrst
payments of the purchase money having been
made. The selections, apparently, at their re

spectlve dates, were by the register of the
land oﬁlce entered in his oﬁlce. A portion of
these lands were certiﬁed over to the state by
the land department at Washington, ap
proved by the secretary of the interior on

November 15, 1871, and the remainder on
continuously pending before the land depart
ment for the purpose of correcting the error

and mistake, and had been prosecuted with
due diligence, and in accordance with the
usages of the department in relation to such
matters. It was further stated that prior to

December 6, 1882, it had been the practice
of the department to issue second patents to

claimants of land whenever it was made to
appear that the ﬁrst patent had been wrong

fully issued.

March 24, 1873, and they were afterwards
patented to the purchasers by the state. The
lands in controversy, situate in said township
two, range one, were selected in advance of
any survey in the ﬁeld by the United States
surveyor general, upon surveys made by the
county surveyors of the state, between July
28, 1862, and July 20, 1863. Certiﬁcates of
sale were issued to purchasers by the state
for a part between March 2, 1863, and Janu_
ury 25, 1864, and for the remainder between
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February 20 and March 14, 1865. These
selections were entered by the register of the
land oﬁice on June 12, 1865. A part was cer
tiﬁed over to the state by the secretary of
the interior on September 8, 1870, and the
rest on March 11, 1871. These lands were
also afterwards patented to the purchasers
by the state." In the view which we take of
the case, this summary of the evidence, in
the particulars mentioned, may, for conven
c lence, be accepted without restatement

:5

The map of the general route of the rail

" road company was‘ﬁled in the general land
oﬁice, December 8, 1864, and the order of
withdrawal issued January 30, 1865. The
road was completed December 29, 1869, and
the map of deﬁnite location ﬁled February 1,
1870. The selections of the railroad company
embracing these lands were made May 12,
1874. The bill alleges, and the record shows,
that patents for all but 320 acres of the
lands were issued to persons mentioned in the
bill, from November 9, 1870, up to and includ
ing April 5, 1873, and that the 320 acres were
patented by the state to one of such persons
March 4, 1878. The purchasers from the
state, and their grantees, entered into actual
occupation of the lands in controversy under
their certiﬁcates of purchase, and from that
time on had continued in the possession
of the same. This suit was commenced July
23, 1883,—over 12 years and 8 months after
the ﬁrst patent issued, and over 5 years and 4
months after the issue 0! the last-named pat
ent.

claim set up was not barred by inches and
limitations.
The bill averred that the United Sum
had granted the land to the railroad com

pany; that the railroad company was ma
tied to a patent; that the lands had been
wrongfully listed to the state, and for that
reason the United States rf‘uscd to gram I.
patent to the same; and therefore the bill
was ﬁled to enable the government to lane
the patent. But it was also alleged thni [he
Western Paciﬁc Railroad Company and its
successor, the Central Paciﬁc Railroad Com
pany, did, within three years of the com‘
pletion of the road, sell and dispose oi the
land hereinbefore described to persons other
than defendants. The road was complehd
December 29, 1869, so that the sale of the
land by the railroad company to othcrsihnn
the defendants must have been before Jan
uary, 1873, or 91,5 years beiore the original
bill was ﬁled.
The rule in relation to the institution oi
suit by the attorney general of the United
States to vacate a patent is thus stated by
Mr. Justice Miller in U. S. v. San Jnoinio

Tin 00., 125 U. S. 273, m, 8 Sup. Ct Rep.
850:
"But we are oi’ opinion that since the
right or the government or the United Shae
to institute such a. suit depends upon the
same general principles which would author

ize a private citizen to apply to a 00m of

justice for relief against an instrument 01*
tained from him by fraud or deceit, or anroi

The circuit court held that lands are not

those other practices which are admitted to

urveyed lands by the United States until a.
certiﬁed copy of the oﬂicial plat of survey
has been ﬁled in the local land oﬂice; that
this had not been done in respect of these
lands, or, if done, that the ﬁling was too
late; that they were therefore \msurveyed;
and that the selections, being made on unsur
veyed lands, were "utterly void." These
premises were denied by appellants, both as
to the law and the fact.
'l‘ln: circuit court also held that the state
selections were void for the reason that the
act of 1853, under which they were made,
excepted from selection by the state, in
lieu of school sections lost, “lands reserved
by competent authority," and "lands claimed
under any foreign grant or title," and “min
eral lands," and that these lands were ex.
cepted because at the time of their selec

justify a court in granting reiietthe 50W?!"
ment must show that. like the Private iudmd'
ual, it has such an interest in the reliei south!
as entitles it to move in the month If

it be a question of property, '1 (‘1159 must b°
made in which the court can aiiord a red

edy in regard to that property; if it be “
question of fraud which would render the

instrument void, the fraud must one“!te w:
the prejudice of the United States; and 11 It;
is-apparent that the suit is brought 1°‘ we‘
beneﬁt of some third party. and that the

United States has no pecuniary 1mm“ m
the remedy sought, and is under no oblign

tion to the party who will be beneﬁted‘;

sustain an action for his use—l1! 5110mm
there does not appear any obligation on to
part of the United States to the nubile 0:":
—it
any can
individual,
no more or
sustain
any interest
such an of
action
"3 db

tion- locatien, and sale by the state they
were claimed under a Mexican grant known
as "has l’ocitas." Appellants contended

any private person could under 51mm“
cumstances.

"In all the decisions to which we have 1"“
construction or the act or 1853, and an er
‘871 roneous application of the act, it properly
so construed, under the facts in the case.
‘Among the points raised upon the demur
rer, and necessarily presented upon the ﬁnal

hearing, were these: First, whether the Unit
ed States had such an interest in the sub
Ject-matter ot the controversy as warranted
their ﬁling the bill; second, whether the

ed
rcterrcd it is either expressed 01' “asked

that this interest or duty of the of mg
States must exist, as the foundation
i
right of action. 01 course, this interestfmg;
be made to appear in the progresivigem
proceedings, either by pleading or em M
and it there is a want of it, and IBM

is manifest that the suit has actual ymum

brought for the beneﬁt or some third P
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and that no obligation to the general public
exists, which requires the United States to
bring it, then the suit must fall. In the

case before us the bill itself leaves a fair
implication that if this patent is set aside
the title to the property will revert to the
United States, together with the beneﬁcial
interest in it."

And in U. S. v. Beebe, 127 U. S. 338, 342,

based upon its making selections of the lands,
and presenting the same for approval, was a
claim in good faith, and the obligation of the

United States to the state was as much to be
considered as the obligation of the railroad
company, and its liability to make good the
loss was to that one of the parties upon
whom the loss might ﬁnally fall.

We are of opinion that upon the case made
8 Sup. Ct. Rep. 1083, it was said by Mr.
Justice Lamar, delivering the opinion of the
court: "If a patent is wrongfully issued to

one individual which should have been is

MI

is]:
m
in

ii!
at.

u‘.
ii!
A--.*~.~‘1352:!
Ills-E
52
\\~-i'::=:-.~leI!E-‘i

the same principles must be applied as if the
litigation were between private parties.
In this regard the case of U. S. v. Beebe,
127 U. S. 338, 8 Sup. Ct. Rep. 1083, is exactly
in point and of controlling weight. There a‘.
bona ﬁde claimant had made a. location un-Q;
der a New~Madrld certiﬁcate, perfected his‘

sued to another, or if two patents for the
same land have been issued to two different
individuals, it may properly be left to the in
dividuals to settle by personal litigation the
claim, and received a certiﬁcate upon which
question of right in which they alone are
he had become entitled to a patent for the
interested. But if it should come to the
land. Afterwards, and while the matter was
knowledge of the government that a patent
pending, Beebe and others, as was alleged,
has been fraudulently obtained, and that
by some imposition or fraud, procured a
such fraudulent patent, if allowed to stand,
patent to be issued to them for the same
would work prejudice to the interests or
land. Suit was permitted to be brought in
rights of the United States, or would pre
the name of the United States to cancel the
vent the government from fulﬁlling an obli
Beebe patent, and the defenses relied on in
gation incurred by it, either to the public
the court below were (1) the want of au
or to an individual, which personal litiga
thority in the attorney general to ﬁle a bill
tion could not remedy, there would be an
for an annulment of a patent in a case like
occasion which would make it the duty of
that; (2) that the claim was barred by the
the government to institute Judicial proceed
statute of limitations; (3) that the claim sued
nlngs to vacate such patent."
on was stale; (4) that the complainant had no
g In the case before us the state of Call
equity to maintain the suit. It was held by
" fornia and its grantees-claimed title under
this court that the United States could prop
the United States, as did the railroad com
erly proceed, by bill in equity, to have a ju
pany and its grantees. Either the grantees
dicial decree of annulment and an order
of the state or the grantees of the railroad
had, when the bill was ﬁled, the title to the of cancellation of a patent issued by mistake,
or procured by fraud, where the government
land. No fraud or imposition or wrong, as
had a direct interest or was under an obli
against the United States, was charged, and
gation respecting the relief sought, but that,
no case made upon which the United States
in the language of Mr. Justice Lamar, “when
sought relief for themselves. Nor was the
the government is a mere formal complain
case one of mistake, in the sense that the
ant in a suit, not for the purpose of asserting
action of the United States and the state
any public right, or protecting any public in
would have not been what it was but for
terest, title, or property, but merely to form
ignorance of particular facts or of the law.
a conduit through which one private person
If the state acquired the legal title by the
can conduct. litigation against another private
listings, that legal title passed to its grantees;
person, a court of equity will not be re
and, if the railroad company and its grantees
strained from administering the equities ex
acquired an equitable title, no reason is per
ceived why the real parties in interest could isting between the real parties by any ex
emption of the government, designed for the
not litigate their claims, as between each
protection of the rights of the United States
other. And this was equally true if the
alone. The mere use of its name in a. suit
state's selections and the listings were wholly
for the beneﬁt of a private suitor cannot ex
void. No wrong was chargeable to the state,
tend its immunity as a sovereign government
and if the state and railroad company each
to said private suitor, whereby he can avoid
claimed the land in good faith upon mere
and escape the scrutiny of a court of equity
questions of law and fact, without any ele
into the matters pleaded against him by the
ment of wrong or fraud, it does not appear
to us that the bill should be regarded as other party, not stop the court from examin
accomplishing anything more than raising a ing into and deciding the case according to
the principles governing courts of equity in
controversy between the parties actually in
like cases between private litigants. These
interest.
principles, so far as they relate to general
Under the railroad grant acts themselves,
nothing contained therein was to impair or statutes of limitation, the inches of a party,
and the lapse of time, have been rendered
defeat any valid claim existing at the time
familiar to the legal mind by the oft-repeated
the line of road was deﬁnitely ﬁxed; and upon
enunclation and enforcement of them in the,‘
the face of this record there can be no ques
decisions of this court. According to these;
tion that the claim of the state of California,
decisions, courts of equity, in'general, recog‘
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nize and give eﬂect to the statute of iirnitations as a defense to an equitable right, when

functus oﬂicio. Noble v. Railroad 00., 147 U,
S. 175, 13 Sup. Ct. Rep. 271. it patents 11nd

at law it would have been properly pleaded

been issued to the railroad company, thcnthe

as a bar to a. legal right."
The decision of the circuit court in that
case, dismissing the hill on the ground of
lac-hes, was sustained, because although Beebe
had procured his patent by fraud and iniposition upon the government or its oﬁicers, and
the superior fight to the land was originally in
others, yet it was apparent that the suit was
prosecuted in the name of the United States
only on behalf of private persons, and there
fore should be barred if they were.
Tested by this rule, it is clear that the
claim of the railroad company and its grantees cannot be sustained.
The grant was in praesenti, and attached
upon the tiling of the map of deﬁnite location.
When the identiﬁcation or a granted section
became so for complete as to authorize the
grantee to take possession, the legal title at
the granted land passed, and an action for
possession could be maintained by the company or its grantees before the issue of a
patent. The patent would have been evidence that the land named was granted, that
the grantee had complied with the conditions
of the grant, and that the grant was to that
extent relieved from the possibility of torfeiture for breach of its conditions, but was not
essential to transfer the legal right. Salt Co.
v. Tarpey. 142 U. S. 241, 12 Sup. Ct. Rep.
158; Land Co. v. Griftey, 143 U. S. 32,
12 Sup. Ct. Rep. 362.
The company had on February 1, 1870,
whatever title it could obtain, and whatever
rights belonged to it, and its cause of action
then accrued. The land had already been
certiﬁed to the state by the commissioner of
the general land oﬂice and the secretary of
the interior. and their action in that regard
was, in law, the same as it patents had been
issued to the state. li‘rasher v. O'Connor,
115 U. S. 102, 5 Sup. Ct Rep. 1141.
It that action was wholly void, then it was

case would have been presented of two W.
eats for the same land issued to two dliicrent
parties, and, as pointed outinU. S. v. Beebe,
the matter might properly be left to those
parties to settle by personal litigation.
This bill was not ﬁled until more than 13
years after the cause of action had accrued,
and 12 years after the ﬁrst patent, and over
5 years after the last patent, was issued, by
the state, while the selections and purchases
thereunder were made long betore.
Under the laws or California an action may
be brought by any person against another,
who claims an estate or interest in real prop
erty adverse to him for the purpose oi dc
terniining such adverse claim; but no action
can be brought for the recovery or real prop
erty, or for possession thereof, or arising out
of the title thereto, unless such actloniscom
menced within ﬁve years after the cause oi
action shall have accrued, and an action for
relief not Otherwise provided for muslin
commenced within four years. Code Civil
Proc. Cal. §§ 318, 319, 343, 738.
Whether the statute be applied directly or
by analogy, or the rule in equity familial
upon lapse of time and stalcness of claim, the
delay and inches here are fatal to the main‘
tenance of the suit
I‘
The ineffectual pressure or the company on pU
the land'department furnished no excise ll‘
between the real parties to this litigation,
and the United States occupied no such rela
tion to the case as to be entitled to the ex
eruption from litigation and inches accorded
to governments proceeding in their 0""
right.
11!, through erroneous action of its oﬂictN,
the bounty of the government in the W
tieuiar instance has not reached those for
whom it was intended, but has reached belt
eﬁciaries who were not intended to have
these particular lands, the govei'nlili’llt in"?

011911 *0 collateral lift-‘wk. and the railroad

be relied on to ettectuate its own ‘1mm

company and its grantees could have brought

and to make good any moral ohlitmlw“ in"

suit to test the legal title at once. Dooian v.

rests upon it; but it had not such 096mm“

Carr, 125 U- S- 618, 8 Sup. Ct. Rep. 1228.

or other interest in this litigation as entitled

i If that ‘195011 was not void, but the interior

it to ask the suspension of the beneiiceili

c department had taken mistaken views of the

rules applied by the courts in the adminlsm

' law. or drawn erroneous'conclusions from

tion of justice between individuals

the evidence, and the railroad company and
“5 grantees possessed such equities as would

The decree is reversed1 and the “use "
manded, with a direction to dismiss the bul

coim'ol the legal title vested in the state and

Its grantees. then resort could have been had
"0 a mu" of equity for relief. smelting Co.

v- Kemp. 104 U. s. 636.

Coiltildeggllsz

Mr. Justice FIELD dissented

===

bot the patties

on behalf of the company (ii-“$023122:

against the Dﬁtentees or the state or their
grantees; but instead of instituting such pro-

“*9
CITY OF ST‘ LOU]? v' WESTERN A

T

‘ leg-)3)

(May 15'

k

'

Feelings the railroad company bcsiowed the

No- 94'

principal oﬂicers of the land ‘department to
ignore the action of their predecessors in ot-

MUNICIPAL c°RP°MTmm—T;BLEGK“
“MES—Rm“ I‘
1 st’ mm

tide, and to exercise a power that had become

f the
city 0 to eﬂflbu’h'
empowgéeth‘éhlrﬁeyfnlnn
assembly

__._—

“ Coy.

4
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open], vacate, and improve all streets, and to
regu ate their use, and provides that the costs
of such improvement, etc., shall be paid by the
city in so far
'
‘
'

u,
I,

.g-r

m
general assembly, are the powers vested 111°
the city. And this charter is an'organic act,’
so deﬁned in the constitution, and is to be
construed as organic acts are construed.
of. _It also authorizes the mayor and assembly
The city is in a very just sense an "im
to license, tax, and regulate telegraph compa
pcriuln in imperio." Its powers are self
mes. Held that. Where a telegraph company
appolnted, and the reserved control existing
has been granted the right to erect its poles in
in the general assembly does not take away
a street, the city, under these provisions of its
power to require it to pay a rea
this peculiar feature of its charter.
An examination of this charter (2 Rev.
St. M0. 1879, p. 1572 and following) will
On rehearing. Denied.
disclose that very large and g\ncral powers
For prior report, see 13 Sup. Ct. Rep. 485.
I‘
are given to the city, but it would unneces
O
V
sarily prolong this opinion to quote the many
0
‘Mr. Justice BREWER delivered the opim
sections deﬁning these powers. it must suf
ion of the court.
tice to notice those directly in point. Para
in the opinion heretofore announced it
graph 2, § 26, art. 3, gives the mayor and
was said: "We do not understand it to
assembly power, by ordinance, “to estab
be questioned by counsel for the defend
lish, open, vacate, alter, widen, extend,
ant that, under the constitution and laws
pave, or otherwise improve and sprinkle, all
of Missouri, the city oi.‘ St. Louis has
streets, avenues, sidewalks, alleys, wharvcs,
full control of its streets in this respect,
and public grounds and squares, and provide
and represents the public in relation there
for the payment of the costs and expenses
to." A petition for a rehearing has been
thereof in the manner in this charter pre
ﬁled, in which it is claimed that the
scribed; and also to provide for the grad
court misunderstood the position of counsel,
ing, lighting, cleaning, and repairing the
and, further, that in fact the city of St. Louis
same, and to condemn private property for
has no such control. Leave having been
public uses, as provided for in this charter;
given therefor, briefs on the question wheth
to construct and keep in repair all bridges,
er such control exists have been ﬁled by
streets, sewers, and drains, and to regulate
both sides, that of the telegraph company
the use thereof," etc. The ﬁfth paragraph
being quite full and elaborate.
of the same article grants power “to license,
We see no reason to change the views ex
tax, and regulate * ' " telegraph com
pressed as to the power of the city of St.
panies or corporations, street-railroad cars,"
Louis in this matter. Control over the
etc. Article (3 treats of public improvements,
streets resides somewhere. As the legisla
including the opening of streets. Section 2
tive power of a state is vested in the legisla
provides for condemning private property,
ture, generally that body has the supreme
and “for establishing, opening, widening, or
control, and it delegates to municipal corpo
altering any street, avenue, alley, wharf,
rations such measure thereof as it deems
market place, or public square. or route for
best. The city of St. Louis occupies a unique
a sewer or water pipe." By section 4 com
position. it does not, like most cities, de
missioners are to be appointed to assess the
rive its powers by grant from the lcgu'sla
damages. By section 5 it is made the duty
ture, but it framed its own charter under
of these commissioners to ascertain the ac
express authority from the people 01' the
tual value of the land and premises pro
state, given in the constitution. Sections 20,
posed to be taken, and the actual damages
21, art. 9, Const. Mo. 1875, authorized the
done to the property thereby; "and for the
election of 13 freeholders to prepare a char
payment of such values and damages to as
ter to be submitted to the qualiﬁed voters
sess against the city the amount of beneﬁt to
of the city, which, when ratitied by them,
the public generally, and the balance against
was to "become the organic law of the city."
the owner or owners of all property which
Section 22 provided for amendments, to be
shall be specially beneﬁted by the proposed im
made at intervals of not less than two years
provement in the opinion of the commission
and upon the approval 01.’ three-fifths of the
ers, to the amount that each lot of such:
voters. Sections 23 and 25 required the
owner shall be beneﬁted by the improve-3
charter and amendments to always be in
ment.” Except, therefore. for the special’
harmony with and subject to the constitu
beneﬁt done to the adjacent property, the
tion and laws of Missouri, and gave to the
city pays out of its treasury for the open
general assembly the same power over this
ing of streets, and this power of the city to
""33 notwithstanding the provisions of this open and establish streets, and the duty of
article, as was had over other cities. In
paying the damages therefor out of the
pursuance of these provisions of the consti
city treasury, were not created for the ﬁrst
iution a charter was prepared and adopted,
time by this charter, but have been the rule
and is, therefore, the "organic law" or the
as far back as 1839.
city of St. Louis, and the powers granted
Further than that, with the charter was,
by it. so far as they are in harmony with
the constitution and laws of the state, and as authorized by the constitution, a scheme
for an enlargement of the boundaries of the
have not been set aside by any act of the

i

city of St. Louis, and an adjustment of the
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relations consequent thereon between the
dty and the county. The boundaries were
enlarged, and by section 10 of the scheme it
was provided:
“Sec. 10. All the public buildings, institu
tions, public parks, and property of every
character and description heretofore owned
and controlled by the county of St. Louis
within the limits as extended, including the
courthouse, the county jail, the insane asy
lum, and the poorhouse, are hereby trans
ferred and made over to the city of St.
Louis, and all the right, title, and interest
of the county of St. Louis in said property,
and in all public roads and highways within
the enlarged limits, is hereby vested in the
city of St. Louis, and divested out of the
county; and in consideration of the city be
coming the proprietor of all the county
buildings and property within its enlarged
limits, the city hereby assumes the whole
or the existing county debt and the entire
park tax." 2 Rev. St. Mo. 1879, p. 1565.
Obviously, the intent and scope of this
charter are to vest in the city a very en
larged control over public property and prop
erty devoted to public uses within the terri
torial limits.
It is given power to open and establish
streets, to improve them as it sees ﬁt, and to
regulate their use, paying for all this out of
its own funds. The word “regu1ate" is one
of broad import. It is the word used in the
federal constitution to deﬁne the power of
congress over foreign and interstate com
merce, and he who reads the many opinions
ofthiscourt will perceive how broad and com
prehensive it has been held to be. if the
Ie_city gives a right to the use of the streets
‘or public grounds, as it did by ordinance
' No. 11,604, it simply'regulates the use when
it prescribes the terms and conditions upon
which they shall be used. If it should see
ﬁt to construct an expensive boulevard in the
city, and then limit the use to vehicles of
a certain kind or exact a toll from all who
use it, would that be other than a. regulation
01.’ the use? And so it is only a matter of
regulation of use when the city grants to
the telegraph company the right to use ex.
clusively a portion of the street, on condi
tion of contributing something towards the
expense it has been to in opening and im
proving the street. Unless, therefore, the
telegraph company has some superior right
which excludes it from subjection to this
control on the part of the city over the
streets, it would seem that the power to re
quire payment of some reasonable sum for
the exclusive use of a portion of the streets
was within the grant of power to regulate
the use. That the company gets no such
right from the general government is hown
by the opinion heretofore delivered, nor
has it any such from the state. The law in
force in Missouri from 1866 gives Ger-mm
rights in streets to “companies organized

midi-r the provisions of this article."

0:

course, the defendant, a corporation organ
ized under the laws of the state oi New
York, can claim no beneﬁt or this. It 1;

true that. prior to that time, and by the
act oi.‘ November 17, 1855, (2 Rev. Sum,
1855, p. 1520,) the right was given to every
telegraph corporation to construct its line:
along the highways and public roads; but
that was superseded by the legislation of
1866; and when in force it was only =1
permission, 9. license, which might be re
voked at any time; and, further, whatever
rights, if any, this defendant may have ac
quired to continue the use 01.‘ the streets
already occupied at the time of the Revision
of 1866, it cannot with any show of reason
he contended that it received an irrovocribl1
power to traverse the state, and occupy any
other streets and highways.
Neither have we found in the various de
cisions 0f the courts of Missouri, to which
our attention has been called, any denial o.‘
the power of the city in this respect. it is
true, in Glasgow v. St. Louis. 87 .\i0. 675;
Cummings v. City of St. Louis, 90 Mo. Hi.

2 S. W. Rep. 130; Gluessuer v. Association’;
100 M03508, 13 S. W. Rep. 707; and Beidler'
Sugar Reﬁning Co. v. St. Louis Grain l-Ile
vator 00., 101 lilo. 192, 13 S. W. Rep. 821
—the power or the city to devote the streets
or public grounds to purely private use:
was denied; but in the cases of Julia Build
ing Ass'n v. Bell Tel. 00., 88 Mo. 258.01111
City of St. Louis v. Bell Tel. 00., 96 iio.
(323, 10 S. W. Rep. 19i',——lt was expressly
held that the use of the streets for telephone
poles was not a. private use, (and of course

telegraph poles stand on the same iooilngl
and that a private corporation carrying 0'1
the public service of transportation of MS
sages might be permitted to use the street!

for its poles. Counsel rely strongly ﬁll”
the latter of these cases, in which the POW’
of the city to regulate the charges for toll‘

phone service was denied. But obviously
that decision does not cover this case Th"

relations of a telephone or telegraph mg"
pany to its patrons, after the use or i »

streets has

been granted, do not uiieci

the use, and power to regulate the use do?!‘

not carry with it by unpllwtion DOW" ‘i
regulate the dealings between the 00mm‘
tion having such use and its individual i‘tﬂo

trons; but what the company shall

m

the city for the use is directly mm‘) M
a regulation of the use. The determiuzhis

of the amount to be paid for the WW.

as much a. matter of reguknjoll “8 dame
mining the place which may be used or w

size or height of the poles. The “17 girl“:
ment made by the court to show ilk" “he

telephone charges is not a reglllﬂilonlo (he
use is persuasive that ﬁxing ‘1 Pm‘? or M
use is such a regulation. Counsel also its!

to the case of Atlantic & P. R. CO‘ "- h;

Louis, 66 M0. 228, but there is nomillfhb
that case which throws all)‘ "51“ “Don aci
In that it appeared that there "as an

MOCOMB '0. FRINK.
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o! the legislature giving to the railroad com
pany a speciﬁc right in respect to the con
struction of a track within the city limits,
and it was held that the company was en
titled to the beneﬁt of that act, and to
claim the right given by the general assem
bly, although it had after the passage of
the act proceeded in the construction of the
track under an ordinance of the city pur
porting to give it the privilege. But, as we
“have seen, the act of November 17, 1855,

i~vested in defendant no general and irrev
.,.
~ ocable power to occupy the streets in’ any
city in the state through all time. We ﬁnd
nothing, therefore, in the cases cited from

the Missouri courts which militates with
the conclusions we have drawn as to the

held‘it in trust for 8., stating that S. had paid
B. “its cost and interest." M. executed an ac
knowledgment that he so held the stock “under
an arrangement with 13.,” and "in conformity
with anarrangement between B., S.. and my
self;”_ this he sent to B.. requesting him to re
turn it for any alterations needed to make it
conform to_ his wishes. When S. afterwards

called on him to account for the stock so held,
M. claimed that It was and had always been
held subJect to advances made by h'
Held, that this claim could not be sustained
upon the face of the transaction. and in view
of further evidence that S. paid to B. the full
amount paid upon the stock, which was never
repaid, and that when M. executed the ac—
knowledgment of trust in favor of S. he knew
that
was in extreme ﬁnancial embarrassment.
Atlirming 39 Fed. Rep. 292.

_2. In a suit by S. against M. on the dec
laration of
'

power of the city in this respect.
One other matter deserves notice: It will

be seen by referring to our former opinion
that one of the contentions of the counsel
for the telegraph company was that by or
dinance No. 11,604 the city had contracted
with the company to permit the erection
of these poles in consideration of the right
of the city to occupy and use the top cross
arm free of charge. We quote this state

ment of counsel's claim from their brief:

._.u-=_q-e"un:u u'in‘§

Helfz', that a judgment for defendant in this
action was not a. bar—as res judicata—to the
55% for an accounting. Aﬂ'irming 39 Fed. Rep.
'3. M. sold his own stock in the corporation
for a large price, and transferred the trust
tock'to the same plurchaser without receiving
anything therefor.
he object of the purchaser

“Ordinance 11,604 granted defendant author
ity to set its poles in the streets of the city
without any limitation as to time, for valu
able considerations stipulated; and having
been accepted and acted on by defendant,
and all its conditions complied with, and the
city having acquired valuable rights and
privileges thereunder, said ordinance and its
acceptance constitute a. contract, which the
city cannot alter in its essential terms with

poration: but the sale of
.'s stock was sub
Ject to an obligation to repurchase at the end
of a given time at an advance of 30 per cent.
Held, that the price received by M. was not the
measure of damages for his conversion of the
trust stock, and the cestui que trust could only
recover what he actually paid for the stock,
with interest. Aﬁirming 39 Fed. Rep. 292.

out the consent of defendant;

nor can it

United States for the district of Delaware.

impose new and burdensome considerations."
And in respect to this, further on, they say:
"No question is or can be raised as to the
validity of the contract made by ordinance
No. 11,604, and its acceptance." But it the
city had power to contract with defendant
for the use of the streets, it was because it

Suit by George A. Frink and Esther S.
Snyder, administrator and administratrix of
0. Brown Snyder, against Elizabeth B. Me
Comb, executrix of Henry S. McComb, for
an accounting. There was a decree for com
plainants, (39 Fed. Rep. 292,) from which both
parties appeal. Aﬁirmed.
Statement by Mr. Justice BREWER:

had control over that use. If it can sell the
use for a consideration, it can require pay

ment or a consideration for the use;

and

when counsel say that no question can be
made as to the validity of such a contract,
do they not concede that the city has such
control over the use of the streets as ea
ables it to demand pay therefor?

The petition for a rehearing is denied.
=

(149 U. S. 629)

McCOMB v. FRINK et al.
FRINK et al v. McCOMB.
(May 15, 1893.)
Nos. 215, 216.
TRUSTS—CONBTRUCTION—RBS Jumcsn—Msasana
or DAMAGES.
1. M. held certain corporate stock as true
ice for B., and the latter requested him by
letter to execute an acknowledgment that he

v.13s.c.—68

was to secure a controllin

Appeals

from

the

interest in the cor

circuit

court

of

the

On June 30, 1868, the Southern Railroad 6
Association, an unincorporated associatlonm
was organized by certain parties-tor the par-33
pose of leasing and operating the Mississippi
Central Railroad, of which Henry S. Mc
Comb had previously obtained a lease for
himself and his associates. The capital of

this association was $1,500,000, of which
Henry S. McComb subscribed $415,000 per
sonally, and also $60000 as trustee; Josiah
Bardwcll, $100,000; the balance being taken
by 10 associates. On January 14, 1869, this
association became incorporated, under a
special act of the legislature of Tennessee,
and to this corporation the voluntary associ
ation, on January 22, 1869, transferred its
property. On January 21, 1869, such action
was taken by this incorporated company that
the capital stock named in its charter, to
wit, $2,000,000, was issued to the subscribers
of the original unincorporated association in
proportion to the amounts or their subscrip
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‘Mr. Justice BREWER, after mung mi
tions. In this way the subscription in the
name of Henry S. hie-Comb, trustee, was en‘ facts in the foregoing language, delivered iliv
larged from $60,000 to $30,000. and repre~ opinion of the court.
That some kind of a trust was creitedliv
sented 800 shares oi’ stock. for which 8 cer
this declaration of McConih appears on tho
tiiicates of 100 shares each. and numbered
from 157 to 164, inclusive, were formally face of the paper itself, and from its lan
guage, taken in connection with the com.
issued by the incorporated company on Octo
spondence which induced and accompanied
ber G. 1870, to Henry S. McComb, trustee,
it, it is also clear that it was an absolute.
and so remained on the books of the com
pany at the time of his death. December 30, unqualiﬁed, unconditional trust which was
1881. It is undisputed that the subscription declared by McComb. Whatever of ilOlllli
was taken originally by McComb as trustee might from the mere language of the deth
for Josiah Bardweli. In the fall of 1869 this ration arise as to whether this trust was lim
correspondence took place between Bnrdwell ited or qualiﬁed by some arrangement with
Josiah Bat-dwell, and whatever suggestive
and McComb:
ness there might be in such language of a
“My Dear McComb: Will you please ac
foundation for the claim now put forward
knowledge that you hold in ‘the Southern
that this subscription and stock was by are
Ass'n,’ as trustee for [the beneﬁt] or rather
rangement with Bardweil held primarily as
for C. B. Snyder, that am’t of stock wh. you
security for advances made or to he mail.
held as for me, Mr. Snyder having two
by McComb to him, and for the hcnedtoi
months since pd. me its costs and Interest.
Snyder, as cestui que trust only thereafter.
Yours truly, J. Bardwcll. Boston, Nov. 12,
and subject to this primary burden, is clair
1869."
ly
displaced by the two letters which called
"Oiﬁce of H. S. McComb, Wilmington,
for and accompanied the declaration. Burd
Del., Nov. 22, 1869. Josiah Bardwell, Esq.,
well’s letter to McComb is a request that he
care of F. Skinner & 00., Boston. Dear Sir:
I send this [acknowledgment as trustee] the acknowledge the holding to be in trust ior
‘631
Snyder, and because Snyder had paid then
ﬁrst leisure moment after the receipt of your
letter, and if it'is not in conformity with for its cost and interest. That clenrlyis a
request
for an absolute and unqualiﬁed ilto
your wishes in any manner please return it
to me, with such instructions to be carried laratlon of trust, and because the property
had been fully paid for by Snyder to the orig
out as you shall be disposed to make. Yours
inal cestui que trust. That McComb intend
truly, H. S. McComb. M."
ed and supposed by this declaration that he
The following is a copy of the paper in
was giving the absolute declaration of trust
closed in McComb's letter:
requested is evident from the letter which he
“To whom it may concern: I hereby ac
wrote
accompanying it, for in that he ‘says
knowledge to hold in the Southern Railroad
“if it is not in conformity with your “"5116:
Association, as trustee for (J. B. Snyder, un
in any manner, please return it to me with;
der an arrangement with Josiah Bardwell,
such instructions'to be carried out as You”
an original subscription of sixty thousand
shall be disposed to make." In other words
dollars, on which seventy per cent. ha been
the transaction is this: Bardwell writes asi
paid. This notice is in conformity with an
lng for an absolute declaration of this! 1“
arrangement made some two months ago be
behalf of Snyder; lllcComb sends this (W111;
tween Josiah Bardwell, C. B. Snyder, and
ration, accompanying it with a letter 511ml
myself. H. S. llleComb, Trustee."
that, "if this does not comply with W‘"
On this acknowledgment is a memorandum
wishes. send it back with such chlmstﬂ i"
in Bardwell's handwriting: "Received, Nov.
you desire." Evidently the reference toil!
23, 1869."
arrangement in the declaration was for ii;
At the time of his death, on July 18, 1882,
purpose of identifying the stock and 5”‘
Snyder was still the beneﬁciary under thl
pretense that
and any
that there
part of
might
the not
sub-SHIP“;
arise
trust, and on January 30, 1333, the plain. scription;

tiﬂs, as administrator and administratrix,
commenced this suit against defendant, as
Oxeclltl‘ix. etc., of Henry S. McComb, the
purpose of which was to establish the trust,
and compel an accounting. The pleadings my.
ing been perfected. proofs were taken, and
the case submitted for ﬁnal hearing, which
resulted in a decree on July 3, 1889. for the

sum of $42-000 principal. and $49420 as in.

and stock standing in his own time “2
held in trust for Snyder. He simply 111m
to identify the trust property as that “t;
all
and along
to guard
had against
stood inthehis
assertion
name 88oil!“ we
in some other portion of the stock h M
go outside of the papers themselves '1 Fm“

timony tends strongly to uphold the cmd W

39

plaintiifs that this was an absolute 11" mm

Fed' Rep. 292. Both parties appealed to

conditional trust. Bax-dwell dld get .
Snyder $45,000, as shown. in this mid‘
April 22, 1869, Bardwell drew tllfféccomb'
on Strong & Snyder. in favor Of : min?

terest, making in the aggregate $91,420_
this court.

Geo. H. Bates and Wayne MacVeagh, for
MycComb, executrlx. George Gray, Wm. G.
Wilson, and Hamilton Wallis, for Frink and
others, administrators.

for $15,000 each. On the game dﬂi
celpt was given by McCom 1

"Received, Boston, April 22- 1369' OH

I
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Bardwell his three drafts of $15,000 each, 30,
~10, and 50 days’ date, on Strang & Snyder,
New York, being in payment for one-fourth
interest in 10,000-sharc transaction in the
stock of the Chicago and Rock Island Rail
road 00., to be managed by John F. Tracy,
as agreed ‘between myself and said Tracy,
through Smith, Randolph & Co., of New
York, as brokers, for the account of myself
and Bardwell. H. S. McComb."
This was found among the papers of Mr.
Snyder, with the following minute attached
to it. signed by Mr. Snyder:
"The three drafts mentioned in the fore
going receipt were paid by Strung & Snyder,
and by them charged to my account on their
books after the transaction in Chicago and
nRock Island Railroad Company's stock was
°° closed. The whole or no part of the money
' or interest was returned to me, but'$42,000
was applied to the subscription to stock in

the Southern Railroad Association, for which
amount I hold H. S. McComb‘s receipt, as
trustee, dated November 23, 1869. O. B.
Snyder. Boston, January 23, 1870."

McComb

received and discounted these

drafts, and sent the proceeds to Smith, Ran
dolph 8.: 00., which, by their letter of May
6th, amounted to $44,700.38. On August 4,
1869, McComb gave Bardwell a draft on
Smith, Randolph & Co. for $44,709, the exact
amount of the deposit on May 6, the cents
omitted; and on August 6 a check on the
Bank of North America for $2,500; and on
the 15th of September wrote to Bardwell,
stating, among other things, as follows:
“The net of your account is $36,719.80; from
which deduct payment of $2,500.00: leaving
due you and subject to call, $34,219.80. Shall
I pay your trustee call S. It. R. A. due the
20th inst? Ever yours, H. S. McComb."
These transactions, including the letters,
show that Snyder (or the ﬁrm of Strong &
Snyder) advanced to Bardwell $45,000, and
there is no testimony that it was ever repaid
to Snyder, other than in this trust matter.

The letter of September 15th also shows that
McComb held money to the amount of $34,
000 and over, subject to Bardwell’s call. It
appears also that Bardwcll was very much
embarrassed in October, and that this em

barrassmcnt was known to McComb.
The following is one letter that passed be
tween them:
"(i’ex-sonal.) Boston, Oct. 5, 1869. My

Dear Friend McComb:

I am in trouble, and

ﬁrst to you I write. I left here Saturday
night for New York, and returned Sunday;
since Sunday I have not closed my eyes. I
have been duped and swindlcc by that man
Barry. and it is my own fault that makes the
to matter so much the worse. I had his honor

é pledged to me, and were credulous enough
’ to'believe. Since Sept. 23 I have paid $200,
000 for him. From a sick bed he came to
see me in New York Sunday when my worst
fears were realized, and he owned that he
had lost $120,000 in stocks. After talking

with him six hours I left, feeling disgusted

and tired. I only fear now that I do not
know the worst. He owes me $700,000, and
I fear he has misapplied or used some $150,
000 of acceptances. He said he had them

on hand unused, but I have reason to think
otherwise, when he told me that there were
no more drafts on us, and that as it stood
Friday, so it was and no more. I came
home to ﬁnd his drafts for $350,000 drawn
on Saturday. These of mine have gone back.
The sufferings of hell cannot compare but
unfavorably with mine, but I won't write
more. Yours, always, J. BardwelL Don't
say a word about this to any one."
With knowledge of Bardwell's condition,
as shown by this letter, as well as other
wise, McComb gave this declaration of trust.
Can it be believed that it would have been
issued in that form, and sent in a letter ac
companied with an implied promise to put
it in any other form that might be desired.
if at the time the stock was held by McComb
as security for advances made, and to be
made, to a man so ﬁnancially embarrassed?
Further, so far as appears from the testi
mony, McComb never suggested to Snyder,
or, for that matter, to any one else, that
this was other than an absolute and unquali
ﬁed declaration of trust, until July 21, 1874,
and then in this way. On June 8, 1874,
Snyder wrote to McComb:
"I have unexpectedly been called on to
pay $40,000, a debt of F. Skinner & Co. and
myself, which I supposed was paid long since.
Not owing anything, my means are all in
vested in a way that I cannot reach them

at present.

I can get along with $30000.

What I want is for you to let me have in
some way the above amount, ($30,000,) so
that I can use it at once. and then you can
reimburse yourself from the sale of consoil-h
dated bonds when they are issued."
g
‘To which, on June 15th, McComb replied

as follows:
"I do not know how I can help you. I
will do anything I can consistently with the
obligations that are already on me, and hope
to be able, at the meeting on Monday next,
at New York, to suggest something that will
relieve you, and not hurt me. You can de
pend upon my doing everything I can rea
sonably be expected to do in the matter."
On July 10th, Snyder wrote again, and
urgently, saying:
“I trust you will do me this favor, because
I am really in a tight place, and am borrow
ing the money from day to day, from my
friends. I would not ask you for the favor
if I could possibly get along without it. Will
you help me? Please let me know when
you will be in N. Y., or where I can see you

next week."
In reply to this, on July 2lst, McComb
said:
"I can send you the $30,000 Southern R.
R. Ass‘n paper, and will do it if you will re
turn me the paper I signed, giving you so
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much of the beneﬁts of the stock which was
in my name as trustee for Mr. Bardweli,
and which I held, by agreement from him,
as collateral for advances made to him and
F. Skinner & 00., which advances more than

inal subscription mentioned in this letter?
Answer. It is still in my possession or under
my control.

“Q. In what shape is it now? A. stock M
the company, as it was then.
'
l."

cover all this stock."
And this is the ﬁrst intimation that the
trust was not wholly for the beneﬁt of Sny~
der. In addition, there is the testimony of
Charles Marsh that in the year 1873 he was
in the Office of the Southern Railroad Asso
ciation, in the city of New York, at a day
on which there was to be a meeting of the
directors, and that while there McComb
came in, and after saying good morning and
passing the time of day, said: "Now, gen
tlemen, to-day I am prepared to offer you
cost and interest of your stock. I had to
guaranty Mr. Snyder that before he would
take his at all; but this isn't anything you
want to sell, this stock.” And, again, the
testimony of Francis 0. Cross that in June,
1374, he was present at a conversation be
tween Snyder and McComb, which was sub
otantially as follows:
“Mr. Snyder asked Mr. McComb to per
gform his agreement in regard to the South
- crn Railroad Association stock. Mr.‘ Mc
Comb replied to Mr. Snyder that he had bet
ter keep it and do as the other gentlemen
were about to do, put in some more mom-y;
that it was a good thing, and was worth two
for one. Mr. Snyder told him that he wished
the money, as he desired to foster other in
tcrests that were pressing him. Mr. Mc
Comb said that he had no money, but he
would let him have some notes to the ex
tent of $30,000, and Mr. Snyder replied that
he would. If the notes were good he would
use them, and would carry the balance for
a time. No time was stated, however. Mr.
McComb told Mr. Snyder to come down to
a meeting that was to be held,-as to the
time of the meeting I have no recollection;

if he would come there he would fix it up

'“Q. In what name does it stand? A. 11.5.:
McComb, trustee.
“Q. Has it stood so ever since this pa.
per was written? Continuously? A. Yes, sir.
"Q. I ask you how that subscription was
paid? A. I presume it was paid by llr. Burd
well to the company."
Subsequently the action was voluntarily
dismissed by plaintiff.
Putting all these things together, there can
be no reasonable doubt as to the nature oi
the transaction. -There was an absolute and
unqualiﬁed declaration of trust given by lic
Comb to Snyder for the amount of this sub
scription so far as it had been paid, and the
circuit court did not err in so ﬁnding.
Again, it is insisted that the matters in dis
pute between the parties have been once de
termined by a court of competent jurlsdle
tion, and the principle of res judicata is in
voked as a defense to this action it up
pears that, after the voluntary dismissal of
the action in the New York court, Snyder.
in October, 1875, commenced a like action
at law in the supreme Judicial court of has
sachusetts, which was tried without a jury.
and resulted in a judgment in favor of the

defendant, on December 23, 188& The orlgi
nal declaration was in ﬁve counts To this
the defendant ﬁled an answer denying "will
and every allegation in each and every counl
0f the plaintiffs declaration,” and speciﬁed]!
denying any indebtedness; and. for n i‘ur
ther defense, he demurred to the ﬁrst 10m
counts. Thereafter, by leave 01' the coun.
these ﬁrst four counts were stricken out, and
two substituted in their place. To this amend
ed declaration the defendant ﬁled an answer
denying the allegations in the ﬁrst two coullli

—the new portions of the declaration; all‘)
also, as a further defense, a demurrer to the

with him."
Further than that, on October 25, 1873,
Edmund F. Cutter wrote to McComb:
“Are the interests of F. S. & C. in the
Southern R. R'd Association, on which you
advanced 60 M dollars, still intact, and am
they worth the loan and principal? How
2312s, the 60 M of Mr. Snyder's stand affect
To which McGomb replied as follows:

“Wilmington. Del, October 27, 1873. E. F‘.

third count,—that being the arm month
the original declaration. This amended dl‘V

laratlon, in substance. alleged that mi‘ﬂ‘li‘
fondant, on July 16, 1869, had iahis 1302:05

sion $45,000 belonging to the plﬂmtfm ‘hat
in consideration of plaintiff permitting Such
sum to remain in his (defendant's) hnndtii
would purchase for plaintiff stock in ‘l:

Southern Railroad Association; wil ‘meal’;
that he would, lf'l'equested' take the 5131],

cutter, ESQ" Boston, Mass—Dear Sir: The

shares of stock from plaintiff Mid P“!

South’n it. R. Association stands all right,
and everybody's interest stands upright and
square- Yours. truly, H. S. McComb, Pres."

$45,000, with interest; that. telling Pig;

In June, 1375, Snyder began an action
against McComb. in the city of New York, It
was an action at law to recover $75,000 on
account of the alleged conversion by McComb
of this trust property to his own use. Mr.

such promise and agreement, the plainbut
left the sum of $45,000 with defendant as‘

that he failed to purchase stock 111 the
sociation; and that he, plﬂinﬂﬂv ‘9312::
demanded payment of the Sum 01549’ wad
interest, which was refused- The cgmdw
the
count
billwas
of particulars
"for moneyattached
had and
b91118
1'9 as

Mccomb's testimony was taken as follows:
“Question. What has become of the orig

lows:
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Bill of Particulars.
(1) To cash retained by you to be
applied to purchaas of stock in

in another action." What might have been

the Southern Railroad Associ
u on . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $45,000 00
(2) To interest on same, July 15,

1869, to October 29, 1875. . . ..

16,978 50
$61,978 50

7.”.

The third count, being the ﬁfth in the
original declaration, was an allegation of the
conversion of 600 shares of stock, and in these
words:
"And the plaintiif further says that the de
fendant has converted to his own use six
hundred shares of the capital stock of the
Southern Railroad Association, a corporation
duly established by the laws of the states of
Mississippi and Tennessee, the property of
the plaintiff."
The record of the proceedings in the su
preme court of Massachusetts fails to show
any ruling of the court on the demurrer to
this third count, and one of the counsel for
the plaintiff in that action testiﬁed that by
mutual consent this third count was aban
doned, testimony which seems to be sup
ported by an extract from the brief of the
defendant's counsel, in which it is stated
“the count in tort has been abandoned.” On
the trial of that case the plaintiif made ap
plication to amend his declaration into a bill
in equity, a bill founded upon this trust, but
such application was denied by the court, such

"denial being, within the statutes of Massa
gchusetts as well as the general practice, a

' matter of discretion.‘ So that the case, as
ﬁnally determined, was simply one at law
for breach of a contract to invest in the
stock of the Southern Railroad Association.
This mere recital of the facts concerning
that action at law seems suilicient answer
to the plea of res Judicata, for among the
essentials of an cstoppcl by judgment is
identity of the cause of action. Atchison,

determined in the Massachusetts court if
the amendment of the declaration had
only be conjectured;
what was determined was that no such con
tract as charged existed, or, if it existed, was
broken. Copious extracts were in evidence

in this case from the brief of the defendant's
counsel in the Massachusetts case, which
show that the defense relied upon was that
no action at law could be maintained in con
sequence of the disclosure of the trust re~
ceipt. It is enough to quote these, which
are but samples of others:
“It is, of course, unnecessary to give any
consideration to the ‘trust receipt,’ except as
it disproves the agreement alleged, because-—

“(1) It is not the contract alleged and de
clared on, and for breach of which money is

sought.
' “(2) Because its only scope and eﬂfect is to
create a. trust, for the enforcement of which
no action of law can be brought, but only a
remedy sought in equity.
0

I

t

t

t

G

U

0

“It becomes wholly unnecessary, as it is
entirely impracticable, to inquire, consider,
or determine what anybody's rights may be
under the trust created or declared on in this
transaction.
"When, if ever, a. bill in equity shall be
brought, and all parties in interest brought
into court, that may be an interesting, as it
will be a necessary, question. Till then it is
enough that the trust created and acted upon
for more than six years by all parties clear
ly negatives any other agreement concern
ing this original subscription, and necessi
tates a Judgment for the defendant in this
suit."
Properly, therefore, the circuit court held
against this claim of res judicata.
It is suggested that the plaintiifs have been
guilty of laches; but in view of the fact that
defendant, when called as a witness in the

& S. F. R. Co. v. Commissioners of
Jefferson 00., 12 Kan. 127; 2 Bouv. Law
Dict. tit. “Res Judicata." When an action

ﬁrst law action, testiﬁed that the stock stood

at law for breach of a contract to in
vest in stocks fall because the testimony
develops that the investment was made and
a declaration of trust given in respect to the
stock so purchased, it would seem strange to

as it always had stood, and of the further
fact that no breach of the trust was discov
ered until just before the commencement of
this suit, this defense is also without merit.
The ﬁnal question is as to the measure of

hold that such judgment is a bar to a suit in

damages.

equity for a breach of the trust, especially

when it appears from the records in the law
case that an application to change the decla
ration into a bill in equity in respect to the

trust was denied.

As was said in Cromwell

v, County of Sac, 94 U. S. 351, 353: “In all
cases, therefore, where it is sought to apply
the estoppel of a judgment rendered upon
one cause of action to matters arising in a.
suit upon a different cause of action, the in
quiry must always be as to the point or ques
tion actually litigated and determined in
the original action, not what might have

been litigated and determined. Only upon
such matters is the Judgment conclusive

The court charged the defendant

with the amount invested by plaintiﬂ', and
recognized by the declaration of trust, to
wit, $42,000, and interest Both parties chal
lenge the question of correctness of this
amount. The plaintiffs insist that McComb
sold his own stock for $125 a share, and that,
therefore, in the accounting he should be

charged for the 800 shares held by him in
trust for Snyder at that price per share, for
which sum. together with interest to date,
a decree should be passed. The defendant

claims that McComb never did anything with
this trust stock, other than in the fair dis
charge of his duties as trustee; that, owing

to causes over which he had no control, and
for which he was not responsible, the stock
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ﬁnally ceased to be of any value, and, there

i,,t’ore, that his estate should not be called up
‘i'ou to account for anything. It becomes
- necessary'to see exactly what McComb did
with this stock. The Southern Railroad As
sociation was the lessee of the Mississippi
Central Railroad Company, and was incor
porated for the purpose of taking a lease of
and operating said road. This road extend
ed from Jackson, Tenn., to Canton, Miss;
there it connected with the New Orleans,
Jackson & Great Northern railroad, running
from that place to New Orleans, La. Mc
Comb was a large holder of stock in that
company. On November 8, 1871, he made
an arrangement by which he sold to the
Pennsylvania Company 14,000 shares in the
New Orleans, Jackson & Great Northern
Railroad Company, at $50 per share, and
5,000 shares in the Southern Railroad Asso
clntion at $125 a share. At the same time he
transferred to the Pennsylvania Company
an additional 14,000 shares in the New Or
leans, Jackson & Great Northern railroad,
and 5,000 shares in the Southern Railroad
Association. Included in this last 5,000
shares was the 800 shares standing in the
name of McComb as trustee, which were
transferred by an lndorsement on the cer
tiﬁcates, vesting apparently an absolute title
in the Pennsylvania Company.
The stock which he sold was his own, and
the whole cash payment, $1,325,000, passed
to him, and, so far as appears, was appro
priated to his own uses. By means of this
transfer the Pennsylvania Company obtained
control of the Southern Railroad Association,
as well as of the New Orleans, Jackson 8;
Great Northern Railroad Company. The tran
saction between McComb and the Pennsylva—
n'la Company is evidenced by three documents,
executed on November 8, 1871; but though
evidenced by these separate instruments,
there was manifestly but a single transac
tion by which McComb transferred to the
Pennsylvania Company the control of these
0 two corporations, accomplishing this vesting
of control by the sale of his own stock, at a
large price, and a transfer of this trustee
and other stock without receiving a dollar.
Obviously it was the use of this latter stock
that enabled him to sell his own. If this
were 1111, the obligation to account would
unquestionably reach to $125 per share; but
the purchase of McComb's stock was subject
to an obligation to repurchase at the end of
tNi'o years, at the same price and 30 per cent.
advance, less dividends received by the com.
pany. This condition may well be deemed
to have entered largely into the ﬁxing of the

is quite clear that the stock was worth at
least what it had cost at the time at the
trust declaration. Indeed, we do not mink
this is seriously questioned by the defendant
Little need be said with respect to the mn
tention of defendant that liicComh did no
more with this stock than a trustee might
rightfully do. and that he used it simply in
induce the Pennsylvania Company to take
hold of this association, and manage it for
the best interests of all the stockholders 0n
the contrary, it is more correct to say ihathe
used this stock to induce the Pennsylvania
Company to buy his own, or at least to in
crease the price at which it bought Eri
dcntly the Pennsylvania Company wanted
the control, and for that end a majority oi
the shares. It might not have been willing
to pay $125 a share it it had been compelled
to buy the 10,000 shares; but would untun
ally be willing to pay a larger price for inli
if the other half could be placed in its hands
without cost, and thus the control obtained.
Very likely the cestui que trust would have
preferred $125 in cash to the promise of even
the Pennsylvania Company to manage the
interests of the association for the beneﬁt oi
all stockholders.
We think, taking all the circumstances into
consideration, that the circuit court reached
as nearly as possible what justice demands
when it awarded a return of the amount for
which McComb acknowledged himself a trus
tee, and interest. The decree will, there
fore, be aﬂirrned. The costs in this tour!

will be equally divided between the Purim
g
(149 U. S. 505)

PICKETT et al. v. FOSTER at 81
(May 15, 1893.)
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1. In Louisiana the failure to reinsimm,‘
mortgage within 10 years from its brat micdﬂa:
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111111 of Snyder as to his investment, and to
continue his conﬁdence therein, be consider.

him in any such ﬁduciary relau‘m aka Mil

ed sufficient '10 Justify placing any such valu

duty to have the mortgage remicl'l

ﬂtion on the stock.
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3. Where a mortgage has been fraudulent
]y_ canceled _of record, one who in good faith,
relating to reinscription, the lperiod for rein
scription having expired after is purchase.
4. The appointment of the purchaser of
mortgaged lands as public administrator while
there was pending in the name of his predeces
sor in oliice a suit to collect the mortgage notes,
in which such purchaser was cited as a defend
ant, and the subsequent dismissal of the suit
during his incumbency, are facts which, while
suiiicient to warrant a suspicion of an intent to
defeat the mortgage and notes, are yet, stand—
in‘; alone, not suiiicient to justify upsetting
the purchaser's possession, when it has exist
ed for 12 years before the ﬁling of the bill.

this deed shall be null and void and of no
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Appeal from the circuit court of the United

States for the western district of Louisiana.
Bill by Joseph Desha Pickett and Theo
dore John Pickett against George Foster,
Mary J. Foster, Mrs. Agnes M. Scanlan, Mrs.
Narcissa J. Green, Ezra. Wheeler, Thomas
Rounday, and Augustus Ireland to foreclose
a mortgage. The court below dismissed the
bill, (36 Fed. Rep. 514,) and complainants ap

i!

in the city of Memphis, Tenn, the undivided
two~thirds of the said plantation, being de
scribed in the deed as all their interest in the
property, to Richard C. Rickctts, Sr., of Mid
way, Ky., in trust. The instrument of con
veyance contained the following condition:
"Now, therefore, the condition on which
the said grant is made, and on and for which
this trust is created, is that the said trustee
shall hold the said property in trust for the
payment of the said notes in whatsoever
bands they may come, and in case they
should all be paid at maturity of the same

gpeal. Aﬂirmed.
,0 Statement by Mr. Justice SHIRAS:
' ‘This was a suit in equity, brought in the
circuit court of the United States for the

effect in law; otherwise it shall be and re
main in full force and vigor, and the said

trustee shall have the right, on request of the
holder or holders of any of the dishonored
paper above named, to take possession of
the estate hereby conveyed, and foreclose
this deed of trust and the interest of the
said grantors in the property aforesaid; and

till default in the payment of said notes, or
either or any part of them, the said grantors

shall have the right to the possession of the
said estate hereby conveyed; and in full
payment of the said notes it is understood
and agreed that the said trustee shall make
such recon veyancc of said estate hereby con
veyed to said grantors as may be necessary
under the laws of Louisiana to extinguish
the lien of this instrument."
On January 25, 1867, Ferdinand M. Good
rich, of Carroll parish, La, ﬁled petitions in

western district of Louisiana, to foreclose a
mortgage which the complainants alleged to
have been given in favor of their ancestor,
James C. Pickett, of the District of Colum
bia, upon a plantation situate in the parish
of Carroll, (now East Carroll,) La., by the
mediate grantors of the present occupant of
the property, Mrs. Mary J. Gwyn, wife of
George Foster. The bill charged that the ex
istence of any impediments which might
serve to prevent the enforcement at law of
their alleged rights in the property was the

said parish, averring that on or about April
20, 1859, he had ﬁled in that court his ac
count as tutor of Agnes A. Morgan and Nar
cissa J. Morgan, showing a balance in his

result of various fraudulent acts and breaches

hands in their favor of $1,263.21, which ac

the oﬂice of the clerk of the district court of

count, after due notice, etc., had been regu
the defendants denied the allegations of larly homologated, and that between April
fraud and bad faith, and said that if the 20, 1859, and March, 1862, they had become
severally indebted to him in the respective
mortgage was ever operative upon the prop
amounts of $3,498.71 and $903.79. The rea
erty it had become prescribed through the
son given by the petitioner for the inequality
inches of the complainants. As the conten
of the accounts sued upon was that Agnes
tions of the parties are based largely upon
A. Morgan had left school earlier than Nar
the ctIect of certain litigation previous to the
cissa J. Morgan. He stated that within the
iling of this bill, and upon various mortgages
period indicated the said devisccs of Jonathan
and transfers of property, the facts in re
Morgan had become emancipated, and had=>
lation thereto, as they appear in the record,
taken'posscssion of their property, and he'
are stated below in chronological order.
prayed that the accounts might be duly
In January, 1866, Mrs. Agne M. Iticketts
homologated, and judgments given in his
and Mrs. Narcissa J. Bell, daughters and
favor for the amounts named, with interest
devisees of Jonathan Morgan, late of the par
from March 15, 1862, and that his tutorship
ish of Carroll. La., then deceased, executed
might be determined and his suretics re
to the order of James C. Pickett, of Washing
of trust on the part of the defendants; and

ton. D. 0., their three joint promissory notes,
in the respective amounts of $5,500, $6,000,
and $6,500, dated January 1, 1866, and pay
able, the ﬁrst in one year, the second in two
years. and the third in three years from the
date thereof, at the Farmers’ Bank of Frank
fort, Ky., without interest. To secure the
IQ-payment of the notes they conveyed, on Jan
e nary 16, 1866, by an not passed before a com

' missioncr of deeds for the state of'Louisiana,

leased. Confessions

of

judgment

in

the

amounts named in the petitions were ﬁled
by the said defendants, each confession em
bodying a waiver of service of the petition,
and of copies of accounts and vouchers,
cimtion, etc., and a full concurrence in the
petitioner's prayer. Thereupon the clerk of
the district court of the parish entered Judg
ments for the said amounts against Mrs.
(Morgan) Rlcketts and Mrs. (Morgan) Bell,
dated, respectively, January 25 and January
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26, 1867, approving and homologating the ac
counts, releasing the petitioner from his trust
as tutor, and canceling his bond. Each judg
ment concluded as follows: "It is further
ordercd,adjudicated,and decreed that ' ' '
the legal or tacit mortgage in favor of said
tutor be recognized to date from the 3d of
December, 1855."
No orders of sale under the judgments ap
pear in the record, but on June 21, 1868,
writs of ﬁerl faicias, under the seal of the
said court, were issued, directing the sheriff
of the parish of Carroll to seize and sell the

for that amount, bearing even date with in,

property, real and personal, rights and cred

would appear by the description of the prop—
erty in the deed that there had been a par

its, of Mrs. Agnes M. Rlcketts and Mrs. Nar
cissa J. Bell, (then Green,) to satisfy the judg
ments, and under those writs their respec
tive interests (described in the sheriff's deeds
as eleven-sixteenths) in the said plantation
were sold by the sheriiI, at public auction,
on June 21, 1868. The interest of Mrs. Rick—
etts was bought by the said Goodrich, at the
price of $1,734, and John H. Green became
the purchaser of Mrs. Green's interest at
the same price. Deeds were executed by the
slieritf on September 5, 1868, to the said pur
chaser-s.
December 18, 1868, Goodrich conveyed to
Mrs. Ricketts the property acquired by him
at the sherltf's sale for the sum of $4,000,
taking her notes for that amount in payment
Written in red ink across the face of the
said mortgage or deed of trust, recorded in
the
oﬂice of the clerk of the parish of Car
509
'
roll, appears the following:
' "Erased in full, evidence the return of the
sheritf in suit 01.’ Ferd. M. Goodrich, tutor,
vs. Agnes M. Rieketts and Narcissa J. Bell,
on ﬁle in the otlice of the clerk of the district
court, and the demand of Ferd. M. Goodrich
that the mortgage be erased. Floyd, 141., De
cember 19th, 1868. A. G. Beldon, D’y Re
oorder."

December 18, 1809, the sheriff of the said
parish sold, under writs of ﬂeri taclas, the
undivided ﬂve-sixteenths of the Jonathan
Morgan plantation, which had been the in
tercst of Oliver T. Morgan in the same, to
Goodrich, for the sum of $915.91, and a deed
was executed to Goodrich hy the sher'lt! on
the following day. It appears by the record
that the issuance of the writs was the result
of suits brought against Oliver T. Morgan
by the New Orleans Canal and Banking 00.,
and by Mrs Rosa. Cammack. On May 23,
1870, Goodrich sold to John H. Green one
half of his undivided ﬂve-sixteenths interest
in about 1,637 acres comprised within the
said plantation, for $5,000 cash.
May 23, 1870, Mrs. Agnes M. Scanian (for.

merly mckem) mortgaged her share in the
Plantation, described in the conveyance as
consisting of about 704 acres, to the ﬁrm of

mortgage, and that the note had been dig

livered by her to George Foster, ii member
of the ﬁrm. On the same day John H Green
executed a mortgage. in favor of Foster i
Gwyn, upon his portion of the plantation, in
secure, as the instrument recited, a debt of
$10,000 due by him to the ﬁrm, evidenced
by his promissory note for that amount, dat
ed the same day, and delivered to Foster.
February 5, 1873, Mrs. Scanlnn conveyed
to Foster a portion of the said plantation, de

scribed as containing about 764 acres it

tition between Mrs. Scanlan and John H.
Green of their interests in the plantation°
Foster states in his testimony in chief in this;
case that such a partition‘ was made on.
May 23. 1870. The deed from Mrs. Scanlaii

to Foster recited that, in accordance with
the terms 01.‘ a contract previously entercd
into between them, Foster agreed to acquire
and make his own a certain debt, secured
by mortgage, held against Mrs. Scaniiui by

the ﬁrm of Foster & Gwyn, and certain judg
ments against her husband held by the ﬁrm.
and to transfer the judgments against her
husband, to be held by her for iiei‘ ownnse
and beneﬁt. The deed also recited that the

sale was made in consideration of the sun
of $36,904.94, the total amount of the said
debts.
By virtue of a writ of seizure and inlet:
sued out of the circuit court of the United
States for the district of Louisiana, at the

suit of Ezra Wheeler & Co. v. John EGreen
the United States marshal for that district
sold. on August 2, 1873, at public auction

Green's portion of the plantation, described

as containing about 872 acres, to 5'“
Wheeler & 00., at the price 01510393- The
marsbal's deed to the purchasem (Wed m:
same day, recited that the total amount n

their mortgage on the property “WWW
was $10,533.45, and that after paying the t1"
penses of sale the purchasers ret'iinedmll

their hands the difference between 6
amount of such expenses and that of the W‘
chase price, to apply to the mortgage debt‘d

December 23, 1873, B. H. Lanier, will!“ 1!;
minlstrator of Carroll parish, commenced r10

action in the district court of the Parish !
enforce the sale of the two-third! 111:;
in the plantation formerly held by M” Q

Ian and Mrs. Green, to satisfy the “103?;
executed by Mrs. (Ricketts) Scauian on Mon

(Bell) Green to James C. Pickett, the p0 h m
alleging that the said instrument, moulding

the form of a deed of trust W851 m M
to the law of Tennessee, where the “"1
law prevailed, a mix'tgﬂgihs
Thomas Rounday,
us“5

Foster & Gwyn, of New Orleans, La. It

John
Wheeler
V. Wheeler,
& 00., absentees,
composingandthe6-ﬁrm
M-mtod cm

was stated in the mortgage that it was exe.
cuted to secure the payment of a debt of

of said parish, who had been an?" 150 ‘m

519.000. due by Mrs. Scanian to the ﬁrm,

rator ad hoe, were cited, as were a GM,‘

that she had executed her promissory note

Agnes M. Seanlan, Mrs. Narcissa J
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and George Foster. The defendants ﬁled an
exception, June 2, 1874, alleging that Lanier
'_,had no cause of action, as he had never le
5 gally qualiﬁed as ‘public administrator by tak
I ing the ‘oath of oﬂiee and giving bond, and,
further, that there was never any such suc
cession as that claimed to be represented by

Lanier. as James C. Pickett had never resid
ed in or owned property in the parish. They
therefore prayed that the suit might be dis
missed. It appears by a certiﬁcate of the
secretary of state of Louisiana, copied into
the record, that Lauier was appointed public
administrator of the parish on August 30,
1871, and that on September 16, 1871, he
ﬁled in the oiiice ot the secretary of state his
oath of oﬁice and his official bond.

December 10, 1874, the sheriﬂf of Carroll
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and used it for his own purposes, and that
owing to the disorder of his affairs she
feared he would not be able to repay the

amount, and that she would lose it. She,
therefore, besought the court to allow the
institution of the suit and cause her husband
to be cited, and prayed that the community

of acquets and gains subsisting between them
might be dissolved;

that she might be al

lowed to administer her own affairs tree
from the control of her husband; and that
judgment might be rendered against her hus
band for the amount of the debt, with inter
est. The petitioner having been authorized
to institute the suit, the defendant answered,
admitting the marriage, but denying the oth
er averments of the plaintiff, and prayed for

the dismissal of her demand.

>

parish sold Foster's portion of the plantation
December 16, 1881, W. A. Gwyn conveyed
(about 761 acres) for his unpaid taxes, to
the property purchased by him at the said
W. A. Gwyn, for the sum of $1,505. On the tax sales to Foster, for the sum of $5,000
same day the portion of the property pur
cash, and on October 24, 1881, Ezra Wheeler,
chased at the sheriff’s sale of August 2, 1873,
on behalf of the firm of Ezra Wheeler & 00.,
by Ezra Wheeler &.00. was sold by the sher
conveyed the property acquired by them at
ii! for unpaid taxes due from Green, to W.
the said judicial sale thereof, retaining a ven
A. Gwyn, at the price of $1,001. Deeds were dor's lien upon the same, to Foster, tor the
executed to the purchasers on the day of the sum of $7,243, of which, as stated in the con
veyance, $2,243 was paid in cash, and the
sales.
April 29, 1875, George Foster was appoint
balance in two accepted draits on A. H. Fos
ter, of Evansville, Ind. The deed from
ed public administrator of Carroll parish, and
on the same day he ﬁled in the office of the
Wheeler to Foster contained a stipulation
secretary 01.‘ state of Louisiana his official
that it should not be complete, and should
bond in the sum of $10,000. On November
not be recorded, until Foster should have ex
29, 1875, Lanler and Foster were called by
embed a mortgage on the property conveyed
the said district court of the parish to prosc
in favor of the vendors.
cute the said suit instituted by Lanier to en- .
December 29, 1881, George Foster mart-a
force a sale of the property covered by the gaged the property conveyed to him by Gwyn:
Pickett mortgage. Lanier answered, through
and Wheeler & Co. to John W.'Foster, of the‘
his counsel, that he was no longer public ad
District of Columbia, the instrument of mort
ministrator, and Foster answered that he gage reciting that on that day George Fos
knew of no such succession as was called to ter had executed his promissory note in favor

be administered. The court then ordered
that the suit be dismissed. The case was
again called December 4, 1875, for trial.
Lanier appeared by counsel, and gave the
same answer as before, and Foster answered

by counsel that he had never had charge of
. -'—- =“ .‘:.n"?.!?
any such succession

as that or James C.

Pickett, and knew of no such estate in the
parish; whereupon an order of the court was
entered dismissing the suit.
By a decree in the case of the Fourth Na

ationai Bank or New York v. George Foster,
sin the district court of the parish of East

' Carroll, (formerly Carroll,) La., dated‘ Octo
ber 17, 1881, Alexander H. Foster, inter
vener, obtained Judgment against the defend
ant for the sum of $2,200.

December 5, 1881, Mrs. Mary J. Gwyn,
Wii'e of George Foster, commenced an action
against him in the district court of East Car
roll parish, setting out her marriage to the
defendant, and averring that the sum of $2,
986.76 standing to her credit in the hands of
Foster, Gwyn & 00., of the city of New
York, on July 1, 1872. and for which amount
she held the ﬁrm‘s note, was due and unpaid;

that her husband had received the money

oi.‘ the said John W. Foster, in the sum of
$6,000, payable January 10, 1885, with interest
at 8 per cent. thereon after maturity, and
that the mortgage was given to secure the
payment of the note.
July 5, 1882, the suit. brought by Mrs. Mary
J. Gwyn against her husband, George Foster,
was called. The case was regularly tried,
judgment given for the plaintiff. and the sub
stance of the prayer of the petition embodied
in a decree of the court, dated July 6, 1882.
The judgment being, on May 5. 1884, unsat
isﬁed, the court on that day ordered that the
property of George Foster be sold to satisfy

the same. and under a writ of iicri tacias the
sheriff of the parish sold, at public auction,
May 6, 1884, a portion of the said plantation,
described as containing about 1,100 acres, to
Mrs. Mary J. Gwyn, for the sum of $15,414.

93.

The sheriff's deed, dated July 8, 1884,

stated that this was the amount of the mort
gages on the property, and that such amount
was retained in the hands of the purchaser
to pay the name.

All the above-described deeds and mort
gages were duiy recorded in the oﬂice of the
clerk ot the district court of the said parish.
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it does not appear in the record that any of
the mortgages were ever reinscr'lbed, except
the one executed in favor of James 0. Pick
ctt, which was roinscribed in the said oﬂflce
on November 4, 1885.
The suit in equity now before the court
was commenced in the circuit court of the
United States for the district of Louisiana,
on November 30, 1885, by Joseph Desha Pick
ett and Theodore John Pickett, citizens of
Kentucky, against George Foster and his
wife, Mary J. Foster, citizens of Louisiana,
Mrs. Agnes M. Scanlan and Mrs. Narclssa
.1’. Green, citizens of Missouri, and Ezra
Wheeler, Thomas Rounday, and Augustus
Ireland, composing the ﬁrm of Ezra Wheel
cr & 00., citizens of New York.
The
plaintiffs averred in their bill that they were
the heirs at law of James C. Pickett, who
died intestate in December, 1872, and that
‘514 the suit was brought to foreclose a mortgage
which had been held by their ancestor upon
the sald‘plantatlon, which had been given by
Mrs. Scanlan and Mrs. Green to secure the
unpaid promissory notes above described.
They allege that Foster's conduct as public
administrator was fraudulent and in bad
faith, in that he failed to prosecute, as it
was his duty to do, the foreclosure proceed
ings in the action of Lanier against Wheeler
& (10., and others, of which proceedings he
had knowledge, having been cited as one of
the defendants therein; that he sought and
obtained the office of public administrator
solely for the purpose of dismissing the suit,
and did procure the dismissal thereof; that,
having so caused the suppression of that suit,
for the purpose of destroying the rights of
the Pickett succession, resulting from the
mortgage upon the plantation, he refused to
institute any other proceedings to foreclose
the mortgage, and withheld from the com
plainants all information with regard to the
enforcement of their claim; and that, while
public administrator, he purposely neglected
to relnscrlbe the mortgage, and refused to
take any steps. after procuring the dismissal
of the said suit, to prevent the complainants‘
claim from being barred by the statute of
limitations. It was alleged that Foster, by
virtue of his appointment as public adminis
trator, obtained absolute control over the
said claim. and occupied towards the com
plainants the relation of trustee; that by the

laws of Louisiana his otlicial bond operated
as a legal mortgage on all the immovable
.property owned by him since May 6, 1875,
when the bond was recorded; and that the
complainants were entitled to the beneﬁt of
such mortgage for the purpose of making up
any discrepancy that might exist between
the amount of their debt, with interest, and
the present value, namely $20,000, of the
property covered by the Pickett mortgage.
The complainants avcrred that they had no
knowledge of the unlawful conduct of Fos
ter in reference to their claim upon the prop
erty, and could get no information concern~

ing the same, until October 31, 1881mm
Joseph D. Pickett sent his son from Ken.
tucky to East Carroll parish, L1, to examine
the matter.

Other avcrmcnts and allegations of the bill
were substantially as follows:

That Foster

procured the sale of his property for in;
taxes;

that the sale was irregular and lilo:

gal, and ‘that the reconveyuncc from Gwyn?
to Foster was a. part of a scheme of fund
between them, the object of which was ti:
Gwyn should hold the title for Foster‘! br-ne
ﬁt until suﬂiclent time should elapse for the
prescription of the complainants‘ claim, and
then reconvey the property to Foster. That
the title taken in the name of Ezra Wheeler
& Co. was a mere show, and the result of a
fraudulent effort on Foster's part to disguhe
the fact that he was claiming to own the
property, and to prevent the plantation from
being subjected to sale under the said mon
gage. That the mortgage executed by Foe
ter in favor of his brother John W. Foster,
and the judicial mortgage in favor of his
brother Alexander H. Foster, as well as a
mortgage executed on November 30, 1881.111
favor of Ezra Wheeler & 00.. were fraudulent
and collusive, and were concocted by Foster
and his brothers and Ezra Wheeler Sr 00. for
the purpose of putting the plantation beyond
the reach of the complainants‘ demand, and
that Ezra Wheeler 8: 00. never pretendedto
be the owners of the property. That the
judgment obtained by Mrs. Foster in her
suit against her husband was the result of
a scheme concocted by Foster and his wife,
in the interest of Foster, for the purpose of
screening the plantation from the operation
of the said mortgage and from such demand!

as the complainants had against F051" °n
account of his fraudulent acts as public ad

ministrator. That as the Slrcr'li’f‘s sales to
Goodrich and Green in 1868 were made for 1
less sum than the amount of the Plckm
mortgage, they were in contravention of i
prohlbitory law of Louisiana, and therefor‘?

nullitles. That Foster had been in actual
possession of the plantation, as owner of the
Same, since February 5, 1873.

The complainants further alleged tlutthey

had no relief at law, but in equity °“gh_t to
be relieved against the frauds. 001mm?
and combinations of Foster, his wife, [1‘!

brother,
brothers.W.
Ezra
A. Gwyn.
WheelerT1103’,
& 00..therefore‘
and his “51*
the court to decree that Foster arid 111}: a:

hold the property described in ‘biennial
mortgage subject to the some;

a

mortgage was and had been a subsilsgislﬁa
mortgage

dating from

January 16,

Pads-ta

ttm'I'the property be sold and the procﬂob
of sale be paid to the complainants. 111.1) at
ity over all claims of the defendants,roam
an account be taken of the rents and g by
made, or which might have been ma e.
Foster
mortgaged
sinceproperty;
he acquired
thatlwssesi‘lon
F05 er’ be Id.e
“Picky as public administrator,
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judged to pay of such rents and proﬁts any
balance remaining due the complainants
upon their mortgage debt after the proceeds
of the sale had been applied thereto; and
that the complainants had a general mort
gage upon the whole of the property to se
cure the amounts aforesaid, as provided by
the laws of Louisiana in reference to the
liability of public administrators upon their
otiicial bonds.
To the bill demurrers were ﬁled by Foster
and his wife, on January 30, 1886, which
were dismissed on March 8, 1886, by con
sent of the defendants, and on April 5, 1886,
they ﬁled answers. The answer of Foster

alleged that as the laws of Louisiana pro
hibited the creation of trust estates, the reg
istry of the Pickett mortgage or deed of
trust in the mortgage books of the parish
of Carroll did not so operate upon the prop
erty therein described as to affect third
persons; that the effect of the judgment
in the actions brought by Goodrich, which
actions and judgment were in all respects
bona ﬁde and regular, was to prevent the
operation of all subsequent incumbrances
upon the property so sold, and pass the same
free and unincumbered to the purchasers.

The defendant averred that the sheriff of
n“\l'i-“'.‘'-\:E‘f'\.,:_"E-a—ﬁkt_‘ﬁ-ah_il" '-

the parish caused, as by law he was bound
to do, the pretended mortgage or deed of
trust to be erased from the mortgage rec
ords of the parish, and that the same was
not thereafter home upon the records as
notice to third persons of the existence of
any claim in favor of Pickett or the cestui
que trust named in the instrument; that
Goodrich and Green were purchasers at the
said sales in good faith, and for valuable
consideration, and went into possession of
the property under deeds duly executed and
recorded. and that the said purchasers and
their subsequent vendees have had actual
and adverse possession of the property since
I, September 5, 1868. The defendant Foster
apieaded, therefore, the prescription of ten
' years in'bar of the complainant's action to
annul the effect of such possession, and the
prescription of ﬁve years in bar of their ac
tion to annul the said sales by reason of the
failure of the sheriff to observe any formal
ity with relation thereto.
The answer described Foster's connection
with the property as follows: At and be
fore the time of the sale, by Goodrich to
Mrs. Rickets, of the undivided portion of the
property purchased by Goodrich at the sher

ift's sale, Foster was a member of the ﬁrm
of Foster & Gwyn, cotton factors, of New

Orleans. That ﬁrm entered into business re
lations with Mrs. Ricketts, and, in good
faith, and without any knowledge whatever
of the suit by Goodrich, or of the pretended
mortgage or deed of trust upon the prop
erty, advanced and loaned to her, in money
and supplies to be used in the cultivation of
the plantation, the sum of $19,000. In rec

ognition of this debt Mrs. Scanian, with the
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authority of her husband, executed her
promissory note for the amount thereof,
dated May 23, 1870, payable one year after
date, with interest at 6 per cent, and to se
cure the payment of the same she executed,
on the same day, a mortgage upon the prop
crty in favor of the ﬁrm. Fruitiess efforts
having been made by the ﬁrm, prior to Feb
ruary 5, 1873, to collect the debt, a com
promise of the differences between the par
ties was entered into, by which it was
agreed, among other things, that Foster
should acquire the entire interest of the ﬁrm
in the debt and mortgage against Mrs. Scan
lan, and buy up a certain judgment and
mortgage held by the ﬁrm against her has
band, and release the debt held against her
personally, and transfer the judgment and
mortgage against her husband, to be held
for her own use and beneﬁt, in considera
tion of which she agreed to transfer to Fos
ter all said property. On February 5, 1873,
this agreement was carried into effect by
an authentic not passed before a notary of
the parish of Carroll, by which, for the
said consideration, aggregating in amount
$36,904.94, Mrs. Scanlan, by the authoriza
tion of her husband, transferred to Foster
the property acquired by her from Good
rich. The said advances were made to Mrs.
Scanlan in good faith, in the due course of,”
business, and in the full belief that she had;
an unincuinbcred title to ‘the property. If’
Foster had been aware that there was any
cloud upon her title, his ﬁrm would not have
made the advances, and he would not have
expended a large sum of money in the ac
quisition of the property. The ﬁrm of Fos
ter & Gwyn had also been engaged in busi

ness transactions with John H. Green, who
purchased at the sheriff's sale the interest
of Mrs. Narcissa J. Green in the plantation.

In the full faith that Green held an unin
cumbered

title

to

the property,

the

ﬁrm

made large advances to him, and he, on
May %, 1870, executed his promissory note

in their favor for the amount thereof, name
15', $10,000, payable 12 months after date,
and to secure the payment of the same mort
gaged to Foster & Gwyn, or any future
holders of the note, the said property. He
also executed two additional mortgages in
favor of the ﬁrm, the one dated July 14,
1871, and the other March 11, 1872, to se
cure the payment of promissory notes for
the respective amounts of $3,723.60 and
$3,009.55. The said ﬁrm was indebted to
Ezra Wheeler & 00., of the city of New
York, and transferred to them the notes he
longing to Foster & Gwyn as collateral se
curity, both ﬁrms believing the notes to be
secured by the said mortgages. The notes
not having been paid when due, the ﬁrm

of Ezra Wheeler & Go. proceeded lawfully
to enforce the sale of the property under
the mortgages, and at the sale thereof pur
chased the property for the sum of $10,
398.20, which amount, less expenses, was
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entered as a credit upon the writ of seizure
and sale. Foster & Gwyn were indebted to
Fara Wheeler & Co. in a much larger suin
than that amount, and on or about October
6, 1873, Ezra Wheeler & 00. agreed with
Foster that upon the payment by him of
the principal and interest of the debt due
them they would sell and transfer the prop
erty to him; and, in order to enable him to
pay the debt, they agreed that he should
have the beneﬁt of the rents and revenues
of the property, such proﬁts to be applied to
the interest of the debt. On the day the
agreement was made, Ezra Wheeler, repre
senting the ﬁrm of Ezra Wheeler & 00.,
executed a written power of attorney, under
“which Foster, as the agent of the ﬁrm of
n Ezra Wheeler 8.: 00., was authorized to take
.“possession of the property and’ to collect the
rents and revenues thereof. By virtue of
this power of attorney Foster took posses
sion of the property and occupied it until
October, 1881, at which time. he having paid
the debt due by Foster & Gwyn to Ezra
Wheeler & 00., with the exception of $7,
250.43, the ﬁrm of Ezra Wheeler 8: 00.,
in consideration of that amount, sold and
transferred the property to him. Part of
the purchase price, namely, $2,248, was
paid in cash, and the balance in duly ac
cepted drafts on A. H. Foster, secured by
a vendor's lien on the property conveyed.
This transaction was conducted in good
faith, for the purpose of carrying out the
commercial contracts and agreements be—
tween the parties thereto.
It was denied in the answer that Lanier
was ever appointed administrator of the
estate of James C. Pickett, or ever qualiﬁed
as such; thatanyinventory was made or any
other act done to show the existence of such
estate in Louisiana; that such estate could
have been legally opened in that state, for
the reason that James O. Pickett was not a
resident thereof, and left no property there
in; that that suit was dismissed through
any fraudulent design on the part of Foster
to suppress the same, or to defraud the es
tote or heirs of James C. Pickett; that Fos
ter concealed from the complainants any in
formation in relation to the notes or proper
ty; that he was bound to give them any in
formation in regard to the same; that the
complainants were relying upon Foster, as
public administrator, or upon any other ad
ministrator, to enforce the payment of the
notes; and that Foster obtained the office
of public administrator for the purposes ul
leged in the complainants‘ bill. The answer
averred the facts to be that the name of

time the suit was called out and dismissed,
and that his attorney refused to promu
the same or to make him party therein
for the reasons that no such estate as uni
of James C. Pickett had been opened in the
parish of Carroll, that the public adnilnirg
trator had not been appointed to take charge‘?
of or administer any such estate, and am
the notes were not on ﬁle in the suit; am
if the said notes were in the parish of (hr
roll at that time, they were in the poses
sion of the owners thereof, who returned
them to the persons from whom they had
received them, with full information of what
had been done and the existing condition
of the claim and of the property, and tin:
the owners of the notes were advised and be
lieved that under the laws of Louisiana the
pretended mortgage was void and could
not be enforced; that Foster was not aware
who were the owners of the claim or of the
names or residence of the complainants, and
that he had no authority to prosecute the
said suit for the reasons above stated; that
Foster only accepted the oﬂice of public
administrator of the parish of Carroll ii
the earnest solicitation of citizens thereof
The charges in the bill of fraud on the
part of Foster in connection with the tax
sales to Gwyn were denied, as were also
similar charges with reference to the sllii

brought against Foster by Mrs. Mill’! 3'
Gwyn, his wife.

The answer averred lhni

that suit was instituted and defended 111
good faith; that Foster owed his wife the
amount sued for, which fact he averred will
established by competent and credible evi
dence; that the proceedings were fills.

and legally conducted, and that the Jude"
ment was rendered in accordance with the

laws of the state of Louisiana It was ‘it
nied that Foster had, since the execution of
the judgment, been in possession of the PW
erty, except as the agent of his wife.

Finally, the answer averred that all ill!
allegations of the bill Ollill‘glng pom"

transaction with Ezra Wheeler 8: 00-. A- 5
Foster, and John W. Foster, as being mud‘
ulent, were false and untrue, End mm "H
those transactions were conducted in SW]

faith, without fraudulent intent. and Wm‘
out any reference to the claim 0! the cm
plalnants.

The answer of Mrs. Foster averted ills:
she was no party to the suits of Goodl‘lI

against Mrs. Ricketts and Min. Bell; ﬁx
sheriff's
at the time
sale she
under
acquired
her judgment
the Property
3W1“!“F ‘hr
tier he was, as she believed, me 1"“1‘11 “$3,;
thereof;

that by her purchase under meal

Muller. as public administrator, in the suit ‘Judgment she had obtained and had 5 .
instituted to enforce the payment of the held the actual possession of the Propefiyn‘
notes. was used by the party in possession
of the notes for the purpose of bringing suit
on the same without any legal authority
for so doing. and that Lanier himself had
no oﬁicial power to act in the matter; that

Foster was absent from the state at the

and that the proceedings and 5mm“; ,.
her suit against her husband were In “from

spects regular and bone tide. and men 30

fraud or collusion. She alleged that S 9“,
quired her title to the property “:9 from ‘

latent defects therein, and tha under me

PICKETT a. FOSTER.
laws of Louisiana the mortgage or deed of
trust sued upon by the plaintiiTs was void
and of no effect against third persons. She
pleaded the prescription of ﬁve years as
against the validity of the notes sued upon
by the complainants, upon the ground that
no suit was instituted within that time to
enforce their payment, and the prescription
of ten years as against the mortgage, which
she averred was not reinscribed until she be
came the owner of the property. She also,
for cause 01! demurrer, alleged that any pro

:ESFET‘FH FHEIJ'

ceedings to avoid the sales made to Good
rich and Green of the property of Mrs. Rick
etts and Mrs. Bell were barred by the pre—
=cription of ﬁve years, as, she said, would
appear by the complainants‘ own showing.
For further cause of demurrer she alleged
that the good faith of Goodrich and Green
in making the said purchases was not denied
by the bill, and that Goodrich and Green
having acquired good titles, and their ven
dees having had actual possession of the
property for more than ten years before the
institution of the complainants’ suit, all ac
tions to annul the titles of the said "endees
became barred by the lapse of ten years
from the date of their several purchases.

n:

Mrs. Scanlan and Mrs. Green admitted, in
the answer ﬁled by them on April 12, 1886, that
they borrowed the money, and executed the
mortgage, as alleged in the bill; that legal
proceedings were instituted against them to
collect the notes; and that they were unable
to pay that debt, as well as others. They
averred that long ago they were dispossessed
of the property under Judicial proceedings,
and they denied all manner of unlawful com
bination and contederacy on their part.
The case was duly heard in the said court
upon bill, answer, and evidence, and on Octo
ber 23, 1888, the bill was dismissed; where
upon the complainants were allowed an ap
peal to this court.
Robert E. De Forest, N. L. Jeifries, and

Wm. E. Earle, for appellants. S. F. Phillips
and Frederic D. McKenney, for appellees.
823
0

‘Mr. Justice SHIRAS, after stating the facts
in the foregoing language, delivered the opin

ion of the court.
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Although answers under oath were waived
in the bill, and the defendants’ responsive
answers cannot, therefore, be. treated as evi
dence in their favor, still, upon the issues
thus raised, the burden of proof was upon
the complainants.
To sustain their side of the case the com
plainants put in evidence the promissory
notes, and the deed of trust securing them,
hearing date January, 1866. They proved
the death of James C. Pickett on July 10,
1872; that Joseph D. Pickett, one of said
complainants, was on the 20th of May, 1873,

appointed his administrator; and that said
Joseph D. Pickett and Theodore John Pick
ett, the other complainant, were the sole
heirs at law of James C. Pickett. Joscph D.
Pickett testified that on September 27, 1873,
he put the notes and deed of trust into the
hands of R. M. Scanlan and J. H. Green,

who were then the husbands of the makers
of the notes, and entered into a written
agreement with them, whereby they were
authorized to employ attorneys to collect
said notes, and also gave them a letter pro
posing to give the lawyers who should un

dertake the collection of the claim two-thirds
of whatever they should recover, and that
the Pickett estate should not be subjected
to any expense whatever. Pickett further
testified that he understood that R. M. Sean
lan and J. H. Green, in pursuance of this
arrangement, employed J. W. Montgomery,
a. lawyer resident in Carroll parish, to en
force payment of the claim; that Mont
gomery procured Lanier, as public adminis
trator, to bring a suit in the district court
of the parish; that he, Pickett, was not kept
advised of the progress of the suit, and that
he never knew that said suit was dismissed
until he saw the record of the court, showing
such dismissal in September, 1885; that he
had no personal knowledge of the history oi!
the suit; that, upon learning that the Lanier
suit had been dismissed, he sent W. H. Pick
ett, as his attorney, to Louisiana, who re~
ccived the notes and mortgage deed from
Montgomery, and employed W. G. Wyly to
bring the present suit. He further testified
that he had never seen or known Foster till
the latter called on him, at his oﬂice in
Frankfort, Kentucky, on the ﬁrst day of

Upon the facts disclosed by the pleadings
and evidence it is plain that the complain

June, 1886.

ants are not entitled to a reversal of the de
cree below, dismissing their bill, unless they

plalnant, testiﬁed that he had no personal
knowledge of the suit brought by Lanier;

have sustained their allegations of fraud on
the part of George Foster, as public adminis

brought, nor did he know that the suit had

trator of Carroll parish, and of such knowl
edge and complicity therein on the part of
Mrs. Mary J’. Foster as to deprive her of her

alleged title as a bona tide purchaser of her
husband's interest at a sherii't’s sale.

3
‘Theodore John Pickett, the other com-n

that he did not know that such suit had been
been dismissed on December 4, 1875, till he
was so iniormed by Joseph D. Pickett in
September, 1885; and that he never saw
George Foster.

William H. Pickett testified that he was

The answer oi’ Foster explicitly denied the

present at the interview between Joseph D.

charges of fraud contained in the bill, and
v the answer of Mary J. Foster was, in effect,
:8 plea that she was a bona tide purchaser,

Pickett and R. M. Scanlan and J. H. Green,

' for invaluable consideration, without notice.

when the agreement was made about the col
lectlon of the notes in September, 1873; that
in November, 1885, he went, as attorney for
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complainants, to Louisiana, and inspected the
record of the district court of Carroll parish,
showing that a suit had been brought by B.
H. Lanier, as public administrator, and that
the same had been dismissed in December,
1875; that he procured the notes and mort
gage from J. \V. Montgomery, who had been
employed by Scanlan and Green, and em
ployed Mr. Wyly to bring the present suit.
He does not profess to have any personal
knowledge whatever of the facts of the case,
except what he acquired by examining the
record of the Lanicr suit.
J. W. Montgomery testified that he had
been employed by R. M. Scanlan to bring
suit on the Pickett notes and mortgage; that
he procured Lanier, as public administrator,
to bring the suit; that when Lanier was
superseded by the appointment of George
Foster to be public administrator he ceased
to have anything further to do with the suit;
that he was not Foster‘s attorney, and that
the ﬁrst he knew of Foster's appointment
was the dismissal of the suit shown by the
judgment rendered by the court; and that
the notes were never in the actual possession
of George Foster, nor did he have any con
trol of the suit ﬁled on them after he became
administrator.
William G. Wyly and Jesse D. Tompkins
testified that they knew George Foster, and
that he seemed to be and to act for years
past as owner of the Morgan plantation.
In addition to this testimony complainants
put in evidence the record of the oath taken
‘520 by George Foster, as public administrator,
and his bond, in $10,000, as such. Also the
records of the suits of one Goodrich against
Mrs. Rlcketts and Mrs. Bell, afterwards
Scanlan and Green, and in which it appeared
that Goodrich, as tutor of the said defend
ants, had entered judgments confessed by
them in his favor, and had levied on their in
terests in the Morgan plantation, and sales
and conveyances by the sheriﬁ to said Good
rich of the interest of Mrs. Ricketts, and to
John H. Green of the interest of Mrs. Green.
Also proceedings and deeds whereby these in
teresis ﬁnally became vested in George Fos

ter.
Upon the facts so shown by the complain
ants, it is diﬂicult to hold that charges of
fraud against George Foster, and of complic
ity therein on the part of Mary J. Foster, can
be said to be made out with suﬂicient clear
ness to warrant a court of equity in granting
the relief prayed for in the bill.

The long Periods of time within which the

No effort was made by James C. Pickett in

his lifetime to collect the notes, although we
notes were overdue for several years, His
administrator apparently took no steps to
collect the not-es until visited and amused to
action by the husbands of the makers Oiihe
notes, with whom he made a contract by
which he agreed to give an attorney unknown
an unnamed two-thirds of the amount which
might be collected. He then—although as
he himself states he was not informed of
what his agents and attorneys were doing
took no further action, and made no inqairics
till September, 1885, a period of E was.
He even says that he did not lmow into
whose hands his agents, Scanian and Green.
had put the notes for collection.
It is no doubt true that the appointment of
George Foster as public administrator of
Carroll parish, while there was pending a._
suit, in the name of Lanicr, his prcdecesorg
in oﬂice,'to collect these notes, and in which
he had been cited as one of the defendants.
and the subsequent dismissal of that suit, are
facts which, if unexplained, might warianti
suspicion that he was aiming to defeat the
Pickett mortgage and notes. Still, such a
suspicion or inference would not, isizuidiin,v
alone. justify upsetting the possession oi
George Foster, which had existed foraperiod
of 12 years before the ﬁling of the bill, much
less could the rights of Mary J. Foster be
thereby overthrown.
Moreover, the character of complainants’
claim, upon their own evidence, does not an
peal to a court of equity. The fact that Jo
seph D. Pickett put the notes and mortgage
for collection into the hands of Scanlan and
Green, the husbands of the makers of the
notes, and agreed to give them, 01' (my in"
torney they might select, twothh'ds of the
amount that might be recovered, is remark
able. So, too, the fact that Foster's title 10
the larger part of the plantation came to
him by means of a deed of conreiﬂlm"
dated February 5, 1873, from Mrs. Scanhll

for an alleged consideration of $361M”
and the further fact that Mrs. Scaulnn did
not, in her answer in the present case. It
pudiate or deny the genuincness 01' SM
faith of such deed, suggest very scriomi

doubts of the fairness of the 0111mm
claim.

d

But whether or not the plaintiffs’ bill cool
be regarded as sustained by their evident?‘

if uncontradicted, the case comes boioieii:
with a large body of evidence on beimli 0

events disclosed in the evidence took place,

the defendants.
_
George Foster testiﬂcd that he was il "Kim,

and the Open and avowed character of the

ber of the ﬁrm of Foster, Gwyn & 0°» Th1":

several suits and conveyances whereby at
last the title to the property became vested

business as cotton factors and coming‘;I

in Mary J. Foster, should be considered.

the ﬁrm name of Foster & Gwyn! “1 me 9?

Apart from the legal effects of the lapse of

of New Orleans; that he became ncqumn
ed with Mrs. Scanlan and Mrs. Gmgusb

time, which we shall consider hereafter, there

merchants in the city of New York’ and.“

seems to have been unaccountable delay in

1868; that the New Orleans b01150 did mm

the successive steps taken by the holders of
these notes and mortgage.

ness with them, and advanced the!!!”11mm

sums of money and Supplies to m

PICKETT v. FOSTER.
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their plantation; that these transactions
commenced in 1868 and continued until some
time in 1871; that at that time the planta
tion belonged to Mrs. Scanlau and John H.
‘528
Green; that Mrs. Scaulan was indebted to
Foster 8; Gwyn in'the sum of $19,000, for
which, in 1870, she gave them her note,
secured by a mortgage on her plantation;

that John II. Green likewise became indebt
ed to the ﬁrm in a sum exceeding $15,000,
for which Green gave his notes, secured by
a mortgage on his part of the said Morgan
plantation; that at the time his ﬁrm took
these mortgages from Mrs. Scanlan and J.
H. Green they knew nothing about plain
titIs' claim, and thought the title to the plan
tation was good and unlncumbered; that his
ﬁrm in New York borrowed a large sum of
money from Ezra Wheeler & 00., of that

city, and to secure them Foster & Gwyn
transferred to them the notes and mortgages

of John H. Green.

He further testiﬁed that

on February 5, 1873, Mrs. Scanlan and her
husband conveyed to him the part of the
Morgan plantation that belonged to Mrs.
Scanlan, for $36,904, composed in part of

her indebtedness to Foster & Gwyn; and
that, after Ezra Wheeler & Co. had pur~

chased the interest of John H. Green in the
Morgan plantation at a United States
marshai‘s sale, he purchased such inter
est from them, paying about $2,200 in
cash, and giving a mortgage on the

plantation to secure notes for about $5,000,
at one and two years. He further testiﬁed
that he was never appointed by the court

to he administrator of James C. Pickett; that
he never knew of such an estate; that he
was never asked, as public administrator, to
prosecute or institute any suit for the com
plainants. nor did they, or any one, ever ask
any information from him; that he did not
know them or where they resided; that he

did not consider that he had ever assumed
any responsibility for the complainants; and
that he was not present when the Lanier

suit was called and dismissed, but was in
Cincinnati, and did not know that the attor
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plantation before the bringing of the present
suit.
Edward J’. Delony, the judge of the eighth
judicial district of Louisiana, testified on be
half of the defendants that when B. H. La
nier resigned his position as public admhiis
trator of Carroll parish, he, the witness, in
terested himself to get a capable man to
succeed him, and persuaded George Foster
to apply for and receive the appointment.
He says that it required much persuasion to
induce Foster to take the oﬁice, and only
upon the witness agreeing to take principal
charge of the business. He appeared for
Foster when the Lanier case was called, and
as no one appeared the suit was dismissed.
That he inquired of Lanier about the notes
set up in the suit instituted by him as public
administrator, and that Lanier informed him
that he did not have, nor had he ever seen,
them. This witness further testified that he
never knew of any such estate as that of
Pickett, and knew of no property or credits
belonging to it, and that he never could ﬁnd
that Lanier, as public administrator, had
ever offered any such succession during his
term of otﬁcc as public administrator.
The evidence of both parties, taken as a
whole, leaves the allegations of fraud as
against George Foster unproved. It is con
tended that those proceedings of Goodrich
against his wards were part of a scheme
to defeat the Pickett claims. If this were so,
it is very singular that the husbands of those
ladies should afterwards be employed as
agents by the complainants to enforce these
very notes.
Failing to ﬁnd satisfactory proof of fraud
on the part of George Foster, or of partici
pation therein, if fraud there were, by Mary

J. Foster, we have then to consider the
legal aspects of the case, apart from the
allegations of the bill on the subject of
fraud.
3

It is contended, on behalf of the defend-g
ants, that the’instrument given to secure
the promissory notes held by James 0. Pick
ett was not a mortgage within the meaning

neys intended to call out the suit and have

of the laws of Louisiana, but was a deed

it dismissed. He testiﬁed that the ﬁrst he
ever knew of any deed 01' trust against the

of trust, and that accordingly it was not
properly inscribed or recorded as a mort
gage, and constituted no such lien or in
cumbrauce upon the Morgan plantation as
to affect third persons.
'l‘o sustain this contention the case of
Thibodaux v. Anderson, 34 La. Ann. 797,
is cited. Our reading of that case inclines
us to regard it as authority for the defend
ants’ contention, but, in the view we take
of the present case, it is not necessary to so

Morgan plantation was long after his ﬁrm
had made the large advances to Mrs. Scan‘
ion and John H. Green, and at that time
the deed of trust had been erased or satis

ﬁnd of record—to conﬁrm which latter state
ment he put in evidence a certiﬁed copy of
c such erasure.

% The testimony of Mary J. Foster was to
' the eil‘ect that she’ had loaned money, re
ceived by her from her sister's estate, to the
ﬁrm of Foster, Gwyn & Co., for which she
took their note for $2,986.76, two years prior
to her marriage to George Foster. This was
the debt which was the subject of the suit
she brought against George Foster, whereby

she became purchaser of his interest in the

decide.
Even if it be conceded that the instrument
in question was a valid mortgage, and was
duly inscribed as such on March 12, 1866,
yet, in order to keep it alive to affect third
parties, the statutory law required that it
should be reinscrlbed within 10 years, but
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the complainants’ evidence shows that it was
not reinscribed until November 4, 1885. The
supreme court of Louisiana has decided that,
under the positive law of that state, as con
tained in the code and statutes, nothing sup
plies the place of registry, or dispenses with
it, so far as those are concerned who are
not parties to it, and that when 10 years
nave elapsed from the date of inscription
without rcinscrlption the mortgage is with
out eil'ect as to all persons whomsoever
who are not parties to the mortgage. Adams
v. Daunis, 29 La. Ann. 315.
The same court has held that a. failure to
rcinscribe a. mortgage within the statutory
limit is not remedied or supplied by the
pendency of a suit to foreclose the same.
Watson v. Bondurant, 30 La. Ann. 1.
This court has held that those decisions of
the supreme court of Louisiana establish a.
rule of property binding on the federal
courts, and that accordingly the circuit court
of the United States for the district of
Louisiana did not err in holding that a
mortgage of lands has no ettect as to third
persons, unless it be reinscrlbed within 10
years from the date of its original inscrip
tion, and that the pendency of a suit to fore
close does not dispense with the necessity
of so reiuscrlbing it. Bondurant v. Watson,
.531

103 U. S. 281.
‘As the complainants have failed in making
out a. case of actual or intentional fraud on
the part of George Foster, we cannot hold
that. because in 1875 he accepted the otlice
of public administrator, it became his duty
to take notice of the Pickett mortgage and
to cause it to be reinscribed. He testifies
that he knew nothing about it except as
the record showed an erased mortgage; and,
whether the erasure was or was not a proper
one, he was under no oﬂicial duty to inquire
into its validity. The notes which the mort
gage had been given to secure were all pre
scribed by lapse of time 16 months before
he was appointed public administrator, and
we are unable to see that his acceptance
of the oﬂice put him in any ﬁduciary rela
tion to the holders of these notes, even if
he had known there were such notes. and
who were their holders—a knowledge which
he disclaims. Even if the Goodrich suits and
sale and the subsequent erasure of the mort
gage could be viewed as a fraudulent con
trlvance between Goodrich and the makers
of the notes, no knowledge or participation
therein is brought home to Foster except
by mere conjecture. Hence, if he, in good

faith. relied on that erasure, and dealt with
Mrs. Scanlan and .T. H. Green as the owners
of an unincurnbered plantation. he must be
deemed a third party entitled to the protec

tion of the laws requiring reinscription.
Mrs Scanian and her husband conveyed her
Portion of the plantation to Foster for a.

large consideration on February 5, 1873, 12
years before the institution of 'this suit.

Mrs Green never repudiated her own in
in confessing a. judgment to Goodrich, on
whose sale her husband became the purchas
er, and, whether such judgment and snlewm
in accordance with law or not, the proceed.
ings must, in the circumstances of this
case, be deemed as, at all events, equirniem
to a conveyance by her through the slim-iii,
and as a complete estoppel against her. Her
vendees, or those who subsequently became
owners for a valuable consideration, m‘iinnn
notice, of her part of the plantation. in»:
fairly to be deemed third parties. entitled
to the protection of the presumpiions iris
ing from lapse of time and failure to rein
scribe.
Upon the whole, we are of opinion that
the decree of the court below dismissing
the bill was right, and it is accordingly iii
ﬁrmed.
=

(149 ll. 8. m)

PORTER et a]. v. SABIN et :1.
(May 15, 1893.)

No. 221.
CURPOliATiOXS - lxsonvssor — Rscslvriu—Ac
rrox nouns-r Orricsns - Snrs AiiD Frnrini.
Jumsmc-riox.
1. “'here a corporation becomes insolvent
and a receiver is appointed by a court of com

petent jurisdiction, the right of action against
the oﬂicers of the corporation for fraudulent
misappropriation of its property vests ill him;
and if he fails or refuses to sue he should pron
eriy be made a defendant to any-such suit
brought by the stockholders _in the right of the
corporation. 36 Fed. Rep. 445. ntiirmed.
2. \Vhere such receiver has been‘ nppoiniei
by a state court of competent ‘jurisdiction. and
that court refuses to permit him either to run

or to be sued on such cause of action, thpfsl
erai courts have no jurisdiction to entertain the

suit. 36 Fed. Rep. 475, aiﬁrmed.
Appeal from the circuit court of the Unitoi
States for the district of Minnesota
In equity. Suit by Henry H. Porter and
Ransom it. Cable against Dwight lli. Sabin.
Joseph 0. O'Gorman, the Northwestern Kiwi
ufactui'ing & Car Company, and the M11111it

sota
lowerThresher
court dismissed
Manufacturing
the bill.Company;
(500 3" FM.
Rep. 475,) and the complainants appeal
ﬁrmcd.
GRAY
Statement by Mr. Justice
1

This was a bill in equity. ﬁled Sellwga’:

9. 1887, and amended January 7. 1355; the
circuit court of the United SW98 ‘gutter

district of Minnesota, by Henry 11mm
and Ransom R. Cable, citizens of Mm
and Stockholders in the Nol'tllweiiti’liuou of

facturing & Car Company. a Command of
Minnesota, in behalf of themselveﬁ mm".
all other stockholders in that corp: mt
againt Dwight M. Sabin, Its 10711:‘? ‘Jim,
dent, and Joseph 0. O'Gol'mim, dawn“,
auditor and treasurer, and both thump

Minnesota. The amended bill made ‘mu.
Poration and the Minnesota Threshgﬂbu or

facturing Company, also I 0°11)”
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Minnesota, parties defendant, and alleged,

#iv'i il ‘i fiﬂ lﬁ?!

in substance, as follows:
That Sabin and O’Gorman, as such oﬂlcers
of the Northwestern Company, during the
period from 1882 to May 10, 1884, had the

entire control and management of its busi
ness, and without the authority or knowl
edge of the corporation, or of its board of
directors, or of these plaintiffs, fraudulently
issued large amounts of its commercial paper
for the beneﬁt of other companies, and, in
order to conceal their fraudulent transac
tions, made false entries in the books of the
corporation, by reason of all which it be
:came insolvent, and its capital was wholly

‘lost.
nil
-,

ill

' 'That on May 10, 1884, upon proceedings
commenced against the corporation by some
of its creditors in a court of the state of
Minnesota, Edward S. Brown was appoint

That

the

Northwestern

Company

had

never been dissolved by any legal authority,
and was still in existence; but that all its
property and tangible assets had been placed
in the hands of the receiver appointed by the
state court, and, under an order of that
court, had been sold, by public auction, as a
whole, and delivered to the purchaser.

That the Minnesota Thresher Manufactur

O‘Gorman, and was denied by the court.
"That because of the unauthorized and

ing Company was organized, under a general
statute of Minnesota, for the purpose of pur
chasing at judicial sale all the stock and as
sets of the Northwestern Company, includ
ing its good will, and of continuing the busi
ness of that company, except the manufac
ture of cars. That Sabin and O'Gorman, for
the purpose of suppressing inquiry into their
oﬂlcial acts and misconduct, obtained control
of the direction and management of the
Minnesota Company, and procured that com
pany to apply to the state court for an order
directing the saleof the assets and rights of ac
tion of the Northwestern Company, as a
whole. That the court, notwithstanding the
plaintiffs “protested against such sale of all
of said assets, and particularly the sale of
such rights of action as the stockholders
would have a right to maintain in the name
of said corporation if the corporation itself
was unable or unwilling to do so, or if the
receiver was not authorized to do so," made

fraudulent acts of said oﬂicers as aforesaid,

an order for the sale of the entire assets of

and of the loss sustained by the Northwest
crn Manufacturing & Car Company in conse
‘lﬂence thereof, a right of action exists, in
favor of said corporation, against said oﬂi

the corporation, as a whole, described in the
order of sale as follows: "All the stock,
property, things in action, and eﬂ’ects of the
defendant the Northwestern Manufacturing
and Car Company, of which E. S. Brown has

ed receiver of its estate and effects, and had
since had the custody and possession thereof.
That on September 6, 1887, the plaintiﬂis
caused to be presented to the state court a
petition of the receiver, stating that he had
been requested by the plaintiifs and others
to commence a suit against Sabin and O’Gor
man to recover from them such sums of
money, and the value of such property, as
had been lost to the corporation by their oiti
cinl misconduct, and did not deem it expedi
eat to do so without the sanction of the
court1 and praying the court to make such
order in the premises as it might deem ex
pedient That the petition of the receiver
was opposed by a majority of the stockhold
ers of the corporation, acting under the in

ﬂuence and in the interest of Sabin and

cers to recover the amount of such loss.
That upon the appointment of a receiver of
said corporation, as aforesaid, such receiver
was primarily the proper person to bring
such a suit. That having made application
to said receiver to bring such suit, which ap

plication has been duly presented to the
court, and authority to bring such action
._ _‘-".1_'-=1

stockholders, and particularly the'Minnesota.
Thresher Manufacturing Company, and that
the court denied that application, as well as
a further application then made by the plain
tiiTs to exclude, from a contemplated order
of sale then pending before it, the cause of
action set out in the bill, and all other ac
tions which stockholders might maintain in
right of the corporation.

having been refused," these plnintin’s, “act
ing in their own behalf, and in behalf of the
other stockholders of said corporation, if
they should choose to come in, and be made
parties to these proceedings, have the right

to maintain said action for the common bene
ﬁt of all parties interested in the result
thereof."
That after the ﬁling of the original bill.
and on the same day, the plaintiﬂs applied
to the state court for an order permitting

been appointed receiver in this action, or to
which the receiver may be entitled, as the
same shall exist at the time of such sale,
including all real estate, buildings, machin
ery, tools, patterns, ﬁxtures, materials, arti
cles manufactured, nnmanufactured, or his
process of manufacture, cash'in hand, book
accounts, letters patent, choses in action,
bills receivable. and all other property, as
sets, clalms, liens, and demands of every
name and nature, either in law or equity,
and wherever situate." That said property
was accordingly sold on October 27, 1887, to
Hyde, as agent and trustee for the Minneso—
ta Company, for the sum of $1,105,000. That

the court afterwards conﬁrmed the sale, and
directed the receiver, upon payment of the
purchase money, to deliver to the purchaser

the receiver to be made a party to the bill.

all the assets included in the order of sale

That. the application was opposed by Henry

which had not yet been delivered; and that
the Minnesota Company was a. party to the

D. Hyde, claiming to represent creditors and
v.l3s.c.—64
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fraudulent scheme of Sabin and O‘Gorman,
and was not a purchaser in good faith, and
acquired no title to the right of action in
volved in this suit.
“That the rights of action involved in this
suit are of such a character that they can
only be prosecuted by the corporation or its
receiver, or some one or more of its stock
holders; and that it is not such an action or
right of action as the corporation itself, or
its receiver, acting under the direction of the
court, could sell or transfer to a purchaser,
so as to qualify such purchaser with the
right to maintain such action, and thereby
deprive the stockholders of their rights in
the premises."
The bill prayed for an account against
Sabin and O’Gorman, and for payment and
distribution of the sums thereupon found
due, and that the Minnesota Company be
declared to have no interest in this cause of
action, or, at most, an interest subordinate
to that of the plaintiits and other stockhold
ers who might become parties, and for fur
ther relief.
The defendants demurred to the bill (1)
for want of Jurisdiction, because the state
court which appointed the receiver was the
only court having jurisdiction in the premises;
12) for want of equity; (3) because the re
ceiver was a necessary party.
The circuit court sustained the demurrer,
and dismissed the bill. 36 Fed. Rep. 475.
The plaintiifs appealed to this court.

maintain this suit are that the court which
appointed the receiver has denied his petition
for authority to bring it, as well as an up
plicaﬂon of the plaintiffs for leave to make
him a party to this bill.
Their position rests on a misunderstanding
of the nature of the otiice and duties of a re
ceiver appointed by a court exercising clun
cery powers, and of the extent of the ju
risdiction and authority of the court iiscii.
In BrinckerhoiI v. Bostwick, 88 N. 11.52, and
Ackerman v. Halsey, 37 N. J. Eq. 356. cited
for the plaintii’fs, in which stockholders 0!
a national bank were permitted to bring
such a suit when a receiver had refused to
bring it, the receiver was not appointed by
a judicial tribunal, but by the comptroller
of the currency,—an executive oﬂicer.
When a court exercising jurisdiction in
equity appoints a receiver of all the prop
erty of a corporation, the court assumes the
administration of the estate. The pomesslou
of the receiver is the possession or the court;
and the court itseli' holds and administers
the estate through the receiver, as its oﬂicer,
for the beneﬁt of those whom the court shall
ultimately adjudge to be entitled to it.
Wiswall v. Sampson, 14 How. 52, 65; Peale
v. Phipps, Id. 368, 374; Booth v. Clark, ii
How. 322, 331; Union Bank v. Kansas City

Bank. 136 U. S. 223, 10 Sup. Ct Rep.1013;
Thompson v. Insurance 00., 136 U. S. 287.

297, 10 Sup. Ct. Rep. 1019.
It is for that court, in its discretion, to do

cide whether it will determine for itself all
James M. Flower, for appellants. C. K.
Davis and F. B. Kellogg, for appellees.
Mr. Justice GRAY, after stating the facts
in the foregoing language, delivered the opin
mion ot the court.

claims of or against the receiver, or will Il
low them to be litigated elsewhere. It may

direct claims in favor of the corporation to
be

sued

on

by

the

receiver in other

tribunals, or may leave him to adllli?t and

‘J

settle them without suit, as in its JuIIlZIIIi-‘ilt

' ‘The right to maintain a suit against the ot

may be most beneﬁcial to those lnterestediii

ilcers o! a corporation for fraudulent mis
appropriation of its property is a right of the
corporation, and it is only when the corpora
tion will not bring the suit that it can be
brought by one or more stockholders in be
halt of all. Hawcs v. Oakland, 104 U. S.
450. The suit, when brought by stockholders,
is still a suit to enforce a right or the cor
poration, and to recover a sum of money due
to the corporation; and the corporation is a
necessary party, in order that it may be
bound by the judgment. Davenport v. Dows,
18 Wall. 626. if the corporation becomes
insolvent, and a receiver or all its estate and
eﬂ'ects is appointed by a court of competent
jurisdiction, the right to enforce this, and
all other rights of property of the corpora
tion, vests in the receiver; and he is the prop
er party to bring suit, and, it he does not
himself sue, should properly be made a de
tendant to any suit by stockholders in the
right of the corporation. All this is admitted
in the plaintiffs‘ bill, as well as in the brief
'47" and argument submitted in their behalt.
-The grounds on which they attempt to

the estate. Any claim against the receive!
or the corporation the court may permit in

be put in suit in another tribunal against the
receiver, or may reserve to itself the de

termination of; and no suit, 11111885 Kim-$15
authorized by statute, can be brought 11811105!
the receiver without the permission of ill?

court which appointed him. Barton v. Bil"

hour, 104 U. s. 120; Railway Co. v. 002145;
U. S. 593, 601, 12 Sup. Ct. Rep. 905.

t

' The reasons are yet stronger tor not allow‘
ing a suit against a receiver appointed hi‘ 5

state court to be maintained, or the admuiiii
tration by that court of the estate in the it‘

ceiver‘s hands to be interfered with, by '

court of the United suites. deriving ‘'5 a‘;
thority from another government magi‘
exercising jurisdiction over the some u n

tory. The whole property of we MP?“ 0
'ithin the jurisdiction of the court “111312;:
pointed the receiver, including all "I 5
of action, except so far as already 1“ m

disposed at under orders of that comma
mains in its custody, to be administereéln“

distributed by it. Until the admimﬁm ‘’

HILL '0. UNITED STATES.
the estate has been completed, and the re
eeivership terminated, no court of the one
government can, by collateral suit, assume
to deal with rights of property or of action
constituting part of the estate within the
exclusive jurisdiction and control of the
courts of the other. Wiswall v. Sampson,
Peale v. Phipps, and Barton v. Barbour,
above cited; Williams v. Benedict, 8 How.
107; Pulliam v. Osborne, 17 How. 471, 475;
Bank v. Calhoun 102 U. S. 256; Heidritter

v. Oil-Cloth 00., 112 U. S. 294, 5 Sup. Ct.
Rep. 135; Ex parte Tyler, 13 Sup. Ct. Rep.

785.
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J. Alex. Preston, for plaintiff in error.
Atty. Gen. Miller, for the United States.
Mr. Justice GRAY delivered the opinion
of the court.
This was a suit, brought November 1,

1888, in the circuit court of the United States
for the district of Maryland, under the act

of March 3, 1887, (chapter 359,) by Nicholas
S. Hill, a citizen of Maryland, against the
United States, for the use and occupation
of land for a lighthouse.
The petition alleged that the plaintiff, since‘;

February 14, 1873, had been seised and pos-,%

The state court, upon further hearing or
information, may hereafter reconsider its
former orders, so far as no rights have law
fully vested under them, and may permit its
receiver to sue or be sued upon any con
troverted claim. But, should it prefer not
to do so, the right of action of the corpora
tion against its delinquent oﬂicers. like other
property and rights of the corporation, will
remain within the exclusive jurisdiction of
that court, so long as the receivership ex

ists.
It is not material to the decision of this
case whether the sale of the entire assets of
the corporation by order of the state court
did or did not pass this right of action to the
purchaser. It’ it did, neither the corporation
nor the receiver, nor any other person as
serting this right in its behalf, can maintain
an action thereon. If it did not, the right
of action remains part of the estate of the
corporation, within the exclusive custody
and jurisdiction of the state court.

Decree aﬂirmed.

sessed in fee simple of certain'tracts of land‘
in Baltimore county, in the state of Mary
land, fronting upon Chesapeake bay, (as
shown upon a plat, and speciﬁcally de
scribed in a. deed of that date to him from
Thomas Donaldson, copies of both of which
were annexed to the petition) "with all the
riparian rights attached thereto under the
law of
state;’' that since his acquisi
tion of said land and rights “a valuable part
thereof has been used and occupied by the
United States government” for “the erec
tion and maintenance of a lighthouse, known
generally as the ‘Miller's Island Light
house,‘ " "without any compensation to your
petitioner for such use and occupation, and
without the consent thereto of your peti
tioner or his predecessors in title;” and that
“by the use and occupancy by the govern
ment as aforesaid of his property he has
been prevented from using the same within
the limits above mentioned, and from erect
ing buildings thereupon, and using the same
for ﬁshing and gunning purposes." The
plaintiff "claims, as damages, for the use and
occupation of his said property as aforesaid,

the sum of $9,999 from November 1, 1885,
(149 u. s. 593)
HILL v. UNITED STATES.

until November 1, 1888, and prays the judg

ment and decree of this honorable court
thereupon on the facts and the law."
The United States pleaded three pleas:

(May 15, 1893.)

No. 108.

(1) A former judgment. The plaintiil’ re

Cums Aouxs'r was Uslrnn STATES—ACTIONS
sou TORTS—JURISDICTION.

1. The United States have never, either by

-I1_-.s--’‘
III’‘l

the act of March 3, 1887, (24 Stat. 506, c. 359,)
or by any other law, permitted themselves to
be sued for torts committed by their otiicers,
as, for instance, a trespass on private lands;
and the settled distinction in this respect can
not be evaded by framing the claim so as to
count upon an implied contract to compensate
for use and occupation.
2. The United States, while they may be

sued, as upon an implied contract, for the value
of land actually appropriated to public use,
when the title of the plaintiff is admitted, _are
i‘ct not subject to such suit when plamtltf's
title has never been acknowledged, but: on the
contrary, the government pleads that it _has a
paramount right to use the lands; for, in the
atter case, the injury, if any, constitutes a tort
{y the government agents, for which the

plied that there was no such judgment, and
the United States joined issue on the repli
cation.
(2) “That the land referred to and de
scribed in the petition ﬁled in this cause is
submerged land, and part of the bottom of
the Chesapeake bay, one of the navigable
waters of the United States; and that the
said defendant, under the law, for the pur
poses of a lighthouse, has a paramount right
to its use as against the plaintiff or any
other person." To this plea the plaintitl! de
murred.
(3) “That the defendant did not commit
the wrongs alleged.” Tho plaintiﬁt joined
issue on this plea.

On June 22, 1889, the circuit court over

nitcd States is not suable. Mr. Justice Slu
ras, dissenting.

In error to the circuit court of the United
States for
versed.

the

district

of

Maryland.

Ite

ruled the demurrer to the second plea, and
gave judgment thereon for the United States,
with costs, and ﬁled a written opinion, whichn
is published in 39 Fed. Rep. 172.
:5

'On June 27, 1sso, the circuit judge ﬁled?
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edndings of facts and conclusions of law,
:whlch are copied in the margin.‘

' ‘The act of March 3, 1887, c. 359, 5 7, pro
vides that "it shall be the duty of the court
to cause a written opinion to be ﬁled in the
cause, setting forth the speciﬁc ﬁndings by
‘Findings of Facts.
(1) I ﬁnd that copies of the plainti'ﬁf's petition
were, in compliance with the requirements of
the act of March 3, 1887, (chapter 359,) duly
served on the United States district attorney
and the attorney general of the United States,
and said law in all respects complied with.
(2) I ﬁnd that the plaintiff, since February
14, 1873. has been seised and possessed in fee
simple of the tract of land described in these
proceedin s, and known as "Miller's Island,
and of all the riparian rights attached thereto
under the laws of the state of Maryland.
(3) I ﬁnd that no part of the fast land in
cluded in the deed of the plaintiff has been used

or occupied by the United States; but that a
site for the rear range light of Graighiil chan
nel, situated about ‘.00 yards from the shore
line of the pluintid‘s land, has been occupied
and used by the United States; that the said
site is submerged land in the Chesapeake bay,
one of the public navigable waters of the
United States, and within the ebb and ﬂow of
the tide, and in water about 2 feet deep at low
tide.
(4& I ﬁnd that Craighill channel is a channel
in hesnpeake bay, constructed by the United
States, and used by ocean vessels in their ap
proach to the port of Baltimore; and that the
ighthouse constructed by the United States in
the year 1874 on the site in question is an im
portant and necessary aid to the navigation of
said channel.
_(5) I ﬁnd that the United States took posses
sion of said site for the purpose of building the
lighthouse in question, without condemnation,
or ‘the payment of any compensation to the
plaintiﬁ or any other person, in the year 1874.
(6)_ I ﬁnd that the land of Miller's island, be
longing to the plaintiﬂ“, was heretofore used and
is chieﬂy valuable on account of the gunning
for geese, swim, and ducks, and for the ﬁshing
privileges with nets; and that since the erec—
tion of the lighthouse adjoining the shore the
value of the land has decreased greatly; and
that the plaintiff's testimony tended to show
that said decrease is due to the erection of said
lighthouse; and that the island formerly rented
for $3000 per annum. but since the erection of
the lighthouse the rent has decreased to $500
per annum.
Conclusions of Law.
That_ the legal title to the site of the lighr~
house in question is in the state of Maryland,
suhJect to the riparian rights of the plaintiff
under the act of 1562, chapter 129, of the Laws
of Maryland.
That under article 1, 8. Const. U. S., which
provides that congress s all have the power “to
regulate commerce with foreign nations and

among" the several states and with the Indian
tribes.

both the title of the state of Maryland
of the plaintiﬂ are sub

the court of the facts therein. and the am
clusions oi the court upon all questions oi

law involved in the case, and to render
judgment thereon. It the suit be in equity
or admiralty, the court shall proceed win
the same according to the rules of such
courts." 24 Stat. 506. But in the one at
bar the only judgment entered, and upon
which this writ of error was sued out, ap
pears to have been given for the United
States on the plaintiff's demurrer to them
ond plea, which presented an issue oi law
only, upon which the ﬁndings oi iaot can
have no possible hearing or eiiect It
would seem to follow that the ﬁndings oi
facts cannot be taken into consideration by
this court upon this record. But this is com
paratively unimportant, because those ﬁnd
ings do but state in greater detail the tarts
alleged and admitted by the petition, the
second plea, and the demurrer to that plan
The land in question upon which the Unit
ed States have built and maintain a light
house is below low-water mark, and under
the tide waters of Chesapeake bay. Both
parties assume that by the common law oi
England, which was the common law of Mary
land, the title in land below high-water
mark of tide waters was in the king, and
upon the Declaration of Independence
passed to the state of Maryland, and re
mained in the state after the adoption oi

the constitution of the United States, except
so far as any right in such land was nir

rendered to the United States by Vim" 0f
the grant to congress of the power to reg
ulate commerce with foreign nations and»

among the several startes, including a! *:

necessary'incident the exclusive r1311t wlmi'"
ulate and control the building and minute

nance of lighthouses for the prowl-1°" “t
navigation, and except, also, so fill‘ 8-‘ “1
right on such lands has been lawfully Em“

ed by the state of Maryland ‘(0 Private 9”
sons.

By the statute of Maryland 0f 15691“
129, article 54 of the Public General 11""

of the state was amended by adding '1”
following sections:
"
“Sec. 37. The proprietor of land boundin,
on any of the navigable waters oi this Sidie
is hereby declared to be entitled to 1111516“:

tions to said land by the recession 0181

water,

whether heretofore 0!‘ hermit?

formed or made, by natural causes or 0 es

wise in like manner and to like extent a
the
such ' right may or can be claim ed by no‘
proprietor of land bounding On Water
nav' able.

navigation,
without cond e m nation
'
Him} {lh‘ix Submerged
or compensn. e_ igitiouse being, as to such a use b the
United States, public, and not rivate, proyerty.

I. therefore overrule the

emurrer o

the

glaintiif to the second plea of the United
ltates, and I do give judgment under said
p ea for the United States with costs, to in
gleugzswgila‘; has been actually incurred for wit—
; to the clerk
or summonin
the ﬂame and fees
paid
of the coﬁrt.

,

“S50. 38. The proprietor of land bonméig

on any of the navigable waters 0! ﬁlls: a
is hereby declared to be entitled to elm»
elusive right of making improvementsis‘l

the waters in front of his said land‘

as

improvements and other accreﬂogzv sue
above provided for, shall pass to th m

cesslve owners of the land to which e’; (9

attached, as incident to their "spew
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tates; but no such improvement shall be so
made as to interfere with the navigation
of the stream of water into which the said
improvement is made.
"Sec. 39. No patent hereafter issued out
of the land office shall impair or affect the
rights of riparian proprietors, as explained
and declared in the two sections next pre
ceding this section, and no patent shall here
after issue for land covered by navigable
waters."
The plalntiﬂ contends that the entire title
in the land below high tide, with the right
to improve and build upon the same, re
mained in the state after the adoption of
the constitution; that by the statute of 1862
the title to such land, at the place in ques
tion, or at least the exclusive right of build
ing thereon, was vested in the plaintiff; and
that the title or right so acquired by him
was his private property, which, by the

ﬁfth amendment of the constitution, could
not be taken by the United States for the
erection and maintenance of a lighthouse
for the public use, without Just compensa
g’tion.
P'The United States, on the other hand,
assert, and the court below has held, that
the United States, upon the adoption of the
constitution, acquired the paramount right
to the use of this submerged land for a
lighthouse, without making any compensa
tion therefor; and that any title or right
conferred on the plaintiff by the subsequent
statute of the state was necessarily subject
to this paramount right of the United

States.
The question thus presented is of such im

portance to the United States, as well as
to owners of lands bounding on tide waters,
that it becomes this court, before express
ing any opinion upon it, to inquire whether
the courts have jurisdiction to determine
the question in this form of proceeding
against the United States.
The whole eifect of the act of March 3,
1887, (chapter 359,) under which this suit
was brought, was to give the circuit and

the possession has been acquired and main
tained under a diﬁercnt or adverse title, or
where it is tortious, and makes the defend
ant a trespasser. Lloyd v. Hough, 1 How.

153, 159; Carpenter v. U. S., 17 Wall. 489,
493.
In Langford v. U. S. it was accordingly ad
judged that, when an oiiicer of the United:

States took and held possession of land of of.’
private citizen, under a claim that it'be~'
longed to the government, the United States
could not be charged upon an implied obli
gation to pay for its use and occupation.
It has since been held that if the United
States appropriate to a public use land
which they admit to be private property,
they may be held, as upon an implied con
tract, to pay its value to the owner. U. S.

v. Great Falls Manuf’g 00., 112 U. S. 645.
5 Sup. Ct Rep. 306, and Id., 124 U. S. 581, 8
Sup. Ct. Rep. 631. It has likewise been held
that the United States may be sued in the
court of claims for the use of a patent for
an invention, the plaintiff's right in which
they
have
acknowledged.
Hollister v.
Manufacturing 00., 113 U. S. 59, 5 Sup. Ct.
Rep. 717; U. S. v. Palmer, 128 U. S. 262,
‘J Sup. Ct. Rep. 104. But in each of these
cases the title of the plaintiﬂ was admitted,
and in none of them was any doubt thrown
upon the correctness of the decision in
Langford's Case. See Schiliinger v. U. S.,

24 Ct. Cl. 278.
The case at bar is governed by Langford‘r
Case. It was not alleged in this petition
nor admitted in the plea, that the United
States had ever in any way acknowledged
any right of property in the plalntii’f as
against the United States. The plaintiﬂf as~
serted a title in the land in question, with
the exclusive right of building thereon, and
claimed damages of the United States for
the use and occupation of the land for a

lighthouse.

The United

States positively

by their oﬂ‘icers. Nor can the settled dis

and precisely pleaded that the land was sub
merged under the waters of Chesapeake bay,
one of the navigable waters of the United
States; and that the United States, “under
the law, for the purpose of a lighthouse, has
a. paramount right to its use as against the
plaintii! or any other person;” and the plain
tiﬂ demurred to this plea. The circuit court,
instead of rendering judgment for the
United States upon the demurrer, should
have dismissed the suit for want of jurisdic
tion.
Judgment reversed, and case remanded to
the circuit court, with directions to dismiss
it for want of jurisdiction.

tinction in this respect between contract and
tort be evaded by framing the claim as up
on an implied contract. Gibbons v. U. S., 8

Mr. Justice JACKSON, not having been a
member of the court when this case was

district courts of the United States juris
diction, concurrcntly with the court of
claims, of suits to recover damages against
the United States in cases not sounding in
tort. U. S. v. Jones, 131 U. S. 1, 16, 18, 9
Sup. Ct. Rep. 669.

The United States cannot be sued in their
own courts without their consent, and have
never permitted themselves to be sued in
any court for torts committed in their name

Wall. 269, 274; Langford v. U. S., 101 U. S.
341, 346; U. S. v. Jones, above cited.
An action in the nature of assumpsit for

the use and occupation of real estate will
never lie where there has been no relation
of contract between the parties, and where

argued, took no part in its decision.
' Mr. Justice SHIRAS, dissenting.

When the ﬁfth amendment of the constitu
tion of the United States declares that “pri
vate property shall not be taken for public

‘600
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use without just compensation,” a compact
or contract of the highest degree of obliga
tion is thereby established between the
American people of the one part and each
and every citizen of the other part. In and
by that constitutional provision every citi
zen agrees that his property may be taken
for public use whenever the nation, through
its legislative department, demands it; and
the United States agree that, when the prop
erty of the citizen is so taken, Just compen
sation shall be made.
Whenever a case arises in which that con
stitutional provision is invoked, two ques
tions present themselves: First, is the prop
erty dealt with the private property of the
party claiming it? and, secondly, has it been
taken by the United States for public use?
It the property to be affected is not: that
of the claimant, of course his appeal to the
constitutional protection will be vain. But
it is equally plain that the question of title
is not one to be decided by the party claim
ant, or by the legislative or executive de~
partments of the United States. That is a
judicial question. Accordingly it, in a given
case, it is either admitted or proposed to be
shown that the property concerned belongs
to a party before a court having jurisdiction
to deal with the subject, then the only ques
tion that remains is whether such property
has been taken by the United States for
public use. In such a case the United States
cannot, by a plea denying the plaintiff's
title, make it the duty of the court to dis
miss the plaintiff's suit. Such a denial can
not be treated, in face of the constitutional
compact, as an exercise of sovereign power,
whereby the right of the citizen to assert his
property rights is forbidden, but it merely
raises a judicial issue, to be determined by
the court.
If the court shall determine that the prop
erty in question is the private property of
the claimant, then the second question
"comes up,—whet.ber the United States have

gtaken it for public use.
' ' If it shall appear that, in point of fact,
the United States have not taken the plain
tiﬂ's property for public use, and that all that
the plaintiﬂ has to complain of is that some
persons, known or unknown, but claiming
to be officers or agents of the United States,
have committed a trespass upon his prop
erty, and it does not appear that the acts
complained of were in pursuance of any
law of the United States, or that they have

thorized their agents to appropriate m‘
property of the plaintill‘, or have mined
the action of their agents by hiking pomg.
sion of the property and subjecting it in
public use, then the constitutional duty of
the court is to pronounce judgment for the
plaintiff, and to award him just compam.
tion.
These views do not overlook the well‘
settled doctrine that unless and until con
gress shall, by adequate legislation, provide
a legal remedy, private rights against the
government may be in abeyonce. But when
congress, in obedience to the behest of the
constitution, has provided such a remedy,
then there is no legal obstacle to the pinin
tii’f’s recovery. That congress has provided
such a. remedy is seen in the act of March
3, 1887, (chapter 350,) whereby it is enacted
that the court of claims, and, concurrently,
the district and circuit courts of the United
States, “shall have jurisdiction to hear and
determine all claims founded upon the con
stitution of the United States or any he
of congress, except for pensions, or upon
any regulation of an executive department,
or upon any contract, express or implied,
with the government of the United Slides,
or for damages, liquidated or unliquidnted,
in cases not sounding in tort, in respect oi
which claims the party would be entitled:
to redress against the United States either?

in a'court of law, equity, or admiralty, ii
the United States were suahle."
This legislation perhaps originated in the

regret expressed by this court in Imlgforlis
Case, that “congress has made no provision
by general law for ascertaining and Paying
this just compensation." That was a a“!
brought in the court of claims, under section

1059 or the Revised Statutes, in which time
is no remedy provided for claims founded

upon the constitution of the United Siﬂwil
and was, in the language of the court, i119
case of “an unequivocal tort"
The later case of U. S. v. Great F1111!

Manufacturing 00., 112 U. s. 656, 5 Sun CL
Rep. 306, is, in some respects. like the 9m
ent one.

It was there held that it was clear

"that these property rights have been, half‘
and used by the agents of the United Stiles

under the sanction of legislative “meme”
by congress; for the appropriation 0‘ mow
speciﬁcally for the construction of i119 din‘:
from the Maryland shore to @0111” I511?“
was, all the circumstances considered. no“; _

alent to an express direction by “19193153

been ratiﬁed by the United States, by tak

tive and executive branches oi the Sole”

ing possession of and occupying the property
for public use. then the plaintiff's case will
fall within the doctrine of Langford v. U,

the
ment public
to takeobjects
this Particular
contemplmed
property
by‘ the

SW 101 U. S. 341, and must be treated as an
attempt, under the assumption of an im

nation with wholesome water. T11e [mu we

plied contract, to make the government re—
sDonsibie for the unauthorized acts of its
otiicers, those acts being themselves torts.
But it it shall be shown or be admitted
that the United States, by law, either an.

taking of the property; and it, for the tion
of formal proceedings for its coudein‘ilneg

scheme for supplying the capml 0 king
0!! the improvements necessarily in“) "93“!
to public use, the claimant was cil]:1 'm
the beginning of the work, to have t e “gm,

of the government enjoined from pro
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ing it until provision was made for securing
in some way payment of the compensation
required by the constitution,—upon which
question we express no opinion,—there is no
sound reason why the claimant might not
waive that right, and, electing to regard
the action of the government as a taking
under its sovereign right of ancient domain,
demand just compensation. In that view we
are of opinion that the United States, having,
by their agents, proceeding under the author
ity of an act of congress, taken the prop
erty of the claimant for public use, are
under an obligation imposed by the consti
a,tution to make compensation. The law will
simply a. promise to make the required com
' pensatlon’where property, to which the gov
ernment asserts no title, is taken pursuant
to an act of congress, as private property to
be applied for public use. Such an implica
tion being consistent with the constitutional
duty of the government, as well as with
common justice, the claimant's cause of ac
tion is one that arises out of implied con
tract, within the meaning of the statute
which confers jurisdiction upon the court or
claims of actions founded ‘upon any con
tract, express or implied, with the govern

ment of the United States.’ "
Having distinguished the case from that of
Laugford, the court proceeded to say: “In
such a case it is diﬂicult to perceive why the
legal obligation of the United States to pay
for what was thus taken pursuant to an act
of congress is not quite as strong as it would
have been had formal proceedings for con
demnation been resorted to for that purpose.
It the claimant makes no objection to the
particular mode in which the property has
been taken, but substantially denies it, by
asserting, as is done in the petition in this
case, that the government took the property
for the public uses designated, we do not
perceive that the court is under any duty
to make the objection in order to relieve
the United States from the obligation to
make just compensation."

It will be noticed that this decision, in
terms so applicable to the present case, was

made before the act of March 3, 1887, in
which, for the ﬁrst time, an express remedy
was given for "all claims founded upon the

constitution of the United States," and in
"respect to claims for which the party would
be entitled to redress against the United
States, either in a court of law, equity, or
admiralty, it the United States were suable."
In the present case, although no express
proceedings have been instituted by the
United States to condemn the property for
public use, yet it is admitted in the pleas
that the United States have taken posses
sion of it for a public use or purpose; and by
various acts of congress, of which we can

take judicial notice, large sums of money
have been granted to construct and main
tain the lighthouse on the site in question.
V‘
The opinion of the court seeks to withdraw O
3
the case from'the operation of the constitir'
tion and the act of 1887, and to bring it
within the decision of the Langford Case,
by contending that, because the United
States by their pleas deny the plaintiff's
right to recover, the acts complained of are
thereby shown to have been sheer torts,
and therefore expressly exempted from ju
dicial cognizance. I am unable to see the
force of this reasoning. The statute having
provided that all claims founded upon pro

visions of the constitution shall be enforce
able, surely a district attorney of the United
States cannot by a mere plea, not denying
the piaintiir‘s title to his land, but claiming
that the land is legally subject to a servi
tude in favor of the United States, which
cxoneratcs them from making compensation,
deprive the plaintiff of his right under the
statute to have his claim adjudicated. Can
it be possible that, after congress, in ree
ognition of the constitutional provision and
ot the repeated suggestions of this court,
has provided a legal remedy, a subordi
nate legal functionary can by a plea, either
of matter of fact or of law, defeat the benef
icent purpose of congress, deprive the plain
tiil' of his remedy, and convert the United
States, against their will, as expressed in the
constitution and the act of congress, into a
wrongdoer? I cannot; accept the proposi
tion that, by a plea putting the plaintiti
upon proof of his claim, the United States
thereby escape from their constitutional cov
enant. and nullify the statute which provides

a remedy.
The question presented by the second plea
in tho court below is, no doubt, one of dit
ﬁculty and importance, which, it and when

it comes before this court, will demand seri
ous consideration; but that question is
uaived by the opinion of the court, and any
discussion of it in this opinion would be out

of video.
I therefore have a right to assume that
the property of the plaintiff below, though
held subject to the right of eminent domain,
is entitled to the protection of the Constitu~
tion; that there is no kind of private proper
ty, whatever may be its nature or origin,
that can be taken for public use without
just compensation being made.
5
Hence it foliows that the court belowg
erred in overruiing'the demurrer to the sec-‘
ond plea. I think the judgment of the court

below should be reversed, and the cause be
remanded to the circuit court to proceed
therein hi exercise of the jurisdiction con
i'erred upon it in such ample terms by the

act or March 3, 1887.
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FONG YUE TING v. UNITED STATES
et al. WONG QUAN v. SAME. LEE
JOE v. SAME.
(May 15, 1893.)
Nos. 1,345. 1,346, 1,347.
Gama-sir — Powsn or EXCLUSION AND EXPULBIOH
—- INTBRNA'HONAL AND CONSTITUTIONAL Law —
TREATIES,
1. It is an accepted maxim of international
law that every sovereign nation has the power,
as inherent in sovereignty, and essential to self
preservation, to forbid the entrance of foreign
ers within its dominions, or to admit them only
in such cases and upon such conditions as it
may see ﬁt to prescribe. Nishimura Ekiu_v.
U. S., 12 Sup. Ct. Reg. 336, 142 U.
601:
Chae Chan Ping v. U. ., 9 Su . Ct. Re . 623,
S. 581; Knox v. Lee, 12
all. 45 ,—fol
ow .
2. The right of a nation to expel or_ deport
foreigners who have not been naturalized or
taken any steps towards becoming citizens of
the country rests upon the same grounds, and
ls as absolute and unqualiﬁed as the right to
prohibit and prevent their entrance into the
country.
3. The political department of the federal
government, through the constitutional grant to
it of control over international relations, has
authority to expel aliens who have taken no
steps to become citizens, even though they are
subjects of a friendly power, and have acquired
a. domicile in this country. Mr. Chief Justice
Fuller, Mr. Justice Field, and Mr. Justice
Brewer, dissenting.
4. Chinese laborers who came to this coun
try after the makin of the Chinese treaties of
July 28, 1868, an November 17, 1880, (16
Stat. 740; 22 Stat. 826,) acguired no right
thereunder. or under the acts 0 congress in re—
lntion to the Chinese, as denizens or otherwise,
to remain in this country, except by the license,
permission, and suﬁerance of congress, to be
withdrawn whenever, in its ﬁiinion, the ublic
welfare might require it.
r. Chief ustice
Fuller. Mr. Justice Field and Mr. Justice
Brewer, dissenting. Chae han Ping.r v. U. S.,
9 Sup. Ct. Rep. 6.3, 130 U. S. 581, followed.

shall establish clearly, to the Satisfaction
said judge, that by reason of accident, siclniesﬂst
or other unavoidable cause he has been uunblqv
to procure his certiﬁcate, and to the autism.
tion of the court, by at least one credible white
witness. that he was a resident of the United
States at the time of the passage of the l “
Held, that the proceeding here provided for is in
no proper sense a trial and sentence for crime.
nor is the order of deportation u banishment in
the technical sense, but the whole proceeding is
merely a method of enforcing the return to his
own country of an alien who fails to comply
with the conditions prescribed for his continued
residence here; and the provisions of the consti
tution requirin due process of law and trial by
jury, and prohi iting unreasonable searches and
seizures and cruel and unusual punishments,
have no application. Mr. Chief_ Justice Fullu.
Mr. Justice Field. and Mr. Justice Brewer, din

seating.

_

7. The provision which puts the burden of
proof upon a Chinese laborer arrested for lmr
mg no certiﬁcate, as well as the requirement at
proof by one credible white witness that he was
a resident of the United States. at the time of
the passage of the act, is _witliiu the sckuoul
edged
wer of every legislature to prescribe
the evidence which shall he received, and the
eiIect of that evidence in the courts of its own
government.

8. The provisions of an act of congress
passed in the exercise of its constitutional in
thority must prevail even if they-contravene
the express stipulations of an earlier treaty.
Appeals from the circuit court of the Unit
ed States in and for the southern district of 6
5
New York. Aﬂirmed.
~o

'Statement by Mr. Justice GRAY:
These were three writs of habeas corpus.
granted by the circuit court at the United
States for the southern district of New Yorkv
upon petitions of Chinese laborers arrested
and held by the marshal of the distrlctior
not having certiﬁcates of residence, under
section 6 of the act of May 5, 1892, c 60.
which is copied in the margin.‘

0. Chinese laborers residing in the United
States are entitled, like all other aliens, 0
long as they are_ permitted by the govern‘
ment to remain in the country, to all the
safeguards of the constitution, and to the
protection of the laws in regard to their rights
of person and of_ property, and to their civil and
criminal responsibility; but, as they have taken

‘An act to rohiblt the coming of Chine" Del“
sons into the nited States.
f
Be it enacted b the senate and houseo it:
resentatives
in congress assembled,
of
a United
that allStates
lawsnow'llll
oi
this
prohibiting and regulating the coming "1 ° 0
country of Chinese persons and Del‘mflom

no stops to become citizens, and are incapable

Chinese descent are hereby continued in e or

of becoming such under the naturalization
laws, they remain subject to the power of con
gress to order their expulsion or deportation

for a period of ten years from the pants
this act.
_
mu 0,
Sec. 2. That any Chinese rson or 93mm!
Chinese descent, when conv cted andfanl emi.
under any of said laws to be not law \1 Yml

whenever, in its Judgment, such a measure is
necessary or expedient for the public interest.
Mr. Chief Justice Fuller, Mr. Justice Field,
and Mr. Justice Brewer, dissenting.
.
6. The act of May 5, 1802, requires in 599
tion (5_ that all Cliincsc laborers entitled to re
main in this country shall within one year from
the date of the act obtain from the collector of
internal revenue of the districts in which they

tied to be or remain in the United Statesbim
be removed from the United States to to mi
unless he or they shall make it anvwhom h;
justice, judge, or commissioner before rubles“
or they are tried that he or they arch? hime

or citizens of some other country, in if] lcUni‘w]
he or they shall be removed iromtimet in an

States to such country: provided.

hm] “ch

case where such other country, of "dam 0,
States. and which shall be recorded in the oi'lice
of thc collector; and provides that Chinese la'
borers who neglect to obtain such certiﬁcates,
or are found in the United States without them,
_shall be_dcemed nnd adjudged to be unlaw
iully within the United States. and may be M
rested by any customs oﬁicinl, collector of iii
tcrnnl revenue or his deputies, United States
unirshnl or his deputies and taken before a
United States judge." The act makes it the
duty of the Judge to order that such laborer be

deported from the United States, "unless he

Chinese person shall claim to be a condmnn
subject, shall demand any tax what mum‘
of the removal of such person to’! A
-

he or she shall be removed to China. r perm“
Sec. 3. That any Chinese person 318 Mm
of Chinese descent arrested undeit', “MM
sions of this act or the acts here lWn-mn i.
shall be adjudged to be unlawfully ha" emf,
United States, unless such person :Mhmmuu

lish, by aiiirmative proof. "hm? er ‘mum
of such justice, judge, or 00113111185813“;
in! right to remain in the United
mg] or w

Sec. 4. That any such Chineie P9
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' The rules and regulations made and pro
mulgated by the secretary of the treasury
' under section 7 of that act prescribe'torms
for applications for certiﬁcates of residence,
for :iﬁidavits in support thereof, and for
tiie certiﬁcates themselves; contain the pro
son of Chinese descent convicted and adjudged
to be not lawfully entitled to be or remain in
the United States shall be imprisoned at hard
labor for a period of not exceeding one year,
and thereafter removed from the United States,
as hereiubefore provided.

Sec. 5. That after the passage of this act,
on an application to any judge or court of the
United States in the ﬁrst instance for a writ
of habeas corpus. b a Chinese person seeking
to land in the United States, to whom that
privilege has been denied, no bail shall be al
lowed, and such application shall be heard and
determined promptly, without unnecessary de—

ay.
Sec. 6. And it shall be the duty of all Chinese
laborers within the limits of the United States
at the time of the passage of this act, and who
are entitled to remain in the United States, to ap
ply to the collector of internal revenue of their
respective districts, within one year after the
passage of this act, for a certiﬁcate of residence;

and an

Chinese laborer within the limits of

the United States, who shall neglect, fail, or
refuse to comply with the provisions of this
act, or who, after one year from the passage
hereof, shall be found within the jurisdiction

idl

mi:
cit
eh

cm
i r!
Lyi:

visions copied in the margin;’ and also pro-g
vlde'for recording duplicates of the certlﬂ-g‘
cates in the oﬂlce of the collector of internal

revenue.
The ﬁrst petition alleged that the peti
tioner was a person of the Chinese race,
born in China, and not a naturalized citizen
of the United States; that in or before 1879
he came to the United States, with the in
tention of remaining and taking up his res‘

idence therein, and with no deﬁnite intention
oi.’ returning to China, and had ever since
been a permanent resident of the United
States, and for more than a year last past
had resided in the city, county, and state of

New York, and within the second district
for the collection of internal revenue in
that state; that he had not, since the passage
of the act of 1892, applied to the collector

of internal revenue of that district for a
and falsely alter or substitute any name for the
name written in such certiﬁcate, or forge such
certiﬁcate, or knowingly utter any forged or
fraudulent certiﬁcate, or falsely persoiiate
any person named in such certiﬁcate, shall be
guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction
thereof shall be ﬁned in a sum not exceeding
one thousand dollars, or imprisoned in the peni
tentiary for a term of not more than ﬁve years.

of the United States without such certiﬁcate of

See. 9. The secretary of the treasury may

residence. shall be deemed and adjudged to be
unlawfully within the United States, and may
be arrested by any United States customs oﬂi
cial, collector of internal revenue or his depu
ties, United States marshal or his deputies, and
taken before a United States judge, whose
duty it shall be to order that he be deported
from the United States, as hereinbefore rovid
ed, unless he shall establish clearly, to t e sat
isfaction of said judge, that by reason of acci
dent, sickness, or other unavoidable cause he
has been unable to girocure his certiﬁcate, and
to the satisfaction 0 the court, and by at least
one credible white witness, that he was a resi

authorize the payment of such compensation
in the nature of fees to the collectors of inter
nal revenue, for services performed under the
provisions of this act, in addition to salaries
now allowed by law, as he shall deem necessa
ry, not exceeding the sum of one dollar
for each certiﬁcate issued.
'Collectors of internal revenue will receive
applications on the following form, at their
own offices, from such Chinese as are conven
iently located thereto, and will cause their dep
uties to proceed to the towns or cities in their
respective divisions where any considerable
number of Chinese are residing, for the purpose
of receiving applications. No application will
be received later than May 5, 1893.
Collectors and deputies will give such notice,
through leading Chinese, or by notices posted
in the Chinese quarter of the various localities.
as will be siilﬁcient to apprise all Chinese resid
ing in their districts of their readiness to re
ceive applications, and the time and place
where they may be made. All applications re
ceived by deputies must be forwarded to the
collector’s office, from whose oﬂice all certiﬁ
cates of residence will be issued, and sent to the
deputy for delivery.
The aiiidavit of at least one credible witness
of good character to the fact of residence and

dent of the United States at the time of the pas
sage
shall
cate,
cost.

of this act; and if upon the hearing it
appear that he is so entitled to a_certiﬁ
it shall be granted, upon his paying the
Should it iiippear that said Chinaman had

procured a certi cate which has been lost or
destroyed, he shall be detained, and Judgment
suspended a reasonable time to enable him to
procure a duplicate from the oﬂicer granting
it; and in such cases the cost of said arrest
and trial shall be in the discretion of the court.
And any Chinese person other than a Chinese
laborer, having a right to be and remain in the
United States, desiring such certiﬁcate as evi
dence of such right, may apply for and receive
the same without charge.
Sec: 7. That immediately after the passage
of this act the secretary of the treasury shall
make such rules and regulations as may be

necessii

for the eﬂicieut execution of this act

and shal prescribe the necessary forms an
furnish the necessary blanks to enable collect
ors of internal revenue to issue the certiﬁcates
required hereby, and make such provisions that
certiﬁcates may be procured in localities con
venient to the applicants. Such certiﬁcates
shall be isued without charge to the applicant,
and shall contain the name, age, local residence,
and occupation of the applicant, and such oth
er description of the applicant as shall be pre
scribed by the secretary of the treasury; and

a duplicate thereof shall be ﬁled in the oﬁice
0f_ the collector of internal revenue for the dis
trict within which such Chinainan makes appli
cation.

, Sec. 8. That any person who shall knowingly

lawful status within the United States must be
furnished with every application. I_f the appli
cant is unable to furnish such witness satis
factory to the collector or his deputy, his appli
cation will be rejected, unless he_shall furnish
other proof of his right to remain in the _United
States, in which case the application, with the

proofs presented, shall be forwarded _to the
commissioner of internal revenue for his deci

sion. The witness must appear before the col
lector or his deputy, and be fully Questioned
in regard to his testimony before being sworn.
In all cases of loss or destruction of original
certiﬁcates of residence, where it can be estab

lished to the satisfaction of the collector of
the district in which the certiﬁcate was. issued
that such loss or destruction was accidental.
and without fault or negligence on the_ part
of the applicant, a duplicate of the. original
may be issued under the same conditions that

governed the original issue.
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certiﬁcate of residence, as required by sec
tion 6, and was, and always had been, with
out such certiﬁcate of residence; and that he
was arrested by the marshal, claiming au
thority to do so under that section, without
any writ or warrant. The return of the mar
shal stated that the petitioner was found by
him within the jurisdiction of the United
States and in the southern district of New
York, without the certiﬁcate of residence
required by that section; that he had, there
fore. arrested him, with the purpose and in
tention of taking him before a United States
judge within that district; and that the peti
tioner admitted to the marshal, in reply to
questions put through an interpreter, that
he was a, Chinese laborer, and was without
the required certiﬁcate of residence.
The second petition contained similar alle~
gations, and further alleged that the peti
tioner was taken by the marshal before the
district judge for the southern district of
nNew York, and that “the said United States

Ejudge, without any hearing of any kind,
' thereupon ordered that your petitioner be're
manded to the custody of the marshal in and

for the southern district of New York, and
deported forthwith from the United States,
as is provided in said act of May 5, 1892,
all of which more fully appears by said
order, a copy of which is hereto annexed
and made a part hereof," and which is copied
in the margin;' and that he was detained
by virtue of the marsliul‘s claim of authori
ty and the judge's order. The marshal re
turned that he held the petitioner under
that order.
In the third case the petition alleged, and
the judge's order showed, the following state
‘In the matter of the arrest and deportation
of Wong Quan, a Chinese laborer.
Wong Quan, a_Chinese laborer, having been
arrested in the city of New York on the 6th
day of May, 1893, and brought before me. a
United States Judge, by John \V. Jacobiis, the
marshal of_the United States in and for the
southern district of New York, as being a
Chinese laborer found within the jurisdiction
of the United States after the expiration of one
year from the passage of the act of congress
approrled on the 5th day of May, 1892. and en
titled An act t06l'9hlbit the coming of Chinese
persons_into the niteri States,” without having
the certiﬁcate of residence required by said not‘;

and the said \Vong Quiin having failed to clear

of facts: On April 11, 1893, the petitioner
applied to the collector of internal revenue
for a certiﬁcate of residence. The collector
refused to give him a certiﬁcate, on the
ground that the witnesses whom he produced
to prove that he was entitled to the cei'tiii
cate were persons of the Chinese race, and
not credible witnesses, and required of him
to produce a witness other than a China
man to prove that he was entitled to theccr-v

tiﬂcate, which he was unable to do, because:
there was no person other than one oi'tlie'
Chinese race who knew and could trntliinl
ly swear that he was lawfully within the
United States on May 5, 1892, and then en
titled to remain therein; and became of
such unavoidable cause he was unable to
produce a certiﬁcate of residence, and was
now without one. The petitioner was iii-rest
ed by the marshal, and taken before the
Judge, and clearly established to the sails‘
faction of the judge that he was unable to
procure a certiﬁcate of residence by reason
of the unavoidable cause aforesaid; and
also established to the judge's satisfaction,
by thetestiniony of a Chinese resident of New
York, that the petitioner was a resident
of the United States at the time of the pis
sage of the act; but, having failed to estab
lish this fact clearly to the satisfaction of
the court by at least one credible white wit
ness, as required by the statute, the judge
ordered the petitioner to be remanded to
the custody of the marshal, and to be de
ported from the United States, as provided
in the act.
Each petition alleged that the petitioner
was arrested and detained without due pro
cess of law, and that section 6 of the w
of May 5, 1892, was unconstitutional and
void.
In each case the circuit court, after a heir

ing upon the writ of habeas corpus 411111.111?
return of the marshal, dismissed the writ of
habcas corpus, and allowed an appeal °1 the

petitioner to this court, and admitted him
to bail pending the appeal. All the proceed:

ings, from the arrest to the appeal. will
place on May 6th.

Jos. H. Choate, J. Hubiey Ashton, “"1
Maxwell Evarts, for appellants. SoL Gen
Aldrich, for appellees.

1y establish to my satisfaction that by reason

Mr. Justice GRAY, after stating the m5’
delivered the opinion of the court.
ch
The general principles of public law will 2
Now, on motion of Edward Mitchell, the
' .
of
States
l\ewattorney
York, it inis and
ordered
for the
thatsouthern
the said ‘Vong

lie at the foundation of these cases are deaf}.

ly established by prevlous'judgW-‘Pm “2;;
Quan be, and he hereby is, remanded to the
custody of the said John W. Jncobus, the Unit
gd States marshal in and for the southern
lllsti'lct of New York: and it is further ordered
tU at the said Wong Quan be deported from the
thléitegvisstﬁ’tlfss gaff sﬁrlllilel'lcll in accordance with

on the sin a, of M3,‘ iiqhfnx’es“ “puma
l

Dated New York, May 8, 1893.
Addison Bro "n
State
'
onUnited
District
0fsNlgguggtl'i-{udge
for the south‘

court, and by the authorities therein role
to.

v

In the recent case of Nisliiinurn EU“ "

U. s, 142 U. s. 651. 659, 12 SUP- CL mg;
336, the court, in sustaining the acmfnm

the executive department, putting 1" oot
an

act of congress

for the exclusion of

aliens, said: “It is an accepted mulmﬂon
international law that every sovereign;a t‘_
has the power, as inherent in sove

£11.
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and essential to self~preservation, to forbid
the entrance of foreigners within its domin
ions, or to admit them only in such cases
and upon such conditions as it may see fit
to prescribe. In the United States this
power is vested in the national government,
to which the constitution has committed the
entire control of international relations, in
peace as well as in war. It belongs to the
political department of the government, and
may be exercised either through treaties
made by the prwident and senate or through
statutes enacted by congress."
The same views were more fully expound
ed in the earlier case of Chae Chan Ping v.

U. 8., 130 U. S. 581, 9 Sup. Ct. Rep. 623,
in which the validity of a former act of con—
gress, excluding Chinese laborers from the
United States, under the circumstancm; there
in stated, was affirmed.
In the elaborate opinion delivered by Mr.
Justice Field in behalf of the court it was
said: "Those laborers are not citizens of the
United States; they are aliens. That the
government of the United States, through
the action of the legislative department, can
exclude aliens from its territory, is a propo
sition which we do not think open to con
troversy. Jurisdiction over its own territory
to that extent is an incident of every in
dependent nation. it is a part of its in
dependence. If it could not exclude aliens,

it would be to that extent subject to the
control of another power." “The United
States. in their relation to foreign countries
and their subjects or citizens, are one na
tion, invested with powers which belong to
independent nations, the exercise of which
can be invoked for the maintenance of its
absolute independence and security through
out its entire territory." 130 U. S. 603, 604,
$9 Sup. Ct. Rep. 629.
E It was also said, repeating the language

' of Mr. Justice'Bradley in Knox v. Lee, 12
Wall. 457, 555: “The United States is not
only a government, but it is a national
government, and the only government in this
country that has the character of nationality.
It is invested with power over all the foreign
relations of the country, war, peace, and
negotiations and intercourse with other na

tions; all of which are forbidden to the
state governments.” 130 U. S. 605, 9 Sup.
Ct. Rep. 629. And it was added: "For local
._s-_. —- "-L

interests, the several states of the Union
exist; but for international purposes, em
bracing our relations with foreign nations,
we are but one people, one nation, one
power." 130 U. S. 606, 9 Sup. Ct. Rep. 630.
The court then went on to say: “To pre
serve its independence, and give security
against foreign aggression and encroachment,
is the highest duty of every nation; and to
attain these ends nearly all other considera
tions are to be subordinated. It matters not

in what form such aggression and encroach
ment come, whether from the foreign nation
acting in its national character, or from

vast hordes of its people crowding in upon
us. The government, possessing the powers
which are to be exercised for protection and
security, is clothed with authority to de
termine the occasion on which the powers
shall be called forth; and its determination,
so far as the subjects aﬂ'ected are concerned,
is necessarily conclusive upon all its depart
ments and ofﬁcers. If, therefore, the govern
ment of the United States, through its legis
lative department, considers the presence of
foreigners of a different race in this country,
who will not assimilate with us, to be dan
gerous to its peace and security, their ex
clusion is not to he stayed because at the
time there are no actual hostilities with the
nation of which the foreigners are subjects.
The existence of war would render the ne
cessity of the proceeding only more obvious
and pressing. The same necessity, in a less
pressing degree, may arise when war does
not exist, and the same authority which ad
judgos the necessity in one case must also
determine it in the other. In both cases its
determination is conclusive upon the judicia
ry. If the government of the colmtry of
which the foreigners excluded are subjects
is dissatisﬁed with this action, it can make:
complaint to the'executive head of our government, or resort to any other measure
which, in its judgment, its interests or dig
nity may demand; and there lies its only
remedy. The power of the government to
exclude foreigners from the country, when
ever, in its judgment, the public interests re
quire such exclusion, has been asserted in
repeated instances, and never denied by the
executive or legislative departments." 130
U. S. 606, 607, 9 Sup. Ct.Rcp.631. Thisstate
ment was supported by many citations from
the diplomatic correspondence of successive
secretaries of state, collected in Whart. Int.
Law Dig. § 206.
The right of a nation to expel or deport
foreigners who have not been naturalized,
or taken any steps towards becoming citizens
of the country, rests upon the same grounds,
and is as absolute and unqualiﬁed, as the
right to prohibit and prevent their entrance
into the country.
This is clearly aﬂirmed in dispatches re
ferred to by the court in Chae Chan Ping's
Case. In 1856, Mr. Marcy wrote: "Every

society possesses the undoubted right to de
termine who shall compose its members, and
it is exercised by all nations, both in peace
and war. A memorable example of the ex
ercise of this power in time of peace was the
passage of the alien law of the United States
in the year 1798." In 1869, Mr. Fish wrote:
“The control of the people within its limits,
and the right to expel from its territory per
sons who are dangerous to the peace of the
state. are too clearly within the essential
attributes of sovereignty to be seriously con
tested.” Whart. Int. Law Dig. § 206; 130 U.

S. 607, 9 Sup. Ct. Rep. 630.
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The statements of leading commentators
on the law of nations are to the same eﬂect.

‘In; Law, (Gillespie‘s Ed. 1883,) 703‘ not,’
i

-

Vattel says: “Every nation has the right

In the passages just quoted from Gillespie‘!

to refuse to admit a foreigner into the coun
try, when he cannot enter without putting
the nation in evident danger, or doing it a
manifest injury. What it owes to itself, the
care of its own safety, gives it this right;
and, in virtue of its natural liberty, it be
longs to the nation to judge whether its
circumstances will or will not justify the ad
mmisslon of the foreigner."
"Thus, also, it
Ehas a right to send them elsewhere, if it
' has just cause to'fear that they will corrupt
the manners of the citizens; that they will
create religious disturbances, or occasion any
other disorder, contrary to the public safety.
In a word, it has a right, and is even obliged,
hi this respect, to follow the rules which
prudence dictates." Vatt. Law Nat. lib. 1,

translation of Bar, “banishment" is evidently

c. 19, §§ 230, 231.
0rtolan says: “The government of each
state has always the right to compel foreign
ers who are found within its territory to go
away, by having them taken to the frontier.
This right is based on the fact that, the
foreigner not making part of the nation, his
individual reception into the territory is
matter of pure permission, of simple toler
ance, and creates no obligation. The ex
ercise of this right may be subjected, doubt
less, to certain forms by the domestic laws
of each country; but the right exists none the
less, universally recognized and put in force.
In France no special form is now prescribed
in this matter; the exercise of this right of
expulsion is wholly left to the executive pow
er." Ortolan, Diplomatic de la Mer, (4th

Ed.) lib. 2, c. 14, p. 297.

Int. Law, (3d Ed.) 0. 10, § 220.
Bar says: "Banishment and extradition
must not be confounded.
The former is
simply a question of expediency and hu
manity, since no state is bound to receive all
foreigners, although, perhaps, to exclude all
would be to say good-bye to the internation
al union of all civilized states; and although
in some states, such as England, strangers
can only be expelled by means of special
acts of the legislative power, no state has
renounced its right to expel them, as is
shown by the alien bills which the govem

ment of England has at times used to invest
"Banish

mellt is regulated by rules of expediency and
humanity, and is a matter for the police of
lithe state.

expediency, and not in the sense of trnnspor.

tation or exile by way of punishment (or
crime. Strictly speaking, “trauspormﬂonf
“extradition,” and "deportation," although
each has the effect of removing a person
from the country, are different things, and
have different purposes. "Transportation"
is by way of punishment of one convicted oi
an offense against the laws of the country.
“Extradition" is the surrender to another
country of one accused of an offense against
its laws, there to be tried, and, it found guil
ty, punished. “Deportation" is the removal
of an alien out of the country simply because
his presence is deemed inconsistent with the
public welfare, and without any punishment
being imposed or contemplated, either under
the laws of the country out of which he' is
sent or under those of the country to which
he is taken.
In England, the only question that has
ever been made in regard to the power to exv
pel aliens has been whether it could be exer
cised by the king without the consent of par
liament. It was formerly exercised by the
king, but in later times by parliament, which
passed several acts on the subject between

1793 and 1848. 2 Inst. 57; 1 Chaim 01126;
1 Bl. Comm. 260; Chit. Prerog. 49; l Phiihnt
Int. Law, c. 10, § 220, and note; 30 Parl

Hist. 157, 167, 188, 217, 229; 34 Hans Deh
(1st Series) 441, 445, 471, 1065-1071; 6 IA"
Rev. Quar. 27.

Phillirnore says: "It is a received maxim
of international law that the government of
a state may prohibit the entrance of strangers
into the country, and may, therefore, regu
late the conditions under which they shall be
allowed to remain in it, or may require and
compel their departure from it." 1 Phillim.

itself with the right of expulsion."

used in the sense of expulsion or deportation
by the political authority on the ground or

No doubt the police can appre

Eminent English judges, sitting in the i“'
dicial committee of the privy counciL 113"
gone very far in supporting the exclusion or

expulsion, by the executive authority °H
colony. of aliens having no absolute right to
enter its territory or to remain therein.

In 1837, in a. case arising in the island of
Mauritius, which had been conquered by

Great Britain from France in 1810. and me
which the law of France continued in film:

Lord‘ Lyndhurst, Lord Brougham. and 1"
tices Bosanquet and Erskine. although we‘;
sidering it a case of great hardship. sustain
ernor,
the validit;7
depot-ting
of ana order
friendly
of the
alien.
English
W110 me
long resided and carried on business 111

d

island, and had enjoyed the Privileges an].
exercised the rights of a person duly doze

ciled, but who had not, as required by F
French law, obtained from the colonial t’;

ernment formal and express authority i° 1
tablish

a domicile there. In re Adam.

Moore, P. C. (N. S.) 460.

In a recent appeal from a judgment ‘3::
supreme court of the colony of Vic 01mm‘.

I; bend any foreigner who refuses to quit the

collector of customs, sued by 8 011mm“! we

country in'spitc of authoritative orders to do

grant for preventing him from inndingder u"

5°’ and col-"e! him to the frontier." Bar,

colony, had pleaded a justiﬂcation “11
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order of a colonial minister claiming to exer
cise an alleged prerogative of the crown to
exclude alien friends, and denied the right of
a court of law to examine his action, on the
ground that what he had done was an act of
state; and the plaintiff had demurred to the

plea

~_-‘—‘Il'_"‘:._it-E'_"lu'ui!
\‘it

Lord Chancellor Halsbury, speaking

for himself, for Lord Herschell, (now lord
chancellor,) and for other lords, after decid
ing against the plaintiff on a question of
statutory construction, took occasion to ob
serve: “The facts appearing on the record
raise, quite apart from the statutes referred
to, a grave question as to the plaintiff's right
to maintain the action. He can only do so if
he can establish that an alien has a legal
right, enforceable by action, to enter British
territory. No authority exists for the propo~
sition that an alien has any such right. Cir
cumstances may occur in which the refusal
to permit an alien to land might be such an
interference with international comity as
would properly give rise to diplomatic re
monstrance from the country of which he
was a native; but it is quite another thing to
assert that an alien, excluded from any part
of her majesty‘s dominions by the executive
government there, can maintain an action in
a British court, and raise such questions as
were argued before their lordships on the
present appeal,—whether the proper oﬂicer
for giving or refusing access to the country
has been duly authorized by his own colonial
“government, whether the colonial govern
:ment has received suﬂ‘lcient delegated author
' ity‘from the crown to exercise the authority
which the crown had a right to exercise
through the colonial government if properly
communicated to it, and whether the crown
has the right, without parliamentary authori
ty, to exclude an alien. Their lordships can
not assent to the proposition that an alien re
fused permission to enter British territory
can, in an action in a British court, compel the
decision of such matters as these, involving
delicate and difiicult constitutional questions
aﬂecting the respective rights of the crown
and parliament, and the relations of this
country to her self-governing colonies. When
once it is admitted that there is no absolute
and unqualiﬁed right of action on behalf of

an alien refused admission to British terri
tory, their lordships are of opinion that it
would be impossible, upon the facts which
the demurrer admits, for an alien to main
tain an action." Musgrove v. Chun Teeong

Toy, [1891] App. Gas. 272, 282, 283.
The right to exclude or to expel all
aliens, or any class of aliens, absolutely or
upon certain conditions, in war or in peace,

being an inherent and inalienable right of

The United States are a. sovereign and
independent nation, and are vested by the
constitution with the entire control of in
tirnational relations, and with all the pow
ers of government necessary to maintain
that control, and to make it cifective. The
only government of this country which oth
er nations recognize or treat with is the
government of the Union, and the only
American ﬂag known throughout the world

is the ﬂag of the United States.
The constitution of the United States
speaks with no uncertain sound upon this
subject. That instrument, established by
the people of the United States as the fun

damental law of the land, has conferred
upon the president the executive power; has
made him the commander in chief of theal
army and navy; has authorized him, by and»

with the consent of the ‘senate, to make‘
treaties, and to appoint ambassadors, pub

lic ministers, and consuls; and has made
it his duty to take care that ‘the laws be
faithfully executed. The constitution has
granted to congress the power to regulate
commerce with foreign nations, including the
entrance of ships, the importation of goods,
and the bringing of persons into the ports
of the United States; to establish a uni
form rule of natiu'alizatlon; to deﬁne and
punish piracies and felonies committed on
the high seas, and oifenses against the law
of nations; to declare war, grant letters
of marque and reprisal, and make rules con
cerning carptures on land and water; to
raise and support armies, to provide and
maintain a navy, and to make rules for the
government and regulation of the land and
naval forces; and to make all laws neces
sary and proper for carrying into execution
these powers, and all other powers vested
by the constitution in the government of
the United States, or in any department or
oiiicer thereof. And the several states are
expressly forbidden to enter into any treaty,
alliance, or confederation; to grant letters
of marque and reprisal; to enter into any
agreement or compact with another state,
or with a foreign power; or to engage in
war, unless actually invaded, or in such im
rrdnent danger as will not admit of delay.
In exercising the great power which the
people of the United States, by establish
ing a written constitution as the supreme
and paramount law, have vested in this
court, of determining, whenever the ques
tion is properly brought before it, whether
the acts of the legislature or of the execu
tive are consistent with the constitution,

it behooves the court to be careful that it

and 7 of the act of 1892 is consistent with

does not undertake to pas upon political
questions, the ﬁnal decision of which has
been committed by the constitution to the
other departments of the government.
As long ago said by Chief Justice Mar
shall, and since constantly maintained by
this court: “The sound construction of the

the constitution.

constitution must allow to the national leg

every sovereign and independent nation, es
sentlal to its safety. its independence, and
its welfare, the question now before the
court is whether the manner in which con
grass has exercised this right in sections 6
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isiature that discretion, with respect to the
means by which the powers it confers are
to be carried into execution, which will enviable that body to perform the high duties
rassigned to it, in the'manner most beneﬂ01:11 to the people. Let the end he lcgitimate, let it be within the scope of the constitu'tion; and all means which are appi'opriatc, which are plainly adapted to that
end, which are not prohibited, but consistcut with the letter and spirit of the constiration, are constitutional.“ "Where the
law is not prohibited, and is really calculated to effect any of the objects intrusted
to the government, to undertake here to inquire into the degree of its necessity would
be to pas the line which circumscribes tho
judicial department, and to tread on legisiative ground. This court disclaims all pretensions to such a power." McCulioch v.
Maryland, 4 Wheat. 316, 421, 423; Juilliard
v. Greenman, 110 U. S. 421, 440, 450, 4 Sup.
Ct. Rep. 122; Ex parte Yarbrough, 110 U.
S. 651, 658, 4 Sup. Ct. Rep. 152; In re Ra-

to permit them to remain, has undoubted“
the right to provide a system of regismt
tion and identiﬁcation of the members oi
that class within the country, and to (up,
all proper means to carry out the system
which it provides.
It is no new thing for the lawmniring
power, acting either through treaties made‘
by the president and senate, or by the more
common method of acts of congren, to sub
mit the decision of questions, not necessarily
of judicial cognizance, either to the fiBLii
determination of executive oﬂicers, or toiiie
decision of such oﬁlcers in the ﬁrst instance,
with such opportunity for judicial review
of their action as congress may see fit in
authorize or permit.
For instance, the surrender. pursuant to1
treaty stipulations, of persons residing or
found in this country, and charged “hi1
crime in another, may be made by the ex
ecutive authority of the president alone.
when no provision has been made by treaty
or by statute for an examination of the

Pier, 143 U- S- 110. 134. 12 Sup- CL Rep-

case by a judge or magistrate. Such was

374; Logan v. U. S., 144 U. S. 263, 283, 12
Sup. Ct. Rep. 617.
The power to exclude or to expel aliens,
being a power affecting international relations. is vested in the political departments
of the government, and is to be regulated
by treaty or by act of congress, and to be
executed by the executive authority according to the regulations so established, except
so far as the judicial department has been
authorizcd by treaty or by statute, or is re
quired by the paramount law of the constitution, to intervene.

the case of Jonathan Robbins, under article
27 of the treaty with Great Britain 0131755.
in which the presidents power in this re
gard was demonstrated in the masterly and
conclusive argument of John Marshall in
the house of representatives. 8 Star. 120;
Whart. State Tr. 392: U. S. v. Nash, Bee.
286, 5 Wheat. append 3. But provision
may be made, as it has been by later
acts of congress, tor a preliminary enm
ination before a judge or commimioner;
and in such case the suﬂiciency 0H1"i
evidence on which he acts cannot be re

In Nishimura Ekiu’s (Jase, it was adjudged that, although congress might, it it
saw tit, authorize the courts to investigate

viewed by any other tribunal, excel“ '15
permitted by statute. Act Aug. 12, 183$.
c. 167, (9 Stat. 3%» Rev. St. §§ 527%“;

and ascertain

the

Ex parte Metzgcr, 5 How. 176; Benson \'

aiien's right to land was made by the statutes "to depend, yet congress might intrust
the ﬁnal determination of those facts to

McMahon, 127 U. S. 457, 8 Sull- 0L Rep‘
1240; In re Luis Oteiza y Cortes. 136 U- S
330, 10 Sup. Ct. Rep. 1031

the

facts upon

which

an Executive M11091‘; ﬁnd that. if it did so,

So claims to recover back duties illcifﬂnyr

his order was due procex of law, and no

exacted on imports may, it. congress 50 PM;

("1101' tribunal. unless expressly authorized

vides, be ﬁnally determined by the’ieci‘l‘m

by law to do so, was at liberty to re-exam-

or

ine the evidence on which he acted, or to
controvert its suﬂicicncy. 142 U. S. 660, 12

236; Curtis v. Fiedler. 2 Black‘ 461' 4'8’
470; Amson v. Murphy, 109 U. S. 233. 340'

Sup. or. Rep. 330.

3 Sup. 0:. Rep. 184. But wan-es 111-u “

The power to exclude aliens, and the

the treasury.

Oary v. Curtis. 3 H0)‘

it did for long periods. 1391'"!1t them tom

power to expel them, rest upon one fouudation, are derived from one source, are sup—

tried by suit against the collector of m
toms; or it may, as by the “15mg Sm

ported by the some reasons. and are in
truth but parts of.‘ one and the same power.

utes, provide for their determination by a
board of general appraisers. and allow '11?

P The power of congress. therefore, to exIllwl- “k0 ‘110 Power to exclude, aliens, or

decisions of that board to be reviewed bi
the courts in such particulars only 83 may

. ‘my speciﬁed class of aliens. from thc'coun-

be prescribed by law. Act June 10'

I)

"'5'. may be exercised entirely through ex-

0. 407, §§ 14, 15, 25, (26 stat. 137, 138. 1*1'9

ef'lmve ‘Jﬂicem; or congress may call in the

In re Fassett, 142 U. S. 479. 436- 4811143

0f the judiciary to ascertain any con-

ttstod facts on which an alien's right to be

Sup. 0:. Rep. 295; Passavant v_- U- 3''

U_ S_ 214, 13 Sup, Ct. Rep. 572.

[is

1,: ‘itgelclguntry has been made by congress

To repeat the careful and heliléhgufufigg

Gongresg h .
m to ex '1 alvmg the right. as it may see

uttered by Mr. Justice Curtis mun Won
a unanimous judgment of this
or

'

De Hens or a‘ particular Class. 01‘

the question what is due Pmcess
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“To avoid misconstruction upon so grave a
subject, we think it proper to state that
we do not consider congress can either
withdraw from judicial cognizance any mat
ter which, from its nature, is the subject
of a suit at the common law or in equity
or admh'alty. nor, on the other hand, can
it bring under the judicial power a matter
which, from its nature, is not a subject for
judicial determination. At the same time
there are matters involving public rights,
which may be presented in such form that
the judicial power is capable of acting on
them, and which are susceptible of judi
cial determination, but which congress may
or may not bring within the cognizance of
the courts of the United States, as it may
deem proper." Murray v. Hoboken, etc.,
00., 18 How. 272, 284.
Before examining in detail the provisions
of the act of 1892, now in question, it will
be convenient to refer to the previous stat
utes, treaties, and decisions upon the sub
ject.
The act of congress of July 27, 1868. c.
249, (reenacted in sections 1909-2001, Rev.
St.,) began with these recitals: "Whereas,
the right of cxpatriatlon is a natural and
inherent right of all people, indispensable
to the enjoyment of the rights of life, lib
erty, and the pursuit of happiness; and
whereas, in the recognition of this principle
this government has freely received emi
egrants from all nations, and invested them
:with the rights of citizenship." It then do
‘clarcd that‘any order or decision of any
oiiicer of the United States to the contrary
was inconsistent with the fundamental prin
ciples of this government; enacted that "all
naturalized citizens of the United States,
while in foreign states, shall be entitled
to and shall receive from this government
the same protection of persons and property
that is accorded to nativeborn citizens in
like situations and circumstances;" and
made it the duty of the president to take
measures to protect the rights in that re
spect of "any citizen of the United States."
15 Stat. 223, 224.
That act, like any other, is subject to
alteration by congress whenever the public
welfare requires it. The right of protection
which it confers is limited to citizens of the
United States. Chinese persons, not born
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"Art. 5. The United States of America
and the emperor of China. cordially recognize
the inherent and inalienable right of man to
change his home and allegiance. and also the
mutual advantage of the free migration and
emigration of their citizens and subjects. rc
spcctively. from one country to the other.
for purposes of curiosity, of trade, or as per
manent residents.
“Art. 6. Citizens of the United States visit
ing orresiding in China, ' ' ' and, recipro
cally, Chinese subjects visiting or residing in
the United States, shall enjoy the same privi
leges. immunities, and exemptions. in re
spect to travel or residence, as may there be
enjoyed by the citizens or subjects of the
most favored nation. But nothing herein
contained shall be held to confer naturaliza
tion upon citizens of the United States in
China, nor upon the subjects of China in the!

United States.” 16 Stat. 740.
{'1
‘After some years’ experience under that‘
treaty, the government of the United States
was brought to the opinion that the pres
once within our territory of large numbers
of Chinese laborers, of a distinct race and
religion, remaining strangers in the land, re
siding apart by thcmselves, tenaciously ad
hering to the customs and usages of their
own country, unfamiliar with our institu
tions, and apparently incapable of assimi
iating with our people, might endanger good
order, and be injurious to the public inter
acts, and therefore requested and obtained
from China a modiﬁcation of the treaty.
Chew Heong v. U. 8., 112 U. S. 536, 542,543.
5 Sup. Ct. Rep. 255: Chae Chan Ping v. U.

S.. 130 U. S. 581, 595, 596, 9 Sup. Ct. Rep.
623.
On November 17. 1880. a supplemental
treaty was accordingly concluded between

the two countries, which contained the fol

States and China on July 28, 1868, contained

lowing preamble and stipulations:
“Whereas, the government of the United
States, because of the constantly increasing
immigration of Chinese laborers to the ter
ritory of the United States, and the embar
rassments consequent upon such immigra
tion, now desires to negotiate a modiﬁcation
of the existing treaties which shall not be in
direct contravention of their spirit:
“Article 1. Whenever, in the opinion of the
government of the United States, the com
ing of Chinese laborers to the United States,
or their residence therein, affects or threat
ens to affect the interests of that country.
or to endanger the good order of the said
country, or of any locality within the terri
tory thereof, the government of China
agrees that the government of the United
States may regulate, limit, or suspend such
coming or residence, but may not absolutely
prohibit it. The limitation or suspension
shall be reasonable, and shall apply only to
Chinese who may go to the United States
as laborers. other classes not being included
in the limitations. Legislation taken in re

the following stipulations:

gard to Chinese laborers will be of such a

in this country, have never been recognized
as citizens of the United States, nor author

ized to become such under the natm-aliza
tion laws.

Rev. St. (2d Ed.) §§ 2165, 2169;

Acts April 14, 1802, c. 28, (2 Stat. 153;)
May 26, 1824, c. 186, (4 Stat. 69;) July 14,
1870. c. 254, § 7. (16 Stat. 256;) Feb. 18,
1875, c. 80, (18 Stat. 318;) In re Ah Yup,
5 Sawy. 1535; Act of May 6. 18%. c. 126,

§ 14, (22 Stat. 61.)
The treaty made

between

the

United
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character only as is necessary to enforce the
regulation, limitation, or suspension of im
migration, and immigrants shall not be sub
: ject to personal maltreatment or abuse.

I.‘ “Art. 2. Chinese subjects, whether pro
' cecding to the ‘United States as teachers,
students, merchants, or from curiosity, to
gether with their body and household serv
ants, and Chinese laborers who are now in
the United States, shall be allowed to go and
come of their own free will and accord, and
shall be accorded all the rights. privileges,
immunitie, and exemptions which are ac
corded to the citizens and subjects of the
most favored nation.
“Art. 3. It Chinese laborers, or Chinese of
any other class, now either permanently or
temporarily residing in the territory of the
United States. meet with ill treatment at
the hands of any other persons, the govern
ment of the United States will exert all its
power to devise measures for their protec
tion, and to secure to them the same rights,
privileges, immunities, and exemptions as
may he enjoyed by the citizens or subjects
of the most favored nation, and to which
they are entitled by treaty." 22 Stat. 826,
827.
The act of May 6, 1882, c. 126, entitled “An
act to execute certain treaty stipulations re
lating to Chinese," and amended by the act
of July 5, 1884, c. 220, began with the recital
that, "in the opinion of the government of
the United States, the coming of Chinese in
borers to this country endangers the good
order of certain localities within the terri
tories thereof?’ and, in section 1, suspended
their coming for 10 years, and enacted that it
should “not be lawful for any Chinese laborer
to come from any foreign port or place, or.
having so come, to remain within the United
States?’ in section 3, that this provision
should not apply to Chinese laborers who
were in the United States on November 17,
1580, or who came here within 90 days after
the passage oi.’ the act of 1882, and who
should produce evidence of that fact, as after
wards required by the act, to the master of
the vessel and to the collector of the port;
and, in section 4, that “for the purpose of
properly identifying Chinese laborers who
were in the United States" at such time, “and
in order to furnish thorn with the proper evi—

dence of their right to go from and come to
the United States," as provided by that act
and by the treaty of November 17, 1880, the
‘collector of customs of the district from
:Which any Chinese laborers should depart
' from‘ the United States by sea should go on

board the Vessel, and make and register a

from that prescribed by the act M1882, and

the act of 1881 added that “said Certiﬁcate
shall be the only evidence to establish in;
right of re-entry." Each act further enacted,
in section 5, that any such Chinese laborer,
being in the United States, and desiring to
depart by land, should be entitled to a like
certiﬁcate of identity; and, in section 1'),
that no Chinese person should be permitted
to enter the United States by land without
producing such a. certiﬁcate, and that "any
Chinese person found unlawfully within the
United States shall be caused to be removed
therefrom to the country from whence he
came, and at the cost of the United States
after being brought before some justice,
judge, or commissioner of a court of the
United States, and found to be one not law
fully entitled to be or remain in the United
States." The act of 1884 further enacted,
in section 16, that a violation of any of the
provisions of the act, the punishment of
which was not therein otherwise provided
for, should be deemed a. misdemeanor, and
be punishable by ﬁne not exceeding $1,000, or
by imprisonment for not more than one year.
or by both such ﬁne and imprisonment 2'.’

Stat. 58-60; 23 Stat. 115-118.
Under those acts this court held, in Chew
Heong v. U. S., 112 U. S. 536, 5 Sup. Ct. Rep.
255, that the clause of section 4 of the nctot
1884, making the certiﬁcate of identity the
only evidence to establish a right to re-euicr

the United States, was not applicable to :1
Chinese laborer who resided in the United

States at the date of the treaty of 1830,61.L
parted by sea before the passage of the 116!
of 1882, remained out of the United States
until after the passage of the act of 1894.
and then returned by sea; and in U. S. v.
Jung Ah Lung, 124 U. S. 621, 8 Sup. Ct Rail-9
663, that a Chinese laborer. who resided ing

the United'States at the date of the trenii‘
of 1880, and until 1883, when he left San
Francisco for China, taking with him a C91"
tiiicate of identity from the collector of iii'i.‘
port in the form provided by the act of 1931

Wbich was stolen from him in Chllmi “35
entitled to land again in the United Stale!

in 1885, on proving by other evidence these

facts, and his identity with the new)“ ‘it
scribed in the register kept by the WM“
of customs as the one to whom that certiﬁ

cate was issued.
_
Both those decisions proceeded upon a “go

sideratlon of the various Provisions 01m

acts of 1882 and m4, giving weight w m
presumption that they should not, 11111999!”

avoidably, be construed “operating "w

‘demlﬂcﬂtion, and should give to each a cor

spectiveiy, or as contravenills the mam“
tions of the treaty. In the first 01 d m
cases Justices Field and Bradleyv an nd

Rjslwﬂdinc certiﬁcate, which should entitle

the second case Justices Field. Harlnnhéimg

list of them. with all facts necessary for their

him “to return to and reenter the United

Lamar. dissented from the Judgment‘ﬂou

States- 1113011 hroducing and delivering the

of opinion that the necessary commie We“
those acts was against the Chinese in we

same to the collector of customs" to be can
celed. The form of certiﬁcate precribed by

the act of 1884 differed in some particular;

and in none of the <>D1111°lm 1“ 81019501,.“
was it suggested that the acts in Que‘
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construed as contended by the United States,
and so as to contravene the treaty, would be
unconstitutional or inoperative.
In our jurisprudence it is well settled that
the provisions of an act of congress, passed
in the exercise of its constitutional authority,
on this, as on any other, subject, if clear and
explicit, must be upheld by the courts, even
in contravention of express stipulations in
an earlier treaty. As was said by this court
in Chae Chan Ping’s Case, following previous
decisions: “The treaties were of no greater
legal obligation than the act of congress.
By the constitution, laws made in pursu
ance thereof, and treaties made under au
thority of the United States, are both de
clared to be the supreme law of the land,
and no paramount authority is given to one
over the other. A treaty, it is true, is
in its nature a contract between nations,
and is often merely promissory in its char
acter, requiring
legislation to carry its
stipulations into eﬂfect. Such legislation will
be open to future repeal or amendment. If
the treaty operates by its own force, and
relates to a subject within the power of con
_gress, it can be deemed in that particular
uonly the equivalent of a legislative act, to be
:'repealed or’modiﬁed at the pleasure of con
gress. In either case the last expression of
the sovereign will must control." “So far
as a treaty made by the United States with
any foreign nation can become the subject
of judicial cognizance in the courts of this
country it is subject to such acts as con
gress may pass for its enforcement, modiﬁ
cation, or repeal.” 130 U. S. 600, 9 Sup. Ct.
Rep. 623. See, also, Foster v. Nellson, 2
Pet. 253, 314; Edye v. Robertson, 112 U. S.
580, 597-599, 5 Sup. Ct. Rep. 247; Whitney
v. Robertson, 124 U. S. 190, 8 Sup. Ct. Rep.

456.
By the supplementary act of October 1,

1888, c. 1064, it was enacted, in section 1,
that “from and after the passage of this act
it shall be unlawful for any Chinese laborer,
who shall at any time heretofore have been,
or who may now or hereafter be, a. resident

customs, according to the act of 1884, and
in terms entitling him to return to the United
States, returned to the same port on October
8, 1888, and was refused by the collector
permission to land, because of the provisions
of the act of October 1, 1888, above cited.
It was strongly contended in his behalf
that by his residence in the United States
for 12 years preceding June 2, 1887, in ac

cordance with the ﬁfth article of the treaty
of 1868, he had now a lawful right to be
in the United States, and had a. vested right
to return to the United States, which could"

not be taken from him by any exercise off!
mere legislative power by'congress; that he‘
had acquired such a. right by contract be
tween him and the United States, by virtue
of his acceptance of the oﬁer contained in
the acts of 1882 and 1884, to every Chinese
person then here, if he should leave the
country, complying with speciﬁed conditions,
to permit him to return; that, as applied to
him, the act of 1888 was unconstitutional, as
being a bill of attainder and an ex post facto
law; and that the depriving him of his right
to return was punishment, which could not
be indicted except by judicial sentence. The
contention was thus summed up at the begin
ning of the opinion: “The validity of the
act is assailed as being in effect an expulsion
from the country of Chinese laborers, in vio
lation of existing treaties between the United
States and the government of China, and of

lights vested in them under the laws of
congress.” 130 U. S. 584-589, 9 Sup. Ct.
Rep. 624.
Yet the court unanimously held that the
statute of 1888 was constitutional, and that
the action of the collector in refusing him
permission to land was lawful; and,afterthe
passages already quoted. said: “Thepower of
exclusion of foreigners being an incident of
sovereignty belonging to the government of
the United States, as a part of those sover
eign powers delegated by the constitution,
the right to its exercise at any time when,
in the judgment of the government, the
interests of the country require it, cannot

within the United States, and who shall have

be granted away or restrained on behalf

departed or shall depart therefrom, and shall
not have returned before the passage of this
act, to return to, or remain in, the United
States;" and, in section 2, that "no certiﬁ
cates of identity, provided for in the fourth

of any one. The powers of government
are delegated in trust to the United States,
and are incapable of transfer to any other

and ﬁfth sections of the act to which this is
ﬁmu rai‘ﬁi‘i

a. supplement, shall hereafter be issued; and
every certiﬁcate heretofore issued in pur
Buance thereof is hereby declared void and
of no effect, and the Chinese laborer claiming
admission by virtue thereof shall not be

permitted to enter the United States." 25
Stat. 504.
in the case of Chae Chan Ping, already
often referred to, a Chinese laborer, who

had resided in San Francisco from 1875 until
June 2, 1887, when he left that port for
China, having in his possession a. certiﬁcate

issued to him on that day by the collector of

V-138 12.—65

parties. They cannot be abandoned or sur
rendered. Nor can their exercise be ham
pered, when needed for the public good,
by any considerations of private interest.
The exercise of these public trusts is not
the subject of barter or contract. What
ever license, therefore, Chinese laborers may
have obtained, previous to the act of
October 1, 1888, to return to the United
States after their departure, is held at the
will of the government, revocable at any
time, at its pleasure." "The rights and inter
ests created by a treaty, which have become
so vested that its expiration or abrogation
will not destroy or impair them, are such as
are connected with and lie in property, ca
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. pablc of sale and transfer or other'disposl
tion; not such as are personal and untrans
Icrable in their character." "But far differ
ent is this case, where a continued suspen
sion of the exercise of a governmental power
is insisted upon as a right, because, by the
favor and consent of the government, it has
not heretofore been exerted with respect to
the appellant, or to the class to which he be
longs. Between property rights not attected
by the termination or abrogation of a treaty,
and expectations of beneﬁts from the con
tinuance of existing legislation, there is as
wide a diiference as between realization and
hopes," 130 U. S. 609, 610, 9 Sup. Ct. Rep.
631.
It thus appears that in that case it was
directly adjudged, upon full argument and
consideration, that a Chinese laborer, who had
been admitted into the United States while
the treaty of 1868 was in force, by which
the United States and China “cordially rec
ognize the inherent and inalienable right of
man to change his home and allegiance, and al
so the mutual advantage of the free migration
and emigration of their citizens and subjects,
respectively, from one country to the other,"
not only for the purpose of curiosity or of
trade, but “as permanent residents,” and who
had continued to reside here for 12 years, and
who had then gone back to China, after re
, cciving a certiﬁcate, in the form provided by
act of congress, entitling him to return to the
United State, might be refused readmission
into the United States, without judicial trial
or hearing, and simply by reason of another
act of congress, passed during his absence,
and declaring all such certiﬁcates to be void,
and prohibiting all Chinese laborers who had
at any time been residents in the United
States, and had departed therefrom and not
returned before the passage of this act, from
coming into the United States.
In view of that decision, which, as before
observed, was a unanimous judgment of the
court, and which had the concurrence of all
the justices who had delivered opinions in
the cases arising under the acts of 1882 and
1884, it appears to be impossible to hold that
a Chinese laborer acquired, under any of the
treaties or acts of congress, any right, as a.
‘dcnizen, or otherwise, to be and remain in
E this country, except by the license, permission,
- and suti'erance of congress, to be'wlthdrawn,

§ 213; 1 Phillim. Int. Law, a 18, 5321; in,
Marcy, in Koszta’s Case, 2 Whart. Int Law
Dig. 5 198. See, also, Lau 0w Bow r,

U. 8., 144 U. S. 47, 62, 12 Sup. Ct lit-ii.
517; Merl. Rcpert. “Domici1e," 5 13, quoiui
in the case above cited, of In re Adan]

Moore, P. O. (N. S.) 460, 472, 473.
Chinese laborers, therefore, like all other
aliens residing in the United States for a
shorter or longer time, are entitled, so long
as they are permitted by the government oi
the United States to remain in the country,
to the safeguards of the constitution, and to
the protection of the laws, in regard to their
rights of person and of property, and to their
civil and criminal responsibility. But they
continue to be aliens, having taken no steps
towards becoming citizens, and incapable oi
becoming such under the naturalization liars:
and therefore remain subject to the power oi
congress to expel them, or to order them lobe
removed and deported from the country.
whenever, in its judgment, their removal
is necessary or expedient for the public in
terest.
Nothing inconsistent with these views was
decided or suggested by the court in Ch:
Lung v. Freeman, 92 U. S. 275, or in link
W0 v. Hopkins, 118 U. S. 356, 6 Sup. CL
Rep. 1064, cited for the appellants.
In Chy Lung v. Freeman, a statute oi the
state of California, restricting the immigra
tion of Chinese persons, was held to be un
constitutional and void. because it contri
vened the grant in the constitutional ooni’l'iﬂ
0f the power to regulate commerce with tor-n
elgn nations.
5

r In Yick W0 v. Hopkins the point MM’
was that the fourteenth amendment of the

constitution of the United States, forbidding
any state to deprive any person of lift,

liberty, or property without due WW9 °r
law, or to deny to any person within lulu
rlsdiction the equal protection of the II!“
was violated by a mimicipai ordinance of

San Francisco, which conferred upon ‘me
board of supervisors arbitrary power, with
out regard to competency of Person?“ '0
ﬁtness of places, to grant or refuse license!
to carry on public laundrles, and which ‘iii
executed by the supervisors by l‘tmsm'b'

licenses to all Chinese residents, and Emu“;

might require it.
By the law of nations, doubtless, aliens re

them to other persons under like circum
stances. The question there was 0! ‘11'
power of a state over aliens continuing"
reside within its jurisdiction, not of the no;

5mm}; in a country. with the intention of

er of the United States to put an end to "1

makmg it a permanent place or abode, ac

residence in the country.

whenever, in Its opinion. the public welfare

quire, in one sense, a domicile there;

and,

I

.1“,

The act of May 5, 1392. c. 60, w 91""

“hue they are permitted by the nation to

“An act to prohibit the comini;_°t Cums:

retain such a residence and domicile. are
subject to its laws, and may invoke its pro.
tection against other nations. This is recog

force, prohibiting and regulating the“: r_

mm by those publicists who, as has been
Isleep, maintain in the strongest terms the

a 32°11 the nation to expel any or all aliens
p easure.

persons into the United States;' ﬂml pm
vides, in section 1, that "all 13"‘ no‘uv‘mg

into this country of Chinese i‘ersons a“ gm
sons of Chinese descent, are hereby 00“ till
ed in force for a period of ten year! mm

Vatt. Law Nat. lib. 1, c. 19,
passage of this act."
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The rest of the act (laying aside, as imma
terial, section 5, relating to an application
for a writ of habeas corpus "by a Chinese
person seeking to land in the United States,
to whom that privilege has been denied")
deals with two classes of Chinese persons:
First, those “not entitled to be or remain in
the United States;" and, second, those "en
titled to remain in the United States.”
These words of description neither confer
nor take away any right, but simply des
ignate the Chinese persons who were not,
or who were, authorized or permitted to re
main in the United States under the laws
and treaties existing at the time of the pas
sage of this act, but subject, nevertheless, to
the power of the United States, absolutely or
conditionally, to withdraw the permission,
and to terminate the authority to remain.
Q Sections 2—4 concern Chinese “not lawfully
ﬂentitied to be or remain in the United

' States," and provide that, after trial'before
a Justice, judge, or commissioner, a “Chinese
person, or person of Chinese descent, con
victed and adjudged to be not lawfully en
El‘
'1

HAli_- _'-E=\i'uar=;Ensl-€ﬁ" ;'

titled to be or remain in the United States,"
shall be imprisoned at hard labor for not
more than a year, and be afterwards removed
to China, or other country of which he ap
pears to be a citizen or subject.
The subsequent sections relate to Chinese
laborers “entitled to remain in the United
States" under previous laws. Sections 6 and
7 are the only sections which have any hear
ing on the cases before us, and the only ones,
thererore, the construction or effect of which
need now be considered.
The manifest objects of these sections are
to provide a system of registration and iden
tiﬁcation of such Chinese laborers, to require
them to obtain certiﬁcates of residence, and,
ll they do not do so within a year, to have
them deported from the United States.
Section 6, in the first place, provides that
“it shall be the duty of all Chinese laborers,
within the limits of the United States at the
time of the passage of this act, and who are
entitled to remain in the United States, to
apply to the collector of internal revenue of
their respective districts, within one year
after the passage of this act, for a certiﬁcate
of residence." This provision, by making it
the duty of the Chinese laborer to apply to

the collector of internal revenue of the dis
trier for a certiﬁcate, necessarily implies a
ct rreiative duty of the collector to grant him
a certiﬁcate, upon due proof of the requisite
facts. What this proof shall be is not de—
lined in the statute, but is committed to the
supervision of the secretary of the treasury

by section 7, which directs him to make such
rules and regulations as may be necessary
for the eﬂlcient execution of the act. to pre
scribe the necessary forms, and to make such
provisions that certiﬁcates may be procured
in localities convenient to the applicants, and
without charge to them; and the secretary

of the treasury has, by such rules and regu
lations, provided that the fact of residence
shall be proved by “at least one credible wit
ness of good character," or, in case of neces
sity, by other proof. The statute and the
regulations, in order to make sure that everygl
such Chmese'laborer may have a certiﬁcate, 1‘
in the nature of a passport, with which he
may go into any part of the United States, and
that the United States may preserve a record
of all such certiﬁcates issued, direct that a
duplicate of each certiﬁcate shall be recorded

in the oiﬁce of the collector who granted it,

and may be issued to the laborer upon proof
of loss or destruction of his original certiﬁ
cate. There can be no doubt of the validity
of these provisions and regulations, unless
they are invalidated by the other provisions
of section 6.
This section proceeds to enact that any
Chinese laborer within the limits of the Unit
ed States, who shall neglect, fail, or refuse
to apply for a certiﬁcate of residence within
the year, or who shall afterwards be found
within the Jurisdiction of the United States
without such a certiﬁcate, “shall be deemed
and adjudged to be unlawfully within the
United States." The meaning of this clause,
as shown by those which follow, is not that
this fact shall thereupon be held to beconclu
sively established against him, but only that
the want of a certiﬁcate shall be prima facie
evidence that he is not entitled to remain in
the United States; for the section goes on to
direct that he “may be arrested by any cus,
toms oﬁicial, collector of internal revenue or
his deputies, United States marshal or his
deputies, and taken before a United States
judge;" and that it shall thereupon be the
duty of the judge to order that the laborer
"be deported from the United States" to
China, (or to any other country which he is a.
citizen or subject of, and which does not de
mand any tax as a condition of his removal
to it,) “unless he shall establish clearly, to
the satisfaction of said judge, that by reason
of accident, sickness, or other unavoidable
cause he has been unable to procure his cer
tiﬁcate, and to the satisfaction of the court,
and by at least one credible white witness,
that he was a resident of the United States at
the time of the passage of this act; and if, up
on the hearing, it shall appear that he is so en
titled to a certiﬁcate, it shall be granted upon
his paying the cost. Should it appear that
said Chinaman had procured a certiﬁcate

which has been lost or destroyed, he shall be
detained, and judgment suspended a reason
able time, to enable him to procure a dupli 728
cate from the’ )ﬂieer granting it; and in such~
cases the cost of said arrest and trial shall

be in the discretion of the court.”
For the reasons stated in the earlier part
of this opinion, congress, under the power
to exclude or expel aliens, might have di
rected any Chinese laborer found in the Unit

ed States without a certiﬁcate of residence
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to be removed out of the country by execu
tive oﬂicers, without judicial trial or exami
nation, just as it might have authorized such
oﬂicers absolutely to prevent his entrance

act, for not procuring one. If he proves am
he had procured a certiﬁcate, which in;
been lost or destroyed, he is to be allowed a
reasonable time to procure a duplicate there
of.
The provision which puts the burden of
proof upon him of rebuttiug the presump
tlon arising from his having no certiﬁcate,
as well as the requirement of proof “by at
least one credible white witness that he was
a. resident of the United States at the time
of the passage of this act," is within the
acknowledged power of every legislature to
prescribe the evidence which shall be re
ceived, and the eﬂect of that evidence, lathe
courts of its own government. Ogden v.
Saunders, 12 Wheat. 213, 262, 349; Pillow v.
Roberts, 13 How. 472, 476; Ciiqnot’s Chan
pagne, 3 Wall. 114, 143; Ex parte Fisk, 113

into the country. But congress has not un
dertaken to do this.
The effect of the provisions of section 6 of
the act of 1892 is that, if a Chinese laborer,
after the opportunity afforded him to obtain
a certiﬁcate of residence within a. year, at a
convenient place, and without cost, is found
without such a certiﬁcate, he shall be so far
presumed to be not entitled to remain within
the United States that an officer of the cus
toms, or a collector of internal revenue, or a.
marshal, or a deputy of either, may arrest
him, not with a view to imprisonment or
punishment, or to his immediate deportation
without further inquiry, but in order to take
him before a judge, for the purpose of a ju
U. S. 713, 721, 5 Sup. Ct. Rep. 724; Holmes
dicial hearing and determination of the only
v. Hunt, 122 Mass. 505, 516-519. The com
facts which, under the act of congress, can
petency of all witnesses, without regard to
have a material bearing upon the question
their color, to testify in the courts of the
whether he shall be sent out of the country,
United States, rests on acts of congress,
or be permitted to remain.
which congress may, at its discretion, mod
ify or repeal. Rev. St. H 858, 1971. The
The powers and duties of the executive
reason for requiring a Chinese alien, claim
olllcers named being ordinarily limited to
ing the privilege of remaining in the United
their own districts, the reasonable inference
States, to prove the fact of his residence
is that they must take him before a judge
here at the time of the passage of the act
within the same judicial district; and such
“by at least one credible white witness",
was the course pursued in the cases before
may have been the experience of coagressuﬁ
us.
The designation of the judge, in general ‘mentioned by Mr. Justice Field in Clue‘
Chan Ping‘s Case, that the enforcement of
terms, as “a United States judge,” is an apt
former acts, under which the testimony of
and sufficient description of a judge of a
Chinese persons was admitted to prove
court of the United States, and is equivalent
similar facts, “was attended with great em
to or synonymous with the designation, in
barrassment, from the suspicious nature, ill
other statutes, of the judges authorized to
many instances, of the testimony oifered to
issue writs of habeas corpus, or warrants to
establish the residence of the parties. U1!
arrest persona accused of crime. Rev. St.
ing from the loose notions entertained b:
§§ 752, 1014.
the witnesses of the obligation of an will‘
When, in the form prescribed by law, the
130 U. S. 598, 9 Sup. Ct. Rep. 627. And thl!
executive otﬁcer, acting in behalf of the
:United States, brings the Chinese laborer nequirement, not allowing such a fact to be
proved solely by the testimony of aliens in 8
{1 before the judge, in order that he may be
' beard, and'the facts upon which depends his
right to remain in the country be decided,
a case is duly submitted to the judicial
power; for here are all the elements of a
civil cnsc,—-a complainant, a defendant, and
a judge—actor, reus, et judex. 3 Bl. Comm.

like situation, or of the same race. is time
analogous to the provision, which 11115 9!’
ited for 77 years in the naturalization law!‘

by which aliens applying for mmmumuf;

must prove their residence within the “med
and under the jurisdiction of ‘the ‘Pnlihe

25; Osborn v- Bank. 0 Wheat. 738, 819. No

States, for ﬁve years next preceding’ him

formal complaint or pleadings are required,
and the want of them does not affect the au

oath 0r athrmation of citizens of the U13’ 3

illol'ity 0t ‘110 Judge or the validity of the

Stat. 259;) May 24, 1828. c. 116. i 2' (4 m
311;) Rev. St. 5 2165, c1. 6; 2 Kent‘ 0°“

statute.

If no evidence is olfered by the Chinaman,
the judge makes the order of deportation as
upon a default. If he produces competent
evidence to explain the fact of his not hav

States.” Acts March 22, 1816. e 32' i SAL
65.
The proceeding before a United Sxmtiﬁz
judge, as provided for in section 6 0
act of 1892, is in no proper sense a

mp”

ing a certiﬁcate, it must be considered by
the Judge; and if he thereupon appears to be

sentence for a crime or offense. It 153 law.
the ascertainment, by appropriate ‘in ad}

entitled to a certiiicate, it is to be granted
to him. if he proves that the collector of
internal revenue has unlawfully refused to

ful means, of the fact whether the cloned
tions exist upon which congress 113! enwmr

Fwe mm '1 cemﬂﬁﬂte. he proves an “una

in the country.

voidable cause," within the meaning of the

not a punishment for crime- I‘

that an alien of this class may remﬂmﬂon ,5
The order of deporli'i1 M |
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it]
banishment, in the sense in which that word

II
‘tit

ii:

is often applied to the expulsion of a citizen
from his country by way of punishment.
It is but a mcthod of enforcing the return to
his own country of an alien who has not
complied with the conditions upon the per
formanoe of which the government of the
nation, acting within its constitutional au
thority, and through the proper departments,
has determined that his continuing to re
side here shall depend. He has not, there
fore, been deprived of life, liberty, or prop
erty without due process of law; and the
provisions of the constitution, securing the
right of trial by jury, and prohibiting 1m
reasonable searches and seizures and cruel
_and unusual punishments, have no applica
cation.

5‘ 'The question whether, and upon what con
ditions, these aliens shall be permitted to
remain within the United States being one
to be determined by the political depart
ments of the government, the judicial de
partment cannot properly express an opin
ion upon the wisdom, the policy, or the jus
tice of the measures enacted by congress in
the exercise of the powers conﬁded to it by
the constitution over this subject.
The three cases now before us do not
differ from one another in any material par
ticular.
In the ﬁrst case the petitioner had wholly
neglected, failed, and refused to apply to
the collector of internal revenue for a cer~
tiﬂcate of residence, and, being found with
out such a certiﬁcate after a year from the
passage of the act of 1892, was arrested by
the United States marshal, with the pur
pose, as the return states, of taking him be
fore a United States Judge within the dis
trict; and thereupon, before any further pro
ceeding, sued out a writ of habeas corpus.
In the second case the petitioner had like
wise neglected, failed, and refused to apply

and could produce, none but Chinese wit
nesses, to prove the residence necessary to
entitle him to a certiﬁcate. Being found“
without a certiﬁcate of residence, he was ar-E
rested by the'marshal, and taken before the
United States district judge, and established
to the satisfaction of the judge that, because
of the collector's refusal to give him a cer
tiﬁcate of residence, he was without one by
an unavoidable cause; and also proved, by
a Chinese witness only, that he was a resi
dent of the United States at the time of the
passage of the act of 1892. Thereupon the
judge ordered him to be remanded to the
custody of the marshal, and to be deported
from the United States, as provided in that
act.

It would seem that the collector of in
ternal revenue, when applied to for a certiﬁ
cate, might properly decline to ﬁnd the
requisite fact of residence upon testimony
which, by an express provision of the act,
would be insuﬂicient to prove that fact at a
hearing before the judge. But if the col
lector might have received and acted upon
such testimony, and did, upon any ground,
unjustiﬁahly refuse a certiﬁcate of residence,
the only remedy of the applicant was to prove
by competent and suﬂicient evidence at the
hearing before the judge the facts requisite

to entitle him to a certiﬁcate.

To one of

those facts—that of residence—the statute,
which, for the reasons already stated, ap
pears to us to be within the constituﬂonal
authority of congress to enact, peremptorily
requires at that hearing the testimony of a
credible white witness; and it was because
no such testimony was produced that the
order of deportation was made.
Upon careful consideration of the subject,
the only conclusion which appears to us to
be consistent with the principles of inter
national law, with the constitution and laws
of the United States, and with the previous

to the collector of internal revenue for a cer

decisions of this court, is that in each of these

tiﬁcate of residence, and, being found with
out one, was arrested by the marshal, and
taken before the district judge of the United
States, who ordered him to be remanded to
the custody of the marshal, and to be de

cases the judgment of the circuit court dis
missing the writ of habeas corpus is right,
and must be aﬂirmed.

ported from the United States, in accordance
with the provisions of the act. The allega
tion in the petition that the judge's order
was made "without any hearing of any kind"
is shown to be untrue by the recital in the

order itself (a copy of which is annexed to
and made part of the petition) that he had
failed to clearly establish to the judge's sat
isfaction that by reason of accident, sickness,
or other unavoidable cause he had been un

able to procure a certiﬁcate, or that he had
procured one, and it had been lost or de
stroyed.

In the third case the petitioner had, within
the year, applied to a collector of internal
revenue for a certiﬁcate of residence, and
had been refused it, because he produced,

Mr. Justice BREWER, dissenting.
I dissent from the opinion and judgment

of the court in these cases, and. the questions
being of importance, I deem it not improper 02
if}
to brieﬂy state my reasons therefor.
._
' I rest my dissent on three propositions?
First, that the persons against whom the
penalties of section 6 of the act of 1892 are
directed are persons lawfully residing within

the United States; secondly, that as such
they are within the protection of the con
stitution, and secured by its guaranties
against oppression and wrong; and, third,
that section 6 deprives them of liberty, and
imposes punishment, without due process of
law, and in disregard of constitutional guar
anties, especially those found in the 4th, 5th.
6th, and 8th articles of the amendments.
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And, ﬁrst, these persons are lawfully resid
ing within the limits of the United States.
By the treaty of July 28, 1868, (16 Stat
740,) commonly known as the "Burlingame
Treaty,” it was provided, (article 5:) “The
United States of America and the emperor
of China cordially recognize the inherent and
inalienable right of man to change his home
and allegiance, and also the mutual advan
tage of the free migration and emigration of
their citizens and subjects, respectively, from
the one country to the other, for purposes
of curiosity, of trade, or as permanent resi
dents." And, (article 6:) “Citizens of the
United States visiting or residing in China
shall enjoy the same privileges, immunities,
or exemptions in respect to travel or resl~
dence as may there be enjoyed by the citi
zens or subjects 01' the most favored nation;
and, reciprocally, Chinese subjects visiting or
residing in the United States shall enjoy the
same privileges, immunities, and exemptions
in respect to travel or residence as may
there be enjoyed by the citizens or subjects
of the most favored nation." At that time
we sought Chinese emigration. 'l‘he subse
quent treaty of November 17, 1880, (22 Stat.
826,) which looked to a restriction of Chinese

emigration, nevertheless contained, in article
2, this provision:
“Art. 2. Chinese subjects, whether proceed
ing to the United States as teachers, students,
merchants, or from curiosity, together with
their body and household servants, and Chl
neso laborers who are now in the United
States, shah be allowed to go and come of
their own free will and accord, and shall
gbe accorded all the rights, privileges, im
. Inunities,‘and exemptions which are accorded
to the citizens and subjects of the most
favored nation."
While, subsequently to this treaty, con
gress passed several acts—May 6, 1882, (22

titled to remain in the United States." These
appellants, therefore, are lawfully within the
United States, and are here as residents, and
not as travelers. They have lived in tins
country, respectively, since 1879, 1877, and
1874,—almost as long a time as some of
those who were members of the congress tint
passed this act of punishment and expulsion.
'l‘ha-t those who have become domiciled
in a. country are entitled to a more distinct
and larger measure of protection than those
who are simply passing through, or ten
porarily in, it, has long been recognized by
the law of nations. It was said by this court
in the case of The Venus, S Crane-11,253.
278: "The writers upon the law oi nations
distinguish between a temporary residence
in a foreign country, for a special purpose.
and a residence accompanied with an in
tention to make it a permanent place oi
abode. The latter is styled by Vattel ‘doin
icile,’ which he deﬁnes to be ‘a. habit-man‘a
ﬁxed in any place, with an intention of al-E
ways staying there.’ Such'a. person, says
this author, becomes a. member oi the new
society, at least as a permanent inhabitant,
and is a kind of citizen of an inferior order
from the native citizens; but is, neverthe
less, united and subject to the society, with
out participating in all its advantages. This
right of domicile, he continues, is not es
tablished unless the person mnkes sulﬁ
ciently known his intention of fixing there,
either tacitly or by an express declaration
Vatt. Law Nat. pp. 92, 93. Grotius nowhere
uses the word ‘domicile,’ but he also distin
guishes between those who stay in a foreign
country by the necemity of their aiialm. of
from any other temporary cause. and “109°
who reside there from a permanent cause.

The former he denomhiatcs ‘stmngem'ﬂ-ild
the latter, ‘subjects."' The rule is thus laid
down by Sir Robert Phillimore: "There 18

Stat. 53;) July 5, 1884, (23 Stat. 115;) 0c

8. class of persons which cannot be. sil'icill

tober 1, 1888, (25 Stat. 504)—to restrict the
entrance into this country of Chinese labor
ers, and while the validity of this restric
tion was sustained in the Chinese Exclusion
Case, 130 U. S. 581, 9 Sup. Ct. Rep. 623, yet
no act has been passed, denying the right of
those laborers who had once lawfully en—
tcrcd the country to remain, and they are
here not as travelers, or only temporarily.
We must take judicial notice of that which
is disclosed by the census, and which is also
a. matter of common knowledge. There are
100,000 and more of these persons living in
this country, making their homes here, and
striving by their labor to earn a livelihood.
They are not travelers, but resident aliens.
But, further, this section 6 recognizes the
fact of a lawful residence, and only applies
to those who have such; for the parties
named in the scclion, and to be reached by
its provisions, are “Chinese laborers within
the limits of the United States at the time
or the passage of this act, and who are en

speaking, included in either of these denom
inations of naturalized or native citizens.

namely, the class of those who have ceased

to reside in their native country, and have
taken up a. permanent abode in another

These

are

domiciled

inhabitants.

The?

have not put on a. new citizenship through
some formal mode enjoined by the law 0t
1110 new country. They 1"“ de mm‘
though not de jure, citizens 0f the “mum
of their domicile."

1 Phillim. Int Law’ c‘

18,
347.
rcuzry
lap. the
Marcy:
Koszta“This
Case right
it wasi0 said
Primet
by i”;
sons having a domicile, though not “angle

born or naturalized citizeilsv rests “,1 w
ﬁrm foundation of justice. and the clans us
be protected is earned by cwsldembzty
which the protecting power is not at 11 9m

to disregard. Such domiciled. citizen PM’
the same price for his Protection “5 “Hem
born or naturalized citizens p11! 1°!‘ m me
He is under the bonds of. allegiance to
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country of his residence, and, if he breaks
them, incurs the same penalties. He owes
the same obedience to the civil laws. His
property is in the same way, and to the
same extent, as theirs, liable to contribute
to the support of the government. In near
iy all respects his and their condition as
to the duties and burdens of government
eare undistinguishable." 2 Whart. Int. Law
EDP-f. § 198.
- ~And in Lau Ow Bew v. U. S., 144 U. S.
47, 61, 12 Sup. Ct. Rep. 521, this court de
clared that, “by general international law,
foreigners who have become domiciled in
a country other than their own acquire
rights, and must discharge duties, in many
respects the same as possessed by and im
posed upon the citizens of the country, and
no restriction on the footing upon which
such persons stand, by reason of their dom
icile, is to be presumed."
Indeed, there is force in the contention
of counsel for appellants that these persons
are “denizens," within the true meaning and
spirit of that word as used in the common

law.

The old deﬁnition was this:

"A denizen of England by letters patent
for life, entayl or in fee, whereby he be
comes a subject in regard of his person."
Craw v. Ramsey, Vaughan, 278.

And again:
"A denizen is an alien born, but who has
obtained ex donatlone regis letters patent
to make him an English subject. ‘ '
'

A denizen is in a kind of middle state be
tween an alien and a natural-born subject,
and partakes of both of them.” 1 Bl. Comm.

374.
In respect to this, after quoting from
some of the early constitutions of the states,

in which the word "denizen" is found,coun
sei say: "It is claimed that the appellants
in this case come completely within the

deﬁnition quoted above.

They are alien

.born, but they have obtained the same thing

as letters patent from this country.

They

occupy a middle state between an alien and
a native. They partake of both of them.
They cannot vote, or, as it is stated in Be

con's Abridgment, they have no ‘power of
making laws,’ as a native-born subject has,
nor are they here as ordinary aliens. An
ordinary alien within this country has come

here under no prohibition and no invita
tion, but the appellants have come under
the direct request and invitation, and under
the ‘patent,’ of the federal government
They have been guarantied ‘the same privr
leges, immunities, and exemptions in respect
..to ' ' ' residence’ (Burlingame Treaty,

ﬁconcluded July 3, 1868) as that enjoyed in
' the United States by the citizens and'sub
jects of the most favored nation. They
have been told that if they would come here

they would be treated just the same as we
treat an Englishman, an Irishman, or a
Frenchman. They have been invited here,
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and their position is much stronger than
that of an alien, in regard to whom there
is no guaranty from the government, and
who has come not in response to any invita
tion, but has simply drifted here because

there is no prohibition to keep him out.
They certainly come within the mean
ing of ‘denizen,’ as used in the constitutions

oi‘ the states.”
But, whatever rights a resident alien
might have in any other nation, here he is
within the express protection of the consti
tution, especially in respect to those guar—

anties which are declared in the original
amendments. It has been repeated so often
as to become axiomatic that this govern
ment is one of enumerated and delegated
powers; and, as declared in article 10 or

the amendments, "the powers not delegated
to the United States by the constitution,
nor prohibited by it to the states, are re
served to the states, respectively, or to the
people.”
It is said that the power here asserted
is inherent in sovereignty. This doctrine of
powers inherent in sovereignty is one both
indeﬁnite and dangerous. Where are the
limits to such powers to be found, and
by whom are they to be pronounced? Is
it within legislative capacity to declare the
limits? If so, then the mere assertion of
an inherent power creates it, and despotism
exists. May the courts establish the bound
aries? Whence do they obtain the author
ity for this? Shall they look to the prac
tices of other nations to ascertain the limits’!
The governments of other nations have elas
tic powers. Ours are ﬁxed and bounded by
a written constitution. The expulsion of a
race may be within the inherent powers of
a. despotism. History, before the adoption

of this constitution, was not destitute of ex
amples of the exercise of such a power;
and its framers were familiar with history,
and wisely, as it seems to me, they gave
to this government no general power tom
banish. Banishment may be resorted to as?
punishment for crime; but’among the pow“
ers reserved to the people, and not dele
gated to the government, is that of deter
mining whether whole classes in our midst
shall, for no crime but that of their race
and birthplace, be driven from our territory.
Whatever may be true as to exclusion,—
and as to that see Chinese Exclusion Case,
130 U. S. 581, 9 Sup. Ct. Rep. 623, and

Nishlmura Ekiu v. United States, 142 U.
S 651, 12 Sup. Ct. Rep. 33G,—I deny that
there is any arbitrary and unrestrained
power to banish residents, even resident
aliens. What, it may be asked, is the reason
for any difference? The answer is obvious.

The constitution has no extraterritoriai ef
feet, and those who have not come lawfully
within our territory cannot claim any pro
tection from its provisions; and it may be
that the national government, having full
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control of all matters relating to other na
tions, has the power to build, as it were,
a Ghinese wall around our borders, and
absolutely forbid aliens to enter. But the
constitution has potency everywhere within
the limits of our territory, and the powers
which the national government may exer
cise within such limits are those, and only
those, given to it by that: instrument. Now,
the power to remove resident aliens is,
confessedly, not expressed. Even if it be
among the powers implied, yet still it can
be exercised only in subordination to the
limitations and restrictions imposed by the
constitution. In the case of Monongahela
Navigation Company v. United States, 148

U. S. 312, 336, 13 Sup. Ct. Rep. 630, it
was said: “But, like the other powers
granted to congress by the constitution, the
power to regulate commerce is subject to
all the limitations imposed by such instru
ment, and among them is that of the ﬁfth
amendment we have heretofore quoted.
Congress has supreme control over the reg
ulation of commerce; but if, in exercising
that supreme control, it deems it necessary
to take private property, then it must pro
ceed subject to the limitations imposed by
this ﬁfth amendment, and can take only
on payment of just compensation." And, if
that be true of the powers expressly grant
ed, it must as certainly be true of those
that are only granted by implication.
139
When the ﬁrst 10 amendments were pre
- scnted for adoption,"t.hey were preceded by
a preamble stating that the conventions of
many states had at the time of their adopt
ing the constitution expressed a desire, “in
order to prevent misconception or abuse of
its powers, that further declaratory and
restrictive clauses should be added." It is
worthy of notice that in them the word
“citizen" is not found. In some of them
the descriptive word is "people,“ but in the
ﬁfth it is broader, and the word is "person,"
and in the sixth it is the "accused," while
in the third, seventh, and eighth there is
no limitation as to the beneﬁciaries sug
gested by any descriptive word.
In the case of Ylck Wo v. Hopkins, 118

U. S. 356, 369, 6 Sup. Ct. Rep. 1070, it
was said: “The fourteenth amendment of
the constitution is not confined to the pro
tection of citizens. It says: ‘Nor shall any
state deprive any person of life, liberty, or
property without due process of law, nor
deny to any person within its jurisdiction the
equal protection of the laws.‘ These pro
visions are universal in their application to
all persons within the territorial jurisdiction,
without regard to any differences of race,
of color, or of nationality; and the equal
protection of the laws is a pledge of the
protection ot equal laws." The matter con
stdered in that case was of a local nature,
a municipal ordinance for regulating the
carrying on at public iaundries, something

fairly within the police power of a state;
and yet, because its provisions conﬂicted
with the guaranties of the fourteenth
amendment, the ordinance was declared
void.
If the use of the word "person" in the
fourteenth amendment protects all indlvid.
uals lawfully within the state, the use or
the same word, “person," in the ﬁfth must
be equally comprehensive, and secures to
all persons lawfully within the territory 0!
the United States the protection named
therein; and a like conclusion must follow
as to the sixth.
I pass, therefore, to the consideration 0!
my third proposition: Section 6 deprives of
“life, liberty, and property without due pro
cess of law." It imposes punishment with
out a trial, and punishment cruel and se
vere. It places the liberty of one individual:
subject to the unrestrained control of'anw
other. Notice its provisions: It ﬁrst com
mands all to register. He who does not reg
ister violates that law, and may be punished;
and so the section goes on to say that one
who has not complied with its requirements,
and has no certiﬁcate of residence, “shall
be deemed and adjudged to be unlawfully
within the United States," and then it im
poes as a. penalty his deportation from the
country. Deportation is punishment It in
volves—First, an arrest.adcprivnl of liberty:
and, second, a removal from home, tron

family, from business, from propel’ty- In}
Rap. & L. Law Dict. p. 109, “banishment
is thus deﬁned: "A punishment by forced
exile, either for years or for life, inﬂicted
principally upon political otIenders', ‘trans.
portation' being the word used to express
a similar punishment of ordinary criminals.
In 4 B1. Comm.377, it is said: "Some punish

ments consist in exile or banishment. bi: ‘11*
juration of the realm, or transportation. 111
Vattel we ﬁnd that “banishment is only an‘:
plied to condemnation in due course 0! law.
Note to section 228 in 1 Vattel.

U

But it needs no citation of authorities:

support the proposition that delwmuonbe
punishment. Every one knows that t0_
forcibly taken away from home and inning

and friends and business and property. a"
sent across the ocean to a distant land,
punishment, and that oftentimes most E
vets and cruel. Apt and just are the \VW

of one of the framers of this COIlSlilIililOliii’!

President Madison,-—when he says. (4 Eng“
Deb. 553'.) “If the banishment of an 111-W
from a country into which he has been 8

vited as the asylum most ausilicious “have
hnppiness,—a country where he 111?? we
formed the most tender connectioﬂs- Wm

he may have invested his entire Pmé’eer:
and acquired property of the real 11nd ‘gm
manent, as well as the movable "11

‘he

pol-arr, kind; where he enjoys, 1"‘ e; ,,
laws, a greater share of the blessillssltllmlphe

sonal security and personal liberty i
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can elsewhere hope for; ' ' ' if, more
over, in the execution of the sentence against
him, he is to be exposed, not only to the or
dinary dangers of the sea, but to the peculiar
Iiii-casualties incident to a crisis of war and of
. unusual licentiousness on'that element, and
possibly to vindictive purposes, which his
immigration itself may have provoked—if
a banishment of this sort be not a punish
ment, and among the severest of punish
meats, it will be diﬂlcult to imagine a doom
to which the name can be applied."

IE_z-nl1—i-rﬂ—l-_'t_'tml'

But punishment implies a trial: “No per
son shall be deprived of life, liberty, or
property without due process of law.” Due
process requires that a man be heard before
he is condemned, and both heard and con
demned in the due and orderly procedure of
a trial, as recognized by the common law
from time immemorial. It was said by this
court in Hagar v. Reclamation Dist. No. 108,

111 U. S. 701, 708, 4 Sup. Ct. Rep. 667: “Un

_‘ ;§\ ﬂ?.‘1 ."?EK‘;?-‘.§F.=n

doubtediy, where life and liberty are in
volved, due process requires that there be a
regular course of judicial proceedings, which
imply that the party to be affected shall
have notice, and an opportunity to be hear ."
And by Mr. Justice Bradley, in deﬁning “due
process of law" in Davidson v. New Orleans,
96 U. S. 97, 107: “If found to be suitable or
admissible in the special case, it will be ad
judged to be ‘due process of law;' but if
found to be arbitrary, oppressive, and un
just, it may be declared to be not ‘due pro
cess of law.’ " And no person who has once
come within the protection of the consti
tution can be punished without a trial. It
may be summary, as for petty oiIenses and

in cases of contempt, but still a trial, as
known to the common law. It is said that

=._:‘~_-I“1\.-_I“.
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tection than the mere discretion of any oﬂi—
clal is required. Well was it said by Mr.
Justice Matthews in the case of Yick W0 v.
Hopkins, 118 U. S., on page 369, 6 Sup. Ct.
Rep, on page 1071: "When we consider the
nature and the theory of our institutions of
government, the principles upon which they
are supposed to rest, and review the history
of their development, we are constrained
to conclude that they do not mean to leave
room for the play and action of purely per
sonal and arbitrary power."
Again, a person found without such cer
tiiicate may be taken before a United States
judge. What judge? A judge in the district
in which the party resides or is found?
There is no limitation in this respect. A
Chinese laborer in San Francisco may be ar
rested by a deputy United States marshal,
and taken before a judge in Oregon; and,
when so taken before that Judge, it is made
his duty to deport such laborer, unless he
proves his innocence of any violation of the
law, and that, too, by at least one credible

white witness. And how shall he obtain that
witness? No provision is made in the stat
ute therefor. Will it be said that article 6
of the amendments gives to the accused a
right to have a compulsory process for ob~
taining witnesses in his favor? The reply is
that if he is entitled to one part of that
article he is entitled to all, and among them
is the right to a speedy and public trial by an
impartial jury of the state and district. The
only theory upon which this proceeding can
be sustained is that he has no right to any
beneﬁts of this article 6; and if he has no
right thereto, and the statute has made no
provision for securing his witnesses, or limit
ing the proceeding to a judge of the district

a person may be extradited without a pre
where he resides, the results follow inevita
vious trial, but extradition is simply one
bly, as stated, that he may be arrested by
step in the process of arresting and seem‘
any one of the numerous oﬁiclals named in“
ing for trial. He may be removed by extra
the statute, and carried before any judge in:
dition from California to New York, or from ‘the United States that such oﬂicial may se-'
this country to another, but such proceeding
lect, and then, unless he proves that which
he is given no means of proving, be punished
is not oppressive or unjust, but suitable and
by
removal from home, friend, family, prop
necessary, and therefore due process of law.
erty, business, to another country.
But here the Chinese are not arrested and ex
It is said that these Chinese are entitled
tradited for trial, but arrested, and, with
while they remain to the safeguards of the
out a. trial, punished by banishment.
constitution, and to the protection of the
Again, it is absolutely within the discre
laws in regard to their rights of person and
tion of the collector to give or refuse a cer
of property, but that they continue to be
tiﬁcate to one who applies therefor. No
aliens, subject to the absolute power of con
where is it provided what evidence shall be
gress to forcibly remove them. in other
furnished to the collector, and nowhere is it
words, the guaranties of “life, liberty, and
e‘made mandatory upon him to grant a cer
property," named in the constitution, are
rtiilcate on the production of such evidence.
theirs by suiferance, and not of right. Of
I It ‘cannot be due process of law to impose
what avail are such guaranties?
punishment on any person for failing to have
Once more: Supposing a Chinamau from
that in his possession, the possession of
San Francisco, having obtained a certiﬁcate,
which he can obtain only at the arbitrary
should go to New York or other place in
and unregulated discretion of any official.
pursuit of work, and on the way his eer
It will not do to say that the presumption
tiiicate be lost or destroyed. He is subject to
is that the otiieial will act reasonably, and
arrest and detention, the cost of which is in
not arbitrarily. When the right to liberty
the discretion of the court, and judgment of
and residence is involved, some other pro
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clple of Confucius fairly ask, "Why do they
deportation will be suspended a reasonable
send missionaries here '9"
time to enable him to obtain a duplicate from
the officer granting it. In other words, he
cannot move about in safety without carry
Mr. Justice FIELD, dissenting.
ing with him this certiﬁcate. The situation
I also wish to say a few words upon these
was well described by Senator Sherman in cases, and upon the extraordinary doctrines
the debate in the senate: “They are here announced in support of the orders of the
ticket-of-leave men. Precisely as, under the court below.
2
Australian law, a convict is allowed to go
' With the treaties between the United!‘
at large, upon a ticket—of-leave, these people
States and China, and the subsequent legis
are to be allowed to go at large, and earn lation adopted by congress to prevent the
their livelihood, but they must have their immigration of Chinese laborers into this
tickets-of-leave in their possession." And he country, resulting in the exclusion act of
added: "This inaugurates in our system of October 1, 1888, the court is familiar. They
government a new departure; one, I believe, have often been before us, and have been
never before practiced, although it was sug
considered in almost every phase. The act
g'ested in conference that some such rules of 1888 declared that after its passage it
had been adopted in slavery times to secure should be unlawful for any Chinese laborer
—who might then or thereafter be a resident
the peace of society."
It is true this statute is directed only
of the United States, who should depart
against the obnoxious Chinese, but, if the therefrom, and not return before the passage
power exists, who shall say it will not be of the act—to return or remain in the United
exercised to<morrow against other classes States. The validity of this act was sus
and other people? If the guaranties of these tained by this court. Chinese Exclusion Case,
130 U. S. 581, 9 Sup. Ct. Rep. 628. In the
amendments can be thus ignored in order to
get rid of this distasteful class, what security opinion announcing the decision we consider
ed the treaties with China, and also the leg
.,. have others that a like disregard of its pro
:visions may not be resorted to? Profound islation of congress, and the causes which
' and wise were the'observations of Mr. Justice led to its enactment. The court cited nu
merous instances in which statesmen and
Bradley, speaking for the court in Boyd v.
U. S., 116 U, S. 616, 635, 6 Sup. Ct. Rep. 535: jurists of eminence had held that it was the
“illegitimate and unconstitutional practices undoubted right of every independent un
tion to exclude foreigners from its limits
get their ﬁrst footing in that way, namely,
whenever, in its judgment, the public in
by silent approaches, and slight deviations
terests demanded such exclusion.
from legal modes of procedure. This can
“The power of exclusion of foreigners,"
only be obviated by adhering to the rule that
constitutional provisions for the security of said the court, “being an incident of sover
eignty
belonging to the government of the
person and property should be liberally con
United States as a part of those sovereign
strued. A close and literal construction de—
powers delegated by the constitution, the
prlves them of half their efficacy, and leads
to‘ gradual depreciation of the right, as if right to its exercise at any time when. in the
judgment of the government, the interests
it consisted more in sound than in substance.

of the country require it, cannot be granted
It is the duty of the courm to be watchful
away or restrained on behalf of any 00%
for the constitutional rights of the citizen,
The powers of government are delegated in
and- against any stealthy‘ cncroachnients
trust to the United States, and are inﬁll“
thereon. Their motto should be, ‘obsta prin
ble of transfer to any other parties. They
ciplis.‘ “
cannot be abandoned or surrendered. )0!
‘In the Ylck W0 Case, in which was pre
sented a municipal ordinance fair on its face, can their exercise be hampered, when needed
for the public good, by any consldl‘l'iiilims
but contrived to work oppression to a few
engaged in a. single‘occupation, this court of private interest. The exercise of the“
public trusts is not the subject of barter
saw no dlﬂlculty in ﬁnding a constitutional
Whatever license, therefore.
barrier to such injustice. But this greater or contract.
Chinese laborers may have obtained his“
wrong, by which a hundred thousand people
vious to the act of October 1, 1888, to return
are subject to arrest and forcible deporta
tion from the country, is beyond the reach to the United States after their depﬂl‘miev
is held at the will of the government. MW’
of the protecting power of the constitution.
ble at any time at its pleasure. Whethel‘ii!
Its grievous wrong suggests this declaration
proper consideration by our government °r
of wisdom coming from the dawn of English
history: “Verliy, he who dooms a worse its previous laws, or a proper will?“t I“
the nation whose subjects are affected bill 3
doom to the friendless and the comer from
action, ought to have qualiﬁed its inhibit '01::
afar than to his fellow, injures himselt." The
Laws of King Cnut, 1 Thor-p, Anc. Laws and made it applicable only to'liilrsims "e
parting from the country after the Iiifislsilie
Eng. p. 397.
In view of this enactment of the highest of the act, are not questions for 111mm
legislative body of the foremost Christian termination. If there be any limit 5mm! M
complaint on the part of China, it mus
nation, may not the tboughttul Chinese dis
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made to the political department of our gov
he should think proper. The act also pro
ernment, which is alone competent to act
vided that it should be lawful for the presi
upon the subject."
dent, whenever he deemed it necessary for
I had the honor to be the organ of the court
the public safety, to order to be removed
in announcing this opinion and judgment.
out of the territory of the United States any
I still adhere to the views there expressed,
alien in prison in pursuance of the act,
in all particulars; but between legislation for
and to cause to be arrested, and sent out of
the exclusion of Chinese persons—that is,
the United States, such aliens as may have
to prevent them from entering the country,—
been ordered to depart, and had not ob
and legislation for the deportation of those
tained a license, in all cases where, in the
who have acquired a residence in the country
opinion of the president, the public safety
under a treaty with China, there is a wide
required a speedy removal, and that if any
and essential diﬂerence. The power of the
alien thus removed or sent out of the United
government to exclude foreigners from this
States should voluntarily return, unless by
country—that is, to prevent them from en
permission of the president, such alien, be
tering it,—whenever the public interests, in
ing convicted thereof, should be imprisoned
its judgment, require such exclusion, has
so long as, in the opinion of the president,
been repeatedly asserted by the legislative
the public safety might require.
and executive departments of our govern
The passage of this act produced great ex
ment, and never denied; but its power to
citement throughout the country, and was
deport from the country persons lawfully
severely
denounced by many of its abiest
domiciled therein by its consent, and en
gaged in the ordinary pursuits of life, has statesmen and jurists as unconstitutional and
barbarous, and among them may be men
never been asserted by the legislative or ex
tioned the great names of Jeﬂerson and Mad
ecutive departments, except for crime, or as
lson, who are throughout our country hon
an act of war, in view of existing or antici
pated hostilities, unless the alien act of 1798 ored and revered for their lifelong devotion
to principles of constitutional liberty. It was
can be considered as recognizing that doc
trine. 1 Stat. p. 570, c. 58. That act vested defended by its advocates as a war measure.
John Adams, the president of the United
in the president power to order all such
States at the time, who approved the bill,
aliens as he should adjudge dangerous to the
and against whom the responsibility for its
peace and safety of the United States, or
passage was charged, states in his corre
should have reasonable grounds to suspect
spondence that the bill was intended as a
were concerned in any treasonable or secret
measure of that character. Volume 9 of his
machinations against the government. to de
works, p. 291. The state of Virginia de
part out of the territory of the United States
nounced it in severe terms. Its general as-vI
within such time as should be expressed in
sembly'~ passed resolutions upon the act, and
his order; and in case any alien when thus
another act of the same session of congress,
ordered to depart should be found at large
known as the “Sedition Act.” Upon the ﬁrst
Within the United States after the term
—the alien act—one of the resolutions de
limited in the order, not having obtained a
clared that it exercised at power nowhere
license from the president to reside therein,
delegated to the federal government, and
or, having obtained such license, should not
which, by uniting legislative and judicial
have conformed thereto, he should, on con
powers to those of executive, subverted the
viction thereof, be imprisoned for a term
general principles of free government, as well
not exceeding three years, and should never
as the particular organization and positive

afterwards be admitted to become a citizen
,, of the United States, with a proviso that if

if the alien thus ordered to depart should
' prove to the’satisfaction of the president,
by evidence to be taken before such person
or persons as he should direct, that no in
jury or danger to the United States would
arise from suffering him to reside therein,
the president might grant a license to him

to remain within the United States for such
time as he should Judge proper, and at
Such place as he should designate. The act
also provided that the president might require
such alien to enter into a bond to the United
States, in such penal sum as he might di
root, with one or more sureties, to the satis
faction of the person authorized by the presi
dent to take the same, conditioned for his
good behavior during his residence in the
United States, and not to violate his license,
which the president might revoke whenever

provisions of the federal constitution.

4

Elliot, Deb. 528. The resolutions upon both
acts were transmitted to the legislatures of
diﬂ’erent states, and their communications in
answer to them were referred to a committee
of the general assembly of Virginia, of which
Mr. Madison was a member, and upon them
his celebrated report was made. With refer
ence to the alien act, after observing that it
was incumbent in this, as in every other ex
ercise of power by the federal government,
to prove from the constitution that it granted
the particular power exercised, and also that
much confusion and fallacy had been thrown
into the question to be considered by blend

ing the two cases of aliens, members of a
hostile nation, and aliens, members of friend
ly nations, he said: "With respect to alien
enemies, no doubt has been intimated as to
the federal authority over them; the consti
tution having expressly delegated to congresl
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the power to declare war against any 11113011,
and, of course, to treat it and all its members
as enemies. With respect to aliens who are
not enemies, but members of nations in peace
and amity with the United States, the power
assumed by the act of congress is denied to
be constitutional, and it is accordingly against
this act that the protest of the general as
sembly is expressly and exclusively directed."
Id. 554.
“Were it admitted, as is contended, that
the ‘act concerning aliens’ has for its object,
not a penal, but a preventive,justice, it would
still remain to be proved that it comes with
in the constitutional power of the federal
legislature, and, if within its power, that the
legislature has exercised it in a constitutional
manner. ' ‘ ' But it can never be admit
‘, ted that the removal of aliens, authorized by
:the act, is to be considered, not as punish
. ment for an offense, but as a measure of'pre
caution and prevention. If the banishment
of an alien from a country into which he has
been invited as the asylum most auspicious
to his happiness,—a country where he may
have formed the most tender connections;
where he may have invested his entire prop
erty, and acquired property of the real and
permanent as well as the movable and tem
porary kind; where he enjoys, under the
laws, a greater share of the blessings of per
sonal security and personal liberty than he
can elsewhere hope for; ' ' ' if a banish
ment of this sort be not a punishment, and
among the severest of punishments, it would
be diﬂicult to imagine a doom to which the
name can be applied. And, if it be a punish
ment, it will remain to be inquired whether
it can be constitutionally inﬂicted, on mere
suspicion, by the single will of the executive
magistrate, on persons convicted of no per
sonal oﬂense against the laws of the land,
nor involved in any oftense against the law
of nations, charged on the foreign state of
which they are members." 4 Elliot, Deb.
555. “It does not follow because aliens are
not parties to the constitution, as citizens
are parties to it, that, whilst they actually
conform to it, they have no right to its pro
tection. Aliens are not more parties to the
laws than they are parties to the constitu
tion, yet it will not be disputed that, as they
owe, on one hand, a temporary obedience,
they are entitled, in return, to their protec
tion and advantage. If aliens had no rights
under the constitution, they might not only
be ' banished, but even capitally punished,
without a jury, or the other incidents to a
fair trial. But, so far has a contrary princi
ple been carried, in every part of the United
States, that, except on charges of treason, an
alien has, besides all the common privileges,

the special one of being tried by a jury, of
which one-half may be also aliens.
"It is said, further, that, by the law and
practice of nations, aliens may be removed,
at discretion, for offenses against the law of

nations; that congress are authorized to de
ﬁne and punish such oﬁenses; and that to be
dangerous to the peace of society is, in
aliens, one of those offenses.
"The distinction between alien enemies:
and alien friends is ‘a clear and conclusive‘
answer to this argument. Alien enemies are
under the law of nations, and liable to be
punished for offenses against it Alien
friends, except in the single case of public
ministers, are under the municipal law, and
must be tried and punished according to that
law only." 4 Elliot, Deb. 556.
Massachusetts, evidently considering the
alien act as a war measure, adopted in an
ticlpation of probable hostilities, said, in an
swer to the resolutions of Virginia, anion:
other things, that “the removal of aliens is
the usual preliminary of hostility. and is
justified by the invariable usages of nations.
Actual hostility had, unhappiiy, been long
experienced, and a formal declaration of ii ,
the government had reason daily to expect“
Id. 535.
The duration of the act was limited to two
years, and it has ever since been the subject
of universal condemnation. In no other in
stance, until the law before us was passed,
has any public man had the boldness to ad
vocate the deportation of friendly aliens in
time of peace. I repeat the statement that
in no other instance has the deportation of
friendly aliens been advocated as a lawful
measure by any department of our govern
ment. And it will surprise most people i0
learn that any such dangerous and despotic
power lies in our government-a PW"
which will authorize it to expel at pleasure,
in time of peace, the whole body of friendly
foreigners of any country domiciled herein
by its permission; :1 power which can be
brought into exercise whenever it may sun
the pleasure of congress, and be enforced
without regard to the guaranties of the 6011'

stltution intended for the protection of the
rights of all persons in their liberty and

property. Is it possible that oonll‘ess “m
at its pleasure, in disregard of the Sum!"
ties of the constitution, expel at any time

the Irish, German, French, and English “11°
may have taken up their residence here 011

the invitation of the government, W111]e rt’;
are at peace with the countries from W11 Y

they came, simply on the ground that the
have not been naturalized?

but

Notwithstanding the activity of i119 l!“ t;

authorities in enforcing the exclusion 361°’...
1888, it was constantly evnded.'i31111w5e ":1
borers came into the country by WM“ ‘:5
by land; they came through the open pom;

and by rivers reaching the seas, 81;‘; Sm
came by the way of the Canadas and 0 “0'
New means of ingress were discovered, ﬁlm i

in spite of the vigilance of the police
customs oiﬁcers, great numbers 613m.
tinely found their way into the Codmd
Their resemblance to each other I911
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it diﬂ‘lcult, and often impossible, to prevent
suspension shall be reasonable, and apply
this evasion of the laws. It was under
only to Chinese who may go to the United
these circumstances that the act of May 5,
States as laborers,—other classes not being
1892, was passed. It had two objects in
included in the limitation,"—and that "Chi
view. There were two classes of Chinese
nese subjects, whether residing in the
persons in the country,—those who had
United States as teachers, students, mer
evaded the laws excluding them and entered
chants, or from curiosity, together with
elandestineiy, and those who had entered
their body and household servants, and
lawfully, and resided therein under the
Chinese laborers who were then in the
treaty with China.
United States, shall be allowed to go and
The act of 1892 extended, for the period
come of their own free will and accord, and
of 10 years from its passage, all laws then
shall be accorded all rights, privileges, im
in force, prohibiting and regulating the com
munities, and exemptions which are ac
ing into the country of Chinese persons, or
corded to the citizens and subjects of the
persons of Chinese descent; and it provided
most favored nation.”
that any person, when convicted or ad
There are many thousands of Chinese la
judged under any of those laws of not
borers who came to the country, anti resided
legally being or remaining in the United
in it, under the additional articles of the
States, should be removed therefrom to
treaty adopted in 1868, and were in the
China, or to such other country as it might
country at the time of the adoption of the
appear he was a subject of, unless such oth
supplemental treaty of November, 1880. To
er country should demand a. tax as a condi
these laborers, thus lawfully within the lim
tion of his removal thereto, in which case he

its of the United States, section 6 of the
should be removed to China. The act also
provided that a Chinese person arrested un
der its provisions, or the provisions of the
acts extended, should be adjudged to be un
lawfully within the United States, unless he
should establish by aﬂlrmntive proof his law
ful right to remain within the United States,
and that any Chinese person, or persons of
Chinese descent, “convicted and adjudged
not lawfully entitled to be or remain in the
United States, should be imprisoned at hard
labor for a period not exceeding one year,
and thereafter removed from the United

States." With this class of Chinese, and
with the provisions of law applicable to
them, we have no concern in the present
case. We have
only
to consider the
provisions of the act applicable to the sec
ond class of Chinese persons,—those who
had a lawful right to remain in the United

Ssmtes. By the additional articles to the
5‘ treaty of 1858, adopted in 1868, generally
I
i‘‘"
“it

called the “Burllngame Treaty," the govern
ments of the two countries recognized “the
inherent and inalienable right of man to
change his home and allegiance, and also the
mutual advantage of free migration and
emigration of their citizens and subjects, re
spectively, from the one country to the other,
for purposes of curiosity, of trade, or as
permanent residents;" and accordingly the
treaty, in the additional articles, provided

that citizens of the United States visiting
or residing in China, and Chinese subjects
visiting or residing in the United States,
should reciprocally enjoy the same privi
leges, immunities, and exemptions in respect

to travel or residence as should be enjoyed
by citizens or subjects of the most favored
nation, in the country in which they should,
respectively, be visiting or residing. 16 Stat.
739, 740. The supplemental treaty of No
vember 17, 1880, providing for the limitation
or suspension of the emigration of Chinese

laborers, declared that "the limitation or

act of May 5, 1892, relates. That section, so
far as applicable to the present cases, is as
follows:
“Sec. 6. And it shall be the duty of all

Chinese laborers within the limits of the
United States at the time of the passage”
of this act, and who are entitled to remain in
the'United States, to apply to the collector
of internal revenue of their respective dis
tricts, within one year after the passage of
this act, for a certiﬁcate of residence, and
any Chinese laborer within the United States,
who shall neglect, fail, or refuse to comply
with the provisions of this act, or who,
after one year from the passage hereof, shall
be found within the jurisdiction of the United
States without such certiﬁcate of residence,
shall be deemed and adjudged to be unlaw
fully within the United States. and may be
arrested by any United States customs official,
collector of internal revenue or his deputies,
United States marshal or his deputies, and

taken before a United States judge, whose
duty it shall be to order that he be deported
from the United States, as hereinbefore pro
vided, unless he shall establish clearly, to
the satisfaction of the said judge, that by
reason of accident, sickness, or other un~
avoidable cause, he has been unable to pro
cure his certiﬁcate, and to the satisfaction of
the court, and by at least one credible white
witness, that he was a resident of the United
States at the time of the passage of this
act; and if, upon the hearing, it shall ap
pear that he is so entitled to a. certiﬁcate,
it shall be granted, upon his paying the cost.
Should it appear that said Chinaman had
procured a certiﬁcate which had been lost
or destroyed, he shall be detained, and judg
ment suspended, a reasonable time, to en
able him to procure a duplicate from the
otllcer granting it, and in such cases the cost

of said arrest and trial shall be in the dlscre
tion of the court."
The purpose of this section was to secum
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the means of readily identifying the Chinese
laborers present in the country, and entitled
to remain, from those who may have clan
destinely entered the country in violation of
its laws. Those entitled to remain, by having
a certiﬁcate of their identiﬁcation, would en
able the otiicers of the government to readily
discover, and bring to punishment, those not
entitled to enter, but who are excluded.
To procure such a certiﬁcate was not a hard
ship to the laborers, but a means to secure
full protection to them, and at the same
time prevent an evasion of the law.
*
This object being constitutional, the only
u
b
.

question for our ‘consideration is the lawful
ness of the procedure provided for its ac
complishment; and this must be tested by
the provisions of the constitution and laws
intended for the protection of all persons
against encroachment upon their rights.
Aliens from countries at peace with us, domi
ciled within our country by its consent, are
entitled to all the guaranties for the protec
tion of their persons and property which are
secured to native-born citizens. The moment
any human being from a country at peace
with us comes within the jurisdiction of the
United States, with their conscnt,—and such
consent will always be implied when not
expressly withheld, and, in the case of the
Chinese laborers before us, was, in terms,
given by the treaty referred to.—he becomes
subject to all their laws, is amenable to their
punishment, and entitled to their protection.
Arbitrary and despotic power can no more
be exercised over them, with reference to
their persons and property, than over the
persons and property of native-born citizens.
They differ only from citizens in that they
cannot vote, or hold any public oﬂice. As
men having our common humanity, they are
protected by all the guaranties of the con
stitution. To hold that they are subject to
any diﬂ'erent law, or are less protected in
any particular, than other persons, is, in my
judgment, to ignore the teachings of our his
tory, the practice of our government, and
the language of our constitution. Let as test
this doctrine by an illustration: If a foreign
er who resides in the country by its consent
commits a public oﬂ'ense, is he subject to be
cut down, maltreated, imprisoned, or put to
death by violence, without accusation made,
trial had, and judgment of an established
tribunal, following the regular forms of ju
dicial procedure? If any rule in the adminis
tration of justice is to be omitted or dis
carded in his case, what rule is it to be?
If one rule may lawfully be laid aside in
his case, another rule may also be laid aside,
and all rules may be discarded. In such in
stances a rule of evidence may be set aside
in one case, a rule of pleading in another;
the testimony of eye-witnesses may be re- ‘
l“jected, and hearsay adopted; or no evidence
ﬁat all may be received, but simply an in
spection of the accused, as is often‘ the case '
in tribunals of Asiatic countries, where per-‘

sonal caprice and not settled rules prevail
That would be to establish a pure, simple.
undisguised despotism and tyranny, uith
respect to foreigners resident in the country
by its consent, and such an exercise of power
is not permissible, imder our constitution.
Arbitrary and tyrannical power has no place
in our system. As said by this court, speak
ing by Mr. Justice Matthews, in Yick W0 v.
Hopkins, 118 U. S. 366, 369, 6 Sup. Ct. Rep.
1664: “When we consider the nature and
the theory of our institutions of government,
the principles upon which they are supposed
to rest, and review the history of their de
velopment, ve are constrained to conclude
they do not mean to leave room for the play
and action of purely personal and arbitrary
power. * * * The fundamental rights to
life, liberty, and the pursuit of happintss,
considered as individual possessions, are so
cured by those maxims of constitutional law
which are the monuments showing the tie
torious progress of the race in seeming to
man the blessings of civilization under the
reign of just and equal laws." What oncel
had occasion to say of the protection afforded
by our government, I repeat: "it is certain
ly something in which a citizen of the United
States may feel a generous pride that the
government of his country extends proitt
tion to all persons within its jurisdiction, and
that every blow aimed at any of them, how
ever humble, come from what quarter it
may, ‘is caugnt upon the broad shield of our
blessed constitution and our equal laws'”
Ah Kow v. Nunan, 5 Sawy. 552-563.

I utterly dissent from, and reject. the dim‘
trine expressed in the opinion of the ma

jority, that “congress. under the power to
exclude or expel aliens, might have directed
any Chinese laborer found in the United
States without a. certiﬁcate of residence‘io
be removed out of the country by executive
ofiicers, without judicial trial or examina
tion, just as it might have authorized 511011
oiiicers absolutely to prevent his entrant‘?
into the country.” ‘ An arrest in that W83’,
for that purpose, would not he a reason!
ble seizure of the person, Within the mean

ing of the fourth article of the amendmillgjg

ot' the constitution. It would be brutal ,0.
oppressive. The’ existence of the P023‘
thus
mission
stated
thatisthe
only
government
consistent iswith
one the
clings

limited and despotic power, so far as 1113c.
domiciled in the country are conoclrned'hm
cording to this theory, congress m‘ght Cm
ordered executive officers to take the into
nose laborers to the ocean. and Put mf'mmem
a boat, and set them adrift, 01' to take them
to the borders of Mexico, and ﬁlm
loose there, and in both cases

[gm have

means of support. Indeed. it m

mos,

sanctioned towards these laborers the
.
the
‘These words were originally
pngitfgegzlmg
o inion of the court, to which the ~the
d rected. In the revision of the 091m”
phraseology is changed.
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shocking brutality conceivable. I utterly re
pudiate all such notions, and reply that bru
tality, inhumanity, and cruelty cannot be
made elements in any procedure for the en
forcement of the laws of the United States.
The majority of the court have, in their
opinion, made numerous citations from the
courts and the utterances of individuals upon
the power of the government of an independ
ent nation to exclude foreigners from enter
ing its limits, but none, beyond a few loose
observations, as to its power to expel and
deport from the country those who are domi
ciled therein by its consent. The citation
from the opinion in the recent case of Nishi
mura Ekiu v. U. S., (the Japanese Case,)
142 U. S. 651, 12 Sup. Ct. Rep. 336; the cita

tion from the opinion in Chae Chan Ping v.

:1:
--=
:3
P!

in
.wﬁv—qn-wiﬁnzu q'kli ' ‘l'i r

U. 8., (the Chinese Exclusion Case,) 130 U.
S. 603, 604, 606, 9 Sup. Ct. Rep. 623; the ci
tation in the case before the judiciary com
mittee of the privy council,--all have refer
ence to the exclusion of foreigners from en
tering the country. They do not touch upon
the question of deporting them from the
country after they have been domiciled with
in it by the consent of its government, which
is the real question in the case. The cita
tion from Vattel is only as to the power of
exclusion; that is, from coming into the
country. The citation from Phillimore is to
thesame effect. Asthere stated, the govern
ment allowingtheintroduetion of aliens may
prescribe the conditions on which they shall
be allowed to remain, the conditions being
imposed whenever they enter the country.
There is no dispute about the power of con
.. gress to prevent the landing of aliens in the

Ecountry.

The question is as to the power

' of congress to deport them-without regard
to the guaranties of the constitution. The
statement that in England the power to ex
pel aliens has always been recognized, and
often exercised, and the only question that
has ever been as to this power is whether
it could be exercised by the king without

the consent of parliament, is, I think, not
strictly accurate. The citations given by Mr.
Choate in his brief show conclusively, it
seems to me, that deportation from the realm
has not been exercised in England since
Magna. Charta, except in punishment for
crime, or as a measure in view of existing or
anticipated hostilities. But, even if that
power were exercised by every government
of Europe, it would have no bearing in these
cases. It may be admitted that the power
has been exercised by the various govern
ments of Europe. Spain expelled the Moors;
England, in the reign of Edward I., banished
15,000 Jews;' and Louis XIV, in 1685, by
revoking the edict of Nantes, which gave

1'ells'ious liberty to Protestants in France,
a
‘The Jews during his reign were cruelly de
spoiled, and in 1290 ordered, under penalty of
death, to quit England forever, before a certain

drove out the Huguenots. Nor does such
severity of European governments belong
only to the distant past. Within three years,
Russia has banished many thousands of Jews,
and apparently intends the expulsion of the
whole race,—an act of barbarity which has
aroused the indignation of all Christendom.
Such was the feeling in this country that,
friendly as our relations with Russia had al
ways been, President Harrison felt compelled
to call the attention of congress to it in his
message in 1891, as a lit subject for national
remonstrance. Indeed, all the instances

mentioned have been condemned for their
barbarity and cruelty, and no power to
perpetrate such barbarlty is to be implied
from the nature of our government, and cer
tainly is not found in any delegated powers
under the constitution.
The government of the United States is
one of limited and delegated powers. It
takes nothing from the usages or ‘die for
mer action of European governments, nor
does it take any power by any supposed in
herent sovereignty. There is a. great deal “1
of confusion in the use of the word “sov-n
eignty" ‘by law writers. Sovereignty or:
supreme power is in this country vested in
the people, and only in the people. By
them certain sovereign powers have been
delegated to the government of the United
States, and other sovereign powers reserved
to the states or to themselves. This is
not a matter of inference and argument,
but is the express declaration of the tenth
amendment to the constitution, passed to
avoid any misinterpretation of the powers
of the general government. That amend
ment declares that “the powers not dele
gated to the United States by the constitu
tion, nor prohibited by it to the states, are
reserved to the states, respectively. or to
the people." When, therefore, power is
exercised by congress, authority for it must
be found in express terms in the constitu
tion, or in the means necessary or proper
for the execution of the power expressed.

11' it cannot be thus found, it does not exist.
It will be seen by its provisions that the
sixth section recognizes the right of certain
Chinese laborers to remain in the United
States, but to render null that right it de
clares that if, within one year after the
passage of the act, any Chinese laborer shall
have neglected, failed, or refused to com
ply with the provisions of the act to obtain
a certiﬁcate of residence, or shall be found
within the Jurisdiction of the United States
without a certiﬁcate of residence, he shall

be deemed and adjudged to be unlawfully
within the United States, and may be ar
rested by any United States customs oﬂlcial,
collector of internal revenue or his depu
ties, United States marshal or his deputies,

and taken before a United States judge,
whose duty it shall be to order that he be

day. 6 Amer. & Eng. Enc. Law, p. 43$
deported from the United States, unless he
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shall establish clearly, to the atisfaction of
the judge, that by reason of accident, sick

bishop of the state, to establish the m: of
residence, he hould be held to be unlawful

ness, or other unavoidable cause, he has
been unable to secure his certiﬁcate, and to

ly within the United States.
There are numerous other objections to the
provisions of the act under consideration
Every step in the procedure provided. as
truly said by counsel, tramplos upon some
constitutional right. Grossly it violates the
fourth amendment, which declares that "the
right of the people to be secure in their
persons
'
'
'
against unreasonable
searches and seizures shall not be violat
ed, and no warrant shall issue but upon
probable cause, supported by oath or uﬁir
mation, and particularly describing the
' ' ' persons ' ' ' to be seized."
The act provides for the seizure of the
person without oath or atlirination or war
rant, and without showing any probable
cause by the oﬂicials mentioned. The or
rest, as observed by counsel, involves a
search of his person for the certiildrte which
he is required to have always with him.
Who will have the hardihood and cﬁlrontery
to say that this is not an ‘unreasonable
search and seizure of the person?" Until
now it has never been asserted by any court
or judge of high authority that foreigners
domiciled in this country by the consent oi
our government could be deprived of the
securities of this amendment; that their per
sons could be subjected to unreasonable
searches and seizures, and that they could
be arrested without warrant upon prohibit
cause, supported by oath or animation.
I will not pursue the subject further. The
decision of the court, and the sanction it
would give to legislation depriving reside!!!
aliens of the guaranties of the consﬂhliloil
ﬂll me with apprehensions. Those Bum"

the satisfaction of the judge, by at least One
credible white witness, that he was a resi
dent of the United States at the time of the
passage of the act. His deportation is thus
imposed for neglect to obtain a certiﬁcate
of residence, from which he can only escape
aby showing his inability to secure it from
Eone of the causes named. That is the
' punishment'for his neglect, and that, being
of an infamous character, can only be im
posed after indictment, trial, and conviction.
If applied to a citizen, none of the justices
of this court would hesitate a moment to
pronounce it illegal. Had the punishment
been a ﬁne, or anything else than of an in
famous character, it might have been im
posed without indictment; but not so now,
unless we hold that a foreigner from a.
country at peace with us, though domiciled
by the consent of our government, is with
drawn from all the guaranties of due process
of law prescribed by the constitution, when
charged with an offense to which the grave
punishment designated is atlixed.
The punishment is beyond all reason in
its severity. It is out of all proportion to
the alleged offense. It is cruel and unusual.
As to its cruelty, nothing can exceed a forci
ble deportation from a. country of one's
residence, and the breaking up of all the
relations of friendship, family, and business
there contracted. The laborer may be seized
at a distance from his home, his family, and
his business, and taken before the Judge for
his condemnation, without permission to visit
his home, see his family, or complete any un
ﬁnished business. Mr, Madison well pictures
its character in his powerful denunciation
of the alien law of 1798, in his celebrated
report upon the resolutions, from which we
have cited, and concludes, as we have seen,
that if a banishment of the sort described
be not a punishment, and among the se
verest of punishments, it will be diﬁicult to
imagine a doom to which the name can be
applied.
Again, when taken before a United States
judge, he is required, in order to avoid the
doom declared, to establish clearly, to the
satisfaction of the judge, that by reason of
accident, sickness, or other unavoidable cause
he was unable to secure his certiﬁcate, and
that he was a resident of the United States

at the time, by at least one credible white
witness. Here the government undertakes
to exact of the party arrested the testimony
of a witness of a particular color, though
cconclusive and incontestable testimony from
Ecthcrs may be adduced. The law.might as
- well have said that unless the laborer'should
also present a particular person as a witness,
who could not be produced, from sickness,
absence, or other cause, such as the arch

anties are of priceless value to ever! We
resident in the country, whether other or

alien. I cannot but regard the decision is

a blow against constitutional liberty, “be”
it declares that congress has the right i°
disregard the guaranties of the constitution
intended for the protection of all men domi
ciled in the country with the consent of ﬁle;

government, in their rights of Dem“ “d7?

property.~ How far will its leglslmml 3°‘
The unnaturalized resident feels it will!’
but if congress can disregard the guarann;

with respect to any one domiciled ill 1;

country with its consent, it may dlsregired
the guaranties with respect to nntul'iln “

citizens. What assurance have we ﬁll" or
may not declare that naturalized oliilelist
a particular country cannot remain illthey

United States after a certain day, “"1955 um
have in their possession a certiﬁcated urt
thcy are of good moral character, ﬂllﬂou
tached to the principles of our coustéium A
which certiﬁcate they must obtain "105w

collector of internal revenue upon me

or

mony of at least one compel?“t ‘Vimsssw
a class or nationality to be designated 7
government?

CURTNER v. UNITED STATES.
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What answer could the naturalized citi
zen in that case make to his arrest for depor
tation, which cannot be urged in behalf of
the Chinese laborers oi’ to-day?
I am or the opinion that the orders of the
court below should be reversed, and the
petitioners should be discharged.
Mr. Chief Justice FULLER, dissenting.
I also dissent from the opinion and judg

ment of the court in these cases.
If the protection of the constitution ex

tends to Chinese laborers who are lawfully

mitted to the political department, and that
the denial of entrance is not necessarily
the subject of judicial cognizance, the exer
cise of the power to expel, the manner in
which the right to remain may be ter
minated, rests on diﬂerent ground,
lnce
limitations exist or are imposed upon the
deprivation of that which has been law
fully acquired. And while the general gov
ernment is invesmd, in respect of foreign
countries and their subjects or citizens, with
the powers necessary to the maintenance
of iris absolute independence and security
throughout its entire territory, it cannot, in
virtue of any delegated power, or power
implied therefrom, or of a. supposed inherent
sovereignty, arbitrarily deal with persons
lawfully within the peace of its dominion.
But the act before us is not an act to abro
gate or repeal treaties or laws in respect
of Chinese laborers entiﬂed to remain in?
the United States, or'to expel them from:.
the country, and no such intent can be im
puted to congress. As to them, registration
for the purpose of identiﬁcation is required,
and the deportation denounced for failure to
do so is by way of punishment to coerce
compliance with that requisition. No eu~
phuism can disguise the character of the
act in this reglrd. It directs the perform
ance of a judicial fimction in a particular
way, and inﬂicts punishment without a ju
dicial trial. It is, in effect, a legislative

within, and entitled to remain in, the United
States, under previous treaties and laws,
then the question whether this act of con
gress, so far as it relates to them, is in
conﬂict with that instrument, is a judicial
question, and its determination belongs to
the judicial department.
However reluctant courts may be to pass
upon the constitutionality of legislative acts,
it is of the very essence of judicial duty
to do so, when the discharge of that duty
ls properly invoked.
I entertain no doubt that the provisions
of the ﬁfth and fourteenth amendments,
which forbid that any person shall be de
prived of life, liberty, or property without
due process of law, are, in the language
of Mr. Justice Matthews, already quoted
N by my Brother Brewer, "universal in their
Eapplication to all persons within the terri
- torlal jurisdiction, without~ regard to any sentence of banishment, and, as such, ab
differences of race, of color, or of nation
solutely void. Moreover, it contains within
ality;" and although in Ylck Wo's Case, 118
it the germs of the assertion of an unlim—
U. S. 356, 6 Sup. Ct Rep. 1064, only the ited and arbitrary power, in general, in
validity of a municipal ordinance was in
compatible with the immutable principles
volved, the rule laid down as much applies
of justice, inconsistent with the nature of
to congress, under the ﬁfth amendment, as our government, and in conﬂict with the
to ‘the states, under the fourteenth. The
written constitution by which that gov
right to remain in the United States, in
ernment was created, and those principles
the enjoyment of all the rights, privileges,
secured.
immunities, and exemptions accorded to the
citizens and subjects of the most favored
nation, is a valuable right, and certainly
(149 U. s. 862)
a right which cannot be taken away without
OURTNER et al. v. UNITED STATES.
taking away the liberty of its possessor.
(May 15, 1893.)
This cannot be done by mere legislation.
The argument is that friendly aliens, who
No. 258.

have lawfully acquired a. domicile in this
country, are entitled to avail themselves
of the safeguards of the constitution only
while permitted to remain, and that the
power to expel them, and the manner of
its exercise, are unaffected by that instru
meat. It is difficult to see how this can
be so, in view of the operation of the
power upon the existing rights of indi
viduals; and to say that the residence of
the alien, when invited and secured by trea

UN and laws, is held in subordination to
the exertion against him, as an alien, of
the absolute and unqualiﬁed power amerted,
is to import a condition not recognized by
the fundamental law. Conceding that the
exercise of the power to exclude is com

v.135.o.—66

Pumas LANDS—RAILROAD GRANT! — Lrs'rmos no
STATE—CANCELLATION—LlMl'l‘A'i‘IONB—LACHEB.
Certain lands granted to a railroad com—
pany were erroneously listed to a state as in
demnity school selections, and by it patented to
rivate persons. Discovering its mistake, the
and department refused to issue patents _to_the
railroad com any, until the erroneous listings
were cancele . The company constantly urged
upon the department the_duty of obtaining the
cancellation of such listings and patents, but
the government delayed beyond the period of
the state statute of limitations. Held, that the
government's obligation to make patents to the
railroad company constituted a sufficient inter
est to warrant it in maintaining a suit for that
purpose, and that the railroad companys con
tinuous claims upon the department prevented
the running of the statute or the accrual of

laches as against it.
dissenting.

Per Mr. Justice Field,
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For majority opinion, see 13 Sup. Ct. Rep.
985.
b
r
6
n

by its decree to vacate and mum! the pat.
ent, under the circumstances or this (me,

is undoubted.

‘Mr. Justice FIELD, dissenting.
i am not able to agree with the majority
of the court in their decision of this case.
The lands in controversy fall within the
limits of the grant to the Central Paciﬁc
Railroad Company, but by mistake and in
advcrtence of the land department they
were listed to the state of California. Dis
covering its mistalae, the department re
fused to issue to the company 11 patent for
the lands to which it was entitled until the
erroneous listing to the state was set aside
and annulled. The present bill was ﬁled
by the attorney general for that purpose,
and because of this proceeding, and the dc~
lay of the company in waiting on its issue,
instead of taking steps to enforce its rights
at law for the lands. this court now holds
that it has lost the right to them; and that,
as the United States have no interest in
the property, except to clear it of the cloud
of the listings wrongly made, they cannot
maintain the suit. The result, which pro
duces simple injustice to the railroad com
pany without wrong on its part, ought not,
l
I in my Judgment, to be upheld.
Q
o ‘In U. S. v. Hughes, 11 How. 568, a patent
had been issued by mistake to Hughes in
disregard of the prior rights of one Goodbee
and of parties deriving title under him.
The United States ﬁled an information in
the nature of a bill in equity against Hughes
for the repeal and surrender of his patent,
on the ground that its existence impaired
the ability of the government to fulﬁll its
engagements to Goodbee. The case was
before this court originally on demurrer,
and it was held that the court had jurisdic
tion to annnl the patent thus lmprovidently
issued. When here a second time, (4 Wall.
232,) the court, rcaﬂirmlng its ﬁrst decl
sic-n, said: "When this case was here on
demurrer the patent was considered by the
court to be a valid instrument, conveying
the tee of the United States, and, until an
nulled, as rendering them incapable of com
plying with their engagement to Goodbee
or his alieneos. Whether regarded in that
aspect, or as a void instrument, issued with
out authority, it prima. facie passed the
title, and therefore it was the plain duty
of the United States to seek to vacate and
:umul the instrument, to the and that their
Dmi'lmlﬂ engagement might be fulﬁlled by
the transfer of a clear title, the only one
intended for the purchaser by the not of

conﬁrm

The power of a court of equity

Relief, when deeds or other

instruments are executed by mistake or in.
adrertence of agents, as well as upon false
suggestions, is a common head at equity
jurisprudence."
Upon this doctrine the court below pro
ceeded in this case, in order that the gov
ornmcnt might discharge its obligation to
the railroad company. It is a case where
the government admits the error of its oili
ccrs of the land department, acknowledges
its obligation to correct it, and seeks to
romove from its rtcords the inadvertent
and erroneous certiﬁcation to the state oi
the lands, so that it may be able to lane
a clear title to the railroad company. the
right of that company having been ﬁnally
determined, and thus carry out the pledge
of its grant.
Q
There was at no time an admission by.
the railroad company‘ of the comet-mm?
of the original action of the land depart
ment, or any acquiescence therein, but, in
sisting always upon the error of its pro
ceedings, the company urged upon the de
partment to correct them, and issue to it
the patent which the law authorized.
The case is not, in my judgment, within
the doctrine of U. S. v. Beebe, 127 U. S.
338, 8 Sup. Ct. Rep. 1083, which would u

clude the interference of the United SUM,
but is within the doctrine which time rec
oguizes and upholds it. In that case tho
original claimant had rested on the M1011

of the land department, and sought the 1*
sistance of the United States only after i1"!
lapse of nearly half a century, and it was
held that the interference of the govern

ment, after such a lapse of time, will 11"‘
ply a proceeding to avoid the inches of the

claimant, and to give to him i116 lit-Hem“I
its exemption from them. But it dtdililid
that a suit of the United States would 11°
to set aside a patent where the governlmlit

“as under an obligation respecting the N'

lief invoked. In this case 35 rallgvzdﬁ
has not remained in
U
g andyecision
in its favor by theW,department
asked for its promised patent, which “if
only withheld because of the Diem” '
ernment's and
ndvertent
oillcers
mistaken
in issuing
action
a cerﬂﬂcm
0! me _
the state. In such circumsnmom i119 5°‘;
ernment, it seems to m0, 011811‘: not “Like
debarrcd the right to correct the mlsﬂon
of its oﬂlcels, by which alone me man de

of the law was defeated. I W the
cree below should be atlirmed.
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THE ALTENOW'ER v. CHURCHILL et al.
(J uly 14. 1892.)
No. 114.

BLACKBURN et al. v. OSBORNE.

Appeal from the circuit court of the United
States for the eastern district of Louisiana.
.1’. P. Hornor, for appellant. J. McConnell,
for appellecs.
No opinion. Dismissed, pursuant to the
twenty-eighth rule.

Error to the su reme court of the state of
Wisconsin. See 41? N. W. Rep. 175.
lf‘ayette Marsh, for pluintiﬁ‘s in error. A. T.
Button and A. B. Browne. for defendant in

(December 5, 1892.)
No. 672.

error.
No opinion. Dismissed, with costs, per stip
ulanon. on motion of A. B. Browne, for de
fendant in error.
=

In re AMERICAN

CONSTRUCTION

CO.

(April 3, 1893.)

No. 15.
Petition for writ of mandamus or certiorari.
William B. Hornblower, ‘Villinm Penniu ton. and E. Stevenson. for etitioner. John .
Johnson. C
Cooper,
C. Cooper. and
Thomas Thacher, for respondent.
No opinion. Petition dismissed. on motion of
William A. Hornblower, for petitioner.

BOSTON SAFE—DEPOSIT & TRUST CO.
V. CITY OF GRAND HAVEN.
(January 18, 1893.)

No. 113.
Appeal from the circuit court of the United
States for the western district of Michigan.
‘Andrew Howell, for appellant. L. D. Non
ns and Mark Norris, for appellee.
No opinion. Decree aﬁirmed, with costs, by
consent.

"J!

==
AMOSKEAG NAT. BANK et al. v. FAIR

8!:

BANKS.

BRACKENRIDGE v. LANSING.

(December 20. 1892.)

(January 17. 1893.)

No. 209.

No. 313.
Error to the circuit court of the United
States for the southern district of New York.

<_.-—:=‘-_';‘-i'=-‘~':Uhi=‘:'!l=u'.ag?.ﬁeri

Appeal from the circuit court of the United
States for the district of New Hampshire.
See 53 Fed. Rep. 3-11.
T. L. Livermore and F. P. Fish, for appel
lants
H. G. Wood, for appellee.
No opinion. Decree reversed, with costs, er
stipulation. and cause remanded for furt er
proceedings in conformity with law.

T. G. Shearman, for plaintiff in error.
No opinion. Dismissed, with costs, on au
thority of counsel for plaintiff in error.

BROWN et al. v. BEALE et al.
(December 7, 1892.)
No. 90.
BACKER v. MEYER at I!
(April 11, 1893.)

Error to the supreme court of the District of
Columbia.
Henry Wise Garnett and Conway Robinson,

No. 306.
Appeal from the circuit court of the United
States for the eastern district of Arkansas

See 43 Fed. Rep. 702.
Morris M. Cohn, for appellant.

John S. Duf

tie, for ap ellees.
No opin on.

Jr., for plaintiﬂ's in error. Walter D. Davidge,
for defendants in error.
No opinion. Judgment aiIirmed, with costs,
Ber stipulation, on motion of Mr. \Valter D.
avidge, for defendants in error.

Dismissed, per stipulation.
==

BRUNER v. SHANNON.
BERRETT et al. v. MIDDLETON et al.
(October 11. 1892.)
No. 1.201.
Appeal from the supreme court of the Dis
trict of Columbia.
No opinion. Docketed and dimissed, with
costs. on motion of John Ridout, for appellees.

(January 3, 1893.)

No. 97.
Appeal from the circuit court of the United

StatesRfor
F d.

e .

eastern ddistrict of Missouri. 33
, a ‘rme .

i‘. N. iiudson and George H. Knight, for up
pellant. U. M. Young, for appellee.
No opinion.

Decree atﬁrmed, with costs, by

a divided court.
=

BILLINGS et al. v. ASPEN MINING dz

States circuit court of appeals for the eighth

BRUSH et al. v. OWEN et ll.
(December 6, 1892.)
No. 86.
Appeal from the circuit court of the United
States for the district of Indiana.
M.
. Leggett, L. L. Lcggett, and H. A.

circuit. See 53 Fed. Rep. 561.
Calderon Carlisle, for petitioners.

Seymour, for appellants. R. S. Taylor, for sp
D elleesv
No opinion. Dismissed, with costs, pursuant

SMELTING CO. et al.

(November 28, 1892.)
No. 1,218.

Petition for a writ of certiorari to the United
T.

reeu, for respondent Billings and others.

No opinion. Petition denied.

to the tenth rule.
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BURTON v. WITTERS.
(October 24, 1892.)

CHENEY v. COLEMAN at al.

(November 30, 1892.)

No. 593.
Appeal from (the circufit‘court 05 the United
States for the istrict o
ermon .
_
Albert P. Cross and Kitredge Haskins, for
up elliint. C. W. Witters, for appellee.
0 opinion. Dismissed, per stipulation.

BYERS v. COLEMAN et l-L
(November 30, 1892.)
No. 808.
Appeal from the circuit court of the United
States for the southern district of New York.
See 46 Fed. Rep. 224.
_
James C. Carter, for appellant. David J.
Dean, for appellees.
_
_
No opinion. Dismissed, per stipulation.

CAMPBELL v. O’NEILL. SAME v. QUIG—
LEY. SAME v. HOFFMAN. SAME v.
OLIVER. SAME v. BEATTIE. SAME v.
SANDERS. SAME v. GRIMKE. SAME
v. OLIVER. SAME V.REHKOPF. SAME
v. PETERSON. SAME v. DOTHAGE.
SAME v. LAFFAN.
(November 11, 1892.)
Nos. 1220-1231.
Error to the court of common pleas of
Charleston county, S. G.
No opinion. Docketed and dismissed. with
costs. on motion of A. G. Riddle, for defend
ants in error.
‘=

CAMPBELL et al. v. QUIGLEY.
(January 13, 1893.)
No. 1,148.
Error to the court of common pleas of
Charleston county, S. 0.
William
. Earle, for plaintiffs in error.
Samuel W. Melton, for defendant in error.
No owion. Dismissed, with costs, on mo
tion of
illiani E. Earle, for plaintilfs in error.

No. 810.
Appeal from the circuit court of the Uuitai
States for the southern district of New Yorkv

See 46 Fed. Rep. 224.
James C. Carter, for appellant David J.
Dean, for nppellees.
No opinion. Dismissed, per stipulation.

CHICAGO CITY BY. 00. v. NOYES.
(April 25, 1893.)
No. 266.
Error to the circuit court of the United
States for the northern district of Illinois.
R. A. Burton and W. J. Haynes, for plan
titf in error.
_
No opinion. Dismissed, with costs, pursuant
to the tenth rule.

CHICAGO, M. & ST. P. BY. 00. v. hic
GUIRE.
(August 2, 1892.)
No. 89.
Error to the circuit court of the Unlta‘l
Staateehfor 5t4he district of Minnesota. Seeii’i

Fe .

ep.

.

_ ‘

andJackson,
J. W. Cary,
for plsmht
incel'll‘iohFlgggllluB.
for defendant
in

error.
No opinion. Dismissed, pursuant to the
twenty-eighth rule.

CITY OF AUGUSTA v. JONES et ul
(April 21, 1893.)
No. 147.

Unled

. .
Appeal from the circuit_c0urt
of the Y , k
n district
of New
or.
stitelfolgeiilllle :33 thJill-ill]
W. Weed,
for spin}

lant. Joseph H. Choate, for sppellees.

on

No opinion. Dismissed, per Stlpllllﬂligiu
motion of Charles C. Beaman, for sppel
:

CAMPBELL et al. v. WHALEY.
(January 13, 1893.)
No. 1209.
Error to counéy,
the court
(Ilia/Weston
S C. of commo n

l
peas
of

1 him
arle, for plaintiffs in error.
Samuel
Melton, for defendant in error.
_.\0 opinion. Dismissed, with costs, on mo
tion of ‘Villiam E. Earle, for plaintiﬁs in error.

CITY OF RICHMOND et al. 1. FIRST
NAT. BANK.
(November 30, 1892.)
No. 74.
'
' court ottheUnited
the circuit
Stitlégelgirf1311: eastern
district
of Virgin"!
C. V. Meredith. for up llants.
H on w
No opinion. Dismisse , with cos ,
thority of counsel for appellants

==

'
‘ IRON
CITY OF ST. LOUIS
v. KIM}
BRIDGE & MANUF’G C0»

CASADO v. SCHELL’S EX'RS.
(December 22, 1892.)
No. 165.
Error to the circuit court of the Unit d
States for the southe
'
'
e
so‘: 33 F98; Rep. 33am district of New York.

E
t tlg:
m eiigtsern
circuit c0_urt_
gtatrgréog
districtof of eMimi".

.
. General‘.
riswold, for
for defendants
plaintiff in it? rgimme
.
Attorney.
H510 Jépllli‘lolzl. DlSTﬁliSS‘QIfLI with costs, on nio
eric
.in i erroisuny'
c i
'
counsel forreplaintiti
m
behalf of

ti in error.
I
' ' - D'srnissed, with‘
costs. on my
l
ﬁlo‘: o‘J ‘$23. Msfrshall, for pliuntiﬂ in error

(December 16, 1892.)
No. 657.
m

United

43 ed.Bellep.and W.
. 0. Marshall, tm'pIl-m__
zedeverett

MEMORANDUM DECISIONS.
CLARK v. FARIS.
(January 3, 1893.)
No. 292.
Appeal from the circuit court of the United
States for the western district of Virginia.
Richard C. Dale. for appellant.
No opinion. Dismissed. with costs, on au
thority of counsel for appellant.
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CRAIG et al. v. WARNER
(June 24, 1892.)
No. 12.
Error to the supreme court of the District of
Columbia.
Martin F. Morris, for plaintiﬁs in error.
Calderon Carlisle, for defendant in error.
No opinion. Dismissed, pursuant to the twen
ty-eighth rule.
=

CLARK et al. v. MILLER.
(December 8, 1892.)
No. 1.216.
Appeal from the circuit court of the United
States for the district of Connecticut. See 52
Fed. Rep. 900.
W. B. Stoddard. for appellants.
No opinion. Dismissed, with costs, on au
thority of counsel for appellants.

COFFIN et al. v. DAY et al.

(April 21, 1893.)

CRISSEY v. COLEMAN et al.
(November 30, 1892.)

No. 809.
Appeal from the circuit court of the United

States for the southern district of New York.
See 46 Fed. Rep. 224.
James C. Carter, for appellant. David J.
Dean, for appellees.
_
No opinion. Dismissed, per stipulation.

CUNARD STEAMSHIP 00., Limited, v. FA
BRE.
(November 28. 1892.)

No. 249.

Appeal from the circuit court of the United
States for the northern district of Illinois. See
34 Fed. Rep. 687.
J. M. Flower, for appellants. H. B. Hopkins,
for appellees.
No opinion. Dismissed, with costs, pursuant
to the tenth rule.

No. 1,237.
Petition for a writ of certiorai'i to the circuit
court of appeals of the United States for the
second circuit. See decision of circuit court of
appeals, 3 C. C. A. —-, 1 U. S. App. 614, and

53 Fed. Rep. 288.
Robert D. Benedict, for petitioner.
No opinion. Granted.

CONSOLIDATED ELECTRIC LIGHT CO.
‘:_nui -i'é
E

v. WOOD, (two cases.)
(June 28, 1892.)
Nos. 120, 121.

Error to the circuit court of the United States
for the eastern district of New York. See 36
Fed. Rep. 538.
C. 0. Bull, for plaintiff in error. H. G. Ward,
for defendant in error.
No opinion. Dismissed, pursuant to the twen
ty-eighth rule.

CONTINENTAL STEAMBOAT CO. v.
BURKE.
(February 6, 1893.)
No. 122.
Error to the circuit court of the United States
for the district of Rhode Island.
William G. Roclker, for plaintiff in error.
Martin F. M‘orris, for defendant in error.
No opinion. Judgment aﬂirmed, with costs
and interest, by a divided court.

CUSHING et al. v. BATELLE.
(April 27, 1893.)
No. 1,183.
Appeal from the supreme court of the Dis
trict of Columbia.
J. F. Farusworth, for appellants.
No opinion. Dismissed, with costs, on au
thority of counsel for appellants.

De MARTIN v. PHELAN et al.
(May 1, 1893.)
No. 1,333.
Petition for a writ of certiorari to the United
States circuit court of appeals for the ninth
circuit. See 51 Fed. Rep.
_
George D. Collins, for petitioner De Martin,
in support of petition. W. A. Day and W. P.
Montague, for Phelan and_otliers, respondents.
No opinion. Petition denied.
=

=

DESFORGES v. MECHANICS’ NAT. BANK
OF PITTSBURG.
COSSI'I‘T v. HANCOCK
(October 17, 1892.)

No. 631.
Appeal from the circuit court of the United
States for the western district of Tennessee.
See 45 Fed. Rep. 754.
David B. Lyman, for appellant.
No opinion. Dismissed, with costs, on motion
of counsel for appellant.

(June 27, 1892.)

No. 158.
Error to the circuit court of the United States
for the eastern district of Louisiana.

'

Charles W. Hornor and George A. Kin'gntor
plaintiff in error. J. D. Rouse and William
Grant, for defendant in error.
No opinion. Dismissed, pursuant to the twen
tw-eighth rule.
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DICK et al. v. HUBER
(April 12, 1893.)
No. 218.
Appeal from the circuit court of the United
States for the eastern district of New York.
See 35 Fed. Rep. 414.
A. G. N. Vermilyu, for appellants.
No opinion. Dismissed, with costs, pursuant
to the tenth rule.

ERIN STAVE & LUMBER CO. v. FALLS
CITY BANK.
(March 7. 1893.)
No. 573.
Error to the circuit court of tli
States for the middle district of TQDIEBBEEEM
hippo iiunton, for plaintiffs in error.
No opinion. Dismissed. with costs, on “
thority of counsel for plaintiﬂs in error.
=

DONNELLY v. DOUGLASS et 11.

EUREKA dz P. R. CO. v. UNITED STATES.

(hiarch 7, 1893.)
(October 11, 1892.)

No. 1,019.
Appeal from the supreme court of the Di!
trict of Columbia.

West Stecver, for appellant. George C. Hal
elton and S. 1‘. Thomas, for appellees.
No opinion. Dismissed, with costs, per stip
elation.

BOWLING 1. NATIONAL BANK OF
AMERICA.
(November 23, 1892.)
No. 65.

No. 437.
Error to the circuit court of the United
States for the district of Nevadn. See 40
Fed. Rep. 419.
Thomas Wren. for plaintiff in error. The
Attorney_ General, for defendant in error.
No opinion. Dismissed. per stipulation. on
motion of the solicitor general, for defendant
in error.
=

FARREL v. NATIONAL SHOE 8: LEATH
ER BANK.
(May 15. 1893.)

Error to the circuit court of the United States

=

No. 590.
Error to the circuit court of the United
States for the district of Connecticut Seeiii
Fed. Rep. 123.
S. W. Kellogg, for plaintiﬁ in error. Geom
0. Lay, for defendant in error.
No opinion. Dismissed, per stipulation

EASTERN TOWNSHIPS' BANK v. ST.
JOHNSBURY & L. O. R. CO.

‘roar PAYNE COAL & mos co. v.

for the western district of Michigan.
Michael Brown, for plaiutiﬁ in error. Wil
lard Kingsley, for defendant in error.
No opinion. Judgment reversed, with costs,
per stipulation, and cause remanded for a new
trial.

(June 13, 1892)
No. 439.
Error to the circuit court of the United States
for the district of Vermont. See 40 Fed. Rep.
423.
A. P. Cross, for plaintiff in error. S. C.
Shurtleﬂ, for defendant in error.
No opinion. Dismissed, pursuant to the twen
ty-eighth rule.

EAST TENNESSEE, V. & G. B. CO. 1. Mc
KENNY.
(March 24, 1893.)
No. 174.
Error to the supreme court of the state of
Tennessee. See 1 S. W. Rep. 500.
1)_. hi. _.Tohnson and William M. Baxter, for
plaintiff in error. H. H. Ingersoll, for defend
Hl.1\[:ll.1 e_rrior. D
o opiu
on. rule.ismissed ' with cos ts’ pursuant
to . the
tenth

SAYLES.
(March 20, 1893.)
No. 1,304.
Petition for a writ of certiorari to the Unli
ed States circuit court of appeals for the iiiili
circuit.
'

.I. A. W. Smith, for petitioner. James M‘
ﬂeet, for respondent.
No opinion. Petition denied.

FRENCH et al. v. STATE OF NORTH
CAROLINA.
(April 7, 1893.)
No. 1,028

Error to the supreme court of than?" °i

“girth Gir§un1§irmsee 14d sﬁ‘giielrigpb McKen
.
l iiit
s an
11y. amue
for plailnigtisd
errogmr'l‘heodore- F- D"
d
.for eenDismissed,
an in
_
vil‘llttimopinion.
with
008:8! 31%|“;
tion of Samuel F. Phillips, for pain

error.
=

EDISON et al. v. KLABER.

;

FULLER v. AMERICAN EMIGRANT 0“
(April 14, 1893.)

(October 24, 1892.)
No. 222.
Appeal from the circuit court of the United
States
for
the
south
'
'
see 38 Fed. Rep. Mira district
of New York.

No. 1.192
the m" "l
Error to the supreme court 0!
lows. See 50 N. \V. Rep. 48. _ 1 m M,‘

Richard N. Dyer, for appellants.
No opinion. Dismissed, with cos
tion of counsel for appellants.
‘:8’ on mo‘

Frederic D. McKenny, for defendant‘om W
No opinion.
Dismissed; W1. D M'cKen,
stipulation, on motion of iirodenc ny, for defendant in error.

Uharles A. Clark, for Dlﬂum nu we‘,
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In re GARDINER et sl
(Mny 10, 1893.)
No. 1,340.
Petition for a writ of certiorari to the Unit

1047

HANCOCK INSPIRATOR CO. v. REGES
TER et al.
(November 8, 1892.)
No. 46.

ed States circuit court of appeals for the sec
ond circuit. See 53 Fed. Re). 1013.
Edwin B. Smith, for Gar iner & Bro., for
petitioner.
_
No opinion. Petition denied.

Appeal from the circuit court of the United
States for the district of Maryland. See 35
Fed. Rep. 61.
Clinunce'v Smith and E. P. Howe, for appel
lant. H, .I‘. Feiiton. for appellees.
No opinion. Dismissed, with costs, pursuant

to the tenth rule.
=

4
Li‘

.r;
1::

GARDNER et ai. v. STATE OF PENN
SYLVANIA.
(January 23, 1893.)
No. 339.
Error to the supreme court of the state of
Pennsylvania.
_
John B. l-iinkson, for plaintiffs in error.
No opinion. Dismissed, with costs, on au
thority of counsel for plnintiﬁs in error.

GEORGIA INFIRMARY FOR RELIEF &
PROTECTION OF AGED & AFFLICT
ED NEGROES v. JONES.
(April 21, 1893.)
No. 146.
Appeal from the circuit court of the United
States for the southern district of New York.
J. A. Beail and John W. ‘Veed. for appel
lent. Joseph H. Choate, for appellees.
No opinion. Dismissed, per stipulation, on
motion of Charles C. Benuian, for appellees.

HARVEY et a]. v. TELEGRAPH PRINT
ING 00.
(April 24, 1893.)
No. 959.
Error to the circuit court of the United Statm
for the southern district of Georgia.
Walter B. Hill, for plaintiffs in error.
No opinion. Dismissed, with costs, on motion
of. counsel for plaintitfs in error.

HILL et II. V. GORDON et nl.
(March 8. 1893.)

No. 703.
Appeal from the circuit court of the United

States for the northern district of Florida. See
45 Fed. Re . 276.
ohn C. 0?)" and W. W. Hampton, forep
pellants. S.
. Finley, for appellees.
No opinion. Dismissed, per stipulation.

HOEFINGHOFF v. EDWARDS.
GIOZZA v. TIERNAN.

(January 3. 1893.)

(March 23. 1893.)

No. 256.
Error to the circuit court of the United States
for the southern district of Ohio. See 38 Fed.
R29. 635.
'harles H. Stephens and T. D. Lincoln for

No. 189.
Appeal from the circuit court of the United
States for the eastern district of Texas.
.I. M. Burroughs, for appellant. J. S. Hogg,
for appellee.
No‘opinion. Dismissed, with costs, pursuant
to the tenth rule.

laintiﬁ in error.

Warrington and I3. H.

isbee, for defendant in error.
No opinion.

Dismissed, per stipulation.
=

HOEY et sl. v. COLEMAN et s.l.
GREGORY et al. v. BRANSFORD.
(January 30, 1893.)
No. 875.
Error to the corporation court of Lynch
burg, Vs.
W. W. Lnrkin, for plaintiffs in error. R.
Taylor Scott, for defendant in error.
No o “.1011.
Dismissed, with costs, by con
sent 0 counsel for piuintiﬁs in error, on mo

:iogu of R Taylor Scott, for defendant in er

(May 1, 1893.)

No. 778.
Appeal from the circuit court of the United

States for the southern district of New York.
See 46 Fed. Reg. 221.
Clarence A.
e ward, for appellants. David
J. DeanI for aplgcllecs.
_
_
No opinion.
ismissed, per stipulation, on
inerition of J. Huliley Ashton, in behalf of conn
8
=

HOHENSTEIN v. HEDDEN.
HAGEDON v. SEEBERGER.

(March 13, 1893.)

(February 6, 1893.)

No. 136.
Error to the circuit court of the United

No. 60.
Error to the circuit court of the United States
for the northern district of Illinois.
Fed. Rep. 401.

See

38

If. 1.. Shuman and Henry E. Tremain, for
plaintiff in error. The Attorney General,
defendant in error.

for

No 0 inion. Dismissed, with costs, on mo
:iton 0 Henry E. Tremnin, for plalntiﬂ in
ror.

gtat‘efs fFogdthﬁ soué‘iiern district of New York.
ee

.

e

.

.

Edwin B. Smith, S. G. Clarke, and Charles
Curie, for plaintiff in error. The Attorney Gen
ernl, for defendant in error.
_
No opinion. Judgment reversed, with costs,
u on confession of error by Assistant Attorney

enernl Maury, for defendant in error; this
udgment to be entered nunc pro tune as of

mull-.1 8.
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HOWARD et al. v. ROBINSON et a1.
(April 25, 1893.)
No. 267.
Appeal from the circuit court of the United
States for the district of Colorado.
Thomas G. Putnam and S. E. Browne, for
appellants. Charles S. Thomas and C. C. Par
eDﬂS, for appellees.
_
No opinion. Dismissed, with costs, pursuant
to the tenth rule.

KENGLA v. OFFUTT.
(May 15, 1893.)
No. 1,143.
Error to the supreme court of the District 0!

iC i

v‘ im
00 for plaintiﬁ in error. H
T. Tagger}, for defendant in error.
ugh
_ No opinion. Dismissed, with costs oi print
ing the _record and clerk's costs in this court
to be paid by defendant in error, per stipulation
of can
=

HUGHES v. ROBSON.
KENTUCKY 8: I. BRIDGE CO. v. LOUlS
VILLE & N. R. CO.

(January 11, 1893.)

No. 399.

(March 30, 1893.)

Error to the circuit court of the United
States for the northern district of Texas.
W. Brown, for laintiﬁ in error. I. M.
McCormick, for defen ent in error.
No opinion. Dismissed, per stipulation.

No. 204.
Appeal from the circuit court of the United
Isateuitesngor the district of Kentucky. See 5
.
p. 567.
Thomas W. Bullltt, for appellant. Ed. Bax
ter for appellee.
No opinion. Dismissed, with costs, pursuant
to the tenth rule.

ISAACS v. UNITED STATES.
(March 14, 1893.)

KNAPP et al. v. GARRISON et 51., (two

No. 141.

cases.)
Error to the circuit court of the United
States for the eastern district of Louisiana.
.1’. R. Beckwith Charles Curie, W. Wickhum
Smith, and D. Yes Mackie. for plaintiff in
error. The Attorney General, for defendant in

(January 19. 1893.)
Error

to

the

Nos. 118, 119.
circuit court of the United

error.

States for the district of Nevugln.

No opinion. Dlsmissed, on motion of Wick
ham Smith, for plnintiﬁf in error.

H. F Bar-tine, for plaintiffs In error.
No opinion. Dismissed: with costs, on lutlwr
ity of counsel for plaintiffs in error.

JOHNSON v. COWLING at IL
(April 17, 1893.)
No. 226.
Error to the supreme court of the District of
Columbia.
J. D. Conghlan, for plaintiff in error.
Dismissed, with costs, p ursuant
toNo
theopinion.
tenth rule.

KNEELAND v. SALLING.
(April 25, 1893.)
No. 268.
Error to the circuit court of theUniM
States for the western diistrict of Mlcllllll-L
N. W. Bliss for plainti in error.

No opinion. ‘ Dismissed, with costs- Pmum
to the tenth rule.

=

::

JONES v. BAER. SEASONGOOD & CO.
(April 17, 1893.)

LANGDON V. RANNEY et ll
(April 5, 1893.)

No. 220.
N0. 197.

Error to the United States court for the In
dlixu. I'li‘lenétorly.
t
in error.. p.nrandaurl
Goldsmith.H.1I'.
L. P.Mu
siiiiueiii.

l‘ ‘
iiiiiniiir.

T.NHl:)tl(]:_hl'lUZS, ‘florldefendants in error.
mon. by urgrnent
and 0'interest,
a divideduﬂirmed
court. ‘

Appeal from the circuit court of the United
States for the district of Minnesota.
S. S. Burdett, for appellant. C. W. Buun.
for
ellees.
Noa pdpiuion.

'
Dismissed, with
costs. 11mm‘

'
with
cost‘
to sixteenth rule.

=

LAPHAM—DODGE CO. V. SEVERIN 6t li

JONES et al. v. CUNNINGHAM et aL
(February 6, 1893.)
(October 24, 1892.)
No. 16.
Appeal from the circuit court of th
States]- forAtheiusoutherfn district of Geoergirlfrned
I cofor‘n-Dnellee?‘
co .
ercer, or uppelants.
1
my?
R. G. Er

the circuit court 0 e .B‘L
Statgllmtl‘or thgldistrict
of Indiana. See 40 1‘

ulagogpimon. Dismissed, with costs, per stip

Lothr
, for ap ismissed.
ees.
_
No ‘oipinion.
with
M!!- °“ “ u_
thority of conned for appellant.

No- 848'
A

tth United

1 fr

R Sldmes
.
Lawrenglel, for appellant. George H
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LARKIN v. BRANSFORD.
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U. M. Rose and G. B. Rose for a ellnnt.
goliige‘F. Dillon and Winslow S.’Pierce,mior ap
E

(January 30, 1893.)

No. 1,093.
Error to the circuit court of Lynchbnrg, Va.
"F
5:"

No opinion. Dismissed, with costs, on motion
of counsel for appellant.

W. W. Lurkin, for plaintiff in error. R. Tay
lor Scott, for defendant in error.
No opinion. Dismissed. with costs. by con
sent of counsel for plaintiif in error, on motion
of R. Taylor Scott, for defendant in error.

LOCKE v. SMITH et IL
(April 2-1, 1&3.)

No. 252.
Appeal from the circuit court of the United
States for the district of Massachusetts. See

LAWSON et al. v. BRANSFORD.
(January 30. 1893.)

No. 876.
vError to the corporation court of Lynchburg,

36 Fed. Rep. 310.
J. E. Maynadier. for appellant. John L. S.
Roherts and T. W. Porter, for appellees.
No opinion. Dismissed, with costs, pursuant
to the tenth rule.

=

a.
W. W. Larkin, for laintiﬁs in error. R.
Taylor Scott, for defen ant in error.
No opinion. Dismissed, with costs, by con
sent of counsel for plaintiffs in error, on motion
of R. Taylor Scott, for defendant in error.

LOTTIMER et al. v. MAXWELL et al.
(December 22, 1892.)

=

Error to

the

No. 271.
circuit court of the

United

States for the southern district of New York.
LEGG v. HEDDEN.
(November 14, 1892.)
No. 50.

A.
Griswold, for plaintiﬁs in error. The
Attorney General. for defendants in error.
No opinion. Dismissed. with costs. on mo
tion of Frederic D. McKenney, in behalf of
counsel for plaintiﬁs in error.

Error to the circuit court of the United
States for the southern district of New York.
See 37 Fed. Rep. 861.
S.
‘Clarke, E. B. Smith, and Charles Curie,
for glallltlﬁ in error. The Attorney General,
for efendant in error.
No opinion. Judgment reversed, with costs,
and cause remanded, with directions to grant
a new trial, on motion of the solicitor general,
who confessed error on behalf of the defendant

LOUISVILLE BOARD OF TRADE v. LOU
ISVILLE.
(December 19, 1892.)
No. 709.
Error to the court of ap eals of the state of

Kentucky. See 14 S. W.

error.
=

LINCOLN RAPID TRANSIT CO v. RUN
DEL.

ep. 408.

Alexander Pope Humphrey and George M.
Davie, for plaintiff in error.
No opinion. Dismissed, with costs. on au
thority of counsel for plaintiﬂ in error.

(December 8, 1892.)

No. 1,127.
Error to the supreme court of the state of
Nebraska. See 52 N. W. Rep. 563.
. G. Burr, for plaintiff in error. T. M. Mar

LOUISVILLE & N. R. CO. v. LOUISVILLE
BRIDGE CO.
(April 3. 1893-)

quett, for defendant in error.
ho opinion. Dismissed, with costs, per stip
ulation.

No. 205.
Appeal from the circuit court of the United
States for the district of Kentucky.
Walter Evans, for appellant.
No opinion. Dismissed, with costs, pursuant
to the tenth rule.

=

LITCHFORD et al. v. DAY.
(January 30, 1893.)

No. 877.
vError to the corporation court of Lynchbnrg,
a.
W. W. Larkin, for plaintiﬁa in error. R.
Taylor Scott, for defendant in error.
No opinion. Dismissed. with costs. by con
sent of counsel for plaintiffs in error, on motion
of R. Taylor Scott, for defendant in error.

MASON et al. v. SPRY LUMBER 00.
(March 7, 1893.)

No. 303.
Error to the supreme court of the state of
Michigan.

F‘. H. Canﬁeld and G. W. Weadock, for
plaintitfs in error. J. H. Got? and C. E. Kre
mer, for defendant in error.

_

No opinion. Dismissed, per stipulation.
LITTLE ROCK & M. R. CO. 7. ST. LOUIS,
I. M. & S. RY. CO.
(March 8, 1893.)
No. 329.

Appeal from the circuit court of the United
States for the eastern district of. Arkansas
See 41 Fed. Rep. 559.

MAYER at al. v. LOUISIANA NAT. BANK
OF NEW ORLEANS.
(August 10, 1892.)

No. 152.
Appeal from the district court of t_he_ United
States for the northern district of Mississippi.

SUPREME COURT REPORTER, VOL. 13,
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W. B. Walker and E. H. Bristow, for appel
lants. 16. O. S'kes. for appellee.
No opinion.
ismissed, pursuant to the twen
ty-eighth rule.

(December 7, 1892.)
No. 88.
Appeal from the circuit court of the _United
States for the southern district of California.
See 38 Fed. Rep. 328.
\V. W. Morrow, for appellant. S. M. White.
for appellee.
_
.
No opinion. Dismissed, with costsI pursuant
to the tenth rule.

MELETTA v. SCHELL et aL
(December 22, 1892.)
of the

ernl, for appellee.

B
=

NATIONAL CABLE RY. CO. V. MOUNT
ADAMS & E. P. INCIJNED RY.

McDONALD v. MQLEAN.

No. 164.
Error to the circuit court

Dismissed
on ofauthorit
i - se]No
foropinion.
appellant,
on motion
the soicitorcihi

United

States for the southern district of New York.
A. W. Griswold. for plaintiff in error. The
Attorney General, for defendants in error.
No 0 inion. Dismissed with costs. on mo
tion 0 Frederic D. Mclieuney, in behalf of
counsel for plaintiﬁ in error.

(March 7, 1893.)

No. 307.
Appeal from the circuit court of the United
States for the southern district of Ohio. See

38 Fed. R113). 8A0.
_George
arthng. for appellant. R. H. Par
kinson, for appellee.
_No opinion. Dismissed, with costs, on mo
tion of counsel for appellant.

NEW CHESTER WATER 00. et :1. v.
HOLLY MANUF'G 00.
(December 12. 1892.)
No. 1,255.
Petition for a writ of certiorari to the United
States circuit court of appeals for the third cir
cuit. See 53 Fell. Rep. 1:).
Richard C. Dale and Samuel Dickson. torpe
titioners. Richard L. Ashurst. for respondent
No opinion. Petition denied.

=
=

METTE v. McGUGKIN.
(December 5. 1892.)
No. 2.
Error to the supreme court of the state of
Nebraska. See 25 N. W. Rep. 338.
Jelferson Chandler and J. M. Woolworth, for
plaintiﬁf in error.
No opinion. Judgment aﬂirrned, with costs,
by u divided court.
_.——:

OTTAWA. O. & F. R V. R. CO. v. MASON
(April 10, 1893.)
No. 242.

" Appeal from the circuit court of the Unlud
States for the northern district of Illinois.
Wirt Dexter and John J. Herrick, for}?
pellnnt. George A. Sanders and T. S. c
Clelland, for apgellee.
,
No opinion.
ismissed, with costs, (per nip
ulatiou. on motion of George A. San an. for
appellee.
=3

MEYER v. BACIHDR~
(April 11, 1893.)
No. 296.
Appeal from the circuit court of the United
States for the eastern district of Arkansas.

PANGBORN v. BRAZEL.
(March 27, 1893.)
No. 186.

‘d

See 43 Fed. Reg. 702.
John S. Du e, for appellant. Morris M.

A eal from the circuit court of'the Unit
StatDeDs for the eastern district of Michigan M.

Cohn, for. appellee.
No opinion. Dismissed, per stipulation.

MThtolmas J. Jollilnston, for appellant E.
var
e, fora e ismissed,
ee.
_
No opinion.p
with
costs, plmmi
to the tenth rule.
ﬁ

MOORE v. ST. LOUIS & S. F. RY. CO.
(June 28, 1892.)
No. 414.

PARKER v. DENNY.
(January 18, 1893.)
No. 126.

Errorfortothethe
circuit(ilstl‘l‘tl‘ifco 1: 0F iArkinglgited
th
States
western

h ‘m

Ben '1‘. Du Val. for plaintiff in error. A. T.
Britton,
A. B.inBrow
for
defendant
err-Ollie. and George R. Peck,

Appeal from the sugreme court of t e ?
to Eighthf Washington.
Pac. Rep.John - 3
H. Miltlchell, ‘ee
for 21
appellant

No opinion.
ty‘eighth
rule- Dismissed , p ursua nt to the twen-

Allen.
appe Dismissed,
ee.
No 0for
inion.

=

_ d on,
per stipula

"A

cause rpemnnded to the supreme court of!”
state of Washington.

g

MULHOLLAND v. UNITED STATES.
(March 13. 1893.)

A

PRICE 1. PARKHURST.

No. 1,076.
ppeal from the circuit court of the United

E‘tGSn‘t'esRef?

district of Kentucky. See 50

nmue Thec Attorney
ee and William
(1
gelling‘.
General,Lirinsﬁi'é
ghigepd-

011 l

(April 3, 1893.)
No. 1.314.
d to m.
etltion for a writ of certiora
m

United ‘totes circuit court of apiéellgl W
eighth circuit. See 53 Bed. Rep.

MEMORANDUM DECISIONS.
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Henry Wise Garuett, Henry M. Teller, and
H. \V. Hohson, for petitioner. R. S. Morrison,
for respondents.
No opinion. Petition denied.

ROYER v. COUPE et 0.1.
(December 5, 1892.)
No. 83.
Appeal from the circuit court of the United

RAILWAY REGISTER MANUF’G CO. v.
CENTRAL PARK. N. & E. R. R. CO.
SAME v. BROADW’AY & S. A. R. CO.
(October 24, 1892.)
Nos. 17. 26.
Appeals from the circuit court of the United
States for the southern district of New York.
See 26 Fed. Rep. 522; 30 Fed. Re . 238.
E. N. Dickerson. for appellant.
ohn Dane,
Jr.. and John 1'‘. Dillon. for appellees.
No opinion. Dismissed, with costs, pursuant
to the nineteenth rule.

RAILWAY REGISTER MANUF'G CO. v.
THIRD AVE. R. CO. et al.
(March 24, 1893.)
No. 177.
Appeal from the circuit court of the United

States for the southern district of New York.
See 33 Fed. Rep. 31.
_
E. N. Dickerson. for appellant. Louis W.
Frost, for appellces.
No opinion. Dismissed, with costs, pursuant
to the tenth rule.

States for the district of Massachusetts. See
.58 Fed. Reg. 113, 115.
M. A. W eaton, for appellant. B. F. Thurs
ton and_I'_V. H. Thurston, for appellees.
No opinion. Dismissed, with costs, pursuant
to the tenth rule.

ST. LOUIS. A. & T. RY. CO. v. UNION
BRIDGE 00.
(November 14, 1892.)
No. 132.
Error to the circuit court of the United
States for the eastern district of Arkansas.
J. IlI._Taylor and Jefferson Chandler, for
plaintilf in error. U. M. Rose and G. B. Rose,
for defendant in error.
No opinion. Dismissed, with costs, on au
thority of counsel for plaintiﬁ in error.

ST. PAUL FIRE & MARINE INS. CO. v.
PELZER MANUF'G 00.
(July 23, 1892.)
No. 482.
Error to the circuit court of the

United

States for the district of South Carolina. See

w!‘
"I;

41 Fed. Rep. 271.

W. J. Hammond, for plaintiff in error. A.

I :2
RAINEY v. BROWN et aL

ll

T. Smythe. for defendant in error.
No opinion. Dismissed, pursuant
twenty-eighth rule.

to

the

(March 22, 1893.)

No. 155.
Appeal from the circuit court of the United
States for the western district of Pennsyl

Vania.
“E
‘1:1.

John Dalzell. for appellant. Hill Burgwin
and George C. Burgwin. for appellees.
No opinion. Dismissed, with costs, ursuant
to the sixteenth rule. on motion of A.
. Burg
win, for appellees.

RICHMOND & D. R. CO. V. KILLIAN.

SANGER et al.
(January
No.
Error to the United

v. FLOW et al.
18. 1893.)
984.
States circuit court of

appeals for the eighth circuit.

See 48 Fed.

Rep. 152.
\V. 0. Davis, for plaintiffs in error.
No opinion. Dismissed, with costs, on mo
tion of counsel for plaintiffs in error, and case
remanded to United States court in Indian
Territory.

(March 30, 1893.)

‘.1

No. 201.
Error to the circuit court of the United
States for the northern district of Georgia.
_Linden Kent and Henry Jackson, for plain
tit? in error.
No opinion. Dismissed, with costs, pursuant

to the tenth rule.
‘"1I2'“

SAVAGE v. UNITED STATES.
(November 11, 1892.)
No. 1.219.
Appeal from the court of claims.
The Attorney General, for the United States.
No opinion. Docketed and dismissed, on mo
tion of Assistant Attorney General Cotton, for
appellee

ROBERTSON v. ATTERBURY.
(January 6, 1893.)

No. 115.
Error to the circuit court of the United
States for the southern district of New York.
The Attorney General, for plaintii! in error.
William Stanley, S. G. Clarke, and E. B.
mvith. for defendant in error.
_l\0 opinion. Dismissed, with costs. on mo
:10“ of the attorney general, for plaintiﬂ in er

or.

SAX v. TAYLOR IRON WORKS.
(March 23, 1893.)
No. 168.
Appeal from the circuit court of the United
States for the district of New Jersey. See 30

Fed. Rep. 835.
David A. Burr, for appellant.
No opinion. Dismissed, with costs, pursuant

to the tenth rule.
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BAWYER—MAN ELECTRIC CO. v. EDI
SON ELECTRIC LIGHT CO.
(May 15, 1893.)
No. 1,339.
Petition for a writ of certiorari to the United
States circuit court of appeals for the second
circuit. See 53 Fed. Rep. 592.
Edmund \Vetmore, Elihu Root, S. A. Dun
can. L. E. Curtis. and B. H. Bristow forpe
titioner. Joseph H. Choatc, Frederic . Fish,
and R. N. Dyer, for respondent.
No opinion. Petition denied.

SMITH v. THOMSON et aL
(December 1, 1892.)
N0. 75.
Appeal from the circuit court of the United
States for the northern district of N
'

See 38 Fed. Rep. 004.

Wm

george
Telgry, for appellant.
0 opinion.
to the
tenth rule.ismisse , with costs ' p an um

SPERRY v. LEVINS.
(April 10, 1893.)
No. 1.322.
THE SAN DIEGO v. UNITED STATES.
(January 3. 1893.)

No. 1,268.
Appeal from the district court of the United
States for the district of Alaska.
The Attorney General, for the United States.
No opinion. Docketed and dismissed, on mo
tion of the solicitor general, for appeliee.

SHANNON v. BRUNER.
(January 8, 1893.)

No. 98.
Appeal from the circuit court of the United
States for the eastern district of Missouri.
33 Fed. Rep. 289,aiiirmcd.
U. M. Xoung, for appellant. F. N. Judson,
for appellee.
No opinion. Decree aﬂirmed, with costs, by
s divided court.
=

Appeal from the supreme court of the terri
tory of \Vashin on. See 20 Pac. Rep. 309.
No opinion.
ocketed and dismissed, with
costs. on motion of Fillmore Besll. for sppel‘
lee, and cause remanded to the supreme court
of the state of Washington.

STAYTON WATER—BITCH & CANAL 00.
et al. v. SALEM CAPITAL FLOUR
MILLS 00.
(March 21, 1893.)
No. 441.

Appeal from the circuit court of the United
States for the district of Oregon. See 33 Fed.
Ref). 146.
‘
ohn H. Mitchell. for appellants. J. h.
Dolph, for appellee.
_
No 0 inion. Dismissed, with costs, on mo
tion of ohn H. Mitchell, for appellants.

STEM-WINDER MIN. CO. v. EMMA a
LAST CHANCE CONSOL. MIN. 00.
SHIELDS et al. v. McAULEY et al., (two
cases.)
(February 2, 1893.1
Nos. 128. 129.
Appeals from the circuit court of the United
States for the western district of Pennsyl
Vania. See 37 Fed. Rep. 302.
James H. Reed, for appellants. George 0.
Burgwin. for one of the appellees.
No opinion. Dismissed, with costs, on au
thority of counsel for appellants.
=

SIMMS v. BAMBRICK et I-i.

et al.
(December 19, 1892.)
No. 62.
Error to the supreme court of the terrllﬂl'l
of Idaho. 21 Pac. Rep. 1040, atﬁrmed.

S. S. Burdett and Albert Hmrcu, for PM‘
tiff in error. W. B. Heybura, for defendant!
in error.
No opinion. Judgment ai‘ﬁrmed. with was
by a divided court, and cause remanded to t
supreme court of the state of Idaho.
==

SUESSENBACH et al. 1. FIRST NAT.
BANK OF DEADWOOD.

(November 23, 1892.)

No. 67.
Appeal
from the an pr eme court of the terrie
to"
0! Arizona.

(October 24. 1892.)
No. 68.
A peal from the supreme court of thatcm.

tol'ypof Dakota. See 41 N. W. Rep- 6% a
Willlam Pinkney Whyte, for appellant.
Di
'
toNo
theopinion.
tenth rulesmmsed'
Wm‘ ‘"18"’ pursuant
=

Daniel McLaughlin. for appellants Moody and S. S. Burdett, for appellee. my
No opinion. Dismissed, with costmfpﬂappel‘
ulatlon. on motion of S. S. Burdetl. 0: m“

lee. and cause remanded to the suprem
BINGLEHURST et al. Y. LA COMPAGNIE
GENERALE TRANSATLAN—
TIQUE et al.
(March 27, 1893.)
No. 1.309.
Petition for a writ of certiorari to the United
States
circuit
court
c'irlguilti §ee 53 Fed. of
Réipiipggii for the second

of the state of South Dakota.
g

SUN PRINTING & PUB. ASS'N 1. SMITH‘
(May 10, 1893-)
No. 1.341.
m WM
Petition for a writ of certiorari to 0
States circuit court of appeals for tin WM

_ . ones. for
petiti
.
.
(or1. Singlehnrst
et al.,
relslpghdeﬁtani
Benedlct'
No opinion.

Petition denied.

circuit.
Franklin
SeeBartlett.
55 Fed. for
Rep.petitioner

No opinion. Petition dome

MEMORANDUM DECISIONS.

SWEET 1. LA BELLE WAGON WORKS.
(April 3, 1893.)
No. 295.
Appeal from the circuit court of the United
States for the eastern district of Wisconsin.
F‘.
Winkler, for appellant. O. E. Shep
ard. for appellee.
No opinion. Dismissed, with costs, on au
thority of counsel for appellant.
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UNITED STATES v. FOWKES.
(February 6. 1893.)

No. 1.277.
Petition for a writ of certiorari to the United
States circuit court of ap eals for the third cir
cuit.

See 53 Fed. Rep. 113.

The Attorney General and Asst. Atty. Gen.
Maury, for the United State. Thomas Hart,
Jr. for respondent.

No opinion. Petition denied.

TEXAS 8: P. RY. CO. v. NELSON
(October 28, 1892.)
No. 1.112.

Error to the United States circuit court of
gpgeals for the ﬁfth circuit.

See 50 Fed. Rep.

John F. Dillon and Winslow S. Pierce, for
plaintiﬂ in error.
No opinion. Dismissed, with costs. on au
thority of counsel for plaintiff in error.

UNITED STATES v. GILBERT.
(January 3, 1893.)
No. 638.
Appeal from the court of claims.
The Attorney General, for the United States.
Lancasteijj for appellee.
_'No opinion.
ismissed. on motion of the so
llcitor general, for appellant.

in‘
THOMPSON v. CARLISLE et al.
(November 30, 1892.)
No. 73.
Error to the circuit court of the United
States for the northern district of Texas.
Sawnie Robertson. for plaintiff in error.
No opinion. Dismissed, with costs, pursuant
to the tenth rule.

TODD v. KAUFFMAN et al.
(June 2, 1892.)

No. 937.

fa._ -‘:—‘—‘

No. 1.204.
Petition for a writ of certiorari to the United
States circuit court of appeals for the ninth
circuit. See 49 Fed. Rep. ()46.

The Attorney General and The Solicitor Gen
eral. for the United States.
_
dNo opinion.

Petition denied, without prej

n ma.

UNITED STATES v. MARVIN.
(January 3, 1893.)
No. 667.

trict of Columbia.

Appeal from the circuit court of the United
States for the district of Connecticut. See 44
Fed. Rep. 405.

J. J. Johnson, for appellant. B. F. Leighton,
for appellees.
No opinion. Dismissed, pursuant to the
twenty-eighth rule.

0. C. Lancaster for appellee.
No opinion. Dismissed, on motion of the so
licitor general, for appellant.

Appeal from the supreme court of the Dis
1-“B-5
\=“A.

UNITED STATES v. THE ITATA.
(October 31, 1892.)

TRAVERS v. BUCKLEY et aL
(April 24, 1893.)
No. 250.
Appeal from the circuit court of the United
States for the district of Massachusetts. See
89 Fed. Rep. 605.
Arthur v. Briesen, for appellant. Causten
Browne, for ap ellees.
No opinion.
ismissed, with costs, pursuant

The Attorney General, for the United States.

UNITED STATES v. MOCK.
(April 20, 1893.)
No. 234.
Error to the circuit court of the United
States for the northern district of California.
See 54 Fed. Rep. 490.
_

The Attorney General, for the United States.
No opinion. Dismissed, on authority of coun
sel for plaintiiI in error.

to the tenth rule.
=

ULRICH v. McGOWAN.

VAN GUNDEN et al. v. VIRGINIA GOAL
8!. IRON CO.
‘December 5, 1892.)

(May 15, 1893.)

Appeal from the circuit court of the United
States for the western district of Missouri.

No. 1,246.
Petition for a writ of certiorari to the United
States circuit court of ap eals for the fourth
circuit. See 52 Fed. Rep.
.

see 43 Fed. Rep. 681.
Edward H. Stiles, for appellant.
No opinion. Dismissed, with costs, on an

F. S. Blair, for
J. F. Bullitt, an

No. 601.

thorlty of counsel for appellant.

William C. Mayne. D. H. Chamberlain and
etitioners. Richard C. Dale.
R. A. Ayers, for respondent.

No opinion. Petition denied.
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george

VULCAN IRON WORKS et a1. 1. SKIN
NER.

Chspinkfordappeliant.
sse ' w'th
l mu’

o opinlon.
to the
tenth rule.ism

mum‘

(January 9, 1893.)

No. 22S.
Appeal from the circuit court of the United

WILKINS et al. v. TOURTELOTT et at

States for the northern district of Illinois. See
(April 3, 1893.)

39 Fed. Rep. 870.
Charles K. Ofiield, for appellants. L. L. Co
burn. for appeliee.
No opinion. Dismissed, per stipulation.

WALDIE v. HUBIBL.
(April 13. 1893.)
No. 219.
Appeal from the circuit court of the United
states for the southern district of New York.
See 35 Fed. Rep. 414.
A. G. N. Vermilyea, for appellant.
No opinion. Dismissed, with costs, pursuant
to the tenth rule.

No. 145.
Error to the su reme court of the state of
Kansas. See 22 ac. Rep. 11.
James M. Mason, William M. Springer, and
J. W. Day, for laintiﬁs in error. Jt-iierson
Brutnback and
allace Pratt, for defendant:
in error.
opinion.court.
Judgment aﬂirmed, with m
byNo
a divided
=

WILLIAMS v. ABEEL et ai.
(March 7, 1893.)
No. 853.

WATWN v. BELFIELD et aL
(March 23. 1893.)
No. 169.
Appeal from the circuit court of the United
States for the district of New Jersey. See 26
Fed. Rep. 536.
Edward A. Day, for appellant. James Bu
chanan, for up llee.
No opinion.
ismissed, with costs, pursuant
to the tenth rule.

Error to the circuit court of the United
States for the northern district of Texas.
Eugene Williams, for plaintiff in error. E.
H. Graham, for defendants in error.
No opinion. Dismissed. with costs, on mo
tion of counsel for plaintiﬂ in error.
=|

WILLIAMS 1. WILCOX et 1L
(March 7, 1893.)
WIGHT FIREPROOFING CO. v. CHI—
CAGO FIREPROOFING CO.

(April 28, 1893.)
No. 280.

StAtppegl fé-gm thrtahcircuiit tcourt :Imt‘llileiUnlted
el 0!
1101'
358.Fed.
Rep.B 582

en]

18 not 0

° " See

No. 854.
Error to the circuit court of the United
States for the northern district 011 Texas
Eugene Williams, for plurntrﬁ in error. E.
H. Graham. for defendants in error.
No opinion. Dismissed, with costs, on mo
tion of counsel for piaintrﬂ in error.
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